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In Network Buying
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Windy, the very spirit of Kansas TV, is pointing out that top flight . . . day and
E"
night... CBS shows plus strong, high-interest local programs
put
KTVH
in
ON
G
BIKansas
first place in Wichita, Hutchinson, and the entire Central
area. KTVH
rated 15 out of the top 15 programs (March 1955 Telepulse). Latest ARB,
too, gives KTVH credit for carrying the majority of leading film and network
shows. Windy says, "To he a big one, join a big one!"
Represented Nationally by H-R Television, Inc.
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Pioneering research in cosmetics has made Revlon one of the most famous
names in the field. Revlon lipsticks, for example, provide an almost
endless variety of distinctive colors and shades to meet the demands of
discriminating users. In the field of broadcasting, the Havens & Martin, Inc.,
Stations are famous for their pioneering research in the development of a
wide variety of programs universally popular with a vast and loyal audience
in one of the South's richest areas. Discriminating advertisers prefer the
First Stations of Virginia to convert this responsive audience into sales.
WMBG-AM, WCOD-FM & WTVR-TV are equally well known as "Richmond's
only
Join with
confidence
the one
growing
list ofcomplete
advertisersbroadcasting
who use theinstitution."
Havens & Martin
Stations
to reach
of the
South's richest areas.

INTERCONNECTED WITH ABC AND CBS
WMBG

aM WCOD
™ WTVR
MAXIMUM POWER 100,000 WATTS • MAXIMUM HEIGHT 1049 FEET
WTVR Represented Nationally by BLAIR TV, INC.
WMBG Represented Nationally by THE BOLLING CO.
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*The average audience is increasing with
each report. According to Telepulse, KGULTV's share of audience . . . sign on to sign
off . . . increased 15.3% in May over April
1955.
Ml
(Telepulse, Houston-Galveston Metropolitan Area May 1955)
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NBC • CBS • DuMont
WGAL-TV
Here in this great market are 3 million
prospects for your product . . . prospects
with $5 Va billion to spend each year.
There's a song in the air for you ... a song
of selling results when you advertise on
WGAL-TV.
STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

LANCASTER,

PA.

Channel 8 Mighty Market Reading
Place
Harrisburg
York
Hanover
Gettysburg
Chambersburg
Waynesboro
Frederick
Westminster
Sunbury
Carlisle
Martinsburg

Lebanon
Pottsville
Hazleton
Shamokin
Bloomsburg
Mount
Carmel
Lewisburg
Lewistown
Lock Haven
Hagerstown

Representatives: ffVl E E K E R
T
INC*
New York • Los Angeles • Chicago • San Francisco
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PUBLIC CAMPAIGN FUNDS • Advertising Council looks with favor on proposal of Philip L. Graham, publisher of
Washington Post & Times Herald and
chairman of WTOP Inc., to use public service advertising to solicit public funds for
financing of all political campaigns. Council, formerly headed by Mr. Graham, at
recent meeting conditioned its tentative
approval upon setting up of appropriate
bi-partisan group, representing both political parties as well as industry and labor,
to raise out-of-pocket costs for Ad Council campaign.
B»T
HOW MUCH would Advertising Council
need to launch public service advertising
campaign from sponsoring group? Offcuff estimate is $30,000-$50,000. Mr.
Graham's project, disclosed in address at
U. of Chicago month ago, would urge
small contributions from citizens, to supplant undesirable gifts from underworld
or self-serving special interest groups.
Radio and tv, plus printed media, would
be used to teach importance of good government and respect for political life. Both
GOP and Democratic National Committee chairmen have endorsed plan.
B«T
McCAW BUYING • Negotiations looking toward sale of KFEL-TV Denver (ch.
2) by Eugene P. O'Fallon to J. Elroy McCaw reportedly were in final stages last
Friday in Denver. Contract contemplates
payment of $400,000 for 100% of stock,
plus assumption of corporate liabilities
amounting to approximately $350,000.
Purchase would be arranged through series
of notes, with acquisition by Mr. McCaw's
Gotham Broadcasting Co. (WINS New
York). Among Mr. McCaw's other properties are KYA San Francisco, KELA
Centralia, Wash., and KTVW (TV)
Tacoma-Seattle (ch. 13).
B»T
MACY'S New York, understood to be
negotiating through Grey Adv., with
WRCA-TV New York for spot television
campaign which would start in fall and
run for 52 weeks. If it goes through,
Macy's move might lead other department
stores across country into heavier tv use.
B«T
TV IS BIGGEST • Contrary to newspaper
reports, Philip Morris will spend more
money this year in tv than in any other
medium. Overall tv expenditures on spot
basis should eclipse $4 million despite
dropping of / Love Lucy and Public Defender, it's learned authoritatively. Television Bureau of Advertising last May
was instrumental in selling PM on 26wesk spot campaign running in excess of
$1 million until end of year (on 52-week
basis it would exceed $2 million). Newspapers have sought to make capital out of
PM cancellation of networks and when

Broadcasting

Telecasting

TvB week ago announced that for first
time national advertisers have invested
more in tv than in any other medium
(story page 35), not single New York
newspaper carried story. Newspapers
previously had played up Bureau of Advertising claim that their national billings
were at all-time high and higher than any
other medium.
B«T
WNHC-AM-TV New Haven has been
notified by NBC that affiliation contracts
are cancelled effective Oct. 1 for tv and Dec.
1 for radio. Aldo DeDominicis, general
manager and secretary-treasurer, disclosed
receipt of cancellation notices. Ch. 8 tv outlet is primary NBC affiliate but also carries
CBS-TV and ABC-TV programs. FCC last
week announced it had continued without
date oral argument on application to transfer WKNB-AM-TV New Britain from
Julian Gross, et al, to NBC for $606,000
[B»T, Jan. 10]. Ch. 30 uhf slated to replace WNHC-TV.
B»T
CLYNE ADDS DUTIES • Terry Clyne,
vice president and chairman of plans review board of McCann-Erickson, New
York, will get additional responsibilities
of management supervisor of entire radiotv department, and top man will be appointed vice president in charge of that
department, reporting to Mr. Clyne. New
vice president is expected to be named
within next two weeks.
B«T
NEWS soon will be forthcoming on FCC
decision to delete radio station on grounds
of aiding and abetting horse race gambling in violation of state laws. Case involves small station in East, and FCC will
hold that station defied Commission warnings and broadcast not only local track
but outside results which allegedly were
broadcast to satisfy "bookie" demands.
Note: FCC within fortnight renewed licenses of four stations in Miami area involving race track broadcasts but found
these were in category of tip sheet selling
rather than illegal gambling.
B«T
NO VACANCY • To oft-rising question
whether CBS Radio plans to develop own
version of NBC's weekend Monitor marathon, CBS network officials offer this answer: "Where would we put it?" They
point to Sunday commercial schedule particularly, with afternoon Woolworth Hour
and Rhythm on the Road, and evening
Kraft hour, Jack Benny, Amos V Andy,
and My Little Margie among sponsored
shows either continuing through summer
or expected back in fall.
B»T
SOME

members of FCC regard their upcoming decision on de-intermixture of uhf
and vhf in same markets as determination
of whether Commission will completely
HH

circuit
abandon uhf. No decision yet whether
FCC will establish overall pattern or
handle issues argued last week on "caseby-case" basis.- Likewise, while effort will
be made to decide cases prior to Aug. J
summer recess, it appears to be race against
time (see page 60).
B»T
LIGHT BREAKFAST • Swift & Co.'s
decision to drop ABC Radio's Breakfast
Club after 14 years hit network's Central
Division hard, following as it did similar
move by Quaker Oats Co., which carried
three 15-minute segments of program
weekly. Swift reportedly is shopping for
new network tv property and may also continue Horace Heidt Show Wagon. It is
emphasized that early-morning show will
continue with new advertisers in prospect.
B»T
PROBLEM of spectrum allocation being
given consideration at highest level these
days. Arthur S. Flemming, Defense
Mobilization administrator, and Harold M.
Botkin, assistant director for telecommunications, recently met with FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey and Comr.
E. M. Webster, to explore prospect of
orderly long-range plan to accommodate
all services (with emphasis on tv ) in most
desirable slots.
B«T
LEAVING CHICAGO • Radio Advertising Bureau has closed its Chicago office,
attributing decision to desire for greater
administrative efficiency. Instead of having three national salesmen in New York
and one in Chicago, bureau will have four
in New York (plus two to be added by
fall). Officials say all national salesmen
now will be able to specialize on given
product categories, whereas man working
solo (as has been Chicago case) must necessarily be "expert" in all fields. Consolidation also eliminates liaison lags. Decision to close Chicago office stemmed
from Gale Blocki Jr.'s resignation, effective June 15, to become vice president and
Chicago manager of Simmons Assoc.,
radio station representation firm [B«T,
May 23].
B»T
JERRY SILL, Midwest broadcaster, reportedly inprocess of selling WMIL Milwaukee and his interest in WAGE-TV
Marquette, Mich. (ch. 6). Upon consummation, he plans to return to his old haunts
in East and to radio-tv
B»T or both.
ABC BUILD-UP • Underlining revitalization program in progress at ABC, network this week will announce expansion
of advertising, promotion and publicity
department in New York and Hollywood,
encompassing several promotions to newly
created posts and substantial additions in
personnel in two cities.
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HERE IS THE WHB LEADERSHIP
FIRST PLACE — HOOPER
Average share of audience 7 a.m. -6
May-June, 1955
FIRST PLACE — PULSE
Average share of audience, 6 a.m. -6
March-April, 1955
FIRST PLACE— TRENDEX
Average share of audience, 8 a.m. -6
Jan.-Feb., 1955
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KC

This is what Mid-Continent programming, ideas and
excitement have achieved for WHB ! All three national

p.m., Mon.-Fri.,

surveys— PULSE, HOOPER, TRENDEX— give WHB
the top daytime spot with all-day average ratings as
high as 45.7% (Hooper). So no matter what ratings

p.m., Mon.-Sat.,
p.m., Mon.-Fri.,

you buy by, your best Kansas City buy is WHB. Talk to
the man from Blair or WHB General Manager George
W. Armstrong.

COMPANY

WTIX, New Orleans
Represented by
Adam J. Young, Jr.

•

710

LINE-UP:

CONTINENT BROADCASTING
President: Todd Storz

Page 6

WATTS,

KOWH, Omaha
Represented by
H-R Reps., Inc.

WHB, Kansas City
Represented by
John Blair & Co.
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New Business, Renewals
Announced by CBS Radio
NEW business and renewals on CBS Radio
announced Friday by John Karol, vice president
in charge of network sales.
New contracts include Sleep-Eze Co. for
Tuesday and Thursday segments of Young Dr.
Malone, effective July 19 through M. B. Scott
Inc., Hollywood; Hazel Bishop Inc. for fiveminute segment, Monday through Friday of
Fred Robbins Show starting Aug. 1 through
Raymond Spector Co., New York; Famous Artists Schools Inc., New York, for weekly 10minute Galen Drake series, starting July 9 for
four weeks, through Foote, Cone & Belding,
New York. Murine Co. for eight quarter-hour
segments of Arthur Godfrey Time on alternating schedule on CBS Radio only through BBDO;
Gulf Oil Corp. for 42 five-minute segments of
Wendy Warren & the News starting July 6,
through Young & Rubicam; Dow Chemical Co.
for quarter-hour sponsorship of Arthur Godfrey Time Thursday on radio-tv and every
fourth Friday on radio-only for 26 weeks
through MacManus, John & Adams, New York.
CBS-Columbia will sponsor Arthur Godfrey's
Talent Scouts alternate weeks with Thomas J.
Lipton Inc. through December. Agency, Ted
Bates & Co., New York.
Renewals include Hawaiian Pineapple Co.,
San Francisco, for Friday quarter-hour sponsorship of Art Linkletter's House Party through
N. W. Ayer & Son, New York; A. E. Staley
Mfg. Co., Decatur, 111., for alternating sponsorship of Arthur Godfrey Time through Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago; Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., for Gunsmoke through Cunningham
& Walsh, New York; American Oil Co. for
Edward R. Murrow With the News through
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
KMBC-AM-TV Affiliations
With ABC Announced
NEW ABC Radio affiliations include: KMBC
Kansas City and KFRM Concordia, Kan., efective Dec. 1, and WOSA Wausau, Wis., effec
tive last Friday. KMBC-TV Kansas City joins
ABC-TV Sept. 28. KMBC-AM-TV and KFRM
are owned and operated by KMBC Broadcasting Co., subsidiary of Cook Paint & Varnish
Co. WOSA is owned and operated by Rep.
Alvin
E. O'Konski
Affiliations
announced
jointly by(R-Wis.).
Alfred R.
Beckman being
and
Charles W. Godwin, ABC-TV and ABC Radio
directors of station relations, respectively.
In Kansas City, KMBC-AM-TV replace
KCMO-AM-TV as network's affiliates. KCMO
stations are switching to CBS which formerly
affiliated with KMBC outlets. KCMO-TV also
had been affiliated with DuMont. John T.
Schilling is vice president and general manager
of KMBC, on air since 1921, operating on 980
kc with 5 kw, of KMBC-TV, which operates
on ch. 9, and of KFRM, 550 kc, 5 kw.
Miss. Tv Ch. 6 Shift Asked
WABG Greenwood, Miss., Friday asked FCC
to move ch. 6 from Clarksdale, Miss., to Greenwood. Previously, WDXI Jackson, Tenn., had
asked FCC to move Clarksdale vhf to Indianola, Miss. [B*T, June 20].
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

deadline

•
SUMMER BETTER
RADIO listening drops off in summer?
More evidence to refute that old belief
was advanced Friday by CBS-owned
WCBS New York. Station cited Pulse
ratings for first seven local daytime participation programs to show that all but
one enjoyed higher listening in June than
January — and that single exception broke
even. Among others, June 'ratings ran
from 5.4% to 25% ahead "of those for
same shows in January.

Jacksonville School Group
Eager to Switch to Uhf
JACKSONVILLE, Fla., educators not only
have no objection to proposal to switch educational reservation from ch. 7 to ch. 36, but
are eager.
That is only way to develop educational
tv in Duval County area in foreseeable future,
Iva -T. Sprinkle, secretary, Board of Public Instruction,, wrote to FCC.
Proposal to swap educational reservation
made last spring by ch. 36 WJHP-TV Jacksonville (Jacksonville Journal). Uhf station not
only proposed transposing reservation, but also
offered to turn over ch. 36 facilities to educators and underwrite operations [B»T, April 18].
Jacksonville station said it had been informed it would lose NBC affiliation when
ch. 12 came on air. Initial decision favoring
WPDO Jacksonville is outstanding for ch. 12.
WMBR-TV Jacksonville on ch. 4 is affiliated
with CBS.
'Wide World7 Spurs Travel
URGE to travel to Mexico and Canada has
taken upward swing, NBC-TV reports, as result
of visit made to those countries last Monday on
Wide Wide World, NBC-TV's international
spectacular. Mexican government's tourist bureau told network "phone hasn't stopped ringing" since telecast and callers are mentioning
show as source of south-of-the-border interests. "We usually get about 200 letters a day
but now we're getting between 250-300 — all of
them mentioning the television program," Bureau's Augusto Jordan told network. Alan Field,
manager of Canadian government travel bureau, told NBC-TV "at least 50 people have
called saying how much they liked the Stratford
section and majority of them have bought their
tickets already."

RADIO'
BACK
and spouse
Q. Citizen
John TO
MAIL from
in favor or against pay tv is still coming
into FCC, where Vol. 67 was last volume
at week's end. Oppositions still in majority, as they have been since middle
of May. Latest correspondence takes
position exemplified in one note from
housewife: "If subscription tv comes in,
OUT goes our tv set and back to radio

for us!"

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

MAGAZINE ON RADIO • Newsweek magazine, through Scheidler, Beck & Werner, New
York, is turning to radio to promote magazine
sales, with spot campaign starting mid-July
using early morning news time, 7-8 a.m., in
about 15 markets, for eight weeks.
INSECTICIDE SERIES • U. S. Rubber Co.
(Aramite insecticide) will use radio spot announcement campaign in about 20 southern
markets starting mid-July for four weeks.
Fletcher D. Richards, New York, is agency.
Series of Station Transfers
Involves Five Radio Properties
SALE of three radio stations— two in Kentucky and one in North Carolina — announced
Friday, at same time application filed with FCC
for approval of sale of two Florida stations.
Subject
FCC
approval, following transactionstoreported
Friday:
WWKO Ashland, Ky. (1420 kc with 5 kw,
daytime) sold by States Broadcasting Co.
(Charles F. Trivette, president) to Connie B.
Gay, Washington country music personality,
for $102,000. Mr. Gay's Town & Country
Time originates live at WMAL-TV Washington, is syndicated on film in 40 markets. Mr.
Gay has application pending for FCC approval
of purchase of WWW and control of WJPB
(TV) Fairmont, W. Va. [B«T, May 30].
WINN Louisville, Ky. (1240 kc, 250 w,
KBS) sold by Kentucky Broadcasting Corp.
(Harry McTigue, president) to Harry Kaye
and associates for less than $100,000, Mr.
Kaye's group controls WORC Worcester,
Mass., and WLOW Norfolk, Va.
This is second broadcast sale in Louisville last week; WKLO-AM-TV was sold to
Charles W. Sawyer, former Secretary of Commerce and Ambassador to Belgium, for $350,000 (see page 65).
WRRZ Clinton, N. C. (880 kc with 1 kw,
daytime), sold by W. R. Roberson to Clinton
business group comprising A. G., George T.
and John B. Williams and J. L. Austin.
Mr. Roberson is president of WRRF and ch.
7 WITN (TV) Washington, N. C.
Blackburn-Hamilton was broker in WWKO
and WRRZ transactions; Allen Kander in
WINN purchase.
Meanwhile, applications were filed for FCC
of WOBScontrol
of E.
of transfersfrom
approval Jacksonville
AM-TV
D. Rivers
Sr. to
Carmen Macri for $90,000, and of WWPGAM-FM Palm Beach, Fla., from Charles E.
Davis to Mr. Rivers for $185,000.
Mr. Macri, president-general manager and
21.1% owner of WOBS stations, will acquire
Mr. Rivers' 60% interest. Payment will be
$2,250 each quarter for 10 years at 6% interest on unpaid balances. WOBS operates on
1360 kc with 1 kw, daytime. WOBS-TV is permittee of ch. 30.
WWPG is on 1340 kc with 250 w and is
ABC affiliated. WWPG-FM operates on 97.9
mc, with 22 kw.
Sale of WEAT-AM-TV West Palm Beach
to General Teleradio Inc. for consolidated
figure of $300,000 reported earlier last week.
July 4, 1955 • Page l\

TV

time buyers like you prefer WBEN-TV

These skilled crews take each commercial

because of the production quality they've
learned to expect from this pioneer station.

smoothly over the rough spots — from sound

On the air since 1948, WBEN-TV

is— by far-

control room shading. The result is a quality

outlet. This means seven

treatment that only experienced conscientious

Buffalo's oldest TV

long years of experience in giving commercials

to lighting, from camera

to CONSTANT

— specialists can produce.

meticulous handling by a crew of production
experts who have been with WBEN-TV
its beginning.

since

So when you buy TV
QUALITY

! Buy WBEN-TV

CBS

Western

time in Buffalo, buy
!

NETWORK

America s n

WBEN-TV
I— » wBew I—

BUFFALO,

N.

Y.

stationHARRINGTON,
Page 8
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RIGHTER

WBEN-TV Representatives
and PARSONS, Inc., NEW YORK,

CHICAGO,

SAN

FRANCISCO
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No Duress in NBC

deadline

Exchange,

Westinghouse Tells FCC
WESTINGHOUSE disclaimed Friday it was
under any duress to swap its radio-tv stations
in Philadelphia for NBC's Cleveland properties.
In reply to petition of WGR-TV Buffalo asking
that all pending NBC station purchase applications be consolidated into single hearing [B«T,
June 27], Westinghouse claimed station exchange "is lawful and in the public interest."
Subject to FCC approval, NBC proposes to
exchange its WTAM Cleveland for KYW Philadelphia with network's WNBK (TV) Cleveland
and $3 million cash going in token for Westinghouse-owned WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia.
NBC has bought ch. 17 WBUF-TV Buffalo
for $312,000 and ch. 30 WKNB-TV and
WKNB-AM New Britain, Conn., for $600,000plus.
Westinghouse defined duress as compulsion
to do something illegal. Petitioner said nothing
illegal is involved in business decision to choose
Cleveland with NBC affiliation over Philadelphia without it, noting NBC had chance to
buy another tv outlet in Philadelphia market
but preferred to deal with Westinghouse. Petitioner said NBC "is legally entitled ... to
supply its programs to whomever it wishes.
Neither Westinghouse nor any other affiliate
has a right to insist upon the renewal of an
affiliation contract"
Westinghouse bought WPTZ (TV) from
Philco in 1953 for $8.5 million, of which $5
million represented value of NBC affiliation.
Petitioner said revenues in 1953-54 justified
this allocation.
Westinghouse noted its parent manufacturing
firm has not entered new license agreement with
RCA and is considering manufacture of color
tv tubes other than RCA tubes. Firm sponsors
tv shows on CBS but not NBC, it was noted,
while Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. no longer
retains NBC as national spot sales representative. Just as Westinghouse firms in those cases
"made decisions in their own interests and perhaps contrary to the interests of RCA and
NBC," petition said, "so in the case of a television station and radio station in Philadelphia,
NBC made a decision which was inconsistent
with the interests of Westinghouse."
Meanwhile Friday, both NBC and present
owners of WKNB-AM-TV (Julian Gross and
associates), opposed petitions filed by ch. 8
WNHC-TV New Haven and ch. 53 WATR-TV
Waterbury, Conn., seeking enlargement of issues and full evidentiary hearing. They alleged
pleadings sought to delay transfer and opposed
enlargement of issues, but consented to expedited evidentiary hearing.
Fay Names Kennedy, Pritchard
NAMING of John W. Kennedy Jr. as vice
president and Charles W. Pritchard as secretarytreasurer of Stromberg-Carlson Broadcasting
Corp. (WHAM-AM-TV, WHFM [FM] Rochester) announced by President William Fay.
Stromberg-Carlson Broadcasting Corp. was
formed as subsidiary as prelude to merger of
parent company and General Dynamics Corp.
Stockholders of both companies ratified merger
last Tuesday and it went into effect Thursday,
Stromberg-Carlson Co. becoming division of
General Dynamics.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

TOO'
FIFTH, and
HAPPY
MAYORS
of Philadelphia
five New
Jersey towns were heard over holiday
weekend on KYW Philadelphia in series
of safe-driving pleas and home-town
travel plugs. "Have a happy Fifth of
July, too!" some of spots suggested,
along with "Don't be an eager-weaver
and drive yourself to death." Spots included Mayors Joseph S. Clark, Philadelphia; George Brunner, Camden, N. J.;
Joseph Altman, Atlantic City; Edward
Bowker, Ocean City, N. J.; W. Harry
Steel, Wildwood, and Samuel Eldridge,
Cape May.
Combined Commercial-School
Ty Station Class Proposed
ESTABLISHMENT of new tv station category
— "mutual commercial - educational" — asked
Friday by suspended ch. 17 KGTV (TV) Des
Moines in comments filed with FCC on proposal to eliminate Des Moines educational reservation from ch. 1 1 [B«T, June 6].
Such hybrid station would be analagous to
share-time arrangement, KGTV said, but would
have "mutuality" of interests "written into"
station ground rules.
In discussing possible arrangements, KGTV
said it would provide all station facilities and
equipment. In cooperation with educational
partner, KGTV said, provision might be made
to set aside specific time periods each day for
educational programming.
This is second move to combine educational
outlet with commercial facility. Last spring,
Michigan State College's ch. 60 WKAR-TV
East Lansing, joined forces with commercial
Television Corp. of Michigan, seeking ch. 10
in Onondaga-Parma, Mich., area on share-time
arrangement [B»T, May 22], This channel is
in hearing with five applicants, including Tv
Corp. of Michigan.
KGTV also asked FCC to approve immediate
temporary operation on ch. 1 1 pending outcome
of rule-making proceeding. If FCC cannot see
way to adopt combination category, KGTV
said, then it urged swap of educational reservation to uhf channel. WOI-TV Ames, which
covers the Des Moines area, prefreeze ch. 5,
is owned by Iowa State College, which operates
commercially but has heavy educational programming.
Des Moines educational groups protested
proposal to delete ch. 11 reservation.
Color Tv Tape Progress
ANY color tape recording problems can be
handled when co'.or tv becomes practical
reality, probably year to 18 months away, said
Frank C. Healy, executive director of Bing
Crosby Enterprises in first showing since February. Mr. Healy said new DuPont Mylar tape,
to be processed by Minnesota Mining & Mfg.
Co., will further improve picture; tape recording speed reduced; rough price of $50,000 set
on recording units. Tape recorders being developed by John T. Mullin, inventor; Wayne
R. Johnson, assistant chief engineer, and Leslie
Nelson, tv engineer.

HARRY D. PECK, former general manager of
WISN Milwaukee, named general manager,
KOWB Laramie, Wyo. Before joining WISN
he had been general manager of WDGY Minneapolis and KFOR Lincoln, Neb.
JACK SEBASTIAN, publicity staff, NBC Film
Div., N. Y., and previously staff writer in NBC
press department and publicity-promotion director of WCPO-TV Cincinnati, appointed
supervisor of exploitation, NBC Film Div.
ROBERT A. VON BEHREN, assistant technical director of magnetic products, promoted
to research and development manager of division at Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
WILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB JR., recently with
Station Film Library and previously with William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y., as director
of radio-tv productions, will join Mutual tomorrow (Tuesday) as program sales manager.
WWSW
Favored for Grant
Of Ch. 11 Pittsburgh Facility
INITIAL decision issued Friday favoring
grant of Pittsburgh ch. 1 1 to WWSW that city,
following merger of that applicant and WJAS
Pittsburgh last month [B»T, June 6].
Shadow was thrown on early grant when ch.
16 WENS (TV) Pittsburgh last week filed application to change to ch. 11.
Merger agreement between WWSW and
WJAS provided WWSW would transfer its
am and fm outlets from WWSW Inc. ownership to that of parent Post Gazette Co. (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette). Pittsburgh Radio Supply
House, licensee of WJAS, after selling 34-yearold facility (5 kw on 1320 kc), will then acquire 50% interest in WWSW Inc. Other
50% will be owned by Post-Gazette Co. Each
owner will elect three directors, with seventh
to be chosen by other six.
Pittsburgh now has only one vhf (KDKATV, owned by Westinghouse).
WENS began operating in mid-1953, is
owned mainly by Henry Oliver Rea and associates, Thomas P. Johnson, Larry H. Israel, A.
Donovan Faust and others. Mr. Rea's group
also has interests in WPOR Portland, WABIAM-TV Bangor and WMTW (TV) Poland
Springs, all Maine. Mr. Johnson is local attorney. Mr. Israel is former WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh (now KDKA-TV) sales manager
and Mr. Faust, former WDTV assistant general manager and now operations manager of
WJRT (TV) Flint, Mich.
WENS, asking for 316 kw at 856 ft. above
average terrain, claimed FCC must accept application because merged WWSW-WJAS applications are now in nature of new single
application. This, ch. 16 station declared, removes their protection against filing of new
applications. FCC rules prohibit filing of new
applications for facilities already applied for
and set for hearing after 20 days before scheduled date of hearing.
If WENS secures ch. 1 1 assignment, its application revealed, Messrs. Rea and Johnson
will provide total of $505,000 for conversion
to vhf.
Balance sheet as of March 31, 1955, showed
WENS had total assets of $690,952, with current assets of $63,841. Total current liabilities were $422,355, including $210,000 bank
debt. Also listed as liabilities were $85,711
due General Electric Co., $546,000 for debentures, and $400,042 deficit.
For period ending Feb. 28, 1954, station had
net loss, after all charges, of $182,237; for
period March 1 to Nov. 30, 1954, net loss was
$172,249.
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Runners and trotters draw thousands of of attractions in the WRGB area to bring
them back year after year, swelling the
the vacationing tourists in WRGB's 30-county
coverage area to historic Saratoga, N. Y. WRGB television audience well past the
normal of 435,600 families.
These summer-long vacationers find dozens
Represented Nationally by Inbc) SPOT SALES
WRGB
A General Electric Television Station — Albany — Troy — Schenectady, N.Y.
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Big budget or small, your prospects are bigger and better when you put your money on
WXIX. Milwaukee's new CBS Television station. At card rates which are only 30% to 50%
as high as the cost of the other stations (maximum discounts applied), WXIX has proved
in a matter of weeks to be the best buy — by far— in the compact seven-county Milwaukee
marketing area. In terms of station breaks, for example, WXIX (whose average ratings
have gone up 16.1%) averages 138% more viewers per dollar than the second station (whose
average ratings have dropped 21.4%) . . .and 352% more viewers per dollar than the third
station (whose ratings have dropped 36.5%). Specifically, WXIX station breaks deliver
an average of 19 viewers per pennv! Putting it another way, that's a cost of only 52 cents
per thousand!
Join the more than 300 local, national spot and network sponsors who are now investing
their advertising dollars on WXIX, and get more for vour money in Milwaukee.
WXIX

Milwaukee CBS Owned Represented by CBS Telev ision Spot Sales

Sources: Telepulset March-May 1955
Rates from SRDS, May 1955

OPEN
CAPITAL TYPES #5

THE CIVIL SERVANT
Card- file memory that goes
back to McKinley. Favorite song: "I Wish I Could
Shimmy Like My Sister
Kate." Three-time winner
of the Sack Race at the
annual office picnic.
Perennial winner at serving the interests of advertisers in the Washington market is WTOP Radio,
with ( 1 ) the largest average share of audience (2)
the most quarter-hour
wins (3 ) Washington's most
popular local personalities and (4) ten times the
power of any other radio
station. WTOP represents
the best for advertisers
because it represents the
best in broadcasting.
That's why advertisers
looking for capital sales
results depend on Washington's top station.
WTOP
RADIO
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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Mid-Gulf States
EDITOR:
Thank you for calling special attention to
the "Mid-Gulf States" article in the June 27
issue of B»T. I had read "Georgia" and "The
Carolinas." This latest study is equally interesting and valuable.
My warmest congratulations to you and to
Frank Beatty. I assume that there will be
more coming. It is solid material like this
(plus the news content that you mention) that
makes B*T the top source of information in our
industry.
Frank Stanton, Pres.
CBS Inc., New York.
EDITOR:
. . . "The Mid-Gulf States" in your June
27 issue. This area is of particular importance
to us; and from scanning this issue we find it
full of information which I am sure we will
be referring to from time to time.
Your articles on "Georgia" and "The Carolinas" were also of much interest to us. I have
just discovered that these issues have been
destroyed through a misunderstanding. If you
have additional copies of either or both of
these issues, could we please have another copy
of each for our permanent files? . . .
Edwin
H. Ginn, Mgr., Agricultural
Advertising
Hercules Powder Co., Wilmington, Del.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Copies sent.]
EDITOR:
Your article on the "Mid-Gulf States," along
with those on Georgia and the Carolinas, contained impressive and highly useful information
about these areas. You are to be congratulated
for these comprehensive jobs.
We hope your spotlight is going to shine on
some of the established regions as well as newer
ones. They have stories of expanding markets
too. . . .
Deuel Richards, Radio-Tv Dir.
The New England Council for
Economic Development
Boston, Mass.
[EDITOR'S markets
NOTE: B-T
intends including
to exploreNewall
expanding
of America,
England.]
Write-Up His Ally
EDITOR:
Thank you so much for the recent write-up
in B«T [Film Maker, May 9]. I would like to
let you know that this sort of thing does bring
results. Last Wednesday Bea Adams, Pet Milk
account executive for the Gardner Agency,
called at our office to see a "Mr. Ellsworth."
After preliminary conversation, I found to my
surprise that she had read the article and was
duly impressed. The Gardner Agency being in
St. Louis, she had made it first on her agenda
to call at Mercury on her arrival in Los Angeles. Yes, we did get a job, and thanks once
again. V. E. Ellsworth
Mercury International Pictures Inc.
Hollywood, Calif.
Re-Discovery of Radio
EDITOR:
Your story on the [Fort Wayne Tv] presentation made by NBC was well done [B*T,
May 30]. Being the northernmost media in the
Fort Wayne area, we were much interested in it.
One point overlooked, of course, is the splendid success now being enjoyed by tv advertisers
who have "re-discovered" radio, NBC to the
contrary. We are enjoying, as well, increased
business volume from tv advertisers who are
finding it is not the answer to local sales problems, while it may serve as a mass "introducer"

for
product.thatAfter
sales a figures
count.all, it's those day-by-day
Just yesterday an area advertiser who went
100% into tv, paying enough per spot to buy
a creditable weekly radio schedule, called us
to report that his radio budget was the only
thing providing traffic for his sale, and that
the traffic is terrific! It must be that the 60%
drop in "quantity" of listening reported by NBC
does not reduce the "quality" of the results —
or was
tv?.
. . the "Fort Wayne Story" loaded for
E. H. Munn Jr., Sta. Dir.
WTVB-AM-FM Coldwater, Mich.
Anderson Stand-By
EDITOR:
We are standing by with an RCA 1 kw
transmitter, full studio gear, a studio building
... As soon as the boys down in Washington
decide what they are going to do, we will get
on the air pronto. [WCBC-TV holds a grant
for ch. 61 in Anderson.]
We believe in uhf, and have backed our
belief with over $100,000 worth of investments
in equipment, building, etc. We are ready to
increase our investment substantially. We believe these moves have proved our good faith
and the honesty of our intentions. We cannot,
however, proceed further until we know we
will be allowed to program continuously in
our allocated spectrum . . .
Washington tells us we can expect the situation to stabilize within the next sixty days.
Personally, I don't believe anybody thinks anything can be done in this short time. When we
know definitely that we have the green light
we will proceed and I will send you the completed [Telecasting Yearbook] questionnaire
at once.
Fred M. Mullen
WCBC-AM-TV Anderson, Ind.
Good Ideas Do Get Around
EDITOR:
I was Mike,
very interested
Bill Stewart'sthatletter
[Open
June 13] incommenting
he
previously had used the current WKDA NashListeners Won't Hear" campaign
[B«T, ville
May"What 9].
The reason for my interest was that KITE
used the same campaign when it first took the
air back in 1947 and has used it ever since.
Glen
Krueger, Promotion &
Merchandising
K1TE-AM-FM San Antonio
Cartoon Collector
EDITOR:
Some months ago at my request you sent
us an original of a Sid Hix cartoon which we
had enlarged and framed. This cartoon, depicting the bad dreams of a station manager
counting sheep, all of which are named after
the various unions with which broadcasting has
to contend, now hangs in our Labor Relations
Conference Room and has caused much interesting comment.
We would appreciate it if you could send
to us the original of the Sid Hix cartoon appearing in the June 20, 1955, issue as we would like
to devote it to the same use, and it would be
very apropos in view of the many demands of
most unions for credits, especially in television.
As in the previous case, as soon as we had
the original blown up for proper framing we
would return it to you.
L. D. Bates, Asst. Dir. Labor Relations
CBS, New York
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The cartoon, depicting two
scrub ladies complaining that they're "the only
two
in thissent
studio
who Bates.]
don't get a credit line,"
has been
to Mr.
Telecasting
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Television, 1955-56
a public preview of NBC
by Sylvester L. Weaver, Jr., President, and Robert W. Sarnoff, Executive Vice President
In August of last year, an advertisement to the trade proclaimed:
"NBC opens the year of excitement on television !"
The season is passing and many who were honestly skeptical
have admitted that the year's performance is measuring up to
the prophecy.
It has been the year of 90-minute Color Spectaculars, of Gobel
and Medic and Caesar's Hour, of Today-Home-Tonight, of unprecedented special programs like "Peter Pan." But such an enumeration, asproudly as we make it, is only a small part of the
story. This was the season when television programming shed the
shackles of tradition; ceased to be the child of radio and became
a medium of its own — the greatest medium of entertainment and
enlightenment that the world has ever seen.
The growth of the medium was a tribute to the entire industry. At NBC we are proud that we took a bold and adventurous
course, and we will quicken the pace in the year to come. Here is
a portion of what you may expect:
COLOR

spread — The success of this season's Color Spectaculars isnow history. But next season NBC Spectaculars will
move still farther forward. Appropriately, the first show in the new
"Color Spread" Spectacular series will be a special 2-hour telecast of Thornton Wilder 's theatrical masterpiece "Skin of Our
Teeth"— starring Mary Martin and Helen Hayes. "Color Spread"
will also open up an affordable new selling opportunity of major
importance for most advertisers.
ONE-TIME "SPECIALS" — Already scheduled are a repeat
of "Peter Pan," and a musical version of the Pulitzer Prize play
"Our Town" featuring Frank Sinatra. In addition, NBC will
pioneer in a new direction. First-run full-length A-films will be
seen for the first time anywhere, on NBC Television. The first of
these film features will be Alexander Korda's color production of
"The Constant Husband" starring Rex Harrison.
maurice evans presents — the finest theatre of all

Showcase this season. Robert Montgomery Presents, The Kraft
Theatre, The Philco-Goodyear Television Playhouse will continue
to present weekly full-hour dramatic productions, and will be
joined this year by the new 60-minute Pontiac- Armstrong Theatre
scheduled on Tuesday nights.
variety — Berle, Raye and Hope will appear in the Tuesday
night hour that has become a television tradition. In addition,
Perry Como will be star and host of a big new Saturday night
hour of unmatched variety entertainment. The Colgate Hour on
Sunday will be decked out in fresh, resplendent entertainment
dress. And NBC will showcase its newest candidates for Gobel-type
laurels as "the most exciting discovery of the year." Keep your
eye on personalities like Jonathan Winters and Sue Carson!
special

program

events

— Throughout the year

NBC will use prime time periods to present special 'television
events, such as "1976, Your World of Tomorrow" on October 9th;
"Nightmare in Red," an hour-long history in film of Russian
communism from 1905 to the death of Stalin, featuring a great
deal of secret footage seen now for the first time; "The Jazz Age,"
a highlight report of America's boisterous, "bubble" years; and
"Young India," a probing film commentary on the people and the
problems of a country vitally important to Americans.
This is a sketch in brief of some of the things next season
holds for NBC's audiences and advertisers. It is our goal to present
whatever the vast and variegated American public enjoys, wants,
hopes for and should have from television. And for sponsors, NBC
will continue to devise flexible buying patterns which make TV
available to advertising budgets of every size.
This year our slogan has been "Exciting Things are Happening on NBC Television." It holds good for 1955-1956 . . .

time, presented Sunday afternoons by the distinguished producerdirector-actor. Included in Mr. Evans' schedule of hour-and-a-half
color programs will be several Shakespearean productions in
which he himself will star.

- NBC will continue to be the leading sports network,
with a year-round calendar of key events in every area of sports,
including the full schedule of NCAA football.
ORIGINAL DRAMA AND MUSICALS — Included in the
Producers' Showcase schedule of 90-minute plays will be original
works by outstanding contemporary playwrights. These dramas

SPORTS

will be mounted with all the expertness that marked Producers'

exciting things are happening

on

TELEVISION
a service of

even MacDOUGAL

watches

IN REVIEW
WIDE WIDE WORLD
NBC-TV's newest invitation to posteriority,
Wide Wide World, came off last Monday evening as an easy hour and a half of following
the cameras as they hopped across the country
and into Canada and Mexico.
The network's continent-covering travelogue
slipped without a hitch from glimpses of the
New York beehive emptying out for the day
to an idyllic farm setting in Iowa; from Chicago
to Denver; from San Francisco to a beach at
San Diego; from theatre-going crowds in Times
Square to skiers on Mt. Hood; from a rehearsal
of Shakespeare in Stratford, Ont., to a fiesta
and bullfight in Mexico. To establish time and
places, the production ended with shots of San
Francisco's Golden Gate in lingering daylight
and the pattern
darkened
streets. of electric lights on Gotham's

MacDougal's pipes are getting
hoarse from overwork. All day
long the glens echo to, "Hail
to the Chief — Channel 8!"
MacDougal, N. Y. is having
its best fling in years! Even
the dour Scot can't resist
the fun on WHEN-TV.
But they're canny spenders, these upstaters. Tho
their sporrans are plump
and well-lined, they've a
close way with tuppence
and thruppence. It takes
Channel 8, as full of witchcraft as Very Old Scotch, to
turn a reluctant silver trickle
to a fat, golden stream.
SEE YOUR NEAREST KATZ AGENCY

WATCHES

CBS
ABC
DUMONT
A
MEREDITH
STATION
CHANNEL

8

SYRACUSE, N.Y.
Page 18
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As anchor man and narrator, astride a high
stool before a spinning globe. Today's Dave
Garroway managed to restrain the obvious awe
of the broadcaster in relaying such phrases as
"three countries, 10 cities, 40 cameras, a dozen
mobile units and a thousand technicians." A
possible clue to the viewer's reaction to World
as a whole might have been in his impatience
to get on with the show after seeing the RCA
and Ford-Lincoln-Mercury commercials, which,
although well done, were slightly lengthy.
Not all the pre-announced events came off:
Planned shots of a Bourbon Street jazz session
and Guy Lombardo in a water spectacle at
Long Island's Jones Beach were replaced by
two pickups from an evening jazz "concert" in
Washington's open-air Carter Barron Amphitheatre, where such perennials as bandleader
Woody Herman, trumpet soloist Bobby Hackett
and the one and only Louis Armstrong called
their children home. These were in compatible
color and the second (after-dark) pickup
caught the warm sepia tones of Pappa Dippermouth, songstress Velma Middleton, reedman
Barney Bigard and others as they did things
to "That's My Desire" and other tunes.
Viewers got a taste of how a mood is established by a stage director and his troupe as
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. cameras looked
in on rehearsal of a scene from "Julius Caesar"
for the 1955 Shakespearean Festival at Stratford. Ont. Here actors out of costume seemed
entirely unaware of an audience as Brutus and
his conspirators plotted the death of Caesar.
At one point the director made the technical
observation to his cast to remember that "this
is not to be on tv but on a real stage."
A sample of fun and humor South of the
Border was successfully translated to the U. S.
audience from Tijuana, Mexico, by a pickup
from Emilio Azcarraga Jr.'s Television de
Mexico network. This showed the daring footwork and foolishness of the great Mexican
comic. Cantinflas, in a weaponless fight with
a live and enraged toro.
Some high points of the 90 minutes: Pan
shots showing members of the Washington audience doing some delighted wriggling to Pappa
Dip's brand of jazz and showmanship; at Stratford, a flock of pigeons rising in flight as the
narrator compared their departure to that of
the transmigration of the fancies of the "Julius
Caesar" cast and audience to the Rome of
2.000 years ago; Cantinflas' saucy, hip-wriggling
dance as he confronted an exasperated and
bewildered fighting bull.
The easy-going sincerity of Vaughn Monroe
was matched against the clowning of Milton
Berle for the RCA commercials, while the Ford
commercials used pantomime and the outdoors
to show there is a Ford, Lincoln or Mercury
in everyone's
makes
the finalfuture
choice.and that the housewife

To further appeal to women and to impress
the title upon the viewer's mind, narrator Garroway closed with a verse of the late poetess
Edna St. Vincent Millay which begins:
"The world stands out on either side
No wider than the world is wide. . . .."
Production cost: Approximately $125,000
Broadcast in color on NBC-TV, June 27, 8-9:30
p.m. EDT,
as oneevery
of thefourth
Producers'
series,
colorcast
MondayShowcase
Sponsored by RCA and Ford Motor Co., both
through Kenyon & Eckhardt
Executive producer: Barry Wood; director:
Dick Schneider; writer: Saul Levitt; unit
manager: Al Cooperman; music director:
Henry Sosnik; scenic designer: Reuben TerAratunian
Cooperating networks: CBC and Emilio Azcarraga's Mexican tv network
Cooperating stations: WRCA-TV New York;
WNBQ (TV)Denver;
Chicago KPTV
';WHO-TV(TV)Des Portland,
Moines;
KOA-TV
Ore.; KTVT (TV) Salt Lake City; KRONTV San Francisco; KFSD-TV San Diego
and WRC-TV Washington
CONVENTION

IN MIAMI BEACH

IT WAS said that in Convention in Miami
Beach, sponsored by Philco Corp. on ABC-TV,
the television audience for the first time would
get an "inside view" of the manner in which
American industries launch new products on
their way to the consumer.
Inside view, bosh. It was an eye-full.
The telecast gave the electronically minded
viewer the beauty in a white bathing suit on
water skis; the beauty in a white bathing suit
swimming under water; hula dancers without
white bathing suits, but passably clothed; a
parade of fully clothed, exotic models carrying
Philco portables, and much of Lee Ann Meriwether (Miss America of 1955) and Bess
Myerson (a Miss America alumna).
There was much "entertainment," and, in
true convention style, even low comedy. This
bit was performed by a straight man and a
a punch-drunk fighter, with such dialogue as
this: Straight man: "I missed that fight." Fighter: "Yeah, wish I'd missed it, too."
Actually,
Miamithan
Beach's
Hotel and the more
1,000 Fontainebleau
Philco distributors
who were convening there, along with the Aqua
Maids, Johnny Desmond and John Daly, who
had to battle a power failure that gave all sorts
of microphone trouble, came over the screen
in good, show-business form.
Viewers who were paying close attention also
heard about and saw new Philco developments,
including tiny transistors and unique circuitry;
a transistorized hearing aid operable by a battery the size of a dime; an "electronic brain" —
Transac computer, that is; an industrial tv camera, Philco's scanning equipment for color
broadcasts; a microgrid tuner with an X-155
vacuum tube; an automatic tv set that can be
switched on and off and from one channel to
another merely by pressure of the hand on the
top-rear section of the receiver, and a transistorized phonograph. A demonstration of a
Philco refrigerator by one of the underwater
maids was different. Miami Beach looked very
appealing. And pity the Philco distributor who
missed making the real thing, but watched the
program with his wife sitting nearby.
Sponsor: Philco Corp., through Hutchins Adv.
Network: ABC-TV, June 28, 8-9 p.m. EDT.
Producer: Paul Belanger; associate producer:
Hal Davis; director: Mat Harlib; Writer:
Mortin Southeimer; choreographer: Pauline
Koner; technical director: George Weber;
lighting director: lmmy Fiorentino.
Broadcasting
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happy

announce

to
the

appointment

DUMONT
of

HR
78%
Coverage of South Dakota
— Plus Minnesota and Iowa

TELEVISION
as

«

-n- ^

national

representatives

-m

m

H - R
TELEVISION,
incorporated
380 Madison Ave.
35 E. Wocker Drive 6253 Hollywood Boulevard 1 55 Montgomery Street 452 Rio Grande National Bldg- 101 Marietta Street Building 520 Lovett Boulevard.
New York 17. N. Y. Chicago 1 , Illinois Hollywood 28. Calif.
San Francisco, Calif.
Dallas, Texas
Atlanta, Georgia. Room No. ID
OXford 7-3120
YUkon 2-5701 Randolph 5149
Cypress 7797
Houston. Texas
RAndolph 6-6431
HOIIywood 2-6453
Justin 1601
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BOOKS

to cover

SAN

the

FRANCISCO

Bay area...

TELEVISION TECHNIQUES, by Hoyland
Bettinger as revised by Sol Cornberg. Harper
& Bros., 49 E. 33d St., New York, N. Y.
236 pp. $5.
AS noted in the original preface by Hoyland
Bettinger, tv consultant, who died three years
after the first publication of Television Techniques, this book "is directed to all who make
use of the medium: the sponsor and his representatives; script and continuity writers; studio and control room production crews; remote
pick-up and motion picture field units; actors
and performers, for they should be on speaking
terms with all aspects of the medium; and,
finally, the producer, on whose shoulders all
of Mr.
the Cornberg,
problems are
NBCheaped."
director of studio and
plant planning, brings up to date such subjects
as audio and video technique, script writing,
directing, producing, lighting and pictorial composition. New data to accommodate the increased use of color in telecasting over the
past few years are included. Line drawings and
photographs are used to illustrate means and
methods discussed in the text.

to cover NOT
NEW

ONLY

the

YORK

Metropolitan area . . .
■ ■ ■ but

■ ■ ■

LEONARD SPINRAD'S CLOSED CIRCUIT
DATA
BOOK.
Published by Leonard
Spinrad, 511 E. 20th St., New York 10,
N. Y. 72 pp. $10.
A CHRONOLOGY of more than 200 closedcircuit telecasts, plus a detailed description of
this type of video transmission with costs for
both black-and-white and color, a list of companies providing this service with their personnel, unions and their officials and other pertinent data are included in this mimeographed
volume. A complete index adds much to its
value as a reference book.

. . . use one of
America's
GREAT

2

independents!

KYA
The Personality Station
. . . 1260 k. c.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
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OFFICE:
John Barry
28 West Uth St.
BRyant 9-6013-U
OFFICE:
Ge+rge dark
316 N. Michigan Ave.RAndolph 6-0712
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TRADEMARK MANAGEMENT. Published
by the United States Trademark Assn., 522
Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y. 130 pp. $5.
RESULTING from more than three years research and reflecting the policies of the majority of USTA members, this publication tells,
in simple non-technical language, what to look
for in a trademark and what to avoid and outlines the procedure of creating, registering and
protecting a trademark. It defines what is and
what is not registrable, explains how trademarks acquire value through use and also how
they may be lost through uncontrolled overuse.
HANDBOOK
OF 630-TYPE TV RECEIVERS, by Simon S. Miller and Howard Bierman. John F. Rider Publisher, 480 Canal
St., New York 13, N. Y. 194 pp. $3.50.
"THE first and probably the best postwar, massproduced television receivers incorporated the
now famous RCA model 630 TS-type circuitry,"
the authors of this handbook for servicemen
state in their preface. The book discusses in
detail and with many diagrams the "whys" and
"hows" of each of the original 630-type receiver sections and the modifications to date.
THE EGGHEAD AND THE OTHERS, by
Donley Fedderson. The Coach House Press
Inc., 57 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, 111.
64 pp. $2.75.
READERS of this "television fable," complete
with the author's own marginal doodles, are
apt to draw a comparison with the sprightly
opening credits on The George Gobel Show.
The fable deals with a mythical professor
(Ovicaput) who is concerned about television
and its impact on others, particularly his son,
and ends with an appropriate moral. Donley
Fedderson (not related to the Don Fedderson
who produces television programs) is professor
and chairman of Northwestern U.'s Dept. of
Radio & Tv and co-director of the NBCNorthwestern Summer Television Institute.

a total

of

4,598,850
Radio

homes

day

and

night!

use one of America's 2
GREAT independents

WINS
ill i nihil i ■ I■ 1 1 1 ill
50, 000 watts

Mil Mill

i

hours a day

WEST COAST OFFICE:
Adam J. Young, Jr.
593 Market Street
Los Angeles, Calif.
Yukon 6-6769
CHICAGO OFFICE:
George Clark
360 N. Michigan Ave.
RAndolph 6-0712
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Oil

Crises

and

of

the

Our

Times

Famous

Foreign

Correspondent

Tn the short space of a decade I have been an eyeX witness to four hot wars and have observed innumerable crises of the cold war. Each crisis has
underlined for me our world's dependence on oil.
On one of my first assignments to war, I became
conscious of oil's role in combat. My first flight to
the front in World War II was made on an air force
cargo plane ferrying oil and gasoline to General
Patton's 3rd Armored Division— the tanks had outrun the slower-moving supply trucks.
When Germany surrendered, I interviewed many
of the top Nazis and always asked them this question: "What, in your opinion, was the decisive factor
in the war?"
Reichsmarshall Hermann Goering, Nazi Luftwaffe chief, answered that it was "the bombings,
because they destroved our oil. At the end," the
Nazi an chief continued, "fuel was so short that
we couldn't get our planes into the air to defend
our cities." Germany's state-controlled oil industry
failed when the chips were down.
During the war in Korea, I went ashore with the
Marines at Inchon. This was the surprise beachhead assault behind enemvJ lines that broke the
back of the North Korean Army. And during the
amphibious landing one of the first things brought
ashore was oil. Without oil we would have been unable to maintain our mobility and thus exploit the
advantage gained by this imaginative operation.
In Indo China, the Communists mined the roads
almost nightly. In Northern Indo China many areas
became isolated pockets that could be supplied only
by airlift. Without the fuel to keep those planes
aloft, the Communists in Indo China would have
won much more, much earlier.
The vest pocket
warCommunist
between Chiang
Nationalists
and the
ChineseKai-Shek's
was the

Marguerite Higgins, world famous war correspondent interviews Brig. Gen. John S. Bradley near Korea front lines.
In her article "Maggie" points up ever-increasing reliance of
the free world on America's oil industry.
scene for one of the strangest experiences of my war
correspondent's career. I went out on patrol aboard
a motorized sampan! Our fuel? Gasoline !
In the past few months I have toured the citadel
of the cold war, Soviet Russia. I journeyed nearlv
fourteen thousand miles by automobile, plane and
rail. It was with special interest that I made comparisons, for I am aware that in the crises of the
future, as in the past, America's oil industry can
spell success or failure, victory or defeat. As could
be told from the lines waiting at Russian service
stations (for gasoline is still in short supply) and
the knock in my car engine, the totalitarian nations
have many five year plans to go before thev can
match in quantity and quality the oil produced in
America's free competitive society.

This is one of a series of reports by outstanding Americans who were invited to examine the job being done by the U. S. oil industry.
This page is presented for your information by The American Petroleum Institute, 50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y.
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our

respects

GEORGE WARREN

Betty Lee
Star of
WOMAN'S PAGE
WAPI 1:05 to 1:15 Monday-Friday
NOON

EDITION

WABT 12 to 12:30 Monday-Friday
What interests women in and
around Birmingham? Features, people, news ... as presented by Betty
Lee! A typical young mother and
housewife with more than typical
experience, Betty Lee knows how to
reach and hold women. A leading
figure in music and dramatic circles
of the city, her public appearances
help her to present an arresting acworld. count of happenings in the woman's
Stars

Sell

on

Alabama's
greatest radio station

Represented by John Blair & Co.
Southeast, Harry Cummings

greatest

TV

station

Birmingham
Represented by BLAIR-TV
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BRETT

THE KEEN EYES of George Brett of late have
been showing a suspicious twinkle.
Sixty-three years young last April, Mr. Brett
this July has special big plans for his fishing
rod, hunting rifle, gardening tools and particularly for six grandchildren he is going to let
romp uninhibited around the homestead located
at Smoke Rise in northern New Jersey where
the
"topography
and the
distance
to Times resembles
Square is Vermont"
only 30 miles.
Mr. Brett, vice president and director of The
Katz Agency, is easing out of the sales field and
into outdoor activity.
But this doesn't mean Mr. Brett will hang
up the sword and shield used these many years
to battle for ethics and stable structures in the
radio and tv field. He will still be at the same
stand at The Katz Agency as a consultant on
industry affairs and he has all intentions of
retaining a very active board membership with
Television Bureau of Advertising until the end
of the year.
Mr. Brett is the type of executive who will
show up for a routine day at the office and be
truly surprised by an office party given in his
honor — as was the case at 477 Madison Ave.
last Wednesday, two days before retirement.
Also typical of this affable executive: Just
before the surprise party, he had penned a postinterview reflection for B«T that went: "I know
of no other business . . . where so many business associates
personal
George
Warrenbecome
Brett one"s
was born
April friends."
3, 1892.
in Newark, N. J., the son of George L. Brett,
a silk wholesaler from Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
and Lizzie Brewer Brett, originally from Manhattan. White Mr. Brett was in high school,
neighbor Victor Young of Frank Seaman Adv.,
that has since faded into advertising annals,
liked the way young George handled a mower
on Mr. Young's lawn and asked if he would like
aalong.
regular job when summer vacation came
That sealed Mr. Brett's first sale and for six
years he traveled to Newr York to the agency,
where he was in the publication checking
department.
Even then, Mr. Brett knew" where he was
headed and others recognized the fact.
Mr. Brett went places, too. As he puts it,
the agency made him manager of the department when the two-man staff was cut to one.
His second job was with the E. Katz Special
Advertising Agency as a space salesman. Mr.
Brett has been with Katz for 41 years.
When Mr. Brett joined. Katz represented
newspaper and farm publications. As some of
its newspaper clients went into radio, so did
Katz. Soon the company bore the name of The
Katz Agency and did business in three media —

print, radio and tv. The radio entity was set up
in 1935. By then, Mr. Brett, who was growing
with Katz and radio, was vice president-sales
manager. When radio and tv were separated
and each set up as an independent arm of the
firm, along with print, Mr. Brent wound up as
director of sales policy for radio and tv.
Reflecting on radio and tv, Mr. Brett feels
that there's a place for each advertising medium
and warns that too much attention, distortion
and disparagement have been given to the
competitive nature of each — newspapers vs.
magazines, radio vs. newspapers and now tv vs.
radio. Rightly used, he notes, all media can
be successful.
A serious handicap for developing national
advertising for newspapers initially and laterr
spot radio and now spot tv, Mr. Brett feels, has
been the differential in local and national rates.
"Complications from a two-price system
operate in the long run to the advantage ofI
magazines and network radio and network television." he says. The instability of rate structures irks Mr. Brett's sensitivities. He comments: "Magazines and newspapers graduated
long ago from the days of rate cutting. Buti
ral
radio and tv have not yet attained their matot
turity in that respect.
'Tt should be impossible for the genera
advertiser to get a local rate if he does not
qualify for it. It's a matter of definition. Advertisers and agencies ought not be criticized
for attempting to buy at the lowest possible
:ed
price. The responsibility in enforcing the prinDie
ciple of the same rate to all advertisers under
the same conditions rests exclusively with the
advertising medium — the seller and not the
Mr. Brett says he has been "brought up lain
the old-fashioned school of rate card integrity.
I don't believe in rate deals." Right now, Mr.
Brett sees some improvement in the radio
situation
buyer." but it is "incredible that there should
be Inratethecutting
television."
settingin up
of TvB. Mr. Brett, among
the representatives, was perhaps the most persistent gadfly. He also is a director of Station
Representatives Assn., an active member since
its creation. He helped promote Broadcast
Measurement Bureau. He was a member of the
original the
Advertising
that later
became
AdvertisingMen's
Club League
of New York.
He
is president of the Maplewood, N. J., Country
Club and a long-time member of the Seigniory
Club of Quebec.
He was married in September 1915 to an
ex-school teacher from Newark, the former
Marguerite Helen Jack. They have a son,
Warren Brett, who is a space salesman with
Look magazine, and a daughter, Ruth Elizabeth.
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Advertisement

From

6y

'em

Just back from

Joe

I sit

Marsh

GEORGE

Can't

If You
Lick

where

—

Join

'em

visiting with my

daughter's family — and playing
Grandpop to two of the cutest kids
you ever saw. While there I picked up
a couple of new ideas on child raising:
If your child's learning to use a
pen, provide an old fountain pen —
filled with bluing. Looks and writes
like ink, but won't stain clothes or
furniture permanently.
Maybe

you have a boy, like my

grandson, who thinks he's too old for
a bib — but isn't. A big cowboy bandana works just as well, and it looks
he-man to boot.
From where I sit, getting along with
children is like getting along with
grownups — it requires an effort to see
things from the other person's point of
view. At any age, there's no accounting for tastes. Take my neighbor who
keeps a parakeet and drinks hot coffee
in the summertime. That seems strange
tome . . .a man who's partial to hound
dogs and a cooling glass of beer. But
I'd be ''childish" to say it was wrong.

Mot

%a>o£

Copyright, 1955, United States Brewers Foundation
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EMMETT SIMONS

all accounts

EXTENSIVE executive experience in the ad
vertising and sales promotion end of the appliance field for some 25 years is proving invaluable today to George E. Simons on the
relatively new but fast-moving Whirlpool account out of Chicago.
Mr. Simons joined the Chicago office of
Kenyon & Eckhardt last February as account
executive on Whirlpool Corp. after a distin
guished career with such organizations as the
Crosley Div. of Avco Mfg. Corp. and General
Electric Co.
Aside from making washers, dryers and iron
ers, Whirlpool made news recentlv by buying
into NBC-TVs Martha Raye-Milton Berle
Tuesday evening (8-9 p.m.) lineup this fall.
A native of South Bend, Ind. (Nov. 6, 1907).
young George attended Three Rivers (Mich.)
grammar and high schools, and the U. of Mich.
At 22 he started his business career in January 1930 as district publicity representative for
the apparatus department of General Electric
Co. in Chicago. For five years he combined
promotion and advertising with public rela
tions, supervising among other projects GE's
participation
Chicago's
World Fair ofpromo1 93334. Then he inbecame
advertising-sales
tion manager for General Electric X-Ray Corp
for nine years, working on a variety ,of industrial applications.
Mr. Simons was appointed to a similar post
with GE's air-conditioning department in
Bloomfield. N. J., in October 1944, looking toward the development of advertising and promotion as output of civilian goods resumed
after the war. In January 1948 he was made
major appliance manager for GE in BridgeConn.
Fromport.August
1949 to March 1951 Mr. Simons
became national advertising manager for Crosley Div. of Avco in Cincinnati, with responsibility over appliance and electronics lines and
public relations. He then moved to John Sutherland Productions Inc.. as vice president in
charge of sales and the New York office. Mr.
Simons directed all sales activities and helped
on production of films and tv commercials.
Mr. Simons joined Benton & Bowles, New
York, in October 1951 as account executive
on the Crosley account, with responsibility for
the electronics section (radio-tv receivers).
From March 1952 until he joined K & E in
Chicago (shortly after it acquired the Whirlpool account). Mr. Simons had been advertising and sales promotion chief for the appliance department of Crosley.
Mr. Simons' hobby is yachting.
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RICH . . . Spendable Incomeover 1 Billion dollars*
READY ... TV Sets-1 00,000 plusf
RESPONSIVE ... 1954 Retail Sales
♦srds +nbc
857,709,000*
MAXIMUM

POWER

VIDEO . . . 100,000 WATTS
CHANNEL

AUDIO . . . 69,800 WATTS
3

TOWER

... 1151 FT. ABOVE GROUND

Represented by PETRY
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Starting August 29, WCCO-TV

adds two more family

favorite cowboys to its hard hitting lineup.

Autry

and

Roy

Rogers

in hour-long shows across the board at 4:30 p.m. weekdays.

Here's a great opportunity for you to lasso the
big action audience in the Twin Cities.
Available now on a four sponsor
participation basis. Ask Free & Peters
for details of the powerful
WCCO-TV

Western Story*
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MOVEMENT

DAY-NIGHT

RATE

BC
With ABC Radio and Mutual already set on uniform rate plans, NBC
Radio remains as the only major am network not officially in the
trend. However, NBC officials last week indicated their own rate
tructure was being reviewed.
RADIO network rates were entering a new
phase of their stormy history last week, with
further developments yet to come.
The trend toward a single rate for both daytime and evening periods in network radio,
started by ABC last fall and followed by
Mutual a fortnight ago, took on parade
aspects: CBS Radio came to an agreement
with the board of directors of its affiliates'
association, and NBC Radio officials acknowledged — though non - committally — that their
own rate structure was being reviewed.
NBC authorities said "our whole rate structure has been under study for several weeks."
This left the way open for speculation not
only about adoption of a single day-night rate
but also about possible rate reductions, rate
increases or conceivably, an entirely new pricing concept. Network spokesmen conceded the
statement did not rule out such possibilities,
but said they could not elaborate on it.
The single-rate philosophy — even though
applied with accompanying changes in discounts so that there is no substantial change in
what an advertiser actually pays for time —
appeared to be generally well received among
advertising agencies. It is designed to simplify
the cumbersome, complicated discount arrangements which grew through the years. CBS
Radio also pointed out that it will permit much
simpler network affiliation contracts.
CBS Radio's single-rate plans hinged on an
agreement, reached with the affiliates' 12-man
board last week but still to be negotiated with
affiliates individually, whereby the CBS Radio
stations will take a 20% cut in compensation
from the network for a period of one year.
The network had asked for a 25% cut but was
turned down by the board [B»T, May 30, et
seq].
As part of the plan, the network agreed to
make additional 70-second station breaks available to affiliates at night and, for the first time,
to make room for 70-second breaks in the daytime schedule too. These, it was noted, recognize "the very substantial demands constantly
made on the affiliate stations for more 60-second copy." The network also said that at the
affiliate board's request it "will undertake to
add more co-operative programs when and
wherever it is found practical."
Aug. 25 — expiration date of the affiliation
contract amendments by which CBS Radio stations last summer agreed to additional discounts
equalizing day and night costs to advertisers —
was set as effective date for all the changes,
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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including the proposed one-year agreement on
a 20% cut in the rate of network payments to
the stations. Contracts embodying this proposal were being readied late last week for distribution toall affiliates.
To put the plan into effect, CBS Radio needs
approval by stations representing at least 85%
of its U. S. rate card. Officials voiced confidence the affiliates would give approval by returning signed new contracts by the deadline
which was put at July 15.
The new contracts, officials said, are en-

tirely new. That is, they eliminate various
amendments which have been made over the
past several years by incorporating those provisions in a new contract form which also carries a one-year clause providing for the 20%
cut in station compensation. While the reduction-of-compensation clause will be renegotiated
or rescinded after a year, authorities explained,
the single-rate provisions are "permanent."
Although CBS Radio's new single-rate card
was still in preparation last week — network
authorities noted that agreement with the
affiliate board was on "the principle," with details to be worked out — the announcement
made
that there
will beon "no
change andin
cost toclear
advertisers,
excepting
Saturday
Sunday, where the rates are to be increased to
equal the present Monday -through -Friday
The increase in weekend rates comes to
about 5%, officials estimated. Present weekend
advertisers will be protected for one year, but
stations will be paid as if the increase already
were in effect.
rates."
Agency executives for the most part welcomed the move.
Jim Luce, head of the timebuying depart-

THE BILLINGS TELL THE STORY
THESE gross billings figures from Publishers
January-May, 1955, as compared to $63.7 milInformation Bureau show what has happened
lion in the same period last year. For all but
to radio and television network business in the DuMont television billing continues to rise —
first five months of this year. For all networks
$165.5 million for the first five months comradio volume is still declining — $52.2 million in
pared to $125.4 million in the same 1954 period.
NETWORK RADIO
CBS
f MBS
ABC
NBC
TOTAL
ABC
CBS
DuMONT
NBC
TOTAL
Jan.
Feb.
May
Mar.
Apr.
TOTAL
Jan.
May
Feb.

Jan.-May, 1955
May, 1954
$ 2,307,029
$ 20,286,915
11,497,432
5,116,152
1,908,198
6,927,552
13,559,541
2,780,725
$12,112,104
$ 52,271,440
NETWORK TELEVISION
$ 16,028,800
3,606,427
$ 18,226,301
$ 11,488,168
2,411,656
78,054,922
273,640
2,685,835
988,350
13,591,687
11,033,987
66,572,049
$165,539,107
$33,500,554
$25,922,161
NETWORK RADIO TOTALS TO DATE
NBC
ABC
CBS
MBS
$
4,181,787
$1,372,532
$ 2,487,140
$ 2,744,204
3,950,767 1,291,938
2,387,900
2,584,620
4,393,441 {1,446,535
2,445,765
2,953,486
3,837,124 $1,365,658
2,096,355
2,624,671
3,923,796 1,450,889
2,652,560
2,080,272
$20,286,915
$6,927,552 DATE $13,559,541
$11,497,432
NETWORK TELEVISION TOTALS TO
NBC
ABC
CBS
DuMONT
$15,831,141
$ 723,960
$13,172,695
12,419,641
$ 3,718,195
14,694,726 597,275
3,567,696
14,102,093
16,036,896
628,625
3,806,425
15,463,359 462,335
3,527,558
$13,285,933
16,028,800 273,640
13,591,687
3,606,427
$78,054,922 $2,685,835
$66,572,049
$18,226,301
May, 1955
$ 3,923,796
2,080,272
1,450,889
2,652,560
$10,107,517

Jan.-May, '54
$ 25,533,132
12,764,603
9,515,534
15,951,564
$ 63,764,833
$ 54,468,249
12,889,785
5,816,015
52,303,297
$125,477,346
TOTAL
$ 10,785,663
10,215,225
$11,239,227
$ 10,107,517
9,923,808
$ 52,271,440
TOTAL
$ 33,445,991
31,279,338
34,574,039

Mar.
Apr.
$32,739,185
33,500,554
TOTAL
$165,539,107
+ In order to maintain continuity and comparability with previously published data, an adjustment
factor of 1.817 has beer* used by PIB ip calculating gross network radio time charges for those nighttime network radio programs where ABC rate card No. 6 was in effect.
$ Revised as of 6/30/55.
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SINGLE DAY-NIGHT RATE
ment at J. Walter Thompson Co., said he felt
that "anything that will help close the gap
between gross and net radio rates is a move in
the right direction."
Don Severn, of Biow-Beirn-Toigo station relations, observed: "I think it's good. I still
think radio is a great medium and it should be
looked upon by owners in that light." A representative ofBenton & Bowles considered it part
of "a good trend. CBS is recognizing, at last,
a realistic fix on the sets-in-use situation. This
is calling radio, radio."
Linnea Nelson, tv analyst at Kudner Agency,
had certain reservations regarding the singlerate idea, however. She said:
"It is difficult to comment on whether or not
a single rate for both day and nighttime on
radio is a good thing. Only the sellers of radio
can tell us how many they are delivering or
how much. If, by a true measurement of circulation they feel that they can, by this revision,
compete with other media and keep on good
standards at a practical profit, then it is the
thing to do. If it is 'exposed rate cutting' which
will lead to a loss in overall operations and
quality — then it is wrong. Proof of circulation
for the money invested will be the only answer."
CBS Radio's Purpose
CBS Radio said its moves — not only the
single rate but also the proposed cut in station
compensation and the increase in co-op programs and in 70-second station breaks for
station sale — were "designed to provide the
strongest program schedule at both network
and station levels, and to maintain a sound business relationship between the network and its
affiliated stations."
The announcement said the decisions, reached
by network officials and the affiliate board in
sessions Tuesday and Wednesday, were based
on "an extensive examination and study of
current problems affecting both groups." It
also reported that "both groups emphasized
that the strongest possible radio structure will
be maintained, and both plan continuing study
and exploration to insure continuance of the
leadership of the CBS Radio network, as well
as to insure future healthy growth of each of
the CBS affiliates in its own areas."
The CBS Radio affiliate board is headed by
Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls, as interim chairman during the illness of John Patt,
WJR Detroit, who is recuperating from a heart
RCA

Commercials:

QUICK CHANGE ARTIST Milton Berle,
along with Vaughn Monroe, scooted into a
live commercial promoting RCA tv sets last
week on "Wide Wide World," making three
complete clothing changes and using four
sets all in a one-minute forty-five second
commercial.
The pace was set by a double for Mr.
Berle shown in a long shot as he took off
across the stage — a 70-foot map — on a
scooter. The scooter stopped in front of an
Page 28
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attack (see story page 73). Worth Kramer,
WJR, is serving as a board member in Mr.
Patt's this
stead.page):
Other members (also see election
story,
Arnold F. Schoen Jr., WPRO Providence,
secretary-treasurer of the board; C. C. Caley,
WMBD Peoria; George Coleman, WGBI Scranton; Saul Haas, KIRO Seattle; C. T. Lucy,
WRVA Richmond; John Rivers, WCSC
Charleston, S. C; Victor A. Sholis, WHAS
Louisville; F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville;
George Storer, Storer Broadcasting Co.; Hugh
Terry, KLZ Denver.
CBS Radio representatives at the meetings
were: Frank Stanton, president, and Richard
Salant, vice president, CBS Inc.; and, from CBS
Radio, Arthur Hull Hayes, president; J. Kelly
Smith, administrative vice president; William
Schudt, vice president in charge of station relations, and Ole Morby, manager of station relations.
Mutual's single-rate plan, approved by the
MBS board June 22, went into effect July 1. It
pegged gross rates for all time periods at 50%
of the old gross evening rate and established a
single discount table.
Unlike the CBS Radio plan and the one which
ABC Radio put into effect last Oct. 1, Mutual's
plan results in reductions averaging up to approximately 25% in net costs of evening time.
Daytime costs, however, remain virtually unchanged; there are slight increases in the cost
of
afternoon
periods "in some areas" [B«T,
June 27].
The new MBS rate card, made available last
week, shows that the gross hourly rate for the
43 stations that make up the basic group is
$4,917.50. For the 416 U. S. affiliates it is
$6,921.50. These rates apply from 6 a.m. to
midnight (rates from midnight to 6 a.m. "quoted
on request"). The rate for a 45-minute period
is 80% of the gross hourly rate; 30 minutes,
60%; 25 minutes, 50%; 15 minutes, 40%; 10
minutes, 30%, and 5 minutes, 20%.
The new discount structure:
Gross Weekly Billing
Dollar Value Discount
Less than $2,000
0
$2,000-5,000
20%
$5,000-7,000
25%
$7,000-12,000
30%
$12,000-18,000
35%
$18,000-23,000
37.5%
$23,000 or more
40%
In addition to the dollar volume discount,

the new card provides for an annual rebate of
IVt.% of gross billings in the case of 52 consecutive weeks of broadcasting. Advertisers
whose annual gross billings total or exceed $1.2
million within a 52-week period may take an
overall 47'/>% discount in lieu of other discounts and annual rebate.
Three

Directors

Elected

By CBS Radio Affiliates
RESULTS of elections to choose directors in
Districts One, Two and Three were announced
last week at a meeting of the board of
the CBSfiliatesRadio
AfAssn. (story
page 27).
To take
office
in September,
the new directors of
the affiliates group
are:
J. Maxim
Ryder.
WBRY
Waterbury,
Conn., succeeding
Arnold F. Schoen
Jr., WPROdenceProvi(District
One); George D.
Coleman, WGBI Scranton (District Two), and
Donald W. Thornburgh, WCAU Philadelphia,
succeeding C. T. Lucy, WRVA Richmond, Va.
Under the by-laws governing the CBS Radio
MR. RYDER

COtEMAN

THORNBURGH

Affiliates Assn., a district director is not eligible
for re-election after having served a three-year
term. However, Mr. Coleman qualified to succeed himself because he was filling out an unexpired term.

Uncle Milty Does Three, All in 1 Min., 45 Sec.

igloo, where the camera panned up for a
close-up of Messrs. Monroe and Berle inside
the structure. Mr. Berle wore a fur parka
over baggy pants.
While Mr. Monroe continued the audio
and the double moved on to a tepee on
map, Mr. Berle off camera was whipping
off the parka underneath which he wore
Indian pants. He slipped into a blanket and
a bowler hat, complete with braids, and returned in time for the Indian tepee scene.

After that, he moved out again and slipped
off the blanket and baggy pants — beneath
which, as a bottom layer, he wore shirt,
vest, and striped pants — put on a black
frock coat and fedora to reappear as a
senator in the Washington scene extolling
the merits of the RCA tv sets the world
over. The commercial was on Producers
Showcase Monday, 8-9:30 p.m., sponsored
by RCA & Ford Motor Co. through Kenyon
& Eckhardt (see In Review page 18).
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

ADVERTISERS
TV

RIDING

McMAHAN

GENERAL
TELLS

ECONOMIC

PACIFIC

& AGENCIES

BOOM,

GROUP

McCann-Erickson hates to think what might have happened to video
industry if depression had started before enough sets were in the
market. Now it's ready to stand up to any challenge from the outside, advertisers are informed.
UNTIL now, television has been a "gravy train"
and
had the
to beadvertising
too smart agency
or workin the
too medium
hard. hasn't
This was the opinion expressed by Harry W.
McMahan, vice president in charge of radio-tv
commercials, McCann-Erickson, N. Y., at the
annual convention of Advertising Assn. of the
West in Portland, Ore., last week.
Tv has enjoyed a 10-year general business
boom unparalleled in American history, Mr.
McMahan observed. "When I look back five
years ago," he said, "I hate to think what a depression might have done to tv before enough
sets were in the market. . . . such things as a
depression or consumer disinterest — or toll tv
— might have hurt five years ago, but not now.
We're ready to withstand any challenge from
the outside."
He is not "the most optimistic person you'll
find" on color tv, Mr. McMahan admitted. In
time, color will be dominant, he said, adding
"I feel it has been rushed far beyond its need
— color is going to be a valuable asset to our
commercials later on, but right now it is only
a novelty, good for publicity and promotion."
Motivational research is "helpful but not
infallible" and at present is no more than a
supplement to existing market research knowhow," Norton O'Meara, vice president and associate copy director of J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago, told the convention. He spoke
on the need for original material in advertising
copy.
Other speakers included Dean J. E. McCarthy of Notre Dame U., Thor M. Smith,
vice president, American Weekly, and Albert
J. Wood, president, A. J. Wood & Co.
Newly elected AAW officers are John M.
Kemp, Hollywood agency owner, president;
Jackson Hoagland, Arizona Public Service Co.,
Phoenix, senior vice president; Neve Elliott,
Sever & Elliott, Portland, vice president at large;
Thor Myhre, Hayward-Larkin Co., Spokane,
secretary; and Richard Ryan, San Jose.
The perpetual trophy of the Vancouver
(B.C.) Advertising and Sales Bureau for the
best radio commercial was won by Motorola
Color Tv for a campaign on KFSD San Diego,
prepared by Jeff York Agency, there. This also
won first award for the best product-selling program commercial in cities over 100,000 population. Honorable mention in this category went
to Bon's Grocery Co., Los Angeles, for KBIG
Avalon Bon's Homemakers Edition of the
News, prepared by Mogge-Privett Inc., Los
Angeles.
First place institutional program commercial,
in cities over 100,000, was won by Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co., NBC Western Radio
Network The Telephone Hour, prepared by
BBDO, San Francisco. In cities less than 100,000, program commercial of Leah's Corner
Cupboard Gift Shop, KBOI Boise, won first
award.
Spot announcement winners were: for cities
over 100,000: jingle — Hotel Riviera, Las Vegas,
prepared by Mort Goodman Advertising, L. A.;
dialogue — O. K. Rubber Welders, Calgary,
Alberta, produced by Chris Wiggins, CFAC Alberta. Cities less than 100,000: Ball Photo
Telecasting
Broadcasting

Studios, Astoria, Ore., prepared by D. W. Radich, KVAS Astoria.
In tv commercials, winner of Hollywood Advertising Club Sweepstakes award was Rosefield
Packing Co., Alameda, Calif., for film spot
through Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, by Harris-Tuchman Productions, Hollywood. This spot also won the award for national advertisers' film commercials, one minute
or less. In same category, John Morell Co.
Ottumwa, Iowa, through N. W. Ayer & Son,
N. Y., by Tv Spots Inc., Hollywood, received
honorable mention.
For local advertisers' film commercials of one
minute or less, first award went to Retail Merchants Bureau of Salt Lake City, through
Adamson, Buchman & Assoc., by Dan Rainger.
Honorable mention to Pacific Telephone &
Telegraph Co., San Francisco, through BBDO,
by Don Flagg Productions, both there. Special
low budget award went to San Joaquin Bakeries,
Fresno, through Gerald Thomas Advertising,
there, by Motion Picture Service Co., San
Francisco.
For regional advertisers' film commercials,
one minute or less, first award to Hills Bros.
Coffee Inc., San Francisco, through N. W. Ayer
& Son, there, by Storyboard Inc., Hollywood.
Honorable mention to Standard Oil of Texas,
El Paso, through White & Shuford Adv., there,
by Harris-Tuchman Productions, Hollywood.
General classification, live or kine commercial, any -length, first award to California
Lima Bean Advisory Board, Los Angeles,
through and by J. Walter Thompson Co., there.
Katz

Names

McHugh

APPOINTMENT of John T. McHugh as manager of the New York office of the Joseph Katz
Co. has nounced
been
anby Joseph
Katz, president of
the advertising

MR. McHUGH
headquarters.

agency.Hugh,Mr.
Mcsenior vice
president of the Katz
Co., has served with
the organization for
22 years. Facilities
of the New York
offices, Mr. Katz
said, have been
greatlythose
expanded
as
have
of the
agency's Baltimore

Quaker Co-Sponsors Tv Show
COMPLETION of plans for co-sponsorship of
Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet on ABC-TV
starting Sept. 23 v/as announced last week by
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, for its Aunt Jemima
Pancake Mix.
Quaker will alternate sponsorship with Hotpoint Inc. every other week through June 8,
1956. Originally Quaker was set to pick up
the show once every four weeks [B»T, June 27]
but a third sponsor failed to materialize. Purchase marks Aunt Jemima's first use of a nighttime, all-family audience type tv program.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.

Wall to Wall With Tv
TELEVISION is credited with a large
increase in business for a South Bend,
Ind., carpet and furniture store, which
used a 10-second spot for 10 weeks on
WSBT-TV there. The total cost of the
campaign was $300, according to John
D. Hymes, manager of Hurwich & Haller,
who says that over $7,500 in direct sales
can be traced to the spot announcements,
besides an increase in store traffic. The
announcements consisted of a slide showing a picture of the front of the store,
obviating the necessity of repeating the
address in the ad copy. As Mr. Hymes
points out, ". . . It's a real success story
for tv on a very limited budget."

Ewell & Thurber Reorganizes
Into U. S. Advertising Corp.
REORGANIZATION of Ewell & Thurber
Assoc. as United Adv. Corp., with C. E. Rickerd as president, became effective Friday.
The agency, which realized broadcast billings of about $250,000 the past year, has thus
resumed use of the name it bore when founded
in 1921. Mr. Rickerd, who had been vice
president, has acquired the interests of James
C. Ewell, who severed relations with the agency
in July 1954, and Hal H. Thurber, who left
effective Friday. John E. Coombes becomes
vice president and Al Bonk continues as radiotv director.
The new corporation will continue to headquarter at 23 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, and
retain offices in Toledo.
Among key accounts to be retained are Wilson & Co., (butter, egg and margarine products), Ideal dog food, Benzol gas refinery, Encyclopedia Britannica, Schulze & Burch Biscuit
Co., Juergens
man Coach Co.& Anderson Jewelers and PullMr. Rickerd has been in advertising 35 years,
starting his career as assistant advertising manager for Chevrolet Motor Co. He formerly had
his own agency, Clark & Rickerd, and was with
Ewell & Thurber in Detroit.
Politz Study Debunks Belief
Tv Stints Magazine Reading
BELIEF that when a family acquires a tv set
its members stop reading magazines — an opinion widely held only a few years ago — is definitely untrue, according to "The Audiences of
Nine Magazines," report of a national study
made by Alfred Politz Research for Look
magazine.
In television-owning households, the Look
study reveals, 51.8% of individuals read one
or more magazines (of the nine studied), compared to 40.4% of individuals in non-tv homes.
The advantage of tv households holds true
for both men and women. In tv homes, 46.6%
of the men read one or more magazines, compared to 36.2% of the men in non-tv homes.
For women, the magazine reader figures are
56.8% in tv homes, against 43.9% in homes
without tv.
The Look study, comparing size and characteristics of Collier's, Life, Look, Saturday
Evening Post, Better Homes & Gardens, Good
Housekeeping, Ladies' Home Journal, McCall's
and Woman's Home Companion, was conducted
under the confidential consultation facilities of
the Advertising Research Foundation.
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P&G'S
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FACTS

NETWORK

TV

BUYING

IN ONE year, Procter & Gamble has increased its monthly expenditure on network
tv more than 41%, according to figures
based on Publishers Information Bureau
data.
In April of this year P & G spent a record
amount on network tv — $2,807,563 — compared to a network tv expenditure for April
1954 of $1,988,830. With its April network
radio purchases added, the combined P & G
figure comes to $3,657,280, nearly $100,000
more than March, about $500,000 over
February and some $300,000 above January.
ADVERTISING
APRIL

AND

OF

41%

FIGURES

ADVERTISING

AHEAD

OF

SAME

Once again, two-thirds of the top 10 network tv advertisers were spending more
than $1 million per month on the network
medium. The same advertisers which placed
in the March over-$l -million category reappear in that exclusive bracket during the
month of April.
On the combined basis, three network
advertisers placed in the radio and tv top
tens both last April and for the previous
April. All three increased their combined
expenditures: P & G by nearly 14.5%;
Colgate-Palmolive over 10%, and Gillette
'55

EXPENDITURES
1955

AND

FOR

1954

Household Equipment & Supplies
Household Furnishings
Industrial Materials
Insurance
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
Office Equip., Stationery & Writing
Supplies
Publishing & Media
Radio, Tv Sets, Phonographs,
Musical Instruments & Access.
Retail Stores & Direct by Mail
Smoking Materials
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
Sporting Goods & Toys
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Travel, Resorts & Hotels
Miscellaneous

'54
$ April,
281,616
2,330,968
624,260
181,825
607,935
70,212
958,142
5,103,578
265,098
11,669

10,731,512
1,088,429
2,516,585
658,145
1,672,281

2,083,090
498,471
477,906
159,080
275,355

474,755
75,063

2,166,746
294,625

432,592

1,505,668

9,468

58,793

824,255

3,463,594
10,392
13,599,390
14,106,754
41,529
22,535,433
162,705
1,301,333

841,032
3,556,263
2,951,808

2,969,126
42,345
13,622,380
10,896,898

3,520,959
61,799
225,827

28,900
13,703,738
522,680
962,078

3,348,433
3,591,773
18,855
5,885,878
38,280
307,207

TOTAL
$32,719,305 $132,018,673
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
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COMPARING
TOTALS

LEADING ADVERTISERS IN RESPECTIVE
GROUPS DURING APRIL 1955

'55 $ 1,358,043
$ April,
354,675
13,856,129
3,387,048
768,845
2,331,775
397,355
159,243
632,406
3,035,701
542,894
124,251
1,590,795
7,160,952
27,382,466
6,721,235
440,729
1,560,001
43,903
35,422
2,286,400
383,915
667,947
149,652
452,243

TIME,

Jan.-April

Jan.-April
Apparel, Footwear & Access.
Automotive, Auto. Access. & Equip.
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Bldg. Materials, Equip. & Supplies
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
Consumer Services
Drugs & Remedies
Food & Food Products
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
Horticulture

1954

In the April radio top 10, General Motors, Liggett & Myers Tobacco and National Dairy Products were among the new
leaders, replacing General Foods, Sterling
Drug and General Mills whose network
radio expenditures during April of 1954
'54 in the top 10 grouping.
placed them
Only one spot in the tv top 10 changed,
Lever Bros, replacing General Mills as the
10th ranking advertiser. Although appear-

JANUARY-APRIL

GROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR APRIL AND
JANUARY-APRIL 1955, COMPARED TO 1954

IN

by some 47%. More tv outlay by each
firm was the principal factor boosting the
budget.

NETWORK

WITH

MONTH

$ 1,330,469
8,968,071
2,212,774
515,348
2,572,430
313,121
4,576,111
19,721,279
1,170,982
11,669
8,815,772
1,797,843
2,044,281
608,022
957,257

Knomark Manufacturing Co.
Chrysler Corp.
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co.
Johns-Manville Corp.
Coca-Cola Co.
Electric Co.'s Adv. Program
American Home Products
General Foods Corp.
Gulf Oil Corp.

$1,131,401
65,032
212,460
48,690
273,532
84,126
565,053
1,041,520
193,995

Florist's Telegraph Delivery
Assn.
General Electric Co.
Armstrong Cork Co.
Aluminum Co. of America
Prudential Ins. Co. of America
Eastman Kodak Co.

16,269
429,979
147,525
155,016
100,896

Hallmark Cards Inc.
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co.

42,588

161,592
143,130

Admiral Corp.

193,350

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Procter & Gamble Co.
Outboard Marine & Mfg.
Gillette Co.
Pan American World Airways
Quaker Oats Co.

876,778

$25,528,953 $99,928,035
Broadcasting

2,093,037
18,855
1,113,312
38,280
95,531

• Telecasting

TOP
NETWORK
ADVERTISERS IN APRIL 1955
2.
1. Procter & Gamble
$2,807,563
1,503,556
Colgate-Palmolive
3. General Motors
1,314,808
4. Chrysler
1,131,401
Gillette
1,113,312
1,041,520
5. General Foods
7.
R. J. Reynolds Tob.
876,778
6.
9. American Tobacco
866,373
761,995
8. General Mills
10.
Lever Bros.
755,273

TOP TEN RADIO NETWORK
ADVERTISERS IN APRIL 1955
Procter & Gamble
$849,717
545,778
General
Motors
2.
• 9.
3.
429,521
1. Gillette
316,508
4. American Home Prods.
7.
5. Colgate-Palmolive
302,471
291,397
6. Miles Labs
Lever Bros.
282,077
277,260
8. Liggett & Myers Tob.
250,327
10. National Dairy Prods.
Swift & Co.
224,922

Network tv's gross billings hit $132,018,673 for the January-April period compared
to $99,928,035 for the comparable months
last year. In radio, gross billings stood at
$42,163,923 compared to $51,643,527. On
the April-to-April comparison, radio's
monthly gross billings dropped more than
$2 million, while tv picked up more than
$7 million.
Strides were made in April in total time
sales for nearly every tv network product
group. The automotive category was up
about $1 million, food and food products
'55

more than $1.5 million, household equipment and supplies were up, as were soaps,
cleansers and polishes and toiletries and
toilet goods. The latter product group
jumped from more than $3.5 million in
April 1954 to nearly $6 million in April
1955 with Gillette Co. ($1,113,312) the
leading advertiser in that category. Smoking materials
were off from the previous
'54
April in network
tv but up in network radio.
But every one of the million-dollar product
categories in network radio were down according to the tabulation.

The accompanying tables are
taken from the report of Publishers Information Bureau on
advertising expenditures for time
on the nationwide radio and
television networks during the
month of April 1955.

ing as No. 7 among the radio leaders and
No. 10 among tv advertisers, Lever Bros,
spent more than $1 million for network
radio-tv combined in April.
Of interest was the appearance of Chrysler Corp. as the tv network advertiser leading the automotive, auto equipment and
accessories category. General Motors, which
had topped Chrysler in the listing of leading
10 network tv advertisers, spent $948,258
in the automotive category with the remainder placed in the household equipment and
supplies product group.
ADVERTISING

EXPENDITURES

FOR

NETWORK

TIME,

COMPARING

AM

APRIL
OF
1955
AND
1954
WITH
JANUARY-APRIL
TOTALS
GROSS RADIO NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR APRIL AND
LEADING ADVERTISERS IN RESPECTIVE
GROUPS DURING APRIL 1955
JANUARY-APRIL 1955, COMPARED TO 1954
Jan. -April
Jan.-April

Agriculture & Farming
Apparel, Footwear & Access.
Automotive, Auto. Equip. & Supplies
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Bldg. Materials, Equip. & Fixtures
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
Consumer Services
Drugs & Remedies
Food & Food Products
Freight, Industrial & Agricultural
Development
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
Horticulture
Household Equip. & Supplies
Household Furnishings
Industrial Materials
Insurance
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
Office Equip., Stationery & Writing
Supplies
Political
Publishing & Media
Radios, Tv Sets, Phonographs,
Musical Instruments & Access.
Retail Stores & Direct by Mail
Smoking Materials
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
Sporting Goods & Toys
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Travel, Resorts & Hotels
Miscellaneous

'55
$ April
50,001

138,907
65,706
1,078,263
2,003,436

181,661
44,668
3,306,040
468,991
15,369
686,256
282,394
5,080,777
8,684,136

16,151
462,286
28,360
278,942
45,895

404,894
1,810,413
62,392
1,080,379
212,933

313,016
123,826

1,289,288
653,770

68,825
7,998

774,665
166,886

$

'54
$ April,
90,251
67,661
784,910
334,714
112,786
185,467
139,566
1,615,961
2,462,116
441,062
50,728
385,258
33,688
69,118
198,483

$

357,799
263,843
3,402,754
944,783
571,275
896,272
652,331
6,962,236
10,697,564

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Motors Co.
Anheuser-Busch Inc.

$ 43,480
476,874
79,376
110,832

William Wrigley Jr. Co.
American Tel. & Tel. Co.
Miles Labs
National Dairy Products Co.

62,61 1
291,397
250,327

Bekins Van & Storage Co.
Texas Co.
Ferry-Morse Seed Co.
Seeman Brothers Inc.
Burton-Dixie Corp.

131,494
9,021
28,360
83,466
39,860

Mutual Benefit Health & Acc.
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.

89,040
123,826

161,431

2,167,192
84,688
1,400,527
224,901
299,897
781,856
511,076

399,911
7,998

133,711

435,575

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
Abraham Lincoln National

37,584

91,613

648,824

60,388

241,092

Republican Club
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co.

7,998
41,311

108,460

458,366
11,383
3,733,101
4,304,626

1 82,992

768,597

RCA

808,240
1,358,484

4,220,219
5,302,634
294
7,266,897
269,142
2,920,083
$51,643,527

927,868
1,046,248
1,263,966
31,500
830,990

4,820,674
127,500
3,387,179

1,797,120
63,228
720,851

TOTAL
$9,923,808
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
Broadcasting • Telecasting

$42,163,923

$12,258,214

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
Procter & Gamble Co.

52,962
277,260
601,734

Gillette Co.
State of Florida
American Federation of Labor

429,521
31,500
119,109
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J. W.

THOMPSON

ELEVATES
TOP
OFFICERS
the
Assn.
of
American
Advertising Agencies
Stanley Resor elected board
and was president of the Advertising Golf Assn.,
chairman, to be suceeded as
San Francisco. He also is secretary-treasurer
of the National Outdoor Advertising Bureau.
president
by
Norman H.
He is vice president and a director of the DeStrouse. Henry C. Flower Jr.,
troit United Foundation; vice president of the
Samuel W. Meek are elected
Detroit Central Business District Assn., and a
vice chairmen of board.
member of the Detroit Economic Club, Detroit
ELEVATION of Stanley Resor to chairman of Sales Executives Club and the Junior Achievement Clubs of Southeast Michigan.
the board and election of Norman H. Strouse
to succeed him as president of J. Walter Thompson Co. were announced Friday.
The elections, held at a meeting of the
agency board Wednesday, were announced Friday. Also elected were Henry C. Flower Jr.,

Tv Top Choice
IN A SURVEY of the soft drink industry
to see if there is a need and desire for a
national advertising and promotional
campaign,
answer
was media,
"yes" accordand tv
was the top the
choice
among
ing to National Bottlers' Gazette, which
conducted the survey. Of 1,681 reports,
approximately 23.7% voted for television,
13% for radio, 17.5% for consumer
magazines, 20.7% for newspapers, 9%
for retail trade papers, 10.6% for billboards and 5% for point-of -purchase
sale. The soft drink industry is expecting
to build up $1 million for the campaign.
vice president
in charge of that office [B«T,
June
27].

MR. MEEK

MR. RESOR

K & E REVEALS
FOR CHICAGO

MR. STROUSE

with JWT since 1929, and Samuel W. Meek,
with the agency since 1925, as vice chairmen of
the board.
Mr. Strouse has been with the agency since
1929 when he joined its San Francisco office as
an assistant and acting manager. In 1945, Mr.
Strouse moved to JWT's Detroit office as a vice
president, and eight years ago was named manager of that office. He also has been a director
of the agency.
Active in various advertising affairs, Mr.
Strouse served for several years on the board
of governors of the San Francisco chapter of
LATEST

TOP 10 SPOT TV PROGRAMS*
MAY 1-7, 1955
No. of
Program
Cities Homes
21.5
137
% Tv
1. 1 Led Three Lives (Ziv)
14665
20.9
2. Liberace (Guild)
19.6
49
Ellery Queen (TPA)
4.3. Mayor of the Town (MCA-TV)
19.4
143
18.7
5. Badge 714 (NBC Film)
42
6. Passport to Danger (ABC Film)
18.4
121
7. Eddie Cantor (Ziv)
18.2
145
8. Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo)
17.4
17.1
47
9. Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
16.5
10. Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
103
Copyright 1955, Videodex Inc.
Appearing in a minimum of 20 markets.
ARB
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Top 10 Tv Programs June 4-10
I Love Lucy (CBS)
Jackie Gleason (CBS)
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
I've Got
Two
For aTheSecret
Money(CBS)(CBS)
This Is Your Life (NBC)
Toast Of The Town (CBS)
Disneyland (ABC)
Cavalcade of Sports (NBC)
Ford Theatre (NBC)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Jackie Gleason (CBS)
I Love Lucy (CBS)
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
Disneyland (ABC)
Toast Of The Town (CBS)
Comedy Hour (NBC)
I've Got
Two
For aTheSecret
Money(CBS)(CBS)
•
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PLANS
EXPANSION

THERE is no such thing as a "bad medium" for
an advertiser but only the "effectual use" of
media by agencies involved, Thomas DArcy
Brophy, board chairman of Kenyon & Eckhardt
Inc., told over 200 media representatives in
Chicago Thursday.
Mr. Brophy spoke along with other key
K & E executives at a luncheon reception for
network, station, representative and other media
executives at the Ambassador East Hotel. Purpose of the luncheon was to announce the
agency's expansion plans for Chicago and to
introduce Walter Lawrence, newly-appointed

RATINGS

VIDEODEX
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MR. FLOWER

Rating
45.0
44.2
38.1
42.9
37.8
37.2
35.8
35.5
34.2
33.8
Viewers
000
42,030
41,100
35,930
35,270
34,360
32,840
31,910
30,500

9. Dragnet (NBC)
30,300
10. Your Hit Parade (NBC)
29,670
Copyright 1955, American Research Bureau
May
PULSE
Top 20 Regularly Scheduled
Once a Wek Tv Shows

Rating

Toast of the Town (CBS)
Apr.
40.5
38.3
41.2
Groucho Marx (NBC)
38.4
40.5
Dragnet (NBC)
40.4
I Love Lucy (CBS)
38.7
35.8
32.6
33.7
Stage
Show
(CBS)
Jack Benny (CBS)
31.0
35.0
This
Your Life
32.4
MiltonIs Berle
(NBC)(NBC)
30.6
33.7
Lux Video Theatre (NBC)
28.4
29.6
December Bride (CBS)
28.1
27.8
Life of Riley (NBC)
Ford Theatre (NBC)
27.4
29.5
Two for the Money (CBS)
27.3
27.0
31.5
27.1
Disneyland (ABC)
32.3
G. E. Theatre (CBS)
Desert Song (NBC)
26.6
26.8
26.5
What's
Burns & MyAllenLine?
(CBS)(CBS)
26.4
28.0
29.8
May
28.8
Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS)
Producer's Showcase (NBC)
26.4
Rating
Top 10 Regularly Scheduled
Multi-Weekly Tv Shows
15.4
15.4
14.0 Apr.
Perry Como (CBS)
15.1
Howdy Doody (NBC)
16.1
12.9
News Caravan (NBC)
13.2
14.4
12.6
Search for Tomorrow (CBS)
15.3
Pinky Lee (NBC)
Dinah Shore (NBC)
12.5
13.6
14.2
Guiding Light (CBS)
14.6
12.5
Eddie Fisher (NBC)
12.0
12.0
Arthur Godfrey (CBS)
12.2
CBS News (CBS)
13.4

The appointment of Harry Sager, media-research director of Krupnick & Assoc., St. Louis,
for the past six years, as new media chief for
K & E in Chicago also was announced.
Media can be used effectively and successfully when it is utilized over an extended period
of time, Mr. Brophy asserted. He blamed incompentent agencies for much of ineffective
media utilization, claiming they do "more harm
to you and me." He also scored arguments that
"radio is no longer effective or that it is no
longer a factor" and that tv is "too expensive."
William B. Lewis, K & E president, said the
agency's
is to ofbecome
truly(30-35),
"national"
with
a limited goal
number
accounts
and cited
Kenyon & Eckhardt's stock option, retirement
and other "incentive plans."
Its Chicago media plans were discussed by
Joseph Braun, vice president and media director. K & E will expand its office force (now
about 15) in a bid to accommodate new accounts with roots in the Midwest. The Chicago
office now handles the Whirlpool account and
services Lincoln-Mercury. It will handle others
within the framework of media considerations
and the clients' particular desires, he added.
W. E. Long Co. Becomes Co-op
Independent Bakers Ad Assn.
FACILITIES of the W. E. Long Co., Chicago
advertising and management consultant service
for various baking institutions, have been purchased by its clients and will be operated as
a cooperative association of independent bakers
effective Jan. 1, 1956.
Gerald L. Williams, Williams Baking Co.,
Scranton, Pa., has been elected president of the
co-op. E. E. Hanson currently is president of
W. E. Long Co. Present management and executives of the Long agency, including Ed C.
Fritz as radio-tv director and David Hayes, will
be retained to direct operation of the association. No personnel changes are contemplated.
Decision to form a cooperative was made at
the 41st general managers conference of nearly
150 leading bakers in Chicago last week.
Sterling Drug Elects Hiebert
J. MARK HIEBERT, executive vice president
and a director of Sterling Drug Inc., has been
elected president of the company, succeeding
James Hill Jr., board chairman and retiring
president. Mr. Hill, who became president in
1941 and board chairman in 1949 upon the
death of Edward S. Rogers, continues as both
Drug.
chairman and chief executive officer of Sterling
Broadcasting
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TV

ANNUAL

AT

$841

VOLUME

MILLION

Oliver Treyz, TvB president,
says national advertisers are
putting more money into tv
than into any other medium.
NATIONAL advertisers are now for the first
time putting more money into television than
? into any other advertising medium, President
Oliver Treyz of the Television Bureau of Advertising asserted last week. He said they are
now investing in tv at an annual rate of $841
million, "a record expenditure in any medium."
This figure represented expenditures for both
time and talent in both network and national
spot television. It did not include local tv advertising, but TvB officials supplied an estimate
in that category to complete the breakdown between network, spot and local business (time
and talent) as follows, showing the annual rate
at which investments currently are being made:
Network
$588,000,000
National Spot
253,000,000
Local
250,000,000
This would mean that advertisers will put
a total of $1,091,000,000 into television time,
talent and production during 1955, assuming
their expenditures continue at the pace achieved
in the first four months of this year.
Mr. Treyz cited Publishers Information Bureau data as showing that national advertisers
boosted their network billings for the Jan.- April
period of 1955 by 33% over their total for the
same period of 1954. Expenditures in spot television also are up one-third, he said.
TvB also noted that the Bureau of Advertising, American Newspaper Publishers Assn., has
estimated that national advertisers currently
are spending at an annual rate of $650 million
for newspaper space. Even adding $50 million
for their newspaper advertising production costs,
TvB pointed out that the $700 million total
still would be substantially below the annual
rate of their expenditures in network ($588
million) and national spot ($253 million).
one from
year,"theMr.third
Treyz
said,first"television
has"Inleaped
to the
medium
in national advertising expenditures. As the
fastest growing and now the biggest medium for
national advertisers, television is becoming more
and more important in sustaining the dynamic
growth of our economy."

'55 Tv Spending of $1 Billion
Expected by Standard & Poor
TELEVISION advertising expenditures could
reach $1 billion this year and the decline in
radio billings seems to be leveling off, according to the Standard & Poor analysis for June 23.
Total advertising expenditures for the year "are
projected at approximately $8.7 billion and
could possibly reach $9 billion in a strong general economy," S & P states, noting that this
would be the ninth consecutive record year, up
from $8.15 billion in 1954.
Overall, the first four months of 1955 saw
advertising expenditures 1 1 % ahead of those
for the like period of 1954, with all major
media showing gains except network radio,
which declined 17%. The gain for network tv
was 34%, for newspaper 14%, the analysis
reports.
"Television advertising outlays in 1955 could
exceed $1 billion, as compared with approximately $810 million in 1954," S & P predicts.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

"Tv is rapidly approaching the point where it
will become the second largest advertising
media . . . the three major networks are steadily
expanding the number of their outlets and the
amount of sponsored time, thus materially increasing the profit potential.
"A major beneficiary of these favorable
developments has been CBS; it is expected to
realize sharply higher 1955 earnings and dividends on the recently-split stock may again be
liberalized," S & P points out.
MacManus,

John & Adams

Opens New Office in Miami
MIAMI OFFICE of MacManus, John &
Adams Inc., Bloomfield Hills, Mich., agency
was opened last Friday in the Alfred I. DuPont Bldg., James R. Adams, president, announced [B»T, June
27]. Kenyon Lee,
vice president who
has been with the
agency 10 years/ is
in charge. He has
been associated with
the Dow Chemical
account. He formerly was with
WQAM
Miami. said
Mr. Adams
the Miami office
"will enable us to
better serve our
MR. LEE
present clients . . .
and provide a selective type of advertising
counsel" for other Florida firms. The agency
accounts to be serviced from the new office
include Cadillac and Pontiac divs. of General
Motors Corp., Champion Spark Plug Co., Dow
Chemical, Bendix Aviation Corp. and FerryMorse Seed Co.
Doeskin
Stressed

Switch to Radio
in Peale Renewal

CITING its switch from tv to radio as successful, Doeskin Products Inc. said last week it will
r?new its option on the daily Norman Vincent
Peale program on NBC Radio (Mon.-Fri.,
10:05-10:15 a.m. EDT) which it has sponsored
since April 4. The program takes a 13-week
summer break, starting today (Monday) and
resumes Oct. 3.
Emanuel Katz, president of Doeskin, said the
company's "switch in advertising from television to radio and our unusual purchase of
the Dr. Peale program early this spring was a
calculated step which has proved extremely
The show, featuring the Protestant minister,
successful."
is on 201 stations. The program is to be continued sustaining through the summer period
with Dr. Peale recording programs while on a
European tour. Grey Adv. is Doeskin's agency.

Swift Off 'Breakfast Club1
SWIFT & Co. will pull its various products
off ABC Radio's Breakfast Club table July 29
after over 14 years association with the earlymorning Don McNeill stanza (8-9 a.m.). The
surprising notice of Swift's intent to cancel its
daily 8:15-8:45 segment went out to ABC Central Div. last Monday, it was learned. The meat
packer started sponsoring the Breakfast Club
in February 1941 and was the anchor sponsor
of the show. Swift agencies are J. Walter
Thompson
Co. and McCann-Erickson Inc.,
Chicago.

Ford Details Contents,

Stars

Of 90-Minute 'Star Jubilee'
DETAILS of contents and featured personalities of Ford Star Jubilee, once-a-month, hourand-a-half tv piogram to be sponsored by the
Ford Div., Ford Motor Co., over CBS-TV,
starting Sept. 24 [B*T, June 20], were announced last week by L. W. Smead general
sales manager of Ford Div. J. Walter Thompson Co. is the agency.
The series, consisting of 10 productions, will
be telecast on Saturday at 9:30-11 p.m. EDT.
Among the stars who will appear on Ford Star
Jubilee are Bing Crosby, who will be featured
on two programs, and Noel Coward and Mary
Martin, who will give a "two man" performance
based on theatrical successes in which they have
appeared. Mr. Coward also will produce and
star in his Blithe Spirit and the American
premiere of Peace in Our Time.
Theatrical producer Paul Gregory will produce two of the Ford shows, one of which will
be The Big Banjo, a musical salute to America's minstrels, with an all-star cast. Other
productions in the series have not been set.

D'Arcy's Oberwinder Retires;
Orthwein Elected as Successsor
J. FERD. OBERWINDER, president of D'Arcy
Adv., St. Louis and New York, for the past
10 years, announced his retirement last week.
He has been a member of the firm for 43 years.
Percy J. Orthwein, with the agency since
1926 and executive committee chairman since
1951, was elected to succeed Mr. Oberwinder as
president. Robert M. Ganger was re-elected
chairman of the board. He has been with the
agency since 1953.
In a farewell message to the stockholders,
Mr. Oberwinder said, "It has been stimulating
indeed to see this nucleus grow from an annual
sales volume of some $600,000 to its present
volume in excess of $50,000,000; and from that
meager start in St. Louis to a nationwide
organization with offices in St. Louis, New
York, Chicago, Cleveland, Los Angeles, Atlanta, Dallas, Houston, Toronto, Mexico City,
and Havana."
Simplicity Switches to Tv
SIMPLICITY PATTERNS, New York, last
week signed a three-year agreement with NBCTV for $250,000 per year, effective in the fall,
for participations on Today, Home and Tonight.
Significant aside from the exceptionally longterm firm tv contract is the fact that the advertising budget for Simplicity was switched
from women's magazines into television. Agency is Grey Adv., New York.
One-Third

Non-Tv

Families

See Tv Regularly, Whan

Says

OVER one-third of non-tv families see tv programs regularly outside their homes, according to an analysis of the Topeka, Kan., audience
by Dr. F. L. Whan, of the Kansas State College
Committee on Radio-Tv Policy. Based on nearly 2,000 cases, the study probed viewing habits
in a 20-county area.
The survey showed 38.6% of non-tv families
see tv regularly in other places, with 16.3% of
tv families looking at programs outside their
homes. The non-tv families see their programs
at a neighbor's home in 55.1% of cases, and at
a relative's home 35.6% of the time. Other
places of viewing include store or downtown,
July 4, 1955
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2.9%, tavern or bar 1.3%, at business or work
0.3%.
Dr. Whan found that total viewing hours
per average weekday amounted to 5.48 hours
for women, 3.65 for men, 3.52 for teenagers
and 4.20 for children. In all cases, hours of
farm viewing ran ahead of village and urban
viewing.
On the average weekday, family viewing
totaled 5.4 quarter-hours in morning, 7.7 in
afternoon and 14 in evening. Saturday totals
were 3.5 quarter-hours in morning, 8.7 in afternoon and 16.7 in evening. Sunday totals were
2.6 quarter-hours in morning, 10.4 in afternoon and 13.9 in evening.
ADVERTISING RESEARCH
EXPOUNDED AT SEMINAR
Assn. of National Advertisers
issues report on seminar at
which over 100 representatives were told a new era of
advertising measurements is
at hand.
ASSN. of National Advertisers last week issued
a report on an all-day seminar June 10 at
which more than 100 representatives of member companies heard presentations from various
executives on the ways advertising research
can contribute to better management of the
advertising function.
Henry Schachte, advertising vice president,
Lever tions
Bros.,
meeting
"there into
are indicathat wetoldaretheabout
to break
a new
era where advertising measurements will be
done on a broader scale, so that they can be
better oriented into the job of marketing."
The five elements listed by Mr. Schachte
as "going into the marketing cycle of any product" were "right product, right price, right
package, available and wanted."
In a presentation on "How to Use Research in
the Creation of Effective Advertising," Alfred
Politz, president, Alfred Politz Research Inc.,
indicated that "research contributes when we
consider ourselves the ally of management, the
ally of the creative copywriter, the ally of the
salesman and help them in the development of
ideas." He challenged the notion that the creative aspects of research can be separated from
the analytical.
Paul Gerhold, vice president, media and research, Foote, Cone & Belding, presented a
number of specific findings based on various
types of performance research, which he defined as "research that is based on measuring
what advertising does." He warned that research based on consumer judgment or opinion
has "very serious limitations" because people
"basically can't predict what they're going to
do." He acknowledged that performance tests
are not perfect, but said they "ought to have a
great deal more predictive value than tests
which simply get people's opinions about the
quality
an Lucas,
advertisement."
Darrellof B.
chairman, department of
marketing, New York U., and technical director, Advertising Research Foundation, offered
the following "directional signals" for advertising research:
"Pick the key men for your research staff
from professionally trained research men. . . .
Keep forever at the job of analyzing sales results in relations to advertising. . . . Keep at
the process of systematically and scientifically,
if possible, devising a method of determining
the advertising appropriations. . . . Keep some
time free for exploratory research. ... Be
skeptical but don't be suspicious. . . . Keep
sharp by keeping a hand in the field work."
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Export Advertising Volume
Rising Rapidly, Survey Shows
RESULTS of the sixth annual survey by the
International Advertising Assn., New York,
announced last Thursday, showed that U. S.
companies' international advertising in 1954,
exceeded "by a considerable margin" the $280
million expended for international advertising
in 1953. An IAA spokesman set the 1954 figure
at upwards of $300 million.
Of those companies responding to the survey,
95% said their export advertising volume in
1954 was greater than or equal to 1953; 94%
of those doing advertising for branches and
subsidiaries said this volume in 1954 was equal
to or greater than the amount spent in 1953.
Export advertising volume in 1955 will equal
or exceed 1954, it was predicted by 90% of
the executives in companies advertising internationally. Among companies with branches
and subsidiaries advertising overseas, 97% expect their branches' 1955 advertising volume
to equal or exceed last year's.
Grey to Get Lee Account
GREY Adv. last week acquired the H. D. Lee
Co., Kansas City, account. Lee Co. has an
advertising budget of approximately $500,000
for its Lee clothes for work and play. The
account will move to Grey from Gardner Adv.
next Jan. 1.
GE Adds

18 Outlets

GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. has added 18 stations to its lineup for The General Electric
Theatre (CBS-TV, Sun., 9-9:30 p.m. EDT),
raising to 146 the number of outlets now carrying program. Summer series of 13 repeat shows
began on June 26. Agency is BBDO, N. Y.
AGENCY

PEOPLE

N. R. Lorman, merchandising and sales promotion director, Product Services Inc., N. Y., appointed vice president and plans board member;
Ruth Davis, Norton & Condon (public relations), N. Y., to Product Services- as publicity
director.
Sherm Wright, radio-tv director, Bowman &
Clark Inc., Buffalo,
N. Y., appointed vice
president in charge
of radio-tv, William
A. Mel rod Adv.
Agency, same city.
Harry A. Lee, president, Philippine Adv.
Assoc., Manila, to
J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y., as vice
president and Pacific
area manager in
MR. WRIGHT San Francisco.
Arthur E. Trask, account executive, Dan B.
Miner Co., L. A., elected vice president.
James K. Maloney, art director, Lennen &
Newell, N. Y., appointed vice president.
Ray M. Schoenfeld, media buyer, Krupnick &
Assoc., St. Louis, appointed media manager,
succeeding Harry N. Sager, media director,
who moves to Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago, in
media capacity; Nellene C. Zeis, research assistant, named market research manager.

Horace D. Nalle, account supervisor, GeareMarston, Phila., named vice president.
John R. Sheehan, radio-tv director, Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., appointed vice president.
Arthur R. Ross appointed eastern manager, tvradio dept., Campbell-Ewald Co., N. Y.
William J. Stenson, formerly timebuyer, Weiss
& Geller, Chicago, to Campbell-Mithun Inc.,
same city, as chief radio-tv timebuyer.
AGENCY APPOINTMENTS
Reed Products Co. (tablets), St. Louis, and Wis
consul Malting Co. appoint Charles O. Puffer
Co., Chicago. Reed has been using radio.
Gold Seal Div., Congoleum-Nairn (smooth surface floor and wall covering), Kearney, N. J..
has appointed Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
VisFood Div., G. F. Heublein & Bro. (A-l sauce,
other food products), N. Y., names Bryan
Houston Inc., N. Y.
Armour & Co., Chicago, appoints TathamLaird Inc., same city, to handle advertising for
canned meat products.
Rhodes Pharmacal Co., Cleveland, appoints
Carlos Franco Assoc., N. Y., as marketing and
research consultants for all products.
NETWORK

NEW BUSINESS

Crosley and Bendix Home Appliances Divs.,
Avco Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati, will spend $500,000 in advertising and sales promotion, including commercials on CBS-TV Douglas Edwards
& the News, during July and August, to introduce new Crosley Shelvador refrigerator.
Agency
Chicago. for network show: Earle Ludgin & Co.,
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, signs for
segments of new series, It Pays to Be Married
on NBC-TV (Mon.-Fri., 3:30-4 p.m. EDT)
effective July 4. Program replaces The Greatest
Gift (3:30-3:45 p.m.) and Concerning Miss
Marlowe (3:45-4 p.m.). Agency: Benton &
Bowles, N. Y.
Toni Div., Gillette Co., Chicago, will sponsor
Dollar a Second for eight weeks on NBC-TV
(Tues., 9:30-10 p.m. EDT) starting tomorrow
(Tues.). Program will return to ABC-TV in
fall. Agency: Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
American Chicle Co. (gum), Long Island City,
N. Y., and International Cellucorton Products
Co. (Kleenex), Chicago, to sponsor on alternate
weeks Summer Theatre, re-runs of outstanding
tv film dramas of past season, on NBC-TV
starting tomorrow (Tues.) 9-9:30 p.m. EDT
and ending Aug. 23. Agencies: Ted Bates Co.,
N. Y., for American Chicle; Foote, Cone &
Belding, N. Y., for International Cellucotton.
General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y., to
sponsor Ray Milland show on CBS-TV (Thurs.,
8-8:30 p.m. EDT) when it moves to new time
slot, Fri., 9:30-10 p.m. EDT, effective July 8
through Sept. 30, replacing Our Miss Brooks
for summer season. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Warner-Lambert Co., N. Y., will sponsor five
programs of NBC-TV Robert Montgomery
summer show (Mon., 9:30-10:30 p.m. EDT) on
July 4 and 18, Aug. h 15 and 29. Agency:
Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
NETWORK RENEWALS
Coca-Cola Co., N. Y., renews Coke Time on
MBS (Tues.-Thurs., 7:45-8 p.m. EDT), starting July 5. Agency: D'Arcy Adv., N. Y.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

Advertisement

ANNOUNCEMENT

It is with deep regret that the Hawley Broadcasting Company

announces the discontinuance of

its television service on WEEU-TV, Channel 33, in Reading, Pa. Telecasting ceased after the
completion of regular programming on Thursday, June 30, 1955.
The decision to cease operations was reached only after serious, careful, and long deliberation.
The Hawley Broadcasting Company has operated an Ultra High Frequency television station for
over two years, having commenced telecasting in April of 1953.
It has been the goal of the Hawley Broadcasting Company, since its original enrty into television, to provide a community service to the residents of Reading and Berks County. This
service was augmented by bringing to the viewers of this area the top nationally-known programs of both the NBC and ABC television networks. It has been our sincere feeling that
an opportunity for local participation in the new mass communications
available in a city and county as large as Reading and Berks.

media

should be

However, due to the tremendous operating costs involved in maintaining an efficient television service in our community, coupled with apathy on the part of national and network
advertisers to support the Channel 33 development,

suspension of operations has become

necessary. It is not the desire nor intent of the Hawley

Broadcasting Company

to lay the

blame for this unfortunate situation on the doorstep of any individual or group. The problems facing operators of Ultra High Frequency television stations across the nation are
varied and complex. The competitive factors involving viewing habits and lack of equal
opportunity to be on every television dial are only part of the story. The electronic curtain has been drawn, and WEEU-TV, Reading, Pennsylvania, now joins the long list of Ultra
High Frequency television stations across the nation that have found it necessary to withdraw
from operations because of the economic instability that is plaguing UHF broadcasting.
The Hawley Broadcasting Company has requested permission from the Federal Communications Commission to cease all television operations for a period of six months. During this
period, a careful study and analysis of the situation will be made.

If it is at all possible to

resume operations at a later date in television broadcasting on a more sound and stable
basis, this will be done.
The suspension of television operations in no way affects the operation of WEEU
which will continue to serve you as it has over the years.
May

Radio

we at this time express our sincere thanks and appreciation to all of the advertisers,

locally, nationally, and on the networks, who supported our efforts during our more than two
years operation. Our expression of gratitude is also extended to all the many civic, cultural,
educational, religious, medical, governmental, social, and entertainment groups who assisted us materially, and in nearly all cases without remuneration, to help make our Channel
33 operation a community station operated in the interest of the people of Reading and Berks
County.
Hawley
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All These
READY
AND

CONFIDENTIAL

FILE

Paul Coates' crusading behind-the-scenes report on
America . . . with candid closeups of its people and
problems. A new and exciting concept in the presentation of dramatized journalism. It's the show all
America will soon be talking about.

GUILD
460 PARK AVENUE
Page 38
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NOW

Guild Shows

. . .

FOR

REGIONAL

NATIONAL

SPONSORS

THE

GOLDBERGS

On their 25th anniversary The Goldbergs have
moved to Haverville, U.S.A. and Molly's having
the time of her life . . . with new friends, a new
home, and fresh new adventures. Now, all America
will love Molly, (the country's greatest saleswoman,
too!) more than ever.

LMS

NEW YORK 22, N.Y. ^K^J^ IN
II CANADA : S. W. CALDWELL, LTD., TORONTO
MUrray Hill 8-5365
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It's

Here!

Combines
YITAPIX

A

National

Program

PROVIDES

THE

and
TIME

and

Regional

Time
. . . AND

in

GUILD

THEl

I SPY

starring RAYMOND

MASSEY

Distinguished actor, Raymond Massey, brings you
the true and exciting stories behind history's most
►famous spies. I SPY sets a new trend for impact in
mystery, intrigue and adventure.

INA

RAY

HUTTON

SHOW

The first truly original musical personality to come
along in years . . . and GUILD has surrounded this
vivacious bundle of talent with top guest stars. A
show that literally sparkles with glamour and gaiety
...music and mirth. Nothing like it on TV!

VITAPIX

a

kgnc-tv
wsb-tv
wrdw-tv
w mar-tv
wabt
wbz-tv
wgr-tv
wmt-tv
wbtv
wgn-tv
wkrc-tv
wxel-tv
wdak-tv
wbns-tv
whio-tv
klz-tv
wwj-tv
wgbs-tv
kfjz-tv
wmbv-tv
wfmy-tv
wfbc-tv
kprc-tv
ktvh
wfbm-tv
wkzo-tv
kcmo-tv
wgal-tv
koln-tv

Spot

Single

That

Package!

PROVIDES

VIT APIX

Plan

THE

PROGRAMS

STATIONS

Amarillo, Texas
Atlanta, Georgia
Augusta, Georgia
Baltimore, Md.
Birmingham, Ala.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Cedar Rapids, la.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, 111.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus, Ga.
Columbus, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Ft. Worth, Tex.
Marinette-Green Bay, Wis
Greensboro, N.C.
Greenville, S. C.
Houston, Texas
Hutchinson, Kan.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Lancaster, Pa.
Lincoln, Neb.

ktla-tv
kdub-tv
wmct
kstp-tv
wsm-tv
wnhc-tv
wdsu-tv
wtar-tv
wky-tv
wow-tv
kpho-tv
wptz
kdka-tv
wgan-tv
koin-tv
wjar-tv
wsls-tv
wham-tv
whbf-tv
kwk-tv
ksl-tv
woai-tv
kron-tv
king-tv
when-tv
wspd-tv
kvoo-tv
kwft-tv
wilk-tv

Los Angeles, Cal.
Lubbock, Texas
Memphis, Tenn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Nashville, Tenn.
New Haven, Conn.
New Orleans, La.
Norfolk, Va.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha, Neb.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Maine
Portland, Ore.
Providence, R. I.
Roanoke, Va.
Rochester, N. Y.
Rock Island, 111.
St. Louis, Mo.
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Antonio, Tex.
San Francisco, Cal.
Seattle, Wash.
Syracuse, N. Y,
Toledo, Ohio
Tulsa, Okla.
Wichita Falls, Tex.
Wilkes Barre, Pa.

VITAPIX provides desirable time periods in all
markets selected ... on stations with proved audience leadership. Single billing . . . single proof of
performance . . . maximum flexibility. To see how
VITAPIX-GUILD coordinated facilities can serve
you — contact GUILD FILMS today!

CORPORATION

460 PARK AVENUE • NEW YORK 22, N.Y. • MUrray Hill 8-5365
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FILM
NBC-TV

GETS

BRITISH

FILM

'The Magic Box/ J. Arthur
Rank
production, acquired
from National Telefilm Assoc.
for reported price of $75,000.
NATIONAL TELEFILM Assoc., New York,
announced last week that NBC-TV has acquired rights to J. Arthur Rank's production,
"The Magic Box," for presentation as a IV2hour color 'spectacular' on a date still undetermined. The price paid by NBC-TV to NTA
was reported to be $75,000.
The motion picture originally was acquired
by NTA as part of its "Fabulous Forty" films
produced in Great Britain. Along with the 39
other films, "The Magic Box" was placed in
syndication by NTA and sold to 18 stations,
including WCBS-TV New York. To effect the
agreement with NBC-TV, NTA accordingly had
to obtain releases from each of the 18 stations
— including the CBS-owned outlet.
The releases were granted, Ely Landau, NTA
president, said because of "the sincere desire of
each of the stations to help build prestige for
feature films shown on tv in this country. It has
only been during the past several months that
top-grade feature films have been made available by their producers for showing on tv. and
these stations recognized that the showcasing of
a feature film on so important a program as an
NBC-TV 'spectacular' would in the long run,
benefit them all."
In obtaining rights to "The Magic Box,"
NBC-TV contracted for the showing on a color
'spectacular,' as well as an option for a re-run.
The network originally had planned to schedule
the feature film on its Producer's Showcase pro-

AS SPECTACULAR
gram on July 25 (8-9:30 p.m. EDT), but late
last weekend altered its plan.
NTA reported that as a sidelight to this
transaction, Technicolor Ltd., London, is making up prints of the film, utilizing a new laboratory process. It is said to be that organization's first opportunity in the U. S. to demonstrate the quality of its work for tv.
Featured in "The Magic Box" are 60 of
Britain's outstanding film personalities, including Robert Donat, Laurence Olivier, Peter
Ustinov, Leo Genn, Michael Redgrave, Glynis
Johns, among others. The screen play was by
Eric Ambler and direction by John Boulting.
Six Buy Film Episodes

For Summer Replacements
SIX national advertisers have purchased, as
summer replacements of network shows, 35 out
of the 52 half-hour filmed episodes available
of Herald Playhouse, dramatic series formerly
titled Schlitz Playhouse of Stars, Don L, Kearney, vice president in charge of sales, ABC film
syndication, announced last week.
Sales included: Pet Milk Co., through Gardner Adv., both St. Louis, and S. C. Johnson &
Son, Racine, Wis., through Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago, alternate-week sponsorship
on CBS-TV, Tuesdays, 9:30-10 p.m. EDT,
started June 21; Maytag Co., Newton, Iowa,
through McCann-Erickson, Chicago, and W. A.
Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort Madison, Iowa, through
Russel M. Seeds, Chicago, alternate-week sponsorship on CBS-TV, Tuesdays, 8-8:30 p.m.
EDT, starting July 12; American Tobacco Co.,
through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
both New York, sponsorship on ABC-TV,
Wednesdays, 8:30-9 p.m. EDT, effective July

20, and Eastman Kodak Co., through J. Walter
Thompson, both New York, sponsorship on
NBC-TV, Wednesdays, 8-8:30 p.m. EDT, starting July 13.
Patric Rastall, midwest sales representative,
handled the Pet Milk, Johnson, Maytag and
Sheaffer Sales; Nat V. Donato, newly appointed
eastern sales manager [B«T, June 27], handled
the American and Eastman sales.
$1.45 Million in Sales Listed
For Three Official Shows
OFFICIAL FILMS Inc., New York, reported
last week that sales on its latest three properties
alone have accounted for more than $1,450,000
over the past two months. The figure includes
sales on My Little Margie ($750,000), Trouble
With Father ($300,000) and Dateline Europe,
which also is syndicated under title of Overseas Adventure ($400,000).
Herb Jaffe, Official's vice president in charge
of sales, noted that the figure is exclusive of
the company's other revenue-yielding properties
— The Star and the Story and Secret File,
U.S.A.
Mr. Jaffe added that Official has completed
an overseas sale for an estimated $100,000,
under which The Scarlet Pimpernel will be
carried on the commercial channels in London,
Birmingham and Manchester. Starting date in
London is September and in the other two
cities, the first of January.
Gannaway, Ver Halen Form
New Film Production Firm
TV and motion picture production company of
Gannaway-Ver Halen Inc. has been created by
the partnership of Al Gannaway, who produced
43 half-hour Grand Ole Opry tv films, and
Charles Ver Halen.
Pilot reels for two tv series, Young Sheriff
and Tramp Steamer, are now being offered.
GPI will distribute Gannaway-Ver Halen's tv
and radio properties. Plans are being formulated to record "Hired Guns," a motion picture
feature being readied for shooting, as a radio
series.
Tom Hubbard, story supervisor, will write,
direct and act for the new production firm. Production supervisor and associate producer will
be Robert Vreeland and supervising editor will
be Leon Barsha.
Screen

Gems

APPOINTMENT
STABILIZING
Only
5V4"of high,
yet TARC
hasStabilizing
packed a
long list
functions
into this
Amp for both monochrome and color.
Clamps NTSC color video . . . removes
switching transients and power hum . . .
keeps sync and video outputs constant
. . . removes noise and overshoots . . .
adjusts pix to sync ratio . . . mixes sync
and non-composite video. Here is another
successful
dc/elopment
out designing
of TARC'sof
depth of experience
in the
multi-function video equipment.
Write for detailed spec sheet.

AMPLIFIER
SPECIFICATIONS
Model SA 7410
Power: AC in 117 V at 65 watts;
DC in 285 V at 170 Ma
Inputs: Negative signals and high
imp.
video .25 min.);
V to
1.5 video
V Comp.
p.p..2 (15%
Or
V to sync
1.5 V p.p.;
Sync 2 V to 4 V p.p.
Outputs: Line video or comp.
video 1.5 V at 75 ohms imp.
Monitor video or comp. video
1.5 V term, in 75 ohms. Sync
4 V term, into 75 ohms.
Clipping level: Adjustable from no
clipping to clipping black
video.

TARC ELECTRONICS INC. • 42 URBAN AVf. • WESTBURY, N. Y.
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CRON

Names

Cron

of John B. Cron as director
of
1 i s the
h e dnewly-estabEuropean
sales division of
Screen Gems was
announced last week
by Ralph M. Cohn,
vice president and
general manager.
Mr. Cron also will
serve as general
manager of Screen
Gemsain Ltd.ofHeGreat
Britwill open
an office in London
within 60 days.

Mr. Film
Cron Division
was national sales manager of the NBC
from 1948 until early this year.
Broadcasting
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Whose

electric

bills will

Is this youngster going to grow up to help pay a lot of
other people's electric bills— just as you do today?
You're actually helping to pay the bills of 4 million
businesses and homes that get subsidized electricity from
federal government power projects.
Government- subsidized electricity is sold to customers for less than it costs. Who pays the difference?
All taxpayers, including you.

Broadcasting
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he

have

to

pay ?

If the groups that want the government to build
more and more electric power projects have their way,
your children some day may have to help pay many
more millions of other people's electric bills.
Isn't that another good reason for opposing any
more unnecessary federal government power projects?
AMERICA'S ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES*
* Names on request from this magazine
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Associated Artists Appoints
Hoffman, Craig to Branches
ROBERT HOFFMAN has been appointed midwest division manager and James Paul Craig
southeastern division manager of the Tv Div.
of Associated Artists Productions, New York,
it was announced last week by W. Robert Rich,
general sales manager of the Tv Div.
Mr. Hoffman has resigned as midwest manager of Television Programs of America to assume his new post with AAP, with headquarters in Chicago. He previously had been in
executive capacities with MCA, NBC and Ziv.
Mr. Craig, who will make his headquarters in
Atlanta, comes to AAP from Colorado Springs
where he was district manager of the Alexander
Film Corp.
AAP has formed a new subsidiary of the
Tv Div., called The 199 Corp., which will endeavor to promote and encourage national
sponsorship of feature films for television.
Arthur Kalman, vice president of AAP, has
been named president of the new subsidiary.
CBS Film Gets 'John Silver'
DISTRIBUTION of The Adventures of Long
John Silver, produced in Sydney, Australia, by
Joseph Kaufman, motion picture producer, will
be handled by CBS Television Film Sales Inc.,
New York, Fred J. Mahlstedt, the organization's
director of operations and production, announced last week.
TKe series will be distributed for national
sale after which it will be syndicated for local
sales. Star of the series is Robert Newton, who
played the same role in Walt Disney's "Treasure Island" and in the cinemascope nroduction
of "The Adventures of Long John Silver."
TPA

Names

Three

to Sales

APPOINTMENT of Gene Rahn, Wylie Adams
and Lon T. Boutin to the sales staff of Television Programs of America Inc., New York,
was announced last week by Michael M. Sillerman, executive vice president. Mr. Rahn, most
recently with Ziv Television Programs and
previously advertising manager of the Dayton
(Ohio) Daily News, will cover the Midwest for
TPA. Mr. Boutin, joining TPA's west coast
staff, previously was sales director for Bob
Champett Productions. Mr. Adams served most
recently as vice president of Gannaway Productions and formerly was an account executive for CBS-TV and ABC-TV. He will cover
the Louisiana area.

FELLOWS
SIGNS
WASILEWSKI
TO

LONG-TERM
NARTB
PACT;
HEAD
GOVT.
RELATIONS

Association president's new contract, with elevator clauses, runs up
to 1960. He then will be retained as consultant until 1964 when
he reaches 65.
NARTB's headquarters staff is preparing for
an avalanche of new and continuing industry
services by filling vacancies and adjusting the
headquarters operation. With President-Board
Chairman Harold E. Fellows signed to a new
long-term contract [B»T, June 27], the association's leadership is assured for some years.
Another important step announced at the
summer NARTB
board meeting was
appointment
of Vincent T. Wasilewski
as managerernmentofrelations
gov[Closed Circuit,
June 20].
lewski Mr.
moves toWasithe
new job Aug. 10.
Currently he is chief
attorney of the association.
New chief counsel
will be announced in
MR. WASILEWSKI
the near future.
No indication was given after the board
meeting of any plan to fill the second vacancy
in the government relations unit which had
been headed by Vice President Ralph W.
Hardy, who joins CBS Inc. Sept. 1 as Washington vice president [B«T, June 20]. Oscar
Elder, former assistant to Mr. Hardy, has
joined the Robert K. Richards public relations
firm.
The Pay-Tv Issue
One of the major assignments facing NARTB
is the board-ordered campaign to acquaint Congress and the public with the facts about feetv. This campaign was ordered by the board
to offset the barrages of publicity stuff distributed over the nation on behalf of fee-tv.
A special committee will guide NARTB's campaign.
President Fellows' contract is for five years
and carries an increase in salary retroactive
to June 1, 1955, NARTB announced. No other
details were made public.
The contract was given final approval Saturday afternoon, June 25, as final item on the
three-day board agenda. The last year of a
five-year contract that started June 1, 1951,
was bought up by the board. Under that contract Mr. Fellows received $35,000 for the

RE-ELECTED to top NARTB Radio and Tv Board posts fB«T,
June 27] were (I to r): Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk,
Va., vice chairman, and Clair R. McCullough, Steinman Stations, chairman of Tv Board; Henry B. Clay, KWKH Shreveport, La., chairman, and E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas
City, vice chairman of Radio Board.
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1951-52 year with $5,000 raise each year,
amounting to $50,000 for 1954-55. The pact
still had a year to run at the $50,000 figure.
After buying up the fifth year, the board
approved a contract that had been agreed on
by Mr. Fellows and a negotiating committee.
This elevator pact is understood to provide a
salary of $55,000 for the 1955-56 year, retroactive to last June 1, moving up $5,000 a year
to reach $75,000 in 1959-60. It is understood
the $5,000 annual expense allowance was increased to around $12,000.
Effective June 1, 1960, it is understood, Mr.
Fellows will become consultant, with provision
for active participation in association affairs, at
a salary of $20,000 a year until he reaches age
65 in 1964. A retirement annuity of around
$7,500 a year, depending on actuarial tables,
would go into effect at that time.
The discussion of the presidency and board
chairmanship held by Mr. Fellows had included
mention of an executive vice president or second-in-com and post but this was tabled by the
board. The second-in-command position had
been held by Mr. Richards, who now serves as
consultant to NARTB. He took part in the
board meetings at Hot Springs.
Mr. Fellows took office in June 1951 after a
selection committee had looked over a large
field of candidates. The choice drew widespread industry approval. Since that time Judge
Justin Miller, former board chairman, has
served as a consultant. Judge Miller participated inthe recent board sessions.
NARTB's finances and membership rolls
have been strengthened during Mr. Fellow's
four-year administration. Total membership as
of July 1 was 2,006 compared to 1,463 in 1951,
a four-year increase of 37%.
Am station membership has risen from 964
to 1,258 stations, up 30%; fm stations dropped
from 371 to 335, following the pattern of fm
economics; tv membership up from 57 to 277,
reflecting growth of the video industry; associate membership from 67 to 128, almost
double.
Network membership now includes all four
radio and all four tv networks compared to two
each in 1951.
Total projected income of NARTB in June

FIVE-MAN committee will direct NARTB Tv Code Review Board's analysis
of audience reaction, with Ward Quaal, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, as chairman. Left to right: Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.;
Merle S. Jones, CBS; Mr. Quaal; Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations,
and Frank M. Russell, NBC. Formation of committee was announced at
the NARTB joint board meeting at Hot Springs, Va.
Broadcasting
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NOW!

A

COMPLETE

PACKAGE

FOR

VHF and UHF Transmitters,
low, medium and high power
...100W— 10KW

TV

LESS

STUDIO

THAN

There's no need to think — or talk — in terms of hundreds of
thousands of dollars to put a television station on the air today.
This minimum package — developed and produced by Sarkes
Tarzian, Inc. — is made up of studio equipment required to put live . . . film
. . . and slide pictures on the air. Includes all required control facilities.
The audio and video equipment is so arranged that expansion to more
elaborate operations may be made with minimum cost. No additional
control equipment would be needed.
Write for detailed description and price lists. Or, better still, visit
our plant; see the equipment in operation, and get complete details
first-hand.
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT DIVISION,
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
Bloomington, Indiana

SARKES TARZIAN Rectifier plant {60,000
square feet of floor space) is one of the
World's largest users of selenium.
TV Station WTTV and
SARKES TARZIAN, Inc.— producer of the World's finest television
tuner in the World's largest tuner plant ... 6% acres under one roof.

Broadcasting
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AM
WTTS-by
ownedStation
and operated
SARKES TARZIAN, Inc.

/
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t0

ll/jr

in

television

what

you

know

hurt

you!
Where can I get some really up-to-date information about stations equipped for color TV

Easy enough. It's all in the J 955 Telecasting Yearbook . .
where the facilities are — what they're equipped to
handle. Most complete run-down on color TV ever
assembled by anybody.
€1,

How are food and drug sales going in Coconino County these days?
Just look them up in the J 955 Telecasting Yearbook!
It has the full market data story on every U.S. county —
including Chattahochie, Dimmit, Musselshell and Smith.
C.D.M. & S.? Is that a new agency I didn't know about?
No . . but if it were, the J 955 Telecasting Yearbook would
have the latest directory facts on their TV accounts and
the top people who handle them. Accurate stuff, right up
to presstime.
How soon is there likely to be television service in a market like, say, Hubcap, Nebraska?

Well, if there's a CP outstanding with an on-air date
projected — the J 955 Telecasting Yearbook will give
you all the information available. And, of course, the
complete story about every existing station is neatly
listed in the big state-by-state directory.

Say . . what doesn't this 1 955 Telecasting Yearbook contain?
Your advertisement — if you haven't already reserved
space. And, if not, now's the time to do something
prompt about it . . because the deadline (July15) is
rolling upon us like a monsoon!
9tMK !
You think it's a good place for us to be represented?
"Good" is no word for it. Like its predecessors, the
J 955 Telecasting Yearbook will go to 15,000 of the most
active people in television . . men and women who thumb
through, read, study and re-read its nearly 500 pages
of vital TV facts, day after day, week after week, in
every corner of America. This is the perfect, indispensable
place for you to tell your story! Unless you prefer
being a hermit . . .
What's it cost?
Despite TV's incredible growth — and the far greater readership the 7 955 Telecasting Yearbook will enjoy — rates are
the same as last year for contract advertisers. Otherwise,
rate card No. 8 applies.
Where do I sign?
Right here . . on the coupon below. This will save
you a good position where multiple readings of the
7 955 Telecasting Yearbook are sure to put your facts,
again and again, before the people who count all year
long. But hurry. Your competitors may be reading
this, too!

—

... jmr

BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
RECASTING
UUB0OKvmUBOOK
ISSUE

the BLUE book of TV knowledge
nearly 500 fact-crammed pages
read and used by 15,000 people throughout
the TV industry and advertising

Yearbook-Marketbook
1735 DeSales Street, Washington, D.C.
Schedule us for the following
out in mid-August:
1 page
% page
335
Vs page
265
185
V* page
$450
105
1/6 page

space in this year's edition,
73A"x 11"
5Vb"xxll"
11"
" x11"5V2"
2'/2"
or 4"x
8V2" x 5V2" or5V8
2Vi"x 5%" or5V8"x 21/."

Advertiser
out mid-August; deadline July 1 5 for proofs
used last year by almost 350 advertisers

Per:
City
Address

Title
State

TV's remarkable one-book library

We'll get copy to you by July15 — complete
plates by July 25.

Zone

1951 was only half that of the current fiscal
year, after deducting 30% of radio dues
diverted to Broadcast Advertising Bureau (now
Radio Advertising Bureau) during the bureau's
first year, after which radio dues were cut 30%.
About 65% of the overall doubling of income is traced to the fast growth of television,
with about 20% due to the gain in radio station
membership. Income from associate members
has doubled in the four years.
In other actions the board confirmed selection of the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, as
site for the 1956 national convention, scheduled
April 15-19. The 1957 convention will be held
in Chicago with the 1958 industry meeting
moving to the West Coast. Either Los Angeles
or San Francisco will be the site of 1958 convention.
Naming of Mr. Wasilewski to the government
relations post follows six years of association
service. He joined NARTB in 1949 after receiving the degree of Doctor of Jurisprudence at
the U. of Illinois. He is a member of the American Bar Assn., Committee on Copyright Law
Revision and Federal Communications Bar
Assn.
The board's summer meeting included a number of other actions. Phoenix, Ariz., was picked
as site for the winter board meeting, scheduled
in late January. A special meeting of the Radio
Board is to be held this autumn to act on. proposals to implement the Radio Standards of
Practice (see standards story page 47).
Organizational setup for the new Assn. for
Professional Broadcasting Education was approved by the board after hearing a report by
Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG Worcester, Mass.,
chairman of the NARTB Education Committee.

WAAM

government officials, there appears to be no real
danger that commercial channels will be pre

(TV) Seals Rates

IN LINE with NARTB 's new plan to promote the Tv Code, WAAM (TV) Baltimore has included a reproduction of the
"Seal of Good Practice" on its rate card.
Kenneth Carter, WAAM general manager
and a NARTB Tv Board member, said
the station "is endeavoring to help make
a success of the Tv Code as an instrument
of self-regulation, with public acceptance
of the code dependent upon public awareness of its operation and provisions."

empted
for military
Gilmore
N. Nunn,or public
WLAP use."
Lexington, Ky.,
told the board about work of the Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters and its fourth general assembly held April 9-19 at Lima, Peru.
He said that "every year since its inception, the
association has grown in stature and influence
. . . and its record is clearly one of important
and increasing successes in all fields of endeavor
in the various countries where problems have
arisen." He urged continued support of IAAB
by NARTB and cited examples of the way it
has preserved free radio in the Western Hemi

Five broadcasters will be named to serve on the
APBE board. The organization was formed to
bring about jointly a higher standard of training at colleges for those planning to enter the
broadcast profession.
NARTB pays $5,000 a year to the project.
Serving as board members representing educators are Leo A. Martin, Boston U. and Kenneth
Harwood, U. of Southern California, three
years; Russell Porter, U. of Denver, and Robert
Crawford, Michigan State College, two years;
Sydney Head, U. of Miami (Fla.), one year.
Judge Miller met last week with Mr. Fellows
to discuss plans for a demonstration of cameramicrophone pickups from a courtroom, to be
conducted by the American Bar Assn. The
ABA Canon 35 restricts use of electronic reporting incourtrooms. A closed-circuit test will
be held next month in Philadelphia.
Mr. Wasilewski, reporting on behalf of the
government relations department, informed directors that "after discussions with responsible

sphere.
These board committees were named:
By-Laws: Ward L. Quaal, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, chairman; George H. Clinton, WPAR
Parkersburg, W. Va.; Harold Hough, WBAPTV Fort Worth; Alex Keese, WFAA Dallas;
Robert B. McConnell, WISH Indianapolis; Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans.
Finance: William D. Pabst, KFRC San Francisco, chairman; Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV
Norfolk, Va.; William Fay, WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y.; F. E. Fitzsimonds, KFYR Bismarck, N. D.; E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO
Kansas City; Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG Worcester, Mass.; John M. Outler, WSB Atlanta.
Membership: J. Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham, N. C, and Kenneth L. Carter, WAAM
(TV) Baltimore, co-chairmen; Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; Richard
M. Brown, KPOJ Portland, Ore.; William Holm,
WLPO La Salle, 111.; F. Ernest Lackey, WHOP
Hopkinsville, Ky.; Robert T. Mason, WMRN
Marion, Ohio; James H. Moore, WSLS Roa-

We are pleased to announce
the opening of a new department to negotiate
the purchase, sale and financing of
RADIO

AND

TELEVISION
Under

the direction oi

ROBERT

KIDDER,

PROPERTIES

E. GRANT

PEABODY
FOUNDED 1865

&

CO.

First National Bank Building • 33 South Clark Street
CHICAGO

3, ILLINOIS

Telephone ANdover 3-7350
NEW

YORK

PHILADELPHIA

SAN FRANCISCO

BOSTON

Offices and correspondents in thirty other principal cities in the United States
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noke, Va.; W. D. Rogers Jr., KDUB-TV Lubbock, Texas.
Television Finance: Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va., chairman; William
Fay, WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y.; Clair R. McCollough, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; Ward L.
Quaal, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati; George B.
Storer, Storer Broadcasting Co.
NARTB
ITS

TIGHTENS

RADIO

CODE

LIST
of warnings,
"dont's"Radio
and Standards
acceptabilityof
standards
for the NARTB
Practice was adopted by NARTB's Radio Board
at its June 24 Hot Springs, Va., meeting [B»T,
June 27]. The additional language brings the
radio standards and television code closer together except for the lack of a punitive section
in the radio document.
A special committee to be named by President Harold E. Fellows will study the enforcement problem and attempt to fill the gap prior
to a special Radio Board standards meeting
slated for late autumn.
The text of the new provisions, printed herewith, shows how broadcasters are to handle
such matters as bait-switch, liquor, beer-wine
and other types of advertising problems peculiar to the medium.
E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse, N. Y.,
who proposed adoption of an implementation section during the May NARTB convention in Washington [B»T, May 30], suggested
at the recent board session that the special committee might consider use of a sound symbol
for stations subscribing to the standards, plus
creation of a review board with authority to
implement the document.
Walter E. Wagstaff, KIDO Boise, Idaho,
was chairman of the Standards of Practice
Committee that drew up the revisions.
First the board dropped the 6-11 p.m. maximum time limits for radio commercials, with
the daytime standards now prevailing over the
entire day. These provide the following commercial allowable time:
— 1:15
5 minute programs
— 2:10
10 minute programs
— 3:00
15 minute programs
— 4:00
25 minute programs
— 4:15
30 minute programs
— 5:45
45 minute programs
— 7:00
60 minute programs
Under "Presentation of Advertising" in the
standards, the second paragraph was omitted
(see text, Broadcasting Yearbook-Marketbook). This paragraph, dealing with integrity
of the advertiser and truthfulness of claims,
is covered in the new acceptability language.
The first paragraph under "Contests" was
omitted for a similar reason. It deals with advertising designed to "buy" an audience.
Text of the "Acceptability of Advertisers and
Productions" section (added at the end of the
standards) follows:
1, A commercial radio broadcaster makes his
facilities available for the advertising of
products and services and accepts commercial presentations for such advertising. However, he should, in recognition of his responsibility tothe public, refuse the facilities
of his station to an advertiser where he has
good reason to doubt the integrity of the
advertiser, the truth of the advertising representations, orthe compliance of the advertiser with the spirit and purpose of all applicable legal requirements.
Moreover, in consideration of the laws
and customs of the communities served,
Broadcasting
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first run

films on...

Gene Autry and Roy Rogers full-length feature
films, (the best Westerns ever made) are
being shown for the first time in this area on Tom
Chase's ever-popular "Trail Time" program!
"Trail Time", long the number one rated local
daytime show in the Omaha-Iowa area,
can't help be even better now!
In the last "Hooper Roundup" . . .
"Trail Time" drew a whopping 35.0 rating
... the opposition — 8.5!
Let Tom Chase . . . Roy Rogers . . . and
Gene Autry ride herd on your product and put
it in an average of 108,500 homes
reached daily by "Trail Time"!
Contact Fred Ebener, Sales Manager, or your
nearest Blair TV man for availabilities.

TOM CHASE
Ranch Boss on "Trail Time."
another of WOW-TV's proven
"ON THE AIR SALESMEN"

OMAN
Channel
Max. Power

•

CBS

•

6

NBC

Affiliated with "Better Homes & Gardens" and "Successful Farming" Magazines
A Meredith Station • Frank P. Fogarty, Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
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each radio broadcaster should refuse his
facilities to the advertisement of products
and services, or the use of advertising scripts,
which the station has good reason to believe
would be objectionable to a substantial and
responsible segment of the community.
The foregoing principles should be applied
with judgment and flexibility, taking into
consideration the characteristics of the
medium and the form and content of the
particular presentation. In general, because
radio broadcasting is designed for the home
and the entire family, the following principles should govern the business classifications listed below: .
a) The advertising of hard liquor should
not be accepted.
b) The advertising of beer and wines is
acceptable only when presented in the
best of good taste and discretion, and
is acceptable subject to existing laws.
c) The advertising of fortune-telling, occultism, spiritualism, astrology, phrenology, palm-reading, numerology,
mind-reading or character-reading is
not acceptable.
d) All advertising of products of a personal nature, when accepted, should
be treated with special concern for the
sensitivities of the listeners.
e) The advertising of tip sheets, publications, or organizations seeking to advertise for the purpose of giving odds
or promoting betting or lotteries is unacceptable.
2. An advertiser who markets more than one
product should not be permitted to use advertising copy devoted to an acceptable product for purposes of publicizing the brand
name or other identification of a product
which is not acceptable.
3. Care should be taken to avoid presentation
of "bait-switch" advertising whereby goods
or services which the advertiser has no intention of selling are offered merely to lure
the customer into purchasing higher-priced
substitutes.
Fla. Assn. of Broadcasters
Elects Danforth President
HAROLD DANFORTH, WDBO Orlando, was
elected president of the Florida Assn. of Broadcasters at the June 23-26 FAB meeting. He
succeeds John Browning, WSPB Sarasota.
Dennison Parker,
WTAN Clearwater,
was elected first vice
president; John
Phipps, WTAL
lahassee, second Talvice
president, and Guy
Hamilton, WTYS
Marianna, secretarytreasurer.
The new officers
serve on the board
along with Miller N.
Babcock, WGBS
MR. DANFORTH
Miami; John Browning, WSPB Sarasota;
James L. Howe, WIRA Fort Pierce; Larry
Rollins, WSIR Winter Haven, and George
Thorpe, WVCG Coral Gables.
FAB called on public officials to permit
broadcasting of all meetings of public bodies,
contending denial of these rights renders a
disservice to the people. A second resolution
accepted an invitation by Dr. J. Wayne Reitz,
president of the U. of Florida, to attend a conference with educators in October concerning
broadcast training, including advertising, at
institutions of higher learning.
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TV

WESTERNS

ARE

GOOD

They're shot at by critics, but
NARTB finds solid support behind gun-toting heroes of the
range. It's even suggested
these tales should pack more
action.
TV WESTERNS, with their six-shooters and
sheriffs, are favorite targets of tv critics but
actually they're a healthy part of the television
scene, in the opinion of many leading citizens
who have studied the matter.
What's more, westerns are good for children,
according to the comments of students of psychology and delinquency, NARTB points out in
a pamphlet just published by its Tv Information
Committee headed by Jack Harris, KPRC-TV
Houston.
If anything, tv producers should pack more
action into their stories of the wild and wooly
plains, in the opinion of Dr. Duncan Emrich,
of the Library of Congress' Folklore Section.
The cowboy "is a vital part of the American
cultural heritage," said Dr. Emrich. "For this
reason tv westerns are good for children. They
help to establish in their minds an American
ideal. Moreover, the movies were made to
move, and westerns do move. This is something
tv producers sometimes forget."
Set owners seem satisfied, judging by an
article titled "Few Complaints" in the Catholic
magazine Commonweal. This article stated.
"Here and there a public figure, a teacher, or
a religious leader demands time or raises a question as to the nature and quality of tv fare.
Again, on rare occasions, you may hear an
anxious parent who wonders if Hopalong and
the rest are not building up a dream world that
is too exciting, and makes everyday juvenile
existence seem a bore. But set owners, in the
main, seem to like what they're getting."
Rogers' Views
In a recent American magazine article, Roy
Rogers, tv cowboy, summed up the western
matter this way:
"I am utterly convinced that bringing back
our Old West for the new generation of kids is
a wonderful thing. The whoops and bang-bangs
of youngsters may annoy Mothers, but in imitating cowboys the kids are learning to love the
outdoor life and to respect the ideals and virtues
of the Western pioneers who helped so much
to make America great. Their imitation of cowboys also helps them let off a lot of youthful
steam they might otherwise let off by imitating
gangsters and criminals.
"The plot typically involves little more than
the triumph of law and order, decency and clean
living. We Western 'heroes' never cuss, spit,
gamble, shoot pool, or step into a saloon except
to have it out with bad men. We never hit a
little man .... we refuse all rewards .... we
give villains more than an even break, even on
Norman Vincent Peale, pastor of Marble
theDr.draw."
Collegiate
York, to
toldRoyNARTB's
convention Church,
last May New
he listens
Rogers
before leaving to preach his Sunday evening
sermon, knowing that "crooks always lose and
goodness triumphs." He termed the rise of
Davy Crockett through tv "one of the greatest
things
a long time."
The inmaeazine
Changing Times put it this
way, according to NARTB's review: "Don't get
mad at the kids. If your six-year-old spins the
dial to find the sound of the loudest six-shooter,
he is iust doing what comes naturally. Ten and
11-vear-olds love blood-chillers and whodunits

FOR

KIDS

as well as westerns. . . . What's wrong with tv
anyhow? The answer is that nothing is wrong
with television. ... As long as parents remain
passive or put the blame on the industry, tv will
be To
a tool
poorlyDr.used."
which
Eleanor E. Macoby, of the
Harvard Dept. of Social Relations, adds: "The
child may learn that aggressive action is permis ible insome conditions; for instance, in a
battle where the action is directed against an
enemy, but he can also learn that unprovoked
aggression against members of one's own society
or family will bring retribution. It becomes
important then to know about television; not
only how many killings there are in the programs the child sees but who does the killings,
why he does it, and what the consequences are
for the person who does it. The tv industry, of
course, has recognized the importance of the
outcome of stories for the moral training of
children and it has adopted a code which requires that criminals shall always be punished
in television."
Caley Is Appointed Chairman
OF RAB Nominating Group
APPOINTMENT of Charles C. Caley, president and general manager, WMBD Peoria, 111.,
as chairman of a five-member committee to
nominate officers and successors to retiring
board members of Radio Advertising Bureau
for 1956 was announced last week by Joseph
E. Baudino, chairman of RAB's 1955 board.
Mr. Caley is former board chairman of RAB.
Other members of the nominating committee are: Ward D. Ingrim, general manager.
KHJ Los Angeles: Edgar Kobak, president,
WTWA Thomson, Ga.: James H. Moore, executive vice president, WSLS Roanoke, Va., and
William B. Quarton, general manager, WMT
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
The five-man committee will make its nominations at RAB's annual membership meeting
in November.
Cole Elected President
Of Virginia Broadcasters
JOHN L. COLE JR.. WHLF South Boston, was
elected president of Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters at the June 25-26 meeting, held at
Staunton. He succeeded Frank E. Koehler.
WDBJ Roanoke. Emerson J. Pryor, WDVA
Danville, was elected vice president, and Kenneth Gordon. WFTR Front Royal, secretarytreasurer.
Elected to the board were Campbell Arnoux.
WTAR Norfolk: Charles P. Blackley, WTON
Staunton; John W. Shultz, WHEE Martinsville,
and E. S. Whitlock, WRNL Richmond.
Charles H. Tower. NARTB employer-employe relations director, discussed the economics
of broadcasting. As the basis for a discussion
of personnel matters Mr. Tower gave delegates
a chance to study a personnel case, after which
the details were reviewed. A panel on "moneymakers" included Mr. Pryor; Charles E. Seebeck. WTON Staunton, and F. Ambert Dail.
WGH Norfolk.
Hutton Joins NARTB
WALLACE E. HUTTON. public relations director of the D. C. division, American Cancer
Society, was named NARTB promotion manager last week, serving under Joseph Sitrick,
manager of publicity and informational services. Mr. Hutton had previously been in the
American National Red Cross public relations
office and is a journalism graduate of Indiana
U. He succeeds Don Frifield, resigned.
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ACL

: in

has been prominent in conducting experimental activities in the low power and satellite/
booster TV field.

•

ACL has been operating an experimental low
power transmitter (KE2XPS) on Channel 25, at New
Rochelle, N. Y., since early 1954. An experimental
satellite transmitter (KC2XFF) on Channel 53, at
Waterbury, Conn., has also been in operation under
commercial conditions since July 1 954. These experiments have resulted in the development of timeproved and field-tested equipment.
Low power television transmitters are available
for both UHF and VHF. They are capable of furnishing 150 watts peak visual power and 75 watts of
aural power output, and are suitable for both color
and monochrome TV broadcasting. They provide
effective coverage for smaller communities of restricted area.
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The transmitters are housed in three cabinet racks
for UHF and in two cabinet racks for VHF.

;
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UST-? 50
UHF Transmitter

Check
of ACL
TV

Features
Low

Power

•

Transmitters
•
•

We will be happy to discuss your requirements and supply recommendations to fit
your particular needs without obligation
Write us!

ACL
TV

Broadcasting

Station
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•

Equipment available for all UHF/VHF channels
Front panel controls
Forced air cooling
All components readily accessible
All tube circuits metered
Circuit overload protection and interlocks used
throughout
Single linear amplifier for both aural and visual carriers — amplifier tuning circumvents vestigal sideband filter requirement — no external diplexer
required — single transmission line and antenna
Low-cost, long-life, air-cooled tubes
Low power consumption — standard 117 v. 50/60
cps, single phase circuit — less than 2 kw total load
All FCC standards for Low Power TV are met.

PRODUCTS,

Equipment
Subsidiary of
One LeFevre Lane, New

INC.

ADLER COMMUNICATIONS LABORATORIES
Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620
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JUNE 13, WNEM-TV 12 NOON NEWS
RECORDS HISTORY-MAKING AGREEMENT
BETWEEN G.M. and U.A.W-C.I.O. GUARANTEEING LABOR PEACE FOR OVER 110,000
G.M. EMPLOYEES IN WNEM-TV COVERAGE
AREA FOR YEARS TO COME; ASSURING
CONTINUED INDUSTRIAL PEACE, WHICH
HAS MADE THE SAGINAW VALLEY ONE

/

OF THE COUNTRY'S RICHEST AREAS.
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111,114 EMPLOYEES-*^,

MARKET

AREA..
411,532

19 6.M. PL ANTS
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PAYROLL

59
mvEPRom
77
WNEM-TV
HAS13
SHARE
OF
100' ■ YARDSTICK
AUDIENCE 12 P.M.
12-6 P.M. 6STATION 1 0 AM.-12 Noon
72
20
15
WNEM-TV
STATION B
2
11
26
STATION C
LEADS IN 205 OF 208 QUARTER HOURS
AVERAGE

SHARE

OF AUDIENCE

*AII Figures from Pulse Report
of Saginaw-Bay-Midland Area Jan. 16, '55

%

0

7

SETS

®

312,555

®

$1,986,419,000
INCOME
SPENDABLE

®

$1,484,325,000
RETAIL SALES

<$ 1,312,422

POPULATION

WNEM-TV area businessmen look eagerly to summer . . . each year over 2 million
tourists spend over $150,000,000 tourists dollars in WNEM-TV territory — what a
tremendous plus for the WNEM-TV advertiser who sells not only the over one million
regular GAW citizens of WNEM-TV land but also the million odd tourists that "hiatus"
to WNEM-TV's rich vacation land during the summer.
— DUftlONT

FULL POWER-NETWORK

COLOR

JAMES GERITY, JR., President
Harry E. Travis, General Manager
Affiliated with
GERITY BROADCASTING CO.
WABJ, Adrian
WPON, Pontiac
STATION

For Good National Availabilities . . . Call Headley Reed, New York, Chicago
Michigan Spot Sales — Detroit
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July 1955
Total U. S. Stations on Air: 429
(Commercial: 416; Educational: 13)
Total Cities With Tv Stations: 283
Total Sets in Use: 35,686,866
HOW TO READ THIS LISTING
Each station or grantee is listed in the
city where licensed.
Triangle (►): station on air with regular .programming. Date of grant is
shown for permittees, followed by
planned starting date.
Channel number is in parentheses, followed by national network affiliations
and sales representatives, estimated sets
in coverage area and station's highest
one-time hourly rate.
Set figures are provided by stations.
Queries on set figures should be directed
to stations.
Total U. S. sets in use is B»T estimate.
Asterisk ( * ) : non-commercial outlet.
Dagger (t ) : not interconnected.
Data on station color equipment: N,
equipped for network color; LS, local
color slides; LF, local color film; LL,
local live color.
ALABAMA
ANDALUSIAf—
WAIQ (*2) 3/9/55-Unknown
BIRMINGHAM—
► WABT (13) NBC, ABC, DuM; Blair; 321,380; N;
$750
► WBIQ (*10)
► WBRC-TV (6) CBS, DuM; Katz; 321,000; N; $750
WJLN-TV (48) 12/10/52-Unknown
DECATURf—
► WMSL-TV (23) CBS, NBC; Walker; 28,436; $150
DOTHANf—
► WTVY (9) CBS; Young; $100
MOBILE—
► WALA-TV
(10) $400
NBC, ABC, CBS; HeadleyReed; 124,500;
WKAB-TV (48) See footnote
WKRG-TV
(5) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 3/23/559/5/55
MONTGOMERY—
► WCOV-TV (20) ABC, CBS, DuM; Raymer; 63,170* $200
► WSFA-TV (12) NBC, ABC; Katz; 92,152; $250
MUNFORDf—
► WTIQ (*7)
SELMAf —
WSLA (8) 2/24/54-Unknown
ARIZONA
MESA (PHOENIX)—
► KVAR (12) NBC, DuM; Raymer; 124,120; N;
$450
PHOENIX—
► KOOL-TV
(10) CBS; Hollingbery; 124,120; N;
$500
► KPHO-TV (5) DuM; Katz; 124,120; N; $450
► KTVK (3) ABC; Weed; 142,179; N, LF, LS; $300
TUCSON—
► KOPO-TV (13) CBS, DuM; Hollingbery; 40,162;
$250
► KVOA-TV (4) ABC, NBC; Raymer; 38,605; $225
KDWI-TV (9) 4/19/55-Unknown
YUMAf—
► KIVA (11) NBC, DuM; Grant; 26,997; $200
ARKANSAS
El DORADOf—
KRBB (10) 2/24/54-Unknown
FORT SMITH—
► KFSA-TV
(22) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; Pearson;
36,604; $150
KNAC-TV (5) Rambeau; 6/3/54-Unknown
JONESBOROf—
KBTM-TV (8) 1/12/55-Unknown
LITTLE ROCK—
► KARK-TV
(4) NBC, DuM; Petry; 108,120; N:
$350
► KATV (7) (See Pine Bluff)
KTHV (11) Branham; 11/4/54-11/1/55
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

PINE BLUFF—
► KATV (7) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 110,655;
N; $450
TEXARKANA—
► KCMC-TV (6) See Texarkana, Tex.
CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD—
► KBAK-TV (29) ABC, DuM; Weed; 90,000: $235
► KERO-TV
N; $400 (10) NBC, CBS, Hollingbery; 152,000;
BERKELEY (SAN FRANCISCO)—
► KQED (*9)
►CHICO—
KHSL-TV
(12) CBS,
Knodel; 67,010;
$225 ABC, NBC, DuM; AveryCORONAf—
KCOA (52), 9/16/53-Unknown
EUREKAf—
► KIEM-TV
ABC,$150NBC, DuM; HoagBlair, Blair(3) Tv;CBS,
24,100;
►FRESNO—
KJEO (47) CBS, ABC, DuM; Branham; 158,000;
N; $450 (24) CBS, NBC; Raymer; 158,000; N;
► KMJ-TV
KARM.
George8/3/54
Harm Station (12) Boiling;
$450
Initial The
Decision
KBID-TV (53) See footnote
LOS ANGELES—
► KABC-TV (7) ABC; Petry; 2,130,181; $1,500
► KCOP (13) Weed; 2,130,181; $1,250
► KHJ-TV (9) DuM; H-R; 2,130,181; $1,000
► KNXT (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 2,130,181; N, LS,
LF, LL; $2,700
► KRCA (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 2,130,181; N,
LS, LF, LL; $3,200
► KTLA (5) Raymer; 2,130,181; LS, LF, LL; $1,250
► KTTV (11) Blair; 2,130,181; $1,750
KBIC-TV (22 ) 2/10/52-Unknown
MODESTOf—
KTRB-TV (14) 2/17/54-Unknown
SACRAMENTO—
► KBET-TV (10) CBS; H-R; 349,650; N, LF, LS;
► KCCC-TV
(40) ABC, NBC; Weed; 165,000; $400
$600
KCRA-TV (3) NBC; Petry; 4/13/55-9/1/55
SALINAS (MONTEREY)—
► KSBW-TV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; H-R; 102,000;
$350
DIEGO— (8) ABC, CBS; Petry; 307,561; N;
►SANKFMB-TV
► KFSD-TV (10) NBC; Katz; 285,533; N; $600
FRANCISCO—
$800
►SANKGO-TV
(7) ABC: Petry; 1,086,590; $1,200
► KPIX (5) CBS; Katz; 1,086,590; N; $1,250
► KRON-TV (4) NBC; Free & Peters; 1,086,590;
N, LS, LF, LL: $1,300
► KSAN-TV (32) Stars National; 275,000; $225
KBAY-TV
9/15/54) (20) 3/11/53-Unknown (granted STA
SAN JOSEf—
KNTV (11) 4/15/54-Unknown
SAN LUIS OBISPOf—
► KVEC-TV (6) ABC, CBS, DuM; Grant; 90,018;
$200 BARBARA—
►SANTA
KEYT
(3) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Hollingbery;
227,918; $400
►STOCKTONf—
KOVR (13) DuM; Blair; 1,103,920; $700
KTVU (36) See footnote
►TULARE
KWG (FRESNO)—
(27) DuM; Young; 160,000; $325
VISALIAf—
KAKI (43) 10/6/54-Unknown
COLORADO
COLORADO
SPRINGSf—
► KKTV
(11) CBS, ABC, DuM; Hollingbery;
53,604; $150
► KRDO-TV
(13) NBC; Avery-Knodel; 40,000;
$125 (9) ABC; Free & Peters; 299,762; $600
►DENVER—
KBTV
► KFEL-TV
(2) DuM; Hoag-Blair, Blair Tv;
299,762; N; $400
► KLZ-TV (7) CBS; Katz; 299,762; N; $550
► KOA-TV (4) NBC; Petry; 299,762; N; $550
KRMA-TV (*6) 7/1/53-Unknown
SAVE this monthly Telestatus section
which is perforated for your convenience.
Additional copies are available. Write
Readers Service Dept., Broadcasting •
Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St., N. W.,
Washington 6, D. C.

A monthly situation report on
present and planned tv stations
and television network shows

JUNCTIONf—
►GRAND
KFXJ-TV
NBC, $120
CBS, ABC, DuM; Holman,
McGuire; (5)12,957;
►PUEBLO—
KCSJ-TV (5) NBC; Avery-Knodel; 54,456; $150
CONNECTICUT
►BRIDGEPORT—
WICC-TV (43) ABC, DuM; Young; 72,340; $200
WCTB (»71) 1/29/53-Unknown
►HARTFORD—
WGTH-TV (18) ABC, DuM; H-R; 291,229; $350
WCHF (*24) 1/29/53-Unknown
Travelers
Bcstg. Service Corp. (3) Initial Decision 5/31/55
BRITAIN—(30) CBS; Boiling; 284,169; N; $400
►NEW
WKNB-TV
NEW HAVENf—
► WNHC-TV
948,702; N;(8)$800ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Katz;
WELI-TV (59) H-R; 6/24/53-Unknown
NEWWNLC-TV
LONDONf—
(26) 12/31/52-Unknown
NORWICHf—
WCNE (*63) 1/29/53-Unknown
STAMFORDf—
WSTF (27) 5/27/53-Unknown
►WATERBURY—
WATR-TV (53) ABC; Stuart; 210,485; $200
DELAWARE
►WILMINGTON—
WPFH (12) NBC, DuM; Meeker; 2,051,000; N,
LS, LF; $1,000
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON—
► WMAL-TV (7) ABC; Katz; 600,000; $750
► WRC-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 743,000; N;
► WTOP-TV
(9) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 688,800; N;
$1,250
► WTTG (5) DuM; H-R; 655,000; $600
WETV
$1,500 (20) 10/21/54-Unknown
WOOK-TV
(14) 2/24/54-Unknown
FLORIDA
CLEARWATERf—
WPGT (32) 12/2/53-Unknown
DAYTON A BEACHf —
WESH-TV (2) McGillvra; 7/8/54-9/3/55
FORT
► WITVLAUDERDALE—
(17) ABC; H-R; 176,000 (also Miami);
MYERSf—(11) CBS, ABC; McGillvra; 13,849;
►FORT
WINK-TV
FORT $400
PIERCEf —
WTVI (19) 4/19/55-Unknown
JACKSONVILLEt—
$150
► WJHP-TV
(36) ABC, NBC, DuM; Perry; 75,600;
N; $200 (4) CBS, ABC, DuM; CBS Spot Sis.;
► WMBR-TV
453,978; N; $600
WOBS-TV
StarsCorp.
National;
8/12/53-Fall
'55
Jacksonville (30)
Bcstg.
(12) Initial
Decision
4/4/55
► WGBS-TV (23) NBC; Katz; N; $500
►MIAMI—
WTVJ (4) CBS; Free & Peters; 322,800; N; $900
► WTTV (17) See Fort Lauderdale
WMFL (33) (*2)
12/9/53-Unknown
WTHS-TV
11/12/53-Unknown
Biscayne Tv Corp. (7) Initial Decision 1/17/55
MIAMI
BEACHf—
V/KAT Inc. (10) Initial Decision 3/30/55
►ORLANDO—
WDBO-TV (6) CBS,
96,147; N; $275
CITY—
►PANAMA
WJDM (7)
ABC, CBS,
27,500; $150
►PENSACOLAf
WEAR- TV — (3) ABC,
95,500; $250
► WPFA (15) 32,500
PETERSBURG—
►ST.WSUN-TV
(38) ABC,

ABC, NBC, DuM; Blair;
NBC, DuM; Hollingbery;
CBS, DuM; Hollingbery;

DuM; Weed; 145,000; $325
► WFLA-TV (8) NBC; Blair; 185,000; N, LF, LS;
TAMPA—
► WTVT (13) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 185,000; N, LF,
LS; $400
PALM BEACH—
$400
►WEST
WEAT-TV
(12) ABC; Walker; 231,000; $200
► WIRK-TV (21) Cooke; 47,609; $150
► WJNO-TV
262,500; $250(5) NBC, CBS, DuM; Venard;
GEORGIA
ALBANYf—
► WALB-TV
45,000; $200(10) ABC, NBC, DuM; Burn-Smith;
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'"Did

this

CRAZY

Ladder/

"Man, £/w's am't no ladder . . . it's a list of the Top Ten
shows in the Central Arkansas Market according to TV
the
March 1955 ARB survey!"

"It's a ladder, son . . . and every rung is a step nearer the
top for every KATV

advertiser!"
"Sing on, Dad . . . this ladder is beginning to interest me!"

1. 1 Love

Lucy

Z.Amos

58.1

Ten . . . but this page just isn't
Topsas!"
long enough to include all of their
top programs. Why, Dad, ive could
go on-and-on-and-on . . ."

Br/de55.8

of the Town

6.Bac/qe1/4

One

"A real cool advertiser's dream-cometrue ! Complete details on climbing- the
ladder to success in Arkansas is available from those Hep Reps . . . Avery-

54.5

53.0

7Mr. District Attor/ie/SH

8. Studio

"Should? Man, it does!!! Not only
does KATV have ALL TEN of the

t A I Jen 56.2

4. December

S.Toast

68.6

LAr\dy

3. Barns

"It should interest you, boy . . . and
it should interest any advertiser who
wants to climb to the top in Arkan-

50.6

9. Q.£. Theatre

Knodel, Inc."

To climb to the top in Arkansas see :
Avery-Kn
odel,
RepsInc.
National

To climb to the top in Arkansas see :
Bruce B. Compton
National Sales Manager

Studios in Pine Bluff & Little Rock

49.6

KATV

lo.TriiateSecretary

46.6

Channel

7
\HEARTy

John H. Fugate, Manager
620 Beech Street
LITTLE
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ROCK,

t^levisioii
for the
ARKANSAS

ARKANSAS
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

BT
TELESTATUS
5::W:w:*:*:*:*:-:-m^
r
ATLANTA—
► WAGA-TV
(5) CBS, DuM; Katz; 462,000; N;
S850
► WLWA (11) ABC; Crosley Sis.; 481,000; $700
► WSB-TV
(2) NBC; Petry; 484,725; N, LS, LF;
$900
WQXI-TV (36) See footnote
AUGUSTA—
► WJBF (6) ABC, NBC, DuM; Hollingbery; 153,281' N; $250
► WRDW-TV (12) CBS; Headley-Reed; 144,600;
$250
COLUMBUS—
► WDAK-TV (28) NBC. ABC, DuM: Hoadlevv Reed; 136,675; N; $220
t» WRBL-TV (4) CBS, ABC; Hollingbery; 176,927;
N; $300
MACON—
► WMAZ-TV
(13) AFC. CBS. DuM; AveryKnodel; 96,284; N; $250
WOKA (47) See footnote
ROMEf—
j^WROM-TV (9) McGillvra; 164,940; $150
SAVANNAH—
► WTOC-TV
(11) CBS,
Knodel; 65,426;
$200 ABC, NBC, DuM; AveryWSAV-TV (3) 1/26/55-Unknown
THOMASVILLEf —
WCTV (6) 12/23/53-Spring '55
IDAHO
BOISEf—
► KBOI-TV (2) CBS, DuM; Free & Peters; 46,225;
$150
► KIDO-TV (7) ABC, NBC; Blair; 41.900; S200
IDAHO FALLSf —
► KID-TV (3) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Gill-Perna;
37,230; $175
LEWISTONf —
KLEW-TV (3) 2/9/55-11/1/55
TWIN FALLSf—
KLIX-TV (11) ABC; 3/19/53-Unknown (granted
STA 4/19/55)
ILLINOIS
"BLOOMINGTON—
► WBLN (15) McGillvra; 113,242; $200
CHAMPAIGN—
► WCIA (3) CBS, NBC, DuM; Hollingbery: 307,000; N; $550
CHICAGO—
>WBBM-TV (2) CBS, CBS Spot Sis.: 2.237,900;
l * WBKB
N-L $3,300
(7) ABC; Blair: 2,255.000: $1,650
► WGN-TV (9) DuM: Hollingberv; 2,080.000: $1,500
► WNBQ (5) NBC: NBC Spot Sis.; 2,043.000: N,
LL, LS, LF; $3,300
WHFC-TV (26) 1/8/53-Ur.known
WIND-TV (20) 3/9/53 Unknown
WOPT (44) 2/10/54-Unknown
WTTW (*11) 11/5/53-Unknown
DANVILLE—
► WDAN-TV (24) ABC; Everett-McKinney; 50,000; $150
DECATUR—
► WTVP (17) ABC, DuM, NBC; Boiling; 165,000;
$300
EVANSTONf —
WTLE (32) 8/12/53-Unknown
HARRISBURGf—
► WSLL-TV (22) ABC; Walker; 30,000; $150
PEORIA—
► WEEK-TV
N: $400 (43) NBC; Headley-Reed; 232,437;
► WTVH-TV
(19) CBS, ABC; Petrv; 231,056: N;
$350
WIRL Tv Co. (8) Initial Decision 11/5/54
QUINCYf (HANNIBAL, MO.)—
► WGEM-TV
(10) ABC, NBC; Avery-Knodel;
150,000: N; $200
► KHQA-TV (7) See Hannibal, Mo.
ROCKFORD—
► WREX-TV
(13) CBS, ABC; H-R; 256,000; N;
$400
► WTVO (39) NBC, DuM; Weed; 100.000; $250
ROCK ISLAND (DAVENPORT, MOLINE) —
► WHBF-TV
295,201; N;(4)$700CBS, ABC, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
SPRINGFIELD—
► WICS
$250 (20) ABC, NBC, DuM; Young; 103.580;
Sangamon Valley Tv Corp. (2) Initial Decision
11/30/54
URBANAf —
WILL-TV (*12) 11/4/53-Unknown
INDIANA
ANDERSONf—
WCBC-TV (61) 2/2/55-Unknown
BLOOMINGTON —
► WTTV (4) NBC, ABC, DuM; Meeker; 653,534
(also Indianapolis); N; $800
ELKHART—
► WSJV
(52) ABC, NBC, DuM, CBS; H-R; 208,319;
LS; $250
EVANSVILLE—
► WFIE
$250 (62) ABC, NBC, DuM; Venard; 94,315;
► WEHT (50) See Henderson, Ky.
Evansville Tv Inc. (7) Initial Decision 10/4/54
Telecasting
Broadcasting

FORT WAYNE—
► WKJG-TV (33) NBC, DuM; Raymer; 132,547:N;
► WINT
$350 (15) See Waterloo
WANE-TV (69) Boiling; 9/29/54-Unknown
INDIANAPOLIS—
► WFBM-TV
N; $960 (6) ABC, NBC, DuM; Katz; 660.000;
►► WISH-TV
Boiling; 660,000; N; $1,000
WTTV (4) (8)
See CBS;
Bloomington
Mid-West Tv Corp. (13) Initial Decision 6/7/55
LAFAYETTEf —
► WFAM-TV (59) CBS, DuM; Rambeau; 66,500;
$200
►MUNCIE—
WLBC-TV
(49) 107,250;
ABC, CBS,
man, Walker;
N; $225NBC, DuM; HolNOTRE DAME (SOUTH BEND)—
WNDU-TV (46) NBC; Meeker; 8/12/54-7/15/55
PRINCETONf—
WR AY-TV (52) See footnote
SOUTH BEND—
► WSBT-TV (34) CBS, DuM; Raymer; 206,363; N;
WNDU-TV
(46) See Notre Dame
$400
TERRE HAUTE—
► WTHI-TV
(10)
000; N; $400 CBS, ABC, DuM: Boiling; 154,WATERLOO (FORT WAYNE)—
► WINT (15) CBS, ABC; H-R; 139,625; N; $300
IOWA
►AMES—
WOI-TV (5) CBS, ABC, DuM; Weed; 315,600;
N; $500
CEDAR RAPIDS—
► KCRG-TV (9) ABC; DuM; Venard; 288,600; $200
► WMT-TV (2) CBS; Katz; 270,800; N; $500
DAVENPORT (MOLINE, ROCK ISLAND)—
► WOC-TV (6) NBC; Free & Peters; 295,165; N;
MOINES—(13) NBC; Free & Peters; 302,000; N;
$800
►DESWHO-TV
KGTV
See footnote
$650 (17) (8)
KRNT-TV
CBS; Katz; 3/23/55-7/31/55
FORT DODGE—
► KQTV (21) NBC, DuM, CBS; Pearson; 36.812;
N; $150
CITY—(3) CBS, DuM; Weed; 135,932: $200
►MASON
KGLO-TV
►SIOUX
KTIV CITY—
(4) NBC, ABC, DuM; Hollingbery; 152,835; N; $250
► KVTV (9) CBS, ABC; Katz; 152,835; N: ?300
►WATERLOO—
KWWL-TV
162,159; $400 (7) NBC, DuM; Headley-Reed;
KANSAS
GOODLANDf —
KWGB-TV (10) 5/11/55-Unknown
►GREAT
KCKT BEND—
(2) NBC; Boiling; 144.350; $225
HUTCHINSON (WICHITA)—
► KTVH (12) CBS, DuM; H-R; 199,012: N; ?450
► KAKE-TV (10) See Wichita
► KEDD (16) See Wichita
MAN H ATTANf —
KSAC-TV (*8) 7/24/53-Unknown
►PITTSBURG—
KOAM-TV (7) NBC, ABC, DuM; Katz; 122,039;
$250
►TOPEKA—
WIBW-TV
(13) CBS, ABC, DuM; Capper Sis.;
449,358; N; $400
(HUTCHINSON)—
►WICHITA
KAKE-TV
(10) ABC; Katz; 225,000; $425
► KEDD (16) NBC; Petry; 152,484; $375
► KTVH (12) See Hutchinson
KTVR (3) 6/8/55-Unknown
KENTUCKY
ASHLANDf—
WPTV (59) Petry; 8/14/52-Unknown
HENDERSON (EVANSVILLE, IND.)—
► WEHT (50) CBS; Meeker; 86,891; N; $250
LEXINGTONf—
► WLEX-TV (18) NBC. ABC, DuM; Forioe; $150
WLAP-TV (27) 12/3/53-Unknown
►LOUISVILLE—
WAVE-TV
(3) ABC, NBC, DuM: NBC Spot
Sis.; 466,671; N; $850
► WHAS-TV (11) CBS; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons (last reported set count in Julv 19?2
was 205,544); N; $850
WKLO-TV (21) See footnote
WQXL-TV (41) Forjoe; 1/15/53-Unknown
NEWPORTf—
• 12/24/53-Unknown
WNOP-TV (74)
PADUCAHf
—
Columbia Amusement Co. (6) Initial Decision
4/11/55
New Tv Stations
THE following tv stations started regular
programming in June:
KLFY-TV Lafayette, La. (ch. 10);
KCOR-TV San Antonio, Tex. (ch. 41),
and WTOV-TV Norfolk, Va. (ch. 27).

LOUISIANA
ALEXANDRIA! —
► KALB-TV
107,600; $250(5) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; Weed;
ROUGE—
►BATON
WAFB-TV
(28) CBS, ABC, DuM; Young; 82,000;
► WBRZ (2) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 150,000;
$250
LAFAYETTEf—
► KLFY-TV (10) CBS; Venard, Brown; 45,330
LAKE$250CHARLES—
► KPLC-TV (7) NBC, ABC; Weed; 66,781; $200
► KTAG (25) CBS;* DuM; Young; 62,167; $150
►MONROE—
KNOE-TV
215,000; $300(8) CBS, NBC, ABC, DuM; H-R;
ORLEANS—
►NEW
WDSU-TV
(6) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Blair;
331,991; N, LF, LL; $850
► WJMR-TV
(61)
ABC, CBS, DuM; Boiling; 121,840; $250
WCKG (26) Gill-Perna; 4/2/53 -Unknown
►SHREVEPORT—
KSLA
85,650; (12)
$300 ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Raymer;
KCIS
(12) 5/19/55-Unknown
(ch. 12 at present
operated
by Interim Tv Corp.)
KTBS-TV (3) NBC; 2/16/55-9/3/55
MAINE
►BANGOR—
WABI-TV (5) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Hollingbery; 98,000; N; $150
► WTWO (2) CBS; Venard; $250
LEWISTON—
WLAM-TV (17) See footnote
►POLAND
WMTW SPRING—
(8) ABC, CBS, DuM; Harrington,
Righter & Parsons; 272,923; $300
PORTLAND
► WCSH-TV (6) NBC, DuM; Weed; 164,343; N;
► WGAN-TV (13) ABC, CBS; Avery-Knodel; N;
WPMT
$350 (53) See footnote
MARYLAND
$350
—(13) ABC,
►BALTIMORE
WAAM
& Parsons;
609,985;DuM;
$975 Harrington, Righter
► WBAL-TV (11) NBC; Petry; 609,985; N, LS, LF,
LL; $1,100
► WMAR-TV (2) CBS; Katz; 609,985; N, LF, LS;
WITH-TV (72) Forjoe; 12/18/52-Unknown
WTLF
$1,100 (18) f12/9/53-Unknown
CUMBERLAND
—
WTBO-TV (17) 11/12/53-Unknown
►SALISBURYf
WBOC-TV — (16) ABC, CBS, DuM; Burn-Smith;
51,570; $200
MASSACHUSETTS
►BOSTON—
WBZ-TV (4) NBC; Free & Peters; 1,315,246; N,
LS, LF; $2,000
► WGBH-TV (*2)
► WNAC-TV (7) ABC, CBS, DuM; H-R; 1,315,246;
N; $2,000
WJDW
(44) 8/12/53-Unknown
BROCKTONf —
WHEF-TV (62) 7/30/53-Unknown
CAMBRIDGE (BOSTON)f—
► WTAO-TV
(56) ABC, DuM; Everett-McKinney;
195,000; $250
►PITTSFIELD
WMGT —(19) DuM, ABC; Walker; 169,015; $250
►SPRINGFIELD—
WHYN-TV (55) CBS, DuM; Branham; 187,000;
► WWLP (22) ABC, NBC; Hollingbery; 187,000;
N;
$300 $350
►WORCESTER—
WWOR-TV (14) ABC, DuM; Raymer; 104,332;
WAAB-TV (20) Forjoe; 8/12/53-Unknown
$250
MICHIGAN
ARBOR—
►ANNWP000;
AG-TV
$150 (20) DuM; Everett-McKinney; 25,WUOM-TV (*26) 11/4/53-Unknown
BATTLE
CREEK— (58) Headley-Reed; 11/20/52-UnWBCK-TV
known
BAY CITY (MIDLAND, SAGINAW)—
► WNEM-TV (5) NBC, DuM; Headley-Reed; 312,. 555; N; $500
►CADILLAC—
WWTV (13) CBS, ABC, DuM; Weed; 299,546;
► WJBK-TV (2) CBS; Katz; 1,590,400; N; $2,000
►DETROIT—
WWJ-TV (4) NBC; Hollingbery; 1,530,000; N;
$250
$2,000
► WXYZ-TV
(7) ABC; Blair; 1,509,000; N; $1,700
► CKLW-TV
(9) DuM; Young; 1,496,000. See
Windsor, Ont.
WBID-TV (50) 11/19/53-Unknown
WTVS (*56) 7/14/54-Fall '55
EAST LANSINGf —
► WKAR-TV (*60)
WJRT (12) CBS; 5/12/54-9/1/55
FLINTf—
RAPIDS—
►GRAND
WOOD-TV
(8) NBC, ABC, DuM; Katz; 536,003;
N;
$1,050
WMCN (23) 9/2/54-Unknown
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ABC
6:00 PM
6:15
6:30

You
Are
There

6:45
7:1
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:(
8:15
J:30
:45

9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15

SUNDAY
CBS DuMONT
ehn & Fink
The
Sunday
Lucy ,
Show

Skippy
Peanut
Butter
You Asked
For It
L
July
17
Dateline
Disneyland
Footnote)
(See
Focus
F
President's
Press
Conference
F
Emerson
Drug
Lentheric
Inc.
Chance of
a Lifetime

LincolnMercury
Dealers
Toast
of the
Town
L
Gen. Elect.
G E
Theatre
F

Dodge
Break the
Bank
L

P. Lorillard
Appointment with
Adventure
Jules
Montenier
alt. wks.
Remington
Rand

10:30
10:45

Serutan
Life Begins
at 80

MyWhat's
Line L
.Norwich
Sunday
News Spec.

Goodyear
Corp.
(alt.
with)
Philco
Corp.
TV
Playhouse

SUNDAY
CBS DuMONT

9:00 AM

9:30
Lamp
My
Unto
Feet

10:30
Look Up
and Live

11:
11:15
|11:30

12:15 PM
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15

c

Amer. Home
Prod.-News
Julius
LaRosa
Carnation
(alt.)
Goodrich
Burns &
Allen
L
Lvr.-Lptn.
(alt. wks.)
CBS-Clmba.
Talent
Scouts
Godfrey's
(alt.P&Gwks.)
Gen. Foods
Those Whitng Girls F
General
Foods &
Ethel
Albert
6/20-9/26
Westinghouse
Studio
One
Summer
Theatre
L

Reynolds
Bob
Cummings
Show
F

Co-op
Monday
Night
Fights
Chris.
Schenkel

Co-op
At
Ringside

rI —

NBC

Kellogg
Wild BiU
Hickok
Winky
Dink
and You
Faith for i Juaker
ContestOats
Today
Carnival L

WE

Kukta, Fran
and Ollie
Kukla, Fran
and Ollie
Tide Water
Oil
Miles
Labs
MattShow
Dennis Daly-News American
Daly-News
Tobacco
V. Monroe
L
Songs
Dairy
News Lof
L
Show
Camel
(1)
Plymouth
American
Ike Week
Camel
News
Motors
Talent
Caravan L Roundup
Caravan
H.
BishopL American
Ford Motor
Maytag Co.
L
Co., RCA
(alt. wks.)
Derby
Foods
Disnevland
Place
Sheaffer
Showcase
the Face
L
1Producers'
wk. of 4)
FilmTBASeries
Party
(8-9:30
Caesar
Heinz
Asso.
Prods
H. J.
Who Said
Presents
A. Murray
Lee
American
Music
RCA
That
Tobacco
Toni
Co.
L
\jner. Chicle
Studio 57
L
L
American
Danny Carter Prod.
Dow
Tobacco
Partyticals Inc.
alt.
Dodge alt. wks.
PharmaceuKleenex
Knomark
Chemical
Pharmctcls.
Summer
Medic
Theatre
(Alt. wks.)
Thomas Meet LMillie
F
F
Masquerade
Show
S.C. Johnson
Dottie
Sheaffer Pen
alt. wks.
Toni
Wmsn
Wax
Pet Milk
Mack
Johnson
Dollar a Brwn
(alt. wks.)
Show
Second
Spotlight
L
Penny
L
Playhouse
alt. with
A .MillionTo
L
American
Tobacco
Robert Co.
Truth or Wednesday
Montgomery RalstonPurina TheRevlon
$64,000
Consequence
Presents
P.
Lorillard
the Same
It'sL a
NightPabst
Fights
Brewing Co.
Question
Mennen Co.
Corp.
Great Life
L
The
Name's
Rocky
Chrysler
Co-op
Search
Henny &

Avco
Bendii
Nc
Tel
JulFj
The
Laine
Lai J

Frigi.
I've
Coke
Tl
(alt. <
Millio
R.
Reyn
L
Elec
Gent
Row C
A Fro
US.U. S
Steel I
(alt.

L

ABC

MONDAY
FRIDAY
CBS - DuMONT
ing

NBC

ABC

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC
1:30 PM
1:45
2:00

Garry
Moore
Show
and
Godfrey
Arthur
Time
Footnotes)

2:15
Ding Dong
School L
Footnote)
Borden
(See ofCo.
Way
the World L
Sheilah
Graham
Show L

(See

11:45
I2:(

TUESDAY
CBS DuMONT

ParticipatSponsors

9:45

10:45

ABC

Morning
The
7-9Show
a.m.

9:15

10:15

PeeCo-op
Wee
King Show
L

Kleenex
P&G
Cameo
Theatre
L

11:151

ABC

NBC

'55

Frawley
Toni
3ordon Bak.
Corp.
Kukla, Fran
(alt.)
FunnyAre & Ollie L
People
Miles Labs.
Daly-News
Yourself
Greatest
Do-ItL
Thrills
Sports
F
Variety Studebaker
ColgatePalmolive
Packard
Hour
Pv Digest
Readers
L
F
7:30-9 p.m.
of 4) Firestone
] (1I. wk.
Liebman
Voice of
H.Presents
Bishop Firestone
L
Sunbeam L

^m. Tobacco
rvt Sectry.

BristolMyers
Stage 7

ABC

JohnsvilleMan
lit. Sundays
Pan Amer.
Press theL
i Meet

MONDAY
CBS DuMONT

Gen. Foods
Roy Rogers
F

Let's Take
Trip 7/17
Campbell
Pride of
the Family
7/10 only

Stork
Club

NBC

WOR
SHOWSHEET
ABC
NBC

Palmolive
Colgate-It
Strike
Rich L
.M., MWF
Toni,onThTu
iust.
J aliantLady
Vmer. Home
Products
!>ove of Life
P&G
Search for
Tomorrow
P&G ingGuidLight
Jack Paar
Show

Participating .
Home
Sponsors
L

Tennessee
Ernie L Ford
Feather
Your Nest
Palmolive
L
Colgate-

Pinky
ShowLee
L
Winky
and
Dink
You
&rmour&Co.
(alt. wks.)
Gen. Mills
Midnight
Captain
F
Top
Dairy

Winchell
Paul
Show
Tootsie
Rolls
Funny
L
Boners
L

2:30
2:45

3:15
3:30
3:45

Mr.
Wizard
F

4:15
4:30

The Big
National
L

Kellog
Dixi|
4:45
5:00

The Lone
Gen.
Mills .
Ranger
F

(alt.
(5-5:1wlj
Co-oll
Cup
L
5:45 PM
Super CH

5:15
5:30

EVENING
CjiMONT

NBC

ABC

THURSDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

ABC

FRIDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

ABC

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

_N|C_
iill

Kukla, Fran
and Ollie
Miles Labs
Daly- News
V. Shorn
Monroe National
Biscuit Pharmaceuticals-News
L
Co.
Camel
Julius
News
Rin
LaRosa
Caravan L Tin FTin
General
DeSotoFoods
Plymouth
Pantomime
Best of
Groucho
F
R. J.
Chevrolet
T-Men
Borden
Reynolds
alt. wks.
Make the
P&G
Connection In Action
Quiz
Topper
F
L
F
Greatest
Schlitz
Chesterfield
Playhouse
Thrills
Sports
of Stars
Dragnet
F
1954-55
F
Drug
General
Foods
Sterling
Sanka
Ford
Theatre
Ray
Milland
Show
The Vise
F
Re-runs F
Brown &
Williamson
(alt. wks.)
Lever
P&G
Bros.
Lux
current
Video
UnderAmerican
Theatre
Brewing
Oil,
Hamm
L
(alt.
wks.)
Windows

'(ukla,
Fran
and Ollie
Tide Water
Oil
T:
American
Matt Dennis Daly-News
General
Show
Tobacco
Mills
L
News
Lone
Songs
of
Plymouth
Ranger
News
F
the Week
Caravan L
R. J.
Kodak
Wont
Etbs
Reynolds
Request
Bob
Performance
Cummings
F
Tip]lat's
Story
Show
Soldier
Fi
Parade
L
Scott
My Little
Margie
Chrysler
F
Motors
Shower— Climax
of Stars
L
Brillo Star
Tonight
Kraft
Foods
Television
Theatre
Greatest Singer
L
alt. wks.
Sew'g
Sports
Myrs
Thrills Brstl.
Four Star
F
Playhouse
Hazel
Revlon
Bishop
Prods,
This Is
(alt.
wks.)
See
Your Life
Gen. Foods
F
Let's
(alt.P&Gwk.)
Johnnyson Show
CarBig Town
Interntl.
A. C. Spark
Harvester
Div. — G.M.
(alt.
wks.)
(alt.
wk.)
Natl. Biscuit
Lever Bros.
Halls
of
Ivy
F

No.
Fliqhl
Seven
F
MattShow
Denni:
L
Camel
News
Caravan L
western
Havride
L
MidGulf—
Life
of Riley
F

Co-op
Ozark
Jubilee
L

Simoniz &
Amer.
Best C&C
in
Mystery
DodgeThe Div.
F
Lawrence
Campbell Welk LShow
Dear
Phoebe
F
Gillette
Film
F
Sports

jr

Compass
F

So Tom
This Is
Hollywood
F

Wrigley
Autry

.6:15

Gene
Show
Beat
the
Sylvania
Clock
L

Swift & Co
Show
Wagon
L

Nestle
P&G

The
Swift's
Soldiers
F
H. Bishop

Greatest
Bands
America's
Money
P. Lorillard
Two for the
L
P&G
(alt. wks.)
Whitehall
DownGo
You
Liggett &
LaRosa
Myers
Top Tunes
Busch
AnheuserDamon
Runyon
Theatre
Tv's

Dunninger
The
Show
L

ill
12L
_L4i
JUL
JLHL
JUL
9:00

Musical
Chairs
L
JUL
Texaco
O'ConnorSta: jtft
Theatre
J. Durante
(alt.)
9:45
JOJUL
The Show
Armour
(alt.)
Pet LMilk 10:15
Am.Tobaccc
Warner
10:30
Here's
Hudnut
Your
Play FTime 10:45
11:00
11:15 PI

DAYTIME
SUNDAY
m CBS DuMONT

NBC

ABC

MONDAY - FRIDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

ABC

P&G
Welcome
Travelers

Gen. Dynamics Corp.
YouthWants
To Know
L
Frontiers
of Faith
L
American
Forum
L
Now
and
Then
!'»Trip
Take
■u 7/10)

Quaker
Oats
Zoo Parade
L

Face
the
Nation

Tv
Recital
Hall
L
I If-inz
Capt.lant ofGalForeignthe
Legion
I

The
nerican
Week

Robert Q.
Lewis
Footnote)
Art
(See
House
Party
Linkletter's
Footnote)
(See
Colgate
Big Payoff
Sus.MWF
Tu. Th
Bob Crosby
notes)
(See FootDay
P&G
The Brighter
Am. Home
Pr. Secret
Storm
f P&G
On Your
Account
Gen. Mills
Cartoons
Barker
W&FBill's

Baby
All
About
note)
(See Foot-

Ted Mack
Matinee
L
P&G
It Pays To
Be Married
L
Hawkins
Falls
L
First Love
Horse LF'ture
Race
JergensL Co. ABC
Frnch. Mstc!
World
Sweeneyof MiL
Modern
Romances
Col.-Pal. I
Pinky Lee
Show
L
Howdy
Doody
Footnote)
(See

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT
Lever
Johnny
Bros.
Uncle
Coons

Brewing
Co-op
Falstaff
and
Baseball
Game of
the Week

NBC

Explanation : Programs til Italics. sustaining : J
Time, EDT;
L. live;network;
P, film;M,K,Midwestern.
kinescope re- j
cording;
E, Eastern
ABC—
(July
17
only.
7:30-8:30
p.m.
only)
Dateline
Disneyland.
American
Gibson
Greeting
Card. Motors, Swift & Co.,|
CBS1(1-11:30
— Garrya.m.Moore M.— Thu. 10-10:30 a.m., Fri.
10-Wed.
10:15 Simoniz,
Mon. Bristol
Myers,Paper,
Tue.Frl.Alka-Seltzer.
Thu. Scott
Swift All I
Sweet.
10:15-30 Mon. Prudential alt. wks. A. E. Staley.
Tue.
Wed.Fri.BestScottFoods.
wks. Kellogg.
Chun King,
Paper.Thu. Toni alt. |
10:30-45
Fri.
S.O.S.
alt.
Tonl.
10:45-11
Fri. Tardley.
Converted Bice.
1111:15 Fri.
11:15-11:30 Fri. Borden.
Arthur Godfrey
10:30-45
Baver & Black. Wed.— Corn j
Prod.
Tu.a.m. & Mon.
Th.— Frigidaire.
Th.— Kellogg.
10:45-11
a.m. M. & W.— Bristol Myers. Tu. &|
11-11:15
a.m. M. & W. — Lever Bros. Tu. & Thu. j
Dow Chemical.
11:15-30 a.m. M. -Th.— Pillsbury.
Robert
Q.Corn
Lewis—
2-2:15Fri.p.m.,
Tue. & Alka-Seltzer,
Wed.wks.
Prod.,
Brown
Williamson I|
alt.
2:15-30
Genera!p.m.
Mills,Tuc.Thu.Helene
S. C.Curtis,
Johnson.Wed. & Frl. |
House Party
2:30-45 M., W., Fri. Lever Bros., Tu.-Th. Kellogg.
2:45-3
p.m. Co.M.-Thu. Pillsbury. Frl. Hawaiian |
Pineapple
Bobson,Crosby
3:30-45 alt.
p.m.wks.
Tue. Gerber.
Toni, Thu. Swan- 1
Fri. — S.O.S.
3:45-4
p.m.,
M.,
W.,
Fri.—
General Mills.
Tue.— Scott Paper Co.
DuMont— Llbby, McNeill & Libby (Thurs. 2-2:15 j
p.m. only). Swift & Co. (Fri. 2-2:15 p.m. only), f
NBC— Howdy Doody Men. -Fri. 5:30-6 p.m.,— I
Campbell Soup
Co.,f,[
Continental
Baking Co.,
Co., Colgate-Palmolive
International Shoe Co.
Kellogg
Luden's
Inc., WelchCo.,Grape
JuiceInc.,
Co. Standard Brands |
DingColgateDong Palmolive
School — Mon. -Frl.
a.m. |I
General 10-10:30
Mills
Gerber Products Co.,Co.,International
Shoe Inc.,
Co.,
ManhattanCo. Soap Co., Procter & Gamble Co., |
Wander
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KALAMAZOO—
► WKZO-TV
CBS, ABC, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
579,904; N;(3)$900
LANSING—
► WTOM-TV
57,130; $200(54) ABC, DuM; Everett-McKinney;
► WJIM-TV (6) NBC, CBS, ABC; Petry; 434,050;
N; $800
MARQUETTEf —
WAGE-TV (6) 4/7/54-July '55
MUSKEGONf—
WTVM (35) 12/23/52-Unknown
SAGINAW (BAY CITY, MIDLAND)—
► WKNX-TV (57) ABC, CBS; Gill-Perna; 140.000;
N; $300
TRAVERSE CITY—
► WPBN-TV (7) NBC; Holman; 42,743; $120
MINNESOTA
AUSTIN—
► KMMT (6) ABC; Headley-Reed; 54,515; $200
DULUTH (SUPERIOR, WIS.)—
► KDAL-TV
110,000; $325(3) NBC, ABC; Avery-Knodel;
► WDSM-TV
Superior, Wis.
WFTV (38) (6).
See See
footnote
HIBBINGf —
KHTV (10) 1/13/54-Unknown •
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL—
► KEYD-TV (9) DuM; H-R; 580.000; $600
► KSTP-TV (5) NBC; Petry; 615,000; N, LS, LF;
$1,200
► WCCO-TV (4) CBS; Free & Peters; 584,310; N,
LL; $1,100
► WTCN-TV (11) ABC; Katz; 584,310; $750
ROCHESTER—
► KROC-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Meeker; 172,833;
$200
MISSISSIPPI
BILOXlf—
Radio Assoc. Inc. (13) Initial Decision 7/1/54
(case has been reopened)
COLUMBUSf—
WCBI-TV (4) McGillvra; 7/28/54-Fall '55
HATTIESBURGf —
WDAM-TV (9) 5/4/55-Unknown
JACKSON—
► WLBT (3) NBC; Hollingbery; 130,000; N; $300
► WJTV (12) CBS, ABC, DuM; Weed; 118,000;
$200
MERIDIAN—
► WTOK-TV (11) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Headley-Reed; 60,000; $200
WCOC-TV (30) See footnote
TUPELOf —
WTWV (9) 12/8/54-Fall '55
MISSOURI
CAPE GIRARDEAU—
► KFVS-TV
(12) CBS, NBC, DuM; Headley-Reed;
119,420; $300
CLAYTON f—
KFUO-TV (30) 2/5/53-Unknown
COLUMBIA—
► KOMU-TV (8) NBC, ABC, DuM; H-R; 77,360;
$200
FESTUSf—
KACY (14) See footnote
HANNIBAL (QUINCY, ILL.)—
► KHQA-TV (7) CBS, DuM; Weed; 158,400; N;
$250
► WGEM-TV
(10) See Quincy, 111.
JEFFERSON CITY—
► KRCG (13) CBS; Hoag-Blair , Blair-Tv; 67,000;
$200
JOPLIN—
► KSWM-TV (12) CBS; Venard; 90,558; N; $200
KANSAS CITY—
► KCMO-TV (5) ABC, DuM, CBS; Katz; 494,323;
N, LF, LS; $750
► KMBC-TV (9) CBS; Free & Peters; 494,323;
N, LS, LF, LL; $540 (half -hour)
► WDAF-TV (4) NBC; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons; 494,323; N, LS, LF; $860
KIRKSVILLEf —
KTVO (3) 12/16/53-Unknown
ST. JOSEPH—
► KFEQ-TV
137,393; $350(2) CBS, DuM; Headley-Reed;
ST. LOUIS—
► KETC (*fl) 500,000
► KSD-TV
(5) LS,
ABC,LF;CBS,
785,162; N,
$1,200NBC; NBC Spot Sis.;
► KWK-TV (4) CBS; Katz; 725,000; N; $1,000
► KTVI
353,285;(36)$400ABC, CBS, DuM; Radio-Tv Reps.;
WIL-TV (42) 2/12/53-Unknown
KACY (14) See Festus
SEDALIAf—
► KDRO-TV (6) Pearson; 57,000; $200
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SPRINGFIELD—
► KTTS-TV (10) CBS, DuM; Weed; 79,793; N;
► KYTV
$200 (3) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 84,530; N;
MONTANA
BILLINGSf
$240 —
► KOOK-TV
(2) CBS,
Reed; 22,000;
$150 ABC, NBC, DuM; HeadleyBUTTEf—
► KXLF-TV (6) ABC; No estimate given; $50
GREAT FALLSf —
► Blair-Tv;
KFBB-TV 22,500;
(5) CBS.
$150 ABC, DuM; Hoag-Blair,
MISSOULAf—
► KGVO-TV
20,000; $150(13) CBS, ABC, NBC; Gill-Perna;
NEBRASKA
HASTINGSf —
KHAS-TV (5) NBC; Weed; 2/11/55-Sept. '55
KEARNEY (HOLDREGE)—
► KHOL-TV
70,026; $200(13) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Meeker;
►LINCOLN—
KOLN-TV
(10)$300
ABC, CBS, DuM; Avery-Knodel; 127,629;
► KUON-TV (*12) 81,028
►OMAHA—
KMTV (3) ABC, CBS, DuM; Petry; 302,935; N;
► WOW-TV (6) NBC, DuM; Blair; 307,884; N;
$700
Herald Corp. (7) Initial Decision 4/6/55
SCOTTSBLUFFf
—
$800
KSTF (10) 8/18/54-7/1/55 (granted STA 4/20/55)
NEVADA
HENDERSON (LAS VEGAS)—
► KLRJ-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Pearson; 28,600; N;
VEGAS— (8) CBS, ABC, DuM; Weed; 28,260;
$225
$250
►LASKLAS-TV
► KLRJ-TV (2) See Henderson
►RENO—
KZTV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Pearson;
19,680; $225
KAKJ (4) 4/19/55-Unknown
NEW HAMPSHIRE
KEENEf —
WKNE-TV (45) 4/22/53-Unknown
MANCHESTER—
► WMUR-TV (9) ABC, DuM; Weed; 1,031,450;
MT. $250
WASHINGTON! —
► WMTW (8) See Poland Spring, Me.
NEW JERSEY
ASBURY PARKf —
WRTV (58) See footnote
ATLANTIC CITY—
WFPG-TV (46) See footnote
WOCN (52) 1/8/53-Unknown
CAMDENf —
WKDN-TV (17) 1/28/54-Unknown
NEWARK (NEW YORK CITY)—
► WATV (13) Petry; 4,730,000; $2,000
NEW BRUNSWICKf—
WTLV (*19) 12/4/52-Unknown
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE—
► KOAT-TV (7) ABC, DuM; Hollingbery; 58,166;
► KOB-TV (4) NBC; Branham; 60,545; $325
► KGGM-TV
(13) CBS; Weed; 60,545; $300
$200
CARLSBAD i —
KAVE-TV (6) 6/22/55-Unknown
ROSWELLf—
► KSWS-TV
28,318; $150(8) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; Meeker;
NEW YORK
ALBANY (SCHENECTADY, TROY)—
► WROW-TV (41) ABC, CBS; Boiling; 175,000; N,
LL, LF, LS; $250
WPTR-TV (23) 6/10/53-Unknown
WTRI (35) See footnote
WTVZ (*17) 7/24/52-Unknown
BINGHAMTON—
► WNBF-TV (12) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Boiling; 334,090; N; $600
WQTV
WINR-TV(*46)(40)8/14/52-Unknown
9/29/54-Unknown
BUFFALO—
► WBEN-TV (4) ABC, CBS, DuM; Harrington,
Righter & Parsons; 467,649 (plus 487,659 Canadian coverage); N, LS, LF, LL; $800
► WBUF-TV (17) ABC; H-R; 170,000; $350
► WGR-TV (2) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; HeadleyReed; 470,436 (plus 449,474 Canadian coverage); N; $950
WTVF (*23) 7/24/52-Unknown
CARTHAGE (WATERTOWN)—
► WCNY-TV (7) CBS, ABC, DuM; Weed; 67,930;
$200
ELMIRA—
WTVE (24) See footnote
ITHACAf —
WHCU-TV (20) CBS; 1/8/53-Unknown
WIET (*14) 1/8/53-Unknown

(PLATTSBURG)—
►LAKE
WIRIPLACIDf
(5) DuM;
McGillvra; 85,540; $250
►NEW
WABC-TV
YORK— (7) ABC; Weed: 4.730.000: $3,750
► WABD
LL, LF,(5)LS;DuM;
$3,200Avery-Knodel; 4,730,000; N,
► WCBS-TV (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 4,730,000, N,
LS, LF, LL; $6,000
► WOR-TV (9) WOR-TV Sis.; 4,730,000; $1,500
► WPLX (11) Free & Peters; 4,730,000; $1,500
► WRCA-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 4,730,000;
N, LS, (13)
LF, See
LL; Newark,
$6,200 N. J.
► WATV
WGTV (*25) 8/14/52-Unknown
WNYC-TV (31) 5/12/54-Unknown
POUGHKEEPSIE—
► WKNY-TV (66) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Meeker;
35,500; $100
►ROCHESTER—
WHAM-TV (5) NBC. ABC. DuM; Hollingberv;
310,000
(plus 55,000 Canadian coverage); N;
$700
► WHEC-TV
295,500; N;(10)$600CBS, ABC; Everett-McKinney;
► WVET-TV (10) CBS, ABC; Boiling; 295,500; N;
WCBF-TV (15) 6/10/53-Unknown
$600
WRNY-TV
(27) 4/2/53-Unknown
WROH (*21) 7/24/52-Unknown
SCHENECTADY (ALBANY, TROY)—
► WRGB (6) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; NBC Spot
Sis.; 435,600; N; $850
►SYRACUSE—
WHEN-TV (8) ABC, CBS, DuM; Katz; 367,910;
N; $700 (3) NBC; Harrington. Righter &
► WSYR-TV
Parsons; 367,910;
N, LS, LF; $800
WHTV (*43) 9/18/52-Unknown
► WKTV (13) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; Cooke;
165,000; N; $475
UTICA—
NORTH CAROLINA
►ASHEVILLE
WISE-TV— (62) CBS, NBC: Boiling; 40,000: *150
► WLOS-TV (13) ABC, DuM; Venard; 324,800;
CHAPEL HILLf —
$250
► WUNC-TV
(*4) 377,350
►CHARLOTTE—
WBTV
(3) CBS,N, ABC,
NBC.$900DuM; CBS Spot
Sis.; 494,656;
LS, LF;
WQMC (36) See footnote
►DURHAM—
WTVD (11) ABC, NBC; Headley-Reed; 245,690;
FAYETTEVILLEf —
WFLB-TV
(18) CBS. NBC; Young; 4/13/548/15/55
$350
GASTON IAf—
WTVX (48) 4/7/54-Unknown
GREENSBORO—
► WFMY-TV
(2) CBS;N, LS,
Harrington,
Parsons; 323,560;
LF; $650 Righter &
►GREENVILLE—
WNCT
109,450; (9)$300ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Pearson:
NEWWNBE-TV
BERNf — (13) 2/9/55-Unknown
►RALEIGH—
WNAO-TV
(28) CBS,
Knodel; 125,000;
N; $250ABC, DuM; AveryCapitol Bcstg. Co. (5) Initial Decision 4/19/55
WASHINGTON!—
WITN (7) NBC; Headley-Reed; 10/27/54-9/15/55
WILMINGTON—
► WMFD-TV (6) NBC, ABC; Weed; 75,200; $200
WTHT (3) 2/17/54-Unknown
WINSTON-SALEM—
► WSJS-TV (12) NBC; Headley-Reed; 274,706; N;
$450
► WTOB-TV
(26) ABC, DuM; H-R; 94,830; $200
NORTH DAKOTA
BISMARCKf —
► KFYR-TV
(5) CBS,28,250;
ABC,$150NBC, DuM; HoagBlair, Blair-Tv;
KBMB-TV (12) 5/18/55-Unknown
FARGOf —
► WD660;AY-TV
$300 (6) NBC, ABC; Free & Peters; 66,GRAND FORKSf —
KNOX-TV (10) 3/10/54-Unknown
► KCJB-TV (13) CBS, NBC, ABC; Weed; 28,600;
MINOT—
$150 CITY—(4) CBS; Weed; 80,000; $300
►VALLEY
KXJB-TV
OHIO
►AKRON—
WAKR-TV
ASHTABULAf
► WICA-TV
CANTONf
—
Tri-Cities
11/17/54

(49) ABC; Weed; 174,066; $300
—
(15) CBS; 116,285; $200
Telecasting Inc. (29) Initial Decision
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CINCINNATI—
WCET (»48) (9)
2,000ABC, DuM; Branham; 724,140;
►► WCPO-TV
$850
•1 -►WKRC-TV (12) CBS; Katz; 662,236; N; $1,000
J|»-WLWT (5) NBC; WLW Sis.; 525,000; N; $1,000
N WQXN-TV (54) Forjoe; 5/14/53-Unknown
CLEVELAND—
► WEWS (5) ABC, DuM; Branham; 1,100,460; N;
i $1,050
► WNBK (3) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 1,200,000; N;
LS, LF; $1,300
► WXEL (8) CBS; Katz; 1,100,460; N; $1,700
WERE-TV (65) 6/18/53-Unknown
WHK-TV (19) 11/25/53-Unknown
COLUMBUS—
► WBNS-TV (10) CBS; Blair; 455,142; N; $825
► WLWC (4) NBC; WLW Sis.; 350,800; N; $480
(half-hour)
► WTVN-TV (6) ABC, DuM; Katz; 381,451; $(;00
I WOSU-TV (*34) 4/22/53-Unknown
DAYTON—
► WHIO-TV (7) CBS, DuM; Hollingbery; 637,330;
N; $800
► WLWD (2) ABC, NBC; WLW Sis.; 331,000; N;
$800
WIFE (22) See footnote
ELYRIAf—
' WEOL-TV (31) 2/11/54-Unknown
LIMA—
► WIMA-TV (35) NBC, CBS, ABC, DuM; H-R;
76,211; $150
MANSFIELDf —
WTVG (36) 6/3/54-Unknown
MASSILLONf —
WMAC-TV (23) Petry; 9/4/52-Unknown
STEUBENVILLE (WHEELING, W. VA.)—
► WSTV-TV (9) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 1,074,415;
$400
► WTRF-TV
(7) See Wheeling
TOLEDO—
► WSPD-TV (13) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Katz;
374,910; N; $850
WTOH-TV (79) 10/20/54-Unknown
YOUNGSTOWN—
► WFMJ-TV (21) NBC; Headley-Reed; 149,000; N;
$350
► WKBN-TV
(27) ABC, CBS, DuM; Raymer;
151,168; N; $350
ZANESVILLE—
► WHIZ-TV (18) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Pearson; 45,000; N; $150
OKLAHOMA
ADA—
•j-KTEN (10) ABC; Venard; 180,000; N; $225
ARDMOREf—
KVSO-TV (12) 5/12/54-Unknown
ENID—
► KGEO-TV (5) ABC; Pearson; 206,000; N; $225
LAWTONf—
► KSWO-TV (7) ABC, DuM; Pearson; 71,000; $150
MUSKOGEEf—
► KTVX (8) ABC, DuM; Avery-Knodel; 248,750;
N; $400
OKLAHOMA CITY—
► KTVQ (25) ABC; 167,381; $225
► KWTV (9) CBS, DuM; Avery-Knodel; 317,000;
N; $700
► WKY-TV (4) NBC, ABC; Katz; 338,495; N, LS,
LF, LL; $800
KETA (*13)
12/2/53-Unknown
KMPT
(19) See
footnote
TULSA—
► KOTV (6) CBS; Petry; 281,588; N; $700
► KVOO-TV (2) NBC; Blair; 248,000; N; $700
KOED-TV
7/21/54-Unknown
KCEB
(23) (*11)
See footnote
KSPG (17) 2/4/54-Unknown
OREGON
EUGENE—
► KVAL-TV (13) NBC, ABC, DuM; Hollingbery;
54,000; $225
KLAMATH FALLSf —
KFJI-TV (2) Grant; 12/2/54-Summer '55
MEDFORD—
► KBES-TV (5) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; HoagBlair, Blair-Tv; 27,750; $150
PORTLAND—
► KLOR (12) ABC; Hollingbery; 276,100; N; $500
► KOIN-TV (6) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 340,000; N;
$700
► KPTV (27) NBC, DuM; NBC Spot Sis., Moore
& Lund; 270,198; N, LF, LS; $550
North Pacific Tv Inc. (8) 6/23/55-Unknown
ROSEBURGf —
KPIC (4) 6/8/55-Unknown
SALEMf —
KSLM-TV (3) 9/30/53-Unknown
PENNSYLVANIA
ULENTOWN i —
WFMZ-TV (67) See footnote
WQCY (39) Weed; 8/12/53-Unknown
ALTOONA—
►WFBG-TV
537,452; $600(10) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; H-R;
3ETHLEHEM —
► WLEV-TV (51) NBC; Meeker; 89,307; N; $200
Broadcasting • Telecasting

►EASTON—
WGLV (57) ABC, DuM; Headley-Reed; 84,915;
$150 (12) NBC, ABC, DuM; Petry; 218,500; N;
►ERIE—
WICU
► WSEE
CBS, ABC, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
74,000; (35)
N; $200
$700
HARRISBURG—
► WCMB-TV (27) Forjoe; $200
► WHP-TV (55) CBS; Boiling; 193,002; $325
► WTPA
002; N;(71)
$350 ABC, NBC; Headley-Reed; 193,HAZLETONf —
WAZL-TV (63) Meeker; 12/18/52-Unknown
JOHNSTOWN—
► WARD-TV (56) ABC, CBS, DuM; Weed; $200
► WJAC-TV
LF; $750 (6) NBC, CBS; Katz; 882,648; N, LS,
LANCASTER—
► WGAL-TV
NBC, $900CBS, DuM; Meeker;
912,950; N, (8)
LS, LF;
WWLA (21) 5/7/53-Unknown
LEBANONf —
WLBR-TV (15) See footnote
NEW CASTLE—
WKST-TV (45) See footnote
PHILADELPHIA—
► WCAU-TV (10) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 2,094,852;
N; $3,000
► WFIL-TV
(6) ABC, DuM; Blair; 2,105,636; N,
LS', LF; $2,400
► WPTZ (3) NBC; Free & Peters; 2,088,318; N;
$2,500
PITTSBURGH—
► KDKA-TV
(2) ABC,N; CBS,
Peters; 1,134,110;
$1,400 NBC, DuM; Free &
► WENS (16) ABC, CBS, NBC; Petry; 480,000;
$450 (*13)
► WQED
WTVQ (47) Headley-Reed; 12/23/52-Unknown
WKJF-TV (53) See footnote
►READING—
WEEU-TV
152,130; $150(33) NBC, ABC; Headley-Reed;
► WHUM-TV (61) CBS; H-R; 219,370; $300
►SCRANTON—
WARM-TV
(16) ABC; Hollingbery; 200,000;
► WGBI-TV
(22) CBS; Blair; 250,000: $300
$225
► WTVU (73) Everett-McKinney; 195,000; $200
SHARONf —
WSHA (39) 1/27/54-Unknown
SUNBURYf —
WKOK-TV (38) 2/9/55-Unknown
WILKES-BARRE—
► WBRE-TV (28) NBC; Headley-Reed; 260,000; N;
► WILK-TV
265,000; N; (34)
$250 ABC, DuM: Avery-Knodel;
$400
WILLI AMSPORTf —
WRAK-TV
(36) Everett-McKinney; 11/13/52Fall *55
►YORK—
WNOW-TV (49) DuM; Forjo?; 97,000; $200
► WSBA-TV (43) ABC; Young; 97,000; $200
RHODE ISLAND
PROVIDENCE—
► WJAR-TV
(10) NBC, ABC, DuM; Weed; 1,404,002; N; $1,000
► WNET (16) ABC; Raymer; 103,370; $200
► WPRO-TV (12) CBS; Blair; 1,404,002; $1,000
SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON—
► WAIM-TV (40) CBS; Headley-Reed; 127,550; N;
CAMDENf
$200 — (15) 6/3/53-Unknown
WACA-TV
CHARLESTON—
► WCSC-TV
187,851; N; (5)$300 CBS, ABC; Free & Peters;
► WUSN-TV (2) NBC; H-R; 174,602; $300
COLUMBIA—
► WCOS-TV
(25) ABC; Headley-Reed; 80,900;
$200
► WIS-TV
(10)
NBC, DuM; Free & Peters; 169,095; $350
► WNOK-TV 67) CBS; Raymer; 82,000; $200
►FLORENCE—
WBTW (8) CBS, NBC, ABC, DuM; CBS Spot
Sis.; 125,320; $250
GREENVILLE—
► WFBC-TV (4) NBC; Weed; 356,470; N; $400
► WGVL (23) ABC, DuM; H-R; 113,000; $200
SPARTANBURGf —
WSPA-TV
Unknown (7) CBS; Hollingbery; 11/25/53SOUTH DAKOTA
FLORENCE!—
KDLO-TV (3) 4/6/55-Unknown
RAPID CITYf —
KOTA-TV
(3) Headley-Reed; 12/8/54-7/1/55
(granted STA 5/25/55)
SIOUX FALLS—
► KELO-TV (11) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; H-R;
137,240; $350

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA —
► WDEF-TVham; 142,876;
(12) $400
NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; BranMountain City Tv Inc. (3) Initial Decision
7/5/54
JACKSONf—
► WDXI-TV (7) CBS; Bum-Smith; 89,786; N; $200
JOHNSON CITY—
► WJHL-TV
(11)$250
ABC,
son; 168,123;
(film)CBS, NBC, DuM; PearKNOXVILLE —
► WATE (6) NBC, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 194,430;
N;
$400 N; (26)
► WTSK-TV
138,434;
$250 CBS, ABC, DuM; Pearson;
WBIR-TV (10J Initial Decision 1/5/55
►MEMPHIS—
WHBQ-TV (13) CBS; Blair; 354,733; $700
► WMCT (5) NBC, ABC, DuM; Branham; 358,823;
N; $700
WREC Bcstg. Service (3) 5/26/55-Unknown
NASHVILLE—
► WSIX-TV (8) ABC; Hollingbery; 243,200; $425
► WSM-TV (4) NBC, DuM; Petry; 243,200; N, LF
LS; $600
OLD HICKORY (NASHVILLE)—
► WLAC-TV (5) CBS; Katz; 252,361; N; $550
TEXAS
ABILENEf —
► KRBC-TV
54,090; $225(9) NBC, CBS, ABC, DuM; Pearson;

►AMARILLO
KFDA-TV— (10) ABC, CBS; H-R, Brown; 72,836;
► KGNC-TV (4) NBC, DuM; Katz; 72,836; $250
►AUSTIN—
KTBC-TV
CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Raymer;
127,941; N;(7)$350
$250
BEAUMONTf —
► KBMT (31) ABC, NBC, DuM; Forjoe; 40,000; N,
LL, LF, LS; $200
► KFDM-TV (6) CBS, ABC; Free & Peters; $300
BIG SPRINGv—
KBST-TV (4) CBS; Pearson; 7/22/54-Sept. '55
CORPUS CHRISTIf—
► KVDO-TV
42,900; $150(22) NBC, ABC, CBS; Young, Brown;
Gulf Coast
Bcstg.
Co. (6) Free & Peters; Initial Decision
6/17/54
K-Six Tv Inc. (10) Initial Decision 1/20/55
►DALLAS
KRLD-TV
(4) CBS; Branham; 481,489; N;
—
► WFAA-TV (8) ABC, NBC; Petry; 481,489; $950
N;
KLIF-TV (29) 2/12/53-Unknown
$1,000
►EL KROD-TV
PASO—
721; $375 (4) CBS, ABC, DuM; Branham; 73,► KTSM-TV (9) NBC; Hollingbery; 70,466; N;
KOKE
$250 (13) Forjoe; 3/18/54-Unknown
WORTH— (5) ABC, NBC; Free & Peters;
►FT.WBAP-TV
484,000; N, LL, LF, LS; $900
KFJZ-TV (11) H-R; 9/17/54-9/1/55
GALVESTON (HOUSTON)—
► KGUL-TV (11) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 406,400;
HARLINGENf (BROWNSVILLE, McALLEN, WESLACO)—
► KGBT-TV
(4) CBS, ABC, DuM; H-R; 72,983;
$700
$200 (plus 8,000 Mexican coverage)
(film)
►HOUSTON—
KPRC-TV
(2) NBC; Petry; 415,000; N; $900
► KTRK (13) ABC, DuM; Blair; 415,000; N, LF,
LS, LL; $700
► KUHT (*8) 372,000
KNUZ-TV (39) See footnote
KXYZ-TV (29) 6/18/53-Unknown
LONGVIEWf —
► KTVE (32) Forjoe; 48,000; $175
► KCBD-TV (11) ABC, NBC; Raymer; 82,322; N;
LUBBOCK—
► KDUB-TV
(13) CBS, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
83,472; N; $300 (film)
LUFKINf—
ate.)
$250
KTRE-TV
(9) NBC; Venard; 11/17/54-8/31/55
(Station will receive NBC programs from
KPRC-TV Houston but is not an NBC affiliMIDLAND
► KMID-TV
(2) NBC,
Brown; 51,720;
$200 ABC, CBS, DuM; Venard,
Odessa Tv Co. (7) Initial Decision 11/18/54
ODESSAf—
ANGELO—
►SANKTXL-TV
41,243;
$200(8) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Venard;
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SAN ANTONIO—
► KENS-TV (5) CBS, ABC, DuM; Free & Peters;
257 351* N' $700
► WOAI-TV (4) NBC. ABC, DuM; Petry; 256,610;
N; $700
► KCOR-TV
(41) O'ConDell
Mission Telecasting
Corp. (12) Initial Decision
6/16/55
SWEETWATERf—
KPAR-TV
Unknown (12) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 8/26/53TEMPLE—
► KCEN-TV (6) NBC; Hollingbery; 121,086; N;
$300
TEXARKANA (ALSO TEXARKANA, ARK.)—
► KCMC-TV
136,230; $260(6) CBS, ABC, DuM; Venard;
TYLERf—
► KLTV (7) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Pearson;
90,107; $200
KETX (19) See footnote
WACO—
► KANG-TV (34) CBS, ABC; Raymer; 48,976; $150
► KWTX-TV (10) ABC; Pearson; 74,250; N; $200
WESLACOf (BROWNSVILLE, HARLINGEN, McALLEN)—
► KRGV-TV
(5) NBC;
Raymer; 72,983; $200 (plus
8,000 Mexican
coverage)
WICHITA FALLS—
► KFDX-TV (3) NBC, ABC; Raymer; 96,690; N;
$300
► KWFT-TV
Tv; 94,130;(6)$250CBS, DuM; Hoag-Blair, Blair UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY—
► KSL-TV
N" $575 (5) CBS, DuM; CBS Spot Sis.; 174,100;
► KTVT (4) NBC; Katz; 174,100; N; $550
► KUTV (2) ABC; Hollingbery; 181,500; N; $450
VERMONT
BURLINGTON—
► WCAX-TV (3) CBS. NBC; Weed; 136,241; $300
VIRGINIA
BRISTOLf —
Appalachian Broadcasting Corp. (5) Initial
Decision 2/1/55
DANVILLEt —
WBTM-TV (24) See footnote
HAMPTON (NORFOLK)—
► WVEC-TV
140,000; N; (15)
$300 NBC, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
HARRISONBURG—
► WSVA-TV
(3) ABC, CBS, NBC. DuM; Pearson;
112,363; $200
LYNCHBURG —
► WLVA-TV
ABC.(film)
CBS. DuM; Hollingbery;
225,000; N;(13)$300
NEWPORT NEWS—
► WACH-TV (33) Walker; $300 (simulcast)
NORFOLK—
► WTAR-TV (3) CBS, ABC, DuM; Petry; 363,658;
N; $800
► WTOV-TV (27) 210,000; McGillvra; $180
► WVEC-TV (15) See Hampton
Beachview Bcstg. Corp. (10) Initial Devision
12/23/54
PETERSBURG? —
WXEX-TV (8) NBC; Forjoe; 9/29/54-8/1/55
RICHMOND—
► WTVR (6) ABC, CBS; Blair; 491,627; N, LF, LS;
$875
Richmond
Tv Corp. (12) Initial Decision 2/21/55
WOTV (29) 12/2/53-Unknown
ROANOKE—
► WSLS-TV
353,133; N; (10)$600 ABC, NBC; Avery-Knodel;
WDBJ-TV (7) CBS; Free & Peters; 3/31/55Fall '55 (granted STA 6/15/55)
WASHINGTON
BELLINGHAM—
► KVOS-TV (12) CBS, DuM; Forjoe; 187,539; $200
EPHRATAf —
KBAS-TV (43) 5/4/55-Unknown
PASCO—
► KEPR-TV
Yakima) (19) 54.830 (satellite of KIMA-TV
SEATTLE (TACOMA)—
► KING-TV (5) ABC; Blair; 439,900; N, LF, LS;
$900
► KOMO-TV
(4) NBC; Hollingbery; 439,900; N,
LF; $800
► KCTS (*9)
KCTL (20) 4/7/54-Unknown
Queen City Bcstg. Co. (7) Initial Decision
4/5/55
SPOKANE—
► KHQ-TV (6) NBC; Katz; 135,150; N, LF, LS;
$550
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► KREM-TV (2) ABC; Petry; 120,139; N; $350
► KXLY-TV
135,337; $490(4) CBS. DuM; Avery-Knodel;
TACOMA (SEATTLE)—
► KTVW (13) Young; 439,900; $425
► KTNT-TV (11) CBS, DuM; Weed; 439,900; N:
VANCOUVERf—
$700
KVAN-TV
(21) Boiling; 9/25/53-Unknown
YAKIMA—
► KIMA-TV
54,830; $300(29) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Weed;
KRSM (23) 3/30/55-Unknown
WEST VIRGINIA
BLUEFIELDt —
WHIS-TV (6) Katz; 10/29/54-8/1/55
CHARLESTON—
► WCHS-TV
(8) ABC, CBS, DuM; Branham;
402, 584; N, LF, LS; $550
WKNA-TV (49) See footnote
CLARKSBURGf —
WBLK-TV (12) Branham; 2/17/54-Fall '55
FAIRMONTf —
WJPB-TV (35) See footnote
HUNTINGTON—
► WSAZ-TV (3) NBC, ABC; Katz; 577,773; N, LF,
LS; $800
WHTN-TV
(13) 6/16/55)
ABC; Petry; 9/2/54-9/25/55
(granted STA
OAK HILL (BECKLEY)f —
► WOAY-TV (4) ABC; Pearson; 306,000; $200
PARKERSBURGf —
► WTAP (15) ABC, NBC, DuM; Pearson; $150
WHEELING (STEUBENVILLE, OHIO)—
► WTRF-TV (7) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 307,000;
► WSTV-TV
N; $450 (9) See Steuben ville, Ohio
WLTV (51) 2/11/53-Unknown
WISCONSIN
CLAIRE— (13) ABC, NBC, DuM; Hollingbery;
►EAUWEAU-TV
75,000; $200
BAY— (2) CBS; Weed; 235,000; $400
►GREEN
WBAY-TV
► WFRV-TV (5) ABC, DuM; Headley-Reed; $300
► WMBV-TV (11) See Marinette
CROSSE—(8) NBC, CBS, ABC, DuM; Raymer;
►LA WKBT
95,000; $250
MADISON—
► WHA-TV (*21)
► WKOW-TV (27) CBS; Headley-Reed; 104,500;
N; $250(33) ABC, NBC, DuM; Boiling; 125,000;
► WMTV
Badger
Television Co. (3) Initial Decision
$200
7/31/54
►MARINETTE
WMBV-TV (GREEN
(11) BAY)—
NBC, ABC; Venard; 211.440:
MILWAUKEE—
► WXIX
CBS Spot Sis.; 393,255; N: $700
$250 (19) CBS;
► WTMJ-TV
(4) NBC:N, LL,
Harrington.
Righter &
Parsons; 777,901;
LF, LS; $1,150
► WISN-TV (12) ABC, DuM; Petry; 550,000; N,
LF, LS
WCAN-TV (25) See footnote
WFOX-TV (31) 5/4/55 -Unknown
SUPERIOR (DULUTH, MINN.)—
► WDSM-TV
110,000; $325(6) CBS. DuM: Free & Peters:
► KDAL-TV (3) See Duluth, Minn.
WAUSAU—
► WSAU-TV (7) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Meeker:
67,800; $200
WHITEFISH
BAYf Tv— Inc. (6) Initial Decision 6/2/55
Independent
WYOMING
CHEYENNE—
► KFBC-TV (5) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Hollingbery; 46,100; $150
ALASKA
— ABC, NBC; Fletcher, N. Y., Day,
►ANCHORAGE
KENI-TV 1'(2)
Seattle; 15,500; $150
► KTVA
(11)
17,000; $150 CBS. DuM; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.;
►FAIRBANKSt—
KFAR-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Fletcher, Dav; $100
► KTVF (11) CBS, DuM; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.;
3,500; $135
HAWAII
►HILOf
KHBC-TV
(9) Satellite of KGMB-TV Honolulu
—
► KGMB-TV (9) CBS; Wright; 77.500; $405
►HONOLULU"!"
KONA (11)— NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 72,500; $300
► KULA-TV (4) ABC. DuM; Young; 72,500; $300
WAILUKUf—
KMAU
April 8)(3) l/19/55-Unkno\vn (Granted STA
KMVI-TV (12) 5/25/55-Unknown

PUERTO RICO
MAYAGUEZf
—
WORA-TV (5) 1/27/55-Unknown
SAN
JUANf— (4) ABC. NBC, DuM; Caribbeai
► WAPA-TV
Networks; 43,345; $200
► WKAQ-TV (2) CBS; Inter-American; 65.000
$300 (*6) 2/2/55-Unknown
WUTV
CANADA
—
►BRANDON,
CKX-TV MAN.f
(5) CBC:
All-Canada, Weed; 8,131:
►CALGARY,
CHCT-TVALTA.f
(2) —CBC; All-Canada. Weed; 20.000
$170
EDMONTON,
ALTA.f—
► CFRN-TV
(3) CBC; Radio Rep., Young, Oakes
$250
18,000; $260
N. CBC,
S.f— CBS; $220
►HALIFAX,
CBHT (3)
►HAMILTON,
CHCH-TV ONT.—
(11) CBC. CBS, NBC: All-Canada
Young; 348,425; $400
►KINGSTON,
CKWS-TV ONT.—
(11) All-Canada, Weed; 35,000; $25(
KITCHENER, ONT.—
► CKCO-TV
112,000; $350(13) CBC; Hardv, Hunt, Weed:
ONT.— CBC, ABC. CBS. NBC, DuM
►LONDON,
CFPL-TV
All-Canada,(10) Weed;
100,780; $370
MONTREAL,
QUE.—
► CBFT (2) CBC French; CBC; 221.216; $800
► CBMT (6) CBC; CBC; 221,216; $600
►OTTAWA,
CBOFT ONT.—
(9) CBC; $230
► CBOT (4) CBC; CBC; 38,500; $320
PETERBOROUGH, ONT.—
► CHEX-TV (12) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 30,000
PORT ARTHUR, ONT.—
► CFPA-TV (2) CBC: All-Canada, Weed; 7,012
$220
QUEBEC CITY, QUE.—
► CFCM-TV (4) CBC; Hardy. Hunt, Weed; 30,000
$170
REGINA, SASK.f—
► CKCK-TV
(2) CBC.
$350
Canada, Weed;
18,000;ABC.
$235 CBS, NBC; All
RIMOUSKI, QUE.f —
► CJBR-TV (3) CBC; Stovin. Young; 12,000; $20(
ST. JOHN, N. B.f—
► CHSJ-TV (4) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 25,000
$250
JOHN'S,
NFLD. —
►ST.C JON-TV
(6) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 9,000
SASKATOON, SASK.f—
$160
► CFQC-TV
(8) CBC; Radio Rep., Young; 11,000;
SAULT STE. MARIE, ONT.f —
► CJIC-TV
$230
7,500; $170(2) CBS; CBC; All-Canada, Weed
SUDBURY, ONT.—
► CKSO-TV
(5) CBC.
Canada, Weed;
17,265;ABC,
$200 CBS, NBC- All
SYDNEY, N. S.f—
► CJCB-TV (4) All-Canada, Weed; 17,935; $240
ONT. —
►TORONTO,
CBLT
CBC, ABC. CBS. NBC, DuM; CBC
280,000;(9) $950
VANCOUVER, B. C,f—
► CBUT (2) CBC; CBC; 30,000; $400
WINDSOR, ONT. (DETROIT, MICH.)—
► CKLW-TV (9) CBC, DuM; Young; 1,496,000
WINNIPEG, MAN:f —
► CBWT
5,000; $320
$450 (4) CBC; CBC;
MEXICO
JUAREZf (EL PASO, TEX.)—
► XEJ-TV (5) National Time Sales; Oakes; 61,45.
TIJUANAf (SAN DIEGO)—
► XETV (6) Weed; 296,402; $500

The following stations have suspended regula
operations but have not turned in CP's: WKAB
TV Mobile, Ala.; KBID-TV Fresno, Calif.; KTVl
(TV) Stockton, Calif.; WQXI-TV Atlanta, Ga.
WOKA (TV) Macon, Ga.; WRAY-TV Princeton
Ind.; KGTV (TV) Des Moines, Iowa; WKLO-T\
Louisville,
Ky.; WMe.;
LAM-TV
Me.; WPM'J
(TV) Portland,
WFTV Lewiston,
(TV) Duluth,
Minn.
WCOC-TV Meridian, Miss.; KACY (TV) Festus
Mo.; WFPG-TV Atlantic City, N. J.; WRTV (TV
Asbury Park, N. J.; WTRI (TV) Albany, N. Y.
WTVE (TV) Elmira, N. Y.; WQMC (TV) Char
lotte, N. C; WIFE (TV) Dayton, Ohio; KMP2
(TV) Oklahoma City; KCEB (TV) Tulsa, Okla.
WFMZ-TV Allentown, Pa.; WLBR-TV Lebanon
Pa.; WKST-TV New Castle, Pa.; WKJF-Tt
Pittsburgh, Pa.; KNUZ-TV Houston, Tex.; KET>
(TV) Tyler, Tex.; WBTM-TV Danville, Va,
WKNA-TV Charleston, W. Va.; WJPB-TV Fair
mont, W. Va.; WCAN-TV Milwaukee.
Broadcasting
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America's

Future

Progress Depends On Better

Let's

build

T HIS is the season of
of the
the vear
year when
when millions
millions of
of
Americans go vacationing in the family car.
Most of them are good, careful drivers who obey
traffic regulations and the rules of the road. And yet, a
shockingly large number of them will be killed or painfully
injured in highway accidents.
Why?
Principally because we are trying to drive 1955 model
cars over 1925 model roads.
As a result, here in a country where one out of every
seven workers is employed in the motor transportation
industry, where about 53,000,000 motor vehicles will, this
year, travel some 525,000,000,000 miles, precious lives are
being lost at the rate of 36,000 a year.
Today, we, as a nation, are facing a serious traffic
situation. There is now one car to every 700 feet of every
lane in each direction of every street and highway in the
United States. According to estimates, our present out-ofdate highway system is costing us nearly $10,000,000,000
annually in property damage, loss of time and higher transportation costs. And all we are getting for our money is
delay, irritation, injury and death. Now, we must make up
for our neglect of highways, and we must act quickly.
Even if you do not own an automobile,
vital stake in our highway system. Some 77%
try's freight, including a very large percentage
you eat, the clothes you wear, the tools you use
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them

now!

materials
neededandbyroads
the nation's factories is transported
over
the streets
of our country by motor vehicles.
Any break-down in this system of supply may have a
serious effect on our way of living.
If you do own an automobile, you know from experience that you are seldom able to use the excellent performance that was built into your car. In the city, except on
expressways, you are slowed down by stop signs, traffic
lights and speed laws, not to mention bumps in the pavement, chuck-holes and other hazards. Out in the country,
where faster travel may be possible, you frequently find
yourself creeping along with no room to pass, stalled at
traffic bottlenecks or slowed to a walk by pitted pavements.
It will take the combined efforts of all Americans to
correct this situation. Congress and the State Legislatures
have before them a number of bills which could help give
our country and its people the road system it must have.
A most effective way to get quick action is to write
your Senators and Representatives both in Congress and in
your State Legislature and tell them that you want them to
vote to give the United States a system of streets and highways that will not merely meet today's needs but also take
care of the traffic volume for years to come.
And, above all, tell them that you want action NOW!
Every day of delay costs the lives of nearly 100 of your
fellow-Americans. Better highways will save lives. And
among the lives they save may be your own.
America's future progress depends on better and safer
highways. Let's build them NOW!
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GOVERNMENT

IS

DE-INTERMIXTURE

FCC

MUST

ANSWER

NEEDED?
QUESTION

Tulare, Calif.; South Bend-Elkhart, Ind.
One grade A vhf signal — Hartford-New
Britain-Waterbury, Conn.; Albany-SchenectadyTroy, N. Y.; Norfolk, Va.; lacksonville, Fla.;
Miami-Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; Harrisburg, Pa.;
York, Pa.; Reading, Pa.; Raleigh-Durham
N. C; New Orleans, Beaumont-Port Arthur,
Tex.
This would involve the deletion of the ungranted vhf channels in Hartford, Fresno,
Peoria, lacksonville, Springfield (111.), Evansville, Hatfield (Ind.), New Orleans, Raleigh,
Norfolk, Port Arthur and Madison, and of two
ungranted vhf channels in Miami.
These 23 areas encompass 66 uhf stations
and 8 million families, Mr. McKenna declared.
In addition, Mr. McKenna emphasized, the
vhf channels deleted from the first 13 markets
could be used to make other areas all-vhf, thus
accomplishing further de-intermixture.
He suggested that the deleted vhf allocations
go to Providence, R. I.; Bakersfield, Calif.;
Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.; Rock Island-Davenport-Moline, 111.; St. Louis, Mo.; Terre Haute,
Ind.; Baton Rouge, La.; Pensacola, Fla., and
Rockford, 111.
This proposal would accomplish the following, Mr. McKenna stated: (1) Maintain and create a substantial number of uhf "strongholds;"
(2) maintain competitive local tv in as many
markets as possible; (3) save as many uhf stations as possible and preserve investments in
station equipment and by the public in receiving
equipment; (4) maintain enough uhf stations
to justify continuing manufacture and improvements in uhf receivers and transmitters, removal of the excise tax on uhf sets, and the
retention of the 70 uhf channels.
The premises of this plan, Mr. McKenna

Commission, after two-day hearing last week, is faced with deciding
whether or not to delete the single vhf allocations in Albany, Evansville, Hartford, Madison and Peoria. Uhf-only attorneys say FCC
must protect uhf 'islands' to keep them alive. Vhf says uhf is firmly
enough entrenched in the markets to compete with it.
SHOULD there be de-intermixture in cities be violated because a city with all uhf outlets
where uhf stations are operating and no vhf is not the equal of a city with vhf stations.
This last argument is based on the premise
station has yet been granted?
that uhf technically is not as good as vhf.
If there should, must all such cities be made
uhf islands or can the move be made in only a
One attorney declared that if the vhf allotfew such communities?
ment is deleted from his client's city, it will
Will uhf die away completely if the present
make "second class citizens" of those people.
Another
attorney formally questioned the
intermixture of vhf and uhf in cities is continued?
legality of de-intermixture on a selective basis
on the ground that this move was for private
Can uhf continue, even if protected from
benefit, not public betterment, and also that the
local vhf competition?
law requires an affirmative showing must be
Must there be a freeze? Is a new allocation
made that another city needed the vhf channel
study for tv necessary? How immediate must
there be a decision on this admittedly complex
more than the community "to which it was
presently allocated.
problem?
The overall de-intermixture plan, submitted
These are the questions with which the FCC
by lames A. McKenna, attorney for a group of
is grappling this week following an intensive
New England uhf stations, proposes maintaining
two-day en banc hearing last Monday and Tuesday on whether or not to delete the sole vhf the following markets as all commercial uhf,
or with not more than one grade A vhf service:
allocation to five cities.
Four of the cities involved have no vhf staUhf only — Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton,
tion on the air; in the fifth there is a vhf station
Pa.; Scranton, Pa.; Wilkesbarre, Pa.; Springoperating. In the four bellwether cities, hear- field-Holyoke, Mass.; Springfield-Decatur, 111.;
ings have been completed and in some cases an
Peoria-Bloomington, 111.; Evansville, Ind. -Heninitial decision has been issued for the sole
derson, Ky.; Fort Wayne, Ind.; Madison, Wis.;
ungranted vhf channel.
Youngstown, Ohio-New Castle, Pa.; FresnoThe cities involved are Albany, N. Y.; Evansville, Ind.; Hartford, Conn.; Madison, Wis., and
Peoria, 111.
Except for Albany, these cities put the deSeparating the Vs From the Us
intermixture argument directly into the FCC's
THESE
are
the
cities
and the various de- Springfield, Mass.
lap. In Albany there are two proposals — one
In favor of the various moves to other
intermixture
proposals
argued
last week:
to de-intermix by forcing an existing vhf
cities were ch. 16 WNET (TV) Providence,
Albany — Change educational reservation
(WRGB [TV] Schenectady, General Electric's
WICH Norwich and ch. 26 WNLC-TV New
from ch. 17 to ch. 6 (now occupied by Genpioneer television outlet) to move to a uhf
London.
eral
Electric's
WRGB
[TV]
Schenectady),
channel, or, two, to "drop-in" ch. 10 to the
or, alternatively, allocate ch. 10 to Vails
Oppositions were entered by WTIC Hartcommunity of Vails Mills, N. Y., in the Albany
ford and Hartford Telecasters Inc., applicants
Mills, N. Y. (Albany area).
area. (For an outline of just what is proposed
Favoring first proposal was ch. 35 WTRI
for
Hartford's
ch. 3,holds
and an
ch. initial
59 WELI-TV
in the various cities, see adjacent box.)
New Haven. WTIC
decision
(TV) Albany, now off the air. Opposing
The key argument made by attorneys for
first proposal was WRGB.
for ch. 3. WELI-TV only objected to one
uhf stations last week is this:
Favoring second alternative was ch. 41 proposal to replace Hartford's ch. 3 with a
If the FCC wants to keep uhf alive, it must
uhf which would require it to move from
WKOW-TV Albany, opposed by WTRI.
ch. 59 to ch. 75.
protect the present uhf "islands" from vhf comEvansville — Change educational reservapetition. Vhf entry into these markets will be
Madison — Change educational reservation
tion from present ch. 56 to sole vhf ch. 7;
lethal to uhf outlets, advocates of unmixing
also delete ch. 9 from Hatfield, Ind. Also from present ch. 21 to the only vhf ch. 3; asproclaimed, for it will cause uhf stations to lose
sign ch. 3 to Orangeville, 111. (Rockford
move chs. 7 and 9 to Louisville, and ch. 13
network affiliations and national business, thus
from Bowling Green, Ky., to Louisville.
area); move ch. 39 from Rockford to Madiforcing them out of business. This will leave
son; move Rockford's ch. 13 (now occupied
many communities with a single vhf outlet, a
In favor were ch. 62 WFIE (TV) Evansby WREX-TV Rockford) to Aurora, 111.,
ville,
ch.
50
WEHT
(TV)
Henderson,
Ky.,
"monopoly" situation abhorrent to the public
substitute ch. 51 therefor.
interest, they maintained.
and ch. 21 WKLO-TV Louisville (not now
on
the
air).
Favoring were ch. 27 WKOW-TV and ch.
In that event, uhf advocates asserted, de33 WMTV (TV) Madison, and ch. 39
intermixture will be an accomplished fact no
Opposing were Evansville Tv Inc. and WTVO (TV) Rockford.
WGBF Evansville, applicants for ch. 7 there,
matter what the FCC does; there just won't be
Opposing were WIBA and WISC Madiany uhf.
and WVJS and WOMI Owensboro, Ky., apThe ramifications of the two-day hearing exson, applicants
for Madison's
ch. 3,holds
and
WREX-TV
Rockford.
WIBA Madison
ch. 9. forEvansville
Tv
Inc. holdsplicantsanfor Hatfield's
initial decision
ch. 7 there.
tended to the point where a program for maininitial decision for Madison's ch. 3.
Also opposing the switch was Rep. Winfield an Peoria
taining uhf "strongholds" in 23 areas among
— Change educational reservation
the top 100 markets was submitted for FCC
K.
Denton
(D-Ind.).
from
presents
ch. 37 to sole vhf ch. 8 or deconsideration. Involved are the deletion of 14
lete
entirely.
Hartford — Switch educational reservation
channels in 13 markets.
from present ch. 24 to the single vhf ch. 3
Favored by ch. 43 WEEK-TV and ch. 19
The opposition from vhf interests to making
there; or move ch. 3 to Westerly, R. I. WTVH (TV) both Peoria, and ch. 20 WICS
any such moves hits at these arguments. They
(Providence area), or to Norwich, Conn., or (TV) Springfield, 111., which wants ch. 8 asclaimed:
to New London, Conn.
signed to Illiopolis, 111. (Springfield area)
(1) There is no need to unmix these markets
In favor of this unmixing in Hartford were and ch. 2 moved from Springfield to St.
since uhf is already firmly entrenched and
Louis and Terre Haute, Ind.
ch. 18 WGTH-TV Hartford, ch. 30 WKNBshould be able to live with one vhf outlet;
TV New Britain (whose sale to NBC is
Opposing were WIRL and WMBD Peoria,
(2) without vhf transmitters, many people in
the former having an initial decision for
pending FCC approval), ch. 55 WHYN-TV
what are now fringe uhf areas will never get
ch. 8 there.
Springfield-Holyoke and ch. 22 WWLP (TV)
tv service; (3) the fair and equitable distribution clauses of the Communications Act will
Broadcasting
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said, are three: (a) No matter what the size of
the market, uhf cannot compete against two
or more local vhf stations or strong vhf signals from the outside; (b) uhf can survive in
markets of sufficient size where no more than
one local vhf station or one strong outside vhf
signal is present; (c) in smaller markets, a
single local vhf outlet or a single strong vhf
signal is fatal to uhf.
The FCC commissioners, all present except
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock whose term expired
Thursday, seemed torn between reluctance to
make the moves requested and desire to do
something to help uhf.
Chairman George C. McConnaughey repeatedly asked advocates of de-intermixture why
uhf stations could not compete with a single
vhf outlet. He referred each time to the proposition advanced by Harry Plotkin, former FCC
assistant general counsel, in his report to the
Senate Commerce Committee that uhf could
"live" with a single vhf competitor.
Comr. John C. Doerfer expressed vital interest in the prospective "white" areas — where,
allegedly, people will not receive uhf signals
but would receive vhf signals.
Comr. Robert T. Bartley seemed most concerned with the effect of de-intermixture on
the fair and equitable distribution of broadcast
facilities among the states and communities
(Sec. 307 [b] of the Communications Act).
Comr. Robert E. Lee was intrigued with the
"Madison Avenue philosophy" argument advanced by uhf proponents. This view holds
there is unreasoning discrimination against uhf
in favor of vhf by advertisers and agencies.
Comr. Edward M. Webster questioned various advocates and opponents on the purported
technical differences between vhf and uhf.
The principle of "selective de-intermixture"
was put forward by the FCC during several
appearances before the Senate Commerce Committee last year and this on the question of
what to do to help uhf television.
In its 1952 final order which opened up 70
channels in the uhf band (470-890 mc) in
addition to the existing 12 vhf channels (54-216
mc) in order to have sufficient channels for a
"nationwide, competitive television service," the
FCC purposely intermixed vhf channels with
uhf channels in the hope it would aid uhf in
quickly establishing itself.
This was found to be in error soon after the
first uhf outlets began operating. It was quickly
learned that uhf stations lacked audience in
existing vhf markets. This in turn led to difficulties in securing network affiliations, national
advertising and even local advertising.
Tv set owners seemed uninterested in converting for uhf reception (at costs ranging
from $50 to $125 in some cases) except in
those instances where uhf brought the second
or third signal to the area. Where uhf brought
the first signal to a community, obviously, prospective viewers made sure they bought receivers equipped to receive uhf transmissions.
Since the FCC began making grants in July
1952 following the lifting of the 45-month-long
freeze on tv application processing, it has granted 324 commercial uhf outlets, according to
FCC statistical sources. Of these, 1 1 5 have
surrendered their authorizations. Fifteen of
these at one time had been operating.
Of the 209 outstanding construction permits
as of June 11, 104 were on the air. Of the
remaining 105 not operating, 31 at one time
had been on the air but ceased telecasting, reverting to CP status. In the last two weeks
two more uhf stations have gone dark, and one
suspended for 60 days change in frequencies.
In 1952, there were six uhf stations on the
air, the FCC reported. In 1953 this rose to 121;
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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Here's the most advanced remote control units for
radio station transmitters ever devised. Rust Industrial,
pioneers in the field, now offer two new systems that
give you performance and dependability never before
achieved! Proven in actual operation in both full time
directional and non-directional stations, where continuous operation is paramount, these systems are
custom-engineered to each station's requirements . . .
and complete in every respect. Write about these
advanced systems today. Start saving thousands of
dollars tomorrow!
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Hoover Recalls Early Days
"WE COULD no more give away a radio
channel
than we could
give C.away
a river,"
former President
Herbert
Hoover
said
Thursday at a news conference held as
his Commission on Organization of the
Executive Branch of the Government
went out of operation.
Concluding the commission's work, he
reminisced of the early days of radio following a query by Charles von Fremd,
CBS White House correspondent. Mr.
von Fremd carried some of these recollections on the CBS Radio news roundup
Friday morning.
Ex-President Hoover recalled that in
the early 20s, shortly after he took office
as Secretary of Commerce, radio grew
from two stations and 40,000 sets to 300
stations and 2 million sets within a single
year. Expansion continued at a rapid
pace, he said, resulting in a conference
with broadcasters.
At this conference, he said, it was
agreed he should assign wavelengths.
"We had a lot of fun during that period
as
of age," hedidsaid,
thatradio
somecame
broadcasters
not recalling
stick to
wavelengths.
in 1954 the figure was 117, and as of June 11,
it was 104. Uhf stations have lost $10 million
in investments, it has been reported.
Since last year, when the FCC appeared before the Senate Commerce subcommittee investigating the uhf problem (Sen. Charles Potter
[R-Mich.], chairman), the FCC has taken or
proposed a number of steps to alleviate the
plight of uhf. Some of these are:
(1) Operation without requiring local program origination.
(2) Operation with power as low as 100 w
and no antenna height minimum.
(3) Permission to use 5 million watts power
for uhf stations only.
(4) Change in the multiple ownership rule to
permit one entity to own seven tv stations, but
not more than five in the vhf band.
(5) Proposal to permit co-channel boosters
to fill in shadow areas.
(6) Proposal to limit antenna sites to not
more than five miles from the boundaries of
the principal city to be served.
(7) Amendment of its chain broadcasting
rule to prohibit network affiliation exclusivity
outside single markets.
(8) Proposal in one of the subscription tv
petitions to confine pay tv authorizations to
uhf stations for first three years.

WIDE BLANKET COVERAGE,
CONCENTRATED AUDIENCE,
BEST PROGRAM FACILITIES,
AND NOW—
5000 WATT OUTPUT!
JOS. WEED & CO.
579 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK,
CAN TELL YOU MORE ABOUT
CHNS
HALIFAX
NOVA
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SCOTIA

In addition there has been mention from
time to time that the Commission was thinking
about imposing a freeze on further vhf authorizations until it could determine exactly what
to do about uhf. The latest in this direction was
a formal petition by the Uhf Industry CoordiCommittee asking
for thea 90-day
Othernating
questions
posed at
hearing:"chill."
• Would there be "white" areas or wouldn't
there be "white" areas if communities become
all-uhf? This became the subject of heated
argument between proponents and opponents
of de-intermixture plans. Using FCC curves
and standards, opponents "proved" that large
segments of population within the normal market contours would be unserved by uhf stations;
uhf operators claimed that with increased power
and antenna height they would serve these
areas of their markets.
The Peoria uhf stations ran a 900-interview
survey in the alleged "white" areas, which
showed, they said, that 400 such families already had tv receivers and watched uhf.
• If there actually are unserved people,
should the Commission concern itself with seeing that they get service, even though only one
station can operate in the market, or should
it be more concerned with a multiplicity of
services to fewer people.
• If the Commission doesn't do something
for uhf soon, the FCC was warned, it will be
faced with mounting pressures for squeezing
more vhf frequencies into cities. This will involve lessening the mileage separation criteria,
the use of directional antennas, low power, etc.
It will make the de-intermixture question look
simple in comparison, it was stated.
• In the Evansville argument, it was claimed
that deleting the vhf channel would cost the
public more than $14 million over what it
would cost if the vhf channel was retained there.
This is based, it was said, on the fact that all
in the Evansville area would have to spend
extra money to convert. And, it was also
charged, making Evansville, an all-uhf market
would cost the public an additional $3 million
yearly for service over what it would cost if
the vhf frequency was left in that area.
The converse of this argument was made by
the Louisville spokesman, Michael H. Bader,
who said more than $3 million had been spent
on conversions and this was already money
down the drain in this market.
• In answer to the argument that the uhf
stations were established in what could be
called saturated uhf markets and should be
able to compete with a late-coming vhf outlet,
uhf advocates said that experiences in Mobile,
Ala.; Stockton, Calif.; Battle Creek, Mich.,
and Asbury Park, N. J., showed that this was
in error.
• Strong words were spoken by opponents
of the proposed changes. Arthur Scharfeld, attorney for WISC Madison, Wis., declared, "If
uhf can't stand on its own feet after two years
of operation and virtually 100% saturation,
then it can't work anywhere."
Vincent B. Welch, spokesman for the Evansville and Owensboro applicants, recalled the
history of radio where large, powerful stations
blanket their regions yet local independents
successfully operate within these same areas.
He expressed the thought that that may be the
future of uhf stations, "and if it isn't, then get
rid of them [the uhf outlets]."
• Selective de-intermixture will prove to be
a mirage, said Mr. Scharfeld. It must be done
on a nationwide basis or not at all, he declared.
The sole remedy for uhf, if the Commission
feels it must do something to bolster that
band, is for the Commission to re-evaluate the
principles of its allocation table, he continued.
De-intermixture, declared John South-

mayd, attorney for a prospective Vails Mills
ch. 10 applicant, "is a private Marshall Plan
for the perpetuation of some uhf stations."
• It was pointed out that there are 42 markets where there is a single vhf allocation
among additional uhf assignments. Of these.
37 have the vhf on the air. Therefore, if the
vhf is deleted from Albany, as proposed, it
must be done to the 37 other cities or not at
all, the WRGB attorney, Philip J. Hennessey,
warned.
The uhf position was dramatized by Benito
Gaguine, counsel for several uhf stations, who
declaimed: "The question is not who killed uhf,
the question is that you have a dying patient
and what are you going to do about it?"
• Arguing against the drop-in of ch. 10 to
Vails Mills, N. Y., WTRI (TV) Albany attorney Paul A. Porter, former FCC chairman,
charged that the community does not have a
post
and therefore
falls outside
the FCC's
rules office
regarding
allocations.
The Commission
uses the post office site of cities and communities as benchmarks for distance measurements.
ECONOMIC
PLIGHT CITED
AS READING UHF QUITS
WEEU-TV
suspends, holding
on to permit. Station points to
high operating cost and lack
of advertising support.
HIGH
and "apathy"
on theto
part of operational
the national costs
and network
advertisers
provide sufficient "support" were cited Thursday by the management of WEEU-TV Reading,
Pa., in a statement announcing suspension of
operation of the two-year-old uhf ch. 33 station.
WEEU-TV, licensed to Hawley Broadcasting
Co. (WEEU), owned 99% by Reading Eagle
Co., publisher of Reading Eagle, went on the
air April 15, 1953. It was affiliated with ABCTV and NBC-TV.
The station asked the FCC for permission
to cease operation for six months while a
"study and analysis" is made on whether it
was possible to resume operations "at a later
date on a more sound and stable basis."
WEEU-TV said the decision to cease operation was made only "after serious, careful
and long deliberation." It said the station had
attempted to "provide community service" in
the Reading and Berks County area augmented
by affiliation with two top tv networks.
The discontinuance of service affected a
total of 22 staff people, it was noted. Hawley
Quier is president of Hawley Broadcasting Co.
and Thomas E. Martin is general manager and
executive vice president.
While the station mentioned lack of enough
national and/or network advertising to sustain
its operation, the statement also noted that it
did not "desire nor intend" to "lay blame" for
the suspension "on the doorstep of any individual or group."
Problems
facing the operations of uhf stations across the country, WEEU-TV noted,
have been "varied and complex." It declared
that "competitive factors in regard to viewing
habits," lack of opportunity "to be on every tv
dial" were only "part of the story." The "electronic curtain has been drawn," the station said,
addingtionsthat
to the which
"long list
uhf sta-it
across outlet
the country
haveof found
necessary to withdraw from operation" because
of the "economic instability that is plaguing
WHUM-TV operates in Reading on ch. 61.
Reportedly signals also can be received in the
Reading area from WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.
(ch. 8) and from Philadelphia's WCAU-TV (ch.
10), WFIL-TV (ch. 6) and WPTZ (TV) (ch. 3).
Broadcasting
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'Post'

Stanton Claims
Does Radio-Tv Injustice
CBS president takes issue with
editorial that raises question
of broadcaster favoritism in
choosing candidates for 'equal
time' shows.
A RECENT Washington Post & Times Herald
editorial "inadvertently" does the broadcaster
a "very serious injustice" in implying that he
is "not to be trusted" in handling news and
public affairs functions, CBS President Frank
Stanton said last week in a letter to the newspaper.
In the same issue in which the Post printed
Dr. Stanton's letter (last Monday), the newspaper in a further editorial said it still believes
the CBS president's proposal — to amend the
Communications Act's "equal time" provisions
for political candidates to allow the broadcaster
to determine which candidates may appear on
news, interview-type and "similar" shows — "is
too narrow in scope to meet the entire need."
Bills implementing the Stanton proposal have
been introduced in the House by Rep. Oren
Harris (D-Ark.) [At Deadline, June 13] and
by Sen. Frederick G. Payne (R-Me.) [At Deadline, June 27].
The Post had commended the purpose expressed by Dr. Stanton in his statement to
CBS-TV affiliates in May: To allow the station
or network to present candidates of the major
parties on news, interview, panel, debate and
similar type programs in which the broadcaster
determines the format, production and participants, but not be under obligation to present
candidates of minority and splinter parties as
presently required under the "equal time" provisions [B«T, June 20]. But the newspaper had
said the proposal was deficient in that it would
"raise the possibility of favoritism (by the
broadcaster) for one candidate through repeated appearances" on such programs.
Restraints on Broadcasters
Dr. Stanton in his letter last week told the
Post, "I am sure that you do not believe the
broadcaster's functions should be hobbled by
legislation based on distrust of his basic fairnes . . . .
". . . In any event, it seems to me that there
are less harmful and far more powerful and
sure safeguards than Sec. 315 ("equal time"
section) against the kind of one-sided unfairness which you fear. ... If during the course
of a campaign, or at any other time, a broadcaster were to be so flagrantly unfair as to favor
one candidate through repeated appearances on
public-affairs programs, the public and the political parties would be quick to react.
"Such favoritism cannot be exercised invisibly. If it were in fact effective favoritism,
it would be there for all to see. A broadcaster
simply could not long survive the public ill will
which such favoritism would justifiably create."
Another safeguard against such favoritism,
Dr. Stanton said, is the "basic ground rules" of
the Communications Act, requiring a broadcaster to operate in the public interest. CBS,
he said, has always interpreted these rules to
include the airing of "all significant viewpoints
on any public controversial issue." He said
broadcasters always have observed the public
interest provisions and that even if Sec. 315
were wholly repealed, this requirement would
remain.
The Post editorial replying to Dr. Stanton's
letter said the question of how best to promote
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

more free time for candidates of the two major
parties, thus relieving part of the "enormous
burden" of campaign expenditures, is one "on
which reasonable persons can differ."
The editorial said a "case" might be made
that the Communications Act's restrictions are
outmoded; that the law imposes standards of
conduct that "in a sense are limitations on the
right of free expression," whereas, newspapers
are under no such restrictions. Even if radiotv audiences could provide a check on broadcasters' fairness in political matters, the Post
said, it is doubtful whether one portion- of the
law can be amended to place the responsibility
on management "without overhauling the entire
philosophy of the Act."
The Post said the dignity of the presidential
office argues that candidates themselves should
determine the format of the program regardless of the type of program, however impartial
it might be. "The real need," the newspaper
continued, "is to make it possible for stations
to- grant free time to Republican, Democratic
and major third party presidential candidates
to use as they see fit." The barrier to this, the
Post said, is the legal requirement that equal
time must be provided to "every fly-by-night
who calls himself a candidate." The newspaper then mentioned its earlier suggestion that
the equal-time principles might be made to
apply only to candidates of parties which polled
at least a million votes at the last election or
can muster 200,000-300,000 signatures on a
petition.
Regarding "some talk in Congress of an
amendment to require stations to give free time
to all legally qualified candidates," the Post
said, "This, we think, goes overboard in the
other direction," would make the law less
instead of more flexible and might impose a
heavy burden on both broadcasters and audience. "The main objective," the Post concluded, "should be to permit broadcasters to do
what they are willing and anxious to do — accommodate radio and television to present-day

Long, Radio-Tv

Veteran,

To Head Voice's Tv Division
FREDERICK A. (TED) LONG, executive vice
president of Continental Pictures Inc. and a
25-year veteran of
the radio-tv industry,
joins the U.mation's
S. InforVoice of
America tomorrow
(Tuesday) in the
newly-created post of
television
division.
chief
of the
Voice's
Theodore C. Streibert, USIA director,
said Mr. Long will
head
the television
Voice's
overseas
activities under the
direction of J. R.
Poppeie, director of broadcasting. Mr. Streibert said VOA plans to more than double its
tv activities in the next 12 months.
Some 12 countries used the Voice's first tv
news show, while today 28 tv stations in 20
countries with an estimated audience of 25 million viewers use it and ask for more, Mr.
Streibert said. He said VOA estimates viewers
will double by the end of next year and that
VOA tv material will be on 66 stations in 25
countries.
LONG

VOA plans to expand its present world-wide
weekly newsreel to a twice-weekly regionalized
service, with distribution of kinescope of major
policy statements by the President and Secretary of State and production for the first time
of tv films and kinescopes on specific themes
and objectives of the information program.

Always

the

Begt

Independent

political needs."
Millers Buy WHIM

Ted

Providence

From Inter-City for $469,000
INTER-CITY Broadcasting Co.. licensee of
WHIM Providence, R. I., last week filed an
application with the FCC for transfer of control
and assignment of license to Intercity Broadcasters Inc., for a consideration of $469,000
[Closed Circuit, June 13].
Principals in Intercity are Frank W. Miller
and his wife. Mr. Miller is a director of Headley-Reed Co. (station representative), vice president, WSAR Fall River, Mass., and a minority
stockholder in WKOW-AM-TV Madison, Wis.
Mrs. Miller was formerly an account executive
with Fuller & Smith & Ross (adv. agency).
In its filing with the Commission, Inter-City
listed its current assets at $129,000 and its total
assets at $189,000. The WHIM plant, allowing
for depreciation, was valued at $12,000. Current liabilities were put at $15,000.
The station's balance sheet for April of this
year showed a gross profit of $28,000 and a
net profit of $11,000. May figures were: gross
profit, $26,000; net profit, $11,000.
The purchasing firm, newly-organized, submitted no balance sheet.
Present co-managers will remain until a
merger arrangement with WPRO-TV Providence (ch. 12) is completed.
Sale was handled by station brokers Blackburn-Hamilton Inc.

Buy^injthe
Market
the AIMS
WCOP
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WDOK
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Denver
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FEE-TV

OPPOSITION

MOUNTS

FCC defers deadline for reply
comments
from July 1 1 to
Sept. 9. 'Herald-Tribune' poll
shows three out of four are
opposed to the pay principle.
THE FCC last week postponed the deadline for
reply comments on pay-tv from July 1 1 to
Sept. 9 as anti-fee sentiment started to increase.
The action came after the movie exhibitorbacked Joint Committee on Toll Tv requested
the postponement, and other parties agreed
[B»T, June 27]. Other developments:
• The New York Herald-Tribune reported
that 76% of those who responded to a questionnaire indicated opposition to the fee-tv principle.
• Ben Abrams, president of Emerson Radio
& Phonograph Corp., told distributors that
pay tv would "kill the goose that laid the
golden egg."
The Herald-Tribune's announcement was
made after 1,650 questionnaires (published
June 12 in its Tv & Radio Magazine supplement) were returned. The newspaper announced that 76% of the respondents said they
were unwilling to pay for special programs and
24% — most with qualifications — said they were
willing.
Average money the willing viewers would
pay per week was $2.46, the Herald-Tribune
said. The lowest figure was 25<f and the highest
$35.
Most declined to specify the program types
they would pay to see. But of categories
specified these were the percentages: Sports,

WREX-TV
KING
KING

SIZE STATION
IN A
SIZE MARKET

ABC-CBS NETWORK
AFFILIATIONS
J. AA. BAISCH, GENERAL MGR.
represented by H-R TELEVISION, INC.
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POLL

SHOWS

15; theatre, 28; opera, 15; first-run films, 25.
Asked
if a combinaton
of today's
tv with 27%
that
under . subscription
would
be preferred,
said yes but 73% said no or did not answer.
The most recurring qualification expressed
by those who would pay for tv was that commercials would have to be abolished. Many
opposed to toll tv said their economic position
was marginal and thus would have to give
up tv viewing if it was necessary to pay. A segment of respondents said they enjoyed commercials.
Also discovered by the Tribune: Average
hours per week the tv set is on is 27 hours with
"normal extremes" running from 10 hours to 92
hours. Asked if viewers would pay for current attractions without commercials, 11%
said yes and 89% said no or gave no answer.
Most objections to pay tv, the paper found,
narrowed down to the proposition that after
spending "several hundred dollars for a television set . . . [and] install it in their own
house . . . somebody has the nerve to suggest
that they have to start putting coins into it in
order
watch it."
Mr. toAbrams
told a distributor sales meeting
in New York that pay-as-you-see tv would at
first bring in a few programs, such as new
movies, not ordinarily seen. The next step, he
said, would be for top network shows to go
fee-tv. This would decrease audiences, he said,
and reduce the quality of sponsored tv.
"Tv would then no longer have the same
appeal and would be definitely detrimental to
sales," he said. He called on distributors to
express themselves to their Congressmen "to see
that the air remains free and in the public
domain as it should be."
"If subscription tv gets a foothold," he said,
"the distributor and the dealer may well find
himself with a declining sales picture."
Need for Sufficient Stations
First-run movies will begin appearing on
free tv, Mr. Abrams said, when there are as
many as 2,000 stations on the air. One way to
do that, he said, is to remove or reduce the
excise tax on all-channel tv receivers.
Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomson, Ga., radiotv consultant, and former MBS president, repeated his request to the FCC that the question
of subscription tv not be decided without also
considering radio.
"One cannot be free and the other part-pay,
part-free," Mr. Kobak wrote. He asked that
the issues be enlarged to include all phases of
broadcasting.
He also suggested that the Commission examine whether charges should be made per
program or on the use of sets, by the day,
month or year. "If broadcasting goes paid,"
Mr. Kobak asked, "should the government
charge
for licenses?"
Mr. Kobak,
who unsuccessfully authored a
proposal to have NARTB go on record asking
FCC to incorporate the question of radio in its
subscription tv considerations, concluded his
letter to the FCC as follows:
"Study the effect on a national emergency
with a part-paid, part-free or all-paid system.
Would a change in the present system handcuff
bur greatest means of mass communications?"
In a letter to the New York Herald-Tribune,
John V. L. Hogan, electronics engineer and
consultant to the Joint Committee on Toll Tv,
took issue with reports that Telemeter's use of
a second program on a single tv channel [B*T,
June 13], betokened the possibility of using a
single tv channel for two programs.
Mr. Hogan called attention to the qualifica-

tions which Telemeter expressed in discussing
that possibility, and called the idea "highly
speculative." He concluded, "There is no early
prospect of sending two complete television
programs, one free to all set owners and the
other offered for sale to those who have decoders, over a single channel."
New
Tv

York

Convicts

Bait-Switchers

NEW YORK's eight-month-old crackdown
against bait-and-switch advertising on tv brought
a first conviction Wednesday.
Convicted were a Queens sewing machine
company and three of its officers. Edward S.
Silver, Kings County district attorney, predicted this would have a wide effect on future
advertising in radio and tv.
HughBusiness
R. Jackson,
the city's
Better
Bureau,president
quickly of
charged
that
BBB investigations disclosed that the three principals convicted of fraudulent advertising on
the airwaves were still doing bait-and-switch
sewing machine business under a different company name via advertising on two tv stations
even while their trial was in progress.
The three men, officers of Atlantic Sewing
Stores Inc., were Aaron Glubo, Robert B. Epstein and Seymour Exelberth. They and their
company were convicted in Brooklyn Special
Sessions Court after a two-week trial on charges
of violating Section 421 of the Penal Law. That
statute prohibits the making of fraudulent or
misleading statements over the air about products offered for sale to listeners.
The inquiry into bait advertising on tv and
radio was first begun some eight months ago by
the Rackets Bureau of the Kings County district
attorney's office.
The court's decision was unanimous. The
convictions could bring a maximum penalty of
a $500 fine on the company, $500 on each individual and a three-year jail sentence. There was
no date for sentencing.
Mr. Jackson, in praising law enforcement
authorities for "painstaking investigation and
vigorous prosecution" of the case, described
the conviction as "an important step forward in
the battle against 'bait' advertising tactics."
But, he warned, salesmen for an organization
operated by the same principals were engaging
in the same type of practices for which the
Atlantic Sewing Stores and its principals were
tried and convicted. The "come-on" advertisements, he said, were being aired on tv stations
"at the very moment that their trial for the
same practices was in progress."
KOAT Asks Shift to 920 kc
After 860 kc Grant Protested
KOAT Albuquerque, facing hearing July 25
over its new operation on 860 kc as the result
of a protest by adjacent channel KOA Denver
(850 kc), last week filed application with FCC
for switch to 920 kc. KOAT has won approval
from the Commission for permission to continue on 860 kc until midnight this Saturday
to advise listeners it is returning to its licensed
operation of 250 w fulltime on 1240 kc.
Granted switch in 1954 to 860 kc with 1 kw
day, 500 w night directional, KOAT now seeks
the same operation on 920 kc but with changes
in the night directional. KOA's initial protest
was turned down by FCC, but the Denver station went to court and won a remand to the
Commission. FCC then set aside the effective
date of KOAT's permit for 860 kc, set the
application for hearing and ordered KOAT to
return to 1240 kc.
Broadcasting
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ton, WOR-AM-FM-TV New York, KHJ-AMNEARLY
$2 MILLION
FM-TV Los Angeles, WHBQ-AM-TV Memphis, KFRC San Francisco, and 55% of
Moines, WNAX Yankton, S. D.; and KVTV
KTVH (TV) Hutchinson, Kan.,
WGTH-AM-TV Hartford, Conn. It is also
(TV) Sioux City, Iowa. Murphy Broadcasting
majority owner of Mutual Broadcasting System.
WE AT - AM - TV West Palm
Co. (KSO-AM-FM Des Moines) holds an opBalance sheet of General Teleradio for April
tion to buy 40% of KRNT-TV. Cowles also
Beach, Fla., WKLO-AM-TV
30, 1955, showed total assets of $15,598,659,
publishes
the
Des
Moines
Register
and
Tribune
of which $8,758,572 were current assets. Total
Louisville, and WLBR-TV Leband Look magazine.
current liabilities amounted to $5,058,528,
anon, Pa., changed hands
The present management of KTVH will be
a $500,000 note to the Chase Naretained, according to Mr. Carey, who is the including
subject to FCC approval.
tional Bank, and two $300,000 notes each to
present president of Hutchinson Tv Inc. He
the
First
National
Bank of Memphis and the
FOUR tv stations changed hands last week —
also said the transfer application will be filed
subject to the usual FCC concurrence — with
Memphis
National
Bank of Commerce. Gensoon.
eral Teleradio also showed a long term debt
> almost $2 million involved in the transactions.
The
purchase
of
the
WEAT
stations
involves
of $1% million to Chase National Bank and
In two of the purchases, uhf stations which
had once been on the air were involved. In payment of $101,000 plus a five year management contract at $12,000 annually to James R. of $2 million to parent General Tire. The April
two other instances, am stations were part of Meachem, who, with his wife, own 169,000 of 30 balance sheet showed an earned surplus of
the purchase.
the 240,000 shares issued and outstanding stock.
$5,911,251.
Biggest of the sales was that of ch. 12 KTVH
In 1953, General Teleradio had a net inGeneral Teleradio will lend WEAT Inc.
come after taxes of $1,194,112, the application
(TV) Hutchinson, Kan. [Closed Circuit,
$78,000 to redeem the remaining 71,000 shares
showed,
and in 1954, $1,549,964.
April 25]. 80% interest in Hutchinson Tv Inc. now held by a number of stockholders, and
The WKLO Louisville stations are owned by
was
bought
Minneapolis
Starthe& $15,000 for the outstanding 5% debentures.
Tribune
Co. by
for Cowles'
$1,070,000.
KTVH holds
a group of local businessmen including Harold
Mr. Meachem is the president and general manJ. Plunkett, Milton S. Trost and Emanuel Levi.
CBS affiliation for the Wichita area.
ager of the West Palm Beach stations.
WEAT-AM-TV West Palm Beach, Fla., was
WKLO began operating in 1948 and transWEAT-TV began operating late in 1954.
mits on 1080 kc with 5 kw day and 1 kw night.
sold to General Teleradio Inc. for a combinaWEAT was founded in 1948 and operates with
It
is affiliated with ABC.
tion approaching $300,000. WEAT-TV oper1
kw
on
850
kc.
It
is
affiliated
with
NBC.
ates on ch. 12 and is ABC affiliated.
WKLO-TV began operating in the fall of
The WEAT Inc. balance sheet as of March
1953 and suspended operation in April 1954.
WKLO-AM-TV Louisville was sold to Great
31, 1955, showed total assets of $440,830 of It
is seeking the allocation of chs. 7, 9 and 13
Trails Broadcasting Co. for $350,000. Great
which $27,742 were current assets. Total curTrails is owned by Charles W. Sawyer, former
to
the Louisville
rent liabilities were set at $214,387, with a long
mixture, page 60). area (see story on de-interSecretary of Commerce and Ambassador to term debt listed for $29,759 and a deficit of
The WKLO balance sheet for May 31, 1955,
Belgium. WKLO-TV once operated on ch. 21. $43,316.
showed total assets of $169,935, including
WLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa., which once operReason for selling, according to the appliated on ch. 15, was sold to Triangle Publicacation, was insufficient capital and lack of $53,142 current assets. Total current liabilities
were shown as $62,575, and a total deficit of
tions Inc. (WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphiacash assets.
Philadelphia Inquirer) for $115,000 plus as$259,220 was reported in the transfer applica~ General Teleradio Inc. is 90% owned by
sumption of obligations totaling $125,000.
General Tire & Rubber Co. and 10% by R. H. tion.
KTVH, which began operating in June 1953,
In 1954, WKLO radio had a net income of
Macy Inc. It owns WNAC-AM-FM-TV Bosis owned by a group of Wichita business and
professional men.
They include John P. and Sydney F. Harris,
W. D. P. Carey, R. J. Laubengayer, Bess M.
Wyse and Howard O. Peterson. The last is
general manager of KTVH. These stockholdTHE
BEST MUSIC
IN AMERICA
ers will retain 20% interest in the HutchinsonWichita station.
The Harrises also own KSAL Salina, KIUL
Garden City and 24% of KFBI Wichita, all
Kansas, and KBUR Burlington, Iowa. They
also publish the Hutchinson News-Herald,
Chanute Tribune, Ottawa Herald, Salina Journal and Burlington Hawk-Eye Gazette.
FOUR

TV

SALES

NET

KTVH-KFBI Merger Protested
Last summer an agreement to merge KTVH
with KFBI was announced, but was withdrawn
following protests by KAKE-TV [B*T, Aug.
16, Oct. 18. Nov. 15, all 1954]. In addition
to the Messrs. Harris, some of the other KTVH
stockholders own varying interests in KFBI.
The Minneapolis Star & Tribune Co. {Minneapolis Tribune and Star) last fall bought
CBS' 47% interest in WCCO-AM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul for $3,950,000 [B*T, Nov.
8, 1954].
At that time, John Cowles, president and
publisher of the Twin Cities newspapers, told
his staff:
"Because of the rapid growth of television
advertising and the possibility that in a few
years color tv will absorb an increasingly
larger proportion of national adverising appropriations, the directors of the Star and Tribune concluded it was prudent to make this
investment as a partial hedge against a possible future decline in newspaper earnings."
Mr. Cowles is also chairman of Cowles
Broadcasting Co. His brother Gardner (Mike)
Cowles is president of the broadcasting
company.
Cowles stations are KRNT-AM-FM-TV Des
Broadcasting
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$61,545, the application showed, while WKLOTV lost $219,073.
Mr. Sawyer also owns WING Dayton,
WCOL Columbus, and WIZE Springfield, all
Ohio, and WCMI Ashland, Ky.
Balance sheet for Great Trails Broadcasting
Corp., as of May 31, 1955, showed total assets
of $653,410, including $178,169 current assets.
Total current liabilities were shown as $47,470,
and retained earnings as $489,641.
Great Trails made $17,566 net income in
1953, and $32,162 in 1954, the application indicated.
The $350,000 purchase price for the WKLO
facilities, the application reported, will be met
by a loan from the Central Trust Co., Cincinnati.
WKLO will be continued under the present
management and with the same personnel, John
Pattison Williams, executive vice president of
the Sawyer stations, announced.
WLBR-TV Lebanon went on the air in October 1953 and ceased operating one year later.
It is 52% owned by Lebanon Broadcasting
Co. (WLBR), 38% by the Lebanon News, with
the remainder held by three other stockholders.
The WLBR-TV balance sheet for May 31,
1955, showed total assets of $164,471, with
current assets of $27.84. Total current liabilities, according to the application, was $114,206,
and fixed liabilities $147,444. Deficit of $232,178 was also noted.
The purchase agreement also includes a provision to lease land and buildings for resumption of the uhf station. The lease calls for
$3,000 per year, with an option to buy the land
and buildings for $60,000 during the first three
years of the lease.
Triangle Publications also owns 50% of
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Hennock Departs
FCC COMR. Frieda B. Hennock entered
the private practice of communication
law Friday with the Washington law firm
of Davies. Richberg. Tydings, Beebe &
Landa, the day after completing her
seven-year term as a member of the FCC
[Closed Circuit, June 27]. Her Commission successor, appointed by President
Eisenhower, is Florida Democrat Richard A. Mack, who takes his oath of
office at FCC 10 a.m. Thursday morning.
Law firm with which Miss Hennock is
now associated is comprised of ex-New
Dealers Joseph E. Davies and Donald
R. Richberg, plus ex-Sen. Millard E.
Tydings (D-Md.). Mr. Davies was once
Federal Trade Commission chairman and
Ambassador to Russia in mid-'30's; Mr.
Richberg, NRA board chairman in 1935.
Mr. Tydings, in Senate 1926-51, was
defeated by McCarthy forces.
WHGB Harrisburg, Pa., and recently bought
WNBF-AM-TV Binghamton, N. Y., for $3
million [B»T, March 14]. It also publishes
Seventeen Magazine, Official Detective, Morning Telegraph, Daily Racing Form, and Tv
Guide.
The application for transfer of WLBR-TV
indicated that Triangle had a net worth of
more than $25 million, and that its net income
in 1953 and 1954 was more than $3 million.
Tower

Outlines

NARTB

Case

Against $1.25 Minimum Wage
INCREASE in the minimum wage figure above
the 90-cent proposal of the Administration
was opposed Wednesday by Charles H. Tower,
NARTB manager of employer-employe relations, at a hearing before the House Committee on Education & Labor. The committee
is considering a bill to amend the Fair Labor
Standards Act.
Mr. Tower said NARTB opposes the $1.25
minimum proposal, a 67% increase in the
statutory minimum, on the ground it would
cause great economic hardship on certain segments of the industry, especially small market
stations in rural areas. He said the 90-cent
level would cause a minimum of dislocation
in broadcasting. He noted that 47% of the
2,700 radio stations are located in towns of
less than 25,000, with at least half of them
employing fewer than 15 people. He predicted asignificant increase in the number of
small market tv stations.
The $1.25 figure in many small markets is
substantially above that now being paid lower
skilled help in some radio and tv outlets as
well as comparable employers, Mr. Tower
said. He added that many stations cannot
easily reduce their staffs.
Citing indirect impact of the $1.25 minimum,
he outlined the community of interest broadcasters share with local business enterprises. He
said the small broadcaster performs a local
service for a restricted local market and added,
"as the community prospers, so does the broadcaster prosper; and as the community suffers,
so does the broadcaster."
In a half-hour question-answer period, Mr.
Tower replied to a query by Rep. Ralph W.
Gwynn (R-N. Y. ) by saying he felt small
market broadcasters should not be subject to
overtime provisions of the Fair Labor Standards
Act.

Allocation Talks With Mexico
To Be Resumed This Week
FIRST plenary meeting in renewed U. S. talks
with Mexico over standard broadcast frequency
allocations is scheduled in Washington this
Thursday afternoon, it was learned last week.
The Mexican delegation is expected to arrive by
air Wednesday night.
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, who headed the
U. S. delegation during initial discussions in
Mexico City late last year, will head the
American delegation again. State Dept. last
week reported it had received word from
Mexico that its delegation would consist of
Carlos Nunez, Lazara Barajas, Ignacio Ramirez
Carraza, Manuel Zorrilla and Hector Ocampo
Guerra.
Preparations for the U. S.-Mexican negotiations were made at a meeting of some 38 government and industry representatives in Washington June 24. The treaty talk last year was
discontinued after it became apparent that the
two countries could not agree on certain fundamental issues. In the interim, Mexico has been
seeking to iron out its allocation differences
with Cuba, which were considered a key to its
agreement with the U. S.
Whitefish Bay Ch. 6 Grant
Made Effective by FCC
ORDER making effective immediately an examiner's initial grant of ch. 6 at Whitefish Bay.
Wis., to Independent Television Inc. was announced by FCC last Wednesday. Tv stations
now operating in the Milwaukee area include
ch. 19 WXIX^TV). ch. 4 WTMJ-TV and ch. 12
WISN-TV. Ch. 25 WCAN-TV has suspended
and ch. 31 WFOX-TV is in construction stage.
Independent Television is composed of local
businessmen headed by Jack Kahn. hosiery and
underwear manufacturer. Way was cleared for
the grant in April when WMIL Milwaukee
dropped its ch. 6 bid in an agreement assuring
it $25,000 as partial repayment of its litigation
expenses. Former contestant Hearst Corp.. operator of WISN there, withdrew from the
lengthy ch. 6 fight earlier when it bought ch. 12
WTVW (TV) (now WISN-TV) for $2 million
from Milwaukee Area Telecasting Corp. The
original ch. 12 firm was a merger of four applicants.
The reason I 'm always smiling,
George? Well, I took an ad in
the Telecasting Yearbook last
year and I got over 100 responses. From everywhere .
Don't forget, George, reserve
another ad in the Yearbook
soon. It comes out in August.
Thanks, George.
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TV 'EXPERIMENT'
CITES MAINE
KUAM
Military use of ch. 8 at LimePAGE SIX
stone, Me., with low power but
still infringing on the local
LORING AIR FORCE
commercial
outlets, was
brought to Commission's attention to demonstrate what

TELEVISION

would happen if armed services get ch. 8 Guam grant.
ALTHOUGH the military claims its proposed
low-power tv station on Guam won't hurt the
audience of Harry Engel's KUAM there — even
though the military station will use regular ch.
8 and will air free kinescopes from all major tv
networks with the commercials intact — Mr. Engel last week told FCC to take another look at
what has happened to the "experimental" low
power tv outlet at Loring Air Force Base, Limestone, Me., which is in competition with
WAGM Presque Isle.
The Limestone tv unit, which started on ch.
8 with 8 w power on Christmas Day 1953 as a
test and last May 18 boosted its power to 50 w,
now is reported to have a service range of 2030 miles. Its program schedule includes kinescopes of the top shows from all networks and
is published regularly in the newspapers of
nearby cities (see picture). According to Dick
Clarke in the Boston Globe on Feb. 13, the tv
station's signal was being watched on some
15,000 tv receivers. Others report the signal
covers the towns of Limestone, Ft. Fairfield,
Caribou and Presque Isle and is seen in Canada.
KUAM protested the impending Guam military tv outlet over a month ago [B»T, May 30,
et seq.], but FCC declared it did not have jurisdiction inthe matter because the President is the
sole authority for assigning frequencies to government stations. The Commission submitted
it to the Defense Dept. and expressed hope for
an early "equitable" disposition of the matter.
KUAM wrote FCC again, protesting that the
Commission was abdicating its responsibility
under the Communications Act since the President can't assign broadcast channels for uses
competing with commercial stations regulated
by and under the jurisdiction of the Commission.
Defense Dept.: Study Needed
Meanwhile, Assistant Secretary of Defense
T. P. Pike wrote KUAM Wednesday that "additional study will be necessary" before approval
of the proposed Guam military tv outlet is
granted. Mr. Pike wrote that the Secretary of
the Air Force "will be informed to hold in
abeyance all actions relating to this project until further advised by this office. We assure you
that it is the desire of the Dept. of Defense to
resolve this matter equitably from both the
standpoint of possible competition with a commercial enterprise and that of education, information and guidance of military personnel
and their dependents stationed on the island of
Guam."
Mr. Pike assured KUAM, "You will be advised of any new developments in this matter."
On Thursday, Mr. Engel wrote FCC that the
Pike letter confirmed his earlier report that Defense Dept. officials wanted and were waiting
for
FCC's viewpoint on the policy problems
involved.
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"There is no doubt that of all the government agencies the FCC is the only government
agency that is competent to advise the Dept. of
Defense with respect to the competitive nature
of the impact of a television service carrying
all the top-rated network commercial shows
upon the only commercial am broadcaster in
the area," Mr. Engel wrote. "It is not as though
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CREAM of best shows on all four tv networks is offering of the "experimental"
low power military tv station on air since
Christmas 1953 at Loring Air Force Base,
Limestone, Me. Although supposedly confined to base area, the station's newly
boosted 50-w signal on ch. 8 apparently
is seen by civilians in a wide area since
the Presque Isle (20 mi. away) Star-Herald
regularly carries program listings. This
listing was from May 19 issue.

anything to do with the Guam situation since
in this case a regular commercial television
channel (ch. 8, 180-186 mc) was assigned by
the FCC to this service at the request of AFRS,
Dept. of Defense. The frequencies assigned are
not set-aside governmental frequencies but are
regular commercial frequencies capable of reception on standard readily available television
receivers.
"In the event the President was making some
governmental frequency available so that the
AFRS was bringing a television service to
Guam using a special transmitter and received
on specially built receivers so that these special
frequencies could be received, I would never
have come before the FCC for the assistance
I am convinced it is in a legal position to
give"Secondly,
me.
Sec. 305 of the Act provides that
'All such stations . . . when transmitting any
radio communication or signal other than a
communication or signal relating to government
business, shall conform to such rules and regulations designed to prevent interference with
other radio stations and the rights of others as
the Commission may prescribe.' (Emphasis
added.) It is clear that under the provisions
of Sec. 305 the Commission has considerable
authority in the assignment of regular commercial frequencies to governmental agencies.
Moreover, it appears clear that the rights of
the commercial broadcaster are protected under
the Communications Act from misuse of such
frequencies. . . .
"In view of the clear language of Sec. 305
of the Communications Act the Commission
has abdicated its responsibility in this matter.
Licensee responsibility is not completely one
way and does not flow only from the broadcast
licensee to his public and to the agency responThe

way to
sell the
KANSAS

the competition from the government station
would be absorbed by a variety of standard
broadcast stations who each would cushion
some of the impact one to the other. In this
instance KUAM, the only commercial standard
broadcast station on the Island of Guam, must
receive the complete and devastating brunt of
the government-subsidized television facility
proposed.
"In order that the Commission might properly
evaluate the tremendous force of this impact,
a copy of the program schedule of the Armed
Forces Radio Service television station at
Presque Isle is attached hereto so that the Commission can appreciate the overwhelming appeal of the entertainment fare that is continually fed to the public by such an operation.
"You will search in vain for information and
education type programs, the asserted and alleged prime reason for this AFRS television
In his earlier letter to FCC concerning the
station."
dual
authority between the President (through
the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee) and FCC for allocation of the radio
spectrum, Mr. Engel wrote that FCC "misconstrued" the purport of Sec. 305 of the Act "as
well as its role in IRAC."
"First of all," he said, the section provides
that "All such government stations shall use
frequencies as shall be assigned to each or to
each class by the President." This language
means nothing more, of course, than that the
President shall assign those frequencies which
have been set aside for governmental use to
various government agencies and departments.
This part of Sec. 305 of the Act does not have

best
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GOVERNMENT
sible for regulating the affairs of this industry.
The Commission too has a responsibility to the
public and to those it regulates. The FCC is a
member of IRAC and as such must make its
views known on behalf of the broadcast industry to that body; this is one of the justifications
for the important role the FCC plays in the
affairs of this Committee. To do less than
speak is to side-step an important function it
must perform in this inter-governmental
scheme of administration in allocating broadcast facilities."
From other sources it was learned that
the military tv outlet at Limestone inserts its
own base "commercials" between the kines of
commercial network shows to advertise post
exchange features, clothing sales, catering services of "beverages" and food, as well as public
service promotions of various types.
Problem Too Big for WAGM
WAGM has never protested the Limestone
installation, although it now estimates that 60%
of its available radio audience is within the tv
signal area. WAGM reported that at one time
when it was rumored that the radio station had
protested, it was beseiged with visits from
civilian committees which were up in arms
about possible loss of the tv service. WAGM
contends the policy problem involved is too
great for a local radio station to solve, but
must be settled on a national basis at a much
higher level.
WAGM's manager, Harry Glidden, was in
Washington a fortnight ago as an "observer"
of the fight by KUAM to win relief from prospective military tv competition. Both WAGM
and KUAM are represented in Washington by
the radio-tv law firm of Krieger & Jorgensen.
IN EVANSVILLE

SALES WITH

INDIANA

SHOWMANSHIP

HIGH NOON
RANCH
Mon. thru Fri., 11:45 to 12:15
Featuring Doug Oldham and The Dixie
Six, Jeannie Lamb and Ulysses Carlini —
the tops in "local live" programming.
PARTICIPATIONS AVAILABLE
Represented by MEEKER TV and
*ADAM YOUNG— St. Louis
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MULTIPLEX
PUT

IN

RULE

EFFECT

FCC refuses to waive its new
fm rule as fm outlets adjust
schedules to include 36 hours
'balanced' programs weekly.
FM STATIONS specializing in functional music
operations began making alterations in their
program schedules last Friday in an effort to
comply with FCC's last-minute refusal to reconsider itsmultiplex decision [B»T, March 28].
The earlier ruling declared that background
music programs, which contain a supersonic
"beep" tone to keep the receivers of subscribers
from picking up voice transmissions and commercials, do not constitute "broadcasting" within the meaning of the Communications Act
since they are essentially a point-to-point type
of service. The ruling, however, said functional
music programs may be continued after July 1
providing they are aired via multiplex transmission under a newly authorized special communication authorization.
FCC allowed a one-year grace period from
July 1 in which fm stations could continue
their background music operation on the present simplex basis, but with the condition that
a minimum of 36 hours weekly be devoted to
regular balanced program material in which
"beep" signals were omitted. It is this condition
that has been protested by the stations, since
they claim multiplex equipment is not available
and the 36-hour chunk knocked out of their
background music schedule would hurt them
economically.
Extend Schedules
By last Thursday it appeared that some fm
stations planned to lick the problem by extending their fm schedules to permit duplication of
their "balanced" am programming during nonbackground music hours. During the day quarter-hour and half-hour programs would be
cleared of commercial material and aired
purely simplex without beep, thereby serving
both FCC's condition and the background music
subscriber. The commercials are switched to
other time periods in which the beep could be
used, one station explained.
WWDC-FM Washington, which is moving
its 7 a.m. sign-on up to 6 a.m. and carrying
Art Brown's morning show from WWDC-AM,
said it has scheduled some of its radio talk
shows such as the D. C. Commissioners Report
on fm on a delayed basis.
WWDC-FM more than a month ago protested the multiplex ruling and was turned
down by FCC in a separate ruling on June 1
[B»T, June 6]. WWDC-FM was among those
who last week were denied a further pleading
in this respect. Others who joined were WFMF
(FM) Chicago, WPEN-FM Philadelphia,
WMMW-FM Meriden, Conn., and WEAW-FM
Evanston, 111.
In denying the petitions Thursday on the eve
of the July 1 deadline, FCC declared no new
arguments had been presented which already
had not been considered. The Commission
acknowledged it felt the functional music operations to be of some public interest, hence its
conclusion to allow them under certain conditions as a subsidiary service.
"In permitting this type of operation," FCC
said, we emphasized that functional music must
be conducted only as an adjunct to the regular
broadcast service, a subsidiary operation in
order to assist the main undertaking — the
broadcast service to the public."
Declaring its 36-hour weekly program mini-

mum is "reasonable," FCC said that "in reaching this determination, we are not unmindful
of the representations . . . with respect to the
financial loss that may result from adherence
to the 36-hour requirement. Nevertheless, we
believe that the public interest consideration
in ensuring that the fm broadcast frequencies
are utilized primarily to afford a broadcast
service
is paramount."
NARTB's
President Harold E. Fellows wrote
FCC last week to ask that the functional music
ruling docket be kept open should the asso- (
ciation's Radio Board decide to file a petition C
for reconsideration now under study. He said 1
the board did not get to take up the matter until r
its meeting at Hot Springs, Va., a fortnight
ago.
KXA Seeks Joint Hearing
With KOB in 770 Kc Case
KXA Seattle, Wash., has asked FCC to hold
a consolidated hearing with KOB Albuquerque,
N. M., on requests by both stations for 770
kc, 50 kw facilities.
WABC New York and WBZ Boston are already parties to the KOB proceeding [At Deadline, May 30]. KOB was granted an extension
to July 15 to answer a Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. (WBZ) plea for rehearing.
FCC last week granted motion for leave to
intervene and for enlargement of issues filed
by the Baptist General Convention of Texas
(KWBU Corpus Christi, Tex., 1030 kc). ABC,
as a party intervenor, was granted an extension
to KOB
July 5has
to answer
KWBU'sa final
petition.
been seeking
license on the
770 frequency since 1941. It holds a license to
operate on 1030 kc and a special temporary
authorization for 770.
KXA has had an original or amended application for 770 kc on file with the Commission
since 1944 and it stated in its latest petition,
"KXA, after 11 years, has still not had its day
in court with respect to its effort to improve
its KXA
facilities
770 kc."
alsoon cited
in its behalf the 1945 Supreme Court decision which chastised the Commission for not consolidating the then-pending
applications of Fetzer and Ashbacker. The
court said, according to KXA's petition, "where
two bona fide applications are mutually exclusive the grant of one without a hearing to both
deprives the loser of the opportunity which
Congress chose to give him."

Let's see, whatam I suppose'ta
do today? Haircut? Call Joe?
Oh, yah, I remember. The Broadcasting guy said send in your
reservation today for the
Telecasting Yearbook. I will.
It's a good buy. Everybody in
TV is in it.
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ant has no right to reconsideration of a grant
because he claims an economic hurt, the fact
EVIDENTIARY
HEARINGS
he shows economic hurt entitles him to demand
radio-tv
stations
in
Cleveland
for
Westinghouse
Stations in Tifton, Ga., and
a review of the grant to consider some defect
outlets in Philadelphia were asked to be conLaurel, Miss., deemed by FCC
solidated byFCC into one hearing in a protest of the grantee or error in FCC's action which
construed contrary to the public interpetition filed by ch. 2 WGR-TV Buffalo [B»T, may est.beIt amounts
to need more than oral arguto a privilege without a right,
June 27]. NBC proposes to exchange its WTAM
ment hearings in economic
according to Comr. Doerfer, who noted how
Cleveland for Westinghouse's KYW Philadelprotest cases.
the law is wrongly used to delay new compephia, with the network's WNBK (TV) Cleve- tition.
land and $3 million being swapped for WestOBVIOUSLY heeding the mandate of the
Hearing on the Senate bill before Commerce
Court of Appeals in its recent ruling in the
inghouse's WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia.
Subcommittee Chairman John O. Pastore (DClarksburg case, FCC last week decided that
R.I. ) begins 1 1 a.m. Thursday with substan"oral argument" hearings in two economic
tially the same list of witnesses who appeared a
protest cases were not sufficient and rescheduled
Congress Considers
fortnight
ago before the House committee.
the radio proceedings for full evidentiary hearFCC is to be represented by Chairman George
ings. The cases involve WTIF Tifton, Ga., Sec. 309(c) Bills
C. McConnaughey.
and WPWR Laurel, Miss.
stepped closer to untying FCC
Meanwhile, the Commission called for hear- CONGRESS
in Sec. 309(c) economic protest cases
ing on an economic protest against a new tv hands
House Committee Proposes
last week as the House Commerce Committee
satellite grant for ch. 43 KBAS-TV Ephrata,
reported favorably an FCC-endorsed bill (HR
New Study of Copyright Law
Wash., while concurrently postponing oral argu5614) to amend the Communications Act pro- THE HOUSE Appropriations Committee set
ment hearing on the protest against NBC's
vision while the Senate Communications Subpurchase of ch. 30 WKNB-TV New Britain,
precedent last week by recommending $20,000
committee scheduled a hearing this Thursday
Conn. This argument, formerly scheduled
for a study by the U. S. Copyright Office of
on
a
companion
measure
(S
1648).
Thursday, was continued without date pending
the Copyright Law, which has not had a major
The
House
action
followed
hearings
June
22
consideration of whether a full evidentiary
revision since it was enacted in 1909.
and 24 [B»T. June 27]. The Commission rehearing should be ordered [B*T, June 27].
The committee action came in reporting the
quested modification of Sec. 309(c) to allow
In the Clarksburg case, the Court of Appeals
Legislative
Appropriations Bill (HR 7117) for
it discretion in acting on economic protests and
ruled that FCC erred in not giving a full hearfiscal
1956,
after an appropriations subcommiting to a Sec. 309(c) economic protest filed in deciding whether to stay new radio-tv grants
tee heard testimony June 7 from Arthur Fisher,
pending
formal
hearing.
Comr.
John
C.
Doerby a local newspaper against the 1954 grant of
fer, however, predicting a flood of new protest register of copyrights, that the U. S. had underch. 12 to WBLK Clarksburg, W. Va., and re- cases
gone "revolutionary" changes, technical and orto pile on top of the 70 now before the
manded the proceeding to the Commission
ganizational, inthe copyright field since 1909.
called for outright repeal of Sec.
[B«T, June 13]. In view of a prospective flood Commission,
309(c).
"For example, there was no radio or television
of new economic protests on the basis of this
industry at that time. The motion picture ininterpretation, FCC is supporting legislation to
More Cases Expected
dustry was just a fragment. The recording inrevise Sec. 309(c) of the Communications Act
Expectation
of
mounting
new
protest
cases
had not developed."
to clarify who may file protests (story this was based on the effect of a recent ruling by
The dustry
$20,000
figure compares with a $39,000
page).
budget
estimate
for hiring seven lawyers and
the Court of Appeals in remanding a protest
three clerks for a three-year study on revision
case to the Commission for full evidentiary
WWGS Protests
and redrafting of the present law. The new
lawyers would relieve more experienced ones
In the Tifton proceeding, FCC ordered an hearing rather than the shortcut "oral argument" procedure used by the Commission in to do the work.
evidentiary hearing on the application of Radio
some instances to meet the statutory requireTifton for a new am station (WTIF) to operate
ment for expedition of such cases. The court
on 1570 kc with 1 kw daytime. Oral argument
ruling was in the protest of a Clarksburg, W.
Wellsville Grant Finalized
was held Feb. 28, just 18 days after the ComVa.. newspaper against a 1954 grant of ch. 12
mission issued an order which postponed the to WBLK Clarksburg [B»T, June 13]. FCC
NEW AM station on 790 kc with 500 w dayeffective date of the grant (Dec. 15, 1954) on
time at Wellsville, N. Y., was granted in a final
already is rescheduling new hearings on certhe basis of protest by WWGS Tifton, made
decision by FCC Wednesday to Radio Services
tain pending protest cases (story this page).
party to the proceeding [B*T, Feb. 21].
of Wellsville. The ruling upholds the initial
Under the present construction of Sec.
In the Laurel case, the Commission called
decision of an examiner, who favored the grant
309(c), anyone who can prove economic injury
for evidentiary hearing on the application of from some FCC grant is entitled to a full heardespite some interference to WPIC Sharon, Pa.
American Southern Broadcasters for a new am
The
grantee includes 12.5% owner Joseph M.
ing
on
the
grant,
which
automatically
must
be
station (WPWR) to operate on 1430 kc with 1
Pa.
Cleary,
general manager of WESB Bradford,
kw daytime. Oral argument was held Feb. 23. stayed pending completion of the review. The
unique factor involved is that while the protestFCC on Jan. 26 had postponed the effective
date of the grant (Nov. 24, 1954) on the basis
of protests by WLAU and WAML, both existing Laurel outlets which were made parties to
You Get All This EXTRA
the hearing.
The Ephrata tv proceeding stems from an
when
You Buy WCKY
economic protest filed by KSEM Moses Lake,
Wash. FCC scheduled hearing July 18 on the
application of Basin Tv Co. for a new tv
*Average Share of
satellite (KBAS-TV) on ch. 43 at Ephrata, to
Out-Of-Home Audience
rebroadcast ch. 29 KIMA-TV Yakima. Effective date of the May 4 grant for KBAS-TV was
6 a.m.-6 p.m.; Mon. thru Sun.
postponed. KSEM, whose petition for the allocation of ch. 8 in the area is now a rule-making
Summer '54; Winter '55
proposal pending before the Commission,
WC
KY
claimed that uhf KBAS-TV in combination
28%
with the KIMA-TV group's other tv interests
Net Sta. A
20%
would hurt its radio business and prevent establishment ofa competitive operation on ch. 8.
Net Sta. B
14%
NBC's prospective purchase of WKNB-AMTV for $600,000-plus was designated for hearNet Sta. C
7%
ing following economic protest by ch. 8 WNHCTV New Haven, Conn. NBC also proposed to
Net Sta. D
12%
move the WKNB-TV transmitter site closer to
Hartford. Fortnight ago, this prospective NBC
acquisition as well as NBC's proposed $312,000*PulseBuy ALL The Market— Buy WCKY
buy of ch. 17 WBUF-TV Buffalo and swap of
July 4, 1955 • Page 69
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Competing applications of
Westinghouse and Portland
Television denied. Comr. Lee
dissents and votes for grant to
Westinghouse.
NEW TV station on ch. 8 at Portland, Ore.,
was granted to Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt's North
Pacific Television Inc. by FCC last week in a
final decision which upheld the initial decision
made by Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith in mid1954 [B*T, June 28, 1954].
Mrs. Bullitt heads KING-AM-TV Seattle
and was an original member of the Television
Code Review Board of NARTB. KING is
60% owner of North Pacific while a substantial
minority interest is divided among four local
businessmen, Gordon D. Orput, Paul F.
Murphy, Henry A. Kuckenberg and W. Calder
McCall. Mrs. Bullitt is executive vice president of the grantee.
Competing applications of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. (KEX Portland) and Portland
T elevision Inc. were denied in the Commission's
final ruling in the ch. 8 case, one of the first
post-thaw comparative tv hearings. A forth application, that of Cascade Television Co., was
dismissed with prejudice for lack of prosecution.
Comr. Robert E. Lee dissented from the majority opinion and voted for a grant of the
Westinghouse bid.
The Commission majority concluded the final
choice was between the bids of North Pacific
and Westinghouse. FCC said "we find the
integration, the residence and the civic participation of North Pacific most persuading when
measured against the complete absence of
these factors in the Westinghouse application."
The two were found in balance on programs
with North Pacific cited for superior children's
shows. North Pacific was favored in diversification.
Portland Television was preferred in the areas
of local residence and diversification, but was
rejected because of lack of broadcast experience and deficient program plans.
On an issue of whether Westinghouse met
the statutory requirement forbidding broadcast
licenses to firms whose stock is owned more
than 25% by aliens, the final decision concluded that Westinghouse and its parent firm,
Westinghouse Electric, more than met the issue since the Commission felt the firm's 22.5%
estimate was high in view of the statistical
analysis problem involved in sampling owners

"Maybe I should have left his radio
tuned to KRIZ Phoenix."
Page 70
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of millions of shares of stock. An expert witness for Westinghouse testified that the probability that a complete census of all stockholders
would show that more than 20% of such stock
was owned by aliens is less than one chance in
33,000.
FCC noted that the examiner was satisfied
to resolve the question on the basis that past
licensing actions of the Commission show Westinghouse qualified on this point. FCC "has
found Westinghouse so qualified in the past,"
the final ruling said, "and were this, also, an
ex parte proceeding, the Commission could by
application of the same process determine the
question." It was raised only because the hearing was competitive, FCC explained.
Roswell

Tall

Tower

Approval Favored
A TALL tv tower has got to be a "real" danger
to air navigation in order to be denied construction authority, an FCC hearing examiner held
last week in issuing the first official finding
on tall tv towers since the military began objecting to any radiator more than 1,000 ft.
above ground.
In an initial decision, FCC Hearing Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchison held that ch. 8 KSWS-TV
Roswell, N. M.. could build a 1,610 ft. above
ground tower at a site 43 miles east of Roswell
in the Caprock area.
There was no concrete showing, Mr. Hutchison ruled, that the erection of the proposed
KSWS-TV tower would be an actual menace
to air navigation.
The grant of the 1,610-ft tower was opposed
by the Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps, Air
Transport Assn., and the Aircraft Owners &
Pilots of America. [B°T, April 18].
Mr. Hutchison held a menace to air navigation could be said to exist if an "unreasonable" hazard is involved. He said that the
evidence indicated the proposed location and
height did not violate established criteria.
The evidence indicated, Mr. Hutchison declared, that the "height of a tower does not in
itself contribute substantially to hazards to all
air navigation when such tower is located beyond terminal area of an airport in the absence
of pilot error, malfunctioning or breakdown of
aircraft, or violation of air regulations."
Referring to what he termed "generalized"
military objections, Mr. Hutchison warned:
"Indeed, if this Commission were to be
persuaded solely on the basis of such generalized objections that the proposal under consideration would in fact constitute a menace
or a hazard to air navigation ... in the interest
of consistency, the practical result would be to
require it to bar arbitrarily the erection of all
future radio and tv towers of any appreciable
Mr. Hutchison
declared that the new KSWSheight.
. . ."
TV site was much to be preferred than the
existing 790-ft. tower only 9.2 miles from
Walker Air Force Base. John A. Barnett,
owner of KSWS, testified that it was at the
request of Walker AFB officials that he decided
to find another transmitter site. They claimed,
he said, that his present tower was dangerous.
Case, first involving military objections to
tall tv towers, was approved by the regional
airspace subcommittee, and by all but military
members of the Washington Airspace Panel
of the Air Coordinating Committee. The FCC
requires ACC approval for tower locations,
holds hearings when there are separate views
by ASP members.
The fact that KSWS-TV would serve 98,000

people, many of them with their first tv signal
from the new site and tower height, impressed
Mr. Hutchison.
Actually, KSWS-TV was favored to change
from its present 900-ft. above average terrain
antenna to the new 1,786-ft. antenna height
above average terrain. It would also boost its
power from 115 kw to 160 kw.
Still awaiting initial decision is the request
of KGEO-TV Enid, Oklahoma, which wants a
1,326-ft. tower. This, too, was opposed by the
military and aviation interests.
Scheduled to be heard July 18 is the request
of WSLA (TV) Selma, Ala., for a 1,993-ft.
tower. Intervenors are also the military and
aviation associations. Pending is a prospective
application from WHAS-TV Louisville for a
2,000-ft. tower.
For a number of months, military members
of the ASP objected to any tv tower more
than 1,000 ft. above ground. Last May, however, in a sudden change in attitude, there were
no objections to a 1,110-ft. tower for KWWLTV Waterloo, Iowa [B»T, May 30].
The "problem" of tall towers and aviation
is the subject of a study by a joint committee
of CAA and FCC members. There have been
several meetings, but none recently. Also in
progress are studies to develop improved marking and lighting of radio and tv towers to
make them more apparent to pilots in varying
kinds of visibility.
III. Broadcasters Win Fight
For Tv Libel Protection
BROADCASTERS won their fight in the
Illinois State Legislature last week against a
proposal which threatened to shear them of
protection against political libel on the air.
The Illinois House amended the controversial
Connors Bill which had evoked a storm of
protests by broadcasters, the Illinois Broadcasters Assn.. Illinois News Broadcasters Assn.,
Broadcast Adv. Club of Chicago and other
groups [B»T, June 27].
The amended version, concurred in by the
Senate and sent to Gov. William Stratton, includes tv under the 1945 Radio Libel Law.
Observers feel that Gov. Stratton will sign it
into law, thus protecting broadcasters on tv as
well as on radio against criminal action
In the original version of the bill, it had
been held that truth per se is not sufficient defense for certain statements, under the state
constitution. The legislature thus further
amended the 1945 law to include the reservation ". . . when published with good motives
and for justifiable ends." Another provision
also protects employes of stations against a jail
sentence or fine — a provision which was omitted
from the bill (S 672) introduced by Sen.
William J. Connors.
Another measure (S 205), authored by Sen.
George Drach. was pending in the House Thursday, tabbed the day for adjournment. If it
passes, broadcasters also would be protected
on civil suits (for damages).
Gov. Stratton vetoed a similar bill by Sen.
Connors in 1953 on constitutional grounds.
Five Win

Renewals

FIVE license renewal grants have been announced by FCC following receipt of information that programs questioned by the Commission had been dropped. KTLA (TV) Hollywood won renewal after giving up its tv-bingo
show, Play Marco. Four Miami area radio
outlets received licenses upon telling the Commission that certain controversial horse race
tipster shows were dropped: WFEC and WMIE
Miami; WMBM and WAHR Miami Beach.
Broadcasting
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Further

Data

Asked

On Reynolds'
DONALD
W. REYNOLDS,Buys
because of the
diversification of media principle, has been
asked by the Commission for additional information inconnection with further consideration of applications for license assignments of
KORK Las Vegas and KOLO Reno, both
Nevada, to firms of which he is sole owner.
Grants of KORK to the Southwestern Broadcasting Co. for $60,000 and of KOLO to the
Western Broadcasting Co. for $190,000 were
made April 6 and stayed April 13 [B»T, April
18] because of charges by KLAS-AM-TV Las
Vegas that Mr. Reynolds was offering joint rates
for some of his broadcasting and newspaper
facilities after he had told the Commission that
he did not intend to do so. Specifically KLAS
alleged joint rates were being used by KLRJ-TV
Henderson (Las Vegas), KZTV (TV) Reno
and the Las Vegas Review Journal.
At the time the grants were suspended Mr.
Reynolds told the Commission volume discounts (25% for the use of both tv stations)
had been discontinued. He said he had not real"parenthetical"
remark
was he
to said,
be taken
at fullized avalue.
The Review
Journal,
had
"bent over backwards" to be fair to KLAS-TV.
When KLAS-TV refused to pay the Journal for
printing logs for which it normally charged a
fee the newspaper consented to run them free,
Mr. Reynolds stated.
In requesting the additional information the
Commission cited Mr. Reynolds mass communications interests:
"He is president, director and majority stockholder of Southwestern Pub. Co., Ft. Smith,
Ark., publisher of the Fort Smith Times and
Southwest American and the parent company
of the following newspaper publishers: Southwestern Pub. Co., Las Vegas. (Las Vegas Review-Journal); Examiner Co., Bartlesville, Okla.
(Examiner and Enterprise); Times Pub. Co.,
Okmulgee, Okla. (Times and Times Democrat),
and Donrey Operating and Trading Co., 'operating daily newspapers in Nevada' (otherwise
unidentified in the application, BAL-1986).
Through that company Mr. Reynolds is the
owner of the Ely (Nev. ) Times and is owner
of the Carson City (Nev.) Appeal which is
leased to its present publisher, Neal Van Sooy.
The Southwestern Pub. Co. is also the parent
corporation of the licensees of broadcast stations: KHBG Okmulgee: KBRS Springdale,
Ark.; KFSA-AM-FM-TV Ft. Smith, Ark.;
KLRJ-TV Henderson, and KZTV (TV) Reno,
and has applied for Commission consent to the
assignment to it of KNAC-TV Ft. Smith, from
American Television Co., which application
has been scheduled for hearing on June 30,
1955."
Whether the grants should be approved, the
FCC
continued,
"raisesof questions
such further
extension
control ofofthewhether
media
of mass communications by the applicant in the
instant case would be consistent with the public
interest."
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Am

Granted

at St. Albans;

Facility Changes Approved
GRANT of a construction permit for a new
am station at St. Albans, W. Va., was announced Thursday by the FCC. The Commission also permitted changes in existing facilities
of WSHE Sheboygan, Wis., and WTMC Ocala,
Fla., and designated an Othello, Wash., am
application for hearing.
Raymond I. Kandel was given a building
permit for a new am station on 1300 kc, 1 kw
day, at St. Albans.
Modification of its construction permit was
given WSHE to change from 800 kc, 250 w day,
to 950 kc, 500 w with directional antenna.
WTMC was premitted to change its operation
on 1290 kc, from 1 kw unlimited hours with
directional antenna at night, to 5 kw until local
sunset and 1 kw at night with directional
antenna.
Othello Broadcasting Co., Othello, Wash.,
was designated for consolidated hearing on its
application for a new am station to operate on
1050 kc, 250 w day along with applications
from Umatilla Broadcasting Enterprises and
John Truhan, both Pendleton, Ore.
Senate, House Agree on Cut
In Budget of Census Bureau
THE SENATE and House last week adopted
a joint conference report on the Commerce
Dept. Appropriations bill (HR 6367) which
leaves unaltered a House cut to $4 million from
the $4,655,000 budget estimates for the Census
Bureau's census of business, manufactures and
mining for fiscal 1956.
The bill now goes to the White House for the
President's signature.
Also unaltered was a House cut of funds for
the Census Bureau's census of agriculture from
budget estimates of $6 million to $5.5 million.
The Senate had declined to restore the $500,000
cut.
Senate-House conferees compromised on Census Bureau salaries with a final figure of $6.9
million. The House had cut the $7.4 million
budget estimate for Census Bureau salaries to
$6.3 million and the Senate had restored it to
$7.1 million in previous actions.
The conferees accepted a House cut of funds
for the National Bureau of Standards from
$7,750,000 to $7 million. The Senate had tried
to restore $450,000 of the $750,000 cut before
the bill went to conference.

1 kw nighttime service.
In its application KTOE emphasized its
public service programming and its shows
tailored to fit the cultural background of the
nearby population area.

'Star7 Praises Congressmen
For Anti-7Discrimination7
EDITORIAL praising Reps. Oren Harris CDArk.) and John V. Beamer (R-Ind.) and Sens.
Carl Hayden (D-Ariz.) and Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.) for their bills seeking to remove
"discrimination" against newspaper applicants
for radio or tv licenses [B»T, June 27] was entered in the Congressional Record last week by
Rep. William G. Bray (R-Ind.).
The editorial, in the Indianapolis Star June
27, said that "when the FCC denies a license
solely on the grounds that a newspaperman has
applied for it, or because of the policies followed by the newspaper involved, it is applying
indirect pressure on that paper to change, redirect, or drop some of its editorial activities."
The Star is affiliated with WIRE Indianapolis,
which an FCC hearing examiner has proposed
be denied its application for ch. 13 there on
grounds13].of diversification of mass media [B«T,
June
KVOA-AM-TV Sale Approved
KVOA-AM-TV Tucson, Ariz., transfer from
KTAR Broadcasting Co. to the Arizona Broadcasting Co. (Clinton D. McKinnon, president)
for $222,404 was approved by the FCC Thursday. KVOA is 1 kw on 1290 kc. KVOA-TV
operates on ch. 4.

FCC Waives Rules
In Power Grants
FCC last week waived Sec. 3.28 of its broadcast rules — the rule stating under what public
interest conditions power increases may be
made even though a certain amount of interference with established stations is created —
for WCEM Cambridge, Md., and KTOE Mankato, Minn.
WCEM was permitted, under the waiver, to
increase its power on 1240 kc from 100 w to
250 w because it is the only Cambridge station
and the interference created would not be
disastrous to other programming.
Waiver of the rule allowed KTOE to increase
its nighttime power from 1 kw to 5 kw with
a change in its directional antenna system to
protect CKOM Saskatoon, Sask. KTOE, operating as proposed, would get a net gain in service
involving an area of 815 square miles and a
population of 23,782 people, or approximately
162% and 54.6%, respectively, of the present

Effective September 28, 1955, KMBC-TV
joins the television
nation's most
dynamictheandAmerican
fastestgrowing
network,
Broadcasting Company. For programming details, consult your Free & Peters Colonel or:
Don Davis, First Vice President
John Schilling, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
George Higgins, Vice Pres. & Sales Mgr.
Mori Greiner, Director of Television
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STORER

MAKES

NEW

SALES

Firm announces sales promotions and appointments, and
will set up new, strengthened
national sales department July
18, headed by Tom Harker,
vice president-national sales
director.
CREATION of a new and strengthened national sales department and a series of appointments and promotions of its sales executives
were announced last week by Storer Broadcasting Co. The new department will be set up
July 18, supervised by Tom Harker, vice president and national sales director.
Mr. Harker explained that the move would
permit closer liaison between Storer stations
and national advertisers and agencies, thus supplementing efforts of SBC's national representatives by providing "swift and accurate" information on market and station statistics, availabilities and clearances. The sales executive
lineup:
As announced a fortnight ago [B«T, June 27],
Robert C. Wood, midwest sales manager at
Chicago, moves to New York as national sales

MR. WOOD
MR. HARKER
manager. Reporting to him will be Lewis P.
Johnson, with Storer in Chicago since March,
who has been appointed midwest tv sales
manager, and Paul B. Evans, formerly a sales
executive with NBC Spot Sales, Chicago, and at
one time with Paul H. Raymer Co. and Leo
Burnett Co.. who becomes midwest radio sales
manager.
William E. Kelley, SBC sales executive in
New York since last December and formerly
national sales manager of the then Storer-owned
KGBS-TV (now KENS-TV) San Antonio, has
been promoted to eastern television sales manager. John R. Porterfield, formerly general

Selling . . . 217,930

APPOINTMENTS

manager of WGLV (TV) Easton, Pa., becomes
eastern radio sales manager. Mr. Porterfield
also had been associated with American Television Corp., NBC and Paul H. Raymer Co.
The San Francisco office, which is headed by
Gayle Grubb, Pacific Coast national sales manager, remains unchanged.
Mr. Harker, noting that the company's seven
radio and tv outlets are located in "highly important and competitive markets," said the national sales office will work closely with SBC's
national representatives, The Katz Agency,
John Blair & Co. and NBC Spot Sales.

MR. JOHNSON

MR. EVANS

MR. KELLEY

MR. PORTERFIELD

WGBS-TV Boosts Sales 390%
PHENOMENAL sales increase of 390% has
been recorded by WGBS-TV Miami, Noran
Kersta, managing director of the Storer Broadcasting Co. station, announced last week. This
figure was reached by comparing the four-month
period of Feb. 1 through May 31, with January. WGBS-TV was bought by Storer early
this year. Mr. Kersta attributes the increase to
a combination of excellent programming and
an extensive all-out promotion campaign.
WGBS-TV, an NBC affiliate, operates on ch. 23.

RONALD B. WOODYARD, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER
Owl ofoiho KJ^xoyuS Ghjuxb Jyvdsjpmcknb QtJxiLcyfU

PHONE
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CO.

MlYTGN,
"THE CITY BEAUTIFUL"

BLATZ BREWING Co. sponsors what is
described as "the shortest program in
television" on WXIX (TV) Milwaukee.
A one-minute "sports flash" each night
at 9:30 gives a selling message and promotes its 10:10 p.m. Sports Final with
Hal Walker. Mr. Walker announces the
latest score of night games in a 40-second
live shot which is followed with a 20second film commercial. He advises viewers that final scores and details will be
available on Sports Final. The idea was
conceived by Theodore F. Shaker, WXIX
general sales manager; Ted Rosenak,
Blatz vice president for advertising, and
Emmett Jaques, Blatz consumer advertising manager.

RCA-Equipped KPTV (TV)
Readied for One Million Watts
SECOND million-watt RCA-equipped uhf
station, KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., is nearing completion, A. R. Hopkins, manager of
Broadcast Equipment Marketing, RCA Engineering Products Division, announced last week.
Mr. Hopkins said an RCA 25 kw transmitter
already has been installed and tested at KPTV.
An ultra-gain uhf pylon antenna which will
make the installation complete is now undergoing final tests at RCA's antenna site in
Camden, N. J. It was scheduled for shipment
to Portland at the end of last week. Maximum power operation at KPTV is planned
for mid-July, according to Russell K. Olsen,
station's managing director.
Both the 25 kw transmitter and the uhf antenna are similar to the RCA equipment installed at WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa. That
station went on the air in December 1954 as
the nation's
vision outlet. first one-million watt uhf teleSearles Named to Head WMIL
NEIL SEARLES, formerly sales manager of
WFOX Milwaukee, has been appointed general
manager of WMIL that city, succeeding Jerome
Sill who has resigned to devote attention to his
other broadcast interests. Mr. Searles, who had
been with WFOX the past eight years, has been
in broadcasting for 24 years. He started in
Milwaukee in 1931 as an announcer and later
became for many years official announcer for
the U. of Wisconsin football games.
WLAC-TV Names Reuschle
APPOINTMENT of Robert M. Reuschle as
national sales manager of WLAC-TV Nashville, Tenn., has been announced by T. B.
Baker Jr., executive
vice president and
general manager of
WLAC-TV Inc. Mr.
Reuschle is a former
Young & Rubicam
and McCann-Erickson tv sales executive and is a 17-year
radio-tv veteran.
Mr. Baker also
announced the appointment of William H. White,
for-

Families with One Billion Dollars

/ONE

980 KC

Shortest Tv Show?

o.

Dairy
LE mer National
REUSCH
sales
financeMR.executive,
as accountCorp.
executive
with and
the
WLAC-TV sales staff.
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WXYZ

Adds

Emphasis

Larry Gentile

New

to Fm;

Director

SPECIAL fm program plans and the appointment of a director of fm operations were announced last week by James G. Riddell, president of WXYZ-AM-FM-TV Detroit. Larry
Gentile has been named fm operations director.
Mr. Gentile's 23-year background in radio includes selling, writing and promotion, Mr.
Riddell said.
The new programming lineup, which became
'v, effective yesterday (Sunday) includes Martin
Block's ABC Radio show, not scheduled on
WXYZ-AM, which moves into the WXYZ-FM
3-4 p.m. time slot, Monday through Friday.
Mr. Gentile is airing a show daily 4-8 p.m.
From 8-9 p.m. weekdays, Paul Winter broadcasts a program similar to Curtain Calls, now
heard on WXYZ-AM. On Saturdays the fm
outlet is scheduling programs from 6-8 p.m.
and on Sundays from 12:30-8 p.m. Over-all
format is music, news, weather and sports.
Gibson, Softness Named
AS PART of the expansion of its client services divisions, H-R Representatives Inc., New
York, radio-tv station representative firm, has
announced the formation of a research department under the direction of Avery Gibson, formerly assistant promotional director. Frank
M. Headley, firm's president, has also announced the appointment of Donald G. Softness, formerly a publicist with DuMont Television Network, as director of promotion at
H-R.

FIRST CONTRACT signed by KRNT-TV Des Moines, Iowa, which plans to go on the
air July 31 [B*T, June 27], calls for a dairy-bank alternate sponsorship of the Sun.Fri. segment of a seven-days-a-week, 20-minute news program (10:00-10:20 p.m.)
featuring newscaster Russ Van Dyke. At the signing (I to r): Robert Dillon, vice president of Cowles Broadcasting Co. and general manager of KRNT-AM-TV; Bill Hippee,
KRNT-TV local sales manager; Jonathan Fletcher, vice president of Home Federal
Savings & Loan Assn., and Herbert E. Erickson, vice president of Anderson-Erickson
Dairy Co. Sponsorship for the news show was rounded out with the Saturday program purchase by the Waterman Waterbury Furnace Co. of Minneapolis.
John Patt Leaves Hospital
JOHN F. PATT, president of WJR Detroit
and WJRT (TV) Flint, both Mich., is now at
his home in Shaker Heights, Ohio, convalescing
from a heart attack suffered May 25 during the
NARTB convention in Washington. His condition is reported much improved. Mr. Patt
spent four weeks in Georgetown U. Hospital
in Washington following his attack.

ATTENTION:

TV

STATION

Widow Gets Clark Estate
ENTIRE estate of ex-Sen. D. Worth Clark
(D-Idaho), who died June 19 in Los Angeles
[B»T, June 27], was left to his widow, Mrs.
Virgil Clark, in a will filed in Los Angeles
Superior Court Probate Dept. last week. Included in the estate are holdings in KJBS San
Francisco, KULA-AM-TV Honolulu and KGIL
San Fernando, Calif.

MANAGERS

Top-flight trained, experienced personnel in all phases of television operation
available immediately.
The Hawley Broadcasting Company, operator of WEEU-TV,
ing, Pennsylvania, has discontinued its television operation.

Channel 33, Read-

If you need camera men, video operators, audio operators, projectionists, announcers, transmitter engineers, technicians, film librarian, home economist
Write, ivire or phone immediately
WEEU-TV
433 PENN
READING,

STREET

PENNSYLVANIA

Telephone: REading 6-7335
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STATIONS
Lebhar Resigns Bremmer Post
After Reported Policy Tiff
BERTRAM LEBHAR Jr., vice president and
sales director of Bremmer Broadcasting Co.
(WAAT and WATV (TV) Newark, N. J.) has
resigned, effective Aug. 1.
The resignation was understood to have been
caused by difference over sales policy at the
station.
Mr. Lebhar's immediate plans were not
made known.
Following Mr. Lebhar's decision, the station Friday announced the following appointments: Edward S. Lennon, former vice president
of Bremmer, to administrative vice president;
Edward Cossman, formerly radio sales manager, to director of sales for both radio and
tv; Sydney Kavaleer, tv sales executive, to
director of tv sales, and Harold Edison,
formerly with the sales department, to director
of radio sales.
Scheuer Rejoins Triangle
JOHN D. SCHEUER Jr., executive vice president-general manager of KTVI (TV) St. Louis,
Mo., last Monday rejoined the Triangle station
group (WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia; WNBFAM-TV Binghamton, N. Y.; 50%
WHGB Harrisburg,
Pa.) as director of
public relations and
programming for the
stations. The appointment was announced by Roger
W. Clipp, general
manager of the Triangle radio-tv division. Mr. Scheuer
was administrative
assistant to the genMR. SCHEUER
eral manager of
WFIL-AM-TV when he moved to KTVI in
1954. In his new position Mr. Scheuer will be
in direct supervision of all public relations and
programming for the Triangle stations.
KSFO Elects Wassenberg
ROMAN W. WASSENBERG, general manager of KTVU (TV) Stockton, Calif., has been
named executive vice president and general
manager of KSFO San Francisco. He succeeds
Alan L. Torbet who leaves KSFO to assume
ownership and management in another radio
interest.
Mr. Wassenberg, whose appointment was announced by W. I. Dumm, president of licensee
San Francisco Broadcasters Inc., is a 12-year
veteran of Bay Area broadcasting. He previously served with KROW Oakland, KPIX
(TV) San Francisco and last January became
general manager of KTVU.
Mr. Torbet has been with KSFO since 1952.

RECEPTION by WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind., in Chicago June 16 [B»T, June 23] was
the occasion for a friendly group meeting of agency representatives and executives
from U. of Notre Dame's forthcoming video outlet. L to r: Bernard Barth, vice president and general manager, WNDU-TV; Ed Fitzgerald, head timebuyer, J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago; Tom Hamilton, WNDU-TV sales manager; Don DeCarlo,
timebuyer, Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc., and Malcolm Sullivan, account executive,
J. Walter Thompson Co. WNDU-TV is to begin commercial operation on uhf ch. 46
as an NBC-TV affiliate about July 15.
Tessin Joins Free & Peters
FRANK A. TESSIN, former manager of the
■ San Francisco office of Headley-Reed Co., has
joined Free & Peters Inc., station representative, in the same city. According to Hal W.
Hoag, Free & Peters' vice president and west
coast manager, Mr. Tessin will work with
national spot radio advertisers and agencies in
the Pacific Northwest.
WPTZ (TV) Sets Sales Record
FOR the second consecutive month, WPTZ
(TV) Philadelphia has established an all-time
sales record for the pioneer tv station with
May sales topping April, which had held the
record. Alexander W. Dannenbaum, sales manager for the Westinghouse outlet, reports that
local business gained 38.7% and national spot
was up 18.6% over May 1954. Total sales in
May 1955 were up 17.5% over the same month
last year, according to Mr. Dannenbaum.
STATION PEOPLE
Robert Fulton appointed commercial manager,
KERG Eugene, Ore., succeeding Herb Michael;
Clifton Cole named program manager.
James P. Brown, formerly national sales manager, KBTV (TV)
Denver, to KOSI
Aurora, Colo., as
commercial manager.
George Cushing, vice
president,
WJR Detroit, isretiring.

Power
1st in
e
and Coverag
1,000,000
WATTS

Wilkes-Barre
Scranton
Call Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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Robert H. Henabery,
assistant program
MR. BROWN

manager,
WWJ-AMFM
Detroit,
appointed program and
production manager.

Ray Starr to WJAN Spartanburg, S. C, as program director and disc m.c; Jim Turner, formerly with WSTP Salisbury, N. C, to WJAN
as sports director.
George Greenwood, formerly with sales dept.,

KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D.. to WNAX
ton. S. D., as promotion manager.

Yank-

Nick Basso, news director.
WSAZ-AM-TV
Huntington,
W. Va.,
appointed position,
to newlycreated
news and
public relations director.
Thomas Mullah ey
named to newlycreated position,
public affairs director, KRON-TV San
Francisco.
NormasearchBarts,
reassociate,
Film Council of
America, appointed film supervisor, WTTW
(TV) Chicago, forthcoming educational tv station, under one-year contract: Rachel W. Stevenson, formerly producer. Louis G. Cowan Inc.
(program packager), N. Y., to WTTW as writerproducer-director; William G. Manschot Jr.,
production manager, WBAY-TV Green Bay,
Wis., to WTTW as studio facilities supervisor.
Bob Ray appointed news director. WJNO West
Palm Beach, Fla.; Tony Forlenza, formerly
control room operator, KXJB Fargo. N. D., and
Bernard Loebe, formerly with WGBS-TV Miami, to WJNO-TV engineering staff.
Paul G. Ross, accounting supervisor. Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.. to KYW Philadelphia,
WBC outlet, as auditor, replacing late Edward
F. Kane.
REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS
WBNY Buffalo, N. Y.. appoints Burke-Stuart
Co., N. Y., as national representative, effective
July 15.
KLIN Lincoln. Neb., appoints William G. Rambeau Co., N. Y., as national representative.
KTLD Tallulah. La., has appointed Indie Sales
Inc., N. Y., as national representative.

WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C. appoints Edward
Petry & Co., N. Y., as national representative.
Broadcasting
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NBC-TV
IN

REVAMPS

PROGRAMMING

DAYTIME

LINEUP

POLICY

CHANGE

There'll be 'service' programs
featured in the morning and
'entertainment' in the afternoon under streamlining formula. Affiliates committee
holds one-day meeting, then
joins network officials in discussion of common problems.
MORNING on NBC-TV will be a time for
"service" and afternoon will be "entertainment"
time under changes in daytime programming
announced last week by Thomas A. McAvity,
NBC vice president in charge of the television
network.
The announcement coincided with meetings
of the NBC-TV Affiliates Advisory Committee
to consider the network's daytime programming
and plans to strengthen it [Closed Circuit,
June 27]. The committee, headed by Walter
J. Damm of WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, met alone
on Wednesday and then conferred with NBC
President Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., Vice President McAvity and other network officials Thursday. Both meetings were closed.
Coincident with the new programming
schedule Mr. McAvity announced that Procter
& Gamble had signed for 10 afternoon quarterhours a week, starting today (Monday). These
consist of the 12 noon-12:15 p.m. (EDT) segment of half-hour Tennessee Ernie Ford Show,
Monday through Friday, and five quarter hours
a week of It Pays to Be Married, which moves
into the Monday-Friday 3:30-4 p.m. period
today. Benton & Bowles is the agency for
P&G.
Other Revisions
Other programming changes include a 15minute addition to the half-hour Ding Dong
School, children-and-parents series, starting today, and a new 15-minute program, People at
Home, which will star Arlene Francis and go
into the 10:45-11 a.m. spot immediately preceding the hour-long Home show, which also
features Miss Francis, starting Aug. 8. Way of
the World, which has been seen at 10:15-10:30
a.m., moves to 4-4:15 p.m. to make way for the
15 minutes being added to Ding Dong School.
Mr. McAvity explained: "This streamlining
of our daytime schedule is an extension of our
efforts begun some months back to revitalize
our daytime fare so that viewers and advertisers will have clear-cut programming patterns
designed especially for their specific viewing
wants and advertising needs. Starting with Today, there will now be four hours of morning
programming running the entire gamut of
'service.' In the afternoon, entertainment will
be accented more strongly than ever."
The new daytime lineup:
7-9 a.m., Today; 10-10:45 a.m., Ding Dong
School; 10:45-11 a.m., People at Home; 11-12
noon, Home.
12-12:30 p.m., Tennessee Ernie Ford Show;
12:30-1 p.m., Feather Your Nest; 3-3:30 p.m.,
Ted Mack Matinee; 3:30-4 p.m., // Pays to Be
Married; 4-4:15 p.m., Way of the World; 4:154:30 p.m., First Love; 4:30-4:45 p.m., World
of Mr. Sweeney; 4:45-5 p.m., Modern Romances; 5-5:30 p.m., Pinky Lee Show; 5:30-6
p.m., Howdy Doody.
Members of the NBC-TV Affiliates Advisory
Committee, in addition to Chairman Damm,
are William Fay, WHAM-TV Rochester; Fred
Mueller, WEEK-TV Peoria; William Warren,
KOMO-TV Seattle; Robert Hanna, WRGB-TV
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Schenectady; James Moore, WSLS-TV Roanoke; Clair McCollough, Steinman Stations;
Robert Lemon, WTTV (TV) Bloomington,
Ind., and Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston.
All were present except Mr. McCollough.
The network delegation included Messrs.
Weaver and McAvity; George Fry, vice president in charge of tv network sales; Richard
A. R. Pinkham, vice president in charge of tv
programs; Harry Bannister, station relations
vice president; Joseph V. Heffernan, financial
vice president, and David Adams, staff vice
president.
Klayer to CBS-TV
As Eastern Sales Mgr.
GEORGE KLAYER, midwest sales manager
of CBS-TV with headquarters in Chicago, has
been appointed to the newly created post of
eastern sales manager for the network, William
H. Hylan, CBS-TV
vice president in
charge of network
sales, announced last
week. The assignment is effective
July 25.
Mr. Klayer will be
succeeded in Chicago bywellSam
K. MaxJr., who
has
been an account executive on the network's sales staff in
New
York
for three
MR. KLAYER
Before becoming midwest sales manager in
years. as an account
1953, Mr. Klayer had served
executive in New York in CBS-TV's network
sales department. Prior to that time, he was
an account executive with CBS Radio's sales
staff in both New York and Chicago. He also
has been associated with George P. Hollingbery
Co., Edward Petry & Co. and Kindred, MacLean & Co., a point-of-purchase advertising
firm.
Mr. Maxwell has been with CBS since 1946
when he joined the network as sales service
manager of WBBM Chicago, CBS o&o station.
He later became an account executive in both
the radio and tv sales departments. Before his
network affiliation, Mr. Maxwell was a buyer
with Marshall Field & Co., Chicago.

NBC Newsmen's Troubles
JUNE
a day that
spelled "trouble"In
to NBC22 was
overseas
correspondents.
Singapore, cameraman Jim Robinson was
confronted, by a knife-wielder when he
shot some pictures of a group of Chinese
students from Indonesia aboard a Dutch
vessel. In Korea, cameraman Yung Su
Kwon was trying to do a feature story
on the Korean War anniversary when a
North Korean soldier threatened him
with a gun, repeatedly "taking aim," but
not shooting. And the Argentine revolution brought imprisonment to Robert
Lindley, NBC Buenos Aires correspondent, and Jess Sabin, NBC cameraman.
They were held for two hours and released.

Pro N. Y. Giants' Football
Planned by DuMont Network
TWELVE games of the New York Giants' professional football team will be carried by DuMont Television Network, Sept. 24 through
Dec. 11, Ted Bergmann, managing director of
the network, announced last week. Atlantic
Refining Co., through N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, has signed to sponsor half of each
game with the other half being offered to other
sponsors.
A network spokesman said that coverage of
other pro-football games was in the discussion
stage
at DuMont.
Giants'
schedule
six games
from theThePolo
Grounds,
Newincludes
York,
and six played on the road. All road games
will be seen on WABD (TV) New York but
games played in New York will be blacked out
in the metropolitan area. Atlantic's agency is
making arrangements for the telecasts to be
carried in New England and New York State.
NBC-TV Plans Development
Of New Comedy Performers
TWO-FOLD plan centering around the development of comedy performers at NBC-TV was
announced last week by Leonard Hole, director
of program development for the network. The
first phase involves the development of a group
of NBC-TV contract players which includes
Kaye Ballard, Paul Gilbert, Pat Carroll, Jonathan Winters, Sue Carson and Harry Mimmo;
the second is to seek out promising unknown
talent.
Comedy writers will prepare material for the
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contract performers, Mr. Hole said, and the
development department will arrange appearances for them on tv, radio and in theatres.
Regarding the discovery of new talent, Mr.
Hole said there would be intensive scouting for
talent in summer theatres, little theatres, resorts, nightclubs and college and university
theatrical productions.
A search for comedy writers got underway
at NBC-TV last month with the help of colleges, universities, little theatres, drama schools
and NBC-affiliated radio-tv stations. More than
1,000 aspirants have already submitted comedy
material to the network as a result of the
search, Mr. Hole said.
NBC Plans 'Wide Wide World'
Repeats on Regular Basis
REACTION to "Wide Wide World" telecast by
NBC-TV last Monday evening (see In Review,
page 18), has encouraged the network to produce similar shows two or three times a month,
Davidson Taylor, NBC vice president in charge
of public affairs, announced last week. The
proposed shows, which are already available for
sponsorship, will be scheduled Sunday afternoons, Mr. Taylor said.
Barry Wood, NBC director of special events,
who served as executive producer of "Wide
Wide World," will produce the forthcoming
programs.
Mr. Taylor reported that the initial program
was so complex that two senior executives of
the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. were
on hand at the master control room at NBC
to cope with any problems that might come up.
Mr. Taylor said "the people from AT&T
worked as though they were members of Barry
Wood's crew and as though the success of the
show depended solely on them — which, of
course, to an enormous extent it did." Both
the Mexican Telephone Co. and Bell Telephone
Co. of Canada worked with AT&T on the
project. Mr. Taylor also commented that "the
linkage of the three chief countries of North
America would have been impossible without
the enthusiastic collaboration of A. Davidson
Dunton, chairman of the board of governors,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., and Don Emilio
Azcarraga, head of Tele-Sistema-Mexicana."

13 Color
Scheduled

Programs
for Berle

MILTON BERLE will present a full season of
color productions on NBC-TV starting Sept.
27, with 13 live color shows to be presented
(every third Tuesday, 8-9 p.m.) under the sponsorship of the Whirlpool Corp. and RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, and
the
Sunbeam Corp. through Perrin-Paus,
Chicago.
In announcing this development in New York
last week, Thomas A. McAvity, NBC vice president in charge of the television network, observed that Mr. Berle becomes "the first top tv
star to present a full season of color productions." The 1955-56 season will mark Mr.
Berle's eighth year on NBC-TV. The shows,
which also will be seen in black-and-white, will
originate
bank, Calif.from NBC's new color city in BurThe tremendous growth of tv since 1948 was
underlined by Mr. Berle when he commented
that his first show over NBC-TV in that year
cost $12,000 for time and talent, while this year
each program cost an estimated $182,000. He
declined to give the cost of each program in
the upcoming cycle.
Three More

Tv Outlets

Affiliate With ABC-TV
AFFILIATION of KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla.,
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa. and WHTN (TV)
Huntington, W. Va., with ABC-TV was announced last week by Alfred R. Beckman, director of station relations for the network.
WHUM-TV will replace WEEU-TV (story page
62) as the network's Reading affiliate and
WHTN will succeed WSAZ-TV as ABC-TV's
Huntington outlet.
KSWO-TV is owned and operated by Oklahoma Quality Broadcasting Co. Its affiliation
was effective June 1. General manager of the
ch. 7 station is Ross B. Baker. WHUM-TV, on
ch. 61, is owned and operated by Eastern Radio
Corp. It became an ABC-TV affiliate July I.
Humboldt Greig is president and general manager. WHTN will join the network effective
Sept. 27. The ch. 13 station is owned and operated by Greater Huntington Radio Corp.
President and general manager is Fred Weber.
Religious Series Test
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To Be Carried on CBS-TV
EXPERIMENTAL series of religious broadcasts will be carried through July and August
on CBS-TV, it was announced last week by
the network and the National Council of
Churches of Christ in the U.S.A. The series will
be presented as part of a regularly scheduled
show, Look Up and Live, Sundays, 10:30-11
a.m.
Announcement of the workshop sessions
came jointly from the Rev. S. Franklin Mack,
director of the council's Broadcasting & Film
Commission, and George Crothers, CBS associate director of public affairs for television.
Mr. Crothers said they will vary in content and
form as "widely as is consistent with the basic
religious truths and the limitations of television
techniques."
Among the programs planned are: a variety
show with such musicians as Bobby Hackett
and Eddie Sauter of the Sauter-Finegan Band;
an on-the-spot broadcast from New York's East
Harlem Protestants Parish; a sermon on "The
Theology of Jazz," delivered by the Rev. A. L.

'Misplaced7 Pearson
DURING last week's telecast of Ozark
Jubilee on ABC-TV the camera swung
across the audience to pick up a number of young men bearded in honor of
the 100th anniversary of Marshfield.
Miss. Only one man seated in this group
was beardless. Red Foley, m.c. of the
show, introduced him as "the misplaced
hillbilly now living in New York, John
E. Pearson," who's head of the station
representative organization of the same
name.
Kershaw of Oxford, Ohio; dramatic readings,
and panel interviews.
Mr. Mack said he regarded the series as an
"effort to discover how best to use television —
which is essentially an entertainment medium —
for the communication of the ideas and ideals
of religion."

Plan'
osn. '24ABC rs Radi
Units
5-Mi
Offe
ABC RADIO'S "24-Plan" now has been revised, offering 28 different five-minute periods
in its weeknight broadcast schedule and permitting purchases in units of five, starting with
10 per week. The new schedule is a revision
17]. ABC Radio's nighttime saturation plan
of
made public about six months ago [B*T, Jan.
Each period is five minutes and carries 1.25
commercial minutes. The total price is based
on each unit's cost with no additional frequency or volume discounts and with no limit
to the length of order.
According to ABC Radio's statistics, the new
saturation plan offers 15 broadcasts a week for
$42,000 a month as compared to a cost of its
former plan of $45,000 a month for 12 broadcasts per week. Other revisions: Five nights a
week offered to a sponsor instead of four;
instead of a choice of three time periods, the
advertiser can select six. According to ABC,
the price for (time and talent) 10 broadcasts
is $7,500; 15 broadcasts, $10,500; 20 broadcasts, $14,000, and 25 broadcasts, $17,500.
The saturation plan. ABC said, can deliver
the advertiser's message over the full network
of 352 stations on various time periods distributed Monday through Friday (between 7:55
and 10:25 p.m. EDT).
Basis of the programming is news and music.
As in the "24-Plan," ABC Radio also points
up what it calls "plusses" with its saturation
plan. These include program ownership; singleorder speed; varied audience; scheduled broadcasts; "attentive" audience and "frequency."
THE SMART

BUY IN MILWAUKEE

RATES
860 KC
Adam J. Young Jr., Inc., Natl Raps.
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MANUFACTURING
Irish Grid Network Reports
70 Stations Signed for Fall
ABOUT 70 stations have signed to participate
in the Irish Football Network coverage of Notre
Dame U. games this fall, it was revealed last
week by WSBT South Bend, Ind.
Plans for 1955 coverage of Irish home and
away contests were reported by Joe Boland,
manager of the Irish Football Network and
sports director of WSBT, which owns and operates the hookup. Mr. Boland who will handle
play-by-play, said 70 is the largest number ever
signed at a comparable date in any of the network's seven years of operation.
Network will have access to all games under
an agreement with the university limiting all
other national networks to broadcast of one
game each played by Notre Dame at South
Bend. Last year the IFN served 125 stations.
Welsh Named by CBS Radio
HARRY WELSH was named last week as
director of network copy in CBS Radio's Sales
Promotion & Advertising Dept. succeeding
William Jayme, who has joined McCann-Erickson as a copywriter. Mr. Welsh was a copywriter with CBS Radio for the past four years.
At the same time, Arnold Benson, a copywriter in CBS Radio Spot Sales Promotion &
Advertising Dept., was appointed to a newly
created position of director of stations promotion service in CBS Radio Spot Sales. Before
joining CBS Radio, Mr. Benson was with
Esquire as a promotion writer and before that
served in the WRCA-AM-TV New York promotion dept. He also had been at J. Walter
Thompson and Grey Adv. Agency.
Frank Joins NBC-TV
NORMAN FRANK, program supervisor of
CBS Radio, resigned from his post last week,
effective the end of July, to become producerdirector of the new Arlene Francis show,
People at Home, which will be launched on
NBC-TV in mid-August (Mon.-Fri., 10:45-11
a.m. EDT). His successor at CBS Radio has
not been selected. Mr. Frank has been with
CBS Radio since March 1952.
NETWORK

PEOPLE

Winstead S. (Doodles) Weaver, comedian, NBCTV Swift Show Wagon with Horace Heidt,
and brother of Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr.,
NBC president, assumes assistant producer duties with Heidt show.
Buddy Bregman, musical director, former NBCTV Colgate Comedy Hour, assigned to NBCTV Allen in Movieland program in similar
capacity.
Wyllis Cooper, 56, veteran radio-tv and motion
picture writer, and former producer-director,
NBC-TV Stage 13, died June 22 after long illness.
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FTC

SETS

RULES

FOR

MANUFACTURERS
senting the effectiveness of antennas and their
Federal Trade Commission isability to "bring in" distant transmissions. Spesues set of rules banning miscifical y itis unfair to state that built-in or indoor antennas will perform as well as outdoor
representation for the manuantennas when, this is not the case.
facture, sale or distribution of
Restrictions also are placed on the general
sets, parts and accessories.
performance claims of radio or tv sets and
SET of rules for the radio-tv manufacturing
accessories. This involves such things as recepindustry that bans misrepresentation in the
tion of foreign broadcasts and distant stations;
interference, noise, and static, and quality of
manufacture, sale or distribution of radio-tv
sets or parts and accessories was issued by the
signal.
Federal Trade Commission last week [B»T, June
Other rules in the new code take up deceptive
27]. Action follows a series of conferences with
pricing
practices and the allocation of advertisindustry associations dating back to 1950.
ing and promotion allowances on a proportionObjectives of the new rules are to maintain
ally equal basis.
free and fair competition in the industry and
The rule dealing with the size of the tv picthe harpooning of anv unfair practice or trade
ture becomes effective in six months. Most of
abuse. It succeeds the code of 1939 for the the other rules will go into operation in 30 days.
radio receiving set manufacturing industry.
One of the rules brands as deceptive any
statement that may mislead a tv set purchaser
Graybar to Distribute
on the actual size of the picture to be received
Ampli-Vision
Products
or the size of the tube. If a screen has a rectaneular shape, the size indicated should be the AN AGREEMENT was reached last week
horizontal distance between the sides. In the under which the Graybar Electric Co. will
serve as national distributor of manufactured
case of a circular screen area, the size should
products
ofternational
Ampli-Vision,
be measured in terms of the screen's diameter.
Telemeter Corp. a division of InThe convertibility of a tv set either for color,
Announcement was made jointly by Louis
uhf or other services also comes under scrutiny
A. Novins, vice president of Telemeter and
of the new FTC code. Any statement made
that a set can be readily adjusted, without added
assistant to the president of Paramount Picparts, to receive color signals or uhf v/hen such
tures, which owns more than 80% of Telemeter, and George Ira Jones, manager of
is not the case is considered a deceptive act.
electronic sales for Graybar.
In similar fashion the rules defy misrepreAmpli-Vision manufactures electronic components for use in community television sysStromberg-Carlson Becomes
General Dynamics Division
STOCKHOLDERS of Stromberg-Carlson Co.
and General Dynamics Corp. approved at separate meetings last week the merger of the two
firms whereby Stromberg-Carlson becomes a
General Dynamics division.
Stromberg-Carlson will retain its individual
identity and organizational structure, with
Robert C. Tait, former S-C president, continuing to head the Rochester, N. Y., firm as a
senior vice president of General Dynamics.
Involved in the transaction is a wholly-owned
subsidiary, which operates WHAM-WHFM
4
(FM) and WHAM-TV Rochester. William Fay,
former vice president in charge of Strombergnow has
Carlson's broadcasting division, has been elected
president of the newly-created Stromberg-Carlson Broadcasting Corp. [B«T, June 20]. Mr.
Tait becomes chairman of the board of the
radio-tv subsidiary.
Announcement of the merger was made by
TV SITS tttafC*. }«WiW »3f3»B«)
John Jay Hopkins, chairman of the board and
Mor* Sets than
JACKSON Vt US, ft or !<*«
president of General Dynamics, following a
meeting of shareholders in Dover, Del. Under
terms of the agreement, holders of StrombergCarlson common stock will receive one share
of General Dynamics common for each share
they now hold. S-C outstanding preferred stock
or
was redeemed May 27. Directors of the two
companies had approved the merger proposal
April 25 [B«T, May 2].
In Rochester, Mr. Tait said the merger will
give Stromberg-Carlson a stronger base on
which to expand its communications and electronics operations.
General Dynamics is a leading producer of
military and commercial aircraft, atomic and
conventional submarines and guided missiles.
Among Stromberg-Carlson products are tv
and radio receivers, hi-fi phonographs, sound
equipment and electronic and communications
products for the Armed Forces.
July 4, 1955
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3)
terns, closed-circuit television systems and master antenna systems. A spokesman said the
Ampli-Vision equipment is "capable of immediate adaptation to closed circuit (both blackand-white and color tv) installations of Telemeter pay-as-you-see coin boxes, and Telemeter plans to install pay-as-you-see in certain
closed circuit situations."
SET

PRODUCTION

GAINS

OVER

1954

RADIO and tv set production are running far
ahead of last year.
Through May, radio set output for 1955 ran
44% above 1954 — 5,853,954 sets compared to
4,048,904 a year ago, according to Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn.
The usual seasonal dip that normally marks
set production in May was felt in tv but radio
showed surprising strength by defying the trend.
Total radio output was 1,114,035 sets in May
compared to 1.099.775 in April and 722,104 in
May 1954.
Tv set output totaled 3,238,820 for the first
five months of 1955 compared to 2,301,055 a
year ago — an increase of 41%. In May the tv
production totaled 467,394 sets, falling from
April's 583,174, but well above the 396.287 receivers made in May 1954.
Of May's radios, 8.726 had fm facilities plus
another 1,782 tv sets that had fm tuners. Of the
tv sets, 61,784 were equipped with uhf tuners.
Heaviest increase in radio set output, by
model, occurred in clock radios, which rose
from 72,602 in April to 130,608 in May.
Following are radio and television set production totals during the first five months of 1955:
Portables
Television
Home Sets
Jon.
280,121
654,582
47,303
Feb.
702,514
109,120
232,831
'March
233,465
831,156
300,840
265,866
583,174
193,431
April
May
258,701
467,394
161,357
TOTAL
914,455
3,238,820
1,168,580
Auto
Clock
Total Radio
Jan.
573,837
166,885
1,068,146
Feb.ar
150,031
597,742
1 ,089,724
'M
ch
774,025
1,482,274
173,944
567,876
April
1,099,775
72,602
May
130,608
563,369
1,114,035
TOTAL
694,070
3,076,849
5,853,954
* Five Weeks
What You Don't Know
About Television
CAN Hurt You.

See Pages 44 & 45
Page 78
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Transmitting

Equipment

TRANSMITTER SHIPMENTS
Band 7) Use
Allen B.Station
DuMont Labs Power
KTBS-TV
new station
Shreveport, La.
tv (ch.
25 kw
12) new station
WDBJ-TV
5 kw (driver) tv (eh. II)
Roanoke,
Va.
General Electric Co.
tv (ch. II) new station
KFJZ-TV Ft. Worth 5 kw
tv (ch. 6)4)
KVOSTV
ham. WashBelling- 5 kw
WTTW cago,
(TV)
Chitv
(ch. 20) new station
educational
KRMA-TV
new station
educational Denver. 55 kwkw
tv (ch.
WPAG-TV
Ann
tv (ch.
Arbor, Mich.
1 kwORDER
GE
KRLD-TV Dallas 35 kw
tv (ch.
OTHER
also and
has areported
shipment
monochromeEQUIPMENT:
multiscanner DuMont
equipment
color slide
scannerof
toTV CBS
New
York
and
a
monochrome
multi-scanner
to
KHQAMo. (ch.
GE reported
film Hannibal.
chain to WSEE
(TV)7).Erie.
Pa. (eh. it35).shipped a vidicon
DuMont

Creates

New

Division,

Appoints Christaldi as Head
FORMATION of a new technical products division at Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc. was announced last week by William H. Kelley, vice
president and general manager. The division
will be headed by
Dr. P. S. Christaldi.
who has been with
the DuMont organization since 1938,
most recently as
manager of
strument the
division. inMr. Kelley said
the new division resulted from the increased emphasis on
industrial and communications electronics, instrumenMR. CHRISTALDI
tation and tv equipment for broadcasting and industry. The technical products division, under Dr. Christaldi.
will manufacture and sell the products formerly sion
handled
by the company's
instrument
and communication
products
division.diviDual Reader Announced
THE CAMERA MART Inc.. New York has
announced the Dual Reader, the firm's newest
addition to the field of 16mm film editing equipment. The device consists of an optical sound
reproduction unit, combination speaker-amplifier and a base plate to which "any 16mm motion picture viewer can be used in conjunction
with the sound." The design permits the sound
head to be positioned for single or double system tracks and for editing from either right to
left or left to right viewers and provides for an
adjustment so that the "picture and sound are
separated by exactly 26 frames for synchronization," according to Camera Mart. The equipment operates on 110-120 volts, 60 cycles AC
and is priced at $195.00 Further information
and literature can be obtained from the company at 1845 Broadway. New York 23.

NEWEST 16mm film editing equipment of
Camera Mart Inc. is this device called the
Dual Reader.

Emerson

Revises Price Policy;

New Line Shown in New York
BENJAMIN ABRAMS, president of Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Corp., last week announced establishment of uniform retail
prices throughout the country for Emerson
products. He said the uniform prices will be
possible by pre-payment of freight charges by
the company. Mr. Abrams also said the company is discontinuing the practice of ending
retail prices just under the rounded dollar figure
claiming that "consumers are not fooled by
price
round endings."
numbers. Prices hereafter will be in
Price announcement was made during Emerson's annual distributors convention in New
York last Monday through Thursday. Mr.
Abrams also addressed the gathering on the
dangers that could arise from pay-see tv (story,
A new
page
64). line of Emerson radio, tv and phonograph sets was introduced at the convention,
which marked the company's 40th anniversary.
Included was the first 21-inch color receiver
manufactured by Emerson, with a list price of
$894.
Admiral Automation Line
Sent to RCA Under License
ADMIRAL Corp. announced Tuesday it has
shipped part of a tv receiver "automation" line
to an RCA plant in Indianapolis under a license agreement negotiated last January.
The electronically-controlled automatic equipment is similar to that utilized by Admiral for
the production of its own tv receivers the past
year, according to John B. Huarisa. executive
vice president of the Chicago manufacturer.
RCA was licensed under patents involving
radio, television and automation, it was explained. MANUFACTURING

PEOPLE

Richard Hodgson, trend planning director, Fairchild Camera strument
& Corp.,
inSyosset. L. L, N. Y.,
elected vice president
and promoted to
reconnaissance sysmanager.tems div. general
E. W. WindabI, Duluth, Minn., branch
manager, Graybar
Electric Co., N. Y.,
olis branch Indianapmanager;
appointed
MR. HODGSON
D. A. Silger, inside
and outside lighting sales manager, succeeds
Mr. Windahl.
George Deters appointed equipment picture tube
sales manager. Raytheon Mfg. Co.. Chicago.
W. Walter Jablon, formerly sales manager,
Radio City Products
Co., Easton. Pa., appointed general sales
and advertising manager, Presto Recording Corp. (sound
recording equipment), Pa r a m u s ,
N. J., succeeding
Thomas B. Aldrich,
resigned.
J. J. Lieske Jr.,
Washington representative,
Electric Co.,
N. Grayb-ar
Y.,
\R. JABLON
to Chicago office as district sales manager.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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PROFESSIONAL

Franco Appoints

SERVICES

INTERNATIONAL

—

Hubbell

Vice President-Gen. Mgr.
APPOINTMENT of Richard W. Hubbell as
vice president and general manager of Carlos
Franco Assoc., New York, newly established
advertising, research and marketing consultant
firm, was announced
last week by Carlos
Franco, president.
Mr. Hubbell, author
of "4,000 Years of
Television" and
"Television Programming and Production," has been
active in the tv consulting field since
1944.
Since he entered
the field, he has been
associated in execuMR. HUBBELL
tive capacities with
DuMont Television Network, CBS-TV, Crosley
Broadcasting Co. and Easton Publishing Co.
(WEEX-AM-FM and WGLV (TV) Easton,
Pa.). He also has served in the productiondirection departments of WQXR and WOR,
both New York, and with "The March of
Time."
In 1951, he joined the U. S. Department
of State as head of tv. During 1952-53, he set
up the tv service for Voice of America.
Hoffman Joins Law Firm
MALCOLM A. HOFFMAN, who has headed
the trial staff in the government's pending
monopoly suit against RCA, resigned Friday
as Special Assistant U. S. Attorney in the Dept.
of lustice Anti-Trust Division (New York office), to join the New York law firm of Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin & Kaye, counsel to CBS.
In resigning, Mr. Hoffman, who also has been in
charge of a suit brought against General Electric Co. (Carboloy Case), said he was leaving
with knowledge that current prosecutions, including the one against RCA. would be brought
"to successful conclusions."
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE SHORTS
KLAC Hollywood has named Robert C. Lewin
and Leonard B. Kaufman (publicity), Hollywood.
Optical Products Corp., N. Y., has retained
Bosh Stock Assoc., same city, for public relations and promotion campaign for new eyeglass frame, "Solitaire." Radio-tv will be
used. Jack P. Felton Adv., N. Y.. continues as
Optical Products agency.
Radio's Reliable Resources (brokerage, financing, management). Phila., has moved to new
and enlarged quarters at 1237 Vine St.; telephone: LO 4-4429.
Harshe-Rotman Inc. (public relations), Chicago, has opened Detroit office, 621 Free Press
Bldg., with Dick Frederick, Detroit newspaperman and publicist, representing firm there.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PEOPLE
Richard Godon appointed vice president, Telerad Inc. (radio-tv management). Pueblo, Colo.
Audrey Kreitman promoted to editor, St. Louis
edition, Tv Guide; Bob Sander appointed production manager, Kansas City edition.
Edwin Green, L. A. office manager, Walker &
Crenshaw (publicists), to Robert S. Taplinger
& Assoc. (public relations), Beverly Hills, Calif.,
as publicist.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

CBC

GRANTS

TWO

MORE

New outlets, expected on the
air by yearend or early 1956,
will be located at Timmins and
North Bay.
FIRST tv stations for northern Ontario are expected to be on the air by yearend or early in
1956 following recommendations made by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. board of governors for stations at Timmins and North Bay.
Applications for five new tv stations were heard
at the CBC board meeting at Ottawa on June 24.
Application by CKRD Red Deer, Alta.,
for a tv station was turned down, while the
application for a low-power station at Schefferville in the new iron ore mining area of northern Quebec was deferred pending investigation.
Successful applicants were J. Conrad Lavigne,
owner of CFCL Timmins, who asked for a license for a station on ch. 6, with 18.5 kw video
and 9.25 kw audio power, and G. A. Alger and
associates who applied for a station on ch. 10
with 28.5 kw video and 14.25 kw audio for
North Bay. Approval of this application is the
first time a group not in any way affiliated with
a radio station has been successful. Latter applicant stated he will spend $294,000 on the station and would start construction immediately.
A second application for North Bay by J. F.
Grainger, publisher of the North Bay Nuggett,
and Keith Packer, manager of CFCH North
Bay, was turned down.
Power Increases Authorized
CKCO-TV Kitchener was recommended for
a power increase from 16 kw video to 29.4 kw
video, from 8.45 kw audio to 14.6 kw audio,
with antenna height raised from 501 feet to 928
feet above average terrain. CHCH-TV Hamilton, ch. 11, was recommended for power increase from 16.9 kw video to 100 kw video and
from 10.05 kw audio to 60 kw audio, with antenna increased from 622 feet to 641 feet above
average terrain.
Applications for new broadcast stations were
deferred or turned down. Two applicants for a
station at Swift Current, Sask., 250 watts on
1400 kc, were deferred and an application of
F. Vincent Regan for 5 kw on 1290 kc at London, Ont., was also left over for further study.
Applications for stations at Corner Brook,
Nfld., and Weyburn, Sask., were turned down.
CKCH Hull, Que., was recommended for a
standby transmitter license, and CJVI Victoria,
B. C, for a broadcast pickup license.
Application for the low-power tv station at
the iron ore mine in the Quebec-Labrador area
at Schefferville was deferred for further study,
as applicant A. K. Hansen, communications director of the North Shore-Labrador Railway,
had asked for 20 hours of CBC kinescope programming. He pointed out that the station, for
World

Tv Survey

TOTAL number of television stations in
operation throughout the world is 570,
according to a report issued last week
by the United Nations Educational, Scientific & Cultural Organization, New
York. The figure is based on a UNESCO
world survey made in 1953 and brought
up to date as of February 1955. The
study sets the world total of tv receivers
at 42 million in 1955 compared with
24,700,000 in 1953 and reveals that 20
more countries on every continent are
planning to introduce television.

TVS

FOR

ONTARIO

the families of the 1,200 workers at this isolated mine, would only be able to supply one
hour of programming a day without help from
CBC
kinescope
material.
Chairman
A. D. Dunton
pointed
out thatCBC's
this would
place
the financial responsibility on CBC.
CBC board also decided on a new regulation
regarding simulated sport broadcasts after hearings from various stations, sporting associations
and the Canadian Assn. of Radio & Television
Broadcasters. The new regulation, in brief, requires written assurances of approval of the
simulated or reconstructed broadcasts by the
sporting group putting on the game, assurances
that the broadcast is not developed from other
broadcasts and that no reconstructed broadcast
may be made at the same time that an actuality
broadcast of the event is on the air in the area.
Radio Free Europe Marks
Fifth Anniversary Today
FIFTH anniversary of the start of Radio Free
Europe will be marked today (Monday) with a
salute to people behind the Iron Curtain for
their resistance to Communism and their determination toregain freedom. When the Radio
Free Europe operation began in 1950, only
one mobile shortwave transmitter, located in
West Germany was used, broadcasting a total
of 10 hours a week to Czechoslovakia, Poland,
Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria.
As the operation enters its sixth year, more
than 29 shortwave and medium wave transmitters and relay stations located at three West
German sites and in Portugal are on the air

JOSEPH MASSAGLIA, JR., President
Hotel MIRAMAR and bungalows
SANTA, MONICA, Calif.
California's World-famous Resort— 250 rooms
WILLIAM W. DONNELLY, Manager
Hotel SENATOR
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The CHARLES
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Hotel—
400 rooms
W. COLE,
Manager
Hotel EL RANCHO t Bungalows
GALLUP. New Mexico
World's
Largestt. Ranch
200 rooms
MARTIN
HANKS,House—
Manager
Hotel PARK LANE
DENVER, COLORADO
Magnificent
Rocky W.COLE,
Mountain View—
400 rooms
CHARLES
Manager
Hotel RALEIGH
WASHINGTON, D. C.
OnJOHN
FamousF. SCHLOTTERBECK,
Pennsylvania Ave. — Manager
500 rooms
Hotel BOND
HARTFORD, Conn.
Hartford's Finest— 400 rooms
GRIFFITH R. DAVIES, Manager
Hotel SINTON
CINCINNATI, Ohio
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at its Best—Manager
700 rooms
JOHN SCHEIBLY,
Hotel SHERWYN
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Cenfer of Everything
MURREL F. VAUGHN, Manager
r

Teletype service— Family Plan I
World-famed hotels— ■
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INTERNATIONAL
3,000 hours a week to the same five countries.
Five transmitters have individual signal
strengths of 100,000 watts or more.
Regarding the activities of Radio Free
Europe, William J. C. Egan, the organization's
director said, "We start our sixth year of
broadcasting with unwavering determination
to help the captive peoples in their struggle to
rejoin the world community of free nations.
Radio Free Europe helps its listeners help
themselves by giving them the facts about their
own countries, the Soviet Union and the free
world . . ."
Tv Station Starts in Bangkok
As First on Asiatic Mainland
START of operation of the first tv station on
the Asiatic mainland, located in Bangkok, Thailand, was announced last week by Meade Brunet, vice president of RCA and managing director of RCA International Div. The station has
two studios and incorporates the latest techniques in video and acoustics, according to Mr.
Brunet, who returned recently from Thailand.
Licensee of the outlet is the Thai Television
Co., a government-sponsored agency. Plans
call for the use of tv as a mass-scale education
medium. "The same television standards that
are presently in use in the Western Hemisphere,
Japan and the Philippine Islands are bringing
to Thailand the finest quality images," Mr.
Brunet reported.
Apparatus includes an RCA 11 -kw transmitter, complete studio equipment and an RCA
mobile tv unit for remote telecasts.
CHNS# Redmond Elected
GERRY REDMOND, manager of CHNS Halifax, N. S., was elected president of the Atlantic
Assn. of Broadcasters at the annual meeting at
St. Andrews-by-the-Sea, N. B., on June 21. He
succeeds Fred A. Lynds, CKCW-AM-TV Moncton, N. B. lohn Hirtle, manager of CKBW
Bridgewater, N. S., was elected vice-president;
Art Manning, manager of CKCL Truro, N. S.,
as
secretary, and asGeoff
Stiring, CION St. John's,
Newfoundland,
treasurer.
INTERNATIONAL SHORTS
German radio-tv set dealers report 16% increase in grosses in first 1954 quarter over same
period last year with grosses up 3 1 % by March.
Record number of 24,500 tv sets shipped in
March.
Vienna, Austria, is first city in country with tv
with start of test operations of 100 w tv transmitter on air two hours per day.
James Lovick & Co. (adv.), Vancouver, B. C,
has moved to new quarters at 1178 West Pender
St.
CKCY Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., and CKVR-TV
Barrie, Ont., have joined Canadian Assn. of
Radio & Television Broadcasters.
$53,752,000 IS A LOT OF
HAMMERING!
THE MARKET
Pennsylvania Anthracite Region
Retail Sales— $885,484,000
Building Supplies— $53,752,009
THE BUILDERS—
WHWL
and WISL
Complete Coverage of 9 Counties
Cost — 60 Cents per 1000 Families
NAIL DOWN THIS RICH
MARKET!
1954 Consumer Markets — SRDS
See f ORJOf & CO.
WISL
WHWL
-Nanticoke, Pa.
1 KW — Shamokin, Pa.
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EDUCATION
N.

Y.

Funds

Controller
for Educ.

Asks
Tv

SUGGESTION that funds be appropriated to
study the problem of an educational tv system
in New York State was made last Tuesday by
State Controller Arthur Levitt when he addressed an all-day regional meeting of the
New York State Committee for the White
House Conference on Education.
Board of regents' recommendation for a
state-wide educational television network was
rejected by a committee set up by former Gov.
Thomas E. Dewey at the conclusion of its
study a few years ago.
Mr. Levitt said the matter of educational
television was far from dead, and that the time
had come to revive the program. "Educational
television could be used to spread the best
available teaching talents in the public schools
to a wider audience of students," Mr. Levitt
said, adding that "such an application of television would be particularly useful." He
stressed that in after-school hours educational
television would "supplement and complement
the school curriculum."
Mr. Levitt also told his audience that "in
the field of adult education, the potentialities of
educational television are unlimited."
12,000 Students Reported
Taking Credit Courses by Tv
SURVEY by the committee on television of
the American Council on Education discloses
that approximately 12,000 students have taken
credit courses by tv from a list of 170 regular
academic courses offered by 44 different institutions.
The U. of Houston (Tex.) has had credit
enrollments for a single course running as high
as 700, according to the survey. Examination
results at the U. of Houston, as well as other
schools, indicate that tv students do as well as
those taking regular classroom instruction.
At the U. of Southern California, Los Angeles, 213 students took examinations for college
credit the first time Dr. Frank Baxter gave
his Shakespeare on Tv course.
Non-credit enrollment (where syllabi or special materials are purchased to follow the
course) in at least two cases has exceeded 1,000,
the survey claims: a course on the religions
of man offered by Washington U., St. Louis, and
carried by educational KETC (TV) there has
1,067 such viewers, and last year the U. of
California sold 1,072 syllabi for its credit course
on art appreciation.
A new book, "Credit Courses by Tv," published afortnight ago by the American Council
on Education, presents an analysis of problems
and procedures involved in college-level tv instruction and a summary of a conference on
credit courses by tv held this spring at the Kellogg Center, East Lansing, Mich.

cilities. The current week's course will be directed by J. Frank Beatty, B«T senior editor.
The project was arranged to help improve international relations by giving these foreign
leaders a better understanding of the American
system and to aid them in properly interpreting
and evaluting exchange programs. The lecture
series will last a month, to be followed by internships. Incharge of the project is Dean Earl
English, of the journalism school. Elizabeth
Nixon, member of the Westminster College faculty, is project coordinator. Mahlon Aldridge,
KFRU general manager, is directing laboratory
work with Dr. Edward Lambert, professor of
journalismcational tand
directordirecting
of the university's
v program,
the tv phaseedu-of
the project.
Quigley Believes Educators
Know Too Little About Tv
IN AN article in the luly Harper's magazine,
Martin Quigley, former manager of educational
KETC (TV) St. Louis, says that when educaget into a mass
"they do either
not show
much tors evidence
that medium
they understand
the
mass or the medium." He also maintains educators who are trying to persuade people to
finance educational tv promise too much and
consider the problem too slight.
Mr. Quigley writes that one of the problems
is learning about the potentialities of in-school
tv but that there is little discussion between
educators on how best to utilize it.
Walker

Asks Educ, Tv Support

LIP SERVICE is "just what educational television in Washington (D. C.) needs at the
present time" to carry the word to every group
in the community, Paul A. Walker, former
chairman of the FCC, said in an address last
Wednesday before the Greater Washington
Educational Tv Assn. He said that in his
opinion "no other educational movement in
American history has had greater potentialities
for public benefit than the movement in which
you
now engaged."
Mr. Walker television
added, "Weto
must aresomehow
bring educational
Washington." EDUCATION PEOPLE
Richard Clendenen, co-director, National Consultants of Youth Welfare; Jane Hood, assistant to superintendent, California State Board
of Education; Doris Nettleton, educator; Mrs.
Thomas Nicholson, tv-radio chairman, L. A.
Archdiocesan Council of Catholic Women, and
Dr. Logan Wilson, president, U. of Texas,
elected to board of directors for three years,
National Assn. for Better Radio & Tv, L. A.
Eddie Cantor, Jack Webb, Bob Crosby and
Dick Powell, radio-tv entertainers, appointed
to scholarship committee, National Audience
Board.

Foreign Radio-Tv Specialists
To Attend Missouri U. Course
PROGRAM designed to show American broadcasting methods and policies to 18 foreign
radio-tv specialists has been started by the
Missouri U. School of lournalism, Columbia,
Mo. The project was arranged by the U. S.
State Dept. and governments of foreign nations.
Eighteen broadcast leaders, 14 from Central
or South America, are on the university campus
to hear a series of lectures to be coordinated
with internships in American radio and tv stations. They will be in the United States six
months. KOMU-TV, university station, and
KFRU Columbia are providing laboratory fa-
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PROGRAMS
DAY AT THE RACES
A DAY at the races was staged last Wednesday
for staff members and performers of WRCAAM-TV New York as hosts to grocery manufacturers' representatives of New York. About
400 persons attended the all-day outing. The
party traveled by boat from Manhattan island
to the New Jersey shore where it embarked by
bus to Monmouth Park Track. For those whose
broadcasting schedules didn't permit the trip via
boat, travel to Monmouth was by helicopter.
LIVESTOCK QUOTATIONS
LIVESTOCK QUOTATIONS direct from the
Oklahoma City Livestock Exchange are being
broadcast on WKY Oklahoma City by Bill
Hare, secretary to the exchange, as a new service to the state's farmers and ranchers. The
program is aired daily at 12:50 p.m. Mr. Hare
is also vice president of the Oklahoma Agriculture Advisory Council and chairman of the
market promotion and public relations committee of the National Livestock Exchange. According to WKY, Oklahoma City is the nation's
eighth largest cattle market.
WFBR LUNCHES ADMEN IN N. Y.
A SERIES of luncheons to acquaint agency and
advertiser people with the sales story of WFBR
Baltimore was held at the Stork Club in New
York a fortnight ago. A combination slide and
easel presentation, based on a Pulse survey of 22
counties where one or more Baltimore stations
can be heard, was employed to claim that in
terms of ratings, WFBR ranked either first or
second in all of the rated time periods. The
study, presented by WFBR Vice President and
General Manager Robert B. Jones Jr., also compared WFBR ratings with those of other stations and included sketches of the station's
music, news, sports, audience participation and
women's programs.
BIRDS AND ELEPHANTS
EIGHT PARAKEETS have been delivered to
local agencies by WLOW Norfolk, Va., with
the attached message, "Any advertising campaign that does not include WLOW in Norfolk
is strictly for the birds." Similar promotions
are planned throughout the summer, according
to Robert Wasdon, vice president, who is considering as one possibility a "radio spectacular,"
an elephant for agencies with the note, "WLOW,
the biggest radio buy in town."
Don't forget to reserve your
space in the TELECASTING YEARBOOK & MARKETB00K today.

Proof deadline: July 15.
Final deadline: July 25.
Publication date: Mid-August
15, 000 run.
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AND

PROMOTION

2,000 BALLOONS
TO PUBLICIZE the coming of CBS-TV's new
program, The $64,000 Question, WSTV-TV
Steubenville, Ohio, dropped 2,000 balloons
from an airplane over five cities in the Wheeling, W. Va.-East Liverpool, Ohio, area. Printed
on the balloons were the program's name and
time and the station's call and channel. Separate flights were made to each of the cities.
The biggest problem, WSTV-TV reports, was
blowing the balloons up. It took Bill McClinton, public relations director, and a helper
eight hours and a tank of compressed nitrogen.
STICKER CAMPAIGN
PLYMOUTH and its more than 6,000 dealers
will use a sticker campaign to promote Plymouth News Caravan on NBC-TV in all its
correspondence sent to customers and prospects.
The stickers, one and a half inches by one and
five eighths, with a photo of John Cameron
Swayze, will also be used by the dealers in areas
receiving the tv show. Plymouth, through N.
W. Ayer & Son, New York, sponsors the show
on NBC-TV Monday and Wednesday except
every fourth Monday.
BISHOPVILLE

TO ATLANTIC

CITY

TO MARK its first anniversary, WAGS Bishopville, S. C, held a celebration featured by a
beauty contest to select Miss WAGS. The winner was Martha Dean Chestnut, beating out 61
other contestants. She was chosen by the city
to represent Bishopville in the Miss South Carolina pageant where she again was adjudged
winner. She will compete in the Miss America
contest at Atlantic City Sept. 5.

tribute to a better understanding of the Indian,
showing preservations of the Indian civilization,
culture, economy and art. Stations interested
in programming the film without charge in late
July or early August prior to the ceremonial
may write to Duke Kerstein Adv. Agency, 500
2d St., N. W., Albuquerque, or Ceremonial
Assn., Box 1029, Gallup.
IKE VISITS NEW ENGLAND
EXTENSIVE COVERAGE to President Eisenhower's New England visit was provided by the
North Country group of stations, WIKE Newport, WTWN St. Johnsbury and WNIX Springfield, all Vt. During four days, North Country
special events crews covered the Vermont State
Dairy Festival at Rutland where the President
spoke, the President's address to members of
the New Hampshire State Legislature at Concord and a concert by the U. S. Army Field
Band at Franconia Notch which was followed
by a Presidential speech. Interviews, color and
a description of Ike's golf game via a batteryoperated tape recorder were originated from the
Mountain View House Hotel library at Whitefield. Don Thurston of WIKE made a recording of White House press secretary James Haggerty's statement at a special news conference
regarding the Russian MIG attack on an American Navy Patrol plane. The recording was
aired verbatim shortly after the conference
closed while "press men were still banging out
copy and stumbling to phones." On the last day
the station covered the President's arrival and
remarks at Lancaster, N. H. WIKE and WNIX
are named after the President and Vice President, respectively.

'OPERATION TUBERCULOSIS'
RESPONSE of nearly 1,000 cards, letters and
phone calls have been received by KING-TV
Seattle for its special, one-hour, live production,
"Operation Tuberculosis." The program, conducted from a Seattle hospital, included approximately 35 minutes from a surgery room
during an actual operation on a TB patient. The
operation was preceeded by a short description
of tuberculosis in laymen's language. The show,
prepared in cooperation with the King County
(Wash.) Medical Society, the Washington State
and King County depts. of health and the King
County Anti-Tuberculosis League, was over two
years in the making.
BUILDING

AN

One of the largest

AUDIENCE
suppliers porary
of lighting
temfacilities anywhere in the U.S.
and Canada.
Rental equipment
Service includes
nstallation and
removal at one
low cost.

EXTENSIVE year-long promotion campaign to
build listenership is being conducted by WBENTV Buffalo, N. Y. Included is the use of 1 1 by
84-in. bus cards, silk screened in five colors, intended to show riders the lineup of tv entertainment available on WBEN-TV. The cards
change every month. The station also has
bought sign-off time on Buffalo, Niagara Falls
and Lockport, N. Y., stations which leave the
air in late afternoon and early evening hours,
reminding listeners to tune over to WBEN-TV
for the balance of the evening. In addition,
20-in. newspaper ads and 20 outdoor wall signs
are being utilized by WBEN-TV.
FILM ABOUT INDIANS
FIVE-MINUTE black-and-white tv film to
herald the 34th performance of the renowned
Inter-Tribal Indian Ceremonial Aug. 11-14 in
Gallup, N. M., has been prepared by KOB-TV
Albuquerque as a public service. The film has
been scheduled for showing on 15 western and
southwestern tv stations. The film is designed
to acquaint people with the event and to con-
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Catalog of Equipment
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Station

Authorizations,

Applications

(As Compiled by B • T)
June 23 through June 29
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
CP — construction permit. DA — directional an- megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter,
tenna. EBP— effective radiated power. STL —
unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SSA —
studio- transmitter link, synch, amp. — synchronous amplifier, vhf— very high frequency, nhf —
special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — auraL
vis. — visual, lew — kilowatts, w — watts, mc —
FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
As of May 31, AM1955 * FM
TV
522
134
Licensed
2,711
CPs on air(all on air)
15
18
103
CPs not on air
12
t320
Total on air
124
454
540
2,726
552
578
Total authorized
121
2
2,829
Applications in hearing
174
4
16
New station requests
New station bids in hearing 21766
7807
36
Facilities change requests 149
119
Total applications pending 8070
2090
2
Licenses deleted in May
4
0
0
CPs deleted in May

Television Station Grants and Applications
Since April 14, 1952
Grants Since July 7 7, 7952:
vhf
nhf Total
Commercial Educational
28817
322
Noncom.
IS 6101
35
Total Operating Stations in U. S.t
vhf
nhf Total
Commercial on air
313
103 416
Noncom. Educ. on air
10
3
13
Applications Filed Since April 14, 7952:
New Amend, vhf uhf Total
Commercial
950
337
746 540 1,287=
Noncom. Educ.
58
30
28 58s
Total
1,008
337
776 568 1,345*

* Does not include noncommercial educational
fm and tv stations.
t Authorized
to operate
tion may not yet
be on air.commercially, but sta*
* •
Air and Fm Summary Through June 22 ing
In
Appls.
Air
On
Licensed CPs Pending HearAm
2,716
122
2,732
0
527
25 2459
Fm
540
80
ACTIONS
New

OF

Tv Stations

1 144 CPs (30 vhf, 114 uhf) have been deleted.
2 One applicant did not specify channel.
3 Includes 35 already granted.
4 Includes 645 already granted.
Announced June 29.
WSIX-TV
Nashville,
Granted change
studio
location
to sameTenn.—
as transmitter
locationof
and
waiver
of
Sec.
3.613
of
Commission's
rules.
Granted June 22. Announced June 29.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.— WKRG-TV Inc., ch. 5.
WDAM-TV Hattiesburg, Miss. — Lion Television
Co., ch. 9. Changed from WDAM (TV).
KAVE-TV Carlsbad, N. M.— Carlsbad Bcstg.
Corp., ch. 6.
KPIC (TV)Bcstg.
Roseburg,
Television
Corp., Ore.—
ch. 4. South West Oregon
WISN-TV
Milwaukee,
Wis.— The Hearst Corp.,
15.
ch. 12. Changed from WTVW (TV) effective Aug.

FCC

. . .

ACTION BY FCC
Portland, Ore. — Granted new tv station ch. 8
to North Pacific Television Inc. and denied competing applications in final hearing decision (see
Hearing
June 29. Cases). Granted June 23. Announced
Existing Tv Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WWLP
(TV)
Granted
change from ch. 61Springfield,
to ch. 22 andMass.
make— ERP
200
kw visual and 100 kw aural. Granted June 24.
Announced June 29.
WKNY-TV Poughkeepsie, N. Y. — Granted
change from ch. 66 to ch. 21, change station location fromscriKingston
to Poughkeepsie,
change (not
deption of transmitter
and studio location
a move); ERP to 13.8 kw visual and 7.41 kw aural
with directional antenna.
Granted June 24.

ALLEN

APPLICATIONS
• mod. of
WJMR-TV New
Orleans, La.— Seeks
cp on ch. 61 to change ERP from 200 kw visual
and 100 kw aural to 5,000 kw visual and 2,500 kw
aural. Filed June 27.
WWLPto (TV)
change
ch. 22 Springfield,
and change Mass.
ERP —to Requests
206 kw
visual, 103 kw aural as permitted by FCC order
of April 27. Filed June 23.
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio— Seeks mod. of cp

BANDER

cM.ecfotLcdor
FDR

THE
DF

PURCHASE

RADID

AND

AND

SALE

TELEVISION

STATIDNS
1701 K St., N. W.
Lincoln Building
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Washington 6, D. C, NA. 8-3233
New

York 17, N. Y., MU. 7-4242

on
changeERPvisual
kw from
219 ch.
kw 10andto aural
fromERP
123 tokw 218.8
to 124.46
kw.
Filed June 23.
WENSof cp
(TV)to Pittsburgh
— Telecasting
mod.
change frequency
from Inc.
ch. seeks
16 to
ch. 11; tenna
ERPheight316
kw
visual
and
158
kw
aural;
anabove average terrain 856 ft. Filed
June 29.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass.— Dismissed application proposing switch from ch. 55 to ch. 36
with location at Northampton, Mass. Dismissed
June 29.
New

Am

Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC

Houston, Miss. — Robin H. Mathis, Ralph C.
Mathis, Rad W. Mathis & James H. Atkinson
d/b as WCPC Bcstg. Co. granted 1320 kc, 1 kw
daytime. Post office address % Robin H. Mathis,
Houlka, Miss. Estimated construction cost $17,818,
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $36,000.
Principals in equal general partnership include
General Manager Robin H. Mathis, student at tv
school; Ralph C. Mathis, student at tv school;
Rad W. Mathis, diesel technician, and James H.
Atkinson, telephone company owner. Granted
June 23.
Goldsboro, N. C. — Wayne Bcstg. Co. granted
1300 kc, 1 kw daytime. Post office address 116 W.
Mulberry St., Goldsboro. Estimated construction
cost $16,385, first year operating cost $38,000,
revenue $57,500. Principals include Pres. John L.
Henderson (4%), insurance; Vice Pres. LaMont
L. Edgerton
(8%),(52%),
farm program
equipment;
Sec.-Treas.
Lawrence
B. Carr
director
WMPH
Smithfield,
N.
C,
and
Benjamin
F.
Carr
(16%).
Granted June 23.
Rupert, Idaho — Inland Bcstg. Co. (KWEI Weiser,
Idaho) granted 970 kc, 1 kw daytime. Post office
address Box 791, Weiser, Idaho. Estimated construction cost $13,120, first year operation cost
$30,000, revenue $36,000. Principals include Pres.
Mervin V. Ling (71.9%); Vice Pres. Delpbia E.
Ling
and June
Sec.-Treas.
Edwin C. Miller
(23.9%).(4%),
Granted
23.
APPLICATIONS

Montgomery, Ala.— John F. Shea, 1370 kc, 1 kw
daytime. Post office address 1133 Alford Ave.,
Birmingham, Ala. Estimated construction cost
$13,700, first year operating cost $26,000, revenue
$32,000. Mr.mingham.Shea
is chief
21. engineer WSGN BirFiled June
Oceanside, Calif.— San Luis Rey Bcstg. Co.
amends application for 1450 kc, 100 w unlimited
to request 1320 kc, 500 w unlimited, directional
day and night. Post office address 307 North Hill
St., Oceanside. Estimated construction cost
$36,321, first year operating cost $60,000, revenue
$70,000. Principals are Pres. C. W. Shancks
(33.3%),Nathaniel
hardwareP. and
appliance retailer; Vice
Pres.
Maurer
(33.3%), real estate
owner, and Sec.-Treas. Walter M. Johnson
(33.3%),14. real estate and banking interests. Filed
June
Canton, Ga.— L. H. Christian and C. A. McClure
d/b as time.Christian
& McClure, 1290 kc, 1 kw dayPost office address
P. O. Box 1388, Athens,
Ga. Estimated construction cost $14,750,
first year
operating cost $40,000, revenue $50,000
Mr
Christian is pres.-gen. manager-52% stockholder
WRFC Athens, Ga., and 45% owner WGBA Columbus, Ga. Mr. McClure is 36»/4% owner
and 45.7% owner WGBA. Filed June 29 WRFC
Anna,
111.—Co.,
Ralph
d/b as Anna-Jonesboro
Bcstg.
900 L.kc, Hirsch
500 w daytime. Post office
address 1855 Thilenius,
Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
Estimated construction cost $23,530,
first year
operating cost $25,000, revenue $36,000. Mr. Hirsch
is
manager
KFVS
Cape
Girardeau
and
stockholder KSIM Sikeston, Mo. Filed principle
21.
Amite, La. — Louis Alford and AlbertJuneMack
Smith d/b as Amite
Bcstg. Co., 1010 kc 250 w
Post office address P. O. Box 571, Hazledaytime.Miss.
hurst.
Estimated construction cost $10,725,
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue
$30,000.
Messrs. Alford and Smith each own V3 interest
in
WAPF
McComb,
21. WMDC Hazlehurst, both
June and
Miss. Filed
Salisbury, Md.— Elizabeth Evans and W. Courtney Evans,
kc, 1 kw daytime. Post office
address Box 1320
144, Frandford,
Del. Estimated
struction cost $16,000, first year operating concost
$25,000, revenue $50,000. Applicants each hold
50% interest in WSUS Seaford, Del. Filed June 23.
Hyannis, Mass.— Television & Radio Bcstg.
Corp., 730 kc, 250 w daytime. Post
office address
P. O Box 370, Quincy, Mass. Estimated conSEu„Sllon cost $12.565, first year operating cost
?t6£&0?'
revenue
$80,000.
Applicant
licensee
WJDA
Quincy
WESK
Salem,is both
Filed June
20. and
Mass.of
Kalamazoo, Mich.— Joseph F. Butler and Ralph
E. Patterson, 1470 kc, 500 w daytime. Post office
adoress 724 Axtell St.,
Kalamazoo. Estimated
construction cost $27,780, first
operating cost
$32,000, revenue $40,000. Mr.year
(85%) is
office equipment salesman. Mr. Butler
Patterson
is sales engineer Gates Radio Co. Filed June(15%)
29.
St. Peter, Minn.— Gustavus
College,
1310 kc, 1 kw daytime. Post Adolphus
office
address
St.
Peter, Minn. Estimated construction cost $19,705,
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

first year operating cost $23,500, revenue $28,000.
Station isFiled
to beJune
controlled
by the college's 17
trustees.
29.
Grants,
N.
M.—
John
Blake,
kc, 1 kwSquare,
daytime. Post office address 5906 980
Frederick
Dallas, Tex. Estimated construction cost $21,720,
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $30,000.
Mr. Blake holds controlling interest in KNEM
Nevada, Mo. Filed June 23.
Charlottesville, Va. — Lawrence Lee Kennedy
amends application for station on 1400 kc 250 w
unlimited to specify 1010 kc 250 w daytime only.
Filed June 23.
Elkhart, Ind. — Clarence C. Moore amends application for station on 1050 kc 500 w daytime
directional antenna to specify 1270 kc and make
changes
in
directional antenna system. Filed
June 23.
Lewiston, Idaho— Boyde W. Cornelison, Eugene
A. Hamhlin and John H. Matlock d/b as Lewis
Clark tionBcstg.
amends
new staon 550 kcCo.with
500 wapplication
daytime toforspecify
950
kc. Filed June 29.

KBRK Brookings, S. D. — Brookings Bcstg. Co.
seeks mod. cp to specify studio location as 320 4th
St., Brookings, and to operate trans, by remote
control from this point. Filed June 29.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WELL Battle Creek, Mich. — Dismissed at atapplication
change
kc to 550 torney's
kc, request
increase
power tofrom
250 wfrom
to 1 1400
kw
27.
and install directional antenna. Announced June

APPLICATION DISMISSED

Existing Fm Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KQXR
(FM)
Calif.height
— Granted
change of ERP to Bakersfield,
14.5 kw, antenna
to 360
ft.
and
change
antenna
system.
Granted
June 24.
Announced June 29.
WXYZ-FM
Detroit,
Mich. June
— Granted
change of
ERP
to 14 kw.
Granted
21. Announced
June 29.
29.WTRX-FM Bellaire, Ohio — Granted change of
ERP to 9 kw. Granted June 20. Announced June

Reno, Nev. — Nevada Radio-Television Inc. FCC
dismissed application for station on 540 kc, 5 kw
daytime pursuant to sec. 1.364 of rules (multiple
applications). Dismissed June 23.
Existing Am

Stations

. . .

ACTIONS BY FCC
KGLN Glenwood Springs, Colo.— Granted
change from 1340 kc 250 w unlimited to 980 kc
1 kw daytime. Granted June 23.
WTBO Cumberland, Md. — Granted change from
1450 kc 250 w unlimited to 950 kc 500 w night. 1
kw day, with directional antenna day and night.
Granted June 23.
WJBK Detroit, Mich. — Granted mod. of cp to
change power on 1500 kc from 10 kw daytime,
and 5 kw night, to 10 kw day and 1 kw night,
with directional antenna both day and night.
Granted June 23.
WMRP Flint, Mich. — Granted change from 1510
kc 250 w daytime to 1570 kc 500 w daytime.
Granted June 23.
WBKH Hattiesburg, Miss. — Granted increase m
powerGranted
from 1 June
kw daytime
to 5 kw daytime on 950
kc.
23.
WRAD Radford, Va.— Granted change from
1340 kc 250 w unlimited to 1460 kc 5 kw daytime.
Granted June 23.
inWash.—
RULEcreaseEphrata,
from 250 w to
daytime
operatingpower
1 kw,Granted
only on 730 kc. Granted June 23.
WEKZ Monroe, Wis— Granted power increase
from 500 w to 1 kw, operating daytime only on
1260 kc. Granted June 23.

New

Fm

Station . . .

APPLICATION
Winchester, Mass. — Winchester Mass. School
Dept. seeks new noncommercial educational fm
station
on 29.
ch. 220, 91.9 mc, with power of 10 w.
Filed June

STATION DELETED
WJPB (FM) Fairmont, W. Va.— FCC cancelled
cp and dismissed license application for lack of
prosecution. Deleted June 23.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WHFS (FM) South Bend, Ind.— Commercial
Sound WFMB
& Hi-Fidelity,
101.3 mc, 8.6 kw. Changed
from
(FM).
WBAI
(FM)
New
York,
N. Y. from
— Broadcast
Die, 99.5 mc, 18 kw. Changed
WABF Assoc.
(FM).
WSAI-FM Cincinnati, Ohio — Gordon Bcstg. Co.,
102.9 mc, 14.7 kw.
WYZZ103.3(FM)
Pa.— Richard G.
Evans,
mc, Wilkes-Barre,
3.1 kw.
APPLICATIONS
KQXR
(FM)
Bakersfield,
Seeks
from its present 16.65 kw ERPCalif.—
to 14.3
kw. change
Filed
June 23.
WKMH-FM Dearborn, Mich. — Seeks change of
ERP to 7.8 kw and antenna height above average
terrain to 192 ft. from present 7 kw and 221 ft.
Filed June 23.

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KPOP Los Angeles, Calif.— Standard Bcstg. Co.,
1020 kc, burgh.
5 kw,
time with KDKA PittsChanged limited
from KFVD.
WAPG Arcadia, Fla. — Arcadia, Punta Gorda
Bcstg. Co., 1480 kc, 1 kw daytime.
WAMY Amory, Miss. — Charles C. Boren Jr.,
1580 kc, 250 w daytime.
WCHJ Brookhaven, Miss. — Rural Bcstg. Co.,
1570 kc, 500 w daytime.
WCPC Houston, Miss.— WCPC Bcstg. Co., 1320
kc, 1 kw daytime.
WTSN Dover, N. H. — Granite State Bcstg. Co.,
1270 kc, 5 kw unlimited, DA-2. Changed from
WTSS.
WGOL Goldsboro, N. C— Wayne Bcstg. Co.,
1300 kc, 1 kw daytime.
WJUN Mexico, Pa.— Lewistown Bcstg. Co., 1220
kc, 250 w daytime.

Ownership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WTBC-AM-FM Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Bertram
Bank, Lamar Branscomb and Jeff Coleman d/b
as Tuscaloosa Bcstg. Co. granted assignment of
license to new partnership of Messrs. Bank and
Branscomb
who buyJune
Mr. 20.Coleman's
interest
for $27,500. Granted
AnnouncedV3 June
29.
KVOA-AM-TV Tucson, Ariz. — Arizona Bcstg.
Co. Inc. granted transfer of control from KTAR
Bcstg. Co. to Arizona Bcstg. Co. through sale of
all stock for $288,904 and obligations totalling
$225,000.
Principals
McKinnon (20%)
75% include
owner Pres.
NorthClinton
ShoresD. (San
Diego) Sentinel, 51% owner Coronado (Calif.)

Journal,
editor-publisher-majority
stockholderandof former
the defunct
Los Angeles Daily
News; Vice Pres. Bernard Weinberg (20%), advertising; Vice Pres.Sec.Frank
J. Oxarat
(20%),
tvradio production;
Arthur
A. Desser
(20%),
attorney and real estate development, and Treas.
Harold B. Garfield (20%), drug store owner and
business
June 29. and property management. Granted
WMFJ assignment
Daytona Beach,
Fla.— Inc.,
W. Wright
Esch
granted
to WMFJ
for $40,000.
Principals
inclu'de
Harold
Kayc
(50%),
vice
pres.25% owner WORC Worcester, Mass., and Emil J.
Arnold (50%). Granted June 29.
KWWL-AM-TV Waterloo, Iowa— Black Hawk
Bcstg. Co. granted voluntary relinquishment of
negative control by R. J. McElroy through issuance of stock to Robert J. Lichty, et al. Mr.
McElroy
June
29. will now own 47%, interest. Granted
WRUS Russelville,
granted
voluntary
assignmentKy.—
to Roth
RothE. E.HookHook
and
Woodrow Sosh d/b as South Ky. Bcstrs. Mr.
Sosh, manager
of
local
department
store,
purchases Vi interest for $11,250. Mr. Hook retains
% interest. Granted June 29.
VVTRP Ripley, Tenn.— Earl W. Daly tr/as West
Tenn. Radio Service granted assignment to Hobson H. Daws & Harold L. Baker d/b as West
Tenn. Radio Bcstrs. for $10,000. Principals include
Hobson H. Daws (80%), former assistant manager
KOSE Osceola, Ark., and Harold L. Baker (20%),
radio-tv technician. Granted June 29.
KLEN Killeen, Tex.— W. A. Lee, A. W. Stewart
& Franklin T. Wilson d/b as Highlite Bcstg. Co.
grantedtion voluntary
to corporaHighlite Bcstg.assignment
Co. Mr. ofLeeCP sells
his V3
interest29. for $300 to Ladelle M. Drake. Granted
June
KENE Toppenish, Wash.— Radio Bcstrs. Inc.
granted voluntary transfer of control from Jessica
L. Longston et al., to Paul A. Schumacker (25%),
former minority stockholder KAYE Puyallup,
Wash.; Erma H. Schumacker (25%); John R.
Woodroofe
telephone(25%company
employe,
and Dorothy (25fff),
W. Woodroofe
). Consideration
$60,000. Granted June 29.
APPLICATIONS
KTUC Tucson, Ariz. — Lee Little seeks voluntary acquisition of positive control of licensee
corporation,
Tucson
surrender to licensee
of itsBcstg.
stock Co.,
ownedthrough
by Ralph
W.
Bilby, Glenn Snyder and George R. Cook. This is
a stock transaction involving exchange between
licensee
Tucson Improvement
Co. FiledandJunenewly-formed
21.
KBBA Benton, Ark.— W. Richard Tuck Jr., C.
Lavelle Langley, James B. Branch Jr. and Roy
M. Fishment ofd/b
as Benton
Bcstg.Langley,
Service seek
license
to Messrs.
Branchassignand
Fish under same firm name with Mr. Tuck selling his interest to Mr. Langley for $7,000. Filed
June 20.
KMORtransfer
Oroville,
Calif. —forOroville
seeks
of control
$20,000 Broadcasters
to James R.
Bird. KMOR general manager: Raymond D. Vargas, California Mobile dealer, and Alan B. Bowles,
KMOR employee. Filed June 21.
KSJO-AM-FM San Jose, Calif.— Santa Clara
Bcstg. Co. seeks voluntary assignment of license
to sole stockholder Patrick H. Peabody. No consideration as action is dissolution of corporate
entity onlv. Filed June 21.
WSTN S.St.Carr
Augustine,
Fla. Augustine
— Ben Akerman
Thomas
d/b as St.
Bcstg. and
Co.
seek assignment of license to James D. Sinvard
for $39,662. Mr. Sinyard owns 50%- of WATH
Athens,
Ohio,20. and 10% of WKOV Wellston, Ohio.
Filed June
WEAT-AM-TV West Palm Beach, Fla.— Seeks
transfer of control from James Robert Meachem
and June H. Meachem to General Teleradio Inc.
for $101,000. General Teleradio controls, or owns
completely, WNAC-AM-FM-TV Boston, WGTH-

APPLICATIONS
WGYV Greenville, Ala. — Seeks change from
1400 kc to 1380 kc; change hours of operation
from unlimited to daytime and increase power
from 250 w to 1 kw. Filed June 27.
KIUP Durango. Colo. — Seeks increase in dayJune time
23. power on 930 kc from 1 kw to 5 kw. Filed
KFXJ Grand Junction, Colo. — Seeks increase in
daytime
Filed
Junepower
23. on 920 kc from 1 kw to 5 kw.
WSUS Seaford, Del. — Amends application for
mod. of cp seeking change from 1280 kc to 1320
kc and increase power from 500 w to 1 kw to
specify
frequency) instead of
1320 kc. 1280
Filed (its
Juneoriginal
23.
WGGH Marion, 111. — Marion Bcstg. Co. seeks
mod. cp to change trans, and studio sites to 1
mi.
29. east of Marion on State Hwy. 13. Filed June
WEOA Evansville, Ind.— Ohio Valley Tv Co.
seeks mod. of license to change main studio location and remote control point from Evansville
to point
Evansville and Henderson, Ky.
Filed
Junebetween
29.
(New) Brookhaven, Miss. — W. M. Jones and
Laura Jones d/b as Rural Bcstg. Co. seek mod.
of cp to change from 1570 kc to 1470 kc and
increase power from 500 w to 1 kw. Filed June
29.
M. — directional
Seeks changeantenna
from
860KOAT
kc to Albuquerque,
920 kc and to N.make
changes (DA-N). Filed June 27.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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name

tide /position

company name
address
zone
state
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AM-TV Hartford, KHJ-AM-FM-TV Los Angeles,
KFRC San Francisco, WOR-AM-FM-TV New
York 29.
and WHBQ- AM-TV Memphis, Tenn. Filed
June
WBLN (TV) Bloomington, 111.— Cecil W. Roberts
seeks voluntary assignment of cp to WBLN Televisionability.
Inc. for WBLN$1 Television
and assumption
of $200,000
liprincipals
include
Pres. Worth S. Rough (99.4%), WBLN (TV)
sales manager; Treas. Madonna H. Rough (0.3%),
and Sec. William P. Lawrence (0.3%), attorney.
Fil°rl Jimp 20.
WFKY
— Seeks
of control to G. Frankfort,
D. KincaidKy.and
Donaldtransfer
J. Horton
for
undisclosed amount. Mr. Kincaid is 32.6% owner
WVLK
Lexington,
Ky.,
and
Mr.
Horton
is
pres8.5% owner WVLK. Filed June 29.
WCKB-AM-FM Waltham, Mass.— Charles River
Bcstg. Co. seeks transfer of about 4% voting
stock
plus and
non-voting
to Richard
L. Kaye
for $3,733
transferstock
of minor
stockholdings
for undisclosed amount to Theodore Jones who
retains control. Filed June 20.
Natchez,
Miss. of
— Natchez
Co. seeksto
to WMIS
surrender
control
licensee Bcstg.
corporation
Mrs. P. K. sideEwing
and
P.
K.
Ewing
Jr.
conration as assignment of control wouldNo carry
through
of P. exchange
K. Ewing, ofdeceased.
Acquisi-of
tion alsowill
involves
25% interests
P. K. Ewing Jr. and his brother F. C. Ewing, who
each owns 25% of WGRM Greenwood. Miss. After
exchange Mrs. Ewing owns 50% of WMIS; P. K.
Ewing Jr.. 50%, WMIS, and F. C. Ewing, 50%
WGRM. Filed June 27.
WATH Athens, Ohio— A. H. Kovlan and J. D.
Sinyard.
co-owners,
seek H.assignment
license
to
Mr. Kovlan,
Stephen
Kovlan andof Edward
Kovlan d/b as Radio Athens with Mr. Sinyard
selling his share for $36,606. Mr. Kovlan will own
70%; S. H. Kovalan 20%, and Edward Kovalan
10%. Filed June 21.
KTOW Oklahoma City, Okla. — Sooner Bcstg.
Co. seeks assignment of license to Citizens Bcstg.
Co. of Oklahoma for .*50,000. Citizens owns KWKC
Abilene, Tex. Filed June 23.
KCOV bvCorvallis,
— Seeks relinquishment
control
Donald Ore.
B. McCormick
to Lane Bcstg.of
Co. for $4,500 plus loan of $15,000. Lane is licensee
of KORE Eugene, Ore. Lane principals Lee P.
Bishop, W. D. Abel, E. T. Gardner, J. Don
Smith, and Harry Thorns each own 62/3 shares of
KVAL-TV Eugene. Filed June 29.
WWSW-AM-FM
Pittsburgh,
assignment of license from
WWSW Pa.—
Inc.Seeks
to WWSW
Radio Inc. Change is in corporate structure only.
Filed June 29.
WBREassignment
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. — toLouis
Baltimore
seeks
of license
WBREG. Radio
Inc.
No consideration as move is corporate change
only. Filed June 29.
WHIM Providence, R. I. — Harris H. Thomson,
Theodora T. Kluge, Robert T. Engles and C.
George Taylor seeks transfer of control and assignment of license to Intercity Broadcasters Inc.
for $469,000. Intercity principals are Pres. -Treas.
Frank W. Miller (100%), Headley-Reed Co. director, vice president WSAR Fall River, Mass.,
and newspaper interests, and Mrs. Miller. Filed
June 27.
WERI transfer
Westerly,of control
R. I.— Radio
seeks
to Pres.Westerly
William Inc.F.
Malo
Jr.
(70%),
account
executive
WNHC-AMTV New Haven, Conn.; William F. Malo Sr.
(12%) commercial and advertising manager,
WDRC Hartford, Conn., and Helen T. Malo (14%)
and Carolyn S. Malo (4%) for $50,000. Filed
June 23.
KXOL Fort Worth, Tex.— Fort Worth Bcstg.
Co. seeks assignment of license to KXOL Inc.
for $260,555. KXOL Inc. principals include Pres.
Wendell holder
Mayes
president-majority
stockKBWD (20%),
Brownwood,
Tex., and KNOW
Austin, Tex., president-25% owner KTOK Oklahoma City, vice president 50% owner KSNY
Snyder, Tex.; Vice President C. C. Woodson
(40%), vice president-25% owner KTOK, majority
stockholder in five Texas-Oklahoma newspapers;
Sec. -Treas. Wendell Mayes Jr. (15%), program
Network
Midwestern

director-8.3% owner KBWD, 5% owner KNOW,
10% owner KSNY; C. C. Woodson Jr. (10%), and
William W. Jamar Jr. (15%), commercial manager-8.3%
10% owner owner
KSNY.KBWD,
Filed 5%
Juneowner
20. KNOW and
KCLW Hamilton, Tex. — Coy Perry, majority
stockholder of licensee, Hamilton Bcstg. Co.,
seeks to sell 24% of his 75% interest in licensee to
his partner, C. M. Hatch, for $20,000. Mr. Hatch
will then have 49% interest. Filed June 21.
KCLX Colfax, Wash. — Seeks assignment of
license from Eugene Pournelle tr/as Whitman
County Broadcasters to Adrian DeVries for
$30,700. Mr. DeVries was production manager of
KFPY
(now29. KXLY- AM-TV) Spokane, Wash.
Filed June
Hearing

Cases . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
KTOE Mankato, Minn. — Granted increase in
nighttime power on 1420 kc from 1 kw to 5 kw
and make directional antenna changes; engineering conditionsAction
and waived
rule" regarding
interference.
June 23."10%
Announced
June 27.
Wellsville. N. Y. — Radio Services of Wellsville.
By order, FCC made effective immediately examiner's initial decision
to with
grant 500
application
for
new am station
on 790 kc
w daytime.
Decision June 29.
Portland, Ore. — The Commission granted the
application of North Pacific Television Inc. for
ch. 8 and denied the competing applications of
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. (KEX) and
Portland Television Inc. and dismissed with prej(lack of Co.
prosecution)
application
of CascadeudiceTelevision
Granted June
23. Announced
June 29.
Whitefish Bay, Wis. — Independent Television
Inc. By order, FCC made effective immediately
examiner's
initial on
decision
grant June
application
for new tv station
ch. 6. toDecision
29.
INITIAL DECISION
KSWS-TV Roswell, N. M. — Hearing Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchison issued initial decision looking
toward grant of application of John A. Barnett
to move transmitter site of ch. 8 station from
location 8.6 miles from Roswell to a site about 43
miles east of city, increase visual ERP from 115
to 160rainkwfrom and
aboveoverall
averageheight
ter900 antenna
ft. to 1786height
ft. with
of tower 1610 ft. Announced June 28.
OTHER ACTIONS
Economic protest — By memorandum, opinion
and order, FCC on basis of protest by KSEM
Moses Lake. Wash., ordered effective immediately
postponement of effective date of grant made
May 4totooperate
Basin Tvon Co.ch.for43 new
tv stationWash.,
(KBAS-as
TV)
at Ephrata,
satellite of KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash. Designated
application for hearing July 18. Action June 29.
Economic protest — By memorandum, opinion
and order, FCC ordered evidentiary hearing on
application of Radio Tifton for new am station
to operate on 1570 kc with 1 kw daytime in
Tifton. Ga., on which oral argument was held
Feb. 28. (On Feb. 10 FCC postponed effective
date of its Dec. 15, 1954, grant of this application
pending testedhearing.)
WWGS party
Tifton,
progrant, was made
to which
proceeding.
Action June 29.
Economic protest — By order, FCC ordered
evidentiaryBcstrs.
hearing
Americanto
Southern
for on
new application
am station of(WPWR)
operate on 1430 kc with 1 kw daytime in Laurel.
Miss., on which oral argument was held Feb. 23.
(On Jan. 26 FCC postponed effective date of its
Nov. 24, 1954, grant pending hearing.) WLAU
and WAML, both Laurel, which protested grant,
were made parties to proceeding. Action June 29.
Las Vegas, Reno, Nev. — KORK Las Vegas,
Outlet
Regional

S125.000.00
Grossing in excess of $12,000.00 monthly. Showing small
profit. Income and profit can be materially improved. Excellent market. $50,000.00 down. Balance out over period of years.
Appraisals

•

Negotiations

•

Financing

BLACKBURN - HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
William T. Stubblefield
Clifford Marshall
Phil Jackson
Washington Bldg.
Tribune Tower
111 Sutter St.
Sterling 3-4341-2
Delaware 7-2755-6
Exbrook 2-5671-2
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KOLO Reno, Reno Bcstg. Co., Western Bcstg. Co.,
and Southwestern Bcstg. Co., Las Vegas, are
being requested
by inCommission
to submitapplicaadditional
information
connection
tions
for assignment
of license with
of KORK to
Southwestern
Bcstg.Co.Co.Grants
and ofeffective
KOLO's April
license16
to Western Bcstg.
were
stayed
April
13
on
petitions
of
KLAS-AMTV Las
June
29. Vegas. Action June 22. Announced
New
am, 860
kc — Bypetition
memorandum
and
order, FCC
denied
by WDMGopinion
Douglas,
Ga., requesting reconsideration of March 31 order
which denied WDMG petition for severance, and
grant, of its am application from proceedings
also involving applications of Dorsey Eugene
Newman, Hartselle, Ala., and WERD Atlanta,
Ga. Action June 29.
New am, 1460 kc — By order, FCC denied petition by Somerset Bcstg. Co., Painesville, Ohio,
requesting severance of its application from
proceedings also involving applications of Miners
Bcstg. Service Inc., Ambridge, Pa., and Louis
Rosenberg, Tarentum, Pa., all seeking new am
stations on 1460 kc. Action June 29.
Tall tv towers — By memorandum, opinion and
order, FCC granted petitions of Dept. of Defense,
Air Transport Assn. of America, Aircraft Owners
& Pilots Assn., WKY Radiophone Co. and Capitol
Bcstg. Co. to intervene in proceeding on application of Deep South Bcstg. Co. for mod. of cp
for ch. 8 WSLA (TV) Selma, Ala., to move trans,
site to location 50 miles from Selma and 23 miles
from Montgomery, locate main studio at trans,
site and increase antenna height above ground
to
1,993 June
ft. Also
Action
29. enlarged issues in Docket 11371.
KOAT Albuquerque, N. M. — The Commission,
by order, granted petition previously denied
which KOAT filed June 24 requesting a stay until
July 8 of Commission order of June 17 insofar
as it required that KOAT cease operation on 860
kc, 1 kwcensed onday,
500 w night, DA-N. KOAT is liJune 29. 1240 kc. Granted June 28. Announced
Oral argument (am) — The Commission on June
23 scheduled oral arguments on the following
am proceedings :
Pasadena, Calif., on July 12 — Pacific Coast
Bcstg. Co. (KXLA).
Douglas,
Ga., Ala.;
on July
12 — Atlanta
Dorsey Inc.
Eugene
Newman, Hartselle,
Radio
(WERD),
Atlanta, Ga.. and WDMG Inc.
Oral arguments (tv) — The Commission on June
23 scheduled oral arguments on the following tv
proceedings:
Miami
Fla. Inc.,
(ch. 10),
July Video
18 — WKAT
Inc.,
L. B.area,
Wilson
Northon Dade
Inc.
and Public Service Television Inc.
Springfield, 111. (ch. 2), on July 18 — Sangamon
Valley Television Corp. and WMAY-TV Inc.
Knoxville,
on JulyWBIR
11 — ScrippsHoward
RadioTenn.
Inc., (ch.
Radio10),Station
Inc. and
Tennessee Television Inc.
Corpus Christi, Tex. (ch. 10), on July 18 —
Superior
Television
Six
Television
Inc. Inc., KEYS-TV Inc. and KRichmond,
Va.
(ch. Richmond
12), on JulyTelevision
11 — Richmond
Newspapers Inc. and
Corp.
Uhf
power
increase
—
The
Commission
invites
comments by Sept. 1 to proposed rule making
which would increase maximum effective radiated power for uhf stations from 1 megawatt
(1,000 kw) to 5 megawatts (5,000 kw). Action of
June 22.
WTHT (TV) Wilmington, N. C— FCC, by order,
granted petition of Wilmington Television Corp.
to accept
latter's
one-dayin proceeding
late filing ofinvolving
exceptions to initial
decision
request for extension of time to complete conuction of ch. 3 WTHT (TV) Wilmington. Action June str23.
New
am,
M. — why
FCC anordered
Grande Bcstg.Albuquerque,
Co. to show N.cause
order
should not be issued revoking cp for new am
station, 1430 kc, 500 w daytime because of alleged
misrepresentation
of applicants. Announced
June
23.
WCEM Cambridge, Md. — Granted increase in
power
100 w toJune
250 24.
w. Announced
WCEM is unlimited
on 1240 from
kc. Action
June 27.
Directional antenna (am) — By report and order
the Commission amended its rules to require the
filing of daytime patterns only in those instances
where radiation is a pertinent factor in station
allocation. The present rule requires data for
both daytime and nighttime directional antenna
operation. Effective June 30. Announced June
24.
Low-power
tv — Byits report
and permit
order the
mission amended
rules to
100 Comw tv
stations in any community without regard to
minimum population or antenna height. Effective
August 1. Announced June 23.
Territorial Exclusivity — By report and order
the Commission amended its tv chain broadcasting work
rulesaffiliate
(Sec. from
3.658 contracting
[b] ) so as towith
preclude
a netits network
to preventmunity afromstation
located
in
an
adjacent
broadcasting any program ofcomthe
network. Effective Aug. 1. Announced June 23.
Routine

Roundup

. . .

June 23 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. John C. Doerfer
WFPA Fort Payne, Ala. — Granted petition for
Broadcasting • Telecasting

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

'Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE •

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Frank H. Mcintosh & Assocs.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington 6,Engineers
D. C.
Dallas, Texas
1001 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Member AFCCE*

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

PAGE, CREUTZ,
GARRISON & WALDSCHMITT
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
710 14th St., N. W. Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

J. G. ROUNTREE, JR.
4515 Prentice Street
EMerson 3266
Dallas 6, Texas

C. HUTCHESON

C. SMEBY

LOWELL R. WRIGHT
Aeronautical Consultant
serving the radio & tv industry
on aeronautical problems created
by antenna towers
Munsey Bldg.,
District Wash.
7-1740 4, D. C.
(nights-holidays
Herndon, Va. telephone
114)

DIRECTORY

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV, Electronics engineering homeForstudy
and residence
courses. Write
Free Catalog,
specify
course.

Telecasting

LYNNE

Member AFCCE*

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Adams 4-6393

SERVICE

Broadcasting

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phono 6-2924
Member AFCCE *

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-6113
Denver 22, Colorado

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
MOBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
SERVICE FOR FM & TV
Engineer en duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 34111
Washington 4, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE*

Hiland 7010

C. DAVIS

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX 3-8073
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

P. O. Box 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

815 E. 83rd St.

Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY

B. HEFFELFINGER

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CARDS

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 75,956* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and fascimile facilities.
* 1953 ARB Projected Readership Survey

TO ADVERTISE IN THE
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Contact
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
1735 DESALES ST., N.W., WASH. 6, D. C.
July 4, 1955
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CLASS TFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20tf per word- -$2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25tf per word$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30# per word — $A.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting • Telecasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted
Managerial
Sales manager — hot rock who can sell. Wonderful opportunity. Small southern market. Box
880A, B.T.
Commercial
September 1st. Takemanager's
complete position
charge available
of all local
sales
on a fine midwest major network affiliated station.
Need a man of leadership that has the capabilities
of creation as well as follow through with sales
staff. Prefer a mature man. Would appreciate a
complete outline of past experience when submitting operation. Box 929A, B'T.
Manager-salesman needed in small market. Must
be able to sell and manage successfully. Percentage of gross basis. Box 999A, B'T.
Station manager — must have fine personal sales
record and top references. New 1000 watt station,
Billings, Montana, daytime. Good salary plus
share
ington. of profits. Write: KSPO, Spokane, WashSalesmen
Wanted: Man or woman salesman. $50 a week,
plus 25% commission. Box 176A,: B'T.
Excellent opportunity for energetic and effective
salesman of good character. Progressive network
station in large Texas market. Box 967A, B'T.
Immediate
opening for
experienced
radioserving
salesman on music-news
fulltime
independent
Colorado's second market. Permanent position,
excellent working conditions. Send resume, experience, personal information. Box 980A, B'T.
Experienced
Highly competitive market.salesman
Salary wanted.
and commission.
Write
KCMC-Radio, P. O. Box 521, Texarkana, Ark.Tex.
Announcers

Help Wanted
Staff
announcer,
for small but good independent
B.T.
in southern state. Living conditions pleasant, pay
good. Send resume, tape and photo. Box 953A,

Major market — top independent will hire midwest
disc jockey with solid announcing background.
Send tape and letter to Program Director, Box
895A, B.T.
Wanted: nouncer
Hard
level-headed
staff 'anfor top working,
radio organization
in Michigan.
Excellent opportunity, employee benefits, ideal
working conditions. Send complete information,
resume and salary expected. Do not send tapes.
Personal interview will be required before position is filled. Write Box 903A, B-T.

IN GREEN

BAY

. . .

Just like many, many other areas, wise
TV broadcasters, interested in wellscreened and highly trained personnel,
have turned to Northwest Radio & TV
School graduates. Why don't YOU start
using our FREE Radio-TV personnel service? Save TIME and MONEY! Our
graduates are well qualified and professionally trained in our studios using
standard commercial equipment. We
screen them . . . train them . . . refer them
to you with complete details, as they fit
your specific needs. Let us help you with
your personnel needs. We assure you of
prompt, personal attention. Write or call
COLLECT, John Birrel, Placement Director ...
NORTHWEST RADIO & TELEVISION SCHOOL
1221 N. W. 21st Ave., Portland 9, Oregon
with schools in
HOLLYWOOD 4 CHICAGO * WASHINGTON, 0. C* PORTLAND

Deejay. Personality with ability to attract audience, in large market, by skillful selection of pop
music. Give complete background, salary expected, when available, and enclose snapshot.
Confidential. Box 968A, B'T.
Newsman. Experienced in all phases — including
local reporting; authoritative air presentation on
tv and radio. Advise previous experience, references, salary expected, and attached snapshot.
All replies confidential. Box 969A, B'T.
Announcer — a disc jockey who knows how to
handle teenagers and a request program; could
be a single with good comedy routine or a
couple. Moderate salary with advancement opportunity. Please send tape, photograph, background and salary requirements. Box 985A, B'T.
Announcer with first class ticket and familiar
with opera and symphony music. Please send
tape, photograph, background and salary requirements. Box 986A, B'T.
South Carolina radio station needs clean cut
announcer-engineer. Must be able to maintain
equipment and do a good announcing job. Salary
$80 to $90, depending on experience and ability.
Send tape, photo, which will be returned, and
complete information. Box 987A, B'T.
Don't
need or"network
quality,"
personality
problems,
poor credit
risks.drunks,
Do need
stable,
experienced
man
with
third
ticket.
like
our indie operation in midwest town You'll
of 22,000.
Start $75. Box 113C, B'T.
Do we have your tape? No immediate opening,
but always interested in top DJ personalities.
KOWH Omaha. WHB Kansas City. WTIK New
Orleans. Tapes promptly returned. Send all
tapes to: Todd Storz, President, Mid-Continent
Broadcasting Company, Omaha 2. Nebraska.
Daytime 500 watter has immediate opening for
engineer-announcer with emphasis on announcing. GoodTexas.
pay and working conditions. KSWA,
Graham,
Fine music station needs announcer with first
class engineer ticket. Contact WCRB, Waltham,
Massachusetts, WA 5-7080.
Experienced announcer. Good pay plus overtime.
Six paid holidays plus vacations. Contact Manager, WCOJ Coatesville, Pa. Phone: 2100.
Pop DJ-copywriter now. Hillbilly DJ-copywriter
August. Light experience considered. Apply only
in
person. WKMT Kings Mountain, N. C. Jonas
Bridges.
Technical
Chief engineer-announcer, for progressive independent in deep south. Send resume, tape and
photo. Box 952A, B'T.
Chief engineer who can handle traffic and write
copy for small station. Good pay and independence to right party. Must use typewriter. Male
or female. Box 100C, B'T.
Programming-Production, Others
Want to learn news? Young, single announcer
with good voice and delivery and some writing
ability. Edit, rewrite and some staff. Active
community of 20,000. Apply in full with brief
tape if possible. Box HOC, B'T.
Qualified
reporter,
man. Authoritative airnews
delivery,
good rewrite
tv appearance.
Sound
newspaper or other news background. Ability
cover news beat, assist news director. Evening
shift radio, tv. Reference, tape, photo first letter
to New Director, WCAX, Burlington, Vt.

RADIO
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Desire managerial position. 6 years radio ex2V2 years
successful
commercial
manager. perience.
Young,
married,
aggressive,
intelligent.
Excellent references. Box 988A, B'T.
Manager — young experiencedgineer-sales-management.
and Familycapable.
Enman. Box
997A, B'T.
Box 107A, B'T.
Commercial manager desires position. 15 years
experience. Excellent salesman, only interested
in sound proposition. Phone Hagerstown, Md.,
7146, or write 424 North Locust St., Hagerstown.
Salesmen
Thorough,
salesman,
management
experience, wantsmature
commission
job where
work pays
off.
Medium northern market. Box 860A, B'T.
Sales manager for high calibre, low turnover
operation, medium market. Eleven years sales
and programming qualify applicant as valuable
manager's assistant. Box 976A, B'T.
Salesman or announcer-salesman. Ten years sales
experience,
strong staff
announcer.
Presentsouth,
station sold. Married,
family,
car. Prefer
southwest. Box 979A, B'T.
Announcers
Announcer — negro. DJ, commercial, news; ex890A, B
perience light,
ambitious.
Tape available. Box
'
T.
Deep, mellow voice. 3 years staff announcing
experience. $75 week minimum. Box 896A, B'T.
Top-flight experienced announcer seeks change.
Presently with major market indie. College
grad., NBC trained. Know all phases. Want
progressive station that offers fine future. Box
897A, B'T.
Experienced announcer, age 27, desires permalocation. Veteran,
college
graduate, strong
radio-tv
school.nent Morning
man with
personality,
on
commercials and newscasting, wide musical background. Box 966A, B'T.
Experienced announcer — PD . . . thirteen years
experience major markets. Top news editor and
sportscaster. Successful DJ. Desire southern
climate but will travel elsewhere if offer is right.
Box 971A, B'T.
Announcer. Experienced, dependable and sober.
B'T.
Midwest preferred. First class license. Box 972A,
College grad. — draft exempt — metropolitan
experience — combo-man — any location —
strong music and news. Box 973A, B'T.
Top disc-comedian ... 34, radio 12 years — tv 3
years
doing both know-how
in major market.
Fluent zany
adlib — — professional
— intelligent,
humor — excellent sales. Miami-Atlanta-New
York City-Milwaukee top-rated shows. Friendly,
hard-working.
Want on permanency.
Tape-brochure-fine references
request. Box 974A,
B'T.
Top-flight commercial announcer, newscaster,
family, interested relocating permanent position
radio or tv. Box 977A, B'T.
Announcer — DJ. 10 years. Radio. Family.
Wants Florida. Permanent. Box 978A, B-T.
Former name band vocalist, working DJ (small
station) large eastern market, would like position: Vocalist, MC, DJ — radio and tv — with
large station, comparable market. Extensive BG
all phases show-business, tape, records, brochure
on request. Box 982A, B'T.
Personality
— DJ-announcer. Eleven years exB-T.
perience, every facet radio-television. No accent.
Not
a
prima
donna.
Versatilewriter.
ad-lib;Available
humor;
news. Musician;
composer;
immediately. $200 week, year contract. Box 984A.
Pianist wants to learn announcing. Prefers work
in New York or bordering states. Reply Box
989A, B'T.
Broadcasting school graduate, good staff potential.
Copious knowledge
music, sports. Personable, sincere.
Box 995A, B'T.
Staff announcer, news, sports, DJ, commercials,
B-T.
control board, third ticket. Married, veteran,
will travel. Tape, resume on request. Box 996A,
Announcer, 9 years — 1 year television. Staff,
audience, quiz. Married. Box 998A, B'T.
Staff announcer. Married, versed all phases.
Recent broadcasting school graduate. Will travel.
Tape, resume. Box 102C, B'T.
Top-notch, experienced staff man. Commercials
that sell. Exceptional DJ shows. Box 105C, B-T.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Disc jockey for personality station. Know-how
on pop music. Available immediately! $300 per
month base. Box 108C, B'T.
Personality deejay for quality operation. College.
Professional
details. Box school.
109C, B'T.Experienced. Let's trade
Country-gospel personality and/or farm director.
Experienced showman, stage, radio, tv. Versatile,
program conscious, good organizer. Board, copy.
Mature family man. Desires permanent position
in progressive
preferred. Wilsoncommunity,
Briggs, 37 south-southwest
Harrison, Oak Park,
Illinois.
Experienced announcer — solid background, relocating permanent connection. General staff,
smooth platter man, teen-age appeal, commercial
personality.
references,
tape.Bernardsville
Tom Hopkins, Box 92,Travel,
Bernerdsville,
N. J.
8-0538.
Limited experience, unlimited potential and ambition — excellent voice, creative, versatile, dependable. Contact Dick Landfield, 4740 Winthrop,
Chicago, Illinois. Telephone: Sunnyside 4-6727.
Announcer: Radio school graduate. 3rd ticket,
vet, college,
play-by-play,
will travel.
Mike
Lepre,
760 William
Street, Harrison,
New Jersey.
Staff announcer — strong commercial delivery —
news
Midwest
Tape,
resume.— disc
John jockey.
Schneider,
2727 W.preferred.
Polk, Chicago.
Technical
Engineer,
1st phone,
experienced,
will
travel. Prefer
Floridaam-fm-tv,
or east coast.
Write Box
823A, B-T.
Engineer — chief or staff. Long experience all
phases am and fm radio, wishes to relocate.
Mature, married, and responsible. No announcing.
Box 991A, B-T.
Engineer, first phone. 7 years am experience to
50 kw. Wants large market am or change to tv.
Box 992A, B-T.
Boy needs home or facsimile. Mom and pop
working sixty hours. Pop: Chief engineer, five
years experience all phases to five kw, including
directional. Built two stations. Mom: Programming, traffic, continuity, putting new station on
air. Box 114C, B'T.
Six years chief am, first phone, car. Age 32,
family. ately.Middlewest
or west,
R. R. Breeding,
108 available
W. KansasimmediAve.,
Garden City, Kans.
Engineer-announcer,
1st class
News-DJ.
Congenial, dependable,
sober,phone.
married.
Some
experience. Locate anywhere good opportunity,
future and advancement. Jack Rosenwald, 591
Williams Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, Dickens
5-4572 after 6 p.m. EDST.
Programming, Production, Others
Copywriter perience.
— DJTape,personality,
eight years Box
exresume, copy34, specimens.
891A, B-T.
Have talent — will travel. Experienced news
writer-editor, journalism degree. Immediate
availability. Box 993A, B'T.
To California station managers: After six years
with this station our program director is leaving
to return to his home state. Excellent announcer,
top-flight programming man. Eight years radio
experience; announcing, programming, traffic.
Has first phone. Family man, veteran, 27. Name
is John Wilson. Contact him at Box 281 Palm
Desert, California. Phone 262271. He has my
personal highest recommendation. Hal Vester,
General Manager, WFTC Kingston, N. C.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Wanted — tv program manager, vhf network station, medium size market, southwest. Must be
experienced, able to direct on-air operations.
Right man advances within company. Write qualifications, desired salary. Box 919A, B'T. Our employees know of ad.
Program
executive, familiar with director.
all phases"Shirtsleeve"
of local programming
and
production, with ability to take complete charge
of department. Promotion background helpful.
Successful uhf, network affiliate in metropolitan
market. Top salary. Will only consider applicants having proven record like position. Reply
in confidence, giving full particulars, including
present earnings, salary expected, when available. Box 970A, B'T.
Wanted: Experienced, attractive, cooking expert
for tv kitchen show in southwestern vhf. Send
picture and resume of experience with first letter.
Box 112C, B'T.
Situations Wanted
Announcers
Personality — DJ-announcer. Eleven years experience, every facet radio-television. No accent.
Not a prima donna. Versatile ad-lib; humor;
news. Musician; composer; writer. Available
immediately. $200 week, year contract. Box
984A, B'T.
Announcer mature, responsible radio, tv staff.
Experienced set designer, broad musical background, commercial, dramatic continuity. Resume, photo, tape. Box 104C, B'T.
Country-gospel
personality.
under
Radio. Wilson
Briggs. See advertisment
Technical
Engineer, long experience technician and maintenance in radio, interested in permanent position in television. Box 990A, B'T.
Vhf chief wishes relocation. Let 6V2 years vhf
and uhf eliminate your engineering problems.
Box 111C, B'T.
Easterner. First phone. Am-tv transmitters,
remotes, recording, maintenance, radio control
room. Interested working DuMont or Standard
Electronics equipment. Prefer hilly temperate
regions. Box 115C, B«T.
Production-Programming, Others
21 continuous years programming, production,
announcing
— local
and net. Desire
Presently
tv news
editor and chief
announcer.
affiliate
with
quality station only. No hot shot deals. Box
975A, B'T.
Cameraman — 2 years experience. All studio
operations. Seeking permanent, immediate connection. References. Box 103C, B'T.
FOR SALE
Stations
Fulltime Texas local. No competition. Will sell,
trade, or lease to right party. Box 101C, B'T.
Southwest. Modern installation. Fulltime. Network. Housed in one unit air-conditioned building. City of 12,500. No other station. Tv long
Stabilized this area. Available for complete inspection by qualified and ready principals. Ralph
Erwin, Broker, Box 811, Tulsa.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Experienced tv salesman has opportunity for
bright future with NBC affiliate in fast growing
Colorado market with excellent potential. Permanent position. Send sales experience, resume,
and photo first letter. Box 981A, B'T.
Technical
Experienced tv studio operation technician familiar with RCA equipment. Capable of assuming
responsibility. Must be able to work congenially
with others. This vhf operation prefers southwesterner. Box 994A, B'T.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

has openings for
SALES

ENGINEERS

FOR SALE — (Cont'd)
Now available. Metropolitan market. Also a
single-station,
fulltime
situation.
Combo
tion. Ralph Erwin,
Broker,
Box 811,
Tulsa.operaHave attractive radio properties for sale in New
England and vicinity. Contact Edd Harris, 61
Church, Ware, Mass. Phone: Ware 431-M.
Free list of good radio and tv station buys now
ready. Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose,
Los Angeles 29, California.
EquipmentTuned channel 5 but
RCA TF5A superturnstile.
tuneable 4 or 6. Box 911A, B«T.
Langevin type 119-A progar program amplifier
in excellent condition. Make offer. KOWH Omaha 2, Nebraska.
For sale:mitting
Twotubes.surplus
type each
2000-T ortransNever Eimac
used. $250
best
offer. Contact: Mr. W. H. Hauser, Chief Engineer,
WBZ-TV,
1170
Soldiers
Field
Road,
Boston
34,
Mass.
For sale: Uniform cross section triangle galvanized tower, 550 feet. Would make an excellent
short tower of 100 to 250 feet. Will sell any part.
New, never been used. Make us an offer for all
or any part. WJHL-TV, Johnson City, Tennessee.
For sale: One Rek-O-Kut model 16-A disc rewithWFNC,
Presto Fayetteville,
1-D cutter. N.
$250.00.
Contact corder
J. J.complete
Ikner,
C.
For sale: 620 foot guyed tv tower complete with
lighting and guy wires. Write WJTV, Box 8187,
Jackson, Miss.
27 used towers, all types and sizes, for sale. Ace
High
6750. Tower Erector. Phone Greenville, N. C,
1 — 75-A recording turntable, modified to include
45 rpm; 1 —tape
Ekotape
tape model
recorder,102.
model
1—
Ekotape
recorder
All 105;
$540.00
FOB, Sound Barrier Recording Co., 3010 East
Central, Wichita, Kansas.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Miss. — Ark. — La. — W. Tenn. — Stations or CPs —
Towns 5000 plus or cities. Box 947G, B'T.
Experienced broadcaster seeking small station
east-south-Florida. Cash down. References. Box
928A, B'T.
Successful operator will pay all cash for small
station in midwest. Box 116C, B'T.
Wanted now. Metropolitan stations for listing.
Cities over 100,000 in Texas, Oklahoma, Missouri,
Arkansas. Network or non-network. Fulltime
or daytime.
Current
not important.
Exclusive listings
only. billings
Ralph Erwin,
Broker, Box
811, Tulsa.
Radio. Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Missouri,
Kansas. Professionally licensed service. Ralph
Erwin, Broker, Box 811, Tulsa.
Equipment Etc.
Wanted: Need complete equipment for 500 watt
am radio station, immediately. Will pay cash for
good equipment. Write Box 822A, B»T.
5 or 10 killowatt FM transmitter. Advise make,
price, hours used, etc. Box 729, Glendale, Calif.
A 1000 watt am used transmitter desired. Box
965A, B'T.

Further expansion of our sales organization has
created an opening for an experienced Broadcast
Equipment Sales Engineer with a proven record
of outstanding accomplishment — also several
openings for Junior Sales Engineers for sales
training in Syracuse. These are well-paid positions for men who meet our high standards. If you
have a record of success in your present job, two
years experience in the broadcast equipment business, an engineering degree or equivalent, and
are between the ages of 25 and 45, I invite you to
mail to me a one-page summary of your experience, education and other qualifications with a
recent photograph. All replies strictly confidential. Albert F. Wild, Manager-Sales, Broadcast
Equipment, General Electric Co., Electronics Park,
Syracuse, N. Y.

T. V. EQUIPMENT
GENERAL

(® ELECTRIC

Instruction
Get your FCC first phone license in 8 weeks.
Intensive, personalized instruction in residence
or by correspondence. For details, write Grantham School, Dept. 1-K. Address either 6064
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif., or 737 11th
Street N.W., Washington, D. C.
Your FCCprofessional
first phone license
a hurry.
Nation's
largest
school inoffers
brand
new,
streamlined course. Guaranteed coaching — nationwide placement. Full information rushed to
youcosts
freeno(nomore!
salesmen
will call).
the best —
it
Northwest
Radio Get& Television
School, Dept. B, 1221 N. W. 21st Avenue, Portland 9, Oregon.

■FOR THE RECORD ■

RADIO
Situations Wanted
Managerial
tt a it a a a a a a a a tt a a a it it a it a it a a utt a tt it it a
m
vt
STATION OWNERS
GENERAL
NOW

Commercial radio announcing. Practical home
study course, prepared for combination men and
announcers who need help. Pathfinder Radio
Services, 737 11th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

MANAGER

AVAILABLE

Experience and good judgment is what
you want. Background in both small and
large markets. Up through the ranks.
Ten years with last company, one of the
nation's largest
radioofand
station
erators. Knowledge
and TVdealt
with opall
networks and national agencies. Some
foreign experience. Will go anywhere.
Capable and energetic with ideas to make
station profitable as well as progressive
in community. Age 43. Family. Best of
references. Always active in civic affairs.
Available because of personal reasons.
Interested only in top spot. For personal
interview only, write:

FCC 1st phone license in 5 to 6 weeks. Bill Ogden,
1150 W. Olive, Burbank, California. See display
ad next week.
RADIO
Help Wanted
Salesmen

Box 955A, B«T
iS it it it it it it it it it it it it it it it it it it it it a it it it it a it a St
FOR

ATTENTION!

SALE

Equipment
TOWERS
RADIO— TELEVISION
Antennas — Coaxial Cable
Tower Sales & Erecting Co.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.,
Portland 1 1 , Oregon

SALESMEN
and
Small

Station

WANTED

Commercial Managers

TO

BUY

Stations
Station established over 15 years in one of
the leading markets in the Great Lakes
region is expanding staff. Rare opportunity in sales position open now, with best
prospects for advancement to executive
position near future — plenty of room at
the top here. If you are a worker and
like to sell, send full details first letter.

LOSING

WANTED
AM or TV
Experienced broadcaster wants
AM or TV operation that is in
the RED. This well known broadcaster has successful record that
he will apply to produce a profitable operation. For details write.
Box 117C, B«T

Box 951 A, B»T

Announcer

WANTED
Announcer with first ticket. Must
be top announcer with well rounded experience to start early in August. Send full details to A. M. McGregor, KSTT, Davenport, Iowa.
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OPERATION

f
*
1
f
1*
J
f
>

RADIO STATION WANTED J
Any location considered. Price up to £
$100,000. Experienced, amply financed *
radio and ad agency man ready to buy J
clean, solid
station
in promising
market.
DirectAMor thru
broker.
Write in *"
confidence.
j
M. R. Ross— Box 249— Mt. Prospect, 111. I
«*
«*
«*
«*
»♦
«»
««
Equipment
WANTED— PROGAR
8C RECORDING LATHE
Langevin Type 119-A Progar &
RCA Type 73-B or similar.
Full details please to:
R. L. Roberts, KjRS Broadcasters
1470 Pine St., San Francisco 9, Calif.

extension of time to July 19, in which to file exceptions to initial decision re renewal of license.
Indianapolis Bcstg. Inc., et al., Indianapolis,
Ind. — Granted joint petition of applicants for ch.
13 for extension of time to Aug. 1 within which
to Columbia
file exceptions
to initial
decision. Newspapers
Amusement
Co., Paducah
Inc.,
Paducah,
Ky.
—
Granted
jointJunepetition
for
extension of time to and including
24 within
which to file reply briefs to exceptions to initial
decision in re ch. 6.
By Examiner James D. Cunningham
WHDH Inc., et al., Boston, Mass. — Granted joint
motion of applicants for ch. 5, for extension of
time
from June 17 to July 8 within which parties
of
may6/22.)
request correction to the transcript. (Action
By Examiner J. D. Bond
Issued fifth pre-trial order in re applications
of The Toledo Blade Co., et al., applicants for
ch. 11trial
in order
Toledo,
Ohio, 25amending
fourth dates
preof March
so as totheprovide
for examining
witnesses
for
the
several
applicants. (Action of 6/20.)
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WORZ Inc.Inc.,to Orlando,
Fla. — specified
Granted corrections
petition of
WORZ
make certain
to transcript in re tv ch. 9. (Action of 6/21.)
KNAC-TV Fort Smith, Ark. — Issued an order
governing hearing in re continuing hearing from
June 21 to June 30. (Action of 6/17.)
By Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Broadcast Bureau — Granted request to postpone
further conference now scheduled for June 30 to
July 1, in re applications of WAGC Ft. Oglethorpe,Ky.Ga., and
E. Weaks
McKinney-Smith, Paducah,
(Action
of 6/22.)
KOAT
Albuquerque,
N.
M. — Granted
for continuance of hearing from
June 23 request
to July
25, and postponed from June 22 to July 21 the
time
for
exchanging
exhibits
in
proceeding
re
(Action of 6/20.)
June 23 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Kosciusko Bcstg. Corp., WKAM Goshen, Ind.
Jackson Bcstg. Co., WJAK Jackson, Tenn.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Remote Control
Henderson Bcstg. Co. — WSON Henderson, Ky. —
(Re: notary seal and studio move.)
Twin City Bcstg. Co., WCOU Lewiston, Me.
— (Re: studio location and aux.)
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KSAN-TV San Francisco, Calif.— Mod. of cp
(as mod., which authorized a new tv station) to
extend
completion
to 1-22-56.
KCRG-TV
Cedar date
Rapids,
Iowa— Mod. of cp
(as mod., which authorized a new tv station) to
extend completion date to 1-5-56.
WNEM-TV Bay City, Mich.— Mod. of cp (as
mod., which authorized a new tv station) to
extend completion date to October 1955.
WJHL-TV Johnson City, Tenn.— Mod. of cp
(as mod., which authorized a new tv station) to
extend
completion
dateWash.—
to 1-28-56.
KIMA-TV
Yakima,
Mod. of cp (as
mod., which authorized a new tv station) to
extend completion date to 1-20-56.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
KFXJ Grand Junction, Colo. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw. (Notary seal
required.)
WORX-FM Madison, Ind. — Renewal of license.
Improperly dated. License for Cp
KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif. — License to cover cp
(as mod.) which authorized a new tv station and
to change S-L toModification
Stanislaus of& Cp
Van Ness, Fresno.
WPBN-TV Traverse City, Mich.— Mod. of cp
(as mod. which authorized a new tv station) to
extend
completion
date toPa.1-25-56.
WARD-TV
Johnstown,
— Mod. of cp (as
mod. which authorized a new tv station) to
extend completion date to 1-15-56.
June 27 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KGFT Grafton, N. D. — Mod. of cp, as mod.,
whichsion ofauthorized
station for extencompletion newdatestandard
(1370 kc).
License Renewal
WJOB-FM Hammond, Ind. — Renewal of license.
Remote Control
WCOU-FM Lewiston, Me. — Operation by remote
control from Webber Ave., Lewiston, Me.
License Renewal
WIMS-FM Michigan City, Ind.— Renewal of
license.
WPAD-FM Paducah,
— Renewal of license.
Remote Ky.
Control
WHAI-FM
by re-of
mote controlGreenfield,
from 486 Mass.
Main— Operation
St. (Studios
Broadcasting
Telecasting

WHAI), Greenfield, Mass.
License Renewal
WIAN
(FM)
license (educ). Indianapolis, Ind.— Renewal of
WHADcense (educ).
(FM) Madison, Wis.— Renewal of liLicense for Cp
WBAL-TV Baltimore, Md. — License to cover cp
(as mod.) which authorized changes in facilities
of existing tv station.
Modification of Cp
WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio— Mod. of cp (as
mod. which authorized changes in facilities of
existing tv station ) to extend completion date
to 11-21-55.
WRAK-TV Williamsport, Penna. — Mod. of cp
(as mod. which authorized new tv station) to
extend completion date to 1-16-56.
License for Cp
WATE (TV) Knoxville, Tenn. — License to cover
cp (as mod.) which authorized new tv station.
Modification of Cp
KTVW
(TV)
Tacoma, newWash.—
Mod. ofto extend
cp (as
mod., which authorized
tv station)
completion date to 1-15-56.
June 28 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. John C. Doerfer
Albuquerque,
forKOBextension
of timeN.toMex.
July— Granted
5 within petition
which
motions to enlarge or change the issues may be
filed, in re proceeding. (Action taken 6/24.)
WKNB-AM-TV New Britain, Conn.— Granted
petition for extension of time to June 30 to file
responses to petitions for enlargement of issues
filed
by WATR-TV
Waterbury,
WNHCTV New
Haven, Conn.
(ActionConn.,
takenand6/21.)
By Examiner James D. Cunningham
WHDH Inc., et al., Boston, Mass. — Granted
joint motion of applicants for ch. 5 to extend
from July 1 to July 15 the time within which
moving parties will file rebuttal findings in this
proceeding.
By Examiner Annie Neal Huritting
By agreement of counsel, continued from July
18 to July 19 hearing in re applications of Triad
Tv Corp., Parma, Mich., et al., for ch. 10.
WKPA New Kensington, Pa. — Issued first statement concerning prehearing conference and order which shall govern course of proceeding to
extent indicated; and hearing now scheduled for
July 11 was continued to July 18.
By Examiner H. Gifford Irion
KFI Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted motion to
continue commencement date of hearing in re
application of WOI Ames, Iowa, for SSA, from
July 6 to Sept. 7; further ordered that exchange
of written direct cases is continued from June
27 to Aug. 29.
WSLA Selma, Ala. — On his own motion, excontinued fromforJune
July 18 hearing in reaminerapplication
mod.28 ofto cp.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
that fifth pre-trial
order dated
20 Ordered
in re applications
of The Toledo
Blade June
Co.,
et al., applicants for ch. 11, and such provisions
of other pre-trial orders as are inconsistent with
stipulation and agreement made June 21, be set
aside and modified to conform to the provisions
of the above stipulations.
By Examiner William G. Butts
Mountain State Bcstg. Co., Morgantown, W. Va.
— Granted motion of respondent requesting that
pre-hearing
28 to June 30.conference be rescheduled from June
June 29 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of June 24
Granted License
KPLA (FM) Los Angeles, Calif., Martin School
of Radio Arts — Granted license for fm station.
WFOS (FM) South Norfolk, Va., School Board
City of Southcommercial
Norfolk
— Granted
license for noneducational
fm station.
Modification of CP
The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WAZL-FM Hazleton, Pa.,
to 1-16-56; KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash., to 1-20-56;
KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to 1-5-56; WNEMTV Bay City, Mich., to 1-18-56; KSAN-TV San
Francisco, Calif., to 1-22-56,
Remote Control
WHAI Greenfield, Mass. — Granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control.
Actions of June 23
Granted Cancellation
WLOA Braddock, Pa. — Granted request for
cancellation of cp which authorized erection of a
new tower (increase height).
Modification of CP
The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WARD-TV Johnstown,
Pa., to 1-15-56; WNBH-FM New Bedford, Mass.,
to 11-18-55; KROY Sacramento, Calif., to 9-1-55,
condition.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Remote Control
The following were granted authority to
operate transmitters bv remote control: KFGO
Fargo, N. D.; WHAI-FM Greenfield, Mass.;
WCOU-FM Lewiston, Me.
Actions of June 22
Granted License
WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N. Y.— Granted license covering changes in WRGB (TV) — ERP to
visual 93.3 kw, aural 46.8 kw; antenna 1020 feet.
WPIX (TV) New York, N. Y.— Granted license
covering change ERP to visual 100 kw, aural 50
kw.
Modification of CP
The following
granted
of completion dates as were
shown:
WINTextension
(TV) Waterloo,
Ind., to 1-7-56; KTSM-TV El Paso, Tex., to 1-1756; KLIX-TV Twin Falls, Idaho, to 1-15-56;
WAZL-TV Hazleton, Pa., to 1-16-56; KCOA (TV)
Corona, Calif., to 1-16-56; KPLC-TV Lake Charles,
La., to 1-12-56; KFAR-TV Fairbanks, Alaska, to
1-14-56; WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn., to 1-1556; WNYC-TV New York, N. Y., to 1-16-56;
KVSO-TV Ardmore, Okla., to 1-12-56; WGTH-TV
Hartford, Conn., to 1-5-56; KEPR-TV Pasco,
Wash., to 1-3-56.
Actions of June 21
Granted License
WGVL (TV) Greenville, S. C— Granted license
for ty station (ch. 23) and for change in designa'of transmitter
siteaural
and 8.52
designate
studio
site; tionERP
visual 17 kw,
kw; antenna
1130KCSJ-TV
fe=t
Pueblo, Colo.— Granted license for tv
station (ch. 5), to specify description of studio
and transmitter location and to adjust ERP to
specify visual 13.5 kw, aural 6.76 kw.
Actions of June 20
Granted License
WHAT (FM) Philadelphia, Pa.— Granted license
covering change in trans, and studio locations;
side mount fm antenna on am tower.
WAVI Springfield, Ohio — Granted license
covering change of antenna, trans, and studio
locations and change location to Dayton, Ohio.
WOBS Jacksonville, Fla. — Granted license to
cover cp which
authorized
change combination
in antennatransmitter
location,
employing
am and tv tower increase height.
KWOR
Worland,
Wyo. — Granted license covering change
of frequency.
WDKD Kingstree, S. C. — Granted license covering change of facilities.
Modification of CP
KBAM Longview, Wash. — Granted mod. of cp
for extension of completion date to 8-31-55.
Remote Control
Theate trans,
following
were control:
granted KDTA
authority
operby remote
Delta,to Colo.;
WGGA Gainsville, Ga.
Action of June 17
Remote Control
KWNO Winona, Minn. — Granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control.
Action of June 6
Early Sign-off
WPKO Waverly, Ohio — Granted permission to
sign off at 7 p.m., EST, during June, July and
August.
Actions of May 27
Temporary Suspension
KBPS Portland, Ore., Portland Public SchoolsBenson Polytechnic School — Granted permission
to remain silent during regular summer school
vacation from June 4 to Sept. 19.
EarlyConn.
Sign-off
WCNX Middletown,
— Granted permission
to sign off at 6 p.m., EST, for period ending
Sept. 1.
Actions of May 24
Early Sign-off
WLYN
Lynn, Mass. — Granted permission to
sign
off
at
6:30
p.m.,
local time, during May, June
and July.
Temporary Unlimited Time
WKRZ Oil City, Pa. — Granted permission to
stay
Dec. on
24. air full time operation June 4 through
Temporary Suspension
WSAJ Grove City, Pa., Grove City College —
Granted permission to remain silent from June
4 to Sept. 24 in order to observe college recess.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
License Renewal
The following stations were granted renewal
of licenses for the regular period:
WIRK West Palm Beach, Fla.; KNOE-AM-TV
Monroe, La.; WNOE New Orleans, La.; WWMT
New Orleans, La.; KVRC Arkadelphia, Ark.;
KROF Abbeville, La.; KMLB-AM-FM Monroe,
La.; KENA Mena, Ark.; KVIM New Iberia, La.;
KMRC Morgan City, La.; WMIS Natchez, Miss.;
WGLC Centerville, Miss.; WHIE Griffin, Ga.;
WWVA-FM Wheeling, W. Va.; WVJP Caguas,
P.R.; WVIM Vicksburg, Miss.; KVLC Little Rock,
Ark.;
WHNY McComb, Miss.; WAVU-FM Albertville, Ala.

June 29 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Renewal of License
Inc.WMDN Midland,
Mich., Rich Publishing House,
Remote
WSON Henderson, Ky. Control
WRNL Richmond, Va.
WSON-FM
— Operation
by remote control Henderson,
.from 121 N. Ky.Main
St., Henderson.
WCOU-FM Lewistown, Me. — Change point of
operation by remote control from Webber Ave.,
Lewiston, Me., to 223 Lisbon St. Lewiston.
WRNL-FM
— Operation
by remote control Richmond,
from Radio Va.Center
Bldg. (WRNL
Studios) 111 N. 4th St., Richmond.
Modification of CP
KFBB-TV Great Falls, Mont.— Mod. of cp to extend completion date to 1-16-56.
WHK-TV Cleveland, Ohio— Mod. of cp to extend completion
date to Wis.—
1-25-56.
WISN-TV
Milwaukee,
Mod. of cp to exCp
tend completion License
date to' for
2-1-56.
WKBT (TV) La Crosse, Wis. — License to cover
cp which authorized a new tv station.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio — License to cover cp
which
locations.authorized change transmitter and studio
KODL The Dallas, Ore. — License to cover cp
which authorized change frequency; increase
power, tenna
install
system. DA-N; make changes in the anRenewal of License
WTHI Terre Haute, Ind.
Construction Permit
WNYC-FM New York, N. Y.— CP to replace .
permit as modified which authorized changes in
licensed station,Modification
which expired
of Cp 6-1-55.
WRAK-FM
Williamsport, Pa.— Mod. of cp
which replaced expired permit for extension of
completion date.
Remote Control
WHTN-FM Huntington, W. Va.— Operation by
remote control Modification
from 11121/2 4th
Ave., Huntington.
of Cp
WILL-FM Urbana, 111., U. of HI. — Mod. of cp
for extension of completion date.
Renewal of License
WBGU (FM) Bowling Green, Ohio, Bowling
Green State U.
WBOE (FM) Cleveland, Ohio, Cleveland City
Board of Education
WSLN (FM) Delaware, Ohio, Ohio Wesleyan
WMUB (FM) Modification
Oxford, Ohio, ofMiami
Cp U.
U. WVEC-TV Hampton, Va.— Mod. of cp, extension of completion date 1-4-56.
UPCOMING
JULY
July 11: Start, Institute in Live & Filmed Tv, U.
of Miami, Coral Gables, Fla.
July 18 : Start, WSM-Peabody Tv Workshop, Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn.
July
22-27: Hotel,
National
Audio-Visual Convention,
Sherman
Chicago.
July 28-30: International Advertising Conference,
State Parliament Bldg., Zurich, Switzerland.
AUGUST
Aug. 1-9:
Educational
Television
Workshop, Michigan State
College, East
Lansing.
Aug. 8: RAB Clinic, Atlanta.
Aug. 9: RAB Clinic, Charleston, S. C.
Aug. 10: RAB Clinic, Winston-Salem, N. C.
Aug. 11: RAB Clinic, Norfolk, Va.
Aug. 12: RAB Clinic, Philadelphia.
Aug.
14-Sept. 3:television
National production
Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters
workshop,
State U. of Iowa, Iowa City.
Aug. 22: RAB Clinic, Tampa, Fla.
Aug. 23: RAB Clinic, Birmingham, Ala.
Aug. 24: RAB Clinic, Baton Rouge, La.
Aug. 24-26: West Coast Electronics Manufacturers
Assn. and
Los Angeles
and sections
San Francisco
Institute of Radio
Engineers
show and
convention, San Francisco.
Aug. 25: RAB Clinic, Ft. Worth, Tex.
Aug. 26: RAB Clinic, San Antonio, Tex.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 2-4: National Agricultural Tv Clinic, U. of
Missouri.
Sept.
6: RAB Clinic, Los Angeles.
Sept. 7: RAB Clinic, Bakersfield, Calif.
Sept. 8: RAB Clinic, San Francisco.
Sept. 9: RAB Clinic, Ogden, Utah.
Sept. 11-13: Seventh
Dist. AFA Convention, Birmingham, Ala.
Sept. 12-14: CBS Radio Affiliates meeting, Detroit.
Sept. 12-16:casters
National Assn.
of Educational BroadCollege, East engineering
Lansing.workshop, Michigan State
Sept. 15-16
: Michigan
den Valley,
Gaylord.Assn. of Broadcasters, HidSept.
18-24:
National
Radio & Wash.
Television Week.
Sept. 19: RAB Clinic, Seattle,
July 4, 1955
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editorials
Out of the Attic
THERE ARE plenty of signs that radio is heading into a period
of real expansion — not recovery, mind you, but expansion.
This period has been made possible not by some new enthusiasm
on the part of the public (which has kept listening to radio all
along) but by a new enthusiasm on the part of broadcasters. The
situation was summed up nicely, if in a somewhat improbable place,
by John O'Hara, the eminent novelist and short story writer, in a
column in Collier's July 8:
... In the present decade, which I like to call the Fidgety
Fifties, the emphasis has been so much on television that it has
been easy to imagine a radio studio as remote and all but forgotten, like the beautifully conceived vault in which Jack Benny
pretends to keep his money . . .
Radio was getting the X treatment. In the Victorian novels,
or the post- Victorian novels of Miss DuMaurier, a familiar character was the sister we don't talk about, who lives in the north
tower and has her meals on a tray. Sometimes she turned out to
be perfectly nice or even a Joan Fontaine type, but for many, many
pages she is stashed away in the upstairs looney-bin and not allowed
to see strangers . . .
Thus radio.
The parallel is not exact, but it is usefully close, for it almost
always turns out that the incarcerated incompetent in the attic
is really a rich heiress as well as a pretty one. Give her a facial and
perhaps an hour with the dentist and carte blanche at Hattie Carnegie's and the kid is ripe for Rubirosa . . .
Radio has been released from the north tower by the broadcasting companies. Either in earnest, or to provide light summer
reading, they have been doing a lot of talking about how good
radio is and announcing splendid plans for it. It just goes to show
that the broadcasting companies catch on quick to something the
public has known all along: radio is okay.
It is gratifying to recognize that now everybody thinks radio is
okay — including the people who run it. But merely thinking it is
okay will not make it so. What is needed on the part of broadcasters— the networks in particular — is positive action based on
positive thinking.
Good or bad, the new patterns in network radio suggest that the
networks have decided to try to get radio out of the attic. At
least they are talking now about the sister they didn't use to mention. When they renew their acquaintance with her, they'll find
sister is quite a dish.
Anti-Discrimination
INTRODUCTION of practically identical bills in House and Senate to thwart "discrimination" against newspaper applicants for
broadcast stations should come as no great surprise to the FCC.
The Commission, abetted by recent decisions of the Circuit Court
of Appeals in Washington, has been agitating, perhaps unwittingly,
this precise action by Congress.
All Congress had to do was to look at the record. Obviously
this was brought to the attention of the authors of the bills by
distraught newspaper applicants in recent television cases. These
covered not only final decisions by the FCC, but also those misnamed "initial" decisions by hearing examiners. It is natural for
the examiners to seek to have the FCC sustain their conclusions,
so they contrive to reach conclusions which follow the line the FCC
itself has drawn in recent decisions.
Rep. John V. Beamer (R-Ind.), who authorized one of the two
House bills, cited 10 cases which he said indicate the FCC favors
the non-newspaper against the newspaper applicant. He might
have added that there are as many cases which favor the newcomer
against the old-line broadcaster.
These acts have been committed in the name of "diversification
of mass media". What isn't decided on this precept, gets the coup
de grace under the "public interest, convenience and necessity"
clause, which has defied interpretation since the Radio Act (precursor of the Communications Act) became law in 1927.
The preponderant FCC notion (there are exceptions) appears
to be that he who has does not get. Most of the multiple owners
long ago abandoned the notion that they could procure new facilities on original grant out of comparative hearings. So they have
gone into the open market to buy or trade.
Nearly a decade ago, Congress sought to write a specific antiPage 90 • July 4, 1955

Drawn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid His
"Let's try it again. This time pour the suntan lotion in her hand and
let her put it on herself."
discrimination provision into the law. But the FCC, as then constituted, insisted no legislation was necessary; that there was no
discrimination. Then, three years ago, Congress again proposed
such an amendment (in writing), but this was tabled after the then
FCC once again gave assurances that there was no discrimination
and that there would be none.
So now, the very same "anti-discrimination" amendment has
been reintroduced in both Senate and House.
Last year we said on this page that unless the FCC brings some
semblance of consistency into its decisions, "we predict that Congress won't be so easily dissuaded from acting upon the antidiscrimination amendment." That point has been reached.
Hal Fellows— Well Met
THE NARTB joint board of directors acted wisely in extending
the contract of Harold E. Fellows as the association's chief
executive officer for five years, with provisions that assure his availability and counsel at least four years thereafter.
In the four years that Mr. Fellows has presided over NARTB,
the association has shown its greatest progress. It is now at its
all-time peak as an effective trade association, devoid of the kind
of internecine discord that in past years threatened destruction of
the organization and aroused serious talk of rump and splinter
movements.
Mr. Fellows infused in NARTB the know-how of a practical
broadcaster with nearly two decades in station and agency operations. He built confidence in NARTB through personal appearances throughout the country, perhaps with too little regard for
his own health and well-being. The NARTB has met every challenge, legislative, regulatory, political, or crack-pot, in the four
years that Mr. Fellows has held the helm, first as president and
during the last year as president-board chairman.
Trade associations usually are regarded as stopping-off places —
as stepping stones to more remunerative and less onerous pursuits.
Young men, particularly, regard such activity as internships, like
government. Mr. Fellows, at 56, has elected to make the NARTB
his career. The joint board, exemplifying excellent judgment, agreed
with him. In 1960, Mr. Fellows can become consultant to NARTB
for four years, and enjoy retirement thereafter, under a plan
embodied in his new contract.
The need now is to assure continuity of top management in the
association's affairs. Junior executives having the qualifications
should be induced to regard NARTB as their careers. There should
be adequate depth to assure that every top position is backstopped
— including that of president. A second-in-command should be
selected to relieve Mr. Fellows of non-policy administration, and
to take on some of the barnstorming load. We understand this
quest is on.
Broadcasting
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Along with the week end comes WWJ's
perfect package — "Music Over the
Week End" and "Monitor."
Combining
WWJ's

the proved sales strength of

weU established "Music Over the Week

End" with NBC's

exciting new "Monitor," you can reach an audience of men and
women whose minds are on the things they want for themselves—
from frosted drinks to furniture.
Sales-minded advertisers are now using over 100 announcements
every Saturday and Sunday on WWJ when three of the station's
top disc-jockeys — Bob Maxwell, Ross Mulholland, and Shelby
Newhouse — sell to week-ending Detroiters and suburbanites while
they're relaxed and ready to listen.
Check up on special saturation discounts and plan to sell to
Detroit during these wonderful week ends.

"MONITOR"— all other
times, with local news
every hour.

"MUSIC OVER THE WEEK END"
Saturday and Sunday
12:15-2:00 P.M.
5:00-6:30 P.M.

Jjjjg
AM-950 KILOCYCLES-5000 WATTS
FM-CHANNEL 246-97.1 MEGACYCLES
Associate Television Slolion WWJ- TV

Basic

NBC Affiliate

AM
FM

WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION o Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS • National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLUNGBERY CO.
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KMBC-TV

Kansas
(\ty's
KMBC-TV is proud to announce its
new television affiliation (effective
September 28) with America's most
dynamic and fastest-growing television
network, the American Broadcasting
Company. With this swing, KMBC-TV
makes a significant, forward-looking
change. Television is the medium of today and the future, and we are planning,
building and doing things for the future
— along with ABC-TV.
Maybe Davy Crockett did it, singlehanded. When there is a nationwide Davy
Crockett craze — stemming from one wonone network,
it's reason
to stop derful
and program
thinkon about
that network.
Walt Disney and his fabulous Disneyland
show have meant a great deal to ABC-TV,
and to television generally. With the upcoming Walt Disney Mickey Mouse Club,
a full-hour of excitement every weekday, we
can all look forward to more TV miracles.
Surprised?
We're not,
Disney is a
product
of Kansas
CityforandWalt
its schools.

Most

Naturally
we're proud of Mr. Disney —
and
loyal, too!
And we Kansas Citians like fights. As you
know, the famous Wednesday Night Fights
are now on ABC-TV.
We are also men of peace and contemplation
... so we are justly pleased that Bishop Sheen
will be on ABC-TV and KMBC-TV this fall.
There is more, much more : Wyatt Earp, the first
adult western on television. Warner Brothers
Presents, a full-hour each week of new Warnerproduced television, each program built around
their highly successful motion picture properties,
such as "Casablanca," "Cheyenne" and "King's Row."
With our 1079-foot KMBC-TV tower (tallest in
this area) and 316,000 watts of power on Channel
9, we know that families on the perimeter of the
Kansas City market (as well as our closer neighbors) will be seeing the fine new programs, and
many of their old favorites, on ABC-TV. Network
programming available on a dependable service basis
only from the KMBC-TV tall-tower transmitter.
Then, there's the matter of time for more local programming. KMBC-TV leads in every local category:
highest-rated locally produced women's show . . .
highest-rated locally produced weekday kid shows . . .
highest-rated locally produced news-weather-sports
shows . . . highest-rated late movie. To these we want to
add other fine local features for which plans have
long been in the making.
So it's off with the old and on with the new, at
KMBC-TV — as The Swing to ABC continues and our
station identification in late September will proudly
announce to viewers: "This is Channel 9, Kansas City,
affiliated with the American Broadcasting Company."
KMBC-TV
Kansas

City's Most Powerful TV Station

Powerful

TV

Statioi

JULY

35c PER COPY
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The only way to reach every family in the Baltimore Trading Area
is by radio. Radio offers 98.6% penetration of the whole Baltimore
metropolitan area. No other advertising medium offers anything like
this penetration. The only way to get your message to everybody
is radio! Yes! —
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S Buys Second Uhf,
VGTH-TV Hartford

And the big bargain buy in Baltimore radio is W-l-T-H. Top Nielsen
circulation in the home county goes to W-l-T-H. Combined with
low, low rates, W-l-T-H delivers more listeners-per-dollar than any
other radio or TV station in Baltimore. Ask your Forjoe man for
the whole story!
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Tinsley, President

R. C. Embry, Vice President

National Representatives: Forjoe & Co.

AROUND

W

FARGO,

DAY-TV
PITCHES

A

SHUTOUT!

ATEST Fargo -Moorhead Hoopers credit
WDAY-TV with an almost clean sweep of
audience-preference honors. The chart shows
that between 5 and 6 times as many Metropolitan
Fargo families tune to WDAY-TV as to the
next station.
Look at the sets-in-use — a whopping big
65% at night!
Although Metropolitan Fargo represents an
important segment of WDAY-TV's coverage, it's
not the whole story. WDAY-TV is also the preferred station in most of the heavily-saturated
Red River Valley. Ask Free & Peters for the proof.
HOOPER TELEVISION AUDIENCE INDEX
Fargo, N. D. - Moorhead, Minn. — Nov., 1954
In-Use
Share of
TV-SETS- Television Audience
WDAY-TV Station B
AFTERNOON (Mon. thru Frl.)
48
28
86
14
12 noon — 5 p.m.

WDAY-TV
FARGO,

N. D.

•

Affiliated with NBC

CHANNEL
• ABC

FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives

6

88

5 p.m. — 6:30 p.m.
EVENING (Sun. thru Sat.)
6 p.m. — 12 midnight

13

65

(^Adjusted
were tonotcompensate
telecasting forall fact
hours)stations

85*

17*

KCRA

KCRA-TV
WITH

INC.
EDWARD

KCRA,

PETRY

Inc.,

takes pleasure

&

CO.

Sacramento,
in announcing

this

appointment effective immediately.

KCRA-TV,

Channel

3, goes on

the air in September. It will be NBC-TV
Basic, operate on 100,000 watts, video,
andcover417,500

families, equivalentto

the 13th metropolitan market in the U.S.

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and July by Broadcasting Publications Inc 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1S33, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3,' 1879.

LANCASTER,
NBC • CBS • DuMont
WGAL-TV
The super-powered voice of WGAL-TV
directs your advertising message from its
mountaintop transmitter location to the
rich, vast Channel 8 Mighty Market Place,
where nearly 3 Vi million people have
$5 Vi billion to spend. For sales results
that are something to crow about,
buy WGAL-TV.
STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

PA

Channel 8
Harrisburg
Mighty Market Reading
Place
York
Hanover
Gettysburg
Chambersburg
Waynesboro
Frederick
Westminster
Sunbury
Carlisle
Martinsburg

Lebanon
Pottsville
Hazleton
Shamokin
Bloomsburg
Mount
Carmel
Lewisburg
Lewistown
Lock Haven
Hagerstown

316,000

watts

Representatives: MEEKER
TV,
INC.
New York • Los Angeles • Chicago • San Francisco
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FOUNDATION AID SOUGHT • New
technique in fact-finding inquiries by Congress being undertaken by Senate Commerce Committee in its television investigation through enlistment of big foundations like Ford and Carnegie. Chairman
Magnuson (D-Wash.) and his chief counsel, Sidney Davis, it's learned, have been
working quietly to get Ford and Carnegie
to research political and free speech aspects
in broadcasting for committee's benefit
v and preliminary reaction is understood to
be favorable.
B»T
CHAIRMAN Magnuson 10 days ago conferred with Dr. Robert M. Hutchins, head
of Ford's Fund for the Republic, on project
on political broadcasting (Section 315 of
existing law specifying equal time for
qualified candidates for public office)
which has. engendered controversy on Hill
and among broadcasters. And Mr. Davis
last Friday was in New York to pitch to
Carnegie executive suggestion that exhaustive study of censorship (Sec. 326)
be undertaken for Congress' benefit. Projects, if undertaken, would be conducted
alongside ad hoc engineering committee
set up under Magnuson mandate [B»T,
June 27, 20), as advisory to committee.
B«T
DE-INTERMIXTURE DATE • Broadcasting's two top chairmen — Magnuson of
Senate Commerce Committee and McConnaughey of FCC — huddled last Friday on state of communications, with selective de-intermixture of uhf-vhf at top
of list. FCC chairman advised that there's
little prospect of deciding bellweather deintermixture cases argued last month [B»T,
July 4] until after Labor Day. He advised
there were several weeks of staff work to
be done, and that issue is too important
to rush off with curbstone opinions. Assurance reportedly given that FCC isn't
slowing down its consideration of mixed
allocations problem because of functioning
of Magnuson's
tions committee.ad hoc engineering allocaB»T
BOMBSHELL tossed at FCC meeting last
Friday on de-intermixture by Comr. Rosel
H. Hyde, who suggested FCC take look
at whole problem of tv allocations from
economic, rather than pure allocations
aspect. Comr. Hyde reportedly urged reexamination ofallocation principles because present plan does not take into account operation of "economic forces" in
such manner as to encourage development
of full competitive tv service. Since deintermixture was not on agenda, Comr.
E. M. Webster reportedly questioned consideration at this time and matter went
over for further discussion, presumably
this week or next.
B.T
MRS. HOBBY'S PLANS • Mrs. Oveta
Culp Hobby will submit her resignation as

c> Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Secretary of Health, Education & Welfare
any day now; in fact it's said she proffered
it to President Eisenhower last Friday at
White House. Once resignation is announced, Mrs. Hobby will become president of Houston Post Co., which owns
KPRC-AM-FM-TV. Her husband, former
Gov. W. P. Hobby, will move to board
chairmanship. Mrs. Hobby, prior to acceptance of Cabinet post, had been executive vice president of Houston properties
and originally had intended resigning
earlier. Polio vaccine case caused her
to defer action rather than retire under
fire, however ill-merited.
B»T
SOMETHING new will be awarded at
Radio Advertising Bureau's first radio advertising conference this fall. Gold medals
will go to national and regional advertisers
and their agencies for radio commercial
copy adjudged best by group of agency
top-notchers, according to plans now being
formulated. Conference, designed as fulldress convention of RAB with agency and
advertiser executives collaborating with
broadcasters on best uses of radio as advertising medium, will be held Oct. 13-14 at
Waldorf-Astoria in New York.
B«T
UHF IN HARTFORD • CBS purchase of
ch. 18 WGTH-TV Hartford (see story
page 86), after NBC bought Hartford
area uhf months ago, gave rise to question whether ABC might also seek uhf in
area thus making Hartford market scene
of three-network operation in uhf. Top
ABC executive told B*T, however, network now has no plans for uhf acquisition
anywhere.
B»T
NEW nationwide television set census will
be undertaken by A. C. Nielsen Co. if
industry, now being circularized, indicates
support of such project. Count would
be along lines similar to count made by
Nielsen in spring of 1952. Firm currently
is querying all segments of industry — stations, networks, advertisers, agencies — for
views as to need.
B»T
TELEVISION CITY • Despite whooped
up talk of new tv city on Long Island,
major networks are still thinking in terms
of wide open spaces, probably north of
Manhattan, where horizontal structures
rather than skyscrapers can be built to
accommodate tv needs, notably elbow
room required for color production.
Whereas proposal pitched by New York
City Construction Commissioner Robert
Moses contemplated about 10 acres, experts feel that to accommodate only two
networks (say CBS and NBC) at least 100
acres would be needed. If and when decisions are reached on development of tv
town in New York area, it's probable that
events in Hollywood would be duplicated.
After first broadcast studios were estab-

circuit
lished in downtown Hollywood by CBS
others moved into same general area and
related businesses, notably advertising
agencies, flocked in from Los Angeles
proper to HollywoodB»T"Radio City" radius.
APPLICATION for transfer of KMYR
Denver to group headed by William B.
Dolph and Herbert L. Pettey expected to
be announced this week as part of formation of Dolph-Pettey Broadcasting Co.,
broadcast station management group.
Transaction, overall, may involve $150,000. Denver independent, now operating
on 1340 kc with 250 w, holds construction
permit for 710 kc with 5 kw. Station
would be purchased from F. W. (Bill)
Meyer and his brother Al G., latter now
general manager. Sequel to transaction
will be filing of intent with Securities &
Exchange Commission to issue securities
to cover KMYR and also one-third of capital stock of KULA-AM-TV Honolulu,
owned by Dolph-Pettey group, plus associates. Security underwriters in Cleveland
and Chicago will beB»Tinvolved.
'TOAST' COMPETITION • ABC-TV,
now dickering for Class A quality feature
films — reports have dates of films as recent
as 1953 — to place in Sunday, 7:30-9 p.m.
period next fall, is said to be close to decision. Ninety-minute film program would
be offered to advertisers on participation
basis, it's understood. Network believes
this formula could compete with highly
rated Toast of the Town on CBS-TV in
8-9 p.m. period and also with ColgatePalmolive on NBC-TV whose Comedy
Hour only few weeks ago (June 26) suffered 35.6-to-5.0 setback by Toast in
Trendex ratings. That showing against Ed
Sullivan's seventh anniversary program reportedly has C-P pondering change.
B*T
LOOK for big push by RCA on color tv
set sales this fall — in combination with
NBC's color spectaculars. (CBS is going
heavily into colorcasts this fall, too.) Unconfirmed report is that RCA will halve
price of color sets through new development, whether single gun tube, simplified
circuitry or what is unknown. Price of
RCA 21-in. color set today is $795.
B»T
ANSWER TO TODAY' • In its determination to come up with children's show to
compete successfully with J. Fred Muggs
and Dave Garroway on NBC-TV's Today,
CBS-TV is retaining Martin and Alan
Stone and Eddie Kean to create and produce new format for hour-long kinescope.
Show would replace current Morning
Show and be based on familiar world of
child rather than fantasy, with emphasis
on education in variety type structure.
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POWER

POWER
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Power

is the only answer

to get more

for the advertiser

for his money

who

wants

in 1955-1956

Within the far-flung limits of influence
exerted by Atlanta's radio station WSB
and television station WSB-TV
are a given number of homes. This is ALL
the homes there are in this great area.
Use the power of WSB plus WSB-TV
and you reach them all. These first stations
used individually or as a team,
give you a lower audience cost per thousand
than can be obtained on any other
Georgia station or combination of stations.
Get more for your money —
get on WSB and WSB-TV.

NBC Affiliate. Represented by Petry. Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution
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Gleason

Returns to DuMont

To Use Electronicam

System

JACKIE GLEASON's The Honeymooners, 30minute film show to start Oct. 1 on CBS-TV,
will be filmed beginning Aug. 16 by DuMont's
Electronicam tv-film system, Ted Bergmann,
managing director of Allen B. DuMont Labs'
Broadcast Div., was to announce today (Mon.).
Contract, signed by Jackie Gleason Enterprises
and DuMont, runs for three years and calls for
production each season of 39 programs in
black-and-white on 35mm film. Jack Philbin
was named executive producer.
Honeymooners was part of high-priced contract negotiated by Mr. Gleason with Buick
Div. of General Motors.
Production will be at Adelphi Teletheatre,
New York, where comic Gleason, as star of
DuMont's Cavalcade of Stars, started on road
to tv fame. Mr. Gleason said that DuMont's
system will permit his group to retain spontaneity and bounce of live show, using same
crew as in live production and permitting cast
to work as before. Electronicam will allow
show to be produced in about same time that
was necessary for live telecast, he said. Played
before audience, filmed show will permit reaction as if it were live, Mr. Gleason noted,
adding that no canned laughter will be used.
CBS

deadline

Radio Thinks Stations

Will Buy One-Rate Plan
CBS Radio officials said Friday that station
response to their new affiliation contracts —
which among other things set up single rate
for day and evening time (but without reducing
actual costs to advertisers) and provide for oneyear reduction of 20% in station compensation
[B*T, July 4] — is "just terrific." They figure
that, with last Monday's holiday, affiliates for
most part didn't get new contract forms until
Tuesday or Wednesday. By Friday they estimated they had received acceptances from
around 50 stations. These represent 40-42%
of network's U. S. rate card — almost half of
85% needed to put new plan into operation.
Nor had there been any turndowns. July 15
is target deadline for reply. One-rate plan and
one-year cut in station payments would become
effective Aug. 25.
WMID Is Cleared
In Initial Decision
CLEAN bill of health for WMID Atlantic City,
N. J., was given Friday in initial decision by
FCC Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham which recommended that WMID be
granted renewal of license and transfer of
control from Richard Endicott to Arthur A.
Handler and loseph F. Bradway. Examiner
found WMID had discontinued questionable
horse race programs, now carries only three
shows during racing season and they are not
of value to any illegal gambling interest.
Examiner also concluded "there is no probative evidence which would support a determination that Joseph J. Slotoroff, Richard Endicott or Edwin E. Kohn ever held an ownership
interest in the applicant which was concealed
from the Commission."
Broadcasting • Telecasting

CLINCHER
SIGURD S. LARMON, Young & Rubicam president, who has spent many hours
attempting to sell Washington politicians
on virtues of advertising in accomplishing
difficult tasks, probably presented his
most effective argument Thursday, when
his Madison Avenue touch on five-iron
gave him hole-in-one on 155-yard third
hole at Burning Tree course in Washington. His impressed audience included
President Eisenhower and Reps. Charles
A. Halleck (R-Ind.) and Peter Frelinghuysen (R-N. J.), other members of
foursome.

Orson Welles, CBS-TV Plan
90-Minute Color Programs
SIGNING of Orson Welles by CBS-TV to
direct and star in series of 90-minute filmed
color productions during 1955-56 season is
being announced today (Monday) by Hubbell
Robinson Jr., CBS-TV vice president in charge
of programs. Mr. Welles will be supported by
all-star casts in vehicles based upon contemporary and classical plays and novels, with
George Du Maurier's "Trilby" being considered as first production, in which Mr. Welles
would enact role of Svengali. Series will be
co-directed by Theodore Sills and produced by
Harry Saltzman. Mr. Robinson said starting
date of series, number of programs and other
details will be announced shortly.
MGM# ABC-TV Detail Plans
NEW ABC-TV MGM Parade program [B«T,
June 27] will be telecast 9 p.m. EDT Wednesdays, following ABC-TV Disneyland, starting
Dec. 14, network and studio decided at Hollywood meeting last week. Appointment of Leslie
Peterson as executive producer and George
Murphy as host-director of series also announced with Thomas M. Lufkin ABC-TV
coordinator at MGM studios.
British Buy U. S. Shows
For Their Commercial Tv
NBC Film Division announced Friday its
Inner Sanctum and half-hour Hopalong Cassidy
programs have been sold to Associated Rediffusion Ltd., London, to be placed on British
commercial television. These programs will
be carried in London area this fall.
HUNTER IS HIT
OFFICIAL Films, New York, is set to
announce one of largest spot sales in
syndication history, involving purchase
of Official's The Hunter series in about
250 markets by Tafon Distributors Inc.,
Los Angeles (health products). More
than $1 million in time and product said
to be involved in transaction. Series will
kick off in mid-August. Agency for
Tafon is Frank J. Miller Adv., Los
Angeles.

• BUSINESS BRIEFLY
ROYAL RADIO SPOTS • Standard Brands
(Royal Instant dessert), N. Y., planning radio
spot announcement campaign to start late July
for six weeks in about 20 markets. Ted Bates
& Co., N. Y., is agency.
BISHOP BUYS • Hazel Bishop Inc. (Hazel
Bishop lipstick, Complexion Glow, nail polish
and compact make-up), through Raymond
Spector
Co., buysonDouglas
p.m. newscasts
Wendy Edwards'
Warren 12-12:05
and the
News (Mon.-Fri.) and five-minute Mon.-Fri.
segment of Fred Robbins Show (3:30-4 p.m.),
both on CBS Radio.
EVERY OTHER RIDE • American Dairy
Assn., Chicago, has signed for alternate-week
sponsorship of ABC-TV's Lone Ranger (Thurs.,
7:30-8 p.m. EDT), starting Sept. 15. Agency:
Campbell-Mithun, Chicago. Other sponsor of
series is General Mills Inc., Minneapolis,
through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
FOR THE ELDERLY • Pharmaceuticals Inc.
(Zarumin and Serutan), through Edward Kletter Assoc., sponsors Life Begins at Eighty, with
Jack Barry as m.c, on ABC-TV, beginning July
31, Sundays, 9:30-10 p.m. EDT. Program
was seen on ABC-TV from October 1950 to
March 1952, then switched to DuMont.
REGIONAL PLAN • Greyhound Bus Lines
reportedly preparing to sponsor Gross-Krasne
produced half-hour tv show, weekly for 52
weeks, placing it regionally by various offices
of its agency, Beaumont & Hohman.
JOINT SPONSORS • Carter Products and
Pharmaceuticals Inc. sign to co-sponsor Joe
and Mabel on CBS-TV, Tues., 9-9:30 p.m.,
effective Sept. 20. Agencies: Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., for Carter, and Edward Kletter Assoc., N. Y., for Pharmaceuticals.
CLOCKS ON TV • General Electric Telechron
Div. (clocks), in midst of media plans for fall
campaign, is understood to be considering spot
television. Agency is N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
KEDD

(TV) Sued But Owner

Says It's Still in Business
STANLEY H. DURWARD, president of ch.
16 KEDD (TV) Wichita, Kan., told B»T Fristation,
earlierday that
in creditors'
week, was suit
not against
important.
He filed
said
station was enjoying good business, that Wichita
was 99.4% converted and that if FCC approved
its request to move reserved ch. 8 from Manhattan, Kan., to Wichita, station was prepared
to construct 1,200-ft. tower and boost power
to 316 kw to cover greater Wichita area. Station now operates from 711 -ft. tower with 245
kw, is affiliated with NBC.
Suit asked that station be placed in receivership, was filed in Segwick County court by
MCA-TV Ltd., for $5,200, and by Atlantic Tv
Co., for $1,400. It listed liabilities of station
as follows: Durward Theatres, $270,000; RCA,
$103,000; S. H. Durward, $67,000, and GE,
$61,000.
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Oppose

WGR-TV Hearing Plea
BOTH NBC and ch. 17 WBUF-TV Buffalo,
which network seeks to purchase for $312,000,
'I filed oppositions Friday to petition of ch. 2
WGR-TV Buffalo which seeks consolidated
hearing on all pending NBC station acquisitions, including network's $600,000-plus buy
of WKNB-AM-TV New Britain, Conn., and
swap of its Cleveland radio-tv properties for
those held by Westinghouse in Philadelphia
(story page 86).
WBUF-TV charged WGR-TV's petition "is
filed in bad faith and has as its purpose the
perpetuation of WGR-TV's dominance in the
Buffalo market." Noting public has invested
$8 million there in uhf, station said its sale
to NBC "would materially assist uhf in western New York area and generally throughout
the U. S." NBC claimed WGR-TV's "primary
objective is to obstruct and delay any final
decision" and said investigation requested, going into background of network's parent RCA
and patent picture, would take several years.
NBC claimed "this tactic is much too obvious
to be even artful — let alone persuasive."
NBC pointed out "uhf barely has a toe hold
in Buffalo now. NBC is willing to risk its resources, experiences and ability to establish
WBUF-TV on a firm foundation if it can and
thus build circulation for the other two uhf
channels" there.
First 11 GE Dramas

Set

TITLES of first 11 hour-long dramatic shows
being filmed in Hollywood by 20th CenturyFox for new General Electric series on CBSTV (alt. Wed., 10-11 p.m.) starting Sept. 21,
were announced Friday. They are: "Oxbow
Incident," "Yacht on the High Seas," "One
Life," "The Late George Apley," "The Number," "Small Back Room," "The Philemon
Complex," "The Age of Reason," "Parnassus
on Wheels," "Miracle on 34th St." and "Turn
of
Screw." GE agency is Young & Rubicam,
Newthe York.

deadline

SURPRISE
DISCLOSURE that CBS had bought
WGTH-TV Hartford (story page 86)
brought from one NBC executive expression of "surprise." Speaking unofficially, he said he had not expected CBSTV to move into uhf in same market
where NBC had already made similar
move (NBC has bought WKNB-TV New
Britain in Hartford area; both this purchase and CBS-TV's are subject to customary FCC approval).

Ward

Heads

ANA

Group

Studying Co-op Advertising
ELMER WARD, executive vice president of
Palm Beach Co., has been appointed chairman
of Assn. of National Advertisers' Cooperative
Advertising Steering Committee, ANA will
announce today (Monday). Mr. Ward succeeds
Walter Lowy, former vice president of The
Formfit Co., who June 1 assumed presidency
of Richard G. Krueger Co.
Committee is currently preparing study of
cooperative advertising expenditures designed
to produce data on co-op advertising budgeting
in relation to total advertising and promotion
appropriations.
Members of Mr. Ward's committee are M. H.
Cable, International Shoe Co.; J. R. Clemens,
Westinghouse Electric Corp.; George A. Eddy,
Parker Pen Co.; E. R. Faltz, Julius Kayser &
Co.; John W. Field, The Warner Bros. Co.;
Frank Hale, Bristol-Myers Co.; J. W. Jackson,
RCA; Irwin B. Jordon Jr., John B. Stetson Co.;
David H. Kutner, Motorola Inc.; W. O. Maxwell, International Harvester Co.; E. B. Mercer, Philco Corp.; John G. Porter, General
Electric Co.; John T. Saltz, American Greeting
Corp.; Herbert Simpson, Remington Rand Inc.,
and Robert P. Swan, Personal Products Co.
Providence

Uhf Suspends

WNET

Stockton Move Opposed
OPPOSITIONS to move of ch. 13 from Stockton to San Francisco-Oakland area, requested
by ch. 13 KOVR (TV) Stockton [B*T, May
30], filed Friday with FCC by San FranciscoOakland ch. 2 applicants Tv East Bay, Ch. 2
Inc., San Francisco-Oakland Tv Inc. Objectors
claimed removal of vhf from Stockton would
leave that city without vhf service, violating
equal facilities provisions of Communications
Act. Ch. 2 applicants awaiting initial decision.
Tarzian Application Hit
OPPOSITION to application of Sarkes Tarzian
Inc. (WTTV [TV] Bloomington, Ind.) for ch.
21 Huntington, Ind., with transmitter site less
than three miles from Fort Wayne, filed with
FCC Friday by WANE-TV Fort Wayne, holder
of permit for ch. 69 there. WANE-TV moved
that FCC dismiss Tarzian application for
Huntington because of "straddling."
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

(TV) Providence, R. I., was to suspend operations yesterday (Sunday) due to
continued large operating losses. Ch. 16 station advised FCC it hoped to return to air
in future pending favorable Commission action on proposal to allocate ch. 3 to Westerly,
R. I., or fundamental change in uhf picture.
WNET cited "failure of the television networks
to equitably distribute their programs to uhf
stations" and "refusal" of timebuyers to invest clients' money in uhf time. Two vhf stations remain operating in Rhode Island, WJARTV and WPRO-TV, both Providence.
Louisiana Drop-In Asked
DROP IN of ch. 11 to Houma, La., 41 miles
from New Orleans, in place of ch. 30 allocated
to that city, asked Friday of FCC by Fred
Weber, WFPG-AM-TV Atlantic City. Mr.
Weber is former vice president-general manager and 22.5% stockholder of WDSU New
Orleans, sold to Stern family in immediate
postwar years. Already on file is request by
ch. 61 WJMR-TV New Orleans to transfer
ch. 2 to New Orleans from Baton Rouge.

MILTON C. MUMFORD, who joined Lever
Bros, last July as vice president and two months
ago was named a director, has been elevated
to executive vice president, William H. Burkhart, president, announced Friday.
EDWARD J. PENDER, who has been working
on U. S. Steel -account at BBDO since 1950,
appointed advertising manager of United States
Steel Homes Inc., housing subsidiary of U. S.
Steel Corp., effective July 15. At BBDO Mr.
Pender specialized in television commercials
and promotional campaigns of Steel account.
PETER S. RODGERS, former vice president
of Atlas Television Corp., N. Y., has joined
sales staff of National Telefilm Assoc., N. Y.,
on
wood.West Coast, with headquarters in HollyJOHN DONAHUE, in advertising and sales
work for 25 years, including service with ABC
for
several years, office
named indirector
newly-reactivated
Detroitof inMutual"s
Union
Guaranty Bldg.
WILLIAM HOWARD TANKERSLEY, CBS
Radio program operations director in Hollywood, appointed director of editing, CBS-TV,
Hollywood.
Storer Notes Upswing
In Radio Business
EXTREMELY optimistic statement on radio
business issued Friday by George B. Storer,
president of Storer Broadcasting Co., in status
report on company's seven owned radio properties.
Mr. Storer said time sales on these stations
"have shown marked increases" over last
year. To illustrate, he compared last June with
same month of 1954, noting that one station
more than doubled its business and another
increased more than 20%.
Mr. Storer said: "The trend throughout the
entire radio division [of SBC, which also owns
and operates seven tv stations] has definitely
been on the upgrade. We have detected a
re-awakening among advertisers to the effectiveness of radio.
"Storer stations look for, and are making
preparations for, the biggest summer business
radio has enjoyed in several years."
Guillotte Named

Chief

Of CBS Am Operations
HORACE R. GUILLOTTE is being named
today (Monday) by CBS Radio President Arthur Hull Hayes as vice president in charge of
operations for CBS Radio network. Headquarters will be in Hollywood.
Mr. Guillotte, with CBS for 22 years, joined
as technician in technical operations dept. and
in 1941 was named supervisor in network operations dept., becoming in 1942 manager of
that department and in July 1951, director of
network operations, shifting from New York
to West Coast last October.
Two Join Rep Assn.
STATION Representatives Assn. announced
Friday that Moore & Lund, Seattle, and RadioTv Representatives, New York, headed by
Peggy Stone, have been accepted for membership in SRA.
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Beginning this summer, Hazel Bishop will sell cosmetics on Wendy Warren and the News, and the new midafternoon
Fred Robbins Show on CBS Radio. Other major purchases recently made on CBS Radio McKesson & Robbins, now sponsoring
The Godfrey Digest Friday evenings; F W Woolworth j^BSfekt Company, sponsoring the hour-long Sunday afternoon musical
program, The Woolworth Hour, Amoco, also mi Sunday
afternoons with Rhythm on the Road.
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IN REVIEW
THOSE WHITING GIRLS
BACK in the B.B. era (before broadcasting),
book publishers used to bring out a line of summer reading that was known as "hammock
fiction," books guaranteed not to tax the
reader's mind nor arouse his emotions. Today,
the same function of mild sedation is performed
by television's summer replacement programs.
There is enough activity on the screen to keep
the viewer awake, but not awake enough to
get out of his chair to switch the set to another
channel.
A case in point is Those Whiting Girls, which
on July 4 began a summer run on CBS-TV in
the Monday evening half-hour (9-9:30 p.m.
EDT) occupied during the fall-winter-spring
season by 7 Love Lucy, whose slap-stick antics
were apparently considered too strenuous for
hot weather watching. It may be definitely
stated that there is nothing strenuous about
Those Whiting Girls.
The first program shows the Whiting girls at
home with their mother. Barbara, a co-ed, is
getting ready for a date with the boy who is
staging the junior varsity show; older sister
Margaret is mildly complaining about Barbara

w
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borrowing her perfume, scarf, sweater and skirt
for the event. The boy friend arrives and is
bowled over when he discovers that his date's
sister is the Margaret Whiting, whose recordings he has long collected. He gets her to sing,
much to Barbara's annoyance.
Barbara tells him she can sing as well as
Margaret, arranges for an audition and persuades Margaret to sing back of a curtain while
she mouths the words, a performance whose
phoniness is obvious to the varsity kid. Grief
sets in all around until mother solves the dilemma by getting the girls to do a sister act for the
show. They do, singing songs written by their
father, the late Richard Whiting: "Sleepy Time
Gal," "Too Marvelous for Words" and "Bethe Blue Horizon."
Theyond dialogue
is in keeping with the plot.
Sample: Margaret, seeing her bedroom in wild
disarray, "Either we've had a burglary or Barbara's getting ready for a date." Sample two:
Barbara, after her deception has been discovered, "I'm going to become a monk and
spend the rest of my life in a monkery." The
singing, particularly Margaret's, is more professional.
Liveliest item of the half-hour was the nextto-closing commercial for Post Toasties, an animated cartoon with a catchy jingle, "Who Ate
Production
cost: Estimated at $30,000.
My Post Toasties?"
Sponsored alternately by General Foods Corp.
through Young & Rubicam and Procter &
Gamble Co. through Biow-Beirn-Toigo, on
CBS-TV, Monday, 9-9:30 p.m. EDT.

Package by Desilu Productions.
Producer: Sam Marx; director: James V. Kern;
musical director: Eliot Daniel; writers: Bob
Carroll Jr. and Madelyn Pugh.
Starring Margaret and Barbara Whiting, with
Mabel Albertson as their mother.
THE SOLDIERS
TO THE millions of American veterans of the
various military services and wars, NBC-TV's
The Soldiers is a nostalgic re-introduction to
that specialized form of bitter-and-very-littlesweet comedy known under the generic term
of G.I. humor.
Basically, the form is that of the picturesque
gripe, with the practitioners vying with each
other in the expression of their disapproval with
the military system and all its works — including
the food, the equipment, the questions of rank
etc. — in the most vivid terms.
The Soldiers follows this form closely. In
fact, this is the series — a succession of gripes
against the enforced servitude of military service. There is little characterization beyond the
elementary and well-known types of The LoudMouthed Sergeant, The Apopletic Officer and
The Sad Sack Private. There is very little plot,
with what little which does exist only a peg on
which to hang further observations, sometimes
funny and always pungent.
The story line is that of two perennial privates, creators-stars Tom D' Andrea and Hal
March, and their perennial fight against authority. Unfortunately, some confusion exists
whether the two soldiers are intended to be
stupid and vocal, cunning and vocal, or clever
and vocal.
The basic idea and its execution, with variations, wore a little thin during the first two
shows. The question thus arises whether this
idea, no matter how well executed or varied,
can exist for a long 13 weeks. On the basis of
two viewings, a negative vote must be cast.
Network: NBC-TV, Saturdays, 8-8:30 p.m.
Stars-creators: Tom D 'Andrea and Hal March;
producer-director: Bud Yorkin; associate producer: Bob Henry; unit manager: George Habib; art director: Bill Martin.
Writers: Jack Douglas and Marvin Fisher.
Origination: Live from El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, starting with July 2 program.
★ ★ ★
BOOKS
EVERYTHING AND THE KITCHEN SINK,
published by Farrar, Straus & Cudahy, 101
Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. 160 pp. $4.
ON July 4, 1855, Richard Teller Crane poured
the first brass molding in his new foundry in
Chicago. Commemorating the 100th anniversary of the founding of the Crane Co., this
handsome volume presents the story of American business and the changes it has wrought
on the American scene. Most impressive are
the hundreds of illustrations which dramatically
depict the differences in the lives of the average American citizens that have occurred in the
past century.
FM LIM ITERS AND DETECTORS, edited by
Alexander Schure. John F. Rider, publisher,
480 Canal St., New York 13, N. Y. 44 pp.
$0.90.booklet, written for technicians and enTHIS
gineers, deals with the major points of divergence in the theory and design of fm receivers from the am pattern — detectors and
limiters. An entire chapter is devoted to the
operation and adjustment of the gated-beam
detector.
Broadcasting
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"showboat" over Channel 7— KHQA-TV.

QUINCY.

ILL

REPRESENTED BY WEED TELEVISION
Chicago — New York— Detroit — Atlanta
— Boston — Hollywood — San Francisco
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Today, advertisers judge good and bad advertising in terms of sales results.
National Spot Radio can get sales — and not stop with building consumer demand
or gaining good will. We have the Formula For Selling Americans Today that
demonstrates "how" to use the medium.
This presentation has proved so exciting that many top agencies and
advertisers have arranged meetings with their management men, plans boards,
account executives and creative staffs, as well as their media people. And a great
many have asked for repeat performances, for further inspiration and study!

EAST, SOUTHEAST
WBZ+WBZA
WGR
KYW
KDKA
WFBL
WCSC
WIST
WIS
WDBJ
WPTF

you
We want to show you "how" — with our new
Formula For Selling Americans Today. We're ready
to demonstrate, individually or in group meetings
with planning and creative people — as soon as you j
give the word. Why not call or write us today?

ATLANTA
Glenn Bldg.
Main 5667

FT. WORTH
406 W. Seventh St.
Fortune 3349

Syracuse
Charleston, S. C.
Charlotte
Columbia, S. C.
Raleigh — Durham
Roanoke

MIDWEST, SOUTHWEST
WHO
Des Moines
woe
Davenport
Fargo
Duluth — Superior
WDSM
WDAY
Fort Wayne
WOWO
Indianapolis
WIRE
Kansas City
KMBC-KFRM
Omaha
KFAB
Peoria
WMBD
KFDM
Beaumont
KRIS
Corpus Christi
Ft. Worth— Dallas
WBAP
San Antonio
KENS

ise

DETROIT
Penobscot Bldg.
Woodward 1-4255

Boston+Springfield
Buffalo
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

HOLLYWOOD
6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 9-2151

MOUNTAIN AND WEST
KBOI
Boise
Denver
KVOD
Honolulu — Hilo
KGMB-KHBC
KEX
Portland
KIRO
Seattle
SAN FRANCISCO
Russ Building
Sutcer 1-3798

51,000
50,000
5,000
50,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
50,000
5,000
5,000
50,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
50,000
5,000
5,000
50,000
5,000
1,000
5,000
50,000
50,000

5,000
5,000
50,000
5,000
50,000
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roup
SOLUTION
in the South Bend market

Northern Indiana's
SUPER

station

. . . 250,000
watts plus . . . with a
SUPER

audience

. . . more than 208,000 UHF sets

covering the South Bend,
Elkhart, Southern Michigan
BILLION

DOLLAR

MARKET*

WSJV-TV
ABC NBC DUMONT
Channel
Elkhart, Indiana
52
JOHN F. DILLE, Jr., President
JOHN J. KEENAN, Commercial Manager
Northern Indiana's Most Powerful Station
For availabilities see your
H-R TELEVISION MAN
National Representatives
❖ See Sales Management Survey of Buying Power
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Operation un-Alert
EDITOR:
I refer to your editorial in your June 27
issue of B«T, "Operation un-Alert," wherein
you state that, "There's something very wrong
— or phony — about our civil defense organization." As public relations officer for the
Missouri Civil Defense Agency, I believe that
your statement may have some merit as far as
it
goes, but
you apparently
it "phony"
because
Conelrad
was not deem
used during
the
June Alert.
Either this organization or your magazine
is laboring under a misapprehension. The responsibility for Conelrad lies with the Federal
Communications Commission and not with
Civil Defense. I believe that Civil Defense
would have welcomed the participation of
Conelrad in the June Exercise on a national
level and I know it would have been welcomed
on this state level.
There are other things to consider, though,
when you ask a radio station to go off the air.
I left the radio industry as a program director
for a 5,000 watt radio station here in Jefferson
City to work for the Missouri Civil Defense
Agency; so I know that the dollars and cents
angle will enter into any station's participation.
The radio industry could have gained valuable
experience from the exercise only by going
"all out" and I sincerely doubt the willingness
on their part to do so since time off the air
means money out the window.
There is no question about the necessity of
Conelrad in the overall defense planning of our
country. I can appreciate the fact that the
radio industry has invested three million dollars
out of their pocket, but an actual participation
in an exercise would have doubled this amount.
Can we ask them to do that?
Dean Lupkey, Pub. Rels. Officer
Missouri Civil Defense Agency
Jefferson City, Mo.
[EDITOR'S
thatthesilencing
all
radio
except NOTE:
640 andWe1240agree
kc for
full three
days of "Operation
Alert"
would
have
been
unreasonable, but we believe that periodic tests in
the 60 cities under simulated attack would have
been of value
wouldschedules.]
not have unduly discommodedandcommercial
Reader Response
EDITOR:
. . . Your publication is certainly outstanding
in both coverage and presentation. A word of
praise, too, is in order for the rapidity with
which news is compiled. Only recently an important Transfilm event was reported to your
New York editors. In less than four days, your
magazine was on my desk carrying an accurate
account of that event.
Its attractive layout, binding, photographic
coverage and typographical accuracy has not
prevented your publication from often exceeding in timeliness the more easily produced
dailies and weeklies of the radio-tv field. This
is certainly a credit to you and your staff.
William L. P. Miesegaes, Pres.
Transfilm Inc., New York
Hooray!
EDITOR:
Hooray for Zenith!
Now, every advertiser, sales manager, account executive and copywriter will conceive
and execute commercials with the hot breath
of the "Flash-matic" gun [B»T, June 13; Editorial, June 27] on back of neck.
This is absolutely the finest gadget since the
perfection of basic tv equipment! Much better
for everyone than color could ever be! Just
think: no more screaming audio — no more dull

'em off!
"demonstrations"
of corn plasters and fly-swat
ters! Nothing will survive but commercials
which are so good people won't want to flash
When the
entire nation
adoptsbeware,
"Flash-matic,''
agencies,
networks
and stations
because
now, instead of just doing a pedestrian, limita
tive job that gets by an advertiser whose
creative appreciation is confined to designing
lock washers, turned out by the agency man
who used to do the layouts on the back cover of
True Romances, you'll have to produce some
thing that won't get the "flash" like Major
Bowes' amateurs used to get the gong! ,
Ed McKay, Mgr.
WROM-AM-TV Rome, Ga.
Mid-Gulf States
EDITOR:
"The Mid-Gulf States" running in your June
27 issue appears to spell out the tremendous
growth that is occurring in these states. We
have experienced it ourselves and know that
the South is emerging into a very important
market.
I wish there were more hours in the day so
I could absorb every word of it, because your
statistics are staggering.
Louis J. Nelson
Chicago
Geoffrey Wade Advertising
EDITOR:
Congratulations on a superb job. I just re-)
ceived the issue and read your article. I
thought it was superb. . . .
William A. Mapes, Mgr.
WOWL Florence, Ala.
EDITOR:
The work that you and your senior editor,
Frank Beatty, put into the article "The MidGulf States" in your June 27 issue speaks for
itself. It is so well thought out and written
that I have almost decided to pack my bags
and head South myself. Keep up the good
work.
Gilman C. Gunn, Jr.
Gilman C. Gunn & Sons Inc.
(Insurance & Real Estate)
Groton, Conn.
EDITOR:
Please furnish 100 copies of reprints of the
article Paul
on "The
Mid-Gulf States."
H. Chapman
Atlanta, Georgia
EDITOR:
We would appreciate you sending us ten reprintsRobert
of the article
J. Peets"Mid-Gulf States."
Robert J. Peets Advertising
Jackson, Miss.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints of the article on
"The Mid-Gulf
States"
hundred
or 15 cents
each.]are available at $15 a
'Practical' Praise
EDITOR:
With all the radio-tv call letters, the many
radio-tv-electronic and related industry organization abbreviations, plus all the government
alphabet soup, a magazine like B»T fairly
bristles with ABCs, FCCs, NATRFDs,
UHFICCs and ZPTVS. (And that last code
isn't "Nadir," here.) Quite often RETMA is
mentioned or reported in your magazine, and
once in a while we see a mention of IRE.
But when both are compared, as occurred
on page 27, fourth paragraph, of the June 27
issue, the comparison is interesting, if not inBroadcasting
Telecasting

1

ilic,"

in

Detroit

Traffic

where

fc

the

Terrific.

WKMH

Tune-In

k

Tremendous!
Here in the Motor City, we not only make
automobiles, we fill our streets and roads
with 'em! And, more than 85% of those
automobiles have radios that are in constant
use. That's why we're turning handsprings
over the big share of out-of-home audience
WKMH enjoys! Just look at the figures:
WKMH
Station B
Station C
Station D
Station E
Station F

16
14
13
12
10
9

Pulse. Jan. it)j; 12 noon to 6 P.M.
Monday through Friday.

Save

10%

11

Buy Any 2 or More
of These Powerful
Stations

and

■

Save

10% from Rate Card
WKMH -Dearborn-Detroit
. :■

WKMF- Flint, Mich.
WKHM-Jackson,

Mich.

WSAM- Saginaw, Mich.
Represented by HEADLEY-REED
Broadcasting
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CORP.
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• OPEN MIKE'
formative of what the broadcasters think of
these two organizations. The quotation reads:
"Item: The top drawer JTAC — comprising scientists representing the AUGUST IRE and the
PRACTICAL RETMA has put it squarely up
to the FCC." (The abbreviations, capitalizations and underlines are mine, but the words are

WK»3UTV
THE

NOTRE

DAME

STATION

yours).
The "august" IRE could be considered somewhat ambiguous; either high-toned or highlyrespected. The "practical" RETMA, however,
is unmistakable, and worthy of note and ever
lasting support. Kudos, therefore, to BC-TC
and its publishers for that kind word from one
who works in the ranks for both IRE and
RETMA. May IRE become more practical and
RETMA receive more respect of the type shown
by your worthy magazine.
Paul S. Smith
Chmn RETMA CN
Senior M IRE
Motorola Inc., Chicago, III.
Monday Readers
EDITOR:
Thank you for the generous space you gave
to our cuit,little
"Grey Matter" article [Closed CirJune 27].
Apparently Closed Circuit is well read in
trade before noon on Monday. We have received more than a dozen calls from people
around the industry.
Christopher
Cross, Dir. Prom & Publ.
Dept.
Grey Adv. Agency
New York
June 27.]
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Cross' letter was dated
Number
EDITOR:

Primary

. We are
grateful
staff's many
fine. .services
in the
past for
and your
the contributions
you make to enable us to point to B*T as the
number one publication for keeping our industry informed on the many facets of our day-today interests . . .
W. Frank Harden, Mgng. Dir.
WIST Charlotte, N. C.

Affiliate
Serving

SOUTH
Here's

RETAIL
SETS

An

SALES

THIRD
Call MEEKER

•

169,000

UHF

equipped

largest population in Indiana
highest home ownership in U.S.

TV for Availabilities!
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market

$783,927,000

"ISLAND" Market . . . in an exclusively
FIRST in per capita income in Indiana
SECOND
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BEND-ELKHART

WNDU-TV's
all UHF
FAMILIES 206,600

UHF

One

area.

Required Reading
EDITOR:
To supplement the information presented to
participants
Agricultural
vision Clinicofat the
the National
U. of Missouri,
Sept. Tele2, 3
and ed 4,materials.
we are collecting some additional printMay we have your permission to reproduce
for distribution to clinic participants the following articles which appear in the May 30
issue of B»T: 1. "Television Comes to Ft.
Wayne," 2. "The Form of the Future," 3. "Tv:
Middlebrow
Due credit,ofofMedia."
course, will be given B«T as
source of material.
Dwight W. Fairbanks, Research Asst. ■
National
Project in Agricultural Communications
Michigan State College,
East Lansing, Mich.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Permission granted.]
Playhouse Plaudits
EDITOR:
Please accept our sincere thanks and appreciation for the very excellent article on Playhouse Pictures and our production of the Groucho Marx (DeSoto-Plymouth) commercials,
which appeared in the June 6 issue of B*T.
Adrian Woolery
Playhouse Pictures, Hollywood
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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fence?

Hardly. These three men are KCMO's walking and talking Farm Department.
Headed by Jack Jackson, with George Stephens as Market Reporter and
Jack Wise as Farm Reporter, they roam Mid-America for farm news from the
grass roots up. Their constant contacts reap a harvest of 55 farm and market
radio and television reports every week.
Such successful promotions as KCMO's Community Corn Club Contest and
2 European Farm Tours were planned and carried out by this able trio.
Their active work with County Agents, 4-H Clubs, Extension Service Groups
and Rural Civic Organizations has landed them a top spot in their field.
Jackson, former president of the National Association of Radio and
Television Farm Directors, last year was recognized as the
nation's outstanding farm director.
These men of the KCMO

Farm Department are headquartered right in the

big middle of things — Kansas City's Livestock Exchange Building. From
there, they offer Mid-America its finest, and only complete,
radio and television farm service programming.

RADIO

KANSAS

CITY
REP: KATZ

GEORGE STEPHENS

TVFM
MISSOURI
AGENCY

affiliated with publishers of Better Homes & Gardens and Successful Farming
JACK JACKSON
JACK WISE

KLZ

Radio

Denver's Personality Station

PWWn

ORM

ERF
UTP
O
£
E
OOTS
^
all
other
Radio

LAWRENCE

Stations
on

HERE

ARE

mo

OF

THE

MANY

REASONS

Let Pat Cay, KLZ sales-gal extraordinary, do your selling job
to the housewives of Denver and the Rocky Mountain Region!
Listener discussions get mighty exciting and controversial on this
telephone audience-participation program. Listeners hear both sides of
the conversation. It's FIRST place in Denver!*
Denver women listen to Pat Gay — take part in her program —
believe in her — buy the products and services she sells. They volunteer commercial.
endorsements of the sponsor's products over the air — an obvious
"extra"
Pat Gay is the "selling-est" gal in Denver. Her show, "For Women
Only," (Monday through Friday, 12 noon), is a daytime "must" for
your schedule!
Starr Yelland, Denver's "Mr. Radio" himself, sells the entire
family with another telephone audience-participation show!
"Starr Yelland Party Line" is controversy-fun-excitement — PLUS
the salesmanship Starr Yelland has built up over the years in Denver
radio. Listeners hear both sides of the conversations and give their own
product endorsements more often than not.
Here's successful, bang-up night-time radio that rates and —
SELLS! Ask Tidy House, Butternut Coffee — a host of others. "Starr
Yelland Party Line" is sold in fifteen minute segments — Monday through
Friday nights.
We suggest you contact your Katz man or KLZ Radio today for
the first available open segment of Denver's best night-time radio buy!
Buy KLZ Ratings— KLZ Radio is FIRST in total ratings— sign-on to sign-off...
AND . . . radio listening is higher in Denver today than it was before television!*
• Buy KLZ Radio performance!
• Buy KLZ Radio's sales-producing, result getting personalities!
• Do the Denver Selling job with KLZ Radio!
*Denver Pulse, January, 1955

Call your
Katz man or
KLZ
todayRadio Sales
Affiliated with KLZ-TV Channel 7
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DONINO

all accounts

"YOU can't buy a station with a slide-rule
only," maintains Lawrence (Larry) Donino,
timebuyer for Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
A firm believer in the importance of the
"imponderables" of a station in making his
selections, Mr. Donino is of the opinion that
"each station has its own character and personality which must be weighed equally with its
coverage figures before any intelligent judgment
can"Buying
be made".
a station exclusively by statistics,"
observes Mr. Donino, "is a little like buying a
suitOneof clothes
size alone."of timebuyers,
of the by
newitsgeneration
the penetrating Mr. Donino is just 26 years old.
Born in Greenwich, Conn., he was educated at
Fairfield U., Fairfield, Conn., where he prepared for a law career which he abandoned at
the first call of broadcasting, a job as announcer on station WGGH (FM) Greenwich.
He served also as a salesman before moving
to an announcing post at WGAT Utica, N. Y.
In 1950 he left Utica to accept a position with
Harry B. Cohen Inc., New York.
He joined Ben Sackheim agency in 1952
as a time and space buyer. In that post he
bought time for such clients as Flexit Watch
Band, Peter Pan Foundations, Waltham Watch
Co. and the Farm Bureau Insurance Co.
In April 1953 he joined Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York, as a timebuyer. His first year with
that agency he worked on the Lincoln-Mercury
account. At present he buys time for the National Biscuit Co., which sponsors Rin Tin Tin
on ABC-TV and in addition is buying participations on children's shows in regional markets;
Radio Corp. of America, which sponsors alternate weeks of Producers' Showcase; Whirlpool,
another network advertiser which will underwrite part of the Martha Raye and Milton
Berle programs next fall on NBC-TV, and the
industrial portion of Shell Oil Co.
Currently
halftelevision.
of the In
agency's
clients
are in well
some over
form of
1953,
the agency billed about $42 million, 31% of
which was in television and radio. Today, the
agency bills about $51 million and approximately $22.5 million of that total was devoted
to radio and television during the last season.
Larry Donino has been married to the former Ruth Templeton since last November.
They live in an apartment in Pelham, N. Y.,
but they are buying land in Greenwich, Conn.,
expecting to build there.
Larry's hobbies include hi-fi and antique
refinishing.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

"Let's Face the Facts" this month
features Leo Olson Advertising
Manager

of the DeKalb Agricultural

Association Inc., a long-time KFAB
advertiser.

"It's advertisers like DeKalb," says Big
Mike, "that reflect the effectiveness of
KFAB-presented sales messages." For it's
the year after year, repeat advertiser that
reaps success. Likewise, every renewal
means another success story .... and KFAB
has many long-term advertisers who have
been regulars since the early days of the
station. All types of advertisers have used
KFAB .... and more are using it all the
time .... to sell their products and services in the Big Mike area. Hybrid corn,
machinery, livestock feed, clothing, insurance .... practically everything used by
midwesterners has been advertised and
sold by KFAB. The success of others can be
yours. KFAB doesn't guarantee success, but
does help make it possible. Face the
Facts .... get the facts from Free &
Peters .... or check with Harry Burke,
General Manager.

Big Mike is the physical trademark of KFAB
Broadcasting
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Nebraska's most listened-to-station
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our
THOMAS

Here's our Jimmy Vinson, Middle
Georgia's jam-up, top-notch, really
outstanding disc jockey. (Fred Robbins
had him on "Disc Derby" not long
ago). Jimmy's been spinning records
round these parts for nearly 12 years.
Right now he's heard at the mike over
WMAZ Radio from 7 till 10 each morning and from 4 to 6 every afternoon.
Jimmy's
Georgia
boy,hisactive
in his
church,
witha the
PTA and
Cub Scout
pack.

When it comes to radio, he

JIMMY VINSON
knows his stuff, and he knows what
Middle Georgians like. And best of
all, his bright cheery voice is one that
radio listeners round here have taken
a hankerin' to.
Listeners? Just look at the ratings!
Jimmy's range from 50% to 66% in
the city of Macon alone. Out in the
area, Jimmy has more listeners than
any other TEN radio stations combined
in 22 Middle Georgia counties.
You want the radio audience in
Middle Georgia? Jimmy Vinson is
your one best buy. See Katz about
getting on one of Jimmy's shows.

SOUTHEASTERN
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
MACON,
Page 24
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ADAMS McAVITY

AT NBC, this is the era of Sylvester L. Weaver
Jr., network president and creator of new programming concepts in tv (and also radio). With
his ascendancy have come the "magazine concept" and such terminology as the spectacular,
the "bonanza," the "telementary" (semi-documentary), the communicator and a host of
others, all describing NBC-TV's approach to
the exciting and different in 20th century network tv.
Ideas, however, usually go only as far as
the effort behind them. Thus, with the rise of
Mr. Weaver's concepts, a number of executives— most picked at one time or another by
Mr. Weaver — have worked hard and long as a
team to bring these ideas to logical fruition.
One of these executives is Thomas A. McAvity, vice president in charge of the NBC
television network. Mr. McAvity is no novice.
The Canadian-born network vice president was
U. S. radio-bred and is a veteran of 26 years
in broadcasting.
Mr. McAvity has an uncanny ability of
squeezing out the superfluous — a characteristic
that is a special asset in program production —
and placing his thoughts squarely on the line.
In a nutshell, Mr.. McAvity says, this is what
NBC-TV is trying to achieve: "Success." The
path to success? Well, Mr. McAvity reflects,
one never really succeeds if one never really
tries. And to "try" in tv, means to conceive and
something
program
From this
credo —"new".
much the same slogan of
courage chalked on schoolroom "blackboards:
"if at first you don't succeed, try, try again" —
have come Today, Home and Tonight with their
sponsors, many entirely new to either tv or
radio; the "spectacular" with its big-name talent
and quality production, and many other new
programming concepts.
The day may be not too far off, according
to Mr. McAvity, when all of network tv will
find the advertiser buying a "position" in programs just as an advertiser must do today
when he purchases space in a national magazine. Of course, Mr. McAvity hastens to add,
there are many — both clients and their agencies
— who resist change, who adhesive-like, stick to
the status quo.
Mr. McAvity sees network tv continuing to
depart from the radio format of regularly scheduled, sponsored shows. The breaking away not
only has begun, he notes, but will increase.
Take Milton Berle, for example. Mr. McAvity
observes that even the veteran tv comic will
have special shows — or spectaculars — for each
of his third-Tuesday colorcasts next fall.
Thomas Adams McAvity was born Sept. 8,
1907, at St. John, New Brunswick, the son of
oil businessman Allen G. McAvity and the
former Amy F. Adams. He attended Ridley
College at St. Catherine's, Ontario, and McGill

U. in Montreal. He left school and worked a
couple of years with the Royal Bank of Canada,
then became advertising manager of his father's
Canadian Independent Oil Ltd. He decided to
put on a one-hour local radio show.
That was Mr. McAvity's starting point in
radio-tv. Once involved in this show, he was
announcing, producing, writing and hiring talent.
The station (then CFBO St. John) asked him
to do this regularly and Mr. McAvity doubled
as ad man in oil and general manager of
CFBO.
In 1929 Mr. McAvity visited New York on
business. For kicks he dropped by NBC. That
was his introduction to networks. He was hired
as a producer, which in those days meant simply
to set up a show and get it on the air. It also
brought him into contact with clients and
agencies and with the production of 15 shows
a week.
He rose rapidly through various capacities
in programming and in 1932 left NBC to work
at the Lord & Thomas agency on the production
of such radio shows as Your Hit Parade, Lucky
Strike Magic Carpet and The Magic Key of
RCA. In 1937 he was on the West Coast, helping to set up L&T's Hollywood office. He became manager of that office and helped to inaugurate and produce the first Bob Hope Show.
In 1941 he was back in New York as L&T's
vice president in charge of radio.
At the end of that year Mr. McAvity left
the agency and set up a freelance operation,
producing such shows as Corliss Archer (he
wrote some of the series' episodes), The Hardy
Family, The Saint (also partly written by him),
Date with Judy, and still others. He also was
a vice agency.
president of Famous Artists Corp., a
talent
By May 1950 tv beckoned and Mr. McAvity
let himself be persuaded to join CBS as production supervisor (both radio and tv) on the
West Coast. Mr. Weaver, then vice president
in charge of the NBC television network, and
Frederic W. Wile Jr. (then vice president in
charge of programming at NBC-TV and now
vice president, tv network programs, Pacific
Division), beckoned. Mr. McAvity returned to
NBC in October 1951 and became vice president in charge of television network programs
in January 1954. He was elevated last February to his present position.
The McAvitys — his wife is Helen Mack, former motion picture actress and a producerdirector in her own right — live in Manhattan.
Their children are John, 19, a student at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and
Tommy Jr., 13, who starts at Exeter next fall.
They have a summer home at Marion, Mass.,
where Mr. McAvity furthers his interests in golf,
fishing and sailing.
Broadcasting
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GOING

Four new WMAQ

UP

stars join the most exciting program line-up in Chicago

karin walsh is city editor of "Night Desk" Monday through
Friday, 10:00-10:30 p.m., an action-packed presentation of

Duchess", Monday, Wednesday and Friday afternoons, 1 : 30-

the Chicago night scene ... as it happens. It's all on the air as

recently the surprised subject of a "This is Your Life" telecast.

Walsh, city editor of the Chicago Sun-Times, covers the news
with direct short-wave communication with on-the-scene
reporters, police radio calls, and telephone conversations with
important public officials and private sources.

1:45. "The Duchess", a newspaperwoman for 25 years, was

AUSTIN kiplinger brings an unusual background of publishing and journalism to two new programs Monday through
Friday. "Austin Kiplinger and the News", 5:00-5:30 p.m.
and "Kiplinger Says" from 11:00 - 11: 15 p.m.

etta moten, who scored a triumph as Bess in Gershwin's immortal "Porgy and Bess", presents a program of songs and
reminiscence that puts Mid-America in a nostalgic mood
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 9: 15-9:30 p.m.

And all of Chicago's old favorites are still playing to packed
houses on WMAQ.

America's second largest market, there are now four new
reasons to call WMAQ or your NBC Spot Sales representa-

Virginia marmaduke, feature writer for the Chicago Sunday

tive. You'll get all the facts about the specialized local programming and intensive local promotion that make sure

Tribune magazine section, delights the huge daytime audience with warm, wonderful human interest stories as "The

If you'd like to increase your sales in

THE

PAY-OFF IS AT THE
WMAQ

POINT

OF SALE.

pB

RADIO
a service of (j^f
i^)
IN CHICAGO
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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BE

A

$350

TELEVISION films are a $300 million a year
business.
That's an estimate, but it's a conservative
estimate.
The activity by major tv film producers and
distributors this summer, a just-completed B»T
survey reveals, will push the volume of film
telecasts this coming fall and winter to new
highs which, before the year has ended, may
add another $50 million to the time-and-program
valuetotal
of the
for a 1955
sum year's
of $350telecasting
million. on film,
Nearly 50 new film series are now in preparation for fall showing by the nation's tv stations
and networks, the survey discloses. Pilot films,
made or in the making, need only the o.k. of
broadcaster or sponsor to be rushed into production and add another score of programs to
the new film series to hit the air this year.
Some of these newcomers, it is true, will
utilize time formerly occupied by other film
programs which have fallen by the wayside.
But the majority will not. Most of the tv film
shows of last season will be back this fall by
popular demand. Most of the newcomers will
perforce move into new time, some of it taken
from live program schedules, some provided
by an extension of the tv broadcast day.
The tv networks this fall expect to decrease
their total air time by 4.5% in comparison to
last spring. Their hours of live programming
will be down by 1 1.3% . (NBC-TV pointed out
that the week measured last March was an
unusually heavy one, whereas the network's
October estimate is based on a typical week.)
Their hours of film programming will be up by
35.3%.
Last spring 13% of tv network time was
devoted to films. This fall, films will get 20%.
Those figures are based on estimates supplied
to B«T by ABC-TV, CBS-TV and NBC-TV,
which reported their anticipated hours of live
and film broadcasting for a typical week in
October. No figures were available from DuMont. The October hours of the three networks
were compared with their schedules for last
March [B»T, April 11], as follows:
FILM
LIVE
TOTAL
Hours per Week Hours per Week Hours per Week
October March October March October March
ABC-TV 14:30 9:30 13:00 14:00 27:30 23:30
CBS-TV 15:45 11:30 65:45 72:30 81:30 84:00
NBC-TV
9:00 8:00 75:00 86:45 84:00 94:45
Total
39:15 29:00 153:45 173:15 193:00 202:15
Broadcasting
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MILLION

BUSINESS

BY

Last March, 30% of station time was devoted
to non-network film programs. Say that this
fall, films will get 40% of station time — a most
conservative estimate in view of the statement
of T. Gentry Veal, research associate at Kodak
Research Laboratories, that film programming
accounts for approximately 60% of all tv time.
Now apply these figures to the estimates of
the 1955 gross tv busines volume, as announced
by Oliver Treyz, president of Television Bureau
of Advertising [B«T, July 4]: network, $588
million; spot and local, $503 million.
The results are: network film volume, $118
million; station non-network film volume, $201
million, or a total of $319 million which the
telecasting of film programs will bring to the
television broadcasters during this year.
Production costs of tv films for the year 1955
will amount to $80 million, according to an
estimate of the year's production budget for
these film properties in the annual report of the
Motion Picture Assn. of America.
The swing to film for network tv programming may shortly see the tv networks as film
producers as well as buyers. ABC-TV last week
admitted that plans are being made to produce
its own film programs at its own facilities on
the West Coast. A network spokesman told
B«T that a survey of its plant on the coast is
SEEING FILM SPOTS
USE of film programs for tv spot advertising will reach an all time high in local
markets during the 1955-56 season, Joseph J. Weed, president of Weed Television Corp., New York, predicted last
week. Mr. Weed said that "the huge
quantity of high-quality filmed programs
with top-flight stars presents a wide variety of choice series for national advertisers to draw from. And both the advertiser
and the audience
benefits." that the
Mr. Weed
also commented
"program perfection made possible by advance filming, and the booking flexibility
permitting stations to be hand-picked at
most advantageous local times are
prompting the record spot season now
shaping up for the fall and winter."

END
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YEAR

currently underway to determine the feasibility
of such a move. He said ABC-TV hopes to
have its film studio in operation by next May.
The ABC Television Center in Hollywood
consists of 23 acres, formerly a Warner Bros,
motion picture lot. In December 1953, the
network spent more than $100,000 to refurbish
one studio for live tv programming. It is assumed that an extensive remodeling project
would be instituted should the network's plans
to produce films there materialize.
New tv film programs now being screened
for telecasting starting in the fall include the
following, according to reports made to B«T
by leading producers and distributors:
Adventures of Champion
Gene Autry's horse, actor Jim Bannon, 11year-old Barry Curtis and a dog will be featured
in this series which Flying A Productions is
filming in Arizona for CBS-TV Film Sales.
Adventures of Long John Silver
The character created by Robert Louis Stevenson is the central figure of this series, to be
produced by Joseph Kaufman and distributed
by CBS-TV Film Sales. The half-hour adventure series is designed for initial national sales
and later for local spot sales. Robert Newton
stars as Long John Silver. The series was
produced in studio in Sydney, Australia.
Adventures of Dr. Fu Manchu
Glen Gordon plays the insidious Chinese
mastermind in the tv series based on the novels
of Sax Rohmer, which Studio City Television
Productions is filming for fall distribution by
Hollywood Television Service.
Adventures of the Scarlet Pimpernel
Romance, intrigue and adventure make up
this half-hour series, starring Marius Goring,
which is being produced abroad by Towers of
London and will be distributed by Official
Films. The series deals with the exploits of the
romantic hero of the French Revolution. It
will be Official's first new series in full syndication for 1955-56 and is now being sold.
Alfred Hitchcock Presents
This series of 39 half-hour suspense films,
produced by Revue Productions with Mr. HitchJuly 11, 1955 • Page 27
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cock directing, will be launched Oct. 2 in the
Sun., 9:30-10 p.m. EST period on CBS-TV,
sponsored by Bristol-Myers Co., replacing
Stage Seven.
Alias Jimmy Valentine
The turn-of-the-century comedy-drama of the
adventures of a dapper safecracker is the basis
for a 39-week series of half -hour tv programs
which Gross-Krasne Inc. is scheduled to start
shooting this month. MCA Tv Ltd. will distribute the series.
Andy's Gang
Successor to the Smilin' Ed's Gang juvenile
series, with Andy Devine succeeding the late
Ed McConnell as gangmaster, this new series of
52 half-hour films is being filmed by Frank
Ferrin Productions and will start Aug. 1 on
more than 100 tv stations under sponsorship of
Brown Shoe Co.
Behind the Scenes
The adventures of two girls trying for movie
careers in Hollywood are related in Behind the
Scenes, featuring Sally Fraser and Jil Jarmyn.
Studio City Television Productions has completed two pilots of this series, scheduled for
fall distribution by Hollywood Television
Service.
Brother Mark
This adventure story, now being filmed in
Munich, in 39 half-hour episodes, tells of an
ex-man-about-the-world who dedicates his life
to trapping criminals and upholding justice. To
be distributed by Guild Films, the series is
being directed by Marion Parsonnet and stars
Richard Kiley.
Confidential File
Newsman Paul Coates is originator and narrator of this Guild Film Co. documentary series,
part live, part film, that supplies behind-thescenes views of the nation, spotlighting rackets,
narcotics and the plight of various groups living under the shadow of injustice and sorrow.
The program has won praise from community
leaders and civic groups for its public service.
Count of Monte Cristo
Georg Dolenz and Faith Domergue are
starred in this series, now being produced by
Television Programs of America. It has not
been decided whether the program will be carried network or offered for syndication. The
half-hour films will be costume dramas, based
on the adventures of Edmond Dantes, the Count
of Monte Cristo in Victor Hugo's classic novel.
Crunch and Des
Deep sea fishing adventures make up this
half-hour dramatic series that is being produced
by Bermuda Productions Ltd. for distribution
by NBC Film Division. The series being filmed
by RKO-Pathe Inc. on Darrell's Island, a
former commercial seaplane base in Hamilton
Harbor, Bermuda. The series is based on the
Saturday Evening Post stories of Philip Wylie.
Forest Tucker plays Crunch Adams, skipper of
a 41 -foot cruiser; Sandy Kenyon is featured as
his partner, Des, and loanne Bayes is his wife,
Sari.
The Crusader
Brian Keith is starred in the title role of this
series, based on the files of Radio Free Europe,
which Dick Lewis is producing for Revue Productions. The 39-film half-hour series will be
sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. on
CBS-TV.
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The Dancers
lack Denove Productions is filming this NBCTV series, starring the Show of Shows dancers,
Bambi Linn and Rod Alexander. George Bradshaw is writing the fall series, with Val Rosing
as director.
Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal
First work of noted novelist Lloyd C. Douglas to reach tv, this story of an eminent brain
surgeon (first mentioned in the Douglas bestseller "Magnificent Obsession"), is being produced in Hollywood by Authors Playhouse,
headed by Brewster Morgan and Eugene Solow,
who are shooting 39 half-hour installments for
distribution by MCA Tv Ltd. John Howard is
starred in the title role.
Gangbusters
Like the radio program, this is a half-hour
series based on the actual cases of local police
departments throughout the country. It is produced in Hollywood by Visual Drama Inc. and
will be distributed by the General Teleradio
Film Division. In each program of the series
different actors and actresses are featured.

Darkroom

Shortage?

PREDICTION that there will be "a great
shortage" of skilled personnel in the film
laboratory field in the near future unless
the industry takes positive action was
made last week by Herbert E. Pilzer,
president of Circle Film Labs, New York.
He said the demands made upon the film
laboratory field by tv and color films
have caused such an expansion that the
pool of skilled help has been depleted.
He recommended that a training program be conducted on an industry basis
with the help of trade unions, and that
schools be induced to conduct courses in
motion picture laboratory work.
The Goldbergs
Currently in production in New York by
Guild Films, which will also distribute the
series, this is a continuation of the familiar
radio and later tv series starring Gertrude Berg,
author of the scripts, in her role of Molly.
Other stars include her "family": Robert Harris,
Eli Mintz, Arlene McQuade and Tom Taylor.
A new twist applied by Guild is the move of the
Goldbergs from the Bronx to a small community, Haverville, U. S. A.
Grand Ole Opry
After more than 29 years on radio, this
grandpappy of all folk musical, country comedy
programs has been transferred to tv by Flamingo Films, which anticipates that the series
will be showing in more than 200 markets by
the end of the year.

is now moving into television and will start on
CBS-TV this fall, with the same sponsor as in
radio, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. ProducerDirector Charles Marquis Warren has signed
Filmaster Productions to film the 52-installment
adult Western series, which is budgeted at
$37,500 per half-hour program.
Ina Ray Hutton Show
This variety-musical, produced and distributed by Guild Films, is directed by Duke Goldstone, who also directs
and Florian
I SLiberace
py in half-hour epiZaBach shows. The series,
sodes, features Ina Ray Hutton with her 16piece band, made up of girl musicians and
studded with singing, dancing, and comedy.
The show was telecast live on KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles for four years before being filmed.
Actor Raymond Massey, distinguished on
stage and screen, is star of this thriller series
now being produced by Guild Films in New
York. The program traces dramatic episodes of
espionage through the pages of history. Edward
Montaigne is director of the show that also
stars Dorothy Hart.
It's Always Jan
Janis Paige is starred in this film series about
a night club entertainer which Desilu Productions isproducing for CBS-TV. Series will make
its air debut Sept. 10, sponsored by Procter &
Gamble Co. through Compton Advertising.
It's Fun to Reduce
As its title indicates, this Guild Films daytime
program deals with the problem of overweight.
Margaret Firth is starred. .
Jane Wyman
New series, as yet untitled, will star Miss
Wyman in 20 of the 36 half-hour films which
will be sponsored by Procter & Gamble Co. on
NBC-TV, replacing Fireside Theatre. Revue
Production is filming the series.
Jungle Jim
This is a half-hour outdoor action series
starring Johnny Weismuller with Martin Huston
playing Skipper, his 12-year-old son, and
Tamba, a pet chimpanzee. The background and
atmosphere are primarily jungle, and Mr. Weismuller enacts the role of a hunter-guide. Produced and distributed by Screen Gems, the
series is available for local and regional syndication.
M-G-M Parade
Scenes from forthcoming Metro-GoldwynMayer theatrical releases and a variety of material from old M-G-M short subjects will be
utilized in the half-hour weekly series to start
this fall on ABC-TV. American Tobacco Co.
has been reported as a possible sponsor for the
vision.
series, which marks M-G-M's entry into tele-

Based on the popular long-time radio series,
this half-hour tv show is being produced by
Matthew Rapf at the Hal Roach Studios for
distribution by the NBC Film Division. It is a
comedy program, concerned with the misadventures of Throckmorton B. Gildersleeve, Summerfield's
bumbling
bon vivant.water
Willardcommissioner
Waterman isand
starred.

Mickey Mouse Club
Second Walt Disney venture on ABC-TV,
Mickey Mouse Club starts Oct. 3 as a MondayFriday program at 5-6 p.m., with Armour &
Co., Bristol-Myers Co., Campbell Soup Co.,
Carnation Co., General Mills, Mars Inc., and
Welch Grape Juice Co., already signed as
sponsors.
Mr. and Mrs.

Gunsmoke
Inevitable consequence of the success of
Gunsmoke as a CBS Radio program, the series

Ida Lupino and Howard Duff are co-starred
in this sophisticated situation comedy series,
which Four Star Productions is doing in partnership with Arc Productions.

Great Gildersleeve
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My Friend Flicka
TCF Television Productions is filming My
Friend Flicka, juvenile horse opera based on
the Mary O'Hara properties and featuring Anita
Louise, Gene Evans and Johnny Washbrook, as
well as Flicka, for tv use by CBS-TV, Friday,
7:30-8 p.m.
Navy Log
Exploits of Navy personnel form the basis
of this factual adventure series, produced by
Sam Gallu in cooperation with the U. S. Navy,
to be telecast on CBS-TV, Tues., 8-8:30 p.m.,
with Maytag Co. and W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co.
as co-sponsors.
O. Henry Television Playhouse
Thomas Mitchell portrays O. Henry in this
series of 39 half -hour programs based on O.
Henry's famed short stories which GrossKrasne Inc. is producing for distribution by
MCA Tv Ltd.
Patti Page Show
Produced and distributed by Screen Gems,
this 15-minute program features Miss Page, the
and Jack Rael's Orchestra.
Five Singers
Page variety
The
show will be seen twice a week in
107 markets, beginning in July, and it is expected that more than 150 stations will broadcast the program.
People's Choice
Jackie Cooper is starred in this situation
comedy series which McCadden Corp. is producing for NBC-TV, which will start it on the
air this fall with Borden Co. as sponsor.
Red Ryder
This half-hour series will be produced by
Flying A Productions and syndicated by CBSTv Film Sales. The series is based on the exploits of the popular cartoon cowboy, whose
adventures have been appearing in newspapers
for nearly 30 years.
Robin Hood
Produced by Saphire Films of London for
distribution by Official Films, this series based
on the exploits of the legendary outlaw has
been sold nationally to Johnson & Johnson and
Wildroot Co. for telecasting on CBS-TV starting in September.
Science in Action
This half-hour film series, produced by the
California Academy of Sciences and distributed
by Television Programs of America, dramatizes
the miracles of modern science. Dr. Earl S.
Herald is host for the program, which has been
sponsored by the American Trust Co. in San
Francisco for five years over KRON-TV. The
series has just been placed in syndication by
TPA.
Screen Directors Playhouse
Through an unusual arrangement with Screen
Directors Guild, the entire SDG membership
I
is available for directing assignments for this
series of 52 half-hour films which Hal Roach
Jr. is to produce for Eastman Kodak Co. sponsorship on NBC-TV. Budget of approximately
$50,000 per program has been established for
the series.
Sergeant Preston of the Yukon
Charles E. Skinner Productions, a company
new to the West Coast, is shooting 52 half-hour
Broadcasting
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episodes of this tv version of the longtime radio
serial, which will go on CBS-TV this fall under
sponsorship of Quaker Oats Co. Much of the
shooting is being done on location in Aspen,
Colo.
Sheena, Queen of the Jungle
Produced by Don Sharpe and distributed by
ABC Film Syndication, this half-hour adventure series presents Sheena, a beautiful, young
African queen who champions justice and peace
in her jungle domain. The role of Sheena is
played by Irish McCalla. Christian Drake plays
the role of Bob the hunter, her friend, and Neil,
a chimpanzee with a sense of humor, is cast as
"Chim," mascot to Sheena.
Showtime
A musical, variety revue, produced and distributed by Studio Films Inc., this series has
been filmed in half-hour episodes, with 39 ready
for local sponsorship. A host of talent — of
song, dance and comedy — appear in the program that is hosted by comic Frankie Fontaine.

Ranger, and will include Harry Lauter as Clay
Morgan, his sidekick.
The Texas Rangers
Based on true life stories of the Texas Rangers, using material from the files of this renowned peace-keeping body, this series is being
in associaFour Star Productions
produced
tion with by
International
Television Productions
of Houston.
Those Whiting Girls
Margaret Whiting, the songstress, and her
sister Barbara are starred in a situation comedy
series with lots of songs worked into the plot.
Show is now on CBS-TV, co-sponsored by
Procter & Gamble Co. and General Foods Corp.,
as summer replacement for / Love Lucy, whose
producer, Desilu Productions, also turns out
Those Whiting Girls.
Thunder
Horses and kids are featured in this half-hour
drama-adventure series which will be carried

PRESENT at the annual sales convention of ABC Film Syndication, where promotions,
reassignments and appointments were announced [B»T, June 27], were (I to r): seated,
Don L. Kearney, vice president in charge of sales; Richard P. Morgan, executive assistant to the president; George T. Shupert, president; Leonard H. Goldenson, American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. president; Robert H. O'Brien, AB-PT executive
vice president; Robert M. Weitman, ABC vice president in charge of programming and
talent; Malcolm Kipp, New York sales representative,- standing, Robert J. Powers, New
England sales representative; Fred J. Stratmann, San Francisco office; Franklin Freeman, New York state sales representative; Barbara Wilkens, promotion assistant;
Patric Rastall, midwest acting manager; John B. Burns, director of national sales;
Miss Lee Francis, advertising and promotion manager; Howard Anderson, Dallas office
manager; Nat V. Donato, esatern sales manager; Joe Porter, Atlanta office manager;
Robert Galen, researcher; Joseph F. Greene, client service dept. manager; Paul
Wigand, chief accountant, and William Clark, western manager.
Tabor the Great
An eight-foot mechanical robot is the title
character in this series of half-hour films now
in preparation by Dudley Television Corp.
Based on the Dudley Pictures Republic-released
feature film of the same name, Tabor the Great
is being shot for tv in color in Hollywood, London and various locations in France.
Tales of the Foreign Legion
Erroll Flynn, as the commandant of a Foreign Legion battalion, is starred in this half-hour
series, being produced by the Jersey Corp. and
Aubrey Baring Assoc. in England and Spain for
distribution by CBS-TV Film Sales. Centering
around the men of the Legion, each story in
the series deals with one man, telling why he
joined the Legion and what its effect has been
on him.
Tales of the Texas Rangers
This half-hour adventure series about the
famed law enforcement body of the Lone Star
State is produced and distributed by Screen
Gems. It will premiere on CBS-TV on Sept. 3
(Sat., 11:30 a.m. EDT) under the sponsorship
of General Mills. Tales of the Texas Rangers
will star Willard Parker as Jace Pearson, Texas

on NBC-TV, starting Oct. 15, for General
Foods Corp. It is produced by Television Programs of America. The story concerns the adventures ofa city orphan who moves to a ranch.
The cast includes Peter Graves, Anne Robinson,
11 -year-old Bobby Diamond and Gypsy, the
wonder horse.
Tugboat Annie
Production of a pilot for Tugboat Annie is
scheduled for late July by Television Programs
of America. Although no specific details were
available, TPA revealed that the half-hour series
would be supervised by Edward H. Small. The
program will not be available until the fall.
Theme of the series is the famous Saturday
Evening Post series.
20th Century-Fox Series
With no name as yet chosen, the hour-long
film series produced by the film company's tv
subsidiary, TCF Television Productions, for
General Electric Co. sponsorship on CBS-TV
this fall-winter, has been described by the film
company as tv's "biggest, costliest filmed show",
with production costs of the programs said to
exceed $2 million. Programs will vary in nature,
each to be complete in itself.
Page 29
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Uncommon

Valor

Half-hour dramatic presentations showing
history-making exploits of the U. S. Marines,
this series covers the years between 1914 and
1955 through the eyes of men who participated
in the action. It was produced by Executive
Productions Inc. with the cooperation of the
U. S. Marines and is being distributed by the
General Teleradio Film Division. Most of the
sequences are from the official motion picture
film library of the U. S. Marine Corps, with
additional passages from the files of the U. S.
Navy and National Archives.
Warner Brothers Presents
New hour-long weekly series (Tues., 7:308:30 p.m.) on ABC-TV will include 13
"Cheyenne" Western segments, 13 "Kings Row"
romance segments, and 13 "Casablanca" adventure segments. Sponsors are: General Electric
Co., Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., Monsanto
Chemical Co. Sunset Productions, tv subsidiary
of Warner Brothers, has begun work on the
programs.
Wyatt Earp
Desilu Productions is handling production of
this ABC-TV series about the most famous of
all Western sheriffs, which will be sponsored
alternately by Parker Pen Co. and General
Mills.
You Can't Take It With You
Based on the original play by Moss Hart and
George S. Kaufman, this half-hour situation
comedy series is being produced and distributed
by Screen Gems. The tv series stars Cecil Kellaway as Grandpa, George Givot as the hungry
dancing teacher; Barbara Britton as the normal
member of the family; Nydia Westman as
Grandpa's daughter, and Joyce Holden as the
granddaughter least likely to succeed as a ballet
dancer.
* * *
In addition to the tv film series which are
already set to start on the air this fall, scores
of others are in preparation for telecasting at
some future time and many pilot films are
now being shown to prospective sponsors as
ready to go into production on short notice.
In the past seven years since tv film production tentatively got underway, it has passed
through several distinct phases. Several years
ago enthusiasm ran high and new production
companies by the score announced that they
were in business and preparing many new tv
film series, most of which never came to pass.
Then came an era of ultraconservatism, with
advertisers and broadcasters willing to do business only with the established firms who had
proven their ability to deliver what they
promised. Instead of wildly making pilots or
even series on spec, the practice was not to turn
a camera unless a signed contract for the series
was in hand. At that time the network syndication divisions began to make their own production tie-ups such as that of CBS-TV with Desilu,
NBC-TV with Hal Roach Jr.
Can Afford Pilots
Today, the major tv film companies can
afford to make pilots for their own package
programs, in addition to those made on order
from advertisers, networks or major tv film distributors. Some firms, like Ziv, handle the
whole deal themselves, originating, producing,
selling and distributing their film series.
With the gain of film jurisdiction rights in
their new contracts with NABET [B«T, April
11], NBC-TV and ABC-TV are beginning to
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farm out production assignments for a number
of network pilots. The same is true of CBS-TV,
which led the way for this practice with its
IATSE contract.
Pilots which CBS-TV has had completed for
the fall market include The Mighty O, dealing
with a Coast Guard cargo vessel, filmed by Hal
Roach Studios and starring Craig Stevens and
Alan Hale Jr., produced by Bill Brennan;
Henry Aldrich, filmed by Desilu; Daniel Boone,
Frontier Scout, produced by E. D. Leshin and
based on legends of this American pioneer;
Miss Pepperdine, starring Marie Wilson as receptionist to a dress manufacturer, filmed by
McCadden Productions; Yankee Privateer,
filmed by Kling Studios.
CBS-TV Hawaiian Series
A major item on CBS-TV's upcoming list is
Hart of Honolulu, to be filmed in that city with
Dennis O'Keefe and an all-Hawaiian supporting
cast. Series, expected to be shot beyond the
pilot, is the story of a Honolulu-born American
novelist en route to the Far East.
NBC-TV has either completed or just about
completed pilot films for My Man Sing, situation comedy concerning a young lady who
inherits a Chinese houseboy, produced by
Matthew Rapf at Hal Roach Studios; Inside
Dope, comedy with a newspaper background,
featuring Bill Goodwin and Cliff Arquette, also
filmed by Roach with Matthew Rapf as producer; Hildegarde Withers, with Agnes Moorehead playing the mystery-solving lady created
by author Stuart Palmer, produced by Tom
McKnight; Skip Taylor, USAF, dealing with
the adventures of three air cadets, produced by
Stuart Reynolds; Submarine, underwater adventures of World War II, produced by John
Florea.
Also Frontier, filmed by Roach Studios with
Matthew Rapf as producer and reportedly
scheduled for sponsorship by Reynolds Metals
as the fall replacement for Mister Peepers; another Rapf-produced pilot, Challenge; a documentary, Impact, filmed by McCadden, and
Delightful Imposter, a joint NBC-McCadden
venture.
In addition, Hal Roach Studios has completed pilots of lust Plain Folks, with Zsa.Zsa
Gabor
and Cy Howard,
program's
creator,
and
Have Camera,
Will Travel,
with Paul
Gilbert,
for NBC-TV.
Four Star Productions has pilots on a new
Mr. Blandings series with MacDonald Carey in
the title part, a Frank Lovejoy series and
Grand Motel, based on the current novel of
that name.
Reed Has Pilots
Roland Reed Productions has pilots in the
can for The Baxter Boy, a teen-age situation
comedy starring Johnny McGovern, and
Alarm, a dramatic human interest series based
on an actual fire.
Studio City Television Productions is preparing an original series, Frontier Doctor,
which scheduled for early production.
Hal Roach Jr. is working on a tv format for
a series to star the comedy team of Stan Laurel
and Oliver Hardy, in addition to the John
Nesbitt Passing Parade series which reportedly
is ready to be signed for sponsorship.
Desilu Productions has completed pilot films
of Mr. Tutt, based on the Arthur Train stories
and starring Walter Brennan; Just Off Broadway, with Rose Marie, Peggy Ryan and Ray
McDonald; Buckley, starring Dorothy Lamour;
The Web, for Goodson-Todman, and It's a
Great Countiy for ABC-TV.
Authors Playhouse, the Brewster MorganEugene Solow firm, has on its upcoming slate

a series also named Authors Playhouse, whose
individual programs will be drawn from stories
by such top American writers as John Hersey,
Ben Ames Williams, William Saroyan, John
Steinbeck, Christopher Lafarge and Ring Lardner.
John W. Loveton Radio & Tv Productions
is showing half-hour pilot film of projected
Scattergood Baines series, based on the Clarence Buddington Kelland stories, with Will
Rogers Jr. starred. Mr. and Mrs. North, formerly on NBC-TV, which the Loveton firm has
had in syndication, may go into production for
a new series on CBS-TV for which negotiations
are reportedly now in progress.
Revue Productions has State Trooper, starring Rod Cameron as a modern Western law
officer, in the works as a successor to City Detective, Revue series also starring Mr. Cameron.
New series will be syndicated by MCA-TV.
Two in Preparation
Screen Gems is also making preliminary
preparations on Circus Boy and Tales of the
Bengal Lancers, but production has not started
on these programs and they are not expected
to be available for fall distribution.
Charles E. Skinner Productions' future book
includes a Western series, Riders of the Pony
Express, and one of earlier days in American
history, based on the novels of James Fenimore
Cooper.
Roy Rogers Productions is preparing a new
series, Brave Eagle, for CBS-TV.
A number of the film producers and distributors are not putting new tv programs on
the market this fall but are concentrating on
preparing additional sequences for alreadyestablished series begun last year or earlier
(such as Ziv's Cisco Kid, entering its sixth year
in television this fall), for which there is a
continuing demand from stations and sponsors.
There is neither space nor need to list these
programs here, but it should be noted that they
comprise a major part of the tv film fare
which will be televised during the months
ahead.
Not all the films shown on tv are specially
made for this medium. Feature films originally
screened for theatrical showing have also
proven popular on tv. Last March, B*T found
that 16.6% of station air time was devoted to
these films, slightly more than the time given
to films made expressly for telecasting, which
received 13.8% of the total station air time.
There are no indications of any curtailment
in the telecasting of feature films in the immediate future. MCA-TV, distributor of 56
hour-long Gene Autry pictures and 67 Roy
Rogers pictures of the same length, now released to tv for the first time, reported sales of
$3 million in the first three weeks [B»T, May
2]. National Telefilm Associates achieved
$736,000 worth of sales of its "Fabulous Forty"
package of British feature films in the first
month [B*T, June 13].
NBC-TV will
'First'
On Oct. 9, NBC-TV
set a tv "first" by
telecasting in color the full-length color feature
picture, The Constant Husband, preceding its
release to motion picture houses [B«T, June 6].
NBC-TV will also colorcast The Magic Box on
its network, obtaining from NTA the rights to
the picture, one of the "Fabulous Forty," a step
which required releases by the 18 tv stations
which
July 4].had already purchased the package [B»T,
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Increase in tv budget to $675,000 announced by cereal firm for its
drive in 56 markets. Robert Hall Clothes plans radio-tv splurge.
Others: 'Digest/ Muriel cigars, Blue Bonnet, Seabrook Farms.
CREAM of Wheat Corp., Minneapolis, is put- N. W. Ayer & Son, New York, is the agency.
ting $675,000 — representing an increase of more
Robert Hall Clothes, New York, is formuthan 40% over its broadcast budget of last
lating plans for the largest television-radio
year — into a television campaign using station campaign in the firm's history, according to
identifications in Class A evening time.
lerry Bess, vice president in charge of television
The company is one of several advertisers and radio of the Frank B. Sawdon Agency,
v active in radio and television spot planning last New York, which handles the account. The
budget will be well over a million dollars for
week. Others include Muriel cigars, Reader's
Digest magazine, Blue Bonnet margarine, Sea- time purchases alone.
The television and radio schedules of the
brook Farms and Robert Hall Clothes.
Cream of Wheat will pour its $675,000 into clothing chain will be expanded in 125 cities
56 markets, using three to four Class A night- from coast to coast and will feature Robert
time ID's effective Aug. 15 for 52 weeks. The Hall's national celebration of the opening of
52-week contract will prevail everywhere except its 200th store this fall.
The campaign will be launched the latter
in the South and Southwest, where a 39-week
campaign will take place, since the firm will part of August and will reach saturation point
in the 125 cities by September. In addition to
not use the 13 summer weeks in those areas.
increasing the schedule of spot announcements,
The schedule marks the first time that Cream
of Wheat is using nighttime television. Last Mr. Bess is buying time in eight new markets
to herald the opening of 19 new Robert Hall
year the firm used alternate weeks of daytime
radio and television in each market. But this stores this fall.
Robert Hall is considered one of the largest
season the plans call for television only, with
an increase of $200,000 in the budget over retail users of saturation radio and tv camlast year.
BBDO, Minneapolis, is the agency preparing paigns.
and placing the campaign.
Other Ad Drives
New Chesebrough-Pond's
To Retain Same Agencies
P. Lorillard Co. (Muriel cigars), New York,
starts a radio spot campaign this month in CHESEBROUGH-POND'S Inc., new firm
formed by the merger of Chesebrough Mfg.
about a half-dozen markets through Lennen
Co. (Vaseline brand products), and Pond's Exj & Newell, New York.
tract Co. (cosmetics), will continue the adverReader's Digest, through Schwab & Beatty,
tising agency associations of both predecessor
New York, is preparing a one-week spot ancompanies, Albert B. Richardson, who has been
nouncement campaign in a number of midwest
named vice president in charge of advertising,
markets, using both radio and tv. The schedule
announced last week.
starts Aug. 15.
Standard Brands (Blue Bonnet margarine),
The Pond's agency is J. Walter Thompson
New York, effective today (Monday) is enter- Co. The firm has been with the agency since
ing a radio and tv spot announcement schedule
1886. Chesebrough will continue with McCannErickson. Their affiliation dates back to 1912.
in 40 to 50 markets. Ted Bates & Co., New
Mr. Richardson succeeds Basil L. Emery,
York, is the agency.
Seabrook Farms (frozen vegetables and who was elected vice president and assistant
fruits), Bridgeton, N. J., now making up its to the president.
plans, is expected to run Its annual 26-week
campaign Oct. 1 through April 1, most likely
using both radio and television as in the past. 'Channel 4 Store7 Plan Includes
Over 6,500 N. Y. Food Stores
GROUP of food chain outlets in the New York
metropolitan area, comprising more than 6,500
stores with an estimated volume of $3 billion,
has signed to participate in WRCA-TV New
York's "Channel 4 Store" plan, designed to
merchandise and promote, at point of sale,
food products advertised on the station.
The plan will be put into operation Thurson behalf
of Dilbert's
Markets
for will
one
week.day On
succeeding
weeks the
promotion
be extended to other participants, including,
thus far, Acme Super Markets, Food Fair,
Shopwell Markets, Associated Stores, Key Food
Stores, Shop-Rite Stores, Daitch Markets, Sunrise Markets, Diamond K Markets, King Kullen Markets, and Kings Markets.
Max E. Buck, director of advertising and
ml j& V
merchandising for WRCA-AM-TV, reported
ARRANGEMENTS for 13 weeks of spot
that advertisers eligible for the plan must sponannouncements on KLAC Hollywood are
sor an on-the-air schedule of $1,500 in ancompleted by (I to r) Jim Bishop, Bakernouncements or participations in daylight
Crawford-Bishop Co., L. A. (Bud's Waffle
hours, or run schedules of $5,000 or more per
Syrup); Jack Miller, account executive,
week for announcements or programs regardless of time classification. Sidney Matz, WRCAD'Arcy Adv., there, representing BakerTV mechandising coordinator, will supervise a
Crawford-Bishop, and KLAC sales representative Jack Butler.
field staff that will arrange for manufacturer
Broadcasting
Telecasting

lets.
participation and work closely with retail outDuring each chain promotion, WRCA-TV
will use its tv personalities and on-the-air announcements tobuild traffic and stimulate sales.
In
in the "Channel
4 Store"
planturn,
will advertisers
receive promotional
assistance
from
6,500 participating stores in the form of store
displays, newspaper promotion in the chain
advertisements, bulletins to store managers
ordering product promotion, and sales reports
on each promotion.
Nielsen Index to 12 Stations
SIGNING of 12 additional stations, including
NBC-owned KRCA (TV) Los Angeles and
KNBC San Francisco, for Nielsen Station Index
(NSI) surveys has been reported by A. C. Nielsen Co. Others, bringing station total to 61,
were WMCA and WNEW New York, WITH
Baltimore, WERD and WAOK Atlanta, KTTV
(TV) and KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, WVDA
Boston and WGN Chicago and KFUO St.
Louis. Six new agency contracts also reported,
bringing agency advertiser total to 87 (75
agency, 12 advertiser), are: Campbell-Ewald
and Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, both Detroit;
Godman & Shoop and Wasser, Kay & Phillips,
Pittsburgh; Advertising Corp. of America and
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Los Angeles, and Wherry,
Baker & Tilden, Chicago.
LATEST

RATINGS

NIELSEN
Top 10Ending
Tv Programs
Two Weeks
June 11, 1955
Number of Tv Homes Reached
Rank
Program
I George Gobel Show (Pet Milk) (NBC)
2 I Love Lucy (P & G) (CBS)
3 Jackie Gleason
(ABC)Show (CBS)
4 Disneyland
Ford Theatre (NBC)
5 Dragnet
(NBC)
6
7 I Love Lucy (Philip Morris) (CBS)
8 Toast of the Town (CBS)
9 Producers Showcase (NBC)
Lux Theatre (NBC)
Per Cent of Tv Homes Reached
Program Station Basis
10
Ran k
Program
1 George Gobel Show (Pet Milk) (NBC)
2 Jackie Gleason Show (CBS)
3 1 Love Lucy (P & G) (CBS)
4 Ford Theatre (NBC)
5 Disneyland (ABC)
6
(NBC)
107 Dragnet
Toast of the Town (CBS)
8 Producers Showcase (NBC)
9 Lux Theatre (NBC)
1 Love Lucy (Philip Morris) (CBS)
Copyright 1955 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

Homes
(000)
13,600
13,161
12,912
12,171
12,088
11,946
1 1 ,686
11,791
11,341
10,974
Homes
%
41.4
40.3
39.7
37.3
37.4
36.7
36.0
35.7
35.9
35.6

VIDEODEX
Top 10 Network Programs
June 1-7, 1955
No. of
Name of Program
Homes
Cities
14291
1
Love
Lucy
(CBS-TV)
% of36.8Tv
110
2. Jackie Gleason (CBS-TV)
3. Toast of the Town (CBS-TV)
35.4
147
35.3
4. You Bet Your Life (NBC-TV)
34.0
123
128
Dragnet One
(NBC-TV)
6.1. Studio
31.9
125
(CBS-TV)
147
33.9
7. GE Theatre (CBS-TV)
31.4
Comedy Hour (Martin & Lewis)
9.5. Max(NBC-TV)
Liebman's Spectacular
99
30.9
30.8
(NBC-TV)
30.7
8. Climax (CBS-TV)
10.
of Tv
118 No.Homes
4. Name of Program
No. of
Cities
(000)
13,283
147
1. 1 Love Lucy (CBS-TV)
2. Toast
the Town (CBS-TV)
12,581
110
3. Jackie ofGleason
(CBS-TV)
11,716
147
You Bet Your Life (NBC-TV)
142
125
128
111,197
1 ,649
Dragnet
(NBC-TV)
163
Bride (CBS-TV)
7. December
Comedy
Hour
(NBC-TV)
123
8. GE Theatre (CBS-TV)
10,914
10,569
118
9. Climax (CBS-TV)
10,461
10,285
136
5. Cavalcade
10,092
of Sports (NBC-TV)
6.
10.
Copyright, Videodex Inc.
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SPEND
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TvB finds repeated re-orders
are key to television's success.
FACTS and figures pointing up television's performance as a salesman are highlighted in a
67-page presentation released by Television Bureau of Advertising last week.
The presentation incorporates the findings of
the first two major research projects commissioned by TvB — the survey of the washing
machine market by A. C. Nielsen Co., and the
"market basket" survey of supermarket shoppers by the Institute for Research in Mass Motivations [B»T, May 30].
These findings, first made public by TvB President Oliver Treyz in the TvB session at the
NARTB convention, and other research data
are used to spell out answers to three basic
questions with which the presentation, called
"The Three 'Hows' of Television," is concerned:
How many prospects does tv reach? How much
does it cost to reach them? How effective are
its sales messages?
As of May 1, the study shows, "more than
nine of every ten U. S. homes are in areas
covered by television . . . more than seven of
every ten U. S. homes own a television set
. . . [and] in the first four months of 1955,
the average television home used its set five
hours, 28 minutes per day — more than 38
hours per week."
While magazine circulation-per-dollar has
dropped 14% and newspapers 12% in the
past four years, the presentation continues,
the number of homes reached per dollar by
television has increased 38%. Cost data, also
are cited to show that "television not only
reaches the prospects an advertiser wants to
reach, but it reaches them at low unit cost — ■
regardless of whether he uses network, national spot [or] local television."
The Test: Re-orders
Citing the sales maxim that says, "You
haven't completed a sale until you get a reorder," the study maintains that "here lies the
key to television's success." The following
table, using Publishers Information Bureau figures on network advertisers and N. C. Rorabaugh Co.'s for spot advertisers, shows how the
number of national and regional users of tv
has grown since 1949:
Number of television advertisers
First Quarter
Nat'l &
of
Network
Regional Spot
267
1949
102
1950
527 ,
52
169
1951
987
177
1952
1,277
168
1953
1,260
214
1954
236
1,950
1955
2,346
Moreover, the presentation points out, "of the
'top national advertisers' who used one or more
of the four major media, 95 are eligible for
television advertising" — and 90 of these 95 did
use tv last year, while one of the year's five
eligible holdouts has started in television this
year. [Eligibility refers to acceptability of
product; hard liquor advertising, for instance,
is not accepted by broadcast stations.] Also,
it was noted, whereas the "top national advertisers" spent 8.3% more in the four major media
in 1954 than in 1953, their expenditures in network television alone were up a whopping 45%.
TvB also cites the tv record of Procter &
Gamble Co., "one of the largest — and considered bymany as the most penny-conscious —
advertisers in the world." The presentation
points out that P&G spent an estimated $34.5
million in network and national spot television
Page 32
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time (not including talent expenditures) in 1954
— "4.7 times more than they spent in newspapers and supplements [and] 5.2 times more
than they spent in general and farm magazines."
"But you don't have to be a Procter & Gamble
to appreciate the impact of television as an
advertising medium," the presentation assures.
It presents the following table, from PIB figures,
to show how some of the smaller advertisers —
advertisers not to be found among the top 100
spenders — have "reordered" television over the
years. Nor do these figures include spot tv
expenditures:
Gross Television Network Expenditures
% Increase
1954
Over
Advertiser
1951
1951
1954
Simoniz Co.
299
Wine Corp. of $123,410 $1,395,163
1,031
America
$308,415
730
Singer Mfg. Co. $130,905 $1,231,827
$1,086,621
C. Swanson
& Sons
$257,193
252
414
Gerber Products $166,950 $ 904,290
$ 857,676
Wrapping up its presentation on the effectiveness of tv advertising, TvB presents final results
of the study made by the Institute for Research
in Mass Motivations among shoppers in Fresno
and San Francisco, Calif., and in Peekskill,
Tarrytown and Syracuse, N. Y. The surveyed
shoppers credited television with having been
the medium most responsible for purchases representing 49.4% of the dollars they had spent.
The study also showed that television was the
leading influence in 14 of 17 product categories
— and the dominant [more than 50%] influence
in 9 of the 17.
Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap
Elects Five in Top Echelon
ELECTION of Frank V. Birch from president
to chairman of the board of Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Inc., Milwaukee advertising
agency, has been announced. Coupled with
this action, was the election of A. R. McGinnis

MR. BIRCH

MR. McGINNIS

treasurer, to president and treasurer of the
agency,
in
1956. which celebrates its 50th anniversary
The board also named George J. Callos,
executive vice president since 1951, to the post
of executive vice president and general manager. Lee I. Archer was re-elected secretary
and Louis Panella, agency vice president and
fifth member of the board, was named assistant
secretary.
Mr. Birch has been with Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap since 1919. He was elected president in 1951. Mr. McGinnis joined the company in 1936 after heading his own agency in
Minneapolis-St. Paul.

B-T Names Christopher
APPOINTMENT of Lawrence Christopher as associate editor in charge of
western news operations was announced
last week by Sol Taishoff, editor and
publisher of
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Mr. Christopher's apeffective July
pointment is
15. He will
headquarter
in B»T's Holreau.
lywood buA veteran
MR. CHRISTOPHER service
of 12 years'
with
B»T, Mr. Christopher has covered most
branches of the federal government, in
recent years specializing in FCC activities. He is a graduate of American U.,
Washington, a member of Sigma Delta
Chi (national journalism fraternity) and
the National Press Club. He is 31.
Also announced last week were the
resignations of Leo Kovner as western
news editor and Marjorie Ann Thomas
as tv film editor in Hollywood.
At Washington headquarters of the
magazine, Frank Gentile was appointed
subscription fulfillment manager, reporting to John P. Cosgrove, manager of
circulation and readers' service. Mr.
Gentile joined B*T last October.
John U. Reber Dies at 62;
Headed Thompson Radio Dept.
JOHN U. REBER, 62, a vice president and
director of J. Walter Thompson Co., and head
of its radio department, died following a heart
attack
Reading,JulyPa.3, at his country home at State Hill,
Mr. Reber was a native of Reading. He
joined the agency in 1917 and was named a
vice president in 1929. In 1933 he became a
director. He was radio-tv supervisor of the
Kraft Foods Co. account and was credited for
the company's successful use of those media
including Kraft Theatre. He developed many
famous radio programs, including the Major
Bowes, Eddie Cantor and Burns & Allen shows.
An alumnus of Phillips Exeter Academy, he
was graduated from Amherst College, Amherst,
Mass., in 1916. He served in the U. S. Navy
during World War 1 and following the war he
headed the JWT London office three years.
He leaves his wife, the former Milena Miller;
three sons, John of Westport, Conn., and Richard and Christopher of New York, and a
daughter, Mrs. Fred Jones of Sewickley, Pa.
Top 1955 Ad Student Picked
THE Assn of Advertising Men & Women last
week announced that John William Sorrano of
Fresno, Calif., a June graduate of the U. of
Notre Dame, has been named "Outstanding
Advertising Student in America, 1955."
Mr. Sorrano was chosen over 49 other top
advertising and marketing seniors on the basis
of his participation in the AAM&W's fifth
annual "Inside Advertising Week," held last
April,
record. and his scholastic and extra-curricular
Broadcasting
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Channel 5 leads all Nashville in share of television
audience

growth. For

availabilities, check The
Katz Agency, our national representatives.

the

station for 62 Tennessee and Kentucky

counties — a billion dollar market reached by Nashville's
highest towered, maximum powered station. In addition
to complete Nashville coverage, WLAC-TV delivers a
consistently clear signal to an area that's "fringe" to
others, "basic fabric" to channel 5. This exclusive
WLAC-TV bonus area contains at least 43,000 families
with tv sets, bringing our total coverage to a potential
quarter million families.

■

LAC-TV
100,000 watts • channel 5
CBS Basic Affiliate
Nashville, Tenn.

For availabilities, check our national reps. The Katz Agency.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
New Thompson Group
Issues Operational Credo
THE NEW management team of J. Walter
Thompson Co. spelled out its operational credo
last week. President Norman H. Strouse, Vice
Chairmen Henry C. Flowers Jr. and Samuel W.
Meek, elected in the realignment which also
elevated Stanley Resor from president to chairman of the board [B«T, July 4], issued a
statement which said in part:
"The new executive team of the J. Walter
Thompson Co. is designed to take advantage
of the growing and expanding opportunities of
our company in the years ahead. It is in line
with the best management strategy which is
developing in American business as a whole.
The statement also said, "We believe there
is greater opportunity for young people in advertising and selling than ever before because
the years ahead will undoubtedly see greatly
expanded use of products and services to meet
the requirements of a much higher standard of
living."
The statement also reported that "Mr. Resor
will continue active in the management of our
company. Mr. Strouse will make his headquarters in New York but will continue to
take a direct interest in our Detroit office,"
which he headed before elected to the presidency.

corporates from partnership with officers: Oakleigh R. French, president; Kenneth J. Bayer,
executive vice president; Oakleigh R. French
Jr., vice president; Mazie G. French, secretarytreasurer.
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Houston, Tex., moves
to larger quarters
Old PLE
National Insurance
' A&Ain PEO
Bldg., 515 Fannin St.

Randolph McKelvey, Young & Rubicam, N. Y.,
appointed vice president and account supervisor.
David Pierson, regional sales manager, Green
Giant Co., Le Sueur, Minn., appointed sales
director.

GULF OIL CORP., through its Charlotte
(N. C.) district office, takes sponsorship
of three newscasts per day, six days a
week over WIST there, for its Gulfpride
motor oil. L to r: Thomas B. Sawyer, WIST
sales,- Frank Harden, managing director
of the station, and William A. Collier, assistant manager, Gulf's Charlotte district.

SPOT NEW BUSINESS

Towne Talk Co. (Towne Talk foods), L. A.,
has named Mottl & Siteman Adv., same city.
Charles Mottl and Irvin Siteman are account
executives.

Procter & Gamble (Duz), Cincinnati, is planning tv spot announcement campaign starting
today (Mon.) in scattered markets. Contract,
placed through Compton Adv., N. Y., is for
usual P&G till forbid duration.

White-Rodgers Electric Co. (electrical controls),
St. Louis, has appointed Oakleigh R. French
& Assoc., same city. Kenneth J. Bayer, executive vice president, heads service team of
account.

Wong's Frozen Chinese Foods (Chung Wong
frozen chop suey), L. A., starts heavy radio
spot announcement campaign on four independent L. A. stations for 16 weeks starting
today (Mon.). Agency: Mottl & Siteman Adv.,
L. A.
NETWORK

NEW BUSINESS

Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa., will sponsor
Father Knows Best on NBC-TV (Wed., 8:30-9
p.m. EDT), effective Aug. 31. Agency: J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
General Foods Corp. (Post cereals), White
Plains, N. Y., signs for Commando Cody on
NBC-TV (Sat., 11-11:30 a.m.) effective July 16.
Agency: Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
NETWORK

RENEWALS

Beltone Hearing Aid Co., Chicago, buys first
Tues. quarter-hour of Breakfast Club on ABC
Radio (Mon.-Fri., 8-9 a.m.) for 52 weeks, starting Sept. 13. Firm previously bought two segments on test basis last April. Agency: Olian
& Bronner Inc., Chicago.
Aluminium Ltd., N. Y., to resume sponsorship of Omnibus, on CBS-TV (Sun., 5-6:30
p.m. EDT), when series returns Oct. 9. Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
AGENCY APPOINTMENTS
Florida Furniture Market and Home Builders
Show, Miami, has appointed E. M. Eisfeld Adv.
Management, same city.
Grove Labs, St. Louis, has named Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, N. Y., to introduce and
handle advertising for three new proprietary
drug products.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Progress Mfg. Co. (residential lighting fixtures,
home ventilating fans), Phila., appoints Al Paul
Lefton Co., same city.
Foremost Dairies, midwest div., Minneapolis,
has appointed Bruce B. Brewer & Co., Minneapolis.
U. S. Igniter Corp. (spark plugs), Phila., has
appointed Adv. Assoc. of Phila. Inc.
Rockwood & Co. (chocolate, cocoa products),
Brooklyn, N. Y., names Robert W. Orr & Assoc.,
N. Y.
Ivo Inc. (drug, cosmetic products), West Bend,
Wis., appoints Grant Adv., Chicago.
AGENCY SHORTS
Don Frank & Assoc., Beverly Hills, Calif., has
merged with Byron H. Brown & Staff, L. A.,
retaining latter name. Mr. Frank becomes vice
president of Brown. Frank accounts move to
Brown.
Oakleigh R. French & Assoc., St. Louis, inModern Office
IMPORTANCE of television in modern
business is stressed in plans for 38-story
office building to be erected by Joseph
E. Seagram & Sons Inc., subsidiary of
Seagram Distillers, on Park Avenue between 52nd and 53rd Sts., New York.
Building, to be known as Seagram Park
Avenue, will contain transmission and
receiving equipment for closed-circuit tv
in color as well as master outlet system
for receiving tv broadcasts. Skyscraper
will take two years to build.

Clinton O. Clark, Ewell & Thurber Assoc., ToOhio, N.
to Comptonledo,Adv.,
Y., as
assistant to president.
William Dahlman,
G. Frank Johnson
and Herbert W.
Warden named vice
presidents, Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather,
N. Y.
Charles H. Howson,
MacManus, John &
Adams Inc., Baltimore, named office
manager.
MR. CLARK
Rita Burton, former assistant sales promotion
and publicity director, KCOP (TV) Hollywood,
to Enyart & Rose Adv., same city, as copy chief
and assistant publicity director.
S. D., toDahl,
Mary ton, Ann
formerly with ^SH^fc
WNAX YankLessing
Adv.
Co., Des
Moines,
Iowa,director,
as radio-tv copy
succeeding
Peggy
Rayborn.
Harold S. Boxer,
television-radio div.,
Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Metuchen,
N. L, to FeddersQuigan Corp. (heating,
ucts), cooling
Buffalo, N.prodY.,
as advertising and
sales promotion manager.

MISS DAHL

R. E. Anthony, personnel and distributor relations director, Pabst Brewing Co., Chicago, appointed general sales manager, Tap-a-Can Div.
David Lasley, formerly account executive,
CBS Radio Spot Sales, to Levinger Adv.
Agency, Santa Rosa, Calif., as radio-tv account
executive.
John L. McQuigg, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Detroit, named office
manager, succeeding
Norman H. Strouse,
who was named
JWT
president
week [B*T,
July last
4].
J. Clark Mattimore,
advertising manager,
Conde Nast Publications, N. Y., to Kenyon & Eckhardt
N. Y., count
as executive
field acon
MR. McQuIGG
K&E film dept.

Shell Oil; John MurToigo, phy, Biow
N. - Beirn
Y., toJuly 11, 1955
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Last week NBC

top

of

the

Television transported 40,000,000 viewers out of their living rooms into the Wide Wide

World. Forty cameras, 32,000 miles of cable and relays, a thousand technicians turned a continent into a
playground; turned ninety-minutes of a Monday evening into a national holiday.
Critics from east to west spoke up for delighted audiences: "Superb entertainment," wrote J. P. Shanley
in the New York Times. "NBC's Wide Wide World gave us a Wide Wide Thrill," said Irv Kupcinet in the
Chicago Sun-Times. "The most ambitious use of electronics to date," said Daily Variety in Hollywood.
That was the first Wide Wide World. The mobile units are organizing new assignments, searching out .
new places, new faces, new surprises for the next performance.
And NBC

is staying right on top of the world. Out of the problems and realities of this troubled century

wide

world

a series of compelling programs is being created — programs with the impact of a banner headline. "1976,"
an exciting look at your world of tomorrow, is a telementary scheduled for October 9. Later this fall you
will see "Nightmare in Red," an hour-long dramatic history of Russian communism,

and "The Jazz Age,"

a report on America's boisterous "bubble" years, both part of NBC's "Project 20." "Young India," a study
of what India is today, has been filmed in color by NBC and is scheduled for November showing.
All this is a part of the NBC

design for television ... to present the real world — the world of enter-

tainment, ofenlightenment, of information, of conflict and debate.
Television like this has given NBC

its commanding

leadership in audience. And wise advertisers will

make it a point to be where the audience is.

Exciting things are happening on

television
a service of |

See "The Meeting at the Summit" on
NBC

Television, 8:00-9:00 P.M. EDST, Sunday, July 17,
the eve of the Big Four Conference.

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
Dietrich L. Leonhard, formerly market research
director, Oscar Mayer & Co. (meats), Madison,
Wis., named to direct newly-organized market
research dept., Tidy House Products Co. (cleansers), Shenandoah, Iowa.
Fred Folks, formerly producer-director, KVOOTV Tulsa, Okla., to Baran-Walters Adv. Agency,
same city, as account executive.
John J. H. Phillips, Compton Adv., N. Y., to
Benton & Bowles, same city, as account
executive.
Richard Hager, former account executive, G. M.
Basford Agency, N. Y., to Martin R. Klitten
Agency, L. A., in similar position.
William Shafer to American Research Bureau,
L. A., ,as account representative.
John A. Sisk Jr., Al Paul Lefton Co., N. Y.,
to timebuying staff, Kudner Agency, N. Y.
Pamela Herbert to Rogers & Cowan (public
relations), N. Y., as account executive.
Qu*w

C&j
favors

rectangular

Qua,
the
look

Fashion plays a large part in Sioux City
Sue's life — she keeps a close eye on
the Paris couturiers — but this particular "look" refers to the shape of TV
screens, not clothes.
Sue (plus 152,875 of her 204,500 neighbor families) owns a TV set, and television fashions a lot of her spare time.
She's an inveterate viewer, true — but
discriminating, too. She looks mostly at
KVTV Channel 9.

A recent Telepulse Survey clearly
to Sue's viewing preference —
rated a 77% share of audience
to 12 weeknights . . . with the
shows plus the top 23, and 24
top 25!

pointed
KVTV
from 6
top 10
of the

To set the style for advertisers, this
should be titled "Sioux City Sue favors
KVTV Channel 9". But no matter if the
moral hit home . . . the best way to reach
Sue and her $991 million buying income
is KVTV television.

Your Katz man is as close to you as
your telephone.
CBS • ABC

Sioux City, Iowa
Serving Iowa's 2nd largest market.
A Cowles Station. Under the same management
as WNAX-570, Yankton, South Dakota.
Don D. Sullivan, Advertising Director.
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Roger Varin appointed account executive, BiowBeirn-Toigo, N. Y.; John Douglas Hayes appointed account field representative in South
America.
Calvin G. Bersch, account executive, Willis S.
Martin Agency, Fort Wayne, Ind., returns to
Klitten Co., L. A., as account executive.
Howard Watson, Manning Public Relations
Firm, N. Y., to Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.,
as public relations representative.
Al Weisman, publicist and tv program writer,
appointed public relations representative, Foote,
Cone & Belding, Chicago.
Harold C. Johnson, formerly merchandising
chief, Schulze & Burch Biscuit Co., Chicago,
appointed assistant merchandising director,
Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago; C. L. Helman,
formerly advertising media supervisor, Frigidaire Div., General Motors Corp., Detroit, to
Ludgin as assistant space media director.
Lewis Lodin, senior copywriter, CampbellEwald Co., Detroit, to tv-radio dept., Geyer
Adv., N. Y., as tv copywriter.
Desmond C. O'Neill, media dept., Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., to Bryan Houston Inc., same
city, as media buyer.
Dorothea Hills, formerly with Roy S. Durstine
Inc., S. F., to creative dept., Brisacher, Wheeler
& Staff, same city, as copywriter; Pat Condon,
formerly with Rhoades & Davis Adv., S. F., to
Brisacher media dept., as newspaper buyer.
Robert D. Monson, writer, Cunningham &
Walsh, N. Y., to public relations and publicity
dept., Anderson & Cairns, same city.
John P. Finneran, general advertising and sales
promotion manager, Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., N. Y., to promotion dept., Kenyon &
Eckhardt, same city, as merchandising specialist; Herb Landon returns to Kenyon & Eckhardt, L. A., handling promotion and publicity
for L. A. and S. F. offices.
S. E. (Doc) Frohock, Bryan Houston Inc., N. Y.,
to marketing dept., BBDO, same city.
Norman R. Klug, president, Miller Brewing
Co., Milwaukee, elected director and member
of executive committee, Milwaukee County
chapter, American Red Cross, succeeding late
Frederick C. Miller, former Miller president.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

The

Only

MAXIMUM

POWER

Station

DALLAS
TULSA
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Most

ever

comprehensive

made

of

There's a new report out on radio listening.
Advertisers will find it absorbing . . . for a good
many reasons.
• It measures audience quality as well as quantity.
• It measures station preference as well as program preference.
• It measures listening habits 24 hours a day,
upstairs, downstairs, indoors and out.
• Its sample is big — so big that the report is
conclusive, definitive.
The survey was made by Alfred Politz
Research, Inc., in an area that includes parts of
four states. There are 197 radio stations to choose
from in that area. But survey results show that

a

radio

survey

audience

41.4 per cent of the adult listening audience is
tuned daily to one station — WJR, Detroit.
Whether it's news, drama, farm reports, sports,
homemaking shows, music, or variety — makes no
difference. Morning, afternoon, evening, all night
— no difference. The overwhelming percentage of
people prefers WJR.
That's because WJR is a radio station with a
personality. The personality accounts for circulation— millions of steady listeners who tune to
WJR for the kind of programming they want.
The Politz report is fascinating — don't fail to
read it! Either write WJR, Detroit 2, Michigan, or
ask your local Henry I. Christal Company representative for a free copy.

The Great Voice of the Great Lakes
WJR
Detroit
50,000 Watts CBS Radio Network
More for your advertising dollar . . . this year!
That's the new, free WJR-Politz Survey. Get it today
if you want to sell Detroit and the Great Lakes Area.

ATTENDANCE

AT

RAB

CLINICS
UP 31%
approximately 2,700 radio station managers,
sales managers and salesmen participated in
the sessions. He estimated that attendance was
31% larger than any clinic series confined to
RAB member stations only.

Kevin Sweeney, president, in
announcing report on first
series of 1955, sees success of
series, along with a new series

Mr. Sweeney called the sessions the "most
successful" and predicted that, along with a
new clinic series slated to begin next month,
they will contribute toward a 20% increase expected in radio local sales volume this year.
The RAB clinics since last January focused
on the theme of "Six Small Steps to the Big
Sale," and, according to Mr. Sweeney, hundreds of sales executives who attended the ses-

slated to begin this month, contributing to an expected 20%
increase in total radio local
sales volume for 1955.
IN a progress report on RAB's first series of
1955 sales clinics, which ended last week,
Kevin Sweeney, RAB president, announced that

sions "already have made substantial progress
toward 'the Big Sale' ". The clinics consisted
of 65 city meetings in 39 states.
Since January either Mr. Sweeney, Arch L.
Madsen, director of station relations, or R.
David Kimble, director of local sales and services, has been on the road every other week.
They have preached the philosophy of selling
"a whopping order" to one of the top five advertisers inthe station's home city.
"During these clinics," Mr. Sweeney said,
"we asked salesmen to devote 60 hours of planning and selling to a single account over and
above any other time they planned to give this
account; and what's so gratifying is that hundreds are doing it and dozens already made a
'Big Sale' for their station and usually for all
the other stations in the area."
Radio Conversion Formula
RAB's "Six Small Steps" formula, designed to
convert important advertisers to the use of radio
on an extensive basis, encompasses the following: 1. Believe in Your Product and Know It.
RAB acquainted station salesmen with new research pointing up radio's "virility and future";
2. Prepare Your Story — the Whole Story. RAB
demonstrated how all pertinent facts about the
advertiser, his business and the radio proposal
could be assembled for use in a presentation;
3. Plan the Right Selling Approach and Close.
RAB gave tips on the organization of a major
presentation
the "close"
that
seemed to workandbestsuggested
on big budget
advertisers;
4. Make Your Presentation With Showmanship. RAB showed a 45-minute slide presentation, illustrating the technique of a major
presentation made to a specific local advertiser
for each area; 5. Trigger the Sale With the Right
Idea. RAB stressed the importance of giving
the advertiser something specific to buy, particularly the handling of his proposed radio
commercial; 6. Put Your Client on the Air
and Keep Him There. RAB emphasized that
the salesman's responsibility did not end with
the contract signing, and showed radio salesmen
how to lay out a campaign for maximum results for various types of advertisers.

Obviously
OUTSTANDING

Plans for Second Series

MORE

LOCAL

AND

NATIONAL

"This was our most successful series of clinics, measured both in attendance and enthusiasm," Mr. Sweeney said. "In about seven
weeks, we will begin our second series for 1955.
in which we will cover approximately 35 cities
with a new clinic program, designed to follow
up on the pattern laid out in the first series.
We think that these clinics will play a major
role in the 20% increase in local sales volume
which we see for this year as a definite possibility for radio."

ADVERTISERS
PEORIA

RADIO

THAN
STATIONS

ALL

COMBINED

FIRST in the Heart of Illinois
CBS

RADIO

NETWORK

FREE & PETERS, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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OTHER

Here's How
HOW BIG is television? How fast is it
growing? Television Bureau of Advertising put the answer in 24-hour terms in
its "Three Hows of Television" (see page
32), released last week. Thus:
"Since this same time yesterday, television added 15,000 more homes to its
total
audience
— now over 34 million
familes.
"Since this time yesterday, the nation's
advertisers have spent 2V2 million more
dollars for television — an investment now
nearing the billion-dollar-a-year mark.
"And since this time yesterday, television has helped move a mountain range
of goods. . . ."
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Sumner

Daytime

TV-

KENS-TV
EXPRESS-NEWS STATION

a Great

Buy

iaTexas

In sun-drenched San Antonio daytime
takes on a new importance in summer.

TV

With temperatures of 100° or more, day after
day, people stay indoors during the daytime
heat.
. . . indoors with air-conditioner and TV set

San Antonio, Texas

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

turned on! That's why "sets-in-use" stays astonishingly high in San Antonio in summer; why
KENS-TV is such an outstanding daytime buy.
Free & Peters has details on how to keep
your summertime sales hot in San Antonio. Give
them a call!
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TRADE ASSNS
Philadelphia

Group

Names

Erickson, Dannenbaum
THE TELEVISION & Radio Assn. of Philadelphia has elected for the coming year Walter
M. Erickson, media director of Gray & Rogers,
chairman and Alexander W. Dannenbaum Jr.,
commercial manager of WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia, president.
The group was formerly known as the Television Assn. of Philadelphia, but a resolution
adopted at the annual banquet last month enlarges the association's activities to embrace
radio. Formal invitations to local radio stations and the actual change in the organizastructure will take place during the summertion's
and fall.
Other officers elected for 1955-56 are: vice
president, Robert Dome, Headley-Reed; vice
president-general counsel, lawyer Morton Simons; treasurer, Mary Dunlavey, Towne Advertising; secretary, Howard Maschmeier,

JOHN B. BROWNING (center), president of WSPB Sarasota, Fla., and past president
of the Florida Assn. of Broadcasters, congratulates Harold P. Danforth, WDBO Orlando,
who was elected chief executive at the group's annual meeting [B*T, July 4]. Other
officers are (I to r): Guy Hamilton, WTYS Marianna, secretary-treasurer; H. Dennison
Parker, WTAN Clearwater, first vice president, and directors George W. Thorpe, WVCG
Coral Gables; James L. Howe, WIRA Fort Pierce, and Lawrence A. Rollins, WSIR Winter
Haven. Other officials elected but not in photo are John H. Phipps, WTAL Tallahassee,
second vice president, and Miller N. Babcock, WGBS Miami, director.
WFIL, and assistant secretary, Doris Scheuer,
Adrian Bauer agency.
Elected to the board of directors of the association are: Nathan Alexander, Weightman
Inc.; Franklin Tooke, KYW; Alice Mooney,
Richard A. Foley Advertising; Sherman Gregory, WFIL-TV; Bernard Kramer, Gresh &
Kramer; Ed Wallis, WPTZ; David Kaigler, DeFranes Bros.; Walter Tillman, Tv Guide, and
Robert McGredy, WCAU-TV.
RAB
To

Building Material &
Hardware Store Sales
21

DENVER

Millions
53.4 :

CINCINNATI
PHOENIX

48.7

SEATTLE
25

YOUNGSTOWN

45.9

fcSRD Consumer Markets '55

IN BUILDING MATERIAL HARDWARE STORE SALES
Building Material and Hardware sales are
UP because more people . . . with more
money ... are building and buying more
factories, more warehouses, more homes
in the Phoenix area. The city is growing
steadily, attracting substantial and diversified industries, becoming more and more
a significant distribution center for the
Rocky Mountain States.
Are you getting your share of this rich
market? You WILL, if you sell your product
through
KPHO, andpenetrating,
KPHO-TV! You'll
find
their persuasive,
coverage
can be your best advertising program, too!

SOLD
rizteto$a most effectively through . . .
urn

Channel 5
KPHO-TV
"'KPHO
Dial 910 • ABC Basic
Hi Fidelity Voice of Arizona
First in Arizona since '49
AFFILIATED WITH BETTER HOMES and GARDENS
• REPRESENTED BY KATZ
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to Sell Radio
Home

Furnishers

CAMPAIGN to sell radio to home furnishing
retailers throughout the nation got underway last
week, according to an announcement made by
Kevin Sweeney, president of Radio Advertising
Bureau, New York. RAB's member stations
will be assisted in their sales drive by sales
material supplied by RAB.
The material includes a 16-page presentation,
"Radio Furnishes Homes," a booklet describing
how 267 different furniture and floor covering
dealers use radio, an analysis of program and
announcement preferences by city size and type
of dealer, a furniture information folder, a
report on operating methods of furniture dealers, and an appliance information folder providing similar information on appliance dealers.
Mr. Sweeney said the sales aids are part of
RAB's "Big Sale" strategy (see page 42). Every
month stations will receive a complete sales
plan with all important sales tools included
to make presentations to retailers who represent
"Big Sale" potential, Mr. Sweeney said.
"Before next spring, we will have delivered
10 of these completely integrated packages of
sales tools aimed at major retailers to our stations. We think they will contribute importantly to the 25% increase in retail business we are
after in 1956," he said.
Vermont Broadcasters Assn.
To Meet in Stowe July 15
ANNUAL MEETING of the Vermont Assn. of
Radio-Tv Broadcasters will be held July 15 at
Smugglers Notch in Stowe, Vt. Harold Fellows,
NARTB president, is expected to address the
meeting. A business meeting is scheduled for
early
be
held.afternoon and elections for 1955-56 will
Present officers are: E. Dean Finney, WTWN
St. Johnsbury, president; A. E. Spokes, WJOY
Burlington, vice president; Charles Grinnell,
WSKI Montpelier, treasurer, and Donald A.
Thurston, WIKE Newport, secretary.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

In Philadelphia
more

advertisers
VOCAL
use

WPEN
than any other

ented Nationally by Gill-Perna
Repres
New
York-Chicago-L
os Angeles-San Francisco

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

station*
-Source" B A R Inc
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PERSONNEL
AFTRA

Mail

Condemns

Vote

Aware

Inc.

LONG-SIMMERING feud within the New
York Chapter of the American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists took a new turn
last week with an announcement that a referendum of the chapter's members resulted in the
upholding of the condemnation of The AWARE
Inc. by a vote of 982 to 514.
This action was the latest in a series of
skirmishes within the local between factions in
favor of, and opposed to, AWARE, an organization established to "combat the communist
conspiracy in the entertainment industry." On
May 24, at a membership meeting of the
AFTRA local, a resolution was passed by a
majority of 48 condemning AWARE for alleged

RELATIONS

"blacklisting" activities. Since only 346 qualified members — approximately 8% of the local's
membership — participated in the condemnation balloting, several AFTRA members
favorably disposed toward AWARE asked for
a mail referendum among the entire membership in order to obtain a more representative
opinion of the local's attitude.
The balloting was conducted during the oneweek period ending June 30, and counting of
the ballots was undertaken by an independent
auditing firm.
Following the announcement of results of
the referendum upholding the condemnation,
Godfrey P. Schmidt, New York attorney and
president of AWARE Inc., issued a statement
declaring that "the condemnation of AWARE
Inc. is meaningless and hurts AFTRA more

Since its organization in December of 1953,
AWARE has been issuing publications to its
members only, but made Publication Number
12, analyzing the New York AFTRA election,
available to the public. It was after this latter
bulletin was issued that a movement for condemning AWARE emerged, although for several months there had been an undercurrent of
resentment against AWARE. Several AFTRA
members had contended that AWARE's formembers-only publications, reporting alleged
communist activity, had found their way into
the hands of talent firms, advertising agencies

than us."

Cameramen for Pay-Tv Films
May Get Special Wage Scale
SPECIAL wage scale for cameramen working
on theatrical films destined for subscription tv
use, if approved, will be asked in forthcoming
negotiations between major producers and film
unions of the International Alliance of Theatrical & Stage Employes.
This was disclosed a fortnight ago by Herbert

Till

PREFERRED

Aller,
business
agent, IATSE cameramen's
Local 659,
Hollywood.
Some form of pay-tv is "inevitable," Mr.
Aller
told pictures
B»T, adding
mean fewer
theatrical
. . . this
and "will
less employment

STATION...

WIBW-TV
PREFERRED
FOR

NEWS

SPORTS

WEATHER

FARM

SERVICE

These are cold, hard facts — proved by the Whan TV Study of the
TopekAREA — a personalized, depth study of the viewing habits of the
TopekAREA audience, made during Jan.-Feb. '55 by Dr. F. L. Whan
Kansas State College.

of

A free copy oi this valuable study with all facts and figures is
waiting for you. Call your Capper man or Topeka.

View tens
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and sponsors and served as a "blacklist."
AWARE insists it has no "blacklist" but
acknowledges its publications comment on
"persons with significant and unrepudiated
records of aid to the communist apparatus."

TOPEKA, KANS.
CBSBen Ludy, Gen. Mgr
DUMONTTopeka,
TV inCity
& WIBWin Kansas
WIBWKCKN
ABC
Rep: Capper Publications, Inc.

[forAnother
film workers]."
demand, to be introduced into Hollywood negotiations between IATSE and the
Alliance of Tv Film Producers next month,
will be for 5% of gross receipts realized on tv
films made by IATSE cameramen, according
to Mr. Aller. This is the second time cameramen have introduced this demand, which producers summarily dismissed last year. Informed
sources indicate 5% is only a bargaining proposal, to be used in later "horse-trading."
Screen Directors Ratify
Pact With Producers Alliance
TERMS of the new contract with the Alliance
of Television Film Producers have been ratified
by the Screen Directors Guild board and the
three-year contract, retroactive to April 4,
now goes before the ATFP for formal approval.
Salary increases for directors include raises
from $110 to $120 for daily minimum and
from $550 to $600 for weekly minimum.
The re-run fee, payable on the third run, goes
from $275 to $300 for a half-hour tv film and
from $550 to $600 for an hour-long film. If
the director's contract with the producer stipulates the re-run fee is payable immediately,
the director now will receive $225 for a halfhour and $450 for an hour-long film.
For first assistant directors, the proposed
increase is from $325 to $350 weekly minimum.
Under a 46-week contract, the first assistant
goes from $270 to $300 weekly; under a 23week contract from $300 to $325 weekly, and
under an 11-week contract from $325 to $350
weekly. Second assistant directors are raised
from $185 to $200 weekly minimum.
AFTRA Signs San Diego Tvs
THREE-YEAR contracts covering announcer
pay scales have been signed by KFSD-TV and
KFMB-TV San Diego, the American Federation of Tv & Radio Artists, Hollywood, announced last week.
points,salary
KFMB-TV's
contract
setsAmong
$95 as other
the weekly
for the first
year;
$97.50, second year, and $100, third year, plus
extra in-shift announcement and program fees.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Perhaps the best compliment paid the entirely new Gates 3-speed transcription turntable at last NARTB Convention was by a visiting British engineer. He commented, after continually trying to foul the speed shifting
system, "This turntable is bloody idiot proof I"

The CB-1 00 mechanism eliminates triple ganged idler wheels, spring
tension adjustments, gravity type speed changing, cam arrangements, plungers, auxiliary levers and all touchy adjustments.
In place of all of this, by using Monoball swivel bearings, the direct speed
shift method is employed. Instead of falling into speed or springing into
speed, the Gates CB-1 00 is shifted quickly and effectively — by one simple
lever, to the speed you select. It is the correct speed too because here is
the first 3-speed turntable that may be reset to speed as wear occurs.
Available in both chassis and

many

complete

cabinet models.

May we send you further data?

Houston. 2700 Polk Avenue
New York, 5' Eost 42nd Street

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

GATES RADIO COMPANY
Manufacturing Engineers Since 1922
Washington, D. C, Warner Bldg.
Los Angeles, 7501 Sunset Blvd.
New York, International Div., 13 East 40th St.

QUINCY, ILL., U. S. A.
Atlanta, 13th & Spring Sts.
Montreal, Canadian Marconi Co.
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$741.00

More
In

Than

New

Returr!

$382,000

Home

Sales

From

$516.00

Invested

in

Advertising

On

WCKY

Gallenstein Bros., Cincinnati builders and developers, bought $516 in announcements and
newscasts on WCKY, for just one week preceding the Sunday the model home was first to be
on display at Clertoma Village, in suburban
Cincinnati.
No other radio or TV was used; the only
other advertising was a single newspaper ad
on Sunday.
At the end of the day (Sunday), 17 homes
had been sold, and by Wednesday following,
sales of new 3 bedroom ranch homes had
reached 25, for a gross business of

More

than

Va

of

a

MILLION

DOLLARS

For availabilities wire
NEW YORK
CINCINNATI
C.
H. "Top" Topmitler
Tom Welstead
WCKY
Phone: Cincinnati
Cherry 1-6565
Eastern Sales Mgr.
53 E. 51sf St.
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127

WCKY...

ON

THE

AIR

EVERYWHERE

T W

E N

uFor

Every

$1

Invested

fin

This is the type of home in Clertona Village, sold by Gallenstein Bros, as a result of the one week's promotion on WCKY
WHATEVER
You

YOUR
Can

SALES

SALES

Add
and

To

PROBLEM

»••>>• ••

Your

PROFIT

With
PROFITable

Advertising

On
WCKY

?r phone collect
CHICAGO
A M Radio Sales
Jerry Glynn
400 N. Michigan Ave.
Phone: Mohawk 4-6555

A M Radio Sales
Ken Carey
607 Market St.
phone: Garfield 1-0716

SEVEN

DAYS

A

WEEK

S

yraeuse is now ranked America's Best Test Market

Management

te

i

pe fin

by Sales

Magazine.

The

ranking is authentic, because

1

**

e-

th

it

is based on an audited study of
503

test campaigns

by leading

national advertisers over a nineyear period.
By authentic standards, WSYB
Badio and WSYB
in

the

Television are

clearly the superior broadcasting
services in the Syracuse market.

Best physical facilities . . . best
local programming services . . .
best customer services . . . these
important
WSYB

advantages

Stations

leadership

give the

their distinct

in Syracuse

and

throughout the $2 billion Central
New

York market.

AFFILIATES

NBC

100 KW
CHANNEL

3

Represented Nationally by
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER AND PARSONS, Inc.
SYRACUSE
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5 KW
5 70 KC
Represented Nationally by
HENRY
I. CHRISTAL
CO., Inc.

RADIO
The

N
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THE

IN

10

10

TOP

MAJOR
AS RATED

NEW

YORK

Fairbanks Presents (ABC Film)
Rheingold Theatre (Official)
Superman (Flamingo)
Looney Tunes (Guild)
Little Rascals (Interstate)
Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo)
7. Dangerous Assignment (NBC Film)
8. Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Sherlock Holmes (UM&M)
10. Scotland Yard (Telefilm)
MINNEAPOLISST. PAUL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

MARKETS

BY ARB IN JUNE

SEVEN-STATION MARKET

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wed. 10:30
Sat.
7:00
Mon. 6:00
M.-F. 6:30
M.-F. 5:30
6:00
Wed.
10:00
Sat.
Tues. 7:30
Mon. 7:00
Wed.
7:00

WRCA-TV
WRCA-TV
WRCA-TV
WABD
WPIX
WRCA-TV
WABC-TV
WABD
WRCA-TV
WRCA-TV

LOS
15.3
11.6
10.8
7.9
7.8
7.8
7.0
6.9
6.8

FOUR-STATION MARKET

Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
Badge 714 (NBC Film)
I Led Three Lives (Ziv)
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
City Detective (MCA-TV)
Lone Wolf (MCA-TV)
Life of Riley (NBC Film)
Ramar of Jungle (TPA)
Fairbanks Presents (ABC Film)
Sherlock Holmes (UM&M)

Thurs.
Mon.
Tues.
Fri.
Wed.
Sun.
. Sun.
Sun.
Fri.
Sun.

9
9
8
9
8
8
9
8
9
8

30
30
30
00
30
00
30
00
00
30

KSTP-TV
KSTP-TV
KSTP-TV
WCCO-TV
KSTP-TV
WCCO-TV
KSTP-TV
WCCO-TV
KSTP-TV
KSTP-TV

FOUR-STATION MARKET
WNBQ
WNBQ
Sat.
10:00
Mayor of Town (MCA-TV)
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
10:30
Sat.
Tues. 8:00
Badge 714 (NBC Film)
WGN-TV
Tues. 9:30 WNBQ
I Led Three Lives (Ziv)
WGN-TV
Eddie Cantor (Ziv)
Mon. 9:30
Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
WBKB
9:30
Fri.
Sun.
Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
2:00 WBKB
Thurs. 9:30 WGN-TV
Inner Sanctum (NBC Film)
10:00 WBKB
Death
Valley
Days
(McC.-Erick'n)
Mon.
Little Rascals (Interstate)
M.-F. 4:30 WBKB

ATLANTA
1.
2.
3.
4.

24.9
24.1
22.9
20.3
19.9
15.9
15.7
12.4
12.2
12.0

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

BOSTON

21.7
15.7
15.5
15.1
14.5
10.4
9.8
8.9
8.8
8.8

THREE-STATION MARKET

Racket Squad (ABC Film)
City Detective (MCA-TV)
Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Secret File, USA (Official)
I Led Three Lives (Ziv)
City Detective (MCA-TV)
Star and Story (Official)
Star and Story (Official)
Heart of the City (MCA-TV)

Sun.
Wed.
Fri.
Thurs.
Mon.
Wed.
Sat.
Wed.
Sun.
Fri.

10
7
9
10

10 30
109 30
10 30
10 30

TWO-STATION

1. Range Rider (CBS Film)
2. Ellery Queen (TPA)
3. Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
4. I Led Three Lives (Ziv)
5. Badge 714 (NBC Film)
6. Lone Wolf (MCA-TV)
7. Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo)
8. The Whistler (CBS Film)
9. Superman (Flamingo)
10. Foreign Intrigue (S. Reynolds)
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Sun.
Sun.
Tues.
Mon.
Wed.
Sat.
Tues.
Sat.
Fri.
Mon.

00
00
30
00

WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WAGA-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV

28.0
23.1
22.6
18.4
18.4
16.8
16.4
15.7
11.7
11.2

WBZ-TV
WNAC-TV
WNAC-TV
WNAC-TV
WNAC-TV
WNAC-TV
WNAC-TV
WBZ-TV
WNAC-TV
WBZ-TV

29.5
25.6
24.1
22.8
18.7
18.0
17.3
16.8
15.9
14.0

SEVEN-STATION MARKET

Sun.
1. Confidential File (Guild)
Tues.
4.
2. Waterfront (MCA-TV)
5.
3. Badge 714 (NBC Film)
Tues.
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
Sat.
Tues.
7. Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
6. Life of Riley (NBC Film)
Stories of the Century (Hollywood)Sun.
Sat.
8. Mr. District Attorney (Ziv),
Mon.
Wed.
9. Fairbanks Presents (ABC Film)
Liberace
(Guild)
10.
Tues.

3.
4.
5.
7.
8.
6.
9.
10.

9:30
7:30
7:30
8:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
10:30
8:30

KTTV
KTTV
KTTV
KTTV

27.4
24.5
21.6
18.0
16.8
15.0
15.3

KNXT
KRCA
KRCA

13.3
13.2
13.2

KTTV
KTTV
KTTV

FOUR-STATION MARKET

Badge 714 (NBC Film)
Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
Liberace (Guild)
Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Passport to Danger (ABC Film)
Ames Brothers (Royal Crown)
City Detective (MCA-TV)
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
Star and Story (Official)
I Led Three Lives (Ziv)

Fri.
Fri.
Wed.
Fri.
Sun.
Sat.
Fri.
Tues.

9:30
9:00
8:30
7:30
10:00
10:00
8:00
8:30

Mon.
Mon.

9:30
9:00

30.4
KING-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KOMO-TV
KING-TV
KOMO-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KTNT-TV

FOUR-STATION MARKET
WASHINGTON
2.
1. Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo)
Thurs.
Tues.
7:00 WRC-TV
Superman (Flamingo)
WRC-TV
Wed.
5.
3. Little Rascals (Interstate)
7:00 WRC-TV
Mon. 10:30
6. I Led Three Lives (Ziv)
4.
Fri.
7:00 WRC-TV
Badge 714 (NBC Film)
WRC-TV
Sat.
Little Rascals (Interstate)
WRC-TV
Fri.
9:00
Sherlock Holmes (UM&M)
Mon. 7:00 WRC-TV
Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
7:00
WTOP-TV
Thurs. 10:30
7. Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Tues. 9:00 WTTG
WTOP-TV
10. Liberace (Guild)
9.
THREE-STATION MARKET
CLEVELAND
- 7.
1. Little Rascals (Interstate)
M.-F. 6:00 WEWS
Fri.
WXEL
2. I Led Three Lives (Ziv)
4.
10:30
WEWS
5.
3. Racket Squad (ABC Film)
7:00
Tues. 8:00
WEWS
Wed.
Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Wed.
WEWS
Liberace (Guild)
9:00
Sat.
WXEL
6. Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
Mon. 6:30
WNBK
10:30
Sherlock Holmes (UM&M)
10:30 WEWS
Fri.
I Am the Law (MCA-TV)
Tues.
WNBK
9. Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
7:00
8. Death Valley Days (McC.-Erick'n) Tues. 7:00 WXEL
DAYTON

MARKET

7 00
30
10
7 30
6 00
10 30
6 30
11 00
6 30
10 30

ANGELES

2.SEATTLE1. TACOMA

CHICAGO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

FROM the monthly audience surveys of American
Research Bureau, B»T each month presents a table
showing the 10 highest rated syndicated film programs for television in 10 major markets, selected
to represent markets in all parts of the country
and with various degrees of competition, from
two to seven tv stations. This is the June report.

FILMS

TWO-STATION

Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
4.
2. Man Behind the Badge (MCA-TV)
3.1. Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
Ellery Queen (TPA)
5. Ramar of the Jungle (TPA)
6. Badge 714 (NBC Film)
Racket Squad (ABC Film)
8. Range Rider (CBS Film)
7. Waterfront (MCA-TV)
10. Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo)

Wed.
Fri.
Sat.
Fri.
Fri.
Tues.
Sat.

30.2
29.7
26.9
27.2
26.3
19.1
18.1
18.4
17.9

23.8
21.8
19.5
18.0
15.5
11.3
11.5
11.3
9.1
8.2

21.1
17.2
15.3
15.2
13.3
13.1
12.8
12.7
11.9
11.9

MARKET

9:30
9:30
10:00
10:15
5:00
10:30
10:15
5:00

WLWD
WHIO-TV
WLWD
WHIO-TV
WLWD
WHIO-TV
WHIO-TV
WLWD
WHIO-TV
WLWD

Tues.
Sat.
9:30
5:00
Wed.
June 13, 1955
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30.5
19.7
30.0
18.4
19.4
16.9
16.3
16.1
16.1
15.6
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25,000
hailed
now

fan letters
its TV

The

is ready

sneak

Great

preview

Gildersleeve

. . .
Comedy

Series

to sell for YOU!

"The Great Gildersleeve," top-rated comedy favorite on radio for
13 years, is ready to open broad new sales opportunities for television
advertisers. He's the same lovable, laughable Gildy- chortle and all —
but with the tremendous added impact of television's visual values.
"The Great Gildersleeve" just can't miss as a syndicated TV film
series. It's pre-tested !
With no advance warning, "The Great Gildersleeve" was sneakpreviewed in a half -hour period on the NBC Television Network.
Viewers were asked to send in their reactions. No incentives were
offered. From this single exposure more than 25,000 enthusiastic
letters, many signed by every member of the family, clamored for
Gildy as a regular TV attraction. They looked forward to weekly
visits with Gildy, nephew Leroy, niece Marjorie, housekeeper Bix'die,
druggist Peavey, barber Floyd, Mayor Terwilliger, and all the
other popular favorites of "The Great Gildersleeve."
"The Great Gildersleeve" is a TV comedy series with extra-special
values for advertisers :
• a big-time, established, well-loved personality
•

a wholesome approach that appeals to the whole family and will
serve to cement community relations for the sponsor

• powerful backing by NBC Film Division's all-out
merchandising
• a pre-tested capacity for attracting and holding audience
Act fast to make sure Gildersleeve cuts his comic capers in
your behalf . . . first ! Write, wire or phone now !

NBC

FILM

DIVISION
serving aJl sponsors
serving all stations

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
Merchandise Mart, Chicago, 111.
Sunset & Vine, Hollywood, Calif.
In Canada: RCA Victor, 225 Mutual St.,
Toronto; 1551 Bishop St., Montreal.

NABISCO'S

GEMS'

SCREEN

IS

$2.7

MILLION

BEST

IN

RADIO-TV

THEY blew the bugle over at National Biscuit Co. for a new advance in distribution,
and to carry the message they called on
Rin-Tin-Tin.
The old war-dog has responded with a
spectacular break-through that has carried
the company show to a fourth place standoff with / Love Lucy in the network film
division. Sales of Milk Bone dog biscuits
have increased 20% since the campaign began, and Nabisco Shredded Wheat has risen
7% in sales.
To launch its new policy of wholesale
distribution of its non-perishable products,
the National Biscuit Co. has invested its
entire radio and television budget of $2.7

AT KRON-TV San Francisco, the station ID has cut loose from its moorings
and now roams about the screen in animated form. Each day's schedule includes at least five of these lively ID's,
using 20 different films, with a similar
number in storyboard form.
Moving ID's are the brain child of
Art Director Bill Wagner, who produces
them by using a simplified form of animation he calls "art progression photography." This term he defines as being "something like time-lapse photography, only the time element is not
important."
The production technique employs
artwork, miniatures or a variety of different materials in a series of developmental stages toward completion, and in
most cases eliminates the use of cells.

FRIEND

'RINTY'

BOOMS

SALES

million in the Rin-Tin-Tin program. A
Screen Gems presentation, the show is carried currently on 89 ABC-TV stations. A
radio version is broadcast by 574 Mutual
outlets.
Laid in the post-Civil War era of the
1870's, when the old west was very much
the wild west and Indians needed little encouragement to go on the war path, the tv
series portrays life at Fort Apache, a military post deep in Indian country. Attached,
albeit somewhat unofficially, to the post and
to the 101st Cavalry, the Bluedevils, who
are stationed there, is ten-year-old Rusty, an
orphan boy, and his dog Rinty. The adventuresome characters of this pair keep life

LIFE BEGINS IN KRON-TV'S ID'S
This is coupled with frame-by-frame exposure on 16 mm color film of the subject during the course of its execution.
When completed, Mr. Wagner has a
series of still photographs of his subject
in a constantly changing aspect. Since
each of these photographs has a direct
relation to those which precede and follow, the result is motion when the film
is run through the projector.
The only trick, he says, is in knowing
the exact amount of progression for each
stage to produce smooth-running motion
of the right degree on the film. This
initially was something of a problem, requiring an experimental period during
which Mr. Wagner ruined a quantity
of film. However, all production problems now have been licked, and Mr.
Wagner can turn out at least 10 new

from getting monotonous for their self-appointed guardian, Lt. Rip Masters.
Rinty is portrayed by Rin-Tin-Tin the
Fourth, great grandson of the most famous
dog star the movies have ever known. Rusty
is played by Lee Aaker and James Brown
takes the role of Lt. Masters. The series is
produced for Sceen Gems by Herbert B.
Leonard.
The program made its tv debut on Oct. 15,
1954. By January of this year it had crashed
into the select 25 circle, registering 24th in
popularity, according to ARB figures. Today
— in addition to its number four status in
network film rankings — the show rates a remarkable 14th in overall film and live list-

ID's a day. He has found 100 ft. of 16
mm enough for 15 different ideas.
Among the materials used so far, in
addition to artwork and cutouts, are colored sand, net, yarn, chain, clay and
rocks. But the possibilities are limitless,
because almost any material found in a
tv station's art deptartment can be
utilized.
Mr. Wagner admits most of the ID's
are not pre-planned. They are impromptu ideas developed as he works and
might be called instantaneous expression. Not all are successful, nor are they
expected to be. But those that fail to
make the grade the first time around are
used as the nucleus of the storyboard
for the next series. If the idea doesn't
jell after a second take, then it is discarded completely.

ML

■

.
.
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Birth of Ch. 4: Four frames from the film of a typical KRON-TV ID
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what

a

difference

a

TWO
JUNE,

FIRST

year

RUN

NATIONAL

PROGRAMS

1954
l/2-HOURS

EIGHT
JUIVE,

makes!

FIRST

OF

RUN

FILM

ENTERTAINMENT

NATIONAL

PROGRAMS

1055
1/2 H0URS

Screen

Gems

1955-1956

PROGRAM
Adventures of Rin Tin Tin . . . ABC-TV. . . Fri., 7:30 p. m.
Captain Midnight . . . CBS-TV. . . Sat., 11:00 a. m.
Celebrity Playhouse . . . National TV Spot
Father Knows Best . . . NBC-TV. . .Wed., 8:30 p. m.
Ford Theatre . . . NBC-TV. . . Thurs., 9:30 p. m.
Patti Page Show. .. National TV Spot
Damon Runyon Theatre . . . CBS-TV. . . Sat., 10:30 p. m.
Tales of the Texas Ramrers. . . CBS-TV. . . Sat., 11:30 a. m

0F

Production
SPONSOR
National Biscuit Co.
Wander Co.
Falstaff Brewing
Scott Paper Company
Ford Motor Company
Oldsmobile
Anheuser-Busch
General Mills

FILM

ENTERTAINMENT

Schedule
ADVERTISING AGENCY
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Tatham-Laird
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
J. Walter Thompson
J. Walter Thompson
D. P. Brother & Co.
D'Arcy Advertising
Tatham-Laird

TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY Of COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION, 233 WEST 49th STREET. NEW VORK 19. N. V ■ CIrcu 5-5044
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wbns-tv

the

nation's

test

no
7

market

/
station

It takes wbnS-tV to give you the true,
complete picture of product testing in
Columbus, Ohio.
The nation's leading advertisers have found
WbnS-tv'S showmanship facilities, backed
by valuable merchandising and promotion,
a guarantee for successful test campaigns. A
wide range of products, from appetizers to
zippers, finds a reliable consumer demand in

ings, with a rating from ARB of 35.2.
The new distribution pattern that led to
the fortuitous recruiting of the canine campaigner represents in itself a radical change
in tactics for the conservative National Biscuit Co.
For 57 years — since its inauguration in
1877 with Uneeda Biscuits — the company
had distributed its products directly to the
retailer through its own sales and delivery
force. This year, for the first time, Nabisco
turned to the use of wholesalers for the distribution of its non-perishable items, of
which Shredded Wheat and Milk Bone dog
biscuits are two.
With the changes in distributive policy has
come a change and expansion in the company itself. A new special products division
with Hal M. Chase, general manager, was
instituted to expedite the operation of the
new sales approach.
Commenting on the new division, Lee S.
Bickmore, vice president in charge of sales
for the company, explained: "We thought it
advisable to set up direct responsibility for
the non-perishable products and divorce
them entirely from the thinking of a cookie
andDivorced
cracker from
house."the need to shepherd its
non-perishables across the counters, the
company has been freed to extend its manufacturing interests. Recently Nabisco purchased the Ranger Joe Cereal Co., Chester,
Pa., and the Blue Streak line of dog foods
from Schooley & Son.
It is the new special products division
which has enlisted television and Rin-TinTin to carry its standard.
The firm's decision to ride with Rinty
was on the recommendation of its agency,
Kenyon & Eckhardt. William King Jr., vice
president and account supervisor; Donald
Smith, account executive on Nabisco
Shredded Wheat and Milk Bone, and Sidney B. Silleck Jr., account executive for presweetened Nabisco 1009c Bran & Cereal,
comprise the agency team for Nabisco.

filmmaker-

WbnS-tv'S rich industrial, agricultural and
metropolitan area.

EARL
KLEIN

CBS-TV NETWORK — Affiliated with Columbus
Dispatch
andv
WBNS-AM • General Sales Office:
t
COLUMBUS,
OHIO
s
33 North High St.
wbn
CHANNEL 10
REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV
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IN little more than a year on his own. Earl
Klein has made a group of seemingly unorthodox animated tv film commercials pay
off in both selling power and artistic recognition. Three of the ten New York Art Directors Club and six of the Detroit Art Directors Club award-winning video commercials were produced by him as president
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

On the set of "I Love Lucy," starring Lucille Ball and Deti
Arnaz.
nation'sof the
Number
1 TV ofshow
for its1951,
1952 a*anda
1953 is The'
a pioneer
technique
filming
program
live show with audience. Oesilu Productions uses three Mitchell
35mm BNC cameras in filming "I Love Lucy."

^@

Joan Davis on the set of "I Married Joan,"
produced by P. J. Wolfson and appearing
on NBC. Three Mitchell 35mm BNC cameras
are used on this top TV show, which is in
its 2nd year. Jim Backus plays the male lead.

FIUE

It takes more than just a good script to insure the success
of a top-rated network program. The on-stage performances of
the stars and supporting cast must be outstanding,
carefully timed, superbly directed. And the camera must
perform flawlessly in its vital role of recreating the
superior quality of the show for millions of TV viewers.
Mitchell cameras— internationally famous— provide the
matchless photographic performances so necessary to the
successful making of the finest theater quality films.
That is why, wherever top quality filming is the foremost
consideration, Mitchell Cameras are to be found . . .
bringing success into focus.

Dennis Day, star of "The Dennis Day Show,"
a top-rated NBC program. Originally "live,"
this series is in its second year, and is now
produced on film by Denmac Productions,
using a Mitchell 35mm. BNC camera.
MITCHELL

The only truly Professional Motion

Picture Camera

CORPORATION
^fH0tO/
e/^
e4
f^
/t
666 West Harvard Street • Glendale 4, Calif. • Cable Address: MITCAMCO
85%

of the professional motion pictures shown throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell
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Each

year America's

a new

rooftops

yield

harvest— a vast aluminum

garden

spreading

increasingly

over

the face of the nation.
The

past season

produced

crop on all counts:
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bringing

of television
The
more
Harvest
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ever— 5 hours
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the total number
to 34,567,000.
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than
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popular
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and during

extended
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Television
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its popularity
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Television
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—a
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over the past 12 months

greater

investment

increase

Today
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homes

for less money
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better buy than
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than

more

any other
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on any other network.
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efficiently,

the world's
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offers an even

it did a year

ago.

CBS

TELEVISION

The direction- of any film is a voir pkx procedure where experience plays an important part in obtaining the desir^'effects^^^ciU is in the film processing laboratory.
At Precision, expert guidance through each phase of the processing operation assures
producers, cameramen and directors fh& finest possible results.
All of which leads to another forf^^^r\ction: West of 5th Avenue on i.6th Street in New
York to Precision. That's the right direction for you wherever you are and whatever your
' v,-'
film processing problem. -

In everything there is one besi% .in^film \rocessing, it's Precision.

c

DDE
rut
F I y"Hi.., t L' A B
fi 1 iWi E S \ Vt k.T H

ION
O R A T O R I; % , INC,
S T R EU^E Jt\ N E \M Y O- R*K 3 6. N . V ,

A division of J. A. Maurer, Inc.

of Storyboard Inc., Los Angeles.
As president of the newly formed Animation Inc., that city, Mr. Klein is continuing
his policy that commercials should entertain
as well as sell.
He was born March 6, 1916, in Cleveland,
Ohio. He studied at Cleveland School of
Art, Chicago Art Institute and Meinzinger
Academy of Detroit.
His professional career started in 1936
with Jam Handy, Detroit, as an assistant
animator. Two years later he went to Miami to join Max Fleisher's unit as a designer,
working on "Gulliver's Travels" feature film
and "Pop-Eye" theatrical shorts. In 1941
he worked at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio,
supervising training films for the then U. S.
Army Air Corps.
He moved to California the following year
and went to work for Warner Bros, as a
designer on "Bugs Bunny" shorts and such
Armed
Forces'
training
filmsas asart "Snafu."
From 1949
to 1953
he served
director
of Raphael G. Wolff Studios, resigning to
become a freelance tv designer, working for
such firms as United Productions of America, Academy Productions and John Sutherland Productions.
Storyboard Inc., in partnership with John
Hubley, came into being in February 1954.
From the Detroit Art Directors Club Mr.
Klein garnered the 1955 Merit Award (E-Z
Pop) and five honorable mentions (three
for Speedway Petroleum and two for Faygo
Beverages). Then came the New York Art
Directors Club gold medal award for the
skyboard commercial for Heinz Worcestershire Sauce, plus awards for commercials
for Speedway Petroleum and Faygo Black
Cherry [B»T, June 13].
Mr. Klein formed Animation Inc. on May
1, 1955, at what he felt was an opportune
time to strike out on his own. An individualist in his conception of video spots, he
first met with much resistance from agencies.
He persisted — successfully so — in the attitude that name identification will take care
of itself if the spot draws enough attention
for people to start talking about it.
His commercials might be characterized
as the combination of simplified graphic
treatment with a good sound track, achieved
either through the rhythm of a good music
track or novel voice delivery. Jack Elliott,
an independent musician who has scored
more than 160 feature films, has done the
majority of Mr. Klein's music tracks and
is
credited with much of the commercials'
success.
One of the first agencies to go along was
W. B. Doner & Co., Detroit, for whom the
Speedway Petroleum spots were produced.
Also, Mr. Klein is quick to recall that it was
Henry Buccello, Bank of America advertising director, who persuaded that august institution to go ahead with his inventiveness.
The tv success of Walt Disney has led, in
part, to an upsurge of interest in animation,
according to Mr. Klein. As all Mr. Klein
asks of an agency — besides the contract —
is copy, he is most pleased to note that more
and more storyboards are allowed to originate with the producer.
Earl and Ann Marie Klein — she was a
fellow animator with the Fleisher outfit —
make their home in nearby Sherman Oaks
with their three children, Jeffrey, 10, Lane,
7, and Andrew, 4.
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46%
MORE

CUSTOMERS

Business-wise Philadelphia station WCAU-TV realized that
more coverage delivers more customers who spend more
cash for toadvertisers'
the station. products . . . which brings in more
revenue
So WCAU-TV management decided in 1954 to replace
their 737-foot tower . . . acting on the good old American
saying "Up and At 'Em" ... UP with a 978-foot IDECO
tower, AT 'EM with maximum 316 kw power.
Today this profitable combination is reaching into counties
with 46% more customers . . . more than 2 million more
people in twice the coverage area. WCAU-TV now taps for
its advertisers counties with a total effective buying income
of over 13.4 billion dollars.

2,014,S00
MORE
POTENTIAL

VIEWERS

Your station, too, can benefit from this aggressive "up and
at 'em" attitude. Whether it's a higher tower ... or your
new station's first tower . . . you can profit by IDECO 'S
long experience in tower design and construction.
Tall towers? Over 40% of the country's over-1, 000-foot
towers are IDECO, including the world's tallest structure
at 1,572 feet. Other heights? Hundreds of under-l,000-foot
IDECO towers are reliably serving stations all over the
country. Guyed? Self-supporting? Fixed base? Pivoted
base? Insulated? Yes, IDECO makes all types.
In fact, when it comes to towers you'd do well to come
to IDECO. Write IDECO ... or contact your nearest RCA
Broadcast Equipment representative.

WITH

( IDECO

DRESSER-IDECO
COMPANY
One of the DRESSER INDUSTRIES
COLUMBUS
8, OHIO
BRANCH: 8909 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 44, Calif.

Tall or Short ... for TV, Microwave,
Broadcasting
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AM, FM . . . IDECO Tower "Know-How"

Keeps You on the Air
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BIG
HOW

SCREEN

CINEMASCOPE

WAS

NEXT OCTOBER Universal-International
Pictures will release "To Hell and Back,''
a full-length motion picture filmed in CinemaScope and in Technicolor and starring
war hero-actor Audie Murphy.
To test tv's effectiveness as an advertising
medium for major productions, U-I decided
on a nationwide pre-release spot announcement campaign — reportedly the first for a
motion picture — that goes into high gear
on 67 stations in just a few days and will
run through September [B«T, June 27].
a ticklish
properly
filmIt'staken
fromoperation
a featureto with
the blend
hard
"sell" in copy, narration and sound effects.
But the problem becomes stickier, technically, when CinemaScope film, which requires special projection, must be converted

This optical printer was especially designed
to convert CinemaScope film into standard
film at a ratio of 1-1:85. At left at top of
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TO
CONVERTED

LITTLE
FOR

A

into normal aspect film suitable for tv projection.
U-I produced a large number of tv spots
(also a series of 20-second lengths) for the
Audie Murphy film at its Hollywood studios and at National Screen Service, which
specializes in the making of previews.
To accomplish the film conversion, U-I
found it necessary to "unsqueeze" the film.
This nimble feat entailed the use of an optical printer (an elaborate camera which
copies motion picture film) that was
equipped with a special conversion lens.
Unsqueezed, the film assumed a 1-1:85
ratio, considered practical for wide-screen
theatre projection but still too wide for tv
projection. This ratio would show a black
area on the top and bottom of the picture

page is a frame of CinemaScope film before
it is "unsqueezed" into the 1-1:85 ratio, and
at right top is frame after "unsqueezing."

TV

SCREEN
FILM

COMMERCIAL

if used without still further change. Thus,
the final processing step during which titles
are superimposed on the film, the picture
area is blown up slightly to a normal 3-4
ratio, which has proved very successful on
tv. For the preliminary campaign, specially
animated titles were furnished by National
Screen. In some of the spots, the titles were
in the form of continuous overlapping
zooms. Superimposure of titles on the film
was done in the normal way for tv spots —
titles were hand-lettered, photographed
against black backgrounds and then superimposed in the optical printer.
U-I has budgeted more than $50,000 for
its pre-release spot campaign. The production cost is not included in this figure since

For television, film must be still further blown
up to CinemaScope.
a 3-4 ratio after it has been converted
from
Broadcasting
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$899,481,000.00
target:

Buying

Power

Market

Channel

LOUISIANA
The only TV station completely covering the rich heartland of
Louisiana, New payrolls — new wealth are generated in Louisiana by
OIL, GAS, SULPHUR, SALT, LUMBER, INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE

MARKET

DATA

PREDICTED

SERVICE

AREA* WBRZ, Channel 2
Population
...860,000
|TV sets in area
164,650
Effective Buying Power...
$899,481,000
Retail Sales
$580,937,000
Food Sales
$129,460,000
Automotive Sales
......$122,571,000
Drug Sales

$ 16,371,000

SOURCE: Sales
1954 Management's Survey of Buying Power,
*Class "B"
[-Television Magazine

RETAIL
Broadcasting

Telecasting

SALES:

NBC-ABC

watts
MORE
lOOl

TOWER:
ft. 6

incbes

Largest
TV
Antenna
in the United
States
12 Bays — Channel
Represented by HoUingbery

2

$580,937,000.00
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TV

CAM

ART

TRIPOD

SUPPORTS

TRIANGLE
$29.50

Heavy duty
center keystone
casting locks
legs and sturdy
clamps assure
solid support.

• CAR-TOP
CLAMPS
Insure a steady
tripod support
for your newsreel camera
when atop a
station wagon
or car platform.
Heavy bronze
construction.
Weatherproof.
Set of three:
$28.00

THE CAMERA 'MART inc.
1845 Broadway, near 60th Street
New York 23, N. Y. • Circle 6-0930
CaMf AdWreit - CAMFPAMART

Optical printer shown here can in one operation handle the final processing step—
the superimposition of titles on scenes from the film.
this is budgeted along with the regular
theatre trailers which are made at the
same time.
In the 60-second spot narration, U-I
combined animated titling — to make visual
the "parading" of former war pictures
topped by "To Hell and Back"; scenes of
Audie Murphy in close battle action to
illustrate that the story is of a real-life war
hero; with girls in a Naples cafe to point
up that "This is the way it was . . . for the
FILM
DRAFT

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL
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DISTRIBUTORS
ASSN.

PLANS

About 30 representatives meet
in New York and set up a
steering committee to establish
a national organization.
LONG-CONSIDERED movement to set up
a television film distributors association
gained momentum last week with the announcement that a steering committee of
the proposed organization has been established to obtain a charter, draft rules of
procedure and develop a tentative budget.
This step was taken at a meeting of more
than 30 representatives of tv film distributors
at the offices of Guild Films Co. in New
York. As outlined by Dave Savage, assistant
to the president of Guild Films, the association would be designed to watch over the
interest of tv film, stimulate its growth, develop and disseminate institutional information and foster improved trade relations.
Another meeting will be held within the next
three weeks.
The steering committee chosen consists
of Dwight Martin, General Teleradio, chairman, and Ralph Cohn, Screen Gems; Frank
Reel, Ziv Television Programs; Lou Friedland, MCA-TV; J. Williams, Official Films;
Ned Koenig, Hal Roach Studios; Saul Konkis, Studio Films, and Mr. Savage.
Report was made to the meeting of a
recent conference with Harold See, chairman
of the film committee of the NARTB, during which cooperation between the two organizations was discussed. Mr. See is station
manager of KRON San Francisco.

girls who loved them and let them go . . .
on
the way
. 'To farmhouse
Hell and Back'
"; with
children
in .a .Texas
to establish
that the hero grew up on a farm in that
state, and still other shots establishing the
star's loves, trials and tribulations (such
as an episode showing Mr. Murphy and
others in a dramatically tense moment while
being drenched by a downpour. Smaller
doses of the same are supplied for the
shorter commercials.
Other companies represented at the meeting were the William Morris Agency, Screen
Gems, Award Television, National Telefilm
Assoc., Interstate Tv, Unity Television, and
Motion Pictures for Television. Among
those who expressed interest but were unable
to attend the meeting, according to Mr.
Savage, were Television Programs of America, Fremantle Overseas Radio and Television and Walter Schwimmer Productions.
Testimonials

on the Street

THE PICTURE of the satisfied customer,
probably the most used art work of any advertising campaign, has been lifted from the
artist's hands and entrusted to the realism
of the camera lens.
Pfeiffer Brewing Co., selling its liquid refreshment in the Detroit and Flint (Mich.)
trading area, has gone onto the street with
camera and asked shoppers and passersby
what they think of Pfeiffer's beer. Generally three questions are asked: "Have you
ever tried Pfeiffer's beer?" "When did you
first try it?" and "Why do you like it?"
Needless to say some of the answers have
been surprising and many have been an
agencyman's dream. One man, who recently
moved into the area, said he tried all the
local brands and chose Pfeiffer's because,
"It's got what all the others say they have."
Pfeiffer feels the honesty of approach and
realism of the films offers a change of pace
and pleasant respite from the usual tv commercial.
Permission to telecast the filmed interview
is obtained from those people whose answers
are used. The on-the-street testimonials are
filmed by Video Films, Detroit, for Maxon
Inc., Pfeiffer's agency.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

YOU

MIGHT

CATCH

A

BUT

2,372-LB.

YOU
TO
IN

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
FEBRUARY, 1955 REPORT
GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
Number of Quarter Hours
With Higher Rating
Station
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
56 B
WKZO-TV
7 a.m. — 5 p.m.
5 p.m. — 1 1 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
10 a.m. — 11 p.m.

144
83

37

80

24

SHARK

NEED
LAND

*

WKZO-TV
SALES

WESTERN

MICHIGAN!

The February, 1955 American Research Bureau Report
for Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo shows that WKZO-TV is the
top-audience TV station in Grand Rapids and Battle Creek,
as well as in Kalamazoo.
WKZO-TV is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet
for this area. With 100,000 watts on Channel 3, WKZOTV delivers a brilliant picture to one of America's "top25*' television markets — over half a million TV homes in
29 Western Michigan and Northern Indiana counties!

NOTE: Survey based on sampling in the following proportions— Grand Rapids (45%), Kalamazoo (19%), Battle Creek
(19%), Muskegon (17%).

Let Avery-Knodel give you the whole WKZO-TV
100,000 WATTS

WKZO — KALAMAZOO
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WJEF — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV— LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

• CHANNEL

Kalamazoo-Grand
Avery-Knodel,

story.

3 • 1000' TOWER

Rapids

Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

* A. Dean caught a 15' man-eater weighing this much at Streaky Bay, Australia, in January, 1953.

KW

11

01Y-

with

RCA's

TT-10AL

With recent design advances, RCA engineers
have increased the power output of the
TT-10AL VHF transmitter. This popular
transmitter now delivers a full 1 1 KW of peak
visual power (low band)— measured at the
output of the sideband filter. If you need this
extra KW, it's yours now.
Costs no more than the original 10-KW
design— and of course it can handle color.
With power increased to 11 KW, RCA's
exclusive TT-10AL— in combination with
an RCA 12-section antenna — is the most

RCA

ENGINL

Pioneered

and

outstanding VHF system in the industry,
• delivering 100 KW ERP at the lowest
operating cost of any VHF equipment package now available.
RCA 1 1 kilowatters are ready to ship. Order
• yours now for early delivery. For complete
details, see your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative. In Canada, write RCA VICTOR
Company Ltd., Montreal.
Ask your Broadcast Sales Representative for
literature describing RCA's new 11-KW
design for channels 2 to 6.

Developed

Compatible

Color Television

CORPORATION
of AMERICA
5 PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT
CAMDEN. M.J.

Ziv Sales Show

Increased

Tv Activity in Europe
AS EVIDENCE of increased television activity
; \ in Europe. Edward J. Stern, head of the international division of Ziv Television Programs,
last week reported sales of various Ziv tv series
in France. Monte Carlo and Germany.
Ziv said,
Television's
District
Attorney,
Mr.
Stern
has beenMr.sold
to Radio
Diffusion
Francaise for its seven-station network, starting
in September. This French version of the
h series also has been sold to Tele-Monaco for
I Monte Carlo.
In Germany, Mr. Stern said. Favorite Story,
vdubbed in German, has been sold to Tele-Saar.
It is said to be the first German-language tv
series offered by an American producer.
Mr. Stern voiced belief that tv has a bright
outlook in Germany, with some 15 million tv
sets to be in operation in the near future. In
France, he said, there currently are about 200,000 receivers but influx of "high-quality prothe U. S. is expected to
I accelerate salegramming"'
of fromsets.
! KNXT

(TV) Rejects Film

Filmservice Buys Mutual Film
PURCHASE of property and accounts of
Mutual Film Laboratories, Hollywood, by Filmservice Laboratories Inc., same city, was announced last week by Gil Scott and Lou Vincent, Filmservice owners.
Present plans call for all daily 16 and 35mm
rushes of both firm's clients to be supplied by
Filmservice Laboratories at 6327 Santa Monica
Blvd. Meanwhile, Filmservice will rebuild the
developing and chemical facilities of the Mutual
plant to process 16 and 35mm film.
Three Buy 'News Review'
SALE of Weekly News Review to WRC-TV
Washington, WDBO-TV Orlando, Fla., and
KTVH (TV) Hutchinson, Kan., have been announced by Robert H. Reid, manager of the

WGN-TV's

4th Annual

By Hundreds

tv department of International News ServiceInternational News Photos, New York. The
additions bring the total number of markets
carrying the series to 30. The INS-Telenews
sports review, This Week in Sports, is now
being carried by CKCW-TV Moncton, N. B.,
and CJCB-TV Sydney, N. S.
Fairbanks Buys Property
For Tv Film Production
ACQUISITION of a large tract of property
and a market building in Hollywood, to be
converted into a tv film production studio by
late August, was announced last week by Jerry
Fairbanks.
The new studio at 1330 N. Vine St. will
augment the present Fairbanks studio and
property on Sunset Blvd. It will be made

Film

Festival

of Advertising

Attended

People!

!

Excesssegment
of 'Brutality7
AFor
SECOND
of Death Valley Days,
syndicated CBS Film Sales series, has been
refused clearance by the editing staff of KNXT
J (TV) Hollywood, CBS o&o station.
Edward Nathan, network west coast manager
of editing [B»T, June 20], declared that the
"I Am Joaquin" episode contained "too much
brutality." commenting that there are seven
"vicious knifings" shown.
Another Death Valley Days episode. "Love
'Em and Leave 'Em," was refused clearance
because one of the female characters, portray! ing a dance hall girl of the old west, displayed
i what the editing department considered "too
much anatomy."
The half-hour film series is shown on KNXT
on alternate Thursdays at 7 p.m. PDT. which
is early enough to be viewed by children, station spokesmen pointed out.
Production

Staff Readied

For 'Warner Bros. Presents'
COMPLETION of the Warner Bros, production
staff for the forthcoming ABC-TV Warner
Bros. Presents series was announced in Hollywood last week, to function under the personal
supervision of Jack L. Warner, studio head.
Gary Stevens remains general manager of
the Warner Bros, tv division, with Oren Haglund as production manager. Richard Diggs as
story editor, Solly Baiano as casting director
and Perry Ferguson as art director. J. English
Smith will serve as liaison between Warner
Bros, and ABC-TV.
Actor Gig Young will host the complete
series of Warner Bros. Presents, which will include the "Casablanca," "King's Row" and
"Cheyenne" series and "Behind the Cameras
at Warner Bros.," an hour-long feature.
Tv Premieres Airlines Film
AMERICAN AIRLINES will use t^ stations
in more than 60 cities along the non-stop New
York to Los Angeles D-7 flight route for the
"premiere" of its motion picture, "The Mercury," next week.
According to the Tele-Div. Association Films
the premiere precedes by several weeks the
actual release of the 29-minute film to tv
stations and community organizations. The
film, which documents a coast-to-coast flight
and produced by MPO Productions, is being
offered to stations for free showings.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Following are a few quotes from agencies and advertisers who
attended WGN-TV's Film Festival —
"Your Film Festival is very helpful
to agency people interested in syndicated film."
"Extremely necessary for agency
Film Buyers. WGN-TV is to be
congratulated."
"EXCELLENT, and of course, UN-

"Very informative. No one in our
business should miss these show-

"Excellent presentation and preview
of film programming."
"A ings."
great benefit to agency person-

PARALLELED asusual!"
WGN-TV — FIRST IN SERVICE TO AGENCIES AND ADVERTISERS!
CHECK YOUR WGN-TV REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE BEST AVAILABILITIES ON
CHICAGO TELEVISION FOR FALL.

nel."
441 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago 1 1
Illinois

Chicago

0
WGN-TV
L
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FILM
available for rental to other tv producers, as
well as for Mr. Fairbanks' productions.
In addition to $250,000 Mr. Fairbanks reportedly paid for the Vine St. property, he announced plans to spend another $100,000 for
alterations and new construction.

venience of advertising agencies and clients in
preparation of tv spots. Boards include printed
columns for audio, video, animation, background and timing and will be made available
without cost to interested parties who write
Filmack, 630 9th Ave., N. Y, or 1327 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Guild Films Names Jaeger
Natl. Sales Vice President
APPOINTMENT of C. Pete Jaeger, executive
vice president of Trans-American Broadcasting
& Television Corp., New York, as vice president for national sales of Guild Films Co.,
New York, was announced last week by Reub
Kaufman, Guild president.
Mr. Jaeger had been with Trans-American
since 1949. From 1941 to 1947 he was with
ABC and had been vice president in charge of
sales at the time he left. Mr. Jaeger had served
Trans-American from 1937-41 in various executive capacities. In his new post, he will report
to Erwin H. Ezzes, Guild vice president in
charge of general sales.

ABC Film Syndication Inc., N. Y., moves to
7-5000.
10 E. 44th St.; telephone remains Susquehanna

Stock Listing Approved
NATIONAL Telefilm Assoc., New York, has
reported that the common stock of NTA has
been approved for listing on the American
Stock Exchange. NTA presently has outstanding 650,000 shares of $.10 par value common
stock. On June 8 NTA's initial public offering
of 312,500 shares of common stock was sold
[B«T, June 13].

Finding those rich Southwestern
Pennsylvania markets hard to

Firestone Resigns Unity
LEN FIRESTONE, national sales manager of
Unity Television Corp. since 1953, has resigned
from that post. He will announce his future
plans shortly. Mr. Firestone joined Unity in
1951 as eastern sales representative and was
appointed manager in 1953.
FILM PEOPLE
Eugene F. Brigham, recently released from
Naval Reserve active
duty,
Pictures toInc.,Rainbow
Miami,

sell? It's child's play with WJACTV. Powerful WJAC-TV boxes
in Johnstown, Pittsburgh, Altoona and everything in between.
Hooper rates WJAC-TV:

as production manaJerry LassweU, salesman, Alexander
ger.
Film Co., Colorado

FIRST in Johnstown
(a 2-station market)
SECOND in Pittsburgh
(a 3-starion market)
FIRST in Altoona
(a 2-station market)
You'll corner the market with the
one buy that covers three . . .

MR. BRIGHAM

Springs, Colo., promoted to district
manager covering
Fla., Term.
Ga., Ala., central

James Stevenson, general manager, Television
Program Productions, N. Y., admitted to New
York State bar.
Carolyn Knight, story dept., Screen Gems Inc.,
Hollywood, and Charles V. Weedman were
married June 25.
RANDOM

SHOTS

National Audobon Society, tv dept., 1130 5th
Ave., N. Y. 28, announces opening of 16mm
stock footage library on North American wildlife under direction of Rea King, making available approximately 50,000 ft. of color film on
variety of subjects including mammals, insects,
birds and underwater animals.
Ask your KATZ man for full details!
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Filmack Studios of Chicago announces it has
resumed issuance of tv storyboards for con-

Capital Film Labs, Washington, reports 87%
sales increase this year ending March 31 over
last with every month during year showing increase over respective months of previous year.
Screen Gems Inc., merchandising dept., N. Y.,
has licensed nine companies to manufacture
products bearing name of Rin Tin Tin. Company's series, Adventures of Rin Tin Tin, is
presented on 70 ABC-TV stations (Fri., 7:30-8
p.m. EDT) under sponsorship of National Biscuit Co. and is also carried on 50 other stations under local advertiser sponsorship.
FILM SALES
Sterling Television Co., N. Y., has sold Tales
of Tomorrow to Banetti Bros. Spaghetti Co.,
for WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.; Household
Hints to Home Federal & Loan Assn. for
WMCT-TV Memphis; Movie Museum to
KRCA (TV) Hollywood, WMGT (TV) Pittsfield, Mass., WPRO-TV Providence, R. L, and
CBFT (TV) Montreal, and feature film groups
to KTVW (TV) Tacoma, Wash., and WARMTV Scranton, Pa.
Flamingo Films, N. Y.. has announced Grand
Ole Opry sold in 75 markets, with latest sales
to Borden Co. for WSAZ-TV Huntington,
W. Va.; Martha White Mills for WSM-TV
Nashville, and Swift & Co. for WFAA-TV
Dallas. Company's Hollywood Preview currently is in 35 markets, with most recent sale
to WABD (TV) New York.
INS-INP Tv Dept., N. Y., has sold Weekly
News Review and This Week in Sports to KHJTV Los Angeles for use on a delayed play-date
basis.
Sportsvision Inc., S. F., has sold All American
Game of the Week to Southern Arizona Bank,
Tucson, Ariz., through Cabat-Gill Agency, Tucson, Pac-a-Sak Service Grocery, Baton Rouge
and Shreveport, La., through Southland Agency,
and WDAK-TV Columbus, Ga.; Big Ten HiLites to WTVW (TV) Milwaukee for Mueller
Climatrol and KGO-TV San Francisco; Pacific
Coast Conference Hi-Lites to Plymouth Dealers,
S. F., through N. W. Ayer & Son. Sportsvision
reports total sales at 40.
FILM DISTRIBUTION
Sportsvision Inc., S. F., has acquired fourth
syndicated football film series, Gridiron Cavalcade, featuring 20 top games of past five years,
available Aug. 15. Don Klein, west coast sports
announcer, will narrate.
Standard Television, Beverly Hills, Calif., has
acquired tv distribution rights to "Little Fugitive," feature film which was released theatrically in late 1953 and won 1954 Vienna Film
Festival
market. Award. Film already sold in Chicago
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

word

£ets

around..

Bartender Ziggy at Toots Shor's famous establishment — in
the heart of New York's agencydom — picks up a lot of
profitable tips from America's smartest timebuyers.
"What are they talking about these days?" he says. "WABI
and WABI-TV, of course. Best radio and television buys in
New England. Really get things done in the fastest-growing
part of Maine. Of course, I'm not selling anything up
there . . but if I were — well, these fellows say you can't
beat this combination."
You catit, either.
The smart timebuyers like Toots Shor's.
The smartest advertisers like WABI and WABI-TV

A

~\

jr\JVl
TV
wabi

/f*

..

„
. . . George P. Hollingbery — Nationally
^ Ketlell-Carter- New England
RePre$e
BANGOR, MAINE
General manager: Leon P. Gorman, Jr.

MINIMUM
BY

FCC

OF

INDUSTRY

COMR.

Florida Democrat

MACK

assumes

AS

FETTERS
HE

TAKES

ESPOUSED
OFFICE

post formerly held by Frieda Hennock.

A veteran of telephone and telegraph regulation, he intends to 'sit
and listen' at FCC until he becomes familiar enough to vote.
NEW FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack, who was
casting isno more that of a listener and viewer
at this time, he has had some contacts with the
sworn in as a member of the FCC last Thursbroadcast media.
day, makes it clear that he knows more about
In 1948 and again in 1952, Mr. Mack suctelephone and telegraph regulations than broadcast matters at this time.
cessfully stood for election to the Florida commission. In both campaigns he used radio
But he has a philosophy — stemming from
and tv.
his eight years as a member of the Florida
His experiences in these vote-getting elections
Railroad & Utilities Commission — that apleft him sympathetic toward broadcasting.
plies to broadcasting as well as utilities. He
The only problem he ran across, he said,
explained it at a news conference thusly:
was in buying time early enough. He found,
A regulatory agency must concern itself with
the overall function of seeing that the businesses
he said, that if he didn't get his orders in at the
it regulates meet the obligations imposed by start of the campaign, the stations he wanted
would not have the time he sought available.
law; otherwise management must have its head.
The difficulty, he explained, was not with the
Although Mr. Mack's knowledge of broad-

NEW FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack (I) takes oath from Judge James
W. Morris, U. S. District Court, Washington (r), as FCC Chairman
George C. McConnaughey looks on.

^

stations, but with the fact that there were so
many other candidates for other offices running
— governor, county sheriffs, etc.
Stations would ask him for advance scripts,
he related, and he was glad to oblige. While on
the air and he felt the need to depart from his
script, he just went ahead and did so, he said
with a grin. He never experienced any censorship attempts, he said.
In answer to one question, implying that the
FCC should weigh more heavily program content in renewing licenses, Mr. Mack said he
thought
the public
the air. itifwould
let thedidn't
FCC like
knowsomething
about it. on
He added that he personally had never heard
or seen anything objectionable on the air.
The first Democrat to become an FCC commis ioner in three years, Mr. Mack succeeds
the controversial and oft-times stormy Frieda B.
Hennock of New York. Miss Hennock, also a
Democrat, has joined the Washington law firm
of Davies, Richberg, Tydings, Beebe & Landa.
Mr. Mack's term runs to 1962.
The last Democrat appointed to the FCC

AFTER being sworn into office, Mr. Mack poses with his wife, Susan
Stovall Mack (daughter of Col. W. F. Stovall, founder of Tampa
Tribune), and their daughter, Susan, 8.

4

THE present FCC: seated (l-r): Rosel H. Hyde, Chairman McConnaughey, Edward M. Webster; standing (l-r): Robert E. Lee, Robert
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T. Bartley, John C. Doerfer and Mr. Mack. This is the first picture
of the commissioners as a group.
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FOR

G.E/s

SMALL,

packaged

at the

cost

MEDIUM,

OR

relay systems

of conventional

LARGE

provide

STATIONS...

superior

switching

switching

equipment

Your station — large, medium or small ... monochrome or
color— can benefit from a G-E packaged relay switching
system ... now available at an initial cost comparing favorably with conventional switching.
For small or medium

stations, the G-E TS-l-A controls

up to eight non-composite and two composite inputs, with
outputs for full line monitoring. Laps, fades, dissolves
are smoother, faster and positive.
For larger stations, G.E.'s TS-2-A offers exceptional quality of previews, switching, fading, and dissolves. Up to
12 non-composite inputs, with preview and switching facilities for two composite inputs.
For all stations regardless of size, General Electric relay switching means clean, transient-free switching, distortion-free pictures in either monochrome or color. It
provides flexible by-pass for studio rehearsals and preview
of superimpositions. Bounce and low-frequency distortion
are eliminated by clamps in the mixing amplifier.

G-E TS-1-A SWITCHING SYSTEM
FOR SMALL/MEDIUM
STATIONS— a complete
package of switching
facilities — switching
panel, video and sync
mixing amplifiers,
power supplies,
bration monitor caliand
cabinetry. Substitute
items for adapting
package to your needs.

Find out how a G-E Packaged Relay System can provide
your station with better, more economical switching. Contact your nearest G-E representative today. Or, write:
General Electric Company, Section X275-25, Broadcast
Equipment, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. In Canada,
write: C.G.E. Electronics, 830 Lansdoivne Ave., Toronto.

Only Relay Switching
can give you these
advantages:
• Relays minimize cross talk.
• DC control of video signals
gives noise-free manual laps
and fades.
• Simplified installation and
maintenance because all noncomposite coaxial connections
are in the rack and not at the
control panel.
• Removal of heat and microphonic problems by rackmounting those tubes and
amplifiers usually found at
the panel and in the console.

INPUTS
NON-COMPOSITE

0SC0PE
M0NCAMERA
FILM
I
(OR SCANNER CHANNEL)/
FILM CAMERA
(OR SCANNER CHANNEL)]

SPARE
LIVE CAMERALIVE CAMERALIVE CAMERALIVE CAMERA-

►
G-E TS-l-A SWITCHER. For
up to 8 non-composite and
2 composite inputs.

Broadcasting
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G-E TS-2-A SWITCHING SYSTEM
FOR LARGE STATIONSblock-build switching
facilities to fit needs.
Plug-in relay chassis
assemblies, transfer,
video mixing, and sync
mixing amplifiers, together with power supply and control panel,
offer an almost unlimited variety of switching combinations.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product
OUTPUTS

GENERAL

mm

ELECTRIC
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was Comr. Robert T. Bartley, who assumed
office March 6, 1952.
Mr. Mack was given the oath of office by
Judge James W. Morris of the U. S. District
Court in Washington. Judge Morris is from
Tampa.
Attended by well-wishers — including Florida
Sens. Spessard L. Holland and George A.
Smathers and Florida Reps. Paul G. Rogers
and James A. Haley, all Democrats, and the
new commissioner's wife, Mrs. Susan Stovall
Mack; daughter, Susan. 8. and father, Charles
D. Mack, hotel executive — the ceremony was
held in the FCC hearing chambers attended by
all commissioners. Also present were state
utility notables.
Mr. Mack made it clear in his news conference that he intended to "sit and listen" until
he
was
familiar
activities to vote. enough with the Commission's
In utility regulatory matters, Mr. Mack has
had some dealings with the FCC. He represented the National Assn. of Railroad &
Utility Commissioners on both FCC and ICC
panels. As a member of the Florida commission he twice participated in FCC common
carrier hearings; in 1949-50, when the Bell
System acquired
Western
Union'sin long
telephone
facilities,
and again
1951,distance
when
Western Union asked for a rate increase.
In Florida circles, Mr. Mack is known as a
competent and capable official. He is credited
with increasing telephone service in Miami and
in securing rate reductions in seven municipalities in that area.
As a former utilities commissioner. Mr. Mack
joins two other former state commissioners on
the FCC, Chairman George C. McConnaughey,
Ohio, and Comr. John C. Doerfer, Wisconsin.

now

W,

OVER

Mr. Mack was appointed to the Florida Commission in 1947, elected in 1948 and again in
1952. He was chairman of the FR&UC in 1951
and 1952. The chairman of the Florida unit
serves on a rotating basis.
Mr. Mack was nominated by President
Eisenhower May 27 and confirmed without
opposition by the Senate June 17.
Born in Miami in 1909, Mr. Mack was graduated from the U. of Florida with a B.S. and
B.A. degrees (business administration) in 1932.
He was a general insurance agent in Tampa,
credit manager for General Motors Acceptance
Corp., and Hector Supply Co., both Miami.
During World War II, he entered as an infantry first lieutenant and served in the European Theatre of Operations. He was released
from active duty in 1946 as a lieutenant colonel
and is on the active list of the Organized Reserve Corps.
Upon his return to civilian life, Mr. Mack
became general manager of the Port Everglades
Rock Co., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. He was appointed to the Florida Commission in 1947.
Mr. Mack is a Protestant, a member of Sigma
Nu and the honorary Blue Key society.
ming.
His hobbies are golfing, fishing and swimSally Lindo Promoted
LAST official act of FCC Comr. Frieda B.
Hennock before ending her seven year term
June 30 [B»T. July 4] was the endorsement of
a promotion for Sally Lindo to assistant chief of
FCC's Office of Reports & Information, second
in command to Chief George Gillingham. Mrs.
Lindo has been with the FCC since 1937, in
news office 15 years.

JUASL

8500
OVER

BRIDGES,
1400

MOODS,

THEMES

CATEGORIES

all in a handy, comprehensive volume of descriptive music
no additional records needed
"spotting" eliminated
all music cued from beginning of cut
all music found in the
SESAC

TRANSCRIBED

designed for your specific AM

LIBRARY
and TV needs

lowest in cost for a complete Program Service . . .
SESAC
"the best music in America"
475 Fifth Avenue
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New

York 17

Tampa

Ch.

13

Losers

Take Fight to Court
ATTACK on the FCC's decision granting
Tampa-St. Petersburg ch. 13 to Tampa Tv
Co. was made last week by Tampa Times Co.
and Orange Tv Broadcasting Co., both of
which
Feb. 28].are the unsuccessful applicants [B*T,
In briefs filed with the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington, both appellants directed
their arguments to the Commission's "whitewash" of the operation of WALT Tampa.
WALT is owned by W. Walter Tison, majority
stockholder and prospective general manager
of the Tampa Tv Co. station. WALT, the
pleadings declared, had not only failed to
live up to FCC's standards in programming,
but it had been in trouble with the FCC for
various alleged infractions.
Both also took the FCC to task for permitting
Mr. Tison to withdraw his original personal
application and to substitute a new application
with other stockholders at the very last minute
before the deadline preventing new applications.
Tampa Times Co. owns WDAE; Orange is
owned by Tampa-St. Petersburg department
store interests.
WDAE claimed it was better able to carry
out its tv proposals than is Tampa Tv. It also
argued that it better met the test of integration
of ownership and management and that its
past broadcast record and proposed staff and
programming were superior to that of other
applicants.
Use of the FCC's diversification policy as a
point against Tampa Times was "completely
irrational," the newspaper declared. It pointed
out that only 28 days before, the Commission
had awarded a tv permit to the Tampa Tribune.
Orange claimed that it should have been
preferred on the basis of its proposal to originate live broadcasts during prime evening hours,
using kinescope recordings of network programs
at times other than when broadcast live. It
also said the FCC erred in not judging its proposed St. Petersburg programs with that
proposed by Tampa Tv Co.
The FCC last fall issued its final decision in
the ch. 13 case, finding in favor of Tampa Tv.
This reversed the examiner's initial decision,
favoring the WDAE application. The Commission, in January, affirmed this decision, with
Chairman George C. McConnaughey and
Comr. John C. Doerfer dissenting.

'Banko' Bingo Held Illegal
In Wisconsin Court Ruling
THE television game of "Banko" as performed
in LaCrosse, Wis., is a form of lottery and
illegal, according to the Wisconsin Supreme
Court, upholding a LaCrosse County court
ruling. The court held unconstitutional Subsection 2 of Sec. 348.01 of the Wisconsin
Statutes. This subsection reads:
"In order for a radio or television show or
program to be held in violation of this section
ii shall be necessary to show that consideration
involves either the payment of money, or requires an expenditure of substantial effort or
time. Mere technical contract consideration
shall not be sufficient. Listening to a radio, or
listening to and watching a television show shall
not be deemed consideration given or received."
Banko cards, following a sort of bingo pattern, were available at stores, firms providing
prizes, tv station or the viewer could make
his own form. The court held that Subsection 2
is void because it authorizes some lotteries
under some conditions and violates Art. TV Sec.
24 of the state constitution.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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GOVERNMENT
SENATE

GROUP

HEARS

PROS

&

CONS

ON
CHANGES
IN 'PROTEST'
PROVISIONS
FCC Chairman McConnaughey favors Senate proposal amending the
controversial Sec. 309 (c) of Communications Act. Comr. Doerfer,
lawyers and broadcasters also testify before Pastore Unit.
SENATORS had their turn last week at hearing
the pros and cons about the FCC-sponsored
measure
(S Communications
1648) to amend the
section of the
Act."protest"
The Senate
Communications Subcommittee, in its second
hearing this session on communications matters,
received testimony from six witnesses.
Meanwhile, a companion measure (HR 5614)
in the House, on which hearings were held June
22 and 24, has cleared two House committees —
Commerce and Rules — and is expected to be
acted upon on the House floor this week (see
story, page 84).
The Senate hearing last Thursday aired divergent views on the proposal:
" FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey,
favored it, along with two minor amendments
suggested by the Federal Communications Bar
Assn. and already approved by House committees in HR 5614.
Comr. John C. Doerfer reiterated his earlier
statements that the present "protest" provision
— Sec. 309 (c) of the Communications Act —
should be repealed, but in the alternative he
would favor the proposed bill over the present
law.
FCBA President Percy H. Russell Jr., of
Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, representing amajority of FCBA's executive committee, favored the bill's aims, and said he was

4^
IN

BUYS

in agreement with the FCC about two minor
FCBA-suggested changes in the bill.
Benedict P. Cottone, Cottone & Scheiner,
representing Ultra High Frequency Industry
Coordinating Committee, objected to the passage in the bill which would give the FCC
discretionary power on whether to stay a grant
pending a hearing or ensuing court decision on
a protest. The former FCC general counsel
charged big vhf stations with trying to move
their transmitters around in attempts to
"straddle" markets.
Ervin F. Lyke, president-general manager of
WVET and WVET-TV Rochester, N. Y., the
latter sharing time with WHEC-TV on ch. 10
there, favored the bill. He said that if WSAY
Rochester, which has a protest against the ch. 10
grant in the U. S. Court of Appeals for D. C,
is upheld by the court, then the ch. 10 stations
will have to go off the air until the FCC decides
on the case at a hearing.
Gordon Brown, president-general manager of
WSAY, charged that WHEC-TV and WVETTV, former competing applicants for ch. 10,
held a secret meeting to work out a share-time
arrangement, then got a "quickie" non-hearing
grant from the FCC before Mr. Brown could
submit his application for the same facility.
The hearing generated some unexpected heat
when Sen. Strom Thurmond (D-S. C), who
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long has rankled over the protest which has
kept WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C.,.off the air
since its CP was granted in 1954, found out a
witness he was questioning was a lawyer representing one of the two uhf stations protesting
the Spartanburg ch. 7 grant.
Subcommittee members present were Chairman John O. Pastore (D-R. I.), Sens. A. S.
Mike Monroney (D-Okla.), John W. Bricker
(R-Ohio) and Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.).
Sen. Thurmond is a member of the parent
Senate Commerce Committee.
Chairman McConnaughey said the FCC and
the FCBA have agreed on two amendments
submitted by FCBA which (1) give the
protestant a chance for oral argument on decisions FCC might make that facts in a protest
do not provide sufficient grounds for setting
aside the grant and (2) change the language of
the bill to make it clear the FCC may revise
issues presented in the protest to conform to
facts or matters asserted by the protestant.
He said Sec. 309 (c) has "opened the door"
to those concerned "not with the public interest" but their own competitive interests, and
that the section is used as an instrument for
delaying new grants. Resultant hearings, some
unnecessary, have taxed the FCC staff and involved much time, he said.
He said court decisions have made "extremely
broad" interpretations of "parties in interest"
and cast much doubt on the FCC's authority
to dispose of insubstantial protests without
hearing or without staying a protested grant.
Public Interest Suffers
He said the "built-in stay provisions" deprive
the public of a new radio or tv service until
all proceedings are concluded and that the
public interest thereby suffers.
Sen. Pastore said he was concerned about a
case where a station might be allowed to go on
the air, only to be put silent later by an appeals
court reversal upholding a protestant. He compared this with giving a child a lollipop, then
taking it away from him. He said he would
rather not give the lollipop in the first place.
Expressing his sentiment for the public, not the
business interests themselves, he asked: "How
about the people who (then) have no buttons
Sen. Pastore said that when two or more
applicants merge and receive a quick grant, he
thinks
a hearing ought to be held so the public
to turn?"
can
know the facts.
Comr. Doerfer reiterated his position that
Sec. 309 (c) should be repealed, but told the
subcommittee that in the alternate he is in favor
of the proposed bill.
He said the section conflicts fundamentally
with the philosophy of the Communications
Act, in that the Act emphasizes free competition while Sec. 309 (c) gives protection to competitors of the grantee.
He said it is the Commission, and not private
individuals, who should protect the public interest. "If the commissioners cannot be trusted
to carry out their high public trust, they should
be removed from office," he said. When the
FCC is "forced to consider individual concepts
of what constitutes the public interest, then the
original purpose of the administrative process
to promptly expedite matters is seriously impaired," he said.
He said Sec. 309 (c) "opens a door for
harassment by the powerful and the wealthy or
even extortion by the unscrupulous." He cited
a recent two-week period in which he said FCC
members in conference spent 28% of their time
on protest matters (6.6 hours of 23.3). He
recounted high man-hour totals and costs caused
by FCC action on protest cases. He also expressed fear that thousands of other FCC
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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Case History No. 10
It was the start of a routine day.
At Station WMRE, Monroe, Ga.,
Al Brown was at the microphone.
Manager Deral Morris studied a list
of sales prospects. In nearby Mansfield, the Bank of Mansfield opened
as usual for another day of business.
At 9:20 a.m., a bandit entered
the Mansfield bank, pulled a gun on
the cashier and scooped up $6,300.
He escaped by car.
Morris got the word — fast — from
Walton County law enforcement officers. He reached Brown in the news
room.
"Al! The Bank of Mansfield
has just been robbed! I'm going
after the details!"
Morris raced to the sheriff's office
and relayed details to Brown, who
called The Associated Press bureau
in Atlanta. Between them, Morris
and Brown also called the bank . . .
interviewed the officials . . . called AP
again.
WMRE covered all the angles of
the robbery for its listeners and for
all other AP members as well.
Cooperation? At the time of the
robbery, WMRE had not begun to
receive AP teletype service because
technical difficulties encountered by
the wire company had delayed completion ofa line to the station.
"But,"' says Brown, "we wanted
to cooperate because we know that
our fellow members also cooperate."

Deral Morris

Al Brown

Al Brown and Deral Morris are two of
the many thousands of active newsmen who
make The AP better... and better known.

If your station is not yet using
Associated Press service, your AP
Field Representative can give you
complete information. Or write—

Those who know famous brands... know the most famous name in news is IP
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GOVERNMENT'
actions may be delayed when the "full implications" of the protest provision become known.
Mr. Cottone said UHFICC does not object to
provisions in the bill requiring the FCC to hold
hearings only on protests raising questions of
public interest, law violations, FCC rules and
established policies, and other serious questions
concerning the validity of FCC grants.
UHFICC's objections, he said, go to the
provision which would give the FCC discretion
on whether a non-hearing grant should be
stayed pending the Commission's decision after
hearing on a protest.
For the FCC to set a hearing on a protest
means that the grant is of doubtful public interest, he added. "It is difficult to see how the
Commission could decide in one breath that
there are serious questions of public interest
that must be determined in a hearing, and in
the next breath to say that the authorization
must be permitted to become operative pending
the very hearing held in order to determine its

(!M%m^m

wfjtelljmwi
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KDUB-TV
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The injury threatened by the grant becomes
validity."
an "immediate reality," he said, and such operation becomes an "almost insuperable obstacle" to an ultimate decision after the hearing
establishing the protestant's public interest case.
This "psychological obstacle" would shake
even the most firm judicial temperament in
denying the grant because public reliance on
the continuance of the facility has been allowed
to take hold, he said. The protestant would be
intrepid who would continue into the hearing
under such conditions, he said, but he certainly
would pause at risking his money in the "great
expense
of goingthen
aheaddescribed
with thewhat
hearing."
Mr. Cottone
he called
"market-straddling" or "floating transmitter"
vhf broadcasters. He said "super-power and
super-height" vhf stations often are not satisfied
with their locations under the allocations plan,
since they may not be able to get a major network affiliation because their high power causes
overlap with another station on the same network. This causes duplicated coverage, which
network advertisers will not pay for, he said.
The station then seeks to move its transmitter
to a place where it can get greater unduplicated
coverage, he added.
Vhf Encroachment Cited

affiliated

Du Mont

KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK,
NATIONAL

TEXAS
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PRESIDENT AND GEN. MGR., W. D. "DUB" ROGERS
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He said it has been a "common occurrence"
in the past two years for the FCC to approve
"these distant moves" of vhf transmitters without a hearing. "Almost invariably, these moves
result in severe encroachment by the vhf station on the market in which a uhf station is
already
desperately
survive."
the uhf station
has anstruggling
affiliationtowith
the sameIf
network, it is then lost to the vhf station, he
said.
The "protest" section at present gives uhf
stations a chance to demonstrate that public interest isinvolved because such vhf moves "rot
away the tissues" of the allocations plan, aggravate uhf-vhf intermixture and allow a network's business policies to determine the location of stations instead of encouraging many
local outlets, Mr. Cottone said.
Mr. Cottone asked that if the stay provision
is not deleted, the bill be amended to allow
the grant to remain in effect only if the FCC
finds "on the record" from facts stated by the
protestant "under oath" that the public interest
requires that the grant remain in effect. The
FCC also would consider facts sworn to by the
protestant that "such authorization to the applicant may reasonably result in the loss to the
public of the service previously authorized to
be rendered by one or more existing permitees
or Mr.
licensees."
Cottone's reference to vhf stations which

move their transmitters drew a scorching rejoinder from Sen. Thurmond, who has shown
great concern about the delay of ch. 7 WSPATV Spartanburg, S. C, in getting on the air.
(WSPA-TV's operation has been stayed since
its 1954 grant because of protests by two uhf
stations in the same area. The vhf station first
received a cp for a transmitter on Hogback
Mt, near Spartanburg. The station later received a STA for Paris Mt., 6 miles from
Greenville, S. C, and when the two uhf stations
— WAIM-TV Anderson and WGVL [TV]
Greenville — protested, asked for and received a
court.)
permanent cp. The uhf stations then went to
Sen. Thurmond asked Mr. Cottone if he knew
about the Spartanburg case and when Mr. Cottone replied that he not only was familiar with
the case, but was representing WAIM-TV, the
South Carolina Democrat leveled a forefinger
at Mr. Cottone and said:
"The people of Spartanburg have no television station. You are denying them service.
We object to that." Later he asked, rhetorically,
"Aren't there some attorneys who are using this
section [309 (c)] to collect fees for their own
private
tying up
"Let gain
me byexplain
thatstations?"
case," replied Mr.
Cottone.
"Since you are their attorney, I don't care
to go into it," retorted the South Carolinian.
Then he got up and walked out of the hearing
room.
Two Amendments Asked
Mr. Russell said FCBA's executive committee
had agreed on the bill, although not unanimously, with two amendments providing (1) the
right of the protestant to an oral argument before the Commission prior to any FCC decision
that the facts in the protest are insufficient, even
if true, for setting aside a hearing, and (2)
language making it clear that the FCC may
revise issues in the protest to conform to the
facts or matters presented by the protestant.
He said FCBA believes the FCC has a right
to demur to protests in accordance with established legal procedure; that the discretionary
stay also is desirable, and that the FCC should
be empowered to draft issues charged by the
protestant to make them consistent with facts
alleged in the protest.
Mr. Lyke said that if WSAY's protests against
the 1953 grant of ch. 10 in Rochester to WVETTV and WHEC-TV on a share-time basis is upheld by the Appeals Court, then the stations
will have to go off the air until a final FCC
decision.
He said WSAY did not file its application
for ch. 10 until several days after the grant to
WVET-TV and WHEC-TV. If the stations go
silent, he said, an area of more than a million
people will lose its second tv service, a $700,000
plant rollwill
be idled and a $50,000 monthly paystopped.
Mr. Brown presented a statement he issued
when WSAY first appealed to the U. S. Appeals
Court. The statement charged a "quickie" FCC
grant after a secret meeting of WVET-TV and
WHEC-TV officials on a share-time agreement.
He said the agreement was effected because
WHEC-TV, owned by the Gannett newspaper
interests,
was afraid
of FCC "reluctance"
grant
tv facilities
to a newspaper
in competitionto
with a non-newspaper applicant.
WVET-TV, he said, was afraid its case would
be weakened because of its "fair portion of outof-town stockholders, the FCC generally preferring local ownership of radio and television
He quoted criticism by former FCC Comr.
Frieda
B. Hennock against "quickie" grants.
stations."
Telecasting
Broadcasting

NOTICE TO EDITORS— This advertisement currently appears in leading
national magazines. For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life has
sponsored similar messages on national health and safety. Because
of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements,
Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news editors),

free use of the text of each advertisement in this series. The text may
be used in regular health features, health columns or health reports
with or without credit to Metropolitan. The Company gladly makes
this material available to editors as one phase of its public-service
advertising in behalf of the nation's health and safety.

A" order?
10 Points For Each Question
SAFETY

is a far greater

Maybe you have memories of scenes
like the one above when the "horseless carriage" was just beginning to roll
along our roads and streets. You may remember, too, how careful the drivers were
. . . and how everyone took precautions to
avoid accidents with the new and wonderful machines.

problem

now!

year round if the toll of lives from motor
vehicle accidents is to be reduced. That
toll now amounts to more than 36,000 fatalities ayear.

During the summer, motorists on weekend outings or long distance touring are
especially tempted to be careless. Such
drivers are frequently in a hurry to reach
their destinations, and often try to crowd
Automobile safety was important then,
but it is far more so now. This is because
too much mileage into too little time.
the modern car is such a sensitive and
This get-there-quick urge may lead to
powerful machine . . . and because today
dangerous situations . . . and rob motoring
our streets and highways are crowded with
of its fun. So, before you get behind the
over 58 million registered motor vehicles.
wheel this summer, would it not be a good
Furthermore, most city streets were laid
idea to take a look at your driving habits?
out when horse-drawn vehicles were the
Here is a quiz that you can take. Your
principal means of transportation.
score may determine how safe you, your
Safe motoring is, of course, vital the
family and others on the road will be.
Every time you take the wheel . . . remind yourself that your driving is, at
the moment, your most important responsibility. Then you will be doing
your part to make our streets and highways less hazardous.
COPYRIGHT 19S5 METROPOLITAN

YOUR
SCORE

* Are your brakes in proper working
n Do you observe all traffic regulations,
particularly about speed?
o Do you watch other drivers and try
to anticipate what they will do?
m Do you always stop driving when you
feel fatigued or ill?
C trians
Are youare extra
about?cautious when pedes/» Do you keep in line when nearing the
top of a hill or a sharp turn?
■j Do
you take
extranight
precautions
stopping
during
driving? about
o starting
Do you have
on a your
long car
trip?checked before
n Do you signal in ample time before
stopping or changing direction?
1Aw"
a Do
you your
knowcartheat distances
required
to stop
various speeds?
Perfect Score 100

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Metropolitan

Life Insurance Company
(A MUTUAL COMPANY)
1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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GOVERNMENT
FCC
ON

CLARIFIES
'PROTEST'

STAND
CHANGES

Chairman McConnaughey's
fetter explains FCC views on
disposition of pending cases if
House and Senate bills pass.
IF THE House and Senate enact into law the
proposals before both groups to amend Sec.
309 (c) "protest" provisions of the Communications Act, would the new law be invoked
retroactively by the FCC to (1) reconsider
previous FCC designation of a protest case for
evidentiary hearing? (2) reconsider whether a
grant, already protested, should be stayed or
allowed to go on the air pending final outcome
of the case?
The FCC revealed it has clarified itself on
these issues last week in inserting a letter from
Chairman George C. McConnaughey to the
House Commerce Committee in the record of
a309Senate
subcommittee's
on page
the sec.
(c) amendment
proposalhearing
(see story
74).
The FCC letter was a reply to a letter from
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of a
House subcommittee which held hearings last
month on the House version of the proposed
amendment, asking what the FCC would do
about the Clarksburg. W. Va., protest case if
the bill were enacted.
The FCC chairman said other commissioners
were in agreement with him that "the public
interest would not be served by reconsidering
the designation of the case for evidentiary
hearing or [by reconsidering] the postponement
of the effective date of the grant which has
been protested," should the bill be passed by
Congress.

SOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA'S

"It is our opinion that in the absence of any
congressional statement of intent," the FCC
might be legally empowered to reconsider such
pending matters, Chairman McConnaughey
said. "In general we believe, however, that the
public interest would not be served by any
such reconsideration."
The only exception is that the FCC believes
it should have an opportunity to invoke such
an enacted law if the FCC has been reversed
by a court of appeals in a case where the Commission has "issued a final decision denying a
protest, either before or after hearing, and in
which, pending a court appeal, the grantee has
constructed its station and begun operation."
In the Clarksburg case, the FCC's denial
of a protest was reversed by the U. S. Court
of Appeals of D. C. and the Commission was
ordered to reopen the case and hold further
hearings [B»T, June 13].
Testimonial Dinner Slated
To Honor Frieda B. Hennock
FORMER President Harry S. Truman, who in
1948 appointed Frieda B. Hennock to the FCC,
will head the list of notables who are sponsoring a July 20 testimonial dinner in her honor.
Miss Hennock on June 30 completed her sevenyear term as an FCC commissioner.
Others sponsors include Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt; Gov. Harriman of New York; Gov. Edwin
Johnson of Colorado; Sen. Alben Barkley (DKy.), former vice president; Sen. Herbert Lehman (D-N. Y.); FCC Chairman George C.
McConnaughey, and Comrs. Hyde, Webster,
Bartley. Doerfer and Lee.
The testimonial dinner will be given at 6:30
p.m. at the Shoreham Hotel in Washington.
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Clarksburg Grant Stayed
IN ACCORD with the ruling of the
U. S. Court of Appeals remanding to the
FCC for further proceeding the Clarksburg, W. Va., economic protest case
brought against ch. 12 WBLK-TV there
by a local newspaper [B»T, June 13, et
seq.], the Commission last week stayed
its mid-1954 grant of ch. 12 to WBLK
pending the renewed hearing. No date
for the further proceeding was set.
WBLK-TV was planning a fall commencement. The decision of the court
that the protestant, Clarksburg Publishing Co., is entitled to full evidentiary
hearing
(it received
"oral
argument"
consideration
before), has
required
FCC
to change its approach to numerous
protest cases now underway [B«T, July
4]. FCC also has told Congress, in
seeking relief from the exacting protest
requirements now contained in Sec.
309(c) of the Communications Act, that
a flood of new protests is expected in
view of the court's Clarksburg decision [B«T, June 27].

FCC
New

Best. Bureau Opposes
Britain Issue Change

REQUESTS by ch. 8 WNHC-TV New Haven
and ch. 53 WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn., for
enlargement of issues in FCC's hearing on
NBC's
of WKNB-AMTV New$600,000-plus
Britain (seepurchase
story, page
86) were
opposed in general last week in a brief filed with
the Commission by its Broadcast Bureau. The
Bureau,
however,theagreed
that WNHC-TV's
question whether
sale would
comply with
FCC's multiple ownership rules should be investigated.
Hearing on the purchase of WKNB-AM-TV,
instituted on the basis of protest petitions by
WNHC-TV and WATR-TV, meanwhile has
been postponed by the Commission without
date. FCC delayed the original "oral argument" hearing pending reconsideration of
whether a full evidentiary hearing is required
in view of the recent court ruling in the Clarksburg, W. Va., case where a local newspaper
has
won hearing
on FCC's
1954 grant of ch. 12
to WBLK
there [B»T,
July 4].
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Also before the Commission is a petition by
ch. 2 WGR-TV Buffalo calling for a joint hearing on several NBC purchases, including the
WKNB transaction. The others include the network's $312,000 buy of ch. 17 WBUF-TV Buffalo and its swap of Cleveland-located WTAM
and WNBK (TV) plus $3 million for Westinghouse-owned KYW and WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia. The WGR-TV brief has met with prompt
opposition from both NBC and Westinghouse.
To

Fete McConnaughey

COMMITTEE on Radio and Television Broadcasting of Advisory Council on Federal Reports, which consults with the Bureau of the
Budget in simplifying and improving questionnaires and reporting procedures of federal
agencies, will be host Tuesday at a small dinner
in Washington to salute FCC Chairman George
C. McConnaughey. The committee annually
has feted the FCC chairman and Commission
members.
Broadcasting
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Cites

In Promoting

Expenses
Miami

Uhf

More than $1 million laid out
in establishing outlet, company says in reply to oppositions to its de-intermixture petition for southern Florida.
STORER Broadcasting Co. has spent or is
obligated for more than $1 million in establishing uhf in the Miami area, that company has
reported in filing replies with the FCC to oppositions to its petition to de-intermix the southern
Florida area [B«T, April 18, May 9].
Opposing the proposed unmixing have been
Biscayne Tv Corp. and WKAT Inc. [B»T, May
23, 30]. Both are favored in initial decisions
for chs. 7 and 10, respectively.
Answering charges of "bad faith" in filing its
petition for de-intermixture while at the same
time applying for Miami's ch. 10, Storer itemized these expenses since acquiring what is now
ch. 23 WGBS-TV Miami in December 1954:
• Purchase of WMIE-TV Miami grant and
WFTL-TV Fort Lauderdale facilities, $340,400.
• Improving facilities of WGBS-TV, including 500 ft. tower and higher power, $1 14,790.
• Construction of new transmitting plant and
purchase of site at Miami antenna farm,
$238,380.
• Contract let for 1,000-ft. tower, $266,310.
Target date for the tall tower is Aug. 1.
• Promotion of uhf, including crew of 12
canvassers to contact dealers and householders,
newspaper promotion and five-man technical
crew to supervise and inspect uhf installations,
$24,604.
• Operating loss as of April 30, $124,140.
Since December, when Storer took over the
ch. 23 station, almost 35,000 uhf converters or
all-channel sets have been sold in the Miami
area, Storer said. This is about a 56% conversion ratio in Dade County (Miami), it added.
In addition, Storer stated, the staff of the
station has been increased from 23 to 55, and
it is now operating 105 hours per week.
Early in May, Storer filed an application for
ch. 10 Miami. This was after the Circuit Court
of Appeals in Washington ruled in favor of
Storer in ks attack on the Commission's multiple ownership rules. Storer appealed following the FCC's refusal to accept a similar application for Miami's ch. 10. The Commission
said then that since Storer already owned the
then limit of five tv stations, it could not apply
for more.
In the appellate opinion, the court said that
it was sure that the FCC would reconsider
Storer'sever, application
for Miami's
10. How-to
when Storer refiled,
the FCCch. declined
accept it again. The Commission held that
Storer had never appealed from its original refusal to accept the application and that since
the hearing for Miami ch. 10 had concluded,
the Storer application was too late. Storer announced itwould not further prosecute the ch.
10 application.
The FCC has asked the U. S. Supreme Court
to review the Court of Appeals ruling on multiple ownership [B«T, June 27].
In an engineering exhibit associated with the
Storer reply, it was stated that a measurement
survey of WGBS-TV (operating on ch. 23 with
174 kw power from an antenna 525 ft. above
average terrain) showed that 80 dbu signal
strength was received at 24.5 miles, 74 dbu at
31.0 miles and 64 dbu at 39.5 miles. This is
substantially better than signal strength computed from FCC curves, T. A. M. Craven, consulting engineer, reported.
Broadcasting
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GRAYBAR

RECOMMENDS

ELECTRON

TUBES

&CHLEB
When you buy Machlett electron tubes via Graybar, you get stable, reliable, long-term
tube performance backed by carefully-controlled Machlett production methods.
]# Machlett vacuum firing at higher than operating temperatures . . . thoroughly
frees internal components from occluded gases, for greater stability.
2. Special Machlett processing of filament wires and other internal components . . .
assures lifetime, stress-free, alignment of electrodes. X-Ray of all hidden
electrodes after assembly detects (and rejects) misalignments and potential
grid-filament shorts.
3. Machlett high-voltage techniques during final pumping . . . smooths electrode
surfaces and minimizes arcing.
Add Maehlett's comprehensive customer engineering service and you can see why Graybar
recommends the products of this 55-year old manufacturer of quality electron tubes.
For tubes or any other Broadcast or TV equipment need, make it a point to call
Graybar first. Your local Graybar office will be happy to provide complete price information as well as technical data. Graybar Electric Company, Inc. Executive
Offices: Graybar Building, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
337-17

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL TO KEEP YOU ON THE AIR )

IN OVER

ONE

HUNDRED

AND

TWENTY

PRINCIPAL
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14 TRANSFERS

TOTAL

Involved are one tv, two fms
and 13 am stations.
GRANTS for 14 transfers of control involving
one tv station, two fms and 13 standard broadcast stations and totaling nearly $1 million cash
plus stock considerations were announced by
the FCC Thursday.
Chattanooga, Tenn., led the way with the
sale of 80% of WAPO-AM-FM to Gordon W.
Gambill, Hubert M. Martin, Humphrey B. Heywood and R. T. Russell for 80% of the difference between $300,000 and the amount of liabilities of licensee at the closing date. Transferor
was Ramon G. Patterson, who is 50% owner
of Mountain City Television Inc., which was
favored in an initial decision looking toward
the grant of another tv station in Chattanooga.
Current WAPO assets were set at $27,000
and total assets at $275,000.
The new WAPO principals were simultaneously granted FCC approval for the sale of
WAGC Chattanooga, of which they had been
100% owners, to WAGC Broadcasting Co. for
$105,000. WAGC Broadcasting is owned by
Mid-South Broadcasting Corp., operator of
WHHM Memphis, Tenn.
KVOD Denver, Colo., license was granted to
San Luis Valley Broadcasting Co. for a $225,000 consideration to Colorado Radio Corp.
San Luis is licensee of KSLV Monte Vista,
Colo.
WOV New York was granted assignment of
its license to WOV Broadcasting Corp. for
$150,000 plus. Principal WOV Broadcasting
stockholder is Morris S. Novick, who is divest-

proof

OVER
$1 MILLION
ing himself of minority interests in WLIB New
York.
Sale of KSO-AM-FM Des Moines, Iowa, to
KSO Inc. by Murphy Broadcasting Co. for
$125,000 was approved. The principals own
Radio Indianapolis Inc., licensee of WXLW
Indianapolis.
Approval was given the Boston Broadcasting
Corp. to sell WVOM Brookline, Mass., to the
Champion Broadcasting System Inc. for $86,000. Prior to the grant two of the three Champion principals each owned 323 shares of the
1,400 outstanding shares of WVOM stock.
lohn F. Malloy was permitted to sell his
50% interest in KIR Seattle, Wash., to Lester
M. and Virginia L. Smith, and Lincoln and
Sylvia Deller for $8,000 cash plus assumption
of $75,000 indebtedness. Mr. Deller owns
KXOA-AM-FM Sacramento, Calif.
WMPA Aberdeen, Miss., was granted assignment of license, for $30,000, to E. O. Roden,
sole owner of WBIP Booneville, and 30%
owner of WTUP Tupelo, both Miss.; James A.
Reese; W. I. Dove, 40% owner of WTUP, and
G. A. Pribbenow. Principals own WAZF Yazoo
City and WSUH Oxford, both Miss.
M & N Broadcasting Co. was granted transfer of control of WIGM Medford, Wis., to
Harold R. Murphy who was permitted to purchase stock, held by Charles H. Nelson, for
$4,000 plus relinquishment of all voting stock
of the Flambeau Broadcasting Co. which controls WLDY Ladysmith, Wis. Mr. Nelson will
now be sole owner of WLDY.
FCC granted assignment of the construction
permit of WHBN Harrodsburg, Ky., for $15,000 from the Pioneer Broadcasting Co. to a new
equal partnership of the same name composed

positive

WCUE

now

FIRST

of C. H. Hulse, Charles R. Shuffett and Frank
Orwin.
KBST-TV Big Spring, Tex., ch. 4, changed
its construction permit from the Big Spring
Broadcasting Co. to Big Spring Television
Inc. with the same majority principals.
Redwood Empire Broadcasting Co. was permitted assignment of its license for KAFP
Petaluma, Calif., to a new partnership of the
same name with former principals leffrey E.
Evans and Stephen H. Evans surrendering their
interests in return for cancellation of any
liabilities from the partnership. The remaining
partners
interest. will give Aubin D. Thomas a 10%
C. H. Simpson was permitted to increase his
ownership of WPXY Punxsutawney, Pa., from
48% to 89% through the purchase of 41% of
the station's stock from Farm & Home Broadcasting Co. for $1,263 and assumption of $4,424 indebtedness.
KAPB Marksville, La., was granted relinfamily.
guishment
of control by W. L. Billups to his
Ikard Hopes for Prompt Study
Of Bill to Kill Uhf Set Tax
THE HOUSE Ways & Means Committee may
consider today (Monday) or tomorrow ,a House
bill (HR 4070) to exempt uhf-equipped tv sets
from the 10% federal excise tax, the bill's
author,
week. Rep. Frank Ikard (D-Tex.) said last
Rep. Ikard said he "hoped" the committee,
of which he is a member, can get to the bill
today or tomorrow, adding that it is "away
down
the list" of tax measures under committee
consideration.
He said a Treasury Dept. report on the bill,
disapproved of it both because of revenue
losses and "in principle" because it would in
effect "provide a subsidy for particular industries or products" through "differential tax
The Treasury Dept. letter to the Ways &
Means Committee is not very encouraging. Rep.
treatment."
Ikard said, and has "scared off" some committee
members "at the moment." However, he said,
he hopes the committee can get to the bill this
week so its chances for getting out early in the
second session of Congress will be increased.
The letter from the Treasury Dept. said FCC
estimates it would cost $7 to $15 per unit more
to manufacture tv sets equipped for both uhf
and vhf tuning, at factory prices running from
$70 to $150 per set. The Treasury Dept. said
the revenue loss, if all manufacturers turned to
uhf- vhf sets, would be $1 million. "The problem of uhf stations is a difficult one," the letter
added, "but we believe it should not be dealt
with through differential tax treatment."
Return of Sen. Johnson

in

AKRON
SHARE OF
RADIO AUDIENCE
WCUE
Station B
Station C
Station D

latest
Ho oper
ratings
March-April
1955

yN CUQ

Mori, thru Fri.
8:00 A.M.-12 Noon
32.2
29.5
27.0
4.2

Mon. thru Fri.
12 Noon-6:00 P.M.
32.7
28.3
21.6
9.3

... Akron's only Independent— we're home folks.
TIM ELLIOT, President
John E. Pearson Co., National Representatives
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Not Expected Till January
RETURN of Senate Majority Leader Lyndon
B. Johnson (D-Tex.) to his senatorial duties
is not expected before the second session of
Congress which begins next January, it was
indicated last week.
Sen. Johnson, whose wife, Claudia T. (Lady
Bird), is president and chief owner of KTBCAM-TV Austin and KANG-TV Waco, both
Texas, suffered a heart attack July 2. Meanwhile, Sen. Earle C. Clements (D-Ky.), majority whip, was named to assume duties as
Senate majority leader until Sen. Johnson's
return.
Physicians at Bethesda (Md.) Naval Hospital said last week Sen. Johnson is "progressing satisfactorily."
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Advertisement

McConnaughey Tour
FCC CHAIRMAN and Mrs. George C.
McConnaughey fly to Paris July 22 on a
quasi-official tour of Europe which will
include visits with top communication
officials in various countries [Closed Circuit, June 6]. They will inspect International Telecommunication Union at
Geneva later in month, swing into Germany first week of August (Bonn,
Munich and Heidelburg) jmd then to
Stockholm (Aug. 8-11), Oslo (11-14),
Copenhagen (14-17), Amsterdam (1719), Scotland (20-22) and London (2326). August is vacation month at FCC
and no regular meetings are scheduled.

Publishers, Agencies Given
More Time to Answer Suit
DEADLINE for filing replies to the Justice
Dept.'s civil anti-trust suit against the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, the American
Newspaper Publishers Assn. and four other
print media associations [B»T, May 16] was
extended last week for a month, to Aug. 5.
A reply to the complaint was due last week
in Federal District Court in New York, but
the deadline was extended at the request of the
respondents. A spokesman for ANPA said
it had requested and been granted an additional
extension until Sept. 6. An AAAA official
told B«T his group had not sought additional
time. Other groups named in the complaint
are the Publishers Assn. of New York City,
the Periodical Publishers Assn., the Associated
Business Papers and the Agricultural Publishers
Assn.
The Justice Dept.'s complaint charged that
the operation of the advertising agency recognition system, with its "uniform" provisions for
a 15% commission, prohibition against rebates
by agencies to advertisers and its refusal
to recognize
"house"
agencies,of constituted
straint of trade
in violation
Section 1 reof
the Sherman Act.
Five Am Applications
Set for FCC Hearings
HEARINGS last week were designated by the
FCC on applications for stations in Morgantown, W. Va., Columbia-Savannah, Tenn., and
Signal Hill - Oceanside - Inglewood - Escondido.
Calif.
WCLG Morgantown application for a power
increase from 500 w to 1 kw day on 1300 kc
was set for hearing and WPXY Punxsutawney,
Pa., was made a party to the proceeding.
Requests for new am stations to operate on
1280 kc, 1 kw day in Columbia and Savannah,
Tenn., filed by Columbia-Mt. Pleasant &
Spring Hill Radio Corp., Columbia, and Savannah Broadcasting Co., Savannah, were designated for consolidated hearing.
Cerritos Broadcasting Co. and OceansideCarlsbad Broadcasting Co. applications for
stations to operate on 1450 kc, 100 w unlimited
time at Signal Hill and Oceanside, respectively,
were set for consolidated hearing with applications of Palomar Broadcasting Co., Escondido,
for a station on 1450 kc, 250 w, unlimited, there.
Application of Albert John Williams, Inglewood, for 1460 kc, 500 w, day with directional
antenna was added to the proceeding.
KPAL Palm Springs, KVEN Ventura, KPRO
Riverside and KWIZ Santa Ana, all Calif.,
were made parties to the proceeding.
Broadcasting
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Dr. Stanton Hopes
For TV Committee
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Sound
Just Such an Outfit Is
Nat'l Audience Board

by Leo Mishkin
A FEW WEEKS AGO, Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS, and himself a
research analyst and social statistician of no mean achievement, made public the
"wistful suggestion that a committee be organized of public-minded citizens, civic
leaders, welfare groups and even, God save the mark, television critics, to find out
not only how many people are looking at TV, but also how, and more importantly,
why. It was Dr. Stanton's idea that such a committee might draw up a list of pertinent questions on this matter, and that teams of research workers would then go
out into the streets and highways asking these questions of all sorts of people
who own receiving sets. The result then to be collated and annotated, indexed
and cross-indexed, with the final compendium serving as a possible guide to
future television programming and production.

WELL, THIS IS TO report that there is already at hand just such an organization, dedicated to just such a purpose, and that out in Hollywood and San
Francisco it is already at work. It is called the National Audience Board, and its
membership is made up of women's club leaders, Parent-Teachers Associations,
American Legion and Legion Auxiliary officials, educational executives, child
welfare workers, and local chambers of commerce. In process now is the formation
of a similar group in New York, to be allied with the two West Coast branches
already established, and future hopes are that additional chapters will eventually be set up in Chicago, Philadelphia, St. Louis, Detroit and other major cities
throughout the country.
THE PRESIDENT OF THE National Audience Board is one Peter Goelet, a
descendant of the famed Goelet real estate family, who for the present is backing
the organization of the NAB with his own money. Of which it may be presumed
he has enough. Eventually, however, Mr. Goelet hopes that the actual work of the
new Board will be self-sustaining, through donations made by the member groups,
circulation sales of a weekly news letter, and perhaps even financial tokens of
esteem from the television industry itself. It is Mr. Goelet's not altogether
unreasonable expectation that the broadcasters will eventually be quite happy
to pay hard money to find out whether their programs are any good or not. In the
light of Dr. Stanton's recent statement, in which he also said CBS would be quite
willing to underwrite just such a study, it would appear that the only thing remaining to be done is to get Dr. Stanton's signature on a check.
MR. GOELET HIMSELF is a former broadcaster, once having operated a radio
and TV station in Newburgh, N. Y. And since for some years he was also closely
associated with the National Board of Review for Motion Pictures, it is his feeling
that much of the same procedures that marked the work of that movie organization
might be applied to television as well. Out in Hollywood, for instance, members
of the National Audience Board have been welcomed by none other than Walt
Disney,
for suggestion
previews ofofhisHubbell
"Disneyland"
Crockett" ofTV CBS
shows,
and it
was at the
Robinson,andJr.,"Davy
vice president
Television
in charge of programming, that invitations have also been issued by the NAB to
Eddie Cantor, Dick Powell, Jack Webb and other TV stars to take part in the
NAB's activities. A number of TV executives on the West Coast are already
members.

THE ACTUAL FUNCTION of the National Audience Board, in Mr. Goelet's
view, is to serve as a liaison between the public and the television industry. Differing from other civic groups who make a constant practice of merely criticizing,
Mr. Goelet has hopes that his people will spend just as much time commending
certain things on the air as they will in denouncing them. One of the things the
NAB plans, for instance, is an annual, or semi-annual award to the best commercial on the air. And on the questionnaires distributed to members attending previews of forthcoming TV films, or in reviews of live programs, comments are
requested on whether it was entertaining not only to you, but to your children,
whether it was on at the proper time or not, was there anything you found
offensive in the offering, was there anything instructive, and would the reviewer
like to see more of the same.
Dr. Stanton, meet Peter Goelet. I have an idea that the two of you may find
much in common.
July 11, 1955
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WELCOME to Washington is extended by FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde (3d from left)
to Carlos Nunez, chief of Mexican government delegation to radio frequency allocation talks which resumed last week. At National Airport gathering Wednesday night
(I to r): John S. Cross, State Dept. Telecommunications Policy Staff and assistant chief
of U. S. delegation; Joseph M. Kittner, assistant chief of FCC Broadcast Bureau and
member of U. S. delegation; Comr. Hyde, chief of U. S. delegation; Francis Colt deWolf,
chief of State Dept. Telecommunications Policy Staff; Sr. Nunez, chief of International
Affairs Dept., Mexican Ministry of Communication and Public Works; Lazara Barajas
(behind Sr. Nunez), chief of Technical Dept., MCPW; Sra. Barajas.
Reserve
Your TV Space today
in the
1955-56
TELECASTING
YEARBOOK & MARKETBOOK
Final Deadline: July 25
Publication Date:
Mid-August
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U. S., Mexico Renew
Efforts for Am
Pact
Mexico is understood to be
seeking an additional clear
channel, recognition of its
Class 1-A claim, use of 540 kc
and secondary privileges on
certain U. S. clears.
RENEWING efforts to settle differences between the U. S. and Mexico over utilization of
radio (am) frequencies, delegates from the two
countries met in Washington Thursday, exchanged expressions of hope for an early allocation agreement and heard the Mexican delegation chief, Carlos Nunez, voice the desire to
"start work immediately."
The two countries were unsuccessful in concluding atreaty at an initial conference last fall
in Mexico City, but FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde,
chief of the American delegation, indicated that
the U. S. would cooperate in every effort to
reach a solution which would be fair and acceptable toboth nations.
Mexico is understood to desire an additional
clear channel above its present six (at least on
a share basis), to seek greater secondary privileges on certain U. S. clears and to obtain recognition of its Class I-A claim and use of 540
kc, said to have been made in advance of a
target date established by the 1947 Atlantic City
agreement. The U. S. is reported to be firm in
its position that America also is entitled to an
equitable use of 540 kc.
The bilateral talks stem from the fact that
Mexico was not signatory to the 1950 North
American Regional Broadcasting Agreement,
whichs still is pending before the Senate for
ratification. Mexico has been negotiating with
Cuba preparatory to the renewed meeting with
the U. S. in Washington.
Following a welcome by Thorsten V. Kalijarvi, U. S. Deputy Assistant Secretary of State
for Economic Affairs, Comr. Hyde informed the
opening plenary session that the principal delegates of the two nations would meet on Friday
to plan working sessions for this week. Several

dozen U. S. industry representatives were present and will participate in the meetings as advisors or observers. Mexican industry spokesmen also are expected to attend.
In addition to Comr. Hyde, the U. S. delegation includes Assistant Chief John S. Cross,
chief of radio services and international communications. State Dept. Telecommunications
Policy Staff; James E. Barr, chief of Broadcast
Facilities Division. FCC Broadcast Bureau;
Joseph M. Kittner. assistant chief, FCC Broadcast Bureau; Bruce S. Longfellow, chief, allocation and technical branch. Broadcast Facilities
Division, FCC Broadcast Bureau; and Raymond
L. Harrell, telecommunication attache of the
U. S. Embassy in Mexico City.
Sr. Nunez is chief of the International Affairs
Dept. of the Mexican Ministry of Communication and Public Works. With him Thursday
was Lazara Barajas, chief of the Ministry's
Technical Dept. Others of the Mexican delegation yet to arrive include Ignacio Ramirez
Caraza, Manuel Zorilla, Hector O'Campo
Guerra, Guillermo Salas and Jose Luis Fernandez.
Sr. Nunez, in his response to Comr. Hyde's
welcome, cited radio's effectiveness in reaching
the
people
"intimately"
and citizens.
its role inBecause
a nation'sof
efforts
to better
serve its
this important
roleresource
and radio's
"universal"
ture as a natural
available
to all, nahe
said the distribution of radio facilities must be
made in the most equitable manner possible.
Treble Damage Rule Opposed
JUSTICE Dept. has asked Congress to amend
the antitrust laws to permit Federal judges to
award less than treble damages in private antitrust suits. This is in line with the recommendation of Attorney General's Committee to Study
Antitrust Laws [B«T, April 4]. Justice Dept.
views, made to House Judiciary subcommittee,
said that discretionary powers for judges to
award less than mandatory treble damages
would aid the complainants, since many times
judges and juries feel threefold awards are too
steep for "unwitting" violations.
Broadcasting
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WTPS

NEW

ORLEANS

FAVORED
FOR CH. 4
served; regularly scheduled color tv programs.
Examiner Smith's initial deci"The proposal to provide programs of parsion denies application of Loyticular interest to outlying communities is not
ola U. James A. Noe & Co. bid
a proposal to program for some special group,
such as, for example, a racial group, but is a
not in comparative analysis.
proposal to provide on a regular basis programs
VIRTUALLY splitting hairs to determine the of
local interest and participation for residents
better of two well-matched competitors, FCC
within outlying communities which have no
Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith last week issued
television outlet other than through New
an initial decision proposing to grant ch. 4 at Orleans stations. This will provide some degree
New Orleans to the Times-Picayune (WTPS)
of local expression to such communities on a
and to deny the bid of Loyola U. (WWL).
She also found that James A. Noe & Co. regularly scheduled basis, as well as make for
broader interest and utilization of talent found
(WNOE) failed to establish its basic financial
qualifications, hence was not considered in the in such areas.
comparative analysis.
Examiner Smith made her final conclusion in
favor of Times-Picayune on the basis of its proposals for regular programs of particular inNow Ampex frees your
terest to outlying communities and its plans for
regular color tv programming, especially live.
She found Times-Picayune to have only "slight"
preference over Loyola in the area of participation in New Orleans civic and community life.
She preferred the newspaper for its longer
service to the community although citing the
strong record of Loyola's WWL.
New Orleans presently has two operating tv
stations, ch. 6 WDSU-TV and ch. 61 WJMRTV. Permit for ch. 26 WCKG (TV) is outstanding.
The initial decision noted that Loyola first
filed for tv in 1944, but dropped the bid in
1 946 pending further study of conflicting claims
as to monochrome vs. color tv. Examiner Smith
also cited Times-Picayune's initial tv grant in
1948 for WTPS-TV which was surrendered
because of the reallocation and freeze.
"These
facts, basis
underforall anof adverse
the circumstances,
form
no valid
conclusion
with respect to either of the two applicants,"
she said. "From the present pinnacle of hindsight, each of them now doubtless rues the decision then made."
Appraisal Is Necessary
In her summary, Examiner Smith wrote.
"In the final analysis, there must be an appraisal
of the relative importance of the several factors
around which center the comparison of these
applicants. . . . An evaluation of the proposals
shows neither of them to be deficient in any
important aspect.
"Each has proposed well-balanced and meritorious programming and there is well-founded
basis in the record for concluding that each of
the proposals can and will be effectuated satisfactorily. Ithas been hereinbefore concluded
that Loyola merits a preference with respect
to its past operation and experience in the use
of one of the most important and powerful
am radio facilities in the nation and the concomitant assurance which that experience gives
that the needs of the area generally will be
ascertained and met on a continuing basis.
"This preference is, however, largely offset
by the long and meritorious record of TimesPicayune in ascertaining and serving the needs
of the community through its newspapers, as
well as its experience of much shorter duration
and extent garnered from the operation of its
much less powerful radio station."
Examiner Smith continued, "Times-Picayune
has been awarded preference, albeit slight, on
the factor of greater participation in the civic
and community life of New Orleans. The deciding factor, under the record in this proceeding, is the fact that Times-Picayune merits
preference on two important facets of proposed
programming, namely, regularly scheduled programs of particular interest to residents of outlying communities located within the area to be
Broadcasting • Telecasting

"The proposal to telecast programs, particularly local live programs, in color, to the
extent and in the manner proposed by TimesPicayune, will encourage and foster a new and
challenging phase of visual broadcasting in the
New Orleans area without delay. The pioneering spirit is one which has lead to many important advancements in the radio industry and
is to
be encouraged."
Concerning
the issue of diversification of
the media of mass communication, Examiner
Smith concluded "Loyola has not substantiated
its
claimmatter.
of superiority
in this
She noted over
that Times-Picayune"
Loyola, a Jesuit
school, is the licensee of clear channel WWL,
"the most powerful am radio station in New
Orleans and by its own characterization, the

staff
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for other
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PROGRAMMING

SYSTEM

a new concept in radio . . .

a new time-saving system . . .

Here's a major step in radio progress —
pre-taped programs precisely cued to
pre-taped announcements for continuous
automatic broadcasting for anything from
15 minutes to 15 hours. Two Ampex 450

Just push a button and you automatically release your staff announcers for
other duties. You can actually extend
your broadcast day without increasing

your staff. "Flubs" are eliminated and
sponsors are better satisfied. You can
tape reproducers are operated alternateuse your own material or buy proly, automatically cued by sub-audible
grammed segments from commercial
trigger signals, automatically time-corsources.
You'll
3
EX with Ampex. save time — save dollars
rected every 30 minutes. And it's a versatile system, that can be operated with
conventional broadcasts at any time.
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dominant station in the entire Gulf Coast area,"
while other Jesuit institutions held part interests
in tv applications at St. Louis and Mobile and
operate WEW St. Louis and noncommercial
educational fm stations WFUV New York,
KSCU Santa Clara, Calif., and WUSV Scranton,
Pa. The Times-Picayune involves two of the
three daily papers in the city in addition to
WTPS, she noted.
Concerning the charge that the Times-Picayune has engaged in restrictive advertising practices because of its compulsory unit rate for
classified and general advertising (but not retail display) in both the morning and evening
papers, Examiner Smith cited the 1953 court
ruling which found that the paper was not
operating in violation of the anti-trust laws
since single ownership is involved. She observed there is a competing paper in the market
as well.
The examiner refused to rule against Loyola
on several questions raised by its competition
over the
"Jesuit
question." On this matter she
wrote
in her
conclusions:
I

• f■

"A matter which must receive early consideration iswhether the manner of appointment
and selection of the officers and directors of
the Loyola corporation is relevant to the issues
in this proceeding. All reference to, or consideration of, this matter which Loyola terms
the 'Jesuit question' is objected to by it on the
ground that (a) Times-Picayune has offered no
point of reliance directed to such matter; (b) it
is an attempt to 'smuggle in' an issue going to
Loyola's legal qualifications; (c) it is an 'attempt to introduce a religious issue'; and (d) no
control by the Society of Jesus has been shown.
"With respect to the first ground of objection,
Times-Picayune's points of reliance as to 'back£ ground and experience,' particularly the reference therein to stability of corporate management, the method of appointment or election of
officers and directors, and local residence, clearly encompass consideration of the method and
manner of appointment or selection of officers
and directors of the Loyola non-stock corporation, their tenure, residence and related factors.
"With respect to the second ground, the question here is not one of legal qualifications, but
factors which relate to claims of superiority by
Loyola on the basis of integration of ownership
and management, local residence, etc. from a
comparative standpoint.
"With respect to the third ground, no consideration has been, or will be, given in this
proceeding to the religious faith of any individual or group and none has been urged by TimesPicayune. The evidence has been evaluated on
the basis of fact apart from any religious connotation whatsoever.
"With respect to the last ground, control by
the Society of Jesus over the selection, appointment and tenure of the officers and directors
of Loyola has been clearly established. ... It
should be noted that this is not due to any provision of canon law but to the express provisions of the charter of Loyola granted by the
state of Louisiana at the request of the incorporators of Loyola."
Commission
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Amends

Sec. 3.150

SEC. 3.150 of the FCC rules — the section setting forth the directional antenna data necessary on new standard broadcast applications —
was amended by the Commission to read that
daytime directional antenna information must
be supplied only "in those instances where radiation at angles above the horizontal plane is
a pertinent factor in station allocation."

Civil

Liberties

Union

Opposes
Bill has
THE
AMERICANAnti-Red
Civil Liberties Union
objected to a bill pending in the Senate that
would deny requests by certain political candidates for equal radio or tv time. ACLU, in a
letter to Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.),
chairman of the Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, also has asked to be
heard on the bill, if and when a hearing is set.
The bill was introduced in January by Sen.
John M. Butler (R-Md.). Under its terms,
broadcasters could refuse equal time to persons,
even though legally qualified candidates, if they
had been convicted of subversive activities or
belong to organizations determined to be procommunist [B*T, Jan. 31].
ACLU's objections were based on "the
American idea that in free and open debate,
the truth of democracy can defeat the arguments of totalitarianism," Patrick Murphy
Malin, ACLU executive director, said.
Mr. Malin, in noting that he was transmitting
the views of ACLU's radio-tv panel, said objections were six in number. Candidates, the panel
said, should be entitled to present their ideas to
the electorate. "The use of radio-tv is becoming
more and more recognized as the prime requisite for political campaigning, and to shut
off the candidate from the voters through this
vital meduim of communication is an attack on
our political process, which thrives on the exchange of political views," the panel found.
Other objections were that the bill was both
discriminatory and showed "fear of opinion and
ideas"; that it would bar from political office
(as a principle) people who have served a prison
sentence; that it would prevent "sincere reformed" or any other ex-Communist from running for political office; that it would make
Communists the victims and thus accord them
political respectability and that passage would
make the U. S. look ridiculous abroad.
House

to Vote

on Bill

To Amend 'Protest7 Section
A HOUSE bill (HR 5614) to amend Sec. 309
(c)
provisions
of the Communications
Act "protest"
is scheduled
to be considered
on the floor
this week. The measure, open to amendment
on the floor, is limited to one hour of debate.
The bill was expected to be passed by the
House with little if any opposition, spurred by
congressmen with complaints from constituents
about delays of new services caused by the
present
provisions.
The Senate
Communications Subcommittee
heard testimony on a companion bill last week
(see story page 74).
The House bill was reported on the floor
Thursday after clearing the House Rules Commit e . Ithad been reported favorably the week
before by the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee [At Deadline, July 4].
The House Commerce Committee approved
the measure after recommending two amendments suggested by a representative of the
Federal Communications Bar Assn. and agreed
to by the FCC, both of which testified at hearings June 22 and 24 [B«T, June 27].
Non-Communist

Oath Asked

ATTORNEYS practicing before federal departments and agencies (including the- FCC) or
appearing before a federal court or a congressional committee would be required to file noncommunist affidavits under the provisions of
a bill (HR 7070) introduced by Rep. Peter W.
Rodino Jr. (D-N. J.).
Broadcasting
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"JUST
tion on 1330 kc, 500 w, day, conditioned to
acceptance of any interference that may be
caused by the subsequent grant of an application of Radio Broadcasting Service or Dana
W. Adams on the same frequency at Tyler,
Tex. Mr. Brown publishes the weekly Cameron Herald.
WETU Wetumpka, Ala., was granted a
change from 1570 kc, 250 w, daytime, to
1250 kc, 1 kw, day.
WCLB Camilla, Ga., was permitted to
change from 1540 kc, 250 w, day, to 1220
kc, 1 kw, day.
WJAM Marion, Ala., will increase its power
from 1 kw to 5 kw, operating daytime only
on 1310 kc.
A modification of its construction permit
was granted WNBT Wellsboro, Pa., to change
from 1570 kc to 1490 kc.
THEODORE S. REPPLIER (I), president of
The Advertising Council and the first
Eisenhower Exchange Fellow to return
from abroad, is welcomed back by Stuart
Peabody, Council chairman and assistant
vice president of the Borden Co. Mr. Repplier, who for six months has been studying U. S. information and propaganda
activities in Europe and the Far East,
called for a stepped-up propaganda campaign by the U. S. He is the first nongovernment American to make a study of
the information-propaganda subject.
Marx, Guedel

Ask Tax Court

Ruling on Sale of Property
REQUEST of the U. S. Tax Court to act as
arbiter in a dispute with the U. S. Internal
Revenue Service over how their million-dollar
sale of interests in You Bet Your Life Productions should be taxed has been made by
Groucho Marx, host of the NBC radio-tv show,
You Bet Your Life, and his partner in the
production firm, John B. Guedel.
Messrs. Marx and Guedel, on their income
tax returns, treated the initial installments on
the sale to NBC as disposals of a capital asset,
only 50% taxable. The Internal Revenue Service, however, has held the position that only
25% of the money involved represents such a
sale and the remaining 75% is compensation
for personal services, and as such, taxable at
full rates as ordinary income.
FCC

Grants Three

New

Ams,

Gives Four Facility Changes
CONSTRUCTION permits for new am stations in Guthrie, Okla., Roseburg, Ore., and
Cameron, Tex., were granted last Thursday
by the FCC along with changes in facilities
for four other stations.
Southern Broadcasting Co. was granted 1490
kc, with 100 w unlimited at Guthrie. Principals James A. West Jr., Delvin R. White
and Elgie M. Risinger have equal interest
in KHBM Monticello, Ark., and KSUL Sulphur, La., and are applicants for a new am
station at Winnfield, La. Mr. West has a onethird interest in KDMS El Dorado, Ark.
In Roseburg, Douglas Broadcasters Inc. was
granted permission to operate on 950 kc, 1 kw,
day. E. Leroy Hiatt, 40% stockholder of
Douglas, is manager of KRNR Roseburg.
Milton F. Brown, doing business as Milam
County Broadcasting Services, was awarded a
construction permit for a Cameron, Tex., staTelecasting
Broadcasting

GOP

Politicking on Tv

Charged

by Sen. Neuberger

A CHARGE that Republicans are using "composite political telecasts" has been made by
Sen. Richard L. Neuberger (D-Ore.) in a
statement on the Senate floor. He said he hopes
Congress and the FCC will soon consider measures to "set standards of honesty in television
broadcasts of public affairs."
Sen. Neuberger introduced an article from
The Reporter magazine titled "Every Congressman a Television Star." The article criticized
the National Republican Congressional Committee for dubbing in filmed shots of GOP congressmen with "spectacular" films showing military planes in action, federal atomic installations or "travelogues of Washington." The
committee also splices "discussions" by individual congressmen with high administration officials into films which make it appear as if the
official and the congressman were having a
question-and-answer session, the article said.
Such films, Sen. Neuberger said, then may be
telecast as nonpolitical public service features
by the congressman's hometown tv station.
Sen. Neuberger said that "as in the case of
radio, the role of television is justly conceived
to be both in the field of entertainment and in
the field of enlightenment. But the medium
itself does not differentiate between the two,
and therein lies an opportunity for the political
huckster, and a danger to the democratic proThe Oregon Democrat recently introduced a
bill which would require that stations make it
known
cess." to the television audience when a political speaker is using face make-up or prompting
devices on telecasts.
Will Probe News Suppression
A SUBCOMMITTEE of the House Government Operations Committee has been named
to investigate whether government departments
and agencies have withheld or suppressed information to radio and tv broadcasters, other
communications media and congressional committees, Rep. William L. Dawson, committee
chairman, has announced. Rep. John E. Moss
(D-Calif.), who will head the subcommittee,
said staff members already have started the investigation. Rep. Dawson's statement said that
"charges have been made that government departments and agencies have denied or withheld
pertinent and timely information from those
who are entitled to receive it."
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STATIONS

CBS BUYS 2D UHF, WGTH-TV
HARTFORD,
FROM
GENERAL
TELERADIO
FOR $650,000

Los Angeles, WHBQ-AM-TV Memphis, KFRC
San Francisco and last month entered into an
agreement to buy WEAT-AM-TV West Palm
Beach, Fla. [B»T, July 4].

Started in 1954
Acquisition will match CBS and NBC for the first time in the ownerWGTH-TV commenced Sept. 25, 1954. It is
ship and operation of uhf stations in the same market, NBC owning
affiliated with ABC and DuMont, and is repWKNB-TV New Britain.
resented byH-R Television. It will, of course,
CBS bought its second uhf television station
outlets for a complete "five and two" tv port- become a CBS-TV basic under the new ownerfolio. Itnow owns, in addition to the Milwaulast week, signing with General Teleradio Inc.,
ship. Itis licensed to General-Times Television
kee uhf, WCBS-TV New York, WBBM-TV
to acquire ch. 18 WGTH-TV Hartford, Conn.,,
Corp. WGTH (5 kw on 1410 kc) is not infor $650,000.
Chicago and KNXT (TV) Los Angeles.
volved in the CBS purchase, but will be comAwaiting final FCC decision is the outcome
Purchase of the Connecticut capital city outpletely owned by General Teleradio when it
let will pit CBS and NBC against each other for of the battle for Hartford's lone vhf ch. 3. An buys out the Gannett interest.
the first time in the ownership and operation of initial decision by an FCC hearing examiner
No decisions have been made■■-'■■}regarding
uhf stations in the same markets — assuming the favors the grant to WTIC Hartford and pro- changes in WGTH-TV management if the- -ifcFCC
necessary FCC clearances.
poses to deny competing applicant Hartford
approves its acquisition by CBS, Mr. Van VolTelecasters Inc.
NBC has bought ch. 30 WKNB-TV New
kenburg indicated.
However, Hartford is one of the four key
Britain, also subject to FCC consent [B«T,
Jan. 10].
cities involved in the Commission's present conBoth are in the rich, populous Connecticut
WKOZ
Marks Power Increase
sideration on de-intermixture. WGTH-TV,
River Valley area, which is the target of one of WKNB-TV, and WHYN-TV and WWLP (TV)
LUNCHEON
to honor more than 100 local
Springfield, Mass., have proposed that ch. 3 be
the de-intermixture cases heard by the FCC
businessmen
who
have used the stations facilimade
the
educational
channel
in
Hartford
or
two weeks ago [B*T, July 4].
ties was held July 1 by WKOZ Kosciusko,
The CBS-General Teleradio agreement, an- that it be moved to another city. Requests for
Miss., to mark its increase in power and new
ch. 3 have been filed with the FCC for Westnounced Friday afternoon by CBS-TV President
independent program format. Up to now
J. L. Van Volkenburg, in reality involves a
erly, R. I. (Providence), New London and NorWKOZ has been an ABC affiliate with 250 w
wich, Conn.
three-way sale. General Teleradio owns 55% of
fulltime. Is now is a daytimer with 5 kw and
WGTH-AM-TV but committed itself to acquire
Location Move
operates as an independent, featuring music,
the remaining 45% owned by the Gannett
news,
sports and local events.
The
proposed
$600,000
purchase
of
ch.
30
Newspapers' Hartford Times and to deliver
At the luncheon, owner Cy N. Bahakel preWKNB-TV and WKNB (1 kw day on 840 kc)
all of WGTH-TV to CBS. What GT will pay
for this 45% interest was not disclosed.
New Britain is predicated on the move of that
sented plans to increase WKOZ's service on a
Mr. Van Volkenburg said that transfer ap- station to a new location. The purchase has regional basis and "to make the station an even
plications will be prepared promptly for early been under investigation by the FCC on the greater medium of information and entertainsubmission to the FCC.
Mims Boswell Jr. is general manager
question of overlap between NBC's ch. 4 and has ment."
been with WKOZ since its founding in
"Operation of WGTH-TV by CBS Televi- WRCA-TV New York and WKNB-TV.
1947.
Both WNHC-TV New Haven and WATR-TV
sion," Mr. Van Volkenburg said, "will assure
the many thousands of families in the important
Waterbury, Conn., have objected to this purand rich Hartford area of a complete schedule
chase (see story page 78). WKNB-TV has been
affiliated with CBS-TV.
WEOA Sale Completed
of the outstanding CBS-TV programs.
is less than 10 miles northeast of
"The purchase is further proof of the net- NewHartford
FINAL
PAPERS have been signed transferring
Britain. It is 98 air miles from New York.
work's confidence in uhf and is in compliance
WEOA
Evansville, Ind.. from Consolidated
with the commitments of CBS to foster the de- It is 34 air miles from New Haven, where ch. 8
WNHC-TV has been the NBC-TV affiliate for Television & Radio Broadcasters Inc. to Ohio
velopment of uhf by acquiring the maximum
that part of New England for the last seven
number of uhf and vhf stations permitted under
Valley Television Co. (WEHT [TV] Henderson, Ky.) for $116,000 [B«T, June 27]. The
the rules of the FCC."
years. WNHC-TV's NBC affiliation ceases Oct.
1 [B«T, July 4].
sale was consummated on June 30, following
Seven Tv Limit
The agreement between CBS and General
Commission approval June 22.
The FCC multiple ownership rules permit Teleradio was negotiated by John B. Poor, vice
Harry M. Bitner is president of Consolidated,
the ownership of up to seven tv stations by a president of GT and executive vice president which owns WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis;
single entity, provided no more than five are in of Mutual Broadcasting System, and H. V.
the vhf band. These rules have been nullified Akerberg, CBS-TV vice president in charge of WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids and WFDF
station relations.
Flint, Mich., and WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis.
by a U. S. Circuit Court decision, but the FCC
WEHT, which covers Evansville, is wholly
General Teleradio, majority owner of MBS,
has asked the U. S. Supreme Court to review
owned by Malco Theatres Inc. Herbert R.
that ruling.
also
owns WOR-AM-FM-TV
' New York,
WNAC-AM-FM-TV
Boston, KHJ-AM-FM-TV
Levy is president.
CBS acquired its first uhf outlet— WXIX
(TV) Milwaukee, on ch. 19 — last October when
it paid $335,000 for WOKY-TV Milwaukee and
a net $500,000 for the facilities of WCAN-TV
Milwaukee.
In an abortive move last fall, CBS proposed
to buy ch. 9 WSTV-TV Steubenville, Ohio, for
$3 million. The agreement was pinned on FCC
approval of the move of the station to a point
near Pittsburgh. This drew protests by Pittsburgh stations and both buyer and seller were
told by the FCC that a hearing was necessary.
The sales agreement was cancelled by "mutual
consent" last month and the application to move
the station withdrawn [B«T, June 13].
Last year, CBS gave up minority ownership
in two tv stations. It sold its 45% interest in
ch. 9 WTOP-TV and WTOP-AM-FM Washington for $3.5 million, and its 47% interest in
ch. 4 WCCO-TV and WCCO Minneapolis-St.
HOSTS as WMBV-TV Marinette, Wis., held an informal party at the opening of its
Paul forto $3.9
Cowles'
Minneapolis Star & Tribune
Green Bay studies were (I to r): Jim McConnell of New York and Howdee Meyers of
Co.
million.
Chicago, both of Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, WMBV-TV's national representative;
CBS is an applicant for St. Louis' ch. 11. It
Charlie Dietsch, Green Bay manager for WMBV-TV; Joseph D. Mackin, WMAMalso had been an applicant in Boston, but
withdrew.
WMBV-TV general manager; W. E. Walker, president of licensee M&M Broadcasting
Co., and William R. Walker, tv station manager. The ch. 1 1 station is the NBC
If the FCC approves the Hartford uhf purchase, CBS will still be shy two vhf owned
affiliate for the Green Bay area.
Telecasting
Broadcasting
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WOR-AM-TV
SALES
HEADED
BY DIX
IN A REALIGNMENT of the sales staffs at
WOR-AM-TV New York announced last week
by Gordon Gray, general manager, William
P. Dix Jr., WOR sales manager, was made sales
manager of both
WOR and WOR-TV.
As part of the reshuffling of duties,
Perry Bascom was
advanced to the
post of assistant
sales manager of
WOR-TV from that
\
■
of account executive
on- Wil4^^. w^ tne stat'
ormick
•l^^taiP^Bl^ "am McC
s
continue as assist*-.
H
ant sales manager
4
^
In assuming sales
' Mr. ofT
commandMR.at DIX
WOR-TV,
DixWORtakes over the
duties relinquished by Charles Phillips, who
has been named manager of the sales development department of the television division of
Edward Petry & Co. (see story below).
Mr. Dix joined WOR as sales manager in
January 1954, leaving a similar post at WTAM
Cleveland.
Mr. McCormick, who was named assistant
sales manager of WOR last February, joined
the station in October 1946 and later was promoted to regional sales manager. He is credited
with having compiled a record of more than
$2 million in billings during his tenure with
WOR.
An account executive with WOR since August
1954, Mr. Bascom previously was a sales representative for WIP Philadelphia for more than
six years.
Phillips to Head Petry
Tv Sales Development
ESTABLISHMENT by Edward Petry & Co.
of a sales development department within its
Television Div., with Charles Phillips as
manager, effective Aug. 1, was announced last
week by the station
representative company.
Mr. Phillips joins
Petry
from York,
WORTV New
where he has been
sales manager since
February 1954 (see
above). He will
report to Tom
Knode, vice president and general
manager of Petry tv.
MR. PHILLIPS
Mr. Phillips previously had spent 11
years with NBC, from 1943 to 1954, starting as
sales promotion manager for KOA Denver and
progressing through various executive posts, including sales manager of WNBK Cleveland. He
also has been with Ball & Davidson, Denver
advertising agency, and with The Denver Post.
The new department will endeavor to* secure
new advertisers for spot tv; sell current spot
tv adveriisers on expanding their use of the medium, and acquaint top advertiser management
in the national field with the full story of each
Petry-represented tv station. The department's
efforts will be supported by Petry tv promotion
and research, and its activities will be closely
coordinated with those of the Petry tv sales
department.
Broadcasting
Telecasjjng

ment; state senator Carrol Oaks; state representatives Fred C. Atchley, L. S. Nease, A. R.
McCammon, Bryce Wisecarver, and Dr. James
A. Crabtree, former Deputy Surgeon General of
the U. S. Public Health Service.
Clay Cline, for 12 years with WJZM Clarksville, Tenn., is general manager of WSEV.

New Tennessee Daytimer
Goes on Air July 1
CEREMONIES heralding the start of WSEV
Sevierville, Tenn., were held July 1 with representatives from state and local governments and
civic and veteran's organizations attending a
two-hour celebration. WSEV, licensed to
Smoky Mountain Broadcasting Corp., is on
930 kc with power of 1 kw daytime only.
Keynote speaker was James McCord, Tennessee Conservation Commissioner and former
governor of the state, who discussed radio in
modern day civilization. Among other officials
present were Donald McSween, Tennessee
Employment Security Commissioner; Glenn
Nicely, executive assistant to Gov. Frank Cle-

All

Privett to WBRC Sales Staff
APPOINTMENT of G. O. Privett to the sales
staff, WBRC Birmingham, Ala., was announced
last week by Lionel F. Baxter, sales manager.
Mr. Privett, who has been in broadcasting since
1930, served most recently as sales manager of
WSGN and previously had been local sales
manager of WAPI, both Birmingham.
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WRCA-AM-TV
Is Host
For Day at Monmouth Park
WRCA-AM-TV New York took 'em to the
races. Some 300 persons, including a wide representation of advertising agencies along with
users of the NBC-owned outlets' time, plus
executives of the two stations and of NBC Spot
Sales, were on hand for the excursion from
New York to the Monmouth (N. J.) Park track
which WRCA-AM-TV staged June 29 for
grocery manufacturers' representatives of New
York [B«T, July 4].
The party traveled by boat, was dined en
route and entertained by WRCA-AM-TV talent. Guests with limited time were flown to the
track by helicopter.
WLEE Richmond Names 3;
Hudson to Radio & Sales Mgr.
HARVEY HUDSON, assistant manager in
charge of operations for Lee Broadcasting
Corp.'s WLEE Richmond, Va., has been named
manager of radio and sales for the station,
effective immediately, the corporation has announced. Simultaneously announced were the
appointments of Thomas J. Kita and Lud Sterling as chief engineer and program director,
respectively.
Mr. Hudson, 33, was associated with WRVA
Richmond from 1940 to 1946 when he joined
WLEE at its inception. In addition to management functions he has continued in the entertainment phase of radio and still produces
the daily Harvey Hudson variety show.
Mr. Kita, 29, formerly assistant chief engineer in charge of studio control remote
broadcasts and maintenance of equipment, has
been with WLEE since 1948.
Mr. Sterling, 37, has been WLEE chief announcer for the last three years, joining the
station as a disc m.c. in 1947. He has become
well-known
as "Uncle
that
name over
WLEE. Lud" on the program of
Gainesville Stations Protest
U. of Fla. Football Decision
TWO Gainesville, Fla., radio stations have protested the granting of exclusive rights for the
U.
of
Florida
WRUF there. football games to the university's
In the protest, made to the Board of Control,
which sets the broadcast policy, WGGG President R. M. Chamberlain, who said he also
served as spokesman for WDVH, asked the
board to change its ruling, pointing out that
in other cities with two or more stations the
commercial stations have a right to bid for
the broadcast privilege.
Acknowledging Mr. Chamberlain's charge
that WRUF was "a commercial station," board
member Hillis Rinehart said it became commercial only because the legislature ruled it
had to be run as a commercial enterprise. But,
he added, "WRUF has certain prerogatives it
must enjoy over commercial stations." He cited
educational advantages and added ". . . We
look to it as the voice of the university."
Mr. Chamberlain countered that outside of
a half-hour farm program, WRUF did very
little university work. He said, "... I carry
more university programming than WRUF."
Mr. Rinehart suggested the matter be taken
under advisement. To enable the Board of
Control to make a better study of the matter,
board member Fred Kent called for a statement from each station concerning its educational programming and other phases of operation.
Page 88
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EN ROUTE back from the races on the junket of WRCA-AM-TV New York are (I to r):
George Dietrich, national radio manager, NBC Spot Sales; Dick Arbuckle, NBC Spot
Sales; Hope Martinez, BBDO; Ethel Wieder, Biow-Beirn-Toigo; George Hennessey of
George Hennessey Co., food brokers; Ann Janowitz, of Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,
and Mike Donovan, of Benton & Bowles.
WWIL Sets Programming
For Late Summer Debut
PROGRAM format of news and music stressing hi-fi sound will be featured on WWIL Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., when it makes it debut
sometime between Aug. 15 and Sept. 1. Construction of a new one-story building that will
house all the station's operations was started
June 18. The complete installation is expected
to cost between $65,000 and $70,000.
Nick Pagliara, vice president, said WWIL
will program about 20 hours a day, from 6
a.m. to 2 a.m.
WWIL is owned by the Missouri Broadcasting Corp., owners of WIL St. Louis. L. A.
Benson, president, and Mr. Pagliara have been
at the helm since WIL was founded.
WWIL will operate on 1580 kc with 1 kw
fulltime. Collins Radio Co. equipment will
be used.
KEYD-TV Names Fransen,
Day in Expanded Activity
EXPANSION in sales and programming was
announced last week at KEYD-AM-TV Minneapolis by General Manager Lee M. Whiting.
Two appointments were made.
Richard M. Day, with KEYD since 1950 was
named local television sales manager, and Robert Fransen, operations manager of KEYD-TV
since it has been on the air, was promoted to
assistant general manager in charge of tv.
Mr. Whiting said the appointments reflect
intensified local sales activity and an expanded

MR. FRANSEN
MR. DAY
program of film purchases. He said still other
programming moves were being made as a
result of a rapid .growth in audience during the
first six months of tv operation.

An Early Start
A LITTLE business was combined with
a lot of pleasure as the sales forces of
WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., held
a sales clinic at the cottage of Carl Lee.
Fetzer Broadcasting Co. vice president.
As the stations relate, Jim White, WKZOTV account executive, made the first
"presentation" at 4:30 a.m. in the form
of bacon and eggs. The salesmen got
off to an early start and headed for Barton Lake. Don DeSmit, tv sales manager,
landed the first "client," a small bass.
The way it worked out, what little business was transacted proved more successful than the fishing.
Bonus

Mentions

Offered

In KABC-AM-TV Sales Plan
INTEGRATION of picture or product mention
into the format of all local programs is offered
theatrical film producers and other advertisers
as part of KABC-AM-TV Hollywood's "Operation Saturation" promotion plan.
Mentions are offered as a bonus for placement of all or most of local advertising budgets
with the stations, explains Hunt Stromberg Jr.,
KABC-TV programming director.
Mentions are integrated into the local programs in several ways. During the recent promotion of M-G-M's theatrical release, "Love
Me or Leave Me," KABC designated Wednesday, June 15, when the picture opened in Los
Angeles, as "Doris Day," after the picture's
star. The designation "This Is Doris Day," was
incorporated into all station identifications during the day.
WNBFBinghamton,
Using N.
'Double
WNBF
Y., beganDecker'
operating
July 1 on its new "double decker" antenna,
which consists of two completely separate halfwave antennas placed one above the other. It
is the first time, the station believes, that an
antenna of that type has been used in the am
broadcasting field. The station said that measurements have verified that the "apparent
power" is more than triple that from the usual
"minimum heights" antenna. Jansky & Bailey,
Washington, handled the engineering.
Broadcasting
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Agricultural

World

Tour

Sponsored by KCMO-AM-TV
AGRICULTURAL world tour sponsored by
KCMO-AM-TV Kansas City for persons interested in world conditions affecting the agricultural economy of this country has been announced by E. K. Hartenbower, general manager of the stations. The tour, to visit the chief
agricultural regions and political centers of 24
countries on four continents, will leave Kansas
City Nov. 1. Jack Jackson, director of agriculture for the stations, will be in charge of
the group.
The tour will leave in three sections, the
first visiting European countries and to be completed in 22 days. The second will involve an
additional 14 days and will include a stop in
Yugoslavia, expected to be the first private
American group to observe agriculture in that
country, according to Mr. Hartenbower. The
third section will continue to the Near and
Far East and return via either Hawaii or
Alaska. A KCMO representative presently is
on an advance trip to arrange details with officials of the countries to be visited.
According to Mr. Hartenbower, the farm
project is the first of its type ever to be conducted. A similar project which took 25 midwestern farm leaders to 10 European countries
was conducted by Mr. Jackson in 1950.
FCDA Taped Phone Interviews
Available to Radio Stations
FIRST of a series of taped telephone interviews
between individual radio station personalities
and Federal Civil Defense Administration officials was made June 29 in a 10-minute
interview of Civil Defense Administrator Val
Peterson by Heloise Parker Broeg, WEEI Boston's "Mother Parker," on atomic fallout.
Nat S. Linden, chief of FCDA's radio-tv
branch, said Mrs. Broeg, immediate past chairman of American Women in Radio & Televispecialinterview
projects because
committee,
was work
chosenin
for thesion's
first
of her
interesting AWRT members in FCDA's public
information program.
In announcing the series of interviews, Mr.
Linden said any station may arrange for taped
talks with FCDA officials for use on the station,
with FCDA "picking up the tab" for the telephone costs. He said FCDA also would furnish free a disc of the interview to any station
which does not have recording facilities. The
station personality may arrange to talk on any
civil defense topic he chooses, including problems peculiar to his own community, Mr. Linden said.
Interested stations should contact FCDA as
follows: Nat S. Linden, Chief of Radio-Tv
Branch, Federal Civil Defense Administration,
Battle Creek, Mich.
Ballplayers May Discuss
Fee Charge for Interviews
DECISION by some ballplayers to charge stations for radio interviews at major league parks
has stemmed from a "misinterpretation" and
may be brought up at a meeting of player representatives inMilwaukee this week.
A movement to survey the sentiments of
players has been started by John Harrington,
sports director of WBBM Chicago [B»T, June
6]. In an interview with Special Events Director Hugh Hill, Brooklyn Dodgers pitcher
Carl Erskine explained to listeners how the
"misinterpretation" occurred.
He said the idea of levying fees resulted after
one National League club made a persistent
practice of requesting certain players to appear
Broadcasting
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frequently at dinners and other functions without fee. The players, in turn, decided to curb
the practice by starting to charge for their
services, he added. Mr. Harrington claims the
fees
media. are "discriminatory" against broadcast
WBAI (FM) Format Defined
COMMERCIAL announcements at WBAI
(FM) New York, new outlet which began
operation fortnight ago [B»T, June 27], will
be limited to 30 seconds and broadcast four
times each hour, Ted Deglin, president, announced last week. Program plans call for
broadcast of high-fidelity records and tapes,
Mr. Deglin said. No classical music will be
played, Mr. Deglin said, adding that the station
hoped to gain its audience by "offering the
kind of music that large groups of people actually listen to, not merely say for prestige reasons they would like to listen to."
STATION SHORTS

REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS
WNOW-AM-TV York, Pa., appoints Robert S.
Keller Inc., N. Y., as national sales and sales
promotion representative.
WPAC Patchogue, N. Y., has appointed Robert S. Keller Inc., N. Y., as sales promotion
and national spot sales representative.
STATION PEOPLE
Michael Paul Loyet, 4, son of Paul A. Loyet,
vice president and resident manager, WHO-AMTV
alitis.Des Moines, Iowa, died July 4 of encephKenneth Leslie appointed general manager and
sales manager, WORC Worcester, Mass., succeeding Kenneth M. Cooper, general manager,
resigned;
Herman M. Rosen appointed assistant
sales manager.
Melvin

commercial manager,
WKPA New Kensington, Pa.,manager,
appointed general
succeeding Edwards
J. Kroen, who has
become general
manager, WAVL
Apollo, Pa.
Cameron Mackenzie,
sales promotion
manager, WICC
Bridgeport, Conn.,
assistant
MR. GOLDBERG appointed
to general manager.

KFMB San Diego, Calif., reports 70.6% business volume increase in first quarter of 1955
over same period last year and record February
high with 111% increase over February 1954.
WMAL-TV Washington is converting for network color retransmission.
WBZ-TV Boston has been requested by Union
of Finnish Towns for use of station produced
traffic film, "This Is Your City-Traffic," for
showing in Lahti, Finland, Aug. 18-19.
WTVW (TV) Milwaukee has moved studio and
program facilities to 1913 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Bldg.

A. Goldberg,

Thomas T. Steensland, manager, KAUS-KMMT
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(TV) Austin, Minn., to Christ Church, Austin,
as diaconate, continuing broadcast activities until successor is found.
John Morrissey, formerly with WHK Cleveland,
to KCBQ San Diego as assistant sales manager.
Charles W. Parker, business manager, WPAT
Paterson, N. J., appointed vice president.
Elizabeth G. Swindell, business manager, Wilson (N. C.)
Daily Times, elected
to board of directors,
Carolina Broadcasting System [WNCT
(TV) Greenville,
N. C], succeeding
Herbert D. Brauif,
Daily Times editor
and publisher, deceased.

R. G. Reames, sales staff, Maxwell House Div.,
General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y., to
KCMO Kansas City ,as sales representative.
Carroll Wynn, formerly with KXAR Hope,
Ark., to KTAN Sherman, Tex., as salesman.
John Roberts to sales staff, WKDA Nashville,
Tenn.
Charles W. Johnson, formerly with sales dept.,
KROW Oakland, Calif., to sales staff, KSFO
San Francisco.
Kenneth E. Peterson, formerly account executive, WDGY Minneapolis to sales staff, KSTP
there.
Howard Jackson, formerly with KDKA Pittsburgh, to sales dept., KFMB-TV San Diego.
Chester Lukey to sales staff, WBKB (TV)
Chicago.

MR. PARKER

Aneurin Bodycombe, KDKA
pointed sales representative.

Pittsburgh, ap-

Life Saver
ROGER R. HUNT, co-owner-general
manager of KUBA Yuba City, Calif.,
last month became a local hero when he
pulled to safety two teen-age girls who
were being swept down the turbulent
Yuba River. Mr. Hunt, who was sunbathing on the river beach with his wife,
saw the two struggling girls and quickly
swam out to bring them both to safety.
Rhoda Dolin, dance authority and lecturer, to
Practice Tee program, WNBK Cleveland.
Gerry Bottorff. formerly with WHAS Louisville, Ky., to WEEI Boston during vacation season handling announcing and producing duties.
Herb Ashford, newsman, WLAC Nashville,
Tenn., to WCKY Cincinnati as morning news
reporter, succeeding Fred Holt.

Bob Sunderland, program dept., KTSA San
Antonio, Tex., named to head newly-created
merchandising and promotion dept.

Gordon Williamson, formerly operations manager, WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, to local
sales staff, WAAM (TV) Baltimore, as account
executive.

John Babcock returns to Crosley Broadcasting
Corp. (WLW Cincinnati) as director, newlyformed town & country div., handling development of programs, promotion and sales of
Crosley activities pertaining to rural communities and small towns.

Robert L. Callahan, formerly general sales
manager, National Assn. of Tv Advertisers (tv
program package producer-distributor), Glen
Falls, N. Y., to sales staff, WLWC (TV) Columbus, Ohio, as account executive.

Charles Fuller, newscaster, WMAL-AM-TV
Washington, to news staff, WFLA-TV Tampa.
Fla.
Bill Nickum, formerly announcer-disc m.c,
WTHI Terre Haute, Ind., to WISH Indianapolis
as announcer-newscaster; Charles Powell, formerly with WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind., to
WISH-TV as announcer-newscaster.

Margaret Ann Martin appointed continuity director, WERE Cleveland.

Ed Burch, formerly with local sales staff, KOATV Denver, to local sales staff, KBTV (TV)
there.

Tom Rummler, WCRE Cheraw, S. C, to announcing staff, WIST Charlotte, N. C, succeeding Steve Morris, resigned.

Rosalynne Turbeville, faculty head, Rosalynne
Turbeville School of Dance, South Carolina
chain, to WBTW (TV) Florence, S. C, as
women's editor, succeeding JoAnn Hodge, resigned.

Alfred C. Booker to sales staff, WAAT
Newark. N. I., as account executive.

Stanley Burgess appointed assistant news editor,
WMIX-AM-FM Mt. Vernon, 111.
Ed Bauman, personality, WKNY-AM-TV
Kingston, N. Y., has resigned and will establish
public relations business at end of summer,
also moving to other stations at that time.
Morton Yanow to sales dept., WCAU-AM-FM
Philadelphia, as account executive; Thomas S.
Cochrane returns to WCAU engineering dept.
as junior engineer after Armed Forces service.
Don Hunter, former engineer, Western Electric
Co., Indianapolis, to WFBM-TV there as account executive; Robert Berry, public information officer in charge of radio-tv activities, 2d
Army Headquarters, .and Merritt Greene to
WFBM sales staff.
Robert F. Adams, sales staff, WABD (TV) New
York, to WABC-TV there as account executive.

(TV)

Raymond E. Roberts, former publisher, Colorado Wonderland magazine, and Virgil Cory,
formerly with Sporting News, St. Louis, to local
sales staff. KBTV (TV) Denver, as account
executives.
Al Logan, account executive for 22 years with
WFBM Indianapolis, and winner of 1954 Radio
Adv. Bureau national award, retires to devote
fulltime to interest in Perry Manor development
in that city.
Roy Starkey, formerly featured on Jellybean
Acres. WKRC-TV Cincinnati, to WLW there
emceeing Midwestern Hayride; Delores Spencer,
Lefty Carson and Robert Spencer, "The Hayseeds" entertainers, to WLW-AM-TV on same
program:
'Til Dawn.Dave Wiken to WLW as host, Music
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Al Ross, program personality. WBAL Baltimore,
to WRC Washington conducting Timekeeper
Gabe Millerand, disc m.c. KYW Philadelphia,
program.
to WATV (TV) Newark, N. J.
Orrin Tucker, band leader, to KTLA (TV)
Hollywood as program host-m.c.

Mildred Younger to KABC Hollywood as
women's commentator, succeeding Nancy
Holme, resigned.

PULSE
phowx BILL PIERCEijwfcBEST
BUY.
... IN THE
SCR ANTON
MARKET!
From 6:00 to 9:00 a.m. (12 Quarter -Hours). .BILL PIERCE
• Beats Network Station A Nine Times, Ties Twice For First, Is Second Once!
• Beats Network Station B Twelve Times!
"Beats Indie Station B Twelve Times!
• Beats Network Station C Twelve Times! ,Beats Al1 0ther Stations
TwelveCombined
Times!
• Beats Indie Station A Twelve Times!
Bill Pierce.-ScrantonsTop
Salesman F0R25YEARS
• • CL&k. rVteeKe/iu • •

Charles Ogren, formerly announcer, WMVT
(TV) Burlington, Vt., to WMGT (TV) Pittsfield,
Mass., as staff announcer, succeeding Vince
Ford, resigned.
Don Nelson, former announcer, WKNE Keene,
N.
H., to WNEB Worcester, Mass., as announcer.

* w
w

^ Ssen
CRANTON
QAM-

, PA.

WORTH KRAMER, general manager of
WJRT (TV) Flint, Mich., and WJR Detroit,
signs the contract whereby Harrington,
Righter & Parsons Inc. becomes national
sales representative for WJRT. John E.
Harrington Jr. (I), president of the representative firm, and A. Donovan Faust,
operations manager of WJRT, look on.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

—
Jim Lyons, WRAW Reading, Pa., to weekend
announcing staff, KYW Philadelphia.

PROGRAM

SERVICES

Clark Elected President

Paul Dyer to engineering dept., and Charles
Masini to tv studio engineering staff, WNHCTV New Haven, Conn.

Of Am-Par Record Corp.
IN ELECTIONS of officers of Am-Par Record
Corp., New York, newly-formed phonograph
record subsidiary of American BroadcastingParamount Theatres Inc., Samuel H. Clark,
vice president and general manager of Cadence
Records, last week was elected president of
Am-Par.
Other officers are: Harry Levine, head of the
Artists' Booking Bureau of the Paramount theatre chain, vice president; Simon B. Siegal, treasurer of AB-PT, treasurer; Harry J. Wright, also
in the financial department of the parent comsecretary.
pany, assistant treasurer, and Edith Schaeffer,

Ralph (Red) Rowe, host-m.c, Columbia Tv
Pacific Network Panorama Pacific, signs fouryear exclusive-services contract with KNXT
(TV) Hollywood, said to be first in station's
history.

Directors of the new company, along with
Messrs. Siegal, Clark and Levine, are Leonard
H. Goldenson, AB-PT president, and Robert H.
O'Brien, financial vice president, AB-PT.

Maggie Lynn, former network performer, to
WBAL-TV Baltimore as weathergirl.

McCabe Heads UP Divisions
PROMOTION of Fred A. McCabe, manager
of the southwest division of United Press, to
the newly-created post of superintendent of
divisions, was announced last week by Frank
H. Bartholomew, UP president. Mr. McCabe,
who will headquarter in Dallas, will remain in
charge of the southwest division.
In his new assignment, Mr. McCabe will
have general field supervision of all domestic
divisions.
Mr. McCabe has been with UP since 1936
when he joined the Cleveland bureau. He
was once promotion manager in New York
and business representative in the Pacific Northwest. Mr. McCabe was appointed manager of
the southwest division in October 1946.

John Douglas, personality, WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.. to announcing staff, affiliated
WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington.
Eddie Dunn Jr. to announcing staff, WFAA
Dallas, Tex.
Michael D'Angelo Jr., former news director,
WMGW-AM-FM Meadville, Pa., to radio section, Public Information Office, Ft. Benning,
Ga.

Don Kent signed by WBZ-TV Boston for 31
weekly "weather forecasts.
Mary Wight, formerly with McCampbell Adv.,
Glasgow, Scotland, to KOWL Santa Monica,
Calif., as executive secretary to vice president
and general manager.
Kay Partch to promotion dept., KEX Portland,
Ore., as secretary and publicity writer, succeeding Jean Mauro, resigned.
James C. Leake, executive vice president, Griffin
Radio & Tv [Tulsa Broadcasting Co.: KTVX
(TV) Muskogee, Okla.; KTUL Tulsa; KFPW
Ft. Smith, Ark.; KATV (TV) Pine Bluff, Ark.;
KOMA Oklahoma City; half-ownership, KWTV
(TV) Oklahoma City], elected president, Muskogee Chamber of Commerce.
Jules Dundes, general manager, KCBS San
Francisco, named to board of directors, Better
Business Bureau of S. F. Inc., and chairman,
radio-tv media committee.
Hugh A. Smith, vice president and general manager, KXA Seattle,
named festival.
"prime minister,"
1955 Seattle
Seafair water
Leonard J. Patricelli, program manager, WTIC
Hartford, Conn., elected to board of trustees,
Wesleyan U.; Bob Tyrol, WTIC announcer,
named "Voice of Connecticut" for Civil Defense and will be only voice heard in state

Don't forget to reserve your
space in the TELECASTING YEARBOOK & MARKETBOOK today.

KBTV (TV) Denver on July 2 originated the
first live telecast from the Opera Festival
at Central City, Colo., 8,500 high in the
Rockies. It was thought originally the fete
could not be accomplished, but KBTV, on
ch. 9, found a peak half-way between
the two cities where a microwave relay
could be set up. A helicopter had to be
used to fly in the equipment under the
supervision of Joe Herold, general manager. KBTV originated three half-hour
telecasts, sponsored by the Denver National Bank.
over Conelrad in event of air raid or attack.
William M. Savitt, president, WCCC Hartford,
Conn., and Savitt Jewelers Inc., Hartford, elected chairman, retail trade board Hartford Chamber of Commerce.
Gilbert W. Kingsbury, public relations vice president, Crosley Broadcasting Corp., Cincinnati,
named to committee for White House conference on education. ,
Herbert Morrison, operations director and part
owner, WPAC Patchogue, N. Y:, and Lila
Rosen were married July 3.
Robert E. Clampett, producer, KTTV (TV) Hollywood, and Ann Stone were married June 25.
Murray Weisman, publicist, KABC-TV Hollywood, and Gracia Leopold, receptionist, KTTV
(TV) there, were married June 17.
Toke Nelson, sales promotion director, KMA
Shenandoah, Iowa, father of girl, Jennifer
Jean, June 13.
Joe McCauley, disc m.c, WIP Phildelphia,
father of boy, Jimmy, June 12.
A. Richard Robertson, promotion manager,
KSL-AM-TV Salt Lake City, father of boy.
Peter Martin, personality, KXOK
father of twin daughters.
Bud Brees, disc m.c, WPEN
father of girl, Robin Lyn.

Broadcasting
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WINS

In

Wichita-Hutchinson Area
(April 1955 Pulse)
15 out of 15 top programs!
Let top-flight day and night CBS
shows and strong, high-interest local
programming help sell your product.
Put "WINDY" on your payroll, too!

St. Louis,
Philadelphia,

REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE
Proof deadline: July 15.
Final deadline: July 25.
Publication date: Mid-August,
15,000 run.

KTVH

Robert S. Alexander, formerly with HeadleyReed Co., N. Y., to tv sales staff, Avery-Knodel
Inc., Chicago.
Alan Bress, formerly with KCEN-TV Temple,
Tex., to Stars National Inc., N. Y., as account
executive.

VHF
240,000
WATTS

KTVH
HUTCHINSON

CHANNEL

CBS BASIC— DUMONT 12
Represented Nationally by H-R Representatives, Inc.
KTVH, pioneer station in rich Central
Kansas, serves more than 14 important
communities besides Wichita. Main
office and studios in Hutchinson; office
and studio in Wichita (Hotel Lassen).
Howard O. Peterson, General Manager.
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100 Theatres Plan Title Bout
MORE than 100 theatres across the country
are expected to carry the closed-circuit telecast
of the Rocky Marciano-Archie Moore heavyweight championship bout at Madison Square
Garden in New York Sept. 20, it was announced
last week by Nathan L. Halpern, president of
Theatre Network Television Inc. The record
high for a closed-circuit telecast is 83 theatres,
set for the Marciano-Cockell bout last May,
according to Mr. Halpern.
Liberace Goes North
SALE of Liberace's radio show to 35 stations
in Canada has been announced by Edward
Grossman, director of radio department, Guild
Films, New York, packager of series. The
Canadian stations have contracted for the show
on a 52-week basis. Series will now be carried
by more than 250 outlets. Recently the program has also been sold in Richmond, Va.,
Bellingham, Wash., Bloomsburg and Hazleton,
Pa., Alaska, Guam, and on Radio Luxemburg.
Minnesotans Oppose Fee-Tv
SEVEN out of ten Minnesota tv set owners are
opposed to pay tv, the Minneapolis Tribune's
Minnesota Poll has discovered. The poll indicated only 22% favored some form of subscription tv, while 72% opposed. Opposition
ranged from 70% for city and town people to
83% by farm people. Among college-educated
Minnesotans, 61% opposed pay-as-you-see tv
and 30% favored it.
PROGRAM

SERVICE SHORTS

Burr Tillstrom, creator, Kukla, Fran & Ollie,
has recorded his adaptation of James Thurber's
"Many Moons" in special album for Decca
Records, to be released just prior to Christmas
holiday season. Other side of long-playing disc
features Kukla, Fran & Ollie and Fran Allison
with Christmas songs and hymns.
McLean Breaded Shrimp, through Bozell &
Jacobs Inc., Seattle, names Maurice Hart Productions, Hollywood, to create one 60-second
and one 30-second radio singing jingle; Tastee
Freez Corp. of America (frozen desert), Chicago, through Dreyfuss Co., Hollywood, names
Hart to create 20-second animated singing
commercial.
PROGRAM

SERVICE PEOPLE

Ted Persons, formerly eastern advertising manager, Recordlands magazine, to Karl Landt
Radio & Tv (musical commercial productions),
N. Y., as publicity, promotion and sales director.

GE

fVJ DXVI=K

NATL.

Firm cites key appointments as
move to counteract tougher
competition, more complicated
business conditions in tv.
GENERAL ELECTRIC will counteract "tougher competition and more complicated business
conditions" in the tv broadcast field by reorganizing itsnational sales force, the company
said Wednesday.
New positions will be created and assigned
sales territories accordingly changed, Albert
F. Wild, manager of sales at GE's broadcast
equipment product department at Syracuse,
N. Y., said.
The field "is a fluctuating business with periodic peaks and valleys," Mr. Wild said and
"right now the industry is between peaks."
GE's reorganization, according to Mr. Wild,
will mean an increased sales effort against the
background of a "bright future" promised by
"the advent of color television and automaticoperatedappointments
television stations."
Theallynew
included:
John Wall, a district sales manager for broadcast equipment, who is elevated to northeast
regional sales manager with headquarters in
Cincinnati. He has been with GE since 1928.
Charles T. Haist, district sales manager for
broadcast equipment on the West Coast, who
now becomes western regional sales manager
with his office in San Francisco. He has been
with GE since 1946.
Vernon H. Russell, formerly with Allen B.
DuMont Labs and in his first year with GE,
becomes district sales manager for the northwest with headquarters at Seattle. In the Virginia-Maryland area, Lewis F. Page, with his

ALBERT F. WILD (r), GE broadcast equipment product dept. manager, extends congratulations toJohn Wall (I) and Charles
T. Haist upon their new appointments as
regional
GE's northeast and sales
westernmanagers
districts,for
respectively.

INDISPENSABLE
STA

REORGANIZES

O
g» Sound

for Radio & TV Stations!

Effects

Library

Over 1000 effects recorded from life. Special "Basic" selection
of 25 of the most needed discs, available at package price
Send for FREE Catalog
STAN
D
Also distributed in
RADIO TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES, INC.
Canada: S. W. Caldwell, Ltd.
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, 111.
447 Jarvis St., Toronto.
New York: Charles Michel son., Inc.
45 W. 45th St.
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TV SALES FORCE
office at Washington, D. C, becomes a district
sales manager. He formerly was a special
representative for GE for broadcast equipment
in Washington, and has been with the company
since 1947. Earl H. Piatt, with GE since 1948
and most recently a member of the Syracuse
broadcast equipment headquarters staff, has
been named district sales manager of the Kentucky-West Virginia area.
Mr. Wild emphasized that business has shifted ties
to modernization
existingstress
stations'
facilias compared to of
previous
on selling
tv broadcasting equipment before stations went
on the air. He noted also that the bulk of new
station business now is in smaller markets and
that this alone requires more sales coverage
and effort.
GE Appoints Berry, Weeks
To Electronic Tube Posts
ROY E. BERRY, associated with the General
Electric Co. in various engineering and commercial capacities since 1947, has been appointed district sales manager in the central
region of the equipment sales organization of
GE, with responsibility for electronic tube sales
to radio and tv manufacturers and to other
manufacturers associated with the electronics
industry.
In another shift in GE electronic tube sales.
Frank A. Weeks Jr., distributor salesman of
the tube department of General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y., has been appointed sales
managertronicoftubethe
company's
created
sales
district, newly
covering
mostelecof
Indiana and part of Kentucky.
Pacific Mercury Tv Sticks
To Experimental Color Tv
A LARGE PART of the experimental program
of Pacific Mercury Tv Mfg. Corp., Van Nuys,
Calif., is being devoted to color tv set production, but "until such time as sets can be constructed at prices assuring ready customer acceptance, we intend to continue our present
policy of . . . confining our color construction
to experimental purposes," President Joe Benaron informed stockholders in the firm's annual
report issued last week.
Noting that while some progress had been
made toward lowering color tv set construction
costs, he said overall costs are still too high
to permit entry into the field.
He also noted a familiar pattern among
western tv set manufacturers of lowered dollar
sales volume, but increased profits. Net sales
for the fiscal year ended March 3 1 was declared
to be over $12 million, from the nearly $14
million in the previous like period. However,
net income after taxes rose to over $225,000
from the nearly $200,000 the previous year.
RETMA Asks FTC to Postpone
New Rules to End of Year
POSTPONEMENT of the new trade practice
rules for the radio-tv set manufacturing industry, published by the Federal Trade Commission
a fortnight ago [B»T, July 4], was requested
last Thursday by the Radio-Electronics-Tv
Mfrs. Assn.
RETMA asks that the effective date of the
32 rules be put off until Dec. 28. At present
the rules are to become law July 28, with the
exception of three which are to become effective
Dec. 28.
Addressing the association's feeling to FTC
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Chairman Edward F. Howrey, Glen McDaniel,
RETMA general counsel, said, "We think that
certain rules will cause such confusion and uncertainty that they may lead to more misunderstanding and deception than would exist without
such rules."
He cited six rules in particular the association objected to during public hearings at the
time the code was proposed:
Misrepresentation of cabinet composition;
deception as to size of picture; deception as to
being "new"; deception as to identity of manufacturer when products are repaired, reconditioned or rebuilt by other than the original
manufacturer; use of lottery, and prohibited
discrimination.
Tube

Sales

Running

Well

Ahead

of 1954

A MILLION more tv picture tubes and 5 1 million more receiving tubes were sold by radio-tv
tube manufacturers in the first five months of
1955 than for the same period in 1954, RadioElectronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. reported last week.
However, manufacturers' sales of cathode ray
and receiving tubes experienced their usual
seasonal decline in May from April's level,
RETMA explained.
Picture tube sales from January through May
totaled 4,207,129 valued at $81,649,060, compared with 3,275,301 tubes valued at $69,052,136 for the same period in 1954.
Receiving tube sales for the first five months
of this year totaled 185,682,583 valued at $137,421,579 compared with 134,677,745 tubes valued at $99,025,891 sold in the same 1954
period.
Table of picture and receiving tube sales for
the first five months of this year were as follows:
Picture Tubes
Units
$ Value
Jan
866,956 17,661,018
Feb
859,529 17,119,568
March (5 wk.)
913,003 17,625,881
April
788,317 14,620,075
May
779,324 14,572,518
TOTAL
4,207,129 $81,649,060
Receiving Tubes
Units
$ Value
Jan
37,949,762 26,877,457
Feb
38,526,796 28,107,186
March (5 wk.)
40,859,562 29,742,529
April
35,426,153 26,779,586
May
32,920,310 25,914,821
TOTAL
185,682,583 $137,421,579

#55 Electronics Output
Expected Near #53 Record
PRODUCTION of electronic products in 1955
is expected to reach $6.2 billion, slightly less
than the 1953 record of $6.3 billion, according
to a mid-year survey conducted among 25 industries by the Dept. of Commerce Business
and Defense Services Administration. Production in 1954 was $5.8 billion.
The number of black-and-white tv receivers
produced in the first half of this year reached
a near-record mark of 3.75 million units, the
survey shows, with total value of factory production expected to exceed $1 billion in spite
of a decline in average unit price.
The report,Div.,
prepared
by the
Electronics
indicates
thatadministration's
total factory
sales of color tv receivers in 1955 will reach at
least $15 million and that a substantial increase
in production will take place in 1956.
Production of radio receivers continues at a
high level, the survey notes.
Radio-Tv Set Sales in May
Increase Over April Levels
RETAIL sales of radio and tv receivers during
May moved above April levels, the Radio-EIectronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. announced today (Monday). Same upward climb for both products
held true for the first five months of 1955
compared with the same period in 1954,
RETMA said.
In May, 398,449 radios were sold, compared with 367,841 in April. For the five 1955
months, 2,007,631 radios were sold, compared
with 1,873,399 for the comparable 1954 period.
There were 416,908 tv receivers sold through
retail outlets in May, compared with 411,748
in April. For the five 1955 months, 2,772,648 tv
sets were sold, compared with 2,453,875 for
the same period in 1954.
DuMont Builds L. A. Plant
NEW electronics center for Allen B. DuMont
Labs is under construction in Los Angeles to
handle the company's increased electronic activity on the West Coast, Dr. Allen B. DuMont,
president, announced last week. The building,
at 11800 W. Olympic Blvd., will have approximately 30,000 square feet of floor space and
will have a railroad siding and parking facilities.
Dr. DuMont said occupancy is scheduled for
October. Ralph B. Austrian, DuMont's west
coast manager, will headquarter in the new
building.
Volume Control Device Offered
DEVICE to permit those with a hearing loss
to enjoy radio without disturbing others, through
use of a tiny, inexpensive adaptor, has been
announced by Zenith Radio Corp. William N.
Brown, manager of the company's hearing aid
division, pointed out that the hard-of-hearing
person can obtain the extra volume he needs
by using the radio adaptor with an individual
headphone set, or if he uses a hearing aid, by
plugging a special cord directly into the air
or bone conduction receiver of the hearing aid.
Suggested retail price: $2.50.

"I'll take the advice of KRIZ Phoenix today and try your scrambled
brains."
Telecasting
Broadcasting

Tarzian, Camera Vision Sign
SARKES TARZIAN Inc. will manufacture all
electronic equipment to be used in the Camera
Vision electronic-and-film camera system [B«T,
May 2, et seq.], according to an agreement
reached between Camera Vision Productions
Inc., Hollywood, and the Bloomington, Ind.,
tv equipment maker. Philip Rivero and Arthur
S. Lyons are co-owners of Camera Vision.

MANUFACTURING

PEOPLE

Robert E. Kessler, manager, communications
products div., Allen B. DuMont Labs, Clifton,
N. J., appointed general manufacturing manager, technical products div.; G. Robert Mezger,
assistant manager, instrument div., named general sales manager, technical products div.
James J. McDonald, sales manager, N. Y.
branch electrical products div., Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul, Minn., appointed sales
manager, electrical products, maintenance and
contractor trades; Albert J. Forss, assistant industrial trades sales manager, named sales manager, electrical products, industrial trades.
Norfleet Callicott, former manager, Hoffman
Sales Corp. of Missouri, appointed eastern divisional sales manager, Hoffman Radio Div.,
Hoffman Electronics Corp., L. A.; Warren H.
Rymer, former manager, Hoffman Sales of St.
Louis, named district manager covering Mich.,
Ohio, 111., Kan., west Tenn., north Miss.; John
L. Evans named district manager for Iowa,
Wis., N. D., S. D., Minn., north Neb.; Joseph
F. McFarland, former Hoffman salesman, Mayflower Sales Co., Kansas City, appointed manager, Hoffman Sales of St. Louis.
Donald Grey Wilson, chairman and professor,
electrical engineering dept., U. of Kansas, appointed assistant research director, StrombergCarlson Co., Rochester, N. Y.
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NETWORKS

NBC-TV
ANNOUNCES
'GREATEST
SEASON'
WITH
75 SPECTACULARS
AND
SPECIALS
McAvity says NBC-TV will have five times as many 'mammoth' programs as those of any other network during 1955-56.
LeGallienne and the Sadler's Wells Ballet
NBC-TV, in heralding "the greatest season in Eva
Company.
the history of any network," will program 75
Top directors and producers for the NBC"one-shot" productions and spectaculars in the
1955-56 period, thus moving further along the TV shows will include Sol Hurok, Max Liebman.
Fred Coe. Samuel Chotzinoff and Mr.
path of high-budget shows, featuring top-flight
Evans.
talent.
The array of talent, caliber of shows and
Ambitious productions include Our Town,
diversification of enterainment was chronicled
The Skin of Our Teeth. Alice in Wonderland,
Richard HI, Amahl and the Night Visitors,
in a statement last week by Thomas A. McSleeping Beauty, a repeat of Peter Pan, Madame
Avity, vice president in charge of NBC-TV,
who described the upcoming season as the Butterfly. Babes in Toyland and The Devil's
Disciple. In addition, the network will present
"greatest" and claimed NBC-TV was schedulthe premiere of two American operas, Griffeling at least five times as many ''mammoth"
kin and La Grande Breteche. A production of
productions "as those announced by any other
The Magic Flute is scheduled to be presented
network."
on the 200th anniversary of the birth of Mozart.
Included in the NBC-TV "sights" for 1955-56
More of the so-called telementaries are slated.
are as many as 39 color spectaculars (90-minute
shows), eight Maurice Evans productions on
Among them: 7976. a live, one-hour program
Hallmark Hall of Fame, six operas, three or
(on Oct. 9) on how life in the U. S. will be 299
four holiday "spectacles" and plans for 20 or years after the American revolution: more of
the Wide Wide World type of telecast which
30
"telementary productions" (semi-documentaries).
was first presented June 27; the program. MeetPresentations will run the gamut in entering at the Summit, set for July 17 (8-9 p.m.
tainment: original musicals, operettas, motion
EDT) that will explore the Big Four meeting
pictures, contemporary and classical dramas,
in Geneva: Nightmare in Red. an hour-long
telementaries, historical dramas, operas and
history of the rise of communism in Russia,
ballet. Among top performers from stage, tv, for telecast in the fall [At Deadline. June 13].
screen and concert stage scheduled to appear
Still others: Young India, a 90-minute color
on the network: Mr. Evans. Mary Martin,
film now being made, featuring Chester Bowles,
Frank Sinatra. Helen Hayes. Maurice Chevalier,
former U. S. ambassador to India, assaying the
Georse Abbott, Patrice Munsel, Rex Harrison,
country's future: The Rise and Fall of a Dictator, a history of Adolph Hitler depicted on impounded German film: Austria, an hour-long
history of that country to be scheduled with
the re-opening of the Vienna State Opera next
November: a documentary on Russia, showing
ife within that country, and a repeat telecast
of Three. Two, One — Zero on nuclear energy
and its world significance. Series in the planning stage will include a 60-minute program
on total mobilization; two one-hour features on
juvenile delinquency and another on desegregation in the public schools.
The fall single-show schedule starts Sept. 11
with the Thornton Wilder. Pulitizer prize-winning play. Skin of Our Teeth, to be shown in
color.
Saturday evening Max Liebman Presents, 90minute color shows, again will be sponsored by
Oldsmobile Division of General Motors: Sunday evening Color Spread spectaculars will be
sponsored by different advertisers, and the Monday night Producers' Showcase spectaculars will
again be co-sponsored by Ford Motor Co. and
RCA. according to NBC-TV's schedule.
Special Big Four Programs

Effective September 28, 1955, KMBC-TV
joins
the television
nation's most
dynamictheandAmerican
fastestgrowing
network,
Broadcasting Company. For programming details, consult your Free & Peters Colonel or:
Don Davis, First Vice President
John Schilling, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
George Higgins, Vice Pres. & Sales Mgr.
Mori Grelner, Director of Television
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To Be Presented by NBC-TV
IN PREPARATION for the Big Four meeting
in Geneva July 18, NBC-TV will present a
special "telementary" entitled "'Meeting at the
Summit" next Sunday (8-9 p.m. EDT) in the
time period ordinarily occupied by Colgate13].
Palmolive
Variety Hour, which will be preempted for that evening [At Deadline, June
The special program, available for sponsorship, isdesigned to show "what makes an
international conference tick" and will include
with varifilmed segments featuring interviews
ous international figures. It also will show the
by President Eisenliving quarters to be used
hower, Soviet Premier Nikolai Bulganin, British
Prime Minister Anthony Eden and French

Premier Edgar Faure. Efforts are being made
in Moscow to obtain film interviews with Mr.
Bulganin and Communist Party leader Nikita
Khrushchev.
Another tv show. "A Special Report on the
Big Four," will be aired July 24 (5-5:30 p.m.
EDT) on NBC-TV and will feature five news
commentators'
analyses
of the
Conference which then
will have
beenGeneva
in progress.
A special program. "Geneva — Pendulum of
Peace." will be presented on NBC Radio on
July 19 at 9-9:55 p.m. EDT, replacing "for that
week
only the regularly-scheduled Biographies
in Sound.
Last Wednesday, William R. McAndrew, director of NBC news, sailed for Europe to direct
the network's radio and tv news coverage of the
Big Four Meeting.
CBS-TV Makes Two Series
Available for Private Use
DISTRIBUTION agreement between CBS-TV
and Young America Films Inc., New York,
was reached last week making available You
Are There and the The Search for private
showings by schools, libraries, community, reday.
ligious, business and civic groups, J. L. Van
Yolkenburg. CBS-TV president, said ThursThe distribution rights granted by the network to Young America Films are for nontheatrical and non-broadcast use of 39 You Are
There programs and the entire 27 episodes in
The Search series.
N.

Y.

Seeks

New

Grip

On Tv Production
RENEWED efforts to maintain New York as
a major tv production center were announced
last week when CBS-TV and NBC-TV confirmed that Gov. Averell Harriman of New
York and Robert Moses, New York City construction coordinator, had conferred with top
network officials on the subject.
Gov. Harriman reportedly urged CBS-TV
and NBC-TV to consider establishing large,
permanent plants in New York as they have
done in Hollywood. He pledged the cooperation
of his office to enable television networks to
effect economies by centralizing their operations
and said they could count on help from the
New York City administration. The meeting,
held May 31. was attended by Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff. chairman of the boards of RCA and
NBC: Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., NBC president;
Joseph V. Heffernan. NBC financial vice president: William S. Paley. CBS board chairman,
and Daniel T. O'Shea. CBS vice president.
The discussion was said to be "very preliminary," with various suggestions offered by Gov.
Harriman and Mr. Moses, including the possibility of a huge television center in which all
the networks would participate. Mr. Moses
noted one possible site for such a center might
be. at the Deepdale golf course at Great Neck,
Long Island.
For several years. New York City officials
have held various talks with network officials
with a view toward curbing the movement to
Hollywood by networks and other television
production organizations.
It was said that Gov. Harriman invited only
NBC-TV and CBS-TV to the meeting because
he felt that if the two major networks agreed
to cooperate. ABC-TV and DuMont would
follow suit. It was reported that both NBC-TV
and CBS-TV would take the governor's proposals under consideration. NBC-TV, at least,
reportedly is not inclined toward such a joint
venture if all networks do not cooperate.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

ADVERTISING, PROMOTION
STAFF EXPANDED BY ABC
Eckstein, Fields and Seton promoted. Three added to department with other appointments
to be announced soon.
EXPANSION of ABC's advertising, promotion
and publicity services and staff in New York
and Hollywood, was announced last week by
Gene Accas, ABC director of advertising, promotion and publicity [Closed Circuit, July 4].
Those promoted to newly-created positions
are John H: Eckstein, supervisor of advertising
I and promotion for the network's WABC-AMTV New York, to assistant to the director of
advertising, promotion and publicity for ABC;
Jack Fields, exploitation writer, to chief of
the newly-formed exploitation unit; Adolph L.
<A1) Seton, trade news editor, to assistant to
manager of publicity.
New personnel joining the department in
New York are Milton Mohr. a member of
ABC's new exploitation unit; James F. X.
Mullen, a copy writer in the advertising and
promotion department, and Richard E. Richman, a member of the exploitation unit. Additions to the staff in Hollywood, as well as
others in New York, will be announced shortly,
according to Mr. Accas.
Mr. Eckstein joined ABC as a promotion
writer in July 1953 and was advanced to super-

MR. ECKSTEIN

MR. SETON

visor of advertising and promotion for WABCAM-TV in January 1955. He formerly was associated with Time Inc. and National Screen
Service Corp.
Mr. Fields has been with ABC since 1953.
Previously, he had been with John Irving Fields
Assoc., servicing radio and television shows
and personalities and specializing in exploitation, publicity and promotion.
Mr. Seton, who joined the network in May
1953 upon his release from the U. S. Navy, was
promoted to trade news editor in November
1953.
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It's Greet to Me
CBS RADIO sports reporters and newsmen who are puzzled about pronunciation of such names as Ted Kluszewski.
Ed Cereghino and Mike Fornieles have
a helpmate in need in Prof. Cabell Greet,
CBS speech consultant. With the help of
John Derr, CBS director of sports, Prof.
Greet has compiled a new list of recommended pronunciations of names of major league baseball players. Prof. Greet
notes the pronunciation of the name
Cereghino, New York Yankees pitcher, is
"suhr-eh-gee'-no," adding the "first syllable is pronounced like the word 'sir,'
rhyming with 'fur' and 'John Derr'."
Ex- K RCA (TV) Commentator
Sues NBC-TV for $3 Million
TWO suits, seeking a total of $3 million from
NBC-TV, were filed in Los Angeles Federal
District and Superior courts by George Todt,
former KRCA (TV) Hollywood news commentator.
Mr. Todt, whose program was terminated
by the NBC o&o station, charged that his
discharge was the result of a statement on his
Sept. 5, 1954 telecast that, "The United Nations charter was inspired, in part, by the traitor
Alger Hiss and should not have supremacy
over the Constitution of the United States."
The "eastern management" of NBC-TV discharged him on the following day and as a
result, his contract with the advertising agency
handling the account was terminated, he contends.
The commentator is seeking $600,000 in the
federal suit and $2.4 million in the Superior
Court suit. He charges that the material for
the Sept. 5 telecast was submitted to and approved by KRCA personnel before the program.
CBS

Adds

Two

Canadian

Telecasting

Leaves

DuMont;

Koblenzek Succeeds
GERRY MARTIN, director of sales, DuMont
Television Network, has resigned effective July
17, it was announced last week. He has been
director of sales since July 1953. His future
plans have not yet been announced.
Mr. Martin's duties will be assumed by William Koblenzek, manager of network sales.
Prior to his DuMont association Mr. Martin
was at Lennen & Newell, as vice president
and executive contact on the P. Lorillard account. He previously had been with Duane
Jones Co. as vice president in charge of radio-tv
and William Esty Co. as business manager of
the radio department, radio producer and finally
assistant director in the tv department.
Before entering the agency field Mr. Martin
was with NBC on the promotion and publicity
staff as manager of guest relations and successively on the local, spot and network sales staffs.
#Four-Poster# for 'Showcase'
PLAN to present "Four-Poster" in a 90-minute
version of the original Broadway play on NBCTV's Producers Showcase July 25 has been
announced. Telecast will star Jessica Tandy and
Hume Cronyn, who also played the lead roles
on stage. Mr. Cronyn will stage and produce.
NETWORK SHORTS
Keystone Broadcasting System has added eight
new affiliates bringing total to 849: KWMA
Holbrook, Ariz.; WMEN Tallahassee, Fla.;
WAAG Adel, Ga.; WFIW Fairfield, 111.; KMRC
Morgan City, La.; KBTK Missoula, Mont.;
KVIN Vinita, Okla.; WAKN Aiken, S. C.

Tvs

SIGNING

of CJON-TV St. John's, Newfoundland, and CKVR-TV Barrie, Ont., as
secondary affiliates of CBS-TV, was announced
last week by Herbert V. Akerberg, network's
vice president in charge of station relations.
The affiliations become effective Aug. 1 and
Sept. 15, respectively.
CJON-TV, ch. 2 outlet, and CKVR-TV, on
ch. 3, are both represented by Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto. Commercial
manager of CBC is Walter Powell.
NBC Names Bengtson
APPOINTMENT of C. Allan Bengtson as station contact representative for NBC was announced last week by Donald J. Mercer, director of station relations for the network. Mr.
Bengtson moves to his new assignment from
the New York State Electric & Gas Corp.,
Binghamton, N. Y., where he has been executive assistant to the vice president in charge of
advertising, sales promotion and publicity! He
was formerly general manager of WINR Binghamton. NBC affiliate there.
NBC Switches Mueller
NBC news correspondent Merrill (Red) Muellerwas appointed last week as Mediterranean director of NBC news with headquarters in
Rome. He replaces Jack Begon and assumes
responsibility over a territory that includes
Italy, Austria, Yugoslavia, Greece, Turkey,
Israel, Spain, Portugal and part of Africa.

Broadcasting
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AWARDS

INTERNATIONAL
East Canada

Broadcasters

Seek Lift of Liquor Ad Ban
CANADIAN broadcasters of the four Atlantic
coast provinces at their mid-June annual convention [B«T, July 4] decided to approach their
local provincial governments to review liquor
legislation. No advertising of beer, wine or
liquor is now allowed in these provinces.
The Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters also
backed the stand of the Canadian Assn. of
Radio & Television Broadcasters for a change
in government policy to allow competitive television in major Canadian markets [B«T, July
27].
Film Footage Tax Replaces
10% Sales Tax on Production
CANADIAN advertisers using film commercials on Canadian tv stations will be able to
buy more films with the same budgets as a
result of a tax revision made by the Canadian
government on production of commercial films,
both 16mm and 35mm. Where formerly the
10% Canadian sales tax was charged on the
production costs of a film, under the revision,
which went into effect July 1, a straight 9Vz
cent footage tax is charged. Thus on a 1,000
ft. film the tax is now $9.50, irrespective of
cost of production. The 10% sales tax will
still apply on the cost of additional prints.
Effect of the tax revision will mean more
Canadian film production, which previously had
been done in the U. S.
Schwerin Tv Testing System
To Be Established in England
THE TV program and commercial testing system used by the Schwerin Research Corp., New
York, will be extended to England, where commercial tvwill get underway in the fall, Horace
Schwerin, president, announced last week. Mr.
Schwerin said the firm's British service will be
headed by Eric Boden, who has had 20 years
experience in broadcasting in England, Ireland,
and the U. S.
Temporary offices for Schwerin in London
are at 1 Old Burlington St., London W. 1. The
company will relocate at Television House
when it is completed, Mr. Schwerin said.
Work has already begun on the training of a
staff and on the first test sessions, Mr. Schwerin
reported. The research executive expects to
visit England in July to meet with advertisers
and agencies.
The general testing pattern in England will
be the same as the U. S. and Canada.

Thomson Transfers Stations
CHANGE in ownership of three Northern
Broadcasting Co. stations has been approved
by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. at its
board meeting in Ottawa on June 24. The stations, CKGB Timmins, CFCH North Bay and
CJKL Kirkland Lake, all owned by Roy H.
Thomson, Toronto, have been turned over to
his three children, one station to each. New
owners are: CJKL, Mrs. Irma Jacqueline Elliott; CKGB Timmins, Kenneth Thomson,
president of the Thomson Co., newspaper
chain, and CFCH North Bay, Mrs. Phyllis
Audrey Campbell.
INTERNATIONAL SHORTS
Radio Surtidora, Mexico City, Mex., has been
appointed exclusive Mexican distributor of hi-fi
components and packaged merchandise of Pilot
Radio Corp., Long Island City, N. Y.
Assn. Screen News Ltd., Toronto, is producing
series of films on Canadian Army activities to
be shown on Canadian tv stations this fall
under auspices of Canadian Dept. of National
Defense.
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
Wib A. Perry, radio director, Leo Burnett of
Canada Ltd., Toronto, to Robert Otto & Co.
(Canada) Ltd., Toronto, as vice president and
general manager, succeeding Gordon Ferris,
now president, Radio Representatives Ltd.,
Toronto.
Charles Jennings, program director, Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., appointed assistant controller of broadcasting, headquartering in
Ottawa.
Bob Lewis, CJON St. John's, Nfld., appointed
producer; Bill Jamieson, formerly with CJAD
Montreal, and James Regan, formerly with
CFAB Windsor, N. S., to CJON as announcers.
Color in Britain
BRITAIN reportedly will begin experimental broadcasts of color tv this fall.
Informed sources say the BBC will conduct live tests of still and action material
from its transmitters at Alexandria Place
north of London. Several systems ,are to
be tested. BBC hopes to begin regular
transmission of color tv in 1958.
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LESLIE F. MUTER (I), president of the
Muter Co., Chicago (radio-tv components manufacturer), is presented the
1955 RETMA Medal of Honor by Max
F. Balcom, director-consultant for Sylvania Electric Products Corp., New
York, and former chairman of the
RETMA board of directors. The award
was presented June 16 at the Industry
Banquet of the 31st annual RETMA
convention in Chicago [B«T June 20].
AWARD

SHORTS

John C. Mullins, president, KBTV (TV) Denver, presented distinguished service award for
outstanding service to United Cerebral Palsy
Foundation.
B. B. Bauer, vice president and research director, Shure Bros. Inc. (microphones, acoustic
devices), Chicago, presented first Professional
Group on Audio achievement award during
spring national convention of Institute of Radio
Engineers for outstanding contributions to audio
technology documented by papers in IRE publications.
WSTV-AM-TV Steubenville, Ohio, presented
award from Steubenville Junior Chamber of
Commerce for cooperation in promoting Jaycee
civic and social programs.
WLIB New York presented award from Urban
League of Greater New York for public service
to community.
Kenneth Aitken, president and general manager,
KTKR Taft, Calif., and Robert Bann, program
director, KWSO Wasco, Calif., honored by Kern
County (Calif.) Board of Trade for major conof county. tributions togrowth, progress and development
WNYC New York given citation June 26, 10th
anniversary of signing of United Nations Charter, by American Assn. for United Nations for
station's "meritorius service in advancing scope
and aims of United Nations, and serving as vital
link in promotion of international understandEleanor Hempel, hostess, KTTV (TV) Hollywood Little School House, presented award
from League of Crippled Children for contribution to youth, at -National Toy Show, L. A.,
last week.
WDRC Hartford, Conn., commended by Harting."
ford Civil Defense Organization for "very
valued help" during Operation Alert last month.
WBBM-TV Chicago awarded citation from Federal Civil Defense Administration for contributions to promotion of agency's identification tag
program. Broadcasting
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EDUCATION
EMERY

WILL

N. Y. STATE

HEAD
TV

STUDY

A STUDY of the value of educational tv, as
well as New York State's progress in the field,
got under w^ay last week for the State Education Commission in New York.
Impetus was given by the appointment of
Dr. Walter B. Emery, for the past three years
general consultant to the Joint Committee on
Educational Television at Washington, to head
the study. The commission also appointed an
11 -member advisory committee made up of
educators and headed by Dr. Kenneth A.
Bartlett, vice president and dean of public re| lations at Syracuse U., to assist Dr. Emery.
Dr. Emery, former professor of speech at
the U. of Oklahoma and Ohio State U. and onetime legal assistant to then FCC Chairman Paul
A. Walker, will serve for four months (starting
last Tuesday) for which he will receive $6,850.
After that period, he will report to the New
York Board of Regents his recommendations
as to any steps to be taken by the education
department in the tv field. ■ The advisory committee includes, among others, Drs. Arthur
Hungeford of the Metropolitan Educational
Television Assn., New York, and James F.
MacAndrew, director of broadcasting of the
New York City Board of Education.
College Publicists Discuss
Tv Impact on Education
TELEVISION'S impact on education in American universities was explored at the 39th annual meeting of the American College Public
Relations Assn. in Chicago a fortnight ago.
Over 800 administrators from leading schools
attended the June 29-July 2 meeting, to hear
talks on program techniques, audience reception, program costs and utilization of tv in
classrooms and for medical purposes.
Cost of film prints highlighted an audiovisual panel June 30. Also explored were
such problems as how tv can best serve college
public relations; opportunities of the relationship between colleges and commercial video
stations; training of school tv personnel and
program standards; use of commercial broadcast facilities; university attitude toward educational tv stations; faculty remuneration for
appearances on university television shows.
Norbert J. Hruby, tv supervisor, U. of Chicago,
and Richard L. Rider, tv supervisor, U. of
Illinois, were panelists.
Public Relations Committee of the National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, headed by
Jim Miles, director of U. of Purdue's WBAA
Lafayette, held an organization meeting June
28 before the convention.
Radio and tv techniques were explored June
30 by Garnet Garrison, tv director, U. of
Michigan; Romulo Soldevilla, assistant director
of radio-tv public relations, Northwestern U.,
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and Colby Lewis, production manager for
WTTW
station. (TV) Chicago, forthcoming educational
Television's relationship to medical education
was the subject of a July 1 panel including
Lynn D. Poole, public relations director, Johns
Hopkins U., Baltimore, and Jack McBride, director of KUON-TV Lincoln, U. of Nebraska
station.
A July 2 session was to be devoted to
"Who Pays for the Program?" with Merritt C.
Ludwig, assistant to the director, WOI-AM-TV
Ames, Iowa, recounting methods used by the
Iowa State College commercial tv outlet, and
Lyle M. Nelson, . assistant to the president,
Educational Television & Radio Center, Ann
Arbor, Mich. Second panel covered "Public
Relation Value of Educational Tv for Adults."
U. S. Educational

Tv to Get

Comprehensive Examination
A COMPREHENSIVE appraisal of the status
of educational television in the U. S. will be
undertaken during the 1955-56 academic year
by the Educational Television & Radio Center
at Ann Arbor, Mich.
Announcement of the study was made by
H. K. Newburn, president of the center, who
also made known the appointment of Richard
B. Hull as director of the project. Mr. Hull
will take a year's leave of absence from his post
as director of radio-tv for Iowa State College
(WOI-AM-FM-TV Ames) to head the study.
The detailed appraisal of educational tv is
being made possible by a grant from the Fund
for Adult Education, presented to the center's
executive committee at its meeting in New York
June 25.
The project will encompass the gathering of
first-hand information on the operations of all
educational tv stations now on the air and those
scheduled to begin broadcasting in the near
future. Mr. Hull also will meet with educational and civic authorities to evaluate the successes, failures and potentialities of tv as applied to education.
Children's Tv Programming
Improved, Natl. Group Finds
IMPROVEMENT in tv programming for children during the past year was termed "the
most impressive and encouraging in the history of television," according to the fifth annual report on Children's Radio & Tv Programs, released by the National Assn. for Better
Radio & Tv last week in Hollywood.
During the first week of May, chosen as a
test period by the NAFBRAT evaluation comvolume of253%,
"excellent"
and "good'-'
programsmittee, theincreased
the study
shows.
However, NAFBRAT warns that on seven
Los Angeles tv stations, there are still 28
hours of undesirable "crime" programming in
time periods specifically aimed at children and,
additionally, "26 hours of theatrical westerns
featuring crime and violence in action and
story theme" during the hours preceding 9 p.m.
But the report indicates that "The force of
[the crime shows'] influence is being dispelled
by two factors: (1) the steadily declining
audiences for crime shows, and (2) the availability of programs with positive values."
"Dismaying" was the term used by
NAFBRAT to describe radio programming
for children on the eight Los Angeles area
stations tested (KFI, KABC, KFWB, KNX,
KMPC and KHJ — no children's programs on
KFAC and KLAC). Commenting on this, the
report noted that in 1951 there had been 13V4
hours rated "excellent" by NAFBRAT. Currently, there are only three such hours of

programming, the 1955 survey shows.
The organization also condemned the growth
of the "hard pitch" tv commercial aimed specifically at children.
The NAFBRAT evaluation committee, made
up of individuals and representatives of civic,
religious and educational groups, used programjudging standards based on recommendations
of the U. S. Office of Education and the Science Research " Assn. booklet — "Your Children
and Radio, Tv, Comics and Movies."
EDUCATION SHORTS
Butler U., School of Religion, Indianapolis,
Ind., conducted religious broadcasting workshop
for 34 ministers and lay leaders June 13-July
1, sponsored by graduate theological seminary
and directed by Dr. Alfred R. Edyvean, head
of Speech, Radio & Drama Dept. After oneweek emphasis in radio, two-week tv workshop
was staged with WFBM-TV Indianapolis.
U. of Miami, radio-tv-film dept., Coral Gables,
Fla., will conduct film production institute July
11-31 with personnel from Reela Films, subsidiary of WTVJ (TV) Miami, instructing.
U. of Pittsburgh is conducting summer tv classes
in production methods in conjunction with
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh. Warran Dana, KDKATV director, and William S. Tacey, university
radio-tv director, are coordinators.
David H. Leonard, junior student, Iowa State
College tv lab, awarded annual $500 Joseph J.
Weed Broadcasting Scholarship as ISC undergraduate showing most promise of success in
future radio-tv career; Reba A. Patterson, ISC
graduate student, awarded $1,000 scholarship
of WOI-TV Ames, Iowa State outlet, and Alfred
I. duPont.

Most of the folks who
listen to WMT
have assets tied up
in cash.
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FOR

& PROMOTION
and theatre passes donated by the Paramount
awarded for the best entries. A display in the
theatre lobby promoted the film series and
featured some of the drawings submitted by the
more than 300 entrants.

WOAI PROMOTES 'MONITOR'
PROMPTED by queries of listeners and advertisers concerning Monitor, NBC Radio's new
weekend programming concept, WOAT San Antonio, the network's affiliate there, has distributed mimeographed forms describing the
program. Monitor, the form says, is "designed
to bring listeners into instantaneous touch with
everything important, interesting or entertaining,
anywhere in the world, will be heard on WOAI
radio throughout every Saturday and Sunday
during regular broadcast hours with occasional
breaks for locally sponsored programs." The
services and type of entertainment provided by
the program are described. A section explaining the typical structure of a Monitor segment
also is included. "Because Monitor is a new
form," the sheet concludes, "it will use material
in a way it has never been used before. The
content will determine the form instead of
having the form determine the content."

WRUM IKE 'EXCLUSIVE'
WRUM Rumford, Me., claims an exclusive for
its remote coverage of President Eisenhower's
visit to the Rangeley Lakes resort region during
his trip to New England. A last minute change
on the President's schedule to include the stop
was made after the Rangeley publicity bureau
requested him to accept a baby deer on behalf
of Washington, D. C, children from the Rangeley children to help promote the centennial
celebration of the region. When WRUM received word of the stop, Mel Stone, president,
and Edward Tremblay, chief engineer, hurried
to the scene and aired -a remote of the Presidents informal remarks and the gift presentation. WRUM also originated other special
broadcasts
Parmacheneeduring
Lake. Ike's fishing visit to nearby

WBS SCORE 'ENTHUSIASTIC
THE SCORE on World Broadcasting System's
"Big Little Man" radio promotion stands at
"enthusiastic response" from broadcasters and
an addition of 54 stations to World's membership, Pierre Weis, World general manager, said
last week. Mr. Weis said more than 1,000 stations already had enrolled with World. The
radio promotion, which will materialize in the
fall, is being talked about "as the biggest thing
done for radio in the past 10 years," he said.
PRETTIEST RADIO COVERAGE
COLORFUL statistic brochure has been distributed to advertisers and agencies by WHO
Des Moines, Iowa. Titled "Data on America's
Prettiest Radio Coverage From WHO," the
booklet lists extensive county and city market
statistical analyses for both Iowa and outside
Iowa areas. Included are color maps showing
density of listening by counties in both daytime
and nighttime, based on the 1952 Standard
Audience Measurement Report projected against
consumer market estimates for the Ian. 1, 1954,
population. WHO claims 648,320 daytime and
623,940 nighttime families with the nighttime
audience of at least 10% regular listeners reaching as far west as Montana, Wyoming and
Colorado.

AF ACADEMY DEDICATION
TV COVERAGE of the dedication ceremonies
for the new Air Force Academy is scheduled
to be originated today (7-7:30 p.m. EDT) by
KLZ-TV Denver for CBS-TV. The telecast is
being staged from Lowry Air Force Base near
Denver, temporary site of the school. The
academy's permanent home is now under construction atColorado Springs. The show, narrated by Walter Cronkite, is featuring the
administration of oath to the first 300-man
class of Air Force Cadets. Participating in
the event is Harold Talbot, Secretary of the
Air Force, as well as the Air Force Band and
honor color guard units from West Point and
Annapolis.
WHLI MARKET BROCHURE
MARKET BROCHURE compiled by the research department of WHLI Hempstead, L. I.,
N. Y., has been released by the station. Information deals with the WHLI listening area
which includes Nassau County and portions of
Suffolk. Queens and Kings counties. The study
also contains audience survey statistics made by
Pulse Inc.
'CAUGHT IN THE ACT'
EXCERPTS from "Caught in the Act," original
amateur musical revue staged by the San Diego
Community Players, were presented by KFMBTV there during the run of the musical at the
Old Globe Theatre. Four sketches of the revue were inserted into the Smokey Rogers

FROM OUTER SPACE
TIE-IN contest with the science-fiction feature
film, "This
Island
Earth," and
playing
the series,
Paramount Theatre
in Denver
the tvatfilm
Science Fiction Theatre, was staged by KBTV
(TV) there. Viewers were asked to draw a
"creature from outer space" with a cash prize
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ACTIONS

OF

FCC

Existing Tv Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KFSD-TV San Diego, Calif.— KFSD Inc. granted
change of ERP to 214 kw visual, 107 kw aural,
with directional antenna system. Antenna height
above average
750 ft. Granted July 1.
Announced
July terrain
6.
WREC-TV Memphis, Tenn.— Granted mod. of
cp to nates
make
in antenna,
coordi(not a changes
move); ERP
100 kw correct
visual and
60.3
kw
aural.
Antenna
1,000
ft.
Action
of
June
27;
announced July 6.
APPLICATIONS
KOPO-TV Tucson, Ariz.— Seeks mod. of cp to
change ERP to 29.87 kw visual and 14.935 kw
aural and make antenna changes. Antenna
height6. above average terrain 99.75 ft. Filed
July
WCOC-TV Meridian, Miss.— Seeks mod. of cp
to change station location from Meridian to
Pachuta,mitterMiss.,
from location
ch. 30 to from
ch. 7, Meridian
change transand studio
and
near Meridian to near Pachuta, ERP to 218 kw
visual and 109.6 kw aural, make antenna and
other equipment changes. Antenna height above
average terrain 537 ft. Filed July 5.
KDLO-TV Florence, S. D.— Amends application
to change studio location to 0.5 miles north of
Garden City, S. D. (same as trans, location) and
requestsFiled
waiver
rules.
July of
6. sec. 3.613 of Commission^
WTVW (TV) Milwaukee, Wis.— Seeks mod. of
cp to change studio location from 6600 W. Capitol
Dr., Wauwatosa,
Wis.,antenna
to "To changes.
Be Determined,"
Milwaukee,
and make
Antenna
height above average terrain 999 ft. Filed July 6.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
KMMT (TV) Austin. Minn.— Application for assignment of cp to Black Hawk Bcstg. Co. disDismissedmissed at request
July 5. of attorney in letter of 6-29-55.
New

Am

Stations . . .

ACTION BY FCC
St. Albans, W. Va. — Raymond I. Kandel granted
cp for new am station on 1300 kc, 1 kw day.
Granted June 29. Announced June 30.
APPLICATIONS
Indialantic, Melbourne, Fla. — Melbourne On
The Air Inc., 1050 kc, 500 w day. Post office address Box 36, Melbourne. Estimated construction cost $33,612, first year operating cost $73,830,
revenue $75,830. Principals are Pres. Richard M.
Fairbanks (50%), 51% owner WIBC Indianapolis.
Ind.. and Sec.-Treas. Rudi Oudshoff (50%),
realtor. Filed July 6.
Amite, La. — Amite Bcstg. Co. amends its application for cp to operate on 1010 kc, 250 w day
to change name of applicant to Louis Alford,
Phillip D. Brady, and Albert Mack Smith d/b as
Amite Bcstg. Co. Filed July 6.
Brookfield, Mo. — Green Hills Bcstg. Co. amends
cp for new standard station to be operated on
1470 kc, 1 kw day with directional antenna to
specify 500 w. Filed June 30.
Y. — Clinton
Bcstg.
d/bChateaugay,
as FranklinN. County
Bcstg.County
Co., 1050
kc, Corp.
1 kw
day. Post office address 301-03 Cornelia St..
Plattsburgh, N. Y. Estimated construction cost
$23,894, first year operating cost $40,000, revenue
$45,000. Clinton County Bcstg. Corp. is licensee
WIRY Plattsburgh and has filed for standard stationpalsat hold
Lakeminority
Placid, interests
N. Y. Some
Clinton
in WIRI
(TV)princiLake
Placid (Pittsburgh
terests. Filed July 6.) and have wired-music inLake Placid, N. Y.— Clinton County Bcstg.
Corp. d/b as Essex County Bcstg. Co., 1270 kc,
1Plattsburgh,
kw day. Post
address 301-03
Cornelia cost
St..
N. office
Y. Estimated
construction
$25,594, first vear operating cost $35,000, revenue
$40. COO. Clinton County Bcstg. Corp. is licensee
WIRY Plattsburgh and has filed for standard station
Chateaugay,
N. Y. Some
Clinton
palsathold
minority interests
in WIRI
(TV)princiLake
Placid (Plattsburgh)
and
have
wired-music
interests. Filed July 6.
Abilene, Tex. — Edwin E. Merriman, Robert W.
Tobey and Hugh S. Thomas d/b as Marathon
Bcstg. Co.. 1280 kc, 1 kw day. Post office address
3008 26th
St., Lubbock,
Tex.operating
Estimatedcostconstruction cost 9533.256,
first vear
$39,000.
revenue
$50,000.
Principals
controls KOTS
Deming,
N. M. own
Filed firm
July which
6.
Arlington, Tex.— Radio Center Inc., 730 kc, 250
w day. Post office address 102 North Center,
Arlington. Estimated construction cost $25,570,
first year operating
Principals
are: Pres. cost
Velma$60,000,
Boycerevenue
Collins $72,000.
(89%),
stockholder KCNC Fort Worth, Tex. (if present
application is granted, KCNC holdings will be
sold),
less Pres.-Treas.
than 1% ofDanWFAA-AM-TV
Dallas, owner
Tex.; Vice
Gould (10%),
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Station

Authorizations,

Applications

(As Compiled by B *T)
June 30 through July 6
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
CP — construction permit. DA — directional an- megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter,
tenna. ERP — effective radiated power. STL —
studio-transmitter link, synch, amp. — synchrounl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SSA —
nous amplifier, vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural,
vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc —
FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
As of May 31, AM1955 * FM
18
15
Licensed (all on air)
52212
CPs on air
2,711
103
CPs not on air
Total on air
540
2,726
Total authorized
552
121
2
2,829
Applications in hearing
217
4
New station requests
66
0
New station bids in hearing 149
787
Facilities change requests
Total applications pending 8070
2
Licenses deleted in May
0
0
CPs deleted in May

TV
134
124
t320
454
578
174
16
11936
2090
4

* Does not include noncommercial educational
fm and tv stations.
f Authorized
to operate
tion may not yet
be on air.commercially, but sta•
• *
Am and Fm Summary Through July 6
Appls.
In
On
Pend- HearAir
Licensed
CPs
lng ing
Am
2,731 2,718 123
251 81
Fm
540 527 26
9
0
realtor, and Sec. Sam Passman (1%), attorney.
Filed June 30.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Lawrenccville, 111. — Lawrenceville Bcstg. Co.
application for cp for new station to be operated
on 910 kc, 500 w day with directional antenna was
dismissed. Dismissed July 5.
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WSHE Sheboygan, Wis. — Granted mod. of cp
to change from 800 kc, 250 w day to 950 kc, 500
w day with directional antenna. Granted June
29. Announced June 30.
WTMC1 kwOcala,
Fla.— Granted
change on antenna
1290 ke
from
unlimited
with directional
at night to 5 kw LS, 1 kw night with directional
antenna. Granted June 29. Announced June 30.
Let's see, whatam I suppose' ta
do today? Haircut? Call Joe?
Oh, yah, I remember. The Broadcasting guy said send in your
reservation today for the
Telecasting Yearbook. I will.
It's a good buy. Everybody in
TV is in it.

Final Deadline:
Sroadcasting

July 25

• Telecasting

Television Station Grants and Applications
Since April 14, 1952
Grants Since July 7 7, 7952:
vhf
uhf Total
Commercial
288
322 6101
Noncom. Educational
17
18
35
Total Operating Stations in U. S.:
vhf
uhf Total
Commercial on air
313
102 415
Noncom. Educ. on air
10
328
13
Applications Filed Since April 3014, 7952:
58 Amend, vhf uhf Total
New
Commercial
950
337
746 540 1,2872
Noncom. Educ.
337
Total
776 568 1,345*
1,008
1 144 CPs (30 vhf, 114 uhf) have been deleted.
2 One applicant did not specify channel.
3 Includes 35 already granted.
4 Includes 645 already granted.
APPLICATION
KXLA Pasadena, Calif. — Seeks cp to make
changes in night directional antenna system on
1110 kc. Filed June 30.
WFBF Fernandina Beach, Fla. — Seeks mod. of
cp for
in antenna-trans,
to 8th
and
Dadechange
Sts., Fernandina
Beach; location
make changes
in antenna (decrease in height). Filed July 6.
WNER Live Oak, Fla. — Seeks cp to change frequency from 1390 kc to 1250 kc and make changes
in antenna system. Filed July 5.
KOAT Albuquerque, N. M. — Seeks mod. of cp
to change from 860 kc to 920 kc and make changes
in directional antenna system. Filed July 6.
WHLP Centerville, Tenn. — Seeks mod. of cp to
change antenna trans, location to 1.6 miles SSE
of Centerville on New State Hwy. 50, Centerville
(1570 kc). Filed July 6.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
WATZ Alpena, WATT Cadillac, WATC Gaylord,
WTOM Traverse City, WMBN Petoskey, all Mich.
— Voluntary acquisition of positive control of
Midwestern
Bcstg.of Co.
by Les Dismissed
BiedermanJulydis-5.
missed at request
attorney.
WRIO Rio Pierdras, P. R. — Cp to change frequency from 1320 kc to 850 kc and decrease
nighttime power from 1 kw to 500 w was dismissed at applicant's request. Dismissed June 30.
New

Ownership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KBBA Benton, Ark.— W. Richard Tuck Jr., C.
Lavelle Langlcy, James B. Branch Jr. and Roy
M. Fish d/b as Benton Bcstg. Service granted
assignment of license to Messrs. Langley, Branch
and Fish under same firm name with Mr. Tuck
selling his interest to Mr. Langley for $7,000.
Action June 28; announced July 6.
KSJO-AM-FM San Jose, Calif.— Santa Clara
Bcstg. censeCo.
voluntary
lito solegranted
stockholder
Patrickassignment
H. Peabody.of No
consideration as action is dissolution of corporate
entity only. Action June 30. Announced July 6.
WDVH Gainesville, Fla.; WMGR Bainbridge,
Ga. — Thomas R. Hanssen, John A. Dowdy, Charles
W. Dowdy & Winnie S. Vaughn d/b as The
Decatur Bcstg. Co. granted voluntary assignment
to Thomas
R. Hanssen,
John A.Bcstg.
DowdyCo.andthrough
Winnie S. Vaughn
d/b as Decatur
purchase of 25% interest of Charles W. Dowdy
for $30,000. Remaining partners will now each
own Vs. Action of June 28; announced July 6.
WSIRrence A.Winter
— TomHenry
Moore,
LawRollins, Haven,
L. OrdenFla.Craig,
L. Jollay
& Nellie H. Fowler d/b as Radio Station WSIR
granted voluntary assignment from partnership
to corporation Hundred Lakes Bcstg. Corp. with
partners
retaining
interest. Action June
28;
announced
July identical
6.
WLLY Richmond, Va. — Louis Adelman granted
assignment
to corporation
tion of June of28;cpannounced
July 6.WLLY Inc. AcAPPLICATION
WOBS-AM-TV Jacksonville, Fla. — Southern
Radio & Equipment Co. seeks transfer of control to Carmen Macri for $90,000. Mr. Macri is
director WLBS Birmingham, Ala., 40% owner
WABR Winter Park, Fla., 2.5% owner WMIE
Miami July
and 6.applicant for am station, Palatka, Fla.
Filed
WWPG-AM-FM Palm Beach, Fla.— Palm Beach
Bcstg. Co. seeks transfer of control to Palm
Beach Radio Inc. for $185,000. E. D. Rivers Sr.,
pres. Sun Coast Bcstg. Corp. (WMIE Miami, Fla.)
is 97% owner of Palm Beach Radio and is majority stockholder of WOBS-AM-TV JacksonFla., for which
tionville,is pending.
Filedtransfer
July 6.of control applicaWWKO Ashland, Ky.— States Bcstg. Co. seeks
assignment of license to Connie B. Gay for
$102,000. Mr. Gay has application pending for
purchase of WWW and control of WJPB (TV)
58s

HOTEL
NewWetion
MADISON

AT 50TH

English Lounge
Meeting place
of show business

Fm

Stations
ACTION BY FCC
Hillsdale, Mich. — Baw Beese Broadcasters Inc.
granted cp for new Class A station on ch. 280
(103.9 mc) with ERP 1 kw and antenna 170 ft.
Granted June 29. Announced June 30.
Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WKMH-FM Dearborn, Mich. — Granted change
of ERP to 7.8 kw and antenna height above average terrain to 190 ft. from present 7 kw and 221
ft. Action June 28; announced July 6.
WJOI-FM Florence, Ala. — No renewal filed.
Deleted July 5.
WLET-FM Toccoa, Ga. — Seeks cp to change
ERP to .73 kw. Filed July 6.
WAJC (FM) Indianapolis, Ind. — Butler U. seeks
cp
to change
from station
non-commercial
to fm
commercial
and change educational
frequency
to 104.5 mc (ch. 283); ERP 8.5 kw. Filed July 5.
WNOW-FM York, Pa. — Seeks cp to change
ERP to 1.2 kw. Antenna height above average
terrain 463 ft. Filed July 6.

MADISON AT 52ND
Barberry Room
Where the celebrities
go after theatre
*K\ott"
July 11, 1955
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Fairmont, W. Va. Mr. Gay is WARL Arlington,
Va., disc jockey and is pres. of Town & Country
Time enterprises, producer of American folk
music films distributed by RCA. Filed July 6.
WKLO-AM-TV
Mid-America
Bcstg.
Co. seeks Louisville,
transfer of Ky.—
control
to Great
Trails Bcstg. Corp. for $350,000. Great Trails is
licensee WING Dayton, Ohio. Principals also
control WCOL Columbus, Ohio under another
firm name and have interest in WIZE Springfield, Ohio. Filed July 5.
KRMS Eldon, Mo. — Robert M. Smith and Virginia L. Smith d/b as Central Missouri Bcstg. Co.
seek assignment of license to Lawrence Broadcasters Inc. Principals include Pres. A. P.
D'Ambra
(17.6%),
Treas.andE. Sec.
F. Abels
H.
M. Booth
(14.7%),
Arden (14.7%),
Booth
(8.8%). Filed July 6.
WHED
Washington,
N.
C—
R.
R.
Knowles,
Dorothy Knowles, W. W. Moore, and Mary L. Moore
d/b asmentPamlico
Bcstg.
Co.
seek
voluntary
assignof 11 shares held by Mr. and Mrs. Knowles
of 23 total outstanding shares to Pamlico Bcstg.
Co. No consideration is involved. Filed July 5.
WHVR Hanover, Pa. — H. Vernon Ferster, John
D. Bare, and Philip A. Rohrbaugh d/b as Radio
Hanover Inc. seek transfer of control to Mr. Bare
who is buying
Ferster's
10.37%50.5%
interest
for
$10,000.
Mr. BareMr. will
then own
interest.
Filed July 5.
WLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa. — Seeks transfer of control from Lebanon Bcstg. Co., et al., to Triangle
Publications Inc. for $115,000. Triangle owns
WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, 50% WHGB Harrisburg,
Pa.,June
and 30.WNBF-AM-TV Binghamton,
N.
Y. Filed
WD3G-AM-FM Philadelphia, Pa.— Seaboard Radio Bcstg. Corp. seeks transfer of control to
WPFH Bcstg. Co. with majority principals of
both same. Principals own or control WDELWPFH (TV) Wilmington, Del., WALL Middletown, N. Y., WAEB Allentown, Pa., and have
wired-music interests. Filed July 5.
APPLICATION RETURNED
KAUSment of license
Austin,andMinn.
assigncp —to Application
Black Hawk for
Bcstg.
Co.
dismissed at request of attorney; dismissed July 6.
Hearing

Cases . . .
INITIAL DECISION
Ch. 11 Pittsburgh, Pa. — Examiner Charles J.
Frederick issued decision looking toward grant
of WWSW Inc. application for new tv station on
ch. 11 Pittsburgh and dismissal of competing
Pittsburgh Radio Supply House Inc. application;
further ordered grant to WWSW Inc. is made
without prejudice to any action Commission may
take with respect to any future application to
effectuate June 2 agreement entered into among
these applicants. Announced July 1.
OTHER ACTIONS
Othello,
Wash.
— Othello
Co. 250
designated
for hearing for new
am onBcstg.
1050 kc,
w day,
in consolidated proceeding with applications of
Umatilla Bcstg. Enterprises and John Truhan,
both Pendleton, Ore. Announced June 30.
Toll-Tv replies — Commission extended from
July 11mentstore subscription
Sept. 9 timetv forrulefiling
replies
commaking
on to
petition
of Joint Committee on Toll Tv filed June 21 and
supported by ABC, CBS, NARTB, International
Telemeter Corp., Zenith Radio Corp., TECO Inc.,
Skiatron Tv Inc. and Skiatron Electronics &
Tv Corp. Action June 29; announced June 30.
Functional music — Commission, by memorandum opinion and order, denied certain requests
for reconsideration, modification or waiver of
fm functional music rules which are scheduled
to become effective July 1. Filings were by
WFMF (FM) Chicago, WPEN-FM Philadelphia,
WEAW-FM Evanston, 111., and WMMW-FM Meriden, Conn. Action June 29. Announced June 30.
Fm rule making — By order, Commission

Pacific

amended Revised Tentative Allocation Plan for
Class B Fm Stations, effective immediately, to
delete ch. 247 from Greensboro, N. C, and add
that channel to Leaksville, N. C, and delete ch.
250 from Danville, Va. Commission proposed
rule making to amend the rules to add ch. 234
to Mayfield, Ky., to facilitate grant to West
Kentucky Bcstg. Co., which has application
pending for ch. 234 there. Comments will be received by July 29. Announced June 30.
WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn.— By order of
June 29, Commission, on petition by Broadcast
Bureau, continued without date oral argument
scheduled for July 7 on application of New
Britain Bcstg. Co. for mod. of cp for WKNB-TV
and for transfer of control from Julian Gross, et
al., to NBC. Announced June 30.
KXLA Pasadena, Calif. — Commission, by order
of June 29 on motion by Pacific Coast Bcstg. Co.,
continued without date oral argument scheduled
for July 12 on application of Pacific for mod. of
license and
nounced Junere30. show cause proceeding. AnWCLE Cleveland, Term. — By order of June 29,
Commission on own motion, ordered oral argument scheduled for July 7 re application of
Southeastern Enterprises for cp for WCLE be
postponed to July 12. Announced June 30.
Clarksburg, W. Va. — Economic protest, ch. 12.
By order, FCC stayed grant of July 2, 1954, to
Ohio Valley Bcstg. Corp. for permit for new tv
station on ch. 12, pending hearing on application.
Action is pursuant to decision of U. S. Court of
Appeals
for D.
C. which
reversed FCC's
denialto
of economic
protest
by Clarksburg
Pub. Co.
said grant and which remanded proceeding to
the Commission. Order July 6.
NARBA Notifications . . .
FCC has issued the following changes, proposed
changes and corrections in the assignments of
foreign broadcast stations following notification
by the respective countries pursuant to provisions of the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement. Listing includes call letters,
location,
hours of date.
operation, class of
station andpower,
commencement
Mexico
Change List No. 180, June 6, 1955
710 kc
XEON
Tuxtla
Gutierrez,
Chiapas — 2 kw day,
9-6-55.
1 kw night, unlimited. Class II. Increase power.
910 kc
XEMW Monclova, Coahuila — 500 w day. Class
III. Change to 970 kc. 6-6-55.
940 kc
XEWV Mexican, Baja California — 1 kw day.
Class II. Commenced operation. 3-7-55
970 kc
XEMW Monclova, Coahuila — 150 w unlimited.
6-Class
6-55. IV. Decrease power; previously 910 kc.
1200 kc
XELC La Piedad, Michoacan — 5 kw day. Class
II.
Change time of operation; previously 1600 kc.
7- 6-55.
1250 kc
XESJ Saltillo, Coahuila — 1 kw day. 500 w night.
Class III-B. Increase power. 9-6-55.
1260 kc
XEII Ciudad Valles, San Luis Potosi — 1 kw day.
Class III. Chance in location and increase power,
previously in Ciudad del Maiz, S. L. P. 12-6-55.
1340 kc
XESL San Luis Potosi, San Luis Potosi — 500 w
9-6-55.
day, 250 w night. Class IV. Increase power.
1380 kc
XERK Tepic, Nayarit — 1 kw day, 500 w night.

Northwest

Fulltime
Independent
mo.
OOO. OO
Excellent small market in need of resident ownership.
Metropolitan retail sales excess twenty-five million per year.
Presently grossing $80,000.00 per year. Can make ownermanager $20,000.00 per year. Can be purchased for $20,000.00
down.
Appraisals
• Negotiations
• Financing
BLACKBURN - HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
William T. Stubblefleld
Clifford Marshall
Phil Jackson
Washington Bldg.
Tribune Tower
111 Sutter St.
Sterling 3-4341-2
Delaware 7-2755-6
Exbrook 2-5671-2
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Class III-B. Increase 1400
power.
kc 9-6-55.
XEYJ Nueva Rosita, Coahuila— 500 w day, 150
operation. 5-1-55.
w night. Class IV. Commenced
1600 kc
XELC La Piedad, Michoacan— 5 kw day, 1 kw
night. Class III-A. Changed to 1200 kc. 7-6-55.
Dominican Republic
Corrections to Change List No. 16, March 15, 1955
1440 kc
HI5K Ciudad Trujillo— 250 w unlimited. Class
IV. 16.
Shown in error as 1400 kc in Change List
No.
1490 kc
HI2A Pimentel — 40 w unlimited. Class IV.
Shown in error as 400 w in Change List No. 16.
Routine

Roundup

. . .

June 30 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. John C. Doerfer
Broadcast Bureau— Granted petition for extension of time to and including July 5 within which
comments or replies may be filed to joint petition
for partial reconsideration filed June 15 by
Sparton Bcstg. Co. and Inland Bcstg. Co., in re
application
Flint,
Mich. of WJR, The Goodwill Station Inc.,
KOB Albuquerque, N. M.— Granted petition for
extension of time to and including July 15 within
which replies may be filed to petition for rehearing, etc., filed by Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.; motion for leave to intervene and for enlargement
of issues filed by The Baptist General Convention
of Texas, and all other motions to change or enlarge issues in re applications of KOB.
American Bcstg. Co.— Granted petition of ABC
as party intervenor in proceeding re applications
of KOB for an extension of time to July 5 within
which
(Action replies
taken may
6/24.)be filed to petition of KWBU.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham
WAGC Chattanooga, Tenn., Tennessee Valley
Bcstg. Co., Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., E. Weaks McKinney-Smith, Paducah. Ky. — Granted petition
of
WAGC to dismiss without prejudice its application.
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for an extension of time from June 30 to July 12 within
which all parties to proceeding re application to
transfer control of WROW-AM-TV Albany, N. Y.,
will submit proposed findings.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Anthony Wayne Television Corp., Toledo,
Ohio. — Granted petition for leave to amend its
application for ch. 11 to show election of another
individual as a director due to death of one of
its directors.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
KNAC-TV Fort Smith, Ark.— Granted petition
for leave to amend application to extend expiration date of contract between American Television Co. and Southwestern Pub. Co., from July
1 to Jan. 1, 1956.
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
By memorandum opinion and order, continued
from July
Oct. 17 the hearing
tions of KOB6 toAlbuquerque,
N. M. in re applicaJune 30 Applications
ACCEPTED
FILING
License FOR
for Cp
WMLT Dublin, Ga. — License to cover cp which
authorized change frequency, increase power,
change tenna
hours
of operation,
make changes in ansystem (decrease
height).
WTAG Worcester, Mass. — License to cover cp
which tional
authorized
changes in nighttime direcantenna system.
KLOH Pipestone, Minn. — License to cover cp
which authorized new standard broadcast station.
Modification of Cp
WKVM San Juan, P. R. — Mod. of cp (as mod.
and reinstated, which authorized change frequency; increase power, change transmitter and
studioternlocations,
change directional
and other changes
in antenna antenna
system) patfor
extension of completion date.
WISE-TV Asheville, N. C— Mod. of cp (which
authorized new tv station) to extend completion
date to 12-29-55.Renewal of License
WMOR Morehead, Ky.; WOOD Grand Rapids,
Mich.; WHAK Rogers City, Mich., and WNAH
Nashville, Tenn.
Remote Control
KWAD Wadena, Minn.
July 5 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KCOB Newton, Iowa— Mod. of cp (which authorized
standard broadcast
station) for extension onewf completion
date.
WIPS Ticonderoga, N. Y.— Mod. of cp (as mod..
Broadcasting • Telecasting

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Soles St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE •

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Frank H. Mcintosh & Assocs.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE *

WELDON & CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington 6,Engineers
D. C.
Dallas, Texas
1001 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Member AFCCE *

CARDS

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

PAGE, CREUTZ,
GARRISON & WALDSCHMITT
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
710 14th St., N. W. Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE*

P. O. Box 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

3EO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
610 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
ixecutive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE •

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE *

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177
Member AFCCE *

J. G. ROUNTREE, JR.
4515 Prentice Street
EMerson 3266
Dallas 6, Texas

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Adams 4-6393

JOHN H. BATTISON
CONSULTING RADIO & TELEVISION
ENGINEER
technical advisory service for TV film and
production problems.
4515 Saul Rd., Kensington, Md.
Olympic 7-9593

JOHN

GUY

B. HEFFELFINGER

15 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-6113
Denver 22, Colorado

C. HUTCHESON

SERVICE

MB

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
MOBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
SERVICE FOR FM & TV
■ngineer tn iuiy all night every night
JACKSON 5302
O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Broadcasting

Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX 3-8073
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

* Member AFCCE

DIRECTORY

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Electronics enPractical Broadcast, TV, and
residence
gineering homeForstudy
courses. Write
Free Catalog, specify
course.

Telecasting

LYNNE

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 75,956* Readers
—among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
* 1953 ARB Projected Readership Survey
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FOR THE RECORD
Fairmont, W. Va. Mr. Gay is WARL Arlington,
Va., disc jockey and is pres. of Town & Country
Time enterprises, producer of American folk
music films distributed by RCA. Filed July 6.
WKLO-AM-TV Louisville, Ky.— Mid-America
Bcstg. Co. seeks transfer of control to Great
Trails Bcstg. Corp. for $350,000. Great Trails is
licensee WING Dayton, Ohio. Principals also
control WCOL Columbus, Ohio under another
firm name and have interest in WIZE Springfield, Ohio. Filed July 5.
KRMS Eldon, Mo.— Robert M. Smith and Virginia L. Smith d/b as Central Missouri Bcstg. Co.
seek assignment of license to Lawrence Broadcasters Inc. Principals include Pres. A. P.
D'Ambra
(17.6%),
Treas.andE. Sec.
F. Abels
H. M. Booth
(14.7%),
Arden (14.7%),
Booth
(8.8%). Filed July 6.
WHED Washington, N. C— R. R. Knowles, Dorothy Knowles, W. W. Moore, and Mary L. Moore
d/b as Pamlico Bcstg. Co. seek voluntary assignment of 11 shares held by Mr. and Mrs. Knowles
of 23 total outstanding shares to Pamlico Bcstg.
Co. No consideration is involved. Filed July 5.
WHVR Hanover, Pa. — H. Vernon Ferster, John
D. Bare, and Philip A. Rohrbaugh d/b as Radio
Hanover Inc. seek transfer of control to Mr. Bare
who
is buying
Ferster's
10.37%50.5%
interest
for
S10.000.
Mr. BareMr. will
then own
interest.
Filed July 5.
WLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa. — Seeks transfer of control from Lebanon Bcstg. Co., et al., to Triangle
Publications Inc. for $115,000. Triangle owns
WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, 50% WHGB Harrisburg,
Pa., June
and 30.WNBF-AM-TV Binghamton,
N. Y. Filed
WIBG-AM-FM Philadelphia, Pa.— Seaboard Radio Bcstg. Corp. seeks transfer of control to
WPFH Bcstg. Co. with majority principals of
both same. Principals own or control WDELWPFH N.(TV)
Del., WALL
town,
Y., Wilmington,
WAEB Allentown,
Pa., andMiddlehave
wired-music interests. Filed July 5.
APPLICATION RETURNED
KAUSment of license
Austin,andMinn.
assigncp —to Application
Black Hawk for
Bcstg.
Co.
dismissed at request of attorney; dismissed July 6.
Hearing

Cases . . .
INITIAL DECISION
Ch. 11 Pittsburgh,
Pa. — looking
Examinertoward
Charles
Frederick
issued decision
grantJ.
of WWSW Inc. application for new tv station on
ch. 11 Pittsburgh and dismissal of competing
Pittsburgh Radio Supply House Inc. application:
further ordered grant to WWSW Inc. is made
without prejudice to any action Commission may
take with respect to any future application to
effectuate June 2 agreement entered into among
these applicants. Announced July 1.
OTHER ACTIONS
Othello, Wash. — Othello Bcstg. Co. designated
for hearing for new am on 1050 kc, 250 w day,
in consolidated proceeding with applications of
Umatilla Bcstg. Enterprises and John Truhan,
both Pendleton, Ore. Announced June 30.
Toll-Tv replies — Commission extended from
July 11mentstore subscription
Sept. 9 timetvforrulefiling
replies
commaking
on topetition
of Joint Committee on Toll Tv filed June 21 and
supported by ABC, CBS, NARTB, International
Telemeter Corp., Zenith Radio Corp., TECO Inc.,
Skiatron Tv Inc. and Skiatron Electronics &
Tv Corp. Action June 29; announced June 30.
Functional music — Commission, by memorandum opinion and order, denied certain requests
for reconsideration, modification or waiver of
fm functional music rules which are scheduled
to become effective July 1. Filings were by
WFMF (FM) Chicago, WPEN-FM Philadelphia,
WEAW-FM
WMMW-FM JuneMeriden,
Conn. Evanston,
Action June111.,29.andAnnounced
30.
Fm rule making — By order, Commission

Pacific

amended Revised Tentative Allocation Plan for
Class B Fm Stations, effective immediately, to
delete ch. 247 from Greensboro, N. C, and add
that channel to Leaksville, N. C, and delete ch.
250 from Danville, Va. Commission proposed
rule making to amend the rules to add ch. 234
to Mayfield, Ky., to facilitate grant to West
Kentucky Bcstg. Co., which has application
pending for ch. 234 there. Comments will be received by July 29. Announced June 30.
WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn.— By order of
June 29, Commission, on petition by Broadcast
Bureau, continued without date oral argument
scheduled for July 7 on application of New
Britain Bcstg. Co. for mod. of cp for WKNB-TV
and for transfer of control from Julian Gross, et
al., to NBC. Announced June 30.
KXLA Pasadena, Calif. — Commission, by order
of June 29 on motion by Pacific Coast Bcstg. Co.,
continued without date oral argument scheduled
for July 12 on application of Pacific for mod. of
license and
nounced Junere30. show cause proceeding. AnWCLE Cleveland, Tenn. — By order of June 29,
Commission on own motion, ordered oral argument scheduled for July 7 re application of
Southeastern Enterprises for cp for WCLE be
postponed to July 12. Announced June 30.
Clarksburg, W. Va. — Economic protest, ch. 12.
By order, FCC stayed grant of July 2, 1954, to
Ohio Valley Bcstg. Corp. for permit for new tv
station on ch. 12, pending hearing on application.
Action is pursuant to decision of U. S. Court of
Appeals
for D.
C. which
reversed FCC's
denialto
of economic
protest
by Clarksburg
Pub. Co.
said grant and which remanded proceeding to
the Commission. Order July 6.
NARBA Notifications . . .
FCC has issued the following changes, proposed
changes and corrections in the assignments of
foreign broadcast stations following notification
by the respective countries pursuant to provisions of the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement. Listing includes call letters,
location,
hours of date.
operation, class of
station andpower,
commencement
Mexico
Change List No. 180, June 6, 1955
710 kc
XEON Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapas — 2 kw day,
9-6-55.
1 kw night, unlimited. Class H. Increase power.
910 kc
XEMW Monclova. Coahuila — 500 w day. Class
m. Change to 970 kc. 6-6-55.
940 kc
XEWV Mexicali, Baja California — 1 kw day.
Class II. Commenced operation. 3-7-55
970 kc
XEMW
Monclova,
Coahuila — 150 w unlimited.
6-Class
6-55. IV. Decrease power; previously 910 kc.
1200 kc
XELC La Piedad, Michoacan — 5 kw day. Class
H.
Change time of operation; previouslv 1600 kc.
7- 6-55.
1250 kc
XESJ Saltillo. Coahuila — 1 kw day, 500 w night.
Class III-B. Increase power. 9-6-55.
1260 kc
XEII Ciudad Valles, San Luis Potosi — 1 kw day.
Class III. Chance in location and -increase power,
previously in Ciudad del Maiz, S. L. P. 12-6-55.
1340 kc
XESL San Luis Potosi, San Luis Potosi — 500 w
9-6-55.
day, 250 w night. Class IV. Increase power.
1380 kc
XERK Tepic, Nayarit — 1 kw day, 500 w night.

Northwest

Fulltime
Independent
S 8 O.OOO. OO
Excellent small
Metropolitan retail
Presently grossing
manager $20,000.00
down.

market in need of resident ownership.
sales excess twenty-five million per year.
$80,000.00 per year. Can make ownerper year. Can be purchased for $20,000.00

Appraisals
• Negotiations
• Financing
BLACKBURN - HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
William T. Stubblefleld
Clifford Marshall
Phil Jackson
Washington Bldg.
Tribune Tower
111 Sutter St.
Sterling 3-4341-2
Delaware 7-2755-6
Exbrook 2-5671-2
Pag2 100

• July 11, 1955

Class III-B. Increase 1400
power.
kc 9-6-55.
XEYJ Nueva Rosita, Coahuila — 500 w day, 150
w night. Class IV. Commenced operation. 5-1-55.
1600 kc
XELC La Piedad, Michoacan — 5 kw day, 1 kw
night. Class III-A. Changed to 1200 kc. 7-6-55.
Dominican Republic
Corrections to Change List No. 16, March 15, 1955
1440 kc
HI5K Ciudad Trujillo— 250 w unlimited. Class
IV. 16.
Shown in error as 1400 kc in Change List
No.
1490 kc
HI2A Pimentel — 40 w unlimited. Class IV.
Shown in error as 400 w in Change List No. 16.
Routine

Roundup

. . .

June 30 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. John C. Doerfer
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time to and including July 5 within which
comments or replies may be filed to joint petition
for partial reconsideration filed June 15 by
Sparton Bcstg. Co. and Inland Bcstg. Co., in re
application
Flint,
Mich. of WJR, The Goodwill Station Inc.,
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted petition for
extension of time to and including July 15 within
which replies may be filed to petition for rehearing, etc., filed by Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.; motion for leave to intervene and for enlargement
of issues filed by The Baptist General Convention
of Texas, and all other motions to change or enlarge issues in re applications of KOB.
American Bcstg. Co. — Granted petition of ABC
as party intervenor in proceeding re applications
of KOB for an extension of time to July 5 within
which
(Action replies
taken may
6/24.)be filed to petition of KWBU.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham
WAGC Chattanooga, Tenn., Tennessee Valley
Bcstg. Co., Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., E. Weaks McKinney-Smith. Paducah. Ky.— Granted petition
of
WAGC to dismiss without prejudice its application.
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for an extension of time from June 30 to July 12 within
which all parties to proceeding re application to
transfer control of WROW-AM-TV Albany, N. Y.,
will submit proposed findings.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Anthony Wayne Television Corp., Toledo,
Ohio. — Granted petition for leave to amend its
application for ch. 11 to show election of another
individual as a director due to death of one of
its directors.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
KNAC-TV Fort Smith, Ark.— Granted petition
for leave to amend application to extend expiration date of contract between American Television Co. and Southwestern Pub. Co., from July
1 to Jan. 1, 1956.
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
By memorandum opinion and order, continued
from July 6 to Oct. 17 the hearing in re applications of KOB Albuquerque, N. M.
June 30 Applications
ACCEPTED
FDLING
License FOR
for Cp
WMLT Dublin, Ga. — License to cover cp which
authorized change frequency, increase power,
change tenna
hours
of operation,
make changes in ansystem (decrease
height).
WTAG Worcester, Mass. — License to cover cp
which tional
authorized
changes in nighttime direcantenna system.
KLOH Pipestone, Minn. — License to cover cp
which authorized new standard broadcast station.
Modification of Cp
WKVM San Juan, P. R. — Mod. of cp (as mod.
and reinstated, which authorized change frequency; increase power, change transmitter and
studioternlocations,
change directional
and other changes
in antenna antenna
system) patfor
extension of completion date.
WISE-TV Asheville, N. C— Mod. of cp (which
authorized new tv station) to extend completion
date to 12-29-55.
Renewal of License
WMOR Morehead, Ky.; WOOD Grand Rapids,
Mich.; WHAK
Nashville,
Tenn. Rogers City, Mich., and WNAH
Remote Control
KWAD Wadena, Minn.
July 5 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KCOB Newton, Iowa— Mod. of cp (which authorized
standard broadcast
station) for extension onewf completion
date.
WD?S Ticonderoga, N. Y. — Mod. of cp (as mod.,
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Soles St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Frank H. Mcintosh & Assocs.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Dallas, Texas
1001 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Member AFCCE *

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

PAGE, CREUTZ,
GARRISON & WALDSCHMITT
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
710 14th St., N. W. Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE '

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE*

P. O. Box 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Executive 3-1230
Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE •

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phono 6-2924
Member AFCCE *

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177
Member AFCCE *

J. G. ROUNTREE, JR.
4515 Prentice Street
EMerson 3266
Dallas 6, Texas

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Adams 4-6393

JOHN H. BATTISON
CONSULTING RADIO & TELEVISION
ENGINEER
technical advisory service for TV film and
production
problems.
4515 Saul
Rd., Kensington, Md.
Olympic 7-9593

JOHN

GUY

B. HEFFELFINGER

315 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-6113
Denver 22, Colorado

C. HUTCHESON

Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

r
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CARDS

SERVICE

D

COMMERCIAL RADIO
CAPITOL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
AOBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
Accredited Technical Inttitute Curricula
SERVICE FOR FM & TV
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
enBroadcast, TV, Electronics
Practical
'nginetr onJACKSON
tnty all night
every
night
and residence
5302
gineering homeForstudy
courses. Write
Free Catalog,
specify
: O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
course.
JO
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"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
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WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline:
Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations
Wanted 20c' per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25^ per word —
$2.00
minimum.
All other classifications 30^ per word — $£.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
separately,
please).expressly
All transcriptions,
etc., sent
to box numbers
at owner's
risk. Broadcasting • Telecasting
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
for are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted
Managerial

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Two salesmen for 1 kilowatt daytimer in thriving
market. Guarantee plus car expenses. WPDR,
Portage, Wisconsin.

Manager-salesman — for new lkw indie at Clarksdale,
Miss.— Must
25-38— have
family excellent
— detailed-minded,
conscious.
personal costsales
record and top references. Make between $500
and $725 month with progressive broadcaster.
Call John McLendon, 37830 or 62768, Jackson,
Miss.
Salesmen
Wanted: Man or woman salesman. $50 a week,
plus 25% commission. Box 176A. B«T.
Excellent opportunity for energetic and effective
salesman of good character. Progressive network
station in large Texas market. Box 967A, B-T.
Experienced salesman . . . Florida . . . 250 w
. . . CBS affiliate. $75.00 week drawing account
against 15% commission. Give complete resume
including photograph. Box 126C, B-T.
Experienced
Highly competitive market.salesman
Salary wanted.
and commission.
Write
KCMC-Radio,
P. O. Box 521, Texarkana, Ark.Tex.
WDOS, Oneonta, New York will start salesman
with on-air business, good commission.
Experienced salesman. Permanent position for
aggressive
Arbor,
Mich.man selling radio and tv. WPAG, Ann

WE

HAVE

YOUR

MAN

EXECUTIVE 8C STAFF LEVELS
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
Our largest NATION-WIDE pool of
TV-AM executive and staff personnel is
the modern, confidential way to fill all
vacancies in your organization. Thirty
years of station management experience
enables us to make ideal selections for
your consideration.
REPUTATION
Is vital to the growth of any organization,
particularly
a Nation-Wide
Placement Service
dedicated
to the broadcast
industry. Reputation is founded upon
experience, integrity and achievement.
EXPERIENCE
This is a specialized professional service that taps wide resources, headed by a
man of low experience in TV and Radio
. . . Howard S. Frazier. Broadcasters
Executive Placement Service, established
in 1950, is a division of the pioneer station management firm.
INTEGRITY
Is our most valued asset. Our every
action must enhance its growth.
ACHIEVEMENT
Many TV and AM stations are better
operations today . . . they employed our
management or staff personnel.
Countless former placement clients
credit this organization for their increased opportunities.
BROADCASTERS
PLACEMENT

EXECUTIVE

SERVICE, INC.

708 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D.C.

Hard-hitting
announcer
who pitching
can really
sell 'em.
Experienced in
mail order
desired,
but
not necessary. Must be versatile, sober, reliable.
Group owned stations; excellent future; good
starting salary. This station 50kw clear channel,
in medium-sized midwestern city. Send photo,
tape, educational background and complete resume of previous and present employer. Send to
Box 613A, B-T.
Wanted: Hard working, level-headed staff announcer for top radio organization in Michigan.
Excellent opportunity, employee benefits, ideal
working conditions. Send complete information,
resume and salary expected. Do not send tapes.
Personal interview will be required before position is filled. Write Box 903A, B-T.
Staff announcer, for small but good independent
B-T.
in southern state. Living conditions pleasant, pay
good. Send resume, tape and photo. Box 953A,
South Carolina radio station needs clean cut
announcer-engineer. Must be able to maintain
equipment and do a good announcing job. Salary
$80 to $90, depending on experience and ability.
Send tape, photo, which will be returned, and
complete information. Box 987A, B-T.
Daytime 500 watter has immediate opening for
engineer-announcer with emphasis on announcing. GoodTexas.
pay and working conditions. KSWA,
Graham,
WCNT, Centralia, Illinois, wants good play-byplay staff announcer — heavy football-basketball
schedule. Well organized station — no board work.
Top morning man. Alert, personable, dependable.
Permanent. Salary plus talent. All benefits including Gannett Co. retirement plan. Send tape,
full details. General Manager, WENY, Elmira.
New York.
Going 5000 watts. Experienced announcer able to
write occasional spot for music and new station.
Also need announcer, first phone. -Send tape, resume, immediately. Jim Duncan, WGGH. Marion,
m.
Wanted: Announcer, experienced in local news
and special events. WKBC, North Wilkesboro,
North Carolina.
Announcer who can call sports and take over as
program director — want to start September 1st.
Send tape and resume of all jobs held giving
dates and salary. No floaters. Must have been
steady on job. Good working conditions, opportunity for advancement at leading network
station in market. WKUL, Cullman, Alabama.
Combo men. We are going 5kw. Want to go
with us? N. W. Florida station. Must be good announcer, 1st class engineer ticket. Send tape or
disc, picture, and resume to WPCF, Panama City,
Florida.
North Carolina kilowatt independent. Announcer
must be experienced
and weekly
willing base,
to locate
permanently. Sixty dollars
vacation,
paid hospital and life insurance and other benSend tapes
to Kermit
Edney,Hendersonville,
WWIT, Canton,efits.North
Carolina,
or WHKP,
North Carolina.
Technical
Chief engineer-announcer, for progressive independent in deep south. Send resume, tape and
photo. Box 952A, B-T.
Chief engineer-announcer — for new lkw indie,
Clarksdale, Miss. Prefer versatile young man
desiring permanent position with progressive
broadcaster. Call John McLendon, 37830 or 62768,
Jackson, Miss.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Programm ing-Prod uction, Others
Want to learn news? Young, single announcer
with good voice and delivery and some writing
ability. Edit, rewrite and some staff. Active
community of 20,000. Apply in full with brief
tape if possible. Box HOC, B-T.
News paper
reporter
who can
do announcing.
or newswriting
experience
necessary.NewsWill
become news editor. Daytimer, Pennsylvania.
Box 151C, B-T.
News editor wanted by 50,000 watt CBS radio
station. Must be experienced reporter, writer
and broadcaster, prefer newspaper background.
Send photo, audition, tape and full details of
background in first letter to KWKH, Shreveport,
Louisiana.
News director: To assume full responsibility for
active newsroom in midwest indie. Emphasis on
local news. Experience necessary. Full details
first letter to WHFB, Benton Harbor, Michigan.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Commercial manager small station desires relo
cate July 15. $100 week. Box 134C. B-T.
Salesmen
Young salesman with proven record seeks opening with financial and advancement opportunities. Present employer, radio-tv, completely sold
out. Box 150C, B-T.
Announcers
Deep, mellow voice. 3 years staff announcing
experience. $75 week minimum. Box 896A, B-T.
Top-flight experienced
seeks change.
Presently
with major announcer
market indie.
College
grad., NBC trained. Know all phases. Want
progressive station that offers fine future. Box
897A, B-T.
College grad. — draft exempt — metropolitan
experience ■— combo-man — any location —
strong music and news. Box 973A, B-T.
Top disc-comedian ... 34, radio 12 years — tv 3
years— — professional
doing both know-how
in major market.
Fluent zany
adlib
— intelligent,
humor — excellent sales. Miami-Atlanta-New
York City-Milwaukee top-rated shows. Friendly,
hard-working. Want permanency. Tape-brochure-fine references on request. Box 974A, B-T.
Personality — DJ-announcer. Eleven years experience, every facet radio-television. No accent.
B-T.
Not a prima donna. Versatile ad-lib; humor;
news. Musician; composer; writer. Available
immediately. $200 week, year contract. Box 984A,
Announcer, 9 years — 1 year television. Staff,
audience, quiz. Married. Box 998A, B-T.
I got what you want, (4\2 years experience DJ
humor, voice, salability). You got what I want
(money,TW market).
Deal?BoxTelephone
Mass.
5-9976. Write
125C, B-T.— Leicester,
B-T.
Jovial disc jockey — sincere newscaster — restricted
ticket — experienced — available now. Box 127C,
DJ — ten years experience, first ticket. Strong on
news, country music. Alabama only. Now employed. Box 129C, B-T.
Announcer— excellent commercials, strong news —
good DJ, tape and resume. Box 130C, B-T.
Top deejay with proved record. Four years ^1
Hooper. Six years experience. Show business
background. Presently employed seeking change
to major market with possible tv opportunity.
Box 131C, B-T.
Commercial forte, top voice, versatile, B.A. Degree, veteran, reliable, 25, single, free to travel,
experienced.
Seeking
able. Box 132C,
B-T. top operation. Tape availAnnouncer, ten years experience, desires permanent position in radio-television medium size
city, or program manager smaller station. Currently doing popular record show in competitive
market. Earning $100 weekly. Box 139C. B-T.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Pianist wants to learn announcing. Prefer work
in New York State or neighboring states. Box
141C, B«T.
Experienced announcer. Hardworking, congenial,
desires position with music-news station in
northeast. Box 146C, B-T.
Announcer, mature, responsible. Radio-tv staff.
Experienced set designer, broad musical background, commercial, dramatic, continuity. Resume, photo, tape. Box 149C, B-T.
Hardworking staff announcer. Can handle any
type DJ. Recent broadcasting school graduate.
Box 152C, B-T.
Announcer,
27, seeks
position with
ested in good
air delivery.
Have station
eight interyears
experience. Box 154C, B»T.
Limited experience, unlimited potential and ambition — excellent voice, creative, versatile, dependable. Contact Dick Landfield, 4740 Winthrop,
Chicago, Illinois. Telephone: Sunnyside 4-6727.
Announcer: Radio school graduate, 3rd phone,
strong
commercials,
play-by-play,
college,news,
vet. friendly
Mike Lepre,
760 William
Street,
Harrison, New Jersey.
Announcer-engineer, first phone, 2 years experience.
Presently commercials
with 5kw station,
24, experienced on news,
and DJvet,work.
Prefer
Florida or Georgia. J. E. McQueen, WVOP, Telephone 3305, Vidalia, Georgia.
Texan desires repatriation, 16 years all phases,
specialize
news,Greenwood,
country music,
consider all offers. Box 779,
Mississippi.
Technical
Boy needs home or facsimile. Mom and pop
working sixty hours. Pop: Chief engineer, five
years experience all phases to five kw, including
directional. Built two stations. Mom: Programming, traffic, continuity, putting new station on
air. Box 114C, B«T.
Chief engineer-announcer, plenty of experience.
Box 137C, B-T.
Chief engineer of small station desires change in
location. Prefer south. Box 144C, B-T.
Supervising engineer desires relocate permanently as chief southern
or east-centrallong
states.
Strong
maintenance
and construction,
experience
am and fm. Middle aged, married. Now announcing. Box 147C, B«T.
Programming-Production, Others
Copywriter — DJ personality, 34, eight years experience. Tape, resume, copy specimens. Box
891A, B-T.
Have talent — will travel. Experienced news
writer-editor, journalism degree. Immediate
availability. Box 993A, B-T.
Experienced manager of publicity-promotion and
advertising
for position
with challengebudget
and looking
good salary.
Presently
employed.
Married. Prefer east but will consider all offers.
All information sent immediately. Box 153C, B»T.
Jingles-lyrics-verses-slogans — Jingle Belle, Suite
411, 60 East 42 Street, N. Y. C, VA 6-4185.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Technical
Newspaper owned tv station has immediate opening for control room engineer. Send complete
background, qualifications, photo to Wallace
Wurz,
nois. Chief Enginener, WTVH-TV, Peoria, Illi-

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Announcers
Valuable all-around tv personality. Compelling
commercials, engaging MC, intelligent news.
Proven; highest endorsements. Solid background
large and small city tv, radio, films. Now with
midwest am-uhf, want permanent connection vhf
larger market. Box 931A, B«T.
Personality — DJ-announcer. Eleven years experience, every facet radio-television. No accent.
Not a prima donna. Versatile ad-lib; humor;
news. Musician; composer; writer. Available
immediately. $200 week, year contract. Box
984A, B«T.
Technical
Engineer, first phone, 8 years radio-tv. 4 years
tv. Assisted construction 3 tv stations, 1 uhf.
Married, car. Desire permanent position, eastern
U.
S. 1338 Mayfair Ave., Greensboro, North
Carolina.
Production-Programming, Others
Camerman experienced 1 year, all studio operations; sub. in film dept. SRT graduate, vet,
single, looking for progressive station, will travel.
Box 133C, B«T.
Creative young lady, 24, desires tv-radio production or programming opportunity in New York
City. College graduate, no steno. Excellent background especially
children's
programming.
Boxin 142C,
B-T. and public service
Four years director promotion, publicity, public
relations, merchandising, exploitation, two radio
and tv stations in medium to large size markets.
Liaison between clients, wholesalers, etc. Won
7 national awards for best promotion job done,
in past year and a half. References, detailed
resume on request . . . New York area only.
Please write or phone % Prager, 201 West 89th
Street, New York City, EN 2-4323.
FOR

SALE

Stations
Now available. Metropolitan market. Also a
single station, fulltime situation. Combo operation. Ralph Erwin, Broker, Box 811, Tulsa.
Have many profitable southeast radio and tv stations for qualifying buyers. J. T. Snowden, Box
129, Augusta, Georgia.
Now laravailable.
one ofBeautiful
the most scenic
popusouthwesternLocated
resort inareas.
country. Mild climate. Year round season. Perpopulationapproximately
exceeds 250,000$15,000
per owner's
survey. manent
Requires
cash to
handle. Exclusive with Ralph Erwin. Broker.
Box 811, Tulsa.
Semi-metropolitan.
able terms. AvailableDay-time
exclusivelystation.
throughReasonRalph
Erwin. Broker. Box 811, Tulsa.
Have attractive radio properties for sale in New
England and vicinity. Contact Edd Harris, 61
Church, Ware, Mass. Phone: Ware 431-M.
Majority control Texas single station market,
$25,000. Terms to responsible parties. Paul H.
Chapman, 84 Peachtree, Atlanta.
Free list of good radio and tv station buys now
ready. Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose,
Los Angeles 29, California.

Opening for 1st class licensed engineer. Call
Operator 55, at 4-3506, Birmingham, Alabama.
Programming-Production, Others
Wanted: Experienced, attractive, cooking expert
for tv kitchen show in southwestern vhf. Send
picture and resume of experience with first letter.
Box 112C, B«T.
Girl Friday for Pueblo, Colorado, sales office.
KKTV. Secretarial experience, tv copywriting
and outside sales service work. Excellent opportunity in pleasant climate. Send full details
I Catharine
Bailey, Station KKTV, Colorado
Springs, Colorado.
Tv
station hastv opening
for producer-director
with
commercial
experience.
Reply in first letter
giving background. References, etc., to Steve
Briggs,
Program-Production
Manager, WISH-TV,
1440 North
Meridian Street, Indianapolis,
Ind.

FOR

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

has openings for
SALES

ENGINEERS

SALE

EquipmentTuned channel 5 but
RCA TF5A superturnstile.
tuneable 4 or 6. Box 911A, B»T.
Equipment no longer needed: Make reasonable
offer. 1 — RCA TK 20D film camera chain, complete with tubes. 2 — RCA TK-11A studio camera
chains complete with tubes. 2 — RCA 16 mm TP
D film projectors. 1 — Spindler and Sauppe selector slide Jr. 1— RCA slide projector mount and
pedestal. 1— RCA field camera chain with sync
generator, no camera. 1 — DuMont Dumitter channel #2. 1— Remote control for projectors RCA
MI-26256. 1— equalizer RCA for projectors RCA
M126313. 1— RCA pulse distribution box Ml
26757-A. Box 136C, B«T.
For sales in quantity: Slightly used Jensen
speakers.Mason
Model City,
P6-V Iowa.
with wooden baffles. Write
KSMN,
For sale: Uniform cross section triangle galvanized tower, 550 feet. Would make an excellent
short tower of 100 to 250 feet. Will sell any part.
New, never been used. Make us an offer for all
or any part. WJHL-TV, Johnson City, Tennessee.
For sale: 620 foot guyed tv tower complete with
lighting and
Jackson,
Miss.guy wires. Write WJTV, Box 8187,
WANTED TO
Stations

BUY

Have $20,000 to invest in an established southern
New England
am property
for One
controlling
interest, with or without
services.
or two station market preferred. Write Box 138C, B«T.
Experienced
broadcaster
timer in medium
or major seeking
market. lease
1 kw onor dayless.
All replies confidential. Reply Box 797, St. Louis
1, Mo.
CP for daytimer, 250-500 or kw, in medium or
major market or small market, preferably in
south. All replies confidential. Jack Davis, Box
787, St. Louis 1, Mo.
Equipment
Wanted immediately, good used complete radio
station equipment, lkw. Price and particulars.
Box 128C, B«T.
Wanted — one, used am frequency monitor,
WDOD, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Studio console, small, similar to W. E. 23C. Box
5025, Jacksonville, Florida.
Licenseable fm transmitter in operating condition. Low price essential. AA Agency, 3148 West
Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles 19, Calif.
5 or 10 killowatt FM transmitter. Advise make,
price, hours used, etc. Box 729, Glendale, Calif.
Instruction
Get your FCC first phone license in 8 weeks.
Intensive, personalized instruction in residence
or by correspondence. For details, write Grantham School,
Dept.Hollywood,
1-K. Address
Hollywood
Blvd.,
Calif., either
or 737 6064
11th
Street N.W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television
School, Dept. B, 1221 N.W. 21st Street, Portland 9, Oregon.
Commercial radio announcing. Practical home
study
course, who
prepared
combination
and
announcers
need for
help.
PathfindermenRadio
Services, 737 11th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Further expansion of our sales organization has
created an opening for an experienced Broadcast
Equipment Sales Engineer with a proven record
of outstanding accomplishment — also several
openings for Junior Sales Engineers for sales
training in Syracuse. These are well-paid positions for men who meet our high standards. If you
have a record of success in your present job, two
years experience in the broadcast equipment business, an engineering degree or equivalent, and
are between the ages of 25 and 45, I invite you to
mail to me a one-page summary of your experience, education and other qualifications with a
recent photograph. All replies strictly confidential. Albert F. Wild, Manager-Sales, Broadcast
Equipment, General Electric Co., Electronics Park,
Syracuse, N. Y.

T. V. EQUIPMENT
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted
Salesmen

Situations Wanted

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SALES
High level, salaried position as product
sales manager for AM broadcast and audio
equipment. Very important Sales Engineer
position
force. in home office assisting field sales
SALES ENGINEER
To travel and sell broadcast equipment to
radio stations in Southeast. Salary and
commission.
" r
Aggressive, sales-minded men needed by
leader in broadcast field located in Midwest. Send full details with photo and
state position preferred to
Box 916A. B»T

FOR

Equipment

Announcers

t
EXPERT SPORTS-NEWS COMMENTATOR
X
AVAILABLE FOR INTERESTING
X
AM OR TV JOB
X 15 years play-by-play includes major
♦ league baseball, college and pro football,
♦ basketball,
boxing.
Current
AM/ TV
♦ sports shows tops in major market. ExJ
news background,
newscasting
« cellent
awards winner.
Finest references.
Apply
♦
Box 140C, B»T

SALE

{
X
X
:
«
♦
♦
*
J
+
♦

TELEVISION

FOR

SALE

!

j 1—
f
*
J 18

Model 250C1 Gates Transmitter
Complete
$1250.00
In service two years.
Sheets—
8' x 24' Copper Ground
Screen
$500.00
» 30,000'— #10 Ground Wire
$425.00
i 15—20' lengths #300 A. J. Phillips
Triangular-Tubular Steel Tower
$
$2500.00

J
f
*
fJ
»
J
f
»

j 15—20'
lengths #500 A. Steel
J. Phillips
Triangular-Tubular
Tower
»
$4250.00
I
Towers complete with Guy wiref
base insulators. Will support 6
»
Bay antenna.

J
*
j
f

I HOUSTON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY, I
Situations Wanted
RADIO
ADVERTISING SALESMAN
WEXE, Binghampton, N. Y., market needs
an alert, neat, enthusiastic salesman for
a permanent job at once. Excellent, active
accounts with guaranteed draw, 15%
commission, plus insurance, hospitalization, paid vacations. Ottaway Stations,
Inc., is an organization of integrity, respected and friendly. If you can SELL,
service your accounts (including copywriting), make renewals . . . write or
call, giving proof of vour performance,
to Norman Flynn, WEXE, Endicott, N. Y.,
for personal interview.
Prod action -Program ming, Others

IDEA

MAN!

Immediate opening for experienced
writer-producer who has the imagination
to dream-up. write and produce transcribed "gimmick" spots of professional
calibre. This is a key position with a
large east coast metropolitan station.
Good salary and benefits. Send full story
with samples, references and photo to
Box 106C. B»T

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Wanted immediately. Prefer southerner
or someone who has worked in southern
station. Excellent position for man interested in settling in small town and
taking an active and important part in
community affairs. Send tape, picture
and references or call in person. WKBC,
North Wilksboro, N. C.

I
S
j

Managerial
SOLID

DOC
ASSIST

How can I help you get it? 15 years [
radio-TV. Looking for slot as Operations I
5 Mgr.-Exec. Ass't or TV Program Mgr.- U
Film Buyer. Heavy on delivering provoc- ?
ative, low-cost local programming; thor
ough knowledge film field, station promo
^ tion and publicity;
™* handle national busi- *
ness, localSrsales; supervise and /or train
staff; small, medium and metropolitan ex* perience; family man, stable,
■M
2iK
24 *C
«=3
B*T
143C,
Box
jl ^_
Production-Programming,
Others

I
TV DIRECTOR
*
J Responsible young man -with proJ gressive ideas and thorough knowl% edge of radio and television writ* ins and production, desires position as television director in small
jf or new operation. Masters degree
*■ in radio-television from Northwest*
**
ern University. Veteran.
Prefers
.

f
*
J
J
J
*
*

X**■*
J east hut will consider other offers. *
J
Available after July 1st.
*
**
*
Box 869A, B«T
*

1501mClay
Houston 3, Texas

I
S
j

TOWERS
RADIO— TELEVISION
Antennas Coaxial Cable
Tower Sales & Erecting Co.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.,
Portland II, Oregon
WANTED TO
Statio?is

LOSING

BUY

OPERATION

WANTED
AM or TV
Experienced broadcaster wants
AM or TV operation that is in
the RED. This well known broadcaster has successful record that
he will apply to produce a profitable operation. For details write.
Box 117C, B»T
^<$«§x@'<§'<t> <§>.§x§>#<t>.§> ^x$><§x§><§> <§><@><@><§xt><§> ^^^>#<§>^>
I
WANTED TO BUY
|

> interest or protected mi§
^
100%,
majority
#«
nority
interest in
going radio property
^ anywhere in U. S. Must be in good mar# ket; handle year-round sports, including
^> local organized baseball. Will actively
^ manage, program, handle play-by-play.
<§> Principals only, replies confidential.

J
^
^
&
^
^

|
Box 135C, B«T
<|><t><§><$><§><@> <§><@x§x$><§> <§><^<§><§><§><§> <®x§><§><@x@>^>
UNUSUAL
OPPORTUNITY
For a television station to secure a highly specialized, versatile production team.
Thoroughly experienced in all phases local live production, and remotes including
major athletic events and network origination. Minimum background: Three
years major market commercial VHF. Unit includes:
Production Manager
Director
Announcer
Studio Cameraman
Film Cameraman
Technical Director
Projectionist
All presently employed. This group well integrated, compatible, mature. If definitely interested, write
Box 145C, B»T

WANTED

TO

BUY

RADIO STATION
Within 150 miles Wash., D. C.
Experienced Radio men can put up
substantial cash.
volume.
Send lull details
incl. last 3 years
All replies confidential.
Box 148C, B«T

which authorized new standard broadcast station) for extension of completion date.
KGGM-TV Albuquerque, N. M. — Mod. of cp (as
mod., which authorized new tv station) to extend completion date to 9-6-55.
WMBV-TV
Marinette,newWis.—
Mod. ofto cp
(as
mod.,
which authorized
tv station)
extend
completion date to 12-18-55.
Renewal of License
WGRD Grand Rapids, Mich.; WHTC Holland,
Mich.; WTRX Bellaire, Ohio; WCKY Cincinnati,
Ohio; WVKO Columbus, Ohio; WOSU Columbus,
Ohio; WIRO Iron ton, Ohio; WNXT Portsmouth,
Ohio; WFDF Flint, Mich.; WMAX Grand Rapids,
Mich.; WCIN Cincinnati; Ohio; WONE Dayton,
Ohio; WONW Defiance, Ohio; WFIN Findlay,
Ohio, and WBLY Springfield, Ohio.
Subsidiary Communications Authorizations
KTKT-FM Tucson, Ariz.; KSON-FM San Diego,
Calif.; KCMS (FM) Manitour Springs, Colo.;
WLRD (FM) Miami Beach, Fla.; WWPG-FM
Palm Beach, Fla.; WHOM-FM New York, N. Y.;
WFNC-FM Fayetteville, N. C; WKJF-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.; WPEN-FM Philadelphia, Pa., and
KITE-FM San Antonio, Tex.
Remote Control
KMMJ Grand Island, Neb.
July 6 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner John C. Doerfer
Mission Telecasting Corp., The Walmac Co. San
Antonio, tensionTex.
Walmac petition
of time— Granted
to and including
July 22 for
to exfile
exceptions to initial decision in re ch. 12.
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time to and including July 6 to file comments on petitions to enlarge issues and grant
evidentiary hearing filed by WATR Inc. and Elm
City
Bcstg.Britain,
Corp., reConn.
transfer of control of WKNBTV New
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time to and including July 21 to file exceptions to initial decision in re ch. 3, Hartford,
Conn.
The Travelers Bcstg. Service Corp., Hartford
Telecasting Co., Hartford, Conn. — Granted petition of Hartford Telecasting for leave to file brief
in support of its exceptions re applications for
ch. 3. Action taken July 1.
By Hearing Examiner William G. Butts
Mountain State Bcstg. Co., Morgantown, W. Va.
— Ordered that hearing now scheduled for July 15
be continued to date to be scheduled by examiner
in later order.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Noble-DeKalb Bcstg. Co., Kendallville, Ind.—
Granted petition for leave to amend its am application to specify DA instead of non-DA operation; and application as amended was removed
from hearing docket.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
WSDR Sterling, 111. — Issued a third statement
concerning prehearing conferences and order in
re am application which shall govern course of
proceeding, hearing on which is scheduled for
Sept. 7.
WKPA New Kensington, Pa. — Granted petition
for leave to amend its am application, to make
certain changes as set forth in amendment.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
E Weaks McKinney- Smith, Paducah, Ky. —
Continued hearing in re am application from
July 6 to July 12.
KBOK Modesto, Calif.— Scheduled further confor July 7 in re application for assignment ofference
license.
INSTRUCTION
FCC
THE

1st PHONE LICENSE
IN 5 to 6 WEEKS
ORIGINAL

INTENSIVE

'DOOR OPENING COURSE'
RADIO-TELEVISION
OUR INTEGRITY PROVEN
Check the school that
others try to copy.
WILLIAM B. OGDEN
1150 W. Olive Avenue
Burbank, California
BE TAUGHT— NOT TOLD
UNDERSTAND — NOT MEMORIZE
Over 1600 successful
student* in NINE years
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

WSHE Sheboygan, Wis.— Continued indefinitely
prehearing exchange of exhibits and hearing
scheduled
of 6/30. for July 5 in re am application. Action
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
WMEX Boston, Mass. — Continued hearing
scheduled
7 to July 12 in re application
for
renewalforof July
license.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Issued cationsanof Radio
order Suburbia
governing Inc.,
hearing
in reforappliet al.,
new
am stations in Hopkins-Edina-St. Louis Park,
Minn., and continued hearing presently scheduled
for July 8 to July 15.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition requesting
removal from hearing docket application of John
Truhan for a new am station in Pendleton, Ore.,
and returned same to the processing line; retained in hearing application of Umatilla Bcstg.
Enterprises.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of July 1
Extension of Completion Dates
Following
granted
extensions
of completion dates aswere
shown:
WTVW
(TV) Milwaukee,
1-18-56. 2-1-56; WMBV-TV Marinette, Wis., to
Wis.,
Remote Control
KMMJ Grand Island, Neb., was granted authority to operate transmitter by remote control.
Action of June 30
Granted License
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C— Granted license
for changes in existing tv station.
Actions of June 29
Extension of Completion Dates
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WVEC-TV Hampton, Va.,
56. 1-4-56;
to
KFBB-TV Great Falls, Mont., to 1-16Remote Control
Following were granted authority to operate
trans, bymond,remote
control: WRNL-AM-FM
Va.; WSON-AM-FM
Henderson, RichKy.;
WPLM North Plymouth, Mass.; KWAD Wadena,
Minn., while using non-directional antenna;
WCOU Lewiston, Me., WCOU-FM to change
pointbon of
operation Me.
by remote control to 223 LisSt., Lewiston,
Actions of June 28
Granted License
WLEV-TV Bethlehem, Pa. — Granted license to
cover cp for tv station; ERP: visual 7.41 kw;
aural 3.98 kw, ant. Granted
600 ft.; ch.
Cp 51.
WNYC-FM New York, N. Y. — Granted cp to replace permit which authorized changes in licensed station which expired 6-1-55.
Modification of License
KBRK Brookings, S. D. — Granted mod. of cp to
specifymotestudio
location
trans, byS. recontrol from
320 and
4th operate
St., Brookings,
D.
Extension of Completion Date
Following
of completion dates as were
shown:granted
KTVW extensions
(TV) Tacoma,
Wash.,
to 1-15-56; WPBN-TV Traverse City, Mich., to
1-25-56; WHK-TV Cleveland, Ohio, to 1-16-56;
WJHL-TV Johnson City, Tenn., to 1-28-56;
WRAK-TV Williamsport, Pa., to 1-16-56; WTVNTV Columbus, Ohio, to 1-21-56; WOR-FM New
York, N. Y., to 1-1-56.
Remote Control
WHTN-FM Huntington, W. Va. — Granted authority to operate trans, by remote control.
Actions of June 27
Granted License
KRTR Thermopolis, Wyo. — Granted license for
am broadcast station.
WLDB Atlantic City, N. J.— Granted license
for am broadcast station.
KBRC Mt. Vernon, Wash.— Granted license
covering increase in daytime power.
WFAX Falls Church, Va. — Granted license covering change in trans, and studio location and
for changes in ant.Granted
system. Cp
KXLA Pasadena, Calif. — Granted cp to move
trans. 200 ft. N. E. of present location.
KYW Philadelphia, Pa.— Granted cp covering
changes in DA Modification
pattern.
of Cp
WLLY Richmond, Va.— Granted mod. of cp
for change
in typeandtrans.;
changetrans,
in studio
location (same city)
to operate
by remote
control from Raleigh Hotel, Richmond.
WSAY Rochester, N. Y. — Granted mod. of cp
for extension of completion date to 10-1-55.
July 6 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Remote Control
WROX Clarksdale, Miss, and WJAG Norfolk,
Neb.
Modification of Cp
KFSA-TV Ft. Smith, Ark. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 1-31-56.

WSTF completion
Stamford, date.
Conn. — Seeks mod. of cp to
extend
KAKE-TV Wichita, Kan.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend
completion
date toKy.10-29-55.
WLAP-TV
Lexington,
— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 1-16-56.
KSLA
Shreveport,
La.
—
Seeks
mod. of cp to
extend completion date.
WABI-TV Bangor, Me. — Amended for license to
maintain
trans,
specified in BPCT-1182 as auxiliary trans,
Hampden,
Me.anc! specify studio location as Rt. 1,
WXYZ-TV Detroit, Mich.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 10-11-55.
KTVO (TV) Kirksville, Mo.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 10-1-55.
KOOK-TV Billings, Mont.— Mod. of cp to extend completion date to 1-4-56.
WFMZ-TV Allentown, Pa.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 1-29-56.
Pittsburgh,
to WTVQ
extend (TV)
completion
date. Pa.— Seeks mod. of cp
WILK-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 10-25-55.
WOTV (TV) Richmond, Va.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 1-16-56.
KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash.— Seeks mod. of
cp WHIS-TV
to extend Bluefield,
completionW. date
1-30-56.mod. of cp
Va.—toSeeks
to extend completion date to 4-1-56.
WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va.— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date.
WFTG tensioLondon,
Ky. —date.
Seeks mod. of cp for exn of completion
KOPO-TV Tucson, Ariz.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 12-1-55.
KGO-TV San Francisco, Calif.— Seeks mod. of
cp WICC-TV
to extend Bridgeport,
completion Conn.—
date toSeeks
10-18-55.
mod. of cp
to extend completion
date.
KFJI-TV Klamath Falls, Ore.— Seeks mod. of
cp KXYZ-TV
to extend Houston,
completionTex.—
dateSeeks
to 2-1-56.
mod. of cp to
extend completion date to June 1956.
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 2-1-56.
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
WMMW-FM
Meriden, Conn, and WPIC-FM
Sharon,
Pa.
License to Cover Cp
WGEM-FM Quincy, 111.; KQFM (FM) Portland,
Ore.; WTJS-FM Jackson, Tenn.; WILL-FM (educational) Urbana, 111., and WABI-TV Bangor, Me.
Renewal of License
WLOI La Porte, Ind.; WELL Battle Creek,
Mich.; WJMS Ironwood, Mich.; WJIM Lansing
Township, Mich.; WKBZ Muskegon, Mich.;
WOAP Owosso, Mich.; WCUE Akron, Ohio; WILE
Cambridge, Ohio; WERE Cleveland, Ohio; WSPD
Toledo, Ohio; WHHH Warren, Ohio; WKBN
Youngstown,
Ohio, and WEPG South Pittsburg,
Tenn.
UPCOMING
JULY
July 11: Start, Institute in Live & Filmed Tv, U.
of Miami, Coral Gables, Fla.
July 18: Start, WSM-Peabody Tv Workshop, Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn.
July
22-27: Hotel,
National
Audio-Visual Convention,
Sherman
Chicago.
July 28-30: International Advertising Conference,
State Parliament Bldg., Zurich, Switzerland.
AUGUST
Aug. 1-9:igan State
Educational
Television
Workshop, MichCollege, East
Lansing.
Aug. 8: RAB Clinic, Atlanta.
Aug. 9: RAB Clinic, Charleston, S. C.
Aug.
RAB Clinic,
Clinic, Winston-Salem,
N. C.
Aug. 10:
11: RAB
Norfolk, Va.
Aug. 12: RAB Clinic, Philadelphia.
Aug.
14-Sept. 3:television
National production
Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters
workshop,
State U. of Iowa, Iowa City.
Aug. 22: RAB Clinic, Tampa, Fla.
Aug. 23: RAB Clinic, Birmingham, Ala.
Aug. 24: RAB Clinic, Baton Rouge, La.
Aug. 24-26: West Coast Electronics Manufacturers
Assn. and
Los Angeles
and sections
San Francisco
Institute of Radio
Engineers
show and
convention, San Francisco.
Aug. 25: RAB Clinic, Ft. Worth, Tex.
Aug. 26: RAB Clinic, San Antonio, Tex.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 2-4: National Agricultural Tv Clinic, U. of
Missouri.
Sept.
6: RAB Clinic, Los Angeles.
Sept. 7: RAB Clinic, Bakersfield, Calif.
Sept. 8: RAB Clinic, San Francisco.
Sept. 9: RAB Clinic, Ogden, Utah.
Sept. 11-13: Seventh Dist. AFA Convention, Birmingham, Ala.
Sept. 12-14: CBS Radio Affiliates meeting, Detroit.
Sept. 12-16:casters
National
of Educational
engineeringAssn.
workshop,
Michigan BroadState
College, East Lansing.
Sept. 15-16
:
Michigan
Assn.
of
Broadcasters,
Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
Sept. 18-24: National Radio & Television Week.
Sept. 19: RAB Clinic, Seattle, Wash.
Sept. 20: RAB Clinic, Portland, Ore.
Sept. 21: RAB Clinic, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Sept. 22: RAB Clinic, Cheyenne, Wyo.
Sept. 23: RAB Clinic. Albuquerque, N. M.
Sept. 29-Oct. 1: Tenth Dist. AFA Convention,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
July 11, 1955
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editorials
Business, Booms & Broadcasting
TWO years ago leading economists were sounding ominous
warnings. They foresaw a break in the business boom. They
advised caution.
Today, with the first half of 1955 behind us, business generally
surges ahead. Secretary of Commerce Weeks predicts new production and sales records for 1955. And the economists have
changed their tune to the extent of predicting that the boom will
continue through 1956 — at least.
Why the double-dome boys went awry a couple of years ago
is not explained. We don't profess to know the answers. But
we suspect they failed to take into account the part played by
advertising in creating the demands for goods and services while
jobs are plentiful and spendable income is at its peak.
All advertising has contributed. But there was one brand new
medium — television — that got underway after World War II and
did more to stimulate public spending than any other medium.
Before the war, the aggregate expenditures for advertising in all
media ran about $3 billion a year. This year, total advertising
expenditures, according to Standard & Poor, should approximate
$8.7 billion and might even reach $9 billion — the ninth consecutive record-breaking year. In 1954, they were $8.15 billion.
Television's evolution affected other media in varying degrees,
but undeniably it boosted overall expenditures for advertising.
Network radio, because of an inferiority complex from which it
now appears to be emerging, suffered most. But local and national
spot radio seem to be capitalizing on tv's advent, by selling harder
and by proof of sales performance.
Without benefit of logarithmic equations, the story of tv's success in selling America's national product to Americans, thereby
maintaining prosperity, is simple. It changed the whole concept
of selling. Tv demonstrated as it sold. It became an ubiquitous
Fuller Brush man with both feet in millions of living rooms and
the product in hand. To quote C. Wrede Petersmeyer, president of
KOTV (TV) Tulsa and a partner in J. H. Whitney & Co., tv "fundamentally changed the lines of communication between the manufacturer and the consumer."
Television set sales, despite the imminence of color, are far
ahead of last year. (But the phenomenon of the entire electronics
field continues to be radio set sales. With saturation presumably
reached years ago, set sales for the first four months of 1955
totalled 1,610,000 excluding auto sets. The story in the trade is
that the public doesn't bother to repair a radio set these days;
it simply buys a new one.)
Every politician knows of the impact of television upon the
populace (which constitutes the electorate). He knows, too, that
prosperity is real and that the national product is at an all time
high. But he probably is not aware of the lock-and-key relationship between our national economy and the advertising dollar —
notably that spent in the broadcast media.
It behooves those identified with the broadcast media to focus
the attention of our policy-makers on this relationship. It behooves them, too, to take this significant development into account
in considering national policy on subscription television, which, if
authorized, would compete with and seek to retard commercially
sponsored television. Would this cut that line of communication
between the consumer and the manufacturer which appears to
be one big reason for the economic boom that has continued
since World War II?
Yippe, Hiyo Tv!
TELEVISION horse operas are good for children, according
to expert opinion which has been rounded up — a phrase used
advisedly — by the NARTB Tv Information Committee.
It's good to have experts confirm a conclusion that we had
already reached after unscientific but prolonged observation of
small fry television viewers. Unvaryingly we have seen the good
guys admired and the bad scorned.
True, in the head-'em-off-at-Eagle-Pass school of drama, the
good guys are insufferably good and the bad unremittingly bad,
but subtler concepts would be difficult for youngsters to grasp.
As long as the good guys go on winning and the bad receive the
punishment they earn, the television western will not hurt
America's juveniles. Don't take our word; take the experts'.
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Drawn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid His
"It's high time we livened up our livestock market reports a little!"

The

Burdett

Lesson

THE

public confession of Winston Burdett and the condemnation of AWARE Inc. by the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists again demonstrate the dangers of the
Communist conspiracy and the difficulties of resisting it without
destroying the very principles which the Reds hope to undermine.
Mr. Burdett, a respected CBS correspondent since 1942, has
testified before the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee that
he was a Communist spy in 1940-42 but broke with the party
before joining the network.
By his own admission Mr. Burdett performed an extreme disservice to the U. S. in his party years, but his recantation has
obviously been complete. It was with wisdom that CBS decided
to retain him after he had made a full explanation to the network
and to the FBI in 1951. It would have been an easier decision
for CBS to have summarily dismissed him. That the network
first satisfied itself that his transformation to loyal citizen had
been final and then agreed to retain him despite adverse publicity
that would inevitably ensue constituted corporate courage that
is not common.
The process of Mr. Burdett's repudiation of the Reds, his investigation bythe network and the FBI and, on the basis of that
investigation, the network's decision to keep him represents the
orderly way to treat the Communist question. A somewhat less
orderly way is that represented by the wholly unofficial and not
always reliable activities of AWARE Inc.
AWARE is a private organization which has taken upon itself
the job of ferreting out what it calls the "Communist conspiracy"
in the entertainment and communication fields. It pursues its
objectives by compiling information on alleged associations with
Red or Red-led causes. That sort of scattergun technique is almost as apt to hit the innocent as the guilty. It is ineffective except to create fear and distrust.
Unfortunately, the resolution opposing AWARE and adopted
by a vote of 982 to 514 by AFTRA was ineffective, too. While
it correctly condemned unwarranted smear attacks, it contained
nothing to indicate that AFTRA, as a union, recognized the possibility that any of its members might have party ties. It smeared
the smearers.
That the international Communist conspiracy has for years
tried to infiltrate radio, television, the press and other fields from
which it could influence the public cannot be denied; Mr. Burdett's testimony is emphatic proof of it. That these fields remain
alert to the potential of Communist subversion is imperative.
Management of radio and television has a particular responsibility to screen itself and its employes. But that screening can
be most effectively done without recourse to unsupported evidence and innuendo.
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Not the oldest but . . . the Leader
Every month since WGR-TV went on the air,
it has carried at least 8 of the top 15 shows. (Pulse)

WGR-TV
CHANNEL
184 Barton Street, Buffalo 13, New

York

WOODland-TV

is

big

territory!

Kelvinator, division of American Motors Corporation, produces a full line of ranges, refrigerators, food freezers and ice cream
cabinets in this modern Grand Rapids plant — recently expanded to provide a production capacity of 850,000 units annually.

Kelvinator
growth

of

in
this

Grand
rich,

Rapids

shares

Michigan

the

market

Kitchens are brighter these days . . . thanks to the new Kelvinator ranges and
refrigerators, now available in eight decorator colors. And WOODlanders . . .
approximately 3.000 of them . . . are taking home bigger pay checks as a result.
Since 1881, both the company and the community have experienced tremendous
growth. Today. Kelvinator is a recognized leader in its field; Grand Rapids is the
second largest city in Michigan and trading center of the entire ^ OODland area.
WOOD-TV s newly expanded facilities are the natural result of this sound economic development. For top coverage of Grand Rapids — plus Muskegon. Battle
Creek, Lansing
television
station. and Kalamazoo —

schedule WOOD-TV,

Grand Rapids" only

WOOD
land CENTER
GRAND RAPIDS. MICHIGAN

WOOD-TV
GRANDWOOD BROADCAST! NG COMPANY • NBC, BASIC; ABC. CBS. DuMONT. SUPPLEMENTARY • ASSOCIATED WITH WFBM-AM AND
TV. INDIANAPOLIS. IND. . WFDF. FLINT. MICH.. WEOA, EVANSVILLE. IND. • WOOD-AM. WOOD-TV. REPRESENTED BY KATZ AGENCY
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^ the
Whether reading, riding, or relaxing . . .
When they want on the spot results —
Who won the ball game this afternoon?
Who reached the finals in the tennis
tournament today?
Who is our new State golf champion?

Igate-Palmolive
Elects Sims
Page 32

. They turn to radio
t, Gen. Teleradio

*r\ even, on

:ady Film Deal
Page 40
. . . Spot Radio turns Radio-Active sports fans
into active customers.
tan, Barr Head
C Best. Bureau
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KOA
WFAA*
WIKK
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WJIMC*
KPR
KARK
KABC
KSTP
WABC
WTAR

Atlanta
(Dallas

)

{Ft. Worth J
Denver
Erie
Houston
Lansing
Little Rock
Los Angeles
(Minneapolis)
{St. Paul J
New York
Norfolk

NBC

WIP

NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC

WRNL
KCRA

Philadelphia
Richmond
Sacramento
San Antonio

MBS
ABC
NBC
NBC

KFMB
KGO
KMA I*
WOA

San Diego
San Francisco
Shenandoah

CBS
ABC

KTBS
KVOO

(Iowa)
Shreveport
Tulsa
Pacific Radio

ABC
NBC
NBC

NBC
ABC
NBC
ABC

ABC
NBC
ABC
CBS

Regional
*Also
represented asNetwork
key
stations of the
TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK

year

NEWSWEEKL
OF RADIO AND TV

EDWARD

PETRY

&

CO.,

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • DETROIT . ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

im
» ATLANTA

NATIONAL

BISCUIT

COMPANY

Consumer confidence in National Biscuit Company has been built by years
of producing highest quality products, assuring complete satisfaction.
As a result "Nabisco" has become one of the foremost of trademarks in
the field of bakery and cereal products. Likewise, the name Havens &
Martin, Inc., Stations has become a symbol of confidence among advertisers.
The complete job of quality entertainment, superior programming and unexcelled
public service provided by the First Stations of Virginia has built a vast
and loyal audience in one of the South's richest areas. Join with confidence
the growing list of advertisers who convert this unusually responsive
audience into sales over WMBG AM, WCOD-FM
only complete broadcasting institution.

INTERCONNECTED
WMBG

am

WITH ABC AND

WCOD

and WTVR-TV-Richmond's

CBS

fm WTVRrv

MAXIMUM POWER 100,000 WATTS • MAXIMUM HEIGHT 1049 FEET
WTVR Represented Nationally by BLAIR TV, INC.
WMBG Represented Nationally by THE BOLLESG CO.

OVER
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made

people

THE

FOOD

STORE

SALES

I

INDIANA

to the

served

by WFBM-TV
NO OTHER INDIANA
TV STATION
DELIVERS
SO MUCH
Food store sales state-wide:
$1,049,984,000
Food store sales WFB M-T V-wide :
$536,054,000

WFBM-TV
INDIANAPOLIS
Represented Nationally by
the Katz Agency
Affiliafed with WFBM-Radio; WOOD AM
& TV, Grand Rapids; WFDF, Flint; WTCN,
WTCN-TV, Minneapolis, St. Paul

Published every Monday with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and July by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

AND
High atop Cedar

THE

MIGHTY.

Hill overlooking Dallas and Fort Worth, Texas' HIGHEST

man-made structure . . . 1685 feet above average terrain, KRLD-TV's new transmission tower projects itself into the sky. When completed this fall, thousands upon
thousands of brand new North Texans and Southern Oklahomans

will be added

to Channel 4's wide and rich effective viewing area.
KRLD-TV

delivers more audience in Dallas and Fort Worth combined

during the

cumulative hours 8:00 a.m. until 12:00 midnight, 7 days a week than any other
television station.
Channel

4 is the CBS outlet for Dallas, Fort Worth

2 BIG, RICH METROPOLITAN

lk&

MARKETS

ntak&4mA&

and North Texas

FOR THE PRICE OF 1!

buy !

The Times Herald Station
Owners and operators of KRLD, 50,000 Watts
The Branham Co., Exclusive Representative.
The BIGGEST

buy in the BIGGEST market in the BIGGEST State
JOHN W. RUNYON
CLYDE W. REMBERT
President
Chairman of the Board
Ckmnd 4,VoJ!!m
MAXIMUM
POWER
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closed
FUEL TO DE-MIX FIRE • Lid may blow
off at FCC again this week on de-intermixture. Comr. John C. Doerfer is drafting
proposal to make New York City and
other major markets all-uhf, leaving vhfs
for reassignment to secondary markets as
area stations (clear channel concept),
thereby becoming economically self-sufficient and, at same time, providing "peripheral" service. His plan presupposes that
v uhf can do adequate urban job and assumes
networks, with no place else to go, would
use these outlets.
B»T
DOERFER plan was broached at discussions last week at which time Comr. Rosel
H. Hyde again urged consideration of economics in tv allocations. General discussion
arose in consideration of five de-intermixture cases argued last month, and which
now won't be decided until after Labor
Day [B»T, July 11]. FCC now pegs problem as most vexatious and important to
come up since final allocations report in
1952, and confusion is running riot.
B»T
ANYBODY
FOR
THE
CASBAH? •
Telma, Mocorro's only tv station, which
began operation mid- 1954, is on block.
French-owned (through Crozier Co.) station is commercial but has been in red
and is now shut down (story, page 104).
Casablanca is center of recent anti-French
unrest. Telma is being listed for sale by
Kidder, Peabody & Co., through Robert E.
Grant of Chicago office.
B«T
PROSPECTS were good at weekend for
increase in FCC Commissioners' pay prior
to Congressional adjournment about July
31. Whereas administration had recommended increases for executive branch and
quasi-judicial agencies which would raise
FCC from $15,000 to $22,500, prospect
was that Congress would cut agency stipend to $20,000— $2,500 below Congressional pay. FCC pay was increased from
$10,000 to $15,000 in 1950.
B»T
ACE FOR COMO • Latest build-up being
given Perry Como Show to be slotted by
NBC-TV this fall against highly-rated
Jackie Gleason program on CBS-TV is reported signing of top script writer Goodman Ace to handle writing chores. NBCTV to place one-hour Como show within
7:30-9 p.m. period, starting Sept. 17.
B«T
FCC last week had before it NBC-Westinghouse "swap" arrangement whereby network's owned facilities in Cleveland
(WTAM-AM-FM, WNBK [TV]) would be
exchanged for Westinghouse's Philadelphia
stations (WPTZ [TV] and KYW), with
excess of $3 million to be paid Westinghouse in cash. Action, however, was deferred because of absence of several FCC
members on other business, with likelihood
that consideration will be given this week.
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SECOND WIND • Extent to which radio
is catching its second wind evidenced in
activity among Washington consulting engineers and attorneys. Owners, once disposed to stand by because of tv blitz, are
now seeking to upgrade facilities through
frequency shifts and power increases. Engineers particularly report far greater activity than at any time since end of World
War II.
B«T
IN ADDITION to activity in upgrading of
am facilities, lawyers and engineers also
report new interest in fm, notably along
eastern seaboard. One station in Southeast had announced plan to quit fm operation but was deluged with complaints from
suburban and remote areas to point where
it felt forced to continue. In addition, some
40,000 letters of protest were received in
market of approximately 181,000.

SURPRISE, SURPRISE • Appointment of
new top battery of Edward F. Kenehan
and James E. Barr as chief and assistant
chief, respectively, of FCC Broadcast Bureau, came as surprise to some members
of FCC when proposed at last Wednesday's
meeting by Chairman McConnaughey
(story, page 42). Record vote will show
that two members (Hyde and Bartley)
questioned transfer of Curtis B. Plummer
and Joseph M. Kittner as chief and assistant chief, respectively, of Safety & Special
Radio Services Bureau. Comr. Richard H.
Mack, sitting in his first meeting, did not
participate.
B»T
IT WAS still touch and go last week on
U. S. -Mexican deliberations in Washington
to reconcile broadcast allocations between
countries as essential step prior to continental agreement under NARBA. Delegations were just getting down to business at
weekend, with prospect that sessions would
terminate this week whether or not agreement isfinally evolved. Mexican delegation
apparently had instructions to stay not
longer than two weeks (story, page 72).
B«T
PUSHING PROGRAMS • Ed Craney,
Western broadcaster who has been responsible for many innovations in programming
and selling, is using strong medicine to encourage sponsorship of programs rather
than announcements. Effective July 1, rate
for 14-minute program on his Z Network
in Montana was pegged at rate for oneminute announcement. His idea: This
should encourage return of good 15-minute
as Chevrolet's former
shows on radio such Time
will tell whether
Musical Moments.
this will mark new trend, according to
Mr. Craney.

circuit
AMONG experts called to Washington
last Thursday by Pentagon committee considering revisions of articles covering
prisoners of war was Dr. Frank Stanton,
president of CBS Inc. Dr. Stanton researched number of psychological problems for military during World War II.
PROTEST PROSPECTS • Amendment of
controverted Sec. 309(c) of Communications Act, authorizing automatic hearings
from economic protests, considered likely.
With preliminary House action favorable
to amendment, which would leave such
cases to discretion of Commission rather
than make hearings mandatory, and with
substantially united front of broadcasters
backing FCC's position, informed legislative sources felt action might be taken even
with indicated July 31 adjournment.
B»T
REVIVAL of radio reflected in increases
of 10-12% in overall rates being effected
by KM PC and KLAC, both Los Angeles.
B»T
NEW MAN AT NARTB • Next step to
round out NARTB's headquarters staff expected tobe appointment of Fred Garrigus,
Boston public relations man, to fill new job
— maintenance of relations with industry
and other organizations. This fast-growing
function at association has been consuming many weekly hours of President Harold
E. Fellows' time, as well as other staff
executives. Mr. Garrigus was with CBS in
New York at one time and had held public
service post at WEEI Boston when Mr.
Fellows headed station. Still to be filled —
vacancy in Legal Dept. caused by shift of
Chief Attorney Vincent Wasilewski to government relations, replacing Ralph W.
Hardy who becomes CBS Washington vice
president Sept. 1. B»T
WHO goofed? Air Force fought bitterly
against permitting ch. 8 KSWS-TV Roswell, N. M., to construct 1,610-ft. tower
43 miles outside of Roswell in place of
present 800-ft. tower 10 miles from Walker
Air Force Base near Roswell. In fact, base
commander originated move when he complained that present tower hindered operations. Now, an heels of initial decision
favoring move [B»T, July 4], word comes
that Air Force has moved into Walker
squadron of night fighters, but they can't
do
any nightAlso,
flyingnountil
KSWS-TV's
is moved.
small
matter, istower
fact
that delay in building new tower — caused
by military objections — may cost KSWSTV owner John A. Barnett from $25,000 to
$50,000 over what he could have bought
steel for if allowed to proceed last year
when he first applied.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

TV Area
New York
Chicago
Los Angeles
Philadelphia
Detroit
Boston
9,
Cleveland
Pittsburgh

TV Sets
4,730,000
2,255,000
2,107,168
2,094,852
1,553,200
1,308,362
1,195,000
1,134,110
912,95$
■ /yi>lTo2

^LANCASTER
11
Tt. Lou'l 4
12 Milwaukee
13 Washington, D.C.
14 Cincinnati
15 Indianapolis

774,803
741,000
724,140
663,000

316,000

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER,
PENNA.
NBC

• CBS

• DuMont

WGAL-TV's 316,000-watt signal on Channel 8 beams a clear
picture from its mountaintop transmitter location to a wide area
which collectively creates the tenth largest TV market in the Nation. Stations in only nine other areas reach more television sets
than those in the WGAL-TV Cha nnel 8 Mighty Market Place.
STEINMAN

STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.

TV,

New York
Los Angeles

Representatives:
INC.

Channel 8 Mighty Market Place
Harrisburg Lebanon Hanover Gettysburg Chambersburg Waynesboro Frederick Westminster
York Reading Pottsville Hazleton
Shamokin
Mount Carmel Bloomsburg Lewisburg
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Chicago
San Francisco

Carlisle Sunbury Martinsburg
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AFFILIATES

ACCEPT

CBS

SINGLE

RATE

deadline

PLAN;

NEW MBS SALES PASS MILLION
DOLLAR
MARK
FIRST advertiser purchases of time on MBS
SINGLE RATE PLAN of CBS Radio assured
at noon Friday when station response to net- which include participation in Mutual's new
work's new affiliation contracts, setting one rate "Companionate Radio" service reported Friday
for day and evening time (but without reducing by network. Buys represent about $1 million
actual costs to advertisers), passed 85% of U. S., in gross billings (see story page 31).
Quaker Oats Co., in addition to purchase of
amount network officials had set as mark need10 saturation (one-minute) segments of Sgt.
ed to put plan into effect [B«T, July 4]. (See Preston show, will sponsor for 52 weeks 10 oneradio network situation report page 31.)
minute segments weekly on MBS including five
Officials said response reached some 90%
on Keepin' Company, and two on Here's Hollywood, Tuesdays and Thursdays, 12:05-12:10
Friday. No turndowns of contract — which also
provides for one-year reduction of 20% in p.m. (EDT), both Companionate programs,
station compensation — were received, although
and three participations in MBS' multi-message,
network reportedly negotiating with several sta- 8-8:30 p.m. (EDT) period, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
tions which have been non-committal. Effective
date of new plan is Aug. 25.
Also reported by MBS: Williard Storage (batteries), Cleveland, through Meldrum & FewCBS Radio executive commented that return of contracts after only nine working days smith, Cleveland, has purchased three participations in multi-message programs for fall and
— and in some cases six or seven days because
winter campaign, effective Aug. 29.
of delayed mailing — was "tribute to affiliates."
Sales, Promotion

Budgets

Increased by Quality Group
BUDGETING for sales and sales promotion
activity of Quality Radio Group has been "substantially" increased, Ward L. Quaal, Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. and QRG president, said
Friday in reporting on board of directors meeting held in Chicago. Mr. Quaal also announced
that surveys made by major agencies have
validated Quality's assertion that its 36 member
stations reach 90% of nation's homes.
Also at Chicago meeting: W. Howard Summerville, WWL New Orleans; Don Thornburgh, WCAU Philadelphia; Ralph Evans,
WHO Des Moines; John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM
Nashville; Frank P. Schreiber, WGN Chicago;
John M. Outler Jr., WSB Atlanta; James
Gaines, WOAI San Antonio; Frank Fogarty,
WOW Omaha. Board meets again in Chicago
in November.
Local, Regional Advertisers
Offered New Ziv Show
LOCAL and regional advertisers to be offered
Dorothy & Dick, radio program that has been
acquired and is being nationally syndicated by
Frederic W. Ziv Co., Alvin E. Unger, vice president in charge of sales, was to announce today
(Mon.).
Program will be offered across board. Five
one-half hour shows will be transcribed per
week with six one-minute commercials (plus
opening and closing identifications). Show features Dorothy Kilgallen, syndicated newspaper
columnist, and her husband, Richard Kollmar,
radio actor and Broadway producer.
CBS-TV Signs Roanoke Outlet
AFFILIATION of WDBJ-TV Roanoke (ch. 7)
with CBS-TV as basic optional station, effective
Oct. 1, announced Friday by Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS-TV vice president in charge of station relations. Station is owned by Times
World Corp., with Ray Jordan general manager.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

TvB Signs New Members
FIVE additional stations and one station representative have joined Television Bureau of
Advertising, Norman (Pete) Cash, director of
station relations, TvB, was to announce today
(Mon.). Stations are KTRK (TV) Houston;
WCPO-TV Cincinnati; WEWS (TV) Cleveland; WMAL-TV Washington, and WUSN-TV
Charleston, S. C. Representative is the Branham Co.
Prudential in Daytime Tv
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE Co. of America
has purchased quarter-hour segment, alternate
Mondays, of Garry Moore in its first daytime
television advertising, in addition to renewing
You Are There, both on CBS-TV. Firm has
dropped sponsorship of Fibber McGee & Molly
on NBC Radio, effective June 23. Calkins &
Holden, New York, is agency.
NBC-TV Daytime Color Drama
PLANS for NBC-TV's first regularly scheduled,
afternoon drama series in color, were to be
announced today (Mon.) by Thomas A. McAvity, NBC vice president in charge of tv network. Hour-long, Mon.-Fri. telecasts, titled
Matinee, will debut Oct. 3, 3-4 p.m.
THOUGHT

PROJECTION

NATIONWIDE "thought projection" was
to be attempted by Dunninger last Saturday on his Dunninger Show on NBCTV (Sat., 8:30-9 p.m. EDT) when he
invited viewers to receive "message" he
previously had written on piece of paper,
placed in envelope and sealed. During
show, Dunninger tried to project subject
matter to viewers. They were asked to
write "message" on postcard, addressed to
Reuben H. Donnelly Co., Mt. Vernon,
N. Y., which will announce findings on
Dunninger Show this Saturday.

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

GROVE TO RETURN • Grove Labs (Four
Way cold tablets), St. Louis, through Harry B.
Cohen, N. Y., planning to use substantially
similar campaign in spot announcements as last
year when it used about 80 tv and 175 radio
stations. Current fall campaign will be launched
in October, running 22 to 26 weeks.
VICK FALL PLANS • Vick Chemical Co.
(Vapor Rub, cough drops), N. Y., planning
annual tv spot announcement campaign to begin
mid-September and early October in more than
50 markets. BBDO, N. Y., is agency.
CAMPBELL SOUP SPOTS • Campbell Soup
Co., Camden, N. J., planning spot radio announcement campaign this fall for first time
in several years. Firm understood to be considering October starting date in about 75
markets. BBDO, N. Y., is agency.
PHARMCO RADIO PLANS • Pharmco Inc.,
for its Chooz, Feen-A-Mint and Medigum, preparing daytime, minute-announcement campaign in 200 radio markets, effective Sept. 19,
for 26 weeks. Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, N. Y., is agency.
RONSON NEWS • Ronson Corp. (pocket and
table lighters), Newark, will sponsor Wednesday and Friday segments of Douglas Edwards
with the News (CBS-TV, Mon.-Fri., 7:30-7:45
p.m. EDT), starting Aug. 24. Agency: Norman, Craig & Kummel, N. Y.
CREOMULSION RADIO • Creomulsion Co.,
Atlanta, through Tucker Wayne & Co., Atlanta, preparing radio spot announcement campaign to start this fall in South and Midwest.
TEXTILE CAMPAIGN • Pacific Mills, Boston, through J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.,
placing radio spot announcement campaign
starting July 31 for one week in about 15
markets.
LEVER RENEWS • Lever Bros, renews
Lux Video Theatre, NBC-TV, Thurs., 9-10 p.m.
EDT, effective Aug. 25, for 52 weeks. Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y. Lever also
preparing spot announcement campaign for
Silver Dust to start mid-August for 10 weeks in
about 40 markets. Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles, N. Y., is agency.
NEW YEAR'S EVENT • Minute Maid Corp.,
N. Y., will sponsor Tournament of Roses in
Pasadena Jan. 1 on NBC-TV (12:15-1:45 p.m.
EST). Agency: Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.
MALTEX CONSIDERS • Maltex Co. (cereal),
Burlington, Vt., which used spot radio-tv last
year, considering similar campaign with newlyappointed agency, Bryan Houston Inc., N. Y.
Definite plans won't be made until next month.
Agency
tember. officially takes over account in SepKQTV Fort Dodge, la., Dark
KQTV (TV) Fort Dodge, Iowa, ch. 21, reported
Friday to FCC it is off air due to burned out
transmission line and antenna. Station indicated
lightning was cause of forcing it dark. It hopes
to return on air in 30-90 days.
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fTV sets in area
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Marquette, Hartford Transfers
Filed at Commission Friday
APPLICATION for FCC approval to sale of
ch. 6 WAGE-TV Marquette, Mich., from Pe£ ninsula Broadcasting Inc. to Lake Superior
Broadcasting Co. (WDMI Marquette) for
$20,000 filed Friday. WAGE-TV not yet on
air. Lake Superior owned by Mining lournal
Co. (Marquette Mining Journal), which is also
minority owner of WSAU-AM-TV Wausau,
Wis. Frank J. Russell Jr., principal owner of
Mining Journal Co., is 80% owner of WMIQ
Iron Mt., Mich. (Iron Mt. News).
At same time, application for Commission
approval to purchase of ch. 18 WGTH-TV
Hartford, Conn., by CBS for $650,000 [B»T,
July 11] also filed with FCC. Replacement cost
of station estimated at $401,504; that of WGTH,
which is not being sold, at $200,000.
Balance sheet of General-Times Tv Corp.,
licensee of ch. 18 Hartford station (owned
55% by General Teleradio and 45% by Gannett's Hartford Times), showed that as of
June 30, 1955, it had total assets of $433,009,
of which $5,289 was in cash. Liabilities included $357,920 to Yankee Div., General Teleradio; $162,356, notes due; $71,969 old deficits
and $72,507 current deficits.
CBS indicated that it had income, after
Federal taxes, of $8,894,642 in 1953, and of
$16,716,826 in 1954. Income in 1954 included
more than $5 million from sale of minority
interests in three broadcast stations. These figures are for CBS Inc.
Application did not disclose how much General Teleradio was paying Hartford Times for
its 45% interest in WGTH-TV.
KOSA-Roberts Get Grant
For Odessa Video Outlet
FINAL GRANT of ch. 7 at Odessa, Tex., made
to Odessa Television Co., iFCC announced Friday. Odessa Tv is joint venture owned 50%
each by Odessa Broadcasting Co. (KOSA) and
Cecil Roberts of Dallas. Cecil L. Trigg, president and director of KOSA, will be president
and general manager of KOSA-TV.
FCC denied application of another firm, The
Odessa Television Co., jointly owned by Clarence E. Wilson and Philip D. Jackson. Messrs.
Wilson and Jackson have had interests in broadcast properties dating back to 1945. In 1953
they were granted permit for ch. 25 at Oklahoma City (KTVQ [TV]), which they later
sold. At present they each have third interest
in KBOY Medford, Ore.
Mr. Trigg reported Friday that KOSA-TV
hopes to be on air in 90 days using RCA equipment. Branham Co. will be national representative. Station is seeking CBS-TV affiliation.
Commission last week approved sale by Mr.
Roberts of ch. 15 WBLN (TV) Bloomington,
111., to Worth S. Rough (story page 49).
WTRY Troy Sold by Wilder
SALE of WTRY Troy, N. Y., by Harry Wilder
and associates to group of Providence, R. I.,
broadcasters for $500,000 announced Friday.
Station (5 kw on 980 kc) bought by Robert
T. Engles, president and general manager, and
C. George Taylor, program director, WHIM
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

deadline

Providence; Kenneth M. Cooper, general manager, WORC Worcester, Mass., and Maury
Loew, former manager, WEAN Providence.
Messrs. Engles and Taylor will own 28% each;
Messrs. Cooper and Loew, 22% each. Payment will be with $150,000 in cash, remainder
in notes. WTRY is 50% owner of ch. 35
WTRI (TV) Albany, suspended station. This
interest has been assigned to National City
Bank of Troy as trustee for individual stockholders (see story, page 76). According to Col.
Wilder, WTRI will resume operation if and
when FCC turns down proposal to move ch.
10 into Albany area. "Instead of retiring,"
Col. Wilder said, "I may very well get into the
revolving door again." Sale was negotiated
by Blackburn-Hamilton Co., station brokers.
Change

in Ch. 8 Conclusions

Sought by Westinghouse
WESTINGHOUSE Broadcasting Co. petitioned
FCC Friday to reconsider Portland ch. 8 tv
decision [B»T, July 4] — but only to revise conclusions indicating that parent Westinghouse
Electric Corp. was 22.42% owned by aliens.
WBC asked that two paragraphs in Portland
decision be revised to indicate that "even
under the most unrealistic assumptions" 22.42%
of Westinghouse "is the maximum number that
could be found to be owned by aliens . . ."
Westinghouse explained that figure of 22.42%
was arrived at by witness who was asked to
make certain assumptions. "Although the nature and reasons for those assumptions are
perfectly clear when the findings are closely
read, the conclusions fail to make it equally
clear to other than the most careful reader of
the entire text that the assumptions are only
assumptions and are not facts. The conclusions
also make inaccurate quotation out of context
not only likely, but almost inevitable."
Communications Act prohibits FCC from
granting license to any corporation which in
turn is controlled by another corporation where
more than 25% of stock is owned by aliens.
In Portland ch. 8 case, Commission affirmed
initial decision in favor of grant to North
Pacific Television Inc. (Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt).
FCC Pay Boost Proposed
BILL to raise pay of FCC commissioners from
present $15,000 to $22,500 has been introduced
by Rep. Sid Simpson (R-II1.). Bill (HR 7387)
referred to House Civil Service Committee. It
was submitted same week that White House
announced it was preparing to ask Congress to
raise salaries of Cabinet and sub-Cabinet officers and officials and top staffers of executive
agencies (see story, page 46).
UPCOMING
July 18: Start WSM-Peabody Tv WorkTonti. shop, Peabody College, Nashville,
July 20: Testimonial Dinner to honor
Frieda Hennock, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
July 22-27: National Audio-Visual Convention, Sherman Hotel, Chicago.
See other Upcomings page 110

WICKLIFFE W. CRIDER, vice president in
charge of television and radio, and G. MAXWELL ULE, vice president in charge of research, elected to board of directors of Kenyon
& Eckhardt. Mr. Crider joined K&E in 1952,
before that was BBDO vice president and before that with J. Walter Thompson. Mr. Ule
joined K&E in 1-949 after service with McCannErickson, Chicago. Mr. Ule is president of
Radio and Television Research Council and
chairman of Advertising Research Foundation
subcommittee on radio and television ratings.
ARMIN N. BENDER, WHAM Rochester, recently assistant to television sales manager, appointed general sales manager of StrombergCarlson Bcstg. Corp. (WHAM-AM-TV).
C. E. MILLER, transmitter supervisor for
KOMO-AM-TV Seattle, named chief engineer
for Fisher's Blend Station Inc., and Fisher's
Television Co., operating KOMO-AM-TV. He
succeeds late FRANCIS J. BROTT.
RICHARD H. McGINNIS, formerly with advertising dept., Shell Oil Co., to BBDO, N. Y.,
as account executive on Ethyl Corp. account.
CHUCK WILDS, veteran supervising timebuyer, N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y., resigning from
agency, effective Aug. 5, and will spend year
in Europe with family.
Actors Guild Still Deadlocked
With Tv Film Producers
WITH Alliance of Tv Film Producers and Assn.
of Motion Picture Producers standing fast
against Screen Actors Guild in current tv entertainment film bargaining sessions in Hollywood,
SAG announced its board will meet today
(Monday) to consider calling a membership
meeting on strike vote.
Guild action followed meeting which broke
off last Thursday. SAG called on non-ATFP
and non-AMPP film producers to attempt independent negotiations. However, independents
refused SAG demands, stating they would be
governed by results of ATFP-AMPP negotiations.
Main stumbling block is revised residual payment scale asked by Guild. SAG last week
reportedly softened its demands somewhat, but
bargaining opponents maintained demands still
were too high.
SAG contract with tv entertainment film
producers expires Wednesday.
Community System Sold
MARTIN F. MALARKEY Jr. and associates,
community tv operators in Pottsville, Schuylkill
Haven and Minersville, Pa., have bought Harrisonburg, Va., antenna system, it was announced Friday. Harrisonburg system encompasses 600 subscribers, with potential 1,800
hookups, it was reported. It was bought from
Frederick L. Allman, owner of WSVA-AMFM-TV that city. Price was not disclosed. Mr.
Malarkey is president of National Community
Television Assn.
Gay Plans Virginia Outlet
CONNIE B. GAY, country music personality
of Washington, D. C, who in last few months
has spread his interests into broadcast ownership of three stations, Friday filed application
with FCC for new am station at Warrenton,
Va., on 1420 kc, 5 kw day. Last week Commission approved sale of WVVW-WJPB-FM
Fairmont, W. Va., to Mr. Gay who also has
pending before FCC purchase of WWKO Ashland, Ky. (story page 49).
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NEW LIFE IN OLD MEDIUM
Surge in radio network billings holds
out hope for a revenue comeback.
NBC's 'Monitor' sells 10 times better
than expected. CBS makes a big sale
to General Foods
31
C-P GETS A NEW PRESIDENT
William L. Sims 11, executive vice
president of Colgate-Palmolive , takes
over the reins vacated by Joseph McConnell
32
BATES AGENCY

Broadcasting Publicationi Inc.
Sol Taishoff
President
Maury Long
B. T. Taishoff
H.Secretary
H. Tash
Treasurer
Vice President
W^el
BROADCASTING
THE U.S.-MEXICO TALKS START
And one official is optimistic about the
radio negotiations — he says there's a
50-50 chance of success
72
THE RISE OF SMALL TOWN TV
Penetration is now over 50% in the
rural and small town areas, and 96%
of the nation can now receive a signal,
TvB's Treyz tells L. A. admen . . . .80
RADIO NEWS PIONEER DIES
Paul White, former CBS vice president

CHIEF DIES

and widely-acknowledged 'father of
electronics journalism,' dies of lingering ailment at 53
84

Thomas F. Harrington, who became
board chairman last April, succumbs
to heart attack
33
TV AND FURNITURE SALES
Can television move stock into the
home? It can, says a KP1X (TV)
survey
34
O'NEIL, RKO NEAR A DEAL
General Teleradio buy of movie property for about $25 million near consum ation 40
KENEHAN

TO BROADCAST

BUREAU

In surprise appointment, FCC names
attorney to head important division.
James Barr is assistant chief 42
TWO DENVER STATIONS SOLD
KFEL-TV would go to McCaw and
associates for $400,000 plus assumption of$500,000 liabilities. Dolph, Pettey buy KMYR for $150,000
52
THE CANADIAN

MARKET STORY

CBS-TV SPOT SALES EXPANDS
Six new men added to staff. It now
claims to have the biggest field force
of any tv representative 86
AFTRA LOOKS AT PAY-SEE
Radio-tv artists, convening in Seattle,
set up study unit to consider the effect
subscription-tv would have on them.
Other convention news
97
NETWORKS

BLANKET THE BIG FOUR

Saturation coverage of Geneva conference scheduled by radio, tv chains
99
THE EFFECT OF AN A-BOMB
RCA says its equipment came through
the Nevada test with only negligible
damage
101
CANADA

Things are booming for our neighbor
to the north. B*T analysis tells the
postwar story
55
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IN REVIEW
WINDOWS
MOST summer replacement programs try to
hold their viewers with light, frothy entertainment, guaranteed not to raise anyone's temperature. A different approach is taken by
Windows, which started July 8 on CBS-TV as
vacation fill-in for Edward R. Murrow's Person
to Person. This series, if its first program is
typical of those that will follow, strives to chill
its audience with eerie suspense.
After an overlong, somewhat confusing introduction about looking through windows into
the souls of humanity, the story proper began
with a small town household whose two sons
are preparing for an outing. They depart. Evening arrives; father comes home and wants to
eat his dinner so he can go off to a civic meeting; mother says let's wait for the boys who
ought to be home any minute now.
But they don't come home and telephone
calls show that all the children of this community and its neighboring towns are similarly
missing. As the tension rises, the mother goes
outside to look down the quiet street, usually
at this time of night ringing with the voices of
children at their last few minutes of play before
bedtime.
Late in the evening, Johnny, the 16-year old
son, comes home, alone. The children have
gone, he says, in revolt against the behavior
of their parents. But that he, two weeks over
the age limit, must return home. The rest, he
says, every child between five and 16, will
probably never come back. They are so well
hidden, he says, that they can never be found,
a statement which a police search proves all too
true.
But, says Johnny, there is a chance. The
missing youngsters can hear the school bell
and if the grown-ups ring it they may send a
committee back to talk things over. The bell
rings, hour after hour. Finally, three children
appear to negotiate. What, they ask, about the
playground they'd been promised, only to have
it taken away for a factory site? Why can't
they trust their parents to make good on
promises? Why, if their parents love them as
they say, don't they treat them with more consideration? Why, above all, do they go on
making wars, dropping bombs on children of
other lands?
The parents agree to give back the playground, to treat their children better, to try to
make a better, warless world for them to grow
up in. The committee goes back to the hidden
refuge, promising to report to the rest of the
children and, if they agree, they'll all come
home to give the old folks another chance. On
that note the drama ended.
The play got off to a fine start. The suspense
built slowly. There were a number of excellent
bits: the street at twilight, deserted and silent;
the casual reference, when the children's absence first becomes disturbing, to the Pied
Piper; the little girl member of the committee
who halts negotiations to be taken to the bathroom. But the climax lost its dramatic impact
in a cloud of hazy philosophy that was distinctly out of character with children who had already resorted to drastic action.
Let's credit Windows with a start in the right
direction,
even ifbetter
it didn't
comerestoff,
wish
the series
luck quite
for the
of and
the
summer.
Broadcast on CBS-TV, Fri., 10:30-11 p.m.
EDT, live from New York.
Sponsored by American Oil Co. through Joseph
Katz Co., and Hamm Brewing Co. through
Camphell-Mithun Inc.
Packaged by Music Corp. of America; created
by Frank DeFelitta and Mort Abrahams.
Producer: Mort Abrahams; associate producer:
Shelley Hull; director: Leonard Valenta (preBroadcasting
Telecasting'

miere), alternating with John Stix, Jack Garfein, Jose Quintero; technical director: Hal
Warner; lighting: Hank Alexander; costumes:
Gene Coffin; staging: David Alexander; set
designer: Samuel Lev.
Writers: First program, "The Outing," adapted
by Shirley Peterson from a story by Julia
Savarese.
Cast of "The Outing": Kent Smith, Frances
Reid,
Michael
Allen,Reilly,
CharlesPhilip
Taylor,
"Pud"
Flanagan,
Susan
Coolidge,
Charles Mendick.
AND HERE'S THE SHOW
IT'S BEEN many a moon since these old ears
have been titilated by the drolleries of Ransom
Sherman. Last June 9, when the old Chicago
master appeared in person on And Here's the
Show — the summer replacement for George
Gobel — it was keenly anticipated.
Honest to say, it was the same old Ransom
Sherman — looking slightly professorial (as we
knew he would) — still slightly off-beat, still
with that low level dry wit, but a little dated.
We wondered about that. We scratched our
heads, mulled our thoughts, pondered a John
Collins, and forced ourselves into deep contemplation (about six inches below the surface
of living on a hot, humid summer evening).
Finally we found it.
Ransom Sherman belongs to our youth. His
style is part of our young days when great
things were being done on radio. Sherman belongs, we concluded, to the era which encompassed The Chamber Music Society of Lower
Basin Street, Col Stoopnagle and Bud, CBS
Workshop, "and now we take you to . . ."
And Here's the Show is a little revue, sort of.
Its first guest was humorist Jonathan Winters
— who has been on several Gobel stanzas. He
did a burlesque of a war movie that was a
tour de force of voices and sounds.
The show also had vocalist June Christie,
the Double-Daters, a song and dance team,
and John Scott Trotter and orchestra, held over
from the original Gobel show.
Summing up: Middlin' to good summer fare.
Sponsored by Armour & Co. through Foote,
Cone & Belding, and Pet Milk Co. through
Gardner Adv. Co.
Broadcast on NBC-TV, three Saturdays out of
four, 10-10:30 p.m.
Stars: Ransom Sherman and Jonathan Winters,
with the Double Daters and John Scott
Trotter's orchestra.
Guest (first broadcast, July 9): June Christie.
Producer-director: Robert S. Finkel for Gomalco Productions; associate director: Paul Chapin; writers: Irving Taylor and Jesse Goldstein; technical director: John Conn; art director: Frank Swig.
★

★

★

BOOKS
THE TELEVISION ACTOR'S MANUAL, by
William Hodapp. Appleton-Century-Crofts
Inc., 411 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.,
publisher. 349 pp. $4.
TIPS on casting, acting techniques, resumes,
agent selection and effective publicity are given
to the aspiring tv actor by Mr. Hodapp, who
also treats the opportunities for actors in television. Although big-city television operations
are the focal point of Mr. Hodapp's book, he
offers how-to suggestions to actors working on
the local station level.
The book contains a glossary of terms, list of
casting directors and agents, actors' unions,
sample contracts and salary scales.
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Mid-Gulf States
EDITOR:
I have read Mr. Beatty's article on the MidGulf States area [B*T, June 27] and think he
has done an excellent job of it, as he did earlier
with the Carolinas [B»T, March 21].
It is pleasing to contemplate that the market
for your services in the South is growing just
as it is for all other goods and services.
F. Clifton Tool, Asst. V. P.
Southern Railway System
Washington, D. C.
EDITOR:
I have just read your excellent article on
"The Mid-Gulf States" in the June 27 issue and
wish to thank you for an excellent job.
Your series on changing U. S. markets is
extremely interesting and informative. A must
for anyone concerned with broadcast media.
Please keep up the good work.
Jeremy D. Sprague, Timebuyer
Cunningham & Walsh, New York
EDITOR:
... It is very thorough and certainly enjoyable reading and should go a long way in
bringing this area to the attention of the rest
of the country . . .
P. A. Sieverling, Director
Committee of 100
Birmingham, Ala.

THE TOURIST
Hasn"t missed a cherry
blossom festival since
the NRA: world's greatest
authority on the lateblooming anything. Collects match covers.
And in the Washington
area, which plays host to
four and a half-million
tourists annually, one
station is abetter advertising buy than any other.
That station is WTOP
Radio with( 1 )the largest
average share of audience (2) the most quarterhour wins ( 3 ) Washington's
most popular local personalities and (4) ten
times the power of any
other station. You don't
need a guide book to point
out that WTOP Radio is
Washington's top station.
WTOP
RADIO
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

EDITOR:
... In listing the total farm income for 1954
and 1953, the value of cotton is estimated at
$16.6 million for 1954 and $19 million for 1953.
We believe this should have been listed as the
farm value of cotton seed during the two years
since our estimate, based on USDA [U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture] statistics, is $17,048,000 for
cotton seed in 1954 and $19,076,000 for 1953
— close to the same as your figures for cotton.
The farm value of cotton lint produced in
Alabama in 1954 amounted to an estimated
$126,316,000, based on USDA statistics. In
1953 it amounted to an estimated $161,500,000.
Total farm value of cotton and cotton seed,
therefore, exceeded $143 million in 1954 and
was better than $180 million in 1953. . . .
Bill Foreman, Pub. Rel. Mgr.
National Cotton Council of America
Memphis, Tenn.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Alabamalintcotton
incorrectly omitted
important
total,figure
as pointed
out by tained
Mr.fromForeman.
B-T's
farm
data
were
obUSDA.]
Cole Compliments
EDITOR:
We would like to order 100 reprints of John
Osbon's excellent story on the use of tv film
by Cole-Finder, Inc., appearing in the June 13
B»T.
Irwin Cole, president of Cole-Finder, Inc.,
has requested that we pass on to you his compliments on the high level of researching, reporting and presentation in the article. Mr.
Cole feels that the story of his success with
television films could not have been presented
in a more accurate and interesting way.
Morris L. Roth, Account Executive
Herbert M. Kraus & Co., Chicago
Paging David Niles
EDITOR:
I don't suppose you conduct a Missing Persons Bureau, but mindful of the fact that B»T
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getsA around,
like nice
to know.
couple ofhere's
years what
ago, I'd
a very
guy and
his b.w. were friends of mine, but somehow
we lost touch. This gent was p.d. at KOLO in
Reno. Name of Dave Niles. I'd like to know
wha' hoppen to him and his frau. . . .
Vickie Varnum, Continuity Dir.
WINK Fort Myers, Fla.
Proof of the Product
EDITOR:
Thanks very much for sending me the proofs
of On All Accounts of April 25. I was flattered and honored to be the subject of this
sketch and thought that the writer was most
sympathetic and made the product look a lot
better than it actually is.
I have been a devoted reader of B»T for a
long time and find it to be a constant source
of valuable information. . . .
James W. Staples, Office Manager
Beaumont & Hohman, Los Angeles
Two for Eight
EDITOR:
Golly me, not only does the Presque Isle Star
carry the complete schedule of Loring Television, so does the Bangor Daily News. See enclosed.
In fact, I'll bet that this is the first television

TV PROGRAMS, THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 1955 V
WABI-TV— Channel 5

1:00
l:W
I «0
I roo
1:15
1:36
!:00
SO15

fi.no Sntrti
WTWO— Channel
fi:15
Mario2
6:30
Round-opOakley
5:W> Annie
•.■3ft Theater
Waterrllle Roar
* <*-< Brlfhter Day
Nevi
WGAN*-TV— Channel 13
4:15
s*:00ii Secret
Adventureltad
Fashions
4.30
On TourStormAeeotiat
Arlbor Godfrey
Strike
It
Blch
6:39
Theater
«:4S News
Weather *
search
7:15 To Be Ann on* f
Love of forI .'»Tomorrow
f-m Doufltg w ■*■-■ .
Children's Sarely WCSH-TV-Channel 6
Theater
ninr T)*n,r $r.h.<MU
TofTce Tlmi
Toby
Coffee Time
Tlmo
Coffee TiiBt

WMTW-TV— Channel 8
Pnhlu Def'tider
Sta fford
Loring Air Force Base-TV
Mode
B:30 — Channel &
Announced
17
Martin
r
Garry
Strike Meort
It Bleb
»|« BeTonlfbt
"15 SporU
In r:a
I. if, ! With Ellrabetb
CHSJ-TV—
Channel 8:004. StRojJohn,
Love
ofDoody
Life
Roferi N. B.
Howdy
Secret Storm
K:30 Profile!
BUI Hlckok '
newspaper listing you have ever seen which
lists two stations in different cities, both operating on the same channel (Loring and Mt.
Washington, both on Channel 8).
Murray Carpenter, Pres.
WTWO (TV) Bangor, Me.
[EDITOR'S
Mr. Carpenter
refers effect
to B-T'sof
July
4 story NOTE:
concerning
the commercial
military
'morale' into
tv stations
signals
jump
base boundaries
civilianwhose
coverage
areas.]
Out of the Brush
EDITOR:
I have felt the power of B*T! The flattering
article you did [Our Respects, May 2] drew
letters and comment from all over the country.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

To

SELL

product

your

best

\

in

Oklahoma

SHOW

Oklahom

A

TV

.

.

.

g

's

leading

Statio

NBC
ABC

SOURCE: Any and every single Hooper,
Pulse and A.R.B. in the past 6 years
. . . area, metropolitan, recall,
diary and coincidental. Check ANY TV
rating of Oklahoma and it bears out
WXY-TV's continuing dominance.
For the latest, call your Katz
Representative.

WKYTV
OKLAHOMA

CITY

Owned and operated by THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING COMPANY: The Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City Times. The Farmer-Stockm
an, WKY, WSFA, WSFA-TV,
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY.

•OPEN MIKE'

to cover the
NEW

YORK

Metropolitan

area

effectively.

£

It brought people out of the brush that I had not
seen or heard from for 15 years. . .
William E. Goetze, Gen. Mgr.
KFSD-AM-FM-TV San Diego

'Gun' Hits Bullseye
EDITOR:

. .

l

a

these advertisers . . .
Adam Hats
Ballantine Beer
Carolina Rice
Crawford Clothes
Farm Bureau Insurance
Lady Esther
Martinsons Coffee
Shell Oil
Super Suds
Wheatena
American Airlines
Bayer Aspirin
Coca Cola

An orchid to the writer of the "Drop That
Gun" editorial in the June 27 issue.
We need more hard hitting, straight thinking
talk like this from broadcasters and advertisers
as well as your leadership in the industry.
Robert T. Mason, President
WMRN Marion, Ohio
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The editorial Mr. Mason liked
concerned
Zenith's electronic
device etc.]
for
tuning
out commercials,
switching'gun'
channels,

to cover

SAN

the

FRANCISCO

Bay area...

Brains and Beauty
EDITOR:
I thought you might be interested in the
enclosed picture and the following information,
both of which prove that we get beauty, as well
as brains, in the radio business.
Terri Janicki is my secretary and gal-Friday.
In her job, Terri handles all my correspondence,

Dr. Lyon's
Good
Humor
Libby's Frozen Foods
Merkel Meats
Slenderella
Herbert Tareyton
White Rock

...and

many

more

use one of America's
GREAT

2

independents

WINS

. . . use one of

ill 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 il i
WJOB's TERRI
50,000 Watts . . . 24 hours a day

WEST COAST OFFICE:
Adam J, Young, Jr. • 593 Market Street
Los Angeles, Calif.
YUkon 6-6769
CHICAGO OFFICE:
George Clark • 360 N. Michigan Ave.
RAndolph 6-0712
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appointments and detail work. In addition to
that, she undertakes special servicing, merchandising, and promotion for station advertisers.
Obviously, these activities take brains. As
proof that Terri has beauty to match mental
ability, she was just chosen "Miss East Chicago
of
1955"MissandIndiana
will represent
in the
contest the
nextCalumet
month. region
Her boss predicts that she will be the next
Miss America.
Joseph R. Fife, Coml. Mgr.
WJOB Hammond, Ind.
Overseas Delivery
EDITOR:
I want you to know how much I appreciate
having received B»T through the recent months
without the slightest reason for any complaint.
No delay, no damaged copies . . . Your fine
handling of distribution is supplementing excellent work done in the editorial departments
. . . There are several dozens of American trade
and other publications crossing my desk every
week and I must say that B«T deserves an
award for "Best Handling of Distribution."
Gustav Genschow, Foreign Press Service
Bremen, West Germany

America's 2
GREAT independents!

KYA
The Personality Station
. . . 1260 k. c.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

OFFICE:
John Barry
28 West Uth St.
BRyant 9-601S-H
OFFICE:
George Clark
316 N. Michigan Ave.RAndolph €-0712

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

WORKING

FRANK HEADLEY, President
DWIGHT REED, Vice President
FRANK PELLEGRINI, Vice President
CARLIN FRENCH, Vice President
PAUL WEEKS, Vice President

380
New Madison
York 17, Ave.
N. Y.
OXford 7-3120

Broadcasting

H-R was founded by a group of mature
working partners. We're still partners!
We're still working!
In the meantime our staff has grown slowly . . .
steadily. Slowly because we have picked
each man with care. Steadily because more and
more fine stations like our type of operation.
An operation built on the promise to
"Always Send a Man to do a Man's Job."
Yesterday, today and tomorrow, this promise
will be kept!

35
E. Wacker
Drive
4253 Hollywood1
Boulevard
Chicago
1, Illinois
Hollywood
28, Calif.
RAndolph 6-6431 Hollywood 2-6453

• Telecasting

155 Montgomery
Street 452
Grande National Bldg.
San
Francisco, Calif.
Dallas,Rio Texas
YUkon 2-5701 Randolph 5)49

101 Marietta
Street Building
Atlanta,
Georgia
Cypress 7797

520
Room Lovett
No IDBoulevard
Justin
Houston,1601Texas
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New RCA 50-kilowatt
AM Transmitter BTA-50G
DESIGNED WITH
AMPLIPHASE MODULATION

To produce phase-to-amplitude
modulation in the BTA-50G, a
carrier wave is developed by a
common exciter. This carrier
wave is then split and fed to two
separate amplifier chains through
f)hase-shift
networks
estabish a carrier
phase that
difference.
These two signals are controlled
so that each maintains a prerelationship
the otherscribed
in phase
accordance
with with
the
intensity of modulating signal.
This controlled phase relationenables the separate
watt shipamplifiers,
when 25-kilofeeding
their outputs into a combining
circuit, to produce a maximum
level 50-kilowatt
ulated signal. amplitude mod-

EXCITER
POWER
SUPPLY
SIMPLIFIED

Q

SWITCH3?
460V
GEAR
BLOCK

DIAGRAM — BTA-50G TRAN

A

new

concept

. . . introduced
new

in AM

Broadcasting!

in RCA'syevolutionary

50-KW

AM

transmitter

Here is the most significant forward step

reactors and accessories. It requires no

in AM transmitters since RCA introduced

underfloor trenches, costly water cooling

high level modulation — an entirely new
50-KW

transmitter using Ampliphase

Modulation. Newest and finest in RCA's
long line of distinguished AM transmitter
designs, it is further proof of RCA leadership in the broadcast equipment field.
Ampliphase cuts transmitter floor space
and operating costs by substantial margins. The BTA-50G is housed in four cubicles. It does away with half of present
power tubes . . . along with bulky components such as modulation transformers,

FACTS

ABOUT

RCA'S

• Takes less than 80 square feet of
floor space. No underfloor trenches
required.
• Lowest operating cost of any 50-KW
AM transmitter.
• Half the tube cost of other 50-KW
AM transmitters.
• Uses famous Long-Life RCA 5671
P.A. tubes.
• No Modulation transformer required.
PIONEERS

IN AM

systems, external blowers. And there's
no lost air-time — because the 50-KW
Ampliphase is remarkably easy to install
while your present transmitter is in operation. Then, in most cases, you may keep
your old unit as a stand-by.
For complete technical
details . . . and for information on the surprisingly low price . . . call
your RCA Broadcast
Sales Representative.
In Canada, write RCA
VICTOR Company
Limited, Montreal.

NEW

50-KW

AM

Completely air-cooled with internal
blowers — no air intake ducts
necessary.
Low distortion, excellent frequency
response.
Splatter-free modulation provided by
new Ampliphase design.
Designed to permit remote-control
operation.
New simplified circuitry. Extremely
stable operation.

BROADCASTING

FOR

OVER

25 YEARS

RADIO
CORPORATION
of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION
CAMDEN, N.J*

our

respects

to JOHN LOYOLA FITZGERALD

QUARTER
HOUR
Than

FIRSTS
All Other

Stations

Combined
Quarter-Hour
Firsts

Station

129
68

WKBN-Radio
Station B
Station C
Station D
Station E
Station F
Ties

27
2
0
0
8
SHARES

WKBN-RADIO
Morning
Afternoon
Evening

38.2
36.6
40.0

Source: C. E. Hooper, Inc., Nov. 1954
thru March, 1955
The

Only Station

Completely
THE

Serving

YOUNGSTOWN
MARKET

WKBN
CBS-RADIO
YOUNGSTOWN,
5000

OHIO

Watts* 570

Represented

Nationally

by Paul H. Raymer
^
■
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IN many government offices, there are "boys
in the back room" who do the spade work for
government officials. One such unsung group
is in the FCC, where it bears the rather awesome
title of The Office of Opinions & Reviews.
It has the vital job of translating FCC actions
into written opinions, memoranda and orders.
The job of supervising this activity is significant. Although the Commissioners can decide
how
a
shouldit all
go and
why,detail.
they And,
can't
sit downdecision
and write
out in
even before the Commission makes a decision,
it has to be briefed, the case has to be analyzed,
the law noted and the alternatives must be
squared
with theprevious
the
job for
experts.rulings and policy. That's
In charge of the FCC's "back room"
of nine attorneys, three engineers and
countant, isa tall (6 ft., 2 in.), rangy,
shouldered attorney who was known

detail
an acstoopin his

youth as "little Fitz."
He's John Loyola FitzGerald, who came to
the FCC last November after almost 20 years
in various housing and home financing agencies
of the government.
A Native of Seattle
John FitzGerald is Seattle born (Dec. 10,
1908) and bred. He attended local schools and
was graduated from the U. of Washington with
a B.A. in 1928, and with an LL.B. in 1932. He
received his LL.M. from Harvard U. in 1934.
He also has an S.J.D. from Georgetown U.,
Washington, received in 1940.
At Georgetown, Mr. FitzGerald specialized
in administrative law. One of his instructors,
in radio and communciations law, was John W.
(Duke) Guider, now living in New Hampshire,
and president and owner of WMOU Berlin,
N.H., and president and part owner of WMTW
(TV) Poland Spring, Me.
There's a story about how the "little Fitz"
cognomen was pinned on the now over-six-foot
John FitzGerald. He started grade school in
Seattle at the early age of AVi years. Not that
he was any genius, he will instantly admonish,
but it was because he raised such a ruckus about
wanting to go to school then.
Since he was rather advanced in letters and
numbers for one so young, his mother, a
schoolteacher, won the school administration's
approval for him to start.
So, until he reached manhood, young John
was always the smallest boy in his class and

was dubbed, not without reason, as "little
The teaching influence ran strong in his
youth. He not only was reared by his schoolteacher mother (his father died when he was
a toddler), but after graduating from college
he taught at Skohomish, Wash., high school
and for five years, from 1942 to 1947, at the
U. of
San Francisco (administrative law).
Fitz."
He began his legal career in 1934 with the
Home Owners Loan Corp. in San Francisco.
In 1935, he went to Washington as an attorney
in the Federal Savings & Loan Insurance Corp.
He moved over to the U. S. Housing Authority
in 1938 as chief of briefs and opinions (very
similar to the present job at the FCC). In 1942,
he returned to San Francisco as regional counsel
for the Public Housing Administration.
From 1947 to 1949, he was in private law
practice in Los Angeles. He returned to Washington as principal land attorney, Housing &
Home Finance Agency, in 1949. It was from
this job that he came to the FCC.
Mr. FitzGerald considers his years with the
home and housing agencies as among the most
stimulating of his career. This was during the
formative years of housing and home legislation when the federal government was opening up new areas in the building and housing
field.
As a top legal aide, both in Washington and
on the West Coast, Mr. FitzGerald participated
in making and executing legal policy.
The chief of the FCC's Office of Opinions
& Reviews wears horn-rimmed glasses on a
rather thin face that lights up frequently in a
smile. He talks in a soft drawl. There is an
academic quality about him. His manner is
gracious and imbued with personal warmth.
He married the former Genevieve Warren of
Bellingham, Wash., in 1937. This was a college
romance. They live in the Washington suburb
of Silver Spring, Md., with four boys — ranging
from age 3 to 15.
Mr. FitzGerald is a member of Theta Chi,
Delta Theta Phi legal fraternity, and of the
Washington, California and U. S. Supreme
Court bars. He is a member of St. Bernadette's Roman Catholic Church in Silver Spring.
Today,
he doesn't
have much
time the
for time
outside activities,
but when
he had
he played tennis, handball and basketball. He
was also active forensically — debating and dramatics. In law school he was president of his
fraternity chapter and a member of the student
council, representing his class.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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You'll want to be there. It's a
BILLION DOLLAR* Market.
. . . 1,029,000* people.
. . . 100,000 plus TV sets.t
ONLY

KTBS-TV

can

put you therePOWER
with
MAXIMUM

...

100,000 watts VIDEO
69,800 watts AUDIO
on low . . .

TOWER

1151

FEET ABOVE

GROUND

CHANNEL

.

Represented by
R
S-7
CHANNEL
KTB

SHREVEPORT,
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Dominated

by

ONE

Television

AMERICA'S 5th
RICHEST MARKET

Station!

INDIANA'S 2nd
CITY CORPORATE
AREA

WILLIAM EDWARD
on

WARNER

all accounts

WILLIAM EDWARD WARNER, timebuyer,
Ted Bates & Co., New York, is convinced that
the union of television and advertising is the
most impressive liaison since Anthony and Cleo-

Let's take a close look at the South Bend market. The Metropolitan Area of South Bend (population 232,000) is the Nation's
5th richest in family income. The South Bend-Mishawaka CityCorporate Area is Indiana's 2nd largest in income and sales. The
9-county primary coverage area of South Bend's television station
WSBT-TVhas an Effective Buying Income of $1,165,630,000.00.
WSBT-TV DOMINATES
THIS GREAT MARKET!
Hooper and Pulse show that no other station
even comes close to WSBT-TV in share-ofaudience. Therefore, there's only one effective
way to reach the television audience of the
great South Bend
WSBT-TV!

market — that's with

PRIMARY COVERAGE AREA: 9 Rich Counties in
Northern Indiana and Southern Michigan.

SOUTH
BEND,
IND.

ASK
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But although his reverence for tv had to wait
patra.
for the establishment of the medium, his decision to enter advertising was taken when he
was a child.
"I think my father was the biggest influence
in my desire to enter advertising," he explained.
"I remember during the depression how impressed he was with advertising people. It was
his opinion that they, more than any other business group, were holding up with dignity when
everyone else was panicking and going under.
I've never regreted my decision to join the
Born in New York City in 1922, Mr. Warner was educated at New York U. where he
majored in marketing. His first job was in the
mail room of Pedlar & Ryan, back in 1941. He
advanced there to time estimator, the position
he field."
held when he left to serve in the merchant
marines. During the war he was in Europe and
the Mediterranean area.
In 1945, Mr. Warner returned to civilian life
and another agency, Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield. At that agency he functioned as
head of the billing department where he also
acted as liaison with media.
He remained with the agency until 1953 when
he accepted a bid from Ted Bates Inc. as assistant timebuyer on the Brown & Williamson account.
Last February he was named a timebuyer and
currently services Dromedary cake mixes and
grocery store products, both participants on
Today, Home and Tonight on NBC-TV; Morton frozen pot pies, Minute Maid, Snow Crop
and American Sugar, all of which use television
spots. American Sugar also invests in radio.
Amplifying his faith in spot tv as an advertising blockbuster, Mr. Warner observes that
"spot television has helped to bring all the
grocery products we serve here a long way because of the wonderful flexibility it offers the
client and the tremendous impression a sight
and sound demonstration can make for the
Mr. Warner is married to the former Evelyn
Hammerle. They have three children, Stephen,
10, Lynn, 7, and Christopher, 3. The family
viewer."
lives in an apartment in Pelham Bay, New
York.
Mr. Warner lists golf, baseball and tv viewing
as his hobbies.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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MILESTONES'
► MINNA GOTTLICH, in charge of checking
dept., Compton Adv., N. Y., has celebrated
her 40th anniversary with the agency.
► WPTF Raleigh, N. C, is observing its 31st
year of broadcasting.
► Station Manager WALTER HAASE of
WDRC Hartford, Conn., is observing his 31st
anniversary with the station.
► SHURE BROS. INC., Chicago, broadcast
equipment manufacturer, has observed its 30th
anniversary.
► ROBERT S. KELLER, president of Robert
S. Keller Inc. (radio-tv station representative),
N. Y., has completed his 31st year in the broadcast field.
► WBOW Terre Haute, Ind. has celebrated its
28th year of broadcasting.
► NBC's AMERICAN FORUM
its 27th anniversary on radio.

has celebrated

the BIG

MIDDLE
BILLION

of a
$ $

MARKET!
283,600
FAMILIES WITH
$1,146,950,000
SPENDABLE INCOME
(Sales Management May 1954)

► BERTHA PORTER, WDRC Hartford,
Conn., music librarian, is marking her 10th
year with the outlet.
► JOHN GIBBS, program director, marks his
10th anniversary with KQV Pittsburgh this
month.
► RAY PERKINS is observing his ninth anniversary asKIMN Denver disc m.c.
► Weatherman SONNY ELIOT is celebrating
his ninth year with WWJ-TV Detroit.
► WHLI Hempstead, N. Y., marks its eighth
anniversary on July 22.
► WNAC-TV Boston has celebrated its seventh anniversary.
► CBS-TV's TOAST OF THE TOWN
brated its seventh anniversary June 26.

cele-

► KFSD San Diego, Calif., is observing its 25th
anniversary as an NBC basic affiliate.

► WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y., has marked its
seventh birthday.

► FORREST COOKE, program director,
WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111., has celebrated his
25th year in broadcasting.

► WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn., has marked
its seventh year of telecasting.

► BRUCE DENNIS, program director at WGN
Chicago, has observed his 25th year with the
Chicago Tribune organization.

In

► WILLIAM T. NACE, comptroller, WIP
Philadelphia, has completed 14 years of service
with the station.

► Don McNeill's BREAKFAST CLUB has
marked its 23d anniversary on radio.
► BILL JOYCE, WLS Chicago producer, is
commemorating his 20th year in Chicago radio.
► Mutual's HAWAII CALLS is observing its
20th year on the air.
► CBS Radio's GUIDING LIGHT has entered
its 19th year on the air.
► WTRY Troy, N. Y., has celebrated its 15th
birthday.

► WABC-TV New York's ITALIAN FILM
THEATRE has celebrated its fifth anniversary
on the air.
► KBIG Avalon, Calif., marked its fourth
year on the air with a staff party for employes.
► WLW Cincinnati's EVERYBODY'S FARM
has aired its 5,000th broadcast.
► CBS-TV's SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
has marked its 1,000th broadcast.
► WWJ Detroit's STORYLAND
300th show.

has aired its

► MERIDIAN PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood,
has marked completion of the 150th segment
of CBS-TV Schlitz Playhouse of Stars series.

84,530
TELEVISION SETS IN AREA
(Television Magazine Report
March 1, 1955)
The ONE way to reach ALL
of MISSOURI'S 3RD
LARGEST MARKET!
•
R. L. STUFFLEBAM
Commercial Manager
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO
ORIGINATING STATION ABC
"OZARK JUBILEE"
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FOUNDERS of WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn., Aldo DeDominicis and Pat Goode, celebrate the seventh anniversary of the ch. 8 station with present employes who were with
WNHC-TV when it began on June 9, 1948. L to r: First row, Vincent DeLaurentis, vice
president in charge of engineering; Mr. DeDominicis, secretary-treasurer and general
manager; Mr. Goode, president; Ruth Luik, Mr. DeDominicis' secretary; Michael J. Goode,
political analyst on WNHC-TV's People's Lobby; Frank Barron, construction engineer;
Sam Mastro, office manager; back row, Larry McNamara, commentator on The News
Today; Vincent Callanan, vice president in charge of sales; William Malo, tv salesman;
Edward Taddei, executive vice president; Joseph Burns, commentator; Emery Schmidtgall,
supervising engineer, and Selig Tanner, supervisor of studio engineering.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

"You

Get

Me,

Dah-ling!"
A ravishing dame, even on TV, doesn't get a

second look— if you can't see her because she's
got shadows

under her eyes . . . Our darling is

1480 feet above

sea level, and the important

thing is that she's in direct line of sight of
1,382,000

families, who

get shadow-free

re-

ception inthe Bay Area's greatest concentration
of population . . . they can see Miss KRON-TV
clear as a silver belle ! . . . She comes in natural,
just like September
—

^_rnessage

Morn! ...Give your sales

shadow-free

reception, for maximum

scales impact, with KRON-TV.

( *6 *,

FIREMAN

FRANK

is doing a great job on SaturdayAsk Free & Peters
for details

Represented Nationally by Free & Peters, Inc.

No. 4 in the series, "What Every Time Buyer Should Know About KRON-TV"
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GET

YOUR

SHARE

GRANTLAND
based

on the number

POWERS

PROFITS

RICE

one best-seller, "The Tumult

and featuring one of America's
JIMMY

OF

best-known

FROM

STORY
And

The Shouting/7

sports commentators,

with guests such as Jack Dempsey, Earle Sande, Bobby Jones,
Vincent Richards, Gene Tunney, and other sports immortals

Everybody loved Grantland Rice because "Granny" loved everybody's
favorite sports! Now everybody can relive the suspense, drama and thrills
of Grantland Rice's "inside" sports stories as Jimmy Powers recreates them
on this stirring radio sports show.
For years Jimmy Powers' daily newspaper sports column has been required
reading for sports-lovers of every age.
Today, as the host and commentator on
the Friday night boxing telecasts,
Jimmy Powers is practically a "member of the family" in millions of TV
homes from coast to coast.

Here's an easy-to-sell show that's got everything to capture a huge audience
of sports-hungry men, women and teenagers . . . and everything to hold them
spell-bound. There are interviews with immortals like Jack Dempsey, Earle
Sande, Gene Tunney . . . there's the recorded voice of Grantland Rice himself
relating intimate stories about the immortals of sports, sidelights about great
sporting events, and Granny's famous poetic tributes to great personalities
and events . . . and there's much, much more to make this show the greatest,
grandest, most gripping 15-minute sports broadcast anywhere in America!

RECORDED
RADIO CORPORATION
TMKS.

RCA

PROGRAM
SERVICES
OF AMERICA
• RCA VICTOR RECORD DIVISION

9 I

TODAY'S

MOST

EXCITING

A FULLY-RECORDED,

15-MINUTE

ANY

ALL

EXTRA

COST

TO

RADIO

This history-making radio sports show— the only series of its
kind in America— illustrates anew how RCA Thesaurus is
always first to supply easy-to-sell programs that put subscribers out in front of competition.
Actually, this new program series is only one of eight new
features that are being incorporated into RCA Thesaurus
during our 20th Anniversary of this great Library Service.
Today the RCA Thesaurus Library offers subscribers its biggest, finest, most salable programming and time selling aids

ANOTHER

20TH

ANNIVERSARY

RADIO

SERIES

AVAILABLE

FREE

SUBSCRIBERS

OF
!

ever: 26 different programs, plus new fully recorded open
end shows— "Shop at the Store with the Mike on the Door"—
a tested campaign to promote and sell local radio time . . .
2,000 commercial singing jingles . . . complete weekly continuity service . . . sponsor-selling recorded sell-effects . . . voice
tracks ... sales-clinching brochures ... and 52 new releases
each and every month.
For complete information about The Grantland Rice Story
and RCA Thesaurus, write, wire or call your nearest RCA
Recorded Program Services office, (Dept. B-7) today!

FEATURE

FROM

RCA

630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y. — JUdson 2-5011 522 Forsyth Building, Atlanta 3, Ga.— LAmar 7703
1016 N. Sycamore Ave., Hollywood 38, Cal.— OLdfield 4-1660 445 N. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 11, III.— WHitehall 4-3530
1907 McKinney Ave., Dallas 1, Tex.— Riverside 1371

Alert advertisers know that it takes vital, persuasive
personalities to increase product sales in the nation's
capital. They know, too, that enthusiastic, ready-made
audiences are a must. And they've found that WRC
and WRC-TV provide that special kind of service.
The ladies, bless 'em, take their purchasing leads
from Inga Rundvold — the charming young lady who
conducts the women's features on WRC-TV's
"Afternoon Show" weekdays from 2:00 to 3:00.

Capital

Al Ross, the easy-going, talented proprietor of
Gains

.four ways

to make

Then there's versatile Willard Scott, a genial young

them

in Washington,

WRC Radio's record show . . . "Your Timekeeper" . . .
captivates young and old alike with his musical selections
and informal chatter, weekday mornings from 6:15
to 9:30 and from 6:15 to 8:00 on Saturday.

D.C.

gent who lightly mc's the popular disc jockey sessions
"Twilight Tunes" on WRC Radio - 5:35-6:00 p.m.
and 7:45-8:00 p.m.

Ray Haney and the top-rated "Little Rascals"
captivate the small fry from 9:00 to 9:15 a.m., weekdays;
Wednesdays from 7:00 to 7:30 p.m. Saturday from
3:00 to 4:30 p.m. Ray holds the youngsters enthralled
with his "Trading Post."
Top WRC, WRC-TV personalities all, and every one
a top salesman for advertisers who are making the
biggest sales gains in Washington, D.C.

AM-FM WRC-TV
WRC
IN WASHINGTON
represented by NBC SPOT SALES

INGA RUf
WILLARD
RAY Hi
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RADIO
SHOWS
0
$

NETWORKS'
SIGNS
OF

BUSINESS
FIRMING
UP

NBC says 'Monitor' is 72% sold on average weekend
CBS reports big General Foods and other radio sales

0 MBS is on verge of selling 'Companionate Radio' plan
tember), NBC Radio now has $1,522,600 on
WILL new patterns of radio networking rethe books representing 1,056 gross minutes of
verse the downward curve of network billing?
commercial time. The service has been 72%
Last week there were signs that the decline
might be arrested, might even be turned into
sold out on the average. During the July 4 weekend (Saturday and Sunday) the percentage shot
an upward trend. Here were some of them:
up to 97% sold out, a feat that is expected to
• Advance reports of advertiser billings on
Monitor fired a sudden enthusiasm in NBC Ra- be repeated on the Labor Day weekend.
At the outset, it was reported, NBC Radio
dio quarters. Consequently, the network now
executives had been conservative on the servis considering steps to extend its weekend concept of program service both in station option
ice's immediate future, practically writing off
the third quarter with expectations of possibly
time on weekends and in network option time
$150,000 in gross billings in the till. Thus,
during the Monday-Friday period.
• CBS Radio disclosed a number of national
Monitor has proved to be 10 times more effective than originally believed, it was pointed out.
advertisers turning to the medium. Among the
Among the top advertisers underwriting
new buys was a General Foods purchase of
Monitor are Philip Morris (see story, page
participations, representing alone some $300,000
32), Chesebrough Mfg., Chevrolet Div. of Genin annual gross billing for the network.
eral Motors, Western Union, Miller Brewing
• MBS since June 19 has compiled renewal
Socony-Vacuum Oil, Morton Salt and
business representing $2,561,000 gross billings Co.,
RCA.
and was about to sign its first two major adverReportedly, NBC Radio may extend the servtisers which are including Mutual's "Companice, should it so decide, at a step at a time, first
ionate
Radio"
service
plan,
possibly
adding
anoffering the service, with affiliate approval, in
other $1 million (see At Deadline).
the 1 1 p.m. -midnight station option time Satur• ABC Radio, whose billings have steadied
day, and midnight-8 a.m. Sunday and 10 p.m.in the past few years, reported a status quo, its
midnight that same day — these hours also are
picture complicated somewhat by the decision
station option time.
of Swift & Co. and Quaker Oats to drop sponThe next step — or alternative — would be to
sorship of Breakfast Club [Closed Circuit,
offer the service in network option time, probJuly 4].
ably in daytime hours, during the weekdays.
The new pattern of network radio buys was
Reports have placed the time segment at posparticularly noticeable in purchases ranging
from short term saturation to the one-time special events as well as five-minute segments
across-the-board and 52-week renewal contracts
for quarter hours.
In addition to its expanding Monitor advertiser roster, NBC Radio reported the sale of
Your Nutrilite Theatre, a new drama series to
be incorporated into the Monitor service, to
Mytinger & Casselberry, through Dan B. Miner
Co., Los Angeles, and five-minute evening news
segments to be programmed Monday-Friday at
varied times for 52 weeks by Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. (Viceroy & Kools), through
Ted Bates & Co.
The extension of Monitor — the service now
runs 14 hours in network option time — actually
hinges on a top echelon decision.
Reportedly, the decision may be some months
in the coming. Robert Sarnoff, NBC executive
vice president, is returning today (Monday)
SLEEP-EZE Corp. (sleeping tablets), Long
from an overseas trip. Mr. Sarnoff and NBC
Beach, Calif., signs with CBS Radio for
President Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., it was said,
twice-weekly
sponsorship of Young Dr.
will be presented with the record of Monitor,
Malone (Mon.-Fri., 1:30-1:45 p.m. EDT).
which has been aired on a full weekend schedL to r: John Karol, vice president in charge
ule since June 18.
of network sales, CBS Radio; M. B. Scott,
Already the sales record of Monitor has far
president of M. B. Scott Adv., and Allan
outstripped the expectations of even its most
ardent rooters at NBC. In terms of gross billParkinson, Sleep-Eze owner-president.
ings for the third quarter (July through SepI'.ROADCASTING
• TELECASTING
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sibly two hours, programmed either in the
morning or in the afternoon.
CBS Radio, which currently has set Aug. 25
as the effective date for a change to a single
rate [B»T, July 4], reported a definite upsurge.
General Foods, New York, has appropriated
approximately $300,000 for CBS participations.
Other advertisers reported by CBS Radio included Hazel Bishop, Viceroy Cigarettes, Chevrolet, Reynolds Metals, Pet Milk, Kellogg
Foods, Gulf Spray and Woolworth.
The largest saturation type of buy was recorded by General Foods which signed a contract with CBSRadio for sponsorship of-a total
of 18 broadcasts weekly on seven different daytime serials, for its Swans Down Cake Mix.
The General Foods saturation purchase includes segments of the following six daytime
serials: Backstage Wife (three segments), Romance of Helen Trent (two segments), Our Gal
Sunday (two segments), Young Dr. Malone
(three segments), Perry Mason (two segments)
and Brighter Day (three segments).
Young & Rubicam is General Foods agency.
Hazel Bishop, through Raymond Spector Co.,
New York, has added another radio network
buy to its recent sponsorship of Wendy Warren
News by purchasing a portion of the Freddy
Robbins show, 3:30-4 p.m., five times weekly
on CBS Radio effective Aug. 1.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville (Viceroy cigarettes), effective July 19
picks up two segments of the Disc Derby show
which also features Freddy Robbins, Tuesdays
and Saturdays at 8:30 p.m. Ted Bates & Co.,
New York, is the agency.
Chevrolet cars through Campbell-Ewald,
New York, is turning to CBS Radio to sponsor
the Aug. 14 Soap Box Derby.
Other sales: Reynolds Metals, through
Buchanan & Co., New York, for a one time
coverage of the Hambletonian Races, Wednesday, Aug. 3; Pet Milk, for a firm 52 week renewal contract for its participation on the
Arthur Godfrey show, through the Gardner
Agency, St. Louis; a 52-week renewal signed
last week by Kellogg Foods, through Leo
Burnett, Chicago, for its House Party.
At the same time, Gulf Spray recently bought
an eight-week summer run of Wendy Warren
on CBS Radio, through Young & Rubicam, and
Woolworth renewed its hour-long radio show
on CBS Radio for another 13 weeks.
MBS reported that its figure represented
13-week renewals by P. Lorillard & Co..
through Lennen & Newell; National Biscuit
Co., through Kenyon & Eckhardt; Coca-Cola
Co., through D'Arcy Adv.; Billy Graham,
through Walter F. Bennett & Co.; Lutheran
Hour, through Gotham Adv.; Global Frontiers
and Wings of Healing, through Century Adv.
Also
was the Heatter,
return totothebenetwork'
on
Sept. reported
12 of Gabriel
sponsored
three nights per week (15-minute program) by
American Home Products, through Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. One-shot programs
included the All-Star Football Game, Aug. 12,
co-sponsored by Miller Brewing Co. and Atlantic Refining Co., and the Army-Navy footgame in November
to be sponsored* by AllState ballInsurance
Co.
J.uly 18, 1955
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ADVERTISERS

& AGENCIES

PRESIDENT
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
formed in 1953, Mr. Sims became its first presiFills vacancy left by resignadent, continuing as executive vice president of
tion of McConnell earlier this
the parent company.
Mr. Hart started with the Colgate-Palmolive
year. Hart elected a vice presicompany in 1932 as a salesman for its Canadian
dent and president of Colgatesubsidiary in Toronto.
Palmolive International.
NEW

SIMS

WILLIAM LEE SIMS II, executive vice president of Colgate-Palmolive Co. and president of
Colgate-Palmolive International, has been elected president of C-P, E. H. Little, chairman of
the board, who will
continue as chief executive officer of the
company, announced
last week. Ralph A.
Hart, vice president
of Colgate - Palmolive International
in charge of European sales and advertising, has been
elected vice president of the company
and succeeds Mr.
Sims as president of
MR. SIMS
Colgate-Palmolive
International.
Mr. Sims in effect fills the vacancy left by
Joseph H. McConnell, who resigned the post
earlier this year.
Mr. Sims joined the soap organization in
1924 as a salesman. He has headed the company's foreign operations since 1945 and has
been parent company executive vice president
since 1952. He became a director in 1946 and
a member of the executive committee in 1953.
He was manager of the company's subsidiaries
in continental Europe, with headquarters in
Paris. When he returned to the states in 1940,
following the outbreak of World War II, he
became assistant to Mr. Little, who was then
president of the company.
When Colgate-Palmolive International was

Advance Schedule
Of Network Color Shows
CBS-TV
Remainder of July and August
color schedules not yet announced.
NBC-TV
July 18 (7:30-7:45 p.m. EDL) Matt
Dennis, (Also July 20, 22, 27,
29). Sustaining.
July 19 (7:30-7:45 p.m. EDT)
Vaughn Monroe Show. (Also
July 21, 26, 28). Sustaining.
July 25 (8-9:30 p.m. EDT) Producers
Showcase, "The Fourposter,"
Ford through Kenyon & Eckhardt, and RCA through Kenyon & Eckhardt and Al Paul
Lefton agencies.
Aug. 22 (8-9:30 p.m. EDT) Producers
Showcase, "The King and
Mrs. Candle," Ford through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, and RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Grey and Al Paul Lefton
agencies.
[Note: This schedule will be corrected to
press time of each issue of B«T.]
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Radio-Tv to Emphasize
New Philip Morris Drive
NEW national advertising campaign, with
both radio and television playing lead roles
has been announced by Philip Morris Inc., New
York, for its Philip Morris cigarettes. The
campaign, which will follow the theme, "Philip
Morris . . . Gentle for Modern Taste," was
developed by Roger Greene, director of advertising for the cigarette firm, and John R.
Latham, Philip Morris brand manager, with
Biow-Beirn-Toigo Inc., agency handling the
account.
On radio, the cigarette firm has purchased
the exclusive cigarette franchise on Monitor,
NBC Radio's weekend service. The advertising theme will be aired some 14 times throughout each Monitor broadcast on the full NBC
network.
In television, the campaign hinges on frequent spot announcements in key cities under
which both the theme and the art work used
in the printed media campaign will be supplemented with further detail to better suit
them to television.
Philip Morris has announced that the expanded campaign follows the pattern used in
a successful drive launched in Chicago June
20 using identical local media.
Other media which figure in the plans are
newspaper space, Sunday supplements and
magazines, point-of-purchase displays and billboards.

Carpenter, Macheca, O'Neill
Elected D'Arcy Adv. V.P/s
TWO CREATIVE executives and an account
executive were elected vice Adv.
presidents
of D'Arcy
Co. last
week.
The newly-elected
vice presidents are:
Thomas K. Carpenter Jr.-, who joined
the agency
in 1954,
and
who is also
copy
director in the New
York office; Jack
Macheca, account
executive for Anheuser-Busch Inc.,
St. Louis, who has
been with the agency
MR. CARPENTER
sincenis J.1939,
and DenO'Neill,
copy

MR. O'NEILL

MR. MACHECA

director in the agency's Cleveland office, who
joined the firm in 1938.

IRVING GOLD (seated) of Gold's Furniture & Appliance Stores, Los Angeles, contracts for the Spanish-language market of
Southern California with a 52-week purchase of KWKW Pasadena's La Hora de
Oro, a half-hour Monday-Friday program
devoted to Spanish public service announcements. Also included in the pact
are two additional spot announcements
daily, Monday-Friday. Witnessing are
Stuart Heinemann (I), general manager
of Allied Adv., agency for Gold's, and
Newt Yates, KWKW account executive.
Necchi

Uses Closed Circuit

To Launch Advertising Drive
NECCHI Sewing Machine Sales Corp. used a
closed-circuit telecast to 18 cities — the first to
be held in the sewing machine industry — to
announce its $4 million advertising campaign
for its new Necchi Supernova (the push-button
cabinet model family sewing machine) on July
10.
The advertising campaign includes alternate
week sponsorship of Stop the Music on ABCTV, magazines, newspapers and radio.
Leon Jolson, president of Necchi-Elna Corp.,
demonstrated the new machine on the telecast.
Bert Parks appeared on the special telecast,
explaining how the ABC-TV show acts as a
"second salesman" by sending entry blanks to
every dealer. To become eligible for the contest, individuals must obtain these entry blanks.
When contestants appear on the program, the
dealer's name and address are announced.
The telecast was handled by TNT TeleSessions, the business communication division
of Theatre Network Television.
Grey Advertising, New York, is the agency
For Necchi-Elna.
GM Buys NBC Half-Hour
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., Fisher Body Div.,
Detroit, has bought the 9-9:30 p.m. EDT period
on NBC Radio on Aug. 2 to broadcast the 25th
Fisher Body
Scholarship
Awards
DinnerCraftsman's
in Detroit.Guild
Kudner
Agency
Inc., New York, handles the account.
Announcement will be made at the awards
dinner of the winners of $20,000 in university
scholarships. James E. Goodman, head of the
Fisher Body Div., will make the prize-winning
awards to youngsters who have participated in
the automobile body designing competition.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

HARRINGTON
HEADED

TED

DIES;
BATES

Board Chairman Thomas F.
Harrington, 53, succumbs to a
heart attack at his summer
home. He was elected to
board chairmanship last April.
THOMAS F. HARRINGTON, 53, chairman
of the board of Ted Bates & Co., New York,
died suddenly of a heart attack at his summer
home, Candlewood Isle, Conn., July 10. His
home was at 1035 Park Ave., New York.
Mr. Harrington, a 36-year advertising veteran, joined Ted Bates in 1944 as vice president,
account supervisor and member of its plans
board. He was made a partner in the agency
in 1948. He was
elected to his present
position as chairman
of the board last
April 1 when the advertising agency
changed from a partnership to a corporation.
For many years
Mr. Harrington was
in charge of all the
radio and television
activities of the Ted
Bates agency and
MR. HARRINGTON
was widely known
in show business both in New York and in
Hollywood.
Mr. Harrington was born and educated in
Boston. He attended Hyde Park High School,
Burdette Business College and Boston U. He
entered the advertising field in the Boston office
of the George Batten Co. in 1919.
In 1934, Mr. Harrington joined Young &
Rubicam as radio director. In 1938, he was
returned to New York as vice president-director
of radio for Young & Rubicam, the position he
held before joining Ted Bates.
Mr. Harrington was vice chairman and a
governor of the eastern region, American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies. He was a member
of the Candlewood Yacht Club, Ridgewood
(Conn.) Country Club, and the Candlewood
Isle Assn.
He is survived by his wife, the former Rose
Williams; two sons, Lieut. Donald Thomas,
USAF, and Richard Loring; five sisters, and
two brothers.

Park Joins McCann-Erickson
GEORGE B. PARK, manager of advertising
and sales promotion services for General ElecMcCanntric, joinsNew
Erickson,
York,
as vice president and
senior marketing executive on Sept. 1,
Marion Harper Jr.,
president of the
agency, announced
last week.
Mr. Park's duties
at General Electric
involved responsibility for advertising
policies, practices,
MR. PARK
and program coordination of the company's 87 product departments. He also had
the functional supervision of creative development, media relations and research, exhibits and
trade shows and all graphic arts services.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Hot Pace in A ir-Conditioning
AIR-CONDITIONING history— and media
All this a few days after the Wall Street
history, too — are being made by a WashingJournal had carried an article indicating
ton, D. C, store that believes in the power
that air-conditioning business falls apart
after July 1.
of advertising and refuses to believe that nobody buys an air-conditioner after July 1.
Mr. Webster, 34, took over the plumbingThe store, John G. Webster Inc., 627 F
heating-appliance
business from his father
St. N.W., has sold 1,500 Chrysler Airtemp
a decade ago and has built it into one of
air-conditioners since July 1 and plans an- the nation's important enterprises, particother fortnight of promotion. Unit prices
ularly in the air-conditioning field. He holds
range from $249 upward. This mass movemasters degrees in law and engineering,
ment of cooling units into Washington
a masters degree from Harvard Graduhomes has beep called the biggest sale in plus ate
School of Business Administration —
air-conditioning history.
and,
of
course, a master plumber's
license.in
Back of the sale is a multi-media camHis belief
paign using saturation radio-tv spots and
the use of multinewspaper space, with $2,500 spent in electronic media and the same sum in white
mediaMr.is
sharedple by
space. George C. Webster, head of the
all butStandig.
one of our
store, told B»T a recall check is being made
Ver
"In
to determine which media drew the most
agency's success
customers.
stories (a blackand-white-only
"Broad acceptance has been built for
campaign) we
Chrysler Airtemp units through radio and
found that sales
television," Mr. Webster said. "In this
effectiveness is
specific promotion, the overall effort of
increased through
multiple media improved sales greatly." He
the use of media
added that one advertisement and one mecombin a t i o n s
dium would not do the job.
MR. VER STANDIG
such as radioNailing down the point, he added, "In newspapers, radio-tv-newspapers, tv-newsplanning repeat promotions we will make use
of multiple media an essential part of the papers or radio-tv with car cards," he says.
Calling his organization a "shirtsleeve
marketing
agency," he described operation
With the simple theme, "Air-Conditioning
campaigns."
of a 500-family consumer panel providing
Sale," the Webster store used saturation
impact and recall measurements as well as
radio-tv spots and full pages in the Sunday,
sales data of many types.
July 3, Star and Post. By 11 a. m. the
Mr. Ver Standig has been in advertising
Webster agency, M. Belmont Ver Standig
23 years, 10 of them as head of his own
Inc., was phoning radio and tv stations, tak- Washington agency. His billing is said to
ing advantage of their ability to change
run around $1.5 million a year. Mrs. Helen
copy on short notice. The new copy asked
Ver Standig buys radio and tv time.
a whileforbecause
the public
large
staff towaswaitloaded
days. the store's
The returns aren't in yet from the media
Even with 15 telephone operators, the check, and more July weekend sales will
bring up the 1,500 total to — well, maybe
store lost perhaps half the calls, with some
maybe more. The follow-up adpersons saying they had been trying to get 2,000, or vertising
has been on a more modest basis
through for as long as five hours.
than the July 3 splash.
The store was open all day July 3, and
There has been a pleasant bonus for the
July 4 as well. The second day was even
Webster store — hundreds of inquiries for
busier than the first. With the store jammed,
home units, which run from $1,to haul their equip- complete
900 to $3,000.
many customers dodecided
their own installing. The
ment home and
The Webster sales staff has been spurred
store promised to inspect installations later.
by quotas and prize inducements. Mr. WebThe Airtemp sale had Washington media
ster calls it a "Salesarama."
pretty much to itself that holiday weekLessons to be learned from this air-conend, and enjoyed a monopoly in air-conbuyers
of
swarm
The
ditioning promotion.
ditioning success story are obvious: Holiday
weekend sales can be effective, with as many
had Wilson Supply Co., Airtemp distributor,
scouring the country for available units. as two-thirds to three-fourths of families
Six carloads were located. Mr. Webster is staying home all or part of the weekend; July
is a good month to sell air-conditioners, degeneral manager of the Wilson firm.
All Airtemp dealers in the Washington
spite some of the experts, and there's nothing
area rode the buying wave, selling units as like a July heat wave to get people inDealers
.
terested in cooling their homes; good time
obtained
be
fast as they could
and space is available in most media during
selling other makes enjoyed a heavy demand
when they opened for business July 5 after holidays; saturation advertising is effective
the long weekend. The Webster store sold in radio and tv; so is combined media.
1,000 units the first week.

General Foods Reorganizes
Sales Into Two Divisions
SALES REORGANIZATION of several operating divisions of General Foods, White Plains,
N. Y., was announced last week by the company. The staff of the now eliminated GF sales
division has been assigned to two newly created
sales divisions.
These are the Baker-Gaines sales division
which will handle products of the company's

Walter Baker, Franklin Baker and Gaines divisions and the Jello-O sales division, which will
sell Minute, Calumet, Certo, Sure-Jell, D-Zerta,
Swans Down and Jell-O products.
C. A. Kolb has been appointed national sales
manager of the Jell-O division. He previously
was national sales manager of the GF sales division. Harold J. Colclough, southern region
manager of the GF sales division headquartering in Atlanta, has been named national sales
manager of the Baker-Gaines division.
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Q:

CAN

A:

IT

TV

CAN,

MOVE
AND

FURNITURE?
THIS

IS

HOW

KPIX (TV) wanted to know how successful television had proved itself in selling for dealers. So it conducted a nationwide survey of
stations to find out what they had learned. These are the results.
CAN TELEVISION move merchandise for
retail furniture dealers?
That's a question that until recently posed
a problem for which there was no immediate answer for account executives at Westinghouse-owned KPIX (TV) San Francisco.
They had confidence in the ability of tv,
when properly used, to move the sofa out
of the show room into the viewer's home,
but that didn't make the salesmen's lot in
life any easier. Nor did it sell the retailer —
usually a devoted newspaper advertiser — on
television as a powerful sales tool.
What KPIX needed were statistics and
results stories. Necessity, occasionally the
mother of research as well as invention, set
the wheels in motion in this case for a detailed and comprehensive survey among television stations in the U. S. to determine
whether there were local furniture retailers
who had conducted successful campaigns
on tv. If campaigns were conducted and
they were considered unsuccessful, the survey aimed to find out why.
The study, made in December 1954 and
January 1955, was conducted under the
supervision of Herb Bachman, director of
promotion at KPIX. Mr. Bachman told
B»T the survey was sparked in a conversation between a KPIX sales representative
and one of San Francisco's largest furniture
dealers.
"The retailer was convinced tha: he knew
how much business he could count on from
the size of his newspaper ads," Mr. Bachman
said. "But he was equally sure that tv results couldn't be figured. He wasn't even
certain that he could conduct a successful
campaign on tv. There weren't any available
answers to the questions the retailer asked
so we decided on a survey of our own to
find them."
The study, from the original idea to the
final tabulation, was handled entirely by
KPIX. The results, Mr. Bachman believes,
represent an excellent cross-section on the
furniture retailers' experiences with tv as
reported by stations which carried their advertising messages. Questionnaires were
mailed to 409 stations in operation when the
study was launched. Nearly a third of that
number replied — 129 in all. Of the total
number of responses, 100 were answers accompanied bysuccess stories. The remaining 29 were not all tales of unprofitable
television ventures. They also covered stores
featuring only one furniture item and reports from stations without retail furniture
advertisers.
As the accompanying tables show, the
survey indicates that tv is a fine buy for
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furniture dealers regardless of market size
or quality and type of merchandise — when
it is used correctly. "The hypothesis 'can
television sell retail furniture' did not turn
out to be the important question at all," Mr.
Bachman told B«T, "but rather, did the retailer, who understanding his market and the
people who were prospective purchasers of
his style and quality merchandise, adapt this
knowledge to his television advertising."
Mr. Bachman pointed out that to those advertisers who did, tv became a very successful means of reaching customers. Misuse
of the medium — not flaws inherent in the
medium itself — was responsible for the unsuccessful campaign. By way of illustration,
Mr. Bachman referred to the experience of
one station located in an eastern market with
between 150,000 and 450,000 population.
In answer to the KPIX questionnaire, the
station reported a decided lack of success
in the retail furniture field but passed on the

WHO
Total Mailing

ANSWERED
Number %
409
129 31.5

Responses
Responses *with
Success Stories

100

24.4

* Includes stations which replied
they did not have a furniture account
on the air and specialty stores which
were not included in working tables.
experience it had had with furniture clients
in hopes it would be of use in the KPIX
presentation.
One capsule case history outlined by this
station was fairly typical of the tv campaigns
that had not worked to the client's advantage, Mr. Bachman said. A wholesale retail
outlet in the station's market was interested
in increasing sales on its low-priced, wellmade furniture. Before the start of the tv
drive the store had made little attempt to
sell in quantity to retail customers. Against
the advice of the station, the store went
ahead with plans to display several pieces
of furniture on each commercial and couple
the display with hard-sell messages on a
relaxed variety show. The station pointed
out that hard-sell of any type had proven
unsuccessful in the area. The viewers just
wouldn't buy it. The station also recommended a more visually appealing line of
furniture minus great floral patterns which
reproduced poorly.

In spite of the admonitions of professionals, the store went ahead with the plan, expecting immediate sales results after the first
spot. As the station's prediction had warned,
the result was only a few scattered inquiries.
On the other hand in a market of this
very same size in a different geographic area,
another tv outlet reported "some rather outstanding selling successes for three local retail furniture outlets . . ." in reply to the
KPIX questionnaire. In one instance, sales
for a furniture outlet increased 35% during
the first six months the store was on tv with
a half-hour weekly film program, designed
as a test campaign. This advertiser, which
ultimately switched to a live program format
once a week, has commented that "We have
never used an advertising medium that does
as complete a selling job as television. In
instance after instance we have found that
television advertising actually closes sales
As opposed to the cluttered commercial
of the unsuccessful advertiser, the furniture
client
for us."using the medium successfully generally sticks to details on one item per commercial. As an example, through two tv
programs 250 mattresses were sold by this'
advertiser. Of that number, 125 buyers were
new customers at the store. The long-range
effect of the two programs added up to
some $12,000 in sales since many of the
customers who purchased mattresses also
bought other merchandise.
In the preDaration of the survey, Mr.
Bachman explained, two basic considerations were involved. They were length of
the questionnaire and extent of the mailing
of the questionnaire once its content had
been established. "We considered a brief
questionnaire which would tend to increase
the returns and make tabulation a bit more
flexible. The decision was finally made to
request detailed information which would
allow us to study the hows and whys of
successful campaigns. Of course we also
exp3cted that a detailed questionnaire would
cut down on the number of responses but I
think
there
Bachman
said.we missed our guess," Mr.
The questionnaire that was finally used
asked 27 questions of the recipient covering
such points as purposes of a tv campaign,
methods of selecting merchandise for television, type of commercial used most frequently, price range of advertised items,
type program on which commercials are
aired and the degree of success attained
through the campaign on television.
With a covering letter explaining the purpose of the survey, the questionnaires went:
out to all operating U. S. stations. "The
decision for a complete mailing was made," ,
Mr. Bachman said, "to determine the role
market size played in sales action to television advertising." As the questionnaires
were returned to the station, they were tabulated according to market size and according
to response to each question. All questions
were designed on a multiple answer format.
The complexity of the questionnaire, coupled with the detailed answers which it
stimulated from stations, turned the KPIX
survey into a sizable research project. The
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

study turned up facts that all tv stations
should find of value and importance.
Generally speaking, the survey shows that
television is not the cause or effect of the
success or failure of campaigns sponsored
by furniture retailers. It is simply a means
to an end. If an advertiser knows his market
and plans his television advertising accordingly, responses to the KPIX survey indicate, tv can and will sell merchandise for
him. "It became apparent to us from the
numerous responses in the affirmative to
television that the medium no longer was
on trial," Mr. Bachman said. "As a new
retailing medium it does a first-rate job for
the furniture advertiser who puts some
thought and planning into his television
approach to prospective customers."
THE PRICES
THEY ADVERTISE
Q: What is generally the price of
advertised items?
% of Total
Price Range Responses Responses
Under $30
21
14.5
$30-$49
31
21.4
$50-$99
42
29.0
$100 & over
51
35.1
TOTAL
145
100.0
AND THE PIECES
Q: Is advertised merchan dise primarily
individual items or sets?
Price Range Responses Items Sets
22
20 2
Under $30
21 11
32
$30-$49
25 18
43
$50-$99
53
34 19
$100 & over
150
TOTAL
100 50
66.7 33.3
% Type Response
THE TECHNIQUES
Q: What type of commercial does the
store use?
% of
Responses Total
57.9
Live
81
17.1
Sound on film
24
7.9
Live audio over film 11
15.0
Slides (live voice) 21
1.4
Rear screen projection 2
.7
Other (animated film) 1
TOTAL
140 100.0

HOW

WELL

Q: How successful is this store'sExtremely
television
advertising?
So
Total
Stores
Excellent
Good
Over 2,000,000
6
3
1
16
3
10
2
450,000-2,000,000
157
38
11
150,000-450,000
19
50,000-150,000
31
13
11
6
Under 50,000
6
2
4
100
TOTAL
32
42
15.0
32.0
% of total
42.0

• Telecasting

Answe
No
2
2
2

Fair
2
2
1
5
5.0

6
6.0

HOW THEY MAKE THE PITCH
Q: What kind of commercial does the store use most frequently?
nstitutiona 1
Hard Sell
Other
Total
Stores
%
#
6 ( 6)
1
16.7
Over 2,000,000
5
83.3
19 (20)
1 5.0
17 85.0
2 14.6
10.0
450,000-2,000,000
38 (41)
30
73.2
6
150,000-450,000
31 (33)
5
12.2
24# 72.7%
6# 18.2%
3
9.1
6 ( 6)
50,000-150,000
1 16.7
Under 50,000
16.7
4 66.6
1 11.3
100
(106)
TOTAL
80 75.5
15 13.2
12
NOTE: In some cases more than one answer was made. Percentages are b ased on
total mentions (numbe r in parenthesis) for each category and not stores.

SUCCESS OF TV ADVERTISING
BY TYPE OF SCHEDULE
Extremely
Type Schedule
Programs

So
22
3
3

Spots
Participations
Programs & Spots
3
& /or Participations
Spots and Participations 1
Unknown Schedule
TOTAL STORES
32
Per Cent

Type Schedule
Programs

Unknown
Type
1

Type Success
Excellent Good
Fair
24
6
7
4
3
2
1
7
2
42

2
2
15

2

1

5

3
6

17
7
Participations
Spots
g '
Programs & Spots &7 'or Participations Us
15in
5
Spots & Participations

Programs and
Spots and /or
Participations
%
#
1
16.7
15.8
3
13.2
5
4
12.9
33.3
152
15.0

5
1003

Per Cent
of Total
86.8

10
5

58.8
71.4

3

66.7
60.0

and
Participations
Spots
%
#
2
1
2

Total
Stores
53
17
157

1

Extremely So" or "Excellent" Results
of Television Schedu e
By
Type
"
Reporting
Total Stores "Extremely
46 So" &
53
'Excellent" Results

THE SCHEDULES THEY BUY
Q: What type of television schedule does the store carry per week?
Prog
Total
Stores
rams
Participations
%
%
#
# Spots %
#
6
1
3
Over 2,000,000
16.7
50.0
2
10.5
19
1
5.3
10
52.6
450,000-2,000,000
38
3
9
19
23.7
150,000-450,000
50.0
19.3
7.9
2
6.5
17
6
54.8
50,000-150,000
31
6
4
Under 50,000
66.7
100
TOTAL
7
53
17
7.0
17.0
% of Total
53.0
Broadcasting

TV WORKS

10.5
2.6
6.5

5
5.0

Know
1 16.6
1
5.3
1
2.6
#Don't %
3
3.0
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

LATEST

RATINGS

NIELSEN
Top Radio Programs Two Weeks Ending June 11
Homes
Rank Program
(000)
Evening, Once-A-Week (Average for All Programs) (871)
1. Lux Radio Theatre (NBC)
2,155
2. You Bet Your Life (NBC)
2,018
3. Dragnet (NBC)
1,880
4. People Are Funny (Toni) (NBC)
1,834
5. People Are Funny (Paper-Mate) (NBC) 1,559
6. Roy Rogers Show (NBC)
1,422
7. Cavalcade of Sports (NBC)
1,330
8. Two for the Money (CBS)
1,284
9. Counter-Spy (MBS)
1,238
10. Gunsmoke (CBS)
1,192
Evening, Multi-Weekly (Average for All Programs) (780)
1. News of the World (NBC)
1,376
2. One
(NBC)
1,376
3.
FibberMan's
McGeeFamily
& Molly
(NBC)
1,192
Weekday
(Average for All Programs) (1,284)
1. Young Dr. Malone (CBS)
2,110
2. Guiding Light (CBS)
2,018
3. Ma Perkins (CBS)
2,018
4. Our Gal, Sunday (Participating) (CBS) 1,926
5. Perry Mason (CBS)
1,926
6. Second Mrs. Burton (CBS)
1,880
7. Young Widder Brown (Toni) (NBC)
1,880
8. This Is Nora Drake (Bristol-Myers) (CBS) 1,834
9. Helen Trent (American Home) (CBS) 1,789
10. Road of Life (CBS)
1,743
Day, Sunday
(Average for All Programs) (459)
1. Woolworth Hour (CBS)
1,376
2. Adventures of Rin Tin Tin (MBS)
1,146
3. Old Fashioned Revival Hour (ABC)
688
Day, Saturday (Average for All Programs) (688)
1. Gunsmoke (CBS)
1,422
2. Allan Jackson-News (12:00) (CBS)
1,009
3. Galen Drake (10:05) (CBS)
871
Copyright 1955 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
VIDEODEX
Top 10 Spot Tv Shows*
June 1-7, 1955
% Tv No. of
Name of Program
Homes Cities
1. I Led Three Lives (Ziv)
20.9 140
2. Liberace (Guild)
20.4 142
3. Badge 714 (NBC Film)
19.5 145
4. Mayor of the Town (MCA-TV) 18.3 56
5. Ellery Queen (TPA)
17.7 48
6. Passport to Danger (ABC Film) 17.6 44
Man Behind the Badge
(MCA-TV)
17.6 38
7. Eddie Cantor (Ziv)
17.5 125
8. Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
17.3 55
9. Kit Carson
17.1 43
10. Wild Bill Hickock (Flamingo) 16.8 137
* Appearing in a minimum of 20 markets.
Copyright, Videodex Inc.
NETWORK

No. Tv
Homes
(000)
6,875
6,385
5,104
3,200
2,221
2,084
2,523
5,212
3,853
1,243
5,717

NEW BUSINESS

American Tobacco Co. (Pall Mall cigarettes),
N. Y., signs for Pall Mall Playhouse on ABCTV (Wed., 8:30-9 p.m. EDT), effective July
20. Agency: Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, N. Y.
NETWORK

RENEWALS

Philco Corp., Phila., to sponsor for second
straight year final hour-and-half of Miss America Pageant from Atlantic City Sept. 10 on
Tv

CENTURY Food Markets of Youngstown, Ohio, signs with WFMJ-TV there for 1 1 halfhour shows a week, in what the station claims is the largest tv time purchase in the
city's history. Approving the agreement are (I to r): seated, Norman Aron, an owner
of Century Food; Mitch Stanley, WFMJ-TV manager; standing, Clark Riffle, WFMJ-TV
account executive; Bill Stalker, assistant to Mr. Aron, and Warren S. Park Jr., WFMJ-TV
program manager.
ABC-TV (10:30-12 midnight EDT). Agency:
Hutchins Adv., Phila.
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

Eastern Corp. (Atlantic bond business paper),
Bangor, Me., appoints Al Paul Lefton Co.,
Phila., effective Sept. 1.
B. F. Goodrich retail stores, Phila., and Lerner
Markets Inc. (food chain), Phila., appoint W. S.
Roberts Inc., same city. Goodrich using radio.
E&J Gallo Winery, Modesto, Calif., has named
Getschal Co., N. Y., to handle advertising in
N. Y., N. J. and Conn. Heavy tv-radio
planned.
Sonoma Valley Chamber of Commerce, City of
Santa Rosa, Topaz Room and Rockinar Dairies
have
Calif. named Levinger Adv. Agency, Santa Rosa,
Doane Agricultural Service Inc. (agricultural
management, advice, research), St. Louis, has
named Gardner Adv. Co., same city. Marshall
Smith is account executive.
Lowebco Inc. (do-it-yourself building materials),
Chicago,
same city. has appointed M. M. Fisher Assoc.,

Diet

UNIQUE tie-in where the sponsor
reaches the home audience by tv and
again at its places of business has been
evolved by Halls' drive-in restaurants
and WKJG-TV Fort Wayne, Ind., in connection with the Jimmy Demaret golf
series, sold by Sportsvision Inc. for
Award Television Corp. The advertiser
has arranged through Bonsib Agency
there for extra prints of two shows, featuring Bob Hope and Bing Crosby, to be
shown on large screens in its drive-ins
on different nights.

Rudd Paint & Varnish Co., Snelson's Camera
Shops, Friedman's War Surplus Center, Bank
& Office Equipment Co. and Evergreen Chapter of Washington National Society of Multiple
Sclerosis, all Seattle, have appointed Leo Levine
& Assoc., same city.
AGENCY SHORTS
Ted Bernstein Assoc., Allan Rock Adv., Curtis
Adv. and David J. Mendelsohn Adv., all N. Y.,
elected to League of Advertising Agencies,
N. Y.
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, will move
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to new quarters, Prudential Bldg. off Michigan
Ave., about Jan. 1.
Galen E. Broyles Co., Denver, constructing new
headquarters at 200 Clayton St., containing approximately 5,000 sq. ft., scheduled for Oct. 15
completion.
Raymond Keane Adv. Inc., L. A., has moved

VOTE of confidence, as expressed by over
500 pieces of mail from listeners on behalf of Star Reporter on WFAA Dallas,
persuaded the National Health & Life Insurance Co., Fort Worth, to resume sponsorship of the program after it was
dropped for a short time. Checking the
viewer response are J. Fred Jones (c),
president of National Health & Life and
Western Casualty Insurance Co. of Fort
Worth; W. C. Woody (r), WFAA sales
representative, and Jack Holmes, of the
agency bearing his name. The program,
sponsored by the Texas firm for 1 1 years,
returned to the air last Monday as the
National H. & L. Reporter.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

IS

WHO
FAVORITE

FOR

IOWA'S

RADIO

STATION

MARKET

REPORTS

li
WHO
32.3%

WOI
15.6%

WMT
15.3%

WNAX

WOW

KWWL

KMA

KFAB

KICD

KGLO

5*1%

2.4%

2.3%

2.1%

1.9%

1.7%

6.5%

A HIS chart is reproduced from Dr. Forest L. Whan's
1954 Iowa Radio-Television Audience Survey —
one of the Nation's most respected studies
of listening habits, used constantly by hundreds of
leading agencies and advertisers.
Only a small part of the Survey is devoted to
analyzing Iowa's various stations or their
individual audiences. These parts do prove,
however, the enormous preference this
state gives WHO . . .
Write us or Free & Peters for your free copy. It
will tell you more about where and how to
advertise in Iowa, than you could learn in
six months of personal travel and investigation.
BUY
Ptus

ALL
"Iowa

of IOWAPlus"-with

WHO
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

WITH

of

all

Baltimore

That's
Audience
the

penetration
Survey

homes

At

medium
the
IN

homes

for you! As

shows,

lowest

three-quarters

cost-per-thousand

W-I-T-H

weekly

rates, W-I-T-H

Just

week!

the Cumulative

are reached

low, low

in Baltimore.
whole

every

just about

in Baltimore

W-I-T-H's

ers at the

you

reaches

get your

Pulse
of all

by W-I-T-H.

delivers

listen-

of any

advertising

Forjoe

man

to tell

story!

BALTIMORE

THE

BIG

Tom Tinsley, President

BUY

IS

R. C. Embry, Vice-President

Represented by Forjoe & Co.
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Vernon Munson, sales staff, Northrup, King &
Co. (seed wholesalers), Minneapolis, promoted
to assistant sales promotion and training director, succeeding Warren Anderson, who has been
named sales promotion and training director,
succeeding Kenneth Erickson, who has been
appointed midwest div. market-advertising director, succeeding Erwin H. Klaus, who has
been named Pacific and Intermountain divs.
marketing-advertising, new market development
planning and export advertising director, headquartering inBerkeley, Calif.; John F. Herman,
Pacific div. assistant marketing-advertising director, named lawn seed dept. manager, headquartering inMinneapolis.

DUQUESNE Brewing Co. of Pittsburgh contracts for the complete home and away football schedule of the professional Pittsburgh Steelers to be broadcast by KDKA there,
plus six away games to be carried by KDKA-TV. At the signing are (I to r) Harold C.
Lund, general manager of KDKA-TV; Art Rooney, president of the Pittsburgh Steelers; Vic
Maitland, advertising director of Duquesne Brewing Co., and Les Rawlins, general manager of KDKA. Games will be fed over a network of 33 radio and seven tv stations.
to 338-344 N. Rodeo Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.;
telephones: Crestview 4-5928, Bradshaw 2-1347.

Houston Inc., N. Y., named vice president and
account supervisor.

Riker & Prince Adv. Agency, 316 Simms Bldg.,
Albuquerque, formed through merger of Hugh
Riker Adv. and Prince-Alex Adv. Agency, with
Mr. Riker and Bradford Prince, partners.

Fred A. Peck, Grant Adv., Detroit, appointed
vice president and art director.

Ley & Sinclair, 420 Market St., S. F., formed
by Jack Ley and F. Nat Sinclair; telephone:
Garfield 1-8994.
Martin R. Klitten Co., L. A., has moved to 3670
Wilshire Blvd.; telephone remains Dunkirk
7-8395.
A&A PEOPLE
Ward B. Stevenson, public relations director,
Pillsbury Mills Inc., Minneapolis, to Benton &
Bowles, N. Y., as vice president in charge of
public relations, effective Aug. 1.
C. Manford Grove, formerly art director,
BBDO, L. A., named vice president and creative
services director, Western Adv. Agency Inc.,
same city.
Richard J. Keegan, account executive, Bryan

They Buy More Radios
FEATURED in an ad in Editor & Publisher magazine headlined "In Indianapolis they Buy More because they Have
Morel" was a family of three relaxing
on shaded hammocks and listening to
the dulcet tones of six radios.
Momma, poppa and junior each had
a portable at hand. The other three were
being listened to by the family pooch
and a neighborly mouse and squirrel —
all in hammocks.
The ad was purchased by the Indianapolis (Ind.) Star and News (WIRE).
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Harold Kirsch sells controlling stock in Leader
Adv. Corp., Miami Beach, Fla., with future
plans unannounced.
Ralph H. Major Jr., public relations director,
BBDO, N. Y., promoted to adjunct assistant
professor, dept. of journalism, Long Island U.,
Brooklyn, where he has been faculty instructor
of public relations.
Robert J. Elenz, tv-radio writer-producer, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, to creative staff, McCann-Erickson, same city, as tv-radio writer.
William R. Kelly, account executive, Albert
Frank-Guenther Law, N .Y., to eastern sales
staff, Bureau of Advertising, American Newspaper Publishers Assn., N. Y.
Donald R. Cooke, president, Donald Cooke
Inc., named chairman, broadcasting div., this
year's
fund. Sister Elizabeth Kenny Polio Foundation
Harry Bell, copy chief, BBDO, L. A., father of
twin boys, Craig Culbertson and Mark Adams,
June 14; Harry Dorsey, traffic chief, father of
girl, Kim Louise, June 12.

Philip L. Crittenden, public relations manager,
Hotpoint Co. (appliances), Chicago, named advertising and public relations manager; David
H. Grigsby, range merchandising manager, appointed national advertising manager.
Robert T. Mills, assistant manager, advertising
dept., Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co., Phila., named
advertising manager, succeeding Paul C. Hurley,
who has been named sales manager, firm's
laundry and dry cleaning products dept.
John D. McTigue, former radio press and
publicity supervisor, NBC, N. Y., to R. E.
O'Leary Jr. & Assoc., N. Y., as assistant to
president.
Gerald J. Kreeger, discharged from educational
tv branch, U. S. Army, to Young & Rubicam,
N. Y., as assistant tv director.
Henry J. Opperman, formerly with radio dept.,
D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis, to Geoffrey Wade
Adv., N. Y., as tv commercial supervisor.
Jones Hawley, account executive, BBDO, L. A.,
named senior account executive; Walter Mayer,
advertising manager, fresh milk and ice cream
div., Carnation Co., L. A., to BBDO, L. A., as
account executive.
T. Robert Garry, former assistant merchandising and marketing director, Emil Mogul Co.,
N. Y., to Erwin, Wasey & Co. Ltd., L. A., as
account executive.
Thomas D. Richardson, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., to BBDO, N. Y., as account executive.
John A. Roth, account executive, Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y., to grocery products div., Roy
S. Durstine Inc., same city, in similar capacity.

IN WHAT is claimed as the largest football
contract in the history of Alabama radio,
The Texas Co. will sponsor the 1955
schedule of the U. of Alabama games
over the U. of Alabama Football Network
and under the exclusive direction of WBRC
Birmingham and WTBC Tuscaloosa. In
addition to WBRC and WTBC, the network
is comprised of WSFA Montgomery;
WALA Mobile; WJRD Tuscaloosa; WGAD
Gadsden, and WOWL Florence. R to I
(seated): J. B. Whitworth, U. of Alabama
head football coach; Henry G. Crisp, university athletic director; Jeff Coleman,
university secretary and director of alumni affairs; standing, Abe Glover, Texas Co.
state manager, and Bert Bank WTBC general manager, representing the network.
July 18, 1955
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Fidelity
O'NEIL SET TO BUY RKO
Would acquire library of more
than 400 films under terms
of proposed $25 million contract between General Teleradio and Howard Hughes.
GENERAL TELERADIO Inc. appeared close
to a deal with Howard Hughes at the weekend,
with purchase of RKO Radio Pictures Corp. for
$25 million involved in a plan that would give
General Teleradio a library of well over 400
pictures plus two unreleased films and production facilities.
Thomas F. O'Neil, General Teleradio president, and Howard Hughes, chairman of RKO
Radio Pictures, were understood to be in virtual
agreement as a result of California negotiations. Mr. Hughes has been close to a sale
several times in the past, however, without
reaching the contract stage.
The transaction does not involve RKO Pictures Corp. or its picture producing subsidiary,
RKO-Pathe Inc., controlled by Mr. Hughes and
Floyd B. Odium, it is understood. RKO-Pathe
has a New York studio.
General Teleradio operates a Film Div. producing and distributing such films as "Uncommon Valor," "Gang Busters," a package of "A"
feature-length films never shown on tv, 30 "A"
films that have been shown on tv, "The Greatest Drama," the Fulton Lewis Jr. "Exclusive"
and a library that includes animated fairy tales.
RKO Radio Pictures operates a studio in
Hollywood. Its distribution unit has branches
in over two dozen foreign nations. The two
unreleased films are "Jet Pilot" and "The Conqueror." It is understood the proposed contract provides that General Teleradio keep the
studio production operation intact. Mr. O'Neil
has
days.advocated film programming since tv's early
Involved in the transaction, it was said, is a
$20 million tax debt of the film company that
can be written off provided film production is
continued.
The RKO Radio Picture catalog is said to
contain many films suitable for theatre re-runs
as well as tv showing.
General Teleradio owns a substantial part of

RADIO PICTURES
MBS, with Mr. O'Neil as president. In addition
he is a vice president of General Tire & Rubber
Co. General Teleradio owns WOR-AM-FMTV New York; WNAC-AM-FM-TV Boston;
KHJ-AM-FM-TV Los Angeles; WHBQ-AM-TV
Memphis and KFRC San Francisco. A week
ago it agreed to augment its 55% of WGTHAM-TV Hartford, Conn., by acquiring the remaining 45% from Gannett Newspapers and
then to deliver all of WGTH-TV (ch. 18) to
CBS [B»T, July 1 1] for $650,000. It has agreed
to buy WEAT-AM-TV West Palm Beach, Fla.
for $300,000 [B»T, July 4].
RKO Pictures stock is held by Mr. Hughes
(1,262.000 shares), Mr. Odium (1,250,000
shares) and the public (450,000 shares). The
company has offered to buy stock held by the
public at $6 a share, with about a fourth of
the shares turned back since April of last year.
Sarnoff to Testify July 19
In 16mm Film Antitrust Case
PETITION to take deposition from Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, as an
expert in the television field, in the federal antitrust suit to force release of 16mm film print
to tv and other use [B»T, June 27] has been
filed with Los Angeles District Judge Harry
C. Westover. The deposition hearing will be
held July 19 in New York by Special Assistant
Attorney General Samuel Flatow.
Attorneys for the 11 defendant theatrical
motion picture production and distribution firms
and six trade organizations named as co-conspirators have the right to be present at the
deposition hearings.
Official FILMS
to Distribute
OFFICIAL
Inc., New York,'Willy'
last week
acquired the distribution rights to the Willy
tv film series from Desilu Productions. Hollywood. The addition of Willy raises to 11 the
number of series Official films now has available for syndication. General Mills last season sponsored Willy over CBS-TV, and starting
in September, Official Films will offer the program for syndication.

INSPECTING the set of the new tv series, Adventures of Robin Hood, at Nettleford Studios,
Walton-on-Thames, England, are Edward G. Gerbic (I), vice president for advertising of
Johnson & Johnson (toilet requisites), and J. Ward Maurer (r), advertising director of
Wildroot Co. (hair preparations). The two firms will co-sponsor the series which debuts
on CBS-TV Sept. 26. Richard Greene and Bernadette O'Farrell (above) are stars.
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THEY still love Liberace in Atlanta. The
Bank of Georgia, which sponsors the
Liberace Show on WLWA (TV) Atlanta,
enclosed post cards with its monthly
statements to depositors, asking their
opinion of the tv show. The results:
60% of respondents said they never
missed the show, and 25% watched it
often. Figures were released last week
by Liller, Neal & Battle, Atlanta and New
York, advertising agency for the Bank of
Georgia. Liberace is a Guild Films program.
Cost of Tv Film Since '49-50
Exceeds $304 Million Mark
COST of film produced specifically for television since 1949-50 exceeds $304 million, according to Broadcasting
Bureau's
latest issue
of the Tv FilmInformation
Program directory
issued last week. This sum is said to cover
some 7,600 hours of tv film product that will
be available this fall.
BIB reported that the 7,600 hours does not
include the 3,017 hours of feature film; the
989 hours of western film; 216 hours of motion picture serials or the 11,494 hours of motion picture short subjects currently available.
It was estimated by BIB that new products
to be shown during the 1955-56 season cost
about $92,920,000 to be produced. According
to Julienne Dupuy, editor of the directory,
much of the production expense must be regained by third and fourth runs.
Elgar Making Sterling Ads
In $500,000 Film Contract
PRODUCTION was launched last week in
London by Peter Elgar Productions, New York,
on what was described as "the largest tv film
commercial contract yet awarded a single producer." It covers 109 filmed commercials for
Sterling Drugs Inc. to be produced at a cost
of about $500,000.
The filming will be done in England through
Elgar's
internationalLtd.
affiliates
London,
Tv
Film Commercials
More inthan
200 sets
and exteriors will be used in some 470 scenes,
according to Peter Elgar, president of Elgar
Productions.
The contract was awarded to Elgar by Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, agency for
Sterling. The commercials will be placed on a
spot basis and on programs in the U. S., starting in the fall, and will promote Sterling products, including Bayer Aspirin, Philip's Milk of
Magnesia, Energine cleaning fluid and Dr. Lyon's tooth powder.
Stroh Buys ABC Film Show
GEORGE T. SHUPERT, president of ABC
Film Syndication Inc., New York, last week
announced the multi-market sale of Douglas
Fairbanks Presents to Stroh Brewery Co., Detroit. The series under Stroh's sponsorship will
be seen in seven markets in three states. Stations involved are: WXYZ-TV Detroit; WNEMTV Bay City; WWTV (TV) Cadillac, all Mich.;
WNDU-TV South Bend; WBNS-TV Columbus;
WHIZ-TV Zanesville, and WNBK (TV) Cleveland, the latter three in Ohio.
Broadcasting
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'Hunter'
Bought

Film

Series
by Tafon Co.

Health products distributor will
put Official Films show into
259 markets. It's called the
largest spot sale in film syndication history.
IN a transaction said to represent "the largest
spot sale in syndication history," Official Films
Inc. last week announced that The Hunter series has been sold to the Tafon Distributors
Inc. of California for showing in 259 markets,
starting in August. More than $1 million in
time and product is involved in purchase, according to Herb JafTe, vice president of Official
Films, and George S. Johnston of the Tafon
Co. [At Deadline, July 11].
The series will be utilized by Tafon for a
national "saturation" campaign for various
health products it distributes. The company
has used tv successfully in the past, having
sponsored wrestling bouts from Hollywood in
some 200 markets, but coverage of The Hunter
is said to be the most extensive in the company's
advertising history.
Negotiations for the transaction were conducted by Herman Rush, vice president of
Official; Frank Miller, president of Frank Miller Advertising, Los Angeles, representing the
client, and Mr. Johnston.
Official recently acquired the filmed series
from the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. in negotiations conducted with the William Esty
Co., agency for Reynolds. It was sponsored by
Reynolds (Winston Cigarettes) on NBC-TV.
A spokesman for Official Films said the series
will inbe others.
"first run" in many markets, and second
run
FILM SALES
Bowman Biscuit Co., Denver, is first advertiser
to sponsor MCA-TV's new series, Dr. Hudson's
Secret Journal, signing for 17 markets in West
and Southwest, through Ball & Davidson, Denver. Firm will sponsor series in Denver, Colorado Springs, Grand Junction, Colo.; Cheyenne,
Wyo.; El Paso, Dallas, Austin, Amarillo, Wichita Falls, Waco, Lubbock, Abilene, San Antonio, Tyler, Midland, Tex.; Albuquerque, Roswell, N. M.
FILM PRODUCTION

Family Films Inc., Hollywood, will produce
half-hour film, Recruits for Christ, at KTTV
(TV) Hollywood studios for Southern Baptist
Convention, directed by William F. Claxton.
Film, designed to interest young people in foreign mission service as vocation, v/ill be released to all denominations.
American Management Assn. has released 50minute, 16mm black-and-white sound film based
on closed-circuit telecast of actual union-management contract bargaining session between
International Brotherhood of Paper Makers
(AFL) and Rogers Corp. (plastic, fibrous materials), Rogers, Conn.

Filmaster Productions Inc., Hollywood, signed
by Producer-Director Charles Marquis Warren
to film CBS-TV Gunsmoke, which will be sponsored by Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. this fall.
Filmaster has taken space at California Studios
for filming of interiors with exteriors scheduled to be shot at Placeritas Ranch, Newhall,
Calif.
Studio City Television Productions Inc., North
Hollywood, started shooting first two half-hour
Broadcasting • Telecasting

films in The Adventures of Dr. Fit Manchu,
based on Sax Rohmer novels. Associate Producer Franklin Adreon is director. Permanent
cast includes Glen Gordon in title role; Lester
Matthews, "Sir Dennis Nayland Smith;" Clark
Howat, "Dr. Petrie" Carla Balenda, "Betty
Leonard."
Mark Stevens Television Productions Inc. in
new contract with Lever Bros, N. Y., will make
films for second consecutive season for Big
Town series on NBC-TV. Show moves from
Wednesday 10:30-11 p.m. EST period to Tuesday same time, effective Oct. 11. Series goes
into production in about five weeks. Mark
Stevens, star of program, also will produce and
direct series. Lever Bros., through Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, for Lifebuoy Soap,
Rinso Blue and Good Luck margarine sponsors
the show on alternate weeks with A. C. Spark
Plug Div. of General Motors Corp., Detroit,
through D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit.
D.P.M. Productions has produced in cooperation with French Government Tourist Office
1 3 -minute film "Holiday in France," first in
series covering scenic and historical attractions
of France and customs of people, available on
loan free from Films of Nations, 62 W. 45th
St., N. Y., or French Government Tourist Office,
610 5th Ave., N. Y. 20.
Transfilm Inc., N. Y., has completed series of
tv spot announcements for General Motors
Corp., Cadillac Div., Detroit, through MacManus, John & Adams, Detroit; R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes), Winston-Salem,
N. C. through William Esty Co., N. Y.; General Electric Co. (radio-tv sets), Schenectady,
N. Y., through Maxon Inc., N. Y.; P. Lorillard
Co. (tobacco), N. Y., through Lennen & Newell,
N. Y.; General Mills (Betty Crocker cake
mixes), Minneapolis, through BBDO, N. Y.
Bermuda Film Productions Ltd. has started
production in Bermuda on first 39 episodes
of NBC Film Div.'s new half-hour tv film series,
Crunch and Des, based on Philip Wylie's popular series of short stories, many of which have
appeared in Saturday Evening Post over past
16 years. Series being filmed by RKO-Pathe
Inc.
Emerson Films Inc., Chicago, has completed
first three half-hour shows of Forest Ranger tv
film series. Walter Colmes, Emerson president,
is director with Reinald Werrenrath Jr., producer. Series will be distributed by Studio City
Television Productions, Hollywood.
RANDOM

SHOTS

MCA-TV Film Exchange, Chicago, has doubled
amount of its floor space with acquisition of
5,000 ft. of space.
Gannaway-Ver Halen Inc., L. A., has signed
seven-year contract with Faron Young Inc. to
star Faron Young in dramatic radio-tv series,
The Young Sheriff, pilot film of which is now
in production.
FILM PEOPLE
Sam White, former producer-director, Columbia
Pictures, Hollywood, to TCF Television Productions Inc., same city, as producer, My Friend
Flicka tv film series; Peter Packer, tv-movie
writer, to TCF as associate producer, unnamed
hour-long
CBS-TV General Electric anthology
series.
Larry Stewart, former dialogue director for
Columbia Pictures producer Sam Katzman, to
Screen Gems Inc., Hollywood, as assistant casting director.

Grid Games for Theatre Tv
PLANS to offer two Notre Dame football games
this fall for public service sponsorship on largescreen theatre tv in 29 selected midwest and
eastern cities were announced last week by
Box Office Tejevision Inc., New York. BOTV
also is offering the games to theatres on a box
office basis as well. Games are the Notre DameNavy contest Oct. 29 and the Notre Dame-Iowa
game Nov. 19.
Seeks Higher Rates
PALM SPRINGS (Calif.) Community Tv
System, a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures,
is increasing its service rates 40% with the
consent of the city council.
The yearly rate for residences jumps from
its present $60 to a new high of $84. The
same increase applies to trailer park spaces and
hotel rooms. Charges for facilities in hotel
lobbies, restaurants and cocktail bars rise
from $120 to $168.
SESAC's Poklitar Resigns
E. DUKE POKLITAR, head of SESAC Inc.'s
licensing department dealing with motion picture studios, phonograph record companies and
transcription firms, has announced his resignation, effective today (Monday). Mr. Poklitar,
who had been with SESAC since 1947, said he
plans to be active in independent music copyright research.
PROGRAM SERVICE SHORTS
Columbia Records, Bridgeport, Conn., has new
price schedule in effect for long playing discs
with all Columbia Masterworks 12-in. long
playing records having suggested retail list price
of $4.98 each with exception of small special
list including records with varied prices starting
at $5.95. Price change also affects 50 bestselling Masterworks which will be transferred
to popular catalog series with suggested price
of $3.95 per record. New price policy is based
on study
six
months.of dealers' pricing problems over past
Muzak antedCorp.,
N. Y.,
has had
building
tensince April
1, 1936,
named
in itsit's
honor,
Muzak Bldg., 229 4th Ave.
—

PROFESSIONAL

SERVICES

—

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE SHORTS
Teen-Age Survey Inc., N. Y., has announced addition of WRCA, WOR, WINS, WMGM,
WQXR and Columbia Records Inc., all N. Y,
to list of subscribers for quarterly metropolitan
areaandsurvey
tv
music.on teenagers' preferences in radio,
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PEOPLE
Wayne Clark, account executive, Ettinger Co.
(public relations), L. A., appointed vice president.
Jo Dickie, former western radio-tv liaison,
American Cancer Society and radio-tv director,
Los Angeles chapter, and Paulette Stockier, independent publicist, form public relations firm
with offices at 8535 Sunset Blvd.; telephone:
Bradshaw 2-7292.
Wellington (Duke) Wales, reporter and rewriteman, Boston Herald, named United Press news
representative, N. Y.-New England area.
Lawrence R. Eno and Murray Cohen to Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin & Kaye (law), N. Y.
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KENEHAN

HEADS

FCC

Dark horse gets nod to succeed
Curtis Plummer in FCC job.
James E. Barr named assistant
chief of division.
APPOINTMENT of Edward F. Kenehan, 42year-old attorney, to be chief of the FCC's
Broadcast Bureau was announced last week.
Named as Broadcast Bureau assistant chief
was James E. Barr, engineer head of the Bureau's Broadcast Facilities Division.
Bureau chief Curtis B. Plummer and assistant
chief Joseph M. Kittner were transferred to the
first and second posts of the Safety & Special
Services Bureau.
All appointments are effective Aug. 1.
Mr. Kenehan becomes the Broadcast Bureau's second chief. The bureau was established
in 1951 when the Commission revamped its
organizational blueprint into functional bureaus.
At a news conference last week, Mr. Kenehan said he contemplated no changes within
the bureau. "Most of the men have been there
a pretty long time," he said, "and they know
their jobs."
He declined to discuss such pending broadcast
subjects as de-intermixture, the Lamb case and
others. "Wait until I've been in the job for a
while," he asked.
One of the first things he will have to face
up to, he pointed out, was the naming of three
division chiefs. These are the Hearing Division,

Edward Kenehan
EDWARD FELIX KENEHAN was born
March 1913 in Carlinville, HI.
Education: U. of Illinois, A.B. and
LL.B., 1938; U. of Michigan, Graduate
Fellow in
legal research,
1938-39.
Experience:
Practiced law
in Carlinville.
Taught at U.
of Missouri
Law School.
In 1940 was
appointed Assistant State's
■M| Attorney
of
Wf
¥ Htf
Macoupin
County,
111.
MR. KENEHAN
Entered Army
in 1942, served in U. S. and in Philippines, returning to civilian life as a
major. Joined FCC as attorney and
made chief, New & Changed Facilities
Branch (am), Broadcast Division, Law
Bureau, March 1946 to December 1948.
Joined Washington law firm of Welch,
Mott & Morgan in 1948. Became an
attorney in Engineering Products Division, RCA, in 1951. Returned to FCC
as attorney in litigation division of Office
of General Counsel in February of this
year.
Personal: Is married to former Pauline
Ritchey of Altoona, Pa. They have girl
10 and boy AVi. Is member of Illinois,
District of Columbia and U. S. Supreme
Court bars. Also of Federal Communications Bar Assn., American Legion and
Knights of Columbus. Member of Kenwood Country Club, Bethesda, Md.
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BROADCAST
BUREAU
Broadcast Facilities Division, and the Renewals
& Transfers Division. Robert J. Rawson, assistant chief, has been acting chief of hearings;
no successor was ever named for Walter R.
Powell, who resigned a year ago to join the
legal staff of NARTB. Mr. Barr, of course, was
chief of Broadcast Facilities.
Unmentioned in past speculation for the post
— it had been an open secret over the past few
months that a new Broadcast Bureau chief was
under consideration — Mr. Kenehan steps into
the number one broadcast staff job from a
nominal position as an attorney in the litigation
division of the Office of the FCC's General
Counsel.
He moves up to the $12,900 position from
his present $9,000 category. The White House
has asked Congress to increase pay scales for
top level agency staff jobs to $15,000.
Mr. Kenehan was chief of the New &
Changed Facilities Branch (am) in the old FCC
Law Bureau, leaving in 1948 to become associated with the Washington law firm of Welch,
Mott & Morgan. He joined RCA as an attorney
in the Engineering Products Division in 1951,
returning to the FCC in February of this year.
When Mr. Kenehan was with the FCC in the
immediate postwar years, FCC Comr. Rose!
H.
the Law
Commission's
and Hyde
head was
of the
Bureau. general counsel
Mr. Kenehan is a native of Carlinville, 111.,
and law
a Republican.
his bachelor's
and
degrees fromHethereceived
U. of Illinois
in 1938,
did graduate work in law at the U. of Michigan
in 1938-39. He practiced law in Carlinville and
in 1940 was appointed assistant state's attorney
for Macoupin County, 111. He also taught at
the U. of Missouri Law School.
During World War II, he served in the Army
in the United States and the Philippines. He
was mustered out as a major, and joined the
FCC in 1946.
In 1947, Mr. Kenehan was named as one of
the original group of FCC hearing examiners.
However, he immediately resigned this position to accept the job of heading the broadcast
facilities group in the then Law Bureau.
Others Mentioned
Among those who had been mentioned for
the Broadcast Bureau post were . Christian E.
Rogers Jr., engineering assistant to FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey; William Campbell, engineering assistant to FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee; John L. FitzGerald, chief of Opinions & Reviews, and Mr. Barr.
It was understood that the FCC vote on the
appointment of Mr. Kenehan was not unanimous.
Mr. Barr, a Fort Worth native who became
a ham operator at the age of 14, has been in
charge of the broadcast application processing
staff since 1951. He attended Georgia Institute of Technology and Southern Methodist
U. After several years as a Southwestern Bell
lineman, cable splicer and outdoor construction
engineer, he joined Southwest Broadcast Co.
(comprising a number of radio stations, with
headquarters at the then KTAT Fort Worth).
He became an FCC inspector in 1938, serving
as a ship inspector in New York City at first
and then transferring in 1940 to Washington.
He has attended a number of international
radio conventions, including the preliminary
North American Radio Broadcast Agreement
conference in Havana in 1947 and working on
the main conferences in Montreal, Havana and
Washington in 1949.
Mr. Plummer, who was one of the architects

of the FCC's tv allocation in the 1952 Sixth
Report & Order, has been active in tv engineering since the 1945 allocation hearing. Before being made Broadcast Bureau chief in
1951, he was chief engineer of the FCC.
Under Mr. Plummer the Broadcast Bureau
handled the vast complexities of the tv freeze —
the end of which resulted in the addition of the
uhf band for tv broadcasting and color tv — and
the myriad applications for tv stations, including an unprecedented number of comparative
hearing cases for grants.
He leaves the bureau struggling with the economic plight of uhf stations and the question
of de-intermixture.
Mr. Plummer is succeeding Col. Edwin L.
White as head of Safety & Special Services
Bureau. Col. White has retired from government service.
Still unsettled was the future of Lester W.
Spillane, assistant chief of the Safety & Special
Services Bureau.
Mr. Kittner was assistant to FCC General
Counsel Benedict P. Cottone before being
named Broadcast Bureau assistant chief in
1951. His most recent activity has been in
connection with the Lamb case, where he took
over as Commission counsel following the resignation of Mr. Powell.
The Safety & Special Services Bureau handles
all radio communications activities other than
broadcasting and common carrier. These include police and fire, maritime, taxicab, citizen's radio and industrial activities.

James Barr
JAMES EARL BARR was born in Fort
Worth, Tex., in 1907.
Education: Georgia Institute of Technology; Southern Methodist U.
Experience :
Southwestern
Bell Telephone
Co. (lineman,
cable splicer,
general
outdoor construcwest Broadcast
tion). SouthCo. (head-quartering at
then
KTAT
Fort Worth),
MR. BARR

Yofk
1934. FCCCity>
inspector, New
1938. Broadacst division, Engineering
Dept., FCC, 1945; chief, aural facilities
division, Broadcast Bureau, 1951; chief,
broadcast facilities division (am, fm and
tv), Broadcast Bureau, 1953.
Personal: Obtained amateur radio license at age 14. Married to former Maxine Hamilton of Fort Worth. Two children, 8and 4. Lives in Silver Spring, Md.

Gordon Gray Sworn In
GORDON GRAY, president of U. of North
Carolina, took office Thursday as Assistant
Secretary of Defense for International Security
Affairs. He succeeded H. Struve Hensel in the
office which deals with foreign military aid programs, and will be on leave from his university
post. He has held a number of top-level assignments in recent years and is president of
WSJS-AM-TV Winston-Salem, N. C.
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Only

STEEL

can

do

so

many

jobs

so

well

Fresh Air Design. That startling building is a parking
garage. The walls are made from over 11 miles of USS
Stainless Steel strand, held tight under 1000 lbs. tension
with American Quality Springs. The strand prevents cars
from rolling overboard, and makes this garage one of the
most beautiful buildings in Chicago.

Hot Pickles. Those bottled pickles are taking their last
ride on a USS Cyclone flat wire conveyor belt. Notice the
open mesh that allows heat and steam to escape. Cyclone
makes all types of conveyor belts, including types that can
actually curve and go around sharp corners.

Tomorrow's Sirloin Steak needs a square meal today. In
the South, many farmers treat their pastures with USS
Basic Slag— a high phosphorus, high-lime by-product of
U.S. Steel's southern steel-making process. Basic Slag encourages the growth of thick, rich pasture grass.
Portable Steam. It's actually a steam radiator, but you
can move it to any room and plug it into any wall socket
for fast, even fume-free heat. The radiator is made entirely
from USS Steel. As a result, the unit is light and strong; and
it heats up 4 times faster than a comparable heavyweight
iron radiator.

This trade mark is your guide to quality steel
SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR.
It's a full-hour TV program presented every
other week by United States Steel. Consult
UNITED
STATES
STEEL
your local newspaper for time and station.
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
Place,
Penn
For further information on any product mentioned in this advertisement, write United States Steel, 525 William
AMERICAN BRIDGE . . AMERICAN STEEL 8 WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL . . CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL . . GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING . . NATIONAL TUBE
OIL WELL SUPPLY . . TENNESSEE COAL i IRON . . UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS . . UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY . Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH
UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. • UNION SUPPLY COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 5-469
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OUT

OF

THE

JUNGLES

OF

DEEPEST

3MO

\i

V.

*0

rith a true-to-the-jungle
supporting

cast who

\o audiences

will appeal

of all ages! !

and thousands of natives and wild beasts
in fast, smashing action.
Throbbing Tom Toms — scheming savages —
ferocious animals — lost gold mines — rogue
elephants — all the splendor, mystery, adventure
that points this series as tops in its category!

the man

who

100,000,000

,^0

entertains
people weekly!

A Nassour Studio Production

\

r4- i^n^^^t

1
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Ming

action

in

e

off

fiour

episode

outwits the ivory smugglers!

SHEENA

C1JCC MA
jflCCnA

caP*ures Tne dangerous
leopard men's chief!

^nEEWH
against a rogue elephant!
CUEEM A matcnes ner jungle skill
and many more

SHEENA

finds the stolen idol's eye!

spine-tingling action plots

• SPINE-TINGLING STORIES . . .

traps a renegade native!

A SERIES WITH SUCH ...
• AMAZING AUDIENCE APPEAL . . .
• POWERFUL MERCHANDISING ...
• COMPELLING CONSUMER CONTEST .

SHEENA, Queen of the Jungle" is a "NATURAL" for every product
a family wants to EAT... DRINK. ..PLAY WITH... WEAR...
For

everything

a FAMILY

NEEDS!

Starring

IRISH

McCALLA

MARKET!

WRITE

Up to 50,000 free premiums
for every market

• Jungle safari contest
ou
• Coordinatedy commercials

Gigantic point-of-sale program
with many powerful advertising aids

• Guest appearances

Audience-building promotion

• Sharp-shooting field sales program

• WIRE

• CALL

1 AN

• Self-liquidating premiums

AUDITION

10 East 44th St., New York, SUsquehanna 7-5000

PRINT

AND

FULL

DETAILS!

ABC FILM SYNDICATION
10 EAST 44th STREET, N. Y. DEPT. fll
Gentlemen: I'm in a rush for an audition print and full details on
your newest series . . ."SHEENA, QUEEN OF THE JUNGLE".
NAME
:

CHICAGO • ATLANTA • HOLLYWOOD • DALLAS

-ZONE

STATE-

GOVERNMENT

'PROTEST'
STALLS

s

sport

are

sponsored

on

wfdf

but you can still cash in with a few choice spots now open
next to Dan Hunter's "Allsports In Action" show at 6:10
each evening. These top-rated availabilities (1955 Pulse]
reach a broad family audience. Danny, WFDF Sports Director, gives special coverage to the local field at all
levels. That keeps Mom and the kids listening for news of
local folks they know while Dad listens for the ball scores.
It's the perfect place for you to sell a hand-picked sports
audience in Flint . . . the largest General Motors plant
city in the world.
Represented nationally by the Katz Agency

flint, michigan

wfdf
nbc

affiliate

BILL

IN HOUSE

Action on FCC-sponsored
measure to amend Sec. 309(c)
is rescheduled to sometime this
week.

Also, Senate subcommittee fails to report on bill.
HOPE that House would act last week on HR
5614, the FCC-sponsored bill to amend the
protest rule of the Communications Act (Sec.
309[c]) faded when the lower house rescheduled
its consideration of the bill for tomorrow or
later this week.
At the same time, the Senate Commerce subcom it e — which two weeks ago had heard
testimony on its version of the same legislation
[B*T, July 11] — failed to make any move toward reporting a bill to the full committee or
to the floor.
Meanwhile, the FCC, in response to inquiries
brought up during the Senate subcommittee
hearing, told the legislators that:
• Power to use its discretion on whether a
grant made without a hearing should be stayed
or not after protest must be included in the requested revision of Sec. 309(c). In many cases,
the Commission said, even though there was
sufficient apparent evidence that warranted
a full hearing, it might have information which
would ruled
indicate
anyway. that the protest would be over• Although it agreed that the Commission
must act on a protest within 30 days, the FCC
made it clear that it did not interpret that
clause to mean that it also had to hold a hearing and come to a decision within that time.
• The Commission also held that it should
be permitted to use the new provisions for
those cases which might be remanded by court
action.
USIA Official Pat Campbell
Dies Abroad of Heart Attack
PATRICK W. CAMPBELL, 64, former broadcaster and widely known in theatrical and film
fields, died in London July 9 from a heart
attack while serving as radio-tv program officer
of the U. S. Information Agency.
Mr. Campbell joined USIA in February
1954 and a month later left for London. He
Corp.
served ascastingliaison
officer with the "British BroadIn 1930, he became general manager of the
West Coast Div. of World Broadcasting System and later joined the Don Lee Network of
the Mutual Broadcasting System as vice president, station relations director and program
director. From 1951 to 1954, Mr. Campbell
was vice president, secretary and part owner
of George
tion firm. Bagnall & Assoc., radio-tv producHe is survived by his wife, Mildred A., who
was with him in London at the time.
Ike Feeling Out Congress
On Executive Pay Increases
CONGRESSIONAL leaders are being sounded
out to learn their feelings about an Administration proposal to increase salaries of Cabinet and
commission members. Chairman Styles Bridges
(R-N. H.) of the Republican Policy Committee
said Thursday the White House will send up a
pay proposal soon if it is found possible to
pass the bill by the end of July.
The Administration draft calls for increase
to $22,500 for members of the FCC and similar agencies but this may be scaled down if opposition develops. Cabinet salaries would be
increased from $22,500 to $30,000 a year.
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True

color
yours

with

. .

GPL's

. high
3-Vidicon

definition

Color

Film

Chain

Telecast stable, 600 line color pictures of unmatched quality with the
outstanding 3-Vidicon Color Film Chain recently developed by GPL.
Typical GPL performance superiority has been achieved in this
equipment with a highly advanced color filter system, precise registration, precision-engineered GPL components, and factory-adjusted
optical and mechanical alignment. Compactness of the chain permits
easy installation into your present monochrome film layout.
These and the many other outstanding features of this chain
will make color film telecasts a profitable feature of your station.
Ask GPL engineers to show you how.

General
Precision
PLEAS ANT VILLE,
NEW YORK
A SUBSIDIARY
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Laboratory
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PRECISION

Incorporated

EQUIPMENT

CORPORATION
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designed to include
the features you want
You can get a TV Tower designed
specifically to meet your requirements
Emsco "Towers of Strength" are
custom engineered for height, weight
loads and weather conditions.
The advanced design and superior
structural features of Emsco TV
Towers assure greater strength and
dependability. Bolted construction permits quick, sure visual inspection. Hot
Dip Galvanizing reduces maintenance
costs . . . insures long structural life.
Rigid RETMA or AISC standards are met.
Emsco TV Towers have a unique
beam leg section*. This inherent geometric pattern affords a substantial
saving in weight ... a relative increase
in strength ... a reduction in foundation costs.
For guyed or self-supporting towers
unequalled for safety . . . structural
rigidity . . . and economy, specify
Emsco. Prompt delivery assured.
* Paten! Pending

Voice

Sentiment

Against Pay-See Tv
ADDITIONAL small city oppositions to subscription tvhave been filed with the FCC, the
anti-pay tv Organizations for Free Tv reported
last week.
The opposition fee tv group said that the
following chambers of commerce have passed
resolutions denouncing the idea of subscription
tv: Waukegan-North Chicago, 111., and Sayre,
Hominy, Wewoka and Ardmore, Okla.
At the same time, Mort Farr, chairman of
the National Appliance & Radio Dealers Assn.,
announced his opposition to the pay tv plan.
Newspaper polls seemed to show objections to
the pay tv idea. The Cincinnati Post reported
that 2,132 readers are unwilling to convert their
tv receivers for subscription tv. A total of 68
persons indicated that they would be in favor
of paying for home programs.
Knoxville News-Sentinel said that its readers showed a margin of better than 136 to 1 in
favor of maintaining the present system of
sponsored tv programs for home viewers.
And Edward Lamb, publisher of the Erie
(Pa.) Dispatch (WICU [TV]), stated in his
newspaper that he was in favor of the continuance of the present system of free tv.
Meanwhile, a proposed system called "Ultravision" was exciting some comment in payand anti-pay-tv circles.
Proposed by Dynamic-Electronics Inc., ForN. Y.,
the
use est
of Hills,
several
uhf "Ultravision"
channels for envisages
the exclusive
use of subscription tv programs. A master antenna (with a uhf converter) would feed these
signals into tv sets, connected via coaxial cable
to the antenna.
There could be about 100 receivers connected to this type of wire circuit, DynamicElectronics said.
Also proposed to be used with each receiver
is a Television Audience Analyzer, developed
by Dynamic-Electronics for Media Measurements Corp. This apparatus can transmit back
to a central point information regarding what
channel the receiver is tuned to, etc. This data
could be used for billing purposes, DynamicElectronics explained. The audience measurement information would be so useful, it was
said, that a major part of the cost of hooking
receivers into a pay tv net might be borne by advertisers and others interested in the measurement data. The data could be fed to central
headquarters via telephone lines or radio transmissions, the proponents pointed out.
Dynamic-Electronics is an electronics manufacturing, research and development firm.
It does work chiefly for the government. Its
consumer products include indoor tv antennas
and test equipment.
Puerto Rico Tv Shift Asked

Typical Emsco guyed
TV tower, Houston, Texas
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JOINT PETITION for rule making to switch
tv ch. 7 from Ponce, P. R., to Mayaguez, P. R.,
has been submitted to the FCC by El Mundo
Broadcasting Corp. (WKAQ-AM-TV San Juan)
and Ponce De Leon Broadcasting Co. (WAPATV San Juan). Both companies are applicants
for a ch. 3 outlet in Mayaguez and last February were designated by the FCC for a consolidated hearing [B»T. Feb. 28]. If the rule making is approved. El Mundo will apply for ch.
7. Supreme Broadcasting Co. (WJMR-TV New
Orleans), a third applicant for Mayaguez ch. 3,
intends dropping its bid pending negotiations
for purchase of 30% of ch. 5 WORA-TV Mayaguez [B*T, May 9].
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

FCC Approves WBLN (TV),
Nine Other Station Transfers
. A UHF tv station changed hands last week as
10 sale transactions were approved by the FCC.
Among these were three am stations, one
tv and one fm, totaling about $450,000:
WBLN (TV) Bloomington, 111., was sold by
Cecil W. Roberts to Worth S. Rough for $1
and assumption of liabilities amounting to
$199,961 [B«T, June 13]. Mr. Rough will be
president of WBLN Television Inc., licensee
of the ch. 15 station. At the time of purchase
1 Mr. Rough was general manager of WCBC
Anderson, Ind. Mr. Roberts is owner of KREI
Farmington, KCHI Chillicothe, KCMU Columbia, all Missouri; KCLO Leavenworth,
KCRB Chanute, both Kansas, and WINI
Murphysboro, 111.
KGHI Little Rock, Ark., was sold to Harold
E. and Helen W. King, under the name Radio
Arkansas, for $127,500 [B»T, June 13]. The
Kings own KBTM-AM-FM-TV Jonesboro, Ark.
Comr. Robert T. Bartley dissented.
Control of WQUA Moline, 111., was awarded
to G. LaVerne Flambo, president of the new
WQUA Inc., for $100,000. The station was
sold by Dalton LeMasurier, president of the
former licensee Quad City Broadcasting Corp.
WVVW-WJPB-FM Fairmont, W. Va., was
sold to Connie B. Gay through purchase of
95% interest for $16,500 [B«T, May 30]. Mr.
Gay, country music entertainer, is program director of WARL Arlington, Va. J. Patrick
Beacom, who retains 5% of Fairmont Broadcasting Co., owns all of WJPB-TV Fairmont
and WBUT Butler, Pa., and 10% of WETZ
New Martinsville, W. Va. Mr. Gay also has
applied to purchase WWKO Ashland, Ky.
[B»T, July 4].
Newport

News, Rochester

Uhfs

Added to Tv's Casualty List
WACH-TV Newport News, Va., left the air
fortnight ago and WRNY-TV Rochester, N. Y.,
which was not on the air, has asked that its
construction permit, issued April 1953, be cancelled.
Ch. 33 WACH-TV gave as its reasons for
suspending: "apathy on the part of national
and network advertisers" and the "economic
instability that is plaguing uhf broadcasting."
The station began October 1953, suspended
March 1954 and resumed operation six months
later, September 1954.
Ch. 27 WRNY-TV is the 116th uhf to surrender its construction permit and the 145th
post-freeze tv station to do so. WACH-TV is
the 34th operating uhf to revert to construction
permit status.
Pueblo

Shift Comment

Market

20 top
pulse rated
programs
day and
night

Asked

COMMENTS were invited by the FCC last
week on a shift of tv ch. 3 from Pueblo to
Alamosa, Colo., as requested by Star Broadcasting Co. (KCSJ-TV Pueblo). Star contended
that at present Alamosa is isolated from any
video service, but that Pueblo, in addition to
KCSJ-TV (ch. 5), can receive tv service from
Colorado Springs. No application for ch. 3
has yet been made, the FCC noted, but KCSJTV said it would seek the assignment if the
change were made. Alamosa has only one
| assignment, ch. 19, while Pueblo has five channels, three vhfs and two uhfs, KCSJ-TV said.
It asked that ch. 19 be deleted from Alamosa
and another uhf assigned to Pueblo.
Broadcasting
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Big

a

makes

Aggie

winning

move

RALSTON

Stay Order Blocking Sale
Of KORK, KOLO Is Lifted

for

PURINA

- - 1
^

in the land where

TV

means

"Taint

President, director and majority stockholder
of Southwestern Pub. Co., parent company of
KHBG Okmulgee, Okla., KBRS Springdale,
Ark.; KFSA-AM-TV Ft. Smith, Ark.; KLRJTV Henderson, and KZTV (TV) Reno, and
has applied for Commission approval of the
purchase of KNAC-TV Ft. Smith from AmeriTelevision Co., which has been scheduled
for acanhearing.

Visible

Selling feeds in vast, 5 -state Big Aggie Land
is no parlor game. But WNAX-570 has the
winning system. Take Ralston Purina Feeds
in the Checkerboard Bag for example.
Big Aggie Farm

Service Editor

Chet Randolph airs a 20-minute
show for Purina 3 days a week, but

is doing it with regular,, personal
letters ... he shows up at every
major farm show and exhibit to

his promotion doesn't end there.
Chet jumps all over Big Aggie
Land promoting Purina. He picks
up Purina success stories and

put his popular standing with farmers behind Purina Feeds.

makes powerful "local proof" commercials of them ... he tells

And if you'd like Big Aggie on
your side, your Katz man can
arrange it.

Purina dealers how the other guy

It's WNAX-570's personal interest
that clears the board for Purina.

WNAX-570
YANKTON, SOUTH DAKOTA
A Cowles Station

•

CBS Radio

Don D. Sullivan, Advertising Director.
Under the same management as KVTV
Channel 9, Sioux City: Iowa's second
largest market.
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CHARGES brought against Donald W. Reynolds' purchase of KORK Las Vegas and
KOLO Reno do not have sufficient weight to
warrant a hearing, the FCC ruled last week in
dismissing the protests of KLAS-AM-TV Las
Vegas. The Commission further lifted the order staying the consummation of the station
sales.
The grants of KORK Las Vegas to the
Southwestern Broadcasting Co. for $60,000 and
KOLO Reno to Western Broadcasting Co. for
$190,000 were made April 6 and stayed April 13
[B*T, April 18]. KLAS-AM-TV charged that
Mr. Reynolds was offering joint rates for some
of his broadcasting and newspaper interests
after he had told the Commission that he did
not intend to do so. Specifically, KLAS alleged
joint rates were being used by KLRJ-TV Henderson (Las Vegas), KZTV (TV) Reno and
the Las Vegas Review Journal.
At the time the grants were suspended Mr.
Reynolds told the Commission volume discounts
(25% for use of both tv stations) had been
discontinued. The Review Journal, he said, has
"bent over backwards" to be fair to KLAS-TV.
When KLAS-TV refused to pay the Journal
for printing logs for which it normally charged
a fee, the newspaper consented to run them
free, Mr. Reynolds stated.
The question of too much concentration of
mass communications media arose through Mr.
Reynolds
July
4]: holdings, as cited by the FCC [B«T,

Southwestern also publishes the Fort Smith
(Ark.) Times and Southwest American and is
the parent company of Las Vegas Review
Journal; Bartlesville (Okla.) Examiner and Enterprise; Okmulgee (Okla.) Times and Times
Democrat; Ely (Nev.) Times, and the Carson
City (Nev.) Appeal.
Stevens Suggests Radio Plan
To Penetrate Red Countries
IMPORTANCE of radio as a means of penetrating both the iron and bamboo curtains was
emphasized in New York last Thursday by the
Rev. Paul M. Stevens, director of the Radio
& Television Commission of the Southern
Baptist Convention, before leaving for London
to attend the Baptist World Alliance now in
session. Mr. Stevens said he intends to propose to the international Baptist leaders the
creation of a world program using radio as an
instrument for spreading the Christian message to Communist-dominated countries.
Mr. Stevens hopes to interest Baptist leaders
from 60 nations of the free world who are attending the London meeting in approaching
station officials in their respective countries with
a plan for an inter-denominational program.
Once such a program is successfully underway
on an extensive scale, Mr. Stevens said he believed that time could be obtained from Radio
Free Europe and Voice of America for an extension of what he describes as "a world-wide
religious 'Point Four' program."
Broadcasting
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The account

executive

a "rough cut" at media
for a new
media

has taken

selection

campaign

director sit down

• he and the
to refine

the list • your medium

is questioned

they reopen the account man's copy
of Standard Rate . . . and if you
have a Service-Ad

you

near your listing

are

For the full story on the values 1,161 media get from their
Service-Ads, see Standard Rate's own Service-Ad in the
front of any edition of SRDS; or call a Standard Rate
Service-Salesman.
N.Y.C.- Murray Hill 9-6620 • CHI.— Hollycourt 5-2400 • L. A.— Dunkirk 2-8576
Note: According to a study of SRDS use made by National Analysts,
Inc., 87% of all account men interviewed make use of one or more of
the SRDS publications.
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TWO

DENVER

STATIONS

FCC asked to approve sale of
KFEL-TV to McCaw. Also
sought is transfer of KMYR to
Dolph and Pettey.
APPLICATIONS for FCC approval of the
sale of two Denver broadcast stations were
filed with the Commission last week.
The stations are ch. 2 KFEL-TV and KMYR.
KFEL-TV was sold for $400,000 by broadcast veteran Gene O'Fallon to J. Elroy McCaw
[Closed Circuit, July 4]. Mr. McCaw also
assumes obligations totaling about $350,000.
A 60-day option to buy 50% interest in
KFEL-TV. following FCC approval and consum ation of the sale to Mr. McCaw, is held
by Tele-Trip Inc., New York aviation insurance
firm. The option calls for Tele-Trip to pay
exactly half of the outlay for purchase of the
station and to assume 50% of the obligations.
Tele-Trip already owns KPOA Honolulu
(which it bought for $400,000 from Mr. McCaw
and associates in 1954) and WTAC Flint, Mich.
Purchaser of the ch. 2 Rocky Mountain area
station actually is Gotham Broadcasting Co.,
licensee of WINS New York. It is 75% owned
by Mr. McCaw and 25% owned by John D.
Keating. The $400,000 will be paid as follows,
according to the application:
Deposit of $5,000 as earnest money on agreement; a note for $95,000 at 5% interest and a
note for $300,000, both to be paid off at the
rate of $5,000 a month . The purchase price is
to be adjusted to reflect any changes in KFEL-

CHANGE

HANDS

TV's net worth between April 30 and the consummation date. "Prompt" FCC action, before
the FCC's August recess "in view of the financial condition of the transferer." was asked.
KFEL-TV's balance sheet as of April 30
showed total assets of $679,276 .of which
$132,225 were current assets. Current liabilities were listed at $111,070, notes payable as
$142,543 and long term liabilities as $44,119.
The balance sheet also showed accrued expenses of $60,864, earned surplus to Jan. 1 as
$68,677. and losses of $69,022.
Mr. O'Fallon sold KFEL Denver (5 kw on
950 kc) to the Intermountain Network in 1954
for $275,000. It is now KIMN.
During recent months. Mr. O'Fallon has been
active on behalf of subscription television.
Balance sheet for Gotham Broadcasting Co.
showed total assets of $665,508, with cash of
$52,953. Current liabilities were listed at $529,832. Gotham lost $23,441 in 1954, and made
$59,117 in the six 1955 months, the application
indicated.
Mr. McCaw owns 100% of ch. 13 KTVW
(TV) Tacoma-Seattle and KORC Mineral
Wells, Tex. He also owns 50% of KELA Centralia, 33 1/3% of KYAK Yakima and of
KALE-AM-FM Richland, all Washington;
50% of KYA San Francisco; 25% of ch. 11
KONA (TV) Honolulu and. through his wife,
of KAPA Raymond, Wash.
Mr. Keating owns, in addition to the 25%
in WINS, 50% of KYA and 25% of KONA.
The assets of KMYR were bought for a
round figure of $150,000 from F. W. and A. G.
Meyer by Dolph-Pettey Broadcasting Co.

FINANCING

KIDDER,

PEABODY

&

CO.—

•Has underwritten over $1,000,000,000 of publicly'
offered securities in the past ten years.

• Has negotiated private financings in excess
of $680,000,000 in the past five years.

— We Invite You to Call Upon Our Experience.

Address inquiries to:
ROBERT E. GRANT
Kidder, Peabody & Co.
First National Bank Building
Chicago 3, Illinois
Telephone ANdover 3-7350
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KIDDER,
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

PEABODY
FOUNDED 1865

&

CO.

BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA
SAN FRANCISCO

Offices and correspondents in thirty other principal cities
in the United States

VICE PRESIDENT Richard Nixon congratulates Taylor Grant, newsman of WPTZ
(TV) Philadelphia, on his 21st year in
radio-tv as the two met at Temple U.'s
graduation exercises where Mr. Nixon
made a personal appearance. Mr. Nixon
added that he too was celebrating a 21st
anniversary in June— graduation from college. Others who conveyed their personal
congratulations to Mr. Grant on the occasion were state Gov. Leader and Mayor
Joe Clark Jr. of Philadelphia.
[Closed Circuit, July 11]. Dolph-Pettey is
William B. Dolph and Herbert L. Pettey. Included in the purchase agreement is a lease of
land for transmitter and antenna which is still
the subject of negotiations.
KMYR began operating in 1941. It is licensed for 250 w on 1340 kc, but holds a construction permit for 5 kw on 710 kc. The sale
is contingent on the move to 710 kc operation.
Balance sheet of KMYR as of May 31, 1955,
showed total assets of $201,061, of which
$134,035 were listed as current assets. Current
liabilities were put at $13,095, earned surplus
as $130,282 and profit for the current period
at $4,088.
Dolph-Pettey Broadcasting Co. is owned
40.2% each by the Messrs. Dolph and Pettey,
and 9.8% each by investment brokers Cruttenden & Co.. Chicago, and Saunders, Stiver &
Co.. Cleveland.
The company is authorized to issue 1,505,000
shares, of which not more than 5,000 shall be
preferred, and 1.5 million shares divided equally
into common and B common stock. The preferred shares have a $100 par value; the common stocks, 10c.
The investment houses are scheduled to underwrite the issuance of $300,000 worth of
6%, 12-year debentures and 30,000 shares of
common stock. These will be sold in a unit,
comprising a $1,000 bond and 100 shares, at
a price of $1,000 per unit. This will realize
$256,000 for the broadcasting company, it was
stated in the application.
Both Mr. Dolph and Mr. Pettey are veteran
broadcasters. Mr. Dolph owns 15% and Mr.
Pettey, in his wife's name, 25% of KJBS San
Francisco. KJBS is one-third owner of KULAAM-TV Honolulu, and 27% of KGIL San
Fernando, Calif. Mr. Dolph also owns 29%
of CBS-affiliated, ch. 2 WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and is president of WMT Cedar
Rapids. He operates a radio production and
talent management firm in Washington. Mr.
Pettey, one time Loew's Inc. radio executive,
is
a plastics
Both
live in manufacturer's
Charlottesville, sales
Va. representative.
(Government continues on page 72)
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FILM
PROCESSING
for FAST
]
with quality results

N.B.C. Photo Lab., Hollywood

most

TV

stations

HOUSTON

depend

on

. . .

FEARLESS

EQUIPMENT

Speed is of extreme importance in processing motion picture film for newscasts, special events, interviews, Kinescopes, etc. But quality work should
never be sacrificed for speed . . . and needn't be with Houston Fearless processing equipment. That's why far more TV stations and networks use Houston
Fearless processors than all others combined. They appreciate the ease of
operation, the consistently fine results and the high degree of dependability.
There's a Houston Fearless film processor to fit every need: 16mm, 35mm
black and white, color, negative, positive, reversal or negative-positive color
film . . . from the smallest, most compact unit to the largest installation. Whatever your needs, be sure to contact Houston Fearless first!
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CANADA

By James Montagnes

THE

POSTWAR

YEARS

HAVE

THE Canadian beaver has always been the
symbol of industry. Today the beavers in
Canada are taking lessons from the humans
on what industry really means.
The fur trading area of the far north has
become North America's largest uranium
producing center.
Where buffalo once roamed the prairies,
hundreds of oil derricks now stand in a
"new Texas."
Out of the rocky wilderness of northern
Labrador is coming the richest iron ore
since the discovery of Minnesota's famed
Mesabi range.
A ten-mile tunnel, chopped and blasted
through the Rocky Mountains, carries raging mountain streams to power the world's
largest aluminum smelter. Five years ago
only a few Indians lived on the smelter site.
These are not isolated examples. Everywhere the story in postwar Canada is one
of phenomenal growth.
Capital investment in Canadian industry
has more than tripled in the last 10 years.
Broadcasting
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SPAWNED

A

BOOM

In the same period population rose by
25%.
National income jumped from just under
$10 billion to almost $19 billion.
These developments and new opportunities promised by still untapped natural resources are drawing a flood of outside investment capital from the United States and
Western Europe. The American stake in
Canada grew from $5 billion in 1945 to $8.6
billion at the end of 1953. It has been growing ever since.
American exports to Canada, always high,
have expanded to almost $3 billion a year.
And details of recent developments north of
the Canadian-United States border indicate
Canada will continue to grow as an important market for everything from heavy machinery to coonskin caps.
Most of Canada's 15,500,000 people live
close to the international border. Their living and spending habits are almost on a par
with those of their neighbors to the south.
Even the French-Canadian element, ac-

ABOVE

THE

BORDER

counting for about a third of the total population and centered mainly in the province of
Quebec, is rapidly becoming Americanized.
The 10 major centers of population are
the cities of Montreal, population 1,425,000;
Toronto, 1,200,000; Vancouver, 577,000;
Winnipeg, 373,000; Ottawa, 297,500; Quebec City, 294,000; Hamilton, 278,000; Edmonton, 200,000; Windsor, 173,000, and
Calgary,
152,000. inThe
rest of ofCanada's
people are scattered
hundreds
small cities,
towns and villages along 5,000 miles from
Atlantic to Pacific coasts, from the international border to within 1,000 miles of the
North Pole.
Canada's population since the end of
World War II has boomed. Some 3,500,000
more people live in Canada now than in
1945. Of these about 1,250,000 are immigrants, mostly from Great Britain and Western Europe. On the streets of most Canadian
cities foreign languages are no longer a
novelty. Department stores and banks have
their staffs of interpreters to help newcomers
July 18, 1955
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The Canadian consumer is buying in a big way
. . . all tbe way from British Columbia to Newfoundland, well over 4,000 miles of opportunity
for the alert U. S. advertiser.
All you have to do is raise your voice in this
booming market. The Canadian is listening for
you in every corner of the country. He and
his family have bought more than 12 billion
dollars worth of products in 1954, in the retail
stores alone! They bought more U. S. goods
than anyone else, next to Americans. They want
to buy more — and they can afford it!
Raise your voice over their favorite local radio
stations. When you speak with the voice of
local radio, you're heard!

Local radio is well-

Wherever your media strategy takes you over
the Canadian border, travel the routes that
make the most of this multi-billion dollar
market — the all-important channels of local,
independent radio broadcasting.
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known and trusted in
its listeners the big
them the local shows,
speaks to itself about

its communities. It brings
network shows — it brings
too. Here the community
matters close to its heart

— the farm reports, the mining news, the town's
social events, the city's backyard chit-chat. Let
yourself be heard in this company, and be
heard as a friend.
Local radio reaches into 95% of all Canadian
homes ... in a country where only 38% of the
population lives in cities of 30,000 or over.
Local radio penetrates . . . convinces . . . and
does it inexpensively. Come in to the Canadian market, and come in welcomed. Come in
over local radio.

CANADIAN
AND

ASSOCIATION

TELEVISION

OF RADIO

BROADCASTERS

108 Sparks St., Ottawa 4, Canada
200 St. Clair Ave. W., Toronto, Ontario
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from Holland, Germany, Hungary, Ukraine,
Poland, Italy, Greece and other European
countries.
All these additions to the population have
resulted in a continuing demand for new
housing. Everywhere cities and towns are
stretching their boundaries. As an example,
Toronto and 12 suburban communities at
the beginning of 1954 formed a metropolitan area covering 240 square miles, or as
much space as is occupied by the five boroughs of New York less Brooklyn.
New housing right across Canada is being
built at an average for the past few years of
close to 100,000 units a year. Last year
113,527 new housing units were started,
101,965 were completed.
Housing is not the only construction at
peak level in Canada. Schools, hospitals,

roads and commercial facilities such as office
buildings and shopping centers are going up
at a faster rate than ever before. There has
not been as much office building and hotel
construction in Canada as in the past two
years since the 1928-29 boom. The growing
number of young families is causing a school
building boom and shopping centers are
cropping up across Canada in urban suburban areas. More railways have been built
in the last couple of years than for many
decades, railways mostly into such new frontier regions as the Quebec-Labrador iron ore
region, the new nickel-copper area in northern Manitoba and in the interior of British
Columbia. More new roads further north
are planned. The construction of the billion
dollar St. Lawrence Seaway and its allied
electric power projects has started and will

THE CITY SIDE of Canada is exemplified by bustling Montreal,
whose 1 .5 million Deople make it the largest city of the dominion.
In the background is the St. Lawrence River.
Broadcasting
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keep construction men busy for another five
Construction in the first five months of
this year has made new records, with just
years.
over $1 billion being awarded for all types
of construction. First contracts have been let
for the first nuclear electric power plant in
Canada.
Transportation is an important factor in
the Canadian economy, with big distances
between major trading centers. New express
highways are being built in southern Ontario
where the heaviest concentration of automobiles is to be found. Ontario is spending
over $220 million on roads this year, almost
half the total being spent in all Canada. The
first all-paved standard highway is now being built across the country and will be over
5,000 miles long when completed as a joint

THE COUNTRYSIDE includes such tourist attractions, and therefore money-makers, as Banff National Park, Alberta. Visitors to
Canada pour millions into the economy annually.
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increase
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SALES

wealthy

NORTHERN

ONTARIO

In this rich area only the 3
ern Stations" penetrate "The
behind the Wall". Outside
reception is inconsistent . .
times impossible.
Make

"NorthMarket
station
. some-

undertaking of the various provincial governments with the federal Canadian government.
New railroad equipment is appearing on
Canada's transcontinental railways for both
freight and passenger services. This spring
new diesel-powered streamlined passenger
trains cut up to 18 hours from the transcontinental run between Halifax and Vancouver. The airlines are busier than ever
with transcontinental and international passenger and freight services. A Canadian airline this spring put into service the first
turbo-prop passenger aircraft on this continent. Another Canadian airline began
regular scheduled passenger service across

petroleum-chemical industry being started
in the Edmonton area; in a vast expansion
of housing and building in that city; in the
laying of an oil pipeline westward for 700
miles over the Rocky Mountains to bring
oil to the Pacific Coast; in another 1,200
mile pipeline eastward to Superior, Wis., and
from there for another 550 miles to Sarnia,
Ont., where vastly expanded oil refineries
and petroleum-chemical plants are located.
Future natural gas pipelines are to bring
that commodity from these western oilfields
to the major cities of eastern and central
Canada.
Along with new Alberta oil developments
has come oil prospecting in the nearby prov-

your advertising dollar
do more by using

CFCH

NORTH

BAY

Railway Junction for Eastern
& Western Canada
CJKL KIRKLAND LAKE
The Hub of Northern Ontario
CKGB

TIMMINS

In the heart of the Gold Mining
Industry

In rich Eastern Ontario use the
strong links between Toronto and
Montreal.
CHEX#

CH EX-TV
PETERBOROUGH

CKWS#

CKWS-TV
KINGSTON

This market is extremely prosperous with diversified manufacturing,
agriculture, education centers and
the tourist industry. Avoid the gap
between Toronto and Montreal coverage by using Eastern Ontario's
foremost stations.

Under

Northern Broadcasting
Management
44 KING
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OIL PRODUCTION in Canada has skyrocketed since World War II.
It now furnishes 47% of the country's total requirements.
inces of Saskatchewan and Manitoba. Canthe North Polar regions between Vancouver
ada is now able to supply enough oil for
on the Pacific Coast and Amsterdam, Hol47% of its total requirements. Imports,
land, cutting 1,000 miles from the convenfrom the United States and South America,
tional air route between these cities. Canadian airlines are flying to almost every part which only a few years ago accounted for
of the world on regular services. So much
more than 90% of all the oil used in Canin demand is air service in Canada that
ada, are now needed to supply only the
eastern sections of the country.
numerous charter services are being licensed
in Canada and the United States for use
Other mineral finds in the northern secbetween the two countries.
tions of Canada's three prairie provinces
In every part of Canada there are visible have resulted in new mining towns being
built in the past few years, in the establishsigns of an expanding economy, of a country
ment of new chemical, synthetic textile and
which has realized it has untapped resources
paper
plants close to oil, natural gas and
for a world market.
hydro-electric
power resources.
In 1947, for example, a new oil field came
Those strategic postwar minerals, titanium
into being in central Alberta province, near
for jet aircraft and uranium for atomic projects, have also played a part in keeping
the city of Edmonton. That started a development which has by no means reached its Canadians busy. A large titanium deposit in
climax, but has already resulted in a new
Quebec province is well into development
Broadcasting
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Stations
CBC

of the

Television

Network

Atlantic Region:

Here

are

the

facts:

(1) Since the inception of Canadian TV in September 1952,
Canada has experienced proportionately the fastest growth of
population coverage by TV of any country in the world. Today,
the CBC Television Network, including CBC-owned stations
and privately-owned affiliates, serves 1,500,000 television homes
in 25 major market areas from coast to coast.

CJON-TV
CBHT

St. John's Nfld.
Halifax, N.S.

CJCB-TV
CKCW-TV
CHSJ-TV

Sydney,
Moncton, N.S.
N.B.
Saint John, N.B.

Mid-Eastern Region:
CBLT
CHEX-TV
CKWS-TV
CBOT
CBMT

(2) Additional stations will soon be on the air ... in St. John's,
Newfoundland (C JON-TV) and Barrie, Ontario (CKVR-TV).
New stations are scheduled for operation later in the year in
Jonquieres, P.Q., Sherbrooke, P.Q., Charlottetown, P.E.I.,
Wingham, Ontario, and Lethbridge, Alberta.

(3) 75% of the Canadian population is now within the service range of television stations . . . and of this number, 50%
have television sets.

CHCH-TV
CKCO-TV
CFPL-TV
CKLW-TV
CKVR-TV
CKSO-TV
CJIC-TV
CFPA-TV

Prairie Region:
CBWT

(4) More live television programs are now produced in Canada than in any country other than the United States.

(5) Canada is second in the world in the number of TV stations, and second in the proportion of the public who watch
television.

Toronto, Ont.
Peterborough, Ont.
Kingston, Ont.
Ottawa, Ont.
Montreal, P.Q.
Hamilton, Ont.
Kitchener, Ont.
London, Ont.
Windsor, Ont.
Barrie, Ont.
Sudbury, Ont.
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
Port Arthur, Ont.

CKX-TV
CKCK-TV
CFQC-TV
CHCT-TV
CFRN-TV

Winnipeg, Man.
Brandon, Man.
Regina, Sask.
Saskatoon, Sask.
Calgary, Alta.
Edmonton, Alta.

Pacific Region:
CBUT

Vancouver, B.C.

The CBC welcomes the opportunity to work closely with
advertising agencies and their clients and to cooperate with
them to the fullest possible extent in the effective use of Canadian network television, and in the creation and production of
Canadian talent programs, both French and English.

CANADIAN

BROADCASTING
Commercial Division

Quebec Region: (French)
Montreal, P.Q.
CBFT
Ottawa, Ont.
CBOFT
Quebec, P.Q.
CFCM-TV
Rimouski, P.Q.
CJBR-TV

CORPORATION

354 Jarvis Street, Toronto 5, Ontario— 1425 Dorchester St. W., Montreal, P.Q.

and prospectors are searching for other deposits as rich. At the same time, research
departments of hydro-electric power companies in eastern Canada are at work developing new and cheaper methods of refining
titanium for use in jet aircraft engines.
Canadian aircraft companies are working
on titanium alloys for more powerful jet
aircraft engines. Uranium deposits in Saskatchewan, Ontario and the Northwest Territories are being developed. New mines
coming into operation require entire new
towns such as Uranium City on Lake Athabaska and Manitouwadge in northern Ontario. Tourists in southern Ontario this
summer will see new uranium sites being
developed not far from resort areas.
In the virgin forests along Canada's Pacific Coast, some 400 miles north of Vancouver by air, the initial stage of one of
Canada's largest electric power projects has
just been completed. Fifty miles away from
an inlet on the coast, where an Indian village
was the only sign of habitation five years
ago, an aluminum smelter is now producing
the light metal with electricity from a new
hydro-electric power plant set inside a
mountain. At new docks, freighters from
the West Indies bring bauxite for the aluminum smelter. The town of Kitimat is growing rapidly, as thousands of workmen and
their families settle in this new industrial
center.
North from Seven Islands on the St. Lawrence River, a diesel-engined train travels
for 360 miles into the uninhabited barrens
of Labrador and northern Quebec. Five
years ago that railway was only an outline
on an engineer's drawing board. Late last

MINING is another Canadian industry on the move. This open pit iron
ore works is in northwestern Ontario. Its financing is backed principally
by capital from the United States.
ada in increasing amounts for investment in
year it began to function to bring high grade
iron ore from vast deposits unearthed only a new manufacturing plants of all kinds as
decade ago. That iron ore is now being used
well as in the development of natural rein steel furnaces in the eastern United States
sources. Latest government statistics from
Ottawa show that the oil industry has the
and at Great Lake points in both the United
States and Canada. To start that project largest concentration of outside capital, with
about 52% of the industry being owned by
everything
a pencil
for the toprospector's
record bookfrom
to the
bulldozers
carve out
individuals and corporations in the United
the airstrips had to be flown into this unin- States, Great Britain and Western Europe.
habited region.
Canada continues to be a magnet for
All these natural resources developments
branch plants of companies with headquarters outside its borders. A number of Gerhave focused attention on Canada throughout the world. Money from a number of
man companies have started up in recent
countries in Western Europe, but especially
years and have taken part in supplying some
of the defense materials ordered by the
from the United States, is flowing into Can-
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Canadian government. An American company which bought a Canadian government
wartime airplane corporation is busy with
military aircraft orders. A large number of
both British and American engineering and
contracting firms have in the past few years
opened Canadian subsidiaries to take part in
major building construction, including the
first Canadian rapid-transit subway system
at Toronto, opened early last year. The
province of Ontario alone has had over 100
new foreign-owned industrial plants built in
its area in the past two years.
United States interests, for example, have
bought up existing companies and made a
major entry into the retail field in Canada
in the past few years. They have entered the
chain grocery field in eastern Canada in a
big way and have come into the department
store and mail order business. In every large

Canadian city new stores of these retail
organizations are now being built. British
retail chain stores have invaded Canada
similarly, though on a smaller scale, in the
past two years. These are signs of an important market in Canada.
This activity in Canada has resulted in
the growth of non-Canadian capital investment from $7 billion at the end of 1945 to
over $112 billion at the end of 1953, latest
year for which official figures are available.
While United States interest in Canadian
natural resources development has been
growing by leaps and bounds over the past
decade, it is only recently that Europe's
financiers have turned to Canada with sizable investments. Not since the days before
World War I have British and European
capitalists flocked to Canada as they are
doing today. World-famous British finan-

The tremendous post-war growth of industrial Canada,
so well measured by economists, sociologists
and historians, is matched by the music
coming from the minds and hearts of the people of Canada.

Yes, There Is Canadian Music!
. . . and it is the music that Canadians want to hear
on Canadian radio and television programs.
By encouraging and stimulating the efforts of
Canadian composers of both popular and concert music,
BMI CANADA LIMITED and BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
are making it possible for Canadian music to be published,
recorded and performed, not only in Canada
but throughout the world.
Written and composed by Canadians, published
in Canada by Canadian publishers, this music
should become the first choice of those advertisers and
program producers who want their programs to find
the widest possible favor with Canadians.
For further information on the subject
of Canadian Music call or write

BMI

CANADA

229 Yonge Street
Toronto, Ont.
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LIMITED
1500 St. Catherine Street, W.
Montreal, Que.

cial houses are backing uranium and other
mineral developments. British aircraft capital has moved almost bodily to Canada
to set up a replica of its industry there.
Swiss financial houses have opened branches
in Canada and invested in major housing
developments. Netherlands banking and insurance interests have formed Canadian subsidiaries toenter the Canadian market which
has seen an influx of a minimum of 10,000
Hollanders annually over nearly a decade.
German steel interests are looking into iron
ore mining developments in northern Quebec. Belgian capital has come in a big way
into the gasoline distribution industry and
financial field. European shipping lines are
now running direct services to the inland
Canadian ports on the Great Lakes.
Foreign trade has always been an important factor in the Canadian economy. Once
it was primarily furs; later, mainly agricultural products which Canada exported. Now
the exports run all the way from wheat to
cobalt bombs for cancer research, from
wood pulp to automobiles, from iron ore to
glass ovenware. Imports vary from manufactured goods from the United States and
Western Europe to raw materials from all
parts of the world.
As the population has increased in recent
years the percentage of exports of goods and
services has declined in relation to the gross
national product. In the late 20's about 30%
of the gross national product was exported.
In recent years only 24% has had to be
exported. Yet exports are almost up to the
peace-time record. Last year Canada exported goods and services valued at $3.9
billion, of which $2.3 billion went to the
United States, $652 million to Great Britain,
$96 million to Japan, $95 million to Holland, Belgium and Luxembourg, $45 million
to Brazil, $48 million to Australia, $87 million to West Germany and $542 million to
all other countries.
Canadian imports last year from all the
world amounted to $4 billion, with almost
$3 billion coming from the United States,
$400 million from Great Britain, $167 million from Venezuela, $44 million from West
Germany, $47 million from Holland, Belgium and Luxembourg, $28 million from
India, $32 million from Brazil, and $420
million from all other countries.
All this foreign trade keeps Canadians
busy at home and abroad. Canada has established chain
a
of embassies, legations and
trade commissioner posts around the globe
in the postwar years. Canada drums up
trade by exhibiting its merchandise and raw
materials at trade fairs throughout the world.
While the bulk of the trade is between Canada and the United States, Canadians are
hard at work increasing their buying and
selling with all countries of all continents.
Canada stands fourth among the nations of
the world in foreign trade, following the
United
Germany.States, Great Britain and Western
While space precludes a detailed report
on how busy Canadians are in the smallest
as well as the largest communities, figures
from the official Dominion Bureau of Statistics atOttawa show the tempo of activity.
Canadians are earning more money than
ever before. Average weekly earnings are
now just under $60, up from an average of
$55 in 1952. Last year personal income
Broadcasting • Telecasting

a 15% excise tax on all sales of radio and tv of 1955 sales totalled 131,693 sets at
from wages, salaries and all other sources
was estimated at almost $19 billion. That receivers and components.
$10,392,856.
Practically all radio and tv receivers as
Television receiver sales in 1954 were the
income is being spent. Last year total exwell as transmitters are built in Canada,
penditures on durable goods, non-durable
highest on record, totalling 619,428 sets at
goods and services amounted to about $16 mainly by subsidiaries of U. S. and British $214,951,315. In the first four months of
billion, of which just over $12 billion was
1955 new records were established every
companies. This is typical of the development of most industries in Canada. Most
done in retail stores of all kinds. The balmonth, with total sales of 197,183 sets at
ance went into direct taxes and savings.
components and tubes also are made in Can$60,754,034.
There are at this date 28 tv stations in
To Canadians the future looks bright. No
ada, and the electronics industry also supplies military and industrial electronic equip- operation across Canada, six stations under
less an authority than James E. Coyne, govment of all kinds. Prices of radio and tv construction for opening later this year and
ernor of the Bank of Canada, the central
bank of the country, recently forecast that receivers and components are somewhat
four applications for new stations. Of the
higher
than
in
the
United
States,
due
to
a
stations now in operation, eight are owned
Canada's gross national product would double in the next 20 years to $55 billion, at protective tariff, the 15% excise tax for and operated by CBC, which also maintains
maintenance of the CBC and a 10% sales national program studios at Toronto and
today's prices. He also estimated that by tax on the factory price.
Montreal. The Canadian government at
1975 Canada's population would increase
Radio receiver sales in 1954 amounted
present has a policy of permitting only one
another 50% to 23 million, mostly in urban
station in any one city until such time as
areas, and that the work year would gradu- to 431,456 sets with a factory valuation
ally drop in that period from the present of $32,012,071. In the first four months
every part of Canada is covered with tv
2,000 hours to 1,500 hours. He forecast a
growing consumption within Canada of its
own agricultural and other natural products,
EVERY
a greater development of secondary industry, WHAT
and a greater share by Canadians in the
management of major industries, many of
which are now owned by non-residents. He
singled out the continued development of
communications in Canada, the knitting to- ADVERTISER
gether of the widely separated centers of
population by trade as well as by railroads,
highways and radio and television networks
as signs of Canada's growing national
strength.
SHOULD
KNO
Radio is everywhere in Canada, in the
city home and in the far reaches of the
Arctic where the defense airplane spotter
keeps an eye on the traffic which flies over
CANADA
. . .
the North Polar regions. In all, 96.4% of all ABOUT
homes in Canada have one or more radio
receiver in use.
Prince Albert
Television, not quite three years old in
CHWK Chilliwack
Winnipeg
Kamloops
CKBI
All-Canada provides
Canada, now covers better than 75% of the
Regina
CKCK
CFJC
population. In mining towns and at defense
CKRC
CK0V
the best . . . the most
Kelowna
Prince
George
bases in the far north, television stations are
CKPG
CJSH-FM Hamilton
Stratford
CJCS
now being built for isolated communities.
Trail
effective Radio -TV
CJAT
Sudbury
Soon every part of Canada will be covered
Hamilton
Vancouver
CK0C
CKWX
by tv as well as by radio. Currently there
Calgary
CKS0
Victoria
Advertising Service
CJVI
are approximately 1.5 million tv receivers in
CFAC
CFRB
Toronto
use in Canada.
in Canada.
Edmonton
London
Development of radio and television in
CJCA
CFPL
Windsor
Grande
Prairie
Canada has not been on as extensive a scale
Lethbridge
CFGP
CKLW
Montreal
CJ0C
as in the United States, primarily because of
CHNS
CFCF
Halifax
Medicine Hat
CHAT
the smaller population and the large disHERE'S WHY
CFNB
Yarmouth
Fredericton
CJLS
tances between communities. Radio broadSydney
All-Canada represents 30 key radio
CJCB
casting began in 1921, although there were
Saint John
stations — (a combined coverage of
CHSJ
CJON
Charlottetown
stations broadcasting non - commercially
CFCY
5,1 12,070 radio homes).
some years earlier at Montreal and Toronto.
All-Canada represents 16 strategic
Today there are 155 independently-owned
CHCT-TV Calgary
stations, most of them members of the
CKS0-TV St.Sudbury
Canadian television stations — (a
John's
Canadian Assn. of Radio & Television
combined
coverage
of
723,470
TV
CKLW-TV Windsor
homes).
CKCK-TV
Regina
Broadcasters, and 21 stations owned and
Saint
CHCH-TV Hamilton
SydneyJohn
operated by the Canadian Broadcasting
CHSJ-TV
All-Canada
Programs
distribute
the
CKWS-TV
Kingston
1
Corp., a government organization. To give
CJCB-TV
finest packaged radio and television
London
better coverage in small areas isolated by
shows in Canada.
CHEX-TV
CFPL-TV Peterborough CJ0N-TV St.
Mid.
physical and geographic obstacles the CBC
John's,
Brandon
Port Arthur
All-Canada offers fast, authoritative
CKNX-TV
Wingham,
system also operates a number of small
1
CFPA-TV
CKX-TV Lethbridge
SaultSte.
non-attended repeater stations in various
coverage data and Canadian market
Marie
CJIC-TV
information as a service to all clients.
parts of the country.
CJ0C-TV
Under broadcasting legislation, CBC operates and regulates all network broadcasting
and telecasting in Canada. Almost all staALL-CANADA RADIO
tions, both independent and CBC-owned,
ALL-CANADA TELEVISION
FACILITIES LIMITED
sell time. CBC carries numerous sustaining
cultural programs on its own stations and
feeds them to the networks composed of
CBC and independent stations. For this
VANCOUVER • CALGARY • WINNIPEG • MONTREAL • TORONTO
CBC receives a government grant and revenue from the national treasury representing
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NEW SYMBOL of urbanization. Toronto's traffic pains, like others of
Canada's large cities, are on the increase This 41/i-mile, $50 million
rapid transit system was constructed to help relieve the problem.
They

got

my

last

scent!

Nobody, advertising to consumers,
should place all their resources in
one medium alone — nor believe
that anything has taken the place
of radio as a powerful, profitable
medium. Remember — radio is the
most economical mass medium
available; it reaches more people
more of the time than any other
medium ... it reaches people when
they are eating, working, playing,
relaxing, driving, retiring, rising,
reading a book — or, yes sir, even
standing on their heads. Radio does
it . . . what else can?
In Montreal, one of Canada's biggest and most profitable markets,
your advertising can be most effective with CFCF-RADIO. Our staff is
lively, imaginative, and happy
here. We do great work because of
it. In this huge market, CFCF-RADIO enjoys both MASS and CLASS
audience. Your advertising will pay
off sales-wise because of it. Now,
how about it? CFCF-RADIO is represented byAll-Canada in Canada,
and Weed in the U.S.A.

RADIO
MONTREAL
Any similarity between characters as
portrayed in this ad and actual advertisers, living or dead, is purely
coincidental.
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stations. This goal has almost been reached
and a change in government policy is looked
for at an early date. Most Canadian tv
stations begin their telecasting day in the
early afternoon. Only two cities in Canada
now have two stations, Montreal and Ottawa, where the CBC maintains individual
stations for the English and French language
groups.
Canada is a bilingual country, with two
official languages, English and French. This
poses an important problem in merchandising. Bulk of the French-language population is located in the province of Quebec.
There is in addition a large block of Englishspeaking Canadians living in the city of
Montreal. There are also French-language
groups spread throughout Canada, mainly
in New Brunswick, northern Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. All these
island French-language groups have their
own radio stations, broadcasting in French,
a development of the postwar years. They
are tied together in a French-language network with the stations in Quebec province.
The French-Canadian market differs considerably from the English-language market.
Advertising messages which are effective in
the English-language areas have to be
changed to comply with the customs and
thinking of the French-language groups. It
is not enough just to translate the message
into French, for in addition to differences
in culture French-Canadian French has
evolved its own idioms which differ considerably from French as it is spoken in
France. Canadian advertisers have learned
by experience to use French-Canadians
brought up in Quebec province to translate
their advertising into the idiom of Frenchspeaking Canada.
This same thought, it is interesting to note,
applies in some degree to English-speaking
Canadians. It is not sufficient to use the
same advertising message which sells in the
United States or Great Britain and expect
similar results in Canada. The Canadian
differs to some degree from his cousins south
of the international border and across the
Atlantic. He can best be approached when
addressed in his own idiom, as many international advertisers have found out over the

years. Which explains in part why so many
large United States and British advertising
agencies have in recent years opened branch
offices in Canada to service their accounts.
Radio and television advertising continue
to gain in percentage of total advertising in
Canada. A report from the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, for 1953, latest
available, shows that 88 advertising agencies
in Canada that year placed about $28 million in radio-tv national billings. This was
18.7% of total national advertising in all
Canadian media, and was up 1.1% over the
previous year.
There are no official figures on total radiotv advertising in Canada, but a guarded estimate by CARTB places the total last year
of both local and national radio and tv advertising atabout $46 million.
MONTREAL
LARGEST Canadian city in population is
Montreal, with about 1,455,000 people.
Montreal is the second largest Frenchspeaking city in the world. The population
is divided roughly two-third French-speaking and one-third English-speaking. Radio
and television stations in the city are programmed accordingly. For the Frenchspeaking section there are radio stations
CBF, owned and operated by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.; CKAC, one of the oldest stations in Canada, founded in 1921;
CHLP and CJMS, along with CBFT for television. The English-speaking population has
CFCF, which claims the record of being
Canada's oldest station, having started operations in 1919; CBM, owned by the CBC,
and CBMT for television. Using part English and part French programming are
CJAD and CKVL, the latter in suburban
Verdun.
Montreal is the world's largest inland port
city, though almost 1,000 miles inland from
the Atlantic Ocean. Located on the St. Lawrence River, it is the terminus of a vast inland waterways system and headquarters of
Canada's two transcontinental railways. It
is highly industrialized with a variety of industries from oil refineries to railway locomotive shops, and the center of the Canadian garment trade. Montreal and Toronto
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CUSTOMERS!

B. C.'s fabulous post-war growth has created a king-size,
big-buying market of over 1^4 million people — people with
a net-buying income 21% greater than the Canadian average.
You cover this rich, responsive market completely when
you schedule B.C. radio.
584,000* sets in use now beam
your message morning, noon or night into every corner
of the province.
No other medium gives you such constant,
hard-hitting impact . . . such outstanding value for your
advertising dollars.
British Columbians are radio listeners . . . with money to
spend ! Small wonder more national advertisers are using
more B.C. radio than ever.
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If your products
are sold in grocery
and drug stores (and
these days ivhat isn't!),
consider this fact: In
Vancouver the big food
chains like SAFEWAY and
B & K and SUPER • V ALU,
and the CUNNINGHAM
and OWL drug chains,
all choose CKWX for
^day-to-day radio selling.
Last year, chain stores
placed seven times more
business on CKWX
than the year before!

food
and

How's that for chain
reaction?

drug

are

reps:
All-Canada
Radio Facilities
Limited
Weed & Company
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RADIO VANCOUVER
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"CAN

ADA

CANADA?

TOD

AY

ask for
your copy of
the revised edition . . .
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divide about equally on being the financial
centers of Canada, each having head-offices
of five national banks.
In the postwar decade Montreal has
grown from a city of 903,000 to its present
1,455,000. It has absorbed about a quarter
of the immigrants who have come to Canada
since the termination of World War II. It
has spread out with new suburban communities in all directions. Annual building permits have increased from $21,936,000 in
1945 to $205,801,000 in 1954. Retail sales
in 1953 were estimated at $1,350,000,000.
Average weekly earnings have increased
from $32.20 in 1945 to $58.39 in March
1955.
TORONTO
SECOND largest city in population, but largest in area, is Toronto on the north shore of
Lake Ontario. Toronto is the center of Canada's mining industry, major financing of
which is done from Bay Street offices. Toronto has a stock exchange which often
records more daily transactions than the
New York Stock Exchange. The city is
the largest industrial center in Canada, with
industries varying from jet engines and jet
military fighters to breweries.
Many United States and British companies have their branch plants in Toronto
and its suburbs, including the vast Canadian
Ford and General Motors assembly plants.
It is the biggest port on the Canadian side of
the Great Lakes and last year handled 4,986
ships incoming and outgoing, not only from
other Canadian and United States ports, but
also from western Europe, South America
and the Mediterranean area.
Toronto's population is predominantly
Anglo-Saxon, but in the postwar years about
300,000 immigrants from western Europe
and Great Britain have given the city a more
cosmopolitan flavor. Toronto is the hub of
a vast tourist area northward into the Ontario lake districts. It has the largest number
of American visitors annually, based on
motor counts as well as conventions.
Ten years ago Toronto's population was
670,000. Today the population is approximately 1,200,000. Building permits in the
metropolitan Toronto area, which stretches
240 square miles, have jumped from the
1945 figure of $11,520,000 to $336,799,000
last year. Retail sales for 1953 were approximately $1,450,000,000. Average weekly
earnings have increased from $32.66 in 1945
to $63.60 early this year.
Toronto is served by radio stations CFRB,
CKEY, CHUM, CKFH, CJBC and CBL,
the latter two owned and operated by the
CBC. Television stations is CBLT (TV).
VANCOUVER
ON THE Pacific Coast, with a background
of snowcapped mountains, is Vancouver,
Canada's third largest city and one of the
world's largest ocean seaports. Vancouver's
population of 577,000 is double that of a
decade ago. In the immediate postwar years
the trek from all over Canada was toward
Vancouver, and the suburban development
attests to this. Building permits in the 10year postwar period have jumped from
Broadcasting • Telecasting

$16,848,000 in 1945 to $10,510,000 in 1954.
Vancouver is served by CBUT (TV), affiliated with CBU (radio), both operated
by the CBC, also by radio stations CKWX,
CJOR, CKNW, CFUN and CKLG. Vancouver's largely English-speaking population, with some Oriental-language groups, in
1953 bought merchandise and services valued at roughly $500,000,000. Average
weekly earnings have jumped from $33.58
in 1945 to $62.30 this year.
In the past ten years Vancouver has become much more industrialized and today
its industries include oil refineries, steel
I mills, sawmills, canneries, breweries, automotive assembly factories, petrochemical
plants and numerous light manufacturing
industries. Vancouver is becoming a major
aviation center, with airlines operating from
it not only to all parts of North and South
America, but also to Asia and Australasia.

Ottawa there is considerable paper and wood
products business, printing, food and beverage business. Retail stores cater not only to
a large population, both English and Frenchspeaking, working for the government and
industry, but also to a growing diplomatic
corps, which has expanded rapidly in the
postwar period.
Ottawa retail sales for 1953 are estimated
at roughly $235,000,000 and for Hull- at
$35,000,000. Building permits in the
Ottawa-Hull area in 1945 amounted to
$3,012,000 and last year to $65,692,000.
Average weekly earnings were $29.33 in
1945 and early this year were $55.69.
Ottawa area is served by two tv stations
owned by the CBC, CBOT (TV) for the
English-speaking population and CBOFT
(TV) for the French-language group. CBC
operates radio station CBO; independent

stations in Ottawa are CKOY and CFRA.
In Hull there is a French-language station,
CKCH.
QUEBEC CITY
NEXT to Montreal, largest French-speaking
city in Canada, is Quebec City, capital of
Quebec Province. In Canada's sixth largest
city practically all 294,000 inhabitants speak
French, though a small proportion are
Anglo-Saxon. The population has almost
doubled in the postwar decade. The Quebec
flag, with the French fleur-de-lis, is seen
everywhere. Historic sites, narrow streets
and a magnificant location on the heights
overlooking the mile-wide St. Lawrence
River, have made the city a major tourist
attraction, and tourism is its main business.
Quebec City in the past few years has
been attracting numerous industries. It is

WINNIPEG
THE transportation hub of central Canada,
the city of Winnipeg is now fourth largest
urban center, with a population of 373,000.
It has grown from 222,000 at the end of
World War II. Little more than 80 years
ago it was just a fur trading post. While
mainly a rail and air transportation center
before World War II, it is today a thriving
industrial city.
Once Winnipeg's population depended on
grain crops from western provinces moving
eastward to the Great Lakes ports and across
the ocean to Europe, while manufactured
goods came westward from eastern Canada.
Today, manufacturing includes a huge garment industry, oil pipeline facilities, electrical appliances, transportation equipment,
food industries and paper products.
Winnipeg is served by one tv station,
CBWT (TV), and its radio affiliate CBW,
both owned by CBC, as well as radio stations CKRC, CKY, CIOB, and by CKSB,
across the Red River in the French-speaking
neighboring city of St. Boniface.
Winnipeg residents in 1953 spent about
$341,000,000 on merchandise and service,
according to the latest retail sales estimates.
Earning power of Winnipeg workers has increased from a weekly average of $29.60 in
1945 to $54.79 early this year. Building
permits reflect city growth, both industrial
and residential, increasing from $7,824,000
in 1945 to $67,879,000 last year.
OTTAWA
CANADA'S capital city of Ottawa, with a
population of almost 300,000, is about twice
as big as it was during the peak of World
War II. Canada's growing importance in
world affairs is reflected in the growth of
the city, which has few industries and is
mainly a civil service center. Neighboring
Hull, across the Ottawa River in Quebec
Province, with a population of 46,000, has
increased by only 13,000 in the same period.
Ottawa's industries are in the main tied in
with the lumbering business, for which the
city is ideally located at the junction of the
Ottawa and Rideau rivers. Lumber comes
down the rivers to pulp mills in Hull. In
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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CKCW-TV
Moncfon, New Brunswick
In the Eastern Maritimes, airways, railways and highways all
lead to Moncton — one of Canada's most bustling cities.
But it's the CKCW-TV airways—
which lead to sure sales in this
$263 million market.
Read the post-war record lately?
Moncton — fastest growing in
Canada's four Atlantic provinces.
Moncton — where thousands of
people tote up annual retail sales
to $224 million and
CKCW-TV

where

is the only television

station serving the greater part
of this market. Exclusively.
// you want exclusive viewers —
exclusive buyers — put CKCWTV on the schedule. And if you
want loyal listeners — loyal for
two decades— add in CKCW RADIO. For the facts fast, its Stovin in Canada and Adam Young
in the U.S.

CW-TV
CKNEW
MONCTON,
BRUNSWICK

ADAM

The Hub oF the Maritimes
YOUNG
NATIONAL REP.
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VANCOUVER, British Columbia. On Canada's Pacific Coast, it is an
industrial seaport for world trade, and is the dominion's third largest
city. Honors as an air transportation center are being added to the
seafaring reputation it already boasts.
an important shipping center for lumber and
grains. The iron ore development in northern Quebec is expected to further push industrialization ofthe city, with plans for
steel industries. Paper production is one of
the largest industries.
Quebec's retail stores in 1953 did some
$200,000,000 in business. Building permits
in 1945 amounted to $4,356,000 and last
year $31,143,000. Average weekly earnings
were $49.47 early this year as against $28.83
in 1945. Quebec has one tv station, CFCMTV, in which radio station CHRC has a
financial interest. Other radio stations serving Quebec are CBV, owned by CBC, CJQC
and CKCV.
HAMILTON
THE steel center of Canada is Hamilton, 40
miles west of Toronto on Lake Ontario, with
a population of about 278,000. This is up
almost 100,000 in the past decade, with
many new Canadians settling there in the
postwar period. In addition to steel, Hamilton is an important electrical appliance manufacturing center, has automotive parts
plants, chemical plants and is a center for
the tobacco and fruit crops raised in nearby
areas of southern Ontario.
Hamilton, like other Canadian cities, has
had a major building boom, not yet finished
with industrial expansion of steel mills now
underway. Building permits which in 1945
amounted to $5,556,000, last year totalled
$54,164,000. Average weekly wages in 1945
were $32.89; early this year they were
$63.79. Retail sales in 1953 were estimated
at about $258,000,000.
Hamilton is served by one tv station,
CHCH-TV, jointly owned by the city's
radio stations CKOC, CHML and the former CJSH-FM.
EDMONTON
THE oil boom which started in 1947 at
Leduc, near Edmonton, resulted in a phenomenal development for that city, most
northern large city in Canada. Edmonton is

located some 350 miles north of the international border, now has a population of about
200,000 as compared to about 95,000 ten
years ago. Large new office buildings and
hotels attest to the oil industry's growth,
while petrochemical plants, oil refineries and
pipelines have become the major industries.
Edmonton is also the air gateway to the
northern goldfields, uranium mines and the
vast new mineral developments in the subArctic. Edmonton is used by internationl
airlines on routes to the Orient and Alaska.
Edmonton's population in 1953 spent
about $195,000,000 in retail stores and for
services. Building permits have jumped
from $7,992,000 in 1945 to $70,052,000
last year.
Edmonton has one television station
CFRN-TV. Radio receivers are tuned to
CJCA, which began operations in 1922,
CFRN, CBX, CHED, French-language station CHFA and educational station CKUA.
WINDSOR
OPPOSITE
Detroit
and, interestingly
enough, south of that city, is the Canadian
city of Windsor, population about 173,000.
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because of its location, Windsor is chiefly
an automotive city, with main Ford and
Chrysler factories located there. Numerous
automotive parts manufacturers are also at
Windsor, along with breweries and distilleries. As a border city, many of Windsor's
citizens take the bridges, tunnels and ferries
daily to Detroit to work there, and there is
a similar stream of Detroit residents who
cross daily to work in Windsor.
Retail sales in Windsor in 1953 were
about $147,000,000. The population has increased from about 110,000 in 1945, and
construction has been mainly of an industrial nature, with building permits for all
types of construction amounting to $28,356,000, last year as compared to $1,956,000 ten years ago. Average wages have
increased from $40.39 in 1945 to $70.26
early this year.
CKLW-AM-TV is the main station in
Windsor, with CBC operating radio station
CBE. Proximity to United States gives
Windsor residents a larger choice of tv stations than is found in any other Canadian
city.
CALGARY
THE city best known for its annual rodeo,
the Calgary Stampede, is Canada's tenth
largest market. Calgary has long been an
important oil center and is the market for
southern Alberta's vast agricultural and
stock-raising district. Its industries include
meat-packing and light manufacturing. Retail sales in 1953 were roughly $180,000,000. Building permits in the city, whose
population has grown from 90,000 in 1945
to 152,000 today, have jumped from $7,284,000 ten years ago to $47,017,000 last
year.
Calgary has one television station, CHCTTV, owned by the city's three radio stations, CFCN, CFAC and CKXL.
MINING MARKETS
MINING being a major industry in Canada,
a number of small cities have grown up in
the past 30 years about the gold, copper and
base metal mines. Typical are Timmins,
Kirkland Lake, Sudbury and Trail, the first
three in northern Ontario, the latter in British Columbia. Timmins and Kirkland Lake
were built mainly about gold mines. Copper
and other base metals have been developed
to some extent since. Kirkland Lake has a
population of about 16,700 and Timmins
about 27,200. Radio station CKGB serves
Timmins, CJKL Kirkland Lake. Because
of the metal content of the area radio reception isnot good from the outside.
Sudbury is primarily a nickel producing
city, having the world's richest nickel mines.
Its roughly 50,000 people spring from a
variety of east European language groups
and in recent years large French-speaking
groups have moved into the region. To serve
the French-speaking population, radio station CHNO began operations in 1947. Other
language groups are served by CKSO-AMTV, the first independently-owned tv station
to go on the air in Canada in 1953.
Trail is located in the Rocky Mountains
and produces a wide variety of minerals including lead, zinc, silver and as by-products
Broadcasting
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chemical fertilizers. Its sprawling mines and
refineries keep almost 4,000 households
going, with a total population of close to
12,500. Retail sales last year amounted to
about $16,600,000. CJAT serves Trail and
its environs.
RAILWAY MARKETS
IN ADDITION to the major cities which
serve as railway traffic centers, a number of
Canadian cities are mainly railway cities.
Typical are Moncton, New Brunswick, and
North Bay, Ont.
Moncton is the chief distribution point
for railways in the Canadian Atlantic Coast
provinces. In recent years it has also become an important industrial center, mainly
for light manufacturing. Its 29,000 people
spent some $48,000,000 in retail sales in
1953. The city is noted for its annual music
festival. Radio and television are supplied
by CKCW-AM-TV.
Similarly, North Bay in northern Ontario
acts as a rail distribution center for traffic
in all four directions. Prospecting for uranium and other strategic minerals in the area
in the past few years has brought mining as
another possible major industry. Some light
manufacturing and assembly industries have
begun operations in this city of 20,000,
which is served by radio station CFCH and
will soon have a television station in operation, for which a recommendation was made
by the CBC board of governors in June. To
tourists, North Bay is best known as the
home of the Dionne quintuplets who were
born in suburban Callander.
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Mr. Vincent Sillitta, Traffic Manager of Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc., discloses
"How
gets

this

guided

there

". ..5,4, 3, 2, 1, fire . . . and a Clarostat product helps head
the missile for an 'enemy' bomber!
"But before its deadly rendezvous, that tiny part of the
missile's 'brain,' a Clarostat resistor, had to keep another vital
appointment — with the Guided Missile production schedule.
"That date was kept by Air Express!
"We ship up to 15,000 pounds of Clarostat Resistors per
month by Air Express. Their sizes range from the one men-
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on

missile
time!"

tioned above— finer than a human hair— to shipments weighing one hundred pounds and more.
"With Air Express help, we can meet extremely exacting
delivery specifications. Yet most shipments cost less than by
any other air service. A 25 lb. shipment from Boston to
Toledo, for instance, costs $6.45. That's 5<? less than the
next lowest air carrier— and the service can't be compared!"
It pays to express yourself clearly. Say Air Express!

Air

Express
GETS TMEFtE F I Ft ST -via U.S. Scheduled Airlines
division of RAI I.IVAY EXPRESS AGENCY
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GOVERNMENT
(Government continues from page 52)
U. S.-MEXICO
START

IN

TALKS

CAPITAL

Conference to iron out radio
spectrum problems gets underway in Washington.
U. S.-MEXICAN conference to establish a
treaty on the use of radio frequencies got off
to an amicable start last week in Washington,
when the renewed talks (they began last winter
in Mexico City) buckled down to specifics.
One American conferee reported that he was
"optimistic." That means, he explained, that
there was a 50-50 chance of success. He said
that by tomorrow or Wednesday, it would be

apparent whether there was going to be a treaty.
Primary issue involves the secondary use of
North American Class 1-A channels. Also
among other issues was the category in which
the relatively new 540 kc band should be placed.
The U. S. delegation was again headed by
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, with John C. Cross,
State Dept., as vice chairman.
The Mexican delegation is headed by Carlos
Nunez, chief, international affairs dept., Ministry of Communications & Public Works, with
Lazaro Barajas, chief, technical dept., Ministry,
vice chairman.
Hobby

Quits Cabinet

Job,

Becomes 'Houston Post' Head
MRS. OVETA CULP HOBBY, who resigned
Wednesday as Secretary of Health, Education

& Welfare, is returning to Houston Aug. 1 to
become president of the Houston Post (KPRCAM-FM-TV). She had confided to friends
some time ago [Closed Circuit, May 23] that
she expected to resign from the Cabinet at the
insistence of her husband, former Gov. William P. Hobby of Texas, who is seriously ill.
President Eisenhower called a special news
conference Wednesday morning to announce
her resignation. "Oveta, this is a sad day," he
said, recalling their first meeting in London in
1942 when Mrs. Hobby was head of Women's
Army Corps. He quoted a comment by Secretary of the Treasury Humphrey, terming her
"the best man in the Cabinet."
The President praised her "calm confidence
in the face of every kind of difficulty." She
had planned to resign earlier but refused to
act while under political fire in connection
with the polio vaccine controversy.
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Mrs. Hobby, 50, had been in the Cabinet
31 months. A native of Kileen, Tex., she went
to work for the Post, marrying Gov. Hobby,
publisher, in 1931. She is a conservative
Democrat, and supported the Eisenhower campaign in 1952 when Texas went Republican.
Gov. Hobby, 77, who has been in ill health
for some time, becomes chairman of the
board of the Post.
The President said he was nominating
Marion B. Folsom, Undersecretary of the
Treasury, to succeed Mrs. Hobby in the
Cabinet. Mr. Folsom is a former treasurer of
Eastman Kodak Co. He joined the Administration in 1953.
WCAX

Public Affairs Head

Admits

to Former

Red Ties

THE public affairs director of WCAX-AM-TV
Burlington. Vt., testified last week before a
Senate Internal Security subcommittee that he
had been a Communist Party member "for
several months" in 1937.
Charles S. Lewis, appearing voluntarily, told
the Senate unit that he had been recruited into
the Communist Party when he worked for the
now defunct Brooklyn Eagle.

"finger"
been ordered
he had Brooklyn
He quit after fellow
Eagleto employe
afornon-striking
a beating.
Mr. Lewis was one of those mentioned as
CP members by CBS newsman Winston M.
Burdette last month to the Senate security
group [B*T, July 11].
WCAX President C. P. Hasbrook stated, following lastheWednesday's
by Mr.
Lewis, that
was reservingappearance
judgment until
he
could read the full transcript. He said that Mr.
Lewis had told him the same story when his
name was first mentioned by Mr. Burdette.
Security Charges Preferred
Mr. Lewis was rigorously questioned about
his work as chief of the radio control branch
(RIAS), Office of Military Government in
American-occupied Germany after World War
H. He said he resigned from government service in 1952 after being informed that security
charges had been preferred against him.
Among a dozen newsmen called by the subcommittee, most of whom had been named by
Mr. Burdette, was Hans Bruno Meyer, a U. S.
correspondent for several German radio stations. Mr. Meyer had worked with Mr. Lewis
in Germany. He was described as a nephew
of the late Albert Einstein.
Broadcasting
Telecasting
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Cities Service transported more oil through more miles of
pipeline in 1954 than ever before in Company history. Reason
for this bustling underground activity — more Cities Service
customers than ever before in Company history!
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WSPA-TV

Transmitter

Move

Hearing Reopened by FCC
RECORD was reopened last week in the FCC
hearing on the move of ch. 7 WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C, transmitter from Hogback Mt.
to Paris Mt. The move is under protest by
WAIM-TV Anderson and WGVL (TV) Greenville, S. C, both uhf stations.
On the stand were Walter Brown, president
of the Spartanburg tv station, Andrew Ring,
WSPA-TV's consulting engineer, and Herbert
V. Akerberg, CBS vice president in charge of
stations relations.
Mr. Akerberg, under cross examination, told
how Mr. Brown sought a CBS affiliation when
WSPA-TV was first granted. Since the signal
from Hogback Mt. would "look down" into
Charlotte — its Grade A contour was almost
into the North Carolina city, Mr. Akerberg
said — CBS refused to affiliate. This was, Mr.
Akerberg explained, because CBS already had
a basic affiliation with WBTV (TV) Charlotte.
When Mr. Brown reported later that WSPA-TV
would move to Paris Mt. CBS agreed to affiliate, Mr. Akerberg said. He declared that it
was his understanding that the Paris Mt. site was
the permanent site for WSPA-TV.
The Anderson and Greenville stations protested the move
the onSpartanburg
transmitter
to Parisof Mt.
the ground station's
that it
conflicted with the table of allocations — making
WSPA-TV a Spartanburg-Greenville station.
Hogback Mt. is 26 miles from Spartanburg.
23 miles from Greenville and 52 miles from
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Anderson. Paris Mt. is 27 miles from Spartanburg, 5miles from Greenville and 34 miles
from Anderson. Both are in Greenville County.
From Hogback Mt., WSPA-TV would have had
city service in Spartanburg, Greenville and Anderson, WSPA-TV maintained, just as it will
from Paris Mt.
The protesting stations also charged that
WSPA-TV's first move to begin operation temporarily from Paris Mt. was part of a plan to
make Paris Mt. the permanent WSPA-TV site.
The case has seesawed between the FCC and
the courts. The present hearing was courtordered last spring [B»T, March 28].
Unions

Accused

of Financing

Radio-Tv Political Campaign
OFFICIALS of the United Automobile, Aircraft & Agricultural Implement Workers of
America (CIO) have been subpoenaed by a
federal grand jury investigating, at Dept. of
Justice instigation, charges of violating federal
laws in financing radio-tv broadcasts during
political campaigns.
Union records have been subpoenaed in connection with the Michigan senatorial campaign
in 1954 and 1955. The grand jury will decide
if the union should face trial for support given
political candidates, particularly in connection
with radio-tv broadcasts by Guy Nunn, commentator. Laws involved are the Corrupt Practices Act and Taft-Hartley Act.
A publicity release from UAW charges the
investigation "was inspired and engineered" by
John Feikens. Republican political leader, and

Arthur E. Summerfield, Postmaster General.
The union contends no money from its general
fund is used to support candidates, adding that
any contributions have been made from voluntary contributions by ClO-UAW members. Its
radio-tv programs are described as enabling the
union "to communicate with its members and
the general public and to stimulate a better
understanding of union issues and matters of
public policy and to encourage greater participation in citizenship responsibilities."
FCC

Threatens

to Revoke

KSDA License for Non-Filing
FOR FAILURE to file ownership reports, nine
months overdue, the FCC last week ordered
KSDA Redding, Calif., to show why its license
should not be revoked.
A license was granted the station Sept. 14,
1954. No word has been received from the
station since, the FCC said. The rules state
that ownership reports are to be filed 30 days
after a station receives a permit. The Commission sent forms to KSDA Nov. 24, 1954,
and follow up requests were made in January,
March and April, the FCC order showed.
In addition, discrepancies in the ownership
reports filed by KSDA in June 1954 still have
not been cleared, the FCC reported. These latter reports were due 30 days after the original
grant in February, according to the FCC.
Rowland H. Dow is president of KSDA (250
w on 1400 kc), which has 30 days to reply
to the Commission's order.
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T-18
irouette
a triumph

of new

design...

the world's finest hi-fi turntable
for professional and home use
in turntable design. The famous flick shift that selects 3 speeds
with a simple sideway motion of the single control lever. The
single movable plate on which the 3 idlers are mounted is the
heart of the mechanism! Elimination of trouble-making arms
and shift cams. All in a heavy weight turntable that looks unbelievably light and graceful... in sleek telephone black and
brushed chrome finish. Mounting requires simple rectangular
cut-out.
Price: $53.50; with hysteresis motor $108.

Topping the achievement reached by all previous presto turntables isthe new pirouette T-18. This magnificent mechanism
is streamlined to the nth degree... inside and out. Its beauty
and balance of design... its brilliant performance... has inspired the name pirouette. . .winning entry in a nationwide
presto contest run for hi-fi fans and experts. There is no finer
choice than pirouette T-18 for rugged professional use or
home enjoyment.
pirouette has all the revolutionary presto developments
See

PRESTO'S PIROUETTE T-18 at the Wescon
Booth 1627
August 24, 25, 26

RECORDING
PARAMUS,
Export Division:
Canadian Division:
WORLD'S

LARGEST

PRESTO RECORDING CORPORATION,
High
Fidelity NEW
Sales JERSEY
Div. Department B-T
PARAMUS,
Please send me illustrative data and specifications on the
new presto pirouette T-18 turntable.
Name
_ „
Address
_
City
m
Zone State

CORPORATION
NEW

JERSEY

25 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y.
Instantaneous Recording Service, 42 Lombard Street, Toronto

MANUFACTURER

OF PRECISION

RECORDING

Show

EQUIPMENT

i

AND

DISCS

Commission Gives Approval
To Five New Am Operations
FIVE AM stations were granted construction
permits by the FCC last Thursday.
In Rusk, Tex., E. H. Whitehead, a local
weekly and monthly newspaper publisher, was
granted 1580 kc, 500 watts to operate on a
daytime-only basis.
Thomas F. Alford and F. E. Barr, doing
business as the Carthage (Tex.) Broadcasting
Co., were granted permission to operate a station there on 1590 kc, 1 kw day.
St. Joseph, Mo., is the site of a new am on
1270 kc, 1 kw day licensed to Broadcast Group
Inc. whose principals include J. D. Spears,
Peter T. Scott, and Kenneth E. Bigus.
Leo Joseph Theriot was granted a station

HERE'S

A

for Golden Meadow, La., to operate on 1600
kc with 500 watts day.
A station to operate in Klamath Falls, Ore.,
was granted C. E. Wilson, P. D. Jackson and
W. H. Hansen doing business as K-Lad Broadcasters. The station is to operate on 900 kc,
1 kw day. All K-Lad principals are associated
in ownership of KBOY Medford, Ore.

until a full hearing can be held at which
WHLN there is to produce evidence to show
the Harlan market lacks economic resources
to sustain two stations.
To support its stand WHLN, owned by the
Blanfox Radio Co., said that "even with economical operation" it has been operating at a
loss
1955. since 1953, including the first quarter of

FCC

A grant was made last May without a hearing
to Ky-Va. Broadcasting Corp. (WKYV) for
1410 kc, 1 kw day. On the same day, WHLN
was granted a change in facilities from 1230
kc, 250 w, to 1280 kc, 1 kw day.

Hearing

Issue: Can

City

Support Second Am Station
THE ECONOMIC potential of a market to
support more than one am station became a
major issue last week when the FCC postponed
the grant of a new am station pending a
hearing on a protest.
WKYV Harlan, Ky., had its grant postponed

MARKET

WKYV disputed the charge that Harlan can't
support two stations.
The hearing is to determine if WKYV is
financially qualified and if the Harlan market
will provide sufficient revenues to the proposed
station to permit it to adequately serve the
public. Also up for determination is whether
the advertising potential is so slight that both
stations, the existing one and the proposed,
would go under or force them to provide inadequate service.
Washington

Stations Protest

Wolfson Refusal of Radio-Tv
REFUSAL of Louis E. Wolfson, financier and
chairman of the board of Capital Transit Co.,
Washington, to permit telecasting of his appearance before a Senate subcommittee drew
protests last week from local stations. Sen. Pat
McNamara (D-Mich.) had said he did not object to radio-tv coverage but the witness, whose
trolleys and buses were idle because of a strike,
wouldn't allow pickups. He answered radio-tv
questions
outside the Capitol after completing
his
testimony.

52%

U.

S.

Protests were made by John S. Hayes,
WTOP-AM-TV president; Leslie G. Arries Jr.,
WTTG (TV) Washington general manager, and
William Costello, president of the Radio-Television Correspondents Assn.

ABOVE

AVERAGE!

From their farms alone, each Kansas farm family wound

up the

year with $8,830 in the bank — after taxes! That's 52% above the
national average!*
What's more, WIBW delivers this entire market — all tied up in a
single package. Year in and year out, every Whan survey consistently shows that these big-income farmers listen more to WIBW
than any other radio station.
We've got the listeners. They've got the cash. Give us the word
and we'll give you the sales.
* Consumer Markets, 1955.
TOPEKA,
KANSAS
Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr.
WIBW & WIBW-TV
in Topeka
KCKN in Kansas City
Rep: Capper Publications, Inc.
Page 76
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WTRI (TV) Transfer Sought
REQUEST was filed last week with the FCC
to transfer control of the now defunct ch. 35
WTRI (TV) Albany, N .Y., from Troy Broadcasting Co. (WTRY Troy, N. Y.) to the National City Bank of Troy as trustee for the
individual stockholders of Troy Broadcasting
Co. Col. Harry Wilder is principal stockholder
of Troy Broadcasting Co., which owns 50%
of WTRI. The other 50% of the suspended
Albany tvInc.
station is owned by Stanley-Warner
Theatres
WTRI is fighting the acquisition of ch. 41
WROW-TV (and WROW) Albany by Lowell
Thomas and associates. It has also urged that
the Commission establish the Albany-Schenectady-Troy area as an all-uhf market by removing ch. 6 (WRGB [TV] Schenectady), and is
opposing the request of WROW to allocate ch.
10 to the Albany area (Vails Mills, N. Y,).
Unlock

Educational

Vhf?

REQUEST to remove the educational reservation from ch. 3 College Station, Tex., was made
July 8 to the FCC by John M. Lawrence III,
representing a group of local businessmen. In
place of ch. 3, the petition suggests the educational reservation be applied to either chs. 48
or 51, already allocated there. No applications
are pending for any of College Station's frequencies. Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Four

miles

wide

and

a mile

For sheer impact, the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River
is a spectacle unmatched in all the world — a titanic gash
in the earth's surface four to eighteen miles wide and a
mile deep, in which the Empire State Building would be
reduced to insignificance. It's a strange land of violent color,
where spring flowers bloom down in the canyon while
February snows cover the rim. As a national park it
belongs to you.
Carved by the waters of the Colorado, the Canyon presents in its rock strata the world's finest record of geologic
time. In its task, the mighty, muddy river carries half a

deep. . . and

tooThe
thinsize,
to plow."
the color, the silence of the Canyon produce
a wide range of reactions. Some viewers are exalted . . .
some, humbled . . . some, mystified . . . some, frightened.
But the Colorado just keeps on with the job. Typically
American in spirit, it may get boisterous and rambunctious at times . . . but its handiwork is the wonder of
the world.

one of the nation's oldest conservation organizations, for its help
in establishing the National Park Service and its constant
efforts to stimulate interest in the Parks.
Founded in 1904 under the leadership of Dr. J. Horace McFarland,
the Association today has a nation-wide membership with
headquarters at 901 Union Trust Building, Washington, D.C.
One of its principal purposes is to develop, in all Americans,
a better understanding and appreciation of the National Parks
as part of our priceless national heritage.

• Telecasting

to you!

million tons of silt a day past any given point — enough
material to fill 10,000 freight cars. Small wonder that its
waters have been described as "too thick to drink and

Sinclair Salutes the American Planning and Civic Association
Sinclair salutes the American Planning and Civic Association,

Broadcasting

it belongs

free TOUR INFORMATION
Ask for our United States Map featuring
the National Parks and Monuments.
If you would like to drive to any of the
National Parks, let us help you plan your trip.
Write : Tour Bureau, Sinclair Oil Corporation,
600 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N.Y.

SINCLAIR
A Great Name

in Oil
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Two

Youths

Arrested

For Radioing Fake SOS
PERPETRATORS of a fake SOS— which set
off an extensive Coast Guard search — were
charged last week with illegal operation of a
radio station and with sending false distress
messages.
Two youths were said to have broken into
a moored vessel in New Jersey and used its
voice radio to broadcast that a fishing boat
in the Atlantic had exploded and its 21 survivors were being rescued by a foreign submarine.
The Coast Guard made a thorough search
for 30 hours and costing between $50,000
and $100,000 before it was discontinued. The

MR.

TIME

you

two boys, age 17 and 21, were arrested by Long
Island police and charged by the United States
District Court in Brooklyn.
Under present laws the youths may receive
a maximum sentence of two years in prison
and a $10,000 fine. However, Rep. Francis E.
Dorn (R-N. Y.) last week introduced an amendment to the law which would increase the penalty for illegal use of radio from two to 10
years in jail. The fine remains at $10,000.
Ike Hires Former CBS Man
EVERETT FREDERIC MORROW, former
writer in the CBS press information department, was named last week by President Eisenhower as the first Negro to occupy an important position on his executive staff. Mr.

BUYER

Second Pittsburgh Uhf
Asks for Vhf Channel 1 1
A SECOND uhf tv station in Pittsburgh last
week filed an application with the FCC for
ch. 11 there. WKJF-TV (ch. 53) is seeking the
vhf assignment that was awarded to WWSW
Pittsburgh
a fortnight
in an
initial
decision
[B»T, agoJuly
4], examiner's
following

just

CANT

At/SS/

WHEC
Vou
Than

A

Bigger

ALL
Radio

The

According to the latest Hooper survey,
Station WHEC enjoys the lion's share
of the local morning audiences. On
your next spot radio campaign, why
not tap this vast reservoir of buyers?

•

Morning
5

Other
Put

Delivers
Audience

Rochester
Together!

"MUSICAL
CLOCK"
SHARE
OF AUDIENCE

With an average share of audience
of 53.6, Ed Meath's happy-hearted
"Musical Clock," 6:00 to 9:30 A.M.,
Mondays thru Saturdays, makes him
far-and-away Rochesfer's radio entertainer—your star salesman!

THEY'RE LISTENING . . . ROCHESTER'S TOP-RATED

Representatives; EVERETT- McKINNEY, 1
Page 78

Radio

Stations

ALL-MORNING
SHARE
OF AUDIENCE

BUY WHERE
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Morrow, of Hackensack, N. J., was named administrative officer for the President's Special
Projects Group, coordinating internal management affairs.
The projects group includes Council of Foreign Economic Policy, public works and other
top-level agencies. Mr. Morrow was with CBS
for over a year, leaving Sept. 11, 1953. He
served on President Eisenhower's 1952 campaign train and is a former field secretary of
the National Assn. for the Advancement of
Colored People.
Mr. Morrow becomes the fourth member of
the White House organization with a broadcasting background. The top-level staff includes Dillon Anderson (KTRK-TV Houston),
special assistant to the President for national
security affairs: Fred A. Seaton (KHAS Hastings. Neb.), administrative assistant and Congressional liaison, and ex-Arizona Gov. Howard Pyle (KTAR Phoenix), liaison representative with federal and state governments.

STATION

WWSW's merger with WJAS there.
The bid of WKJF-TV. which had suspended
operations, follows that of WENS (TV) (ch.
16) which filed for ch. 11 the same week the
examiner's ruling was handed down.
WKJF-TV said the merger of the original
applications of WWSW and WJAS represents
a new application and should be returned to
the processing line. These applicants merged
following the dismissal of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., which purchased KDKA-TV Pittsburgh (then WDTV [TV]) from DuMont Tv
Network.
Agnes J. Reeves Greer, permittee of WKJFTV, added that "uhf cannot survive in Pittsburgh as new vhf channels go on the air."
WJWL

Seeks New

Facility

ROLLINS Broadcasting Co., licensee of WJWL
Georgetown, Del., has amended its application with the FCC which was designed to transfer WJWL to Philadelphia and apply for a new
Georgetown station.
The amendment cancels the move to Philadelphia and seeks to have a new station assigned to Rollins in the Quaker City on 900
kc, 1 kw daytime only with directional antenna.
GOVERNMENT

PEOPLE

John P. Barton, program director, KUAM
Agana, Guam, to Office of Governor of Guam
as special assistant.

Sally Smalley, public service coordinator,
Southern California Broadcasters Assn., L. A.,
to Office of Civil Defense, L. A., as assistant
public affairs officer.
Capt. Edward F. Hutchins, USN, detached from
duty as officer-in-charge of Armed Forces Radio
& Tv Service, Hollywood, to retire after 30
years of naval service; Lt. Col. James Rose,
USAF, formerly executive officer of detachment, assumes command.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

20

years

ago...
and

They're

today

both

BLAW-KNOX
Towers
over
feet

lOOO
high

The first broadcasting tower over
1000 feet high was a Blaw-Knox
Tower, shown on the left.
And today we continue to design
guyed towers over 1000 feet high . . .
such as the modern TV tower that
accommodates an elevator, shown
on the right.
These two examples well illustrate
how Blaw-Knox has set the pace in
tower design for many years. And
why we are prepared to cooperate
with you in designing a tower to
meet your specific requirements.
For more complete information on
the many modern types of BlawKnox Antenna Towers, write or
phone for your copy of Bulletin No.
2417. Or send us your inquiry for
prompt service, specifying height of
tower and type of antenna.
BLAW-KNOX
COMPANY
BLAW-KNOX EQUIPMENT DIVISION
PITTSBURGH 38, PENNSYLVANIA
ANTENNA

TOWERS

Guyed and self-supporting — for AM • FM
TV • radar • microwave • communications

TRADE

ASSNS.

Rural, Small Town TV
TvB president tells Los Angeles
Ad Club about television's
growth outside the big cities.
Signals are available to 96%
of the population, he says.

Now Over 50%-Treyz
hours than their big city counterparts, despite a
marked increase in big city viewing as well, Mr.
Treyz noted.
"For the first time, tv is now the dominant
medium in the small towns and on the farms.
. . . This is because of new stations on the air
in new markets . . . until 96% of all families
are now in range of easily viewable tv signals,"
FOR the first time, tv penetration at "the head
Mr. Treyz reported.
of the creek'" — in the rural and small town
homes — which comprise 40% of the American
Speaking on "Tv, the Selling Machine." he
total — is over 50%, Oliver Treyz, president of noted results of a recent TvB survey on the
the Tv Bureau of Advertising, told the Los viewing habits in American homes.
He disclosed that in the present 35 million
Angeles Advertising Club last week.
Since last July, more rural and small town
tv homes, average viewing is four hours and
families have tv sets than do not, and these
57 minutes daily. Further, the TvB survey difamilies use their sets 23% more during day
vided the American viewing public into fifths,

with the following results. In the first fifth,
consisting of 7 million homes Mr. Treyz noted
that tv is watched on an average of nine hours
daily; in the second, 6:20 hours daily; third,
4:40 hours daily; fourth, 3:28 hours daily; and
fifth, 1:22 hours daily.
Among the heaviest viewers are the younger
population group, including a large proportion
of young housewives from the 14 million
couples married since the start of World War
II, he observed. Among this young group are
the heaviest eaters and the biggest families, he
reminded his audience.
During the last 12 months, tv has jumped
from third to first place in national advertising
expenditures, he commented. However, he
added that this figure does not apply to west
coast advertisers and noted that TvB will start
a series of specific presentations there shortly,
to
raise western tv expenditures to the national
level.
Results of another TvB survey — on local program ing— was also disclosed to the Los Angeles advertising men by the TvB president.
Local lionchildren's
reacheshe 12noted.
milhomes once programming
weekly or more,
Local news programs reach 21 million homes;
women's shows, more than the combined circulation of women's service magazines; daytime movies, 6 million homes; nighttime movies,
7 million homes, and local weather programs,
12 million homes. These figures reflect audiences of TvB member-stations, Mr. Treyz reminded his audience.
Other TvB Studies

Builds Telecasts

that Build Sales

] -t WOC-TV builds sales because this station has
5 accumulated 5 years "know-how" in programming for viewers of the Quint-Cities area.
From October 31, 1949 until "live" network became
available in Davenport, September 30, 1950, WOCTV produced most of its own programs. This 11
months experience is paying off BIG today with
the station producing 75 to 80 "live" local telecasts
each week — the type of telecasts that have SPONSOR appeal because they have AUDIENCE appeal.
And this excellent local fare is augmented with
a complete booking of NBC-TV programs.
2nJ WOC-TV builds sales because this station,
A,IU operating on Channel 6, telecasts with MAXIMUM power (100,000 watts video) from a NEW
625-foot tower. Its "good picture" coverage encompasses 39 Iowa and Illinois counties — 39 counties that have tremendous buying power and the
will to use it. . . .
Population
1,543,700
Families
477,910
TV Homes — 1/1/55
295,156
Effective Buying Income
$2,455,549,000
Per Capita
$1,590
Per Family
$5,565
Retail Sales
$1,859,761,000

It's "know-how" and "power" that does it— the
"know-how" to stimulate the buying urge of
people in the Quint-Cities area — the "power" to
take this "know-how" into the TV set-owner's
home. Let WOC-TV show you that this "knowhow" and "power" can write a successful sales
story for your product or services. Your nearest
F & P office has the facts — or write us direct.
Col. B. J. Palmer, president • Ernest C. Sanders, resident manager
■ •I I WPOIIFIN IOWA
AND DAVENPORT
ROCK ISLAND. MOL1NE
AMD CAST MOLINE
IN ILLINOIS
The
QUINT
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CITIES

WOC-TV Chonne! 6
Davenport, Iowa
ft— A P«t»t% Inc.

He also noted other TvB studies, including
one on tv failure, ". . . and we have them," he
commented. However, while the TvB study
shows that slides and off-camera voices are "far
less effective" than live camera commercials,
"we have yet to find a failure story among
advertisers using live camera," he noted.
Mr. Treyz was introduced by Richard A.
Moore, president. KTTV (TV) Hollywood, and
TvB co-chairman. Mr. Moore also introduced
to the ad club a number of local tv executives
prominent in TvB affairs, including John T.
Reynolds, general manager, KHJ-TV Hollywood: Colin Selph. president-general manager,
KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara; Al Scalpone, programming vice president, CBS-TV Hollywood;
James T. Aubrey Jr., general manager. KNXT
(TV) Hollywood: Frank Moreland, Los Angeles manager. Blair-Tv Inc., and William
Larimer, Los Angeles manager, Edward Petry
& Co.
NARTB

Committee

Authorizes

Two Insurance Projects
STUDY of tv station business interruptions, as
compared with radio stations, will be conducted
by NARTB to provide basis for business-interruption insurance coverage.
This inquiry was ordered Wednesday by the
NARTB Insurance Committee, headed by Gilmore Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky.
The committee authorized NARTB to revise a plan for group life insurance covering
employes of NARTB-member radio and tv stations. Bids will be invited from insurance companies in time for action by the NARTB board
at its January meeting. Both voting and associate members of the association would be
entitled to take part in the plan to insure regular, permanent staff employes.
A chart and check list of insurance coverage
data will be sent all association members by
the association's research department. The
project includes a survey of the kinds of inBroadc asting
Telecasting

Amazing

New

WW&W

development

wi// /vvo/iiti'omze
aircraft
Gives position of aircraft instantly, automatically,
and with accuracy never before attained.
TACAN (tactical air navigation) provides both distance and
bearing information in a single "package" about the size of
an ordinary shoe kit. This has never been done before!
By integration of functions, and miniaturization into one
small unit, TACAN represents a giant stride in aircraft navigation equipment. Add extreme accuracy, and adaptability to
varying installation conditions such as on shipboard or for
mobile land equipment, and you know why TACAN is described
by military and civil aviation officials as one of the most significant advances in many years.
Tacan is the result of a series of development programs
sponsored by the U.S. Navy and the U.S. Air Force at Federal
Telecommunication Laboratories, a division of IT&T. It is another of the outstanding IT&T research and engineering "firsts,"
and major contributions to safer, more dependable flying.
A light, simple, comprehensive TACAN airborne unit
can be made available for private flying.

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

navigation

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION
67 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.
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TRADE ASSNS.
surance carried by stations.
NARTB's insurance program has been in
development several years. Already it includes
a program of tower insurance.
Attending last week's meeting besides Mr.
Nunn were Carl J. Burkland, WAVY Portsmouth, Va.; Roger W. Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia; Robert W. Ferguson, WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.; C. T. Lucy, WRVA Richmond,
Va.; and Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion,
Ohio. Participating for NARTB were President
Harold E. Fellows; Thad H. Brown, tv vice
president; Vincent T. Wasilewski, chief attorney; Richard M. Allerton, research manager;
Joseph Sitrick, manager of publicity and informational services, and Thomas Coulter, assistant to the radio vice president.

K-JO

SELLS
FOR
THESE
WHY

FOLKS
NOT

YOU?

KLEENEX
RINSO
PHILCO

Ad

RY
UNCOLN-MERCUFE
LI
GH
H1
MILLER
OLD GOLD
VASELINE
COCA-COLA
A
TENDERLEAF TE
SE
OU
GH
WESTIN
U.S. ROYAL
STERLING SALT
SURE-JELL

74.6% OF THE ENTIRE BUYING
POWER IN THE SURROUNDING
TEN COUNTY AREA IS WITHIN
20 MILES OF OUR TRANSMITTER.
A Leading Independent
In The New South

FORJOE

J

for K-JOE

K-JOE
1000 WATTS DAYTIME
NON-DIRECTIONAL

SHREVEPORT,
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Reports Billions

Time for the Council's public service announcements was donated for 17 drives conducted in the over-all campaign. The highest
impression rate in both radio and television
was recorded in the stop-accidents campaign.
In that drive alone the Council estimates that
television made 734 million impressions and
radio 327 million.
The Council stated that the figures were only
for those messages heard or seen once in a
single home and that they represented announcements made only on network commercial programs. The totals do not include coverage contributed to the campaign by local stations, regional advertisers and on network sustaining programs.

INTS
PITTSBURGH PA ES
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DR. PE ER

See

Council

Of 1954 Audience Impressions
AN ESTIMATED total of 3.3 billion tv impressions and 1.9 billion radio impressions
were made on viewers and listeners during the
1954 campaign of the Advertising Council Inc.,
non-profit organization supported by business to
promote the use of advertising in the solution
of non-partisan national problems. These
figures
were contained
in Wednesday.
the Council's 13th
annual report,
released last

LA.

SDX Fellows Nominations Open
NOMINATIONS are open for the annual election of Fellows in journalism, sponsored by
Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalism society. Not more than three living journalists
with distinguished careers will be selected from
a slate of not more than six candidates to be
presented at the national convention Nov.
9-12 in Chicago. Any individual, chapter or
SDX member may make nominations and the
nominees need not be fraternity members. All
nominations will be reviewed by a committee
of past SDX presidents for selection of the
slate. Written nominations should be sent to
Sigma Delta Chi headquarters, 35 E. Wacker
Dr., Chicago 1, before Nov. 1.
Texas Film Directors to Meet
PLANS for a Texas district regional meeting
of the National Assn. of Television Film Directors are being completed, Ernest N. Olivieri,
national chairman of NATFD, has announced.
The meeting will be held sometime in August
with the exact date to be selected later. Texas
tv stations wishing details may contact state
chairman Jim Bentley, program director of
KCEN-TV Temple.

Natl. Agricultural Tv Clinic
Set for Sept. at Missouri U.
A NATIONAL agricultural television clinic
will be held Sept. 2-4 at the U. of Missouri,
under the auspices of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture and other organizations. The session
will be limited to people experienced in agricultural tv: farm directors and station management, agricultural firms who sponsor tv programs and their agencies, and agricutural organizations.
Representatives from networks, agencies and
the Ford Foundation Tv Workshop are among
those who will lead demonstrations and clinics.
The facilities of KOMU-TV Columbia, owned
by the U. of Missouri, will be turned over to
the clinic.
The National Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm Directors is among the sponsoring groups. Further information may be obtained from the
National Project in Agricultural Communications, Michigan State College, East Lansing.
TRADE ASSN. PEOPLE
Fran Riley, information manager, NARTB,
Washington, named chairman, newly-formed industry information committee, American Women in Radio & Tv. Other members: Agnes Law,
librarian, CBS New York; Marion Annenberg,
WDSU New Orleans; Josephine Wetzler, education director, WLS Chicago; Mildred Grace,
women's activities director, WELL Battle Creek,
Mich.
Bob Hix, sales manager, KOA-AM-FM Denver,
elected 2d vice president, Denver Sales Executives Club.
Jack Knell, news director, WBT-WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C, named to board of directors,
Radio & Tv News Directors Assn. of Carolinas.
Edward Battey, vice president and research director, Compton Adv., N. Y., appointed chairman, planning committee for research group
meeting at eastern annual conference, American Assn. of Adv. Agencies, to be held Oct. 1719, Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y.
Ken Smith,, publicist, Western Air Lines, L. A.,
elected president, Publicity Club of L. A., with
Charles D. Spangler, Robinson - Hannagan
Assoc. Inc., first vice president; Thomas G.
Sullivan, General Electric Corp., second vice
president; Jacqueline de 1'Eau, Burns W. LeePatrick O'Rourke Assoc. secretary; W. G.
Goldsmith, California Bank, treasurer, and
George Barber, U. S. Rubber Co., Jean Srinchfield, Ambassador Hotel, Elaine K. Stewart and
Emerson M. Johnson, Bank of America, directors.
Lew Lacy, sales promotion manager, White
King Soap Co., L. A., elected president, Premium Club of Los Angeles, with Ed Stones,
Albers Milling Co.; C. T. Anderson, Big Boy
Mfg. Co.; John Rider, Haire Publishing Co.,
directors.
Julia Brown, media research director, Compton
Adv., N. Y., elected secretary-treasurer, Radio
& Tv Research Council.
Kathryn S. Cole, information manager, NBC,
appointed 1955-56 chairman, information servTv. ice committee, American Women in Radio &
TRADE ASSN. SHORTS
Adv. Federation of America, N. Y., has moved
to 250 W. 57th St.; telephone: Circle 6-2431.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

AMERICAS

TURBOPROP

FIRST

AIRLINER!

This will be a history-making airplane — the first to be
produced in America with modern turbine-propeller
engines. This will be an all-new airliner — new from the
radar in the nose to the graceful control surfaces in the

reclining chairs; wide-view rectangular windows: air
conditioning on the ground as well as in flight; improved cabin pressurization to provide pleasant cruising
at all altitudes up to 30,000 feet.

rear. The Lockheed "Electra" results from combining
the abilities of two leading organizations in aviation:

CONVENIENCE — Innovations in passenger convenience will include: carry-on baggage facilities; improved
design for faster handling of checked baggage; built-in
steps to eliminate ramp delay; individual fixed tables
for dining, reading or writing.

The proven design and construction ability of
Lockheed Aircraft. The unequaled operating experience ofAmerican Airlines.
SPEED — Cruising at well over 400 miles per hour, the
"Electra" will be faster by far than any other transport
plane in world operation today.

The new "Electra" fleet for American Airlines will
improve air transportation and strengthen United
States air power.

QUIET — The subdued hum of the turbine engines,
with their relative freedom of vibration, coupled with
modern techniques of sound-proofing will provide a
new atmosphere of quiet relaxation.
COMFORT— This new airplane will introduce a new
and heretofore unequaled standard of airline comfort:
spacious, club-like lounge; wider, more comfortable

Broadcasting

Telecasting

AMERICAN

AIRLINES
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RADIO

NEWS

PIONEER

Former CBS vice president
passes away at 53 in San Diego. He is credited with organizing the network's World
War II coverage.
INTERMENT of Paul W. White, 53, often
called the "Father of Radio News" and former
CBS vice president, followed services at Greenwood Memorial Park, San Diego, last Monday.
Mr. White died July 9 of a lingering ailment
which had forced
his resignation as
executive news director of KFMBAM-TV San Diego
last month.
Joining CBS as
news editor in 1930,
he organized Columbia News Service
in 1933 as vice
president and general manager when
the wire services
shunned radio staMR y/HITE
tions and networks.
Prior to World War II, following a trip to
Europe which convinced him that war was inevitable, he organized for CBS the news coverage which made available to the American
public the observations of H. V. Kaltenborn,
Edward R. Murrow, Eric Sevareid, Bob Trout,
Elmer Davis, John Daly, Maj. George Fielding
Eliot and others.
Mr. White resigned from CBS after the

SELL

SIMMER

Sell Anytime

and

All the Time

. . .

PAUL

WHITE

DIES

war to live in San Diego and to write "News
on the Air," still considered the authoritative
textbook on the subject in universities and colleges.
He served as associate editor of the former
San Diego Journal until its consolidation with
a rival newspaper in 1951, whereupon he
joined KFMB-AM-TV. The following year he
took a leave of absence to assume charge of
ABC radio-tv coverage of the national political conventions, after which he returned to his
San Diego position.
Frank Stanton, CBS president, issued a statement on Mr. White's death which was broadcast on several network radio-tv news programs. Dr. Stanton said:
"The public
as well
radioPaul
and White
television
newsmen
the world
overas owe
real
tribute for his great leadership in pioneering
the patterns for electronic journalism as we
know it today. His contribution to the finest
traditions in reporting will stand as a mark for
others to live and work by."
Newsman Charles Collingwood, who was
substituting for Edward R. Murrow on the
latter's CBS Radio news show, also took note
of Mr. White, commenting on his July 11
broadcast:
". . . for many years Paul White was the
CBS director of news. He was a true pioneer,
for before him there wasn't news on the radio
in the same sense that we think of it now, and
after him there was. His influence stretched far
beyond this network, and what there is of comprehensiveness, accuracy and integrity in the

TIME!

TRANSCRIBED

LIBRARY

the Library that brings you "the best music in America"
the Library that's lowest in cost for a complete
Program Service
featuring — over 8500 Bridges, Moods, Themes
Program Notes for every selection
Scripts that sell
SESAC
475 Fifth Avenue
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news you get on radio and television, owes
much
to PaulChernoff,
White." vice president and general
Howard
manager of KFMB-AM-TV during part of Mr.
White's tenure with the stations, was the only
speaker at the funeral, in keeping with a request
made by Mr. White. Mr. Chernoff said:
"Paul was a kindly man, patient, considerate,
ever trying to improve others at the expense
of himself, intellectually honest as few men
are and with a keen sense of justice.
". . . Paul White created a monument for
himself: a monument that, happily, he was able
to enjoy in his lifetime. That monument is the
technique of radio news reporting as we know
it today. No history on radio has ever been
written, nor will one ever be written, without
recounting the fact that Paul White was the
acknowledged father of radio journalism."
Mr. White's family has requested that those
who desire may send contributions to the Paul
White Memorial Fund, c/o San Diego Zoo,
Balboa Park, San Diego.
Mr. White is survived by his widow, Mrs.
Margaret
marriage. White, and two daughters by a former
KTRE-TV, WITN (TV) Near
Commencement of Operations
TWO PERMITTEES for new tv outlets last
week disclosed further plans toward going into

with the ever-growing
SESAC

Putting Junior to Work
TO ENCOURAGE youngsters to earn
extra money during the summer months,
WRCA-AM-TV New York is introducing
the WRCA Junior Sales Club, which will
provide any boy or girl with the necessary information in launching a successful business venture. To start this plan,
the stations will present a special "Lemonade Stand" program tomorrow (Tuesday)
over WRCA-TV (7-7:30 p.m. EDT) giving details of the club. All potential
junior businessmen and women will receive, upon request, a WRCA Junior
Sales Club Kit, which includes articles
and advice from station personalities on
such money-making projects as a lemonade stand, lawn and garden care, magazine sales work, baby-sitting business and
golf caddying, among others.

New

York 17

operation.
KTRE-TV Lufkin, Tex., announced that its
540-ft. tower, "the tallest in east Texas," and
been completed over the Fourth of July weekend. According to Richard Lewin, vice president and general manager of the ch. 9 outlet,
July.station's transmitter is being installed with
the
plans to go on program tests before the end of
Formal dedication of KTRE-TV is scheduled
for Aug. 31 with a special three-hour telecast
from Lufkin's million dollar auditorium. The
station will use 26 kw power and plans to carry
NBC-TV programs from KPRC-TV Houston
via microwave relay.
WITN (TV) Washington, N. C, announced
its commencement target date is Sept. 26.
Currently a 921-ft. tower is being constructed
949 feet above sea level. The ch. 7 NBC
affiliate will use maximum 316 kw power.
The WITN staff, headed by President and
General Manager W. R. Roberson Jr., will include T. H. Patterson, formerly of WRRF
Washington, N. C, as commercial manager;
Hal Wilson, production manager, and L. E.
Hiland, chief engineer.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Clare
Do

you

throw

Gard
it away

or make

it pay?

To
it said that necessity is
the.ou'vE
motherheard
of invention?
"Seems to me plain everyday American
initiative is pretty inventive, too. Take
the way Union Oil got into the dry ice
business.
"Union, you know, supplies much of
the natural gas used in Southern California. Well, some years back, we needed
to increase the heating value of our gas
as it came from the field.

DRY ICE AT THE CUTTING MACHINE.
"We had a choice. We could enrich our
product by adding other gases to it. Or
we could accomplish the same thing by
removing the CO2, or carbon dioxide,
from it. It was purely a matter of
economics.
"We experimented removing the carbon dioxide with a process that had, till
then, been used for quite a different
purpose. It proved so effective it paid us
to take out the carbon dioxide, even if

CLARE GARD, PROCESS ENGINEER -THIRTY- FIVE YEARS WITH UNION OIL.
we were to throw it away after we got
Process Engineer on the Santa Maria
it out of the gas.
A subsidiary company of ours has
"But that's the point. Instead of throwsince
project.built an ammonia plant which also
ing the CO2 away, we surveyed the dry
makes dry ice. Union Oil is now the
ice industry, built an $800,000 plant at
Santa Maria, and converted our waste
largest
producer of this product west of
the Mississippi.
carbon dioxide into dry ice.
So long as you and Gard and all of us
"That was 1948. Since then we've procontinue to enjoy the encouragement
duced and sold over 102,000 tons of dry
and rewards of America's free competiice. And the plant's about paid for. See
tive economy, this kind of inventive
initiative will thrive.
what I mean by American initiative?"
Part of the initiative and inventiveness was Gard's, certainly. He was

DRY ICE PACKAGED FOR SHIPPING.

Union

Oil

MANUFACTURERS

Broadcasting

Telecasting

Company

YOUR COMMENTS ARE INVITED. Write:
The President, Union Oil Company, Union
Oil Building, Los Angeles 77, California.

OF

CALIFORNIA

OF ROYAL TRITON, THE AMAZING PURPLE MOTOR OIL
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TOTAL of 260 years service is represented by these employes of WBZ-AM-TV Boston
and WBZA Springfield, Mass., who were presented service pins by W. C. Swartley
(3d r, front),
president
of the
Westinghouse
stations. L to
John Elmore;
B'i!
Bazzy;
William vice
Flanders;
Truman
Crane;
Malcolm McCormack;
Earlr:Woods;
Paul Mills,
manager of WBZ-WBZA; John McNamara; Gordon Swan, WBZ-TV program manager,
who received his 30-year pin; Leo Palmer; Mr. Swartley; Fred Osgood; Wally Brown;
Arthur Bauer, and Sebastian Gahn.

CBS-TV
ADDS

SPOT
SIX

TO

SALES
STAFF

WITH the addition of six new account executives to its staff, CBS-TV Spot Sales last week
claimed that it had achieved "the largest field
force of any television station representative in
LAST
CALL FOR
COPY
TELECASTING
YEARBOOK

& MARKETBQOK

GOES TO PRESS
AUGUST 1
Wire, or call collect
today to any
B«T
office

the country." No total figure was disclosed.
Announcement of
the staff expansion,
involving three new
appointments each to
the New York and
Chicago offices, was
made by John A.
Schneider, eastern
sales manager, and
Tom W. Judge, midwestern sales manager. Clark B.
MR. HOGUE
George, general sales
manager, said the move was designed to "intensify agency and advertiser coverage and to
expand
effective station
today service."
(Monday).The appointments are
New personnel joining the New York office
are Richard P. Hogue, most recently a vice
president of Headley-Reed and previously in
sales executive capacities with ABC, WRUN
Utica, N. Y., and WKNA Charleston, W. Va.,
Charles M. McAbee Jr., account executive,
Henry I. Christal Co. and formerly with Katz
Agency, NBC Spot Sales and George P. Hollingbery Co., and Norman E. Walt, recently with
Harrington, Righter & Parsons Inc. and previ-

MR. McABEE

MR. WALT
ously with KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., and the
Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
Also moving to New York is Robert M.
Williams, who has been an account executive
with CBS-TV Spot Sales in Chicago since September 1953 and earlier had been with HarPage 86
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Saved

by the Log

IN THE
business, as
a man's
fate
can
hingeradio-tv
on something
seemingly
slight as the station program logs. At
least Jack Mills, newsman of KSIB Creston, Iowa, is thankful the records showed
he was at the microphone on May 7,
1954, thus saving him from further involvement with the FBI on a robbery
charge.
Newsman Mills became unnecessarily
implicated in the $15,000 bank holdup
in Ohio by being wrongly identified as
robbery suspect Frank Hurd. The exMrs. Hurd came across Mills picture in
the Hit Parader magazine early this year.
Immediately she called the FBI and
pointed an accusing finger at Mr. Mills,
saying you can find my ex-husband at
KSIB and "he's going by the name of
An investigation ensued. The likeness
Jack
Mills." perfect, even to the scar on
was almost
the nose and the fact they are both drummers. Fortunately the logs showed Mr.
Mills was hard at work on that fateful
day, with one hour out for lunch, hardly
time to slip out to Ohio and loot the
bank.

rington, Righter & Parsons, Chicago, and the
Philadelphia Inquirer.
New appointments to the Chicago staff include James E. Conley, who has been national
sales manager of WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis;
Frank R. Hussey, who has served the O. L.
Taylor Co. and Headley-Reed, and Robert
Reisinger, who moves to CBS-TV Spot Sales
from CBS-owned WBBM-TV Chicago.
CBS-TV Spot Sales also has offices in San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Detroit and Atlanta.
Maizlish Buys Half Interest
In KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif.
PURCHASE of 50% interest in KCMJ Palm
Springs, Calif., by Harry Maizlish, presidentowner of KFWB Hollywood, was announced
last week by David Margolis, KCMJ president,
subject to FCC approval.
No changes are at present contemplated in
KCMJ organization, Mr. Margolis announced,
with Robert D. Blashek and Norman Lofthus
remaining executive vice president and station
manager-general sales manager, respectively.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

"Great is TRUTH. Fire cannot burn, nor water
drown it"
DUMAS

4

Years

of

Required

Chiropractic

for

Doctors

of

College

Chiropractic

The effectiveness of any profession depends largely
on its educational standards. Realizing that, the National
Chiropractic Association requires every prospective
Doctor of Chiropractic to complete a full 4 years of
comprehensive chiropractic education.
Continual and rigid examinations are devised, not
only to educate the student, but to ensure proper use of
the knowledge and skills which must be acquired. This
wide scholastic background has been designed to meet
new healing advances derived from research and experience.
There are 8 chiropractic colleges in the nation which
conform to the exacting educational requirements of the
National Council of Education of the National Chiropractic Association. To obtain official recognition, the
student must first meet professional entrance requirements . . . then must pass all and every scientific course
in examinations given during and after a minimum of
4,000 hours in these subjects:
Anatomy, including embryology and
histology
740 hours
Physiology
240 hours
Biochemistry
180 hours
Pathology and Bacteriology
520 hours
Public Health, sanitation, hygiene
160 hours
Practice of chiropractic principles and
technique, neurology and psychiatry,
pediatrics, dermatology, urology, ophthalmology, otolaryngology, first aid
and minor surgery, roentgenology ....1,960 hours
Obstetrics and gynecology
200 hours
4,000 hours
That is the true story of the educational requirements behind the Doctors of Chiropractic today.

1
•1%

If there is particular information you want, write us
or send for the book, "The Truth About Chiropractic."
NATIONAL CHIROPRACTIC ASSOCIATION, Inc.,
NATIONAL BUILDING, WEBSTER CITY, IOWA.

I Hi

3 TRUTHS YOU SHOULD KNOW
550 Insurance Companies Recognize Chiropractic.
1 out of EVERY 5 Americans Avail Themselves
of Chiropractic Health Services.
4 Years of Chiropractic College is the Minimum.
Requirement for Doctors of Chiropractic.

The

Broadcasting

Telecasting

Truth
About
Chiropractic
*One of a Series of Reports
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|KTIV (TV) Trial Coverage
Makes Precedent in Iowa
TV NEWS CAMERAS were admitted to an
Iowa courtroom to film the proceedings of a
murder trial, establishing an Iowa precedent as
the first news pictures, film or still, ever taken
of a court trial there, according to a report
from KTIV (TV) Sioux City. KTIV asked District Judge R. G. Rodman for permission to
j give camera coverage to the trial over which
he was to preside, and the jurist's accedence.

coupled with approval of defense and prosecution attorneys, opened the door for press photographers as well as tv.
According to KTIV, the Iowa Bar Assn. has
always
favored
the American
Canon
35, which
prohibits
the takingBarofAssn.'s
photographs
in a courtroom during a trial, but the "Iowa
experiment"' proved to be a success for all concerned. Judge Rodman, commenting on the
unobtrusiveness of the cameras, said, ". . .
They [newsmen] displayed very good judgment
and conducted themselves in a very exemplary
manner." A veteran of over 20 years on the

Keeping

Club 13
8:30 to 9 am Monday-Friday

Stars

Sell

on

Alabama's

greatest

TV

station

Sterling gets this merry morning
show off with a bang . . . literally.
He pops balloons! Club 13 does a
fine selling job. Young housewives
dote on Sterling. He shows movie
film . . . cartoons and loony tunes
. . . keeping the kids amused, and
mother, too, as she goes about her
morning tasks.
You

can

Your
to

SELL
Products

Alabama

If you
them
they

R dio Mobile
communication with the station.
WPDQ Jacksonville believes that radio
Some of the special events already
puts its best voice forward by meeting
covered by means of the mobile unit inthe people of the community on a reguclude six-hour broadcasts of Musical Sunlar basis in such busy spots as local
day aboard the battleship USS New
dairies, farms and feed stores, busy traffic
Jersey and aboard the aircraft carrier
intersections and offices of prominent
USS Lake Champlain; the Mrs. America
local business firms.
of 1956 contest at Allinor Village, Fla.,
This "getting-around" by the ABCsome 95 miles south of WPDQ's main
affiliate station is accomplished by means
studio; a six-hour program from the 19th
of a completely equipped mobile studio floor
of the new south central home
in a German Volkswagon. Robert Feagin,
office of the Prudential Insurance Co. of
America.
manager of WPDQ, sums up the station's
meet-the-public philosophy in this way:
Last week various regular programs
""These are days to put radio to work
began to originate from the mobile unit
in the best way. Let's take advantage of at sites in and around Jacksonville. For
radio's mobility and bring our studio to instance, the morning Crackerjack Show
will be broadcast from key traffic points;
theThe
public."
station's engineering staff, directed Music Coast to Coast afternoon show,
by Don Donovan and Ernie Haralson,
beamed to the auto audience, will origiadapted the mobile studio to include fanate at major highway intersections with
cilities for taping, live record shows and free Florida orange juice provided to
interviews. The unit is completely air- tourists who pull up to the mobile studio,
conditioned and requires only two conand Glenn Reeves' Town & Country
nections to go on the air: 110 volts and Tunes will emanate from dairies, feed
remote telephone lines. It is planned to stores and farms, with music slanted
have a two-way shortwave fm set-up in- toward the country audience.
stalled to eliminate the need for telephone
Mr. Feagin reports that this concept
lines. Two transmitting units also will of radio broadcasting is receiving widebe installed in the mobile studio and two
spread favorable comment from residents
receivers will be placed on the top of a of northeast Florida and adds that "local
17-story downtown office building, with sales have zoomed as a direct result of
one transmitter and receiver used for the
actual broadcasting and the others for taking radio to the audience in WPDQ's
new mobile studio."

folks

TELL
on

programs

enjoy

seeing

Represented by
BL
Page 88
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WPDQ's mobile studio in action aboard the aircraft carrier USS Lake Champlain in
Jacksonville harbor, an example of the "getting around" idea.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Tv at the Ball Game
WRIGLEY FIELD, Chicago, home of
the National League Cubs, has opened
a special grandstand where fans can hear
the audio portion of a tv broadcast over
WGN-TV there, while watching the
"live" action on the playing field. The
new section, which seats 1,200, has been
equipped with seven overhead speakers
which will carry announcer Jack Brickhouse's comments on the game. WGNTV engineers have arranged the system
so that there will be no spill-over of
sound into other sections. The system
was developed by Philip K. Wrigley,
Cubs president, to make the game more
interesting and enjoyable for those who
became fans through watching radio-tv.
It is not expected to appeal to died-inthe-wool enthusiasts who prefer to follow the game themselves. If the "tv
audio section" proves popular, the section will be expanded.

bench, he added that he thought the ABA
should revise its Canon 35.
Attorney for the defense Thomas Tacy
called KTIV's filming "perfectly proper" and
said that "the public is entitled to see the
participants in a trial. . . ." Assistant prosecutor
Robert Beebe said that courtroom photography
is "a step forward."
Much favorable public reaction to KTIV's
nightly presentation of films of the trial is reported by the station.
Peter

Storer

ToSBCN.Y.

Named
Sales

Advertisement

From

where

jSy Joe

Neither
• •.Nor

Red

Rain

Nor

Broken

I sit

Marsh

Hail

Boxes!

Fowler, local R.F.D. mailman,

got an English car — with a right-hand
drive so he can stuff mailboxes from
behind the wheel.
"It's great r Red reports. "But it
would work a lot better if all box holders would follow regulations. A mailbox should be 40 inches high, on the
right of the road . . . within reaching
distance from a car window. If one is
knocked down, the owner should make

Post

PETER STORER, CBS Spot Sales account executive since last October, has rejoined Storer
Broadcasting Co. as New York national sales
manager for WAGA-TV Atlanta and WBRCTV Birmingham,
Ala.
The appointment
of Mr. Storer, a son
of George B. Storer
Sr., president of SBC,
was announced jointly last week by
Glenn C. Jackson
and J. Robert Kerns,
managing directors
of the respective Atlanta and Birmingham stations.
Before his CBS asMR. STORER
sociation, Mr. Storer
was an account executive with WJBK-TV Detroit on the local sales staff after having successively served as studio engineer, WGBS
Miami; home office accounting of SBC; announcer, WJBK Detroit; public service director,
WJBK-TV; promotion director (added duties)
in 1952 for WJBK-AM-TV; head of sales promotion and merchandising department, WJBKTV, and account executive, WJBK-TV local
sales staff.
In his new post, Mr. Storer will continue
contacts with national accounts, agencies and
advertisers and maintain liaison with The Katz
Agency, national representative for both
WAGA-TV and WBRC-TV.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

Come pronto."
to think of it, Red is pretty
repairs
good about his obligations — delivering
packages, supplying stamps, cashing
money orders — saving us trips to the
Post Office. Let's fix up those boxes so
he can get his chores done fast.
From where I sit, obligations always work both ways. For instance, I
figure that Fm

obliged to respect your

right to enjoy your favorite beverage —
be it coffee, tea, beer, buttermilk or
whatever. Why? Because Fd expect
you to do the same for me. The Golden
Rule should be followed "to the letter"
by everyone.
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Seven
Special Delivery
AN unaddressed postcard, bearing the
message "please send the free plug; there
are 1,981 hooks in the jar," was delivered
without delay to WJTV (TV) Jackson,
Miss., that station reports. Making the
delivery all the more unusual, WJTV
adds, is that the show to which the card
was sent, but not addressed, is a local,
once-a-week telecast.

Copley Brother Sues,
Asks End to Copley Press
SUIT seeking liquidation of Copley Press Inc.,
operating KCOP (TV) Los Angeles and 15
newspapers in Illinois and California, was filed
Thursday in Chicago circuit court by William
Nelson Copley of Paris, France, and his three
children. The suit charges James S. Copley,
Aurora, 111., and First National Bank of Chicago, as executors and trustees of the estate of
Ira C. Copley, with "gross abuse of fiduciary
discretion" in handling $40 million property.
The Copley brothers are adopted children of
Ira C. Copley.
Executors were charged with buying properties in California without approval of the Kane
County Probate Court. Copley Press bought
KLAC-TV from Mrs. Dorothy Schiff, changing
the call to KCOP (TV). The station's losses
have been reduced by the new owners, it is
understood. James S. Copley and the bank are
asked in the suit to give an accounting and
make good all losses resulting from their "improper conduct."
WALL Predicts Sales Record
ON THE BASIS of the first six months of
1955, which showed total sales 11.6% ahead of
last year's period, James M. Patt, president and
general manager of WALL Middletown, N.Y.,
has predicted for this year the greatest sales
gain in the station's history. Largest factor
this year, he indicated, has been the growth of
national spot, running 50% ahead of 1954.
Time sales for the past four years at WALL
have been setting records, Mr. Patt noted.

Production

Posts

Filled by KRNT-TV Des Moines
SEVEN new appointments to the production
staff of KRNT-TV Des Moines, scheduled to
begin operations July 31 as a basic CBS affiliate,
have been announced by Guy Koenigsberger,
production manager.
Norlan E. Champ, for the past three years
display
manager
of Des
Davidson's
Dept. Store,
has been
namedMoines'
art director.
Producer-directors appointed are Julius P.
Efflandt, for the past three years tv director of
WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa; Larry A. McKeever, in broadcasting for eight years, the last
two as tv director of KMBC-TV Kansas City,
Mo., and Jack A. Peterson, former cameraman-director ofKFEL-TV Denver.
Beau Silver, former film editor of WTCNTV Minneapolis, has been named KRNT-TV
film editor. Appointed assistant producer-directors are James R. Moon and Tom Hemphill Jr., both of Des Moines.
WABD

(TV) Acquires

Rights

To New York's Phoenix Theatre
ANNOUNCEMENT that WABD (TV) New
York has acquired rights to telecast productions
of the Phoenix Theatre, off-Broadway theatrical
group, during the 1955-56 season, was made
last week by Ted Cott, general manager of
DuMont Television Network's o&o stations,
and T. Edward Hambleton and Norris Houghton, founders of the theatre. The station introduced off-Broadway productions to its audience
when it telecast the theatre's musical "Shoestring Revue" in May.
The agreement gives WABD (TV) the right
to select for telecast any of the theatre's Monday night "Sideshows," special programs made
up of readings, musical works, one-act plays
and dance programs. In addition, WABD (TV)
may carry any of the five major productions
that the theatre offers for limited engagements
during the season. The telecast will follow the
last stage performance of the productions.
Radio, Tv Found

Compatible

RADIO (TV)
and tvand
are WINS.
compatible,
say New
York'sat
WABD
Mutually
pleased
results of the first-year "cross promotional" campaign in which each station promotes other's
stars and programs, the stations have renewed

Selling . . . The Nation's 37th Retail Sales Market

/ONE
RONALD B. WOODYARD, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

980 KC
PHONE
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"THE CITY BEAUTIFUL"
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WPIX (TV's) Whole News
COMPILATION of news, weather and
sports into a nightly half-hour show entitled Three-Star News has been launched
by WPIX (TV) New York, under sponsorship of Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.,
American Bakeries Co. and Consolidated
Edison Co. of New York. The series
"represents news reporting in its most
comprehensive form," Fred M. Thrower,
vice president and general manager, said.
The program features reporters Kevin
Kennedy, Joe Bolton and John Tillman
in on-the-spot interviews with newsmakers of the day combined with films
shot at the scenes of the day's important
happenings.
the contract. Ted Cott, general manager of
DuMont's o&o stations, and Robert J. Leder,
WINS vice president and general manager, announced that weekly schedules of inter-promotion spot announcements, plus appearances of
tv personalities on radio and vice-versa, will
continue. Latest innovation: a quiz contest requiring entrants to tune to both outlets in order
to complete the clue originating on one.
McMurray

to Head

N. Y.

Sales for WJBK-TV
MAURICE E. McMURRAY, national sales
manager of WJBK-TV Detroit, moves his base
of operation to New York effective today (Monday). Purpose of the move, according to the
station, is to bring about closer contact with
agencies; WJBK-TV's national representative,
The Katz Agency Inc., and Storer Broadcasting
Co.'s national sales office, which has been enlarged in both New York and Chicago. Mr.
McMurray's office will be located at Storer
House, 118 E. 57th St.
WTTG (TV) Changes Format;
Increases Operating Hours
REVITALIZATION of programming of WTTG
(TV) Washington, effective Aug. 1, has been
announced by Ted Cott, general manager of
DuMont's o&o stations. On that date the
station will add 3 1 hours of tv service per week,
broadcasting from 9 a.m. to 12 midnight. Included in its programming format change is
$920,000 worth of feature and cartoon film.
This is claimed to be the largest single film
investment ever made by a Washington tv station. It includes 122 new full-length features
never seen in the city plus the "Looney Tunes"
cartoons. According to Mr. Cott, a series of
local programs is now in the planning stage.
The whole project is being supervised by Leslie
G. Arries Jr., WTTG general manager.
WOR Promotes Jackson
PROMOTION of Richard A. Jackson from
manager of publicity to the newly created
post of director of public relations for WORAM-TV New York is being announced today
(Monday) by Gordon Gray, general manager
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

current Texas Living show to effect the schedule
boost.
Another regularly-scheduled local show in
color on WBAP-TV is the Saturday night, hourlong Barn Dance.

WCBS# Banner Day
WHILE network radio sales activity appeared on the upswing last week, CBSowned WCBS New York reported three
national advertisers signing contracts
with the station in one day (July 8), representing abilling of $98,000. The three
advertisers: Libby, McNeill & Libby,
through BBDO; Sunkist Fruit Growers
Assn., through Foote, Cone & Belding,
and Schweppes Beverages, through BiowBeirn-Toigo. Libby and Sunkist purchases
were for 13 weeks and Schweppes for
8 weeks. All three advertisers signed for
3 1 participations and 3 1 station breaks
per week.

Richard

Oberlin

Resigns

As WHAS-AM-TV News Chief
RICHARD OBERLIN has announced his resignation as news director of WHAS-AM-TV
Louisville, Ky., effective Sept. 3. He said that
for several years he wanted "to get into the
management side of radio and television, find
employment in a less public business or go into
business for myself." Mr. Oberlin added that
at the moment he is considering a "number of
possibilities, among them some in local industry." A native of Cleveland, he joined the
Louisville Courier-Journal, owners of WHAS
Inc., in 1941 and five years later moved to the
WHAS news department.
In his announcement, he publicly thanked
Barry Bingham, president, and Mark Ethridge,
vice president, for their advice, assistance and
encouragement since his joining the CourierJournal.

of the stations. Mr. Jackson is expected to
undertake additional duties in the exploitation of Million Dollar Movie and the AutryRogers package of films on WOR-TV.
Mr. Jackson joined the stations in October
1953 as business news editor and in August
1954 advanced to manager of publicity.

Long Voyage Home
APPARENTLY Mrs. Bradhering guessed
she didn't stand a chance to win the
guessing contest conducted by WPEN
Philadelphia.' As it turned out, however,
she won the top prize — a vacation in
Spain. When WPEN tried to reach her
to tell her of her good fortune the station
was told: "Sorry, but Mrs. Bradhering
is vacationing in Spain." The guessing
contest
Dancing was
Party.aired on WPEN's Mambo

Picard Heads
APPOINTMENT

of Vincent Picard as mandirector of
WSAMaging Saginaw,
Mich., nounced
was
anlast week
by Fred Knorr,
president
of Knorr
Broadcasting Corp.,
WSAM licensee.
A 10-year radio
veteran, Mr. Picard
is a lifelong resident
of Saginaw.
In addition to WSAM
Knorr Broadcasting
also owns WKMF
Flint, WKMH DearJackson, all Michigan sta-

The Word

WBAP-TV Doubles Local Color
DOUBLING of its local, live color television
schedule was announced last week by WBAPTV Fort Worth, which last Monday began a
Monday-Friday, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. slate of
color shows. A new program, The Jones Place,
from noon to 1 p.m., has been added to the

PURCHASER of a forthcoming ArizonaMexico Baseball League game on KOLD
Yuma is the local Episcopal church.
Between-innings "commercials" will be
an invitation from the minister to listeners to attend Sunday services.

MR. PICARD
born and WKHM

tions.

WSAM
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STATIONS
L. A. Trinaural
First Hand Report
A SCOOP was scored by Ralph Childs,
news editor of KMA Shenandoah, Iowa,
while checking on a wire service story on
a rain storm in the adjacent area of Torrington, Wyo.-Scottsbluff, Neb. Unable
to reach Torrington by phone, he called
the newsroom of KOLT Scottsbluff and
spoke to Bill Brannen, news director. Mr.
Brannen had just left the microphone,
after alerting listeners to a possible tornado, and started to describe for Mr.
Childs the extent of the rain storm when
the feared tornado struck. Editor Childs
held on and tape recorded the incident
until the six-minute reel was complete.
At this point communications to Scottsbluff were knocked out and KMA and
"Scoop"' Childs, the only ones to know
of the disaster, passed the news on to the
wire services.

Airing

FACILITIES of KFAC-AM-FM Los Angeles
and KHJ-FM Hollywood were pooled to present the first trinaural broadcast in Los Angeles
radio history at the first concert of the 1955
Hollywood Bowl season July 7. The very high
fidelity stereophonic trinaural effect was
achieved in the home of listeners by placing an
am speaker in the center of the room tuned to
KFAC and two fm speakers, one tuned to
KFAC-FM and one to KHJ-FM, anywhere
from seven to 12 feet on both sides of the am
receiver. KHJ and KFAC microphones were
set up in corresponding patterns on the Hollywood Bowl stage to insure proper tonal balance for the broadcast.
REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE
George (Buck) Hurst, former eastern sales representative, KMOX St. Louis, named contact
man, sales dept.. CBS Radio Spot Sales, succeeding Robert M. Dooley, who has been named
account executive in N. Y.
REPRESENTATIVE SHORTS

KDKA Sales at High
Mark for First Six Months

James S. Ayres Co. (southeastern station representative), Atlanta, opens branch office. 127 W.
7th St., Charlotte, N. C; telephone: Franklin
5-6146. Gene Sink, former regional sales manager, WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C, is manager,
covering N. C, Va. and most of Tenn.

KDKA Pittsburgh has reported that its local
sales during the first six months of 1955 were
the highest in the 35-year history of the station.
Local sales for the January-June 1955 period
were 28% above the same period last year and
115% above the first half of 1953.
May local sales were 7% above the previous
high for a single sales month set in October
1954.
L. R. Rawlins, KDKA general manager,
pointed out that the station has not only increased its sales volume but is also serving a
larger number of accounts and of a more diversified nature than before.
KDKA is owned by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS

Ben PaschaU, Hollywood station representative,
moves to 1709 W. 8th St., L. A. Telephone is
Dunkirk 8-7778.
STATION SHORTS
WQAN Scranton, Pa., changes call to WEJL
in memory of late E. J. Lynett. father of Edward J. and Elizabeth R. Lynett, co-publishers,
Scranton Times, station licensee.

WROW-TV Albany, N. Y., appoints Harrington, Righter & Parsons Inc., N. Y., as national
representative.
KJBS San Francisco appoints Adam J. Young
Jr. Inc., N. Y., as national representative, effective Aug. 10.

STATION PEOPLE
Edward G. Gardner, formerly vice president and
general manager, WBTM-AM-FM-TV Danville,
Va., appointed general manager, WORDWDXY (FM) Spartanburg, S. C, succeeding
Paul von Hagel, who transfers to affiliated

Katz Agency, Atlanta, has moved to 1321 Fulton National Bank Bldg., 55 Marietta St.

CO-SPONSORSHIP of all U. of Dayton
1955 football games, to be broadcast by
WING there, is agreed to by Tasty Drivein Restaurants and Ohio Home Distributors Inc. L to r (seated): Charles Poston,
president of Hasty Tasty; Jack Deger, advertising and sales promotion manager,
Ohio Home Distributors; standing, Alex
Buchan, WING vice president, and Bill
Kehl, sports director for the station.
WNOK-TV
manager.

Columbia, S. C, as commercial

Marvin L. Rosene, general sales manager,
KSTP-AM-TV Minneapolis -St. Paul,
named vice president in charge of
sales.
Lee Case, formerly
disc jockey, WBAL
Baltimore, to WAYE
Baltimore as general
manager and personality; Francis
(Bud) Roberts, apmanager;
pointed Phyl
WAYE sales lis MR. ROSENE
Leftwich, Miss
Maryland '54-'55. to WAYE as disc m.c.
MichaelInd.,Finn,
general manager,
WEOA
Evansville.
to WFBM
Indianapolis
as program
director, succeeding Bob Yeager, who will devote entire time to WFBM talent bureau.
Robert G. Murdock, assistant to promotion
manager, KSL-AM-FM Salt Lake City, appointed promotion director.
Effie Sams, account executive, WIRL Peoria,
manager.
111., appointed sales

Gates

Radio

Company,
OFFICES IN

NEW YORK, WASHINGTON,

manager,
Rogerant sales
Read,
assistWKRC-TV Cincinnamed local
salesnati,manager;
Robert Schlinkert,

quincy, Illinois, u.s.a.

ATLANTA, HOUSTON,

and LOS ANGELES

general sales manager,
additional assumes
duties, assistant to executive vice
MRS. SAMS
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EVEN
Edward H. Grigg, assistant promotion manager,
KFI Los Angeles, adds duties as publicity director, succeeding Rose Morgan, resigned.
G. Paschall Swift appointed sales manager,
WGR-TV Buffalo,
N. Y., supervising
national and local
sales and promotion
and public relations
depts.; Oliver Howard named WGRAM-TV regional
sales manager and
public relations director.
Wally Foxal, account
executive, KHOLTV
Kearney - HolMR. SWIFT
drege, Neb., appointed assistant sales manager.
Joseph T. Conway, formerly with WKDN Camden, N. J., to WIBG Philadelphia as account
executive.
John B. Ross, formerly with WSOC Charlotte,
N. C, to sales staff, WIST Charlotte.
A! Solari, formerly with sales staff, WJAR-TV
Providence, R. I., to WMUR-TV Manchester,
N. H.; Eva Benoit to WMUR-TV as promotion manager and personality.
Carl Stohn Jr., production supervisor, WIRI
(TV) Plattsburg, N. Y., promoted to program
director; John Brinkiey added to staff as announcer.
Wayne Carter, formerly with Keene & Keene
Adv., Seattle, to KTAC Tacoma, Wash., as
local account executive.
Dick Brasie, formerly with news staff, WKARTV East Lansing, Mich., to KRNT-AM-TV
Des Moines, Iowa, as reporter-newscaster; Bill
Johnson, formerly with news staff, WOI-TV
Ames, Iowa, to KRNT-TV as news writerphotographer.
Joe Gibney, personality, KLIX Twin Falls,
Idaho, to talent staff, KDYL Salt Lake City.
Mac Ryder to KDKA
Ryders show.

Pittsburgh on Knight

John C. F. Lennhoff, former staffer, WDRC
Hartford, Conn., to announcing staff, WTIC
Hartford, succeeding Jim Strong, who has
moved to advertising promotion staff, Life
magazine, N. Y.
Robert D. Rachlin, formerly with announcing
staff, WMMW Meriden, Conn., to announcing
staff, WCCC Hartford, Conn.
That Voice Is Familiar
WHEN Charles Shull, a graduating senior in radio-tv at the U. of Indiana,
applied for a position with WLW Cincinnati, he never dreamed he would find
his own work "on the air." But that's
what happened when he sent an audition
tape of a program he wrote about campus
activities, according to the university's
radio-tv department. WLW called, requesting permission to use the tape on
its college series, For Everyman. It was
granted and the program was aired May
28. Indiana U. claims it was the first
time, to its knowledge, an audition tape
came over the air as an actual program.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Booming Beckley Business
TO PROMOTE their Friday and Saturday "Bargain Day" event, merchants in
Beckley, W. Va., purchased 500 extra
spot announcements over WWNR there,
and the station broadcast around the
clock on behalf of the weekend sale.
Beginning at 7 p.m. Thursday evening
WWNR originated all its programs from
a tent on the lawn of the Raleigh County
Courthouse. Besides top entertainment,
the station reports that participating advertisers made in-person appearances to
describe their weekend "specials." The
WWNR tent, furniture and 100 prizes for
the promotion were provided by the advertisers. The results were so successful,
according to WWNR, the Beckley Business Bureau has decided to conduct four
similar city-wide promotions yearly.

LEE

WATCHES

N

<-

WH

Ray Lane, former announcer and production
staff member, WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich.,
to announcing staff, WWTV (TV) Cadillac,
Mich.
Harry O'Connor, formerly commercial manager,
KTXN Austin, Tex., to commercial staff, KTSA
San Antonio, Tex.
Donn M. Chown,
formerly assistant
program manager,
WJR Detroit, appointed program
manager, WGY
Schenectady, N. Y.
Betty Frank, formerly with Hormels
Girls Orchestra, to
public service staff,
WHBF Rock Island,
111.
MR. CHOWN
Alex Groza, former
All-American basketball player, to sports staff,
WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.
William B. Caskey, vice president and general
manager, WPEN-AM-FM Philadelphia, appointed to three-year trustee term, Charles
Morris Price School of Adv. & Journalism,
Phila.
Duane Brady, personality, WTVN Columbus,
Ohio, named "Kentucky Colonel" by Ky. Gov.
Lawrence Wetherby in recognition of services
rendered to Ky. armed forces members in Far
East as former Armed Forces Radio Services
chief newscaster in Japan.
Paul Dixon, personality, WLW-AM-TV Cincinnati, featured in August issue, Tv-Mirror
magazine.
Charles B. Jordan, vice president and general
manager, KFJZ-TV Ft. Worth, Tex., returns
to
worklastafter
six months' rest following heart
attack
January.

Good thing the surrender terms
didn't include Channel 8 — Lee
would have started the war all
over again
Down in Lee country, folks
have been known to pass up
seconds of corn pone and
chittlins rather than miss a
single moment of WHEN-TV.
Naturally, we mean Lee,
N. Y., just one of more than
250 upstate communities that
stand up and salute every
time Channel 8 flashes on
their TV screens. Awfully tiring, this saluting business, but
with Lee it's a matter of love.
Livin' is rich and easy in
Lee, 'cause folks there are
You KATZ
sellin'?
SEE YOURbuyers.
NEAREST
AGENCY

Jack Sheridan, announcer, WIRE Indianapolis,
Ind., father of boy, Mark Anthony, June 30.
J. R. Brock, technician, WHBF Rock Island.
111., father of boy, Stephen Jay; Don Wooten,
WHBF-TV director, father of girl, Theresa Ann.
George Thompson, announcer, WNHC-TV New
Haven, Conn., father of girl, Dorothea lean,
June 28.
Bob McCoy, staff announcer, WIRI (TV) Plattsburg, N. Y., father of boy, Robert Mark, July
5.
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IN PUBLIC

INTEREST

Ad Council Plans Support
Of World Peace Moves
THE

ADVERTISING COUNCIL has announced it will conduct two campaigns designed to promote world peace — one on behalf
of the United States Committee for the United
Nations and the other for the Crusade For Freedom.
The UN campaign will be keyed to the observance of the 10th anniversary of the organization and will promote the observance of UN
Day (Oct. 24) in the U. S. The Crusade For
Freedom project, accepted by the Council for
the fifth year, will be conducted next January
and February, and will raise funds for support
of the activities of Radio Free Europe and Free
Europe Press. Both campaigns will utilize radio
and television, newspapers and magazines.
WCAU-TV Safety Drive
WCAU-TV Philadelphia has initiated a summertime safety campaign which, the station
claims, will reach over eight million visitors to
resorts on the south New Jersey coast.

LAST
CALL

FOR

COPY
TELECASTING
YEARBOOK

& MARKETBOQK

GOES TO PRESS
AUGUST 1

Dynamite Warning
WREX-TV Rockford, 111., aided the Winnebag
County sheriff's office in locating a quantity of
dynamite stolen from a nearby quarry. The
Rockford station gave air time to sheriff deputies in order that the deputies might warn the
local residents about the explosives. Two days
later the dynamite was found by two WREXTV viewers.
Help for a Road Jam
KYW Philadelphia warned July 3d Sunday motorists to avoid the worst traffic jam in 29 years
over the Delaware River Bridge. The station
advised the motorists to travel on alternate
routes through Philadelphia while the sevenhour tieup lasted.

Students Take Over WBEL
DRIVE to collect pennies for a new student
union building was conducted by students of
Beloit College when WBEL Beloit, Wis., turned
over its facilities to them for a day. The students announced, operated turntables, filed records, answered phones and even helped solicit
and
write were
commercials
their "Pennython."
Requests
played forforlisteners
who pledged
to the new union and the money mounted as
sororities, fraternities and individuals rivaled
each other for their songs. Almost $300 had
been
collected
air that
day. by the time WBEL went off the
KRCA (TV) Teenage Benefit
TO KICK-OFF a fund raising campaign for
the construction of a Valley Teen Center,
KRCA (TV) Hollywood held a three-hour
"Teenage Benefit Dance and Carnival" June 18
at the NBC-TV parking lot in Burbank, Calif.
As part of KRCA's teen night, a half-hour
program featuring entertainment, interviews and
music with Dick Whittinghill and Harry Koplan as co-m.c.s was telecast. The NBC orchestra, led by Robert Armbruster, was among
those contributing dance music.
WQAN

Gets Blood

WQAN Scranton, Pa., in response to calls from
three hospitals for blood for three patients,
aired a mid-morning message which produced
more than 20 donors by noon of the same day.
UCP Telethons
UNITED CEREBRAL Palsy telethons June
18-19 at WMBV Green Bay, Wis., and WLBTTV Jackson, Miss., showed pledges and cash
donations
nounced. totalling $131,824, UCP has anMemorial for Safety
ON JULY 4th WSTR-AM-FM Sturgis, Mich.,
devoted intervals of 27 seconds air time to
recognition of persons killed on Michigan highways. The 27-second memoriam, taped beforehand, was broadcast as reports of the deaths
were received by the station.
WKOV Helps Fire Survivors
WKOV Wellston, Ohio, has sparked a fund
drive for a family left destitute by a fire which
killed four of seven children. Enough money
was
to buy a cottage for the remainder
of theraised
family.

PLANS for the eighth annual baseball
game sponsored by the Junior Baseball
Federation of Philadelphia to raise funds
for equipment and supervision for sandlot baseball are reviewed by Arthur Hinkel
(seated), Philadelphia Transportation Co.
treasurer and federation president and
(I to r): Douglas Hibbs, WTEL program
director; Rupe Werling, WIBG program
director; Pat Stanton, WJMJ owner, and
Willima B. Caskey, WPEN vice presidentgeneral manager and chairman of the
benefit game's radio-tv committee. This
year's game will match the Philadelphia
Phillies against the Washington Nationals
on Aug. 15.
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KYW Cited in 'Record'
KYW Philadelphia was cited in The Congressional Record by Rep. Paul B. Dague (R-Pa.)
"for its prominent part in a fund drive to
aid a young Lancaster County woman widowed
and left destitute in a tragic highway crash."
Tv Benefits UCP
TWO tv outlets— KWTX-TV Waco, Tex., and
WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla. — last fortnight
brought in nearly $100,000 in pledges and donations to the United Cerebral Palsy, the organization has reported. Breakdown: $22,000 in
pledges and $10,000 in cash via KWTX-TV's
telethon;
initial figures: $64,000
in cash andWEAR-TV's
pledges.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

City Council Meetings Aired
KRES St. Joseph, Mo., has begun broadcasting
the local city council meetings, claiming it is
the first series of its type to be heard in the
city. KRES reports the council meetings have
become one of the station's most popular
programs.
WKAP Takes Kids to Circus
VERN CRAIG of WKAP Allentown, Pa.,
raised enough money on his Craig Collins program to finance a trip to the Barnum & Bailey
Circus for 70 children hospitalized at the Allentown State Hospital. The station also provided
refreshments for the youngsters.
KABQ Pleads for Blood
THROUGH the efforts of KABQ Albuquerque,
N. M., 34 pints of blood were contributed in
one day to the emergency needs of the Bernalillo County Indian Hospital in that city. After
receiving a call from the hospital for type O
positive blood, KABQ broadcast pleas for contributions until the hospital had an ample
supply.
In the Swim
A RADIO AUCTION held during three afternoons over KIRX Kirksville, Mo., raised
$8,800 for the Swimming Pool and Youth Fund
of the local Rotary Club. All broadcast time
and promotion spots for the broadcast were
provided without cost to the Kirksville Rotary
Club by KIRX.
WFLA-TV Aids CP Fight
MORE than $100,000 in pledges and approximately $25,000 in cash was raised on WFLATV by a Cerebral Palsy Telethon. The Tampa,
Fla., station was assisted by such celebrities
as Dragnet's Ben Alexander, Leo Carillo, and
Toni Gilman, NBC-TV actress.
WRC Airs Mock A-Raid
Washington broadcast evacuation instructions to the populace during a mock
A-bomb raid June 15th. NBC Washington
correspondent Russ Tornabene and WRC News
Editor Bill Sprague gave on the spot commentaries of the proceedings. Tape broadcasts
made
by
Mr.
Tornabene were heard over NBC's
Monitor.
WRC

$28,240 for Public Service
KMAN Manhattan, Kan., reports it has spent
$28,240 for public service in the past five years.
The amount is exclusive of time given to national military recruitment, bond drives, etc.,
the station says.
WDRC Helps Summer Camp
WITH the help of WDRC Hartford, the Annual Needle Club Campaign for funds for a
summer kids camp run by The Hartford Courant raised $1,436 toward the camp's expenditures. This amount was largest individual contribution tothe camp fund.
Mental Health Benefit
NBC-TV's Masquerade Party presented a Mental Health Tele-Party program to help raise
proceeds for the rehabilitation and treatment
of people with mental health problems. The
program was in cooperation with the Vanderburgh County Mental Health Assn.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

RICHARD E. McARDLE (I), chief of the
Forest Service, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,
presents the "Presidential" model of
Smokey the Bear to Paul M. Hahn (c),
American Tobacco Co. president, for the
company's advertising support of forest
fire prevention. Allan M. Wilson (r), acting president of The Advertising Council,
thanked Mr. Hahn on behalf of the Council, which conducts the nationwide forest
fire prevention advertising campaign.
Good News
JULES RIND of WPEN Philadelphia, while
covering a story about five boys killed or injured in a Canadian mountain avalanche,
learned that the father of one of the surviving
boys was at sea when the news of the accident
broke. Mr. Rind called the parent via ship-toshore phone, informing him that his son was
alive.

Effective September 28, 1955, KMBC-TV
joins the television
nation's most
dynamictheandAmerican
fastestgrowing
network,
Broadcasting Company. For programming details, consult your Free & Peters Colonel or:
Don Davis, First Vice President
John Schilling, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
George Higgins, Vice Pres. & Sales Mgr.
Mori Greiner, Director of Television

WFIE-TV Aids Mental Health
WFIE-TV Evansville, Ind., presented a Mental
Health Tele-Party emceed by Peter Donald of
NBC-TV's Masquerade Party. Proceeds from
the show, which was produced in cooperation
with the Vanderburgh County Mental Health
Assn., were to be used to assist in the rehabilitation and treatment of people with mental
health problems.
WICS (TV) Little League Team
WICS (TV) Springfield, 111., currently is sponsoring ateam in one of the 12 Springfield Little
Leagues. The station builds its sports programs
around the appearances of the young players.
WSJV (TV) Covers Evacuation
NETWORK display was given to film shot by
WSJV (TV) Elkhart, Ind., as part of its coverage of a mythical A-bomb evacuation in nearby
South Bend. The station aired 25 IDs and
spots urging the cooperation of the people of
the area to be evacuated and staged two halfhour and one 15-minute live shows with Civil
Defense and South Bend officials appearing to
explain the operation. In addition, the station
made a sound-on-film one-minute spot of the
South Bend mayor which was put on the air the
moment the alert for "Operation Exit" was
given. Both ABC and CBS News Film commissioned the station to supply sound and silent
film of the evacuation for national network
showing. WSJV stationed camera crews
throughout the city and at evacuation headquarters as well as sending a cameraman up
in a helicopter for aerial shots.
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A THREE-DAY, 18-hour program to promote highway safety over the July 4 holiday was
purchased by the Delta companies (insurance) over WLCS Baton Rouge, La. The program, broadcast at peak traffic hours of 1-4 p.m. and 7-10 p.m., was described as "the
largest sale of bulk radio time in Baton Rouge." Discussing the sale are (I to r) Col.
Chester B. Owens, director of public safety; Lamar Simmons, general manager of WLCS;
David W. Thomas, president of the Delta companies, and Col. Francis Grevenberg, superintendent ofpolice for the state of Louisiana.

AS Union Pacific Railroad starts its sixth
year of Monday, Wednesday and Friday
segments of KNX Hollywood 17 P.M.
News, the occasion is marked in one of
the railroad's astro-dome observation cars
with an interview with Horace Northcutt
(I), U. P. general advertising manager,
conducted by Max Roby, KNX newscaster
(holding mike), and Marion Welbom,
manager, The Copies Co., Los Angeles.

CHARLES (HAPPY) CAMPBELL (c) renews
for his Welfare Finance Co. the 7 a.m.
Morning Round-Up on WHAS Clarksburg,
W. Va. With him are John Peters (I),
WHAR assistant sales manager, and Frank
Gregg, WHAR sales manager. Mr. Campbell, the first advertiser on WHAR when
it went on the air in 1947, attributes 40%
of his new business to the morning show.
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WORLD SERIES CONTEST being conducted by Felix Chevrolet Co. of Los Angeles
over KMPC there is discussed by (I to r)
Gilbert Sly, general manager of Felix
Co.; Edward Stodel of Stodel Adv., Felix
agency, and Jack Mulligan, KMPC account executive. The automobile firm
sponsors KMPC broadcasts of the Los Angeles Angels games and credits the baseball broadcasts with being largely responsible for sales records now being set.

JOHN MARTIN (c), hunting and fishing
authority, will host a new weekday evening program on WAGA Atlanta titled
Inside Outdoors, with Schlitz beer sponsoring. Red Thomas (r), Atlanta distributor for Schlitz, signs the pact as Lew Reynolds, WAGA account executive, looks on.

SPONSORSHIP of Science Fiction Theatre
on KGEO-TV Enid, Okla., by Evans Cut
Rate Drug Center, in cooperation with
McKesson-Robbins Co., is agreed to for
52 weeks by Sam Evans (seated), Evans
ad manager, and (I to r) Paul Teague,
McKesson - Robbins representative, and
Tom Belcher, KGEO-TV sales manager.

JAI LAI, Columbus, Ohio, restaurant and nightclub, contracts with Crosley's WLWC
(TV). Program features Bud Gillis, WLWC program director who interviews Jai Lai
patrons. L to r: Lloyd Forrest. WLWC account executive; Mr. Gillis; Ed Docherty,
vice president of Jai Lai Cafe Inc., and Dick Wright, Jai Lai secretary-treasurer.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

PERSONNEL
RADIO-TV

ARTISTS

PLAN

RELATIONS

FULL

STUDY

OF PAY-TV'S POSSIBLE REPERCUSSIONS
AFTRA spokesmen see possible dangers in toll system in citing necessity of exhaustive survey. Convention in Seattle also indicates
further study is necessary on 'Monitor' before renewing present
waiver agreement.
Ramey, San Francisco; Don Courtnay, Seattle;
THOROUGH investigation of pay-as-you-see
television, from the standpoint of its possible im- Dwight Weist, New York. Recording secretary,
pact on performing artists, was voted by the Evelyn Fryman, Washington. Treasurer, Stan
American Federation of Television & Radio Farrar, Los Angeles.
Artists (AFL) meeting in national convention
at Seattle July 9-12.
AFTRA Convention Backs
Following its own study, the AFTRA committee was instructed by the convention to Seattle Union Strike Vote
consult with the Screen Actors Guild and other A STRIKE VOTE against KIRO KOMO KING
allied groups.
KJR KXA Seattle by the local chapter of the
"AFTRA is not opposed to the idea of pay- American Federation of Television & Radio
as-you-see television," it was explained to B»T
backed by
AFTRA's in delegates,
asby Don Courtnay, Seattle local president and Artists was
sembled in national
convention
Seattle. The
member of the AFTRA national board. "We do local also has asked sanction by the Seattle
see it as a potential danger to our members,
Central Labor Council, without which the strike
however, and so we have authorized an in- would not be put into force. Present contract
expired March 1. Wage scale for announcers
tensive study."
On recommendation by the Chicago local, is reported as the key issue with the union
the AFTRA convention voted to conduct a seeking an increase from $105 to $125 weekly.
survey of results of the NBC Radio program
Stations are said to have offered an increase
Monitor before renewing the present waiver to $109.
arrangement. The first agreement is scheduled
to run for six months from the start of the
Screen Guilds Solicited
show, and the study is to be undertaken not
later than two months ahead of the waiver's
To Support 5-Day Week
expiration.
The arrangement will be renewed, Mr. SUPPORT of demands of the Screen Actors
Guild and the Screen Extras Guild for a fiveCourtnay explained, if it is found that the re- day work week was asked by the International
lationship with the network is beneficial to
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes CameraAFTRA members.
man's Local 659, Hollywood.
The convention also defeated a proposal,
E. T. Estabrook, president of Local 659,
which has been rejected at previous sessions,
to put the convention on a biennial basis. It which is a leading exponent of the five-day week
will, therefore, be held in 1956, at a place to demand [B»T, June 6], sent wires to both SAG
and SEG, asking that they also make similar
be announced later.
demands in their current negotiating sessions
with the Alliance of Tv Film Producers and
the Motion Picture Producers Assn. (major
AFTRA Re-elects Nelson,
studios).
Names Officers at Meeting
The IATSE film unions, which reportedly
have agreed to make the five-day week a chief
AMERICAN Federation of Television & Radio
demand, will start negotiations with the ATFP
Artists last week re-elected Frank Nelson, Holand MPPA in New York, in August and Oclywood, as president for the coming year.
tober, respectively.
AFTRA, at its annual convention in Seattle,
Wash., also announced the following elections:
Regional vice presidents, Bud Collyear, New
CBS Artists Pick IATSE
York; John Gannon, Chicago; Conrad Nagel,
INTERNATIONAL
Alliance of Theatrical
New York; Olan Soule, Los Angeles; Wanda
Stage Employes (AFL) announced last week
that graphic artists employed at CBS voted
unanimously in a National Labor Relations
Board election on July 6 for IATSE as their
Writers' Pact Approved
bargaining agent. They will be affiliated with
A NEW contract covering freelance netthe
union's radio and television department,
work radio writing has been unanimously
which already covers a number of other CBS
approved at concurrent meetings in Los
groups, including property controllers, special
Angeles and New York by the Writers
effects and scenery expediters, set decorators,
Guild of America.
contact reporters and radio set-up men.
A WGA West spokesman said the contract, to run until March 1958, is identiUnion Named at WOR-AM-TV
cal to the live network tv agreement neINTERNATIONAL Alliance of Theatrical
gotiated last May, except for price differentials between radio and tv.
Stage Employes (AFL) was chosen last week
Among the provisions of the radio pact
as collective bargaining agent for engineers and
are separation of radio and tv rights;
technicians employed by General Teleradio Inc.
greater participation in subsidiary rights;
at WOR-AM-TV New York.
100% payment for each radio re-use
The vote in the election, conducted by the
during the limited period of exclusivity;
National Labor Relations Board, was 98 for
payments of 133% of the minimum for
IATSE; 10 for the International Brotherhood
simulcasts, and payments for outlines
of Electrical Workers, which previously had
and coverage for audience participation
represented these employes, and one for no
writers.
union. There were 120 employes eligible to
vote.
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and in Buffalo Radio
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Buffalo's FIRST RAOJO Station
Hotel Uafayette
X
Suffato, N. Y. W
NBC Basic Affiliate
^Representatives: free and peters—
IN EVANSVILLE INDIANA
WISE
BUYERS
CHOOSE

SALES WITH

SHOWMANSHIP

HIGH NOON
RANCH
Mon. thru Fri., 11:45 to 12:15
Featuring Doug Oldham and The Dixie
Six, Jeannie Lamb and Ulysses Carlini —
the tops in "local live" programming.
PARTICIPATIONS AVAILABLE
Represented by MEEKER TV and
ADAM

NOW

YOUNG— St. Louis

OPERATING

WEOA-CBS,
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS
Strike

at Tv

Networks

Threatened by Artists
NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE of the United
Scenic Artists Local No. 829 met with a representative of the Federal Mediation Service in
New York last Friday in an effort to resolve a
contract dispute with ABC-TV, CBS-TV and
NBC-TV. The union members last Monday
authorized the committee to call a strike, if
necessary, which could eliminate live presentations from New York studios.
The main issue of the dispute centers around
wages
the networks
union's 210as members,
employed
at
the for
three
costume designers,
scenic designers and scenic artists. Members
have been working without a contract since
April 1, when the old agreement expired.
In talks since last April, the union and the
networks have not been able to reach an understanding on wages. It is reported that th^
factions are "far apart" on this provision of the
proposed contract, with the union maintaining
that the networks' wage offer is "far below"
those paid to similar workers in stage and
screen employment.
It wes learned by BoT that the old contract
called for salaries of $210 weekly for scenic
designers; SI 57.50 weekly for costume designers; $159.39 for journeyman scenic artists,
and $198.75 for foremen in the latter group.
The networks' offer is reported to be a 7%
wage increase for scenic and costume designers,
and a 5% raise for scenic artists. The union
is pressing for a reported 35% increase in
wages for costume and set designers, and a
"somewhat larger" raise for scenic artists than

AWARDS
the one proposed by the networks. It is believed
that the union is adopting a more conciliatory
attitude regarding the scenic artists, because
they work a 37Vi-hour week, with provision for
overtime pay after 40 hours.
One of the complaints regarding set and costume designer employment is that, in theory,
they are on an unlimited work schedule, with
no set hours, because they are considered "professional" workers. A union spokesman said
they often have to work long hours on a sevenday basis, with the average work week at least
six days, and without overtime compensation.
A network official acknowledged that set and
costume designers are "on call" 24 hours a
day, and on occasions have to work long hours
when a contingency arises, but claimed that
it is not a week-in. week-out practice.
Despite the strike authorization, a source
close to the union predicted that a walk-out
would not be expected over the weekend. He
pointed out that following its latest meeting
with the Federal Mediation & Conciliation
Service, the union planned to meet with the
networks and a fact finding board, consisting
step.
of representatives of teamster, musician, actor
and stage hand unions, before taking its next
Film Bargaining

Sessions

Stalled, SAG's Dales Says
HOLLYWOOD bargaining sessions with the
Alliance of Tv Film Producers and the Assn.
of Motion Picture Producers, covering actors,
singers and announcers in the tv entertainment
field, have reached an impasse, John L. Dales,
national executive secretary. Screen Actors
Guild, said July 7.
In inviting all other tv entertainment film producers not ATFP or AMPP members to start
separate negotiations with SAG, Mr. Dales
pointed out that the present contract covering
tv entertainment film expires at midnight
July 20.
Guild is filing with the San Francisco office
of the Federal Mediation & Conciliation Service notice that a dispute exists. In the notice,
Mr. Dales states that the impasse is "due to
inability to arrive at an agreement on basic
issues."
KTTV (TV) Cancels 'Hayride'
After Union 'Unfair' Ruling
KTTV (TV) Hollywood canceled its Sandy's
Hayride program after the Hollywood chapter
of American Federation of Tv & Radio Artists
declared packager-m.c. C. A. (Sandy) Young
unfair.
Published claims by Mr. Young that he was
caught in a jurisdictional dispute between
AFTRA and Local 47, American Federation
of Musicians, were denied to B«T by AFTRA
spokesmen. Instead, they claimed Mr. Young
had been violating union regulations over "a
long period of time."
PERSONNEL RELATION PEOPLE
Stuart Phelps, Hollywood freelance director,
elected president, Hollywood local of Radio &
Tv Directors Guild, with Tom Baxter, ABC,
vice president; Kenneth Finley, ABC-TV, secretary; Tom Belcher, KRCA (TV) Hollywood,
treasurer. Elected to two-year terms in executive council radio section: Frank Morris, ABC;
Sterling Tracy, CBS; to tv section: Howard
Quinn, CBS-TV; Jack Shea, NBC-TV. Elected
to national board: Robert Robb, ABC-TV;
George Fogel, freelance; Harfield Weedin,
ABC-TV; Mr. Phelps.
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WPEN Philadelphia awarded certificate of appreciation byAmerican Cancer Society.
Jeff York, sales representative, KFSD San
Diego, Calif., winner of perpetual award for
best overall job in all classifications of radio
advertising contest sponsored by Adv. Assn. of
West in cooperation with Southern Calif.
Broadcasters Assn.
WLW Cincinnati farm dept. presented citation
of appreciation from Dayton (Ohio) Dairy
Council for "outstanding service and grateful
recognition for the emphasis on milk and milk
products during the 1955 June Dairy Month."
NBC-TV presented "Ernie" award from Airborne Assn. for "outstanding contribution to
national security by a telecast" for "Combat
Tv" colorcast last August demonstrating use of
tv on battlefield.
E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co. (industrial
chemicals), Wilmington, Del., presented award
from National Education Assn. for ABC-TV
May 3 Cavalcade of America program, "Stay
on Stranger," for "dramatizing the power of
education in the lives of all people." Plaques
also will be presented to 45 local stations
throughout country carrying program.

Assn. of American University Women presented citation for "pioneering vision and outstandNational Citizen's
from Tv.
service"
ing public for
Educational
Committee
C. Gregg Van Camp, promotion manager,
WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va., named winner,
"America's Most Beautiful Brides" promotion
managers' contest, conducted by General Electric small appliances div., General Foods' Bob
Hope Show and Bride magazine.
Bill Garry, newsroom general manager, WBBMTV Chicago, has received award from Ground
Observers Corps for "voluntary services in support of the Air Defense of the United States."
Cecil Woodland, general manager, WQAN
Scranton. Pa., given award on behalf of station
by Lackawanna County Cancer Crusade for
"noble assistance" in cancer drive.
CBS Radio's Make Up Your Mind was honored with special citation from U. S. Treasury
Dept. during July 15 broadcast for helping to
promote savings bonds.
Bob Campbell, disc m.c, WING Dayton, Ohio,
presented honorary truck driver certificate from
Ohio Trucking Assn. for Nitecap program for
being ". . . constant reminder of highway safety
and courtesies. . . ."

CLEANKFAB
SWEEP Wins
of the 'Osc
annuala'awards
of the Omaha Safety Council, including
the first annual "Osca," has been achieved
by KFAB Omaha. Among its credits are
the council's award for the best local
radio job of the year for its safety efforts
and the
newlyjobestablished
"Osca"of for
the
best
overall
in the interest
safety
of any public information medium. The
awards were presented June 29 to
George Haskell, KFAB public service director. In addition KFAB has received
the 1954 National Safety Council public
interest award for outstanding public
service and safety efforts.
Broadcasting
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CONCENTRATE

All networks schedule major
programs from Geneva.
EXTENSIVE radio-tv coverage of the Big Four
conference starting today (Monday) at Geneva
got underway Friday when all major radio and
television networks carried an address to the
nation by President Eisenhower.
Live simulcasts of the President's speech were
carried by ABC, CBS and NBC on Friday,
8:15-8:30 p.m. EDT. A re-broadcast of the
■> address was aired on NBC Radio the same
evening 10:15-10:30 p.m. The full MBS network carried the report Friday starting at 9:15
p.m. Live coverage was telecast by DuMont
Television Network.
ABC Radio's on-the-spot coverage plans included aspecial broadcast entitled Report From
Geneva, which will be aired throughout the
conference beginning tonight (Monday). 8-8:15
EDT. The broadcast will highlight each day's
proceedings and outlook for the future. Other
special coverage for the event on ABC includes
Edward P. Morgan News, when Mr. Morgan
will report direct from the conference each
evening at 10, and a summary and discussion
of the conference Aug. 7 on America's Town
Meeting of the Air.
On ABC-TV, the President's Friday address
was preceded by a quarter-hour telecast, Report
on Geneva, with Quincy Howe as commentator. Film will be shot daily for ABC-TV for
use on John Daly and the News, Monday
through Friday on the network at 7:15 p.m.,
and other ABC-TV news shows.
i
Reactions From Capitals
CBS Radio launched its direct coverage with
Crossroads at Geneva, yesterday (Sunday),
12:30-1 p.m. EDT. visiting Washington, London. Paris, Moscow and Geneva for reactions
of government officials as well as the man in
the street. A similar broadcast is scheduled for
July 24. Daily broadcasts from Geneva will
be carried by CBS Radio, 10:05-10:15 p.m.
EDT. Shows which will spotlight Geneva developments are: World News Roundup, News
of America, Allan Jackson and the News, and
Edward R. Murrow With the News.
CBS-TV coverage includes The American
Week with Howard K. Smith as narrator, July
17 and July 24, 7-7:30 p.m. EDT, daily reports
on The Morning Show, and Douglas Edwards
With the News, yesterday through July 22.
In relation to the conference, a special quarter-hour telecast was scheduled by DuMont
before President Eisenhower's Friday speech.
Highlight of the NBC-TV coverage was to
be a one-hour documentary yesterday (Sunday),

Mickey's Message
ABC-TV is campaigning for "adult" sponsors, as well as advertisers of children
products only, for its new fall Mickey
Mouse Club Monday-Friday daytime
strip.
The network's sales department is sending prospective clients a Mickey Mouse
"magic slate" on which is scrawled:
"ABC-TV's Mickey Mouse Club is slated
to be the magic force in advertising
starting this October. It will even reach
more adults than the average daytime
strip, with excellent cost efficiency. For
the full story, call my friend, your ABCTV salesman." The message is signed
by "Mickey."
Broadcasting
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ON

BIG

FOUR

8-9 p.m. EDT, featuring live and film segments,
and titled "Meeting at The Summit." Another
one-shot telecast, scheduled by the network for
July 24,p.m.
is "AEDT.
Special Report on the Big Four,"
5-5:30
NBC Radio will air a special panel discussion
program, "Geneva 1955 — Pendulum of Peace,"
tomorrow (Tuesday) 9-9:55 p.m. During the
conference,
live pick-ups will be carried by the
network.
Weekdays, Fulton Lewis Jr. and Henry Gladstone will broadcast on MBS from Geneva.
Bob Considine's Sunday show, On the Line,
originated from the conference yesterday and
will have the same point of origination July 24.
MBS' Report From Washington, handled by
Waiter Trohan on Saturday, 7-7:15 p.m. EDT,
also is being aired from the conference site.
NBC-TV Names Chester
APPOINTMENT of Giraud Chester as manager of program sales administration for NBCTV was announced last week by Michael Dann,
director of program sales. Mr. Chester, who
joined NBC-TV in 1954 as program coordinator,
has been serving as business manager of the tv
network program department.
CBS-TV Signs Victor Borge
CBS-TV has signed Victor Borge to a contract
calling for his exclusive services during the
1955-56 season, it was announced last week by
Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV vice president
in charge of network programs.

MOST

news show will be ed'tsd by John Bosman,
Intermountain Denver news director, and
will be broadcast in Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Wyoming, Montana and
Utah. L to r: Collin W. Lowder, KIMN
vice president-general manager; C. A.
Myhre, president of Frontier Airlines; John
D. Lindsay, Frontier vice president in
charge of sales, and Mr. Bosman.

ADVANCED

CONTROL
GET

FRONTIER AIRLINES contracts for a Mon.Fri. morning newscast to be carried by 24
stations of the Intermountain, Don Lee and
Arizona networks and to originate from
the studios of KIMN Denver, Colo. The

THE FACTS, WRITE

EVER

REMOTE

DESIGNED

US TODAY

Interested in cutting operational costs? Rust's two
new remote control systems can save your radio
station thousands of dollars each year! New
custom-engineered designs, for both directional
and non directional transmitters, offer dependability and performance never before achieved.
Why not investigate the possibilities for your
station?

^

— \j

24 FUNCTION
SYSTEM
Recommended for use in directional and multi-transmitter installations where up to
24 control and metering functions are required.
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NETWORKS
PUBLIC SERVICE CONTEST
SET FOR NBC O&O OUTLETS
Denny announces 'leadership'
project to intensify stations efforts in furtherance of American way of life. European trip
among prizes.
A "LEADERSHIP" contest for NBC-owned
stations emphasizing public service was to be
announced yesterday (Sunday) by Charles R.
Denny, vice president of NBC-owned stations
and NBC Spot Sales.
Mr. Denny said the contest was designed "to
bring out the best
efforts of the NBCowned stations in interpreting and furthering the American waysix-month
of life."
The
competition among
the stations ■— those
eligible include
WMAQ - WNBQ
(TV) Chicago;
WTAM - WNBK
(TV) Cleveland;
WRCA - AM - TV
MR. DENNY
New York; KRCA
(TV) Los Angeles; KNBC San Francisco, and
WRC-AM-TV Washington, D. C— calls upon
general managers to marshal each station's
personnel, programs and facilities behind the
effort.
The winning station, according to the plan,
will receive a plaque; the general manager and
his wife a trip to Europe to the major capitals;
prizes worth $1,000 to be distributed among
the staff by the station's general manager, and
a party for all the personnel.
Mr. Denny said that the European trip was
"an important aspect" to enable the station's
head to observe systems of government and
ways of life in foreign countries "in order
better to serve his community in interpreting
and furthering the American way of life."
Mr. Denny said that arrangements will be
made for film and tape-recording coverage of
the trip.
The "Distinguished Leadership Award" to
be accorded the winning station will be based
on the best record in "the two p's — public
service and profit," Mr. Denny said, adding
that "the role of a broadcasting station in

" — just as KRIZ Phoenix advertised them, Madam — would you
like to try them on?"
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America's democratic and free enterprise sysup inin that
Thetem is clearly
contestsummed
will take
the phrase."
period from
July 4 to Jan. 1, 1956. Areas of public service
to be taken into account: social welfare, civic,
"living together," "people at work," education
and news. Judging by a panel, as yet unselected,
will be based on the overall effort, including
improvements over a six-month period of the
previous year and the "general profit picture of
the station." Presentations will be submitted
by Jan. 15, 1956, Mr. Denny said.
The stations will not be required to follow
a restricted path, Mr. Denny said, with new
program series, one-shot special programs, use
of existing programs and extension of existing
projects, as well as promotion of the total
effort, all taken into consideration. "A station
will be judged on relative leadership, resourcefulness and creative showmanship in a positive
approach to democracy," Mr. Denny said.
DuMont Appoints Koblenzer
To Sales Management Post
APPOINTMENT of William Koblenzer, eastern sales manager, DuMont Television Network,
as sales manager of the network and Electronicam production services [B*T, July 11], was
announced Tuesday
by Ted Bergmann,
director of the
broadcast division,
Allen B. DuMont
Labs.
Mr. Koblenzer,
who succeeds Gerry
Martin, director of
sales of the network
who has resigned,
has beenMont with
Dusince 1949
when he joined as
an account execuMR. KOBLENZER
tive. Before that
time, he had his own radio-tv package firm in
New York, and for more than two years had
been in charge of the live radio-tv sales department of Frederic W. Ziv Co.
ABC-TV Medical Series Set
NEW half-hour tv series, Medical Horizons,
will premiere on ABC-TV Sept: 12, 9:30-10
p.m. EDT, under sponsorship of CIBA
Pharmaceutical Products Inc., Summit, N. J.,
in cooperation with the American Medical
Assn. The documentary telecasts will originate
from medical centers in the U. S.
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, will
package the telecasts with Fred Carney as producer-director. Series will be supervised by
Dr. William T. Strauss of CIBA. According
to Dr. Strauss, production of the series "will
entail the most extensive series of remote telecasts ever attempted by any medical program."
NBC-TV to Chart Radio-Tv Era
SPECIAL, one-time-only program outlining the
change in home entertainment from the crystal
radio to the television set has been set on
NBC-TV's five owned stations on Saturday
(8-8:30 p.m. EDT and PDT). Titled Big
Change, the show will present Jinx Falkenburg
as mistress of ceremonies and will include such
personalities as Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn, Cliff Norton, John Wingate, Vaughn Monroe, the Kal Kirby Quartet and Ben Grauer.
The special telecast, which will be produced by
WRCA-TV, also will be carried on WRC-TV
Washington, WNBQ (TV) Chicago, KRCA (TV)
Los Angeles and WNBK (TV) Cleveland.

CBS-TV

Names

Gottlieb

To Head Daytime Shows
APPOINTMENT of Lester Gottlieb, CBS
Radio vice president in charge of network
programs, as director of daytime programming for CBS-TV was announced last week
by sonHubbell
Jr., CBS-TVRobinvice
president in charge
of network programming. Mr.
Gottlieb will assume
his new post as soon
as CBS Radio apment. points a replaceMr. Gottlieb, who
joined CBS in 1948
as a radio and tv
producer, will bring
to his new assignMR. GOTTLIEB
ment experience hx
production, talent and program planning in
both radio and tv. In 1951 he was appointed
director of CBS Radio programs and later that
same year was promoted to vice president.
In addition to these duties he has produced
two programs of the Arthur Godfrey and His
Friends tv series and is the producer of Frankie
Laine Time, a CBS-TV summer series which
begins Wednesday.
Prior to joining CBS, Mr. Gottlieb was
associated with Young & Rubicam, New York,
1944-48, serving initially as head of the radio
publicity division, and as supervisor of the
agency'sin radio
1946-47.of
Later
1947 talent
he wasdivision
namedfrom
producer
We the People.
Early in his career, Mr. Gottlieb had been
the first radio editor of Newsweek magazine
from 1934-35, and from 1936-44 was director
of Mutual's press department.
Glett Resigns From CBS-TV;
Theis Succeeds on West Coast
RESIGNATION of Charles Glett. for the past
five years vice president in charge of services
and operations, CBS-TV Hollywood, was announced last week. Appointment of H. Grant

MR. GLETT

MR. THEIS

Theis, manager of film services, CBS-TV New
York, to succeed Mr. Glett as director of tv
operations in Hollywood was simultaneously
disclosed in New York.
Mr. Glett issued a statement that he was
TAPE DUPLICATION
Unrivalled capacity, fast complete service
Multiple destination mailings. Experienced engine rs— Ampex installations assure quality.
RECORDED PUBLICATIONS LABS.
1 558-70 Pierce Avenue
Camden. N.J.
Cam : WO 3-3000 • Phila.: WA 2-4649
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MANUFACTURING
leaving the network for an undisclosed venture
combining "my many years of experience in the
picture business with the experience I gained
in the new and fascinating medium of tv. I
will announce my future plans shortly."
Mr. Theis has served CBS since 1941, except
for four years service with the U. S. Navy from
1942-46. At one time he was a member of the
sales staff of WTOP Washington.
South Carolina

Stations

Link for College Games
SEVEN South Carolina radio stations will
operate as a network this fall to broadcast playby-play accounts of home and away football
games of Wofford College, Spartanburg.
WJAN Spartanburg will originate the broadcasts with Jim Turner, sports director, announcing the play-by-play and Ray Starr, program
director, handling the color. Stations participating with WJAN in the Wofford Football
network are WDIX Orangeburg, WJMX Florence, WFIG Sumter, WBCU Union, WKDK
Newberry and WMRC Greenville.
Joel Robertson, business manager of athletics for Wofford College, said in making the
announcement that other stations have been
invited to join the network.
WIRI (TV) Joins NBC, ABC
AFFILIATION of WIRI (TV) Plattsburgh,
N. Y., with NBC-TV effective today (Monday)
and with ABC-TV, effective Aug. 15, was announced last week by the station.
NETWORK

PEOPLE

L. Byron Cherry, general manager, outdoor
lighting dept., General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y., to CBS, N. Y., as management
consultant.
Robert S. Finkel, producer-director, former
NBC-TV Jack Carson Show, to network's And
Here's the Show in similar capacity; Jesse
Goldstein and Irving Taylor signed as writers.
Matthew Rapf, producer, NBC-TV Great
Gildersleeve, signed to long-term contract with
NBC-TV as staff producer.
William Howard Tankersley, program operations director, CBS Radio, Hollywood, named
editing director, CBS-TV there.

SUCCESS

IN A-TEST

REPORTED
BY RCA
hurled
the
station
equipment from the second
Analysis released last week
floor to the top of a pile of debris at ground
on effects to equipment used
level. This equipment, he said, was found
in atom blast test in Nevada
operative when inspection teams arrived.
earlier this year.
Mr. Smith said the radio-equipped automobile nearest the blast center and parked outside
RCA reported last week that its broadcast
the transmitter building was badly wrecked but
equipment, tested less than a mile from the its two-way radio suffered only minor scratches
center of a nuclear explosion in Nevada last and dents. It, too, was operative. A second car,
May, not only survived the blast but could
placed closer to the blast, suffered only slight
have returned to the air in a few minutes.
damage and its two-way radio was untouched.
According to Theodore A. Smith, vice presiInformation released by those firms who pardent and general manager of RCA Engineering
ticipated in the Nevada tests must first be
cleared with the FCDA.
Products Div., "not a single tube or component"
of the equipment was damaged. Actually, he
said, basing his comment on information
Capehart-Farnsworth Meets,
cleared for release in Washington, only "minor
surface damage" was noted.
Unveils New Radio-Tv Line
The civil defense phase of the test made
May 5 at the atomic test site in the Nevada
ANNUAL two-day distribution-dealer convendesert, some 90 miles from Las Vegas, was
tion of the Capehart-Farnsworth Co., radio-tv
held under auspices of the Federal Civil Deand hi-fi manufacturing division of Internafense Administration. Member companies of
tional Telephone & Telegraph Corp., was held
Radio-Electronics-Television Mfrs. Assn. took last week at the Hotel Commodore, New York.
More than 500 distributors and dealers from
Mr. Smith said that RCA provided a stand- the eastern U. S. attended the meetings.
part. ard, commercial 250 w radio transmitter and
Among products introduced at the convenassociated equipment that would operate an am
tion was a transistorized portable radio, about
station; a mobile radio base station operating
the size of a king-sized cigarette package, which
in the 25-to-50 mc range, and two mobile radio
weighs only 6.4 ounces. The audience was
units installed in automobiles. Equipment was
told that the radio, termed the TX-10, can be
housed less than a mile from the blast center,
operated for 80 hours on four hearing aid
except for one two-way radio which was placed
batteries which cost 36 cents each. It can be
10,500 ft. away.
operated with a miniature earphone, with a
matching speaker unit, or installed in an ashLittle Damage to Tower
tray base with a speaker and powered by
The minor surface damage to the transmitter,
house current.
mobile station and two-way radios was caused,
The new C-F line also features two 21 -inch
he said, by flying glass and debris. The build- color tv sets. One retails for $795 and the
ings and automobiles in which equipment was
other for $895. Price range on the new monoinstalled, however, were either partially or comchrome sets runs from $169.95 to $389.95.
pletely destroyed. Virtually no effect was noted
on the am station's antenna tower although the
blast snapped a smaller one erected for the Standard Electronics Sells
mobile station, Mr. Smith reported.
The commercial radio transmitter was housed
New Studio Control Unit
in a building that was heavily damaged. The
STANDARD ELECTRONICS Corp., Newark,
transmitter, however, Mr. Smith said, came
through unscathed but had a power break when
N. L, subsidiary of the Dynamics Corp. of
lines connected to an outside gasoline generator
America, last week announced its newly develwere severed by falling telegraph poles. Broken
oped "Studicon," a studio control switching unit
lines were repaired in less than 15 minutes, Mr.
which enables studio operators to select parSmith said, noting "it was evident, in this
ticular channels for transmission of the studio
specific test, that the power failure would have
output.
been obviated by underground wiring."
First installation of the new unit, which
The explosion demolished the house in which
the mobile radio station was installed and eliminates the necessity for a master control,

COLOR

Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, president, NBC, subject of article in July 18 Newsweek magazine
and featured on front cover.
Joe Weeks, former CBS Radio announcer,
author of novel with radio background, "All
Our Yesterdays," published by Rinehart & Co.
Philip Sterling, writer, press information staff,
CBS Radio, and wife Dorothy Sterling, coauthors, "Polio Pioneers," story of fight against
polio, due for fall Doubleday & Co. publication.
NETWORK

SIGNAL

CERTIFICATION
A vector display monitoring and test instrument for color signal certification.
The VDE-3A incorporates a high-definition Display Oscilloscope, with edge-lighted
calibrated overlay. Camera mounting facilities are provided for photographic
records of vector display, plus continuous operating check. Equipment features
self-calibrating circuits for accurate and dependable signal certification. Protective covers included for safe portability. Display Oscilloscope, Decoder-Keyer,
and Burst-Controlled Oscillator available as separate items. The VDE-3A is
supplied complete with regulated power supply and mounting rack.
Detailed literature forwarded on request.

SHORTS

KRBC-TV Abilene, Tex., set for September interconnection with NBC-TV. Station also affiliated with CBS-TV, ABC-TV and DuMont.
Broadcasting
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MANUFACTURING
Bonfig, president of CBS-Columbia, the tv
and radio receiver manufacturing division of
CBS. The message, sent in the form of a
recording, was the first policy message made
by Mr. Bonfig since he became president last
month.
Mr. Bonfig told distributors not to expect
an "overnight rise" on the part of the company, but said CBS-Columbia already has
augmented and strengthened its engineering
and designing staff with the view of manufacturing improved products. This, in turn,
will lead to reinforcement of the company's
national distribution system, he added.
MANUFACTURING

ERNEST DEUTSCH (I), broadcast engineer
for Standard Electronics, and Ralph Schlegel, technical facilities supervisor for
WOR-AM-FM New York, watch the Studicon control box in operation in the control
room of the station. Mr. Deutsch designed
and developed the Studicon unit.
is being made at WOR-AM-FM New York.
The station's chief engineer, Charles Singer,
estimates that the equipment will save WOR
$60,000 in operating expenses. SE reports.
In the 12-studio, four-channel WOR operation a Studicon control box is located in each
studio and permits the studio operator to select
particular channels for transmission of his
studio's output. For each channel, control elements include a lever key which activates the
channel, a "channel-in-use" light to notify the
other 1 1 operators, a "studio-on" light to indicate to an operator his studio's control of a
channel, an "emergency line amplifier" for use
in esse of failure of the operating line amplifier,
and an indicating lamp which indicates a spare
amplifier is being used. These controls, SE explains, are duplicated for each channel.
Bonfig Reports CBS-Columbia
Will Put Stress on Quality
CBS-Columbia plans to increase emphasis on
the design, development and production of
quality television and radio receivers and to
strengthen its national distribution system.
These two points highlighted a policy statement issued to distributors last week by H. C.

Don't forget to reserve your
space in the TELECASTING YEARBOOK & MARKETB00K today.

SHORTS

Rust Industrial Co., Manchester, N. H., is producing new 24-function remote control system.
Models 108-0D and 108- ID, units are designed
for use in directional and multi-transmitter installations where up to 24 control and metering
functions are required and are custom-engineered to each station's specifications, featuring
drop down panel construction and no tubes.
Hailicrafters Co., Chicago, has reported 20%
increase in tv unit sales, with overall sales of
$5,799,089 and earnings of $88,197 for fiscal
quarter ending May 31. Net profit after taxes
was $363,438 and sales were $18,635,074 for
nine months ending that date. For same three
quarters last year sales were $23,226,340 and
firm showed loss of $1,029,935. In third quarter 1954 sales were $7,514,119, loss of $80,598.
Company reported profit in all product lines
and 825,000 shares outstanding, with biggest
unit and sales dollar increases in communications.
Houston Fearless Div., Color Corp. of America, L. A., has introduced new film processor,
Labmaster, for processing 16mm negative or
positive black-and-white film. Unit is completely self-contained. Film is transported by
friction clutch drive and speed of operation is
variable from 10 to 35 ft. per minute, depending on type of film, energy and temperature of
solutions. Developer and fixer tanks have
temperature control and recirculation is provided for developer. All tanks have bottom
drains.
Ampex Corp. (magnetic tape recorders), Redwood City, Calif., reports sales of $8,163,000
for fiscal year ending April 1955 compared to
$5,418,000 previous year and profits after taxes
of $365,736 against $25,691 fiscal 1954. Outstanding shares are 528,740 and earnings per
share after taxes this year are 69 cents compared to six last.
Probescope Co., Long Island City, N. Y., has
designed new portable miniature oscilloscope,
weighing 8V2 lbs., 9 in. high, 6 in. wide, 5 in.
deep. Unit has input impedance of 2 megohms
shunted by 15 mmfd; 10 to 1 attenuator; vertical sensitivity of 100 mv full scale; sweep
rate for 20 c to 30 kc in five steps, according
to company.
Ampex Corp. (tape recording equipment), Redwood City, Calif., and John F. Rider Publisher
Inc., N. Y., approved for membership in Institute of High Fidelity Mfrs., bringing total to 34.

Final deadline: August 1
Publication date: Mid-August.
15,000 run.
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Philco Corp., government & industrial div.,
S. F., moves to Suite 417, 1355 Market St.
Lewis J. Boss is regional sales engineer covering northern Calif., Ore., Wash., Idaho, Nev.,
Utah, Colo., Mont., Wyo., Alaska, and Hawaii,
associated with Griffin L. Ashby, formerly with
G&I Denver office.
Precision Apparatus Co. (electronic test, measuring instruments), Glendale, L. I., N. Y., has

Transmitting

Equipment

TRANSMITTER SHIPMENT
Station
Power
Band Use
RCA
KWWL-TV
Waterloo. Iowa 50 kw tv (ch. 7)
ORDER
Standard
Electronics
CJOC (TV)
Lothbridge, Alta.,
Canada
10 kw tv (ch. 7) new station
OTHER EQUIPMENT: Standard Electronics also has reported
shipment of tv amplifier to WMAL-TV Washington (ch. 7)
and an order by CJOC (TV) Lethbridge of 12 gain Alford
antenna, video equipment and "Multicon" camera.
appointed service div. of Chicago Electronic
Labs as a midwest service representative.
ORRadio Industries, Opelika, Ala., has announced itwill manufacture 50 different types
of magnetic tapes for electronic computers.
To be known as Irish Instrumentation Tape
#311, line will be produced for computer and
telemetering applications and 50 types will
include tapes on acetate and Mylar films in
1200, 2400 and 4800-ft. lengths and in i/4, Vz,
5/s, % and 1-in. widths.
RCA has announced first record of simulated
musical sounds made by RCA electronic music
synthesizer will go on sale to public this month
through RCA Victor record dealers. Music
synthesizer creates by electronic means any
known or imaginable combination of musical
tones, according to Dr. F. Olsen, director of
acoustical and electromechanical research lab
at David Sarnoff Research Center of RCA.
Dr. Olsen describes record as "progress report
on the synthesis of music and perhaps the first
authoritative discussion, on records, of the nature of musical sound."
Allen B. DuMont Labs, Clifton, N. J., showed
$945 color tv console receiver at preview of
new tv receiver fall line in N. Y. DuMont said
set was interim model because company has
not yet decided what size color receiver would
be most satisfactory. DuMont does not expect
rise in color sales this fall warrants full production of color model at this time.
MANUFACTURING PEOPLE
Charles H. Weaver, director, atomic power div.,
Westinghouse Electric Corp.. Pittsburgh, elected
vice president with responsibility for all Westinghouse atomic power activities.
Phillip L. Gundy, manager, audio div., Ampex
Corp. (magnetic tape equipment). Redwood
City, Calif., elected officer of company.
Hendrix G. Blue, formerly advertising manager.
Webster-Chicago Corp. (phonographs, accessories, wire and tape recorders), Chicago, appointed to newly-created position, sales promotion manager, Hailicrafters Co., same city.
Byron W. Brown, district sales and new markets
manager, radio div., Hoffman Electronics Corp.,
L. A., named sales manager, radiometric div.
Richard C. Wells, formerly radio station consultant, appointed director, newly-created inChicago. dustrial sound dept.. Newark Electric Co.,
Forrest E. Behm, pressware plant manager.
Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y., appointed director of newly-created components dept..
electrical products div.; Clark A. Crawford,
Central Falls (R. I.) plant manager, succeeds
Mr. Behm; F. Philip Hunt, factory A production superintendent, succeeds Mr. Crawford;
Floyd Hankey, Fall Brook plant production
superintendent, succeeds Mr. Hunt; Paul Lang,
tv planning
dept., electrical products div., succeeds Mr. Hankey.
Broadcasting
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INTERNATIONAL

CANADA
BUDGETS
FOR
Initial expenditure of half million included in CBC request to
Parliament. U. S. live and film
color shows planned at start.
EXPERIMENTAL color television for major
Canadian markets and increased power for
CBLT (TV) Toronto, and CBFT (TV) Montreal, are among capital projects of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for 1956, according
to a report of its capital requirements tabled
in the Canadian Parliament on July 8.
The report for the 1955-56 CBC budget lists
$500,000 for modifications in transmitters of
CBOT (TV) and CBOFT (TV) Ottawa, and
CBMT (TV) Montreal as well as CBLT and
CBFT. Initially the color telecasts would be
live tv network programs from the United States
or U. S. film color shows. Of the $500,000 outlay, $400,000 would be for equipment and
$100,000 for engineering and overhead charges.
CBLT and CBFT, first two tv stations to
go on the air in Canada in Ssptember 1952,
are both to have their power increased. An
item of $872,000 is included in the budget for
this purpose. In both cases it is likely that the
power increases will be in the form of more
powerful transmitters, rather than in increased
height of antennas. CBLT has its 570 foot
tower and antenna in downtown Toronto, and
its height will not be increased because of aircraft hazards. CBFT has its antenna on top
of Mount Royal and is already the tallest
structure in that city.
There are no color tv sets made in Canada
as yet, though most companies are prepared to
start production. Carl A. Pollock, president of
the Radio-Electronics-Television Manufacturers Assn. of Canada, stated following the announcement ofCBC color plans that color set
production will get underway soon and be
stepped up next year. CBC officials feel that
the move to color transmissions in Canada will
mean an impetus to color set production, which
will benefit the CBC which receives for its
maintenance the 15% excise tax on the factory
price of all radio and television sets sold in
Canada.
Independent stations have not yet decided
British NTI
MINUTE-BY-MINUTE viewing habits
of tv homes in Great Britain are now
being measured by A. C. Nielsen Co.'s
Tv Index division there. Nielsen's patented Audimeter device for automatically
and continuously measuring audience size
is being used, according to Graham
Dowson, head of the division in Oxford.
Also to be installed will be the Recordimeter that records data on the number
of people watching a program. Mr. Dowson said Nielsen expected more than 600
homes will be covered in the London
area.

BIG THINGS ...
PLATTSBURG, N.Y,
WEAV
Ask

GILL -PERN A Inc.
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COLOR
TV IN '56
when they will start color, but with CBC beginning next year, it is likely that some of the
stations on the microwave network in southern
Ontario will install color equipment.
Pilot Studies Completed
On Four Canada Tv Centers
PILOT surveys have been made for Canadian
television centers for the first time by the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto. The
first surveys to determine A, B and C zones of
coverage have been made for CFPL-TV London, CKCO-TV Kitchener, CKLW-TV Windsor and CHCH-TV Hamilton, all Ontario. The
BBM has issued preliminary reports on its findings with estimated number of households in
each zone, estimated number of tv households
and percentage of tv households.
The four stations in the first survey have
overlapping coverage areas which BBM expects
to be able to estimate in a later report.
Indonesia, India to See Tv
At International Exhibits
TELEVISION will be shown to two Asiatic
countries for the first time during the next six
months as part of the U. S. exhibit at international trade fairs, the U. S. Information
Agency has announced. The fairs will be
held at Djakarta, Indonesia (Aug. 12 until
Sept. 18), and New Delhi, India (Oct. 29 to
Dec. 15).
The Voice of America, broadcasting service
of USIA, has assigned A. Vance Hallack, former NBC executive, to recruit local talent in
the two Asian countries for the tv programs,
which will be shown over closed circuit at the
fairs. RCA is supplying the equipment and a
10-man team to produce the shows.
In addition to live programs featuring native
talent, Mr. Hallack is expected to schedule
programs using American films and kinescopes.
Westerns

of

the

Best

Independent
Radio
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ALWAYS
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in the MARKET
the AIMS
station!
WCOP New Orleans
Boston
WINS
WDOK New York
WTIX
Cleveland
KLIF Omaha
KMYR
KXL
Dallas
KOWH
KITE
Portland,
Ore.
Denver
KCBC
San
Antonio
Des Moines
KYA
WNMP San Francisco
Evanston ,, III.Ind. WIKY
Evansville
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KOL
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GROUP

carries the sports load in
Northeastern XlWisconsin

Elect Dallin

VERN DALLIN, CFQC-AM-TV Saskatoon,
Sask., was elected president of the Western
Assn. of Broadcasters at its recent annual convention in Jasper, Alta. He succeeds Sid Boyling, CHAB Moose Jaw, Sask. Directors elected
were C. J. Rudd, CHUB Nanaimo, B. C.
Bob Buss, CHAT Medicine Hat, Alta.
John Craig, CKX-AM-TV Brandon, Man.
Harold Crittenden, CKCK-AM-TV Regina
Sask., and Maurice Finnerty, CKOK Penticton,
B. C.
Canada Tv Set Sales Rise
CANADIAN sale of television receivers continues to boom. In the first five months of
1955 a total of 218,350 sets were sold, valued
at $67,388,429, compared with 158,890 sets
sold in the first five months of last year. Most
sets sold were in the 21 -inch screen size, accounting for 157,321 sets of the total sold this
year. The report, released by the Radio-Electronics-Television Mfrs. Assn. of Canada, shows
that Ontario continues to be the largest buying
area for tv receivers, accounting for 63,750 of
the total sold in the January-May 1955 period,
with Quebec province accounting for 49,959
tv sets.

People in Northeastern Wisconsin
like Action
Buying Action!
Sports Action!
Green Bay's 5,000 watts daytime (500
night) station, WJPG, translates this
"sports-happy" audience into volume
sales. You've always got a loyal, responsive audience on WJPG . . .
the area's top Sports Station!

5,000
WATTS DAYTIME ~~~
WATTS AT N
Represented by Joseph McGilvra, Inc.
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EDUCATION

INTERNATIONALTv in Morocco Folds
TELMA, the television broadcasting company
operating two stations in Casablanca and Rabat,
French Morocco, has been forced out of business by "financial reasons." Stations closed
down recently and the set owners formed an
organization to secure a return from Telma on
expenditures for tv receivers for which there is
no further use. There are no other operating
tv outlets in the area.
INTERNATIONAL SHORTS
W. A. McCracken Ltd. (adv.), Toronto, has
moved to 153 St. Clair St. W.; telephone: Walnut 4-6681.
R. C. Smith & Son Ltd. (adv.), Toronto, has
moved to 380 Victoria St.; telephone: Empire
4-9396.
Cinesound Ltd., Toronto, is producing film depicting various phases of Canada's electronics
industry for Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn.
of Canada. Film will emphasize made-inCanada operations of industry for consumer
goods as well as military electronics. Uses of
film on tv have not yet been decided, but it
largely will be used for showing to legislators,
military services, vocational schools, company
employes, service clubs and other such audience
groups.
CHEX-TV Peterborough, Ont., has issued second rate card, effective Oct. 1. New rates start
for Class A time at $230 per hour and one
minute announcements at $46.
Welch Grape Juice Co. (grape juice, grape jelly,
Grapelade), Westfield, N. Y., has named Kenyon & Eckhardt Ltd., Toronto, to handle advertising in Canada. Products processed and
distributed by Powell & Growers Ltd., St.
Catherines, Ont. K & E handles Welch U. S.
advertising.
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
Charles Tierney, production manager, CJFX
Antigonish, N. S., to CKVR-TV Barrie, Ont.,
due to go on air about mid-August, as sales
manager.
H. G. Walker, network coordination director,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Ottawa, appointed assistant Ontario CBC director, headquartering in Toronto, continuing to supervise CBC
national network operations; J. M. Beaudet,
program planning and production director,
CBC, Ottawa, transfers to Toronto Englishlanguage program headquarters to facilitate
radio-tv program planning; Marcel Carter to
CBC, Ottawa, as assistant administration controller.
Len Hopkins, bandleader, to CKNW Vancouver,
B. C, as musical director.
Joe Haft-Cook, promotion director, S. W.
Caldwell Ltd., Toronto, to Young & Rubicam
Ltd., Toronto, as copywriter.
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Station

Gives

$65,000

To Fla. Educ. Tv Group
EDUCATIONAL TV in Jacksonville, Fla., is
nearing reality. The Jacksonville Broadcasting
Corp. (WPDQ-AM-FM, applicant for ch. 12
there) last week pledged $65,000 to Educational
Television Inc., applicant for a construction permit to operate on ch. 7 Jacksonville. Educational Tv Inc. represents cultural and educational groups in the Jacksonville area.
The pledge from Jacksonville Broadcasting
follows by about three weeks a pledge of a
$69,000 transmitter by WMBR-TV Jacksonville
[B»T June 27], and brings total assets of Educational Tv Inc. to $334,000, according to Dr.
Heywood Dowling, president.
In announcing Jacksonville Broadcasting's
gift, Dr. Dowling said, "With this gift we are
currently in a position to purchase all the remaining equipment we need. . . ."
Commercial KSFO Pledges
$5,000 to Educational Outlet
PLEDGE of $5,000, to be paid in five annual
payments of $1,000, has been made by KSFO
San Francisco to educational KQED (TV)
Berkeley (San Francisco), Wesley I. Dumm,
president of KSFO, has announced.
The first payment was made on July 1 when

ROMAN WASSERMAN (r), executive vice
president-general manager of KSFO San
Francisco, and James Day, general manager of educational KQED (TV) Berkeley,
hold the $1,000 check which San Francisco
Broadcasters Inc. (KSFO) gave KQED.
Roman Wasserman, who on that day became
executive vice president-general manager of
KSFO, presented a $1,000 check to James Day,
general manager of ch. 9 KQED. Payments
will continue for the next four years, providing
KQED continues to operate as an educational
station, KSFO said.
The award on behalf of San Francisco Broadcasters Inc., operator of KSFO, was made in a
formal presentation over that station.
Educ. -Commercial Tieup Plan
Warned Against by Educators
SUGGESTION that the FCC establish a new
catagory of "commercial-educational" assignment, proposed by KGTV (TV) Des Moines as
a means of switching the educational reservation from ch. 1 1 there to uhf [B»T, June 6, July
4], was termed "ill-conceived" by the Joint
Committee on Educational Tv in a reply brief
filed last week with Commission.
"The history of educational institutions oper-

ating standard broadcast stations proves conclusively that share-time arrangements between
commercial interests and educators simply do
not and cannot work," JCET said. It quoted
from
Stations,"
by S. aE.1937
Froststudy,
Jr., "Education's
U. of ChicagoOwnPress,
1937,
to show that of the 202 educational stations licensed in the fifteen years between 1921 and
1936, only 38 were still in operation at the beginning of 1937.
"This history also proves that when the marriage is broken up it is inevitably the educational station that is evicted," JCET said. It
also noted that of the six share-time arrangements authorized for commercial tv operation
(St. Louis, Phoenix, Lafayette [La.], MontereySalinas [Calif.], Minneapolis-St. Paul and Rochence. ester [N.Y.]), only Rochester still was in existA similar plan for commercial-educational
operation of a commercial assignment is one
of the proposals in the comparative hearing for
ch. 10 in the Parma-Onondaga, Mich., area.

In-School Teaching by Tv
To Be Tested in St. Louis
A GRANT of $95,110 made by the Fund for
the Advancement of Education to KETC (TV)
St. Louis will be used by the educational outlet to finance an experimental program of
classroom instruction for elementary and secondary schools.
As explained by Philip J. Hickey, acting
chairman of the St. Louis Educational Tv
Commission, the experimental work will be
conducted in three areas: a second grade spelling course; a composition and grammar course
for ninth grade students, and a secondary
school course in science. These courses will
be televised over KETC as part of the staschool tion's
year.in-school programming for the next
Mr. Hickey said the experiment is being
undertaken "to determine whether or not certain educational processes can be given by
way of television to large numbers of children
more effectively than ever before thought possible." He added that with the current teacher
shortage this experiment could have a nationwide effect by demonstrating that certain types
of tv instruction might effectively supplement
the traditional classroom work.
Potential 46 Million Audience
Forecast for Educational Tv
TOTAL potential audience for educational tv
when 26 non-commercial stations are on the
air will be 46 million, the National Citizens
Committee for Educational Tv reported last
week.
A survey showed, the committee's Executive
Director Robert R. Mullen said, that 13 educational stations were under construction, which
when joined with the 13 now on the air, will
be within reach of the 46 million populace —
10 million more than the nation's present school
enrollment.
In about 100 other cities, Mr. Mullen said,
there has been sufficient interest in educational
tv Eleven
to justify
"optimism."
of the
13 stations under construction
are vhf, two are uhf. Of the 13 stations now
on the air, 10 are vhf, three are uhf.
EDUCATION SHORTS
U. of Nebraska through its educational outlet,
KUON-TV Lincoln, is conducting several telecourses including three-semester credit hour
course,
"Education
59," teachers.
audio-visual educational materials
course for
Broadcasting
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PROGRAMS
FLAGS

AND

AND

PROMOTION

FIREWORKS

WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala., held its second
annual flag-raising ceremony at its office and
studio grounds atop Red Mountain. The halfhour televised event was staged in cooperation
with the local branches of the armed services,
National Guard, American Legion and Veterans of Foreign Wars. The flag was raised
and a three gun salute was delivered by a Marine Color Guard. Attending was a 50-piece
WAC band from Ft. McClellan, Anniston, Ala.
At 8 p.m. that day from the same area WBRCTV presented its second annual fireworks display, witnessed by a police-estimated 200,000
persons, according to the station.
'GOPHER LOWDOWN'
OTIS J. DYPWICK, director of press relations
of the physical education and athletics department of the U. of Minnesota, will conduct a
weekly, 15-minute program, Gopher Lowdown,
over WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul starting
the third week in August. The show will be
based on the school's athletics program, including the highlights of the U. of Minnesota teams'
activities during the preceding week of the program and a preview of the week to come. Film
clips and interviews with oustanding university
athletes and coaches also will be featured.
WMIX NEWS PROGRAMMING
NEWS PROGRAMMING at WMIX-AM-FM
Mt. Vernon, 111., has been expanded to include
a new half-hour, multi-voice program, Roundup, broadcast daily. The stations also have
started Comment, a news program on local issues. City council meetings have been broadcast
live for two years by WMIX-AM-FM, whose
news coverage is 80% local. In addition, the
stations have installed two-way radio units in
news cars and additional telephone recording
systems. WMIX-AM-FM's news department is
headed by Steve Rowan, former St. Louis tv
newsman.
WGAT AIRS ATHLETIC MEET
WGAT Utica, N. Y., aired two hours of a grade
school athletic meet at the city's Murnane Field
last month, marking the first time in 26 years
an event of that type had been aired by a radio
station in Utica, WGAT claims. By permission of the school superintendent, all grade
schools had special afternoon assemblies in
order to hear the events broadcast by WGAT.
Over 500 students participated in the field
events. Play description was provided by Nick
Dardano, program manager, and Stan Sanders,
announcer.
SCHOOL'S OUT PARTY
IN a twist on party-giving, WABD (TV) New
York held a "School's Out" party for 300 youngsters— the small sons and daughters of advertising agency timebuyers. Ted Bergmann, DuMont's managing director, and Ted Cott, general manager of DuMont's owned-and-operated
stations, were co-hosts at the affair, held at the
DuMont Tele-Centre studios. In addition to
providing refreshments for the children, the station awarded hundreds of prizes and games and
arranged entertainment by WABD personalities.
KNXT (TV) AIRS DEDICATION
DEDICATION ceremonies for the new Los
Angeles Mt. Sinai Hospital, non-sectarian, nonprofit, 253-bed institution, were telecast by
KNXT (TV) Hollywood last month. The hourlong telecast included a tv tour of hospital
facilities, plus commentary by Eddie Cantor,
Edward Arnold, Richard Boone, Marjorie Lawrence and others.
Broadcasting
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STATION STYLE NOTE: Engineers and announcers at KLRA Little Rock claim to be
the first station staff in the country to discard "hot long trousers" in favor of "cool,
comfortable shorts," but they expect to have plenty of company before summer ends.
Here are four KLRA staffers (I to r): Cliff Ford, Al Dent, Ed Summers and Bob Hicks.
TV AND

TB

NEWS

EDUCATIONAL project-contest on tuberculosis, "Tv Spotlights TB," was staged among
high school seniors by WBNS-TV Columbus,
Ohio, in cooperation with the Tuberculosis Society of Columbus, Columbus Gallery of Fine
Arts and Franklin County (Ohio). Seniors were
asked to submit a 20-second spot announcement
on some phase of TB along with an illustrative
sketch. Twenty semi-finalists were selected for
accuracy and creative ability from over 300
entrants and were auditioned by a board of
judges to reduce the final number to six. The
finalists transcribed their own scripts and will
be heard with their original artwork over
WBNS-TV throughout the summer. In addition the Columbus Gallery is awarding one
$250 and two $25 scholarships.
'PROPAGANDA'
NEW PROGRAM being aired weekly by
WBAL-TV Baltimore is Propaganda, conducted
by Leona Morris of the Baltimore Junior College faculty. The show, available for college
credit, traces growth of propaganda as force for
thought control and shows how it has changed
the course of history and swayed the masses.
Posters, pictures, film clips, books and other
media used to influence thought are being used
as props and guest experts in the propaganda
field are planned.

AS IT HAPPENS

SPOT coverage of news events as they occur
is the format of a new program aired by
WMAQ Chicago, with Karin Walsh, city editor
of the Chicago Sun-Times, holding down the
Night Desk each evening from 10-10:30 p.m.
Mr. Walsh carries on two-way conversations
with WMAQ roving reporters and listens to
police calls. All conversations are heard by
listeners, including directions to reporters and
calls to public officials to confirm news reports.
The program was conceived by William Ray,
news director of WMAQ.
LIVE PRIZE
RAYMOND E. SPENCER, personality of
KFSD San Diego, Calif., climaxed a six-week
contest by awarding himself as first prize to
housewife Mrs. MacArthur Gorton Jr. Contestants wrote in letters on why they wanted to
win Mr. Spencer's services for a day. Mr.
Spencer originated his usual morning shows
from the Gorton patio beginning at 5:30 a.m.
and Mrs. Gorton used her award to scrub the
kitchen and clean the house. Visitors dropped
in during the morning to be interviewed and
contribute to the Cerebral Palsy Fund. A highlight of the broadcasts was a vivid description
by six-year-old Cindy Gorton of the birth of
five kittens a few days earlier in the Gorton
household.
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'OUTDOORS WITH HAL DENTON'
SPORTING ACTIVITIES ranging from cougar hunting to making duck decoys is featured on a new series of television programs,
Outdoors With Hal Denton, originating at
CBUT (TV) Vancouver, B. C, and being carried weekly on the CBC tv network. The halfhour programs include telecasts on "threadline
spinning," a new form of fishing sweeping Canada; correct loading of pack-horses; fishing
in remote areas with use of chartered airplanes,
and demonstrations of taxidermy. The program
is producerd by Hal Denton, a sportsman who
has fished in practically every part of Canada
and who has conducted a sportsman's program
on CBUT for the past two years.
ON
MOTORISTS in Albuquerque, N. M., are getting a look at the personalities of KDEF
there on four billboards located on principal thoroughfares. Disc m.c. Bernard Thomas
and News Editor Ben Caine adorn this sign while blowups of personalities Bill Previtti
and "Saddlebags" Griffin are featured on others. Three of the billboards are illuminated
and the fourth has reflective lettering. KDEF reports receiving many favorable comments
from the promotion, even from competitors.
DISC M.C. ON RECORD
SPECIAL 45 rpm record featuring Al Ross,
new morning "Timekeeper" personality of
WRC-AM-FM Washington, has been mailed to
advertisers and agencies by the stations. The
record, custom-made by RCA Victor, may be
played on home phonographs and it highlights
samples of Mr. Ross' Timekeeper show. In
addition, the stations mailed a clock-shaped
brochure describing Mr. Ross and his program.
'GO TO CHURCH TOMORROW
THIRTEEN 5-minute newscasts each Saturday
on WSNJ-AM-FM Bridgeton, N. J., urge listeners to "Go to church tomorrow." Now in its
third year, the Go to Church programs are
sponsored by 13 businessmen representing 11
Protestant churches. Immediately after each
newscast, an invitation to attend church is extended by the business firm, followed by a
30-second recorded message from the businessman's minister. According to WSNI-AM-FM,
the pastors have commented that the programs
have resulted in an increased church attendance.
WNCT (TV) KIDDIE CONTEST
KIDDIE King and Queen of Dairy Month
contest on a special Dairy Month Show sponsored by the North Carolina Dairy Assn. on
WNCT (TV) Greenville, N. C, pulled over
12,000 post cards from viewers voting for their
candidates. The crowning of the winners on
the Saturday morning Kiddie Corner program
was attended by 300 studio guests. An ice
cream and cake party for the youngsters
followed.

PULSE

Proves

Wilkes-Barre
Pennp.
station
radio
nning
the front-ru
reaching more than a Quarter Million radio homes.
Call Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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ANSWER TO 'MONITOR'
CBS o&o WBBM Chicago is broadcasting its
answer to NBC Radio's Monitor — a weekend
program called The Mai Bellairs Show, beamed
directly at a "mobile" Chicago audience. The
show is aired Saturdays, 1-5 p.m., and Sundays,
1:05-4:55 p.m., and includes reports on the
weather, traffic services, news and sports, special tape conversations and other features. As
an example, baseball scores are read from
sports tickers every half inning under a "new
concept in baseball coverage" eliminating the
need for airing the play-by-play.
SURVEYS AND SURVEYS
TAKING OFF on promotion pieces which are
based on surveys, WRRR Rockford, 111., has
distributed the results of its own which found
the station to be the most popular by 97 Vi to
2. "Using the most recent survey techniques,"
WRRR says, "O.A.R.O. (Our Affiliated Research Organization) invited 100 relatives and
close friends of the station staff to be interviewed at our studio during various hours of
the broadcast day. With speakers turned up
loud (to avoid the possibility of O.A.R.O. hearing unfavorable answers) this sample crosssection of Rockford people was then asked this
question: To what station are you listening
right now? 91Vi% said WRRR." The station
goes on to explain 2% refused to answer because they had relatives working for other advertising media and could not make a statement
unless paid "the customary fee." On the basis
of these findings, WRRR determined more
people listened to it "than to stations B, C, D,
E, F, G, H and XYZ combined." That unaccounted Vi%, says the station, is a hazard of
research and in this specific survey is a oneeared man who statistically is only a halflistener. In a serious note, the outlet says there
are two kinds of surveys: one that is made to
prove something (like its exaggerated own) and
one made to learn something (to which it really
subscribes). "We might be able to kid some advertisers for a while," but "sooner or later the
truth will out," WRRR advises.
'MEET THE SPONSOR'
CFGP Grande Prairie, Alta., broadcasts a weekly program, Meet the Sponsor, originating in
the sponsor's place of business. The show is
designed to personalize the local businessman
and his place in the community.

A SUNDAY

AFTERNOON

PROMOTION campaign to point up the Sunday afternoon music programs of CBS Radio
has been launched by the network and will continue through the summer. Emphasis is on
several programs scheduled between 1 and
6 p.m. To promote the lineup, CBS has purchased 1,000 line ads in New York, Boston,
Chicago, St. Louis, Los Angeles and San Francisco Sunday newspapers, markets where network o&o stations are located. In addition,
promotion kits containing announcements,
photos, star biographies, ad mats and material
for
jockeys
andaffiliates.
women's commentators
will disc
be mailed
to all
KALB SPONSORS MISS CENLA
KALB Alexandria, La., this year sponsored for
the first time the Central Louisiana Beauty
Pageant, with Walter Melson, manager of the
station, as m.c. Mr. Melson reports thousands
of people from Alexandria and a 150 mile
radius attended the event and that no publicity
in newspapers or other media was used to draw
the crowd. The pageant was attended by Alexandria Mayor W. George Bowdon Ir., who presented the Miss Cenla 1955 trophy to the winning contestant.
INVITATION

TO ADVERTISE

INVITATION "to join our family of advertisers" has been issued to agencies and advertisers by WDOT Burlington, Vt. The promotion says, "WDOT at 1400 on your radio dial
requests your participation as an active member of our family of advertisers. Proudly maintaining our position of second in the area listening habit, your advertising will profit you as
WDOT continues its rapid growth to the top.

R.S.V.P."
CHRISTMAS IN JULY
IT WAS Christmas in luly over the
Fourth in San Diego as KFMB there
conducted what it terms "the greatest
the city.
ever staged"
promotiontransistor
radios ingift-wrapped
Emerson
in red "Merry Christmas" paper and ribr "ornabons
were sent with
and
agency heads
to 100 firecracke
ments"complete
radio station account executives at agencies. Attached were colorful greeting
a Christmas tree decordisplaying
cards ated
with pinwheels and firecrackers.
The card said, "We just couldn't wait!
We're so fired up over KFMB radio and
our association with you we had to give

you a Christmas gift in July."
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

FOR
Station

Authorizations,

THE RECORD

Applications

(As Compiled by B »T)
July 7 through July 13
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
Cp — construction permit. DA — directional an- megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification. trans. — transmitter,
tenna. ERP — effective radiated power. STL —
unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SSA —
studio-transmitter link, synch, amp. — synchospecial service authorization. STA — special temnous amplifier, vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
porary authorization.
ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural,
vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc —
FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
As of June 30, AM1955 * FM
525
Licensed (all on air)
2,71913
15
Cps on air
108
12
Cps noton onairair
540
Total
2,732
552
Total authorized
136
2,840
3
Applications in hearing
222
6
New station requests
0
New station bids in hearing
5
152
Facilities change requests
82
78
Total applications pending
836
1
3
Licenses deleted in June
1
0
Cps deleted in June

TV
137
124
t321
458
582
165
16
11133
215
0
1

* Does not include noncommercial educational
fm and tv stations.
t Authorized to operate commercially, but station may not yet be on air.
Am and Fm Summary Through July 13ing
ing
Appls.
On
In
Air
Licensed Cps
Pend10
88
255
Am
Hear2,732
12627
2,719
0
527
Fm
540

FCC
New

Tv Summary Through July 13
Television Station Grants and Applications
Since April 14, 1952
Grants Since July 7 7, 7952:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
288
322
Noncom. Educational
17
18 6101
35
Total Operating Stations in U. S.:
Vhf
Uhf Total
313
102 415
10
3
13

Commercial on air
Noncom. Educ. on air

Applications Filed Since April 14, 7952:
New Amend. Vhf Uhf Total
Commercial
951
337
747 540 1,288Noncom. Educ.
58
30
28 58»
Total
1,009
337
777 568 1,346*
1 144 Cps (30 vhf, 114 uhf) have been deleted.
2 One applicant did not specify channel,
s Includes 35 already granted.
1 Includes 645 already granted.

Roseburg, Ore. — Douglas Bcstrs. Inc. granted
cp for 950 kc, 1 kw daytime. Post office address
% E. Leroy Hiatt, 404 W. Douglas, Roseburg. Estimated construction cost $25,400, first year operating cost
$57,600.manager
Principals
include
Pres.$48,000,
E. Leroyrevenue
Hiatt (40%),
KRNR
Roseburg; Vice Pres. Bernard C. Davis (17%), accountant, real estate;
H. G.lumber,
Horn
(9%), insurance;
E. G. Sec.-Treas.
Whipple (17%),
sawmill,mill. and
GrantedJimJulyS. 6.Whipple (17%), lumber, sawCameron, Tex. — Milton F. Brown Jr., d/b as
Milam County Bcstg. Services, granted cp for
1330 kc, 500 w daytime. Post office address 112
East First St., Cameron. Estimated construction
cost $19,249, first year operating cost $35,000, revenue $35,000. Mr. Brown is sole owner and pubJuly 6. lisher of the weekly Cameron Herald. Granted
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
St. Joseph, Mich. — FCC returned application for
cp
for new Exhibit
station dated
to operate
250 w
unlimited.
after onSec.1400I. kc,
Returned
July
11.
Bountiful,
— Application
for new
station
to beUtah
operated
on 1600 forkc, cp1 kw
day,
returned. Returned July 13.
APPLICATIONS
Merced, Calif. — Joseph E. Gamble, 1580 kc, 500
w day. Post office address Radio Station KXOB,
Hotel Stockton,
Stockton,
struction cost $31,000,
firstCalif.
year Estimated
operating concost
$66,000,
revenue
$78,000.
Mr.
Gamble
IOC.
owner KXOB Stockton and 51%, owner isKCMJ
Palm Springs, Calif. Filed July 13.
Westport, Conn.— Westport Bcstg. Co., 1300 kc,
1 kw day. Post office address 7r Norman J. Bernstein, P. O.structionBox
373, Westport.
cost $20,000,
first year Estimated
operating concost
$55,000, revenue $70,000. Principals include Pres.
Paul Zabin (20%), owner children's apparel
shops; lance
Vice photographer;
Pres. George
Cardozo
freeVice H.Pres.
Robert(10%)
P. Keim
(5%) account executive, Adv. Council Inc.; Treas.
Philip
Langner Sec.
(12%),Norman
manager
Westport (15%),
Country Playhouse;
J. Bernstein
attorney; Lawrence Langner (6.5%), attorney,
co-owner and director, The Theatre Guild; Armina Marshall Langner (6.5%), co-owner and
director. The Theatre Guild, and Asst. Treas.
13.
Garo W. Ray (15%), consulting radio engineer,
owner of Cine-Video Productions Inc. Filed July
De Funiak Springs, Fla. — Clayton W. Mapoles

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Tv Stations

. . .

APPLICATIONS
Hayes Center, Neb.— Bi-States Co., vhf ch. 6
(82-88 mc); ERP 28.4 kw visual, 14.2 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain 707 ft.,
above ground 583 ft. Estimated construction cost
$188,166, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue
$54,000. Post office address 414 East Ave., Holdrege, Neb. Studio and trans, location Hayes
Center. Geographic coordinates 40° 37' 29" N.
Lat.,
101° 01'counsel
58" W.Fisher,
Long. Wayland,
Trans, and
antenna
GE. Legal
Duvall
and
Southmayd, Washington. Consulting engineer
Edward
F.
Lorentz.
Applicant
owns
KHOL-TV
Kearney, Neb. Filed July 13.
Toledo, Ohio — Anthony Wayne Television Corp.
amends its application for cp to specify deletion
of Lynn Troxel (deceased) as stockholder and
director and to add John B. Wilson Jr. as director. Mr. Troxel held 20 of 415 outstanding shares;
Mr. Wilson holds 4 shares — no change in his
holdings. Filed July 13.
Existing Tv Stations

. . .

APPLICATION
KWFT-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.— Seeks mod. of
cp to change ERP to 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural.
Antenna height above average terrain 450 ft.
Filed July 11.
New

Am

Stations

. . .

ACTIONS BY FCC
Guthrie, Okla. — James A. West Jr., Delvin R.
White & Elgie M. Risinger d/b as Southern Bcstg.
Co. granted cp for 1490 kc, 100 w unlimited. Post
office address 102 East Elm, El Dorado, Ark. Estimated construction cost $9,820, first year operating cost $25,000, revenue $30,000. Principals in
general partnership include James A. West Jr.
O/3), Va partner in KDMS El Dorado, Ark.; Delvin
R. White
(y3),
and interest
Elgie M. inRisinger
Applicants have
equal
KHBM (Y3).
Monticello,
Ark., and KSUL Sulphur, La., and are applicants
for new am station at Winnfield, La. Granted
July 6.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

MYC ALEX TUBE SOCKET CORPORATION
Under exclusive license of Mycalex Corporation of America,
World's largest manufacturer of glass-bonded mica products
ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO
General Offices and Plant: 546 Clifton Blvd., Clifton, N. J.
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tr/as Walton Bcstg. Co. amends application for
cp for new am station to be operated on 1430
kc, 1 kw day to specify 1460 kc. Filed July 12.
Atlanta, Ga. — Greater South Bcstg. Co. amends
application for cp for new station to be operated
on 1460 kc, 1 kw day to specify 1480 kc and
change station location to Hapeville, Ga. Filed
July 12.
Fitzgerald,
— AI Georgia
H. EvansBcstg.
and Co.,
Joseph1380Bilodeau
d/b as Ga.
South
kc,
5 kw day.gerald.Post
office
address
P.
O.
Box
64, FitzEstimated construction cost $20,400,
first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $55,000. Mr.
Evans (75%) is manager WBHB Fitzgerald. Mr.
Bilodeau
(25%) Ga.
is announcer-program
director
WWGS Tifton,
Filed July 12.
Mt. Clemens, Mich. — Mt. Clemens Bcstg. Co.,
1430 kc, 500 w day. Post office address % Phillip
Nusholtz, National Bank Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Estimated construction cost $47,825, first year
operating cost $35,000, revenue $45,000. Principals
are Pres. Morris H. Ravitz (22%), Wayne County,
Mich., employe; Sec. Robert Maxwell (29%),
announcer-producer WWJ-TV Detroit, and Vice
Pres. I. Jack Korman (49%) one-third owner of
scrap concern. Filed July 13.
St. Joseph, Mich. — Lake Bcstrs. resubmitted
application for 1400 kc, 250 w unlimited. Post
office address Hotel Whitcomb, St. Joseph, Mich.
Estimated construction cost $22,071.62, first year
operating cost $57,264.48, revenue $79,740. Principals include Pres. Maurice G. Humphrey (V3), insurance; Vice Pres. Carl L. Benson (i/3), photo
engraver,
Sec.-Treas.
Lee Filed
(Vs),
announcer and
WHFB
Benton Richard
Harbor, W.Mich.
July 12.
Elmira Heights-Horseheads, N. Y. — Frank P.
Saia, Emmagene Swezey Saia and Anthony P.
Saia d/b as Elmira Heights-Horseheads Bcstg. Co.
amends application for cp for new station to be
operated on 1540 kc, 500 w day to specify 1590
kc. Filed July 12.
Tooele City, Utah — Tooele County Radio &
Television Bcstg. Inc., 990 kc, 1 kw day. Post
office address 115 North Main St., Tooele. Estimated construction cost $28,000, first year operating cost
revenue
Principals
include$30,000,
Pres. Chester
L. $30,000.
Price (30%),
theatre
owner-manager;
Hildred
Price
(20%), housewife, Sec.-Treas.
and Vice Pres.
S. L.R.Gillette
(30%), theatre owner. Filed July 11.

and install new trans.) for change in type trans,
returned. Returned July 13.
APPLICATIONS
WNER Live Oak, Fla. — Resubmitted application
for cp to change frequency from 1390 kc to 1250
kc and make antenna changes. Resubmitted
July 13.
WEAV Plattsburg, N. Y. — Amends cp to increase power on 960 kc from 1 kw unlimited to
5from
kw Plattsburg
unlimited; tochange
location
Peru, N.antenna-trans,
Y., and make changes
in directional antenna system (petition for waiver
of rule 3.28 [c] filed) to specify other directional
antenna system changes. Filed July 12.
WEOA Evansville, Ohio — Seeks mod. of license
to change studio location and remote control
point toville.Marywood
Filed July 11. Dr., 4.5 miles south of EvansKGON
City,kc;Ore.increase
— Amendspower
cp tofrom
change
from 1230 Oregon
kc to 1520
250
w to tem10forkw;
install
new
directional
antenna
sysday and night use, to specify changes
in directional antenna pattern. Filed July 12.
KGKO Dallas, Tex. — Amends cp to increase
daytime power on 1480 kc from 1 kw to 5 kw and
make changes in daytime directional pattern to
specify daytime directional antenna system
changes. Filed July 11.

Existing Am Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WJAM Marion, Ala. — Granted increase in power
from 1 kw to 5 kw, operating daytime only on
1310 kc. Granted July 7.
WETU Wetumpka, Ala.— Granted change of facilities from 1570 kc, 250 w day to 1250 kc, 1 kw
day. Granted July 7.
WCLB Camilla, Ga.— Granted change of facilities from 1540 kc, 250 w day to 1220 kc, 1 kw day.
Granted July 7.
WNBT Wellsboro, Pa— Granted mod. of cp to
change
from 1570 kc to 1490 kc. Granted July frequency
7.

Existing Fm Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WLOE-FM Leaksville, N. C— Granted cp to
change frequency to 97.3 mc, ERP to 20 kw, antenna height to 96 ft. and change type trans.
Granted July 5; announced July 12.
WAKE-FM Greenville, S. C— Granted request
to cancel license and dismiss pending application
for renewal of license. Action July 8; announced
July 12.
APPLICATION
KCSM (FM) San Mateo, Calif.— San Mateo
Junior College District seeks cp to change ERP
to 396 w, antenna height above average terrain
to 135 ft., change studio-trans, location to Peninsula and Delaware Sts., San Francisco, Calif., and
make antenna system changes. Filed July 13.

APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WNER Live Oak, Fla. — Commission returned
application for cp to change frequency from 1390
kc to 1250 kc and make antenna system changes
(increase in height). Returned to be notarized.
Returned July 11.
WAKU Latrobe, Pa. — Application for mod. of
cp (which authorized increase daytime power
Let's see, whatam I suppose' ta
do today? Haircut? Call Joe?
Oh, yah, I remember. The Broadcasting guy said send in your
reservation today for the
Telecasting Yearbook. I will.
It'sis aingood
TV
it. buy. Everybody in
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August 1

New

Fm

Stations . . .
ACTION BY FCC
Glendale, Calif. — The Maple Chapel (a church
corporation), granted 99.5 mc, 17.4 kw unlimited.
Antenna 180 ft. Post office address 700 South
Adams, Glendale. Estimated construction cost
$10,800, first year operating cost $8,500, revenue
$9,750. Principals
are 7.directors of church organization. Granted July
APPLICATION
Mayfield, Ky. — Michael R. Freeland and John
M. Latham d/b as Kentucky Bcstg. Co., 107.1 mc,
.639 kw unlimited. Post office address P. O. Box
232, Mayfield. Estimated construction cost $1,150,
first year operating cost $7,000, revenue $12,000.
Principals own WKTM Mayfield. Filed July 6.

Ownership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KGHI Little Rock, Ark. — Granted assignment
of license to Harold E. King and Helen W. King
d/b as Radio Arkansas for $127,500. Principals
are Harold E. King (50%), and Helen W. King
(50%), Granted
owners July
of KBTM-AM-FM-TV
Jonesboro,
Ark.
13.
KAFP Petaluma, Calif.— Arthur T. Shields,
Jeffrey E. Evans, Stephen H. Evans, Gerald K.
Hauser & Corrine A. Shields d/b as Redwood
Empire Bcstg. Co. granted assignment of license
to Arthur T. Shields, Gerald M. Hauser, Corrine
K. Shields and Aubin D. Thomas d/b as Redwood
Empire Bcstg. Co. Two partners surrender their
interests in return for cancellation of any liabilities from partnership. Granted July 6.
KVOD Denver, Colo. — Colorado Radio Corp.
granted assignment to San Luis Valley Bcstg.
Corp. for $225,000. San Luis Valley Bcstg. is operator of KSLV Monta Vista, Colo. Principals include Pres. George O. Cory (31.5%); Vice Pres.
Dale G. Moore (18.3%), and Sec.-Treas. Kenneth
Ston (11.8%). Granted July 6.
WBLN (TV) Bloomington, 111.— Granted voluntary assignment of cp to WBLN Television Inc.
for $1 and assumption of $199,961 liabilities.
WBLN Television principals include Pres. Worth
S. Rough (99.4%), WBLN (TV) sales manager;
Treas. Madonna H. Rough (0.3%), and Sec. WilJuly 13.liam P. Lawrence (0.3%), attorney. Granted
WGN-AM-TV Chicago, 111.— Granted transfer
of negative control of the Tribune Co., parent
company, through death of Robert R. McCormick
and changes in trustees of the McCormick-Patterson Trust to Mrs. Ruth McCormick Tankersley,
Arthur A. Schmon, C. M. Campbell, W. D. Maxwell and J. Howard Wood. Granted July 13.
WCFS Harvey, 111. — Granted assignment of cp
to Rollins Bcstg. Inc. for $3,050. Rollins owns
WNJR Newark, N. J.; WRAD Radford, Va.;
WRAP Norfolk; WAMS Wilmington, Del.; WJWL
Georgetown, Del., which it seeks to move to
Philadelphia, and applicant for new am stations
at Georgetown, Del., and Indianapolis. Granted
July 13.

WQUA Moline, HI. — Granted transfer of control
to WQUA Inc. through sale of all stock for $100,000. Principal stockholder is G. La Verne Flambo
(99.1%), July
general
Granted
13. manager-vice pres. of WQUA.
KSO-AM-FM Des Moines, Iowa — Granted assignment of licenses to KSO Inc. by Murphy
Bcstg. Co. for $125,000. Radio Indianapolis
(WXLW Indianapolis) principals control KSO
Inc. Action July 6; announced July 7.
WFKY to Frankfort,
Ky.—and
Granted
control
G. D. Kincaid
Donaldtransfer
J. Hortonof
for undisclosed amount. Mr. Kincaid is 32.6%
owner WVLK Lexington, Ky., and Mr. Horton is
pres. -8.5% owner WVLK. Granted July 13.
WHBN Harrodsburg, Ky. — Pioneer Bcstg. Co.
granted assignment of cp from corporation to
equal partnership C. H. Hulse, Charles R. Shuffett
and Frank Orwin d/b as Pioneer Bcstg. Co. for
$15,000. Granted July 6.
KAPB Marksville, La. — Avoyelles Bcstg. Corp.
granted voluntary transfer of control to G. C.
Billups Jr. (24.8%); Irene Billups (24%), Alleta
B. Saunders (49.6%), through transfer of 2,460
shares of stock from W. L. Billups. Granted
July
6. Brookline, Mass. — Granted assignment
WVOM
of license to Champion Bcstg. System Inc. for
$86,000. Two of three Champion stockholders
each owned 323 shares of 1,400 outstanding shares
of WVOM stock. Action July 6; announced July 7.
WMPA Aberdeen, Miss. — T. A. Richardson, Joe
Phillips & Crady Imes d/b as Prairie Bcstg. Co.
granted voluntary assignment to new partnership
with same name for $30,000. Principals include
E. O. Roden (50%), sole owner of WBIP Booneville, and 30% owner WTUP Tupelo, both Miss.;
James A. Reese (25%); W. I. Dove (121/2%), 40%
owner WTUP, and G. A. Pribbenow (12V2%).
Principals are owners of WAZF Yazoo City and
WSUH Oxford, both Miss. Granted July 6.
WOND Pleasantville, N. J.— Granted transfer
of control to Harlan G. Murrelle & Assoc.
through
sale President
of all stock
pals include
Harlanfor G.$30,000.
MurrellePrinci(Ve),
printing and publishing; Donald Simmons (Ve),
garment manufacturer; Albert E. Theetge (Ve),
auto dealer; Secretary-Treasurer Myron W.
LaBarr
(%)■, accounting;
StethersWATS
(Ve),
and Thompson
K. CasselJohn(Ve),T. owner
Sayre, Pa., partner WTVE (TV) Elmira, N. Y.,
applicant for new am station at Elmira and
vice
president-25.8%
stockholder
Chambersburg,
Pa. With
exceptionWCHA-AM-FM
of Mr. Cassel,
other principals are associated in ownership of
Ocean City (N. J.) Sentinel-Ledger and Renova
(Pa.) Daily Record. Granted July 13.
KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted relinquishment of control through issuance of ap20,000 shares
of newBcstg.
stock.
pals will now proximately
include
Alvarado
Co. Princi(30%);
Albuquerque Exhibitors Inc. (33%); Philip R.
Hoffman (4%); Dr. Alfred L. Lopez (4.5%), dentist, and William J. Wylder, (4.5%). Granted
July 13.
WPIX (TV) New York— Granted transfer of
negative control of Tribune Co., parent firm, from
the late Robert R. McCormick, trustee of McCormick-Patterson Trust, to Mrs. Ruth McCormick Tankersley, Arthur A. Schmon, Chesser M.
Campbell, W. D. Maxwell and J. Howard Wood,
trustees. Granted July 13.
WOV New York, N. Y. — Wodaam Corp. granted
assignment to WOV Bcstg. Corp. for $150,000 plus.
Principals include Pres. Ralph N. Weil (5.7%);
Arnold B. Hartley (4.7%); Treas. Morris. S. Novik
(69%), will sell his 19.7% interest in WLIB New
York; Georgia L. Weil (10%), and Edna M. Hartley (9.7%). Granted July 6.
WPXY Punxsutawney, Pa. — Jefferson Bcstg. Co.
granted transfer of control to C. H. Simpson
through purchase of 41% interest from Farm &
Home Bcstg. Co. for $1,263 and assumption of
$4,424 indebtedness. Mr. Simpson will now own
89%. Granted July 6.
WBRE-AM-FM Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— Louis G.
Baltimore granted assignment of license to WBRE
Radio Inc. No consideration as move is corporate
change only. Granted July 12.
WAGC Chattanooga, Term. — Tenn. Valley Bcstg.
Co. granted assignment to WAGC Bcstg. Co. for
$105,000.
WAGC
Bcstg.of isWHHM
owned Memphis,
by Mid-South
Bcstg. Corp.,
operator
Tenn.
Principals include Pres. P. Furlow; Vice Pres.
C.
K.
Beaver,
and
Sec.-Treas.
W.
O.
Waites.
Granted July 6.
WAPO-AM-FM Chattanooga, Tenn. — Granted
relinquishment of positive control by Ramon G.
Patterson through sale of 80% interest equally
to Gordon W. Gambill, Hubert M. Martin, Humand R. T. between
Russell. $300,000
Consideration tophreybeB. Heywood
80% of difference
and
amount of liabilities of licensee at closing date.
Action July 6; announced July 7.
Big d/b
Spring,
William Bcstg.
J. Wallace
andKBST-TV
associates
as Tex.—
Big Spring
Co.
granted
assignment
of
cp
to
Big
Spring
Television Inc. composed of the original officers of Big
Spring Bcstg.
who own 85% of the stock. ReGranted maining
July15% is6. owned by 111 local businessmen.
KPEP San Angelo, Tex. — Granted assignment
of license from David P. Pinkston to himself and
C. H. Treadway d/b as Concho Bcstg. Co. Mr.
Treadway, advertising agency owner and KPEP
manager,
pays13. $4,000 for 25% stock interest.
Granted July
KCLX
Colfax,
Wash. Pournelle
— Granted tr/as
assignment
license from Eugene
Whitmanof
County Broadcasters to Adrian DeVries for
$30,700. Mr. DeVries was production manager of
KFPY
Granted (now
July 13.KXLY-AM-TV) Spokane, Wash.
KJR Seattle, Wash. — Mt. Rainer Radio & Tv
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Bcstg. Corp. granted transfer of control to Lester
M. Smith (25%), Virginia L. Smith (25%), Lincoln
Dellar (25%), and Sylvia Dellar (25%). Mr. &
Mrs. Dellar purchase 50% interest from John F.
Malloy for $8,000
plus assumption
$75,000 indebtednes . Mr. Dellar
is owner ofofKXOA-AMFM Sacramento, Calif. Granted July 6.
WVVW-WJPB
(FM) toFairmont,
W. Gay
Va.— Granted
transfer
of control
Connie B.
through
purchase of 95% interest for $16,500. Mr. Gay is
program
director-announcer
WARL
Arlington,
Va. Granted July 13.
WCHF Chippewa Falls', Wis. — Granted assignment to Chippewa Falls Bcstg. Co. for approximately $7,000. Principals include Pres. Russell
G. Slater (Ya), 40% owner WTAQ LaGrange, 111.,
and half-owner of WBEL Beloit, Wis., and Vice
Pres. Walter F. Kean (%), stockholder WKOWAM-TV Madison, Wis. Granted July 13.
WIGM Medford, Wis. — M & N Bcstg. Co. granted transfer of control to Harold R. Murphy, 46.7%
owner, who purchases stock held by Charles H.
Nelson, now owner of WLDY Ladysmith, Wis.
Consideration $4,000 plus relinquishment of 100%
votingtrols
stock
Flambeau
WLDY. ofGranted
JulyBcstg.
6. Co. which conAPPLICATIONS
KBMXto Coalinga,
assignment
license
Vernon J. Calif.
Stedry— Seeks
and Jesse
F. Tepnerof
d/b as Westside Bcstg. Co. for $18,650. Mr. Stedry
is general manager KOWB Laramie, Wyo. Mr.
Tepner is owner-manager Tepner Chevrolet Co.,
Creighton, Neb. Filed July 13.
KWBK Oakland, Calif. — Seeks involuntary assignment of license to E. N. Warner, individually
and as executor of estate of S. W. Warner, deceased. Filed July 13.
WPGC to Morningside,
— Seeks transfer
control
Maxwell EvansMd.Richmond
for $19,000.of
Mr. Richmond is presently 50% owner WPGC.
Filed July 13.
WSLI, WJTV
(TV) from
Jackson,
Miss.—Life
SeeksBcstg.
assignment of licenses
Standard
Co. to Capitol Bcstg. Co. Change is in name only.
Filed July 13.
WRRZ Clinton, N. C. — Seeks assignment of
license to equal partners A. G. Williams, George
T. Williams, Jno. B. Williams Jr. and J. L. Austin
d/b as WRRZ for $90,000. A. G. Williams has
hardware, farm machinery interests. George T.
Willians and Jno. B. Williams Jr. are attorneys
and hold farming interests. J. L. Austin has
theatre and farm machinery interests. Filed
July 13.
KWHPto Cimarron
Cushing, Okla.
— Seeks Inc.
assignment
license
Broadcasters
for $65,000.of
Principals are Pres. Lou S. Allard (33.3%), 50%
owner newspaper, Drumright, Okla.; Vice Pres.
Gordon R. Rockett (33.3%), 50% owner newspaper, Drumright, and Sec.-Treas. Jack B. Sellers
(33.3%), attorney. Filed July 11.
Hearing

Cases
FINAL DECISION
Iowaw — DA
Granted
increase
onKOEL
950 kcOelwein,
from 500
unlimited
to power
500 w
night, 1 kw to LS, DA unlimited. Granted subject to accepting any interference from subsequent grants which may be made in HopkinsEdina-St. Louis
announced
July 7.Park, Minn. Ordered July 6;
INITIAL DECISIONS
Ch. 4 New Orleans, La. — Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith issued initial decision looking toward
grant of Times-Picayune Pub. Co. application
for newleans, tv
station
to operate
on ch. applications
4 New OrLa., and
denial
of competing
of LoyolanouncedU.July 7.and James A. Noe and Co. AnWMID D.Atlantic
City, N. issued
J. — Hearing
James
Cunningham
initialExaminer
decision
looking
toward
grant
of
applications
MidAtlantic Bcstg. Co. for license renewal ofofWMID
Atlantic City and for transfer of control from
Richard Endicott to Arthur A. Handler and
Joseph F. Bradway. Announced July 8.
OTHER ACTIONS
Signal Hill, Oceanside, Inglewood, Escondido,
Calif. — Commission designated Cerritos Bcstg. Co.,
Signal Hill, Calif.; Oceanside-Carlsbad Bcstg. Co.,
$53,752,000 IS A LOT OF
HAMMERING!
THE MARKET
Pennsylvania Anthracite Region
Retail Sales— $885,484,000
Building Supplies— $53,752,006
THE BUILDERS—
WHWL and WISL
i
Complete Coverage of 9 Counties
Cost — 60 Cents per 1000 Families
NAIL DOWN THIS RICH
MARKET!
1954 Consumer Markets — SRDS
See FORJOE & CO.
WISL
WHWL
1 KW— Shamokin. Pa. 1 KW — Nanticoke, Pa.
Broadcasting
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Oceanside, Calif.; Albert John Williams, Inglewood, Calif., and Palomar Bcstg. Co., Escondido,
Calif., for consolidated proceeding re applications
for new am stations. Cerritos and Oceanside ask
to operate on 1450 kc, 100 w unlimited. Palomar
seeks same frequency with 250 w unlimited. Mr.
Williams requests 1460 kc, 500 w day with directional antenna. KPAL Palm Springs; KVEN
Ventura; KPRO Riverside, and KWIZ Santa Ana,
all Calif., were made parties to proceeding. Designated July 6; announced July 7.
Cleveland, Tenn. — Commission, on petition by
Robert W. Rounsaville (WBAC) Cleveland, Tenn.,
cancelled oral argument and designated for eviSouthern
Enterprises fordentiary
newhearing
am application
station to of
operate
on 1570
kc,
1 kw day only in Cleveland. Effective date of
grant of application made April 19 has been postponed. Order of July 8; announced July 11.
Columbia, Tenn.-Savannah, Tenn. — FCC designated Columbia-Mt. Pleasant & Spring Hill Radio
Corp., Columbia, Tenn., and Savannah Bcstg. Co.,
Savannah, Tenn., for consolidated hearing applications for new am station to operate on 1280
kc with 1 kw day, at Columbia and Savannah,
respectively.
Designated July 6; announced
July 7.
WCLG Morgantown, W. Va. — Commission designated for hearing application to increase
power from 500 w to 1 kw day on 1300 kc and
made WPXY Punxsutawney, Pa., party to proceeding. Action July 6; announced July 7.
Routine

Roundup

. . .

July 1 1 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KCLS Flagstaff, Ariz.— Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized change frequency, make antenna
changes tenand
change hours
sion of completion
date. of operation) for exKPMC Bakersfield, Calif.— Seeks mod. of cp (as
mod. which authorized increase power, install
directional antenna, and change trans, location)
for extension of completion date.
WNBF Binghamton, N. Y.— Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized changes in location and equipment changes) for extension of completion date.
WBRD Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. — Seeks mod. of cp
to change directional antenna system.
KSBW-TV Salinas, Calif.— Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new tv station) for extension
of WROM-TV
completion Rome,
date to Ga.—
2-2-56.Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new tv station) for extension
of completion date.
WPFA-TV Baton Rouge, La. — Seeks mod. of cp
(as mod. which authorized new tv station) for
extension of completion date to 2-2-56.
WKLO-TV Louisville, Ky.— Seeks mod. of cp
(as mod. which authorized new tv station) for
extension of completion date to 2-1-56.
WRTV (TV) Asbury Park, N. J.— Seeks mod. of
cp (as mod. which authorized new tv station) for
extension of completion date to 2-1-56.
WHUM-TV Reading, CpPa.— Seeks mod. of cp
(as mod. which authorized new tv station) for
extension of completion date to 2-1-56.
WNET (TV) Providence, R. I.— Seeks mod. of
cp (as mod. which authorized new tv station)
for extension of completion date.
KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 2-15-56.
WPTR-TV Albany, N. Y.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 2-1-56.
KOSF location
Nacogdoches,
Seeks present
cp to move
trans,
900 ft. Tex.
east— from
site;
move studios to 300 East Main St., Nacogdoches
and operate trans, by remote control.
Docket Cases
Ch. 10 Corpus Christi, Tex. — On petition of
KEYS-TV Inc. FCC continued from July 18 to
Sept. 12 oral argument in proceeding involving
applications of Superior Television Inc., KEYSTV Inc., Ordered
and K-SIX
Inc. for
station.
July Television
6; announced
July new
7. tv
WNIA
Cheektowaga,
N.
Y.
—
Commission
granted petition to accept late appearance of Gordon
P. Brown, tr/as Niagara Bcstg. System, in proceeding involving its application for mod. of cp
to extend completion date of WNIA Cheektowaga.
Announced July 8.
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
WWDC-FM Washington, D. C.
Replace Cp
KHFM (FM) Albuquerque, N. M.— Seeks cp to
replace permit (authorizing new fm station)
which expired 5-22-55.
License to Cover Cp
WUOM
(FM)
Ann Arbor,
of U.
of Mich, seek license
to coverMich.—
cp (asRegents
mod. which
authorized changes in licensed station).
Chicago, changes
111.— Seeks
license to "cover
cp WBBM-TV
which authorized
in facilities.
WHBN Harrodsburg, Ky. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new station.
WKOZ Kosciusko, Miss. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized change frequency, increase
power, change hours of operation, make antenna
changes.
KXOL Fort Worth, Tex. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized increase daytime power.
WKYR Keyser, W. Va. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized increase power.
KSWM-TV Joplin, Mo. — Seeks license to cover

AMCI TYPE 1046
Channels 7 Through 13
This streamlined design allows
one to achieve 316 kw ERP
with a four-bay array with a
gain of mit e16
a 25 array
kw transr or a and
five-bay
with
a gain ofmitter,
20 without
and resulting
a 20 kw transin an
excessive overturning moment
at the top of the tower. Ask
for Bulletin B-655.

ANTENNA SYSTEMS - COMPONENTS
AIR NAVIGATION AIDS - INSTRUMENTS
Manufacturing Co., Inc.
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
jfflk ALFORD
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FOR THE RECORD
cp which authorized new tv station.
Renewal of License
WDMJ Marquette, Mich.; WSAM Saginaw,
MadOhio; WORX-FM
Cleveland,
Mich.; ison,WGAR
Ind.: WFPK
(FM) Louisville,
Ky.; WASK
Lafayette, Ind.; WXYZ Detroit, Mich.; WIKB
Iron River, Mich.; WMOA Marietta, Ohio; WILS
Lansing,
Mich.; WCMW Canton, Ohio, and WTOD
Toledo, Ohio.
July 12 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
WNIA Cheektowaga, N. Y. — Granted petition
for continuance of hearing from July 11 to Sept.
1, in re mod. of cp to extend completion date.
Exceptions noted bv Broadcast Bureau.
KBOX Modesto, Calif. — Continued hearing
scheduledsequentfororder. July 19 to a date to be set by subBy Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala. — Denied petition
of WCOV-TV (Intervenor) for continuance of
hearing in re application of WSLA (TV) Selma,
Ala., scheduled to start July 18.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Harold M. G?de, Eatontown, N. J. and Monmouth County Broadcasters, Long Branch, N. J. —
Granted in part petition of Mr. Gade to continue prehearing conference scheduled for July
8 and hearing scheduled for July 18 until such
times nied
as petition
may inbe all
fixedother
by subsequent
order; derespects.
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
WGNS Murfreesboro, Tenn.— Granted petition
for continuance of hearing from July 13 to Sept.
27 in re order to show cause.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Mercer
Bcstg. Co., Trenton,
J., and
et al Levittown-Fairless
Hills,N. Pa.—
On O'Keefe,
petition
by O'Keefe, continued without date hearing
scheduled
for
July
7:
and
O'Keefe
is
directed
consult with other parties and advise hearingto
examiner as to convenient date for re-scheduling hearing at earliest date practicable.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of July 8
Granted Cp
WTHI Terre Haute, Ind. — Granted cp to make
changes in directional antenna system and
change studio location (same city).
Modification of Cp
WKMH Dearborn, Mich. — Granted mod. of cp
to reduce height of no. 2 tower by side mounting fm antenna.
Extension of Completion Dates
The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KCLS Flagstaff, Ariz., to
10-15-55, conditions; WNBF Binghamton, N. Y.,
to 9-1-55, conditions; KPMC Bakersfield, Calif., to
10-29-55, conditions; WFTG London. Ky., to 8-1555; WXYZ-TV Detroit. Mich., to 10-11-55; WPTRTV Albany, N. Y., to 1-16-56 and KOPO-TV
Tucson, Ariz., to 12-1-55.
Actions of July 7
STA
WNDU-TV Notre Dame, Ind.— Granted STA to
operate commercially on ch. 46 for the period
ending Aug. 11.
Granted Cp
KHFM (FM) Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted cp
to replace permit (which authorized new fm station) which expired 5-22-55.
Modification of Cp
KCIS (TV) Shreveport, La.— Granted mod. of
cp to make slight change in transmitter location
(no change in description; change in coordinates
only), install new transmitters and antenna sys-

ALLEN

tems and make other equipment change.
KSLA (TV) Shreveport, La. — Granted extension of completion date to 12-1-55.
Actions of July 6
Modification of Cp
KOER Pendleton, Ore.— Granted mod. of cp
to change antenna-transmitter and studio location.
Extension of Completion Dates
The following were granted extension of completion dates as shown: WRAK-FM Williamsport,
Pa., to 1-15-56; WILK-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa., to
1-25-56 WOTV (TV) Richmond, Va„ to 1-16-56;
KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark., to 1-31-56: WSTF
(TV) Stamford, Conn., to 1-16-56; WFMZ-TV
Allentown, Pa., to 1-16-56; WSLS-TV Roanoke,
Va., to 2-1-56; KTVO (TV) Kirksville, Mo., to 21-56; KFJI-TV Klamath Falls, Ore., to 2-1-56;
KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash., to 1-30-56; KOOKTV Billings, Mont., to 2-4-56: KAKE-TV Wichita,
Kan., to 1-29-56; WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va.,
to 1-24-56; WLAP-TV Lexington, Ky., to 1-16-56:
KGO-TV San Francisco, Calif., to 1-18-56 and
WHIS-TV Bluefield, W. Va., to 2-1-56.
Remote Control
Theate following
were granted
opertrans, by remote
control:authority
WJAG to
Norfolk,
Neb.; WROX Clarksdale, Miss.
Actions of July 5
Extension of Completion Dates
The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WISE-TV Asheville, N. C,
to 12-29-55: KGGM-TV Albuquerque, N. Mex., to
1-6-56: WTVQ (TV) Pittsburgh, Pa., to 1-16-56:
KCOB Newton, Iowa, to 10-8-55: WIPS Ticonderoga,
N. Y.,
to 7-30-55; KGFT Grafton, N. Dak.,
to 10-5-55,
condition.
July 12 Applications
Accepted for Filing
Renewal of License
WFOB Fostoria, Ohio.
WMRN Marion, Ohio.
WBBW Youngstown, Ohio.
July 13 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Commission
Granted Renewal of License
WOND Pleasantville, N. J.; WAMS Wilmington,
Del., and WNJR Newark, N. J.
July 13 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Renewal of License
WCLT Newark, Ohio.
Modification of License
KBPS Portland, Ore.— Seeks mod. of license to
change hours of operation from 10 a.m. -10 p.m.
(PST) to 9 a.m.-9 p.m. (PST) Monday through
Friday each week. Filed July 13.
License to Cover Cp
KIVA (TV) Yuma, Ariz. — Seeks license to cover
cp to change studio location to on U. S. Hwy. 80,
approximately 7.5 miles west of Yuma (same as
trans, site). Filed July 13.
KHJ-TV Los Angeles, Calif. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized changes in facilities
of existing tv station. Filed July 13.
ModificationAla.of — CpSeeks' mod. of cp
WJLN-TV Birmingham,
(which authorized new tv station) for extension
of completion date.
WBID-TV Detroit, Mich.— Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new tv station) for extension
of completion date.
WJBK-TV Detroit, Mich.— Seeks mod. of cp
to make antenna and equipment changes.
KFVS-TV Cape Girardeau, Mo.— Seeks mod. of
cp to make equipment changes.
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UPCOMING
J in v
July 18: Start, WSM-Peabody Tv Workshop, Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn.
July 20: Testimonial dinner to honor Frieda
Hennock, Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
July
22-27: Hotel,
National
Audio-Visual Convention,
Sherman
Chicago.
July 28-30: International Advertising Conference,
State Parliament Bldg., Zurich, Switzerland.
AUGUST
Aug. 1-9: Educational Television Workshop, Michigan State College, East Lansing.
Aug. 8: RAB Clinic, Atlanta.
Aug. 9: RAB Clinic, Charleston, S. C.
Aug. 10: RAB Clinic, Winston-Salem, N. C.
Aug. 11: RAB Clinic, Norfolk, Va.
Aug. 12: RAB Clinic, Philadelphia.
Aug.
14-Sept. 3:television
National production
Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters
workshop,
State U. of Iowa, Iowa City.
Aug. 22: RAB Clinic, Tampa, Fla.
Aug. 23: RAB Clinic, Birmingham, Ala.
Aug. 24: RAB Clinic, Baton Rouge, La.
Aug. 24-26 : West Coast Electronics Manufacturers
Assn. and
Los Angeles
and sections
San Francisco
Institute of Radio
Engineers
show and
convention, San Francisco.
Aug. 25: RAB Clinic, Ft. Worth, Tex.
Aug. 26: RAB Clinic, San Antonio, Tex.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 2-4: National Agricultural Tv Clinic, U. of
Missouri.
Sept. 6: RAB Clinic, Los Angeles.
Sept. 7: RAB Clinic, Bakersfield, Calif.
Sept.
Sept. 8:
9: RAB
RAB Clinic,
Clinic, San
Ogden.Francisco.
Utah.
Sept. 11-13: Seventh
Dist.
AFA Convention, Birmingham, Ala.
Sept. 12-14: CBS Radio Affiliates meeting, Detroit
Sept. 12-16 casters
: National
of Educational
engineeringAssn.
workshop,
Michigan BroadState
College. East Lansing.
Sept. 15-16:
Michigan
Assn.
of
Broadcasters,
Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
Sept.
15-16:
Michigan
AP
Broadcasters
Assn.,
Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
Sept. 18-24: National Radio & Television Week.
Sept. 19: RAB Clinic, Seattle, Wash.
Sept. 20: RAB Clinic. Portland, Ore.
Sept. 21: RAB Clinic, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Sept. 22: RAB Clinic, Cheyenne, Wyo.
Sept. 23: RAB Clinic. Albuquerque, N. M.
Sept.
29-Oct. City,
1: Tenth
Oklahoma
Okla. Dist. AFA Convention,
OCTOBER
Oct. 3: RAB Clinic, Washington.
Oct. 3-5:man Hotel,
National
Electronics Conference, SherChicago.
Oct. 4: RAB Clinic, Pittsburgh.
Oct. 5: RAB Clinic, Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 6: RAB Clinic, Burlington, Vt.
Oct. 7: RAB Clinic, Boston.
Oct. 7-8: Third Dist. AFA Convention, Sedgeneld
Inn, Greensboro, N. C.
Oct. 7-9: National Adv. Agency Network, western
meeting, Dayton, Ohio.
Oct. 8: Alabama
Broadcasters Assn., U. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa.
Oct. 14-16:
National
Adv.City,
Agency
ern meeting, Atlantic
N. J. Network, eastOct: 17: RAB Clinic, Milwaukee.
Oct. 17-19: Radio-Electronics-Television Mfrs.
Assn. Radio Fall Meeting, Hotel Syracuse,
Syracuse,
Y. Chicago.
Oct.
18: RAB N.Clinic,
Oct. 19: RAB Clinic, Detroit.
Oct. 20: RAB Clinic, Cleveland.
Oct. 21: RAB Clinic, New York.
Oct.
devices group of IRE, Shoreham24-25:
Hotel.Electron
Washington.
Oct. 31: RAB Clinic, Indianapolis.
Oct. 31-Nov. 2: Assn. of National Advertisers Annual Meeting, Hotel Plaza, New York.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 1: RAB Clinic, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 2: RAB Clinic, St. Louis.
Nov. 3: RAB Clinic, Memphis, Tenn.
Nov. 4: RAB Clinic, Knoxville, Tenn.
Nov. 10-16: North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters,
aboard M. S. Stockholm (Bermuda cruise).
Nov. 14: RAB Clinic, Minneapolis.
Nov. 15: RAB Clinic, Omaha, Neb.
Nov. 16: RAB Clinic, Des Moines, Iowa.
Nov. 17: RAB Clinic, Kansas City.
Nov. 18: RAB Clinic, Wichita, Kan.
Meetings
NARTB Regional 23
Region 4 (Dist. 7, 8, Sept
ChicagoHotel,
Edgewater
19-21
Beach
9, Ky., 111.,
Ohio,
Mich.,
Wis.)Ind.
Sept
Saranac Inn,
Region
1 (Dist.States
1, 2
New
Saranac, N. Y.
N. Y.,England
N. J.)
Region 3 (Dist. 5, 6, Sept
St. Charles
Hotel,Orleans
Fla.,
Ga.,
Ala., Tenn.,
Miss., 28- 30 New
La.,
Ark.,
Puerto Rico)
Region 2 (Dist. 3, 4, Oct.
Roanoke Hotel
Roanoke,
Va.
Pa., Del.,
Md., Va.,
W. 12Va.,
D.
C,
N. C, S. C.)
Broadcasting 14 Telecasting

LISTING

OF 'PROTEST'

HEARINGS

HERE is the list of Sec. 309(c) protests disposed
of and now pending before FCC which Comr.
John C. Doerfer cited during his testimony
a fortnight ago before the House Commerce
subcommittee on communications [B»T, June
27]. Comr. Doerfer called for repeal of the
protest provision on grounds it has been used
as a delay device to curb new radio-tv competition. The FCC majority asked revision.
The committee subsequently reported favorably a bill (HR 5614) to modify the protest
provision of the Communications Act, a provision included among the 1952 McFarland
amendments to the Act.
In the following list, the grantee is followed
by the protestant, the things alleged in the protest and the nature of FCC's disposition of the
matter.
TELEVISION
Gulf(forTelevision
Galveston,
Tex.
mod. of CPCo.and(KGUL-TV),
license).
Protestant: Houston Consolidated Tv Co.
(KTRK-TV, ch. 13, Houston, Tex.).
Things Alleged: (1) Grant of application for
mod. of CP is inconsistent with Sec. 3.607 of
rules (channel utilization); (2) Proposed location
of trans, and antenna system violates Sec. 3.685
of rules (trans, location and antenna system);
(3) KGUL violated Sec. 3.613 of rules by using
names of Galveston and Houston in announcements; (4) KGUL misled Commission into believing it would operate a Galveston station,
while intending to operate for Houston; (5) KGUL
began construction of station, violating Sec. 319.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
Tri-State Television Inc. (WINT [TV], Watertion).loo, Ind., for extension of time to construct staProtestant: Northeastern Indiana Broadcasting
Co. (WKJG-AM-FM-TV Fort Wayne, Ind.).
Things Alleged: (1) Tri-State intends to locate
main studio in Ft. Wayne; (2) 30% of stock transferred without Commission consent; (3) Purpose
of application was to take channel to Ft. Wayne.
FCC Action: Denied: (1) Tri-State not party in
interest; this is application for extension of time
to construct; no injury shown from this grant;
(2) Congress did not intend grant of application
for extension of time to construct to be included
in 309 (c).
Tri-County Fla.
Broadcasting
Lauderdale,
(for STA). Co. (WFTL-TV), Fort
Protestants: Hollywood Broadcasting Co. (WINZ
Miami-Hollywood,
Fla.)Fla.).
and Miami-Biscayne Tv
Corp. (WMFL Miami,
FCC Action: Denied: STA modified through
rule-making;
CP of WFTL modified to change
channels.
Southwestern Pub. Co. (KLRJ-TV), Henderson,
Nev. (for mod. of CP to move main studio outside city limits).
Protestant: Las Vegas Television (KLAS-TV
Las Vegas, Nev.).
Things Alleged: (1) Change in studio location
does not serve public interest; (2) Station will
become Las Vegas station; (3) Business conditions
will cause both stations to go out of business;
(4) Ownership
of oneresult
stockholder
communications media would
in undue inconcentration
and he might use package deals for advertising.
FCC Action: Denied: (1) Change in location of
main studio does not change competitive situation between stations; not party in interest; (2)
Not sufficient allegations of fact.
Ch. 16 of Rhode Island (WENT), Providence,
R. I. tion(for
extension
and for
STA). of time to complete construcProtestant: Cherry & Webb Broadcasting
(WPRO-TV Providence, R. I.).
Things Alleged: (1) Applicant had not pleaded
sufficient facts to show it had diligently tried to
construct; (2) Had not disclosed facts in application: it had ordered one kw transmitter rather
than 7 kw; not
(3) Facts
in application as to studiotransmitter
accurate.
FCC Action: Denied: (1) Not party in interest;
showed
tension. no economic injury resulting from exHouston Consolidated Tv Co. (KTRK-TV),
Houston, Tex. (for STA).
Protestant:
Gulf Television Co. (KGUL-TV
Galveston, Tex.).
Things Alleged: Houston filed protest against a
Gulf application; protest granted; action pending.
Protest should be filed to preserve status quo.
FCC Action: Denied: Sec. 309 (c) not intended
to preserve status quo of litigants.
Valley
W.Ohio
Va. (for
CP).Broadcasting Corp., Clarksburg,
Protestant:
Clarksburg). Clarksburg Pub. Co. (newspaper in
Broadcasting
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Things Alleged: (1) Grant would contravene
Sec. 3.636 (multiple ownership rules) : Ohio Valley
by reason of community television would have
interest in two tv stations in same community;
(2) Grant would result in monopoly of communication media in community; (3) Drop-out payment of $14,000 may be against public interest.
ment).
FCC Action: Designated for hearing (oral arguMidwest Television Inc. (WCIA [TV], Cham111., for mod.height).
of CP: change in transmitter
site andpaign, antenna
Protestant:
Decatur,
111.). Prairie Television Co. (WTVP [TV]
Things Alleged: (1) Applicant attempting to
make this a Decatur station; (2) Some of owners
of applicant own newspaper and radio interests
in Decatur and Champaign.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
Van Curler Broadcasting Corp. (WTRI [TV],
Schenectady, N. Y., for mod. of CP to change
principal community to Albany and to maintain
main studio outside Albany).
Protestant: Hudson Valley Broadcasting Co.
(WROW-TV Albany, N. Y.).
Things- Alleged: (1) Amendment of assignments
to "Albany-Schenectady-Troy"
violation
Sixth
Report, on which Protestant isrelied;
(2) Vanof
Curler never intended to be a Schenectady outlet.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
Patroon Broadcasting Co., Albany, N. Y., and
VanY. Curler
N.
(for CP).Broadcasting Corp., Schenectady,
Protestant: Eastern New York Broadcasting
Corp. (WABY Albany. N. Y.).
Things Alleged: (1) In merger, applicants may
have engaged in trafficking in licenses; (2) The
proposed station
tend to ofmonopolize
communication media;may
(3) Control
Schine Theatres
and Fabian Theatres over applicant may be
against public interest.
FCC Action: Denied: No specific facts alleged;
only inferences.
Versluis Radio & Tv Inc., Muskegon, Mich,
(for CP).
Protestant: Music Broadcasting Co. (WGRD
Grand Rapids, Mich.).
Things Alleged: (1) Applicant assignment of
CP in Grand Rapids made profit of $1,150,000;
(2) Applicant
figures
in application; (3) After misrepresented
having sold Grand
Rapids
station
at profit, this assignment allows him also to serve
Grand Rapids.
FCC Action: Denied: Not party in interest.
Later, Commission designated for hearing.
Milwaukee Area Tel. Corp., Milwaukee, Wis.
(for CP).
Protestant:
kee, Wis.). Midwest Broadcasting Co. (MilwauThingstions; (2)Alleged:
of financial
qualificaViolation (1)of Lack
multiple
ownership
rules;
(3) Grant to applicants who are not real parties
in interest;
(4)
Violation
of
policy
against
payment for withdrawals.
FCC Action: Denied: This involved drop-out
and a bona fide "hearing" had been held.
Arkansas Radio & Equipment Co. and Arkansas
Tv Co., Little Rock, Ark. (for CP).
Protestant: Arkansas Broadcasting Co. (KLRA
Little Rock, Ark.).
Things
Alleged:
oralwhich
contract re trans,
site (1)
withProtestant
Arkansas had
Radio,
Arkansas Radio violated; (2) Arkansas Radio

THE

made undisclosed agreement re trans, site with
Arkansas
Tv Co.; (3)
Commission's
granting application
of Arkansas
Radio action
is illegal;in
(4) Undisclosed agreement is contrary to public
interest.
FCC Action: 8-3-53 Designated for hearing.
8-21-53 Dismissed without hearing at request of
protestant.
WHEC Inc., Rochester, N. Y.; Veterans Broadtime).
casting Co., Rochester, N. Y. (for CP — share
Protestant: Federal Broadcasting System
(WSAY Rochester, N. Y.).
Things Alleged:
(1) Commission
failure to make
adequate
announcement
of amendments
(to
share time) is violation of due process.
FCC Action: 4-1-53 Designated for hearing.
7-27-53
Dismissed: Did not state with specificity
facts alleged.
Cherry & Webb Broadcasting Co., Providence,
R. I. (for CP; for STA).
Protestant: Channel 16 of Rhode Island Inc.
(WENT [TV] Providence, R. I.).
Things Alleged: (1) Certain stockholders of
one
the Providence;
applicants have
with WEANof
(AM)of in
(2) positions
Certain employes
applicants are officers of WHIM (AM) in Providence; (3) Cherry
& Webbbe application
ed to show
who would
officers; (4)notNo amendpublic
notice of amendment or application for STA;
(5) Option
agreement
excessive; (7)
(6) Real
parties in interest
not in isapplication;
Amended
application raised multiple ownership questions;
(8) Premature construction done in violation of
319 (a); (9) Issuance of STA to Cherry & Webb,
which is only
"permittee," is violation of Commission's Rulesa Designated
FCC Action:
for hearing.
Spartan Radiocasting Co. (WSPA-TV), Spartanburg, S. C. (for mod. of CP to change trans,
site and power).
Protestants: Wilton E. Hall (WAIM-TV Anderson, S. C.) and Greenville Tv Co. (WGVL [TV]
Greenville, S. C.) and Sterling Telecasting Co.
(WSCV Spartanburg, S. C).
Things Alleged:
(1) Applicant
made(2) misrepresentations in application
for STA;
Move of
trans, makes this a Greenville, rather than Spartanburg, station.Denied: Hall has not shown he is
FCC Action:
party incation.
interest;
injury shown from modifiGreenvilleof noand
cient allegations
fact. Sterling denied; not suffiSpartan Radiocasting Co., Spartanburg, S. C.
(for
STA).
Protestants:
Greenville Tv Co. (WGVL Greenville,deS.rsoC.)
Hall (WAIM-TV
Ann, S. C.) and
and Wilton
Sterling E.Telecasting
Co. (WSCV
Spartanburg, S. C.) and Uhf Frequency Tv Assn.
Things Alleged: (1) Grant would make Spartan
a Greenville, rather than Spartanburg, station;
(2) Applicant
Commission
purposes of STA;misrepresented
(3) Applicantto has
not financial
ability
to
operate.
FCC Action: Denied: Did not show economic
injury flowing from grant of STA.
Tulsa Broadcasting Co., Muskogee, Okla.
Protestants: Elfred Peck (KCEB [TV] Tulsa.
Okla.) and Arthur R. Olson (Tulsa, Okla.) and
Wrather-Alvarez Inc. (KOTV [TV] Tulsa, Okla.).
Things Alleged: (1) Applicants are not qualified
to be licensees; (2) Applicants do not intend to
become Tulsa station.
FCC Action: Denied: Application granted after
hearing (merger). 309 (c) does not apply.
Salinas Broadcasting Corp., Salinas, Calif, (for
CPProtestants:
for share-time
S. A.operation).
Cisler Jr. and Grant R.

NEWSWEEKLY

OF
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1735 De Sales Street, N. IP'., Washington 6, D. C.
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Wrathall (KICU [TV] Salinas, Calif.).
Things Alleged:
(1) Grantamendment
7 days after
announcements of share-time
is denial
of duelates Sec.
process;
Share-time
provision allvio-tv
3.651 of(2)Rules,
which provides
stations shall be licensed for unlimited time
operation.
FCC ment). Action: Designated for hearing (oral arguT. E. Allen & Sons, Durham, N. C. (for CP).
Protestant: Public Information Corp. (WSSB
Durham, N. C).
Things
Alleged:
Grantof ofdue
application
out hearing
was (1)
denial
process withsince
WSSB had application for same channel on file;
(2) Overlap situation resulted from grant; (3)
Comparative hearing should be held.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing (oral argument).
M. B. Rudman, Minot, N. D. (for CP).
Protestant: North Dakota Broadcasting Co.
(KCJB Minot, N. D.).
Things Alleged: Engineering interference.
FCCtestAction:
dismissed. Condition added to grant and proEugene Tv Inc., Eugene, Ore.
Protestant: W. Gordon Allen (KTVF [TV] Eugene, Ore.)
Things Alleged: (1) Grant violates multiple
ownership rule: grant from father to son is not
relinquishment of control; (2) Son has no busiinterests other
than his for
father's.
FCCness Action:
Designated
hearing.
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa. (conditional authorization on ch. 8 — shift from ch. 4).
Protestant:
Co. (applicant for ch. 8,Peoples
Lancaster,Broadcasting
Pa.).
Things Alleged: (1) Expenditure of funds by
WGAL
for ch. 8 will prejudice Peoples' right to
a fair hearing.
FCC Action: Denied: This is not action on application pursuant to Sec. 308; Sec. 309 (b) Protest
does not lie.
WMIE-TV Inc., Assignor, and Storer Broadcasting Co., Assignee (for consent to assignment
of
Co. (WGBS-TV)
(forCP),
mod.and ofStorer
CP) Broadcasting
and Storer Broadcasting
Co.
(for STA).
Protestants: Hollywood Broadcasting Co.
(WINZ Miami-Hollywood, Fla.) and MiamiBiscayne Tv Corp. (WMFL Miami, Fla.)
Things Alleged: (1) Affiliation with NBC was
purpose of Storer purchase, and purchase of
equipment was incidental: trafficking in licenses
and network facilities; (2) As result, Ft. Lauderdale was broadcasting
deprived of second
Storer'sin
multiple
interestsservice;
in Miami(3) result
unfair competition; (4) Storer may undertake
uhf conversion only to its channel.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing (oral argument).
Great Commission Schools Inc., Anderson, Ind.
Protestant: Anderson Radio Telephone Service
Inc. (KSA625— Domestic Public Land Mobile Radio Service — Anderson, Ind.
Things Alleged: (1) Protestant made verbal
agreement with applicant to let protestant install
antennas
on applicant's
tower; (2) Applicant has
not put
in writing
tant agreement
would withdraw
protest. and if it did, protesFCC Action: Denied: No economic injury
shown.
Valley Telecasting Co. (WFRV-TV) Green Bay,
Wis.) (for transfer control from Clayton Ewing,
et
Broadcasting
(for al.,
mod.to ofNeenah-Menasha
CP to extend construction
date);Co.);
for
mod.
of
CP
to
change
transmitter
site
and
change
equipment).
Protestant: M & M Broadcasting Co. Inc.
(WMBV-TV Marinette, Wis.).
Things Alleged: (1) Valley has tried to delay
and harass M & M to prevent it from getting
NBC contract; question arises as to whether
Valley is proper licensee; (2) Not sufficient reason given in application for extension of time;
(3) Transfer of control constitutes trafficking in

Radio

Station

permits;
(4) service
Questionto aswhich
to whether
Green Bay
will
receive
it is entitled.
ment).
FCC Action: Designated for hearing (oral argu(WJRT transmitter
[TV]) Flint,
CPWJR
to change
site,Mich,
etc.). (for mod. of
Protestant: Lake Huron Broadcasting Corp.
(WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich.).
Things Alleged: (1) Grant violates Sec. 3.607 of
rules; (2) Grant contravenes Sec. 307 (b) of act;
(3) Grant may cause loss of service of its station; (4) Grant
showsstation.
WJR's lack of intention
to construct
original
Protestant:
Inland
Broadcasting
Co. (WTOMTV Lansing, Mich.).
Things Alleged: (1) Proposed trans, move is
contrary to table of assignments; (2) Move will
eliminate their station; (3) Move is act of misrepsntaio.
Protestant: Spartan Broadcasting Co. (WWTV
Cadillac, Mich.).
Tilings Alleged: Same as two above plus (1)
Trans, move will cause destructive electrical interference with loss of service to WWTV; (2) Proquality will
suffer. for hearing.
FCC gramAction:
Designated
Edwin G. Polan, et al., d/b as Polan Industries,
Youngstown, Ohio (for CP).
Protestant: Valley Tv Co., Youngstown, Ohio.
Things Alleged: Commission grant to Polan was
premature and untimely, not affording interested
parties opportunity to file applications.
FCC estant
Action:
Denied: of Atthetime
of grant
only a member
general
public protand
not party in interest.
RADIO (AM)
Paul
A.
Brandt
(WBRN),
Big Rapids, Mich, (for
CP).
Protestant: Nathan Williams, resident of Oshkosh, Wis.
Things eration
Alleged:
between proposed
opand WCENOverlap
Mt. Pleasant,
Mich., also
licensed to Brandt.
FCC Action: Denied: Individual is not party in
interest.
Albuquerque
Albuquerque, N. M. Broadcasting
(for mod. of Co.
CP); (KOB),
Albuquerque
Broadcasting (for mod. of CP); Albuquerque
Broadcasting (for extension of SSA).
Protestant: American Broadcasting Co. (WJZ
New York, N. Y.).
Things
Alleged: (1) Operation
SSA results in objectionable
interferenceunder
to WJZ;
(2)
This
action
is
inconsistent
with
Court's
mandate.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
Southwestern Broadcasting Co. (KSWB), Yuma,
Ariz, (for CP to replace expired CP).
Protestant: Harkins Broadcasting Inc. (applicant for CP on same frequency).
Things Alleged : Protestant was entitled to have
application considered on comparative basis.
FCC Action: Denied: Not party in interest.
Alvin
Wausau, E.
Wis.O'Konski
(for CP). (WOSA, formerly WLIN),
Protestant: WSAU Inc. (WSAU Wausau, Wis.).
Things Alleged: Commission grant contained
condition concerning construction prior to grant;
Sec. 319 (a) requires hearing on premature construction.
FCC Action: Denied: No facts alleged which,
if proven, would cause applicant to be unqualified.
E. O'Konski
Wis. (for
CPAlvin
to increase
power (WOSA),
and moveWausau,
main studio
and
transmitter location to Wausau).
Protestant: WSAU Inc. (WSAU Wausau, Wis.).
FCC Action: Denied: Order modifying CP by
inserting additional condition is not subject to
protest.
W. Gordon Allen (KGAL), Lebanon, Ore. (for
CP to change from: 930 kc to 920 kc daytime to
unlimited).
Protestant: Symons Broadcasting Co. (KLXY
Spokane, Wash.).

and

Newspaper

Appraisals
Tax, estate and many other personal problems create the need for an
independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable Blackburn-Hamilton Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.
Appraisals

•

Negotiations

•

Financing

BLACKBURN - HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
William T. Stubblefleld
Clifford Marshall
Phil Jackson
Washington Bldg.
Tribune Tower
111 Sutter St.
Sterling 3-4341-2
Delaware 7-2755-6
Exbrook 2-5671-2
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Things Alleged: (1) Interference will be caused
to KLXY (not, however, within normally protected contour) ; (2) Area to lose service will not
receive similar programs from KGAL.
FCC Action: Denied: Not party in interest:
(1) Interference does not fall within normally
protected contour; (2) 309 (c) does not enlarge
right to object to interference on ground of
programming.
Benton Broadcasting Service (KBBA), Benton,
Ark. (for
mod. of CP to change transmitter and
studio
location).
Protestant: WMPS (Benton, Ark.).
Things Alleged:
Proposed operation will cause
interference
to WMPS.
FCC Action: Denied: Not party in interest.
Facts
alleged,
if proved, would not establish
existence
of interference.
Bluff City Broadcasting Co. (WDIA), Memphis,
Tenn. (for CP to change from 730 kc, 250 w, daytime to 1070 kc, 5 kw, unlimited).
Protestant:
ham, Ala.). Television Corp. (WAPI BirmingThings Alleged: Objectionable interference between
operation
and application forapplicant's
increaseproposed
in power
of protestant
on
file with Commission.
FCC Action: Denied: Applicant for increase
in power not party in interest.
Bay Radio Die. (REAR), San Mateo, Calif, (for
CP to increase from 1 kw to 10 kw).
Protestant:
McClatchy Broadcasting Co. (KFBK
Sacramento, Calif.).
Things Alleged: Interference.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
J. W. Furr, Columbia, Miss.
Protestant: KXEL Waterloo, Iowa.
Things Alleged: Station KXEL is entitled to
protection as a Class I-B station.
FCC Action: Denied: A station which might be
entitled to Class I-B status under the new
NARBA has no claim to such protection until
treaty is ratified.
La.Ville
(forPlatte
CP). Broadcasting (KVPI), Ville Platte,
Protestant:
James A. Noe (WNOE New Orleans,
La.).
Things Alleged: Interference.
FCC Action: Denied: In absence of field intensity
Commission's
soil conductivity mapmeasurements,
is sole standard
for determining
objectionable interference: not objectionable interference; therefore not party in interest.
Chas. W. Holt and Dave A. Matison Jr., d/b/as
Bogalusa Broadcasting Co. (WHXY), Bogalusa,
La.
(for mod. of CP specifying site and antenna
system).
Protestant:
Times-Picayune Pub. Co. (WTPS
New Orleans, La.).
Things Alleged: Interference.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
James Gerity Jr., Pontiac, Mich, (for CP).
Protestants: WKMH Inc. (WKMF Flint, Mich.)
and Chief Pontiac Broadcasting Co.
Things Alleged: Interference.
FCC Action: WKMH designated for hearing.
Chief Pontiac Broadcasting denied: only an apinterest. plicant for facilities and therefore not party in
Dages I. Boyle (WEKY), Richmond, Ky. (for
mod. of CP for site approval).
Protestant:
Central
(WLEX
Lexington,
Ky.). Ky. Broadcasting Co.
Things Alleged: Legal qualifications of applicant.
Action:injury
Denied:
Not from
party mod.
in interest
noFCC
economic
resulting
of CP. —
Radio St. Louis Inc. (KSTL), St. Louis, Mo.
(for CP to increase power from 1 kw to 10 kw
and to install directional antenna).
Protestants: Voice of Dixie Inc. (WVOK), Birmingham, Ala.) and
(KGGF Coffeeville,
Kan.) Mid-West
and WMPS Broadcasters
Inc. (WMPS
Memphis, Tenn.).
Things Alleged: Interference.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
Evening News Assn. (WWJ), Detroit, Mich, (for
CP to add additional tower to antenna system.
Protestant: Wm. Penn Broadcasting Co. (WPEN
Philadelphia, Pa.).
Things Alleged: Commission used improper
reference
to
WPEN. basis to decide question of interference
FCC Action:agreement"
Denied:basisOnceis granted,
approval the
on "reasameis
estimatessonable
of interference
to other stations
used. Therefore, not party in interest.
Sparks
Lake,
Mich,Broadcasting
(for CP). Co. (WHGR), Houghton
Protestant: WFYC (Alma, Mich.).
Things Alleged: Interference.
FCC Action: Denied: Protest filed too late and
also insufficient interference.
W. Gordon Allen, Springfield, Ore. (for CP).
Protestants: KUGN Inc. (KUGN Eugene, Ore.)
and Radio Airway Inc. (KASH Eugene, Ore.) and
Lane Broadcasting Co. (KORE Eugene, Ore.).
Things Alleged: Allen owns 70% of KSGA in
Cottage
would thus
provide a 2 Grove,
mv/m Ore.;
signal this
over operation
Cottage Grove,
(Continued on page 117)
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PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Office*
1735 Da Soles St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Blag., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Yean' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Frank H. Mcintosh & Assocs.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington
6, D. C.
Dallat, Texas
1001 Conn. Ave.
4212 S. Buckner
Blvd.
Member AFCCE *

CARDS

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE •

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culvor
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE •

PAGE, CREUTZ,
GARRISON & WALDSCHMITT
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
710 14th St., N. W. Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

==
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE*

P. O. Box 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phono 6-2924
Member AFCCE *

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177
Member AFCCE *

J. G. ROUNTREE, JR.
4515 Prentice Street
EMerson 3266
Dallas 6, Texas

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Adams 4-6393

IF YOU
DESIRE TO JOIN
THESE ENGINEERS
in Professional Directory
advertising contact
Broadcasting • Telecasting
1735 DeSales St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.

JOHN

GUY

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-6113
Denver 22, Colorado

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
MOBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
SERVICE FOR FM & TV
Engineer en duly all night every night
JACKSON 5302
'. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

Broadcasting

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX 3-8073
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

B. HEFFELFINGER

315 E. 83rd St.

C. HUTCHESON

IDIRECTOR

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Inttitvte Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV, Electronics engineering homeForstudy
and residence
courses. Write
Free Catalog,
specify
course.

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 75,956* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
* 1953 ARB Projected Readership Survey
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LY
TO ADVERTISE IN THE
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Contact
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
1735 DESALES ST., N.W., WASH. 6, D. C.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20<J per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25$ per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30<f per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
risk. Broadcastat owner's
to box numbers
etc., sent
All transcriptions,
please).expressly
separately,
ing • Telecasting
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
for are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO

Wanted
Help
ha
Managerial
Commercial manager: Top network station in
major southern market. Highly competitive. Best
deal in south
for right same
man. type
Station
highlyPlease
promotional and requires
of man.
send snapshot and resume to Box 199C, B«T.
Managerial sales posts with some announcing.
Regional daytime network affiliate, Florida east
coast. $90,000 per week plus 10 percent of net.
Advancement and permanency. Proven record
necessarv.
Send Orlando,
full particulars,
erences/WORZ,
Florida. photo and refManager-salesman — for new lkw indie at Clarksdale,
Miss. — Must
25-38 — have
family excellent
— detailed-minded,
conscious.
personal costsales
record and top references. Make between S500
and S725 month with progressive broadcaster.
Call John McLendon, 37830 or 62768, Jackson,
Miss.
Salesmen
Wanted: Man or woman salesman. $50 a week,
plus 25% commission. Box 176A. B»T.
Excellent opportunity for energetic and effective
salesman of good character. Progressive network
station in large Texas market. Box 967A, B-T.
Business is good. We need an ambitious salesman
that wants to work and earn real money. Radio
Station KASI, Ames, Iowa.
Salesman? Experienced? Want salary plus commission? Tv closed circuit experience? Go-getter
better than S125.00 weekly. Good housing. Phone
KPRK. Livingston, Montana.
WEAW-AM-FM, Chicago suburb station needs
aggressive young salesman with some successful
experience
"in smaller
market. WEAW,
All details,Evanston,
including earnings,
first letter.
Illinois.
WDOS, Oneonta, New York will start salesman
with on-air business, good commission.
Experienced salesman. Permanent position for
aggressive man selling radio and tv. WPAG, Ann
Arbor, Mich.

IN FRESNO

. . .

Just like many, many other areas, wise
TV broadcasters, interested in wellscreened and highly trained personnel,
have turned to Northwest Radio & TV
School graduates. Why don't YOU start
using our FREE Radio-TV personnel service? Save TIME and MONEY! Our
graduates are well qualified and professionally trained in our studios using
standard commercial equipment. We
screen them . . . train them . . . refer them
to you with complete details, as they fit
your specific needs. Let us help you with
your personnel needs. We assure you of
prompt, personal attention. Write or call
COLLECT, John Birrel, Placement Director .. .
NORTHWEST RADIO & TELEVISION SCHOOL
1221 N. W. 21st Ave., Portland 9, Oregon
with schools in
HOLLYWOOD CHICAGO -tr WASHINGTON, 0. C* PORTLAND

RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
South Carolina radio station needs clean cut
announcer-engineer. Must be able to maintain
equipment and do a good announcing job. Salary
$80 to $90, depending on experience and ability.
Send tape, photo, which will be returned, and
complete information. Box 987A, B«T.
Football play-by-play man, plus disc jockey
personality with ability to project and attract
audience by skillful selection of pop music for
southwest market. We need you by August 1.
Give complete background, salary expected and
tapes. Enclose snapshots. Box 165C, B»T.
Immediate opening, experienced R&B deejay in
a small, prosperous & thriving east coast community. Send tape, details. Box 183C, B-T.
Negro
engineer-announcer
for large
southeast
metropolitan
market. Must have
FCC first
class
radio-telephone license. Emphasis on announcing. Excellent salary and working conditions.
Box 189C, B-T.
Wanted:enced
Dependable,
married,
night Send
duty, resume.
experiannouncer. ABC
network.
KFRO, Longview, Texas.
Versatile announcer, needed by top independent.
Premanent position. Good working conditions.
Personal interview necessary. Contact Manager,
KLLL. Lubbock, Texas.
If you are an exceptional announcer "thoroughly
radio-wise,"
fine DJ with
an interest
reallya
going
after aa splendid
audience;
if you inhave
creative flare versatility "and want to move along
with highly successful" progressive operation in
the beautiful
intermountain
make
you a bustling
good proposition
upon west,
receiptwe'llof
your resume and tape. Send at once to KLO,
Ogden, Utah, care of Charles Freed.
Need two announcers. One with first class ticket
with makings of chief engineer and one who can
sell hard and write good copy. Include experience and salary wanted in first letter. Write
KNEM, Nevada, Missouri.
2 combo men — one chief engineer with good voice
— other 3rd ticket, for new Billings. Montana,
indie. Good pay — audition tapes returned. KSPO,
Spokane, Washington.
Wanted! Four persons: News specialist, sports
man, top-notch first class engineer, and a man or
woman for Music Department, must play piano.
Only experienced, reliable persons should applv
to KTEM. Temple, Texas.
Combination announcer-first phone for WALKAM-FM, Patchogue, New York. Five day, forty
hour week. Contact Program Director.
Experienced announcer. Good pay plus overtime.
Six paid holidays plus vacations. Contact Manager. WCOJ Coatesville, Pa. Phone: 2100.
Opening for experienced announcer September
1st. Must have play-by-play experience. Opening now for announcer-salesman. Send resume,
tape,
photo. WKRM.
Good opportunity.
conditions.
Columbia, Pleasant
Tennessee.working
Experienced announcer with first phone. Good
future with new station. Contact Ken Kilmer,
WMRI, Marion, Ind.
Technical
Midwest 1000 watt station needs transmitter engine r— no announcing — state experience, salary,
etc. Box 174C, B-T.
Negro announcer-engineer for large southeast
metropolitan market. Must have FCC first class
radio-telephone license. Emphasis on announcing.
Excellent salary and working conditions. Box
190C. B-T.
Chief engineer, 1st phone, experienced technician
combo plete
man,
experienced
Rush cominformation,
photo, announcer.
tape. Permanent,
good
salary.
Radio
Station
KTIP,
Porterville,
California.

RADIO
Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Need chief engineer who is good announcer for
California 250 watt station in small town. Good
working conditions. Immediate and permanent.
Send tape, photo, complete resume. KUKI,
Ukiah, California.
Help Wanted: Chief engineer and announcer for
250 ABC station. Must be good announcer as well
as a good engineer. Good living conditions,
salary open. Write or call Bob Harrison, Radio
Station WLOH, Princeton, West Virginia.
Chief engineer-announcer — for new lkw indie,
Clarksdale, Miss. Prefer versatile young man.
desiring permanent position with progressive
broadcaster. Call John McLendon, 37830 or 62768,
Jackson, Miss.
Programming-Production, Others
Want to learn news? Young, single announcer
with good voice and delivery and some writing
ability. Edit, rewrite and some staff. Active
community of 20,000. Apply in full with brief
tape if possible. Box HOC, B«T.
Wanted: Experienced PD for prosperous western
town of 50,000. Prefer man in late twenties or
early thirties. Strong on news, music, and special
events. Apply Box 175C, B«T.
Copywriter for permanent position. Good pay
and hours. Can train. KROX, Crookston, Minnesota.
Experienced traffic girl — must type — good salary
for
New right
York. person. Contact WGSM, Huntington,
Continuity — young man or woman. Heavy copy,
some routine. Experience preferred but not essential.
Steady position.
Good including
working conditions,
insurance.
Send details
salary
requirement, marriage status, age, education,
snapshot,
experience
if
any
and
samples.
WLEC,
Sandusky, Ohio.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Florida only. Successful commercial manager
available. Box 173C, B-T.
Commercial manager — 9 years radio — strong on
programming and sales. Want medium to large
market — will supply business and character references. Box 211C, B«T.
Station manager. 12 years experience — small
media markets. East coast preferred. 1st engineer. Immediate reply. Box 214C, B-T.
Salesmen
Florida only. Successful salesman available. Box
173C, B»T.
Top-notch sales manager and announcer, excellent on play-by-play in sports, desires job in
either Tennessee, Kentucky or southeast Missouri. Will consider other areas. Box 182C, B-T.
Announcers
Top-flight experienced
seeks change.
Presently
with major announcer
market indie.
College
grad., NBC trained. Know all phases. Want
progressive station that offers fine future. Box
897A, B-T.
Announcer — excellent commercials, strong news —
good DJ, tape and resume. Box 130C. B»T.
Announcer, ten years experience, desires permanent position in radio-television medium size
city, or program manager smaller station. Currently doing popular record show in comDetitive
market. Earning $100 weekly. Box 139C. B-T.
Experienced announcer. Hardworking, congenial,
desires position with music-news station in
northeast. Box 146C. B«T.
Hardworking staff announcer. Can handle any
type DJ. Recent broadcasting school graduate.
Box 152C, B-T.
Hard working, level headed staff announcer. 15
months experience. Tapes. Box 160C, B-T.
B-T.
Staff announcer, news, sports, DJ, commercials,
control board, third ticket. Married, veteran,
will travel. Tape, resume on request. Box 161C,
Sportscaster available — seven years all sports.
Presently manager daytimer. Desire college
play-by-play. Thirty, family, degree, references.
Box 163C, B'T.
Announcing, writing, programming, seven years
experience, prefer Texas or southwest, local
shows production speciality, minimum salary
$105.00 weekly. Box 169C, B-T.

RADIO

RADIO

TELEVISION

Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Florida only. Successful announcer available.
Box 173C, B-T.

Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Engineer, first phone. Am-fm experience including directionals. Available two weeks. Box
166C, B-T.
Engineer, 1st phone, 2 years am-fm. 32, wife,
daughter, car. Prefer Florida, south, southwest.
Box 172C, B-T.
Engineer: Mature, experienced am, first phone
license. Able to work congenially with others.
John Fill, Hartsville, South Carolina.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
First class engineer for tv operations in Bay City,
Michigan. Television experience desired but not
necessary. Contact Chief Engineer, Robert Beurket, WNEM-TV, Bay City, Michigan.
Newspaper owned tv station has immediate opening for control -room engineer. Send complete
background, qualifications, photo to Wallace
nois.
Wurz, Chief Enginener, WTVH-TV, Peoria. Illi-

Announcer. Negro. Terrific disc jockey personality. Some experience. Tape available. Box
187C, B-T.
Announcer, draft exempt, 22 years. 2 years
experiencelivery. AirAFRTS.
Strong on DJ,
friendly
dechecks available.
Operate
control
board. Single, free to travel. All offers considered. Box 188C, B-T.
Newsman or night pop DJ. 10 years experience.
You must be metropolitan. South-southeast.
Box 192C, B-T.
Broadcasting school graduate, good staff potential. Copious knowledge music, sports. Personable, sincere. Box 196C, B-T.
Looking for opportunity in the great northeast.
Washington, D. C, New York, Philadelphia, Boston, etc. 3oneyears
— age 25 (Pulse),
and married.
Number
in pops
100,000DJ market
lOkw
(ABC tionsnet.).
Parttime
sales.
Good
recommendaand references. Available in August. Box
201C, B-T.
Experienced announcer — 1st phone. Some selling.
Want opportunity. Really learn sales. Box 205C,
B-T.
Announcer — 1st phone. 5 years experience, morning man. Box 206C, B-T.
Obtaining first phone, announcer three years,
looking for parttime announcing in New York.
Box 207C, B-T.
Negro platter personality, college trained, broad
musical background, sober, veteran, travel, tape,
and references. Box 208C, B-T.
watt progressive
aAttention,
personable250-1000
announcer-DJ.
Ready stations!
to work I'm
for
you! Single, clean cut, sober, qualified. Strong
news, commercials, recent top graduate radio
school material available. Try this one! Box
209C, B-T.
Announcer, experienced, college education, clear
concise news delivery, can build up following as
DJ. Experienced in special events. Box 213C,
B-T.
Announcer, experienced. 7 years sports news.
Desire permanent position. Box 217C, B-T.
Announcer, six years experience, married, one
child. Available August. Gene Books, 418 Green
St., Big Rapids, Michigan.
Experienced announcer available. Good news
delivery, excellent DJ, fluent ad lib. Phone Dewey 2-6178, N. Y., or write to: Dick Bynn, % Kirschner.
N. Y. 259 Brighton Beach Avenue, Brooklyn 35,
Experienced staff announcer. Radio school graduate, family, strong on news, second class ticket,
amateur license, control board experience, salary
secondary to security, now available, prefer
northwest, Nevada, or California. Tape on request. Durwood L. Cunningham, 403 Earhart
Street, Medford, Oregon.
Announcer, DJ, first phone. Knows music. Desires settle far west. Prefer California. Ron Durr,
1750 Stoner, W. Los Angeles.
Humorous deejay-straight announcer. First
phone. Have own phonograph needle . . . will
travel. Louis Gutenberger, 6671 DeLongpre Ave.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.
AnnouncerDJ,— strong
copywriting,
third news,
ticket.commercials.
Married, willDo travel.
Tony Lamont, 1153-70 Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Announcer, radio school graduate, deejay, friendly commercials, authoritative news. Mike Lepre,
760 Eilliam Street, Harrison, New Jersey.
Announcer-staff, strong news, excellent commercials,
disc jockey,
dependable,foodmarried,
veteran, light
will experience,
travel, tape.
Paul
Phillips, 132-18 87 Street, Ozone Park 17, New
York. Virginia 5-8335.
A-l
also news,
staff.DJ2 personality,
years experience,
have rewrite,
car, will general
travel.
Tape, resume on request. Contact Mike Stein,
26 East 91 Street, N. Y. C, SA 2-0233.
Technical
Chief engineer of small station desires change in
location. Prefer south. Box 144C, B-T.

Situations Wanted

Programm ing-Production, Others
Have talent — will travel. Experienced news
writer-editor, journalism degree. Immediate
availability. Box 993A, B-T.
Veteran newsman-broadcaster. 9 years experience, newspaper, radio and television. Excellent
references. Box 167C, B-T.
Program director — announcer with good job will
accept better job. East coast. Versatile, experienced, veteran, married. Excellent references.
Box 176C, B-T.
Newsman — 28 — single — Wisconsin journalism grad
— experience midwest stations. Some newscasting
—will travel anywhere. Box 178C, B-T.
Continuity man — six years experience radio-tv,
mostlytion,copy,
someAvailable
deejay, tv
production,
direcAB, single.
September
5. Prefer
south. Box 185C, B-T.
Attention Colorado: Experienced newscaster with
announcing, advertising, theatre background.
Wants to locate in Colorado. Enthusiastic . . .
28 year old vet, with family, interested in radio
and/or tv position . . . presently employed. What
have you. Box 200C, B-T.
Top experience young man. NBC regular staff
production-director. Also small station experiall phases. College
grad. Radio
Desiresor tv.
productionence,
cr administrative
position.
Box
210C, B-T.
Looking! Female, 4 years copywriter, radio, DJ,
vocalist, composer. Work before or behind mike.
Currently employed. Write Robin Hall, 5519 S.
Kenwood, Apt. 223, Chicago 37, for details.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Managerial
Young, experienced sales manager, anxious to
become tunitygeneral
manager. with
Has rapidly
unusual growing
opporfor advancement
organization. Box 193C, B-T.
Salesmen
Experienced tv salesman for new southwestern
vhf in major market. Box 215C, B-T.
Announcers
Staff announcer for top CBS radio-tv affiliate in
Pennsylvania. Send complete resume and picture
Box 184C, B-T.
Technical
Experienced,
top-calibre maintenance engineers
B-T. DuMont equipped
for
vhf in southwest. Box 216C,

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

has openings for
SALES

ENGINEERS

T. V. EQUIPMENT

Managerial
Assistant manager or administrative assistant.
Six years vhf and uhf. Two years radio. Accounting background.
Experience
construction, purchasing,
personnel,
labor in
negotiations.
Desire to relocate about August 1. Available for
interview. Box 191C, B-T.
Salesmen
B-T.
Five years radio-tv sales experience. College
graduate,
single.Best
Prefer
Rocky Mountain,
southwest, 28,
or coast.
references.
Box 162C,
Technical
Video class
operator
— studio
maintenance
technician.
First
license.
Single,
draft exempt.
Box
202C, B-T.
Engineer, first phone. 10 years am-fm, teaching
television.
Interested
sion. Robert
Beckett, permanent
3335 Euclid,nosition
Kansas televiCity,
Missouri.
Production-Programming, Others
Vhf program manager available July 15. Top
industry references. Box 170C. B-T.
Commercial television program manager desires
"Educational Television" position. Degrees, top
references and 8 years production & programming experience. Box 171C, B-T.
Television-radio
newsman.
News announcer.
"beat" reporter.
Play-by-play sports.
On camera
Now
employed in television. 2 years television, 3
vears radio. University graduate, 25, single. Box
180C, B-T.
Young
22, veteran,
wishes
station man,
in medium
market
area toasrelocate
directorwithor
floor-director
withtvgood
possibilityfamiliar
of advancement. Thorough
background,
in all
phases of production. Two years experience in
closed circuit telecasts. Box 186C, B-T.
Now available — cameraman: 2 years experience.
Excellent erences.
background;
Box 195C, B-T. all studio operations. RefFOR

SALE

Stations
250 watt fulltime station in Colorado by owner.
$10,000 will handle. Write Box 164C, B-T.
Fulltime small market local. Excellent staff. No
competition. Price $75,000.00. Gross last years,
$65,000.00. First six months this year $28,000.00.
Write Box 181C, B-T.

Further expansion of our sales organization has
created an opening for an experienced Broadcast
Equipment Sales Engineer with a proven record
of outstanding accomplishment — also several
openings for Junior Sales Engineers for sales
training in Syracuse. These are well-paid positions for men who meet our high standards. If you
have a record of success in your present job, two
years experience in the broadcast equipment business, an engineering degree or equivalent, and
are between the ages of 25 and 45, I invite you to
mail to me a one-page summary of your experience, education and other qualifications with a
recent photograph. All replies strictly confidential. Albert F. Wild, Manager-Sales, Broadcast
Equipment, General Electric Co., Electronics Park,
Syracuse, N. Y.
GENERAL

®

ELECTRIC

FOR

SALE — (Cont'd)
Stations
Attention owners of radio stations! We can sell
your radio station if price is fair! Box 204C, B«T.
Now available. Single station, 250w located in
northwestern United States, very good potential,
write Box 212C, B-T.
Exclusive listings. Radio stations. Arkansas,
Texas, Oklahoma, Missouri, Kansas, as available.
Ralph Erwin. Broker, Box 811, Tulsa.
Free list of good radio and tv station buys now
ready. Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose,
Los Angeles 29, California.
Equipment, Etc.
General Radio 916-A bridge, composite oscillator,
and converted BC-946B receiver, $400.00; General
Radio 1302-A oscillator, $325.00; Federal 101-C
field meter, $200.00; complete lot $825.00. Box
197C, B-T.
Complete uhf station equipment including 12.5
kw transmitter and pylon antenna, monitors,
switcher, audio console, film chain, studio camera
chain, lighting, and all other related items.
WJTV. Box 8187, Jackson, Miss.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement
broadcast crystals for Bliley, Western Electric,
RCA
holders,
Conelradservice.
frequencies
crystal
regrinding,
etc., fastest
Send for
catalog.
Also monitor and frequency measuring service.
Edison Electronic Company, Temple, Texas.

EQUIPMENT

NEVER

USED

Substantial

WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Miss. — Ark. — La. — w. Tenn. — Stations or CPs —
Towns 5000 plus or cities. Box 947G, B«T.
Have buyers for radio and television properties
in New England and vicinity. Contact Edd
Harris, 61 Church Street, Ware, Mass. Telephone
Ware 431 -M.

Discount

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
^■■e &-e s-e==&'g '•
JINGLES WANTED
Writer
Composer Producer
, ^ To furnish completely transcribed singing commercials. State if you have
samples.
Box 168C, B«T
8-8 8-& 9-g=
Situations Wanted
Managerial

Equipment
Wanted: Good used 5 kw television transmitter
and 6 gain antenna for channel 6. Describe condition and quote price. Box 179C, B-T.
Studio console, small, similar to W. E. 23C. Box
5025, Jacksonville, Florida.
Wanted transmitter and complete equipment for
500 watt
am station.
H. W.Iowa.
Cassill, 400 Commercial Building,
Sioux City,
Instruction

AVAILABLE
Seventeen years of full experience in all
phases of commercial broadcasting. Accent on quick sales turnover and general
management. Willing to accept combination Manager-Program-Director position
in smaller station. If necessary will do
play by play sports commentary as well.

Get your FCC first phone license quickly. In
tensive, personalized instruction by correspondence or in residence — Washington, D. C, or Hollywood, Calif. For details, write Dept. 1-M,
Grantham School, 737 11th Street N. W., Washi
n
g
t
o
n
,
D. C, or 5910 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28,
Calif.
Commercial radio announcing. Practical home
study course, prepared for combination men and
announcers who need help. Pathfinder Radio
Services, 737 11th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television
School, Dept. B, 1221 N.W. 21st Street, Portland 9, Oregon.

NEW

TV

SALE— (Cont'd)
Equipment
Coil mfg.
business-RF-OSC-antenna
equipment trade name etc. $5,000, or trade forcoilcomplete
fm
station
—
250
watts
or
lkw
only.
Keith
RadioLaurel, Miss.

RADIO

FOR

FCC 1st phone license in 5 to 6 weeks. Bill Ogden,
1150next
W. week.
Olive, Burbank, California. See display
ad
New summer groups starting — lst-2nd class FCC
licenses. Days — 6 weeks; Evenings — 10 weeks.
Intensive, qualified instruction. Avery-Elkins,
1733 Broadway, New York City. PLaza 7-1858.
RADIO

Box 194C, B»T
Announcer
^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^
t
EXPERT SPORTS-NEWS COMMENTATOR X
♦
AVAILABLE FOR INTERESTING
♦
♦
AM OR TV JOB
♦
15 years play-by-play includes major X
♦ league baseball, college and pro football, +
♦ basketball,
boxing.
Current
AM/TV ♦
♦ sports shows tops in major market. Ex- ♦
J cellent news background, newscasting J
+ awards winner.Box Finest
Apply *
140C, references.
B»T

Help Wanted
5 m

DUHDHT

TRANSMITTER

High Band VHF, complete with
console, monitors, etc.
THREE DUMONT

IMAGE

ORTHICON CAMERA

CHAINS

Complete DuMont Studio Equipment, including nine Channel Studio Switcher, Studio and Portable
Sync Generators, Slide Scanner,
Monitors, Racks, etc.
TEST EQUIPMENT
Including RCA Video Sweep Generator, Waveform Monitor, Oscilloscope, etc.
TRANSMISSION

LINE

Including 650 feet of 3%" Andrew
51.5 Ohm Line, Connectors, Hangers, etc.

Interested in quickly
selling complete package
or individual items.
Box

198-C, B.T

TELEVISION

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
STATION

Help Wanted
Technical

MANAGER

Somewhere there's a sound, dependable
man, working as a station manager, commercial manager or salesman at successful Southern radio station. - He sells,
knows the basic operation of a single
market station and wants to settle in a
friendly Southern college town. To this
man we offer the management of a good
station now operating in the black, located in an excellent Southern market
with a county population of 60,000. This
is an opportunity to make a good income
and buy an interest in operation at later
date.
P. O. Box 1511
Meridian, Miss.
♦♦4 ♦♦♦♦
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Salesmen
OQQOOOQOOOOOOOQQOOOOQOQOQOQOOO
O
O
n
o
8 TERRIFIC OPPORTUNITY! 8
o
o
Q Midwest independent — University town — 8
qO 125,000
market
salesman$100wanted
— qQ
possibility
sales— top
manager.
weekly
© against 20% commission. Wire, write or O
© call after five P.M. Giving experience ©
^ and availability for interview. g
§O
403
§
222 Apt.
E. Delaware
O
2
Chicago, Illinois
§
OO Michigan 24988
qO
O
O
O
O
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

HELP WANTED
VHF Chief Engineer opening in one
of better resort-tourist areas of America. Permanent population around
half million. Affiliated with three networks. Send full details, experience,
photo, references and starting salaryfirst letter. Excellent opportunity for
right man.
Box 2I8C, B*T
Situations Wanted
Programming-Production, Others
-^fc. «»EXPERIENCED>«» WOMAN
♦

TV OPERATIONS MANAGER j
f Programming, Production, Sales f
I work at top level with progressive station, J
f Top references. Have network and agency f
\ contacts. Knowledge of large and small •
+. markets. Correspondence confidential. *
J
Box 177C, B-T.
J
I *"~ -* ~ -* — " — i rr— ■ rr— a it t\.

FOR

SALE

FOR THE RECORD •

Stations
TELEVISION

STATION

FOR SALE
UHF Channel 47, RCA equipment, 437 ft.
tower,
building housingstudios,beautiful
and transmitter.
Over 8 offices,
acres
land on main highway. NBC affiliation.
Went on air August, 1953. Silent since
June 1, 1955. Located in center of state
with county population of 123,000, market area over 500,000. Only one other
station in city. Wonderful opportunity
for growth investment. Can be financed
on shoestring. Low operating cost.
E. K. Cargill
595 Wimbish Road, Macon, Ga.
Equipment
%
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
* Complete Federal 20B 1 kw UHF TV
J Transmitter. In top condition, used less
J than 2600 hours. Now adjusted to Channel
engineersconvertfor toquick
any
at 54,
UHFfactory
channel
desired. willPriced
4 sale, inquiry and inspection invited.
t
Box 219C, B-T
it <t it it it it IS it it it IS tS tS IS it IS iS (S iS IS iS !S it IS {S (S IS IS
FOR SALE
%
IS Movie Camera. Cine Special No. 1. 16 mm.
IS 25 mm (one inch) F 1.9 lens. Kodak antt astigmat. Guaranteed in perfect condition.
» Originally cost $900. Sale price $500. Con's tact H. J. Godschalk, Advertising Manager,
jj*
FAILING Enid,
COMPANY
j£ P. GEORGE
O. Drawer E.872
Oklahoma
tS IS iS iS it it it it it IS IS IS iS IS iS IS iS IS ft it it it it it it it it it
FOR

SALE

Hit
it
it
it
fg
it
it
itiS

2 — Gates CB-7 Turntables with equalizers
but less pickups. $20.00 each.
1 — Collins 26-C Limiting amplifier in
good condition. $50.00.
1 — Presto TL-10 Tape playback for use
with turntable. $50.00.
1 — Katolite gas engine power generator,
600 Watts, 115 V.A.C., good condition.
$75.00.
Terms — Cash and Carry
WFIN, Findlay, Ohio
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★a*
TOWERS
RADIO— TELEVISION
Antennas — Coaxial Cable
Tower Sales & Erecting Co.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.,
Portland 11, Oregon
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations

RADIO STATION WANTED
Any location considered. Price up to
$100,000. Experienced, amply financed
radio and ad agency man ready to buy
clean, solid AM station in promising
market. Direct or thru broker. Write in
confidence.
M. R. Ross— Box 249— Mt. Prospect, 111.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

(Continued from page 112)
violating Sec. 3.35 of Rules.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
Lloyd C. McKenney & John J. Dahy, d/h/as
Carthage Broadcasting Co. (for CP).
Mo.).
Protestant: Wm. K. Tedrick (KWRT Booneville,
Things Alleged: Interference.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
Lake Shore Broadcasting Co., Sheboygan, Wis.
(for CP).
Protestant: Columbia Broadcasting System
(WBBM Chicago, 111.).
Things Alleged: Interference.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
Trinity Broadcasting Corp. (KELP), El Paso,
Tex. (for renewal of license; for mod. of CP).
Protestants: Dan Topping, et al., d/b/as New
York Yankees, New York, and Brooklyn Natl.
League Club, Brooklyn, N. Y., and St. Louis Natl.
Club, St. Louis, Mo., and Western Union, New
York.
Things Alleged: Violation of Sec. 325 (a) of
Act (rebroadcast of signals).
FCC Action: Denied: Not parties in interest:
no economic injury shown from grant.
Alvarado Broadcasting Co. (KOAT), Albuquerque, N. M. (for CP to change from 1240 kc, 250 w
to unlimited 860 kc, 1 kw day and 500 w night
with directional antenna at night).
Protestant: Metropolitan Tv Co. (KOA Denver,
Colo.).
Things Alleged: Loss of listeners to KOA.
FCC Action: Denied: Not party in interest.
Economic injury conjectural.
Aaron B. Robinson, d/b/as Clarksville Broadcasting Co. (WDXN), Clarksville, Tenn. (for mod.
of
CP to specify<t transmitter site and antenna
system).
Protestant:Tenn.).
Campbell and Sheftall (WJZM
Clarksville,
Things Alleged:
Protestant's
station
will be
economically
injured
by virtuein ofTenn.
multiple
ership interests
of Robinson
and ownMiss.
FCC Action: Denied: Not party in interest —
no injury flowing from mod. of CP.
W. Gordon Allen and John Truhan, d/b as
Allen
CP). Broadcasting Co., Longview, Wash, (for
Protestants: Twin City Broadcasting Co.
(KWLK Longview, Wash.) and Northwest Public
Service (KLOG Kelso, Wash.).
FCC Action: Denied: Not timely filed.
The Good Music Station (WGMS), Bethesda,
Md. (for mod. of CP from 1 kw, daytime, to 5
kw day, 1 kw night, unlimited).
Protestant: Evening Star Broadcasting Co.
(WMAL Washington, D. C).
Things Alleged: Interference.
FCC Action: Denied.
Charlie H. Parish Jr. and Charlie H. Parish Sr.
d/b/as Radio Tifton (WTIF), Tifton, Ga. (for CP).
Protestant:
Tifton, Ga.). Tifton Broadcasting Corp. (WWGS
Things Alleged: (1) Applicant has not shown
its programming proposal would meet needs of
Tifton; (2) Applicant has misrepresented to
Commission its intention to build station at
Tifton.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
Tri-County Broadcasting Co. (WCED), DuBois,
Pa. (for mod. of CP to make changes in daytime
directional antenna).
Protestant: United Broadcasting Co. (WHK
Cleveland, Ohio).
Things Alleged: Interference.
FCC Action: Denied: No objectionable interference.
J. A. Gallimore, tr/as Radio Cleveland (WCLE),
Cleveland, Tenn. (for CP).
Protestant:
land, Tenn.). Robt. W. Rounsaville (WBAC CleveThings Alleged: (1) Applicant not financially
qualified; (2) Proposed program structure insufficient.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
J. A. Gallimore, tr/as Radio Cleveland (WCLE),
Cleveland, Tenn. (for CP).
Protestants: Gordon W. Gambell, et al., d/b/as
Tennessee tanooga,
Valley
Tenn.). Broadcasting Co. (WAGC Chat-

Things Alleged: (1) At time of grant WAGC
had application pending before Commission; (2)
This
grantgrant.
will cause interference to protestant's
proposed
FCC Action:
Denied:
No objectionable
ference. Therefore,
not party
in interest. interL. L.ville
Stone,
et al.,Co.
d/b/as
Central Central
City-GreenBroadcasting
(WMTA),
City,
Ky. (for
CP).
Protestant:
Muhlenberg
Broadcasting
Co.
(WNES Central City, Ky.).
Things Alleged: (1) Not financially qualified;
(2) Applicant
made misrepresentations to Commis ion in application.
FCC
Action:
Not party
in interest
applicant whose Denied:
application
was granted
later—
on the same day has no standing to protest.
Cumberland Valley Broadcasting Co. (WBMC),
McMinnville, Tenn. (for CP).
Protestants: Williamson County Broadcasting
Co. (WAGG Franklin, Tenn.) and McMinnville
Broadcasting Co. (WMMT McMinnville, Tenn.).
Things Alleged: (1) Applicant not financially
qualified;
(2) Applicant
with operation of broadcast
stationunfamiliar
and is therefore
not
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
qualified.
Carrol F. Jackson & D. N. Jackson, d/b/as
American
Southern
rel, Miss, (for
CP). Broadcasters (WPWR), LauProtestants: Southland Broadcasting Co.
(WLAU Laurel, Miss.) and New Laurel Radio
Station (WAML Laurel, Miss.).
Things Alleged: (1) Applicant not financially
qualified; (2) Applicant has misrepresented to
Commission re one of the partners, transmitter
site, studio and equipment.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
Conant Broadcasting Co. (WHl), Medford,
Mass.
500 to (for
1,000 mod.
watts).of CP to increase power from
Protestant: WAAB Inc. (WAAB Worcester,
Mass.).
Things
Alleged:
Interference.
FCC Action:
Withdrawn.
A. H. Kovlan and J. D. Sinyard (WATH),
Athens, Ohio (for mod. of CP from 1540, 1 kw,
daytime to 970, 1 kw, daytime).
Pa.).
Protestant: WWSW Inc. (WWSW Pittsburgh,
Things
Alleged:
Interference.
FCC Action:
Denied.
Granite
State
Broadcasting
Co. (WDNH), Dover,
N. H. (for CP).
Protestants: Strafford Broadcasting Corp.
(WWNH Rochester, N. H.) and Vic Diehm Assoc.
Inc. (WVDA Boston, Mass.).
Things
Alleged: (1)
Grant would result
in undue concentration
of communications
media;
(2)
WVDA gramBoston
would
lose
coverage
and
its
proservice would not be supplied by applicant;
(3) Applicant engages
Robinson-Patman
Act. in practices contrary to
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
Walter A. Duke, d/b/as Iredell Broadcasting
Co. (WDBM), Statesville, N. C. (for CP).
Protestant:
Broadcasting Co. (WSIC
Statesville, N. Statesville
C).
Things to
Alleged: (1) Applicant
not financiallyqualified
(2)is Applicant
not constructconstruct
station station;
for amount
proposed. canFCC Action: Designated for hearing.
C. H. Fisher and Edna Fisher, d/b/as The
Dalles Broadcasting Co., The Dalles, Ore.
Protestant:
Dalles,
Ore.). Radio Mid-Columbia Inc. (The
Things Alleged: Interference.
FCC Action: Denied.
R. B. Helms, et al., d/b/as Southeastern Enterprises (WCLE), Cleveland, Tenn.
Protestant:
land, Tenn.). Robt. W. Rounsaville (WBAC CleveThings Alleged: (1) Applicant is not financially
qualified;
(2) Applicant's estimated annual revenue is unrealistic.
FCC Action: Designated for hearing.
Ky.-Va. Broadcasting Corp., Whitesburg, Ky.
(for
CP).
Protestant:
Blanfox Radio Co. (WHLN Harlan,
Ky.).
Things Alleged: Applicant is not financially
FCC Action: Not yet acted on.
qualified.

A Solid Radio Sales Job with a Future
Radio WFAA, Dallas, wants a top-flight radio salesman, a man who wants to make
a career with the Southwest's top station.
Needed: ability to sell on the basis of value and quality — strictly at card rates — ■
no deals.
Please give complete business and educational background in reply; also your
present annual income, marital status and other pertinent data.
All applications handled confidentially.
Alex Keese, Manager

Radio WFAA

Dallas, Texas
July 18, 1955
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editorials

On the Spot
RADIO

is more than network radio; television more than network tv.
Those elementary truths seem to have been forgotten by some of
our contemporaries in the advertising press who have blithely
compared national advertising in newspapers and magazines with
that on the radio and tv networks and discovered that newspapers
are the greatest national ad medium. This finding has naturally
been widely reported in the nation's newspapers.
We hate to be a spoilsport, but someone must point out that
such a comparison completely overlooks the national spot advertising on radio and tv — estimated at more than $400 million gross
for 1954. When spot business is added to network in tv, the total
comes close to the newspapers' national advertising volume for
1954, seems sure to pass it this year and become the top national
medium. Adding spot dollars to network in radio gives this medium
a far more accurate evaluation than that indicated by network figures alone.
The spacemen may quote Shakespeare's line: "Out damned
spot." But let no buyer forget that in the recently published space
and time comparisons, some of our media are missing.
Paul W.

White,

Trail Blazer

JF Paul White had written his own obituary, it would have read:
San Diego, July 9 — Paul W. White, 53, newsimn, died
here today. He had served with the United Press, CBS and
KFMB-AM-TV San Diego.
Paul White didn't regard himself as newsworthy. Yet he practically invented what we now call electronic journalism. He made
radio reporting adult, and it carried over to tv. He created the
techniques of radio news writing, departing from the cumbersome
style of the printed page. He put together an international newsgathering organization in the teeth of organized newspaper-press
association opposition. That was during those broiling thirties, when
he founded and headed the CBS News Bureau.
In those days of the press-radio war, Paul White had no patterns
to follow. He cut his own. How well he did it is reflected in what
prevails today in electronic journalism. He hired Murrow, Kaltenborn, Shirer, Davis, Eliot, Trout, Sevareid, Collingwood, Edwards,
Daly, Huntley, among others. He was so dedicated to his task
that it broke his health. But he kept on trail-blazing.
After CBS and quasi-retirement to rebuild his health, he joined
KFMB. Here, at the local level, he launched a new crusade. He
was among the first to editorialize on the air. Through initiative
and tenacity, an editorial campaign succeeded in clearing a man
wrongly accused of subversion by the Navy. It was but one of
many campaigns he conducted until his energy gave out.
For months Paul White knew he was wasting away. He discussed
his funeral arrangements with his old friend and former KFMB
boss, Howard L. Chernoff. He told him that he wanted no flowers
but that any monies contemplated for them be used to establish an
exhibit at the San Diego Zoo, one of his favorite places.
This was typical of the dynamo who had covered the biggest
stories of his generation and who had organized and sparked the
most competent and efficient news organization in radio. He was
both tough and gentle. Korea or kids were equally important.
Three years ago he devoted one of his KFMB 15-minute editorials to a 16-year-old lad who had written to him about a job in
tv news. He told the boy how to prepare for the career. He advised him not to become a "piece of blotting paper soaking up
what others tell you" but to "learn to examine your information,
to weigh it, to reason from it."
"And it's quite possible," he observed, "that prayer and worship
will help, too. That's a matter between you and your conscience
and your God."
Ailing at the time, Paul White had a final word for the aspiring
newsman:
"Along the way, have fun. Don't save up fun as something you
can spend in the twilight of your life. It just doesn't keep. However dominant your ambition, however serious your application
Page 118
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Drawn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid Hix
"Here's a real buy! Just repossessed! Loaded with extras! Two-tone
. . . Hey! This is my car!"
toward self improvement, have fun as you go along, particularly in
Paul White, 53, probably would be with us today if he had followed the advice he dispensed so freely.
your youth."
The Big Picture
COLOR television development has been disappointingly slow
in the year and a half since the compatible system was authorized by the FCC, but there is evidence that next fall color will
at last begin to roll.
True, the evidence is fragmentary. Of all the major broadcasting
and manufacturing interests, only RCA is talking bullishly about
color. And RCA itself is hedging its public comments with plenty
of ifs about color set production and prices.
Yet there are persistent trade reports that RCA, and perhaps
other receiver makers, will get into quantity production by fall on
color sets which are less expensive than those now available. If set
production is really on the verge of rolling, it will have to be accompanied bya general acceleration of color television programming. Nobody is going to buy a color set, even at lower prices, to
see what he already sees on his black-and-white receiver.
In the past year both CBS and NBC have broadcast an astonishing
volume of color programs, considering the scarcity of color sets.
Both have plans to expand their color schedules next season.
A number of stations have undertaken ambitious color originations. Only last week, for example, WBAP-TV Fort Worth doubled
its schedule to provide 1 1 hours a week of local color programming.
The stations which have invested in equipment to originate local
live and film shows are, however, the minority. More stations have
installed only the gear necessary to relay network color, and some,
of course, have not touched color at all. The majority of telecasters
obviously are waiting until there is more immediate prospect of
a color audience before they buy colorcasting gear. It is quite
understandable that telecasters should hesitate to make a substantial
investment in color equipment as long as most set manufacturers
and their dealers and distributors talk little and do less about color
set production.
We cannot help feeling, however, that an investment in color
equipment and in experimenting with it will pay off for telecasters
sooner than some expect. It seems to us that the inherent qualities
of color television as an advertising medium are so superior to those
of other visual media that color tv will explode once the cork
is It
pulled.
will be cheaper and speedier to produce than color advertising
in newspapers and magazines. Its color fidelity will equal if not
surpass that of the slickest magazines and will make even the best
newspaper color look amateurish by comparison.
If television has created an advertising revolution in black-andwhite, it will create a bigger revolution in color.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

FIRST

in

the

land

Seven years ago, KSTP-TV went on the air —
the first television station in the rich Northwest.
Since that time, KSTP-TV has added many
"firsts" to its record — first with maximum power,
first with color TV — and has maintained leadership in this Four Billion Dollar market!
This year, KSTP-TV is breaking all sales records with summer sales reaching new peaks. The
reasons are simple. Alert advertisers know that
more than 2J^ Million people will visit the

of

10,000

"land of 10,000 lakes" this summer and that they
will spend nearly 50 Million Dollars here in
July alone!
These advertisers also know that KSTP-TV
has earned a listener loyalty through superior entertainment, talent, service and showmanship
that means sales. That's why it's the first buy in
this important market.
For further information, contact your nearest
Petry office or a KSTP-TV representative today.

0

KSTP-TV
MINNEAPOLIS

EDWARD

PETRY

•
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CO., INC.
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NATIONAL

NBC
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA iand western nevadai
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These four inland radio stations, purchased as a unit, give you
more listeners than any competitive combination of local stations
. . . and at the lowest cost per thousand! (SAMS and SR&D)
In this mountain-isolated market, the Beeline serves an area
with over 2 million people and 3% billion in spendable income.
(1955 Consumer Markets)
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BRITAIN PREPARES
FOR COMMERCIAL TV
A PROGRESS REPORT
iy CLAIR McCOLLOUGH
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There's unanimity
in Kansas

City

dwest Sponsors Buy
Fall Grid Time
Pag* 44
itwork Radio Sales
Continue to Rise

No matter how you count the audience

. . . the No. 1 station is

-

TH

24

WHB LEADERSHIP LINE-UP:
FIRST PLACE— HOOPER
Average share of audience, 7 a.m. -6 p.m.,
AAon.-Fri., May-June, 1955
FIRST PLACE— PULSE
Average share of audience, 6 a.m. -6 p.m.,
Mon.-Sat., March-April, 1955

10,000 WATTS,

710

KC

Buying radio in Kansas City is practically child's play today, because
with
SFtlthe&nJ
are. unanimous
in their
rating ofhigh
WHBas as45.7%).
the station
b'gges./ audience
(All-day
averages
This
is what Mid-Continent programming, ideasas and
excitemen
t have
achieved for WHB! The same programming, ideas and excitemen
can achieve leadership for you. Talk to the man from Blair or WHBt
General Manager George W. Armstrong.

year

HE NEWSWEEK
■F RADIO
m

-CONTINENT BROADCASTING
President: Todd Storz
WTIX, New Orleans
Represented by
Adam J. Young, Jr.

COMPANY
KOWH, Omaha
Represented by
H-R Reps., Inc.

WHB, Kansas City
Representtd by
John Blair & Co.
■
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moving

more

mot

41% more than in 1951
for a 1954 total of $160,956,000* worth !
This is more "automotive" sales
than Miami, Louisville or Columbus, Ohio !
We've
got moreChannel
people, 8making
more,
and watching
more than
everspending
before !more

KFMB
WRATHER- ALVAREZ BROADCASTING, IN"C.
REPRESENTED BY PETRT

SAX DIEGO, CALIF.
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for NBC,
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and

ABC

Now

100,000
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MARK

TV Sets
TV Area
1 New York
4,730,000
2 Chicago
2,255,000
3 Los Angeles
2,107,168
4 Philadelphia
2,094,852
5 Detroit
1,553,200
6 Boston
1,308,362
7 Cleveland
1,195,000
8 Pittsburgh
~ 1,134,110
\9
nu1t2 jjn
,95^
9 SanJjuujfiSST
LANCASTER
11
12 Milwaukee
774,803
13 Washington, D.C. 741,000
14 Cincinnati
15 Indianapolis

724,140
663,000

316,000

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER,
PENNA.
NBC

• CBS

• DuMont

WGAL-TV's 316,000-watt signal on Channel 8 beams a clear
picture from its mountaintop transmitter location to a wide area
which collectively creates the tenth largest TV market in the Nation. Stations in only nine other areas reach more television sets
than those in the WGAL-TV Channel 8 Mighty Market Place.
STEINMAN

STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.

TV,

New York
Los Angeles

Representatives:
MEEKER

Chicago
INC.

Channel 8 Mighty Market Place
Harrisburg Lebanon Hanover Gettysburg Chambersburg Waynesboro Frederick Westminster
York Reading Pottsville Hazleton
Shamokin
Mount Carmel Bloomsburg Lewisburg
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San Francisco

Carlisle Sunbury Martinsburg
Lewistown Lock Haven Hagerstown
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closed
MADISON AVE. MISSION • FCC Comr.
Robert E. Lee went on scouting trip to
New York last week to find out if widely
reported "Madison Ave. complex" against
uhf actually exists. Whether he found complex, he did not not say, but after two days
of visiting two dozen agency timebuyers
and station representatives, he returned to
Washington with new respect for business
acumen of those whose advertising place1 ments help support media he helps regulate.
B»T
THERE may be repercussions aplenty to
upcoming resignation of Sidney Davis as
chief counsel of Senate Commerce Committee's investigation of tv (story page 31).
While Mr. Davis shortly undergoes treatment for back ailment, it's hinted that
Republican opposition, stemming mainly
from ranking minority member John W.
Bricker of Ohio, was also responsible for
decision to quit after four months. Among
those being considered as successor is
Joseph Kittner, assistant chief of FCC's
Broadcast Bureau, who is set to transfer
Aug. 1 to same post in Safety and Special
Services and isn't happy about it.
B«T
MR. CHAIRMAN • Comr. E. M. Webster
last Friday became Acting Chairman of
FCC and will serve until Sept. 5, when
Chairman George C. McConnaughey returns from his quasi-official European trip
[B»T, July 11]. Comr. Rosel H. Hyde,
who holds FCC seniority, was unable to
take over because of obligations in NARBA
sessions with Mexico, plus fact that Mr.
Webster plans to remain in Washington
during entire August recess.
B»T

SCHEME to break logjam in FCC's Office
of Opinions & Reviews contemplates hiring
junior attorneys for pairing with experienced professionals to move cases. One
such legal "legman" has already been
hired and has proved real help. Hope
is that two or three more can be added to
staff so that "team" of two can pitch into
cases, whip them out
B«T quickly.
HELP WANTED • Happiest news for
Hollywood talent in many months is NBCTV's five-weekly hour-long color venture
Matinee which will use 4,000 actors during new season. Since top stars are not
in schedule, pasture appears extra green
for experienced players and new talent.
More than 100 writers and adapters are
needed, and NBC is on open market for
story material, will pay above scale.
B«T
TV IMPACT on West Coast movie industry isevident this summer as never before with major studios devoting increasing
portions of their lots and production schedules to new medium. Already ABC-TV
film shows before cameras at Walt Disney
studios are consuming 85% of that company's creative staff.
B»T
NEW YORK UHF • Project of FCC
Comr. John C. Doerfer, which he insists
is no trial balloon, to de-mix by making
major markets such as New York City
all uhf, with vhf's to cover secondary markets and adjoining "areas," has stirred
heated debate within ownership ranks. One
large owner, in both vhf and uhf, contends
it would cost $400-$500 million to convert
sets in metropolitan New York alone for
uhf reception. (See story page 31.)
B»T

NBC-TV, after successful telecast early
this month of first Wide Wide World [B»T,
July 11], has scheduled program for 20 PURCHASE of now dark ch. 15 WLBRSundays to start in mid-October. First sale TV Lebanon, Pa., by Triangle Publications
is on books but as yet unannounced — -to (Philadelphia Inquirer-WFIL-AM-FM-TV)
General Motors' United Motors Service for $115,000 plus assumption of obligaDiv. (steel distribution and accessory serv- Jions totaling $125,000 [B»T, July 4] causing much excitement among tv stations in
icing) for one-third sponsorship of series,
surrounding
areas — Harrisburg, York,
through Campbell Ewald, Detroit. Network
Reading, Lancaster, among others — and
reportedly is dickering with Aluminum
objections to sale may be forthcoming. At
Co. of America, AT&T and Allis Chalmers
are network affiliations and exclusivstake
Mfg. Co. for sale of remaining two halfity
features in film contracts, according
hour segments. Alcoa's latest network tv to those
immediately concerned. Attack
show was CBS-TV's See It Now.
would be made, it was understood, on
B»T
control of
NOW IT CAN BE TOLD • John L. Fitz- grounds of concentration ofand
overlap
media of communications
Gerald, chief of FCC's Office of Opinions
Philadelfrom
miles
and Reviews, could have been chief of (Lebanon is about 70
phia). Triangle also owns WNBF-AM-TV
Broadcast Bureau — post given to Edward
F. Kenehan [B*T, July 18]. This assign- Binghamton, N. Y.
B»T
ment had been discussed with Mr. FitzGerald on basis of seniority, but he ex- ON THE BLOCK • KFEQ-AM-TV St.
pressed preference for present position in Joseph, Mo., may be sold soon. Because of
illness of Barton Pitts, president and 98%
view of heavy backlog ahead. Mr. Kenehan had been slated for substantial pro- owner, it's learned stations are being offered
motion, based on merit and achievement,
through Kidder, Peabody & Co. Chicago
but because of Mr. FitzGerald's preference, office (Robert E. Grant) . KFEQ-TV, which
was leap-frogged into top broadcast post. began operation Sept. 27, 1953, is CBS
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circuit
affiliated and operates on ch. 2 with 52 kw
visual and 26 kw aural. KFEQ-AM,
founded in 1923, operates on 680 kc with
5 kw and is MBS affiliated. Both stations
are represented
by Headley-Reed.
It's un-is
derstood price placed
on common stock
$600,000, plus long-term liabilities of approximately $225,000.
B«T
MISSING from autumn tv calendar, it's
understood, will be opening night production of Metropolitan Opera in New York.
Met's operators feel normal operatic production ismarred by tv trappings and that
it isn't suitable tv fare unless specially
staged. New wrinkle in autumn musical
world may be nationwide closed-circuit
operas from Chicago, featuring famed
soprano Maria Callas, fed to concert halls
around country and catering to concertgoing public.
B»T
COLOR

BLEND • Although ABC-TV affiliates are converting their gear to handle
network color transmissions, network officials frankly admit they have no immediate color plans. Reason: lack of set circulation. ABC feels that those who stand
to profit from color set sales should pay
for receiver sales promotion through pioneer colorcasting. ABC is inclined to discourage prospective color sponsors until
they
can
audience. get their money's worth in
SLIGHTLY different coverage concept is
seen in decision by B»T
Standard Oil Co. (of
Indiana), heavy regional radio-tv spender,
to abandon Midwest radio station hookup
for Chicago Bears football broadcasts this
fall. Standard sponsored games in 1954 on
15 outlets fed by WGN Chicago. Latter
reportedly will carry contests alone this
B»T
NOW AND THEN • Is optimism for fall
year.
color tv prospects fading? In remarks last
week by Raymond Durst, president of
Hallicrafters Co., there was noticeable
backtracking from pitch by Board Chairman William J. Halligan last May when
latter said color tv is here "now" and there
would be $695 sets "soon." Ironically,
Hallicrafters has failed to list price yet for
set with 21 -inch RCA type tube, while
Motorola slashed price on similar CBSHytron model to aforementioned $695.
(See story page 83.)
B»T
HOW'S British commercial tv, due to begin
Sept. 22, doing? One important prospective
advertiser reports: "The whole situation is
gummy. The medium is overpriced for
the limited circulation available — about
1000 pounds per commercial minute
($2800 American). It will need plenty of
shaking down." [See McCollough Interview, page 55.]
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KTHS

SAILS

Advertisers on 50,000-watt KTHS

INTO

COVE*

(LITTLE

ROCK)

TOO!

get a lot more than

Metropolitan Little Rock. They get coverage throughout most of Arkansas.
KTHS

drops a strong anchor in Cove, for example.
This little West Arkansas town has only 482
people — but combined with thousands of
other towns and villages and farms, it helps
account for KTHS's daytime coverage of
more than 3-1/3 MILLION people.

In Arkansas, KTHS is the BIG radio value — KTHS,
Basic CBS in Little Rock.

50,000

KTHS
BROADCASTING

LITTLE

CBS

Watts

Radio

FROM

ROCK,

The Station KTHS daytime primary (0.5MV/M) area
has a population of 1,002,758 people, of whom over
100,000 do not receive primary daytime service from
any other radio station . . . Our interference-free
daytime coverage area has a population of 3,372,433.

ARKANSAS

Represented by The Branham Co.
Under Same Management as KWKH, Shreveport
Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
B. G. Robertson, General Manager
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at

FCC

APPOINTS

FOUR-MAN

deadline

COMMITTEE

TO CONDUCT
STUDY
OF NETWORKS
FCC took first step toward own investigation pearing before congressional appropriation
v of network broadcasting Friday when it named
committees earlier this year, that $80,000
four commissioners as committee to conduct
would permit network study to be initiated.
"study." They are Chairman George C. Mc- This meant, he explained, that staff could be
Connaughey, Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde, Robert
chosen — from outside FCC — and data collected
from FCC files and from networks and stations.
T. Bartley and John C. Doerfer. All but Mr.
Bartley are Republicans; Mr. Bartley is a Succeeding steps — analysis of data and recomDemocrat.
mendations— would require additional funds,
Comission study is not expected to parallel he said. Initial steps would take about year,
he said.
that underway by Senate Commerce Committee. Both groups will maintain liaison, it has
Method of investigation and who will combeen explained, so that overlap is reduced to
prise staff is unknown at present time. Comminimum.
mission wants to hire outside experts, but may
FCC study, five-year desire on Commission,
have trouble due to short tenure of funds, it is
understood.
will be undertaken with $80,000 appropriated
by Congress for this purpose. FCC had asked
Problems — all stemming at present from uhf
for $100,000 to investigate not only networks,
but also advertising practices, film distribution plight — include network affiliation terms and
activities, etc., but Congress demurred, specific- practices, option time, program syndication,
advertising agency attitude toward uhf, and
ally limited appropriation to network aspect.
Chairman McConnaughey explained, in ap- other facets of broadcasting economics.

'Sensational' Gains Cited
For Westinghouse Radio
"SENSATIONAL" gains in sales and profits
five radio outlets of Westinghouse Broadcastingof
Co. for the first half of year reported Friday
by Chris J. Witting, WBC president. Mr.
Witting said profits alone are nearly double
(96%) those for January-through- June of last
year.
Mr. Witting paid particular attention to local
and regional advertising noting that local sales
revenues of five radio stations were 25.9%
higher than first six months last year. WBC's
KYW Philadelphia, Mr. Witting said, has 1955
local sales 32% above comparable six-month
period in 1954.
"Local sales of our five radio stations," Mr.
Witting said, "are more than offsetting the
continuing decline in radio network revenues."
He said WBC's radio stations report local
revenues 60% higher than in 1948, top-year
for WBC radio sales. Local radio gain called
"healthy sign for the entire broadcasting industry" because local advertiser is "extra-sensitive to results, and is happy only so long as
yesterday's penny spent for advertising brings
in today's dollar."
Mr. Witting added revenues of WBC's four
tv stations are "regularly setting new highs —
but then, television, is a booming, new medium.
To some in the advertising industry, however,
it comes as a surprise that radio — a marketing
tool supposedly 'out-dated' or 'sick' — should
show sensational gains in sales and profits."
But, he said, this was no surprise to advertiser
or broadcaster who've given radio realistic
appraisal in terms of merchandise moved at
low cost.
Westinghouse report followed by two weeks
optimistic statement on radio business released
by George B. Storer, president of Storer Broadcasting Co. (owner of seven radio stations),
who found revenues up and predicted biggest
summer radio business in years [At Deadline,
July 11].
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Workshop Plan Approved
For CBS-Owned Tv Outlets
NEW "Test Workshop Plan" for CBS-owned
television stations approved Friday at conference
in New York of general managers and sales
managers of stations and CBS Television Spot
Sales officials. No details of plan released, but
announcement expected this week.
Reports given by general managers of
WBBM-TV Chicago, WXIX (TV) Milwaukee
and KNXT (TV) Los Angeles on orders for fall,
pointing up pattern of earlier advertiser buying
for upcoming season. CBS-owned WCBS-TV
New York earlier in week had observed similar
change in buying habits.
Conference, called by Merle S. Jones, vice
president in charge of CBS-owned tv stations,
centered on sales and programming plans for
fall season. In attendance were Sam Cook
Diggs, WCBS-TV; H. Leslie Atlass, WBBMTV Chicago; Edmund Bunker, WXIX (TV)
Milwaukee, and James T. Aubrey, KNXT
(TV) Los Angeles. Station Sales Managers
Frank Shakespeare Jr., WCBS-TV; George
Arkedis, WBBM-TV; Ted Shaker, WXIX (TV),
and Robert Wood, KNXT (TV). CBS-TV
Spot Sales represented by Clark B. George,
general sales manager; John A. Schneider,
eastern sales manager; Tom Judge, midwestern
sales manager; Benjamin Margolis, business
manager, and Donald Foley, sales promotion
director.
BIKE RADIO
BRAND new listening area possibly was
born last week with announcement from
Huffman Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio, that
it has on market vehicle aptly titled
Huffy-Radiobike, featuring built-in radio.
Huffman's bike radio is described as
moisture-proof, shock-proof and tamperproof, and it reportedly brings in stations up to 100 miles away.

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

WESTINGHOUSE SPOTS • Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Pittsburgh (refrigerators),
through McCann-Erickson, New York, planning to use over 100 markets for spot announcement radio campaign in all areas not
covered by firm's Studio One on CBS-TV.
Radio spot schedule will begin Sept. 12 and
run two weeks.
SEPTEMBER CAMPAIGN • Chattanooga
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn. (Black
Draft laxative), through its agency, Harry B.
Cohen Co., N. Y., preparing spot announcement
campaign starting in September to run 39 and
52 weeks in more than 100 radio and several
tv markets.
DU PONT RADIO • E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del. (Kramex, farm
chemical product), through BBDO, New York,
buying radio spot campaign late in July for
four weeks in about half-dozen radio markets.
M & M USING VIDEO • Hawley & Hoopes,
Newark, N. J. (M & M candies), placing tv
spot announcement campaign starting first week
in August inpattern.
nearly 25
markets
in company's
distribution
Agency
is Ted
Bates &
Co., New York.
SHULTON RADIO-TV • Shulton Inc., N. Y.
(men's toiletries), through Wesley & Assoc.,
N. Y., returns to air this fall with radio spot
announcement campaign on more than 60 stations and tv sponsorship of half-hour film,
"Paris Precinct," in 19 tv markets. Schedule
will be launched Sept. 26 and run 13 weeks.
Screen Actors Strike Looms
Against Tv Film Producers
ALL SIGNS Friday pointed to nationwide
strike about Aug. 1 by Screen Actors Guild
against producers of tv entertainment film,
hitting middle of production of many fall program series. Production of tv film commercials
not involved.
In view of huge -backlog of film material
now on hand and in open market, networks
appeared calm about possible program upset.
They said they could keep schedules full almost
indefinitely, but admitted material that might
have to be used would be different from that
now planned. Networks now are airing re-runs
of last season's best film shows, have fair backlog of new fall shows already on shelf.
Independent film packagers, supplying stations directly, apparently would be hit hardest,
but many of these also have substantial program cycles completed.
West coast stars, feature players and other
actors, scheduled to meet in mass meeting last
night (Sunday) at Hollywood Legion stadium,
were expected to vote unanimoulsy in support
of SAG board's recommendation to strike.
Ballots were put in mail for national referendum of 10,000 SAG members, to be returned
by next Sunday.
SAG's present three-year contract covering
actors, singers and announcers on tv entertainment films expired Wednesday night. Negotiations have been underway for several weeks
with Alliance of Tv Film Producers and Assn.
of Motion Picture Producers, but without agreement [B»T, July 18].
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May Tv Receiver Shipments
Run Ahead of 1954 Total
SHIPMENTS of tv sets to dealers in first five
months of 1955 ran 13% above same 1954
period, according to Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs.
Assn. May shipments from factories to dealers
fell seasonally from April but were ahead of
year ago.
RETMA reported January-May shipments
totaled 2,677,630 sets compared to 2,370,098
in like 1954 period; 348,181 sets in May compared to 361,102 in April and 304,227 in May
1954. Following are tv set shipments to dealers
by states during first five months of 1955:
State
Total State
Total
48,050 New Jersey ... . 83,702
Alabama
Arizona
15,054 New Mexico .. . 9,140
Arkansas
32,068 New York
257,956
71,973
218,350 North Carolina ... .
California
19,431 North Dakota . 9,179
Colorado
Connecticut .... 36,200 Ohio
^H^l
39,937
5,508 Oklahoma
Delaware
Dist. of Colombia 90,211
26,625 Oregon
167,562
Pennsylvania ... ,55'?!2
Florida
12,970
Rhode Island ..
58,624 South
Georgia
Carolina. . 41,253
11,713
Idaho
139,607 South Dakota... 8,350
Illinois
Indiana
68,092 Tennessee
,fi'i?§
162,333
38,925 Texas
Iowa
10,470
Utah
36,479
Kansas
9,072
Vermont
46,953
Kentucky
Louisiana
59,619 Virginia
20,790 Washington 46,999
Maine
35,607 West Virginia .. . 29,345
Maryland
Massachusetts . . 73,861 Wisconsin
5„'„;
2,531
104,117 Wyoming
Michigan
Minnesota
43,942
Mississippi 2^-i3.l
U. S. TOTAL. . 2,667,193
^issfur!
7|'329
Alaska
4,446
Montana
8,464
- 001
5'991
Haw°"
22,425
ska
Nebra
Nevada
3,531
New Hampshire. 9,620
2,677,630
New

Rate Card Issued

For CBS-TV West Coast
NEW rate card (No. 3) for CBS Television
Pacific Network, effective July 1, increases onehour Class A time from total of $4,550 to
$6,000 for Basic California Group, which includes Los Angeles, San Francisco and San
Diego. In basic Pacific Coast Group, covering
five cities, price of Class A one hour rises from
$5,875 to $7,700.
Revised card eliminates optional group of
stations as such. This consisted of 14 interconnected stations which sold for $4,050 for onehour Class A time; 11 non-interconnected stations sold for $1,750 Class A one-hour, and
three stations outside continental U. S. which
sold for $600 Class A one-hour time.
In place of optional group, CTPN has set
up Optional California Group of six outlets
with total price of $2,025; Optional Pacific
Group of 18 stations, $5,675; non-interconnected group of five outlets at $750; group of
three stations outside U.S. for $600; extended
market group of six stations, $345.
Discounts in new card which do not apply
to extended market group range from 5% for
13-25 programs to 20% for 52 or more programs as compared to 10% for 26-38 programs
to 20% for 52 or more shows which was discount structure on Rate Card No. 2.
GE Earnings Set Record
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. reports record net
earnings of $101,892,000 in first six months of
1955, representing 9% increase over previous
peak of $93,856,000 in first half of 1954. Sales
for 1955 half-year totaled $1,523,951,000, compared to $1,447,597,000 volume in 1954 period.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

deadline

O'NEIL TO ANSWER
HEAVY turnout of newsmen expected
tomorrow (Tuesday) when Thomas F.
O'Neil, president of General Teleradio
Inc., holds news conference at New
York's Hampshire House. Mr. O'Neil
will make his first appearance before
newsmen since acquiring RKO Radio
Pictures (see story, page 35).

TvB Completes

Presentation

On 'Pinpoint7 Video Concept
FIRST in series of five presentations completed by Television Bureau of Advertising on
"pinpoint concept of television" — pointing up
use of broad schedule of local tv programs of
various types as way for advertisers to use
local stations — for use of advertisers, agencies
and to TvB members.
First presentation deals with size and type
of audiences advertiser can reach with typical
schedule of local news programs. Treated are
morning, mid-day, early evening and late evening news programs with results on basis of
two and five programs. Study, conducted by
A. C. Nielsen, showed 63% of all U. S. tv
homes regularly view local news programs of
TvB member stations, watching them average
2.7 times per week.
U. S.-Mexico Agreement Near
DISTINCT progress toward agreement between
United States and Mexico on use of am broadcast spectrum was reported Friday after two
weeks of negotiations in Washington.
While no formal statement was forthcoming
from U. S. delegation Chairman Rosel H. Hyde
or Mexico delegation Chairman Carlos Nunez,
it was understood prospects bright for favorable
outcome. Unless unforseen difficulties crop up,
agreement in substance will be reduced to writing early this week.
Although no word was reported on exactly
what frequencies were involved, on basis of existing usage by Mexico it would appear that 660
kc (WRCA New York) and 830 kc (WCCO
Minneapolis) officially have been made available for secondary usage by Mexico.
It was also believed that secondary use of 540
kc (Canadian clear) has been agreed to by both
Mexico and U. S. In case of Mexican use of
U. S. clears, American stations would be protected at border.
Bilateral agreement, if signed by delegates,
will be submitted to Congress to become associated with North American Regional Broadcast Agreement (NARBA) which has been pending before Senate since 1951.
Tv Set Exemption Weighed
HOUSE Ways and Means Committee will take
up as its first business today (Mon.) bill (HR
7040) to exempt from 10% federal excise tax
television sets equipped to tune in all uhf
channels. Enactment of bill, authored by Rep.
Frank Ikard (D-Tex.), has been hailed by
broadcasting industry and manufacturers as
partial solution to lack of circulation by uhf
stations.

HARRY N. SAGER, director of media and
marketing, Krupnick & Assoc., St. Louis, appointed media director, Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Chicago, responsible for all media buying accounts. CLINTON R. CLARVK, cooperative
advertising manager, Dodge Div. of Chrysler
Corp., appointed media director, Kenyon &
Eckhardt's D6troit office, in charge of agency
media operation on Mercury Div. account.
S. J. NEALE, vice president in charge of media,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., to assume
additional duties of director of radio and tv
department, succeeding ALVIN KABAKER,
vice president and director of tv and radio, who
has announced resignation.
Newspapers Acquire Options
For Mountain Stations Group
FOUR-MONTH option to buy radio-tv properties of Carman-Wrathall-Powers group in
Utah, Idaho and Montana acquired by Standard Examiner Pub. Co., Ogden (Ogden Standard Examiner) , and Kearns-Tribune Corp., Salt
Lake City (Salt Lake Tribune). Option announced by Frank C. Carman, pioneer Utah
broadcaster.
Included in option are interests in KUTA
and KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City; KLIX-AMTV Twin Falls, Idaho; KGEM Boise, Idaho;
KOPR Butte, Mont. Carman group interests
in KIFI Idaho Falls and KWIK Pocatello,
Idaho, being sold to J. Robb Brady Trust Co.,
Idaho Falls, family holding company. Standard Examiner Pub. Co. is owner of KIMN Denver and 40% of KMON Great Falls, Mont.
Kearns-Tribune Corp. owns 50% of KUTV
(TV) and would be co-owner with Standard
Examiner. Carman group includes Grant W.
Wrathall, and O. Powers and Sharon Lee Powers, widow and daughter respectively of Jack
Powers, original partner.
ND Grid Series at Hotels
CLOSED-CIRCUIT telecasts of four Notre
Dame U. football games this fall in 15 hotels
owned by Sheraton Corp. of America to be announced in Chicago this week. Games will be
offered in ballrooms in conjunction with hotel
chain, Notre Dame paying line charges and
receiving proceeds (admission $4 per ticket),
Tom McDonald, sales manager of Chicago's
Sheraton Hotel, told B«T Friday. Sheraton
chain, through new closed circuit tv subsidiary,
probably would split advertising expenses with
university, it's understood, and plans extensive
tv spot campaign on sports shows in hotel
cities to promote telecasts. Sheraton will have
exclusive rights over theatres in cities where
it plans telecasts. Box Office Television also
reportedly interested in ND games in theatres,
perhaps on sponsor basis, though Notre Dame
officials would not comment Friday.
Campbell-Mithun in Hollywood
CAMPBELL-MITHUN Inc., Minneapolis
agency, has opened a new office in Hollywood
with Paul Morgan, formerly account executive
for Hamm's beer at agency's headquarters
office, named general manager. Hollywood office is at 1680 N. Vine St., phone: Hollywood
2-0715. Two others transfer to Coast from
agency's home office: Pat Walsh, office manager, and Marguerite Rinck. Office will supervise filming of tv commercials for all its clients
and give account service in all media and marketing and sales planning assistance to those
accounts having extensive West Coast operations. These include American Dairy Corp.,
Gold Seal Corp., Pillsbury Flour Co., Morrell
Packing Co., and Theo. Hamm Brewing Co.
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IN/REVIEW
DATELINE

DISNEYLAND

AS a television program, Dateline Disneyland
was among the most ambitious and least succes ful tobe undertaken by the medium. Oddly,
its production failures actually enhanced its
value as an advertisement for the Anaheim
wonderland.
With 24 cameras, miles of cable, who-knowshow-many technicians and carloads of supporting gear in use, the broadcast was so complicated that the wonder was it got on the air at
all. There were missed cues and general confusion. In switching from place to place, the
program became disoriented.
But the total effect of the somewhat chaotic
presentation was to let just enough of Disneyland get through to titillate the viewer. It was,
to be precise, a 90-minute teaser ad. The viewer
saw enough to want to see it all. To see it all,
of course, he will have to journey to the fabulous park and buy a ticket of admission, exactly the procedure which Walt Disney and
ABC set out to promote on the show.
Production cost: $40,000.
Sponsored by American Motors Corp. through
Geyer Adv. Co., New York; Swift & Co.
through McCann-Erickson, Chicago, and
Gibson Greeting Card Co. through Stockton,
West, Burkhart, Cincinnati.
Broadcast
on ABC-TV July 17, 7:30-9 p.m.
EDT.
Producer: Sherman Marks.
Music director: Walter Schumann.
Camera directors: Stuart Phelps, John Rich.
JOHNNY

CARSON

SHOW

CBS-TV's summer entry in the most-likely-tobe-discovered-comedian-of-1955 sweepstakes is
Johnny Carson. Tall, thin, dark, with outstanding ears and an engaging grin, young Mr. Carson is neither particularly handsome nor homely. When he first appears on his program, alone
before the camera, he impresses the viewer as
a pleasant person who probably will be fun to
know.
Format of the July 14 telecast closely resembled that of a Bob Hope show. There was
an opening monologue by the star, a couple
of songs by the guest singer — in this case the
lovely-to-look-at, easy-to-listen-to . Lisa Kirk —
a comedy routine, some dialogue with the guest,
a quartette number and a hasty closing to get
things wound up before the final commercial.
But the program's format was its only resemblance to the Bob Hope show. Mr. Hope
is a high pressure comic, spouting gags at machine-gun tempo. Mr. Carson is more on the
leisurely side. The material he used in his enhalf-hour wouldn't have lasted Mr. Hope
five tire
minutes.
There was also a running gag, which began
when Mr. Carson was pinched for speeding
and gave the cop tickets to his program in a
vain attempt to persuade the policeman not to
give him a traffic ticket and continued through
the program. Johnny had first shown the cop
his wallet, with a courtesy sheriff's badge, a
"Young Democrats for Eisenhower" card, followed by other cards reading "Young Republicans for Stevenson," "Young Stevensons for
Eisenhower" and "Young Eisenhowers for
Stevenson."
That kind of humor has seemingly been selected by Mr. Carson and his writers as the
best for him, for it ran through the entire program. Portraying a radio reporter in a "Catch
Up With the News" sequence, he managed to
push off the ledge of a skyscaper the man he

has just persuaded not to jump; then he attempted to interview a runner trying to set a
new mile record, running easily beside him and
talking continuously but getting nothing but
gasps from the miler.
A little tentative, as if those in charge are
still trying to decide on the best way to present
Mr. Carson's talents to the viewing public, the
Johnny Carson Show is none-the-less a pleasant
enough half-hour, heads and shoulders above
the typical summer replacement program. As
for the star, one critic's first conclusion is that
here is a promising young performer, who with
proper guidance is destined for the top, next
year
not this, and who meantime is well
worth ifwatching.
Production costs: Approximately $20,000.
Sponsored alternately by General Foods Corp.
through Young & Rubicam and Revlon Products Corp. through William H. Weintraub &
Co. on CBS-TV, Thurs., 10-10:30 p.m. EDT.
Star: Johnny Carson.
Producer: Bill Brennan; executive producer: Nat
Perrin; director: James Sheldon; writers:
Johnny Carson and Seaman Jacobs; musical
director: Lud Gluskin.
THE GRANTLAND RICE STORY
FOR millions of sports fans throughout the
country, The Grant land Rice Story should have
tremendous appeal. The wealth of human interest stories, culled from the late Mr. Rice's
best-selling autobiography, The Tumult and the
Shouting, provides a ringside seat at rarely-revealed episodes surrounding giants of the sports
world over the past 30 years.
It is Mr. Rice's acknowledgedly distinctive
prose, with some discreet editing, that is
brought to The Grantland Rice Story. In the
episode under review, Jimmy Powers narrated
an incident at the training camp of Gene
Tunney, in preparation for the first DempseyTunney heavyweight bout, when the contender
took an airplane ride much to the consternation
of his manager. A portion of the program was
devoted to an interview with Jack Dempsey,
during which the ex-champion commented on
anecdotes in Mr. Rice's book and also supplied
other interesting sidelights on the episode under
discussion.
Fifty-two quarter-hour programs of The
Grantland Rice Story will be available to
Thesaurus stations, each centering on a dramatic incident involving a titan of sports. The
notion of including in each program a participant in the particular event provides hindsight
comment and the opportunity for sprightly
reminiscence.
In some
Mr. poetry,
Rice's
own voice is heard,
recitingsegments
his original
which is well-known in sporting circles.
Estimated Production Cost: $3,000
Produced and Distributed: RCA Recorded ProLibrary.gram Services for RCA Thesaurus Station
Editor: Dave Camerer
Narrator: Jimmy Powers, with guest stars, including Jack Dempsey, Gene Tunney, Earl
Sonde, Bobby Jones, Ford Frick and other
sports personalities.
Format: One-quarter-hour program, fully
transcribed.
TV MANUFACTURERS' RECEIVER TROUBLE CURES (VOL. 7), edited by Milton
Snitzer. John F. Rider Publisher, 480 Canal
St., New York 13. 128 pp. $1.80.
SEVENTH in a series of paper bound books
dealing with specific tv set troubles, this volume
presents the manufacturers' own answers to
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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It's Christmas in July, September,
January and all through the year for your
product and market with TV's freshest,
most exciting new variety revue . . . SHOWTIME.
All tied up and ready for delivery . . .
An exciting and startling new experience in TV musicals.
The greatest array of "BIG NAME" talent ever assembled for local and
regional sponsorship . . . the biggest 30 minutes in television. Reads like a
who's who in Show Business and delivers an entertainment package unmatched
in television today. Every week a brilliant new star-studded cast works
for you, delivering great songs, hilarious comedy, top orchestral arrangements and
thrilling dance routines . . . Stars like : Teresa Brewer, Ralph Flanagan,
Peggy Lee, Tennessee Ernie, the De Castro Sisters, Frankie Carle
and many more great audience names, all M.C.'d by TV's newest comic sensation . . .

Here's a show you've been waiting for ... a show of
top network calibre kept within a low budget for
local and regional sponsors.
SHOWTIME is BIG TIME ... in every way but cost,
combining all the elements that build high ratings and sizzle
sponsors' sales upward.
SHOWTIME is YOUR TIME to act ... for 39 great shows !
Do your Christmas shopping now !

Mail to:
STUDIO FILMS, INC., 380 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

For complete details write, wire, phone or mail the
attached coupon for all facts today.
STUDIO
FILMS,
INC.
Producers and Distributors of Television Films
380 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Phone: OXford 7-2590
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Today there's a bigger difference than ever on Mutual —
both in how much you get and how little you pay.

Nowhere else will, you get such powerful local impact—
through a network fabric with all the strength of
"hometown" radio . . . or such co verage-from- within
of markets both with and without television . . . or
such a big-audience "extra" in out-of-home listening.

And nowhere will you find more for your money than
WITH

A

in Mutual 's new rate card. You can now (for example) buy

NEW

KIND

15 minutes on 557 stations for $2,970. Or a quarter-hour
Or only
$5.34
air-time cost for each station of only

OF
RATE

$1.78 per commercial minute. Day or night. It's good value

CARD

for Watertown or Waterbury. . . a bargain for Memphis or
...FOR
NEW
RADIO

A
KIND

St. Jo... almost unbelievable for New York or Los Angeles.
OF
And it doesn't take a slide-rule to see how little 20 or 30
seconds would cost!

These low, low rates make Mutual the network of best buys
in all radio today — for a sectional or national program,
for maximum

saturation, for large and small advertisers.

And for you, too. Ask for a "reading" on Mutual 's new rate
card. See how it gives your budget far more local sell —
on the "plus" network. . .

MUTUAL

Broadcasting

System

IN REVIEW
things that may go wrong with their receivers.
Manufacturers whose tv trouble cures are included inthis book are: General Electric, Hallicrafters, Hoffman, Jackson, Kaye-Halbert,
Magnavox, Majestic, Mars Tv, Mattison Tv,
Meek, Montgomery Ward, Motorola, Muntz,
Pacific Mercury, Packard-Bell, Philco, Philharmonic, Radio Craftsmen and Raytheon.

0

****

^

CREDIT COURSES BY TELEVISION.
American Council on Education, 1785
Massachusetts Ave., N. W., Washington 6,
D. C. 50 pp. $1.
ON Feb. 21-22, 1955, 40 representatives of the
more than 30 institutions that have offered
college courses for credit via tv met at Kellogg
Center, East Lansing, Mich., for the first conference on this field of education, held under
the joint auspices of the Continuing Education
Service of Michigan State College and the
Committee on Television of the American
Council on Education. The advantages tv
brings to education and the problems involved
were thoroughly discussed during the two-day
meeting, reported verbatim in this booklet.
THE ARRL ANTENNA BOOK (Seventh
Edition — 1955), prepared by the headquarters staff of the American Radio Relay
League, West Hartford 7, Conn. 344 pp. $2.
ONE of the most popular titles in the ARRL
library, this new edition of the Antenna Book
presents up-to-date information about antenna
theory, design and construction and is a valuable reference work that may also be used as a
text for class or home study. More than 400
photographs, drawings, charts and tables augment the text.

Advance Schedule
Of Network Color Shows
CBS-TV

Remainder of July and August
color schedules not yet announced.

NBC-TV
July 25

July
WMCT
WMC

• WMCF

• WMCT

MEMPHIS
CHANNEL

5

Memphis' First T.V. Station
100,000 WATTS
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES— THE BRANHAM CO.
Owned and operated by THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL
NBC BASIC • ALSO AFFILIATED WITH ABC AND DUMONT

July

(8-9:30 p.m. EDT) Producers
Showcase, "The Fourposter,"
Ford through Kenyon & Eckhardt, and RCA through Kenyon & Eckhardt and Al Paul
Lefton agencies.
26 (7:30-7:45
p.m. EDT)
Vaughn Monroe Show. (Also
July 28, Aug. 2, 4, 9, and 11.)
27 (7:30-7:45 p.m. EDT) Matt
Dennis. (Also July 29, Aug.
Sustaining.
1, 3, 5, 8, 10, 12 and 15.)

Aug. 1-5 (11 a.m.-Noon EDT) Home.
Color inserts daily at 11:45
a.m.-Noon. Participating sponsors.
Aug. 22 (8-9:30 p.m. EDT) Producers
Showcase, "The King and
Mrs. Candle," Ford through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, and RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Grey and Al Paul Lefton
[Note: This agencies.
schedule will be corrected to
press time of each issue of B»T.]
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Michigan's

major

The biggest buy in radio is Michigan's Knorr
Broadcasting Corporation's combined 4-station
deal! Here, bounded by Detroit, Jackson, Flint
and Saginaw, is 80% of Michigan's 6-billion
dollar buying power! That's where nearly 100%
of the homes and over 8 5% of the automobiles
have radios. That's where WKMH, WKHM,
WKMF and WSAM command the biggest listening audience, because that's where everybody
likes News, Music and Sports!

market

WKMH
DEARBORN-

DETROIT

WKMF
FLINT,

MICHIGAN

#1 '< *

WKHM
JACKSON,

MICHIGAN

WSAM
SAGINAW,
Cover Michigan's major market like a tent and
SAVE 10% in the bargain! BUY ANY 2 OR
MORE oj these POWERFUL STATIONS and
SAVE 10% from RATE CARD.
WKMH-Dearborn-Detroit
WKHM-Jackson, Mich.
WKMF— Flint, Mich.
WSAM— Saginaw, Mich.

Represented

MICHIGAN
By

Headley-Reed

Mil
You Buy Michigan's Biggest Buying Power
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Through..

KNORR

BppffhiiMiiil 11
B/awwlcd3tuu|

LLIJi>TTrf^

CORP.
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MORE EFFICIENT
"All-in-one" Processing Amplifier combines the signal
processing functions of previous channel amplifier, gamma
corrector, shading generator,
and monitor auxiliary.

No

need to wait any longer for production live color TV

equipment! RCA
Color

Camera

has it now ... a complete new TK-41
chain with new

Amplifier, which combines

all-in-one Processing

four major functions in one.

It not only provides important savings in components,
floor space and operating costs, but assures highest quality
COMPACT
The new equipment utilizes
only 100 inches of rack space;
can be mounted in only 1 Vb
racks for efficient, compact
installation.

at lowest expense.
This is the complete color camera TV
television stations are now

equipment that

using in their swing to color,

or in expanding their color facilities. For complete technical information, call your RCA
LOW OPERATING COST
Requires half the ac power
needs of conventional equipment and permits elimination
of 50% of former dc power
supplies. Uses 9 less rackmounted units, and 134 fewer
tubes — conservatively operated for extended life.

sentative. In Canada, write RCA

VICTOR

Company

Limited, Montreal.

RCA
FAST SETUP
Centralized controls minimize
setup time, require but a single
operator for control functions.
In addition, over-all stability,
improvement in camera performance and picture quality
are assured.

Broadcast Sales repre-

TK-41

TYPE

COLOR

CAMERA

COLOR

« • • with

the

CAMERA

revolutionary

processing

combines

signal

processing

single

in

EQUIPMENT

all-electronic

amplifier

which

functions

TV

all

a

chassis.

Processing
View
of
RCA Pioneered and Developed Compatible
Color Television

Amplifier
with
front
shelf
removed

RADIO

CORPORATION

ENGINEERING

PRODUCTS

DIVISION

of

AMERICA
CAMDEN, N.J.

pay
to

less
the

sell

SOUTH

BEND

MARKET-

America's

5th richest*

OPEN MIKEThe Mid-Gulf States
EDITOR
... Of course, it ["The Mid-Gulf States,"
B*T, lune 27] was particularly interesting to
me in that it gave such a wealth of information
on my own state, Alabama. However, I always
find the publication to be most interesting and
informative . . .
Sen. John Sparkman (D-Ala.)
U. S. Senate, Washington, D. C.
EDITOR:
... I read this article with a great deal of
interest. . .
Hale Boggs (D-La.)
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.
EDITOR:
. . . We found the article most interesting
and significant. We are passing on to our
membership
from . . . a number of quotations thereYates Catlin, Dir. Pub. Rel.
American Waterways Operators
Washington, D. C.
EDITOR:
Will you kindly have ordered for us 50 additional reprints of your June 27 feature on
"The Mid-Gulf States" complete with advertising.

Class "A" time rate comparison
among South Bend area stations
WSJV

Station B Station C

1 hour

$300.00 $500.00 $400.00
Yi hour $180.00 $300.00 $240.00
5 min.
$ 90.00 $125.00 $100.00
Effective
250,000 185,000 204,000
Radiated
watts
watts
Power
wattsPower
^Source: 1955 Sates Management Survey of ,Buying

We feel that this is an excellent job of coverage and have given it wide circulation among
our regional and national accounts.
Richard C. Proctor, Merc. Mgr.
WSFA-AM-TV Montgomery, Ala.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints of the article on
"Theor Mid-Gulf
100
15 cents States"
apiece.] are available at $15 per
Disc-overy
EDITOR:
Do-it-yourself hobbyists can have a lot of
fun with old transcriptions. Heat the plastic
records, and all sorts of household novelties
such as magazine racks can be made. Beauti-

Average per family income in the
South Bend Market is $6,923.00—
ranking it first in Indiana and fifth
highest in the nation. WSJV-TV
reaches 208,000 UHF sets in this
billion dollar market — with broader
coverage at substantially lower rates
than any TV station in the area.

WSJV-TV

Disc Into Lazy Susan
JOHN F. DILLE, Jr., President
JOHN J. KEENAN, Commerciol Manager
Your Growth Network Station
Serving
South Bend- Elkhart
Northern Indiana
Southern

Michigan

For availabilities see your
H-R
Page 20
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ful metal discs can be made by soaking aluminum-base discs in hot water several minutes.
The coating peels right off, leaving a bright
disc. I have made a post lamp for the yard,
light for tropical fish tank, letter rack, book
rack, fruit dishes, lazy susan etched with acid
(see photo) and wall plant-holder. Anyone
have any other ideas?
Arthur C. McCracken, Mgr.
WGPA Bethlehem, Pa.
Tv Down Under
EDITOR:
. . . We have always been keenly interested
in your publication and now that tv is about

to be established in this country we are finding
B*T an invaluable reference . . .
K. W. Brown
Amalgamated Wireless {Australasia)
Ltd., Sydney, Australia
WIRY Has No Wired-Music
EDITOR:
A point of inquiry: from what source did
you get the following words in your story on
our two applications [for daytime radio stations
in Chateaugay and Lake Placid, N. Y.] filed
with the FCC July 6: "... and have wiredmusic interests" [B»T, July 11]?
Your magazine is always so correct, I am
sure this is not your error, but must be corrected
because, as president and general manager of
WIRY and chairman of the board of WIRI
(TV), there are no interests whatsoever in
wired-music . . .
Joel H. Scheier, Pres.
WIRY Plattsburg, N. Y.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: B«T regrets the error in misidentification of WIRY and wired-music, caused
by a mix-up in a reporter's notes.]
Constructive Force
EDITOR:
I have long been an admirer of Broadcasting • Telecasting . . . Your understanding
editorials on the industry are one of the great
constructive forces. My congratulations to
you for the fine job you are doing.
H. L. Hoffman, President
Hoffman Electronics Corp.
Los Angeles
(President, RETMA)
Questionable Conduct
EDITOR:
So much is written and talked about in connection with national rating services that I
couldn't help but be a little amused, and frankly surprised, at an experience which I had last
Wednesday at my home.
At about 5:30 in the evening I had just walked
into the house when the front door bell rang
and I answered it. It was a young woman who
said that she represented one of the well known
rating
services
"was sheconducting
a survey."
I invited
her and
in but
pointed out
that it
would not take long enough to bother, so our
conversation took place through the screen
door.
She asked if any one in our home had listened
to the radio the day before and at what time.
My answers to her questions were affirmative.
She asked if I remembered to what station I
listened to and I told her.
She then asked whether any one watched
television the day before and I answered
affirmatively. Again she asked what time the
television set was viewed. Mind you, this was
all on the basis of pure memory of viewing and
listening activities of the day before . . . some
36 hours prior to the time of the interview. She
asked no questions concerning the program,
heard or seen, asked no information to authenticate my statements, and left after asking
my Isname.
this a survey?
When you have an experience like this you
can't help but wonder how such random and
inadequate questioning can serve as the foundation for a rating service used in many instances
as a yardstick in spending tens of thousands of
dollars of advertising money!
It just didn't make much sense to me. Maybe
it will to you.
R. G. Winnie, Asst. Gen. Mgr.
WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee, Wis.
Broadcasting
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the

perfect

family

!99
ent
enter
(The New tainm
York Times, August
16, 19 U7)

The New

York Times said it eight years ago,

and it is just as true today in syndicated
television as it was then of the motion picture
version. On stage, in print, on the screen or
on television . . . Life with Father is ' 'perfect
family entertainment. " And now, for the
first time, it's available to all stations for
local or regional sponsorship, on a syndicated
basis ... through CBS Television Film Sales.
Probably the best-known
of modern

dramatic property

times, Father needs no pearly-

lyorded description. A few capsule statistics
tell its story. It was the longest-running play
in Broadway

history, grossing close to

.$10,000,000 in 3,224 performances. The movie
grossed another $6,250,000. The book sold
more than 2,000,000 copies. And Life with
Father on the CBS Television Network

played

to an average of more than 8,000,000 people
per broadcast during the past season !*
Starring Leon Ames

and Lurene Tuttle, Life

with Father is a prestige-packed syndicated
film series suitable for almost any time period
and any sponsor. . . in fact, the perfect vehicle
for selling the families in your sales areas.
Get details from . . .

CBS

Television

Film

*ARB viewers per set applied to NT1 homes, October 1954— April 1955,

Sales,

Inc.

Chicago
• New
York
Los Angeles
Detroit
San Francisco
Boston
St. Louis
Dallas
Atlanta
In Canada:
S. W. Caldwell,
Ltd., Toronto

our

respects

to JOSEPH MICHAEL BAISCH

Here's our Jimmy Vinson, Middle
Georgia's jam-up, top-notch, really
outstanding disc jockey. (Fred Robbins
had him on "Disc Derby" not long
ago). Jimmy's been spinning records
round these parts for nearly 12 years.
Right now he's heard at the mike over
WMAZ Radio from 7 till 10 each morning and from 4 to 6 every afternoon.
Jimmy's a Georgia boy, active in his
church, with the PTA and his Cub Scout
pack. When it comes to radio, he

JIMMY VINSON
knows his stuff, and he knows what
Middle Georgians like. And best of
all, his bright cheery voice is one that
radio listeners round here have taken
a hankerin' to.
Listeners? Just look at the ratings!
Jimmy's range from 50% to 66% in
the city of Macon alone. Out in the
area, Jimmy has more listeners than
any other TEN radio stations combined
in 22 Middle Georgia counties.
You want the radio audience in
Middle Georgia? Jimmy Vinson is
your one best buy. See Katz about
getting on one of Jimmy's shows.

SOUTHEASTERN
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
MACON,
Page 24
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JOSEPH M. BAISCH, a youthful, fireball extheatre executive, has long felt that television
and the major film firms have enough of a
denominator in common to consummate a
"permanent and happy marriage."
To his colleagues at WREX-TV Rockford,
111., Mr. Baisch is probably best recognized for
his alert, straightforward and enthusiastic demeanor as general manager of a successful station in a mixed vhf-uhf two-station market.
To a man who once lived the theatre and
booked top stage acts, success has come slowly
and with deliberation characteristic of painstaking work. It derived from the drawing
boards of WREX-TV in 1951 before the vhf
ch. 13 outlet went on the air.
"We didn't have the economic picnic that
the early pioneer stations had but we had the
economic headaches, followed by a month-tomonth growth," Mr. Baisch recalls. Tangibly
speaking, WREX-TV already has recorded a
25% boost in advance billings for this fall over
a similar season in 1954.
Born and reared in Ironwood, Mich. (Dec. 7,
1918), Joseph Michael Baisch has spent most
of his adult life in Wisconsin. He started in
the theatre as an usher while in high school
at the modest pay of 25 cents per hour. Later
he became a doorman, chief of service, assistant
manager and finally, at the tender age of 18,
manager of the Strand Theatre in Green Bay,
Wis. After cutting his teeth on promotion, production (of style shows) and talent activities,
he
managed
the Gateway Theatre in Kenosha,
Wis.
Attended Marquette
Mr. Baisch entered Robert A. Johnston College of Business Administration at Marquette
U. in Milwaukee in 1940. He carried a full
course while managing the Regal Theatre there
and also found time to win a middleweight
boxing championship.
Mr. Baisch became Pvt. Joe Baisch in the
Air Corps in August 1941 — but not without
a struggle. He had been cleared by the draft
board and was armed with a letter to join the
82d Observers Squadron only to find it was on
maneuvers in Oregon and Washington. A showman to the core, young Baisch finally got the
Air Corps to listen to his plea for enlistment
by After
canvassing
San Francisco's
a promotion
to sergeant, Presidio.
Air Corpsman
Baisch applied for cadet pilot training, winning
his wings at Ellington Field, Houston, Tex., in
December 1942. Three months later he was
on his way overseas, assigned as a bomber
pilot. He participated in campaigns in North
Africa, Sicily, the Middle East and southern
France.

Upon his return to the U. S., officer Baisch
became squadron commander at Logan International Airport in Boston. He was decorated
with the Distinguished Flying Cross, the Air
Medal with seven oak leaf clusters and the
Presidential Distinguished Unit Citation.
Returning from the theatres of war to the
theatre of entertainment, Mr. Baisch resumed
his studies at Marquette and worked nights and
weekends as house manager of the Riverside
Showcase Stage Theatre. He was appointed
district manager for Standard Theatres and
later head film buyer and supervisor and booking supervisor
for the chain's
36 theatres.
(Among
the personalities
he booked:
Jackie
Gleason, Lucille Ball, Red Skelton, Gene Autry
and others who now appear on tv.)
Like many another theatre executive, Joe
Baisch was quick to sense the handwriting on
the wall with respect to television. In 1949,
as general manager of Gran Enterprises Co.,
Milwaukee, he helped coordinate exhibits for
presentation to the FCC and aided in planning
of projects involving tv stations in Duluth and
Green Bay as well as WREX-TV and WTVW
(TV) Milwaukee. Mr. Baisch was appointed
assistant general manager and elected a director of Milwaukee Area Telecasting Corp.,
originally licensee of WTVW before it was
purchased by the Hearst interests.
He became general manager of WREX-TV
when it began commercial operation on Sept.
18, 1953,
thus seeing
his "paper
plans" come to
life
after hours
of diligent
preparation.
Under Mr. Baisch and President L. E. Caster,
the station has adopted the philosophy that a
tv station can be successful pnly by serving as
a strong instrument -for local community expression. Along with the directors and 32 community leaders who hold stock in WREX-TV,
Mr. Baisch is a stickler for "morality in busidealings" and
card."
Mr.nessBaisch
feels"integrity
that one ofofthehisratetoughest
chores has been to convince agency timebuyers
and film distributors that Rockford "is not a
suburb of Chicago" and is, in fact, a distinctive
market unto itself in "the country's richest
farm belt." The Rockford market actually
comprises Freeport, Beloit, Janesville, Monroe,
Belvedere, Sycamore, Dixon, Sterling and De
Kalb. WREX-TV currently programs something less than 100 hours weekly with over 40
devoted to CBS shows.
Mr. Baisch, his wife Carole and their two
daughters (Heidi, 8, and Lisa, 5) live in a
brand new contemporary ranch house in the
suburbs of Rockford. It is modeled after the
WREX-TV building itself even to the same
color bricks. Mr. Baisch's hobby is travel.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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"IF YOU WANT to get an idea of how fast
things move and change in our business," says
Walter Bowe, timebuyer at Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell and Bayles, "just pull out a recommendation dated a couple of years back.
Whether it dealt with spot or network, whether
it was accepted or turned down, I'll bet you'd
find that you'd have to write it differently today
even though every statistic and prediction has
since panned out.
"As a further check, try to recall the people —
agency and sales personnel — involved in the
proposal, and invariably a good percentage will
now be in new surroundings. Of course, much
of this is a result of just plain progress, but
the fact that things never sit still in radio and
television has a great deal to do with it.
"Mass programming changes, research
sources going in and out of business, new stations, affiliation switches, new sales patterns. . . .
It's a job trying to keep up to date.
"You can't complain, though, because these
are all indications of a healthy competitive
picture and a good business period."
Mr. Bowe is a seven-year member of the
timebuying fraternity. He is a Navy veteran
and a graduate of Syracuse U., where he was
a sports reporter for the campus daily and a
script writer for WAER.
His business history covers four years at
Benton & Bowles servicing P & G, General
Foods and Best Foods. From there he went
to Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, on Lever
Bros., Sun Oil, Chase National Bank and
Helena Rubenstein cosmetics; then to NBC
and network tv sales development. Since November of last year he has been at SSC&B on Pall
Mall, Half & Half, Speidel, Lever Bros., Vim
and the American Petroleum Institute.
The principal buying activity of the moment
is clearing for Pall Mall's new M-G-M Parade
on ABC-TV, 8:30 p.m. Wednesdays. This program joins The Big Story, Douglas Edwards
With the News and Make Room for Daddy as
the network effort for Pall Mall. Speidel is a
participating
on NBC's
Caesar's aHour
and Americansponsor
Petroleum
has scheduled
telecast Oct. 9 to promote Oil Progress Week.
Mr. Bowe's hobbies are carpentry, fishing,
writing and rooting for the Yankees.
"The family is assuming rather large proportions," reports Mr. Bowe. "We have three little
Yankees — Casey, 4, Clippper, 3, and Tommy,
IV2 — and expect the clean-up hitter any moment. My wife, Mary, was also my secretary at
Benton & Bowles, and a darn good one. Now
she's boss at home in Peekskill (N. Y.)."
Broadcasting
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For more and better coverage — for cackling good sales results — make
sure you include WFMY-TV. WFMY-TV is the only TV station completely
covering the Prosperous Piedmont section of North Carolina and Virginia.
Telecasting to some 2 million people in this prosperous 46 county area
of the South, WFMY-TV gives you coverage that no station — or group of
stations — dares claim.
With full 100,000 watts power plus nearly 6 years experience in local
and CBS network programming — WFMY-TV is the only station spreading
its feathers over this entire $2.3 billion market.
To get cackling good sales results for your product in the Prosperous
Piedmont, call your H-R-P man today.

tuf

mij-tv

GREENSBORO.
N.
Represented by
Now In Our
Sixth Year
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Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
New York — Chicago — San Francisco
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SOURCE:
NEILSEN COVERAGE SERVICE
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fist
A
NBC

680
KC
50,000
WATTS
Affiliate for RALEIGH-DURHAM and Eastern North Carolina

R.H.MASON, General Manager
GUS YOUNGSTEADT, Sales Manager
National
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Philanthropy may spend $250,000 on basic study

•

New

•

Meanwhile, Doerfer seeks to make big cities all-uhf

•

As FCC grants another vhf in Pittsburgh

•

And extends vhf coverage in East by raising tower limits

•

NBC-Westinghouse

team will run Magnuson

network-uhf exploration

swap hangs fire on question of monopoly

THE Ford Foundation-sponsored Fund for the
Republic may undertake a quarter-million-dollar
investigation of broadcasting, at U. S. Senatorial
request, B«T learned last week.
The Fund reportedly is seriously considering
a proposal by Sen. Warren G. Magnuson CDWash. ), chairman of the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee, to conduct a
basic study of control and operation of the airways, with emphasis on television. The Fund's
project would augment the Commerce Committee's own investigation of tv.
The possibility of a Fund for the Republic
investigation came to light in a week of unprecedented government interests in tv. These
were the major developments:
• The Senate Commerce Committee made
plans to start public hearings on television next
November, with new and possibly tougher men
in command.
• FCC Comr. John C. Doerfer proposed a
drastic plan to give uhf a shot in the arm. In
a motion introduced to the Commission, he
advocated turning big cities like New York,
Chicago and Los Angeles into uhf-only markets, using vhf stations with their wider range
to cover less thickly populated areas.
• The FCC ordered a staff inquiry into
charges that NBC, by threatening to shut off
network programs, coerced Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. into trading its prize Philadelphia properties, WPTZ (TV) and KYW, for
NBC's WTAM and WNBK (TV) Cleveland.
The Commission also said it might set a hearing on NBC's application to buy ch. 17 WBUFTV Buffalo. NBC's earlier purchase of ch. 30
WKNB (TV) New Britain, Conn., still hangs
fire before the FCC.
• In a move to extend vhf coverage in the
north-east and north-central region, the FCC
nudged up the limit on tower height for maximum power. Until last week's action, the
Commission would not permit maximum power
to be used on towers higher than 1,000 feet.
From now on, maximum power can be used
up to 1,250 feet.
• Despite the advocacy of Comr. Doerfer
for uhf-only in major cities, the FCC granted
a merger application for ch. 11 in Pittsburgh,
Broadcasting
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one of the cities which Mr. Doerfer suggested
for transformation to uhf.
• FORD IN TV'S FUTURE?
A NEW approach and a new cast of principals
for the Senate Commerce Committee's investigation of television are foreshadowed with the
expected resignation this week of Sidney Davis,
New York attorney, as majority counsel for the
committee after a tenure of only four months.
Simultaneously, B»T learned that the Ford
Foundation's Fund for the Republic looks with
favor on the proposal of Committee Chairman
Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) that it under-

SEN. John O. Pastore, fiery Democrat, may
take charge of Magnuson tv hearings.
take fundamental research into freedom of
speech in broadcasting, political broadcasting
and even the subscription television issue. There
were indications that a $250,000 appropriation
would be made for this purpose.
Senator Magnuson is expected to name a
successor to Mr. Davis prior to the Congressional adjournment expected late this month or
early next. Among those understood to be un-

der consideration are Joseph M. Kittner, assistant chief of the FCC's Broadcast Bureau,
who on Aug. 1 would be transferred to a
similar position in Safety & Special Services
Bureau. Mr. Kittner is a 14-year veteran of the
FCC. If he is selected for the Senate post,
it probably would be on a leave of absence
basis, so that his Civil Service status would
not be affected.
Chairman Magnuson still has in mind the
launching of public hearings this fall, probably
by November, but indications are that the
brunt of this will be borne by Sen. John O.
Pastore (D-R. I.), next-ranking majority member and chairman of the Communications Subcommittee. Mr. Pastore, an attorney and a former governor of Rhode Island, is one of the
Senate's
most dynamic
members and is of the
liberal Democratic
school.
Chairman Magnuson originally had planned
to preside during the entire investigation and it
is still his purpose to have the television inquiry
conducted by the full committee. His preoccupation with other committee activities,
however, may force him to relinquish the bulk
of the hearing session to Mr. Pastore, who, as
top ranking Democrat, automatically would
take over the gavel, aside from his chairmanship of the Communications Subcommittee.
Mr. Davis, on leave as a senior partner in
the law firm of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin &
Krim, will submit his resignation to Chairman
Magnuson this Friday (July 29). Health, it is
understood, is the principal reason. But it is
believed there were other frustrations, including what was described as the "solid wall of
Republican resistance" stemming from Sen.
John W. Bricker (R-Ohio), ranking Republican
member and chairman of the committee at the
time the inquiry plan was launched last year.
Mr. Davis is suffering from a dislocated spinal
disc and plans to enter a New York hospital
next week to undergo traction treatment preparatory todetermining whether surgery is necessary. A 37-year-old bachelor, Mr. Davis last
year was chief counsel of the Senate Monopoly
Committee which conducted the Dixon-Yates
power investigation. A well-known trial attorney, he had been persuaded by Senator Magnuson to take over the Commerce Committee's
inquiry as the successor to Harry M. Plotkin,
Washington attorney and former assistant general counsel of the FCC.
The frustrations encountered by Mr. Davis
were not enumerated publicly. Certain committee sources, however, said that proposals
advanced by Mr. Davis met with virtually automatic opposition of the Republican minority.
The major networks are known to have opposed
Mr. Davis' line of approach to the inquiry.
Sen. Magnuson, prior to his departure last
Friday for a quick trip to the West Coast, said
he knew of Mr. Davis' plan to resign and
regretted that the condition of his health precluded his continued service. He commented,
however, that Mr. Davis "has laid a pretty good
foundation for the committee" and that the
work he has started can go forward under a
new counsel.
Sen. Magnuson pointed out that former Sen.
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Clarence C. Dill, of Washington, co-author of
the original Radio Act of 1927, is working with
the committee as a consultant on changes in
the present 1934 law and that legislation to this
end might be introduced when Congress reconvenes next January. He doubted whether
Sen. Dill would be willing to undertake the
majority counselship.
Sen. Magnuson said that Sen. Pastore
planned to be in Washington state in mid-October for hearings on Alaskan transportation.
He said that during this trip, he would outline
with the Rhode Island senator the pattern for
the public hearings which should get underway
in November.
Sen. Magnuson said he was highly encouraged over the attitude of the Ford Foundation
on his proposed new technique of having such
agencies conduct fact-finding studies for the
benefit of Congress and without cost to it.
About a month ago, Chairman Magnuson discussed this project with Dr. Robert M. Hutchins, head of Ford's Fund for the Republic,
particularly with a view to a study of Sec. 315
of the law regarding political broadcasting and
related aspects.
In subsequent conversations, the area was
broadened to include free speech, conveyance
of ideas by radio-tv
and the subscription
tv issue. Sen. Magnuson expressed extreme optimism
about approval of
the project with an
appropriation of
$250,000. The committee itself has
funds for investigatory purposes of only
$200,000 and the
bulk of this has been
earmarked
for the
MR. DAVIS
television inquiry.
At the time conversations were initiated with
Ford Foundation, Sen. Magnuson also authorized Mr. Davis to negotiate with the Carnegie
Foundation to research a project dealing with
censorship (Sec. 326 of the Act). He said no
final decision had been reached on this and
that he proposed to explore the matter further
with Dr. Vannevar Bush, president of Carnegie
Institution of Washington and trustee of Carnegie Corp. of New York. Some question had
arisen, he said, as to whether the censorship
study fell within the purview of Carnegie's
charter and that the suggestion had been made
that other foundations be contacted in that
regard.
MAKE BIG CITIES UHF?
A BOLD proposal to de-intermix major metropolitan cities such as New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles and others by making them all uhf
was laid before the FCC last week by FCC
Comr. John C. Doerfer [Closed Circuit, July
18].
The Wisconsin Republican made his proposal
in a formal statement offered at last Wednesday's regular Commission meeting (see text,
page 33).
The recommendation, which actually proposed only the revision of New York channels
from the present seven vhf to seven uhf, was
passed over without official action by the Commission.
It remains, however, an unfinished business.
Mr. Doerfer also recommended that all pending cases involving grants ready for decision,
but which have been held up because of consideration ofde-intermixture petitions, be made
final immediately.
In discussing his admittedly radical suggesPage 32 • July 25, 1955

tion, Mr. Doerfer made it clear that he meant
this to apply to all major centers, including
New York, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Chicago,
Cleveland, Detroit, Boston, Pittsburgh and St.
Louis.
Mr. Doerfer's statement, amplified for B»T
by the former Wisconsin Public Utilities Commission chairman, is based on the belief that
uhf is either capable of doing the job or it
If it is good enough to perform its functions,
isn't.
then it ought to be accepted for big city operation, Mr. Doerfer believes.
It is in the larger metropolitan areas, where
there is a heavy density of population and a
HIS BILLION DOLLAR

BABY

bands must be used if tv is to become a nationwide, competitive system.
Mr. Doerfer feels, he said, that current requests for de-intermixture — to establish all-uhf
communities — do not go far enough. Commission approval of de-intermixture in the five
pending cases — or even in the dozen additional
petitions pending FCC action — would just leave
"islands" of uhf, Mr. Doerfer declares, with no
assurance that this would do any good for
uhf as a whole throughout the country.
Mr. Doerfer explained that he was looking
for some "candid" expressions from the experts
on uhf. He plans, he said, to have his own
staff do some engineering studies to bolster his
beliefs, but he also would like expert engineering analysis to aid in determining what to do
about uhf.
"If it's surgery we need, then we ought to
perform the operation," he said. Otherwise
it's just "dibs and dabs."
Basis of Mr. Doerfer's thinking is the economics of telecasting. This follows the recommendation of Comr. Rosel H. Hyde that the
Commission should re-examine the tv allocation
plan in the light of the economics of broadcasting [Closed Circuit, July 11].
33).Mr. Hyde's suggestion
made(seeto text,
his fellow
commissioners
two weekswasago
page
The former FCC chairman also urged that
such measures as selective de-intermixture,
lowering the separation standards, and "greater
emphasis on market areas rather than assignto particular
shouldin govern.
That mentsthe
economicscities"
involved
broadcasting
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HERE'S what it would cost set owners in
a few major cities if proposals of FCC
Comr. John C. Doerfer (above) went
through. Comr. Doerfer's suggestion that
New York City be made all uhf affects
4,730,000 vhf tv sets estimated in the
metropolitan area as of the beginning of
July. This would entail, he said, $500
million for conversion. This works out
to a little more than $100 per conversion.
The July estimates for vhf receivers
in other cities mentioned as possibilities
for de-intermixture are as follows:
Chicago
2,237,900
Los Angeles
2,130,181
Philadelphia
2,105,636
Detroit
1,590,000
Boston
1,315,246
Cleveland
1,200,000
Pittsburgh
1,134,110
St. Louis
785,162
Using Comr. Doerfer's figure of $100
per set conversion, this would total a
$1.7 billion outlay by the public if the
nine cities referred to above all were
changed to uhf-only.
smaller geographic area to be covered, that
uhf's "urban" coverage should work best, Mr.
Doerfer figures.
This move would permit the use of vhf
channels in those areas which require wide area
coverage in order to encompass less dense
populations, he pointed out.
"Since stations stand or fall economically on
their population coverage, this should be the
best
method
Doerfer
said. of utilizing both vhf and uhf," Mr.
He also emphasized that both frequency

are playing a greater and greater role in the
commissioners' thinking during the last few
weeks was pointed up by the sudden popularity
of a 19-year-old report by then FCC Chief
Engineer T. A. M. Craven. This 1936 report
dealt with the social and economic aspects of
frequency allocation.
Mr. Craven's point was that the FCC should
take into account economic forces when allocating broadcast stations. In this way, he said,
cities needing more channels could have them,
while stations in smaller communities would
be protected
from oversupply and resulting economic insecurity.
The Commission's deliberations on allocations stems from the current inability of many
uhf stations to succeed financially.
Pending before the Commission are five petitions seeking de-intermixture to make them all
uhf. These cities are Albany, N. Y.; Evansville, Ind.; Hartford, Conn.; Madison, Wis.,
and Peoria, 111. In four of these cities, the
lone allocated vhf channel has not yet been
granted, although hearings have been held for
it, and in some cases an initial decision is outstanding. In Albany, one of the proposals is to
delete
the
existing
license
on a vhf
channel. The
FCC station's
heard oral
argument
on
these cities earlier this month [B»T, July 4].
During the NARTB convention last May,
Comr. Robert E. Lee suggested a method of
reallocating broadcast and other services in the
band between 50 mc and 900 mc, leaving tv in
the vhf band between 60 mc and 342 mc [B»T,
May 30].
Earlier, Comr. Robert T. Bartley urged a
sweeping reconsideration of all allocations in
the vhf and uhf bands.
A long-range look at the spectrum has been
advocated by the Joint Technical Advisory
Committee [B«T, June 27].
A group of engineers, chosen by the Senate
Commerce investigating staff, was formed last
month to prepare a recommendation on the
subject of uhf and vhf allocations [B»T, June
27]. The Senate committee is studying telecasting, including the de-intermixture problem.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

HOW DOERFER, HYDE FEEL ABOUT DE-INTERMIXTURE
outside of the northeast industrial area of the
Here is text of Comr. Doerfer's motion on con- United States.
version ofbig cities to uhf-only:
This approach would tend to reduce the
RECENT petitions to deintermix certain markets— Madison, Wisconsin; Peoria, Illinois; probability of substantial portions of population
Evansville, Indiana; Hartford, Connecticut; and in the fringe areas, in the "thin" economic
going without any television service.
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, New York — and a areas,
Admittedly
the cost of conversion in and
suggestion that the Commission re-examine its
allocation rule indicate substantial delays in about the city of New York may well approximate $500 million. But the accumulated costs
five or more petitions for television licenses
are not the standards by which to judge the
now ripe for decision.
After considering all of the statements and respective equities of the television viewers.
I ask, should a resident of New York
reports submitted at the Potter hearings, pend- Why,
City be permitted to enjoy a choice of seven
ing petitions to deintermix, and the suggestions
of Commissioner Hyde, I have concluded that channels without conversion costs and a farmer
in Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Connecticut,
no substantial aid can be given to a full imple- and
New York be denied any television service?
mentation of the uhf portion of the broadcast
Or
at
best three attenuated uhf signals in the
spectrum without drastic revision of the allocafringe areas? The nub of the present suggestion table.
tions isshall urban dwellers in large areas have
I move that the Commission adopt the fol- a multiple
choice of tv service at the minimum
lowing course:
cost while rural people have none or a few at
1. Make immediate and final determination
of all cases now ready for decision but being a much higher receiving cost — especially when
at best the rural and comparatively small city
held in abeyance because of the deintermixture
dwellers cannot create a demand in excess of
petitions.
7% of present set sales.
2. Instruct the staff to prepare a proposed
Even if the demand were raised to 12%, it
rule looking toward the deletion of all vhf
would not solve the uhf problem but would
channels in the city of New York and substitute
create for a long time small islands of uhf
in lieu thereof all uhf channels.
markets contributing a little or nothing to the
My reasons for these proposals are as fol- objectives
of the Sixth Report and Order.
lows:
1. It is manifestly unfair to single out a few Here is text of memorandum by Comr. Hyde
communities which happened to be at the tail on selective de-intermixture of vhf and uhf:
end of the priority hearing order for an experi1. July 6, in connection with the consideration of the tv agenda, I suggested that the
ment which gives little promise of making any
substantial contribution to the objectives of the Commission re-examine the allocation of tv
Sixth Report and Order (1952). Deintermixstation assignments to communities. Consideration of the matter was deferred until July 14th,
ture, as suggested in recent oral arguments, is
admittedly a small contribution and certainly a with the request that I submit a memorandum.
speculative contribution in the overall uhf
2. Experience to date raises serious questions
problem.
as to whether the present allocation plan gives
2. Speculation inherent in the Sixth Report
necessary recognition to economic consideraand Order was defensible because of the lack tions.
3. The situation with respect to uhf stations,
of tangible evidence and the failure of expected
and the inability of competing networks to
developments. Tampering with the allocation
table now in the light of experience with any- obtain comparable facilities for broadcasting
thing less than a minimum of speculation is un- of network shows in a substantial number of
warranted.
important markets indicate that conditions of
3. A realistic approach requires incentives
operation under the allocation do not conduce
(a) to manufacture upon a large scale all to development of a comprehensive, competitive television service.
channel receivers with high standards of selectivity, and (b) to attract the large advertisers to
4. I would suggest re-examination of the allothe use of uhf channels.
cation with a view of ascertaining what cor4. Tailor the physical characteristics of the
rective measures would be appropriate and
uhf and vhf signals to markets which lend
feasible.
themselves to the most efficient use thereof.
5. In order to correct what appears to be
Large concentration of population in metrobasic difficulties, it may be necessary to consider such measures as selective deintermixture,
politan areas will provide a market and sufficient basic economic support for uhf operaemploying changes in separation standards for
tions in the heart thereof, with ample inducethat purpose; greater emphasis on market areas
ments and probable development of service to rather than assignments to particular cities.
the fringe areas from stations operating in and
6. In the process of re-examination, I would
about the peripheries of the uhf signals. On
suggest consulting various segments of the inthe other hand, population and economic supdustry, particularly receiver manufacturers,
networks and licensees.
port spread over a comparatively wide area
lend themselves to vhf operation from the WWSW radio stations are to be transferred to
central cities such as are found in the areas
their parent company, the Gazette Publishing
FCC GRANTS PITTSBURGH V
FINAL grant to WWSW Inc. for ch. 11 Pittsburgh was made by the FCC last week. The
grant followed an initial decision favoring
such action, after WWSW and WJAS Pittsburgh agreed to merge [B«T, July 4].
At the same time, the Commission dismissed
applications for the vhf facility filed by ch. 16
WENS (TV) and ch. 53 WKJF-TV, both Pittsburgh. WENS is on the air; WKJF was on the
air but ceased operations.
The Commission said that the applications
Broadcasting
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by the uhf stations were filed too late to be considered. Under FCC rules, no applications for
the same facility may be filed later than 20
days before a hearing starts. The Pittsburgh
ch. 11 hearing began in April 1954.
It also said that the two uhf stations had no
standing to object to the issuance of a final decision since they were not parties to the hearing.
The merger agreement between the two Pittsburgh ch. 1 1 contestants provided that WWSW
Inc. is to sever its connections with WWSWAM-FM and that WJAS is to be sold. The

Co. {Pittsburgh Post-Gazette). The newspaper
and Pittsburgh Radio Supply House, present
licensee of WJAS, will then own 50% each of
WWSW Inc.
It is expected that the call WIIC will be
sought for the new ch. 1 1 outlet. The station,
to be affiliated with CBS, will be represented
nationally by Blair Tv Inc. John Blair & Co.
now represents 'WWSW. The network rate for
the new station has not yet been established
but is expected to be close to that for the
pioneer KDKA-TV, which is $2,100. The station isexpected to be in operation by fall.
NBC-WBC SWAP HANGS FIRE
WAS Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. really
forced into exchanging its KYW-WPTZ (TV)
Philadelphia stations for NBC's WTAM-AMFM and WNBK (TV) Cleveland?
That was the question the FCC last week
told its staff to investigate. If there is any
basis to the charges, the Commission made
it plain it intended to force a hearing on the
subject. If not, a grant should be in order.
But, also last week, ch. 9 WSTV-TV Steubenville, Ohio, filed an objection to the Philadelphia-Cleveland transaction — which also includes a$3 million payment to Westinghouse
by NBC.
WSTV-TV claimed that "substantial portions" of its service area are covered by both
Westinghouse -owned KDKA-TV Pittsburgh
and NBC's WNBK Cleveland. If the Cleveland
station is to be owned by Westinghouse, WSTVTV said, then there is overlap between the
Pittsburgh and Cleveland stations.
WSTV-TV also charged that ownership of
the Cleveland station would give Westinghouse
too much economic power in Pennsylvania and
Ohio.
To WBUF-TV Buffalo last week went an
FCC-directed McFarland letter stating that
NBC's $312,000 purchase of the ch. 17 station
could not be granted without a hearing because
of questions of concentration and monopoly.
The Commission said that in view of the
allegations regarding NBC's station ownership
throughoutwhether
the country,
was a "serious"
question
furtherthere
extension
of NBC
ownership would be in the public interest or in
violation of the anti-monopoly provisions of
the Communications Act.
The FCC also said it was concerned with
RCA's "history" of anti-trust litigation, including the pending suit brought by the government
against
NBC parent company's patent practices.
Other points raised in the Commission's letter concerned NBC's intent to furnish network
programs to other tv staions in the BuffaloNiagara Falls area; NBC's intention to buy an
am station in that city, and whether the provisions in the agreement that provide that
WBUF-TV will build new facilities after FCC
approval but before the transfer is accomplished
violates Commission rules regarding trafficking
in licenses.
The Buffalo purchase by NBC has been
protested by WGR-TV Buffalo. WGR-TV
asked that all of NBC's purchases be consolidated into one full hearing.
Also under investigation by the FCC is
NBC's
$600,000
30 WKNB-TV
and WKNB
New purchase
Britain. ofThisch. transaction
was
scheduled for oral argument, but the Commission postponed this to determine whether a full
hearing was necessary. At issue is the question
of overlap between NBC's WRCA-TV New
York and WKNB-TV.
Opposing the New Britain purchase are
bury.
WNHC-TV New Haven and WATR-TV WaterThe latest FCC study has as its basic charges
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GOVERNMENT
that NBC threatened Westinghouse with loss
of its NBC affiliations unless it consented to the
trade. The Commission staff was told to check
into the "monopolistic" aspects of this allegation.
It also was pointed out that this is an
example of how the FCC uses its discretion in
determining whether a hearing should be held
in an application on which substantial questions have been raised.
This point was one of the arguments made
by the Commission in asking Congress to
amend Sec. 309(c) — the protest rule — to permit
it to exercise its discretion when protests were
made to grants made without hearings.
The amended Sec. 309(c) was passed by the
House of Representatives last week and is due
to be considered by the Senate soon (see story,
page 71).
The Commission's attitude is that if the
charges have substance, a hearing must be held.
If they do not, then a grant is in order.
Since the commissioners will be vacationing
during August, its action on the NBC-Westinghouse swap — considered in some circles to
be without precedent as a formal action — will
delay consummation of the deal.
NBC has emphasized that a long, drawn-out
hearing would jeopardize the agreement.
In the application seeking FCC approval of
the exchange [B»T, June 20], Westinghouse
said that NBC had been offered another Philadelphia station. It concluded, it said, that the
ownership of the Cleveland stations, with NBC
affiliations, was preferable to the continued
ownership of the Philadelphia stations without
such affiliations.
Westinghouse bought WPTZ from the Philco
Corp. for $8.5 million two years ago. It also
owns KDKA-AM-FM-TV Pittsburgh, WBZAM-FM-TV Boston, WBZA-AM-FM Springfield (Mass.), KEX-AM-FM Portland (Ore.),
WOWO Fort Wayne and KPIX (TV) San
Francisco.
The WSTV-TV opposition charged that
Westinghouse's arrangement with all networks
for its Pittsburgh tv station has resulted in
making it impossible for the Steubenville station
to receive many network programs. WSTVTV asked that assurances be required that
Westinghouse's economic power would not be
used to prevent WSTV-TV from getting network programs, in the event the Commission
approved the NBC-Westinghouse swap. Unless
these assurances can be had, WSTV-TV said,
the applications should be set for a full hearing.
WSTV-TV is a primary CBS affiliate, with
ABC as a secondary affiliate.
THE TOWER LIMIT RAISED
FCC worked out a compromise on the request
for Zone I stations to be permitted to build
2,000 ft. towers without penalty in reducing
power and ordered that antennas in the crowded
northeast and central areas which make up
Zone I can be 1,250 ft. above average terrain
with operation at full power.
The move was made following petitions last
year by ch. 4 WBEN-TV Buffalo and ch. 3
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., that the ceiling
be lifted. The FCC issued a proposed rulemaking notice last fall.
The FCCs action last week drew only one
dissent. That was by Comr. Robert T. Bartley.
Because of the crowded population areas of
the northeast, north central and middle Atlantic
states, the Commission in its 1952 Sixth Report
and Order established a maximum ceiling of
1,000 ft. above average terrain for vhf stations.
Stations with antennas built above that level,
the rules provided, would have to reduce their
Page 34
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power to maintain the level of the 1,000 ft.
height and maximum power.
Stations in Zones II and III, and all uhf stations in whatever zone, were permitted to build
towers up to 2,000 ft. above average terrain
without power penalty.
Stations on chs. 2 to 6 are permitted maximum power of 100 kw; chs. 7 to 13, 316 kw,
and all uhf stations, 1,000 kw. The FCC has
proposed to raise the uhf limit to 5,000 kw.
In its report last week, the Commission said
it "has always recognized the benefits to be derived from the use of higher antenna heights."
It continued: "We believe that, as an overall policy, the public interest is best served by
operation of stations with high antenna heights,
and this is especially true when all stations so

The proposal to lift the ceiling on Zone I
antenna heights was favored by a large number
of broadcasters. There were objections from
e."
some
and also from aviation inoperatbroadcasters
terests.
To the fear that higher towers might prove
to be aviation hazards, the Commission said
it thought the 250 ft. increase would have a
"negligible effect on problems relating to air
The action permits both WBEN-TV and
WSAZ-TV to increase their power to the
maximums. This will, according to the stahazard."
tions, allow them to serve their entire market
area. As of now, they explained, their reduced
power deprived many areas of good tv service.

THERE are 18 stations in Zone I with antennas above the 1,000 ft. maximum permitted
up to now. Seven of them are in New York City. The 18 are:
20
25
Antenna Antenna
height
2.5
height
DBK
1250
Prop. Increase
175
25Under
location
18.5
DBK
nel
Station
Johnstown, Pa.
Chan6
1120
1.5
WJAC-TV
1200
1190
Newark, N. J.
WATV
22.5
(transmitter in New York)
Binghamton, N. Y.
22.2
28
WNBF-TV
1210
Buffalo, N. Y.
17.3
20
2.7.3
1324
16.3
WBEN-TV
New York City
1465
19.5
778
1057
3.1
1465
New York City
WCBS-TV
1290
111254
1465
WRCA-TV
New York City
WABD
1340
19
3.3
23.5
1440
New
York
City
1231
14.1
1240
7
20.4
WABC-TV
25
.3
New
York
City
3.2
9
25
39
15.7
1380
WOR-TV
3.9
4.5
New York City
1410AAT* 1464
2021.1
23.2
3.2
WPIX
Schenectady,
N.
Y.
18
6
WRGB
1020
314
20
25
23
20.5
Detroit, Mich.
4
1063
20
.1
19.9
1010
12.5
WWJ-TV
19.7
Manchester, N. H.
851
9
1030
227
2130
AG** 9.2
Harrisonburg, Va.
WMUR-TV
3
349
3.3
WEWS
Cleveland, Ohio
5
1020
19.7
20
WSVA-TV
1096
16.7
1250
7
185
1140
Dayton, Ohio
2
WHIO-TV
3
Huntington,
W.
Va.
1069
25
3.3
WSAZ TV
Bluefield, W. Va.
6
1220
17
3
WHIS-TV
average terrain.
*** Above ground.
20
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COMMENTS received up to the FCCs deadline last week gave almost unanimous approval
to
the inproposal
authorize
stations
to fill
shadow toareas
in uhf "booster"
station coverage
and thus spur uhf development.
Most of the replies recommended adoption
of the plan on the grounds it was economically
and technically feasible and that it would bring
tv reception to those who are now deprived
of such service. While favoring the proposal,
some thought it should go farther to include:
» An analysis of network and economic considerations, inaddition to the technical feasibility.
o Provision to permit community and nonprofit organizations to own and operate "boosters," not just the stations themselves.
• Provision for low power vhf boosters, too.
The FCC proposal, issued last March 3 i
[B»T, April 4], would authorize co-channel
boosters or amplifying transmitters to project
a uhf station's signal into shadow areas within
its coverage contour.
Adler Communications Labs, which conducted experiments with ch. 53 WATR-TV
Waterbury, Conn. [B»T, Dec. 20, 1954], saij
that not a single complaint was received during
the one-year experiment, but that numerous
complaints poured in when the system was shut
down. Adler said its work proves that amplifying transmitters are feasible and can be handled on a commercial basis to enhance uhf
coverage.
As far as co!or transmission, Adler said its
measurements are not yet complete but so far
results indicate that it can be handled with
properly designed amplifying transmitters, with

BOOSTER

PLAN

degrees of degradation that will be acceptable
to the industry.
NBC favored the plan but added that provision should be made to avoid interference with
other stations. The network stated that no
blanket limitation should be placed on transmitting power or antenna height and that there
should be no limit to the number of amplifying transmitters to be operated in conjunction
with one main transmitter.
NBC further stated that these stations should
not be treated separately for purposes of multiple ownership and that they should be operated only within the maximum predicted service area of the uhf station and only for selected
shadow areas.
In filing its comments, RCA submitted a
report on its experiments in conjunction with
ch. 25 WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss. [B»T, Aug.
30, 1954]. RCA stated that all boosters should
operate within the service area of the main
station and that applications for amplifying
transmitters should be handled on a case-bycase basis because of varying engineering problems. It concluded by stating that in certain
locations booster operations can aid in increasing the effective coverage of uhf stations.
ABC favored the proposal on a case-bycase basis. Boosters should be limited to the
overall area served by the station, it said.
As in most replies, ABC recommended that
the booster stations be unattended as in remote
am and fm operations and that the hours of
operation be the same as for the main transmitter.
A plea to consider the network and economic
(Continued on page 50)
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Filmland finally becomes major factor in television

• ABC-TV loads up to compete with NBC-TV and CBS-TV
•

Disney, M-G-M, Warner to supply ABC-TV

programming

• AB-PT operating profit doubled for second quarter
• Major sponsors buying Hollywood video network fare
TELEVISION and Hollywood, each with vast
live and film programming resources as well as
public acceptance, will combine their facilities
in a big way this autumn.
• For the first time a major film library —
RKO Radio Pictures — becomes the property of
a broadcast industry entity with General Teleradio's $25 million purchase of the studio from
Howard Hughes.
• And for the first time a tv network — ABCTV — will utilize the facilities and popularity
of Hollywood studio offerings to provide basic
video program service.
The purchase of RKO Radio Pictures by
General Teleradio gives that company hundreds of feature films and a huge store of short
subjects, putting the parent General Tire &
Rubber Co. into Hollywood's Big Five and
catapulting it into a powerful position in both
the motion picture and television industries.
ABC-TV will confront the competition of
NBC-TV and CBS-TV with a program lineup
based on Disney, M-G-M and Warner productions.

Hollywood and Culver City, Calif.; control of
studios in New York City; access through partownership to production facilities in Mexico
City; 101 domestic and foreign motion picture
exchanges which RKO Radio operates in a
world-wide distributing system; the facilities of
RKO-Pathe Inc. and RKO Television Inc. (now
reporting little activity).
General Teleradio now ranks as one of
the Big Five feature film producers. With a
wide distribution system at hand, it also has
access to theatrical outlets.

TWO

GIANTS

and tv operations along with its KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles and 80% of Telemeter (pay-see).
Columbia Pictures has Screen Gems. MetroGoldwyn-Mayer owns WMGM New York. Republic Pictures Corp. and Allied Artists sell or
produce films or rent studios.
There are divided opinions at the outset over
impact of the purchase on other major film producers, up to this time lukewarm or coy to advances made by tv interests to release their
feature films stored in vaults. At the same time,
the transaction gave immediate rise to a feeling
that this may widen the crack through which
pay-tv adherents wish to inundate tv screens
with full-length features at coin box prices.
While the future management setup of General Teleradio — now that it was plunged into
the movie-making and distribution business —
was still in the embryonic state, one significant
step late in the week was announcement that
Charles L. Glett, former CBS vice president in
charge of network services on the West Coast,
has
General Teleradio's
executive
in ajoined
key executive
role (see box
page staff
36).
Actually Mr. Glett's appointment had been
made before the Hughes-O'Neil transaction
was completed, it was learned.
An important part of the transaction is a colCOME
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$25 MILLION BUYS RKO
MAJOR CHANGES in the operations of the
television and motion picture industries impend as two entertainment giants — General
Teleradio Inc. and Howard Hughes — complete the $25 million transfer of RKO Radio
Pictures Inc. [B»T, July 18].
As RKO Radio purchaser, General Teleradio, headed by President Thomas F. O'Neil,
now enters the competitive tv and motion
picture programming fields with one of the nation's largestfacilities
libraries ofof RKO
films Radio
along with
the
vast studio
Pictures.
While the actual contract for what is termed
the largest single deal in motion picture-tv history was signed at 5:50 a.m. last Monday in
Las Vegas, Nev., the $25 million check was to
be turned over to Mr. Hughes today (Monday) in Jersey City. A $25 million loan was
negotiated by General Teleradio with Chase
Manhattan Bank.
Repercussions in both the motion picture and
the tv industries were being felt late last week.
Key to the actual effect of the General Teleradio purchase will be seen as that company opens
its newly acquired feature library to tv stations.
Soon after the agreement was made, General
Teleradio was making an inventory of the
canned, full-length feature films it has acquired.
As of Friday, the number was estimated at 600
to 700 (see box page 36).
Of special significance, some industry observers believe, is the improved prospect for
independent stations. Their programming potential is described as greatly expanded
through availability of the RKO features and
shorts.
The sale includes the major motion picture
producing and distributing company which has
extensive studio and production facilities in
Broadcasting
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THOMAS F. O'NEIL buys RKO for $25 million from HOWARD
The agreement brings Hollywood and the tv
industry closer than ever before. In recent
months, moves on the part of the major networks—ABC-TV (Walt Disney, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Warner Bros.), NBC-TV (which
has been cooperating with Universal-International on a spectacular) and CBS-TV (also
reportedly flirting with 20th Century-Fox) —
already have foretold a closer working arrangement with the Hollywood majors.
20th Century-Fox is about the only major
not involved in radio or tv. Paramount holds
a substantial interest in DuMont manufacturing

HUGHES

lection of some 500 RKO Radio Pictures' shorts
in addition to some 2,000 or more RKO Pathe
shorts.
Most of RKO's 700-odd pictures will be
licensed for telecasting in the U. S. and sold
outright
Williamof F.
and chiefabroad,
stockholder
theO'Neil,
parent president
General
Tire & Rubber Co., announced. He said his
son, Thomas F. (who in addition to heading
General Teleradio is vice president of General
Tire), would personally take over the RKO
Radio operation. The elder O'Neil said RKO
Radio will continue in operation and the
July 25, 1955
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Glett Gets RKO Job
CHARLES L. GLETT, long known in tv
and motion picture production, has joined
the executive staff of General Teleradio,
having resigned as vice president in
charge of network services for CBS-TV
on the West Coast [B»T, July 18]. He
will make his headquarters in Hollywood
(see adjacent General Teleradio-RKO
story).
Mr. Glett will concentrate on the
motion picture activities of the General
Teleradio organization and
it is understood that for
the time being
at least he
would be considered top
operatingecutive in the
exmovie end of
General Teleradio's expanded operation.
MR. GLETT
Following
25 years in the motion picture field as a
leading production and management executive, Mr. Glett joined Mutual-Don
Lee in 1949 as vice president in charge
of television activities. When CBS acquired KTSK-TV Los Angeles, now
KNXT (TV), Jan. 1, 1951, Mr. Glett
became administrative consultant. Several months later, he was named vice
president operations.
for the company's radio and
television
A native New Yorker, Mr. Glett has
been associated with a number of companies in various phases of motion picture making. Prior to his association
with CBS, he produced independently at
RKO-Radio Pictures, was managing director of Motion Picture Center Studios,
was president of the Myron Selznick
agency and vice president and general
manager for David O. Selznick.

studio "probably" will continue to finance independent producers as Mr. Hughes did before.
It was reported the RKO theatrical film distribution organization will continue to function,
selling new pictures plus those suitable for reissue. It also would license to telecasters those
films designated for that purpose.
Thomas F. O'Neil said he plans "no changes
in personnel at RKO although policy changes
will be made to accomplish more extensive
use of facilities." Some 4.000 employes are
said to be scattered around the world, many
veterans in their field and with long service
to RKO. The employes have a pension fund
of some $5 million, but this is not considered
large in comparison with the funds of employes
at other studios.
Last year RKO had a worldwide gross of $44
million from the release of 17 new pictures,
most independently made, plus 15 reissues and
shorts. It is reported to be doing nearly as
well this year, grossing some $800,000 weekly
on 10 releases. RKO itself is said to have made
only five feature films during the past 2V2 years.
Thomas F. O'Neil has been film conscious
for several years. General Teleradio paid $1.2
million for 40 foreclosed pictures from the
Bank of America and scheduled them for theatre-style continuous showings on WOR-TV
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New York and KHJ-TV Hollywood, a format
innovation at the time. The films proved to
be attractive programming, and were syndicated by the General Teleradio Film Div. as
the Million Dollar Movies series. General Teleradio more recently paid $1.5 million for twoyear television rights to Roy Rogers and Gene
Autry westerns.
Mr. Hughes retains almost an $8.5 million
stock investment in RKO Pictures, the holding
company which no longer has much to hold
except cash in view of the RKO Radio sale.
He is at liberty to continue independent movie
production and has ownership of small producing firms in Mexico, England and Italy. Mr.
Hughes' major interest continues to be Hughes
Tool Co., oil-well equipment manufacturer,
and Hughes Aircraft Co.
Sources
ment in RKOfamiliar
throughwith
the Mr.
yearsHughes'
figure heinvestends
up with about a $6.5 million paper profit as a
result of the sale to General Teleradio. Mr.
Hughes originally bought some 27% (929,000
shares) of the parent firm, RKO Pictures Corp.,
for $8.3 million from Atlas Corp., a Floyd
Odium interest. When the film producing and
theatre operating companies were divorced, Mr.
Hughes and other stockholders got share for
share in the production and theatre divisions.
Mr. Hughes later added to his picture stock,
increasing his holding to over a million shares.
Deal Falls Through
In late 1952, Mr. Hughes contracted to sell
this picture block, along with the minor holding
of another stockholder, for $7.35 million to
the Ralph Stolkin-A. L. Koolish interests, but
the deal fell through some weeks later after a
newspaper expose of the background of the
buying syndicate. As a result, the prospective
purchasers forfeited to Mr. Hughes their $1.25
million down payment on the transaction.
Following this, Mr. Hughes became board
chairman of parent RKO Pictures and the next
year sold his 929,000 shares of RKO Theatres for $4.4 million-plus to David J. Greene.
Last May 31, Mr. Hughes purchased from RKO
Pictures stockholders for $23.6 million all the
assets of subsidiary RKO Radio Pictures (now
sold to General Teleradio). Thus, with a total
of $26.9 million cash invested in the RKO
ventures, Mr. Hughes recoups $25 million in
the RKO Radio sale to General Teleradio and
he still has stock in the parent firm valued at
nearly $8.5 million.
The $25 million purchase price will be offset
for the next four years, it was indicated unof icial y, bya tax cushion estimated to total as
high as $20 million if film production is continued, but no official source would comment
on this phase of the negotiations.
General Teleradio was understood to have no
immediate plans for outside financing.
"The purchase of RKO marks another important step in the diversification program
aggressively pursued by General Tire & Rubber
Co. over the last several years," Thomas F.
O'Neil said. He continued: "Already one of
the nation's largest tire manufacturers, General
Tire last year became the largest producer of
plastic sheeting and film, and the prime supplier of these products for automobile interiors.
Through its acquisition of Textileather Corp.
and Bolta Corp. the company has achieved
substantial stature in chemicals and leather
goods and many other products.
"Now with the acquisition of RKO, General
Tire becomes a major factor in the production
and distribution of motion pictures."
The huge industrial empire of General Tire
includes these wholly-owned subsidiaries:

Fresh Titles for Tv
THE EXTENSIVE backlog of feature
films included in the General TeleradioRKO Radio Pictures transaction is reported to run the gamut from Ginger
Rogers-Fred Astaire musicals produced
in the 1930's to "Jet Pilot" and "The
Conqueror," not yet released.
Some 1954 releases to be turned over
to General Teleradio, it was learned by
B»T, include: "The French Line," with
Jane Russell and Gilbert Roland; "She
Couldn't Say No," with Robert Mitchum;
"Dangerous Mission," Victor Mature and
Piper Laurie; "Susan Slept Here," Dick
Powell and Debbie Reynolds; 1953 —
"Angel Face," Robert Mitchum and Jean
Simmons; "Affair With a Stranger," Jean
Simmons; "Devil's Caravan," Virginia
Mayo and Stephen McNally; 1952 — "The
Las Vegas Story," Jane Russell and Victor
Mature; "Montana Belle," Jane Russell,
George Brent and Scott Brady; 1951 —
"Footlight Variety," Leon Errol; "Two
Tickets
to Broadway," Tony Martin and
Janet Leigh.
Other releases and their vintage: 1950
— "Born to Be Bad," Joan Fontaine and
RobertDunne
Ryan; and"Never
a Dull Moment."
Irene
Fred MacMurray;
1949
— "A Woman's Secret," Maureen O'Hara
and Melvin
"Easy
Victor
Mature, Douglas;
Lizbeth Scott
and Living,"
Lucille
Ball; "A Dangerous Profession," George
Raft and Pat O'Brien; 1948 — "Tycoon,"
John Wayne and Larraine Day; "Berlin
Express," Merle Oberon and Robert
Ryan; "Velvet Touch," Rosalind Russell
and Leo Genn, and "Blood on the
Moon." Robert Mitchum and Barbara
Bel Geddes.
Aldora Mills; General Tire & Rubber Co.;
India Tire & Rubber Co.; Pennsylvania Rubber
Co.; General Specialties Chemical Co.; General
Tire Acceptance Corp.; General Tire International Co.; General Tire & Rubber Co., South
America, and General Tire & Rubber Co. of
Canada Ltd. General Tire also owns more
than 95% of the Aero-Jet General Corp.,
commercial developer and manufacturer of
rocket motors, components and propellants.
General Teleradio has expanded rapidly in
radio-tv since 1950. It owns Mutual network,
with Mr. O'Neil as president; Don Lee Broadcasting System and the Yankee Network. Stations owned include WNAC-AM-TV Boston;
WOR-AM-TV New York; KHJ-AM-TV Los
Angeles: WHBQ-AM-TV Memphis and KFRC
San Francisco.
While General Teleradio holds extensive
ownership in radio and tv, the new stature of
the company was underlined by this statement
of Mr. O'Neil: "With the purchase of RKO
the General Tire & Rubber Co. now has a
greater investment in the motion picture industry than in any other field of entertainActually the canned film now in the hands
of General Teleradio will be distributed by its
film division. First reports said that General
Teleradio plans to release its features in small
batches
tv consumption. The go-slow apment." for
proach, it was explained, would prevent the
flooding
of the buy
market
stations would
filmsandonGeneral
the sameTeleradio's
basis as
other stations.
It also was reported that General Teleradio
would keep production facilities of RKO Radio
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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FILM
Pictures intact because it is interested in expanding its own production of tv films for sale
to networks and stations. This would be so,
at least for the time being in any case, since a
stipulation of the agreement is that General
Teleradio keep production underway at studios
in view of RKO's purported $20 million tax
The imminent sale of RKO Radio Pictures
had been rumored ever since Mr. Hughes assumed sole ownership. Late in 1954, American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Corp. (parent
of ABC) and Stanley Warner Corp. were said
to have formed a syndicate to purchase the
company. Later, real estate operator and
financier William Zeckendorf was said to have
made a $400 million bid for all of Mr. Hughes'
holdings, which also include Hughes Tool Co.
(75% owner of Trans World Airlines).
Activities of General Tire & Rubber Co. in
the broadcast field date back to December 1942
when Yankee Network in New England was
acquired. In 1950, Don Lee network on the
West Coast was purchased by General Tire interests for an estimated $12,320,000. In June
1952, WOR-AM-TV New York was acquired,
and in the process General Tire gained access
to 58% of the stock of MBS, becoming majority stockholder.
In June 1952 the corporate name of General
Tire's radio and television subsidiary was
changed from Thomas S. Lee Enterprises to
General Teleradio Inc. Shortly thereafter, General Teleradio formed its film division, headed
by Dwight Martin, vice president and director.
The division produces and distributes such
filmed series as Uncommon Valor, Gangbusters, Greatest Drama, the Fulton Lewis jr. Exclusive and a library that includes animated
fairy tales. General Teleradio also has financed the production for Gangbusters feature
film, through Visual Drama Inc.
RKO Radio's corporate history has an
ironic twist. In the late 20's it was controlled
by RCA, which later sold its interest. RCA
entered the corporate picture in 1929 when it
Propurchased control of Film Booking Office
ductions Inc. (called FBO Productions Inc.) and
merged this company with the huge KeithAlbee-Orpheum vaudeville circuits, making the
name of the parent firm RKO Corp.-RadioKeith-Orpheum. In a series of name changes,
the firm in 1930 evolved into RKO Radio Pictures Inc. with three separate corporations operating under it. Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, now
board chairman of RCA and NBC, then was
chairman of the board of the parent company.
After a series of further modifications of
corporate structure, including added properties and expansion of offices, over-expansion
hit the company during the depression and the
corporation went into receivership to the Irving
Trust Co., which later became its trustee.
RCA sold a part of its holdings in 1935 to
Atlas Corp. and later became disassociated
from the company. After a series of further
changes and mergers of production, distribution and export functions, Howard Hughes in
May 1948 purchased the controlling interest
in RKO from Atlas. In January 1951, under
government divorcement proceedings, RKO
Radio Pictures, the producing and distributing
company, and RKO Theatres, exhibiting company, were separated. Mr. Hughes in September 1952 sold his interests in RKO Radio Corp.
to an industrialist group which a year later
dropped its acquisition with the stock reverting to Mr. Hughes, whose interest in RKO
Theatres was sold in November 1953 to Albert
List. Less than a year later Mr. Hughes reBroadcasting • Telecasting

entered the picture by buying all assets and
properties of RKO Pictures.
Of interest is the fact that at the very time
RCA controlled the corporation (1929), Paramount Famous Lasky Corp. bought a half interest in CBS. This investment also aligned
radio with the cinema, bringing screen stars to
the microphone. In March 1932, CBS repurchased the Paramount Lasky interest. William S. Paley, now CBS Inc. board chairman,
then was president of CBS.
ACE UP ABC'S SLEEVE
ABC this fall will make its strongest bid to
capture a larger share of the tv network audience and advertising dollar. Its top card:
Hollywood.
Unable now to come up with a private talent
stable equal to its stronger competitors, CBS
and NBC, the tv network division of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. is doing
the next best thing — acquiring rights to the top
talent product of Walt Disney Studios, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer and Warner Bros.
AB-PT is diversifying too. While President
Leonard H. Goldenson last week announced
that the net operating profit for the second quarter of 1955 was double the same 1954 period
(see story page 82), the parent firm was opening shop in partnership with the Disney interests
at Disneyland, the $17 million entertainment
extravaganza at Anaheim, Calif. This project is
a 160-acre family amusement park, commercial
product exhibit and world's fair all in one.
Aside from the investment, network executives

lieved that some features will be filmed there
for use on ABC programs.
Walt Disney Studios now has in production
126 hours of film program material for ABCTV during the 1955-56 season. This includes
26 hours of new shows (each to repeat during
the 52-week cycle) for the Wednesday 7:308:30 p.m. Disneyland series and 100 hours for
a new daytime children's show, Mickey Mouse
Club. The latter is scheduled Monday through
Friday 5-6 p.m. In each case, the time is local
time for the respective zones across the country
with
ing. network feeds being repeated from both
New York and Hollywood to complete the airDisneyland kicks off its new series Sept. 14
with all three sponsors renewing for the whole
cycle. These include American Dairy Assn.,
through Campbell-Mithun Inc.; American Motors Corp. (Nash, Hudson, Kelvinator appliances), through Geyer Adv., and Derby Foods
through McCann-Erickson.
Mickey Mouse Club debuts Oct. 3 with its
daily four quarter-hour segments to be distributed among seven sponsors. These include
General Mills; Armour & Co. (pet food);
Campbell Soup Co.; Bristol-Myers Co. (Ipana);
Welch Grape Juice Co.; Carnation Co., and
Mars Inc. (candy bars).
Agencies include Knox Reeves Adv., DancerFitzgerald-Sample, William Esty Co., TathamLaird Inc., and BBDO for General Mills; Leo
Burnett Co., BBDO, Needham, Louis & Brorby
and Ogilvy, Benson & Mather Inc., for Campbell Soup Co.; Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield, for Bristol - Myers; Tatham - Laird

DISNEY AND FRIEND at the Disneyland opening. In addition to its network tie-up
with the cartoon maker, ABC is a 35% owner of the $17 million amusement park.
feel the promotional tie-in and exploitation
background is itself a big asset for ABC.
Over 30,000 people jammed the park on
opening day last Monday, some standing in line
of inall night long. Almost an equal number
vited guests were on hand the day before to
witness the premiere telecast, a special event
called Dateline Disneyland July 17, 1955 (see
review, page 12).
AB-PT has a 35% investment in Disneyland,
plus certain concession rights while the Disney
group has 50%. The remaining 15% is held
Co., pubby Western Printing & Lithographing
lisher of Disney comic books and other Disney
printed matter.
Although no tv shows will originate on a regular basis from the park this season, it is be-

and N. W. Ayer & Son for Armour; Leo Burnett Co., for Mars Inc.; Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
for Carnation and Kenyon & Eckhardt for
Welch.
Network spokesmen foresee extensive merchandising and promotional features that will
accrue to advertisers on the Mickey Mouse Club,
all linking with the extensive background exploitation involved in the \BC-TV tie-up with
the Disney organization, as well as the virtually
universal acceptance of the Disney product itself.
In conjunction with Warner Bros., ABC-TV
on Sept. 13 premieres a new show, Warner
Bros. Presents, in the Tuesday 7:30-8:30 p.m.
spot. Sponsors include Liggett & Myers Tobacco
Co., weekly half-hour through Cunningham &
July 25, 1955
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'Disneyland' Rates
SPECIAL 90-minute ABC-TV show
opening Disneyland, Dateline Disneyland July 17, 1955, drew a 19.5 rating
and 58.4 share of audience, according to
a 15-city survey by Trendex. Network
officials said the nearest competing ratings were 9.1 for CBS and 1.4 for NBC.
ABC-TV estimated a gross of $200,000
in production costs for the special event
excluding air time. The network spent
another $20,000 for promotion and exploitation of the Disneyland premiere,
not including a junket of several dozen
trade and daily newsmen from across the
U. S. [Also see in review, page 12.]
Walsh, with General Electric Co. through Maxon Inc. and Monsanto Chemical Co. (All detergent through Needham, Louis & Brorby,
alternating on the other half-hour.
Patterned after the Warner feature films
"King's Row" (romance), "Casablanca" (adventure) and "Cheyenne" (western), the tv
program will alternate among all three themes
under those titles. Original characters will be
retained but the plots and actors will be new.
Each show will be a complete story.
Warner Bros. Presents is being filmed under
the personal supervision of Jack Warner, production head of Warner Bros. Pictures, and using the full facilities of Warner Bros. Studios.
The studio set for "Casablanca" is said to be
the largest constructed for a tv film series.
The "Casablanca" series stars Charles McGraw. "Kings Row" stars Jack Kelly and othshows. ers. Clint Walker stars in the "Cheyenne"
At M-G-M, ABC-TV is working out the format for the M-G-M Parade, to commence
Sept. 14 in the Wednesday 9-9:30 p.m. period
(all zones) under the alternate sponsorship of
American Tobacco Co. and General Foods.
This show will draw on the M-G-M film library of past short productions and does not
entail new camera work. Popular clips from
old "Pete
terial will beSmith
used. Specialties" and similar maAmong the 37 exhibitors and concessionnaires
at Disneyland a number are radio-tv advertisers
both nationally and locally. There is no connection necessarily with sponsorship of ABC
programs, it was pointed out. Exhibitors and
concessionaires, among others, include American Dairy Assn., American Motors Corp., Bank
of America, Carnation Co., Coca-Cola Co.,
Eastman Kodak Co., Frito Co., Gibson Art Co.,
Monsanto Chemical Co., Pepsi-Cola Co., Quaker Oats Co., Ready-to-Bake Foods Inc., Richfield Oil Co., Santa Fe Railroad, Swift & Co.,
Trans World Airlines, U. S. Time Corp., Van
Camp Sea Food Co., Welch Grape Juice Co.
and Maxwell House Div. of General Foods.
Tv Inc. Acquiring Films
TV INC., station-owned collective film purchasing organization, has announced it has
bought more than $250,000 worth of film
properties for its membership from major distributors over the past six months. Herb Jacobs,
general manager, predicted total purchases
would soar after Aug. 15, when stations know
their network commitments. Some 50 stations
belong to TV Inc., and, according to Mr.
Jacobs, membership should increase to 100 by
end of the year, based on pending applications.
The group, formed last January, held a board
of directors meeting in Denver July 9.
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STERLING TV SETS UP
NEW BOOKING SERVICE
Firm establishes department to
'spot book' films, offering
shorts that will have a specific
time cue or be concerned with
subjects of special interest.
Monthly catalogue service will
be furnished.

duction and sales executive for Robert Lawrence
Productions, New York, and Peter Elgar Productions, New York, directed film commercials
for R. J. Reynolds Tobacco, Colgate-Palmolive
and Campbell Soup Co.
Mr. Kaufman said that Messrs. Spector and
Gould would be able to utilize Guild Films
production facilities and personnel for tv commercial work.
Sarnoff

Testifies

On Movies' Holdout
BRIG. GEN. David Sarnoff, chairman of the
board of RCA and NBC, testified last week that
NBC had made repeated efforts for several
years to obtain feature films for television from
Hollywood major studios, but had not been
successful.
This assertion was made in a deposition in
New York last week when Gen. Sarnoff testified as an expert witness in the federal antitrust suit to force release of 16 mm film prints
to tv and other uses [B*T, June 27]. Gen.
Sarnoff was questioned by Special Assistant
Attorney General Samuel Flatow and trial attorney Leonard Posner in the presence of
Carlton also expects to distribute the films for' attorneys for 11 defendant theatrical motion
special holiday or seasonal use; as special
picture production and distribution firms. The
topical presentations, and as programs based
trial is scheduled for Sept. 20 in Los Angeles
on headline news, of the day.
District Court.
Sources for Films
Answering the key question in the deposition
hearing, Gen. Sarnoff acknowledged that in a
Sterling's supply of short subjects cover more
filed with the FCC on the subscripthan 4,000 films, including a wide variety of statement
tion television issue he had said that major
travel, documentary, scientific, sports, sociolog- film producers had refused to make their
ical and educational films in general, obtained
product available to tv. Gen. Sarnoff told the
from such sources as the United Nations, the government attorneys that this attitude on the
McGraw-Hill Book Co., the National Film
Board of Canada and other organizations. Mr. part of Hollywood studios was "common
in the television industry, but also
Carlton believes that these films of varying knowledge"
said that he had had talks over the past
length, which in previous years were used by
several years with representatives of Metromany stations as a package, still have "tre- Goldwyn-Mayer, 20th Century-Fox, Warner
Bros, and Columbia Pictures on the subject.
mendous value," when used on a spot basis.
Each month Sterling will send stations a list
Gen. Sarnoff testified that he could underof the films available, with a brief description
stand why major studios would not release
of each title and a suggestion on its program
their new product to tv, but contended that
use. The station need purchase only those films old films would bring more money if made
which fit its programming requirements.
available to tv than if released to other sources.
Mr. Carlton believes that if the films are
In answer to another question, Gen. Sarnoff
programmed imaginatively, a station will have said he had been able to secure three films
access to a low-price source of film supply. He from British sources for use in NBC-TV specnoted that many films could attract large auditaculars but did not answer directly when
ences on special holidays or during certain sea- asked if NBC had attempted to procure films
sons of the year. Films of past Davis Cup
for its spectaculars from U. S. studios.
matches, for example, he said, could be teleGen. Sarnoff also expressed the view that
cast during the period they are played (in late
release
of older feature films to tv was ecoAugust). Communities planning a campaign
nomically feasible because newer films, made
against juvenile delinquency or for better
in
various
wide-screen processes, have wider
schools, Mr. Carlton said, could make use of
appeal in theaters while the re-issue market for
Sterling films on the subject.
older films is becoming tighter. He added
that with the growing importance of color tv,
Guild Films Establishes
black-and-white feature films are losing their
value for television.
Unit for Tv Commercials
ESTABLISHMENT by Guild Films Co., New
MCA-TV Promotes Williams
York, of a special division to produce tv commercials, headed by producers Joel Spector and PROMOTION of Hank Williams, account
Wally Gould, was announced last week by Reub
executive, to the newly-created post of western
Kaufman, Guild president.
sales manager of MCA-TV Film Syndication
Division was announced last week by Wynn
Mr. Spector formerly was production manager of radio and television for Grey Adv., Nathan, vice president in charge of sales for
New York, and in this capacity supervised pro- MCA-TV. New additions to the sales staff,
duction on commercials for such accounts as according to Mr. Nathan, are Marty Williams,
RCA Victor, Mennen, Ronson, Doeskin tissues Minneapolis office; Karl Von Schaller, Chicago,
and Krueger beer. Mr. Gould, previously pro- and Warren Glinnert, Connecticut.
ESTABLISHMENT by Sterling Television
Films Co., New York, of a new department
to "spot book" short subjects of unusual or
special interest to tv audiences is being announced today (Monday) by Richard Carlton,
Sterling's vice president in charge of operations.
Sterling believes it is the first distribution
company to offer films for tv on a "spot book"
basis, which means generally that a short subject film will be offered as a "one-shot" only.
Although the new department will serve primarily to make variety shorts available for local
shows with a "newsreel" type of format, similar
to the WABD (TV) New York Featurama, Mr.
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ZIV
ON

SALES
TWO

SPURT
PROGRAMS

General Electric International
takes 'Science Fiction Theatre'
for Puerto Rico. First offering
of
new
'Highway Patrol'
prompts heavy sales.
SALE of Science Fiction Theatre with dubbedin Spanish for showing in Puerto Rico and the
release of a new television film series budgeted
at $1,625,000 were announced last week by
Ziv Television Programs Inc.
Science Fiction Theatre has been purchased
by General Electric International which, within
a year, has also bought Ziv's The Unexpected
and / Led Three Lives for Puerto Rican showing.
Ziv's newest tv film series, Highway Patrol
starring Broderick Crawford, was released last
week to the company's 76 field salesmen at
sales meetings in New York and Cincinnati,
along with an announcement by M. J. Rifkin,
vice president in charge of sales, that sales
contracts for Highway Patrol had been concluded in 37 markets.
Among the sponsors already signed for Highway Patrol are Carnation Co., through R. T.
Harris Adv., Salt Lake City, for use in a number of cities in the northwest and mountain
states area; Lion Oil Co., through Ridgeway
Adv., St. Louis, for showing in Mississippi,
Arkansas, Louisiana and Tennessee, and Wiedmann Brewing Co. of Cincinnati, through Tatham-Laird, New York, for Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton and Indianapolis.
In addition to sponsorship arrangements, Mr.
Rifkin also said that Ziv has sold the series to
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles; KRON-TV San
Francisco; KBIO-TV Boise, Idaho; KOA-TV
Denver, and KOAT-TV Albuquerque.
Mr. Rifkin said that full-scale filming of the
series
studios isandnowon underway
location. at Ziv's Hollywood
Guild Sets $5 Million
for Rest of '55
Budget
AN
ESTIMATED budget of more than $5
million has been set by Guild Films for producing its major tv series in both New York and
Hollywood during the second half of 1955, it
was announced last week by Reub Kaufman,
Guild Films president.
Thirty-nine half-hour espisodes each of The
Goldbergs, I Spy, The Liberace Show, Confidential File, Ina Ray Hutton Show and Brother
Mark will be filmed during the second half of
the year, with The Goldbergs and / Spy produced in New York and the remainder, except
for Brother Mark, in Hollywood. The latter
series will continue to be filmed in various
European countries, with basic studio production at Carlton Studios in Munich.
"We believe in the co-existence of Hollywood and New York as television production
centers. Wherever the circumstances are most
favorable regarding stars, studio facilities and
so
said.on — there we will produce," Mr. Kaufman
Guild, Vitapix Set Up
New Distribution Program
VITAPIX Corp., station-owned tv program firm,
and Guild Films Co. have adopted a new working plan in their cooperative tv film production,
sale and distribution tieup. The new plan, designed to give more flexibility to both parties,
Broadcasting • Telecasting

was announced by Reuben R. Kaufman, Guild
president, and John E. Fetzer, head of the
Fetzer stations and Vitapix board chairman.
In line with a plan for a "progress review,"
originally agreed on last October when the two
groups set up their mutual operation, Guild will
have more chance to expand its program development and sale activities by releasing its
national films through program and distribution
channels other than Vitapix, which will continue
to make its facilities available to Guild on the
existing basis. Representing Vitapix in negotiations were these members of the Executive Committee: Chairman Fetzer; Kenyon Brown,
KWFT-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.; Paul O'Bryan,
counsel; Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Corp.; Richard Borel, WBNS-TV
Columbus, Ohio, and Edward Hall, executive
vice president-general manager.
Official Films Elects
Hackett as Board Chairman
HAROLD HACKETT last week was elected
chairman of the board of Official Films Inc.,
New York, and will
continue in the post
of president, which
he has held since
1953.
Before joining Official in 1953, Mr.
Hackett had been
associated with MCA
for 20 years and had
served as vice president of radio and
television. Voting at
the ingdirectors'
were: Herb meetJaffe,
MR. HACKETT
vice president and
director of sales; Herman Rush, vice president;
Isaac D. Levy, director; Herb Siegel, secretary,
and Seymour Reed, treasurer.
TPA

Names

H.J. Eells

To Head Chicago Office
H. J. EELLS, western sales representative for a
group of national publications and radio stations, joins Television Programs of America as
sales manager of the
Chicago office, Michael M. Sillerman,
TPA executive vice
president,
announced last week.
Mr. Eells succeeds
Bob Hoffman, who
has resigned.
At the same time,
Mr. Sillerman said
that Edward R.
Lewis and Vincent
Melzac of the sales
staff have been proMR. EELLS
moted to the posts
of spot supervisors. They will report to Hardie
Frieberg, vice president in charge of the eastern
division, the territory they will cover jointly.
ABC Film Names Robert Fisk
ROBERT M. FISK, formerly assistant manager
of the film exchange at NBC, has been named
film supervisor of ABC Film Syndication Inc.,
New York, George T. Shupert, president, announced last week. Mr. Fisk reports to Joe
Greene, newly-appointed manager of the client
service department. Before his association
with NBC, Mr. Fisk served in the U. S. Army
Signal Corps as a motion picture cameraman.

RCA

Recorded

Prog. Service

To A Distribute
Show'
IN
MOVE related to'Snead
the expansion
of RCA
Recorded Program Services in the tv film
distribution field, A. B. Sambrook, manager,
announced last week that the organization has
acquired distribution rights to The Sam Snead
Show, a series of 39 films dealing with tips on
RCA Recorded Program Services, which has
served primarily in the recorded program field,
obtained distribution rights to the Town and
golf.
Country
Time quarter-hour and half-hour
series six weeks ago. Paul White, who was
appointed two months ago as advisor on films
to the company, participated in negotiations
for The Sam Snead Show with Robert Perine
of Scope Productions, Indianapolis, which produces the series.
Mr. Sambrook revealed that 24 hours after
company salesmen had been notified of the
distribution agreement, the new series was sold
to WVEC-TV Hampton-Norfolk, Va., which
will present it twice a week under the sponsorship of Variety Shops.
KSTP-TV Says Ziv Reneged
On Film, Sues for $512,740
SUIT was filed last week by KSTP-TV Minneapolis to recover $512,740 damages from Ziv
Television Programs Inc. for alleged failure to
carry out a contract for rental of District
Attorney for six months starting next Oct. 20.
The action, filed in U. S. District Court,
asked the court to restrain Ziv from renting
the film series to a competing local station and
to compel rental of the film to KSTP-TV at
$400 a week. In lieu of performance of the
claimed agreement, KSTP-TV asked the court
to award $512,740 damages plus costs.
Damage to goodwill was placed by KSTP-TV
at $500,000, with $12,740 sought as profit it
would acquire during the six-month rental
period. The station added that it had spent
large sums over a long period to promote the
District Attorney series.
Ziv officials declined to comment on the
suit, explaining they were not familiar with its
details since the papers had not been served.
Dube Heads Craftsman Film,
New N. Y. Production Firm
ESTABLISHMENT of Craftsman Film Inc.,
New York, as a tv film productiontionandcompany
distribuwas
announced last week
by Jackson Dube,
executive vice president and general
manager.
Headquarters have been
set up
at 350 Fifth Ave.,
New York. Telena 4-8664.
phone is LackawanMr. Dube, previously eastern sales
manager of Atlas
Films, New York,
MR. DUBE
reported that the
new company has purchased exclusive rights
to the 44-quarter hour films in the Greatest
Fights of the Century series from Manny Baum
Enterprises.
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ADVERTISERS
MIDWEST

SPONSORS

START

Standard Oil (Indiana) takes
Chicago Bears broadcasts. Miller Brewing buys half of All
Stars-pro game on ABC-TV.
SPLURGE of sponsor activity erupted on the
football front in the Midwest last week, involving two leading advertisers — Standard Oil Co.
(of Indiana) and Miller Brewing Co. — among
others, and substantial broadcast expenditures.
Standard announced that for the 10th straight
year it will sponsor broadcasts of all Chicago
Bears pro games and is still working out plans
for college air commitments. National Football League contests of the Bears will be carried
for the third consecutive year by WGN Chicago
and possibly, but not probably, on a midwest
regional hookup. Standard also will pick up
the tab for 13 Bears Quarterback Club weekly
film shows.
The oil company, always a heavy regional
radio-tv spender, also figures among the advertisers announced last week for the ABC-TV
telecast of the Chicago Tribune's annual footLATEST

RATINGS

NIELSEN
TOP TV SHOWS
(Two Weeks Ending June 25)
NUMBER OF TV HOMES REACHED
CBS)
Rank
Program
1. I Love Lucy (Philip Morris
2. Toast of the Town (CBS)
Jackie Gleason Show (CBS)
4.3. George Gobel Show (Armour) (NBC)
5. I Love Lucy (P & G) (CBS)
6. George Gobel Show (Pet Milk) (CBS)
7. Dragnet (NBC)
8. December Bride (CBS)
9. This Is Your Life (P & G) (NBC)
10. Buick-Berle Show (NBC)
PER CENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
PROGRAM STATION BASIS
Ran k
Program
1. Toast of the Town (CBS)
2. 1 Love Lucy (Philip Morris) (CBS)
3. Jackie Gleason Show (CBS)
4. George Gobel Show (Armour) (NBC)
5.6. 1 Love Lucy (P & G) (CBS)
Gobel Show (Pet Milk) (NBC)
7. George
Is Your Life (P & G) (NBC)
8. This
Roy
Rogers
9. Dragnet (NBC)Champ. Rodeo (NBC)
10. December Bride (CBS)
Copyright 1955 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

Homes
(000)
13,454
13,232
12,592
12,349
12,159
11,914
11,231
1 1 ,204
10,821
10,775
Homes
%40.7
40.5
39.3
37.4
36.6
36.3
35.7
35.2
34.2
33.9

VIDEODEX
TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS, JUNE 1-7, 1955
Average Rating
Program
20.2
Howdy Doody (NBC)
2.1. Coke
18.1
Time (NBC)
17.6
3.
Dinah Shore (NBC)
16.0
4.
Perry Como (CBS)
15.6
News Caravan (NBC)
5.6.
Big Payoff (CBS)
14.3
7. Arthur
13.9
Godfrey (CBS)
13.9
Tonight (NBC)
13.5
Art Linkletter (CBS)
13.5
Pinky Lee (NBC)
13.0
Welcome
Travelers
(CBS)
9.
10.
Tennessee Ernie Ford (NBC)
12.7
Copyright, Videodex Inc.
TRENDEX
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

TOP TEN TV— JULY 1-7
$64,000 Question (CBS)
I've Gotof the
a Secret
Toast
Town (CBS)
(CBS)
Person to Person (CBS)
Video
Theatre-Preview
Series (NBC)
Ford Theatre (NBC)
What's My Line (CBS)
Four Star Playhouse (CBS)
Godfrey's
UndercurrentFriends
(CBS) (CBS)
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23.1
18.2
17.7
17.3
16.8
16.2
15.7
15.6
14.8
14.8

& AGENCIES
GRID

BUYING

ball classic between the College All Stars and
NFL
Champion
Cleveland
Browns at Chicago's
Soldiers
Field Aug.
12.
Standard will join Union Oil Co. of California inthe far West and Atlantic Refining Co.
in the East as regional sponsors, in their respective areas, of one half of the game. Miller
Brewing Co. will carry the other half on the
full ABC-TV network. Plans were announced
in Chicago Wednesday by James Beach, director
of ABC-TV Central Div.
Agencies are Mathisson & Assoc. for Miller;
D'Arcy Adv. for Standard; Young & Rubicam
for Union Oil, and N. W. Ayer & Son for
Atlantic. (In Chicago WGN-TV will carry the
game, and not WBKB [TV], ABC outlet.)
Conspicuously absent in the Standard announcement was any reference to a possible
regional network for the Bears on radio and to
any plans for home game telecasts of the
Chicago Bears and Cardinals on ABC-TV,
which Standard sponsored in 1954.
Standard's radio plans call for 12 Bears
games, including five exhibition contests, starting Aug. 20 and running through Dec. 11,
with Jack Brickhouse handling play-by-play.
The Bears radio contract was signed by
Frank O. Prior, Standard president; Wesley I.
Nunn, its advertising manager, and George
Halas, Bear's president-coach.
CITRUS

COMMISSION

HEAVY

ON

TV

SPOTS

THE Florida Citrus Commission's 1955-56 advertising campaign, outlined in Lakeland, Fla.,
Wednesday by Benton & Bowles, which recently won the account in competition with
four other agencies [B*T, June 6], will put the
biggest share of its media money into television
spots.
The breakdown on media expenditures: tv
spot campaign, $1,380,000; radio spot package
with Mutual Broadcasting System, $140,000;
black-and-white newspapers, $425,000; color
newspapers (supplements), $430,000; national
magazines (Saturday Evening Post and Life),
$325,000. The remainder of the tentative $3
million budget for the period from Oct. 1, 1955,
to Sept. 30, 1956, includes two $150,000 items
for production and for a reserve fund to be
committed later.
The Wednesday presentation, which was approved in principle by the commission, showed
that local media is getting a heavier play than
in the past at the expense of magazines and network shows, such as Tom Moore's radio program and the Twenty Questions tv program,
which have been dropped. Agency spokesmen
said the heavy spot broadcast recommendations
and the newspaper space proposals were made
to back up the commission's merchandising
program.
Merger

of Whirlpool,

Seeger

Appliance Companies Planned
PROPOSED MERGER of Whirlpool Corp.
with Seeger Refrigerator Co. and acquisition of
the stove and air-conditioning divisions of RCA
was announced to Whirlpool stockholders last
week.
The new firm will be known as WhirlpoolSeeger Corp., with total assets of about $130
million and net worth of about $85 million.
RCA will have minority stock interest in
the new company, along with Sears, Roebuck
& Co., which has sold Seeger refrigerators
under the name of Coldspot and Whirlpool

For the Record
AIR CONDITIONING units sold under
the RCA trademark have been manufactured by the Fedders-Quigan Corp.
under a contract with RCA which continues to June 30, 1956, Salvatore
Giordano, president of Fedders-Quigan,
confirmed last week. He made the statement, he explained, "to clarify any misunderstanding that might arise from news
reports in connection with the proposed
Whirlpool-Seeger merger recently announced."
home laundry products under the name of
Kenmore. Whirlpool also sells its own line.
The move is designed to strengthen Whirlpool's hand in the home appliance field during
the present growth period for which advertising
has been stepped up substantially. The firm
recently bought
NBC-TV's fall Milton
Berle-Martha
Rayeinto
series.
The new company will be headed by Elisha
Gray, president of Whirlpool, and Walter Seeger, board chairman of Seeger, in those respective posts. The Whirlpool account is handled
by Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., Chicago.
Miles Labs7 Oscar Capelle
Dies of Heart Ailment at 60
FUNERAL services were conducted Wednesday in Elkhart, Ind., for Oliver B. Capelle, 60,
advertising manager of Miles Labs Inc. He
succumbed from a
heart condition at
his home July 17.
Mr. Capelle, who
was with Miles for
20 years and was
credited with starting
unknowns to radio
stardom, joined the
firm in 1935 as sales
promotion manager.
He became advertisingarymanager
in Janu1953
was
credited
withand
placing
MR. CAPELLE
millions of dollars of
broadcast and other advertising for Miles.
He was the author of a radio comedy, Thank
You, Stusia, on NBC, and chose Hal Peary and
Willard Waterman for roles which led them
to fame as "The Great Gildersleeve" in radio
and motion pictures. Mr. Capelle also conducted a local version on WTRC Elkhart of
what was to become later a network show,
Quiz Kids. At one time, he actually conducted
the show for ailing quizmaster Joe Kelly.
Mr. Capelle is survived by his wife, a sister,
and a niece and nephew.
Standard Brands Buys 'Doody'
EXTENSIVE advertising schedule on NBC-TV's
Howdy Doody, Monday through Friday, 5:30-6
p.m. EDT, has been purchased by Standard
Brands Inc. for its Royal desserts products,
it was announced last week. Effective Sept. 22,
Standard, through Ted Bates & Co., has purchased the Thursday, 5:45-6 p.m. segment for
39 weeks.
Starting Sept. 12, Howdy Doody will be telecast in both black-and-white and color from
the network's color studio at Radio City, New
York. Other sponsors of the series are ColgatePalmolive Co. and Continental Baking Co., both
through Ted Bates & Co., and Welch Grape
Juice Co., through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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American

Tobacco,

GF Buy

'M-G-M Parade' on ABC-TV
AMERICAN Tobacco Co. and General Foods
Corp. will co-sponsor M-G-M Parade, new
weekly half-hour series which will debut Sept.
14 on ABC-TV, it was announced last week
by Robert E. Kintner, president of ABC. The
show will be seen Wednesdays, 8:30-9 p.m.
EDT, following the network's Disneyland.
The series, which George Murphy will host
and direct, marks M-G-M's entry into the television field. Format will be selected short features from the M-G-M library and behind-thescenes information about motion picture production.
Agency for American Tobacco (Pall Mall
cigarettes) is Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles. Agencies for General Foods are Benton
& Bowles for Instant Maxwell House coffee
and Young & Rubicam for Minute Rice.
Webcor

Debuts

in Network

Tv

On NBC-TV Tony Martin Show
WEBSTER-CHICAGO Corp. will go into network television for the first time Sept. 5 as
alternate-week sponsor of the NBC-TV Tony
Martin show, it was announced last week by
the electronics manufacturer.
Webcor will sponsor the Martin show every
other week over 77 stations and receive commercials each week for 26 weeks under a
"cross-plug" arrangement. Plans were announced at a distributors meeting in Chicago
by E. W. Olson, director of advertising and
public relations.
Agency for Webcor is Fuller & Smith &
Ross, Chicago.
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Seeds to Handle

Sheen

Series

ADMIRAL

Corp. plans to announce the appointment of Russel M. Seeds Co. to handle
advertising for Bishop Fulton Sheen's Life Is
Worth Living series, previously in the hands of
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York.
Seeds has been handling all other Admiral
advertising. Still to be arranged is Admiral's
sponsorship of the Sheen series on ABC-TV
this fall, although actual signing is regarded
as just a formality.
SPOT NEW BUSINESS
Albers Div., Carnation Co. (Albers Oats, FlapMix), L. series
A., starts
CBS-TV
Filmmarkets
Sales'
Annie jackOakley
in eight
western
for 26 weeks (13 alternate weeks) from today
(Mon.).
Birds Eye Div., General Foods, White Plains,
N. Y., to use test radio campaign in San DiegoLos Angeles market starting late July or early
next month to introduce new frozen potato
product. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.

These preliminary state and county figures from the U. S. Census of Agriculture
show the number of farms with television
sets in October-November, 1954, when
the census was made. Figures are projected from a survey covering 20% of
all farms. B»T will present farm tv figures for each state as they are tabulated
by the Census Bureau. Readers may clip
and save these reports to accumulate a
complete, county-by-county, state-by-state
file.

■J:
"ra £

Louis to Head NL&B Plans
APPOINTMENT of John J. Louis Sr., senior
vice president, as chairman of its agency plans
board was announced last week by Needham,
Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago. He will head
an eight-man group which directs all adverplans and
for the
agency's
clients.tisingMr.
Louisprograms
is majority
owner
and
board chairman of KTAR Broadcasting Co.,
which owns KTAR and KVAR (TV) MesaPhoenix, KYUM Yuma and KYCA Prescott,
all Arizona.
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NETWORK

NEW BUSINESS

Allstate Insurance Co. to sponsor Army-Navy
football game Nov. 26 on MBS. Agency:
Christiansen Agency, Chicago.
Ronson Corp., Newark, N. J., to sponsor Wed.,
Fri. segments of Douglas Edwards With the
News on CBS-TV (Mon.-Fri., 7:30-7:45 p.m.
EDT), effective Aug. 24. Agency: Norman,
Craig & Kummel Inc., N. Y.
AGENCY APPOINTMENTS
Internationa] Salt Co., Scranton, Pa., has named
BBDO, N. Y.. to handle all advertising. Firm
spends approximately $750,000 annually and
plans to use radio-tv.
OZ Greeting Card Co., N. Y. and North Hollywood, and Klepa Arts Co., L. A., name Francis
D. Gonda Co., L. A. OZ will use tv-radio.
Alex M. Victor, radio-tv director, is account
executive on both accounts.
Redi-Magic Milk Shake Mix Co., L. A., has
named Roy S. Durstine, N. Y. Product has been
tested on spot market basis over past two years
and now is being launched nationally. Handling
account as supervisor is Neil Heard, newly-appointed western marketing director; William
D. Sloan, L. A. office manager, and John
Malone, N. Y. vice president.
A&A PEOPLE
John Bentia elected president and director, Alliance Mfg. Co. (Tenna-Rotor, Phonomotor,
Lift-A-Dor, other tv and electronic components), Alliance, Ohio.
Frank Blotter, formerly tv-radio director, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, named vice president
and tv-radio director, Mumm, Mullay & Nichols
Inc., same city.
William A. Walker and Jay Berry elected vice
presidents, Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance,
N. Y., heading creative and client service activities and business development in north Atlantic
states, respectively.
Neil Heard, general sales and advertising manager, Louis Milani Foods Inc., L. A., to Roy
S. Durstine Inc., same city, as western marketing
director.
Frank S. Drake, General Mills, Minneapolis,
appointed
O-Cel-0 div.sales and merchandising director.
W. F. Schaeffner, corporate purchasing dept.,
General Foods, White Plains, N. Y., appointed
purchasing manager, Perkins Products Co.
(Kool-Aid soft drink powder, Good Seasons
salad
dressing mix), Chicago, General Foods
subsidiary.
Richard H. Robinson, former account executive,
Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A., to McCann-Erickson, Cleveland, as assistant account executive.
Josephine A. Munson, formerly with Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago, to copy staff, Joseph
Katz Co., Baltimore.
Harry W. Chesley Jr., vice president in charge
of coordination of advertising, selling and
merchandising activities of Philip Morris &
Co., N. Y., named to serve again in 1955 as
chairman of National Radio-Television-Film
Committee of United Community Campaigns
of America.
Keith Connes, commercial copywriter, Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., father of girl, Lynn Ruth.
Broadcasting
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BUSINESS
LOOKS

GREAT
FROM

UP

HERE!

And it's no wonder! From 1685' above average terrain, Egbert,
the Channel 8 Electron, gets a clear shot at THREE recognized metropolitan areas and their surrounding trade territories. So what? So
1685' will be the effective height of WFAA-TV's antenna when those
steel jockeys complete their Texas-sized construction project.
What

does this mean

to you?

] ^ Inside the new Class "A" contour will be Dallas and Fort
Worth — North Texas neighbors who account for more
retail dollars than the nation's 1 2th ranking metropolitan
area.* Add Waco's business (it's within Class "B" range)
and that of the smaller communities in the WFAA-TV picture
— and you have one of the most important markets in
these United States!
2. Already the tower is taller than any other structure in the
state. By October, WFAA-TV's 316,000-watt signal will
blanket this major concentration of population and wealth.
To Egbert, the Channel 8 Electron, business looks great — for sponsors who use WFAA-TV to cover this lush market in one easy operation.

^ Dallas - Forf Worth — $1,643,940,000
Minneapolis - St. Paul — $1,551,460,000
Source; SM's Survey of Buying Power,
May 10, 1955
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RALPH NIMMONS, Station Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO., National Representative
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(Continued from page 34)
COMMENTS

FAVOR

UHF

factors, in addition to the technical problems
involved, was made by WELI-AM-TV New
Haven, Conn. It declared that booster stations
should not be permitted to serve communities
that have tv channels assigned to them. WELI
pointed out that one of the contributing factors to uhf ills is extensive and excessive coverage permitted many tv stations. This proposal provides an additional measure for extending coverage, economic power and network advantages of the larger and more powerful stations, WELI charged. WELI-TV (ch. 59) is
not on the air.
The FCC proposal aroused the attention of
community groups anxious to establish their
own boosters to receive tv service. Two petitions from citizens of Pateros and Brewster,
Wash., were submitted by Thomas L. Stephens,
chairman of the legislative committee of the
Brewster Chamber of Commerce. They ask
that any person or firm be permitted to install
and operate such stations.
Another Washington State group, Quincy
Valley T-V Inc., a non-profit organization,
headquartered at Quincy, also asked that
boosters be licensed for use by communities.
Last May the FCC moved against about 20
people of this group for operating a booster
and receiving programs from Spokane without
FCC license [B»T, June 6]. Quincy Valley
claimed the booster is the most efficient and

COMMUNIST
TO

BE

PROBED

BOOSTER

low cost method of securing tv for this area
of 20,000 people who own over 2,500 tv sets.
Quincy Valley claimed this operation would
have an initial cost of not more than $1,500
per channel and that maintenance costs would
be negligible. These boosters should not be
permitted further than the station's coverage
area, the organization stated.
An unsuccessful application for a uhf booster
at Maui, Hawaii, to receive programs from
Honolulu, asked that this type of operation
be authorized immediately.
Howard K. Lindsey, who said he has been
in radio 20 years and first worked with tv in
New York in 1934, said KGMB-TV Honolulu
(ch. 9) was given the go ahead to build a
satellite in Maui on ch. 3 with strength enough
to cause interference to ch. 4 KULA-TV in
Honolulu. He asked, if high power satellites
are authorized why not low power boosters
that can't interfere? He said the desire of
people to receive tv is so great it will force
them to operate illegal boosters if the FCC
doesn't act favorably on the proposal.
In addition to RCA and Adler, experiments
were conducted by Sylvania Electric Products
Inc. at Emporium, Pa. [B«T,- Sept. 21, 1953]
and WSM-TV Nashville at Lawrenceburg, Tenn.
[B«T, June 7, 1954]. Sylvania, WSM-TV and
RETMA filed favorable comments Thursday.
WSM-TV asked that the proposal be extended to include vhf boosters.

INFILTRATION
BY

PLAN

OF

RADIO-TV

CONGRESSIONAL

UNIT

House committee sets hearings in New York Aug. 15-19 to investigate
entertainment. Subpoenas are out for at least a dozen broadcast
industry actors and writers.
HEARINGS will be held Aug. 15-19 in New
York by the House Un-American Activities
Committee into alleged communist infiltration
of the radio-tv and other entertainment fields,
Chairman Francis E. Walter (D-Pa.) said last
week.
Chairman Walter said at least a dozen actors and writers in radio and tv and the legitimate theatre have received subpoenas for the
hearing sessions. A committee staff member
declined to release the names of those witnesses
already subpoenaed last week because, he said,
he did not have a list of those who have received subpoenas and those who have not. As
for those who have not been summoned, he
said if they found that the committee was looking for them, "they'd head for Bermuda."
The New York hearings will be held in
.the U. S. Court House at Foley Square.
Meanwhile, the American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists said last week it was
polling members on whether the union should
discipline a member who refuses to give information to a congressional committee.
AFTRA said the mail referendum of its
15,000 members asks for a vote on whether
the union should adopt a rule that would
authorize action against any performer who
declines to tell a congressional committee
whether he is, or was, a communist.
Frank Nelson, AFTRA national president,
said the proposed rule was adopted unanimously
by the union's national board at its Seattle
meeting, held during the national convention
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[B«T. July 18], and was subject to ratification
by the national membership.
Mr. Nelson said AFTRA and its members
"owe a primary duty to their country to cooperate with any duly authorized congressional
committee investigating communism." He
pointed out that at previous hearings by the
House Un-American Activities Committee,
some performers had defied the congressmen.
The proposed rule specifies that if any member declines to cooperate with a Senate or
House committee, the witness may be investigated and charges may be heard by a board
of the AFTRA local to which he belongs. The
local board may, at its discretion, fine, censure,
suspend, or expel the performer from membership. Expulsion would deny an actor the
opportunity to work for the major networks and
the large radio and tv stations where AFTRA
has a union shop.
The vote will be in secret. All ballots must
be returned to the union's headquarters by 5
p.m., Aug. 8.
Kern FTC

Commissioner

THE Senate last week confirmed the nomination of William C. Kern, Democrat of Indiana,
to a seven-year term as Federal Trade Commissioner, succeeding former Sen. James M. Mead
(D-N. Y.), whose term expires Sept. 25. Mr.
Kern is assistant director of the FTC's Bureau
of Litigation.

Government Interference
CITY COUNCIL of Santa Fe, N. M.,
is mulling the idea of shifting its traditional Wednesday night session to Thursday night since both the councilmen and
the citizens purportedly don't like the
idea of giving up their viewing of Wednesday Night Fights, according to ABC-TV.
The network, which carries the program,
claims the Santa Fe Council story was
carried nationally by International News
Service.

WKLO-AM-TV
APPROVED

BY

SALE
FCC

Ex - Secretary of Commerce
Sawyer buys Louisville stations for $350,000. Sales of
WOBS - AM - TV Jacksonville
and WAGE - TV Marquette
filed.
SALE of WKLO-AM-TV Louisville, Ky., from
a group of local businessmen to Charles W.
Sawyer, former Secretary of Commerce, for
$350,000, was approved by the FCC last week.
At the same time applications were received
by the FCC for approval of the sales of WOBSAM-TV Jacksonville, Fla., and WAGE-TV
Marquette, Mich.
The Louisville stations were sold to Mr.
Sawyer's Great Trails Broadcasting Corp. [B»T,
July 4] by a group including James F. Brownlee, Milton S. Trost, Harold Plunkett and
Emanuel Levi.
WKLO (1080 kc with 5 kw day and 1 kw
night) began operating in 1948 and had a net
income of $61,545 in 1954. WKLO-TV (ch.
21) suspended programming in April 1954 after
being on the air about 18 months. In 1954 it
showed a loss of $219,073.
Mr. Sawyer also owns WING Dayton,
WCOL Columbus and WIZE Springfield, all
Ohio, and WCMI Ashland, Ky.
WKLO-TV is seeking to move chs. 7, 9 and
13 into
July
4]. Louisville to make it all vhf [B*T,
Controlling interest in WOBS Jacksonville
and permit for its sister station WOBS-TV (ch.
30), not yet on the air, is being sold by E. D.
Rivers Sr. to Carmen Macri, president-general
manager and 21.1% owner of the stations [B»T,
July 4]. Mr. Macri will pay $90,000 for Mr.
Rivers' 60% interest. No change in WOBS
staff or programming is planned.
Payments will be made in 40 quarterly instal ments of$2,250, plus 6% interest per year
on the unpaid balance.
Mr. Macri, in addition to his WOBS interest,
is 40% owner of WABR Winter Park, Fla., and
2.5% owner of WMIE Miami. He also is applicant for a new am station at Palatka, Fla.
Mr. Rivers is principal stockholder of Sun
Coast Broadcasting Co. (WMIE Miami) and has
filed with the Commission for purchase of
WWPG-AM-FM Palm Beach [B«T, July 4].
Profit of WOBS for the 11 months ending
last April 30 was $13,727, while the balance
sheet of licensee Southern Radio & Equipment
Co. showed a deficit of $17,606. Total assets of
$98,479 were reported for Southern. The net
worth of Mr. Macri was listed as $121,484.
The tower of WOBS-TV has been erected
and the studios completed, but other equipment
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

FOR

SMALL,

G.E.'s packaged
at the

cost

Your station — large, medium

MEDIUM,

OR

relay systems
of conventional

or small . . . monochrome

LARGE

provide

STATIONS...

superior

switching

switching

equipment

or

color— can benefit from a G-E packaged relay switching
system. . .now available at an initial cost comparing favorably with conventional switching.
For small or medium

stations, the G-E TS-l-A controls

up to eight non-composite and two composite inputs, with
outputs for full line monitoring. Laps, fades, dissolves
are smoother, faster and positive.
For larger stations, G.E.'s TS-2-A offers exceptional quality of previews, switching, fading, and dissolves. Up to
12 non-composite inputs, with preview and switching facilities for two composite inputs.
For all stations regardless of size, General Electric relay switching means clean, transient-free switching, distortion-free pictures in either monochrome or color. It
provides flexible by-pass for studio rehearsals and preview

G-E TS-1-A SWITCHING SYSTEM
FOR SMALL/MEDIUM
STATIONS— a complete
package of switching
facilities — switching
panel, video and sync
mixing amplifiers,
power supplies,
bration monitor caliand
cabinetry. Substitute
items for adapting
package to your needs.

~_

of superimpositions. Bounce and low-frequency distortion
are eliminated by clamps in the mixing amplifier.
Find out how a G-E Packaged Relay System can provide
your station with better, more economical switching. Conn
I

tact your nearest G-E representative today. Or, write:
General Electric Company, Section X275-25, Broadcast
Equipment, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. In Canada,
write: C.G.E. Electronics, 830 Lansdoivne Ave., Toronto.

1
1
-

Only Relay Switching
can give you these
advantages:
• Relays minimize cross talk.
• DC control of video signals
gives noise-free manual laps
and fades.
• Simplified installation and
maintenance because all noncomposite coaxial connections
are in the rack and not at the
control panel.
• Removal of heat and microphonic problems by rackmounting those tubes and
amplifiers usually found at
the panel and in the console.

INPUTS
NON-COMPOSITE '
MONOSCOPE
FILM
CAMERA I
(OR SCANNER CHANNEL) J
FILM CAMERA
(OR SCANNER CHANNEL)]

SPARE
LIVE CAMERALIVE CAMERALIVE CAMERALIVE CAMERA-

►
G-E TS-l-A SWITCHER. For
up to 8 non-composite and
2 composite inputs.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

G-E TS-2-A SWITCHING SYSTEM
FOR LARGE STATIONSblock-build switching
facilities to fit needs.
Plug-in relay chassis
assemblies, transfer,
video mixing, and sync
mixing amplifiers, together with power supply and control panel,
offer an almost unlimited variety of switching combinations.

U

Progress Is Our Most Important Product
OUTPUTS

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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is not yet on hand, the application stated.
WOBS operates on 1360 kc with 1 kw day.
Permit for WAGE-TV Marquette (ch. 6) is
being sold by Jerome Sill, president and principal stockholder, to WDMJ there for $20,000
[B»T, July 18].
Mr. Sill reported in the transfer application
that for reasons of health he is compelled to
sell his broadcast interests interests in the Midwest and is moving to the East. On July 1 he
sold back his interest in WMIL Milwaukee
to licensee Cream City Broadcasting Co.
Lake Superior Broadcasting Co., WDMJ license , iswholly owned by the Mining Journal
Co. (Marquette Journal) of which Frank J.
Russel Jr. is president and chief owner. Mining
Journal also owns WMIQ Iron Mountain,
Mich. (Iron Mt. News), and a minority interest
in WSAU-AM-TV Wausau, Wis. Stanley R.
Pratt, WMIQ vice president, holds a minority
share in WSOO Sault St. Marie, Mich.
According to the application, WAGE-TV intends to pick-up CBS programs from WBAY-TV
Green Bay, Wis., via microwave. The cost of
maintenance and operation will be shared
equally by the stations. WBAY-TV will pay
the Marquette station 20% of the national spot
revenue, while WAGE-TV will sell all time not
ordered by CBS. National advertising will be
carried simultaneously by the two stations.
Total assets of WAGE-TV as of May 3 1 were
set at $22,136, with liabilities of $18,552. Lake
Superior showed assets of $114,817 and a
surplus of $73,270 as of May 31.
Easing of Restrictions
On Private Holdings Sought
SOME persons who take federal office — and
who heretofore have been required to divest
themselves of offices and interests in firms
which are affected by decisions or business
transactions of the federal office to which they
are appointed — would not have to divest themselves of their positions or interests in such
firms, under identical bills introduced in the
Senate and House.
The bills (S 2539 and HR 7347), introduced
by Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.) and Rep.
Marguerite Stitt Church (R-Ill.), respectively,
apply to persons appointed to federal office by
the President, either with or without the advice
and consent of the Senate.
Such a person could take a federal position
by including in his oath of office a statement
that he will not take part in any federal decision
or business transaction affecting the company.
FCC Approves Two Bids
For Microwave Tv Links
THE FCC last week approved applications for
the construction of two privately owned microwave common carrier systems to pick up and
transmit tv signals to community tv systems in
Clifton, Ariz., and in Sheridan, Wyo.
Antennavision Service Co. will spend $18,383
to build a microwave relay between Heliograph
Peak, in the Pinaleno Mts. of Arizona, and
Clifton. The distance is 40 miles. Tv signals
of Phoenix stations will be received at Heliograph Peak and transmitted over the microwave to Clifton-Morenci Community Tv Inc.,
which will serve those two communities as
well as Stargo and Plantside, Ariz. Clifton is
130 miles southeast of Phoenix.
Teleview Networks will spend $9,500 to
build a 14-mile microwave relay between Red
Cloud's Lookout and Sheridan in Wyoming. It
will pick up KOOK-TV Billings, Mont., 100
miles away, and deliver the ch. 2 signals to
Cloud's
Radio & Tv Corp., community
system inPeak
Sheridan.
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HENNOCK

FETED

AT

TESTIMONIAL

Over 500 crowd Washington
affair in honor of former FCC
Commissioner.
Tributes come
from government leaders.
MORE than 500 people in broadcasting and in
public life paid tribute to former FCC Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock at a testimonial
dinner
at
Wednesday. Washington's Hotel Shoreham last
Speakers at the banquet, which taxed the
capacity of the Terrace Dining Room, included
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), toastmaster;
Sen. Herbert Lehman (D-N. Y.) of Miss Hennock's home state; Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.);
Chairman J. Percy Priest of the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee; FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey; NARTB
President Harold E. Fellows, and Gordon
Brown, WSAY Rochester, who presented the
retiring commissioner with a portable television
set. In addition, spokesmen for various women's
organizations
applauded Miss Hennock's
seven years as also
a commissioner.
There were telegraphic tributes from many
leaders, including former President Harry S.
Truman, who named Miss Hennock to the FCC.
Miss Hennock's leadership in the cause of
educational television was the primary theme
for the tributes.
Chairman McConnaughey, speaking for members of the FCC, all of whom were listed as
sponsors, referred to Miss Hennock as a "delicious, delightful, distracting dissenter."
Mr. Fellows,
for thefornation's
broadcasters, saluted speaking
Miss Hennock
her courage,
determination and energy and pointed out that
she was going into industry "supported by advertising." This, he said, was "democracy at
work." Sen. Morse cited her as a "beautiful
symbolism of liberal democracy."
Guests included many members of Congress
and others in public life, as well as representatives of stations. No network officials attended.
Miss Hennock, who joined the Washington
law firm of Davies, Richberg, Tydings, Beebe
& Landa upon her retirement June 30, in her

DINNER

response called for a continued fight to retain
educational reservations in perpetuity. -She
warned against monopoly in tv particularly and
urged prompt steps to combat what she described as an immediate problem. She contended that stations are being starved for program services because they cannot find "that
advertising dollar." She called for a comprehensive overhauling of programming control
and the "breaking up of the great monopolies."
FCC Pav Boost Proposal
Would Match Hill Raise
REP. SID SIMPSON (R-Ill.), who has introduced a bill (HR 7387) in the House to raise
the salaries of FCC members from the present
$15,000 to $22,500 [At Deadline, July 18],
said last week he made the proposal because
FCC members — and Interstate Commerce Committee members — "historically have received the
same riessalaries
as members
Congress."
Salaof congressmen
alreadyofhave
been boosted
to $22,500 during this congressional session.
It was understood last week that both the
Senate and House Post Office & Civil Service
Committees have under consideration a request
from President Eisenhower to raise the salaries
of some 140 members of the various federal
agencies, boards and commissions, and assistant
secretaries in the President's Cabinet, to
$20,000. No bill has been introduced to this
effect.
The White House, it was understood, had
noted in the request that these salaries should
be more than $20,000, but felt congressmen
would not agree to a higher figure. There were
indications that, even if bills are introduced implementing the $20,000 figure, the amount
might be pared down in committee or on the
floor to a figure perhaps as low as $17,500.
Although Rep. Simpson said he intended that
salaries of ICC members should be raised along
with those of FCC members, no bill on ICC
salaries had been introduced by last week.

NOTABLES at last week's testimonial dinner for former FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
appear with her at the head table. L to r: Sen. Estes Kefauver, toastmaster; FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey, and Sen. Wayne Morse.
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Go ahead! I have my
TELECASTING

Yearbook

. . . you'll be the winnah in
any quiz on television with
your TELECASTING Yearbook-Marketbook in front
of you.
To cash in on the jackpot
of information covering
commercial television, reserve your copy of the
1955-56 TELECASTING
Yearbook-Marketbook right
away. It's just $1 1.00 for a
subscription which includes
the BROADCASTING Yearbook -Marketbook; the
TELECASTING YearbookMarketbook,* and 52
weekly issues.
* Publication dates:
BROADCASTING Yearbook January.
TELECASTING Yearbook August.

BROADCASTING TELECASTING
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Here's my order for both Yearbooks and for a subscription to
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
□ $11.00 enclosed

□ Bill me

Name
Firm

Street
City

Zone

State
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GOVERNMENTParties Defend

Sale Price

In Fort Smith, Ark., Case
HEARING on whether the sale of ch. 5 KNACTV Fort Smith to Southwestern Publishing Co.,
owner of ch. 22 KFSA-TV Fort Smith, for
$120,000, involves trafficking in licenses [B«T,
May 9], was closed last week, following cross
examination.
The vhf assignment was granted to American
Television Co. in July 1954. American Television Co. is owned by H. S. Nakdimen
(KWHN Fort Smith). The ch. 5 grant resulted
after a merger agreement with competing applicant George T. Heinreich.
The agreement for the purchase of KNACTV, which is not yet on the air, calls for the
payment of $50,000 for the construction permit
and of $35,000 each to Messrs. Nakdimen and
Heinreich over a period of seven years. This
involves a covenant not to re-enter telecasting
in the Fort Smith area.
The hearing saw both Mr. Nakdimen and Mr.
Heinreich testify in justification of the purchase
price for the permit and the additional compensation.
Southwestern Publishing Co. (Fort Smith
Times Record and Southwest American) is
owned by Donald W. Reynolds. Mr. Reynolds
also owns KFSA-AM-FM Fort Smith; KHBG
Okmulgee, Okla.; KORK and KLRJ-TV Las
Vegas, KOLO and KZTV Reno, both Nevada;
KBRS Springdale, Ark. He also owns and publishes the Bartlesville (Okla.) Examiner and
Enterprise, Okmulgee (Okla.) Times and TimesDemocrat; Las Vegas Review Journal.
Trade Commission Questions
LeBlanc Advertising Claims
DUDLEY J. LeBLANC, who in 1951 scored
a sales success story by promoting Hadacol
on radio, has been charged by the Federal
Trade Commission with falsely advertising
the benefits of Kary-On, a vitamin-mineral supplement produced by the LeBlanc Medicine Co.
The FTC complaint cited the LeBlanc firm
of Lafayette, La., for making exaggerated
claims for Kary-On's power to relieve or cure
suffering, most of which appeared on radio
and tv. The commission further charged the
company with misleading the public by failing
to disclose material facts as to .the limited
therapeutic power of Kary-On.
Specifically, the complaint noted there is no
likelihood that Kary-On can benefit many of
the ills it lays claim to just because it contains vitamins Bl, B2, niacin or iron. These vitamins and elements may not be the cure for
the symptoms and ailments for whose relief
Kary-On is advertised, the FTC stated.
Similar charges against Hadacol had been
issued in September 1951 but were dismissed
because the then LeBlanc Corp. had gone into
bankruptcy.
FCC, Trade Commission
Paperwork Savings Cited
THE final Hoover Commission report — on "Paperwork Management" — ■ was released last week
and indicated that the FCC has taken "partial
corrective action" on simplifying or eliminating
five reports required of broadcasters.
These are forms: 301 — application for CP
or changes; 314 — application to assign station, CP or license; 303 — application for license renewal; 315 — application to transfer
control of licensee; 323 — ownership report.
The Hoover Commission, after discussions
wih the Federal Trade Commission, estimates

that $152,000 was saved through requiring radio and tv stations to submit fewer scripts
of commercials to the FTC in the agency's
monitoring of radio-tv advertising.
The commission said the equivalent of 40,000 days of continuities were being compiled
by stations and sent to Washington — five times
more than was needed. The Hoover group suggested "scientific
sampling" —prior
selection
of the
advertising
to be reviewed
to typing
by
the stations.
Air Force Secretary Denies
Pressure in RCA Contract
AIR FORCE Secretary Harold E. Talbott last
week denied in testimony before the Senate
Permanent Investigations Subcommittee that
he had used his influence in government to
obtain business for a New York management
engineering firm of which he is a special
He denied he had insisted that RCA enter
partner.
a contract with Paul B. Mulligan Co., with
which Mr. Talbott is associated, after RCA
questioned the propriety of doing business with
a firm of which the Air Force secretary was a
member. RCA, it was developed in testimony,
had asked that Mr. Talbott's firm get a letter
from the Attorney General saying such a contract was all right.
Mr. Talbott admitted that he performed
work for the Mulligan firm after becoming Air
Force secretary, but said he had a prior agreement with the firm that he would not solicit
business for the company from firms largely
handling government contracts. He said he
would not have accepted profits from a Mulligan contract with Avco Mfg. Co. had he known
that half
of Avco's business was in government contracts.
The witness offered in the Thursday testimony to "give away" his interest in the firm
to place himself "above suspicion."
Witness Changes Mind,
Decides to Bar Cameras
A WITNESS who changed his mind about televised coverage of his testimony before the Senate Permanent Investigations Subcommittee had
some uneasy moments last week before senators
granted his request that he not be televised.
Harryhe Lev,
who before
hadn't the
objected
camerasat
when
testified
Senateto group
an earlier date, last week objected to camera
coverage. Mr. Lev testified on textile procurement in the military department.
Chairman John L. McClellan (D-Ark.) said
he was inclined to deny the request on grounds
the witness had waived his rights to immunity
from the cameras, but later went along with
other subcommittee members who said they
wanted to "lean over backward to get the
truth." The subcommittee's rules give members a right to decide whether a witness shall
be televised.
Wisconsin
From

Bars Unions

Supporting

Campaigns

NEW LAW prohibiting labor unions from contributing to political campaigns has been enacted by the Wisconsin legislature, which recently closed its session. The bill was sponsored by Speaker Mark Catlin Jr., of Appleton. It was bitterly fought by labor organizations. Under the terms, unions are subjected
to the political campaign rules already applying
to corporations.
(Government continues on page 71)
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each

one

is

different

Fingerprints

are different for no apparent

reason — but

the finest TV

stations acquire their personalities

from the needs and interests of the areas they serve.

It stands to reason that quality TV
want individualized

stations

representation. For them,

the unique facilities of Harrington,
Righter and Parsons have meant

quality representation.

If their league is yours too, then you'll want
to find out what quality representation

really offers.
A Ibany

W ROW -TV
WAAM
Harrington,

Righter

and

Parsons,

Inc.
New York
Chicago

W BEN -TV
WJRT
'WFMY-TV
WDAF-TV
WTPA

Baltimore
Buffalo
Flint
Greensboro
H arris burg
Kansas City

San Francisco
WTMJ-TV
WMTW

Louisville
Milwaukee
Mt. Washington

WSYR-TV

Syracuse

WHAS-TV
television — the only medium
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INTERVIEW

McCOLLOUGH

FORESEES

U.S.-STYLE

TO

SWEEP

TV

BRITAIN

TO WATCH the British prepare for commercial tv, while radio
changes from am to fm there; to see how broadcasting fares in
France, and to report observations in terms most meaningful to
operators and users of the broadcast media at home, no better
reporter could be chosen than Clair R. McCollough, president of
WGAL-AM-FM-TV Lancaster, Pa., chairman of the Television
Board of NARTB and co-chairman of the board of the Television
Bureau of Advertising. Here are his views, as recorded in an
interview with B»T editors.

Q:
A:
April
Q:

You spent some time in Europe recently, didn't you?
Yes, I was there a month or so, roughly the latter half of
and the first half of May.
You were in Europe about 10 years ago along with a group
of broadcasters to survey broadcasting conditions on the
continent immediately after the war. Now you've had an
opportunity to reappraise them 10 years later. How do you
feel about European broadcasting now, as contrasted to
what it was then?

A: Well, that's what they think they will have. When I asked
how many sets they thought they would have in a reasonable length
of time after commercial programming started, they answered somewhere between 600,000 and 900,000 by next March.
Q: This is still London only?
A: London only, and remember there are about 13 million
people within the coverage area of this first commercial transmitter.
That's a lot of people for a commercial television station, with
no competition in sight.

A: I'll confine my comments to two countries, France and
England.

Q: All the present sets will have to be converted, won't they,
to get these new programs as well as those of the BBC?

Q: Let's take England first, if you don't mind. Are the people
really making preparations for commercial television? Are
the agencies doing anything about it? Are the advertisers interested?

A: Yes. English television sets are built to receive only one
service, the BBC. To get the ITA programs they will have to be
converted. While I was in England, the London papers were
carrying advertisements from set manufacturers noting that conversion will cost more than just the price of a converter. With
antenna changes and other adjustments, the cost will run to $70
or more. The manufacturers are suggesting that, all things considered, itmight be better to buy a new set.

A: They certainly are in every category. The Independent Television Authority (ITA) had some qualms as to whether or not the
independent contractors could sell time in volume. Within the
first two weeks approximately £6 million ($16,800,000) worth of
advertising revenue was in sight. They had a goal of about $3
million in advertising they were hoping to sell by September 22
when commercial television gets underway in England. They were
completely astounded how rapidly the sale of advertising time swept
by and exceeded all forecasts.
They are charging £. 1 ,000 a minute for peak viewing hours.
That's about $2,800 in our money, and, I said:
"That's a pretty good rate. How many sets will
you have?" The chap answered: "Well, we'll
have between 150,000 to 300,000 sets."
Q: In England?
A: No. Just in the London area. There are
supposed to be three ITA stations on the air by
September — London, Birmingham and another
somewhere in the Lancashire area. However,
London is the only one that definitely will start
Sept. 22. The date is set and station tests
are now underway. They hope to have the other
two commercial transmitters on the air by next
March.
Q: So they said they will have from 150,000
to 300,000 sets in September. How many
do you think they really have?
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Q: What would that cost?
A: About $200 buys a 17-inch table or non-elaborate console
model. Of course you can buy a set on the installment plan —
they call it "hire-purchase" over there — but this is frowned upon
as a bad thing by some business men I met.

McCOLLOUGH

Q: What do you mean? Don't they want
people to own tv sets?
A: Well, I hesitate to go far enough and say
the upper classes think tv is too good for the
masses but I would say there is a definite feeling
that it's wrong to encourage people to spend
their money on luxuries like tv sets. To certain
bankers and business men, a tv set is a luxury —
an automobile is, also — and they would rather see
their factories making goods for export to get
dollar credit for Britain than to see them making
tv sets — or autos — to be sold on the installment
plan to the English people.
I was astounded how strongly certain men felt
about "hire-purchase" buying and even more surprised how little they hesitated to say so.
Q: What do the people say?
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A: All I know is that 150,000 or even 300,000 sets among 13
million people isn't very many. Perhaps the merchandising philosophy I've just mentioned is to blame, but I would rather believe,
from what I saw and heard, that the type of programs the BBC
has been transmitting just doesn't have enough mass appeal to
make most people feel that a tv set is a worthwhile investment.
Q: Won't commercial tv change that?
A. I think so, and judging from the way available commercial
time is being snapped up, it looks like English advertisers think
so, too.
If the programs on the London ITA station are a reasonable
facsimile of the kind of programming we have in America, then
I am positive their quota of 900,000 tv sets by next March will
be met and perhaps surpassed.
From my American viewpoint, if people really want to see tv
programs, they'll find some way to buy the sets. This certainly has
happened in a big way in the United States with our more than
36,000,000 tv sets and there's no good reason to believe it will not
happen in England.

"The Authority has offered contracts to four program contractors
[they spell program with a double-m, e, by the way] for its first three
stations as follows: Associated Broadcasting Co., for the London
station on Saturday and Sunday and at the Birmingham station
from Monday to Friday; Associated-Rediffusion Ltd. for the London station from Monday to Friday; the Kimsley-Winnick Group
for the Birmingham and North of England stations on Saturday
and Sunday; and Granada Theatres for the North of England station from Monday to Friday."
Q: Then, when the London station gets going September 22,
one firm will program it over the weekend and another
during the Monday-Friday weekdays.
A: That's right.
Q: How many hours a day will this station operate?
A: That's not all worked out yet, but they're figuring on about
40 hours a week to start.
Q: So there are the ITA, which builds and operates the stations, and the program contractors, which provide the programs. What about the advertising agencies? Where do
they come into the picture?

Q: The British commercial tv set-up will be somewhat different from ours, won't it? Isn't it true that the ITA system
calls for a division of what
A: They'll
provide the commerwe consider the function of
cials, the advertising.
a broadcaster? Doesn't their
Q: And the contractors provide
BRIEFING ON BRITAIN
plan call for one group opthe programming?
erating the transmitting end
A: Yes. Incidentally, they have
— and someone else doing
* Advertisers eager for commercial tv.
set up a special news organization,
the programming and sellIndependent Television News Ltd.,
ing the time?
which will supply news to the private
• London station to start Sept. 22
A: Yes, it's quite different from
companies
they'll
all which
be reprethe system in use in this country.
sented on itsandboard.
ITA,
has
Those in responsible positions over
final say on all programming, is to
* No sponsored programs; One-minute spots.
there keep telling you that commersee that there's a proper balance of
cial television in England is going to
different types of shows and that the
• No preferred position; run-of-schedule.
be strictly a British product, not in
day's schedule has something for
any way an imitation of the Amerieveryone. This is especially imporcan system. My guess is they began
tant regarding news. ITA will be re* Commercials cost £1,000 each in peak time
talking that way when they were
sponsible for seeing that all newsworking to have Parliament approve
casts are accurate and that political
• All radio changing from am to fm
the commercial television idea and
news is also impartial.
by now this attitude has become secQ: Did you learn any of the
ond nature.
• Remains non-commercial, a BBC monopoly
plans for commercial programs, what kind of shows
Q: How is the English system
J
they plan to put on?
going to work?
A: Their plans were far from complete when I was there as no
A: The way it's set up by the Television Act of 1954 is that
first the Postmaster-General appoints the chairman, deputy chair- one wanted to make definite commitments until after the May 26
election. If the Labor Party had gotten back into power, the
man and eight members of the Independent Television Authority,
whole commercial tv idea probably would have been called off.
which has a ten-year charter to build, own and operate commercial
It was one of the planks in their election platform.
tv stations in Great Britain in competition to the tax-supported BBC.
But the first programs to be announced were just what you would
Q: What happens at the end of the ten years?
expect — all-star shows costing the kind of money that the BBC
could never afford to pay. One is a Sunday night series of hourA: If all goes well, presumably ITA's charter will be renewed.
long programs from the stage of the Palladium, London's famous
That's what has happened with the BBC.
vaudeville house. Bob Hope, Gracie Fields and others were announced as under contract for regular appearances. Another is a
Q: Isn't it correct that the ITA is not going to do the programming for its stations, but to sell blocks of time to
Saturday series of filmed plays, with name British actors featured.
That sort of thing.
program building firms?
A: Yes, that's correct. The ITA people operate the transmitters;
the programming is done by independent, privately-financed companies which the British call program contractors. They're like
our package program firms, except instead of building individual
programs and selling them to stations or sponsors, these English
outfits take over all the programming of a station for days at a time.
Q: What? How do you mean?
A: Let me read from an official description of ITA operations
which was given to me. Then I'll be sure to have it right:

Q: Who repays the contractors for the costs of the programs?
A: The contractor sells the time for $2,800 an announcement
and he uses part of the money to pay the talent and production
costs. In addition, he has to pay ITA a pre-determined amount of
money. That's the way ITA repays the government. To get started,
ITA got a government loan of £ 2 million which they have to pay
back over a ten-year period.
Q: I'd like to get this financial business a little clearer, if you
WBXmiiUmKtSii
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BBC'S WHITE CITY: An outgrowth of Britain's upcoming commercial television is the expansion program to improve the noncommercial system's operation. This is a scale model of the planned

facility. It will be located on a 21 -acre site in London, and is due to
be completed in 1966. Sixteen television stages are being built now,
along with other buildings.

don't mind going back a little.
A: Not at all. The government loaned £2 million — %5Vz million
— to ITA to get started. ITA is now selling time to the program
contractors. They are . . .

flash during a station break. This was something they hadn't
thought
of at all. Thy were only considering one-minute announcements.

Q: Pardon me, but what's the price of the program time? You
said they'd
time
. . . sold something like $16 million worth in a short
A: No, you misunderstood me. That was the program contractors who had sold the announcements to the advertisers. In turn,
the program contractors make their own contracts with ITA for
payment of the time they sell.
Q: Going back to advertising rates, you said announcements
during the peak hours are priced at £ 1 ,000 each. What
are the rates for the other times?
A: They range from $560 for the cheapest spot to $2,800 for
the top. Most sales are at the top rate. If they have an itemized
rate card, I haven't seen a copy.
Q: How do the agencies operate? On a 15% commission, a
fee basis, or how?
A: That was still being discussed when I was there. I understand
that since then it's been decided that agencies will be paid commissions on time, probably 15%.
Q: How is the commercial time allotted? That is, if the 11
o'clock newsreel is very popular and I'm an advertiser, how
do I arrange to get next to it, or in it, if possible?
A: You don't get in it at all. If you get next to it, you're lucky.
You buy run-of-schedule.
Q: You mean the advertiser can't say . . .
A: He has absolutely no choice at all. He doesn't know exactly
when he's going to be on the air.
Let me explain. You understand that no one can sponsor any
of these tv shows. They are broadcast and you — the advertiser —
can pay for them but you can't sponsor them. Your advertising is
inserted wherever they want to put it. Specifically, it goes between programs or in natural breaks within the program, like between the acts of a play or a variety show.
Q: How long are the commercial breaks? Will there be any
double spotting or time for advertising on IDs or . . .
A: You're way ahead of them. They haven't even thought of
different length commercials. At least, when I was there they were
taking only minute spots. When I asked them about splits and 20second spots, they looked blank and asked, "What's a split?" And,
"What's 20-seconds?"
So I explained that we have a short announcement and then a
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Q: Are there any limitations on the number of announcements, such as we have in the NARTB Code?
A: Yes, ITA has set a maximum of six announcements in an
hour. I might say also that no commercials are allowed on programs dealing with religion, royalty or national ceremonies, but
they will take whiskey advertising, which is certainly different from
the customary American practice.
Q: We've heard that by virtue of the imminent introduction of
commercial television in England, BBC is radically changing its entire operating and programming schedules. Is
that right?
A: Two things are happening there. They're not only changing
and improving their schedules, but all of a sudden they find the
new ITA hiring many of their people at double their present salaries.
They are now trying to establish a regulation or pass a law whereby
the new ITA will not be permitted to hire their best people at
greatly increased compensation.
It's a two-pronged sword. The chaps who get offers from the
new ITA are quite happy but those left behind at BBC are now
insisting they be paid on the same wage scale used by ITA.
Q: What's BBC doing about it?
A: First they began giving substantial raises, up to as much as
50% of what the person had been getting, to key people like cameramen, tv engineers and the like, if those involved would sign
long-term BBC contracts. But the BBC Staff Association, a sort
of company union, got disturbed about this for fear it would upset
the regular grading system and they threatened to strike. When I
left England they were still talking about it and nothing definite had
been decided. Now I hear the strike threat has ended, but it's
obvious that unless BBC can meet the wages offered by ITA they're
going to lose a lot of their top-notch people.
Q: Outside of raising wages, is the BBC making any effort
to compete with ITA?
A: Yes. They have received a very substantial additional appropriation offunds. The first thing they did was start building a
new television center. They have taken over White City, a 21acre tract in London, where the 1908 Franco-British Exposition
was held. The buildings, dog racing track and park were bombed
out during the war.
BBC's going to have a regular radio-television city there. They're
building 16 television stages now and have other buildings completed or near completion. This is the BBC, remember, not ITA.
The project is to be finished by 1966.
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Q: You mean 1956 or '66?
A: 1966. It's a long-range plan, but they're moving fast. They
have one big building finished and they're using it for designing
sets and making props. They have the second building almost finished, with a huge soundstage included. White City is well located
in London and can be reached easily by the "tubes," as they call
their subways. With their recent large appropriation of funds on
hand, and improved facilities coming up, BBC is in a fair way to
give ITA a sturdy scrap for audience. You see what's happening.
There are going to be two systems of television in England instead
of only one government operation, come Sept. 22.
Q: So the BBC doesn't fear commercial tv, at least not to
the point of paralysis?
A: They fear it all right, but they're fighting back. In addition
to the new White City job, they've ordered equipment for a second
BBC tv service. They hope to begin broadcasting in the London
and Midland regions by next summer and eventually establish two
BBC network services to compete with ITA. You might say that
even before it has gotten started, commercial television has made
things better for the British viewer, who eventually will have a
choice of three programs instead of having to look at only one
or none.
Q: Years ago I asked the then director general of the BBC
what he thought would happen to BBC if a commercial
system was adopted. His words, I think, were: "That'll be
the end of BBC." Do you find that sentiment reflected
in the activities of BBC in talking with BBC people?
A: I believe it remains the BBC idea unless their new facilities
and programs compete successfully with ITA. BBC has convinced
their government the BBC is dead the minute ITA starts, unless
BBC does a tremendously better job. So, all of a sudden, the government seems to be supplying them with everything necessary to
revitalize the BBC.
Q: Well, let us assume that the ITA method of operation
proves entirely successful, accepted by the public. Will
the public condone vastly increased appropriations for a
BBC that may be producing an inferior and unacceptable
service?
A: That's hard to answer. There's some talk about the possibility of an increased license fee to help meet increased costs but I
don't
will hold still for it. The license fee now
covers think
radio the
and public
television.
Q: What is the present license fee, do you know?
A: It's £3, or about $9.
Q: Then won't BBC, if it is to exist, be forced to go into commercial operation, too?
A: Well, I should think from the way they are acting and talking,
it's just a matter of time until BBC goes commercial. This is particularly true if ITA is successful commercially and I feel quite
sure it will be. Also, BBC could run its one network on a commercial basis to compete with ITA and its other network on a
sustaining basis.
You have something with which to compare the present situation. When we were in England in 1945, they had a comparatively
staid BBC broadcasting system. At least, this was true until several
million GIs arrived in England.
If you recall, this situation brought about the creation of a socalled "light program" network that played mostly American records and electrical transcriptions from our immensely popular radio
shows. Immediately the British people started listening to this
particular program service and more or less forgot about the BBC
programs. The BBC has continued this type of service on one of
their radio networks and it has now become their most popular
radio service.
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It's going to happen in television. The BBC for example, among
other unusual procedures, goes off the air during the long dinner
hour each evening because they are afraid the kids might look
at television during what they consider the wrong time. The preliminary ITA schedules call for continuous telecasting once a station
is on the air. Now BBC is considering continuous tv schedules. Thus
the new ITA will probably change the face of British television as
much and as rapidly as programming for the U. S. GIs, changed
the face of British radio.
Q: Is it likely the so-called contractors will use a great deal
of television material developed in this country?
A: I don't think there's a doubt in the world about it.
Q: Can they afford to buy our programs? Will they have the
revenue to pay for them?
A: Yes, they will be able to pay well for them. The newspapers
over there are still somewhat restricted as to newsprint quotas. The
amount of advertising in English newspapers is nothing compared
to the amount of advertising lineage in U. S. newspapers. Their
newspapers depend largely upon circulation sales for income.
Now along comes commercial tv. Here is the best advertising
medium the world has ever known. It can start on a five-or-sixhour-a-day basis and increase operating hours overnight, if necessary, to 18 hours or more daily, thus taking in many advertising
dollars that are now looking for a place to be spent.
Q: So the new British plan of commercial operation will become in fact the American plan of operation, including
its programs?
A: That should be true, regardless of what anyone says, although
they may never admit it. You can see the die being cast for what
the British like to call an "improved" system of American telecasting.new
When Itvasked,
about their
code. "What's improved?", they started talking
Q: Are the newspapers opposing commercial television?
A: No. Strange as it may seem, they aren't. They even comment editorially that there've been too many restrictions already
placed upon the new commercial television set-up. As one newspaper said of the ITA Act created by Parliament, "It's the greatest
set of harness ever devised to harness a free enterprise."
Although I was not able to trace down certain statements because of my unfamiliarity with British corporation intricacies, I
have the very strong feeling that commercial tv in England is
starting out closely allied with certain strong newspaper and publishing interests.
Q: You mean through subsidiary stock ownership?
A: Yes, and even more directly. I believe one reason commercial
tv got through Parliament and is getting the support of the press
is because the publishing business is contemplating direct participation in commercial television. Perhaps they see an opportunity to
expand in television where they're pretty much restricted otherwise
at the present time. Also, they are tremendously interested in how
news is to be handled on tv.
Q: Were you told that by someone in England? Or is this just
an informed guess?
A: This is my opinion, based on what I was told inferentially
by informed people, who would say, "Well, don't say we said it,
but we believe one very good reason commercial tv's moving along
so well is due to the fact the press has a finger in the pie."
Q: Is it your view, based on what you saw in the way of preparation, that the commercial television plan will succeed?
A: Absolutely. I am convinced it's going to take off like a jet
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rocket. I'm even more optimistic than they are. They believe their
sale of tv sets is going to be slower than I believe it will be. Where
I think they're wrong about the speed of commercial tv catching
on is the fact they have had very few good television shows on the
air up until now.
If a decent variety of really good television shows are broadcast,
John Bull is going to find a way to buy a tv set. A healthy batch
of top-rated American programs would make a big difference.
Remember once again what happened to pep up English radio in
the
moreearly
so. 1940's. The same thing is going to happen to tv, only

entirely new radio broadcasting system in the fm band. The first
station, at Wrotham, in Kent, not far from London, went on the
air May 2. Ten more fm stations, covering England, Scotland and
Northern Ireland, are being built, with the whole new set-up to be
finished before the end of next year.

Q: Don't you think, carrying that on to the next logical step,
if this works out, that eventually and in not too long a time,
radio will go commercial, too?

Q: What about the listeners? What do they have to do? Can
they convert their radios to fm or must they get new sets?
A: Both converters and fm sets are on the market. For most
people a new aerial is required to get fm. The am interference is
so bad — you have to be there to
realize how bad it is— that manufacturers are making fm sets in
great numbers and sales are steady.
Radio remains a very important
item in the life of every person
living in England. They're willing
to pay to get good reception. Television has furnished practically no
competition thus far.
Q: What do fm sets cost?
A: About $80 was the cheapest
I saw. With the installation and
new aerial, probably it would run
to about $100.
A funny thing happened conthese new fm
sets.says
There's
a law incerningEngland
which
you

A: Well, I couldn't get anyone to say so, although I tried my

Q: What's going to happen to am radio?
A: For the present, it's being continued and will go on indefinitely,
but, with interference as bad as it is, it is easy to believe that when
new sets are bought most people over there will be getting fm sets,
and eventually the entire audience will be listening to fm.

GREAT BRITAIN is advertising conscious, as witness the signs which adorn
buildings on London's famed Piccadilly Circus. The advertisers will have
a new medium open to them when commercial tv gets underway Sept. 22.
best. First, the act that Parliament passed . setting up ITA and
commercial television definitely says that ITA cannot get into radio
at all, not as a commercial radio service nor on a non-commercial
basis.
To make radio commercial in England would require a new law
and right now such an event appears unlikely according to best informed sources.
Q: Thus, so far as you could see, no commercial radio counterpart to this television plan is contemplated?
A: No. I saw no indication of any thinking about commercial
radio in England, although it could come along easily enough once
they're accustomed to commercial television. However, there is
something going on in English radio which is almost as revolutionary.
On May 2 the entire radio broadcasting system started to go through
a complete changeover. They are moving radio from am to fm.
Q: Are they going to have fm stations or just move their am
stations to the vhf frequencies?
A: They're changing them to fm. Here's what happened: In
1950 a conference was held in Copenhagen which re-allocated
radio frequencies throughout Europe. When the stations started
operating on their new frequencies — that was about two years ago —
interference between English radio stations and those on the continent resulted and since then it's gotten steadily worse. There is
practically no place in England where radio reception is free from
interference at the present time.
The BBC met this situation head-on. They decided to create an
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are not permitted to listen to police,
fire or shipping calls. The new fm
sets are all-wave sets and by merely
turning a certain knob the owner
was liable to a fine and confiscation
of
his set.
about
it. There was a great to-do

Q: How did they settle it? Couldn't they fix the sets some way
so you couldn't tune to those forbidden frequencies?
A: They thought of that, but a lot of these sets are sold abroad
where it's legal to listen to those frequencies and foreign trade is
still very important to Britain, so they dropped the idea. Finally,
the British Home Office came up with the answer, just about the
time the first fm station went on the air.
They issued an announcement which said that it's not
listen to all frequencies unless the information is passed on
wise made use of.
If you wanted to get philosophical you might say that a
accident
mation. has given the average Englishman more freedom

illegal to
or othertechnical
of infor-

Q: Let's hop across the channel to France. You found a lot
of changes going on in England, as far as radio and television are concerned. What's the situation in France?
A: Well it seemed to me that radio and television in France
today has advanced very little over where it was ten years ago.
During my visits to Radiodiffusion (governmental agency which
controls all French broadcasting) and in view of my discussions
there and elsewhere with regard to French radio and television, I
gathered the explanation for the lack of progress is largely a matter
of economics. It seems the government has allocated but meager
funds — at least by our standards — for the expansion of French
broadcasting services.
Secondly, the great majority of French families simply do not
have sufficient cash available to buy a television set. Add to this
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East, West, Midwest, South, North — all
America, and more, listens to the Nation's most popular football broadcasts.
Look at these Pulse ratings:
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In 1954, 125 stations in the U.S.A.,
Hawaii and Armed Forces Radio, carried
Notre Dame games through the IRISH
FOOTBALL NETWORK. Stations report results like this: "Ratings showed
we led all stations". "High spot of our
Fall programming."
Already in July of 1955 the response
has been outstanding. To date stations
in the following cities have contracted
to carry IRISH FOOTBALL NETWORK
broadcasts:
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Aberdeen,
Wash.
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Mich.
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Canton, Ohio
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Birmingham, Ala. Chicago, III.
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Boston, Mass.
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Hood River, Ore.
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III.
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Long Beach, Cal.
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City
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Memphis, Tenn.
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Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portsmouth, N. H. Port Huron, Mich.
San Jose, Cal.
Scranton, Pa.
Son
Diego, Cal.
Saginaw,
Mich.
Sioux City, Iowa
Sacramento,
Cal.
Springfield,
Mass.
St. Johnsbury, Vt. South Bend, Ind.
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Wash.
Tulsa, Okla.
Springfield,
St. Louis, Mo.III.
Utica, N. Y.
Spokane, Wash.
Tacoma, Wash.
Washington, D. C. Sturgis, Mich.
Yakima, Wash.
Weirton, W. Va. Toledo, Ohio
Wenatchee, Wash.
Wheeling, W. Va. Warsaw, Ind.
York, Pa.
Youngstown, Ohio Honolulu, Hawaii
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the actual fact there is little on the air in the way of television,
outside of an hour or so a day, that is interesting enough to make
them want to purchase tv sets.
Here again, blame is not to be placed upon individuals but
rather upon a system of broadcasting. With no money coming from
government to speak of and no money from sponsors, there is just
nothing with which to create programming and otherwise "improve
the breed."
Q: How many television sets are there in France today?
A: I was told there are approximately 250,000.
Q: That many?
A: I think they may have boosted the figure somewhat. No one
seemed to know for certain. I'm not sure anyone cares. A set
count is an unheard of thing.

Q: Is it because French programs aren't attractive under government operation?
A: In my opinion, that's precisely the situation. Present tv program offerings hardly make it worth the effort to buy or sell television sets in volume, particularly in view of the low purchasing
power of a vast majority of the French people. This is what you
are told, confidentially, when pinning down certain individuals
for an answer.
Q: How much does a tv set cost in France?
A: In the neighborhood of $300. It seems the average Frenchman today seldom has $300 cash and installment buying has not
been developed on any practical basis.
Q: Do the numerous changes in the French government affect
the people operating French radio and television stations?
A: Not to any great extent. The operating people feel that the
government in power, regardless of who heads it up, simply overlooks their very basic needs.
Q: You mean personnel doesn't change with each change of
government?
A: No, not the rank and file. Only at Cabinet level and thereabout. The people who run Radiodiffusion made a special point
of impressing this situation upon me. Many of them have been
there seven, eight, nine years.
Q: They're career people?
A: Yes, governments come and go, but mostly they stay on.
Remember, French radio, as it is known today, was pretty much
established only ten years ago following the end of World War II.
It's original personnel was largely drawn from the French underground.
Q: What's the outlook for the future of French tv?
A: Unless someone in the government, since it's government
dominated, comes up with funds enough to create worthwhile operation, itwill never get anywhere compared to American and English
television.
I would not want to leave the impression that French television
is completely stagnated. At this very moment a studio building
program is underway in Paris. However, if and when completed,
it will be inadequate from the viewpoint of creating enough programs to get set sales moving in any real volume.
Q: Is the French system entirely government owned and operated and non-commercial now or have they . . .
A: It is entirely government owned and operated and is basically
non-commercial, although, at the operating level, they are hoping
the forthcoming British commercial tv will push top French officials
in the same direction. Personally, I find it difficult to believe French
tv will ever develop until free enterprise finds its way into the
mam
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system and some sort of commercial sponsorship of programs is
established.
Q: Do you see any outlook for that?
A: None worth mentioning. I pursued the subject at considerable length with various people both in and out of French radio
and tv. I could find no apparent effort on the part of anyone to
try and "force" private enterprise into their system.
It's true French officials are watching the development of the
Independent Television Authority (commercial) in England and,
if it succeeds — and I personally believe it will — a desirable shadow
will be cast over all of Europe with its almost wholly owned and
operated governmental broadcasting systems.
Q: Has the fact that West Germany is going ahead very
rapidly in commercial television affected French thinking?
A: ItWest
hasn't
affected French thinking and they don't like to talk
about
Germany.
Q: How about technical improvements?
A: I am not a technician, but I can see nothing in the way of
technical improvements that the French have developed. Among
other facilities, I visited their main studios in Paris where they are
struggling to improve their technical situation. These are dedicated,
honest and sincere people. It is a crying shame they have no real
money with which to work and no one in the higher reaches of
French government who seems particularly interested in what happens next. seems as if those in high places would rather tv were
It almost
not too successful.
Q: About the time that you were over there they were talking
in terms of 1025-line pictures that were vastly superior to
anything that we have. Is their television that good?
A: Well, their television isn't any better than ours. As a matter
of fact, it does not seem as good. It could be their receiving sets
are not up to our standards. When you look at a picture on a monitor in one of their tv control rooms or at a receiver elsewhere —
when you can find one — there is no indication of a picture any
better than we look at daily in this country.
Q: Then, you think that there's little likelihood for much
change in the French broadcasting picture unless or until
the success of commercial television in England impresses
them with the necessity for following suit themselves?
A: That's how it looks.
Q: And is it your view also that what happens in England will
influence greatly what happens in the balance of Europe?
A: I firmly believe better television, and this means free enterprise commercial television, will cover all of Europe within a matter
of years. If it does that, it can change the face of the world and
probably will — for the better.
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By James Aberle
THE FOLLOWING article is taken from
Mr. Aberle' s master's thesis on "Television
Audience Promotion," based on 107 usable
replies to a detailed questionnaire sent to all
operating U. S. tv stations.
STILL ART is the most popular form of
on-the-air promotion, according to the 55
stations listing the types they use in order of
frequency of use. Fifty-two reported using
a form of still art as first choice; the other
three divided their firsts between still art
and some other form of on-the-air promotion.
Several reasons for this choice emerge
from the replies to the questionnaire:
1. Ease of operation. Slides or balops
are much easier to handle than film
spots.
2. Economy. Whenever film spots are
used, an extra workload is thrown on
the film department. Slides and balops
are generally taken care of by the
projectionist.
3. Mechanical failure. Film projectors
are more susceptible to breakdown
than slide projectors.
4. Wear and tear. Film spots will not
last as long as still art. Film also requires greater care in handling and is
harder to keep clean.
5. Accessibility. Still art can be produced
by any station, while very few have
the equipment or budget to produce
film spots.
6. Availability. Most networks and agencies do not supply stations with film
spots on national shows.
Live "on camera" announcements or live
productions have their drawbacks, and are
more difficult to use than either still art or
film spots. Difficulties listed by reporting
stations include:
1 . Production. Additional employes, anywhere from three to ten, are needed
to produce live spots.
2. Economy. Not counting the cost of
additional manpower, the cost of camera operation as opposed to the cost of
projector operation is much greater.
3. Availability. Many times live cameras
cannot be used because they haven't
been warmed up.
4. Feasibility. Only on rare occasions will
a promotion spot warrant live camera
production.
Grouping the first three choices in order
of frequency of use, there was a decline in
the use of still art and an increase in the
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use of live spots and film spots. The upswing of live and film spots was undoubtedly
due to the promotion of national shows,
which probably receive less promotion support than local shows, or heavy and special
promotion for certain shows.
Slides outpolled telops and balops 49 to 19
in the first three choices. Here again, economy and ease of operation are probably the
biggest factors in this ratio. The economy
does not concern itself with materials alone;
there is economy of storage space when
slides are used instead of balops. A slide
projector is easier to operate than an opaque
projector because it is less difficult to load
and has a greater capacity.
The one distinct advantage of opaque
projection is versatility. Almost any type of
art work can be used with these projectors,
while the slide projectors are limited to
transparencies.
The percentage of stations using other
devices is based on the 105 completed returns. One hundred and two stations, 97.1%
used publicity releases; 84.7% reported the
public appearance of talent; 72.3% ran contests at one time or another; 55.2% used
stunts and gimmicks; 40% reported that
station personnel answered viewer questions
on the air, and 22.8% had publications for
viewer consumption.
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Although it takes more effort and planning, the majority of stations indicated that
they considered the public appearance of
talent the most important of the six categories. Not only is the use of talent in this
manner good promotion, it can also be good
business because talent in many of these
instances can also serve a merchandising
purpose. There is no question that people
will go out of their way to meet popular
talent, especially when the talent appears at
such obvious places as drug and food stores.
Publicity releases are almost second nature to television, since this medium has
attracted so many stars of stage, screen and
radio. Since television is one of the most
popular forms of entertainment, the newspapers are forced to heed reader demands
and print many stories about television.
Publicity and press releases also are used
in great quantities by television magazines,
whose main fare is weekly program schedule
and personality sketches. There are very
few markets without these localized magazines.
Contests attract a great deal of public
interest and serve to put stations in the spotlight.
It is surprising that no more than 55.2%
of the stations reported using stunts and
"gimmicks" as promotional aids. They can
be formulated and carried out quite effectively atthe spur of the moment. However,
they can reach asinine proportions — such
as the recent record-playing marathons.
Stunts and "gimmicks" can easily be made
to do double duty. Many stations have used
these devices to solicit contributions for
charitable organizations or for public service
campaigns.
Station personnel answering viewers' questions on the air is semi-personal promotion.
The viewer's ego is definitely built up when
his question is discussed on the air. This
type of show affords the opportunity to
expand on many programming points and
is especially valuable when there is a major
program realignment.
It also can answer questions that are never
asked. Not many people write letters to a
station, either praiseworthy, derogatory or
questioning, unless they are asked to do so.
But no manager can assume that most
viewers are perfectly content or completely
informed. Hence, by discussing various programming problems, the vast portion of the
audience which never writes letters is informed.
Station publications to be distributed to
viewers have one major drawback. The
cost of such an undertaking is usually prohibitive, and only stations with a large promotion budget can use this type of promotion effectively. There is the alternative of
charging a nominal subscription fee, but
this immediately reduces the potential circulation. Through the years some radio
stations have profited by this type of promotion, and no doubt certain television stations
will do likewise.
Significantly, 22.8% of the reporting stations said they published material for viewer
consumption. They did not specify the types
or quality of these publications, but no
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Frankly, we're not sure.
But we do know that WOAI-TV
San Antonio.

has "most of both" in

Local and national advertisers buy 33 half-hour or longer
non-network weekly programs in the San Antonio market;
of these 33, WOAI-TV leads 23 to 10 . . . nearly 3 out of 4 !
Or, lets look at quarter-hour or longer spot sales. Advertisers buy a total of 52 in San Antonio, and place 31
of the 52 on WOAI-TV.
advertiser preference.

Any ivay you look at it— this is

South Texans prefer WOAI-TV for consistent top programming. They prefer the clearer, sharper picture WOAI-TV
consistently transmits. Of the highest rated 20 programs
(June ARB), 13 are on WOAI-TV.
this is audience preference.

Any way you look at it,

Advertisers prefer the big audiences — and the big audiences
prefer WOAI-TV. We're not sure which came first, but we
do know, that for the most effective TV advertising in
San Antonio, be sure your campaign is on the station with
"most of both" . . . WOAI-TV.
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doubt the formats vary from "slick" publications tomimeographed and dittoed sheets.
These station publications have a great advantage over other printed media, because
all station activities can be extolled to the

NOW

THE

Yes, now is the time to contact

fullest and the copy can be completely "commercial," whereas publicity releases must be
prepared with more subtlety.
Ten other, less-used promotional devices
were listed, although there are many more.
Even though it is quite expensive, direct
mail was the most used of the 10 reported.
This type of promotion is most used for
promotion of special shows to limited groups
of viewers.
An adequate budget also is required for
such promotion material as cab covers, window cards and bumper strips. Used in quantity, bumper strips are the highest priced,
well above direct mail. The price of bumper
strips is seldom below 10 cents each, and
the cost of distribution is extremely high.
This is sure to bring the cost up considerably, making it doubtful whether such an
expenditure
is a worthwhile promotion device.
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Window cards are generally used in merchandising but are not limited to that aspect
alone. Clever window cards, strategically
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placed,
supplement
a station's
promotion
efforts. can
Window
cards would
probably
have
their best effect if they were used sporadically for the advertisement of special shows
or stars.
Cab covers also fall into the category of
supplementary promotion. The expenditure
would depend on the budget available. One
station reported using this type of promotion for the month before the station went
on the air. In this case the station decided
the expense was justified but reported that
they used cab covers for one month only
and had not considered them as regular promotion vehicles.
For non-selective audience promotion
which requires little expenditure, several
examples were listed.
"Giveaways," in which premiums or
prizes are given in return for viewer action,
can be limited to a specific audience, but
are generally open to all viewers. It is a
common practice for advertisers to furnish
samples, through brokers, in return for mention on the air. The stations pay a nominal
charge to the brokers for the samples.
Another inexpensive promotion device is
schedule previews. Some stations do live
camera program previews, but most use
other forms of video. Perhaps the simplest
is the balop roll-thru. The only material
required is paper, typewriter and a few
minutes of time. These are usually run at
the end of one day's programming and at
the beginning of the next day's programming. With this method, stations have the
option of giving sponsor identification, a
bonus to advertisers that goes a long way
in building good will. These schedule previews can be varied with art work if desired.
The big weakness in this type of promotion
is the small audience, since only a small
portion of viewers watch after regular programming ends or before it begins.
Surprisingly, only two stations mentioned
tours among other promotion devices. A
well-guided tour will entertain the visitors
in addition to strengthening station-viewer
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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Tobacco Co
Camel
(198) R*
Scoreboard
ABC

Manhattan
Matinee

No Service

Treasury
Bandstand
Musical
Express
Bobby& Hammack
His
What Four
Gloria
Parker
Vincent
Lopez

Bruce
&
Dan
TexWagonFletcher's
Train

No Service

Co-op
NBC
Pauline
Frederic
Reporting

ABC
Shake The
Maracas
ABC News

No Network
Service

SATURDAY
CBS
MBS
Dougherty
Stan
Presents
String
Serenade

Festival
S
New Orleans
Jazz

News
Wonderful City
Partic.
Citizens M-Th
View
he Public
(Fonly)Schls.
P&G Right to
Happiness
(175)
Presenting
Claude Rains
Just
StellaPlain
DallasBill
Sting. Drg. MWF
SusL TuTh
Young Widder
Brown,
Sterling
Drug
P&GMWF
SusLFamily
TuTh
Pepper
Miles Young's
Labs
Woman
HouseIn My

Festival
S
ABC Ne
Co-op
Band
Concert
Promenade
S
Feature
Horse Races
Band
Concert
Promenade
S
TheTourist
World

)uaker Oats Co.
C-P
Jones
ofSgtthePreston
Yukon Lorenzo
(191)
Lone Ranger Dinner at the
Green SRoom
Gen. Mills
Bobby Benson
Baker
Imerica's Bsness &Amer.
Participating
General Tire
Boone &
Sports
Time )aniel
Colonel Coon
Kraft News

Dance
Music

Treasury Bandstand

NBC
My 25, 1955
Explanation: Listings In order: Sponsor, name of
program,
stations; Time
R repeat;
ing; TBAnumber
to be ofannounced.
EDT. S sustain7:55-8 p.m.,
Les sponsored
Griffith & byTheTexas
News.Company.
(332).
Weekend
news now
InABC—
each onof Sun.
four time zones, 13 times on Sat., 11
times

RubyShowMercer

(approx 2:00)
Warmup
S
JacksonCo
Brewing
the Day
Game of

R J Reynolds
Camel
Scoreboard
Bandstand
USA

Adventures
In Science
Richard
Hayes
A. Jackson
Chevrolet
Saturday

Teenagers

at the
Chase

ohn Price, News

USA

Monitor
Saturday
8 am.
through
Sunday
Midnight

8:55-9 a.m. Sun. Gen. Fds.— Galen Drake (111)
11:30-11:35 a.m. Sun. Lou Cinffl— News (S)
3:15-3:30 p.m.,
p.m. Tu.-Th..
MWF Lever—
Houseparty
180 191
3:15-3:30
Kellogg—*
Houseparty
3:30-45 p.m.. Dole— Houseparty 171
CBS— Motors
3:30-3:45
p.m. —M-Th
Houseparty
191
Allen Pillsbury—
Jackson
—10:55-11.00
Sat.
Sat.Gen.
—
News
10:00-10:05
a.m.;
a.m.:
12 Noon-12:05 p.m. 12G Sta.
Doug Edwards— Pall Mall Wed. -Th. Fri. 8 :25-30
G.
Drake—
Tasti Time
Diet Sat. 1:25-30 p.m., 203 Sta.
Arthur
Godfrey
10-Murine
10:15 a.m..
Pet Tue.
Milk. alt.
Co.—Wed.
M.-F. alt. days;
p.m.
Co. — alt.
10:15-30 a.m., Campana Sales Co. — M. -Th. alt.
days; Staley
Mfg. Co.—
M.-Th. alt.
10:30-45
Tu..days
Th. ;
Bauer &a.m..BlackGeneral
— Mon. Motors.
& ea. Frig.
4th —Fri.
: Corn
Products — Wed. & ea. 4th Fri. ; Staley Mfg. —
Alt. Fri.a.m., Bristol Myers— M. , W. ; Kellogg—
10:45-11
; Campana
Fri. alt. Fri.; Toni —
11-Tu..
11:15; Th.Dow
a.m..
Lever ———M.alt.
. W.
Tue.
Chemical
Thur.
; Kellogg — alt. Fri.
11:15-30
a.m.,
Pillsbury
Mills—
; Toni—
ea.
4th
Fri.;
Dow
Chem.
—
ea. M.4th-Th.Fri.;
Gen.
Motors — alt. Fri.
Amos 'n' Andy Music Hall
Brown & Williamson, M. W.. Ted Bates
Mon. -Fri.
8:00-8:30— MWF:
p.m. Programs
Multi-Message
Plan
Participants
R. J. — Reynolds
Tob.
Co. M.-F.;Inc.Pearson
Pharmacal
Products
— Sunday;
Curtis— M.-F.;
Candy Harrison
Co. — W.
Multi-Message — Harrison Products Inc. — Sun.
*MBS—
Monitor
participating
let, Chesebrough,
Millersponsors:
Brewing.Carter.
MortonChevroSalt.
Philip Morris. RCA. Soconv. Western Union.
**NBC—
Marying;Margaret
McBride:Foods.
M.-W., F. : SustainTh. only: General
***Brands.
10:55-11 a.m. News with Ken Banghart:
M., W.. F. : Sustaining; T.. Th. : Standard
*»**Tues.Fibber
only. McGee & Molly: 3 Plan Kools partic.

relationships. Most problems can be graphically explained in terms that any layman
can grasp. This also affords an excellent
opportunity for the viewers to meet some
of the station's personalities. Naturally,
viewer interest will guide the station in
setting up tours. The first station in an
area will benefit more from tours than a
new station in a multi-station market. The
drawbacks to tours, among other things, are
scheduling and manpower. Tours must be
discouraged during live camera rehearsals
or programs. Yet, manpower is usually
unavailable when live cameras are used
infrequently or not at all. No solution can
be given to these problems that would cover
all stations.
Additional promotion devices which require little or no capital outlay are on-the-air
phone calls, quizzes and replies to letters
from viewers.
The monthly dollar value of audience
promotion was tabulated according to annual
income classification of the 54 stations that
indicated their annual billings. The five
income groups are: Under $250,000; $250,000 to $500,000; $500,000 to $1 million;
$1 million to $2 million, and over $2 million
(see opposite tables).
The following comments from two stations indicate why some of the stations did
not answer this question.
"This is difficult. For instance, there is
a great amount of time that we give to
public service programming out of the
monthly promotion budget. Also, there are
such items as dealer mailings, sales meetings
for clients, etc."
"We don't figure dollar value for on-theair promotion. We give what is needed and
don't consider it an extra dividend for the
sponsor."
Generally, the greater the income, the
greater the expenditure for promotion. This
held true not only for on-the-air promotion
which is figured according to station rate
cards but also for outside promotion such
as dealer displays, billboards and car cards.
Here, again, was emphasized the fact that
stations with incomes of more than $1
million had access to more promotion vehicles than lower income stations. However,
smaller stations can take heart since the
larger stations are usually in a more competitive situation and must promote themselves to a greater extent.
Although some stations reported tremendous dollar volume promotion with other
media, namely radio and newspapers, it
must be remembered that these are usually
trade arrangements. As one station commented:
"When one takes into consideration A,
B and C time, national rates, etc., it is quite
difficult to pinpoint value per month."
A small income station had this to say
about value of its trade agreements:
"Indirect audience promotion by program
schedule and/or tv column published in 21
daily, weekly and semi-weekly newspapers.
This space is not paid for; however, we
give these newspapers one 10-sec. spot
announcement per week. Dollar value of
these would total approx. $ 1 ,800 per month."
One station reported that it traded on
car cards in addition to a $1,000 weekly
trade deal with a theatre.
Page 70
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WHAT'S SPENT, AND HOW
ESTIMATES OF THE MONTHLY DOLLAR VOLUME OF VARIOUS TYPES OF AUDIENCE
PROMOTION USED BY STATIONS. CATEGORIES ARE BY ANNUAL STATION INCOME.
LESS THAN $250,000
Dealer Display
Air
Station On-theA $
12,000
B
9,500
C
D
15,000
5,000
E
2,700
F
1,500
800
G

Radio

Newspaper

100
200 *
$ 100
$ 1,000
150
150
600
200
200

3illboard

and Tie-in

Car Cards

Other

15
$ 100

$

70 $ 10015
400
400

$1,800
1 ,000

-$500,000
A
B
r
D
E
F
G
H
1
J
K
L
M1 Direct

$250,0001,000
500
inn

20,000
25,000
1 0 000
20,000
9,000
7,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
400
mail.

400

500
300
750
300

800

300
450

250
250

100
300
100

100
200

350

100
500
300

250
2001
200
200

750
280
25
ing.

" Mimeograph sheets for mai

50

152

150

2001
1,000

$1,000,000
A
g
C
D
E
F
G
H
1
J
K
L1 Direct

36,000
35 000
23,600
10,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
3,000
250
2,000
3,600
mail.

$500,000—
200
300
950
1,000
400
1,000

200
in

120

25
450
100

450
100

2,500

500
1 ,000 1,000
50
90
8,000
550
1,000
600

500

300

150

2 Trade papers.
-$2,000,000

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
1 Trade

125,000
30,000
30,000
20,000
1 5,000
2,000
1 ,000

$1,000,0001 8,000
2,000
1,200 1,000
2,000
1,000 3,000
2,500
500
500
180

500

500
100
200

400
3,000

400
50

50

1002

2,000

300
letters
OVER $2,000,000

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
1
J
K
L
M

200,000
90,000
75,000
1 ?,000
14,000
1 2,000

21,000
1,200

5,000
9,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

1Tv Guide.

1,000
7,000
1,000
2,800
8,000
2,000
1 2,000
3,000
3,000
50
1,000
450
5,000

2 Cab covers.

3 Tv Guide.

1 1 ,000

5,000
1,000

8,000'

1 ,000
2,600

500=
1,5003

5,000
200

3,000

250
1,000

100
1,000

500

800
6,000
100

900
500

4 Magazine.
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Companion measure to amend
economic protest clause wins
approval of Senate Communications Subcommittee. Plan
has chance to clear Congress
before end of session.
AMENDMENT of the Sec. 309 (c) "economic
protest" provisions of the Communications Act
came within shooting distance last week as the
House approved the measure (HR 5614) some
10 days before the expected time for the congressional recess.
The House action accented a spurt of activity
late in the first session of this Congress on the
bill, which would give the FCC discretion in
deciding whether a protested non-hearing grant
may go into effect pending final outcome of the
protest and give the Commission authority to
redraft the issues of a protest and deny those
which would not merit a hearing even if proved
true.
The FCC-sponsored measure was approved
Thursday after an hour's debate on the House
floor. The bill met substantial opposition and
was finally passed by a "division" vote — 77
members present rising to indicate they favored
it and 10 standing to signify their opposition.
The loudest opposition came from two West
Virginia congressmen interested in the Clarkburg, W. Va., ch. 12 protest case.
Meanwhile, the Senate Communications Subcommittee headed by Sen. John O. Pastore (DR. I.) last week reported favorably on the
Senate version (S 1648) of the same proposal.
Both bills carry minor amendments suggested
by the Federal Communications Bar Assn. and

Strong

PASSES HOUSE
agreed to by the FCC during Senate and House
committee hearings on the respective measures.
A spokesman for the Senate subcommittee,
which held hearings on S 1648 on July 7 [B«T,
July 11], said the Senate version may be considered at a meeting of the full Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee this
Wednesday. But he indicated final Senate action
on the floor may come on the identical bill already passed by the House and sent to the
Senate.
Pushing passage of the House measure during the Thursday debate were Chairman J.
Percy Priest (D-Tenn.) of the House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee, Chairman
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the Transportation
& Communications Subcommittee which held
hearings on the bill in June [B»T, June 27], and
committee members John Bell Williams CDMiss.), John J. Flynt Jr. (D-Ga.), James I. Dolliver (R-Iowa), Joseph P. O'Hara (R-Minn.)
and William L. Springer (R-Ill.).
Voicing opposition to the bill were Reps.
Cleveland M. Bailey and Harley O. Staggers,
both West Virginia Democrats, and Rep. James
M. Quigley (D-Pa.). Rep. Staggers is a
member of the House Commerce Committee.
Reps. Bailey and Staggers both indicated
extreme interest in the Clarksburg, W. Va.,
protest case, in which the U. S. Court of Appeals for D. C. has upheld a protest under the
present law by Clarksburg Publishing Co.,
which publishes the Exponent and Telegram
there. FCC had denied the newspaper firm's
protest of the Commission grant of vhf ch. 12
there to WBLK in 1954. The publishing firm
appealed and was upheld by the appeals court.
The two West Virginia Democrats charged

pull

. . . keeps

that enactment of the bill would lead to a long
series of litigations. Rep. Bailey hinted the
FCC has favored the larger broadcasting groups
in its decisions and said if the bill is enacted
it will put the stamp of congressional approval
on these decisions and will jeopardize the future of radio frequencies and tv channels not
yet granted,
to the prejudice of the small broadcaster or applicant.
He said this would give the FCC undue power
which would work against the public interest
in denial of hearings to legitimate protestants.
Rep. Bailey said he opposed the bill because
it is "dangerous" and because he was "opposed
to unlimited authority" by the FCC. Enactment,
he said, will make it almost impossible for a
protestant to get his case into court.
The bill, he said, "should go back to the committee for more mature consideration."
Rep. Staggers said enactment of HR 5614
would be a setback to the McFarland Act of
1952, which added the present protest provision to the Communications Act. He predicted that if the bill is enacted, "we will be
back within the next two or three years on the
same legislation."
Rep. Commerce
Staggers saidCommittee
he didn't understood
believe the full
House
the
significance of the bill's provisions when the
committee reported favorably on the measure.
He quoted from testimony by attorney Benedict P. Cottone during the June hearings that
the protest section has been one of the main
instruments used by hard-up uhf stations to
keep from being killed off by vhf broadcasters.
If the bill is enacted, he said, "the small person in radio or tv won't have a chance." He
charged that "the commissions downtown are
running the U. S. government."
Rep. Harris, in speaking for the bill, said it

viewers

tuned

to

KMJTV
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA • CHANNEL 24
NBC and CBS affiliate

the San
FIRST

Joaquin
Valley's
TV
station in . • .

POWER

now 447,000 watts.

RECEPTION

Pacific Coast Measurement

Bureau

Survey (Oct. '54) shows KMJ-TV reception "most satisfactory" in area.
RATINGS KMJ-TV carries 24 out of the 35 toprated nighttime programs in the
Fresno area (ARB report, Mar. '55) .
COLOR
KMJ-TV was the first local station
equipped to transmit network color
shows and has presented them on a
regularly scheduled basis.
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
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GOVERNMENT
has been approved by the FCC, the Federal
Communications Bar Assn. and "others interested in the problem."
Referring to the Clarksburg case, he said
the FCC will not reconsider its designation of
the case for hearing or reconsider its stay of
the grant pending the hearing and resolution of
the case. The FCC has clarified its policy on
what it would do in pending protest cases if the
bill is enacted [B»T, July 11].
Rep. Harris mentioned some 70 protest cases
with which the FCC has dealt, with "many of
them ordered for a full evidentiary hearing."
Completion of these cases will take up to two
years, he said.
He noted that the bill, as amended, allows
the protestant oral argument on portions of a
protest which are denied by the FCC on grounds
that even if they are proved true, they do not
call for a hearing.
He termed some protest cases "blackmail"
on the part of the protestant and said he didn't
believe Congress should sanction them. As the
law now stands, he said, anyone who says he
is a party in interest can delay a new radio or
tv station from going on the air. Under the
present law, even a "jukebox operator" can
hold up a radio or tv service by filing a protest,
he said.
. Small Operators' Rights
' He differed 1with Rep. Bailey by saying he
didn't believe the bill would restrict the rights
of small operators.
He noted that Mr. Cottone, now representing
the Ultra High Frequency Industry Coordinating Committee, was general counsel of the FCC
at the time the McFarland Act was passed over
FCC objections to the protest section.
Now that Mr. Cottone represents "private
interests," he is against liberalizing the protest
section, Rep. Harris said.
Rep. Harris, who had made the statement in
answer to a charge by Rep. Staggers that members of the FCBA — a majority of which favors
the
— represent
interests,"
Mr. bill
Cottone
himself"private
is a member
of said
the
FCBA's executive committee. He said FCBA
members represent both large and small interests.
A group of Washington communications lawyers watched the Thursday House debate from
the gallery.
Rep. Williams said, as he saw it, the bill
would permit the FCC to grant, at its own discretion in the public interest, a special temporary authorization to the permittee pending
hearing on a protest. This certainly would not

Gates
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Union

Campaigning

Issue

May Go to High Court Test
COURT TEST designed to bring a definite
ruling on the right of unions to use union
funds for political purposes is sought by the
government and the CIO United Auto Workers following handing down Thursday of a
grand jury indictment against the union in
connection with UAW-sponsored tv shows
[B*T, July 18].
UAW was charged with spending $5,985 to
defray cost of nine tv programs during primary
and general elections. No union official was
indicted. The indictment charged that union
money was spent illegally and "not from voluntary political contributions or subscriptions
of employe members of the union." Programs
were broadcast on the Meet the UAW -CIO
series on WJBK-TV Detroit. The indictment
was handed down in Michigan at instigation
of the Dept. of Justice.
President Walter Reuther of CIO and UAW
charged the indictment was "inspired" by John
Feikens, Republican Central Committee chairman, and Postmaster General Arthur E. Summerfield. He contends the unions have a right
to buy broadcast time to express their views
just as newspapers have the right to print their
own editorials. He said the broadcast time was
bought by "voluntary money contributed by
union members."
Attorney General Herbert Brownell Jr. said
the union's position "appears to be simply that
the statute is unconstitutional and, hence, unenforceable. The constitutionality of the statute
as applied to national banks, corporations or
labor unions has never been passed upon
squarely by the U. S. Supreme Court."

Company,
OFFICES IN

new york, Washington,
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place the public interest in jeopardy, he said,
particularly since an evidentiary hearing will
be held, and since the permittee would go on
the air at his own risk. Furthermore, the FCC
would not be required to grant an automatic
STA but would do so at its own discretion,
taking into account the public interest, Rep.
Williams said.
The Mississippi Democrat said he also felt
the FCC should be able to sustain its demurrer
in order to check dilatory tactics and cut out
"red tape."
Rep. Dolliver said he believes the legislation
will help the public to receive the radio and tv
service "to which they are entitled." He said
the bill "does not affect the rights of anyone,"
but is a procedure to get radio and tv service
quicker.

quincy, Illinois, u.s.a.

Atlanta, Houston,

and los angeles
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On Aug. 1 becomes

chief of

the Broadcast Bureau's Renewal & Transfer Div. Appointment leaves only two top
positions vacant in Bureau.
LESTER W. SPILLANE, assistant Chief,
Safety & Special Services Bureau, was named
chief of the Renewal & Transfer Div., Broadcast Bureau, last week. His appointment is
effective Aug. 1.
With Mr. Spillane's appointment,
there remain two
top
vacancies Bureau.
in the
Broadcast
These are the
Broadcast Facilities
and the Hearing
divisions.
Last week's
pointment is apthe
third in the Broadcast Bureau in two
weeks. Edward F.
SPILLANE
Kenehan was named
chief, and James A. Barr, assistant chief, of
the Broadcast
Bureau earlier this month [B»T,
July
18].
Mr. Spillane replaces Walter R. Powell as
chief of the Broadcast Bureau office which
deals with renewal and transfer and sale applications. Italso investigates complaints about
stations and furnishes the Commission with
dossiers on such subjects.
Mr. Powell, who resigned early this year to
join NARTB, was Commission counsel in the
renewal hearing for Edward Lamb's WICU
(TV)
Pa. was born in Akeley, Minn.,
Mr. Erie,
Spillane
in 1907. He attended the public schools of
Milwaukie, Ore., the U. of Oregon and Northwestern College of Law, Portland, Ore., receiving his L.L.B. in 1937.
In 1928, Mr. Spillane went to work for the
Radio Div. of the Dept. of Commerce. For
the next ten years, while attending school, he
worked in radio inspection offices in Seatde and
Portland. Following his acquisition of a law
degree, he joined the Washington legal staff,
serving as FCC counsel in common carrier and
special services hearings.
1941, Northwest
he became regional
Law Dept.'s
theInPacific
office.counsel in
He returned to Washington in 1944 as an
attorney in the Law Bureau's Broadcast Div.
He served as associate counsel in the 1944-45
allocation hearings and as Commission counsel
and presiding officer in a number of broadcast
hearings. He became assistant to the chief of
the Law Bureau's Broadcast Div. in 1946.
In July 1946, Mr. Spillane was appointed
assistant general counsel in charge of the Law
Bureau's Safety & Special Services Div. When
that Bureau was established in 1950, he was
named assistant chief.
Laredo Ch. 8 Grant Final
ch. 8 was made to
of Laredo,' ofTex.,
GRANT Industries
America last week by
Vidicon
the FCC.
The construction permit calls for 28.2 kw
visual power, with an antenna 280 ft. above
average terrain.
Vidicon Industries is ownd by H. C. Avery
Jr., architect and engineer, and David H. Cole,
building supplies.
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FCC Asked to Approve
$500,000 Sale of WTRY
THE FCC was asked last week to approve the
sale of WTRY Troy, N. Y., by Harry C. Wilder and associates to a group of New England
broadcasters for $500,000 [B*T, July 18].
The application showed that the buyer, TriCity Radio Inc., was composed of C. George
Taylor, 28%; Robert T. Engles, 28%; Mowrey
Lowe, 22%, and Kenneth M. Cooper, 22%.
Mr. Engles is president-general manager and
12.5% owner and Mr. Taylor is program direcI tor and 12.5% owner of WHIM Providence,
R. I. Both also hold options to buy 6.5% of
WPRO-TV, resulting from the merger agreement in the Providence ch. 12 case. Mr. Lowe,
president-general manager of Tri-City, is the
former general manager of WEAN Providence.
He also has less than 1% of WPRO-TV, and
earlier this year sought to buy WHOO-AM-FM
Orlando, Fla., from Edward Lamb. In May,
he withdrew the application for FCC approval.
Mr. Cooper is vice president-general manager of
WORC Worcester, Mass.
WHIM is being sold to Frank W. Miller Jr.,
vice president of Headley-Reed Tv, station
representatives.
WTRY (5 kw on 980 kc) was valued at
$258,000 on a replacement basis for land,
buildings, equipment, office, studio, etc.
Balance sheet for May 31 showed that
WTRY's total assets were $276,256, of which
$187,320 were current assets. Current liabilities totaled $23,329, deficit was indicated as
$17,592, and profit for the first five months of
1955 was listed as $39,674.
The sales agreement showed that the buyers
had deposited $50,000 in earnest money and
were obligated to pay $100,000 more at closing
date after FCC approval. The remaining $350,000 was to be paid in five years, the agreement
provided. It was also agreed that Mr. Wilder
would not engage in radio broadcasting in the
Albany-Schenectady-Troy area for five years.
The $100,000 payment at closing was to be
secured from the Plantations Bank of Rhode
Island and was to be repaid almost immediately,
the application disclosed, when WTRY's licensee, Troy Broadcasting Co., was liquidated.
WTRY's 50% interest in WTRI (TV) Albany, which ceased operation early this year,
will be transferred to individual stockholders.
An application to that effect was filed two weeks
ago [B»T, July 18].
Nine

Radio Station Sales

Win Commission Approval
FCC APPROVAL for changes of ownership
in nine radio stations, whose sale prices totaled
over $900,000 was given Wednesday.
Biggest sale was the $350,000 acquisition of
WKLO Louisville, Ky. (including WKLO-TV),
by Great Trails Broadcasting Corp. (See page
48.)
Other changes approved were:
KXOL Inc. purchase of KXOL Ft. Worth,
Tex., for $260,555 from Ft. Worth Broadcasting Co. President Wendell Mayes and associates hold majority interests in KBWD Brownwood, KNOW Austin, KSNY Snyder, all Texas,
and own 50% of KTOK Oklahoma City.
KFXM San Bernardino, Calif., purchase
for $152,000. Willard R. Hasbrook, manager
of KFSD San Diego, Calif., is president of the
new licensee.
Citizens Broadcasting Co. of Oklahoma
assignment of license of KTOW Oklahoma City
for a purchase price of $50,845. Citizens owns
KWKC Abilene, Tex.
WERI Westerly, R. I., sale to William F.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Malo, William F. Malo Jr. and family for $50,000. Mr. Malo Sr. is the commercial and advertising manager of WDRC Hartford, Conn.
President Malo Jr. is an account executive with
WNHC-AM-TV New Haven, Conn.
WHAN Charleston, S. C, sale to Harry C.
Weaver for $49,500. Mr. Weaver is 50%
owner of WGAP Maryville, Tenn., and a minority stockholder of WOKE Oak Ridge,
Tenn.
Sale of WSTN St. Augustine, Fla., for $39,662 to James D. Sinyard, formerly 50% owner
of WATH Athens, Ohio, and still 10% owner
of WKOV Wellston, Ohio. Mr. Sinyard's request for permission to sell his half interest in
WATH to A. H. Kovlan, Stephen H. Kovalan
and Edward P. Kovalan, doing business as
Radio Athens, for $36,606 was approved simultaneously.
KLMO Longmont, Colo., purchase by Grady
F. Maples, Edna H. Maples and David F.
White Jr. for $20,000 plus assumption of
$4,107 in liabilities. The Maples own 50% of
KGMC Englewood, Colo., and 50% of KLLL
Lubbock, Tex.
Porter, Resnick Exchange
Verbal Blasts in Miami Case
CLASH of attorneys highlighted oral argument
before FCC last week on Miami ch. 10 case.
Attorney Paul A. Porter, former FCC chairman, who represents favored WKAT Miami
Beach, referred to the efforts of other attorneys
to impeach the testimony of A. Frank Katzentine, WKAT owner, as "amateurish" and "entrapment." He called the attacks "smears."
In a hotly - worded rebuttal, attorney Leo
Resnick, former FCC examiner and representing WCKY Cincinnati, referred to Mr. Porter's
"slanderous" remarks. He asked the FCC to
"admonish" Mr. Porter for unprofessional conduct. "If it weren't for my understanding of his
indignation," Mr. Resnick continued, "I think
he ought to be excluded from this bar for going
beyond
whatargument
normal was
proprieties
for." of
The oral
mainly acall
repetition
arguments during the hearing regarding Mr.
Katzentine's
testimony
in a previous
hearing
connection with
the establishment
of the
Greaterin
Miami Crime Commission, and allegations that
WKAT had broadcast horseracing information.
FCC Wants Hearing on Bid
Of Tarzian For Roanoke Outlet
APPLICATION of Sarkes Tarzian Inc. for a
new tv station on ch. 21 at Roanoke, Ind., indicates the necessity of a hearing because of
proposals to locate transmitter and studios near
Fort Wayne, the FCC said last week. At
present ch. 21 is assigned to Huntington, Ind.,
but
away.also is available to Roanoke, about 15 miles

r
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I WKBN-TV

I

WKBN-TV
RATINGS
PULSE
22 of the first 26 programs
(March, 1955)
ARB
1 7 of the first 25 programs
(Nov., 1954)
HOOPER
1 8 of the first 26 programs
(Oct., 1954)

TS OUR
FIRS
R-H
QUARTE
PULSE
406 of 444 Weekly Quarter Hours
(March, 1955)
ARB
312 of 466 Weekly Quarter Hours
(Nov., 1954)
HOOPER
363 of 451 Weekly Quarter Hours
(Oct., 1954)
YOU NEED WKBN-TV
TO COVER THE
YOUNGSTOWN
MARKET!

The Commission claimed that Mr. Tarzian's
proposal to set his transmitter site 12 miles
from Roanoke and less than three miles from
Fort Wayne indicates that the proposed station
would not serve the areas contemplated by the
original assignment of ch. 21 to Huntington.
In a separate action, the Commission denied
petitions of WANE-TV Fort Wayne (ch. 69)
and WINT (TV) Waterloo, Ind. (ch. 15), to
assign Huntington's ch. 2 1 to Fort Wayne.
WANE-TV wanted to switch to ch. 21 if
reassigned to Fort Wayne, while WINT intended to keep it open to any interested party.
Their petitions were denied because of the
Tarzian application for the Huntington-Roanoke
assignment and because of substandard interference that would develop if ch. 21 was shifted
to Fort Wayne.
July 25, 1955
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GOVERNMENT
WSYR-TV Asks Satellite;
New Orleans Educ. Bid Filed
APPLICATION for operation of Elmira, N. Y.,
ch. 18 as a satellite to WSYR-TV Syracuse was
filed with the FCC last week by the Newhouse-owned Central New York Broadcasting
Corp.
Also filed was an application for New Orleans' reserved, educational ch. 8 by Greater
New Orleans Educational Television Foundation Inc.
WSYR-TV proposes to operate Elmira's ch.
18 from its main station in Syracuse. Elmira
is about 75 miles from Syracuse. It asked for
15.1 kw power from a 700 ft. tower now existing at Hawley Hill outside Elmira. Hawley
Hill had been used by the now defunct WECT
(TV) Elmira. WSYR-TV plans to spend $95,580 in building the Elmira satellite and $30,090
to operate it.
Application indicated WSYR will pay $23,000
for the land, transmitter building and tower
of the former WECT.
Central New York balance sheet as of May
31 showed total assets of $2,685,457, of which
$901,289 were current assets. Current liabilities were listed at $354,203, long term notes
at $750,000 and earned surplus at $902,754.
The company said it had made not less than
$100,000 each year after payment of Federal
taxes for the last two years.
The S. I. Newhouse family owns in addition to WSYR-AM-FM-TV Syracuse the following: WTPA (TV) Harrisburg, Pa.; 50%
of KOIN-AM-FM-TV Portland, Ore., and 23%
of KWK-AM-TV St. Louis. It owns the Syracuse Post-Standard and Herald-Journal, Harris-

burg Patriot, Portland Oregonian, St. Louis
Globe-Democrat, and newspapers in the New
York City area.
Greater New Orleans Educational Television
Foundation Inc. is a non-stock, non-profit organization set up to direct the activities of the
New Orleans station. None of the directors
holds radio or tv interests. Mrs. Louis Abramson Jr. is chairman of the foundation's board.
The application requests effective radiated
power of 24.72 kw visual with an antenna
height above average terrain of 483 ft.
Estimated construction cost was set at $328,623 and the station's first year operating cost
at $129,470. Its revenue, from other foundations and interested organizations, is to come
to $494,335 during the first year.
Senate Gets Twin Bills
To Enact Hoover Proposals
IDENTICAL pairs of bills were introduced in
the Senate last week implementing some of the
legislative recommendations made by the
Hoover Commission and its Task Force on
Legal Services for separating administrative
and judicial functions of the FCC and other
federal agencies.
The bills, identical with measures already
presented in the House [B»T, May 16], were
introduced by Sens. Joseph R. McCarthy and
Alexander Wiley, both Wisconsin Republicans.
The first proposal (S 2540 and 2503) provides
for a legal career service for civilian attorneys
in government.
The second proposal (S 2541 and 2504) would
"improve legal procedures in the executive
branch of the government through the enactment of an administrative code."

WHAT a market KROD-TV covers!
El Paso and West Texas . . . 5th market in Texas! Southern New Mexico
. . . rich in agriculture and atomic development! Juarez, Mexico . . . tourist-rich, English-speaking largest Mexican city on the U.S. border (est.
population 175,000.)
And what a coverage job KRODTV does! From its mountain-top antenna, KROD-TV reaches a large,
wealthy area much of which is covered by no other television station. Let
your Branham man give you the story
on the Southwest's booming 3 in I
market.

KROD-TV
CHANNEL 4 • EL PASO, TEXAS
Affiliated with the CBS, ABC
and DuMont Television Networks
Affiliated with KROD-600kc— 5,000 watts
Owned and operated by the El Paso Times, Inc.
Roderick Broadcasting Company
Dorrance D. Roderick, President
Val Lawrence, Vice Pres. 4 General Mgr.
Dick Watts, General Sales Manager
Represented Nationally by The BRANHAM Co.
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NEWBY AM'S
SEVEN
TED
FCC
GRAN
FCC last week granted construction permits
for seven new am stations and authorized
changes in six existing standard stations.
Construction permits were granted to:
Tri-City Broadcasting Co., Flomaton, Ala.,
for 990 kc, 500 w daytime only.
Tri-County Radio Broadcasters, Chipley,
Fla., for 1240 kc, 250 w unlimited. Owner
Edward C. Allmon is a physicist and electronic
engineer at Eglin Air Force Base.
Binder-Carter-Durham Inc., Flint, Mich., for
1420 kc, 500 w day with directional antenna.
Principals Richard S. Carter and Ernest L.
Durham are employes of WBBC Flint.
Newton County Broadcasting Service, Newton, Miss., for 1410 kc, 500 w day. Owner
E. Glenn Abercrombie is a salesman for
WAVU Albertsville, Ala.
Green Hills Broadcasting Co., Brookfield,
Mo., for 1470 kc, 500 w day, directional antenna. Principals are: William R. Tedrick,
owner of KWRT Booneville, Mo.; Leslie P.
Ware, principal stockholder KLPW Union, Mo.,
and vice president-general manager of KCKTTV Great
Ira J. William's,
presidents 0% Bend,
owner Kan.,
of the and
Brookfield
(Mo.) NewsBulletin.
OK Broadcasting Co., Fairfax, Va., for 1310
kc, 500 w day. Principals are George E.
Oleson, general manager of WEAM Arlington,
Va., and Arthur Kellar, sales manager of
WPIK Alexandria, Va.
Dorothy J. Laird, Waupaca, Wis., for 800 kc,
500 w day. Mrs. Laird is the wife of Ben A.
Laird, president and stockholder of WDUZ
Green Bay, Wis., and WMAW Menominee,
Mich.
The FCC also made final an initial decision
permitting WAPF McComb, Miss., to change
from 1010 kc to 980 kc, continuing operation
with 1 kw day [B«T, June 20]. The station
had been set for hearing on possible interference day).
with KCIJ Shreveport, La. (on 980 kc
with 5 kw,
Other changes in existing facilities granted
were:
WCDL Carbondale, Pa., from 1230 kc, 250
w unlimited to 1440 kc, 5 kw day.
KCHS Truth or Consequences, N. M., to
change from unlimited time to specified hours
of operation on 1400 kc, with 250 w.
WPRT Prestonburg, Ky., from 960 kc, 1 kw
day to 1270 kc, 5 kw day.
WLIK Newport, Tenn., for increase from 1
kw to 5 kw, daytime only on 1270 kc.
WABA Aquadilla, P. R., from 1240 kc, 250
w unlimited to 850 kc, 500 w unlimited with
conditions.
Small Business Subcommittee
Considers FCC Investigation
A HOUSE Small Business subcommittee spokesman said last week his group has "vague" plans
for investigating the FCC in a current series
of hearings on charges of interference and wirepulling by the Executive Dept. and political
committees in the activities of independent
regulatory agencies.
The subcommittee, headed by Rep. Joe L.
Evins (D-Tenn.), heard testimony on that subject last week by representatives of the Federal
Trade Commission.
The subcommittee spokesman said it is "not
certain" that hearings will be held on FCC activities. He said that would depend on whether
the FCC has been questioned along these lines
by other congressional committees and on the
business.
priorities and pressures of the subcommittee's
Broadcasting
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Network Plans Don't Count,
FCC Broadcast Bureau Warns
WARNING that an applicant in a contested tv
hearing cannot be awarded a preference because of its network proposals, even though they
may be superior to those of their opponent, was
sounded by the FCC's Broadcast Bureau last
week.
The Broadcast Bureau's point of view was
made in exceptions it filed in the Hartford ch.
3 case. There, WTIC Hartford was favored by
the examiner in an initial decision over Hartford Telecasting Co. Exceptions also were filed
by the two applicants. The Broadcast Bureau
did
not object to the initial decision's conclusions.
The Broadcast Bureau disagreed with the
examiner's ruling that because WTIC planned
to affiliate with NBC or CBS, whereas Hartford Telecasting planned affiliation with all four
tv networks on a non-option basis, the Hartford broadcast station was to be preferred. The
Hartford proposal was not realistic, the examiner said. The Broadcast Bureau declared:
"A realistic approach to this entire question
must, of course, recognize the dynamic and
fluid situation which exists with respect to network affiliations. In any specific case the availability of the programs of a particular network
is a matter not precisely known at the time
of hearing, but can only be determined when
a construction permit has been issued."
Attention was called to the fact that both
NBC and CBS have bought, subject to FCC approval, uhf stations in the Hartford area. NBC
is buying WKNB-TV New Britain, and CBS,
WGTH-TV Hartford.
FCC Approves Reopening
Of Chattanooga Ch. 3 Case
REQUEST by WDOD Chattanooga to re-open
the Chattanooga ch. 3 hearing to see if Ramon
G. Patterson's radio and tv interests in that
city are in conflict was approved by the FCC
last week.
Mr. Patterson is president, director and 50%
owner of Mountain City Tv Inc., holder of an
examiner's initial decision favoring it for ch. 3
at Chattanooga. WDOD is a competing applicant for the same channel.
Mr. Patterson, former sole owner of WAPOAM-FM Chattanooga, early this month sold
80% of the stations [B«T, July 11]. A condition of the sale was that Mr. Patterson would
be retained as WAPO manager for two years
and that neither he nor his wife will be dismissed prior to final action on the Mountain
City tv case.
WDOD contended that Mr. Patterson's proposed interest and duties in tv will conflict with
those at WAPO.
Mountain City charged that this is an incorrect interpretation, that Mr. Patterson's
WAPO interests do not affect the tv proceeding.
The FCC stated that the issues raised could
have a direct bearing on integration of ownership and management of Mountain City Tv.
Fee Question Changes Hands
THE SENATE Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee last week agreed to turn over the
question of a schedule of fees — recommended
by the Budget Bureau for the FCC and other
agencies — to the Senate Government Operations Committee for study.
A resolution to this effect will be introduced
Broadcasting
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this week by Committee Chairman Warren
G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) and Sen. John W.
Bricker (R-Ohio), ranking minority member.
The FCC had planned to inaugurate the fees
last year in accordance with Budget Bureau
requests, but was asked by the Senate Commerce Committee to delay this action until
July 1, 1955. The committee request came
after committee hearings last year on a bill to
provide for FCC imposition of fees for inspections, certificates, registrations, licenses, permits
and applications issued by the FCC.
Other agencies also suspended fee plans last
FCC would have set up a basic charge of
year.
$325 for a license.
Sacramento

Bcstrs. Lose Bid

For Rehearing in Tv Case
ATTEMPT by Sacramento Broadcasters Inc.,
loser in the closely contested battle for ch. 3 at
Sacramento, Calif., to have the FCC rehear
the decision that favored KCRA Inc., was denied
by the Commission last week.
Final grant of ch. 3 to KCRA was made last
April [B»T, April 18].
In denying the move by Sacramento Broadcasters, wholly owned by Lincoln Dellar, former
owner of KDB Santa Barbara, the FCC reviewed the comparative issues in the case. The
sole significant difference between these almost
evenly matched applicants is still in the past
broadcast record, the FCC stated. KCRA's
record, the FCC said, also is better with respect
to implementation of stated policies.
KCRA-TV has set Sept. 1 as starting date.
It will be affiliated with NBC and represented
by Edward Petry & Co.

FCC Denies KOVR (TV) Bid
To Become S. F. Station
BID of KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif., to be
designated a San Francisco station was denied
by the FCC last week. KOVR had asked that
its ch. 13 assignment be moved to San Francisco without changing its transmitter site.
KOVR said that San Francisco-Oakland represents about 69% of its audience, while the
Stockton metropolitan area is only about 5.5%.
The Stockton station said in the past eight
months it lost $400,000 and that it must become
a San Francisco station to compete effectively
with stations there.
The Commission stated that at the time of
the Sixth Report & Order ch. 13 was sought
for San Francisco-Oakland but the request
was denied because there was no basis to add
another vhf to that area. San Francisco-Oakland has five vhf assignments, one an educational. Four of these are in operation and the
fifth is in hearing status. FCC pointed out that
KOVR is Stockton's only vhf.
WSLA-TV Hearing Continues
HEARING on application of ch. 8 WSLA-TV
Selma, Ala., to move its transmitter site nearer
Montgomery, Ala., and install a 1,993 ft. antenna continues this week with principal owner
William E. Bonns Jr. under cross-examination.
Issues in the hearing involve questions of
city "straddling," financial qualifications and
air hazard. The proposed transmitter site is 50
miles from Selma and 23 miles out of Montgomery.
The move is being opposed by WCOV-TV
and WSFA-TV, both Montgomery, and the
Dept. of Defense, for the Air Force.

The
QUINT
CITIES
5 CITIES— 2 COUNTIES
the Hub of a Major Market
WOC covers the market. WOC sells your product.
Surveys prove it. Advertisers know it.
WOC, the Quint city station, in the heart of this
Basic rich,
.... agricultural
a market and
with industrial
money inareaits
NBC Affiliate
pockets ... a market blanketed
by The
WOC.Quint city area is ideal for
test campaigns. Five cities combined
" f into one metropolis . . . thousands
rural listeners.
WOC for successful sales
^Tti-v. J of Select
and campaigns.
Get the facts from your nearest
WOC
F & P office ... or from WOC
5,000 W 1420 Kc direct.
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
Davenport,

WOC

Iowa

AM-FM-TV
Free & Peters Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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TRADE
NARTB

HIRES

ASSNS.
TWO,

COMPLETES

D. C. STAFF

Fred Garrigus, Boston public
relations man, named to head
organizational services. Robert
Heald, Washington lawyer,
becomes chief attorney.

TELECASTING
YEARBOOK

& MARKETBOOK

GOES TO PRESS
AUGUST 1
Wire, or call collect
today to any
B«T
office

NARTB last week completed its headquarters
staff with appointment of Frederick H. Garrigus,
Boston public relations executive, to a new
post, manager of organizational services
[Closed Circuit, July 18], and Robert L. Heald,
of Welch, Mott & Morgan, as chief attorney.
Mr. Heald on Sept. 1 succeeds Vincent T.
Wasilewski as chief attorney, the latter becoming government relations chief Aug. 10 following the appointment of Ralph W. Hardy as
CBS Washington vice president. Before joining
Welch, Mott & Morgan, Washington law firm,
in 1947, Mr. Heald was law clerk to Chief
Justice Groner of the U. S. Court of Appeals.
He was an FBI agent from 1941 to 1946.
While serving with the law firm he also had
assignments as consultant to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy and assistant counsel to
a Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee. He
is a member of the American Judicature Society, American Bar Assn. and D. C. Bar Assn.;
chairman of the Junior Bar Section of the D. C.
group 1952-53 and later chairman of the Practice Manual Committee. Currently he is chairman of the hearing examiners cooperation group
of Federal Communications Bar Assn. Born in
Sioux City, Iowa, he received his LL.B. degree
from Georgetown Law School in 1947. He
holds a political science MA. from Western
Reserve U. and A.B. from Miami U. He was
elected to Phi Beta Kappa and was a member
of Phi Delta Theta fraternity.
Mr. Garrigus, head of his own public relations firm in Boston, assumes his duties today
(Monday). He will handle NARTB's liaison
with private and governmental service organizations related to broadcasting. His 20 years
experience in radio, tv and education include
16 years with CBS in Boston and New York.
In Boston he served 13 years as announcer,
writer and production executive of WEEI when
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows headed the
station. During World War II he was WEEI war
program manager and later public affairs director. He set up the Boston College radio department and served as teacher and consultant for
Boston U., Curry College and the Mass. Dept.
of Education.
Moving to CBS New York in 1951 he served
as writer, producer and director in the public
affairs unit, aiding in the prize-winning The
Nation's Nightmare as well as Feature Project.
He also wrote and produced the 1954 CBS
Radio Brings in a Gusher
"I GAVE radio an inch and it brought
me a million feet of drilling."
That's the description of his radio experience given by R. O. Heater, president of Heater Well Co., Raleigh, N. C.
It is also the subject of a new four-page
folder released last week by the Radio
Advertising Bureau, New York.
The Heater Well Co., a radio advertiser for 13 years, spends 75% of its advertising budget in radio. The folder
points out the role radio played in making
Heater the largest well-driller in the
southeast.
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MR. GARRIGUS

MR. HEALD

Radio series Washington U.S.A. He left CBS
in 1954, becoming vice president of the Manning public relations firm of Boston and New
York. He formed his own Boston firm early
this year. He is the author of Whafs the
Answer?, a collection of radio quiz questions,
and numerous plays for school broadcasts.
Margot Anderson Appointed
AWRT
Executive Secretary
APPOINTMENT of Margot Anderson, formerly head of the copy department, WSPA
Spartanburg, S. C, as executive secretary of
American Women in Radio & Television was
announced last week by Jane Dalton, AWRT
president, following a New York meeting of
the board of directors. Plans also were drawn
for a membership drive and the AWRT 1956
convention to be held in Boston.
Miss Anderson succeeds Betty Chapin, who
has resigned. In attendance at the board session were Bette Doolittle, P. Ballantine & Sons,
Newark, N. J.; Madge Cooper, WMRN Marion,
Ohio; Hilda Ballestro, Evaporated Milk Assn.,
Chicago; Heloise Parker Broeg, WEEI Boston;
Lillian Lang, BBC, New York, and Doris Corwith, NBC New York, former AWRT presiboard. dent and now an ex-officio member of the
Miss Dalton said that during the coming
year AWRT anticipates a vastly increased
membership. She announced the organization's
plans for an intensive membership drive this
fall under membership committee chairman
Edythe Fern Melrose, WXYZ-AM-TV Detroit.
Advertising's Service Aims
Outlined by Ad Federation
FOUR-POINT program of service to advertising has been outlined by Advertising Federation of America, New York, in a brochure
which was sent last week to 115 advertising
clubs affiliated with AFA. The goals recommended for 1955-56 are advertising education,
public relations for advertising, higher standards for advertising and community service
through advertising.
Plans for the program were drawn up by
Mary Busch, Emery Adv. Co., Baltimore; Bert
S. Gittins Agency, Milwaukee; Roy Bacus,
commercial manager, WBAP-AM-FM-TV Ft.
Worth, Tex.; Shields Johnson, general manager, Roanoke (Va.) Newspapers Inc., and governors of 10 districts of AFA.
AFA has suggested that its clubs continue to
stress efforts to improve individual advertising
skills by sponsoring clinics for the education
of both members and non-members of local
clubs. It also recommends better student training methods and more cooperation with college educators both on a national level and
through the advertising clubs.
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STATIONS
KFMB-TV,
KFSD-TV
BOOST
TO 316 KW
POWER INCREASES for two San Diego tv
stations, KFMB-TV and KFSD-TV, to the maximum 316 kw for vhf outlets went into effect
last Wednesday with the installation of two
new RCA 25 kw transmitters on Mt. Soledad
there. The announcement was made jointly
last week by George Whitney, general manager
of Wrather-Alvarez Broadcasting Inc. (KFMBTV), and William E. Goetze, KFSD Inc. general manager.
The installation of both transmitters was accompanied byconstruction of two 12-bay RCA
super-turnstile antennas — type AH for KFMBTV (ch. 8) and type BH for KFSD-TV (ch. 10).
Total cost of the two installations was nearly
$400,000.
The new transmitters will increase the effective radiated power of both stations about five
times and will provide stronger, steadier signals
in their service area, the managers said. It
also will result in improved color transmission
and reception, they said.
WOR Signs Five-Year Pact
With Gambling at $1.1 Million
FIVE-YEAR contract for $1.1 million for the
exclusive radio services of John B. Gambling,
early-morning personality on WOR New York,
was signed last week by Mr. Gambling and
Gordon Gray, general manager of the station.
The contract runs until Dec. 31, 1960 and will
carry Mr. Gambling past his 35th year with the
station.
Mr. Gambling broadcasts Gambling's Musical
Clock, 7:15-8 a.m. EDT on WOR, Monday
through Saturday; Rambling with Gambling,
6-7 a.m. Monday through Saturday; Gambling's
Second Breakfast, Monday through Friday,
9:15-9:30 a.m., and John B. Gambling Show,
Saturdays, 8:15-9 a.m.

JOHN B. GAMBLING (left) completes the
five-year contract with WOR General
Manager Gordon Gray.
Consolidated

Tv Profit

$1 Million in Six Months
CONSOLIDATED Television & Radio Broadcasters Inc., operating stations in Indiana and
Michigan, showed a profit of $1,047,311 before
federal taxes for the six months ended May 31,
1955, a report to stockholders showed last
week. Net profit after taxes was $505,024. The
figures compare with $1,606,320 before taxes
in the comparable 1954 period, and $773,474
net.
The firm's report says profits were lower
"primarily due to the entry of another tv channel into the Indianapolis market" and because
Broadcasting • Telecasting

of program cost additions following a change
in networks. WFBM-TV Indianapolis shifted
from basic CBS to supplementary ABC-TV and
NBC-TV affiliations last June 3. WFBM-AM
moved from basic CBS to supplementary ABC
and MBS.
Consolidated is still seeking, through a subsidiary, to acquire a tv outlet in Flint, Mich.,
where it operates WFDF. Petition for hearing
is before the U. S. Court of Appeals.
Last June 30 Consolidated sold WEOA
Evansville, Ind., for $116,000 [B»T, June 27].
The stockholders report does not include the
record of WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis, acquired with WMIN-TV Minneapolis (sharing
time) April 15 for $3.2 million [B«T, April 11],
and operating results will not appear until the
statement for the fiscal year ending next Nov.
30.
The report notes that advent of a second
tv outlet in Indianapolis drew off some revenues from WFBM-TV but that the loss will
be largely recovered as advertising budgets
recognize the arrival of a second station in the
market.
Consolidated also owns WOOD-AM-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich.
John R. Kreiger Named
To Manage KDUB Lubbock
JOHN R. KREIGER, recently assistant manager of WQAN Scranton, Pa., has been named
manager of KDUB
Lubbock, Tex., by
W. D. "Dub" Rogers
Jr., president. Mr.
Kreiger was cited
while manager of
WCDL Carbondale,
Pa., for his joint
community service
series, The People
Act. He served two
years witheastern
thePennsylvania
NorthIndustrial Development Commission.
MR. KREIGER
In Scranton Mr.
Kreiger was active in community activities. He
is a Mason and member of the Methodist
Church. Mrs. Kreiger served on the board
of the Pennsylvania Federated Women's Clubs.
The Kreigers have four children.
Notre Dame's WNDU-TV
Debuts Commercially July 15
WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind., began commercial operation on uhf ch. 46 July 15, carrying
NBC-TV shows, and hopes to complete its own
local
live was
studiothrown
facilities
month's
end.Notre
Switch
at 7by a.m.
as the
Dame U. outlet picked up the network's Today
feed. WNDU-TV plans to add news, weather,
sports and other programs once it completes
installation of studio facilities on the university
campus and also to air film properties. The
university's radio outlet, WHOT, changed its
call letters to WNDU July 15.
WICC '55 Sales Boom
WICC Bridgeport, Conn., reported last week
that the first six months gross sales of the station were the highest in its 28 years on the air,
totalling 31.9% over the same period last year.
Local gross amounted to 52.8% over 1954,
local accounts were up 33% in number, and
national spot sales were up 10% over the corresponding period, the station said. Network
sales were reported to be down 35%.

Lubbock's steady, month by month
growth is dramatically illustrated by
Sales Management's high spot cities.
It now shows Lubbock, Texas as 4th
in the nation in retail sales on the
City - National Index.

T V enjoys a particularly prominent
place in this entertainment-hungry area
and KDUB-TV & CBS dominate 83,472
sets as the first and favorite on the
South Plains.

affiliated

Du Mont

KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK,
TEXAS
NAtlONAL REPRESENTATIVES: AVERY-KNODEl, INC.
PRESIDENT AND GEN. MGR., W. D. "DUB" ROGERS
GEORGE COLLIE, NAT'L. SALES MGR.
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WABD

(TV)

Color

Plan Gets Response
MORE than 30 advertising agencies thus far
have indicated willingness to accept an offer
of free time on WABD (TV) New York color
programs for use of their color commercials,
B»T was told last week.
Ted Cott, general manager of DuMont's
owned and operated stations, has sent out approximately 120 letters to agencies offering
the use of the station facilities for color commercials so that agency and sponsor executives
might see exactly how the commercials look
on the air and how they could be integrated
into regular programming. Emphasizing that
no charge would be made for the service, and
that it was being offered to encourage a wider,
more regular use of color, Mr. Cott said time
would be allocated on a rotation basis— first
to WABD's current advertisers and then to
new clients.
Agency responses were still being received,
Mr. Cott said.
In addition, Mr. Cott plans to introduce a
"station-break art gallery" where, through the
use of slides, famous paintings will be shown
in color for 60 seconds while an announcer
discusses the exhibit of the day and its creator.
The station has taken its Sunday Supplement telecast (6-7 p.m. EDT Sunday) off the
air temporarily in order to permit relocation
and improvement of the station's color transmitting equipment.
Once the change is effected, the basic projection room will be able to transmit blackand-white as well as color with the same personnel. Color programs, Mr. Cott said, will be

interjected with black-and-white shows. For
example, when a film scheduled for a regular
program such as Looney Tunes, Featurama or
Junior Featurama is available in color, it will
be telecast in color as well as in black-andwhite.
Mr. Cott is also looking forward to an "all.
color" day or evening in the fall. He plans
to assemble films from all WABD producers
who have put their programs on color stock
and show them during the regular schedule.
Tv to Put Itself to Acid Test
In Covering Bar Assn. Meeting
TELEVISION will have its first chance to grace
the sacred halls of an American Bar Assn.
meeting the week of Aug. 21 when a telecast
will originate from the ABA's Judiciary Section meeting in Philadelphia. ABA's famed
Canon 35 opposes radio-tv pickups from courtrooms.
The three Philadelphia tv stations— WPTZ
(TV), WCAU-TV and WFIL-TV— will offer
pooled coverage, each picking the portions of
the program they desire to put on the air. The
pickup
be aproceedings
demonstration
television's
ability towillcover
in a of
meeting
room
or courtroom unobtrusively without use of
theatrical lighting or noisy equipment.
A closed circuit telecast is planned of an
open session of ABA's House of Delegates in
the Bellevue-Stratford Ballroom, provided the
group approves.
NARTB has been campaigning for years
to obtain a hearing before ABA. Judge Justin
Miller (former chairman of the board of
NARTB) is a member of the House of Dele-

WILLIAM E. RINE (r), northern district vice
president of Storer Broadcasting Co., congratulates Howard Meagle, promotion
manager, WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., who
won a new automobile for outstanding
station promotion in a just completed
Storer sales contest. Mr. Meagle also is
an account executive with the station.
gates. Last week Thad Brown, NARTB tv vice
president, met with Philadelphia station executives to plan the ABA pickups.
Newspaper photography using silent cameras
without flashlights will be demonstrated at the
ABA meeting.
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Foster Assume

WFPG Posts Left by Weber
JACK N. BERKMAN, board chairman of
WFPG Atlantic City, N. J., has assumed the
presidency of the station following the resignation of Fred Weber. Mr. Berkman simultaneously announced that Harry H. Foster has
been promoted to general manager, another
post that had been held by Mr. Weber.
Mr. Weber left the station to take charge of
WHTN (TV) Huntington, W. Va.
Under the new WFPG setup, Mr. Foster will
be responsible to John J. Laux, executive vice
president of the station which is part of the
Friendly Group operating WSTV-AM-TV
Steubenville, Ohio, WPIT Pittsburgh and
WBMS Boston.
Pearson Appoints Stitt
APPOINTMENT of Calden P. (Bud) Stitt,
John E. Pearson
Co., Chicago, as
vice president in
charge ofneapolis
theoffice,Minwas
announced last week
by John E. Pearson,
president
radio-tv of
stationthe
repre-

SESAC
"the best music
475 Fifth Avenue
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in America" New

York

17

sentative organization. Mr. Stitt's
successor
in the
Chicago office has
notInyet Minneapolis,
been named.
MR. STITT
he replaces James
Bowden who has resigned to join John Blair &
Co., tive
Chicago.
Aug. 8. Mr. Stitt's appointment is effecBroadcasting
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WWJ Local Billings Up 54.2%
LOCAL billings of WWJ-AM-FM Detroit increased 54.2% during the first six months of
1955, according to Robert J. Mcintosh, sales
manager. National spot billings were up 8.9%
in the period, he said, crediting strong local
and sustained sales effort for the upward trend.
"The last six months of 1955 should be as
strong or stronger than the first six months,"
he added. "This will be due to the fact that
advertisers now know they can get excellent
results on radio at a minimum cost. Advertisers must be sold with facts."

Files for Bankruptcy
PETITION for voluntary bankruptcy was filed
in Topeka Federal court last week by KEDD
Inc., permittee of ch. 16 KEDD (TV) Wichita.
Stanley H. Durward Jr., president of the uhf
station, listed his liabilities as $191,000 unsecured and $520,000 secured and partially
secured. Assets were set at $551,000. Meanwhile, Ziv Television Programs Inc. filed suit
last week in Sedgwick County court for $20,000,
and Standard Rate & Data Service for $1,200.
These are in addition to claims by MCA-Tv
Ltd. for $5,200 and of Atlantic Tv Co. for
$1,400 filed earlier [B*T, July 11].

Jingles Mean Jack for WNEW
JINGLE:
WNEW New York is justifiably proud of
its public service singing commercials that
And now here's a cue
We have just for you
jingle-jangle-jingle to the tune of more than
On a subject of very good taste.
$1 million a year in gross billings — and this
ANNOUNCER:
musical bonanza has not been fully tapped.
(Gives commercial)
It was about five years ago that the sprightJINGLE:
ly independent station decided upon a course
of edifying the public with informative jinIt's a matter of very good taste!
gles and making the adjacent time periods
The "fact or fancy" package, designed to
available for sponsorship. This move, ac- debunk common misconceptions, has one
cording to a station spokesman, provided routine as follows:
such a satisfactory source of revenue that
JINGLE:
this summer WNEW will expand its public
There are absolutes and positives
service packages from five to seven.
And things without a doubt —
And there are many subjects
In the past, the station's public service
jingles centered around the broad categories
That we think we know about —
of weather, baseball scores, traffic, time of
Now may we inquire — with the
day, and where to go. Jingles are spotted
greatest of tact —
throughout the 24-hour broadcast day and
Do you know the difference 'twixt
Fancy and Fact?
adjacencies sold to national and local advertisers. This summer WNEW decided to add
ANNOUNCER:
Is the belief that rain clears the
two new ones — "good taste" and "fact or
air of impurities fancy or fact?
fancy."
Richard D. Buckley, president and general
. . . Though many people believe
this is a fact, there is no evidence
manager of WNEW, is convinced that the
success of public service commercials points
for it . . . Air free of dust or polup the strong points of radio: music and
lution doesn't exist in nature, and
news. The public, he contends, tunes in to
the effect of rain or snow on clearradio to hear music and to be informed. The
ing air is negligible.
JINGLE:
jingles at WNEW, he added, combine music
and information, spiced with a dash of
You've heard this little patter
Now we add a bit of data
imagination.
The point is that we have a fact
The "good taste" package already has
That we are such will matter.
been sold to Arnold's Bakeries and George
ANNOUNCER:
Washington Coffee. Two advertisers currently are negotiating for sponsorship of the
(Commercial)
JINGLE:
"fact or fancy" schedule, according to Mr.
Buckley.
A-a-a-n-n-d . . . that's not a fancy
— (Music two bars)
The new packages were created by John
Grogran, program manager of WNEW.
JINGLE:
It's a fact!
Copy for the public service jingles was written by Milton Robertson, station copy chief,
and the music was composed by Roy Ross,
musical director.
An example of the "good taste" commercials, which stress etiquette, is:
JINGLE:
If you're not sure of procedure
And
with aa clue
dilemma
you're
We offer
. . . that
we faced
think
is the cue
For solving the problem with good
. . . good taste
A matter of very good taste.
ANNOUNCER:
When a gentleman is escorting two
ladies in public there is no set rule
as to where he should walk . . .
It's good
for orhimon tothewalk
between thetaste
two ...
outside
. . . whichever he chooses to do.
Broadcasting
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WHEELING
ANOTHER "good taste" jingle will come
out of this huddle. L to r: Richard D.
Buckley, WNEW president and general
manager; Milton Robertson, copy chief,
and John Grogan, program manager.
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STATIONS

NETWORKS

REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE

NETWORK

John Hernandez, tv spot billing supervisor, CBS
accounting dept., to CBS-TV Spot Sales, N. Y.,
as business manager.
Harry D. Jacobs, formerly salesman, Forjoe &
Co., Chicago, and George Dubinetz, formerly
sales executive, Bonnie Buick, Evanston, HI.,
to NBC Radio Spot Sales, Chicago, as salesmen.
STATION PEOPLE
F. Parker Hoy, news director, WLAM Lewiston, Me., appointed station manager, succeeding
Elden H. Shute Jr.; Romeo E. Sansoucy, assistant commercial manager, named commercial manager, succeeding Gerald T. Higgins.
Messrs. Shute and Higgins resigned to apply
for 250 w am station in Norway-South Paris,
Me., area.
Bob Kane, KSAN-TV San Francisco, promoted
to director, national sales dept.; Harvey Asher,
sales staff, named retail sales manager.
Harry G. Fletcher, formerly representative,
Carnation Co., L. A., appointed merchandising
director KSL-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake City, succeeding Ray Fritsch, who has been named KSLAM-FM account executive.
Sanford Semel, director, Surprise, WCPO-TV
Cincinnati, resigned to go into tv production
in N. Y.
Gene P. Loffler, formerly program director,
KSO Des Moines, Iowa, is general manager,
KAUS-KMMT (TV) Austin, Minn., succeeding
Thomas J. Steensland, who has become diaconate, Christ Church, Austin [B»T, July 11].
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TECHNIQUES

the July slump, nevertheless, reported its business down only 13.5% from last July. It reported an estimated 37 hours and 45 minutes
of commercial time for a typical week this
month. Its outlook for the fall season: Good
to very good.
Program Innovations
A substantial part of the CBS Radio optimism
was based on its new patterns of programming.
As expressed in its booklet, prepared by the
sales promotion and advertising department,
the network now offers sponsors shared billing
of programs featuring box office names; a
strip programming concept that has known
programs and names in fixed time periods
during the week with advertisers permitted to
buy pieces of programs at various hours during the week and which guarantee "cumulative

The

POPular

station

on the dial
serving

5,000,000

people

ic|in>('iilrcl \al ional l\ l)\ Broadcast Time Sales • New York • Chicago • San Francisco
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IMPROVE

NBC's 'Monitor' shows gain, while network's latest sale to Brown
& Williamson will gross over $1 million. CBS Radio releases 'New
Patterns,' citing added flexibility of radio.
NBC Radio, it was learned, is claiming a
THE RENEWED SPARK in network radio,
that has fired an enthusiasm throughout the total of 35:29 commercial hours weekly, as figured on the basis of July 4-10. Also on this
industry [B*T, July 18], received additional fuel
basis, NBC Radio was programming only 26:35
last week.
sponsored hours weekly in July 1954 as con• NBC Radio, it was claimed, has realized
trasted to more than 40 hours of commercial
a net gain of four hours and 39 minutes per
time weekly both in July 1953 and 1952.
week this July over June (commercial hours).
The first week of January this year, NBC
The network also estimates it is ahead of its
Radio estimated it had only 29 hours and 40
July 1954 total by nearly nine sponsored hours.
minutes of commercial time and about 23
• CBS Radio released a presentation called
additional minutes weekly by April.
"New Patterns." This report on network radio,
The significant exception to an unusually
and on CBS Radio in particular, concentrated
heavy seasonable slump in network radio this
on what the network described as the new
flexibility and adaptability of the medium. It summer, according to NBC Radio is its weekend Monitor, which it estimated, contributed
contains examples of CBS Radio's "selection
during
the first week of July an impressive
facilities plan" and its "shared sponsorship
total
of
11 hours and 59 minutes of sponplan" both tailored to meet sales and mersored time, or 93.4% of its maximum potential
chandising needs of all types of advertisers.
(said to be 12 hours and 50 minutes per week
of network time).
• Disclosure
that &NBC
Radio's
earlier
announcedwassalemade
to Brown
Williamson
It is estimated that on the July 16-17 weekTobacco Corp. (Viceroy & Kools), through Ted
end Monitor had business totaling 12 hours and
Bates & Co., for five-minute evening news seg31 minutes, hitting a 97.5% of maximum poments (varied times, Mon.-Fri.) for 52 weeks,
tential. Italso was estimated that for the week
would exceed more than $1 million in gross
billings.
of July 11-17, NBC Radio had a total of 36
hours and one minute of programming. For the
In addition to these buys, the tobacco comJuly 18-24 week, the estimated figure was
pany's contract, effective last Monday, includes
a participation Tuesday on Fibber McGee & placed at 36 hours and 23 minutes, and for the
July 23-24 weekend, 12 hours and 28 minutes.
Molly series (10-10:15 p.m. EDT).
CBS Radio, which also has been fighting

KFVD

N/

MORE

TO

As specifically laid down in its presentation,
audiences."
CBS
noted that in its daytime programming,
the schedule offers a block of serial dramas
plus Arthur Godfrey Time and personalityvariety shows. The Sunday block includes
music and news programs, while its nighttime
shows, according to the presentation, is built
around names, strip programming and music.
The CBS Radio booklet, which was being
distributed last week to network account executives and sales personnel for showing to agencies
and advertisers, chronicles facts on the general
health of radio.
Among the analyses: Some 96% of all U. S.
homes are radio-equipped and in a course of
a week more than 90% of the families with
radios use their sets for a total of 728 million
in-home family hours of listening.
Present total of sets has increased from 57.7
million in 1946 to 132.4 million in 1955. In
addition, the booklet points out, auto listening
adds 16% for an overall weekly total of 844
million family listening hours.
Broadcasting
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WNHC-TV
AS

ALDO DeDOMINICIS (left), general manager of WNHC-TV New Haven, signs that
station's ABC affiliation contract with
Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., vice president and
assistant to the president of ABC.
MEIGHAN

TO

HEAD

CBS-TV
IN WEST
APPOINTMENT of Howard S. Meighan to a
newly-created post of vice president of CBSTV in charge of its western division was announced last week by J. L. Van Volkenburg,
president of CBS-TV.
Mr. Meighan,
who has been a vice
president of CBS
since 1946, joined
the network in 1934,
and has been a sales
and administrative
executive. Two years
after his appointment as a vice president, he was made
a general executive
of CBS. From 194951, he was the chief
executive for the
MEIGHAN
network in Hollywood, and from 1951-52 he served as the first
president of CBS Radio. Since 1952, he had
been a vice president and general executive
of CBS Inc.
Mr. Meighan is chairman of the television
subcommittee of the Broadcast Advisory Committee of the U. S. Information Agency.
NBC-TV Names Hazelhoff
APPOINTMENT of Erik Hazelhoff to the newly-created position of manager of NBC-TV's
participating programs, was announced last
week by Mort Werner, director of participating
programs for NBC. Mr. Hazelhoff was formerly manager of NBC's Telesales Dept. He
will be replaced by Peter J. Smith, a writerproducer in the department.
Mr. Hazelhoff has been with NBC since 1952
serving successively as production coordinator
of the tv network, member of the feature staff
of Today, member of the night news staff of
Today and salesman for NBC-TV before he orJanuary. ganized the network's Telesales Dept. last
DuMont

Further

Consolidates

ALLEN B. DUMONT Labs' Broadcast Div.
was to move executive and sales offices to the
DuMont Telecenter at 205 E 67th St., New
York, over the weekend, thereby consolidating
all activities at that location. The telephone
number at the Telecenter is Lehigh 5-1000.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

ABC

SIGNS

OUTLET

WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn., whose affiliation contract with NBC is being cancelled effective Oct. 1 [Closed Circuit, July 4], signed
Friday with ABC-TV as a primary affiliate. Announcement was by Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., vice
president and assistant to the president of ABC,
who called the pact "a significant development
in the growth and expansion" of ABC-TV.
NBC is the prospective purchaser of uhf
WKNB-AM-TV New Britain, Conn., for more
than $600,000. That proposal has been designated for hearing by the FCC following an
economic protest by WNHC-TV, which operates
on ch. 8. NBC also has served notice that it
will cancel its affiliation with WNHC-AM on
Dec. 1.
WNHC-TV is owned and operated by the
Elm City Broadcasting Co. Aldo DeDominicis
is general manager and secretary-treasurer.
While the station will be a primary ABC-TV
affiliate, it also carries CBS-TV programs.
Although WNHC-TV has filed the economic
protest, both NBC and the present owners of
WKNB-AM-TV have opposed this petition and
that of WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn. (ch. 53),
which seeks enlargement of the issues.

"Laura Lee's Ranch"
9:45 to 10:00 A.M.
*
3.3 IN HOME
.7 OUT OF HOME
4.0 Total Pulse
AFTERNOON
"Bill's Bandwagon"
4:30 to 4:45 P.M.
4.0 IN HOME
.8 OUT OF HOME

CBS-TV Appoints Hansen
To New Coordinating Post
CARROLL HANSEN, director of news and
public affairs, KCBS San Francisco, CBS o&o
station there, has been appointed to the newlycreated position of coordinator of news and
sports for CBS Raanwas
dio, itnounced
last week
by Arthur Hull
Hayes, network
Mr. Hanpresident.
sen will headquarter
in New York.
In the new post,
Mr. Hansen will
serve as liaison between CBS Radio
and CBS news and
public affairs which
functions as a unit
MR. HANSEN
of CBS Inc. The assignment, however, does not affect the present
integrated operation of news, public affairs and
sports, under the supervision of Sig Mickelson,
vice president in charge of news and public affairs for CBS, Mr. Hayes said.
MBS Lines Up Golf Events
MBS will cover the three major golf tournaments to be played at the Tarn O'Shanter
Country Club in August. The $25,000 AllAmerican will be broadcast on Aug. 6 (7:308 p.m. EDT) and Aug. 7 (8-8:30 p.m. EDT);
the $25,000 International on Aug. 10 (6:306:45 p.m. EDT) and the $100,000 World
Championship on Aug. 13 (7:30-8 p.m. EDT)
and Aug. 14 (8-8:30 p.m. EDT).

Two More Join CBS-TV
AFFILIATION of KSLA (TV) Shreveport,
La., and KIVA (TV) Yuma, Ariz., with CBS-TV
was announced last week. KSLA, operated by
Interim Television Corp., joins July 31 as a
the basic optional group,
primary affiliate in the Valley Telecasting Co.,
KIVA, operated by
was affiliated early this month under the Extended Market Plan.

4.8 Total Pulse

"Houston Hoedown"
8:45 to 9:00 P.M.
2.8 IN HOME
.6 OUT OF HOME

e*
l Puls
3.4 Tota
GET THE
WHOLE
PICTURE....
COUNT ALL THE LISTENERS !

*

PULSE

RATINGS

OUTHOME
OF HOME—
Jan. '35
IN
- Jan.-Feb.
55

NATL REPS. — FORJ

K-NUZ

Carries

Houston's Top
Local Accounts
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ABC

BUSINESS

CONTINUES
TO FLOURISH
months. He also took note of the Disneyland
Goldenson releases second
amusement park which opened July 17. ABPT has an approximate 35% interest in the
quarter AB-PT report, showing
improvement over same period in 1954. Corporation also
park.
'See It Now7 to Expand
expects its broadcast properInto More Flexible Format
ties to show increase during
the current summer quarter.
ALTHOUGH no sponsor has yet been announced for See It Now, weekly series produced
ABC's third quarter can be expected to be "conon CBS-TV by Edward R. Murrow and Fred
siderably better" than last year, Leonard H. W. Friendly, plans to expand it were revealed
Goldenson, president of American Broadcastlast week by J. L. Van Volkenburg, CBS-TV
ing-Paramount Theatres Inc., predicted Wednespresident. This fall, the series will be lengthened
day in a second quarterly report to stockholders.
from its half-hour format to one hour or hourMr. Goldenson said that in the second quarand-a-half programs presented at peak evening
ter, ABC (a division of AB-PT) "continued to times on a flexible schedule.
operate at a profitable level, showing a marked
Since See It Now was inaugurated in 1951 it
improvement over 1954. While there is a
was telecast under the sponsorship of Aluseasonable downturn in television business
minum Co. of America. Alcoa did not renew
in the third quarter since many of the leading
sponsorship for the coming season [B»T, May
television network shows discontinue during
16]. Mr. Van Volkenburg announced that the
the summer months, we expect that ABC's third
time expansion had been decided upon so that
quarter this year will be considerably better
Messrs. Murrow and Friendly "might have
than it was last year."
The AB-PT head, in reporting that the esti- more ample scope to treat subjects in greater
detail and depth."
mated net operating profit for AB-PT's second
Plans for the forthcoming series, which requarter was double the earnings for the same
turns to CBS-TV in October, include profiles of
quarter last year, said of ABC-TV, that in the
New York City and Paris, a report on Africa,
fall season, "the sales already made of new
tv programs and renewals of shows now on the
and a study of the nation's educational problems.
network are indicative of increased advertiser
acceptance and the continued growth of ABC
In addition to the major reports, See It Now
also will present special half-hour reports on
as a major network."
news subjects of current interest, Mr. Van
Fall Production Plans
Volkenburg said.
He noted that one of the new fall tv shows
will be produced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
CBS Radio Plans Two-Week
third major motion picture company to associSeries on Atom Use in Peace
ate with ABC-TV programming. (Other two:
Walt Disney and Warner Bros.).
PEACEFUL use of the atom will be the topic
AB-PT's estimated net operating profit for
the second quarter of 1955 was put at $1,438,- of a special "saturation schedule" of programs
planned by CBS Radio for broadcast during a
000 or 32 cents per share common on 4,119,542
two-week period starting Aug. 8, Arthur Hull
common shares outstanding. This, Mr. GoldenHayes, network president, announced last
son reported, compared to $715,000 or 14 cents
week. Purpose of the series, to be aired while
per share common on 3,967,496 common shares
outstanding for the same quarter last year.
the United Nations' conference at Geneva,
For the six months of 1955, estimated net Aug. 8-20 on the atom and its peaceful applications, isin session, is to give listeners informaoperating profit of $3,355,000 (or 77 cents per
tion on the importance and meaning of the
share on common) compared with $1,754,000
or 37 cents per share on common for the new horizons in atomic research, Mr. Hayes
said.
corresponding period last year, Mr. Goldenson said.
The broadcasts, entitled Age of the Atom,
will be heard Aug. 8 through Aug. 12, and
Theatre earnings of AB-PT also were ahead
for the first six months, he said, noting that this Aug. 15 through Aug. 19, 10:05-10:30 p.m.
business was off slightly in the seasonally weak
EDT. Mr. Hayes announced that three of these
second quarter and that the third quarter looked
periods will be comprehensive documentary
promising.
reports produced for CBS public affairs by
Ralph Backlund, on the past, present and future
Mr. Goldenson said that Am-Par Record
Corp., AB-PT's new subsidiary organized last of peaceful development of atomic energy.
month to engage in the phonograph record
On the other programs, the 10:05-10:15
business, would enter the market within six p.m. period will be used for news reports from

Geneva and interviews with leading scientists
at the conference. The 10:15-10:30 segments
on these same nights will center on talks and
discussions by leading scientists abroad and in
the U. S. These programs will be under the
direction of Helen J. Sioussat, CBS director of
talks.
Overall series was conceived by Irving Gitlin,
CBS director of public affairs, and will be
supervised by John F. Day, network's director
of news.
CBS-TV

College Grid Tilts in Fall
SCHEDULE of five eastern collegiate football games to be telecast by CBS-TV in the fall
was announced Friday. The games round out
the network's plans for regional telecasting
disclosed in May by Sig Mickelson, CBS vice
president in charge of news and public affairs [B«T, May 23]. At that time, Mr. Mickelson had outlined Big Ten and Pacifiic Coast
Conference coverage plans.
The top eastern games will be telecast on
Sept. 24 (Boston U. vs. Penn State at University
Park, Pa.); Oct. 8 (Holy Cross vs. Colgate at
Hamilton, N. Y.); Oct. 22 (Harvard vs. Dartmouth at Hanover, N. H.); Nov. 5 (Syracuse
vs. Penn State at University Park, Pa.), and
Nov.
Mass.). 12 (Brown vs. Harvard at Cambridge,
These dates, Mr. Mickelson said, were specified by the National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
for regional telecasting. The contests will be
seen in the New England states, New York,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware and West
Virginia.
Added
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Color Slate Prompts

NBC-TV Facility Revision
NBC-TV's studio renovaters have been busy
preparing for upcoming color tv programming.
The network last week noted that its Howdy
Doody show will be telecast in color, beginning
Sept. 12. The show (Mon.-Fri., 5:30-6 p.m.
EST) will originate from a new color studio
(3K) in New York which accommodates three
times as much scenery as is found in the average studio of the same size and with many
devices and built-in background to permit flexible programming.
At the same time. NBC-TV has installed
permanent color equipment at the 67th St.,
New York, studio where Home (Mon.-Fri.,
11 a.m.-noon) originates. The job was completed in time for the scheduling of a full week
(Aug. 1) of daily, 15-minute (ll:45-noon)
specialty segments to be telecast in color on
the show. Only a fortnight ago, NBC-TV had
announced plans for a regularly scheduled afternoon drama series in color, Matinee, Mon.-Fri.,
3-4 p.m. EST, beginning Oct. 3.
Ace

I Z~->
'""^

Slates Five Eastern

to Write

Como

Show

GOODMAN ACE, radio-tv writer and star of
the pioneer radio serial Easy Aces, has been
signed as chief writer for NBC-TV's hour-long
Saturday night telecast, the Perry Como Show,
due to begin in September [Closed Circuit,
July 18]. Mr. Ace's signing was announced
last week by Thomas A. McAvity, vice president in charge of the television network for
NBC.
Among Mr. Ace's most recent writing assignments were the Big Show starring Tallulah
Bankhead on NBC Radio and The Buick-Berle
Show on NBC-TV.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

MANUFACTURING
RCA
Twin

Candelabra

Antenna

antennas

of WFAA-TV
and KRLD-TV wi
go atop
single tower being constructed
near Dallas.
Dresser-ldeco is
installing the tower antenna.
AN UNUSUAL pattern to appear soon in the
Dallas-Fort Worth area is certain to become a
new Texas landmark. It is the unique "two-inone" antenna built by RCA to permit WFAATV and KRLD-TV Dallas to share antenna
site and tower while achieving the maximum
height allowable under aeronautical regulations.
The "candelabra" antenna "represents a
radical aproach to tv antenna design," according to A. R. Hopkins, manager of the Broadcast Equipment, Marketing, Engineering Prod-

Readied

in Texas

Haffa

Steps In for Owen

As Webster-Chicago Head
TITUS HAFFA, Chicago industrialist who recently acquired a substantial block of stock in
Webster-Chicago Corp. [B«T, June 27], has
replaced Norman C. Owen as president of the
electronics firm, it was announced last week.
Mr. Owen reportedly quit over a disagreement
in policy.
Earlier, at a meeting of firm's distributors
in Chicago's Morrison Hotel, Mr. Owen reported record sales the first six months of 1955
for the manufacture of phonographs, tape recorders and record changers, and predicted
greater gains the last half. Webcor plans to
sell 1.2 million phonographs this year.
It was pointed out by H. R. Letzter, vice
president and general manager, that some 29
million phonographs now in use represent only
37% saturation of the American market, compared to 98% for radio sets, 74% for tv, 92%
in refrigerators and 81% in electric washers.

'Cautious'

ucts Division of RCA, who announced delivery
in Dallas of the new antenna.
RCA developed the antenna for the Texas
stations to meet special needs arriving from
the stations' relocating transmitter sites and
increasing power in order that primary coverage
could be delivered to both the Fort Worth and
Dallas areas.
The RCA antenna, dubbed "candelabra" because of its resemblance to a double-candle
holder, actually has two separate antennas, of
a different type for each of the stations, and
mounted 75 feet apart on a triangular platform
atop the antenna tower.
The antenna is scheduled to be completed
early next month. It will rise 1,521 feet, which,
according to RCA, will make it the second tallest man-made structure in the world, exceeded
in height only by the RCA-installed tower of
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City that measures
1,572 feet from tower base to antenna tip.
The antenna tower is now being constructed
by Dresser-ldeco Co. It passed the 1,200ft. mark last week and when completed will
rise 1,438 feet. A feature of the installation
will be an elevator for carrying personnel up
the tower. Technicians will be able to walk
from the elevator to the base of each antenna.
Mr. Hopkins said that RCA built a model
of the antenna on a scale of 8-to-l to determine
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Atomic-Powered
RADIO-TV literally crossed paths last
week with the atomic age at West Milton, N. Y., where dedication ceremonies
were held marking the opening of a
General Electric plant there. The GE
plant generates electricity from atomic
power
for commercial
distribution.
union with
the atom occurred
whenTv'sa
location unit of George Blake Enterprises Inc., New York, plugged its cameras into the atomic circuit and shot
film footage of the event for showing
on the General Electric Theatre, yester(Sunday)time
on tv
CBS-TV.
reportedly
is theday first
camerasIt have
been
nuclear powered. On the radio side,
GE's WGY Schenectady used electricity
generated from atomic energy to relay a
program to its transmitter.

the feasibility of twin antennas operating so
close together. The model, used in the testing,
solved various problems of the new design and
established 75-feet spacing as necessary to
eliminate interference, he said.

Plan for Color
Announced by Hallicrafters
HALLICRAFTERS Co., Chicago, is planning
a "cautious, limited production" of color tv receivers this fall in anticipation of an equally
limited market and with the conviction that
color tv was a "premature baby" now just starting to grow.
These remarks emerged as the highlights
of a talk made July 16 by Raymond W. Durst,
president of the company, at a regional sales
meeting in Chicago. Simultaneously, Hallicrafters announced introduction of a 17-inch
table model tv receiver under $100 and a remote control device for tuning.
Lacking on the firm's model list was a price
for its uhf-vhf 21 -inch console color set with
RCA type tube. Last May William J. Halligan,
Hallicrafters board chairman, predicted a $695
color receiver "soon" [B»T, May 9]. The company is producing a limited quantity of receivers for fall but declines to reveal a price.

GE

NOW

IMAGE

PRODUCING
ORTHICONS

GENERAL ELECTRIC has entered factory
production of the image orthicon camera tube
for the first time, it was revealed by J. M. Lang,
general manager of GE's Tube Dept., last week.
GE and RCA are the only manufacturers in
the U. S. making the tubes. GE had set up a
project to study the production of the tube
about a year ago. Production schedules, according to Mr. Lang, call for shipments of the
tubes this fall.
To accommodate the new production at the
Schenectady plant, GE has installed air-conditioned and air-filtered manufacturing space in
the power tube sub-department.
Lewis Takes RCA Market Post
APPOINTMENT of Morris S. Lewis, manager,
sales administration, RCA Tube Division, as
manager of market planning and analysis, was
announced last week by Lee F. Holleran, general marketing manager of the RCA division.
In his new post, Mr. Lewis will coordinate the
planning and development of marketing, distribution and sales policies of the division including tubes, batteries, electronic components, service parts, test equipment and related items.
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MANUFACTURING
Freak

Propagations

Harnessed by MIT
Scientists discover new means
to send radio waves long distances, send voice signals in
uhf 385 miles.

LAST
CALL

FOR

COPY
TELECASTING^
YEARBOOK

& MARKETBOOK

GOES TO PRESS
AUGUST 1

IT USED to be called freak propagation, but
now the scientists have learned how to use
the scattering effect in uhf and vhf transmissions to establish long distance communications.
Last week, scientists at Massachusetts Institute of Technology announced they have discovered new methods of sending radio waves
over long distances.
Earlier, Bell Telephone System reported in
full-page ads in news and business magazines
that "There's Something New on the Telephone Horizon." This referred to long distance
uhf transmissions.
Until recently, the MIT announcement said,
it was believed that there were only three means
of transmitting radio waves over long disances.
These were (1) ground wave for low frequencies, (2) sky wave for medium frequencies and
(3) line-of-sight transmission via relays for vhf
and uhf bands.
Through the use of high powered (10 kw)
beamed transmitters and large (60-ft.) parabola
receiving antennas, it has been determined that
sufficient signal can be "scooped" up from erratic, low-level vhf and uhf signals to be useful
in some instances at long distance. This enlarges the spectrum for long distance communications, itwas explained.
The MIT report mentioned that voice signals in the uhf band have been transmitted
reliably over 385 miles, and teletype signals in
the vhf band sent reliably 1,100 miles (between
Cedar
Mass.). Rapids, Iowa, and South Dartmouth,
The first application of the new systems,
MIT officials said, will be in the continental
defense system of the United States and Canada. The MIT project is financed by the U. S.
Air Force.
The AT&T project involves the use of uhf
frequencies to transmit telephone and tv signals
from southern Florida across the Straits of
Florida to Cuba [B»T, Dec. 20, 1954]. The FCC
granted this over-water facility contingent on
the promise that there would be no interference
to tv stations in southern Florida.
Edward W. Allen Jr., FCC chief engineer,
said that the Commission was familiar with
these findings when it set the separation factors
for tv stations in 1952. He also pointed out
that the level of such signals at a substantial distance from a transmitter is so low that they
were not factors in causing interference between
tv stations — either vhf or uhf.
DuMont

Reports Sales Drop

For 24-Week Period in #55
DROP in sales for a 24-week period, ending
June 19, was reported last week by Allen B.
DuMont Labs. The 1955 figure was $29,741,000 compared with $41,590,000 for the same
period in 1954. DuMont pointed out that the
1954 sales figure included sales made by WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh but the 1955 sales figures include WDTV (TV) sales for only 10 days in
January. WDTV (TV) was sold to Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. for $9.75 million in
January [B«T, Jan. 10].
For the first 24 weeks of this year, DuMont
recorded a loss of $1,249,000 as against a net
profit after taxes of $479,000 for the same
period in 1954.
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WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C, and DuMont
make final arrangements for the station's
order of 50 kw transmitter final amplifiers
to convert its DuMont 5 kw transmitter to
high power. Harmon L. Duncan (seated),
president and general manager of WTVD,
Henry Cronin (I) WTVD chief engineer,
and Louis C. Radford Jr., representing
DuMont, approve the transaction.
Electronic
Shown

Strides

at Chi.

Show

THE NATION'S music merchants received a
first-hand, first-time view of the newest electronic devices at the 1955 Music-Orama Trade
Show in Chicago last week.
Products included transistor radios, color
tv sets and a wide range of high fidelity sets
and components, as well as band instruments
at the show held by the National Assn. of
Music Merchants in the Palmer House.
A highlight of the show was the entrance
of Bell & Howell (cameras) into the field of
high fidelity with six radio-phonograph recorder units ranging from $500 to $2,000. The
instruments were described by Charles H.
Percy, B & H president, as deriving from a
new concept in design and engineering.
A rich future was foreseen for color tv,
too, along with hi-fi, as exemplified in the
comments by Frank Freimann, president of
Magnavox Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. Andrea
Radio Corp. took the occasion to introduce
its new 21-inch color set with RCA-type
round metal tube, as did Magnavox.
Mr. Freimann, who appeared on a tv-radiomerchandising panel Wednesday, predicted
that the tv industry is reaching "a new phase
— launching of color television sets on a practical basis" looking toward mass sales later.
Music merchants were warned by a management consultant-accountant, H. R. Scully
of E. H. Scully Co., New York, to think carefully about "money spent for newspaper advertising as well
as radio among
and television."
scored lack
of research
the media Heas
to the pulling power of each.
Among new developments at the show . . .
• General Electric's complete line of 41 tv
receivers, 18 of them new, the latter ranging
in price from $129.95 to $319.95. GE showed
a clock tv "wake up" set with a 14-inch screen,
and a radar-like development promising a
larger antenna area made possible by rendering the cabinet an integral part of the antenna
system.
• Granco Products Inc.'s new hi-fi phonographs and fm-am radio combinations.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

INTERNATIONAL
The
Motorola Cuts Color Prices,
Introduces New Product Line
MOTOROLA Inc., which claimed to be the
first manufacturer to unveil a large-screen color
set in 1954, moved further last week in its bid
to crash the color market in 1955.
The Chicago electronics firm announced an
across-the-board slash on three color models it
introduced a year ago, setting prices at $695 for
a consolette and $795 for a full console, down
from $895 and $995. The models (all vhf)
represent Motorola's 1956 color line and incorporate the CBS - Hytron 205 tube in a
r 19-inch set. There was no indication how many
units it expects to produce for the fall market.
Announcement of new lists for color and of
other product lines was made before more than
1,000 distributors and salesmen at the company's annual sales convention in Chicago.
Altec Promotes Seeley
APPOINTMENT of E. S. Seeley, chief engineer, Altec Service Corp., N. Y., as director of
engineering, Altec Lansing Corp., Beverly
Hills, Calif., was
announced last
week. The assignment is effective
Aug. 15. In 1929,
Mr. Seeley joined
Electrical Research
Products Inc., predecessor of Altec
Service Corp., as a
field engineer.
He was named a
development engineer in 1937 when
Altec Service was
MR. SEELEY
formed, and rose to
the post of chief engineer in 1946. Between
1944 and 1946, he was on leave of absence
to work on wartime projects at Bell Labs.
MANUFACTURING PEOPLE
John R. Howland, formerly in charge of product
research and commercial sales, electronic div., StewartWarner Corp., Chicago, appointed general sales manager,
Dage Tv Div.,
Thompson Products
Inc., Michigan City,
Ind.; Larry H. Kline,
formerly general
sales and merchandising manager,
Ward Products Corp.
(tv accessories),
MR. HOWLAND
Cleveland, named
commercial product sales manager, electronics
div., Thompson Products, Cleveland.
Reuben E. Carlson, high fidelity equipment
coordinator, Fairchild Recording Equipment
Co., Whitestone, N. Y., promoted to high fidelity
div. manager; Robert G. Bach, assistant sales
and advertising manager, appointed promotion
and distribution manager.
C. R. Bower appointed southwest district manager, Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.,
N. Y., headquartering in Denver.
Paul J. Weber, Washington office manager,
Ampex Corp. (magnetic tape equipment), Redwood City, Calif., named eastern regional sales
manager, instrumentation div., remaining in
Washington; Jules Joslow, field engineering
representative, named Washington office manager of instrumentation div.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

International

best

Ad Session
way

Starts Thursday in Zurich
ADVERTISING men from 35 countries will
be represented at the International Advertising
Conference scheduled July 28-30 at Zurich,
Switzerland.
Paul R. Kruming, a director of the International Advertising Assn., left New York the
weekend of July 16 for Zurich, accompanied by
Jere Patterson, president of the IAA and chairman of the Zurich meeting. Before proceeding
to Zurich, Mr. Kruming will confer with business leaders in various European countries.
The conference will deal with case histories
of international advertising as carried on by
leading companies, new research steps in developing world markets, the best use of advertising agencies to build world sales, and other
means of stimulating world business through
advertising and related techniques.

sell the
KANSAS
. FARM
MARKET

CBC's Rene Morin Dies
RENE MORIN, 71, vice chairman of the board
of governors of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., died on July 16 at Montreal, following
a heart attack. A former mayor of St. Hyacinthe, Que., he was a financier, vice president
and general manager of the General Trust Co.
of Canada, Montreal, and had been on the
CBC board of governors for more than a
decade.
INTERNATIONAL SHORTS
KSAR Okinawa has appointed Pan American
Broadcasting Co., N. Y., as representative.
Station is only commercial radio outlet serving
Ryukyu Islands with estimated 750,000 population.
CKVL Verdun, Que., has announced cuts in
nighttime rates in both French and English
commercials, effective Sept. 1, and increase in
daytime rates between 6 a.m. and 8 p.m. CKVL
operates in English mainly between 11:15 p.m.
and 5:30 a.m. and rates for this time will
not change.
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
Maurice J. Latour, in charge of radio-tv advertising, Molson's Brewery Ltd., Montreal, to
National Broadcast Sales (station representative), Montreal, as national sales executive.
E. J. Farthing, director, Assn. of Canada Advertisers and a member of its tv-radio committee,
to Canadian Westinghouse Co. Ltd., Hamilton,
Ont., as advertising manager, consumer products
div.
David Hilbermann, founder of United Productions of America, Burbank, Calif., to Pearl &
Dean Productions Ltd., London, as animation
and cartoon subjects adviser, organizing P&D's
designer and animator staff.
1.4 Million Canada Tv Sets
TOTAL NUMBER of television sets in
use in Canada, according to tabulation
of All-Canada Television, at end of May
was 1,427,989. This was based on latest
sales figures from the Radio-ElectronicsTelevision Manufacturers Assn. of Canada and previous compilations. Of this
total 744,429 sets are in Ontario province,
413,055 in Quebec province, 112,793 in
the three prairie provinces, 105,661 in
British Columbia, and 52,051 are in the
four Atlantic Coast provinces.
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PROGRAMS

AND

PROMOTION
TOM

KMTV (TV)'S 'FOCUS'
FACTBOOK detailing comprehensive informalion on all departments involved in the advertising process at KMTV (TV) Omaha, Neb., is
being distributed by the station. The booklet,
"Focus," includes such information as department deadlines, contracts, art and film specifications and available equipment at the station.
Intended for use primarily by advertisers,
agencies and program participants, the ninepage handbook is "designed as an additional
aid to quality production" and is published in
looseleaf form to allow for updating by KMTV
whenever necessary.
'CJOC AND PEOPLE'
CJOC Lethbridge, Alta., has distributed a
brochure, "CJOC and People," to national accounts, timebuyers, account executives and representatives. The people are the people of
Lethbridge, "who have money to spend . . . who
will buy your product . . . who listen to radio
. . . who hear CJOC programs." Complete with
large illustrations, the booklet also diagrams the
station's layout and the layout of the surrounding area pertaining to goods production. CJOC
also has distributed another promotion piece
calling attention to its July 8 power increase
from 5 kw to 10 kw.
MATCHES FROM WTTV (TV)
BOOK MATCHES in a box shaped like a tv set
have been sent to advertisers and agencies by
WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind. The copy
reads, "It's WTTV ch. 4 for Indianapolis, Terre
Haute, Bloomington and all the 2V4 million
people in the great Hoosier heartland."

broadcasting's
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of bright

new

instrumental
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SHORTY-TUNES

Monthly releases
of 20 current and

1 ■/
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standard pop tunes—
M. *
h
in lengt
",ira,tef
...
only
each averaging
Includes Top Talent instrumental selec
tions — specially arranged and recorded
each month expressly for this Standard
Shorty-Tunes service. 100% usable numbers
— no duds; Discs are 1 2 inch virgin vinylite,
high fidelity recorded at 33-1/3 rpm with
10 second spirals between selections for
continuous play or easy cueing.
NOW NO CONTRACT REQUIRED
Buy Outright Month to Month
STA
IM D A F=t D
RADIO TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES, INC.
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1,111.
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AND

LAVINIA

COMPETITION among elementary school
children for the titles of Tom Thumb and
Lavinia Warren, famous midget couple, in the
annual week-long Barnum Festival in Bridgeport, Conn., was conducted for 10 weeks by
WICC there. Festival honors the memory
of P. T. Barnum of circus fame, who was a
Bridgeport native. The station aired broadcasts on Bridgeport history and children entering the contest matched wits in quizzes on the
historical material. WICC reports the response
was so great that a qualifying step of a short
essay was added. Top contenders in each 1
Saturday quiz show competed in the finals when
two youngsters were selected to play the roles
of the circus team.
PROMINENT display of the calls of KXLYAM-TV Spokane, Wash., is featured on
trucks of the Keenan News Agency in that
city. The agency's four trucks cover all
parts of Spokane. While making deliveries they are backed up to the sidewalk,
exposing the stations' message to the
passing public.
KUJ COVERS PRISON RIOT
COVERAGE of a riot in the penitentiary at
Walla Walla, Wash., was provided by KUJ
there. KUJ supplied several other Washington
stations with broadcasts from the prison via
telephone recording and augmented its own
phoned reports with tape recordings of press
meetings in the penitentiary. The station also
fed reports to the United Press, covering the
first five hours of the riot for them.
$32,000 AND MOTHER
AIRMAN Ira Kreitzer travelled 150 miles from
Loring Air Force Base to WTWO (TV)
Bangor, Me., to watch his Bible-student mother
try for $32,000 on CBS-TV's $64,000 Question.
With his girl friend from the U. of Maine, Mr.
Kreitzer strolled into the WTWO studios and
said he wanted to see his mother on tv. After
ainterviewed
confirmation
of air
his and
identity,
on the
then "Zeke"
watched was
his
mother take Revlon for the $32,000. A second
interview after the program was aired by
WTWO.
KALE IS A SUCCESS
FOR the grand opening of a new supermarket
in Pasco, Wash., KALE-AM-FM Pasco-Kennewick-Richland aired 20 ten-second promotional
spots five days and 10 one-minute spots four
days prior to the event. On the first day of the
two-day opening, hourly five-minute audience
participation shows were broadcast from the
market from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. During both
days personality Loyd Aman conducted his
western show from the store. Drawings and
giveaways featured the celebration and KALE
estimates the attendance at 10,000. Many
items of merchandise in the store were sold out
completely either in the first or second day. As
a result of the successful promotion, KALE reports ithas been guaranteed 50% of all future
advertising of the supermarket and its sister
store. In addition, KALE says, it has been
solicited by two supermarket chain owners to
lay out an opening promotion for them with a
carte blanche budget.
CJSP WINDSHIELD

WOKY'S QUICK INTERVIEW
INTERVIEW with Dr. Cary Middlecoff, winner
of the $35,000 Miller Open Golf Tournament
in Milwaukee, was broadcast by WOKY there
two minutes after he finished the 18th green
with a score of 64. WOKY, which originated
16 pickups from the tournament, aired the
Memphis dentist's account of his sub-par
round.
WFBR

PRESENTS

IN CHICAGO

WFBR Baltimore will offer a station presentation to midwest agency and advertising executives at a luncheon in Chicago's Drake Hotel
next Thursday. Timebuyers, account executives, advertising and sales managers and others
have been invited to attend the luncheon, to
be hosted by John Blair & Co., national sales
representative for WFBR. Robert B. Jones Jr.,
vice president and general manager of station,
is expected to head up the WFBR contingent.
A similar presentation was given in New York
some weeks ago.
SPANISH

FROM

THE SUMMIT

SPECIAL series of News Round-Ups From the
Summit broadcasts in Spanish are being aired
by WRUL Boston, international radio station,
in cooperation with the U. S. Information
Agency. The USIA has a special radio news
circuit direct from Geneva and is delivering
the basic information and background of each
day's meetings to WRUL for editing and broadcasting on three frequencies in Spanish to Latin
America. Also, 54 members of the WRUL
Inter- American Network have been invited to
rebroadcast the news summaries to listeners in
Cuba, Venezuela, Colombia and Central America. In connection, WRUL is conducting a contest for essays by Latin Americans on how
best
effortsto atimplement
Geneva. President Eisenhower's peace

STICKERS

CJSP Leamington, Ont., has distributed windshield stickers with its call letters to thousands
of local motorists and summer tourists.

[All Inquiries Confident imlt
. m-yw YORK 22
SeBroadc
asting • Telecasting

UPCOMING
210 TIMES A WEEK
RECORD HIGH of 210 newscasts and weather
programs per week is now being prepared for
WNAC - AM - TV
"Boston and the
Yankee Network
under the supervision of Leland
C. Bickford, editorin-chief of the Yankee Network News
Service, and his staff.
Since their start in
March 1 9 3 4, the
news editions always
have been a successful financial vehicle,
Yankee
reports, and
MR. BICKFORD
it currently lists a
roster of 40 sponsors. Mr. Bickford wrote his
first lead story for Yankee on March 1, 1934,
and with the exception of service during World
War II has been on the beat ever since.
WNAB

COVERS

TRAIN WRECK

FIFTEEN minutes after a Washington-Boston
train wrecked nearby, WNAB Bridgeport,
Conn., was on the spot reporting events. An
interview with the train's fireman who managed to pull himself from the locomotive was
made by Jim Elliott. He also interviewed the
general superintendent of the New Haven
Railroad who said excessive speed caused the
wreck. In addition, Mr. Elliott fed news of
the accident to CBS.
WBC'S JUMPING SALES
SMALL metal discs advising recipients of what
happens when they use Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. stations are being distributed by
WBC. Copy on the metal says "your sales
jump
on WBC,"
when illustrates
the disc is
on a cool
surface and
it further
the placed
point
by jumping a few feet in the air.
EMANCIPATION OF SUFFOCATION
WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich., held its annual
"Sport Shirt Days" celebration early this month,
featuring the theme "emancipation of suffocation." On the days designated the town dons
sport shirts and this year even the mayor wore
one lettered with WKZO's call letters.

Don't forget to reserve your
space in the TELECASTING YEARBOOK & MARKETB00K today.

Final deadline: August 1
Publication date: Mid-August,
15,000 run.
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JULY
July
22-27: Hotel,
National
Audio-Visual Convention,
Sherman
Chicago.
July
28-30:
International
Conference,
State Parliament Bldg., Advertising
Zurich, Switzerland.
AUGUST
Aug. 1-9:
Educational
Workshop, Michigan State
College, Television
East Lansing.
Aug. 8: RAB Clinic, Atlanta.
Aug. 9: RAB Clinic, Charleston, S. C.
Aug. 10: RAB Clinic, Winston-Salem, N. C.
Aug. 11: RAB Clinic, Norfolk, Va.
Aug. 12: RAB Clinic, Philadelphia.
Aug. 14-Sept. 3: National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters television production workshop,
State U. of Iowa, Iowa City.
Aug.
20-21 Little
: Arkansas
Marion,
Rock. Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Aug. 22: RAB Clinic, Tampa, Fla.
Aug. 23: RAB Clinic, Birmingham, Ala.
Aug. 24: RAB Clinic, Baton Rouge, La.
Aug. 24-26 : West Coast Electronics Manufacturers
Assn. and
Los Angeles
and sections
San Francisco
Institute of Radio
Engineers
snow and
convention,
San Francisco.
Aug. 25: RAB Clinic, Ft. Worth, Tex.
Aug. 26: RAB Clinic, San Antonio, Tex.
SEPTEMBER
Sept.
2-4:
National
Agricultural Tv Clinic, U. of
Missouri.
Sept. 6: RAB Clinic, Los Angeles.
Sept. 7: RAB Clinic, Bakersfield, Calif.
Sept. 8: RAB Clinic, San Francisco.
Sept. 9: RAB Clinic, Ogden, Utah.
Sept. 11-13: Seventh
Dist. AFA Convention, Birmingham, Ala.
Sept. 12-14: CBS Radio Affiliates meeting, Detroit
Sept. 12-16:casters
National
of Educational
engineeringAssn.
workshop,
Michigan BroadState
College, East Lansing.
Sept. 15-16:
Michigan
Assn.
of
Broadcasters,
Hidden Valley, Gay lord.
Sept.
15-16:
Michigan
AP
Broadcasters
Assn.,
Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
Sept. 18-24: National Radio & Television Week.
Sept. 19: RAB Clinic, Seattle, Wash.
Sept. 20: RAB Clinic, Portland, Ore.
Sept. 21: RAB Clinic, Colorado Springs. Colo.
Sept. 22: RAB Clinic, Cheyenne, Wyo.
Sept. 23: RAB Clinic, Albuquerque, N. M.
Sept.
29-Oct. City,
1: Tenth
Oklahoma
Okla. Dist. AFA Convention,
OCTOBER
Oct. 3: RAB Clinic, Washington.
Oct. 3-5: National Electronics Conference, Sherman Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 4: RAB Clinic, Pittsburgh.
Oct. 5: RAB Clinic. Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 6: RAB Clinic, Burlington, Vt.
Oct. 7: RAB Clinic, Boston.
Oct. 7-8: Third Dist. AFA Convention, Sedgefield
Inn, Greensboro, N. C.
Oct. 7-9: National Adv. Agency Network, western
meeting, Dayton, Ohio.
Oct. 8: Alabama
Broadcasters Assn., U. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa.
Oct. 14-16:
National
Adv.City,
Agency
ern meeting, Atlantic
N. J. Network, eastOct: 17: RAB Clinic, Milwaukee.
Oct. 17-19: Radio-Electronics-Television Mfrs.
Assn. Radio Fall Meeting, Hotel Syracuse,
Syracuse,
Y. Chicago.
Oct.
18: RAB N.Clinic,
Oct. 19: RAB Clinic, Detroit.
Oct. 20: RAB Clinic. Cleveland.
Oct. 21: RAB Clinic, New York.
Oct.
devices group of IRE, Shoreham24-25:
Hotel,Electron
Washington.
Oct. 31: RAB Clinic, Indianapolis.
Oct. 31-Nov. 2: Assn. of National Advertisers Annual Meeting, Hotel Plaza, New York.
NARTB Regional Meetings
Region 4 (Dist. 7, 8, Sept.
Edgewater
Beach Hotel,
9, Ky., 111.,
Ohio,
19-21 Chicago
Mich.,
Wis.)Ind.,
Saranac Inn,
Region 1 (Dist. 1, 2, Sept.
Saranac, N. Y.
21-23
New England States,
N. Y., N. J.)
Hotel,
Region 3 (Dist. 5, 6, Sept.
28-30 St. Charles
Fla., Ga., Ala., Miss.,
New Orleans
La.,
Ark.,
Tenn.,
Puerto Rico)
Region 2 (Dist. 3, 4, Oct.12-14 Roanoke
Roanoke, Hotel
Va.
Pa., Del., Md., W.
Va.,C, D.
N.
S. C.)C, Va.,
Francis
Region 8 (Dist. 15, 16, Oct.24-26 St.
Hotel,
San
17, Wash., Ore.,
Francisco
Calif., Nev., Ariz.,
Hawaii, Alaska)
1-3
Broadmoor
Nov.
Region 7 (Dist. 14,
Hotel, Colorado
N. M., Colo., Utah,
Springs
Wyo.,
Idaho,
Mont.,
Western S. D.)
Nov.
Fort
Region 5 (Dist. 10, 11,
MoinesDesHotel,
7-9
Des Moines
Minn.,ern N.
D.,
EastS. D., Iowa,
Neb., Mo.)
Nov.
Baker
Hotel,
Region 6 (Dist. 12, 13,
15-17 Dallas
Kan., Okla., Tex.)

KMBC-TV

Effective September 28, 1955, KMBC-TV
joins the television
nation's most
dynamictheandAmerican
fastestgrowing
network,
Broadcasting Company. For programming details, consult your Free & Peters Colonel or:
|j Don Davis, First Vice President
«jj John
GeorgeSchilling,
Higgins,Vice
VicePres.
Pres.& &Gen.
SalesMgr.
Mgr.
Mori Greiner, Director of Television
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THE QUAD -CITIES
ROCK ISLAND • MOLINE • EAST
MOLINE, ILL. • DAVENPORT, IA.

I

NOW

I

Station

I

Authorizations,

Applications

(As Compiled by B»T)
July 14 through July 20
I

Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.

Abbreviations:
Cp — construction permit. DA — directional an- megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter,
tenna. ERP — effective radiated power. STL —
unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SSA —
studio-transmitter link, synch, amp. — synchoI nous amplifier, vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural,
vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc —
I

PEOPLE

I

RECORD

I

'/* MILLION
I
I

THE

According to Sales Management's
Survey of Buying Power (May 10,
.1955) the Quad-Cities now have
250,200 people with an Effective
Buying Income of #5843 per family
or #1794 per capita. Cover this
rich 450 million dollar market with
WHBF radio or TV— the QuadCities' favorites.
CBS FOR THE

I

I

FCC Commercial StationAM Authorizations

As of June 30, 1955 *
TV
I Licensed (all on air)
525
10813
FM
15
Cps
2,719
124
Cps on
notonaironairair
540
45816
Total
136
t321
137
552
582
Total authorized
222
2,732
165
I Applications in hearing
1263
2,840
New station requests
111
0
New station bids in hearing
152
5
33
Facilities change requests
836
78
215
Total applications pending
1
3
0
Licenses
deleted
in
June
82
I
1
0
1
Cps deleted in June
* Does not include noncommercial educational
fm and tv stations.
f Authorized
to operate
ing but station may not yet
be on air.commercially,
ing
Am and Fm Summary Through July 20

WHBF;:
IEIC0 BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, iLUNOIS
Represented l>y Avery-Xrsdei, Int.

Air
540
On
2,732

Am
Fm

FCC
New

BOOK

PARADE

America's Most Widely
Listened-to Book Program
In Current Release
THESE BOOKS:
"Patience" — W. S. Gilbert and Sir Arthur
Sullivan
"Out
of My Life and Thought" — Albert
Schweitzer
"Shane" — Jack Shaeffer
"Joan of Arc" — Lucien Fabre
Family of Sagamore Hill"
RooseveltHagedorn
"The
— Herman
"Dan'l Boone Kissed Me" — Felix Holt
"The Last Hunt" — Milton Lott
"The French Canadians" — Mason Wade
"The Devils" — Fyodor Dostoyevsky (new
translation by David Margarshack)
"The Pearl Seekers" — Norman Bartlett
THESE REVIEWERS:
Gilbert E. Govan; Gerald E. Cosgrove:
Delmar Learning; Margaret Young; Ernest
Cady; Marion Trainor; Wallace Stegner;
Phyllis Lee Peterson; Gil Orlovitz; Ronald
McKie.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
5S9 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N Y.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL
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Licensed
256
2,721

139
Cps
30

Appls.
Pend26013

88
0
Hear-

ANNOUNCEMENTS In

Tv Stations . . .

PETITIONS
Houma, La. — Fred Weber petitions FCC to
amend sec. 3.606 so as to assign ch. 11 in lieu of
ch. 30 to Houma. Received July 8.
Houma, La. — St. Anthony Television Corp. petitions FCC to amend sec. 3.606 so as to assign ch.
11 to Houma. Received July 11.
P. R.Co.
— El ofMundo
and TheFCC
Ponceto
deMayaguez,
Leon Bcstg.
P. R.Inc.petitions
change allocation of ch. 7 from Ponce, Puerto
Rico to Mayaguez, Puerto Rico. July 13.
APPLICATIONS
KATV (TV) Pine Bluff, Ark.— Seeks cp to
change ERP to 316 kw visual, 158 kw aural and
make equipment changes. Antenna height above
average terrain 1015 ft. Filed July 14.
WGBS-TV Miami, Fla. — Seeks mod. of cp to
change ERP to 187.2 kw visual and 94 kw aural,
install non-directional antenna system and make
other equipment changes. Antenna height above
average terrain 915 ft. Filed July 14.
Monroe, La. — State Dept. of Education, seeks
vhf ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 27 kw visual, 13.5
kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
522 ft., above ground 537 ft. Estimated construction cost $236,960, first year operating cost $125,000, revenue
Post office
Honorable Shelbynone.
M. Jackson,
State address
Supt. of% Public
Education, State Capitol Bldg., Baton Rouge 4,
La. Studio and transmitter location Monroe.
92°
Lat,legal
59" N. GE;
coordinates
Geographic
06'
40" W. Long.
Trans, 32°
and 31'antenna
counsel. Warren Woods, Roberts & Mclnnis,
Washington. Consulting engineer, Frank H. Mcintosh,educational
Washington. Station
is toand
be owned
non-profit
outlet for
purposes
by
the state of Louisiana. Filed July 18.
Cheboygan, Mich.— R. E. Hunt d/b as Straits
Bcstg. Co.. vhf ch. 4 (68-72 mc); ERP 1.293 kw
visual. 1.293 kw aural; antenna height above
average mated
terrain
281 ft.,cost
above$84,729.82,
ground 344first
ft. Esticonstruction
year
$70,000. Post office
revenue
$30,000,
cost
operating
address c/o Radio Station WCBY Mackinaw Ave.,
Cheboygan. Studio and trans, location CheboyLat.,
84°29'30"gan.W.Geographic
Long. coordinates
Transmitter45°39'27"
Gates, N.
antenna
RCA. Legal counsel Barnes & Neilson, Washingengineer
D. C. Consulting
WPTW
ownerPoeppelis 80% Norb
Mr. Hunt
man ton,Cheboygan.
Cheboygan.
WCBY
owner
100%
and
Ohio
Piqua,
Filed July 20,

Tv Summary Through July 20
Television Station Grants and Applications
Since April 14, 1952 18
Grants Since July 11, 7952:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
290
321
Noncom. Educational
17
35
Total Operating Stationt
U. S.
Vhf in Uhf
Total
Commercial on air
313 102
415
Noncom. Educ. on air
10
3
13
Applications Filed Since April 14, 7952:
New Amend. Vhf Uhf Total
Commercial
95359
337
74931 54a
28 1,290s
Noncom. Educ.
6111
337
Total
1,112
780 568 1,349^
1 145 Cps (30 vhf, 115 uhf) have been deleted.
2 One applicant did not specify channel.
8 Includes 35 already granted.
4 Includes 645 already granted.
Laurel, Miss. — S. A. Rosenbaum and William S.
Smylie d/b as Laurel Television Co., vhf ch. 7
(174-180 mc) ; ERP 100.4 kw visual, 50.2 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain 472 ft.,
above ground 473 ft. Estimated construction
post $192,000, first year operating cost $90,000,
revenue $110,000. Post Office address Rosenbaum
Bldg., Meridian, Miss. Studio and trans, location
Laurel.
coordinates 31°37'30"
Lat.,
89°06'53" Georgraphic
W. Long. Transmitter
StandardN. Electronics, antenna RCA. Legal counsel McKenna
& Wilkinson,
D. C. Consulting
engineer GautneyWashington,
& Jones, Washington,
D. C. Mr.
Rosenbaum
(50%)
realtor,
is
treas.-11.5%
owner
WTOK-AM-TV Meridian, Miss. Mayor Smylie
(50%) July
is general
insurance firm majority owner.
Filed
20.
KHAS-TV Hastings, Neb.— Seeks mod. of cp to
change studio location to trans, site 2.5 miles
north of Hastings on U. S. Hwy. 281 and request
waiver of sec. 3.613 of FCC rules. Install new
antenna system and make other equipment
changes.
Antenna
734 ft. Filed
July 15.height above average terrain

"This can only happen in the
front, because KRIZ Phoenix advertised both my rear ends."
Telecasting
Broadcasting

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KAED-TV Wichita, Kan.— Wichita Television
Corp., ch. 3. Changed from KTVR (TV).
WITI-TV
Whitefish
Television Inc.,
ch. 6. Bay, Wis.— Independent
Existing Tv Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KRNT-TV Des Moines, Iowa — Granted mod. of
cp to change ERP to 316 kw visual, 200 kw aural,
change type antenna and make other equipment
changes. Action July 15; announced July 19.
WPBN-TV Traverse City, Mich.— Granted
change of ERP to 53.7 kw visual, 32.4 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain 760 ft.
Granted July 15; announced July 19.
KDLO-TV
Florence,
S. and
D.— Granted
changeto
studio
and trans,
location
change ERP
25 kw visual, 15 kw aural and make antenna
and equipment changes. Action July 11; announced July 19.
Laredo, Tex. — H. C. Avery Jr. & David H. Cole
d/b as Vidicon Industries of America, granted
vhf ch. 8 (180-186 mc); ERP 28.2 kw visual, 15.8
kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
240 ft., above ground 318 ft. Estimated construction cost $105,450,
firstPost
yearoffice
operating
$77,380, revenue
$99,010.
addresscost
% Ross
K. Prescott, attorney, Life of America Bldg.,
Dallas, Tex. Studio and transmitter location 820
Convent Ave., Laredo. Geographic coordinates
27° 30' 23"
Lat.,antenna
99° 30' RCA.
29" W. Legal
Long. counsel
TransmitterN.DuMont,
Ross K. Prescott, Dallas. Consulting engineer
Guy C. Hutchison, Arlington, Tex. Principals in
equal general partnership include H. C. Avery
Jr., architect and engineer, and David H. Cole,
roofing and construction material and service
contractor. Granted July 20.
Odessa, Tex.— Cecil Mills and KOSA d/b as
OdessaERPTelevision
Co., granted
ch. 7 antenna
(174-180
mc);
22.9 kw visual,
11.45 kwvhf aural;
height above average terrain 285.8 ft., above
ground 358 ft. Estimated construction cost $205,200, first year operating cost $159,140, revenue
$180,000. Post office address Mercantile Securities
Bldg., Dallas, Tex. Studio and trans, location
Odessa, Tex. Geographic coordinates 31° 50' 43"
N. Lat.,Legal
120° counsel
22' 20" W.RossLong.
Trans, and
antenna
RCA.
K. Prescott,
Dallas,
Tex.
Consulting engineer Guy C. Hutcheson. Mr. Mills
owns
holds minority
shares oil-producing
in diversified property
businesses.and Granted
July 13;
announced July 15.
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.— Cascade Bcstg. Co.
granted mod. of cp for ch. 29 to change ERP to
126 kw visual, 63.1 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 970 ft. Action July 15;
announced July 19.
APPLICATION
KIVA studio
(TV) Yuma,
Ariz.—
of cp 80,
to
change
location
to Seeks
on U. mod.
S. Hwy.
approximately
7.5
miles
west
of
Yuma,
approximately 6,000 ft. north 15 degrees of Pilot Knob,
near Yuma (same as trans, site), and request
waiver of sec. 3.613 of FCC rules. Filed July 20.
New

Am

Stations . . .

ACTIONS BY FCC
Flomaton, Ala. — Tri-City Bcstg. Co., granted
990 kc, 500 w daytime. Post office address % William L. Kline, P. O. Box 218, Flomaton. Estimated
construction cost $27,050, first year operating cost
$18,000, revenue $25,000. Principals include Pres.
William L. Kline (25%), hardware store owner;
Vice Pres. J. E. Jackson (25%), store owner; Vice
Pres. Frank Dixon (25%), telegraph operator, and
Sec. Treas. Carl E. Jones (25%), bank president.
Granted July 20.
Chipley, Fla. — Edward C. Allmon d/b as TriCounty Radio Bcstrs., granted 1240 kc, 250 w unlimited. Post office address General Delivery,
Eglin Air Force Base, Fla. Estimated construction cost $10,410, first year operating cost $16,000,
revenue $24,000. Mr. Allmon is physicist and
electronic engineer at Eglin Air Force Base.
Granted July 20.
Power
1st in
e
d
an
Coverag

1,000,000
WATTS

"Wilkes-Barre
Scrunton
Call Avery-Knodel, Inc.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Golden Meadow, La. — Leo Joseph Theriot
granted 1600 kc, 500 w daytime. Post office address
Box 368, Golden Meadow. Estimated construction
cost $19,528, first year operating cost $36,000,
revenue $50,400.
surance. GrantedMr.JulyTheriot
14. deals in general inFlint, Mich. — Binder - Carter - Durham Inc.,
granted 1420 kc, 500 w day, DA, condition. Post
office address 711 National Bldg., Flint. Estimated
construction cost $24,628, first year operating cost
$35,000, revenue $50,000. Principals Pres. Richard
S. Carter (25%), WBBC Flint, Mich., employe;
Vice Pres.nouncer;
Ernest
L. Durham
anTreas. Albert
Binder(25%),
(25%)WBBC
and Sec.
Harry J.terest.
Binder
(25%)
have
furniture
store
inGranted July 20.
Newton, Miss. — E. Glenn Abercrombie tr/as
Newton County Bcstg. Service, granted 1410 kc,
500 w daytime. Post office address Albertsville,
Ala. Estimated construction cost $17,800, first
year operating cost $30,000, revenue $32,500. Mr.
Abercrombie is salesman, WAVU Albertsville.
Ala., and former 48.6% owner of WCRL Oneonta,
Ala. Granted July 20.
Brookfield, Mo. — William R. Tedrick, Leslie P.
Ware & Ira J. Williams d/b as Green Hills Bcstg.
Co., granted 1470 kc, 500 w daytime, directional.
Post office address % William R. Tedrick, Box 5,
Booneville, Mo. Estimated construction cost $16,605, first year operating cost $36,000, revenue
$50,000. Principals in equal general partnership
include William R. Tedrick, owner of KWRT
Booneville, Mo.; Leslie P. Ware, principal stockholder KLPW Union, and vice pres. -minority
stockholder-general manager KCKT-TV Great
Bend, Kan., and Ira J. Williams, pres. -50% own;r
Brookfield (Mo.) Pub. Co. Granted July 20.
St. Joseph, Mo. — Broadcast Group Inc., granted
1270 kc, 1 kw daytime. Post office address, Suit
504, Commerce Building, Kansas City, Mo. Estimated construction cost $18,876, first year operating
$49,000,J. revenue
Principals
includecostPresident
D. Spears$60,000.
(50.9%),
real estate
development sales and construction; Vice President Peter T. Scott (49%), advertising, and Secretary Kenneth E. Bigus (0.1%), attorney. Granted
July 14.
Klamath Falls, Ore— C. E. Wilson, P. D. Jackson and W. D. Hansen d/b as K-Lad Bcstrs.,
granted 900 kc, 1 kw daytime. Post office address
P. O. Box 1109, Medford, Ore. Estimated construction cost $12,650, first year operating cost $48,000,
revenue $52,000. Principals in equal partnership
include C. E. Wilson (V3); P. D. Jackson (%), and
W. H. Hansen (V3). All are associated in the
ownership of KBOY of Medford, Ore. Granted
July 14.
Carthage, Tex. — Thomas F. Alford and F. E.
Banas Carthage
Bcstg.
Co. granted
kc,
1 kw, d/b
daytime.
Post office
address
% T. F. 1590
Alford,
1119 LocuststructionSt.,
Texarkana,
Ark.
Estimated
concost $17,500, first year operating cost
$30,000, revenue $40,000. Principals in general
partnership include Thomas F. Alford (50%),
former 50% owner KDAS Malvern, Ark., and F.
E. Barr (50%), furniture and appliances. Granted
July 14.
Rusk, Tex. — E. H. Whitehead, granted 1580 kc,
500 w daytime. Post office address Box 316, Rusk.
Estimated construction cost $14,959, first year
operating cost $25,200 revenue $36,000. Mr. Rusk
is publisher of The Rusk Cherokeen (weekly)
and The Citizen (monthly). Granted July 14.
Fairfax, Va. — Arthur Kellar and George E. Oleson d/b as O. K. Bcstg. Co., granted 1310 kc, 500
w day. Post
addressconstruction
984 Radcliffecost
Dr., $12,660,
Alexandria, Va. office
Estimated
first year operating cost $32,000, revenue $48,000.
Principals
include
E. Oleson
general manager
WEAMGeorge
Arlington,
Va., (50%),
and Arthur
Kellar (50%), sales manager and assistant manager WPIK Alexandria, Va. Granted July 20.
Waupaca, Wis. — Dorothy J. Laird, granted 800
kc, 500 w daytime. Post office address 2355 South
Webster, Green Bay, Wis. Estimated construction
cost $27,372, first year operating cost $45,000,
revenue $55,000. Mrs. Laird is wife of Ben. A.
Laird, officer and stockholder of WDUZ Green
Bay, 20.
and WMAW Menominee, Mich. Granted
July
APPLICATIONS
Rocky Ford, Colo. — David R. Worley and James
L. Littlejohn d/b as Arkansas Valley Bcstg. Co.,
1320 kc, 1 kw day. Post office address P. O. Box
865, Lovington, N. M. Estimated construction
cost $19,250, first year operating cost $30,000,
revenue $40,000. Mr. Worley (70%) owns KLEA
Lovington, N. M., 20% owner KDAV Lubbock,
Tex., 20% owner KTMN Tucumcari, N. M., and
pres. -36%
system, Lovington, N. M.owner
Mr. community
Littlejohn istv manager,
KLEA.
Filed July 15.
Hazelhurst, Ga.— A. M. Thomas, 1450 kc, 250 w
unlimited. Post office address P. O. Box 732, Jacksonville, Fla. Estimated construction cost $9,530.00, first year operating cost $20,800.00, revenue
$30,000.00.
Mr. ThomasFiled
ownsJulytelevision-appliance
store, Jacksonville.
14.
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa— John Garrett tr/as Henry
County Bcstg. Co., 1220 kc, 250 w day. Post office
address 3215 Jerome Lane, East St. Louis, 111.
Estimated construction cost not given, first year
operating cost not given, revenue not given. Mr.
Garrett holds cp for am at Washington, Iowa
(KWBX)stitutewhich
he wishes to
present application.
Filedcancel
July and
20. subLeesville, La— Cyril W. Reddoch, John B. McCrary and Ralph L. Hooks, d/b as Leesville Bcstg.
Co., 1570 kc, 250 w day. Post office address, P. O.
Box 46, De Ridder, La. Estimated construction
cost $12,250, first year operating cost $24,000, reve-

top markets
top stations
SKYLINE

GROUP

DISCOUNTS
too.

KDYL-KTVT
. KLZ AM-TV
e KOB AM-TV
SKYLINE GROUP, RADIO-TV
Covering the Uranium
Triangle — Colorado, Utah, New Mexico
J. I. MEYERSON. 3432 RCA BL DC. N. Y.
THE KATZ AGENCY • BRAN HAM CO.

again

kTVh

first

in wichita

area

June, 1955 ARB* shows KTVH taking
seven out of top ten class "A" time
shows. WINDY says, "Once again for the
third straight survey KTVH proves dominance inWichita and 14 other important
Central Kansas communities."
To Cover Centre/ Kansas
Better Buy KTVH

VHF
240,000
WATTS

KTVH
HUTCHINSON

CHANNEL

CBS BASIC— DUMONT 12
Represented Nationally by H-R Representatives, Inc.
KTVH, pioneer station in rich Central
Kansas, serves more than 14 important
communities besides Wichita. Main
office and studios in Hutchinson; office
and studio in Wichita (Hotel Lassen).
Howard O. Peterson, General Manager.
July 25, 1955
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nue $30,000. Mr. Reddoch owns 50% KDLA De
Ridder, La.. 66.7% KREH Oakdale. La., and
WFPR Hammond, La. As executor of estate Mr.
Reddoch controls 33.3^ KDBS Alexandria, La.,
and 50% KREH. Filed Julv 18.
Tahlequah, Okla.— Galen O. Gilbert and J. R.
Kincaid d/b as Stephenville Bcstg. Co., 1350 kc,
500 w ville.
dav.
Post office construction
address Box cost
102 $10,171.36,
StephenTex. Estimated
first year operating cost S28.000.00, revenue $35.000. 00". ville,
Stephenville
Bcstg. Sherman,
owns KSTVTex.
StephenTex. and KTAN
Filed
July 14.
Selmer, Tenn. — James M. McGrew. Revis V.
Hobbs. and James B. Ross d/b as Shiloh Bcstg.
Co., 1010 kc, 500 kw day. Post office address
Hatcher Bldg., Columbia, Tenn. Estimated construction cost $14,980. first vear operating cost
S30.000, revenue $40,000. Mr. McGrew (33.3^). is
cashier, officer, director of Middle Tenn. Bank,
Columbia. Mr. Hobbs (33.3^). is WSM Nashville. Tenn.. announcer. Mr. Ross (33.3%) is attorney. Filed July 20.
Warrenton, Va. — Connie B. Gay, 1420 kc, 5 kw
day. Post office address Route 4. Box 27. Vienna,
Va. Estimated construction cost $29,098, first vear
operating cost $36,000. revenue $47,329. Mr. Gay.
WARL Arlington, Va.. disc m.c, is principal
owner WWW-WJPB (FM) Fairmont, W. Va.,
and has application pending for control of
WWKO Ashland, Ky. Filed July 15.
APPLICATIONS AMENDED
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. — Charles W. Stone amends
application for cp for new am station on 1470 kc,
1 kw day
with
tern. Filed
JulyDA 15.to specify changes in DA patWest Monroe, La. — Howard E. Griffith amends
request for cp on 1270 kc, 1 kw day to specify
1310 kc. Filed July 15.
Brunswick, Me. — Westminster Bcstg. Co.
amends cp application for 730 kc, 250 w day to
specify 900 kc. Filed July 18.
Niles, Mich. — Voice of Berrien County amends
cp application for 1400 kc. 250 w unlimited to
decrease antenna height. Filed July 15.
Kalispell, Mont. — Amends cp for new am station
to be operated on 730 kc. 1 kw day to specify 980
kc. Filed July 19.
Long Branch, N. J. — Long Branch Bcstg. Co.
amends cp requesting 1410 kc, 500 w day to
specifv change trans, location from Monmouth
Beach. N. J., to West Long Branch. N. J. Filed
July 18.
— Johnam S.station
Booth to
amends
application
forMilton.
cp forPa.new
be operated
on
1260 kc. 500 w dav to specify change to 1570 kc
and 1 kw. Filed July 20.
Oak Harbor, Ohio — News on the Air Inc.
amends application for cp for new station on
1250
500 w day,
DA Port
to specify
change
trans,kc,location
to near
Clinton,
Ohio,studiomake
DA system changes: change station location to
Port Clinton, ar.d make minor changes in officers,
directors and stockholders. Filed July 19.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
Georgetown, Del. — Rollins Bcstg. of Delaware
Inc. application for new station on 1250 kc, 5 kw
day, DAmisseddismissed
at request of attorney. DisJuly 18.
Magee, Miss. — Application for cp for new am
station to be operated on 1470 kc. 1 kw day dismis ed at request of applicant. Dismissed July 19.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WWIL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. — Missouri Bcstg.
Corp., 1580 kc. 1 kw DA-2. Changed from WBRD.
WLSV Wellsville, N. Y. — Radio Service of Wellsville, 790 kc, 500 w day.
Dalles, Ore. — The Dalles Bcstg. Co.,
930KDLS
kc, 1 The
kw unlimited.
WEJL Scranton, Pa. — The Scranton Times, 630
kc, 500 w day. Changed from WQAN.
WKLC St. Albans, W. Va.— Raymond I. Kandel,
1300 kc, 1 kw day.

ALLEN

FDR

THE
□ F

RADID

Existing Am Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WPRT Prestonburg, Ky. — Granted cp to change
facilities from 960 kc. 1 kw day to 1270 kc, 5
kw day. Granted Julv 20.
KCHS Truth or Consequences, N. M. — Granted
mod. of license to change from unlimited operation to specified hours on 1400 kc, 250 w. Granted
July 20.
WCDL Carbondale, Pa. — Granted cp to change
facilities from 1230 kc, 250 w unlimited to 1440
kc. 5 kw day. Granted July 20.
WABA Aquadilla, P. R. — Granted cp to change
facilities from 1240 kc. 250 w unlimited to 850
kc, 500 w unlimited, condition. Granted July 20.
WLIK Newport, Tenn. — Granted increase in
power from 1 kw to 5 kw. operating dav only on
1270 kc. Granted July 20.
APPLICATIONS
KXLA Pasadena, Calif. — Seeks mod. of cp to
make changes in night DA system. Filed July 19.
KVFC250 Cortez,
Seeks July
cp to20.increase power
from
w to 1 Colo.
kw. —Filed
KMYR Denver, Colo. — Granted change transmitter location to U. S. Hwy. 85, S.W. of Brighton,
Colo. Granted July 14: announced July 19.
WJWL Georgetown, Del. — Application for cp to
change antenna-trans., studio and station location
from Georgetown to Philadelphia amended to
install DA. Application as amended considered
as application for new standard station to be
operated on 900 kc. 1 kw dav DA. Filed Julv 15.
WWIL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. — Seeks mod. of cp
to change from DA-2 to DA-1. Filed July 19.
WFTMlocation,
Maysville,
Cp to change
trans,
makeKy. —equipment
and antennaantenna
changes dismissed at request of attorney. Filed
July 15.
WHFB Benton Harbor, Mich.— Seeks mod. of
license to change station location from Benton
Harbor,
Mich.,
Mich. Filed
July to20. Benton Harbor-St. Joseph,
KSD St. Louis, Mo. — Seeks cp to make auxiliary
antenna system changes and change from 1 kw
night. 5 kw day DA-N to 1 kw night. 5 kw day
with non-directional antenna on 550 kc. Filed
July 14.
KDEF from
Albuquerque,
N. kc:
M. — change
Amendshours
cp to
change
1280 kc to 1150
of
operation from day to unlimited time, using 1
kw day and night to specifv 1 kw day, 250 w
night. Filed Julv 18.
WOHSfrom
Shelby,
power
250 wN. toC—1 Seeks
kw on cp730tokc.increase
Filed
July 14.
APPLICATION AMENDED
WHBN Harrodsburg, Ky. — Amends application
for license to cover cp which authorized new
standard station to specify change name of applicant to C. H. Hulse. Charles R. Shuffett and
Frank Orwin, d/b as Pioneer Bcstg. Co. Filed
July 20.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
KTIX Seattle, Wash. — Application for mod. of
cp to change antenna-trans, and studio location
20.
from Seattle, Wash., to Houghton, Wash., dismissed at request of applicant. Dismissed July
New

Fm

Stations .

ACTIONS BY FCC
Mayfield, Ky. — Michael R. Freeland and John
M. Latham d/b as Kentucky Bcstg. Co., granted
107.1 mc. 510 w unlimited, condition. Post office
address P. O. Box 232, Mayfield. Estimated construction cost $1,150, first year operating cost

KANDEH

PURCHASE
AND

AND

SALE

TELEVISION

STATIONS
1701 K St., N. W. • Washington 6, D. C, NA. 8-3233
Lincoln Building • New York 17, N. Y., MU. 7-4242
111 West Monroe
• Chicago 90, Illinois, RA 6-4256
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$7,000, revenue $12,000. Principals own WKTM
Mayfield. Granted July 20.
Los Alamos, N. M. — Sunshine Bcstg. Co., granted
98.5 mc. 4.6 kw ERP. unlimited. Post office adSchool construction
Road, N.W., cost
Albuquerque,dressN. 2000M.Indian
Estimated
$3,700.
first year operating cost $400. Sunshine owns
KOAT Albuquerque and KRSN Los Alamos.
Granted July 20.
Syracuse,
N. Y.
Bcstg.office
Inc., address
granted 93.1 mc. 8.6
kw— Functional
unlimited. Post
601 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Syracuse.
Estimated construction cost $2,000, first year
operating cost S36.000. revenue $42,000. Albert
Wertheimer (100%) is majority stockholder in
storecasting
BuffaloGranted
N. Y., airing
ing and musicfirms,
to stores.
July 14.advertisAPPLICATIONS
Birmingham, Ala. — Storer Bcstg. Co., 102.5 mc,
14.9 kw. unlimited. Post office address 1177 Kane
Concourse,structionMiami
Beach,
cost $13,955,
first Fla.
year Estimated
operating concost
not given, revenue not given. Storer owns
WJBK-AM-FM Detroit. WSPD - AM - FM - TV
Toledo, WAGA-AM-FM-TV Atlanta, WBRC-AMTV Birmingham. WJW-WXEL (TV) Cleveland,
WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W. Va., WGBS-AMFM-TV
Filed JulyMiami
19. and KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.
Princeton, N. J. — Princeton Bcstg. Service Inc.,
103.9 mc. 250 w, unlimited. Post office address
James ton,G.N. J.Robinson,
Province
Line Road,
Estimated
construction
cost Prince$2,250,
first year operating cost $7,000. revenue $10,000.
Principals include Chmn. James G. Robinson,
Applied Science Corp. director of purchases:
Vice Chmn. Kenneth A. Mills, research and promotion dept., Katz Agency and Sec. Wendell S.
Hall, purchasing dept., Chrysler Co. Filed July 18.
Stillwater, Okla. — Radio & Television Services.
A & M College, 91.7 mc, 380 w. Post office address A & struction
M costCollege.
$8,330.32.Stillwater.
first year Estimated
operating concost
S1.200.
Applicant
is
educational
institution.
Filed
July 20.
Existing Fm Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WLET-FM Toccoa. Ga. — Granted cp to reduce
ERP from 7.3 to 0.73 kw and waived sec. 3.204 of
rules to permit use of 250 w trans, in place of
present 3 kw trans. Granted Julv 20.
WNOW-FM York, Pa.— Granted cp to reduce
ERP from 13 kw to 1.2 kw and change antenna
from 500 ft. to 465 ft. and waived sec. 3.254 of
rules totweenpermit
of present
bestudio and usetrans.
Granted line
Julyfacilities
20.
APPLICATION
WSON-FM
mod. east
of license to move Henderson,
studio site Ky.
from— Seeks
2% miles
of
Henderson. Ky., to 121 N. Main St., Henderson.
Filed July 20.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WWKSCollege.
(FM) 91.3Macomb,
State
mc. 16 kw.111.— Western Illinois
WBSE-FM
Hillsdale,
Baw Beese Broadcasters Inc., 103.9 mc, Mich—
1 kw unlimited.
Ownership Changes . . .
ACTION BY FCC
KTUC Tucson, Ariz. — Lee Little granted acquisition of positive
of licensee
corpora-to
tion. Tucson
Bcstg. control
Co., through
surrender
licensee of its stock owned by Ralph W. Bilby,
Glenn Snyder and George R. Cook. This is a
stock transaction involving exchange between
licensee
and newlv-formed
Tucson Improvement
Co. Granted
July 20.
KFXM
San
Bernardino,
Calif.
— Granted
fer of control to KFXM Inc. through
sale transof all
stock
for
$152,000.
Principals
include
Pres.
Willard R. Hasbrook (25%). manager of KFSD
San Diego, Calif.: Vice Pres. Earnest McCook
and F. A. Loehr (21.4%); Vice Pres.-Treas. Robert
N. Moodey (10.7%), banker, and Vice Pres.
Marion M. Moodey (10.7%), KFXM announcer.
Granted July 20.
— Granted
assignment
of KLMO
license Longmont.
to Edna Hill Colo.
Maples.
David Fred
White
Jr. and Gradv Franklin Maples d/b as Radio
Station KLMO. for $20,000 plus assumption of
S4.107 liabilities. The Maples own 50^ KGMC
Englewood.
Granted JulyColo.,
20. and 50% KLLL Lubbock, Tex.
WSTN
St.
— Granted
assign-D
ment of licenseAugustine,
to Thomas Fla.
S. Carr
and James
Sinvard for $39,662. Mr. Sinyard owns 50% of
WATH
Athens,
Ohio,Julyand20.
10% of WKOV Wellston. Ohio.
Granted
^
WKLO-AM-TV
Louisville,
Ky.
—
Granted
transfer of control to Great Trails Bests. Corp. for
S350.000. Great Trails is licensee WING Dayton,
Ohio. Principals also control WCOL Columbus.
Ohio, under another firm name and have interest
in WIZE Springfield. Ohio. Granted July 20.
WCRB-AM-FM Waltham, Mass. — Granted
transfer of control from Stephen Paine and
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

"JUST

Theodore Jones to Mr. Jones. Stock transaction.
Granted July 20.
WSLI, WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss. — Granted assignment of licenses from Standard Life Bcstg.
Co. to Capitol Bcstg. Co. Change is in name only.
Granted July 14; announced July 19.
WMIS
Natchez,
trol to Mrs.
P. K. Miss.
Ewing— Granted
and P. K.transfer
Ewing ofJr.conNo
consideration as assignment of control would
carry through will of P. K. Ewing, deceased.
Acquisition
involves
exchange
of 25%F. interests of P. also
K. Ewing
Jr. and
his brother,
C.
Ewing, wood,
whoMiss. each
owns
25%
of
WGRM
After exchange Mrs. Ewing Greenowns
50% of WMIS; P. K. Ewing Jr., 50% WMIS, and
F. C. Ewing, 50% WGRM. Granted July 20.
WATH Athens, Ohio — Granted assignment of
license to A. H. Kovlan, Stephen H. Kovlan and
Edward Kovlan, d/b as Radio Athens, for $36,606.
Mr. Kovlan will own 70%; S. H. Kovlan 20%,
and Edward Kovlan 10%. Granted July 20.
KTOW Oklahoma City, Okla. — Granted assignment of license to Citizens Bcstg. Co. of Oklahoma for $50,845. Citizens owns KWKC Abilene,
Tex. Granted July 20.
KCOV Corvallis, Ore. — Granted transfer of
control to Lane Bcstg. Co. and Oregon Radio
Inc. (KSLM Salem, Ore.) for $4,500 plus loan of
$15,000. Lane is licensee of KORE Eugene, Ore.
Lane principals, Lee P. Bishop, W. D. Abel, E. T.
Gardner, J. Don Smith and Harry Thorns, each
own 6% shares of KVAL-TV Eugene. Granted
July 20.
Hanover,
H. "Vernon Ferster,
John
D. WHVR
Bare and
Philip Pa.A.— Rohrbaugh
d/b as Radio
Hanover Inc. granted transfer of control to Mr.
Bare
Ferster
10.37%
interest
for
$10,000.whoMr.buys
BareMr.will
now 'sown
50.5%
interest.
Granted July 13; announced July 19.
WIBG-AM-FM Philadelphia, Pa. — Granted
transfer of control to WPFH Bcstg. Co. with
majority principals of both same. Principals own
or control WDEL-WPFH (TV) Wilmington, Del.,
WALL Middletown, N. Y., WAEB Allentown, Pa.,
and have wired-music interests. Granted July 13;
announced July 19.
WWSW-AM-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted assignment of license from WWSW Inc. to WWSW
Radio Inc. Change is in corporate structure only.
Granted July 13; announced July 19.
WERI
Westerly,
R. I.F.— Granted
of control to Pres.
William
Malo Jr. transfer
(70%), account
executive WNHC-AM-TV New Haven, Conn.;
William F. Malo Sr. (12%), commercial and advertising manager, WDRC Hartford, Conn., and
Helen T. Malo (14%), and Carolyn S. Male (4%)
for $50,000. Granted July 20.
WHAN Charleston, S. C— Granted transfer of
control to Harry C. Weaver through sale of all
stock for $49,500. Mr. Weaver is 50% owner
WGAP Maryville and holds interest in WOKE
Oak Ridge, both Tenn. Granted July 20.
KXOL Fort Worth, Tex. — Granted assignment
of license to KXOL Inc. for $260,555. KXOL Inc.
principals include Pres. Wendell Mayes (20%),
president-majority stockholder KBWD Brownwood, Tex., and KNOW Austin, Tex., president25%
City, Vice
vice Pres.
president50% owner
owner KTOK
KSNY Oklahoma
Snyder, Tex.;
C. C.
Woodson (40%), vice president-25% owner KTOK,
majority stockholder in five Texas-Oklahoma
newspapers; Sec.-Treas. Wendell Mayes Jr. (15%),
program director-8.3% owner KBWD. 5% owner
KNOW, 10% owner KSNY; C. C. Woodson Jr.
(10%),cial
andmanager-8.3%
William W.owner
Jamar KBWD,
Jr. (15%),5%commerowner
KNOW and 10% owner KSNY. Granted July 20.
APPLICATIONS
KOCS-KEDO (FM) Ontario, Calif.— Seeks transfer of 2% of majority stockholder Mrs. Jerene
Let's see, whatam I suppose' ta
do today? Haircut? Call Joe?
Oh, yah, I remember. The Broadcasting guy said send in your
reservation today for the
Telecasting Yearbook. I will.
It's a good buy. Everybody in
TV is in it.

Appleby Harnish to Philip A. Sawyer for $12,700.
Mr. Sawyer is retail advertising manager of
Ontario Daily Report, station parent firm. Mrs.
Harnish also seeks to transfer, gratis, 1% each to
her sons Andrew B. Appleby and Carlton R.
Appleby. After transfer Mrs. Harnish will hold
63%;
R. Appleby
6.5%. C.Filed
July 20. 18.5%, and A. B. Appleby
KFEL-TV Denver, Colo. — Seeks transfer of
control
trustees
the Eugene
P. O'Fallon
Trust to from
Gotham
Bcstg.of Corp.
for $400,000.
Principals include J. Elroy McCaw (75%), pres. -50%
owner KELA Chehalis, Wash.; sec. -treas. -33.3%
owner KVAK Yakima, Wash.; sec. -treas. -33.3%
owner KALE-AM- FM Richland, Wash.; pres.-50%
owner KYA San Francisco; owner KORC Mineral
Wells, Tex.; vice pres. -25% owner KONA Honolulu, Hawaii; pres. -75% owner WINS New York;
owner KTVW (TV) Seattle, Wash., application
pending for station at Walla Walla, Wash., and
John D. Keating (25%), vice pres. -50% owner
KYA;
pres. -25%
25% owner
WINS. owner
Filed KONA,
July 14. and vice pres.KMYR Denver, Colo. — Seeks voluntary assignment of cp to Dolph-Petty Bcstg. Co. for $60,000.
Principals are Vice Pres. William B. Dolph
(40.2%), pres. WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 29%
owner WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, 15% owner KJBS
San Francisco, interest in KULA-TV Honolulu,
interest in KGIL San Fernando, Calif.; Pres.
Herbert L. Pettey (40.2%), pres. KULA-AM-TV
Honolulu, director of licensee of KGIL San
Fernando.
OtherFiledshares
business firms.
July are
14. owned by other
KLAK Lakewood, Colo.— Seeks assignment of
license to Lakewood Bcstg. Service Inc. Change
to
corporation;Filed
no July
consideration
or change in
stockholders.
18.
WGTH-TV Hartford, Conn.— Seeks assignment
of cp to CBS for $650,000. Filed July 19.
WTIM Taylorville, 111.— Seeks assignment of
license to Keith Moyer tr/as Moyer Bcstg. Co. for
$60,000.
field, 111.Mr.
FiledMoyer
July is
19. 55% owner WBBA PittsWMOR siMorehead,
Ky.— Morehead
Seeks voluntary
asgnment of license from
Bcstg. Co.,
a partnership, to Morehead Bcstg. Co., a corporation. holders.
ChangeFileddoes
July not
19. involve change in stockWAGE-TV Marquette, Mich. — Seeks assignment
of cp to Lake Superior Bcstg. Co. for $20,000.
Principals include Frank J. Russell Jr., 80%
owner WMIQ Iron Mt., Mich. Lake Superior
controls WDMJ Marquette, Mich. Mining Journal
Co., of which Mr. Russell is 72% owner, owns
all Lake Superior stock and holds interest in
WSAU-AM-TV Wausau, Wis. Filed July 19.
WTRI (TV) Menands, N. Y. (Albany)— Seeks
transfer of control of permittee (Van Curler
Bcstg. Corp.) from Troy Bcstg. Co. to National
City Bank of Troy (trustee for stockholders of
Troystockholders.
Bcstg. Co.).Filed
No July
consideration;
no change
in
14.
WHOM-AM-FM New York, N. Y.— Seeks assignment of license to Progress Bcstg. Corp. for
$150,000. No change in stockholders. Funds used
to WTRY
pay licensee's
Filed transfer
July 19. of control
Troy, N.debts.
Y. — Seeks
to Tri-City Radio Inc. for $500,000. Principals
are: Treas. C. George Taylor (28%), 12y2% owner
WHIM Providence, R. I., holds option to buy
61/2% WPRO-TV Providence; Sec. Robert T.
Engles (28%), 12V2% owner-pres. WHIM, vice
pres. 25'/2% owner WORC Worcester, Mass., holds
option to buy 61/2% WPRO-TV; Vice Pres.
Kennethager, M.
CooperMowry
(22%), Lowe
WORC (22%),
generalformer
manand Pres.
WEAN Providence general manager. Filed July
20.WHKP Hendersonville. N. C. — Seeks transfer
of control to Beverly M. Middleton for $5,250.
Mr.
Middleton's
will increase
from 28.25%E.
to 53.25%
due interest
to transfer
from Clarence
Morgan who presently holds 50.25% interest. Mr.
Morgan will hold 25.25% after transfer. Filed
July 20.
■»
WJW-AM-FM Cleveland, Ohio— Seeks assignment
of
license
from
Storer
Bcstg.
Co.'s
whollyowned subsidiary WJW Inc. to Storer Bcstg.
Co.
Corporate change only. Filed July 19.
WRIT Milwaukee, Wis. — Seeks assignment of
license to Trinity Bcstg. Corp. for $69,000 per year
for five years with option at that time to renew
rental agreement. Principals are Vice Pres. B. R.
McLendon (50%), Pres. Gordon B. McLendon
(49%), and Sec.-Treas. Cecil Hobbs (1%). Messrs.
McLendon hold 16% and 10% respectively of
WRIT and own Trinity, licensee of KLIF Dallas,
Tex.. KELP El Paso, Tex. Trinity is permittee of
KLIF -TV Dallas. Filed July 14.
APPLICATION RETURNED
WROD Daytona Beach, Fla. — Application for
relinquishment of negative control of licensee
corporation by Josephine T. Sperry through gift
of 25 shares of stock to O. G. Nelson and Henrietta S. Nelson returned to applicant (filed on
wrong form). Returned July 20.
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IT'
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From coast to coast you
will find installations where
TOWER'S "Package" service is
paying off. We manufacture the
tower and erect it— handle your
job from the planning stage on
through complete maintenance
•erviee.
A NEW
DUTY

HEAVY
600 FT. TV

TOWER
Guyed type . . . heavy legs and braces
. . . designed for 100 MPH wind and
one-half inch ice load . . . hot dipped galvanized or shop coat of primer undercoat
, . . supports
all types
television
antennas and coaxial
feedof line
or wave
guide .enced. crews.
. complete erection by experiMICROWAVE
TOWERS AND
REFLECTORS

TOWER
a pioneer reflectors.
in Microwave
ers and isMicrowave
We toware
manufacturers of famous Microwave
passive reflectors
used
by
the
U.
S
Government, Bell Telephone System and
leading manufacturers . . . TOWER reflectors are used widely by TV stations
to direct microwave signal from studio
to transmitter. We invite you to check
with our satisfied customers.
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Hearing

Final Deadline:
Broadcasting

August 1

• Telecasting

Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
KWWL-TV Waterloo, Iowa — Commission
granted
application
KWWL-TV
for mod.
cp to move
trans, siteof from
its present
locationof
to point rection15.5
miles
southeast
of
Waterloo
diof Cedar Rapids, Iowa; increase in
visual
ERP from 191 kw to 316 kw; increase antenna
height from 550 ft. to 1040 ft.; make equipment
changes; condition. Granted July 20.
Fm allocations' — FCC finalized proposal and
amended fm broadcast allocation table by deleting ch. 234 from Baltimore and assigning it to

MORE

TOWER
SIOUX

CITY. IOWA
July 25, 1955

•
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FOR THE RECORD
Dover, Del.; and deleting ch. 233 from Reading,
Pa., effective immediately. Action July 13.
Odessa,
Tex. 13
— Commission
announced ofitsOdessa
decision of July
granting application
Television Co. for new tv station to operate on
applicadenyingand competing
Odessa and
ch 7tioninof Clarence
Philip D. Jackson
E. Wilson
Announced
Co.
Television
Odessa
The
d/b as
July
15.
OTHER ACTIONS
— Commission ordered
KSDA Redding, Calif.
licensee to show cause why its am station license
should not be revoked because of non-compliance
with FCC rules pertaining to filing ofandownership
place to
time13.
and ordered hearing atJuly
reports
be designated later. Action
KTRB-TV Modesto, Calif. — Commission granted
co authorizof KTRB-TV to modify
applicatio
Oso, approximately
ing move nof trans, site to Mt.Calif.:
increase visual
22 miles south of Modesto.
ERP from 20 4 kw to 22.18 kw and antenna height
July
20from 300 ft. to 1950 ft.; conditions. Granted
comments
Pueblo-Alamosa, Colo.— FCC invites
Star
bv Aug 19 to rule-making proposal byassignBcstg Co to amend table of tv channel
3 from Pueblo
ments by 'shifting
Pueblo;
on ch.to 5Alamosa,
operatesch. KCSJ-TV
Colo Star
nt if
for Alamosa assignme
would also apply ons
filed for ch. 6
been .
have
applicati
No
made.
at Pueblo. Action July 13
,
designated
WNLK Norwalk, Conn.— Commission
power
daytime on 1350
application to increaseoperatio
for hearing
n
from 500 w to 1 kw, continuing d,
DA-N; made
w night unlimite
kc withNew500Haven.
York,
New
WEVD
and
Conn.,
WNHC
July 13.
parties to proceeding. Action
petipart
Ky.— Commission granted mCo.. licensee
Harlan,
tion filed June 17 by Blanfox Radio
made
grant
ng
Ky„ protesti
of WHLN Harlan, May
Corp.
18 to Ky-Va Bcstg.
without hearing on
on 1410 kc, 1 kw
for new am station to operate
grant
of
date
effective
ordered
Harlan;
day at
hearing; made
postponed pending evidentiary parties
to pioBureau .
Broadca
WHLN
ceeding. and
Action
Julyst 13
_
Co
Bcstg.
Saline
ed
designat
CC
Saline, Mich.-F
for hearing on application for new am station
DA. made
w day nwithWHRV
kc. 500 Dearbor
'on 1290WKMH
to operateDetroit,
Ann
WXYZ
Ann Arbor all Mich.,
Arbor, and WPAG-AM-TVAction
20
July
ng.
proceedi
to
parties s Vegas, Nev.— Commission dismissed
Reno-La
' Lasof
6-7 by itsKLAS-A
April
T filedand
13 stay
peS
April M-TV
removed
Vegas, Nev.,
of
license
of
ent
assignm
6 for
grant made April from
Reno Bcstg Co to 'SouthKORK LaswesternVegas
Bcstg. Co. and license of KOLO Reno
from Reno Bcstg. Co. to Western Bcstg. Co. Actl A^ronT Ohio— Commission
denied
by
intervener,
Akron, petition
Summit Radio Corp. (WAKR)
of Akron
of application
requesting dismissal
Bcstg. Corp. to change operation of WCUE Akron
from daytime only to unlimited time, 500 w night
WAKR's request
DA; also denied
and 1 kw day.
rule."
(c) "10%d for
of Sec.FCC3.28designate
waiver Ore.—
forPortland,
consolidated
for rePortland
KLIQ
of
ons
hearing newalapplicati
for
and
day)
kw
1
kc,
(1290
of license
appliwith
location,
trans,
and
change incationsstudio
Capstaff
and
Bollinger
E.
Robert
of
am stations
for new
both Portland,
Bcstg.
13.
Action July
on sameCo.,facilities.
Routine

Roundup

July 20 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
Renewal of License
The following stations were granted renewal
of licenses for the regular period: WTPR-AM-FM
Paris, Tenn.; WTRC-AM-FM Elkhart, Ind.;
WTTS Bloomington, Ind.; WVJS-AM-FM OwensSouthern Independent
S.'l.JJHHUHt
Fulltime independent in outstanding area of south. Rare opportunity
for good owner-operator with energy
and knowhow. Station making some
money. Terms available.

boro, Ky.; WWCA Gary, Ind.; WGRC Louisville, Ky.; WCBL Benton, Ky.; WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky.; WFBM-TV Indianapolis, Ind.; WMCTTV Memphis; WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn.;
WFPK Louisville, Ky.; WIAN (FM) Indianapolis,
Ind.; WKCS Knoxville, Tenn.; WNAS New Albany, Ind.; WSKS Wabash, Ind.; WAMW Washington, Ind.; WDXB Chattanooga, Tenn.; WHASAM-TV Louisville, Ky. WAEW Crossville, Tenn.;
WAGG Franklin, Tenn.; WAIN Columbia. Ky.;
WANE Fort Wayne, Ind.; WAOV Vincennes, Ind.;
WAPO-AM-FM Chattanooga, Tenn.; WATO Oak
Ridge, Tenn.; WAVE Louisville, Ky.; WBAA W.
Lafayette, Ind.; WBAC Cleveland, Tenn.; WBAT
Marion, Ind.; WBIR-AM-FM Knoxville, Tenn.;
WBNL Boonville, Ind.; WBOW-AM-FM Terre
Haute, Ind.; WBTO Linton, Ind.; WCDT Winchester, Tenn.; WCMI-AM-FM Ashland, Ky.;
WCNB-AM-FM Connersville, Ind.; WCOR Lebanon, Tenn.; WCPM Cumberland, Ky.; WCRK
Morristown, Tenn.; WCSI Columbus, Ind.;
WDBL Springfield, Tenn.; WDEF Chattanooga,
Tenn.; WDEH Sweetwater, Tenn.; WDKN Dickson, Tenn.; WDOD-AM-FM Chattanooga, Tenn.;
WDSG Dyersburg, Tenn.; WDXE Lawrenceburg,
Tenn.; WDXI Jackson, Tenn.; WDXL Lexington,
Tenn.; WDXN Clarksville, Tenn.; WEKR Favetteville, Tenn.; WEKY Richmond, Ky.; WENK
Union City, Tenn.; WEPG South Pittsburg.
Tenn.; WETB Johnson City, Tenn.; WFBM Indianapolis, Ind.; WFIU (FM) Bloomington, Ind.;
WFKN Franklin, Ky., WFTM Maysville, Ky.;
WGAP Maryville, Tenn.; WGBF Evansville, Ind.;
WGL Ft. Wayne, Ind.; WGRV Greenville, Tenn.;
WGRY Gary, Ind.; WHAL Shelby ville, Tenn.;
WHBT Harriman, Tenn.; WHBU Anderson, Ind.:
WHDM McKenzie, Tenn.; WHHM Memphis.
Tenn.; WHIN Gallatin, Tenn.; WHLN Harlan,
Ky.; WHOP-AM-FM HopkinsviUe, Ky.; WHOT
South Bend, Ind.; WHTJB Cookeville, Tenn.;
WIBC Indianapolis, Ind.; WIEL Elizabethtown,
Ky.;
WILOCity,Frankfort,
Ind.;Louisville,
WIMS-AM-FM
Michigan
Ind.; WINN
Ky.;
WIOU Kokomo, Ind.; WIRE Indianapolis, Ind.;
WIRJ Humboldt, Tenn.; WISH Indianapolis, Ind.;
WITZ-AM-FM Jasper, Ind.; WJCD Seymour,
Ind.; WJHL-AM-FM Johnson City, Tenn.; WJIG
Tullahoma, Tenn.; WJJM Lewisburg, Tenn.;
WJPS Evansville, Ind.; WJVA South Bend, Ind.;
WJZM Clarksville, Tenn.; WKAY Glasgow, Ky.;
WKBL Covington, Tenn.; WKBV Richmond, Ind.;
WKCT Bowling Green, Ky.; WKDA Nashville,
Tenn.; WKGN Knoxville, Tenn.; WKIC Hazard,
Ky.; WKJG-FM Fort Wayne, Ind.; WKLO Louisville, Ky.; WKOA HopkinsviUe, Ky.; WKPTAM-FM Kingsport, Tenn.; WKRM Columbia,
Tenn.; WKSR Pulaski, Term.; WKTM Mayfiield,
Ky.; WKXV Knoxville, Tenn.; WKYB-AM-FM
Paducah, Ky.; WLAF LaFollette, Tenn.; WLAPAM-FM Lexington, Ky.; WLAR Athens, Tenn.;
WLBC Muncie, Ind.; WLBJ-AM-FM Bowling
Green, Ky.; WLBN Lebanon, Ky.; WLIK NewTenn.; WLIL-AM-FM
LenoirPikeville,
City, Tenn.;
WLOU port,Louisville,
Ky.; WLSI
Ky.;
WMAK Nashville, Tenn.; WMC Memphis, Tenn.;
WMCF (FM) Memphis, Tenn.; WMCH Church
Hill, Tenn.; WMFS Chattanooga, Tenn.; WMLL
Evansville, Ind.; WMMT McMinnville, Tenn.;
WMOR Morehead, Ky.; WMPS Memphis, Tenn.;
WMRI-FM Marion, Ind.; WMTC Van Cleve, Ky.;
WMTS Murfreesboro, Tenn.; WMUN (FM)
Muncie, Ind.; WNAH Nashville, Tenn.; WNEX
Central City, Ky.; WNOP Newport Ky.; WNOX
Knoxville, Tenn.; WOCH North Vernon, Ind.;
WOMI-AM-FM Owensboro, Ky.; WOPI-AM-FM
Bristol, Tenn.; WOWO Ft. Wayne, Ind.; WPADAM-FM Paducah, Ky.; WPKE Pikesville, Ky.;
WPKY Princeton, Ky.; WPRT Prestonsburg, Ky.;
WRAY Princeton, Ind.; WREC Memphis, Tenn.;
WROL Knoxville, Tenn.; WRSW-AM-FM Warsaw, Ind.; WSAL Logansport, Ind.; WSBT South
Bend,
Ind.; WSIX
WSFG Nashville,
Somerset,Tenn.;
Ky.; WSLM
WSIP Paintsville, KY.;
Salem,
Ind.; WSM Nashville, Tenn.; WSMT Sparta.
Tenn.; WSON-AM-FM Henderson, Ky.; WTCJ
Tell City, Ind.; WTCO Campbellsville, Ky.;
WTCW Whitesburg, Ky.; WTJS-AM-FM Jackson, Tenn.
Pacific

Northwest

Network

Fulltime single station market.
Twenty-six million dollars retail sales
in county in 1954. Manufacturing payroll, agriculture, natural scenic tourist
attractions all contribute to make this
a solid market and well worth the asking price. Some financing available to
qualified resident owner-manager.

Appraisals
• Negotiations
• Financing
BLACKBURN - HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIP-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
William T. Stubblefield
James W. Blackburn
Ray
V.
Hamilton
Phil Jackson
Clifford Marshall
111 Sutter St.
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
Delaware
7-2755-6
Exbrook 2-5671-2
Sterling 3-4341-2
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July 20 Applications
ACCEPTED
FOR ofFILING
Modification
Cp
KPOO San Francisco — Seeks mod. of cp (as
mod. sionwhich
authorized
of completion
date. new station) for extenWMVA Martinsville, Va. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which
authorized date.
antenna changes) for extension of completion
WCKG New Orleans, La. — Seeks mod. of cp to
extend
completion
date toOhio
1-15-56.
WCPO-TV
Cincinnati,
— Seeks mod. of cp
to WAGA-TV
extend completion
date
10-1-55.
Atlanta, Ga.— toSeeks
mod. of cp. to
extend
completion
date
to
2-10-56.
WUSN-TV Charleston, S. C. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion
to 2-17-56.
License date
to Cover
Cp
WJBK Detroit, Mich. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized change frequency, increase
power, install directional antenna system and
change trans, location.
WAEW Crossville, Tenn. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized change frequency,
increase
power, change hours of operation, make
antenna changes.
WAZL-FM Hazelton, Pa.— Seeks license to
cover
station. cp which authorized changes in licensed
Renewal of License Returned
WHOK Lancaster, Ohio (signature).
Remote Control
andKCID
WSAUCaldwell,
Wausau, Idaho—
Wis. KGAK Gallup, N. M.,
Renewal of License
WARU Peru, Ind.; WFYC Alma. Mich.; WKAR
East
Lansing,Flint,
Mich.:
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio,
and WMRP
Mich.
July 19 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of July 15
Cancel License
KOKX-FM Keokuk. Iowa — Granted request to
cancel license of fm Cancel
station Cp
and delete call letters.
WRNY-TV Rochester, N. Y.^-Granted reauest
for cancellation of cp and deletion of call letters
(ch. 27).
Actions of July 14
WABA Aguadilla, P. R.— Granted license for am
broadcast station; condition.
WFLA-FM Tampa, Fla.— Granted cp to replace
permit (which authorized changes in licensed
station) which expired 7-3-55.
Extension of Completion Dates
comextension
The following
dates as were
R.,
Juan,of P.Ohio,
SanDayton,
WKVM(TV)
shown:granted
pletion
WIFE
to 12-21-55, conditions;
to 1-16-56.
Remote Control
The following stations were granted authority
to operate transmitters by remote control: KNET
Palestine, Tex.; WCSH (Main and Aux.) from
while usingGa.nondirectional anFalmouth.
WKTG Thomasville,
tenna;Maine,
Actions
of July
Granted
Cp 13
WKAQ San Juan,
P. R.and
— Granted
change
antenna-trans,
location
change cp
typeto trans.
Modification of Cp
WAEL Mayaguez, P. R. — Granted mod. of cp to
make changes in antenna system and change antenna-trans, location.
WWRI West Warwick, R. I.— Granted mod. of
tower approximately 250 ft. N.W. of
move
to
cp
present
mount height).
fm antenna on top
of the amlocation
tower and
(increase
WTOW Towson, Md. — Granted mod. of cp to
change antenna-trans, location.
Extension of Completion Date
•The following were granted extension of comSaginaw,
shown:(TV)WKNX-TV
dates asWRTV
Mich., to pletion
2-2-56;
Asbury Park,
N. J.,
to 1-16-56.
Remote Control
Rapids, Mich. — Granted authority
to WOOD
operateGrand
trans, by remote control, while using
nondirectional antenna.
Actions of July 12
Granted License
KONI Phoenix, Ariz. — Granted license for am
station; condition.
license coverOhio— Granted locations
WHIZ Zanesville,
and
and studio
in trans,system.
ing change
changes
in antenna
covlicense
Granted
—
Y.
N.
Jervis,
WDLCering Port
increase power; condition.
KIMN Denver,in Colo.
— Granted license covering
change in studio location.
WKID
Urbana,
111.
—
Granted
license
covering
erection of a new antenna
(decrease
in height).
WMGE
Madison,
Ga.
—
Granted
license
for am
station.
KOSI Aurora,
increase
in power.Colo. — Granted license covering
Modification of Cp
WVCH Chester, Pa. — Granted mod. of cp for
(Continued on page 97)
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PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, 0. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE '

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
K O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES

Frank H. Mcintosh & Assocs.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE *

WELDON & CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Dallas, Texas
1001 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buckner Blvd
Member AFCCE *

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Member AFCCE •

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 6-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

PAGE, CREUTZ,
GARRISON & WALDSCHMITT
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
710 14th St., N. W. Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE '

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE •

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177
Member AFCCE •

J. G. ROUNTREE, JR.
4515 Prentice Street
EMerson 3266
Dallas 6, Texas

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Adams 4-6393

JOHN H. BATTISON
CONSULTING RADIO & TELEVISION
ENGINEER
technical advisory service for TV film and
production
problems.
4515 Saul
Rd., Kensington, Md.
Olympic 7-9593

C. HUTCHESON

SERVICE

Broadcasting

Member AFCCE •

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phono 6-2924
Member AFCCE •

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-6113
Denver 22, Colorado

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
AOBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
SERVICE FOR FM & TV
Ingineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

3EO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
610 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
ixecutive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE •

Hiland 7010

C. DAVIS

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX 3-8073
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

P. O. Box 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

15 E. 83rd St.

Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY

B. HEFFELFINGER

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.

30 Yeart' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE •

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

CARDS

C. SMEBY

DIRECTORY

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV, Electronics engineering homeForstudy
and residence
courses. Write
Free Catalog,
specify
course.

• Telecasting

LYNNE

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 75,956* Readers
—among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
* 1953 ARB Projected Readership Survey

TO ADVERTISE IN THE
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Contact
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
1735 DESALES ST., N.W., WASH. 6, D. C.
July 25, 1955

•
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline:
Un displayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20$ per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25$ per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30$ per word — $J,.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
risk. Broadcastat owner's
to box numbers
etc., sent
All transcriptions,
please).expressly
separately,
ing • Telecasting
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
for are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Salesmen ,

Managerial
Manager and assistant manager for top metropolitan market with station specializing in negro
programming. Must be strong in sales, willing
and able to do better than average job. Prefer
man experienced in selling large markets and/or
negro operations. Box 2c8C, B-T.
Wanted: Commercial manager for non-tv market.
Salary plus commission and mileage. Opportunity
to earn good money. Send full details first letter,
photo, references, and tape if you do air work.
Must be honest and reliable. No floaters. Car
necessary. KSCB, Liberal, Kansas.
Need commercial manager for independent radio
station
serving
rich, middle
area. Some
announcing.
OnlyGeorgia,
station tri-country
in market.
Salary plus commission. Permanent position.
Contact
Jim
Popwell,
Manager,
WCEH,
Hawkinsville, Georgia.

Wanted: Man or woman salesman. $50 a week,
plus 25% commission. Box 176A. B«T.
Excellent opportunity for energetic and effective
salesman of good character. Progressive network
station in large Texas market. Box 967A. B«T.
Salesman — kilowatt daytime, highest rating.
Single station rich market in Mass. Top earning
potential. Box 234C, B-T.
Florida resort daytimer wants experienced salesman to complete expansion team. 15 percent
commission, guaranteed accounts. Send complete
resume, photo. Box 244C, B«T.
I pail one man selling time on a 250 watter
$200,000.00 in four years. I have an opportunity
with
for are
the aright
Don't
answerequ?l
this possibilities
ad unless you
first man.
class salesman with a background that can stand scrutiny.
This is a chance for permanent job with well
established company. Box 264C. B'T.
Business is good. We need an ambitious salesman
that wants to work and earn real money. Radio
Station KASI, Ames, Iowa.

WE HAVE YOUR MAN
EXECUTIVE & STAFF LEVELS
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT

Announcer-salesman? Emphasis on selling. Salary, commission, profit sharing. CTV production.
You get talent fees. Go-getting $400.00— $600.00
or
better.
Montana. Airmail, phone KPRK, Livingston,

There is no need to burden yourself
and your secretary with reams of
needless correspondence and dozens of
telephone contacts. This work has
already been accomplished for YOU
by our skilled personnel specialists,
headed by Howard S. Frazier, the
pioneer TV and Radio Station Management Consultant.
Our placement clients constitute the
LARGEST NATION-WIDE POOL of
well qualified and carefully investigated personnel ready to go to work.
CURRENT AVAILABILITIES
TV AND RADIO
Network Executives
General Managers
Commercial
Station Managers
Technical
Managers
Chief Engineers
Supervisors
Promotion
Program Managers
Production
Directors
Managers
Producers/
Directors
TV Floor Personnel
Announcers
Announcer/ Actors
News Editors
Technicians
Newscasters
Sportscasters
TV Film Editors
Film Buyers
Continuity Writers
Continuity Editors
In most of the above categories we
have clients qualified for both major
and smaller market stations. Please
write or wire your requirements, describing the position, qualifications
desired and the salary range.
We will screen availabilities and
furnish a carefully selected group for
your consideration and direct contact.
WE ARE ALWAYS SEEKING WELL
QUALIFIED PLACEMENT CLIENTS

Experienced salesman. Permanent position for
aggressive
Arbor, Mich.man selling radio and tv. WPAG, Ann
Announcers

BROADCASTERS

EXECUTIVE

PLACEMENT SERVICE, INC.
708 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

Wanted: ferred.Personality;
"country
type preSell and do own
show. music"
25^ commission.
Good regional station, active account list. Good
salary first three months. State age, past experience. Include photo. Box 225C, B«T.
Southern daytime music station going on the air
B^T.
in August needs good announcer with plenty of
experience who can write some copy. Box 249C,
Young colored male personality, with real showmanship and enthusiasm. With a real rock'em
and sock'em
write
Box 252C,style.
B-T. Send tape if possible and
Hillbilly, playing musical instrument. Now employed in small community for opportunity in
metropolitan market. Fine chance for advancement. Box 253C, B-T.
Announcer with first phone needed immediately
in North Carolina. Box 271C. B»T.
Wanted: Experienced staff announcer, strong on
play-by-play. ABC-MBS Networks. Excellent
working conditions. Good pay. Box 272C, B'T.
Young man, 16 to 18 who wants chance to become
announcer. Permanent job. Send complete resume. Box 289C, B-T.
Experienced announcer: Sports background desirable; must have friendly sales delivery. Send
tape, photograph
and.i complete
education,
ence and references.
No phone
calls. experiKCHS,
Truth or Consequences, New Mexico.
Wanted: Dependable, married, night duty, experienced announcer. ABC network. Send resume.
KFRO, Longview, Texas.
Announcer- engineer with 1st class ticket. Send
tape, full details. Position available immediately.
KGHF, Pueblo, Colo.
Do we have your tape? No immediate opening,
but always interested in top DJ personalities.
KOWH Omaha. WHB Kansas City. WTIX New
Orleans. Tapes promptly returned. Send all
tapes to: Todd Storz, President, Mid-Continent
Broadcasting Company, Omaha 2, Nebraska.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
2 combo men — one chief engineer with good voice
— other 3rd ticket, for new Billings, Montana,
indie. Good pay — audition tapes returned. KSPO,
Spokane, Washington.
Wanted! Four persons: News specialist, sports
man, top-notch first class engineer, and a man or
woman for Music Department, must play piano.
Only experienced, reliable persons should apply
to KTEM, Temple, Texas.
Combination announcer-first phone for WALKAM-FM, Patchogue, New York. Five day, forty
hour week. Contact Program Director.
Help wanted
announcer:
NeedDJ immediately
personality disc jockey
for night
program. Salary
unlimited for right man. Wire or telephone Allen
Wannamaker, WBIG, Greensboro, N. C.
Announcer — capable, strong audience building,
hard selling commercials. No floaters. Send
resume, references, tape, which will be returned.
Base $R0.00.
Immediate opening. WBRT, Bardstown,
Kentucky.
Experienced announcer. Good pay plus overtime.
Six paid
holidays
plus vacations.
ager, WCOJ
Coatesville,
Pa. Phone: Contact
2100. ManOpening for experienced announcer September
1st. Must have play-by-play experience. Opening now for announcer-salesman. Send resume,
tape, photo. Good opportunity. Pleasant working
conditions. WKRM. Columbia, Tennessee.
First phone, am combo, emphasis on announcing.
Send audition tape, experience, reference, etc., to
WRLD, Dalton, Georgia.
Have you checked into profits with us. No immediate openings
we'refrominterested
the
best at WSRS.
Let but
us hear
you now. inYour
profit line could go higher with us because we
have a dynamic style of flexible programming to
meet community needs and win the affection of
zillions who are wide-awake citizens in northern
Ohio. You may get that opportunity to join the
station
known
the "Big
Little Giant"
the
best that's
location
in theas nation
— WSRS.
All tapesin
promptlyrector.returned
if
sent
to
the
Executive
DiWSRS, Cleveland, 18, Ohio.
Technical
AM transmitter engineer — 5 kw fulltime in
medium midwestern market. Scale dependent on
experience. Box 282C, B-T.
Need chief engineer who is good announcer for
California 250 watt station in small town. Good
working conditions. Immediate and permanent.
Send tape, photo, complete resume. KUKI,
Ukiah, California.
Experienced first class engineer-announcer open-/
ings at twonouncers.
stations.
Also twoandexperienced
anGood organization
good working
conditions. Send full details and tape in your
first letter. Address reply to Lester L. Gould.
WJNC, Jacksonville, N. C.
Chief engineer-announcer immediately. Kilowatt
daytime. Top pay. Send tape, resume. Paul
Parker, WLAS, Jacksonville, N. C.
First class engineer -announcer for mountain
transmitter-studio. Good salary plus board and
room. Car necessary. Single man preferred. Five
days on, two days off. Call Hank Wilson, WMIT,
Charlotte, N. C.
Programming-Production, Others
Want to learn news? Young, single announcer
with good voice and delivery and some writing
ability. Edit, rewrite and some staff. Active
community of 20,000. Apply in full with brief
tape if possible. Box HOC, B»T.
Experienced
persuasive
copywriter
for network station and
in beautiful
Texas
resort city.
Box
232C, B-T.
Experienced punch copywriter, capable of hanmidwestern
market. dling
Senddepartment
resumeinandprogressive
copy specimens
to Box
240C, B-T.
Radio news editor-newscaster, midwest metromarket. man
. . . with
Must midwest
be able tobackground.
write-announce. politan
Want
Solid experience — no less than 5 years in media.
Able to use mini-tape for leg work. Terrific
B«T.
opportunity for right man. Unless you qualify,
please
don't . write.
complete background
. . . picture
. . tape Want
with application.
Box 284C,
Copywriter for permanent position. Good pay
nesota.
and hours. Can train. KROX, Crookston, MinCombination news editor — program manager to
gather and report local news and assume duties
of program director. Must be settled, sober, reliable. WGBR,
Good position
for right
ager,
Goldsboro,
N. C.man. Contact Man-

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
WJBC, Bloomington, 111., plans to add one announcer to staff. Want experienced strong commercial man with sincere, friendly approach.
Contact Fred Muxfeld, with resume of experience
and references. Do not send tapes, personal inchecked. terview will be required. All references will be
Continuity — young man or woman. Heavy copy,
some routine. Experience preferred but not essential.
Steady position.
Good including
working conditions,
insurance.
Send details
salary
requirement, marriage status, age, education,
snapshot, experience if any and samples. WLEC,
Sandusky, Ohio.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Only personality stations apply — East coast deejay
with metropolitan following available after
August 1st. Box 267C, B-T.
Experienced DJ-announcer. Young, talented, college, car, third ticket, married. Stable, looking
for spot with progressive station. Box 269C, B-T.
Negro deejay. Light experience, friendly, emphasis news, commercials, control board experience. Box 273C, B-T.
Announcer, DJ, recent graduate, willing to work
hard, tape on request. Box 274C, B-T.
Station manager! Recent radio school graduate
with me,
real vet,
ability.
you've
Try
travel.DJ Box
275C,been
B-T.waiting for.
Staff-sportscaster — ton news-DJ-play-by-play.
Available two weeks. Tape. Box 276C, B-T.
Announcer — good copywriter; news, commercials,
DJ, college. Professionally trained. Experience
light. Will travel. Box 277C, B-T.
Staff announcer. Married. Versed all phases. Recent broadcasting school grad. Will travel. Tape,
resume. Box 278C, B-T.
Recent graduate of broadcasting school looking
for a start in radio. Good voice. Interested in
news and can do easy or hard to sell DJ. Details
on request. Lawrence Foreman, 4210 North Newhall Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager-salesman.
Many Thoroughly
years successful,
aggressive station management.
experienced
in southern markets. Prefer southeast or Florida.
Box 227C, B-T.
Manager: Heavy on selling and programming.
10 years
experience
agency business. Major
and minorin radio-tv-ad
market experience.
Now
employed. Best references. Prefer salary-percentage arrangement in large or small market.
Box 235C, B-T.
Radio manager, 19 years . . . dependable Box
efficient . . . capable. Take charge or assist.
280C, B-T.
Salesman
Salesman
— young,Street,
aggressive,
dynamic.
arus,
52 Cutler
Winthrop,
Mass. Les
Announcers
LazAnnouncer, ten years experience, desires permanent position in radio-television medium size
city, or program manager smaller station. Currently doing popular record show in comrjetitive
market. Earning $100 weekly. Box 139C, B«T.
Announcing, writing, programming, seven years
experience, prefer Texas or southwest, local
shows production speciality, minimum salary
$105.00 weekly. Box 169C, B»T.
Combo, program director, first class license, seven
years experience in all phases of radio. Midwest
only. 31, family man. Box 233C, B-T.
Announcer-chief engineer. 8 years experience
. . . all phases, small station operation including
sales and management. $100 week minimum.
East preference. Tape and resume upon request.
Box 237C, B«T.
Country-western DJ-musician for top promotionminded station. No character. Ten years experience, recently tv. Presently employed staff.
Available
Let'sB-T.correspond now. Ohio,
anywhere. Sept.
Box 241C,
New England & New York State; 5 kw or metropolitan: News, program, special events, announcing. Mature family man. 9 years experience. Box 243C, B«T.
Announcer — strong news, good DJ — excellent
commercials — tape and resume. Box 245C, B«T.
Available Sept. 1 one of New York's top names in
sports, news and special events — major league
baseball, world series, football, hockey, basketball, boxing — 5 years one of tv most watched
news
and national
special events
commentators.
good deal
exposure.
Now looking• Also
for
that big job as sports and special events director.
References
nation's
in playradio
and
tv. Alsofrom
forward
offerstop
for figures
individual
by-play assignments. Box 246C, B-T.
Announcer-presently employed with almost two
years radio
experience
. . . news-commercials
DJ-man
on the
street. Desire
position in friendly—
community — good working conditions. Capableconfident-sincere. Box 247C, B-T.
Desire position in New England or New York.
Over two years announcer-program director —
successful deejay, some television, good references, single, military service, college degree.
Box 250C, B-T.
DJ-announcer. 17 months experience. Presently
employed. Available in September. Box 251C,
B-T.
Experienced
announcer
desires station.
permanent,
fulltime
employment
at reliable
Veteran,
strong on DJ and commercials, midwest preferred. Box 256C, B-T.
Experienced staff announcer, married, 2 children,
interested relocating permanent position, radio
or tv. Preferably north. Box 260C, B-T.
Announcer: Deejay, thorough knowledge of
music. Limited
experience,
trained
top professionals, single,
will travel,
tape, byapplication
letter. Box 262C, B-T.

Experienced announcer — solid background, relocating permanent connection. General staff,
smooth platter man, teenage appeal, commercial
personality.
references, tape. Tom Hop8-0538. kins, Box 92,Travel,
Bernardsville, N. J., Bernardsville
Personality DJ. Smooth platter chatter. Teen-age
appeal. Infectious personality. Proven record,
best references. Need good earning potential
and starting salary of $90. No slouch — quite
affable.you,If top
you're
I'll
make
man.a sound,
Single, honest
25, sober,operation,
car. Familiar with all aspects of radio and tv. Four years
experience. Could manage or PD. Waiting for
right offer. Available immediately, Johnny Hunt
—3067
Street, Long Island City 3, New York.
AStoria49th
4-9038.
Announcer-radio school graduate, news, friendly commercails, DJ, Mike Lepre, 760 William
Street, Harrison, New Jersey.
Three years combo. Strong all phases. Fine deep
voice. Now employed. Prefer telephone audition.
Tape available. Dennis O.Malley, 207 S. Grove
St., Bowling Green, Ohio.
Recent grad. Good selling voice, pleasing personality, interesting DJ shows and attentive
newscasts. Married, 24, will relocate. Audition
tape available on request. William Pappas, 16-78
Street, North Bergen, New Jersey.
Announcer moving from first job because station
reducing personnel. Seeks job in small station
wishing a stable married man. Peter Ward,
WKIC, Hazard, Kentucky.
3 in 1, announcing, six years, have first class license, interested in selling. College graduate
seeks permanent position. Gerry Wells, 183 Sly
Avenue, Corning, New York.
Sports-staff announcer, five years play-by-play
experience. Looking for good opportunity in fall
season. Presently employed. Tape, resume, on
request. Mike Wynn, Box 701, Logan, West
Virginia.

To a NATIONAL

ADVERTISER

Supervising
engineer ordesir?s
relocatestates.
permanently as chief southern
east-central
Strong
maintenance
and construction,
long experience
am and fm. Middle aged, married. No announcing. Box 147C, B-T.
Engineer, first phone, 5 years experience. Sober,
reliable, have car, married. Desire permanent
position before school starts. Box 248C, B-T.
Engineer,
phone.
Experienced
control,
remotes, first
recordings,
directional
operation.
Consider
some announcing. Box 270C, B-T.
First phone, construction and maintenance up to
50 kw. Twenty-five
years inin accounting,
radio. Fair some
announcer, college graduate
commercial and station management, primarily
an engineer.
equipment,
tion. Like toHave
buildtools,
them,
manage transportathem, run
them or just clean them up. C. G. Huey, 2786
N. Decatur Road, Decatur, Georgia.
Production-Programming, Others
Have talent — will travel. Experienced news
writer-editor, journalism degree. Immediate
availability. Box 993A, B-T.
Top experience young man. NBC regular staff
production-director. Also small station experiall phases. College
grad. Radio
Desiresor tv.
productionence,
or administrative
position.
Box
210C, B-T.
News editor — radio-tv, big market, journalism
graduate. Box 226C, B-T.
Five years gramming
experience
in continuity,
traffic, with
proand bookkeeping.
Girl Friday
gumption desires Florida. Box 228C, B-T.
Program director — chief announcer with leading
eastern independent, seeking programming position. Seven years experience in all announcingprogramming-production phases. Married. Minimum salary $125. Box 254C, B-T.
Program director — with idea$, idea$, id;ea$, idea$,
idea$ for radio and/or tv. 10 years radio, some
tv. Well recommended. Ex-service, married,
family on way. Let me roll up my sleeves and
work' with you. Box 283C, B-T.
Top-notch newsman. 7 years radio — 2 television,
wants radio-tv news job. University graduate.
Veteran. Tape, photo, details, on request. Box
287C, B-T.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Experienced tv salesman for new southwestern
vhf in major market. Box 215C, B-T.
Salesman or trainee, 20 to 25, veteran or draft
exempt, for expanding sales staff of established
midwest
station
and or34-year-old
5000 watt uhf
CBS television
radio affiliate.
Radio
television
sales experience
preferred.
Opportunity
advance. Hospitalization, free life insuranceto and
pension benefits. Write Personnel Department.
WSBT-AM-TV, South Bend 26, Indiana.

or LEADING

AGENCY . . .

/ am seeking a radio-tv executive position
with an advertiser or a strong, medium size
agency

in a major

market.

My qualifications: Have handled in 12 years time
radio-TV accounts from a network & spot basis;
multi-million client I bought all media. I know
oughly; personally acquainted with major network

many of the largest
in the case of one
the business thorexecutives, leading

advertisers', stations and national representatives. Mature lady, age
36; can furnish references from agency, advertiser and industry.
Please write or wire Box 285C, B#T

WANTED

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Staff announcer for top CBS radio-tv affiliate in
Pennsylvania. Send complete resume and picture
Box 184C, B-T.
Technical

Experienced, top-calibre maintenance engineers
for DuMont equipped vhf in southwest. Box 216C,
B-T.
Programming-Production, Others
WLW-D requires film librarian to operate CBC
WLW-D, 4595 S. Dixie Highlibrary.way, Contact
Dayton 9, Ohio.
Situations Wanted

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Tv program director. Have been employed by
twotv.of Now
the nation's
operations
7 years
in
working largest
in smalltv market.
Would
like
to locate in metropolitan town. Best of references.
Available August 15th. Box 261C, B-T.
Ventriloquist,
MC, wants
a kid'sSouthtype
western show magical
on tv; presentlv
in radio.
east or south preferred. Box 266C, B>T.
Have written, directed, produced tv shows at
Drake University. Top training, including all
phases of technical and programming operations.
Station
25 years writing
old. Single.
Draftexempt. exnerience.
Desire production,
or directing.
Willing to work and learn. Excellent references.
Available for interview. James Sawyer, 7159
Oglesby Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Phone PLaza
2-7466.'

Managerial
soon available
Tv executive, under thirty-five,
pnd ready for tough but rewarding assignment.
years) in staexperienced
Thoroughly
tion operation,
including(thirteen
sales, programming,
Have trained telepersonnel.
and
promotion,
vision staffs. Top network experience, top references, top man. Box 255C, B»T.
Announcers
Sportscaster, radio-tv. 5 years radio, IV2 television. Capable directing one-man, radio-tv
sports
department.
Samesports
capacity
operation,
built annual
incomewithto am-uhf
$40,000.
Colorful play-by-play all sports, over 1,500 events
during career. Midwesterner, 27, BA journalism,
married, veteran. Seeking advancement. Salary
now $400 monthly. Available 2 weeks. Will answer response by telephone. Box 230C, B«T.
Talented tvmercials,performer:
StrongCollege
on sports,
news, kid shows.
grad, comage
26, 4 years radio, 1Y2 years vhf-TV. $90 minimum.
Box 239C, B-T.
Announcer with almost two years radio experience . . . news — commercials — DJ — man on the
street. Desire opportunity in tv. Capable, confident, sincere. Box 258C, B-T.
Experienced staff announcer, family, looking for
right break — security. Solid background all
phases, 3V2 years radio, conservatory scholarship
student, former show business personality, accomplished baritone. Interested
singing with announcing,
tv or radio.combining
Be convinced
with tape, personal interview. Box 259C, B«T.
Announcer-director now large southern operation seeks fine opportunity north. Box 2S3C, B-T.
Technical
Tv engineer, first phone, experience audio, video,
camera transmitter, maintenance, operation.
Box 231C, B-T.
Engineer: 12 years broadcast experience. First
phone. Want permanent position tv studio, or
am with definite tv possibilities. Box 242C, B»T.
Programming-Production, Others
Experienced switcher, cameraman, audio, boom,
lighting, with first class license, B.S. degree production desires directing or program opportunity.
4 years am experience, 2 years television. MaB-T. ture, family man — midwest or west. Box 229C,

FOR

SALE

Stations
Fulltime small market local. Excellent staff. No
competition. Price $75,000.00. Gross last years,
$65,000.00. First six months this year $28,000.00.
Write Box 181C, B-T.
Exclusive listings. Radio stations. Arkansas.
Texas, Oklahoma, Missouri, Kansas, as available.
Ralph Erwin. Broker, Box 311, Tulsa.

TO

BUY

Stations
Experienced broadcaster desires am or tv station
in western USA. All replies will be treated confidentially. This ad is not placed by a broker.
Colorado, California, preferred, but will consider
all western states. Reply Box 281C, B«T.
Georgia, 250 to lkw station. Have cash for down
payment and can operate. Can offer references.
Box 290C, B-T.
Equipment
Everything for 1 kw uhf channel 19 television
station. Also long distance microwave equipment.
Will pay cash. Box 236C, B«T.
Wanted: Good used 5 or 10 kw, fm transmitter.
State make, hours used, spare parts, whether
antenna available and number bays, price.
Box 257C, B«T.
3 or 10 kw fm transmitter. W. E. or RCA preferred. Also 1% statite insulated, flanged co-axial
cable. Also self-supporting towers 250 feet to 300
feet. Box 265C, B«T.
Complete
equipment
for 250w
am. B-T.
Advise condition,
location wanted
and price.
Box 291C,
Wanted transmitter and complete equipment for
500 watt am station. H. W. Cassill, 400 Commercial Building, Sioux City, Iowa.
Need everything for 1000 watt station, am. Good,
cheap. Box 1662, Birmingham, Ala.

Have many profitable southeast radio and. tv stations for qualifying buyers. J. T. Snowden, Box
129, Augusta, Georgia.
Free list of good radio and tv station buys now
ready. Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose,
Los Angeles 29, California.

NEW

Equipment
Ampex 400-A, $750; Altec, M-ll mike system, $175;
Presto TL-10 tape mechanism, $50. All excellent
condition. Private owner. Priced F.O.B. Box
238C, B-T.
Western Electric: Jack panels $17.00; patch cords
$4 50. Write for list of Western Electric and UTC
transformers. Box 279C, B-T.

TV

equipdeluxe ham
kilowatt,
Viking ment.
equipment.
or broadcast
stock other
Trade for desk,
Engineer. References. Box 288C, B-T.
For Sale: RCA fm transmitter, type No. BTF-3B,
BF-21-B, one
rated power
years.no. Write or wire
only 5 type
usedantenna
pylon,3kw,
section
KOKX. Keokuk, Iowa.
Manager,

Substantial

Langevin type 119-A Progar program amplifier
in excellent condition. Make offer. KOWH Omaha 2, Nebraska.
Western Electric 451A 250 watt am transmitter
and 23c console. Both for $2000. WCNH, Quincy,
Florida.
Complete Rust remote equipment for sale. Slightfm
am andConfor'WHAT,
ly used, practically
transmitters.
Contact brand
Radio new
Station
shohocken & Windermere Avenues, Philadelphia 31, Pa.
Gates BC-500GY transmitter, used only six
months. Fla.
An excellent buy. L. C. McCall, WWPF,
Palatka,
688' guyed 401b windload tv tower complete with
"A5" lighting, ladder and guys. National Steel
Erectors
Corp., P. O. Box 1612, Muskegon, Oklahoma.

EQUIPMENT

NEVER

5 kw mm

USED
Discount
tmhswtteh

High Band VHF, complete with
console, monitors, etc.
THREE DUMONT

IMAGE

ORTHICON CAMERA

CHAINS

Complete DuMont Studio Equipment, including nine Channel Studio Switcher, Studio and Portable
Sync Generators, Slide Scanner,
Monitors, Racks, etc.
TEST EQUIPMENT
Including RCA Video Sweep Generator, Waveform Monitor, OsciUoscope, etc.

A Solid Radio Sales Job with a Future
Radio WFAA, Dallas, wants a top-flight radio salesman, a man who wants to make
a career with the Southwest's top station.
Needed: ability to sell on the basis of value and quality — strictly at card rates —
no deals.
Please give complete business and educational background in reply; also your
present annual income, marital status and other pertinent data.
All applications handled confidentially.
Alex Keese, Manager

Radio WFAA

Dallas, Texas

TRANSMISSION

LINE

Including 650 feet of 3%" Andrew
51.5 Ohm Line, Connectors, Hangers, etc.
Interested in quickly
selling complete package
or individual items.
Box 198C, B»T

FOR THE RECORD

INSTRUCTION
Get your FCC first phone license quickly. Intensive, personalized instruction by correspondence or in residence — Washington, D. C, or Hollywood, Calif. For details, write Dept. 1-M,
Grantham School, 737 11th Street N. W., Washington, D. C, or 5910 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28,
Calif.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television School, Dept. B, 1221 N.W. 21st Street, Portland 9, Oregon.
RADIO
Help Wanted
Salesmen
SALES ENGINEERS
Leading radio
broadcastin equipment
manufacturer has openings
Rocky Mountain
area, Southeast, and in Midwest home office
for aggressive sales minded engineers with
broadcast and some selling experience. Sales
engineers in territories outside home office
need to travel and sell broadcast equipment to
radio stations. Salary, expenses, and commission for traveling positions. Please send
full details with photo and state territory
preferred.
Box 286C, B-T
Announcers
1
T
^
J
J
'J
J
^

DISC JOCKEY
Top rated popular music station in major
market wants top notch disc jockey. At
least three years experience. Salary higher than average. Good working conditions. Only good men need apply. Call
or write Bill Montgomery, WNOR, Norfolk, Virginia.
FOR SALE
Equipment
100 KW ERP HIGH BAND
TV TRANSMITTING PLANT FOR SALE
Now operating on Channel 7— Available in
October.
205 KW
Type Series
TF-4-A8000
KW Amplifier,
Transmitter,G.E.
DuMont
5 KW RCA Diplexer
6 Bay Antenna, RCA Type 6A1
500' Guyed Stainless Tower, triangular 6' side
1000' 3V8" Steatite Line, Andrew Type 452
Write to
293C, B-T
for Box
details
TOWERS
RADIO— TELEVISION
Antennas — Coaxial Cable
Tower Sales & Erecting Co.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.,
Portland 11, Oregon
INSTRUCTION

FCC 1st PHONE LICENSE
IN 5 to 6 WEEKS
THE

ORIGINAL

INTENSIVE

'DOOR OPENING COURSE'
RADIO-TELEVISION
OUR INTEGRITY PROVEN
Check the school that
others try to copy.
WILLIAM B. OGDEN
1150 W. Olive Avenue
Burbank, California
BE TAUGHT— NOT TOLD
UNDEBSTAND— NOT MEMOBIZE
Over 1600 successful
students in NINE years
BROADCASTING
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(Continued from page 92)
changes in antenna (decrease height) and
changes in ground system.
Extension of Completion Dates
The following
granted
extensionsOakof completion dates aswere
shown:
WOAY-TV
Hill,
W. Va., to 2-2-56; WMFL (TV) Miami, Fla., to
1-16-56; WJLN-TV Birmingham, Ala., to 1-16-56.
Actions of July 11
Change Hours
WKMCsion to operate
Roaring from
Spring,
— Granted
permis5:45 Pa.a.m.
to 7 p.m.,
EDT
during July, August and September.
Modification of Cp
KVAL-TV, Eugene, Ore.— Granted mod. of cp
to change studio location and correct coordinates.
WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.— Granted mod. of cp to
change antenna and make other equipment
changes; antenna 530 ft.
Extension of Completion Dates
The following
of completion dates as were
shown:granted
WNET extensions
(TV) Providence,
R. I., to 2-11-56; WROM-TV Rome, Ga., to 2-9-56;
KSBW-TV Salinas, Calif., to 2-2-56; WKLO-TV
Louisville, Ky., to 1-16-56; WPFA-TV Pensacola,
Fla., to 2-2-56; WHUM-TV Reading, Pa., to 2-1-56;
KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore., to 1-13-56.
July 19 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WCAR Detroit, Mich. — Seeks mod. of cps which
authorized antenna changes and power and operatingFiled
hours changes
tion date.
July 19.for extension of compleKTIX Seattle, Wash. — Amends application for
mod. of cp to specify new completion date.
WERE-TV Cleveland, Ohio— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 2-17-56.
Modification of License
WTTM Trenton, N. J. — Seeks mod. of license to
change studio location to 2309 Brunswick Ave.,
Lawrence Township, Trenton, N. J.
KBPS Portland, Ore. — Seeks mod. of license to
change specified hours of operation to 9 a.m. -9
p.m. PST Monday through Friday each week.
July 18 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension to and including July 28 within which
all parties
file answers,of oppositions
or comments in remayapplications
KOB Albuquerque,
N. M.
By Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
WHDH Inc., et al Boston, Mass. — Granted joint
motion of five applicants in proceeding re ch. 5
to correct the transcript.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
James
R. for
Reeseleave
Jr., toChambersburg,
— Granted petition
amend his am Pa.
application
to reduce
field
expected
to
be
produced
by antenna system.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
WBCK Modesto, Calif— Issued Order following
further conference held July 7; hearing originally
scheduledtinued infor
July 19 has been indefinitely conproceeding.
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
Valley
Bcstg. Co., ofMurphy,
Granted July
motion for extension
time to N.andC. —including
22 in which to file proposed findings in re am applications.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
WKPA New Kensington,
— On agreement by
Cp Pa.
parties, continued hearing
scheduled for July 18
to July 26.
July 18 Applications
Accepted for Filing
Renewal of License
WBIW Bedford, Ind.; WVKO Columbus, Ohio
(aux.); WHCI (FM) Hartford City, Ind.
WFLA-FM Tampa, Fla., — Seeks cp to replace
permit (which authorized changes in licensed
station) which expired 7-3-55.
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
KRKD-FM Los Angeles, Calif.
Remote Control
WMIX-FM Mt.Modification
Vernon, 111.of Cp
WCAR-FM Pontiac, Mich. — Seeks mod. of cp
(as mod. which authorized new fm station) for
extension of completion date.
WKJG-TV Fort Wayne, Ind. — Seeks mod. of cp
to WROW-TV
extend completion
1-1-56. mod. of cp to
Albany, date
N. Y. to— Seeks
extend
completion
date
to
2-15-56.
WCBF-TV Rochester, N. Y. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 2-10-56.
WENS (TV) Pittsburgh, Pa. — Seeks mod. of
cp KUTV
to extend
2-9-56.
(TV) completon
Salt Lake date
City,toUtah
— Seeks mod.
of WSAZ-TV
cp to extendHuntington,
completionW.date
2-18-56.mod. of
Va. to
— Seeks
cp (which authorized transmitter changes) to extend completion date to 2-10-56.

July
ACTIONS14 ONDecisions
MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
WFPA Fort Payne, Ala.— Granted petition for
extension of time to and including Aug. 8 within which
Action
of to
7/13.file exceptions to initial decision.
Dept.. tenof
Defense
— Granted
exsion of time
to and
includingpetition
Aug. 1for
within
which cision
parties
may
file
exceptions
to
initial
re KSWS-TV Roswell, N. Mex. Action de-of
7/13.
San Francisco,
Granted petition
forKXA
extension
of time toCalif.
and — including
Aug. 5
within which all parties to proceeding re applications KOB Albuquerque, N. M., may file replies
to oppositions
to petition
of WBZ Corpus
Boston Christi,,
for rehearing and motion
of KWBU
Tex., forof leave
Action
7/12. to intervene and enlarge issues.
By Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time from July 12 to July 19 to file proAlbany,posedN.findings
Y. re application of WROW-AM-TV
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
WBEL Beloit, Wis. — Granted informal request
for indefinite continuance of hearing scheduled
for July 11.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Broadcasttinuance of hearing
Bureau — now
Granted
petitionfor for
scheduled
Julycon-14
to Sept. 12 re applications of Umatilla Bcstg.
Enterprises, Pendleton, Ore., and Othello Bcstg.,
Co., Othello, Wash.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
E. Weaks McKinney-Smith Paducah, Ky. — Issued tinuing
an order,
after setfurther
conference,
hearing now
for July
12 to Julycon21,
and directed WQXR New York to supply its proposed exhibits to parties and hearing examiner
by By
JulyHearing
15.
Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
WMEX
— Ordered tohearing
scheduled Boston,
for Sept.Mass.
13 postoned
Sept. 20,nowin
application for renewal of license.
July 14 Applications
Accepted
for ofFiling
Modification
Cp
WJLD Homewood, Ala. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized changes in antenna system
by adding tv antenna [increase in height]) for
extension of completion date.
WPCO Mt. Vernon, Ind. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new station) for extension of
completion
date.
WCRV Washington,
N. J.— Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new station) to move antenna
238 ft.tion aswest
of present
specify studio
3 Belvidere
Ave.,site;
Washington,
N. J.,locaand
operate
trans,
by
remote
control
from
studio
location and make antenna changes.
WGSA Ephrata, Pa. — Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized
tion date. new station) for extension of compleWOAY Oak Hill, W. Va— Seeks mod. of cp (as
reinstated, which authorized erection of new
tower 180 ft. southwest of old tower and mount
tv antenna [increase in height] ) to make antenna
system
WMFLchanges.
(TV) Miami, Fla. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new tv station) for extension
of KTAG-TV
completion Lake
date Charles,
to 2-9-56. La. — Seeks mod. of
cp (which authorized new tv station) for extension of completion
date Ohio
to 2-17-56.
WIFE
(TV) Dayton,
— Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new tvCp station) for extension
of completion License
date. to Cover Cp
WUOA of (FM)
Tuscaloosa,seeks Ala.
— Board
Trustees
U. of Alabama
license
to coverof
cp which authorized
changes
in
licensed
station.
Renewal of License
WBUR (FM) Boston, Mass. — Boston U., Div. of
Radio, School of Public Relations & Communications.
Subsidiary Communications Authorizations
(FM) Tampa, Fla.; WGMS-FM WashWPKM
ington.
WJAR Providence, R. I. — Seeks cp to change
from employing directional antenna day and
night to DA use night only.
Remote Control
WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich.
July 15 Applications
Accepted for Filing
Remote Control
WKTG Thomasville, Ga.; WCSH Portland, Me.,
and KNET Palestine,
Tex. of Cp
Modification
WKAR-TV
Lansing, Mich. — Michigan State
Board of Argiculture seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized new tv station) to extend completion
date to 2-15-56.
Renewal of License
WABJ Adrian, Mich.; WKMH Dearborn, Mich.;
WKMF
Flint, Mich.;
WSAI Cincinnati,
Ohio.WMUS Muskegon, Mich.;
July 25, 1955
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editorials
On Stage: Real Life
IT IS our natural inclination to argue for fewer rather than more
congressional investigations, but we make an exception in the
case of the inquiry announced last week by the House Committee
on Un-American Activities.
The committee will hold hearings in New York next month on
possible Communist influence in the entertainment business — including radio and tv. It is a subject that has received wide, if not
enlightening, publicity in recent weeks. In our view it is a subject
which should be thoroughly explored officially.
As matters stand, one cannot dismiss the possibility that Communists and their sympathizers may be operating within radio and
television, but there is no specific evidence either to support or
discredit that surmise. A properly conducted investigation by the
committee should be able to get definite evidence on the subject.
If the hearings fail to produce evidence of Communist infiltration, they will serve to allay what will have turned out to be unreasonable fears. One hopes, of course, that will be the case.
If they develop clear indications of party influence in broadcasting, the information can be used by broadcasters to tighten
security measures. Assuming the investigation is conducted responsibly, such information would be far more reliable than the unofficial word of private groups which is all that is now available to
broadcasters.
Whatever the outcome, the investigation provides an opportunity for a real service to establish factually what the Communist
situation is in radio and television.
IN RECOGNITION of the coming hearings by the Un-American
. Activities Committee, the American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists is seeking membership approval of a union stand
against actors who take refuge in the Fifth Amendment.
If a referendum approves the AFTRA resolution, disciplinary
action could be taken by the union against any member who refused
to tell the committee whether he is or was a Communist.
To our way of thinking, the resolution is sound. Only the
scatterbrained or the disloyal will refuse to answer so basic a question on party ties. Neither should have access to camera or
microphone.
It would be a measurable contribution to the welfare of radio-tvT
not to mention the radio-tv audience, if AFTRA drummed out of
membership those who duck the big question. But with or without disciplinary action by the union, broadcasters, producers, agencies and advertisers certainly will have reason to reject such persons,
for future employment.
Political Ground

Rules

BROADCASTERS, who for years have been caught in the crossfire of political electioneering, may get their relief by virtue
of the grand jury action in Detroit indicting the CIO-UAW on
charges of violating the Corrupt Practices Act. The indictment
charges the union with illegal expenditure of union funds to influence votes in the bitterly contested 1954 primary and general
elections in Michigan. It deals directly with about $6,900 allegedly
paid from the union's fund to prepare and telecast nine programs;
in behalf of congressional candidates.
Broadcasters have had their hands tied behind their backs in:
these election contests. They have time for sale. Under the law
they cannot discriminate against qualified candidates for the sameoffice. The broadcaster cannot investigate the sources from which'
money paid for political broadcasts is derived, or determine whether
the particular political organization has exceeded the legal limits;
for political campaign expenditures, whether local, state or federal.
That the federal limits are unrealistic is generally accepted and the
Hennings Bill to substantially increase them (largely in the light of
radio and television campaigning costs) is now pending in the;
Senate.
Now the way is opened to test the validity of the law in respect:
to labor union electioneering. New ground rules are needed. If the:
unions, which are tax exempt, can spend their funds without limit,,
they might well control all elections. That is so because corporate
and' individual campaign contributions are limited and are not:
deductible.
The CIO-UAW contends that use of radio and television is part;
Page 9>8 «
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"Our sensational offer of a lifetime guaranteed, completely rebuilt sewing machine for only $2.98 comes to you from a new location this week!"
of the union function of enlightening the public. It argues that this
radio-tv use comes within the framework of freedom of the press
and freedom of speech. Both AFL and CIO are now sponsors of
nationwide radio news programs. A vast number of union locals
are using both radio and television in furthering union causes.
Attorney General Herbert Brownell, in announcing the Detroit
grand jury action, said the law prohibits banks, corporations and
labor organizations from making any contribution in connection
with an election of a U. S. senator or representative. The question
arises whether the buying of television time, in this instance, constitutes a"contribution." But it is to be hoped that the ultimate
decision will go beyond the congressional level, and reach all
election strata.
Wisconsin has already taken an important step. The legislature
at this session passed a law prohibiting unions from contributing
to any state election campaigns in any manner whatever.
Tom O'Neil Rides Again
THE $25 million purchase of RKO Radio Pictures Inc. by
Thomas F. O'Neil, president of General Teleradio, is bound to
change television history. For one thing, it is certain to create
a bull market in filmed programming.
With the purchase, Mr. O'Neil acquires hundreds of feature
films which were box-office successes when shown in theatres and
are still new enough not to bear the marks of antiquity which have
disfigured a large percentage of the theatre films that so far have
been released to tv. Unquestionably Mr. O'Neil will make those
pictures available to television, in quantities large enough to justify
his investment and small enough to keep from flooding the market.
When good and recent RKO products begin appearing on tv,
other movie companies can be expected to follow suit. The result
cannot help but be a tremendous supply of audience-building feature film for television.
But Mr. O'Neil also bought production facilities which will put
him in the movie-making business. It goes without saying that
these same facilities are ideal for filming tv programs too. The
RKO Radio setup under its new ownership will lead to closer
collaboration between theatre and television film operations. Other
movie makers certainly will not stick indefinitely to the single
market of theatres when they have a chance to sell products both
to theatres and to tv.
The increase in quantity and quality of film will invigorate television programming. In time it should enable non-network stations to program period-for-period against the biggest network
shows and, of course, help even the network affiliates build up
their own schedules. It may well mean the emergence of the "independent" station in intv.its When
have been influential
arrival.that day comes, Mr. O'Neil will
Broadcasting
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Big

Events...

. . . the exciting Gold Cup Races . . .
colorful Seafair Celebration . . . annual Salmon Derby . . . the major
league All Star Game . . . World Series
. . . local and national, the big ones are
brought

to Western

viewers by KOMO

Big

Washington

-TV.

Market...

. . . some 40,000 high pay craftsmen
crowd the huge Boeing plant these
days, one of the many industries (and
payrolls) concentrated in Seattle and
Western Washington. KOMO -TV is
first choice again for coverage . . .
605,480 families with 3 billion dollars
of effective spending money— around
70% of the state total.

HM

CHANNEL
4V
MO-T
KO

Covers

Both!

Big events or big market, KOMO-TV
is first choice for coverage. Your first
choice, too, for sales power that moves
merchandise.
IBS

FOR SEATTLE
AND
WESTERN
WASHINGTON

Affiliate
Call your Holl ingbery man
FULL POWER
100,000 WATTS
COMPLETE COLOR FACILITIES AVAILABLE FOR
SLIDE, NETWORK AND FILM PROGRAMMING

BIGGER

The 1955 Sales Management
Figures Show That The WTVJ
South Florida Market Area
Has Increased 10.9%
ulation Over 1954.

In Pop-

Retail Sales Are Keeping Pace
... UP 8.9% To An All Time
High Of $1,477,290,000.
WTVJ NOW DELIVERS YOUR SALES
MESSAGE TO 7,785,200 PERSONS
-363,600 FAMILIES.

WTVJ

is the ONLY

TV

Station
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9

FLORIDA'S FIRST TELEVISION STATION
100,000 Watts Power — 1,000 ft. Tower
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BALTIMORE

THE

BIG

BUY

IS

R. C. Embry, Vice-President
Tom Tinsley, President
Represented by Forjoe &. Co.

The

South

is

s FIRST

TV

Richmond's

Station

ONLY

TV

Station!

MAXIMUM
POWER
100,000

CHANNEL

WATTS

6

MAXIMUM
RICHMOND,

VA.

HEIGHT
1049

FEET
INTERCONNECT!
WITH

From Richmond, Virginia's capital city, WTVR, "the wide area station",
provides coverage in 70 surrounding counties— including a 100 microvolt or better certified
measured signal in Norfolk, Virginia. Serving over 493,000 set owners, WTVR offers
a combination of Power-Packed Coverage, Fabulous Ratings (average nighttime
ratings 63.9). and Local Program Know-How that spells R-E-S-U-L-T-S.
Over 200 regular weekly sponsors use this WTVR success formula. Enough said?

WMBG

AM

WCOD

FM

WTVR

TV

First Station of Virginia
A Service of HAVENS & MARTIN. INC.
WMBG REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BOLLING CO
WTVR REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY BLAIR TV, INC

AB(

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and July by Broadcasting Publications Inc 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3,' 1879.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

TV Area
New York
Chicago
Los Angeles
Philadelphia
Detroit
Boston
Cleveland
Pittsburgh
LANCASTER

TV Sets
4,730,000
2,255,000
2,107,168
2,094,852
1,553,200
1,308,362
1,195,000
1,134,110
912,953)

11
12 Milwaukee
774,803
13 Washington, D.C. 741,000
14 Cincinnati
724,140
15 Indianapolis
663,000

316,000

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER,
PEN NA.
NBC

STEINMAN
Representatives:

Channel 8 Mighty Market Place
Harrisburg Lebanon Hanover Gettysburg Chambersburg Waynesboro
York Reading Pottsville Hazleton
Shamokin
Mount Carmel
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• CBS

• DuMont

WGAL-TV's 316,000-watt signal on Channel 8 beams a clear
picture from its mountaintop transmitter location to a wide area
which collectively creates the tenth largest TV market in the Nation. Stations in only nine other areas reach more television sets
than those in the WGAL-TV Channel 8 Mighty Market Place.
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Clair McCollough, Pres.

TV,

New York
Los Angeles

Chicago
INC.

San Francisco

Frederick Westminster Carlisle Sunbury Martinsburg
Bloomsburg Lewisburg
Lewistown Lock Haven Hagerstown
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CARBON COPIES DUE • Look for imitations of The $64,000 Question, sponsored
by Revlon on CBS-TV, to hit air soon.
Smash success of Question has sent several
advertisers, including one of tv's biggest
spenders, scurrying in search of similar
shows.
B»T
MEANWHILE, Tuesday 10:30-11 p.m.
i period — following The $64,000 Question
on CBS-TV — is one of most sought-after
in tv. Aluminum Co. of America has
option on period for possible placement of
My Favorite Husband (see story page 33).
If Alcoa lets time go, CBS-TV has other
sponsors waiting in line.
B»T
MINUTE AFTER MIDNIGHT • Strike
of 10,000 members of Screen Actors Guild
throughout U. S. against producers of tv
entertainment films will begin 12:01 a.m.
Friday, Aug. 5. It will be announced publicly by SAG officials Tuesday. Production
of film commercials not involved. Producers will stand firm against any extra
payment to actors on first re-runs, particularly in view of new demands by other
labor groups for cut of tv melon.
B»T
VITAP1X, station-owned film programsales group, may seek to expand number
of station stockholders. One reason: Deal
with national advertiser recently fell
through because Vitapix could deliver only
59 stations.
GRAVY TRAIN DERAILED • Sad story
current among tv writers is that film
packaging of both network and independent shows has put quick end to insertion
of free commercial plugs in script material,
for which some writers for years have
been getting silent sid2 money or gifts.
Potential re-run of films for various spon- sors has forced producers to be extra cautious about identifying products in shows.
B»T
FLORIDA Citrus Commission, Lakeland,
Fla., through Benton & Bowles, New York,
placing television spot announcement campaign using daytime minutes and nighttime
station identifications in 65 markets for
52 weeks, effective Sept. 18. Radio budget
may go into network or spot, but plans
are still undecided.
B«T
NO RIDERS • Futile eleventh hour efforts
were made last week to attach as rider
to bill to amend 309 (c) of Communications Act (to give FCC discretion in setting
hearings on economic protests) provision
to prevent FCC from discriminating against
newspapers in station ownership. Bill to

Broadcasting
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this end (S 2321) was introduced month
ago by Sens. Hayden (D-Ariz.) and Capehart (R-Ind.) [B»T, June 27].
B»T
PROPONENTS of anti-newspaper discrimination amendment, it's understood, sought
to attach Hayden-Capehart bill as rider
when it appeared that 309 (c) might zip
through Senate as it had in House. Newspaper interests, it was reported, urged this
action but it was knocked down on ground
that issue was "controversial," that Senate
membership had not been adequately indoctrinated and hence it might kill 309 (c)
amendment in adjournment crush.
Whether strategy would work was still
problematic late Friday. Senate had not
acted at press time (see story page 78).
B»T
OKLAHOMA WANTS BIG TEN • Oklahoma Oil Co., fast-stepping tv advertiser
in Chicago area market, is reportedly interested in sponsoring Big Ten NCAA
football telecasts this fall, once CBS-TV
irons out sponsor alignment involving eastern teams. Network is handling deal directly. (Big Ten filmed highlights are being
syndicated this year through Sportsvision
Inc.) Heavy on baseball radio-tv this
season, Oklahoma wants to extend sports
coverage and to go into feature film field.
Firm already has signed for 1955 Notre
Dame Irish Football Network broadcasts
on WCFL Chicago.
B»T
EXTENT to which radio is expanding in
contrast to tv indicated in last week's
FCC actions (final session prior to August
recess). Box score shows there were 19
new am's granted (mainly in secondary
markets); 12 given modified and improved
facilities; four new station applications set
for hearing and three designated for hearing on modifications. There were two fm
commercial grants; two non-commercial
fm grants. In tv, there were four transfers,
one hearing order and one shift in channel
assignment after rule-making.
B»T
BISHOP'S HEAVY BUYING • Hazel
Bishop Inc., New York, will sponsor half
of Monday, Wednesday, Friday quarterhour segments of both Brighter Day and
Second Mrs. Burton on CBS Radio effective early in August. This radio splurge
is in addition to Wendy Warren buy,
across board, on CBS Radio. Cosmetic firm
is also considering using largest television
spot campaign in its history, with heavy
saturation, next fall. Raymond Spector
Inc., New York, is agency.
B»T
ORGANIZED effort to convince FCC that
answer to television allocations problem
lies in use of directional antennas and

circuit
cutting down of separations and powers, in
lieu of selective de-intermixture, is being
talked up in Washington. Number of
members of Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee have, been lectured on this approach, described essentially as "single
market coverage." B»T
JOB OPEN • With resignation of Sidney
Davis as majority counsel of Senate Commerce Committee's tv investigation, all
sorts of speculation developed as Congressional session was about to wind up.
Name of former FCC Comr. Frieda B.
Hennock cropped up as possible "consultant" to committee rather than as successor
to Davis. Others mentioned, with or without endorsement, were Benedict P. Cottone,
former FCC general counsel and Joseph
M. Kittner, who Aug. 1 becomes assistant
chief of FCC's Safety & Special Services
Bureau after having served in same position for several years in Broadcast Bureau.
Chairman Magnuson has indicated appointment will be made prior to start
of hearings next January.
B»T
HILLS BROS. CO. (Dromedary cake
mixes), New York, adding 30 television
markets to its present spot list, and in
addition will sponsor Wednesday night
portion of Amos 'n' Andy on CBS
Radio. Tv spot campaign starts early in
August and runs through end of year.
Radio sponsorship begins Aug. 17. Agency
is Ted Bates Inc., New York.
B»T
COLOR PACKAGE • WREC-TV Memphis (ch. 3) has contracted with RCA for
complete transmitter-antenna-color package (Ideco tower) running about $500,000.
Station, with target date of Dec. 4, will be
CBS affiliated and represented nationally
by Katz. Network one-hour class A rate
will be in neighborhood of $900.
WHEN FCC ChiefB»TAccountant William
J. Norfleet retires in September after 19
years in post, word going around corridors is that Commission will abolish
Office of Chief Accountant. Other members of that staff will be parceled out to
various bureaus, according
to scuttlebutt.
B«T
DEAN'S LIST • With appointment of fourman top "committee" to conduct its study
of networks (see story page 76) FCC is
now looking for outside attorney to head
up investigatory staff. With only $80,000
appropriated for study, Commission is
looking for someone of stature to handle
short-term assignment — probably dean of
major law school, preferably one with
some communications and administrative
law background.
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You

SCOOP

30-county

Oregon

whole

Portland,

Market

Biggest
Highest

the

Coverage

Ratings

Pick the biggest helping and the favorite
dish when you want to tempt the viewers
of Oregon and Southern Washington.
Only KOIN-TV's maximum power gives
you the full 30-county, billion-and-a-half
dollar Portland Market.
Only KOIN-TV guarantees absolute
leadership in ratings. Check this latest June
1955 ARB for Portland:

BUGENt

Top Shows: KOIN-TV has 13 of the top
16 weekly shows and 8 of the top 10 multiweekly shows.
Top Averages: KOIN-TV leads every
morning, afternoon, evening . . . every day
of the week.
Top Audience: KOIN-TV dominates in
total audience for the week — 63% more
audience than station B — 115% more than
Station C.
To sell the Portland, Oregon Market
pick Six— pick KOIN-TV.

THE BIG
MR. SIX
IN THE WEST

PORTLAND,
KOIN-TV

CHANNEL

6

Represented Nationally by CBS Television Spot Sales
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Tv Film Producers

Plan

To Meet Strike by Guild
PRODUCERS of entertainment films Friday
stepped up plans to meet nationwide strike of
Screen Actors Guild this week as flood of ballots at SAG headquarters in Hollywood indicated overwhelming vote for walkout. Also
facing producers is demand of new labor groups
for cut of gross receipts from tv packages.
SAG spokesman said Friday 5,000 ballots
showed 98% favored strike against producers.
Ballot deadline was last night (Sun.). Strike
would not affect production of tv film commercials or theatrical, industrial or education
films.
Issue is principle of more money for actors
out of first tv re-runs. Actors now get 100%
of re-run payments for second through fifth reruns but producers argue their whole operation isbased on first re-run profit. Negotiations
underway for weeks between SAG and Alliance of Tv Film Producers and Assn. of Motion Picture Producers. Current pact expired
July 20.
Producers being badgered for 5% of gross
by Teamsters Local 399 and Laborers Local
724, latter affiliated with International Hod
Carriers. Similar move made earlier by IATSE
Cameramen's Local 659, it's understood.
Major tv film producers are active in filming
fall programs. Some have substantial backlogs
on shelf and could hold out year or more but
others would be hit within weeks. Tv network
sources show little concern over SAG strike.
NBC Plans Expansion
Of World News Coverage
PLANS for expansion of worldwide news coverage of NBC News were announced Friday
by Davidson Taylor, NBC vice president in
charge of public affairs. Plan was actually
launched by Mr. Taylor when he met with
network's European news staff in Lausanne,
Switzerland, July 24-25 at conclusion
of Geneva
conference.
In attendance at session were: Romney
Wheeler, Edwin Newman and Guy Blanchard
of London bureau; Robert McCormick, scheduled to move to Washington from Bonn today
(Monday); Gerhardt Stindt, Berlin; Frank
Bourgholtzer, due to replace Mr. McCormick
in Bonn; Leif Eid and Paul Archicard, Paris,
and Merrill Mueller and Robert Hecox, Rome.
Plan will center on search for new and more
interesting material for network's regular news
shows. William R. McAndrew, NBC director
of news, told commentators foreign news
staffers will be busier than ever before, gathering not only spot news but "new types of
material"
stressing
feature angles for American listeners
and viewers.

Avis Plans Radio Spots
AVIS-Rent-a-Car, newest competitor to longestablished Hertz-Rent-a-Car firm, is turning to
radio spot announcement campaign starting on
varied dates in August. Entire schedule will
run in about 15 markets, mostly major cities
where firm has opened quarters. N. W. Ayer
& Son, New York, is agency placing 13-week
announcements.
Broadcasting

deadline

• Telecasting

CROSLEY PLANS
CROSLEY Radio & Tv Receivers, Cincinnati, has appointed Compton Adv.,
New York, to handle its advertising effective immediately, according to W. A.
MacDonough, director of advertising and
sales promotion for Crosley and Bendix
Home Appliance Division of Avco Mfg.
Co. Mr. MacDonough said new agency
would prepare comprehensive program
aimed at mass consumer advertising approach for new Crosley radio-tv line
which will be introduced shortly. He
also indicated campaign would be broadest for radio-tv line. Earle Ludgin, Chicago, will continue to handle Crosley
appliances and Bendix laundry. Compton
appointment is said to involve in neighborhood of $2.5 million in billings.
Sweeney

Blames

Radio

Ills

On 'Nickel Limit' Promotion
RADIO'S growth has been blocked largely because of "the penny ante, nickel limit, 'Cheap
John' attitude toward selling and sales promotion costs."
This indictment
was made by Kevin Sweeney,
president of RAB, in speech before group of
Southern California broadcasters in Los Angeles. He urged stations to abandon this "suicidal" attitude, and outlined following fivepoint plan to increase sales:
"Add more salesmen to properly cover your
prospects; do some consistent promotion — at
least weekly direct mail to your prospects;
equip your sales staff with a comprehensive
presentation on the station they have to sell;
send your salesmen out knowledgeable about
the advertising problems of the principal retail
businesses; support financially the industry's
joint selling efforts like RAB and regional
associations."
New Richmond Station
WLLY Richmond, Va., to start program tests
tomorrow following FCC authorization Friday.
Station will operate on 1320 kc daytime with
1 kw power. Louis Adelman, formerly operations chief of American Forces Network in
Europe and Africa, is president, treasurer and
majority stockholder. Assistant manager in
charge of sales is Dee Deering.
GAG'S NO JOKE
BRITISH gag-rule which prohibits discussions on radio-tv of matters to be
discussed in Parliament within two weeks
was made official by government last
week. It had been in effect on BBC since
1948 by agreement of Conservative and
Labor parties. Rule, which also prevents
Members of Parliament from speaking on
radio-tv on matters pending before legislative body, will be in effect on commercial tv facilities scheduled to start in
September.

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

TELECHRON'S 'TODAY' • Telechron Inc.
(electric clocks), Ashland, Mass., will sponsor
portion of Today on NBC-TV, starting Sept.
7. N. W. Ayer & Son, New York, is agency.
TWO BUY GODFREY • Two advertisers,
American Home Foods (Chef Boy-Ar-Dee) and
Hartz Mountain pet food, will sponsor portions of Arthur Godfrey morning show on CBS.
American Home Foods picks up five weekly
quarter-hour segments of simulcast portion that
Toni Co. drops Aug. 30 while Hartz Mountain food takes over radio segment of show.
Agency for latter advertiser is George Heartman, Chicago. Young & Rubicam, New York,
services AHF.
WHITMAN ON TV • Whitman Candies, Philadelphia, buying nighttime Class A station
identifications effective Sept. 26 in 46 tv markets
for
13 weeks. N. W. Ayer & Son, New York,
is agency.
HEALING SERIES RENEWED • Dr. Thomas
Wyatt, Portland, Ore., has renewed Wings of
Healing over ABC Radio (Sun., 2:30-3 p.m.
EDT), starting Aug. 21. Agency: Century
Adv., Portland.
WILLARD TAKES THREE • Willard Storage
Battery Co., Cleveland, has signed for three
participations weekly on Mutual's "MultiMessage" programs (Mon.-Fri., 8-8:30 EDT),
starting Aug. 29. Agency: Meldrum & Fewsmith, Cleveland.
SPORTS PURCHASE • General Cigar Co.,
N. Y., has bought one-quarter of coverage of
58 fall and winter sports events to be played
at Madison Square Garden and telecast by
WPIX (TV) New York, starting Oct. 29.
Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
FAIR PROMOTES • In first substantial broadcast effort, Morris County (N. J.) Fair has
bought two-week schedule of one-minute participations in WRCA New York programs,
starting Aug. 7 and ending Aug. 20. Commercials to promote fair, to be held Aug. 15-20.

GM Plans
More Corp.,
'World'
GENERAL
MOTORS
Detroit, which
already has signed for one-third sponsorship
of NBC-TV's Wide, Wide World (alternate
Sun., 4-5:30 p.m. NYT), starting in fall, reported to have taken option for remaining twothirds of program. Advertising will be on behalf of two GM divisions, still undetermined.
New Agency in Los Angeles
FORMATION of Goodman-Anderson Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles, announced Friday by
Mort Goodman, former head of his own
agency, and Robert Anderson, previously account executive with Stodel Agency. New firm
is located in present Goodman headquarters,
614 S. San Vicente Blvd., Los Angeles. Among
radio-tv accounts will be Nic-L-Silver Battery
Co., major West Coast tv advertiser which
switches from Stodel Agency Sept. 1. Hollywood Tv Service, Republic Pictures subsidiary,
is another Goodman-Anderson account.
August 1, 1955 • Page 7
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FCC Action Now Awaited
In Rochester Ch. 10 Case
BIG question circulating among broadcast observers Friday was whether FCC was going to
move to take ch. 10 sharetimers WHEC-TV and
I WVET-TV Rochester, N. Y., off air in compliance with U. S. Court of Appeals ruling last
Thursday (see story, page 79). Doubt expressed
by some that stations would actually have to go
dark.
Court said Gordon P. Brown, WSAY
Rochester, was entitled to hearing on protest
against 1952 grant. Present rule requires protested grant be stayed pending hearing and
decision on protest. This would be left to discretion of Commission under pending revised
rule, already passed by House and recommended by Senate Commerce Committee.
Decision Thursday galvanized supporters of
revised Sect. 309(c) into action on Capitol Hill.
Court ruling on Rochester pointed to as "horrible" example where citizens of Rochester
would be deprived of ch. 10 signals.
FCC commissioners and executives were
happy about portion of court's finding which
said that expedited procedures instituted after
freeze lifting were legal. Court said FCC could
establish own procedures and they can't be
counted arbitrary if applied to all. FCC'ers also
found cause for satisfaction in court's denial of
Mr. Brown's attempts to force Commission to
accept his late application. Mr. Brown had filed
for ch. 10 six days after FCC's grant was made.
FCC

Calls for New

Briefs

In Fort Wayne Tv Case
FCC Friday asked parties to Fort Wayne ch.
69 case to file briefs on what effect if any
death of Paul V. McNutt has on final decision
issued by FCC late in 1954 favoring grant to
WANE and denying Anthony Wayne Broadcasting Co. (comprising Mr. McNutt and James
Fleming). Latter carried case to U. S. Court
of Appeals, which last June told FCC to reopen
record to take cognizance of Mr. McNutt's
death [B»T, June 20].
One point which caused FCC to find against
Anthony Wayne application was relationship
of Messrs. McNutt and Fleming to Fort Wayne
Journal Gazette and News Sentinel, which have
joint advertising rates. This was counted as factor against Anthony Wayne application. Mr.
McNutt's death may change this factor in FCC
decision, court ruled, and ordered Commission
to reconsider.
Granik# Cook Push Effort
To Obtain Florida Outlet
EFFORTS were pursued Friday by Theodore
Granik and William H. Cook to force W.
Wright Esch to sell them WMFJ Daytona
Beach, Fla., along with permit for ch. 2 there.
Messrs. Granik and Cook, principals in WJNOTV (ch. 5 ) West Palm Beach, filed protest with
FCC to grant of sale of WMFJ by Mr. Esch
to another group, Harold Kaye and Emile J.
Arnold [B«T, July 4].
Protestants claimed Mr. Esch in October
1954 offered them 60-day option to buy WMFJ
and ch. 2 permit, but when they tried to exercise option in December Mr. Esch refused to
sell and later denied existence of valid agreeBroadcasting
• Telecasting

deadline
... . .

SAVING'S COLOR
ENTRY of U. S. Savings & Loan Foundation, Philadelphia, into network television reportedly is set for early January, with participation by foundation in
NBC-TV's Sunday night Color Spread
program. Foundation's advertising up to
present largely has been concentrated in
magazines. Agency is McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
ment, according to protest. Reproduction of
formal option agreement was filed with protest.
Messrs. Granik and Cook took case to court
in Volusia County, Fla., last June asking court
to force sale to them. In interim, Mr. Esch
sold WMFJ to Messrs. Kaye and Arnold. Protest asked that sale be stayed and designated
for hearing or that Commission await outcome
of court suit before taking action on sale.
WTOP Washington Objects
To WJBK Detroit on 1500 kc
WTOP Friday filed objection with FCC to operation of WJBK Detroit on 1500 kc until such
time as latter station can assure protection to
nighttime signal of WTOP (1500 kc, 50 kw).
Detroit station (1490 kc, 250 w) holds permit
to operate on 1500 kc with 10 kw day, 1 kw
night.
WTOP charged that WJBK permit includes
engineering protection to its signal. These requirements have not been met, WTOP said,
and cited monitoring readings provided by
WJBK which showed that interference resulted
from signal. WJBK quest to operate on 1500
kc goes back to April 1952 when it was granted
permit for this frequency with 10 kw day and
5 kw night. Because of nighttime interference
with WTOP, permit was later changed to specify
1 kw night along with conditions for WTOP
signal protection.
KTLA (TV) Severs Welk Show
In Commercial Policy Dispute
AFTER DISPUTE involving right of talent to
have voice in station's use of commercial time
during mid-program station breaks, Klaus
Landsburg, vice president-manager of Paramount's KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, Friday
announced cancellation of 4-year-old Lawrence
Welk "Champagne Music" full-hour remote on
ground Mr. Welk refused to recognize contract.
Court action expected which may set pattern
for station break policy elsewhere.
Welk agent told B»T KTLA inserted commercial for different advertiser at ID time,
violating new pact governing Friday night show
sponsored by Dodge Dealers. In early July
Welk began Saturday night remote on ABCTV for Dodge, blacked out in Los Angeles because of KTLA program.

on 'Monitor7
Truman signed
Margaret TRUMAN
MARGARET
by NBC Radio
as travel correspondent for broadcast on trip
abroad on Monitor, NBC weekend radio
service, effective last weekend.

HARRY STONE, pioneer Nashville radio
broadcaster who later was with Texas and Arizona tv stations, named director of television
at WSIX-TV Nashville. Mr. Stone was Nashville's first radio announcer at old WCBQ. At
WSM Nashville, where he was general manstarted, many stars on the road to
nationalager, hefame.
GEORGE DIEFENDERFER JR., formerly
with Paul H. Raymer Co., Chicago, station
representative, appointed sales manager of
WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis.
NORMAN M. BANKART, service representative on United Airlines account at N. W. Ayer
& Son, Chicago, appointed vice president.
ROSS D. SIRAGUSA JR., formerly with Appliance Distributors Inc., subsidiary of Admiral
Corp., and sales supervisor in San Francisco
branch, appointed assistant sales manager of
Admiral's Television Div.
JOSEPH W. DREHER, employe relations staff,
cathode ray tube sub-department, General Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y., appointed manager of
engineering administration. CHANNING
DICHTER, supervisor of materials and processes development, named manager of industrial and military product engineering.
CLINTON B. WOOD JR., assistant advertising manager, U. S. Rubber Co., and JEROME
ENTIS, Russell W. Allen Co., join Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., in contact department.
CLORIA VOTSIS, editor with Skye Publications, N. Y., has been named West Coast representative of new Hollywood office of Ursula
Halloran & Assoc., N. Y., public relations firm.
RCA Ships Color Cameras
SHIPMENT of three Vidicon color film cameras to KCRA-TV Sacramento (ch. 3 ) and one
to WCAU-TV Philadelphia (ch. 10) reported
by RCA Friday. RCA also said WXEX-TV
Petersburg, Va. (ch. 8), was now scheduled to
go on air Aug. 6, WHIS-TV Bluefield, W. Va.
(ch. 6), on Aug. 12, and CJON St. Johns,
Newfoundland, on Aug. 5 instead of July 30
as scheduled earlier.
WRCA, WCBS Presentation
AS EVIDENCE of radio's solidarity despite
keen competition between stations, WRCA and
WCBS New York will make joint presentation
Thursday to salesmen of Libby, McNeill &
Libby, which shortly will launch advertising
campaign on stations. Instead of separate presentations, itwas decided that Max Buck, director of merchandising and sales promotion
for WRCA, would outline merchandising activities to be conducted by both outlets, and Henry
Untermeyer, sales manager of WCBS, provide
details
stations. of advertising copy to be carried on
Avram M. Mann
A VRAM M. MANN, 61, m.c. on number of
Yiddish-language broadcasts on WEVD New
York, died in crash of El Al Israel airliner
shot down in Bulgaria Wednesday, according
to list published Friday. He had been assocapacity.ciated with station for five years in freelance
California Outlet Sold
KHUB Watsonville, Calif., sold to William W.
Morgan, of Des Moines, Iowa, by Patrick H.
Peabody, president, for $55,000 subject to FCC
approval. Transaction handled by BlackburnHamilton Co. KHUB was founded in 1930.
It operates with 250 w power on 1340 kc.
August 1, 1955
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IS COLOR TV UPON US?

NETWORK-UHF

Just about, says NBC-RCA, whose
fall program plans are five times over
last year. Not so, say the majority of set manufacturers, who don't
plan much activity until the market
grows
31
WESTINGHOUSE

SEWS UP ELECTIONS

On CBS radio and tv, at least. It puts
up $5 million to follow the campaigns
through preliminaries, conventions and
the vote itself
31, 33
AIRLINE TAKES A RADIO FLIER
American Airlines goes against some
advisors, makes a success out of its
midnight-morning music show . . . .34
WHICH RATINGS ARE BEST?
The ARF committee out to find out
releases its second report. Diaryrecorder combination looks out in
front
36
THE MONTHLY

Broadcasting
Publication! Inc.
Sol Taishoff
President
B. Treasurer
T. Taishoff

TELESTATUS

B»T's report of tv network shows,
stations on the air and all about them.
Tear it out for reference — the pages
are perforated
55
ABC TAKES ITS TURN AT FILM BUYING
It pays $1.5 million for 35 top British
features, just a week after General
Teleradio had bought RKO
64
ZIV SALES GO NATIONAL
Film syndicator sets up new division
to sell to the nationwide advertiser .66
TRY ME ON FEE, SAYS WFMZ-TV
Suspended Pennsylvania uhf offers itself to FCC as guinea pig to test
subscription tv
70

PROBE SHELVED

'Sometime' investigation by Senate
committee now off until January. B»T
reviews the 84th Congress
72
LEGISLATIVE BOXSCORE
What the congressional session did
and didn't do about radio-tv lawmaking 74
FCC STUDY GOES INTO GEAR
But only low gear. Commission puts
available staff to work on Jones, Plotkin reports. But there isn't enough
money
76
PUSH FOR PROTEST CHANGES
Sec. 309 (c) amendment boosters try
to get bill through before Senate
adjournment. They hadn't at press
time
78
ROCHESTER GRANT UPENDED
Court rules Gordon Brown's WSAY
should have been heard by FCC in
ch. 10 case. Big question: Will sharetimers WHEC-TV, WVET-TV be
kicked off the air until case is resolved? 79
WKY-TV, COURTS GET TOGETHER
Oklahoma City station sits down
with judges, comes away with 'carte
blanche' to cover trials
84

'MONITOR' PLUS TV URGED BY NBC
Network, not offering any deals, suggests advertisers buy both weekend
radio show and participations on tv
magazine programming
90
RCA'S BEST HALF YEAR YET
Mid-year sales, profit figures are well
ahead of 1954. This might be that
billion dollar year
92
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radio-active

Stay-at-homes
ers too . . .
These

are active radio listen-

stay-at-homes want top entertainment and information as usual.

Radio continues to give them the best
in entertainment

and information

cause top radio programming
vacation in summer. . .
And

Spot Radio

turns

be-

takes no

Radio-Active

stay-at-homes into active customers for
advertisers.

stay-at-homes

WSB
WFAA'
KOA
WIKK
KPRC*
WJIM
KARK
KABC

Atlanta
Dallas
Ft. Worth
Denver
Erie
Houston
Lansing
Little Rock
Los Angeles

NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
ABC

WISN
KSTP
WABC
WTAR
WIP
WRNL
KCRA

Milwaukee
(Minneapolis )
jst. Paul \
New York
Norfolk
Philadelphia
Richmond
, Sacramento
San Antonio

CBS
NBC
ABC
CBS
MBS
ABC
NBC
NBC

KFMB
KGO
KMA
KTBS
KVOO
ABC

San Diego
San Francisco
Shenandoah (Iowa)
Shreveport
Tulsa
Pacific Radio
Regional Network
'A/so represented as key
stations of the
TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK

WOAI*

EDWARD
PETRY
&
CO.,
inc.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO
• ATLANTA-

CBS
ABC
ABC
NBC
NBC

IN REVIEW
THE FOURPOSTER
DELIGHTFUL, charming, tender.
Those are the adjectives that were brought
to mind by "The Fourposter" as telecast on
NBC-TV's Producer's Showcase last Monday
evening. For the play was more a matter of
mood than of plot, a series of episodes in the
life of a married couple — their joys, their problems, their quarrels — set in their bedroom, with
the fourposter an ever-present witness and sometimes almost a participant in the scene.
The
couple's
wedding
night inplay
1890,opens
whenon thetheyoung
bridegroom,

CAPITAL TYPES #7

complete with top hat, carries his white-gowned
bride over the threshold of their bedroom. A
completely sentimental scene, this, with the
newly-weds' shy embarrassment almost, but not
quite, overcoming their desire for each other.
The next scene, a little over a year later, is
pure farce. She is momentarily expecting her
first baby; he is in bed with all the symptoms of
labor pains.
Ten years later comes the battle royal, with
threats of separation and a tearful reconciliation. Next, comedy again, 4 a.m. and the

THE BUDGET

WATCHDOG

Grunts when he slashes
appropriations (with a
short diagonal pencil
stroke). Girls in the office find him lovable.
Rumored to be a Big Man
around the poolroom.
Advertisers in Washington who keep a watchful
eye on their own budgets
depend on f TOP Radio for
(1) the largest average
share of audience (2) the
most quarter-hour wins
(3) Washington's most popular local personalities
and (4) ten times the
power of any other radio
station. No matter what
the size of your budget,
you can count on capital
sales results from the
Capital's top station.
WTOP
RADIO
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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FOURPOSTER'S FULL CAST
anxious parents unable to sleep as they wait
for their 18-year-old son to come home from
a party. Then an emotional outbreak following
their daughter's marriage as the mother realizes
she is losing her own youth. And finally, their
departure from their old surroundings, leaving
the room and the fourposter to another generation, concludes the play.
This slight, sentimental comedy is brought to
life by its cast, Jessica Tandy and Hume
Cronyn, who on tv gave a performance polished
and perfected
by the toshow's
run despite
on Broadway. It is a tribute
their long
art that
the
many times they have performed their roles
there was nothing jaded nor off-hand about
their tv interpretations. The close-ups, easy for
cameras but not possible in the theatre, gave
the viewers at home the definite feeling that
the stars were not merely acting but living their
roles for the 90 minutes of the telecast. The
thought occurred that it's too bad that all tv
casts
can't telecast.
have two years of rehearsal before
the actual
The commercials were nearly as good as the
play, especially the song-and-dance sequence
to announce "The Big Change" in tv which the
new RCA Victor sets are creating, and the cartoon explanation of the advantages of Ford engines, which was colorful and comic as well as
instructive.
Production cost: Approximately $41,000
Sponsored by RCA and Ford Motor Co.
through Kenyon & Eckhardt on NBC-TV
as July 25th program of series telecast in
color and black-and-white every fourth Monday, 8-9:30 p.m. EDT.

Cast: Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn.
Adapted for tv by Joseph Schrank from stage
play by Jan de Hartog.
Produced and staged by Hume Cronyn.
Television director: Clark Jones; associate director: Dominick Dunne; technical director:
Larry Elikann; music supervisor: Harry Sosnik; costumes: Lucinda Ballard; costume supervision: Guy Kent; scenic designer: Otis
Riggs;
lighting:
Jack Fitzpatrick; makeup:
Dick Smith.
PALL MALL

PLAYHOUSE

BY
traditional
opera"
line HEWING
and refusingto tothetake
a chance"horse
on shocking
their audience with any semblance of reality,
the producers of "Showdown at Sunset," last
Wednesday's telecast on the summer Pall Mall
Playhouse series on ABC-TV, turned what
could have been a gripping psychological drama
into just another B picture.
The scene is the old West, where men are
men and guns the final answer to all problems.
The
the 21st
a rancher's
son.
The time,
boy takes
his birthday
girl to a ofdance;
a stranger
tries to pick her up and becomes insulting
when the boy protests; the boy knocks him
down and finds himself scheduled to shoot it
out at Oak Hollow the next evening.
At this point, the story could have shown
its viewers what happens to a boy who in a few
hours will enter his first duel, facing an opponent who by all odds will kill him. Yet, if
he backs down, the code of the West will see
that his fate is worse than death.
Instead, "Showdown at Sunset" went melodramatic and filled the rest of the half-hour with
an elaborate plot that involved: the father, helpless to fight his son's battles; the honest sheriff,
helpless to intervene because "nothing's happened yet"; the crooked gambler, who has hired
the killer so that he can trade the hero's life
for the land the father will not sell him, "the
finest piece of grazin' land in the hull state o'
New Mexico"; the mother and sweetheart who
stand helplessly by while their boy goes off to
almost certain death; and the trick ending
whereby the lad is spared to speak the play's
final and most memorable line: "Let's go home
to The
our women,
dad."appropriate to the plotwork,
acting was
although there were indications that, given the
opportunity, Darryl Hickman, who played the
son, could portray something deeper than the
cardboard character called for here. Tom
Tully, as the father, was out on the range and
astride a horse, but otherwise indistinguishable
from the San Francisco detective he portrays
on The Line-Up.
Production cost: Approximately $30,000.
Sponsored by American Tobacco Co. (for Pall
Mall cigarettes) through Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles on ABC-TV, Wed., 8:30-9
p.m.(ofEDT.
Cast
"Showdown at Sunset'): Darryl Hickman, Tom Tully, Jan Shepard, Robert North,
Robert Osterloh.
Producer: Meridian Productions.
Associate producer: William Self; director:
Justus Addiss; writers: J. L. Bouma and
Leonard Freeman.
TV REPAIR QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
ON VIDEO CIRCUITS, by Sidney Piatt.
John F. Rider Publisher, 480 Canal St., New
York 13. 128 pp. $2.10.
DESIGNED to answer questions that are in
the mind of the serviceman as he troubleshoots
and repairs tv receivers, this volume on video
circuits is the second in a series which began
with a book on antennas, transmission lines and
front ends. Illustrations are included.
Broadcasting
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DALLAS
TULSA
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NEW
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100,000
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Represented by
VENARD, RINTOUL and McCONNELL,

Inc.

Walter M. Windsor, General Manager
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and

low!

Television's juicy rewards, unlike the grapes in the fable, are within
easy reach of even low-budget advertisers — when you use spot
television on the 12 stations we represent. The rewards are sweet . . .
and the cost is low. Here's just one example . . .
Last Fall, Minute Maid set out to capture a bigger share of total
frozen orange juice sales in the Washington (d.C.) market. A low-cost
schedule of station breaks, minute announcements and Mark Evans
participations on WTOP-TV played an important part in Minute Maid's
sales strategy. The picture changed fast !
In the words of the district sales manager, here's what happened :
"When we started on WTOP-TV,

Minute Maid was far from being the

top-selling brand that it is in many other markets. By December, in just
three months, our sales had climbed fantastically ! By March, sales had
more than tripled and Minute Maid became one of the top selling
brands. Despite previous spotty distribution, Minute Maid is now in all
the major grocery chains— including one hold-out which called and
asked for our product as a direct result of our WTOP-TV

advertising.

You've certainly helped to put across Minute Maid in this area!"
Basic success stories like this provide eloquent reason why more than
300 national spot advertisers currently use schedules on one or more of the
12 stations (and the regional network) we represent.
Moral: it's a good
CBS

spot

TELEVISION

to be in !
SPOT

SALES

Representing:
wcbs-tv New York
wcau-tv Philadelphia
wtop-tv Washington
wbtv Charlotte
wbtw Florence
wmbr-tv Jacksonville
wxix Milwaukee
wbbm-tv Chicago
ksl-tv Salt Lake City
kgul-tv Galveston-Houston
koin-tv Portland
knxt Los Angeles
cbs television
pacific network

IN PUBLIC
Chicago

THE

WINNER

and

still

!

Champ

INTEREST'

Unit Devises Plan

On Handling of Racial News
THE CHICAGO Commission on Human Relations isdistributing to some 20 other similar
commissions throughout the country copies of
a local plan for handling stories by radio-tv
stations of racial and other disturbances. Elsewhere, the plan was understood to be under
consideration by stations in Hammond, Gary
sin).
and Michigan City (all Indiana), Waukegan
and Zion City (Illinois) and Kenosha (WisconUnder the Chicago plan, race or gang fights
are filed by the City News Bureau as "advisory
notes" to station clients during the actual trouble stage. The idea is to report the basic news
and yet not excite listeners to the scene of activity, particularly in race riots. City News
Bureau newsmen are given six points to help
guide them in writing news for stations. The
bureau has prepared a basic form to be used for
the first flash when mob violence is probable.
The initial advisory notes are tagged "not for

In a Telepnlse Survey just completed (for May, 1955) .
WAFB-TV, two-year uncontested TV champion in
Baton Rouge, rated first for 324 of the 331 quarter
hours when both TV stations were on the air. Every
one of the top 15 favorite weekly programs
BATON

were on WAFB-TV.

ROUGE

the first six) favorite "daily"' programs were
on WAFB-TV.

WAFB-TV
Station "B"
Station "C"

Eight of the 10 (all of

Monday to Friday
6 PM-12 PM
7 AM-12
12 AM-6 PM
78 AM
61
10a
29
33a
10
59
12
Sunday 8
Saturday

12:15 PM-6PM 6PM-12PM
1 PM-6 PM
76
64
WAFB-TV
76
64
76
la
27a
Station "B"
la
27a
8a
23
9
Station "C"
23
9
16
a Does not broadcast for complete period. Audience unadjusted.

6 PM-12 PM
33a
61
6

The plan was devised as a common apbroadcast."
proach to news coverage after an agreement
by the news directors of nine Chicago radiotv stations which are clients of the local City
News Bureau, which suggested the policy.
Stations taking CNB news services and now
adhering to the plan are WGN - AM - TV,
WMAQ-WNBQ (TV), WBBM-AM-TV, WCFL,
WIND, WAIT.
The new policy of station coverage has been
lauded by Chicago Mayor Richard Daley as
"the first such action ever taken by any group
of radio and television stations with the public
welfare in mind."
WGR-TV Aids in Capture
FORTY-FIVE minutes before its 1 1 p.m. newscast, WGR-TV Buffalo, N. Y., was notified that
a prisoner awaiting trial had escaped from the
yard area of the Niagara County Jail. Pictures
of the escapee were rushed to the station and
blow-ups were made for insert into the already
overloaded news show. A report of the escape,
a description of the prisoner and an appeal for
a lookout were aired. The prisoner was apprehended shortly after, the station reports, and
quotesdentthe
county
sheriff asWGR-TV
saying the
indicates
the interest
has "inciwith
respect to public service."
Shedding Light on Blindness
WINS New York has inaugurated a new program entitled Man With a Question, every
Sunday from 11:15 through 11:30. The program
is an American Foundation for the Blind series
and is presenting 13 well-known personalities
who talk informally with authorities about the
subject of blindness.
Aid for Stricken Family
WNAM Neenah, Wis., raised funds for a local
family whose home was demolished by an
explosion in the vicinity. Gregg Dunn, WNAM
disc jockey, campaigned for financial aid for
the family and raised $1,088.76.
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WAFB-TV
CHANNEL
28
affiliated with WAFB, AM-FM
CBS— ABC — DUMONT
200,000 WATTS
Reps: Call Adam Young, Nationally or Clarice Brown in South & Southwest

Orphan Scout to Camp
WDVA Danville, Va., raised $95.26 so that a
Danville orphan, who is an eagle scout, might
spend a month at the National Boy Scout
Ranch in New Mexico. Earl Stogner, disc
jockey, asked his audience for help and in 90
minutes the entire amount of money was
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LOOK
AT

THIS
LIST
OF

OP-DRAW
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Bette Davis
Martha Raye
Joseph Cotten
Abbott & Costello
Barry Sullivan
Nancy Kelly
Mel Ferrer
June Havoc
Sterling Hayden
Jean Parker
Richard Arlen

m * ,
■
A llr
MM
mjr
■
V
W
■
■
A

Ellen Drew
Lew Ayres
Olsen & Johnson
Allan Jones
Wendy
Barrie
Jack Haley
Broderick Crawford
Barbara Britton
William Gargan
Andy Devine
Rudy Vallee

CALL, WIRE or WRITE any of these AAP offices NOW!
DALLAS
NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES
Associated Artists Productions, Inc., Associated Artists Productions, Inc.,
ated345Artists
Productions,
Inc.,
Madison Ave.
310 South Harwood Street
1908 South Vermont Ave.
Randolph 7736
Murray Hill 6-2323
Republic 2-3016
Broadcasting
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Paul Kelly
Rhonda Fleming
Leo Carillo
Binnie Barnes
Chester Morris
John Ireland
Sheldon Leonard
Jane Withers
Ozzie Nelson
Mary Beth Hughes
Virginia Bruce

CHICAGO
Associated Artists Productions, Inc.,
203 North Wabash
Dearborn 2-4040

Bela Lugosi
Richard Denning
Dick Foran
Osa Massen
Roscoe Karns
William
Eythe
Robert Lowrey

\

Phyllis Brooks
Rory Calhoun
Teresa
Wright
James Gleason
and so many, many more
ATLANTA
Associated Artists Productions. Inc.,
Barbizon Towers, 35 Lombardy Way N E.
Elgin 3028
August 1, 1955
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Boom Above the Border
EDITOR:
I have just read your recent article covering
the Canadian market and find it a valuable
guide in studying this "boom above the border" [B»T, July 18].
We look forward to future area studies.
Annett Goodrich, Timebuying Dept.
Emil Mogul Co., New York
EDITOR:
... I personally feel that the information
contained within this article will be helpful to
all those interested in studying the economic
and social development that has taken place in
Canada during the postwar years.
I am especially interested in any and all
information regarding the growth of Canadian
broadcasting and will, as time goes by, look
forward to seeing more articles on Canada.
Jay Wasserman, Asst. Acct. Exec.
(For Procter & Gamble Co. — Canada)
Benton & Bowles, New York
AWARE Objects
EDITOR:
. . . The present controversy stems from the
issuance on Dec. 29, 1954, of AWARE Publication 12, a partial analysis of the Communistfront records of some 13 persons who had, 18
days earlier, been defeated in an AFTRA election. Publication 12 was released to our memand to a general press list, your magazinebership
included.

Class "A" time rate comparison
among South Bend area stations
WSJV
Station B Station C
1 hour
$300.00 $500.00 $400.00
hour $180.00 $300.00 $240.00
5 min.
$ 90.00 $125.00 $100.00
Effective
250,000 185,000 204,000
Radiated
watts
watts
watts
Power
^Source: 1955 Sales Management Survey of Buying Power
Average per family income in the
South Bend Market is $6,923.00—
ranking it first in Indiana and fifth
highest in the nation. WSJV-TV
reaches 208,000 UHF sets in this
billion dollar market — with broader
coverage at substantially lower rates
than any TV station in the area.

WSJV-TV

JOHN F. DILLE, Jr., President
PAUL C. BRINES, General Manager
Your Growth Network Station
Serving
South Bend- Elkhart
Northern Indiana
Southern

Michigan

For availabilities see your

H-R
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We are therefore the more surprised that
your editorial [B»T, July 11] criticized
AWARE without giving fair evidence on which
the reader might make up his own mind.
We deny absolutely the "implied charges"
emerging from your pejorative phrases and
would welcome the most complete and impartial investigation of Publication 12 and its
supporting documentary evidence.
Jean Owens Hayworth, Secretary
AWARE Inc., New York
[EDITOR'S NOTE: B'T's editorial, "The Burdett
Lesson,"
dealt Winston
with the Burdett
public confession
CBS
correspondent
that he hadof been
awith
member
of
the
Communist
Party,
1940-42,
the condemnation of AWARE Inc. and
by
AFTRA.
Contrasting
the
"orderly"
investigation
of Mr. Burdett by CBS and the FBI with the
"somewhat less orderly way . . . represented by
the wholly unofficial and not always reliable
activities of AWARE Inc.," B.T described AWARE
Inc. as a private organization which pursues its
anti-communist objectives with "a scattergun
technique (which) is almost as apt to hit the innocent as the guilty" and is "ineffective except
to create fear and distrust."!
Paul White
EDITOR:
Congratulations on your fine editorial tribute
to Paul White. You hit the nail on the head
when you called him 'trail blazer'. . . .
Edward M. Kirby
Washington, D. C.
EDITOR:
Your editorial of July 18th regarding Paul
W. White is one of the greatest human interest
editorials I have ever read. Without moralizing, it was a moving and inspirational piece.
Lloyd George Venard, Pres.
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, N. Y.
EDITOR:
I noticed with great pleasure your editorial
cn "Paul W. White— Trail Blazer."
Not only was it well done, but it served to
spotlight a man who, to my way of thinking,
was the real "father" of electronic newscasting.
It was my good fortune to work with Paul
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at the
to
CBS.UP back in the late 20's, before he went
L. A. Hollingsworth, Pub. Rel. Mgr.
WPIX {TV) New York
Right Church, Wrong
EDITOR:

Pew

For nearly a score of years I have been depending on B*T to keep me up to date about
all my friends and acquaintances in the radio
and television industry. I'm always happy when
you print a news release about changes or promotions at WHAM and WHAM-TV.
I was just a trifle startled to read your interpretation ofour
release sales
on Armin
Bender's
promotion to
television
manager
[At
Deadline, July 18].
There is no question about Ben's ability and
qualifications, but I had sort of counted on
living a few years longer and I believe my
creditors would appreciate my keeping my job
— at least until the mortgage is paid off.
J. W. Kennedy Jr.
Vice President and Gen. Sales Mgr.
WHAM-AM-TV Rochester, N. Y.
EDITOR:
The story of my promotion is grossly exaggerated .. . I'm glad to report that Jack Kennedy is still vice president and general sales
manager; I have been appointed television sales
manager and report to him. There's nobody
around here who can fill Jack's shoes yet . . .
A. N. Bender, Sales Manager
WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: B.T regrets that an at-deadline
misreading ofof anthe item
station's
resulted
in publication
whichrelease
reported
Mr.
Bender's new post as that of general sales manager of WHAM-AM-TV instead of sales manager of WHAM-TV as it should have done.]
The Long and Short of It
EDITOR:
Just a note to let you know what a kick we
here at WJLS got out of the picture and comment about the men at KLRA Little Rock
wearing Bermuda shorts [B»T, July 18].
We here in the mountains of West Virginia
are glad to say the weather is so wonderful
that there is actually no necessity for shorts.
We have ... a contract . . . that when the
temperature in downtown Beckley reaches 95
degrees we shall go to work in shorts . . .
David L. Hall
WJLS Beckley, W. Va.
No Protest at KVAL-TV
EDITOR:
. . . Your listing of protest hearings before
the FCC and their dispositions [B«T, July 18]
[includes] a protest filed against Eugene Television Inc., operator of KVAL-TV Eugene, by
W. Gordon Allen, then of KTBF, also Eugene.
Your report indicates that this protest was
designated for hearing and is now pending.
This protest was dismissed in 1953. Construction permit to Eugene Television was
granted in November of that year. Station
construction started immediately, with the station going on the air, ch. 13, Apr. 15, 1954.
We're currently in operation, doing nicely,
thank you, and so far as we know have no
protest pending before the FCC. . . .
S. W. McCready, Gen. Mgr.
KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The list of protest cases was
not B'T's but Comr. John C. Doerfer's, prepared
as part merce
of his
testimony
before theof House
subcommittee
on revision
Sec. 309Com[c].
His intent was to show the number of protests,
issues involved, and FCC action; the list did not
show final disposition of each case.]
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TOWER -1 105 ft. • POWER—

316,000 watts • NETWORK - ABC & DUMONT

our

respects

to GUSTAV KARL BRANDBORG

_

and Cal Douglas
Stars of
WAPI News Roundup
8 to 8:15 a.m., Monday-Friday
Stars

Sell

on

Alabama's
greatest radio station

Folks in and around Birmingham
like to start the day listening to this
popular team. Maury and Cal give
local and Alabama news and weather, national and international events
. . . and this includes sports; Maury
is a great boy for sports! This program received the AP Award for
Excellence in Radio Journalism, and
Maury and Cal each got an individual award from AP.
You

can

Your

SELL
Products

to Alabama
If you

folks

TELL

them

on

they

programs

enjoy

hearing

Represented by
John

Blair &

Co.

Southeastern Representative:
Harry Cummings
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AFTER 23 years of radio selling. Gus Brandcity of 235,000. One of Tulsa's most loyal
borg can be classified as one of radio's No. 1 rooters, he serves on the Metropolitan Planboosters. He demonstrated his right to this
ning Committee. He is a Kiwanian and extitle a few months ago when he resigned from
president of Tulsa's downtown club as well as
lieutenant governor of the Texas-Oklahoma
his post on the board of Central Plains Enterprises, operating KVOO-TV Tulsa, because it District.
In 1944 he served as president of the Tulsa
was draining time from his job as assistant
Advertising Federation and as governor of
general manager of KVOO.
10th District. Southwest, of Advertising
In five crucial radio years, marked by wide- the
Federation of America. He is a Lutheran and
spread fears that television was about to devour
has served the church as member of the board
its older electronic brother. Gus Brandborg
of deacons plus membership on the executive
has been a leader in the radio-is-here-to-stay
movement. Several years ago he was active committee of the Synod of Kansas & Adjacent States. He has served several years as
in formation of Associated Tulsa Broadcasters,
a member of the election committee, Russell
a cooperative effort to develop department
Colgate Distinguished Service Awards, and
store advertising.
National Radio Committee of the NaRadio Advertising Bureau has since refined on the tional
Council of Churches.
the idea for its member stations around the naThis
interest
in religious affairs is reflected in
tion. The idea involves the planned use of
saturation spot schedules and the employment
KVOO"s programming, as well as such other
of a personality heard on all local stations on community activities as Community Chest committee chairmanships, board of Tulsa Better
behalf of the department store.
Business Bureau and an interest in the Tulsa
Another Associated Tulsa Broadcasters venPhilharmonic Orchestra.
ture, developed and promoted by Mr. BrandIndustry activities include membership on
borg. was the doubletruck trade advertisement.
the board of Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. and
"All radio is local radio, no matter who pays
an active part in a statewide audience promothe bill." This ad was based on the simple but
tion campaign. He was a member of the U.
generally unrecognized idea that all radio is of Tulsa
faculty two years, teaching a course
local in the final analysis, no matter who pays
in radio advertising and sales.
the bill, because it is designed for local conHaving completed his formal education he
sumption.
studied to become a professional singer but
"There's a challenge to radio these days
which returns to it some of the old zest we
soon became more interested in his father's
building and contracting business. He left his
knew before the lush wartime advertising days," father's firm in 1932 to join KVOO as a salesman and has been selling ever since.
he often tells industry friends. "Present indications are that national advertisers are reMrs. Brandborg is equally active in civic,
learning what our local advertisers have seemreligious and social activities. They built a
ingly never forgotten — that radio is a friend,
homenow"outarewhere
the country
begins"
confidant and companion and as such has a but
two miles
inside the
limitsinof1940
the
more personal, persuasive selling ability than
fast-growing
city.
Mr.
Brandborg
once
listed
ever before through the means of millions of
golf as a hobby but his game got so bad he
personal radio sets.
decided
to take up fishing, with time also availThis enthusiasm for radio in no way affects
able for rose gardening. He is a member of
his recognition of television's importance, he the Men's Dinner Club. Tulsa Knife & Fork
explains, going again into his favorite theme
Club. National Sales Executives Club and Tulsa
this way: "To say that tv spells the end of radio Country Club, to name a few of his social
is as foolish as the predictions 25 years ago affiliations.
that radio would write out the finish of newsAt last May's NARTB convention in Washington he was among those who caught an
papers. There's room for both radio and tv.
The success of each is dependent on the in- optimistic radio attitude in contrast to the
genuity and aggressive selling of those engaged
gloom of the 1954 industry meeting. Based on
his
radio experience of nearly a quarter-cenLast year he drew national attention to the
tury, he sums up the radio situation this way,
radio
situation by conducting a survey of 10 "After 1932, the depths of the depression,
therein."
major agencies and six large advertisers. In nothing in the way of hard selling can frighten
general, he found that agencies and advertisers
me. The future of radio has an ever brightening
wanted more market and audience data, package rates on rate cards, expanded promotion acHe's just as enthusiastic about Tulsa, too.
tivity, improved billing and similar service.
"There's no place like it," he will tell anyone
Gustav Karl Brandborg was born July 11, anytime and then cite a hatful of statistics to
1906, in Florala, Ala., moving to Tulsa in prove how fast the city has grown and how
1910. Since then Tulsa has grown into a much it will grow in the future.
look." Broadcasting
• Telecasting

WFB£-TV

in Carolina
in Greenville,

* The four counties are
Greenville, Anderson and
Spartanburg, S. C, and
Buncombe (Asheville)
N. C. Market Data for
the four counties, from
SALES
MANAGEMENT'S May 10, 1955,
Survey of Buying Power,
are as follows:
Population 559,300
Incomes $726,284,000
Retail
Sales
$481,774,000

swamps

4-County*

competition

Pulse

S. C. Metropolitan

Survey
Area

Survey

4%
01%%
0%
01%%
0%
PULSE SURVEY OF TELEVISION AUDIENCE
(4
counties)
4%
01%INDEX
3%
SHARE OF TELEVISION AUDIENCE APRIL 1955%
3%
6%
TV
Sets
Other
Station
12% Station
Time
Station
In Use
Station
C
D
E 0 Stations
3%
WFBC-TV
B
1080%
1%
%
3%
21.3%
65% 18%
4%
SUNDAY
0%
0
%
1%
6:00 A.M.-12:00 Noon 33.4%
05%%
5%
6%
43.1%
12 Noon-6:00 P.M.
65% 32%
1%
6P.M.-11:45 P.M.
27%
0%
63%
11%
5%
14.3%
6%
61% 14%
MON. THRU FRI.
1%%
0
0
4%%
3%
7:00 A.M.-12:00 Noon 22.9%
4%
40.7%
12:00 Noon-6:00 P.M.
3%
62% 37%
43%
41%
6:00P.M.-Midnight
11%
52% 27
%
28.2%
SATURDAY
10:00 A.M.-12:00 Noon 29.3%
48.1%
12:00 Noon-6 :00 P.M.
6:00P.M.-Midnight
0%
1%
PULSE SURVEY OF TELEVISION AUDIENCE 0
INDEX
%
i
%
0
6%%
(1 county)— SHARE OF TELEVISION AUDIENCE
APRIL
2% 1955 3%
3%
7% Other
Station Station
TV Sets
In Use WFBC-TVStation
C
D Statior 1
B
Time
9
2% %
0%
100%
0%
10%
0%
26.5%
1%
78%
SUNDAY
36.1%
3%
6:00 A.M.-12:00 Noon 42.6%
36%%
12:00 Noon-6 :00 P.M.
78% 20%
177%%
6:00 P.M.-11:45 P.M.
78%
11%0%
0%
4%
0%
14.2%
3
%
72%
MON. THRU FRI.
22.7%
3
%
7:00 AM.-12:00Noon
35%%
39.5%
20%
9%
12:00 Noon-6 :00 P.M.
80%
29%
61%
6:00 P.M.-12 Midnight
10%
26.3%
73%
SATURDAY
24.1%
10:00 A.M-12 Noon
46.3%
12:00 Noon-6 :00 P.M.
6:00 P.M.-12 Midnight
0%

Greenville, S. C, Metropolitan Area Figures
(Greenville County)
from Sales Management
are:
Population 181,800
Incomes $269,835,000
Retail
Sales
$174,225,000

Nationally by
Represented
For further information
about these PULSE SURVEYS, and about the total
WFBC-TV Market, contact
the Station or WEED. Ask
us also for details of the
latest ARB Study.
'The Giant of
Southern Skies"

Channel 4
WFBC-TV
Greenville, S. C.

WEED
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
WFBC-Radio
Affiliate)
is(NBC
represented
by
KNODEL
AVERY-

NBC

NETWORK

to cover the
EW
to cover

the

YORK

Metropolitan

area

effectively.
SAN

FRANCISCO
these advertisers . . .

Bay area...

Adam Hats
Ballantine Beer
Carolina Rice
Crawford Clothes
Farm Bureau Insurance

nnnsnnn
i nnni

Lady Esther
Martinson's
Coffee
Shell Oil
ROBERT RIEMENSCHNEiDE*

on

. . . use one of
America's
GREAT

2

independents!

KYA
The Personality Station
. . . 1260 k. c.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
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all accounts

IN ITS new building "at the water tower" on
Chicago's near north side, just a commercial's
throw off famed "Boul Mich," Schwimmer &
Scott Inc. continues to cater to clients with a
leaning toward broadcast media.
Sitting in literally on the ground floor is a
lanky, boyish, pipe-smoking youth, Robert R.
Riemenschneider, who shares the clients' feelings about the effective use of radio and television, particularly at the non-network (local
and/or spot) level. Mr. Riemenschneider is
timebuyer and media director at Schwimmer &
Scott, a post to which he succeeded last October
after other positions at the agency.
"I like the new trend in radio and television
timebuying today," he told B»T. "Radio and
tv are both re-establishing on new, much
sounder bases. The realistic reappraisal of just
what each has to offer advertisers is well underway. Radio is not dead nor is tv a cure-all answer to all sales problems. Each has much to
offer if used intelligently."
A Chicagoan by birth (born Nov. 13, 1928),
young Bob had wanted to get into the advertising business since he left New Trier High
School in 1946. He then entered Northwestern
U. and majored in advertising. During the
summer he worked parttime as an announcer
at Marshall Field's WFMF (FM) while a
sophomore. After graduation five years ago, he
joined Schwimmer & Scott, where he started
writing space copy (for Coronet magazine,
others). Later he branched into contact work
on Citrus Products Co. (Kist beverages). In
January 1952 he was appointed assistant to the
executive vice president, assisting on contact
and general supervision work on four of the
agency's major accounts. Later, before becoming media director, he was an account executive.
In his present post he buys radio-tv time for
Walgreen, Boyer International Labs (H-A Hair
Arranger), Salerno-Megowen Biscuit Co., Wyler
Soups, Red Dot Foods, Perfect Plus Hosiery,
Lincoln-Mercury Dealers of Metropolitan Chicago, and Libby Furniture & Appliance Stores
(heavy tv film advertiser).
Mr. Riemenschneider married the former
Polly Caylor. They have two children, Bob,
3V2, and Dick, seven months, and live near
Glenview, Chicago suburb. Bob likes sports of
all kinds, particularly golf and fishing when he
finds time.

Super
Suds
Wheatena
American Airlines
Bayer Aspirin
Coca Cola
Good Humor
Dr. Lyon's
Libby's Frozen Foods
Merkel Meals
Slenderella
Herbert Tareylon
White Rock

... and many

more

use one of America's 2
GREAT independents

WINS

50,000 Watts . . . 24 hours a day

WEST COAST OFFICE:
Adam J. Young,
Jr. • 593
Market Street
Los Angeles,
Calif.
YUkon 6-6769
CHICAGO OFFICE:
George Clark • 360 N. Michigan Ave.
RAndolph 6-0712
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Most
ever

comprehensive
made

off

a

radio

survey
audience

There's a new report out on radio listening.
Advertisers will find it absorbing . . . for a good

41.4 per cent of the adult listening audience is

many reasons.

Whether it's news, drama, farm reports, sports,
homemaking shows, music, or variety — makes no
difference. Morning, afternoon, evening, all night

• It measures audience quality as well as quantity.
• It measures station preference as well as program preference.
• It measures listening habits 24 hours a day,
upstairs, downstairs, indoors and out.
• Its sample is big — so big that the report is
conclusive, definitive.
The survey was made

by Alfred Politz

Research, Inc., in an area that includes parts of
four states. There are 197 radio stations to choose
from in that area. But survey results show that

tuned daily to one station — WJR, Detroit.

— no difference. The overwhelming percentage of
people prefers WJR.
That's because WJR is a radio station with a
personality. The personality accounts for circulation— millions of steady listeners who tune to
WJR for the kind of programming they want.
The Politz report is fascinating — don't fail to
read it! Either write WJR, Detroit 2, Michigan, or
ask your local Henry I. Christal Company representative for a free copy.

The Great Voice of the Great Lakes
WJR
50,000 Watts

Detroit

CBS Radio Network

More for your advertising dollar . . . this year!
That's the new, free WJR-Politz Survey. Get it today
if you want to sell Detroit and the Great Lakes Area.
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KWKH

HOPS

KWKH

INTO

fWtyto&W,

SHREVEPORT

TOO!

coverage will make you jump for joy, too —
includes thousands of farms, hundreds of
towns like Frogmore (La.) —
county daytime SAMS

KWKH

within our 80-

area.

is the home-town favorite, too. Latest Hoopers
show KWKH

leading its nearest "competitor"

morning, noon and night — up to 104%!
Cost-per-thousand-homes is 46.4% less than that of the
second Shreveport station. The Branham
Company has the facts.

Nearly 2 million people live within the KWKH daytime
SAMS area. (The area includes additional counties in
Texas, Oklahoma ond New Mexico not shown on map.)
KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station
SHREVEPORT,

ITEXAS
LOUISIANA
|ARKANSAS

50,000
The Branham Co.
Representatives

Watts
• CBS Radio
Henry Clay
Fred Watkins
Commercial Manager
General Manager
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NBC-RCA
IN

FACE

PLAN
OF

COLOR

BEARISH

Vol. 49, No. 5

PUSH
INDUSTRY

• NBC-TV plans fivefold jump in color shows this fall
• RCA pledges 'steady' flow of 21 -inch color receivers
• But most other set manufacturers are moving cautiously
NBC and RCA last week pledged themselves
to get color television rolling this fall. If they
succeed, it will be a triumph of bullishness in
an arena that is full of bears.
The contradiction between the color optimism
of NBC-RCA and the lukewarm-to-pessimistic
attitude of most other elements in television was
made clear in a statement released last week by
NBC and in a B«T survey of some of the major
tv receiver manufacturers.
NBC promised a fivefold increase in color
programming this fall and RCA set production
in quantity.
Other manufacturers told B»T of far less
ambitious plans.

studio, the Colonial Theatre in New York, and
the recently-dedicated Color City in Burbank,
said to be the first studio designed for color
"from the ground up."
Mr. Sarnoff noted that NBC-TV is now telecasting color shows on a daily basis, with Matt
Dennis and Vaughn Monroe carried on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and Tuesday and
Thursday respectively in the 7:30-7:45 p.m.
EDT segment. The color equipment installed
on the Home set, he said, is scheduled to begin
operating today on a series of daily 15-minute
color inserts on the program (11:45-12 noon
EDT). Mr. Sarnoff commented that this color
programming
provides
"convenient
opportuni-in
ties for the public
to see
color programs

NBC'S BIG COLOR PUSH
IN FULFILLMENT of NBC-TV's role in a
two-pronged color tv campaign by the network
and its parent RCA, the network will devote
almost five times as many hours to color broadcasting this fall as last, according to an announcement being released today (Monday).
Robert W. Sarnoff, executive . vice president
of NBC, said that this expansion in color programming will coincide with "a steady flow of
21 -inch color receivers from the RCA assembly
lines." He added:
"RCA and NBC-TV are pledged to make
color television a truly mass medium as rapidly
as possible. We expect the new NBC color
schedule to be a powerful force in that direction."
As examples of the increase in color hours
to be telecast by NBC-TV, Mr. Sarnoff cited
several representative figures:
• In October 1955, there will be 37 hours of
live studio programming, as against 7 in October 1954.
• In November 1955, there will be 41 hours
as against 8.5 in November 1954.
• In December 1955, there will be 38 hours
as against 9 in December 1954.
Mr. Sarnoff emphasized that the figures referred only to live studio programming and
did not include outside pickups, such as World
Series baseball games and proposed mobile-unit
pickups for Wide, Wide World, Today, Home,
Tonight, and Howdy Doody.
NBC-TV's color facilities, described by Mr.
Sarnoff as "unmatched in industry," are being
expanded still further with the construction of
Studio 3-K in Radio City and with the installation of color equipment in the Home studio in
New York. These facilities, Mr. Sarnoff said,
are in addition to the network's Brooklyn color
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

action in dealer showrooms through the counHe reported that new additions to the color
lineup include World Series baseball, National
Collegiate Athletic Assn. football and Davis
Cup tennis events. Mr. Sarnoff said all World
try."games played in New York will be colorSeries
cast, and pointed out that with the Brooklyn
Dodgers generally conceded to be the National
League pennant winner, colorcasting of at least
part of the series appears to be set. NCAA
THE COLOR

SITUATION:

games to be presented in color are MiamiGeorgia-Tech, Sept. 17; Notre Dame-Michigan
State, Oct. 15; Iowa-Michigan, Oct. 29; ArmyNavy, Nov. 26. The Davis Cup matches in New
York will be colorcast on Aug. 27 at 2:30-5
p.m. EDT and Aug. 28, 2-5 p.m. EDT.
Other
highlights of the NBC-TV color schedule include:
Milton Berle will present 13 color productions originating in NBC-TV's Color City at
Burbank, beginning Sept. 27 (Tues. 8-9 p.m.
EST); Howdy Doody will be carried in color
"across the board," starting Sept. 12 (Mon.-Fri.,
5:30-6 p.m. EDT); Matinee will provide a fullhour of midafternoon color, starting Oct. 3
(Mon.-Fri., 3-4 p.m. EST); Color Spread series
of Sunday night spectaculars to be presented approximately one Sunday in four (7:30-9 p.m.
EDT), starting Sept. 11; Producers Showcase
will be carrier in color every fourth Monday (89:30 p.m. EDT); the NBC color mobile unit
will contribute programming from all parts of
America, providing segments for Wide, Wide
World, probably to be scheduled on Sunday
afternoon, and for Today, Home, Tonight and
Howdy Doody; the Max Liebman spectaculars
will continue to be presented on Saturday, 910:30 p.m. EDT.
Commenting on NBC-TV's present color programming and the expanded schedule for the
fall and winter, Mr. Sarnoff declared:
"This huge expansion of color television programming which NBC-TV has underway means
that color television is here today and that a
substantial schedule of high budget programs
already has become available for the public.
We believe that the daytime programs will
increase customer traffic in dealer showrooms
and generate even greater consumer interest in
color television. The thousands of inquiries we

CAMERAS,

LIGHTS, NO RECEIVERS

THESE RCA color cameras are ready for says its parent, RCA, will produce a "steady
use in NBC's studios for the network's big- flow" of color television sets, but other set
gest color schedule this fall. The network
manufacturers make no such promises.
August 1, 1955
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Advance Schedule
Of Network Color Shows
CBS-TV
August color schedules not yet
announced.
NBC-TV
Aug. 1 (7:30-7:45 p.m. EDT) Matt
Dennis (Also Aug. 3, 5, 8, 10,
12, 17, 19, 24, 26, 29). Sustaining.
Aug.

2

(7:30 - 7:45
p.m. EDT)
Vaughn Monroe Show (Also
Aug. 4, 9, 11, 16, 18, 23, 25,
Sept. 3). Sustaining.
Aug. 1-5 (11 a.m.-Noon EDT) Home.
Color inserts daily at 11:45
a.m.-Noon. Participating sponsors.
Aug. 22 (8-9:30 p.m. EDT) Producers
Showcase, "The King and
Mrs. Candle," Ford through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, and RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Grey and Al Paul Lefton
agencies.
[Note: This schedule will be corrected to
press time of each issue of B>T.]
have received from our audience as a result of
last season's schedule of color spectaculars
leads us to believe there is a great pent-up public curiosity about color and a solid interest in
color set purchase. NBC-TV's policy is to
push forward continually in expanding the
number of hours of available color television
broadcasting."
WHAT COLOR WILL COST
BOTH CBS-TV and NBC-TV color production
experts agree that the color differential (added
cost of production as compared to a black-andwhite show) will slowly reduce as more color
programs are placed on the air. As casts become acquainted with color problems and demands of equipment, rehearsal time will be
reduced substantially, thus effecting savings in
cost. As lighting is improved and additional
studios provided for colorcasting, further reductions can be expected.
Thus, once color set circulation is a reality,
network officials estimate that a major variety
show would cost 10-15% more in color than in
black-and-white. Currently, however, the added
cost is far from fixed, varying from 2-4% more
for a simple telecast of a color film to 25%
more for special occasion shows. Some productions, because of special studio arrangements, can demand an addition in budgeting
as high as 40%.
Nature of the show itself — whether it be
Howdy Doody, which NBC-TV will telecast
one-hour daily in color with special studio
arrangements or the relatively simple format
of a George Gobel Show — decides the added
cost.
NBC-TV officials explained that the difficulty
in pinning down the cost differential was in
the network's wide range of programs to be
offered this fall — 90-minute spectaculars as
compared to one-hour daytime dramas; color
film one-shots compared to color segments in
otherwise black-and-white only programs.
But they noted that longer rehearsal stands,
differences in working conditions, lighting, costuming, etc., all have effects on the additional
Page 32
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cost for color.
The network also is learning as it goes along
with color programming. For example, NBCTV will watch closely the cost factor of the
new Milton Berle Show which will be in color
and which will be following a somewhat closer
pattern than the usual one-shot spectacular.
(For example, how much more will it cost to
produce Berle during this season in color compared with the previous season of Berle in
black-and-white? )
Similar conflicting problems were cited by
CBS-TV officials, who used as an example the
variance in color cost between a colorcast of
What's My Line? show or Toast of the Town
program in color. Important factors to take
into consideration in computing such comparisons, according to CBS-TV, are (1) the type of
show, (2) the quantity and kind of scenery,
the size of the cast and whether the program's
a one-timer or a regularly scheduled show. Variance was put from 10% to 40% more for
color compared to black-and-white.
[Note — ABC-TV has no color programs and
no plans for color. The network intends to take
up colorcasting only when it finds that color
set circulation exists.]
SET MAKERS' BEARISHNESS
MAJOR MANUFACTURERS in the East have
adopted a cautious, wait-and-see attitude toward
color television, with the overwhelming majority
hesitant to plunge into this phase of activity
until the market is more favorable. Many have
experimented with color tv or have produced
sets in the past. Many are organized to manufacture sets once a decision is made to embark
on color production.
As reasons for the lack of activity, manufacturers spokesmen advanced factors that have
held up color tv set production in the past:
limited color programming and high cost of sets.
Manufacturers who have been producing receivers this year were reluctant to reveal production figures, or venture an estimate of the
market for the remainder of this year and for
1956. Several called attention to an RETMA
estimate placing color set production at 35,000
this year, if a "breakthrough" develops in the
late fall as a result of expanded color programming by NBC-TV and CBS-TV.
Allen B. DuMont Labs has been marketing
"a limited number" of 21 -inch tube "Colorset"
models, priced at $945, but has no immediate
plans for extensive production. Research is being conducted by DuMont into a 22-inch rectangular color tube. A spokesman told B»T:
"When the market is ready for color sets, we'll
reported that it is geared to
be CBS-Columbia
ready."
produce color sets once the time is propitious
but has no immediate plans. The company last
year was among the first to manufacture a 19inch color receiver. It is understood that the
model, along with color receivers of other
manufacturers, met with firm sales resistance
and production was discontinued. The feeling
at CBS-Columbia is that the company was
"burned" once, and will not attempt color production until the market appears attractive.
General Electric Co. is holding firm to the
opinion that the right tube has not been produced. Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice president of
the GE Electronics Div., often has voiced the
view that there still is lacking a color tube that,
with needed circuitry, can be made in quantity
permitting the sale of a set at a price the consumer will meet. GE feels that a market for
color tv sets does not exist at the present time
nor will it be created at $500, which often is
specified as the key to a mass market.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Co. said it has
not been producing color sets recently, and has

no plans to begin such production.
Sylvania Electric Products Co. believes the
time is "not ripe" for launching color set production atthis time, but said it is prepared to go
into large-scale production on short notice.
General Dynamics Corp., Stromberg-Carlson
Div., Rochester, reports that since June it has
been producing a 21 -inch color set that retails
at $895 in limited quantities. The company
plans to continue to manufacture this set in
quantities commensurate with the market outlook. Stromberg has discontinued production
on its 17-inch color set, which it introduced in
January 1954. A spokesman said the company
believes the color market will expand gradually
and Stromberg will act accordingly.
Philco Corp., Philadelphia, plans to introduce
its first color sets in the fall. Philco will produce two 21 -inch models, priced at $795 and
$895 respectively. The company plans to produce only a limited number at the outset. The
feeling of Philco is that color television will not
be an important factor in the mass market until
1956, and has no immediate plans to launch
extensive production until the middle of next
year and then only if conditions warrant such
a move.
Magnavox Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., last week
unveiled its first color television set at a four
day showing
company's receivers
new line inof New
television, radio of
andthephonograph
York.
Magnavox
21 -inch
"Magnacolor"
receivers,Thewith
a list price
of $950,
will be
available in two basic cabinet styles and three
finishes.
Frank M. Friemann, Magnavox president,
told newsmen that two years ago Magnavox
had taken a firm stand against manufacturing
color tv sets until a receiver could be produced "with no compromise in picture quality."
He said the current "Magnacolor" reciver met
this requirement. A spokesman later told B*T
that initial production of color sets is "very
limited," but said Magnavox was ready to expand production in keeping with consumer
demands.
Two Chicago manufacturers, Hallicrafters
Co. and Motorola Inc., released further color
plans a fortnight ago [B*T, July 25].
Hallicrafters, while unveiling its new uhf-vhf
21 -inch color console receiver, stated plans for
a "cautious, limited production" in color sets in
anticipation of a limited market.
Motorola made its big bid for the color
market by announcing price slashes on three
color sets it is already marketing. The new
prices begin at $695 for a color consolette and
range up to $995.

ROBERT SARNOFF
Full speed for NBC color
Broadcasting • Telecasting

ADVERTISERS
WESTINGHOUSE

TO

SPEND

& AGENCIES

$5 MILLION

FOR '56 CAMPAIGN
ON
CBS RADIO-TV
Other substantial tv buys announced last week by Johnson & Johnson, Bell Telephone, Standard Brands and Alcoa. Westinghouse's
Price cites all-time voting turnout in last election, for which tv received alarge part of the credit.
WESTINGHOUSE Electric Corp. allocated $5 opening of each convention, consisting of news
commentaries and a tour of facilities at convenmillion for sponsorship of the 1956 election
tion headquarters, with remote broadcasts from
campaigns on CBS Radio and CBS-TV, topping
at least four other major advertisers in televi- downtown hotel headquarters.
sion outlays last week.
activity.
(2) Full broadcasts of the conventions'
Advertisers aside from Westinghouse are:
Johnson & Johnson, Bell Telephone Co., Stand(3) A weekly progress broadcast of the camard Brands and Aluminum Co. of America.
paign between the close of the conventions and
election day.
Westinghouse will sponsor all-inclusive radio
and television coverage of the 1956 Presidential
Complete national coverage of returns
conventions and elec- on (4)
election night.
tion on the CBS netI
CBS will concentrate on the Westinghouseworks, Gwilym A.
Price, president of sponsored program its complete news-gathering
and news-analyzing staff including, among
Westinghouse, an- others,
Edward R. Murrow, Walter Cronkite,
nounced last Thursday. In addition the Robert Trout, Eric Sevareid, Charles Collingwood, Douglas Edwards, Allan Jackson, Larry
company will cover
the high spots of the LeSueur, Ron Cochran, Winston Burdett, Ned
Calmer, Dallas Townsend, Louis Ciofn, Griffing
campaign on CBS
from convention time Bancroft, Wells Church, Bill Costello, George
Herman, Paul Niven, Daniel Schorr, Bill Shadel
until Election Day
and Charles Von Fremd.
with a series of teleThe nine-week series of debates on election
vision and radio debates between the issues between the conventions and the elecMR. PRICE
leaders of the major
tions will be a "get-out-the-vote" series. On
a similar series before the last election, the
parties.
debaters on the Westinghouse program included
Westinghouse sponsored the political conventions, campaign and election in 1952 for the such leading figures as John Foster Dulles,
first time.
Thomas E. Dewey, Harold Stassen, Averell
Harriman, Alben Barkley, and others.
"Many political observers believe," said Mr.
The programs are being directed for WestPrice, "that the enormous vote which turned
out in the last Presidential election and broke
inghouse by Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove,
all records was in part a result of the way in Pittsburgh. KMG and McCann-Erickson, New
which television carried the conventions and
York, will share responsibility for the comthe campaign right into the living rooms of mercials.
America. Westinghouse hopes that this next
In other purchases last week Johnson &
Johnson, Brunswick, N. J., for its baby prodcampaign will repeat that heartening result."
Betty Furness, who did the commercials for
ucts, bought participations in four NBC-TV
Westinghouse during the 1952 sessions, will shows, to run during August and September.
The programs include Home, Tennessee Ernie,
appear on the Westinghouse 1956 convention
The World of Mr. Sweeney and the Ted Mack
programs.
Show. The sponsor intends to run a baby-ofWhen the last conventions were held, conthe-week contest on the latter show as a tie-in
siderable areas of the country had little or no
with the baby product. Young & Rubicam,
television coverage; next year practically every
spot in the nation will be within tv reach. In New York, is the agency.
1952 there were 17.6 million tv sets in the
Bell Telephone System, New York, bought
U. S.; this time there will be well over 40 a half-hour series of dramatizations of true
million receivers.
human interest stories with John Nesbitt acting
as narrator. The show is as yet untitled, but
In 1952 both conventions originated from
will go on the air during the coming season
the same spot in Chicago, but next year the two
as soon as network and time have been selected.
sessions will be two thousand miles apart. The
The series is packaged by the William Morris
Democratic convention will open in the International Amphitheatre in Chicago on Aug. 13 office and will be filmed in the Hal Roach
Studios, under the executive direction of Hal
and the Republican convention in San FranRoach Jr. The producer will be Jerry Stagg,
cisco on Aug. 20. This will present enormously
more difficult technical problems for television
previously with the Pulitzer Playhouse and William Morris. N. W. Ayer & Son, New York
and radio coverage. The time interval between
and Philadelphia, is the agency.
the two may be only a day or even hours, and
the two could conceivably overlap if an all-out
Standard Brands, New York, through Ted
battle develops in the Democratic convention.
Bates Inc., will sponsor three participations on
J. L. Van Volkenburg, president of CBS-TV,
NBC-TV's color spread and a quarter-hour on
alternate weeks on both the Tennessee Ernie
and Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS
Radio, announced that preparations for 1956
Show and Pinky Lee. In addition, the advertiser has signed up for sponsorship of Topper
coverage have been underway since September
1954 under the supervision of Sig Mickelson,
on Mondays, 7:30-8 p.m. on ABC-TV, starting
CBS vice president in charge of news and public
this fall.
affairs, who also directed the 1952 coverage.
Aluminum Co. of America has an option on
CBS television and radio coverage of the the Tuesday night 10:30-11 p.m. period on
conventions, the campaigns and the election
CBS-TV following the highly rated $64,000
will embrace:
Question. If Alcoa exercises its rights to the
( 1 ) A special program on the day before the time it will sponsor My Favorite Husband in
Broadcasting
Telecasting

Cool Medium
IT'S "A BREEZE" selling electric fans—
when television helps. On the July 4
Westinghouse Studio One Summer Theatre, Betty Furness demonstrated the
Westinghouse Mobilaire fan. The following day, according to Sol Polk, president
of Polk Bros. Stores in Chicago, 653
Mobilaire fans were sold in the company
stores, and by July 11, 3,680 Westinghouse fans had been sold, including the
Mobilaire model.
that period. The company
R. Murrow's See It Now
last season but dropped
summer. Fuller & Smith
is the agency. A decision
early this week.

underwrote Edward
in that time period
the show early this
& Ross, New York,
by Alcoa is expected

McCANN-ERICKSON
ELEVATES
CLYNE
TERRENCE CLYNE, vice president and chairman of the plans review board and a management service director of McCann-Erickson,
New York, has been assigned management
supervision of the
agency's radio-tv
partment de[B*T,
Closed Circuit,
last week
July 4], itnouncedwas
anby Robert E. Healy,
executive vice president.
In his new capacity Mr. Clyne will be
responsible for radio -television decisions at management
MR. CLYNE
level. The appointment of the plans
review board chairman to take over the radiotv department emphasizes the importance attributed totelevision. Mr. Clyne is expected to
announce the personnel channels of command
within the department early next week. In addition another vice president will be named to
work under Mr. Clyne.
Prior to joining McCann-Erickson in 1954,
Mr. Clyne was senior vice president of Biow
Co. and was in charge of the radio and television department of that organization. In addition he was first in command of the Bulova
Watch Co. account, which he still services at
McCann-Erickson.
Before joining Biow, Mr. Clyne was a vice
president and account executive with Free &
Peters, station representative, and with the Wall
Street
Beane. firm, Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Hamilton Watch Names Ayer
HAMILTON Watch Co., Lancaster, Pa., has
named N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia and
New York, to handle its advertising effective
Jan. 1, Arthur B. Sinkler, president of the
watch company, announced last week.
The firm bills approximately $1.5 million annually and is a spot radio-tv advertiser. Hamilton has been with BBDO, New York, for more
than a decade, which will continue to service
the account during the rest of the year, Mr.
Sinkler said.
August 1, 1955
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BUT IT WORKED,
OF

AMERICAN'S
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AND

AD

FIRST
NOW

BUDGET

A FEW YEARS BACK the president of American Airlines
came up with an idea for a radio show. It would run through
the night, it would program music and news, and, to his way
of thinking, it would put a lot of passengers aboard the airline's
planes.
The idea was not well received. Company and agency executives told him that radio was best for "impulse" selling — and a
plane flight is not something one takes on the spur of the moment.
What the company had to sell was service, and it already had
sold that commodity well enough to become one of the nation's
largest carriers.
But President C. R. Smith persisted in his notion that radio
would promote immeasurable goodwill. A look last week proved
him right. Music 'til Dawn, the midnight to 5:30 a.m. broadcast
he conceived, was running on nine stations across the country,
and its mail pull was enough to boost radio into a position of
prominence in American's advertising plans.
During 1954, American's domestic and international operating
revenue totaled $214 million, leading the largest of its three
chief competitors by $11 million. In the same period, American
carried approximately 6 million passengers a total of almost
3V2 billion miles — outdistancing the competition in both instances. Itis one of the oldest airlines in operation, claims to be
the largest and schedules more flights daily than any other airline in the U. S.
To maintain its standing in the airlines field and stimulate
further expansion, American spends $4 million a year on advertising. Of that total amount, a healthy percentage is channeled
into radio. The radio budget is devoted almost exclusively to
Music 'til Dawn. American does some spot advertising but only
for special coverage.

o&o stations: WCBS New York, WEEI Boston, WTOP Washington, WBBM Chicago, KCBS San Francisco and KNX Los
Angeles.
The idea called for compositions by Bach, Beethoven and
Tchaikovsky intermingled with the music of such composers as
Richard Rogers and Oscar Hammerstein, Victor Herbert and
Jerome Kern. The accent was on relaxation and a pleasantly
easy pace. American wanted to give its listeners, up and about
in the wee hours, good music, well played and tastefully introduced by soft-spoken announcers at each of the stations which
would carry the broadcast. Mr. Hartman was assigned to set
up a sample program. When the final O.K. came it was from Mr.
Smith, who had been active in the selection and type of music
that would be the core of Music 'til Dawn.
The commercial plan was designed to parallel the program.
Four commercials are aired the first hour each evening and five
each hour thereafter. They are institutional in nature as the
format of the program destines them to be. All advertising messages are under 40 seconds in length with some running only
15 or 20 seconds. Their function is to keep American in the
mind of the listener so that he will come to identify the comfort, speed, convenience and dependability of flying not with
air travel generally but specifically with American Airlines.
"Hard sell of any kind doesn't figure in our advertising plans,"
Mr. Hartman told B*T. "You can hammer away at a sales pitch
and still people will fly only when they must or choose to. When
they have reason to fly we want them to fly American. It's the
potential passenger we try to reach with our radio show," Mr.
Hartman said. Again, the mails reveal that the institutional commercial isa powerful sales technique in a long-range advertising
campaign. "Many of Music 'til Dawn fans tell us they always
fly American
Hartman
said. or that they plan to when they travel by air," Mr.
When B«T queried- Ernest Hartman, supervisor of radio-tv
on the American Airlines account at Lennen & Newell, New
What was launched as a somewhat heroic experiment in radio
York, on reasons for the selection of a classical and semi-classical
broadcasting a little over two years ago was considered an immediate success by American. The music plan — an ambitious
music format for American's radio campaign, he said the airline
had wanted a quality broadcast which would
departure from the sort of tune one is likely to
parallel the quality of service it was advertising.
hear on post-midnight radio — drew favorable
comment from listeners, some of whom perhaps
"A number of program ideas were considered
and the problem of appropriate air time was
were surprised to find that a somewhat mysterious art form known as classical music could be
given a lot of thought before American decided
on music played throughout the night," Mr.
so thoroughly enjoyable. Their comments indiHartman explained.
cated they liked the almost non-speaking announcers who let them hear their music without
The situation was unique from the start. Nobody tried to sell American on a radio campaign.
uttering a word for stretches as long as 25 minutes at a time.
It was the airline, acting under Mr. Smith's
leadership, that sold its agency, then Ruthrauff
Response to the program prompted American
to expand the series into other markets. During
& Ryan, and CBS on the idea. At that time,
Mr. Hartman was with WCBS New York as
the past two years WWJ Detroit, KRLD Dallas
and WLW Cincinnati have been added to the
assistant program director where he fell heir to
six
stations originally chosen for the broadcasts.
creating Music 'til Dawn within the general
framework which Mr. Smith had suggested.
In over-all market selection, Mr. Hartman told
The show began in April 1953 on six CBS
AMERICAN 'S SMITH
B»T that the areas now covered by Music 'til
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Dawn were selected to correspond with American's most heavily
trafficked points. "If you were to superimpose our radio map
on one of the U. S., you'd see that Music 'til Dawn reaches
cities where American transacts most of its business," Mr. Hartman said.
The program, as it exists today, follows the same format that
worked so successfully for the advertiser when it first went on
the air in 1953. It is still supervised by Mr. Hartman who, soon
after the show went on the air, moved to the agency side of the
picture from WCBS. Handling the show has consumed most of
his time ever since. To guarantee a set pattern and keep the show
fairly uniform in each market, Mr. Hartman draws up a music
schedule for each program. The schedules are sent out to each
station carrying Music 'til Dawn. Although each station is allowed to substitute here and there, the schedule is followed
pretty closely, Mr. Hartman said. The programming structure
is so set up that the music plays without a repeat for a minimum
of 36 shows. Only then is repetition of certain selections permitted.
Mr. Hartman pointed out that a major factor in programming
Music 'til Dawn in any market is the selection of an announcer.
"The originar was Bob Hall at WCBS," Mr. Hartman told B»T.
"He's still with the show and announcers on the other stations
have much the same style that prompted us to choose Mr. Hall
in the first place." When the show moves into a new market,
as it did very recently at WLW Cincinnati, Mr. Hartman auditions all announcers being considered for the program. The
man who lands the job knows his music, is soft-spoken, unhurried and pleasant. His voice must never be an intrusion on the
program content or on the listener who tunes in Music 'til Dawn.
Actually the personalities of both music and announcer must
"match."
As a goodwill builder, a commercial vehicle, and a programming venture, Music 'til Dawn has been keeping American
happy with its radio buy since 1953. But if the show's success
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is reflected in any one source, it is in the mail drawn from its
audience, Melvin G. Marden, director of research on the account
at Lennen & Newell, told B*T.
American has always been aware of the fans' approving nod.
Ever since the show made its debut, favorable comments have
been passed on to the airline either directly from listeners or
through the announcers on the stations which air the show.
However, it wasn't until January of this year that an accurate
tabulation of mail — and Mr. Marden was quick to point out
that all of it was unsolicited — was made. "The results even
surprised us," Mr. Marden said.
The tabulation showed that an average of 1,200 pieces of
mail are received each month from stations carrying Music 'til
Dawn. The letters carry postmarks from 43 states plus many
parts of Canada. "Between 96 and 98% of the mail is completely
complimentary," Mr. Marden told B»T. "The remaining letters,
although they have their critical points, generally contain constructive criticism," he said.
A really significant fact the tabulation revealed, Mr. Marden
believes, is that of the total mail pull, 27% of the letter-writers
mention American Airlines. "They tell us they fly American or
plan to when they fly. Many of them write only to thank the airline for sponsoring a show like Music 'til Dawn. We know
for sure now that the show has a great sponsor-identification
value," Mr. Marden said.
In April of this year when the program was having its second
anniversary, Mr. Marden told B»T, the agency was anxious to
find out what might happen if mail were solicited. Announcers
asked listeners to let them know what they thought of Music
'til Dawn. A typical response was the one at WCBS New York,
Mr. Marden said. In one week, the request drew 800 letters
from 27 states. That sort of listener loyalty makes agency and
client agree that it was a wise move when American took to the
air.
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DIARY-RECORDER
TO

MEETING

ARF

Conclusion can be drawn

METHOD
IDEAL,

COMES
REPORT

NEAR
SHOWS

from preliminary, not final, compilation

of Advertising Research Foundation's ratings review committee. That
method meets 21 of the 22 standards set up in the group's first report, which was issued in December of last year.
TELE COMBINATION diary and recorder
age instantaneous audience — and the report
method of measuring broadcast audiences rivals notes that the standard can be met if the diary
Ivory Soap in its proximity to purity, it ap- findings are adjusted by recorder records.
The diary-recorder method also is given full
pears from a report compiled by the working committee on standards and methods of the marks for meeting the ARF procedure standards for rating services, except for the comRadio-Television Ratings Review Committee
of the Advertising Research Foundation.
mittee's qualification that the fixed panel operation utilized by this method requires care to see
The report is not final, however, and is subject to modification after the committee has that the probability sample design is not lost
received the comments of organizations now
through changes in the individual families inactive in the audience measurement field, to
cluded inthe sample.
whom ARF has sent copies of this preliminary
The diary-recorder method is found most
report. This is the same procedure that was lacking in its ability to meet the accuracy
followed last fall when the ARF committee
standards of the ARF committee. The supplementary report shows the method capable of
was preparing its "Recommended Standards
for Radio and Television Program Audience
controlling sampling errors, and of satisfactorily
Size Measurements."
When that volume appeared at year's end
[B»T, Dec. 27, 1954] with its set of standards
LATEST RATINGS
for the potential of audience measurement
methods and its tabulation of the various
methods now in use that showed how each
NIELSEN
compares with the committee's ideal, the comTwo Weeks Ending June 25 — Radio
ments of the various rating services were inHomes
cluded as part of the book, despite the out- Rank
Program
(000)
spoken criticisms expressed by a number of the Evening, Once-a-Week
(Average
for
all
Programs)
(734)
services. Furthermore, the ARF committee
1. You Bet Your Life (NBC)
1,697
2. People Are Funny (Toni) (NBC)
1,513
stated that its original report — the one sent
3. Dragnet (NBC)
1,376
to the audience measurement practitioners —
4. Roy Rogers Show (NBC)
1,330
5.
FBI
in
Peace
and
War
(CBS)
1,284
was revised several times following the receipt
6. My Little Margie (Philip Morris) (CBS) 1,238
7. My Little Margie (Campana) (CBS) 1,238
of the practitioners' comments.
From comments B»T obtained from the
8. People Are Funny (Paper-Mate) (NBC) 1,238
9. Gunsmoke (CBS)
1,238
various audience measurement organizations
10. Our Miss Brooks (Amer. Home) (CBS) 1,192
concerning this new report, it seems obvious
Evening, Multi-Weekly (Average for all Programs) (734)
that they are going to press for even more
1. One
1,330
2.
News Man's
of theFamily
World (NBC)
(NBC)
1,146
serious alterations in this new document.
3. Amos V Andy (CBS)
1,146
The new report is a supplement to the former
Weekday (Average for all Programs) (1,238)
1. Young Dr. Malone (CBS)
1,926
one and deals with only one method of pro2. Guiding Light (CBS)
1,880
gram audience size measurement, whereas the
3. Ma Perkins (CBS)
1,880
4. Helen Trent (Participating) (CBS)
],7S9
earlier report dealt with ten: seven individual
5. This Is Nora Drake (Toni) (CBS)
1,743
methods — the diary, recorder, personal coinci6. Second Mrs. Burton (CBS)
1,743
7. Our Gal, Sunday (Participating) (CBS) 1,743
dental, personal roster recall, personal unaided
8. Perry Mason (CBS)
1,743
recall, telephone coincidental and telephone re9.
Helen
Trent
(Amer.
Home)
(CBS)
1*651
10. Road of Life (CBS)
1,651
call; and three combinations of methods —
Sunday (Average for all Programs) (504)
telephone coincidental and telephone recall, Day,
1.
Woolworth
Hour
(CB
S)
1,238
telephone coincidental and diary, and telephone
2. Monitor
Adventures(5:00-5:30)
of Rin Tin(NBC
Tin (MBS)
'963
3.
coincidental and personal roster recall.
)
917
Saturday (Average for all Programs) (642)
The technique of measuring the size of pro- Day,
1. Gun
smoke
] 276
gram audiences with which the new supple2. Allan Jackson —— News
3.
News (1:25)
(12:00)(CBS)
(CBS) '963
963
mental report deals is a combination method
NOTE:
Number
of
homes
is
based
on 45,859,000, the
using data on listening and viewing of broad- estimated January 1955 total U. S. radio
homes.
cast programs collected by recorders installed
Copyright 1955 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
in a sample of homes to provide automatic
records of set use and dial tuning within those
ARB
homes and diaries in which the listening-viewRating
ing of other families is recorded by some memJuly Tv Top 10
ber or members of those families. The technique, now being employed by A. C. Nielsen
1. $64,000 Question (CBS)
52.3
2. Toast of the Town (CBS)
37 1
Co., was not discussed in the original ARF re3.
I've Got
a Secret
port as it was not in use at the time.
4. Two
for the
Money(CBS)
(CBS)
2933.06
Of the 22 standards for an ideal rating
5. The Best of Groucho (NBC)
29.1
6.
My Theatre
Line (CBS)
28.6
service established by the ARF working com7. What's
Lux Video
(NBC)
28.0
8. Ford Theatre (NBC)
27 2
mittee, the diary-recorder method is credited
9.
Climax
(CBS)
26!9
with full compliance with 19 of the standards
10. Robert Montgomery Presents (NBC)
26.9
and with ability to meet two others if certain
Viewers
precautions are taken. Only in the last standard
1. $64,000 Question (CBS)
47,560,000
2. Toast of the Town (CBS)
35,190,000
— that the net effect of non-sampling errors
3.
I've Got a (ABC)
Secret (CBS)
28,890,000
should not exceed the sampling error — is the
4. Disneyland
25,510,000
5. Two for the Money (CBS)
24,250,000
method found lacking in what it takes to
6. Ford Theatre (NBC)
23,540,000
7. The Best of Groucho (NBC)
23,420,000
measure up to the committee's specifications.
8. What's
Line (CBS)
22,710,000
The diary-recorder method is credited with
9.
Climax Mv
(CBS)
22,100,000
meeting all of the information standards except
10. Dragnet (NBC)
21,870,000
Copyright American Research Bureau.
one — that the measurement should report averPage 36
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limiting non-response and processing errors, but
nonetheless unable to eliminate from conditioning of tuning behavior and from errors in
reporting the biases of the diary method.
Failure of the committee to conduct experimental research before making its pronouncement was the major criticism leveled at the
report by American Research Bureau, which
believes as a result of its own research in the
field that the committee has reached some
erroneous conclusions.
Jack L. Gross, New York manager of ARB,
told B«T that his organization takes exception
to certain portions of the report which ARB
feels "have not been examined in the light of
experimentation and research thinking now
available." ARB was concerned, he said, over
the statement in the original report regarding
the effect of meters or diaries on tuning habits.
"Our research, conducted in the field, now
shows us that the diary most certainly does not
influence viewing — which is contrary to the
committee's findings," Mr. Gross stated.
"Going
a step
further,
we've done
research to see
whether
the tuning
conceptsome
or the
viewing concept should be the standard of the
industry. Again our research has borne out our
belief that the attended-set concept is the superior technique.
"Another point we are particularly concerned
with, in the latest report, is that each of the
criteria applied to the combination recorderdiary technique was given an affirmative answer
by the committee if either the recorder or the
diary could meet the test. Actually, if either
method could produce this material alone, a
full sample would be required. For example,
with a pure diary technique, you would have
400 diaries if the sample size were 400 homes,
and, according to the committee, this would be
sufficient to produce audience composition. On
the other hand, a pure recorder technique cannot produce audience composition, regardless of
sample size.
Advantages Combined
"But in the committee's supplement, the
combination recorder-diary technique gets a
'yes' answer because of the diary's ability to
perform this function. The committee gives all
of the advantages of the diary and recorder,
individually, to the combination diary-recorder
Mr. Gross also criticized the report for giving
technique."
equal weight to all criteria. "Our feeling, and
I think it is the consensus of the industry," he
said, "is that these standards are of varying
importance. For example, the personal coincidental technique, which is generally accepted as
one of the most accurate regardless of cost,
turns out to be one of the poorest according to
ARF standards when measured in terms of the
number of 'yes' and 'no' answers it receives.
"We at ARB will gladly submit to the committee any experimental work we have done
in the last few months to support our reactions
to the supplementary report," Mr. Gross said.
"While we feel the entire report is basically a
good one, there are just some instances where
we would like to go on record in taking exception to the committee's thinking."
Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of The Pulse
Inc., who has described the original ARB report as "an excellent promotion piece for the
A. C. Nielsen Audimeter," was equally direct
in describing the new report as an attempt to
establish "one sole rating system." The new
report "is substantially another espousal of the
Nielsen Co.," he charged, stating that the
Nielsen organization has made wide promotional use of the original report.
Calling this "both restraint of trade and
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WHO

FAVORITE

FOR

IOWA'S
RADIO

SPORTS

STATION

AND

SPORTS

NEWS

f

WHO
26.8%

WMT
16.5%

KRNT
7.7%

KWWL

KICD

4.4%

3.9%

KCRI
3.2%

KIOA

KGLO

WSUI

KROS

2.4%

1.9%

1.9%

1.8%

J.HE facts above are a tiny fraction of Iowa's listening
habits and preferences — now brought up to date in the
seventeenth annual Iowa Radio-Television Audience Survey,
by Dr. Forest L. Whan.
You should have a copy, because this completely authoritative
study can remove the danger of guess-work or "hunches"
"l'l write us, or
from your promotion plans in Iowa. Please
Free & Peters.
WHO is glad that our own interests are also best served
when you know the full truth about radio and television
in Iowa.

BUY
Plus

ALL
"Iowa

of IOWAPlus"-with

WHO
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives
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Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
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FULL

POWER

WATTS

Waterloo

Iowa's

-Cedar

largest

TV

Rapids

coverage

1087

'••t

316,000 watts signal will be released on
Channel 7 from new 1125 feet (above average terrain) KWWL-TV tower located between
Waterloo and Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Iowa's tallest tower . . . Iowa's biggest industrial market in the heart of the richest
agricultural area on earth. Full impact to be
seen and heard by over one million (1,000,000)
people. Write or wire KWWL-TV.

wise.
NEBR.

KWWL
Iowa's only TV station to cover two separate, major metropolitan markets — Waterloo and Cedar Rapids — with better than
metropolitan signal — 77 DBU.
Waterloo-Cedar
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Rapids,

Rock
Island

Iowa
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
monopoly," Dr. Roslow recalled that "Pulse
fought such an attempt in the courts earlier,"
citing the legal action against C. E. Hooper
Inc., when Hooper "tried to establish that company's system as the sole system in San Francisco." Suit was dropped when Hooper agreed
to stop circulating a report of a meeting allegedly held in San Francisco with a group of
agency executives who reportedly agreed that
there should be only one rating service there
and that one Hooper's [B*T, April 20, 1953].
Dr. Roslow also criticized as "not acceptable"
the report's "mere crediting of a 'yes' against
theoretical standards, without consideration of
the theory behind the measurement system."
He said that "the theory of the diary-Recordimeter-Audimeter combination has not been
considered" although "the Nielsen diary system
is a combination of all three."
"Does the combination of these three methods
measure all sets in the household?" Dr. Roslow
asked. "What about the battery-portable sets?"
And, "Does the recorder concept imply that the
Nielsen Recordimeter is a recorder?"
Edward Hynes Jr., president and treasurer
of Trendex, was one of those who protested
that the committee's standards are untested.
They should have been subjected to experimental proof before release, he said, asserting
that some of them cannot measure up to such
tests.
He maintained that the supplement was "unnecessary," and that the telephone coincidental
technique — which Trendex uses — should not
have been included either in the original report or in the supplement now in preparation.
The Trendex view, he explained, is that the
study relates only to national ratings, whereas
the telephone coincidental method alone is used
only by Trendex, which makes comparative
program popularity ratings.
C. E. Hooper Inc; declined to be quoted for
publication at this time, although the company
is understood to have sent a strong letter of
critical comments to the committee.
A. C. Nielsen Co. has forwarded its reactions
to the report and its suggestions to the ARF
committee, but will make no public comment
until the report is published by ARF this fall,
E. P. H. James, Nielsen vice president, told
B«T.
"Our reply was extremely moderate; there
were no complex issues involved," he said.
"Nielsen has refused to indulge in any controversy or slugfest since the original report was
published."
He noted
that a which
precedent
on comments had been
set then
he assumed
would be followed now. Mr. James also declined to comment on Dr. Roslow's charges
that the report was an "espousal" of the Nielsen
system.
The supplementary report, like the first one,
was prepared by a working committee on
standards and methods whose members are:
G. Maxwell Ule, Kenyon & Eckhardt research
vice president, chairman; E. L. Deckinger, research vice president of Biow-Beirn-Toigo, and
Donald W. Coyle, ABC's director of network tv
research. Dr. Deckinger is chairman of the
ARF Radio-Television Ratings Review Committee of which the working group is a subcommittee.
Pressed by B«T to release for publication the
supplementary report, whose distribution to the
rating service organizations had given rise to a
host of rumors among broadcasters, advertisers
and advertising agencies, ARF officials said
that the present report is only a rough, preliminary document which has not as yet been
presented to the Foundation's board and is not
expected to be until the committee has reBroadcasting
• Telecasting

PREVIEW

Wall

plastic surgery

is new

OUTDOING the fairy tale peddler's offer
of new lamps for old, the new Styron commercials which are to start Aug. 8 on the
Dow Chemical Co. Medic series on NBCTV offer the housewife new walls for old.
The one-minute and two-minute commercials, filmed by Transfilm for the sponsor

'Medic'

commercial

through the agency, McManus, John &
Adams, will replace the Saran Wrap limbo
spots previously included in the Monday
evening telecasts.
Here's the script of the opening twominute commercial for Styron plastic wall
styles as it will appear on Medic Aug. 8:

VIDEO

AUDIO

THREE-QUARTER SHOT OF GIRL
SITTING AT STOVE PENSIVELY
STIRRING POT. BEHIND STOVE
IS SPLATTERED OLD WALL.
MATCH DISSOLVE TO SAME
SHOT WITH TILED WALL.

This woman would like to modernize her kitchen
but all she does is dream. Yet that
room could be transformed in just one day
with wall tiles made of Styron plastic. These
lovely, light-weight wall tiles, with their perfectly
matched colors, bring a modern dressed-up look
to your kitchen, your laundry, your bath — to
any room where you need smooth, easy-to-carefor wall surfaces. Yes, in just a single day, an
entire room such as this kitchen can be modernized with wall tile made of Styron. The cost?
Far
less
you'deasyexpect
... for plastic
tiles not than
only are
to apply
theywall
go

PULL BACK TO REVEAL
KITCHEN.
CUTS OF GLAMOUR
KITCHEN.

FULL

SHOTS OF

DISSOLVE TO HANDS
ING TILE.

INSTALL-

DISSOLVE TO HANDS WASHING
WALL.
DISSOLVE TO GLAMOUR
OF KITCHEN.

SHOTS

DISSOLVE TO COUPLE AND
DEALER IN STORE. DOLLY IN
TO EMBLEM ON COUNTER.
DOLLY IN FOR COPY DETAIL.

PAN TO STYRON
TITLE DISPLAY.

LABEL AND

right over old walls without costly, messy remodeling. Once your room is finished, it's a
breeze to keep sparkling clean. Just detergents and
water will keep Styron wall tiles as bright and
new as the day they were bought. As colorful, too
for their beautiful decorator colors
won't fade or spoil no matter how often they're
washed. When you select plastic wall tile for
your home there is one thing you should bear in
mind. Don't be misled by price alone. It's important to buy quality — quality that's guaranteed.
This "certified dealer" emblem will soon be appearing atbetter stores everywhere. It signifies the
store which has been specially selected to give you
a certificate guaranteeing wall tile "made of Styron"— guaranteeing to meet standards issued by
the United States Department of Commerce, as required by the F.H.A. Plan now to enjoy the carefree beauty of plastic wall tile in your home. And
for guaranteed quality — ask your certified dealer
for wall tile "made of Styron".

examined it in the light of the comments of the
audience measurement firms. This, ARF said,
will probably delay submission of the final report for board approval for 75 to 90 days.
ARF did agree, however, to issue an explanatory statement "to clear up any possible
confusion" in connection with the new report:
"About a month ago ARF's working committee on standards and methods, a subcom-

mittee of the Radio-Tv Ratings Review Committee, completed a draft of a report designed
to supplement the 'Recommended Standards for
Radio and Television Program Audience Size
Measurements' issued last December. Following
ARF's regular and established procedure, this
draft was sent, a short time ago, with a request
for their comments, to the same six radio-tv
research rating practitioners who had cooperAugust 1, 1955 • Page 39

with

the

new

BADGE

Opportunity

714

knocks

;

Sign up now for this third series of 39
"BADGE

714" episodes, starring Jack Webb,

for first-run syndication sponsorship.
As DRAGNET

on network, the episodes making

up this third series of "BADGE

714" averaged

a national Nielsen rating of 46.0*. Sponsor these
same episodes and you will have a sure-fire
formula for attracting your market's biggest TV
audiences to your sales messages.
As "BADGE

714" locally, the second series outrated

all time-period competition, network and local,
in 21 of 29 ARB markets in February.
Take advantage of this opportunity to sponsor
"BADGE 714" in your markets. Phone, wire
or write today.
^Nielsen Television Index: September, 195A — March, 1955

NBC

Film Division
serving all sponsors . . .
serving all stations . . .
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
Merchandise Mart, Chicago, 111. Sunset & Vine, Hollywood, Calif.

cially where differences may exist between such
opinions.
"The - working committee will meet soon to
carefully review the comments supplied by all
the practitioners and will either revise the report
or issue it as written with the full comments of
the practitioners embodied therein. Since it
may be necessary to ask some of the practitioners for further information regarding the statements which they have made, or submit a revision of the report to them for further comment,
it may be several months before the report is
finished. It is obvious, therefore, that the report
cannot be available until it is completed, and
it cannot be completed until the comments are
studied and revisions, if necessary, made."

ated with the Foundation by studying and commenting on the original 'Recommended Standards' report. Four replies have so far been
received. These, along with any other replies,
will be studied by the working committee in the
process of preparing the supplement.
"In sending the draft of the proposed supplement to the services, Dr. Deckinger, chairman
of the Committee,
that: 'Prior
to the publication of that said
document
(Recommended
Standards), the Advertising Research Foundation submitted drafts to the various rating services for their comments. The ARF received
considerable help in formulating the final document from the comments of the various services. Subsequently, the "New Combination
Method" has come into commercial practice.
Accordingly, the committee that prepared the
first report has also prepared a supplement. . . .
As in the case of the original document, ARF is,
prior to publication, sending this document to
the practicing services for their comments. . . .'
"When the original 'Recommended Standards'
report was prepared, the committee held mam'
conferences with the practitioners, gave each a
full opportunity to present his opinions and the
report was revised several times. The committee plans to follow the same procedure in completing the supplement.
"The ARF has established this practice because itbelieves, first, that the practitioners can
make a real contribution to the committee reports at the time they are being prepared and,
second, that advertiser, advertising agency and
media executives interested in radio-tv program
ratings should have an opportunity to consider
and study the opinion of each and every practitioner, along with those of the committee, espe-

Increased

Auto

Radio

Use

Cited in Nielsen Report
WITH DAYS longer and warmer in the summer, both timebuyers and stations now study
figures of auto listening with additional care
and interest, according to A. C. Nielsen's
Newscast bulletin for luly. Nielsen noted that
in the St. Louis area, for example, that at 4:30
p.m., Sundays, auto radio usage is 39.6% that
of in-home listening. Counting 68,400 families
using radio indoors, Nielsen found a bonus of
27,000 more using auto sets. The Newscast
also reported that a local morning radio musical
strip in New York in April reached 170.000
homes per broadcast and 902,000 different
homes in four weeks. At an average of 1.5
listeners per home, Nielsen figured 1,353,000
people caught one radio show on a single radio
station
in the market that is the country's largest
in television.

NORTH DAKOTA-UTAH
These preliminary state and county figures
from the U. S. Census of Agriculture
show the number of farms with television
sets in October-November, 1954. when
the census was made. Figures are projected from a survey covering 20% of all
farms. B«T will present farm tv figures
for each state as they are tabulated by
the Census Bureau. Readers may clip and
save these reports to accumulate a complete, county-by-county, state-by-state file.
O CO
NORTH
DAKOTA
Adams
Barnes
Benson
Billings
Bottineau
Bowman
Burke
Burleigh
Cass
Cavalier
Dickey
Divide
Dunn
Eddy
Emmons
Foster
Golden
Valley
Grand
Forks
Grant
Griggs
Hettinger
Kidder
La Moure
Logan
McHenry
Mcintosh
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555
1,798
1,331
358
1,677
537
892
1,026
2,323
1,794
1,171
907
1,059
556
1,259
612
424
1,886
1.018
805
887
871
1,365
827
1,596
982
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52137
7
49096
5
57
296
1,35543
197
24
29
26131
78
1
466
115
200
14162
247
47867
22
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NORTH
DAKOTA
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6.7
29.0
2.0
7.2 £E
29.2
0.9
6.4
28.8
2.4
58.8
16.8
2.6
2.9
5.2
20.7
12.7
0.2
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McKenzie 1.202
10
McLean
308
Mercer
1,859
17593
Morton
427
852
1.453
Mountrail
1,279
Nelson
1,104
Oliver
120
555
97
Pembina
1,519
Pierce
62^
957
3
Ramsey
1,269
Ransom
270
393
1,140
Renville
82
Richland 2,325
833
Rolette
88
1,001
939
295
Sargent
Sheridan 1,168
865
67
Sioux
318
47
Slope
447
5
Stark
1,169
353
Steele
288
Stutsman 2.042
862
87
Towner
884
66942
Traill
159
1,326
Walsh
2,084
Ward
603
1,983
Wells
89
1,391
Williams
1,536 11,17828
Totals 61,939

24.7
11.3
7.0
24.8
16.2
18.1
29.9
8.1
2.2
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0.8
16.6
5.4
29.4
13.7
17.5
8.4
7.9
6.5
6.5
34.5
40.4
32.4
8.8
25.3
7.7
14.8
1.1
7.4
41.0
14.1
4.8
50.5
7.6
1.8
30.4
6.4
18.0

UTAH

09

Beaver
Box Elder
1,660
Cache
342
Carbon
2,184
Davis
Daggett
31549
1,333
718
Emery
Duchesne
Garfield
892
329
46559
Grand
Iron
Juab
Kane
337
162
Millard
Morgan
Piute
237
1,094
275
Rich
202
Salt Lake
San
Juan 2,072
Sanpete
272
Sevier
1,363
443
923
Summit
Tooele
309
Uintah
867
Utah
3,179
Wasatch
340
Washington 290
637
Wayne
Weber
1,477
Totals 22,825

>
Ex
1,042
1,03324
37
989
21
1
1
179
136
969
38
1,598
5
107
556
219
214
1097
2,264
973
9,795

Publicidad

Badillo

Opens in New York
WHAT was said to be the first Spanish language
speaking advertising agency in the continental
U. S. was formally opened in New York last
Wednesday by Publicidad Badillo Inc., whose
home offices are in
San Juan, P. R. The
New York office is
in the Chanin Bldg.,
122 East 42nd St.,
New
2-0521.York 17, telephone Murray Hill
Publicidad Badillo,
headed by President
Samuel Badillo, is
described as the largest agency in Puerto
Rico, where it has
operated for almost
MR. BADILLO
11 years. Its annual
billings are estimated at $1.25 million of which
officials said approximately 65% are in radio-tv.
Harwood Hull Jr., PB executive vice president and former general manager of the Puerto
Rican Radio Network and correspondent for
NBC, ABC, and Mutual in the Caribbean, is
currently in charge of the New York office.
Other executives of the Puerto Rican agency
will be assigned there from time to time. Mr.
Hull will be assisted by Edgardo VasquezBruno. formerly with the Puerto Rican Economic Development Administration. Miss
Paquita Rivera Rotger, formerly of the San
Juan office, who has been instrumental in setting
up the New York operation, will be assigned
there permanently.
Mr. Hull said Publicidad Badillo's New York
operation will specialize in advertising for the
Spanish-speaking market and will use radio, tv,
and other media in New York, Chicago, and
elsewhere both in the continental U. S. and in
Latin American countries.
Immediate objectives in setting up the New
York office, according to President Badillo, are
to specialize in New York's Spanish-language
market (more than 800,000 persons, of whom
over half are Puerto Ricans); provide better

0.0
47.3
62.8
0.0
11.7
2.7
74.2
2.9
0.0
0.3
1.7
0.0
53.1
22.1
57.4
13.8
0.0
1.8
77.1
40.8
11.6
49.4
69.3
0.8
0.0
32.1
71.2
0.0
65.9
42.9

MR. HULL

MR. VASQUEZ-BRUNO
service to continental U. S. accounts of the
Puerto Rican office and to associated agencies
in New York which handle advertising in Puerto
Rico: to play host to account executives of the
San Juan office in order to improve their knowledge of American advertising and marketing,
and to offer its services to domestic agencies
interested in Spanish-speaking markets.
Accounts handled by the parent agency in
Puerto Rico include Frigidaire, Shell, Sylvania,
Hazel Bishop, Sears, Roebuck & Co., B. F.
Goodrich,
American Tobacco, Pontiac, Cinzanao Vermouth.
Broadcasting
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On

the

air

SEPTEMBER

CHANNEL

The ONLY low Channel, the ONLY
MAXIMUM POWER station serving
E. TEXAS— N. LOUISIANA—
S. ARKANSAS.
VIDEO
100,000 watts
AUDIO ... 69,800 watts
TOWER
1,403 feet above
sea level.
It's a BILLION DOLLAR

MARKET!

.. .. ..1,351,700
151,941 population*
TV setsf
* SM
f RETMA

E. NEWTON WRAY
President and General Manager

KTBS'K
CHANNEL
3

Nationally Represented by Edward Petry & Company

SHREVEPORT,

ROADCASTING

Telecasting

LA.
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FROM

MCA-TV

FILM

r

SYNDICATION

[

l_5T
1

LLOYD

C.

DOUGLAS

...the

first

top

situat

top

quality

fall

programming

HOUR-LONG

FEATURES

Hand-picked, top budget Republic Pictures
Corporation feature films (53 min., 20 sec.)
starring Gene Autry and a cast of top supporting
players. Immediately available for local or
regional sponsorship.

HOUR-LONG
FEATURES
Republic Pictures Corporation high budget
productions (53 min., 20 sec.) starring Roy Rogers
and featuring a well-known supporting cast.
Immediately available for local or regional
sponsorship.

HALF-HOUR FILMS
A brilliant new series of dramas taken from the
best seller by Lloyd C. Douglas, internationally
famed author of "Magnificent Obsession" and
"The Robe." Immediately available for local
or regional sponsorship.
starring JOHN HOWARD

HALF-HOUR FILMS
First-run in over 100 markets. Hilarious comedies
featuringactors.
Ray Milland,
one for
of America's
popular
Sponsored
two straightmostyears
by General Electric. Immediately available for
local or regional sponsorship.
comedy

to

hit

syndicated

TV

AMERICA'S NO. 1 DISTRIBUTOR OF TELEVISION FILM PROGRAMS
I

A SHOW

FOR EVERY PRODUCT ... EVERY MARKET ... EVERY BUDGET!

I
Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians • Mayor of the Town • Man Behind the Badge •
I
Waterfront • The Lone Wolf • Abbott and Costello • Where Were You? • Famous Playhouse
• Pride of the Family • Space Ranger • City. Detective • Heart of the City • Biff Baker, U.S.A. • Curtain Call • Follow That Man • Hollywood
Off-Beat • I'm The Law • Playhouse 15 • Royal Playhouse and Counterpoint • Soldiers of Fortune * Telesports Digest • Touchdown •

• ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES'
Radio, Tv Outpull Papers
In Response to Car Offer
THE IMPACT of the broadcast media on their
audience was effectively demonstrated by a
midwest department store which used radio,
tv, newspapers and direct mail in a two-week
campaign to tell the people of its community
that one lucky individual would be given a new
Mercury by the store.
Each entrant filled in a card with his name
and address and also was asked to tell how he
learned of the offer, Department Store Studies
reports. A total of 34,544 persons answered,
48% of the entrants, according to DSS, which
gives the following tabulation of the expenditures and returns for each medium:
% of filled in cards
% of total
indicating media
advertising dollars
(where
spent
in
the
media
Media
out, they
etc.) found
Newspapers 87% of total ad money 35% said newspapers
Radio 1.3% "
5.4% said radio
Tv
4.1% "
14.6% said tv
Circulars 7.6% "
13.8% said circulars
Did not remember or
several
media
31.2%
The store, which had never before used
radio, observed the results and now, says DSS,
is using 15% of its total budget for radio,
taking this money "directly out of its newspaper budget."
Women's Role at Grey Adv.
To Be Featured in Tv Panel
THE CELEBRATION of Grey Adv.'s 38th
anniversary and the important role women play
in advertising will be the themes of Food for
Thought on WABD (TV) New York Thursday.

1

Hi
i
FALL SPONSORSHIP of the live tv version of Grand O/e Opry on ABC-TV is arranged
by (I to r): seated, Maury Malin, advertising manager, Chows Div. of Ralston Purina Co.;
Jack DeWitt, president of WSM Inc., which originates the show,- Gordon Philpott, vice
president, advertising and promotion, Ralston Purina; Bill Fisher, vice president, Gardner
Adv. Co.; standing. Jack Leach, Gardner vice president and account executive on
Ralston Purina, and Irving Waugh, WSM commercial manager.
The show will feature a special panel of four
women executives from Grey who will engage
in a question-and-answer session with a group
of college girl advertising majors from four
colleges.
Replete with birthday cake and illustrations
of how women serving in key posts in all departments of Grey put together national campaigns,
the
Grey vice
women's
panelandwilldirector
include:of
Florence Goldin,
president

Ralston Purina to Sponsor
'Grand Ole Opry7 on ABC-TV
COMPLETED plans for Ralston Purina Co.,
Chows Div., sponsorship of Grand Ole Opry
as a live television show on ABC-TV this fall
have been announced by Gardner Adv. Co., St.
Louis agency handling the account.
Ralston Purina signed for every fourth Saturday, 8-9 p.m. EST, starting in October
in 130 markets and will advertise its full line of
Purina livestock and poultry chows.
Grand Ole Opry, making its first tv venture,

women's products; Estelle McBride, copy supervisor; Eva Hoffman, art department, and Sue
Davis, radio-tv commercials writer.

the

Ple

asu

WKHM

every

week

biggest

10%
save

represenfed by HEADLEY-REED
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Buy any 2 or more of these powerful stations and save 1 0% from
rate card.
WKMH — Dearborn — Detroit
WKMF— Flint, Michigan
WKHM — Jackson, Michigan
WSAM— Saginaw, Michigan

re

does

with

the

football

just

e

that

midwest's

games

that's why everyone

. . •

tunes to

WKHM
JACKSON, MICHIGAN
Frederick A. Knorr, President
John O. Gilbert, Managing Director
KNORR

Broadcasting
Broadcasting

Corporation
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Power

target:

Channel

BATON

ROUGE,

LOUISIANA

The only TV station completely covering the rich heartland of
Louisiana. New payrolls — new wealth are generated in Louisiana by
OIL, GAS, SULPHUR, SALT, LUMBER, INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE

MARKET

DATA

PREDICTED

SERVICE

AREA* WBRZ, Channel 2
860,000
Population
164,650
fTV sets in area
Effective Buying Power
$899,481,000
Retail Sales
■. $580,937,000
Food Sales
$129,460,000
Automotive Sales
$122,571,000
Drug Sales

$ 16,371,000

SOURCE: Sales
1954 Management's Survey of Buying Power,
*Class "B"
fTelevision Magaz ne

RETAIL
Broadcasting
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SALES:

NBC-ABC

100,000
MORE
lOOl

watts

TOWER:
ft. 6

inches

Largest
TV
Antenna
in the United
States
12 Bays — Channel
Represented by Hollingbery

2

$580,937,000.00
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The

best

weekends

in

network

radio

are

o

the

CBS

Radio

Network

No matter where they spend their summer
more people enjoy themselves
they do anywhere
weekend,

else in network

weekends,

with CBS

Radio than

radio. During the

the average sponsored

program

on CBS

Radio

commands a 4S°/o greater audience per minute than
the number 2 network. This makes every minute count

that much

more on the £35

RADIO

NETWORK

Index, Second Report for June, 1955; 8:00 a.m. to 1 1:00 p.m., Saturday and Sunday ( Average Audience basis ).

will originate live from Ryman Auditorium,
Nashville, home of the show since it originated
as a regional radio show in 1926, subsequently
becoming a network radio program in 1939.
Neale

to Head

Radio, Tv

At Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
IN THE REORGANIZED radio-tv department
of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, in which lames
Neale, vice president of the agency, assumes
duties as director of radio and television [At
Deadline, July 25],
a series of personnel
promotions was announced last week.
David Nyren, producer, who has been
with the agency for
the past three years,
will be executive assistant to Mr. Neale.
Eugene Burr, with
the agency since last
December, will serve
as director of scripts
and development of
MR. NEALE
new programs.
Norman Matthews remains as manager of
radio-television commercial production.
Mr. Neale succeeds Alvin Kabaker, who
resigned and is expected to announce his plans
in the near future.

SALES

SPOT NEW BUSINESS
Acrilan Sweaters, N. Y., through Doyle Dane
Bernbach, N. Y., preparing radio announcement campaign following spring test appealing
to teenage audience. New schedule to start
Aug. 15 in nearly 50 markets.
NETWORK

NEW BUSINESS

Snow Crop Div., Minute Maid Corp., N. Y.,
will sponsor Tournament of Roses Parade on
NBC-TV Jan. 2. Agency: Ted Bates & Co.,
N. Y.
Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Mich., will sponsor Football Scoreboard for its antifreeze div.
on NBC-TV following "Game of the Week,"
effective Sept. 17. Agency: MacManus, John
& Adams, N. Y.
Chevrolet Motor Div., General Motors Corp.,
Detroit, to sponsor 18th annual All-American
Soap Box Derby on CBS Radio (Aug. 14,
5-5:15 p.m. EDT) from Akron, Ohio. Agency:
Campbell-Ewald, Detroit.
Shwayder Bros. Inc., Denver, for Ultralite Samsonite Luggage will use NBC-TV Today (Mon.Fri., 7-9 a.m. EDT) in 55 markets in fall, also
planning network radio travel bureau show.
Agency: Grey Adv., N. Y.

POWER!

"On my fifteen-minute TV show, 'Jungle
Town/ presented once per week at 6:00 p.m.
each Wednesday, I offered a prize of ten baby
parakeets to the first ten people who identified an animal I exhibited.
The result was phenomenal. 1057 letters were
received. Thousands of phone calls kept my
three store telephones continually ringing.
They began to ring ten minutes after the offer
was made and continued without interruption
until closing time at ten p.m. At eight o'clock
the next morning they started again and continued throughout the entire day. The majority of the calls were from out-of-town, necessitating long distance toll charges.
I will say, without qualification, that an advertiser who has an attraction which will command attention and which has appeal and
value, will secure action and sales by the hundreds through KXLY-TV.
Sincerely yours
HARRY GROSS (signed)
NORTHWEST SEED and INSECTICIDE CO
Available at a
discount when
purchased
junctionin withconthe
"XL" network.

Pharmaco Inc. (Feen-a-Mint), Chooz, Medigum), Kenilworth, N. J., signs Mon., Wed. and
Fri. segments of Companion on ABC Radio
(Mon.-Fri., 11-11:15 a.m. EDT), effective Sept.
19. Agency: Doherty, Clifford, Steers, & Shenfield, N. Y.
NETWORK RENEWALS
CIO, Washington, renews John W. Vandercook
news commentary program on ABC Radio
(Mon.-Fri., 7-7:15 p.m. EDT), effective Sept.
15. Agency: Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc.,
Washington.
A&A PEOPLE
William E. Christopher, production manager,
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago, apmember. pointed vice president and plans committee
Edward C. Simons, vice president and account
executive, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., to Lennen
& Newell, N. Y., as vice president and account
supervisor.
Whiting Hall, copywriter, Geyer Inc., N. Y.,
elected vice president.
William R. Hillenbrand, vice president and account supervisor, Bryan Houston Inc., N. Y.,
elected to board of directors.
Ray Dietrich, formerly with KEYT (TV) Santa
Barbara, Calif., appointed radio-tv dept. director, Kemble Co., same city.
Dave Young, office sales supervisor, frozen
fod div., Stokely-Van Camp Inc., Mt. Vernon,
Wash., appointed advertising manager; Sam
Murphy succeeds Mr. Young; Carl Jordan
named assistant advertising manager.
Kenneth E. Nay appointed art and production
director, Powell-Gayek Adv. Inc., Detroit.
Raymond R. Rebhann, publicity representative,
BBDO, Hollywood, promoted to Hollywood
public relations manager.
Arthur Cappelo, tv art director, Norman, Craig
& Kummel, N. Y., to radio-tv dept., Geyer Adv.,
N. Y., in same post.
Thomas H. Reilly, appointed advertising and
sales promotion manager, silicone products
dept., General Electric Co., Waterford, N. Y.
Trowbridge Elliman, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y., to BBDO, N. Y., as timebuyer replacing
Mary Ellis, resigned.
Edward Flerri, assistant timebuyer, BBDO,
N. Y., promoted to timebuyer; Ann Slattery
succeeds Mr. Flerri.
William A. Hart Jr., BBDO, Buffalo, N. Y.,
transfers to Pittsburgh office as account supervisor.
W. P. McWilliams to account executive board,
Grant, Schwenck & Baker, Chicago.
Lawrence Aldenhoevel, formerly food products
advertising manager, Armour & Co., Chicago,
to Leo Burnett Co., same city, as account
executive.
William A. Miller, J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y., to
J.
tive.M. Hickerson Inc., N. Y., as account execu-
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Donald L. Miller, formerly with Grant Adv.,
Chicago, to radio-tv dept., Campbell-Ewald
Co., Detroit, as assistant production supervisor;
Robert S. McTyre, formerly tv-radio commercial writer, J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.,
to Campbell-Ewald radio-tv dept. as creative
copywriter.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

never

before

in

TV

history

. . .

KRLD-TV antenna
RCA TF 6 BM
WFAA-TV antenna
RCA TF 12 AH

In true Texas pioneering spirit . . .
not content with the conventional . .
Dallas stations KRLD-TV and WFAATV wanted their antennas at equal heights
atop Texas' tallest structure.*
Here you see how two Eastern pioneers
(Ideco and RCA) caught the Texas spirit to help
bring about this unique structure, now being
erected near Dallas.
Pioneering in tower engineering, Ideco created the
giant structure and this first multiple antenna platform. Pioneering in antenna engineering, RCA . . .
in cooperation with the stations' engineers and consultants .. . made possible the unique side-by-side
antenna arrangement.
*The WFAA-TV — KRLD-TV installation pictured here will reach 1,521 feet.

Ideco can help solve your antenna
tower problems, too ... no matter
how difficult or unusual.
Look to experience you can see . . .
over 40% of all TV towers over 1,000 feet
tall are towers by Ideco. Ideco has produced
twice as many over-l,000-footers as the second
tower company's total . . . more than all the rest
of the tower companies combined*.
Put this unparalleled record of tower experience
to work for you. Under one contract,
Ideco engineers will assume responsibility for your entire tower job. Get
the facts now . . . write Ideco, or contact your nearest RCA Broadcast
Equipment representative.
*Tower height data from TV
Factbook, spring 1955 edition.
WMA-KRLD EMPIRE
fMCOTOWSR STOTE

DRESSER-IDECO
COMPANY
One of the DRESSER INDUSTRIES
COLUMBUS
8, OHIO
Branch: 8909 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 44, Calif.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

Tall or short . . . for TV, Microwave,
IDECO

Tower

"Know-How"

AM, FM

keeps you on the air
August 1, 1955
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EXCITEMENT FILLS THE AIR-the same kind of excitement that NBC brought to nighttime TV with its trail-blazing
Color Spectaculars.
Now NBC is going to town on daytime television. Beginning
October 3rd, a new daily hour-long series, MATINEE, will
make a dazzling daytime theatre out of the American home.
MATINEE is a program of such sweep and breadth that it
will give daytime TV a whole new importance for both viewers and advertisers. Every weekday afternoon from 3:00
to 4:00, viewers will see a live full-hour nighttime-quality
dramatic show in both RCA compatible color and black-andwhite. 260 different live dramas a year will range through
the whole spectrum of comedy and serious plays, adaptations
of classics, repeats of outstanding plays successfully done
on major nighttime series. Five different production units,
under the supervision of Executive Producer Albert McCleery, will be working full-time at NBC's vast new color
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studios on the West Coast to prepare an hour of truly spectacular theatre, every weekday throughout the year.
There's new daytime excitement all the way down the line
on NBC Television. From 10:00 a.m. to noon beginning
August 22, homemakers will enjoy a solid 2-hour block of
service programming. HOME will be extended 15 minutes
to include a new feature, "People at Home," in which Arlene
Francis interviews or tells the story of interesting people.
ding dong SCHOOL'S Dr. Frances Horwich is now being seen
in an additional quarter-hour segment, 10:30-10:45 a.m., in
which she talks informally and informatively with mothers
about "You and Your Child".
WAY OF THE WORLD has already moved to the 4 :00-4 :15 p.m.
position to add greater audience strength to the afternoon
lineup. This fall, pinky lee, 5:00-5:30 p.m., will switch to a
new circus format, with live animal acts, trapeze artists and
acrobats-all designed to increase his strong hold on the
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The Mennen Co., Standard Brands, R. J. Reynolds, Sawyer's
Inc., R. T. French Co., and United States Time Corp. have also
recently made important new buys on NBC daytime. Foresighted advertisers are signing up now for NBC's spectacular
new daytime look. How about you ?
Exciting things are happening on

//// limr* aye New Ym'k Ti
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youngsters. And HOWDY DOODY, 5:30-6:00 p.m., will introduce ahost of new audience-winning features, presented for
the first time in color as well as black-and-white.
Advertisers are already responding to the atmosphere of
daytime excitement on NBC. Procter & Gamble has bought
ten quarter-hour periods a week for 52 weeks. Dromedary,
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The best way to direct people to your
show is to tell them about it in TV
GUIDE

best
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. . . because people tune first to

the shows they know about!
Every week 3,000,000 families buy TV
GUIDE . . . and read it every day to find
the best in TV entertainment. It's a
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On September 24, TV GUIDE will publish its 3rd Annual Fall Preview Issue . . .
ow
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V
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GUIDE

ever issued. It's the ideal place to presell
your new show. For rates and reservations contact your nearest TV GUIDE
office now.
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America's
NEW YORK
488 Madison Ave.
PLaza 9-7770

CHICAGO
6 N. Michigan Ave.
RAndolph 6-9470

PHILADELPHIA
302 N. 13th St.
LOmbard 3-5588

SAN FRANCISCO
821 Market St.
YUkon 2-0166

Television Magazine
DETROIT
76 W. Adams Ave.
WOodward 2-5115

LOS ANGELES
1540 N. Vermont Ave.
NOrmandy 2-3101

A monthly
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AUGUST

1955
Total U. S. Stations on Air: 432
(Commercial: 419; Educational: 13)
Total Cities With Tv Stations: 282
Total Sets in Use: 36,000,000

HOW TO READ THIS LISTING
Each station or grantee is listed in the
city where licensed.
Triangle (►): station on air with regular programming. Date of grant is
shown for permittees, followed by
planned starting date.
Channel number is in parentheses, followed by national network affiliations
and sales representatives, estimated sets
in coverage area and station's highest
one-time hourly rate.
Set figures are provided by stations.
Queries, on set figures should be directed
to stations.
Total U. S. sets in use is B«T estimate.
Asterisk ( * ) : non-commercial outlet.
Dagger (t): not interconnected.
Data on station color equipment: N,
equipped for network color; LS, local
color slides; LF, local color film; LL,
local live color.
ALABAMA
ANDALUSIAf—
WAIQ (*2) 3/9/55-Unknown
BIRMINGHAM—
► WABT (13) NBC, ABC; Blair; 321,380; N; $750
► WBIQ (*10)
► WBRC-TV (6) CBS- Katz; 321,000; N; $750
WJLN-TV (48) 12/10/52-Unknown
DECATURf—
► WMSL-TV (23) CBS, NBC; Walker; 28,436; $150
DOTHANf—
► WTVY (9) CBS; Young; $100
MOBILE—
► WALA-TV
(10) $400
NBC, ABC, CBS; HeadleyReed; 124,500;
WKAB-TV (48) See footnote
WKRG-TV
(5) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 3/23/559/5/55
MONTGOMERY—
► WCOV-TV
170; $200 (20) ABC, CBS, DuM; Raymer; 63,► WSFA-TV (12) NBC, ABC; Katz; 92,152; $250
MUNFORDf—
► WT1Q (*7)
SELMAf —
WSLA (8) 2/24/54-Unknown
ARIZONA
MESA (PHOENIX)—
► KVAR (12) NBC, DuM; Raymer; 125,150; N;
$450
PHOENIX—
► KOOL-TV (10) CBS; Hollingbery; 125,150; N;
$500
► KPHO-TV (5) DuM- Katz; 125,150; N; $450
► KTVK (3) ABC; Weed; 165,000; N, LF, LS; $300
TUCSON—
► KOPO-TV (13) CBS, DuM; Hollingbery; 46,876;
$250
► KVOA-TV (4) ABC, NBC; Raymer; 46,850; $225
KDWI-TV (9) 4/19/55-Unknown
YUMAf—
► KIVA (11) CBS, NBC, DuM; Grant; 26,997; $200
ARKANSAS
El DORADOf—
KRBB (10) 2/24/54-Unknown
FORT SMITH—
► KFSA-TV
(22) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; Pearson;
36,604; $150
KNAC-TV (5) Rambeau; 6/3/54-Unknown
JONESBOROf—
KBTM-TV (8) 1/12/55-Unknown
LITTLE ROCK—
► KARK-TV (4) NBC, DuM; Petry; 110,655; N;
$350
► KATV (7) (See Pine Bluff)
KTHV (11) Branham; 11/4/54-11/1/55
Broadcasting • Telecasting

PINE BLUFF—
► KATV (7) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 110,655;
N; $450
TEXARKANA—
► KCMC-TV (6) See Texarkana, Tex.
CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD—
► KBAK-TV (29) ABC, DuM; Weed; 95,000; $275
► KERO-TV (10) NBC, CBS, Hollingbery; 152,000;
N; $400
BERKELEY (SAN FRANCISCO)—
► KQED (*9)
►CHICO—
KHSL-TV
(12) CBS,
Knodel; 67,010;
$225 ABC, NBC, DuM; AveryCORONAf —
KCOA (52), 9/16/53-Unknown
EUREKAf —
► KIEM-TV (3) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; HoagBlair, Blair Tv; 24,170- $150
►FRESNO—
KJEO (47) CBS, ABC, DuM; Branham; 162,000;
N; $450
► KMJ-TV (24) CBS, NBC; Raymer; 162,000; N;
KARM
$450 (12) Boiling- Initial Decision 8/3/54
KBID-TV (53) See footnote
LOS ANGELES—
► KABC-TV (7) ABC; Petry; 2,130,181; $1,500
► KCOP (13) Weed; 2,130,181; $1,250
► KHJ-TV (9) DuM; H-R; 2,130,181; $1,000
► KNXT (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 2,130,181; N, LS,
LF, LL; $2,700
► KRCA (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 2,130,181; N,
LS, LF, LL; $3,200
► KTLA (5) Raymer; 2,130,181; LS, LF, LL; $1,250
► KTTV (11) Blair; 2,130,181; $1,750
KBIC-TV (22) 2/10/52-Unknown
MODESTOf—
KTRB-TV (14) 2/17/54-Unknown
SACRAMENTO—
► KBET-TV (10) CBS; H-R; 360,218; N, LF, LS;
► KCCC-TV
(40) ABC, NBC; Weed; 165,000; $400
$600
KCRA-TV (3) NBC; Petry; 4/13/55-9/1/55
SALINAS (MONTEREY)—
► KSBW-TV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; H-R; 102,000;
DIEGO— (8) ABC, CBS; Petry; 307,561; N;
►SANKFMB-TV
$350
► KFSD-TV
(10) NBC; Katz; 306,845; N; $600
$800
FRANCISCO—
►SANKGO-TV
(7) ABC; Petry; 1,145,540; $1,200
► KPIX (5) CBS; Katz 1,145,540; N; $1,250
► KRON-TV (4) NBC; Free & Peters; 1,145,540;
N, LS, LF, LL; $1,300
► KSAN-TV (32) Stars National; 275,000; $225
KBAY-TV
9/15/54) (20) 3/11/53-Unknown (granted STA
SANKNTV
JOSEf—
(11) 4/15/54-9/1/55
SAN
LUIS OBISPO—
► KVEC-TV
(6) ABC, CBS, DuM; Grant; 91,862;
$200 BARBARA—
►SANTA
KEYT
(3) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Hollingbery;
227,918; $400
►STOCKTONf—
KOVR (13) DuM; Blair; 1,103,920; $700
KTVU (36) See footnote
►TULARE
KWG (FRESNO)—
(27) DuM; Young; 160,000; $325
VISALIAf—
KAKI (43) 10/6/54-Unknown
COLORADO
COLORADO SPRINGS—
► KKTV
(11) CBS, ABC, DuM; Hollingbery;
59,223; $150
► KRDO-TV (13) NBC; Avery-Knodel; 40,000;
►DENVER—
KBTV
$125 (9) ABC; Free & Peters; 299,762; $600
► KFEL-TV
299,762; N; (2)$400 DuM; Hoag-Blair, Blair Tv;
► KLZ-TV (7) CBS; Katz; 299,762; N; $700
► KOA-TV (4) NBC; Petry; 299,762; N; $650
KRMA-TV (*6) 7/1/53-Unknown
SAVE this monthly Telestatus section
which is perforated for your convenience.
Additional copies are available. Write
Readers Service Dept., Broadcasting •
Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St., N. W.,
Washington 6, D. C.
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JUNCTION!—
►GRAND
KFXJ-TV
(5) NBC, CBS, ABC, DuM; Holman;
13,217; $120
►PUEBLOf—
KCSJ-TV (5) NBC; Avery-Knodel; 55,310; $150
CONNECTICUT
►BRIDGEPORT—
WICC-TV (43) ABC, DuM; Young; 72,340; $200
WCTB (*71) 1/29/53-Unknown
►HARTFORD—
WGTH-TV (18) ABC, DuM; H-R; 291,229; $350
WCHF (*24) 1/29/53-Unknown
Travelers
Bcstg. Service Corp. (3) Initial Decision 5/31/55
BRITAIN —(30) CBS; Boiling; 284,169; N; $400
►NEW
WKNB-TV
NEW
HAVENf —
► WNHC-TV
ABC, CBS, DuM- Katz;
948,702; N, (8)LF,NBC,
LS; $800
WELI-TV (59) H-R; 6/24/53-Unknown
NEW LONDONf —
WNLC-TV (26) 12/31/52-TJnknown
NORWICHf—
WCNE (*63) 1/29/53-Unknown
STAMFORDf—
WSTF (27) 5/27/53-Unknown
► WATR-TV (53) ABC; Stuart; 215,400; $200
WATERBURY—
DELAWARE
►WILMINGTON—
WPFH (12) NBC, DuM; Meeker; 2,051,000; N,
LS, LF; $1,000
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
►WASHINGTON—
WMAL-TV (7) ABC; Katz; 600,000; $750
► WRC-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 746,000; N;
► WTOP-TV
(9) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 688,800; N;
$1$1,500
250
► WTTG (5) DuM; H-R; 660,000; $600
WETV (20) 10/21/54-Unknown
WOOK-TV (14) 2/24/54-Unknown
FLORIDA
CLEARWATERf—
WPGT (32) 12/2/53-Unknown
DAYTONA BEACHf —
WESH-TV (2) McGillvra; 7/8/54-9/3/55
FORT LAUDERDALE—
► WITV (17) ABC; H-R; 176,000 (also Miami);
MYERSf —(11) CBS, ABC; McGillvra; 13,849;
►FORT
WINK-TV
FORT $400
PIERCEf —
WTVI (19) 4/19/55-Unknown
JACKSONVILLEf—
► WJHP-TV
(36) ABC, NBC, DuM; Perry; 75,600;
$150
N;
$200
► WMBR-TV
CBS, ABC, DuM; CBS Spot Sis.;
453,798; N;(4)$700
WOBS-TV
StarsCorp.
National;
8/12/53-Fall
'55
Jacksonville (30)
Bcstg.
(12) Initial
Decision
4/4/55
► WGBS-TV (23) NBC; Katz; N; $500
► WTVJ (4) CBS; Free & Peters; 331,400; N; $900
►MIAMI—
WITV (17) See Fort Lauderdale
WMFL
12/9/53-Unknown
WTHS-TV(33) (*2)
11/12/53-Unknown
Biscayne Tv Corp. (7) Initial Decision 1/17/55
MIAMI
WKATBEACHf—
Inc. (10) Initial Decision 3/30/55
►ORLANDO—
WDBO-TV
98,415; N; (6)
$275CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Blair;
PANAMA
30,100; CITY—
$150
101,250; $150
►PENSACOLA—
WEAR-TV
(3) ABC, CBS, DuM; Hollingbery;
101,250; $250
► WPFA (15) McGillvra; 32,500
ST. PETERSBURGf —
► WSUN-TV (38) ABC, DuM; Weed; 173,474; $325
►TAMPA—
WFLA-TV (8) NBC; Blair; 185,000; N, LF, LS;
► WTVT (13) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 185,000; N, LF,
$400
LS; $400
WEST
PALM BEACH—
► WEAT-TV
(12) ABC; Walker; 231,000; $200
► WIRK-TV (21) Cooke; 47,609; $150
► WJNO-TV
301,875; $250(5) NBC, CBS, DuM; Venard;
GEORGIA
ALBANYf—
► WALB-TV
45,000; $200(10) ABC, NBC, DuM; Burn-Smith;
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CONTEST

RULES

Simply send a card with your guess of the
minute of the hour of the day during August
when you think WBTV will reach a. halfmillion set count. Tell us the product to be
advertised, your name and address. That's
all! Entries are limited to one per person,
but each company or agency is entitled to
a total of 33 guesses — one for each year of
existence of WBT-WBTV! Who's eligible
to enter? Anyone who's read this ad !

WBTV, in anticipation of reaching a set count of a halfmillion, is conducting a contest from which both you and your
company or client may profit. You can win a free advertising
schedule (one spot a day, five days a week, for thirteen full
weeks, best available time) for your company or client and
$250 for yourself! All you have to do is come the closest to
guessing when the half-millionth set will be sold. There are
no slogans to write, no rhymes, no unfinished sentences . . .
just send us your guess. For additional details, contact WBTV
or CBS Television Spot Sales.

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company

HURRY,

SEND

YOUR

ENTRY

IN WITHOUT

DELAY

TO:

Half-Million, wbtv, Charlotte, n.c.
II

B-T

TELES

VAT

US

ATLANTA—
► WAGA-TV (5) CBS, DuM; Katz; 462,000; N;
$850
► WLWA (11) ABC; Crosley Sis.; 481,000; $700
► WSB-TV
(2) NBC; Petry; 484,725; N, LS, LF;
$900
WQXI-TV (36) See footnote
AUGUSTA—
► WJBF
NBC, ABC, DuM; Hollingbery; 153,281; N;(6) $250
► WRDW-TV (12) CBS; Headley-Reed; 149,900;
$250
COLUMBUS—
► WDAK-TV (28) NBC, ABC, DuM; HeadleyReed; 136,675; N; $220
► WRBL-TV (4) CBS, ABC; Hollingbery; 176,927;
N; $300
MACON—
► WMAZ-TV
102,936; N; (13)
$300 CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel;
WOKA (47) See footnote
ROMEf —
► WROM-TV (9) McGillvra; 174,330; $150
SAVANNAH—
► WTOC-TV
(11) CBS,
Knodel; 68,451;
$200 ABC, NBC, DuM; AveryWSAV-TV (3) 1/26/55-Unknown
THOMASVILLEf —
WCTV (6) 12/23/53-Sept. '55
IDAHO
BOISEf—
► KBOI-TV (2) CBS, DuM; Free & Peters; 46,750;
$150
► KIDO-TV
(7) ABC, NBC; Blair; 41,900; $200
IDAHO FALLSf —
► KID-TV (3) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Gill-Perna;
38,821; $175
LEWISTONf —
KLEW-TV (3) 2/9/55-11/1/55
TWIN FALLSf—
KLIX-TV
(11) ABC; 3/19/53-Unknown (granted
ST A 4/19/55)
ILLINOIS
BLOOMINGTON—
► WBLN (15) McGillvra; 113,242; $200
CHAMPAIGN—
► WCIA
CBS, NBC, DuM; Hollingbery; 307,000; N;(3)$550
CHICAGO—
► WBBM-TV
N; $3,300 (2) CBS, CBS Spot Sis.; 2,237,900;
► WBKB (7) ABC; Blair; 2,255,000; $2,200
► WGN-TV (9) DuM; Hollingbery; 2,080,000; $1,500
► WNBQ (5) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 2,043,000; N,
LL, LS, LF; $3,300
WHFC-TV (26) 1/8/53-Unknown
WIND-TV (20) 3/9/53 Unknown
WOPT (44) 2/10/54-TJnknown
WTTW (*11) 11/5/53-Unknown
DANVILLE—
► WD000;
AN $150
-TV (24) ABC; Everett-McKinney; 50,DECATUR—
► WTVP (17) ABC, DuM, NBC; Boiling; 165,000;
$300
EVANSTONf —
WTLE (32) 8/12/53-Unknown
HARRISBURGf —
► WSIL-TV (22) ABC; Walker; 30,000; $150
PEORIA—
► WEEK-TV
N; $400 (43) NBC; Headley-Reed; 232,437;
► WTVH-TV
(19) CBS, ABC; Petry; 231,056; N;
$350
WntL Tv Co. (8) Initial Decision 11/5/54
QUINCYf (HANNIBAL, MO.)—
► WGEM-TV
(10) ABC, NBC; Avery-Knodel;
150,000; N; $200
► KHQA-TV (7) See Hannibal, Mo.
ROCKFORD—
► WREX-TV (13) CBS, ABC; H-R; 256,600; N;
$400
► WTVO (39) NBC, DuM;; Headley-Reed; 116,000;
$250
ROCK ISLAND (DAVENPORT, MOLINE)—
► WHBF-TV
CBS, ABC, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
303,930; N;(4)$700
SPRINGFIELD—
► WICS (20) ABC, NBC, DuM; Young; 103,580;
$250
Sangamon
Valley Tv Corp. (2) Initial Decision
11/30/54
URBANAf —
WILL-TV (*12) 11/4/53-Unknown
INDIANA
ANDERSONf —
WCBC-TV (61) 2/2/55-Unknown
BLOOMINGTON—
► WTTV (4) NBC, ABC, DuM; Meeker; 657,615
(also Indianapolis); N; $800
ELKHART—
► WSJV (52) ABC, NBC, DuM, CBS; H-R; 208,319;
LS; $300
EVANSVILLE—
► WFIE (62) ABC, NBC, DuM; Venard; 94,315;
$250
► WEHT (50) See Henderson, Ky.
Evansville Tv Inc. (7) Initial Decision 10/4/54
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

WAYNE—(33) NBC, DuM; Raymer- 138,070; N;
►FORT
WKJG-TV
► WINT (15) See Waterloo
WANE-TV
(69) Boiling; 9/29/54-Unknown
$400
INDIANAPOLIS—
► WFBM-TV (6) ABC, NBC, DuM; Katz; 660,000;
N; $960 (8) CBS; Boiling; 660,000; N; $1,000
► WISH-TV
► WTTV (4) See Bloomington
Mid- West Tv Corp. (13) Initial Decision 6/7/55
LAFAYETTEf —
► WFAM-TV (59) CBS, DuM; Rambeau; 66,500;
►MUNCIE—
WLBC-TV
(49) 107,250;
ABC, CBS,
$200
man, Walker;
N; $225NBC, DuM; HolNOTRE DAME (SOUTH BEND)—
► WNDU-TV (46) NBC; Meeker
PRINCETONf —
WRAY-TV (52) See footnote
SOUTH BEND—
► WSBT-TV (34) CBS, DuM; Raymer; 206,363; N;
► WNDU-TV
(46) See Notre Dame
TERRE$400HAUTE—
► WTHI-TV
(10) CBS, ABC, DuM; Boiling; 154,000; N; $400
WATERLOO (FORT WAYNE) —
► WINT (15) CBS, ABC; H-R; 139,625; N; $300
IOWA
►AMES—
WOI-TV (5) ABC, CBS, DuM; Weed; 315,600;
N; $500
CEDAR RAPIDS—
► KCRG-TV (9) ABC; DuM; Venard; 288,600; $200
► WMT-TV (2) CBS; Katz; 270,800; N; $500
DAVENPORT (MOLINE, ROCK ISLAND)—
► WOC-TV (6) NBC; Free & Peters; 295,165; N;
MOINES—(13) NBC; Free & Peters; 302,000; N;
$800
►DESWHO-TV
► KRNT-TV (8) CBS; Katz
KGTV
$650 (17) See footnote
FORT
DODGE—
► KQTV
(21) NBC, DuM, CBS; Pearson; 41,200;
N; $150
CITY—(3) CBS, DuM; Weed; 135,932; $200
►MASON
KGLO-TV
CITY—NBC, ABC, DuM; Hollingbery; 152,►SIOUX
KTIV
000; (4)
N; $300
► KVTV (9) CBS, ABC; Katz; 152,835; N; $300
►WATERLOO—
KWWL-TV
162,159; $400 (7) NBC, DuM; Headley-Reed;
KANSAS
GOODLANDf—
KWGB-TV (10) 5/11/55-Unknown
►GREAT
KCKT BEND—
(2) NBC; Boiling; 144,350; $225
HUTCHINSON (WICHITA)—
► KTVH (12) CBS, DuM- H-R; 228,230; N; $450
►► KAKE-TV
Wichita
KEDD (16) (10)
See See
Wichita
MAN HATTANf —
KSAC-TV (*8) 7/24/53-Unknown
PITTSBURG—
► KOAM-TV (7) NBC, ABC, DuM; Katz; 123,447;
$250
►TOPEKA—
WIBW-TV
(13) CBS, ABC, DuM; Capper Sis.;
456,289; N; $400
(HUTCHINSON)—
►WICHITA
KAKE-TV
(10) ABC; Katz; 225,000; $425
► KEDD (16) NBC; Petry; 160,968; $425
► KTVH (12) See Hutchinson
KARD-TV (3) 6/8/55-Unknown
KENTUCKY
ASHLANDf —
WPTV (59) Petry; 8/14/52-Unknown
►HENDERSON
WEHT (50)(EVANSVILLE,
CBS; Meeker;IND.)—
88,003; N; $250
LEXINGTONf —
► WLEX-TV (18) NBC, ABC, DuM; Forjoe; $150
WLAP-TV (27) 12/3/53-Unknown
►LOUISVILLE—
WAVE-TV (3) ABC, NBC, DuM; NBC Spot
Sis.; 466,671; N; $850
► WHAS-TV (11) CBS; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons (last reported set count in July 1952
was 205,544); N; $850
WKLO-TV (21) See footnote
WQXL-TV (41) Forjoe; 1/15/53-Unknown
NEWPORTf —
WNOP-TV (74) 12/24/53-Unknown
PADUCAHf
Columbia— Amusement Co. (6) Initial Decision
4/11/55
New Tv Stations
THE following tv stations started regular
programming in July:
WNDU-TV Notre Dame, Ind. (ch. 46);
KRNT-TV Des Moines, Iowa (ch. 8);
KSTF (TV) Scottsbluff, Neb. (ch. 10);
KOTA-TV Rapid City, S. D. (ch. 3), and
WHIS-TV Bluefield, W. Va. (ch. 6).

LOUISIANA
ALEXANDRIA! —
► KALB-TV
(5) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; Weed;
107,600; $250
ROUGE—
►BATON
WAFB-TV
(28) CBS, ABC, DuM; Young; 82,000;
► WBRZ (2) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 150,000;
$250
LAFAYETTEf—
► KLFY-TV (10) CBS; Venard, Brown; 45,330
LAKE$250CHARLES—
► KPLC-TV (7) NBC, ABC; Weed; 66,781; $200
► KTAG (25) CBS; DuM; Young; 62,167; $150
►MONROE—
KNOE-TV
(8) CBS, NBC, ABC, DuM; H-R;
235,000; $300
ORLEANS—
►NEW
WDSU-TV
(6) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Blair;
336,316; N, LF, LL- $850
► WJMR-TV
(61)
ABC] CBS, DuM; Boiling; 121,840; $250
WCKG (26) Gill-Perna; 4/2/53-Unknown
Times-Picayune Pub. Co. (4) Initial Decision
7/7/55
►SHREVEPORT—
KSLA
86,500;(12)
$300ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Raymer;
KTBS-TV (3) NBC; Petry; 2/16/55-Sept. '55
MAINE
►BANGOR—
WABI-TVbery; 98.000;
(5) ABC,
N; $150CBS, NBC, DuM; Holling► WTWO (2) CBS; Venard; $250
WLAM-TV (17) See footnote
LEWISTON—
POLAND SPRING—
► WMTW
ABC, CBS,
Righter (8)& Parsons;
272,923;DuM;
$300 Harrington,
►PORTLAND—
WCSH-TV (6) NBC, DuM; Weed; 173,767; N;
► WGAN-TV (13) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 185,000;
N; $350(53) See footnote
WPMT
MARYLAND
$350
►BALTIMORE—
WAAM
(13) ABC,
& Parsons;
613,053;DuM;
$975 Harrington, Righter
► WBAL-TV (11) NBC; Petry; 613,053; N, LS, LF,
LL; $1,100
► WMAR-TV (2) CBS; Katz; 613,053; N, LF, LS;
WITH-TV (72) Forjoe; 12/18/52-Unknown
WTLF
$1,100 (18) 12/9/53-Unknown
WTBO-TV (17) 11/12/53-Unknown
CUMBERLAND"!'
SALISBURY!
— —
► WBOC-TV
51,570; $200(16) ABC, CBS, DuM; Burn-Smith;
MASSACHUSETTS
►BOSTON—
WBZ-TV (4) NBC; Free & Peters; 1,322,680; N,
LS, LF; $2,000
► WGBH-TV (»2)
► WNAC-TV (7) ABC, CBS, DuM; H-R; 1,322,680;
N; $2,000
WJDW
(44) 8/12/53-Unknown
BROCKTONf—
WHEF-TV (62) 7/30/53-Unknown
CAMBRIDGE (BOSTON)f—
► WTAO-TV (56) ABC, DuM; 230,000; $250
►PITTSFIELD
WMGT —(19) DuM, ABC; Walker; 167,051; $250
SPRINGFIELD—
► WHYN-TV (55) CBS, DuM; Branham; 190,000;
► WWLP (22) ABC, NBC; Hollingbery; 190,000;
N; $350 (14) ABC, DuM; Raymer; 110,116;
►WORCESTER—
WWOR-TV
$300
WAAB-TV (20) Forjoe; 8/12/53-Unknown
$250
MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR—
► WPAG-TV
000; $150 (20) DuM; Everett-McKinney; 27,WUOM-TV (*26) 11/4/53-Unknown
BATTLE CREEK—
WBCK-TV
(58) Headley-Reed; 11/20/52-Unknown
BAY CITY (MIDLAND, SAGINAW)—
► WNEM-TV
(5) NBC, DuM; Headley-Reed; 312,555; N; $500
►CADILLAC—
WWTV (13) CBS, ABC, DuM; Weed; 299,546;
►DETROIT—
WJBK-TV (2) CBS; Katz; 1,590,000; N; $2,000
► WWJ-TV (4) NBC; Hollingbery; 1,530,000; N;
$250
$2,000
► WXYZ-TV
(7) ABC; Blair; 1,546,000; N; $1,700
► CKLW-TV
(9) DuM; Young; 1,496,000. See
Windsor, Ont.
WBID-TV (50) 11/19/53-Unknown
WTVS
(*56) 7/14/54-Fall
'55
EAST
LANSINGf
—
► WKAR-TV (*60)
FLINTf—
WJRT (12) CBS; 5/12/54-9/1/55
GRAND
RAPIDS—
► WOOD-TV
(8) NBC, ABC, DuM; Katz; 540,321;
N; $1,050
WMCN
(23) 9/2/54-Unknown
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6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:1
7:15

EVENING
SUNDAY
CBS DuMONT
ABC
Lehn & Fink
PM
The
Sunday
Lucy
Show
You Are
There
Electric Cos
(alt. wks.)
Prudential
Ret., 8/28
Skippy
Peanut
Butter
Magic
You Asked
For It
It's
L

7:30

Greatest
Sports
Thrills

7:45

Focus
F

0:15
1:30

9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

NBC

Gen. Foods
Roy Rogers
F
Toni
Frawley
Corp.
(alt.)
Funny
People
Are
Yourself
Do-Il-

LincolnMercury
Dealers
Toast
of the
Town
L

Variety
Palmolive
ColgateHour
L
7:30-9 p.m.
(1
wk.
of 4)
M. Liebman
Presents
H. Bishop
Sunbeam L

MyWhat's
Line L
Norwich
Sunday
News Spec.

MONDAY
CBS DuMONT

ABC

NBC

ABC

WORK
NBC
SHOWSHEET
TUESDAY
ABC
CBS DuMONT
WEDN
CBS

JohnsvilleMan
alt. Sunday
Pan Amer.
Meet the
Press L

Am. Tobacco
Prvt Sectry

President's
Press
Conference
F
Emerson
Drug
Gen. Elect.
G E
Lentheric
Inc.
Theatre
F
Chance of
a Lifetime
Pharmaceuticals
BristolLife
Myers 7
Begins
Stage
At 80
P. Lorillard
Dodge
Break the Appointment with
Bank
Adventure
L
Jules
Montenier
alt. wks.
Remington
Rand

:45

COMPARATIVE

Goodyear
Corp.
(alt. with)
Philco
Corp.
TV
Playhouse

Soupy
Soupy

'55

Soupy
Sales
Amer. Home
Prod.-News
Julius
LaRosa
Carnation
(alt.)
Goodrich
Burns
Allen &
L
Lvr.-Lptn.
(alt.
wks.)
CBS-Clmba

Miles Labs.
Daly-News
Greatest
Thrills
Sports
F
Studebaker
Packard
Tv Readers
Digest
F
Firestone
Voice of
Firestone
L

Talent
Scouts
Godfrey's
P&G
(alt. wks.)
Gen. Foods
Those Whit
ing Girls F
General
PeeCo-op
Wee
Foods
Ethel &
King Show
Albert
L
6/20-9/26

Kleenex
P&G
Cameo
Theatre
L
R J.
Bob
Reynolds
Cummings
Show
F

Westinghouse
One
Studio
Summer
Theatre
L

Co-op
Monday
Night
Fights
Chris.
Schenkel

Sales
Tide Water
MattShow
Dennis Daly-News
Oil
L
Plymouth(1)
Camel
Caravan L
Talent
Big
Kord Motor Varieties
L
Co., RCA
Showcase
1Producers'
wk.
of 4)
(8-9:30
The
Caesar
Presents
RCA
Picture
Lee
Amer. Chicle
L
Danny
American
Dow
Tobacco
alt.
Dodge
Chemical
Thomas
Medic
F
Show
Doilie
Mack
Johnson
Wax
Show
L
alt. with
American
Tobacco Co
Robert
Purina
Montgomery
RalstonPresents
the Same

Co-op

Name's

At
Ringside

Sales
American
Tobacco
News L
Upbeat Co
Maytag
(alt.
wks.)
Sheaffer
Star Time
Playhouse
Music

H. J.
Heinz
Co.
Studio 57

Carter
Prod.
alt. wks.
Pharmctcls.
Meet Millie
L
S.C.alt.Johnson
wks.
Pet Milk
Spotlight
Playhouse
L
TheRevlon
$64,000
Question
The
Search

Miles Labs
Daly-News
V. Monroe
Bendix
Di,.
Avco Mfg.
Show
Dairy
News
L
American
Julius
Camel
LaRosa
News
Motors
H.
BishopL American
Caravan
Place
Derby
Foods Toni
Disneyland
Co.
(8-8:30)
the LFace
Party
Laine
Frankie
Asso. Prods American
Frigidairf
A. Murray Tobacco
Toni
Pall Mall
(8:30-9)
L
Playhouse
Party
Pharmaceu
ticals Inc.
Kleenex
Summer
The
Knomark
Colgate
(Alt. wks.)
Theatre
F
wks.'
(alt.Got
Masquerade Millionai
I've
R. J.
Pen
Toni a Sheaffer
Dollar
Brwn Wmsn
(alt.
Second
Pennywks.)
To Reynolds
L
L
A Million
A Secret
Truth or
Wednesday
Consequence
P. Lorillard
L
Fights
It's a NightPabst
Brewing Co.
MennenL Co.
Great Life
Corp.
Chrysler
L

General
Electric
Front
Row Cent i
U.(alt.S. wks.)
Stee
U. S.
Steel Houi

11:151
DAYTIME
SUNDAY
ABC
CBS DuMONT
9:00 AM
9:15

9:45

10:15

Lamp
My
Unto
Feet

10:30
10:45

Look Up
and Live

11:00
11:15
11:30

Kellogg
Wild BiU
Hickok

11:45
12:00 N
12:15 PM
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15

ABC

i

CBS
ing
Morning
The
Show
7-9 a.m.

DuMONT

NBC

ABC

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

ABC
NBC
1:30 PM
1:45

ParticipatSponsors

9:30

10:00

NBC

Winky
Dink
and You
Faith for Quaker
ContestOats
Today
Carnival L

Garry
Moore
Show
and
Arthur
Godfrey
Time
Footnotes)
(See
Palmolive
Colgate-It
Strike
Rich L
G.M.,
Toni, MWF
Th
Sust.
Tu
ValiantonLady
Amer. Home
Products
Love of Life
P&G
Search for
Tomorrow
P&G ingGuidLight
Jack Paar
Show

2:00
2:15

Ding Dong
School L
Footnote)
YouChild
& Your
(See L
Dr. Frances
Sheilah
Graham
ing L
Show

ParticipatHome
Sponsors
L

Tennessee
Ernie L Ford
Feather
Your
Nest
L
Palmolive
Colgate-

Pinky
L Lee
Show

Winky
Dink
and
You
\rmour&Co.
(alt. wks.)
Gen. Mills
Midnight
Captain
F
Top
Dairy
National
The Big
L

Paul
Winchell
Show
Tootsie
L
Rolls
Cody
Commando
F
Mr.
Wizard
F

2:30
2:45
3:(
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
:15
4:30
4:45

5:15
Gen.
Mills
TheRanger
Lone
F

5:30

Co-op
Kellogg
(5-5:30)Cd
Dixie
Cup Co.
L
(5:30-6)
(alt. wks.

DAY
DuMONT

EVENING
THURSDAY
ABC
CBS DuMONT
NBC

NBC

ABC

FRIDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

ABC

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC
fi-nn D&
D.UU rn
0. 13
U.Ou

Soupy
Soupy
Sales
Tide Water
Oil
American
Matt Dennis Daly-News
General
Show
Tobacco
Mills
News
_____
Lone
Plymouth
Ranger
News
Upbeat
. F
Caravan L
R.J.
Kodak
Reynolds
Request
Bob
Performance
Cummings
F
Show
Soldier
Parade
L
Scott
My Little
Margie
F
Chrysler
Motors
L —
Climax
Brillo Star
Tonight
Kraft
Foods
Television
Theatre
Greatest Singer
L
Sew'g.
alt. wks.
Myrs.
Sports
Thrills Brstl.
Four Star
F
Playhouse
Revlon
Hazel
Bishop
Prods,
LeVs
This Is
(alt. wks.)
See
Your Life
Gen.
Foods
F
(alt.P&Gwk.)
Johnnyson Show
CarBig Town
Interntl.
A. C. Spark
Harvester
Div. — G.M.
(alt. Biscuit
wks.)
(alt.
wk.)
Natl.
Lever Bros.
Halls
of
Ivy
F

]

______
C. JC
0.43
7<nn

Wrigley
Autry

Sales
Miles Labs
Daly-News
V. Show
Monroe .[National
Biscuit
PharmaceuCo.
ticals-News
L
Camel
Rin
J ulius
News
Tin Tin
LaRosa
Caravan L
F
General
Greatest
Foods
DeSotoPlymouth
Pantomime
Thrills
Best of
Sports
Groucho
F
R. J.
T-Men
Chevrolet
Borden
alt.
wks.
Reynolds
Make the
P&G
Connection In Action
Topper
Quiz
L
F
F
Greatest
Schlitz
Chesterfield
Playhouse
Thrills
Sports
Dragnet
of Stars
F
1954-55
F
F
Drug
General
Sterling
Foods
Ford
Theatre
Milland
The Vise Ray
Show
F
Re-runs
F
Brown &
Williamson
(alt.P&Gwks.)
Lever
Bros.
Lux
current
Video
UnderAmerican
Theatre
Brewing
Oil,
Hamm
L
(alt. wks.)
Windows

Flight
No.
Seven
F
MattShow
Denni;
DuMont
Labs
L
The Story
Camel
News
Caravan L
What's

western
Havride
L

Co-op
Ozark
Jubilee
L

ofMidRiley
Gulf—
Life
F
SimonizC&C&
Amer.
Best in
Mystery
DodgeThe Div.
F
Lawrence
Welk Show
Dear
Campbell
L
Phoebe
F
Alec
Templeton

Gillette
Film
F
Sports

Compass
F

So Toni
This Is
Hollywood
F

Gene
Show
Beat
Sylvania
the
Clock
L
P&G
Nestle
Greatest
Bands
America's
Money
P. Lorillard
Two for the
L
P&G
(alt. wks.)
Whitehall
Down
You Go
Liggett &
LaRosa
Myers
Top Tunes
Busch
AnheuserDamon
Runyon
Tv's
Theatre

/.UU
Swift & Co.
Show
Wagon
L

/.on
R-nn
/.43

The
Swift's
Soldiers
F
H. Bishop

o.uuc
7.1

The
Dunninger
Show
L
Musical
Chairs
L
Texaco Star
T heatre
J.O'Connor
Durante FL

0. Id
q-nn
O.JU
U.ld
0 on
915
J.uU
9:45
1 n nn

(alt.)
The
Show
Armour
(alt.)
Pet LMilk 10:15
Am. Tobacco
1030
1 U.UU
Warner
Hudnut
Here's
PlayYour
FTime

10:45
11:00
11:15 PM

DAYTIME
SUNDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

Gen. Dynamics Corp
YouthWants
To Know
L
Frontiers
of Faith
L
American
Forum
L

ABC

MONDAY - FRIDAY
CBS DuMONT
P&G
Welcome
Travelers
Baby
Robert Q.
About
Lewis
All
note)
Footnote)
(See Foot(See
Art
House
Party
Linkletter's
Footnote)
(See
Colgate
BigMWF
Payoff
Sus. Tu. Th
Bob Crosby
notes)
(SeeDayFootThe P&G
Brighter
Am. Home
Pr. Secret
Storm

Face The
Nation

Quaker
Oats
Zoo Parade
L

OnP&G
Your
Account

Comment
L&F

Gen. Mills
Cartoons
Barker
W&FBill's

Heinz
Capt.lant ofGalthe
Foreign
Legion
F

NBC

ABC

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT
Lever
Bros.
Johnny
Uncle
Coons

Brewing
Falstaff
Co-op
Ted Mack
Matinee
L
P&G
It Pays To
Be Married
L
Borden Co.
Way
Worldof theL
First Love
JergensL Co.
Frnch.
World ofMstd
Mi
Sweeney L
Modern
Romances
Col.-Pal. I
Pinky
Show Lee
L
Howdy
Doody
Footnote)

and
Baseball
Game of
the Week

NBC

Explanation: Programs In Italics, sustaining;
Time. EDT;
L. live;network;
F. fllm;M.K.Midwestern.
kinescope recording; E, Eastern
:30 a.m.Moore M. — Thu. 10-10:30 a.m.. Fri.
CBS10-11
— Garry
10-Wed.
10:15 Simoniz,
Mon. Bristol
Myers.Paper.
Tue.Fri.Miles
Thu. Scott
SwiftLabs,
All
Sweet.
10:15-30
Mon.
Prudential
alt.
wks.
A.
E.
Staley,
Tue. Kellogg.
Wed.Fri.BestScott
Foods,
wks.
Chun King,
Paper.Thu. Toni alt.
10:30-45. Fri. S.O.S. alt. Toni.
10:45-11
Fri. Tardley.
Converted Bice.
1111:15 Fri.
11:15-11:30 Fri. Borden.
Arthur Godfrey
10:30-45 a.m. Mon.— Bauer & Black. St. 8-22
Minnesota
Mining Mfg. Wed. — Corn Prod. Tu.
&Th.—Th.Kellogg.
Frigidaire.
10:45-11
a.m. M. & W.— Bristol Myers. Tu. &
11-11:15'
M. & W.— Lever Bros. Tue. Toni,
Thu. Dowa.m.Chemical.
11:15-30 a.m. M.-Th.— Pillsbury.
Kobert Q. Lewis — 2-2:15 p.m., Tue. Miles Labs,
Wed.wks.Corn Prod., Fri. Brown & Williamson
alt.
2:15-30 p.m. Tuo. Helene Curtis, Wed. & Fri.
Genera! Mills, Thu. S. C. Johnson.
House Party
2:30-45
Fri. LeverPillsbury,
Bros., Tu.Fri.
-Th. Hawaiian
Kellogg
2:15-3 M.p.m.. W..M.-Thu.
Pineapple Co.
BobToni,Crosbly
3:30-45
Fri. —S.O.S.
, alt.p.m.wks. Wed.
Gerber.Simoniz, Thu.
3:45-4
p.m., Paper
M., Co.W., Fri.— General Mills
Thu. — Scott
DuMont—
Libby, McNeill & Libby (Thurs. 2-2:15
p.m. only).
NBC— Howdy Doody Mon. -Fri. 5:30-6 p.m., —
Campbell Soup
Co.,
Continental
Baking Co.,
Co.. Colgate-Palmolive
International Shoe Co.,
Kellogg
Luden's
Inc., WelchCo..Grape
JuiceInc.,
Co. Standard Brands
Ding
DongPalmolive
School — Mon. -F^i.
a.m.
Colgate
General10-10:30
Mills
Gerber
Products Co.,Co..International
Shoe Inc.,
Co.,
ManhattanCo. Soap Co.. Procter & Gamble Co..
Wander
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B-T TELESTATUS
w.v.v.v.v.^^
KALAMAZOO—
► WKZO-TV
CBS, ABC, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
587,350; N;(3) $900
LANSING—
► WTOM-TV (54) ABC, DuM; Everett-McKinney;
57,130; $200
► WJIM-TV (6) NBC, CBS, ABC; Petry 435,980;
N; $800
MARQUETTEf —
WAGE-TV (6) 4/7/54-Unknown
MUSKEGONf —
WTVM (35) 12/23/52-Unknown
SAGINAW (BAY CITY, MIDLAND)—
► WKNX-TV (57) ABC, CBS; Gill-Perna; 140.000;
N; $300
TRAVERSE CITY—
► WPBN-TV (7) NBC; Holman; 43,544; $120
MINNESOTA
AUSTIN—
► KMMT (6) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 89,270; $200
DULUTH (SUPERIOR, WIS.)—
► KDAL-TV
110,000; $325(3) NBC, ABC; Avery-Knodel;
► WDSM-TV (6). See Superior, Wis.
WFTV (38) See footnote
HIBBINGf —
KHTV (10) 1/13/54-Unknown
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL—
► KEYD-TV (9) DuM; H-R; 580.000; $600
► KSTP-TV (5) NBC; Petry; 615,000; N, LS, LF;
$1,200
► WCCO-TV (4) CBS; Free & Peters; 591,400; N,
LL; $1,100
► WTCN-TV (11) ABC; Katz; 584,310; $750
ROCHESTER—
► KROC-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Meeker; 172,833;
$200
MISSISSIPPI
BILOXlf—
Radio Assoc. Inc. (13) Initial Decision 7/1/54
(case has been reopened)
COLUMBUSf—
WCBI-TV (4) McGillvra; 7/28/54-Fall '55
HATTIESBURGf —
WDAM-TV (9) 5/4/55-Unknown
JACKSON—
► WLBT (3) NBC; Hollingbery; 130,000; N; $300
► WJTV (12) CBS, ABC, DuM; Weed; 118,000;
$200
MERIDIAN—
► WTOK-TV (11) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Headley-Reed; 60,000; $200
WCOC-TV (30) See footnote
TUPELOf—
WTWV (9) 12/8/54-Fall '55
MISSOURI
CAPE GIRARDEAU—
► KFVS-TV
(12) CBS, NBC, DuM; Headley-Reed;
119,420; $300
CLAYTONf —
KFUO-TV (30) 2/5/53-Unknown
COLUMBIA—
► KOMU-TV (8) NBC, ABC, DuM; H-R; 98,643;
$200
FESTUSf —
KACY (14) See footnote
HANNIBAL (QUINCY, ILL.)—
► KHQA-TV (7) CBS, DuM; Weed; 158,400; N;
$250
► WGEM-TV (10) See Quincy, 111.
JEFFERSON CITY—
► KRCG (13) CBS; Hoag-Blair, Blair-Tv; 75,000;
$200
JOPLIN—
► KSWM-TV (12) CBS; Venard; 91,558; N; $200
KANSAS CITY—
► KCMO-TV (5) ABC, DuM, CBS; Katz; 499,894;
N; $1,000
► KMBC-TV (9) CBS; Free & Peters; 499,894;
N, LS, LF, LL; $540 (half-hour)
► WDAF-TV
(4) NBC; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons; 499,894; N, LS, LF; $860
KIRKSVILLEf —
KTVO (3) 12/16/53-Unknown
ST. JOSEPH—
► KFEQ-TV
139,024; $350(2) CBS, DuM; Headley-Reed;
ST. LOUIS—
► KETC (*9) 500,000
► KSD-TV
ABC,LF;CBS,
785,162; (5)
N, LS,
$1,200NBC; NBC Spot Sis.;
► KWK-TV (4) CBS, ABC; Katz; 725,000; N; $1,200
► KTVI
353,285;(36)$400ABC, CBS, DuM; Radio-Tv Reps.;
WIL-TV (42) 2/12/53-Unknown
KACY (14) See Festus
SEDALIAf —
► KDRO-TV (6) Pearson; 57,000; $200
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►SPRINGFIELD—
KTTS-TV (10) CBS, DuM; Weed; 79,793; N;
► KYTV (3) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 90,800; N;
$200
MONTANA
BILLINGSf—
$240
► KOOK-TV
(2) CBS,
Reed; 22,000;
$150 ABC, NBC, DuM; HeadleyBUTTEf—
► KXLF-TV (6) ABC; No estimate given; $50
GREAT FALLSf—
► KFBB-TV (5) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; HoagBlair, Blair-Tv; 23,000; $150
MISSOULAf—
► KGVO-TV (13) CBS, ABC; Gill-Perna; 20,000;
NEBRASKA
$150
HASTINGS!—
KHAS-TV (5) NBC; Weed; 2/11/55-Sept. '55
KEARNEY (HOLDREGE)—
► KHOL-TV (13) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Meeker;
70,658; $200
LINCOLN—
► KOLN-TV
(10) $300
ABC, CBS, DuM; Avery-Knodel; 129,426;
► KUON-TV (*12) 81,458
►KMTV
OMAHA—
$700 (3) ABC, CBS, DuM; Petry; 312,530; N;
► WOW-TV (6) NBC, DuM; Blair; 312,500; N;
Herald Corp. (7) Initial Decision 4/6/55
$800
SCOTTSBLUFFf—
► KSTF (10) Satellite of KFBC-TV Cheyenne,
Wyo.
NEVADA
HENDERSON (LAS VEGAS)—
► KLRJ-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Pearson; 28,600; N;
VEGAS— (8) CBS, ABC, DuM; Weed; 28,260;
$225
►LASKLAS-TV
$250
► KLRJ-TV (2) See Henderson
►RENO—
KZTV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Pearson;
20,500; $225
KAKJ (4) 4/19/55-Unknown
NEW HAMPSHIRE
KEENEf
—
WKNE-TV
(45) 4/22/53-Unknown
►MANCHESTER—
WMUR-TV
(9) ABC,

DuM;

Weed; 387,500;

$250
WASHINGTONf—
►MT.WMTW
(8) See Poland Spring, Me.
NEW JERSEY
ASBURY
PARKf
—
WRTV (58) See footnote
ATLANTIC CITY—
WFPG-TV (46) See footnote
WOCN (52) 1/8/53-Unknown
CAMDENf —
WKDN-TV (17) 1/28/54-Unknown
NEWARK (NEW YORK CITY)—
► WATV (13) Petry; 4,730,000; $2,000
NEW BRUNSWICKf—
WTLV (*19) 12/4/52-Unknown
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE—
► KOAT-TV (7) ABC, DuM; Hollingbery; 58,166;
► KOB-TV (4) NBC; Branham; 60,545; $325
► KGGM-TV
$200 i — (13) CBS; Weed; 54,502; $250
CARLSBAD
KAVE-TV (6) 6/22/55-Unknown
ROSWELLf —
► KSWS-TV
28,318; $150(8) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; Meeker;
NEW YORK
ALBANY (SCHENECTADY, TROY)—
► WROW-TV
(41) ABC,
CBS;N, Harrington,
er & Parsons;
175,000;
LL, LF, LS;Right$250
WPTR-TV
(23)
6/10/53-Unknown
WTRI (35) See footnote
WTVZ (*17) 7/24/52-Unknown
BINGHAMTON—
► WNBF-TV (12) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Blair;
N; $600
WQTV
WINR-TV(*46)(40)8/14/52-Unknown
9/29/54-Unknown
►BUFFALO—
WBEN-TV (4) ABC, CBS, DuM; Harrington,
Righter nadian
& Parsons;
(plusLL;501,207
coverage); N,473,631
LS, LF,
$800 Ca► WBUF-TV (17) ABC; H-R; 170,000; $350
► WGR-TV (2) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; HeadleyReed; age);476,418
N; $950 (plus 454,654 Canadian coverWTVF (*23) 7/24/52-Unknown
CARTHAGE (WATERTOWN)—
► WCNY-TV (7) CBS, ABC, DuM; Weed; 69,770;
$200 (24) See footnote
WTVE
ELMIRA—
ITHACAf—
WHCU-TV (20) CBS; 1/8/53-Unknown
WIET (*14) 1/8/53-Unknown

LAKE PLACIDf (PLATTSBURG)—
► WTRI (5) DuM; McGillvra; 85,540; $250
YORK— (7) ABC; Weed; 4,730,000; $3,750
►NEW
WABC-TV
► WABD (5) DuM; Avery-Knodel; 4,730,000; N,
LL, LF, LS; $3,200
► WCBS-TV (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 4,730,000, N,
LS, LF, LL; $6,000
► WOR-TV (9) WOR-TV Sis.; 4,730,000; $1,500
► WPLX (11) Free & Peters; 4,730,000; $1,500
► WRCA-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 4,730,000;
N, LS, LF, LL; $6,200
► WATV (13) See Newark, N. J.
WGTV (*25) 8/14/52-Unknown
WNYC-TV (31) 5/12/54-Unknown
POUGHKEEPSIE—
► WKNY-TV
36,600; $100(66) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Meeker;
►ROCHESTER—
WHAM-TV (5) NBC, ABC, DuM; Hollingbery;
310,000
(plus 55,000 Canadian coverage); N;
$700
► WHEC-TV
295,500: N;(10)$600CBS, ABC; Everett-McKinney;
► WVET-TV (10) CBS, ABC; Boiling; 295,500; N;
WCBF-TV (15) 6/10/53-Unknown
WROH (*21) 7/24/52-Unknown
SCHENECTADY (ALBANY, TROY)—
► WRGB (6) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 439,000; N; $850
►SYRACUSE—
WHEN-TV (8) CBS, ABC, DuM; Katz; 369,580;
N; $700 (3) NBC; Harrington, Righter &
► WSYR-TV
Parsons; 369,580; N, LS, LF; $800
WHTV (*43) 9/18/52 -Unknown
► WKTV
167,000;(13)N; NBC,
$475 ABC, CBS, DuM; Cooke;
UTICA—
NORTH CAROLINA
►ASHEVILLE
WISE -TV (62) CBS, NBC; Boiling; 40,000: $150
► WLOS-TV— (13) ABC, DuM; Venard; 328,950;
$250 HILLf —(*4) 377,350
►CHAPEL
WUNC-TV
►CHARLOTTE—
WBTV (3) CBS. ABC, NBC, DuM; CBS Spot
Sis.; 497,775; N, LS, LF; $900
WQMC (36) See footnote
►DURHAM—
WTVD (11) NBC, ABC; Petry; 248,340; $450
FAYETTEVILLEf —
WFLB-TV
(18) CBS, NBC; Young; 4/13/548/15/55
GASTONIAf —
WTVX (48) 4/7/54-Unknown
GREENSBORO—
► WFMY-TV
(2) CBS;N, LS,
Harrington,
Parsons; 330,810;
LF; $650 Righter &
►GREENVILLE—
WNCT (9) ABC, CBS, DuM; Pearson; 113,612;
NEWWNBE-TV
BERNf — (13) 2/9/55-Unknown
$300
►RALEIGH—
WNAO-TV
(28) CBS,
Knodel; 125,000;
N; $250ABC, DuM; AveryCapitol Bcstg. Co. (5) Initial Decision 4/19/55
WASHINGTONf—
WITN (7) NBC; Headley-Reed; 10/27/54-9/26/55
WILMINGTON—
► WMFD-TV (6) NBC, ABC; Weed; 75,200; $200
WTHT (3) 2/17/54-Unknown
WINSTON-SALEM—
► WSJS-TV
(12) NBC; Headley-Reed; 274,706; N;
$450
► WTOB-TV (26) ABC; H-R; 96,380; $200
NORTH DAKOTA
— (5) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Hoag►BISMARCKf
KFYR-TV
Blair, Blair-Tv;
28,250; $150
KBMB-TV (12) 5/18/55-Unknown
►FARGOf—
WDAY-TV
660; $300 (6) NBC, ABC; Free & Peters: 66,GRAND FORKSf —
KNOX-TV (10) 3/10/54-Unknown
► KCJB-TV (13) CBS, NBC, ABC; Weed; 28,600;
MINOT—
►VALLEY
KXJB-TV
$150 CITY—(4) CBS; Weed; 80,000; $300
OHIO
► WAKR-TV (49) ABC; Weed; 174,066; $300
AKRON—
►ASHTABULAf
WICA-TV —(15) CBS; 116,285; $200
CANTONf
—
Tri-Cities
11/17/54 Telecasting Inc. (29) Initial Decision
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

CINCINNATI—
► WCET (*48) 2,000
► WCPO-TV (9) ABC, DuM; Branham; 724,140;
$850
► WKRC-TV (12) CBS; Katz; 662,236; N; $1,000
► WLWT (5) NBC; WLW Sis.; 525,000; N; $1,000
WQXN-TV (54) Forjoe; 5/14/53-Unknown
CLEVELAND—
► WEWS (5) ABC, DuM; Branham; 1,102,650; N;
$1,000
► WNBK (3) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 1,205,000; N,
LS, LF; $1,300
► WXEL (8) CBS; Katz; 1,100,460; N; $1,700
WERE-TV (65) 6/18/53-Unknown
WHK-TV (19) 11/25/53-Unknown
COLUMBUS—
► WBNS-TV (10) CBS; Blair; 460,149; N; $825
► WLWC (4) NBC; WLW Sis.; 350,800; N; $800
► WTVN-TV (6) ABC, DuM; Katz; 381,451; $600
WOSU-TV (*34) 4/22/53-Winter '55
DAYTON—
► WHIO-TV (7) CBS, DuM; Hollingbery; 637,330;
i
N; $800
► WLWD (2) ABC, NBC; WLW Sis.; 332,000; N;
$800 (22) See footnote
WIFE
ELYRIAf —
WEOL-TV (31) 2/11/54-Unknown
LIMA—
► WIMA-TV (35) NBC, CBS, ABC, DuM; H-R;
80,233; $150
MANSFIELDf —
WTVG (36) 6/3/54-Unknown
MASSILLONf —
WMAC-TV (23) Petry; 9/4/52-Unknown
STEUBENVILLE (WHEELING, W. VA.)—
► WSTV-TV (9) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 1,074,415;
$400
► WTRF-TV
(7) See Wheeling
TOLEDO—
► WSPD-TV (13) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Katz;
374,910; N; $850
WTOH-TV (79) 10/20/54-Unknown
YOUNGSTOWN—
► WFMJ-TV (21) NBC; Headley-Reed; 149,000; N;
$350
► WKBN-TV (27) ABC, CBS, DuM; Raymer;
151,168; N; $350
ZANESVILLE —
► WHIZ -TV
(18)N; ABC,
son; 45,000;
$150 CBS, NBC, DuM; PearOKLAHOMA
ADA—
► KTEN (10) ABC; Venard; 180,000; N; $225
ARDMOREf—
KVSO-TV
(12) 5/12/54-Unknown
ENID—
► KGEO-TV (5) ABC; Pearson; 206,000; N; $225
LAWTONf—
► KSWO-TV (7) ABC, DuM; Pearson; 71,000; $150
„ MUSKOGEEf—
► KTVX (8) ABC, DuM; Avery-Knodel; 248,750;
N; $400
OKLAHOMA CITY—
► KTVQ (25) ABC; 167,381; $225
► KWTV (9) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 341,500; N; $750
► WKY-TV (4) NBC, ABC; Katz; 341,146; N, LS,
LF, LL; $800
KETA
12/2/53-Unknown
KMPT (*13)
(19) See
footnote
TULSA—
► KOTV (6) CBS; Petry; 281,588; N; $700
► KVOO-TV (2) NBC; Blair; 291,046; N; $700
KOED-TV
7/21/54-Unknown
KCEB
(23) (*11)
See footnote
KSPG (17) 2/4/54-Unknown
OREGON
EUGENE—
► KVAL-TV
56,000; $225(13) NBC, ABC, DuM; Hollingbery;
KLAMATH FALLSf —
KFJI-TV (2) Grant; 12/2/54-Fall '55
MEDFORD—
► KBES-TV (5) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; HoagBlair, Blair-Tv; 28,250; $150
PORTLAND—
► KLOR (12) ABC; Hollingbery; 276,100; N; $500
► KOIN-TV (6) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 340,000; N;
$700
► KPTV (27) NBC, DuM; NBC Spot Sis., Moore
& Lund; 278,144; N, LF, LS; $550
North Pacific Tv Inc. (8) 6/23/55-Unknown
ROSEBURGf —
KPIC (4) 6/8/55-Unknown
SALEMf —
KSLM-TV (3) 9/30/53-Unknown
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWNf—
WFMZ-TV (67) See footnote
WQCY (39) Weed; 8/12/53-Unknown
ALTOONA—
► WFBG-TV
537,452; $600(10) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; H-R;
BETHLEHEM—
► WLEV-TV (51) NBC; Meeker; 89,307; N; $200
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

►EASTON—
WGLV (57) ABC, DuM; Headley-Reed; 84,915;
$150 (12) NBC, ABC, DuM; Petry; N; $700
► WICU
►ERIE—
WSEE (35) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 79,000;
N; $200
►HARRISBURG
WCMB-TV — (27) Forjoe; $200
► WHP-TV (55) CBS; Boiling; 193,002; $325
► WTPA
002; N;(71)$350 ABC, NBC; Headley-Reed; 193,HAZLETONf—
WAZL-TV (63) Meeker; 12/18/52-Unknown
JOHNSTOWN—
► WARD-TV (56) ABC, CBS, DuM; Weed; $200
► WJAC-TV (6) NBC, CBS, ABC; Katz; 887,175;
N, LS, LF; $825
LANCASTER—
► WGAL-TV
(8) NBC, CBS, DuM; Meeker;
912,950; N, LS, LF; $900
WWLA (21) 5/7/53-Unknown
LEBANONf—
WLBR-TV (15) See footnote
NEWWKST-TV
CASTLE—(45) See footnote
PHILADELPHIA—
► WCAU-TV (10) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 2,094,852;
N; $3,000
► WFIL-TV (6) ABC, DuM; Blair; 2,105,636; N,
LS, LF; $2,400
► WPTZ (3) NBC; Free & Peters; 2,088,318; N;
$3,200
►PITTSBURGH—
KDKA-TV
(2) ABC. N;CBS,
Peters; 1,134,110;
$1,500NBC, DuM; Free &
► WENS (16) ABC, CBS, NBC; Petry; 495,000;
► WQED
$450 (*13)
WTVQ
(47) Headley-Reed; 12/23/52-Unknown
WKJF-TV (53) See footnote
WWSW Inc. (11) CBS; Blair; 7/20/55-Fall '55
READING—
WEEU-TV (33) See footnote
► WHUM-TV (61) ABC, CBS; H-R; 297,112; $300
►SCRANTON—
WARM-TV
(16) ABC; Hollingbery; 200,000;
► WGBI-TV
(22) CBS; Blair; 260,000; $400
$225
► WTVU (73) Everett-McKinney; 195,000; $200
SHARONf —
WSHA (39) 1/27/54-Unknown
SUNBURYf —
WKOK-TV (38) 2/9/55-Unknown
WILKES-BARRE—
► WBRE-TV (28) NBC; Headley-Reed; 260,000; N;
► WILK-TV
(34) ABC, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
270,000; N; $250
$400
WILLI AMSPORTf —
WRAK-TV
(36) Everett-McKinney; 11/13/52Fall '55
►YORK—
WNOW-TV (49) DuM; Keller; 97,000; $200
► WSBA-TV (43) ABC; Young; 97,000; $200
RHODE ISLAND
PROVIDENCE—
► WJAR-TV (10) NBC, ABC, DuM; Weed; 1,404,002: N; $1,000
► WPRO-TV (12) CBS; Blair; 1,404,002; $1,000
WNET (16) See footnote
SOUTH CAROLINA
►ANDERSON—
WAIM-TV (40) CBS; Headley-Reed; 127,550; N;
$200 —
CAMDENf
WACA-TV (15) 6/3/53-Unknown
►CHARLESTON—
WCSC-TV
188,747; N;(5)$300CBS, ABC; Free & Peters;
► WUSN-TV (2) NBC, DuM; H-R; 193,500; $300
►COLUMBIA—
WCOS-TV
(25) ABC; Headley-Reed; 80,900;
► WIS-TV
(10) NBC, DuM; Free & Peters; 172,$200
206; $350
•►WNOK-TV (67) CBS; Raymer; 85,000; $200
►FLORENCE—
WBTW (8) CBS, NBC, ABC, DuM; CBS Spot
Sis.; 125,320; $250
GREENVILLE—
► WFBC-TV (4) NBC; Weed; 356,470; N; $400
► WGVL (23) ABC, DuM; H-R; 113,000; $200
SPARTAN BURGf —
WSPA-TV
Unknown (7) CBS; Hollingbery; 11/25/53SOUTH DAKOTA
FLORENCEf—
KDLO-TV (3) 4/6/55-Unknown
RAPID
CITYf — (3) Headley-Reed
► KOTA-TV
SIOUX FALLS—
► KELO-TV
(11) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; H-R;
137,240; $350

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA —
► WDEF-TVham; 144,718;
(12) $400
NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; BranMountain City Tv Inc. (3) Initial Decision
7/5/54
JACKSONf—
► WDXI-TV (7) CBS; Burn-Smith; 89,786; N; $200
JOHNSON CITY—
► WJHL-TV
(11)$250
ABC,
son; 168,123;
(film)CBS, NBC, DuM; PearKNOXVILLE —
► WATE (6) NEC, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 194,430;
N; $400
► WTSK-TV
138,434; N; (26)
$250 CBS, ABC, DuM; Pearson;
WBIR-TV (10) Initial Decision 1/5/55
►MEMPHIS—
WHBQ-TV (13) CBS; Blair; 362,929; $700
► WMCT (5) NBC, ABC, DuM; Branham- 362,929;
N; $900
WREC
Bcstg. Service (3) 5/26/55-Unknown
NASHVILLE—
► WSIX-TV (8) ABC; Hollingbery; 243,200; $425
► WSM-TV (4) NBC, DuM; Petry; 243,200; N, LF,
LS; $600
OLD HICKORY (NASHVILLE)—
► WLAC-TV (5) CBS; Katz; 252,361; N; $550
TEXAS
ABILENEf —
► KRBC-TV (9) NBC, ABC, DuM; Pearson; 56,340; $225
►AMARILLO
KFDA-TV— (10) ABC, CBS; H-R; 73,370
► KGNC-TV (4) NBC, DuM; Katz; 73,370; $300
►AUSTIN—
KTBC-TV
CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Raymer;
128,981; N;(7) $350
BEAUMONTf —
► KBMT (31) ABC, NBC, DuM; Forjoe; 40,000; N,
LL, LF, LS; $200
► KFDM-TV (6) CBS, ABC; Free & Peters; $300
BIG SPRINGf —
KBST-TV (4) CBS; Pearson; 7/22/54-9/1/55
CORPUS CHRISTIf—
► KVDO-TV (22) NBC, ABC, CBS; Young; 47,500; $150
Gulf Coast
Bcstg.
Co. (6) Free & Peters; Initial Decision
6/17/54
K-Six. Tv Inc. (10) Initial Decision 1/20/55
—
►DALLAS
KRLD-TV
(4) CBS; Branham; 481,489; N; $950
► WFAA-TV (8) ABC, NBC; Petry; 481,489; N;
KLIF-TV (29) 2/12/53-Unknown
$1,000
►EL KROD-TV
PASO—
721; $375 (4) CBS, ABC, DuM; Branham; 73,► KTSM-TV
(9) NBC; Hollingbery; 74,145; N;
KOKE
(13)
Forjoe; 3/18/54-Unknown
$250
►FT.WBAP-TV
WORTH—
490,000;
KFJZ-TV
GALVESTON
►KGUL-TV

NBC; $900Free & Peters;
N,(5)LL,ABC,
LF, LS;
(11) H-R; 9/17/54-9/1/55
(HOUSTON)—
(11) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.- 409,690;

HARLINGENf (BROWNSVILLE, McALLEN, WESLACO)—
► KGBT-TV
(4) CBS, ABC, DuM; H-R; 74,683;
$700
$200 (plus 8,000 Mexican coverage)
►HOUSTON—
KPRC-TV
(2) NBC; Petry; 424,000; N; $900
(film)
► KTRK (13) ABC, DuM; Blair; 424,000; N, LF,
LS, LL; $700
► KUHT (*8) 375,000
KNUZ-TV (39) See footnote
KXYZ-TV (29) 6/18/53-Unknown
LAREDOf—
Vidicon
known Industries of America (8) 7/20/55-UnLONGVIEWf —
► KTVE (32) Forjoe; 48,000; $175
LUBBOCK—
► KCBD-TV (11) ABC, NBC; Raymer; 84,478; N► KDUB-TV
(13) CBS, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
84,478; N; $300 (film)
LUFKINf—
$300
KTRE-TV
(9) NBC; Venard; 11/17/54-8/31/55
ate.)
(Station will receive NBC programs from
KPRC-TV Houston but is not an NBC affili— (2) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; Venard,
►MIDLANDf
KMID-TV
Brown; 51,720;
$200
ODESSAt
— Tv Co. (7) Branham; 7/13/55-Oct. '55
Odessa
ANGELO—
►SANKTXL-TV
41,243; $200(8) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Venard;
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SAN ANTONIO—
► KCOR-TV (41) O'Connell
► KENS-TV (5) CBS, ABC, DuM; Free & Peters;
260,889; N; $700
► WOAI-TV (4) NBC, ABC, DuM; Petry; 260,889;
N; $700
Mission Telecasting Corp. (12) Initial Decision
6/16/55
SWEETWATERf—
KPAR-TV
Unknown (12) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 8/26/53TEMPLE—
► KCEN-TV (6) NBC; Hollingbery; 121,086; N;
$300
TEXARKANA (ALSO TEXARKANA, ARK.)—
► KCMC-TV
(6) CBS, ABC, DuM; Venard;
140,060; $260
TYLER—
► KLTV (7) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; Pearson;
95,457; $250
KETX (19) See footnote
WACO—
► KANG-TV (34) CBS, ABC; Raymer; 51,017; $150
► KWTX-TV (10) ABC; Pearson; 74,250; N; $200
WESLACOf (BROWNSVILLE, HARLINGEN, McALLEN) —
► KRGV-TV (5) NBC; Pearson; 72,983; $200 (plus
8,000 Mexican coverage)
WICHITA FALLS—
► KFDX-TV-(3) NBC, ABC; Raymer; 96,690; N;
$300
► KWFT-TV
(6) CBS, DuM; Hoag-Blair, Blair Tv; 99,110; $250
UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY—
► KSL-TV
N* $575 (5) CBS, DuM; CBS Spot Sis; 178,000;
► KTVT (4) NBC; Katz; 178,000; N; $600
► KUTV (2) ABC; Hollingbery; 181,500; N; $450
VERMONT
BURLINGTON—
► WCAX-TV (3) CBS, NBC; Weed; 136,241; $300
VIRGINIA
BRISTOLf —
Appalachian Broadcasting Corp. (5) Initial
Decision 2/1/55
DANVILLEf —
WBTM-TV (24) See footnote
HAMPTON (NORFOLK)—
► WVEC-TV
140,000; N; (15)
$300 NBC, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
HARRISONBURG—
► WSVA-TV
(3) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Pearson;
113,406; $200
LYNCHBURG—
► WLVA-TV (13) ABC, CBS, DuM; Hollingbery;
225,000; N; $300 (film)
NEWPORT NEWS—
WACH-TV (33) See footnote
NORFOLK—
► WTAR-TV (3) CBS, ABC, DuM; Petry; 363,658;
N; $800
► WTOV-TV (27) 210,000; McGillvra; $180
► WVEC-TV (15) See Hampton
Beachview Bcstg. Corp. (10) Initial Devision
12/23/54
PETERSBURG!—
WXEX-TV (8) NBC; Forjoe; 9/29/54-8/15/55
RICHMOND—
► WTVR (6) ABC, CBS; Blair; 493,147; N, LF, LS;
$875
Richmond Tv Corp. (12) Initial Decision 2/21/55
WOTV (29) 12/2/53-Unknown
ROANOKE—
► WSLS-TV
357,475; N;(10)
$600 ABC, NBC; Avery-Knodel;
WDBJ-TV (7) CBS; Free & Peters; 3/31/55Sept. '55 (granted STA 6/15/55)
WASHINGTON
BELLINGHAM—
► KVOS-TV (12) CBS, DuM; Forjoe; 190,386; $300
EPHRATAf —
KBAS-TV (43) 5/4/55 -Unknown
PASCO—
► KEPR-TV
Yakima) (19) 56,235 (satellite of KIMA-TV
SEATTLE (TACOMA)—
► KCTS (*9)
► KING-TV (5) ABC, Blair; 443,600; N, LF, LS;
$900
► KOMO-TV
(4) NBC; Hollingbery; 443,600; N,
LF, LS; $950
► KTNT-TV (11) CBS; Weed; 443,600; N; $700
► KTVW (13) Young; 443,600; $425
KCTL (20) 4/7/54-Unknown
Queen City Bcstg. Co. (7) Initial Decision
4/5/55
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►SPOKANE—
KHQ-TV
(6) NBC; Katz; 135,150; N, LF, LS;
$550
► KREM-TV (2) ABC; Petry; 135,150; N; $350
► KXLY-TV
138,620; $525(4) CBS, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
VANCOUVER!—
KVAN-TV (21) Boiling; 9/25/53-Unknown
►YAKIMA—
KIMA-TV (29) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Weed;
56,235; $300
KRSM (23) 3/30/55-Unknown
WEST VIRGINIA
BLUEFIELDf —
► WHIS-TV (6) Katz
CHARLESTON—
► WCHS-TV
(8) ABC, CBS, DuM; Branham;
402, 584; N, LF, LS; $550
WKNA-TV (49) See footnote
CLARKSBURG!—
WBLK-TV (12) Branham; 2/17/54-Fall '55
FAIRMONTf —
WJPB-TV (35) See footnote
HUNTINGTON—
► WSAZ-TV (3) NBC, ABC; Katz; 583,562; N, LF,
LS; $800
WHTN-TV
(13) ABC; Petry; 9/2/54-9/15/55
(granted STA 6/16/55)
OAK HILL (BECKLEY)f —
► WOAY-TV (4) ABC; Pearson; 306,000; $200
PARKERSBURG—
► WTAP (15) NBC, ABC, DuM; Pearson; $150
WHEELING (STEUBENVILLE, OHIO)—
► WTRF-TV (7) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 307,000;
N; $450 (9) See Steuben ville, Ohio
► WSTV-TV
WLTV (51) 2/11/53-Unknown
WISCONSIN
CLAIRE— (13) ABC, NBC, DuM; Hollingbery;
►EAUWEAU-TV
75,000; $200
BAY— (2) CBS; Weed; 235,000; $400
►GREEN
WBAY-TV
► WFRV-TV (5) ABC, DuM; Headley-Reed; $300
► WMBV-TV (11) See Marinette
CROSSE—
►LA WKBT
(8) NBC, CBS, ABC, DuM; H-R; 95,000;
$250
►►MADISON—
WHA-TV (*21)
WKOW-TV
(27) CBS; Headley-Reed; 104,500;
N; $250(33) ABC, NBC, DuM; Boiling; 125,000;
► WMTV
Badger
$280 Television Co. (3) Initial Decision
7/31/54
MARINETTE (GREEN BAY)—
► WMBV-TV (11) NBC, ABC; Venard; 211,440;
►MILWAUKEE—
WXIX
$250 (19) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 393,255; N; $700
► WTMJ-TV
(4) NBC: Harrington. Rishter &
Parsons; 781,222; N, LL, LF, LS; $1,150
► WISN-TV (12) ABC, DuM; Petry; 550,000; N,
LF, LS
WCAN-TV (25) See footnote
WFOX-TV (31) 5/4/55-Unknown
SUPERIOR (DULUTH, MINN.)—
► WDSM-TV
110,000; $325(6) CBS, DuM; Free & Peters;
► KDAL-TV (3) See Duluth, Minn.
►WAUSAU—
WSAU-TV (7) CBS, NBC, ABC, DuM; Meeker;
69,800; $200
WHITEFISH BAYf —
WITI-TV (6) 6/29/55-Unknown
WYOMING
►CHEYENNE—
KFBC-TVbery; 46,100;
(5) CBS,
$150 ABC, NBC, DuM; HollingALASKA
anchorage!—
► KENI-TV
ABC,$150NBC; Fletcher, N. Y., Day,
Seattle; (2)
18,300;
► KTVA
17,000; (11)
$150 CBS, DuM; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.;
FAIRBANKS!—
► KFAR-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Fletcher, Day; $100
► KTVF (11) CBS, DuM; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.;
3,500; $135
HAWAII
►HILO!—
KHBC-TV (9) Satellite of KGMB-TV Honolulu
HONOLULU!—
► KGMB-TV (9) CBS; Free & Peters; 80,000; $330
► KONA (11) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 75,000; $300
► KULA-TV (4) ABC, DuM; Young; 75,000; $400
►WAILUKU!—
KMAU (3) Satellite of KGMB-TV Honolulu
KMVI-TV (12) 5/25/55-Unknown

PUERTO RICO
MAYAGUEZ!—
WORA-TV (5) 1/27/55-Unknown
SAN
JUAN!—
► WAPA-TV
ABC,$200 NBC, DuM; Caribbean
Networks; (4)
43,345;
► WKAQ-TV (2) CBS; Inter-American; 65.000;
WUTV (*6) 2/2/55-Unknown
CANADA
$300
BRANDON, MAN.! —
► CKX-TV (5) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 9,952;
CALGARY, ALTA.! —
► CHCT-TV (2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 21,000;
$170
EDMONTON,
ALTA.!—
$250
► CFRN-TV
(3) CBC; Radio Rep., Young, Oakes;
19,000; $260
HALIFAX, N. S.!—
► CBHT (3) CBC, CBS; $220
HAMILTON, ONT.—
► CHCH-TV
(11) CBC.
Young; 349,662,
$400 CBS, NBC; All-Canada,
KINGSTON, ONT.—
► CKWS-TV (11) All-Canada, Weed; 35,000; $250
ONT(13)— CBC; Hardy, Hunt, Weed;
►KITCHENER,
CKCO-TV
172,000; $350
ONT.—
►LONDON,
CFPL-TV
(10) Weed;
CBC, 101,406;
ABC, CBS,
All-Canada,
$370 NBC, DuM;
MONTREAL,
► CBFT (2)QUE.—
CBC French; CBC; 221,216; $800
► CBMT (6) CBC; CBC; 221,216; $600
►OTTAWA,
CBOFT ONT.—
(9) CBC; $230
► CBOT (4) CBC; CBC; 38,500; $320
PETERBOROUGH, ONT —
► CHEX-TV (12) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 46,410;
PORT ARTHUR, ONT.!—
► CFPA-TV (2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 7,500;
$220 CITY, QUE.—
QUEBEC
► CFCM-TV
(4) CBC; Hardy, Hunt, Weed; 30,000;
$170
REGINA, SASK.!—
► CKCK-TV
(2) CBC,
Canada, Weed;
18,000;ABC,
$235 CBS, NBC; All$350 QUE.!—
RIMOUSKI,
► CJBR-TV (3) CBC; Stovin, Young; 12,000; $200
ST. JOHN, N. B.!—
► CHSJ-TV (4) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 30,871;
JOHN'S,
NFLD.
—
►ST.CJON-TV
(6) CBC;
All-Canada, Weed; 9,000;
$250
SASKATOON, SASK.!—
► CFQC-TV
(8) CBC; Radio Rep., Young; 12,000;
$160
SAULT STE. MARIE, ONT.!—
► CJIC-TV
(2) CBS; CBC; All-Canada, Weed;
$230
7,500; $170
ONT.—
►SUDBURY,
CKSO-TV
(5) CBC,17,480;
ABC,$200 CBS, NBC; AllCanada, Weed;
SYDNEY, N. S.!—
► CJCB-TV (4) All-Canada, Weed; 18,590; $240
TORONTO,
ONT.—
► CBLT
CBC, ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; CBC;
280,000;(9) $950
VANCOUVER, B. C,!—
► CBUT (2) CBC; CBC; 30,000; $400
WINDSOR, ONT. (DETROIT, MICH.)—
► CKLW-TV (9) CBC, DuM; Young; 1,496,000;
MAN:!—
►WINNIPEG,
CBWT
5,000; $320
$450 (4) CBC; CBC;
MEXICO
JUAREZ! (EL PASO, TEX.)—
► XEJ-TV (5) National Time Sales; Oakes; 61,453
(SANWeed;
DIEGO)—
►TIJUANA!
XETV (6)
296,402; $500
The following stations have suspended regular
operations
not turned
in CP's:
TV
Mobile, but
Ala.;have
KBID-TV
Fresno,
Calif.;WKABKTVU
(TV) Stockton, Calif.; WQXI-TV Atlanta, Ga.;
WOK A (TV) Macon, Ga.; WRAY-TV Princeton,
Ind.; KGTV (TV) Des Moines, Iowa; WKLO-TV
Louisville, Ky.; WLAM-TV Lewiston, Me.; WPMT
(TV) Portland, Me.; WFTV (TV) Duluth, Minn.;
WCOC-TV Meridian, Miss.; KACY (TV) Festus,
Mo.; WFPG-TV Atlantic City, N. J.; WRTV (TV)
Asbury Park, N. J.; WTRI (TV) Albany, N. Y.;
WTVE lotte,(TV)
N. Y.;Dayton,
WQMC Ohio;
(TV) KMPT
CharN. C; Elmira,
WIFE (TV)
(TV) Oklahoma City; KCEB (TV) Tulsa, Okla.;
WFMZ-TV Allentown, Pa.; WLBR-TV Lebanon,
Pa.; WKST-TV New Castle, Pa.; WKJF-TV
Pittsburgh, Pa.; WEEU-TV Reading Pa.; WNET
(TV) Providence, R. I.; KNUZ-TV Houston Tex.;
KETX (TV) Tyler, Tex.; WBTM-TV Danville, Va.;
WACH-TV
News, Fairmont,
Va.; WKNA-TV
Charleston, W.Newport
Va.; WJPB-TV
W. Va.;
WCAN-TV Milwaukee.
Broadcasting
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a

cautious

lady

telephoned the other day to say she saw
people doing things On WCCO-TV all the time.
This she liked, especially since they all looked

her living room, we'd be peering into a heck
of a lot of homes.
Because we look more Twin City and

and talked straight at her. But what had her

Northwest viewers straight in the eye than any

worried was this: Could the people on WCCOTV look through something and see her doing
things at home?

other TV station in this market — by an average of 28,000 more people every minute, day

No ma'am, we told her, go right ahead and
relax. Take off your shoes, and watch WCCOTV, confident of your privacy.

and night. Month after month after month.
You can look at these figures yourself.
Just ask Free and Peters for the undraped
rating story in the Twin Cities.

If we could look through something into

The other member of the family
Minneapolis — St. Paul .
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35 TOP

BUYING

BRITISH

ACT,

FEATURES

Action follows on the heels of General Teleradio's buy of the 800film RKO library. Network will program some of $1.5 million in
films in Sunday night spot against top CBS, NBC competition. Others
will be syndicated. O'Neil pulls a surprise, says he'll put RKO films
into theatres before opening them up to tv.
presented on ABC-TV this fall under the title
TELEVISION'S "gold rush" for major studio
of Movie of the Week (Sunday, 7:30-9 p.m.
feature films, touched off by General TeleEDT), starting Sept. 18. The program, which
radio's acquisition of about 800 films through
purchase of RKO Radio Pictures [B»T, July will be sold by ABC-TV on a participating
sponsorship, will be pitted against the highly
25], continued last week when ABC and ABC
Film Syndication Inc. obtained 35 top British
rated Toast of the Town on CBS-TV (8-9 p.m.
features for an estimated $1.5 million from
EDT) and Colgate Comedy Hour on NBC-TV
General Film Distributors Ltd., a Rank Group
(8-9 p.m. EDT), and apparently represents the
affiliate, and Fine Arts Enterprises Inc.
first network move to counteract top-rated
Concurrent with this development, reports
programming with feature films.
Films of ABC-TV and ABC Film that will
circulated that NBC-TV was negotiating with
be carried on the new network series include
Columbia Pictures for a major purchase. A
spokesman for Columbia told B»T that talks
"Adam and Evelyn," with Stewart Granger and
had been conducted with NBC-TV and also Jean Simmons; "The Importance of Being Earnwith other tv networks, but he said no transest," with Edith Evans, Michael Redgrave and
action is imminent.
Joan Greenwood; "Island Rescue," with David
The 35 British films were acquired by ABCNiven, Glynnis Johns and Barry Jones; "Odd
TV and ABC Film through an exclusive longMan Out," with James Mason and Robert
term contract calling for the unlimited use of Newton; "Tight Little Island," with Joan Greenthe features on television over a five-year
wood and Basil Radford; "The Wicked Lady,"
period, starting this fall. Announcement of with James Mason and Margaret Lockwood
the agreement was made jointly by John H.
and "Stairway to Heaven," with David Niven,
Kim Hunter and Raymond Massey.
Mitchell, vice president in charge of ABC-TV;
Of the 35 films, 15 were acquired by ABC
George T. Shupert, president of ABC Film
Syndication; John Davis, managing director of Film Syndication, which will be made available
to local stations throughout the country. Titled
the Rank Group, and Arthur Epstein, president
of Fine Arts Enterprises.
the Anniversary Package, the block of feature
Mr. Mitchell disclosed that the films will be films includes "Great Expectations," with John

STATION

KIDDER,

PEABODY

&

SALES

CO.—

• Maintains close contact with all phases of the Television
and Radio industry.
• Has an established relationship with most of the
important sources of investment capital in the
country.
—We invite the station owner to take advantage
of this dual coverage when considering
the sale of his property.

Address inquiries to:
ROBERT E. GRANT
Kidder, Peabody & Co.
First National Bank Building
Chicago 3, Illinois
Telephone ANdover 3-7350
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Offices and correspondents in thirty other principal cities
in the United States

JUST THAT SIMPLE: Thomas F. O'Neil (!),
president of General Teleradio, hands
over the $25,000,000 check (lower picture) which buys the facilities of Howard
Hughes' RKO Radio Pictures Inc. [B*T,
July 25]. Attorney Thomas A. Slack accepts the check for Mr. Hughes.

Mills, Valerie Hobson and Jean Simmons;
"Brief Encounter," Celia Johnson, Trevor Howard; "The Seventh Veil," with James Mason,
Ann Todd; "Black Narcissus," Deborah Kerr,
Sabu, David Farrar; "Christopher Columbus,"
Frederic March, Florence Eldridge; "So Long
at the Fair," with Jean Simmons, Dick Bogarde.
The General Teleradio transaction, under
which RKO Radio Pictures was purchased for
$25 million, last week took on a new twist
when it was revealed that current plans of GT
are to emphasize the production and distribution of theatrical motion pictures and to release
the library of "about 800 films" initially to
theatres and "ultimately" to tv.
This revelation was made at a news conference in New York last Tuesday by Thomas F.
O'Neil, president of General Teleradio, following the payment on Monday of a $25 million
check made to Howard Hughes, who had
controlled the film company for the last seven
years. Mr. O'Neil offered the guess that some
of the films would be made available to tv in
"about a year."
Mr. O'Neil revealed that the original intention of General Teleradio was to obtain the
RKO library of films for tv purposes. During
the course of the negotiations, lasting more than
a year, Mr. O'Neil continued, further study
convinced him that "the film business could
stand on its own merits," and "RKO is a successful business venture in itself." He acknowledged that theatrical exhibition of the newly
acquired product is "now the compelling obIn reply
to a question,
O'Neilset speculated that General
TeleradioMr.might
up a
film network. He stressed that thinking of his
company
jective." along these lines at present does not
encompass the transmission of films on a network basis, but, rather, making the films available to a specified group of stations for local
Broadcasting
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Experience makes a world of difference when

fully equipped studios that permit staging with
unhurried care.

it comes to quality TV production. On the air
since 1948, WBEN-TV is — by far — Buffalo's
oldest TV outlet, with television know-how

The fact is, WBEN-TV

that has been seven long years in the making.

And in a field where quality is crucial, here's

means QUALITY.

good news. There's no need to settle for anyNearly every man on the WBEN-TV

staff has

thing less when quality production by WBENTV costs no more.

been with this pioneer station since its early
beginning. These skilled veterans work in two
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origination. He said the cost of network transmis ion is"prohibitive."
Mr. O'Neil disclosed that General Teleradio
had borrowed $20 million from the Chase Manhattan Bank and $5 million from its parent
company, General Tire & Rubber Co., to complete the transaction. He declined to elaborate
on the financial details, other than to say that
there "are no immediate plans for making
stock available to the public."
Last Monday Mr. O'Neil was elected board
chairman of RKO Radio, and John Poor, vice
president of General Teleradio, a director.
Three directors — Mr. Hughes, Noah Dietrich
and A. D. Simpson — resigned from the board.
J. R. Grainger, RKO president, left Hollywood last Wednesday for conferences in New
York with Mr. O'Neil. The meetings are expected to last 10 days.
Mr. O'Neil said that while no personnel
changes among the RKO Radio staff are contemplated, C.J. Tevlin, vice president in charge
of studio operations, will leave the company to
continue his association with Howard Hughes.
Mr. Tevlin will remain with the new management until it becomes more familiar with operations at the studio. Mr. O'Neil said that Charles
L. Glett, who recently joined the executive staff
of General Teleradio, will assume "supervisory"
duties at the production facilities "for the
present" [B«T, July 25].
$30

Million

Package

Set

by Hollywood

Tv

Film syndicator offers four new
series and has another in the
works. Thirteen pre-'48 feature films also released.
A $30 MILLION tv film package considered the
most ambitious in the company's history was
announced Thursday by Earl R. Collins, president of Hollywood Tv Service Inc., a subsidiary
of Republic Pictures.
Among the new half-hour series being offered
is Stryker of Scotland Yard, dramatization of
famous cases of the British law enforcement
agency. Another in the new offering is Adventures of Dr. Fu Manchu, mystery series from
the stories of Sax Rohmer. A third, Commando
Cody, Sky Marshal of the Universe, now being
sponsored by General Foods on NBC-TV, is
being offered on a syndicated basis. The fourth
new program is Behind the Scenes, a situation
comedy series based on the efforts of two girls
to win movie stardom in Hollywood.
Mr. Collins announced that the package firm
is now shooting another half-hour series,
Frontier Doctor, featuring movie cowboy Rex
Allen. He pointed out that all the half-hour
shows run 26Vi minutes.
Mr. Collins said the $30 million package also
includes Stories of the Century, the half-hour
western series which won an Emmy award last
year.
Hollywood Tv Service also is releasing 13
feature films including five starring John Wayne.
All of these pictures were made prior to 1948.
These are called the Emerald Group.
There was some indication last week that
Republic is thinking seriously about making
available for television some of its features
made since 1948, providing it can reach an
agreement with the Screen Actors Guild over
rerun payments to the featured stars. The film
company considers the present residual formula
for post- 1948 films an almost insurmountable
obstacle.
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SET UP BY ZIV TV
FORCE
York, and formerly was with WMGM New
Walter Kingsley named to
York and AP Radio.
head new division, designed
Mr. Rifkin said the new national sales organiaugmentthatZiv's
normal 76-man
force. zation
He willadded
an expanded
programsales
of
to gear product to national adproduction has been blue-printed by Ziv in
vertisers' needs.
keeping with the widening scope of its operaESTABLISHMENT by Ziv Television Pro- tions.
grams Inc. of a new national sales organizaIn line with the expansion into the national
tion and the appointment of Walter Kingsley
as its sales manager were announced last sales field, John L. Sinn, president, announced
that a group of five tv film series will go
week by M. J. Rif- into immediate production. The new series are
kin, vice president in Dr. Christian, The Man Named X, 1 Love a
charge of sales for
Mystery, Mr. and Mrs. Theatre, and Craig Rice*
Ziv Television.
Marking the entry A staff of more than 16 writers has been assembled for the new programming.
of Ziv Television inSeven
writers have been assigned to Dr.
to the national sales
Christian, which will star Jean Hersholt in the
field, the new or- title role. The writers are Leonard Freeman,
ganization, accord- Bert Styler, Albert E. Lewin, Howard J.
A TMk
IT
ing to Mr. Rifkin. is Green,
Boehm, Howard Rodman, and
ML
^llBlF
"dedicated to servic- FrederickDavid
Brady.
■Hl
ing national adverLadislas Fraago, writer and authority on
tisers with new prodespionage and counter-intelligence, will serve as
^ ucts geared specific- technical consultant on The Man Named X,
on the series will be William F. TempleMR. KINGSLEY a"V
f°r ^^1°"/
al needs.
Mr. Rif- writers
ton and Les Crutchfield.
"handbe
will
programs
kin said that new
Writing assignments for / Love a Mystery
tailored in production for our new national
will be handled by Douglas Morrow, Mel Goldsales organization."
berg, Dewitt Bodeen, and for Mr. and Mrs.
"The radical change in the Ziv organization,"
Theatre, by Walter Newman, Stanley Niss,
from
demand
increasing
he added, "stems from
John Kneubuhl and Mr. Goldberg. Writers
on a na- have not been assigned on Craig Rice.
leading advertisers for programming spot
sales
national
their
fit
tional level and to

NATIONAL

SALES

markets."
multiple
in Mr.
Kingsley has been with the company for
six years, beginning as an account executive.
credited with having developed Ziv's
He
west iscoast sales division, and served most
recently as western division sales manager. He
will move from the West Coast to his new headquarters in New York.
Others appointed to the new organization are
Allen Johnston, assigned to the western division, and Russ Clancy, the eastern division. Mr.
Johnston has been an account executive with
Ziv for the past two years, and formerly was
with CBS in San Francisco, and with KGO in
that city as sales manager. Mr. Clancy served
most recently as a Ziv account executive in New

Div.'s
of NBC Film
ip Western
N sponsorsh
SOUTHER
new
Sfeve
Donovan,
Marshal
series is signed for by W. E. Brock Jr. (r),
president of the Brock Candy Co. of Chattanooga, Tenn. The show, with integrated
commercials delivered by featured actors,
starts Sept. 1 1 in seven markets. Witnessing the contract: W. E. Neal (seated) of
Liller, Neal & Battle, Atlanta agency,
and Sherman Adler of NBC Film Div.

Television Progs, of America
>ints Four to Staff
ADDITION
of three new account executives to
Appoi
the staff of Television Programs of America Inc.,
New York, and the appointment of a head for
the firm's client program promotion activities
were announced last week by Michael M. Sillerman, TPA executive vice president. The account executives are Ted Rosenberg, James P.
Bonfils and George W. Clark. Eleanor Gardiner
has been named to coordinate an expansion in
client program promotions.
Mr. Rosenberg has resigned as an account
executive with Ziv Television Programs Inc. to
join TPA. He will cover Philadelphia and other
eastern markets. Mr. Bonfils, who also has
been associated with Ziv, was sales manager of
KTVI (TV) St. Louis immediately prior to his
TPA affiliation. He will headquarter in St.
Louis, replacing James Eells who recently was
named manager of TPA's Chicago office.
Mr. Clark, who will headquarter in Kansas
City, formerly was with WLS Chicago, WLW
Cincinnati, Grant Adv. and MBS. Mrs. Gardiner leaves her post as director of the Metropolitan Div. of the American Assn. for the
United Nations, New York, to join TPA.
Duffy-Mott Buys CBS Series
DUFFY-MOTT Co., New York, has bought
the Amos '«' Andy tv film series for 26 weeks
in a total of 18 markets, it was announced last
week by Wilbur S. Edwards, general sales manager of CBS Tv Film Sales. The agency is
Young & Rubicam, New York. The series will
be carried in New York, Chicago, Miami, New
Haven, Philadelphia, Washington, Pittsburgh,
Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Charlotte, Buffalo, Boston, Baltimore, Atlanta, Providence,
Schenectady and Syracuse.
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Don M. Alexander Elected
ELECTION of Don M. Alexander as president
of Alexander Film Co. was announced last
week following a meeting of the board of directors. He succeeds his brother, J. Don Alexander, who died May 6.
Other officers are Don Alexander Jr., vice
president; M. J. Mclnaney, vice president in
charge of sales, and E. B. Foster, secretarytreasurer. Mrs. J. Don Alexander was elected
to serve out the board term of her late husband.

WAAM (TV) Baltimore, WSM-TV Nashville,
WLBC-TV Muncie, Ind., and KTSM-TV El
Paso, Tex. Package currently is being carried
in 75 markets.
ABC Film Syndication, N. Y., has sold Douglas
Fairbanks Jr. Presents to Stroh Brewing Co.,
Detroit, for showing on WXYZ-TV Detroit,
WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind., WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, WHIZ-TV Zanesville, Ohio,
WNBK (TV) Cleveland, WNEM-TV Bay City,
Mich., and WWTV (TV) Cadillac, Mich.

FILM SALES

Motion Pictures for Tv, N. Y., has sold 500 feature and 150 western films to WT AO-TV Cambridge, Mass.

National Telefilm Assoc., N. Y., has sold Fabulous Forty, package of British motion pictures,
to WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind.

FILM PEOPLE

Television Programs of America, N. Y., has
announced first sales of Science in Action series
recently placed in syndication to Twin City
Federal Savings & Loan Assn., Minneapolis, on
WCCO-TV there and to WVET-TV Rochester,
N. Y., WILK-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and CBMT
(TV) Montreal.
MCA-TV Film Syndication, N. Y., has sold
Gene Autry and Roy Rogers package of 45
films to Caribbean Network for telecasting on
WAPA-TV Puerto Rico and station in Havana
scheduled to go on air in October.
Sterling Television Co., N. Y., has sold Little
Theatre to Hot Point Co. for WJBK-TV Detroit
and World We Live In to Leco Mills Inc. for
WNCT-TV Greenville, N. C.
Associated Artists Productions, N. Y., has
sold package of 55 first-run feature films to

who's
DICK

and

Hank Long, account executive, has been promoted to newly-created post, western sales manager, MCA-TV Film Syndication Div. He was
erroneously identified as Hank Williams in B«T,
July 25.
Robert Weissberg, film buyer. Station Films
Inc., N. Y., named film buyer, Tv Inc.. collective film buying organization for group of tv
stations.
Tony Azzato, Nate Zelikow and Brad Berne
named sales representatives. Studio Films Inc.,
N. Y., headquartering in N. Y., Houston and
Chicago, respectively.
Maxwell Glassburn, formerly with Rockhill
Productions Inc., N. Y., to sales staff, Reela
Films, Miami.

hot?
MALTBY

sponsors

crazy
real

Robert Koenig, formerly local sales manager
and co-op sales director, KWWL-TV Waterloo,
Iowa, to syndicated div., Kling Film Productions, Chicago, as writer.

about

cool

found

in
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to Vote

On New Composers Guild
BALLOTS were to have been sent out last Friday by the National Labor Relations Board to
all those employes of the nine major film studios
comprising the Assn. of Motion Picture Producers, who are in the fields under the jurisdiction of the Composers Guild of America.
The votes, under the terms of a consent election agreed upon by the AMPP and the CGA,
are returnable on or before Aug. 10.
Composers, lyricists and persons creating
music to supply commercial needs in both
Hollywood and New York have formed the
guild, with Leith Stevens as president. The
organization has the cooperation of the American Federation of Musicians and the Writers
Guild of America, whose interests are close but
not identical.
Members of the AMPP are: Allied Artists,
Columbia Pictures, Loew's Inc. (MGM),
Paramount Pictures, Republic Productions,
RKO-Radio Pictures, 20th Century-Fox, Universal-International and Warner Bros.
Scenic Artists, Networks
Agree to New Wage Terms
DETAILS of wage provisions of a new contract
between New York Scenic Artists Local No.
829 and ABC-TV, CBS-TV and NBC-TV were
released last week. A long standing dispute
over wages had prompted the union to authorize a strike against the networks [B«T, July 18].
Agreement was reached by the union and the
networks through the intercession of the Federal Mediation & Conciliation Service on July
22. The new three-year contract provides for
wage increases to network scenic designers
from $210 weekly to $230; to costume designers from $157.50 weekly to $173 and to
journeymen scenic artists from $159.39 to $170.
The contract is retroactive to last April 1,
when the old pact expired.
The contract covers some 190 employes at
the three networks. Under its terms, costume

Car Dynamited at WAPI;
Police Threaten Action
ULTIMATUM against further violence or
bombing has been issued by county and city
law enforcement officers following the dynamiting of an automobile parked at WAPI Birmingham's transmitter. The blast caved in nine
windows at the Sunset Mountain plant and
damaged the front end of a car owned by J. H.
Metz, technician.
IBEW technicians have been on strike at
WAPI since July 1, picketing the station properties. Other Birmingham stations face the prospect of similar walkouts with expiration of current contracts. AFM musicians have ignored
the IBEW pickets at WAPI and WABT (TV)
which have been operating normally.

that

475

Music Creators

RELATIONS

and scenic are
designers,
"'professional"
personnel,
on an classified
unlimited aswork
schedule.
Journeyman scenic artists operate on a 40hour week, with a paid lunch hour included in
the schedule.

are

sound

PERSONNEL

AVE.
17

Freeman Elected IBEW Head
GORDON M. FREEMAN, 59, of Cincinnati,
has been named president of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL), succeeding J. Scott Milne, who died July 20 in
Portland, Ore. Mr. Freeman had been international vice president for a five-state area that
includes Kentucky, Maryland, Ohio, Virginia,
West Virginia and District of Columbia. He
is a native of Portsmouth, Ohio.
Broadcasting
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J. HE Northwest Audit Company of Fargo
has just completed a Rural Radio Survey in
the Red River Valley Area. A double postcard was mailed to 3,200 rural families living
within 150 miles of Fargo, in all directions.
This question was asked each family: "To
what one radio station does your family
listen the most?"
Twenty-five stations were mentioned in the
returns. Of the 1681 replies, 1541 preferred

FARGO!

WDAY! Rural listeners chose WDAY 32 to 1
over the second-best station — 11 to 1 over
all 24 other stations combined!
This survey, which covered 41 counties in
North Dakota, Minnesota and South Dakota,
is a perfect example of the almost unbelievable preference that WDAY enjoys in this
rich farming area.
Get all the facts from Free & Peters — or
write us direct.

WDAY
FARGO,
NBC • 5000 WATTS

N. D.
• 970 KILOCYCLES

FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive National Representatives
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ple-station test would deprive the public of some
existing tv service.
Summing up this contention, Penn-Allen
said, "It is not the source of the picture carrying
the program that is in any way important to
the achievement of the purpose of this request;
it is the reaction of the public to the idea and
content of the program received that is the

WFMZ-TV Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton says it would operate feetv service for three years on 56% paid, 44% normal tv basis. Experiment would supply facts for decisions on value of the service.
PROVING GROUND for fee tv was offered
because of the cooperative nature of the undertaking.
object of measurement."
Asking
the rhetorical
question, basis
"Is subscripthe FCC Friday by Penn-Allen Broadcasting
tion television
on a nationwide
in the
Co., which recently suspended operation of
Penn-Allen told the FCC it assumes "the public interest?" Penn-Allen offers this reply:
WFMZ-TV (uhf) in the Allentown-Bethlehempublic interest and the self-interest of all parties
Easton, Pa., area.
connected with the sources of the programs
"There is presently no way of knowing the
WFMZ-TV proposed to operate a three-year proposed in this application" will bring par- answer to this crucial, all-important question.
If subscription television solves the serious
fee-tv service 56% of the time and restore its
ticipation on a cooperative basis "to achieve
problem of educational television, of high
normal uhf program service the other 44% (five the objectives."
It
does
not
expect
these
parties
hours daily).
school, collegiate and professional sports, if it
"will
charge
for
performance
rights
or
assess
The plan was conceived by Raymond F. any other such fees except those that may be can succeed in bringing great cultural benefits
reasonable and necessary to indemnify certain on a much wider basis to more homes, if the
Kohn, WFMZ-TV president-general manager,
who proposed it in May to Ben Strouse, vice directly affected parties against economic loss genius of the creative arts can become the
possession of more people everywhere, and if,
president-general manager of WWDC-AM-FM
for a reasonable period of the proposed operaat the same time, subscription television is a
tion which will afford an opportunity to develop
Washington (31.9% owner of Penn-Allen).
Mr. Strouse is WFMZ-TV sales consultant.
means of adding a new, dynamic and beneficial
all of the facts to guide the Commission.
Basis of the plan is the national interest in
"It is inconceivable that most if not all the dimension to the economics of broadcasting,
fee tv and the complete lack of experience data programs proposed in this application will not making possible greater use of more television
on which FCC, public or industry can base
be available because of the vital concern of each channels in more communities, then obviously
decisions, according to the application.
interested party in this issue of subscription
the public interest will be served."
At the outset Penn-Allen makes this stateIf fee tv advocates and opponents have
ment, "If the claim is true that subscription tele- television."
FCC
was
told
Penn-Allen
doesn't
endorse
succeeded
in confusing the industry, Penn-Allen
vision would mean the death of progressive
any of the different systems of scrambling or argues, "one can hardly expect the general
'free' television, applicant is opposed to sub- any make of decoder. It hopes, however, the public to be better equipped to answer this
scription television. But applicant would hardly
presume such clairvoyance on its own part or subscription tv people will be interested enough
in a proving-ground operation to help solve the
The tri-city area is ideal for proving ground
assume it is the particular gift of another party problem
of putting decoders in home receivers.
purposes,
it is contended. Three Philadelphia
at this stage of the issue."
The applicant insists the pilot station must
stations, 50 air miles away, serve the area in
FCC last February issued notice of proposed
question."to two local uhf outlets. Seven New
only fee outlet in the market. Arguaddition
rule-making for paid tv service. . By lune 9, be the ments
are offered to back up this position:
York stations hit the eastern fringe and there
deadline for comments, 20,000 letters and cards
had been received from the public along with There will be a limited number of decoder in- are Lancaster and Wilmington, Del., signals.
stallations rather than costly saturation; multiple
Thus the tri-city viewers will have plenty of
comments from the industry. Reply briefs will
be received up to Sept. 9.
stations would provide radiation, height, loca- programming from existing stations.
tion and other technical differences prejudicing
Penn-Allen asks a quick FCC grant, contendWFMZ-TV has ample studio facilities for
ing no hearing is necessary. It is "neither a the value of the findings (what the public thinks
program originations, it is argued, and claims
proponent nor opponent" of fee tv.
of fee tv); this test should not be subjected to an outstanding public service record. Grant of
Mr. Strouse told B*T he had found intense hazards
and confusion not inherent in the pilot
interest in the proving ground idea among Comthe application would restore important nonmission, legislative and industry groups. He has run itself; one-signal service will provide ob- fee local service to the area and not deprive
jective and conclusive answers; any other course
talked with manufacturing firms controlling dethe public of a single hour of existing free
would raise the question of whether it was the service, it is explained.
coding devices.
idea or execution that was at fault; in the
The Penn-Allen petition to the FCC includes
While 56% fee-44% free service is proposed
an array of economic studies showing potential
Allentown-Bethtlehem-Easton market, a multiby WFMZ-TV, the petition makes clear that
operating cost and income data based on varying cost of decoders for receiving sets and varying number of home installations.
Decoders would be placed in homes without
WFMZ-TV VIEWERS WOULD PAY:
cost to set owners, with Penn-Allen interested
in raising capital to finance these installations.
THE AVERAGE VIEWER would pay
Cost per decoder was estimated from $50 to
median tune-in estimates.
FCC,
$159 per year or $3 a week for fee tv
an individual program would
Cost ofusing
$100.
program service under a proposed proving
A proposed program schedule, termed a
a daytime educentsto for
range from
ground project submitted Friday to the
$2 for an opera.
cational50broadcast
"master guide," was included in the petition.
It details program service throughout the viewing day, with cost per program ranging for the
most part from 50 cents up to $1 and $2.
WFMZ-TV ONE-YEAR AMORTIZATION PLAN:
Starting with an original 5,000-set circulation,
$50 Per Decoding Unit
Penn-Allen submits data indicating a 5% setstuned rating would bring in $125 income to the
10,000
Units
Units
25,000
5,000
Units
station for an afternoon educational program
15,000
Units
Units
20,000
30,000
Units
Income
Potential
796,695
costing the viewer a 50-cent fee. The income
963,110 $1,593,387 $2,390,082 $3,186,777
ranges up to around $10,000 for a circulation of
Expenditures
1,463,110
1,213,110
30,000 decoders of which 35% were tuned to
1,963,000 $4,780,164
1,173,000 $3,983,469
2,213.110
Net Gain (Loss)
$2,020,469
$2,567,054
an 8-10 p.m. Friday football game. This game
$ 80^277 '$ 926,972 $1,473,777
(166,415)
$
would cost the viewer a $1 fee. Opera would
$75 Per Decoding Unit
cost $2.
Income Potential $ 796,695 $1,593,387 $2,390,082 $3,186,777 $3,983,469 $4,780,164
Average estimates ranged from $75 station
1,088,110
1,463,110
1,838,110 2,213.110
2,588,1 10 2.963.110
Expenditures
income for an educational program (3% ratNet Gain (Loss) $ (291,415) $ 130,277 $ 551,972 $ 973,667 $1,395,359 $1,817,054
ing) with a 5,000 circulation to $7,500 for a
$100 Per Decoding Unit
football game (25% rating) with 30,000 decoder circulation.
Income Potential 5 796,695 $1,593,387 $2,390,082 $3,186,777
$4,780,164
In its table showing probable operating costs,
1,713,110
2,213,110 2,713,110 $3,983,469
Expenditures
1,213,110
3,213,110
Net Gain (Loss)
Penn-Allen included program production and
3,713.110
(416,415) $ (119,723) $ 176,972 $ 473,667 $ 770,359 $1,067,054
AT&T charges. It based these figures on the
hope that cost of rights and films would be low
Telecasting
Broadcasting
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HOUSTON
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LABMASTER
■

16mm

Film

Processor

COMPARE

EASY TO OPERATE
Never was there a film processor as easy to
use as the Houston Fearless Labmaster!

TO

SERVICE

All parts of the Labmaster are easily accessible for routine servicing and maintenance.
EASY

TO

FEATURES

WITH

EVERY

OWN

Priced jar lower than any comparable machine! Price includes built-in air compressor,
recirculation pump, loading elevator, temperature control, speed control . . . everything complete to plug in and operate. In
comparing values, be sure to add the cost
of all necessary extras to the price of other
makes!

NEW!

EASY

AND

OTHER

Completely self-contained
no added accessories necessary to operate.
Highest speed consistent
with quality work. Variable
control.
Change magazines without
stopping machine.
Exclusive Houston Fearless
Clutch Drive eliminates
film breakage.
' Convertible for reversal or
color film.
Temperature control on
developer and fixer.

Fully automatic. Daylight operating. All controls grouped for maximum convenience.
For 16mm b&w negative or positive film.
Easily converted for reversal film or color.
Famous Houston Fearless quality, produces
consistently finer results.
EASY

THESE

TOTAL

COST

PROCESSOR!

Recirculation on developer.
Venturi-type air squeegee.
Highly effective.
Built-in compressor for air
squeegee.
Filtered,
air, infrared heat forced
in dry box.
Hot air exhaust provided
on dry box.
Bottom lutiondrain
tank. on each soAll parts easily accessible
for service.
Compact,
Priced far "in-line"
lower. design.
FINANCE

PLAN

Let your new equipment pay for itself from savings it will earn. Small initial payment. Balance
up to 5 years. Low interest. Write for details.

11807 W. OLYMPIC BLVD., LOS ANGELES 64, CALIF. • 620 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 20, N. Y.
r
HOUSTON

Houston Fearless Div., 11807 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Cal.
Send complete details on ( ) Labmaster. Other Processors:
( )16mm( )35mm ( ) B&W ( ) Color ( ) Negative ( ) Positive
( ) Reversal ( ) Negative-Positive. ( ) Printers ( ) Scene Testers
( ) Camera Dollies ( ) Tripods ( ) Heads ( ) TV Pedestals
Name
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Firm
Address
City .
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this is only for proving ground purposes. If
FCC ultimately approves unlimited fee tv,
Penn-Allen suggests the tri-city area might
have, say, four stations and they would operate
14% fee-86% free service.
If all the premises are well-taken, PennAllen's big package of tables provides a bright
economic future for the proving-ground project.
And "if it is true, as proponents claim, that
the public will accept the concept of paying a
fee for programs such as is proposed in this
application, then the costs of the proposed test
will be self-amortizing even on the low-income
estimate basis; provided, however, that the
Commission, in recognizing the initial financial
outlay necessary, authorizes a test period not
only of such duration imperative to ascertain
conclusive factual knowledge but also of such
duration as will give reasonable assurance to
risk capital of amortizing the costs of the
project."
Penn-Allen proposes to supply monthly reports on the operation. It envisions 5.000
decoder installations in receivers in the last
quarter of 1955, ranging up to 25,000 by September of next year.
The program analysis submitted to the FCC
is based on 9% education, 14% news-sports,
29% feature films and 4% entertainment,
adding up to the 56% of operating hours devoted to fee tv service during the provingground period.
WFMZ-TV's operating costs (all broadcast
expenses except line and production costs of
New York and Philadelphia originations) would
amount annually to: technical $103,104; program $85,320; sales $22,836; general-administrative $61,344, or a total of $272,604.
On top of that, the application states, would
be these additional toll-tv operating costs per
year: Bookkeeping $3,600; promotion-publicity
director $7,200; research director $7,200; clerical-typing $7,200; advertising-promotion-publicity $60,000, or a total of $85,200.
Cost of AT&T service was averaged at
$338.84 per program for 228 originations per
year in New York and Philadelphia. Production cost was averaged at $725 for each of the
228 programs.
Summarized, the overall station operating
costs per year are as follows:
Average
Annual
Monthly
WFMZ-TV
$272,604
$22,717
Toll Tv
85,200
7,100
Additional
AT&T Service
77,256
6,438
178,050
Originating
14,837
Production
TOTALS
$51,082
$613,110
Costs are estimated, too, for the complete
project including decoding units. With 5,000
circulation, decoding units at $50 each would
run $250,000 on a fast writeoff basis (12
months) or $125,000 on a two-year amortization. With 30,000 decoders, the 12-month cost
would be $1,500,000 for the units, or $750,000
on a two-year amortization. These figures rise
proportionately when decoders are estimated
at $75 each and at $100 each.
The physical plant for the fee tv operation
involves an expenditure of $100,000 per year.
Adding this to the $613,110 (WFMZ-TV cost
plus other items) gives $713,110 to be added
to the annual total project expenditures.
Figuring on a three-year amortization basis,
annual cost of 5,000 decoder installations is
$83,333 ($50 per decoder), $125,000 ($75 per
decoder) and $166,666 ($100 per decoder). The
figures range upward as circulation increases
to 10,000, running $500,000 per year ($50),
$750,000 ($75) and $1,000,000 ($100).
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ON-AGAIN,
MAGNUSON

OFF-AGAIN
PROBE
OFF AGAIN;
POSTPONES
ACTION
TIL 1956

Investigation of networks and uhf, started by GOP 83d Congress and
carried over to Democratic 84th, now set for next January. Here's
the B»T account of what the 84th's first session did — and didn't.
that Sen. Pastore is vice chairman, and thus,
THE Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
probably will preside at least part of the time
Committee's sometimes hurrying, sometimes
during hearings. Sen. Pastore .also is chairman
ambling investigation of the networks and uhfof the Communications Subcommmittee.
vhf troubles — spawned under a Republican
regime and continued by the Democrats —
Sen. Magnuson pointed to the FCC's preparaslowed down to a comfortable walk last week
tions to begin its $80,000 study of network
broadcasting (see story, page 76) and said the
in
the
waning
days
of
the
84th
Congress'
first
session.
Commission already has done work in "simpliAs Senators prepared to shut down shop
fying new procedures." The recently-appointed
ad
hoc engineering committee, named to study
on the Washington scene, Committee Chairallocations and related problems, also is busy,
man Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) came
out of a closed-door huddle of his group to he said.
announce that hearings by the committee — by
With the departure of Mr. Davis from the
last account planned for this fall — will not be
committee, it was difficult to predict which diheld until next January. This would put the
rection the investigation now will turn. Mr.
hearings exactly one year later than the date
Davis' plan had as its keystone an engineering
originally proposed by Sen. John W. Bricker
allocations study, and would go into network
(R-Ohio) as committee chairman last year
affiliations dealings with advertisers and agen[B»T, Aug. 2, 1954].
cies, rates, discounts, program packaging, mulSen. Magnuson's announcement last week
tiple ownership, and other non-technical inset forth these developments:
The ad hoc engineering group, given carte
• The committee's scheduled hearings will
quiries. by Sen. Magnuson on how and what
blanche
be held the "second or third week in January."
Sen. Magnuson said he could not get enough
to study, originally had been asked to study:
committee members together to hold the hear(1) possible us of the 88-108 mc band to add
ings this fall. It's only a few months until
three more vhf channels; (2) possible reallocaJanuary, anyway, he said.
tion of channels not now being sought; (3)
• Sidney Davis, majority counsel for the techniques such as "drop-ins" and directionaliinvestigation, is resigning [B»T, July 25] because
zation;
(4) worthwhile
"selective deintermixture."
and (5)
of ill health. Sen. Magnuson gave no other and
other
suggestions.
reason, although
Mr. Davis'
investigation
plansit was
were understood
strongly opposed
by
Jones, Plotkin Shadows
GOP members of the committee (see story,
Foreshadowing
the committee investigation
page 76, and B»T, July 25).
• He will be replaced as majority counsel by are the reports and recommendations made last
February by Washington attorneys Harry M.
former Sen. Clarence C. Dill of Washington,
Plotkin and Robert F. Jones, former Demoone of the principals in creating the old Federal
cratic and Republican counsel, respectively,
Radio Commission and an author of the Comfrom the time the preliminary investigation
munications Act of 1934. Although Sen.
started until they submitted their final reports.
Magnuson said Mr. Dill will take over
Mr. Plotkin, former FCC assistant general
actively, it is not expected that he will head
counsel, who joined the committee last year as
the investigation to its conclusion. Sen.
minority counsel, become majority counsel
Magnuson said Mr. Dill, as a consultant, has
when the Democrats won control of the Conbeen "working diligently on the technical
gress. In his final report he recommended that
phases"
of the investigation
(i.e., revisions in the FCC consider selective deintermixture; that
the Communications
Act).
Congress eliminate the 10% Federal excise tax
• There apparently won't be any "farming
on uhf tv sets; that affiliation standards be set
out" of any phases of the study to foundaby the networks and reviewed by the FCC; that
tions. Sen. Magnuson said the committee had
networks be required to furnish programs to
"only toyed" with the idea of turning over to all stations; that option time be eliminated; that
foundations such parts of the committee's study
representation of affiliated stations by networks
as the "free speech" provisions of the Communications Act. Answering a question, he be abolished; that the FCC and the Justice
Dept. make reports on what they think and
said that the proposed foundation studies were
are doing on the Plotkin recommendations and
"not necessarily" being dropped because of that
the FCC study line charges and multiple
opposition by GOP committee members. There
ownership [B»T. Feb. 7].
is some question, he said, in having such
Mr. Jones, former FCC member and Congroups take part in Congressional studies when
there is no precedent. A spokesman for Sen.
gressman from Ohio, who started with the committee as majority counsel but became minority
Bricker, however, said the ranking committee
counsel when control of the Senate changed to
Republican was dead set against participation
the Democrats, made these recommendations
by the Ford Foundation's heretofore-mentioned
and remarks: that the committee make further
Fund for the Republic, which he considers too
liberal an outfit.
studies of the problems; that uhf be enabled
• Mr. Davis will submit a progress report
"by law or regulation" to overcome the "artificbefore leaving the committee. The report
technical disadvantages"
the gather
FCC's
1952ial andallocations
plan; that the ofFCC
presumably would include a resume by Robert
further
technical
data;
that
the
FCC
furnish
L'Heureux, the committee's minority counsel
additional financial information on stations and
for the investigation, and would be submitted
networks; that more of the total broadcast
before Congress recesses.
• Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R. I.), No. 2 revenues be channeled to smaller markets; that
Democrat on the committee, may preside at networks adopt a uniform affiliation policy; that
the FCC establish a uniform accounting prosome of the hearings planned next year [B»T,
cedure for furnishing more complete financial
July 25]. Sen. Magnuson said that the probe
information to the Commission and that each
will be continued by the full committee, but
Broadcasting
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VIDEODEX MAY, 1955 REPORT
LINCOLN-LAND STUDY
Southern Nebraska and North ern Kansas
Summary Table — Average Ratings — % TV Homes
SUNDAY:

1 :00— 5:00
5:00—1 1 :00
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY:
1:00— 5:00
5:00—11:00
SATURDAY: 1:00— 5:00
5:00—11:00
TOTAL:
1:00— 5:00
5:00—11:00

"B"
4.8
8.4

"C"

P.M.
P.M.

KOLN-TV
12.7
17.9

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

10.6
19.8
16.3
21.0
11.7
19.7

5.1
9.4
5.8
10.8

5.5
9.0
5.8
9.8

5.1
9.5

5.9
9.2

8.2
9.5

"D"
2.1
3.3
2.3
2.8
2.0
2.9
2.2
2.9

^YoU'RE
HALF REACH
NAKED LINCOLN-L
IN NEBRASKA
IF YOU DON'T
42 counties
AND — COVERAGE
with 200,000 families — 125,000 unduplicated by any other
station. The Videodex table shows that KOLN-TV gets
almost as many LINCOLN-LAND viewers as the three other
stations combined — both afternoon and night!
The KOLN-TV tower is 75 miles from Omaha! This
LINCOLN-LAND location is farther removed from the
Omaha market than is Cincinnati from Dayton, Buffalo
from Rochester or Toledo from Detroit.
Let Avery-Knodel give you all the facts on KOLN-TV —
the official CBS- ABC outlet for Southern Nebraska and
Northern Kansas.
CHANNEL

WKZO — KALAMAZOO
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WJEF — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

J

10

•

316,000 WATTS

•

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND — NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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HOW
IN THE SENATE

RADIO-TV

S 771, Sen. John M. Butler (R-Md.) and
others. Withdraw from persons convicted
of subversive activities and members of subversive organizations equal right opportunities in political broadcasts. Referred to Pastore subcommittee.
S 825, Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio).
Authorize FCC to regulate networks. In
Senate Commerce Committee.
S 950, Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (DWash.). Prohibit broadcasts of certain
gambling information (horse racing information). In Senate Commerce Committee.
S 1208, Sen. John M. Butler (R-Md.). Relieve stations from liability for defamatory
statements made in political broadcasts by
candidates. In Senate Commerce Committee.
S 1390, Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.).
Prohibit transmission of certain gambling information (horse race data). In Senate
Commerce Committee.
S 1456, Sen. Magnuson. Amends four
sections of Communications Act relating to
common carriers and non-broadcast stations.
Hearing held, reported to Senate Commerce
Committee by Pastore subcommittee.
S 1549, Sen. Magnuson. Authorize FCC
to impose administrative fines on non-broadcast stations for violation of FCC regulations. Referred to Pastore subcommittee,
hearing held.
S 1648, Sen. Magnuson. Amend Sec. 309
(c) "economic protest" provisions of Communications Act. Hearing held by Pastore
subcommittee and reported to full Commerce Committee. Commerce Committee
approved identical House-passed version
(HR 5614) and reported to Senate floor
Thursday.
S 1909, Sen. Richard L. Neuberger (DOre.). Require tv stations to inform viewers
when political candidate being televised is
using face make-up or prompting devices.
In Senate Commerce Committee.
S 2128, Sen. Magnuson. Provide reasonable notice to agency (including FCC) of
applications to courts of appeal for interlocutory relief against orders of agency. In
Senate Commerce Committee.
S 2306, Sen. Frederick G. Payne (R-Me.).
Implement proposal by CBS President
Frank Stanton to authorize stations and networks to allow candidates of major political
parties to appear on news, interview, forum,
debate and similar programs without having
to give "equal time" to candidates of minority parties. In Senate Commerce Committee.
S 2321, Sens. Carl Hayden (D-Ariz.) and
Homer Capehart (R-Ind.). Prohibit FCC
from denying grant to competing newspaper
applicant for station on grounds other than
news monopoly in community if newspaper's
other qualifications are superior to competitor. Referred to Pastore subcommittee.
S Res 13, Sen. Magnuson. Authorizes
Senate Commerce Committee to make investigations, including networks and uhf-vhf
probe, with funds of $200,000. Approved
by Senate.
S J Res 33, Sen. Price Daniel (D-Tex.).
Identical to S 950 above. In Senate Commerce Committee.
S 2639, Sen. Magnuson. Increase salary
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LEGISLATION FARED IN THE 84TH CONGRESS
of FCC members and those of certain other
ments and approved by Senate Commerce ;|
agencies from $15,000 to $21,500 yearly. Committee Thursday and placed on calendar. ;i|
HR 5741, Rep. John W. Heselton
(See story, page 77). In Senate Commerce
Committee.
(R-Mass.).
Provide FCC regulation of §|
S 923, Sen. William Langer (R-N. D.). amount of radio and tv program time which ;||
may be devoted to advertising. In House ji|
Prohibit advertising of alcoholic beverages
Commerce Committee.
on radio, tv or in other media. In Senate
Commerce Committee.
HR 6631, Rep. Priest (see S 2128). In ||
House Commerce Committee.
|l
S 1898, Sen. Russell Long (D-La.). Allow
federal excise tax credit of $7 each on tv
HR 6810, Rep. Harris. Implements Stan- ||
ton proposal on time for political candidates ||
sets equipped for all uhf channels. In Senate
Finance Committee.
(see S 2306). In House Commerce Com- ||
S 636, Sen. Thomas C. Hennings Jr. (D- mittee.
I|s
Mo.). Revise upward legal limit political
HR 6899, Rep. Celler. Prohibit subscrip- ||
tion forms of tv. In House Commerce P
candidates may spend in election campaigns.
Hearing held by Senate Elections SubcomCommittee.
mittee of Rules & Administration CommitHR 6913, Rep. Frank Chelf (D-Ky.). |
tee. Reported to Senate floor and passed
Deny FCC right to decide subscription tv IJ|
over twice on consent calendar.
question. In House Commerce Committee. p
S Res 17, Amend Senate rules so witness
HR 6968. Rep. John V. Beamer (R-Ind.). |
at committee hearing can object to appearing
Forbid FCC discrimination against news- ;||
before tv cameras on grounds of harasspaper ownership of radio-tv facilities. (Also ;i|
ment and distraction, with committee memsee S 2321.) In House Commerce Com- If
bers deciding whether cameras are to be al- mittee.
lowed (most Senate committees follow this
HR 6977, Rep. Harris (see HR 6968, i
practice generally). Placed on Senate cal- S 2321). In House Commerce Committee. §§
endar and passed over several times.
HR 4627, Rep. Eugene Siler (R-Ky). i|
S 2628, Sen. Olin D. Johnston (D-S. C.) Anti-alcohol advertising (see S 923). In P
House
Commerce Committee.
§§
and Frank Carlson (R-Kan.). Raise FCC
salaries from $15,000 to $20,000. In Senate
HR 4903. Independent Offices SupplePost Office & Civil Service Committee.
mental Appropriations bill, giving FCC p
$85,000
to maintain its staff level for fiscal ||
IN THE HOUSE
1955 to work on applications backlog. Ap- |i|
HR 177, Rep. Katherine St. George
proved by House, Senate, signed by Presi- pg|
dent.
(R-N. Y.). Require stations to investigate
persons and groups for whom contributions
HR 4070, Rep. Frank Ikard (D-Tex.). |
are solicited on radio and tv programs. In Exempt tv sets equipped to tune all uhf ||
House Commerce Committee.
channels from 10% federal excise tax. Con- §§
sidered bv House Ways & Means ComHR 524, Rep. Carl Hinshaw (R-Calif.).
mittee, but not acted upon. Treasury Dept. ji
Designate subscription tv and theatre tv as
common carriers. In House Commerce
made unfavorable report.
.p
Committee.
H Res 99, Rep. George Meader (R-Mich.).
HR 626, Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y,). Amend House rules to permit broadcasting ||
and televising of House committee public ||
Prohibit commercial sponsorship of televised
hearings. Hearings held and turned down ||
or broadcast coverage of congressional hearby House Rules Committee.
§ji
ings. In House Commerce Committee.
HR 5240. Independent Offices Appropria- p
HR 789, Rep. Kenneth Keating (R-N. Y.).
Anti-gambling bill (see S 950, S 1390, S J tions Bill for fiscal 1956. House approves §|
Res 33). In House Commerce Committee.
$170,000 increase of FCC fiscal 1956 budget
H J Res 138, 139, identical bills by Rep. over Budget Bureau recommendations, in- f|
eluding $90,000 for work on applications ||
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) and Carl Hinshaw
(R-Calif.) to limit r.adio-tv antenna towers to backlog and $80,000 for study of network 1|
1,000 feet. In House Commerce Committee.
broadcasting industry.
Senate approves P
HR 3461, Rep. J. Percy Priest (D-Tenn.).
House-passed $6,870,000 figure after hear- ||
Anti-gambling bill (see HR 789 and similar mi
ings by Senate
Appropriations
tt
ee.Subcom- pfeSenate bills). In House Commerce Committee.
HR 7024, Rep. Richard M. Simpson j|
HR 3789, Rep. Edward T. Miller (R-Md.).
(R-Pa.). Exempt radio and tv sets used in ||
business from 10% federal excise tax; also j|j
Equal rights (see S 771). In House Commerce Committee.
radio and tv components used in manu- |§
HR 4073, Rep. Kenneth Keating (R-N. Y.). facture of any article. Reported by House ||
Anti-gambling (see HR 789, HR 3461 and Ways & Means Committee to House floor, j;|
similar Senate bills). In House Commerce
passed by House. Reported to Senate floor ||
Committee.
by
Senate Finance Committee with amend- pp
ment.
HR 4814, Rep. Edward T. Miller (R-Md.).
Libel relief (see S 1208). In House ComHR 7'-; 8 7. Rep. Sid Simpson (R-Ill). Raise |
merce Committee.
FCC salaries from $15,000 to $22,500. In -||
HR 4939, Rep. Priest (see S 1456). In House Post Office & Civil Service Com- p
House Commerce Committee.
mittee.
;$
HR 5613, Rep. Priest (see S 1549). In
HR 7619, Rep. Tom Murray (D-Tenn.).
House Commerce Committee.
Raise FCC salaries to $19,000. Reported to ll
HR 5614, Rep. Priest. Amend Sec. 309 (c) House floor by House Post Office & Civil p
Service Committee.
||
"economic protest" provisions of Communications Act. Hearings held by Harris subHR 7620, Rep. Edward H. Rees (R-Kan.). I
committee, approved by House Commerce
(Same asCo
HR 7619.)
In Postte
Officee.
& Civil |
Service
mmit
||
Committee, passed by House with amend-
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station file information with the FCC on its
measured coverage [B«T, Feb. 21].
Mr. Plotkin's report was described in one
quarter as spelling the "end of networks," if
implemented, while Mr. Jones' report was
looked upon as a proposed prelude to making
networks common carriers. (Sen. Bricker, who
released the Jones report, implied as much in
accompanying statements supporting his proposal, introduced in both the 83d and 84th
Congresses, that networks be made subject to
FCC regulation.)
At the time the Plotkin and Jones reports
were released, Sen. Magnuson mandated the
FCC and Justice Dept. to report back on the
suggestions set forth by the two, making a preliminary report within 30 days, interim reports
at 60-day intervals and final reports at the end
of six months.
The FCC's preliminary, and to date only,
report back to the committee [B«T, March 21],
asked that Congress authorize an FCC study of
network broadcasting — something the FCC said
it had been wanting to do for several years.
(Congress later voted the FCC $80,000 to get
started on such a study.) The FCC said it felt
the country already had an adequate television
service; that its 1952 allocations plan was sound;
that obstacles (such as limited economic support) are in the way of bringing a first outlet
to many communities; that it has been difficult
for the economy to absorb all the new stations;
that the FCC is taking several actions to help
matters within the present allocations plan; that
its proposals for low-power stations and stricter
policies on location of transmitters within communities will help; that it is seeking to reduce
line charges; that it is studying "selective deintermixture"; that most sets being made do not
tune uhf channels and that exemption of the
10% excise tax on uhf sets will help.
Hennock Criticized Both
In a separate opinion, former FCC Comr.
Frieda B. Hennock criticized both the Plotkin
and Jones reports and the FCC's reply to the
committee [B»T, May 2].
Germination of the committee's investigation
came with the increasing difficulties met by uhf
television stations in competition with vhf outlets. The loud complaints of the uhf stations,
many of which surrendered their permits or
suspended operation, resulted in hearings during the early summer last year by the Communications Subcommittee then headed by Sen.
Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.). The Bricker bill
for FCC regulation of networks followed, and
not long afterward an announcement by Sen.
Bricker, then chairman of the full Senate Commerce Committee, that an investigation would
be conducted by the parent committee.
Another investigation threatened in the radiotv field after the elections in November 1954
did not materialize. This was by Sen. Harley
M. Kilgore (D-W. Va.), who became chairman
of the Senate Judiciary Committee and its Antimonopoly Subcommittee at the beginning of
the 84th Congress.
Early in 1954, Sen. Kilgore had publicly
criticized what he said were monopoly trends
in common ownership of more than one medium of communication (newspapers, radio, tv)
in the same community. In December 1954 and
January 1955 he made statements that he intended to investigate "monopolistic trends" in
multiple ownership of stations, network affiliations and other practices.
But Sen. Magnuson was quick to assert the
Commerce Committee's jurisdiction in the
broadcast field and the two chairmen agreed,
they said, that Sen. Magnuson would refer any
monopoly cases to Sen. Kilgore's group. Broadcaster Howard Chernoff, acting as a consultant
Broadcasting • Telecasting

DESIGNS

REMOTE

OUT

MODI

IN

CONTROL

ALL

OTHERS!

Here's the most advanced remote control units for
radio station transmitters ever devised. Rust Industrial,
pioneers in the field, now offer two new systems that
give you performance and dependability never before
achieved! Proven in actual operation in both full time
directional and non-directional stations, where continuous operation is paramount, these systems are
custom-engineered to each station's requirements . . .
and complete in every respect. Write about these
advanced systems today. Start saving thousands of
dollars tomorrow!

rasE
\ industrial

co., iitc

130 SILVER STREET
MANCHESTER, N.H.

24 FUNCTION SYSTEM
Recommended for use in directional
and multi-transmitter installations
where up to 24 control and metering functions are required.
CALL,

WIRE

OR

WRITE

10 FUNCTION SYS
Recommended for use in non-directional installations where no more
than 1 0 controls and metering functions are required.
FOR

FREE

CATALOGUE!
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GOVERNMENT'
for Sen. Kilgore, had said that if he took any
active part in the proposed Kilgore probe he
would "use a rifle, not a shotgun."
The first session of the 84th Congress also
saw some other significant events. President
Eisenhower addressed U. S. broadcasters at the
33rd annual NARTB convention, held last May
in Washington. The Chief Executive told them
they had
responsibility"
— "inis
some
ways,a I"tremendous
think transcending
that that

QUARTER
HOUR
Than

FIRSTS
All Other

Stations

Combined
Quarter-Hour
Firsts

Station
WKBN-Radio
Station B
Station C
Station D
Station E
Station F
Ties

129
68
27
2
0
0
8

WKBN-RADIO

SHARES

Morning
Afternoon
Evening

38.2
36.6
40.0

Source: C. E. Hooper, Inc., Nov. 1954
thru March, 1955
The

Only Station

Completely
THE

Serving

YOUNGSTOWN
MARKET

WKBN
CBS-RADIO
YOUNGSTOWN,
5000

OHIO

Watts* 570

Represented

Nationally

by Paul H. Raymer
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placed before the publisher" [B«T, May 30].
Earlier, the President had received a plan
from RCA-NBC Board Chairman David Sarnoff for mass scale use of radio and tv to win
the "Cold War" [B*T, May 16]. Gen. Sarnoff
received praise from several congressmen for
his blueprint.
Another noteworthy event of the first session of the 84th Congress included a report to
the House Commerce Committee by the
NARTB on the amount of beer and wine advertising done on radio and television, an
accomplishment which is bound to serve as
ammunition in their coming fight next year
against the perennial bills in the House and
Senate to prohibit liquor advertising on radio
and tv and in other media. The NARTB report
[B»T, Jan. 3] showed a small percentage of

liquor advertising compared to total radio-tv
revenues.
The Senate Juvenile Delinquency wound up
a series of hearings on television programs as
a possible factor in juvenile delinquency and is
expected to issue a special report on television
as Congress edges toward recess.
The House, back under Democratic control,
refused to overrule
Speaker
Rayburn's
terpretation that radio
and Sam
tv should
not inbe
allowed to cover committee proceedings. Republican Speaker Joe Martin, in the 83d Congress, had let committees decide for themselves
on radio-tv coverage.
The significance of radio and tv in elections
was accented in hearings by the Senate Elections Subcommittee headed by Sen. Thomas C.
Hennings Jr. (D-Mo.) on raising the legal ceiling for campaign expenditures. During these
hearings and at other times, several proposals
were made that broadcasters furnish free time
to political candidates, with broadcasters opposing this idea and offering counter-proposals.
Hearings were held by the Senate and House
Commerce Committees on a proposed amendmentvisions
of Sec.
"economic Act
protest"
proof the 309(c)
Communications
(see story
page 78).
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Available staff members assigned to cull two Senate committee documents, draft bill of particulars for Commission consideration. Work
is hampered by limited funds. Meanwhile, the FCC committee of
four members is looking for a chief of staff.
making procedure is decided upon, it would
THE FCC's four-man panel of commissioners
mean that most of the paper work would be
got its network-tv investigation off the ground
last week to the extent of assigning foot-loose
handled by the respondents (i.e., networks, stations, film syndicates, advertising agencies,
staff members to a preliminary study of available data, and simultaneously took steps to etc.). Later there would be formal hearings or
oral arguments. With its limited funds, it is
recruit an "outside staff" to handle this Congress-mandated project.
believed likely this rule-making procedure will
be pursued rather than a full-dress investigation.
With only $80,000 appropriated by Congress
It is understood the committee already has
for the study, primarily geared toward engendiscussed informally the selection of a chief
greatertocompetition,
the committee's
of staff but arrived at no conclusions. A numfirst movederingwas
instruct available
staff member of highly placed former network executives,
bers to analyze the so-called Plotkin and Jones
reports, prepared for the Senate Interstate & who also are attorneys, were discussed for this
Foreign Commerce Committee earlier this year position. Because of the small appropriation
and the short tenure of office, the committee
[B«T, Feb. 7 and Feb. 21. respectively].
appreciates the difficulties it might encounter
Since each of the reports contained recommendations that the FCC exercise a greater in persuading an attorney with an established
practice to undertake the assignment. Hence
degree of control over trends toward purported
monopoly, the FCC staff presumably will sug- it, is understood thought also is being given to
gest what aspects should be covered in a bill the selection of a law school dean who might
of particulars to be presented to the FCC for be able to take leave of absence for this assignaction. The FCC on July 22 named four of ment.
All told, it is expected that the FCC hardly
its members — Chairman George C. McConwill be able to recruit a staff of more than six
naughey and Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde, Robert
T. Bartley and John C. Doerfer — to constitute to handle the assignment. Even a staff of that
size would consume its special appropriation
the panel to direct the network study. Mr. McConnaughey, who embarked for Europe the at the rate of about $10,000 per month, it was
same day, left instructions to get as much pre- estimated.
liminary work done as possible during his
It is presumed that the committee will seek
month's quasi-official tour.
to complete as much paper work as possible
Precisely how the FCC committee will pro- during the balance of this year, in the hope of
ceed has not yet been determined. It was
going before the Senate Commerce Committee
thought likely, however, that after culling the at the new session in January with a specific
Plotkin and Jones reports, it would draft pro- project outline and a request for a special
posed questionnaires for the networks and budget adequate to handle this assignment.
other segments of television which might be
The FCC's study was authorized with the
drawn in. The point then would be reached as understanding
that it would not duplicate the
to whether the FCC should institute rule-making
Committee's
proceedings looking toward amendment of the work
overallcontemplated
inquiry into by
tv. the
ThatSenate
project,
however,
so-called chain-monopoly regulations which be- has bogged down to some extent with the resigcame effective in 1944, or whether it should
nation last week of Sidney Davis as chief
conduct a fact-finding inquiry. If the rule- counsel after a tenure of only four months. In
Broadcasting
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addition to ill health, it is known that Mr.
Davis deemed it advisable to relinquish this assignment because of roadblocks thrown at his
efforts largely by the Republican membership.
Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.)
of the Commerce Committee said Mr. Davis
had laid a good foundation for the committee's
work, however, and that it was his intention
to get hearings underway before the committee
by next January, presumably under the active
chairmanship of Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R.I.),
who also is chairman of the Communications
Subcommittee.
| The FCC committee will find plenty of grist
for its inquiry into the Plotkin and Jones reports. Harry M. Plotkin, former FCC assistant
general counsel and now a practicing Washington attorney, was retained as counsel for the
then Democratic minority of the committee last
year. Robert F. Jones, former Ohio congressman and a former Republican member of the
FCC, now also in Washington administrative
practice, had been retained as the then majority
counsel. In the interim, control of Congress
shifted to the Democrats as a result of the
November 1954 elections so that the provocative "Plotkin Memorandum" became the majority document and that of Mr. Jones the
minority report.
The Plotkin memorandum went deeply into
business practices of networks and syndicates.
It indicted the leading networks as "quasi-monopolistic" or worse and invited the Dept. of
Justice to take a look at them from the antitrust standpoint. It rebuked the FCC for purported failure to exercise control over networks.
It stressed such matters as network contracts,
option time clearances, territorial exclusivity
(since modified by the FCC under rule-making
procedure), station representation and multiple
ownership.
The Jones document, released last February,
labeled a progress report, was milder than its
advance billing but nevertheless posed the question whether networks should not be made
common carriers subject to rate regulation.
. The Jones report delved deeply into the economics of television and how the advertising
dollar is split to the detriment of smaller
markets. Threaded throughout the Jones document was the notion that there should be uniform accounting procedure imposed upon the
networks, the usual prelude to rate regulation.
Chairman McConnaughey, in testimony before Congressional appropriation committees,
originally sought $100,000 for the initial FCC
inquiry. This was cut to $80,000 and limited
to the network study per se. He explained
then that the staff would have to be chosen
from outside the FCC and data collected largely
from the files of the networks, stations and
others identified with the business of tv. He
emphasized that analysis of this data and holding of hearings would entail additional funus.
FCC

SALARY

PROPOSED

ON

BOOST
HILL

A FLURRY of legislation was introduced last
week calling for boosts in the salaries of
members of the FCC and other independent
agencies, and for heads of executive departments. Some of the bills followed recent White
House recommendations for the pay boosts.
Others did not.
Farthest along was a bill (HR 7619) reported favorably by the House Post Office &
Civil Service Committee the day after it was
introduced. Introduced by Rep. Tom Murray
(D-Tenn.), chairman of the committee, it
Broadcasting
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Advertisement

From

where
Joe

Modern
Catches

Science

Up

With

I sit

Marsh

Finally
Grandpa

I got put in my place the other night.
Deserved it, too. My father-in-law said
we were due for bad weather. "Birds
are flying low," he reported. "That
means a storm."
/ started to josh with the old gentleman about being superstitious. Then
my nephew

Jim, on vacation from

college,
he
says. pipes up. "Grandad's

right,"

"At least, that's what they say at
school," Jim goes on. "The heavy air
you get before a storm forces insects
down low — so high-flying birds have
to swoop along the ground if they want

From where I sit, there's probably
to eat."reasoning back of most old saysound
ings .. . back of anything people have
learned to believe in. Take the idea of
a stitch in time saving nine — sparing
rods and spoiling children — of drinking hot milk, or a refreshing glass of
beer, at bedtime. You may not hold
with any of these beliefs yourself . . .
but it's not smart to give them the
"bird."
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would raise FCC salaries from $15,000 to $19,000, compared to White House recommendations of $20,000. An identical bill (HR 7620)
was introduced by Rep. Edward H. Rees
(R-Kan.), ranking committee minority member.
In line with the President's recommendations was a bill (S 2628) introduced by Sen.
Olin D. Johnston (D-S.C), chairman of the
Senate Post Office & Civil Service Committee,
and Sen. Frank Carlson (R-Kan.), ranking
minority member of the committee. It provides
the White House figure of $20,000 for FCC
members. A committee staff member said he
thought the bill would be enacted during this
session of the 84th Congress.
In another Senate bill (S 2639), Sen. Warren G. Magnuson asked for salaries of $21,500
for members of the FCC and other agencies
under jurisdiction of the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee, of which he is
chairman. This bill, covering 36 persons, was
referred to Sen. Magnuson's committee. Sen.
Magnuson expressed hope it could be enacted
before adjournment, but the committee took no
action on the measure at its last meeting
Wednesday.
Rep. Sid Simpson (R-Ill.) is author of a
bill introduced in the House to raise the pay of
FCC members to $22,500 [At Deadline,
July 18].
FCC

Hearing

Called

On WLBR-TV
Transfer
QUESTIONS of concentration, overlap and
economic injury to other uhf stations in the
area have given the FCC pause regarding the
acquisition of now-dark WLBR-TV Lebanon,
Pa. (ch. 15), by Triangle Publications (Philadelphia Inquirer — WFIL-AM-FM-TV) .
In a McFarland letter to WLBR-TV last
week, the Commission said it could not grant
the transfer without a hearing. It mentioned the
questions which had been raised by objecting
WHP-TV and WCMB-TV Harrisburg, Pa. Both
are uhf stations.
The Philadelphia company is paying $115,000
plus the assumption of obligations totaling
$125,000 for the Lebanon station. Earlier this
year it bought WNBF-AM-TV Binghamton,
N. Y., for $3 million.
WHP, asking that the Lebanon purchase be
set for hearing, claimed that Lebanon is only
70 miles from Philadelphia and that there is
overlap between WFIL-TV and WLBR-TV. If
both are owned by the same company, this
overlap violates the FCC's duopoly rule, it said.
The Harrisburg station also claimed that
Triangle planned to operate the Lebanon station
essentially as a satellite of WFIL-TV. This
would forestall the establishment of a local,
Lebanon station, it claimed, and also would
jeopardize economic health of the uhf stations
operating in the area.
WHP listed the network affiliations of all
stations between 20 and 30 miles from Lebanon
to show that there is a "plethora" of network
service for that community. If WLBR-TV is
operated as a satellite of WFIL-TV, which is
affiliated with ABC and DuMont, there would
be duplication of both ABC and DuMont programs, itsaid.
WCMB-TV, in a letter to the Commission
objecting to the grant, made much the same
allegations.
It is believed that if the Commission sets the
WLBR-TV transaction for a hearing, other stations in the Harrisburg, York, Reading and
Lancaster area will enter objections to FCC
approval [Closed Circuit, July 25].
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SEC.

309

BEFORE

(c) AMENDMENT
SENATE

At press time Friday, House-approved

GOES

HOME

bill to give FCC freer rein in

handling protests to grants made without hearing hadn't gotten
consideration in crush of last-minute business. It had been given
priority label by Majority Leader Clements.
THE SENATE at press time late Friday had
failed to act on a House-approved bill (HR
5614) to amend Sec. 309 (c) "economic protest" provisions of the Communications Act to
give the FCC more leeway in handling protests
of FCC grants made without hearing.
Action on the measure had been expected
Friday or Saturday as the Senate plowed
through priority legislation in an effort to recess
for the first session of the 84th Congress by
Saturday night. HR 5614 had been marked on
the priority list by acting Senate Majority
Leader Earle Clements (D-Ky.).
The bill had been placed on the Senate calendar through determined and hurried Capitol
Hill button-holing by its proponents after a
Senate committee had failed to report out the
measure in a Wednesday morning executive
session. This activity was spurred on by news
that the U. S. Appeals Court for D. C. had upheld WSAY Rochester in its protest against
the FCC's 1952 grant of ch. 10 there to WVETTV and WHEC-TV there after a share-time
agreement (see story, page 79). FCC had dismissed the protest, but WSAY appealed.
The House-passed measure was reported to
the Senate floor late Thursday by Sen. John O.
Pastore (D-R. I.), chairman of the Senate
Communications Subcommittee, after members
of the parent Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee approved it in an individual
poll of members by a staff member earlier in
the afternoon.
The bill had been expected to come up for
consideration at a closed meeting of the full
Commerce Committee Wednesday morning.
Sen. Pastore, it was said, had intended to bring
up the bill for committee consideration but was
called away from the meeting by other business
and left no instructions for disposition of the
measure.
Sen. Pastore's subcommittee had reported
favorably on the identical Senate version (S
1648) the week before [B»T, July 25] after a
one -day hearing early last month [B«T, July 11].
Both the House and Senate bills carried identical minor amendments, suggested in testimony
by the Federal Communications Bar Assn. and
agreed to by the FCC, sponsor of the legislation.
What It Would Do
The bill would ( 1 ) allow the FCC to determine if a hearing is merited on a protest of a
grant made without a hearing; (2) give the
Commission greater freedom in modifying or
adding issues for a protest hearing and authority
to sustain its demurrer on issues which, even if
proved true, would not warrant such a hearing,
and (3) allow the FCC to determine at its own
discretion, taking into account the question of
the public interest, whether a grant should be
stayed pending the hearing's conclusion.
The Rochester ch. 10 case had been thoroughly aired at hearings by both Sen. Pastore's
subcommittee and the House Transportation &
Communications Subcommittee headed by Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark).
Ervin F. Lyke, president-general manager
of WVET-AM-TV Rochester, which shares time
with WHEC-TV there on ch. 10, had testified
in favor of the measure before both the House
and Senate groups, saying that the two share-

time stations would have to go off the air if
the appeals court upheld the protest against
the grant by Gordon Brown's WSAY Rochester
[B*T, July 11, June 27].
Mr. Brown had spoken against the proposed
Sec. 309 (c) amendment at the Senate hearing
[B*T, July 11]. Benedict P. Cottone of the
Washington law firm of Cottone & Scheiner, in
testifying to both the House and Senate groups
against the bill's stay provisions, had related
some history of the Rochester ch. 10 case as
he remembered it when he was general counsel
of the FCC. Mr. Cottone testified on behalf
of the Ultra High Frequency Industry Coordinating Committee.
The bill passed the House July 21 by a
"division" vote of 77-10 after a one-hour debate. Supporting HR 5614 were Chairman J.
Percy Priest (D-Tenn.) of the House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee, Chairman
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the Transportation &
Communications Committee, which held hearings on it, and others. Leading the opposition
were Reps. Cleveland M. Bailey and Harley O.
Staggers, both Democrats of West Virginia and
both in sympathy with the protestant Clarksburg Publishing Co. in the Clarksburg, W. Va.,
ch. 12 case.
FCC has clarified itself on the Clarksburg
and most other pending cases by saying that
the bill, if enacted, will not be invoked to bring
reconsideration of cases already designated for
hearing or reconsideration of whether a grant
under protest should be stayed [B»T, July 11].
KSWS-TV

Tall

Tower

Cleared for Approval
THE WAY was cleared last week for final
approval of a 1,610-ft. tower to be built by
ch. 8 KSWS-TV Roswell, N. M., when the
Air Force and other opposing aeronautical
groups told the FCC they would not submit
exceptions
to the[B«T,
hearing
favorable
initial decision
July examiner's
4].
KSWS-TV proposes to move its antenna to
the Caprock area of New Mexico, 43 miles
from Roswell. It also will boost its power from
115 kw to 160 kw. Its present 790-ft. tower is
less than 10 miles from Walker Air Force Base
near Roswell.
Although the Air Force informed the FCC
that it would interpose no objections to the
grant, the Airplane Owners & Pilots Assn.
and Air Transport Assn. reiterated their objections to towers more than 1,000 ft. above
ground: However, they added, since the Air
Force felt it was in the interest of national
defense to permit the move, they said they
would enter no formal objections.
Although the Air Force led the opposition
to the 1,610 ft. tower, the move from KSWSTV's present site was requested by the commanding general at Walker AFB. The present
790-ft. tower is too close to the base, it is
understood, to permit night bombers to undergo night training [Closed Circuit, July 18].
The examiner's initial decision, which followed a full-fledged hearing, held that the
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proposed KSWS-TV tower was not a "real"
hazard to air navigation. The fact that KSWSTV would serve 98,000 people who now get
no tv service also was counted as a point in
favor of granting the application, the examiner
held.
Meanwhile, hearing on the application of ch.
8 WSLA-TV Selma, Ala., to move its antenna
nearer Montgomery, Ala., atop a 1,993-ft.
tower was continued for three days last week
and then recessed until Sept. 22.
Principal witness was William E. Benns Jr.,
major owner of WSLA-TV. In addition to the
issue of air hazard — which has brought the
Air Force, AOPA and ATA into the hearing
as protestants — questions regarding finances
and city "straddling" are involved.
WSLA-TV's proposed transmitter site is 50
miles from Selma and 23 miles from Montgomery.
The move also is being opposed by WCOVTV and WSFA-TV, both Montgomery.
Still awaiting initial decision is the request
of KGEO-TV Enid, Okla., for a 1,326-ft.
tower. This, too, was opposed by aviation
interests. Pending is a prospective application
for a 2,000-ft. antenna by WHAS-TV Louisville.
Application of KWWL-TV Waterloo, Iowa,
for permission to move its transmitter site from
the present location less than a mile from
Waterloo to a point 15.5 miles from Waterloo
in the direction of Cedar Rapids was granted
by the FCC last fortnight, along with an increase in visual power from 191 kw to 316 kw
and permission to increase antenna height from
550 ft. to 1,040 ft. above average terrain, 1,100
ft. above ground.
The ch. 7 outlet's tower request was approved
by the Airspace Panel of the Air Coordinating
Committee without opposition [B»T, May 30].

COURT

UPENDS

ROCHESTER
CH. 10 GRANT
and a decision is rendered.
Appeals court says 1952 proThis is one of the provisions that the FCC
test against grant to WHEChas asked Congress to change. The Commission wants to be permitted to use its discretion
TV and WVET-TV should have
on whether a ,grant made without a hearing
been heard. Case likened to
should be stayed or not following the filing and
acceptance of a protest.
Clarksburg, W. Va., ruling of
Revisions of the protest rule have been passed
last June when court decreed
by the House of Representatives and have been
protestant of standing and
reported to the Senate by the Senate Commerce
Committee (see story opposite page).
specificity was entitled to full
hearing.
The grant to the share-time stations was made
March 11, 1953, following an agreement bePROTEST against the 1952 grant of ch. 10
tween the then contesting applicants WHEC and
Rochester, N. Y., to share-time stations WHECWVET. WHEC is owned by the Gannett newsTV and WVET-TV of that city should have
paper interests (Rochester Times-Union and
been allowed by the FCC, the U. S. Court of Democrat
& Chronicle). WVET is owned by
Appeals in Washington ruled last week.
local businessmen.
In an opinion written by Circuit Judge
Six days after the. grant, WSAY filed its apGeorge Thomas Washington, the court held
that Gordon P. Brown (WSAY Rochester) had
plication for ch. 10. It also submitted its prodetailed his charges with sufficient particularity
test, charging concentration of control of the
to warrant the protest being accepted.
media of communications and unfair tactics on
The FCC dismissed the WSAY protest three
the part of the Gannett newspapers in allegedly
years ago on the ground that it did not specify
not
publicizing
and ability
other
in sufficient detail the allegations charged.
activities.
It also WSAY's
questionedprograms
the financial
The Court decision created immediate conof WVET and predicted that WHEC would buy
out WVET.
jecture whether the FCC is required to postpone
the effective date of the ch. 10 grant to the CBS
The protestant also claimed that the Comand ABC affiliated, share-time stations — which
mission's action in making the grant was invalid
have been operating since Nov. 1, 1953.
in that it had changed its procedures in taking
Under the present protest rule, where a proup these applicants, as well as 47 others, without
written recommendations from the staff.
testant isfound to have standing and to have
specified matters alleged with particularity, the
When the protest was first filed, the CommisCommission has to postpone the effectiveness
sion accepted it as bona fide and suspended the
of its grant until after a hearing on the charges
grant. Upon objections by WHEC and WVET,

FCC Grants Changes
In 12 Radio Facilities
TWELVE changes in existing am facilities were
granted by the Commission Thursday.
Stations and facilities changes granted are:
KWFC Hot Springs, Ark., from 1340 kc,
250 w unlimited to 1350 kc, 1 kw day and 500
w night, directional.
WHAB Baxley, Ga., from 1 kw day to 5
kw day on 1260 kc.
WAUG Augusta, Ga., from 250 w day to 1
kw day on 1050 kc.
KGU Honolulu, Hawaii, from 740 kc to 760
kc continuing with 2.5 kw unlimited.
KLIZ Brainerd, Minn., from 1400 kc, 250 w
unlimited to 1380 kc with 1 kw day.
KGON Oregon City, Ore., from 1230 kc, 250
w to 1520 kc, 10 kw DA-1 and unlimited.
WTRN Tyrone, Pa., from 1580 kc, 250 w day
to 1290 kc, 500 w day.
WINA Charlottesville, Va., from 1450 kc to
1400 kc continuing with 250 w unlimited. Program tests are not to start until WTON Staunton, Va., shifts from 1400 kc to 1240 kc and
license is not to be issued until WTON is
licensed on 1240 kc.
WEVA Emporia, Va., from 1400 kc, 250 w
unlimited to 860 kc, 1 kw daytime.
WBOB Galax, Va., from 1400 kc, 250 w unlimited to 1360 kc, 1 kw day.
WPUV Pulaski, Va., from 1230 kc, 250 w
unlimited to 1580 kc, 5 kw day with 500 w
during the period VA hours after sunrise and
IV2 hours before sunset.
KSEM Moses Lake, Wash., from 1450 kc,
250 w unlimited to 1470 kc, 1 kw with directional antenna at night.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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GOVERNMENT
the FCC reconsidered, dismissed the protest and
reinstated the grant.
The court's ruling, which had the concurrence
of Circuit Judges E. Barrett Prettyman and
Charles Fahy, declared that the protest had
raised one issue with sufficient detail to warrant
a hearing. That was, the court said, the charge
of "threatened monopoly control of mass media
of communications in the Rochester area."
"In our view," the court said, ". . . the Commission erred in holding to the contrary."
Once a protestant has met the qualifications
of standing and specificity, the court said, the
Commission must hold a full hearing. The
court referred to last June's Clarksburg decision
where it enunciated this principle vigorously
[B«T, June 13].
In the Clarksburg case, the Clarksburg Exponent and Telegram protested against the grant
without a hearing of Clarksburg's ch. 12 to
WBLK there. The Commission granted an oral
argument, but the court emphasized that once
a protest was accepted a full hearing was
mandatory.
An implied warning that the FCC should
carefully consider the charges made by WSAY
was contained in the court's decision. The
unprecedented admonition was contained in
these words:
"In the present case the Commission should
not conclude its hearing until it has built up
a record sufficient to support its final conclusions. The speed with which it made its grant
to the intervenors seems to us to require that
it now act with particular care in its reexamination of the matter. That re-examination should include an appraisal of the arrangement for joint operation . . . with reference
not only to its effect on programming but also
to the circumstances surrounding the amendment of the original applications and the initiation of the joint project."
Majority Vote
In answer to the demand by WSAY that its
application should have been given a comparative hearing with the pending application at the
time it was filed, the court said that it could
find nothing "in law or fact" to indicate that
the share -time grant was not made by majority
vote of the Commission.
WSAY had argued that because the grant
was made on a 3 to 2 vote, with Commissioner
Hennock absent (although she had protested
against the procedure earlier) the court should
hold that it was a tie vote. Thus, it claimed,
no grant was made and the WSAY application
should have been accepted.
As far as the complaint that the Commission acted outside its normal procedure in
making the grant, the court said that the choice
of this method involved internal procedural
changes which the Commission was empowered
to adopt.
But, again, the court .admonished the Commis ion. Itsaid:
"But to recognize the primary role of the
$53,752,000 IS A LOT OF
HAMMERING!
THE MARKET
Pennsylvania Anthracite Region
Retail Sales— $885,484,000
Building Supplies— $53,752,006
THE BUILDERS —
WHWL and WISL
Complete Coverage of 9 Counties
Cost — 60 Cents per 1000 Families
NAIL DOWN THIS RICH
MARKET!
1954 Consumer Markets — SRDS
See FORJOE & CO.
WHWL
WISL
1 KW— Shamokin. Pa. 1 KW — Nanticoke, Pa.
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Commission in governing its own procedures
does not mean that we are oblivious of the
dangers of accelerated procedures which might
sacrifice the careful performance of the Commission's substantive tasks to mere speed. . . .
"Speed of Commission action may in some
cases point to a failure to make those essential
findings which the agency must make . . . before
it The
grantscourt
a requested
license."
ordered the
case remanded to the
Commission with orders to hold further proceedings consistent with its opinion.
$800,000 IN SALES
GET FCC APPROVAL
FOUR TV station sales, involving about $800,000, were approved by the FCC last week. Two
of the sales involved combination am-tvs.
The sales include KFEL-TV Denver, WEATAM-TV West Palm Beach, WOBS-AM-TV
Jacksonville, Fla., and WAGE-TV Marquette,
Mich.
Two applications, for sales of KTVH (TV)
Hutchinson, Kan., and KHAS-TV Hastings,
Neb., totaling more than $1 million, also were
filed with the FCC last week.
Biggest sale approval was that of KFEL-TV
Denver
veteran
broadcaster
Eugene [B«T,
P. O'Fallon to J.byElroy
McCaw
for $400,000
July
18]. Mr. McCaw also assumes obligations totaling about $350,000.
A 60-day option to buy 50% interest in
KFEL-TV is held by Tele-Trip Inc., New York
aviation insurance firm. This calls for TeleTrip to pay half of the outlay for purchase of
the station and to assume 50% of the obligations.
Gotham Broadcasting Co., licensee of WINS
New York, is actual purchaser of KFEL-TV.
Gotham is 75% owned by Mr. McCaw and
25% by John D. Keating.
Mr. McCaw also owns 100% of ch. 12
KTVW (TV) Seattle-Tacoma, Wash., and
KORC Minerals Wells, Tex.; 50% of KELA
Centralia and 33 Vis % of KYAK Yakima, and
KALE-AM-FM Richland, all Wash., and 50%
of KYA San Francisco; 25% of ch. 11 KONA
(TV) Honolulu, and, through his wife, KAPA
Raymond, Wash.
Mr. Keating owns 50% of KYA and 25% of
KONA.
KFEL-TV (ch. 2) has been on the air since
1952 and is affiliated with DuMont.
Second largest sale granted was that of
WEAT-AM-TV West Palm Beach, Fla., purchased by General Teleradio Inc., for $101,000
plus another $200,000 in additional considerations [B«T, July 4]. The stations are being sold
by James R. and June H. Meachem for reasons
of insufficient capital and lack of cash assets, as
cited in the application for FCC approval.
General Teleradio, with WEAT-AM-TV,
owns five tv stations, including WNAC-AMFM-TV Boston, WOR-AM-FM-TV New York,
KHJ-AM-FM-TV Los Angeles and WHBQAM-TV Memphis. It also owns KFRC San
Francisco and has pending before the FCC sale
of its 55% interest in WGTH- AM -TV Hartford,
Conn., to CBS [B*T, July 18].
Among the additional considerations involved
in the sale is a five-year management contract
at $12,000 a year to Mr. Meachem, who, with
his wife, owns 169,000 of the 240,000 shares
issued and outstanding. General Teleradio also
will lend WEAT Inc. $78,000 to redeem the
remaining 71,000 shares and $15,000 for outstanding 5% debentures.
General Teleradio is owned 90% by General
Tire & Rubber Co., and 10% by R. H. Macy
Inc. General Teleradio a fortnight ago pur-

chased RKO Radio Pictures for $25 million
[B«T, July 25]. It is majority owner of MBS.
WEAT-TV (ch. 12) began operating in late
1954 and is affiliated with ABC. WEAT (850
kc with 1 kw) was founded in 1948.
Controlling interest in WOBS-AM-TV Jacksonville, Fla., was sold by E. D. Rivers Sr. to
Carmen Macri [B»T, July 25]. Mr. Macri,
president-general manager and 21% owner of
the
stations, paid $90,000 for Mr. Rivers' 60%
interest.
Payments will be made in 40 quarterly instal ments of$2,250, plus 6% interest per year
on the unpaid balance.
Mr. Macri also is 40% owner of WABR
Winter Park, Fla., and 2.5% owner of WMIE
Miami. He also is applicant for a new am station at Palatka, Fla.
Mr. Rivers is principal stockholder of Sun
Coast Broadcasting Co. (WMIE Miami) and
last week
granted
WWPG-AMFM
Palm was
Beach
(story,purchase
oppositeof page).
WOBS-TV (ch. 30) is not yet on the. air.
WOBS-AM operates on 1360 kc with 1 kw
day and showed a profit of $13,727 for the
1 1 months ending last April 30, the application for FCC approval noted.
WAGE-TV Marquette, Mich., not yet on the
air, was sold by Jerome Sill, president and principal stockholder, to Lake Superior Broadcasting
Co. (WDMJ Marquette) for $20,000. [B«T,
July 25].
Lake Superior Broadcasting is wholly owned
by the Mining Journal Co. of which Frank J.
Russel Jr. is president and chief owner. Mining
Journal also owns WMIQ Iron Mountain,
Mich., and a minority interest in WSAU-AMTV Wausau, Wis., plus newspapers in Marquette, Iron Mounatin and Rhineland, Wis.
WAGE-TV (ch. 6), according to the sale application, plans to pick up CBS programs from
WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis., and will receive
20% of national spot revenue from the latter
station.
Hutchinson Filing
Application for FCC approval of the sale
of KTVH (TV) Hutchinson, Kan., for $1 million was filed with the Commission last week
[B»T, July]. The station changes hands from
a group of local business and professional
men to a new corporation owned 80% by the
Cowles-owned Minneapolis Star & Tribune Co.
Also filed with the Commission last week
for its approval was application for the sale
of minority interest in KHAS-TV Hastings,
Neb., by Seaton Publishing Co. for $131,900.
In acquiring the Hutchinson station, Cowles
extends its tv holdings to four stations.
A new corporation, Wichita-Hutchinson Inc.,
takes over from Hutchinson Television Inc.,
which was owned by 16 stockholders, the
largest owner holding 12% interest.
Among the Hutchinson Tv owners were Sidney F. Harris, vice president; John P. Harris;
Bess Wyse Rickard; W. D. P. Carey, president,
and Howard O. Peterson, general manager.
They will be among the minority stockholders
who will own 20% of Wichita-Hutchinson.
The Harrises own KFBI Wichita, KIUL
Garden City and KSAL Saline, all Kansas.
In addition they publish daily papers in Hutchinson, Garden City, Salina, Burlington (Iowa),
Ottawa and Chanute, Kan. Mrs. Rickard owns
KWBW Hutchinson.
Of the $1 million purchase price, $180,000
will be paid in cash, the remainder to be paid
in four installments at 4% interest per annum,
less payment to RCA of unpaid balances
amounting to about $160,000.
Joyce A. Swan, vice president and assistant
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treasurer of the Minneapolis Star and Tribune,
will be president of KTVH. The Twin Cities
publishing company owns 47% of WCCO-AMTV Minneapolis. Cowles interests also own
KRNT-AM-FM-TV Des Moines, WNAX Yankton, S. D., and KVTV (TV) Sioux City, Iowa.
Murphy Broadcasting Co., former owner of
KSO-AM-FM Des Moines, holds an option to
buy 40% of KRNT-TV.
Cowles also publishes the Des Moines
Register and Tribune and Look magazine.
KTVH (ch. 12) has been operating since
June 1953 and is affiliated with CBS and Du% Mont. The present management will be retained including Howard Peterson, general
manager, and Ernest Dallier, sales manager,
the application notes.
Earned surplus of KTVH through June was
$1 12,351. Its net worth was $125,000 and current liabilities, $249,689. Book value of assets
to be transferred is $324,602.
In Hastings, Seaton Publishing Co., sole
owner of KHAS-TV, is selling 47.3% of the
station to more than 100 local residents. Of the
minority stockholders, the largest single owner
will hold 3.6%.
Fred A. and Richard Seaton each own 50%
■of Seaton Publishing. Fred Seaton is administrative assistant to President Eisenhower.
A new corporation, Nebraska Television
Corp., is being established. Officers include:
Fred Seaton, president; J. M. McDonald, vice
president; John Spady, vice president; Lloyd
P. Kissinger, secretary, and Fred R. Irons,
treasurer. Except for Mr. Seaton, the officers
.are local businessmen.
A minority share also will be held by Nebraska Broadcasting Co. (KHAS), which is
owned by the Seatons plus a group of local
residents.
The Seatons also own KGGF Coffeyville,
Kan., and KMAN Manhattan, Kan., and publish papers in Hastings; Manhattan, Coffeyville,
Winfield, Kan.; Alliance, Neb., Deadwood and
Lead, S. D., and Sheridan, Wyo., plus Western
Farm Life magazine.
The Seaton Publishing Co. listed total assets
as of May 31 as $477, 402 and earned surplus as
$181,146. Net income after federal taxes for
1953-54 was $85,087.
Nebraska Tv Corp. will pay cash for all
the assets of the tv station and will assume
42 notes of about $5,000 each due RCA for tv
equipment.
KHAS-TV (ch.5) expects to be on the air
in September, affiliated with NBC.
$469,000
AMONG

WHIM

SALE

10 APPROVED

SALE of WHIM Providence, R. I., for a gross
price of $469,000 [B»T, July 4] and permission to rent WRIT (formerly WEMP) Milwaukee, Wis., from Foster & Assoc. for five
years at an annual rental of $69,000, were approved by the FCC last Wednesday among
10 am ownership changes which totaled over
$1.3 million plus stock.
WHIM, 1 kw day on 1110 kc, was sold to
Frank Miller Jr., vice president of Headley-Reed
Co., station representatives, vice president of
WSAR Fall River, Mass., and a minority stockholder of WKOW-AM-TV Madison, Wis. Mrs.
John W. Kluge and her brother, Harris Thompson, 75% owners, and WHIM general manager Robert T. Engles and C. George Taylor,
program director, the minority stockholders,
were the sellers. Messrs. Taylor and Engles
hold options to buy stock in WPRO-TV Providence because of a merger agreement and with
associates are buying WTRY Albany, N. Y.,
Broadcasting
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for $500,000 [B«T, July 25].
The Kluge group now consists of WILY
Pittsburgh; WTRX-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio;
WKDA Nashville, Tenn.; KXLW Clayton, Mo.;
WLOF Orlando, Fla., a tv applicant, and
WGAY Silver Spring, Md.
Trinity Broadcasting Corp. was granted assignment of license of WRIT for a five-year
rental price of $345,000. Trinity principals are
B. R. McLendon and Gordon B. McLendon,
who hold 16% and 10%, respectively, of
WRIT. Trinity is the licensee of KLIF Dallas,
Tex., KELP El Paso, Tex., and is permittee
of KLIF-TV Dallas.
Palm Beach Transfer
Commission also approved transfer of control of WWPG-AM-FM Palm Beach, Fla., from
Palm Beach Broadcasting Corp. to Palm Beach
Radio Inc. for $185,000. E. D. Rivers Sr. owns
97% of Palm Beach Radio and is president
of the Sun Coast Broadcasting Corp., licensee
of WMIE Miami. He was the majority stockholder of WOBS-AM-TV Jacksonville, Fla.
(see page 80).
WWKO Ashland, Ky., was purchased by
Connie B. Gay for $102,000. Mr. Gay is
majority stockholder of WTCS (formerly
WWW) and WJPB (FM) Fairmont, W. Va.,
and is applying for a new am station at Warrenton, Va.
Assignment of WRRZ Clinton, N. C, to A.
G., George T. and J. B. Williams and J. L.
Austin for $90,000 was approved by the
Commission.
Sale of KWHP Cushing, Okla., to Cimarron
Broadcasters Inc. for $65,000 was granted.
One-third owner Lou S. Allard and one-third
owner Gordon R. Rockett own weekly newspapers in Drumright, Okla.
Consideration of $37,500 was involved in
the assignment of license of KRMS Osage
Beach, Mo., to Lawrence Broadcasters Inc.
Transfer of control of KMOR Oroville,
Calif., for $20,000, to James R. Bird, KMOR
general manager, Alan B. Bowles, KMOR employe, and Raymond D. Vargas was granted.
The $18,650 sale of KBMX Coalinga, Calif.,
to Westside Broadcasting Co. was approved.
Principals include Vernon J. Stedry, general
manager of KOWB Laramie, Wyo.
In a stock transaction WFKY Frankfort,
Ky., was transferred from James F. Cox,
Robert B. Hensley and W. E. Kingsley to
Kenneth W. Hart, Donald Horton and G. D.
Kincaid. Mr. Kincaid is 32.6% owner of
WVLK Lexington, Ky., and Mr. Horton is
president-8.5% owner of WVLK.
19 Construction

Brown Radio & Tv Co., community tv system.
Homer, La., 1320 kc, 1 kw day to Claiborne
Broadcasting Corp. Principals include William
M. Bigley, general manager- 1 2 Vi % owner of
KVMA Magnolia, Ark., and one-third owner
of KRBB (TV) El Dorado, Ark., not on the air.
Claiborne Secretary Dr. Joe F. Rushton owns
30% of KVMA and 33% of KRBB (TV).
Winnfield, La., 1270 kc, 1 kw day to Southern
Broadcasting Co. Southern principal James A.
West Jr. is one-third owner of KDMS El
Dorado, Ark. Mr. West, Delvin R. White and
Elgie M. Risinger have equal interest in KHBM
Monticello, Ark., KSUL Sulphur, La., and own
KWRW Guthrie, Okla.
Skowhegan, Me., 1150 kc, 1 kw day to
Pineland Broadcasting Co. President Melvin L.
Stone is president-49.8% owner of WRUM
Rumford, Me.; Treasurer Edward J. Trembley
is WRUM chief engineer.
South Paris, Me., 1450 kc, 250 w unlimited
to Oxford Broadcasting Corp. President Gerald
T. Higgins is commercial manager-2.5% owner
of WLAM Lewiston, Me.; Vice PresidentTreasurer Elden H. Shute Jr. is president-station
manager-2.5% owner of WLAM.
Dexter, Mo., 1590 kc, 1 kw day to Dexter
Broadcasting Co. Principals are Jerome B.
Zimmer and Lionel D. Speidel.
Kalispell, Mont., 910 kc, 1 kw day to D.
Gene Williams and Delbert Bertholf. Mr.
Williams owns 51% of KSPO Spokane, Wash.,
25% of KUTI Yakima, Wash., and 50% of
KOYN Billings, Mont. Mr. Bertholf holds 49%
of KSPO, 25% of KUTI and 50% of KOYN.
Kalispell, Mont., 980 kc, 1 kw day to Flathead Valley Broadcasters. Principals are Leslie

Permits

Granted Ams by Commission
FCC last Thursday granted construction permits
for 19 new standard broadcast stations, of
which 17 are daytime only operations. Grants
made were:
Holbrook, Ariz., 1270 kc, 1 kw day to
Donald E. Jacobs Sr. and Irene Tabor, Northeastern Arizona Broadcasters.
Lewiston, Idaho, 950 kc, 500 w day to LewisClark Broadcasting Co. Principals are Boyde
W. Cornelison, Eugene A. Hamblin and John
H. Matlock.
Robinson, 111., 1570 kc, 250 w day to Keith
Moyer, 55% owner of WBBA Pittsfield, 111.,
and applicant for a new am at Taylorville, 111.
Elkhart, Ind., 1270 kc, 500 w day directional
to Clarence C. Moore.
Kendallville, Ind., 1570 kc, 250 w day directional to Charles R. Palmquist Jr., director of
KAIM Honolulu.
Barbourville, Ky., 950 kc, 1 kw day to
Dwight L. Brown, president-one-third owner of

Effective September 28, 1955, KMBC-TV
joins the television
nation's most
dynamictheandAmerican
fastestgrowing
network,
Broadcasting Company. For programming details, consult your Free & Peters Colonel or:
i

Don Davis, First Vice President
John Schilling, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
, George Higgins, Vice Pres. & Sales Mgr.
H Mori Greiner, Director of Television
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L. Sterling and William H. Patterson.
Elizabethtown, N. C, 1450 kc, 100 w unlimited to Cape Fear Broadcasting Co. Principals include John G. Dawson, stockholder in
WFTC Kinston. N. C, and WLBT Boiling
Green, Ky. Victor W. Dawson has interests in
WLPM Suffolk, Va., and WFTC.
Fargo, N. D., 900 kc, 1 kw day to Northwestern Schools. Permittee is non-profit organization operating KTIS-AM-FM Minneapolis and KNNS Waterloo, Iowa.
Milton, Pa., 1570 kc, 1 kw day to John S.
Booth, one-third owner of WCHA-AM-FM
Chambersburg, Pa., and one-third owner of
non-operating WTVE (TV) Elmira, N. Y.
Belton, S. C, 1390 kc, 500 kw day to Community Broadcasting Co. Principals are Cleatus
O. Brazzell, general manager-stockholder of
WELP Easley, S. C, and Henry O. McDonald
Jr., chief engineer and part-owner of WELP.
Etowah, Tenn., 1220 kc, 1 kw day to Harry
J. Morgan, manager of WGTA Summerville,
Ga., and WLFA Lafayette, Ga.
Charlottesville, Va., 1010 kc, 250 w day to
Lawrence Lee Kennedy, chief engineer and
minority stockholder of WINA Charlottesville.
Grant is contingent upon Mr. Kennedy divesting himself of WINA holdings.
5,000

KW

GRANTED

FOR UHF EXPERIMENT
MOVE to experiment in raising a 1,000 kw
uhf transmitter to 5,000 kw was given FCC
approval last week.
The Commission granted an experimental
permit to ch. 20 WJMR-TV New Orleans to
engage in development work with General Electric Co. The station has a special temporary
authority to operate at 1,000 kw.
Plans calls for the development of four 30
kw Klystrons to power a giant 5 megawatt
transmitter. At present GE uses four 12Vi kw
Kylstrons to energize 1,000 kw. The antenna
gain for the 30 kw tubes would have a gain of
50, it was reported.
The grant permits the New Orleans outlet,
owned by George A. Mayoral, to utilize five
megawatts under commercial conditions.
The FCC last June proposed that the maximum power for uhf stations be raised to five
megawatts. Comments are due Sept. 1. The
present maximum power for uhf stations is 1
million watts.

U. S., Mexico

Without Agreement
THE U. S.-Mexican radio treaty talks recessed
last Thursday when conferees encountered a
last minute obstacle in trying to hammer out an
agreement on the use of standard broadcast
frequencies by the U. S. and Mexico.
Each delegation will confer with its government, itwas ascertained, and the resumption of
the meetings will depend on what instructions
are given delegation chiefs.
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde is chief of the
American delegation, and Carlos Nunes is head
of the Mexican delegation.
Exactly what was the hitch which developed
to stymie the meetings was not revealed. It was
understoood, however that engineering considerations regarding one frequency are at issue.
As of early last week, indications were that
an agreement had been reached on basic issues
[At Deadline, July 25]. It was no secret that
both delegations were at the treaty writing
stage.
Unofficial State Department sources had, in
fact, announced that an initial-signing ceremony
was imminent.
Whether the conference will resume immediately, orweeks or months later, will not be
known until this week, it was explained.
Both delegations have come close as possible to the actual acceptance of a treaty, it was
said.
The agreement, if accepted by the two governments, will then be submitted to the respective
parliaments for ratification. In the U. S., the
Senate still has pending the 1951 North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement, to which
all but Mexico have assented. The Mexican
agreement, if submitted and ratified, will be a
bilateral treaty between the two governments.
Talbott Business Ties
May Jeopardize His Job
PRESIDENT Eisenhower was debating late
last week whether to fire Air Force Secretary
Harold E. Talbott after a Senate hearing disclosed business activity by Mr. Talbott on
behalf of a private firm, in which he held an
interest, while in the GOP Administration post.
At issue was whether Mr. Talbott used his
official position to secure contracts for a management engineering firm in which he is a
partner, Paul M. Mulligan & Co., New York,
with RCA and other firms which hold defense
contracts with the government [B«T, July 25].
An RCA attorney said Mr. Talbott had asked
why RCA "is so high and mighty" after RCA
had questioned the propriety of a contract with
the Mulligan firm. The RCA attorney, Samuel
E. Ewing, told the Senate Permanent Investigations Subcommittee that RCA had asked for a
ruling by the Attorney General on such a contract and that the matter later was dropped.
Mundt

"Pretty soft for me — I listen to
Dr. Ross's 'Canine Comments' on
KRIZ Phoenix to solve my problems."
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Still

Warns

Tv Newsmen

Against Slanting Coverage
TELEVISION film cameramen covering a Senate committee hearing last week were warned
against editing their film in a way that would
make news coverage not objective.
Sen. Karl E. Mundt (R-S.D.) brought up the
subject Monday during hearings by the Senate
Permanent Investigations Subcommittee on the
private business activities of Air Force Secretary Harold E. Talbott (see story above).
Sen. Mundt said that "in my first experience
in televising hearings, which happened to be
the first Congressional hearing wherever televised, it was an unhappy one in the way in

which the editing was done before the release
was made to the press and the people." He
said, "if it develops later that this does not
result in objective reporting. I would bring it
up Radio-Newsreel-Television
at the next meeting."
Working Press
Board Chairman Larry Racies telegraphed Sen.
Mundt Tuesday that his organization was
"shocked" at the Senator's statement and "we
resent your implications" and "emphatically
deny any suggestion of prejudging or deliberate
slanting." He asked that Sen. Mundt "withhold your judgment on the television treatment
on a news story until it has been broadcast,"
adding
that an "infinitely
more serious
'hazard'
is the attempted
stifling in advance
by Senatorial
pressure of the right of impartial reporting."
Sparkman, Lehman Attack Ike
For Executive Appointments
DEMOCRATIC Sens. John J. Sparkman (Ala.)
and Herbert H. Lehman (N. Y.) last week
charged the GOP Administration is "usurping"
and "destroying" the quasi-judicial and bipartisan nature of several federal regulatory
commissions, among them the FCC.
Their statements on the Senate floor followed
similar charges July 23 by Democratic National
Chairman Paul M. Butler in a speech at Knoxville, Tenn.
Sen. Sparkman said that in the past 30
months it has almost come to the point that a
prospective appointee to one of the agencies- —
he mentioned the FCC, Federal Trade Commission and Securities & Exchange Commission— "cannot get the appointment unless he is
cleared by the big boys of the industry that the
agency is supposed to regulate." He said
Democratic vacancies are usually filled by "IkeHe termed as a "dangerous development"
Democrats."
the "tampering of the executive branch of the
government
with inthea talk
regulatory
agencies."
Sen. Lehman,
immediately
following
Sen. Sparkman's, said he felt "unwise and improper" nominations by the President have
"subverted" the commissions and agencies. He
said men are being appointed to the commissions who represent the industries and enterprises to be regulated and who represent "the
viewpoint of the Republican National Committee." He said neither the minority nor the public interest are represented on the commissions.
KDKA-TV

Denies

It Kept

ABC Shows Off WSTV-TV
CHARGE that Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s
KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh
2) prevented
TV
Steubenville
(ch. "(ch.
9) from
securingWSTVABC
programs by exercising "first call" rights [B»T,
July 25] was denied last week.
WBC. in a reply filed with the FCC, said
that KDKA-TV has a pre-program relationship
with all four tv networks. By this, WBC said,
when a network asks KDKA-TV to carry a
program, it is considered by the station and
accepted or refused depending on the local
circumstances. KDKA-TV does not have any
first call rights, WBC emphasized.
As to the question of overlap between WBC's
KDKA land,Pittsburgh
and noNBC's
WBC said that
such WTAM
overlap Cleveexists
according to proof of performance measurements. Even if it did, WBC added, it should
prove not to be significant enough to cause a
WSTV-TV opposed the FCC granting the
problem.
pending applications by which NBC and WBC
are swapping stations in Philadelphia and
Cleveland. By terms of the agreement, NBC
Broadcasting • Telecasting

is to get WBC's KYA and WPTZ (TV) in
Philadelphia and WBC is to get NBC's WTAMAM-FM and WNBK (TV) in Cleveland plus
$3 million. There have been allegations that
WBC was pressured into agreeing to the exchange by the network's threat to withdraw
affiliation. The FCC has ordered a staff investigation ofthese claims [B»T, July 25].
KXLF-TV Butte Tells FCC
It Favors Booster Plan
i A POST-DEADLINE comment favoring FCC's
"•proposal to authorize uhf booster stations was
filed last week by KXLF-TV Butte, Mont. The
proposal would permit co-channel boosters (or
amplifying transmitters) to fill in the shadow
areas in uhf stations coverage. [B*T, July 25].
Most of the replies up to the July 21 deadline
advocated adoption of the plan on the grounds
it was technically and economically feasible
[B»T, July 25].
KXLF-TV supported the plan based on exi periments it has been conducting, under FCC
approval, in boosting its signal into Anaconda,
Mont., surrounded by mountains. The ch. 6
station reported that the experimental booster
was successful. It cut down noise and produced
a clear picture in the Anaconda community, it
said.
The Butte station further pointed out the
booster permitted low antenna operation and
operation of the receiver on low sensitivity.
It also said the booster was initially inexpensive,
power consumption was negligible and quality
was as high as the parent station.
KXLF-TV also asked that it be permitted to
furnish tv service to Anaconda on an interim
basis until such time as a direct signal can be
made available to the mountain community.
Tax Relief for Uhf Sets
Dies in House Committee
THE House Ways & Means Committee last
week passed over without any action a bill
(HR 4070) to exempt from the 10% federal
excise tax television sets which tune in all the
uhf channels, thus killing the bill for this year.
The Treasury Dept. had reported unfavorably on the bill, both on grounds that $100
million would be lost yearly in revenue and
that enactment of the bill would amount to
"differential tax treatment" for a particular
industry, which the Treasury Dept. opposes "in
principle."
The bill was introduced by Rep. Frank Ikard
(D-Tex.) and had been hailed as a partial solution to the lack of uhf set circulation through
encouragement of manufacturers to produce
all-channel sets.
Vhf Assigned Hayes Center;
WTPA (TV) Asks Uhf Shift
ASSIGNMENT of ch. 6 to Hayes Center, Neb.,
was made by the FCC last week, effective Sept.
1, following a request by KHOL-TV Kearney,
Neb., which intends to apply for the channel
for use as a satellite.
Meanwhile, an operating uhf station and a
community tv antenna association are seeking
uhf channel shifts.
WTPA (TV) Harrisburg, Pa. (ch. 71), asked
that it be permitted to switch to ch. 21, now
assigned to Lancaster, with the Harrisburg upper
channel reassigned to Lancaster.
The station said it had an agreement to pay
$7,500 to WWLA (TV) Lancaster, permitholder of ch. 21 there, to relinquish the freBroadcasting
• Telecasting

quency. This is the second time the Harrisburg
stations has asked for a move.
Orchards Community Tv Assn., Lewiston,
Idaho, asked that chs. 34, 40 and 50 be assigned to Clarkston, Wash., across the river
from Lewiston. It said it would then divide
itself into three separate corporations to apply
for these uhf channels.
A further bid to change channel assignments
— this one vhf — was filed with the FCC last
week. James M. Monroe and William E. Sullivan, identified only as residents of Santa
Barbara, Calif., ask that separation requirements be changed so that ch. 12 can be allocated to that city. The petition stated that ch.
12 has not been assigned to this community
because it is less than the required 190 miles
from Fresno. Messrs. Monroe and Sullivan
claimed that Santa Barbara, on the coast, is
isolated from inland Fresno by virtue of the
Santa Ynez Mountains.
They also said Santa Cruz Island, in Santa
Barbara County, meets separation requirements.
N. Y. Congressman Unleashes
Attack on Subscription Tv
SUBSCRIPTION television would "render the
television owner blind, and then rent him a
seeing-eye dog at so much a program, to partially restore the sight he had previously enjoyed free as a natural right," Rep. Edmund
P. Radwan (R-N. Y.) said in a statement entered in the Congressional Record last week.
Rep. Radwan said he was "alarmed by a
current effort on the part of certain promoters
to arrest television's progress at the expense
of the viewing public, all to satisfy their own

FCC Sets Up Hearings
On Number of Am Cases
FCC Thursday designated two consolidated
hearings and held that the applications of
WTBF Troy, N. Y., and KLLL Lubbock, Tex.,
for changes in facilities warranted hearings.
Northern Indiana Broadcasters Inc., applicant for a new am station to operate in South
Bend, Ind., on 1240 kc with 250 w unlimited,
and the application of WJVA South Bend to
change facilities from 1580 kc, 250 w day at
South Bend to 1240 kc, 250 w unlimited at
hearing.
Mishawaka, Ind., were set for a consolidated
A consolidated hearing also was designated
for the following applications: Rollins Broadcasting Co. and OK Broadcasting Co. competing in Indianapolis, Ind., for 1590 kc, 5 kw
day with directional antenna; Wireless Broadcasters, seeking 1590 kc, 500 w day in Franklin,
Ind.; WARU Peru, Ind., to increase power on
1600 kc from 500 w to 1 kw with daytime operation, and WTVB Coldwater, Mich., to
change its day and night directional antenna
pattern to night only on 1590 kc with 5 kw
day and 500 w night. WDOG Marine City,
Mich., and WBLY Springfield, Ohio, were
made parties to the proceeding. The Commission denied a WARU-WTVB petition for a
20-day extension to file more engineering data.
WTBF Troy applied for a change to 970
kc, 5 kw day, 500 w night with directional.
WRMA Montgomery, Ala., was made a party.
KLLL Lubbock had requested a power increase on 1460 kc from 500 w day to 1 kw
day. FCC made KSNY Snyder, Tex., a party.

greed
and television
selfishness."is not suffering from lack
He said
of money, but from lack of talent to meet the
"tremendous demand for novelty and variety
in our tv performances." He said many tv
owners bought their sets on the installment
plan "with the idea that once paid for they
could enjoy free entertainment from then on,
except for maintenance and repair."
Delinquency-and-Tv Report
Due for Approval This Week
THE Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee's long-delayed special report on television
programs as a possible factor in childhood delinquency was expected to be approved by subcommittee members and submitted this week
to the parent Senate Judiciary Committee for
approval.
The Judiciary Committee presumably would
act on the report before Congress recesses.
The Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee,
which was to expire yesterday (Sunday) under
S Res 62 approved March 18 [B«T, March 21],
has been extended through next Jan. 31 and
voted an increase in funds from $125,000 to
$154,000 by S Res 125, approved July 22.
The subcommittee began hearings in the 83d
Congress on television programming and its
possible connection with juvenile delinquency.
Final hearings were held last spring [B»T,
April 11].
Gaughan Resigns Senate Post
VINCENT M. GAUGHAN, special counsel to
the Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile
Delinquency, has resigned to return to private
law practice in Buffalo, Sen. Estes Kefauver
(D-Tenn.), chairman of the subcommittee, announced last week.
Mr. Gaughan is a vice president and 15%
stockholder of ch. 27 WSTF (TV) Stamford,
Conn. The station is not yet on the air.
August 1, 1955
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STATIONS
WKY-TV CLEARS WAY
FOR TV TRIAL COVERAGE
Oklahoma judges approve
after conference in which station newsmen answer possible
objections.
WKY-TV Oklahoma City, long active in the
effort to remove barriers to tv coverage of
court proceedings, plans to cover a number of
trials this summer and fall. This coverage will
be taken with the approval of Oklahoma
judges who took part in a recent discussion
with WKY-TV newsmen. Grant Foster. WKYTV news director, and Charles Bishop, newsman, presented the tv case to a conference of
35 district judges and two Oklahoma Supreme Court justices.
Tv coverage will be demonstrated to the
American Bar Assn. convention in Philadelphia next month [B«T, July 25].
As in other areas, the stiffest opposition to
tv coverage of trials comes from the bar association rather than the judges. Many of the
Oklahoma judges were sympathetic to tv coverage after the subject had been discussed and
WKY-TV had explained how tv need not interfere with courtroom decorum.
WKY-TV contended the medium has the
right to cover all news at the source with lools
of the trade, just as a reporter uses his pencil.
The station demonstrated a quiet sound-onfilm camera using high speed Eastman and
DuPont film with normal room lighting.
Explaining the discussion of the issues, P. A.
Sugg, WKY-TV executive vice president and
manager, listed questions raised by judges and
the answers. He explained that cameramen
must dress suitably and operate inconspicuously
in the courtroom. He reviewed the questionanswer session this way:
Q — If a tv station does not film all of the
trial
isn't there a possibility of distorted presentation?
A — Neither the spectators nor reporters are
required to sit through the entire trial, nor is
the newspaper required to print each word of
testimony. Tv newsmen are trained and experienced professional men whose background
is one of accurately presenting both sides of
an issue or story.
Q — One judge stated he was forced to ban a
newspaper reporter who consistently wrote
biased accounts.
A — Sound-on-film cannot be biased for it
accurately reflects what occurred in the courtroom, and film alone eliminates bias, provided,
of course, the editing is done by mature and
professionally trained people.
Q — Don't newspaper and tv men only want
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APPOINTMENT of Free & Peters Inc. as exclusive national sales representative for
WWJ-AM-TV Detroit, effective Sept. 1, is being announced today by Edwin K. Wheeler,
general manager of the stations. Making final arrangements last week (I to r): seated,
H. Preston Peters, F&P president; Mr. Wheeler; William W. Bryan, vice president and
manager of F&P's Detroit office; standing, Lloyd Griffin, F&P vice president for tv, and
Russel Woodward, executive vice president of the station representative firm.
to cover trials of a sensational nature?
A — Each story has a different news value,
and the decision on this by necessity must be
reserved by the news editor. However, even
in trials of a sensational nature, iv news rameras, when allowed in the courtroom, would
provide the public a picture of a dignified
judge, presiding over an orderly meeting, and
not a mob of citizens crying for vengeance as
might be portrayed by some Hollywood movies, or even the newspapers.
Q — Would it be desirable for television cameras to cover the trials provided the station
agreed to hold all of the film until the trial
had been concluded and the jury's verdict returned?
A — Such a rule for television would be
eminently unfair in view of the fact a similar
rule is not established either for the public
or newspapers.
Roger Van Duzer Appointed
KTUK(TV) Station Manager
APPOINTMENT of Roger Van Duzer, former
director of operations of KBET-TV Sacramento,
as station manager of ch. 3 KTVK (TV)
Phoenix was announced last week
by Leon Nowell,
part owner
and general manager.
The
station, which went
on the air last February, is ABC affiliated and is principally owned
Arizona's Gov.byErnest
W. McFarland.
Mr. Van Duzer,
prior to his KBET
MR. VAN DUZER
(TV) post, had
served as operations
manager of Jacksonville Broadcasting Corp.,
applicant for ch. 12 in Jacksonville (WPDG),
which holds a favorable initial decision.
During 1953 and part of 1954, he had been

program manager of KNUZ-TV Houston, and
from 1951-1953 had been program director of
WLTV (TV) (now WLWA [TVj) Atlanta.
From 1944 until 1951 he was on the executive
staff of WMBR Jacksonville. The preceding
two years he served as general manager of
WALB Albany, Ga. Mr. Van Duzer began in
radio as a performer with then WGBS New
York in 1927. He turned to announcing in
1931 and for eight years thereafter was manager-leader (pianist) of his own orchestra in
the New York area. He is 43 and is the father
of three sons.
STORER

EARNINGS

1954'S
NET
EARNINGS of Storer
Broadcasting Co.
EXCEEDING
for the second quarter of 1955, which ended
June 30, amounted to $1,039,919.02, it was
announced last week. For the same period last
year, the figure was $814,100.82.
Net earnings for the first six months of 1955
were $1,851,908.46 as compared with $1,617,336.17 for the six months of 1954. For the second quarter of 1955 earnings amounted to 42
cents a share on the combined 1,686,500 shares
of Class B common and the 788,250 shares of
common stock. Comparable earnings for the
first quarter were 32.9 cents per share. After
paying the regular 3 Va cent dividend on Class
B common, there remained $1.25 per share of
common stock compared to 97 cents for the
first quarter or $1.40 per year.
Storer redeemed and cancelled all of its 7%
cumulative preferred stock on July 1, at the
redemption price of $107 per share at the
aggregate price of $1,605,000.
Storer owns WJ BK-AM-FM-TV Detroit,
WSPD-AM-FM-TV Toledo, WAGA-AM-FMTV Atlanta, WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birmingham,
Ala., WJW-WXEL (TV) Cleveland, WWVAAM-FM Wheeling, W. Va., WGBS-AM-FM-TV
Miami, Fla., and KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.
Broadcasting
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RIORDAN

APPOINTED

WGBS-TV
MNG.
DIR.
APPOINTMENT of Frank Riordan as managing director of WGBS-TV Miami, Storer Broadcasting outlet there, was announced last week
by George B. Storer
Jr., vice president of
the southern district.
Mr. Riordan, whose
appointment is effective immediately,
succeeds Noran E.
(Nick) Kersta, who
has resigned.
Mr. Riordan has
been with Storer for
10 years. He joined
the organization as
sales promotion manager for WGBS
MR. RIORDAN
Miami. Two years
later he transferred to the sales staff as an
account executive. In 1951 he was named sales
manager of WGBS and in January of this year
he moved to WGBS-TV in a similar capacity.
Mr. Riordan has been active in the industry
for 18 years. He entered radio as an NBC
mail boy and page in Chicago. He also served
on the sales promotion staff for NBC's Central
Div. Mr. Riordan spent four years in the
U. S. Army and joined Storer on return to
civilian life.
Kinqsbury's Duties Expanded
In Crosley Broadcasting Div.
GILBERT W. KINGSBURY, vice president in
charge of public relations of Crosley Broadcasting Div. of Avco, last Friday was given
enlarged duties as vice president in charge of
public relations,
news and special
broadcast services of
Crosley's radio and
television properties.
Announcement of
the appointment was
made by James D.
Shouse, chairman
of the board of
Crosley and vice
president and executive committee member of Avco.
Mr. Shouse said
MR. KINGSBURY
that Mr. Kingsbury's
new assignment is in line with plans to expand
the news and special broadcast services of the
Crosley station operations. He will direct the
activities of the news, special broadcasts and
public relations personnel at the individual
properties (WLW and WLWT [TV] Cincinnati;
WLWD [TV] Dayton; WLWC [TV] Columbus;
WLWA [TV] Atlanta), as well as the headquarters' operations in these fields.
KONO, Boy Scouts Conduct
San Antonio Car Radio Poll
INEXPENSIVE survey of automobile listening
in the San Antonio, Tex., area has been completed by KONO there. On a budget of $1,500
the station employed 1 1 Boy Scout troops to
conduct interviews with motorists in two hour
segments between 5 a.m. and 7 p.m. over a
seven-day period.
Results of the survey were tabulated by the
auditing firm of Ernst & Ernst. KONO's identity as sponsor of the poll remained secret
throughout.
Questioning a total of 33,736 motorists, the
Telecasting
Broadcasting

survey
in use
found
of car

found an average of 25.42% sets were
for the week. Peak listening time was
to be the 7-9 a.m. period with 29.54%
radios on. The low period was immediately following, 9-11 a.m., with a 20.20%
rating. KONO fared well in the secret survey,
notching 31.13% listenership of the sets in
use. Station B averaged 19.82%.
A major portion of the budget went to Boy
Scout troop funds and individual scouts who
conducted the interviewing at traffic centers
selected by the San Antonio Police Dept. Questions asked were "Is your radio turned on?" and
"To what station are you listening?" Number
of passengers and total autos also were recorded. Two San Antonio Boy Scout personnel
were the only individuals who knew the survey's sponsor.
The KONO survey drew praise from another
San Antonio independent, KITE, which cited
the findings in its newsletter as extra proof of
radio's audience.
RADIO SALES SALARIES
AVERAGED IN USC STUDY
Survey indicates increase since
1950; cites increasing field of
opportunity in radio sales end
of broadcasting.
RADIO sales personnel, with an average salary
and drawing account of $400 monthly (plus
commission in most cases), are the highest paid
personnel in the radio field.
This was revealed in a survey released last
month by Charles E. Buzzard, graduate student
at the U. of Southern California department of
telecommunications.
Entitled "An Analysis of Help Wanted Advertising in'Broadcasting-Telecasting Magazine
during 1950, 1952 and 1954," weekly issues of
B«T for these years were studied by Mr. Buzzard to determine whether any seasonal trend
in employment exists within the industry. He
measured inches devoted to various types of
employment and salaries offered in B»T ads
during the three-year test period.
Generally, Mr. Buzzard noted no definite
seasonal trend in radio employment, although
he found a slight trend toward heavier tv employment inthe late fall and winter months.
The salary study, a sideline of the major
seasonal employment survey, indicated that excluding sales personnel, other radio salaries
steadily rose to an average $322 monthly last
year, from $225 in 1950.
On the other hand, the $400 monthly offered
in radio sales is approximately the same offered
in 1950, although there was a marked drop in
salaries offered in 1952.
Not enough tv salaries were indicated in the
B»T help wanted advertisements to reach a
definite conclusion in this area, the U.S.C.
survey found.
With the addition of 450 new radio stations
since
1950, effect
the rapid
growth employment,
of tv hasn't had
too much
on radio
Mr.

Lester Gould Sells WJNC
To Mendelson for $95,000
WJNC Jacksonville, N. C, has been sold by
Lester M. Gould, principal owner, to Robert
P. Mendelson of Larchmont, N. Y., for $95,000. The sale was negotiated by J. T. Snowden
Jr., southern representative for the Jack L.
Stoll & Assoc. station brokerage firm.
Mr. Gould retains his interest in WLSE Wallace, N. C. He is a member of the NARTB
board representing small stations. Mr. Mendelson has been in the agency and magazine business and later was vice president of Richard
H. Ullman Co., Buffalo radio-tv program syndicators. He will move his family to Jacksonville, assuming active management of the station. WJNC was started in 1945. The market
includes the Camp Lejeune Marine base.
Fisher, Speidel Buy WOIC
From Michalak for $100,000
WOIC Columbia, S. C, has been sold to Albert
H. Fisher Jr. and Joseph Speidel III by the
Michalak Broadcasting Co. (Frank Michalak,
owner) for $100,000 subject to FCC approval.
WOIC is a 1 kw daytimer on 1470 kc.
Messrs. Fisher and Speidel are presently
Wheeling, W. Va., residents. Mr. Fisher had
been commercial manager of WTRF (now
WTRX) Bellaire, Ohio, and prior to that had
been with WSTV Steubenville, Ohio, and Time
and Life magazines. Mr. Speidel is a sportsman and amateur flier.
The transaction was handled by BlackburnHamilton Co., brokerage firm.

As the Iowa -touring Russian said when he
noticed so many radios tuned to COO :
"Just like by home — all sets tuned one station.
Only home we got it only one station."
WMT
600 KC
CBS

Buzzard observed. "Radio has created the
largest field of opportunity for a person entering
broadcasting, because more jobs are available
in radio
than in tv during the past five years,"
he
concluded.
The U.S.C. research project completed by
Mr. Buzzard is only the first on broadcast employment trends, and will serve as a base for
future studies in the same field, also using B»T
as the primary source of information, U.S.C.
telecommunications department authorities indicated.
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STATIONS
Court Schedules Meeting
Of KEDD (TV) Creditors
THE U. S. District Court of Kansas has set
Aug. 10 for the meeting of creditors of KEDD
(TV) Wichita, Kan. Stanley H. Durward Jr.,
president of the ch. 16 station, filed for bankruptcy July 20 [B«T, July. 25]. The creditors
meeting will take place in the Federal Bldg.,
Topeka, at 10 a.m.
KEDD proposes to pay 10 cents on the
dollar and to negotiate for deferment of past
due installment payments and reduction of
payments on unpaid balances.
The Wichita station traced its insolvent position to the "prejudice" of national advertisers
against uhf.
A net loss of $101,069 as of June 30 was
reported by KEDD, which has been in operation since August 1953. Loss for the month
of June amounted to $15,709. Total assets
as of June 30 were reported as $551,847.
High on the station's liabilities are $191,224
in accounts owed plus the following notes payable: Durwood Theatres Inc., $270,573; RCA,
$101,018; Stanley H. Durwood, $67,860, and
General Electric, $61,700.
In the past three weeks four suits have been
brought against KEDD: Ziv Television Programs Inc. for $20,000; Standard Rate & Data
Service, $1,200; MCA-TV Ltd., $5,200, and
Atlanta Tv Co., $1,400.
Pfanstiehl Leaves WTOP
For Community Chest Post
CODY PFANSTIEHL, publicity-promotion director of WTOP-AM-TV Washington since
1947, has resigned
to join Community
Chest Federation,
National Capital
Area. He will direct
the work of six
chests and 110 participating agencies. He
has been active in
chest campaigns as
a volunteer. John S.
Hayes, president of
WTOP Inc., is president of the federation. Mr. Pfanstiehl,
PFANSTIEHL
38, is a member of
the Washington Ad Club board and chairman
of its public relations committee. During
World War II he was an intelligence training
instructor in the Air Force.

Dayton's

HIGHEST

THIS SKETCH shows what will be the new $140,000 home of WITN (TV) Washington,
N. C. The NBC-affiliated ch. 7 station will put $115,000 into the air-conditioned studio
building alone. Its target date is set for Sept. 15.
Blair Opens

in Atlanta,

Appoints Two in Chicago
ANNOUNCEMENT of the opening of the
10th regional office and of new personnel appointments inthe Chicago office of John Blair
& Co. was made last week by John Blair,
president of the radio station representation
firm.
The new branch, located in Atlanta, will be
opened officially Aug. 22, Mr. Blair said.
Headquarters will be
at 101 Mariette St.
The office will be
under the direction
of Charles F. Dilcher. He has been
with the firm for 18
years, most recently
as vice president and
manager of the Chicago office.
Mr. Dilcher will be
replaced as Chicago
manager by Paul
MR. DILCHER
Ray,
has since
been
with who
Blair
1939. He formerly was with the Katz Agency,
Chicago.
Other changes in Chicago involve Clifford
J. Barborka, now Chicago sales manager, and
James D. Bowden, who joins the firm as an
account executive. Mr. Barborka has been
with Blair since 1952. He formerly was with
NBC Spot Sales, Chicago.
For the past four years, Mr. Bowden has

Hooper-Rated

Station

/ONE
RONALD B. WOODYARD, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER
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been a vice president and manager of the
Minneapolis office of John E. Pearson Co. He
formerly was with the media department of
BBDO Chicago.

MR. BARBORKA
Peoples Bcstg. Sends Three
On Foreign Farm Assignment
EMBARKING on a new policy of coverage
of farm cooperatives in foreign areas, Peoples
Broadcasting Corp. (WGAR-AM-FM Cleveland; WRFD Worthington, Ohio; WTTM
Trenton, N. J.; WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.)
has dispatched three accredited correspondents
abroad for the month of August.
They are Herbert E. Evans, vice president
and general manager of Peoples, who has gone
to Geneva for the atomic energy sessions and
will cover the immediate European countries;
Dr. Maurice Weiting, vice president of the
Ohio Farm Bureau Federation, who will cover
Korea, Japan and India, and Dr. Mervin
Smith, professor of rural economics at Ohio
State U., who will cover Scandinavian countries.
Mr. Evans, who also is president of the
Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, said the project
is part of Peoples' effort to discover how people
solve their problems through voluntary cooperative efforts rather than through government aid. Tape recordings will be made for
broadcast over Peoples' stations, he said.
WHK#s Hunter Dies at 55
FUNERAL SERVICES were held last Tuesday
in Wilmington, Ohio, for C. N. Hunter, 55,
public relations director of WHK Cleveland,
who died July 23 after a year's illness. Mr.
Hunter had been with the station since 1937
when he joined WHK as assistant musical director. He is survived by his wife, Kate, and his
mother, Mrs. Aurora Hunter.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

WDBJ-AM-TV Promotes Three
To New Executive Positions
THREE top executives of WDBJ-AM-TV Roanoke, Va., have been promoted to new posts
by M. W. Armistead III, president of TimesWorld Corp. WDBJTV is scheduled to
start operating this
fall with a ch. 7
facility. It will be a
CBS basic optional
affiliate.
Ray P. Jordan,
WDBJ manager for
25 years, becomes
managing director
of broadcast operations for the
corporation, in
charge of both radio
MR. JORDAN
and tv. He has been
in Roanoke since 1918 and with WDBJ since
1924.
John Harkrader, commercial manager of
WDBJ since 1946, has been promoted to assistant managing director of broadcasting
operations and will serve as general commercial
manager for both radio and tv. He has been
with WDBJ since 1938.
Frank E. Koehler, formerly general manager of WROV Roanoke, has been appointed

MR. HARKRADER

MR. KOEHLER

sales manager for WDBJ in charge of both
national and local sales. He formerly was with
NBC New York, WRNL Richmond and WSLS
Roanoke, and has been in Roanoke radio since
1940.
WSAI Names Black as V.P.;
Jones Made Program Director
TWO executive appointments were made at
WSAI Cincinnati last week: Charles A. Black
was named vice president in charge of station

MR. BLACK
MR. JONES
operations
and
Paul
Jones
was
named program
di
director.
The promotions were announced by Sherw ood R. Gordon, president and general manager of Gordon Broadcasting Co., which ac1
Telecasting
Broadcasting

quired the station two years ago.
Mr. Black, who joined WSAI in 1943, has
been station manager since March 1954. He
has served as announcer, producer and program
director. Mr. Jones has been chief announcer
and staff director. He joined the station in
1953.
KENS Splits Radio-Tv Sales;
Kearl, Joekel to Head Staffs
SEPARATION of the radio and television sales
staffs of KENS-AM-TV San Antonio has been
announced by Albert D. Johnson, general manager. Wayne Kearl will be tv commercial manager; Bill Joekel, radio commercial manager.
Mr. Kearl has been general sales manager
for the radio and tv operations since the Express Publishing Co. bought the CBS-affiliated
stations from Storer Broadcasting Co. last November. Before that he was with KGMB-AMTV Honolulu, KNXT (TV) Los Angeles and
KSL Salt Lake City.
Mr. Joekel has been with KENS for 15
years. He was in charge of local and regional
radio sales prior to his new appointment.
H. Barney Higgins will continue as Texas
tv sales manager, the stations announced.
KXOK Buys Midtown Site
For New St. Louis Studios
KXOK St. Louis has purchased a 2^ -acre
midtown site for its new "Radio Park." The
property includes a two-story office building,
two-story
residence and one-story caretaker's
house.
Complete remodeling of the property is
underway now, with completion expected in
September. Over 10,000 sq. ft. of floor space
will be provided in the new air conditioned
quarters. Studios have been designed for hi-fi
broadcasting. The largest studio, 22 by 40 ft.,
will accommodate an audience of 100.
Special feature of Radio Park is a 25 by 35
foot patio furnished for the use of staff members.
KXOK transmitting facilities will remain
near Eagle Park, 111.
James

W. Crocker

Dies;

Was Original Dr. I.Q.
JAMES W. CROCKER, 54, assistant manager
of KRLD Dallas, Tex., and the original Dr.
l.Q. on the network program of the same
name, died last Monday following several
months' illness. Mr. Crocker was a veteran
of 24 years in the radio field, 17 with KRLD.
A native Texan, Mr. Crocker began his
career in the East in 1931. In 1936 he was
appointed director of all radio publicity for
the Texas Centennial Celebration. He also
served as radio director for the Dallas PanAmerican Exposition the following year. Mr.
Crocker joined KRLD in 1938 as chief announcer and was named assistant manager in
1941.
William T. Meenam
WILLIAM T. MEENAM, 68, retired news
manager of WGY Schenectady, died Wednesday in Ellis Hospital, Schenectady, after a brief
illness. He had worked at WGY three decades
before retiring in 1952. Since that time he has
been public information officer of the Schenectady County civil defense unit. Surviving
are his wife and a sister, Mrs. Florence Eldridge.

Weaver to Own, Run WHAN
HARRY C. WEAVER, whose purchase of
WHAN Charleston, S. C, was approved by the
FCC July 20 [B*T,
July
25], last
announced
thatweek
he

MR. WEAVER

will take over active
management of the
station. W. P. Birchfield, who had managed the ABC affiliate under the previous ownership, will
continue with the
station as commercial manager and
chief engineer.

WISN-TV Staff Appointments
WISN-TV Milwaukee has announced a number
of staff appointments. Mel Quinn, formerly
production director of WBAL-TV Baltimore,
has been appointed director of public affairs. Dean McCarthy, former production director of WISN-TV, has been named program
manager. Carl H. Bogt, former promotion
specialist for McKesson & Robbins Inc., named
director of merchandising and marketing. Don
Weller, chief engineer of WISN radio, has been
given a special assignment in WISN-TV's audio
phase. Lionel Wettenberg, formerly studioremote supervisor for WCCO-TV Minneapolis,
appointed chief engineer. Allen Embury, formerly general manager of WMIN St. Paul,
Minn., joins the sales staff. George Brenard,
former account executive, moves to the WISNTV sports staff.
The

best

way to
sell the
KANSAS
FARM
MARKET

use the
KANSAS
FARM
STATION
WIBW

CBS RADIO
in Topeka

Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr., WIBW. WIBW-TV. KCKN
Rep. Capper Publications, Inc.
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KFVD Changes Call to KPOP
USING extensive promotion including television spots, pioneer Los Angeles station KFVD
today (Monday) changes its letters to KPOP
to "more aptly carry out our theme of popular
entertainment," according to Frank Burke Jr.,
co-owner and general manager of the station.
The west coast independent has been operating since 1925. Mr. Burke and his father acquired the station in 1936 from E. L. Cord.
REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS
WKBH-WKBT (TV) La Crosse, Wis., appoint
H-R Representatives Inc. and H-R Tv Inc.,
N. Y., respectively, as national representatives,
effective today (Mon.).
WTSP St. Petersburg, Fla., has appointed Forjoe
& Co., N. Y., as national representative.
STATION PEOPLE
Allan L. Bonney, formerly sales manager,
WPMT (TV) Portland, Me., named sales manager, WMGT (TV) Pittsfield, Mass., succeeding
William P. Geary, who has been named manager [B»T, June 13].
Tom Myers, production manager, KPTV (TV)
Portland, Ore., appointed program manager.
J. Kenneth Brothers, commercial manager,
KGMC Englewood, Colo., appointed assistant
station manager.
Robert E. Moody, former manager, Norfolk,
Va., studios, WRVA Richmond, Va., appointed commercial sales manager, WHAP Hopewell, Va.
Emery (Bud) Chase, assistant station manager,
KSON San Diego, Calif., appointed station
manager; Jack Rathbun, formerly operations
director, WEAT-TV West Palm Beach, Fla., to
KSON as operations manager, effective Aug. 15.
W. W. Carter Jr., treasurer, director and general
manager, WTRY Troy, N. Y., has resigned with
future plans unannounced.
Dick Peck, assistant chief engineer, WREX-TV
Rockford, 111., appointed chief engineer.
Donald H. Sylvia, formerly studio operations
director, WHIL Medford, Mass., appointed
chief engineer, WGUY Bangor, Me.; Philip
Wolley named WGUY local sales coordinator,
succeeding Nicholas Bell, who has been named
commercial manager; Kenneth Manley appointed to newly-created position, night operations
manager.
REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE
Eugene Litt, account executive, Forjoe & Co.,
N. Y., named account executive, CBS Radio
Spot Sales, N. Y.
THE SMART

BUY IN MILWAUKEE

Adcai J. Y«ung Jr., Inc., Nafl Raps.
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INTERNATIONAL

TRADE ASSNS.

Trade

Groups

Ready

Plans
Radio-Tv Week
FIVE industry associations will cooperate in
supporting National Radio & Television Week,
to be observed Sept. 18-24. Plans for the observance were discussed Wednesday by representatives ofthe participating agencies, meeting
in New York.
NARTB will supply a kit of institutional spot
announcements for use by all radio and tv stations and networks. A covering letter explaining details will be sent by the association.
Theme of the event will be "National Radio
& Television Week — Dedicated to Better Home
Entertainment." The public will be reminded
of new programs coming up during the fall and
winter and urged to receive them on the new
1956 radio-tv receivers.
All radio and tv networks will carry spot
announcements during observance of the week
and talent will be supplied special material.
Joining in the observance are Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn., National Appliance &
Radio-Tv Dealers Assn., Radio Advertising
Bureau and Television Bureau of Advertising.
Chairmen have been named in over 50 cities
by NARTDA, coordinated by A. W. Bernsohn,
managing director. The first group of chairmen
covers 33 states, with an additional list to be
released soon.
Westinghouse Stations Join
Television Bureau of Adv.
MEMBERSHIP of Television Bureau of Advertising was increased from 149 to 153 last Friday when Oliver Treyz, TvB president, and
Chris J. Witting, president of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., jointly announced that WBZTV Boston, WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia, KDKATV Pittsburgh and KPIX (TV) San Francisco
have been signed as member stations. The
properties are Westinghouse outlets.
Mr. Witting expressed the belief that TvB
is "performing a vital function for the entire
industry and we are happy that Westinghouse
stations are playing their part in that effort."
Mr. Treyz said the addition of WBC outlets
"gives new impetus to our efforts to secure for
television a greater share of the advertisers'
appropriations."
New York Capitol AWRT
Elects Barton President
ELECTION of Jane Barton, program director
of New York State Radio-Motion Picture
Bureau as the first president of the newly
organized Capitol District Chapter, American
Women in Radio & Television, covering the
Albany-Troy-Schenectady area of upstate New
York, was announced last week. Further
organizational plans will be set in the fall,
when other officers will be elected.
Before joining the New York bureau, Miss
Barton had her own public relations business
in New York City and specialized in radio
accounts. In the past she has served as a
director-at-large
organization and chairmanof ofAWRT's
the 1954national
New York
state
convention held last October.
RAB Adds Diehm Stations
SIGNING of the Vic Diehm stations, group of
four radio outlets, as members of Radio Advertising Bureau was announced jointly last week
by Kevin B. Sweeney, RAB president, and Vic
Diehm, president of WVDA Boston, WIDE
Biddeford, Me., WAZL Hazleton, Pa., and
WHLM Bloomsburg, Pa.

American

Shows

Latest Canada

Dominate
Radio Ratings

AMERICAN network programs led the Canadian national ratings reported for June by
Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto. Most popular
evening programs were Our Miss Brooks 11.2,
Radio Theatre 9.3 and Championship Fights
6.7 Most popular evening recorded programs
nationally were People Are Funny 13, and
Take a Chance (Canadian) 8.
Daytime leading network shows were Ma
Perkins 12.3, Guiding Light 11.8, Pepper
Young's Family 11, Right to Happiness 10.7,
and Road of Life 10.7.
Leading French-language evening network
shows were Un Homme et Son Peche 26.9, La
Famille Plouffe 23, Zezette 12.3, Un Docteur
de Chez-Nous 12, and Rendezvous Avec Colette 8.9.
Leading French-language daytime programs
were Rue Principale 24.9, Vies de Femmes
21.5, Francine Louvain 18.6, Metropole 17.2,
and Tante Lucie 15.9.
. ifc :]i %
The preference for U. S. shows was reflected
in the June national rating report of the Radio
Panel of Canada, operated by International
Surveys Ltd., Montreal. Evening network programs were led by CBS News, which reached
13% of all radio homes, followed by the Great
Gilder sleeve 12, Radio Theatre 9, Our Miss
Brooks 9, and CBC News Roundup 6.
Daytime network radio programs were led
by Ma Perkins 32, Pepper Young's Family 30,
Right to Happiness 29, Guiding Light 28, and
Road of Life 24.
Most popular evening French-language programs were Un Homme at Son Peche 55. La
Famille Plouffe 35, Nouvelles Chez-Nous 9,
Colette et Roland 8, and Theatre Ford 4.
German

Radio-Tv

Financing

Draws Publishers' Protest
GERMAN newspaper and magazine publishers' organizations jointly sent a protest letter
to the Bonn Government demanding that German radio and tv stations be financed either
by set license fees or by commercial broadcasting, but that radio-tv should stop relying
on both revenue sources.
Move, which has found wide response in
public, was the latest in a series of attempts
to alter present German broadcasting scheme.
Currently both radio and tv stations are financed by set license fees (about $5.70 for radio
and $14.30 for tv annually). But radio has
turned to selling spots as an additional source
of revenue while tv stations are planning to enter commercial broadcasting soon.
As there are no privately-owned stations in
Germany the system often has been charged
as illegal and against the German Constitution.
It is felt in Germany that latest development
may lead to a legal suit against German official
radio systems to force them out of commercial
fields and may bring about quicker introduction of privately-owned stations.
CJON-TV

Nears Start

CJON-TV St. John's, Nfld., will be the first
station on the air in that province about Aug.
15. More than half the population of Canada's
10th province is located within range of the
CJON-TV transmitter, and its signal also will
reach U. S. bases on the island province.
Broadcasting
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EDUCATION
GE Executive Backs Tv

JOHN T. TAYLOR (r), general manager of
2UW Sydney, signs to become a subscriber of United Press, the first Australian
commercial radio outlet to take a direct
overseas news service. At signing: Peter
B. Gruening (I), UP Australia manager,
and Francis Levy, Mr. Taylor's assistant.
10 Imports From

U. S.

In Canada's Tv Top 15
OF FIFTEEN late afternoon and evening television network shows in the national "Teleratings" report for July by Elliott-Haynes Ltd.,
Toronto, the leading 10 were imported U. S.
shows. The report covers four major Canadian
markets, Montreal English-language area, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver.
In the four-city report leading shows were
Toast of the Town with a rating of 56, Summer Theatre 41.5, America's Greatest Bands
39.4, Four Star Playhouse 38.8, Tv Theatre
32.2,
Brooks 28.2,
LoveDinah
Lucy' Shore
27. 3,
Medic Our26 A,MissDisneyland
24.4 / and
23.2.
A comparison of the sets-in-use figures in
these major Canadian markets shows a sharp
decline during 1955 as compared with the same
month in 1954. In February 1954 the sets-inuse figure was 73, and in February 1955 it was
61.2; March 72 (1954) and 61.4 (1955); April
69.5 (1954) and 60.9 (1955); May 63.4 (1954)
and 56 (1955); June 62.4 (1954) and 51
(1955); July 56.9 (1954) and 44.5 (1955).
The Elliott-Haynes report points out that this
sets-in-use decline may be "due to the fact that
with the increasing percentage of tv set ownership, there is a proportionate decline in overall viewing, possibly due to a decline in the
curiosity or novelty factor of tv ownership."
CBC Expands in Winnipeg
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp. has purchased
40,000 square feet of property around the CBC
Building at Portage Ave. and Young St., Winnipeg, for $245,000. J. R. Finlay, CBC director
for the prairie provinces, announced that the
purchase was with an eye to future development
of CBC television. The new purchase has several buildings on it housing storerooms and
offices used by CBC. The present CBC Building
houses CBWT (TV) studios and transmitter,
studios of CBW, facilities for CBC network
and offices for the network's prairie
productionheadquarters.
regional
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
Sidney S. Lancaster to CFRN-TV Edmonton,
Alta., as program director; Bruce D. Alloway,
formerly with CKXL, Atla., to CFRN-TV as
sales manager.
Laurent Jodoin to radio-tv div., Vickers & Benson Ltd. (adv.), Montreal, as production director.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

To Aid Teacher Shortage
EDUCATIONAL TV can be used to help alleviate the teacher shortage by permitting highly qualified teachers to instruct a larger number of students than is now possible, William
J. Morlock, general manager of the General
Electric Technical Products Dept., advised a
Canadian-American workshop for educators in
Syracuse, N. Y., last week.
Mr. Morlock cited the results of a study
which, he structsaid,
indicated atthatleast
"television
ion is remembered
as well inas
regular instruction and in some subjects much
better." He added that the study showed that
"once the lecture had been prepared by wellqualified educators, a less experienced individual was just as effective in presenting the
material as teachers who had had a great deal
best teachers, Mr. Morlock suggested,
of The
experience."
could be used for preparing the programs and
other teachers be utilized "in areas where a
high skill is not essential."
International

Sessions Open

On Religious Radio-Television
SESSIONS for the 1955 international religious
radio and television workshop got underway
last Monday in New York at Union Theological
Seminary and will continue through Aug. 5.
The workshop, which will draw clergymen
representing 15 protestant denominations, is
sponsored by the Broadcasting & Film Commission of the National Council of Churches
of Christ in the U.S.A., the New York State
Council of Churches, the Protestant Council
of The City of New York and The World
Committee for Christian Broadcasting.
Instructors from the Broadcasting & Film
Commission include the Rev. Charles H.
Schmitz, director of broadcast training, Wesley
B. Goodman, associate executive director, and
Frank Nichols, associate director of television.
Guest lecturers are Dr. William Millard of
McCann-Erickson and Eugene Accas of ABC.
Course in program production is being offered
by Elizabeth Lee; script writing by Anne F.
Griffen, professor of speech, Columbia College,
Columbia, S. C.
Chicago Institute Concluded
DISCUSSION of color television and presentation of a scholarship award and certificates
highlighted a banquet closing the 14th annual
NBC-Northwestern U. Summer Television Institute in Chicago Friday. Talks on color were
given by Max Miller and Ed Pierce, NBC New
York.
The six-week summer institute opened June
21 and included workshop sessions at NBC
and on the Northwestern U. campus. Representatives of network, station, agency and
other fields addressed students from 15 states
and Hawaii on research, programming and
other phases during the institute.
Conn, to Set Up Tv Unit
CONNECTICUT State Board of Education,
as a result of an educational tv program carried last semester by WNHC-TV New Haven,
has authorized the commissioner of education
to appoint a tv policy and program committee for the state, according to the station.
WNHC-TV says the board also has approved
a request of the New Haven State Teachers
College to offer two courses on WNHC-TV
this fall.

4 Reasons Why
and local adThe foremost national
vertisers use WEVD year after
year to reach the vast
Jewish Market
of Metropolitan New York
1. Top adult programming
2. 3.Strong
audience
Inherent
listenerimpact
loyalty
"WH
WHO 0buying power
4. O'S
Potential
Send for a copy of
Henry Greenfield, Managing Director
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,
New York 19
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NETWORKS
'MONITOR'
PLUS TV SUGGESTED
BY NBC
would include 18 commercial messages — 14 in
Combination of weekend raMonitor and four in a combination of Today,
Home and Tonight. The cost would be $30,853
dio and 'during-the-week' tv
and the combination would deliver an estidescribed by Robert Sarnoff as
mated 29,000,000 commercial impressions for
effective plan for maximum
a cost of $1.06 per thousand, the network said.
i impressions at low cost.
Or on an around-the-week basis 31 messages
NEW stress on the use of television and radio on Monitor and five on the tv programs would
deliver approximately 52,000,000 impressions
as, complementary advertising media on a sevenday-a-week basis was announced last week by for around $46,000 or 88 cents per thousand.
Robert W. Sarnoff, executive vice president of
NBC.
He said the concept enables advertisers to Stern/ Gilles Promoted
To New NBC Radio Posts
employ the flexibility of NBC's Today, Home,
and Tonight television programs with the
APPOINTMENTS of Alfred R. Stern to the
cumulative audience potential of the new weekend Monitor radio service to obtain commernew post of director of the participating program department of NBC Radio and of
cial impressions at a cost as low as 88 cents
Nicholas Gilles as manager of operations for
per thousand.
No new discounts or package offers are in- the same department were announced last week
volved in the plan, network spokesmen said. by Robert W. Sarnoff, executive vice president
Rather, they explained, the emphasis is on of NBC.
Mr. Stern became associated with NBC in
the value of buying time on one or more of
the three participating tv programs and also January 1952 as project officer for NBC-TV
on Monitor in combination to exploit as fully programming, and successively became superas possible the complementary benefits of the
visor of program production personnel, busiaural and visual media. There is no required
ness manager of NBC-TV's technical operations
minimum purchase.
and assistant to Mr. Sarnoff. In the spring of
1955, he was assigned the additional duties of
"By intelligent purchases on these pioneer
director of operations for Monitor, NBC Ratelevision and radio programs," Mr. Sarnoff
said, "the advertiser will be able to utilize the
dio's new weekend service. Previously he had
strongest points of each medium, and will been with Universal Pictures and RKO-Pathe
take advantage of broader market coverage
in New York in production and administrative
and greater depth of penetration than was ever
capacities.
before possible.
Mr. Gilles joined NBC in 1949 as a management trainee and has served in the netunitingradio
of 'during
the week'
televisionto
and"The
weekend
will enable
advertisers
work's budget and controller's department. He
say on Fridays: 'buy it, you'll need it for the became NBC budget manager in June 1953.
weekend'; on Saturdays and Sundays, 'use it,
it's good; and on Mondays, 'used it up or didn't
NBC-Owned Stations Show
have it? Stock up for next weekend.' Advertisers will thus be able to reach their prospects
Gains in Local, Spot Sales
before they buy and at the points of use."
A "typical schedule," the announcement said, LOCAL time sales at NBC-owned radio and
television stations during the first six months
of 1955 showed a gain of 12% over the same
Fox to NBC-TV Merchandising
period last year while their national spot sales
APPOINTMENT of Al Fox as merchandising
increased 13%, according to reports submitted
district supervisor for NBC-TV in New York
last week to Charles R. Denny, vice president
and Philadelphia and adjacent markets was an- in charge of NBC owned stations and NBC
nounced last week
Sales.
by Murray Heilweil, Spot
The major gains in television, according to
merchandising manMr. Denny, were registered by WRCA-TV New
ager of NBC-TV.
York (18%), WNBK (TV) Cleveland and
Mr. Fox, who
KRCA (TV) Los Angeles (15%). In radio
joins NBC-TV from
local sales, WTAM Cleveland led with a 45%
the Pharma Craft increase. Other NBC-owned stations covered in
Corp., where he the reports to Mr. Denny included WRCA New
served as national York, WRC-AM-TV Washington, WMAQ and
sales manager of the WNBK (TV) Chicago and KNBC San Francisco.
Grocery Products
WhV
Division, has had 18
The largest gains in tv national spot sales
were made by WRC-TV (43%) and WNBK
HSBk^fyears
experience
in
Mkfeflk. 4b .
„
the food field. Previ(TV) (34%). WRCA was the leader in naously he had been
tional spot sales in radio, with a 7% increase.
MR. FOX
with the California
Packing Corp. as retail sales manager in the
Football Liaison Post Between
New York metropolitan area, and with the
Heinz Co. as a sales representative.
NBC, NCAA Goes to Chesley
Self the
C h a m p Ia i n
Valley
WEAV
Ask
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APPOINTMENT of Castleman De T. Chesley,
former assistant director of athletics at the
U. of Pennsylvania, as liaison officer between
NBC and the National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. during the coming football season was
announced jointly last week by Thomas S.
Gallery, network sports director, and Asa Bushnell, commissioner of the Eastern College
Athletic Conference and director of the NCAA
tv program.
During the coming season, NBC-TV will

ABC AFFILIATION with WPTR Albany,
N. Y., is signed by Leo Rosen (r), general
manager of the 50 kw, 1540 kc station,
and Ernest Lee Jahncke, vice president and
assistant to the president of the network.
The agreement is effective Nov. 15.
telecast eight intercollegiate games on an exclusive national basis in addition to five eastern
regional contests.
Mr. Chesley's most recent position was as
assistant sports director of ABC.
CBS Appoints Three
To Public Affairs Posts
IN PREPARATION for expanded program activities, Irving Gitlin, director of public affairs for CBS, last week announced the appointments ofJohn P. Jefferson as assistant director of public affairs; Dr. George Crothers
as director of educational and religious broadcasts, and Ralph Backlund as executive producer in charge of radio public affairs programs.
In his new post, Mr. Jefferson will assist in
the administration and supervision of CBS
public affairs programs in radio and television.
He served most recently as deputy program
director for Radio Free Europe, and previously
had been with CBS in various capacities.
Dr. Crothers, who will supervise the planning and production of educational and religious programming on both radio and television, currently has charge of CBS-TV Lamp
Unto My Feet (Sun., 10-10:30 a.m. EDT) and
Look Up and Live. He has been with CBS
since 1945.
Mr. Backlund will supervise the radio public
affairs operation, which according to Mr. Gitlin, will begin a "sharply expanded programming schedule, with emphasis on topical
reports-in-depth." He has been a public affairs
producer with CBS since 1950,

Buys AB-PT Stock
PURCHASE of 12,500 shares of common
stock of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres by Robert H. O'Brien,
vice president, secretary and a director of
the company and former executive vice
president of ABC, a division of AB-PT,
was reported last week by the New York
Stock Exchange. He bought at 16.63 per
share under option warrants issued to
him and other AB-PT executives in December 1950, authorities said. On the
date of the purchase, June 6, AB-PT
common opened at 30 and closed at
29%. Last Thursday it opened at 31V&
and closed at 31. The purchase raised
his total common stock holdings to 12,600 shares of about 4,119,500 currently
outstanding.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

CIVIL

LIBERTIES UNION
REPORTS ON BURT CHARGE

ACLU concedes Facts Forum's
contention on two charges, but
denies NBC was pressured to
drop planned show. Union also
opposes Burt charges on 'Answers for Americans' cancellation on ABC-TV.
SPECIAL report to be released today (Monday) by the American Civil Liberties Union
both supports and disagrees with charges made
by New York radio-tv producer Hardy Burt
that pressure had been applied on stations and
networks to drop programs presented under
the auspices of Facts Forum.
The Union observed that Mr. Burt, who has
produced several radio-tv programs for Facts
Forum, asked ACLU last November to investigate his complaint of "pressure-group activity"
against the programs. ACLU also noted that
Facts Forum is an organization that has been
criticized as featuring a "right wing bias" and
"being dominated by Texas oil millionaire
H. L. Hunt."
ACLU agreed with Mr. Burt's contention that
Facts Forum's right of due process had been
denied because it was not given an opportunity
to answer "derogatory statements" made about
it by Rep. Wayne L. Hays (D-Ohio) during last
year's special House committee's investigation
of tax-exempt organizations. The Civil Liberties group distinguished between the reply to
attacks made during a congressional investigation and those made in political speeches on
the floor of Congress, at which time "the tension
of partisan debate is not always conducive to
factual discussion," and added:
"We find derogatory statements were made
about Facts Forum during the hearings . . .
and despite your (Mr. Burt's) willingness to
appear and make your records and files available, you were given no opportunity to do so.
This is not in harmony with the stand of due
process that should govern the congressional
committee hearing room."
'Reporters Roundup' Incident
The Union also found that the National
Issues Committee, now disbanded, in 1954 "did
pressure the Mutual Broadcasting System to
eliminate the Facts Forum-supported Reporters
Roundup by promising to press for an FCC
investigation of MBS' programming policies."
ACLU reported that it did not find support
for Mr. Burt's charges that the American Committee for Cultural Freedom had "pressured"
NBC to drop a proposed Facts Forum nightly
debate between a conservative and liberal commentator. The Union stated there is no evidence that ACCF "did anything more than
vigorously present its position or employ means
other than speeches in emphasizing its beliefs
to NBC," adding that it "did not engage in
pressure activity, as defined in our November
1951 statement."
Similarly, ACLU said that a refusal of a
spokesman for Americans for Democratic
Action to participate in a Facts Forum program, Answers for Americans, did not constitute "blacklisting," as claimed by Mr. Burt.
ACLU held that "no pressure was exerted on
a station or network to drop a program, and
the program was heard as scheduled." There
is no civil liberty requirement, ACLU continued, that "a person invited to participate in
a program should do so under a sponsor he
disapproves, as there is none that an organization should sponsor a program which it disBroadcasting • Telecasting

VICE PRESIDENT Richard Nixon, who had been interviewed by Mutual sportscaster
Harry Wismer (standing) for radio and tv in conjunction with President Eisenhower's
"Sports for America" program, looks on as Mutual and the Detroit Lions football club
sign for coverage of the pro team's fall grid slate. The signers are M. G. O'Neil (I),
for General Tire & Rubber Co., parent company of Mutual, and Nick Kerbawy, general
manager of the Lions. Mr. Nixon's interviews were carried on All Star Sports Time (radio)
and Bethlehem Sports Time, General Sports Time and This Week in Sports (tv).
for three special documentary reports to be
approves.
presented on the network Aug. 8-15-22 (10:05The Union's report called the cancellation
10:30 p.m. EDT) on the past, present and
of Answers for Americans by ABC-TV "a rou- future
of the peaceful use of atomic energy.
tine action taken with the advent of the summer season" and said it was not "out of harmony with civil liberties." The Union took
cognizance of complaints that Facts Forum's
programs are "biased and one-sided presentations of public issues," but said it could not
pass judgment on the content of individual
programs, as its prime function was to guarantee that all points of views were heard.
MILESTONES
The Union recommended that the radio-tv
networks finance a study of Facts Forum proBMI's series of program congrams to determine whether they are biased,
tinuities, entitled "Mileand also a study of total programming of
stones," focuses the spotlight
stations using Facts Forum shows to ascertain
on important events and prob- II
if the audience also is being exposed to a
lems which have shaped the 11
diversity of opinions.
American scene.
WLW

TERMINATES

MBS AFFILIATION
WLW Cincinnati has terminated its network
agreement with MBS effective Sept. 3, President
Robert E. Dunville, of the station, announced
Wednesday. He explained the action "is in no
way a reflection upon the operation or programming of Mutual, but merely that it was
predicated upon a basic disagreement on policy
matters." WLW continues its NBC affiliation.
At MBS it was stated the two interests could
not come to terms. WCPO has been the other
MBS outlet in Cincinnati, with advertisers deciding which station they wanted to use. WCPO
is expected
to become Mutual's exclusive Cincinnati outlet.

The August release features
four complete half -hour shows
— ready for immediate use —
smooth, well written scripts
for a variety of uses.
Milestone's for August
"ALWAYS READY"
165th Anniversary of Your U.S.
Coast Guard
(August 4)
"EVERYTHING — INCLUDING
THE KITCHEN
Smithsonian
InstitutionSINK"
Established
(August 10)
"STEAMBOAT UP THE HUDSON"
Fulton's Folly — "The Clermont
(August 17)
"SPOTLIGHT ON GREAT BOY

WLW was one of the four original MBS stations when the network was formed two decades
ago as a major-station hookup serving much of
the East and Midwest population centers. MBS
presently has nearly 600 outlets.

Canada SCOUT
Host to JAMBOREE"
World Youth Parley
(August 18-28)

Dean to Serve CBS Radio
CBS RADIO announced last week that Gordon
E. Dean, former chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, will serve as a consultant

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL
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RCA

REPORTS

ITS

Sales at $488,510,000

BEST

exceed

first half of 1954 by 10%;
$22,061,000 profit is 14% up.
TERMING the first six months of 1955 "the
most successful first half-year." in the 36-year
history of RCA, Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff,
chairman of the board of RCA, last week announced that sales and net profit of the corporation established a new record high for the
period.
The volume of sales of products and services
of RCA and subsidiaries for the first six months
of 1955 were reported at $488,510,000, exceeding by $44,141,000 — or 10% — the previous
record established in the first half of 1954.
Net profit for the half year amounted to
$22,061,000, .an increase of $2,793,000, or 14%,
over the first six months of 1954. After payment of dividends on preferred stock, this
represents earnings on the common stock of
$1.46 per share, compared with $1.26 per
share earned in the first half of 1954.
Sales during the second quarter of 1955
amounted to $232,205,000, compared with
$217,760,000 in the second quarter of 1954,
an increase of 7%. Common share earnings
in the second quarter this year amounted to
62<f, compared with 60<f last year.
The consolidated statement of income of
RCA and subsidiaries for the second quarter
and the first half of 1955, with comparative
figures for the corresponding periods in 1954,
follows:
1954
$
217,760,000

1955
For the quarter ended June 30 $
Products and
services sold
232,205,000
Cost of products and
services sold and
212,939,000
other operating costs
Profit before federal
taxes on income
19,266,000
Federal taxes on income
9,773,000
Net profit for the quarter
9,493,000
Preferred dividend
788,000
Balance for common stock
8,705,000
Earnings per share on com
.62
mon (14,031,016 shares)
For the six months ended June 30
Products and
services sold
488,510,000
Cost of products and
services sold and
444,159,000
other operating costs
Profit before federal
taxes on income
44,351,000
Federal taxes on income
22,290,000

Gates

Radio

198,627,000
19,133,000
9,931,000
9,202,000
788,000
8,414,000
.60
444,369,000
404,766,000
39,603,000
20,335,000

•
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19,268,000
1,576,000
17,692,000
1.26
audit and

Baxter Appointed to Head
RCA Victor Television Div.
CHARLES P. BAXTER, assistant general manager of the RCA Victor Television Div., has
been appointed general manager of the division,
Robert A. Seidel, executive vice president for
consumer products, announced last week.
Henry G. Baker, who has been vice president
and general manager of the division, will serve

manager of broadcast equipment marketing for
RCA's Engineering Products Div. Mr. Hopkins
said the increased output will enable low-band
color and black-and-white stations to reach the
maximum 100 kw power at the lowest cost of
any existing vhf equipment combination.
"This new transmitter, when used in combination with an RCA 12-section antenna, will
deliver 100,000 watts of effective radiated
power for extended coverage," Mr. Hopkins
said. The equipment is RCA's standard vhf
transmitter with a new modulator specially
designed for .color. It will be made available
free of charge to present owners of RCA TT10AL 10 kw transmitters.
All new RCA TT-10AL transmitters will be
delivered complete with modulator at no change
in price for 1 1 kw operation, Mr. Hopkins said.

HALPIN
WITH

MR. BAKER

MR. BAXTER

in a staff advisory capacity on sales and merchandise policies and programs related to consumer products, retaining his vice presidency.
Mr. Baxter joined the former RCA Victor
Div. in 1939 as an analyst and consultant on
field operations. He has served successively as
operations manager of commercial research in
Chicago, controller of the home instrument
department and finally assistant general manager under Mr. Baker.
Mr. Baker has been with RCA since 1943.
He has been active in the radio and television
sales field for over 35 years. In his new assignment he will report directly to Mr. Seidel.
RCA Designs New Power
Into TT-10AL Transmitter
DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS in the RCA TT10AL tv transmitter, which are said to increase
the power output rating from 10 to 11 kw,
were announced last week by A. R. Hopkins,

Company,
OFFICES IN

NEW YORK, WASHINGTON,
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FIRST HALF-YEAR
Net profit for the
six months
22,061,000
Preferred dividend
1,576,000
Balance for common stock 20,485,000
Earnings per share on common (14,031,016 shares)
1.46
NOTE: The above figures are subject to
year-end adjustments.

quince Illinois, u.s.a.

ATLANTA, HOUSTON,

and LOS ANGELES

TAKES

POST

WESTINGHOUSE

APPOINTMENT of Dan D. Halpin as assistant
general manager in charge of marketing and
general sales manager of the Westinghouse
Corp.'s television-radio division, Metuchen,
N. J., was announced
last week by Edward
J. Kelly, general
manager of the division. Mr. Halpin
succeeds Richard L.
Sandefur, who has
resigned.
Mr. Halpin had
served most recently
as general sales manager of the receiver
division of the Allen
B. D u M o n t Labs,
with which he had
MR. HALPIN
been associated since
1952. Previously, he had been with the RCA
Victor Div. since 1939, advancing to the post
of manager of television receiver sales. Prior
to joining RCA, he was a director, vice president and Co.
general sales manager of Dictograph
Products
General

Electric Tube

Dept.

Appoints Two to Sales Posts
G. W. DESOUSA, manager of equipment sales
for the General Electric Tube Dept., last week
announced the appointments of W. Hayes
Clarke as national accounts sales manager and
F. H. O'Kelley Jr. as eastern regional sales
manager. Mr. Clarke has been eastern regional
sales manager headquartering in Clifton, N. J.
Mr. O'Kelley, who replaces Mr. Clarke, has
been tube sales administrator at Schenectady,
N. Y.
In his newly-created assignment, Mr. Clarke
will have charge of planning sales of electronic
tubes to equipment manufacturers on a national
level. He will headquarter in Schenectady. He
has been with GE for 21 years, serving succes ively as manager of radio and tube sales
for the GE Supply Corp., sales manager for the
Musaphonic radio line and in marketing positions in the tube department since its formation.
Mr. O'Kelley joined the GE Tube Dept. as
district sales manager in Cincinnati in 1949.
He was transferred to Schenectady as product
manager for receiving tubes and last year was
named manager of tube sales administration.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

TVs

facturing; R. T. Cox, vice president, engineering; J. G. Flynn Jr., vice president, sales, and
M. W. Burrell, formerly a second vice president
who has been advanced to a vice presidency.
Collins Radio also announced that J. B. Tuthill was named assistant vice president, finance,
by the board.
MANUFACTURING PEOPLE

Healthy Outlook

Stressed by Sylvania
THE "air is clearing" on color television and
there will be a steady advance "from now on,"
Arthur L. Chapman, vice president of operations at Sylvania Electric Products Co., asserted in Chicago last week.
Conditioning his predictions on the "amount
and quality" of tinted programming and prices,
quality and compatibility of color sets, Mr.
Chapman held high hopes for color tv progress.
Among his predictions: (1) some 250,000-300,000 color receivers in 1956; (2) some 500.000600,000 color units in 1957; (3) about 30 or
35% of production will be in color by 1960 and
about 50-60% by 1965.
Mr. Chapman addressed a Sylvania convention attended by some 700 distributors at Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel. He was joined
by Don Mitchell, chairman and president of
Sylvania, who foresaw a strengthened economv
and predicted tv unit sales of 6.5 million to 7.3
million per year for the next 10 years or
so. For a change, he observed, "industry
has come of age" and is now pretty closely
hitched to the national economy. In fact,
he said, the nation's economy will direct the
tv industry from now on.
Owen, Ex-Webcor President,
Takes Zenith Executive Post
ZENITH Radio Corp. has appointed Norman
C. Owen, formerly president of Webster-Chicago Corp., as distribution manager in charge
of its field organization.
Mr. Owen, whose appointment was announced Monday by Leonard C. Truesdell,
Zenith vice president and sales director, and who
is expected to be elected shortly to a vice presidency, will supervise the distributor organization
effective immediately.
Mr. Owen joined Webcor in 1948 as sales
promotion manager and later was general sales
manager and vice president in charge of sales
before becoming president in April 1954. He
resigned only recently from Webcor in an apparent dispute over policy with Titus Haffa,
who acquired substantial stock and became
president [B«T, July 25, June 27].
Sales Up for Packard Bell
TELEVISION and radio unit sales for the first
six months of 1955 were 41% greater than during the same period of 1954, Robert S. Bell,
executive vice president of the Packard Bell Co.,
west coast manufacturer, told the Los Angeles
Security Analysts at a luncheon meeting
Wednesday. Advanced electronics in the military and civilian fields is playing a larger role
in Packard Bell's operations. He said the company's technical products division has been
undergoing a major expansion during the last
year. This division, four years old, has sold
$20 million in products and made a net profit
of over $1.2 million, before taxes.

Robert K.
industrial
Columbia,
CBS Inc.
rector.

SCRIPTS and reflections in the base of
the Reflectone invention are reflected upward and to the speaker, while the camera shoots through the device.
New

Tv Prompting

Device

Developed by L. J. Simijian
AN IMPROVED prompter to allow smoother
performances before the cameras has been patented by Luther J. Simijian, president of the
Reflectone Corp., Stamford, Conn.
Mr. Simijian told B«T last week that other
cue and reading aids, at a different angle than
the camera, tend to destroy the intimacy between speaker and audience by causing the eyes
of the former to stray from the camera. The
new Reflectone invention placed before the
camera allows reading on a line directly with
the camera. It also provides the speaker with
opportunity to check his delivery style by watching his own reflection.
A special arrangement of mirrors and lights
is utilized, according to Mr. Simijian, with a
transparent mirror to reflect script and image
toward the speaker. The camera is aimed
through the prompter, but through the reverse
side of the mirror, thus not picking up the
wordings or reflections.
Collins Adds Four to Board
COLLINS RADIO Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
last week announced election of four new
members to its board of directors. Elected
were: L. E. Bessemer, vice president, manu-

Hartman, vice president in charge of
and military manufacture, CBSLong Island City, N. Y., named
industrial and defense contracts di-

J. E. Hogg, field sales manager, instrumentation div., Ampex Corp. (magnetic tape recorders), Redwood City, Calif., appointed
manager, export marketing dept., Ampex International, newly-formed Ampex div.; J. L.
Porter, Ampex chief cost accountant, named
International administration dept. manager;
Peggy L. McElligott appointed International
economic and organization planning dept. manager; Harold J. Bresson, Redwood City plant,
transfers to audio staff, N. Y.; Charles L. Range,
formerly account executive, Cortland D. Ferguson Inc. (adv.), Washington, named audio representative, Washington; Peter R. Pettier appointed engineering representative, instrumentation div., Washington.
Col. Grant A. Williams named Florida distributor for mobile communications products, Allen
B. DuMont Labs, Clifton, N. J.
T. J. Cowgill appointed Baltimore area sales
engineer, Radio Condenser Co., Camden, N. J.
Dr. George A. Morton and Dr. Ernest G. Linder, research scientists, David Sarnoff Research
Center of RCA, Princeton, N. J., named members of U. S. delegation at International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy,
Geneva, Aug. 8-20.
MANUFACTURING SHORTS
Adler Communications Labs, New Rochelle,
N. Y., has issued five new equipment bulletins
enclosed in file folder. Bulletins describe VS-5
electronic video switcher, VA-18 video distribution amplifier, VA-19 video clamp amplifier
and UST-150 uhf and VST-150 vhf tv transmitters, both 150 w.
Narda Corp. (microwave, uhf test equipment),
N. Y., has appointed J. Y. Schoonmaker Co.,
Dallas, as representative in Tex., Okla., Ark.
and La.
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from $516 spent in
RCA's Transistor Portables
AVAILABILITY in the fall of two new alltransistor portable radios, both priced at $79.95,
was announced last week by James M. Toney,
general manager of RCA Victor Radio &
Victrola Div. of RCA. Both radios feature
circuits specially designed for use with transsistors. Mr. Toney said tests indicate the units
will deliver better all-around performance than
any other transistor radio now on the market.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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PROGRAMS

& PROMOTION

'QUIZ HOUSE'
A FIFTEEN-MINUTE show, Quiz House, produced on behalf of Small Homes Guide magazine, has been extended to four stations for
local sponsorship by lumber companies, hardware outlets and similar firms. The program
premiered last year on WAIT Chicago on a test
basis and is now heard on WILE Cambridge,
Ohio; WCYB Bristol, Va.; WMUS Muskegon,
Mich., and KBLA Burbank, Calif. The show
answers questions about building and modernizing homes and is sent to stations free.
HERB SHELDON TOYS
POINTING UP the popularity among children
of Herb Sheldon, radio-tv personality on
WRCA-TV New York, the Kagran Co., NBC
merchandising subsidiary, has reported manufacturers of children's toys and games have
been licensed to produce six items under the
Sheldon name for the fall. Promotion of the
item will be handled by Kagran in conjunction
with the manufacturers, including Pressman Toy
Corp. for a doctor-nurse kit and school bag;
Jure Novelty for a Miss Teevee and Egbert
doll and hand puppet, and Fountain Hill Underwear Mills, for a pullover sweater and a pajama set. Although Mr. Sheldon is a local
personality the items will be marketed nationally.
J770 PLAN'
SALES formula bearing the label "770 Plan"
was announced last week by Chuck Bernard,
newly-appointed sales manager of WABC New
York. The new plan gives local advertisers time
in and around the 770 kc station's best programs
for $770 a week. The package includes threeminute participations each on programs hosted
by Ernie Kovacs and Martin Block plus 10
additional minutes either in participating programs or between ABC Radio network shows,
depending
advertiser's product and the
audience toonbe the
reached.

KTVX

(TV) Moves

on the Land and in the Air

KTVX (TV) Muskogee-Tulsa, Okla., rolled
out its fleet of 15 motor vehicles in a policeescorted parade across Tulsa to the city's
Municipal
Airport,
where with
the station's
two
airplanes,
this picture
was made.
With
studios in both cities and its transmitter midway between, KTVX keeps the armada on
the go serving the eastern Oklahoma and
western Arkansas trade area.
The station's "rolling stock" includes an

administration car (center foreground), used
by Vice President-General Manager L. A.
Blust; two news cars equipped with film
cameras and police radios; five engineering
vehicles; two sales department cars; a promotion station wagon; two property trucks;
a fully-equipped remote truck; a jeep-hauled
circus-type bandwagon with a calliope, and
two Navion planes used in emergency area
news coverage and special events.

Women's Press Club. Miss Pritchard brought
back taped interviews of the trip and is using
them for a series of 18 ten-minute shows and
for her two daily women's programs. She was
the only representative of Canada's independent
stations on the tour and reports she was free
to go where she wanted in the cities visited by
the group.

WHAT PEOPLE LIKE ABOUT FM
CONTEST to determine what listeners like best
about fm radio and at what hours they listen
most is underway at WXYZ-FM Detroit. Prizes
will be 40 hi-fi albums and seven fm radio sets,
but the station has announced all listeners who
send contest cards to WXYZ-FM will receive
a gift of some kind.

GENE AUTRY, tv-movie and rodeo star and
station owner, will rejoin the "old gang" when
the WLS National Bam Dance plays the Illinois State Fair in Springfield, 111., Aug. 13.
Entire program will be broadcast from the fair
grounds by WLS Chicago. Mr. Autry, who
sang on the program in the early '30s, will bring
with him Pat Buttram, his movie-tv sidekick
and another former alumnus of the Barn Dance.
The station will originate its Dinnerbell program from the grounds each day and maintain
a WLS tent as in past years.

NEWS CONFERENCE ON THE AIR
WHEN a Huntington, W. Va., news conference
with Sen. William Knowland (R.-Calif.) was
cut short because newspaper reporters were late
and Sen. Knowland was scheduled to appear
on a news program on WSAZ-TV there, station News Director Nick Basso invited the
pressmen to continue the questioning on the
air. Once the cues and the pre-committed commercials were cleared, the news conference of
the air continued, with Mr. Basso serving as
moderator. Five other newsmen in addition to
Lawrence H. (Bud) Rogers, WSAZ Inc. vice
president and general manager, participated in
the questioning.

RADIO, RADIO, RADIO
CFBC St. John, N. B., has designated July,
August and September as "Portable Radio
Month," "Car Radio Month" and "Clock Radio
Month," respectively? The station reminds listeners that during the summer months a portable radio doubles the fun at the beach or at
camp. As an added inducement CFBC is featuring a "Portable Radio Contest." Listeners
are asked to complete the sentence, "I would
like a portable radio because . . ." in 25 words
or less and the station is presenting new portables for the best three entries.

CANADIAN

SAVE

AUTRY

RETURNS

IN RUSSIA

JOAN PRITCHARD, women's commentator of
CFPL London, Ont., has returned from a tour
of Russia with a group from the Canadian

NNEW YORK 22,
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ON

WLOW

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS for local agencies have
been opened by WLOW Norfolk, Va., to point
up the savings of advertising on the station's
"sensible rate structure." A letter was sent with
the account book to agencies telling ad men
they always save money for their clients when
they buy WLOW. The letter also says Norfolk
advertisers have been using the station for eight
years and have been "banking on the profits."
WBBA COVERS FAIR
WBBA Pittsfield, 111., broadcast from a mobile
unit to cover the Western Illinois Fair at
Griggsville, HI. From 1:30 until 5 each afternoon for five days WBBA broadcast from a
46-ft. trailer at the fair. The trailer was
equipped with a control board utilizing two
mikes and two turntables, a teletype machine
and a record library.

LISTEN WHILE

YOU

WATCH

PLAY-BY-PLAY of the National League Philadelphia Phillies' games is being aired from
loudspeakers in special sections of Connie
Mack Stadium by WIP Philadelphia. The new
service started July 14 and makes it possible
for fans watching the game from behind third
base to hear the commentary of announcers
Byrum Saam and Gene Kelly.
'LOONEY TUNES'
TO MAKE its Looney Tunes cartoon film
series more attractive to viewers as well as
potential sponsors, Guild Films Co. has prepared detailed format suggestions for stations
and current advertisers. For example, Guild
suggests the m.c. of the show be cast as an
artist, a ship captain or a farmer. Guild also
recommends local tie-ins be tried, such as live
interviews with the audience or special 4H
Club guests.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

FOR THE
ANNIVERSARY AT WAVE-TV
FIRST ANNIVERSARY of WAVE-TV Louisville's live amateur boxing program, Tomorrow's Champions, was celebrated last month.
The program is aired Fridays, 6-6:30 p.m. Attending the anniversary program was Maxie
Rosenbloom, former light heavyweight champion, who refereed one bout. On the occasion,
W. George Matton, Louisville safety director,
congratulated WAVE-TV for the series, citing
it as a factor in curbing juvenile delinquency.
"mistakes and salaries
SIGNS to remind employes of the value of not
making mistakes have been drawn up by
WFLA-TV Tampa, Fla., and posted throughout its organization. "Mistakes are costly," the
sign says. "You can throw away someone's
weekly salary in 10 seconds." The punch line,
which WFLA-TV admits is borrowed, is "the
salary you have may be your own." The
posters, measuring 11 by 15 inches, are decorated with cutouts of nickels, dimes and
quarters.
IT'S ALL IN THE MIND
WRCA New York, adhering to the theory of
"psychological cooling off," is trying to convince heat-and-humidity sufferers that it's cooler than they think. According to WRCA, psychologists say "radio listeners tend to identify
themselves with sounds that are most pleasing
to them." In accordance, the station is broadcasting such sounds as water rushing over a
waterfall, gurgling brooks, ice cubes clinking
in a glass, torrential downpours, the crunch of
walking on snow, waves splashing against a
shore and beverages being poured.
'MONITOR' IS ON THE SPOT
NBC Radio's
Monitor in
aired
on-the-spot
account of an accident
the anfirst
heat of the
national championship sprint car races in
Oklahoma City last month. During a scheduled
routine two-minute pickup, driver lerry Hoyt
crashed and suffered fatal injuries. Sports announcer Marty Reeves of WKY-AM-FM Oklahoma City, a veteran of six years racing experience, provided the commentary of the
event.

BUSINESS

IS GOOD

BETTER than one-fourth of the population of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., turned up at
a bank opening to see themselves on
closed-circuit tv provided by WGBS-TV
Miami. Total of 17,221 persons attended the opening after the bank had
purchased 21 spots over a six-day period
to hail its start of operation and advise
people they would have a chance to see
themselves on tv. The response was so
great that the bank ran out of soft drinks
and favors shortly after the program
started and one of the two tv cameras
had to be removed because the crowd
was presenting a hazard. A special film
of the event was made and shown on
the station several times. In addition,
WGBS-TV says, nearby business during
the day flourished greatly.

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Station

Authorizations,

RECORD

Applications

(As Compiled by B»T)
July 21 through July 27
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations,- ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
Cp — construction permit. DA — directional an- megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification. trans. — transmitter,
tenna. ERP — effective radiated power. STL —
unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SSA —
studio-transmitter link, synch, amp. — synchonous amplifier, vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
special service authorization. STA — special temultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural,
porary authorization.
vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc —
FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
As of June 30, AM1955 * FM15
TV
137
525
Licensed (all on air)
13
Cps
on
air
124
12
108
Cps noton onairair
2,719
45816
Total
540
f321
552
Total authorized
2,732
165
136
3
Applications in hearing
582
2,840
6
222
New station requests
HI
0
New station bids in hearing
5
152
Facilities change requests
215
78
Total applications pending
0
3
Licenses deleted in June
8368211
0
Cps deleted in June
331
include noncommercial educational
fm* Does
and tvnotstations.
f Authorized
to operate
tion may not yet
be on air.commercially, but staAm and Fm Summary Through July 27
On
Air
2,735
540

Am
Fm

FCC

Licensed
2,723
257

Cps
13930

Appls.
In
Pending Hearing
270
15 880

Tv Summary Through July 27
Television Station Grants and Applications
Since April 14, 1952
Grants Since July 7 7, 7952:
Vhf Uhf Total
Commercial Educational
291
Noncom.
17 321
18 6121
35
Total Operating Stations in U. S.:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial on air
318 301 419
Noncom. Educ. on air 10
3
13
Applications Filed Since April 14, 7952:
New Amend. Vhf Uhf Total
Commercial 953
337
749 540 1.2902
Noncom. Educ.
60
32
28 60'
Total
1,113
337
731 568 1,350*
1 145 Cps (30 vnf, 115 uhf) have been deleted.
- One applicant did not specify channel.
3 Includes 35 already granted.
« Includes 645 already granted.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

New

Tv Stations . . .
ACTION BY FCC
Pittsburgh Pa.— WWSW Inc., vhf ch. 11 (198204 mc); ERP 286 kw visual 143 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 855 ft., above
ground 700 ft. Estimated construction cost $1,909,348, first year operating cost $1,976,906, revenue
$3,025,200. Post office address Hotel Sheraton,
Pittsburgh. Studio and trans, location Pittsburgh.
Geographic
40° 27' 47" antenna
N. Lat.,
80°
17" W.
Long.coordinates
Transmitter
GE. 00'Legal
counsel
Segal
Smith &RCAHennessey,
Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer Henry R.
Kaiser, chief engineer WWSW. WWSW Inc., licensee of WWSW-AM-FM Pittsburgh is whollyowned by P-G Pub. Co. (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette)
which
in turn[Ohio]
is wholly-owned
by Toledo
Blade
Co. (Toledo
Blade). WWSW
Inc., which
will transfer am-fm operations to parent company, will own 50% of tv outlet after merger with
competing Pittsburgh Radio Supply House which
will sell WJAS Pittsburgh because of duopoly
rule. Granted July 20.
PETITION
Orchards Community Tv Assn., Lewiston, Idaho
— Pet. to amend sec. 3.606 so as to provide for
addition of three uhf channels to table of assignments for Clarkston, Wash. Channels requested are 34, 40 and 50. Filed July 22.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
Fayetteville, N. C. — Application of Ralph E.
Hess for ch. 54 Fayetteville dismissed at request
of attorney in letter of 7-27-55. Dismissed July 27.
Walla Walla, Wash.— KHQ Inc. application for
ch. 5 in Walla Walla dismissed at request of
attorney. Dismissed July 25.
APPLICATIONS
New Orleans, La. — Greater New Orleans Educational Television Foundation Inc. vhf ch. 8
(180-186 mc); ERP 24.72 kw visual, 14.120 kw
aural; antenna height above average terrain 483
ft., above ground 497 ft. Estimated construction
cost $328,623.60, first year operating cost $129,470,
revenue $494,335.92. Post office address 701 Carondelet St., New Orleans. Studio and trans, location New Orleans. Geographic coordinates 29°
59' 06.25"mitter
N. Dumont,
Lat., antenna
90° 06' 13.5"
Long. counsel
TransRCA.W. Legal
Baldwin Haspe! & Molony, New Orleans. Consulting engineer Lindsey G. Riddle, New Orleans.
Applicant is non-stock non-profit organization,

JOSEPH MASSAGLIA, JR., President
Hotel MIRAMAR and bungalows
SANTA MONICA, Calif.
California's World-famous Resort— 250 rooms
WILLIAM W. DONNELLY, Manager
Hotel SENATOR
SACRAMENTO. California
The CHARLES
Capital's Premier
Hotel—
400 rooms
W.COLE,
Manager
Hotel EL RANCH© * Bungalows
GALLUP. New Mexico
World's largest Ranch House— 200 rooms
MARTIN L. HANKS, Manager
Hotel PARK LANE
DENVER, COLORADO
Magnificent
Kocky W.Mountain
400 rooms
CHARLES
COLE, View—
Manager
Hotel RALEIGH
WASHINGTON, D. C.
OnJOHN
FamousF. SCHIOTTERBECK,
Pennsylvania Ave.— Manager
500 rooms
Hotel BOND
HARTFORD, Conn.
Hartford's Finest— 400 rooms
GRIFFITH R. DAVIES, Manager
CINCINNATI,
Ohio.
Hotel SINTONHospitality
at its Best—Manager
700 rooms
JOHN SCHEIBLY.
Hotel SHERWYN
PITTSBURGH, Pennsylvania
Center of Everything
MURREL F. VAUGHN, Manager
C

Teletype service— Family Plan [
World-famed hotels— — — i
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the members of which hold no radio-tv interests.
Filed July 21.
Elmira. N. Y. — Central New York Bcstg. Corp.,
uhf ch. 18 (494-500 mc); ERP 15.4 kw visual, 7.96
kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
700 ft., above ground 324 ft. Estimated construction cost $95,579, first year operating cost $30,090,
revenue not separable. Post office address 224
Harrison St., Syracuse, N. Y. Studio location,
none proposed. Transmitter location Hawley Hill
approx. 3 miles west-northwest of Elmira. Geographic coordinates 42° 06' 20" N. Lat., 76" 52'
17"
W. Long.
Trans, &andAlbertson,
antenna Washington,
RCA. Legal
counsel
Dow, Lohnes
D C. Consulting engineer Craven, Lohnes &
Culver, Washington, D. C. Principals are owners
of WSYR-TV Syracuse, N. Y.; application is for
WSYR-TV satellite station. Filed July 21.
Existing Tv Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WJMR-TV New Orleans, La. — Granted experimental authorization to Oct. 15 to experiment
with GE in connection with development of high
power transmitting tubes, temporarily increasing
ERP from 1,000 kw to 5,000 kw (visual) and
from 500 kw to 2,500 kw aural while continuing
to broadcast
tions. Grantedregular
July 27.programs on ch. 20; condiWFLB-TV Fayetteville, N. C— Granted cp for
private tv intercity relay system to connect
WFLB-TV (not yet on air, ch. 18). WFMY-TV
(ch. 2) Greensboro, N. C, and WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C. Programs will be picked off air near
Pineviewwave. and
Granted relayed
July 27. to WFLB-TV by microFETITION
WTPA-TV Harrisburg, Pa. — Pet. to amend
sec. 3.606 so as to provide for allocations as follows: Harrisburg — add ch. 21 and delete 71;
Lancaster
— add36 71andandalsodelete
21; orders
Williamsport
add 26 delete
to issue
to show—
cause
to:
—
(a)
The
Patriot-News
Co.
callingof
upon corporation to show cause why channel
WTPA-TV Harrisburg should not be changed
to ch. 21; (b) Harold C. Burke calling upon him
to show cause why channel of station WWLA
(TV) Lancaster, Pa. should not be changed to
71 and (c) WRAk Inc. calling upon it to show
cause why channel of WRAK-TV Williamsport,
Pa. should not be changed to ch. 26. Filed July 22.
APPLICATIONS
WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla.— Seeks mod. of
cp to change ERP to 200 kw visual, 120.2 kw aural
and make antenna changes. Antenna height
above average terrain 460 ft. Filed July 27.
D— kw,
Seeksaural
mod. 18ofkw,
cp
to KBMB-TV
change ERPBismarck,
to visualN. 38.5
install new antenna system and make other
equipment
Antenna
age terrain changes.
319.5 ft. Filed
July height
27. above averKELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D— Seeks mod. of
cp to change ERP to 252.9 kw visual, 141.6 kw
aural and make antenna changes. Antenna height
above average terrain 521 ft. Filed July 27.
Term. — Amends
applicationto
forWSM-TV
mod. ofNashville,
cp to change
trans, location
specify ville,
change
to
38th
and
Dakota
Aves.,
Nashmake antenna and minor equipment
changes. Antenna height above average terrain
1,439 ft. Filed July 27.
Big toSpring,
Seeks and
mod.6.88of kwcp
to KBST-TV
change ERP
12.75 Tex—
kw visual
aural, install new antenna system. Antenna
height above average terrain 380 ft. Filed July 25.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KARD-TV Wichita, Kan.— Wichita Television
Corp., ch. 3. Changed from KTVR (TV).
WITI-TV Whitefish Bay, Wis.— Independent

ALLEN

Television Inc., ch. 6.
WISN-TV Milwaukee, Wis.— The Hearst Corp.,
ch. 12. Changed from WTVW
(TV) effective
7-8- 25-55
15-55. in lieu of previous effective date of
New

Am

Stations

.

APPLICATION DISMISSED
Whiteville, N. C— Columbus Radio & Television Co. application for cp for new station to
be operated on 1430 kc, 1 kw day dismissed per
sec. 1.381. Dismissed July 27.
APPLICATIONS
Gilroy, Calif. — Bernard and Jobbins Bcstg. Co.,
1290 kc, 500 w day. Post office address 622 Hawthornestruction
Ave.,costLos
Altos,firstCalif.
$10,000,
year Estimated
operating concost
$38,500, revenue $43,000. Principals are James D.
Bernard (50%) and Charles W. Jobbins, engineers
KGO-AM-FM-TV San Francisco, Calif. Filed
July 27.
Lakeland, Fla. — Denver T. Brannen, 1330 kc, 1
kw day. Post office address Box 15, Waycross, Ga.
Estimated construction cost $17,000, first year
operating
cost of$48,000,
Brannen owns ,98%
KCIL revenue
Houma, $60,000,
La. FiledMr.July
25.
Bremen, Ga. — West Georgia Bcstg. Co., 1440
kc, 500 w day. Post office address P. O. Box 78,
Bremen. Estimated construction cost $21,200, first
year operating
$24,000, revenue
$36,000. Principals are J. cost
J. Mangham
Jr. (33.3%),
retail
grocer; E. E. Hubbard (33.3%), salesman and
director pants company, and G. E. Wasdin
(33.3%),
and other business interests.
Filed
Julyattorney
27.
Boise, Idaho — Radio Boise Inc., 740 kc, 250 kw
day. Post office address Hotel Boise. Estimated
construction cost $14,761, first year operating cost
$30,132, revenue $41,400. Principals include Pres.
Roger L. Hagadone (49%), general manager
KJRL Pocatello, Idaho; Vice Pres. Richard K.
Mooney
Idaho Press Assn. Secretary.
Filed July (49%),
25.
Athol, Mass. — Central Bcstg. Corp., 1390 kc, 1
kw day. Post office address off East St., Ware,
Mass. Estimated construction cost $14,250.50, first
year operating cost $50,000, revenue $60,000. Principals are Pres.-Treas.
H. Scott
Vice
Pres. William
R. Sweeney.
Mr. Kilgore
Kilgore and
is 100%
owner of Tele-Broadcasters Inc. which owns
WKXL
Concord,
N. H., and WARE Ware, Mass.
Filed July
27.
Munising, Mich. — North Central Bcstg. Co., 1400
kc, 250 w unlimited. Post office address P. O. Box
127, Marquette, Mich. Estimated construction
cost $14,026, first year operating cost $24,000,
revenue $27,500. Principals are Pres. Wilbert H.
Treloar
advertising
manager
MiningJournal)
Journal Co..(25%),
(Marquette
[Mich.]
Mining
(WDMJ Marquette); Vice Pres. Gordon H. Brozek
(25%). WDMJ chief engineer: Sec. Wallace C.
Johnson
MiningandJournal
generalJ. manager and(25%),
sec.-treas.,
Treas. Co.Robert
Luke
(25%), WDMJ manager. Filed July 27.
Rochester, Minn. — Rochester Bcstg. Co., 1270 kc,
500 w day. Post office address 158 North White
Bear Ave.. St. Paul, Minn. Estimated construction cost $24,187, first year operating cost $85,000,
revenue $100,000. Principals are Victor J. Tedesco
(50%), minority stockholder WCOW St. Paul,
and majority stockholder of WKLJ Sparta, Wis.
Nicholasholder
Tedesco
is also stockholder
minority stockWCOW and (50%)
is minority
and
officer of WKLJ. Filed July 26.
Waco, Tex. — Hugh M. McBeath, 940 kc, 250 w
day. Post office address 1405 Ward St., Marlin,
Tex. Estimated construction cost $9,140, first year
operatingBeath cost
$36,500,
revenue Marlin,
$40,000. Tex.
Mr. Mcowns 49%
of KMLW
He
will dispose of this interest if Waco application
is granted. Filed July 27.
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• Washington 6, D. C, NA. 8-3233
> New York 17, N. Y., MU. 7-4242
•

Chicago 90, Illinois, RA

Existing Am Stations . . .
APPLICATION RETURNED
KWHO Salt Lake City, Utah— Application
mod. of cp (as mod. which authorized new
station) for extension of completion date
(notary seal omitted).
turned toJulyapplicant
turned
27.

for
am
reRe-

APPLICATIONS
WCTA Andalusia, Ala. — Seeks cp to increase
daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw. Filed July 25.
WNPT Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Seeks cp to increase
daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw. Filed July 21.
WCBQ Sarasota, Fla. — Seeks mod. of cp to increase power
fromlocations.
250 w toFiled
1 kwJuly
and 25.change
trans, and
studio
WEAW Evanston, 111. — Seeks cp to increase
power
500 wFiled
to 1 July
kw and
antennafrom
system.
27. make changes in
KWRO Coquille, Ore — Seeks cp to change
hours of operation from unlimited to day; change
frequency from 1450 kc to 630 kc; increase power
from
Filed 250
Julyw 21.to 1 kw and change trans, location.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
WMEN Tallahassee, Fla.— Application for cp
to change from 1330 kc to 970 kc and make
changes in ground system dismissed at request
of attorney. Dismissed July 25.
WDXB Chattanooga, Tenn.— Application for cp
to change
frequency
from 1490 Dismissed
kc to 1450 July
kc dismis ed at request
of applicant.
27.
WBCR Christiansburg, Va. — Application for
mod of license to change station location from
Va., toat Christiansburg-BlacksChristiansburg,
burg,
Va.,July
dismissed
request of applicant.
Dismissed
27.

cH.eqotiator
FDR

Weatherford, Tex. — James H. Grove, Henrietta
M. Grove and Howard M. Grove d/b as Parker
County Bcstg. Co., 730 kc, 250 w day. Post office
address P. O. Box 197, Weatherford. Estimated
construction cost $16,330, first year operating cost
$24,000,interest.
revenue James
$30,000. H.Each
principal
has onethird
Grove
and Henrietta
M. Grove are retired. Howard M. Grove is field
engineer,
(radar, electronicReeves
equipment),Instrument
N. Y. Filed Corp.
July 27.
Centerville, Utah — George D. Daley and Richard
S. Prows d/b as Daley & Prows tr/as Bountiful
Bcstg. Co., 1600 kc, 1 kw day. Post office address
811 South 5th West, Bountiful, Utah. Estimated
construction cost $22,650, first year operating cost
$37,500, revenue $39,000. Messrs. Daley and Prows
each
owns 50%
of applicant
and are
construction
interests.
Filed July
27. partners in
Othello, Wash. — K. B. Brownlow and R. E.
Pollock d/blimited.asPost Othello
Radio, 1450
kc, N.E.
100 w 15th,
unoffice address
10426
Bellevue, Wash. Estimated construction cost
$16,450, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue
$40,000. K. B. Brownlow (75%) is 4% owner
KBAR Burley, Idaho. R. E. Pollock is 14%
owner of KAYO Seattle, Wash. Filed July 21.
APPLICATIONS AMENDED
Lancaster, Calif. — Brocaw Bcstg. Co. amends its
application for cp for am to be operated on 1380
kc,
1 kw Filed
day with
location.
July DA
27. to specify changed trans,
Ansonia, Conn. — Valley Bcstg. Co. amends application for cp for am to be operated on 690
kc, 500 wFiled
day July
with 27.
DA to specify changes in DA
system.
Kendallville, Ind. — Nobel-DeKalb Bcstg. Co.
amends application for cp for am to be operated
on
250 27.
w day to specify installation of
DA. 1570
Filedkc,July
New Castle, Ind. — Courier-Times Inc. amends
applicaton for new station to operate on 1220 kc,
250
w day to -studio
specify 500
w, install
change
antenna-trans.
location
to onDA,Main
St.
extended,
approx.
2
miles
south
of
center
of
New
Castle. Filed July 25.
Charlotte, Mich. — Eaton County Bcstg. Co.
amends application for cp for am to be operated
on
1390 kc, height.
1 kw dayFiled
with July
DA 27.
to specify decrease
in antenna
O'Neill, Neb.— Holt County Bcstg. Corp. amends
application for new am station on 1400 kc, 250 w
unlimited
to July
specify
tenna. Filed
25. reduction in height of anUnion City, Tenn. — Fenner Heathcock tr/as
Obion County Bcstg. Co. amends application for
cp to operate on 1580 kc, 250 w day to specify
decrease in height of antenna. Filed July 25.

6-4256

APPLICATIONS AMENDED
WHLP Centerville, Tenn. — Amends application
for mod. of cp to change antenna, trans, location
to soecify change studio location to 309 North
Public Square, Centerville. Filed July 25.
WIVI Christiansted, Virgin Islands— Amends
application for cp to change from 1230 kc to
1040 kc, increase power from 250 w to 1 kw and
increase height of tower, to specify reduction in
nighttime power to 500 w. Filed July 25.
FCC CORRECTION
KDEFrects its report
Albuquerque,
Commission
to read N.thatM. —station
applied corfor
cp to change frequency from 1280 kc; change
hours of operation from day to unlimited, using
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

1 kw day and night. Corrected July 25.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KAYT
Rupert,
kc, 1 kw day. Idaho— Inland Broadcast Co., 970
Garden
Kan. — Ark-Valley
Bcstg.
Co.,KNCO
1050 kc,
1 kw City,
day. Changed
from KGAR.
KWRW
Okla.— Southern Bcstg. Co.,
1490
kc, 100Guthrie,
w unlimited.
KGAS
Carthage,
1590 kc, 1 kw day. Tex.— Carthage Bcstg. Co.,
KWIQ
Wash. — Central Basin Bcstg.
Co.,
1260 Moses
kc, 1 Lake,
kw day.
WTCS
Fairmont,
Va. — Fairmont
Co., 1490 kc, 250 w, W.
unlimited.
Changed Bcstg.
from
WWW.
New

Fm

Stations . . .
APPLICATIONS
Indianapolis,
Ind.
Service,
mc, 15 kw unlimited.— Williams
Post officeFmaddress
740195.5
E.
14th St., Indianapolis. Estimated construction
cost $7,500, first year operating cost $12,000,
revenue $18,000. Principals are Pres. Martin R.
Williams Sr. (55%), consulting radio engineer;
Elizabeth J. Williams (25%), housewife; Martin
R. Williams Jr. (10%), U. S. Coast Guard, and
Etta Clare Williams (10%), housewife. Filed
July 27.
Columbus, Ohio — Board of Education of the
City School Dist. of Columbus, 88.9 mc, 17.46 kw.
Post office address 270 East State St., Columbus.
Estimated construction cost $5,000, first year
operating cost $2,000. Applicant will use station
for
educational purposes. Filed
July non-commercial,
27.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WMIN-FM St. Paul, Minn. — Franklin Bcstg.
Co., 99.5 mc, 16 kw. Changed from WMNS-FM.
Existing Fm Stations . . .
APPLICATION
WWPC (FM) Chambersburg, Pa.— Seeks mod.
of cp (which authorized new fm station) to
change ERP to 4.646 kw and move antenna site.
Filed July 27.
Amendment of Rules . . .
AM-FM CHANGES
Am-Fm
Licenses
By and
order,
amended sees. 3.164,— 3.264
3.564 Commission
of its rules
governing am and fm stations, to provide that
original copy of station license must be posted
at point licensee considers as main control point
with photocopy posted at other control points;
also to permit restricted radiotelephone operator
to post FCC Form 759 (card) at place where he is
on duty so he can use his original permit at
placss other than broadcast station. Rule change
effective Aug. 31. Action July 20.
TV CHANGES
Vhf antenna height and power for Zone 1 — By
report and order, Commission amended sect.
3.614 (b) of its rules governing tv brendcast stations to permit vhf stations in Zone 1 to operate
with maximum power with antenna heights up to
1,250 ft. above average terrain instead of the 1,000
ft. presently prescribed. Amendment, effective
Aug. 31, would require that power be reduced
only when heights above 1,250 ft. are employed in
Zone 1. Neither original rule nor its amendment
place any limitation on antenna height. Amendment merely requires power be reduced when
heights above 1,250 ft. are employed in Zone 1.
Question of hazard to air navigation is determined on case-by-case basis. Under amended
rules, maximum power of tv stations in Zone 1
is 100 kw on vhf chs. 2 to 6, and 316 kw on vhf
chs. 7 to 13, with antenna heights up to 1,250 ft.
There is no change in height and power limitafor uhf ft.stations,
which continue to be 1,000
kw totions2,000
in all zones.
Ownership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KBMX Coalinga, Calif.— Granted assignment of
license to Vernon J. Stedry and Jesse F. Tepner
d/b as Westside Bcstg. Co. for $18,650. Mr. Stedry
is general manager KOWB Laramie, Wyo. Mr.
Tepner
Tepner
Creighton,is owner-manager
Neb. Granted July
27. Chevrolet Co.,
KWBR Oakland, Calif.— Granted involuntary
assignment of license to E. N. Warner, individually and as executor of estate of S. W. Warner,
deceased. Granted July 18; Announced July 26.
KMOR Oroville, Calif.— Granted transfer of
control for $20,000 to James R. Bird, KMOR
general manager; Raymond D. Vargas, California
Mobile dealer, and Alan B. Bowles, KMOR employe. Granted July 27.
KFEL-TV Denver, Colo.— Granted transfer of
control
trustees
the Eugene
P. O'Fallon
Trust to from
Gotham
Bctsg.of Corp.
for $400,000.
Principals include J. Elroy McCaw (75%), pres. -50%
owner KELA Chehalis, Wash.; sec.-treas.-33.3%
owner KVAK Yakima, Wash.; sec. -treas. -33.3%
owner
Richland,
-50%
owner KALE-AM-FM
KYA San Francisco;
ownerWash.;
KORC pres.
Mineral
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Wells, Tex.; vice pres.-25% owner KONA Honolulu, Hawaii; pres.-75% owner WINS New York;
owner KTVW (TV) Seattle, Wash., application
pending for station at Walla Walla, Wash., and
John D. Keating (25%), vice pres. -50% owner
KYA;
pres.-25%
25% owner
WINS. owner
GrantedKONA,
July and
27. vice pres.WOBS-AM-TV
Jacksonville,
Fla. for
— Granted
transfer of control to Carmen Macri
$90,000.
Mr. Macri is director WLBS Birmingham, Ala.,
40% owner WABR Winter Park, Fla., 2.5% owner
WMIE Miami and applicant for am station,
Palatka, Fla. Granted July 27.
WWPG-AM-FM Palm Beach, Fla.— Palm Beach
Bcstg. Co. granted transfer of control to Palm
Beach Radio Inc. for $185,000. E. D. Rivers Sr.,
pres. Sun Coast Bcstg. Corp. (WMIE Miami, Fla.)
is 97% owner of Palm Beach Radio and was majority stockholder
WOBS-AM-TV
Jacksonville,
Fla., transfer
of ofwhich
was granted
July 27.
Granted July 27.
WWKO Ashland, Ky.— Granted transfer of
license to Connie B. Gay for $102,000. Mr. Gay
controls WTCS (formerly WVVW) and WJPB
(FM) Fairmont, W. Va. Additionally Mr. Gay
has application pending for new am, Warrenton,
Va., and is WARL Arlington, Va., disc jockey
and pres. of Town & Country Time enterprises,
producer tributedofby RCA.
American
Grantedfolk
Julymusic
27. films disWFKY Frankfort, Ky.— Granted transfer of
control to Kenneth W. Hart, G. D. Kincaid and
Donald J. Horton. Mr. Kincaid is 32.6% owner
WVLK
Lexington,
and Mr.
is pres.8.5% owner
WVLK. Ky.,
Granted
July Horton
27.
WPGC
Morningside,
Md.
—
Granted
transfer
control to Maxwell Evans Richmond for $19,000.of
Mr. Richmond
owned 50%. Granted July 18; Announced July 26.
WAGE-TV Marquette, Mich. — Granted assignment of cp (ch. 6) to Lake Superior Bcstg. Co.
for $20,000. Principals include Frank J. Russell
Jr., 80% owner WMIQ Iron Mt., Mich. Lake
Superior controls WDMJ Marquette, Mich. Mining Journal Co., of which Mr. Russell controls
72%, owns all Lake Superior stock and holds
interest in WSAU-AM-TV Wausau, Wis. Granted
July 27.
Beach, Mo. Broadcasters
— Granted assignment
ofKRMS
licenseOsage
to Lawrence
Inc. for
$37,500.
Principals
include
D'Ambra
(17.6%), Treas. E. F. Abels Pres.
(14.7%),A. H.P. M.
Booth
(14.7%), and Sec. Arden Booth (8.8%). Granted
July 27.
WHOM-AM-FM
New toYork,
N. Y.—Bcstg.
GrantedCorp.
assignment of licenses
Progress
for $150,000. No change in stockholders. Funds
used
to payClinton,
licensee's
Grantedassignment
July 27. of
WRRZ
N. C.debts.
— Granted
license to equal partners A. G. Williams, George
T. Williams, Jno. B. Williams Jr. and J. L. Austin
d/b as WRRZ for $90,000. A. G. Williams has
hardware, farm machinery interests. George T.
Williams and Jno. B. Williams Jr. are attorneys
and hold farming interests. J. L. Austin has
theatre and farm machinery interests. Granted
July 27.
— Granted
assignment
ofWHED
47.8% Washington,
stock held N.by C. Mr.
and Mrs.
R. R.
Knowles tosideratioW.
W. and Granted
Mary L. July
Moore.
n isinvolved.
27. No conWJW-AM-FM Cleveland, Ohio— Granted assignment of license
from WJW
StorerInc.Bcstg.
Co.'s
wholly owned
subsidiary
to Storer
Bcstg. Co. Corporate change only. Granted July
22; Announced July 26.
KWHP to Cushing,
— Granted Inc.
assignment
license
Cimarron Okla.
Broadcasters
for $65,000.of
Principals are Pres. Lou S. Allard (33.3%), 50%
owner Drumright, Okla., newspaper; Vice Pres.
Gordon R. Rockett (33.3%), 50% owner newspaper Drumright, and Sec. -Treas. Jack B. Sellers
(33.3%), attorney. Granted July 27.
WHIM Providence, R. I. — Granted transfer of
control and assignment of license to Intercity
Broadcasters Inc. for $469,000. Intercity principals are Pres. -Treas. Frank W. Miller (100%),
Headley-Reed Co. director, vice president WSAR
Fall River, Mass., and newspaper interests, and
Mrs. Miller. Granted July 27.
WRIT assignment
(formerly WEMP)
Granted
of licenseMilwaukee,
to Trinity Wis.—
Bcstg.
Corp. for $69,000 per year for five years with
option at that time to renew rental agreement.
Principals are Vice Pres. B. R. McLendon (50%),
Pres.
B. McLendon
and Sec.
Cecil Gordon
Hobbs (1%).
Messrs. (49%),
McLendon
hold-Treas.
16%
and 10% respectively of WRIT and own Trinity,
licensee of KLIF Dallas, Tex., KELP El Paso,
Tex.
GrantedTrinity
July 27.is permittee of KLIF-TV Dallas.
APPLICATIONS
KTVH (TV) Hutchinson, Kan.— Seeks assignment of cp to Wichita-Hutchinson Co., 80% owned
by Minneapolis Star and Tribune for $1,070,000.
Papers are part of Cowles interests which own
WCCO-AM-TV Minneapolis, KRNT- AM-FM Des
Moines, Iowa, KVTV (TV) Sioux City, Iowa, and
WNAX Yankton, S. D. Filed July 27.
WDMJ Marquette, Mich. — Mining Journal Co.
(Marquette (Mich.) Mining Journal), parent company of WDMJ's
Lakeof Superior
Bcstg.
Co., seeks
transfer licensee,
of control
Mining Journal
Co. to Frank Russell Jr., who presently owns
220 of 750 outstanding snares in firm. Mr. Russell
is buying 20 shares from Walter Hornstein for
$200,000. Corporation is buying 98 outstanding
shares from Leo G. Brott for $55,000 and is acquring 210 shares held by three trusts for $94,500.
When transaction is completed Mr. Russell will
own 440 shares of 442 outstanding. Filed July 26.
KHAS-TV Hastings, Neb. — Seeks assignment of
cp to Nebraska Television Corp., of which

Seaton Pub. Co., present station owner, holds
52.7% interest. Other 47.3% to be sold to over
100 local residents for about $125,000. Filed
July 27.
WTRY Troy, N. Y.— Seeks assignment of lito Tri-Cityof Radio
Inc. [B.T,
(contingent
on transfer ofcensecontrol
WTRY).
July 25.]
Filed
July 21.
WCNC Elizabeth City, N. C— Seeks transfer of
control to Joseph Lamb Sr. and Joseph Lamb Jr.
for $30,000. Mr. Lamb Sr. is railroad accountant.
Mr. Lamb Jr. is WCOG Greensboro, N. C, chief
engineer and WCNC manager. Filed July 27.
WEEU-AM-TV Reading, Pa. — Hawley Quier, a
stockholder of the Reading Eagle Co. (Reading
[Pa.] Times and Eagle), parent company of
station licensee, Hawley Bcstg. Co., notifies Commission
through
fromReading
other stockholders hethatnow
ownspurchase
21.33% of
Eagle
Co. shares and he is the voting trustee of 38.4%
of outstanding shares, thus giving him control,
without majority ownership, of the Reading
Eagle Co. No actual transfer of control occurs
and
is no change in Hawley Bcstg. Co.
Filed there
July 27.
WNRG Grundy, Va. — Seeks transfer of control
(75% interest
in WNRG's
to Buyers
Herman also
G.
Dotson
and Elmo
Mills for cp)
$1,500.
have right to subscribe to 75% of common stock
of Virginia-Kentucky
Co., Mr.
station
mittee. Mr. Dotson isBcstg.
attorney.
Millsper-is
66% owner WFTG London, Ky. Filed July 26.
Hearing

Cases . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
Pittsburgh,
Pa. — By
memorandum
and
order
Commission
denied
request of opinion
Telecasting
Inc. (WENS [TV]), permittee of ch. 16, Pittsburgh,
Pa., for waiver of sect. 1.387 (b) of rules, and for
oral ing
argument
and dismissedcp application
mod. of outstanding
to specifyrequestch. 11
in lieutainofequipment
ch. 16 changes.
in Pittsburgh and to make cerStockton, Calif. — By memorandum opinion and
order denied petitions of Television Diablo Inc.,
permittee
station
KOVR (TV)
(ch.ch.13) 13Stockton, Calif.,toofforSan
rule
making
shift
from
Stockton
Francisco
into order
that KOVR
(TV)
may
be
designated
San
Francisco
station
without moving transmitter. Action July 20.
Ft. Wayne-Waterloo,
— By memorandum
opinion
and order denied Ind.
petitions
of Radio Fort
Wayne
(WANE-TV
ch. 69),
and Waterloo,
Tri-State
TelevisionInc.Inc.,
(WINT [TV]
ch. 15),
Ind., filed April 15 and May 4 respectively, to
assign ch. 21 to Ft. Wayne, Ind. by deleting it

expert
tv lighting

low cost . . .
flexible
One of the largest
suppliers porary
of lighting
temfacilities anywhere in the U.S.
and Canada.
Rental equipment
Service includes
installation and
removal at one
low cost.
free estimates
Write for Free
Catalog of Equipment
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FOR THE RECORD
from Huntington, Ind. Action July 20.
Pittsburgh,
Pa. — Bymade
memorandum
opinion and
order
commission
effective immediately
initial decision of July 1 and granted WWSW
Inc., cp for new tv station to operate on ch. 11 in
Pittsburgh, Pa., and dismissed application by
Pittsburgh Radio Supplv House Inc., for same
facility. WWSW grant is without prejudice to
any action Commission may take with respect to
any future application to effectuate a contract of
June 2 which resolved these competing applications. Action July 20
Chattanooga, Tenn. — By memorandum opinion
and order commission granted petition of WDOD
(Chattanooga) Bcstg. Corp, insofar as it requests reopening record to determine effect of
recent transfer of control of WAPO (Chattanooga) Bcstg. Service Inc., and agreements
therewith
proposal
of Mountain
City onTelevision Inc.,upon
for new
tv station
to operate
ch.
3, Chattanooga, for which WDOD is competing.
Action July 20.
Sacramento, Calif. — By memorandum opinion
and order Commission denied petition by SacraInc., 13for inrehearing
Commission's
Decisionmento ofBcstrs.April
granting ofcompeting
application of KCRA Inc., for new tv station to
operate on ch. 3 at Sacramento, Calif. Action
July 20.
WAPF McComb, Miss. — By order Commission
made effective immediatelv initial decision of
June 15 and granted application of Southwestern
Bcstg. Co. of Mississippi to change frequency
of WAPF McComb, Miss., from 1010 kc to 980
kc. continuing operation with 1 kw, daytime only.
Action July 20.
Paducah Ky. — By order Commission, on petition of E. Weaks McKinney-Smith, deleted issues
Nos. 4 and 5 and modified issue No. 3 in proceeding involving his application for new am station
to operate on 1560 kc, 1 kw unlimited time at
Paducah, Ky. Action July 20.
Study of Networks — By order. Commission has
designated
committee
for four of itsand
members
Chmn. George
C. McConnaughev
Comrs.—
Rosel H. Hyde. Robert T. Bartley and John C.
Doerfer — to institute and carry on study of radio
and television network broadcasting provided for
by Public Law 112, 84th Congress, First Session.
Designated July 22.
WBUF-TV Buffalo. N. Y. — Commission advised
WBUF-TV that applications for assignment of
cp (ch. 17) to NBC and mod. of cp to change
powering.andActiontrans,
indicate necessity
July site
20; announced
July 22. of hearSarkes Tarzian Inc., Roanoke, Ind. — Is being
advised application for new tv station to operate
on ch. 21 (now assigned Huntington, Ind.) indicates necessity of hearing. Action July 20.
WLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa. — Commission advises
WLBR-TV
that application
control from Lebanon
Bcstg. for
Co., transfer
Lebanonof News
Pub. Co., et al, to Triangle Pub. Inc. indicates
necessity of hearing. Station operates on ch. 15.
Action July 27.
Routine

Roundup

. . .

July 21 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Mountain State Bcstg. Co.. Morgantown, W. Va.
— Granted
for dismissal
udice of itspetition
am application.
Actionwithout
of 7/19.prejWBEL Beloit, Wis. — Granted motion for distion ofmissal
7/15.without prejudice of its application. Ac-

By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Broadcast Bureau — Scheduled oral argument
for July 20 on petition for additional time to Aug.
15 in which to prepare and file proposed findings
re application of Dispatch Inc., Erie, Pa. Action
of 7/18.
E. Weaks McKinney-Smith, Paducah, Ky.— The
examiner, on his own initiative, continued hearing from July 21 to July 27. Action taken 7/19.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Radio Suburbia Inc., Suburban Bcstg. Corp.,
Hopkins-St. Louis Park, Edina, Minn. — Granted
petition of Radio Suburbia for leave to amend
its application
for new am
station to E.show
withdrawal from company
of Kenneth
Peterson.
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
El
Mundo Inc.,Opinion
et al., Mayaguez,
R. — Issued
Memorandum
and Order,P. continuing
withouttions fordate
prehearing
conference
in
re
applicach. 3. Action taken 7/18.
Cherokee Bcstg. Co., Valley Bcstg. Co., Murphy,
N. C. — Granted petition of Cherokee for extension of time from July 22 to Aug. 1 within which
to file proposed findings. Action taken 7/19.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time from July 25 to Aug. 15. in which to
file initial proposed findings in re application of
Dispatch
Inc. (WICU [TV]), Erie, Pa. (Docket
11048).
KOATrence of all
Albuquerque,
N. Mex. from
— UponJulvconcurcounsel, continued
25 to
Sept. 15change hearing;
and
postponed
time 12.
for exof exhibits from July 21 to Sept.
July 21 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License to Cover Cp
KLEN
Killeen,
Seeks license
to cover cp
which authorized Tex.
new— standard
station.
Renewal of License
WLEW Bad Axe, Mich.: WBCK Battle Creek.
Mich.; WBCM Bay Citv, Mich.; WJBK Detroit,
Mich.: WWJ Detroit, Mich.: WMIQ Iron Mountain,liance,
Mich.; Ohio:
WMTE
Mich.: Ohio;
WFAH WHK
AlWBEXManistee.
Chillicothe,
Cleveland. Ohio: WOHI East Liverpool. Ohio, and
WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio.
Modification of Cp
WTHI-TV Terre Haute, Ind. — Seeks mod. of cp
(as mod. which authorized new tv station) for
extension of completion date to 10-15-55.
WTWV authorized
(TV) Tupelo,
— Seeksformod.
of cp
(which
new tvMiss.
station)
extension
of completion date to 1-1-56.
WARM-TV Scranton, Pa. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new tv station) for extension
of completion date.
July 25 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
Van Curler Bcstg. Corp. — Granted petition requesting certain corrections be made in transcript
of hearing re application to transfer control of
WROW-AM-TV Albany, N. Y.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Ordered following examiners to preside at
hearings as indicated:
Herbert Sharfman, Sept. 6 in re order to show
cause why license for KSDA Redding, Calif.,
should not be revoked; Sept. 8 in re application

Eastern
3Iidwest
Fulltime Kilowatt
Network Property
S3.10.000.00
Sft.t.OOO.OO
A consistently high earner
One of the best opportunities
located in one of the good eastin a sizable midwest market.
ern markets. Due to a favorable
Well established, showing a
tax situation this station can be
handled with a S75,000.00 down
modest profit but greatly underdeveloped.
payment.
Appraisals
• Negotiations
• Financing
BLACKBURN - HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
William T. Stubblefield
RayPhilV. Jackson
Hamilton
Clifford Marshall
Tribune Tower
111 Sutter St.
Washington Bldg.
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterline 3-4341-2
Exbrook 2-5671-2
....... ...i
Top
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of WKYV Harlan, Ky. (Actions of 7/21 and 7/20,
respectively).
H. Gifford Irion, Sept. 15 in re application of
WCLE Cleveland, Tenn.; Oct. 4 in re application
of WCIG Morgantown, W. Va. (Actions of 7/21
and 7/20, respectively).
William G. Butts, Sept. 20 in re application of
WPWR Laurel, Miss.; Oct. 10 in re applications of
Spring Hill Radio Corp., Columbia, Tenn., and
The Savannah
tions of 7/21). Bcstg. Co., Savannah,, Tenn. (AcElizabeth C. Smith, Sept. 15 in re application
of
Ohio ofValley
(Action
7/20). Bcstg. Corp., Clarksburg, W. Va.
Basil P. Cooper, Oct. 3 re applications of Robert
E. Bollinger, et al., Portland, Oreg. (Dockets
11455-58). (Action of 7/21.)
Hugh B. Hutchison, Oct. 3 in re application of
WNLK Norwalk, Conn. (Action of 7/21.)
J. D. Bond, Oct. 17 in re applications of The
Cerritos
Bcstg. Co., Signal Hill, Calif., et al. (Action of 7/21.)
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
WSLA Selma, Ala. — Granted petition for leave
to
amend
its application to specify main studio
site.
WTIF Tifton, Ga.— On petition of WTIF, continued hearing scheduled for July 26 to Sept 19.
July 25 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WGTO Haines City, Fla.— Seeks mod. of cp
(as mod. which authorized new station) for extension of completion date.
WGMS Bethesda, Md.— Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized change in trans., studio and
station location, change from day to unlimited,
install DA-2) for extension of completion date.
WELI-TV New Haven, Conn. — Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 2-24-56.
WNLC-TV New London, Conn. — Seeks mod.
of cp to extend completion date to 9-30-55.
WCTV (TV) Thomasville, Ga.— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 9-30-55.
WTVH-TV Peoria, 111.— Seeks mod. of cp to extend completion date to 2-23-56.
KRCG (TV) Jefferson City, Mo. — Seeks mod.
of WKBN-TV
cp to extend
completion Ohio
date— Seeks
to 2-19-56.
Youngstown,
mod. of
cp to extend completion date.
WGLV (TV) Easton, Pa.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend
completion
datePa.to— 2-23-56.
WGBI-TV
Scranton,
Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 2-11-56.
Remote Control
WCMI Ashland, Ky.
Renewal of License Returned
Jackson, Ohio (re: signature; power
andWLMJ
sec. IV).
Renewal of License
WRUS Russellville. Ky.; WKLA Ludington,
Mich.; WMAW Menominee. Mich.; WIMA Lima,
Ohio: WMAN Mansfield. Ohio; WWJ-TV Detroit,
Mich.; WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.
July 26 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
Actions of July 22
WAZL-FM Hazleton, Pa. — Granted license
covering changes in licensed station.
WPIK Alexandria, Va. — Granted cp to install
new antenna and trans, as auxiliary antenna and
trans., at present location of main studio and
operate auxiliary transmitter by remote control
from 523 First St., Alexandria, Va.
WJUN Mexico, Pa. — Granted mod. of cp to
change name of permittee to Lewistown Bcstg.
Co. tr/as Juniata-Perry Bcstg. Co.
WCMI Ashland, Ky. — Granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control.
Actions of July 21
WDSM-TV Superior Wis. — Granted license for
tv broadcast station (ch. 6); ERP: visual 100 kw,
aural 50 kw; antenna 790 ft.
WMLT Dublin, Ga. — Granted license covering
changetem (decrease
of facilities
and changes in antenna sysheight).
WKOZ Kosciusko, Miss. — Granted license
covering change of facilities and increase height
of antenna.
WKMC Roaring Spring, Pa. — Granted license
for am broadcast station.
WAEW Crossville, Tenn. — Granted license
coveringtenna change
of facilities and changes in ansystem.
WKYR Keyser, W. Va. — Granted license covering increase power.
Oceanlake,
amKBCH
broadcast
station. Oreg. — Granted license for
WWOC Manitowac, Wis. — Granted license
covering changes in frequency control equipment.
KXOL Fort Worth, Tex. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power.
WILL-FM Urbana, 111. — Granted license covering changes in licensed educational fm station.
license
Oreg.fm— Granted
(FM) Portland,
KQFM changes
station.
in licensed
covering
— Granted liAla.
Tuscaloosa,
(FM) changes
WUOAcense covering
in licensed educational
fm station.
WBBQ-FM Augusta, Ga. — Granted license for
(Continued on page 104)
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PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
xecutive Offices
735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
fflces and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Mtmbtr AFCCE*

ommercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
OTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES

'rank H. Mcintosh & Assocs.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE *

WELDON & CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington 6,Engineers
D. C.
Dallas, Texas
1001 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE*

B. HEFFELFINGER

15 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
116 S. Kearney Skyline 6-6113
Denver 22, Colorado

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
MOBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
SERVICE FOR FM & TV
Ingineer
4*ty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
0. Box 7037
Kansas City, Me.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

PAGE, CREUTZ,
GARRISON & WALDSCHMITT
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
710 14th St., N. W. Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.

C. HUTCHESON

Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

REAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX 3-8073
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE *

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177
Member AFCCE *

J. G. ROUNTREE, JR.
4515 Prentice Street
EMerson 3266
Dallas 6, Texas

LOWELL R. WRIGHT
Aeronautical Consultant
serving the radio & tv industry
on aeronautical problems created
by antenna towers
Munsey Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7-2009
(nights-holidays
Herndon, Va. telephone
114)

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Adams 4-6393

SERVICE

:

Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

P. O. Bex 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

;EO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
»0 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
(ecutive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCB *

JOHN

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY

CARDS

DIRECTORY

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Inttitvtt Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV, Electronics engineering home study and residence
courses. Write For Free Catalog, specify

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 75,956* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
* 1953 ARB Projected Readership Survey

TO ADVERTISE IN THE
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Contact
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
1735 DESALES ST., N.W., WASH. 6, D. C.

KENNETH VfSNAW

DON PETRIE

HERE'S

GENE 5HAW

CHARLES CHAMBERS

PAT McCAUSLAND

JANICE DAMROW

THELMA OSBORN

A

PREVIEW

SHOWING

Of professionally trained people available
August 5th. This class is now completing its
training in TELEVISION
LOWELL JOHNSON

EILEEN NUBGARD

NEDRA KIRK

MORTON WOLVERTON

TOM DUNOVANT

KEITH KREFT

RICHARD BERTOLIN

MAXINE JACKSON

PRODUCTION

at

our thoroughly equipped Portland School.

RAYMOND BRENDEL

BETTY PASKIN

HOWARD ELY

CHUCK McGONAGLE

MARVIN PAGE

It will be to your advantage to take a good look at the people in this preview
showing because when you hire them you will benefit from their practical
experience acquired doing actual studio productions . . . besides, they are all
ambitious, conscientious, and sincere. Shown here are individuals especially
qualified for Film, Floor, Camera, Sales, Continuity, Office, Announcing or Art
Work, as well as any production job. For IMMEDIATE resume and complete
details, write, wire or call collect, John Birrel — BE 7246.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25tf per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30tf per word — $U-00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
risk. ' Broadcastat owner's
to box numbers
etc., sent
All transcriptions,
please).expressly
separately,
or return.
theirsentcustody
for are
or responsibility
any liability
repudiates photos,
ing • Telecasting
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Help Wanted
Managerial
Commercial manager: Top network station in
major southern market. Highly competitive. Best
deal in south
for right same
man. type
Station
highlyPlease
promotional and requires
of man.
send snapshot and resume to Box 199C, B.T.
Sales manager for daytime independent, in large
western market area. Salary plus commissions.
Outstanding
for successful,
aggressive man.financial
Promotionfuture
opportunity.
Box 306C,
B«T.
Wanted: Commercial manager for non-tv market.
Salary plus commission and mileage. Opportunity
to earn good money. Send full details first letter,
photo,
and reliable.
tape if you
do air work.
Must bereferences,
honest and
No floaters.
Car
necessary. KSCB, Liberal, Kansas.
Excellent
opportunity
for manager-salesman
for
new daytimer
at Brookfield,
Missouri. Contact
Bill
Tedrick,
KWRT,
Boonville,
Missouri,
immediately.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Young man, 16 to 18 who wants chance to become
announcer. Permanent job. Send complete resume. Box 289C, B'T.
One of the top independents seeks top-notch
deejay. ality,Job
requires audience-building
air salesmanship.
Progressive personstation,
major market. Box 308C, B«T.
Experienced announcer wanted immediately, for
top-flight independent. Top salary for top man.
Also need first rate salesman — no high pressure
boys. Send complete information, first letter.
Box 311C, B-T.
Morning personality. Bright, cheerful type with
music and sales savvy. Your competition is good.
Major southern market. Box 333C, B-T. .
Top morning two-man team wanted for large
am-tv operation. Top pay, plus talent. Send
resume, photo and tape. Box 353C, B«T.
Experienced
Sports
desirable; mustannouncer:
have friendly
sales background
delivery. Send
tape, photograph
andt
complete
education,
experience and references. No phone calls. KCHS,
Truth or Consequences, New Mexico.
Wanted:enced
Dependable,
married,
night Send
duty, resume.
experiannouncer. ABC
network.
KFRO, Longview, Texas.
Announcer-engineer with 1st class ticket. Send
tape, full details. Position available immediately.
KGHF, Pueblo, Colo.
Announcer with first class license, experienced.
Send history, tape and references by air to KMVI,
Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii.
Announcer. Want to program? Want to sell on
side, commission basis? We need you. Experienced, $70 weekly, plus talent and bonus incenMontana.tives. Airmail or phone KPRK, Livingston,

Manager-saleman. New kw indie — Clarksdale,
Miss. Southerner — 25-38 — family — cost-conscious
— detailed-minded. Must have excellent personal
sales record — top references. Make $500-$900 mo.
with progressive broadcaster. Immediate. Call
John
McLendon—
Clarksdale,
Miss. 37830, Jackson, Miss. — 46541
Salesmen
Wanted: Man or woman salesman. $50 a week,
plus 25% commission. Box 176A, B«T.
Wanted: Experienced salesman for single market,
independent, good guarantee and commission,
plus group of accounts on air. Unusual opportunity if you have it. Contact Box 323C, B-T.
Wanted immediately:
Combination
nouncer and one salesman.
Pleasesalesman-anapply only
if can sell radio. Box 351C, B.T.
Salesman
for top-flight
am-tvis operation
in excellent southern
market. This
a fine opportunity
for the right man. Send resume, photo and background. Box 356C, B«T.
Salesman? Like friendly people? want $400.00$600.00 or better on salary, commission, profitsharing, plus all talent fees? Good housing,
$5000?
tana. Airmail, phone KPRK, Livingston, MonExperienced
salesman-announcer
wanted. Emphasis on selling.
Salary and commission.
1000
watt daytimer in west Texas. KTUE, Tulia, Texas.
Salesman-announcer:
young
man,
anxious to Learn.Opening.
Contact Prefer
John Slatton,
Manager, WJBB, Haleyville, Ala.
Immediate opening for energetic and effective
salesman. Salary plus incentive plan.. Write or
call for interviews, Gus Nathan, WKNB, 1422
New Britain Avenue, West Hartford, Conn.
Sales-sports. Opening for experienced salesman
who can sell, service. Make friends of his accounts. Opportunity for play-by-play sports if
you have ability and desire. Opening September
First created by promotion of present man to
larger market after five years here. Straight
sales or Mount
sales-sports
manIllinois.
both invited to apply,
WMIX,
Vernon,
Experienced salesman. Permanent position for
aggressive man selling radio and tv. WPAG, Ann
Arbor, Mich.
Announcers
Wanted: ferred.Personality;
"country
type preSell and do own
show. music"
25% commission.
Good regional station, active account list. Good
salary first three months. State age, past experience. Include photo. Box 225C, B«T.
Hillbilly, playing musical instrument. Now employed in small community for opportunity in
metropolitan market. Fine chance for advancement. Box 253C, B.T.

Immediate opening, good experienced DJ and
play-by-play
sports.
complete
audition
and
personal
history
or callSend
Manager
KVOR,
Colorado
Springs, Colo.
Wanted! Four persons: News specialist, sports
man,
class engineer,
a man
womantop-notch
for MusicfirstDepartment,
mustandplay
piano.or
Only experienced, reliable persons should apply
to KTEM, Temple, Texas.
Complete staff needed for new daytimer at
Brookfield, Missouri. Contact Bill Tedrick, KWRT,
Boonville, Missouri, immediately.
Gerity Broadcasting has staff opening at Adrian,
Michigan . . . WABJ. Company operates radio
in Pontiac, Michigan and tv in Bay City-Saginaw,
Michigan.
. . . Goodboard
voicea and
ence in operating
must complete
. . . sendexperitape,
photo, resume, immediately, to: Bud Stone,
WABJ, Adrain, Michigan. Salary depends on
background and experience.
Experienced announcer. Good pay plus overtime.
Six paid
holidays
plus vacations.
ager, WCOJ
Coatesville,
Pa. Phone: Contact
2100. ManOpening for experienced announcer September
1st. Must have play-by-play experience. Opening now for announcer-salesman. Send resume,
tape, photo. Good opportunity. Pleasant working
conditions. WKRM, Columbia, Tennessee.
WPIK, Alexandria, Virginia, metropolitan Washington, D. C. area independent wants good announcer. Must be experienced, capable, dependable. Looking for man with ability to sell on air.
Send tape and resume, first letter.
Announcer-engineer — voice more important than
engineering ability, but must have first ticket.
Permanent spot on staff of newspaper owned amfm station. Large, stable organization. Located
in heart of Indiana lake area. Low living costs,
pleasant community. Apply by phone to William
Mollenhour, WRSW, Warsaw, Indiana.
Want best country DJ-barn dance MC personality
money can buy. Write Box 5585, Tucson, Arizona.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Engineer
wanted
by large
southern
am-tv operation. Good
pay for
top man.
Immediate.
Send
resume, photo and background. Box 355C, B«T.
Need radio engineer, with class license, who can
do all radio maintenance, studio and transmitter,
and work night shift. Good pay to right person.
Contact Fred Hill, Chief Engineer, KTRE, Lufkin,
Texas.
Transmitter engineer, experience not necessary.
Will consider second or third class. Best conditions. State experience and salary. Write Manager, WCEC & WFMA, Rocky Mount, N. C.
WGVM, Greenville, Mississippi has opening for
experienced
engineer-announcer.
Must full
be
proficient
in chief
both fields.
Salary open. Send
details immediately.
Experienced first class engineer-announcer openings at twonouncers.
stations.
Also twoandexperienced
anGood organization
good working
conditions. Send full details and tape in your
first letter. Address reply to Lester L. Gould,
WJNC, Jacksonville, N. C.
Chief engineer-announcer immediately. Kilowatt
daytime. Top pay. Send tape, resume. Paul
Parker, WLAS, Jacksonville, N. C.
First class engineer -announcer for mountain
transmitter-studio. Good salary plus board and
room. Car necessary. Single man preferred. Five
days on, two days off. Call Hank Wilson, WMIT,
Charlotte, N. C.
First phone announcer, daytime 1 kw, $75.00 per
week with chances for advancement. Immediate
opening. Write or call WRIC, Richlands, Virginia.
Chief engineer-announcer — new kw indie, Clarksdale, Miss. Immediate opening, versatile, cleancut young man, mid-south. Permanent position,
excellent working conditions. Call John McLendon, 37830 Jackson, Miss.— 46541, Clarksdale,
Miss.

A MESSAGE TO

SALESMEN
Do You Know?
There are three roads that lead to
station management:
1. Work your way up through the sales
department by building a record of sales
achievements while proving you are a
"self - starter" with imagination and a
sense of responsibility.
2. Buy a station.
3. Marry the Bosses' daughter.
If you have a successful sales record
and "roads" two and three are not open
to you, we would like to get acquainted.
A letter outlining your background, sales
record, and present earnings can be the
turning point in your career. You may
be ready for a better sales position or
management responsibility.
We are also looking for young men
with imagination and character, who
know programming and the techniques
of successful radio or TV air selling. If
the station with which you are now affiliated will not give you an opportunity
to sell time, we may be able to start you
on "road" one to management by placement in your first sales position.
WE ARE ALWAYS SEEKING WELL
QUALIFIED PLACEMENT CLIENTS
OF GOOD CHARACTER FOR ALL
EXECUTIVE AND STAFF POSITIONS
WITH TV AND RADIO STATIONS.
BROADCASTERS

EXECUTIVE

PLACEMENT SERVICE, INC.
708 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
Want to learn news? Young, single announcer
with good voice and delivery and some writing
ability. Edit, rewrite and some staff. Active
community of 20,000. Apply in full with brief
tape if possible. Box HOC, B-T.
Experienced
persuasiveTexas
copywriter
for network station and
in beautiful
resort city.
Box
232C, B-T.
Experienced
punch in
copywriter,
capable
of handling department
progressive
midwestern
market. Send resume and copy specimens to Box
240C, B-T.
Midwestern television station, requires experienced traffic manager. Apply Box 336C, B-T.
Copywriter for permanent position. Good pay
and hours. Can train. KROX, Crookston, Minnesota.
Program director — assistant manager. New kw,
Clarksdale, Miss. Southern — 25-35 — family — voice.
Experienced all phases news-music-events operation. Top references. Excellent working conditions.
Permanent
position
caster.
Immediate.
Call with
John progressive
McLendon, broad37830,
Jackson, Miss. — 46541, Clarksdale, Miss.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Radio school graduate. Small amount of commercial experience as staff announcer and copywriter. Want to learn! Vet. Will relocate anywhere! Tape and photo on request. Apt. 204,
1150 N. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago.
Technical

Situations Wanted
Managerial
Radio? you bet! Want a full-time manager?
Strongence,onengineer,
sales announcer,
and ideas.program
Seven years
experiand sales.
35,
family. Presently employed as assistant manager.
Will reply to any management proposition. Box
312C, B-T.
Station manager: 10 years radio. Young family
man. References from two top stations. Seeks
management opportunity. Not sales only. Box
314C, B-T.
General manager — thorough background administration, sales, programming, promotion. 21 years
experience both single station and competitive
markets, network and non-network operations.
Excellent record, documented. Best national,
local references. Medium or small eastern market
preferred. Box 331C, B-T.
Experienced manager, assistant or commercial
manager desires relocate Pittsburgh-western
Pennsylvania area. Veteran, best references. Box
332C, B-T.
Just sold Florida 5 kw. Would invite inquiries,
major market for general manager. Proven record. Preferably Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois.
Would consider other territory. Have experienced sales staff ready to step in. Could make
nominal investment. Box 340C, B-T.
Manager: 15 years experience — 8 years management. Never a loser. Strong sales. Top references. Family. Prefer southeast. Future opportunity to invest necessary — or will lease. Box
341C, B-T.
Station manager, fully experienced, small media
markets, first engineer. Immediate reply. Box
342C, B-T.
Manager — experienced in sales, engineering, programming. Young, good all-around man. Box
343C, B-T.
Manager, twenty years . . . dependable . . efficient .. for management . . sales direction . .
sales promotion. Box 344C, B-T.
Manager-salesman available now. Eight years
experience in small Carolina market. Strong on
sales, programming. Can operate economically,
efficiently, profitably. Civic minded, family man,
sober, honest. Best references. Box 345C, B-T.
Business poor? Reason must be within your personnel. Avail your station of a manager with 19
years experience and a successful record for
developing profits. Come highly recommended.
Available for radio or tv. Box 361C, B.T.
Salesmen
Experienced salesman with announcing training
desires permanent position. Married. Box 304C,
B-T.
Salesman: No high-pressure just steady sales
hard-worker,
family work
and church
man, clean
middle age. Desiresober,
permanent
with small
operation. Some announcing, programming, and
managerial experience with third ticket. Box
305C. B-T.
_____
Account executive, 50,000
watt midwestern radio
station eager to return home area central-eastern
Pennsylvania with progressive, sales-minded
radio, radio-tv station. Married, 47, broad experience sales, sales promotion, advertising, all media.
Impressive sales record. References aplenty.
Available 30 days. Welcome personal interview
Johnstown, Harrisburg, Lancaster, Philadelphia
area, week of August 14th-20th. Box 349C, B-T.

Experienced announcer — 1st phone. Some selling.
B.T.
Want opportunity really learn sales. Box 205C,
Country-western DJ-musician for top promotionminded station. No character. Ten years experience, recently tv. Presently employed staff.
Available
Let'sB-T.correspond now. Ohio,
anywhere. Sept.
Box 241C,
Desire position in New England or New York.
Over two years announcer-program director —
successful deejay, some television, good references, single, military service, college degree.
Box 250C, B-T.
DJ-announcer. 17 months experience. Presently
B-T.
employed. Available in September. Box 251C,
Experienced staff announcer, married, 2 children,
interested relocating permanent position, radio
or tv. Preferably north. Box 260C, B-T.
Announcer — good copywriter; news, commercials,
DJ, college. Professionally trained. Experience
light. Will travel. Box 277C, B-T.
Announcer: Two years experience 1000 watt independent. Good news delivery, DJ, can operate
control board. Draft exempt. Box 316C, B-T.
Announcer — tops in news — sports-special events —
commercials. Excellent background — experienced
— can secure and hold listeners. Box 317C, B-T.
Solid five year radio background. Want midwest
as announcer, program director, possibly manager. Box 319C, B-T.
Top
sportscaster,
years experience
sportsconscious cities like8V2Peoria,
Omaha, and inHouston,
1300 play-by-play broadcasts, baseball, football,
basketball, boxing. Two seasons announcing
Texas League games. Desires connection with
station carrying solid schedule of baseball, football, basketball. 32, family man, top references.
Available September fifteenth. Box 322C, B-T.
America's
sports
personality.
Available
September. newest
Excellent
references.
Box 325C,
B-T.
Minnesota — family man, 33, B.A., radio speech,
general experience, desires opportunity to develop news reporting. Box 328C, B-T.
22 year old man, radio school graduate, desires
position on small station. Available immediately.
Tape, photo, resume upon request. Box 330C, B-T.
Staff, play-by-play, news. Presently employed.
Married. Eight years experience. Box 335C, B-T.
Strong news, good commercial-sports-classical
shows — will sell. Experienced, desire New England region. Tape, resume. Box 338C, B-T.
Announcer-DJ. Tux will travel. One year experience. Top references. Know all phases. Married. Box 346C, B-T.
Experienced announcer — solid background, relocating permanent
connection.
- General
staff,
smooth platter
man, teenage
appeal,
commercial
personality.
Travel,
references,
tape.
Tom
Hop8-0538. kins, Box 92, Bernardsville, N. J., Bernardsville
Western states — announcer — engineer, or combo
with sales, first phone, available Sept. first. Write
Dale Leitzman, 4509 Franklin Road, Lawrence,
Ind. Call Indianapolis, Cherry 9434.
Announcer-staff, strong news, excellent commercials, good disc jockey, light experience, dependable, married, veteran, will travel, tape. Paul
Phillips, 132-18 87 Street, Ozone Park 17, New
York, Virginia 5-8335.
Attention 250 watters; staff announcer, experienced, will travel, good voice, 3rd class ticket,
contact Allen Richards, 67-40 110th St., Forest
Hills, L. I., N. Y. Call BO 8-2510.
Personable deejay, 25, married. Knows music,
thorough sports background, smooth commercials.
First phone. Art Tidey, 2524 Tilden, Los Angeles,
California.
Sports-staff announcer, five years play-by-play
experience. Looking for good opportunity in fall
season. Presently employed. Tape, resume, on
request. Mike Wynn, Box 701, Logan, West
Virginia.
One man radio and tv show: Network quality.
Nationally known country-western recording
artist with ten years experience in radio and five
in television daily shows, singing with guitar, disc
jockey, tv children shows. Elaborate wardrobe
and library. Sober, dependable. References.
P. O. Box # 35 — Nashville, Tenn.
Morning man, top voice, salesman, available now,
anywhere. Telephone 705-W, Morganton, N. C.

Diversified electronic experience. Fifteen years
broadcasting. Equipment design, installation,
maintenance. Married. Reliable. Radio amateur.
Employed,
tion, smallersouthwest.
community.WantBoxchief
309C,engineer
B-T. posiEngineer, experienced first phone, ham ticket, no
announcing, southeast preferred. Box 326C, B-T.
1st phone, 3 years, experience in N. Y. State and
N. Y. C. Available Sept. 1st. Box 337C, B-T.
1st phone license, experienced in am and tv, good
references, car. Box 350C, B-T.
Production-Programming, Others
Continuity man — six years experience radio-tv,
mostly copy, some deejay, tv production, direction, AB, single. Available September 5. Prefer
south. Box 185C, B.T.
Program director— with idea$, idea$, idiea$, idea$,
idea$ for radio and/or tv. 10 years radio, some
tv. Well recommended. Ex-service, married,
family on way. Let me roll up my sleeves and
work with you. Box 283C, B-T.
Creative young writer with ambitious ideas desires experience. College: Journalism, all facets
of tv. Salary no object. Box 310C, B-T.
Program director: 10 years experience. Top
eastern and midwest reputation. Network calibre
B-T.
announcing and production. Profitable independent ideas. Metropolitan only. Box 313C,
News director
education. Three with
years experience,
newspaper, know-how,
4 years public
relations,enced8 reporter,
years writer,
radio-tv.and
Knowbroadcaster
news. Experiwith
forceful mike and camera delivery. 50 kw background in major market. Reliable and able to
assume responsibility. College degree, family,
age 30. Want tape? Complete resume? Personal
interview? Just write Box 320C, B-T.
News director. Seven years one man radio news
department. Mature-capable-authoritative delivery. Seek bigger
market — larger
staff. Excellent
references.
Answerradio-tv
only ifnews
can
top $125 weekly salary, please. Box 324C, B-T.
Experienced program director-announcer, looking
for: Opportunity, larger market, free reign in
programming, complete management cooperation.
All replies answered. Box 334C, B-T.
Promoterstantly . . promptings:
Wearfeet"creative"
con-I
. think on my
. . write cap
while
sleep . . . busy, busy, busy! All symptoms of a
productive wordsmith, rigged for sales! This one
comes complete with success stories and samples
culled from a thorough advertising-promotionpublicity background in tv-radio-film-fashion.
Box 339C, B-T.
Program-news director. Fourteen years experience. Cut back in personnel requires that manager find position for top-flight PD. Can do anything in radio. For details, contact the Manager,
WCEN, Mount Pleasant, Michigan.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Managerial
Television commercial manager wanted in time
for fall program planning, outstanding eastern
outlet in active, growing market, full resume,
photo, first letter. Box 348C, B-T.
Salesman
Salesman for top-flight am-tv operation in excellent southern market. This is a fine opportunity
for the right man. Send resume, photo and background. Box 356C, B-T.
Sales — opening for experienced man to succeed
retiring senior salesman with major account list.
Oldest station in Indiana, WFBM-TV, Indianapolis. Send complete background, qualifications,
photo to Don Menke.

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcer

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Tv producer-director, thoroughly experienced all
phases programming, studio, remote, sporting
events, desire relocation, 29, married. Box 362C,
B.T.

WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations

Wanted: Staff and news announcer for established
vhf operation. 100 kw, NBC-TV affiliate. Consider radio announcer seeking tv opportunity.
No telephone calls. Send audition tape or disc,
recent
Texas. photo, full details. KCEN-TV, Temple,
Technical
KTRE-TV, channel 9, Lufkin, Texas, needs two
additional tv engineers who have had tv experience and are familiar with being utility men in
a composit tv operation. Prefer those who want
permanency and like a small city. Openings are
immediate. Must have first class license. Contact
Fred
Texas. Hill, Chief Engineer, KTRE-TV, Lufkin,
Experienced, capable maintenance engineer qualified in all phases of high power vhf operation.
Contact Chief Engineer, WJBF, Augusta, Ga.
Programming-Production, Others
Newsman with radio, tv experience, able to shoot
film, write, appear on air. Long established 6man news staff in busy midwest market. Broad
general background preferred. Box 318C, B«T.
New vhf CBS affiliate in top southern market
needs experienced sales-promotion-merchandising man. Starting salary about $90 per week.
Exceptionally good future for right man. Prefer
married, community interested type. No hot
shots. Send complete resume and picture to Box
347C, B«T.
Director for top uhf southern station needed immediately. Good pay. Send resume, photo and
background. Box 354C, B»T.
KTRE-TV, channel 9, Lufkin, Texas, has challenging tv job open to man who has good tv
personality and can double as head of operations
desk at our small satellite operation. Would
direct some local shows and coordinate all the tv
programming. Starting salary to be set according to ability. Prefer someone from southwest.
This job open now. Call or wire Richman Lewin,
Vice President and General Manager, KTRE-TV,
Lufkin, Texas.
Situations Wanted
Salesmen
Ten years radio and television sales experience.
Now top salesman vhf handling national and local
business. Familiar all phases station operation.
Middle aged, married, capable and dependable.
Permanent position desired with reliable vhf or
good radio station. Box 329C, B«T.
Announcers
Talented tv performer: Strong on sports, commercials, news, kid shows. College grad, age
26, 4 years radio, l>/2 years vhf-TV. $90 minimum.
Box 239C, B-T.
Experienced staff announcer, family, looking for
right break — security. Solid background all
phases, ZV2 years radio, conservatory scholarship
student, former show business personality, accomplished baritone. Interested combining singing with announcing, tv or radio. Be convinced
with tape, personal interview. Box 259C, B.T.
Programming-Production, Others
Tv program director. Have been employed by
two
the nation's
operations
7 years
in tv.of Now
working largest
in smalltv market.
Would
like
to locate in metropolitan town. Best of references.
Available August 15th. Box 261C, B«T.
Television personality: Talented, attractive young
lady desires permanent position with vhf station.
Four years experience in television, longer in
radio. Experience includes cooking, children,
fashion, interview and disc jockey shows. All
types live commercials. Presently located midwest. Will relocate. Box 302C, B«T.
Vet, single, looking for permanent tv position in
quality station. Interested in program production
leading to directing. Box 327C, B«T.

Tv artist, long in experience and training. Set
design, camera cards, slides, layout and all phases
of tv art. Offer top references. Sandor Kiss, 422
Torrence Ct., Cincinnati 8, Ohio.
FOR

SALE

For sale: 1000 watt eastern day timer in excellent
market. $40,000, terms can be arranged. Box
352C, B.T.
Mid-Gulf states 250 fulltime now earning small
profit over
manager's
salary.
under84
$40,000;
$15,000
down. Paul
H. Priced
Chapman,
Peachtree, Atlanta.
Exclusive listings. Radio stations. Arkansas,
Texas, Oklahoma, Missouri, Kansas, as available.
Ralph Erwin. Broker, Box 811, Tulsa.
Free list of good radio and tv station buys now
ready. Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 495S Melrose,
Los Angeles 29, California.
Am and vhf, New England area, a good buy.
Contact Edd Harris, Ware, Mass. Phone Ware
431-M.
Equipment
2 RCA 70-A turntables with W.E. universal pickups and filter units, 1-Robinson turntable with
universal W.E. pickup and filter unit, 1 Rek-OKut with R.M.C. universal pickup and filter. Box
303C, B-T.
RCA amplifiers. Daven portable V.U. meter. Few
jack strips and patch cords. Write for complete
list. Box 307C, B-T.
Complete uhf station equipment including 12.5
kw transmitter and pylon antenna, monitors,
switcher, audio console, film chain, studio camera
chain, lighting, and all other related items.
WJTV, Box 8187, Jackson, Miss.
General communications consolette, 8-channel
with 3 pre-amps — program and monitor-plug in
amps — and 6 remotes. Small and compact. Less
than two years old. Ideal for small station or tv
control. Contact WPEO, Peoria, Illinois.
For sale: Presto Model Y disc recorder. Good as
new. $310. WTCO, Campbellsville, Kentucky.
For sale: Gates BCA 250 broadcast transmitter
used 10 hours for field test. Thousand dollars or
best offer — F.O.B., Glens Falls. Martin Karig,
WWSC, Glens Falls, N. Y.
Used W.E.
high efficiency
405-B-l
kw transmitter in excellent
condition
with 5 spares.
W.
O'rr Cozzens,
Network, 146 South
Main
St., Salt Intermountain
Lake City 1, Utah.
Complete tape-disc recording system — 16" custom
Presto disc recorder — model 900 Presto tape recorder— 16" turntable-microphones — all accessories. This equipment in A-l condition. Everything necessary to record professionally on tape
or disc. Rock bottom price, $2,200.00 complete
F.O.B. our floor. Worth at least double. Write
or call Warren R. Smith, Inc., 117 Fourth Avenue,
Pittsburgh 22, Pa. EXpress 1-4410.

MANAGER

$10,000
to

$18,000

Georgia, 250 to 1 kw station. Have cash for down
payment and can operate. Offer references.
Box 290C, B.T.
Experienced radio man interested in acquiring
small or medium market station. Prefer northeast. Must be showing a profit. Box 360C, B.T.

Stations

STATION

Experienced broadcaster desires am or tv station
in western USA. All replies will be treated confidentially. This ad is not placed by a broker.
Colorado, California, preferred, but will consider
all western states. Reply Box 281C, B«T.

East Coast radio or radio-tv operation wanted in
small to medium market. Consistent history of
earnings showing growth potential essential.
Write in confidence direct or through broker.
Howard Reitzes, 1 West 58th Street, New York
19, N. Y.
Attention station owners. I have clients waiting
for metropolitan stations, cities over 200,000. Current billings not important. Texas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas. Licensed broker.
Box 811, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Equipment
Wanted: Good used 5 or 10 kw, fm transmitter.
State make, hours used, spare parts, whether
antenna available and number bays, price.
Box 257C, B«T.
Complete equipment wanted for 250w am. Advise condition, location and price. Box 291C, B«T.
GE limiting amplifier type BA-5-A. Will pay
cash, or will trade in late model Gates S-38
limiter. Box 315C, B«T.
Urgently need one complete 900 mc studio transmitter link complete with antennas. Prefer good
used equipment. Box 321C, B«T.
Wanted transmitter and complete equipment for
500 watt am station. H. W. Cassill, 400 Commercial Building, Sioux City, Iowa.
INSTRUCTION
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television
School, Dept. B, 1221 N.W. 21st Street, Portland 9, Oregon.
Get your FCC first phone license quickly. Intensive, personalized instruction by correspondence or in residence — Washington, D. C, or Hollywood, Calif. For details, write Dept. 1-M,
Grantham School, 737 11th Street N. W., WashCalif. ington, D. C, or 5910 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28,
FCC 1st phone license in 5 to 6 weeks. Bill Ogden,
1150 W. Olive, Burbank, California. See display
ad next week.

THAT'S WHAT YOU CAN EARN AS MANAGER
OE OUR TOP RATED SPECIALIZED RADIO
STATION LOCATED IN OHE OF THE SOUTH'S
LARGEST CITIES
Starting base is $10,000 plus a percentage and bonus which can earn
you a realistic $18,000. Station currently operating in black but
terrific potential not realized. Format beamed principally at large
Negro population. Ratings and personalities are excellent. We
want a manager who can handle and develop hard hitting, aggressive
sales staff. Position is open now. Write giving full history. Application treated in confidence.
Box 300C, B«T.
P. S.: We can also use a good salesman at $6,000 to start.

RADIO

FOR THE RECORD

(Continued from page 98)
fm broadcast station.
WTJS-FM Jackson, Tenn. — Granted license
covering changes in licensed fm station.
WSON-FM Henderson, Ky.— Granted mod. of
license to change studio location (same city).
(
RADIO ADVERTISING (
Pa.— Granted request
to WEJL
cancel (FM)
license Scranton,
of fm station.
KRRV Sherman, Tex. — Granted cp to erect
j two new towers and make changes in DA system.
SALESMAN
*|
If you can sell high-rated independent •
KBPS Portland, Oreg. — Granted mod. of license
J in competition with slipping network J to change specified hours of operation from 10
a.m. to 10 p.m., PST to 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., PST,
f stations; if you're soher, willing to f Monday through Friday each week.
» make the calls and service your ac- »
WGBS-TV Miami, Fla.— Granted mod. of cp to
i counts; if you want a job that pays J .change
ERP to visual 186 kw, aural 93.3 kw, innon-directional antenna system and make
f what you're worth and are- willing to f other stall
equipment changes; antenna 920 ft.
» name your own price by showing us, *
KIVA Yuma, Ariz. — Granted mod. of cp to
i then we want you. Send details and J change
location (same as trans, site) and
f references to
T waived studio
sec. 3.613 of the rules.
WFBF Fernandina Beach, Fla. — Granted mod.
1
Box 363C, B»T.
j of cp for change in antenna-trans, location,
changes in antenna (decrease in height).
i » -^fc. «»
»♦
«»
««
«♦
«» ■^fc « V
The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WCPO-TV Cincinnati,
Situations Wanted
Ohio, to 2-2-56; WCKG New Orleans, La., to 1-1656; WUSN-TV Charleston, S. C, to 2-17-56;
WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga., to 2-10-56; KTBC-TV
Manager/a/
Austin, Tex., to 2-10-56; KPOO San Francisco,
Calif., to 2-21-56, conditions; WCAR Pontiac,
Mich., to 2-11-56; WMVA Martinsville, Va., to
11-15-55, condition; WCAR-FM Pontiac, Mich., to
2-1-56; WTAM-FM Cleveland, Ohio, to 10-22-55.
Attention West Coast!
KCID Caldwell, Idaho — Granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control.
Actions of July 20
20 - year veteran midwest Radio - TV
WCBS-TV New York, N. Y.— Granted license
Manager yearns to return to the West.
covering changes in facilities.
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio— Granted license
There to apply know-how in sales, procovering
changes in facilities.
gramming, production, film-buying etc.
KATV
Pine of
Bluff,
Ark.— Granted
for
changes in(TV)
facilities
tv station
to changecpERP
in medium market. 44, well-known broadto
visual
316
kw,
aural
158
kw.
Antenna
1010
ft.
caster and TV executive. 12 years with
WTTW (TV) Chicago, 111.— Granted mod. of cp
of educational tv to change ERP to visual 56.2
present station. What have you?
kw, aural 28.2 kw, change trans, and studio location,
antenna
Box 301C, B»T.
ment change
change;type
antenna
590 and
ft. make other equipWTVW
(TV)
Milwaukee,
mod. of
cp to change studio locationWis.—
andGranted
make antenna
and other equipment changes; ERP: visual 316
kw, aural 158 kw; antenna 1000 ft.
TELEVISION
The following
of com-to
pletion dates as were
shown:granted
KTIX extensions
Seattle, Wash.,
1-21-56.
10-10-55; WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., to
Help Wanted
The following stations were granted authority
to operate trans, by remote control: WSAU WauProgramming-Production, Others
sau, Wis.; KGAK Gallup, N. Mex.
Actions of July 19
KLTF Little Falls, Minn. — Granted permission
HOME ECONOMIST
to sign-off at 7 p.m., April through August.
NBC New York, N. Y. — Granted extension of
authority to transmit programs to stations CBL
and CBM and other stations under the control of
FARM EDITOR
9-15-56.
the Canadian Bcstg. Corp., for period 9-15-55 to
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
KWBX Washington, Iowa — Granted request for
cancellation
cp and effective
deletion July
of - call
am broadcast ofstation,
15, letters
1955. of
AT WXEX, PETERSBURG, VIR•The following
granted
GINIA'S TOP POWER, REGIONpletion dates as were
shown:
KUTVextensions
(TV) Saltof comLake
AL VHF STATION
City, Utah, to 2-18-56; WSAZ-TV Huntington,
W.
Va.,
to
2-1-56;
WGSA
Ephrata,
Pa.,
to
8-5-55,
These are both top-flight positions with
condition; WPCO Mt. Vernon, Ind., to 9-1-55, condition; WJLD Homewood, Ala., to 1-16-56; WCAR
a top - flight organization. Applicants
Detroit, Mich., to 2-11-56, conditions.
should be mature and have experience.
KWFT-TV
Wichita Falls, Tex.— Granted mod.
Send full resume, photo and educational
of cp to change ERP to visual 100 kw, aural 50
background.
kw,
change
type
trans, and antenna; antenna
450 ft.
Help Wanted
Salesmen

FOR

SALE

Equipment

ATT.— SALES MANAGERS
FOR SALE

ZINK'S SUPER MARKET radio program
materials. 1st prize winner in RAB's
nation-wide "Radio Gets Results" Contest, food store category. Complete details, format, tape, only $10. First come,
first served. Send check to WSLM, Salem.
Ind.
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FOR SALE— (Cont'd)
100 KW ERP HIGH BAND
TV TRANSMITTING PLANT FOR SALE
Now
October.operating on Channel 7— Available in
205 KW
Type Series
TF-4-A8000
KW Amplifier,
Transmitter,G.E.
DuMont
5 KW RCA Diplexer
6 Bay Antenna, RCA Type 6A1
500' Guyed Stainless Tower, triangular 6' side
1000' 3Va" Steatite Line, Andrew Type 452
Write to
293C, B-T
for Box
details
TOWERS
RADIO— TELEVISION
Antennas — Coaxial Cable
Tower Sales & Erecting Co.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.,
Portland 1 1 , Oregon

Actions of July 18
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted licenserciacovering
reinstatement
cp kw,
for new
l tv station:
ERP visual of46.8
aural com23.4
kw (ch. me2).
The following
of completion dates as were
shown:granted
WENS extensions
(TV) Pittsburgh,
Pa., to 2-9-56; WCBF Rochester, N. Y., to 2-10-56;
KXYZ-TV Houston, Tex., to 1-16-56; WKAR-TV
East Lansing, Mich., to 2-15-56; WKJG-TV Fort
Wayne, Ind., to 1-21-56; WROW-TV Albany, N. Y.,
to 2-15-56; KTAG-TV Lake Charles, La., to 2-1756; KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo., to 2-15-56; WERETVTheCleveland,
to 1-16-56.
■
followingOhio,
stations
were granted
authority
to operate transmitters by remote control: WMIX
Mt. Vernon, 111.; WKTM Mayfield, Ky.; KSDN
Aberdeen,
S. Dak.,Clifton,
while Ariz.;
using WORL
non-directional
antenna; KHCD
Boston,
Mass.; WPDX Clarksburg, W. Va.
KOMO-TV Seattle, Wash.— Granted license for
tv station and to make change in description of
trans, sionlocation,
Televi-50
Co. frch. 4);change
ERP: name
visual to100Fisher's
kw, aural
kw; antenna 810 ft.
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio — Granted mod. of
cp to change ERP to visual 219 kw, aural 123 kw
and make minor equipment changes.
Actions of July 15
WMIX-FM Mt. Vernon, 111.— Granted authority
to operate trans, by remote control.
July 26 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WPNX Phenix City, Ala. -Columbus, Ga. — Seeks
mod. of cp (as mod. which authorized DA night
only, change studio and trans, locations) for
extension of completion date.
WJUN Mexico, Pa. — Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized new station) to change name of permittee to Lewistown
Bcstg. Co. tr/as JuniataPerry Bcstg.
Co.
WTAM-FM Cleveland, Ohio— Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized changes in licensed station)
for extension of completion date.
KPRC-TV Houston, Tex. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 11-1-55.
License to Cover Cp
WRIV Riverhead, N.Y. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am station.
WCDL Carbondale, Pa. — Seeks license to cover
cp which
authorized
tion and cancel
remotechange
controlantenna-trans,
authority. locaKBEC Waxahachie, Tex. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am station.
Albuquerque,
N. M.expired
— Seeks permit)
license
to KHFM
cover (FM)
cp (which
replaced
which authorized new fm station.
tion).
WHP-FM Harrisburg, Pa. — Seeks license to
cover cp (as mod. which authorized new fm staRenewal of License
WALM Albion, Mich.; WHRV Ann Arbor,
Mich.; WJR Detroit, Mich.; WTAC Flint, Mich.;
WFUR Grand Rapids, Mich.; WHDF Houghton,
Mich.; WKNX Saginaw, Mich.; WATG Ashland,
Ohio; WCPO Cincinnati, Ohio; WJW Cleveland,
Ohio; WTAM Cleveland, Ohio; WBNS Columbus,
Ohio; WEOL Elyria, Ohio; WMOH Hamilton,
Ohio; WCHO Washington Court House, Ohio;
WPKO Waverly, Ohio; WRFD Worthington, Ohio.
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
WWMT (FM) New Orleans, La.; KHFM (FM)
Albuquerque, N.M.
FCC Correction
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
WWDC-FM Silver Spring, Md.
July 27 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
Loyola U. The Times Picayune Pub. Co., James
A. Noe & Co., New Orleans, La. — Granted petition of Noe for extension of time to and including Aug. 15 to file exceptions to initial decision
re ch. 4;tensiand
petition
of Times-Picayune
for exon to Sept.
1 to file
reply briefs; dismissed
as
moot
petition
of
Loyola
for
extension
of
time to Aug. 6 to file exception.
James petition
R. Reese,
Jr. Chambersburg,
Pa. —1
Granted
for extension
of time to Aug.
to file opposition to petition for enlargement of
issuesnewfiledam bystations.
Balto. Bcstg. Corp., re proceeding
for
Indianapolis Bcstg. Inc., WIBC Inc., Mid-West
TV Corp., Indianapolis, Ind. — Granted joint petiBcstg.
Inc. and
ley, tionforof Indianapolis
extension of
timeWIBC
to Aug.
10 toCrosfile
Broadcasting
Telecasting

exceptions to initial decision re ch. 13, and Aug.
31 to file replies to said exceptions. Action of
7/25.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
R. E. Hughes Arcadia, Fla. — Granted petition
to dismiss without prejudice application for am
facilities.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Camden Radio, Inc. Camden, Ark. — Granted
motion for extension of time from Aug. 1 to
Aug. 15 to file proposed findings re application
of KPLN Camden, Ark., for assignment of cp;
and time to file replies was extended to Aug. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
Ponce De Leon Bcstg. Co., Inc. of P. R. Mayaguez, P. R. — Granted motion for continuance of
hearing from July 29 to Sept. 16 re applications
for ch. 3.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
KVOZ, et al Border Bcstrs, Inc. Laredo Texas —
Scheduled further hearing for July 28 re applications for am facilities.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
Renewal of License
The following stations were granted renewal of
licenses for regular period:
WKYW Louisville, Ky.; WLAC Nashville,
Tenn.; WMIK Middlesboro, Ky.; WRGS Rogersville, Tenn.; WVLK Lexington, Ky.; WFMW-AMFM Madisonville, Ky; WHBQ Memphis, Tenn.;
WIKY-AM-FM Evansville, Ind.; KWEM Memphis,
Tenn.; WBIW Bedford, Ind.; WCTT Corbin, Ky.;
WHIR Danville, Ky.; WKAM Goshen, Ind.;
WLCK Campbellsville, Ky.; WLRP New Albany,
Ind.; WNGO Mayfield, Ky.; WOKE Oak Ridge,
Tenn.; WHCI Hartfold City, Ind.; WASK Lafayette, Ind.; WSOK-FM Nashville, Tenn.; WMOZ
Mobile, Ala.; WSMB New Orleans, La.; KXLR
No. Little Rock, Ark.; WOKJ Jackson, Miss.;
KJOE Shreveport, La.; KVSA McGehee, Ark.;
WBCO Bessemer, Ala.; WMEN Tallahassee, Fla.;
WRDW Augusta, Ga.; WBBS (FM) Crawfordsville, Ind.; KWFC Hot Springs, Ark.

July 27 Applications
Accepted for Filing
Renewal of License
WKNK Muskegon, Mich.; WHOK Lancaster,
Ohio; WAGC Chattanooga, Tenn., (amended to
change name from Tennessee Valley Bcstg. Co.
to WAGC Bcstg. Co.); WFUL-FM Fulton, Ky.
Remote Control
WEMR Emporium, Pa.; KDMS El Dorado, Ark.
License to Cover Cp
WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga.— Seeks license to
cover cp (which authorized changes in licensed
station).
WTRX-FM Belleaire, Ohio— Seeks license to
cover cp (which authorized changes in licensed
station).
KBES-TV Medford, Ore— Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv station.
WBAP-TV Ft. Worth, Tex.— Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized changes in existing tv
station.
Modification of Cp
WBOP Pensacola, Fla— Seeks mod. of cp (as
mod., which authorized new am station) for extension of completion date.
WNOP-TV Newport, Ky.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 2-25-56.
WIRI (TV) North Pole, N. Y. — Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 2-26-56.
KBMT (TV) Beaumont, Tex.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 2-25-56.
WFRV-TV Green Bay, Wis.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 10-15-55.
WTIQ (TV) Munford, Ala.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completon date to 11-23-55.
WTVY (TV) Dothan, Ala.— Seeks mod. of cp to
change corporate name from Ala-Fla-Ga Television Inc. to WTVY Inc.
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
KDFC (FM) Sausalito, Calif.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

UPCOMING
AUGUST
Aug. 1-9:
Educational
Television
Workshop, Michigan State College, East
Lansing.
Aug. 8: RAB Clinic, Atlanta.
Aug. 9: RAB Clinic, Charleston, S. C.
Aug. 10: RAB Clinic, Winston-Salem, N. C.
Aug. 11: RAB Clinic, Norfolk, Va.
Aug. 12: RAB Clinic, Philadelphia.
Aug. 14-Sept. 3: National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters television production workshop,
State U. of Iowa, Iowa City.
Aug.
20-21:Little
Arkansas
Marion,
Rock. Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Aug. 22: RAB Clinic, Tampa, Fla.
Aug. 23: RAB Clinic, Birmingham, Ala.
Aug. 24: RAB Clinic, Baton Rouge, La.
Aug. 24-26: West Coast Electronics Manufacturers
Assn. and Los Angeles and San Francisco Institute of Radio Engineers sections show and
convention, San Francisco.
Aug. 25: RAB Clinic, Ft. Worth, Tex.
Aug. 26: RAB Clinic, San Antonio, Tex.
SEPTEMBER
Sept.
2-4: National Agricultural Tv Clinic, U. of
Missouri.
Sept. 6: RAB Clinic, Los Angeles.
Sept. 7: RAB Clinic, Bakersfield, Calif.
Sept. 8: RAB Clinic, San Francisco.
Sept. 9: RAB Clinic, Ogden, Utah.
Sept. 11-13: Seventh
Dist. AFA Convention, Birmingham, Ala.
Sept. 12-14: CBS Radio Affiliates meeting, Detroit.
Sept. 12-16: National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters engineering workshop, Michigan State
College, East Lansing.
Sept. 15-16:
den Valley,Michigan
Gaylord.Assn. of Broadcasters, HidSept.
15-16:Valley,
Michigan
AP Broadcasters Assn.,
Hidden
Gaylord.
Sept. 18-24: National Radio & Television Week.
Sept. 19: RAB Clinic, Seattle, Wash.
Sept. 20: RAB Clinic, Portland, Ore.
Sept. 21: RAB Clinic, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Sept. 22: RAB Clinic, Cheyenne, Wyo.
Sept. 23: RAB Clinic, Albuquerque, N. M.
Sept.
29-Oct. City,
1: Tenth
Oklahoma
Okla. Dist. AFA Convention,
OCTOBER
Oct. 3: RAB Clinic, Washington.
Oct. 3-5:man Hotel,
National
Electronics Conference, SherChicago.
Oct. 4: RAB Clinic, Pittsburgh.
Oct. 5: RAB Clinic, Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 6: RAB Clinic, Burlington, Vt.
Oct. 7: RAB Clinic, Boston.
Oct. 7-8: Third Dist. AFA Convention, Sedgefield
Inn, Greensboro, N. C.
Oct. 7-9: National Adv. Agency Network, western
meeting, Dayton, Ohio.
Oct. 8: Alabama
Broadcasters Assn., U. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa.
Oct. 14-16: National Adv. Agency Network, eastern meeting, Atlantic City, N. J.

THE
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING

Oct: 17: RAB Clinic, Milwaukee.
Oct. 17-19: Radio-Electronics-Television Mfrs.
Assn. Radio Fall Meeting, Hotel Syracuse,
Syracuse, N. Y.
Oct. 18: RAB Clinic, Chicago.
Oct. 19: RAB Clinic, Detroit.
Oct. 20: RAB Clinic, Cleveland.
Oct. 21: RAB Clinic, New York.
Oct. 24-25: Electron devices group of IRE, Shoreham Hotel, Washington.
Oct. 31: RAB Clinic, Indianapolis.
Oct. 31-Nov. 2: Assn. of National Advertisers Annual Meeting, Hotel Plaza, New York.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 1: RAB Clinic, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 2: RAB Clinic, St. Louis.
Nov. 3: RAB Clinic, Memphis, Tenn.
Nov. 4: RAB Clinic, Knoxville, Tenn.
Nov. 9-12: National Convention of Sigma Delta
Chi, Chicago.
Nov. 10-16: North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters,
aboard M. S. Stockholm (Bermuda cruise).
Nov. 14: RAB Clinic, Minneapolis.
Nov. 15: RAB Clinic, Omaha, Neb.
Nov. 16: RAB Clinic, Des Moines, Iowa.
Nov. 17: RAB Clinic, Kansas City.
Nov. 18: RAB Clinic, Wichita, Kan.
NARTB Regional Meetings
Region 4 (Dist. 7, 8, Sept. Edgewater
ChicagoHotel,
19-21
Beach
9, Ky., 111.,
Ohio,
Mich.,
Wis.)Ind.,
Region 1 (Dist. 1, 2, Sept.
21-23 Saranac Inn,
Saranac, N. Y.
New England States,
N. Y., N. J.)
Region 3 (Dist. 5, 6, Sept.
St. Charles
28-30 Hotel,
Fla., Ga., Ala., Miss.,
New
Orleans
La.,
Puerto Ark.,
Rico) Tenn.,
Roanoke Hotel
Region 2 (Dist. 3, 4,
12-14 Roanoke, Va.
Pa.,
Del.,
Md.,
W.
Oct.
Va., D. C, Va.,
N. C, S. C.)
St. Francis
Region 8 (Dist. 15, 16, Oct.
San
Francisco
24-26 Hotel,
17, Wash., Ore.,
Calif., Nev., Ariz.,
Hawaii, Alaska)
Nov.
1-3
Broadmoor
Region 7 (Dist. 14,
Hotel, Colorado
N. M., Colo., Utah,
Springs
Wyo.,
Idaho,
Mont.,
Western S. D.)
Region 5 (Dist. 10, 11, Nov.
Moines
Fort DesHotel,
Des Moines
Minn.,ern N.
D., Iowa,
EastS. D.,
Neb., Mo.)
7-9
Nov.
Baker Hotel,
Dallas
Region 6 (Dist. 12, 13,
Kan., Okla., Tex.)
15-17

NEWSWEEKLY

52
52
52
52

weekly
weekly
weekly
weekly

RADIO
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TELEVISION

1 735 De Sales Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION
I've checked service desired.
□
□
□
□

OF

WITH

THE

NEXT

ISSUE.

issues of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
$7.00
issues and BROADCASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
issues and TELECASTING Yearbook-Markefbook 9.00
issues and both Yearbook-Marketbooks 11.00
□ Enclosed
□ Bill

name

title / position

company name
city
address
zone

tile
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editorials
Time

to Get Realistic

ANOTHER session of Congress ends with a blank boxscore in
television. There was no dearth of congressional talk, papershuffling, reports and counter-reports. But the first session of the
84th Congress ends just about where it started, with nothing tangible
accomplished and with a lot of aimless talk about an "investigation"
which, after a half-dozen postponements, will now begin "next
January."
Meanwhile, the situation has worsened for many harassed stations— mainly uhf. The competitive picture in some important
markets is no better. Yet the public, as a whole, doesn't seem to
be complaining as much. Perhaps time has helped in some cases.
In others, the distraught applicants or licensees have despaired of
getting relief through legislation.
The Senate Commerce Committee, it appears, must start from
scratch for the third time in about two years. It lost its first team
of special counsel (Harry M. Plotkin and Robert F. Jones) early this
year. Now Sidney Davis, the Democratic majority's second counsel,
has resigned without ever examining a witness, not only because
of ill-health but also the unrelenting opposition of the Republican
minority. That's good or bad, depending upon one's viewpoint.
While the Senate committee grapples with its problems of personnel and organization, the FCC is trying to get underway with its
phase of the tv "study" — that pertaining to networks and their
influence upon the economic and competitive situation. It has appointed afour-man panel of its membership to steer this project.
It has $80,000 to hire an outside staff and get a blue-print ready
before Congress convenes next January. That budget, in these times,
would hardly pay the salaries and the rent.
After these three years since the post-freeze licensing began, it
should be evident that the piecemeal projects, the dawdling and the
ad-hocing are getting nowhere. It should now be recognized that
the big flaw in the Sixth Report on allocations was in intermixing
uhf and vhf in the same markets.
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde has cautiously proposed that the FCC give
recognition to economic considerations, and he suggests re-examination of the whole allocations policy, including the de-intermixture
proposals. Comr. John C. Doerfer, obviously weary of self-serving
plans dreamed up to cure purely localized situations, goes to the
extreme of suggesting that big cities, like New York, be made exclusively uhf. However well-intentioned, his plan must be regarded
as illusory, because the public's tremendous investment in vhf receivers inmajor markets could not be confiscated or even tampered
with.
The condition is not one that will cure itself, even though public
complaint appears to be diminishing. Affirmative action is needed
by Congress or by the FCC, which are charged with the legislative
responsibility. Allocations are a part of this legislative process,
delegated by Congress to the FCC as an expert body.
If the determination at this stage is that uhf and vhf do not mix
— that the uhfs inevitably will go under where there's vhf in the
same market — then the job of the FCC is to unmix them. It should
take steps where now possible to make predominantly vhf markets
all vhf, and vice versa where uhf is involved. It should do the best
it can with what it's got, realizing that the whole nation can't be
given optimum tv service at once.
There should be no blind adherence to rigid engineering rules in
seeking to accomplish this. But by the same token, letting down the
bars to the point of disrupting existing service areas could be as fatal
to tv as it has been to local and some regional service in am.
The FCC should adopt a realistic policy which would depart from
the Sixth Report allocations to the extent of providing for new
services of the same class — whether uhf or vhf — adequate to solve
the competitive needs of the markets involved. There are uhf stations doing very well indeed because they are competing with uhfs
only or with limited vhf opposition.
This would appear to be the immediate course — admittedly rough
on some applicants or licensees. Later relief may come through
provision of additional vhf channels acquired from the military.
But in the interim, uhf service should become better established. The
public doesn't care whether it's uhf or vhf so long as it gets the
program service. And the advertiser is interested only in getting that
public to look at his programs in such numbers as to make his
"cost per thousand" pay out.
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"Get a few shots of a donkey, too . . . just in case the Democrats
put in an equal time gripe!"
One-Sided Marriage
NEW evidence of the movement toward union of the television
and motion picture industries can be seen almost daily, the
most eye-catching thus far being General Teleradio's $25 million
purchase of RKO Radio Pictures a fortnight ago [B«T, July 25;
also see story this issue].
There are other, less spectacular signs of the long-looked-for marriage of the media. Some are ominous and foreboding. We speak
now specifically of the cases where motion picture companies, thawing to the new medium, use it— or are permitted to use it, and indeed in many instances seem encouraged to do so — to promote their
own product free of charge.
The Colgate Variety Hour of July 24, wherein Colgate money
bought NBC-TV time and what amounted to a 60-minute commercial for a forthcoming Jack Webb movie, is only one example of
such sophisticated parasitism. There are many instances, and the
number seems to be growing, where the entertainment value of the
Hollywood contribution, if that be the word, comes nowhere close
to matching the worth of the time spent in building box-office.
It is a tribute to television's selling power that the motion picure
companies capitalize on its hunger for names and glamor as much as
they can. But broadcasters should realize that too often they are giving away time that should be paid for — by the companies that are
using it to exploit themselves.
Television is being used more and more — on a paid basis — to promote motion pictures. That is as it should be: Value given for value
received. If the thinly disguised free plugs were cut out, the pace
of this healthy trend would increase. The marriage of tv and the
movies
lot is allwill
givealways
and nohave
get. a point of incompatibility so long as tv's
Muddled Mundt
THE momentary fame he experienced last year when presiding
over the widely televised McCarthy-Army hearings apparently
has left its mark on Sen. Karl E. Mundt (R-S. D.). The senator
now regards himself as an authority who can tell tv newsmen how
to run their business.
In last week's hearings of the Senate Investigating Subcommittee
on the business operations of Air Secretary Harold E. Talbott, Sen.
Mundt gratuitously offered some advice to television newsreel
cameramen. If they did not present an "objective" account of the
hearings, he told them, he might move to bar them.
It is not for Sen. Mundt or any other legislator to exclude or
admit television cameramen to legitimate news events on the basis
of whether or not the edited film coincided with his standards of
objectivity. It would be as farcical for politicians to edit television
as for politicians to edit newspapers.
We advise Sen. Mundt to concentrate his television interests on
the not inconsiderable job of brushing up his own performance
techniques. Let the producing and editing be done by professionals.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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Along with the week end comes WWJ's
perfect package — "Music Over the
Week End" and "Monitor."
Combining
WWJ's

the proved sales strength of

well established "Music Over the Week

End" with NBC's

exciting new "Monitor," you can reach an audience of men and
women whose minds are on the things they want for themselves —
from frosted drinks to furniture.
Sales-minded advertisers are now using over 100 announcements
every Saturday and Sunday on WWJ when three of the station's
top disc-jockeys — Bob Maxwell, Ross Mulholland, and Shelby
Newhouse — sell to week-ending Detroiters and suburbanites while
they're relaxed and ready to listen.
Check up on special saturation discounts and plan to sell to
Detroit during these wonderful week ends.

"MUSIC OVER THE WEEK END"
Saturday and Sunday
12:15-2:00 P.M.
5:00-6:30 P.M.

AM-950 KILOCYCIES-5000 WATTS
FM-CHANNEL 246-97.1 MEGACYCLES
Associate Television Slotion VVWJ-7V

every
"MONITOR"— all
other
times, with local news
hour.

Basic

NBC Affiliate

UlUlv

WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION • Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS • National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLUNGBERY CO.

and

BC
j^A

Kansas

Most

TV

City

Powerful

Station

Now, with new
and wonderful
program flexibility available on
Channel 9 in Kansas
City, you can buy just
about any commercial
handling you desire for
fall and winter schedules
— within programs, or between programs, designed
to appeal specifically and
effectively to exactly the
audiences you wish to reach.
On September 28, 1955, KMBCTV joins the Swing to ABC, the
nation's most dynamic and fastest-growing television network . . .
and introduces, daytime, a schedule
of station-produced shows that will
set Kansas City audiences afire!
You can sponsor these shows. ..buy filmed
minute-participations... schedule live commercials, demonstrations, sampling or audience - participation
testimonials . . . utilize
station-breaks or IDs. Use whatever format,
frequency and scheduling you require to make
your Kansas City campaign just exactly what
you want it to be!
KMBC-TV, in joining the Swing to ABC, will
program the most imaginative daytime television ever brought to Kansas City:
KALEIDOSCOPE* — A two-hour early-morning show.
MORNING MOVIE — Feature-length, integrated with regional and local news, weather and service reports.
WHIZZO THE CLOWN*— A wonderful children's hour
which will include the famous "Little Rascals."
NOON*— Studio Party for the ladies.
MY LITTLE MARGIE— Daily, Monday through Friday.
HAPPY HOME— With Bea Johnson, McCall award winner.
AFTERNOON THEATRE— Fine half -hour dramas on film.
MOVIE MATINEE— Full-length feature film.
BAND STAND — Teen-age dancing show; pop records.
To these add the new ABC evening schedule with Mickey
Mouse Club, Warner Brothers Presents, MGM Parade, Wyatt
Earp, Bishop Sheen, Wednesday Night Fights and Disneyland
(not to mention the older ABC favorites) — and mister! KMBCTV has it! Your Free & Peters Colonel can tell you how to
get with it!
u 1965-KMBC Broadcasting Co. * KALEIDOSCOPE. WHIZZO THE CLOWN and NOON- Kee. by KMBC

KMBC-TV
Kansas City's Most Powerful TV Station

DON DAVIS. /••-.' Vict Prttident
iohn sr hiii inc. Vic* Prttident and (
GlOHCf NIACINS. Vict Prttidtnl and ,
1*0*1 CM INI ». Ihrtctor of I.:
IFree & Peters, Inc.]
I Exclud e Nation*! Repr,

in Radio, it's the KMBC KFRM Ttam
KMBC th»
<%J Heart
Kantat ofCity
^Pi'n
Awriea
KFRM lot th» State of Kansas
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Just get your Forjoe man

to tell

story!
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BUY

IS

year
Tom Tinsley, President

R. C. Embry, Vice-President
Represented by Forjoe & Co.
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BOSTON'S

HOMEMAKER

SALES

1:00

S

to

BUILDING

1:30

P.M.

DAYTIME

Monday

TV

thru

PROGRAM

Friday

She can put your story across in a lively and varied
format of:
NEWS

and WEATHER

INTERVIEWS
FASHIONS

with TOP
STOCK

DECORATING

TV

i^#~*Vi

FOODS

RANKING

and SHOPPING
PERSONALITIES

QUOTATIONS
WOMEN'S

CLUB

I
▼
TV

SPORTS
ACTIVITIES

°»™
316B
,000
Watts

AC
WN
Ask your H-R man about "Dear Homemaker" participations
and other choice availabilities on Channel 7
CALL

COmmonwealth

6-0800 —

or write to 21 Brookline Avenue, Boston 15, Massachusetts

It shouldn't

come

as

a

shock

After all, KNX has been the leading station in
Los Angeles for umpteen years. And this month, as in
so many, many months before, it's happened all
over again . . . KNX leads every other Los Angeles
station in a very decided manner :
45% more audience than the second network station.
68% more than the leading independent.
Ahead of all competitors, morning, afternoon and
evening, every day in the week.
KNX reaches an average of 45% of the Los Angeles
Metropolitan radio homes each day. 84% of- the homes
in just one week. No other Los Angeles station
reaches so many people, so often or so effectively.
Get up, and stay up, with KNX
RADIO
Los Angeles, 50,000 watts. CBS owned. Represented
by CBS Radio Sales.

TV Sets
TV Area
1 New York
4,730,000
2 Chicago
2,255,000
3 Los Angeles
2,107,168
4 Philadelphia
2,094,852
5 Detroit
1.553,200
6 Boston
1,308,362
7 Cleveland
1,195,000
8 Pittsburgh
1,134,110
9
Frnnmnn
Jinn
LANCASTER
912,95ffl
— W5fTo2
ii
12 Milwaukee
774,803
13 Washington, D.C. 741,000

WGAL-TV's 316,000-watt signal on Channel 8 beams a clear
picture from its mountaintop transmitter location to a wide area
which collectively creates the tenth largest TV market in the Nation. Stations in only nine other areas reach more television sets
than those in the WGAL-TV Channel 8 Mighty Market Place.

14 Cincinnati
15 Indianapolis

STEINMAN
ftepresenfafives:

724,140
663,000

316,000

Watts

WGA
LANCASTER,
NBC

MEEKER

• CBS

PENNA.
• DuMont

STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.

TV,

New York
los Angeles

Chicago
INC.

San Francisco

Channel 8 Mighty Market Place
Harrisburg Lebanon Hanover Gettysburg Chambersburg Waynesboro Frederick Westminster Carlisle Sunbury Martinsburg
York Reading Pottsville Hazleton
Shamokin
Mount Carmel Bloomsburg Lewisburg
Lewistown Lock Haven Hagerstown
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REVLON REVOLUTION • Biggest radio
network sale of season will be announced this week by CBS. Revlon's
$64,000 Question now on CBS-TV 1010:30 p.m. Tuesdays, goes simulcast on
full CBS Radio network effective Oct. 4.
Time tab on radio runs about $500,000
under CBS Radio's new one-rate structure.
Agency: Norman, Craig & Kummel, New
York.
B«T
CBS-TV sold Tuesday night 10:30-11 p.m.
period following highly rated $64,000
Question to General Motors through Kudner Agency, New York. Time period
was released by Aluminum Co. of America
early last week (see story page 32). Format of program scheduled to go into Tuesday night period has not yet been completed.
B»T
AUTUMN COLOR • Full range of network color tv programming that will be
offered in new fall season should become
known within days. CBS-TV expects to
announce its complete color schedule, including portions of Omnibus and Ford
Theatre among others, before week is out.
NBC-TV already has announced quintupling of its color output of last fall
[B«T, Aug. 1].
B»T
EARL H. GAMMONS, CBS Inc. vice
president, who becomes network's Washington consultant Sept. 1, has been retained also by Storer Broadcasting Co.
and John A. Kennedy, former West Virginia and California broadcaster. Mr.
Gammons will headquarter at 1735 DeSales Street after Ralph W. Hardy, NARTB
vice president succeeds him in CBS Inc.
Washington vice presidency (see Respects page 10). Storer representation
i was arranged by George B. Storer Sr.
Mr. Kennedy, former owner of KFMBAM-TV San Diego, recently purchased
Sioux Falls, (S. D.) Argus-Leader, but
at the present time has no broadcast interests.
B»T
TARZIAN DISCOVERY • Search for
lowering operating cost of small city uhf
and vhf television stations has unearthed
one interesting fact: it's possible to program four hours per day for whole year
with film at total cost of $60,000! That's
one of findings by Sarkes Tarzian Inc.,
Bloomington, 111., low cost, low power
package tv equipment manufacturer (see
story, page 28).
B»T
! MAN IE SACKS, RCA staff vice president and roving executive on talent, music
j and recordings f6r NBC, leaves for six
weeks trip to Europe this Friday on business of various RCA companies. He'll
negotiate everything from talent to transmitters, it's understood, as personal rep-

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

resentative of RCA Board Chairman
David Sarnoff and President Frank Folsom.
B»T
DONKEY SHOPPING EARLY • Democratic National Committee will call Sept.
19 meeting in Chicago of all news media
to plan arrangements for 1956 political
convention in that city. One question will
be extent to which color will be used in tv
coverage.
Bar
FCC COMR. Robert L. Lee, who fortnight ago did his own sleuthing on Madison Avenue's approach to uhf tv (see B»T
Interview page 35) made return visit to
New York last week. He made follow-up
calls on several agency and sales representatives inorder to consolidate his thinking.

circuit
section 309(c), which provides for automatic hearing on economic protests, suggestion has been made that U. S. Court of
Appeals on its own motion, require appellants to post bond adequate to cover losses
sustained in litigation by station respondents. No legislation is needed, say exB»T
WESTWARD HO? Big names on eastern
perts.
talent roster are letting it be known they
are intrigued with one-location television
"cities" of networks in Hollywood, and
some with own shows are seriously thinking about going west if they can be accommodated. Scattered studios in New York
reportedly wear heavy on feet and nerves.
Big break expected when jet transports
slice travel time between Madison Avenue
and "Strip."

B»T
FOREIGN FILM INTRIQUE • Domestic film producers are disposed to lift
eyebrow over influx of foreign pictures
for tv. Such pictures, for most part, have
not been submitted for motion picture code
review, and others may not have received
approval. Question: Will Legion of Decency or other groups (including Protestants
who are now organized in film field) stand
still for films that have not passed picture
code muster, notably in light of variance
in foreign versus United States standards?
PAUL REARDON, Ted Bates Co., New
York, scheduled to move to Benton &
Bowles, also New York, as radio-tv timebuyer. Meanwhile, Charles Theiss, of
Bates, moves up as assistant timebuyer
to Christopher Lynch,
B»T timebuyer.'
COLOR BLIND? Perhaps FCC is not best
place to inquire about status of color tv.
In early July, Examiner Smith issued initial
decision favoring grant of ch. 4 at New
Orleans to WTPS for, among other things,
its plans for color tv programming, especially live. Last week Examiner Irion,
in favoring grant of ch. 9 at Charlotte,
N. C, to Piedmont Electronics & Fixture
Corp., rejected color proposals of all applicants for "want of materiality." Color
tv
is still in "highly fluid state," he commented.
B«T
CONTENTS of FCC's post-freeze tv financial report, due out any week, are still
matter of conjecture. One tv economist
however, says it will show about 20 uhf
stations in strong profit position, that major network affiliation is still key to success, whether vhf or uhf.
BATTLE IN BOND B»T
• With failure of Congress to afford relief by amendment of

B»T
NARTB's TAB • While nothing has been
said openly, NARTB is quietly revamping
mechanics of its autumn meeting series, in
addition to cutting number of area conventions from 17 to 8. Host directors will
have uniform registration rules, ending
much of convention confusion that has
marred past meetings. Another longsought reform will find NARTB instead
of individual group absorbing any loss
which might be incurred in holding regional meetings.
B»T
EXECUTIVE pay raise bill which would
have boosted FCC Commissioners' salaries
from $15,000 to $19,000 or $20,000 did
not actually die with adjournment of Congress. Pay measure, passed by House, remains on Senate calendar and automatically
comes up when Congress reconvenes for
2nd session of 84th next January. If it's so
minded, Senate can make pay boost retroactive.
COCKNEY QUIZ • FCC's frantic search
for special staff members to conduct short
term network economic study, with its
meager $80,000 appropriation, resulted in
offer to staff official of British Broadcasting Corporation in this country on exchange mission to take on assignment.
Britisher, who specializes in programming,
rejected offer, because he is due back in
London about Labor Day, and will write
thesis on his U. S. tour.
B»T
WHA T first Nielsen on Monitor will show
for July isn't revealed, but it's hinted that
cumulative audience in excess of 4,000000 radio homes wouldn't be surprising
for advertisers using 15 participations.
Cost, as against standard rates for same
time would be roughly half. Added feature will be special highway audience survey. Results, according to inside, will be
"startling."
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There 's unanimity
matter

No

WHB

how

LEADERSHIP

you

in Kansas

count

City

the audience

. . . the No. 1 station is

LINE-UP:

FIRST PLACE— HOOPER
Average share of audience, 7
a.m.-6 p.m., Mon.-Fri., June-July,
1955
FIRST PLACE— PULSE
Average share of audience, 6
a.m.-6 p.m., Mon.-Sat., MarchApril, 1955

10,000 Watts, 710
Buying radio in Kansas City is practically child's play
today, because Hooper and Pulse are unanimous in
their rating of WHB as the station with the biggest
audience (All-day averages as high as 45.1%). This
is what Mid-Continent programming, ideas and excitement have achieved for WHB! The same programming, ideas and excitement can achieve leadership
for you. Talk to the man from Blair or WHB General
Manager George W. Armstrong.

CONTINENT BROADCASTING
President: Todd Storz
WTIX, New Orleans
Represented by
Adam J. Young, Jr.
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COMPANY
KOWH,
Omahaby
Represented
H-R Reps., Inc.

WHB, Kansas City
Represented by
John Blair & Co.
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Radio Decision Seen

On All-Week 'Monitor'
-. NBC Radio expected to decide this month
whether to expand Monitor program from weekend to all-week basis, with decision expected on
whether to do it gradually or in single swoop.
Affiliates to be sounded for opinion. Some affiliates complain Monitor deprives them of spot
business and is money loser that should be called
Monster; network officials say it is paying off
handsomely.
When network has reached decision it will
meet with Affiliates Executive Committee
headed by Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New Orleans. Meeting of all radio affiliates will be
called if committee so recommends.
One consequence of Monitor expansion
would be elimination of soap operas for first
time since network's early days. They might
be replaced by dramatic vignettes, complete
units rather than serial cliff-hangers.
Kansas City 'Star' to Appeal
Federal Court Sentences
WITH Kansas City Star (WDAF-AM-TV)
fined $5,000 in federal court Friday on criminal
charges of monopolizing dissemination of news
and advertising, next step expected to be government motion for summary judgment in civil
antitrust suit based on evidence in criminal trial.
Emil A. Sees, Star advertising manager, was
fined $2,500 on charge of attempted monopolization.
Roy A. Roberts, president and general manager of Star, against whom criminal charges
had been dismissed before trial last winter,
said, "Of course the Star and Mr. Sees will
promptly appeal, in full confidence of the
ultimate outcome." Government's civil action
contains requests to divorce radio and tv interests from newspaper as well as to enjoin Star
and its morning Times from continuing combination advertising and circulation rates, and
to separate Star and Times.
WKNB-TV to NBC-TV Oct. 1
AFFILIATION of WKNB-TV New BritainHartford with NBC-TV, effective Oct. 1, announced Friday by Harry Bannister, NBC vice
president in charge of station relations, and
Peter B. Kenny, general manager of station.
WKNB-TV (ch. 36), purchased by NBC subject to FCC approval, will replace WNHC-TV
New Haven as NBC affiliate [Closed Circuit,
July 4].
Coffin Named

V. P. of RCA

ELECTION of Ralston H. Coffin to newly
created post of vice president, advertising and
sales promotion, RCA, was to be announced
today (Mon.) by Frank M. Folsom, RCA
President. Mr. Coffin has been director of advertising and sales promotion for past year-anda-half. He joined corporation in 1949, served
as director of advertising of former RCA Victor
Div. until 1954. Before joing RCA he was
with McCann-Erickson for five years, as account executive.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

PET FOOD TEST
PRESENTATION by Television Bureau
of Advertising, New York, has prompted
10-week campaign to test effectiveness
of national tv spot. Schedule purchased
by Coast Fisheries Div., Quaker Oats
Co., is running on KRON-TV and KPIX
(TV) San Francisco, KMJ-TV Fresno,
and KCCC-TV Sacramento. Results will
be evaluated with view toward projecting
campaign nationally. Product to be advertised isPuss V Boots cat food. Agency
is Lynn Baker Inc.

SAG Strike Underway;
Tv Commercials Continue
STRIKE of 10,000 members of Screen Actors
Guild against producers of tv entertainment
films began 12:01 a.m. Friday after unionproducer negotiations broke down late Thursday in spite of capitulation by several independent producers (story page 78).
Strike does not involve filming of tv commercials. SAG Hollywood headquarters Friday afternoon announced three more producers
signed new contracts acceding to union demands
for extra actor pay on first re-run. These
are Spectrum Film Productions, Hollywood,
maker of five and 15-minute films, and both tv
production firms in Cleveland — Discovery Productions Inc. and Cinecraft Productions Inc.
SAG told B»T no picket lines were set up
because producers agreed not to attempt filming
during strike. SAG board holds regular meeting tonight (Monday) and no further attempt
to negotiate with Alliance of Television Film
Producers or Assn. of Motion Picture Producers
was to be made until after this session.
On West Coast strike halted production on
close to 50 tv film series at two dozen firms including such majors as Warner Bros, and 20th
Century-Fox, new to tv, and Disney studios.
Transfilm Inc., New York, reported Friday
that on first day of SAG strike against producers of tv entertainment films, some 40 SAG
members were used in company's production of
five-minute tv film spot for Rheingold beer.
Agency for Rheingold is Foote, Cone & Belding.

GUATEMALA'S FIRST
FURTHER expansion of tv will probably
occur before summer's end when Central America's first television station begins operation. Outlet, TGBO - TV
Guatemala City, possibly will be first
link in Pan American chain connecting
Western Hemisphere, Ernest A. Marx,
director of International Div., Allen B.
DuMont Labs, has announced.
Station has purchased DuMont equipment, Mr. Marx said. It will operate
as commercial outlet on ch. 3. Construction is now underway on transmitter site, located 11,000 ft. above sea
level on Guatemala's Agua volcano.
TGBO-TV will be operated by Television
Guatemala, S. A.

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

TWO BUY DRAMA • Park & Tilford, N. Y.
(Tintex), through Storm & Klein, N. Y., has
bought opening commercial on When A Girl
Marries (ABC Radio, Mon.-Fri., 10:45-11 a.m.
EDT) on Mon., Wed., Fri.; Dromedary Co.,
division of National Biscuit Co., N. Y., through
Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., has bought opening
commercial on Tues.-Thurs. programs.
BRISTOL-MYERS SPORTS • Bristol-Myers
Co., N. Y., has bought one-quarter of schedule
of 58 sports events from Madison Square
Garden to be telecast by WPIX (TV) New
York this fall and winter. Previously, Robert
Burns cigars had bought one-quarter schedule.
Agency for Bristol-Myers is Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, N. Y.
WATCH STRIP • U. S. Time Corp., N. Y.
(children's watches), expected to participate in
sponsorship of Pinky Lee weekday strip on
NBC-TV early fall. Agency: Peck Adv., N. Y.
'DIGEST' RADIO SPOTS • Readers Digest,
through Schwab & Beatty, N. Y., buying oneweek radio spot announcement campaign in
four states, effective Aug. 15.
REM-REL PROJECT • Rem & Rel cough
remedy, through Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore,
understood to be buying radio-tv campaign for
26 weeks starting mid-September in 20 major
cities.
'Chewy Show' Signs Talent
TALENT roster for new fall hour variety series,
The Chewy Show, starting Oct. 4 for Chevrolet
Div., General Motors and Chevrolet dealers,
announced Friday by NBC-TV. Among stars
will be Betty Hutton, Bob Hope and Dinah
Shore, announcement said. Total of 17 programs will be aired every third Tuesday, 8-9
p.m.,
alternating
with Milton
color
show and The Martha
Raye Berle's
Show.newAgency
for Chevrolet is Campbell-Ewald, Detroit.
Standard Brands Buys Day Tv
STANDARD BRANDS Inc. will invest more
than $3 million in daytime television over
NBC-TV for 1955-56 season, encompassing
sponsor of more than 130 quarter-hour segments of Tennessee Ernie (Mon.-Fri., 12 noon12:30 p.m. EDT) starting Aug. 15, and Howdy
Doody (Mon.-Fri., 5:30-6 p.m. EDT) starting
next month. Agency for Standard Brands is
Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.
Bonsall Buys Tv Spots Inc.
CONTROL of Tv Spots Inc., Los Angeles,
bought by Shull Bonsall, former Consolidated
Tv Sales and Jerry Fairbanks Inc. re-organizer.
Mr. Bonsall has inaugurated refinancing program to expand production and sales facilities
of Tv Spots Inc., creator of tv film commercials.
Among major changes: Mr. Bonsall becomes
executive vice president; Robert Wickersham,
company president, moves to New York to
head up eastern operations; Dorothy Johnson
continues as sales director at New York; Sam
Nicholson, creative director, assumes charge of
production activities of firm, with Gene Miller,
chief art director.
August 8, 1955
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STORER NATIONAL
SALES HEADQUARTERS

TOM HARKER, V. P., National Sales Director, 118 E. 57th Street, New York, ELdorado 5-7690
GAYLE V. GRUBB. V. P., West Coast Sales Manager, 111 Sutter St., San Francisco, Slitter 1-3631
BOB WOOD, Midwest National Sales Manager, 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, FRanklin 2-6498

Nationally
Representedby
NBC Spot Sales

PEOPLE

at

Three

deadline

CHARLES W. GRINNEL named station manager of WCAX Burlington, Vt., by C. P. HASBROOK, president of WCAX-AM-TV. He replaces JOHN D. SWAN, who resigned effective Sept. 10.

Station Properties Sold

In West Virginia-Ohio Area
THREE station sales in West Virginia-Ohio
area announced Friday. They involved WTRXAM-FM Bellaire, Ohio (Wheeling); WPAR
Parkersburg, W. Va., and WBLK-AM-TV
Clarksburg, W. Va.
Control in WPAR and WBLK-AM-TV was
sold for $250,000 by News Publishing Co. to
WSTV Inc. (WSTV-AM-FM-TV Steubenvilie,
Ohio). Purchasers of WTRX-AM-FM were
Robert K. Richards and Walter Patterson, owners of WHAR Clarksburg and WKYR Keyser,
W. Va., with John W. Kluge as seller.
News Publishing Co., which owns the Wheeling (W. Va.) Intelligencer and News-Register
and other West Virginia newspapers, owns 89%
of Ohio Valley Broadcasting Co., licensee of
two West Virginia stations. It also owns 30%
of WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.
WSTV Inc. is part of Friendly Group, which
also includes WFPG and permit for WFPG-TV
Atlantic City, N. J.; WPIT Pittsburgh, and
WBMS Boston. Principals are Jack N. Berkman and John J. Laux. Until a few months
ago, sale of WSTV stations to CBS for $3
million was pending FCC approval. Because
of questions raised by FCC regarding prospective move of WSTV-TV into Pittsburgh area,
transaction was dropped.
WPAR operates on 1450 kc with 250 w
and is affiliated with CBS. WBLK operates
on 1400 kc with 250 w and is affiliated with
NBC. Both stations represented by Branham.
Permit for WBLK-TV on ch. 12 stayed by
FCC pending litigation on protest by Clarksburg Publishing Co. [B*T, June 13]. Appellate
court ordered Commssion to admit newspaper
company as protestant with full standing. Hearing scheduled for Sept. 15.
WTRX is a 1 kw daytimer on 1270 kc.
WTRX-FM is on 100.5 ms. Mr. Kluge was
sole owner of the two stations. BlackburnHamilton Co. handled transaction. Mr. Patterson is operating director of Patterson-Richards
station group. Mr. Richards heads public relations firm in Washington. Mr. Kluge heads
group of half-dozen stations in eastern half
of country.
KBAK Bakersfield Sold
SAN FRANCISCO Chronicle has sold KBAK
Bakersfield, Calif., for $85,000 cash to Howard
Tullis, head of own Hollywood advertising
agency; John Hearne, west coast broadcast attorney, and L. Benton Paschall, management
consultant and ex-vice president of WNOE New
Orleans. Sale, negotiated by Jack L. Stoll &
Assocs. and subject to FCC approval, does not
involve KBAK-TV retained by Chronicle which
also owns KRON-TV San Francisco.
Novik Taking Over WOV
ACQUISITION of controlling interest in WOV
New York by radio-tv consultant M. S. Novik
from Richard E. O'Dea, is slated for consummation today (Mon.). FCC approved transfer,
in which Mr. Novik acquired Mr. O'Dea's 70%
holdings for $150,000 plus, early last month
[B»T, July 11]. WOV's general manager,
Ralph Weil, and program director, Arnold
Hartley, retain minority interests.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

DUDLEY TICHENOR, sales director, WFBR
Baltimore, promoted to assistant general manager. He joined WFBR in 1954, continues as
sales director.

SPACE RADIO?
ACTIVITY in development of earth
satellites — already announced by the U.
S. and Soviet Union — impelled Washington attorney Andrew G. Haley to contact International Telecommunication
Union in Berne, Switzerland, regarding
establishment of interstellar radio frequencies. ITU officials have promised to
take up subject. Mr. Haley is board
director and past president of American
Rocket Society and past vice president
of International Astronautical Federation. He has been attending sixth annual
congress of latter organization in Copenhagen during past two weeks.

FCC

Report Would

Suspend

Three KPIX (TV) Engineers
LICENSES of three transmitter engineers of
KPIX (TV) San Francisco should be suspended
for actions
intended"
to keep said
station off air "deliberately
at time of strike
FCC counsel
Friday in reporting proposed findings of hearings in May.
Richard A. Solomon, assistant general counsel, and John A. McAllister, attorney, said only
one conclusion can be reached: ". . . that the
KPIX transmitter was deliberately rendered inoperative .. . through a series of conscious
actions . . . and calculated to . . . [and] substantially delaying any effort of KPIX management
to Strike
place the
station
back station
in operation."
action
against
was held last
Dec. 14 by engineers (NABET [CIO]). Coincident with walkout, damage to technical equipment was reported by KPIX, and FCC subsequantly suspended licenses of three engineers.
Suspensions were held in abeyance pending outcome of May hearings. Earlier, three union
members filed their findings (story page 84).
Issue involved here, FCC counsel said, is
solely related to whether any action on part of
three engineers resulted in willful disabling of
KPIX transmitter. Questions as to whether
strike was "justified" or "unjustified" are of
"no value" in resolving this issue, they said.
Testimony of William Burgess, transmitter
supervisor, who reported large number of
abnormal conditions when he tried to put transmitter back on air, was principal evidence cited,
that disablement was not result of accident or
unmotivated transmitter failure.
Further, Messrs. Solomon and McAllister
pointed out that actions of three transmitter engineers constituted "damage" to radio apparatus
within meaning of Communications Act and
"interference" within meaning of FCC rules.
In conclusion, it was stated, suspension provisions of Communications Act were aimed at
such interference to authorized communications
as took place at KPIX.
Two Agencies Join AAAA
SULLIVAN, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.,
and Burton E. Wyatt & Co., Atlanta, named
to membership in American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.

KERMIT G. WELTON, Purpac Corp., Atlanta,
to
Co., Morristown, N. J., as southern
salesMennen
manager.

'Lassie7 Slated for Telecast
In England This Autumn
"EMMY" award winning tv children's program,
Lassie, will be telecast in England starting this
fall, according to Milton A. Gordon, president
of Television Programs of America. TPA,
which distributes series, will open London office
this fall and set up subsidiary in Rome, Italy.
Mr. Gordon returns to England late this
month. Sale of British rights to Lassie brings
TPA's international sales to $650,000 for year
and gives program one of largest international
audiences, he said. In U. S. Lassie is sponsored
by Campbell; in Canada by Colgate-Palmolive.
Artransa Ltd. has acquired Australian rights,
with tv service to start there early in 1956.
Artransa also has rights to Halls of Ivy and
Adventures of Ellery Queen.
British rights to Lassie acquired by Associated-Redifussion and Associated Broadcasting
Co., program contractors for the London and
Birmingham stations, first of commercial tv
stations recently authorized. London station
starts Sept. 22, Birmingham later in year and
Manchester next spring.
Muskegon Permit Surrendered
WTVM (TV) Muskegon, Mich. (ch. 35),
surrendered permit Friday to FCC because, it
said, construction and operation of uhf station
there could not secure sufficient financial support. Owned by Versluis Radio & Television
Inc., station stated that due to delays in finalizing authority to build, it was unable to commence in time to secure uhf set saturation.
WTVM, granted permit in December 1952,
was involved in one of first protest cases under
Sec. 309 (c). Number of tv stations to turn
permits back to FCC now has increased to
147 (117 uhf, 30 vhf).
KBON Omaha Signs With ABC
KBON Omaha will become ABC Radio affiliate
Aug. 21, replacing KOIL Omaha, it was announced Friday by Charles W. Godwin, ABC
Radio director of station relations. Station
is owned and operated by Inland Broadcasting
Co., with Paul R. Fry as president and general
manager. It is on 1490 kc with 250 w.

Bowden Stays With Pearson
JAMES BOWDEN, vice president and head of
Minneapolis office of John E. Pearson Co.,
station representatives, who had been scheduled
to join John Blair & Co. [B»T, Aug. 1], will remain with Pearson Co. but will move to Chicago office as executive assistant to Frank Reed,
vice president in charge there. Calden (Bud)
Stitt, vice president of Pearson office in Minneapolis, promoted to head of that office. Tom
A. Mahan, salesman and formerly with Bell
Telephone Co., also joins Pearson Chicago
office.
August 8, 1955
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WAY OUT FOR UHF

O'SHEA GETS TOP JOB AT RKO
CBS vice president takes over as head

Washington attorneys, engineer draft
plan to squeeze 200 more vhf channels
into the allocation schedule 27

of General Teleradio's new film company 62

The steps FCC has taken to ease the
uhf problem — and why they aren't
working
28

WILL CBS, UPA MAKE A DEAL?
They're close to one. Film producer
would supply network with series of
comedy-variety features
62

FOUR SPONSORS START FALL BUYING
Two of the four drawing up tv campaigns are dropping network in favor
of spot
29

THAT OLD DEVIL TIME
It's catching up with stations and networks as the someplace-yes, someplace-no end of daytime time nears . 65

A RADIO SALES IDEA CATCHES ON
Muehlebach beer's 'Clyde & Gert'
started out simply enough — but their
success sparked a major ad campaign
30

TRIANGLE DICKERING FOR ALTOONA
Multiple radio-tv owner, on its way to
a full tv quota, is negotiating to buy
WFBG-AM-TV for $3,650,000 . 66

U OR V: WHICH WILL THEY BUY?
We'll buy whichever has the circulation, Madison Ave. tells FCC Comr.
Bob Lee. Exclusive B»T interview

ACTORS VS. PRODUCERS
Last minute compromise efforts fail to
avert Screen Actors Guild strike .78

35
WALL STREETERS LIKE RADIO
Bache & Co. investment firm finds the
medium can attract the investor's
dollar
44
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TALL TOWER

For the second time in a month an
FCC action overrules objections of air

RADIO?

interests, approves KGEO-TV's 1,356
ft. stick
80

It beats playing records, says KNX
Los Angeles — and points to its 'Matinee' to prove it
50

NARTB STAFF GETS READY TO GO .
On the upcoming regional meetings
slate. Added feature: an FCC commis ioner at each
86

HART IN FOR KOBAK AT ARF
Veteran DuPont ad director takes over
as president of the Advertising Research Foundation
51

PASSES EXAMINER

A QUARTER BILLION FOR NETWORKS

A NEW PRESIDENT FOR LEO BURNETT
Richard Heath moves up as Burnett
himself takes the board chair. . . .51

That was the gross dollar figure for
radio-tv in the first six months of the
year— 15% ahead of 1954
89
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Shows the greatest rating increase
of any station in Philadelphia"
Pulse Jan.-Feb. '54 -'55

AGAIN!
In the latest Pulse period
WPEN
shows the
Greatest Rating Increase
of any station in
Philadelphia*

Represented Nationally by Gill-Perna
*Pulse March-April 1954
March-April 1955
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oxygen,

I neon,
— our greatest, most plentiful resource,
'here you go in this enormous United States,
d with another very vital element.

RADIO!

Air is what we've got most of. Next is customers. The
average American family has 3.66 customers. It also has
2.5 radio sets. Back in 1 948 (when TV was just starting
to flex its silken biceps) the average was only about 1 .8.
Radio today, more than ever, is an integral part of daily
living in more homes than any other single necessity
except the knife and fork. Nothing, including
eyeglasses, is so universal.
Naturally, perhaps, we've come to take radio for granted
— just as we do the air we can't see either (but breathe).
Air exerts a pressure of about 1 5 pounds per square inch.
But radio exerts a pressure upon America's buying atmosphere that's gigantic beyond our facilities to measure it.
Some smart advertisers, though, are re-discovering that
you don't have to see radio to profit from its universal
wallop. Where they are going, others are starting to follow.
We call this "Radio's Resurgence".
So will you when you read September 19's special issue of
Broadcasting-Telecasting — a cogently assembled
report that helps bring the terrific dimensions
of Radio-1955 down to graspable proportions.
The facts will open eyes. Even more important, they can
re-open media minds to productive assignments for
America's most pervasive (and, per dollar invested,
persuasive) link between those who sell and
the millions who buy.

This is a report so complete . . so essential

The Year's Most Complete,

. , that advertisers and their agencies

Report on Radio's Steady

will give it preferred desktop space for many

its valuable

Most

Authoritative

Come-Back.

Among

contents you'ii find:

months to come. If you are part of radio's
resurgence, it follows that your message

• report on radio's financial position.

should be part of this special

• analysis of trends in station and network rates.

Broadcasting-Telecasting

issue.
• radio's most outstanding, most recent success
stories (by advertiser categories).

There is still time — but not much. September
5 is deadline for proofs; September 9 is

• a recorded interview with a major radio advertiser.

the day we lock up the forms. It takes no
premium to be represented in its pages.

• a recorded interview with a major advertising

Regular rates and

agency executive.

mechanical specifications prevail.
• outline of current radio listening trends

Write us . . wire us . . call us — but reserve

(including out-of-home listening), compiled
from latest research sources.

the optimum position for your message.
Like the air you breathe, this round-up of
"Radio's

Resurgence"

• report on today's national spot business,
based upon findings of station representatives.

is something

nobody who has a stake in radio can
get along without!

• a psychologist's study of radio's advertising
advantages over television.
• resume of radio set production and sales.

• analysis of radio advertising's future and
potentials in the U. S. economy.
In short — solid facts that explain
radio's all-encompassing

resurgence

» . that point to its sound
PUBLICATION

DATE: September 19

FINAL

DEADLINE:

SPACE

RESERVATION

graphic framework/

September 9

too, in which

to display what you offer today's
planners and buyers of advertising!

DATE: No time like TODAY!
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1 735

De Sales Street, Washington

6, D. C.

utstanding..

icuf, the

time

LuAfesti, udua

hsuua
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Tom Maguire
jjj MAXON
INC.

AGENCY,

says . . .
"When the spot schedule
begins on WNHC-TV, the
buying action begins."

Jean Carroll
SULLIVAN, STAUFFER,
COLWELL & BAYLES
says . . .
"There is no guesswork
. . . WNHC-TV has the
buying audience."

Joe Lincoln
YOUNG & RUBICAM,
INC.
*■ —*S

•

SERVING HARTFORD
Population 3,564,150

8

& NEW

HAVEN

AREAS

TV Homes 934,448

represented by the katz agency, inc.

Grace Porterfield
BENTON & BOWLES,
INC.
says . . .

says . . .

'WNHC-TV has experience,
past results, coverage
and an excellent market."
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WNHC-TV is powerful
enough to deliver
results any time of
the day or night."
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IN REVIEW
SVENGALI AND THE BLONDE
IF ITS PURPOSE, as we were led to expect,
was to provide a light-hearted and amusing
version of the original "Trilby," then "Svengali
and the Blonde" on NBC-TV on July 30 failed
to make the most of its opportunities.
story of Trilby, the artist's
The television
model,
her three young artist friends, and
Svengali, the pianist-hypnotist was intended to
amuse, divert and beguile, not to engross and
absorb. It did not fail wholly, but it fell short.
Ethel Barrymore was the notable exception.
As narrator, she let the audience know that this
v was a spoofing version of the Du Maurier novel.
She was delightful and it was unfortunate that
she did not appear more often. It also was unfortunate that the rest of the play did not
maintain the gay pace she established for it.
It would seem to be a natural for the off-beat
approach — the Parisienne model, her love affair
with little Billee, the young Englishman, the
antics of Billee's friends, the sinister Svengali
and his transformation of the tone-flat Trilby
into an internationally famous singer via hypnotism till his death did them part would seem
to have the makings for thoroughly amusing
treatment.
To those possibilities add the comic talents of
I Carol Channing as Trilby, the versatility of
Basil Rathbone as the mad music master, and

ARMS, RATHBONE, CHANNING
the voice of Russell Arms as Billee and you
understand the disappointment that came as
the hour rolled along. The expectation throughout was that, at any moment now, the play
would hit its pace. It never quite did.
Even so, the production had its good spots.
Aside from the charm of Miss Barrymore, the
music was good and the dancing — notably a
futuristic number highlighting a Trilby-Billee
love scene — was well done. The scene in which
Trilby falls under Svengali's influence on her
wedding day was another impressive one. If only
the production had been half as mesmerizing
as the Svengalian eyes.
Production Cost: Approximately $41,000.
Sponsored by Oldsmobile Div. of General
Motors Co. through D. P. Brother on NBCTV, Sat., 9-10:30 p.m. EDT.
Stars: Narrator, Ethel Barrymore; Trilby, Carol
Channing; Svengali, Basil Rathbone; Billee,
Russell Arms.
Producer-Director: Alan Hundley; Asst. Producer: Jerry Marden; Asst. Director: Roy
Montgomery; Writers: Alan Handley and
Charles Gaynor; Words and Music: Charles
Gaynor; Music Director: Vic Schoen; Choreography: Tony Scharmoli; Costumes: Grady
Telecasting
Broadcasting

Hunt; Sets: Ed Stephenson; Makeup: Fred
Williams; Lighting: Al Scarlett; Tech. Director: Ross Miller; Audio Engineer: Howard
Talberg; Announcer: Bob Lamonde.
JULIUS CAESAR
ANOTHER revival of another classic occurred
last Monday, when the Westinghouse Studio
One Summer Theatre management chose to
present Julius Caesar. No modern, light-hearted
treatment here; this Shakespearian drama was
staged in the traditional manner, with actors
in togas performing before a classical background of marble blocks and pillars and declaiming their lines with the fullest gusto.
The actors were good; they remembered their
lines with only occasional lapses, although they
didn't seem particularly at ease with Elizabethan rhetoric. The scenery, lighting, camera
work, and direction were as professional as
could be. But the play just didn't come off.
In
cutting
the drama
to an
hour's air time,
minus
the minutes
devoted
to commercials
and
credits, adapter Leo Penn retained the play's
most famous and familiar lines but they came
through the tv screen as a collection of quotalions rather than parts of a dramatic story.
The play started well, with Cassius rallying
his cohorts and persuading the doubters that
Caesar was a danger to the state and must be
removed before he turns the republic into an
empire with himself as emperor. Even with
severe cutting, enough was left to make sense
of the plot up to the point of Caesar's execution. But what happened after that, in the
Studio One version, made no sense at all.
Brutus' death, so crucial to the purport of the
original drama, on tv became only the trigger
for another elegy by Anthony, remindful of a
line from another famous English stage writer,
W. S. Gilbert, "which is pretty, but I don't
know what it means."
Equally mysterious are the motives behind
the choice of a Shakespearian tragedy as the
vehicle to promote the sale of home appliances
on a summer evening. Bewildering those who
don't know their Shakespeare and annoying
those who do is an advertising technique that
may make sense on Madison Avenue, but not
in the homes of the viewing public.
Production Costs: Approximately $40,000.
Sponsored by Westinghouse Electric Corp.
through McCann - Erickson on CBS - TV,
Mon., 10-11 p.m. EDT.
Stars: Theodore Bikel as Caesar; Alfred Ryder
as Mark Anthony; Philip Bourneuf as Brutus;
Shepperd Strudwick as Cassius and Maria
Brit-Neva as Calpurnia.
Producer: Alex March; director: Dan Petrie;
adaptation by Leo Penn; original music composed and conducted by Eugene Cines.
*
* *
BOOKS
BRAND OF THE TARTAN, THE 3M
STORY, by Virginia Huck. Appleton-Century-Crofts. 411 Fifth Ave., New York 18.
260 pp. $3.50.
THIS is the story of Minnesota Mining &
Manufacturing Co., founded at the turn of the
century by "a company of entrepreneurs who
thought they were embarking on a mining
venture, who discovered that they had nothing
of value to mine, and who thereupon became
one of the greatest manufacturing enterprises
of America," as the author writes in her foreword. How the company progressed from the
"corundum" that wasn't corundum to the
"SCOTCH" brand magnetic recording tape so
widely used in broadcasting makes an interesting American industrial success story.

This
San

is

Francisco...

where advertisers who buy
saturation plans get the best
deal on KCBS. No other station
has the consistently big audiences
throughout the day and night
. . .throughout the week.

50,000

WATTS

Represented by CBS Radio
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Roger Bumstead — Media Director. David J. Mahoney, Inc.
Bob Howard — Radio Salesman, NBC Spot Sales
Martin Killeen — Vice President in Charge of Sales, White Rock Corp.
Alfred Y. Morgan — President, White Rock Corp.
David J. Mahoney — President, David J. Mahoney, Inc.
cal J. McCarthy, Jr. — Vice President & Account Executive, David J. Mahoney, Inc.
Sal Sottile — Sales Promotion Manager, White Rock Corp.

WHITE

ROCK

DAVID

J. MA HONEY,

AS A BASIC

AND

ITS AGENCY,
INC., ARE

ADVERTISING

SOLD

ON

SPOT

MEDIUM

To win an increased share of the peak warm weather
beverage market, White Rock puts more than 50% of its
advertising budget into Spot Radio.
On stations represented by NBC Spot Sales, additional sales
impact is gained through all-out merchandising support . . .
including powerful "Chain Lightning" displays in over
1,200 New York super markets.
Complete flexibility, your sales messages delivered where
and when you require, is one reason Spot can sell for you on
the stations represented by NBC Spot Sales ... in eleven
major markets accounting for 45% of the nation's retail sales.
More advertisers are Sold on Spot because more customers
are Sold on Spot . . . and some spots are better than others!

TVBCl

SPOT

SALES

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
Chicago Detroit Cleveland Washington
Los Angeles

Charlotte*

San Francisco

Atlanta* Dallas*
*Bomar Lowrance Associates

Representing RADIO STATIONS WMAQ Chicago KNBC San Francisco USD St. Louis
WRC Washington, D. C. WTAM Cleveland WAVE Louisville KGU Honolulu WRCA New York
and the NBC Western Radio Network
Representing TELEVISION STATIONS KSD-TV St. Louis WRC-TV Washington, D. C.
WNBK Cleveland KPTV Portland, Ore. WAVE-TV Louisville WRGB Schenectady — Albany — Troy
KONA-TV Honolulu WRCA-TV New York WNBQ Chicago KRCA Los Angeles,

OPEN

MIKE

Appreciation
EDITOR:
As I prepare to leave the Pentagon for a
new assignment. I wish to take this means of
expressing my appreciation for the valuable
assistance you have provided, . . . for your
recognition of the practical problems with
which my office has been confronted in carrying out its responsibilities to the Army and the
public, as well as the profession you represent,
and for your splendid cooperation in meeting
those problems. I know that this cooperation,
enjoyed by my staff and myself in the past,
will also be extended to my successor . . .
Gilman C. Mudgett, Ma). Gen., GS
Chief of Information & Education
Department of the Army
The Pentagon, Washington
Have News, Will Travel
EDITOR:
I find it very difficult ... to keep up with
B»T while I am out of town. ... I missed your
issues during part of the months of June and
July while I was on the West Coast and as
I will be back there from Aug. 6 to Sept. 5, I
wonder if you could arrange to send the copies
which you would ordinarily send to my residence in Wilmette, to me at Pacific Palisades,
Calif.
Roy M. Kirtland. Vice President
Gordon Best Co., Chicago
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Kirtland will receive his
copies toin B»T's
California,
as requested.
notice
circulation
departmentOnewillweek's
send
any
subscriber's
issues
to
a
new address for as
long as he wishes.]
Advance Notice
EDITOR:
After July 1, 1956, telephone number for
WHO & WHO-TV will be Atlantic 8-6511.
Will appreciate notation to that effect in 1956
Yearbooks.
W. W. Woods, Asst. Resident Mgr.
WHO-AM-FM-TV Des Moines, Iowa

OEC

JAN

A/BC

FEB
ABC

MAR
DUMONT

JACKSONV/UE,
F LOR /DA
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How Britain Got the Light
EDITOR:
The interview with Clair R. McCollough
[B«T, July 25] contains much highly interesting
and provocative material on the advent of ITA
(commercial) television in Britain. However
. . . Mr. McCollough is in error in saying:
"When we were in England in 1945 they
had a comparatively staid BBC broadcasting
system. At least, that was true until several
million GI's arrived in England. If you recall,
this situation brought about the creation of a
so-called 'light' program network that played
mostly American records and electrical transcriptions from our immensely popular radio
shows. Immediately the British people started
listening to this particular program service and
more or less forgot about the BBC programs."
First, the BBC had two programs as early
as 1941; catering to the 'home' — the Home
Service, essentially a continuation of the preBBC programs
and to
the fare,
'service'many
— a
Forceswar Program
of —much
lighter
remotes from Army, Navy, RAF camps, etc.
Second, the 'mostly American records and
. . . transcriptions' were not played on the
BBC Forces service. The projected arrival of
the millions of American service men prompted
the planning and building of a radio service to
supply just such American radio shows — but
only with the permissive restriction that the
radiation of such a network (of many small
transmitters) would be confined to concentrations of American troops.
Third, the operation of this service (the

American Forces Network) while headquartered in London did not cover the metropolitan
area at all, except by a system of closed circuit
land-line (wired wireless) amplifiers. Therefore, the majority of the British people did
not listen to our programs, much as they might
have liked to. (Fifty watt transmitters and inefficient antennas were not then, or now, conducive to Grade A coverage of the whole of
the British Isles.)
Fourth, rather than give the British and the
BBC (who were and are my good friends)
credit for the outstanding radio coverage of the
GI's during the war in England, let's not forget
that it was an all-American inception, operation
and construction with the cooperation (in material and labor and spirit) of the BBC. Chas.
Gurney (then Lt. Colonel), John S. Hayes
(Major, then Lt. Colonel), Richard M. Condon
and many others of the OWI made this first
inroad of American broadcasting into the BBC.
Well, yes, a popular American radio comedian did get on the BBC Forces Program; Bob
Hope made it, live. But AFN originated the
remote and fed the BBC.
Don V. R. Drenner. Engineer
KGGF Coffeeville, Kans.
(E.X-RAF, BBC and once-upon-a-time
chief engineer, AFN [London].)
Canadian
EDITOR:

Market Story

This is just a brief note to say "thank you"
for your recently published Canadian market
story [B«T, July 18]. I am sure that this information will prove useful in the future.
Richard C. Pickett, Timebuyer
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York
EDITOR:
. . . Wish to draw your attention to the [part
of the] story concerning Montreal radio stations, wherein reference is made that CJAD
uses part French and part English programming. For your information, CJAD broadcasts
exclusively in the English language. . . .
J. Arthur Dupont, Gen. Mgr.
CJAD Montreal
National and Local Rates
EDITOR:
I read with interest the editorial, "On the
Spot," which appeared in the July 18th issue
of B«T.
The topic of national and local rates has long
been one of question to persons associated in
the advertising field. Just what is it that makes
an account national? Is it the fact that an
agency is involved, justifying a higher rate?
Or is it the fact that a product advertised is
available in many points of distribution? At
any rate, the question seems to be limited
greatly to product advertising.
Newspapers have a feature in classified advertising which, I am sure, contributes a substantial amount to the claim of national advertising. Idon't refer to the "For Sale-For RentHelp Wanted" advertisements. Many radio stations feature a "Classified Page of the Air" program, at least we do. What I refer to is the
section devoted to legal advertising which accounts for column after column of "whereas,
hereby,"
etc. know of any newspaper which
Do you
doesn't charge the highest, one-time open space
rate for this service?
Let's have the boys at ANPA determine
whether or not this amount is included in national advertising.
Michael J. Cune.en, V. P. & Gen. Mgr.
WDLA Walton, N. Y.
Broadcasting
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PUT

MINE

ON
KSL4

CHANNEL

12-SHREVEPORT

tO Win with FULL
316,000 WATTS POWER coming
in early fall. Maximum coverage
of the Ark-La-Tex from
Louisiana's tallest tower!
tO place advertising at
Shreveport's LOWEST TV
COST PER 1,000 because
LOW 1955 rates are in effect
for established clients HALFWAY THROUGH 1956!
Show adjacent to
CBS-ABC and established local
programs . . . backed by the
19 months experience of
Shreveport's FIRST TV
station.

Let

EL DORADO

your

Raymer

Man

put you on the
inside track!

SHREVEPORT .

FULL POWER

KSLA

FIRST

COVERAGE

]9

IN SHREVEPORT,

LOUISIANA

NATIONAL
PAUL
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MOST POWERFUL NOW
STATION
WITH
AMERICA'!
WBRE-TV

OneMeemUktti
POWER . . . PUNCH . . . PERFOR- WBRE-TV has to its record some
butMILLION
none gri\*
MANCE .. . PERFECT PICTURE . : . . standing
than being"Firsts"
the FIRST
PROGRAMMING . . . PERSONNEL
TV STATION IN THE NATI
. . . PERSONALITIES . . . PULLING
and received
POWER . . . PEOPLE I I And now . . WBRE-TV
first millionapplied
watt tvforstation
grant
. . . a MILLION WATTS of power to the F.C.C. It is a source of sa»j^V
that
we
have
been
<
make even our previous achievements
seem picayune.
grant in less than t»

HERE'S
YDU

WHY

SHDULH

BUY
-T
V

Ch

.2

Wilkes-Barre,

Q

©

0

8

Pa.

BASIC

BUY.

National Representative The Hendley-Reed Co.

WBRE-TV
Serves a 17 County
^f^'^m
o
C
a
f
/
Area in a Matter of Minutes
WBRE-TV's Regional News Cover- Counties.
age is produced by a 10 man news Nov.
1. 1954 Wilkes-BarreSeranton
Telepulse-Evening
News Ratings
staff, with cameramen strategically
were as follows
located at vantage points over the
WBRE-TV
17.4
vast
served by
WBRE-TV.and
Station B 5.8
News area
is received,
developed
aired the same day it happens . . .
Station C
often while the news is still being
Station D 2.4
made.
Set Count as of Ma
For
the only17
mediumNewsto WBRE-TV
cover theis above
245,0*'

WBRE-TVs

Powerful

Influence
isProcf...

!7ef67--/2
*
Ik

of
WBRE-TV
s
SUPERIOR SALES POTENTIAL
Mow First Million Watt
Station in the Nation!

Based on 1953 Retail
Sales Figures Reported by.

Serving 2,000,000 Population!
With a full schedule of NBC shows . . . outVerified Set Count 225,000!
standing local shows . . . news and sports
Stop . . . and consider that now you can coverage of local, regional and national incover the entire Northeastern area of PennWBRE-TV is the "basic station buy'
in thisturalterest,
thickly
with the Nation's
market. populated industrial-agriculStation . . sylvania
. WBRE-TV
! ! ! most Powerful

Of the Nation's 100 Metropolitan County areas,
Wilkes-Barre, Luzerne County ranked 65th ....
Scranton, Lackawanna - County 99th .... yet
the combined retail sales of these two major
Pennsylvania markets covered by WBRE-TV,
exceeded those of the Nation's 40th retail sales
market, San Bernardino, California.
In addition to this impressive fact, WBRE-TV with

6 million watts covers 17 °f the 67 counties in
Pennsylvania, having a combined retail sales
equivalent
more, Md. to the Nation's 12th market, BaltiWBRE-TV is the "POWERHOUSE" of Northeastern Pennsylvania .... serving over *225,000,
sets
the most
powerful 'f^tjS^^i
prograj-nriysj
local,with
regional
and national

HIV/Wilkes-Barre,
Natioftil
R«prtt«nl»ti««
Tk. H««4l«T-fU«4
Co

Wilkes-Barre, Pa
R«pf Co.
BUY! National
Tfc* H»rf1«r-R*#«

. i in f V

VERIFIED
'WBRE-TV . . . . ihe nation's
first MILLION
WATT
by ARB*
and PULSE"
STATION delivers to the advertiser the majority of
viewers
in
the
key
marketing
area
of
Wilkes-Barre,
Scranton, Hazloion, Sunbury and Williamsport with
anleadsaverage
weeklystations
share of audience
of better then 40% and*
all
other
and agricultural
market coming
by 23% into this vast manufacturing
■ 'WBRE-TV not only leads in audience ratings in the
Wilkes-Barre-Scranton area, but also delivers more than
40,000 more sets than the second station in the market.
•These two thoroughly competent survey organizations
show
WBRE-TV Pennsylvania
unquestionablywhich
is thecomprises
leading more
TV
station that
in Northeastern
than 17 Counties and a population of over 2,000,000.

WBRE-TV
Always Head of the Class
The nations first Million Watt Station serves a 70-milc
radius, comprising 17-counties (plus) in N. E. Pennsylvania with a population of over 2,000,000.
* ARB and PULSE surveys show that WBRE-TV has an
average weekly share of audience of over 40% and leads by
23% to 400% over the other stations!
One station . . . WBRE-TV . . . delivers the viewers in the
key marketing areas of Wilkes-Barre, Scranton, Hazleton,
Sunbury and Williamsport.

0

0

Verified Set Count of 250,000 as of April 1955
r<sTE^fC
Your Headley-Reed representative has these and majs
GP>-t}TTS1^
' more facts to prove the consistent class 'jS*^
^pVf^jy! I WBRE-TV ... he will be glad to show them \

our

respects

to RALPH WILLIAMS HARDY

Here's our Jimmy Vinson, Middle
Georgia's jam-up, top-notch, really
outstanding disc jockey. (Fred Robbins
had him on "Disc Derby" not long
ago). Jimmy's been spinning records
round these parts for nearly 12 years.
Right now he's heard at the mike over
WMAZ Radio from 7 till 10 each morning and from 4 to 6 every afternoon.
Jimmy's
Georgia
boy,hisactive
in his
church,
witha the
PTA and
Cub Scout
pack.

When it comes to radio, he

JIMMY VINSON
knows his stuff, and he knows what
Middle Georgians like. And best of
all, his bright cheery voice is one that
radio listeners round here have taken
a hankerin' to.
Listeners? Just look at the ratings!
Jimmy's range from 50% to 66% in
the city of Macon alone. Out in the
area, Jimmy has more listeners than
any other TEN radio stations combined
in 22 Middle Georgia counties.
You want the radio audience in
Middle Georgia? Jimmy Vinson is
your one best buy. See Katz about
getting on one of Jimmy's shows.

SOUTHEASTERN
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
MACON,
Page 18
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SEVERAL years ago Ralph Hardy, then
NARTB's new government relations director,
wowed a district meeting audience — and he's
an experienced wower of audiences — with an
anecdote about his professional activity.
"I was visiting my grandmother out in Salt
Lake City last summer," his story went. "She
asked me what I was doing in Washington."
"I'm a lobbyist, Grandma."
"To think that we would have one in our
family," she said, recalling with misgivings the
newspaper stories about five-percenters and
sleight-of-handers who ply Capitol corridors.
Bishop Ralph Williams Hardy — he presided
over the East Ensign Ward Congregation,
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
(Mormon), in Salt Lake City, 1942-49 — was
proud of the fact he was a lobbyist and proud
of the special approach he took to this important Washington broadcast assignment.
Day after tomorrow (Aug. 10), Mr. Hardy
leaves NARTB to become CBS Washington
vice president following retirement of Earl H.
Gammons, holder of the network's key Washington post for 13 years [B»T, June 20], He
takes the new post Sept. 1.
When inMr.1950
Hardy
was firstbecame
named appalled
NARTB'sat
lobbyist
he quickly
Capitol Hill's lack of familiarity with broadcasting's regulatory and economic problems.
Using the man-to-man approach, as contrasted with Washington's legendary frostyglass, filet-mignon technique, he found Senators and Congressmen not only willing but
eager to listen to the radio-tv story. They
asked questions, too — all this during their office
hours and without the usual fat expense account.
The famed Hardy skill on the rostrum traces
back to his childhood (he was born May 6,
1916) when the elder Hardy, vice president of
Bankers Trust Co. in Salt Lake City, handled
the receivership of Baldwin Radio Co., an early
manufacturer of microphones and other electronic gear. The four Hardy kids rigged loudspeakers al over the house and every room was
a juvenile studio turning out programs for family consumption. At the U. of Utah, Ralph
Hardy was active in speech and dramatics.
After graduation from the university he became a Mormon missionary. For three years,
1935-37, he served his church in Great Britain
under the shadow of the British Broadcasting
Corp., deciding this government-controlled type
of radio service wasn't for him and gaining a
new appreciation of the American version as
well as a desire to become a broadcaster. He
joined KSL Salt Lake City on his return to
the United States.
His service in England included preaching
and speaking at church services and other places
— especially that most famous of all rostrums,

Hyde Park. Competing against some of the
world's wildest orators, and heckled by profes ionals, hepicked up a thick skin and a backlog of audience-handling maneuvers that have
been helpful in appearances before Congressional committees.
Mr. Hardy's government relations work during a period of intensive legislative activity,
much of which was unfavorable from an industry standpoint, attracted wide industry attention. Chairman Percy Priest, of the House
Commerce Committee, said of Mr. Hardy at
last May's NARTB convention. "I know of no
man who has a higher respect of members of
Congress ... he has been very helpful to the
Thus he was a natural choice of CBS Inc.
officials
when Mr. Gammons decided to retire
Committee."
from the network's Washington assignment.
The Gammons chair will be a tough one to fill,
but Ralph Hardy has the necessary training
and personal attributes.
In his six years at NARTB Mr. Hardy has
accumulated a fund of corollary titles and honors with his participation in various official
functions. From 1949 to 1953 he represented
NARTB on the board of The Advertising Council. In 1951 he was elected to the board of
governors of the Assn. of Better Business Bureaus. During the regime of Charles Sawyer
as Secretary of Commerce, he served on the
first Advertising Advisory Committee.
He became a member of the U. S. National
Commission for UNESCO, and recently has
been vice chairman of the commission. He
was a member of the American delegation to
the Eighth World UNESCO Conference held in
1954 at Montevideo, Uruguay.
Mr. Hardy's appointment to a high NARTB
post in 1949 by Judge Justin Miller, then president, was based on extensive association experience. In January 1944, Mr. Hardy became
chairman of the old NAB District 14 Program
Managers Committee, representing KSL where
he was assistant general manager. This led to
his appointment later that year as a member
of the NAB National Program Managers Executive Committee and chairman of the new
Educational Standards Committee in 1947.
Impressed
the young work,
chairman's
asm for the bycommittee
Judge enthusiMiller
in August 1949 picked him to head the new
Radio Division, and then government relations
director.
Mr. Hardy's relaxed smile and his ringing
voice have been fixtures at NARTB meetings
for years. He is on the short side, quite blondish and exceedingly earnest about his work. He
is married to the former Maren Eccles. of Ogden, Utah. They have five children, ranging
from two to 14.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Our

Stadium

holds

Millions!

What a gang of football lovers we have in Michigan! And, because
WKMH brings the best in the mid-west to those rabid fans . . . the
tune in is tremendous each and every Saturday of the football
season. Not just ONE . . . but 2 MAJOR GAMES ... one right after
the other! No wonder advertisers are giving millions of cheers for the
results they're scoring!

WKMH
Dearborn — Detroit
Frederick A. Knorr, Pres.
George Millar, Mg. Director

save

10To

Represented
Broadcasting
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Buy any 2 or more of these powerful
stations and save 10% from rate card.
WKMH— Dearborn— Detroit
WKMF— Flint, Michigan
WKHM— Jackson, Michigan
WSAM — Saginaw, Michigan

By

Headley-Reed

KNORR
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KDKA
GUIDE

POST

KDKA
NIELSEN
FIRST IN 8 COUNTY
WITH 34% SHARE

66% OF ALL FAMILI
ES,
ALLEGHENY COUN
TY

I

74% OF RADIO

FAMILIES

More than 12% over
next station

/

I

jflp

mm

FIRST IN 4 COUNTY
WITH 28% LEAD

FIRST IN TOTAL AREA
WITH 23.5% SHARE

KDKA

AHEA

EVERYWHEI

KDKA

PULSE

469
FIRST W 433 V* HOURS OUT OF
TIED IN 7 MORE
MORNING

• AFTERNOON

• NIGHT

Monday thra Sunday

That's the short story these dapper lads are
telling the world. And what a best-seller it
is! Because KDKA makes your advertising
dollars count in every county.
Take a look at all three and see. Whatever
rating service you use — KDKA comes out
on top in these latest surveys. In Allegheny
County, in 4 counties, 8 counties, 15 counties, or in the entire area!
No wonder advertisers commanding the
biggest audiences demand KDKA-Radio!
Take advantage of these rave ratings. For
availabilities, call John Stilli, Sales Manager,
GRant 1-4200. Or call Eldon Campbell,
WBC National Sales Manager, MUrray
Hill 7-0808, New York.

K

D

K

A—

WESTING

Pittsburgh

HOUSE

BROADCASTING
COMPANY,
INC.
TELEVISION
RADIO
BOSTON — WBZ+WBZA
BOSTO N — W BZ-TV
PHILADELPHIA — WPTZ
PHILADELPHIA — KYW
PITTSBURGH — KDKA-TV
PITTSBURGH — KDKA
SAN FRANCISCO— KPIX
FORT WAYNE — WOWO
PORTLAND — KEX
KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.
ALL OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY FREE a PETERS. INC.
No selling campaign
without the WBC

is complete
stations

BERNARD BROWNOLD

on

If your sales are lagging in Buffalo, the
nation's 14th largest market, try WGR-TV.
WGR-TV is Buffalo's "most-watched" station.
For instance, WGR-TV leads in 19 of 24
quarter-hour segments from 6 p.m. to midnight.
Get complete coverage of 470,436 sets throughout
rich Western New York and 443,349 Canadian sets
by putting your sales message on WGR-TV.
MOST

BUFFALONIANS

WATCH

WGR-TV

NBC BASIC
representatives
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— Headley-Reed
In Canada — Andy McDermott -Toronto

all accounts

BERNARD (BIB) BROWNOLD, vice president,
account supervisor and stockholder at Grey
Adv., New York, is celebrating his 35th anniversary with the agency, coincident with the
agency's own 38th birthday this week.
Mr. Brownold started his advertising career
at McCann-Erickson as an office boy. He had
completed a course at the National Academy of
Design and joined the agency in the hopes that
he would be able to become a commercial artist.
But his artistic attempts were abandoned when
his executive ability was discovered. Within
two years he had travelled from office boy to
assistant account executive.
One day shortly thereafter he answered a
blind newspaper advertisement for an advertising "executive." The ad was from Grey Adv.
He joined the firm and except for one brief
period has been with them ever since. The
agency then had six employes. Today it has
expanded to include 385.
Among the accounts the agency handled in
the early days was Orbach's, which through the
agency was a pioneer sponsor on NBC Radio
when it underwrote the Phil Spitalny show.
The short leave from Grey Adv. occurred
when
Milgrim
one agency
of Grey'sto
accounts,
lured(women's
him awayclothier),
from the
be its advertising sales director for two years.
He returned to the agency in 1930 and beaccount executive
of a he
number
of Grey's
originalcame accounts.
In 1937
was appointed
account executive on Firestone's new consumer
products, other than tires and the Deltox rug
Co., which today is a division of Armstrong.
Both clients are still with Grey. Last year
when Gruen Watch Co. renamed Grey to
handle its advertising, Mr. Brownold again became the account supervisor for the account.
Currently the latter participates on Home and
Today on NBC-TV and Monitor on NBC Radio. In addition Mr. Brownold has supervised
J. B. Watchbands, which sponsors Stop the
Music on ABC-TV, Dan River fabrics, and
Anchor Hocking (glassware).
Mr. Brownold affirms that "the new sense of
programming is bringing radio into its rightful
media position again. Every advertiser today
is seriously considering and looking at radio
as well as television.
Mr. Brownold has been married to the
former Dorothy McGiehan for the past 18
years. They have a son, James, 9, and live in
Scarsdale, N. Y. Hobbies: skiing, tennis, golf.
Broadcasting
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And Anne Hayes, KCMO's
Director of Women's Activities,
it's

a

woman's

world

covers every bit of it admirably — from how you drape
a picture window

to when

you use a pinch of marjoram.
Every weekday, she's on the
air with a fifteen-minute
radio program and a half-hour
television show. Keeping
Mid-America's discriminating
homemakers

interested (which

Anne does with ease) takes
background and experience,
training and talent. Of these,
she has a sufficiency.
Her informative and helpful
advice to women

has won her

an impressive list of citations —
like the Foster Parents Plan
Award, Advisory Board
appointment for the American
Women

Broadcasters for the

United Nations, First Honorary
Member

of The American

Women's

Business Association

and special recognition from
the Women's

Chamber

of

Commerce,

as well as a

Community

Service Award

from the United Funds
Campaign

RADIO
gF%
|f#%iKA
ff%,^LPr
■ ■ ■
^LP
TVFM
KANSAS
CITY,
MISSOURI
Rep: Katz Agency
affiliated with publishers of Better Homes & Gardens and Successful Farming

Agencies.

Covering a woman's

world

is all in the day's work for
Anne. Hearing and seeing her
is all in the day's schedule
for women audiences in
Mid-America.

Broadcasting
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NEW STUDIO SYNC GENERATOR TG-2A (Field Generator is Type
TG-12A). Combines sync generator, dot generator, Genlock, grating generator, regulated power supply— on a single chassis. Automatic Changeover Switch MI-26289 (illustrated) is a companion'
unit for convenient switching between two sync generators.

NEW COLOR FREQUENCY STANDARD MI-40201.
3.58 mc color subcarrier used with sync generator
synchronizing function for color operation. A counter
cluded to provide means for locking the sync generator
subcarrier.

Source of
to complete
chain is into the color

NEW COLOR STABILIZING AMPLIFIER TA-7B. In the studio, it
forms all normal Stabilizing Amplifier functions — plus impro
operation with the Genlock. At transmitter, it provides the white
stretch^required for color operation. Corrects frequency response
for transmission losses.

NEW PULSE DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER TA-4A. Regenerates degraded pulse signals. Restores rise time. Removes overshoots and
spikes. Eliminates hum, surges, tilt. Provides sending-end termination for better long-line performance.

NEW COLORPLEXER TX-1B combines on a single chassis all
circuits needed to produce a composite color signal from color
primary signals of the live camera, film camera, or color bar
generator. New Carrier Balance Control automatically corrects
for "drift."

NEW VIDEO SWITCHER MI-26277. Ideal for monitor switching in
announce booth, projection room, program consoles . . . wherever
monitors may be located. The inexpensive means for modernizing
your present switching installation.

NEW

TV

...for better
NEW BURST FLAG GENERATOR, MI-40202A. Generates keying
pulse for injecting subcarrier bursts into Colorplexer. Burst position, burst width, keying pulse amplitude are adjustable with high
accuracy. A "must" equipment . . . and a companion to the RCA
Color Frequency Standard.

EQUIPMENTS
monochrome

and

color

Illustrated here are a few of RCA's new, improved
video designs for monochrome and color operation
— Jrom the most comprehensive line of television
equipment in the industry.
Engineered in accordance with the best television
practice, these units are designed for progressive
TV stations looking for new ways to keep picture
quality "up-to-the-minute." They offer improved
operating efficiency and economy. They save as
much as 2/$ the rack space of previous designs.
RCA

improved Video Equipments are already ih

operation in well-known TV stations throughout
the country— on both monochrome and color. For
complete information on the entire line, call your
RCA Broadcast Sales Representative. In Canada,
write RCA Victor, Ltd., Montreal.
NEW VIDEO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER TA-3A. Feeds up to 3 lowimpedance lines from single high- or low-impedance source. Has
extended low- and high-frequency response. 40-db isolation beI tween output lines. Excellent linearity and gain characteristics.
! TA-3A is good for color.

Free technical
folders on RCA
Video units. Simply tell your Sales
RCA
Broadcast
Representative the
number
(listed below).

Item
TA-3A
TA-4A
TA-7B
TG-2A
TX-1B
WA-8A
MI-26289
MI-40201
MI-40202A

NEW COLOR STRIPE GENERATOR WA-8A. Enables you to transmit
color test signals along with regular monochrome signal. Useful
for receiver adjustment throughout the program day. The inexpenliive "must" for TV stations planning color.

Video Distribution Amplifier
Pulse Distribution Amplifier
Color Stabilizing Amplifier
Studio Sync Generator
Colorplexer
Color Stripe Generator
Sync Generator Changeover Switch
Color Frequency Standard
Burst Flag Generator

Cat. No.
B.2502
B.2504
B.86
B.3400
B.878
B.6067
B.3402
B.872
B.874

RADIO
CORPORATION
of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION
CAMDEN. N.J.

"make

mine

a

double...

wabi-tv!"
and
wabi
Now there's a smart time-buyer for you! No chance this maitre d'hotel (name of
Gus) at Hollywood's Brown Derby will ever mistake him for one of
those peasants that wander in from Vine Street.
The young man has just given a substantial opinion on one of the best radio-TV
buys in New England. You can see for yourself how the young lady is mighty
proud of having latched onto a smart guy.
You'll be mighty proud of yourself, too, when you see the results WABI (radio)
and WABI-TV salesmanship can conjure up for your products in the fastestgrowing part of Maine. As Gus puts it: "the real gentlemen among my
time-buying patrons always specify WABI — WABI-TV when establishing their
spot advertising schedules for maximum effectiveness." He's hep, that
boy is! How about you?

AM
TV
wabi

Represented by: K-H J,.Carfer _ Sev/Enaltmd
„
...
George P. Hollingbery — Nationally

BANGOR,
MAINE
General manager: Leon P. Gorman, Jr.
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GET
WE
TELLS
PLAN

V'S?
MORE
HOW
FCC
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Idea would liberalize mileage separations
To drop in channels between existing stations
And give the uhf operators a new place to go
FCC has drafted its own schemes to aid uhf

%

But hasn't found anyone who wants to use them

AN AMBITIOUS PLAN to put 200 more vhf
channel assignments within reach of the nation's telecasters — or more particularly the
nation's unconverted vhf sets — was handed to
the FCC last week. It is the brainchild of
attorneys Welch, Mott & Morgan and engineer
John Mullaney.
The FCC itself has offered several stopgap
plans to meet that problem. They would,
variously, boost power, cut power, boost antenna limits, permit remote operation, and
so on. The big drawback: nobody seems to
care.
HOW TO GET 200 MORE V's
A FORMAL recommendation that the FCC
liberalize its mileage separation factors in tv
allocations to permit more than 200 additional
vhf assignments was presented to the FCC last
week [Closed Circuit, August 1].
The plan also advocated the use of directional antennas in television.
Submitted by the Washington law firm of
Welch, Mott & Morgan and consulting engineer John H. Mullaney, the recommendation
is understood to have powerful backing on
Capitol Hill as well as at the FCC.
The idea in essence is this:
• Present FCC rules — adopted in 1952 when
the Sixth Report & Order was issued after the
43-month-long freeze — require that co-channel
vhf stations be separated by 170 miles in Zone
I, 190 miles in Zone II and 220 miles in Zone
III. They also prohibit the use of directional
antennas.
• Zone I encompasses the crowded northeastern, middle Atlantic and north central
states. Zone II is all the remainder of the country except the Gulf Coast area; Zone III is the
Gulf Coast area.
• However, fully half the stations in the
Zone I area, for example, are separated by as
much as 250 miles.
• If Zone I stations were truly separated by
170 miles, their interference-free contours
would reach out only about 49 miles (for ch.
2-6) or 56 miles (for chs. 7-13).
• Since this is so, it should be possible to
drop in vhf channels wherever it can be shown
that no greater interference would be suffered
by an existing Zone I station than it is liable
to under the 170-mile rule.
• Similar reasoning would permit additional
vhf assignments in Zones II and III.
In detailed computation, the report suggested
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that protection-free contours for Zone II maximum power and antenna height stations are
58 miles for chs. 2-6, and 64 miles for chs.
7-13. For Zone III stations, the figures were
given as 68 and 74 miles for the low and
high vhf band, respectively.
Adjacent channel separation, now 60 miles
throughout all zones, could be lowered to 30
miles, it was said.
The plan estimated that a low powered (100
w at 500 ft.), ch. 2-6 station could be placed
about 85.5 miles from an existing co-channel
Zone I maximum power-maximum antenna
height station without causing any more interference than the existing station is liable to
from
a
miles away.full-strength, co-channel outlet 170
For chs. 7-13 in Zone I, the separation would
have to be 90.5 miles, the report indicated.
For Zone II, such drop-ins would have to be
93 miles for chs. 2-6, and 95 miles for chs.
7-13. In Zone III the distances would be 113

UNFURROWED

FIELDS

TO POINT UP the impracticability of
the FCC's tv allocation based on hardand-fast mileage separation, the
Welch, Mott & Morgan-John H. Mullaney plan listed 153 communities
which have the same number of vhf
channels allocated and not yet applied for.
Forty-seven of these are educational
reservations, it was explained.
Of the remaining 106 available
commercial vhf channels, 49 are in
communities with under 10,000 population; 37 in the 10,000-25,000 class; 14
in the 25,000-50,000 class, and six in
the over 50,000 class.
The largest city with a vhf channel
unapplied for is Amarillo, Tex. (pop.
74,246), it was pointed out, while the
smallest city is Goldfield, Nev. (pop.
336).

and 117, respectively, for the low and high
vhf bands.
These low powered stations, however, the
document emphasized, would receive heavy
interference from some dominant stations. This
could be overcome, it recommended strongly,
by permitting the use of directional antennas
to boost signal strength in the direction of the
populated area, with concurrent reduction in
the direction of the dominant station.
These "drop-in" stations, the recommendation
explained, could use power anywhere from 100
w to 300 kw and antenna heights up to 2,000 ft.,
depending on circumstances.
Iterated and reiterated through the 56-page
document (plus a five-page appendix and 21
charts) was the belief that the Commission need
not hold rule-making proceedings to put the
idea into effect.
It can be utilized immediately on a case-bycase basis, it was emphasized.
Underscored also was the belief that no
change by existing stations would be required
in order to adopt the plan. Stations would be
untouched as to channel assignment, power and
antenna height, it was declared.
In fact, it was pointed out, if viewers in interference areas still wanted to receive the
dominant station, they could continue to do so
by orienting their receiving antennas.
The only revision necessary is that regarding
mileage separation and the use of directionals,
the proponents pointed out.
This has been recommended from time to
time during the last year or more as the plight
of uhf operators worsened. It was suggested
strongly by several witnesses testifying before
the Potter subcommittee last year.
Former FCC Comr. Robert F. Jones' dissent
to the 1952 Sixth Report was alluded to several
times in the new plan. His prophecies regarding
the fate of uhf were commended by the writers
of the document.
The plan was originally worked up in behalf
of Robert W. Rounsaville, owner of the now
dark ch. 36 WQXI-TV Atlanta, it was learned.
However, following the tentative first research, itwas realized that a major overhaul in
FCC thinking on mileage separation and directional antennas was required. A full-scale study
was initiated under the direction of Harold B.
Rothrock, consulting engineer.
At a news conference in Washington last
Thursday, Mr. Mullaney declined to specify
where the additional vhf channels could be
squeezed in under his plan. He did say, however, that he had checked such areas as Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Atlanta, Buffalo and Harrisburg- York-Reading and that he was sure that
all uhf stations in those communities could be
accommodated with vhf channels.
Present at the news conference also was Ed
Kirby, former Army radio-tv chief and former
NARTB public relations director, acting on behalf of the proponents of the plan as public relations consultant.
Paying tribute to FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
for his "long-range" reallocation plan profferred at the NARTB convention last May
[B«T, May 30], Mr. Mullaney suggested that the
latest recommendation was for the immediate
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future and could do much to succor ailing
telecasters.
Mr. Lee had suggested a spectrum reallocation to give tv 47 vhf channels in the 60-342
mc band.
Mr. Lee is scheduled to address the first circuit meeting of NARTB in Chicago Sept. 20.
It is understood he again may discuss possible
allocation plans for tv.
Mr. Mullaney admitted that the recommendations submitted to the FCC last week give short
shrift to uhf. "It isn't the fault of uhf," Mr.
Mullaney explained, "but of the economics of
telecasting, like conversions."
"This puts telecasters on an equal basis," he
added. "Competition becomes one of simple
programming with no artificial barriers to audience building."
Uhf frequencies can be used for other services
demanding more space, Mr. Mullaney said. He
suggested taxicab services as one possibility.
There have been discussions with FCC commissioners and staff members, Mr. Mullaney
acknowledged. Also with congressmen and
senators, he said. He declined to name them.
It was understood that among those who have
been kept informed are Comr. Lee, William B.
EdCampbell, Mr. Lee's engineering assistant;Chrisward W. Allen, FCC chief engineer, and
tian Rogers, engineering assistant to FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey.
The idea has the blessing of Sen. John W.
Bricker (R-Ohio), it was learned. Sen. Bricker
member of the Senate Comis seniormerceminority
Committee.
No action is anticipated before the Commission resumes official business after Labor Day.
The FCC has suspended formal meetings during August.
After the summer recess, the Commission
will be faced not only with this plan, but also
with petitions for de-intermixture in a number
of cities.
Arguments on this plan were heard last
month [B«T, July 4]. They envisage deleting
the vhf channel from cities where uhf stations
are now operating.
The cities are Madison, Wis.; Peoria, 111.;
Evansville, Ind., and Hartford, Conn.
There also are a dozen or more similar
requests on file with the FCC. They involve
such cities as Miami, Albany and Fresno,
among others.
THE FCC CAN'T FIND TAKERS
SOMETIMES the wheels of the FCC grind exceedingly slow.
Not many months ago, the Commission was
reaching in all directions to alleviate the plight
of uhf operators. One of these steps was the
liberalizing of various rules to reduce the cost
of building and of operating tv stations. Another was action to permit uhf stations to gain
equality in coverage with vhf stations.
The object was to help failing tv stations
remain on the air and at the same time encourage the smaller investor in the smaller
city to try his luck with a tv station.
But all this activity has failed to generate
the results expected.
What has happened, it has become obvious
tc most observers, is that additional steps are
needed if any progress toward the goal of low
cost stations is to be made.
In the last few months, the FCC has taken
the road of low power and high power operation as one means to help uhf.
The latest formal action taken by the Commission in this direction was the authorization
to establish tv stations with radiated power as
low as 100 w and with no antenna minimums.
Heretofore, the FCC required that stations
Page 28
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radiate not less than 1 kw with a 300 ft. antenna in communities with 30,000 or less population.
The new rule was passed last June [B»T, June
27] and was effective August 1.
On the assumption that there should be a
goodly number of low power applications either
already piled high on some FCC functionary's
desk — awaiting the deadline — or in the offices
of Washington lawyers and engineers, B«T went
scouting last week.
It found — none.
There is no application asking for 100 w tv
operation at the FCC. There is none in the
offices of lawyers and engineers, either.
The only interest has been more or less
casual, as far as B»T could learn. There have
been inquiries from clients of lawyers and engiWILL THEY BUY UHF?
THE REAL stickler of the uhf problem
is whether or not the advertisers, through
their agencies, will buy it. FCC Comr.
Robert E. Lee made a week's trip to New
York's Madison Ave. to find out just
what the agencies' attitude is. In essence,
they told him that they buy circulation,
and they don't care much whether that
circulation is uhf or vhf. The impressions Comr. Lee gained on that trip are
explored in an exclusive interview with
B«T editors beginning on
PAGE 35

neers, but none has told his counsel or consultant to start preparing an application.
"Why not?" we asked one busy and highly
regarded Washington engineer.
"Well," he remarked, "it's because, basically,
it's not worth while spending $25,000 for a
100 waiter when for another $15,000 you can
have a real signal from a 1 kw transmitter."
"Actually," he colloquialized, "100 watts
ain't hardly gonna get your signal beyond the
antenna, if you want my opinion."
"Anyway," he concluded, "it's not the initial
investment that bothers people, it's the operating cost. And that's about the same for
a 100 watt station or a 1 kw job."
That attitude, that 100 w isn't going to give a
useful coverage, seems to be the key to the
unexpected lack of interest as of this moment.
This stark situation is true as of now; it
doesn't mean that no one will ever take advantage of this opportunity to establish the electronic equivalent of a weekly newspaper.
In fact, FCC staff professionals are quick to
admit the drawbacks. They hope that they can
do other things for low power, low cost tv:
eliminate the requirement for expensive monitors, sideband filters and other test gear; permit
remote control so the expense of operators can
be eliminated. In fact, they are eager to lend
a hand in any direction in order to bring operating costs down to the minimum.
Manufacturers of low power tv gear aren't
too
about
this situation, but they aren't
readyhappy
to give
up yet.
Ben Adler of Adler Communications Labs,
New Rochelle, N. Y., chairman ,of the RadioElectronics-Tv Manufacturers Assn.'s committee
on satellites, is certain that a few more steps
on the part of the FCC to eliminate or reduce
some of the requirements that add to operating
costs 'weaKl be the spark that could set off a
landrush for low power tv outlets.
Among the added moves Mr. Adler feels
necessary is permission to use directional an-

tennas to spray signals into the specific areas
where there may be 10,000 to 15,000 people
without tv service. By using low power transmitters and high gain directional antennas,
strong signals could be laid over the unserved
area, Mr. Adler points out.
Another step, which would pare operating
costs, according to Mr. Adler, would be permission to operate the tv outlet unattended —
or at least by remote control. This would slice
off a chunk of expenses, the New Rochelle
manufacturer believes.
In fact, in order to energize Commission activity along these lines, the RETMA satellite
committee is preparing a formal letter to the
Commission urging just such moves. This will
be filed with the Commission as soon as it is
coordinated among committee members.
Sarkes Tarzian, whose firm of the same name
in Bloomington, Ind., has a $35,000 package
for low power, small scale uhf and vhf tv
operation has had a dozen inquiries, but has
had to enter the market research field in order
to develop a basis for potential customers. It
is too soon to determine exactly how this has
turned out, but it is an indication of the lengths
to which equipment makers must go these days
to sell equipment.
The only low-power transmitter manufacturer
who is publicly pleased with the present situation is Dage Electronics, a Thompson Products
Inc. subsidiary, Michigan City, Ind. A Dage
spokesman says it has one definite purchase of
a low power package and has every expectation of wrapping up six more in the next four
months. Dage has been active in packaging
$50,000 low power, low cost tv for the military
services at remote bases overseas.
The antithesis of low power is the proposed
FCC rule permitting uhf stations to blast out
with five megawatts. This also was proffered
last June [B«T, June 21] and is based on the
assumption that if 1 ,000 kw does not make
uhf competitive to vhf in coverage, quintupling
the power should do it.
Comments on the 5,000 kw proposal are due
Sept.
So 1.
far the only move along these lines is
the grant of an experimental permit to ch. 20
WJMR-TV New Orleans to test out the possibility of raising a 1 ,000 kw transmitter to 5,000
kw. This was granted two weeks ago [B«T,
Aug. 1]. The development will be made in
conjunction with GE, which plans to try substituting four 30 kw Klystron tubes for the
present four 12.5 kw Klystrons in its 1 million
watt gear.
WJMR-TV is authorized 1 million watts and
is due to commence such operation soon.
The only fly in the super-super power ointment is the belief in many quarters that this is
too rich for uhf operators' blood. Although
uhfers were authorized to broadcast 1,000 kw
immediately on the issuance of the 1952 Sixth
Report & Order, it was only three years later
— in January of this year to be exact — that two
stations actually began using this power. These
are WB RE-TV and WILK-TV, both in WilkesBarre, Pa. The former was equipped with RCA
gear; the latter, with GE apparatus.
The next 1 million watt station aside from
WJMR-TV apparently will be the Storer-owned
ch. 27 KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., to which
RCA has delivered equipment and which is in
the process of readying for its peak power
debut [B«T, July 4].
There have been announcements by about
a dozen other uhf stations that they intend to
power themselves with the maximum millionwatt output, but the abovementioned are the
only ones doing something about it at the
present time.
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CAMPAIGNS
Rice Honeys and Nabisco Wheat Honeys.
Luden's candy, Griffin shoe
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, is the agency.
polish, National Biscuit and
P. Ballantine & Son, New York, has purchased its second series of tv film to start in
Ballantine beer ready fall teleOctober. The beer firm bought Highway
vision drives. The first two
Patrol, starring Broderick Crawford, in 30
have dropped network in
markets. This is in addition to its sponsorship
of another Ziv Television package, the Eddie
favor of spot.
Cantor Comedy Theatre, which it will sponsor
TV spot and programs were picked up last week
in 28 markets. William Esty & Co., New York,
by four major advertisers — Luden's (5th Ave.
is the agency for Ballantine.
candy bar), Griffin Mfg. Co. (shoe polish), NaIn addition to the Ballantine deal, Highway
tional Biscuit Co., and P. Ballantine & Son —
Patrol has been sold to Kroger Grocery &
preparing fall campaigns.
Baking Co. through Ralph Jones Agency, CinBoth Luden's 5th Ave. and Griffin have
cinnati, for use in six markets; Carnation Milk
abandoned participation in network tv and
(Mission macaroni) through Taskett Agency
allocated their budgets into spot television.
as alternate sponsor in two markets; Prudential
For the candy bar, Luden's Inc., Reading Pa., Life through Harris Agency for Salt Lake City,
which sponsored Howdy Doody on NBC-TV
and the Pheiffer Brewing Co., through Maxon
last season, is preparing a 10-second spot announcement which will be launched on Sept. Inc., in 11 markets. The show will be sponsored in 75 markets.
12 in about 90 markets. The campaign will
run for 26 weeks, Sundays through Saturdays,
in adjacenies to local and network children's
Grey Adv. Lady Execs
shows. J. M. Mathes Inc., New York, is the
agency.
Explain
Touch'
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, which had spon- AS
PART of'Woman's
the 38th anniversary
celebration
sored aportion of the Imogene Coca Show on
of Grey Adv., New York, four woman execuNBC-TV, is using a part of that budget for an
tives of the agency appeared as a panel — and
expanded television spot campaign in addition
upheld the importance of women in advertising
to continuing its radio spot schedule which
— on the Virginia Graham Food for Thought
day.
started last April. The television spots —
show on WABD (TV) New York last Thursminutes and 20 seconds — are to be launched
early in August on varying starting dates in
Over a huge birthday cake, Miss Graham
85 to 100 television markets. The campaign
congratulated Larry Valenstein and Arthur Fatt,
will run for approximately 13 to 18 weeks de- respectively president and executive vice presipending on the area. Griffin's pattern on spot
dent of th? agency, on the firm's 38th birthday
buying is in a series of four tiers, southern
— traced its history from its beginning in a
markets first, followed by upper south, mid- one-room office in 1917 to its present five-floor
north and north. Bermingham, Castleman & layout at 430 Park Ave.
Miss Graham then introduced the panel of
Pierce, New York, is the agency.
National Biscuit Co., in addition to its sponGrey women — Mrs. Florence Oldwin, a vice
sorship of Rin Tin Tin on ABC-TV, will pro- president and director of women's products;
mote Clubhouse Gang three times weekly on Estelle McBride, a copy supervisor; Eva HoffWPIX (TV) New York and in four other major
man, art director, and Sue Davis, television
markets. The New York sponsorship starts commercial writer — who were queried by a
group of college girls on the theme of women
Sept. 10 on behalf of the company's Nabisco

WILLIAM G. MENNEN Jr. (r), executive
vice president of the Mennen Co., and
Leonard V. Colson, Mennen advertising
director, give a product briefing to Miss
Frances Horwich, founder and hostess of
NBC-TV's Ding Dong School, which Mennen (Baby Magic, Baby Oil, Skin Magic
for adults) will sponsor, effective Sept. 12.
The demonstration took place during a
tour of Mennen's Morristown, N. J., plant.

in advertising. In addition, the advertising
women explained how a campaign for one of
its clients, Indian Head, is conceived and
developed.
The women executives explained in essence
to the college group that since "women buy
80% of all products it is important to have
the woman's touch in advertising. At Grey
there is a key woman executive in each deThey also said that although
in advertising was often up to
partment."
the
opportunity opened up, one
pared with proper schooling and
advertising.
to
be able to make her way as

Mutual

of Omaha

getting a job
chance, once
must be prework interest
a woman in

Buys

Safety Spots on NBC Radio
EXTENSIVE three-day safety campaign over
the Labor Day weekend has been purchased
by Mutual & Benefit Assn. of Omaha on a
number of NBC Radio programs including
Monitor. The order effects a sell-out for Monitor over that weekend.
The schedule will include 30 one-minute
participations on the network's new weekend
service Sept. 3-4, as well as sponsorship, on
Sept. 5 only, of: Kenneth Banghart news broadcast, 10:55-11 a.m.; News With Ben Grauer,
3-3:05 p.m.; special weather and traffic report,
5:55-6 p.m.; a sports round-up, 8:15-8:30 p.m.,
and an announcement on Fibber McGee &
Molly, 10-10:15 p.m. Bozell & Jacobs handles
the Mutual account.
KLZ-TV Denver points to this mass contract signing as proof of "the ten days that shook
Denver tv." The signings shown here represent $126,524.40 in new and renewal business
negotiated in one 10-day period during July.
L to r: John McLagen of Rippey, Henderson & Kostka agency signs for Serta mattress
sponsorship of Stories of the Century; Stanley Caulkins of Stanley Furs signs for Fur Facts;
Bob Hart, KLZ-TV local sales manager; Herman Feucht of Denver's American National
Bank signs for Eye on the World; Victor Love and Mrs. Love, AdFilms Inc., sign for the
Dizzy Dean Show for Denver Wholesale Meats.
Jack Mefford, Curt Freiberger agency, signs for Archway Cookies and Paint Inc.'s Deadline; Jack Tipton, KLZ-TV general sales manager; Curt Freiberger, president of the Freiberger agency, for American Beauty Macaroni's Range Rider; Durcy Ranck, Ball & Davidson agency, for Bowman Biscuit Co.'s Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal.
Not pictured were representatives of Mars candy and Brownie shoes, sponsors of
Buffalo Bill Jr., and Bardahl, sponsor of Confidential File.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

L. A. Soap Buys Sam Hayes
LOS ANGLES SOAP Co., for its White King
detergent, has signed a 52-week contract to
sponsor the Sam Hayes 4:45-5 p.m. PDT newscast on 85 Don Lee, Arizona and Intermountain Network stations, it was announced last
week by Norman Boggs, vice president in
charge of sales for Don Lee, and William J.
Tormey, vice president in charge of sales and
advertising for White King. Firm last Wednesday began sponsoring two broadcasts each week
on an alternating basis, Wednesday-Friday and
Tuesday-Thursday. Agency is the Raymond R.
Morgan Co., Los Angeles.
Page 29
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RADIO

CHARACTERS

SPARK

MUEHLEBACH

CATCH

ON

Kan.,
wrote to Standart
O'Hern
they
were receiving
several &calls
a daythatasking
when cialsthecould next
"Clyde and Gert" commerbe heard.

AD

DRIVE

'Clyde and Gert' came to life as a humor routine to sell a beer in
the Kansas City area. They became conversation pieces overnight,
and before long were in tv, newspapers and other media. And,
best of all, they sold lots of Muehlebach beer.
THEY don't look like salesmen, but "Clyde
and Gert," two fictional characters, have
turned out to be the most successful salesmen that the George Muehlebach Brewing
Co., Kansas City, Mo., ever hired.
When Standart & O'Hern Adv. Agency
Inc. of Kansas City obtained the Muehlebach beer account it decided to build a radio campaign around a humorous idea, but
one that carried a strong, yet friendly, sales
message that always "asked for the order."
The agency created Clyde and Gert, and
placed them in fantastic, humorous situations. The commercials were climaxed by
the question, "Have You Tried Muehlebach
. . . Lately?", which always served to solve
Clyde's problems.
The campaign combined humor for its
attention-getting and remembrance value
with a strong sales message that asked for
the order in a friendly way.
The drive was launched Feb. 17 this year
in metropolitan Kansas City with a heavy
saturation schedule.
Four new "Clyde and Gert" "mellowdramas" are added to the radio schedule
each month. The Kansas City area campaign
used stations WHB, KMBC, KCMO,
KCKN, KUDL, KPRS and KIMO (Independence). It later expanded to include
radio stations in the entire Muehlebach trade
area of Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Nebraska, Iowa, Arkansas, Colorado, Texas,
Louisiana and New Mexico.
This is the original script of the "Clyde
and Gert" series. It is a typical one:
MUEHLEBACH Clyde and Gert and
Bank Robber Radio Spot (60 seconds)
GERT:
Oh, Clyde! You're a hero!
SOUND: (BIG KISS)
CLYDE: Awwwwwwwwww.
GERT:
You captured the bank robber
single handed.
CLYDE:
Shucks, twarn't nothin' any
normal, red-blooded American
he-man like me couldn't do!
GERT:
Oh, tell me how it happened.
CLYDE: Well, there I was .... back
against the wall. He had two
guns in each hand, and a knife in
his teeth. He came closer
GERT:
And you grabbed him?
CLYDE:
What 'er you tryin' to do? Get
me killed? Shucks, no. I just
stood there. He came closer and
closer. Then he says to me:
"Okay,
buddy. hard
Any . last
words?"
So I swallows
. . and
then
GERT:

— then I says . . .
Yes?
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CLYDE: I pulls myself up to my full height,
and I Tried
says: Muehlebach
(TIMIDLY) "Have
You
. . .
Lately?" That did it. His jaw
drops open. He drops the guns.
GERT:
And you picked 'em up?
CLYDE: Naw. I just stood there and told
him about that mild, mellow
Muehlebach beer . . . that wellaged, full-bodied richness. Tears
came to his eyes, and I knew I
had him.
GERT:
And then — ?
CLYDE: Then we both went out for
Muehlebach. Muehlebach beer
sure does break the ice! Come
on, get
Gertrude,
me love. Let's go.
GERT:
To
your reward?
CLYDE: Yep!
bach! I'm a-goin' for MuehleEND
The audiences enjoyed the commercials,
and the campaign became the talk of metropolitan Kansas City. That "Clyde and
Gert" became conversation pieces is proven
by some of the following incidents:
In June, Boy Scouts were presenting playlets for parents visiting Camp Naish, a Boy
Scout camp near Bonner Springs, Kan.
One skit was about Davy Crockett. In
an exciting scene, Davy was treed by a bear.
Davy clung to his tree, just out of reach of
the bear. As the scouts played, the scene to
its fullest, the audience quietly and tensely
waited for Davy to escape from his predicament. Then the bear looked up at Davy
and asked: "Have You Tried Muehlebach
. . . Lately?"
Two "Clyde and Gert" playlets were presented in high school assembly programs;
one in Kansas and the other in Missouri.
A Kansas City sorority presented "Clyde
and Gert" skits as comedy routines to patients in veterans hospitals.
"Clyde and Gert" found their fans even
in the confines of a federal prison. When a
speech cjass at the Leavenworth Federal
Prison was presenting a program, two class
members acted out a "Clyde and Gert" commercial. The question "Have You Tried
Muehlebach . . . Lately?" was amusing even
to those who hadn't had any Muehlebach
beer for years.
Women's groups that often find liquor
and beer advertising objectionable were
heard discussing "Clyde and Gert" "mellowdramas" as casually as they discuss their
favorite radio and television programs.
Two of the participating radio stations,
KXOL Fort Worth, Tex., and KXXX Colby,

When Standart & O'Hern had a survey
conducted in supermarkets four months
after the campaign started, they learned that
43% of the persons questioned had actually
tried Muehlebach during that time.
Sales figures prove that the series is boosting sales to new highs for the Meuhlebach
brewery. With the success of the radio
campaign, Standart & O'Hern also created
television, newspaper, billboard poster and
point of purchase material to tie in with the
successful "Clyde and Gert" series.
The television series is an adaptation of
the radio spots. One features Clyde and
Gert and the bank robber. This is a 60second spot using cartoon illustrations and
the voices of the actors who portray Clyde
and Gert on radio.
Only a portion of the "Clyde and Gert"
television script is reproduced here. A comparison with the radio spot shows the adaptation.
Clyde and Gert and Bank Robber Television Spot (60-seconds)
AUDIO
VIDEO
GERT: Oh, Clyde,
Open on medium
long shot of
yer a hero!
Clyde. Gertrude
slides on, back tow a r d us. She
comes up to Clyde
to kiss him at end
of next line. Then
she moves back
KISS)
slightly after kiss.
Cut to big close-up
SOUND
of Clyde for lip
(BIG
CLYDE: Aww
GERT: You captured the bank
robber single
handed.
CLYDE: Shucks,
twarn't nothin'
any red - blooded
American he-man
like me couldn't
do.
Well, there I was,
back against the
wall. He had two
guns in each hand,
and a knife between his teeth.
He came closer.

sequence.
Cutsync,
to Gert
lip sync.
Cut to Clyde for lip
sync.
Begin quick
lip dissolve. We dissolve
to side view of
Clyde flattened
against wall.
Fast pan to crook.
At this point, all
we see is two
hands holding

guns
camera.pointed at
Slow pan up to show
crook's face with
knife.
Cut to side view
GERT:
And you
showing Clyde at
grabbed him?
one side of screen,
and crook at
other. Crook is
huge, while Clyde
looks like an ant
beside him.
CLYDE: What are
Cut to medium shot
of crook, then on
tryin' to do?
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Get me killed?
Shucks no!
I just stood there.
He came closer
and closer . . . and
closer . . .

next line do a two
step zoom in.
Cut to profile of
head.words,
On Clyde's
next two
guns come into
scene, and touch

Clyde's nose.
Newspaper ad mats are furnished to
Muehlebach beer distributors. The Clyde
and Gert ads tie-in with the radio campaign, and some are direct adaptations of
the radio spots.
Clyde and Gert also are used on billboard
posters and car cards. The posters show
Clyde in situations that are similar to those
used in the back bar signs and radio commercials. For instance, Clyde is shown as
a baseball pitcher who has lost his control
and finds himself in a spot. The catcher
goes over to talk to Clyde and asks: "Have
You Tried Muehlebach . . . Lately?"
In another scene, Clyde is shown hanging from a cliff edge by his fingertips. A
mountain goat is looking at Clyde and asks
the question, "Have you Tried Muehlebach
. . . Lately?" A photo of a can and a bottle
of Muehlebach beer are also shown. Tom
Jennison, art director for Standart & O'Hern,
created the layout and cartoon art for the
posters. Embassy Art Studio of Kansas City
produced the product art.
Outdoor advertising was increased in the
June through September period. The outdoor campaign began with a #50 showing
in June; was increased to #100 in July, and
reaches a #200 showing in August and
September.
According to the Traffic Audit Bureau,
this will mean that the Muehlebach poster
showing will be seen by 95% of the persons
in the metropolitan Kansas City area, 10
years old and older, an average of 43 times
each month.
Car cards, identical to the billboard
posters but for size, are being used on the
outside of buses and street cars in metropolitan Kansas City. These car cards appear
on one out of every three buses and street
cars in the city.
When material was prepared for taverns,
it met with an enthusiastic acceptance and
response because of the likeable characters
and the strong advertising program supporting them.
For instance, there are gummed back
signs that are attached to restroom doors.
The one showing Clyde identifies the men's
room, and Gert, the ladies' room.
A four-inch diameter button reading:
"Have You Tried Muehlebach . . . Lately?"
is worn by bartenders and waitresses. Bow
ties picturing Clyde or Gert also are worn
by tavern personnel and by Muehlebach
truck drivers.
"Clyde and Gert" signs, 8" x 17" in size,
are used behind the bar. These show Clyde
in humorously dramatic situations.
In one, Clyde is in a boat fishing. His
reel has backlashed, and he is thoroughly
entangled in a mess of line. A fish jumps
Broadcasting
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out of the water and asks the question:
"Have You Tried Muehlebach . . . Lately?"
Another shows Clyde hunting bear. He
is walking along very cautiously on tiptoe.
A step behind him, is the bear, also creeping on tiptoe, and asking Clyde: "Have You
Tried Muehlebach . . . Lately?"
Another popular item is a six-pack carton
display piece showing Clyde climbing a wall
on which Gert stands pointing to a six-pack

of Muehlebach beer. The piece is a successful attention-getter in the package sales area
of taverns as well as in super markets.
Clyde and Gert have won a huge following because they are lovable characters.
They have proven their value because folks
all over the 10-state Muehlebach territory
are responding to Clyde and Gert's friendly
invitation: "Have You Tried Muehlebach
. . . Lately?"

THIS IS WHAT RADIO STARTED
WHAT BEGAN as a radio campaign
in television spots (top left), point-ofquickly invaded other advertising fields. purchase displays (center left), billboards
(lower left) and newspaper ads (right).
The catchy "Have you tried Muehlebach
And
all Kansas City was talking.
. . . lately?" slogan soon was displayed

HAVE YOU
TRIEt^
.LATELY?.
^muehlebach

f

t

f ^l{ IDuehlebach )1
mcl-^K Lately? ^-§M
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ALCOA

TO

TRY

'VERTICAL
TV
Aluminum Co. of America
buys $140,000 in NBC-TV time
during one day in December
to promote Christmas products.
Sponsor drops option on 1010:30 p.m. Tuesday spot on
CBS-TV.
ESTABLISHING what is believed to be the
first "vertical saturation plan" in network tv,
the Aluminum Co. of America has purchased
all availabilities on eight NBC-TV programs for
a single saturation campaign on Dec! 6 at a
cost estimated at $140,000. Commercial1 announcements will be spotted throughout the
broadcast day from early morning to late evening.
Alcoa has dropped its option on the Tuesday 10-10:30 p.m. time on CBS-TV [Closed
Circuit, Aug. 1], but is still looking for a new
half-hour tv show, which presumably will be
placed on a tv network later in the season.
In announcing the Dec. 6 purchase George
H. Frey, vice president in charge of sales for
NBC-TV, said the Alcoa advertising schedule
on the network will promote "Christmas Creations of Aluminum," including 18 categories
of aluminum products manufactured by more
than 300 U. S. manufacturers. The "vertical
saturation" plan was conceived by Fuller &
Smith & Ross Inc., New York, Alcoa advertising agency, in cooperation with the NBC-TV
sales dept., with Frank Chizzini as the network
account executive.
The saturation campaign is designed to reach
about 10 million unduplicated tv homes and
deliver some 40 million advertising impressions
during the single day of Dec. 6. It will be
composed of two participations each on Today,

Advance Schedule
Of Network Color Shows
CBS-TV
August color schedules not yet
announced.
NBC-TV
Aug. 8,

(7:30-7:45 p.m. EDT) Matt
Dennis (Also Aug. 10, 12, 17,
19, 24, 26, 29). Sustaining.
Aug. 9. (7:30 - 7:45 p.m. EDT)
Vaughn Monroe Show (Also
Aug. 11, 16, 18, 23, 25, 30,
Sept. 1). Sustaining.
Aug. 8-12, 15-19 (11 a.m.-Noon EDT)
Home. Color inserts daily
at 11:45 a.m.-Noon. Participating sponsors.
Aug. 22 (8-9:30 p.m. EDT) Producers
Showcase, "The King and
Mrs. Candle," Ford through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, and RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Grey and Al Paul Lefton
agencies.
Aug. 27 (2:30-5 p.m. EDT) Davis Cup
Matches. (Also Aug. 28, 2-5
p.m.). Sustaining.
[Note: This schedule will be corrected to
press time of each issue of B«T.]
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Home, Tonight and on a new afternoon drama
series, plus quarter-hour segments on Ding
Dong School (10-10:30 a.m. EST), The Tennessee Ernie Ford Show (12 noon-12:30 p.m.
EST), Feather Your Nest (12:30-1 p.m. EST)
and The World of Mr. Sweeney (4:30-4:45
p.m. EST).
In addition to the network tv push, major department stores in 60 of the tv markets covered
by the Alcoa-NBC-TV promotion will be tied
in by means of an extensive merchandising
campaign. Through the use of local cut-ins in
each of the 60 cities, the department stores fea"Christmas
Creations of
will
obtain turing
video
identification
andAluminum"
support from
the network programs.
"We believe this precedent-making order
from Alcoa may well establish a new advertising technique for television," Mr. Frey said.
"The Alcoa schedule is an example of a new
kind of flexibility which enables an advertiser
to, achieve single-day saturation keyed in with
his major marketing objectives. It is also an
example of our ability to hand-tailor a television campaign to meet an advertiser's requirements, no matter how unusual and unorthodox they may be."
Baseball Survey Says Fans
Prefer Tv'ing to Attending
A PREFERENCE for watching baseball games
on tv has been cited as one of four major reasons why some fans are staying away from
major league ball parks.
This "finding" was contained in a survey conducted by Stephen Fitzgerald Co., New York
public relations firm, at the request of Baseball
Comr. Ford Frick. The preliminary report,
based on 10,000 replies to a mail questionnaire,
was outlined to officials of the American and
National Leagues at their summer meeting in
Chicago Monday.
Other reasons "uncovered" by the public relations firm were car parking and other difficulties in getting to the ball park, cost of attending and a dislike for length and slow pace
of games. Total of 49% of those polled reported an increased interest in baseball and
39% unchanged during the past 10 years.
Simultaneously, a poll of 763 sports editors
indicated that 64% felt people in their areas
would support some form of toll tv to some
degree.
The public relations firm said the survey is
still "incomplete" but contains "a sufficient
amount of material . . . factual information
. . ." to enable owners and Mr. Frick to
formulate "policy decisions."
Grace McElveen Winner
In Lehn & Fink Contest
GRACE McELVEEN, promotion manager,
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, was awarded first
prize in Lehn & Fink Products Corp.'s nationwide contest among CBS-TV station promotion
managers for merchandising the Sunday Lucy
Show and the Lehn & Fink products advertised
on the show. First prize was $600 in cash.
Second prize of $300 went to W. D. Evans
Jr., KGUL-TV Galveston-Houston, Tex. Robert
R. Kenney, promotion chief for WMT-TV
Cedar Rapids, received the $50 award for third
In addition to receiving first-prize money,
place.
Miss McElveen will fly to New York this month
for an expense-paid vacation, including an
appearance on the CBS-TV Morning Show.
(A&A continues on page 51)

LATEST

RATINGS

May

PULSE
MULTI-MARKET RADIO PULSE*
Rating
Weeks May 1-7; June 1-7
EVENING
Program Average
June
Mar.
7.0
5.4
6.0
4.8
4.5
Apr.
5.8
May
6.1
5.0
5.5
6.7
5.4
4.5
4.7
5.8
6.3
Rating
4.3
MONDAY-FRIDAY DAYTIMEProgram
4.4 Average
Mar.
June
Helen Trent (CBS)
5.8
5.9
Ma Perkins (CBS)
Apr.
5.7
5.6
Our Gal Sunday (CBS)
5.7
Arthur Godfrey (CBS)
5.6
5.6
5.7
Guiding Light (CBS)
5.8
5.6
May
5.8
5.9
Perry
Mason
(CBS)
6.0
Road
of
Life
(CBS)
5.7
Nora Drake (CBS)
5.5
5.5
5.6
Wendy Warren (CBS)
5.4
Make
Up Your
Rosemary
(CBS) Mind (CBS)
5.4
5.4
Second Mrs. Burton (CBS)
5.4 Rating 5.6
Young Dr. Malone (CBS)
DAYTIME
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
Program Average
5.7
Mar.
Gunsmoke (CBS)
4.1
4.0
June
Romance (CBS)
3.8
Apr.
Robert Q. Lewis (CBS)
3.7
3.6
Masquerader (MBS)
Rin Tin Tin (MBS)
3.6
Pulse
*Markets.
Weighted Program Average for 19 Regular
3.2
3.1
Jack Benny, Misc. (CBS)
Our Miss Brooks (CBS)
Amos 'n' Andy, Misc. (CBS)
Lux Radio Theatre (NBC)
My
Little(NBC)
Margie (CBS)
Dragnet
L.
Thomas
Rudy Vallee(6:45
(CBS)p.m., M-F) (CBS)
E. R. Murrow
Whistler
(CBS) (7:45 p.m., M-F) (CBS)

VIDEODEX
Top 1025-July
Tv Programs
June
1, 1955
Name of Program
1. Toast
the Town
1 Love of Lucy
(CBS) (CBS)
2.
3. G.
George
Gobel (CBS)
(NBC)
E. Theatre
4.
$64,000
Question
(CBS)
Best of Groucho (NBC)
Dragnet (NBC)
7.
10.8. Wednesday Fights (ABC)
TV Playhouse (NBC)
Robt. Montgomery (NBC)
5.9.
6.
Name of Program
Toast
the (CBS)
Town (CBS)
1 Love ofLucy
2.
Gobel (NBC)
3. George
G. E. Theatre (CBS)
4.
Best of Groucho (NBC)
1. Dragnet (NBC)
$64,000
Question(NBC)(CBS)
7. TV
8.
Ford Playhouse
Theatre
9.
Climax
(CBS) (NBC)
6.5.
Copyright 1955 Videodex,
10.

Tv Homes
%
Cities
144
141
34.8
32.6
145
32.0
128
32.9
139
125
31.0
30.6
116
128
30.7
30.2
99
29.9
30.4
Cities Tv Homes
(000)
89
128
12,328
139
145
11,521
141
10,560
11,029
125
116
144
128
10,446
10,487
10,437
166
9,833
117
9,498
Inc.
9,456

NIELSEN
10 Television
Programs
TwoTopWeeks
Ending July
9, 1955
Number of Tv Homes Reached
Homes
4.
Program
Rank
(000)
11,250
12,963
1. 1 Love Lucy (Philip Morris (CBS)
7.2. Toast of the Town fCBS)
3. $64,000
Question
Lux Theater
(NBC)(CBS)
10,381
Tob.) (NBC)
5. Robt.
10,214
Montgomery^
(Amer.
I've
Got
a
Secret
(CBS)
Dragnet (NBC)
9,430
(ABC)
8. Disneyland
Theatre (NBC)
9. Ford
9,240
10. GE Theatre (CBS)
9,231
9,130
6.Percent of Tv Homes Reached, Program Station Basis
Homes
9,085
8,681
%38.8
Program
Rank
1. 1 Love Lucy (Philip Morris
Toast
of
the
Town
(CBS)
2. Lux Theatre (NBC)
(CBS)
34.3
3.
32.8
4. $64,000 Question (CBS)
32.1
Tob.)
(NBC)
28.5
5. Robt. Montgomery (Amer.
28.9
Wednesday
Night (CBS)
Fights (ABC)
28.8
I've
Got
a
Secret
7.
Dragnet (NBC)
10.8. Ford
28.1
Theatre
(NBC)
9. Disneyland (ABC)
27.8
27.7
6.
Copyright 1955 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
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TELEVISION

LEADERSHIP

HOUR

QUARTER-

TELEVISION

E*
JUN
INinclusive,
In
the week
of June 4-10,
WMAR-TV
STS
FIR
led the rating parade in more quarter-hours
than Baltimore's other two stations combined. The
score:

■
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72.5

WMAR-TV also led the list of "Top Ten" programs in June . . .
6

out

Programs
are

of

First

10

in Baltimore
on

. . .

WMAR-TV
CHANNEL
2

'■'Based on June, J955, survey o/ the
American /Sesearc/i Surea?*, Washington, D C.
Sunpapers Television
* Baltimore/ Md.
Television Affiliate of The Columbia Broadcasting System
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc., New York, Detroit,
Konsas City, San Francisco, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, los Angeles
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INTERVIEW
THE ADMEN

TELL LEE

BE

WE

IT

BUY

U

OR

V,

CIRCULATION

FCC COMMISSIONER Robert E. Lee had heard many references
to the "Madison Avenue Philosophy." He wanted to find out
what it meant, so he packed his bags and made a one-man tour
of advertising's most famous street. It was an informative trip.
Back in Washington, he sat down with B*T editors and told what
he'd learned. Here are his recorded impressions.

Q: Mr. Commissioner, we understand that you spent a week
on a safari to deepest Madison Avenue. Did you find the
natives friendly?
A: Yes, indeed, I found the sidewalk jungle very receptive.

they would prefer the uhf station if the hourly rate was consistent
with that coverage.

Q: Could you understand their peculiar language without an
interpreter?
A: I found, like most things, that there is less mystery there
than one would expect. I picked up a few new phrases and I
suppose I can now qualify as a semi-expert.
Q: Do you want to roll this all up into one big ball of wax for
us today?

A: It might be some of the modern soap powders that farm
families just don't seem to use. Automatic dishwasher detergents,
for example, and many other products not necessarily for the rural
market.

A: I'd like to. My reasons for taking this little jaunt were primarily the pending rulemakings on deintermixture in various places
in the country. I was intrigued, during the oral arguments, by the
many references to the Madison Avenue philosophy, the attitude of
Madison Avenue, the discrimination, if any, against uhf, and so
on. I found no one who had talked directly to these men behind
the scenes who divide up the dollars, so I thought it would be
helpful to me to pick up some real on-the-ground background.
Q: Did you find that there is a Madison Avenue philosophy?
That they live in a little world all their own?
A: I expect that if there is a Madison Avenue philosophy it
can be summed up by saying
that since they're spending
their clients' money they are
interested in getting the maximum circulation for minimum cost.
Q: That's
sand? cost-per-thouA: Cost - per - thousand is
one phrase. For example,
they explained to me that for
a particular product in a particular market the only possibility of sales might be in the
urban area. Therefore, if
there is a vhf station that has
coverage well out into the
rural area and a uhf station
with good urban area coverage, under those conditions

Broadcasting
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Q: What sort of product would that be? Did they give you
some examples?

Q: Then, in that case it would be cost-per-thousand prospects
rather than cost-per-thousand viewers, would you say?
A: I think that might be so. I was very much impressed with
the simplicity of this business and also with its physical arrangement. Iheard some reference to the fact that the advertising industry, while operating in the largest city in the world, in a sense
could be said to operate in the smallest city in the world. Within
a space of some two or three square blocks you find all of the
people who handle something like 70% of all national advertising.
Q: Both network and national spot?
A: Right. You can reach them by walking across the street or
around the corner or going up in an elevator. It's all very highly
concentrated. Also, I expect that probably 75% of that 70% is
placed by perhaps the ten top firms in the advertising agency field.
Q: Did you visit the ten top agencies?
A: I visited every major agency and quite a number of the others.
I can't identify them for you because I told them at the time that
I was just interested in background and wanted facts rather than
guarded quotations. I didn't even take a note of the names or the
addresses because I didn't want to have them feel they had to be
restrained in their conversations with me. My concern was probably
not necessary. I think I had an idea that there was something real
mysterious about this business, but I found no mystery at all. It's
just a question of people trying to sell a product and using their
best judgment to put the limited number of dollars in the place
where they hope it will get the maximum return.
Q: Did you talk to the presidents, the top executives of the
agencies, or ... ?
A: No. I went to the — I don't know what echelon it might be —
but I went to the men and women who actually were on the telephone placing this advertising — the timebuyers. I thought they
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would have the picture and I was quite delighted at their tremendous knowledge and their grasp of each particular market. They had
statistics at their fingertips and I'm convinced they're a very efficient
group of people.
Q: How many advertising agencies did you visit in all?
A: I would guess possibly 15.
Q: And how many station representatives?
A: Probably about eight or nine.
Q: What were the main questions that you put to the agency
people and what would you say were the common answers
you got?
A: I found some differences of opinion but I was concerned
primarily with how did they decide where they would put this
money. The money for advertising originally comes from the firm
which manufactures the product which has an advertising budget
for the ensuing year. They have an advertising department. They
earmark a certain amount of money for advertising and the department decides how much will go into the various media. Then the
advertising agencies get into the act and they develop these campaigns.
RESISTANCE, NOT PREJUDICE
I asked all of them whether or not there was any particular
prejudice with respect to uhf. While there were differences of opinion, I would say that the word "prejudice" was probably not a
wise choice. My impression is that there is some sales resistance to
uhf, not on the part of the advertising agencies, but perhaps the
companies. It might be summed up by saying that where uhf is
used they sometimes require a little more of an explanation than
for vhf because there is the general feeling that the vhf station has
greater coverage. But in many instances, despite this, uhf is still a
good buy.
Q: Did you find any particular formula for using uhf?
A: No, I did not. It varied with the product and with the relative markets that the advertiser was interested in. I did find that
apparently nobody has enough money to cover all markets. A
campaign to reach only the first 30 or 40 markets calls for a very
high expenditure. I think they told me they divided the country
into about 240 television markets, but I didn't find anyone who
knew of any individual tv campaign that reached more than 100
markets. I was impressed at the fact that a good many of them
indicated that know-how and good business management meant a
lot when they selected a station, whether it was uhf or vhf.
Q: Could you interpret that? What did they mean by good
business management?
A: I think that there was a little bit of an impression that some
of the u's who were in trouble could do more to help themselves,
I assume primarily through some original programming or better
programming, or better business practices. Basically it gets back
to circulation — or as my broadcasting friends tell me, the worst
that can happen to a piece of music is that it never be heard and the
worst thing that can happen to a tv picture is that it never be seen.
Q: Do you feel that you can do a better job in dealing with
the uhf-vhf problems that reach the Commission now that
you have gotten this first-hand knowledge of the business
side of broadcasting?
A: Yes I do think so. As a matter fact, I now intend next to
look into the technical comparisons between a uhf and a vhf receiving set. I'm somewhat confused at this point and I hope that
before Labor Day I can go into some market where both u's and v's
are in existence. I want to talk to the dealers and the repairmen.
I want to see how many sets they repair and how many of them

—
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are u's and how many of them are v's, what technical advantages
or disadvantages does either have, how much more it costs a year
to maintain — that sort of thing.
I hope shortly to present to the Commission some concrete proposals, not necessarily a Lee plan, but rather a compendium of
the best advice I have been able to find. I have sought engineering
advice as well, looking toward suggestions for possible reallocations.
Q: There has been a good deal of misunderstanding about conversion costs. Do you think you can clear things up by
such a visit?
A: I would like to if I could. I'm afraid that I might run into
the same problem that I suppose other people have and that is that
the situation varies in different places in the country. I understand
Miami and Norfolk-Newport News are handling conversion very
cheaply, while in other places it runs a lot higher, so I don't know
how conclusive a story I can get from a visit to one market, which
is all I'll have time for. Even so, I think I'll learn enough to make
it worthwhile.
Q: Going back to the Madison Avenue trip, on matters such
as the uhf problem before the Commission, would
you say that you would advocate soliciting comments of
agencies and advertisers who are using these media?
A: I'm not so sure that would be of much help, because it gets
right back to this proposition of where the circulation is. If they
think that the u has a circulation there's no hesitancy in using it
and I don't think they care much whether a market is u or v.
They'll use whatever means they can to get into the market. I
couldn't get much help on whether or not the advertising dollar
would be at least partly weaned away from tv in all-u markets, in
favor of perhaps newspapers or some other medium. I couldn't tie
that down. The only answer I got was that where there is circulation and the cost is right the buyers will use whatever means there
is to get into the market.
Q: On that very point, what about the proposal of Commissioner Doerfer dealing with major market conversion to all
uhf, leaving vhf to serve the smaller markets, the outlying
and what he calls, the peripheral areas. Would you say that
the Madison Avenue concept coincides with Mr. Doerfer's
approach?
A: I don't know as it would make any particular difference to
them, if the circulation was there. At first blush, a proposal like
John's seems pretty unreasonable, but you think about it a little
bit and you say: "Well, is the government going to do something
about uhf and if it is why not go whole-hog and really convert the
biggest markets?" That's one side of the coin. The other side is
how to explain to eight million people why they have to spend
another hundred dollars and obsolete every vhf set they have. I
don't know the answers but I'm certainly going to give John's suggestion the same consideration that I would any other.
Q: Can we assume, then, that you agree with both Comr.
Doerfer and Comr. Hyde on the importance of the economic aspect of television allocations?
A: Yes. I don't see how it can be ignored. I think it is a factor
we'll have to take into consideration continuously, despite the fact
that the tendency over the years has been that this is something
we perhaps shouldn't get into. It's something I would rather not
get into as a free enterprise problem, but I don't see how we can
avoid it in this particular situation. In other words, if there is a
way to get another channel into a particular market my thinking
at this time would certainly indicate that I want to know whether
or not that market would support that additional channel.
The real and sole responsibility of the Commission, it seems to
me, is: Will the addition of a new station improve the present service
in the area, or will it so financially weaken the present operators,
that deterioration of the existing service is threatened? The overriding consideration is to see that the public in every area gets the
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most diversified and efficient television service economically and
technically possible.
Q: A decision doesn't necessarily have to be based on that
knowledge, but you want that knowledge?
A: That's right. It's another factor.
Q: It's my understanding that the Commission has always said:
"If from an engineering point of view you can get another
station on the air in a certain market, we have no concern
with the economics of the situation." Do you mean that if
someone came to you and said, you can put this channel
here and it won't interfere, that you might deny that appliif in your judgment the market wouldn't support
another cationstation?
A: Speaking solely for myself, I think that I would certainly give
that consideration. In other
words, you might have a market with two or three chan■
nels operating and if we could
put another one in I would
want to know whether by dividing up whatever revenue
there is now you might wind
up at some future period with
less than you started with before you put the new channel
in. It doesn't help to add a
new station if that addition
takes enough income away
from the stations already
there to give them all trouble.
I do not want to be misunderstood on this point. I
will not encourage monopoly
or discourage free enterprise.
I merely expect to consider
economics consistent with the
overall public interest.
Q: Where you have a
market that now has
two uhf stations on
the air and somebody found a way to
drop in vhf, wouldn't
that be the kind of
situation you're
thinking of?
A: Yes. If it demonstrably
indicated that one of the u's
was going off the air as a
result of the new v going in
you'd have a very serious
question as to whether or not
that fellow who has the existing u shouldn't be given some
preference for the prospective
v. At least to the extent of
filing a competing application
for a comparative hearing.

A: Yes. I think that it might be said that they felt that if there
had been deintermixture in the original allocation we would all
be better off, but that the dislocations of unscrambling that egg now
would make it a pretty difficult problem. In essence, I think it
could
be said
thatpeople.
they didn't particularly care, as long as there was
an outlet
to the
Q: If they get the circulation they don't care . . .?
A: They don't care whether it's u or v as long as the circulation
is there.
Q: Based on your impressions obtained from talking with the
agency buyers and your obviously considerable technological information obtained from your couple of years at the
Commission, what would you say were the chances of
working out a practical system based on the tions
existing
allocaplan?
A: I think a practical solution within the broad area of
the existing allocation plan is
feasible and I hope to pass on
some specific suggestions,
which I am not prepared to
discuss at this time, to the
Commission.
Q: Mr. Commissioner,
have you come back
from your Madison
Avenue trip feeling
that the problem is
n o t insoluble and
that the economic
wherewithal is there
for both u's and v's?
A: I would say that I do
not see a solution to the problem if a solution means that
we guarantee all existing operators that they're going to
either get in the black or remain in the black. I think
that whatever steps we take
we are going to make somebody unhappy, and by not
doing anything I think we
would make everybody unhappy. I think that this is
one of the situations where

SHOULD THESE V'S GO U? New York's seven vhf antennas atop
the Empire State Bldg. would be converted to the ultra high band
under FCC Comr. John Doerfer's major-market conversion plan.
Would the agencies care? Not if the circulation is still there, says
Comr. Lee, who adds that he'll give this idea the same consideration
he'd give any proposals aimed at finding a solution to the problem.

the Commission as such isn't
going to win.
Q: Would you say, then,
that you feel some
sort of action is indicated but you also
recognize that it is
not the function of
the Commission to
assure a profit for

everyone who might be authorized by this Commission?

Q: Isn't that getting into the public utility theory?
A: Maybe so. I do not know that the public utility question is
necessarily raised in this situation. Now, I am likewise not convinced that the fact that a v goes into an existing u market automatically and per se means the end of the u's. That certainly isn't
necessarily so.

A: That's right. Some steps are indicated. I am very frank to
say that over the period of the last month or so my mind has
changed on certain aspects of this three or four times, but I think
when it comes time to settle these things I'll be pretty firm, at least
in my own mind, as to what should be done.

Q: Did you specifically ask your advertising agency people
what they thought about deintermixture?

Q: That last answer you gave, doesn't that conflict with the
point you made that you think the economic situation of
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INTERVIEW
Q: Where will they come from?

a market should be considered among other things?
A: I think I would consider it on a basis of new applications
going into a market. I think there would be a difference when you're
looking at an existing situation and you're going to say that somebody is losing money here and we've got to do something to make
sure that he doesn't, as contrasted with the fellow who is trying
to get into a market where perhaps a couple of stations are now
doing all right.
Q: Then you don't think you'll upset the present situation, the
present allocations, but when they want to drop in new
channels . . . ?
A: I wouldn't upset the existing situation primarily on economic
grounds.
Q: Mr. Commissioner, isn't the primary consideration service
to the listening-viewing public, service to the citizens who
have spent anywhere from $199 up for their tv sets? If the
stations go bankrupt and go out of business the public is
left with a piece of furniture that's not much good to it?
A: I think that's quite true. If you ' , •
start with the premise that vhf is
superior to uhf, you say to yourself
what right do I have to deny vhf
service to citizens of any particular
community because there are exist- _ '
ing u's there who might be troubled '
by a new v? Then, on the other side
of the coin, you ask do I serve the
public interest by putting in additional v's if I am convinced that the
*"■• •
u's are going to go out of business
because of this and in the final analysis you wind up with less of a choice
of service to the public? Now, there s |
no complete answer.
Q: On that sort of approach,
wouldn't you give the existing u's some sort of priority
in the way of application
for the drop-in v's that have
become available in the mar-

SOUVENIRS

A: That's the question. I certainly don't want what I've said to
be construed as meaning that I'm ready to give up fm. I'm going to
hang onto that. I would be against a raid on any particular service.
I think there is a way that the appropriate government officials,
perhaps at a higher level than the FCC, could really study this matter. There just might be a way we could get additional v's.
Q: Are steps being taken to do something about that?
A: I've been pretty hopeful about the Senate Committee. I think
Sen. Magnuson was on the right track when he asked these engineers
to kind of look at the thing. I hope that they can get something
started pretty soon.
Q: Do you mean the ad hoc committee?
A: Yes.
Q: Is this your personal opinion or do you think there are
other members of the Commission who think along the
same lines as you do?
A: No, this is strictly my own

OF MADISON

No strong objection to uhf per se.
Uhf oJk. if circulation, price are right.
Stations can help selves, agencies feel.
Better programs might mean better sales
De-intermixture would have helped.
But would be pretty hard to put in now.
Allocations can't ignore economics.
But FCC can't guarantee profits.'
Goal must be best possible service.

.

A: That's right. I don't know just how far I'd go, but I would
certainly want to give preference to an existing u which became an
applicant for a new v if it was available, if I was convinced that
he was a good operator but couldn't make the u go for reasons
beyond those of management, assuming of course, that this could
legally be done. If it went as far as a comparative hearing, I would
certainly put a lot of weight on the side of that u fellow in the
various factors that we compare. Naturally, this is assuming that
I was satisfied he was a good operator.
Q: Is this conversation tending in the direction of the hope
that more vhf channels can be found and utilized and perhaps the number of u's reduced by that same amount?
A: I've been hopeful right along that somebody could do something through reallocations. I've been hopeful that the military
could help us out a little bit. I understand the Senate Committee
is looking at that. Perhaps the present allocations plan isn't as
good an answer as is possible. I would like to see additional channels made available and my staff is looking just like many other
people.

•

I
|

amounts
what I ithope
Actually,
thinking.
to
is thinking
out loud.
that
we'll have a series of meetings on
these matters shortly after the recess.
I'll express my views and I hope
they'll be given some weight. I'll
certainly
to the others
and my
I'd
go
a long listen
way toward
modifying
views in order to get a good firm
solid Commission determination. I'd
hate to see a bunch of separate views,
although it might come to that.
Q: I have another question that
I've been waiting to ask
some Commissioner directly.
The Commission has taken a
lot of action recently to help
uhf — 100 watt stations, 5

megawatt, boosters, the 5mile rule — you know all of
them. This isn't going to
accomplish anything. Even
when you add them all up, a uhf station is still going to
have a difficult time of it. What, then, is the purpose of
all this activity on behalf of uhf?

*

ket? Wouldn't the decision finally be made on the basis
of public interest, which includes economics?
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A: It's an effort to try everything, to see what can be developed.
I don't know about the 5 megawatt proposal; I'm not an engineer;
I don't know of the existence of a transmitter of that power. I
think there might be some engineering questions as to whether or
not it will do what they say.
I think in that connection that in trying to equalize competition,
let's say between uhf and vhf, we permit the u 5 megawatts, the
v maybe 50 kilowatts. The very investment that each of them has
to make again tends to de-equalize that competition, since the u
has a much larger investment. So there he is back behind the 8-ball
again.
Q: Would you say that on your trip to wildest Madison Avenue, you found that they weren't all wildcats — that maybe
they were hepcats in this business?
A: I thought they were a pretty bright bunch of fellows and girls,
a rather young age group, as a matter of fact, and full of dynamics.
As a matter of fact they looked much more like the movie version
of the busy timebuyer than I expected them to.
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B
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1.43
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EG
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9.41
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10.74
6.02
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1 1 AM - 1 PM
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12.83

1 1.84
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18.36

3.81
18.68

2.00
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4.42

6.51

4.42

3-5 P.M.

5-7 PM
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June 24
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10.47

10.79

8.33

12.51

3.06

3.80
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A FORMIDABLE segment of the country's
middle-incomed holds ownership in the
many corporations which run U. S. business and industry.
With this in mind, Bache & Co., second
largest firm among investment brokers and
underwriters, has built an advertising-public relations program that seeks to reach the
greatest number of the public in the fastest,
most flexible way possible.
Bache tried radio three years ago, was
satisfied with it, continued to use it and
has all intentions to increase use of it.
There is the try-it and then forget-it approach to radio, and there is the Bache way.
Bache thinks of radio as a dynamic salesman and also as a showcase, i.e., presenting
the firm
the public's financial representative and as
servant.
In a short radio association, Bache already has carved these benchmarks:
• An advertising program that puts into
radio about 50% of a more than half million dollar total budget. The overall budget
will be increased an estimated 25% next
year, with radio allocated some 60%. (Between 25-30% of the budget goes into newspapers, perhaps as much as 8% in national
magazines.)
• A live radio report from Geneva last
month on the possible effect of the four

AND
THE

STREET

MARKET

PROGRAMS

INVESTOR'S

DOLLAR

power conference on world events and the
U. S. economy.
• When a 10-day newspaper strike in
New York in December 1953 shut down six
major news dailies, Bache stepped up its
radio schedule, buying three additional fiveminute news reports per day on WOR.
These three and Bache's regular five-minute
news program all had commercials deleted
during the strike period.
In a wrapping up of all of Bache's radio
activity, it becomes obvious why the company now is considered along Wall Street
to be the most air-minded among brokerage houses. Bache sponsors a five-minute,
daily news summary — dealing with stocks,
bonds, loans, Federal Reserve Board actions
etc. — on nine radio stations. Also, it has
been a user of overseas radio for the past
25 years, beaming daily market quotations
via short-wave on WGEO Schenectady,
N. Y., and WRUL Boston. Bache supplies
financial news to the Voice of America and
the Armed Forces Network and buys time
for stock prices and market commentary on
Radio Luxembourg, and, to make the saturation complete, feeds via radio (United
Press) all ships at sea.
Radio has caught Bache's advertising
fancy because of the "after dinner," companion approach as contrasted to a more

COMMENTATOR Henry Gladstone (I) broadcasts a market analysis interview on the
Today's Business program over WOR New York with (I to r) Harold Bache, senior
partner in Bache & Co.; Edward McCormick, president of the American Stock Exchange,
and Keith Funston, president of the New York Stock Exchange.
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THE DAY'S quotations are gone over by
Henry Gellerman (I), Bache director of
advertising and public relations, and Martin Gilbert, market analyst and news
writer with the investment brokers.
"distracting" appeal of a television show.
The association permits Bache to emphasize asophisticated approach in its advertising, creating a word picture of personal honesty and conviction, while selling
its services to the public.
Thus encouraged, Bache now is adding
WIP Philadelphia and, in the fall, KHJ Los
Angeles to the nine radio outlets already
carrying its nightly news program.
The heartbeat of this far-flung financial
operation — Bache operates a string of more
than 70 offices in key U. S. cities as well as
its overseas branches — is at 36 Wall Street,
New York City.
At this headquarters and information
center, a market analyzer writes a news
script that is relayed to WOR New York
where Henry Gladstone conducts the Today's
Business program. This script also is teletyped by Bache to its offices in nine cities
and sent to stations there. The five-minute
summary of business and financial news,
sponsored and prepared by Bache, is on
WOR; WGAR Cleveland; WGBS Miami;
WGN Chicago; WOAI San Antonio; WBBM
Boston; WTOP Washington; WCAU Philadelphia and WGBI Scranton, Pa.
The man overseeing this growing radio
operation is Henry Gellerman, director of
Bache's advertising and public relations.
Much of the material for the news scripts
is supplied by Martin Gilbert, a market
analyzer with Bache.
Mr. Gellerman voices Bache's feeling on
radio this way (from a letter last March to
WOR) : "In studying our annual budget
and related cost accounting, I found that
over the past three years WOR has consistently outpulled all other advertising media
Broadcasting
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we have used in our entire system throughout the U. S. Moreover, it has produced the
lowest cost per inquiry in the advertising
history of our company."
He notes that Mr. Gladstone's show on
WOR alone "in a broader sense has immeasurably contributed toward broadening
the public understanding of the investment
market, thereby sharing in the major credit
for the firm's overall public relations activities."
These activities include, among other
things, sponsorship of a year-end program
on WOR which brings together a top Bache
executive with the presidents of the American and New York Stock exchanges.
On every newscast (Bache started on
WOR in May 1952 with a three-times
weekly broadcast which in six months was
increased to five-times weekly), Bache offers listeners pamphlets on a variety of business subjects related to investments. These
are leads for Bache salesmen to follow up
in the objective of obtaining general investment and mutual-fund investment business.
Not every lead, of course, materializes.
Those that do are labeled "conversions."
The leads, and particularly the conversions,

MODEL

emergencies, etc., and finally, money availmeasure radio's excellence. WOR estimates
able. An analysis is drawn comparing stock
that the weekly program pulled 274% more
dividends and bank interest — in other words,
responses last year than in 1952 and 48%
more than in 1953. Cost per inquiry for what can your money do? In all, a series
Bache declined 29% over the three-year - of three letters is sent before a "lead" is
sponsorship. Bache and Albert Frank-Guenther Law Inc. (Bache's agency) join in prais- dropped
Bache, asin "dead."
fact, finds radio quite "alive"
ing the ability of the program to attract
in its ability to convert the company's in"seasoned" investors as well as people who
business. vestment inthe medium to new and "good"
never before bought a share of stock.
Often, the company's radio use returns a
rather unique reward. For example, Bache
RADIO 3 TO 1
files relate a story of a scribbled postcard
Mr. Gellerman estimates that conversions
sent in by an elderly woman listener, born
at about the time Bache & Co. first opened
run 3 to 1 higher in radio than in Bache's
newspaper advertising. Bache also figures its doors 76 years ago on Wall Street. The
that 70% of the mail it receives is postal writer noted that she was sending along a
cards. These cards are handled by its portfolio on holdings. Bache experts, expectCustomers Relations Dept., which breaks the
ing a piddling few shares of stock that the
mail down into regional areas and then
lady had been worrying over for sustenance
sends it to regional offices.
in the twilight period of her life, were
With each Bache mailing, a card is en- shocked to find listed blue chip stocks — of
closed asking what securities the listener the AT&T and General Motors variety —
owns and what he wishes to know — e. g., dating back a number of years and worth
tax matters, further investments, stock
all of a quarter million dollars.
trades, etc. The portfolio requested is studied
Bache staffers, "seasoned" investment
by Bache's research department for status
obon life insurance, savings bonds, savings for brokers, serversnow
of the are
powerbecoming
of radio "seasoned"
advertising.

HOME,

BECAUSE WROL Knoxville refused to
believe that when tv came to town radio
had no choice but to roll over and die, the
station has just concluded what it calls its
most successful promotion, the "WROLDawn Model Home" five-week campaign.
Developed by Rodger May, WROL station manager, and Wayne Hudson, promotion manager, the plan, briefly, was this:
Find a builder with a new house he'll turn
over to the station for five weeks in exchange
for advertising he'd get. Require clients to
buy time on the air in order to participate
in furnishing the home and to get in on the
open house held the last eight days of the
campaign.
The promotion was planned for five
weeks, with most clients buying air time for
that period, although some smaller packages
were sold, most of them for three week
schedules. All schedules were sold at regular rates, no premium being charged for the
eight-day showing of client's products in
the home. The only stipulation made by
the station was that all model home copy

MODEL

PROMOTION

for clients must mention the fact that the
client was one of the participants, giving
the dates for open house. Thus the name
"WROL-Dawn Model Home" was heard
constantly by listeners, providing the builder, W. C. Dawn, with lots of advertising
which cost him nothing except the use of
his house.
In addition to the commercial copy on
the home, WROL ran copy of its own
throughout the five-week campaign, plus a
two-day "teaser" campaign in advance of
the initial announcement. Some small ads
in the "classified" sections of newspapers
were used, plus larger ads on the radio pages.
In the sales "pitch" to advertisers, here
are some of the added features which WROL
salesmen feel helped clinch the sales ... an
attractive folder listing name, address and
product of participating advertisers was
given to every visitor to the home . . .
WROL's daily "Homemaker Harmonies"
(women's show) originated at the home
during open house week . . . participating
advertisers' names appeared on cards next

to their products . . . hostesses were on duty
at all times during open house week to assure proper attention to all visitors ... a
door prize of a $399.50 Philco electric range
was given, to encourage attendance.
During the eight-day open house, April
24-May 1, a total of 6,648 people went
through the house. More than that, they
bought practically everything in sight, making the builder (who sold the house for
$18,950 on the fifth day) and the 16 participating sponsors pretty happy. The furnishings inthe house, the power mowers on
the lawn, even the $1,577 boat displayed in
the car port, were sold to visitors attracted
by the radio campaign, and other participants reported sales or good leads resulting
from contacts made at the home.
As for WROL, Mr. Hudson told B«T:
"We consider this the most successful promotion sunt we have ever pulled, and we
will probably do it annually. It paid off
royally in sales for both the station and the
clients and it had everybody talking about

WROL."

THE WROL-DAWN
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AT THE time KNX Hollywood Matinee
started a year ago, the trend of much local
afternoon radio programming in Southern
California — and across the country for that
matter — was toward a monotonous sameness.
Generally, it consisted of a disc m.c, who
interrupted plays of somebody's "best 10"
record list only for an occasional newscast
and a number of spot announcements and
participations. The disc m.c. still exists
and still plays his records, but KNX Matinee,
now well past the stage of bouncing infancy,
is proof that a well-planned and well-executed music-and-personality program, broadcast live on a local station five times weekly,
can pay off and pay off well for both advertiser and station.
"The decision to put on an 85-minute live
talent program on a single station at a time
when most program authorities were headed
in exactly the opposite direction was not.
made without thought," states Bert S. West,
general sales manager of the CBS o&o station. "In fact, 'thought' is an understatement. At KNX, we mulled over the idea
for weeks. We discussed it from every conceivable angle.
"We finally reached the conclusion that
KNX listeners would take to a first-class
afternoon show with live music, live singers,
live comedy, brief newscasts, audience participations— and more live music."
Definite ideas of what he wanted on
Matinee were held by Robert P. Sutton,
KNX program director. "The program
philosophy is to make everyone on a show
a warm, believable person," he observes.
"This automatically turns them into good
salesmen — and as a matter of fact, everyone
on the show does a commercial at one time
or another."
Station executives point out that the production cost of Matinee, the most elaborate
afternoon live radio program in Los Angeles,
runs to approximately $1,000 weekly. That
KNX' idea has paid off is shown by the fact
that the program has been in the black from
the fourth week it was on the air.
There has been no slackening since, Mr.
West adds. "We need five or more participations aday to break even. We average
10 to 12," he observes.
A partial list of the wide variety of advertisers who have used Matinee to good advantage include Rheingold beer, Folger's
coffee, Hunt's foods, Pontiac automobiles,
Nescafe, Motor Truck Assn. of California,
Los Angeles Metropolitan Buick Dealers
Assn., Van Nuys Federal Savings & Loan
Assn., Tintex dyes, Life magazine, Herbert
Tareyton cigarettes, O'Keefe & Merritt gas
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ranges, Bank of America, Colgate-Palmolive
Soap Co., Red Heart dog food, Birdseye
frozen foods, Republic Pictures, Barker
Bros, furniture stores, Slenderella reducing
treatment salons, General Motors Motorama
show, Tasti-Diet foods and Union Oil Co.
In all, Matinee utilizes the services of six
regular cast members, with Bob Hafter producing and directing. They are humoristmonologist Bill Ballance, host-m.c. Johnny
Jacobs, singer Louise O'Brien (who, as a
former Miss Oklahoma and fourth-place
winner in the 1951 Miss America contest,
lends a touch of beauty to the program as
well), newscasters Max Roby, organist Ramona Gebhardt and pianist Art Shutt.
Another program feature is the daily interviews of popular personalities by Mr. Ballance. With Hollywood, a major entertain-

licity stunts. Among other things, he has
been first prize in a baby-sitting contest won
by the mother of eight children. She attended Matinee and he sat with the kids.
Also in the name of Matinee promotion,
Mr. Jacobs has taken over the duties of a
supermarket check stand girl and emceed
a male beauty contest for Los Angeles Straw
Hat Week.
Matinee utilizes games and contests for
both studio and home audiences. Prizes
have included vacuum cleaners, stoves, a
Buick Riviera, an automatic dryer, a number of Las Vegas weekends and, of course,
the aforementioned services of Mr. Jacobs
as a baby sitter.
Advertisers still find that live radio — and
particularly KNX Matinee — is a most effective selling medium. Letters from satisfied Matinee users prove this point.
Wrote Porter F. Anderson, vice president
in charge of the San Francisco office of
Raymond R. Morgan Co., agency for J. A.
Folger Co. there (Folger's coffee).
"Many thanks for sending us that part of
the . . . program in which Tennessee Ernie
Ford appeared as a guest star and gave some
wonderful ad lib plugs for Folger's coffee.
The entire staff of Folger's advertising department thought it was great — a wonderful
'plus' for Folger's coffee and the doorbell
". . .promotion."
Your great gang at KNX is doing
ringing
a great job to make this doorbell promotion

345PM
PRIZES GALORE
EVERY
"MATINEE" JACOBS MAX ROBY. JUNE CHRISTY
L0W5E DAY
OBfttEN.JOHNNY

ment center, at Matinees backyard, most of
the guests are entertainment personalities.
The keynote of Matinee^ format is its
flexibility. Within the loose characteristics
described by Mr. West, the program's producers and cast members have seized opportunities tointroduce new features at the last
minute. When a troupe of camels were
tethered in CBS Columbia Square, where
the program generally originates, to promote
the annual Indio, Calif., Date Festival, they
were spirited onto the Matinee stage for an
interview.
KNX Matinee receives support of a heavy
newspaper, magazine and on-the-air promotion campaign. As part of this campaign,
the program originates at a number of outof-studio locations and m.c. Johnny Jacobs
is active in many of the promotion and pub-

another outstanding success in southern
In another letter, Robert S. Hendrickson,
account
executive for the Calso Water acCalifornia."
count at Young & Rubicam Inc., San Francisco, states:
"Probably the most impressive of all the
things which you sent was the air check of
the commercials given by . . . Bill Ballance
of Matinee. How I wish we had had commercials like those ever since last December,
when we started our radio campaign in Los
Angeles.
KNX Matinee shows that with imagination and intelligent production, live radio
does not need to be "re-discovered." A
solid and potent force in both entertainment
and advertising, it has never really been
awav.
Broadcasting
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HART
ARF

TO

BECOME

PRESIDENT

DuPont ad director, retiring
after 31 years, named to succeed Kobak as head of Advertising Research Foundation.
WILLIAM A. HART, retiring after 31 years
as director of advertising of E. I. du Pont De
Nemours Inc., will become president of the
Advertising Research Foundation Nov. 1 succeeding Edgar F. Kobak, who is resigning because of business pressure and other interests.
In announcing last week that Mr. Hart had
accepted the ARF presidency, Fred B. Manchee, foundation chairman, paid tribute to Mr.
Kobak for having served the Foundation with
"rare competence and faithfulness — and well
beyond the originally-agreed upon length of
service." He cited Mr. Hart's long experience
in advertising as qualifying him eminently to
succeed Mr. Kobak.
Mr. Hart is a former president, vice president
and director of the Assn. of National Advertisers, and formerly vice president of the National Better Business Bureau and the Advertising Federation of America. He has been a
member of the ARF board since December
1953, and is chairman of the foundation's projects Development Committee.
He has been a director of the Audit Bureau
of Circulations since 1937 and served as chairman of the board from 1952 to 1954. Mr. Hart
also is coordinator on the ACTION campaign
of the Advertising Council, and a member of
Alpha Delta Sigma, advertising fraternity.
Mr. Kobak, business consultant and station
owner, has held the ARF presidency since 1952,
when he agreed to serve on a part-time basis
for "a mandyear
so."as ARF
said "the
heavy deon hisortime
a business
consultant
to
several clients, plus volunteer work, including
presidency of the National Society for Crippled Children & Adults, have forced him to
step aside." Mr. Kobak will continue to serve
the foundation in a volunteer capacity.
HEATH

PRESIDENT

OF LEO BURNETT
ELECTION of Richard N. Heath as president
and Leo Burnett as board chairman of Leo
Burnett Co. was announced Friday by the
Chicago advertising agency on the occasion of
its 20th anniversary.
Mr. Heath, with the agency the past 19 years,
has been executive vice president since 1940
and a member of its plans supervisory and executive committees, and has specialized in Burnett's new business presentation activities, with
functions of a managing director under Mr.
Burnett. Previously Mr. Heath was with Curtis Publishing
advertising
department.
Mr.
Burnett Co.'s
announced
he will
continue in
an "active capacity," stressing creative work.
Elected new directors were William T. Young,
vice president in charge of creative planning,
who joined the agency in 1946; Andrew Armstrong, vice president in charge of art, with
the agency since 1946, and F. Strother Cary
Ir., administrative vice president, with Burnett
since its inception in 1935.
Simultaneously with the announcement, the
Burnett agency revealed it expects to gross $65
million in overall billings this year, with 75%
in radio and television. Last year 63% of all
billings came from broadcast media (8% in
radio, 55% in tv), while the 1955 breakdown
is expected to approximate 5% radio, 70% tv.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Ford's Cameron Dies at 76
WILLIAM J. CAMERON, 76, regarded for
many
as the Co.
"voice"
and commentator
"spokesman"
of the years
Ford Motor
and also
on the Ford Sunday Evening Hour on CBS
Radio from 1934 to 1942, died last Monday
in Oakland, Calif. Mr. Cameron was associated
with the Ford Motor Co. from 1918 until
1946.
Tv# But Not All Tv
SIMPLICITY PATTERN Co., previously reported by B*T as placing its entire budget in
television, said through a spokesman last week
that "while it is true that Simplicity has signed
a contract for television advertising, this program does not, by any means, eliminate Simplicity's magazine advertising." Simplicity will
sponsor a portion of Today and Home on NBCTV next fall.
Adman

Dies in Plane Crash

ROBERT ZELENS, 35, radio-tv director in
Chicago office of Erwin, Wasey & Co., was
among 30 passengers killed Thursday in a
crash of an American Airlines plane at Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo. Mr. Zelens joined the
agency last September and was active on the
Carling's Stag Beer and other accounts. Previously he was associated with Ewell & Thurber
Assoc., now U. S. Adv. Co. Mr. Zelens was
returning from a business trip in Springfield,
Mo. He is survived by his wife and a daughter.
SPOT NEW BUSINESS
Century Broom Co., Mattoon, 111., Rich &
France Broom Co., Chicago, France Broom Co.,
Paxton, 111., and Continental Broom Works,
Chicago, in cooperative promotion of corn
brooms are buying three-week spot announcement campaign in Chicago, Detroit & Grand
Rapids, Mich., effective in September.
Ana hist Co., Yonkers, N. Y., preparing tv spot
campaign using nighttime minutes, effective
Sept. 19, for 26 weeks on over 100 stations.
Radio plans also being considered. Agency:
Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
NETWORK

NEW BUSINESS

Cluett, Peabody & Co. (Arrow shirts, boys'
wear), N. Y., signs for 24 participations on Today on NBC-TV (Mon.-Fri., 7-9 a.m. EST),
effective Nov. 14. Agency: Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes),
Winston-Salem, N. C, and Amana Refrigeration Inc. (food freezers, room air conditioners),
Amana, Iowa, will co-sponsor You'll Never Get
Rich on CBS-TV (Tues., 8:30-9 p.m.), effective Sept. 20. Agencies: Wililam Esty Co.,
N. Y. (Reynolds); Maury, Lee & Marshall,
(Amana).
Sweets Co. of America (Tootsie Roll candies),
Hoboken, N. I., will sponsor Pinky Lee on
NBC-TV (Sat., 10-10:30 a.m.), effective Sept.
17, in addition to weekday participations on
Pinky Lee Show on network. Agency: Moselle
& Eisen, N. Y.
NETWORK

RENEWALS

Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, has renewed Schlitz Playhouse of Stars for another
full year on CBS-TV (Fri., 9-9:30 p.m. all
zones). Series, produced by William Self for

Meridian Productions, enters fourth year on air
this fall with 52 films. Production resumes in
September.
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

Whitehall Pharmacal Co., div. of American
Home Products Corp., N. Y., names Scheideler,
Beck & Werner, N. Y., to handle advertising
for new unnamed product. Agency also services
Hill's cold tablets, Whitehall product.
Electric Auto-Lite Co., Toledo, Ohio, appoints
Grant Adv., Chicago. Radio-tv will be used.
Continental
Illinois National Bank & Trust Co.
city.
of Chicago appoints Earle Ludgin & Co., same
Anheuser-Busch Inc. (beer), St. Louis, has
named Gardner Adv. Co., same city, to handle introduction of new beer, Busch Bavarian,
to selected markets. Radio-tv will be used.
A. Sagner's Son Inc. (Northcool summer suits),
Baltimore, appoints Henry J. Kaufman &
Assoc., Washington. Radio-tv will be used.
Limbach Co. (mechanical, specialty contractors), Pittsburgh, appoints Sykes Adv. Inc.,
same city.
Snow Corp. (farm specialty equipment), Omaha,
appoints Ayres, Swanson & Assoc. Inc., Lincoln, Neb. Warren loyce Ayres is account
supervisor, assisted by Herman Harney.
Norge Div. of Borg-Warner Corp. (home appliances), Chicago, has appointed Arthur Grossman Adv., Chicago. Arthur Grossman has
served Norge as promotional and merchandising consultant for more than year.
F. C. Russell Co. (windows, doors, home comfortizing products), Cleveland, appoints McCann-Erickson, same city.
Thiokol Chemical Corp. (oil resistant synthetic rubbers, plasticizers, chemicals) appoints
Grant Adv., N. Y.
Emsco Mfg. Co. (communications receivers),
L. A., appoints Darwin H. Clark Co., same
city, effective Jan. 1 when association with
Foote, Cone & Belding will terminate. Emsco
has been acquired by Johnson Pump Co., Pasadena, Calif., whose account is handled by Clark.
William J. Alexander, Johnson advertising manager, additionally appointed Emsco advertising
manager.
Reeves Soundcraft Corp. (magnetic tapes, films
and other products), N. Y., has named G. M.
Basford Co., same city.
Alan E. Brockbank Inc. (realtors-builders),
Fruzola Co. (packaged punch mix), Intermountain Paddock Pools (swimming pool distributor), Pyke Mfg. Co. (clothing), all Salt
Lake City, and Hinckley's Inc. (Dodge-Plymouth dealers), Salt Lake City-Ogden, Utah,
name Gardiner Adv. Agency, Salt Lake City.
Fruzola using radio spot; Intermountain using
tv spot; Hinckley's using radio-tv spot.
Maywood-Bell Ford, L. A., has appointed W. H.
Hunt & Assoc., same city. Tv being used.
Copper & Brass Research Assn., N. Y., has
named L M. Hickerson Inc., N. Y., to handle
copper promotion program.
Duet Corp. (electric safety razor), Ridgefield,
Conn., has appointed Hicks & Greist, N. Y.
New razor will be introduced in U. S. on
market-by-market basis.
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Los Angeles — 121 S. Lapeer Drive
San Francisco — 150 Font Blvd.
Boston— 419 Boylston Street
St. Louis— 415 North 12th Blvd.
Dallas — Second Unit Santa Fe Bldg.

FARRELL

Chicago — 360 No. Michigan Ave.
Minneapolis — 3100 Raleigh Ave.
Atlanta— 333 Candler Bldg.
Philadelphia— 1420 Walnut Street
Memphis — 2254 Madison Ave.

Russ Paulson, Ford Dealer and Shell Oil southeastern region account executive, J. Walter
Thompson Co., Atlanta office, transfers to S. F.
office on Ford Motor Co. and Ford Dealer accounts.

AGENCY SHORTS
Adv. & Merchandising Inc., 1100 American
Bldg., Dayton, Ohio, formed by Carl T. Hamm
Sr., formerly advertising and sales promotion
manager, Home Store, Dayton, and Ralph
Kaufman, formerly radio-tv director, Kircher,
Helton & Collett Inc., same city.

Jack Chandler, account executive, KONA (TV)
Honolulu, to Lund & Heitman, same city, as account executive.

Aawl Adv. Agency, 509 Palace Theatre Bldg.,
Cincinnati, opened by W. Wilson Lang, formerly vice president in charge radio-tv, Associated Adv. Agency, Cincinnati. Henry Frederick, formerly with Associated Adv., joins Mr.
Lang in establishing agency.

Town Adv. Agency, Phila., has announced dissolution ofcontrolling partnership of Albert A.
Eisenstat and Sol E. Zubrow who are setting
up individual organizations, Marketing & Adv.
Assoc., Penn Sq. Bldg., and S. E. Zubrow Co.,
1420 Walnut St., both Phila., respectively. Former takes Fleischmann's Vienna Model Bakery Inc., Heimbach Baking Corp. and Phillips
Packing Co. accounts and latter takes Eatmor
Cranberry Sauce, Fels-Naptha Soap Co. and
Letty Lane Candy Co. accounts.
Larry Stevens & Co., 835 Keeaumoku St.,
Honolulu, opened by Larry Stevens, formerly
local sales manager, KGMB-TV there, effective
last week, serving mainland agencies in associate capacity.

Vignolle & Powell, L. A., has moved to 8826
Sunset Blvd.; telephone: Crestview 6-7165.
A&A PEOPLE
Arthur W. Ramsdell, formerly in charge merchandising dept.,
Weiss & Geller, Chito MacDonaldCook cago,Co.,
same city,
as vice president and
account executive.

MR. RAMSDELL

Herbert A. Carlson,
formerly vice president, Christiansen
Adv. Agency, Chicago, appointed vice
president and account executive, Applegate Adv. Agency,
Muncie, Ind.

C. W. Cook, assistant general manager, Maxwell House Div., General Foods Corp., White
Plains, N. Y., appointed vice president and
general manager, succeeding John K. Evans,
retired.
Franklyn W. Dyson, formerly partner, Turner
& Dyson Inc., N. Y.,
to Piatt, Dyson &
O'Donnell Inc., same
city, formerly Piatt,
Zachary & Sutton,
as partner, vice
president and treasurer.
A. J. Cason appointed publicity and public relations director,
Glenn, Jordan, Stoetzel, Chicago.

James A. Clarkson, vice president and account
executive, J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., to
Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., as account executive.
Joseph C. Elliff Jr. to Young & Rubicam, Chicago, as account executive.
Ray Hermann, formerly with Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago, to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N. Y., as account executive.
FALSTAFF BREWING Corp., San Francisco,
signs with KGO-TV there for the halfhour across-the-board purchase of the
station's San Francisco Tonight (Mon.-Fri.,
10:30-11:30 p.m.). The purchase, for 12
consecutive 13-week cycles, is described
by KGO-TV as "the most extensive campaign in local live west coast tv," is effective today (Monday). Concluding the deal
between the brewery and the ABC-affiliated outlet are (I to r) James H. Connolly,
ABC vice president; Charles L. Hotchkiss,
vice president, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
and Harold Effenbeck, divisional manager
for Falstaff.
Hutchins Adv., same city, as commercial tv
director and film dept. manager.
Ernest A. Holmes, Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore,
to Carl S. Brown Co., N. Y., as research and
marketing director; S. John La Puma, copywriter, Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford,
N. Y., to Brown copy dept.
Gordon White, assistant business manager, tvradio dept., Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., appointed business manager; George Cadenas,
public relations, publicity and promotion director, Ellington Co., N. Y., to Kenyon & Eckhardt as feature copy and plans editor and
handling promotion and publicity for agency.
Robert C. Black, formerly advertising manager
and divisional sales manager, Kendall Foods
Inc., L. A., to Erwin, Wasey & Co., same city,
as senior account executive.
Stephen Gardner, national sales manager, Hazel
Bishop Inc., N. Y.,
to Biow-Beirn-Toigo,
as assistasame
n t city,
to president;
George DePue Jr.,
account executive,
Bryan Houston Inc.,
N . Y . , to BiowBeirn-Toigo as account executive.

Robert D. Everly,
formerly with Lever Bros., N. Y., to Joseph
Katz Co., Baltimore, as marketing and merchandising dept. director.

Dunston, research dept., Kenfe;rt|p§ yon
& Eckhardt.
N • Y • - appointed
MR. GARDNER marketing
research
director, Serutan Co. and Pharmaceutical Inc.,
both N. Y.

Harold M. Tulchin, vice president in charge of
production, Sterling Television Co., N. Y., to

Andrew Lorant appointed account executive,
Mumm, Mullay & Nichols, Columbus, Ohio.

MR. DYSON
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Catharine Oglesby, formerly head of own ad
agency, appointed special consultant on creative work, Grant Adv., Chicago.
Connie Ryan, DuMont Tv Network, to Lennen
& Newell, N. Y., handling contract assignments.
Rufus Carlson, special events director, KVI
Seattle, to Frederick E. Baker & Assoc., same
city, as assistant radio-tv copy director.
Lawrence C. Roth to copy-contact group,
Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago.
Donald E. Booth, tv creative dept., Ted Bates
to copy staff, Foote, Cone &
Co., N.
&Belding,
sameY.,city.

Harry Nye, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., to copy
dept., Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
Alvin Epstein, Alvin Epstein Adv., Washington,
is visiting abroad and will stop in Munich, Germany, where he will supervise first of series of
tv commercials for Valley Forge Beer and
Rams Head Ale.
Don P. Nathanson, vice president, Weiss &
Geller Inc., Chicago, appointed co-chairman
for sixth consecutive year, public relations div.,
1956 Chicago Heart Assn. fund drive.
Walter Bowe, timebuyer, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., father of boy, Kevin Paul,
July 30.
Elbert V. Brinckerhoff. 56, partner, Brinckerhoff & Williams Agency, New Orleans, died
July 24.

Betty Nan Glimstedt Leftwich, 38, one-time
regional supervisor for Crossley Inc. (rating
service), and polio victim, died of pneumonia
July 4.
James Neale, vice president of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, has assumed duties of director
of radio and tv at the agency [B»T, Aug. 1].
Picture of Eugene Burr, newly-named director
of scripts and development of new programs
at D-F-S, was incorrectly identified as Mr.
Neale in last issue.

Irvin

MR. NEALE
Broadcasting

MR. BURR
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wfmy-tv!

Davy Crockett's big business in the Prosperous Piedmont section
of North Carolina and Virginia. Include WFMY-TV in your schedule
and your product will be big business here, too.
With nearly six years TV selling experience — plus CBS (basic)
network programming — WFMY-TV "puts over" your sales story fast
to some 2 million people in the Prosperous Piedmont.
Telecasting with full 100,000 watts power to this 46 county industrial area of the South, WFMY-TV completely covers this entire $2.3
billion market.
To get Crockett-like sales in the Prosperous Piedmont, call your
H-R-P man today.

uifmy-tv

GREENSBORO.
N.
Represented by
Now In Our
Sixth Year

Broadcasting

Telecasting

C.

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
N«w York — Chicago — San Francisco
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EMP
ADVERTISERS*
Amana Refrigeration, Inc.
merican Home Products Corp.
American Oil Company
American Tobacco Company
Anheuser Busch, Inc.
Carnation Company
CBS-Columbia
Chrysler Corporation
Electric Companies
Advertising Program
Falstaff Brewing Corporation
General Electric Company
General Foods Corporation
General Motors Corporation
Hamm Brewing Company
Helene Curtis Industries, Inc.
Kellogg Company
Products Corp.
Fink
Lebn &
ggett & Myers Tobacco Company
Lincoln-Mercury Dealers
P. Lorillard Company
Pet Milk Company
Procter & Gamble Company
Regal Amber Brewing Company
Rcvlon Products Corporation
if. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Schlitz Brewing Company
C. A. Swanson & Sons
The Toni Company
United States Steel Corporation
estinghouse Electric Corporation
EMP
STATIONS*
KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash.
KBST-TV Big Spring, Tex.
WCBI-TV Columbus, Miss.
WMSL-TV Decatur, Ala.
WTVY Dothan, Ala.
WFLB-TV Fayetteville, N. C.
WINK-TV Ft. Myers, Fla.
tFXJ-TV Grand Junction, Colo.
WDXI-TV Jackson, Tenn.
WKNY-TV Kingston, N. Y.
WFAM-TV Lafayette, Ind.
KLFY-TV Lafayette, La.
KTAG-TV Lake Charles, La.
KLAS-TV Las Vegas, Nev.
KGVO-TV Missoula, Mont.
KTVO Ottumwa, Iowa
WJDM-TV Panama City, Fla.
KOTA-TV Rapid City, S. D.
WBOC-TV Salisbury, Md.
CVEC-TV San Luis Obispo, Cal.
KLIX-TV Twin Falls, Idaho
KIVA Yuma, Ariz.
*as oj July 15, 2955

to

pull

them

in

. . .

Thirty CBS Television Network advertisers are
now reaching out to sell an extra market of close to
one million families. And they are doing it at
one third less cost than was possible six months ago!
Their network line-ups now embrace the small-market
stations available individually or as a group under
CBS Television's Extended Market Plan (EMP).
Combined these 22 stations deliver a market with a
population larger than Boston ... an effective buying
income greater than Washington, D.C

and total

annual retail sales larger than Pittsburgh. And each
advertiser is reaching these 22 markets at the same
favorable cost per thousand as stations serving the
largest metropolitan areas— a cost made still more
attractive by discounts ranging up to 15%.
The Extended Market Plan is one of the best package
buys in all television— for each of the participating
advertisers gets as a "bonus" :
Unqualified enthusiasm

of dealers noiv enjoying

the powerful support of network television . . .
Goodwill of millions of prospects grateful for the
opportunity to see outstanding network programs . . .
The vigorous support of each station which
recognizes that strong network programs make the
station stronger in its local community.
Call your CBS Television sales representative for
details on the CBS Television Extended Market Plan.
He will show you how to make even more effective
what is already the most effective buy in advertising . .
The

CBS

Television

Network

(On the Dotted Line

BAY GASOLINE and KOA Denver, Colo., finalize a pact which will bring the complete
10-game football schedule of Colorado U. to the air. L to r: Art Schwartzer, Bay advertising manager; Jay Tallant, Bill Bonsib Adv. Agency account executive; Gene Grubb,
KOA salesman; John Henry, KOA sports director who will handle the play-by-play, and
Leo Leabo (seated), Bay executive vice president and general manager.

AETNA OIL CO. signs for its eighth consecutive year of sponsorship of the WHAS
(Louisville, Ky.) 5:30 p.m. radio news, with
Pete French handling the commentary.
L to r: seated, Dr. Clive M. Alexander,
executive vice president of Aetna Oil;
Victor A. Sholis, vice president-director of
WHAS Inc. (WHAS-AM-TV); standing, J.
H. Donley, Aetna general sales manager;
Mr. French, and L. N. Roush, vice president of The Martin Co., Louisville, Aetna
agency.

FOOTBALL season gets underway
early for WIPC Lake Wales, Fla., as the
local Cadillac-Oldsmobile dealer contracts
for sponsorship of all U. of Florida 1955
games. Bill Van Steenburgh, WIPC sales
representative (I), and George Williamson,
auto dealer, look over the agreement.

FOR THIRD straight year Portland's >
Schmitt Steel Co. will sponsor Notre Dame
football games on KEX in that city. Bill
Schmitt, president of the steel firm, looks
up at the off-field pigskin handling of KEX
Sales Manager Bob Rudolph (I) and Manager Steve Conley.

COMPLETION of a fall football radio
pact was demonstrated with this forward
pass play at a meeting of the presidents
of Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, WGN
Inc. and the Chicago Bears professional
football team. George Halas (I) of the
Bears is about to send the pass to Standard President Frank O. Prior while J. Howard Wood, president of WGN and
WGN-TV, prepares to "describe" the
play. The horseplay was by way of
emphasizing that Standard has signed to
sponsor the Bears for the 10th straight
year— the third on WGN [B»T, July 25].
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CONTRACT for 13-week sponsorship of Runyon Reporting (Saturdays, 11-11:20 p.m.) on
WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., is agreed to by Waterman-Waterbury Co. (heating,
air conditioning equipment), Minneapolis, Minn. L to r: Willard Schroeder, WOOD-TV
general manager; E. M. Delaney, W-W sales promotion manager; Bob Runyon, WOODTV newscaster (standing), and F. J. DePauw, sales manager for Automatic Heating
Equipment, local distributing company. Fifty-five western Michigan equipment dealers
will cooperate in the telecasts. Olmsted & Foley Adv., Minneapolis, is agency.
Broadcasting
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WAVE

with

you

YOU

WAVE

don't

BUY

buy

the

THE

tree

SYRUP!

gives you the sweetest part of Kentucky —

and at a price that's sweet, too!
MORE THAN LOUISVILLE — LESS THAN

THE

STATE!

WAVE's 50% daytime coverage area almost exactly parallels
the 27-county Louisville Trading Area. (42.5% of the State's
total Effective Buying Income is concentrated in this one
important market!)
SPARKLING PROGRAMMING — NETWORK AND LOCAL!
WAVE is the ONLY NBC station in or near Louisville.
We invest heavily in local programming, too. Our radio staff alone
numbers 62 people, with more than 70% of them devoting
themselves to on-the-air activities, exclusively.
Don't buy the Maple tree — buy the syrup. NBC Spot Sales
has the figures.
WAVE
LOUISVILLE

5000
*

WATTS

NBC AFFILIATE

SPOT SALES
National Representatives
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WCKY
Pulse C.P.A.
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For availabilities wire
CHICAGO

NEW YORK
CINCINNATI
Tom Welstead C. H. "Top" Topmiller
Eastern Sales Mgr. WCKY Cincinnati
53 E. 51st St.
Phone: Cherry 1-6565
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127

ON

THE

AIR

EVERYWHERE

A M Radio Sales
Jerry Glynn
400 N. Michigan Ave.
Phone: Mohawk 4-6555

T W
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Penetration
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-
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Only

in Cincinnati,

Only

WCKY
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CORPORATED

Cost

WCKY
or phone collect
SAN FRANCISCO
A M Radio Sales
Ken Carey
607 Market St.
Phone: Garfield 1-0716

FOUR

LOS ANGELES
A M Radio Sales
Bob Block
5939 Sunset Blvd.
Phone: Hollyw'd 5-0695
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A

1

DAY

r

SEVEN
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A
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O'NEIL NAMES
O'SHEA
CBS vice president will replace
James Grainger as president
of General Teleradio's newlyacquired motion picture company. C. R. Manby named GT
vice president and liaison to
film operations.
IN MOVES designed to implement the acquisition of RKO Radio Pictures by General Teleradio Inc. [B»T, July 25], Thomas F. O'Neil,
chairman of the board of both companies, last
week announced the appointments of Daniel T.
O'Shea as president of RKO Radio Pictures
and of C. R. (Bob) Manby as a vice president
of General Teleradio. Mr. Manby will serve
as liaison between the motion picture company
and GT.
Mr. O'Shea. veteran executive in the motion
picture and radio and television broadcasting

MR. O'SHEA

MR. MANBY

fields, has been a vice president of CBS Inc.
since 1950. In his new post, he replaces James
R. Grainger, who has resigned but will continue
to have "a relationship with the company (RKO
Radio Pictures) in an advisory capacity."
Following his graduation from Harvard Law
School, Mr. O'Shea joined RKO as an attorney
in 1930 and went to Hollywood as its counsel
in 1932. In 1936 he joined David O. Selznick
in independent film production as secretary of
Selznick International Pictures Co. Subsequently he became vice president and, later,
president of Vanguard Films, successor company to Selznick International.
During his five-year tenure at CBS, Mr.
O'Shea has served as a corporate vice president
and general executive in a consultative and advisory capacity to all divisions of that organization. He is expected to assume the RKO presidency some time this week. Mr. O'Shea will
make his headquarters in New York.
At the time that RKO Radio was purchased
for $25 million from Howard Hughes, Mr.
O'Neil said production and distribution of
theatrical motion pictures would get initial emphasis rather than tv distribution of the RKO
catalogue of feature films, estimated at 800.
Last week he said that Mr. O'Shea would reactivate film production and distribution at the
studio, where they have been at a virtual standstill for many months.
Mr. Manby, a member of the General Teleradio executive staff for the past two years, is
credited with having developed and expanded
the Phillips H. Lord radio, television and film
properties acquired by GT. Among these are
the currently-released "Gangbusters" featurelength film, now on theatre exhibition, and the
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new Gangbusters tv series, now being syndicated.
Mr. Manby formerly was advertising and
promotion manager of WJW Cleveland; manager of WONS (now WGTH) Hartford; manager of WGTR Worcester and an executive of
the Yankee Network in Boston. He is a graduate of Hillsdale (Michigan) College and the
Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration.
CBS- UPA
IN

PACT

NEGOTIATION

Network and motion picture
firm discuss terms for all-color
variety cartoon series. Also in
talking stage: deal with De
Rochemont for feature and cartoon series.
IN THE latest move exemplifying cooperation
between the motion picture and television industries, CBS-TV and United Productions of
America last week entered into a long-term
agreement for the creation of a UPA series of
all-color variety-cartoon programs for showing
over CBS-TV.
In a joint announcement J. L. Van Volkenburg, CBS-TV president, and Stephen Bosustow, president of UPA, noted that the agreement also calls upon CBS-TV to participate
financially in the production of a full-length
animated film for motion picture theatres.
In another major move, CBS-TV was understood to be nearing agreement with Louis De
Rochemont Assoc. for production of feature
films and also for a cartoon series, both for
television.
Although spokesmen for the De Rochemont
firm said negotiations were in progress with
ABC-TV and NBC-TV as well as CBS, the
latter organization was generally believed in
responsible quarters to have the inside track
as of late last week.
One collateral possibility that was hinted at
in the De Rochemont negotiations: that the
contract, whenever terms are agreed upon, may
leave the network involved free to arrange for
theatrical distribution of the feature films to
help defray production costs.
Coincidentally with these developments,
NBC-TV authorities confirmed that it had obtained rights to a major feature property,
"Richard III," which will have its premiere on
the network before its theatrical release. NBCTV completed the transaction with London
Films, agency for Alexander Korda Produc-

$2 Million
formillion
'Looney
Ts'of
MORE
THAN $2
in sales
Looney Tunes, Guild Films' cartoon
package, was announced last week by
Erwin Ezzes, general sales manager.
In some cases, the cartoons are marketed simultaneously to station and advertiser, Mr. Ezzes said, but in the majority of sales stations acquire the films
for local spot participations. The series
of 191 films is available as a library for
unlimited use over a two-year period.

tions. It is believed the network will schedule
"Richard III" as a three-hour spectacular sometime in January.
The UPA all-cartoon programs for CBS-TV
will be a half-hour, 26-episode series. Each
program will contain three or four elements
selected from seven or more "acts" or variety
situations, including the story of a little boy,
"Dusty," who manages a circus; a musical
dramatization combining traditional folk ballads and new songs with fables of America and
other lands; sketches of famous American
authors and gentle satires on suburban American life.
There was speculation that the new cartoon
series would be pitted against ABC-TV's Disneyland (Wed., 7:30-8:30 p.m. EST), but a
CBS-TV official said this has not been decided.
At any rate, the series will not be launched
on the network until sometime next spring.
UPA has been producing entertainment cartoons for motion picture audiences since 1948
and cartoons for tv commercials for the last
eight years. The current agreement marks its
entry into entertainment television. The series
will be produced in both the California and
New York studios of UPA.
UPA productions include the academy-award
winning cartoons "Gerald Mcboing-Boing" and
"When Magoo Flew." UPA also has received
eight academy nominations for its animated
productions.
The studio also has produced all three of
CBS Radio's promotion films, consisting of
"More Than Meets the Eye," "It's Time for
Everybody," and "Tune in Tomorrow."
Ziv Tv Realigns Staff
Under National Sales Setup
IN LINE with the expansion of Ziv Television
Programs into the national sales field [B*T,
Aug. 1], M. J. Rifkin, vice president in charge
of sales, last week announced a series of staff
promotions and appointments, headed by the
advancement of Jack Gregory from spot sales
manager to western division sales manager.
Replacing Mr. Gregory in the spot sales post
is Allen Martini, who joined Ziv three years
ago as an account executive. New additions to
the western division are Paul Schiner, formerly
sales manager of KGO San Francisco, who will
service that area; Jack Martin, previously assistant general manager of KOPO Tucson, who
will cover Arizona and New Mexico, and Terry
Hatch, salesman with KOMO Seattle, who will
be account executive in the California Valley
territory.
Appointments to the eastern sales division include those of Paul Kempner, formerly with
Richard Ullman Co., Buffalo, who will have
headquarters in that city, and Ralph J. Baron,
previously with WAMS Wilmington and WITH
Baltimore, who will serve southern New England. Len Firestone, formerly vice president
in charge of sales for Unity Television, has
been
an account executive on Ziv's New
York named
sales staff.

To
Syndicate
'Monte
MILTON
A. GORDON,
presidentCristo'
of Television
Programs of America, New York, is announcing today (Monday) that, effective Aug. 15,
The Count of Monte Cristo, a new tv film
series based on the Alexander Dumas classic,
will be placed in syndication. Producer of the
series is Edward H. Small, TPA board chairman, who produced the Monte Cristo film which
Broadcasting • Telecasting

E. OFFERS

FOR

FINER

If your

station

the right time

EVERYTHING

COLOR

NEED

TELECASTING!

is considering
to check

YOU

with

color TV, this is
General

Electric

You can put G.E.'s years of television experience to work for
your station. The finest technical assistance ... the latest
equipment developments in color— both are General Electric's
regular stock in trade.
The new color equipment shown here is but a small part of
the G-E Color Equipment Line ... a sample of G-E progress in
new station facilities for color telecasting.

G-E COLOR FILM CENTER for rock-steady
pictures from film or slides, color or
monochrome. Dual 2" x 2" slide system,
2 continuous motion 16 mm film scanners feed into scanner channel pick up.
Block-build ... install the slide scanner
now, add the projectors later.

For the answers to your station's color problems— whether
for new equipment or a modification of your present monochrome operation— call in your local G-E representative. Or,
write to : General Electric Company, Section X285-8, Broadcast Equipment, Electronics Park, Syracuse, Neiv York. In Canada write: C.G.E. Electronics, 830 Lansdowne Ave., Toronto.

G-E CHROMACODER for economical live
color. One piece of equipment remote
from camera locations handles output
from all live color cameras.

G-E COLOR SWITCHERS for large or small
switching'
systemsaccurate
for large
small
stations. Provide
and or
superior
picture quality for color and B & W

G-E 10 KW VHF TRANSMITTER
with a conservative driver
it for maximum ERP. Used
all NTSC color transmitting

for color or monochrome. A high-channel VHF unit
especially for high-power RF Amplifier. Block-build
with accessory terminal equipment for color, it meets
standards.

"Progress /s Our Most Important Product
GENERAL®
ASTING

Telecasting

ELECTRIC

G-E UNI-LEVEL AMPLIFIER for automatic
supervision of audio gain. Plug-in or
rack mounted with built-in AC power
supply. Improves broadcasting quality
by controlling levels between program
sources. Boosts coverage — gives higher
average transmitter output.
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launched Robert Donat's career as a motion
picture star.
The tv series, scheduled to go into production
in TPA's Hollywood studios Aug. 10, will feature George Dolenz with Faith Domergue costarring in a number of episodes. Leon Fromkess will be executive producer. Directors will
be Bud Boettiche and Ray Nazarro.
Atlanta Firm Buys 'Long John7
For 22 Southeastern Markets
IN a transaction described as "the largest
single film deal ever signed in the Southeast,"
CBS-TV Film Sales last week reported the
sale of The Adventures of Long John Silver
to Lay's Potato Chips. Atlanta, for showing in
22 markets. The agency is Liller, Neal & Battle, Atlanta.
The markets bought by Lay's Potato Chips
include Montgomery, Macon, Greensboro, Jacksonville, Savannah, Louisville, Tampa, Baton
Rouge, Miami, Atlanta, Augusta, Charlotte,
Chattanooga, Knoxville, Memphis, Nashville,
Greenville, N. C; Columbia, S. C; Asheville,
N. C; Greenville, S. C; Columbus, Ga.; Jackson, Miss. The series also has been sold in
Chicago. Rockford, Madison, and South Bend
to Dean Milk Co.. Franklin Park, 111., through
Clinton E. Frank Inc., Chicago.
Wilbur S. Edwards, general sales manager,
CBS-TV Film Sales, pointed out the series had
been set originally for a national sale before
going into syndication but said that because
of "a large demand by regional advertisers,
as well as spot market requests, the series is
now available for regional and syndicated spot
market deals."
Butterfield & Wolf

Formed

To Handle Film Properties
ESTABLISHMENT of Butterfield & Wolf Inc.,
New York, as a company specializing in the
acquisition, distribution and development of
television, theatrical and non-theatrical film
properties was announced last week by Alfred
Butterfield and Thomas H. Wolf, chairman and
president, respectively, of Information Productions Inc., producers of documentary, commercial and tv programs.
First assignment of the new organization is
the distribution of the feature-length film. Helen
Keller in Her Story, which was introduced over
CBS-TV on June 26. The new company also
will supervise theatrical and tv distribution of
a series of natural history films, which are being
produced at Marine Studios Inc. in Florida.
New employes of the expanded Information
Productions-Butterfield & Wolf organization are
Arthur Zegart, director-writer of CBS-TV's
The Search: James A. Munves, reporter and
writer for CBS-TV and The New Yorker; Helen
Brown, formerly with March of Time and
Sports Illustrated, and Elaine Rowe, formerly
with CBS-TV.
Associated

Hits June Peak

SALES billings by Associated Artists Productions, New York, for July exceeded those of
June by more than 300%, W. Robert Rich,
AAP general sales manager, reported last
week. The figure established a sales record
in AAP's history of tv film distribution, according to Mr. Rich.
The sales volume, achieved by AAP's five
offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,
Dallas and Atlanta, covered the company's
first-run feature films, the Sherlock Holmes
series, Candid Camera and Johnny Jupiter films,
Hall of Fame programs and western serials.
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Hollywood

Film Processor

Builds Two-Story Annex
CONSTRUCTION of a new two-story annex
at Consolidated Film Industries, Hollywood
film processing laboratory, begins Wednesday,
it was announced last week by Sidney P. Solow,
vice president and general manager. The firm
claims to handle three-fourths of the tv film
processing in that area, including network kinescopes.
When completed, Mr. Solow said, the expanded Consolidated plant will have a blackand-white 35mm production potential almost
double its present negative and positive output.
Additional 16mm iacilities also are incorporated, with conversion quickly available for
color processing. Second floor of the new annex
will include eight film editing rooms and housing for 16mm and 35mm closed circuit tv projection facilities. Consolidated is a subsidiary
of Republic Pictures Corp.
Ziv Offers 3 Selling Aids
To Sponsors of New Series
THREE new selling aids for sponsors of a new
tv film series, Highway Patrol, were announced
last week by Ziv Television Programs Inc.,
New York. The items are an "enthuse" kit, a
promotion kit and a safety kit.
The "enthuse" kit, first used in connection
with Ziv's Science Fiction Theatre, is designed
to increase interest in a series within Ziv's
selling force. The safety kit provides special
safety promotions and tie-ins which offer
sponsors a public service campaign based on
highway safety. The promotion kit suggests
community events with special attention to
promoting safety in teen-age groups, giveaway
booklets, four-color cartoon books and letters
from Broderick Crawford to sponsor employes
and their wives.
FILM SALES
Sterling Television Co., N. Y., has sold
Animal Time to WKAR-TV East Lansing,
Mich.; Sterling Spotlight Feature Package to
WHO-TV Des Moines; For the Ladies to
WFBM-TV Indianapolis; Tales of Tomorrow to
Gambles stores for KOB-TV Albuquerque,
N. M.
Sportsvision Inc., S. F., reports renewals of
All American Game of the Week by Southern
Arizona Bank, Tucson, 3d year; Ford Dealers,
Augusta, Ga.; Kauffman Buick, Spokane, Wash.;
Hart Albin Co., Billings, Mont.; Pac-A-Sak
Service grocery, Baton Rouge, Shreveport, La.
Big-Ten Hi-Lites renewed by Smith Oil Co. for
WTVO (TV) Rockford, 111., 3d year. Gridiron
Cavalcade sold for showing on KGNC-TV
Amarillo, Tex.; KFMB-TV San Diego, Calif.;
WFBM-TV Indianapolis, Ind. Total sales for
firm's four football film series is 62.
NBC Film Div., N. Y., has sold Great Gildersleeve tv film series to Colonial Stores, Norfolk, Va., for 1 1 major southern markets, raising total markets to 65. Agency: Liller, Neal
& Battle, Atlanta.
MAC Studios, Chicago, has sold 77 feature
films to KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City; 40 features to KANG-TV Waco, Tex.; 16 features to
KFDM-TV Beaumont, Tex., and to Ziffrens
Appliance Center for WOC-TV Davenport,
Iowa; 52 short subjects to KTRK (TV) Houston,
Tex.
Sterling Television Co., N. Y., has sold Armchair Adventure and Kings Crossroads to Du-

quesne Brewing Co., Pittsburgh, with former to
be presented on KDKA-TV Pittsburgh and
latter on WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.
FILM PRODUCTION
Parsonnet & Wheeler, N. Y., announces production for NBC of 39-week film series based
on original stories by James Jones, author of
From Here to Eternity.
Princeton Film Center, Princeton, N. J., has
produced five tv film commercials featuring
Norman Brokenshire for National Lead Co.
(Dutch Boy paints), N. Y., which sponsors Mr.
Brokenshire in The Handyman tv series. Agency: Marschalk & Pratt Div. of McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Danny Thomas' Marterto tv film production
company is filming third season of 39-film
Make Room for Daddy series in Hollywood.
Program, seen Tues. on ABC-TV, stars Mr.
Thomas, Jean Hagen, Rusty Hamer and Sherry
Jackson and is produced by Louis F. Edelman
with Sheldon Leonard directing. Show, alternately sponsored by American Tobacco Co.
and Dodge Dealers, is continuing throughout
summer with reruns.
Four Star Productions will shoot 26 films of
DuPont Cavalcade Theatre at RKO-Pathe Studios, Culver City, Calif. Series will debut Sept.
13 on ABC-TV (9:30-10 p.m.), sponsored by
E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co. (industrial
chemicals), Wilmington, Del., as replacement
for Cavalcade of America. DuPont agency:
BBDO, N. Y.
RANDOM

SHOTS

Circle Film Labs Inc., N. Y., is preparing
pocket-size directory of film industry services
available in N. Y. C, to be distributed free to
agencies, industrial firms, film producers, program distributors and tv stations when completed.
Storyboard Productions (tv spots), L. A., has
moved to enlarged quarters, 8490 Melrose Ave.
Transhlni Inc., N. Y., has established another
unit for production of stop-motion tv commercials and other films at Bavaria film studios
in Munich, Germany. Transfilm continues coproduction studios
agreement
with Joop Geesink's
Dollywood
in Amsterdam.
Assn. Films, national distributor of industrysponsored free films, is discontinuing film exchange in Chicago and opening new, enlarged
film
Ave. exchange in La Grange, 111., 561 Hillgrove
Bodde Screen Co. and Bodde Projector Co.
have moved to 11541 Bradley Ave., San Fernando, Calif.; telephone: Empire 5-2551.
FILM PEOPLE
Don Zabel, assistant director, Kling Film Productions, Chicago, promoted to director; Jim
O'Riley, director, transfers to syndicated div.
as syndicated commercials director; Frank
Toler, Nashville, Tenn., named Kling southern
representative for film, art, photography, publications and sales training for Ga., Ala., Ky.
and Tenn.„
William J. Carpenter, formerly with WHYNTV Springfield, Mass., and WTRI (TV) Albany
N. Y., to NBC Film Div., N. Y., as sales
representative.
Joseph Cotton signed to host upcoming hourlong General Electric tv series being filmed for
CBS-TV by TCF Television Productions, Hollywood.
Broadcasting
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DAYLIGHT
DOUBLES

TIME

EXTENSION

STATION

TROUBLES

While network problem is relatively simple as summer scheduling
continues an extra month through October, local difficulties are multiplied because Sept. 25 is final DST date in many areas. Only seven
states have extended DST an extra five weeks, checkup indicates.
AUTUMN'S annual juggling of network and because of local differences. He said reports
station program schedules, with its intricate and coming in from stations as to when programs
painful maneuvers at the local level, will be- will be available show the outlets will revise
come adouble-barreled problem in many areas their schedules, when necessary.
In the event a network show conflicts with
as the national networks extend their daylight
a sponsored local show, he said, the network
saving operation through October.
will give the station the opportunity of carryNormally daylight time ends the last Sunday
ing the network show by hot kine in another
of September — the 25th this year. New York
State, and at least a half-dozen other states, available time period. The West Coast goes
will continue daylight time an extra month (see on standard time Sept. 25, he said. This creates
no problem as programs there are carried either
adjoining list). Actually it will be five full weeks
in most cases because standard time will be on film or by hot kine throughout the year,
and this procedure will be continued.
resumed between Oct. 29 and 31.
An NBC-TV spokesman voiced a similar
New York-originated network programs will
He said stations replying to a network
be based on daylight time until the end of view.
questionnaire have evinced a desire to cooperate
October. In the case of radio programs, the by
rearranging their local schedules, when
local problem is solved easily by the use of tape
necessary.
NBC-TV provided B»T with a breakrepeats. Tv offers more complications, since hot
down of its stations with respect to the question
kinescope prints provide the nearest thing to of extended daylight time. On the basis of retape and they involve at least a half-hour delay.
plies, it was shown that 22 stations, mainly
in the East, will stay on daylight time through
Already
networks
are
"winding
up
their
planning for the October extension of daylight
Oct. 30; eight will return to standard time
time. Their own problems are relatively simple
Sept. 25; 105 stations, mainly in the South and
but at the affiliates the shuffling of accounts is Midwest, are not on daylight time but remain
often highly complicated and painful.
on standard throughout the year; four stations
In addition to traffic headaches, there arise, in Indiana remain on daylight time throughout
also, a group of public service problems that the year.
are especially severe in the case of time zones
Radio networks plan to remain on daylight
west of the Eastern zone. These problems de- time through Oct. 30. Arrangements have been
velop from the practice of scheduling programs
made to extend the one-hour delay service not
designed for adults at late evening hours when
only to regular standard time stations of the
most youngsters are likely to be in bed.
summertime but also to stations which revert
Some of these programs broadcast in the East to standard time earlier than the end of October.
at 9 or 10 p.m., for example, are picked up in
A spokesman for the DuMont Television
the Midwest two hours earlier, in the case of Network said its three remaining network
areas on standard time. Thus they are on the shows will be carried on New York time, and
air at hours when the whole family is likely to affiliated stations have reported no complibe looking at television.
A long-range campaign by NARTB and other
industry groups to bring about uniform national
time is advocated by C. Wrede Petersmeyer,
DST in October
president of KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla. Mr.
CITIES and states that have adopted
Petersmeyer has urged NARTB and networks
the October extension of daylight time,
to work jointly for uniform time (see story next
according to Guide to Daylight Saving
page).
At NARTB it was indicated the association
Time published by Mary Pembor (Pemfavors uniform national time as desirable for
bor Publications, Chicago), of the Chibroadcasters. While Congressional legislation
cago Tribune's public service office, are
as follows:
has appeared from time to time, the problem is
Connecticut — Statewide through Oct.
a local one for which there is no easy solution.
29.
The question arises, too, of the federal governIllinois — ends Sept. 25 except in
ment's power to usurp state rights. Two bills
Aurora, Chicago, Maywood and Wau(HR 5341, HR 6721) calling for uniform standkegan, all Oct. 30.
ard time in interstate commerce were introMassachusetts — Statewide through Oct.
duced in Congress last session by Rep. Joseph
31.
P. O'Hara (R-Minn.) but they were pigeonholed.
New Jersey — Statewide through Oct.
Through long experience, the national radio
and tv networks have developed techniques to
29.
New York — Statewide through Oct. 29.
handle the semi-annual time transitions. Their
Ohio — Daylight time ends Sept. 24
affiliates have been cooperative, but the detailed
with exception of Bedford which has
routine at the local level poses difficult problems.
year-round daylight time.
Pennsylvania — Statewide through Sept.
Spot check by B«T of radio and television
24. Aliquippa, Connellsville, Coraopolis,
networks in New York revealed they expected
New Castle, Pittsburgh and Wayne Juncfew complications to arise from the extension
tion through Oct. 29.
of daylight time in some areas of the country
Rhode Island — Statewide through Oct.
to Oct. 30.
29.
A CBS-TV official said his network does not
Vermont — Statewide "generally"
consider the difference in time changes "serious"
through Oct. 30.
as it has had to cope with a similar problem
in past years — every time there is a change —
Broadcasting • Telecasting

cations in time schedules.
ABC was in the process of developing its
full plans for the fall and is expected shortly
to announce any adjustments it may have to
make to compensate for the extension of daylight savings time.
The Midwest time schedules have remained
relatively stable throughout the summer. As
in past seasons, Chicago has retained daylight
time. Radio networks, in some instances, serve
as focal origination points for other network
affiliates in the area.
A typical radio example is that of NBC
Central Div., which annually sets up a "Green
Network" operating among its production and
engineering personnel, using recording studio
"F" in Chicago as a feed for the whole NBC
radio network and servicing 145 affiliates. Provision ismade for tape-recorded delayed broadcasts to affiliates in areas not observing DST
during the summer.
There are, however, peculiar situations in
parts of Ohio, Wisconsin and other states. For
instance ABC Radio's Breakfast Club is carried
in Dayton and Cincinnati, and Arthur Godfrey's
morning show, on their network affiliates at 8
and 9 a.m., respectively, despite the fact that
Dayton and Cincinnati remain on Central
Standard Time, an hour behind Chicago and
two behind New York.
In Milwaukee, as in Chicago, there have been
no great upheavals in network tv programs,
with NBC and CBS o&o outlets carrying New
York originated shows two hours behind the
East Coast on the clock and an hour back of
Chicago. Few kinescopes are utilized.
There were actual conflicts in parts of Indiana
this past summer in a drive led by newspaper
and business interests as South Bend and other
cities fell into line behind a state law specifying
Central Standard Time. At the time stations
felt the measures, adopted on the basis of referendums and local council actions, would disrupt local shows, particularly in overlapping
market areas, but stations made the best of it.
While CST is standard in Indiana, a number
of cities observed DST by urging business firms
to open and close an hour earlier. Radio-tv
towns using an unofficial form of DST included
Anderson, Columbus, Fort Wayne, Warsaw,
New Albany, New Castle, Indianapolis, Marion,
Muncie, Portland, Richmond, and Elkhart.
Actually,
around. all of them operate on DST all year
On the West Coast producers and program
executives report no unusual problems are
expected since they have been in a sense,
working on a daylight saving schedule all along.
Network officials explain this is because of the
ordinary time lag encountered in Hollywood
originations for the East and Midwest the year
round.
When it's 9 p.m. in New York it's 6 p.m. in
Hollywood, they point out. Live originations
are staggered if the sponsor asks 9 p.m. on the
network across the country, with the western
showing at later hours supplied by hot kine reruns for tv and tape for radio.
Radio network officials particularly have been
accustomed to meeting the different time gaps
with tape. Its use permits even greater flexibility in matching times in various areas than
does tv kinescope, although the latter can be
filmed one hour and be ready for re-run by the
end of another hour. In practice, however, the
usual lapse is about two hours, network program people said, with many being held for
re-run the third hour.
Typical of comments by radio network
executives concerning the extended daylight
time problem is this comment by an NBC
spokesman, "We don't consider it a problem
at all. It's routine especially now that we use
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tape." An ABC official whose network is using
tape originations from San Francisco said,
"It's real simple these days. Double originations are no problem at all any more."
Don Lee Mutual's West Coast radio network
expects no trouble this fall from the time
differentials.
Consolidated Film Industries, a major kinescope processing laboratory which claims to
handle 75% of the tv network business, reported itcan run a film through in less than a
half-hour. The traffic problem for the messenger to and from a network is the biggest
headache, a company representative told B»T.
Television network officials were equally
optimistic concerning West Coast originations.
ABC, CBS and NBC representatives related
they will continue to use kinescopes for matching program time to local time in solving any
daylight time difference, although the CBS representative admitted there may be some slight
dislocation of daytime schedules in certain communities. At most the network will only be an
hour off, he said, indicating this is not critical
for this part of the day. Kinescopes and shifting
of live originations solve the problem at night,
he noted.

TRIANGLE

PUBLISHING

WFBG-AM-TV

ALTOONA

DICKERS
FOR

TO

BUY

$3,650,000

Deal now being negotiated between Philadelphia group and Annenberg-Gable interests would be for $2.9 million in cash plus $750,000

over 1 0-year period. Triangle is out to get a 'full quota' of tv stations.
The transaction is understood to involve
IN LINE with its quest for its "full auota" of pavment of $2,900,000 cash, olus $750,000 over
television stations. Triangle Publications Inc.
a 10-year oeriod, to be absorbed in the purchase
(WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, Philadelphia
time bv the department store over the
Inquirer, and other properties) is negotiating to of
WFBG stations.
purchase WFBG-AM-TV Altoona. Pa., for an
It was ascertained that Mr. Trubv had notiaggregate price of $3,650,000, B»T learned last
week.
fied personnel of the stations that the negotiations were in progress, but that nothing had
Conversations, which have been in progress
been siened, sealed or delivered. Counsel for
for some 60 days, are understood to have
Gable companies are exploring tax aspects,
reached the contract-writing stage between the the
it is understood, to ascertain whether the sale
Walter Annenberg and Gable Dept. Store in- would be advantageous to the stockholders. Mr.
terests, founders and owners of the Altoona
Gable and his familv control the properties,
stations. Roger W. Clipp, general manager of but there are other substantial stockholders.
Triangle's radio and television properties, and
A firm offer has been made by Triangle
George P. Gable, president, and W. Stanley
through Mr. Clipp, and is now being explored
Truby, vice president of Altoona Broadcasting
preparatory to decision. The Gable group, it
Co., subsidiary of the department store, have
was learned, is disposed to accept, if the tax
been the participants.
aspects are reconciled, despite the highly successful operations. WFBG-TV operates on ch.
10, with full visual power of 316 kw and 158
kw aural, and is affiliated with all networks. It
began operation on March 1, 1953, and is repPetersmeyer Seeks Uniform Time System
resented nationally by H-R Television Inc.
BROADCASTERS, particularly in tv, face
radio, he said, noting the approaching exWFBG,
which began operation in 1925,
the danger of public resentment against
tension of daylight time until the end of
October in some areas.
operates on 1340 kc with 250 w. It is NBCscheduling of crime and mystery programs
affiliated and represented by H-R RepresentMr. Petersmeyer said solution of the
in the Midwest and Far West at all-family
atives Inc. lohn M. Snyder is managing direcproblem is difficult because decisions are
viewing hours because of daylight time, actor of both properties. If the transaction is
cording to C. Wrede Petersmeyer, president
up to local lawmakers. "Thus far, many
consummated, it is understood that management
legislators have stubbornly refused to adopt
of KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla. (see daylight
and staffs would remain intact, under Mr.
roundup story page 65).
daylight saving time," he said. "However,
Clipp's overall supervision.
something
new
has
been
added
now
with
Mr. Petersmeyer has urged NARTB and
networks to join a campaign of public dis- television. Legislators have children, and
television plays as important a part in the
cussion and legislative activity in an effort
Seeks to Buy WLBR-TV
to work out the ethical difficulties inherent
lives of legislators and their families as in
Triangle currently has pending before the
those of their constituents. If their own
in the nation's daylight-standard time shamFCC an application to purchase the now-dark
families spend an average of AV2 hours a
bles. He explained the programming probWLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa. Questions of conlem this way:
day watching television, they must be as upcentration, overlap and economic injury to other
set with the changes in programming due
uhf stations in the area were raised as FCC
"The networks spend a great deal of time
to daylight saving time as are the memand effort in proper programming. In gensent a McFarland letter to ch. 15 WLBR-TV,
eral, this programming dictates that crime
bersthat
of thebasis,
industry
themselves."
saying it could not grant the transfer without
On
he
said,
the
industry
should
and mystery stories come in the late evena hearing [B«T, Aug. 1]. Triangle has 30 days
ing along with beer advertising, fights, etc., start "an all-out effort to persuade legislato reply. Objections were raised by WHP-TV
tors to adopt uniform daylight saving time
and that family-type programming comes in
and WCMB-TV, Harrisburg uhf stations. They
the early evening periods.
said Lebanon is only 70 miles from PhiladelMr.
Petersmeyer
has
some
ideas
on
the
"Approximately 40% of the population of subject:
phia, claiming overlap between WFIL-TV and
the country resides in the Central time zone
WLBR-TV.
policies."
where such programs that originate in the
"I suggest that the three major networks
Lebanon is roughly 25 miles northeast of
East, even in the winter months, are shown
devote panel discussions during their susHarrisburg, and 106 miles east of Altoona.
an hour earlier than in the eastern markets.
taining time on Sundays to a discussion of
In areas in the Central time zone that are
The WLBR-TV sale to Triangle involved a
this important problem and that in those
shows they request that their viewers write
not on daylight saving time, these shows
price of $115,000 plus assumption of obligatheir local legislators requesting action on
come two hours earlier during the summer
tions totaling $125,000. WLBR-TV went on
the air in October 1953, suspending in October
the problem.
months-.
1954. It is 52% owned by Lebanon Broadcast"Secondly, I suggest that NARTB work
"Hence, in Tulsa for instance, Playhouse
ing Co. (WLBR) and 38% by the Lebanon
of Stars sponsored by Schlitz is now shown
up a program to be presented to its
News..
members outlining the promotion spots
at 7 p.m., Dragnet and the Medic at 7 p.m.,
that might be used on station to develop
and Studio One at 8 p.m.
Sale of WNBF-AM-TV Binghamton, N. Y.,
to Triangle for $3 million was approved by
public opinion on the problem and the
"Many of these programs are tough
method by which the stations can instigate
shows not designed for the viewing of small,
the FCC in early May [B»T, May 9]. The stalegislation in their states. NARTB might
tions were sold by lohn C. Clark Sr. and family.
impressionable children. My own six- and
Sale documents showed Triangle last March
even include the names of the key legiseight-year-old children are often up in the
had a net worth of more than $25 million,
lators in respective cities that should be
summer after 8 o'clock and are bound to
and netted over $3 million in 1953 and 1954.
hear and see the thoroughly adult fare that
prevailed upon to present bills recommendnow falls here in the early evening. The
ing adoption of daylight saving time. I beTriangle electronic properties include, besides
lieve that with the combination of network
legislators criticize the networks for their
WFIL-AM-TV
Philadelphia and WNBF-AMprogramming, and yet the networks cannot
programming devoted to the subject and
TV Binghamton, a 50% interest in WHGB
completely control the situation because of work by the local stations through the
Harrisburg. Triangle publications, besides the
NARTB something can be done to correct
Inquirer, are Seventeen, Official Detective,
differences in time."
This time difficulty is worse in tv than
Morning Telegraph, Daily Racing Form and
the situation before 1956."
Tv Guide.
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One of the real TV network "stars" is this technician atwork in one of the scores of Bell System TV
control rooms across the country.
You never see him on a television screen. But because
of his work, television network programs — black and
white or color — are successfully transmitted from city
to city.
His job is to keep an eye on TV— to make sure that
BELL

the picture is high quality, to switch programs from one
pickup city to another, to add stations to the network,
to change channels as necessary.
He is one of more than a thousand trained technicians who are engaged in this work.
They use special equipment, like that shown above,
to provide the finest possible television transmission
on nearly 70,000 channel miles of Bell System network.

TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

Providing transmission channels for intercity television today and tomorrow.

Broadcasting

Telecasting
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STATIONS

WHAT

IS BETTER

TELEVISION, so adept in getting you up in
the morning, hustling you off to work on
time, keeping you informed and entertained
with story, music, song and dance, teaching
the little woman new and exciting ways to
cook, sew, run her household more smoothly
and keep her husband and kiddies happy,
has ventured a step further. Now it puts
you to bed.
WRCA-TV New York has designed a
program to combat insomnia. The show is
appropriately titled Count Sheep, and is
available to the restless public from 1-1:05
a.m. Tuesday through Saturday, following
NBC-TV's Tonight.
The focal point of Count Sheep is Nancy
Berg, a model who pockets a tidy $100 per
hour posing for fashion magazine photographs. In addition to her poise, talent,
charm and exceptionally good looks, since
her WRCA-TV debut you might also term
Miss Berg a rather potent nightcap, as the

THAN

A

GOOD

NIGHT'S SLEEP?
the viewer she too must be relaxed. One
accompanying pictures illustrate.
method she reportedly uses is to say over
When you get right down to it, all Miss
and over to herself "I am an iceberg, I am
Berg would have to do in her television assignment isbe there and WRCA-TV would
an iceberg, I mean I am a Nancy Berg."
This trick works best if your last name hapnever be neglected by insomniacs — particpens to be Berg. The repetition of such
ularly trousers-wearing insomniacs. But
Count Sheep keeps her busy with a variety
witticisms helps keep Miss Berg psychologically cool, the station says.
of pre-bedtime chores.
To the restful strains of Brahm's "LulOf course, it's perfectly clear that behind
Count Sheep— which is being offered to
laby," Miss Berg, in lacy negligee, floats
about the set, counting animated sheep as
sponsors who have lambs or sheep for trademarks as well as to manufacturers of
they jump over a fence. She also busies herself generally with the routine things pretty
blankets,
beds, nightgowns and pajamas —
ladies do before retiring, such as combing
lurks
a
sinister
plot. WRCA-TV
isn't at By
all
her hair. In the interest of public service,
interested in putting
viewers to sleep.
Miss Berg also gives helpful hints on how to
displaying Miss Berg in filmy nighties, the
station counts on snapping the audience to
go
about
getting
a
good
night's
sleep.
Among her suggestions to date are pouring
wide-eyed alertness. The visual memory of
ice water in a plastic pillow for summer
Miss Berg slipped off to shapely slumber
• slumber, doing exercises to relax, selecting
could keep a viewer staring at his screen
appropriate bedtime reading, and — of all
morning.
things — learning to sleep-walk properly.
until Today comes on at 7 o'clock next
If Miss Berg is to stimulate relaxation in

sleep.
And

so

. . .

KFJZ-TV

NAMES

EXECUTIVE

STAFF

Charles B. Jordan named general manager of the new outlet, which expects to start operation next month.
CHARLES B. JORDAN, for the past seven
years vice president and assistant general manager of the Texas State Network, has been appointed general manager of KFJZ-TV Fort
Worth, Tex., according to an announcement
by Gene L. Cagle, KFJZ-TV and TSN president.
Prior to joining TSN Mr. Jordan was manager
of WRR Dallas for 20 years.
At the same time Mr. Cagle announced the
completion of executive staff appointments at
the station, which expects to take to the airwaves next month. Dale Drake, TSN national
sales manager, has been named to handle
KFJZ-TV national sales. He also is a former
manager of WRR. Buck Long, formerly program director of KFDA-TV Amarillo, Tex.,
and before that with WFAA-TV Dallas, is
operations manager of the new outlet. Arno
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Mueller, assistant to the treasurer in the acordinator. counting department of TSN, is operations coCommercial Manager John Hopkins formerly was general manager of KTOK Oklahoma
City and KFDA-AM-TV. Previously he had
been with KFJZ radio. News editor is Porter
Randall who has been with KFJZ and TSN for
15 years. John Steegal, formerly director at
KFDA-TV, is production supervisor. He previously was with Reed-Petty Adv. Agency. Joseph B. Haigh is chief engineer and has been an
engineer with TSN since 1938. Publicity and
Sales Promotion Director J. Bert Mitchell Jr.
formerly was associated with KRBC-TV Abilene, Tex. Previously he was sales-program coordinator for KOA Denver.
KFJZ-TV, ch. 11, aimed at the Fort WorthDallas market, will operate on 210 kw with a
1074-ft. tower.
Lanford

Buys Out Allen,

Takes Over KALB-AM-FM-TV
T. B. LANFORD, 47.2% owner of KALB-AMFM-TV Alexandria, La., has become 99%
owner of the stations with the purchase of
52% interest from W. H. Allen for $200,000,

plus additional considerations of about $30,000. Application for FCC approval was filed
last week. Grove Stafford, a director, owns
less than 1%.
The sale agreement stated that Mr. Allen
will receive $150,000 net plus about $50,000 to
cover federal and state taxes which occur as a
result of the sale. Mr. Allen, who is entering
semi-retirement, will be retained as consultant
on a parttime basis for $1,000 a month for 2V2
years. In addition, the application noted, Mr.
Allen will pay Alexandria Broadcasting Co.,
licensee, $100 for the firm's Cadillac he has.
As of June 30, Alexandria Broadcasting
listed current assets of $128,499, including
radio accounts receivable of $29,813 and tv
receivables of $42,015. Total assets were set
at $513,928. Total liabilities, the application
showed, were $187,047, including notes payable
of $110,374 due General Electric and $7,921
due DuMont Labs.
Mr. Lanford also has interests in KPLCAM-TV Lake Charles, La.; KRMD-AM-FM
Shreveport, La.; WSLI-WJTV (TV) Jackson,
Miss., and KRRV Sherman, Tex.
KALB-TV (ch. 5) began operating in October
1954 and is affiliated with all four networks.
KALB is on 580 kc with 5 kw day, 1 kw night.
Broadcasting
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CBS

Tv Spot

Sales

Offers Test Program
UNDER a new service of CBS Television Spot
Sales, stations represented by that organization
are now offering advertisers and their agencies
a new opportunity to test the sales effectiveness
of spot tv.
As outlined last week by Clark George, general manager of CBS Tv Spot Sales, the new
service, known as the "spot-check plan," provides advertisers with a means of measuring the
selling impact of spot tv with a variety of testing possibilities, including types of copy, length
of announcements, live versus film, responsivenes of audience at different times of day.
Mr. George reported that the first advertiser
to use the new plan will be E. I. DuPont de
Nemours & Co., which on Aug. 29 starts 13week campaigns in three southern markets.
The products will include DuPont No. 7 auto
polish, DuPont paints, and Duco enamel.
Agency for DuPont is BBDO, New York.
Market Tests

clients are WKRG-AM-TV Mobile, KWWLAM-TV Waterloo and WROW Albany, N. Y.
WKRG-TV (ch. 5) is to begin operations
on Sept. 5 as a primary CBS-TV affiliate.
KWWL-TV (ch. 7) is an NBC-TV station and
has been on the air since November 1953.
WROW on 590 kc, with 5 kw daytime and
1 kw nighttime, shortly will become a CBS
Radio affiliate.
Huntress,

Express Pub. Head,

Dies; Operated KENS-AM-TV
FRANK G. HUNTRESS Sr., chairman of the
board of The Express Publishing Co., publisher
of the San Antonio Express and licensee of
KENS-AM-TV San Antonio, died in his sleep

2,343

TONS

July 30. He was 85.
Mr. Huntress had been with Express Publishing for 71 years, starting as a newsboy in 1884.
1910 was made vice president and general
manager. The following year he became president and publisher and in 1918 started the
San Antonio Evening News.
Mr. Huntress organized the Sunshine Broadcasting Co. in 1949 to operate KTSA San Antonio. Express sold KTSA in 1954 to purchase
KENS-AM-TV from Storer Broadcasting Co.
With failing health during the past two years,
Mr. Huntress gradually relinquished control of
Express to his son, Frank Jr., its president.
Survivors in addition to Frank Jr. are his wife,
Katherine, and a daughter, Mrs. Merton
Minter.

OF

COFFEE!!

An important feature of the "spot-check
plan," according to Mr. George, is a series of
"before and after" interviews made in a large
panel of test market homes by The Pulse Inc.
He said interviewers were in the field last week
pre-testing for DuPont.
"The plan," Mr. George explained, "was
initiated by the CBS company-owned stations
and was developed by CBS Television Spot
Sales to include represented stations in other
leading markets. The spot sales research department is prepared to work with the advertisers and their agencies in the planning
of each test to gather data regarding the medium
and its techniques."
NBC Spot Sales Signs
New British Tv System
OVERSEAS activities of NBC Spot Sales were
expanded last week when arrangements were
completed by the sales unit to represent Associated Broadcasting Co. Ltd., program contractor
in England's forthcoming commercial tv system, in the U. S. The agreement was reached
by Harry Alan Towers and Richard L. Meyer,
directors of the British broadcasting groups,
and Thomas B. McFadden, vice president in
charge of NBC Spot Sales.
The representation organization plans to emphasize services other than selling, since most
of the commercial business in British television
will be placed through London offices of advertising agencies. NBC Spot Sales will be on call
for assistance or advice in technical, traffic and
other broadcasting matters, Mr. McFadden said.
When the commercial system is inaugurated
in Great Britain on Sept. 22, four groups of
broadcasters will share commercial programming on a rotating basis. Associated will program in London on Saturdays and Sundays and
in Birmingham Monday through Friday.
In addition to this overseas arrangement,
NBC Spot Sales also represents KONA (TV)
and KGU Honolulu — some 8,430 air miles from
London — as well as NBC o&o stations and
others.

A Clear Channel Station

Three

Serving the Middle West
MBS

Radio, Two

Tv Outlets

Added to Avery-Knodel List
AVERY-KNODEL announced last week that
as an outgrowth of its staff expansion during
the past year, the company has been named as
new national sales representative for two tv
stations and three radio stations. New station
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Just one pound
homes

of your coffee sold to the radio

in WGN's

sold — $4,218,174
WGN

reaches

area would

2,343 tons

at ninety cents a pound!*

more

homes

than any other ad-

vertising medium in Chicago,
Market

mean

Saturation

and our Complete

Plan has proven

it can

sell

your products to these homes.
*Nielsen Coverage Service
Chicago 11
Illinois
50,000 Watts
720
On Your Dial

Chicago Office: 441 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago II
Eastern Sales Office: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. for New York City, Philadelphia and Bolton
Representative: Geo. P. Hollingbery Co.
Lot Angeles — 111 W. 5th Street • New York— 500 5th Avenue • Atlanta — 223 Peachtree Street
Chicago — 307 N. Michigan Avenue • San Francisco — 625 Market Street
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ALABAMA

OUTLETS

SWEPT

FIRE

BY

Damage to WCOV-AM-TV
Montgomery, Ala., exceeds
$350,000 as result of Friday
morning blaze. Emergency

A WHIRLY-BIRD tour of KGUL-TV's Galveston-Houston operations was arranged for
movie star-stockholder Jimmy Stewart and
his wife, Gloria. The helicopter trip was
made from Houston studios at the Prudential Insurance B!dg., over the station's
transmitter between the two cities, and
then on to the main studios in Galveston.
Paul Taft (I), station president, arranged
the inspection trip.
One Tv Station Goes on Air;
Three Others Plan Sept. Start
WILL-TV Urbana-Champaign, 111. (ch. 12),
operated by the U. of Illinois, is the nation's
14th educational television station on the air —
it began telecasting last Monday. In addition
three other tv stations have reported the dates
that they expect to begin telecasting.
These are:
KNTV (TV) San Jose, Calif, (ch. 11), which
is scheduled to begin operation on or about
Sept. ls has been transmitting test patterns since
last Monday. Harry Y. Maynard has been
named station manager.
KTBS-TV Shreveport, La., (ch. 3), affiliated
with NBC-TV and represented nationally by
Edward Petry & Co., is planning to start operations Sept. 3. E. Newton Wray is presidentgeneral manager of the station. KTBS-TV will
operate with 100 kw and a tower 1,151 ft.
above average terrain.
WTTW (TV) Chicago (ch. 11), an educational
tv station, expects to start test programming
Sept. 6.
William

Grayson

Appointed

WRC-AM-TV Program Head
APPOINTMENT of William Grayson as program manager of WRC-AM-TV Washington
has been announced
by NBC Vice President Carleton D.
Smith, general manager of the NBCowned stations. He
succeeds George
Dorsey, who has accepted aposition as
Washington office
manager for Universal-International Pictures.
Mr. Grayson
joined NBC in
MR. GRAYSON
Washington in 1948
and has served successively as program coordinator, operations director and sales executive
for WRC-AM-TV. In his new assignment he
will report to James E. Kovach, director of
programs.
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gear shipped at once by RCA.
VIRTUALLY all technical equipment of
WCOV-TV Montgomery. Ala., and studio
equipment of WCOV were reported destroyed
and studios and offices were damaged in a fire
that swept the studio and tv transmitter building early Friday morning.
General Manager Hugh M. Smith, in New
York on business, said he had been informed
the ch. 20 television station's technical equipment was "a complete washout." He estimated this loss at approximately 5350,000.
With luck in securing new equipment promptly,
he said, the station should be able to return to
the air in a few weeks, possibly two. At midmorning Friday Mr. Smith said RCA was
shipping emergency equipment that day.
Mr. Smith said the studio equipment of
WCOV-AM also was destroyed but that operations would continue from the transmitter
without delay.
The loss was fully covered by insurance.
In addition to the technical loss, according
to reports from the stations, about half of the
building housing the radio and tv studios and
the tv transmitter was damaged or destroyed.
Some of the girders buckled from the heat and
there was damage from smoke as well as flame.
The fire occurred about 4:30 a.m. Friday and
apparently originated, so far as first investigations could determine, in a master time clock.
WCOV-TV has been on the air since April
1953 and
'"in said.
the black"
almost
fromhasthebeen
start,operating
Mr. Smith
It is
affiliated with CBS-TV and ABC-TV. WCOV,
on 1170 kc with 10 kw day and 1 kw night and
affiliated with CBS Radio, has been operating
since 1939.
WRCA-TV

Sets

TV with information on. their success as a
source of case history material in the use of
tv to move goods.
Mr. Shea estimated that each campaign will
register nearly 17 million viewer impressions
a week. By carefully analyzing results, he said,
the station will be able to advise retailers on
what they should not do as well as what they
should do in using television.
William

M. Davidson

Named

To WRCA-AM-TV
Position
APPOINTMENT of William M. Davidson as
assistant general manager of WRCA-AM-TV
New York was announced last week by Hamilton Shea, NBC vice president in charge of
o&o WRCA-AM-TV. The assignment is effective Sept. 1.
Mr. Davidson currently is assistant general
manager and director of sales for WTAM and
WNBK (TV) Cleveland, NBC o&o stations
there. From 1952 to 1954 he was national
manager of NBC Radio Spot Sales. He formerly was with ABC, Free & Peters representative firm, Benton & Bowles and J. Walter
Thompson Co.
Roberts to Manage

KRLD;

Cuny to KRLD-TV Sales Job
WILLIAM A. ROBERTS, assistant general
manager in charge of advertising sales for
KRLD-AM-TV Dallas, has been promoted to
manager of KRLD, Clyde W. Rembert, president of the stations, announced last week.
Simultaneously, Mr. Rembert announced the
promotion of Gene Cuny to commercial manof KRLD-TV.
Mr.ager Rembert
said that Mr. Roberts, a more
than 25-year radio-tv veteran. ". . . will devote
his entire talent and efforts exclusively to radio

Drive

With 2 Dept. Stores
AGREEMENT on a 10-week advertising campaign was completed last week by WRCA-TV
New York with Macy's and Abraham & Straus,
New York department stores, "to test the selling
muscles of television" for stores of this type,
it was announced by Hamilton Shea, NBC vice
president in charge of WRCA-AM-TV. The
drive will get under way Aug. 15.
Mr. Shea said the station's merchandising
staff will team up with the advertising-creativemerchandising executives of the retail corporations to develop advertising programs whose
results will serve as a guide for future advertising campaigns.
Head of the WRCA-TV staff which will work
on the project is Max E. Buck, director of advertising, promotion and merchandising. Pegeen
Fitzgerald, a department store merchandising
executive before she became a radio performer,
has joined Mr. Buck's staff.
The campaign calls for 10- and 20-second
station-break announcements and one-minute
commercial participations in WRCA-TV programs. Subject matter of the commercials will
range from departmental promotions to specific
items on sale. The stores will furnish WRCA-

MR. ROBERTS

MR. CUNY

management and sales where he has made an
outstanding record."
Referring to Mr. Cuny's appointment, Mr.
Rembert said, "... a younger member of the
KRLD station's organization, [he] brings with
him a lot of fine training and experience that
will benefit both our advertisers and our station operations."
KEYT (TV) Local Sales Jump
KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara, Calif., reports that
local sales for the first six months of 1955 have
shown a 35% increase over the corresponding
months of 1954. The ch. 3 station further reports that consistent monthly increases in local
sales indicate that by fall the increase may rise
to as high as 50% over last year. The station
is affiliated with the four tv networks and is
represented by George P. Hollingbery Co.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Shawd Files AffidavitDenying WKBZ Sale Offer
ARCH SHAWD, president and general manager of WKBZ Muskegon, Mich., has filed an
affidavit denying claims made in a suit filed by
Don Mann, Chicago station salesman, in which
he alleges Mr. Shawd broke an agreement for
sale of his majority interest in WKBZ.
The affidavit, filed in U. S. District Court for
the Western District of Michigan (Southern
Div.) July 29, denies there is any cause for
action in connection with the suit filed in
June, according to a station spokesman.
Mr. Shawd was represented as having claimed
the alleged deal was in the form of a so-called
"memorandum" rather than an agreement, and
that it contained the reservation that any such
deal be consummated "with the permission of
Mr. Grant F. Ashbacker." The station is
licensed to the Ashbacker Radio Corp. Mr.
Ashbacker refused to extend permission, it was
explained.
WISN-TV
In Tower

Announces Winners
Completion Contest

WINNER of the top prize of $400 in the towercompletion guessing contest conducted by
WISN-TV Milwaukee, Wis., is Suzanne Herz
of Biow-Beirn-Toigo Inc. Construction on the
1,105-ft. tower was completed at 6:10:15 p.m.,
Sunday, July 24, and Miss Herz' guess of July
25, 12:05:44 p.m. was close enough to win,
indicating, WISN-TV points out, that most
entrants were not aware that tv stations work
on Sundays.
Richard Scott, American Chicle Co., Long
Island City, N. Y., won the second prize of
$200, and third prize of $100 went to Gene
O'Fallon of KFEL-TV Denver, Colo. Topping
the consumer prizes was a 1955 Plymouth
Plaza, which was awarded on a special tv program July 24 in celebration of the tower completion. Over $6000 in merchandise and cash
prizes were given away by WISN-TV.
KTVH (TV) Names Ken Cook
KENNETH H. COOK, formerly chief engineer
for KCKT (TV) Great Bend, Kan., has been
named chief engineer of KTVH (TV)
Hutchinson (Wichita), Kan., Howard
O. Peterson, KTVH
general manager has
announced.
Mr. Cook, a graduate of Kansas State
College and a registered prof essio nal
engineer, served for
17 years at KMBCAM-TV Kansas City,
Mo., and he was
MR. COOK
chief engineer of the
stations when he moved to KCKT.
KROC-TV Appoints Beckjorden
MRS. Elisabeth Beckjorden, who has been serving as station network representative for KELOTV Sioux Falls, S. D., has been named to act
in a similar capacity for KROC-TV Rochester,
Minn. In the event network sponsors have not
ordered the stations she represents, Mrs. Beckjorden negotiates directly with network sponsors.
Mrs. Beckjorden doubles as supervisor of radiotv recruitment for Personnel Assoc., New York
employment agency.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

An L. A. Indie Puts
KLAC Los Angeles believes in spending
money to make money.
An independent operation, fighting multiple radio-tv competition by using big-name
personalities and popular music with news
and sports, KLAC last Tuesday introduced
to the trade its latest self-promotion investment, a $10,000 color film, "The KLAC
Story." It was shown simultaneously at
trade luncheons in both Hollywood and
New York.
Boosting the growth and effectiveness of
radio as an advertising medium in general,
as well as KLAC specifically, the film now
goes on th& road to advertising agencies
across the U. S. It will be shown by Adam
Young Jr. Inc., KLAC's national sales representative, which also will exhibit the film to
agency clients when so desired by an agency.
The film is a 20-minute radio success story
and was produced under the supervision of
Mortimer Hall, KLAC president, and Felix
Adams, station sales manager.
Mr. Hall said KLAC pioneered the use
of name stars and bands doing station breaks
and other on-air promotions, pointing out
that the station devotes $3,600 worth of
its air time weekly for self-promotion. The
music formula, Mr. Hall said, pivots around
the KLAC "big five," the station's roster of
round-the-clock disc jockeys who are featured in the new film. These are Peter
Potter, Dick Haynes, Jim Ameche, Alex
Cooper and Gene Norman.
KLAC also has just completed its annual
Weed Urges Tv Industry
To Keep Control Over Film
CITING the increasing use of motion pictures
in spot television, Joseph J. Weed, president
of Weed Television Corp., last week warned
against the possible yielding of program controls to the motion picture industry by stations,
sponsors and agencies.
Mr. Weed observed that he has been "a consistently staunch supporter for films in spot tv."
But he pointed out that with the "huge upsurge" in the scheduling of filmed programs,
it is "important for the tv industry to hold
on firmly to all its programming prerogatives
and to excercise its authority in the shaping
and building of programs in order that all
desired high standards be met." He asserted
that stations, sponsors and agencies must be
assured that "quality goes into the reels at the
very start, rather than worrying over editing
and the order of re-takes at later dates."
WPIX (TV) Again in Garden
WPIX (TV) New York will present for the
sixth straight year a schedule of 58 fall and winter sports events from Madison Square Garden,
starting Oct. 29. The 1955-56 schedule will include championship events in professional hockey, professional basketball and college basketball, plus the Westminister Kennel Club Dog
Show and the National Horse Show.
KGVO Reports Business Rise
IN a business report for the first six months
of 1955, KGVO Missoula, Mont., has announced that local business and national spot
are up 32% and 13%, respectively, over the
corresponding months for 1954. Guy Farnsworth, station manager, who made the an-

Its Story on Film
"Christmas in July" trade promotion. Instead of passing out gifts at the usual time
around Dec. 25, KLAC does it in midsummer and this year gave sport shirts made
of imported fabrics.

SALES Manager Felix Adams (seated)
shows KLAC President Mortimer Hall
some footage from the station's color
film presentation, "The KLAC Story."
nouncement, attributes the. rise to the expanding market and favorable local economic conditions. The CBS-affiliated station operates at
1290 kc with 5,000 w, and is now in its 25th
year of operation.
KNX Local Billings Up 24.6%
KNX Los Angeles has announced record
local sales for the first six months of 1955
with billings 24.6% ahead of the same period
for last year. Bert West, general sales manager for the station and the Columbia Pacific
Radio Network, attributed the rise to continued
heavy use of daytime programs and announcevertisers.ments plus increased use of nighttime by adKTBS-TV Completing Tower
KTBS-TV Shreveport, La., reports that construction on its proposed 1,153-ft. tower is
moving along with work expected to be completed by Aug. 25. The ch. 3 station is scheduled to go on the air Sept. 3. Cost of the 70ton tower is $150,000 and, according to KTBSTV, it will be the world's 10th tallest manmade object and the tallest structure in Louisiana. It is expected that the tower will provide
KTBS-TV reception radius of 100 miles.
WROX
Opens New Studios
CEREMONIES marking the opening of completely new and modern studios of WROX
Clarksdale, Fla., has been scheduled for
Wednesday. The station moved to the new
studios, located in the city's Alcazar Hotel, on
July 8, but additional work is required before
all facilities are completed, the station announced. WROX operates on 1450 kc with 250
w and is owned by Eunice T. Imes of Columbus,
Miss.
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Coverage?
KGMC Englewood, Colo., apparently believes literally in its slogan about going
"Where the News Is — We Don't Wait
for the News to Come to Us." It covered awedding at the Colorado Sunshine
Club near Denver, according to George
G. Entz, program director. There usually
is nothing significant in covering a wedding but this one was an unusual event.
The club is one of the nation's leading
nudist camps, boasting over 300 members. Mr. Entz duly noted a special attraction there in the form of Evelyn
"$50,000
West,Station
stripteaser
who Treasure
was maidChest"
of honor.
personnel drew straws to see who accompanied Grady Franklin Maples, coowner and manager, on the remote.
[Editor's Note: There is no tv outlet
in Englewood.]

WGSA Ephrata, Pa.# Starts
WGSA Ephrata, Pa., new 500 w daytime outlet on 1310 kc, went on the air July 26 after
receiving FCC authorization for program tests
July 25, and staged dedication of its facilities
July 31. The station, with its transmitter and
studios on Ephrata Mountain about 10 miles
northeast of Lancaster, operates from 6 a.m.
until local sunset, programming an all-music
format. Its coverage includes Lancaster and
Lebanon, as well as Harrisburg and Reading,
WGSA reports.
The outlet is owned by Garden Spot Broadcasters Inc. Principals include Samuel R.
Youse, Lester J. Grenewalt, John H Norris
and George Kienzle.

WAFB-TV, Local Movies
Exchange Promotional Aids
TELEVISION and movies inter-play combined
for a mutual merchandising assist when a
motion picture chain gave free on-screen publicity to a tv show while a local tv station was
plugging the movie houses.
The marriage of the two media was performed by WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La., when
promotion chief Grace McElveen induced the
local Ogden theatre chain of three movie houses
to rerun "The Long, Long Trailer," a film
starring Lucille Ball and Desi Arnez, who are
also featured on their own tv show The Sunday
Lucy Show. Latter program is sponsored by
Lehn & Fink Products Corp., on CBS-TV
through McCann-Erickson, New York, which
has offered a total of $1,000 in cash prizes far
the best merchandising job on the show and
theCharles
sponsor'sBazzell,
products.
manager of the chain of
movie houses, ran 15-second film trailers for
three weeks with the copy "It's new! . . . the
Sunday Lucy show, 4:00 p.m. Sunday — WAFBTV Channel 28— sponsored by Lehn & Fink
Products." The trailers ran before and after
each showing of the film feature.
In return, Mr. Bazzell's theatre received
saturation spot announcements from WAFBTV and radio whenever the outlet plugged the
Sunday Lucy series.
KDAL-TV Heightens Tower
KDAL-TV Duluth has added 262.5 feet to its
tower, bringing it up to 816.5 feet above
ground, according to Odin Ramsland, vice
president-commercial manager. Alpha Erection
Co., Iowa City, Iowa, handled the erection.
Mr. Ramsland said he believed the antenna is
the highest in Minnesota or Wisconsin, with
greatly improved service and an extended service area. KDAL-TV operates with 100 kw on
ch. 3.

C. W. GROVE (I), president of Second
Federal Savings & Loan Assn. of Cleveland, contracts for sponsorship of the 1111:10 p.m. news six nights weekly on
WGAR there. Attending the signing are
(I to r) Stanley Gee, WGAR sales representative; Carl E. George, general manager of the station, and Jacob E. Hines of
Wellman, Buschman & Hines agency.

WBZ-WBZA
Names Richards
APPOINTMENT of C. L. (Lud) Richards,
advertising and sales promotion manager of
WBZ-WBZA Boston, to the new post of national account executive
effor thefectivestation,
Aug. 29, was
announced last week
by Paul E. Mills,
general manager.
Mr. Richards has
been with the Westinghouse erations
radio
opin Boston
since 1952, and previously was sales
promotion manager
for WBCC Bethesda,
Md., and sales manMR. RICHARDS
ager of WGMS
Washington. As national sales executive, he
will coordinate national sales in the New England market with Free & Peters, station representatives for many of the Westinghouse stations.
Crosley Personnel Changes
FOUR personnel changes at Crosley Broadcasting Corp. (WLW-WLWT [TV] Cincinnati,
WLWD [TV] Dayton, WLWC [TV] Columbus,
all Ohio, and WLWA [TV] Atlanta, Ga.) have
been announced by James D. Shouse, chairman
of the board, and Robert E. Dunville, president.
James E. Allen, publicity and promotion director, becomes director of special projects for
the broadcasting company. Mr. Allen is succeeded by James Bruce, who formerly was program manager for WLWT. Mary Renn, program coordinator for Olympus Films, joins
Crosley as program administrator for WLWT.

CONTRACT for Farm Bureau Life Insurance Co. to sponsor a series of weekend traffic
condition broadcasts from WINS New York's "flying studio," a specially equipped light
airplane, is signed by Karl L. Muller (seated), committee chairman of Farm Bureau agents.
Watching the proceeding are (I to r) Winston Atherton, Farm Bureau Long Island
regional manager; John O'Keefe, Farm Bureau New York district manager; Bob Leder,
WINS vice president and general manager; John Keegan, Farm Bureau committee chairman of district managers; Bob Garrity, pilot and announcer, and Charles Seitman, WINS
account executive.
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Anscombe Signs for 5 Years
ALFRED E. ANSCOMBE, station manager of
WKBW Buffalo, N. Y., has been signed to a
five-year contract, Dr. Clinton H. Churchill,
president-general manager, has announced. Mr.
Anscombe joined WKBW in 1948 as director
of public relations. In 1951 he was named
commercial manager and in August 1953 he
was promoted to his present position. He is
also a director of WKBW Inc. and vice president of the company.
Broadcasting
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IHDUSTRY!

It Serves

. . . Truck

Tripled,

In 10-Year

Fleet Doubled,
Period!

Increasing demands for the fast, flexible service trucks
offer shippers and the public have resulted in the
trucking industry doubling its fleet of trucks from
1944 to 1954.
Yes, the number of vehicles in the trucking
industry's fleet has risen from 4,513,000 in 1944 to 9,412,000 in
1954 — proof of the economical, efficient
transportation service motor transport provides.
Every truck you see on the highway is there because
it's performing a needed service. It's there
because it has a job to do, a job that may be tied right
in with your job, your day to day living.
Trucks pay as they serve, too. In this same
10-year period, the taxes trucks pay rose threefold from
$561,000,000 to $1,748,000,000! Representing 16%
of all vehicles, trucks paid 33% of all state
highway user taxes!

Truck transportation provides
door-to-door delivery — it's a
direct service, with a minimum
of freight handling!

Trucks, on the go 24 hours a
day, keep the freight moving
constantly, get shipments to
destination on time!

AMERICAN

The flexibility of truck transport puts every community —
no matter how small — on a
direct receiving line.

TRUCKING
INDUSTRY
American Trucking Associations, Inc.
Washington 6, D. C.

If You've Got It ... A Truck Brought It!
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STATION PEOPLE
Louis Adelman, former head of European
Armed Forces
Radio, to WLLY HHMT
Inc. (WLLY Richmond, Va.) as presid e n t and general
manager; Steve Ross,
WLEE Richmond, to
WLLY as program
director; Dee Deering to sistant
station
as Bill
asmanager;
Montgomery, program director,
W N O R Norfolk,
Va., to WLLY as
production manager.
AMONG the more than 200 advertiser and agency executives who attended the WRC
Washington party to meet Al Ross, the new morning "Timekeeper," were (I to r): Alvin
Q. Ehrlich, Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick agency; Joe Goodfellow, WRC-AM-TV director of sales;
Carleton D. Smith, NBC vice president and general manager of WRC-AM-TV; Henry J.
Kaufman, Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc.; Mr. Ross, and Harry Karr, WRC sales manager.

Shor Cites 'Stork Club# Show
In $1.2 Million Libel Suit
SUIT for $1.2 million was filed in New York
Supreme Court last week by restaurateur Bernard "Toots" Shor against Sherman Billingsley,
charging Mr. Billingsley with libel, slander and
invasion of privacy. Mr. Shor cited the Stork
Club tv show of May 8, presented on WABCTV New York.
Named also as defendants are American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, owners of
the station; the Stork Restaurant Inc., operators
of the Stork Club restaurant in which the telecast originated, and Mayfair Products Inc., a
company which produced the Stork Club tv
program.
The compaint asserted that Mr. Billingsley
"knowingly, spitefully and maliciously" broadcast statements indicating Mr. Shor was "insolvent, unworthy of credit, and reckless or
dishonest."
KFI Announces Rate Changes
CHANGES in its rate structure have been
announced by KFI Los Angeles, with a general
decrease in Class A time (6:30-10:15 p.m.) and
a general increase in Class B time (6:30 a.m.6:30 p.m.; 10:15-10:30 p.m.). One-minute
Class A announcements have been reduced
from $125 to $75 and one-minute Class B announcements have been increased from $62.50
to $75, making one rate for Class A and B
announcements. The Class A one-hour rate
remains at $700 with the Class B one-hour rate
rising from $350 to $400.

Westinghouse Invites
INVITATION "to join the Billion Dollar
Club in a very profitable venture," is
being issued in a promotion piece by
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. on behalf
of its stations. Copy points out that in
1954, 28 companies in the U. S. sold over
$1 billion worth of goods each. Of that
number, it is noted, 25 were among the
more than 250 national advertisers who
advertised on WBC.
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WAGA-TV Completes Tower
WAGA-TV Atlanta's 1,100-foot tower, recently
completed, is "even higher than a Georgia
pine," says Jack Collins, station manager.
WAGA-TV Managing Director Glenn Jackson
said the Storer Broadcasting Co. ch. 5 station's
new tower also is 1,070 feet above average terrain and 2,049 feet above sea level.

MR. ADELMAN

Ray Lapica, author and magazine and encycloeditor,capacity.
pediaecutive
to KBLA Burbank, Calif., in exKeith W. Horton, vice president in charge of
sales, WELM Elmira, N. Y., named general
manager; Frederick H. Elliott Jr., sales staff,
WTRY Troy, N. Y., to WELM as local and
regional sales manager.
Marie Gilford, account executive, KTBS Shreveport, La., appointed commercial manager,
KTBS-TV (target date Sept. 3); Charles Salts-

STATION SHORTS
KRNT-TV Des Moines, Iowa, has added Associated Press Photofax, still picture-facsimile
service, and also has contracted for daily service
of CBS News Film Div.
WORL Boston moves to new studios and larger
quarters at 705 Beacon St.
KWK-TV St. Louis is installing 12 kw ERP
auxiliary transmitter to be used in event of
cable failure or main transmitter failure.
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, .reports since
it opened new quarters last Jan. 2 approximately 20,000 visitors have toured building.
WGMS Washington has opened auxiliary studio
complete with turntables and hi fi pickups in
store window of Todd's Appliance & Record
Store, 11th & F Sts., N. W. Stan Hamilton,
chief announcer, is in charge.

MRS. GIFFORD

MR. SALTSGAVER

gaver, program dept. assistant, KTTS-TV
Springfield, Mo., named KTBS-TV production
manager, effective that date.
Clifford M. Kirtland Jr. appointed business
manager,
WGR today
Corp. (Mon.)
(WGR-AM-TV Buffalo,
N. Y.), effective
Jerome D. Greenberg, sales staff, WAAT Newark, N. J., named merchandising director,

WNDU-TV Notre Dame, Ind., has been added
as
364th outlet
on Bellnetwork,
Telephone
System'sto
nationwide
tv facilities
according
long lines dept., American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn., yesterday (Sun.)
conducted outing at Holiday Hill, Cheshire,
Conn., for employes and more than 1,000
guests from New England and New York.
REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS
WKBH-WKBT (TV) La Crosse, Wis., appoint
Harry S. Hyett, Minneapolis, as regional representative inMinneapolis-St. Paul area.
WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead, L. I., N. Y., apative. points Gill-Perna, N. Y., as national represent-

ACTIVATING the first live program feed
at WNDU-TV South Bend [B°T, July 25]
are (I to r): Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh,
CSC, president of Notre Dame U.; Bernard
C. Barth, vice president and general manager of WNDU-TV, and Rev. Edmund P.
Joyce,
CSC, executive vice president of
the university.
Broadcasting
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NOTICE TO EDITORS— This advertisement currently appears in leading
national magazines. For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life has
sponsored similar messages on national health and safety. Because
of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements,
Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news editors),

free use of the text of each advertisement in this series. The text may
be used in regular health features, health columns or health reports
with or without credit to Metropolitan. The Company gladly makes
this material available to editors as one phase of its public-service
advertising in behalf of the nation's health and safety.

"The Three Musketeers'.'.. and HIGH

Medical guidance, rest and weight control, these might well be called "the
three musketeers" fighting high blood pressure. For when they work together, as
"The Three Musketeers" did, they may
help protect you against the less serious
type of this disorder, or prevent complications ifyou have it. This form of high blood
pressure ("essential hypertension") accounts for more than 90 percent of all cases.
Victims of this disorder are often individuals ofgreat drive. To help lessen strain
on the heart, a leisurely pace of living
should be maintained.
Among other things, the doctor may
recommend intervals of rest during the day
. . . and at least eight hours of rest every
night. He will also urge patients to avoid
situations which cause great tension and

BLOOD

anxiety, such as needless arguments.
In addition, the doctor may suggest other
things to relieve stress and worries that
tend to keep blood pressure up. Mild exercise is not only usually permissible, but
even encouraged.
In fact, things that help divert the mind
from daily troubles and keep the patient
from becoming preoccupied with blood
pressure levels can mean the difference between living a useful or an unsatisfactory
life with this disorder.
Weight control may be important, too,
in relieving high blood pressure. Since the
heart works harder when hypertension is
present, weight loss helps to lighten its load.
Of course, the doctor's help is needed.
Regular check-ups will enable him to dis-

COPYRIGHT 1955 — METROPOLITAN

PRESSURE
cover complications early, if any occur, and
start treatment that may keep them under
control. In selected cases, great improvement can often be obtained by special diets
or surgery.
If the doctor's advice is followed and if
the patient learns to lead a life of moderation in all things, high blood pressure can
be successfully controlled in many cases.
If neglected, it may damage the heart, kidneys and brain.
To detect this condition early, it is important for everyone . . . especially those who
are middle-aged or older, are overweight,
or have a family history of the disease . . .
to have periodic medical examinations.
When high blood pressure is discovered in
its early
stage, hypertension is usually easier to control.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Metropolitan

Life Insurance Company
{A MUTUAL COMPANY)
1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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Anita Summers, formerly with WashingtonBaltimore edition, Tv Guide, to announcing
staff, WTTG (TV) Washington.
Bill Davies, formerly with WGBI Scranton, Pa.,
to announcing staff, WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee;
Larry Clark, WTMJ, to Gunther Brewing Co.,
Baltimore, as contract announcer, handling
Gunther-sponsored news and sports shows in
Baltimore and Washington.

Bremer Broadcasting Corp., licensee of WAATWATV (TV) Newark.
Ronald Losee, formerly with WILL Urbana,
111., appointed news director, WLBK De Kalb,
111., succeeding Gerry Grainger, who joins news
dept., WRIT Milwaukee.
Don Mozley, newscaster-reporter, KCBS San
Francisco, named news and public affairs director, succeeding Carroll Hansen, who has
been named CBS Radio news and sports coordinator.
Robert Beringer, newscaster, WOKY
kee, named news director.

Milwau-

Bernie Hargreaves, commercial manager,
WNNJ Newton, N. J., additionally assumes
duties as local news dept. director; Ronnie Lee,
formerly with WPKE Pikesville, Ky., to WNNJ
as announcer-salesman.
Robert L. Hoskinson, account executive and
production manager,
Jones Adv. Agency,
Oklahoma City, to
KTVQ (TV) there as
advertising and public relations director.

MR. HOSKINSON

Joe Coffin, sales development director,
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, to KCOP (TV)
there as research and
sales development
dept. director.

George Viekery to
WTVJ (TV) Miami as public service director,
succeeding Louis G. Jacobs, resigned.
Al Fishier, account executive, KCOP (TV) Los
Angeles, promoted to assistant sales manager.
Bob Paris, music librarian, WWDC Washington,
appointed assistant program director, succeeding Norman Baum, who has been named station's "roving reporter"; AI Smith named music
librarian.
Ralph E. Hutchison, former farm director,
WEAU-AM-TV Eau Claire, Wis., appointed
agricultural director, KDKA Pittsburgh.
Harriet Runte, secretary to program manager,
WLWC (TV) Columbus, Ohio, appointed
traffic manager; Pat Ford and Marg Southworth
to WLWC as secretary and continuity assistant,
respectively; Martha Combs to station as secretary to program director.
William D. Gordon Jr., Don Lee Mutual Network, Hollywood, appointed producer-director,
Frees on Two Show, KNXT (TV) Los Angeles.
James W. Gantz, news editor, KYW Philadelphia, and newsman for 46 years, retires.
Ruth Crane, women's activities director,
WMAL-TV Washington, resigns.
Earl E. Fleming, formerly salesman, Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Co., N. Y., named sales representative, WOW Omaha, Neb.
Theodore R. Wold, formerly Central Minn,
field representative, Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co., Akron, Ohio, to sales staff, KSTP-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Jerrold Marshall, sales staff, WKNB
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Bob Roderick, sports* director, KVFD-KQTV
(TV) Fort Dodge, Iowa; Walter Reno, formerly
with WOC-AM-TV Davenport, Iowa, and Len
East, formerly with KIOA Des Moines, to
KRNT-AM-TV Des Moines as announcer-

NEW WKY-AM-TV news director Bob
Gamble (seated) is put into his chair by
ex-news chief Jim Terrell, now assistant
national sales manager for the Oklahoma
City stations. News staffers Dick John (I)
and Bob Chaddock will assist Mr. Gamble
in carrying the news load.
Britain, Conn., to sales staff, WGTH-TV
ford, Conn.

Hart-

John S. Brubaker to sales staff, WNHC-AMFM-TV New Haven, Conn., replacing William
F. Malo Jr., who has assumed ownership of
WERI Westerly, R. I.
Ed Thilenius, sports director, WRFC Athens,
Ga., signed by Texaco to broadcast all U. of
Georgia football games this fall, feeding Georgia Sports Network.
Del Moore, actor-announcer, signed to longterm contract by KTTV (TV) Los Angeles to
host afternoon mystery series.
John M. Hastings Jr., formerly announcer.
WPBC Minneapolis-St. Paul, to announcing
staff, WCCO-TV there.
Jerry Callahan, radio speech student, Ohio
State U., Columbus, to WTVN there as weekend announcer-disc m.c.

Dick Kazmaier, former All-American football
player and currently in Navy on duty at nearby
Oceana Naval Air Station, to WBOF Virginia
Beach, Va., conducting sports program.
Dean Allen to WLW-WLWT
as vocalist.
Misty Moffet to WNBK
weathergirl.

(TV) Cincinnati

(TV) Cleveland as

Sherry Fortney, formerly traffic manager, KSON
San Diego, Calif., to traffic dept., Hollywood
office, KBIG Avalon, Calif.
AUan A. Swenson to WRCA-AM-FM-TV New
York as assistant to farm and garden editor.
Merle H. Tucker, president-owner, KGAK
Gallup, N. M., elected to board of trustees,
Kiwanis International.
Wilson Mount, program manager, WMCT (TV)
Memphis, Tenn., named president, National
Shrine Chanters Assn. at Imperial Shrine Convention in Chicago.
Lee Kullvar, outdoor sports editor, WCCO-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul, appointed assistant director, Minn. State Hunting Safety Program.
Si Goldman, president, WJTN-AM-FM Jamestown, N. Y., winner of championship in his
flight in Chautauqua County Amateur Golf
Tournament.
George C. Biggar, president and general man-

Ill Unity There Is Sales Strength
FOUR radio stations in West Palm Beach,
submitted only one bill to each merchant
Fla., bystanders as lavish newspaper spreads and later split the revenue.
The sale took place June 27 through 29
were bought five times annually by department stores and other merchants to promote
(Monday to Wednesday) and the kickoff for
dollar day sales, decided some aggressive the advertising was at 6 p.m. Saturday.
action was needed to divert advertising outThe campaign was called the "Radio Rodeo Days" and featured extra promotion,
lays to radio's coffer.
the
cost of which the stations bore. A total
The project fell to the sales managers:
of 1,048 announcements was bought (262
Rome Hartman, WIRK; Bob Monroe,
WJNO; Cliff Glick, WEAT, and Bob Davis, on each station).
WWPG.
The results were well worth the effort.
They organized the Radio Stations of The Most of the merchants reported their sales
Palm Beaches and submitted a plan to the approached, equalled, or in some cases, surMerchants Div. of the local Chamber of
passed similar sales promoted only by newsCommerce. The proposal to influence the
paper at double the expenditure. Some
merchants to select several days for a mid- of the merchants felt there would have
summer sale test and advertise it primarily
been more action on certain leader items
on radio was accepted.
if they were promoted by newspapers, but
What particularly appealed to the busi- all agreed that the main purpose of bringnessmen was that they could buy every availing spenders downtown, with a resultant inable spot on the four stations for a threecrease in dollar volume, was achieved.
day period at about half the normal dollarThe
evidence was significant enough to
day budget. To make the purchase of time
easier, a single rate was offered and one so- influence the retailers to split their budgets
licitor was selected to represent the stations. tions.
down the middle on all future sale promoThe Radio Stations of The Palm Beaches
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Over 20 years of
Development Experience
The remarkable performance of RCA Image
Orthicons is due in great measure to the unprecedented wealth of research and engineering experience
— accumulated through designing pick-up tubes for
nearly a quarter century. For example, RCA scientists
designed the camera tube that made all-electronic
television a commercial possibility. RCA scientists
and RCA Tube Engineers are the specialists who
revolutionized camera pick-up techniques with development of Image Orthicons— made compatible color
TV a practical reality with the Color Image Orthicon.
Here is specialized experience within the spheres of
physics, chemistry, electronics and mechanics that has
no parallel in electronics history.
Over IO years off Experience
in Manufacturing Image Orthicons
Long and extensive training— plus years of special
experience in advanced manufacturing techniques —
make RCA Image Orthicon technicians the outstanding craftsmen in their field. Think of it— manufacturing regular-production tubes to tolerances running to as close as 0.0001 inch— thicknesses that must
be held a few molecules deep— machine work that
often is so fine that you can examine it only through
a microscope. Only with experience and skill can
such tasks be completed— and RCA Image Orthicon
technicians are masters of this art.

"Flame cutting" a perfect tar
Glass thickness in a precision-b
exceed 0.0002 inch — overall uniformity
0.1%. It takes months of training and e

—
:

—

Inspecting a target
screen
uniformity
high
magnification—
a testmesh"
of skill
gainedfor only
through under
long experience at the job. Mesh like this contains 250,000 "windows" to the square inch — with apertures approximately

Today, thousands of RCA Image Orthicons are delivering superior performance in television stations
throughout the world. You can count on. RCA research and manufacturing leadership to continue in
its steady progress to bring you highest-quality Image
Orthicons consistent with the best tube engineering
practices known today.

RADIO CORPORATION
fieCTKOM ri/BFS

of AMERICA
HARRISON, N.J.

Microscopic inspection of the dynode apertures— supervised
and double-checked by engineers. The dynode apertures,
formerly punched, are now drilled — to assure a perfect circle. Each dynode
aperture
is held
0.002"hair!
diameter — approximately half the
thickness
of atohuman

STATIONS

PERSONNEL
SCREEN
TO

CRAFTMASTER Inc.'s exhibit at the Pacific
Northwest 25th Annual Furniture Mart in
Seattle draws congratulations for Edward
Hunt (c), general manager of the firm,
from Grant Williams, who advertises
Craftmaster on his Housewives Protective League program on KIRO there. The
miss is June Svedin, hostess at the Craftmaster exhibit.
ager, WLBK De Kalb, 111., elected president,
De Kalb Community Chest for 1955-56.
Maurice (Bud) Johnson, facilities engineer,
WAAM (TV) Baltimore, and Mary Walker,
WAAM accounting dept., were married.
Stan Allan, station manager, WPAC Patchogue,
N. Y., and Ruth Pommerans were married;
Dick Hodkin, WPAC program director, and
Pat Tusher were married.
Harold Showman, program director and personality, WETZ New Martinsville, W. Va., and
June Taylor were married.
Fred Custer, manager, KPOL Los Angeles,
father of boy, Mark Frederick, July 21.
Fred Fiske, disc jockey, WWDC
father of boy, Warren, July 17.

Washington,

Ted Schneiders, operations manager, WMGM
New York, father of boy, Gregg.
Dick Hoyt, disc m.c, WDLA Walton, N. Y.,
father of boy, Danny.
John D. Allison, 41, sales manager, KGMB
Honolulu, died of heart attack July 15.
Arthur Marion Gates Sr., 63, co-owner, WYVE
Wytheville, Va., died of heart attack July 4.
Reginald Pearce, account executive, WALATV Mobile, Ala., died July 13.
Tv Editorial
NEWS DIRECTOR Carl Zimmermann of
WISN-TV Milwaukee pointedly differed with Baseball Commissioner Ford
Frick's decision that the Milwaukee station could not present a filmed report of
the All-Star game last month. In bringing
the case before local viewers Mr. Zimmermann argued that not only was the commissioner's ruling in
against
publicradio
interest,
it was also unfair
that local
stations were allowed to make recordings
of the game. He hopes public pressure
can reverse the ruling and insure fans of
seeing local films of any World Series
that might be played in Milwaukee.
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ACTORS

REACH

RELATIONS
GUILD,

COMPROMISE

PRODUCERS
BEFORE

TRY

STRIKE

Neither side optimistic about agreement before SAG's strike of its
10,000 members last Friday.
(Also see late story, page 7)
covering the sixth and all subsequent runs,
ON THE EVE of the nationwide strike of SAG said.
Guild minimums were increased from $70 to
10,000 members of Screen Actors Guild against
producers of tv entertainment films, officials of $82.50 for day players and from $250 to
$287.50 for weekly freelance players. All other
both union and producer groups were in con- Guild minimums were increased proportionately
tinuous session in Hollywood Thursday in a
and improvements in working conditions also
last-minute effort to reach an agreement perwere
provided, SAG said. SAG originally demitting independent and network film packagers
manded $90 and $300, respectively.
to continue high-gear production of new fall
Mr. Dales told B*T that all Guild members
program series.
are being instructed that they may work for
But the strike began early Friday as sched- the four companies that have signed the new
uled, with cessation of all filming, despite contract.
capitulation earlier in the week of four indeThe SAG board of directors called its strike
pendent firms to SAG demands for extra pay- of all actors in television entertainment films
ment on the first film re-run.
throughout the nation last Monday, and the
Production of tv film commercials, educastarted at 12:01 a.m. last Friday.
tional, institutional or movie films is not in- strike
In
a
nationwide mail referendum of all
volved in the strike action. SAG emphasized.
Whole issue in dispute is the extra payment
Guild members, 4,848 voted "yes" to authorize
to actors for the second run (first re-run) of a the Guild board to call a strike and only 184
tv entertainment film. Producers have been voted against the walkout, Mr. Dales said. It
firm against such payment since they claim was the largest membership vote ever cast
they acquire their production profit at this in the history of the Guild, with a majority of
96.3% authorizing the strike.
point, not making a profit on the initial run.
In a formal strike call notice mailed early
Actors, under the old pact which expired a
fortnight ago, already receive 100% of their last week to all members, the Guild board
original minimum payment on the third to stated that the walkout does not apply to the
production of theatrical motion pictures, filmed
sixth runs (second to fifth re-runs).
television commercials nor non-television inNegotiations resumed Tuesday between SAG
dustrial and educational pictures.
and the Alliance of Television Film Producers
and the Assn. of Motion Picture Producers.
Mr. Dales said picket lines would be established immediately if any producer attempts
The latter represents the movie majors, most
to make television entertainment films, employof whom now are in tv film production in some
ing actors, during the course of the strike.
form. The representatives of the three groups
The Guild engaged in joint negotiations with
were in continuous session late Thursday at
the two groups of television entertainment film
AMPP headquarters.
producers from June 6 to July 13. These negotiations reached an impasse when the producers
Joint Release Agreement
refused to agree to pay actors anything for the
second run of a video film program [B*T, July
Spokesmen for ATFP told B»T the producer
groups agreed with SAG not to divulge the 25, Aug. 1].
status of the talks, with all announcements to
This is the second television strike in the hisbe made in a joint news release. The first ioint
tory of the Guild. The previous strike was
status report was expected Friday. SAG, howcalled in December 1952, against the producers
ever, is free at all times to issue its own news
of filmed television commercials and was won
releases concerning other aspects" of the strike by the Guild after three months when the emand the signing of any producers to the new
ployers accepted the principle of and agreed
demands. SAG Thursday told B«T the tele- to a formula for use payments to actors in
filmed advertising messages.
vision entertainment film producing companies
The strike notice instructed actors not to
of two of Hollywood's leading stars — Jane Wyman and Loretta Young — had that day signed accept employment in tv entertainment films
new contracts with SAG providing residual
being made in Mexico, Canada or any other
payments to actors on the second to sixth runs
inclusive and increased minimum fees. The an- foreign country without first checking with SAG
nouncement was made by John L. Dales, the officials. SAG announced its several "sister"
unions, including AFTRA and Equity, "are
Guild's national executive secretary.
Loretta Young's company. Lewislor Enter- giving us their fullest cooperation."
prises Inc., signed for the production of a long
series of tv films for the Loretta Young Show.
New Writers' Pact Approved
Jane Wyman's company, Lewman Ltd., signed A NEW contract covering freelance network
for production of a major series of films for the radio writing has been approved unanimously
Jane Wyman Fireside Theatre.
at concurrent meetings in Los Angeles and New
York by the Writers Guild of America.
Prior to the signing by the Jane Wyman
A WGA West spokesman said the contract,
and Loretta Young companies, new Guild contracts were signed earlier in the week by pro- to run until March 1958, is identical to the live
network tv agreement negotiated last May,
ducer Russ Hayden of Quintet Productions,
covering 39 films for the Judge Roy Bean series, except for price differentials between radio and
tv.
and by Charles E. Skinner Productions, covering 52 half-hour tv films for the Sergeant
Among the provisions of the radio pact are
Preston of the Yukon series.
separation of radio and tv rights; greater participation in subsidiary rights; 100% payment
Producers signing the new Guild contract
agreed to pay at least 75% of minimum salary for each radio re-use during the limited period
for the second run of a television film, 50% for of exclusivity; payments of 133% of the minimum for simulcasts, and payments for outlines
the third and fourth runs combined, 25% for
and coverage for audience participation writers.
the fifth run, and one final payment of 25%
Broadcasting
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YOUR FUTURE HOME may have electric master panels like this, where you'll control lighting, indoor weather and
scores of electric helpers, some not even invented yet. Atomic energy probably will provide much of the additional
electricity you will use — electric company engineers are now developing ways to apply it economically and practically.

YOUR

More

FRIEND.

electricity.
new

.. improved

products

Probably the widest use of atomic energy
will be to produce electric power. It is expected to join coal, gas and other fuels as a
vast new source of heat to run power plants.
And it will be needed, too. For you are putting to work more electricity all the time,
doubling your use every 10 years or so! In the

ELECTRIC

"YOU ARE THERE" — CBS television-witness history's great events
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health

... all coming

The day is coming when the power of the atom
will be used more for peaceful purposes than
for weapons.

AMERICA'S

..THE

ATOM

... better

from

the

foods.,

atom

years to come, America will need much more
electric power to maintain and even advance
a high standard of living.
That's why the electric light and power companies are studying and planning for atomicelectric power plants. Now that use of the atom
is no longer limited to weapons, the people
and companies most experienced in producing
electricity — and medicines, chemicals, foods
and other products — are free to develop its
promise for you.

LIGHT

AND

POWER
COMPANIES
*Names on request from this magazine
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EXAMINER

APPROVES

FCC member disagrees again
with military and civil aviation
interests. New group formed
to find compromise solution to
tv tower problems.
AN FCC hearing examiner, for the second
time within a month, has approved a tall tower
for a tv station notwithstanding objections by
military and civil aviation interests.
At the same time, the top ranking Joint
Industry-Government Tall Structures Committee has come to an impasse in trying to work
out a compromise between its aviation and
broadcast industry members. It decided to
establish a new working group, composed
equally of representatives of both sides, to
hammer out some compromise in the quest for
a solution to the tall tower problem.
And, at another level, the aviation-broadcasting subcommittee of the Airdromes, Air Routes
and Ground Aids Subcommittee (AGA) of the
Air Coordinating Committee has drawn up a
set of changes in marking and lighting radio
and tv towers.
FCC Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
last week issued an initial decision recommending approval of the move of ch. 5 KGEO-TV
Enid, Okla., to a site 31 miles southeast of
Enid toward Oklahoma City and to mount
its antenna 1,356 ft. above ground. The station
now has its transmitter 9.5 miles east of Enid,
with its antenna 816 ft. above ground.
Military and civil aviation objections were
based on opposition to any tower more than
1,000 ft. above ground [B«T, Nov. 29, 1954
et seq.].
Last month, Mr. Hutchison issued an initial
decision favoring the erection of a 1,610 ft.
antenna by KSWS-TV Roswell, N. M. [B«T,
July 4].

SECOND

TALL

TOWER

in October 1954 to a low of $13,598 in February of this year, while its operating deficit had
increased from a low of $8,777 in October last
year to a high of $20,100 in February 1955. Its
staff has been cut from 44 to 30, it was explained. At the same time, the station is prepared to spend $250,000 in making the move
to the new transmitter location, it was pointed
out.
In hearing is the request of WSLA-TV
Selma, Ala., to move its transmitter site nearer
Montgomery and to put its antenna 1,993 ft.
above ground. Due to be submitted is the request of WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., for a
2,000-ft. antenna.
The Joint Industry-Government committee
was established earlier this year after the military members of the ACC's Airspace Panel

A Little Light on
AIRPLANE PILOTS are watching with vital
interest an experiment taking place in Louisville which may eliminate one of their nightmarish mental hazards — that of determining
where the guy wires run for tall structures.
WHAS-TV Louisville, at its own expense,
has established a test of "area" lighting
which, if successful, would permit pilots to
spot not only radio and tv towers, but also
the whole segment occupied in airspace by
such a structure. This is preparation for its
proposed 2,000-ft. tv tower which it has
asked the FCC to approve [B«T, Feb. 21].
The test is being conducted on the 675-ft.
radio tower of WHAS about 19 miles east

No Hazard to Air Travel
In both instances, Mr. Hutchison held that
the tall towers could not be reasonably considered hazards to air navigation.
In the Enid, Okla., situation, Mr. Hutchison
found the existing 816-ft. tower was more of a
menace to airplanes than the proposed tower
would be. The present tower is 4.5 miles from
a civilian airport and 12 miles from a military
airbase. The proposed tower would be 28 miles
southeast of both airports.
He was also impressed with the fact that
at its proposed location KGEO-TV would gain
397,667 more viewers in its Grade A coverage
area and 280,772 viewers in its Grade B contour. These would be getting prime coverage
for the first time, he said.
Answering charges of "straddling" — where a
station allocated to one city attempts to cover
a nearby, major market by locating its transmitter between the two cities — Mr. Hutchison
ruled that KGEO-TV not only was guiltless of
this alleged practice, but should be commended
for the proposed move. He pointed out that
75% -85% of Enid's tv owners had antennas
oriented toward Oklahoma City. KGEO-TV's
signal from its present location comes in at
right angles to these antennas, and the local
station's picture is distorted. By moving toward
Oklahoma City, the examiner declared, KGEOTV's radiation will come into Enid from the
same direction to which most of Enid's antennas are pointed.
The initial decision showed that KGEO-TV's
revenues had declined from a high of $26,804
Page 80
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formally recommended that all towers 1,000
ft. or more above ground be disallowed. This
proposal
was discussed
the ACC's
nical Division
and then by
forwarded
to theTechtop
membership of ACC. Failing to agree among
themselves, the ACC established a joint committee of government and broadcast representatives to work out a solution. It is chaired by
CAA Administrator F. B. Lee and FCC Comr.
Robert E. Lee.
The first step was the drawing up by each
side to the controversy of a bill of particulars.
Two weeks ago, these documents were submitted to the full committee which found them
"incompatible."
A new working group was then established
to review the problem and to attempt some
solution acceptable to both industries.
The new working group is headed by J. A.
McCrary, secretary of the ACC's Technical
a Tall Question
of Louisville. Two types of equipment are
being used:
For nighttime: Four rotating beacons are
installed. Two are mounted on the tower, one
at the top and the other about 100 ft. above
the base. The other two are mounted about
1,500 ft. apart on the ground as markers
for the tower's guy anchors. The beacons
mounted on the tower rotate in a horizontal
plane; those on the ground rotate in a vertical plane. The beacons are Westinghouse
TVI lights, each employing a 1,000-w mercury vapor light source, which gives off a
bluish-white beam. This is enclosed by a
clear glass dome. Estimated peak candlepower is 19,500-ft. candles. This compares
to the estimated 1,830-ft. candles of power
of the standard red hazard warning beacon,
employing two 500-w incandescent lamps.
This lighting is a cross-section, covering
two guy anchors only.
In addition, 30-ft. letters of red neon
formingaretheon abbreviation
tubing,
(for hazard),
the ground "HAZ"
at the
southeast guy anchor. Present red rotating
beacon atop the WHAS transmitter building
as well as the standard flashing beacon and
fixed red bracket lights are continued in

THIS is the scene that an airplane pilot
will see at night if current experiments by
WHAS Louisville for substituting "area"
lighting for structure lighting work out.
It is one of the first experiments to define
a radio or tv tower and guy wires to improve the visibility of tall towers for pilots.
WHAS-TV has proposed a 2,000-ft. tower;
this is how it will be lighted if current
tests on the WHAS tower prove out.

operation.
For daytime: Rotating, helical mirrors are
installed. One is mounted on each face of
the square WHAS tower, approximately 10
ft. from the top. On the ground, spaced
about 750 ft. from the tower base, are four
more reflectors as markers for guy anchors.
The 30-ft. HAZ marker is painted internaorange for daytime viewing. A 100-ft.
diametertionalcircle of white rock, with the tower
base as the center, is also in existence to aid
in identification. The assumption is that sunlight reflected by the mirrors will form a
cone of light, making identification easier
for pilots.
The Louisville experiment is being conducted with the cooperation of the marking
and lighting study group of the Airdrome,
Air Route and Ground Aids subcommittee
of the Air Coordinating Committee. This
group has been working for the past year in
seeking means of improving the marking and
lighting of tall structures, including guy
wires.

year, tests were made at WFAAlast with
TVEarly
Dallas
a neon-blaze source light,
developed originally by Westinghouse for
airport approach lighting.
Broadcasting
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Div., and is comprised of John R. Evans, FCC;
R. E. L. Kennedy, Assn. of Federal Communications Counsulting Engineers, and A. Prose
Walker, engineering dept. manager, NARTB,
for broadcasting; Lt. Col. J. D. Harris, Air
Force; Jean Dubuque, National Business Aircraft Assn., and Robert J. Froman, Civil Aeronautics Board, for aviation.
The new group was instructed to (1) review technical measures and procedures which
might reduce the conflict between aviation and
broadcast interests in the use of airspace, (2)
review legal, legislative and regulatory measures,
(3) recommend mutually acceptable measures,
recmutuallyleastacceptable,
noneof are
| and (4) if
ommend alist
measures
objectionable
to both sides.
The new group was ordered to report its
findings by Sept. 15.
The proposals which have been recommended by the AGA subcommittee comprise
the following which will be tested before
adoption:
a) separate the aeronautical orange and white
painting of towers with a one-foot black band.
b) place high intensity flasher beacons at
upward and outguy
ward. anchor sites, directed
c) ring tower at guy anchor circumference
with paint or other marker for easier visual
indentification of tower and guy wires.
Before these recommendations can be tested,
AGA requires $150,000 from Federal agencies
involved, it was explained. The work will then
i be done by the Air Navigation Development
Board. It is hoped, it was further explained,
that some radio and tv stations will offer themselves as guinea pigs.

MAGNUSON
TO

START

PROBE
JAN.

17

Senate Commerce Committee
chief takes FCC to task for not
taking action on de-intermixture. Public's investment is at
stake, he says.
SENATE Commerce Committee Chairman
Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) last week said
hearings would begin Jan. 17 in the committee's
investigation of the networks and uhf-vhf
troubles.
He simultaneously chastized the FCC for
delaying a decision on the question of selective
de-intermixture of tv channels.
"The Commission has a real and moral responsibility toinform the public as quickly as
possible as to what it expects to do on the question of selective de-intermixture," Sen. Magnuson said. "Every day the Commission delays
such a pronouncement, large sums of money
continue to be invested by the public in converting or purchasing sets so that uhf signals
may be received. Yet, if the experience of the
past two years is any guide, many of these
people may be making a futile expenditure."
The Washington Democrat said the FCC
"has been informed time and time again . . .
that the [Senate] committee's study and inquiry
is not to be used as a device for delaying the
discharge of its responsibilities in regulating
I the broadcast field in the public interest."
The FCC, he said, must move in the direction of determining what its policy will be on
selective de-intermixture.
In announcing the Jan. 17 hearing date, Sen.
Magnuson outlined several points he had made
the week before [B«T, Aug. 1]. These were:
( 1 ) an industry-wide ad hoc engineering committee headed by Massachusetts Institute of
Broadcasting
Telecasting

Technology Prof. Edward Bowles "is making
definite progress" in a study of allocations and
"certain uhf-vhf problems"; (2) the FCC has
started on its $80,000 study of network broadcasting; (3) the Senate committee staff during
the congressional recess "is developing data
with respect to networks and other phases of
the television industry"; (4) former Sen. Clarence Dill has been and is reviewing the Communications Act of 1934 and will submit recom endations intime for the hearings next
January.
Mr. Dill, former Washington Democratic
senator who helped create the old Federal
Radio Commission and is an author of the
1934 act, apparently will be majority counsel
for the investigation until Sen. Magnuson names
a successor to Sidney Davis, resigned. Mr. Dill
has been acting as a consultant.
Study of Bricker Proposal
Sen. Magnuson said next year's hearings will
be held on the committee's study and on several communications bills, including a bill (S
825) introduced by Sen. John W. Bricker (ROhio) calling for FCC regulation of the networks.
A spokesman for Sen. Magnuson said progress reports, which the senator said were being
submitted by Mr. Davis and minority counsel
Robert L'Heureux to cover the tv study to
date, are not being released.
Sen. Magnuson cited two of his own efforts
in the broadcasting field: (1) his work as chairman of a Senate Appropriations subcommittee
in helping the FCC get $80,000 extra for the
Commission study of network broadcasting;
(2) his request to the Senate Finance Committee to take action to remove the 10% federal
excise tax on all-channel sets, a move recommended to the Commerce Committee last May
by tv set manufacturers as a means of solving
uhf problems.
KSTP Files Objection
To WJBK Use of 1500 kc
THE NIGHTTIME operation of WJBK Detroit on 1500 kc came under fire last week for
the second time in less than two weeks. KSTP
St. Paul, which is licensed 1500 kc, 50 kw,
asked the FCC to cancel WJBK's authority to
conduct program tests on that frequency.
KSTP cited monitoring readings, supplied by
WJBK from Feb. 18 to July 8, to support its
stand that the WJBK antenna system is "unstable." These readings, KSTP said, show that
in two directions values have been exceeded
which
interference"
The
St. Paul"might
stationcause
further
stated thatto ifKSTP.
the FCC
had been supplied this data, authority for program tests could not have been granted.
The Detroit station, assigned 1490 kc, 250 w,
has been seeking operation on 1500 kc since
April 1952 when it was granted a change in
permit to move to that frequency with 10 kw
day and 5 kw night, with a directional antenna
system both day and night. The permit was
granted after KSTP and WTOP Washington
(also 1500 kc, 50 kw) were made parties to
the proceeding.
The WJBK permit, according to KSTP's protest, specified certain conditions to provide a
stable antenna system to avoid interference with
KSTP and WTOP. These conditions were not
met, KSTP noted, and last April WJBK had
its 1500 kc permit modified to only 1 kw night.
Last July 1 it was granted authority to conduct program tests.
WTOP also has filed similar objections to
WJBK's
1500 kc operation [At Deadline, Aug.
1].

Yep, gross farm income of $440,893,000 in the KDUB-TV market makes
Lubbock a rewarding area for your
product. 35,200 farm families live
in the KDUB-TV spread. Average
farm income is $14,115.00 and it'll
be even higher this year — reason:
predicted cotton crop of 1,100,000
bales — biggest one in years! (In
spite of 5,554 new oil wells during
the past twelve months.)

C1
affiliated

Du Mont

KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK,
TEXAS
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
PRESIDENT AND GEN. MGR., W. D. "DUB" ROGERS
GEORGE COLLIE, NAT'L. SALES MGR.
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GOVERNMENT
KOB

Wins

Extension

To Remain on 770 Kc
ANOTHER STEP in the 14-year-old search to
find a new frequency for KOB Albuquerque,
N. M., was taken by the FCC last week in extending the station's special authority to operate on 770 kc with 50 kw day and 25 kw night.
The Commission stated that the primary issue
involved was to continue KOB operation on
770 kc on a temporary basis pending final determination ofthe station's request for a regular license on that frequency with 50 kw unlimited.
In granting the extension, the FCC dismissed
the protest of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc., whose WABC New York
is licensed for 770 kc with 50 kw unlimited.
The long-standing case goes back to 1941
when KOB was operating on 1180 kc with 50
kw. In that year, the North American Regional
Broadcasting Agreement deleted 1180 kc at
Albuquerque. The Commission subsequently
assigned and later licensed KOB on 1030 kc.
This was opposed by WBZ Boston (also 1030
kc), and the FCC, after studies, granted KOB
operation on 770 kc, the clear channel frequency used by WABC (then WIZ). The latter
protested and the case has been going through
the FCC and courts since.
In last week's ruling, the FCC held that
simultaneous operation of KOB and WBZ on
1030 kc would reduce the primary service area
of both stations and create a substantial reduction in the secondary service area of WBZ. In
addition, it was noted, this move would create
"white areas" depriving about 126,321 people
of the only primary service available to them

On the other hand, removal of KOB from 770
kc to 1030 kc would enable WABC to serve a
new primary nighttime area that presently receives service from at least one station and
about 90% from four or more stations.
Comr. E. M. Webster, dissenting from the
ruling, said he would deny KOB's special authority on 770 kc and would reopen the proceeding as requested by WABC.
In a related move last week, ABC told the
FCC that KWBU Corpus Christi, Tex., should
be limited to daytime-only operation on its
licensed 1030 kc, as stated in granting the station license last December. ABC emphasized
that
any 1030
movekc to
block KOB's
return
to its
licensed
is prejudicial
to ABC
(WABC).
Congress Passes Set Tax Bill
THE House July 30 agreed to a Senate amendment to a bill (HR 7024) to exempt from the
10% federal excise tax all radio or television
sets used in a business. The bill, now awaiting
the President's signature, also exempts from
the excise tax radio or tv component parts used
as components of or for the manufacture of
any other article.
The measure does not exempt radio and tv
components from the tax, whether for business or entertainment purposes, except when
used in the manufacture of other articles.
Sen. Everett M. Dirksen (R-Ill.) made a statement on the Senate floor the day after Senate
approval of the bill in which he said he wanted
it to be made clear Congress intends that the
bill's tax exemption provisions also should apply to radio-tv equipment sold to states and
their instrumentalities for providing fire, police,
forestry, civilian defense and other essential
services.

309

(c) CHANGE

DIDN'T MAKE
IT
DESPITE the concerted efforts of its congressional champions, a bill (HR 5614) to amend
Sec.
309
(c) "economicActprotest"
the Communications
died onprovisions
the Senateof
calendar last week at the end of the first session
of the 84th Congress.
The measure was doomed for the first session
after being brought up on the Senate's "consent" calendar July 30. On such a calendar a
bill may pass without a vote only if no senatorial objection is registered.
Sen. Alan Bible (D-Nev.), chairman of the
Senate's calendar committee, requested that
the bill be passed over, not disclosing the
identity of the objecting senator or senators.
Senators wishing to object to such a bill when
it is brought up may object either from the
floor or file their objections with the calendar
committee chairman.
Sen. Bible, a member of the Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee and who as
such presumably helped vote the protest amendment out of the committee earlier in the week
[B«T, filed
Aug.objection
1], told B«T
couldn't
who
to thehe bill,
and remember
that even
if he knew he was not authorized to tell.
He said that a senator might object not only
because of his sentiments concerning a bill, but
also if he feels a bill is of such general interest
that it should be debated.
The bill remains on the Senate calendar for
the second session of the 84th Congress beginning next January.
Stations Applicants' Editorials
Held Not Within FCC Scope
THE FCC must not attempt to evaluate the
content of the editorials of a newspaper applicant for a radio or tv license in awarding
the facility, Rep. William G. Bray (R-Ind.)
said in a statement inserted in the Congressional Record.
Rep. Bray criticized an FCC hearing examiner for devoting a considerable portion of
his report to a criticism of "the editorial policy
of a certain newspaper, the principal owner of
which was also the principal stockholder in one
of the companies which sought the tv permit."
This was an obvious reference to an examiner's
initial decision against the award of ch. 13
Indianapolis to WIRE there, affiliated with the
Indianapolis Star [B«T, June 13].
Rep. Bray last month entered a Star editorial, criticizing the examiner's initial decision,
in the Record [B*T, July 4]. ■
The Indiana
is "no
evidence
that theRepublican
Commissionsaid
has there
adopted
the
philosophy indicated in this examiner'? report."
He
said evaluation
newspaper applicant's
editorials
as a factorof ina determining
award of
a radio or tv license "could lead to terrible
abuses" and "might well be the beginning of a
government step toward thought control."
In deciding in favor of Mid-West Tv for
Indianapolis ch. 13, the examiner had criticized the newspaper's editorial policies.
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WFLB-TV Relay Granted
WFLB-TV Fayetteville, N. C, has been
granted a construction permit by the FCC for
a private intercity microwave relay system to
connect with WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C.
(ch. 2), and WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C. (ch.
11), Programs of WTVD or WFMY-TV will be
picked off the air near Pineview, N. C, and relayed to WFLB-TV (ch. 18).
Broadcasting
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FCC Disclaim Jurisdiction
On UAW Switch to Windsor
THE FCC told a prospective political candidate
that it has no jurisdiction over programs aired
from a foreign station.
Question came up last May in a letter from
Gregory M. Pillon, Detroit attorney, asking the
Commission to look into the action of the
United Automobile Workers (CIO) in moving
its Meet the UAW -CIO from WJBK-TV Detroit to CKLW-TV Windsor, Ont. Mr. Pillon
suggested that the transfer might deprive a
candidate of the equal time provisions of the
Communications Act.
Last week, the FCC said it had no power to
regulate broadcasts originating with a Canadian
station. However, the Commission said, if the
program originated in the United States then
it might exercise jurisdiction. It suggested that
Mr. Pillon, who indicated he was going to be
a 1956 Congressional candidate, take up his
inquiry with the State Dept. since a foreign
government was involved.
Last month the UAW-CIO was indicted by
a Federal grand jury for violating the U. S.
election law forbidding corporations, national
banks and labor unions from spending funds in
behalf of individual candidates [B«T, July 18,
25]. The indictment charged that the union
spent $6,000 during the 1952 primary and general elections.
FCC

Chain

of Command

Set for War, Emergency
A LINE of succession for FCC officials to act
in the event of war or other emergency has
been established.
Heading the chain of command is FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey, followed
by Comr. Robert E. Lee (defense commissioner) and Comr. Robert T. Bartley (alternate
defense commissioner).
If any of these top three is unavailable,
any of the other commissioners are in line,
according to seniority, to take over FCC activities.
Following the commissioners, the chain of
succession encompasses the following, with the
incumbent named in parentheses:
Chief, Field Engineering & Monitoring Bureau (George S. Turner), General Counsel
(Warren E. Baker), Chief Engineer (Edward
W. Allen Jr.), Chief, Safety & Special Services
Bureau (Curtis B. Plummer), Chief, Broadcast
Bureau (Edward F. Kenehan), Chief, Common
Carrier Bureau (Harold C. Cowgill), Executive
Officer (Robert W. Cox), Security Officer (William J.Norfleet), Secretary (Mary Jane Morris).
The list continues with the assistant chiefs of
the bureaus and other offices.

Examiner

Recommends

Piedmont

for Ch.

9
INTEGRATION of ownership and management was the final issue upon which FCC Examiner H. Gilford Irion recommended, in an
initial decision last week, that ch. 9 at Charlotte, N. C, be granted to Piedmont Electronics
& Fixture Corp. Piedmont is 40% -owned by
theatre owners Mitchell Wolfson and Sidney
Meyer, who own WTVJ (TV) Miami. The
remaining stockholders are local residents, including Herschel H. Everett, president, retired
theatre owner, who has been active in civic affairs the past five years.
Examiner Irion dismissed competing applicants WSOC Charlotte and Carolinas' Television Corp. (WIS-AM-TV Columbia, S. C;
Broadcasting
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WIST Charlotte, and local residents).
WSOC was found wanting basically because
of a paucity of funds to effectuate its proposals
for studio construction and pre-operational expenses. Considering this, Examiner Irion said,
there can be no assurance that the program
proposals would be fulfilled.
In addition, Piedmont and Carolinas were
found superior in the areas of program proposals, civic activity of stockholders and integration between ownership and management.
Choosing between Piedmont and Carolinas is
"considerably
difficult," Examiner Irion stated.
He
said:
". . . Piedmont has shown superiority in the
civic activity of its Charlotte stockholders and
in the degree to which its ownership is integrated with management or operations. On the
other hand, Carolinas has been found to excel
in the experience of its major stockholders and
to merit a preference on the record of . . .
Examiner Irion stated, however, that "it is
WIS-TV."
still
apparent that those virtues for which it
[Carolinas] has been afforded a preference
spring largely from the activities of two individuals [G. Richard Shafto, president of WIS-TV,
and Charles A. Batson, managing director of
WIS-TV].
..."
". . . Piedmont
likewise made full use of
such of its stockholders as had previously engaged in television operations but many of
Piedmont's Charlotte stockholders — persons
who are neophytes in television but who possess
all the zeal of the uninitiated — have materially
contributed to fashioning that applicant's proIn reaching a final conclusion, Examiner
Irion declared: "Integration of ownership and
management
in the case of Piedmont thus
posals."
reaches that happy point where skill and knowlSOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA'S

edge of a community are united with imagination and resourcefulness. The results of this
union are quite apparent in the quality of Piedmont's planning. This appraisal of the superiority on the part of Piedmont is strengthened
when the civic record of its president, Mr.
Everett, is also regarded. ... It can then be
said that while Carolinas and Piedmont have
presented excellent programming proposals, the
supporting evidence gives more assurance of
fulfillment in the case of Piedmont."
The examiner added "there must always be
an element of regret" in denying an applicant
so exemplary as Carolinas.
Charlotte has only one tv station in operation,
WBTV (TV) (ch. 3). WQMC (TV) (ch. 36)
has suspended.
Iowa Lawmakers Split
On Star Chamber Question
IOWA'S lawmakers are split in opinion on
whether the interim committee of the state
should bar newsmen and the public from its
sessions. That's the finding of a survey in the
legislature completed by the news department
of WOI Ames.
The 10-man interim committee which conducts state business when the Iowa legislature
is not in formal session, stirred up a tempest
June 7 by deciding to go into closed session
at the request of two or more members. Sigma
Delta Chi, national professional journalism society, already has protested formally to Iowa
Gov. Leo Hoegh.
According to WOI, its poll showed 41
members of the Iowa House in support of the
closed-session edict, with 31 members opposing the move. In the Senate, however, 18 were
against the closed sessions, with 15 members
supporting the decision.
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GOVERNMENTKPIX

KTVH

WINS

In

Wichita-Hutchinson Area
(April 1955 Pulse)
15 out of 15 top programs!
Let top-flight day and night CBS
shows and strong, high-interest local
programming help sell your product.
Put "WINDY" on your payroll, too!
KTVH
HUTCHINSON

VHF
240,000
WATTS

CBS BASIC— DUMONT

R*pr*»nt*d Nationally by H-R Repreientativei, Inc.
KTVH, pioneer station in rich Central
Kansas, serves more than 14 important
communities besides Wichita. Main
office and studios in Hutchinson; office
and studio in Wichita (Hotel Lassen).
Howard O. Peterson, General Manager.

HOTEL
NewWestoi
MADISON AT 50TH
English Lounge
Meeting place
of show business

So ctoae dtrkorti
So WUfr (fltoi
Two of the finest hotels in New
Yorkfromare CBS.
just "around
the NBC.
corner"
Dumont or
Beautifully decorated rooms
and suites for permanent
or transient residence.
Ideal headquarters.

HOTEL

MADISON

AT 52ND

Barberry Room
Where the celebrities
go after theatre 'KVOT
T
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(TV)

Strikers

Question FCC Right
THREE transmitter engineers of KPIX (TV)
San Francisco, whose licenses are under
threatened suspension, charged the FCC will be
entering the field of employer-employe relations
if it revokes their licenses for their part in a
strike
1954]. action against the station [B*T, Dec. 20,
The strike took place last Dec. 14. Coincident
with the walkout KPLX reported damage to
technical equipment that kept the transmitter
off the air about 13 hours.
The FCC, acting on a first report of equipment damage, suspended for 90 days the first
class radiotelephone operator licenses of Ronald
W. Didriksen, Carlton R. Schwarz and Anthony
Severdia. The suspensions were held in abeyance pending the outcome of hearings before
Examiner J. D. Bond in San Francisco last
May [B«T, May 9].
Last week the three engineers reported their
findings in the hearing. The FCC case, being
prepared by Richard A. Solomon, assistant
general counsel, and John A. McAllister, attorney, was expected out late Friday [see At
Deadline].
As the three NABET (CIO) engineers saw it,
there were three issues involved:
1. Were acts committed prior to leaving the
KPLX transmitter on the morning of the strike
which constituted willful damage or permitted
radio apparatus or installations to be damaged?
2. Were acts committed at the time of the
strike which constituted willful or malicious interference with radio communications of KPIX?
3. Was a violation committed by leaving
KPIX at or about the time of original sign-on
by reason of a strike having been called?
As to the first issue, the engineers cited the
testimony of William Burgess, who, according
to the findings, replaced Mr. Didriksen as
transmitter supervisor on Nov. 26 during the
"difficult" labor negotiations. The engineers
said that Mr. Burgess repeated that no damage
was caused to equipment that he observed and
that while some things did not seem normal,
none of these would cause any damage to equipment.
With reference to the second issue, the engineers stated that the only theory to support
this charge is that failure to put the transmitter
on the air at a pre-determined time is a violation. The respondents said they left the station
about 15 minutes before KPIX was to go on
the air and that the reason for it not going on
the air was because of a lawfully called strike.
As to the third issue, the engineers charged
that by issuing license suspension orders, the
FCC has entered the field of employer-employe
relations, a field restricted to the NLRB. They
claimed they did not violate the Communications Act nor FCC rules and they categorically
denied damaging or injuring any equipment.
To find that they did violate the Act or rules
is to contravene the labor act of 1947, they
said, and added that jurisdiction lies with NLRB
or the courts, not with FCC.
Raleigh De-Intermixture
Plan Submitted to FCC
A DE-INTERMIXTURE plan for Raleigh,
N. C, was submitted to the FCC last week by
WNAO-TV there. At the same time, WNOWTV York, Pa. (ch. 49), filed its second petition
to shift ch. 21 from Lancaster to York.
The de-intermixture proposal was an amend-

ment to WNAO-TV's petition of last April
that asked that all commercial channels in its
area be made uhf, with vhf used for noncommercial assignment. Last week's plan asked
that the table of allocations be changed to
read: Raleigh from chs. 5, 22 and non-commercial 28, to 22, 28, plus a uhf to be chosen by
the FCC for non-commercial use. WNAO-TV
recommended that ch. 5 be reassigned to Rocky
Mount, N. C.
WNAO-TV said that more than a year ago,
when Raleigh-Durham was exclusively uhf, it
asked for de-intermixture of these cities before
the then proposed vhf began in Durham [WTVD
(TV) (ch. 11)]. This petition was denied last
October, WNAO-TV said. Vhf competition has
had an adverse effect on the station because of
uhf prejudice on the part of the public, WNAOTV charged. It said people are buying vhf-only
sets and that advertisers are switching to vhf.
An initial decision has favored a grant of ch. 5
at Raleigh to Capital Broadcasting Co.
In York, WNOW-TV asked that chs. 43 and
49 there be changed to 21 and 43 and that ch.
49 be substituted in Lancaster.
Last May the FCC denied similar petitions
by WNOW-TV and WTPA (TV) Harrisburg,
Pa. (ch. 71), which also wanted ch. 21. WTPA
renewed its request last July.
FCC

PAY

DIES

IN

BOOST
SENATE

A HOUSE-PASSED bill which would have
raised the pay of FCC members from $15,000
to $19,000 literally was talked to death in the
Senate last Tuesday during the closing minutes
of the 84th Congress' first session.
Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) said he would
do all he could to keep the bill from being
passed and that a number of other senators
would help him.
The Oregonian objected to the bill (HR
7619), he said, because no hearings had been
held on it to correct possible inequities. Sen.
Morse blamed the White House for waiting so
long to present recommendations for boosting
salaries of top government executives. Other
senators also expressed disappointment that the
President
mendations. waited so long to submit recomThe President on July 15 had recommended
salaries of $20,000 for the FCC, but the bill
as submitted by Chairman Tom Murray
(D-Tenn.) of the House Post Office & Civil
Service Committee, provided only $19,000. A
Senate bill (S 2628) introduced by Chairman
Olin D. Johnston (D-S. C.) of the Senate Post
Office & Civil Service Committee and Sen.
Frank Carlson (R-Kan.), ranking minority committee member, asked for the $20,000 White
House figure. S 2628 got only as far as the
Senate calendar.
Repplier Lauds

Propaganda

THE U. S. Information Agency is doing "a
remarkably good job" in the foreign propaganda fieldS.
but Repplier,
there are Advertising
"a few weak Council
spots,"
Theodore
president, reported to President Eisenhower
Wednesday. Mr. Repplier has just completed
a six-month world tour as an Eisenhower exchange fellow and was one of the first three
Americans sent abroad under this program.
He said the United States has passed the
learning stage and is now "very much hitting
its stride" in the propaganda field although
badly outgunned by communists in the amount
of money devoted to the task. He concentrated
his study of American propaganda in Japan,
India, France and Italy.

Broadcasting

• Telec^^-ing

MILESTONES
Newspaper Guild Calls Off
Investigation Threat Protest
THE American Newspaper Guild reports it
is dropping its request for hearing by the
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee after
satisfying itself that senators are not bent on
"investigating the press or radio or tv or the
Fourth Estate or newspapermen or newspapers
or the Newspaper Guild," as ANG was reassured by Subcommittee Chairman James O.
Eastland (D-Miss.).
In a telegram to Sen. Eastland, Ralph B.
Novak, ANG executive vice president, said,
"You have done everything possible to eliminate any false impressions in the minds of the
public." Mr. Novak said that what "false impressions" remain are attributable to "weaknesses in our mass communications systems."
ANG had requested a hearing after the subcommittee interrogated several news media
people, including CBS correspondent Winston
Burdett and Charles S. Lewis, public affairs
director of WCAX-AM-TV Burlington, Vt.,
on their former communist associations [B«T,
July 18].
Meanwhile, Rep. Francis E. Walter (D-Pa.),
chairman of the House Un-American Activities
Committee, has announced hearings in New
York Aug. 15-19 on communist associations
of people in radio-tv and other entertainment
fields [B»T, July 25].
Spokane-Richland Microwave
Tv Relay System Approved
LICENSE for an experimental-microwave relay radio station for community antenna service
has been granted by the FCC to Inland
Empire Microwave Co. The station picks up
signals of Spokane, Wash., stations and carries
them to the Richland Tv Cable Corp., which
serves Richland, Wash.
Cost of construction of the relay station was
set at about $20,000. The transmitter is located
in Umatilla County, Ore., about 10 miles from
Walla Walla, Wash.
Construction permit for the station was issued to Inland Empire last May 25.
Meanwhile, the hearing on competing applications for a privately-owned microwave relay
to bring Denver tv signals to a Rapid City,
S. D., community antenna system has been
postponed. Involved are Bartlett & Reed Management and Blackhills Video Co. Objecting
to the proposal and parties to the proceeding
are KOTA-TV Rapid City (ch. 3) and AT&T.
WELO

Change

RATINGS

HEADPHONES of an authentic 1922 radio
set are tested by Sutherland Dows, president of Iowa Electric Light & Power Co.,
on the 34th anniversary of WMT Cedar

PULSE
22 of the first 26 programs
(March, 1955)

Rapids. Iowa Electric is one of WMT's
oldest accounts; it became a sponsor in
WMT's first year. Watching is Bill Quarton, general manager of the station.

ARB
1 7 of the first 25 programs
(Nov., 1954)

► CBS Radio's ROMANCE OF HELEN
TRENT has celebrated its 23d year on the air.
► WFBM Indianapolis Traffic Director MARTHA GEISLER marks her 25th year with the
station.
► WJAR-TV Providence, R. I., has celebrated
its sixth anniversary.
► WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y., marks its
sixth anniversary.
► RAY SCHREINER, disc m.c, has celebated
five years with WRBL Richmond, Va.
► The MEETIN' TIME AT MOORE'S show
on WLWC (TV) Columbus, Ohio, has telecast
its
m.c.1,500th performance. SALLY FLOWERS is
► KJBS San Francisco is celebrating its 30th
anniversary.

HOOPER
1 8 of the first 26 programs
(Oct., 1954)

QUARTER-HOUR
FIRSTS
PULSE
406 of 444 Weekly Quarter Hours
(March, 1955)
ARB
312 of 466 Weekly Quarter Hours
(Nov., 1954)
HOOPER
363 of 451 Weekly Quarter Hours
(Oct., 1954)
YOU NEED WKBN-TV
TO COVER THE
YOUNGSTOWN
MARKET!

Favored

INITIAL decision favoring a change in facilities
for WELO Tupelo, Miss., from 1490 kc, 250 w
unlimited, to 580 kc, 1 kw to local sunset and
500 w at night, with directional antenna day
and night, was issued by FCC Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith last week.
In the course of the hearing it was found
that some interference would be caused to the
signals of WHBQ and WREC, both Memphis,
Tenn., and to WRAG Carrollton, Ala. The
examiner's decision, however, was based on
the fact that if the change were permitted the
radio service would be available to more people
than at present even allowing for the number
of listeners who would be lost because of the
increased interference.
Broadcasting

WKBN-TV

• Telecasting

WIS Columbia, S. C, celebrates its 25th
anniversary. G. Richard Shafto (c), general manager, presents diamond pins and
silver serving trays to Joe Davenport (I),
transmitting engineer, and Leo Downs,
salesman, both of whom chalked up a
total of 25 years with the station.
August 8, 1955
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NARTB
FOR

STAFF

CIRCUIT

GETS
OF

SHIP

IN

REGIONAL

ORDER
MEETINGS

Eight conventions scheduled for series of three-day sessions. New
feature: an FCC commissioner will address each conclave. TvB,
farm directors and news directors organizations will participate.
an all-industry reservoir of program, public
NARTB's series of autumn meetings, starting service
and sales success stories.
Sept. 19 in Chicago, will take the form of
eight regional conventions based on a flexible
At the Television Day meeting, the RTNDA
three-day program format. Plans for the series
representative will discuss tv news techniques.
are being completed at NARTB Washington
This, too, will be a workshop session designed
headquarters (see schedule, Upcoming, page
to acquaint delegates with improved techniques
105) .
in tv news coverage.
The flexible plan will make it possible for
Eight NARTB district directors from states
radio-only or tv-only delegates to attend only
in which the meetings are held, or nearby, will
two days. It works out this way: First day, serve as convention hosts. They will be flanked
Radio Day; second, Industry Day; third, Teleby other NARTB board members living in the
vision Day.
particular regions. All will play active roles in
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows will the proceedings.
head the largest headquarters crew ever to
attend the autumn series. Nine staff executives
Hosts at Meetings
will make the circuit, taking part in a series of
Host directors are: William Holm, WLPO
workshop sessions that will provide delegates
La Salle, 111., at Chicago, Sept. 19-21; E. R.
with a greatly enlarged fund of material
Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse, at Saranac,
ranging from sales and programming through
Y., Sept. 21-23; Henry Clay, KWKH Shrevegovernment relations and employment prob- N.
port, at New Orleans, Sept. 28-30; James H.
lems.
Moore, WSLS Roanoke, Va., at Roanoke, Oct.
President Fellows told B«T the meetings
12-14; William D. Pabst, KFRC San Francisco,
"will be bigger and better than district meetings,
at San Francisco, Oct. 24-26; Walter E. Wagstaff, KIDO Boise, Idaho, at Colorado Springs,
and more interesting and more important." He
predicted total attendance will be larger at the Nov. 1-3; E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas
1955 meetings in view of the wider opportunity
City, at Des Moines, Nov. 7-9; Alex Keese,
to gain practical management information and
WFAA Dallas, at Dallas, Nov. 15-17.
to meet with broadcasters from a broader area.
Members of the NARTB headquarters party,
Among new features in the autumn series besides President Fellows, will be John F.
is to be the participation of a member of the Meagher, radio vice president; Thad H. Brown
FCC at each of the eight meetings. The ComJr., tv vice president; Joseph M. Sitrick, pubmissioners will address the banquets, scheduled
licity and informational services manager; Vinthe night of the second day.
cent Wasilewski, government relations manager;
A. Prose Walker, engineering manager; Charles
Others Cooperating
H. Tower, employe-employer relations manager; William K. Treynor, station relations
Three outside organizations will take part in
manager, as well as NARTB field representaprograms — Television Bureau of Advertising,
tives, and Edward H. Bronson, director of teleNational Assn. of Television & Radio Farm
vision code affairs.
Directors and Radio-Television News Directors
Mr. Meagher will direct proceedings at the
Assn. Radio Advertising Bureau was invited
but felt it had performed its sales function in Radio Day meeting. The agenda will include
a nationwide series of clinics.
a promotion panel, "bull session," small and
TvB will program a sales session during the large market station clinics, the farm director's
session, a Conelrad film and a clinic, led by
Television Day proceedings. The farm group
Mr. Tower, on personnel selection and station
will have an active broadcaster from its memoperation with emphasis on sales.
bership at NARTB's invitation. The speaker
will cover both public service and commercial
Industry Day will include a government relations discussion led by Mr. Wasilewski; freephases of farm radio as well as answer questions, appearing on the Radio Day agenda.
dom of information; luncheon talk by Mr. Fellows and a clinic led by Mr. Sitrick. This last
NATRFD is polling its membership to obtain

INDISPENSABLE

>

Sound

for Radio & TV Stations

Effects

Library

Over 1000 effects recorded from life. Special "Basic" selection
of 25 of the most needed discs, available at package price
Send for FREE Catalog
rA l>J DAR
D
Also distributed in
RADIO TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES, INC.
Canada: S. W. Caldwell, Ltd.
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, 111. I
447 Jarvis St., Toronto.
N«w York: Charles Michel son., Inc.
45 W. 45th St.
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feature, new to NARTB area meetings, will
emphasize industry developments and the role
of the business press along with a review of
association services and practical management
aids supplied by NARTB departments. RCA
will be host at a cocktail party prior to the
banquet.
Television Day will cover an extensive range
of topics. Mr. Brown will talk on tv program
and advertising affairs and lead a discussion.
A television code workshop will be led by Mr.
Bronson, followed by the TvB video sales clinic.
A tv broadcaster will be luncheon speaker. Mr.
Walker will discuss new and imminent developments in the technical field and lead an engineering panel. Mr. Tower will direct a review of
labor and operational problems.
Tv Bureau of Adv. Releases
Analysis of Tv Spot Buying
EXPENDITURES for spot tv time by gas and
oil companies during the first quarter of 1955
totaled $2,816,000, Television Bureau of Advertising has announced. Figures were supplied
by N. C. Rorabaugh Co.
Leading 10 spot tv advertisers were listed
as Esso Standard Oil Co.; Shell Oil Co.;
Standard Oil of Ohio; Standard Oil of Indiana; Phillips Petroleum Co.; Pure Oil Co.; Bardahl Oil Co.; Sinclair Refining Co.; Richfield
Oil Corp., and Ohio Oil Co.
Business in other categories for spot television purchases in the first quarter of 1955
also showed a gain over the corresponding
period last year. Packaged soap and detergents
were up 34.0%; toilet soaps, 67.8%; shortening,
220.3%; dentifrices, 21.5%; home permanents,
18.8%; shampoos, 28.3%; shaving creams,
40.6%, and mouth washes, 93.0%.
Also released last week was the first of a
series of co-op information cards for use by
local sales departments of its member stations.
Categories include household appliances, automotive accessories, paints and varnishes and
office equipment and supplies. The cards list advertisers, brands covered, distribution, tv material available, source of material, division of
costs, fiscal year and billing procedure. Additional cards will be sent to TvB members as
soon as the information becomes available.
RAB-Pulse

Survey Shows

Working Women's Listening
SOME 20 million working women average approximately two hours of radio listening a
day, according to two studies made by Radio
Advertising Bureau, New York. The studies
were made by The Pulse Inc. for RAB in the
metropolitan areas of Milwaukee, Cincinnati,
Philadelphia, Atlanta, Los Angeles and Washington.
Both surveys separate the 1 1 million married
women who work from the 8.5 million single
women who are employed and show differing
patterns of where they listen and what they listen to.
The favorite listening spot for single women
is the bedroom, according to RAB. Married
women do more listening in the kitchen. The
average number of sets in the household where
they live was 2.8 for single women and 2.6
for married women, the surveys showed. Data
on the two groups has been presented separately
with a folder being issued on the married group
and another on the single group by RAB.
Working women were recently claimed as
the captive audience of newspapers almost
exclusively, RAB reported, but the Pulse surveys show they are more thoroughly covered
by radio than any other medium.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

IRE

BROADCAST

CONVENES

SEPT.

WCNT Centralia, 111.; WDAS Philadelphia;
WDCL Tarpon Springs, Fla.; WEAN Providence; WFLA Tampa; WHLM Bloomsburg,
Pa.; WIDE Biddeford, Me.; WINR Binghamton, N. Y.; WIMX Florence, S. C; WKBC
North Wilkesboro, N. C; WLAY Muscle
Shoals, Ala.; WLIK Newport, Tenn.; WMMW
Meriden, Conn.; WOBT Rhinelander, Wis.;
WOKY Milwaukee; WOPA Oak Park, 111.;
WOXF Oxford, N. C.

UNIT
23

Professional group on transmission systems schedules fifth
annual meeting in Washington. Many technical papers
are on the agenda.
FIFTH ANNUAL fall symposium of the Institute of Radio Engineers' Professional Group on
Broadcasting Transmission Systems, which will
center around the theme of "New Perspectives
in the Field of Broadcasting," will be held Sept.
23-24 at the Hamilton Hotel in Washington.
The opening session will be devoted to new
tv broadcasting equipment and facilities. Among
the papers to be presented are "Multiple Antenna System With Antennas of Equal Height"
by L. J. Wolf of RCA; "Studio Switching Problems With Color Signals," by H. W. Morse of
General Electric Co., and "A Fifty Kilowatt
Transmitter," by John Ruston of DuMont.
Philip B. Laeser, technical director of WTMJTV Milwaukee, will speak on "Integrating Color
Equipment With Monochrome Facilities at
Your Television Station."
Papers to be read at the afternoon session
on Sept. 23 will deal with measurements in the
field of television, including propagation factors. A paper will be delivered on "Present
Knowledge of Propagation in the Vhf and Uhf
Television Band," which is being made available bv Edward W. Allen Jr., chief engineer
of FCC, and includes work directed by William
C. Boese and Harry Fine of the technical research devision. Edward W. Chapin, chief of
the Laurel, Md., laboratory division of FCC
will deliver a paper summarizing field intensity
measurements which have been made on various
uhf stations.
Sept. 24 Agenda
The Sept. 24 session will be devoted to a
discussion of new broadcast operation techniques and equipment arrangements. Papers
will be read by R. A. Isberg of the Ampex
Corp. on "Using New Tape and Film Techniques to Increase Broadcast Operation Efficiency"; A. C. Goodnow, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., on "Experimenting Experience With
Remote Control of High Power and Directional Antenna Broadcast Transmitter Operations"; Roger E. Peterson, WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y., on "A Novel Television Slide
Sequencing Arrangement," and Edgar F. Vandivere Jr., Vandivere, Cohen & Wearn on "Some
Techniques in Automatic Programming."
Moderators will be Ralph N. Harmon, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., first session; Stuart
L. Bailey, Jansky & Bailey, second session, and
George C. Davis, Washington consulting engineer, third session.
Honor guests at the banquet on the evening
of Sept. 23 will be FCC Comr. E. M. Webster;
C. M. Jansky Jr., Washington consulting engineer and a member of the Senate Commerce
Committee's ad hoc unit on television allocation problems and a prominent broadcaster with
a background of both vhf and uhf broadcasting.
Steering committee personnel serving with
Oscar Reed Jr., general chairman for the event,
include Ralph N. Harmon, technical program
committee; Harold Dorschug, public relations;
C. M. Brown, finance; Lewis Winner, papers
review, and Irma B. Galane, local arrangements.
Registration will open at 9 a.m. Sept. 23.
Advance registration and reservations may be
made by writing to the IRE unit at seventh
floor, 1735 DeSales St. N.W., Washington.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Tips on Supermarkets
TIPS on the effective use of sales tools
provided by Radio Advertising Bureau
constitute RAB's new promotion piece,
"Eleven Ways to Lasso a Supermarket."
The folder lists the proper use of 11
different sales tools with which stations
may sell a grocery chain or supermarket
operator.
The folder also outlines "how to rope
and put your brand on the critter that
spends $152 million in local advertising
every year." It was designed essentially
for the information of non-member stations but RAB has also sent it to members
as a guide for their selling efforts.

WPDQ Jacksonville, Fla.; WPGC Morningside, Md.; WRXO Roxboro, N. C; WQUA
Moline, 111.; WTCN Minneapolis; WTIP
Charleston, W. Va.; WTSP St. Petersburg, Fla.;
WVDA Boston; WWWB Jasper, Ala.; WWWF
Fayette, Ala., and CHEX Toronto, Canada.
The remaining membership contracts were
signed by the Branham Co. and Simmons
Assoc., both station representation firms, and
Bob Hahn Productions, New York, a program
company.

Radio Advertising Bureau
Announces 47 New Members
ADDITION of 47 members to the roster of
Radio Advertising Bureau was announced last
week by Arch L. Madsen, RAB director of
station relations. Mr. Madsen said that income
from these new members represents a major
step toward RAB's 1956 goal of an annual
budget of $1 million.
New station members are: KCOG Centerville,
Iowa; KCOY Santa Maria, Calif.; KGLM Chehalis, Wash.; KHSL Chico, Calif.; KJR Seattle;
KNOX Grand Forks, N. D.; KOOK Billings,
Mont.; KTSA San Antonio, Tex.; KXYA Houston, Tex.; WAPL Appleton, Wis.; WARA Attleboro, Mass.; WATA Boone, N. C; WAZL
Hazleton, Pa.; WBAT Marion, Ind.; WBCK
Battle Creek, Mich.; WBRV Boonville, N. Y.;

Ohio

Sportscasters

Organize

THE
newly-formed
Sportselected
Broadcasters'
Assn.
of Northern
Ohio has
the following
officers: president, Jimmy Dudlet, WEREWXEL (TV) Cleveland; first vice president,
Bill McColgan, WGAR Cleveland; second vice
president, Ken Coleman, WHK-WXEL (TV)
Cleveland; secretary, Joe Valicenti, WBBW
Youngstown, Ohio; treasurer, John Fitzgerald,
WXEL (TV) Cleveland; director of publicitypublic relations, Van Lane, WERE, WDOK
Cleveland.
Purpose of the organization is to give the
public better sports shows and to keep the
public better informed on all news relating to
the world of sports. The organization is composed of radio and television sportscasters from
the northern Ohio area.
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Top "Hooperatings" in 41
out of a total of 62 measured quarter hours (7:00
, a.m., - 10:30 p.m.) Monday thru Friday. See the
January-February
Hooper

Report.

It's a TERRIFIC
Ask

CARTER M. PAR HAM, President

1955

Story!

BRANHAM!

KAUIU
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
D A W\ir\ NBC AFFILIATE IN
•
KEN FLENNIKEN, General Manager
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RAB SETS 37 CLINICS
FOR FALL SALES SERIES
Emphasis will be on developing advertising from grocery
chains and supermarkets, car
dealers and home furnishingsappliance retailers.
SCHEDULE of 37 fall sales clinics to be conducted by Radio Advertising Bureau in 32 states
between Aug. 22 and Dec. 2 has been announced by RAB President Kevin Sweeney.
With "Sound Selling in Selling Sound" as the
keynote, the all-day clinics — for members only
— will concentrate on how to develop radio business from three types of advertisers: grocery
chains and supermarkets; automobile dealers,
and home furnishings-appliance retailers. During the January-June clinic series, conducted in
63 cities, the emphasis was on the department
store and specialty shop fields.
In the fall series, morning sessions will be
highlighted by presentation of "Sound Advertising Approach for 1956," which is a local
version of the basic radio presentation used by
RAB's own sales staff and which will be made
available on strip film to RAB member stations later this year, plus three quarter-hour
tape-recorded presentations for use in selling
more radio to supermarkets, auto dealers and
home furnishing retailers.
Afternoon sessions will feature "Background
for Selling," slide reports to assist salesmen in
preparing comprehensive presentations, and
tape-recorded accounts showing how supermarket, auto and home furnishing dealers in
various parts of the country are using radio to
boost sales.
President Sweeney will head the RAB group
conducting the clinics. Others will be R. David
Kimble, director of local sales and service;
Arch L. Madsen, director of station relations,
and James F. Baker, assistant director of local
sales and service.
The clinic schedule:
Aug. 22 — Los Angeles; Aug. 23 — San Francisco; Aug. 24 — Portland, Ore.; Aug. 25 — Seattle; Aug. 26— Boise, Idaho.
Sept. 6— Atlanta; Sept. 7 — Charleston, S. C;
Sept. 8— Raleigh, N. C; Sept. 9— Norfolk, Va.;
Sept. 19 — Tampa, Fla.; Sept. 20 — Birmingham,
Ala.; Sept. 21 — Baton Rouge, La.; Sept. 22 —
Knoxville, Tenn.; Sept. 23 — Charleston, W. Va.
Oct. 3 — Ogden, Utah; Oct. 4 — Colorado
Springs, Colo.; Oct. 5 — Albuquerque, N. M.;
Oct. 6— San Antonio, Tex.; Oct. 7— Fort Worth,
Tex.; Oct. 17— Burlington, Vt.; Oct. 18— Al-

bany-Troy-Schenectady, N. Y.; Oct. 19— Boston; Oct. 20— Philadelphia; Oct. 21— Washington.
Nov. 2 — Oklahoma City; Nov. 3 — Kansas
City, Mo.; Nov. A— Des Moines, Iowa; Nov.
\A — Minneapolis; Nov. 15 — Milwaukee; Nov.
16 — Chicago; Nov. 17 — Indianapolis; Nov. 18
— Detroit; Nov. 28 — Louisville; Nov. 29 — Dayton, Ohio; Nov. 30 — Cleveland.
Dec. 1— Pittsburgh; Dec. 2 — New York.
National Radio-Tv Week
To Get Preliminary Promotion
PRELIMINARY campaign designed to build up
interest in National Radio & Television Week,
Sept. 18-24, will be conducted by National Appliance & Radio-Tv Dealers Assn. starting in
late August. NARDA is cooperating with RadioElectronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn., NARTB and National Assn. of Electrical Distributors in the
observance.
Local committees have been set up by
NARDA and regional dinners will be held to
bring in all radio-tv industry segments. NARTB
is coordinating broadcasting industry observance, with Radio Advertising Bureau and Television Bureau of Advertising joining the national networks in using promotion kits plus
ming. own tie-in material and special programtheir
RETMA member companies plan their own
promotional advertising, using all media. Life
magazine has prepared point-of-purchase display material which it is offering to radio and
tv distributors for their dealers. Saturday Evening Post has prepared tie-in newspaper supplement material being supplied 1,800 newsThe promotion program features the slogan
papers.
"National Radio & Television Week — Dedicated
to Better Home Entertainment." Attention is
directed to technical improvements in the new
lines of 1956 radio and tv receivers plus the
unprecedented plans being drawn up to procide the finest air entertainment in history.
Promotion will culminate in the intensive
campaign to be waged during the annual observance of radio-tv week.
Engineers

Pacific Meeting

Set for Aug. 15-18 in Butte
AGENDA has been set for the American Institute of Electrical Engineers' Pacific General
Meeting, to be held Aug. 15-18 at the Finlen
Hotel in Butte, Mont.
The program covering Wednesday, Aug. 17,
will get underway in a morning session pre-

sided over by J. B. Epperson, Scripps-Howard
Radio Inc., Cleveland, and chairman of the
AIEE committee on tv and aural broadcasting. The meeting, titled "Television, Measurements & Interference," will feature discussions
by William L. Hughes, Iowa State College,
Ames; Dave Green, chief engineer, KXLY-TV
Spokane, Wash.; W. S. Byers, General Electric
Co., Syracuse, and H. M. Sachs and A. L. Albin, Armour Research Foundation of the
Illinois Inst, of Technology, Chicago.
The afternoon session, titled "Community
Antennas, Propagation & Satellites," will be
presided over by George R. Town, Iowa State
College. Participating will be Jack W. Herbstreit, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder,
Colo.; Oscar W. B. Reed Jr., Jansky & Bailey,
Washington; Verne Russell, GE, San Francisco;
and Archer S. Taylor, consulting radio engineer, Missoula, Mont.
Frost Named

For ANA

Meet

APPOINTMENT of Donald S. Frost, vice president in charge of advertising, Bristol-Myers
Co., as program chairman of the 26th annual
meeting of the Assn. of National Advertisers,
Oct. 31 -Nov. 2 in New York, was announced
last week by the ANA board of directors under
the chairmanship of E. G. Gerbic, vice president, Johnson & Johnson.
At the business session of the meeting a
chairman and vice chairman of the board of
directors as well as other board members will
be elected.
Correspondents Plan Tv Show
PLANS are being announced today (Monday)
by the Overseas Press Club for the production of a live half-hour tv program, titled
Foreign Correspondent, based on stories written by members of the club.
The program will be produced by Derel
club's
the liaison
New York,
Producing
radio
and Assoc.,
tv committee
acting with
as the
group between Derel and members of OPC.
It is planned that material will come from
books written by members and from dramatic
adaptations of hitherto unpublished stories,
such as the adventures of Ernie Pyle and the
George Polk murder in Greece.
TRADE ASSOCIATION PEOPLE
James W. Frost, former sales development
manager, Columbia Pacific Radio Network,
named secretary-treasurer, Oregon State Broadcasters Assn., and will also teach radio at U.
of Oregon.
W. Frederic Clark, art director, Gray & Rogers
(adv.), Phila.,
Directors
Club. elected president, Phila. Art
Carroll R. West, vice president, Title Insurance
& Trust Co., L. A., elected president, Southern
California chapter, Public Relations Society of
America.
Bert Coil, transmitter engineer, WCCO-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul, elected chairman, Minneapolis-St. Paul section, Institute of Radio Engineers.
Julie Chase, personality, WTAG-AM-FM Worcester, Mass., named to membership committee
for two years, American Women in Radio &
Tv, and will head program events committee
for 1955 AWRT national convention.
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Robert J. McAndrews, vice president, John
Poole Broadcasting Co. (KBIG Avalon, KBIF
Fresno, Calif.), appointed chairman, publicity
committee, Sales Executives Club of L. A.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

QUARTER
BY

GROSS

BILLION

RADIO-TV

NETWORKS

NETWORK'S
UP
CHALKED
IN SIX MONTHS

Publishers Information Bureau reports first half of 1955 was 15%
NBC cites its June radio
better than the same period in 1954.
increase as resulting largely from 'Monitor.' All June network radio
totaled nearly $11 million while tv reached the $24.5 million mark.
NETWORK radio and television gross time gain, amounting to $205, was in the face of a
13% drop in gross time charges for the four
charges for the first half of 1955 passed the
radio networks. NBC attributed its improvequarter-billion-dollar mark.
ment of radio position largely to sales on its
Figures released last week by Publishers Information Bureau put the six-month total at new weekend Monitor series [B»T, July 25, 18].
$258,901,128, a gain of better than 15% over
In television, both for June alone and for
the total for the same period in 1954.
The overall increase was accomplished by a the January-June period, all the networks were
up except DuMont, whose June total slipped
television gain of over 31% which more than
to $218,845. The four-network television total
offset an approximately 17% drop in network
for June was $31,770,712, a gain of about
radio gross billings for the six months.
29% over June 1954, while for the first six
The PIB figures for June also showed NBC
as the only one of the four radio networks to months of 1955 the four networks picked up
register an increase in gross billings as comapproximately 31.5% for a total of $197,pared to June 1954 — $2,652,765 in June this 309,819.
year against $2,618,614 in June 1954, a rise
Following tables show gross time charges,
of 1.3%.
network
radio and network television, June
NBC spokesmen also noted that the gross
1955 vs. June 1954, and for the total six months
radio volume in June this year was the only
of each year, as computed by PIB:
one which reflected an increase over May. This
NETWORK RADIO

ABC *
CBS
MBS
NBC

TOTAL

JUNE
1955

JUNE
1954

Jon.1955
-June

Jon.-JunG
1954

$1,816,367
3,603,602
1,249,124
2,652,765

$ 2,405,994
4,181,677
1,558,196
2,618,614

$13,313,799
23,888,528
8,176,676
16,212,306

$15,170,597
29,714,809
11,073,730
18,570,178

$9,321,858

$10,764,481

$61,591,309

$74,529,314

$ 21,768,605
93,841,931
2,904,680
78,794,603

$ 15,207,664
65,916,429
6,594,935
62,294,026
$150,013,054

NETWORK TELEVISION
ABC
CBS
DUMONT
NBC
TOTAL

Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
TOTAL

$ 3,542,304
15,787,009
218,845
12,222,554
$31,770,712

ABC
$ 2,487,140
2,387,900
2,445,765
2,096,355
2,080,272
1,816,367
$13,313,799

ABC
Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
TOTAL

$ 3,718,195
3,567,696
3,806,425
3,527,558
3,606,427
3,542,304
$21,768,605

$ 2,317,879
11,448,180
778,920
9,990,729
$24,535,708

NETWORK RADIO TOTALS TO DATE
MBS
CBS
$ 4,181,787
3,950,767
4,393,441
3,837,124
3,603,602
3,921,807**
$23,888,528

$197,309,819
NBC

TOTAL

$1,372,532
1,291,938
1,446,535
1,365,658
1,450,889
1,249,124

$ 2,744,204
2,584,620
2,953,486
2,624,671
2,652,560
2,652,765

$10,785,663
10,215,225
11,239,227
9,923,808

$8,176,676

$16,212,306

NETWORK TELEVISION TOTALS TO DATE
CBS
NBC
DUMONT
$15,831,141
$13,172,695
$ 597,275
723,960
14,694,726
12,419,641
16,036,896
14,102,093
628,625
13,285,933
15,463,359
462,335
16,028,800
273,640
13,591,687
12,222,554
15,787,009
218,845
$93,841,931
$78,794,603
$2,904,680

9,321,858
10,105,528**
$61,591,309
TOTAL

Want

a "sell-out" audience for

your TV dollars? Then, it's time
for a quick-change to WJAC-TV,
the 7 station with a buyingminded audience in 3 Southwestern Pennsylvania markets!
Hooper rates WJAC-TV:
FIRST in Johnstown
(a 2-station marker)
SECOND in Pittsburgh
(a 3-station market)
FIRST in Altoona
(a 2-station market)
"Just the ticket" for sure sales is
this 1 buy that covers 3 . . .

$ 31,279,338
33,445,991
34,574,039
32,739,185
33,500,554
31,770,712
$197,309,819

* In order to maintain continuity and comparability with previously published data, an adjustment factor of 1.817 has been used by PIB in calculating gross network radio time charges for those nighttime
network radio programs where ABC Rate Card No. 6 was in effect.
**Revised as of 8/3/55.
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NETWORKS
BARNES

HEADS

NETWORK

CBS

SHOWS

HOWARD G. BARNES, radio producer-director, has been appointed vice president in charge
of network programs for CBS Radio, Arthur
Hull Hayes, network president, announced
last week. Mr.

er"> broadcasts for
the New York Philharmonic Symphony, We, the People and the
Columbia Workshop. He was also the initial
producer of Kay Kyser's Kollege of Musical
Knowledge, a Louis G. Cowan Inc. package.
In 1942, Mr. Barnes joined the Navy and
served for IVi years, writing and producing
approximately 30 training films. He was named
a vice president in charge of radio-tv for the
Dorland Adv. Agency, New York, in 1946.
Mr. Barnes rejoined CBS in 1953 on a special
assignment basis to produce Stage Struck and
later moved to CBS Radio's program department where he was responsible for creation and
development of new radio program ideas. Last
season he produced On a Sunday Afternoon
and currently is producer of The Woolworth
Hour and The Second Mrs. Burton.
Early in his career, Mr. Barnes was an announcer at WJR Detroit and WIP Philadelphia
and a writer for the New York World Telegram.
MR BARNES

CBS-TV Names Cowan;
No Change in Cowan Firm
APPOINTMENT of Louis G. Cowan, creator
of The $64,000 Question on CBS-TV, as a
producer for that network, effective Aug. 15,
was announced last week by Hubbell Robinson
Jr., CBS-TV vice president in charge of network
programs. Mr. Cowan's production company,
Louis G. Cowan Inc., will continue with Harry
Fleischman as president and Steve Carlin as
executive vice president.
At CBS-TV, Mr. Cowan will be responsible
for the creation of new ideas and new programs

and will coordinate his activities with the network's executive production staff.
Mr. Cowan's productions, which total more
than 50, include Kay Kyser's Kollege of Musical Knowledge, the Quiz Kids, and the first
transcribed disc jockey show, The Tommy
Dorsey Program, which was heard on four
continents.
During World War II, Mr. Cowan was chief
of the New York office of the overseas branch
of Office of War Information, and later formed
his own production company. He also was the
originator of Stop the Music, radio quiz program.
Eastern Conference, NBC
Set 5-Game Fall Grid Slate
ANNOUNCEMENT of a five-game schedule
of eastern regional football telecasts was made
last week by Asa Bushnell, commissioner of
the Eastern College Athletic Conference, and
Thomas S. Gallery, sports director of NBC.
NBC-TV also will carry eight other contests on
an exclusive national basis.
The Eastern regional schedule includes: Syracuse-Pit sburgh atSyracuse, Sept. 24; Boston
College-Villanova at Boston, Oct. 8; CornellPrinceton at Ithaca, N. Y., Oct. 22; Pennsylvania-Notre Dame at Philadelphia, Nov. 5, and
Columbia-Navy at New York, Nov. 12.
The series is restricted to NCAA Districts 1
and 2, including Maine, Vermont, New York,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware and West Virginia. The network also will
telecast the Notre Dame-Southern Methodist
game in District 4 on Sept. 24. This district
includes Ohio. Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Illinois and Iowa.
ABC Names Publicists
ADDITION of Christie Barter, Joe Weston
and Stan Morris to the publicity staffs of ABC
in New York and Hollywood was announced
last week by Gene Accas, ABC director of advertising, promotion and publicity.
Mr. Barter, who has been named assistant
photo editor in New York, has been an assistant editor of Musical America magazine for
the past three years. Mr. Weston, most recently advertising and publicity director of
Mattel Inc., has been appointed a member of
the network's newly created exploitation unit
in Hollywood. Mr. Morris, who has been with
the publicity departments of Universal and
Eagle-Lion, has been assigned to Hollywood
as a publicity writer.

ABC-TV

ADDS

FOUR
AFFILIATES
FOUR more stations have joined ABC-TV, it
was announced last week by the network.
The 217th ABC-TV affiliate— WHBQ-TV
Memphis — was announced last Thursday by
Ernest Lee Jahncke, vice president and assistant
to the president of ABC. Earlier in the week
Alfred R. Beckman, director of station relations
for ABC-TV, had announced affiliation of
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, KLRJ-TV Las
Vegas and WIRI (TV) Plattsburg, N. Y.
WHBQ-TV (ch. 13) is owned and operated
by General Teleradio Inc. with John Cleghorn
as general manager. Affiliation is effective
Sept. 1. KWTV (TV) (ch. 9) is licensed to the
Oklahoma Television Corp., of which Edgar
T. Bell is general manager, and affiliation is
effective immediately. KWTV will continue
as the primary CBS-TV affiliate in that city.
KLRJ-TV (ch. 2), licensed to the Southwestern
Publishing Co., of which Robert Gardner is
general manager, starts Aug. 15. WIRI (TV)
(ch. 5) is licensed to Great Northern Television
Co., of which Carl Stohn is general manager.
Affiliation is effective Aug. 15.

AFFILIATION of WHBQ-TV Memphis,
Tenn., with ABC-TV was announced last
week by Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr. (r), vice
president and assistant to the president of
ABC. John Cleghorn (c) is general manager of the WHBQ Div. At left is John
Poore, General Teleradio executive vice
president.
CBS-TV Promotes Kane
APPOINTMENT of James J. Kane, associated
with CBS since 1934, as director of press information, Hollywood, was announced last
week by Charles Oppenheim, director of information services of CBS-TV.
Mr. Kane, who has been trade publicity
manager for CBS-TV in New York for the
past several years, succeeds Ted Wick, who will
handle the special projects unit of the press
information dept. in Hollywood.

Gates

Radio

Company,
OFFICES IN

NEW YORK, WASHINGTON,
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quincy, Illinois, u.s.a.

ATLANTA, HOUSTON,

and LOS ANGELES

NETWORK PEOPLE
Ethel Frank, co-story editor, NBC-TV Cameo
Theatre and Hallmark Hall of Fame, appointed
supervising producer in charge of all editorial
activities for Matinee, upcoming NBC-TV hour
color drama show, headquartering in N. Y.
John R. Overall, eastern sales manager, CBS
Radio, to sales staff, NBC-TV.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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PROFESSIONAL
Tv-Electronics

SERVICES
Fund

Hits Six-Months High
SALES of shares in Television-Electronics Fund,
mutual fund organization headquartered in Chicago, hit $29,225,215 for the first half of 1955,
representing a 218% boost over a similar period last year, TEF has reported.
According to a report by Chester D. Tripp,
fund president, sales of shares during June also
, set a new record for the six-year-old organiza> tion. The $29 million-plus figure compared to
$9,185,903 for the first six months of 1954.
Karas-White

PROGRAM

-

Olmsted Using New Method
For Radio-Tv Commercials
OLMSTED SOUND STUDIOS Inc., New
York, has announced that Olmsta-Sound, a
newly-perfected recording method for commercial tape, will be used for all recording of
radio and tv commercials for agency accounts.
The method, according to Richard Olmsted,
vice president and chief engineer, "guarantees
the highest possible fidelity yet achieved in commercial recording."
Mr. Olmsted
said that Olmsta-Sound was
evolved at a cost of almost $1 million, and includes such features as Austrian microphones
and special method of sound-conditioning.

AN
EPISODE
The
Grantland
Rice for
StoryRCA
is cutThesaurus'
by ring great
Jack Dempsey (I) with program host Jimmy
Powers. The new series is based on material from the late sports writer's autobiography, "The Tumult and the Shouting." [See IN REVIEW, B»T, July 25.]

Assoc. Formed

As Advertising Consultancy
FORMATION of Karas-White Assoc., South
Lee and Durham, N. H., has been announced
by Prof. Jonathan Karas of the U. of New
Hampshire and Andrew J. White, director of
Motor Vehicle Research Inc.
The firm will serve as a consultant group,
adapting science and engineering to advertising.
At its office and laboratories complete recording
and filming facilities are available, including
sound-on-film, ultra high speed motion picture
studies, time-lapse photography, microscopic
and telescopic sequences, x-ray and polarized
light and diffraction analyses as well as other
types of related services.
Bailey Re-elected J&B Head
STUART L. BAILEY was re-elected president
of the Washington consulting engineering firm
of Jansky & Bailey, C. M. Jansky, chairman,
has announced. Delmer C. Ports was elected
"vice president and continues as chief engineer.
Harold D. Kube is secretary-treasurer. Jansky
■& Bailey celebrates its 25th anniversary in
September.

INS Facsimile Machine
*
Installed for WRCA-TV
INTERNATIONAL News Facsimile machine
was installed last week at WRCA-TV New York
to service all programs with news pictures from
around the world. When the news stories
permit, the machine will transmit on-the-scene
audio reports on broadcast tape along with the
picture, Bill Berns, news and special events
director of WRCA-AM-TV, reported.
The facsimile service was officially launched
Aug. 4 on Jinx's Diary, 2:30-3 p.m., with an
interview with Seymour Berkson, general manager of International News Service and International News Photos, who explained the operation of the machine.
It will transmit pictures in a size that will
allow the tv camera to telecast the pictures
directly from the machine. In addition, a duplicate of each picture also is sent in the dimensions required for a telop. Approximately 75

THE

BEST

SERVICES

pictures daily will be sent through the facsimile
machine, which will operate Monday through
Saturday, 8 a.m.-12 midnight.
Telenews Series Released
RELEASE of the first six films in a new series
of reports on politically sensitive areas of the
world has been announced by Norman S. Livingston, executive vice president of Telenews
Film Corp., New York. First films cover
North Africa situation, examining both sides
of the current struggle. A staff of Telenews
researchers, reporters and camera crews spent
months covering the area from Agadir, Morocco, to Gobes, Tunisia, to complete the documented reports.

MUSIC

IN

AMERICA

Kal Ross Organizes Firm
FORMATION of Kal Ross-Universal Co., New
York, personal management concern, has been
announced by Kal Ross, formerly station manager, WCAN-TV Milwaukee. Offices are at
250 W. 57th St. Associated with Mr. Ross is
Dick Zalud, formerly head of his own personal
management firm in Hollywood.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PEOPLE

repertory

Andrew Mashberg, formerly with Rogers &
Cowan, N. Y, to Edward L. Greenfield & Co.
(public relations), N. Y., as partner, plans board
member and new business relations director.

of
and an
outstanding

distinction

'Gene L. Coon, former CBS news editor, to
Burns W. Lee-Patrick O'Rourke Inc. (public relations), L. A., as radio-tv publicity manager;
Helen R. Skare, formerly with Los Angeles
Herald & Express, to Lee-O'Rourke writing
staff.

Library
Transcribed

Michael Bruno, Parade Publication Inc., N. Y.,
and Murray Luck, Topics Publishing Co., N. Y.,
to Bosh Stack Assoc. (public relations), N. Y., as
account executives.
;Steve Schickel, formerly with Billboard, opens
public relations office, 430 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago; Tel.: Whitehall 4-3540.
Herbert H. Rozoff, former International News
Service correspondent, to editorial staff, Daniel
J. Edelman & Assoc. (public relations), Chicago.
Broadcasting

» Telecasting
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MANUFACTURING

SERV/CES'

7 MILLION

REPRESENTATIVES of Frederic W. Ziv Co. get together to plan the campaign to promote
the nationwide sales drive for the Dorothy & Dick Show, half-hour, five-day-a-week, 52week transcribed radio program, which will be made available to advertisers on a spot,
participation or across-the-board basis. L to r: Emily Vetter, Sid Freeman, Bill Warner,
N. L. Rogers, Bill Pennell, Harry Colson and Alvin Unger, vice president in charge of sales.

Protestant Radio-Tv Center
Offers Religious Music Films
THE Protestant Radio & Tv Center, Atlanta,
Ga., is making libraries of religious music on
film available to tv stations under the center's
registered trade mark, Hymscriptions, Dr. John
M. Alexander, president, has announced.
The first section of the libraries, which is
being offered to tv stations on a two-month
trial basis, has been completed. It is made up
of 20 two-minute films which feature, in addition to familiar hymns, the Doxology, Gloria
Patri and benedictions, all sung by members of
the center's Fellowship Quartet.
During each successive month 20 more films
will be made and will be sent to stations desiring to build up a Hymscription library. This
plan is the center's first large scale undertaking
in tv programming, with plans to increase operations after completion of its $250,000 campaign, of which $175,000 is earmarked for construction of tv production facilities.
Films, which are available in either blackand-white or color, are produced on a cooperative, non-profit basis, with costs subsidized by
the denominations owning the center — Presbyterian, U.S.; Presbyterian U.S.A.; Methodist;
Protestant Episcopal, and United Lutheran.
PROGRAM SERVICE PEOPLE
Jack Smothers, formerly writer-editor, U. S.
government, Germany, to editorial dept., Capitol Records, Hollywood, as editorial assistant
to director; Harry R. Talan, formerly attorney,
U. S. Justice Dept., to Capitol legal staff.

PROGRAM

SERVICE SHORTS

U. of Indiana Radio & Tv Service, Bloomington, has produced and made available to stations without charge 13 half-hour program
series dealing with electric lines, city transit
systems and other transportation agencies of
Indiana.
Song Ads Inc. (singing commercials), Hollywood, opens Chicago office at 333 N. Michigan
Ave. under management of Rex Gay, representative of feature film syndicators.
Lutheran Broadcasting Center, 422 S. 5th St.,
Minneapolis, has available The Church at Work,
14Vi -minute recorded series offered free to
stations on sustaining basis, or with approved
local sponsorship.
Audio Fair Publishers, N. Y., has announced
October publication of Audio Fair . . . Hi-Fi,
Why, What & Where to Buy, 150-page hi-fi directory and buyers' guide. Price: $1.
McKee Productions formed by S. Wesley McKee, formerly producer-director, Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., to provide special sales and
documentary presentations for business, industry, associations and other groups. Associated
is Charles L. Mathewson, formerly with RCA
Exhibition Hall, as associate manager.
U. S. Marine Corps will release 13 -week series,
The Ray Anthony Show, to radio stations first
week in September. Recorded program features
17-piece band of Ray Anthony, plus talent including singers Peggy King and Tommy Mercer
and announcer George Fenneman.
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RADIOS

PRODUCED
JAN.-JUNE
RADIO SET production for the first six
months of 1955 was over 44% above the
same 1954 period, according to Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. Tv output increased
over 34% in the same period.
Set makers turned out a total of 7,058,889
receivers, well over a million a month, in
the half-year. Auto and clock radios reached
seasonal peaks in June. The six-month radio
figure compared with 4,886,559 in the first
half of 1954.
The June (five-week month) total of
1,204,935 sets was compared with 1,114,035
in May and 837,655 in June 1954. Radios
with fm tuners totaled 9,106 sets in June,
with 506 tv sets having fm radio tuners.
Tv set output totaled 589,973 sets in June
compared to 467,394 in May and 544,142 in
June 1954. The 1955 half-year tv total was
3,828,793 tv sets compared to 2,845,147 in
the same 1954 half-year. Of the June tv sets,
59,892
(10%) were equipped with uhf tuners
at the factory.
Following are radio and tv set production
figures by months for the first six months of
1955:
Television
Home Sets
Portables
Jan.
654,582
280,121
109,120
Feb.
702,514
47,303
232,831
233,465
March (5 wks.) 831,156
300,840
193,431
April 583,174
265,866
May
June
(5 wks.) 467,394
589,973
258,701
161,357
255,833
181,930
Total 3,828,793
1,350,510
1,170,288
Auto
Clock
Total Radios
Jan.
573,837
166,885
Feb.
597,742
150,031
1,068,146
1,089,724
173,944
March (5 wks.) 774,025
April 567,876
72,602
1,482,274
1,099,775
May
130,608
June
(5 wks.) 563,369
584,567
1,114,035
182,605
1,204,935
876,675
Total 3,661,416
7,058,889
Motorola First-Half Sales
Reach $93.2 Million Mark
MOTOROLA net sales of general communications products — home, portable, auto and clock
radios, tv receivers and two-way radios — reached
$93.2 million for the first half of 1955, the
firm announced Wednesday in a report to stockholders.
Paul V. Galvin, Motorola president, reported
an overall increase of 54% in radio sales for
the second quarter, including a considerable
boost in auto set units.
First-half earnings were placed at $2,945,001,
compared to $2,858,301 the first six months of
1954, while the sales for that period were up
over last year's $92,465,210. Second quarter
sales were $41,414,940 against $44,458,410 in
1954.
Greene, Maddox Promoted
In GE Radio-Tv Changes
EXECUTIVE realignment in the manufacturing
section of General Electric Co.'s radio-tv department in Syracuse, N. Y., was announced
last week by Herbert Riegelman, department
general manager.
Franklin Green Jr., formerly manager of
the department's Bleaker Street radio plant at
Utica, N. Y., has been named manager of television manufacturing for the radio-tv department, headquartering in Syracuse.
William N. Maddox, manager of the department's Auburn, N. Y., plant, has been appointed
manager of radio manufacturing with offices in
Utica. Mr; Maddox has been with GE since
1936. He held a number of positions in manuBroadcasting • Telecasting

AWARDS
facturing in the receiver division at Bridgeport,
Conn., until 1947 when he moved to Utica as
plant manager. He transferred to the Auburn
plant in 1951. Mr. Green joined GE in 1942
at Bridgeport and transferred to Syracuse five
years later when the company's radio-tv manufacturing department was established. In 1951
he was appointed manager of the radio plant
at Utica.
Simon, D. C. Distributor,
Succumbs to Heart Condition
JAMES H. SIMON, 50, president of Simon
Distributing Corp. (Zenith, General Electric,
Hotpoint) and Washington, D. C, civic leader,
died Wednesday night of a heart condition.
He had been in the distributing business since
1930 and operated one of Washington's largest
business enterprises. During World War II
Mr. Simon was price administrator for 17
major industries. During the Korean emergency
he was civilian chairman of a task group for
the radio-tv and household appliances industry. He was active in charitable affairs and
was a past president of Woodmont Country
Club as well as 3 2d degree Mason and member
of National Press Club, Variety Club, Advertising Club and other organizations. Funeral
services were held Sunday with interment in
Washington Hebrew Cemetery. Surviving are
his wife and three sons; his mother, Mrs. Louis
Simon, of Washington, and a sister, Mrs.
Meryle S. Ruckeyser, of New Rochelle, N. Y.
Zenith

Profits Rise 142%

For First Six Months of '55
A PROFIT increase of 142% and sales boost
of 26% for the first six months of 1955 over
a similar period last year were reported by
Zenith Radio Corp. July 3 1 , along with a record
high in sales of tv receivers.
According to a financial report signed by
E. F. McDonald Jr., Zenith president, net consolidated profits for the firm and its subsidiaries
amounted to $3,126,061, or $6.35 per share,
after depreciation, reserves, and excises and
income taxes for the first half of this year.
Profits for last year's first six months were
$1,288,246.
Profits were up 128%, consolidated sales 14%
and unit tv sales 52% for the last three months
over that period in 1954.

New Tape Recorder Mikes
AMERICAN Microphone Co. of Pasadena,
Calif., has announced a new series of low cost,
high quality tape recorder microphones that
are small in size and weigh only two ounces.
They are available in either shielded crystal or
ceramic elements.- The crystal type has a response of 100 to 7,000 cycles and an output of
minus 55 db, while the ceramic model has a
response of 100 to 6,000 cycles and an output
of minus 62 db. Both are omni-directional and
are available in either gray or beige. American
Microphone has become an affiliate of the
Elgin National Watch Co., American said.
MANUFACTURING

SHORTS

Spellman Television Co., N. Y., is producing
regulated continuously variable 20-40 KV DC
power supply designed for use with 5AZP4
and 5TP4 projection tubes and flying spot types.
Model RG-40, unit has positive polarity output
with negative ground. Regulated focus is 4-8.5
KV. High voltage connections are provided
through plug-in connectors.
S.O.S. Cineman Supply Corp., N. Y., has put on
market new 16mm viewer, S.O.S. 16mm Action
Viewer, which projects large "aerial" image
3-in. x 4-in., according to company. Firm claims
viewer will enable editors, tv technicians, lab
workers and animators to run originals as well
as prints without worry of film scratches or
damage to sprocket holes.
RCA Service Co., government service dept.,
Camden, has announced publication of "Pointto-Point Radio Relay Systems — 44mc to
1300mc," new 226-page service manual on
wave propagation and other aspects of vhf
and microwave radio relay systems, available
from company at $2 per copy.
MANUFACTURING

Arthur
Godfrey,
CBS, Service
awardedAward
the Air
Force's
Exceptional
Civilian
Thursday.
Presentation made by Air Secretary Harold E.
Talbott for "exceptional service to military
aviation in general and to the Dept. of the Air
Force inOmaha
particular."
KFAB
honored by Continental Air Defense Command for voluntary services in support of air defense of U. S.
Fred Walker, publicity director, WPTZ (TV)
Philadelphia, and formerly public affairs director, WTTM Trenton, N. J., presented award
from WTTM Community Program Committee,
group of over 50 Delaware Valley citizens
working with WTTM to provide better programs, "in recognition of his years of faithful
service to this committee and WTTM."
Bryson Rash, news commentator, WMAL-TV
Washington, presented citation as "1955 News
Commentator of Distinction" from District of
Columbia Building & Loan League.
WJAS Pittsburgh commended by Pennsylvania
Federation of Music Clubs for "efforts in
bringing good music" to listeners.
Don Searle, vice president and general manager,
KOA-AM-TV Denver, presented plaque from
North Park Hospital Assn., Walden, Colo., for
service rendered "in assisting toward the building of the North Park Memorial Hospital . . ."
WXEL (TV) Cleveland presented citation from
Federal Civil Defense Administration for
contributing to success of nationwide campaign
to distribute official CD identification tags, conducted in conjunction with Pet Milk Co.
Connie Cook, home service director, WOW-TV
Omaha, Neb., presented $50 as second-place

PEOPLE

Gordon Dean, former chairman, U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission, and consultant to CBS
Radio on three documentary reports being presented on atomic energy, elected senior vice
president, nuclear energy, General Dynamics
Corp., N. Y.
Stanley Kempner to tv-radio div., Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Metuchen, N. J., as public relations manager.
Dr. Benjamin H. Alexander, formerly engineering manager in charge of semiconductors, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., N. Y., appointed
semiconductor operations manager, CBS-Hytron, located at Lowell, Mass., plant; Leo E.
Dwork named Lowell semiconductor plant chief
engineer.
John T. Hickey appointed general manager,
new Phoenix, Ariz., transistor plant, Motorola
Inc., Chicago; Dr. Virgil E. Bottom named
plant research and development director; Edmund Shower named plant production manager;
John P. Wirtz, formerly assistant advertising
manager, Montgomery Ward & Co. (major appliances div.), Chicago, to Motorola, same city,
as copywriter.
George M. Hakim, former advertising director,
Hoffman Electronics Corp., L. A., to Allen B.
DuMont Labs, Clifton, N. J., as west coast
tv receiver sales div. regional manager.

"Never mind what KRIZ Phoenix
says about the weather— my corn
says it might be a tornado!"
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Kenneth B. Bryden, research and financial controls manager, RCA Tube Div., Harrison, N. J.,
appointed government coordination and services
manager.

Effective September 28, 1955, KMBC-TV
joins
the television
nation's most
dynamictheandAmerican
fastestgrowing
network,
Broadcasting Company. For programming details, consult your Free & Peters Colonel or:
Don Davis, First Vice President
John Schilling, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
George Higgins, Vice Pres. & Sales Mgr.
Mori Greiner, Director of Television
August 8, 1955
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winner in Kellogg Co.'s "Kay Kellogg's Recipe
Roundup Contest" for professional home economists.

TOWERS

L. E. Best Co., Sacramento, Calif.; J. J. Ene voidsen. Canton, Ohio; D. E. Fette, Omaha, Neb.,
and M. W. Perkins, Miami, all branches of
RCA Service Co., presented President's Cup,
awarded annually by Frank M. Folsom, RCA
president, to members of tv service industry for
promptness, quality, service and prices in installing and maintaining tv sets in U. S.

Associated Broadcasting Co.
director hits belief held by
some U. S. advertisers that
British are traditionally opposed to commercials.
THE BRITISH constitute a receptive audience
for television commercials because they have
been exposed for many years to filmed announcements inmotion picture theatres, as well
as commercials from Radio Luxembourg. This
commentary was provided in an interview by
B«T last week with Harry Alan Towers, head
of Towers of London Ltd. and director of
Associated Broadcasting Co., program
contractor for the
London and Birmingham tv outlets.
Mr. Towers offered this observation to help dispel
a misconception
which he said is held

Paul Shoaf, account executive, KBIF Fresno,
Calif., presented award from Central Valley
Empire
salesmen Assn.
of year.as one of area's outstanding
Arthur C. King, production manager, WEEI
Boston, presented citation from United Cerebral Palsy Assn. for 1955 fund drive and also
given citation from Massachusetts Div. of
American Cancer Society for personal service.
WIS-TV Columbia, S. C, presented with reproduction of National Safety Council award
given Columbia as safest city in its population
category, for cooperation in helping Columbia
earn award.
John Raleigh, news director, KYW Philadelphia,
presented distinguished service award from
American Heritage Foundation for "notable
public service in aiding the Crusade for Freedom."
Rheingold Brewing Co., L. A., sponsors of
Fandango Rheingold on KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, presented award from L. A. Veterans of
Foreign Wars Post 4696 for creating "better
inter-racial understanding among the people of
California" in presenting Fandango.

TAPE

RECORDERS

INURED

CLAIMS
TO

BRITISH

COMMERCIALS

by some vertisers—U.that
S. adis.
that the British traditionally are opposed
to commercials. He
MR. TOWERS
said theatre film
commercial business amounts to several billion
pounds a year.
Mr. Towers explained that in theatres of all
the major circuits there are filmed advertisements running from four to five minutes. As
is envisaged for commercial tv in Great Britain,
Mr. Towers continued, the announcements are
presented one after the other between the feature films. He noted that major advertisers
have been running color commercials in the
theatres for several years.
More than 90% of the commercials on British
tv will be on film, according to Mr. Towers. He

More Magnecord tape recorders are found as standard equipment in professional
broadcast and recording installations than any other —
all over the world! Call, write
or wire for complete information and specifications on the
complete Magnecord professional line. There is no finer,
more dependable equipment!

M90-AC
Magnecord
Tape recorder.
Rack,
— or Console
Portable
mounting as
shown.

^ipBagn ecorc/, inc.
1101 SOUTH KILBOURN AVENUE, DEPT. BT
CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS
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said that this is "a saftey precaution," because
the industry has had no experience with live
presentation of commercials.
Mr. Towers offered the opinion that British
commercials will not differ substantially from
their American counterparts, except that they
will stress "soft sell." He is convinced that
American tv advertising will not influence its
British prototype because U. S. agencies in
London are staffed almost completely with
British personnel.
Mr. Towers was in New York last week on
business for his own company and for Associated Broadcasting Co. On behalf of Associated!
he has arranged to place CBS-TV's / Love rLucy, NBC-TV's Roy Rogers Show and Screen
Gems' Ford Theatre on British commercial tv
For Towers of London, he has negotiated for
the U. S. syndication of Adventures of the Scar
let Pimpernel by Official Films Co., New York,
and of Theatre, starring Lili Palmer, by National Telefilm Assoc., New York.
Problem

of Money

for CBC

Sparks Parliamentary Probe
INVESTIGATION of finances and financial
support of the government-owned Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. is expected to start earh
this fall with appointment soon of a House of
Commons committee. Television and the re
quirements of the CBC under the Canadian
Broadcasting Act to provide Canadian pro
grams with Canadian talent have pushed the
costs of the CBC far beyond its foreseeable
revenue from government grants, independent
station transmitter license fees, commercial
programs and the 15% excise tax on radic
and tv receiver equipment.
While the CBC has had surpluses the past
two years, it anticipates a deficit of perhap:
$10 million this fiscal year because of in
creased tv program costs and declining excise
tax revenue as the bulk of urban areas near
saturation with tv receivers and as costs of
receivers come down.
The recent Canadian Parliamentary Commit
tee on Broadcasting issued a minority report
which pointed out that CBC expenditures have
been mounting at an alarming rate, from $11
million in 1952 to $29 million in the fiscal
year ended March 31, 1955, which marked
the end of 2Vz years of Canadian tv. In the
current fiscal year the minority report estimated
the CBC would spend over $42 million.
Swiss Vote Tv Funds

AUSSIE John Clemenger (I) of John Clemenger Pty. Ltd., Melbourne ad agency,
chats at a Cleveland luncheon for admen
and station personnel with (I to r) James
C. Hanrahan, WEWS (TV) general manager; Bruce Stauderman, radio-tv director,
Meldrum & Fewsmith agency, and Ben
Wickham, WXEL (TV) general executive.
Mr. Clemenger is spending a month at
WEWS as part of a round-the-world survey of television methods in preparation
for tv in Australia.

SWISS Parliament voted 117 to 8 in favor of
continued government financing of the Swiss
Tv Service with the latter receiving the equiva
lent of about $3 million as compensation for
operating and construction costs for coming
two years. A proposal to introduce commercial
television in Switzerland was defeated, but it
will probably be brought up again two years
from now when Swiss tv again will have to
turn to the Parliament for more money.
Fm

Booms

in Austria

THERE are now more than 300,000 fm-vhf
radio sets in operation in Austria with fm-vhf
broadcasting in Austria just two years old.
Austrian experts expect that all radio broadcasting in the country may be shifted to vhf
bands as the medium wave band gets more and
more crowded.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

EDUCATION
Canada Surveying Advertising
A SURVEY of radio and tv advertising in Canada is being made by the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics, Ottawa, and will be added to other
surveys of advertising made by this government department. When compiled later this
year, this report will, for the first time, give a
complete picture of advertising in Canada. Arrangement tohave radio and television stations
covered in the survey was made by T. J. Allard,
r executive vice president of the Canadian Assn.
of Radio & Television Broadcasters. Canadian
stations have received Dominion Bureau of
Statistics questionnaires on the use and quantity of advertising on their stations.
Pioneers Club Names Seven
SEVEN more members have been named
to the Pioneer Club of the Canadian Assn. of
Radio & Television Broadcasters. Membership
is now closed at 44. The new members are
W. H. Allen, chief engineer, CKTB St. Catherines, Ont.; W. T. Cruickshank, president,
CKNX-AM-TV Wingham, Ont.; A. N. Goodwin; A. W. Hooper, chief engineer, CKRC
Winnipeg; J. E. Rogers, vice president, CFRB
Toronto; Clifford Sifton, president, CKCKAM-TV Regina, Sask., and R. Mclntyre.
INTERNATIONAL SHORTS
Canadian Marconi, Montreal, last month introduced first portable tv receiver made in Canada.
Set has 14-in. tube in cabinet with luggagetype finish. Opening and closing lid automatically switches set on and off. Receiver
is designed to fill need for second set in Canadian homes for portable summer use.
Robert Lawrence Productions, N. Y., has opened
Canadian branch, Robert Lawrence Productions
(Canada) Ltd., at 32 Front St. W., Toronto.
John Ross, formerly radio and tv producer,
Cockfield Brown & Co. Ltd. (adv.), Montreal,
has been named manager. Canadian office for
present will serve tv commercials in Canada
now produced by parent company in N. Y. for
Canadian companies.
CKBC Bathurst, N. B., and CKOT Tillsonburg,
Ont., have joined Canadian Assn. of Radio &
Tv Broadcasters.
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
Bill Cameron, assistant news director, CFQC
Saskatoon, Sask., named news service director,
succeeding Godfrey Hudson.
Reid McLeod to CHUB Nanaimo, B. C, as
publicity director.
J. Peter Koop, reporter-cameraman, news staff,
WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, appointed
U. S. Information Agency assistant public information officer, Cambodia, southeast Asia.

Commercial

Pledge KUHT
(TV) Aid
THREE Houston area commercial television
stations each have pledged $10,000 to the U.
of Houston to aid the university's educational
station, KUHT (TV). The contributions, made
by KGUL-TV Galveston and KPRC-TV and
KTRK-TV Houston, will become effective with
the academic year beginning in September.
In accepting the donations, Gen. A. D. Bruce,
president of the university, said, "We are delighted that the commercial tv stations in this
area have recognized the importance of what
we are trying to do in educational tv." He said
that the financial support will help KUHT accomplish its objectives in the expanding educational tv field.
KUHT, on ch. 8, is licensed to the university
and the Houston Independent School District
with the university designated as operating
agent. The station went on the air in May
1953 and now programs about 40 hours per
week, offering from seven to 10 telecourses for
college credit or homestudy each semester.
WSM

Names

Three

Winners

Of Tv Workshop Scholarships
WSM Nashville has announced the three winners of $100 scholarships it offered for the secshop. ond annual WSM-Peabody Television WorkThey are Duane C. Hill, producer-director
of KSL-TV Salt Lake City, Utah, for directing
three educational programs in conjunction with
educational institutions; Ralph C. Wood, chairman of the educational program board of
WGLV (TV) Easton, Pa., who has his own
program combining German instruction and
entertainment, and Robert J. Van Abel, producer-director ofWBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis.,
for his work on the Panorama Series.
The workshop is designed to instruct teachers
and those in related activities in the effective
use of television and radio for educational
purposes. It is held at Peabody College in
Nashville. The current workshop started last
Monday and runs through Friday.
Educational

Tv

Workshop

Begins at Michigan State
STUDENTS and teachers from Michigan and
seven other states have convened at East Lansing, Mich., for a 19-day tv workshop conducted
by Michigan State College.
WKAR-TV, MSCs educational station, will
play host with facilities for sessions in station
management, programming and production under Dr. Armand Hunter, director of the station, and Dr. Robert P. Crawford, director of
radio-tv education. Workshop members will
carry program ideas into actual production,
with the best presentation to appear on WKARTV's variety program, Here.
Educ. Workshop Scholarships
THE National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters has announced that 85 men and women
in the educational tv field will attend summer courses and workshops on tv at various
colleges through fellowships and scholarships
granted by NAEB. Thirty producers of educational programs have been awarded grants for
the third NAEB educational tv production
workshop to be held at the U. of Iowa Aug.
14-Sept. 3.

Broadcasting
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EDUCATION SHORT

Outlets

Phila. Board of Education's Summer Radio &
Tv Workshop was conducted two weeks ago in
studios of WPTZ (TV) there.
EDUCATION PEOPLE
Clement E. La Fond, formerly engineering instruction chief, radio-tv dept., U. of Houston,
appointed chief engineer, Memphis Community
Tv Foundation, applicant for Memphis educational ch. 10.
Norman Michie, WHA Madison, Wis., U. of
Wis. outlet, appointed program coordinator,
State Radio Council, succeeding De Alton
Neher, resigned; Professor Edgar B. Gordon, 80,
for 24 years conductor of Wisconsin School of
the Air's Journeys in Music Land, WHA, retires.
William Tacey, acting radio-tv director, U. of
Pittsburgh, appointed radio-tv director. ~"
Ray N. Doyle, former public relations director,
San Francisco State College, appointed S. F.
State radio-tv director; David Parker, formerly
with NBC-TV Chicago, appointed to faculty to
develop tv curriculum; Lyle M. Nelson, assistant
to president, Educational Tv & Radio Center,
Ann Arbor, Mich., appointed assistant to S. F.
State president and public relations director.
Dr. Bruce A. Linton appointed radio-tv training and operations coordinator, U. of Kansas.
Chalmers Marquis, director, WBBM-TV Chicago, and John R. Kirk, director, International
Society for General Semantics, to WTTW (TV)
Chicago, forthcoming educational station, as
producer-directors.

I

THE QUAD -CITIES
ROCK ISLAND > MOLINE • EAST
MOLINE, ILL. « DAVENPORT, IA.
NOW

I
V*
I

MILLION
PEOPLE

to Sales
Management's
I According
Survey of Buying
Power
(May 10,
1955) the Quad-Cities now have
250,200 people with an Effective Buying Income of #5843 per family or
I #1794 per capita. Cover this rich 450
million dollar market with WHBF radio or TV — the Quad-Cities' favorites.
CBS FOR THE
I
l
I

WHBF
TELC0 BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented, by A very- Knbdel, Inc.
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PROGRAMS

AND

PROMOTION

WDAF FARM SHOWS
WITH the appointment of Paul Vogel as farm
director, WDAF Kansas City has announced
the addition of two new farm programs to its
schedule, Morning Farm Digest and Noon Farm
Digest, effective last fortnight. Both shows,
aired 6 to 7:30 a.m. and 12 noon to 1 p.m.
respectively, are written, produced and directed
by Mr. Vogel. Owner of his own farm, he
brings to the station a background of personal
agricultural experience and farm-radio reporting. Formerly news and farm director of
KWOS Jefferson City, Mo., Mr. Vogel is a
member of the National Assn. of Radio & Tv
Farm Directors.
KMYR

BASEBALL

CONTEST

KMYR Denver, Colo., offered an expense-paid
trip to Kansas City to watch a four-game series
between
City A's
the New
Yorkto
Yankees the
to Kansas
the listener
whoandcame
closest
guessing the attendance at the A's-Baltimore
Oriole doubleheader July 14. A Denver man
who was only seven off the actual attendance
count was winner. KMYR donated a second
set of tickets so the winner's son could attend
also. An interesting sidelight was the fact that
27.4% of the contestants were women.
QUEEN

OF POULTRY

WEJL Scranton, Pa., last month aired a contest to select a poultry queen for northeastern
Pennsylvania, held in Tunkhannock, Pa. Bill
Pierce, promotion director of WEJL, was master of ceremonies, assisted by Hugh Connor,
program manager of the station.

Television
Sketchbook
(A Program Aid)
Timely and practical working scripts for the presentation of songs in dramatic,
comic and pictorial fashion.
The very latest song hits as
well as the standard favorites
are developed into photogenic
sketches which can be used
effectively as complete musical
shows, as production numbers
in variety programs or as
scene-setting segments.
There are dozens of ways in
which you can adapt the BMI
Sketchbook to advantage.
A Monthly BMI TV Service

"THE NEW DOMINION," presentation prepared by CBS Radio Spot Sales on the WRVA
Richmond, Va., market, is delivered to BBDO executives by Don Miller (2d from I),
director of special presentations. L to r: Ted Wallower, BBDO timebuyer; Mr. Miller;
Art Berla, head spot radio and tv timebuyer for the agency; Robert M. Dooley, CBS
Radio Spot Sales account executive, and Trowbridge Elliman, BBDO timebuyer.
FROM THE BEACH
DISC JOCKEYS Pete Ward and Bill Varney
of WCCM Lawrence, Mass., are conducting
their shows from Salisbury Beach, Mass., in a
combined promotion of the station and the
beach. In cooperation with the Salisbury Beach
Business Merchants, a large booth was installed at the edge of the beach to house
WCCM's remote studio. The entire shows of
Messrs. Ward and Varney are aired from the
booth with cut-ins for newscasts and special
events only. Interviews with area merchants,
tourists and recording stars are featured.
DEAD

TIMEBUYERS

CARTOON of a prostrate timebuyer accompanied by copy stating "this timebuyer was
talked to death" is being sent to agency timebuyers by KFDA-AM-TV Amarillo, Tex., as
an illustration of what won't happen when the
recipient does business with those stations. A
covering letter explains that KFDA-AM-TV
allow the facts to speak for themselves. Special
features offered by the stations are listed for
the reader.
PAUL

DIXON

WLWT (TV) Cincinnati conducted a "Paul
Dixon Day" at the city's Coney Island amusement park last month, featuring the station personality. Acrowd of 24,761 attended the event
which included a 90-minute tv remote from the
park's Moonlite Gardens. Thousands of dollars
worth of prizes were given away to visitors,
WLWT says, with the top prize a Pontiac
Catalina. All children who attended were given
tickets for free rides.
MINIATURE

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N Y.
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DAY

TRAIN

KTTV (TV) Los Angeles has distributed a
miniature train to promote the additional program ing ofStories of the Century on Wednesday evenings, also seen Sunday nights. The
format of the show involves the adventures of
a railroad detective.

EARWITNESS ACCOUNT
KCBS San Francisco gave listeners what it
terms an "earwitness" account of a failing Air
Force plane which limped into nearby Hamilton Air Force Base with two engines out and
two others failing. KCBS newsman Don Mozley tuned in via shortwave on the plane's radio
frequency and the pilot's commentary. After
receiving AF permission to use the material as
it came in, he recorded the voice of the plane's
commander expressing concern over the remaining engines and announcing his decision to
land at Hamilton instead of the scheduled Travis
AFB. The tapes were used as frequent bulletins until the plane "just made" its landing,
blowing two tires in the process. The tapes
also were
on Mr.
Mozley's
news show and
later
aired used
on CBS
network
programs.
BROTHER GEORGE
BROTHER GEORGE personally delivered the
opening commercial of the First Federal Savings & Loan Assn. of Miami on the Liberace
show over WTVJ (TV) there when he was in
town last month. George made a series of personal appearances at the main and branch offices of the association and capped his visit
with the tv appearance July 14.
WJAR-TV WEATHER BILLBOARD
A LARGE BILLBOARD in downtown Worcester, Mass., reminds viewers to tune to WJARTV in nearby Providence, R. I., to get "tomorrow's Worcester weather tonight."
CABLE TO IKE
FOR the "summit talks" of President Eisenhower, WFOB Fostoria, Ohio, solicited the
signatures of listeners for a cablegram to the
President
"prayers
and best
wishes."
With onlyexpressing
a few hours
available
to promote
the idea, the station says it received over 330
names from northwestern Ohio and out of state
points bordering Ohio. The cablegram measured 90 inches and cost $208 at 25<t per word.
Mention of the cable was made in the hometown paper, Cleveland Plain Dealer, Toledo
Blade and surrounding weeklies, WFOB reports.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

CHIEFS-OF-STATE

ON

FISHING

MBS

NEW FEATURE on Hardy Burt's weekly State
of the Nation broadcasts this fall on MBS will
be a series of interviews with the chiefs-of-state
of European countries. First such interview is
scheduled with Generalissimo Franco of Spain.
In addition to these half-hour news interviews, in which American foreign correspondents will participate in each country, Mr. Burt
will serve as a roving commentator on the
European scene for the MBS news department.
He also will write a weekly "Letter From
Europe" for a national newspaper syndicate.
JOIN RAB
FOUR-PAGE folder detailing the advantages
of being a member of Radio Advertising Bureau, New York, has been issued to radio stations by RAB. The copy outlines the chief
member benefits, including over 600 sales tools
every year, sales help for member stations and
participation in industry-wide sales and promotion campaigns. Other benefits are sales clinics
and sales committees, radio case histories, cooperative advertising plans, RAB-sponsored advertising on a national scale, direct mail and
original industry research.
WHAT'LL YOU HAVE?
BROCHURE with $1.25 in silver cash attached
has been distributed to agencies and advertisers
by WTTV (TV) Bloomington-IndianapolisTerre Haute, Ind. On the cover of the
brochure, which is a market data file folder, the
station asks, "Wouldn't you rather have a
{silver dollar attached) than a (quarter attached)?" WTTV claims to deliver 214 million
persons with an annual $3Vi billion spendable
income in the "Hoosier Heartland Area." The
folder also lists other market information based
on Standard Rate & Data Service 1954-55 estimates and includes a rotating wheel gimmick
to show the market-by-market population of
WTTV's coverage area.
USE RADIO IN VANCOUVER
A BOOKLET describing a combined operation
of five Vancouver, B. C, area radio stations in
a four-week sales drive for Dueck on Broadway, city auto dealer, has been distributed by
CJOR, CKWX and CFUN Vancouver, CKLG
North Vancouver and CKNW New Westminster, B. C. A "Partners in Profit" sales incentive plan was devised whereby each purchaser of a General Motors car or truck from
Dueck received at least 10 certificates with a
par value of $4.50 each, redeemable in cash at
the end of the campaign. Additional certificates
were distributed for purchases of extra accessories, etc., and their value increased as more
vehicles were sold. All of the stations aired
the same number of announcements daily for

White Elephant Day
MERCHANTS taking part in Des
Moines' annual White Elephant Day, a
major retail promotion, credited much of
the buying enthusiasm to a promotion
stunt staged by KIOA. The station imported "Babe," billed as the second largest elephant in captivity, sprayed her with
white chalk, polished her toenails and
marched her around stores taking part
in the sale.
R. J. Nash, KIOA special events announcer, donned sun helmet and rode
Babe around the city, keeping the public
informed via a shortwave link. Bags of
peanuts were given kids. A live broadcast was staged at each store, with the
manager interviewed. Traffic was jammed

R. J. NASH, KIOA Des Moines, broadcasts from Babe's neck.
and a police escort was needed to move
Babe through the crowds from one store
to another. Each store buying KIOA
spots was entitled to keep Babe 15
minutes. One merchant called it "the
largest
citywide promotion" in Des
Moines history.

3^4/7 Inquiries Confident imlfc
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

LES NACHTWEIH, hunting and fishing editor
of KING-AM-FM-TV Seattle, last month flew
1,600 miles to Brooks Mountain Range on the
Arctic Circle to obtain films of Alaskan trout
fishing for showing on his weekly Fishing HiLites show. Mr. Nachtweih, along with Bob
Hurd of Burke Adv. Agency, and Bob Laing, a
commercial photographer, flew to Fairbanks as
guests of Alaska
the took
show'sa
sponsors.
From Airlines,
Fairbanksonetheoftrio
chartered plane to the Brooks range. They
returned two days later.
PLAY PIANO VIA TV
METHOD of teaching piano playing via tv
has been devised by Prof. George C. Stout
of the U. of Houston and tested on KUHT
(TV) there, educational, non-commercial tv
outlet of the school. Prof. Stout is preparing
a series of kinescopes to be ready at the end
of August, available to the Educational Radio
& Tv Center, Ann Arbor, Mich., for distribution to educational stations. They also will be
offered to commercial stations for sponsorship.
The technique, involving a keyboard which
lights up at the touch of a finger and various
visual aids, was developed after the Ford Foundation granted $30,000 to the U. of Houston
for music. Prof. Stout, who demonstrated his
method at the "Music-Orama" trade show of
the National Assn. of Music Merchants in Chicago, believes he can teach at least one million
American televiewers how to play. Both the
NAMM and the National Piano Mfrs. Assn.
have lent their support to the project.

the four weeks. The project was climaxed with
a payoff party at which $50,000 was paid purchasers at a certificate value of $8.25. The
brochure concludes with "the moral of the
story: To increase sales in British Columbia's
billion and a quarter market — use more radio."
WPAD CELEBRATES 25TH
"WPAD Appreciation Week" has been declared
from Aug. 21 to Aug. 27 by Mayor Robert
Cherry of Paducah, Ky., in honor of the 25th
anniversary of WPAD there. The station, third
oldest in Kentucky, celebrates its birthday Aug.
23. After starting operation in 1930, WPAD
joined CBS Radio in 1943 and constructed
WPAD-FM in 1946. WPAD-FM is the oldest
presently-operating fm station in the state,
WPAD says.
IDEAL DISC M.C.
WRCA New York conducted a search for a
disc m.c. to be used on the station from 6:309 a.m. Mondays and from 6:30-8 a.m. Saturdays. In connection, the station last fortnight
asked radio critics and writers in the New York
area for a list of qualities describing the "Ideal
Disc
Prizes will
be given
list atJockey."
the conclusion
of the
contest.for the best

REET
50 EAST SSth ST N. *•
.
22
NEW YORK

IN ALASKA

GO WITH 'MONITOR'
NBC Radio is circulating a pamphlet entitled
"Go Everywhere Every Weekend With Monitor." In the nature of a long folding card, the
pamphlet consists of caricatures of the various
places Monitor takes its listeners.

Texan, to wife, upon observing one empty
space in his 5-car garage:
"When you go shopping this afternoon, dear, buy another Cadillac
to plug that hole."

KGNC AM & TV
Amarillo, Texas
National representatives, The Katz Agency
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Station

Authorizations,

Applications

(As Compiled by B»T)
July 28 through August 3
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
Cp — construction permit. DA — directional an- megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter,
tenna. ERP — effective radiated power. STL —
studio-transmitter link, synch, amp. — synchounl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SSA —
nous amplifier, vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
special service authorization. STA — special temultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural,
porary authorization.
vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc —
FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
As of June 30, AM1955 * FM
13
52515
Licensed (all on air)
2,719
Cps on air
108
12
Cps noton onairair
540
Total
2,732
Total authorized
552
136
3
2,840
Applications in hearing
6
222
New station requests
82
0
New station bids in hearing
152
5
Facilities change requests
78
836
Total applications pending
1
3
Licenses deleted in June
1
0
Cps deleted in June

Tv Summary Through August 3
Television Station Grants and Applications
Since April 14, 1952
Grants Since July 7 7, 7952;
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial Educational
29117
321
Noncom.
18 6121
35

TV
137
124
458
t321
16
165
582
111
33
215
0
1

Total Operating Stations
U. S..* Total
Vhf in Uhf
Commercial on air
318
30 1
419
Noncom. Educ. on air
10
3
13
Applications Filed Since April 14, 7952:
New Amend. Vhf Uhf Total
Commercial
953
337
749 540 1,2902
Noncom. Educ.
60
32
28 60*
Total
1,113
337
781 568 1,350*
1 145 Cps (30 vhf, 115 uhf) have been deleted.
2 One applicant did not specify channel.
8 Includes 35 already granted.
* Includes 645 already granted.

* Does not include noncommercial educational
fm and tv stations.
t Authorized to operate commercially, but station may not yet be on air.
Am and FM Summary Through August 3
ing
ing
Appls.
In
On
Air
Licensed Cps
Pend158
90
Am
272
2,741
Hear2,723
0
16
Fm
259
34
540
FCC

ceive an adequate signal in accordance with the
provisions of sec. 3.685 (a) of the rules. Where a
station is licensed to serve more than one city,
its location shall be considered the cities it is
licensed to serve, and it shall be permitted to
identify itself in this manner under sec. 3.652 of
the ruies. Received July 22; announced July 29.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WJMR-TV New Orleans, La. — Application for
mod. of cp seeking extension of completion date
returned (application not dated). Announced
Julv 28.
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio — Application for
mod. of cpas tounnecessary.
extend completion
date July
to 12-31-55
returned
Announced
28.
WENS
(TV)
Pittsburgh,
Pa.—
Application
for
mod. of cp to change frequency to ch. 11, change
ERP to 316 kw visual, 158 kw aural, change
type ant. and make other equipment changes
returned to applicant. FCC denied waiver of sec.
1.387 (b) (3). Returned August 3.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WAGE-TV Marquette, Mich.— Application for
mod. of cp to change ERP to 19.08 kw visual,
10.290 kw aural, change trans. -studio location to
on Cliff Hill, approx. 0.85 miles Southeast of

ANNOUNCEMENTS

New

Tv Stations . . .
PETITION
Santa Barbara, Calif. — James M. Monroe and
William E. Sullivan petition FCC requesting
amendment
and allocate of
ch. 4712 CFR
(204-210par.mc)3.610
for "Separations"
purpose of tv
broadcasting to Santa Barbara. Received July 13;
announced July 29.
Existing Tv Stations . . .
PETITION
WVEC-TV Hampton, Va.— Petitions FCC to
amend sec. 3.613 by addition of sec. 3.613 (c) which
would read: 3.613 (c). A television station will
only be licensed to serve more than one city
when under the table of assignments (sec. 3.606)
the channel used by the station is available for
use in each of the cities to be served, and upon a
satisfactory showing that main studios will be
maintained in each city and that each city will re-

ALLEN

FDR

THE
□ F

RADID

KANDER

PURCHASE
AND

AND

SALE

TELEVISION

STATIDNS
1701 K St., N. W. • Washington 6, D. C, NA. 8-3233
Lincoln Building • New York 17, N. Y., MU. 7-4242
111 West Monroe
• Chicago 90, Illinois, RA 6-4256
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Ishpeming, Mich., change type ant. and make
other equipment changes dismissed at request of
attorney dated 8-1-55. Dismissed August 3.
APPLICATIONS
KDWI-TV Tucson, Ariz.— Seeks mod. of cp to
change trans, and studio locations to Bigelow Ml,
Pima County, Ariz., and 2175 N. 6th St., Tucson,
respectively, and make minor ant. changes. Filed
August
1. Springfield. Mo.— Seeks mod. of cp
KTTS-TV
to change ERP to 316 kw visual, 190.55 kw aural,
install DA and make other equipment changes.
Ant. height above average terrain 711 ft. Filed
August
1.
KFDX-TV
Wichita Falls, Tex.— Seeks cp to
change to 100 kw visual, 70 kw aural and make
minor equipment changes. Filed August 1.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WHC (TV) Pittsburgh, Pa.— WWSW Inc., ch. 11.
New Am Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
Holbrook, Ariz. — Donald E. Jacobs Sr. and Irene
Tabor d/b as Northeastern Arizona Bcstrs.,
granted 1270 kc, 1 kw daytime. Post office address
Box 31, Holbrook. Estimated construction cost
$25,378, first year operating cost $31,200, revenue
$42,580.
Mr. curio
Jacobsstore
(75%),
is Indian
trading(25%),
post
and tourist
owner.
Mrs. Tabor
is housewife. Granted July 27.
Camden, Ark. — Southern Bcstg. Co. application
for cp for new am (proposed operation on 1370
kc, 1 kw D) returned by FCC without prejudice
to refiling after decision in Doc. 11363 in which
Southern is in hearing on pending application for
assignment of cp for KPLN on same facilities in
Camden. Announced July 28.
Lewiston, Idaho — Boyde W. Cornelison, Eugene
A Hamblin and John H. Matlock d/b as LewisClark Bcstg. Co., granted 950 kc, 500 w daytime.
Post office address Box 643 Lewiston. Estimated
construction cost $17,900, first year operating cost
$36,000, revenue $42,000. Principals include Mr.
Cornelison (33.3%), oil distributor; Mr. Hamblin
(33.3%), is former employe KRLC Lewiston, and
Mr. Matlock (33.3%), is jewelry store owner.
Granted Julv 27.
Robinson, HI. — Keith Moyer tr/as Ann Bcstg.
Co., granted
250 w St.,
daytime.
Post office
address
1025 1570
W. kc,Market
Taylorville,
111.
Estimated construction cost $13,000, first year
operating cost $30,000, revenue $40,000. Mr. Moyer
is 55% owner WBBA Pittsfield, 111. and has applied Julycation27.filed for new am at Taylorville, 111. GrantElkhart, Ind. — Clarence C. Moore, granted 1270
kc,
500 wP. daytime,
office
address
O. Box 123,DA-D
Routeconditions.
4, Elkhart. Post
Estimated
construction cost $3,100, first year operating cost
$48,000, revenue
Mr. Moore
Inter-of
national Radio &$60,000.
Electronic
Corp., owns
builder
electronic equipment. Granted July 27.
Kendallville, Ind. — Charles R. Palmquist Jr.
tr/as Noble-DeKalb Bcstg. Co., granted 1570 kc,
250 w daytime,
with address
DA-D and
ditions. Post office
801 engineering
E. College conRd.,
Goshen, Ind. Estimated construction cost $6,052,
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $30,000.
Mr.
Palmquist
director
Hawaii.
Granted isJuly
27. of KAIM Honolulu,
Barbourville, Ky. — Dwight L. Brown tr/as
Brown Radio & Tv Co., granted 950 kc, 1 kw daytime. Postoffice address Box 283, Barbourville.
Estimated construction cost 16,305, first year
operating cost $45,000, revenue $60,000. Mr. Brown
is
pres.-%July
owner
Granted
27. of local community tv system.
Homer, La. — Claiborne Bcstg. Corp., granted
1320 kc, 1 kw daytime. Post office address %
W. M.tionBigley,
Magnolia,
Ark.operating
Estimatedcostconstruccost $16,500,
first year
$30,000,
revenue $40,000. Principals include Pres. Frank
Harkness Jr. (25%), auto agency salesman; Vice
Pres. William M. Bigley (25%), general manager12V2%
and sec.-treas.-V3
owner owner
KRBB KVMA
(TV) El Magnolia,
Dorado, Ark.;
Sec. Dr. Joe
F. Rushton (25%), pres. -30% owner KVMA and
pres.-i3 owner KRBB (TV); and Treas. L. L.
Griggs (25%), cafe owner. Granted July 27.
Winnfield,
La. — R.James
Westas Jr.,
Elgie M.Bcstg.
Risinger
and Delvin
WhiteA. d/b
Southern
Co. granted 1270 kc, 1 kw daytime. Post office
address 102 East Elm St., El Dorado, Ark. Estimated construction cost $16,721, first year operating cost $32,400, revenue $40,000. Principals in
general partnership are James A. West Jr. (Y3).
V3 partner of KDMS El Dorado, Ark.; Delvin R.
White cants
(y3),
and Elgie
M. in
Risinger
Applihave eaual
interest
KHBM (%).
Monticello,
Ark.,
Okla. KSUL
GrantedSulphur,
July 27.La., and KWRW Guthrie,
Skowhegan, Me. — Pineland Bcstg. Co. granted
1150 kc, 1 kw daytime. Post office address 89
Congress
St., Rumford,
Me.operating
Estimatedcostconstruction cost $16,896,
first year
$40,000,
revenue $45,000. Principals include Pres. Melvin
L.
Stone
(55.4%),
pres.-49.8%
of
WRUM
Rumford,
and Treas. Edward J. Trembley (44.3%), chief
engineer WRUM. Granted July 27.
South Paris, Me. — Oxford Bcstg. Corp. granted
1450 kc, 250 w unlimited. Post office address %
Gerald T. Higgins, 32 Shepley St., Auburn, Me.
Estimated construction cost $14,492, first year
operating cost $32,760, revenue $46,800. Principals
include Pres. Gerald T. Higgins (51.4%), commerBroadcasting
• Telecasting

cial manager-2.5% owner WLAM Lewiston, Me.;
Vice Pres.-Treas. Elden H. Shute Jr. (47.6%),
pres.-station
owner
WLAM,
and
Sec. Edward manager-2.5%
J. Beauchamp
(1%),
attorney.
Granted July 27.
.
„
Dexter, Mo. — Jerome B. Zimmer, Lionel D.
Speidel d/b as Dexter Bcstg. Co. granted 1590 kc,
1 kw daytime. Post office address Box 66, Cape
Girardeau, Mo. Estimated construction cost
$15,300.51,
first Messrs.
year operating
reve-in
nue $48,000.
Zimmer cost
and $42,000,
Speidel,
general partnership, each hold 50%. They are
co-partners
Granted July in
27. radio-tv sales, service firm.
Kalispell, Mont. — D. Gene Williams and Delbert
Bertholf granted 910 kc, 1 kw daytime. Post office
address Realty Building, Spokane, Wash. Estimated construction cost $21,230, first year operating cost $41,000, revenue $57,000. Mr. Williams
(50%), is 51% owner KSPO Spokane, Wash., 25%
owner KUTI Yakima, Wash., and 50% owner
KOYN Billings, Mont.; Mr. Bertholf (50%), 49%
owner KSPO, 25% owner KUTI, and 50% owner
KOYN. Granted July 27.
Kalispell, Mont. — Leslie L. Sterling and William
H. Patterson d/b as Flathead Valley Bcstrs.
granted 980 kc, 1 kw daytime. Post office address
% William
Patterson, construction
Route 3, Boxcost125,$18,816,
Spokane, Wash.H. Estimated
first year operating cost $39,480, revenue $47,000.
Mr. Patterson (50%), is engineer KHQ-AM-TV
Spokane,
Wash.; Mr.
radio Co.
ofElizabethtown,
N. Sterling
C— Cape (50%),
Fear isBcstg.
granted 1450 kc, 100 w unlimited; engineering
conditions. Estimated construction cost $8,000,
first year operating cost $40,000, revenue $45,000.
Principals are John G. Dawson, stockholder in
WFTC Kinston, N. C, and WLBJ Boiling Green,
Ky.; Victor W. Dawson, with interests in WLPM
Suffolk, Va., and WFTC; Theodore Weyher and
Mary C. Weyher. Granted July 27.
Fargo, N. D. — Northwestern Schools granted
900 kc, 1 kw daytime. Post office address 50
Willow St., Minneapolis, Minn. Estimated construction cost $21,716, first year operating cost
$30,000, revenue $30,000. Applicant is non-profit
organization and operates KTIS-AM-FM Minneapolis
Waterloo,
Iowa. Sec.
Principals
clude andPres.KNNS
Richard
A. Elvee;
Victor inP.
Chamberlain, and Treas. James T. Knutson.
Granted July 27.
Milton, Pa. — John S. Booth granted 1570 kc, 1
kw daytime, conditions. Post office address 220
Norland Ave., Chambersburg, Pa. Estimated construction cost $12,050, first year operating cost
$48,000, revenue $55,000. Mr. Booth is vice president-general manager- y3 owner WCHA-AM-FM
Chambersburg,
N.
Y. Granted and
July \'327.owner WTVE (TV) Elmira,
Belton, S. C. — Community Bcstg. Co., granted
1390 kc, 500 w daytime. Post office address %
Cleatus O. Brazzell, Box 522, Easley, S. C. Estimated construction cost $19,380, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue $36,000. Principals
include Cleatus O. Brazzell (75%), general manager-stockholder WELP Easley, and Henry O. McDonald Jr. (25%),
WELP. Granted
July chief
27. engineer-stockholder
Etowah, Tenn. — Harry J. Morgan tr/as Morgan
Bcstg. Co., granted 1220 kc, 1 kw daytime. Post
office address % General Delivery, Lafayette, Ga.
Estimated construction cost $15,132, first year
operating
cost $38,500,
revenue
$64,545. Mr.
gan is manager
of WGTA
Summerville,
Ga., Morand
WFLA Lafayette, Ga. Granted July 27.
Charlottesville, Va. — Lawrence Lee Kennedy,
granted 1010 kc, 250 w day. Post office address
1009 Westland St., Charlottesville. Estimated construction cost $16,700, first year operating cost
$48,000, revenue $78,000. Mr. Kennedy is chief
engineer and minority stockholder WINA Charlottesville; grant is conditioned upon Mr. KenGranted nedy's
Julydivesting
27. himself of WINA holdings.
APPLICATIONS
Scottsdale, Ariz. — Scottsdale Bcstg. Co., 1440 kc,
1 kw D. Post office address 47 Pima Plaza, Scottsdale. Estimated construction cost $25,600, first
year operating cost $40,000, revenue $50,000.
Principals in equal ownershio are Pres. Niblack
Thorne, Vice Pres. Roland D. Feltman, Sec. -Treas.
Mabel Weirich, Gray Madison and Harry Wetzel.
All areAugust
engaged
Filed
3. in non-broadcast occupations.
Homestead, Fla. — South Dade Bcstg. Co., 1430
kc, 500 w day. Post office address 906 Federal
Hwv., P. O. Box 502. Estimated construction cost
$23,880, first year operating cost $50,000, revenue
$65,000. Principals include Pres. J. Abney Cox
(33.3%), realtor; Vice Pres. Albert F. Adams
(33.3%), attorney; Sec. -Treas. Douglas Silver
(33.3%). fishing guide publisher; Merritt Billiard.
WGBS-TV Miami, Fla., outdoor editor-fishing
show m.c. and fishing guide editor. Filed August 1.
Existing Am Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KWFC Hot Springs, Ark. — Granted change from
1340 kc. 250 w unlimited to 1350 kc, 1 kw-LS, 500
w N with DA. Granted July 27.
WAUGon Augusta,
Ga. — 250
Granted
increase
power
1050 kc from
w D to
1 kw D.of
Granted July 27.
— Granted
power
onWHAB
1260 kcBaxley,
from Ga.
1 kw
D to 5increase
kw D. ofGranted
July 27.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

KLIZ Brainerd, Minn. — Granted cp to change
from
kc, 250
Granted1400July
27. w unl. to 1380 kc, 1 kw daytime.
KGON1230 Oregon
City,kc;Ore.increase
— Grantedpower
cp tofrom
change
from
kc to 1520
250
w to 10 kw; install DA-1 system. Granted July 27.
WAEB
Allentown,
Pa.
—
Granted
change
of
DA.
Granted July 27.
WTRN Tyrone, Pa. — Granted change from 1580
kc, 250 w day to 1290 kc, 500 w day. Granted
July 27.
WINA Charlottesville, Va. — Granted frequency
change from 1450 kc to 1400 kc, continuing with
250 w unl.; program tests not to commence until
WTON Staunton, Va., shifts from 1400 kc to 1240
kc and license not to he issued until WTON is
licensed on 1240 kc. Granted July 27.
WEVA Emporia, Va. — Granted change from
1400 kc, 250 w unl. to 860 kc, 1 kw D. Granted
July
27. Galax, Va. — Granted cp to change from
WBOB
1400 kc, 250 w unl. to 1360 kc, 1 kw D. Granted
July 27.
WPUV Pulaski, Va. — Granted change from 1230
kc, 250 w unl. to 1580 kc, 5 kw D with 500 w
during period of IV2 hours after sunrise and IV2
hours before sunset. Granted July 27.
KSEM Moses Lake, Wash. — Granted change
from
1450 July
kc, 250
Granted
27. w unl. to 1470 kc, 1 kw DA-N.
KGU Honolulu, T. H. — Granted frequency
change from 740 kc to 760 kc, continued 2.5 kw
unl. operation. Granted July 27.
APPLICATIONS
WNPT Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Seeks cp to increase
day power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new
trans,
August for2. day operation (two main trans.). Filed
KROG Sonora, Calif. — Seeks cp to change
hours from unl. to day; change frequency from
1450 kc to 790 kc; increase power from 250 w to
1 kw and make ant. changes. Filed August 3.
KVFC Cortez, Colo. — Seeks cp to increase power
from 250 w to 1 kw. Filed August 1.
WCBQ Sarasota, Fla.— Seeks mod. of cp for
increase in power from 250 w to 1 kw; change
ant.-trans. location and studio location from
North of Fruitville Rd., between Jefferson and
Euclid Aves., Sarasota, to on Mcintosh Rd., .16
miles South of Fruitville Rd., near Sarasota.
Filed August 2.
WBFC on Fremont,
Mich. —100Seeks
power
1490 kc from
w tocp250to w.increase
Filed
August 2.
WSYD Mt. Airy, N. C— Seeks mod. of cp to
change hours of operation from D to unl.; power
from 5 kw D to 1 kw N and 5 kw D; change
trans, location and install DA for night use.
Filed August 1.
WFOB Fostoria, Ohio — Seeks cp to make
changes in DA -2 and petitions for waiver of
sec. 3.28 (c) of rules. Filed August 1.
KWRO
— Seekspower
cp tofrom
change
1450
kc, toCoquille,
630 kc; Ore.
increase
250 from
w to
1 kw; change hours of operation from unl. to
D;
change
ant.-trans.
location;
operate
trans,
by
remote control and make changes in ant. system
(increase height). Filed August 2.
KOER Pendleton, Ore. — Seeks change from D to
unl.; change frequency from 1370 kc to 1290 kc;
power
from 1 kwFiled
to 5July
kw; 28.install DA-2; change
trans, location.
WJAK Jackson, Tenn. — Seeks cp to change
hours of operation from D to unl. Filed August 1.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KD
JI
Holbrook,
Ariz.1 kw— Northeastern
Arizona
Broadcasters, 1270 kc,
D.
WSUX Seaford, Del. — Elizabeth Evans and
Courtney Evans, 1280 kc, 500 w D. Changed from
WSUS.
WBGC casters,Chipley,
Tri-County Radio Broad1240 kc, 250Fla.w —unl.

BROADCASTING

THE

WKTL
Kendallville,
Co.,
1570 kc,
250 w D. Ind.— Noble-DeKalb Bcstg.
KLFT Golden Meadow, La. — Leo J. Theriot, 1600
kc, 500 w D.
WEGA 1410
Newton,
Service,
kc, 500Miss.
w D.— Newton County Bcstg.
KGHM Brookfield, Mo. — Green Hills Bcstg. Co.,
1470 kc, 500 w D.
KLAD casters,Klamath
900 kc, 1 kw Falls,
D. Ore. — K-LAD BroadKUMA casters,Pendleton,
— Pendleton
Broad1370 kc, 1 kw D.Ore.Change
from KOER.
KYES
Roseburg,
Ore.
—
Douglas
Broadcasters
Inc., 950 kc, 1 kw D.
WCPH Etowah, Tenn. — Morgan Bcstg. Co., 1220
kc, 1 kw D.
500WFCR
w D. Fairfax, Va. — OK Bcstg. Co., 1310 kc,
New

Fm

Stations . . .

ACTIONS BY FCC
Birmingham, Ala. — Storer Bcstg. Co., granted
106.9 mc, 15 kw. Post office address 1177 Kane
Concourse, Miami Beach, Fla. Estimated construction cost $13,995, first year operating cost not
given, revenue not given. Storer owns WJBKAM-FM-TV Detroit, WSPD-AM-FM-TV Toledo,
WAGA-AM-FM-TV Atlanta, WBRC-AM-TV Birmingham, WJW-WXEL (TV) Cleveland, WWVAAM-FM
W. Va.,
WGBS-AM-FM-TV
Miami andWheeling,
KPTV (TV)
Portland,
Ore. Granted
July
27.
Mayfield
Ky. — West Ky. Bcstg. Co., granted
94.7 mc, 2.3 kw ERP conditions. Post office address P. O. Box 26, Mayfield. Estimated construction cost $4,200 first year operating cost $10,000,
revenue
Granted $12,000.
July 27. Applicant owns WNGO Mayfield.
Princeton, N. J. — FCC proposed amending fm
allocation plan to delete ch. 279 from Philadelphia, Pa., to facilitate consideration of pending
application of Princeton Bcstg. Service Inc. for
new class A commercial fm station at Princeton,
N. J. Comments
nounced July 28. may be field by Aug. 26. AnColumbus Ohio — Board of Education of the
City School Dist. of Columbus, granted 88.9 mc,
17.5 kw. Post office address 270 East State St.,
Columbus. Estimated construction cost $5,000, first
year operating cost $2,000. Applicant will use station for non-commercial, educational purposes.
Granted July 27; announced July 28.
Stillwater, Okla. — Radio & Television Services,
A & M College, granted 91.7 mc, 380 w. Post office
address A & M College, Stillwater. Estimated
construction cost $8,330.32, first year operating
cost
$1,200.
is educational institution.
Granted
July Applicant
27.
APPLICATION
Claremont, Calif. — Pomona College, 91.9 mc, 10
w. Post office address Claremont, Calif. Estimated construction cost $3,995, first year operating cost not given. Applicant, educational initution, is station.
proposingFiled
non-commercial
educational use stof
August 1.
Existing Fm Stations . . .
APPLICATION
WXHR
(FM)
cp to
change ERP to 20 Woburn,
kw. Filed Mass.
August— Seeks
3.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WBRC-FM
Ala. — Storer Bcstg.
Co., 106.9 mc, Birmingham,
15 kw.
KHOF
(FM) Glendale, Calif. — The Maple
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1735 De Sales Street, N. W„ Washington 6, D. C.
TEI/CCASTING
PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE.
I've checked service desired.
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
$7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and BROADCASTING Yearbeek-Marketbook 9.00
□ 52 weekly issues and TELECASTING Yearbook-Markefbook 9.00
□ 52 weekly issues and both Yearbook-Marketbooks 11.00
□ Enclosed
□ Bill
name

title /position

company name
addreat
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FOR THE RECORD
Chapel, 99.5 mc, 17.5 kw.
WNGO-FM Mayfield, Ky. — West Kentucky
Bcstg. Co., 94.7 mc, 2.3 kw.
WKTM-FM
107.1
mc, 510 w.Mayfield, Ky.— Kentucky Bcstg. Co.,
KRSN-FM
Alamos, N. M. — Sunshine Bcstg.
Co., 98.5 mc, Los
4.6 kw.

Galle castforinterests.
$11,100.
Mr. August
Galle holds
Filed
1. no other broadWYVE Wythevillc, Va. — Seeks involuntary assignment of license
Gates(deceased)
Jr., administrator of estate
of Dr.toA.A.M.M.Gates
and
A. M. Gates Jr., d/b as Wythe County Bcstg. Co.
Filed August 3.

Ownership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KOCS-KEDO (FM) Ontario, Calif.— Granted
transfer of 2% of majority stockholder Mrs.
Jerene Appleby Harnish to Philip A. Sawyer for
$12,700. Mr. Sawyer is retail advertising manager
of Ontario Daily Report, station parent firm. Mrs.
Harnish also transfers, gratis, 1% each to her
sons Andrew B. Appleby and Carlton R. Appleby.
After transfer Mrs. Harnish holds 63%; C. R.
Appleby 18.5%, and A. B. Appleby 6.5%. Granted
July 28; announced August 2.
KSON-AM-FM San Diego, Calif.— Granted assisideration
gnment of license
to Rabell
con$25,290. Present
ownersEnterprises;
will hold same
interest as before transfer; corporate change.
Granted July 28.
WEAT-AM-TV
Beach,
Fla.—Meachem
Granted
transfer
of controlWestfromPalmJames
Robert
and June H. Meachem to General Teleradio Inc.
for $101,000 plus $200,000 in other considerations.
General Teleradio controls, or owns completely,
WNAC-AM-FM-TV Boston, WGTH-AM-TV Hartford, KHJ-AM-FM-TV Los Angeles, KFRC San
Francisco, WOR-AM-FM-TV New York and
WHBQ-AM-TV Memphis, Tenn. Granted July 27.
WMOR Morehead, Ky. Granted assignment of
license from Morehead Bcstg. Co., a partnership,
to Morehead Bcstg. Co., a corporation. Change
does not involve change in stockholders. Granted
July 27; announced August 2.
WHKP Hendersonville, N. C— Granted transfer
of control to Beverly M. Middleton for $5,250.
Mr.
Middleton's
will increase
from 28.25%E.
to 53.25%
due interest
to transfer
from Clarence
Morgan who held 50.25% interest. Mr. Morgan
holds 25.25% after transfer. Granted July 27;
announced August 2.
APPLICATIONS
KVRH
Salida,
Application
transfer
of control from Colo.
Jon —Lohmer
to A. from
N. Wall
and
John R. Wall returned (only one copy filed).
Returned August 3.
KALB-AM-FM-TV
Alexandria,
La. to
— Seeks
transfer
of control from
W. H. Allen
T. B.
Lanford for $200,000. Mr. Lanford presently holds
47.2% and will hold 99.2% after transfer. Filed
August 3.
WMIN-AM-FM
Paul, Minn.—
SeeksSr. transfer of control toSt.William
F. Johns
from
Franklin Bcstg. Co. for $15,250. Mr. Johns is pres.
-9% owner of WSPT Stevens Point, Wis.; Pres.
-70% owner of WSHB Stillwater, Minn., and owns
17% WOSH Oshkosh, Wis.; 13% KMNS Sioux
City, Iowa, and is pres. -19^ stockholder of
WMIN-AM-FM at present. Filed August 2.
WJDX-AM-FM Jackson, Miss. — Seeks transfer
of control to Life Companies Inc. Corporate
changes only. Filed August 3.
WOIC Columbia, S. C. — Seeks assignment of
license to Speidel-Fisher Bcstg. Corp. for $100.000. Equal principals are Albert T. Fisher Jr.,
formerly regional sales manager of WSTV-TV
Steubenville, Ohio, and Joseph Speidel, varied
business interests. Filed August 3.
WGAPH. Maryville,
— Harry C. Cities
WeaverBcstg.
and
Frank
Corbett, d/bTenn.
as Aluminum
Co., each 50% owner of WGAP, seek approval to
giving Mr. Corbett control (77.5%) for $13,860.
Filed August 1.
KHBR from
Hillsboro,
Tex. —Bcstg.
SeeksCo.assignment
license
Hill County
to Nelson W.of

Hearing

Cases . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
Hayes Center, Neb. — By report and order,
Commission assigned ch. 6 to Hayes Center, effective Sept. 1, pursuant to proposed rule making
of May
13 on Neb.,
petition
TV
Kearney,
ch. of
13. Bi-States
AnnouncedCo.,JulyKHOL28.
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Commission announced its decision of July 28 granting application of Albuquerque Bcstg. Co. insofar as it requests extension of special service authorization
to operate KOB Albuquerque, N. M., for period of
current license, on 770 kc with power of 50 kw
D and 25 kw N, pending final determination on
application for regular operation on that frequency with 50 kw, unl. In so doing, Commissionmount
dismissed
by American
-ParaTheatresprotests
Inc. which
is licensedBcstg.
to operate
WABC New York City, on 770 kc with 50 kw
power, unl. (Record in KOB proceeding was reon Mayin 1950
26. . 1955,
on remandopenedfromby Commission
Court of Appeals
for review.
KOB is regularly licensed on 1030 kc, with 10 kw,
unl. but has had special authorization to operate
on 770 kc since 1941 as result of NARBA deleting
1180 kc on which KOB previously operated.)
Comrs. Webster and Lee dissented.

Eastern

Northwest

Indepeodent
SOO.000.00

Independent
S140.000.00
This important market has a
tremendous growth factor. The
station shows consistent high
return to owners. Financing
can be made available to qualified operators.

A profitable fulltime independent located in an attractive
secondary market. Excellent
technical position, plant above
average. $25,000.00 down— balance out of depreciation.

INITIAL DECISIONS
WELObeth C. Tupelo,
Miss. — Hearing
examiner looking
ElizaSmith issued
initial decision
toward grant of application of Tupelo Bcstg.
Co., to change WELO Tupelo, Miss., from 1490
kc, 250 w unl. to 580 kc, 1 kw-LS, 500 w-N DA.
Charlotte, N. C. — Hearing examiner H. Gifford
Irion issued initial decision looking toward grant
of application of Piedmont Electronics & Fixture
Corp. for new tv station to operate on ch. 9
in Charlotte and denial of competing applications; of Radio
Television
Corp.Station WSOC Inc., and Carolinas'
KGEO-TV Enid, Okla. — Hearing Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchison issued initial decision looking toward grant of application of Streets Electronics Inc., for mod. of cp of station KGEO-TV
(ch. 5), Enid, Okla., to move trans, site to location
31 miles
from ft.Enid,
of ant.ant.structure to 1,356
aboveincrease
ground, height
and make
and
other equipment changes.
OTHER ACTIONS
Consolidated hearing — FCC designated the followingInc.,
applicants
consolidated
hearing: Ind.;
Rollins Bcstg.
OK forBcstg.
Co., Indianapolis,
Wireless Broadcasters, Franklin, Ind.; WARU
Peru, Ind., and WTVB Coldwater, Mich. Rollins
and OK applied for new am stations to operate
on 1590 kc, 5 kw D, DA; Wireless for 1590 kc,
500 w D; WARU to increase power from 500 w
to 1 kw D on 1600 kc, and WTVB for change
from different DA pattern day and night to
DA-N only on 1590 kc, 5 kw-LS, 500 w N. WDOG
Marine City, Mich., and WBLY Springfield, Ohio,
were made parties to proceeding. FCC denied
petition
20-day
extension of of
timeWARU
from and
JulyWTVB
7 in for
which
to further
answer FCC letter of June 7 by filing additional
engineering data. Announced July 28.
Ft. Wayne, Ind. — Commission announced its
order of July 29 (1) staying its decision of Oct.
1, 1954, in granting application of Radio Fort
Wayne Inc., for new tv station (WANE-TV) to

Appraisals
• Negotiations
• Financing
BLACKBURN - HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
William T. Stubblefleld
Ray V. Hamilton
Clifford Marshall
111 Sutter St.
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
' Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 3-4341-2
Exbrook 2-5671-2
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operate on ch. 69 at Ft. Wayne, and denying
competing application of Anthony Wayne Bcstg.;
(2) denied Anthony Wayne June 27 petition to
cancel WANE-TV cp; (3) reopened record to
take
official
notice
of Paul
V. directed
McNutt's parties,
death
(Anthony
Wayne
Bcstg.),
and (4)
on or before Aug. 19, to file memorandum briefs
on question presented by June 13 opinion of
U. S. Court of Appeals for District of Columbia
Circuit and procedures to be followed by Commission in that connection. WANE-TV is not in
operation. Announced July 29.
South Bend, Ind. — Commission designated for
consolidated
hearing Northern
Broad-to
casters Inc. application
for new Indiana
am station
operate on 1240 kc, 250 w unl. and WJVA South
Bend application to change from 1580 kc, 250 w
D at South
Bend toJuly
1240 28.kc, 250 w unl. at Mishawaka.
Announced
WTBF Troy, N. Y. — FCC designated for hearing application to change from 1490 kc, 250 w,
unl. to 970 kc, 5 kw-LS, 500 w, DA-2 unl. WRMA
Montgomery,
Ala.,July
was 28.made party to proceeding. Announced
KLLL Lubbock, Tex. — FCC designated for hearing application to change on 1460 kc from 500
w D, to 1 kw D. KSNY Snyder, Tex., was made
party to proceeding. Announced July 28.
Routine

Roundup

. . .

July 28 Applications
Accepted for Filing
License to Cover Cp
WFMH Cullman, Ala. — Seeks license to cover
cp whichcreaseauthorized
change in frequency and inpower.
WHLN Harland, Ky. — Seeks license to cover cp
which authorized change frequency, increased
power, and change hours of operation.
WHBI Newark, N. J. — Resubmits application
seeking license to cover cp which authorized
changed studio location.
KOLS Pryor, Okla. — Seeks license to cover cp
which authorized increase in power.
WBFD Bedford, Pa. — Seeks license to cover cp
which authorized new standard station and
specify studio location.
KEEN Carrizo Springs, Tex. — Seeks license
to
tion.cover cp which authorized new standard staWVEC Hampton, Va. — Seeks license to cover cp
which authorized erection of new antenna.
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, Okla. — Seeks listation. cense to cover cp which authorized new tv
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
KUTE (FM) Glendale, Calif.; WEAW-FM Evanston, 111.; KING-FM Seattle, Wash.
Renewal of License
WFUL Fulton, Ky.; WHFB Benton Harbor,
Mich.; born,WTVB
Coldwater,
Mich.; WJLB
Detroit,Mich.;
Mich.; WKMH
WBBC DearFlint,
Mich.; WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich.; WHGR
Houghton Lake, Mich.; WIBM Jackson, Mich.;
WKHM Jackson, Mich.; WCEN Mt. Pleasant,
Mich.; WCAR Pontiac, Mich.; WEXL Royal Oak,
Mich.; WSGW Saginaw, Mich.; WADC Akron,
Ohio; WICA Ashtabula, Ohio; WATH Athens,
Ohio; WKRC Cincinnati, Ohio; WLW Cincinnati,
Ohio; WJMO Cleveland, Ohio; WCOL Columbus,
Ohio; WING Dayton. Ohio; WJER Dover, Ohio;
WFRO Fremont, Ohio: WJEH Gallipolis, Ohio;
WIZE Springfield, Ohio; WFMJ Youngstown,
Ohio: WATG-FM Ashland. Ohio; WSTV-FM
Steubenville, Ohio;
WTOL-FMof Toledo,
Ohio.
Modification
Cp
KECC Pittsburg, Calif. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized increase power, change to
DA-2) for extension of completion date.
WNRG Grundy, Va. — Seeks mod. of cp (as mod.
which authorized new standard station) for extension of completion date.
WDJC Salem, Va.— Seeks mod. of cp (as mod.
which authorized new standard station) to
change ant.-trans. location.
KID-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho — Seeks mod. of cp
to WCMB-TV
extend completion
datePa.to— 2-25-56.
Harrisburg,
Seeks mod. of cp
to WLBR-TV
extend completion
date
2-23-56.
Lebanon, Pa. —toSeeks
mod. of cp to
extend completion date.
WKAQ-TV San Juan, P. R. — Seeks mod. of cp to
extend
completion
date S.to C.2-15-56.
WACA-TV
Camden,
— Seeks mod. of cp
to WKOW-TV
extend completion
2-24-56.mod. of cp
Madison, date
Wis. to— Seeks
to extend completion date to 2-17-56.
August 1 Applications
Accepted for Filing
Renewal of License
WNBS Murray, Ky.; WDBC Escanaba, Mich.;
WTVN Columbus, Ohio; WCBR Memphis, Tenn.;
Tenn.; WXYZ-FM DeWGNStroit,Murphreesboro,
Mich.;Ohio;
WAKR-FM
Akron,
Ohio;Ohio;
WGAR-FM
Cleveland,
WEOL-FM
Elyria,
WEWS
(TV) Cleveland, Ohio.
Modification of License
WKAR-FM East Lansing, Mich. — Seeks mod. of
(Continued on page 105)
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PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
ixecutive Offices
735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
)ffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bidg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
NTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
% O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES

Frank H. Mcintosh & Assocs.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE *

WELDON & CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington 6,Engineers
D. C.
Dallas, Texas
1001 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Member AFCCE *

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE •

CARDS

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE •

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

PAGE, CREUTZ,
GARRISON & WALDSCHMITT
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
710 14th St., N. W. Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE*

P. O. Bex 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE*

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177
Member AFCCE *

J. G. ROUNTREE, JR.
4515 Prentice Street
EMerson 3266
Dallas 6, Texas

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 p St., n. w.
Washington 6, D. C.
Adams 4-6393

IF YOU
DESIRE TO JOIN
THESE ENGINEERS
in Professional Directory
advertising contact
Broadcasting • Telecasting
1735 DeSales St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

315 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

GUY

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-61 13
Denver 22, Colorado

C. HUTCHESON

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
MOBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
SERVICE FOR FM & TV
Engineer en duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
'. O. Bok 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Broadcasting

Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX 3-8073
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

DIRECTORY

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Inttitvte Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV, Electronics engineering heme study and residence
courses. Write For Free Catalog, specify
course.

• Telecasting

LYNNE

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 75,956* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
* 1953 ARB Projected Readership Survey

TO ADVERTISE IN THE
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Contact
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
1735 DESALES ST., N.W., WASH. 6, 0. C.
August 8, 1955
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20# per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30# per word — $U.OO minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
separately,
please).expressly
All transcriptions,
etc., sent
to box numbers
at owner's
risk. Broadcasting • Telecasting
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
for are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Managerial
Manager and assistant manager for top metropolitan market with, station specializing in negro
programming. Must be strong in sales, willing
and able to do better than average job. Prefer
man experienced in selling large markets and/or
negro operations. Box 268C, B«T.
Eastern daytimer needs young married assistant
manager immediately. Must have announcing
experience, car and be willing to take air shift
during indoctrination period. Assistant managership
of year.photograph.
Send tape, Box
resume,guaranteed
referencesbyandend recent
432C, B-T.
Manager-saleman. New kw indie — Clarksdale,
Miss. Southerner — 25-38 — family — cost-conscious
— detailed-minded. Must have excellent personal
sales
— top references.
$500-$900 Call
mo.
with record
progressive
broadcaster.Make
Immediate.
John
McLendon—
37830,
Jackson,
Miss.
—
46541
Clarksdale, Miss.
Salesmen
Wanted: Man or woman salesman. $50 a week,
plus 25% commission. Box 176A, B.T.
Can you sell
5000 watts
low frequency
good
midwest
market?
Liberalon commission
and inbonus.
Pleasant working conditions. Excellent opportunity for experienced, industrious man seeking
permanent lucrative position. Box 377C, B-T.
5000 watt basic network station desires top-flight
experienced salesman who wants career with
leading New England station. Must have ability
to sell on basis of value and quality. Ideal working conditions. Please give complete business and
educational background, salary requirements and
other pertinent data in reply. Box 411C, B-T.
Experienced radio time salesman. Guarantee $380
and commission. Send references and photo.
KCHJ, P.O. Box 262, Delano, California.
Experienced
salesman-announcer
wanted. Emphasis on selling.
Salary and commission.
1000
watt daytimer in west Texas. KTUE, Tulia, Texas.
Immediate opening for energetic and effective
salesman. Salary plus incentive plan.. Write or
call for interviews, Gus Nathan, WKNB, 1422
New Britain Avenue, West Hartford, Conn.

IN FARGO

. . .

Just like many, many other areas, wise
TV broadcasters, interested in wellscreened and highly trained personnel,
have turned to Northwest Radio & TV
School graduates. Why don't YOU start
using our FREE Radio-TV personnel service? Save TIME and MONEY 1 Our
graduates are well qualified and professionally trained in our studios using
standard commercial equipment. We
screen them . . . train them . . . refer them
to you with complete details, as they fit
your specific needs. Let us help you with
your personnel needs. We assure you of
prompt, personal attention. Write or call
COLLECT, John Birrel, Placement Director ...
»
NORTHWEST RADIO & TELEVISION SCHOOL
1221 N. W. 21st Ave., Portland 9, Oregon
with schools in
HOLLYWOOD* CHICAGO* WASHINGTON. D. C.-fr PORTLAND

Wanted: ferred.Personality;
"country
type preSell and do own
show. music"
25% commission.
Good regional station, active account list. Good
salary first three months. State age, past experience. Include photo. Box 225C, B-T.
One of the top independents seeks top-notch
deejay. ality,Jobair salesmanship.
requires audience-building
Progressive personstation,
major market. Box 308C, B-T.
Morning personality. Bright, cheerful type with
music and sales savvy. Your competition is good.
Major southern market. Box 333C, B-T.
Pennsylvania station needs 2 clean cut announcer-engine rs at once. Send tape, details. Box
381C, B-T.
Staff announcer job August 15. Pay commensurate with ability. 1000 watt progressive regional
NBC station. Good opportunity for right man
with air selling ability. Box 387C, B-T.
Competent staff man for kilowatt net affiliate.
Great Lakes area. Good working conditions.
Send photo, tape, resume. Box 392C, B-T.
Proven DJ with 1st phone needed Sept. 1st. Topnotch Ohio station. Good hours, good pay. Send
resume — will ask for tape later. Box 393C, B-T.
Humorous DJ-flowing adlib, stage, tv acting experience. Informal slang, vernacular approach
on chatter — Crosbyish. Midwest, single. Box
431C, B-T.
Announcer— $80.00 per week starting salary at
top rated independent station in college town.
Paid hospitalization, vacations, sick leave and retirement. Want experienced, production-minded
announcer for permanent position with advancement. Position open August 22nd. Send full details in letter with photo and tape to Kay Melia,
Program Director, KAYS, Hayes, Kansas.
Announcer — first phone western music morning
man for top rated DJ station. Engineering ability
unimportant, announcing primary importance.
Top salary for right man. Send complete details
to Station KDAV, Box 1319, Lubbock, Texas.
Announcer with first class license, experienced.
Send history, tape and references by air to KMVI,
Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii.
Announcer Want to program? Want to sell on
side, commission basis? We need you. Experienced, $70 weekly, plus talent and bonus incenMontana.tives. Airmail or phone KPRK, Livingston,
StationatelyKTBB
— Tyler,
can man,
use and
immedicombination
news Texas,
and sports
good
morning staff man. Would consider combination
salesman and sports announcer. Write, wire, or
call, M. E. Danbom, General Manager.
Experienced announcer for radio and television
station. Send background, tape and references
to WFLB, Fayetteville, N. C.
Wanted! Negro DJ with real showmanship and
enthusiasm.
rock 'emimmediately
and sock 'emto
style. Send With
tape aandreal resume
Station WHAT, Philadelphia 31, Pa.
First phone announcer, capable of assuming
chief's responsibility
manent position. Send needed
completeimmediately.
background Perdata
and tape, WIPC, Lake Wales, Florida.
Need good announcer immediately, $70.00 to
start, right man. WMFC, Monroeville, Alabama,
send tape and resume.
Immediate opening, announcer-engineer. Good
pay, good
working
WMFC, Monroeville,
Ala. Send
tapeconditions.
and resume.
First phone announcer, daytime 1 kw, $75.00 per
week with chances for advancement. Immediate
opening. Write or call WRIC, Richlands. Virginia.
Want best country DJ-barn dance MC personality
money can buy. Write Box 5585, Tucson, Arizona.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Transmitter engineer, experience not necessary.
Will consider second or third class. Best conditions. State experience and salary. Write Manager, WCEC & WFMA, Rocky Mount, N. C.
WGVM, Greenville, Mississippi has opening for
experienced chief engineer-announcer. Must be
proficient
in both fields. Salary open. Send full
details immediately.
Chief engineer for thriving fulltime am station.
Solid background in equipment and construction.
New building now under construction. Could
be dream job for right man. Write complete details, WROV, Roanoke, Virginia.
Chief engineer-announcer — new kw indie, Clarksdale, Miss. Immediate opening, versatile, cleancut young man, mid-south. Permanent position,
excellent working conditions. Call John McLendon, 37830 Jackson, Miss. — 46541, Clarksdale,
Miss.
Production-Programming, Others
Want to learn news? Young, single announcer
with good voice and delivery and some writing
ability. Edit, rewrite and some staff. Active
community of 20,000. Apply in full with brief
tape if possible. Box HOC, B-T.
Experienced
persuasiveTexas
copywriter
for network station and
in beautiful
resort city.
Box
232C, B-T.
Wanted. Traffic secretary, typing and shorthand
required. Previous experience helpful, but not
necessary — intelligent girl can be trained. Permanent position in attractive working surroundings. Michigan radio station. Box 387C, B-T.
Wanted:
commercial
continuity
writer.
Must be Top-notch
able to write
clever, selling
continuity.
Send full particulars, age availability, salary required, picture and samples to Dales Phares,
KTEM, Temple, Texas.
News reporter wanted. Must have news writing
or newspaper experience and with ability to
broadcast. Good opportunity. Full details in first
letter to WNBH, New Bedford, Mass.
Program director — assistant manager. New kw,
Clarksdale, Miss. Southern — 25-35 — family — voice.
Experienced all phases news-music-events operation. Top references. Excellent working conditions.
Permanent
position
caster.
Immediate.
Call with
John progressive
McLendon, broad37830,
Jackson, Miss. — 46541, Clarksdale, Miss.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Just sold Florida 5 kw. Would like to be considered as general manager for radio station midwest. Preferably Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois. Would consider other territory. Could make
nominal investment. Proven record. Have sales
staff ready to join me immediately. Write Box
340C, B-T.
General manager, 20-year veteran, desires relocate. Combination managerial-commercial-program position acceptable. Interested percentage
basis payment. Best references. Box 371C, B-T.
Thoroughly experienced, 14 years all phases, now
employed major network, desires key position
with smaller operation. Box 404C, B-T.
Manager . . . long experience . . . qualified . . .
to direct or assist . . . reliable . . . efficient. Box
422C, B-T.
Manager — building a new station? Make sure you
have sures
an success
experienced
manager
whostart.
asand saves mature
thousands
from the
Box 423C, B-T.
Successful manager — many years thoro experience. Mature, hard worker, strong sales push.
Efficient operation. Small or medium market.
Prefer southern states. Box 424C, B-T.
Salesmen
Aggressive young college graduate desires return
to radio-television sales. Three years experience.
Will relocate. Box 400C, B-T.
Interested in joining progressive station in sales
or managerial capacity. Position must have good
B-T.
financial potential. Tired of present network
position which suppresses initiative. Box 405C,

RADIO

RADIO

TELEVISION

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Experienced DJ-announcer. Young, talented, college, car, third ticket, married. Stable, looking
for spot with progressive station. Box 269C, B-T.
Announcer — tops in news — sports-special events — ■
commercials. Excellent background — experienced
— can secure and hold listeners. Box 317C, B.T.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcer, salesman. Married, 34, veteran. Good
commercials, news, disc shows. Restricted ticket.
Will travel anywhere. Tape, photo, resume. Roger
4-2651.
Earp, 17 Anchorage, Glenview, Illinois. Glenview

Help Wanted

Top
sportscaster,
years experience
sportsconscious
cities like8YZPeoria,
Omaha, and inHouston,
1300 play-by-play broadcasts, baseball, football,
basketball, boxing. Two seasons announcing
Texas League games. Desires connection with
>» stationball,carrying
schedule
baseball,
footbasketball. solid
32, family
man,of top
references.
Available September fifteenth. Box 322C, B-T.
Announcer - journalist - program director — nine
years radio, four as journalist. Can sell. Top
references. Conscientious, stable. Veteran-family.
Desire permanency. Northeast preferred, but will
travel. Interview within 200 miles of Pittsburgh.
Box 372C, B-T.
Announcer with six years experience in many
phases of broadcasting, new at announcing, recent school graduate, 3rd phone, smooth delivery,
available in September. Box 382C, B-T.
Age 22, married with 1 child, deep mature voice.
Now employed at 5kw network station in northwest. Excellent DJ-announcer. Prefer northwest
but consider other. Partly handicapped. Operate
any board, have permit. Let me build your main
audience. Box 383C, B-T.
Employed, mature announcer wishes move up
to progressive outlet. Veteran. Available immediately. Box 384C, B-T.
Announcer. Mature voice. First phone, 5 years
experience, emphasis announcing. Box 394C, B-T.
Personable disc jockey, staff announcer, 13
months experience, single, travel. Box 398C, B-T.
First phone — i years experience, married, veteran. Michigan (Detroit area) desired. Permanent. News or sports. Box 399C, B-T.
Sportscaster, 5 years, employed. Basketball, football, baseball. Desire permanency. College grad,
29, married. Box 402C, B-T.
High-calibre announcer. Radio-television-newspaper background. Strong news, sports, commercials. Box 403C, B»T.
Young uate.lady,
colored,
recent radio
school gradGood voice,
ambitious,
dependable.
Want
aResume,
DJ show.tape.
WillBox
prove
is not a man's world.
408C,thisB-T.
Jerry Baxter is back, sir. Commercial specialty,
news, DJ, tape on request. Box 409C, B-T.
Experienced metropolitan DJ announcer. Desires
radio or tv on east coast. Box 414C, B-T.
Experienced announcer desires position with
small congenial station in east. Box 415C, B-T.
Experienced Negro DJ, announcer. References.
Third phone. Will travel, tape, resume on request. Box 416C, B-T.
Station staff — veteran, 24, married-dependable.
Potential-smooth friendly delivery for DJ — also
news, sports, light experience. Tape, references.
Box 417C, B-T.
Excellent news, strong DJ and commercials —
hardworking, responsible — available immediately. Box 418C, B-T.
Announcer and control board. 1 year indie. 2
years network. All phases; base plus talent only.
Audition disc available. Married. Box 420C, B-T.
Announcer, excellent news, good DJ, sells commercials, tape and resume. Box 425C, B-T.
Announcer — DJ. College graduate, majored in
radio. 18 months experience, presently employed,
desires permanent position. Veteran, 24, single,
will
B-T. travel. Tape, resume on request. Box 426C,
Radio-tv announcer-director. Five years experience. College degree. Prefer east, midwest, south.
Available now. Write Box 428C, B-T.
News, sports, accent DJ. Veteran, degree, presently employed. Picture, tape on request. Box
429C, B-T.
Top-notch announcer, family man interested in
locating job-secure future. Box 433C, B-T.
Experienced DJ, newscaster. Strong on news and
commercials. Solid all-round man. Operates own
board. Will travel. Vet. Married. Salary $70.
Ralph
216-34 117 Road, Cambria
Heights, DeSantis,
N. Y.

Top DJ . . . staff announcer. Former AFRS
traffic manager. SRT graduate. Limited civilian
experience. Married, 25. Steve Hodges, 4849 N.
Mulligan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
Announcer, salesman, copywriter. Married, 25.
Veteran. Strong on commercials, news, disc
shows. Restricted ticket. Tape, photo, resume on
request. Will travel anywhere. Mature, work well
with people. Charles Kollias, 2458 S. Harding
Ave., Chicago 23, Illinois. Phone number, Lawndale 1-7126.
Experienced announcer who can gather and
write local news wants permanent Michigan
location. Available for personal interview. Nick
Lauri, WPFB, Middletown, Ohio.
Announcer, personable, strong on music, news,
commercials. Restricted ticket. Tape, photo, resume on request. Will travel. George Mann, 3520
N. Ashland Ave., Chicago. Belmont 5-7384.
Sports-staff announcer, five years play-by-play
experience. Looking for good opportunity in fall
season. Presently employed. Tape, resume, on
request. Mike Wynn, Box 701, Logan, West
Virginia.
One man radio and tv show: Network quality.
Nationally
country-western
artist with tenknown
years experience
in radio recording
and five
in television daily shows, singing with guitar, disc
jockey, tv children shows. Elaborate wardrobe
and library. Sober, dependable. References.
P. O. Box # 35 — Nashville, Tenn.
Technical
1st phone, 3 years, experience in N. Y. State and
N. Y. C. Available Sept. 1st. Box 337C, B.T.
Graduate engineer-announcer, plenty of experience. Box 375C, B-T.
Engineer,
experienced, first phone, ham ticket,
B-T.
no announcing, southeast preferred. Box 401C,
Engineer — first phone. Experienced am-fm. Desires transmitter or studio work. Was chief engineer and installed one of largest fm stations in
midwest. Good references. Box 412C, B-T.
1st phone — no experience — vet — 32 — radio-tv
grad
— canN. travel.
Peter Cap, 233 Cook Ave.,
Yonkers,
Y.
Dependable, first phone operator-announcer — 7
years experience — iy2 year tv. Excellent references, desire permanent position — available immediately— right offer. Dan Marue, 409 Franklin
Street, Springfield, Mass. RE 2-9798.
Programming-Production, Others
Experienced
programlarger
director
-announcer,
lookingin
for:
Opportunity,
market,
free reign
programming, complete management cooperation.
All replies answered. Box 334C, B-T.
Looking for a new spot in radio and tv. Combo.
Affiliate or independent. Will send pictures and
tape. iVz years experience, 1st phone. Married.
California. Box 380C, B.T.

Managerial
Television commercial manager wanted in time
for fall program planning, outstanding eastern
outlet in active, growing market, full resume,
photo, first letter. Box 348C, B«T.
Announcer
Wanted : Staff and news announcer for established
vhf operation. 100 kw, NBC-TV affiliate. Consider radio announcer seeking tv opportunity.
No telephone calls. Send audition tape or disc,
recent
Texas. photo, full details. KCEN-TV, Temple,
Technical
Growing V has new openings for tv trainees or
experienced engineers. Box 821C, B«T.
Experienced, capable maintenance engineer qualified in all phases of high power vhf operation.
Contact Chief Engineer, WJBF, Augusta, Ga.
Maintenance engineers familiar with DuMont
equipment. Apply in writing, P. O. Box 4218,
Centenary Station, Shreveport, La.
Programming-Production, Others
Newsman with radio, tv experience, able to shoot
film,
write, staff
appear
on air.
Long market.
established
man news
in busy
midwest
Broad6general background preferred. Box 318C, B-T.
Midwestern television station, requires experienced traffic manager. Apply Box 336C, B-T.
Tv continuity writer needed at once. High power
vhf with greatest coverage in state. Excellent
opportunity to become part of fast growing tv
operation. Need person with solid selling copy
ideas. Box 388C, B-T.
Tv floor director-director needed at once by high
power vhf with greatest coverage in state. Need
man with ideas and ability to work floor and do
associated floor duties. Will use this man as
B-T.
director so director experience essential. Opportunity to grow with advancing station. Box 389C,
Tv copywriter for midwestern medium-market
radio-tv operation. Box 396C, B-T.
SITUATIONS

WANTED

Managerial
Experience counts, available immediately, experiencedIn television
general manager
and general
ager.
industry
7 yearssales
and manhas
managed
majorof market
stations.ForKnow
ly all phases
the business.
past thorough2V2 years
has been engaged for the purpose of planning
and hiring and training of all personnel, up to
putting station on the air. Had complete charge
of design and layout 3 uhf and vhf television stations.
interested
getting
located
perma-or
nently inNowactive
marketin as
general
manager
general sales manager. Box 413C, B-T.
Salesmen
Salesman, masters degree radio-television, 2
years experience tv and tv-film production, desires to sell tv films. Box 373C, B-T.

STATION

THAT'S WHAT YOU CAN EARN AS MANAGER
OF OUR TOP RATEO SPECIALIZED RADIO

MANAGER

STATION LOCATED IN ONE OF THE SOUTH'S
LARGEST CITIES

$10,000
to

$18,000

Starting base is $10,000 plus a percentage and bonus which can earn
you a realistic $18,000. Station currently operating in black but
terrific potential not realized. Format beamed principally at large
Negro population. Ratings and. personalities are excellent. We
want a manager who can handle and develop hard hitting, aggressive
sales staff. Position is open now. Write giving full history. Application treated in confidence.
Box 300C, B»T.
P. S.: We can also use a good salesman at $6,000 to start.

TELEVISION

FOR

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer, presently employed with almost two
years radio experience. Single, vet, 25. Newscommercials-JD — man on the street. Desire opportunity in tv. Capable-confident-sincere. Box
427C, B»T.
Capable radio announcer seeks position in television. Starting salary secondary to television
opportunity. Available immediately. References.
Thomas Loyd, 5600 Montgomery Road, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Programming-Production, Others
Television-radio newsman. On camera announcer.
Gather local news. Play-by-play sports. Now
with television station. 2 years television, 3 years
radio experience. University graduate. 25. Single.
Box 374C, B'T.
Versatile, 3 years medium market producer-director, film director. All phases tv production. Desire similar capacity with sound progressive
operation. Single, 30, have MS. Available reasonable notice. Prefer east but consider any offer.
Box 385C, B'T.
Young man, 21, excellent background. Several
years experience in all phases motion pictures,
desires position as film cameraman, cutter, etc.
Will relocate anywhere. Box 395C, B-T.
College graduate, speech, dramatics, wants to
learn tv directing, production. Experienced all
phases of stage, qualified announcer. 26, single,
references. East preferred, consider elsewhere.
Box 397C, B-T.
Seven days free offer. Workshop graduate. Experience; control-room operations, films cameraman, floor positions. Previous experience; telephone communications, lighting photography.
Can utilize G.I. on the job training. Available immediately. Box 410C, B«T.
Experienced cameraman — all studio operations.
Desires production opportunity — cameraman. Best
references. Box 419C, B'T.
Four years in television. All phases local and
network production — cameraman to director.
Married. College graduate. Excellent references.
Sherwin Sharan, 44-65 Kissena Blvd, Flushing,
N. Y. FL 3-1275.
FOR

SALE

Stations
Mississippi local $38,000; Tennessee daytimers
60-70 thousand; Texas single station market $25,000. Terms. Paul H. Chapman, 84 Peachtree,
Atlanta.
Major southern city, local station. Business
volume poor, market excellent. $100,000. Cash retree, Atlanta.quirement, $15,000. Paul H. Chapman, 84 PeachExclusive listings. Radio stations. Arkansas,
Texas, Oklahoma, Missouri, Kansas, as available.
Ralph Erwin. Broker, Box 811, Tulsa.
Free fist of good radio and tv station buys now
ready. Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose,
Los Angeles 29, California.
Am and vhf, New England area, a good buy.
Contact Edd Harris, Ware, Mass. Phone Ware
431-M.
Have tions
many
profitablebuyers.
southeastJ. T.radio
and tv Box
stafor qualifying
Snowden,
129, Augusta, Georgia.

SALE— (Cont'd)

Equipment
Two RCA TK20 film cameras MI-26020 (modified
preamplified and edge light per RCA), 2 camera
pedestals MI-26050, 2 camera controls MI-26075,
1 multiplexer MI-26318, 1 RCA TS-1A switcher,
1TA-10A mixer
amplifier
and four
1 typelamp
715-Bandos-9
cil oscope; 8Allen
& Olsen
eight lamp
instant
start
slimline
fluorescent
fixtures with external ballasts; 2 Kliegl TV464CRG
slimline fixture on roller caster. All the above in
good condition. Full details on request. Charles
Jeffers, WOAI-TV San Antonio, Texas.
General communications consolette, 8-channel
with 3 pre-amps — program and monitor-plug in
amps — and 6 remotes. Small and compact. Less
than two years old. Ideal for small station or tv
control. Contact WPEO, Peoria, Illinois.
RCA Houston Fearless studio camera dolly type
TD10A. Rubber tired wheels. Cable guard on each
wheel. No friction head included. Original price
$2,800. Reconditioned within last 6 months.
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Used W.E.
high efficiency
405-B-l
kw transmitter in excellent
condition
with 5 spares.
W.
O'rr
Cozzens,
Intermountain
Network,
146 South
Main St., Salt Lake City 1, Utah.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
All or control of radio station in 12,000 — 30,000
southern town, Florida preferred. Or will pool
finances with successful manager or operator to
buy station or CP. Answer confidential. References exchanged. Box 378C, B«T.
Want to lease profitable radio operation. All
locations considered. Box 406C, B»T.
Interested in purchase profitable operation or
promising CP, with minimum cash requirement.
Box 407C, B«T.
Financially qualified, experienced and successful
station owners want to buy for cash or terms — am
station in one or two station market in Pennsylvania or New Jersey. No brokers, all replies
confidential. Box 430C, B»T.
Have
up to $35,000
for down-payment
on station
in midwest,
northwest,
southwest. Experienced.
References. Direct or broker. Write in confidence.
J. D. Hill, 4531 North Woodruff, Milwaukee 11,
Wisconsin.
Attention station owners. I have clients waiting
for metropolitan
cities Texas,
over 200,000.
Current billings not stations,
important.
Oklahoma,
Arkansas,
Missouri,
Kansas.
Ralph
Erwin.
censed broker. Box 811, Tulsa, Oklahoma. Li-

INSTRUCTION
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television School, Dept. B, 1221 N.W. 21st Street, Portland 9, Oregon.
Starting FCC 1st phone license groups. Days,
evenings — 6— 10 weeks. Intensive, qualified coaching. Avery-Elkins, 1733 Broadway, New York City.
RADIO
Help Wanted
Salesmen
SALESMAN
Experienced radio salesman wanted immediately with top references. Good
paying situation. Send full details to
Dave
Button
Manager
Radio Station KSVP
Artesia, N. M.
Announcers

WANTED
Capable announcer for daytime
independent. Salary, hours
good. Southeasterner preferred.
Contact Doyle Sattertliwaite,
Program Director, ¥KB C,
North Wilkesboro, North Carolina.
Situations Wanted
Managerial

Equipment, Etc.
Urgentlymitter need
one complete
900 mc studio
link complete
with antennas.
Prefer transgood
used equipment. Box 321C, B»T.
Wanted: Used Magnecorder complete or mechanism. Box 397C, B-T.
INSTRUCTION
Get your FCC first phone license quickly. Intensive, personalized instruction by correspondence or in residence — Washington, D. C, or Hollywood, Calif. For details, write Dept. 1-M,
Grantham School, 737 11th Street N. W., Washington, D. C, or 5910 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28,
Calif.

Attention West Coast!
20 - year veteran midwest Radio - TV .
Manager yearns to return to the West.
There to apply know-how in sales, programming, production, film-buying etc.
in medium market. 44, well-known broadcaster and TV executive. 12 years with
present station. What have you?
Box 301C, B»T.
Announcer

RADIO

I CAN

SALES

SELL

YOUR

SICK?

TIME!

. . . and show your staff how, or set up staff. Large or small market.
I come high, but I earn it. Require comfortable living income at start
on substantial percentage. 15 years radio and tv. 11 years 1 station.
High integrity and performance record. Now located in Florida. TV
inquiries also invited. May invest capital eventually. Box 390C, B»T.

TOP SPORTSCASTERS
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1st
Sports Director, 5 kw AM-TV in Southern
capitol. 8 years play-by-play includes
minor league baseball past 6 seasons at
present station, along with major college
football, basketball, boxing (major Bowl
and NCAA tournaments). Current toprated sports shows on radio/TV. On-air
tapes of all events available. Finest references. Accept sound Sports Director's
position or individual play-by-play assignments.
Box 376C, B»T

'FOR THE RECORD'

TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Programming-Production, Others
HELP

WANTED

Good Art Director and design man
for leading southern VHF station
wanted immediately. Excellent opportunity for man with creative
ideas and ability to implement
them. Write, wire or call Program
Director, TV Station WABT, Birmingham, Alabama.
Situations Wanted
Programming-Production, Others
SITUATION

WANTED

Responsible young married man with
progressive ideas and thorough knowledge of radio and television writing, production, and management desires position
as television director of floor manager in
small or new operation. Willing to double
up on jobs. Master's degree in telecom*
munications from University of Southern
California. Veteran. Currently with West
i Coast network. Available August 15.
i
Box 386C, B«T
J
SPORTS DIRECTOR
Available for good television and/or radio
sports job. Currently doing top Pulse
sponsored television and radio sport shows,
but want challenge from more sportsminded station. 12 years experience in
sports and special events. Authoritative,
friendly on-camera personality who can
double in other-than-sports television
shows.I show
Excellent
play-by-play
all sports.
May
you what
I can do. Answer
all
inquiries promptly.
Box 391C, B-T
FOR

SALE

Equipment
FOR SALE!
TELEVISION
STUDIO EQUIPMENT
Purchased new by us and never in
broadcast use. Will make attractive
proposition on entire lot: COST:
1 G-E Film Camera Channel,
Type PE-5-A
$11,500.00
1 G-ETypeStudio
4 PE Camera
7 B 1 Channel, 15,800.00
1 G-P-L 16 mm Projector
4,700.00
1 G-E Synchronizing Generator 3,150.00
1 G-E Calibration Monitor Console incl. TM-8-A Monitor _ 2,890.00
1 G-E Program Switching Panel,
TC-21-A
1,590.00
1 G-E Electronic Video Mixer,
TV-19-A
1,610.00
2 G-E@ Power
Supplies, TP-12-A, 1,700.00
$850.00
1 G-E Slide Projector, PF-3-C _ 2,750.00
5 G-E@ $195.00
Cabinet Racks, PR-l-A,
975.00
1 Dumitter
550.00
1 Oricon Pro Camera, complete
with all accessories incl.
Lens Turret, Tripod and
Case— (Never Used)
2,500.00
$49,715.00
Contact:
Walt Berger
Station KXOA
Sacramento 15, Calif.
Phone WAbash 5-2717
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

(Continued from page 100)
license to change name of licensee from Michigan State College to State Board of Agriculture.
August 2 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of July 29
WTVY (TV) Dothan, Ala.— Granted mod. of cp
to change corporate name to WTVY Inc.
Harrisburg, Pa.— Granted license for
newWHP-FM
fm station.
KHFMcense for(FM)
N. M. — Granted linew fmAlbuquerque,
station.
WTRX-FM Bellaire, Ohio.— Granted license
covering changes in fm station.
WROV-FM Roanoke, Va.— Granted STA for
waiver
of rules
to permit station to remain
silent until
10/31/55.
Following
were
granted extension of completion dates as indicated:
WTIQ (TV) Munford, Ala. to 2-23-56; WIRI (TV)
North Pole, N. Y., to 2-26-56; KID-TV Idaho
Falls, Idaho, to 2-25-56; KPRC-TV Houston,
Texas, to 2-10-56; WKOW-TV Madison, Wis. to
2-17-56; WCMB-TV Harrisburg, Pa., to 2-23-56;
WNOP-TV Newport, Ky. to 1-16-56; WFRV-TV
Green Bay, Wis. to 2-23-56; KBMT (TV) Beaumont, Texas, to 2-25-56.
Actions of July 28
WSSB Durham, N. C. — Granted license covering installation of new trans.
WEMR Emporium, Pa. — Granted authority to
operate station by remote control.
Actions of July 27
WHIS-TV Bluefield, W. Va.— Granted STA to
operate commercially on ch. 6 for period ending
Feb. 1, 1956.
WGH-FM Newport News, Va.— Granted STA
for waiver of rules to permit station to remain
silent for period ending Dec. 13.
Following
were granted
mod.as ofshown:
cp's for
extension of completion
dates
WBOP
Pensacola, Fla., to 2-21-56; WPNX Phenix City,
Ala.-Columbus, Ga. to 10-9-55; WTHI-TV Terre
Haute, Ind. to 2-12-56.
Actions of July 26
WHLP Centerville, Tenn. — Granted mod. of cp
to change ant., trans, and studio location.
WCMI-FM Ashland, Ky.— Granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control.
WGHF New York, N. Y.— Granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control.
Following stations were granted extension of
completion dates as shown: WGMS Bethesda, Md.
to 9-15-55; WGTO Haines City Fla., to 9-15-55;
WDSM Superior, Wis. to 10-28-55; WELI-TV New
Haven, Conn., to 1-16-56; WCTV (TV) Thomasville, Ga., to 1-16-56; WTWV (TV) Tupelo, Miss.,
to 2-8-56; WBID-TV Detroit, Mich, to 1-16-56.
FOR

SALE — (Cont'd)

TOWERS
RADIO—TELEVISION
Antennas — Coaxial Cable
Tower Sales & Erecting Co.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.,
Portland 11, Oregon
INSTRUCTION

FCC 1st PHONE LICENSE
IN 5 to 6 WEEKS
THE ORIGINAL INTENSIVE
'DOOR OPENING COURSE'
RADIO-TELEVISION
OUR INTEGRITY PROVEN
Check the school that
others try to copy.
WILLIAM B. OGDEN
1150 W. Olive Avenue
Burbank, California
BE TAUGHT— NOT TOLD
UNDEBSTAND— NOT MEMOBIZE
Over 1600 successful
students in NINE years

Actions of July 25
WCRV Washington, N. J. — Granted mod. of cp
to specify studio location; operate trans, by remote control and make changes in ant.
AY Oak
W. Va.— Granted mod. of cp
changes.
ant. Hill,
to WOmake
Following were granted authority to operate
trans, by remote control: KOER Pendleton,
Ore.; WDAR Savannah, Ga.; KDMS El Dorado,
Ark.
Following
were granted
of cp's WTVHfor extension of completion
dates mod.
as indicated:
TV Peoria, 111. to 2-23-56; KRCG (TV) Jefferson
City, Mo. to 2-19-56; WGLV (TV) Easton, Pa., to
2-23-56; WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio, 2-21-56WARM-TV
Scranton, Pa., to 2-11-56; WNLC-TV
New London, Conn, to 1-16-56; WGBI-TV Scranton, Pa. to 2-11-56.
Action of July 22
KRNT-TV Des Moines, Iowa— Granted STA to
operate commercially on ch. 8 for period ending Jan. 15, 1956.Action of July 21
WILL-TV
111 Granted
on ch. 12 for Urbana
period ending
Aug. 10. STA Operate
August 2 Applications
Accepted for Filing
Modification of Cp
KRWC Forest Grove, Ore.— Seeks mod. of cp
(as mod. which authorized increase in power)
for extension of completion date.
Remote Control
WIAM Williamston, N. C.
Renewal of License
WATZ Alpena, Mich.; WPAG Ann Arbor,
Mich.; WATT Cadillac, Mich.; WATC Gaylord,
Mich.; WLAV Grand Rapids, Mich.; WJPD Ishpeming, Mich.; WKMI Kalamazoo, Mich.; WMBN
Petoskey, Mich.; WAKR Akron; WOHO Toledo.
August 3 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License to Cover Cp
WLCOauthorized
Eustis, La.
license
to cover cp
which
new— Seeks
standard,
station.
WQIK
Jacksonville,
Fla.
—
Seeks
license
cp which authorized new standard station.to cover
KRLC Lewiston, Idaho — Seeks license to cover
cp
and which
make authorized
DA changes.increase in nighttime power
KCHR Charleston, Mo. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized increased power.
WWRL New York, N. Y.— Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized installation of alternate
main trans, (at present location of main trans.)
to be operated on 1600 kc, 5 kw unl. with DA-1.
WPFD Darlington, S. C. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new standard station.
KTHE Thermopolis, Wyo. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new standard station.
WXYZ-FM Detroit, Mich. — Seeks license to
cover
station. cp which authorized changes in licensed
WGR-TV Buffalo, N. Y. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new tv station.
Renewal of License
WHBC Canton, Ohio; WTVB-FM Coldwater,
Mich.; WSTR-FM Sturgis, Mich.; WIMA-FM
Lima,
Ohio; WCLT-FM
Newark,(FM)
Ohio;
WKBNFM Youngstown,
Ohio; WGVE
Gary,
Ind.;
WDTR (FM)
Detroit,
Mich.;
WLWT-TV
Cincinnati, Ohio; WNBK (TV) Cleveland, Ohio;
WLWC (TV) Columbus, Ohio; WLWD (TV) Dayton, Ohio; WSPD-TV
Toledo,of Ohio.
Modification
Cp
WSYD Mount Airy, N. C. — Seeks mod. of cp
(as mod. which authorized increased power,
change
operation,
change
trans, location andhours
make ofchanges
in ant.)
for extension
of
completion date.
WBLK Clarksburg, W. Va.— Seeks mod. oi cp
(as mod. which authorized mounting tv ant. on
top
date. of am tower) for extension of completion
UPCOMING
AUGUST
Aug. 1-9: Educational Television Workshop, Michigan State College. East Lansing.
Aug.
14-Sept. 3:television
National production
Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters
workshop.
State U. of Iowa, Iowa City.
Aug. 20-21 : Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Marion, Little Rock.
Aug. 22: Fall Radio Adv. Bureau Sales Clinics
start [see schedule in Trade Assns.].
Aug. 24-26 : West Coast Electronics Manufacturers
Assn. and
Los Angeles
and sections
San Francisco
Institute of Radio
Engineers
show and
convention, San Francisco.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 2-4: National Agricultural Tv Clinic, U. of
Missouri.
Sept. 2-4: West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
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editorials
Do

Nothing

Session

JOT down the first session of the 84th as the "do nothing" Congress where broadcasting is concerned. Not even two "sure
things" — the amendment of Section 309 (c) which gives an automatic hearing to an economic objector and which resulted in legalized black-mail, or the salary increases for FCC commissioners
and top echelon staff — got through before the final gavel last
Tuesday.
Broadcasters, having responsibilities transcending those of any
other communications media (and presumably influence to match),
were given shoddy treatment by the nation's lawmakers. The
Senate Commerce Committee, which handles such legislation, saw
to it that dozens of bills dealing with shipping, aviation, railroads,
buses and other modes of communications and transportation, got
through. But broadcasting? Lots of lip-service, dozens of bills
introduced, but nothing of consequence enacted by the Senate.
Who killed the 309 (c) amendment is probably of no greater importance than who killed cock robin, now that the session is ended.
It is worthy of note, however, that the combined efforts of many
broadcasters and of the FCC couldn't cope with the objections of a
few dissidents who, for reasons of their own, did not want the FCC
to have the discretion in determining whether or not hearings should
be held on grounds of economic injury, however insubstantial or remote the cause might be.
It is our notion that if Congress doesn't want to give the FCC the
authority to determine when evidentiary hearings should or should
not be held, it might as well abolish the Commission, give the
licensing responsibility to a single low-salaried administrator, and
let the courts decide who gets what. As things stand now, the U. S.
Court of Appeals has assumed that jurisdiction under 309 (c) by
sending practically every case appealed on the economic issue flying
back to the FCC for full evidentiary hearings.
. . . The Ghost Should Have Walked
This month the FCC is on "vacation," which means that during
August no regular Commission meetings are scheduled, although
the staff will "process" as usual. But a survey of FCC members
indicates that with one exception (Chairman McConnaughey) the
commissioners do not know what they're going to do.
Chairman McConnaughey is in Europe on semi-official business
planned months ago. The others have no definite plans, perhaps
because they can't afford a vacation. A month before the session
ended Congress received from the White House an executive payraise bill which would have boosted FCC pay from $15,000 to
$20,000 per year. The bill failed to get through the Senate in the
race for adjournment. The administration is blamed for not getting
the schedules to Congress months earlier.
Congressional salaries were increased this year to $22,500 amid
anguished wails that a legislator couldn't live for less. Commissioners
and key staff members have to live too. The government has found
it increasingly tough to attract and retain competent officials. Many
of those it has retained have hung on in anticipation of increases.
This unconscionable attitude, plus the dereliction on Section
309 (c) plus the failure to get off the ground on the so-called
television investigation add up to a big goose-egg for broadcasting
at the first session of the 84th.
The Other

Side of the Street

IT IS altogether admirable that an FCC commissioner should
make a special trip to New York, as did FCC Comr. Robert E.
Lee, to learn something about the advertising side of broadcasting.
As he explains in the exclusive interview in this issue (page 35),
Mr. Lee is now familiar with some of the rudiments of timebuying.
He now has a broader understanding of the business which he
helps to regulate than he had before his trip.
As we say, it is admirable that Mr. Lee, as an individual commissioner, should take it upon himself to expand his knowledge
of radio-tv. It is also regrettable that his trip was necessary. The
journey clearly illustrated how wide is the gap of understanding
between the government agency which regulates broadcasting and
the people who provide its financial support. We venture that some
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Drawn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid Hix
"Get some black coffee quick . . . she gives a talk on cooking with
rum in five minutes!"
other commissioners would find it possible to learn something from
similar contact with buyers of time.
Mr. Lee is not stupid. He has served on the FCC almost two
years, in the course of which much regulatory history has been
made. That an intelligent man could emerge from such an experience and still be unaware of the principles of broadcast advertising
is an indictment of Commission operations. In all the proceedings
which have come before the Commission during Mr. Lee's tenure
there was none to provide him with an insight into that most fundamental element of the radio-tv business — advertising.
It would be silly, of course, to advocate that the FCC call in
a panel of advertiser or agency representatives to help out with its
decisions. It is equally silly to think that the Commission can regulate with wisdom if it does not have at least a general understanding
of what the business is all about.
To be sure, the FCC has no right or authority to regulate the
rates or other business practices of broadcasting, and it should
never be given such jurisdiction. But the FCC would be able to
work better within its proper regulatory function if it had more
knowledge of all features of radio and tv. We suggest it would be
wise for all commissioners to seek informal exchanges of information with executives in the agency-advertiser field.
Jimmy Isn't Harping Any More
FORa single
monthsbroadcaster
now, not one
from the
Petrillo.
He his
hasn't
berated
for peep
blighting
lives of
bandsmen.
No newspaper cartoons, either, depicting him as the czar of the
musical realm blasting a sour note on his trusty trumpet.
The summer doldrums do not cause us to return the name of
James Caesar to these columns, after an inordinately long absence.
Maybe we're restive, and feel we should beat him to the punch.
While broadcasters haven't been hearing from Jimmy, the public
has. Tune in almost any time and, if you're listening to a network
band pickup, it's even money you'll hear a sign-off credit running
something like: "This musical program came to you through the
courtesy of the American Federation of Musicians, James C. Petrillo,causes
president." us to wonder why the credit line? Musicians are
Which
well paid — something like $242 per week for a 25-hour week.
(That leaves them time for other pursuits.) And under contracts
signed last year, the musicians get an automatic 10% pay boost
on Feb. 1, 1957.
Our point is that the networks have created bad precedent in
giving the AFL (and President Petrillo, himself, in person) such
recognition. What do Jimmy's well-paid musicians have that other
union minions do not? Isn't there danger of chain-reaction? We
shudder to think what might happen if all the unions (and their
heads) working in the broadcast field, asked for similar credits.
Neither Mr. Petrillo nor his AFM is performing for broadcasting
as a "courtesy." They are getting darn well-paid for minimum work.
They never had it so good.
Broadcasting
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WWD

in

WWDC

Washington,

has the second biggest audience

D.

C

in

Washington — 12 hours a day, 7 days a week!
At WWDC's

low rates, it's really first — on a

results-producing
from

basis. Get the whole

story

your John Blair & Co. man.
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a

rich

market...

and

the

that

combination

opens

it BEST!

You can open a safe (eventually) with a combination of hand tools — cold chisel, sledge
hammer, blow torch, and steel drill. But you
don't. Not when you have THE

combination!

That's how it is with the Central South — a rich
$2,713,371,000 market — more powerful in consumer spending power than the cities of Baltimore, Buffalo, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, or
Houston.
At first glance the Central South is an apparently
tough market for the time buyer to reach and
sell. It's an extended market composed largely
of small towns.
If you attempt to cover it with a combination of
another Nashville radio station plus small town
stations or with a combination of a Nashville
newspaper and small town papers, the cost is
three to fifteen times as high as WSM rates.
And TV viewers in this market represent less
than half the buying power of the Central South.
There is only one combination that opens this
rich market at a cost within the bounds of the
sensible advertising budget. That's WSM's
unique combination of power, talent, and
Specially tailored programming.
May
We

would

we prove this to you?

like to put into your hands a new brochure

about the Central South entitled "The Mystery Market"
It shows the relative costs of advertising in this market
for all major media.

We

believe it contains facts and figures

not found in the files of even the most experienced
time buyers. May

we send you a copy?

WSM

&

BOB COOPER, Sales Manager
NASHVILLE
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WHO-TV
HO -TV
^WHO-TV

IN THIS

ISSUE:
The

behind

facts

WHO-TV!

We

TV

lO-

^PJ

could write a book about the facts behind

WHO-TV — but from an advertising view-point,
it boils down to this.
As of March, 1954, the Iowa Radio-Television
Audience Survey showed that 56 out of every 100 Iowa
families owned television sets. Today we estimate
that WHO-TV's coverage area in Central Iowa has
well over 300,000 television sets — viewed by
566,300 city people, 545,100 rural people.
Ask your Free 8C Peters Colonel for all the
WHO-TV facts.

TH

year

NEWSWEEKLY
ADIO AND TV

Affiliate
7ree & Peters, Inc. National Representatives

WHO-TV
Channel 1 3 • Des Moines • NBC
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
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MEREDITH
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Radio
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The Katz Agency

SYRACUSE:

WHEN

Radio & WHEN-TV

The Katz Agency
The Katz Agency
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WOW
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John Blair & Co.
and Blair-TV
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TEXAS

NEW
FOR

HORIZONS

KRLD-TV,

DALLAS

Rising 1685 feet above average surrounding
terrain, KRLD-TV's new antenna pushes back
the horizon to include many miles of new area
and to bring many thousands of new Texas and
Oklahoma
viewers pattern.
within Channel 4's widening
effective coverage
Higher than the Washington Monument,
taller than the Empire State Building and dwarfing the Eiffel Tower, Texas' highest man-made
structure,
supporting
KRLD-TV's
antenna will
be completed
and transmission
operational
approximately November 1st.
KRLD-TV serves the Southwest's largest and
richest metropolitan market, Dallas and Fort
Worth and North Central Texas, with Columbia
Broadcasting System's network television
programs.
KRLD-TV is Dallas' only television station
operating on MAXIMUM POWER.
KRLD-TV has more viewers in Dallas and
Fort Worth combined in the cumulative hours
8:00 a.m. until 12:00 midnight, seven days a
week, than any other station.
— Pulse, April, 1955

The Times Herald Station
Owners and Operators of KRLD Radio, 50,000 Watts
The Branham Company, Exclusive Representative.
The BIGGEST

buy in the BIGGEST

Ckmnd 4,T)oMm
MAXIMUM
POWER

market in the BIGGEST

JOHN W. RUNYON
Chairman of the Board

State

CLYDE W. REMBERT
President
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ALL TO SPOT • Significant switch in advertising is being planned by Monsanto
Chemical Co. In about one-third of nation's markets, advertising budget for Monsanto's All washing machine detergent
will be diverted from newspapers to daytime tv. Twenty-second and minute announcements will be used in campaign,
which stacks up as direct gain for tv and
v direct loss for newspapers. Agency:
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
B«T
MBS hopes to attract eight national advertisers to underwrite super-quiz show
entitled Quarter Million Quiz, which will
start on network in October for half-hour at
noon and one hour in evening, 10-11 p.m.,
five days per week. Eight contestants
daily will compete for prize money, which
will be topped at $250,000. Advertisers
will be offered quarter-hour strips.
B»T
CBS COLOR COMING • CBS-TV expected to reveal its long-awaited color
plans next week. Revelation probably
will include announcement of striking engineering development that will enable network to transmit color from four separate studios on West Coast.
B«T
THAT plan to squeeze in several hundreds
vhf channels under present 170-mile separation rules [B*T, Aug. 8] has lighted
gleams in eyes of Washington attorneys
and engineers, both ways. One is vision of
deluge of hearings; other apathy on degrading big station coverage. "What's the
use of going up to maximum power and
antenna heights, if all we're going to be
allowed is 50-60 miles?" one engineer
commented. Attorneys agree that no
move can be made without rule-making;
whereas plan suggested it could be done
on case-by-case basis [B*T, Aug. 8].
B»T
U. S.-MEXICO RADIO • If accord is
reached on U. S. -Mexico radio allocations plan (and both sides appear optimistic), chances are formal signing will
occur in Mexico City before month's end.
Talks were recessed in Washington July
28 to allow clearance with respective governments on tentative accord reached.
B«T
U. S.-Mexican Plan provides: Recognition by U. S. of Mexican use of 540 kc
on primary basis along with Canada;
secondary use by Mexico of 660 kc
(WRCA New York), 830 kc (WCCO
Minneapolis), 760 kc (WJR Detroit) but
limited to 5 kw night with limitation of
50 microvolts at border; Mexico protects
all 24 U. S. clears, plus 1030 kc (WBZ
Boston) which becomes 1-A, and U. S. in
turn recognizes all eight Mexican clears.
Agreement would be for five years, superseding "gentleman's agreement," and
would complete U. S. understanding with

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

all other NARBA nations. Day timers
here would get increase in power from
1 to 5 kw except in areas adjacent to Mexican border, but would lose out on nighttime operation on Mexican clears. There
would be reciprocal boosts also for power
of regional and local stations, now limited
to 5 kw and 250 w respectively.
B»T
NEW 'MONITOR' BUSINESS • New
orders for NBC Radio's Monitor weekend
service, amounting to more than $200,000,
due to be announced by network sometime this week. Purchasers understood
to include Charles Antell Inc., Baltimore,
through Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore; J. B.
Williams Co. (shaving cream), Glastonbury, Conn., through J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York, and Scripto Inc. (pen
and pencils), Atlanta, through Donahue
& Coe, Atlanta. Purchase by Scripto said
to mark its entry into network radio.
B«T
NEW RESISTANCE is building up among
radio stations and representatives on project of NBC to extend Monitor from 40hour weekend to all-week basis, daytime
[At Deadline, Aug. 8]. One NBC-affiliated station head said plan would spell
end of national spot business, since advertiser can buy spot in Monitor from network on his station for $4 as against his
national spot rate of $40. " It's as serious
as that," he said.
B»T
DUMONT
SPIN TO PARAMOUNT?
Now that broadcast operations of DuMont
have been spun off into separate corporate
entity (story page 64) insiders predict that
if and when WABD (TV) New York and
WTTG (TV) Washington, remaining tv
stations of DuMont, are sold, they will go
to Paramount Pictures Corp. Latter owns
26% of DuMont, is sole owner of KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles, holds 80% of International Telemeter (subscription tv project).
Deal with DuMont Labs, it's thought, could
evolve from stock transactions. Price tag
on WABD reportedly is $5 million; for
WTTG, $3 million.
B»T
DUMONT plan to quit tv networking
(story page 64) is understood to be based
on feeling that film packaging will flourish in tv. DuMont Labs, which would
continue to own and operate Electronicam,
live-film camera system, under new corporate plan, is emphasizing potential of
that
operation
as compared with live networking.
B«T
HOP-SCOTCH SCHEDULING • General Mills, Minneapolis, is lining up availabilities for unusual schedule for as yet
unnamed product. To start mid-September, campaign will use radio spot announcements on Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays only; it'll cover total of 16 weeks,

circuit
but in four-week segments with intervening hiatuses rather than consecutively.
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, is
handling.
B»T
MAJOR radio-tv advertiser, Sterling Drug
Inc., is expected to be soundly slapped by
influential labor group for production in
England of U. S. tv commercials for
Bayer Aspirin, Phillips Milk of Magnesia,
Dr. Lyons Tooth Powder, Haley's M-O
and Energine. California State Theatrical
Federation, representing 67,000 members
of AFL entertainment industry guilds, is
to take action in convention at San Diego
today (Mon.). West Coast move by
AFL group is seen as springboard for
national battle by organized labor against
low cost production in foreign countries
of tv commercials to advertise American
products on American stations.
B«T
MORE RADIO FOR MILES? Miles Labs,
Elkhart, Ind., which was pioneer radio
success story but which has retrenched on
am side in recent months, is now considering schedule on Keystone Broadcasting
System. Miles currently has three network radio properties (all on NBC) and
little or no spot, and is spending about
70% of broadcast B»T
budget on tv.
LESTER W. SPILLANE, newly appointed
chief of FCC's Renewal and Transfer
Division, personally has assumed charge
of inquiry into pending exchange of Westinghouse's Philadelphia stations (WPTZ
[TV] and KYW) for NBC's Cleveland
stations (WNBK [TV] and WTAM) ordered by FCC following allegations of
"coercion." Mr. Spillane met last Tuesday with representatives of NBC and Westinghouse and left Wednesday for New York
to inspect flies at headquarters of both
companies on transaction whereby Westinghouse would receive $3,000,000 cash
in addition to exchange of properties.
Validity of charges of pressure also will
be inquired into by Mr. Spillane and
Robert D. J. Leahy of his division, also
assigned to case.
B»T
GITTINGER RETIRING • William C.
Gittinger, veteran CBS executive and for
past several years vice president and assistant to CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton,
retires Sept. 5 — second executive to do
so by recent CBS Inc. board action. Earl
C. Gammons, Washington vice president,
retires Sept. 1 but continues as consultant
in Washington.
B»T
REPORTS are current that definite move
to merge IBEW {AFL) and NABET
(formerly independent, now CIO) is underway and should be ratified by December. Only details remain to be ironed out,
says report.
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Radio-Tv Cover Connie;
Some Stations Off Air
ADIO and television networks were alerted
riday to provide all-out coverage of Hurricane
Connie, with all carrying news on regularlyscheduled newscasts and interrupting shows with
r'
bulletins.
Meanwhile, tempest-wracked North Carolina
stations in Wilmington and Morehead City
faced power failures early Friday, but whether
stations were operating with standby generators
or were forced off air could not be ascertained.
Regular communications services were unavailble. As of late Friday, no reports of damage
o radio or tv stations had been received.
New York, drenched with heaviest rain in
ears, was blanketed by network staffs for expected gale-force winds.
NBC-TV had its Cadillac "tv eye" standing
y for immediate assignment to any spot in
Tew York metropolitan area. Camera crews
were also stationed at Asbury Park, N. J., and
Atlantic Beach, L. I. NBC Radio's W. W.
Chaplin was standing by at Weather Bureau
eadquarters in Riverhead, L. I., from which
antage point he was to send live broadcasts
rom time to time. NBC Radio was using
eriodic reports from ■ affiliated stations all last
eek.
CBS-TV carried hurricane news on its regularly scheduled news shows. Stringers for network were on call to report effects of storm
'n areas where hardest blow was expected.
CBS Radio presented special program, "Humane Report," Friday (5:15-5:30 p.m., EDT),
and planned spot coverage in accordance with
developments.
DuMont carried hurricane news on regularlyscheduled shows and bulletins when required,
n event storm hit New York area directly, netork's New York outlet planned half-hour eveConcentrated Campaign
Planned by Bulova Watch
BULOVA Watch Co. will introduce Oct. 19
its newest watch, "La Petite," for which most
oncentrated advertising campaign in firm's
history will be used, according to John H. Ballard, Bulova president.
More than 275 radio and tv stations will
start campaign simultaneously on evening of
Oct. 19 with barrage of 20-second spots. In
addition, Bulova jewelers throughout country
will break with series of radio, television and
newspaper ads. McCann-Erickson, N. Y., is
Bulova's agency.
Radio Set Sales Top 1 954;
Tv Retailing at New Peak
RETAIL sales of radios (auto sets not included) totaled 2,429,018 sets in first six months
of 1955 compared to 2,410,893 in same 1954
period, according to Radio - Electronics - Tv
Mfrs. Assn. Tv set sales in first half of
1955 totaled 3,202,995 receivers, setting new
high mark for first half of year since manufacture was started. Sales in first half of 1954
totaled 2,805,760 sets.
Sales of radio sets at retail in June (fiveTelecasting
Broadcasting

OPERA

deadline

INTEREST

SWISSAIR, New York, reports that inquiries Tor firm's European opera tour
have more than doubled as result of na• ' ' tionwide surge of opera interest credited
to $64,000 Question, Tuesdays, CBS-TV.
Knowledge of opera earned $32,000 and
$8,000, respectively, for contestants Gino
Prato and Barard McMichael. New stock
of opera tour folders had to be specially
re-printed to fill information demand,
SwissAir said.

ningMutual
telecastFriday
on "Operation
arranged Hurricane."
for special pickups
from North Carolina and Virginia and used
them on regular newscasts. Network alerted
its New York staff to provide special coverage.
ABC placed news staff on 24-hour standby
assignment.
Among North Carolina radio stations forced
off air were WMFD and WGNI, both Wilmington, and WMBL Morehead City. Whether these
were minor or extended interruptions could not
be learned.
WPTF Raleigh (see story page 29) stationed
Worth White, station promotion manager, at
amateur station in Raleigh tied into hurricane
amateur radio net of 50-60 hams. He broadcast
direct from Raleigh ham "shack." Mr. White
estimated WPTF had devoted more broadcast
time in three days on Hurricane Connie than it
had to any other disaster in its history.
At Washington National Airport, site of
Weather Bureau installation for Washington
area, Weather Bureau set up power and line
connections to accommodate tv coverage. It
also made special large letters on some of its
maps to aid legibility over tv.

week reporting month) totaled 421,387 sets
compared to 398,449 in May and 537,494 for
same month year ago. RETMA previously
reported that 3,661,416 auto radios had been
made in first half of year, 584,567 of them in
June. Few auto sets move in retail channels.
June tv set sales totaled 430,347 units compared to 416,908 in May and 351,885 in June
1954.
New

Re-Run

Plan Devised,

May Be Key to End Strike
PROSPECTS for settlement this week, possibly
Wednesday, of two-week-old nationwide strike
of 10,000 members of Screen Actors Guild
against producers of tv entertainment film appeared bright in Hollywood late Friday as negotiators announced they had reached formula
on re-run payments (early story page 101).
Formula not to be disclosed until approval by
board of SAG, Alliance of Television Film Producers and Assn. of Motion Picture Producers,
plus membership of SAG. Mass meeting of
SAG called Tuesday night at Hollywood Bowl.
Meanwhile, Warren Wade Productions, New
York, signed interim agreement with Screen
Actors.

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

100 RADIO MARKETS • Westinghouse Electric Corp. (refrigerators), Pittsburgh, using intensive two-week saturation radio spot announcement campaign Sept. 12-23. Frequency
of spots will vary from station to station, but
approximately 100
markets
will be used. McCan -Erickson, N.Y.,
is agency.
PETER PAUL SPREAD • Peter Paul Inc.
(Mounds and Almond Joy candy bars) planning
television spot announcement campaign which
will cover more than 100 markets before year
is out. About 40 markets will start Sept. 18.
Contract through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N. Y., is for 27 weeks.
BACK AGAIN • National Biscuit Co., N. Y.,
resuming its three quarter-hour transcribed
radio programs, Statesmen's Quartet, Mondays,
Wednesday and Fridays, in about 35 markets,
effective Sept. 18 for 13 weeks. Advertiser had
run 26 weeks preceding summer hiatus. McCan -Erickson, N. Y., is agency.
'COLOR SPREAD' SRO • NBC-TV's Color
Spread
reported "near
sell-out"
with 1956
only
four of series
80 participations
through
August
remaining unsold. Latest sponsor said to be
Lewis-Howe
(Turns). Program will be launched
Oct. 9.
MINUTE SPOTS e Bristol-Myers (Sal Hepatica), N. Y., through Young & Rubicam,
N. Y., planning 14-week spot announcement
campaign effective Sept. 12 in about 30 radio
markets. Early morning and early evening
will be used for one-minute spot schedule.
DYNAMICS ON TV • General Dynamics
Corp., N. Y., on behalf of its Electro-Dynamic
Electric Boat, Stromberg-Carlson, General
Atomic and Canadair Divs., started sponsorship yesterday (Sun.) of Youth Wants to Know
on NBC-TV (Sun., 2:30-3 p.m. EDT) for 13
weeks. Commercials will concentrate on public
service themes, such as advances in nuclear
medicine and engineering training for young
men. Agency: Morey, Humm & Johnstone, N.Y.
N. Y. Rally to Fete
House Red Hunters
STATEMENT issued last Friday by some 70
persons in professions, arts, business, clergy and
veterans' organizations urged public support
for House Un-American Activities Committee
hearings into Communist infiltration of entertainment industry, including radio-tv, which
open in New York today (Monday) (story
page 80). Signers of statement also will cosponsor rally today in Hotel New Yorker
for members of House committee. Other sponsor is Alliance Inc., anti-communist group in
New York.
Signers of statement, Alliance said, included
John T. Flynn, radio-tv commentator; Vincent
W. Hartnett, entertainment field consultant; Vinton J. Hayworth, actor; Victor Lasky, writer;
Burton Rascoe, tv critic; Godfrey P. Schmidt,
president, AWARE Inc.; Noble Sissle, president,
Negro actors Guild of America; George Sokolsky, radio-tv commentator-writer, and J. P. Ellis, identified only as in "advertising."
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TO
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Show
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Hook at these typical ARB figures for March, 1955, for example:
IN FLINT, 58 miles from downtown Detroit:
47% tune most to WJBK-TV before 6:00 P.M.
114% to 2nd Detroit station; 3% to 3rd Detroit station
48% tune most to WJBK-TV after 6:00 P.M.
14% to 2nd Detroit station; 3% to 3rd Detroit station
IN ANN

ARBOR, 40 miles from downtown Detroit:

26% tune most to WJBK-TV before 6:00 P.M.
18% to 2nd Detroit station; 13% to 3rd Detroit station
43% tune most to WJBK-TV after 6:00 P.M.
25% to 2nd Detroit station; 8% to 3rd Detroit station

There's a lot more to the "Detroit Television Market" than just
Detroit alone! More than 800,000 TV homes out of 1,590,000 are
outside Wayne County. For real area coverage, you need the
station that's most welcome
Detroit .r. WJBK-TV.

in those homes, as well as in

Success, story after success story in our files show the far-reaching
selling power of WJBK-TV's top CBS and local programming,
1,057-foot tower and 100,000 watt maximum power. We'd
welcome a chance to do a selling job for you in this multi-million
dollar Michigan market.

Natio lly
CHANNEL

2
DETROIT

by THt KATZReprei
At JOtei
National Sales Dire! r,
TOM MARKER
1 1 8 E. 57th, New Yo T<
ELDORADO 5-769

PEOPLE

at

CROSBY,

BROWN,

FETZER

deadline

NEGOTIATE

TO BUY KFEQ-AM-TV
ST. JOSEPH, MO.
would be $200,000 down, with balance over
NEGOTIATIONS for sale of KFEQ-AM-TV
St. Joseph, Mo., for $635,000 to group including five-year period. Transaction being handled by
Robert Grant of Kidder Peabody & Co., ChiBing Crosby; Kenyon Brown, KWFT-AM-TV
Wichita Falls, Tex.; John.E. Fetzer, president
cago, with Paul O'Bryan of Dow, Lohnes &
of Fetzer Broadcasting Co., and George Cole- Albertson, Washington attorney, acting for purman, president, First National Bank of Miami,
chasers, and Samuel Slaughter of Pierson, Ball
Okla., in final stages last Friday. Seller is Bar- & Dowd, for KFEQ Inc. KFEQ-TV operates on
ton Pitts, owner of St. Joseph News & Gazette,
who wants to retire from station operation for ch. 2, with 52 kw visual, 26 kw aural, is CBSaffiliated, and has been on air since 1953.
health reasons.
Transaction contemplates $550,000 for sta- KFEQ, founded in 1923, operates on 680 kc,
tion properties, plus assumption of approxi- with 5 kw, is MBS affiliated. Both stations
are represented by Headley-Reed Co.
mately $185,000 long-term debt. Cash payment
Altoona

Sale to Triangle

Reported All But Signed
COMMITMENT on $3.6 million purchase
of WFBG-AM-TV Altoona, Pa., by Triangle
Publications Inc. [B»T, Aug. 8] confirmed Friday by Roger W. Clipp, general manager of
Philadelphia Inquirer stations (WFIL-AM-FMTV Philadelphia). Mr. Clipp said no papers
yet had been signed, but estimated that application for FCC approval to transfer would
be filed with Commission either late this week
or early next week. Triangle broadcast officials
met Thursday in Philadelphia to discuss acquisition (see page 88).
Theatre Group Makes Bid
For Low-Power Vhf
REQUEST that FCC amend tv allocations to
add ch. 8 to Elk City, Okla., was made Friday
by Video Independent Theatres Inc., which
said it would apply for low-power vhf operation
if petition is granted. Video Independent is
group of businessmen owning 140 theatres in
Oklahoma and Texas. Principal owner is
Henry S. Griffing who has 12% interest in
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City.
Video Independent asked that ch. 8 be assigned to Elk City by deleting it from Woodward and adding ch. 35 to the latter city. It
pointed out no applications are pending at either
city and the switch would meet separation requirements. Population of Beckham County
(Elk City) is 21,627, while that of Woodward
County is 14,383, Video Independent stated.
WRAL Hits De-Intermixture
WRAL Raleigh, N. C, holder of FCC examiner's initial decision favoring it for ch. 5
there, Friday opposed de-intermixture petition
of ch. 28 WNAO-TV Raleigh, which asked that
ch. 5 be switched from Raleigh to Rocky Mount
[B«T, Aug. 8]. WRAL told FCC ch. 5 at Rocky
Mount would put almost Grade A service in
Raleigh and Grade B service would encompass
practically
all, iffurther
not all, stated
of WNAO-TV's
area. WRAL
that ch. service
11 at
Durham (WTVD [TV]) would still give excelservice throughout all of WNAO-TV's
servicelentarea.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

SAFE

DEPOSIT

AMERICAN Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres Inc., ABC parent, has no complaints about its 35% investment in $17
million Disneyland amusement park at
Anaheim, Calif. Unofficial report is first
three-week Disneyland gross (not including food) tops $1 million.
NBC Can Play Coast to Coast
NBC announced agreement Friday with American Federation of Musicians, Local 47, Hollywood, to use
network's staff orchestera
both
radio and
tv transcontinental
commercial onshows
provided the house musicians are increased
from present 19 to total of 43. It was reported
same plan will be offered ABC, CBS and
Mutual. Previously, staff musicians could play
only for local and regional shows. Musicians
are assured of steady employment and NBC expects long-range savings for it and sponsors,
network explained.
Huntington Relay Granted
FCC Friday granted permit to AT&T (Long
Lines Dept.) for frequency and transmitter to
provide tv network service to WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va., due to begin operations Sept.
15. AT&T transmitter will be located at Skyhigh, W. Va., point on Columbus, OhioCharleston, W. Va., relay. This will be second
AT&T radio channel from Skyhigh to Huntington. Other station in Huntington is WSAZTV (ch. 3), affiliated with NBC. Ch. 13
WHTN-TV will be affiliated with ABC.
UPCOMING
Aug. 14-Sept. 3: National Assn. of Education Broadcasters television producCity. tion workshop, State U. of Iowa, Iowa
Aug. 15-18: AIEE Pacific General Meeting, Finelen Hotel, Butte, Mont.
Aug. 20-21: Arkansas Broadcasters
Assn., Hotel Marion, Little Rock.
For other Upcomings See page 117.

JAMES R. BLOCKI, assistant product advertising manager, Kraft Foods Co., promoted to
manager of advertising services, according to
Tad tion
leffrey,
manager.Kraft advertising and sales promoJOHN J. CARTER, in charge of sales development and promotion for Adam Young Inc.,
joins promotion department, television division
of Edward Petry & Co., N. Y., today (Mon.).
Mr. Carter joined Young in 1946.
CHARLES ROBBINS, vice president, Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Co., appointed to similar
post at Sonora Radio & Television Corp., Chicago.
CORWIN NUSBAUM, formerly account executive at WSJV (TV) Elkhart, Ind., and TED
VERNASCO, formerly sales manager, WHFB
Benton Harbor, Mich., to WNDU-TV Notre
Dame, Ind., as account executives.
RUSSELL M. HART appointed manager of
midwest public relations office, Ford Motor Co.
He succeeds C. GAYLE WARNOCK, who
becomes
public relations
manager Mich.
of Ford's
Special Products
Div. at Dearborn,
Research Expert Named
Ass't to CBS President
GERHART D. WIEBE, research expert with
CBS since 1942, has been named assistant to
CBS President Frank Stanton, Mr. Stanton was
to announce today (Mon.). Dr. Wiebe has
been research psychologist at CBS Radio since
1946. He joined CBS's research department
after having been research associate in Bureau
of Educational Research at Ohio State U.
Author of numerous articles in professional
and trade journals and of chapter on mass
communications in textbook Fundamentals of
Social Psychology, by Hartley & Hartley, Dr.
Wiebe was member (1943-46) of armed forces
as psychologist. He is president-elect of American Assn. for Public Opinion Research and
member of American Psychological Assn. and
New York State Psychological Assn. He holds
M.A. and PhD. degrees from OSU.
Cox Appointed Chairman
Of NARTB Fm Committee
H QUENTON COX, KQFM (FM) Portland,
Ore., was named chairman of NARTB Fm
Committee for 1955 as President Harold E.
Fellows began setting up committee structure
for year. Committee will hold its first meeting Aug. 25 at Palmer House, Chicago. John
F. Meagher, NARTB radio vice president, will
attend meeting.
Committee members besides Chairman Cox
are Donald deNeuf, Rural Radio Network,
Ithaca, N. Y.; Raymond Green, WFLN (FM)
Philadelphia; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY-FM Decatur, 111.; Henry W. Slavick, WMCF (FM)
Memphis; Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington; George J. Volger, KWPC-FM Muscatine,
Iowa; Edward A. Wheeler, WEAW-FM Evanston, 111.
Stanton Sells Some Stock
FRANK STANTON, president of CBS Inc.,
sold 30,000 shares of CBS Class A stock July
7, Securities & Exchange Commission records
showed Friday. This stock opened that day at
281/2, which was also day's high, and closed at
27, day's low. Report showed Dr. Stanton
held 104,058 Class A shares after completing
July 7 sale. His holdings of Class B stock were
not indicated.
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in brief

STATIONS PREPARE FOR CONNIE
Towers are checked, alternate power
supplies readied and listeners warned
as broadcasters face new hurricane
season with vivid memories of 1954' s
Carol, Edna and Hazel
27
LOCAL RADIO BILLING NEW HIGH
Time sales to local advertisers may
top $390 million this year, 12% better than last year's record mark, RAB
survey discloses
29
FIVE TOP ACCOUNTS CHANGE
Billings totaling $8 million a year are
shifted as Nehi, Murine, International
Salt, Hamilton Watch and Crosley
radio-tv sets name new agencies. .32
IS TV FILM A BY-PRODUCT?
Frederic W. Ziv, major radio and tv
program producer, charges major motion picture producers see video films
as chance to advertise theatrical pictures at expense of sponsors and stations 44
TV TO GET FRENCH PLAYS
Joseph Kaufman acquires television
rights to 104 French plays, plans to
spend more than $15 million to turn
them into hour and 90-minute tv color
films
..48
TOP FILM SHOWS IN 10 CITIES
July's top-rated syndicated film shows
in 10 representative major markets,
compiled monthly for B»T by American Research Bureau
51
GOOD STILLS ARE GOOD TV
Photographer with good 35mm camera
can get places — and pictures — beyond
reach of man loaded down with motion picture equipment, says William
Winter of KPIX (TV) San Francisco 52
DUMONT DIVISION
Broadcasting activities will be separated from electronic research and
manufacturing into new corporation,
DuMont Broadcasting Corp., if stockholders approve president's proposal
64

ACCENTUATE

THE POSITIVE

That's first step in improving tv's kid
shows,
NBC's Children's
Programaccording
Review toCommittee,
whose
12-point plan also calls for better
balance, more teen-age shows
66
CBS RADIO MEETING
Second annual gathering of CBS radio
affiliates to be held Sept. 13-14 in Detroit, will hear CBS Inc. President
Frank Stanton, CBS Radio President
Arthur Hayes
70
'HOME' SERVES HOMEMAKERS
Survey shows NBC-TV program, at
end of first year, second only to Better
Homes & Gardens magazine as source
of homemaking ideas for city housewives 74
RED TALENT PROBE STARTING
House subcommittee's investigation of
communist influence on radio, television and other entertainment areas
opens in New York today; AFTRA
votes to penalize members refusing to
testify on party membership 80
MIAMI INITIAL DECISION ATTACKED
American Civil Liberties Union
charges ch. 7 grant to Biscayne Television Corp. would violate FCC's
policy of favoring diversification of
mass media
82
LICENSE SUSPENSIONS URGED
FCC counsel recommends suspension
of licenses for KEAR San Mateo,
Calif., engineers alleged to have tampered with equipment at time of
strike
84
MORE BOOSTERS AND SATELLITES
Tv station operators and equipment
manufacturers striving to expand station coverage and improve service to
remote or shadow-bound set-owners;
clash with community tv operations
foreseen
84
CBS INC. NET RISES
Chairman William S. Paley reports
first half of 1955 showed consolidated
net income of CBS Inc. 22.2% ahead
of like period of last year
103

departments
Advertisers & Agencies
At Deadline
Closed Circuit
Colorcasting
Editorial
Education
Film
For the Record
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When you buy KTBC-TV, (Ch. 7) Austin)"
Texas ... and KANG-TV, (Ch. 34) Waco, Texas
. . . you are covering the rich Central Texas area
like a blanket. Call our National Rep. . . . The
Paul H. Raymer Co., Inc.
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IN REVIEW
CAPITAL TYPES #8

A ROOM

IN PARIS

THE usually high level of dramatic presentation
carried on Television Playhouse, NBC-TV's
Sunday evening hour-long dramatic series sponsored alternately by Philco and Goodyear, was
far from attained Aug. 7.
The all-too obvious plot was a major shortcoming to the telecast. Here is a young American in Paris, ostensibly to study art but actually
spending most of his time in Left Bank bistros
and showing very little talent when he does
work at his easel. Here, for contrast with the
dreamy pretentions of the would-be artist, is a
practical, down-to-earth American girl, a U. S.
government employe in Paris.
She urges him to give up his artistic ambitions and to go back to the States for a more
prosaic (but presumably more profitable)
career in business. He resists, but at length

THE INSIDE DOPE

Maguire and Cassavetes

First cousin of The Unimpeachable Source; easily
identified by a faint
pallor. Small tipper.

faces the truth that he has no talent and prepares to leave his dreams behind when he leaves
the room in his beloved Paris.
To the main role of the young artist, John
Cassavetes gave a flesh-and-blood credibility
such as has distinguished many of his tv performances. Kathleen Maguire, Caprice Chantal
and Al Markins portrayed the main supporting
roles in commendable fashion. But even their
efforts could not bring the story to life.
Production Cost: Approximately $21,000.
Sponsored by the Philco Corp. through
Hutchins Adv. on NBC-TV, alternate Sundays, 9-10 p.m.. EDT.
Teleplay by: Peggy Mann.
In Cast: John Cassavetes, Kathleen Maguire,
Caprice Chantal, and A I Markins.
Producer: Gordon Duff.
Director: Paul hammers.
Original Song: "A Room in Paris" by Kramer,
Whitney & Mann.

Among

insiders in Washington, the Word is that

you can't go wrong on WTOP
Radio. WTOP has (1) the
largest average share
of audience (2) the most
quarter-hour wins (3)
Washington's most popular
local personalities and
(4) ten times the power
of any other radio station. For the inside story
of what WTOP can do for
you, jus t put in a call for
Washington's top station.
WTOP
RADIO
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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FIRST STEP INTO

SPACE

IN the not too long ago we were told that this
was going to be the air age. Then came the
word, this was going to the electronics age.
Came Hiroshima and it was obvious that this
was going to be the atomic age. But in the last
few weeks we adults have caught up to our
progeny— this is really going to be the space age.
Two Saturdays ago, NBC-TV dipped into the
whys and wherefores of the space age and for
a half-hour did a fairly creditable job. It showed
how the scientists and technicians were preparing for the earth satellite announced by the
U. S.— and the U. S. S. R,
Possibly the most inspiring part of the half-

hour was the concluding remark of Dr. Athelstan F. Spilhaus, who will design the satellite.
The interdependence of this world of ours was
never more clearly indicated than by Dr. Spilhaus' sincere exposition that scientists in all
countries must lend their skills for the success
of this super Jules Verne project.
But the best part was the segment devoted to
the reception of the simulated telemetered signals from the satellite. The hum of the composite tones which will reveal some of the awesome secrets of outer space could be the harmonic counterpoint to a new world symphony.
The only drawback to these "Sunday supplement" looks into the future is the complexity of
the whole operation. Each aspect of something
like space exploration probably could be a
documentary in itself.
We can blithely talk of cosmic rays, gravitational minuses and the other esoteric subjects
of space adventure, but until the whole basic
story becomes as familiar to all of us as — let us
say — flight, the hurried stabs at explanation
made by electronic or other journalism will
fail to get across.
Production Costs: Approximately $24,000.
Sustaining by NBC-TV, Sat., Aug. 6, 8-8:30
p.m. EDT.
Featured
Participants: Dr. Athelstan F. Spilhaus, leading physicist and engineer; Cornelius Ryan, reporter and co-author of space
travel
host of engineering
NBC-TV's
"Home"book;
show;Hugh
Dr. Downs,
Hines Haber,
professor, U. of Calif., and researcher on
human mind and body in space travel; Herbert Kaplow, NBC newsman from Washington who did remote from Wright-Patterson
Field, Dayton, Ohio, and Sen. Henry M.
Jackson (D-Wash.), on film.
Producer: Reuven Frank; writers: Reuven Frank
and Paul Cunningham; director: John Goetz;
unit manager: Ed Faught; managing editor:
John Lynch; designers: Otis Riggs and Ed
Wittstein.
INTO THE NIGHT
A NICELY conceived, expertly written, tightly
produced and excitingly performed melodrama
was the July 31 offering of the General Electric Theatre, Sunday series on CBS-TV. As
slick as a Saturday Evening Post story, with a
highly satisfying surprise ending that turned
failure to victory in time's nick, the program
provided a fine half-hour of entertainment.
The plot was of the it-might-happen-to-you
variety, giving viewers ample opportunity to
identify themselves with Eddie Albert and Ruth
Roman as the young couple who, along with
their car, were abducted by a pair of killers
trying to make a getaway. They were properly
scared at first, then as the tension mounted,
made all the appropriate moves to get themselves out of their predicament, only to find
that the chief thug, brutally portrayed by Dane
Clark, was thinking faster and better than they.
His final come-uppance came only because an
old farmer thought faster than all of them.
Written, directed and acted so as to accentuate the suspense, "Into the Night" made no
pretense at being anything other than a very
good thriller, but that it certainly was.
Production Costs: Approximately $38,000.
Sponsored by General Electric Co. through
BBDO on CBS-TV, Sun., 9-9:30 p.m. EDT.
Stars: Ruth Roman as Helen Mattson; Eddie
Albert as Paul Mattson; and Dane Clark as
Smiley Sanson.
Director: Jacques Parneur; asst. director: Jack
Corrick; program supv.: Ronald Regan; editorial supv.: Richard G. Wrey; written by
Charles Hoffman.
Broadcasting
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by far with television viewers, KLZ-TV

is aga
in

acclaimed

first in Denver,

morning,

you look at it — KLZ-TV

afternoon and

is Denver's

night. Any

best television

way you look at it — any time

BUY

For the fourth straight time this year, nationally recognized television audience surveys show KLZ-TV as Denver's undisputed television leader! (Telepulse, January;
American Research Bureau, January and April and
now, the BEST YET, the June Telepulse.)
KLZ-TV

leads MORNING— AFTERNOON

AND

NIGHT — seven days a week! The TV sets
on the right show the way Denver viewers
divide their television viewing*.
According

to the June Telepulse, KLZ-TV

has:

• 7 of the top 10 programs
• 8 of the top 10 multiweekly

programs

• Highest

rated

news,

•

Highest

rated

local kids program

• Highest

rated

afternoon

•

Three

times

more

weather,

sports

movie

half-hour

program firsts and quarter-hour
firsts than all other
Denver

TV

stations

combined

• Highest rated Monday thru Friday
late movie, competitive with other
channels
More people watch Channel 7 more of the time than
all other Denver TV stations combined.
SEE YOUR

KATZ

MAN

TODAY.

SELL your product on KLZ-TV!
P.S. Ask to see the ratings on "Starr Yelland Matinee" and "The
Dick Lewis Late Show.'1''
Represented nationally by The Katz Agency
TV
KLZ

Channel

DENVER

*All stations do not broadcast for these complete periods

ine

wcmei-wise
advise

WSJV-TV

to

1

SOUTH

Jeremy D. Sprague, Timebuyer
Cunningham & Walsh, New York

less

sell

the

f

BEND

MARKETClass "A" time rate comparison
of South Bend area stations
Time
1 hour
Vi hour
5 min.
Effective
Radiated
Power

WSJV
$300.00
$180.00
$ 90.00
250,000
watts

Station B Station C
$500.00
$300.00
$125.00
185,000
watts

$400.00
$240.00
$100.00
204,000
watts

America's 5th richest market*
Average per family income in the
South Bend Market is $6,923.00 —
ranking it first in Indiana and fifth
highest in the nation.
^Source: 7 955 Sales Management Survey of Buying Power

WSJV-TV

JOHN F. DILLE, Jr., President
PAUL C. BRINES, Genera) Manager
Your Growth Network Station
Serving
South Bend- Elkhart
Northern Indiana
Southern Michigan
For availabilities see your
H-R
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MIKE

Lee on Madison Ave.
EDITOR:
Having absolutely nothing to do with tv,
except watching it now and then, I couldn't help
but add an "Amen" to B»T's editorial on Comr.
Robert E. Lee's trip to New York [B»T, Aug.
8]. I carefully read the interview with Lee also
[B»T, Aug. 8]. His obvious efforts to become
more acquainted with the problems of the industry are refreshing.
My hat's off to Comr. Robert E. Lee, and
to B»T for doing a bang-up job of reporting
and commenting on his efforts.
George Gothberg, Pres.
WFPA Fort Payne, Ala.
EDITOR:
My congratulations to FCC Comr. Robert
E. Lee for taking time out from his daily routine to discover how television advertisers spend
their money and what they expect in return.
A better understanding of the thinking of
those who finance our broadcasting system
would, I believe, ease the path of the FCC on
many
tion. problems such as the current uhf ques-

IP

pay

OPEN

EDITOR:
... I was delighted to find a most unusual
response to our interview [B»T, Aug. 8] not
only from the broadcasting industry, but from
the advertisers as well. I received quite a number of calls and letters, which are gratifying to
me, as I know they will be to you.
Robert E. Lee
FCC Commissioner
Washington, D. C.
Sen. Mundt on Hearing Coverage
EDITOR:
In reading the Aug. 1 issue of B«T, I find,
on page 82, your interesting article entitled
"Mundt Warns Tv Newsmen Against Slanting
In the concluding paragraph of that article,
Coverage."
you quote portions of a wire sent me by Chairman Larry Racies of the Radio-Newsreel Television Working Press board, but apparently Mr.
Racies did not make available to you my letter
in reply to his telegram. ... ■
Apparently Mr. Racies objects — as he has a
perfect right to do — to the differentiation I
make between the so-called "live coverage"
[of Congressional hearings] by radio and television as compared with the use of selected
passages of the testimony. Let me make it clear
that I do not object to a coverage which results
in the use only of selected passages, but the
statement mentioned in your magazine refers
to the fact that, in my opinion, tv and radio
reporters assume a definite obligation of fairness and objectivity in utilizing such selected
passages if they are not to jeopardize this whole
business of admitting radio and television to
the committee room.
Parenthetically, let me say that I have no
fault to find in any way with the radio-television
coverage of the so-called Talbott hearings which
were underway when I sounded this friendly
note of "warning." In other hearings in which
I have been a participant, on occasion, I have
felt that there was something lacking in the
radio-tv coverage given as certain commentators utilized selected passages.
Because I desire to see tv and radio firmly
established as acceptable media for the coverage of our Congressional hearings, I believed
I served the fraternity in a friendly manner in

sounding the warning that I did. Certainly,
nothing would contribute as directly toward the
goal of those desiring to shut the doors of the
committee rooms against radio and tv as evidence that such coverage resulted in misinformation to the public or that it became a vehicle of
propagandizing for one point of view or another.
Live coverage, of course, which gives full
treatment to a Congressional activity obviates
all such difficulties, but I recognize that it is frequently too expensive to be practical. It is for
that reason that I continue to hope that radio
and tv will, by its performance, justify the confidence of those of us in public life who have
been advocating that this coverage has as much
right to the committee room as the still cameramen or members of the press. A record of objective, unprejudiced, and well balanced use of
selected passages by radio and tv coverage will
mightily strengthen the hands of those of us
opposing the efforts of some to rule out tv and
radio coverage of committee hearings. . . .
Karl E. Mundt (R.-S. D.)
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.
Keeping Informed
EDITOR:
All I'll need during the many months when
my family and I are in Europe to keep informed are B»T and the Wall Street Journal.
So, please send my subscription % Berlitz, Lausanne, Switzerland, until further notice.
Charles Wilds
{Formerly, Chief Timebuyer
N. W. Ayer & Son, New York)
Topsy-Turvy Tower
EDITOR:

Thanks for your
very nice comments
about our experimental lighting and
marking
here at
WHAS.

We were a little
nonplussed ourselves
in trying to figure
out how to get our
beacons at the altitude shown in the
photograph, as I
fear that your makeRIGHT SIDE UP
up man inadvertently turned the picture upside down.
O. W. Towner, Dir. of Engineering
WHAS Louisville, Ky.
Fifth Amendment
EDITOR:

Invokers

Your editorial ["On Stage: Real Life"] in
the July 25th issue of B*T contends that individuals employed in the broadcasting industry
should be discharged (or prospective employes
should not be hired) if they make use of the
protection provided by the Fifth Amendment to
the Constitution of the United States. I feel
compelled, on ethical rather than legal grounds,
to dissent strongly from this view. But first it
should be emphasized that the subsequent comment is solely my personal, individual view.
It has long been a basic legal principle in
our concept of democracy that a man is presumed innocent until proven guilty. In arriving
at a decision on an alleged crime, our Constitution provides the accused with a number of
safeguards designed to insure a fair hearing of
Broadcasting • Telecasting

oma^

Oklah

Jf?*' In color or monochrome . . . WKY-TV's proven leadership in coverage, penetration and audience acceptance in the large area of Oklahoma which it serves, assures the advertiser of a maximum audience
for his sales promotion "picture."
Now in its 7th year of progressive operation, WKY-TV is years ahead
in technical and production know-how in black and white TV . . . and
leads the nation in accumulated color TV experience!
Contact your Katz representative for" the latest Pulse and A.R.B.
evidence of WKY-TV's rating dominance . . . and while you're at it,
ask him about the Oklahoma SALES-SUCGESS of satisfied clients who
are enjoying the beautiful "sales picture" WKY-TV paints for them!
Owned and operated by THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING COMPANY: The Doily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City Times, The Farmer-Stockmon, WKY, WSFA, & WSFA-TV
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
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the case. Among these protections is the individual's personal right to refuse to testify on
the grounds that he may tend to incriminate
himself. . . .
For an employer to adopt the view advocated
by the editor of B»T would probably entail no
legal violation (assuming the apparent absence
of a relevant law, and the lack of any desire
to enforce it). No man under our judicial system has a constitutionally-founded, property
right in his job. But it is not sufficient when
promoting a course of social action to argue
that
action
just because guarantee.
it doesn't
violatetheany
law isor proper
any constitutional
It should be equitable and sensible to at least
some reasonable people.
This is especially true when the course of
action
may seriously
impair
an individual's
future opportunity
to earn
a decent
living and,
most important, to live in peace with himself,
his family, and his community. To contend that
because a man invokes a constitutional privilege he should automatically lose his job, and
with it much of his future, just doesn't square
with what, at least to my way of thinking, is a
fair standard of judgment. . . .
I can see nothing but arbitrary unfairness in
B»T's view that solely beause an individual
makes use of his rights under the Constitution
he should be fired or never even considered in
the selection of new employes.
Harold G. Ross
Takoma Parle, Md.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
B^T's
editorial
was of
in the
no
sense a general
denial
of the
protection
Fifth Amendment. It dealt specifically and exclusively with the proposal of the American
Federation
Television"*
disciplinary ofaction
"againstRadio
any Artists
memberto take
who
refused to tell the committee [Un-American
Activities Committee] whether he is or was a
Communist." B-T stands by its editorial comment that
"only the
scatter-brained
the disloyal
will refuse
to answer
so basic ora question
on party ties. Neither should have access to
camera or microphone."]
Error Makes Hit
EDITOR:
We have discovered, entirely by accident, a
new way to get unusually high readership for
testimonial letters used as promotion pieces.
A letter from one of our clients, Gitchell
Transfer & Storage, reminded us that his contract was expiring and he would like a salesman to call and get it renewed for another
year. We thought the letter was worth using as
a mail piece, so had it reproduced with the
idea of attaching an explanatory note to one
corner.
Through oversight the explanatory note was
left off with the result that recipients thought
they had received a missent letter. Dozens were
mailed back to us and our phone rang constantly with people telling us they had a letter which
we should know about right away. . . . There
is no doubt in our minds that readership was
double or triple what it would have been had
we not erred. . . .
L. O. Fitzgibbons, Gen. Mgr.
WRRR Rockford, III.
British Tv Sets
EDITOR:

Full Time
more

than

for
30 years

John J. Dixon
H-R
Gen. Mgr. N'at'l. Reps.
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I found Clair McCollough's interview about
commercial tv in Britain [B*T, July 25] extremely interesting. I think, however, that Mr.
McCollough inadvertently misled a great many
of your readers in his reference to the 150,000
to 300,000 tv sets that are expected to be able
to pick up the ITA programs when commercial television begins in the London area in
September. Mr. McCollough says he believes
"that the type of program the BBC has been
transmitting just doesn't have enough mass ap-

peal to make most people feel that a tv set
is a worthwhile investment." What he fails to
say is that there are 4,500,000 tv sets in Britain
only.
to receive BBC programs and BBC programs
Incidentally, it is only fair also to say that
installment buying of tv sets is not frowned
upon in principle in Britain, but there has been
of late in all installment buying an increase in
the percentage of down payment and a decrease
in the period of time over which payment is
made. This has been done to combat inflation
and for no other reason.
Charles H. Campbell, Director
British Information Services
Washington, D. C.
[EDITOR'S
emphasized
that
his set NOTE:
figures Mr.
wereMcCollough
for the London
area
only, not for all Britain. The feeling that a tv
set is a luxury and that people should not be encouraged to buy them on time payments was expres ed to Mr. McCullough by a number of bankers and business men, he reported. He commented: "I was astounded how strongly certain
men
about 'hire-purchase'
more felt
surprised
how little they buying
hesitatedandtoeven
say
so."]
Good References
EDITOR:
I have felt extremely flattered this past week
because of the swell article in your fine magazine [Our Respects, July 25]. You might be
interested to know that every call I had from
network and agency people in New York and
Chicago . . . have all made reference, by way
of congratulations in one form or another, to
the article. So your magazine certainly gets
around, as I am sure you know . . .
J. M. Baisch, Gen. Mgr.
WREX-TV Rockford, III.
Tv Farm Census
EDITOR:
We at WSJV Television would greatly appreciate receiving the data on the number of
farms with television sets in October-November
1954 from the U. S. Census of Agriculture for
both the states of Indiana and Michigan. Your
cooperation in sending us this information as
soon as possible will be very much appreciated.
John J. Keenan, Com. Mgr.
WSJV (TV) Elkhart, Ind.
EDITOR:
. . . Can we get from you the figures covering
the states of Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky, or
will you let us know from where these figures
can be obtained as they are completed?
Lili Lambert, Prom. Mgr.
WKRC-TV Cincinnati, Ohio
(EDITOR'S
NOTE: The
Bureau iscounties
releasing its agricultural
dataCensus
as individual
are completed. B*T carries county data for each
state able.asIn this
soonissue
as the
state and
figures
availare full
Montana
SouthareDakota.
Already
published:
Nevada
[B«T,
June
13];
Idaho,
Vermont and New Hampshire [B»T, July 25];
North Dakota and Utah [B«T, Aug. 1].)
A Listener's Fm Formula
EDITOR:
I cannot understand why any am stations
that do not promote their fm services complain about the situation their fm station is in.
It seems that the networks and some of the
independents would rather lose money on their
fm operation than promote it via the am station or other sources. It's about time for a
change if they are ever to make a success of
their fm operation . . .
Howard S chock
(An fm listener)
Morris, III.
Broadcasting
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LA.

THE GUIDING FORCES at CBS Inc. are pinning their hopes on Henry C. Bonfig to steer
CBS-Columbia, television and radio set manufacturing division, to a position of contention
among manufacturers, and perhaps cut down
the commanding lead that has been gained by
RCA and other "goliaths" of the industry.
It is no secret that CBS-Columbia has not
lived up to the promises envisaged by CBS Inc.
at the time the corporation expanded into the
radio-television set business some four years
ago. In tapping Mr. Bonfig for the post of
president of CBS-Columbia this past June, the
corporation's chieftains served notice on the
rest of the industry that they expected this veteran of 35 years in the radio-television and
"white goods" business to strengthen CBS-Columbia's position substantially in preparation
for the advent of mass color television.
There are few executives who can point to
the solid background that "Bonnie," as his
industry friends call him, has acquired over the
past 35 years. He was vice president and general manager of Sterling Radio, Kansas City,
one of the nation's pioneer radio distributors,
from 1920 until 1930; vice president and director of Bill Grunow's old General Household
Utilities Corp., Chicago, "white goods" and radio distributor, from 1930-35; commercial vice
president of the RCA Victor Division, 1935-44;
and vice president and director of sales for the
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, from 1944 to
June 1955, when he was appointed to his post
at CBS-Columbia.
Henry Carl Bonfig was born in St. Louis,
Mo., on Sept. 25, 1896. He attended Washington U. of St. Louis for several years, and
then served in World War I as a regimental
sergeant major in the Adjutant General's Corps.
He worked briefly as a salesman for a piston
ring company in Kansas City — and then the
radio "bug" bit him.
Through a neighbor who owned a crystal set,
Mr. Bonfig became interested in radio. In 1920,
together with his brother-in-law, he formed
Sterling Radio as a distribution company. It
was inSterling
the growth
period from
of radio
the 1920's
that
expanded
its in
headquarters
in Kansas City to branch offices in Wichita and
Omaha.
Though CBS-Columbia's most troublesome
roadblock in the past has been an inadequate
distribution system, Mr. Bonfig feels that this
problem can be licked by initially stressing "a
good product," and adds:
"By improving our product and backing it
up with smart advertising and nimble merchandising, we expect to attract good distributors."
CBS-Columbia currently has 61 distributors,
but Mr. Bonfig acknowledges that some of them

are of the "secondary" type, and it is in this
group that he hopes to make improvement.
The company's attitude toward color tv, according to Mr. Bonfig, is one of "keeping the
powder dry." The company, he said, will be
ready to move rapidly once it is decided that
theIn time
is "ripe."
line with
many industry leaders, Mr. Bonfig
believes
that
in color
will not come untilthe
late"breakthrough"
1957 or early 1958.
He
estimates that 1957 will be "the year of transition" and 1958 the year that the average household begins to purchase color sets at a price
less than $500.
Until color "catches fire," Mr. Bonfig continued, black-and-white sets will continue to be
"the backbone" of the industry. He contends
that the outlook for black and white "will be
good
years toradio
come."
As for
an many
experienced
set merchandiser,
Mr. Bonfig believes that the radio market will
continue to be substantial, despite color television. His feeling is that the radio business
will be "good" for at least a limited number
of manufacturers for many years to come. And
he intends that CBS-Columbia obtain its share
of the market. In this direction, he plans an
expansion in the company's present line of
clock, table and portable radios.
Recently, Mr. Bonfig sent to CBS-Columbia
distributors a recording in which he enunciated
an overall statement of policy. In it, he stressed
that CBS-Columbia will accentuate design, development and production of quality television
receivers and radio receivers, and bolster its
distribution set-up. He added:
"There is no question that CBS-Columbia has
the opportunity today of joining the favored
coterie of manufacturers who represent the leading companies in the business. CBS Inc. has
built a foundation on which our company, its
distributors and dealers, in turn, can build a
name that will mean quality merchandise, prestige, industry position and profit for all concerned. The advantage of carrying a name that
is already a household word due to its eminence
in advertising is of incalculable value."
Mr. Bonfig has served on numerous electronics industry committees, and presently is a
director of the Radio-Electronics-Television
Manufacturers Assn. He is a member of the
Executives Club of Chicago, the Chicago Athletic Club, and Skokie Country Club, Glencoe,
HI. Mr. Bonfig likes to read all kinds of books,
fish, and participate in community affairs.
After a long tenure in the midwest, Mr.
Bonfig lives with his wife, the former Cordelia
Lee of Kansas City, in mid-Manhattan. Mrs.
Bonfig joined him recently after closing their
Winnetka, HI., home. They have three children.
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Tops in Every Way . . . that's Radio WOW
now proudly a basic CBS Radio affiliate.
Top WOW

.. .

personalities . . . great names like

"Jolly Joe" Martin . . . Connie Cook . . . Mai
Hansen . . . and Ray Clark . . . are eager to sell
your product!
Radio WOW is a top buy ... a must basic buy
in every national schedule!
Call your John Blair man today!

Frank P. Fogarty, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr. 0

Represented by John Blair & Co.

Affiliated with "Better Homes & Gardens" and "Successful Farming" Magazines.
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ALEX M.VICTOR
oh

all accounts

YOU have to make sense to sell.
That is the seven-word philosophy of Alex
M. Victor, the new director of the radio-tv department of the Francis D. Gonda Co., Los
Angeles advertising agency, who cites the industry'swhich
greatestneither
pitfall sells
as thenormediocre
commercial
makes sense.
He emphasized that to sell any prospect, you
must make him believe you, build his confidence
that the product will do for him what you tell
him it will do, show him his need for it and
spark himtelligent,
intoreasoned
satisfying
that need.approach
"The in-is
and reasonable
the way to do it," Mr. Victor said, adding, "we
call this the above-average approach."
And the success of the "above-average approach" for Gonda clients, Mr. Victor told
B*T,
proves
that messages
"a sensible
presentation
of
their commercial
is paying
off in big

380 Madison Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.
Oxford 7-3120
James Alspaugh, Mgr.
155 Montgomery Street
San Francisco, California
YUKon 2-5701
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35 E. Wacker Drive
Chicago 1 , Illinois
RAndolph 6-6431

Clarke R. Brown, Mgr.
452 Rio Grande National Bldg.
Dallas, Texas
Randolph 5149
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Harold Lindley, Vice Pres.
6253 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood 28, California.
Hollywood 2-6453 '
Bill McRae, Mgr.
Jack Lee, Mgr.
101 Marietta Street Building 520 Lovett Boulevard
Room No. ID
Atlanta, Georgia
Houston, Texas
Cypress 7797
Justin 1601

Buying time and planning the national and
dividends."
local
advertising for several accounts new to
radio and tv, Mr. Victor has opportunity to
practice what he preaches. Although Gonda
has found both live and film presentation effective in tv, Mr. Victor noted, the agency now
is devoting considerable time to animation.
Among his national accounts new to radio
and tv, he said, is Oz Greeting Card Co., fiveyear-old New York firm which previously devoted its full budget to magazine and trade advertising. Now using both radio and tv in
major markets, the firm will expand its campaign after the first of the year, he said. Another national account turning to television
after extensive class magazine advertising is
the Hollywood jewelry manufacturing firm,
Paul Klepa Arts & Desert Gem Jewelry, Mr.
Victor pointed out.
Born Dec. 15, 1915, at Fort Worth, Tex.,
Mr. Victor was graduated in 1935 from Oklahoma U., as a drama major, after which he
worked in the theatre as director and designer.
An Air Force entertainment director during
World War II, he joined pioneer KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles in 1946, later joining KTTV (TV)
there and then entering freelance tv film packaging. In 1953 he was operations manager at
WMIN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, and last year
he was account executive at Western Adv.,
Los Angeles. He joined Gonda in May.
Mr. Victor and his family live in suburban
Van Nuys, Calif. His wife is the former Flora
Gordon of St. Louis. They have two boys,
Mark 10, and Barry 5 months.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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Top-power WBTW raises the Jefferson Standard in
a rich new area . . . gives your ad dollars TV power
in a fresh market of a million people.
Combine WBTW
with pioneer WBTV and the
two stations create an unduplicated TV market
comparable to the eighth largest in the nation.
It's a double market of 3,375,000 people, over
$2H billion in retail sales and $3M billion in buying power. You can capture it at a cost per thousand
measured in pennies. Let CBS Television Spot
Sales detail the story.
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To simplify your build-up to full-scale color operation
RCA television engineers have developed new color
equipments which are available now. Among them are :

A new processing amplifier used with both the 3V and
Studio Color Cameras combines all signal processing
functions in a single chassis.

NEW

More than 100 TV stations have already installed RCA
color equipment and these are the steps they are using
as they swing to color, or expand their present color
facilities. Many of these stations are already programming local color on regular schedules.

3V Color TV Film Camera

New 3V Color TV Film Camera requires less than half
the auxiliary equipment and cabinet racks needed by
other types of color film systems.
NEW

Improved Live Camera

Chain

RCA's improved Color Camera Chain, the TK-41,
reduces auxiliary camera equipment to IH racks.

For help in planning color, start right. Talk to your
RCA Broadcast Sales Representative. In Canada, write
RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

RCA Pioneered and Developed Compatible Color Television
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^ NEW. . . Catalog on Color Equipment

for Television contains a complete

explanation of these three" steps, describes and illustrates all the
latest RCA color equipments. The only book of its kind— it's ready now.
Ask your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative for a copy.
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CORPORATION
of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION
CAMDEN, N.J.

An

extra

$25,000,000
in

changing

hands

Washington

Right now, Uncle Sam is in the process of handing out more than $25,000,000
in retroactive pay increases to federal employees in the Washington area.
This is in addition to the $4,532,064,000 in effective buying power already enjoyed
by Washington's 728,000 families . . . the second-highest family income in the
entire country! Now there's more buying power than ever concentrated in Washington
Selling power, in the nation's capital, is just as concentrated. Nielsen
Coverage Service shows radio station WRC

delivering more homes in Washington's

wealthy five-county area, night and day, than any other local radio station.
And the picture is the same in television. WRC-TV

is the most-viewed station

in Washington . . . and has been since June 1948. All last year, WRC-TV

had more

local programs in the first ten than the other three stations combined, and more
network programs in the first ten than any other local station.
With $25,000,000 in extra, spendable income available, the ideal time to tap
Washington's huge buying power is right now. And the most effective selling power
is right at your fingertips. Just call WRC,

WRC-TV,

or NBC

Spot Sales.
IN

WRC
AM-FM WRC-TV
sources: Nielsen Coverage Service; Sales Management Survey of Buying Power; ARB

WASHINGTON

Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
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NEW

HURRICANE

BROADCASTERS

SEASON
BETTER

Vol. 49, No.7

FINDS

BRACED

As a storm named Connie blew out of the Caribbean, easf coast radio
and television stations kept the public informed, looked to their own
equipment. They are fortified with plenty of experience to guide
them in preparing to resist the storm. Hurricanes have been hitting
harder in recent seasons.
BROADCASTERS last week battened down
their gear and set extensive weather coverage
plans in motion as the hurricane season opened
with Hurricane Connie, a 1 00-mile-an-hour
howler.
But, like most people on the eastern seaboard— and inland — the activities of broadcasters were more like those of old salts who
had already been through the worst. They had,
too, for three times in 1954 hurricanes had
swept through this area spreading death and
devastation.
First and foremost, broadcasters set up
special bulletin services for their listeners and
viewers. The far-flung news services of networks and stations combined to feed the nation,
and particularly the threatened coastal regions,
the latest, up-to-the-minute reports on the
progress of the big wind.
Even beyond that, where Connie began beating inland, stations became communications
centers. They fed reports and orders to municipal and state officials, to police and fire departments, toRed Cross and emergency crews.
And they directed stricken populations toward
rescue and relief.
This is the hard-core job of broadcasters in
the path of one of the storms. It is made clear
even by the Weather Bureau itself, which lists
as its first safety precaution during hurricanes:
"Keep your radio or television on and listen
for latest Weather Bureau alerts, warnings, and
advisories. If power fails, use your car radio."
Secondly, broadcasters look to themselves.
Towers are checked. A loose bolt can be the
weak link causing a tower failure. Guys are
And

Now

Diane

CONNIE'S successor, Diane, began boiling up out of the doldrums area of the
Atlantic Ocean almost on the heels of its
older sister. At midnight Thursday, Diane
was about 500 miles northeast of San
Juan, P. R., moving northward at a slow
six miles per hour with winds of 60 mph
near its center and extending 200 miles
north and east and 100 miles southwest
from the center. By Friday, Weather
Bureau officials said, it was expected to
intensify to hurricane proportions.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

winched tighter. Standby equipment is made
ready — diesel generators for power failures,
substitute antennas and masts for tower disabilities.
A trio of windy femmes fatales left their
mark on broadcasters in 1954. Carol, Edna and
Hazel will not be forgotten soon.
One significant thing was learned during
last
inlandyear's
morehurricanes.
and more. They seem to be coming
Whereas the storms prior to 1938 swept the
shipping lanes of the eastern seaboard — or of
the Gulf Coast — last year the full fury of the
three big ones hit inland to a considerable extent.
For years, beginning at the turn of the century, it was the Caribbean islands, Florida,
Texas and Louisiana which bore the brunt of
hurricane storms.
Then in 1938, a mid-September snorter
zipped up the East Coast and cracked into Long
Island and New England with 186 mile-perhour peak winds. It caused 600 deaths, 1,754
injured and property damages estimated as high
as $330 million.
In 1944, another hurricane swept in at 134
miles per hour and tore inland from North
Carolina to New England, causing 46 deaths
and $100 million in damages.
In 1954, the three sisters caused an aggregate
death toll of 176 persons and damage in excess
of $750 million.
Some 25 broadcast stations — radio and tv
— were put off the air by flattened or partially
disabled towers in the 1954 blows.
Scores more were cut off by power failures as
the 75 mile-per-hour-and-above winds buffeted
power lines and towers.
Biggest damage last year was caused by
"Carol," which knocked Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s
flagshipafter
WBZ-TV
Boston off
theNew
air England
a few minutes
noon
Aug. 31.
The blow toppled the 649-ft. tower at the
200-ft. mark. It fell over the station's adjoining
two-story office building — from whose top floor
occupants had been evacuated only minutes before.
Damage was estimated at $500,000, with the
cost of replacement for a new tower and antenna at $250,000.
WBZ-TV resumed telecasting nine hours later

HOW

ILL WINDS

BLOW

THIS CHART paints the paths of five
more or less recent hurricanes which
have swerved inland after churning up
the seas off the southern coast of the
U. S. The first was the big blow of
1938 which hit Long Island and New
England. The second was the 1944
storm which swept inland to wreak
havoc from North Carolina to Maine.
The paths of 1954's Carol, Edna and
Hazel also are shown.
August 75, 7955
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HURRICANES
DEVASTATING

STORMS

MOVE

INLAND
Respect From Afar
KONI Phoenix, Ariz., which has used
the promotional phrase "Connie Loves
You," reported last week that it had
dropped the use of that slogan during the
east coast hurricane, "in respect to the
people living in the path of the storm."
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DURING the first 45 years up to 1933, nine hurricanes hit the mainland and did substantial damage. In the last 20 years, the same number of hurricanes have come into
land areas causing damage. This is read by many observers as indicating that the
big blows are hitting the inland areas with increasing frequency.
using a standby antenna on a smaller tower.
Twenty-seven days later, using a new tower,
antenna and transmitter WBZ-TV resumed fullpower operations.
In Worcester, Mass., WTAG had one 375-ft.
tower of a directional array two-thirds down
during the same storm, but this did not affect
its broadcasting.
In Boston, the Yankee Network's WNAC
had the tops of two of its three towers blown
off, but the station continued operating.
WEAM Providence had two of its towers go
down — just as they had in the 1938 storm.
WICE Providence, R. I., not only had its
tower smashed, but the transmitter house was
washed away as raging waters covered its waterfront site. In this case, it was discovered after
investigation that the tower collapsed in the
high winds when one of its guy anchors was
smashed and torn loose by debris.
During "Hazel" last year, WHNC, Henderson, N. C, lost its tower. WTVE (TV) Elmira,
N. Y., had its 491-ft. stick knocked down.
WDLA Walton lost its 200 ft. tower. WICH
Norwich lost its partially completed new tower
with which it was planning a power increase.
All in all, however, it is not a bad record.
One tower maker who has put up almost
1,000 towers of all sorts since 1911, has only
lost four in that period. Plus one damaged. Two
others — one a more recent entrant in the tower
manufacturing field — proudly claim not one
tower failure during the storms last year.
But, the fact that hurricanes have begun hitting inward from the coast and striking areas
they never have struck before has engendered
some soul searching among the tower makers.
A task force of Radio-Electronics-Tv Manufacturers Assn.'s technical products division
has been working on revised standards for tower
strengths.
Present RETMA standards call for towers to
withstand minimum wind loads of 20 lbs. per
square foot (70 miles-per-hour winds) for
towers up to 600 ft. above ground and 30 lbs.
per square foot (86 miles-per-hour winds) for
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towers above 600 ft. or where they are erected
within city limits.
Naturally, towers aren't built to those exact
specifications. They won't go down if winds
hit
71 built
mph into
or 87those
mph. steel
There's
a large safety
factor
radiators.
And, in what used to be the hurricane areas —
Florida, Puerto Rico, Texas and Louisiana —
builders put up towers to bear wind loads of
70 lbs per square foot (130 mph winds). In the
same areas, AT&T uses microwave towers with
100 lbs. wind load factors.

The Initiated
THESE STATIONS had towers flattened
or
by onlastinformation
year's hurricanes.
This damaged
list is based
received
from tower companies, FCC, NARTB,
and reports to B«T during the hurricane
season last year:
North Carolina — WGTM Wilson,
WRCS Ahoskie, WGBR Goldsboro,
WCBT Roanoke Rapids, WHNC Henderson, WMPM Smythfield.
Virginia— WKLV Blackstone, WVEC
(TV) Hampton, WJWS South Hill.
Pennsylvania — WPEN Philadelphia,
WIBG Philadelphia.
New York — WTVE (TV) Elmira,
WDLA Walton, WOV New York (tower
in New Jersey).
Connecticut — WICH Norwich.
Rhode Island— WPRO-FM Providence,
WPJB Providence, WEAN Providence,
WICE Providence, WHIM Providence.
Massachusetts — WNBH New Bedford,
WBZ-TV Boston, WNAC Boston, WTAG
Worcester, WVOM Brookline.
Highest
WBZ-TV's,
which
was tower
500 ft.involved
Others was
ranged
upward
from a low of 150 ft. (WKLV Blackstone,
Va.). .

Now the problem is whether to up the basic
minimums.
This is no easy task. First, the tower makers 1
are selling steel to a customer and it is he who
calls the tune. It's a matter of economics too.
If the customer wants a tower to stand up to
the worst blow that a region ever experienced,
the tower makers can do that. But if he wants
the tower designed for average conditions, the
tower makers will do that too. The former will
be more expensive, naturally.
Tower people would love to build up that
safety factor to a point where the worst possible
conditions cannot disturb their tower. But, if
the customer won't go that far . . . after all,
they're in business to sell.
It is to their credit, though, that they refuse
to go below the minimum standards. Naturally,
there is self interest in that attitude; their name
is on the tower that fails and whether or not
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it is theirceivingfault,
don't want
to be on the reend of they
any finger
pointing.
The RETMA tower specifications were established in 1946. The tower specifications task
force is part of the Antennas, Towers and
Transmission Lines Committee of RETMA's
Engineering Dept., which is chairmanned by
Philco's M. L. Long. Heading the working
group is A. H. Jackson, Blaw-Knox.
The committee is working toward higher
minimums, based on tower height and geographical location. Target for recommendations is the end of this year.
Tower Insurance Plan
A year or two ago, NARTB and some insurance companies essayed a plan which would
have provided three-year protection for 60% of
all radio and tv towers at an estimated premium
of $7.5 million. The present 400-odd tv towers
represent an investment of about $50 million.
In the course of studies, it was discovered
that the ratio of tower claims to premiums was
35%; that is, for every $100,000 collected in
premiums, insurance companies paid out $35,000 in damages. This was so good that in 1952,
premiums were reduced somewhat.
Premiums run from 40 cents to $6.50 per
$100 valuation depending on the location of
the tower as to state and area. Also a factor
is who built and who erected the tower.
One of the largest underwriters of this business— it is part of inland marine insurance and
policies incorporate equipment as well as towers
— paid out less than $25,000 in claims for
1954's Hazel damage.
In the last 20 years, there has been an average of 20 hurricanes a year. A hurricane is any
storm with wind velocities of 75 miles per hour
or more. In most of them winds reach 125-150
mph. With winds roaring counter-clockwise,
hurricanes spread themselves over an area
ranging tember
from
25 miles
400-500 miles.
is when
most tohurricanes
occur, Sepbut
they run from July to November.
In nine hurricanes from 1888 to 1933, average wind velocities for given five minute periods
were 35 mph. In nine hurricanes from 1934 to
1954 average wind velocities for given five
minute periods were 65 mph.
And it looks as though it might get worse
before it gets better.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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Time sales are running 1 2% above last year and promise to pass $390
million for the year. Median increase of 4-5% in total radio station
time sales shown in study by Radio Advertising Bureau.
LOCAL business on the nation's radio stations
is at an all-time high, averaging 12-13% better
than last year and apparently destined to pass
the $390-million mark for the year "without
any trouble."
This report comes from a study being announced today (Mon.) by Radio Advertising
Bureau, whose findings also led RAB officials
to estimate that, for all radio stations, a median
increase of 4 to 5% in total business — local,
national, spot, and network — has been racked
up thus far and should go higher by the end
of the year.
A total of 82.5% of stations are showing
sizable increases over last year in local business, RAB said, noting that record local sales
were achieved in one of the months generally
regarded as "slow." The $390-million-plus envisioned as the year's total for local business
compares with an estimated $341 million in
1954.
Another phase of the study documented the
diversity of business interests currently employing local radio and revealed that department stores — the backbone of newspaper advertising— now have moved into a strong third
position in the growing list of radio users.
Just ahead of department stores and behind
front-running automobile dealers, supermarkets
and grocery chains are a "surprising second."
Another highlight of the findings was the
inversed influence of tv competition on radio
sales: As a rule, RAB said, local radio sales
were found to be better where tv was heavier.
RAB President Kevin B. Sweeney, releasing
results of the study, explained it encompassed
local radio advertising on a cross-section of
radio stations ranging from the largest markets
to several in the under- 10,000-population group.
It showed, he said, a consistent pattern of gains
by stations regardless of market size, programming or affiliation.
Although both traditionally have been weaker
months in local radio advertising, either May or
June was the biggest local sales month ever,

Mr. Sweeney reported. Uncertainty over which
was better derives from the almost even division
of stations surveyed in the two months. But
more than 75% of the survey group said both
May and June had topped any previous December or other fall month in their history.
Mr. Sweeney said it was not startling that
automobile dealers headed the list as the most
active local advertisers.
"But that grocery chains and supermarkets
have established themselves as the leading customer of many stations and a good
customer for virtually all is one good
indication of how
much local business
has changed
radio stations for
in the
past
decade,"
he
said. "Ten
years ago
we didn't have
enoughtailergrocery
rebusiness to pay
our own grocery
bills.
MR. SWEENEY
"Perhaps the most
startling fact the survey turned up was the strong
third position occupied by department stores.
Four years ago, there was scarcely a major department store in radio. Now, many of the
stations listed their leading customer as a deThere partment
werestore." "literally dozens" of different
types of accounts that were named among their
top three by individual stations, Mr. Sweeney
said. Among them he listed the following in
their order of rank on an industry-wide basis:
Local brewers, appliance dealers, furniture
stores, banks (virtually tied with furniture
stores), bakeries, and soft drink bottlers.
Others which were listed by individual stations as among their top local advertisers included local auto finance firms, utilities, automobile supply companys, men's clothing stores,

Keeping Tabs on Connie
(For roundup of late radio-tv coverage of hurricanes, see At Deadline, page 7.)
RADIO and tv stations went to work with
WCAU Philadelphia put its entire staff of
a will keeping the public informed on the
14 reporters and television cameramen on a
progress of Hurricane Connie, first big one
steady watch on the progress of the hurriof the 1955 season.
cane. First hand reports were gathered by
WPTF Raleigh, N. C, put remote facili- telephone from weather stations as far south
ties and a telephone network into service
as Miami.
Tuesday when Connie was heading northHurricane advisories were broadcast every
ward. From "Hurricane Center" in the half hour on WCAU and every hour on
WPTF newsroom, the staff kept in touch
WCAU-TV.
with beaches and weather information
A telephone recording of the report of a
sources. A beeper circuit provided taped
hurricane
hunting pilot just back from an inmaterial for hourly hurricane reports.
spection of Connie was used on an early
Phil Ellis, staff announcer, was stationed
morning newscast Thursday.
at Atlantic Beach, N. C. Bill Jackson, Ted
Daniel and Ned Champion covered the
At 7:45 a.m. last Thursday, WCAU's Ken
Mayer reported that Connie was on the
Weather Bureau station at the Raleigh-Durmove
again.
ham airport. Sam Beard, newsman, kept in
touch with Myrtle Beach, S. C. Reports were
In addition to its extensive weather coverreceived every two hours or oftener.
age, WCAU presented a special program
dealing with the hurricane situation and how
WPTF fed NBC twice daily with hurricane reports.
best to prepare for it.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

food brokers, air conditioning dealers, and rug
cleaners — all of which Mr. Sweeney said, placed
with and in some cases ahead of such traditional local radio users as jewelers, dairies,
drug chains, and the like.
found of
twostations
major which
"culprits"
in the drops
case
of RAB
the 15.5%
reported
in local business volume: (1) "either the radio
station received a tv grant and began devoting
almost all the time of its staff to tv and neglecting the radio property, or a new tv station
arrived in town;" (2) "most declines in small
cities were due to bad local business conditions
resulting from the closing of a major local
industry,
depressed sometimes
local business."
While which
new tvhadcompetition
hurt
local radio, the effect apparently clears up as
the newness of tv wears off. More than 25%
of the stations reporting increases showed gains
of more than 30% and with only one exception,
RAB noted, these were operating in markets
with two or more television stations.
"Radio is doing better locally in cities almost
in direct proportion to the city's tv penetration and the number of tv stations," Mr.
Sweeney observed. "New York, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Detroit, Baltimore, and Chicago
stations reporting showed among the highest
gains. Only 2% of 'big market' stations — those
in the top 50 — showed a decline in local
To what did the gainers attribute their improved positions?
business."
"Better business conditions got a share of
the credit, but a grudging one," President
Sweeney
"Most stations attributed
their gains reported.
to better selling.
"More sales manpower was cited by station
after station. More sales promotion was also
listed by the majority of stations. Among the
network affiliates in big markets there is
mirrored a clear realization that they must
get business locally in view of the decline of
half of the stations reported drops
spotAlmost
and network."
in both national spot and network — no station
reported a gain in income from network business. But half reported an increase in national
spot as compared with the same period last
"Most of the stations reporting these increases were not in smaller cities and were not
stations
that had traditionally done low volumes
year.
of
national
Mr. Sweeney
asserted.
far the mostspot,"
of them
were stations
that "By
had
at one time or another in the past done big
volumes
national
spot business."
In termsof of
total business
as compared with
last year, changes reported by stations ranged
from a 45% increase to a 25% drop.
Confidence of stations is reflected in statements on their expectations for the second half
of 1955: "(1) Bigger volume than in the first
six months, and (2) the biggest — or close to the
biggeststation
— half-year
these
quotes:in their history." RAB cited
"All indications are for one of the best
years of all times in radio. . . ."
"As lined up now, business was never so
"We expect a continual rise. . . ."
"In spite." of being 12% under thus far this
good.
year, we. . expect
to surpass last year. July ran
$500 ahead of 1954 the first week. . . ."
"Business should continue to increase slowly
during the last six months. . . ."
"Indications are that business will be ter"Radio business should continue at a high
rificif
. .. ."stations really sell and don't permit
level
themselves
to be fooled by general boom
economy. . . ." August 15, 1955
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ADVERTISERS

SEVEN national advertisers each spent over
$1 million last May for radio-tv network
time. One of them — Procter & Gamble —
paid out almost $4 million and another —
Colgate Palmolive — spent just under $2
million.
These figures were compiled last week
from Publishers Information Bureau data
for the month, and are on the basis of combined radio-tv expenditures of the top national advertisers which appeared that month
in both — or either — of the top 10 listings.
With nearly $3 million in network tv and
ADVERTISING
MAY

OF

EACH

TOP

FIGURES

ADVERTISING

$1

MILLION

$890,216 in network radio, P&G was more
than $700,000 above its combined radio-tv
network total of May 1954; about $200,000
above its April 1955 sum, some $300,000
above March 1955 and about $700,000 over
its February 1955 mark.
Colgate-Palmolive, which ranked second
in the tv listing and sixth in the radio top
10 for May, spent a combined total of
$1,988,697 for network time, or about
$360,000 above its May 1954 radio-tv network level.
On the combined radio-tv network basis,
EXPENDITURES

Horticulture
11,737
52,217
96,120
23,406
2,443,734
10,974,958
13,175,246
Household Equipment & Supplies
2,159,186
426,068
395,387
Household Furnishings
1,483,816
2,055,811
Industrial Materials
575,356
636,789
2,619,637
3,153,374
Insurance
167,555
219,651
877,796
775,577
488,246
296,057
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
2,160,527
1,253,314
Office Equip., Stationery & Writing
476,280
555,195
Supplies
1,981,948
2,721,941
Publishing & Media
27,872
322,498
7,238
69,588
Radios, Tv Sets, Phonographs,
720,697
Musical Instruments & Access.
894,090
4,184,291
3,863,216
Retail Stores & Direct by Mail
42,345
10,392
Smoking Materials
17,313,169
3,713,779
17,241,164
3,618,784
3,761,572
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
17,868,326
13,902,248
3,005,350
Sporting Goods & Toys
4,398
28,900
45,927
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
5,993,293
17,121,316
28,528,726
3,607,999
Travel, Hotels & Resorts
201,225
38,520
561,050
38,370
Miscellaneous
283,088
242,596
1,237,251
1,543,929
TOTAL
$ 33,500,554 $165,539,107 $ 25,941,679 $125,496,864
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
•
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MAY

TIMEBUYING

number three advertiser for May was General Motors, totaling $1,790,294. GM was
followed by Gillette with $1,661,580; Chrysler with $1,249,610; Lever Bros, with
$1,121,334 and General Foods with $1,076,709.
Two tobacco firms, big tv spenders and
thus on video's top 10 but not appearing in
the radio top 10 listing, were American Tobacco Co. and R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
If their actual network radio expenditures
for May had been added their combined
totals would have placed each also in

FOR NETWORK
TIME, COMPARING
May
WITH
JANUARY-MAY
TOTALS

1955
AND
1954
M
a
GROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES BYy PRODUCT GROUPS FOR MAY AND
JAN.-MAY 1955, COMPARED TO 1954
Jan. -May
Jan. -May
1954
1955
1955
1954
.... $
Agriculture & Farming
74,392
74,392
252,150
215,270 $ 1,545,739
Apparel, Footwear & Access. $
$ 1,610,193
3,772,626
17,628,755
Automotive, Auto Equip. & Supplies
11,444,117
2,476,046
14,535
Aviation, Aviation Access. & Equip.
14,535
716,838
Beer, Wine & Liquor
613,474
2,826,248
3,048,613
158,726
670,318
556,081
Building Materials, Equip. & Supplies
154,970
647,643
489,184
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
3,683,344
3,061,614
Consumer Services
125,731
668,625
72,042
385,163
Drugs & Remedies
1,021,803
1,621,490
8,782,442
5,597,914
Food & Food Products
24,776,266
6,534,374
5,064,958
33,936,720
192,382
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
362,495
1,922,496
1,363,364
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LEADING ADVERTISERS IN RESPECTIVE
1955
GROUPS DURING MAY

Exquisite Form Brassieres Inc.
Chrysler Corp.
$1,249,610
90,407
General Dynamics Corp.
14,535
189,012
Pabst Brewing Co.
Johns-Manville Corp.
74,295
246,304
Coca-Cola Co.
Electric Co.'s Adv. Program
84,546
American Home Prods.
618,533
General Foods Corp.
1,076,709
Gulf Oil Corp.
157,380
Florist's Telegraph Delivery
Assn. Inc.
24,120
190,245
Armstrong Cork Co^
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
462,990
194,904
Aluminum Co. of America
Prudential Ins. Co. of America .152,019
190,525
Elgin National Watch Co.
Hallmark Cards Inc.
Curtis Publishing Co.

182,160
13,991

Philco Corp.

243,165

American Tobacco Co.
Procter & Gamble Co.
Outboard Marine & Mfg. Co.
Colgate-Palmolive Co.
Pan-American World Airways
Quality Goods Mfrs. Inc.

Broadcasting

969,293
2,270,286
4,398
1,236,455
38,520
58,385

• Telecasting

The accompanying tables are
taken from the report of Publishers Information Bureau on
advertising expenditures for time
on the nationwide radio and
television networks during the
month of May 1955.

TOP 10 TV NETWORK
ADVERTISERS IN MAY 1955
it. Procter & Gamble
$2,974,940
2.
1,672,439
Colgate-Palmolive
3. Chrysler
1,249,610
4. Gillette
1,189,718
General Motors
1 17C 1 A/
1,175,106
5. General Foods
1,076,709
969,293
6. American Tobacco
950,833
7. R. J. Reynolds Tob
9.
797,594
8. Lever Bros.
10. General Mills
788,437

TOP 10 RADIO NETWORK
ADVERTISERS IN MAY 1955
1. Procter & Gamble
$890,216
2. General Motors
615,188
471,862
3. Gillette
4. Lever Bros.
323,740
5. American Home Prods.
319,160
316,258
6.
Colgate-Palmolive
7. Miles Labs
305,273
8. National Dairy Prods.
285,029
266,382
9. Liggett & Myers Tob.
10. Swift & Co.
237,159

the $1 million category. A similar compilation for General Mills would have placed
that advertiser at the very least within a
whisker of the $1 million figure.
Little change occurred in the makeup of
the top 10 tv listing for the month compared
with the previous May. General Mills this
May replaced P. Lorillard. Each of the top
10 network tv advertisers increased its May
expenditure over that for the same month
last year.
Radio's top 10, on the other hand, had a
turnover of four advertisers: new — General

Motors, National Dairy Products, Liggett &
Myers, and Swift & Co.; replaced were General Foods, Sterling Drug, P. Lorillard, and
Chrysler.
Network tv's gross billings for the January-May period climbed to $165,539,107,
well ahead — by some $40 million — of the
comparable months of 1954. In radio, gross
billings reached $52,271,440, or about $11.5
million under the mark for the comparable
1954 period.
Although soft spots were not so discernible in the healthy results shown for May's

listing of gross tv network time sales by
product groups compared to the same month
last year, the general decrease in such important groups as beer, autos, confectionery
and soft drinks, drugs and remedies, food
and food products, household equipment,
building materials, radio and tv sets, soaps
and cleansers and toiletries was much in evidence in gross radio network time sales. Improvement was noticeable in only a few of
the categories, among which were gasoline,
lubricants and other fuels, insurance and
smoking materials.
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1955

FOR NETWORK
TIME, COMPARING
May
WITH
JANUARY-MAY
TOTALS

AND
1954
May
GROSS RADIO NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR MAY AND
JAN.-MAY 1955, COMPARED TO 1954
Jan. -May
Jan. -May
1955
1954
1954
1955

Agriculture & Farming
$ 41,638
Apparel, Footwear & Access.
845,066
Automotive, Auto Equip. & Supplies
185,071
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Building Materials, Equip. & Supplies
3,339
154,764
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
Consumer Services
92,337
1,028,798
Drugs & Remedies
Food & Food Products
2,079,805
Freight, Industrial & Agricultural
10,452
Development
522,998
Gasoline, Lubricants 8t Other Fuels
Horticulture
17,016
200,859
Household Equip. & Supplies
17,559
Household Furnishings
Industrial Materials
Insurance
352,967
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
Office Equip., Stationery & Writing
Supplies
Political
Publishing & Media
Radios, Tv Sets, Phonographs &
Musical Instruments & Access.
Retail Stores & Direct by Mail
Smoking Materials
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
Sporting Goods & Toys
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Travel, Hotels & Resorts
Miscellaneous
TOTAL
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
Broadcasting
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68,830
55,971
93,585
930,706
1,094,506
1,349
1,299,525
33,000
977,376
$10,107,517

$

223,299
44,668
4,151,106
654,062
18,708
841,020
374,731
6,109,575
10,763,941
415,346
2,333,41 1
79,408
1,284,009
230,492

S

85,408
74,649
957,352
317,115
138,760
195,715
124,064
1,513,334
2,280,160
328,124
34,920
342,022

$

443,207
338,492
4,360,106
1,261,898
710,035
1,091,987
578,027
8,475,570
12,977,724
2,495,316
124,643

LEADING ADVERTISERS IN RESPECTIVE
1955
GROUPS DURING MAY

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
$ 34,807
546,284
79,486

General Motors Corp.
Anheuser-Busch
General Paint Corp.
William Wrigley Jr. Co.
American Tel. & Tel. Co.
Miles Labs
National Dairy Products Corp.

124,118
3,339
88,727
305,273
285,02?

Bekins Van & Storage Co.
Texas Co.
Ferry-Morse Seed Co.
General Motors Corp.
Burton Dixie Corp.

10,452
163,131
17,016

1,642,255

86,270
190,857

1,742,549
224,901
386,167
972,713

653,770

166,079

677,155

468,741
7,998
704,795

156,106

591,681

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.

37,584

94,486

335,578

First Church of Christ Scientist

27,638

551,951
11,383
4,663,807
5,396,361

146,346

914,943

RCA

866,505
1,287,269

5,090,891
6,589,903
294

1,349
6,120,199
160,500
4,364,555
$52,271,440

1,801,454
91,143
819,927
$12,098,065

9,068,351
558,653
3,740,010
$63,750,794

68,904
17,559

Mutual Benefit Health &
Accident Assn.

103,238

57,057
266,382
634,229

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
Procter 8c Gamble Co.
General Products Corp.
Gillette Co.
State of Florida
American Federation of Labor
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471,862
1,349
33,000
131,660
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FIELD

EYES

APPLIANCE

Union of two RCA home appliance divisions with Whirlpool
Corp. and Seeger Co. would
create new $130 million giant
in the home appliance advertising field. Also associated
would be Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Justice Dept. says it has no objections tothe merger.
A NEW

GIANT among home appliance advertisers can be expected if the proposed $130
million merger of the stove and air conditioner
divisions of RCA goes through with Whirlpool
Corp. of America and Seeger Co. Sears, Roebuck & Co. has substantial minority stockholdings in Whirlpool and Seeger.
Whirlpool, which makes a home laundry
equipment line, and Seeger, producer of refrigerators and freezers, will pool their assets,
with RCA and Sears acquiring part of the new
company. RCA will contribute its stove and
air-conditioning lines.
Reflecting the isolation of this activity from
RCA's radio-tv interests was the position by
RCA executives last week that it was anticipated that all merger plans, including advertising programs, would be handled separately
and apart from RCA's current pattern. The
new entity, it was said, will have its own advertising and merchandising staff. RCA, it was
expected, would have representation on the
board of directors of the new entity in an advisory capacity.
RCA has assured the Dept. of Justice that
it will not use its position in the proposed
LATEST

RATINGS

NIELSEN
Top 10 Radio Programs
Two Weeks Ending July 9
RANK PROGRAM
(000)
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
(Average for all programs) (647)
1 My Little Margie (Philip Morris) (CBS) 1,341
2 My Little Margie (Campana) (CBS)
1,341
3 Best of Groucho (NBC)
1,341
4 Dragnet (NBC)
},29S
56 Godfrey's
People Are Funny (CBS
(Paper-Mate)
l'202
Columbia) (NBC)
(CBS) 11,156
7 Roy Rogers Scouts
Show (NBC)
HO
89 FBI
In
Peace
and
War
(CBS)
l,'ll0
People Are Funny (Toni) (NBC)
1,017
10 News From NBC (Wed.) (NBC)
925
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY
(Average for all programs) (647)
12 One
1,110
News Man's
of theFamily
World (NBC)
(NBC)
1,064
3 Fibber McGee & Molly (Participating) (NBC) 971
WEEKDAY
(Average for all programs) (1,202)
1 Ma Perkins (CBS)
1,896
2 Our Gal, Sunday (Participating) (CBS) 1,804
3 Guiding Light (CBS)
1,757
4 Road of Life (CBS)
1,757
5 Wendy Warren (General Foods) (CBS) 1,711
6 Perry Mason (CBS)
1,711
7 This Is Nora Drake (Bristol-Myers) (CBS) 1,665
8 Helen Trent (American Home) (CBS) 1,665
9 Helen Trent (Participating) (CBS)
1 619
10 This Is Nora Drake (Toni) (CBS)
1,619
DAY, SUNDAY
(Average for all programs) (416)
1 Woolworth Hour (CBS)
1,064
2 Adventures of Rin Tin Tin (MBS)
832
3 Nick Carter (MBS)
647
DAY, SATURDAY
(Average for all programs) (555)
1 Gunsmoke (CBS)
1 249
2 Robert Q. Lewis (Miller) (CBS)
1^017
3 Allan Jackson-News (10:55) (CBS)
971
Copyright 1955 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
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MERGER

Whirlpool-Seeger Corp. to supply the Sears,
Roebuck mail order house with its radio-television or phonographic products. This was disclosed last week when Assistant Attorney General Stanley N. Barnes announced that the
Dept. of Justice is interposing no objections
to the proposed merger of the appliance firms.
Involved in the merger are the Whirlpool
Corp.,
Seeger
Co. and (Estate
RCA's
stove and
air Refrigerator
conditioner divisions
and RCA, respectively). The new company,
with assets of more than $130 million and a net
worth of $85 million, will be known as Whirlpool-Seeger Corp. Sears is a substantial stockholder in both Whirlpool and Seeger, and
markets products of those companies under its
own trade names — Kenmore and Coldspot.
Common stock of the new company will be
distributed in this way: 52.5% to Whirlpool
stockholders, 26.3% to Seeger stockholders
and 21.7% to RCA. Approval of stockholders
must still be obtained by the companies.
Mr. Barnes, who is head of the antitrust
division of the Justice Dept., said the department studied the merger plans and decided
there was no possibility of a major combine,
nor would the merger lessen competition in the
stove business.
Decision

Upcoming

On Apple Adv. Plans
DECISION as to how the Washington State
Apple Commission will spend its $650,000 advertising budget during the 1955-56 season is
to be settled Aug. 24-25, B«T was told late
Thursday by Cole & Weber, Seattle advertising
agency handling the campaign.
Radio and tv will be used in a number of
markets nationally, the amount to be determined
at this meeting, it was reported.
Participations on Dave Garroway's Today
on NBC-TV already are set, effective Nov. 9,
it was announced. Song Ads Inc., Hollywood,
is producing radio spots and tv film using a
music theme "Apple Waltz" especially composed for the campaign.
About three-eights of the money will be
spent between now and the end of the year,
it was indicated, with the remainder to be
spread through next year. The new campaign
begins in October with advertising in 1 6 markets
in the West, Midwest and Texas. In November
it will expand to 76 markets, moving eastward
into such states as Kentucky, Tennessee and
Forida. A total of 110 markets will be required for Christmas promotion during December, Cole & Weber said. David Titus is
radio-tv director of the agency.
Three Buy 'Panorama Pacific'
THREE new companies have signed for 13week participating sponsorship of Panorama
Pacific (7-9 a.m., five days a week) on a threestation hookup of the Columbia Television
Pacific Network, it was announced late Thursday. Stations include KNXT (TV) Los Angeles
(key outlet), KPIX (TV) San Francisco and
KFMB-TV San Diego.
The new accounts are: Oz Greeting Card
Co., through Francis D. Gonda Co., effective
Aug. 9; General Mills, for Sperry Cereal, pancake and waffle mixes, effective Aug. 14,
through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, and Lambert Pharmacal Co., for Listerine, effective
Aug. 9, through Lambert & Feasley.

Nutrilite Story Contest
CONTEST for story ideas will be held
by Mytinger & Casselberry Inc., Long
Beach, Calif, (international distributors
of Nutrilite food supplement) with the
start of its sponsorship of Your Nutrilite
Radio Theatre, a dramatic show, Sept. 18
on NBC Radio. The contest will run
through Jan. 15, 1956. Prizes will include
trips to Hollywood for 26 contestants
submitting winning ideas, as well as new
automobiles and other valuable awards.
Contestants must submit a 500-word
story outline and a 50-word summary
of the plot to qualify. Professional writers
will adapt the story ideas for the radio
series which is part of NBC's weekend
Monitor service. Entries must be accomobtainablepaniedfromby ana official
Nutriliteentry
foodblank
supplement
distributor.

FIVE
TO

ADVERTISERS
SHIFT

AGENCIES

Nearly $8 million in advertising accounts will change
hands in major shuffling
of television spot advertisers.
Involved: Nehi, Murine, International Salt, Hamilton Watch
and Crosley.
FIVE major radio and television spot advertisers with advertising budgets totaling almost
$8 million are preparing to switch advertising
agency affiliations in the near future.
The advertisers are Nehi Corp., Murine Co.,
and International Salt Co., plus Hamilton Watch
Co. and
Aug.
1]. Crosley radio and tv receivers [B«T,
BBDO, New York, which has serviced Nehi,
Murine and Hamilton Watch, loses the three
accounts but has gained a new one, International salt, within a fortnight.
Compton Adv., New York, has gained two
new accounts within the past two weeks.
Nehi Corp. (Royal Crown Cola), Columbus,
Ga., which has been serviced by BBDO for the
past 13 years, will appoint Compton Adv., New
York, effective sometime in October. The firm
uses television programs placed regionally and
a radio spot campaign. Budget is reportedly
in the neighborhood of $1.5 million.
Murine Co. (eye lotion), Chicago, which has
been with BBDO, New York and Chicago, for
more than a decade, is expected to announce
a new agency shortly. Murine uses both radio
and television spots. It's budget is upwards of
$1 million.
Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster, Pa., announced that effective Jan. 1, N. W. Ayer &
Son, Philadelphia, would handle its advertising
campaign. The firm has been with BBDO for
more than a decade and its advertising budget
is approximately $1.5 million.
International Salt Co., Scranton, Pa., which
had been serviced by Scheidler, Beck & Werner,
New York, appointed BBDO, New York, to
handle its advertising.
Crosley radio and tv receivers, Cincinnati,
with a budget of approximately $2.5 million,
named Compton Adv. [BoT, Aug. 1] to handle
its advertising effective immediately. Television
is expected to be used.
Broadcasting
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Chicks have been the Hill Hatchery's business for years! And for years KFAB has
made Hill Hatchery's CHICKS their business! As Hill Hatchery's President, Roscoe
Hill, points out, "Hill Hatchery was pioneering inthe hatchery business at the time KFAB
was pioneering in the radio business." Together
they grew up and prospered . . . together they
learned the power of low cost selling on KFAB.
FACING THE FACTS this month with ROSCOE
of HILL HATCHERY,

HILL

Lincoln, Nebraska, is some-

thing we are mighty proud to do. As a radio pioneer, KFAB has worked with many pioneering
firms — building extra sales, extra profits through
effective advertising. If you are interested in building sales, maintaining sales, you'll find the sure
way to do it, at low cost, is to use KFAB.
Face the Facts on your sales chart now. Then face
the facts concerning results that KFAB can deliver
for you. A Free & Peters man will be glad to give
you all the facts you need. Or, get "face the facts"
data from General Manager Harry Burke.

Big Mike is the physical trademark of KFAB —
Page 34
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Nebraska's most listened-to-station
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
Wildroot

Heads

Group

Of New Spot Clients
WILDROOT Co. (hair preparations), Buffalo,
was in the vanguard last week among advertisers preparing spot announcement campaigns
starting in September. Other advertisers starting next month include Grove Labs (BromoQuinine) and Sunshine Biscuits Inc.
Wildroot, through BBDO, is preparing a television spot announcement campaign in over
I 100 markets in addition to its Monday cosponsorship of Robin Hood on CBS-TV. The
spot campaign will start Sept. 30 and run 52
weeks. The agency is buying mostly late evening spots in C and D time.
Grove Labs, St. Louis, through Benton &
Bowles, New York, will start Sept. 19 a radio
only spot announcement campaign for BromoQuinine in 39 markets. The contract runs eight
weeks, then drops out during the Christmas
season and resumes again for five more weeks
during the new year.
Sunshine Biscuits, through Cunningham &
Walsh, New York, effective Sept. 13, will start
a television spot campaign in over 50 markets
and a radio drive in about six. Contracts are
varied but mostly run 13 weeks.
General

Foods to Sponsor

New 'Fury' Film Series
GENERAL FOODS, Post Cereals Div., for
Sugar Crisps and Grape Nuts Flakes, will
sponsor a new tv film series, Fury, derived from
the classic Black Beauty, effective Oct. 15 on
NBC-TV (Sat., 11-11:30 a.m.). It is a Television Programs of America package. Fury
dramatizes the adventures of a city waif, played
by 11 -year-old Bobby Diamond, when he is
taken to a ranch as the ward of the ranch
owner. Leon Fromkess will produce under personal supervision of Edward H. Small, board
chairman of TPA.
The sale of Fury by TPA was one of the
fastest on record, according to Michael Sillerman, executive vice president. The program
w.as auditioned for the client on a Wednesday
and approved two days later.
Hormel Reported Asking
Radio-Tv Rate Card Cuts
A RADIO-TV spot campaign in which stations
in Texas, Ohio and elsewhere are urged to
"throw away" their rate cards or sell time to
the company's dealers at local rates has been
launched by George A. Hormel & Co., Austin,
Minn., it was reported last week.
Some station representatives have reported
requests for availabilities involving the firm's
Flavor Seal products, particularly in the southwest markets, it was reported. The campaign
is being handled personally by Carson J.
Morris, Hormel advertising manager, who has
been unreachable for comment the past week.
Mr. Morris reportedly has contacted stations
in Ohio and written Hormel's local district
representatives and dealers in Wichita Falls,
Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston and other southwest cities urging them to contact stations for
"local"
card rate on women's participating and
other shows.

Hormel's account is handled nationally by
BBDO, Minneapolis, which has placed radio
and tv time for it in the past. Hormel has
been acknowledged as a good sports buyer
(roughly $550,000 in radio) and formerly was
a network tv advertiser. At one time it sponsored the Hormel Girls, which now is being
syndicated as a film property.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

NEW

SPOT

Technique
in Etiquet

matches

copy

commercial

A FADE-OUT in television is a useful device; in a deodorant it's embarrassing.
So, in its tv commercials for the Lehn &
Fink Products Corp. deodorant, Etiquet, McCann-Erickson's tv department makes frequent use of the tv fade-out to demonstrate
that Etiquet never does.
The 30-second filmed commercial, seen
on the Sunday Lucy Show on CBS-TV,
utilizes live actors, animated drawings and
stylized scenery, all combined in single
frames, as well as fade-outs to tell the
story: "Etiquet stops deodorant fade-out."
The opening is a clock, with "Deodorant
fade-out" written across its face. While a
girl's voice chants "fade-out, fade-out, fadeout," the hands rotate and as they reach
12 o'clock the letters fade out, leaving only
the "odor" or "deodorant" strong and clear.
Backing away from the clock, we see a
young lady enter the room, hang up her
coat and start typing and filing while she
recites a rhyme to the effect that she doesn't

need that fade-out warning, she used a
deodorant that very morning. But the clock,
whose early smiling face now wears an expression of distatse, says: "But it's four
o'clock now and I wish someone would tell
The girl looks startled and fades from the
screen, which shows a jar of Eitquet as the
announcer describes its all-day-long protection. Then she's back, in a different
dress, typing busily as a young man bends
over her and the clock smiles, for she now
knows what Etiquet can do by day and — as
the her."
same couple, now in evening clothes
are seen dancing in front of the same clock
— by night, as the voice of the announcer
explains.
Harry Bresler of the McCann-Erickson
tv department created the commeicial. S.
Rollins Guild, the agency's tv art director,
was in charge of the film's art work. Howard
S. Olds was agency producer and Elliot,
Unger & Elliot produced the film.

From workroom

to ballroom

0*"
Standard Oil Buys Football
STANDARD OIL Co. (of Indiana) will sponsor
broadcasts of all football games of Colorado
and Nebraska universities (10 each) this fall
on the respective outlets of KLZ Denver and
KFAB Omaha. The company has contracted
through D'Arcy Adv. Co., Chicago, to sponsor
the games on a somewhat curtailed college football radio schedule from last year's. Commitments follow Standard's purchase of all Chicago Bears games on WGN Chicago and part of
the All Star-Pro football game on ABC-TV this
month [B«T, July 25].

Motorola

Plans Big Campaign

MOTOROLA Inc. plans to launch multi-million
dollar advertising and promotion campaign with
heavy saturation of tv spots in key markets,
David H. Kutner, advertising-promotion director, announced Aug. 5. About $1 million
will be spent on spots in over 100 markets
through the fall, it was revealed. Radio spot
announcement "Planner Guide" is among sale
promotional tools to be offered retailers during
campaign, with theme "Value Above All."
Firm
use "Motorola Tv" birthday jingle in
audio will
messages.
August 15, 1955
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Kudner's

Kirk,

Dene

V.P.'s
Senior
Named
MYRON
P. KIRK,
vice president and director
of television and radio, and Shafto H. Dene,
vice president and copy chief, have been elected
senior vice presidents of Kudner Agency, New
York, J. H. S. Ellis,^ president of the agency,
announced last week.
Mr. Kirk has been with Kudner since 1941.
Prior to that he served as a vice president of
Famous Artists and vice president of Ruthrauff
& Ryan. Mr. Kirk is credited with many television firsts. He helped set patterns with such
programs as the Milton Ba le Show, then sponsored by Texas Co., and the Liebman-directed
Sid Caesar-Imogene Coca show.
Mr. Dene was one of the founders of the
agency in 1935. He started his career as a copy-

dent last year, opened offices of Cody Adv. last
Monday
at 30 W. Washington Blvd. (Suite
1140).
Before joining Burton Browne, Mr. Cody
was
advertising division.
manager of Motorola Inc.'s
communications
Hall & Thompson

Agency

Organized in Oklahoma City
TWO Oklahoma City advertising men, Norman F. Hall and Daniel P. Thompson, have
announced the formation of Hall & Thompson
Inc. Advertising Agency.
Mr. Hall is president and Mr. Thompson
vice president of the new firm which will handle
the preparation and placement of advertising
in all media.
Both men formerly were associated with
Erwin, Wasey & Co. of Oklahoma City. Offices
of Hall & Thompson Inc. will be located at
1510 First National Bldg.
M

E Transfers

Conine

To Los Angeles Office
WILLIAM H. CONINE, vice president of
McCann-Erickson, New York, has been transferred to theservice
agency's
to
head client
and Los
be Angeles
chairman office
of the
MR. KIRK

MR. DENE

writer under the late Arthur Kudner in the Chicago office of Erwin, Wasey & Co. He moved
to New York when Mr. Kudner became president of Erwin, Wasey, and again moved with
him when he formed his own company in Oct.
1, 1935. In 1950 Mr. Dene succeeded the late
Hayward Anderson as copy chief of Kudner.
Messrs. Kirk and Dene are members of the
agency's
directors. executive committee and its board of
Richard Strobridge Dies;
Cunningham & Walsh Director
RICHARD L. STROBRIDGE, 69, director and
secretary of Cunningham & Walsh, New York,
died at his summer home in South Egremont,
Mass., Aug. 7. He also resided at 860 Fifth
Ave., New York. One of the founders of
Newell-Emmett (which preceded C & W), Mr.
Strobridge has been secretary of the agency
since its beginning in 1919.
He was born in Stamford, Conn., and received his Ph.D. degree in mechanical engineering from Yale in 1910. His first jobs were with
the Wheeler Condenser & Engineering Co. of
Carteret, N. J., and the U. S. Cast Iron Pipe &
Foundry Co. of Burlington, N. J. In 1916 he
joined Frank Seaman Inc. and three years later
joined Newell-Emmett.
He was a member of the Yale Club, University Club and Shenrock Shore Club at Rye,
N. Y.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Irene Marcy
Strobridge, and a daughter, Mrs. Malcolm M.
Brown.
Cody of Burton Browne Adv.
Opens Own Agency in Chicago
FORMATION of his own advertising agency
in Chicago was announced last week by James
P. Cody, executive vice president of Burton
Browne Adv., that city.
Mr. Cody, who joined the Browne agency in
1951 and was appointed executive vice presiPage 36 • August 15, 1955

agency's advisory committee there. With the
agency 21 years, Mr. Conine had been senior
group head on the National Biscuit account
from 1945 until earlier this year when he assumed general executive duties.
Ad Council Campaign for U.N.
SHORT advertising campaign stressing the
achievements of the United Nations since its
organization 10 years ago will be conducted
in October by The. Advertising Council, New
York, T. S. Repplier, Council president, announced last week. Volunteer coordinator is
Harold L. Curtis, vice president, Shell Oil Co.
Kenyon & Eckhardt has been appointed the
volunteer advertising agency on the campaign.

Toy Guidance

Council

Sets

$500,000 Budget for Tv Show
A BUDGET of over $500,000 has been allocated for a 13-week tv schedule in upwards of
75 markets by leading toy manufacturers under
the supervision of- the Toy Guidance Council.
The announcement was made last week by
Ray Nelson, director of national spot sales
of the Television Bureau of Advertising, New
York, and Ed Ratner, tv director of FriendReiss Adv., which handles the account. TvB
and the agency have been at work on the drive
since early summer.
The tv schedule will consist of agency-produced quarter-hour film programs featuring
Paul Winchell, ventriloquist. It will start about
Nov. 1. Pilot films of the new show have been
screened for leading stations and representatives and Mr. Ratner reports that acceptance
has been virtually 100%.
Sterling Drug 6-Month Net Up
NET PROFIT of Sterling Drug Inc., and its
subsidiary companies for the first six months of
1955 was $8,485,721 as compared with $7,181,705 for the corresponding period in 1954,
James Hill Jr., chairman of the board, announced last week. It was the highest figure
ever recorded for any six-month period in
Sterling's history. After deducting preferred
dividends, the 1955 earnings to the end of June
were equivalent to $2.16 per share of common
stock, compared with $1.82 per share for the
period ended June 30, 1954.
Pabst Buys Bout on Radio
PABST BREWING Co., Chicago, will sponsor
the broadcast of the Marciano-Moore heavyweight championship bout from Yankee Stadium, New York, on Sept. 20 over ABC Radio,
starting at 10:30 p.m. EDT. The agency is
Warwick & Legler, New York. The bout will
not be carried on home television but over a
closed-circuit network arranged by Theatre
Network Television (see story page 101).

GRACE McELVEEN, promotion manager of WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La., receives the
first prize award of $600 in a nationwide contest for promotion and merchandising of
the Sunday Lucy Show. Presenting the check is Walter Plaut, executive vice president
of Lehn & Fink Products Corp. (cosmetics), sponsors of the show. William Hausberg (I),
director of advertising and promotion, Lehn & Fink, and William Dekker, vice president,
McCann-Erickson Inc., witness the presentation.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Sg
Swift Seeks New Show
DISCUSSIONS were held in New York last
week looking toward a network television
property for Swift & Co., Chicago meat packer,
which is dropping the Horace Heidt Show
Wagon on NBC-TV Oct. 2.
Talks involved representatives of Swift and
J. Walter Thompson Co., its agency, and centered around the 7:30-8 p.m. time segment to
precede the new Perry Como show. At NBCTV's urging, Swift has agreed to abandon the
Heidt program altogether in favor of a property
yet to be selected. No decision had been reported by last Thursday.
Ronson to Sponsor Newscast
RONSON CORP., manufacturer of pocket and
table lighters and electric shavers, has signed
to sponsor the Wednesday and Friday segment
of Douglas Edwards with the News, CBS-TV
Monday-Friday 7:30-7:45 p.m. CBS-TV says
Mr. Edwards' news programs, going into their
eighth season Aug. 22, are the oldest tv network news shows on the air.
Agency for Ronson is Norman, Craig &
Kummel. Other sponsors are American Tobacco
Co. on Tuesday and Thursday through Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles and American Home
Products Corp., through Biow, Beirn & Toigo
Co.
Bowen Named Geyer Adv. V.P.
VERNON BOWEN, who has been with Geyer
Adv. since 1948, has been elected a vice president of the agency. He has been closely identified with the Kelvinator division of the American Motors account, and also serves the creative activities of the agency as a whole.
Time Buyers Register7 Out
EIGHTH edition of the semi-annual Time
Buyers Register, listing more than 2,000 timebuyers and 6,000 accounts for which they buy
radio-tv time, has been issued by Executives
Radio-Tv Service, Larchmont, N. Y. The
publication lists the specific timebuyer for each
account, and contains an agency index for quick
reference. Advertising agency information includes address, telephone number and timebuying personnel and is arranged alphabetically by
state and city.
BUYING
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., N. Y., signs
for alternating Tues.-Thurs. and Mon.-Wed.Fri. sponsorship of Harry Babbitt Show (Mon.Fri., 7:45-8 a.m. PDT) on 23 Columbia Pacific
Radio Network stations, effective Sept. 13.
Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.
Ralsron-Purina Co. cereal div., St. Louis,
planning heavy radio-tv spot campaign in four
markets starting last of September or early
October to push new Purina dog chow product.
Agency: Gardner Adv. Co., same city.
American Home Products Corp., New York, has
renewed Gabriel Heatter over Mutual (Mon.Wed.-Fri., 7:30-7:45 p.m. EDT), starting Sept.
12. Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New
York, is agency handling account.
AGENCY APPOINTMENTS
Webster-Chicago Corp. has appointed John W.
Shaw Adv. Inc., same city, to handle all advertising. Agency also is responsible for placing
all Webcor radio-tv advertising including comBroadcasting
• Telecasting
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1,837

O CO

s> 3
&%. 18.4
4.8
783
332 65.6
17.3
453
80 33.0
9.3
461
91
42.7
1
55.7
552
156
610
844 61.7
11.8
37.4
x
176 20.0
965 59.6
326
979 49.2
46
3.5
o 0.0
245
536 27.4
19.1
1
998 77.6
13.1
300 58.9
,427
863
44.7
30.7
36.1
1 300
854
55.3
146
1 491 11.4
1
70.8
13.6
5.5
220
60 49y.o0
,793
Q ft
1DO 22.9
721
516
661
856
30
28142
46
5
1 095
197
175
373
1
1

230
856

678
558
1 ,317
,131
451
785
667
,249
585
958
93156
414
792
282
554
1
1

65
390
840

617
,285
,365
900
99153
548
1
1 987
,250
,442

47.9
34.1
3.3
3.3
14.3
30.3
0.8
13.0
58.8
19.5
20.6
9.7
57.3
34.2
50.0
19.6
39.3
22.5
48.3
53.0
30.2
42.3
34.2
4.9
15.8
32.3
31.7
15.1
16.3
7.6
85.9
32.3
42.3
43.9
62.1
2.5
25.2
67.4
54.3
58.4
33.5
53.7

MINNESOTA-MONTANA
SOUTH DAKOTA
These preliminary state and county figures
from the U. S. Census of Agriculture
show the number of farms with television
sets in October-November, 1954, when
the census was made. Figures are pro> p from a survey covering 20% of all
jected
farms. B«T will present farm tv figures
for each state as they are tabulated by
the Census Bureau. Readers may clip and
save these reports to accumulate a comI3! file.
CO t-^. plete, county-by-county, state-by-state
O CO
>
>

H £

366
Stevens
110
1,233
149
1,723
Swift
Todd
17
Traverse
140
3,293
1,545
505
Wabasha
651
Wadena
1,012
1,333
Waseca
784
1,625
Washing1,070
Watonwan
503
520
ton
Wilkin
1,514
1,183
1,421
477
oa
Winona
Wright
1,787 1,910
3,177
Yellow
Medicine
Totals 165,225
2,103 55,045
374
MONTANA
Beverhead 339
32
Blaine
Big
Horn
734
18816
815
Broadwater 215
6
896
290841
Carbon
Carter
432
Cascade
453
Chouteau 1,132
33713
1,064
Custer
Daniels
Do6g
DawsonLodge 609
687
Deer
13
Fallon
384
Fergus
ftQ
117Flathead 1,070
88
366
Gallatin
1,434
Garfield
ZD6
Valley 1,041
Glacier
385
4
197
Golden
181
Granite
9
25
Hill
61
Jefferson
274
2
Judith
Lake Basin 489
899
71
Lewis and 1,490
98
Liberty
10730
Clark
382
Lincoln
337
Madison
387
508
McCone
155
505
610
Meagher
23
Mineral
19
Missoula
85
259
33
Musselshell 642
550
Park
140
711
Petroleum
Phillips
3
Pondera
7
Powder
696
80
424
257
River
Powell
222
Prairie
18
Ravalli
6918
1,396
Richland
3
481
Roosevelt 1,004
25
860
28
591
Rosebud
Sanders
16
Sheridan
117
Silver Bow 965
142
Stillwater
643
Sweet Grass 366
148
446
Teton
204
952
Toole
Valley
50
Treasure
14
201
5
Wheatland 290
3
1,097
Wibaux
2
stone
555
YellowTOTAL 33,059
1,401 2,970

8.9
21.2
15.3
14.7
10.5
42.1
48.2
35.4
70.7
40.3
60.1
29.1
17.8
33.3
9.4
10.3
2.8
2.2
21.0
1.0
25.6
0.2
31.7
0i .a9
11 1
o.y
ft i
1.0
1.2
1.6
6.8
12.7
0.7
5.0
66
14.5
13.1
31.8
6.5
5.9
0.8
' 34
3.5
5.1
2.1
1.0
8.9
11.5
675

SOUTH
UAKU J. A
Armstrong
Aurora
Beadle
Bennett
■ Homme
Bon
Brookings
Brown
Brule
Buffalo
Butte
Clay
Campbell
Charles
Clark
Mix
Day

1.8
ra £
10
817
386
1,518

1,358
154
1,841
1,846
711
651
636
1,298
1,567
777
Codington 1,078
1,153
Corson
Custer
380
Davison
Dewey
484
1,600
1,208
Deuel
892
Douglas
415
883
Edmunds
Fall River 978
Faulk
711
Gregory
Grant
1,264
1,086
Haakon
431
Hamlin
Hand
408
Harding
Hanson
1,023
327
1,093
830
Hughes
inson
1,683
395
HutchJackson
219
Hyde
Jerauld
633
Jones
289
Kingsbury
Lake 4
~9
Lawrence
339
1,252
Lincoln
1,392
636
Marshall
Lyman
1,734
McCook
1,024
McPherson
1,104
Meade
1,324
Mellette
350
Miner
1,049
Moody
1,007
haha
955
2,320
MinnePennington
795
1,295
Perkins
Potter

0.3
2.6
5.8
2.1
3.7
4.4
19.7
21.4
18.2
11.2
0.5
1.5
9.5

Roberts
Sanborn
Tripp
Sully
Stanley
Shannon

0.7

Yankton
Ziebach

39.6
9.0

TOTAL
Wash-

Spink
Todd
Turner
Union
baugh
Walworth

240
544
819
1,911
216
412
1,557
419
1,194
1,366

34
78
7
193
457
512
23
19
2
7
163

4.2
5.1
27.8

64
70385
46
82
401

10.4
61.0
6.6
4.9
7.6
0.3
9.5
10.9
2.9
4.5

132
51
40
22
7
87
41
67
44
2
44
2
6
357
8
3
23557
18
574
239
750
15
371
9
251
32
10
1,242
556
5011
289
24
2
102
2
8
121
21

856
173
579
622
1,360
344 10,600
6567
62,520
1,866-
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33.4
10.5
1.3
2.7
3.6
1.1

2.2
8.3
1.7
5.8
5.3
4.1
4.0
8.5
ion
0.5
0.5
1.8
1.4
21.2
2.0
9.0
16.9
43.3
45.8
2.8
28.0
23.3
2.9
4.3
0.9
24.9
1.4
53.5
42.9
1.8
15.1
2.8
0.8
1.9
6.6
6.1
1.8
0.9
0.2
2.1
35.2
62.7
2.0
45.7
17.0
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MONITOR, NBC's new radio pattern, showed
over $1,500,000 before its premiere.

such tremendous

Now, after 6 weeks of broadcasting, the MONITOR
MONITOR

programming

over a weekend,
of 367

an advertiser reaches 3,670,000

different homes . . . reaches them at the rate

per dollar.*

gives its sponsors more homes

netwQrk. If weekend

story can be told in hard facts.

attracts a big cumulative audience . . .fast! With 15 participations spaced

unduplicated homes

MONITOR

potential that advertisers invested

per dollar than any weekend

sponsor on the second

radio advertisers sponsoring conventional-type programs

work were to invest comparable

sums in MONITOR,

here's what they would get:

on the next net-

SPONSOR

LENGTH

A

60 Min.

B

30 Min.
15 Min.

C

Current Show on 2nd Network
COST
OIFF. HOMES REACHED
$22,800
917,000
11,300
1,055,000
7,600

1,192,000

Same Money Invested in MONITOR
DIFF. HOMES REACHED
GAIN
4,130,000
3,670,000
3,120,000

350%
248%
165%

This is without counting MONITOR'S huge bonus audience listening to car radios and portables.
A special Advertest survey of car-riders during the last July weekend showed that more listeners
were tuned to NBC than to all other networks combined.
Reach greater audiences with your advertising dollar by switching to radio's future pattern.
MONITOR is virtually sold out for the coming Labor Day weekend, but other choice weekend
time is still available. Call your NBC Representative today.
'Nielsen Special Report, covering 2 weeks ending June 25.

IVIONIT

Exciting things are happening

on the IMInijjH n[ RADIO
a service of

NETWORK

•ADVERTISERS & AGENCIESmitment for alternate-week sponsorship of Tony
Martin show on NBC-TV starting Sept. 5. In
B»T, July 25 story agency was incorrectly
identified as Fuller & Smith & Ross, Chicago,
former agency.
Fred W. Amend Co. (Chuckles candy), Chicago, appoints Earle Ludgin & Co., same city.
Official Films Inc. (tv films), N. Y., has appointed Brucker & Ross Inc., same city.
Fine Products Corp. (Hollingsworth and Nunnally's candies), Augusta, Ga., has appointed
Day, Harris, Hargrett & Weinstein Inc., same
city. Tv will be used.
Amen Industries (toys, greetings cards, car
accessories) appoints Walter McCreery Inc.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. Joe Landfield is account
executive. Radio-tv planned.
Sonotone of New York (hearing aids) and TriState Buick Dealers Assn., N. Y., N. J., and
Conn., appoint William Warren, Jackson &
Delaney, N. Y. Stevens P. Jackson is account
executive on both. Sonotone will use radio-tv
spots in N. Y. area in fall. Tri-State is using
200-spot campaign on N. Y. City stations.
A&A PEOPLE

■
THE

ONE-TWO
STORY

Consistently
first

choice

Columbus

in

the

John Monsarrat, Lennen & Newell, N. Y., to
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., as vice president and account representative.

Market

Julian Field, copy chief, Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.,
to Lennen & Newell,
same city, as vice
president.
John W. Harder, account executive, AlGuenther Lawbert Frank
Inc.,- N.
Y.,
elected
vice president.
H. A.man ofKent,
boardchairand
director, P. Lorillard
Co., retires Sept. 1,
MR. FIELD
continuing with firm
in advisory and consultant capacity.
Lou Holzer, account executive at M. B. Scott
Adv., Hollywood, has been promoted to vice
president. He formerly was radio-tv director
at Lockwood-Shackelford Co., L. A.
Allen McGinnis, tv dept., BBDO, N. Y, named
copy chief, L. A. office, succeeding Harry Bell,
who moves to N. Y. office as copy group head.
Robert S. Congdon, formerly vice president
and group head, McCann-Erickson, N. Y., to
Ted Bates & Co., as Snow Crop account executive.

ASK
JOHN
CBS for CENTRAL

BLAIR

OHIO
radio
COLUMBUS,
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OHIO

Raymond P. Wiggers to Reincke, Meyer & Finn,
Chicago, as account executive.
Philip E. Genthner, vice president and account
executive, Scheideler, Beck & Werner, N. Y.,
to Geyer Adv., N. Y., as account .executive.
Jacquelin M. Molinaro, timebuyer, AndersonMcConnell Adv., Hollywood, appointed media
director.
Robert D. Schwartz to Deepfreeze appliance
div., Motor Products Corp., Detroit, as advertising sales promotion manager.
Glenn E. Martin appointed copy group head,
Campbell-Mithun Inc., Minneapolis.
Jack Wormser, formerly director, ABC Hollywood, named director-expediter, radio-tv dept.,
Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A.; William Lines,
formerly national advertising manager, Pasa(Calif.) Star-News, to sales promotion
staff ofdenaagency.
Broadcasting
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Up

to

a

mountain

top

in

September
KING

OF

A

NEW

In September WSJS-TV,

FRONTIER

Winston-Salem, N. C, goes to

maximum power — creating one of the South's biggest TV
markets. And with North Carolina's rich Golden Triangle
of Winston-Salem, Greensboro, and High Point as the core!

MAXIMUM

POWER—

316,000 watts!

MAXIMUM HEIGHT — 2,000 feet above
average terrain.

COVERAGE

— 91 counties, in four states.

TV HOMES

— 612,343 sets.
3,943,000 people.
$4,350,000,000 buying power.

WINSTON-SALEM,
CHANNEL

Ml

f>

Mm TOT

N.

C.

12

WINSTON-SALEM
HIGH POINT
GREENSBORO

HEADLEY-REED, REP.

mmmmmmmm
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get a whale of a lot of concentration

when you put this charmed WCBS circle
to work for you. Their area of concentration
carries them far beyond studio confines . . .
to local supermarkets, to client sales meetings,
to high school dances and parent-teacher
meetings. And everywhere they go, they're
constantly making new„ friends, building
bigger audiences.
All of which really pays off: WCBS
consistently places more programs

Radio
on the list

of Top Ten local daytime participating
shows than all the other New York network
stations combined.
They're a dedicated group of performers . . .
realistically dedicated to selling the products
you advertise. Try concentrating your
advertising with these nationally-known local
personalities . . . and let them concentrate
their selling efforts on you. Call CBS
Radio Spot Sales or Henry Untermeyer
^HBE
&5> JfcrCjHL JUJL^i*
Number One Station in the Number One Market

Anybody
here
know?
you
don't
uvm^oiH umu.idji
9ipuvy; 2HQ
ssoy
tiuuvj
S9iu/ivjj
qog
0UJ2M1S Hovf
viipivjq nxojbf
9«iaw[0O2O Ouipvdg

at

New Yorh

MOVIE

INDUSTRY

BLASTED
Television

Its

rn

a

FIXED

the

means

land

where

race

TV

"taint-visible"

NO doubt about it, radio's a sure thing in Big Aggie
land. 660,950 families are staunch radio fans in the
rich, 5-state Great Upper Missouri Valley. TV
stands for "taint-visible" in Big Aggie Land; and no
one newspaper can stride this wide land day by day
like radio.
WNAX-570.

And far in the lead by several lengths is
So whatever media you consider in

other markets, there's only one low-cost, high-return
way to get your share of the $2.8 billion buying
income in Big Aggie Land - and that is WNAX-570.

WNAX-570
Yankion, South Dakota
A Cowles station. Under the same
management as KVTV, Channel 9,
Sioux City: Iowa's second largest market.
Don D. Sullivan, Advertising Director
CBS Radio
Represented by the Katz Agency
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producer censures

Hollywood for producing "byproduct" tv films for commercial purposes without an actual
interest in the industry. Claims
Hollywood does not have the
proper background knowledge
to produce top entertainment.
IN A strongly worded analysis of the drift of
major motion picture film companies into the
television field, Frederic W. Ziv, president of
Ziv Television Programs Inc., last week asserted
that major picture studios "Are giving every
indication of regarding television film production as a by-product."
Mr. Ziv questioned "The seriousness of purposes" of major motion picture companies in
entering the tv field, and declared: "The production of television film can only be a byproduct activity of these great theatrical motion
picture producers — a by-product loaded with
free advertising for their movies at the expense
of sponsors and tv stations. I do not regard
this as a revolutionary development that is
going to produce wave after wave of brilliant
programming, startling new distribution plans
or great new contributions to better audience
services and entertainment. I would like to
feel that we could look to them for a real contribution to quality programming which would
enhance our medium and increase audience
enjoyment and enlightenment, but I see no
evidence of such forward looking steps."
Where They're Going
In a five-point analysis of the direction in
which he feels the major film studios are
headed, Mr. Ziv made these observations:
1. The by-product films to be made for tv
cannot be given right-of-way at these studios,
whose first objective must be the production of
"better, bigger box-office, theatrical features for
which there is a great public and a great profit
throughout the world." Their customers (the
exhibitors) will not permit any substantial
diversion of plant, technical skill, executive
leadership or know-how to a new medium that
is so directly competitive to the basic interests
of the motion picture industry. Financial institutions and others who have a major stake
in this field will join powerful exhibitor interests to see that by-product does not become the
major product. Audiences will not welcome tv
programming that turns out to be long trailers
to "glorify" a given movie.
2. Production of television films for an intimate audience of family groups is an exacting
business, and does not find many direct counterparts in the production of motion pictures for
theatrical exhibition. The ability of outstanding
motion picture producers is no guarantee of
ability to serve the home tv audience and the
advertiser with fine entertainment for the family
group. The outstanding film programs of the
past few years were not developed by the major
motion picture companies but by those who
pioneered in film television — by those who
acquired a knowledge of the home audience,
first in radio and then in tv.
3. When the major film companies branched
into radio, they used the "same confused thinking" they are now showing in their approach to
tv. Instead of developing radio entertainment
that could stand on its own. they used radio to
help exploit their theatrical motion pictures.
Again it was a by-product.
4. Hollywood motion picture companies have
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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Here's a first-class axiom for anyone with something to sell.
And this Ohio River Valley is a first-class market to sell in —
thanks to a happy combination of industrial bustle, supplying
the world with a list of products almost as long as the
heavily-loaded freight trains that carry them away.
But the most important product is the money all this activity
generates . . . money shared lavishly with skilled workers on
the ever-growing payrolls.
The money is here, all right ! To get to it, you need only
the help and persuasive power of three highly-respected
salesmen, welcomed daily into the homes of Ohio River Valley
money-makers. Together, they pack a triple wallop ; individually,
each has a record of results no advertiser can afford to ignore.
If you want your share of this vast buying power, go where it
is ! WSAZ-TV, teamed up with radio stations WGKV and WSAZ,
will take you there faster, more effectively, at lower cost, than
any other media combination in this whole money-loaded market !

CHANNEL
3-BASIC NBC NETWORK
WSAZ-TV
MAXIMUM POWER
HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON,

W. VA.

RADIO

ABC

930 KC.WSAZ
HUNTINGTON,

W. VA.

1490 KCWGKV.
CHARLESTON,

W. VA.

nationally by
represented
The KATZ

YOUR

MUST

COMPLETE

BUY

STATIONS

RADIO -TV COVERAGE

THE INDUSTRIAL
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Free
Best Radio

to

get

you

Stations

out

of

& Peters

represent

in the United

the

30 of the

States and

woods

Hawaii

radio
spot

Now, for the first time, with our new Spot Radio Pocket Guide,
you can estimate markets and costs — quickly, at a glance.

Free & Peters inc.

Your campaign plans can include getting sales messages
to everybody — everywhere, using this exclusive
Spot Radio Sales Power.
Let us present you with a copy, and explain its use.

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932

ree

& Peters,
inc
FT. WORTH
ATLANTA
DETROIT
Glenn Bldg.
Penobscot Bldg.
406 Fortune
W. Seventh
3349 St.
Main 5667
Woodward 1-4255

NEW YORK
250 Park Avenue
Plaza 1-2700
HOLLYWOOD
6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 9-2151

o

230 N.CHICAGO
Michigan Ave,
Franklin 2-6373
SANRussFRANCISCO
Building
Sutter 1-3798

the
BIG

TOP

boasted of the "vast amounts of money" they
can spend on film production. Expenditures of
vast sums does not guarantee quality in television film production: it takes know-how to keep
the people before their tv sets in millions of
homes, without benefit of the communal emotions of a mass audience grouped in a theatre.
5. There is another "tremendously important
facet" of television production with which none
of the major film companies has had "even the
slightest degree
of experience
or success."
The
American
system
of television
is advertisersupported and has won, and is winning, a
greater and greater share of the advertising
budgets in every field of consumer products.
Those who have been producing films for tv
through the formative years into the present
have acquired "a thorough understanding of
the sales and distribution objectives and techniques of the companies who want to use the
power of television advertising to reach its
ever-spreading audience."
Kaufman

Buys

French

Play Rights for Tv
More than $15 million to be
used in producing 104 French
films in color, which will run in
length from 60 to 90 minutes.
The first films will be ready for
distribution this winter.
DETAILS of a project that will involve more
than S15 million in the production of 104
French plays to be adapted for television were
announced last week by Joseph Kaufman, veteran motion picture producer.
Mr. Kaufman revealed at a "news conference
in New York that he had obtained an exclusive

Represented Nationally by Edward PETRY & Co., Inc.
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JOSEPH KAUFMAN signs the agreement
with French Societe des Auteurs in which
he gains film rights for 104 adaptations.
With him are Mme. Ninon Tallon, U. S.
representative of the French dramatists
guild, and (standing, I to r) Mejid Kabaili,
French consul in New York; Jacques F.
Ferrand, member of the Artistic Advisory
Committee of the projected film series,
and Rene Cheval, cultural attache of the
French Embassy in New York.
contract for world television performance rights
to the 104 French plays from the Societe des
Auteurs et Compisiteurs Dramatique in Paris.
The contract was signed by Mr. Kaufman and
Mme. Ninon Tallon. U. S. representative of the
French dramatic guild.
Under present plans, Mr. Kaufman said, at
(Continued on page 59)
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He's not much for bringing in game to stock the family larder!
That's the way it is in radio broadcasting.
Some stations are loaded with spots . . . you can
buy them cheap . . . they are cheap . . . you can saturate the station . . .
yes, you can saturate the station at very low per announcement
cost . . . but at what a high per listener cost!
Which do YOU want to do?
On a cost per listener basis, and that's the only profitable
way to figure radio advertising costs, KVOO is your lowest
cost buy in the great Tulsa market area.

This is true no matter

how many or how few spots you buy.
So . . . saturate the market . . .
Buy KVOO . . . Oklahoma's Greatest Station for more than 30 years!
KVOO does not double spot . . .
The spot you buy is yours, and yours alone!
Result? — your spot is heard . . . your spot is understood . . .
Your spot is profit-able!

RADIO
50,000 WATTS

Broadcasting
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STATION
KVOO
N8C AFFILIATE
EDWARD PETRY AND CO., INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
TULSA, OKLA.
OKLAHOMA'S
GREATEST STATION
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On

the

air

SEPTEMBER

V

You'll want to be there. It's a
BILLION DOLLAR* Market.
... 1 ,029,000* people.
. . . 100,000 plus TV sets.*
ONLY

KTBS-TV

can

put you therePOWER...
with
MAXIMUM
100,000 watts VIDEO
69,800 watts AUDIO
on low . . .

TOWER

1151 FEET ABOVE

GROUND

CHANNEL

*SRDS tNBC

Represented by
PETRY

CHANNEL
3

SHREVEPORT,
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THE

IN

10

10

TOP

MAJOR
AS RATED

NEW
1.
2.
3.
4.

YORK

6.
7.
8.
9.

MINNEAPOL1SST. PAUL

1.
' 2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
[ 8.
9.
10.

MARKETS

BY ARB

IN JULY

SEVEN-STATION MARKET
Mon.
Sun.
Mon.
Fri.
Wed.
Tues.
Sat.
Sat.
Tues.
Sat.

Superman (Flamingo)
City Detective (MCA-TV)
Sherlock Holmes (UM&M)
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
Fairbanks Presents (ABC Film)
Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
Star & Story (Official)
Gene Autry (MCA-TV)
Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Annie Oakley (CBS Film)

6:00
9 30
7 00
7 00
10 30
9
7 00
30
7 00
7
5 30
30

WRCA-TV
WPIX
WRCA-TV
WRCA-TV
WRCA-TV
WABC-TV
WRCA-TV
WCBS-TV
WABD
WCBS-TV

LOS
9.2
8.9
7.0
6.9
6.9
6.7
6.4
6.2
5.9
5.9

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Thurs. 9:30
Mon. 9:30
Sun.
8:30
Tues. 8:30
Fri.
9:30
Fri.
9:00
Tues. 10:30
Sun.
9:00
Sun.
8:00
Wed.
8:30

KSTP-TV
KSTP-TV
WCCO-TV
KSTP-TV
KSTP-TV
WCCO-TV
KSTP-TV
KSTP-TV
WCCO-TV
KSTP-TV

FOUR-STATION MARKET
WNBQ
WNBQ
Sat.
10:00
Mayor of the Town (MCA-TV)
WNBQ
10:30
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
Sat.
WNBQ
Champ. Bowling (W. Schwimmer)Sat.
11:00
Mon. 9:30
Eddie Cantor (Ziv)
Tues. 8:30
Racket Squad (ABC Film)
WGN-TV
Tues. 8:00 WGN-TV
Badge 714 (NBC Film)
I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
Tues. 9:30
WGN-TV
Fri.
WBKB
9:30
Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
Tues. 10:30
Joe Palooka (Guild)
WBKB
2:00
WBKB
Little Rascals (Interstate)
Sun.

27.5
23.6
18.3
15.3
14.5
14.5
12.3
11.7
11.7
10.4

2.
1.
3.
6.4.
5.
7.
8.
10.

8.
9.
10.

ATLANTA
1.
2.
»3.
4.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

BOSTON
1.
2.
3.
4.

16.0
14.3
14.0
13.9
12.4
10.6
10.6
8.6
8.1

9:30
10:00
10:00
10:30
7:00
9:30
10:00
10:00
9:30
10:30

TWO-STATION

Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
Ellery Queen (TPA)
I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
Range Rider (CBS Film)
Badge 714 (NBC Film)
6. Boston Blackie (Ziv)
7. Foreign Intrigue (S. Reynolds)
8. Patti Page (Screen Gems)
9. Lone Wolf (MCA-TV)
10. Superman (Flamingo)
Broadcasting
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Tues.
Sun.
Mon.
Sun.
V/ed.
Fri.
Mon.
Mon.
Sat.
Fri.

10 30
10 30
7 00
7 00
6 30
10:30
10
30
7 45
30
106 30

WAGA-TV
WSB-TV
WAGA-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WAGA-TV
WAGA-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WAGA-TV

7.3

Mon.
Tues.
Fri.
Sat.
Tues.

35.5
29.1
25.9
23.1
23.1
21.2
17.8
16.2
13.3
13.2

Death
Valley Attorney
Days (McC.-Erick'n)Sun.
Mr. District
(Ziv)
Fri.
Mon.
Star & Story (Official)
Thurs.
Life of Riley (NBC Film)
Fri.
•5. Film)
Badge 714 (NBC
Fri.
Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Tues.
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
Eddie Cantor (Ziv)
Wed.
Fri.
City Detective (MCA-TV)
Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
Thurs.

34.6
22.1
20.8
17.8
17.8
17.0
14.7
12.8
12.7
11.6

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
8.
7.
9.

30
30
00
30
00
00
30
00
00

KTTV
KTTV
KTTV
KTTV
KTTV
KTTV
KNXT
KTTV
KTLA

22.7
21.3
20.9
20.7
16.2
14.7
14.4
14.1
12.6
12.6

8 30
9:00
9 30
7 30
9 30
7 30
8 00
8 30
8
7 00
30

KING-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KOMO-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV

24.4
37.5
23.6
23.0
23.4
21.2
19.6
19.0
19.0
18.3

FOUR-STATION MARKET•30
Mon. 10:30
7:00
Fri.
Thurs.
Fri.
7:00
Fri. 10:00
10:30
Wed.
8:00
7:00
Fri.
M-F. 7:00
Wed. 9:00
Tues. 7:30

WRC-TV
WRC-TV
WRC-TV
WMAL-TV
WMAL-TV
WTOP-TV
WMAL-TV
WRC-TV
WRC-TV
WMAL-TV

16.6
12.8
12.2
11.3
11.1
11.0
10.2
9.7
8.8
8.1

THREE-STATION MARKET

1. Badge 714 (NBC Film)
2. Racket Squad (ABC Film)
4.
3. Sherlock Holmes (UM&M)
I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
5. I Am the Law (MCA-TV)
6. Ramar of the Jungle (TPA)
7. Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
8. Range Rider (CBS Film)
9. Soldiers of Fortune (MCA-TV)
10. Waterfront (MCA-TV)
1. DAYTON

7
7
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
8

30
FOUR-STATION MARKET

SEATTLETACOMA

CLEVELAND

MARKET
WNAC-TV
WNAC-TV
WNAC-TV
WBZ-TV
WNAC-TV
WNAC-TV
WBZ-TV
WNAC-TV
WBZ-TV
WNAC-TV

Tues.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.
Tues.

1. I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
4.
2. Badge 714 (NBC Film)
3. Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo)
Man Behind the Badge (MCA-TV)
Follow That Man (MCA-TV)
Ramar of the Jungle (TPA)
7. Cowboy G-Men (Flamingo)
8.
6. Little Rascals (Interstate)
9. Little Rascals (Interstate) [a.m.]
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
10.

THREE-STATION MARKET

Tues.
Favorite Story (Ziv)
Sun.
Racket Squad (ABC Film)
Wed.
Ellery Queen (TPA)
Sat.
City Detective (MCA-TV)
Fri.
Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
Thurs.
Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Death Valley Days (McC.-Erick'n.)Tues.
Mon.
Patti Page (Screen Gems)
Wed.
City Detective (MCA-TV)
Wed.
Follow That Man (MCA-TV)

SEVEN-STATION MARKET

WASHINGTON

CHICAGO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ANGELES

Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Badge 714 (NBC Film)
Life of Riley (NBC Film)
I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
Life With Elizabeth (Guild)
Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
Amos 'n' Andy (CBS Film)
Superman (Flamingo)
I Am the Law (MCA-TV)

FOUR-STATION MARKET

Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
Badge 714 (NBC Film)
Lone Wolf (MCA-TV)
I Led Three Lives (Ziv)
Follow That Man (MCA-TV)
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
Racket Squad (ABC Film)
Life of Riley (NBC Film)
Soldiers of Fortune (MCA-TV)
City Detective (MCA-TV)

FROM the monthly audience surveys of American
Research Bureau, B*T each month presents a table
showing the 10 highest rated syndicated film programs for television in 10 major markets, selected
to represent markets in all parts of the country
and with various degrees of competition, from
two to seven tv stations. This is the July report.

FILMS

Tues.
Fri.
Mon.
Fri.
Fri.
Thurs.
Tues.

8
10:00
10 30
00
10:30
30
6 00
108 00
7 00
Sun.
Thurs.
7
7
Wed.
00
TWO-STATION

Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Badge 714 (NBC Film)
Man Behind the Badge (MCA-TV)
Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
Racket Squad (ABC Film)
Kit Carson (MCA-TV)
Ellery Queen (TPA)
Liberace (Guild)
Follow That Man (MCA-TV)

WXEL
WEWS
WNBK
WXEL
WEWS
WNBK
WXEL
WEWS
WNBK
WEWS

19.8
19.0
17.4
15.9
14.2
12.1
12.2
11.0
10.9
10.4

MARKET
22.3

Sat.
Sat.
Fri.
Wed.
Sat.
Tues.
Sun.
Fri.

9:30
10:30
9:30
9:30
10:00
10:15
5:00
10:15
10:30
10:15

WHIO-TV
WHIO-TV
WHIO-TV
WLWD
WLWD
WHIO-TV
WLWD
WHIO-TV
WLWD

21.6
19.4
18.6
17.6
15.4
17.5
15.3
11.5
11.5

Sat.
Sun.
WHIO-TV
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WHAT

STILLS

CAN

DO

by William Winter, news commentator, KP1X (TV) San Francisco
STILL PICTURES, especially with a good
35mm camera, can be used effectively on
television, and in some cases even more effectively than movies. The trick is to make
them seem to move, as in motion pictures,
from established shot to medium shot to
closeup, and to show them in rapid sequence
on the screen. Once the advantages of this
technique are recognized, the 35mm camera could revolutionize the news films-fortelevision industry. In addition to the obvious factor of economy, there is the important element of speed — narrowing the
time lag between exposure and broadcast
which is especially essential in news reporting.
During the past seven years I have made
several trips to Asia and Europe, Africa and
the Middle East, to produce films for my
own television news program on station
KPIX (TV) San Francisco. Because a tv
news broadcaster does not enjoy the luxury
of time away from the studio, the trips are
always made by plane where excess baggage
is not only cumbersome but expensive.
I used to take two 16mm movie cameras,
one for silent films to introduce and illustrate interviews taken on the other, a soundon-film camera. The latter, of course, must
be electrically powered, and because of the
undependability and variations of local current supplies a six-volt storage battery and
converter were necessary. The battery was
rented as soon as we landed in each new
town or village; airlines object to passengers
bringing acid-filled batteries aboard their
planes. Dry batteries don't hold up on long
trips, under changing climates, and replacements are bulky and heavy, so I always
rented wet batteries from local garages.
Once in a little backwoods village high in
the mountains of western Java I had to rent
and old dilapidated truck for three days because ithad the only storage battery available. We had to run the truck several miles
each day to keep the battery properly
charged.
But this basic equipment problem was the
minor one. Far more troublesome was the
nuisance of motion picture film. First, thousands of feet of film in cans and shipping
cartons weighed many times more than the
cameras, converter, amplifier and tripod.
Second, the movie film took up about five
times as much luggage space as equipment
and personal effects combined. Third, there
was the normal film waste: shooting anywhere from two to five as much footage as
would eventually appear on the screen.
Other travelling movie camera teams comprise crews of several men which adds to
travel and hotel expense. This is one problem Ihaven't had, because my wife happens
to be an expert on the sound-on-film camera,
monitoring the sound while I do the interviews. Such husband-and-wife family teams
Page 52 • August 15, 1955

aren't too common, and the usual camera
expedition consists of from three to five
technicians, which means high production
cost.
These, of course, are the usual problems
of overseas movie-taking, and if movies are
important you just put up with them. However, the professional abroad who shoots
pictures for television faces the constant uncertainty of not knowing what results he's
getting. For obvious reasons exposed film
should be returned home for processing. The
photographer in the field can't be sure of his
work or that there isn't some undetected flaw
in his equipment, until the processed film is
examined back home. By that time, he is
usually too far away from the scene of his
shooting to do any required re-taking.
Then there is the perennial problem of
editing. Every cameraman likes to edit
his own film or at least to supervise the
cutting. Particularly in the case of movie
film exposed in foreign lands, he is best
qualified to identify each sequence. When
films are flown back to the studio for broad-

pictures taken with the ordinary square
shaped reflex cameras are clearly inadequate.
The advantages of a small, compact, relatively lightweight and portable 35mm camera
over motion picture material are many: first,
there is no excess baggage fee to pay on air
trips since the camera can be slung from the
shoulder and large stocks of film can be
carried in one's pockets or tucked into suitcase corners. Second, a tripod is not essential, particularly with fast film stopped down
to arrest possible camera action. Graininess
of fast film is not a problem, since pictures
need be blown up only to 2V4 by 3^ inches.
Third, the camera is always "at the ready"
to capture some sudden interesting action.
But most important to the tv photographer
away from home: film can always be developed and contact-printed on the spot for
there are camera shops almost everywhere.
He can "edit" his sequences simply by selecting the pictures he wants, and then identify and describe each photo on the back of
the print. It might be added, where economy is a factor (when isn't it?), that the cost

HOW WINTER DOES IT is demonstrated in this sequence of pictures taken of the
church on the Mount of Beatitudes in Gallilee. Mr. Winter first photographed a sign
which identifies the church, then took a picture of the church itself, followed up with a
cast while he's away, he never is up-to-date
in information on just what the finished
product is like.
I have just returned from my latest jaunt,
to Europe, North Africa, and the Middle
East. As usual, I carried along the bulky
motion picture equipment and two large
cases of film, but this time something new
was added, thanks to an enterprising salesman who introduced me to the new Leica
M-3. At first I planned to shoot only some
color film for my private collection, but as
the usability of the Leica for television became apparent, the movie outfits seemed almost superfluous.
The Leica has the ideal picture-taking
proportion for television, since tv screens are
generally rectangular, with a ratio similar
to that of the Leica 35mm negative. Still

of black-and-white 35mm film is negligible
compared with that of movie film. To say
nothing of the considerable saving in airmailing costs, laboratory fees and editing
expense.
The disadvantage of still photos on television, of course, has been that they don't
move. Also, unlike the sound-on-film movies,
they don't talk. However, I found that the
many advantages of the Leica overbalance
such shortcomings, and that when employed
with regard to tv requirements, the results
can be not only adequate, but in many respects, superior.
The accomplished photographer normally
spends much of his time looking for shooting angles, framing and composition factors. The news photographer is mainly interested in documentary pictures that will
tell a story, or identify people and places in
Broadcasting
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the news. He must snap his shutter quickly
and move on to his next subject, sometimes
exposing an entire roll of film while the artistic photographer is still pondering his
angles.
In motion picture photography the customary pattern is to shoot an establishing
scene, then move in for a closer look, then
perhaps film a printed sign or some other
identifying legend, and finally come to the
main subject of the sequence, close-up. Why
not use this same technique in producing
stills for television?
In Gallilee, for example, there is a little
church atop the hill where Jesus is believed
to have delivered the Sermon on the Mount.
The hill is known as the Mount of Beatitudes. Instead of lugging my heavy movie
equipment along, I simply carried my Leica
M-3. First, I photographed a wooden sign
which identifies the succeeding pictures. (I
had never before thought I'd be shooting
just a sign by itself, but this, I found, is the
secret for proper tv sequence-shooting).
Next, the church on the summit, MS, fol-

Minister of France, M. Edgar Faure, in
Paris. The interview was on motion picture
sound film. However, since I had taken
many still shots with my Leica in French
Morocco the previous week, of Pashas,
Caids, Khaliffas, people in marketplaces, on
streets, at work, and so on, I was able to illustrate what M. Faure was saying about
Morocco by showing appropriate still photos
in rapid sequence as his words were heard
over the air. Only a short motion picture
sequence appeared on the screen; most of
the interview was covered by illustrative
Leica photos with the interviewee narrating
off camera.
In future overseas trips I intend to leave
all motion picture equipment behind, and
take only my Leica and a portable tape recorder By taking several shots of the person interviewed, and then going out to photograph people and places he talks about,
the result can be far more interesting and
informative than anything produced with
bulky movie gear.
There is one major fact about television

closeup, and then a shot of the landscape as seen from the church. On tv the commentator's voice describes the mount while the pictures are shown in order. The sequence
technique is what makes good movies; it also makes good stills.
lowed by a CU. Shutterbugs don't ordinarily shoot isolated scenes that don't tell a
complete story, but it is good technique in
movies, and therefore is good technique in
taking stills for tv. The point is that stills
should be taken in sequence rather than
fitting an entire story into one shot.
When shown on the air, the pictures appear in rapid succession as the narrator's
voice tells the story. The effect is comparable to that of motion picture scene changes.
There is, of course, the disadvantage of
not having lip-sync motion on film during an
interview. But there are unique advantages
to using still photos to illustrate what the interviewe italking
s
about, instead of showing
him on camera in a static movie pose talking about things that are left to the viewer's
imagination.
For instance, I interviewed the Prime
Telecasting
Broadcasting

broadcasting that it is well to bear in mind:
it is a most intimate medium of communication. Audiences not only see as well as
hear what is broadcast, but there is a sense
of close contact with the performer in the
studio.
A capable platform speaker can induce
emotional response in his audience, because
people in the auditorium before him are
subject to a state of semi-hypnosis, or something called mass psychology. They can be
moved to applaud or laugh or cry or cheer
when they are surrounded by a large number of fellow auditors. But if that same
platform orator were to stand in our living
room at home, before an audience of two
or three people, and deliver the same speech
with precisely the sames gestures, inflection,
and dramatic intonation, there would be no
applause or laughter or tears or cheers. Two

or three people in a room simply are not
semi-hypnotized because there is no mass of
people around them. What is required for
effective living room speaking, is conversation rather than oratory.
When the host shows pictures to his
friends at home, he certainly does not narrate in stentoriam pear-shaped tones in the
manner of a commercial movie travelogue.
He'd seem silly assuming anything but a
casual, friendly, informal and conversational manner.
The same kind of intimacy makes ideal
television communication. The reason is that
television audiences are never millions or
thousands or even hundreds of people, they
are usually just two or three people sitting
sprawled out comfortably in easy chairs in
a private living room. The performer on
the screen actually is in their parlor chatting
with them informally. If he talks and acts
like a circus ringmaster he'll appear ridiculous. Still photos shown on the air are
as interesting as if they were passed around
to guests at home.
My job on tv is not to report news as a
newscaster, but to analyze current world
events. This is done with the aid of maps,
charts and blackboard. Since returning from
my most recent junket with hundreds of
Leica ments
photos,
I've Mail
illustrated
my tv asked
comwith stills.
from viewers
that I show more pictures, even those that
have nothing to do with a Big Four conference, or Indochina, or Formosa. Thus encouraged (and very little encouragement was
needed) I have devoted part of each program to showing pictures, of people, places,
animals, landscapes, etc., which I really had
taken for my own collection. Audience reaction has been warmly flattering. It seems
everybody likes to look at pictures.
Standard projection equipment in tv studios calls for matte-finish prints, with the
photo blown up to 2lA x3'/4 inches, which
is the essential scanning area, and printed on
a 4 x 5 inch card or heavy paper. That is, the
photo, which should always be taken horizontal y, of course, is 2lA by AVa inches in
size, but the projection machine requires a
card 4 by 5 inches. The picture must not
be pasted on the card, because the heat of
the projection lamp can cause curling. Printing the photo on the reasonably heavy paper
is all that is needed.
Thus, I am convinced there is room for
stills on tv, if they are taken in sequence so
they seem to move on the screen. Most
television stations have limited budgets and
motion pictures are expensive for them.
And a motion picture sequence takes time
since it is not possible to edit a scene to the
time used in showing a still of that scene.
Thus more territory can be covered in a tv
news program with stills than with movies.
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THE

GREAT

COMES

NATURE,
OUTDOOR

STEVE (Douglas Kennedy) and Rusty
(Eddy Waller) with two prop trees in the
studio. On film, the trees will look real.

memo

AND

INDOORS

MODERN

WHEN a gun-totin', two-fisted hombre on
horseback comes a-gallopin' across the tv
screen, whoa, pardner — it's not as simple
and spontaneous a thing as it might seem.
So says Paul McNamara, vice president and
partner in Jack Chertok Productions, Hollywood, tv film production firm, who recently
defined for B»T a number of pitfalls which
film producers — particularly producers of
"westerns" — are heir to and the partial solutions Chertok has found for them.
Mr. McNamara is an old hand at the
techniques of filming horse opera yarns.
Chertok, which produced The Lone Ranger,
one of the highest-rated and most widely
known series of its type, has recently released a new "western" through NBC Film
Div., Steve Donovan, Western Marshal.
Shooting a quality western, according to
Mr. McNamara, is a challenge not to be
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taken lightly. The chief problem lies in the
necessity to do extensive work on location.
That headache can be subdivided into a
number of interferences which hold up
production or halt it altogether — and that
costs time and money.
Mr. McNamara explained that the simple
toot of a train whistle causes interruption
sufficient to necessitate setting up a shooting
schedule on location at a time when no
trains are due to pass through the area. A
train whistle in the middle of a scene means
that the entire scene must be reshot. Harry
A. Poppe, Chertok production supervisor,
estimates that in terms of time, train whistles
still cost about one hour per picture.
Another typical hazard is the camera's
ability to pick up background which the eye
does not see. This, Mr. McNamara points
out, is a visible expense. For example, the
background power lines across Southern
California mountains do not show up until
the film is run in the projection room rushes.
Such scenes must be reshot on the next
location trip.
Vapor trails and airplanes are both visible
and audible handicaps. With due regard for
the progress of aviation, Mr. McNamara
explained, jets just don't fly fast enough
to escape notice. The location work for
Western Marshal was done at Iverson's
Ranch close to Los Angeles. This desert
area near the city is a great testing area
for jets. Once they loom on the horizon,
all shooting comes to an abrupt stand-still.
Unfortunately, actors' salaries don't simultaneously grind to a halt. One morning the
entire Western Marshal cast was ready to
start shooting at 8:30 a.m. A jet squadron
circled the area all morning and it was 1
p. m. before any work got underway.
Such machinery as tractors, bulldozers
and diesel trucks also can add to a producer's location woes. As often as possible
an advance crew ascertains the plowing and
leveling schedules of the surrounding ranches
and sets shooting accordingly. But should
the crew estimate incorrectly, work again
stops until the sounds are out of range.
Mr. McNamara describes inclement
weather as a tremendous financial setback
which can never be recaptured. Despite a
close check every day with local and government weather bureaus the problem of
weather is a producer's greatest hazard in
terms of actual dollar loss. To curb the
problem somewhat, all call sheets are issued
"weather permitting." But it frequently happens that a crew leaves a studio and reaches
Telecasting
Broadcasting

location only to have clouds obscure the
sun and cause long and costly delays.
Running weather a close second in terms
of dollar loss is transportation. Mr. McNamara explained that in shooting indoors
there is only one transportation item involved— a truck to pick up the horses and
deliver them to the studio. But when the
crew ventures to Iverson's Ranch for the
day, the safari includes a bus with a dressing room, a large limousine with leg room
known in film circles as a "stretchout," a
, limousine station wagon, a camera truck,
a regular station wagon, a sound truck, a
\ grip truck, water wagon and trucks for
the horses. Each vehicle, lamentably enough,
is accompanied by a driver — who works on
a portal-to-portal pay basis.
An early cast call also poses a financial
problem. The average indoor call, according to Mr. McNamara, is for shooting at
8:30 a.m., with players reporting to the
studio 30 minutes in advance of that time.
On location, however, actors must report no
later than 6:30 a.m. The two hours en
route to the location scene and returning
at the end of the day are paid at time and
a half for all cast and crew members.
This brief rundown on the drawbacks of
location shooting adds up to one specific
thing in Mr. McNamara's opinion: A very
good reason for wanting to shoot pictures
inside. To a large extent that is what
Chertok has done on its Western Marshal.
This method of operation has worked so
well in filming the Western Marshal series
that it is virtually impossible to detect what
is authentic sagebrush and prairie and what
is not.
Whenever possible during the shooting of
Western Marshal, scenes which had always
been regarded as standard location jobs
were filmed inside. To reproduce accurately
location scenes, an advance shooting crew
scouted the Iverson Ranch and the surrounding area, after carefully studying the
scripts to choose spots which conceivably
could be reproduced in closeup inside the
studio. Before a camera ever turned on
Western Marshal 12 scripts were completed
and analyzed for such possibilities. All the
exteriors were blocked out. Chertok took
the cast and crew to Iverson's Ranch for
two weeks of intensive filming — and in two
weeks' time obtained all the exteriors needed for the first 12 shows.
At Chertok's studios, artists copied exactly the exteriors at Iverson's — storefronts,
streets and desert. Production was then
resumed at the studio. Mr. McNamara estimates that by plotting out a production
schedule in this fashion, Chertok saved
between one-third and one-half the shooting
time it would have spent on location with
the resultant ease of working on a regular
studio set.
The advantages of such a schedule are
obvious. The experiment showed that a
better and more economical job could be
done indoors insofar as indoor operation
was possible, Mr. McNamara said. Once
inside a studio, lighting can be controlled,
weather is no problem, plane noises are
blocked out by soundproofing the stage, the
sun can shine at a signal from the director,
the time of day can be dawn or dusk, and it
can all be done within the customary ninehour day.
Broadcasting
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Each frame — each scene in the print must be perfectly matched to assure an outstanding film production. Leading producers, directors and cameramen know that Precision
processing guarantees that individual attention.
Skilled hands and exclusive Maurer-designed equipment are teamed to bring these perfect
results to each Precision print. Even more important, continuing research constantly
improves techniqu.es that are already accepted as unequalled in the field.
In everything there is one best. ..in film processing, it's Precision.

A division of J. A. Maurer, Inc.
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The matchless technical perfection which a Mitchell camera brings
to a film can insure the investment as can no other single element of production.
For over 25 years constant research and engineering by Mitchell has
continued to produce, year after year, the most advanced and only truly
professional motion picture camera. It is traditional of Mitchell cameras that
in addition to filming the world's greatest films, they are to be found wherever
new and exacting techniques of filming are being successfully used.
Mitchell cameras are today dependably serving such varied fields as
Television, Business and Industry, Education, Government, the Armed Services, and
major Motion Picture Studios.
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only

Mitchell cameras are created, not moss produced— the same supreme custom
workmanship and smooth, positive operation is found in each Mitchell camera,
16 mm or 35 mm. Available to give Mitchell Cameras almost limitless capabilities, ore the finest of professional accessaries.
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(Continued from page 48)
least 26 tv films will be produced each year.
The films will be from 60 to 90 minutes in
length and will be produced in color in Paris,
New York and Hollywood, Mr. Kaufman
added. Production is scheduled to begin in the
fall, with distribution set for the winter of
1956. At the outset, Mr. Kaufman said, concentration of effort will be on English adaptations of the French plays, but later they may be
produced in French.
The plays to be produced for television will
be selected from major successes of the French
stage over the past 150 years and will include
the works of such authors as Musset, Victor
Hugo, Dumas Fils, Scribe, Sardou, Courteline,
Labiche, Edmond Rostand, Paul Claudel,
Charles Vildrac, Camus, Giraudoux, Cocteau,
Henri Bernstein and Tristan Bernard.
Mr. Kaufman has been active for many years
in motion picture production work and more
recently in tv films. As director of theatre
operations for Cinerama, he opened the first
Cinerama theatre in America. Among motion
pictures he has produced are "Pandora and the
Flying Dutchman," with Ava Gardner and
James Mason; "Sudden Fear," with Joan Crawford, Jack Palance and Gloria Grahame and
"Long John Silver," made in CinemaScope
Technicolor and starring Robert Newton. Mr.
Kaufman's most ambitious venture in tv is a
series of 26 half-hour, tv color films titled The
Adventures of Long John Silver, currently being
distributed by CBS-TV Film Sales.
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O'Shea Appoints Glett
As RKO Radio Exec. V.P.
APPOINTMENT of Charles L. Glett, recently
elected to the executive staff of General Teleradio, as executive vice president and a
member of the board of directors of RKO
ladio Pictures Inc. was announced last week
?y Daniel T. O'Shea, president. Mr. Glett will
make his headquarters at the RKO studio in
Hollywood.
Mr. O'Shea. a veteran executive in the motion picture and radio and television broadcasting fields, was named president of RKO
Radio Pictures two weeks ago [B»T, Aug. 8],
following acquisition of the motion picture company from Howard Hughes by General Teleradio for $25 million [B©T, July 25]. Most
recently
Mr. O'Shea
dent of CBS
Inc. had served as a vice presiMr. Glett was named an executive of General
Teleradio by Thomas F. O'Neil, president, at
the time RKO Radio Pictures was purchased.
Mr. Glett was vice president in charge of network services for CBS-TV on the West Coast
until he resigned to join GT. Previously he
had been vice president in charge of television
activities for Mutual-Don Lee and an executive of various motion picture companies.

Of all TV stations
in the fabulous
Puget Sound area,
covers
all 5* cities
only KTNT-TV
'Seattle,
in its "A"Tocoma,
contour.
Everett,
Bremerton, Olympia
We, out here in the vibrant northwest corner of the nation, have
great respect for Washington, D. C, Providence, and Cambridge.
That's why we are using these cities to tell our story. Our story is
this: the combined population of these three cities is about 1,200,000.
And there are more than that number of people living within the
"A" Contour of KTNT-TV, the CBS television station for Puget
Sound. In addition, there are 800,000 more living outside the "A"
Contour, well within KTNT-TV's INFLUENCE AREA. And average
incomes in the Puget Sound area exceed the national average.
In Washington

State, Advertise Where the PEOPLE are

316,000
Kling Studio Volume
Tripled Since Move
DOLLAR volume of Kling Film Productions
in Chicago has tripled during the first year of
operation at a new location and the company
should gross "considerably above a millionand-a-half dollars at the end of the calendar
year in custom film work alone" in Chicago,
the firm reported last week.
Fred A. Niles, vice president in charge of
Kling Studios television-motion picture division,
reported that the past July was Kling's biggest month in terms of gross dollar and production volume. He said he plans to open a
division in Detroit this month.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

Buy KTNT-TV
WATTS

Antenna Height
1000 FT. ABOVE SEA LEVEL
CHANNEL ELEVEN

CBS Television for Puget Sound

Represented Nationally by Weed Television
KTNT-TV, TACOMA 5, WASHINGTON
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COMMERCIALS

BE

SYNDICATED

STORYBOARD Inc., west coast creator of tv
commercials, and the Bank of America, Los
Angeles, have concluded an agreement which
permits the national syndication by Storyboard
of the animated commercials it created for
the bank, B*T was told Thursday.
The agreement, reached between Lester Goldman, Storyboard vice president, and Henry L.
Buccello, Bank of America advertising manager,
will permit the bank to share in the profits
from Storyboard's resale of the commercials
to other banking institutions.
Syndication of the series of eight animated
commercials which promote various bank services is the result of the nationwide interest in
the series on the part of banking institutions,
Mr. Goldman said.
He said banking circles became vitally interested when the first Storyboard-created commerical focusing on Bank of America's timeplan savings accounts zoomed business of that
department to the highest in the bank's history
within eight weeks of its tv scheduling. Others
in the series have also increased business significantly, he added.
First bank to contract for the series is the
Michigan Bank, of Detroit, the Storyboard
executive said, which has had the time plan
commercial adapted for its Silver Seal plan.
All told some 30 banks are negotiating for the
series, he indicated, with agreements imminent

WISH-TV Indianapolis has signed for the
AAP Movieland first-run feature series
with Associated Artists Pictures. Signing
is Robert B. McConnell, vice president of
WISH-TV, with Robert Hoffman, midwestern sales manager of Associated Artists.
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BUSINESS DOWN IN THE MOUTH?
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with banks in New York, Boston, Amarillo and
Milwaukee. Mr. Goldman said the Storyboard
series is sold exclusively to a bank in each telecasting area based on the station coverage area.
The series will not be available to any bank
whose telecasting of the series will infringe
upon television areas already sold by Storyboard, he emphasized.
The Bank of America tv spots as created by
Storyboard will be available to other banks for
$1,500 for any one spot, including production
costs to adapt the commercial to the new bank.
The use right is unlimited and is exclusive in
each market. There are eight spots in the
package. The bank buying the spot or spots
would arrange its own purchase of local tv
station time and scheduling. Storyboard is at
8490 Melrose St., Los Angeles 46.
Need

for Animators

Seen by Tv Executive
PREDICTION that, in anticipation of the expected demands of color television, the present
shortage of motion picture animators will pose
a serious industry problem was made last week
by Walter Lowendahl, executive vice president
of Transfilm Inc. and president of Film Producers Assn. of New York. Mr. Lowendahl
also stated that tv commercials in particular
will rely heavily on animation because such
films allow for greater color control than live
action.
Mr. Lowendahl's warning was issued
as a statement.
The current shortage, brought on by the
demands of tv, exists among all the skills necessary in animation production including designers, inkers, in-betweeners and opaquers. He
stressed the great need and opportunity for
specialty schools to train animators. There are
no such private schools today. At least two
of the major theatrical animation companies
conduct limited training programs but they
are not extensive enough to meet the demands
of the industry, Mr. Lowendahl said.
Mr. Lowendahl pointed out that producers
of tv commercials and industrial films such as
his own company do occasionally employ novices in animation and train them but that on
a large scale employing untrained help would
be impractical.
Mr. Lowendahl stated that attractive salaries
which animators earn should stimulate interest
in the field on the part of artists whose talents
can be adapted to animation.
The Telefilm executive urged private schools
to investigate the possibility of including animation in the curriculum and further suggested
that courses should be offered to advertising
agency executives who would find such training
invaluable in their dealings with producers of
animated tv commercials.
Pathe Labs Plans Expansion
Of West Coast Facilities
PATHE

LABS, Hollywood, last week announced a$250,000 west coast motion picture
processing expansion program, designed to
double its 35mm Eastman color processing
facilities and provide additional high-speed
equipment for developing and printing of 16mm
commercial and tv film. Pathe is a subsidiary
of Chesapeake Industries Inc., New York, a
diversified industrial management company.
O. W. Murray, Pathe vice president in charge
of west coast operations, said the $250,000
west coast installation will be completed
within six months. Mr. Murray said the expansion program is being undertaken to fill
the demand for Pathe's color motion picture
processing from theatrical and tv motion picture producers.
adv
ert
ise

BANK

EXPANSION of the quarter-hour film
package, John Gnagy Art Lessons, to the
West Coast with this order for 52 weeks on
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles is decided by this
sponsor-agency trio (I to r): sponsor John
J. Anthony, owner of Beverly Hills Paint
& Palette art store; Alex M. Victor, radiotv director of Francis D. Gonda Co., and
Mr. Gonda, agency owner. The show now
is aired in 30 eastern and midwestern
markets with Arthur Brown & Co., New
York art supplier of Gnagy tv kits, furnishing the film package and the local advertiser buying time. Mr. Anthony for
many years conducted radio's Goodwill
Hour for Carter's Little Liver Pills.
$650,000 Earmarked by Ziv
For Promotional Activities
APPROPRIATIONS by Ziv Television Programs Inc., New York, for advertising, promotion, research and merchandising programs during the coming year amount to $650,000, the
company announced last week. The figure is a
37% increase over last year's budget.
The increased activity will be concentrated
on current film series in syndication as well as
new series scheduled for immediate production.
Campaign also represents an expansion in merchandising, publicity and audience promotion
services to Ziv's clients and sponsors among
regional and local accounts in syndication, and
also advertisers on the national level.
The company's advertising, promotion, merchandising, and research program will be under the direction of Leo Gutman, Ziv's director
of advertising and publicity, and Mel Bernstein, sales promotion manager.
TPA Expands to London, Rome
IN an expansion of the international operations
of Television Programs of America, New York,
Milton A. Gordon, TPA president, announced
last week that the company is opening a London office this fall and also is establishing a
subsidiary company in Rome, Italy.
The first move of the London operation, Mr.
Gordon said, has been the sale of the British
rights to Lassie to Associated-Rediffusion Ltd.
and Associated Broadcasting Co. Ltd., program
contractors
for the London and Birmingham tv
stations.
Russell Joins Bagnoll Firm
CARL RUSSELL, formerly with CBS in Chicago and former midwest district manager of
Sterling-Tv, has been named midwest representative for George Bagnall & Assoc., tv distributing company. Mr. Russell will make his
headquarters in Chicago.
Broadcasting
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"Light"
For

where

Joe

I sit

Marsh

Snack

Ducks

Coming back from Balesville the
other night I noticed a powerful light
at Whitey Fisher's Duck Farm. Seemed
to be shining out over the water.
I stopped to ask Whitey what went
on. He took me down to his pond and
pointed out a 200-watt bulb — rigged
up on a pole about three feet above the
surface.The light was attracting thousands ofinsects for the ducks to eat.
Seemed

kind of odd to me — but

Whitey was enthusiastic. "Best idea
I ever heard of," he claims. "Keeps
the feed bill down — and the bug population, too. Why do you suppose I
never thought of it before?"
From where I sit, Whitey' s the type
who's always ready to pioneer a worthwhile new trick. Me, I stick to old
methods. Just a case of personal feeling, Iguess . . . like the way you may
prefer coffee with meals while I always prefer a traditional glass of beer.
Not that Yd claim you're wrong —
respect for the other man's opinion is
my "guiding light."

$2
formillion
'Looney
MOREMillion
THAN $2
in salesTunes'
of Looney
Tunes, Guild Films' cartoon package, have
been announced by Erwin Ezzes, general sales
manager.
In some cases, the cartoons are marketed
simultaneously to station and advertiser, Mr.
Ezzes said, but in the majority of sales stations
acquire the films for local spot participations.
The series of 191 films is available as a library
for unlimited use over a two-year period.
Official Expands Live Activity
OFFICIAL FILMS Inc., New York, has revealed that in addition to film syndication, ithas been increasing its participation in live
talent field, in association with Robert Sanford
Talent Agency. Though Official could not disclose nature and extent of its participation, it
said "strongest emphasis will be placed on
packaging, writers, directors and actors for
feature motion pictures and tv."
Mel Gold Expands Facilities
EXPANSION of facilities of Mel Gold Productions, New York, including acquisition of
the entire 51st St. wing of the third floor of
the Capitol Theatre Bldg., was announced last
week by Melvin L. Gold, president.
FILM DISTRIBUTION
National Telefilm Assoc., N. Y., is making
available for syndication filmed history of World
War II titled The Great Crusade. Package includes eight hour-long films gathered from
various sources and compiled by Herbert Bregstein, who served in Supreme Headquarters
Allied Expeditionary Forces during World War
II as lieutenant colonel.
Official Films, N. Y., has acquired its 13th tv
film program for syndication, Crossroads, halfhour series produced by Sheldon Reynolds and
available for fall showing.
FILM PRODUCTION
Parsonnet & Wheeler Inc., N. Y., announces
production of two tv commercials for ColgatePalmolive Co., one for Cashmere Bouquet and
other for Veto. Agency: Bryan Houston Inc.
RANDOM SHOTS
Metropolitan Tv Film Council, composed of
26 tubeculosis associations in N. Y. area, has
released three new educational tv spot announcements toN. Y. tv stations.
Lewis & Martin Films Inc. (tv commercials,
training and slide films), Chicago, announces
move of offices and studios to larger quarters
at 1431 N. Wells St., Chicago.
FILM PEOPLE
Tom P. Hawley, formerly with CBS network
sales, to Princeton Film Center Inc., Princeton.
N. J., as sales manager, headquartering in N. Y.
Donald Stuart Hillman, formerly producerdirector, NBC, to Peter Elgar Productions Inc..
N. Y., in same capacity.
Joseph G. Betzer, formerly with Sarra Inc..
Chicago, to Vogue Wright Studios, same city,
as development executive.

Copyright, 1955, United States Brewers Foundation

John Tilley appointed assistant promotion manager, MCA-TV Ltd. Film Syndication Div..
Hollywood.
Bill Melendes and Sterling Sturtevant, formerl}
with John Southerland Productions, to Playhouse Pictures, Hollywood, as animators.
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also may be used for additional Electronicam
DUMONT

NETWORK

TO

QUIT

SPIN-OFF'
TELECASTING
IN
Stockholders wili be asked to approve a separation of the manufacturing and broadcasting divisions of DuMont Labs. If they go along
with board action of last week, the new broadcasting company will
operate two stations but no network.
THE faltering DuMont Television Network
will discontinue network operations if a reorganization of the corporate and capital structures of the parent Allen B. DuMont Labs is
approved by stockholders as proposed by the
board of directors last week.
This assumption was widely held among several top authorities of the company following
announcement of a plan to set up a new corporation to run DuMont's broadcast activities.
Through a so-called stock "spin-off," the new
company. DuMont Broadcasting Corp., would
be owned at first by the same stockholders and
in the same proportions as DuMont Labs
through the issuance of one share of DuMont
Broadcasting stock for each 2Vi shares held in
DuMont Labs. But additional shares in the
new company also would be offered for sale,
making possible an eventual divergence in the
ownerships of the two companies.
For months the network has been moving
downward in billings. Publishers Information
Bureau figures show it with less gross billings
for the entire first six months of 1955 ($2.9
million) than ABC-TV averaged per month of
that period (about $3.6 million), about a quarter of NBC-TV's monthly average (approximately $13.1 million) and a fifth of CBS-TV's
average per month (about $15.6 million). DuMont Tv currently is networking 5Va hours per
week, of which 3Vi are co-op, a half-hour sustaining, and VA hours commercial. However,
DuMont recently has been undertaking to clear
stations for football coverage this fall.
The "spin-off" plan would separate DuMont
manufacturing and broadcasting operations. Dr.
Allen B. DuMont, head of the labs, would
become chairman of the board of that organization. The new company would operate DuMont Labs' WABD(TV) New York and WTTG
(TV) Washington and the DuMont Tele-Centre
in New York, according to the announcement,
which nowhere mentioned the network.
Head of the proposed DuMont Broadcasting
Corp. has not been selected, but well-placed
authorities said Ted Cott, currently head of the
owned-stations operation, would figure prominently in the firm. Ted Bergmann currently is
manager of the broadcasting division, which includes the network.
Aside from creation of DuMont Broadcasting, highlights of the plan as announced by
Dr. DuMont include the following:
• Offer of additional shares to stockholders
in order to raise additional capital.
• Dropping of Class A and Class B common
stock classifications. All common stock would
be of one class.
• Increase in the number of directors from
eight to ten.
• Creation of the office of chairman of the
board (post to be taken by Dr. DuMont) and
election by the board of all company officers.
• Reservation of 90,000 shares of common
for purchase options for company executives
and execution of a long-term contract with Dr.
Page 64 • August 15, 1955

DuMont to provide, in addition to salary,
options to buy 35,000 shares.
The proposals, it was reported, will be presented to stockholders within a few weeks.
A special stockholders meeting is slated for
October. If the proposals are approved, Dr.
DuMont would be slated for election as chairman.
According to Dr. DuMont, separation of
broadcasting activity from the parent company's

DR. DUMONT

COTT

electronic research, development and manufacturing operations would clear the way for
separate and independent managements of each
"to capitalize on and realize their potentials."
At the same time, Dr. DuMont indicated
that the necessary steps to obtain favorable
action by FCC would be taken at once.
That DuMont would do something about
its corporate situation has been obvious since
last May when the company was faced with a
threatened rebellion by a formidable bloc of
minority stockholders [B*T, May 16, 9]. Some
concessions were made at that time and the
uprising quelled.
Chief among the minority stockholders' demands were: desire for an independent to be
elected on the DuMont board (this was realized
with the election of Armand G. Erpf, general
partner of Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades & Co., New
York investment firm); demand for elimination
of the existing division of stock, liquidation of
the tv network and belief that top management
would be strengthened by clarifying the division
of authority and responsibility among executives engaged in research and development, as
opposed to business policy.
It was apparent last week that with a "spin
off," DuMont would have satisfied most of
these demands while seeking additional capital.
In explaining the broadcasting facilities and
policy to be followed, DuMont said that the
two tv stations would be operated as "local
stations closely identified in programming and
commercial aspects with local social, cultural
and economic interests."
It was explained that the Adelphi Theatre,
152 W. 54th St., where Jackie Gleason programs are being put on film via the Electronicam system, will be retained by DuMont Labs,
which also continues ownership and operation
of the Electronicam live-film camera system.
A portion of the $5 million 67th St. Tele-Centre

production.
The new corporation will have 2.5 million
shares of one class common stock authorized.
Of this amount, about one million shares will
be distributed to common stockholders on the
"spin off." Additional shares would be offered
to DuMont Broadcasting Corp. stockholders "to
provide adequate additional capital."
At present, Allen B. DuMont Labs has authorized three classes of stock: 124,343 shares
of 5% cumulative convertible preferred with
par value of S20, all outstanding; 2,440,000
shares of Class A common, of which 1,801,054 1
are outstanding and held by about 12,000 stockholders, and 560,000 shares of Class B common, all outstanding and held by Paramount
Pictures Corp. (KTLA [TV] Los Angeles).
Paramount Pictures owns about 26% of the
total stock. It was estimated that after the
"spin off." Paramount would continue to own
about that percentage of stock both in the new
corporation and in the parent company.
As it now exists, there
is no distinction in stock
except in the voting for
members of the board
and officers. Class A
votes five members, including the president
and the vice president,
while Class B elects
three members, including the treasurer, the
assistant treasurer and
the secretary. All corporate action at present
MR. BERGMANN
requires a majority vote
of both Class A and
Class B common stock.
This procedure will be changed under the
new corporate structure with all stockholders
voting for board members and the board electing the officers. Also the total number of board
members will be increased from eight to 10.
In the Class A stock classification currently
136,777 shares have been reserved for conversion of 124,343 shares of preferred stock
and another 8,000 shares reserved on option to
purchase
"a key employe."
There and
are unre494,169 sharesby authorized
but unissued
served.
Holders of both A and B, it was proposed,
would be asked to authorize 5 million shares
of one class of common stock of $1 par value.
Of these shares, issues will be made to replace
in the same amounts existing Class A and Class
B shares.
The present board of directors includes: Dr.
DuMont, Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr., Stanley F.
Patten, Percy M. Stewart and Mr. Erpf, all
Class A; Barney Balaban, Paul Raibourn and
Edwin
Pictures.L. Weisl, all Class B and of Paramount
Officers include Mr. Patten, who is a vice
president; William H. Kelley, vice president
and general manager; Keeton Arnett, vice president for administration; Mr. Goldsmith, vice
president for research; Irving G. Rosenberg,
vice president for technical products; C. Edwin
Williams, vice president for government contracts; Mr. Raibourn, treasurer; Bernard Goodwin, secretary; Irving Singer, assistant treasurer,
and Arthur Israel Jr., assistant secretary.
Some years ago FCC found the Paramount
interest to constitute "veto" power within the
DuMont corporation and thus ruled the Paramount interest as a "negative control." Under
this interpretation Paramount-owned tv stations
(then including WBKB [TV] Chicago) had to
be included with those of DuMont in totaling
stations for purpose of multiple ownership
rules.
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we DO know that among 421 leading agency executives
BROADCASTING-TELECASTING

question

/O

say

is the best way for radio station advertising to reach them.

— in fact, BROADCASTING-TELECASTING
medium

■

won more first votes as the best advertising

than ALL other trade journals combined!

B "To best reach you (the buyer), which publication would you recommend

to a

station manager for national advertising?"
Here's the score :
Broadcasting-Telecasting 45 %
Publication B 31 %
Publication C 3%
Publication D 3%
Publication E 1 %
Publication F 0%
Publication G 0%
No Answer 21 %
6%
Other Magazines

(Yes, they add to over 100%. A few split tickets did it.)

That's what they said. In other (and significant) words, BROADCASTING-TELECASTING

is the best

direct channel to the people who make the major purchases of radio and TV time,
moral

■ When your customers tell you how to influence them — the rest is up to you !

There's a goldmine of other profitable facts where these came from. Ross Federal Research
Corporation has dug them out, and summed up the results in "Readership and Preference Study
of Radio & Television Trade Publications." You need a copy. If you don't have one, write
BROADCASTING-TELECASTING,

1735 DeSales Street, Washington 6, D. C.

NBC-TV

COMMITTEE

OFFERS

12

POINTS

TO IMPROVE
CHILDREN'S
PROGRAMMING
Network says it will work for 'even higher standards' after receiving
recommendations of special review committee, made public last
week. Among other things, group suggests more emphasis on the
'positive' in NBC-TV's code on children's programming, as well as
more balance in programs and more teenage shows.
NBC said last week that it will work toward
programming reviewed. The larger share of
the report dealt with recommendations. On the
"even higher standards" in its tv programming
for children. This mark was set following re- committee were Mrs. Douglas Horton, NBC
ceipt of 12 recommendations served up to board director, former president of Wellesley
College and wartime director of the Waves;
NBC by a special review committee created
Dr. Frances Horwich, producer-star of NBCby the network to appraise its children's
programming.
TV's Ding Dong School and named in April as
A course will be charted once comments
NBC supervisor of children's programs, and
are in from the network's people most re- Dr. Robert M. Goldenson, a psychologist and
expert on family relations.
sponsible for programming for the younger
set, it was said.
Briefly summarized, the committee recommended:
Findings of the NBC Children's Program
Review Committee were made public Tuesday
by Richard A. R. Pinkham, vice president in
• More emphasis on the "positive" in NBCTV's code on children's programming, with an
charge of television network programs. Mr.
expression of intent that through the shows
Pinkham said network producers of children's
the network plans to render public service as
and family type shows and program directors
well as entertainment.
of NBC-owned stations had been asked to
• More teen-age programs; use of the 5-6
study the recommendations and to comment.
p.m. period weekdays and Saturday mornings
Then NBC executives and the committee would
for the 6-12-year-old groups with the 9-10
review "the course of action to be taken. Out
a.m. period weekdays for nursery school proof this, we feel, will come a realistic program
grams and shows for mothers; less emphasis on
that will result in even higher standards of
westerns and adherence to standards to avoid
tv programming for the nation's children," acexploitation of children as program participants.
cording to Mr. Pinkham.
The analysis, prepared by a committee of
• More balance for children's programs; raising of standards in commercials, particularly
three, had both praise and criticism for the

Thrillers

2

the

Every

when performers are used, and avoidance of a
"natural tendency to overdo certain popular
features
and personalities."
• In certain
areas of social behavior, experts
should be called in, and planning for programming should be coordinated.
• Distribution in whole or in part of the
committee report to program producers (this
recommendation was adopted automatically
by Mr. Pinkham's action last week); a need for
a "full scale, professional study of the effects
of tv,tion especially
on children," with the cooperaof the tv industry.
Elsewhere in the report, the committee observed that:
• Educational television has arrived — "such
programs have been brought to the public as
truly by NBC as by any stations specifically
labeled
'educational'."
• What's
planned for children viewing must
"seem good to them as well as be good for
• Time zones work a particular problem
in children's programming by networks. This
time differential means legitimate adult programs broadcast at one time in one part of
thethem."
country may be heard at a less suitable
time elsewhere.
Those areas of NBC policy in children's program ing, in which the committee found particular favor, included:
( 1 ) NBC's code. In its present form "highly
commendable," although the committee had
suggestions to make.
(2) Interpretation and application of the
code. The committee was "impressed" by continuity acceptance reports and by efforts of
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Buy any 2 or more of Ihese powerful stations and save 1 0% from
rate card.
WKMH — Dearborn —Detroit
WKMF— Flint, Michigan
WKHM— Jackson, Michigan
WSAM — Saginaw, Michigan

tunes to

WKMF
FLINT, MICHIGAN
Fred A. Knorr, President
Eldon Garner, Managing Director
KNORR
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WARM

TO AP

Because . . . it's better
and it's better known.

* "Looks

Til

like

keep

the

ship

you

is

gone
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. . .

"

Case History No. 11
Clayton Edwards, Assistant News
Director of WTAR, Norfolk, was in
the newsroom before dawn. The
Atlantic was being whipped by the
forefront of Hurricane Hazel, and
Edwards wanted to assemble full details for his morning newscasts.
He knew at least one ship was in
trouble — the S. S. Mormackite, with
a crew of 48 aboard. She had been
reported overdue, and a Coast Guard
search was under way.
He telephoned Coast Guard headquarters once more. This time there
was some word. A Coast Guard plane
reported a survivor had been sighted,
and the S. S. Macedonia radioed that
it had picked up a seaman who said
he was from the Mormackite.
Edwards put. in a quick call to The
AP at Richmond, which at that early
hour was handling the storm coverage.
"Mormackite survivor picked up,"
Edwards reported. "Looks like the
ship is gone. No other word yet, but
I'll keep you posted."
His call to The AP was the first
direct news of the disaster. The story
kept rolling from Edwards as he
passed along every scrap of information while AP newsmen and other
members swung into action.
The worst was confirmed. The
cargo of the Mormackite, an ore
carrier, had shifted. The vessel cap-

sized, taking 37 seamen to the bottom.
Eleven survived.
Edwards' performance won for
him and his station the WDBJ Cup,
given annually by Virginia AP Broadcasters tothe man providing the best
coverage for AP members.
"I called The AP automatically
when the story broke," said Edwards.

"That's what other AP members do,
and that's the way we get the full
first." Edwards is one
storyClayton
of the many thousands of
active newsmen who make
The AP hetter...and better
known.

If your station is not yet using
Associated Press service, your AP
Field Representative can give you
complete information. Or write—

Those who know famous brands... know the most famous name in news is
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producers and performers in adapting existing shows to conform to the code.
(3) Policy of enlightenment through integrated exposure. NBC has doubled the amount
of "integrated enlightenment" in programs offered in March as compared with December
1953.
(4) Supervisor of children's programs. Committee found this appointment of Mrs. Horwich
"a
action."the committee had
Those very
areassound
in which
"concerns" — as a result of viewing of actual
programs and perusal of tv studies, magazine
articles and the hearings before the Senate
subcommittee investigating juvenile delinquency
— briefly were:
Use of bad grammar and pronunciation,
overdone slapstick, acting that tends to frighten

children, over-excitement (usually prolonged),
exploitation of children who take part in shows,
examples of misguided or insufficient enlightenment and overuse of stereotypes in plot and
character.
The committee noted that the destroying of
"public property," shooting seltzer water and
throwing things at each other, were examples of
"suggested or demonstrated action" that would
not be permitted in the child's home and thus
had effect on parent-child relationships.
Mr. Pinkham noted the analysis represented
the first effort by a network to obtain an
evaluation from experts of the network's own
children's programs. He said that NBC "deeply
conscious of its position and its responsibiliin relation
to social
problemscommittee
of the day,"
had tiesthus
created
the review
and

"for this reason . . . [we] welcome the group's
first report." While naturally pleased that the
committee found much to recommend in the
standards already established in children's
shows on NBC-TV, Mr. Pinkham said the network "at the same time" was directing its attention to the report's critical portions.
In its study, the committee held six meetings.
The report pointed out that at least one of a
group of NBC officers and staff members —
among 1 them NBC President Sylvester L.
Weaver Jr., Mr. Pinkham and Joseph Heffernan,
NBC financial vice president (who testified
before the Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee on tv programming last spring
[B»T, April 11] — was present at each of the
meetings.
Teen-agers, who are apt to prefer family or
adult shows, the committee found, still ought
to be given special attention in programming —
"They seem to be neglected as compared with
the younger children."
Lumping programs for the up through 12year-old group with the six-year-old in the 5-6
p.m. period was favored by the committee because this "would seem to contribute to family
well-being, since the willingness of older children to listen, at those hours [also Saturday
mornings] would help to keep the younger interested and in general contribute to family
Several specific standards were recommended
harmony."
by the committee in avoiding what the report
described as "exploitation of children."
Summary of Standards
These standards are summarized below:
Children used in commercials should be professional talent; neither show guests nor children from the audience should be made "unof the
sponsor'scontests
product;"
children witting
couldendorsers
be used
in games,
and
skits "which do not submit them to danger, embarrassment, etc." (the committee suggested
pre-air time briefing would help) ; children could
be
used should
"to participate
for the
but
restraint
be exercised
both viewer"
on number
of children and activity of the child on program; audience shots of children should be
confined to showing them as "interested spectators" with other participation, questions, answers, etc., barred except perhaps for group
singing
lib remarks
shouldn't be
elicited orinreaction;
order toad make
entertainment
of

A SUBSIDIARY
OF GENERAL
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them for adults "because they are ludicrous,
humorous, or possibly off-color."
The committee said it did not classify westerns as crime programs and agreed with Prof.
Sheldon Glueck that they "serve more as a
harmless, vicarious outlet than as a harmful
influence." Suggestions, however, were for
more enlightenment by including "nature lore
and folklore" and less time allocated to westerns
on "some of the o&o stations." Better balance, the committee said, could be achieved
through introduction of other types of adventure programs; for example: how-to-do-it shows,
field trips, more music (particularly folk music),
greater contact with people and customs of
other lands, hobby material, storytelling, childanimal series and adventure programs other
than westerns and space serials (for instance,
exploration). When commercials are incorporated into shows with performers used to endorse the item, the committee suggested, "the
commercial should conform to all the standards
desirable for children's programs in general."
The report was critical of what it called an
"overuse of feature" — such as too much use
and repetition of cartoons and also slapstick.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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AFFILIATES,

CBS TO HOLD
MEET
Second annual session to be
held Sept. 13-14 in Detroit.
President Frank Stanton will
speak. Auto industry will be
saluted.
HIGHLIGHTS of plans for the second annual
meeting of CBS Radio affiliates with key executives of the network, to be held Sept. 13-14
at Detroit's Hotel Sheraton-Cadillac, are being announced today (Monday) by Arthur
Hull Hayes, CBS Radio president, and Charles

C. Caley of WMBD Peoria, HI., chairman of
the convention subcommittee of the CBS Radio
Affiliates Assn.'s board of directors.
CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton, whose
rousing speech for radio was a highlight of
last year's meeting [B»T, Sept. 6, 1954], will
again be a featured speaker. He will address
theThe
affiliates
at the
luncheon.
sessions,
heldopening
under day's
the joint
auspices
of the network and the affiliates' association,
are designed to give the stations a complete
presentation on CBS Radio's sales, programming, and promotion plans for the coming
season.
President Hayes will present the network's
overall plans. Other opening-day speakers are
slated to include John Karol, network sales

vice president; Howard G. Barnes, network programs vice president, and Sherril Taylor, codirector of sales promotion and advertising, in
presentations on the plans of their respective
departments.
A sales promotion clinic and seminar again
will be incorporated into the affiliates meeting.
Mr. Taylor and Louis Dorfsman, co-directors
of sales promotion and advertising, and Murray Salberg, manager of program promotion,
will outline CBS Radio's fall program promotion campaign. First day's activities will be
capped by a banquet with entertainment by a i
number of CBS Radio personalities in a program to be produced by Vice President Barnes.
Morning session of the second day will include aCBS management conference and separate seminars led by affiliates' promotion managers. The meeting's windup luncheon will
honor the Detroit automobile industry, with
presidents of the major car makers invited to
attend. The Detroit meeting is the first under
the policy of rotating the annual sessions among
centers of major industries.

ABC, TIME'
PLAN
NEWS
DRAMA
SERIES
IN A NEW approach to news programming,
ABC Radio and Time magazine will cooperate
in production of a series of 18 five-minute
dramatic news programs each weekend, starting
Aug. 20.
The series will be made available for sponsorship as a single package at a cost understood
to be somewhat more than ABC's current weekend news package of 22 five-minute newscasts.
The latter package, which is now sponsored by
Texaco and will continue, costs approximately
$13,500 per week for a 33-week firm contract.
The novel program series, to originate in
New York, will be called It's Time. Westbrook
Van Voorhis, who formerly narrated March of
Time documentaries, will narrate this series. A
cast of 40 actors and actresses will be utilized
for the vignettes, which will total an estimated
average of 50 to 60 separate news features each
weekend. Drex Hines, ABC's producer and
director, will direct the series.
Announcement of the new series was made

WOC-TV Sells . . . because it offers the advertiser:
39 Iowa-Illinois counties with a population of 1,558,000.*
39 Iowa-Illinois counties with 481,700* families, 62% of which
have TV sets (as of January 1, 1955) .
39 Iowa-Illinois counties with an annual Effective Buying Income •
of $2,455,303,000.*
39 Iowa-Illinois
retail outlets. counties that spend $1,800,717,000* a year in

jointly Thursday
by of
Johnnews,
Daly,special
ABC'sevents,
vice
president
in charge
sports and public affairs, and Time Publisher
James A. Linen. They said the programs will
only rarely touch on top headline news but
often provide background anecdotes on major
news stories and people. Off-beat news stories
often will be self-contained narratives, reflecting, they said, "the tempo and temper of our

WOC-TV Sells . . . because it offers the advertiser:
Maximum power— 100,000 watts video— transmitted over a 602foot-high antenna system on Channel 6.
Basic NBC programming plus market-WISE local programming.
A responsive audience that sent this station 157,422 pieces of
program mail in 1954—82 per cent of which was in response
to local, studio-produced programs.
WOC-TV Sells . . .
because its 6 years of telecasting experience make it the channel
that is watched throughout the Quint-Cities area. To find out
more about what WOC-TV offers the advertiser, write us direct
or contact your nearest F & P office.
* 1955 Sales Management "Survey of Buying Power"
Col. B. J. Palmer, president • Ernest C. Sanders, resident manager
BETTENDORF AND DAVENPORT
IN IOWA
ROCK ISLAND, MOLINE
AND EAST MOLINE
IN ILLINOIS
The
QUINT
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Broadcast times, under the current scheduling: Saturdays— 8:30 a.m.; 11:30 a.m.; 12:30
p.m.; 1:30 p.m.; 2:30 p.m.; 4:30 p.m.; 5:30 p.m.;
8:30 p.m.; 9:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.; Sundays —
9:25 a.m.; 11 a.m.; 12:30 p.m.; 3:25 p.m.; 5:25
p.m.; 6:30 p.m.; 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
The program will be designed to range the
field day."
of news, "choosing items that typify the
mood and meaning of our times," it was said.
Both ABC's facilities and Time's news bureaus
and correspondents, as well as other news and
research sources available to both companies,
will provide material.
ABC noted that the addition of these
dramatic programs to its regular 22 five-minute
newscast weekend package would provide
"actual dimension" in a dramatic and comprehensive treatment of the news.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Most

radioactive

research
tool yet known!
you still new worlds of oil progress. No one can say
This 13-inch cobalt tube has been deliberately
given more radioactive power than all the radium
now just what will happen. But the benefits will be
yours, as fast as they can reach you. This is anever refined. Now this "hot pipe" is going to work
other example of the continuous
in the Esso Research Center. By applying this
tremendous new force in various ways to molecules
research carried on by the petroleum industry in the public interest.
of petroleum, Esso scientists hope to unlock for
(£sso)
ESSO
RESEARCH
^

Mechanical
Hand No. 1

fa

ical2
MecdhanNo.
4t Han

Copr. 1966, Esso Inc.
Mechanical hands, operated by remote control, are used in the Esso Radiation
Laboratory at Linden, N. J., to handle this new tool of research, radioactive
Cobalt 60. Nothing of this strength has ever been used in oil research before.
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BY

OFFICES
NBC

$1.5 million building to be
built in Burbank. Construction
scheduled to start in autumn.

DESIGN

More

space leased for afternoon color programs.
CONSTRUCTION plans for a new $1.5 million
office building in NBC's Color City in Burbank,
Calif., were announced last week by network 1
officials. The building 400 x 50 ft., includes
60,000 square feet of floor space and will consist of three floors and a basement. It will be
built just east of the main driveway at the
entrance to the NBC studio building in Burbank.
Construction is set to begin this fall with
completion tentatively scheduled for early
1956. Construction will be under supervision
of Robert F. McCaw, director of facilities administration for NBC.
The air-conditioned structure will provide
offices for producers, the art department,
graphic arts, unit managers, press photo gallery
and photo lab.
NBC said this is the first step in the production-development ofadditional office space for
NBC in the Hollywood-Burbank area. During
the past three years NBC has spent $7 million
developing the television facilities on the 48acre site at Alameda and Olive Sts., Burbank.
This includes two black-and-white studios, a
$3.7 million color studio and a large service
building costing about $350,000.
The network last week also announced that
in line with NBC's expansion in television on
the West Coast, two floors at 1559 N. Vine
St., Hollywood, have been leased for the
afternoon color television productions which
will be produced by Albert McCleery.
The McCleery productions will feature five
tv shows a week. Each will be an hour in
length and designed to be the biggest daytime
regularly scheduled shows in television history,
NBC said. All shows will be rehearsed and
planned at the new site on Vine St. but will
originate in color from NBC's Color City in
Burbank. This project represents an outlay of
more than a million dollars in its original concept and is scheduled to debut October. 3. The
new property will be remodeled in four rehearsal studios and eight offices for the McCleery production unit. Floor space of the new
studios will cover a total of 7,000 square feet.

stems
GREATER

STRENGTH

Emsco TV "Towers of Strength"
have the advanced design and
superior structural features that
provide greater strength . . . greater
value. Each Emsco tower is engineered to meet specific requirements of height, weight loads,
and weather conditions.
Emsco towers incorporate a
unique beam leg section.* This
inherent geometric pattern affords
a substantial saving in weight ... a
relative increase in strength ... a
reduction in foundation costs.
Rigid RETMA or AISC standards are met. Bolted construction
permits quick, sure visual inspection. Hot dip galvanizing reduces
maintenance costs . . . insures long
structural life.
For guyed or self-supporting
towers unequalled for safety . . .
structural rigidity . . . and economy, specify Emsco. Prompt delivery assured.
*Patent Pending

t M5CQ
TOWERS OF||STRENGTH
EMSCO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Oorlond, Tex. IOS ANGELES, CAIIF. Houston, Tex.
General Sales Offices: Dallas, Texas
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Emsco guyed TV Tower
over 1000 ft. in height,
Great Bend, Kansas

Russians Deny CBS Man,
Permit NBC Broadcasts
CBS RADIO in New York confirmed last
Thursday that special correspondent William
Worthy, who had made two direct broadcasts
using the facilities of Radio Moscow, had been
denied permission by the Soviet foreign ministry
to continue his newscasts. At the same time,
NBC Radio said that its correspondent Irving
Levine had been given permission to use Radio
Moscow for two broadcasts. The first was
carried last Thursday at 3 p.m. and the second
was set for last Friday at 5:30 p.m. EDT.
In a cable to CBS Radio, Mr. Worthy said the
withdrawal of permission for his broadcast
might be connected with applications now pending with the U. S. State Dept. to allow six
Soviet correspondents into the U. S. Mr.
Worthy said he belived that if the State Dept.
gives the go-ahead signal for the Soviet newsmen he will be allowed to resume broadcasting. Though Mr. Worthy made four broadcasts
ceiveddirectly
clearly. from Moscow, only two were reBroadcasting
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6-COUNTY PULSE REPORT
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA— MARCH, 1955
SHARE OF AUDIENCE
MONDAY— FRIDAY
STATIONS
WKZO
B
C
D
E
OTHERS
Sets-ln-Use

6 a.m.
1241%
noon

12 noon
6 37%
p.m.

18
10
10
148

17
12

20.1%

20.2%

9
187

6 p.m.
midnight
35%
16
11
7
8
24
17.5%

NOTE:
Battle sampling,
Creek's home
county (Calhoun)
included
in
this Pulse
and provided
30% of allwasinterviews.
The other five counties: Allegan, Barry, Kalamazoo, St.
Joseph and Van Buren.

WKZO — KALAMAZOO
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WJEF — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA'
Associated with
WMBD — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

IN

In

NEED
SET

13V*

WKZO

Sees.
RADIO

RECORDS

WESTERN

MICHIGAN!

The smart way to hurdle the competition in Western
Michigan is to use the 5000-watt voice of WKZO — CBS
radio in Kalamazoo.
Nielsen figures show that WKZO

gets 177.7% more

average daily daytime families than Station B. Pulse
figures, left, credit WKZO with more than TWICE AS
MANY listeners as Station B, day and night!
Your Avery-Knodel man will be glad to give you full
details.

CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

* Richard Attlesey set this world's record in Fresno, California in May, 1950.
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NORTHWEST!

Size it up from your latest
PULSE report. Or judge it
by the remarkable rush of
advertisers to WLOL. The answer
comes out the same. WLOL now
leads all independent Twin
Cities radio stations . . . outdraws
three of the four network
stations . . . delivers more
radio homes per dollar by far.
And that's 372,300 city and
suburban homes we're talking
about!
THE
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LARRY BENTSON, Pres.
Wayne "Red" Williams, Mgr.
Joe Floyd, Vice-Pres.
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NBC-TV's year-old home service program ranks second only

ideas, Psychological Corp. survey shows.
RESULTS of a survey released last week revealed that NBC-TV's Home service program
(Mon.-Fri., 11 a.m.- 12 noon EDT) outranked
all newspapers, radio and other tv programs
and all magazines except Better Homes &
Gardens as a main source of homemaking information ideas in urban U. S. A.
In announcing the results of the- survey, executed in February 1955 on a nationwide basis
by the Psychological Corp. under the supervision of NBC-TV Research & Planning. Hugh
M. Beville, director of research and planning
for NBC, made these other points:
• Home is the No. 1 source of service information for women, leading all service magazines in the program's own coverage area (accounting for 85% of all television homes).
• Home ranked first as the "good, all around
source" of information, outdistancing its nearest competitor, The Ladies Home Journal, by
9%.
• Home's influence is larger among younger
women in the upper economic groups and in
the large cities.
study, known
as " HOME'which
on the
Brain,"
wasThe designed
to determine
magazine,
radio program, newspaper or television program
is regarded by women as their main source
of information and ideas on fashions, cooking,
housekeeping and home decorations. The study
also attempted to ascertain the specific reasons
why women named the sources they did.
The survey, conducted between Feb. 4 and
15, 1955, covered 5,000 households in urban
areas of the U. S., said to account for 67%
of all U. S. homes. The households were
located in 1,000 small interviewing areas or
"clusters," composed of 364 urban places and
"fringe areas." The survey included areas
where Home has no coverage.
Mr. Beville reported that with respect to
the four media categories, women listed their
principal sources of information as follows:
magazines, 36.0%; newspapers, 24.6%; television 23.9% and radio, 4.7%.
When respondents were asked to pinpoint
which specific medium they preferred, Mr.
Beville said, Better Homes & Gardens was first
with 6.9%, followed closely by Home, 6.8%.
In order of ranking other media were as follows: Good Housekeeping, 6.3%; Ladies' Home
Journal, 4.8%; McCall's, 3.1%; Women's Home
Companion, 2.5%; American Home, 2.1%;
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NEAR

to 33-year-old 'Better Homes
& Gardens' as all-media source
of homemaking information
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'HOME'
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NBC Wea
PRESIDENT
Sylvester
L. Weaver
'Home'
ver on
Jr., will be interviewed by Arlene Francis
on NBC-TV's Home program Friday
(11 a.m.-12 noon EDT), and will discuss the network's upcoming one-hour
dramatic series, NBC Matinee Theatre,
which will be presented five times weekly
in color and black-and-white. Mr. Weaver
is credited with having originally conceived and later developing the idea for
the Home show.

IDEA SOURCE
CBS-TV's Arthur Godfrey Time, 1.2%; CBS
0.9%.
Radio's The Big Payoff, 1.1%; Woman's Day,
The survey showed, Mr. Beville said, that in
its own coverage area, Home was the main
source of service information, with 7.6% of
the women questioned mentioning the program.
In second position was Better Homes & Gardens, 7.0%, followed by Good Housekeeping,
6.0%; Ladies Home Journal, 4.5%; McCall's,
2.9%.
In reply to the question as to the medium
that constituted the "good all around source,"
the survey showed that 31% of the women
named Home; 22%, Ladies' Home Journal;
13%, Better Homes & Gardens; 12%, McCall's.
Another significant finding of the survey, Mr.
Beville said, is that the percentages of women
mentioning Home are larger among the younger
age groups than among tbe older; larger in the
higher socio-economic groups than in the
lower, and larger in cities of 500,000 to 3 million than elsewhere.
He also noted that Home was not yet a year
old at the time of the survey last year, but
still
replaced
all No.
except1 source
one ofoftheinformation
"service"
magazines
as the
for ideas for the homemaker. The age of the
other outstanding media, he said, are: Better
Homes & Gardens, 33 years old: Good Housekeeping, 70 years old; Ladies' Home Journal,
72 years old, and McCall's, 85 years old.
Since its inception in March 1954, Mr. Beville
said, Home has engaged in numerous merchandising and promotional tie-ups, including cooperation between the program and key department stores, known as "Department Store of the
Week." The series on Aug. 1 launched a food
promotion
in cooperation
with the encompassing
nation's leading food stores
and processors,
a continuing study of the food industry and
monthly remote telecasts from the leaders in
both these areas.
also revealed
to Mr.
the Beville
Home show
will be that
addedan on"extension"
Aug. 22
when NBC-TV introduces The World at Home
(Mon.-Fri., 10:45-11 a.m. EDT). This program is designed to perform for television the
same function that "human interest" stories accomplish for the "service" magazines.
Bill Stern Recuperating
From N. Y. Auto Accident
VETERAN sportscaster Bill Stern was reported
recovering last week from injuries received
when the automobile he was driving crashed
Tuesday into an abutment on a New York
parkw.ay. The accident occurred at 3:40 a.m.
when Mr. Stern apparently was on his way
home. Police pulled him from the wreckage
unconscious. He suffered cuts, bruises and a
concussion in addition to possible internal injuries. His condition at Jewish Memorial Hospital
was described
"good"'
late after
last aweek
and he was
expected as
to be
released
few
days.
According to the police, the sportscaster may
have fallen asleep at the wheel. It was noted
that 20 years ago, Mr. Stern lost the use of his
left leg because of injuries suffered in another
auto mishap. ABC said Thursday that prominent figures from the sports world would pinchhit for Mr. Stern on his evening MondayFriday radio programs, Sports Today With
Bill Stern, until he was able to return to work.
New York Yankee Gerry Coleman filled in for
Mr. Stern Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
and golfer Gene Sarazen on Tuesday.
Broadcasting
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Benjamin, Oscar and Ralph Lazrus, brothers who head the Benrus Watch Company, ask

"Have

you

seen

the

"Within its perforated shell, three of our self-winding
waterproof watches were towed from Gibraltar to New York,
submerged in the turbulent wake of a fast trans-Atlantic
liner. When the torpedo was opened — every watch was on
time to the tick !
"Then came the job of delivering 56,000 more of those
same Benrus watches to jewelers all over the country, before
the nationwide TV promotion date.

Benrus

"We called Air Express— and every watch arrived on time.
"We depend on Air Express. They handled over 11,000
shipments for us last year. Not one was lost, late or damaged.
"Yet Air Express usually costs us less than would any
other complete air service. 15 lbs., for instance, from New
York to Atlanta, Ga., is $5.63. That's the lowest rate in the
field by $1.27. Add it up on several thousand shipments!"

GETS
CALL. A(R EXPRESS
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torpedo?"

division of RA/LWAY

THE FIE FIRST
EXPRESS

via. U.S. Scheduled Airlines
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Two Buy NBC-TV Daytime
In Over $3 Million Deal
EXTENSIVE advertising schedules ordered by
Standard Brands Inc. and Johnson & Johnson
Co. over NBC-TV account for daytime sales
of more than $3,250,000 in gross billings, it
was reported last week by George H. Frey, vice
president in charge of sales for NBC-TV.
Standard Brands, through Ted Bates & Co.
has bought 130 quarter-hour segments of NBCTV daytime programming, including 15-minute portions each of the Tennessee Ernie Ford
Show (Mon.-Fri., 12-12:30 p.m. EDT), starting today (Monday) for 52 weeks, and of
Howdy Doody (Mon.-Fri., 5:30-6 p.m. EDT)
on alternate weeks starting Sept. 23 for 52
weeks [At Deadline, Aug. 8]. During August
and through Sept. 19, Standard Brands will be
advertised on Tennessee Ernie on Monday and
Friday, and starting Sept. 27 on Tuesday and
Friday. Advertised products are Blue Bonnet
margarine, Royal desserts, Chase & Sanborn
coffee, and Tenderleaf tea.
Johnson & Johnson, on behalf of Johnson
baby powder, has bought three quarter-hours a
week for seven weeks starting last Tuesday, on
Tennessee Ernie (first segment, 12-12:15 p.m.
EDT) on Tuesday; Ted Mack Matinee (second
segment, 3:15-3:30 p.m. EDT) on Tuesday;
and World of Mr. Sweeney (4:30-4:45 p.m.
EDT) on Tuesday. The agency is Young &
Rubicam, New York.

INCOME tnttt goes with it!
'Stop the Music' Cited
In $8,500 Damage Suit
AN $8,500 SUIT for recovery was filed in
Chicago Circuit Court Wednesday by a Michigan housewife, naming AB-PT, Admiral Corp.,
Louis G. Cowan Inc. (production firm) and
P. Lorillard Inc. (Old Gold Cigarettes), defendants.
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The suit, filed by Eugene F. Connell, member of the law firm of Lane, Duffy & Connell,
charges that Mrs. Margaret Firlik, of Grand
Rapids, Mich., correctly identified a tune on
Stop the Music June 21, 1951, but that the
program refused to pay her the $8,500 jackpot money.
In Chicago Admiral Corp., which sponsored
the program, declined Thursday to issue
any statement or comment on the litigation.
Nub of the court action was the tune "Love's
Own Sweet Song," which Mrs. Firlik claims
she identified as the Sari Waltz. Mr. Connell
said he could prove in court "Love's Own Sweet
Song" was merely an adaptation from the
Sari Waltz and that she had correctly identified it.
$64,000 Question to Become
CBS Simulcast on Oct. 4
TELEVISION'S most-talked-about program,
The $64,000 Question, will become a simulcast
Oct. 4 when the show will be carried on CBS
Radio as well as CBS-TV, under the same sponsorship, Revlon Products Corp., New York
[Closed Circuit, Aug. 8]. Agency for Revlon
is Newell, Craig & Kummel, New York.
In announcing the simulcast plan, John Karol,
vice president in charge of network sales, CBS
Radio, said Revlon's decision to add network
radio will enable the sponsor to reach "an
even greater audience for this popular series."
The show is on Tuesdays, 10-10:30 p.m. EDT.

Audience Participation
A TV PANEL failed to guess the occupation (elephant trainer) of a contestant
on
the My
Aug.Line?
7 telecast
of CBS-TV's
What's
thus awarding
John
Marshall Showers (known professionally
as Jimmy Mitchell) with $50. But two
viewers of the program in Royal Oak,
Mich., were not so confused on identity
and called the Federal Bureau of Investigation office in Detroit. Agents who
picked up Mr. Showers at the Jones
Beach Marine Theatre (Long Island)
where the ex-contestant had been handling
a pair of elephants for the outdoor
"Arabian Nights" production, said a
complaint had been filed against Mr.
Showers a little more than a year ago for
allegedly transporting a stolen automobile from Royal Oak to Glen Falls,
N. Y.

Novins to Moderate
Two CBS Radio Shows
APPOINTMENT of Stuart Novins as moderator of two public affairs programs, The Leading Question and Face the Nation, was announced last week by Irving Gitlin, CBS
director of public affairs.
Mr. Novins has been associated with CBS
news and public affairs since 1939, when he
joined the network-owned WEEI Boston as
reporter-producer. He served most recently as
director of public affairs for CBS Radio and
associate director of public affairs for CBS. He
also has been a program writer and director of
special
work. events for the Columbia Pacific NetHe will relinquish all administrative duties
for his new undertaking as moderator. Mr.
Novins was to begin work on The Leading
Question (CBS Radio, Sun., 12:05-12:30 p.m.
EDT) yesterday (Sunday) and will take over
moderator duties on Face the Nation (CBS Radio, Sun., 10:05-10:30 p.m. EDT; CBS-TV,
Sun., 4:30-5 p.m. EDT) on Aug. 21. Both programs will continue to orginate in Washington.
Grebe, Hoffman, Pollock
Join ABC Promotion Dept.
ADDITION of Robert Grebe, Lina Hoffman
and Bruce G. Pollock to the staff of ABC's
advertising, promotion and publicity department
was announced last week by Gene Accas, department director.
Mr. Grebe, who has been named trade editor
of ABC in New York, effective Sept. 15, succeeds Adolph L. Seton, promoted to assistant
manager of publicity [B»T, July 11]. Mr. Grebe
has been with MBS' publicity department for
the past two years and previously had been
with Radio-Television Daily and UP.
Miss Hoffman joins ABC as a publicity
writer in New York on Sept. 1. She has been
a reporter and writer for the Washington TimesHerald and the Washington Post and traffic
manager of WMAL Washington. Mr. Pollock,
who has been named ABC on-the-air promotion
trailer supervisor in Hollywood, effective immediately, served most recently in a Los Angeles
advertising agency. Previously he was an announcer and director for WBAL-TV Baltimore
for two and a half years.
Broadcasting
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What does the new Eastman Model 300 mean to station, sponsor,
and home-viewer?
Because of uniform high light level, full color values are obtained
from varying densities of color film.
Because shrinkage compensation is automatic, film condition requires little or no attention. System, in fact, is easy on all film.
Because projector is simple, sturdy and built to remarkably close
tolerances, quiet, year-after-year, trouble-free operation is assured.
For further information, consult your customary source for television station equipment or inquire direct.
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Mutual, Winchell Dickering
MUTUAL is reported to be close to completing a transaction under which Walter Winchell
would be carried on the network on Sunday
within the 6-7 p.m. EDT block, starting Sept.
1 1 . Mr. Winchell ended a long-time association with ABC last June, at which time he
claimed the network did not guarantee him
sufficient protection against libel suits. A spokesman for NBC-TV denied that Mr. Winchell is
set for a tv commentary news show on that
network, but acknowledged that discussions had
been carried on from time to time.

2 to 2:45 p.m. Monday-Friday
Stars

Sell

on

Alabama's
greatest radio station

According to the ratings, Bill
Wright is right at the top among
Birmingham's TV personalities.
Now he is back on radio where,
back in 1948, he got his start to
stardom. On this new show of his,
Bill opens with a specially written
theme song and continues with selections he believes "most people want
to hear" and, from the early response, Wright must be right!
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CBS-TV Gets 'Dream Match7
CBS-TV will telecast the $100,000 "dream
match" horse race between Swaps and Nashua
at Washington Park. Chicago, Aug. 30. (6-6:30
p.m. EDT). CBS-TV has arranged to telecast
five races from Washington Park during the
current season, with total purses of $540,000.
Others: "The Princess Pat Stakes" ($100,000),
last Saturday; "The American Derby" ($145,000). Aug. 20; "The Meadowland Handicap"
($50,000), Aug. 27; "The Washington Park
Futurity" ($145,000), Sept. 3.
Mansfield Rejoins CBS-TV
IRVING MANSFIELD, a producer of radio
and television programs for CBS from 1946
to
which timeandhe the
created
This1954.
Is during
Show Business
JaneCBS-TV's
Froman
Show, has rejoined CBS-TV as a producer, effective today (Monday).
News Team Arrested
A NEWSMAN and a UP Movietone news
cameraman were detained by Hong Kong police
for an hour last Wednesday, made to give statements and the film they had shot was exposed
and destroyed, the United Press reported. UP
said newsman William Miao and photographer
Marvin Farkas were taken into custody while
interviewing and filming American businessman
Arnold Kiehn, who was detained in a Hong
Kong Kong hospital pending his deportation
from the British crown colony.
Koop Talks to Air Force Assn.
THEODORE F. KOOP, news and public affairs director, CBS Washington, last Friday
addressed the Air Force Assn. in San Francisco on "We Need to Know." Mr. Koop
spoke on the need for complete, comprehensive
and objective coverage from news media.

WOKO
Joins Mutual Network
ADDITION of WOKO Albany as an affiliate
of MBS, effective Sept. 20, was announced last
week by Robert W. Carpenter, MBS director
of station relations. The station, which is
owned by the Governor Dongan Broadcasting
Corp., operates with 5 kw on 1460 kc. Col.
James T. Healy is WOKO president and general
manager.
WDSM-TV Joins NBC-TV
WDSM-TV Superior, Wis.-Duluth, Minn., has
joined NBC-TV as a basic affiliate, Harry Bannister, NBC vice president in charge of station
relations, announced last week. Actual date of
NBC program transferral to WDSM-TV (ch.
6, 100 kw) from KDAL-TV Duluth, the network's present affiliate in the market, will be
announced in the near future, Mr. Bannister
said.
WMID Drops MBS Affiliation
PROGRAMMING conflicts at WMID Atlantic
City, N. J., have prompted the station to drop
its affiliation with MBS, David H. Freedman,
general manager, announced last week. WMID
has been an MBS affiliate since 1947, when it
went on the air, and for four years it also has
been affiliated with ABC.
KBON to Be ABC in Omaha
EFFECTIVE Aug. 21 KBON Omaha. Neb.,
will replace KOIL as the ABC network affiliate
there. KBON is owned and operated by the
Inland Broadcasting Co. President and general manager is Paul R. Fry.
NETWORK PEOPLE
Norman Frank, network program supervisor,
CBS Radio, to NBC-TV as producer-director,
People at Home, which premieres Aug. 22.
Bob Knousse, formerly on special radio assignment in Germany for U. S. government, to
Columbia Pacific Radio Network-KNX Hollywood news bureau as news writer.
Robert J. Smith, formerly account executive,
DuMont Television Network, and John C.
Rome, formerly account supervisor, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, appointed account executives,
MBS.

MBS Group Elects Seven
ELECTION of new members of the Mutual
Affiliates Advisory Committee (metropolitan
markets) was announced last week by Robert
W.
tions.Carpenter, mutual director of station relaElected were: Berton Sonis, general manager,
WTIP Charleston, W. Va., District 1; Ed H.
Dunbar, general manager, WBBQ Augusta, Ga.,
District 2; Charles L. Harris, general manager,
WGRC Louisville, District 3; Tom E. Gibbens,
general manager, WAFB Baton Rouge, District
4; Ralph J. McElroy, president, KWWL Waterloo, Iowa, District 5; Willard Deason, KVET
Austin, Tex., District 6, and Thomas H. Anderson, KALL Salt Lake City, District 7.

MR. SMITH

MR. ROME

Arthur Settel, information consultant, CBS,
promoted from lecturer to adjunct professor of
journalism. Long Island U., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Judy Garland will make tv debut on premiere
telecast of new Ford Star Jubilee on CBS-TV
Sept. 24.
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Enduring Beauty. Since church building
budgets are limited, it might seem an extravagance tocover
the steel
steeplelasts
withso stainless steel. But
stainless
long,
and is so resistant to corrosion, that in the
long run it is the least expensive metal you
can buy for hard service. USS Stainless
Steel is made in all types and finishes.

Custom Fit. This main line crossing for a famous railroad contains 1,585 separate parts. All
U.S. Steel Trackwork is made to exacting tolerances, in fact the units of the type shown here
are always pre-assembled at the shop before shipment to guarantee perfect alignment and
fit in the field. It will then be dismantled and shipped.

Built-in Hole. Behind the gun opening on this jet interceptor is a
"blast tube,"
protect
planeFormerly,
from high
gases
caused
by the tofiring
of thethegun.
this pressures
tube was and
machined
from solid steel bar stock, but has now been replaced with USS
Stainless Seamless Tubes. These tubes are pierced from solid steel,
and they afford the absolute uniformity of wall strength required.

UNITED

STATES

This trade-mark is your guide to quality steel

Goodbye Gas Shortage. For years now, gas companies have been
rapidly laying new pipelines to ease the gas shortage. The job has
been made easier with this giant trenching machine made from USS
Man-Ten Steel. Man-Ten has such high strength that the machine
can be made stronger and lighter than with carbon steel.

STEEL

SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR.
It's a full-hour TV program presented every other
week by United States Steel. Consult your local
newspaper for time and station.

For further information on any product mentioned in this advertisement, write United States Steel, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh, Pa.
AMERICAN BRIDGE.. ..AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE. .COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL ..CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL. ..GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING ...NATIONALTUBE
OIL WELLSUPPLY.. .TENNESSEECOAL & IRON ...UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS ...UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY .. Divition, of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH
UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. • UNION SUPPLY COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 5-804
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"is concerned with only one problem — the extent to which the Communist Party is active in
the entertainment media."
He predicted some witnesses will follow the
party line and criticize the congressional subcom it e as a threat hanging over networks
and Broadway producers. But he said he hoped
others would admit past communist associations and give information to the House group.
The congressional cooperation rule upon
which AFTRA membership approval was announced last week had been adopted unanimously by the AFTRA national board at its meeting
in Seattle July 9-12, subject to ratification by
the national membership. The rule is effective
immediately, an AFTRA spokesman said, and
notice is being sent to the membership.
Following is the full text of the rule:
"If any member of AFTRA is asked by a
duly constituted committee of the Senate or
House of Representatives of the United States,
whether or not he is or ever has been a member of the Communist Party, and said member
fails or refuses to answer the question, said
member shall be subject to the charge that he
is guilty of conduct prejudicial to the welfare
of AFTRA. The accused may be investigated
and the charges may be heard by the board
of the local of which the accused is a member.
The local board may, in its discretion, fine, censure, suspend, or expel the accused from membership, inaccordance with the constitution and
by-laws of the local, subject to such appeals
as are provided in the local and national con-

House subcommittee reopens investigation begun in Hollywood of
communist activities in radio-tv and other mass media. AFTRA passes
rule that refusal to testify constitutes prejudicial conduct.
AT LEAST 27 persons in the radio-tv and committee said still others may be subpoenaed
other entertainment fields are scheduled to go during the week of hearings) and dates for
testimony:
before a congressional subcommittee in New
York beginning today (Monday) to testify on
Monday: Lou Polan, actor; Sarah Cunningham (Mrs. John Randolph), actress; John
alleged communist infiltration in the world of
entertainment.
Randolph, actor; Irma Jurist, composer; George
Hearings by a three-man subcommittee of the Keane, actor; Stanley Prager, actor-director;
Joshua Shelley, actor.
House Un-American Activities Committee open
Tuesday: Lee Hays, folk singer; George
at 10 a.m. today at the U. S. Court House,
Tyne, actor; Elliott Sullivan, actor.
Foley Square, and run through Friday. The
House group is headed by Rep. Francis E.
Wednesday: Madeline Lee (Mrs. Jack Guilford), actress; Sam Jaffe, actor ; Jerome
Walter (D-Pa.), chairman of the full committee, who says he will prove a lot of people in Chodorov, writer; Albert Ottenheimer, radiothe entertainment field have been communists
tv and screen actor; Theodore Saidenberg,
musician.
and
have
contributed
heavily
to
Moscow's
cause.
Thursday: Harold Salemson, writer.
Friday: Ivan Black, advertising and publicity
Meanwhile, the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists (AFL) announced last writer; Allen Chase, writer.
Others (no dates designated to testify): Jack
week that its membership has approved a rule
which may result in union disciplinary charges
Guilford, actor; Tony Kraber, actor-director;
against a member who declines to tell a conPeter Lawrence, producer-director; Allan Mangressional committee whether he is or ever has son, actor; Zero Mostel, tv and stage comic;
been a member of the Communist Party. The
Peter Seeger, head of a singing group known
vote was 3,967 to 914 in favor of the rule.
as "The Weavers"; Martin Wolfson, actor;
David Kanter, producer; Angers Wooley, writer.
The list of those subpoenaed by the Walter
group includes actors, actresses, writers, proRep. Walters
said his group'sworld
inquiry
is but
not
directed
at the entertainment
itself,
ducers, directors, singers, musicians and composers.
Rep. Walters said the New York hearings are
stitutions."
a continuation of hearings held in Hollywood
and that they should have the same results. He
'BLACKLIST'
INDUSTRY
said some of those subpoenaed have been
REPORTS
WOLTMAN
Mr. Cronyn said he prepared a detailed brief
identified as party members as late as 1954 and A SERIES of daily articles by Frederick Wolt1955, but declined to name names. He said, man of the Scripps-Howard Newspapers was
from evidence he had gathered and which he
claimed refuted the accusations. Mr. Cronyn
published by S-H newspapers last week
"I expect we'll find that a lot of people in the being
on the issue of communist infiltration of the
entertainment business, who have been communists, have used large incomes they got broadcast industry and on the question of was quoted as saying most tv executives "bent
over backward to help me." He said these
from entertainment to further the communist
talks cleared him with most of the industry
whether the industry maintains a "blacklist."
cause." Committee sources said some of those
In his first article, Mr. Woltman claimed
and that some doubting agencies since had
under subpoena once were active in Hollywood
he found evidence that tv networks and adverand moved to New York to work in television
given him offers.
tising agencies keep separate, individual inforand Broadway shows.
Mr. Cronyn most recently appeared on tv in
mation files on past communist-front records
Last week also, Scripps-Howard newspapers
of prospective artists and that they have special a 90-minute presentation of the broadway hit,
were carrying a series of articles raising the
"The Fourposter," on NBC-TV's Producer's
departments to handle them. He said "some
question whether networks, advertising agencies
Showcase [B»T, In Review, Aug. 1].
files are hit-or-miss; others carefully systemaand sponsorstertainment
were
"blacklisting"
perspns
in entized. There is virtually no collaboration among
who have
been suspected
of having
The second article said the "blacklisting"
networks and agencies." No industry-wide
started during the Korean War when a housecommunist associations (see story, this page).
wife started a commotion against a tobacco
The list of those subpoenaed last week (the "blacklist" is maintained, he said.
The writer also noted the tv industry "gen- company sponsor on the ground "you're puterally tries hard to be fair." Networks and
ting Reds on television." Mr. Woltman said
agencies spend considerable time and effort in
Procter & Gamble found it necessary to mimeoHave you reserved your space
helping people clear their records "and makgraph replies to a flood of complaints; retail
ing their disavowal of past red connections
outlets were picketed and products boycotted.
in B'T's Sept. 19 Radio
effective," he asserted.
Resurgence Issue?
He eral
saidhundred
one thousand
network estimated
spentoff"sevBut, Mr. Woltman wrote, "a few sponsors
dollars toit get
the
maintain a hard-and-fast rule against hiring
hook."
General
Foods,
he
said,
cancelled
a
anyone for their shows with any kind of a
1950 Henry Aldrich broadcast on NBC-TV
record, no matter how flimsy or unevaluated."
and took up a 13-month, $65,000 contract with
Mr. Woltman, whose articles were timed for actress Jean Muir. Miss Muir testified to the
publication in advance of the start of public House Un-American Activities Committee in
1953 that she had never been a communist,
hearings in New York today (Monday) on communist infiltration of tv, radio and the stage by but had lent her name unwittingly to some
a house Un-American Activities subcommittee
organizations that were said to be Red-front
(see story, this page), also wrote of the personal
groups.
He said Borden, Kraft, DuPont, the large
experience of Hume Cronyn, actor-directorsoap and tobacco companies and institutional
producer of both Hollywood and New York.
advertisers like U. S. Steel and Alcoa were
According to the article, Mr. Cronyn said
"hard hit." The pressure also became an acute
he had discovered by accident that he was
problem to agencies like BBDO, J. Walter
not "clearable" as a tv actor by a number of Thompson Co. and Young & Rubicam, he said.
Final deadline Sept. 9
agencies. Mr. Cronyn, the article continued,
Mr. Woltman's third article said a large
Publication Date Sept. 19
made the rounds of network and agency top supermarket operator had spent $50,000 in a
executives. After learning details of the charges,
crusade against Red penetration of tv, assisted
Telecasting
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by veterans organizations. He described the
organization of AWARE Inc., and its stated
purpose of "combating communism in entertainment." AFTRA's New York chapter has
voted to condemn AWARE for alleged "blacklisting" activities [B«T, July 11].
The Scripps-Howard
writer
said AWARE's
technical
advisor, Vincent
Hartnett,
conducts
a "private business on the side" advising sponsors, agencies "and occasionally networks on
Red affiliations of anyone connected with tv,"
charging fees of up to $20 on each person.
Miami

Initial Decision

Challenged by ACLU
THE Miami ch. 7 initial decision was assailed
by the American Civil Liberties Union last
week "because of the blow it strikes at the
principle
of diversity."
The Miami
case was heard in oral argument
before the FCC en banc a few months ago
[B»T, May 9]. At issue was the initial decision by Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham favoring Biscayne Television
Corp. over the competing bids of East Coast
Television Corp., South Florida Television
Corp. and Sunbeam Television Corp. [B»T,
Feb. 28, Jan. 24].
Biscayne represents a merger of Cox and
Knight newspaper-radio interests and a minority
holding of Niles Trammell, former NBC president. The Cox group owns WIOD Miami;
Knight has WQAM there. South Florida includes former FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly.
Losing applicants averred that the merger of
dominant newspaper and radio interests, and

Mr. Trammell's continuing consultancy contract
with NBC, violates Commission policy to favor
diversification of mass media in comparative
cases. Biscayne defended the examiner's conclusion that newspaper interests should not be
penalized when found superior in other areas
such as past performance. Biscayne claimed
that Mr. Trammell's agreement with NBC was
the usual manner of rewarding long service by
a top executive and could be terminated by
him at any time.
ACLU's comment was contained in a letter
by its executive director, Patrick Murphy
Malin, sent July 26 to FCC Chairman George
C. McConnaughey and made public in New
York last Wednesday.
Mr. Malin said that if the hearing examiner's
proposal was established as precedent, "it
would necessarily result in preventing new
radio-tv operators from obtaining a license
whenever a competitor has had substantial
Such a precedent, Mr. Malin asserted, would
experience."
lead to a "dangerous monopolistic threat, if
adopted without qualification by the FCC,"
and the result would be to bar new enterprises from the field wherever there existed a
competing application of someone with experience. "Broadcasting would tend to become
concentrated in the hands of a few persons,"
he said, adding that ACLU was certain this
would be a situation the FCC "desires to avoid
as Inmuch
as we . its
. ." comments, ACLU urged
presenting
the FCC to encourage diversity in ownership,
suggesting that ( 1 ) in cities where several
channels are available, some should go to local
people, and (2) consideration be given to newspaper ownership of stations in an area where
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channels are open. Of the latter, ACLU, which
said it had no interest in the competing applicants for Miami ch. 7 but was bringing its
views forward because of the possible effects
of the initial decision, said "while newspaper ownership per se should not be a bar
to ownership of a tv station ... in the interest
of diversity it would be helpful to consider
carefully the type of ownership of the applicants for the other available channels."
HOWREY

RESIGNS

AS FTC CHAIRMAN
THE resignation from the Federal Trade Commission of Chairman Edward F. Howrey was
announced last week by the White House. The
announcement said that President Eisenhower
will appoint former South Dakota Gov. Sigurd
Anderson (R) to fill Mr. Howrey 's unexpired
term, which runs to Sept. 26, 1959. Mr. Anderson, however, will not succeed to the post
of chairman; that position will be filled by John
W. Gwynne, a member of the commission
since 1953.
Mr. Howrey, a Virginia Republican, was
appointed to the FTC by President Eisenhower March 23, 1953. In his letter of resignation, dated Aug. 5, Mr. Howrey said that
he felt his job was done; that the reforms he
intended to institute "largely have been accomplished." The Commission's docket, Mr.
Howrey said, "is up to date for the first time
in almost
40 commission
years." Mr. until
Howrey
will continue on the
Mr. Anderson
is formally appointed and sworn in as a commission member. A Washington lawyer, Mr.
Howrey is expected to return to law practice
there.
President Eisenhower, who accepted the
resignation "most reluctantly," pointed to Mr.
Howrey's record on the commission as "convincing evidence that you have served the reand the people
well."South Dakota govMr. public
Anderson,
51, was
ernor from 1951-1954 and previously served as
state's attorney for Day County, S. D., state
assistant attorney general and attorney general.
Ticket

Suspensions

Urged in KEAR Case
THE FCC last week received proposed findings
by its counsel recommending that licenses of
two transmitter engineers of KEAR San Mateo,
Calif., be suspended for alleged tampering with
equipment at the time of a strike.
The labor case is the second of its kind
currently under FCC consideration. The other
involves three transmitter engineers of KPIX
(TV) San Francisco, who have been charged
by KPIX with damaging and interfering with
transmitting equipment in an effort to delay
the station from returning to the air, also at
the time of a strike [B«T, Aug. 8].
These cases are considered precedent makers.
Up to now it has not been firmly established
exactly how the words "damage" and "interference" as quoted in the Communications Act
and FCC Rules, respectively, apply to situations
of this type. Another issue involved is the excases. tent of the Commission's jurisdiction in such
FCC counsel, in submitting its findings in
the KEAR matter, said the issue at hand was
whether willful or malicious acts were committed which interfered with radio communications. The fact a strike was taking place is
not important in determining this, it was stated.
Although admitting the record is filled with
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GOVERNMENT
contradictory testimony, the FCC counsel recommended that the original suspension orders
be confirmed, but reduced from 60 days to 30
days.
The suspensions were ordered last February
as a result of the alleged tampering which took
place the morning of Oct. 5, 1954, first day of
the strike. Following a request for hearings
the suspensions were held up pending the outcome of the hearings before Hearing Examiner
J, D. Bond in May.
The two KEAR engineers cited in the charges
are Howard A. Chamberlin and Fred P. Muller.
Both claimed they did nothing in the course
of shutting down the transmitter which in any
way was a departure from normal procedure.
Mr. Chamberlin admitted, however, that he
put a different lock on the gate which forced
Stephen A. Cisler, KEAR owner, to seek access
to the transmitter by going through the barbed
wire fence. This was described as a "thoughtless" act, but not malicious with intent to interfere.
The KEAR engineers further stated that the
testimony of Mr. Cisler and Paul S. Farrelle,
technical director, is contradictory on "almost
every material point" and therefore the charges
have not been sustained, they said. Contradictory testimony cited by the engineers included
Mr. Cisler's statements as to the size of the
fence, the time Mr. Cisler entered the transmitting room, when the crystal heaters were
turned on and the observations of Messrs.
Cisler and Farrelle as to the misadjustment of
two of the phasing controls.
While the FCC counsel admitted that a
large part of the evidence was in dispute, it
found Messrs. Chamberlin and Muller responsible for the abnormal conditions that were
found. Among these conditions were crystal
heater ovens turned off, the exciter unit of the
transmitter detuned and the phasing unit, required to keep the directional antennas in order,
radically changed. Mr. Chamberlin was the
sole person on duty at the time the station
was taken off the air, it was testified. Mr.
Muller, who also was present, admitted placing
the grounding switches of the transmitter in
positions which would prevent resumption of
services until corrected, FCC counsel said, adding this was not part of the normal close-down
procedure.
FCC counsel said the acts charged were not
as substantial as had been indicated at the
time FCC issued its suspension orders and recommended the suspensions be reduced from 60
to 30 days.
Pay-See, Commercial Video
Are Compatible, Levey Says
THE PUBLIC is being falsely led by the major
networks to believe that subscription tv and
commercially sponsored tv are not compatible,
Arthur Levey, president of Skiatron Electronics
& Television Corp., which is one of the -subscription tv systems seeking FCC approval,
charged in a statement released to newsmen
last week.
Mr. Levey claimed the networks were trying
to "cloud the real issues with irresponsible
statements," noting that Skiatron had asked
FCC to telecast pay-tv program on channels
not used by networks and over local stations
not network-affiliated. There is room for both
pay tv and subscription video, he averred, with
toll tv strengthening the tv and entertainment
industries in both quality of programs and in
providing a "healthy economic base" for nonnetwork-affiliated stations.
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Adequate use of 'fill-in' transmitters may brighten up the shadow
areas produced by natural obstructions in some areas. Possibility
seen that FCC rules on using such equipment may be relaxed.
SOMEDAY tv operators are going to take off nity. Fresno is about 50 miles from Coalinga.
their hats to the loyal handful of station owners
These were all true booster operations —
and equipment manufacturers who fought the that is, the retransmitted signal was sent out on
good fight in 1955 in behalf of tv boosters and the same channel as the mother station's.
satellites.
However, there always has been lumped with
booster operation a second method — the soIt could be that when that happens, the FCC
will be permitting boosters and satellites on called satellite system. In this, a signal is picked
and converted to another frequency before
the same basis it permits Citizens' Radio Service up
operation — a small town group will buy some being rebroadcast.
This was tested by Sylvania Electric Prodapproved equipment, have it set up on a mountain top and sit back to enjoy good, clear, clean
ucts Co. in Emporium, Pa., where the company
tv pictures from a nearby big city.
has its tube division. Sylvania picked up ch. 6
No rule making. No applications. No lawyer WIAC-TV Johnstown, Pa., tv signals, 90-odd
and engineer fees. Just a card, filled out and miles away, and retransmitted them into the
sent into the FCC to notify it that another low valley on both chs. 22 and 82. And, in the
course of this, discovering it had a shadow area,
powered, "fill-in" transmitter has gone on the went
one step further and installed a booster
air.
Could be that the whole U. S. may be covered to accept the ch. 22 signals and rebroadcast
them on the same frequency into the blanked
with primary, Grade A tv signals then.
out section behind a mountain promontory.
That's one prediction — albeit a long shot —
This satellite type of operation also is the
by an informed engineer.
principle used in the experiments going on at
In its desire to help the little fellow — uhf and Manson, Wash., where a local group has set up
vhf — and especially to aid in the establishment a "translator" type of transceiver which takes
of local outlets in smaller communities, the the vhf signals from Spokane, 130 miles away,
FCC has tried a number of schemes.
converts them to ch. 16 and sprays them down
One that is percolating right now has to do into the valley.
with permitting uhf stations to use boosters to
Notice that the Commission is thinking serifill in shadow segments in service areas.
ously about approving boosters provided they
Comments, mostly favorable, came into the do not extend the service areas of mother staFCC last month [B»T, July 25]. No counter
tions. But throughout the comments on this
proposal, more and more emphasis by those
comments were filed at last week's deadline.
Uhf in mountainous terrain is plagued by commenting has been placed on boosters or
gaps in coverage. These shadow areas are the satellites to bring tv into areas where no good
result of some obstacle — like a mountainsignal now exists — whether or not it fills in or
coming between the receiver and the transmitextends a station's service area.
ter. As any thrice-bitten uhf operator now
The Commission's lack of sympathy for satelknows, transmissions in the 470-489 mc band
lites seems based on its fear that the large, big
travel like a light beam. They do not get be- city stations will move out into the country to
hind mountains or down into valleys. Vhf on cover vast regional areas through a ring of
the other hand bends around mountains and satellite stations.
dips into valleys.
Notwithstanding this fear, the FCC did look
Several months ago, the FCC got around to with favor on a type of satellite operation last
doing something about shadow, areas in uhf year. It authorized applications and grants for
service areas. It proposed a rule to permit uhf allocated frequencies in smaller communities
outlets to fill in their "white" areas with with no requirement that local programs be
boosters.
originated. This was on the hope that a low
A booster is an automatic low powered receiver-transmitter which picks up the signal of
a mother station and retransmits it on the same
frequency.
That this is a technically feasible means of
eliminating shadow areas has been proved time
and time again.
During the last two years, experiments have
shown that this method not only can fill in
shadow areas, but it can also be used to extend
service to more distant points.
Among those who have performed tests with
boosters are ch. 4 WSM-TV Nashville for the
town of Lawrenceburg, 70 miles away; Adler
Communications Labs for ch. 53 WATR-TV
Waterbury, Conn., for the downtown area there;
RCA for ch. 25 WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss.,
for the river city of Vicksburg, 37 miles away,
and ch. 6 KXLF-TV Butte, Mont., with Anaconda, Mont., 25 miles away.
A similar booster type operation was granted
to Lambda-Pacific Engineering Co. at Coalinga,
Calif., which picks up and retransmits Fresno's
ch. 47 signal to the San Joaquin Valley commu-

power, low cost outlet fed from a mother station would bring tv to smaller cities, and might,
in the future, grow up to become a full fledged
local tv
programs as well as network oroutlet
big city(local
programs).
To broadcasters, no matter what identification the FCC put on it, this meant satellites.
Perhaps not in its true sense, but certainly close
enough to it.
By whatever name, there has been a rush
for this sort of station. It is even now reaching
bigger proportions.
The station which has gone most heavily into
this type of operation is ch. 29 KIMA-TV
Yakima, Wash. It has two satellites — ch. 19
KEPR-TV Pasco, Wash., and ch. 3 KLEW-TV
Lewiston, Idaho. It also has a satellite grant
for ch. 8 in Ephrata, Wash., but this was protested by KSEM Moses Lake and the grant was
stayed pending a hearing. KSEM is trying to
get ch. 8 moved into the Moses Lake area. And
KIMA-TV has pending an application for a
satellite for ch. 8 in Walla Walla, Wash.
Another big city station which has leapt at
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the chance to bring its signals to outlying districts isch. 9 KGMB-TV Honolulu. It has two
satellites— ch. 9 KHBC-TV Hilo and ch. 3
KMAU (TV) Wailuku.
Other satellite operations are those of ch. 12
KPAR-TV Sweetwater, Tex., owned and to be
programmed from ch. 13 KDUB-TV Lubbock,
Tex., and ch. 10 KSTF (TV) Scottsbluff, Neb.,
owned and to be programmed from ch. 5
KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo., and ch. 3 KDLOTV Florence, S. D., owned and to be programmed from ch. 11 KELO-TV Sioux Falls,
S. D.
Down in Texas, the first quasi-satellite is ch.
9 KTRE-TV Lufkin which will receive network
programs from ch. 2 KPRC-TV Houston.
There is no ownership connection between the
two stations.
Of the outstanding satellite grants, only
KEPR-TV, KHBC-TV, KMAU and KSTF are
on the air; the remainder are scheduled for
operation soon.
The city of Elmira, N. Y., is being sought
assiduously by two big city stations as a satellite appendage to their own operations. Ch. 3
WSYR-TV Syracuse and ch. 12 WNBF-TV
Binghamton, N. Y., have both filed applications with the FCC for ch. 18 in Elmira. The
Binghamton station is owned by ch. 6 WFILTV .Philadelphia.
Pending plans call for similar mother-slave
station operations by ch. 4 WAPA-TV San
Juan for ch. 3 in Mayaguez, P. R.; by ch. 6
KXLF-TV Butte, Mont., for ch. 2 Anaconda,
ch. 22 Bozeman, and ch. 10 or 12 Helena, all
in Montana; by ch. 13 KHOL-TV Kearney,
Neb., for ch. 6 Hayes City, Neb., and by ch. 6
WFIL-TV Philadelphia for ch. 15 WLBR-TV
Lebanon, Pa.
There's even an application before the FCC
for the establishment of three translator-boosters at Clarkston, Wash., to feed Spokane vhf
signals to not only that town but also its sister
Snake River community Lewiston, Idaho.
This has been protested — by the Lewiston
community television operator who claimed
that this would do him harm, as well as put
into a quandary the plans for operating the
KLEW-TV satellite there. Although the FCC
hasn't done anything on this objection yet, it
does serve to point up one implication:
If boosters and satellites grow, can the nearly
400 community television systems survive. This
is the subject of great debate right now within
the wired antenna service industry.
One thing may be assumed: A full-flowered
national booster and satellite system cannot
co-exist with community tv operations. One or
the other must be supreme.

Examiner Cooper found that the programs of
WLOF were interrupted an excessive number
of times for commercial spot announcements.
He said since the Mid-Florida principals acquired WLOF the number of commercial spots
has increased.
Examiner Cooper also charged that the secretary of Mid-Florida attempted to deceive the
Commission by submitting a letter purportedly
signed by the secretary of the Orange County
Bar Assn. calling attention to disbarment proceedings against William O. Murrell Sr., an
owner of WORZ at the time of its original tv
application but who later sold his interest. The
secretary of the bar association later testified
that he knew nothing about the letter.
An added issue was raised by Mid-Florida
that Mr. Murrell Sr. still exerts control over
WORZ. Examiner Cooper said the facts support "in a most authoritative manner" that
although the present owners of WORZ respect
Mr. Murrell's views and judgment it is they who
run the station.

Examiner Favors WORZ
For Orlando Ch. 9 Grant

The present decision did not state who had
Questioned the financial qualifications of Carbon Emery, but it was a source outside the
Commission. There are no penalties involved
other than denial of the application.

WORZ

Orlando, Fla.,^last week was recommended for ch. 9 there, in a hearing examiner's
initial decision, because of integration of local
ownership with management and because, according to the examiner, it has rendered a
better service to Orlando than the competing
applicant. In submitting his decision Examiner
Basil P. Cooper denied the application of MidFlorida Television Corp., which owns WLOF
Orlando.
The decision favored WORZ because its
owners are local residents, whereas the owners
of Mid-Florida reside in the Washington, D. C,
area.
WORZ also was found superior for the
number and location of its studios, technical
proposals and the fact its studio building is
presently in existence.
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Examiner Would Deny
Am Bid in Price, Utah
HEARING Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith last
week issued an initial decision proposing denial
of an application by George G. Platis and
Robert E. Hawley for an am station to operate
in Price, Utah, on 1490 kc, 250 w, unlimited
hours. The denial was advocated because of
alleged misrepresentation regarding finances on
the part of the applicants.
Examiner Smith found that allegations about
the financial integrity of the men doing business as the Carbon Emery Broadcasting Co.,
were true. The applicants had stated in their
applications that among other funds they had
$8,500 on deposit in a bank in a partnership
account. Miss Smith found that only $55 actually was on deposit in this account.
In her analysis of the decision the examiner
also said, "The original application recites that
enumerated portions thereof were prepared by
Luke G. Pappas (an attorney) of Price; but
Mr. Platis testified at the hearing that he prepared the entire application himself, 'from beginning to end, except the engineering,' including the form for the partners' affidavits."
On tionSept.
16, am
1953,
Emery's
for a new
to Carbon
operate on
1340 applicakc with
250 w, unlimited, was protested, by Uintah
Broadcasting & Television Co. (KJAM) Vernal,
Utah, on grounds of signal interference. The
effective date of the grant was postponed pending hearing. The application was later amended
to
specify 1490 kc and was removed from
hearing.

Quarles Gets Air Post
DONALD A. QUARLES, 61, former vice
president of Bell Telephone Labs and current
Assistant Secretary of Defense for research and
development, was appointed Secretary of the
Air Force Thursday by President Eisenhower.
He was given a recess appointment subject to
Senate confirmation at the next session.
Mr. Quarles succeeds Harold Talbott, whose
resignation became effective Saturday after a
controversial Congressional inquiry into his
private business transactions while holding office. Mr. Quarles is considered a top authority
on guided missiles and satellites.

WENS
Of

(TV)

WWSW

Asks

Stay

Inc. Tv Grant

Uhf in Pittsburgh appeals to
court for order to make FCC
rescind ch. 1 1 grant and give
it a comparative hearing with
the grantee.
WENS (TV) Pittsburgh last week asked the
U. S. Court of Appeals to stay the grant of
Pittsburgh's ch. 1 1 to WWSW Inc.
The ch. 16 station also asked the court to
order the FCC to rescind the ch. 11 grant and
order the Commission to give it a comparative
hearing with WWSW Inc.
Pittsburgh's ch. 11 was granted to WWSW
Inc. following a merger agreement with Pittsburgh Radio Supply House [B«T, July 25].
Each will own 50% of the tv station, with
WWSW Inc. relinquishing its am and fm station to its parent company, Pittsburgh PostGazette, and Pittsburgh Radio Supply House
disposing of its WJAS in that city.
As soon as the merger agreement became
known, WENS filed an application to change
from ch. 16 to ch. 11. This was dismissed by
the FCC on the ground that an application
cannot be filed for a facility after a hearing
has begun. Both WWSW and WJAS went
through a hearing and had filed competing proposed findings before the merger was agreed
upon and WIAS agreed to drop out.
WENS claimed that the merger made the
remaining applicant a new applicant and thus
not entitled to the "umbrella" protection of the
FCC rules. It also charged that questions of
multiple ownership and trafficking in licenses
were involved in the ch. 11 grant. WENS said
it had lost in excess of $400,000 since beginning operations in August 1953. If the Pittsburgh ch. 11 station goes on the air, WENS
said, it would lose not only its CBS affiliation,
but ABC also. This would doom it, it said.
House Group Requests Data
On Federal News Policies
A HOUSE Government Operations subcommittee last week sent a 5Vi-page questionnaire to
60 federal executive and independent agencies
asking them to explain their policies and practices in making information available to radiotv, other media, and Congress.
The subcommittee, headed by Rep. John E.
Moss Jr. (D-Calif.), asked for replies by Sept.
15. It was understood hearings probably would
be held in November.
The House subcommittee's organization was
announced earlier this summer [B#T, luly 11]
after repeated charges that the Eisenhower
Administration has withheld information from
the public. Among those who have made
charges that information is being kept secret
is lames Russell Wiggins, executive editor of
The Washington Post & Times Herald (WTOPAM-FM-TV Washington, WMBR-AM-FM-TV
Jacksonville, Fla.), and chairman of the American Society ofCommittee.
Newspaper The
Editors'
Freedom 80
of
Information
list contains
questions.
Other members of the subcommittee are
Reps. Dante Fascell (D-Fla. ), Clare E. Hoffman (R-Mich.) and William L. Dawson (D-Ill.)
(ex-officio) , chairman of the full House Government Operations Committee.
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Triangle Seeks Ch. 18
At Elmira as Satellite
TRIANGLE Publications Inc. last week applied
to the FCC for ch. 18 at Elmira, N. Y., to be
used as a satellite of WNBF-TV Binghamton.
The application competes with that of WSYRTV Syracuse which last month applied for
the same assignment for satellite operation
[B«T, July 25].
Triangle noted Elmira is in WNBF-TV's
Grade A coverage area, but that service is
denied because of topographical conditions.
The company said it plans to spend about
$142,000 in construction, with first year operating costs estimated at about $65,000. Transmitter and antenna of the proposed satellite
will be RCA, Triangle said, with the antenna
mounted on a 300-ft. tower.
In addition to WNBF-AM-TV, Triangle owns
WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia and WHGB Harrisburg, Pa., and has pending before the FCC
purchase of ch. 15 Lebanon, Pa., which it plans
to use as a satellite of WFIL-TV. Following
objections to this sale by ch. 55 WHP-TV and
ch. 27 WCMB-TV Harrisburg, the FCC sent
WFIL-TV a McFarland letter indicating the
purchase could not be approved without a hearing. Triangle, whose net worth was listed as
$25 million, was reported two weeks ago negotiating for the purchase of WFBG-AM-TV
Altoona, Pa., for an aggregate $3.6 million
[B»T, Aug. 8]. Triangle officials met in Philadelphia last Thursday to discuss the transaction.
Howard E. Stark is broker.
The company also publishes the Philadelphia
Inquirer, Tv Guide, Seventeen Magazine, Official Detective, Morning Telegraph and the Daily
Racing Form.
Newhouse -controlled WSYR-AM-TV owns
WTPA (TV) Harrisburg, 50% of KOIN-AMTV Portland, Ore., and 23% of KWK-AM-TV
St. Louis, and publishes the Syracuse PostStandard and other papers.
Robersons, Page Seek
Control of WITN (TV)
FOUR MEMBERS of the Roberson family and
William S. Page last week filed an application
with the FCC for permission to buy 50.7% of
the stock of WITN (TV) Washington, N. C,
for $121,840. The sale will bring the Roberson
holdings in the station to 67.82%.
Construction of the ch. 7 station is expected
to be completed about Sept. 26.
Sellers are H. W. Anderson and R. M. Fountain, who each own 25.3% of the station.
Purchasers are: W. R. Roberson Sr.; W. R.
Roberson Jr.; J. P. Roberson, Mrs. Hannah R.
Bagwell, nee Roberson. The Robersons also
own WRRF Washington, N. C, and Mr. Page
owns 80% of WELS Kinston, N. C.
Two other WITN stockholders are Rosa W.
Roberson and T. H. Patterson (also a member
of the Roberson family).
Current assets of the station were listed as
$193,835 and the total assets $236,059. A
deficit of $3,940 also was shown.
WLBE Asks For Ty Channel
WLBE Leesburg, Fla., last week asked the FCC
to switch Jacksonville's ch. 7, reserved for educational use, to Leesburg for commercial utilization.
The petition stated such a switch would meet
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co-channel and adjacent channel separation requirements and also would make ch. 8 available
to Brunswick, Ga. WLBE said it would apply
for ch. 7 as soon as the switch was authorized
and added that it has been in contact with a
Brunswick group which would apply for ch. 8
if assigned there. The petition noted that a vhf
assignment is not available to either Leesburg
or Brunswick.
Losers File Exceptions
In Indianapolis Contest
EXCEPTIONS to the initial decision that
favored grant of ch. 13 at Indianapolis to MidWest T. V. Corp were submitted to the FCC
last week by the three losing applicants plus
the Broadcast Bureau [B»T, June 13]. Chief
issue raised was that Examiner Basil P. Cooper
had stricken from the record about 100 pages
of testimony which was said to involve banker
George
' president
of Mid-West,
and
allegationsSadlier,
concerning
violations
of federal and
state income tax laws.
Applicants
denied Broadcasting
in Examiner Corp.,
Cooper's
decision were Crosley
WIBC
and WIRE, both in Indianapolis. Mid-West
is owned by local business and professional
men, with Mr. Sadlier principal owner.
Both Crosley and WIBC asked for oral argument and the Broadcast Bureau added that this
was desired if requested by the parties to the
proceeding.
In addition to its charge about the stricken
record, the Broadcast Bureau also took exception to the inclusion of the past business
practices of the Indianapolis Star and News,
owned by WIRE, as a factor in considering
"concentration of media for the mass dissemination of news."
Crosley said the stricken record showed that
Mr. Sadlier failed to file federal and state income tax returns between 1941 and 1946. Crosley added that Mid-West cannot be relied upon
to carry through its proposals because its plans
are immature and unrealistic, it lacks experience and it has inadequate facilities and staff.
Midwest Tv Relays Granted
PERMITS were granted by the FCC last week
to the AT&T (Long Lines Dept.) to add frequencies and transmitters for tv service between
Kansas City and Dallas, and from Des Moines
to Ottumwa, Iowa.
In the Kansas City-Dallas relay, 19 permits
were granted to provide for two additional relay
channels between the two cities. At Des Moines,
a transmitter and frequency were granted for
extension of tv network service to Ottumwa.
Two microwave relay stations will be installed
at Knoxville, Iowa, to extend the link to
Ottumwa.
WNDU-TV Asks Station Move
WNDU-TV Notre Dame, Ind., last week applied to the FCC to change its station location
to South Bend and permit its main studios to
remain in Notre Dame. WNDU-TV said the
move would bring it in conformity with its
companion am station, WNDU (formerly
WHOT), which is a South Bend outlet with
main studios at Notre Dame. The change
further would identify WNDU-TV with its
principal community for which ch. 46 was
specified in the Table of Allocations, the station said.

KSWS-TV Tower Bid
Gets FCC Approval
KSWS-TV Roswell, N. M., ch. 8, last week
was granted final FCC permission to replace
its 790-ft. tower with one 1,610 ft. high and
change the location from 8.6 miles outside
Roswell to a site 43 miles east of the city.
Present height of the tower including antenna
is 900 ft. above average terrain; the new height
will be 1,786 ft. above average terrain.
No formal objections were filed with the
Commission regarding the initial decision of
Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison favoring
the height increase and location change [B«T,
July 4]. The initial decision, given on June 28
and effective Aug. 8, ended a long hearing.
The Air Force, nominally against tall towers,
favored the change of site because the present
tower's proximity to Walker Air Force Base
makes night flight maneuvers hazardous [B«T,
Aug. 1]. The Airplane Owners & Pilots Assn.
and the Air Transport Assn. made informal
complaints objecting to the erection of any
new towers over 1,000 ft., but filed no formal
dissent since the Air Force had favored the
action in the interest of national defense.
An increase in visual ERP from 115 kw to
160 kw was also granted.
Ike#s Tv News Conference
Lauded by College Teacher
TELECASTING of President Eisenhower's
news conferences "can hardly be overestimated"
in importance, Dr. James E. Pollard, of Ohio
State U., wrote in the summer issue of Journalism Quarterly. Second major development in
the President's press relations, he wrote, was
"the increasing use of the direct quotation."
The conference "as never before . . . was
becoming a picture window through which the
public could see the President," giving the
U. S. public an advantage unequaled anywhere
in the world, he added.
Dr. Pollard wrote that while "it was made
clear only occasional news conferences would
be . . . filmed and recorded, the important
thing
was apparently
that the precedent
set."months
This
statement
was writtenwasmany
ago, all conferences since the first telecast last
Jan. 19 having been covered by radio and tv.
While Dr. Pollard writes that when a telecasting policy under proper safeguards was suggested early in the Administration, the reply
was that it would not be in the public interest.
News Secretary James C. Hagerty stated at his
first session with White House reporters in 1953
that tv coverage was envisioned and would be
arranged
as soon as plans could be made [B*T,
Jan.
26, 1953].
Shapp Urges Community Tv
BOOST for community tv systems was made
by Milton J. Shapp, president of Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia, in a letter last week
to Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee.
Mr. Shapp's letter was prompted, he said, by
a communication from Sen. Magnuson to FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey last June
asking that means be found to extend tv to
fringe areas and small communities.
Community tv systems can accomplish Sen.
Magnuson's purpose, Mr. Shapp said, because
they offer quality and variety of signals. Problems of re-radiators are technical and economic,
Mr. Shapp said.
Broadcasting
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Anaconda Aluminum Company Reduction Plant at Columbia Falls, Montana. This plant . . .
scheduled to begin production by July 1 st . . . will supply aluminum needs of Anaconda
Wire & Cable Company, The American Brass Company and independent fabricators.
The newest news about aluminum can be set down in a single
sentence:
Anaconda is entering the aluminum business as the fourth
U. S. primary producer — is intent on giving American industry
the same high-quality products in the field of aluminum as
it has done traditionally with copper, brass and bronze.

Anaconda

is making

news

Aluminum

in

Illustrated above is the Anaconda Aluminum Company's
reduction plant under construction at Columbia Falls, Montana.
It is of the most modern design, incorporates the most advanced
production techniques, and will have an annual capacity of
120,000,000 pounds of aluminum per year. It is scheduled
to begin production July 1st, and will supply metal not only to
Anaconda's own fabricating plants, but to others as well.
Meanwhile, at near-by Great Falls, Montana, a new and completely
automatic rod-rolling mill— the most up-to-date in the countrywill be supplying rod to Anaconda Wire & Cable Company's
wire drawing and cable stranding mills.
Across the country at Terre Haute, Indiana, another Anaconda
subsidiary, The American Brass Company, is building an
integrated fabricating plant which will process aluminum and its
alloys into sheet, rod, seamless tube, and extrusions
for a host of industrial uses.
65237-a

AnacondA

Broadcasting

Telecasting

The American Brass Company
Anaconda
Wire Mining
& Cable Company m
Andes
Copper
Chile Copper
Company Company
Greene Cananea Copper Company
Anaconda Aluminum Company
Anaconda Sales Company
International Smelting and Refining Company
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STATIONS
NOVIK
WOV

ELECTED

KOA

PRESIDENT

Radio-tv consultant buys controlling interest in New York
bilingual station from Richard E. O'Dea, 31 -year veteran
of broadcasting industry, for
over $150,000.
M. S. NOVIK, radio-tv consultant, was elected
president of WOV New York last Monday following his acquisition of controlling interest
in the station from Richard E. O'Dea, whom he
succeeds in the presidency. General Manager
Ralph N. Weil and Programming Vice President Arnold Hartley, minority stockholders,
were re-elected executive vice president and programming vice president, respectively.
Mr. Novik purchased the 70% interest held
by Mr. O'Dea for $150,000 plus [B«T, Aug. 8,
July 11]. In a brief ceremony attended by key
figures of the bilingual WOV on Monday, Mr.
O'Dea paid tribute to the staff and to Messrs.
Weil and Hartley, and Mr. Novik, endorsing the
tribute, said no management changes are contemplated.
"It is a pleasure to join Ralph Weil and
Arnold Hartley in the operation of WOV," Mr.
Novik said. "There is little that can be done to
improve its prestige and programs both here
and in Rome. We will maintain the same high
standards which have made WOV the leading
Italian language station in the U. S."
Mr. O'Dea, who is retiring for reasons of
health, noted that he will continue as an advisor to the station for three years. "After 31
years it is with real regret that I leave the
broadcasting business which I've seen grow from
its very humble beginnings," he observed. "I
am proud of the place WOV has made for itself
in the industry and I feel confident that Mr.
Novik, along with Messrs. Weil and Hartley,
will carry on its excellent work for years to
come."
WXEX-TV Goes on Air
Amid WTVR (TV) Protests
CH. 8 WXEX-TV Petersburg, Va., will launch
commercial operation today (Monday) affiliated
with NBC and using maximum 316 kw power.
It goes on the air amidst a protest by ch. 6
WTVR (TV) Richmond that it is improperly
identifying itself as a Richmond station.
Official ceremonies dedicating WXEX-TV
will take place tonight at 6 p.m., with honored
guests including Gov. Thomas Stanley, the
mayors of Petersburg and Richmond and an
NBC executive.
WXEX-TV, represented nationally by Forjoe
Tv Inc., has hourly rates of $750 for Class A
time and $700 for network time, and $140 for
a Class A minute spot. The Petersburg station
reported that it will cover Richmond, central
Virginia to Quantico, Norfolk-Newport NewsPortsmouth and four North Carolina counties.
Thomas G. Tinsley is president and Irving G.
Abeloff is vice president and general manager.
The WTVR protest asked that before the
FCC grants WXEX-TV authority for commercial operation, it first force an end to WXEXTV's Richmond promotion or revoke the latter's
permit. The petition was filed last Tuesday,
however, the day after such authority was
granted.
WTVR cited WXEX-TV promotion material
which it said has either directly or indirectly
caused it to lose part or all of the business of
;Page 90
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M. S. NOVIK (c), newly elected president
of WOV New York, takes over control
of the bilingual independent from retiring head Richard E. O'Dea (r) while
Ralph W. Weil, re-elected executive vice
president, looks on.
30 national advertisers since July 1.
WTVR noted that Petersburg is 23 airline
miles from Richmond and that WXEX-TV's
transmitter is 12.8 miles from the nearest
Richmond city limit.
One of the charges cited by WTVR is that
the phone of WLEE Richmond, which owns
43% of WXEX-TV, is being answered, "WLEE,
WXEX-TV." The Richmond station also stated
that WXEX-TV's vice president, Mr. Abeloff,
still resides in Richmond, contrary to WXEXTV's
representation that he would reside in
Petersburg.
In brief reply to these charges, Mr. Tinsley
said last week that "We do not propose to
neglect Richmond or any other city or town in
our area." He further declared that WTVR
was using a government agency to try and stifle
competition.
WTVR is affiliated with CBS and ABC.
Three

W. Va. Radio Stations

Form Miracle Valley Network
THREE West Virginia 1 kw daytime stations
have joined in the formation of the Miracle
Valley Radio Network, to serve the Mid-Ohio
Valley,
locally as theof"Miracle
because known
of a concentration
chemical Valley"
industries there. The member stations are WMOD
Moundsville, WETZ New Martinsville and
WCEF Parkersburg.
John T. Taylor, general manager of WMOD,
is president of the new network; C. E. Franklin, owner of WCEF, is vice president, and
Harry G. Bright, president-general manager of
WETZ, is secretary-treasurer. Network headquarters .will be at New Martinsville in the
WETZ Building and mailing address is P.O.
Box 391.
Base rates for the three stations will be $90
per hour and interconnected lines will be available for program use. National representative
for the network is the Thomas F. Clark Co.,
New York.
KWIZ

Business on Upgrade

KWIZ Santa Ana, Calif., increased its business 48% for the first six months of 1955
over '54, according to Hal Davis, general manager. Mr. Davis also pointed out that KWIZ
enjoyed a 65% increase in business in 1954
over '53. Last year was the station's first of independent operation.

'Relieves'

Searle

In Policy Difference
DON SEARLE, executive vice president and
general manager of KOA-AM-TV Denver, has
been "relieved" of his duties at the stations,
according to William Grant, president of Metropolitan Tv Co., licensee of the outlets. Mr.
Grant, who said the action was the result of
"differences of opinion concerning policy matters," assumed Mr. Searle's managerial responsibilities, effective Aug. 5.
In a statement, Mr. Grant said that Mr.
Searle "has performed valuable services in
launching our tv station and in operating our
radio station. We regret that divergent points
of view on policy cannot be reconciled but we
still hope to have the benefit of Mr. Searle's
extensive experience in the broadcasting industry in the role of consultant."
Mr. Searle's future plans in regard to the
Denver stations were not known. He owns a
minority interest in KOA-AM-TV (6% of
KOA-TV) and is president of Town & Farm
Radio Inc. (KMMJ Grand Island, Neb.; KIOA
Des Moines, and Colby, Kan.).
Metropolitan bought KOA in September
1952 and on Christmas Eve 1953 KOA-TV went
on the air in Denver on ch. 4. Mr. Grant,
president of Metropolitan since its formation
and acquisition of KOA, has been an attorney
in Denver many years.
WCBS-TV

Business on Upswing

From July 15 Through Aug. 10
MORE business was booked by WCBS-TV
New York, CBS owned station, from July 15
through Aug. 10 of this year than had been
written on the station in both July and August
of last year, the station reported last week.
Frank Shakespeare Jr., .general sales manager, described business as having hit the peakusually felt in the last two weeks of August and
referred to a statement he made last month that
spot tv advertisers were buying earlier and
starting schedules earlier — as much as 30 to
45 days ahead of past years. This, he thought
may presage a departure from previous spot
buying habits in the New York market.
"Activity has not been confined to special
areas but includes program and announcement
sales in both daytime and nighttime periods.
If our experience is any signpost, the dollar expenditure inspot buying during the next six to
nine months will surpass anything in the history of television," Mr. Shakespeare said.
Among the advertisers involved in the new
business spurt: Duffy-Mott Inc. (Sunsweet
prune juice), Bayuk Cigars Inc., Hudson Pulp &
Paper Corp., Avon Products Inc., V. La Rosa &
Sons Inc., Standard Milling (Hecker's flour),

'Impactaculars'
WTOPNow
Washington
has entered the field
of "spectaculars" and "extravaganzas"
withwhich
a series
first
of
madeof its"impactaculars,"
debut over that the
station
yesterday (Sunday). Yesterday's program (2-4 p.m.), a preview of the impactacular format, was a description of
VJ Day, 1945, featuring the events leading upnese
to and
including
the formal
Japasurrender
aboard
the U.S.S.
Missouri.
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Florida Citrus Commission, Toni Co. (Division
of Gillette safety razor), New York District
Ford Dealers Assn. Inc., Tea Bureau Inc.;
Socony Vacuum Corp., Perkins Products Co.
(Division of General Foods), Procter & Gamble
Co. (Shasta), Philip Morris & Co. (Marlboro
cigarettes), B. C. Remedy Co., Helene Curtis
Industries Inc., B. T. Babbitt Inc., (Glim
detergent) and Vick Chemical Co.
Brines to Direct Radio-Tv
For Truth Publishing Co.
PAUL C. BRINES has been named director
of broadcasting for
Truth Publishing
Co., Elkhart, Ind.,
according to John F.
Dille Jr., president.
Truth operates
WSJV (TV) and
WTRC - AM - FM
Elkhart.
Mr. Brines was
formerly with WIRL
Peoria and previously assistant manager
of WGN and WGNTV Chicago. Before
MR. BRINES
entering the broadcasting field Mr. Brines managed the B»T Chicago office.

WGAR

Fights Hearing

Ban,

Wins Right to Tape Record
RADIO scored another victory in its fight to
gain equal access to public hearings when
WGAR Cleveland succeeded in presuading Gov.
Frank J. Lausche to reverse a ban he had imposed earlier on tape-recording at a public hearing on the proposed route of a north-south Ohio
turnpike.
Tentative plans for the turnpike called for it
to pass through Cleveland suburbs, WGAR reports, and the issue had caused considerable
controversy. Gov. Lausche, supporting the position of Ohio Highway Director Samuel Linzell, came out unequivocally against the presence at the hearing of either radio or tv ap-

Till

PREFERRED

STATION

Florida Citrus, Toni Buy
CBS-TV 'Six Plan' Campaigns
FLORIDA CITRUS COMMISSION, through
Benton & Bowles, and the Toni Co., division
of The Gillette Co., through Weiss & Geller,
Chicago, were announced last week as the first
advertisers to buy into CBS-TV's new "Six
Plan" on its four owned tv stations.
The outlets are WCBS-TV New York,
WBBM-TV Chicago, WXIX (TV) Milwaukee,
and KNXT (TV) Los Angeles. The new plan,
designed to provide frequency at a medium
budget on the 'four stations, was disclosed by
Craig Lawrence, director of station administration of CBS-TV.
Mr. Lawrence said the new offer was an extension of CBS-TV's "12 plan," begun in
1952. That plan, Mr. Lawrence said, has aided
in building large daytime spot and local revenue
of the company-owned stations. The "Six
Plan" permits an advertiser who uses six announcements weekly in time segments other
than A or AA to earn a volume discount of
25%.
With the daytime audience of the stations
constantly increasing, Mr. Lawrence said, the
new plan permits "the frequency which results
in large circulation at a low cost-per-thousand."
Advance

paratus. Note taking, he said, would be
allowed.
Carl E. George, WGAR general manager,
in a telegram to the governor, reminded him
of a bill passed by the Ohio General Assembly
which stipulated that meetings of boards and
commissions at- state and local level were to
be open to the public. Gov. Lausche had signed
the bill into law. Mr. George said that as
the intent of the legislature was to admit
radio and tv to those meetings, Gov. Lausche's
opposition to the media was untenable. State
Sen. Charles Mosher of Oberlin, Ohio, sponsor
of the amendment to the public hearing law
applying it to local political bodies, said that
if the law meant anything at all, radio-tv had
a right to be there.
WGAR also was offered support, if needed,

FOR

mm

WIBW-TV

. . . AND ALSO PREFERRED

FOR SPORTS, WEATHER.

SERVICE by viewers in TopekAREA.

AND FARM

This was proved by the Whan

TV Study of the TopekAREA — a penetrating depth study of the viewing habits of this region, made during Jan.-Feb. 1955 by Dr. F. L.
Whan of Kansas State College.
A call to your Capper man or Topeka will bring you this enlightening study without cost.

Sales for KSBK

KSBK, the first English-language commercial
station on Okinawa, has signed Pepsi-Cola, Sax
Dept. Store, a local brewery, air line and
restaurant among its first sponsors although its
first broadcasts are not scheduled until Sept.
1, Pan American Broadcasting Co., the station's
representative, announced last week. KSBK
will operate on 880 kc with 500 w. Station programming will be slanted toward the sizable
military population and the civilian population
working with and for the military.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

TOPEKA, KANS
Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr.
ABC
DUMONT-

WIBW & WIBW-TV in Topeka,
KCKN in Kansas City

CBS-

Rep: Capper Publications, Inc.
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STATIONS
cording equipment in the hearing room and
waited. The governor arrived and announced
that radio recording would be allowed as long
as there would be no disturbance to the people
who were to testify. In writing to the governor
later, Charles Day, WGAR news director, said:
"I hope we proved that our recording job
could be done without any disruption of the

CO-SPONSORSHIP of The Sheriff, 15minute children's show on WJNO-TV West
Palm Beach, Fla., is taken on a five-timesa-week, 26-week basis by Anthony's Dept.
Store and Alfar Creamery, both of West
Palm Beach. L to r: Jerry DeJaco, president of DeJaco Agency, which handled
the sale; Carl H. Anthony, president of the
department store; Ted Eiland, WJNO-TV
general manager; Gordon A. Nielsen, vice
president of the creamery, and Bud
Housner, sales manager, WJNO-TV.
from George Smallsreed, editor of the Columbus Dispatch and chairman of the Freedom
of Information Committee of the Ohio Newspapers Assn., who also said that the hearing
should be open to radio.
On the day of the hearing, WGAR and
WRFD Worthington, Ohio (both owned by the
Peoples Broadcasting Corp.), set up their re-

SKYLINE

proceedings."
Nine Major League Teams
Favor Fee for Interviews
THE MAJORITY of major league teams favor
payment of fees by stations for player interviews at the ball parks, on the basis of player
representatives contacted in a survey by John
Harrington, sports director of WBBM-AM-TV
Chicago.
Mr. Harrington has been sounding out players
on the issue ever since he launched a campaign
two months ago. At that time he expressed concern over the practice by some teams of exacting a $50 fee for dugout interviews, claiming it
discriminates against broadcast media.
According to the poll of representatives by
Hugh Hill, WBBM special events director, at
Chicago's Wrigley Field and Comiskey Park,
seven major league teams are disposed to permit
free interviews, while nine favor payment of
fees to the players. It was understood the two
leagues will vote on the matter at a joint meeting in October.
Those clubs favoring payments of fees are
the Chicago Cubs, Milwaukee Braves, New
York Giants and Cincinnati Reds in the National League, and the New York Yankees,
Kansas City Ahtletics, Detroit Tigers, Boston
Red Sox and Washington Senators in the
American circuit. All demand $50 for each
interview save the Washington Senators, who
favor a $25 levy. Mr. Harrington charged the
"nearest
to front office interference" in
the
case ofthing
the Senators.
Concluded Mr. Harrington: "We fervently
hoped that the issue will be settled one way
or another at that time. . . . Either all players
should be paid for ball park interviews or all
should not. Let them be consistent about it.

GROUP

We say that all should not."
DISCOUNTS
stretch

advertisers'
dollars

ke city KDYL-KTVT
denver KLZ AM-TV
oueroue KOB AM-TV
SKYLINE GROUP, RADIO-TV
Covering the Uranium
Triangle- -Colorado, Utah, New Mexico
J. 1. MEYERSON. 3432 RCA BL DC. N. V.
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Birmingham,

WILD

PAUL ANDERSON, world's champion
weight lifter, lends a little of his muscle
to break ground for the future home of
WDUN Gainesville, Ga., with an assist
from John W. Jacobs Jr., president and
general manager of the station. Located
at the site will be WDUN's office, studio
and transmitter.
KTBC-TV

Goes to 316 Kw

KTBC-TV Austin. Tex., on Aug. 7 went to
maximum power of 316 kw, J. C. Kellam, general manager of the station, announced last
week. The installation was handled by RCA
Service Co. and KTBC-TV engineers under the
direction of Benton Hearn, the station's chief
engineer. According to Mr. Kellam, KTBCTV, effective with the power increase, is serving 128, 981 sets in its 25-county coverage area.
KTBC-TV is on ch. 7 and is affiliated with the
four tv networks.

Observe

'Radio Appreciation Day'
RADIO Appreciation Day was observed in
Birmingham under auspices of WILD in connection with the 1,000th baseball broadcast of
Gabby Bell, WILD sports announcer who
covers the Barons of the Southern Assn. Over
10,000 persons visited the station during a
day-long open house program that included
drawings for prizes, according to George Sutherland, WILD general manager.
Mayor James W. Morgan, of Birmingham,
issued a proclamation for Radio Appreciation
Day and congratulated Mr. Bell for his sports
reporting. Mr. Sutherland said the event will
be observed annually.
Battison Buys KAVE Carlsbad
SALE of KAVE Carlsbad, N. M., including
its permit for ch. 6 there, by Val Lawrence
to John H. Battison, Washington consulting
engineer and former manager of CHCT-TV
Calgary, Alta., has been announced. Price of
the 250 w 1240 kc station and tv grant was
$150,000. Allen Kander was broker.

The Sum is KHJ's Undoing
KHI Los Angeles lost an advertiser for
the month of luly because the client
couldn't keep up with the leads obtained in lune from sponsoring four 15minute broadcasts over that station. The
client, Acousticon hearing aids, placed
through Atherton Adv., Los Angeles, four
Cedric Foster newscasts (12:15-12:30
p.m.) at a rate of $135 per broadcast.
A total of 1,006 inquiries resulted from
the broadcasts, or a cost-per-lead of 54
cents. Previous to KHI sponsorship, the
agency said, cost-per-lead ran between
$6 and $7. In informing the station that
there would be no July budget for Acousticon, the agency pointed out that Acousticon was "snowed under" by the avalanche of telephone and mail leads, and
the only way to insure a letup was to dissponsorship
for aworks
month.to your
"We
are sorry continue
that this
success
temporary disadvantage," the announcement said, "but with the record you have
racked up, we'll be back again and again
and again. . . ."
Broadcasting
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Don

Nielsen

That old black magic paved the way for sixty million cars

ver notice how the success of one
E product will often create a demand
for another?
"Back around the turn of the century,
for instance, Union Oil couldn't sell
much gasoline because there were only
4100 or so cars in the country and no
good roads. We did most of our business
in kerosene and fuel oils.
"It soon became apparent that if we
were to sell more gasoline there'd have
to be more and safer roads.
"Fortunately, Union has always had

a large supply of crude oils ideal for
making asphalt. So we started producing a simple product you could pour
right on the road.
"That old black magic took the motorist out of the mud and paved the way
for 60,000,000 cars.
"Today, we're one of the largest producers of asphalt on the West Coast.
We maintain plants and storage facili-

ties in seven cities and make over eighty
different grades.
"Today, too, you enjoy thousands of
miles of good roads. And asphalt covers
86% of them.
"Gasoline? We're selling more of that
now than anything else!"

As Don Nielsen — Mr. Asphalt in our home office — points out, one successful
product does help another.
A single carload of asphalt transformed
into a highway now creates a demand
for at least one thousand gallons of gasoline a year.
share of merits.
the market
is Asphalt's
due to its large
own inherent
It is
far superior to any competitive paving
material in ease of application, in loadbearing ability, in long life and in
safety. What's more, it costs less per
mile to put down and to maintain.
Asphalt is another example of a better
product bringing its benefits to more
economy. America's free competipeopletive through
YOUR COMMENTS ARE INVITED. Write:
The President, Union Oil Company, Union
Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, California.

Union

Oil

MANUFACTURERS

Broadcasting
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CALIFORNIA

Company

OF ROYAL TRITON, THE AMAZING PURPLE MOTOR OIL
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WFBM-TV
Builds Its Own
TEN specially-constructed tv cameras have trouble develops). The seven units are divided into: image orthicon with focus coil,
been built by engineers at WFBM-TV Indianapolis, Ind., under the direction of the deflection coil, alignment coil, focusing carriage and plug-in socket; vertical sweep for
station's chief engineer, Harold Holland.
The cameras, which are described as incor- image orthicon; horizontal sweep for image
orthicon; high voltage for image orthicon;
porating improvements not available in commercial lines, can be assembled or disassem- video pre-amplifier for image orthicon;
bled in less than three minutes.
video for viewfinder, and combined vertical
horizontal sweep and high voltage supply
Among innovations are a motor-driven
lens turret (operators switch lenses from a for viewfinder.
push-button panel in the back of the camera);
The new WFBM-TV models, measuring
a viewfinder within the camera, which im- 13"xl3"x25", weigh above 100 lbs., said to
proves accessibility to it and permits location be about 35-40 lbs. lighter than conventional
of heat generating components near the top units. In addition to use at WFBM-TV, the
of the camera; seven plug-in units which cameras are being placed in operation at
make up the interior of the camera (spare the studios of WOOD-TV Grand Rapids,
units have been made for replacement pur- Mich., and WTCN-TV Minneapolis, all
" 7
poses, obviating the necessity of breaking
owned by the Harry M. Bitner radio-tv
down the camera to find faulty parts when interests.

I

•W

WDHV

Hardy, KHJ Newscaster,
Retires After 22 Years
GLENN HARDY, a veteran of 22 years in
radio, will retire from KHJ Los Angeles Sept.
2. Mr. Hardy spent all of this time as the
Newspaper of the Air reporter for the same
sponsor, Alka-Seltzer and One-A-Day Brand
vitamins.
Announcer John Holbrook, his partner, will
take over the Newspaper of the Air program.
Mr. Hardy, it was reported, will move to
Fresno, Calif., where he will manage a new
90-imit motel.

Weed Says Spot Radio's Full
Of 'Vim, Vigor, Vitality'
THOUGH there is talk that "radio has lost its
pep," spot radio is "full of vim, vigor and vitality," James J. Weed, founder of Weed &
Co., station representatives, told clients last
fortnight. He claimed that in cost to advertisers, entertainment value and mass impact,
radio "is better than ever and a terrifically
worthwhile commodity to both advertiser and
Mr. Weed said that transmission and receplistener."
tion of radio programs are of "the highest
quality in history," and recorded and live programs are "hitting a notable stride, built in the
tempo of the times for entertainment and public services." He said national advertisers are
turning more and more to spot radio to win
audiences on local stations where "broadcasters'
good neighbor policies and community service

sr.

Hi
Ten New Soldiers for the Bitner Brigade

spell for listenership and sales."
Storer Transfers Schofield
From New York to Miami

WCRO Local Business Jumps
EMPHASIS on local programming is credited
by WCRO Johnstown, Pa., with a second quarter increase in local business of 122.4% compared with the corresponding quarter in 1954.
John Pallottini, general manager of the ABCMutual affiliate, points to the station's new emphasis on music, sports and news as receiving
"the wholehearted endorsement of local businessmen."

Dayton's

TOP

Maynard to Head KNTV (TV)
KNTV (TV) San Jose, Calif., new ch. 1 1 outlet
which expects to begin operation about Sept. 1,
has named Harry Y. Maynard as general manager. For two years he has managed WCIA
(TV) Champaign, 111., and previously he had
been with KTLA (TV) Los Angeles. KNTV
began test pattern transmission a fortnight ago
and this week expects to open its office at 645
Park Ave., San Jose. KNTV is owned by Standard Radio & Tv Co., headed by A. T. Gilliland.

Hooper-Rated

Station

ARTHUR C. SCHOFIELD, director of advertising and promotion
for Storer Broadcasting Co., has been
transferred from the
company's New
York office to national headquarters,
1177 Kane Concourse, Miami
Beach, Fla. Mrs.
Vonne Monsell, who
edits "Storer Story,"
also was transferred
MR. SCHOFIELD
to Miami Beach.
The changes were
announced by Stanton P. Kettler, vice president
in charge of operations.
KFJZ-TV

TONE
RONALD B. WOODYARD, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

980 KC
PHONE
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DAYTON,
"THE CITY BEAUTIFUL"

O.

Airs Test Pattern;

Prepares for Sept. 11 Start
KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, Tex., last week began
transmitting test patterns in preparation for
meeting its proposed target date for commerical
operation of Sept. 11, the station has reported.
The ch. 11 station's studio location is 4801
West Freeway. It has an authorized effective
radiated power of 210 kw and has a 1,075 ft.
tower. KFJZ-TV reports that it will serve
a total of 480,000 sets in the Dallas-Fort Worth
market.
Broadcasting
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"Great is TRUTH.
water drown it"

32,000,000
AVAIL
OF

Fire cannot burn, nor
DUMAS

AMERICANS

THEMSELVES

CHIROPRACTIC

. . .

1 Out of Every 5 ...20% of Your Listeners Know
the Value of Chiropractic — America's Second
Largest Healing Profession
When a healing method has served a population
twice the size of that of a major nation, it is something
to be considered seriously. Such is the story of the
extensive use of chiropractic — for 32,000,000 Americans have experienced the health benefits of this second largest healing profession. That's a figure twice
Canada's population, which is 14,900,429.
Looking at it another way, it means 1 out of 5
Americans, 20% of your listeners, know the value of
chiropractic. That's a big slice of your audience.
Millions of these fine people in every strata of life
have shared one experience. They have found the
way to restored and improved health through chiropractic .. . the re-establishment of spinal normalcy
and the regeneration to the nerve functions of their
bodies. That was a significant event in their lives.
These Americans in a democracy have freely chosen
the physical, mechanical and neurological approach to
healing. Their freedom to do so is as vital as the
bulwark of free communication.
We bring these' vital facts to you . . . the leaders
of communication in America. We know you want
facts and the truth, because your stations are dedicated to presenting facts and truth to your listeners.
If there is particular information you want, write
us or send for the book, "The Truth About Chiropractic."
NATIONAL CHIROPRACTIC ASSOCIATION, Inc.,'
NATIONAL BUILDING, WEBSTER CITY, IOWA
3 TRUTHS YOU SHOULD KNOW!
550 Insurance Companies Recognize Chiro1 out of EVERY 5 Americans Avail Thempractic.
selves of Chiropractic Health Services.
4 Years of Chiropractic College is the Minimum Requirement for Doctors dt Chiropractic.
THE

TRUTH

ABOUT

CHIROPRACTIC

*One of a Series of Reports
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Selling Salathon
USING ONLY RADIO, a LincolnMercury dealer in Waterbury, Conn.,
sponsored
that
resulteda in10-hour
the sale"Auto
of 40 Salathon"
new and
used automobiles.
WWCO there devoted its entire air
schedule July 30 to the sale, broadcastfrom the motor
new sold
lot.
Overing $45,000
worth company's
of cars were
and more than 5,000 people turned out in
98 degree heat.
Five ' disc jockeys worked in teams,
broadcasting news of the sale, playing
records and conducting a beauty contest. With the exception of three cars
that went for 98 cents each, all were sold
at average prices.
The program was developed by disc
jockey Bob Crager with the help of station owner Lawrence Brandon, Howard
Mendel and Phyllis Rawl.
WWCO conducted a dollar-a-minute
sale on the air which sold many of the
cars. Every hour a different car was
reduced one dollar each minute; if not
sold within the hour, the car would have
returned to its original price level. Every
car thus promoted was sold before the
hour had elapsed.
When asked if he would like to sponsor another Salathon, Bob White, Mattuck Motors' young president, said: "I'd
like to do one every month. It absolutely exceeded my expectations."

QUEEN
ISABELLA
hocked her jewels for a fella
to prove the world was round.
The chance she was taking
was rather world shaking,
suppose he had run aground?
But Christopher knew
what his three ships could do
and his discovery of America was in.
To parallel his feat
we repeat and repeat,
you can discover success on W P I N.
When you discover WPIN, you have
unearthed the daytime station preferred by more local advertisers.
WPIN's clear channel signal serves
a market of 790,300 people with a
buying income of $989,640,000.00. This
dominant news station is the West
Coast of Florida's best daytime radio
buy!

WPIN
680 Clear Channel
Offices and studios in the
Royal Palm Hotel
St. Petersburg, Florida
Arthur Mundorff, Owner-Manager
Represented Nationally by
Walker Rep. Co., Inc.
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Hafter, Director-Producer,
Dies Suddenly at Age of 50
ROBERT M. HAFTER, 50, producer-director-writer for KNX Los Angeles and the Columbia Pacific Radio Network, died suddenly
last Tuesday at his home in North Hollywood,
Calif. He entered the broadcasting industry in
1930 and had been associated with WDAF
Kansas City, KMOX St. Louis and WBBM
Chicago before moving to California.
Mr. Haftner directed CBS Newsroom — Sunday Desk for KNX-CPRN; Matinee for KNX;
/ Was There, Hollywood Showcase, and This
Is My Story for CBS Radio.
His widow survives.
1-TV Names

Davison

As General Sales Manager
RALPH DAVISON Jr., sales, manager of
KGMB-TV Honolulu, T. H., has been appointed general sales
manager of KGMBAM-TV, C. Richard
Evans, vice president of licensee Hawaiian Broadcasting
System, has announced.
Mr. Evans also
announced that Mel
Wright, formerly national account executive for KGMB-TV,
is now in charge of
national spot sales
MR. DAVISON
for both the radio
and tv stations, and Robert Costa, KGMB-TV
program director, additionally takes over the
same duties at KGMB.

WPSX

(TV) Promotes Hartigan
PROMOTION of Albert Hartigan, assistant
program manager,
WPIX (TV) New
York,, to program
manager of the station was announced
last week by Fred
M. Thrower, vice
president and general manager. Mr.
Hartigan joined the
station in 1950 as a
director. Prior to
his affiliation with
WPIX he was a producer - director at
MR. HARTIGAN
WBZ - TV Boston.
Previously he had been associated with WSYR
and WFBL, both Syracuse, and RCA and NBC.
Kiddie Cooking Classes
COOKING classes for children will start on
WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn., on Aug. 25,
the station announced last week. On that Saturday and every week thereafter, Joan Crowther,
cooking hostess on Nancy's Kitchen, the station's regular cooking series, will give lessons
to youngsters with gourmet leanings. On request the kiddies will receive advance recipes
so that they may actively participate in the
cooking program.

COOKING AND JUDO mix, at least at
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., where Tom Dycus, judo expert, conducts a Monday-Friday cooking show, Recipe Roundup. Here
he tries a hold on W. D. (Dub) Rogers
Jr., president and general manager.

Chase to Manage KS0N
APPOINTMENT of Emery (Bud) Chase as station manager of KSON San Diego, Calif., was
announced last week by President Fred Rabell.
Mr. Chase, with KSON since 1947, has been
assistant manager. Mr. Rabell also announced
that Jack Rathbun, formerly with WEAT-TV
Palm Beach,
Fla., has been named KSON operations manager.

Hey,

you

Don't forget Sept. 9 is deadline for
BeT's Radio Issue out Sept. 19.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Eugene Tanner Named
WSIX Vice President
EUGENE TANNER has been named vice presdent of WSIX Inc.,
Nashville, Tenn. The
company operates
WSIX-AM-TV.
Mr. Tanner has
been with the company 17 years, starting as advertising
director of WSIX.
Soon after WSIXTV went on the air
in November 1953,
he went into television exclusively.
MR. TANNER
The promotion
was announced by
Robert Stanford, president and general manager of WSIX Inc.
Two Tv Stations Buy
15 ABC Film Features
SALE of 15 feature films to WCBS-TV New
York and KTVT (TV) Salt Lake City was
announced last week by George T. Shupert,
president of ABC Film Syndication, which acquired the package several weeks ago.
The films, known as the Anniversary Package, were sold to WCBS-TV following negotiations between Mr. Shupert and William C.
Lacey, manager of the WCBS-TV film department. The sale to KTVT was made by William
L. Clark, ABC Film Syndication's western
manager, with G. Bennett Larson, general manager of KTVT, representing the station.
Among the feature films in the package are
"Black Narcissus," with Deborah Kerr and
David Farrar; "The Seventh Veil," with James
Mason and Ann Todd; "Man in the White
Suit," with Alec Guiness and Joan Greenwood; "Great Expectations," John Mills, Valerie
Hobson and Jean Simmons; "Brief Encounter,"
Celia Johnson and Trevor Howard.

COLORCAST
I N
Advance Schedule
Of Network Color Shows
CBS-TV
Sept. 24

(9:30-11 p.m. EDT) Ford
Star Jubilee, "Judy Garland
Show," Ford Motor Co.
through J. Walter Thompson
Co.
(7:30 - 7:45 p.m. EDT)
Vaughn Monroe Show (Also
Aug. 18, 23, 25, 30, Sept. 1,
6, 8). Sustaining.
(7:30-7:45 p.m. EDT) Matt
Dennis (Also Aug. 19, 24,

NBC-TV
Aug. 16
REAPPOINTMENT of The Katz Agency as
national advertising representative of six
radio and tv stations of the Storer Broadcasting Co. was announced last week.
At the contract signing are (I to r) Tom
Harker, Storer vice president and national
sales director; Lee Wailes, executive vice
president of Storer, and Edward Codel,
a director of The Katz Agency Inc.

Aug. 17

26, 29). Sustaining.
Aug. 15-19 (11 a.m.-Noon EDT) Home.
Color inserts daily at 11:45
am.-Noon. Participating sponsors.
Aug. 22 (8-9:30 p.m. EDT) Producers
Showcase, "The King and
Mrs. Candle," Ford through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, and RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Grey and Al Paul Lefton
agencies.
Aug. 26
(2:30-5 p.m. EDT) Davis
Cup Matches. (Also Aug. 27,
and 28). Sustaining.
[Note: This schedule will be corrected to
press time of each issue of B-T.]

KCOP (TV) Plans Power Boost
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles will increase power
to 170 kw effective Sept. 12. The six-fold
boost of the ch. 13 station will improve picture
quality for fringe area viewers from Santa
Barbara to San Diego, stated Jack Heintz, vice
president and general manager of KCOP.

SOMETHING

TO

CROW

The wonderful comments
LOU
AND

ABOUT
on —

STEIN

HIS JAZZ

QUARTET!

"... this is wonderful!"
WLCR, Torrington, Conn.
v/=:
isnHnifliD

"Nice smooth jazz combo ..."
TOW*
WCAX, Burlington, Vt.

"jazz is fine — and so is Stein. Happy to program this listenable package.
Thanks a million!"
WFGN, Gaffney, S. C.
"As you say, 'This is the most!"'

KYMA, Yuma, Ariz.

COCA-COLA more than doubles its spot
announcements on WFAA Dallas, Tex., to
promote the sale of the firm's new 26ounce family size bottle, which is being
distributed in three test markets. L. to r:
Jack Dwyer, D'Arcy Adv. Dallas office;
Jim Apple, Southwestern Div. advertising
manager for Coca-Cola Co., and Ed
Hogan, WFAA sales representative.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

SESAC
"the best music in America'
475 Fifth Avenue

New York 17
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STATIONS

On

Location

TO EMPHASIZE adventuresome aspect
of its new Thursday night half-hour program featuring explorer Carveth Wells
and his wife, KRCA (TV) Los Angeles
last week flew newsmen to Catalina Island where the Wellses are filming nature
sequences. After a motor tour of the
back-country area where the films are
being shot, the columnists were shown
clips of earlier world explorations to be
featured on the Carveth Wells Show. Mr.
and Mrs. Wells also introduced Raffles,
talking pet mynah bird to be featured on
the program which began Thursday. At
one time Mr. Wells was on NBC Radio.

Charles R. White

MAX BAER (at mike), former world's heavyweight boxing champion, was featured in
KJR Seattle's coverage of the 48th running of the Gold Cup race on Lake Washington.
The half-million racing fans present used portable radios tuned to the station to find
out what was happening as the boats roared over the 3%-mile course. KJR used a
13-man crew to get complete coverage of the event, placing announcers at three vantage
points for describing the race. At KJR's main booth are (I to r): front row, Gaylen Blackford, KJR general sales manager; Ed Hansen, KJR statistician; Art Kulman, KJR special
events department; Royal Broughman, sports editor of the Seattle Post-Intelligencer,
being interviewed by Mr. Baer; George Newton, KJR engineer; standing (facing camera),
Lester M. Smith, KJR general manager, and Jack Bradley, KJR sports director.
WAVZ Sets Sales Records
THE highest summer billings in the history of
WAVZ New Haven, Conn., was reported by
Daniel W. Kops, vice president and general
manager of the station. July 1955 billings were
43% higher than July 1954, Mr. Kops said,
and the first seven months of 1955 have set
another record with an increase of 43% over
1954.
Advertisement

Marge Burdsall, WITV, Miami-Fort Lauderdale, contemplates problem of answering
17,462 letters received in one week from 12
southern Florida counties. Response was
in answer to Bill Wyler's question "Should
his Bandstand Matinee run two or one hours
per day ? " The two hour stint won the vote,
and General Manager Walter Koessler recommends national advertisers contact H-R
TV for availabilities on this popular show.
Page 98
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700 Radio-Tv

Stations

Carry All-Star Football
NEARLY 700 stations— 570 MBS affiliates and
over 120 ABC-TV stations, plus WGN-TV
Chicago — carried the 22d annual All-Star football game from Chicago's Soldiers Field last
Friday with a number of advertisers picking
up the tab for coverage of the 1954 College
All-Stars and pro champion Cleveland Browns.
Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, sponsored
half of the game on both network tv and radio.
On ABC-TV Miller joined with regional sponsors Standard Oil Co. (of Indiana) in the Midwest, Atf antic Refining Co. in the East and
Union Oil Co. of California on the West Coast.
The other half of the game on network radio
was sold on a co-op basis.
WGN has broadcast the football classic,
sponsored by the Chicago Tribune Charities
Inc., since it started in 1934. WGN-TV began
telecasting it in 1948. WBKB (TV) Chicago,
ABC outlet, did not carry the game.
WCOV-TV Recovers From Fire
HASTY replacement by RCA of equipment of
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala., which was destroyed byfire Aug. 5, will enable the station to
go back on the air Aug. 25, Hugh M. Smith,
general manager, reports.
Fire wiped out all technical equipment of
WCOV-TV and studio gear of WCOV, but
the radio station was able to continue broadcasting [B»T, Aug. 8].
Partial De-Intermix Asked
WOBS-TV Jacksonville, Fla., has asked FCC
to "partially"
city.Jacksonville
It recommended that ch.de-intermix
7 be movedthatfrom
to Savannah, leaving ch. 4 and making ch. 12
reserved for educational in Jacksonville. At the
same time it suggested addition of chs. 46, 52
and 58 to existing chs. 30 and 36 in Jacksonville.

Named

KLEW-TV General Manager
NEW GENERAL MANAGER for ch. 3
KLEW-TV Lewiston, Idaho, is Charles R.
White, formerly commercial manager for
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., according to
Thomas C. Bostic, president of Lewiston Tv Co.
Mr. White was KPTV's first employe and assisted in putting the station on the air three
years ago. Prior to joining KPTV, Mr. White
worked in public relations, advertising, and as
a motion picture photographer.
Lewiston Tv Co. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Cascade Broadcasting Co., which also
operates KIMA-TV in Yakima and KEPR-TV
in Pasco, both Washington.
WMGM
Names Hollingbery
APPOINTMENT of George P. Hollingbery Co.
as national representative for WMGM New
York, has been announced by Arthur Tolchin,
director of the station. Appointment is effective
immediately. WMGM, on 1050 kc with 50 kw,
is an independent outlet.

COMMERCIAL Tire Co. and Keans
dry will sponsor a mystery show
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge for the
straight year. After two years of

Launover
third
/ Led

Three Lives they will sponsor Dr. Hudson's
Secret Files for the next 52 weeks. Signing the contract with MCA-TV Film Sales
are (I to r): seated, Clyde Sharp, Commercial Tire Co.; Frank Kean of Keans
Laundry; standing, Ross McCausland,
MCA-TV Film Sales, and Ron Litteral, sales
manager of WAFB-TV.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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"JUST

MORE

A

THAN

TOWER"
IT'S THE

HOLE
WRAPPED

CLIENTS— past and present— of KFPW Fort Smith, Ark., were tendered a reception by
that station when it celebrated its 25th anniversary July 27. The station is owned and
operated by Tulsa Broadcasting Co., which purchased it in December 1950. Hosts for
the anniversary party were these Tulsa Broadcasting officials (I to r): John Griffin, president; L.A. Blust Jr., vice president-general manager; James P. Walker, director of radio;
James C. Leake, executive vice president, and J. P. McCaslin, KFPW station manager.

JOB
UP

From coast to coast you
will find installations where
TOWER'S "Package" service is
paying off. We manufacture the
tower and erect it— handle your
job from the planning stage on
through
service. complete maintenance
A NEW HEAVY
DUTY 600 FT. TV
TOWER

Time Capsule
BID for posterity was made by WJMJ
Philadelphia when it entombed under the
site of the new Snellenberg Dept. Store
there
tape recording
of "Radio
with acareful
instructions
for 1955,"
future
archeologists to construct a playback
mechanism. "Radio 1955" was prepared
by Pat Stanton, WJMJ president. It
covers the highlights of the aural medium
for the last 35 years. This tape, with
printed matter of our era, was sealed in
plastic, encased in steel and then buried
in concrete.
Simplified instructions on the technical
aspects of reproducing the material at
the unknown future date were placed on
the outside of the special casing.
WJMJ reported that scientific advice
indicates the sealed tape would be preserved for thousands of years, long after
the printed material had disintegrated.

WMAQ, on Closed Circuit,
Makes Pitch to Agencies
SPECIAL closed-circuit telecast will be presented in New York and Chicago Wednesday to
provide agency and client representatives with
a summary of new as well as established program ing of NBC-owned WMAQ Chicago.
About 100 agency and client representatives
are expected to view the presentation in the
M&M Club in Chicago's Merchandise Mart
and a similar group will view the telecast from
the NBC Spot Sales offices in New York. The
split-screen technique will be used to provide
a simultaneous view of each program, the composition ofits audience and the type of market
covered. The presentation will underline the
extent of WMAQ's five-state market, said to
include more than 8 million home radio sets,
and 2.9 million car and 690,000 portable radios.
Burke-Stuart in Chicago
BURKE-STUART, national radio-tv representative, has opened a Chicago office at 75 E.
Wacker Drive, with Edward Paro as vice president in charge of the midwest area. Mr. Paro
formerly headed the Chicago branch of Texas
State Network. Burke-Stuart maintains offices
in New York, Los Angeles and San Francisco
and is national representative for WCFL Chicago, owned by the Chicago Federation of
Labor.
Two

"Daddy, how about persuading KRIZ
Phoenix to broadcast rhythm and blues?"
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Indiana Stations Praised

For Policy on 'Violence' News
RADIO stations in Gary and Hammond, Ind.,
have been complimented by Chicago's Mayor
Richard Daley for putting into effect a newlyenunciated policy of handling news reports on
racial and other disturbances.
The policy is the outgrowth of a plan devised
by the Chicago City News Bureau for Chicagoarea stations with the purpose of minimizing
statements which might incite mob gatherings

Guyed type . . . heavy legs and braces
. . . designed for 100 MPH wind and
one-half inch ice load . . . hot dipped galvanized or shop coat of primer undercoat
. . . supports
all types
television
antennas and coaxial
feedof line
or wave
guide . . . complete erection by experienced crews.
MICROWAVE
TOWERS AND
REFLECTORS

TOWER
a pioneer reflectors.
in Microwave
ers and isMicrowave
We tow.
are
manufacturers of famous Microwave
passive reflectors
used by theSystem
U. S Gov*
eminent,
Bell Telephone
and
leading manufacturers . . . TOWER reflectors are used widely by TV stations
to direct microwave signal from studio
to transmitter. We invite you to check
with our satisfied customers.
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STATIONS
at the scene of disorders [B»T, Aug. 1]
WJOB Hammond and WWCA Gary, in the
Chicago area and surrounding locations which
contain diverse racial elements, have been using
their own discretion in handling of racial, juvenile and other violence news.
Mayor Daley lauded them for making a "major civic contribution to the welfare of Chicago." Other broadcasters in Illinois and parts
of Wisconsin are being urged to follow suit.
Charles L. McCarthy Dies
RADIO VETERAN Charles L. McCarthy, 56,
former owner of KROY Sacramento, Calif.,
died last Sunday following a long illness.
Burial was Tuesday at Oakland, Calif. Mr.
McCarthy first entered radio with the Navy in
World War I. He joined NBC in 1925 and in
the late mid-1930's joined KQW San Jose,
now KCBS San Francisco. Following World
War II he became manager of KGO San Francisco. He bought KROY about two years ago,
then sold it earlier this year to a group headed
by Robert Dumm, son of Wesley I. Dumm
(KSFO San Francisco).
Mr. McCarthy is survived by his wife, Zella
Belle, and four children.
REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS
WIRL Peoria, 111., has appointed H-R Representatives Inc., N. Y., as national representative.
KYA San Francisco has named AM Radio
Sales to represent it in Southern California and
the Midwest. KYA continues to be represented
in New York by John Barry. AM Radio Sales
office in Los Angeles is headed by Robert
Block, in Chicago by Jerry Glynn.

STATION PEOPLE
Dick Crane, formerly with KFI Los Angeles
and founder of KNEA Jonesboro, Ark., to
WAGC Chattanooga, Tenn., as general
manager.
Bill Mason, formerly news commentator, WOCAM-TV Davenport,
Iowa, appointed program director,
WQUA Moline, 111.
Art Petersen, local
commercial dept.,
KVOD Denver, apstationSharp,
manager;pointedMorey
formerly with KLZ
Denver. named
KVOD program director; Earie Ferguson, formerly with
MR. MASON
KLZ sales staff,
named KVOD sales manager.
Main Morris appointed to newly-created position, national and local sales development director, KBTV (TV) Denver.
C. H. Maddox, chief engineer. KTBS-AM-FM
Shreveport. La., appointed chief engineer of KTBS-TV
(scheduled to start
Sept. 3).
Charles Ennis. formerly assistant producer, NBC-TVto
Philco Plavhouse,
WIBW-TV Topeka.
Kan., as
director; sports
Roy Carlson,

an

WIBW-TV producer-director and also
with WIBW, and
wife Maude Carlson, WIBW program director
and WIBW-TV music director, have resigned
effective Sept. 1.

market-

Buck Pennington, floor manager, KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles, promoted to director.

MR. MADDOX

AIMS
in

ere's
station

the

it's the BEST
INDEPENDENT/
Boston
WCOP New Orleans
WTIX
WINS
WDOK New York
Cleveland
Dallas
KLIF Omaha
KOWH
Denver
KMYR Portland, Ore.
KXL
KCBC San Antonio
Des Moines
KITE
WNMP San Francisco
Evanston , III.
KYA
Evansville . Ind. WIKY Seattle
KOL
KNUZ
Houston
WTXL
Springfield,
Mass
WXLW
Stockton ,Cal.
KSTN
Indianapolis
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Jackson/ Miss.
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Kansas City
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KFMJ
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Stanley Morris, formerly producer-director,
WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio, to production staff,
WLWC (TV) Columbus, Ohio, as director.
Wayne R. Griffin, news and special events staff,
ABC Chicago, to KDKA-TV Pittsburgh in
production and talent capacity, effective
Aug. 22.
Bill Fagan, director-producer, WFBM-TV Indianapolis. Ind., appointed WFBM account
executive.
Tom Montgomery, formerly with MinneapolisHoneywell Regulator Co. (heating, ventilating,
air-conditioning equipment), Chicago, to local
sales staff, WBBM Chicago.
John Alves, production manager, WSJV (TV)
Elkhart, Ind., transfers to sales dept., continuing
to produce and moderate Valley at Work
program.
Frank Bissett, news director, KCEN-TV
Temple, Tex., to news staff, KRLD-AM-TV
Dallas, Tex.
Art Magee, former sports and news director
and disc m.c, KGKO Dallas, Tex., to publicity
and promotion staff, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles:
J. Gordon Wright, production coordinator, resigns to devote fulltime to writing.
Louis Allen, former weatherman, WTOP-TV
Washington, to WMAL-TV there in same capacity; Lynn Hart, WMAL home economist,

named hostess, WMAL-TV Ladies Home Thea
tre program,
succeeding
activities
director,
resignedRuth
[B«T,Crane,
Aug. women'
8].
Hay.
Virginia M. Lang to WMGT (TV) Pittsfield
Mass., as production clerk, succeeding Miriam
Janis Ison to WKBV Richmond. Ind., as per
sonality-receptionist.
Fred J. Reinhardt, account executive. KFXM
San Bernardino. Calif., to San Bernardino
Chamber of Commerce as assistant manager
and manager of retail div. and will work with
city's tive
radio
in making radio effecmediumbroadcasters
with retailers.
Roger Bower, formerly director and creative
producer, NBC. appointed program director, WROW Albany, N. Y.
Pete M c G o w a n .
sales staff, KWTV
(TV) Oklahoma City,
named national sales
representative.
Edward
J. Mc-to
Kernan, assistant
general manager.
MR. BOWER
WIBW-AM-TV Topeka, Kan., and
KCKN Kansas- City, has returned home from
hospital where he has been recovering from
slight heart attack.
Ben Strouse, vice president and general manager, WWDC-AM-FM Washington, appointed
chairman, publicity committee, local Community Chest.
Dave Maxwell, manager, KBIF Fresno, Calif.,
father of boy, David John, Aug. 2.
Tom Jones, producer-engineer, WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va., and Dorothy Jones, former
WSVA record librarian, parents of boy, Robert.
Dave McElhatton, Music 'til Dawn announcer,
KCBS San Francisco, father of boy, Russell.
Funeral services for Mrs. Norman A. Thomas,
wife of co-owner of WDOD Chattanooga,
Tenn., were held last Thursday.
REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE
Bill Wilson, formerly with Free & Peters Inc.,
Chicago, to Forjoe & Co., same city, as account
executive.
Stearns R. Ellis, Flamingo Films, N. Y., to
Canadian Station Representatives Ltd., N. Y.,
affiliate of Adam J. Young Jr. Inc., as tv salesman.
Briggs Palmer, account executive, WBBM
cago, to Paul H. Raymer Co., N. Y.

Chi-

$53,752,000 IS A LOT OF
HAMMERING!
THE MARKET
Pennsylvania Anthracite Region
Retail Sales— $885,484,000
Building Supplies — $53,752,000
THE BUILDERS—
WHWL
and WISL
Complete Coverage of 9 Counties
Cost — 60 Cents per 1000 Families
NAIL DOWN THIS RICH
MARKET!
1954 Consumer Markets — SRDS
See FORJOE & CO.
WISL
WHWL
1 KW— Shamokin. Pa. 1 KW— Nanticoke, Ps.
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Dodge Opens Consultancy
In Merchandising Field
FREDERIC N. DODGE, former merchandising director at NBC,
last week announced
he has set up his own
consultant firm in
the field of marketing and merchandising. Mr. Dodge's
office is at 115 Central Park West, New
York. Telephone is
Trafalgar 4- 1 907.
Mr. Dodge, active in
the food product,
drug, automotive
and appliance fields
MR. DODGE
for more than 30
years, will specialize in problem areas.
51 to Show Marciano-Moore
On Theatre Tv Hookup
SOME 51 theatres already have been cleared
for the closed-circuit telecast of the Rocky
Marciano-Archie Moore heavyweight championship bout Sept. 20 at Yankee Stadium in
New York, it was announced last week by
"Nathan L. Halpern, president of Theatre Network Television. Mr. Halpern said approximately 50 more theatres will be added to this
list, marking an all-time record for closed
•circuit telecasts.
Arbitration on C-C
ANOTHER first in closed-circuit television was
envisioned a fortnight ago by American Management Assn., New York, which said it plans
an actual labor-management arbitration session at its Sept. 26-28 personnel conference at
the Hotel Statler, New York. More than 1,010
personnel and labor relations executives attending the meeting will sit in via television while
a company and a union argue a disputed issue
before an impartial arbitrator. It will be telecast from an upper room at the hotel onto a
tv screen in the ballroom below. Participants
have not yet been selected.
MPTV Signs With Stone Assoc.
MOTION PICTURES for Television Inc. has
signed an agreement allowing Stone Assoc.,
New York, to act as exclusive representatives
of MPTV in negotiating and servicing merchandising licenses and premiums for the Sherlock
Holmes tv series, Edward Madden, vice president of MPTV, and Martin Stone, head of
Stone Assoc., announced last week.
Sherlock Holmes has been on television since
October 1954 and is currently carried in more
than 100 markets.
PROGRAM

:s

SERVICES

SERVICE SHORTS

Olmstead Sound Studios, N. Y., has expanded
personnel and physical equipment and has
doubled amount of floor space, Harry Landon,
vice president in charge of sales, has announced.
He said 45 advertising agencies now utilize
Olmstead facilities and in recent weeks have
placed orders for recording of 105 jingles.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

PERSONNEL

Actors' strike enters second
week as negotiations continue.
Guild claims some producers
are capitulating on re-run fee
demands.
STRIKE of 10,000 members of the Screen
Actors Guild against producers of television entertainment films entered its second week Friday without settlement, although negotiators
meeting frequently in Hollywood last week announced late Thursday that "some progress has
been made." The strike does not affect production of television film commercials [B«T.
Aug. 8].
Despite firm positions announced by both
producer and actor groups on the issue of
whether or not actors would receive extra pay
on the first re-run of films, breaks were appearing in the production front as SAG reported signing of a dozen firms.
Both the Alliance of Television Film Producers and the Assn. of Motion Picture Producers, who are principals with SAG in the
talks, earlier said they would not consider
making extra payments to actors on the first
re-run, since the economics of their operation
is keyed to accounting for their profit out of
this showing. SAG, however, also had announced itwould not negotiate at all unless the
principle of some kind of payment on the first
re-run is accepted.
The fact that negotiations are in progress

NEW

PAN

CINOR

means the producers have capitulated on the
issue and the only point now in dispute is how
much the actors would receive on first re-run,
not whether they would be paid, it was felt.
Under the last contract, which expired a fortnight ago, actors receive 100% additional of
minimum scale spread over the second to fifth
re-runs.
SAG announced' last week that William and
Edward Nassour of Nassour Studios, Hollywood, signed a new collective bargaining contract with the guild Monday covering actors,
singers and announcers for the film series
Sheena, Queen of the Jungle. The pact calls
for residual payments to the players on the
first through fifth re-runs and for increases in
minimum salary scales. Financial data was
not divulged in view of the pending negotiations with the production groups. Sheena is an
ABC Film Syndication series now in production
for tv release this fall. Total of 39 films will
be made on the West Coast and in Mexico.
Other firms newly signed, SAG reported, included: Fawn Productions Inc., Hollywood, for
Jimmy Durante Show, D & R Television Film
Co., New York, for Doorway to Fortune series;
Lewislor Enterprises Inc. (Loretta Young),
Hollywood; Lewman Ltd. (Jane Wyman), Hollywood; Cinecraft Productions Inc., and Discovery Productions Inc., both Cleveland;
Balsan Productions (Bruce Balaban), New York;
Quintet Productions (Russ Hayden) and
Charles E. Skinner Film Productions, both
Hollywood.
The principle of any payment of additional
money to actors for re-runs was won by SAG
three years ago in a strike against producers of

ZOOMING

LENS

through-the-lens
four-to-one
finer

optical

ratio

RELATIONS

GIVES

viewing*
•

quality*

You get better zooming, dolly, and follow focus effect with these two completely
new zooming lenses by Som Berthiot: Pan Cinor-70 and Pan Cinor-100. These
14-element lenses offer crystal-clear, corner-to-corner sharp images. Both have
through-the-lens viewing, giving sharp, brilliant field of view — regardless of
aperture!
Ideal for news shots, grab shots of
any subject, and for sports filming.
Both lenses are optically sharp at F:2.4.
No parallax problems; focusing is
from 7' to infinity; from 32"
using close-up attachments.
Pan Cinor-70 zooms from 17.5 mm to
70 mm — wide angle to telephoto. Price incl.
leather case is $449.50. Pan Cinor-100
zooms from 25 mm to 100 mm — standard
extreme telephoto. Price with leather case
is $750. Pan Cinor-100 is not available
for immediate delivery. For full details, write
address below or see your Bolex dealer.

PAILLARD PRODUCTS, INC., Dept. BT100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y.
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TRADE

tv film commercials. It was the first strike in
the history of SAG, formed in 1933.
Two weeks ago, on the eve of the present
SAG walkout, production firms and network
representatives did not appear alarmed over the
strike prospects because of the large amount of
film material that is completed or is available
to most of them. The strike, however, came
when virtually all companies were filming new
fall tv packages.
The SAG board of directors has voted unanimously to support a federal income tax
averaging plan for individuals, as contained in
a bill introduced in Congress by Rep. Thomas
B. Curtis (R-Mo.). This was announced Tuesday by John L. Dales, national executive secretary, who said the measure would not only help
actors but members of other professions whose
incomes fluctuate sharply from year to year.
Mr. Dales said he expects the House Ways &
Means Committee to hold hearings on the bill
when Congress reconvenes next year.
The measure would allow any taxpayer
whose taxable income for any one year exceeds
150% of his average taxable income for the
preceding five years to spread the excess income
over the six-year period.
Tv Writers' Earnings Tripled
EARNINGS of tv writers have tripled in the
past nine months over the same period last
year, Curtis Kenyon, secretary-treasurer of
Writers Guild of America West, has announced,
with total payments for the year expected to
hit $3 million. Movie writers' income should
hit $10 million, it was noted for comparison
of new medium with old. For the current
nine-month period, tv writers earned $2.4 million as against $800,000 for the 1954 period.

SUPER

POWER

on the

GULF
316,000

,

COAST!
WATTS

erp.

All the outstanding
plus shows from
ABC
NBC
CBS
and top local programs
•
For coverage of Southern Alabama,
Northern Florida, Eastern
Mississippi

Radio-Tv

ASSNS.

Executives

Name '55-'56 Speakers
PLANS for a 1955-56 speakers roster that will
include nationally known figures in religion,
government, entertainment and the radio-tv industry were to be announced in New York today (Monday) by Robert J. Burton, president
of the Radio & Television Executives Society.
The RTES speakers will include Vice President Richard Nixon, Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
and motion picture producer Samuel Goldwyn.
A top event will be a special RTES luncheon,
probably next spring, that will honor Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA-NBC chairman of
ship.board, for his years of broadcasting leaderthe
Mr. Nixon is expected to address the first
luncheon meeting of the season Sept. 14 at the
Hotel Roosevelt. FCC members will be special
guests. On Oct. 13, Mr. Goldwyn will speak
informally and answer questions. Bishop
Sheen will speak on Nov. 8.
Other events being set by RTES include:
joint meeting with the American Women in
Radio & Television on Nov. 16, honoring
women's part in building broadcasting (RTES
members must be accompanied at this luncheon
by their secretaries); another joint luncheon on
Jan. 11, 1956, with the Overseas Press Club,
featuring a panel of news correspondents; a
"ten million dollars a plate" lunch Feb. 8, 1956,
with head table seats reserved for advertisers
who spend at least that amount in radio and
television; the Peabody Awards luncheon on
April 11, 1956, and RTES' annual Christmas
party on Dec. 14.
Next spring, Mr. Burton said, a day will be
set aside for a tribute to Canada. RTES has
invited Canadian Prime Minister Louis St.
Laurent to attend that event.
American

Cinema

Editors

Hold Toll Tv Seminar

Today

SEMINAR on subscription television — its pros
and cons — is scheduled tonight (Monday) by
the American Cinema Editors at the Hollywood
(Calif.)
Women's
Club.
ACE comprises 200
film
editors
in tv and
movies.
Executives taking part in the- panel include
Don Belding, chairman of the executive committee of Foote, Cone & Belding; Mervyn LeRoy, producer-director at Warner Bros.; Paul
MacNamara, vice president-director, International Telemeter Corp., and Dr. Dallas Smythe,
director of the Institute of Communications,
U. of Illinois. Dr. Smythe also is economic
advisor to Theatre Owners of America, a free
television advocate. William B. Murphy, film
editor and past president of ACE, will be
moderator.

NORMAN J. OSTBY (I), vice president of
the Don Lee Mutual network and newly
elected president of the Southern California Broadcasters Assn., accepts the
gavel of his office from Robert J. McAndrews, retiring president and vice president of the John Poole Broadcasting Co.
At the same time Mr. McAndrews receives
a plaque of recognition for outstanding
service.
elude commentator H. V. Kaltenborn; William
S. Hedges, NBC vice president; Lyman L. Bryson, moderator of Invitation to Learning; E. L.
Bragdon, RCA publicist, former radio editor
of the New York Sun; Dorothy Gordon, moderator of the New York Times Youth Forum
on radio and tv; Chester H. Lang, longtime GE
executive; Arthur Judson, concert bureau operator who helped to organize the network that became CBS; pioneer announcer Thomas H.
Cowan; the late Walter C. Evans, former president of Westinghouse Radio Stations; Orestes
H. Caldwell, member of the original Federal
Radio Commission; Laurence A. Hawkins, longtime GE research engineering head, and Donald
G. Little, Signal Corps engineer who worked
with
Dr. Frank Conrad, founder of KDKA
Pittsburgh.
N. J. Broadcasters Plan Meet
ANNUAL MEETING of the New Jersey Assn.
of Broadcasters will be held Oct. 16-17 at the
Hotel Hofbrau, Wildwood, N. J. The second
day will include election of officers and an
afternoon meeting of the New Jersey Associated Press Radio Assn. Frank Matrangola,
WCMC Wildwood, is chairman of the arrangements committee.
TRADE ASSOCIATION PEOPLE
Wayne Bradley, news dept., WOW-AM-TV
Omaha, elected first president of new Omaha
Press Club.

'American Heritage' Traces
Radio History in Interviews

WMV
MOBILE'S ONLY TELEVISION
STATION
PAPE TELEVISION COMPANY, INC.
Mobile, Alabama
AFFILIATED WITH WALA RADIO
Ask Your Headley-Reed Man For
Market Information and Availabilities
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THE EARLY 20's, when broadcasting was
regulated by a gendemen's agreement with
Herbert Hoover, then Secretary of Commerce,
as umpire, are recalled by Mr. Hoover in the
current issue of American Heritage, which also
contains accounts of radio's early days from
11 other pioneers. The material was taken
from the files of the Oral History Research
Office of Columbia U., New York, whose interviews with these radio veterans were inspired
and financed by the Radio Pioneers.
In addition to Mr. Hoover, those whose interviews are excerpted in American Heritage in-

JnjW YORK n.
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MANUFACTURING
CBS

INC.

NET

RISES

22.2% FOR HALF-YEAR
672, amounting to 87 cents a share, as against
$6.3 million dividend payable
$5,177,449 or 74 cents a share (after adjusting
to stockholders of record at
the number of shares outstanding to reflect last
April's 3-for-l stock split-up) for the first six
close of business Aug. 26.
months of 1954.
A GAIN of 22.2% in the consolidated net
The board at its meeting declared a cash
income of CBS Inc. for the first six months of dividend of 20 cents a share on Class A and
1955 as compared to the same period of 1954
Class B stock, payable Sept. 9 to stockholders
of record at the close of business Aug. 26.
was reported to the CBS board of directors
last Wednesday by Chairman William S. Paley.
Following is the consolidated income statement:
The January-June total this year was $6,327,Six Months (26 Weeks) Ended
July 2, 1955
July 3, 1954
GROSS REVENUES AND SALES
. $202,173,713
$176,016,777
Less, Discounts, agency commissions and
returns
52,178,018
44,574,010
$149,995,695
$131,442,767
Deduct:
Operating expenses and
cost of goods sold
$109,920,811
$ 96,873,761
Selling, general and ad20,339,351
ministrative expenses . . .
22,475,201
Provision for depreciation
and amortization of fixed
assets
3,229,893 135,625,905
2,284,361 119,497,473
$ 14,369,790
$ 11,945,294
Miscellaneous income, less miscellaneous
722,7
78
deductions
317,845
$ 14,247,672
$ 11,627,449
Provision for federal taxes on income
7,920,000
6,450,000
$ 6,327,672
$ 5,177,449
Earnings per Share (Note 1)
$ .87
Italics denote red figures
$ .74

KTVH

WINS

In

Wichita-Hutchinson Area
(April 1955 Pulse)
15 out of 15 top programs!
Let top-f Ijght day and night CBS
shows and strong, high-interest local
programming help sell your product.
Put "WINDY" on your payroll, too!

VHF
240,000
WATTS

KTVH
HUTCHINSON
GBS BASIC— DUMONT

Represented Nationally by H-R Representatives, Inc.
KTVH, pioneer station in rich Central
Kansas, serves more than 14 important
communities besides Wichita. Main
office and studios in Hutchinson; office
and studio in Wichita (Hotel Lassen).
Howard O. Peterson, General Manager.

Notes:
1. Earnings per share are calculated on the average number of shares outstanding during the respective six month periods, adjusted for the three-for-one stock split-up.
2. The 1955 results are subject to year end adjustments and to audit by Lybrand, Ross
Bros. & Montgomery.
SAMUEL R. DEAN,
August 10, 1955
Treasurer
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
Sets Quarterly Sales Record
SALES of $68,262,655 were reported by Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul, for the second quarter of 1955, representing the "largest
quarterly volume in company history."
Sales volume rose 18% above that for a
similar period last year and 8% over the previous record period ending March 31 this year,
with first-half sales in 1955 hitting $131,645,501. Net income before taxes was $16,613,098
and earnings after taxes and dividends reached
$8,329,098.
Dedication of 3M's new research center and
the first trans-continental transmission of color
tv on magnetic tape by RCA and NBC May 12
were cited as among the highlights of the second quarter which ended June 30.
Spotlight on High-Fidelity
Sept. 30-Oct. 2 in Chicago
MUSHROOMING half-billion dollar high-fidelity industry will be spotlighted by over 100
manufacturers with exhibits at the annual High
Fidelity Show in Chicago's Palmer House Sept.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

30-Oct. 2, it was learned last week.
A number of manufacturers will exhibit for
the first time, either as newcomers in the field
or to introduce hi-fi product additions to their
already established radio-tv-electronics line.
The combined public show and dealer-distributor preview, sponsored by the International
Sight & Sound Exposition Inc., is expected to
exceed last year's record 28,000 attendance,
according to S. I. Neiman, ISSE president.
Products will range from records to complete
home setups, and include a variety of components.
During the trade show a fulltime broadcast
operation will be maintained on the display
floors by WFMT (FM) Chicago. Chicago area
radio-tv stations are slated to conduct special
broadcasts and interviews and newspapers will
run high fidelity sections heralding the show.
Court Demands RCA Records
A U. S. District Court judge in Chicago has
directed RCA to return certain records from
Zurich, Switzerland, to London, in connection
with depositions to be taken Aug. 16 in antitrust patent litigation with Zenith Radio Corp.
Judge Michael Igoe resumed hearings on the
August 15, 1955
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suit in Chicago Aug. 5 and heard Zenith's plea
that the records should be produced.
The case involves Zenith's counter-suit against
RCA, General Electric Co. and Western Electric Co. RCA filed a suit in 1948 charging
Zenith with certain patent infringements. Zenith filed a cross-suit in 1949 claiming anti-trust
violations by RCA and seeking $16 million in
treble damages.
Ampex Expends Research
AMPEX CORP., manufacturer of magnetic
tape recorders, is establishing a separate research department
under the direction
of Walter T. Selsted.
according to George
I.
dent.Long, firm presi"The new research
department will be
engaged in the study
of basic principles in
the many new fields
now associated with
magnetic
recording,"
stated Mr.
Selsted.
The
new
director
MR. SELSTED
joined Ampex in
1949 and was one of four engineers originally
employed by the company.
RCA

to Honor

Fiedler

IN COMMEMORATION of his 20-year association with RCA Victor, conductor Arthur
Fiedler will be presented with an engraved
silver baton today (Monday) by Frank Folsom,

What are people doing: with all the radios
they're buying? Using them for door stops?

president of RCA. The ceremonies will be
carried on NBC Radio as part of its special
broadcast of the Esplanade Concert in Boston
with the Esplanade Orchestra under the direction of Mr. Fiedler (8:15-9 p.m. EDT).
Tv Picture Tube Sales Up
SALES of tv picture tubes totaled 4,914,024
units in the first half of 1955 compared to
3,957,238 in the same 1954 period, reflecting
increased set production, according to RadioElectronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. Sales of radio receiving tubes totaled 226,502,544 units in the
period compared to 165.709,060 a year ago.
MANUFACTURING SHORTS
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., radio tube div.,
Emporium, Pa., has announced two new tubes,
6CS7 and 25DN6, for vertical and horizontal
tv circuit applications. Former is miniature
nine-pin, medium mu, dual triode with dissimilar sections, suitable for vertical deflection
and oscillator applications using conventional
transformer supply voltages. Latter is beam
power pentode rated to tv service as horizontal
deflection amplifier, designed particularly for
use in "off-the-line" series string sets utilizing
low B+ voltages.
CBS-Hytron, Danvers, Mass., has appointed
Rucker Electronic Products Co., Washington,
as CBS tube distributor.
Blaw-Knox Co., Pittsburgh, has released new
bulletin,
No. available
2509, describing
firm's
transmission towers,
on request
to structural
and tower dept of company, Pittsburgh.
Standard Electronics Corp., Newark? N. J., has
appointed Commercial Electronics Corp., Dallas, Tex., as southwestern engineering sales representative.

Tough Portable
RAYTHEON MFG. Co. has the word
of an executive of Equitable Life Assurance Societyportable
that the
transistorized
radiomanufacturer's
can be tossed
in the ocean — and still play seven hours
later. S. J. Carter, associate manager of
the company, wrote Henry F. Argento.
vice president and general manager of
Raytheon's tv-radio operations, that while
sailboating he accidentally dropped the
radio into 14 feet of salt water. He
had it recovered by a diver, turned a
fresh water hose on it, set it in the sun
and replaced it with new batteries. Mr.
Carter reported that while it did not
play as well as originally it was still
"strong enough to get any of the stations
in New England."
MANUFACTURING

PEOPLE

John A. Hartman Jr., assistant vice president,
elected vice president. All America Cables &
Radio Inc., Commercial Cable Co. and MacKay Radio & Telegraph Co., subsidiarys of
American Cable & Radio Corp., which supplies
worldwide service by both cable and radiotelegraph and which is affiliate of International
Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Ralston H. Coffin elected vice president for
advertising and sales promotion, RCA, N. Y.
Louis Martin, formerly general sales manager.
Standard Coil Products Co., appointed general
sales manager Westinghouse Electric tube div.,
Elmira, N. Y., succeeding John Curtis, named
staff assistant to vice president.

E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington,
Del., is producing aerosol anti-glare water- soluble spray to be applied to objects creating glare
in tv camera work.

Louis R. Goldman, former national sales manager. Universal Co. (tv tables, bases, hi-fi cabinets), High Point, N. C, and head of Louis R.
Goldman & Co., metropolitan N. Y. and northern N. J. Universal sales representative, returns
to Universal as national sales manager.

Hycon Mfg. Co., Pasadena, Calif., is producing
new Model 616 color bar/dot generator for
adjusting and testing color tv receivers, suitable
for both in-home servicing and production-line
testing.

Sid Weiss, with Berlant-Concertone, audio div.
of American Electronics Inc. (hi-fi and professional tape recorders, accessories), L. A., appointed regional sales manager.

General Dynamics Corp., N. Y., parent firm of
Stromberg-Carlson Div. (radio-tv-phono sets),
Rochester, N. Y., has declared quarterly dividend of 55 cents payable Sept. 10 to stockholders of Aug. 19.
Hoffman Electronics Corp. (radio-tv receivers),
L. A., reports decrease in sales and profits in
first six months of 1955 compared to same 1954
period with sales $17,354,339, down from $22,916,497. Profits after taxes were $419,179,
equal to 59 cents per share on 721,528 common
shares, as against 1954 period's $818,683, equal
to $1.13 per share.
Ampex Corp. (magnetic tape recorders), Washington office, has moved to 8033 13th St., Silver Spring, Md., D. C. suburb.

Irving Koss, formerly major with U. S. Signal
Corps in Phila., to Motorola Inc., Chicago, as
administrative assistant to vice president in
charge of communications-electronics div.
Earl K. Moore, New Orleans, appointed Louisiana and Mississippi Irish-brand magnetic tape
representative for ORRadio Industries Inc.,
Opelika, Ala.
Howard L. Foote appointed staff assistant to
vice president in charge of engineering, Stromberg-Carlson, Rochester, N. Y., acting as executive secretary of new research and development technical committee: William F. Hafstrom,
former sales manager, light military electronic
equipment dept., General Electric Co.. Utica,
N. Y., named assistant to S-C vice presidentgovernment contracts.

International Div., Allen B. DuMont Labs,
N. Y., moves to 515 Madison Ave. effective
today (Mon.).
W M T
a radio station
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Pilot Radio Corp. (hi-fi tuners, amplifiers, phonographs), Long Island City, N. Y., has appointed
C. B. Parsons & Co., Seattle, as northwestern
sales representative covering Wash., Ore., northwest Idaho, west Mont, and Alaska, and Hank
Lieberman, Dallas, as southwestern sales representative covering Tex., Okla., Ark. and La.

Ask

GILL-PERNA

Broadcasting
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EDUCATION
Foreigners Take Internship
At U. S. Radio, Tv Stations
SEVENTEEN broadcast stations are providing
internship training for a group of foreign radiotv officials spending six months in the United
States as guests of the U. S. State Dept. The
project is designed to give broadcasters from
other nations a better understanding of the
American system and to help them interpret
and evaluate international exchange programs.
were School
given aofmonth's
briefing
vatThethebroadcasters
U. of Missouri
Journalism.
Stations at which the 18 members of the
group are serving internships are KKTV (TV)
Colorado Springs, Julian Bentazos, Argentina;
KDKA-AM-TV Pittsburgh, Jacy Campos,
Brazil; WMC-WMCT (TV) Memphis, Humberto Carrasco, Bolivia; KLZ-TV Denver, Jose
Almeida Castro, Brazil; KAKE Wichita, Marcial Chevez, Nicaragua; WHO-TV Des Moines,
Dink Trinh Chinh, Viet Nam; KCMO-AM-TV
Kansas City, Carlos Coldaroli, Argentina;
KOMU-TV, Columbia, Mo., Ruben Fenocchi
and Pedro Narancio, Uruguav; KOB-TV Albuquerque, Aluizio Finzetto, Brazil; WOW-TV
Omaha, Deinde George, Nigeria; WHBF Rock
Island, 111., M'hamed Kouidi, Tunisia; WSBT
South Bend, Ind., Mario Lara, Bolivia; WBKB
(TV) Chicago, Eduardo Moreira, Brazil; KRLDTV Dallas, Guillermo Rubiano, Colombia;
KTUL-TV Tulsa, Uza Silveira, Brazil; WOWO
Fort Wavne, Luis Torres, El Salvador; WAAM
(TV) Baltimore, Veli Virkkunen, Finland.
Journalism

Educators

Plan

Talks on Radio-Television
THE NATIONAL CONVENTION of the Assn.
for Education in Journalism which meets Aug.
23 in Boulder, Colo., has a round table discussion scheduled on radio-television journalism.
The program is divided into four subjects with
a lecture and question and answer period on
each topic.
Discussion topics and their leaders are: "A
Policy of Coexistence for Radio and Tv News,"
Sheldon W. Peterson, News Director, KLZ and
KLZ-TV, Denver. "What We Have Learned
About Television Teaching at Missouri," Edward C. Lambert, Assistant to the President
(in charge of television), University of Missouri.
"What Ought We To Be Teaching?" Mitchell
V. Charnley, Prof. School of Journalism, University of Minnesota. "The Cost of Equipping
and Maintaining a Television News Laboratory," Baskett Mosse, Chairman, Department of
Radio-Tv, Medill School of Journalism, Northwestern University.
Workshop

on Farm

—IN

creative ideas, audience habits and motivation,
principles of effective tv, program analysis, solution of tv problems, science programs and ways
to improve farm television.
Participants in workshop sessions will include
Gerhart Wiebe, CBS research psychologist; Ben
Park, NBC public affairs director; William
Suchmann, Ford Foundation Television Workshop and visual director of Omnibus, CBS-TV;
Lynn Poole, producer of ABC-TV Johns Hopkins Science Review; George Heinemann, program manager, NBC Chicago; Paul Nelson and
William Fisher, Gardner Adv. Agency; G.
Herbert True, School of Business & Commerce,
U. of Notre Dame, and Stanley Lomas, William
Esty Co.
CCNY's Baruch
Offers Expanded

School
Ad Program

FALL TERM at City College of New York's
Baruch School of Business, evening session, will
offer an expanded advertising program consisting of 24 courses covering all phases of advertising, Dr. lohn W. Win.gate, assistant director in charge of the evening and extension division, has announced. Among the courses
will be one on advertising agencies which Dr.
Wingate said will familiarize the student with
all activities of an advertising agency.
The evening session advertising program is
under the supervision of Alfred N. Miller,
Alfred N. Miller & Co. Fall term is scheduled
to begin Sept. 19. A free career information
service and registration will take place Sept.
13-15, 6-8 p.m. at the school, 17 Lexington Ave.,
New York.

MOST

PUBLIC

WRCA-AM-TV Fights
JyveniSe Delinquency
COOPERATIVE project of WRCA-AM-TV
New York and the New York City youth board
to inform the public on the problems of juvenile delinquency and how each citizen can
help combat it was announced last week by
Hamilton Shea, NBC vice president in charge
of WRCA-AM-TV, and Ralph W. Whelan,
executive director of the youth board.
The project will be concerned with a small,
unidentified area in New York. Once the youth
board determines the needs of the area, the
station will cooperate to bring the necessary
social services to the residents and the resulting
understanding of the problems of the people
of the community.
Station executives and personalities will work
in the area "to see if the drama of their names
and positions can actually change the focus
of
thinking
to the
constructive
channels,"
Mr. youthful
Shea said.
He said
stations will
supply
the necessary funds to conduct the initial survey
and to provide the required social services such
as referral units and "gang" workers.
WGUY

GET THE FACTS, WRITE

Entertains Orphans

WGUY Bangor, Me., promoted a summer picnic with entertainment for 56 orphans in Bangor. Neil Mack of WGUY planned the affair as
the annual good-will gesture of his Bird Club
program. Station staff members and the Officers' Wives' Club at Dow Air Force Base
pitched in to help feed and entertain the kids.

ADVANCED

CONTROL

INTEREST-

EVER

REMOTE

DESIGNED

US TODAY

Interested in cutting operational costs? Rust's two
new remote control systems can save your radio
station thousands of dollars each year! New
custom-engineered designs, for both directional
and non directional transmitters, offer dependability and performance never before, achieved.
Why not investigate the possibilities for your
station? f'.

Tv

Scheduled for Sept. 2-4
FIRST workshop covering farm television, with
participation by agricultural organizations, network, station, sponsor, agency and educational
groups, will be held Sept. 2-4 on the campus of
U. of Missouri, Columbia.
Participating organizations are Agricultural
Relations Council, American Assn. of Agricultural College Editors, Assn. of Land-Grant Colleges & Universities, National Assn. of Television & Radio Farm Directors and U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture. They are cooperating with the
National Project in Agricultural Communications and the U. of Missouri.
Facilities of KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo., U. of
Missouri station, will be used for demonstrations
and recording. Topics to be covered include
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

24 FUNCTION
SYSTEM
Recommended for use in directional and multi-transmitter installations where up to
24 control and metering functions are required.
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WFIL-TV's 'Bandstand Parade'
WFIL-TV Philadelphia held its third annual
Bandstand Picnic on July 28, with proceeds of
the event going to the Philadelphia Chapter of
the Pennsylvania Assn. for Retarded Children.
Guest stars included Les Paul and Mary Ford,
and Lou Monte.
KNEB Braves the Storm
KNEB Scottsbluff , Neb., braved a tornado which
struck there, in order to broadcast storm warnings. The station broadcast from a mobile
unit, and at one point found itself in the direct
path of the gust. Taking refuge in a nearby
cemetery,
the its
station's
crew avoided disaster
and continued
broadcast.
and in Buffalo Radio

means

N B CnWMBPWmn ate
•Representatives: free and peters.

According
to

the

\99

Record'
Continuities
for September
A daily almanac . . . each a
five-minute program packed
with information about the important happenings throughout
the world.
September's "According to the
Record" includes stories about
Labor Day, V-J Day, the first
test of Edison's electric light
bulb, the writing of the StarSpangled Banner and other
significant and entertaining
highlights and sidelights of the
years past.
BMI's "According to the Record" package contains a full
month's supply of continuities
. . . Highly commercial . . .
Now in its 11th successful year.
For sample scripts please write
to Station Service Department

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17. N Y.
*EW -vll • (MICAC.0 - HOILYWOCT • I0«||tl3 • MuMrUAL
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WOW Appeals for Blood
WOW Omaha was instrumental in saving the
life of a 12-year-old boy in need of a blood
transfusion. An appeal was made over the air
snd response was immediate, making successful
surgery possible. Spokesmen from Mercy Hospital there said its switchboard was flooded
for two hours with calls from persons wishing
to donate.
$40,000 for Muscular Dystrophy
MORE THAN $40,000 was netted for muscular
dystrophy by a 17-hour telethon Aug. 6-7 over
KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla. The program originated from the Tulsa Fairgrounds Arena starting at 10 p.m. Saturday and running until 3
p.m. Sunday. Hollywood and tv stars participating included Margaret Whiting, Jon Hall
and Capt. Midnight, in addition to KOTV personalities. Emcee was John Reed King.
Ice Box Campaign
SUCCESSFUL campaign against abandoned ice
boxes is being waged by Nancy Price, commentator on Woman's World program over
WINA Charlottesville, Va. She is asking
listeners in the city and surrounding Albemarle
County to scout their neighborhoods and report
any found to the studio. The first call to the
station was received before she went off the
air the first day of the campaign. So far the
score is 7 ice boxes and one abandoned well
removed or made safe. The project is continuing with several reminders a week.
KDKA-TV Aids Lost Girl
A SIX- YEAR-OLD lost girl was reunited with
her family after she made an appearance on an
11 p.m. news program over KDKA-TV Pittsburgh. While on an outing with her family
earlier in the day she became separated and
lost. Police found her wandering around, unable
to tell who she was or where she lived. After
a vain search for her parents the police took
her to KDKA-TV. A neighbor recognized the
girl on the program and notified her family.
Sheridan Helps Fight Deportation
PHIL SHERIDAN, early-morning disc jockey
on WFIL Philadelphia's Rise & Shine program,
has volunteered to pay all expenses of a trip
to Canada for a young Philadelphia family
which has been notified their two-year-old
daughter may be deported. The child was born
outside the U. S. and under complications of
the immigration law is liable for deportation.
However, her family may take her to a foreign
country for one day, apply for a visa back and
then apply for citizenship. Mr. Sheridan has
offered to finance the trip with funds he receives
for guest appearances at benefits, which he sets
aside for just such projects.

JOHN E. FETZER (r), president of Fetzer
stations, presents a "10 year pin" to Bruce
Glycadgis, chief engineer of WJEF Grand
Rapids, Mich., at Fetzer Broadcasting Co.'s
annual "10 Year" party. The party, held
July 28 in Kalamazoo, Mich., saw three
others join the club, bringing the total
enrollment to 19. Those initiated were
Evelyn Bertrand, WKZO Kalamazoo continuity dept.; Robert Caley, WKZO engineer, and Carl Collin, farm service director for WKZO.
► DOYE O'DELL, star of Western Theatre program, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, has marked
his sixth anniversary with the station.
► L. F. MCCARTHY & CO., Cincinnati agency,
is marking its 25th anniversary.
► BILL WILLIAMS, VERN MILLS, BILL
COLE, RAY LIMBERG, DICK WEHRHEIM,
BILL KEPHART, WALTER LANTERMAN,
PAUL MOORE, JOHN WHALLEY, WILLIAM MEYER, ED HOLM, JEAN BALUM,
ADELE HEMPHILL, ART ELKINS, DOROTHY HORTON, AL OTTO, TOM HORAN,
RUTH PASHLEY and WILSON KNIGHT
have been inducted into NBC's 25-year club.
HARRY
MAULE is celebrating 20 years with
the network.
versary.
► CAYTON INC. is observing its 10th anni► BOB HARNISH, announcer-disc jockey,
WKAT Miami Beach, Fla., begins his 16th
year as an air personality this month.
► E. B. RIDEOUT, weather forecaster, WEEI
Boston, is celebrating 30 years of broadcasting
for the station.
► WWJ Detroit, pioneer radio station, will be
35-years-old Aug. 20.
► WRC Washington, NBC o&o station, has
started its 33d year of continuous broadcasting.
► WKBV Richmond, Ind., celebrates its 29th
anniversary Sept. 27.
► GREY ADV. is celebrating its 38th birthday.
► The NEAPOLITAN SERENADE program
on WSTV-AM-TV Steubenville, Ohio, has been
broadcast for the 1,000th time on the radio
oudet.
TAPE DUPLICATION
Unrivalled capacity, fast complete service —
Multiple destination mailings. Experienced engine rs— Ampex installations assure quality.
RECORDED PUBLICATIONS LABS.
1 558-70 Pierce Avenue
Camden. N.J.
Cam.: WO 3-3000 • Phila : WA 2-4649
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INTERNATIONAL
RADIO,

TV

ADS

SHOW

Canadian advertising agencies
report an increase in radio and
television advertising for the
past year while other mediums
showed a slight decline.
RADIO AND TELEVISION advertising last
year showed the only major increase in commissionable billings from 91 advertising agencies reporting to the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics. Radio and tv billings increased from
18.7% of total commissionable billings to
20.9% in 1954, from $26,733,146 in 1953 to
$32,283,607 in 1954.
For the first time radio and tv billings were
separated, radio accounting for $23,787,920
or 15.4% of total billings, and tv for $8,495,687 or 5.5%.
Total billings were at a record of $156,163,289, up 8.2% over 1953 record of $142,957,916.
The annual report of the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics was issued early in August at Ot-

'$64,000 Question' Leads
July Canadian Tv Survey
TOP 10 Television shows in luly, seen in the
Toronto area, Canada's most heavily saturated
tv set region, according to the Radio-Tv Panel
of International Surveys Ltd., Montreal, were
$6U,000 Question, reaching 58% of all tv
homes; I've Got a Secret 51; Toast of the
Town 46; The Millionaire 43; What's My Line?
41; Climax 38; Meet Millie 35; Godfrey & His
Friends 34; Appointment With Adventure 31,
and Studio One 28. All these were seen over
U. S. stations, except two which were also carried on CBLT (TV) Toronto.
The International Surveys Ltd. report for
Montreal shows nine of the first 10 tv shows in
luly to be French-language shows telecast on
CBFT (TV) Montreal, while Toast of the
Town, rated seventh, was the only show in the
top 10 from CBMT (TV) Montreal.
CKWX Builds $250,000 Plant
CKWX Vancouver has started construction of
a new $250,000 building to house offices and
studios at Burnaby and Burrard Streets there.
The new building is to be ready by next spring.
It will have five studios, three control rooms,

BIG

INCREASE
tawa. Billings for advertising in all types of
publications dropped to 56.4% from 59.1%
in 1953. Other media increased only fractionally to 5.4% from 4.8%, while production,
artwork and printing took a drop from 17.4%
of commissionable billings to 17.3%.
It is of interest to note that the largest agencies with billings of over $5,000,000 annually,
accounted for largest amount of tv advertising
placed; 7% of their total billings. This same
group had radio billings amounting to 15.2%
of their total billings.
The 91 agencies reporting, as against 88 in
1953, showed gross revenue from commissionable billings of $23,229,612, equal to 15% of
billings, as against $21,558,551 or 15.1% of
gross billings. Net revenue of the agencies in
1954 before income tax deductions dropped to
$2,337,648 as compared to $2,959,389 in 1953.
The agencies employed 3,173 people in 1954
as against 2,880 in 1953. Payroll in 1954 was
$15,220,278 as against $13,630,975 in the?
previous year.
its own power plant and an emergency transmitter. The main floor with offices and studios
will cover 9,300 sq. ft. and a lower floor of
10,100 sq. ft. will have a staff lunch room,
storage and parking facilities.
Lethbridge Ch. 7 is CJLH-TV;
Plans Late October Start
CJLH-TV will be the call letters of the ch. 7
station at Lethbridge, Alta. The station is
owned jointly by CJOC Lethbridge and the
daily Lethbridge Herald. Hugh Buchanan,
president of the Lethbridge Herald, is president
of Lethbridge Television Ltd., and Norman
Botterill, manager of CJOC, is managing director of the tv operating company.
CJLH-TV is scheduled to be on the air by
late October with Standard Electronics equipment, said to be the first Canadian tv station
to use this equipment. The transmitter is being assembled at the Canadian Westinghouse
Ltd. plant at Hamilton, Ont., Canadian distributors for Standard Electronics equipment.
Studio and offices are now under construction
at the northeast edge of Lethbridge.. A stainless steel tower is being erected with a 12-slot
Alford antenna, reported to be the first to be
used in Canada.
Jingles For Local Sale
Promoted By Canadians

CHNS
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
Our List of NATIONAL
ADVERTISERS Looks Like
WHO"S WHO!
THEY want the BEST!
Ask
JOS. WEED & CO.,
579 Fifth Ave., New York
About the
Maritimes Busiest Station
5000 WATTS
Broadcasting
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JINGLES for local sponsorship are being released to participating stations of the Canadian
Assn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters to
push the sale of various commodities. The first
series deals with shoes.
There will five recorded jingles in the first
series. Each runs about 15 to 20 seconds, and
has space of 7 to 10 seconds for a local advertisement. The Shoe Mfrs. Assn. of Canada and
the Shoe Retailers Assn. have been notified of
these recorded jingles as have all shoe manufacturers and retailers.
Each station taking the disc can sell the
jingles plus appropriate agency-prepared or
locally-prepared spot announcements to manufacturers, distributors or retailers of shoes.
CARTB plans other discs for men's and women's clothing and other commodities.

ABC
land

KMBC-TV
Most
Powerful
Kansks
City's
TV Station

Effective September 28, 1955, KMBC-TV
joins the nation's most dynamic and fastestgrowing television network, the American
Broadcasting Company. For programming details, consult your Free & Peters Colonel or:
Don Davis, First Vice President
John Schilling, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
George Higgins, Vice Pres. & Sales Mgr.
Mori Greiner, Director of Television
IP

Durham-Raleigh
TVD
W

now

has
It. 1

716,580
TV SETS (source: Television Magazine)
More Sets than
PORTLAND, Ore.
RICHMOND, Va.

WTVD
Durham-Raleigh
CHANNEL 11
NBC- ABC
Call HEADLEY-REED
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PROGRAMS

INTERNATIONAL
KMA

Three Canadian Tv's# CBC
Form Tv Newsfilm Cooperative
CANADIAN Television News Film Cooperative has been formed by CFQC-TV Saskatoon,
Sask., CFPL-TV London, Ont., CKCW-TV
Moncton, N. B., and the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto. Temporary address is Box
476, Postal Terminal A, Toronto, Ont., Membership isopen to all Canadian tv stations who
are prepared to develop tv news operations.
The cooperative intends to distribute about
10 minutes of film daily to its members, including coverage of international and domestic
events. Distribution of newsfilm has started,
with each station filming events in its own
area and distributing footage through the coJarvis St. operative's Toronto headquarters at CBC, 354
Walter Blackburn, CFPL-TV London, has
been appointed provisional chairman and other
officers are F. A. Lynds, CKCW-TV Moncton,
G. B. Nelson, CFQC-TV Saskatoon and Gunnar Rugheimer of CBC.
CJLH-TV to Join CBC
CJLH-TV Lethbridge, Alta., will join the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. television network about October 15, according to an announcement from the CBC commercial department. The ch. 7 station will operate on
102.8 kw video, 57.7 kw audio. Class A rates
will start at $160 per hour.
CJLH-TV will be represented by All-Canada
Television, Toronto. Norman Botterill is CJLHTV managing director and R. A. Reagh is
technical director.
BIG VOICE

IN SPORTSLAND

WJPG
People in Northeastern Wisconsin like Action
Buying Action! Sports Action!
Green Bay's 5,000 watts daytime (500 night) station,
WJPG, translates this "sportshappy" audience into volume sales. You've always got
a loyal, responsive audience
on WJPG . . . the area's top
Sports Station!

5,000
500
Watts Daytime Watts Night
MBS • GREENBAY, WIS.
Represented by Burn-Smith Company
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SERENADES

& PROMOTION

RUSSIANS

DURING the Russian farm delegation's tour to
Shenandoah, Iowa, Dick Mills of KMA there
supplied the group a little of the Motherland
atmosphere. The group had paused under a
grove of trees to enjoy some watermelon when
Mr. Mills in a nearby sound truck blared out
in Russian, "Gentlemen, this is Dick Mills, representing KMA here in Shenandoah. We hope
that you are enjoying your watermelon and
your visit. We would like to extend to you all
feelings of goodwill and hope to do so with
this message in music." The announcement
was followed by 15 minutes of selected Russian
music on record. The group enjoyed the music
so much they stayed overtime to hear all of it
although they were on a tight schedule. In the
words of the delegation leader, Vladimir Maskevich, Soviet deputy minister of agriculture,
"This is one of the finest surprises the hospitable people of Iowa have shown us. It is won'YOU'RE
IN STYLE'
derful."
NATIONAL GUARD is distributing to disc
m.c.'s a new 78 rpm pressing of "You're in
Style," the Guard public-service singing jingle,
featuring such recording artists as Kitty Kallen,
Betty Madigan, Les Elgart, Woody Herman and
Pee Wee King. The new disc features all new
arrangements and new artists.
WDEF

MOUSETRAP

WDEF-AM-TV Chattanooga, Tenn., has sent
to advertisers and agencies a paper holder resembling amousetrap. The holder has plastic
base with a gold-colored mousetrap spring.
Perched on the spring is a red-eared, red-nosed,
black-eyed, gold mouse. An attached memo
states, "Here it is— the Better Mouse Trap to
snare your notes beneath the snap," including
notes on the Hooper and Pulse ratings of the
stations.
SALUTE TO 'MONITOR'
BAY STATE Raceway in Roxboro, Mass.,
staged a $5,000 "Monitor Pace" July 30 as a
special salute to Monitor, NBC Radio's weekend program. The race was carried on Monitor.
The winner was awarded a trophy and a horse
blanket bearing the words, "The Monitor
CHURCH KEYS AND DELINQUENTS
Pace."
TO BRING attention to its Focus on Delinquency series, KNXT (TV) Los Angeles distributed abeer can opener to viewers. An attached card read, "Exhibit A: Church key.
Case: Sammy Jones. Age: 13. Charge: Attack
with a deadly weapon. You know Exhibit A
as a beer can opener. But there are children
who file the edges sharp and call it a church
key — a most effective weapon. Church keys
and the problem they represent — juveniles in
a delinquent society — will be the subject on a
series of telecasts premiering on KNXT . . .
Watch for it. We believe it will be worth
watching."
'PRESS PERSPECTIVE'
ABOUT 30 programs devoted to the study of
today's press and its role in the dissemination
of news, influence on public opinion and public service aspects were aired last fortnight by
WNYC-AM-FM New York. Among persons
appearing on the series, Press Perspective, were
Irving Gitlin, CBS public affairs director; Ben

Grauer, NBC newscaster; Faye Emerson, radiotv personality and tv columnist, and Gabe Pressman, WRCA New York reporter.
KNCO

AND

PREMIERE

WHEN Universal-International Pictures' "The
Private War of Major Benson" held its world
premiere in Manhattan, Kan., KNCO there was
the only station in the state granted interview
time with its stars, the outlet reports. Stars Julie
Adams and Tim Hovey, a new child actor,
were both interviewed by Bob Emery, KNCO
manager. In connection with the premiere,
two boys from Lynn, Mass., were flown to
Manhattan as guests of CBS Radio and CBSTV's Strike It Rich program and U-I Pictures
and received one half of the movie's firstshowing proceeds. Also, the mayor of Udall,
Kan., recently struck by a tornado with 83
lives lost, attended the show and received one
half of the proceeds. Both the youngsters and
the mayor were interviewed by Mr. Emery.
WRESTLING FROM A STUDIO
WRESTLING matches from a studio rather
than from a sports arena has been inaugurated
by WABD (TV) New York with an hourlong
O'Connor
Leonecontest
last between
month. Pat
Other
contestsandareAntoine
being
televised. The ring is in studio 5 of DuMont
Television Network's Telecenter. Commentary
is handled by Marty Glickman. The matches
are staged with the approval of the State Athletic Commission.
KOB AT LOS ALAMOS
KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, N. M., took a
microphone and tape recorder to the Los
Alamos Scientific Labs for a tour and interviews. Flown to Los Alamos for the tour, made
possible by Frank Waters, head of the KASL
public relations staff, were Tom Doyle, KOB
news director; Mike Dillon, KOB program director, and George Morrison, KOB-TV news
director. Mr. Doyle interviewed Dr. Norris
Bradbury, director of the secret installation,
and others of his staff. They interpreted demonstrations ofatomic research instruments in
the lab's "Atoms for Peace" program. The
tape was edited down to an hour and aired
over KOB. A repeat broadcast was made due
to listener demand. Portions of the tape also
were broadcast on NBC Radio's Monitor.
WNMP AIRS GOLF
WNMP Evanston, 111., independent outlet, aired
complete coverage of the Tarn O'Shanter International and World Championship golf tournaments Aug. 4-14. Series of 100 programs
(scores, interviews and play-by-play) were sponsored by Chrysler-Plymouth on Devon, Chicago
automobile dealer. Larry Attebery, WNMP
special events director, supervised the coverage.

'MOTORAMIC SPECTACULAR'
COMBINATION auto sale and variety show
telebilled as a "motoramic spectacular" was
cast two weeks ago by WKNB-TV New Britain,
Conn. Point of origination for the eight-hour
telecast was Grody's Auto Mart, where an
estimated 10,000 persons gathered for the
autoproduction. Throughout the program,
mobile sales were made on-camera. Customers
selected the cars they wanted and drove off
with temporary registrations, leaving their
trade-ins behind. As an extra sales feature,
every half-hour an older car was auctioned off.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

bowlers in a round-robin contest for seven
weeks, with a first-place award of $500 for
the purchase of sporting equipment for youth
groups or boys' clubs. Other prizes are $250,
$100, $50 and trophies. The high scorer of
each game also receives a $25 check, to be
donated to the- contestant's favorite charity.
The station reports methods used in distributing
money and trophies will not jeopardize the students' amateur standings.
WCBS-TV SCHEDULES 'FUGITIVE'
EXCLUSIVE tv rights to The Little Fugitive,
prize-winning feature film, have been purchased
for the New York area by WCBS-TV New
York, William C. Lacey, manager of the station's film department, has announced. The
station plans to telecast the films on The Late
Show and The Early Show early in the fall. In
1953 the film won the Silver Lion Award at
the Venice Film Festival and an Academy
Award nomination as the best original film
play. Tv distribution is handled by Standard
Television Inc., New York.
INDIAN CEREMONY ON CJOC
WHEN Canadian Trade & Commerce Minister
C. D. Howe became an honorary chief of the
Kanai Blood Indian clan July 29, CJOC Lethbridge, Alta., recorded and broadcast the ceremony via shortwave to the station from the
Blood Indian reserve at Belly Butte, Alta. The
tape recording was edited and put on a 33-1/3
disc and presented to the Canadian cabinet
minister by CJOC in an inscribed, hand-carved
leather folder. The recording carried the tomtom beating of the Blood Indian sun dance
ceremonies, part of the chieftainship initiation.

GUGLIELMI's Italian Dressing becomes the first food packager to use WNDU-TV South
Bend, Ind., with this purchase of Mother's Movies for 13 weeks on a participating basis.
L to r: Tom Hamilton, WNDU-TV sales manager; Ralph Guglielmi, sales manager for the
firm and former Notre Dame football star, who is now the property of the Washington
Redskins professional football team; Louis C. Murphy, general manager of the firm, and
Jack Gordon, food distributor. The product, developed by Mr. Guglielmi's mother, is
distributed in Ohio by the Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., Kroger's, IGA and Big Bear Stores.
NEWSMEN AT ARGONNE
RADIO, television and other news media in
Chicago were invited to attend a special press
conference Aug. 5 at Argonne National Lab,
Lemont, 111. Reporters, cameramen and other
media representatives heard discussions of
four major
topics
including
butions to the
recent
GenevaArgonne's
conferencecontriand
peaceful uses of atomic energy.
'SATELLITE MOON' REPORT
NBC-TV Aug. 6 presented a special report on
the mechanics and significance of the government's program to launch a "satellite moon"
into space. Titled "The First Step Into Space,"
the report featured Dr. Athelstan F. Spilhaus,
named by President Eisenhower as one of the
men who will design the satellite. Dr. Spilhaus
explained the type of information scientists
hope to obtain from the flight and the significance of the whole program as an example of
the free international exchange of scientific
data.
CONTEST DRAWS OVER 250,000
OVER a quarter of million entries were drawn
in a giveaway contest conducted through the
Gaddabout Gaddis fishing show on WMUR-TV
Manchester, N. H., the station reports. The
contest ran 13 weeks and first prize was a new
Chevrolet auto. Mr. Gaddis has given away
over 32,000 booklets on spinning, fly casting
and fishing pointers, WMUR-TV says.
FIVE-MINUTE WOMEN'S SHOWS
WCOP Boston has started a new idea in
women's
programming
personality
Mildred Bailey
will be under
spottedwhich
at various
times
throughout the day with five-minute capsules
of music, fashion and food news. Miss Bailey
also has a regular daily program on the station.
AWFUL, AWFUL
AN AWFUL, awful thing befell some folks
in New York City last week — and on a day
when the temperature was awful high to begin
Broadcasting
• Telecasttng

with. In the midst of a torrid Tuesday, WAATAM-FM Newark distributed a new drink marketed by Bond Ice Cream Co. under the name
Awful Awful. In less conspicuous lettering on
the drink's 27-ounce container is a more explicit description — "it's a drink — awful big,
awful good." Awful Awful recently signed for
sponsorship of the Bob Brown Show on WAAT.

HALF-HOUR 'COMMERCIAL'
ONE-HALF hour "commercial" was staged
weekly for four weeks on CKCW-TV Moncton,
N. B., with outstanding success, the station reports. Three local sponsors, the Acadian Beauty
Shoppe,
Peake's
Women'sto Wear
Lister's
Shoe Store,
combined
presentanda fashion

WLIB AIRS CHORAL MUSIC
WLIB New York Aug. 7 broadcast the major
selections sung by the Zionist Chorale Society
during the International Choir Festival held
last month in Israel. Some 1,500 singers from
Israel and 1,000 from American and European
countries participated and performed in major
cities.

show,
to Toe,
from the
studios From
with Head
backdrops
creating
the station's
illusion
the action was taking place at the respective
business establishments. The program was
divided into three equal portions to show hairstylings at the Acadian, fashions at Peake's and
shoes at Lister's. As a direct result, CKCW-TV
says, sales reached a record high for the sponsors and a new series is planned for fall. In
addition, a fur salon is discussing plans for a
fur fashion show in the fall.

TEENAGE BOWLERS ON WBBM-TV
SERIES of programs to bring viewers top teenage bowlers in the Chicago area has been initiated by WBBM-TV there. Titled TeenPinners, the show brings together high school
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Station

Authorizations,

Applications

(As Compiled by B • T)
August 4 through August 10
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
Cp — construction permit. DA — directional an- megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification. trans. — transmitter,
tenna. ERP — effective radiated power. STL —
unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SSA —
studio -transmitter link, synch, amp. — synchonous amplifier, vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
special service authorization. STA — special temultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural,
porary authorization.
vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc —
FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
TV
140
321
123
461
58417
162

Tv Summary Through August 10
Television Station Grants and Applications
Since April 14, 1952
Grants Since July 11, 7952:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial Educational
29117
321
Noncom.
18 6121
35

109
33
235
0
1

Total Operating Stations in U. S.:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial on air
318
301 419
Noncom. Educ. on air
10
3
13

* Does not include noncommercial educational
fm and tv stations.
t Authorized
to operate
tion may not yet
be on air.commercially, hut sta-

Applications Filed Since April 14, 7952:
New Amend. Vhf Uhf Total
Commercial 953
337
749 540 1,2902
Noncom. Educ.
60
32
28 60^
Total
1,113
337
781 568 1,350*
1 145 Cps (30 vhf, 115 uhf) have been deleted.
2 One applicant did not specify channel.
8 Includes 35 already granted.
4 Includes 645 already granted.

As of July 31,AM1955 *
FM
525
Licensed (all on air)
13
Cps on air
2,724
125
17
Cps not on air
24
Total on air
538
2,748
555
Total authorized
149
2,873
3
Applications in hearing
4
New station requests
0
New station bids in hearing 201
134
5
Facilities change requests . 70391
101
Total applications pending
0
Licenses deleted in July
. '3:0
1
Cps deleted in July

ing
Am and Fm Summary Through August
10
ing
ApplS.
On
In
Air
Licensed Cps
Hear
Pend91
Am
149
206
2,748
2,728
30
4
0
Fm
538
525
FCC

APPLICATIONS
KWWL-TV Waterloo, Iowa— Seeks mod. of cp
to change ERP to 213 kw aural and make minor
ant. changes. Ant. height above average terrain
1.124 ft. Filed Aug. 5.
KZTV (TV) Reno, Nev. — Seeks mod. of cp to
change ERP to 11.9 kw visual, 6.2 kw aural,
change trans, location to peak of Slide Mt.,
Washoe County, Nev., change ant. and make
other equipment
erage terrain 2,924changes.
ft. FiledAnt.Aug.height
5. above avWSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio — Seeks mod. of cp to
change trans, location to \'& mile South of Latchie
Rd., ITs
22\2°ant.
Eastandof equipment
Genoa, Claychanges.
Township, miles,
Ohio, make
Ant. height above average terrain 965 ft. Filed
Aug. 5.
KONA (TV) Honolulu, Hawaii— Seeks mod. of
cp to change ERP to 55.3 kw visual, 33.2 kw
aural, change trans, site to Queen and Auahi
Sts., Honolulu, T. H. Make ant. and minor equipment changes. Ant. height above average terrain minus 247 ft. Filed Aug. 5.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Existing Ty Stations . . .
PETITIONS
WOBS-TV Jacksonville, Fla.— Petitions FCC to
amend sec. 3.606 to effect partial de-intermixture
of Jacksonville by changing educational reservation for that city from ch. 7 to ch. 12 moving ch.
7 from Jacksonville, to Savannah, Ga., and by
allocating to Jacksonville uhf ch. 46, 52, and 58.
Further, if presently pending Storer-Gerico petition to de-intermix Miami is granted petitioner
also requests ch. 7 be allocated to Orlando, Fla.
Announced Aug. 5.
WNOW-TV York, Pa.— Petitions FCC to amend
sec. 3.606 so as to delete ch. 49 from York, Pa.,
and add 21; delete ch. 21 from Lancaster, Pa., and
add 49; and also requests WNOW-TV and Harold
C. Burke (WWLA Lancaster, Pa.) be ordered to
show cause why their outstanding authorizations
for ch. 49 and 21 should not be modified to
specify operation on ch. 21 and 49. WTPA (TV)
Harrisburg, Pa., (ch. 71) had previously petitioned
FCC to move ch. 21 to Harrisburg. Announced
Aug. 5.

ALLEN

APPLICATION AMENDED
WSLA (TV) Selma, Ala.— Amends application
to specify studio location as on west side of

BANDER

cM.ecjotiator
FDR

THE
□ F

RADIO

PURCHASE
AND

AND

SALE

TELEVISION

STATIDNS
1701 K St., N. W. • Washington 6, D. C, NA. 8-3233
Lincoln Building • New York 17, N. Y., MU. 7-4242
111 West Monroe
• Chicago 90, Illinois, RA 6-4256
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U. S. 80, immediately across Edmund Pettus
Bridge from Selma, Ala. Amended Aug. 5.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WTVH (TV) Peoria, 111.— Hilltop Bcstg. Co., ch
19. Changed from WTVH-TV.
ch.KOSA-TV
7.
Odessa, Tex.— Odessa Television Co.,
New

Am

Stations . . .

APPLICATION RETURNED
Selmer, Tenn. — Shiloh Bcstg. Co. application
for cp to operate on 1010 kc, 500 w D returned
to applicant; incorrectly dated. Returned Aug. 5.
APPLICATIONS
Pell City, Ala.— St. Clair Bcstg. System, 1430
kc, 1 kw D. Post office address Box 1662, Birmingham, Ala. Estimated construction cost
$14,431, first year operating cost $16,500, revenue
$30,000. Principals in general partnership are:
William D. Frink (50%), used car dealer; Fred
L. Kelley (20%), grocer; John H. Haynes (20%),
engineer WMLS Sylacauga, Ala., and Glinn Pruitt
(10%), painter. Filed Aug. 4.
Homestead, Fla— Redland Bcstg. Co., 1430 kc,
office address 817 D^mington!
PostEstimated
500 w D. Fla.
Lakeland,
construction cost $9,385,
first year operating cost $36,000, revenue
$40,000
Principals include Pres.-Treas. Duane F. McConFla
Lakeland,
WONN
owner
33.3%
(49%),
nell
and Vice Pres.-Sec. Robert
owner WONN. Filed Aug. S.4. Taylor (49%), 33 3%
Starke, Fla.— Radio Starke, 800
Post
office address 28 Montrose Ave.,kc, 250 w D Ohio
Estimated construction cost $9,800, Athens,
first year op$30,000. Principals
erating costD.$24,000,
are: James
Sinyardrevenue
(50%), 10% owner WKOV
Wellston, Ohio, and part owner WSTN St Augustine, Fla.; William M. Harding (25%), news director, WATH Athens, Ohio, and J. C. Leuschel
(25%), construction engineer. Filed Aug. 8.
Henderson, Tex. — Wes Dean & Co., 1470 kc, 500
w D. Post office address Box 219, Henderson.
Estimated construction cost $7,966, first year operating cost $18,000, revenue $28,000. Principals
are: Wesley R. Dean (50%), announcer KGRI
Henderson and KTVE (TV) Longview, Tex.;
Wilton W. Freeman (25%), and Lynn J. Roy
(25%).FiledwhoAug.each10. own 50% of Lynn Roy Radio
Co.
Salt Lake City, Utah — Frank C. Carman, 690
kc, 1 kw D. Post office address 2480 Walkers
Lane, Salt Lake City. Estimated construction
cost $35,100, first year operating cost $96,000,
revenue $120,000. Mr. Carman is 25% owner
KUTA Salt Lake City (he will divest himself of
this interest should present application be
granted);
has interest
37J/2% ininterest
in KGEM
Boise,
Idaho; 18.75%.
KLIX Twin
Falls, Idaho,
18.75% interest KIFI Idaho Falls, Idaho, part interest in KWIK Pocatello, Idaho, 25.125% interest in KOPR Butte, Mont., and 22% interest
Rocky Mountain Bcstg. System, time sales
agency for KUTA and KGEM. Filed Aug. 10.
APPLICATIONS AMENDED
Tampa, Fla. — Polly B. Hughes amends application for cp for am station to be operated on
1590
kc, 1Aug.
kw 4.D, to specify frequency of 1600
kc. Filed
Sandersville, Ga. — Washington Bcstg. Co.
amends application to operate on 1490 kc, 250 w,
unl. to specify changes in ant. system (decrease
height). Amended Aug. 10.
Hazard, Ky.
County station
Bcstg. Co.
amends
application
for— Perry
new standard
on 1390
kc,
1 kw D to change name of applicant to Claude
P. Stephens, attorney, and Frank L. Jones d/b
as Perry County Bcstg. Co.; increase power to
5on kw,
Statechange
Routeant.80,-trans,
three and
milesstudio
West locations
of Hazard.to
Amended Aug. 5.
Hopkins-Edina-St. Louis Park, Minn. — Radio
Suburbia Inc. amends application for cp to operateneth
on 950Peterson
kc, 1 askw participant
D with DA toindelete
Kenapplicant.
Amended Aug. 10.
— Amends
application
cp
forWolf
am Point,
station Mont.
to operate
on 1490
kc, 250 w,forunl.
to specify 1450 kc and add contingent on KEYZ
Williston, N. D., change of frequency. Amended
Aug. 8.
Hobbs, N. M. — Permian Basin Radio Corp.
amends application for cp to operate on 1050
kc, 250 w D to specify 1330 kc, 1 kw. Amended
Aug. 10.
Chambersburg, Pa. — James R. Reese Jr. amends
application for cp to operate on 690 kc, 250 w D
to specify changes in ant. system. Amended
Aug. 10.
Existing Am

Stations . . .
PETITION

WKBS Mineola, N. Y.— Petitions FCC requestBroadcasting
• Telecasting

ing (1) Class 1-b am stations operating on 1500
kc and erateabove
required topower
reducein power
opso their bemaximum
forwardandplane
of their DA system does not exceed field greater
than that of non-DA in said forward direction; and (2) Class 1-b am stations and all other
stations operating in bands between 1500 and
1600 kc be directed immediately to use not greater
than .52poseful
wavelength
radiators,
to prevent
purradiation of strong
intermittent
skywave
energy over very wide areas, during transition
period from day to night and from night to day.
Announced Aug. 5.
APPLICATION RETURNED
WOKOerate on Albany,
Applicationto sunrise
for cp towith
op1460 kc N.
fromY. —midnight
500 w non-DA returned to applicant. Not consistent with 3.63 of FCC rules. Returned Aug. 10.
APPLICATIONS
WCTA Andalusia, Ala. — Seeks cp to increase
power from 1 kw D to 5 kw D. Filed Aug. 5.
WTOK Meridian, Miss. — Seeks cp to change
from 1450 kc, to 1010 kc; power from 250 w to 10
kw D, 500 w N, change trans, location and install
DA-2 for day and night use. Filed Aug. 5.
WEW St. Louis, Mo.— Seeks cp to change ant.trans. and studio locations to approx. one mile
northeast of East St. Louis, 111., and De Soto
Hotel, 11th and Locust Sts., St. Louis, Mo., resnectively, and operate trans, by remote control
Filed Aug. 5.
KEYZ Williston, N. D. — Seeks cp to change
from 1450 kc to 1340 kc. Filed Aug. 5.
WATO Oak Ridge, Tenn.— Seeks cp to change
trans, and studio location to S. Purdue Ave., Oak
Ridge, Tenn., and 253 Main St., East Oak Ridge,
Tenn., respectively, and operate trans, by remote
control. Filed Aug. 5.
WNEL Caguas, P. R. — Seeks cp to change from
unl. to D. Change from 1450 kc, to 640 kc; increase from 250 w to 5 kw and make changes in
ant. system. Filed Aug. 5.
WIPR Santurce, P. R.— Seeks mod. of license
to change station location from Santurce, P. R.
to San Juan, P. R. Filed Aug. 10.
APPLICATIONS AMENDED
WBSM New Bedford, Mass.— Amends application for cp to change frequency from 1230 kc to
1420 kc; increase power from 100 w to 1 kw; install DA-1 and change ant. -trans, location to
specify changes in DA. Filed Aug. 4.
WBEC Pittsfield, Mass. — Amends application for
cp to change from 1490 kc to 1420 kc; increase
power from 250 w to 1 kw; install DA-2 and
change ant. -trans, location to specify DA changes
and request
of 3.28 (c) of FCC rules
Amended
Aug.waiver
10.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KOZE Lewiston, Idaho— Lewis Clark Bests Co
'
950 kc, 500 w D.
Ind.— Clarence C. Moore, 1270
D.
500 w Elkhart,
kc,WCMR
WBVL Barbourville, Ky.— Brown Radio & Television Co., 950 kc, 1 kw D.
WKTQ
Paris, Me.— Oxford Bcstg. Corp.,
1450 kc, 250South
w unl.
WAMM
Binder-Carter-Durham
Inc.,
1420 kc,Flint,
500 w Mich.—
D.
KDEX
Dexter,
Mo.—
Dexter
Bcstg. Co., 1590 kc
1 kw D.
KUSN
Mo.— Broadcast Group Inc.,
1270
kc, 1St.kw Joseph,
D.
KOFI casters,
Kalispell,
Mont.—
980 kc, 1 kw D. Flathead Valley Broad900KVNW
kc, 1 kwFargo,
D. N. D. — Northwestern Schools,
WHOT Campbell, Ohio— Myron Jones, 1570 kc,
250 w D. Changed from WFAB.
Milton, Pa.— John S. Booth, 1570 kc 1
D.
kwWMLP
KMIL 1330
Cameron,
Service,
kc, 500Tex.—
w D.Milam County Bcstg.
WBFY Charlottesville, Va.— Lawrence Lee Kennedy, 1010 kc, 250 w D.
WDUX
Wis.— Dorothy J. Laird. 800
kc, 500 w Waupaca,
D.
Existing Fm Stations . . .
APPLICATION
KFML (FM) Golden, Colo.— Seeks mod. of
license to change studio site from on Lookout
Mt.,
nearColo.
Golden,
Denver,
Filed Colo.,
Aug. 5.to 262 Fillmore St.,
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WCMR-FM Elkhart, Ind.— Clarence C. Moore,
95.1 mc, 4.4 kw. Changed from WCMR (FM).
WCBE (FM) Columbus, Ohio— Columbus Ohio
Board of Education, 88.9 mc, 17.5 kw.
KAMC-FM Stillwater, Okla.— Radio & Television Services, Okla. A&M College, 91.7 mc, 380 w.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Ownership Changes . . .
APPLICATION RETURNED
KSPA Santa Paula, Calif. — Application for assignment of license to Juan G. Salas returned to
applicant; incorrectly dated. Returned Aug. 5.
APPLICATIONS
WPFH (TV) Wilmington, Del.— Seeks assignment of cp and license from WDEL Inc. to Paul
F. Harron and assignment of cp and license
from Paul F. Harron to WPFH Bcstg. Co. (Contingent on grant of application for assignment
of cp and license to Paul F. Harron.) Corporate
change; no change in control. Filed Aug. 10.
WRCD Dalton, Ga. — Edwin B. Jordan seeks
acquisition of 50% ownership of station through
purchase for $8,500 of 25% interest held by Kenneth Flynt. Mr. Jordan presently owns 25%.
Filed Aug. 10.
WBHB Fitzgerald, Ga. — Seeks transfer of control from Otto Griner to H. C. Vaughn and Paul
E. Reid for $50,000. Mr. Vaughn has furniture
store interest and Mr. Reid is salesman-commercial manager of WBHB. Filed Aug. 5.
WGHF (FM) New York, N. Y.— Seeks transfer
of control from Air Music Inc., wholly-owned
subsidiary of Muzak, to Muzak; corporate change
only. Filed Aug. 5.
Hearing Cases . . .
INITIAL DECISION
Orlando, Fla. — Hearing Examiner Basil P.
Cooper issued initial decision looking toward
grant of application of WORZ Inc., for new tv
station to operate on ch. 9 in Orlando, Fla'., and
denial of competing
application of Mid-Florida
Television
Corp.
Price, Utah — Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith issued initial decision looking toward
denial of application of George G. Platis and
Robert E. Hawley d/b as Carbon Emery Bcstg.
Co. for new am to operate on 1490 kc, 250 w,
unl. in Price. (Grant on Sept. 16, 1953, of Carbon
Emery application for new am to operate on
1340 kc, 250 w, unl. was protested by Uintah
Bcstg. & Television Co. [KJAM] Vernal, Utah,
and effective date of grant was postponed pending hearing. Application was later amended to
specify 1490 kc.) Announced Aug. 8.
Routine

Roundup

. . .

August 4 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time to and including Aug. 11 within
which to file answers or comments on petitions to
change issues in proceeding re applications of
KOB Albuquerque, N. M., as well as petition by
KWBU Corpus Christi, Tex., to intervene and
petition of KXA Seattle, Wash., for consolidation
of its pending application in this proceeding;
time for filing replies to such comments extended
to Aug. 22. (Action taken 8/1.)
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
Hartford, Conn. — Travelers Bcstg. Service
Corp., Hartford Telecasting Co. Inc. — Granted
petition of Hartford Telecasting for extension of
time to and including Aug. 8 within which all
parties may file reply briefs to exceptions to
initial decision in re ch. 3.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Mercer Bcstg. Co., Trenton, N. J., Drew J. T.

O'Keefe, et al, Levittown-Fairless Hills, Pa.—
Scheduled further hearing for Sept. 6 in re applications for new am stations.
Miners Bcstg. Service Inc., Ambridge, Pa., Louis
Rosenberg, Tarcntum, Pa., Somerset Bcstg. Co.,
Painesville, Ohio — Hearing examiner, on her own
motion, continued hearing from Sept. 13 to Sept.
15, in re am facilities.
Parma-Onondaga, Mich. — Ordered, pursuant to
directions
stated'
on recordfor July
28, that
following dates are
designated
further
proceedings
in re applications of Triad Television Corp., et
al, for ch. 10, Parma-Onondaga, Mich.: Sept. 1,
2, 9, 12, 13, 14; Sept. 26 to Oct. 10, both inclusive,
and Oct. 24 to Nov. 23, inclusive.
WKPA New Kensington, Pa. — Granted petition
to make changes in and additions to sec. IV of
its am application. (Action of 7/29.)
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Dion
Charlotte, N. C— Radio Station WSOC Inc.,
Piedmont Electronics & Fixture Corp., Carolinas' Tele. Corp. — Granted petitions of applicants
to correct transcript in proceeding re ch. 9, except mont's
for certain
WSOC's and Piedpetitions. changes
(Action ofin 8/1.)
Taylor Bcstg. Co., Colorado Springs, Colo.,
Garden of the Gods Bcstg. Co., Manitou Springs,
Colo. — Denied petition of Taylor to change place
of hearing from Manitou Springs to Washington,
D.
C, inof re7/26.)
applications for new am stations.
(Action
August 4 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License to Cover Cp
KLEN Killeen, Tex. — Amends application for
licenseard tostationcover
which name
authorized
new stand-to
to cpchange
of applicant
Highlite Bcstg. Co.
Remote Control
KYES Roseburg, Ore.
Modification of License
KENN station
Kenedy,identification
Tex. — Seeks from
mod. Kenedy,
of licenseTex.,to
change
to Kenedy and Karnes City, Tex.
August 5 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License to Cover Cp
WCEM Cambridge, Md. — Seeks license to cover
cp with authorized increased power.
KBTK Missoula, Mont. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new standard station.
WBRV Boonville, N. Y. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new standard station.
KTXL
San Angelo,
Tex. —cpResubmits
application for license
to cover
which authorized
erection of new ant. and mount tv ant. on top,
change studio location.
WFLA-FM Tampa, Fla. — Seeks license to cover
cp (whichthorizedreplaced
expired station).
permit which auchanges in licensed
Modification of Cp
KAUS Austin, Minn. — Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized mounting tv ant. on East tower) for
extension of completion date.
KWHO Salt Lake City, Utah— Resubmits application for mod. of cp (as mod. which authorized new standard station) for extension of comdate. Stockton, Calif. — Seeks mod. of cp
KOVR pletion(TV)
for extension of completion date to 2-6-56.
WNDU-TV Notre Dame, Ind. — Seeks mod. of
cp WJMR-TV
for extension
completionLa. —date
to 12-1-55.
New of Orleans,
Seeks
mod. of
cp for extension of completion date.
WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich. — Seeks mod. of
cp to change name of licensee to State Board
of Agriculture.

ESTER
The ALT-2 is a linear staircase generator for differential gain checks of television systems or individual units. Supplies composite video signal with
adjustable sync pulse, blanking level, and staircase
amplitude. Steps variable from 3 to 14. Step exponent 1.0 to 2.75. Internal r-f modulates steps
from 1.0 mc to 3.75 mc.
Write for descriptive literature.
HI

1 1- h

j=i s>

12TH STREET AND FERRY AVENUE

Modulating steps with studio
3.58 subcarrier permits simultaneous differential phase and
amplitude measurements using
a Wickes VDE-3A Vector Dis-

play Equipment.
ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1920
CAMDEN 4, NEW JERSEY
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WCOC-TV Meridian, Miss. — Seeks mod. of cp
for extension of completion date to 2-12-56.
WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C— Seeks mod. of cp
for extension of completion date to 2-9-56.
WAIM-TV Anderson, S. C— Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new tv station) for extension
of completion date to 2-14-56.
Remote Control
WATO Oak Ridge, Term.; KFML (FM) Golden,
Colo.
Renewal of License
WHFB-FM Benton Harbor, Mich.; WOMC (FM)
Royal Oak, Mich.; WCOL-FM Columbus, Ohio;
WKRC-FM Cincinnati, Ohio; WXYZ-TV Detroit,
Cp Mich.; WCPO-TV CinMich.; WJBK-TV Detroit,
cinnati, Ohio; WCET (TV) Cincinnati, Ohio.
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
WFLY (FM) Troy, N. Y.
WPGT (TV) Tampa, Fla. — Seeks cp for replacement of cp (which authorized new tv station).
August 8 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FDLEVG
Modification of Cp
KCHJ Delano, Calif. — Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized change hours of operation, change
power,
date. install DA-2) for extension of completion
WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 2-25-56.
WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 10-27-55.
WKAB-TV Mobile, Ala— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date.
WTOC-TV Savannah, Ga. — Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 2-26-56.
WTVO (TV) Rockford, 111.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 2-24-56.
WFBM-TV Indianapolis, Ind. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 10-31-55.
WLBC-TV Muncie, Did.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 3-1-56.
WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass. — Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 2-28-56.
KVOO-TV Tulsa, Okla. — Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 2-24-56.
Remote Control
WNAE Warren, Pa.; WAGC Chattanooga, Term.
Renewal of License
WOHP Bellefontaine, Ohio; WJW Cleveland
(amended to change name to Storer Bcstg. Co.);
WBRI (FM) Detroit, Mich.; WSAM-FM Saginaw,
Mich.; WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
WLDM (FM) Oak Park, Mich.
License to Cover Cp
WGSA
Ephrata,
Pa. — standard
Seeks license
to cover cp
which authorized new
station.
KBRK
Brookings,
S.
D.
—
Seeks
license
to cover
cp which authorized new standard station.
WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y.— Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized changes in facilities
of existing tv station.
Application Returned
WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y.— Application to extend completionfor date
returnedfor inlicense
view
of acceptance
filingto of12-1-55
application
to cover cp.
August
ACTIONS
By Comr.
WFPA Fort Payne,

9 Decisions
ON MOTIONS
Roscl H. Hyde
Ala. — Granted petition for

40%
TOP

extension of time to and including Aug. 11 to
file exceptions to initial decision.
By Comr. E. M. Webster
Radio Fort Wayne Inc., Anthony Wayne Bcstg.,
Ft. Wayne,
Ind. —toGranted
joint petition
tension of time
and including
Sept. 12forto exfile
memorandum briefs in re Dockets 10420-10425.
Travelers Bcstg. Service Corp., Hartford Telecasting Co., Hartford, Conn. — Granted motion of
Travelers
for leave
file reply8621,
brief10699.
not to exceed 100 pages,
in reto Dockets
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Grantedculturepetition
of Mich.
State Board
of Agrirequesting leave
to amend
tv application
for ch. 10 at Onondaga, Mich., to specify change
in corporate name and address, etc.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Dion
WOItionAmes,
— Examiner,
on his
continuedIowa.
hearing
from Sept.
7 toown
Oct.mo17.
Upon hearing
examiner's
hearing
scheduled
for Sept.own19 motion,
to Nov. continued
28, in re
applications of The Delsea Broadcasters, Pitman-Glassboro, N. J., et al, for am facilities.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time to and including Aug. 30, to file proposed finding
Ft. Smith,
Ark. in re applications of KNAC-TV
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Granted petition of Commission counsel for
extension of time to file proposed findings and
briefs from Aug. 1 to Aug. 5, and time for filing
reply briefs was extended from Aug. 10 to Aug.
25, in re suspension of operator licenses of Roald
W. Didriksen, San Francisco, et al.
WDOD Bcstg. Corp., Mountain City Tele. Inc.,
Chattanooga, Term. — By agreement of counsel,
ordered further hearing in re applications for
ch. 3, shall commence on Sept. 7.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of August 5
KLEN Killeen, Tex. — Granted license for new
am station; 1050 kc, 250 w D.
KCUL Ft. Worth, Tex. — Granted license covering replacement of expired cp for increase in
power,
KXXL etc.Monterey, Calif. — Granted license for
new am station; 630 kc, 1 kw, DA unl.
WKAR East Lansing, Mich. — Granted mod. of
license
culture. to change name to State Board of AgriWATO Oak Ridge, Tenn. — Granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control.
KFNL Denver, Colo. — Granted authority to operate trans, by remote control.
KFML (FM) Golden, Colo. — Granted mod. of
license to change studio site to Denver.
WAUG-FM
Augusta,
Ga. — toGranted
of
STA
for waiver
of rules
permitextension
station to
remain silent for period ending Aug. 29.
Washington, toD.mount
C. — Granted
request
to WOL-FM
cancel authorization
fm antenna
on
am tower since it is not feasible to complete
project.
WXHR (FM) Woburn, Mass.— Granted cp to
change ERP from 6.9 to 20 kw.
WGHF
(FM) New
N. Y.— Inc.
Granted
transfer of control
from York,
Air Music,
to Musak
Corp. Corporate change only.
WKAR-FM East Lansing, Mich.— Granted mod.
of license to change name to State Board of
Agriculture.
WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich. — Granted mod.
of cp to change name to State Board of Agriculture.
WJBK-TV Detroit, Mich. — Granted mod. of cp
to change type ant. and make other equipment

Interest

NETWORK

In
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STATION

SIJHHhOOO
Located in one of the principal markets of the east, this outstanding television property is showing a steady growth in volume and
profits. Financing available.
Appraisals
• Negotiations
• Financing
BLACKBURN - HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
William T. Stubblefield
Clifford Marshall
Washington Bldg.
Tribune Tower
111 Sutter St.
Sterling 3-4341-2
Delaware 7-2755-6
Exbrook 2-5671-2
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change.
KHAS-TV Hastings, Nebr. — Granted mod. of cp
to change studio location to site of trans., install
new ant. system and make other equipment
change; visual 100 kw, aural 50 kw; ant. 730 ft.
were granted
of cp's
forFollowing
extensionstations
of completion
dates,mod.
as shown:
WAIM-TV Anderson, S. C, to 2-14-56; KWHO
Salt Lake City, to 12-6-55; KAUS Austin, Minn.,
to 10-1-55, condition; WCOC-TV Meridian, Miss.,
to 2-12-56; WNDU-TV Notre Dame, Ind., to
2- 11-56; WJMR-TV New Orleans, to 2-2-56; KOVR
(TV) Stockton, Calif., to 2-6-56.
Actions of August 4
KTBS-TV Shreveport, La.— Granted STA to operate commercially on ch. 3 for period ending
Dec. 1.
WTHS-TV Miami, Fla.— Granted STA to operate
non-commercial educational station on ch. 2 for
period ending Nov. 11.
WJDX-AM-FM Jackson, Miss. — Granted transfer of control of licensee from Atlantic Life Ins.
only. to Life Companies Inc. Corporate change
Co.
KYES Roseburg, Ore. — Granted authority to operate trans, by remote control.
Following stations were granted extension of
completion
dates as shown: WLOS-TV Asheville,
3- 2-56.
N.
C, to 2-9-56; WICC-TV Bridgeport, Conn., to
Actions of August 3
tv KBTV
station;(TV)ch. Denver,
9; ERP Colo.—
visual Granted
282 kw; license
aural for
144
kw; ant. 950 ft.
W SUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla. — Granted mod.
of cp to change ERP to visual 200 kw, aural 107
kw, and make antenna changes.
WOCH North Vernon, Ind. — Granted request for
extensionat of
waiver
sign-offSept.
each1.
evening
5 p.m.
CST, offorrules
periodto ending
KCSM (FM) San Mateo, Calif.— Granted cp to
change ERP from 10 w to 160 w; change trans,
and studio locations and make change in ant.
system. Condition.
WSYD Mount Airy, N. C. — Granted mod. of cp
forWBLK
extension
of completion
to 12-13-55.
Clarksburg,
W. Va. —date
Granted
mod. of cp
for extension of completion date to 3-1-56.
Actions of August 2
WCDL Carbondale, Pa. — Granted license covering change control
in ant. -trans,
location and cancellation
of remote
authority.
WHLN Harlan, Ky. — Granted license covering
changes in facilities.
KOSF Nacogdoches, Tex. — Granted cp to move
trans, and studio locations and to operate trans,
byWRBL-FM
remote control.
Columbus, Ga. — Granted license
covering change in fm station.
Following
were granted
cp's for
extension of completion
datesmod.as of
shown:
WNRG
Grundy,
Va.,
to
10-1-55;
KECC
Pittsburg,
Calif.,
to 1-22-56, condition; KRWC Forest Grove, Ore.,
to 9-15-55.
Actions of August 1
WFLW Monticello, Ky. — Granted license for
new am station.
McMinnville, Tenn. — Granted license for
newWBMC
am station.
The following were granted licenses covering
cp's for new am stations: WRIV Suffolk Bcstg.
Corp., Riverhead, N. Y.; KLOV Loveland BroadLoveland,Co.,
Colo.;
WMTACity,Central
CityGreenvillecasters,
Bcstg.
Central
Ky.; WSEV
Smoky Chronicle
Mountain Bcstg.
Corp.,Marion,
Sevierville,
Tenn.;
WMRI
Pub. Co.,
Ind.; WKBJ
West Tennessee Bcstg. Co., Milan, Tenn.
WBRW andWelch,
W. Va.
Granted
license
deletion
of —call
letters.cancellation of
KLAK
Lakewood,
Colo.
—
Granted
assignment
license to Lakewood Bcstg. Service
Inc. Noof
change in ownership.
KSPT Sandpoint, Idaho — Granted cp to change
ant., trans, and studio locations; make changes in
„ ...
ant. system and operate trans, by remote trol.conWIAM Williamston, N. C— Granted authority
to operate trans, by remote control.
August 10 Applications
Accepted for Filing
Renewal of License
WION Ionia, Mich.; WDOG Marine City, Mich.;
WWST Wooster, Ohio.
Modification of Cp
WHFC-TV Chicago, 111. — Seeks mod. of cp to
extend
completion
dateSalem,
to 3-7-56.
WTOB-TV
WinstonN. C. — Seeks mod.
of cp to extend completion date to 3-3-56.
KTVQ (TV) Oklahoma City, Okla. — Seeks mod.
of cp to extend completion date to 2-11-56.
WSEE (TV) Eric, Pa. — Seeks mod. of cp to extend completion
date to Pa.
3-1-56.
WHP-TV
Harrisburg,
— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend
completion
date
to
WKJF-TV Pittsburgh, Pa. —3-1-56.
Seeks mod. of cp to
extend
completion
date toTex.
3-1-56.
KGBT-TV
Harlingen,
— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 2-1-56.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
(•cutive Offices
'35 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-541 1
fleet and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
aldington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

ommercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
ITERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES

rank H. Mcintosh & Assocs.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Dallas, Texas
1001 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Member AFCCE *

30 Yean' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
JUSTIN 4108
Member AFCCE*

GUY

5 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

PAGE, CREUTZ,
GARRISON & WALDSCHMITT
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
710 14th St., N. W. Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX 3-8073
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*
WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phono 6-2924
Member AFCCE*

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

J. G. ROUNTREE, JR.
4515 Prentice Street
EMerson 3266
Dallas 6, Texas

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Adams 4-6393

IF YOU
DESIRE TO JOIN
THESE ENGINEERS
in Professional Directory
advertising contact
Broadcasting • Telecasting
1735 DeSales St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.

SERVICE

roadcasting

Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
16 S, Kearney Skyline 6-61 13
Denver 22, Colorado

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
OBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
SERVICE FOR FM & TV
*$ineer en duty oil night every night
JACKSON 5302
' O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Bex 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

>EO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
10 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
•cutive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

CARDS

DI

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Inttitvte Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV, Electronics engineering heme study and residence
courses. Write For Free Catalog, specify

• Telecasting

Member AFCCE*

CTORY

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 75,956* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
* 1953 ARB Projected Readership Survey

TO ADVERTISE IN THE
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Contact
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING)
1735 DESALES ST., N.W., WASH. 6, ». C.
August 15, 1955

•
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline:
Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20# per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25^ per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30tf per word — $U-00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
separately,
please).expressly
All transcriptions,
etc., sent
to box numbers
at owner's
risk. Broadcasting • Tblecastino
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
for are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO

Help Wanted

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Sales-sports. Opening for experienced salesman
who can sell, service. Make friends of his accounts. Opportunity for play-by-play sports if
you have ability and desire. Opening September
1st created by promotion of present man to
larger market after five years here. Straight
sales or sales-sports man both invited to apply.
WMIX Mount Vernon, Illinois.

LOOKING

FOR

AN

EXECUTIVE & STAFF LEVELS
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
It's simple prudence to utilize a
skilled personnel specialist when seeking a new position.
This is a specialized professional
service that taps wide resources,
headed by a man of long experience
in TV-Radio . . . Howard S. Frazier.
BROADCASTERS
708 Bond Bldg.

EXECUTIVE

Wanted: ferred.Personality;
"country
type preSell and do own
show. music"
25% commission.
Good regional station, active account list. Good
salary first three months. State age, past experience. Include photo. Box 225C, B«T.
Competent staff man for kilowatt net affiliate.
Great Lakes area. Good working conditions.
Send photo, tape, resume. Box 392C, B»T.
Humorous DJ-flowing adlib, stage, tv acting experience. Informal slang, vernacular approach
on
— Crosby ish. Midwest, single. Box
431C,chatter
B-T.
Wanted:
who will
the wholeToptown"morning
talking. man"
Personality
who have
can
sell on air and maintain strong relationship with
advertisers. Right man guaranteed $200 per week
start can earn $350 week or more. CBS station
good southeastern market. Photo, full information first letter. Box 466C, B-T.
Wanted: announcer for combined vhf and am
operation should be able to high school football
and also
tv tape,
weather,
good commercial. Send
photosports
and and
references.
Tapes
will be returned. Box 470C, B»T.
Wanted: pendent
Highly
respectedmusic
New man
England
needs morning
who indecan
make listeners feel that every day is a "great;
day."
Must
be
able
to
make
friends
and
influence
listeners. Pleasant community . . . excellent
facilities . . . air conditioned studios . . . congenial staff ...(a allgood
benefits.
If you'd
a reputation
one only)
and like
knowto build
how,
write Box 451C, B-T.
Top rated
5kw, market
CBS radio
NBC-TV
large
upper
midwest
has and
opening
for inevening
announcer — DJ. Heavy voice preferred with emphasis
work for
includedonwithDJ.radioOn-camera
shift. $300commercial
base plus talent
radio commercial
programs
and
tv
spot
commercials. Progressive station with profit sharing
plan, employee insurance, hospitalization, yearly
bonus and paid vacations. Send tape, picture
and resume with first letter. Position begins
September 5th. Box 487C, B«T.
Announcer — first phone western music morning
man for top rated DJ station. Engineering ability
unimportant, announcing primary importance.
Top salary for right man. Send complete details
to Station KDAV, Box 1319, Lubbock, Texas.
Midwestern announcer, first phone, morning man.
Good pay, working conditions, rush details.
KDKD. Clinton, Missouri.
California medium market station, 1000 watt
regional,
needsVersatile
top-flight
announcer discwith
first
phone ticket.
as salesman,
jockey,
fairly experienced. Send all details and tape cut
at 7V2 rpm and recent photograph. Immediate
opening, good working conditions. KSBW Radio
and Television, Salinas, California.

OPPORTUNITY?
We

are always seeking well

qualified placement

clients

of good

for all

character

executive

& staff positions

with tv and radio stations.
PLACEMENT

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer for radio and television
station.
background,
to
WFLB, Send
Fayetteville,
N. C.tape and references
Experienced announcer for southern 5000 watt
fulltime NBC station. 10 years on the air. University of Alabama located here. Send tape, background, references and approximate salary etc.
to Gene Tibbett, WJRD, Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
Good morning
experienced.
Full details to
Manager,
WLEU,man,Erie,
Pa.
Combo
Contact
lace, N.

RADIO

Managerial
Eastern, daytimer needs young married assistant
manager immediately. Must have announcing
experience, car and be willing to take air shift
during indoctrination period. Assistant managership
of year.photograph.
Send tape, Box
resume,guaranteed
referencesbyandend recent
432C, B-T.
If you are looking for a permanent managerial
job and are willing to settle down and become
an integral part of a one station eastern-southern
community (CBS affiliate), I have an immediate
opening. But first you must be able to manage,
sell, take part in many community and civic
affairs and become Mr. Radio in a friendly community of 150,000. The salaTy will be basic,
but your
real commissions.
"rainy day" money
will comeincome
from
your
annual
The potential
will details,
rival that
of any medium-size
full
references,
picture, first station.
letter to Give
Box
488C, B-T.
Manager
strong
to establish
profitable—WSHE,
new commercial
station 950kc
in Sheboygan,
Wisconsin. Good market, excellent facility. Bensman, 1210 North 8th Street, Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Manager-saleman. New kw indie — Clarksdale,
Miss. Southerner — 25-38 — family — cost-conscious
— detailed-minded. Must have excellent personal
sales record
— top references.
$500-$900 Call
mo.
with
progressive
broadcaster.Make
Immediate.
John
McLendon—
37830,
Jackson,
Miss.
—
46541
Clarksdale, Miss.
Salesmen
Wanted: Man or woman salesman. $50 a week,
plus 25% commission. Box 176A, B.T.
Experienced radio time salesman. Guarantee $380
and commission. Send references and photo.
KCHJ, P.O. Box 262, Delano, California.
WLIB, with largest Negro audience in New York
City, wants a top salesman with solid New York
agency contacts. WLIB's high rated Negro programs' afford
unique selling
opportunity.
Expanding staff.
Excellent
opportunity
for experienced
account executive. Inquiries in writing only
with full references, experience. Harry Novik
General Manager, WLIB, 2090 Seventh Avenue,
New York 27.

RADIO

SERVICE, INC.
Washington 5, D. C.

announcer and salesman needed September 1st. Good working conditions, good pay.
John
C. T. Newman, Manager, WLSE, Wal- i

Staffing WSHE, new 500 w, 950 kc daytimer.
Need announcers, first class ticket, emphasis announcing; salesmen, etc. Bensman, 1210 North
Eighth, Sheybogan, Wisconsin.
Experienced announcer with first class ticket for
night shift. Radio Station WWPF, Palatka, Fla.
Opening for two experienced announcers September 5th. Permanent location, good hours and
pleasant working conditions. News and music
announcing, one strong on country music. Tape,
photo, references and resume. Box 1779, Pampa,
Texas.
Technical
Wanted:
Chiefwatts,
engineer,
Montana's
modern
station, 250
network
affiliate.mostImmediate
opening. fications,
Fine future
for
right
man.
State
qualiexperience. Contact I. A. Elliot, KATL,
Miles City, Montana.
Wanted immediately: First class licensed engineer familiar with control room ooeration. Contact Chief Engineer, KSCB, Liberal, Kans.
Programming-Production, Others
Want to learn news? Young, single announcer
with good voice and delivery and some writing
ability. Edit, rewrite and some staff. Active
community of 20,000. Apply in full with brief
tape if possible. Box HOC, B»T.
Experienced and persuasive copywriter for network station in beautiful Texas resort city. Box
232C, B«T.
Wanted. Traffic secretary, typing and shorthand
required. Previous experience helpful, but not
necessary — intelligent girl can be trained. Permanent position in attractive working surroundings. Michigan radio station. Box 387C, B-T.
Wanted: Copywriter who believes that effective
copy is the key to successful radio . . . and knows
how to write it. If you can influence buying
with the written word, you may be the guy
(or gal) who can satisfy our clients and sell his
goods on one of New England's top independents.
Write Box 450C, B-T.
News writer, New England station. Heavy on
local news. Experience desired but not necessary. Box 456C, B-T.
Program director, metropolitan area. Emphasis
on administration. Must be experienced. Box
457C, B-T.
News director: Wanted immediately for progressive Michigan station. Must be experienced reporter, writer, broadcaster. Programming being
revamped to become strong news station. Send
photo, tape and full background details to Box
473C, B»T.
News reporter wanted. Must have news writing
or newspaper experience and with ability to
broadcast. Good opportunity. Full details in first
letter to WNBH, New Bedford, Mass.
Continuity
writer needed
for details
Wisconsin's
newest
1000
watt station.
Send full
and samples
of copy to Robert Bodden, General Manager,
WSWW, Platteville, Wisconsin.
Program director — assistant manager. New kw,
Clarksdale, Miss. Southern— 25-35— family— voice.
Experienced all phases news-music-events operation. Top references. Excellent working conditions.
Permanent
position
caster.
Immediate.
Call with
John progressive
McLendon, broad37830,
Jackson, Miss. — 46541, Clarksdale, Miss.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Just sold Florida 5 kw. Would like to be considered as general manager for radio station midwest.WouldPreferably
Michigan, Indiana,
Illinois.
considerOhio,
other
nominal investment.
Proventerritory.
record. Could
Have make
sales
staff ready to join me immediately. Write Box
340C, B«T.

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Experienced sales manager with successful record
in both
and television.
Good at
organization andradio
direction.
Strong personal
sales
record
with established national contacts. Sound company executive type, not a one-man-revolution.
Now employed. Available in reasonable notice.
Earningable.
requirements
$9,600. Resume
Communicationsfrom
confidential.
Box avail453C,
B'T.
Local sales manager with an outstanding sales
record and twelve years of radio sales experience, interested in change. Write Box 459C, B'T.
12 years experience all phases radio. Want to
manage or buy into small Arkansas-TexasLouisiana station. 30 years old. Presently employed 50kw station. Box 465C, B'T.
General locate.
manager
21 years
radio, desires
reExcellent —record,
references,
reputation
in industry. Experienced single station and competitive markets, network and independent operations. Prefer east. Box 471C, B'T.
Manager. Now available. Eighteen years experience. Reliable, efficient, progressive. References.
Box 474C, B'T.
Salesmen
Young man, 4V2 years broadcasting, would like
to work into sales position. Object: Chance to
advance. Box 449C, B'T.
Announcers

Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Platter spinner: Sportscaster and news man. Veteran, single. Tape on request. Box 481C, B'T.
Commercial announcer, news, DJ, married. Send
for tape, resume, personal interview. Judge for
B'T.
yourself. Available after August 22nd. Box 482C,

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcer. Radio school graduate well versed
all phases. Limited experience, vet, single, free
to relocate. Mr. Fred Reinan Jr., 10 Wildwood
Road, Cromwell, Conn.
Sports-staff announcer, five years play-by-play
experience. Lookjrig for good opportunity in fall
season. Presently employed. Tape, resume, on
request. Mike Wynn, Box 701, Logan, West
Virginia.
Technical

Experienced DJ-announcer. Young, talented, college, car, third ticket, married. Stable, looking
for spot with progressive station. Box 269C, B'T.
Top srtortscaster,
years experience
sportsconscious
cities like8V2Peoria,
Omaha, and inHouston,
1300 play-by-play broadcasts, baseball, football,
basketball, boxing. Two seasons announcing
Texas League games. Desires connection with
stationball,carrying
schedule
baseball,
footbasketball. solid
32, family
man,of top
references.
Available September fifteenth. Box 322C, B'T.
Announcer - journalist - program director — nine
years radio, four as journalist. Can sell. Top
references. Conscientious, stable. Veteran-family.
Desire permanency. Northeast preferred, but will
travel. Interview within 200 miles of Pittsburgh.
Box 372C, B'T.
First phone — 4 years experience, married, veteran. Michigan (Detroit area) desired. Permanent. News or sports. Box 399C, B'T.
Sportscaster, 5 years, employed. Basketball, football, baseball. Desire permanency. College grad,
29, married. Box 402C, B'T.
Experienced announcer desires position with
small congenial station in east. Box 415C, B'T.
Station staff — veteran, 24, married-dependable.
Potential-smooth friendly delivery for DJ — also
news, sports, light experience. Tape, references.
Box 417C, B-T.
Announcer, excellent news, good DJ, sells commercials, tape and resume. Box 425C, B'T.
Good quality announcer — over six years experience— presently employed — family man — better
than average salary required — central midwest
region preferred. Box 441C, B'T.
Country DJ-musician for promotion minded station. No character. Ten years experience including tv. Presently employed staff announcer.
Available
Third Box
ticket.
now. Ohio, Sept.
anywhere.
442C,Let's
B'T. correspond
Staff — special events, MC, DJ. Also write. Experienced; currently in top Canadian market.
Married, 26. Box 455C, B'T.
Personality DJ-program director with 5 years
radio experience,
for also
position
eastern section U.looking
S. Would
like ina northtry at
television. Box 460C, B'T.
Versatile announcer. Mature, reliable. Excellent
news delivery, good on remotes — classical program post. Trained news editor, can write and
create own program. Tape on request. Box 467C,
B.T.
Sports play-by-play. Experienced in football1 basketball-baseball. College graduate. Single.
Will travel. Resume on request. Box 469C, B«T.
Experienced staff announcer — also strong interest
in sports — willing to travel midwest or northern
area — must relocate, tape, resume. Box 477C, B'T.
Top
5 years experience.
Can pitch
or purr
withdeejay
best — results.
Really knows
music,
top
rating in highly competitive market, seeking
laTger progressive market. Best references, tape,
resume. Box 479C, B«T.
Announcer, 4 years, excellent commercials, DJ
speciality. Married. Immediate availablity. Box
480C, B'T.

Negro deejay, light experience, emphasis news,
B'T.
commercials, willing to work hard. Box 472C,
Experienced, attractive, young woman. College
graduate, radio, had woman's, children's variety
shows, control board, third class — copy, selling —
desires interesting air job in station within commuting distance New York, car. Box 483C, B'T.
Experienced DJ, newscaster, family man, will
travel, willing to travel, will try selling. Prefer
N.W. Tape,
resume
nelly, 1208 First
Ave., upon
N.Y.C.request. Peter DonAnnouncer;gressive
experienced;
employed;
desire proorganization; good
voice; college
BA,
MA; sales background; tape; welcome interview;
Larry Durand, 1421 Deane Blvd., Racine, Wisconsin; Phone 3-2568.
Announcer-staff, personable DJ, strong news.
Good commercials, resume, references, tape on
request. Robert Farrington, 214 Beach 117 Street,
Rockaway Beach, N. Y.
Top announcer, seven years experience, operational change forcing dismissal, best references.
Pete Griffin, WPDX, Clarksburg, W. Va.
Experienced announcer, DJ and newscaster.
Single. Attention southwest. Tape on request.
Julius Konrad, Jr., 1307 125th Street, College
Point 56, New York.
DJ - announcer - sales 3 years experience — 1st
ticket. Write or call. Dale Leitzman, 4509 Franklin Road, Lawrence, Ind.
Announcer, news, DJ. School-grad, summer replacement, one man operation. Want permanent
position, small station. Tape, resume available.
Jerry Peterson, 26 High, Greenville, Pa. Phone
1383-M.

1st phone, 3 years, experience in N. Y. State and
N. Y. C. Available Sept. 1st. Box 337C, B.T.
Graduate engineer-announcer, plenty of experience. Box 375C, B'T.
Engineer — first phone. Experienced am-fm. Desires transmitter or studio work. Was chief engineer and installed one of largest fm stations in
midwest. Good references. Box 412C, B-T.
Job worth to settle down in wanted. Ten years
experience am-fm-tv engineer, am chief engineer. Fully qualified, age 31. For complete details, contact Box 463C, B'T.
Engineer with electronic background. Nineteen
years broadcasting. Design, installation, and
maintenance. Want chief small city. Interested
Carolinas. Consider any. No announcing. Box
475C, B'T.
Programming-Production, Others
Continuity man — six years experience radio-tv,
mostlytion,copy,
someAvailable
deejay, tvSeptember
production,
direcAB, single.
5. Prefer
south. Box 185C, B'T.
Newsman - announcer, thoroughly experienced
B'T.
journalism
graduate, top news and commercial
voice, good salary and future required. Box 443C,
Powerful programmer! Program manager, 3 years
tv; 13 radio; seeks good potential leading to
management in either field; delivers programs
with substance and with off beat; also background station promotion, film buying, national
sales, air personality; mature judgment; community conscious. Box 454C, B'T.
Broadcast Service
Field Offices:

There

are

Mr. R. A. Martin, Mgr.
RCA Service Company, Inc.
534 Forsyth Bldg.
Atlanta 3, Georgia
ALpine 8898

four

RCA
2
SERVICE
COMPANY
Field

Offices

to serve
AM,

FM

and

Broadcasters

TV

Mr. W. F. Hanson, Mgr.
RCA Service Company, Inc.
Camden204-1
8, New Jersey
Bldg.
WOodlawn 3-8000, Ext. PY-6573
Mr. J. N. Thayer, Mgr.
RCA Service Company, Inc.
1315 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago 5, Illinois
WEbster 9-6117
Mr. H. W. Dover, Mgr.
RCA Service Company, Inc.
911 North Orange Drive
Hollywood 38, California
OLdfield 4-4995
Call or write your nearest office for information on these and other services:
• INSTALLATION SUPERVISION
• SERVICE INSPECTION CONTRACTS
• PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
• ANTENNA SYSTEMS CHECKS

RCA

SERVICE
COMPANY,
A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary
Camden 8, New Jersey

INC.

RADIO

TELEVISION

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
After 13 years New York radio and television
want Box
change.
job?
461C, Have
B-T. you a program director's

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Continuity writer to take over department for
NBC affiliated tv station. Write J. W. Kelin,
WTVO, Box 470, Rockford, Illinois.
SITUATIONS

TELEVISION

WANTED

Announcers

Help Wanted
Salesmen
Salesman— for growing midwest tv station. Unlimited opportunities for the right person. Please
write Box 458C, B»T.
Seeking well qualified salesman of good character
and sufficient production record to indicate
ability to create and close. Local and regional
list now with national spot opportunity. Salary
and commission. Write or call John Dobson,
Sales Manager, WCAX-TV, Burlington, Vermont.
Announcers
Announcer:
One of thestaffnation's
top markets
has
opening for versatile
announcer
in tv. Send
tape and photo with resume. Box 484C, B»T.
Wanted: Experienced announcer for vhf network
station. Person with accent on ad-lib sales ability on camera. Send full particulars and photo
first letter. Ernie Greup, Program Director,
WTVD, Durham, N. C.
Technical
Supervisor for new metropolitan tv station. Detail experience, education, references, availablity,
etc. first letter. Salary $7,000 plus. Box 445C, B-T.
Growing V has new openings for tv trainees or
experienced engineers Box 421C, B«T.
Experienced transmitter engineer, high power vhf
immediately. Strum, Box 387, Huntington, West
Virginia.
Programming-Production, Others
New vhf CBS affiliate in top southern market
needs experienced sales-promotion-merchandising man. Salary open. Exceptionally good future
for right man. Prefer married, community interested type. No hot shots. Send complete
resume and picture to Box 347C, B-T.
Tv continuity writer needed at once. High power
vhf with greatest coverage in state. Excellent
opportunity to become part of fast growing tv
operation. Need person with solid selling copy
ideas. Box 388C, B-T.
Tv floor director-director needed at once by high
power vhf with greatest coverage in state. Need
man with ideas and ability to work floor and do
associated floor duties. Will use this man as
director so director experience essential. OpporB»T. tunity to grow with advancing station. Box 389C,
Kinescope operator thoroughly experienced on
GPL recorder. Excellent opportunity for right
man to make name for self in industry. Top
salary. Metropolitan tv station. State all particulars first letter. Box 446C, B«T.
Wanted: Top qualified personnel for traffic and
continuity. State education, experience, age
references, and the starting salary desired. Box
464C, B«T.

Announcer-newscaster, presently employed. Two
radio onexperience
. . .Desires
news — commercials
—years
DJ-man
the street.
opportunity
with am-tv organization or just tv. Single, vet,
25. Graduate of a broadcast arts school. Capableconfident-sincere. Box 462C, B»T.
Tv announcer. Specialty — kids shows — variety
shows
— top commercial
Have7 years
won
two national
awards; will announcer.
send brochure;
tv. Looking for show. No staff work. $175 week.
Best of references. Available in two weeks. Box
485C, B'T.
Fine fulannouncer,
employed,
position
successvhf. Four years
radio, seeks
tv. Age
30, married,
good education. Box 486C, B«T.
Programming-Production, Others
Versatile, 3 years medium market producer-director, film director. All phases tv production. Desire similar capacity with sound progressive
operation. Single, 30, have MS. Available reasonable notice. Prefer east but consider any offer.
Box 385C, B-T.
Film director, editor, photographer, very reliable,
conscientious, 2 years tv — 7 years photographer
— news and commercial. Family man, free to
relocate. Box 444C, B«T.
Vhf program manager desires California sales
position. Sales, programming, production experience. Top industry references. Available Sept.
Box 468C, B«T.
Tv director, 3 years tv, 5 radio, seeks position
where quality production is foremost consideration. Box 476C, B»T.
Film director, 2J,2 years experience, all phases
of films including editing, supervising, distribution. Radio and tv for six years. Directing background, 32, married. Desire relocation. Box
478C, B^T.
FOR

SALE

Stations
Florida small market $67,000; Alabama daytime,
$55,000; Mississippi local, $38,000. Terms. Paul H.
Chapman, 84 Peachtree, Atlanta.
Free list of good radio and tv station buys now
ready. Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose,
Los Angeles 29, California.
Equipment
Two Ampex model 450 tape reproducers with
automatic reversals. Continuous music on fourteen inch reels. Used only a few hundred hours.
Substantial reduction from original cost. Box
448C, B-T.

FOR SALE — (Cont'd)
For sale — 300 ft. triangular Blaw Knox guyed
tower; good condition; make offer standing;
easily accessible, or knocked down, F.O.B. Du
Bois; tower, guys, lighting. WCED, Du Bois, Pa".
Two RCA TK20 film cameras MI-26020 (modified
preamplified and edge light per RCA), 2 camera
pedestals MI-26050, 2 camera controls MI-26075,
1 multiplexer MI-26318, 1 RCA TS-1A switcher,
1TA-10A mixer amplifier and 1 type 715-B oscil oscope; 8Allen & Olsen four lamp and 9
eight lamp instant start slimline fluorescent fixtures with external ballasts; 2 Kliegl TV464CRG
slimline fixture on roller caster. All the above in
good condition. Full details on request. Charles
Jeffers, WOAI-TV San Antonio, Texas.
Used W.E.
high efficiency
405-B-l
kw transmitter in excellent
condition
with 5 spares.
W.
O'rr
Cozzens,
Intermountain
Network,
146 South
Main St., Salt Lake City 1, Utah.
For sale: 700 feet of RCA wave guide type
WR-1150, complete with terminations and hangers.
Contact A. A. Snowberger, United Broadcasting
Co., Washington, D. C, or phone RE 7-8000.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement
broadcast crystals for Bliley, Western Electric,
RCA holders, Conelrad frequencies crystal regrinding, etc., fastest service. Send for catalog.
Also monitor and frequency measuring service.
Edison Electronic Company, Temple, Texas.
For sale: 28 fm cyrstal control receivers, 102.5
megacycles, used in buses. New spare tubes
and parts for 451 .Al WE 250 watt transmitter
and 506-B2 10 kw fm. 275 foot Blaw Knox tower.
Box 702, Roanoke, Virginia. Telephone 2-3131.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Financially qualified, experienced and successful
station owners want to buy for cash or terms — am
station in one or two station market in Pennsylvania or New Jersey. No brokers, all replies
confidential. Box 430C, B«T.
Equipment, Etc.
Urgently need one complete 900 mc studio transmitter link complete with antennas. Prefer good
used equipment. Box 321C, B-T.
Wanted: Used television equipment for Channel
2, power 2 to 10 kw transmitter, antenna, and
video equipment. Box 452C, B»T.
Wanted to buy: RCA TM6A or 6B master monitor
complee with power supply. Must be in good
condition. Contact Bill Hargan, KSBW-TV,
Salinas, Calif.
Studio console for recording work. Advise contine,ditionIowa.and price. Darrell Dorsey, KWPC, MuscaWanted: Used lighting, rear screen projector,
immediately. Strum, Box 387, Huntington, West
Virginia.
INSTRUCTION

COMMUNICATION

TRANSMITTER

DEVELOPMENT

AND
TV

SYSTEMS

ENGINEERS

Immediate opening in expanding engineering department for men
with manufacturing experience in communication transmitters, or
TV systems engineering. Complete employe benefits. Salary open.
State complete details including RF Spectrum familiarity. If possible include photo. Write Roger M. Veach, Gates Radio Company,
Quincy, Illinois.

Get your FCC first phone license quickly. Intensive, personalized instruction by correspondence or in residence — Washington, D. C, or Hollywood, Calif. For details, write Dept. 1-M,
Grantham School, 737 11th Street N. W., Washington,
D. C, or 5910 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28,
Calif.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television School, Dept. B, 1221 N.W. 21st Street, Portland 9, Oregon.
FCC 1st phone license in 5 to 6 weeks. Bill Ogden,
1150 W. Olive, Burbank, California. See display
ad next week.
Starting — 1st class FCC license groups. Day — 6,
evenings — 10 weeks. Intensive, qualified instruction. Avery-Elkins, 1733 Broadway, New York
City. Plaza 7-1858.

RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted

Situations Wanted

STATION

MANAGER
To Manage Six Radio Stations
Must be aggressive, highly promotional.
Exceptional and most unusual opportunity. Small capital investment required
to show good faith. Write giving complete background and experience to Mr.
J. Lucas, 2 Cedar Drive, Canton, Mass.
Salesman
SALESMAN
Experienced radio salesman wanted immediately with top references. Good
paying situation. Send full details to
Dave Button
Manager
Radio Station KSVP
Artesia, N. M.
Announcers

ANNOUNCERS

AUGUST

Aug.
14-Sept. 3:television
National production
Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters
workshop,
State U. of Iowa, Iowa City.
Aug. 15-18: AIEE Pacific General Meeting, Finlen
Hotel, Butte, Mont.
Aug. 20-21: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Marion, Little Rock.
I NEED EXPERIENCED
J Aug. 20-22: Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, King
and 22Prince
Aug.
: RAB Hotel,
Clinic, St.LosSimon's
Angeles.Island.
Aug.
23:
RAB
Clinic,
San
Francisco.
|
MAN?
I Aug. 24: RAB Clinic, Portland,
Ore.
Aug.
24-26:
West
Coast
Electronics
Manufacturers
? Seasoned veteran with 17 years ex- ^
Assn. and Los Angeles and San Francisco Institute of Radio Engineers sections show and
f perience all phases of commercial ^
convention, San Francisco.
£ broadcasting available. Excellent J Aug.
25: RAB Clinic, Seattle, Wash.
J managerial and sales record. Will- J Aug. 26: RAB Clinic, Boise, Idaho.
f ing to accept combination Manager- \
SEPTEMBER
2-4:
National
*k Program Director position in j Sept.
Missouri, Columbia.Agricultural Tv Clinic, U. of
f smaller station. Best references. f
Sept.
2-4: West
Broadcasters
Greenbrier
Hotel, Virginia
White Sulphur
Springs. Assn.,
1
Box 194C, B«T
j Sept. 6: RAB Clinic, Atlanta.
Sept. 7: RAB Clinic, Charleston, S. C.
Sept. 8: RAB Clinic, Raleigh, N. C.
Sept. 9: RAB Clinic, Norfolk, Va.
Announcers
Sept. 11-13: Seventh
Dist. AFA Convention, Birmingham, Ala.
Sept. 12-14: CBS Radio Affiliates meeting, Detroit.
Sept. 12-16 casters
: National
of Educational
engineeringAssn.
workshop,
MichiganBroadState
TOP SPORTSCASTER
College, East Lansing.
Sept. 15-16:
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1st
den Valley,Michigan
Gaylord. Assn. of Broadcasters, HidSept.
15-16:
Michigan
Hidden Valley, Gaylord.AP Broadcasters Assn.,
Sports Director, 5 kw AM-TV in Southern
capitol. 8 years play-by-play includes
Sept. 18-24: National Radio & Television Week
minor league baseball past 6 seasons at
Sept. 19: RAB Clinic, Tampa, Fla.
Sept. 20: RAB Clinic, Birmingham, Ala.
present station, along with major college
Sept. 21: RAB Clinic, Baton Rouge, La.
football, basketball, boxing (major Bowl
Sept. 22: RAB Clinic, Knoxville, Tenn.
and NCAA tournaments). Current topSept. 23: RAB Clinic, Charleston, W. Va.
rated sports shows on. radio/TV. On-air
Sept. 23-24:
IRETransmission
Professional
on Broadtapes of all events available. Finest refcasting
Systems,Group
Hamilton
Hotel,
Washington.
erences. Accept sound Sports Director's
Sept.
29-Oct.City,
1: Tenth
position or individual play-by-play asOklahoma
Okla. Dist. AFA Convention,
signments.
Box 376C, B«T
NARTB Regional Meetings
Region 4 (Dist. 7, 8, Sept.
Edgewater
Beach Hotel,
Chicago
9, Ky.,111.,
Ohio,
Mich.,
Wis.)Ind., 19-21
FOR SALE
Saranac Inn,
Region 1 (Dist. 1, 2, Sept.
New England States, 21-23 Saranac, N.Y.
N. Y., N. J.)
Hotel,
St. Charles
Equipment
Region 3 (Dist. 5, 6, Sept.
Fla.,
Ga.,
Ala.,
Miss.,
28-30
New Orleans
FOR SALE!
La., Ark.,
Puerto
Rico) Tenn.,
TELEVISION
Roanoke Hotel
Region 2 (Dist. 3, 4, Oct.
Roanoke,
Va.
Pa., Del.,
Md., Va.,
W. 12-14
STUDIO EQUIPMENT
Va.,
D. C,
N. C, S. C.)
Purchased new by us and never in
St. Francis
broadcast use. Will make attractive
Region 8 (Dist. 15, 16, Oct.
Hotel,
San
proposition on entire lot: COST:
Franciso
17,
Wash.,
Ore.,
24-26
Calif.,
Nev.,
Ariz.,
1 G-E Film Camera Channel,
Hawaii, Alaska)
Type PE-5-A
$11,500.00
Broadmoor
Region 7 (Dist. 14, Nov.
1 G-E Studio Camera Channel,
Hotel, Coloradc
Type 4 PE 7 B 1
15,800.00
N.
M.,
Colo.,
Utah,
1-3
1 G-P-L 16 mm Projector
4,700.00
Springs
Wyo.,
Idaho,
Mont.,
Western
S.
D.)
1 G-E Synchronizing Generator 3,150.00
Fort
Des
1 G-E Calibration Monitor ConRegion 5 (Dist. 10, 11, Nov.
Moines Hotel,
sole incl. TM-8-A Monitor _ 2,890.00
1 G-E Program Switching Panel,
Minn.,
D., Iowa,
East- 7-9
ern S. N. D.,
Des Moines
TC-21-A
1,590.00
Neb., Mo.)
1 G-E Electronic Video Mixer,
Baker Hotel,
TV-19-A
1,610.00
Region 6 (Dist. 12, 13, Nov.
2 G-E Power Supplies, TP-12-A,
Dallas
@ $850.00
1,700.00
Kan., Okla., Tex.) 15-17
1 G-E Slide Projector, PF-3-C . 2,750.00
5 G-E Cabinet Racks, PR-l-A,
WANTED TO BUY
@ $195.00
975.00
1 Dumitter
550.00
1 Oricon Pro Camera, complete
with all accessories incl.
Stations
Lens Turret, Tripod and
Case— (Never Used)
2,500.00
Managerial

Managerial

RADIO

UPCOMING

WANTED

Philadelphia's foremost networklocal operation seeks outstandingly
talented on-the-air personnel.
Prove your case by detailing experience, demonstrating performance. If you sell US you'll sign on
for a fixed salary . . . generous commercial fees . . . wide open opportunity in an important radio-TV
market.
Send disc, typewritten resume
and non-returnable photo to: Jack
Steck, Executive Program Director

WFIL-TV
WFIL
46th & Market Streets
PHILADELPHIA 39, PA.
Technical
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
X
WANTED
t
t Transmitter engineer with car +
♦ 50 kw experience preferred ♦
♦
Midwest location
♦

♦
Reply
♦
BOX 447C, B»T
♦
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Telecasting
Broadcasting

$49,715.00
Contact :
Walt Berger
Station KXOA
Sacramento 15, Calif.
Phone WAbash 5-2717

TOWERS
RADIO— TELEVISION
Antennas — Coaxial Cable
Tower Sales & Erecting Co.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.,
Portland 1 1 , Oregon

Unhappy Radio Station Owner
Sick and tired of low or no profits, management and personnel headaches, glibtongue would-be experts who flop? Like
to get out with your REAL investment
back? I will buy your station and get
you off the hook if realistically priced.
Have substantial cash, 20 years of topflight radio know-how and ready to act.
No idle looker — no broker. Level with me
on taking price, terms and honest operating figures and you've got a buyer. If
potential
bad figures
won't scare
me
off butis there,
over-priced
speculation-built
property will. Fully confidential. Box
440C, B'T.
August 15, 1955
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editorials
Time

for Time

Change

BROADCASTERS and the radio-tv audience have always been
inconvenienced during summer months when some parts of the
country go on daylight time and others stay on standard.
This year further complications are to be added because some
areas will stay on daylight through October, a month later than the
return to standard in the past.
The dislocations that will ensue are obvious. Since networks
will adhere to daylight schedules through October, their affiliates
in those areas which have been on daylight but will return to
standard on the traditional last Sunday in September are confronted
with serious rescheduling problems.
For radio affiliates the problem is perhaps less difficult than for
tv. The use of tape recording permits a radio station to record and
reschedule network programs. Hot kinescoping for delayed telecasts
is a more complicated and expensive operation and with some loss
in quality.
But for both radio and tv stations the complete revision of network schedules means complete revision of local schedules as well.
Any way you look it, the time inconsistency is troublesome.
It is a situation about which there has been much grumbling but
little action. Year after year broadcasters have complained about
the need to spend time and money reorientating themselves to summer time problems. Year after year they have done nothing as a
group to try to remedy the situation.
Essentially the daylight vs. standard controversy is a local option
affair. In farming areas the preference is for standard because,
the argument goes, cows won't change their milk production
schedules to fit "fast" time.
We venture, however, that if broadcasters made a united effort
to straighten out the nation's clocks, they would find much public
support, perhaps even in rural districts. The farmer is especially
attentive to radio and tv and hence must feel especially discommoded by the annual summer shuffle on the airways.
At all events, it is worth a try to get the country back on a
uniform time structure in the summer. The try should be made by
broadcasters through their trade association.
THERE is great news out of the Radio Advertising Bureau.
An RAB study shows local radio sales are moving at the
fastest clip in the history of radio advertising. This will come
as no great surprise to most stations, for 82.5% of them, according to RAB, are racking up more local sales now than a
year ago, with some gains ranging up to 190% .
There is a lesson as well as news in RAB's findings. Most
stations credited their local sales gains to improved selling
and promotion. The market that stations are tapping runs a
gamut that would have seemed incredible a few years ago.
It ranges from the old standbys to such diverse local advertisers as utilities, title insurance companies, rug clearners,
banks and food brokers, and, incidentally, finds the newspapers' traditional pet — department stores — in an amazing
third place.
There has been no doubt that radio, the truly mass medium,
goes everywhere to reach and sell people. RAB's findings
make it clear that with vision and aggressiveness radio also
can go anywhere to sell the people who have something to sell.
English (Should Be) Spoken Here
AMERICAN youth today is getting its language pattern from the
people it watches on the nation's tv screens or hears through
radio speakers — and parents aren't overjoyed with the results.
Newscasters and commentators like Edward R. Murrow, lohn
Daly and lohn Cameron Swazey are among the best exponents of
spoken English. It is not to them that the parents object. Nor do
they condemn such dialecticians as Herb Shriner, whose tortured
speech is an inherent part of the act. But when variety show m.c.'s
and others who are not playing character roles repeatedly say "it
don't," "between you and I," "those kinda things" and the like, then
parents do object.
Before the electronic age, the youngsters learned their English
usage from the pages of newspapers which, while written in words
more vigorous and colorful than the language of the school books,
were just as scrupulously edited. Today, this responsibility has in
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Drawn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid His
"A special bulletin from the weather bureau . . . tornado warnings
have just been issued for this area!"
the main passed to the script editors of radio and tv, who too frequently have not accepted it wholeheartedly.
Broadcasters, licensed to operate in the public interest, are frequently warned that their programs must not corrupt children's
morals. The finger-pointers are usually overzealous reformers who
would like to rid the air of all excitement. Parents are usually
more realistic. That's why their concern is the less drastic but more
pertinent problem of what the broadcast media are doing to their
children's speech. They should be improving it.
Conelrad: Modern Paul Revere?
MISGIVINGS about the efficacy of Conelrad, the all-inclusive
radio (am) project designed to warn America of impending
air attack, have been expressed by some of the broadcasters who
voluntarily have invested in equipment to the overall extent of more
than $3 million. This publication voiced concern last June when
Conelrad was ignored, without explanation, in Operation Alert which
saw the simulated evacuation of 60 cities under imaginary atomic
attack and relocation of the seat of government at several points
distant from Washington.
The cooperating government agencies afterward explained that
Conelrad was not included in the Operation Alert exercise because
it would have meant the silencing of all except the some 1,300
Conelrad stations during the test period. But it was apparent also
that these government groups feel that neither the public nor the
nation's broadcasters fully understands the function of Conelrad.
The public to date has never participated in a Conelrad test; all
of them have been in early morning hours.
We would like to suggest that the nation's broadcasters be indoctrinated atthe upcoming series of NARTB area meetings which
begins Sept. 19 in Chicago. A team representing the Continental
Air Defense Command, Civil Defense and the FCC could appear
at each of the sessions and, as a panel, answer any questions in the
minds of the broadcasters. Each session could well be scheduled
on the second day of the three-day meeting — the day devoted to
radio and tv, and at which an FCC commissioner will speak.
By coincidence, National Radio-Television Week is to be observed Sept. 18-24, when the first of the area meetings is kicked off.
The cooperating government agencies favor a daytime Conelrad
test, in which the public can participate — a sort of national radio
fire drill, during which the 1,300 cooperating stations would switch
to 640 and 1240 kc, with all other am, fm and tv stations silenced.
That would be the acid test. A few minutes of time would be lost.
But what a small price to pay for a dry run by the modern Paul
Revere, testing a system that can warn 170 million Americans.
And what a centerpiece for the observance of National RadioTelevision Week.
The time is short. But it can be done. It is in the public interest,
and in the interest of the nation's broadcasters, who have a right
to know whether their Conelrad investment is sound or a dud.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevadai

ENO
CRAMENTO

These four inland radio stations, purchased as a unit, give you
more listeners than any competitive combination of local stations
. . . and at the lowest cost per thousand! (SAMS and SR&D)
In this mountain-isolated market, the Beeline serves an area
with over 2 million people and 3Vi billion in spendable income.
(1955 Consumer Markets)

iUteClodbdUAf
SACRAMENTO,

0/u>a<fcfe*t£*u}

KM) J i
KERNv

Co**f30*"f

CALIFORNIA • Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative

IN OTHER

FOUR

WORDS,

BILLION

In the great Northwest

GENTLEMEN,

DOLLARS
area which

KSTP-TV serves and sells, spendable income is nearly Four Billion Dollars,
retail sales are more than three billion
dollars.*
KSTP-TV has long been the leader in this
rich market which includes over 600,000
television homes.

It is the Northwest's

is a

lot of

dough!

first television station, first with maximum
power and first with color.
The listener-loyalty which KSTP-TV has
won over the years through superior entertainment, talent, showmanship and service
means sales for you! That's why KSTP-TV
is your first buy and your best buy in the
important Northwest market.

*Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May 10, 1955.
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NATIONAL

NBC

Affiliate

Station^
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BROADCAST!

NG

BILLY GRAHAM,
fANGELIST-ADVERTISER
E SPENDS $1 MILLION
N RADIO EVERY YEAR

THIS

ISSUE:

Making

Money

>st-Freexe Tv?

Sam

Counts

lillion Tv Sets
Farmers up to their ears at harvest-time always
keep an ear open to their radio as usual.

Page 30
>unt Moves

Hin!

They're interested in their own local weather
conditions . . . their own local crop-selling conditions ... in short, local news that affects them locally.
Harvest-time for farmers reaps a good
harvest for you, too.

radio-active

:ilm Network
farmers

ic 44

For Spot Radio turns Radio-Active farmers
into active customers for advertisers.
WSB

Atlanta

/Dallas
\Ft.
Worth/1
KOA
WFAA* Denver
Erie
WIKK
WJIM
KPRC*
KARK
KABC

NBC
NBC
ABC

WISN

Milwaukee

CBS

KSTP

NBC
NBC

\St. Paul J
/Minneapolis!
New York
Norfolk
Philadelphia
Richmond
Sacramento
San Antonio
San Diego

NBC

WABC

Houston
Lansing

NBC

Little Rock
Los Angeles

WTAR
WIP
WRNL
KCRA

NBC
ABC
\ABC
/NBC

KFMB

ABC
CBS
MBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
CBS

KGO
KMA

San Francisco ABC
Shenandoah ABC
(Iowa)

KTBS
KVOO
ABC

Shreveport NBC
Tulsa
NBC
Pacific Radio
Regional Network
*Also represented as key
stations of the
TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK

WOAI*

EDWARD
PETRY
&
CO.,
inc.
NEW YORK . CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • DETROIT . ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA

MAN

BITES

WNAO-TV

in

outshines
in audience

mixed

its "V"
share

Why

• WNAO-TV
market

DOG

market

competition

of

top

?

?

programs

?

delivered the lion's share of the market audience (from

survey ordered and paid for by the VHF

• WNAO-TV

commanded

competitor.)*

top audience rating for 9 out of 15 most

popular weekly programs

in the market.

• In the rich 1,000,000 population Raleigh-Durham
vision istelevision regardless of UHF

A "U"

WITH

• WNAO-TV

AN

is proud

IMPRESSIVE

market

"tele-

or VHF".

PROGRAM

ARRAY:

of its

• CBS television programs
erence.

lead in Raleigh-Durham

audience pref-

• WNAO-TV currently telecasts (summer 1955) weekly 41 hours
of CBS programs and delivers the top share of the audience
against all local and outside channels.

IN RALEIGH-DURHAM
SPONSORS
BY ANY
WNAO-TV

WHO

WNAO-TV

WANT

IS THE BEST CIRCULATION

AUDIENCES

SLIDE RULE, AUDIENCE
GIVES

YOU

A MAN

NOT

RATING

OR

SIZE BITE OF

MARKET.

J

ENGINEERING
COST
THE

BUY

FOR

CONTOURS.

PER THOUSAND,
RALEIGH-DURHAM
* Latest Hooperating

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
John
General

H. Bone
Manager

..of

rich,

^|^|t^tai^:^i^a

ilM

te

Michigan

any

NBC
C

BS

ABC
represented by
CHAN
L
PETRY
& NE
CO

Delivering
in

America's

America's

36 th

greatest

Market

trademarks

....
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WJIMTV

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and July by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933. at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

A'S

AMERIC
10«hTV

MARKET

MONTGOMERY
V

MARYLAND

316,000
watts

WG

V

AL-T

LANCASTER,

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

PENNA.

NBC
The

WGAL-TV

912,950

multi-city market

TV sets owned

area

is comprised

by 3Vi million people who

of

have

and
CBS

$5Yz billion to spend each year — America's 10th TV Market.
Chicago

Representatives:
MEEKER
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closed
BIG SURPRISE • NBC-TV is slated
to announce its answer to CBS-TV's highrated $64,000 Question any day. With
Speidel Co. (jewelry) set to sponsor, it
hopes to hit jackpot with Big Surprise,
quiz show whose big reward will be
achievement of winning contestants' "lifelong ambition, regardless^" plus up to
$100,000 in money. Starting date's uncertain, but it'll go into Saturday, 7:30-8
p.m. period on which Swift & Co. let
option expire. Like $64,000 Question,
Big Surprise is production of Louis G.
Cowan Inc. (whose former president of
same name moved to CBS-TV as idea
creator after $64,000 Question jumped
to success). Speidel agency is Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York.
B»T
ABC-TV is priming for battle of quizzes
— and, as in case of NBC-TV and CBSTV (see above), it's Louis G. Cowan
production. Number of changes in format of veteran Stop the Music will be
announced shortly, designed to heighten
its impact with return to ABC-TV Sept.
15 (Thurs., 8:30-9 p.m.). Sponsors of
Stop the- Music are Quality Goods Mfrs.
(Van Heusen shirts and Anson jewelry)
and Necchi Sewing Machine Co., both
through Grey Adv., New York.
B«T
CO-OP TOUCHDOWN • NBC-TV as well
as affiliates stand to come out better financially through decision to make one quarter of its NCAA football telecasts available for local co-op sale in certain areas
(see story page 78). Network already has
acceptances putting it past $60,000 mark
in co-op fees and considers it "certainty"
that, in all, acceptances will be forthcoming from majority of stations to which
co-op portions are available. (None had
rejected as of Friday, and, incidentally,
12 already had sold out all local spots
available to them.) In areas where this
quarter is not available as co-op (NCAA
Districts 3 and 6), Gulf Oil had picked
up tab on 50-plus stations (for $170,000).
B»T
ALL IN ALL, NBC-TV expects its take
from NCAA telecast sales to reach approximately $2,670,000. When all returns are in, it looks for about $350,000
in co-op fees (see above); plus $650,000
apiece from General Cigar, Schick, and
Avco as national sponsors of three quarters, plus $170,000 from Gulf, plus $200,000 from Dow Chemical for post-game
quarter-hour Scoreboard.
B»T
ZENITH'S
PUBLICITY
PAYOFF •
Well informed source estimates that
Comdr. E. F. McDonald's campaign for
subscription television has saved his Zenith
company about $4 million in advertising
during past year. This is premised on
front page stories and features in daily

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

newspapers, trade paper spreads, editorials
and literally dozens of insertions in Congressional Record keeping Zenith name
in forefront. Moreover, Zenith stock has
hit high of 134 and currently is 120%.
B«T
ALL CBS Radio affiliates except WHAS
Louisville to date have accepted new compensation agreement, effective Aug. 25,
whereby single rate would apply throughout broadcast day but with reduction in
affiliates' compensation, according to CBS
sources. High CBS authority asserts that
unless consent is forthcoming, network
will be left no alternative and will seek
new affiliates to cover clear channel WHAS
area, which he admits is tough assignment. If there's no agreement on radio,
network ultimately may be faced with
break on tv affiliation also. WHAS executives contend network isn't justified in
cutting radio compensation and reportedly
told CBS that company had not kept pace.
At deadline, however, negotiations were
still in progress, according to WHAS authorities.
B»T
OFF AGAIN • This time it was St. Louis
for FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee, on his

circuit
force issue soon with leak in dike such
as closed-circuit commercial "stations"
planned by trans-community tv network
(stories pages 9 and 94).
B«T

FRIEDA'S FIRST • Daytime Broadcasters Assn., representing some 200 daytime
stations seeking increased power and uniform hours, has retained former FCC
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock as Washington
counsel. Announcement of this shortly will
be made by Jack Younts, WEEB Southern
Pines, N. C, president. Selection was
made at meeting of DBA board in Chicago
last week attended by Miss Hennock.
B»T
NEW CONCEPT for Conelrad, emergency radio service set up to keep public
informed in event of enemy attack, is
being considered because of atomic developments. Whereas original Conelrad plan
involved silencing of all broadcast stations
in area under attack except those radio
outlets which would operate on 640 and
1240 kc, Civil Defense authorities now
recognize that problem could be national
rather than local or regional. New nuclear
weapons and related "radio-active fallout" danger spreads geographical problem.
New plan now is under active discussion
one-man pilgrimage to find out what's
wrong with uhf, notably in intermixed
among cooperating Federal authorities.
markets. Comr. Lee, who had made two
B»T
visits to "Madison Avenue", spent MonSTEEL REMOTES • Flushed with sucday through Thursday last week in St.
cess of its most ambitious live commercial
Louis touring area in an FCC field divi- remote venture to date (pickups from
sion mobile unit imported from Kansas
111., fairgrounds last week),
City, with crew of inspectors from that Springfield,
office. Unit carried 3,000 pounds of U. S. Steel Corp. is planning others of
similar magnitude. Company has pioneered
audio-video testing, measuring and recordin remote commercials on theory that
ing equipment.
commercials can be done cheaper live than
B«T
by film on its U. S. Steel Hour. It will
WITH LAST obstacle in path of new
originate others with opening of Ohio
Pittsburgh ch. 11 outlet removed by re- Turnpike and celebrated Christmas tree
fusal of U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
setup at Chicago's Marshall Field & Co.
B»T
in Washington to stay FCC's decision,
station, using call WHC (TV), expects to
hit air with full power by Nov. 15. Sta- CHRYSLER CORP., Dodge Div., Detroit, apparently pleased with results of its
tion results from merger of WWSW Inc.
and WJAS application (see story page 84). summer program, Lawrence Welk Show
(ABC-TV, Sat., 9-10 p.m. EDT), is planB»T
to carry program for another 13
TURNABOUT • While trend in Holly- weeks ningafter
completion of current cycle
wood movie circles is for big theatre film
Oct.
1.
Agency
is Grant Adv., Chicago.
firms to get into tv packaging, independent
B»T
tv packagers are eyeing extra dollars in
TWO-WAY STRETCH • If all goes well,
theatre films and every week production
reports show packagers are out to compete
it's understood, Deering, Milliken & Co.'s
with movie majors at their own game.
initial tv outlay for Agilon "stretch" stockGimmick obviously is that if big firms
ings (see story page 37) may get sizable
"stretch" treatment itself. Assuming openwon't release first runs to tv, packagers
will make some and cash in on double
ing-gun campaign in 50-plus markets pays
market.
off, tv appropriation may be increased to
around $1 million or more. Amos Parris
B«T
&
Co., New York, is agency.
TOLL-TV moguls in Hollywood are being
B«T
faced with tough decision of whether to
KDUB-TV
Lubbock,
Tex., will be featured
stick to exclusively FCC fight for air chanin Sept. 3 Saturday Evening Post article,
nels or go to closed-circuit wired systems.
They could do latter now, but it might
"Hometown Tv Makes Good," by Joe Alex
freeze them out at Commission should it Morris. Station, headed by W. D. (Dub)
prove too successful. Bare economics may
Rogers Jr., operates on ch. 13.
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KTHS

buzzes

KTHS

—

into

BEE

(LITTLE

ROCK)

BRANCH,

tooi

Basic CBS in Little Rock — is the only
50,000-watt station in Arkansas. It is heard
and believed by hundreds of thousands of
people throughout the State.

Eee Branch (Ark.) for example, is part of our hive.
True, it only has 141 souls, but there are
hundreds and hundreds of other such communities — some larger, some smaller —
which combine to give KTHS interferencefree daytime coverage of over 3-1/3 MILLION people!
Your Branham man has all the BIG facts on KTHS.
Ask him!

50,000
KTHS
BROADCASTING
LITTLE

ROCK,

CBS

Watts

Radio

FROM

The Station KTHS daytlm* primary (0.5MV/M) area
ha* a population of 1,002,758 people, of whom over
100,000 do not receive primary daytime service from
any other radio station . . . Our interference-free
daytime coverage area has a population of 3,372,433.

ARKANSAS

Represented by The Branham Co.
Under Same Management as KWKH, Shreveport
Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
B. G. Robertson, General Manager
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FLOODS

deadline

SWEEP

NEW
ENGLAND,
MID-ATLANTIC
AREAS
HEAVY rains and flash floods attributed to from Washington to Pocono mountains where
two trains were stranded.
hurricane Diane soaked sections of Eastern
In Boston, Bill Coolige toured city with three
Seaboard last Thursday and inundated many
cameramen shooting film there and in eastern
areas in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York
and New England. All radio and television net- Massachusetts. Network reported that WKNYorks covered storm on their regular news
TV Kingston, N. Y., WLEV-TV Bethlehem,
Pa., and WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia, covered for
hows and aired bulletins on its progress.
network in their respective areas.
Ten inches of rain were dumped over central
Massachusetts. WTAG Worcester kept the area
On NBC Radio, coverage began with netnformed. Phone hookups were operated all
work's morning newscast World News Roundup
when telephone interview with wife of mayor
ver central New England. WTAG-FM went
of
Port
Jervis was broadcast. Other storm news
n air five hours early.
was heard on regularly scheduled broadcasts
KYW Philadelphia was on air at 8:30 Friday
orning to announce what it termed exclusive
and was highlighted with reports from local
report that 450 marooned Scouts had been
NBC affiliates in storm areas. Network spokesevacuated by boats, amphibious vehicles and
man reported that Gabe Pressman, roving reporter, was stranded in four feet of water en
elicopters. Hour later wire stories still reroute to Port Jervis by car and completed trip
orted Scouts marooned. Area kept informed
f overflowed streams and closed roads, and
by rowboat.
water contamination rumor was spiked.
WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia kept full crew
WIP Philadelphia kept parents informed of on job. Photos and detail maps along with
alternate routes into city shown on morning tv
situation at upstate camps. Reports were broadnewscasts.
cast from Scranton and Wilkes-Barre areas.
WOR New York newscasters Jim Yoell and
Regular programming was cut to minimum for
Dick Vigil did a survey of storm areas by
beep circuit reports.
NBC-TV sent camerman Tom Priestley to phone early Friday morning for broadcast on
Port Jervis, N. Y., where he shot aerial films early morning news shows. Information centered mostly on points of commuter interest
of that city, western Massachusetts and Connecticut. Santino Sozio covered same area for such as blocked roads, bus and train schedules,
and flood damage.
etwork on ground. Dave Wegman was sent
Court Dismisses Action
Against Newhouse Interests
MILLION DOLLAR antitrust suit brought by
WNDR Syracuse against Newhouse newspapers
and radio stations in Syracuse (Post-Standard
and Herald /owrW-WSYR-AM-FM-TV) dismissed by Federal Judge Stephen W. Brennan
Friday.
WNDR brought suit to collect treble damages
charging Newhouse newspapers and stations
with unlawful restraint through "package deals
in advertising" and alleged false rumors about
WNDR's financial stability.
In granting summary judgments for dismissal,
Judge Brennan said he did not believe "that an
antitrust action is the vehicle in which the plaintiff may obtain relief because of unfavorable
news items or failure to publish items which the
plaintiff feels are newsworthy."
The judge also said he felt that WNDR was
not in direct competition with the two newspapers.
Kudner Appoints Hatch
APPOINTMENT of Clarence Hatch Jr. as
senior vice president of Kudner Agency, New
York, to be announced today (Monday) by
J. H. S. Ellis, president. Mr. Hatch has been
executive vice president of D. P. Brother & Co.,
Detroit, and previously was with CampbellEwald. He is founder of Detroit Television
Council and served as president in 1952. This
year he was elected chairman of Michigan
Council of American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

CBS Radio Fall Changes
SERIES of fall programming changes for CBS
Radio announced Friday, including news that'
Jack Benny, who has been heard on radio for
23 years in Sunday 7-7:30 p.m. spot, will not
be carried on radio next season but will concentrate on television on CBS-TV. In other
moves, CBS Radio will place show starring
Edgar Bergen in Sunday 7:05-8 p.m. slot starting
Oct. 2; has cancelled Amos V Andy (Sun.,
7:30-8 p.m.) but continues Amos V Andy
Music Hall (Mon.-Fri., 9:30-9:55 p.m.). Bergen show may be sold on CBS Radio's new
"segmentation" plan (see story page 78).
WBZ NEEDS DIESEL
WBZ-AM-TV Boston put off air by
power failure at 10:26 Friday morning
but returned in three minutes with diesel
power. Twenty-seven tv cameramen covered Southern Massachusetts to report
flood damage, with Dick Hand, WBZ-TV
correspondent, chartering plane to get
air shots of Western Massachusetts flood
damage. Stations reported washout and
landslide spots as well as train wreck.
At 6:30 Friday morning Munson state
police barracks asked WBZ radio newsroom to broadcast appeal for Hampton
residents to rescue man stranded in
car. Appeal was heard and boat removed victim. Area was entirely isolated
except for radio, tv and telephones. Just
year ago WBZ-TV tower toppled on station building in hurricane Carol.

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

BAKERY SIGNS • Gordon Baking Co., Detroit, signs to sponsor Kukla, Fran & Ollie, on
WBKB (TV) Chicago, WABC-TV New York,
WXYZ-TV Detroit and WSJV-TV Elkhart, all
ABC-TV stations, Mon.-Fri., 7-7:15 p.m.
Agency: D'Arcy Adv., N. Y.
BEER FILMS • Mel Gold Productions, N. Y.,
has completed two one-minute film commercials for Roger & Porter Adv., Rochester, on
behalf of its client, Genessee Brewing Co.,
Rochester.
AMANA PROJECT • Ruby Tv-Film Productions, N. Y., has signed with Maury Lee &
Marshall Adv., N. Y., to produce 30 tv film
commercials for Amana Products, Amana, Iowa,
alternate sponsors of upcoming Phil Silvers
Show on CBS-TV.
HAMM SPORTS • Theodore Hamm Brewing
Co., St. Paul, Minn., buys Championship Bowling film series and guest interviews on WGNTV Chicago, Sun., 3-4 p.m., for 26 weeks
starting Oct. 9. Agency: Campbell-Mithun,
Minneapolis.
NECCO EXPANDING • Necco Sales Corp.,
Long Island City (candy products), N. Y., will
start spot tv campaign in 40 eastern and midwestern markets in mid-September and running
until end of year in move to expand distribution gradually to Midwest. Business placed
through C. J. LaRoche & Co., N. Y.
SPOTS FOR NYTOL • Block Drug Co., Jersey
City, has instructed its agency, Harry B. Cohen
Adv., N. Y., to line up availabilities for tv spot
campaign on behalf of its Nytol sleeping
powder. Campaign to start early October in
undisclosed number of markets.
PHILLIPS ON 115 • Phillips Petroleum Co.,
Bartlesville, Okla., planning spot radio campaign in 115 midwest markets during September to push its motor oil. Agency is Lambert
& Feasley, N. Y.
CAMELS STORIES • R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co. (Camels) sponsorship of Crusader, dramatic stories, will start on CBS-TV Oct. 7 (Fri.,
9-9:30 p.m. EDT). Agency: William Esty Co.
Delinquency

Report Coming

Subcommittee's
Juvenile
SENATE
long-awaited
specialDelinquency
report on tv programming
as possible factor, in juvenile delinquency will
be released Friday. Report will make halfmajor recommendations, it was underdozen stood,
two of which are for legislation and one
for further research by "public and private
foundations" to determine effects of tv programming on childhood behavior.
Union

Takes

Anti-Toll Stand

BLAST at pay tv ended 53d annual convention of California State AF of L at San Diego
Friday. Resolution said toll tv would impose
economic burden on those least able to afford
it, with average family paying estimated $1,156
yearly for shows now free.
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Closed-Circuit Tv Stations
Planned in 15 Western Areas
PLANS to establish commercial closed-circuit
tv "stations" in some 15 communities in western
v states disclosed to B«T Friday by Irving Kahn,
secretary of Trans-Community Television Network Inc., headquartering in Beverly Hills,
Calif.
Network affiliation agreements already signed
with NBC and DuMont, Mr. Kahn said, and
negotiations in progress with ABC and CBS.
"Stations" in each town would originate
film and local live shows, sell local spots in
addition to national accounts, it was explained.
Programs would be fed to subscribers over wire
lines, similar to community tv systems, it was
said. Plan is similar to project inaugurated
by Potomac Valley Television Co. in Cumberland, Md. (see story, page 94).
Installations underway in Douglas, Ariz., and
Bishop, Calif., Mr. Kahn said, and company
hopes to have six communities wired and operating in two months. Equipment will be
RCA, he said. Demonstrations for city councils
have been underway using mobile unit.
Firm plans full network rates and local rates,
Mr. Kahn said. Home installation charge will
vary, but would be about $100 for installation
and $3 to $5 monthly for service, he predicted.
Lloyd C. Strite, Los Angeles businessman, is
chairman; Jerome L. Doff, attorney, president;
Alan Lane, advertising agency, vice president.
Mr. Kahn is associated with Mr. Lane.
Several Station

Sales

Go Up for FCC Approval
APPLICATIONS for FCC approval of sales
involving more than $500,000 filed with Commission Friday, including WUSN Charleston,
S. C. (see below).
Largest sale involved that of WBLK-AM-TV
Clarksburg and WPAR-AM-FM Parkersburg,
both W. Va., by News Publishing Co. (Ohio
Valley Broadcasting Co.) to WSTV Inc. for
$370,000 [B»T, Aug. 8]. Principals of WSTV
Inc. (WSTV-AM-FM-TV Steubenville, Ohio)
are Jack N. Berkman and John J. Laux.
News Publishing owns 30% of WTRF-TV
Wheeling and publishes Wheeling Intelligencer
and News-Register and other papers.
Aaron B. Robinson, who has interests in
seven ams and one tv, is selling WDXL Lexington, Tenn., for $58,850 to nine principals who
each will own 11.1%. Among buyers are Neal
B. Bunn, secretary-treasurer, who has been
WDXL general manager, and Ben Enochs, chief
engineer. Mr. Robinson also owns WCMA
Corinth, Miss.; WDXE Lawrenceburg, Tenn.;
WDXN Clarksville, Tenn. (sole owner);
WENK Union City, Tenn., and WTPR Paris,
Tenn.
In Humboldt, Tenn., 50% of WIRJ is being
sold for $30,000 by Miss Marion Warmath to
J. Frank Warmath, who now will be sole owner.
Miss Warmath and Mr. Warmath are distant
cousins.
WUSN Charleston, S.C., Sold
WUSN Charleston, S. C, sold to Sol Panitz,
advertising agency executive in Washington,
D. C, and Barry Winton, a former New York
City orchestra leader, tv film representative
Broadcasting • Telecasting

deadline

WGN-TV MOVES UP
NEW 73-ft. antenna for WGN-TV Chicago welded into place Friday atop city's
hew Prudential Bldg., looking toward
improved reception and greater power
from new $300,000 50 kw transmitter, to
be installed in October. Antenna is 304
ft. higher than present one atop Tribune
Tower, extending 914 feet above ground
level. Structure built to withstand gales
up to 135 miles an hour according to
Carl Meyers, director of engineering of
WGN Inc. Transmitter expected to be in
operation on 40th floor by Thanksgiving
Day. .
with headquarters in Richmond, Va. Transaction handled through Blackburn-Hamilton Co.
Sale price was $110,000.
Buyers are trading as Low Country Broadcasting Co. Management of the station will be
under the supervision of Mr. Panitz. J. Drayton Hastie, president-general manager of
WUSN, said his organization will continue to
operate WUSN-TV. Messrs. Hastie and Grange
S. Cuthbert are members of board of purchasing group.
WUSN is a 250-watt MBS affiliate, on 1450
kc.
WXEX-TV Petersburg Denies
Misrepresenting Location
WXEX-TV Petersburg, Va., Friday denied
charges it is misrepresenting itself as Richmond
station as alleged by WTVR (TV) Richmond
[B«T, Aug. 15]. WXEX-TV told FCC that
throughout comparative hearing it represented
that it would serve not only Petersburg, but
northern sector of service area including Richmond. The Petersburg station said WTVR's
petition is "in reality a plea ... to perpetuate
and sustain WTVR monopoly in Richmond."
In reply to other charges, WXEX-TV said
Irving Abeloff, vice president and general manager, has resided in Petersburg since September
1953, and not in Richmond. Further, WXEXTV said, it maintains business-sales staff in Richmond, headquartered at WLEE — which owns
43% of WXEX-TV. For this reason, phone is
answered, "WLEE, WXEX-TV," station said.
WXEX-TV (ch. 8) began commercial programming affiliated with NBC Aug. 15. WTVR
(ch. 6) is affiliated with CBS and ABC.
UPCOMING
Aug. 23: Assn. for Education in Journalism national convention, Boulder,
Colo.
Aug. 24-26: West Coast Electronics
Mfrs. Assn. and Los Angeles and San
Francisco IRE sections show and convention, San Francisco.
Aug. 25: NARTB Fm Committee, Palmer
House, Chicago.
Aug. 27: New Mexico Broadcasters
Assn., Alvarado Hotel, Albuquerque.
For other Upcomings see page 702

JERRY MOLFESE, head timebuyer for ExLax Inc. and Tangee Co. at Warwick & Legler,
N. Y., has resigned to join H-R Television as
account executive. DON HELLER, assistant
timebuyer at W&L, will succeed Mr. Molfese
as timebuyer.
JOHN A. PIEPER, WILY Pittsburgh account
executive, appointed sales manager by Ernie
Tannen, vice president - general manager.
ERNEST E. BERGER, recently of KQV Pittsburgh, joins WILY sales staff.
CHARLES F. GOETLING appointed national
sales manager for cheese products, Kraft Foods
Co., succeeding CHESTER GREEN, who becomes general sales manager of company.
Columbia

Cuts Color Price;

Raytheon Offers New Models
CBS-COLUMBIA is announcing today (Mon.)
slash in retail price of nearly 28% on its console color tv set using CBS-Hytron "205" picture tube, which with its 205 sq. in. viewing
area is equivalent to monochrome 21 -in. tube.
Tv and radio receiver division of CBS says
move is to "help stimulate interest in color
television and to assist in building audience
for the ambitious color programming schedule
projected for this fall." Color console, model
205C2, formerly retailed at $1,100. New price
will be $795.
Raytheon Mfg. Co. introduced color tv 21inch model that will retail from $795 to $895,
designed for mass production. Raytheon also
displayed portable radio, priced at $89.95, using
small "A" pack battery for about 2,500 hours of
playing time. Portable was seen by Henry
F. Argento, vice president and general manager,
as new concept in radio which will "obsolete
plug-in radio as we have known it for 28 years."
CBS-Columbia also revealed full line of new
black-and-white receivers, featuring 21 -inch and
24-inch models and with suggested list prices
covering $169.95 to $299.95 range.
NBC Leases N. Y. Theatre
LEASING of Ziegfeld Theatre in New York
from Billy Rose for use as color and black-andwhite tv studio to be announced shortly by NBCTV. Network expects to start remodeling in
October and have theatre ready for color originations starting fall 1956.
Seattle Tv Permit Deleted
PERMIT for ch. 20 KCTL (TV) Seattle deleted Friday by FCC. Station, licensed to
Seattle Construction Co., was dropped for lack
of prosecution and is second tv in week deleted
(story, page 82). Grant was first made April
7, 1954, and expired last June 7. Number of
tv deletions now 149, 119 uhf.
Cobb Heads Am Committee
MEMBERSHIP of new NARTB Am Radio
Committee announced Friday by President
Harold E. Fellows. Grover C. Cobb, KVGB
Great Bend, Kan., named chairman. Other
members are:
George Cory, KUBC Montrose, Colo.; William Doerr Jr., WEBR Buffalo; Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP Philadelphia; Lester L. Gould,
WJNC Jacksonville, N. C; Cecil B. Hoskins,
WWNC Asheville, N. C.; James L. Howe,
WIRA Fort Pierce, Fla.; Richard O. Lewis,
KTAR Phoenix; Lester W. Lindow, WFDF
Flint, Mich.; Todd Storz, KOWH Omaha;
Owen F. Uridge, WQAM Miami; Jack S.
Younts, WEEB Southern Pines, N. C.
Network representatives: Charles T. Ayres,
ABC; Charles R. Denny, NBC; Arthur Hull
Hayes, CBS; Earl M. Johnson, MBS.
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THE MONEY

in brief

IN POST-FREEZE TV

Official FCC report shows the profit
goes to vhf stations and v's and u's
that have CBS-TV or NBC-TV network affiliations
27
32 MILLION TV HOMES

WILL NBC RADIO EXPAND 'MONITOR'?
Network's affiliates will consider question at mass meeting next month.
NBC will propose extension of new
program-sales format to weekdays . 76
CO-OP ON FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

That's how many the U. S. Census
counts. It's a springboard figure
from which more detailed reports can
be prepared
30
BUT 39.5 MILLION SETS ARE OUT
That's how many U. S. manufacturers
have sent to distributors since 1946
when post-war production started 30
IS YOUR TV SPOT LISTENABLE?
It has to be to sell women in the television audience. Many housewives
listen to tv but don't watch it, survey
shows . ".
35
WATCH

Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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H.Secretary
H. Tash
B. T. Taishoff
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PARAMOUNT

NBC-TV will offer one-fourth sponsorship ofcollege football tv for local
sale by stations
78
EX-BROADCASTER

Onetime CBS and DuMont executive
joins score of other witnesses who refuse to answer House committee questions on communist affiliations . . .80
WHAT'S TO BECOME

FILMERS BACK IN PRODUCTION
Screen Actors Guild members report
to work after 12-day strike which won
extra re-run payments
50

OF ED LAMB?

FCC Broadcast Bureau says his license should be jerked. His counsel
claims hearings record fails to support
charges of Red ties
81
TV WOOS

Old Warner lot in Hollyood is being
rebuilt as site for new tv network and
film production projects
44

WON'T TESTIFY

THE LAWYERS

American Bar Assn. will receive appeal to give tv equal access to courtroom coverage
82
BIG BLOWS COVERED BY RADIO-TV
Broadcasters give better - than - ever
warnings and reports as Connie and
Diane hit eastern seaboard
88

A PRAYER PUT HIM ON THE AIR
NEW GIMMICK FOR COMMUNITY
Billy Graham's own story of how he
uses radio advertising to sell religion.
An exclusive B»T interview 59

TV

A Maryland system proposes to originate programs and sell advertising 94

departments
Advertisers & Agencies 30
At Deadline
7
Awards
98
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5
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40
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Film
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For the Record 102
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ADVENTURES
OF
DR.

FU

THE

STORIES

MANCHU

THE

Adventure! Mystery! Intrigue!
26V2 minutes each

OF

CENTURY

Outstanding Entertainment! • ALL STAR CAST
39 Subjects • 26V2 minutes each

Now in Production!
REX

ALLEN
in
FRONTIER
DOCTOR
26V2 minutes each

W

HOLLYWOOD
NOW

TELEVISION

IN RELEASE:

237

SERVICE,
QUALITY

■

^

Inc. is STILL
FEATURES

★

FIRST
93

in the Televisi

TOP

WESTERNS

Here's the sensational

NEW

5

WAYNE!

starring

JOHN

EMERALD

GROUP!

THREE FACES WEST starring John Wayne with Charles Coburn, Sigrid Gurie
WHEEL OF FORTUNE starring John Wayne with Frances Dee, Ward Bond
LADY FOR A NIGHT starring John Wayne with Joan Blondell, Ray Middleton
LADY FROM LOUISIANA starring John Wayne with Dorothy Dandridge
IN OLD CALIFORNIA starring John Wayne with Binnie Barnes, Patsy Kelly
and
WYOMING starring Vera Ralston, John Carroll
EARL CARROLL'S VANITIES Dennis O'Keefe, Eve Arden, Pinky Lee
THAT'S MY MAN, Don Ameche, Catherine McLeod
ROMANCE AND RHYTHM, Kenny Baker, Frances Langford, Ann Miller
I, JANE DOE, Vera Ralston, John Carroll, Ruth Hussey
THE FLAME, Vera Ralston, John Carroll, Broderick Crawford
HIGH AND HAPPY, Eddie Albert, William Frawley, Bill Goodwin
LAKE PLACID SERENADE, Vera Ralston, Harry Owens & Orch.

and other NEW

TOP

DIAMOND

now available at HOLLYWOOD

Id to serve

I ADVENTURE

and HILLBILLY

TELEVISION SERVICE, Inc. Branches

Quality Pictures, DIRECTLY,

SHOWS

GROUPS

PROMPTLY

and EFFICIENTLY!

(26'/j min. ea. ) A« outstanding selection of Drama, Mystery, Action!

or,h Hollywood, Calif. Telephone: SUnset 3-8807

IN REVIEW

Add

-fte tximl

CLASS A One Minute -or
20s. ann'nc'm'nts, R.O.S.

Newspaper

Ads
C04tf

2700
Direct Mail Pieces
*t& extna

co4tf

Taxiposters (1 Month)
C04tf

IN-STORE
and LOBBY
DISPLAYS
* * * &t

STATION of
Central New England

THE

WWOR-TV
channel 14 Worcester, Mass.
REPRESENTED BY
Paul H. Raymer Co.
ABC
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THE MAN

FROM

THE SOUTH

NBC stuck its neck out a week ago yesterday
and put on a little gem of the bizarre. It had
people talking all week.
The talk has been of two kinds — glee that tv
has grown up to the point where it can put on
a macabre, off-beat play that had a real shocker
as its climax, and quizzical unease by the more
pragmatic whose attitude was summed up by one
viewer with a shocked, "What is this?"
The play, on Cameo Theatre, was Raold
Dahl's "The Man From the South," a twisted
fantasy which first appeared in The New Yorker
magazine. It is about a bet between an American and a European on whether the American's
cigarette lighter will work 10 times in a row.
The stakes: the American's little finger vs.
the European's Cadillac.
This was a talk kind of play — not much action— and it was obvious it was going to be
strange from the opening shot showing the
American and his wife at the green baize of a
roulette table with the European, through a
blaze of cigarette smoke, ominous in the background. The rest of the production was — almost— on the same plane.
Actually, and in truth, the story was a little
thin for tv. As an example of the grotesque,
we can see how it would lend itself to quiet
cheers from New Yorker stalwarts. But as tv,
the story's very queerness was its undoing. It
seems to us that radio did, and still does, this
sort of thing much better.
That NBC realized it had a fragile piece of
story-telling on its hands was obvious when it
lured Charles Addams, New Yorker cartoonist
of the vampire, bats, spider webs, haunted
house fame, as narrator. Actually, Mr. Addams, asoft-spoken and common-place looking
flesh and blood creature (no ghoul, he), served
only to introduce the play and incidentally (or
maybe not so incidentally) show some of his
cartoons. It was an attempt to set the scene,
engender
come
off. the mood, but, again, it didn't quite
Undoubtedly the one whose portrayal came
off best was that of the veteran stage and screen
actor Joseph Schildkraut as the man from the
south (of France). Perhaps it was his European accent, perhaps it was his makeup (angular facial contours, staring eyes), but he seemed
to be the only member of the five-man cast who
had the feel of the play.
The climax certainly brought this viewer out
of his seat. It showed the wife of the European proclaiming that she had finally bested
him in his madness for betting his cars against
others' fingers and then reaching with an almost fingerless hand for the car keys. But,
again, you never can tell about people; one
viewer disgustedly termed it in the most
"wretched taste" he had ever witnessed.
He probably isn't a devotee of Edgar Allen
Poe, Guy deMaupassant or O. Henry. For
those who are, the Aug. 14 experiment must
have been a real joy.
Production costs: Approximately $16,000.
Broadcast Aug. 14 as program of the Cameo
Theatre series, NBC-TV, Sun., 10-10:30 p.m.,
alternately sponsored by Procter & Gamble
Co. through Biow-Beirn-Toigo and International Cellucotton Products through Foote,
Cone & Belding.
Cast: Charles Addams, narrator; Joseph Schildkraut, as the Man From the South.
Writer: Raold Dahl; producer-director: Albert
McCleery; associate director: Jules Seidman;
script editors: Ethel Frank, Peter Kortner;
technical director: Harold Piatt; set designer:
Spencer Davies; lighting: Boris Isaacson.

THE CATHOLIC

HOUR

RELIGIOUS programming, on the whole, has
no great reputation to maintain. Few people
turn to it for entertainment, although a great
many do for inspiration.
Whatever the reputation, a new sheen is being
added to it with the current series being presented on the Catholic Hour. It features the
works of contemporary Catholic authors in halfhour dramatizations. The first two of the four
Sunday afternoon programs on NBC-TV offer
a yardstick to others who would put across their
religious point via tv.
The opener — "Hint of an Explanation" — was
an intriguing tale of a boy and temptation. It
was done in flashbacks, the boy now grown into
a man telling the story to a fellow passenger
on a train. It told how the boy nearly succumbed to the temptation offer of a magnificent,
for the time, toy electric train if he would steal
a consecrated communion wafer for the town's
freethinker. He resists successfully, and at the
end it is revealed that the boy has gone on to
become a priest.
It was beautifully done. The story was good
— Graham Greene is no slacker as an author.
It was fairly simple, didn't require elaborate
production and wasn't accorded any. It came
through on the strength of the story, the direction and acting.
Unfortunately, the second offering — "Stage
of Fools" — fell short of the mark set by the
first. It was from Charles Brady's novel of the
same name, and dealt with the ideological
struggle between Henry VIII and the philosopher and statesman Thomas More, later to be
made a saint. The issue here was bigger, involving politics as well as morals. The production again was simply done, but the idea
didn't get through.
A virtue of both programs, and presumably
of the whole series, is that there is no involved
pitch for the church or any arm thereof. At
the beginning it says merely that this is the
Catholic Hour. The story begins and continues
straight through without interruption. At the
close there is notice of the sponsor, and an address if the viewer wants further information.
The viewer gets an entertaining drama, an idea
he can accept or dismiss, and no haranguing.
Production costs: Approximately $7,500.
Broadcast on NBC-TV, Sundays, 3-3:30 p.m.
EDT.
Aug. 7
Cast: traveling companion, John Stanley; narrator: Francis Bethencourt; Blacker: Basil
Howes; David: Robin Michael.
Produced in cooperation with National Council
of Catholic Men.
Producer for Council: Richard J. Walsh; producer for NBC: Doris Ann; director: Martin
Hoade: script adapted by: Anthony J. Palmerio, taken from story written by Graham
Greene.
Aug. 14
Cast: Fool: Dennis Patrick; Thomas More:
John Stanley; Cromwell: Ronald Long; Lord
Audley: James Millhollan; Ann Bolyn: Iola
Lynn in cooperation with National Council
Produced
of Catholic Men
Producer for council: Richard J. Walsh; producer for NBC: Doris Ann; director: Martin
Hoade; script adapted by: Anthony J. Palmerio,of taken
Stage
Fools from Charles Brady's novel
Broadcasting
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OPEN MIKE

now

tied together!

to better serve YOU

Oft- Heard Phrase
EDITOR:
Three cheers for your editorial, "Jimmy Isn't
Harping Any More" [B»T, Aug. 8].
Mr. Petrillo's "free ride" on network shows
has long been a point of protest with us. Your
editorial failed to mention transcribed public
service programs, however, and I submit that
even we independents can't escape the long arm
of union free-loading. Some transcribed public
service shows, particularly Here's to Veterans,
contain that oft-heard phrase, ". . . through the
cooperation of the American Federation of
Musicians, James C. Petrillo, president."
I have even considered cancelling all programs giving such undue credit, but have hesitated to deprive worthwhile public service
agencies of free air time. So I have left them
in our schedule, muttering all the while that
somebody
done
it . . .ought to do something. You've
Jerry S. Hughes, Prog. Dir.
KMLW Martin, Tex.
. . . Is Well Deserved
EDITOR:
In regard to your editorial, allow me to put
in an unsolicited word for the American Federation of Musicians.
For a long time we have gladly and voluntarily given them credit for the many live music
broadcasts on WGMS. The reason is, contrary to the facts supposed in your editorial,
that the AF of M — and in our case its Local
161 — have been most generous in allowing remote pickups for sustaining broadcasts without
payment of extra fees.
The policy of Mr. Petrillo in this respect has
been to encourage the growth of good music
for cultural purposes . . . Here in Washington,
and for hundreds of miles around, school children are able to hear the student concerts of
the National Symphony Orchestra in their
classrooms due to the broadcasts which the
orchestra, WGMS and the union provide free
of charge. The WGMS contribution, while a
proud one, is small compared to that of the
musicians . . .
We do not begrudge the musicians' union its
credit line. As a matter of fact, to paraphrase
your final sentence, the listening public never
had it so good.
M. Robert Rogers, Pres.
WGMS Washington, D. C.
When Not to Broadcast
EDITOR:
Happy to see Chicago radio and television
stations have adopted a policy on handling

racial disturbance news [B«T, Aug. 1]. WTMJ,
WTMJ-TV news department long has had policy
of not broadcasting news of racial or other disturbances ("Teen-age gangs") while in progress. In fact, this policy later was written into
stations' revised manual of practice dated January 1953.
Jack Krueger, News Editor
WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee, Wis.
Radio's Resurgence
EDITOR:
I've read my Aug. 8 issue of B*T and for
the third time turned back to pages 10B and C.
Not only is B*T to be complimented for
devoting a special issue to Radio's Resurgence,
but may I nominate the guy who wrote the
copy of this ad for top honors of the year.
It crackles.
Carl Haverlin, Pres.
Broadcast Music Inc., N. Y.
EDITOR:
Just a note to tell you that I think your ad
in B»T of Aug. 8 on radio is the best thing
we've come across in many moons. I was so
impressed with this that I read it at our staff
meeting Monday morning and we are making
some radio promotion spots out of it. . . .
Walter J. Brown, Pres.
WSPA Spartanburg, S. C.
Doorbell Ringing
EDITOR:
Many thanks for that excellent article on
Bache & Co.'s radio activities [B*T, Aug. 8].
Not only were Mr. Harold L. Bache and the
other partners delighted to see it— but every
spot salesman in the country is ringing my
doorbell. . .
Henry Gellermann, Dir.,
Advertising and Public Relations
Bache & Co., New York
American Airlines Radio — 1932
EDITOR:
The American Airlines story [B»T, Aug. 11],
was well done and most interesting, especially
to me, because I wrote the first radio advertising in 1932 that American Airlines ever presented. This show originated at KTAT Fort
Worth and went out weekly over the Southwest
Broadcasting Co.'s 12 stations (see cut).
Insofar as I know, this was the first radio
advertising by any airline ... I was publicitycontinuity director for SBC from '32-'34.
Bert Haling, Pub. Rel.-Adv. Dir.
Great National Life Insurance Co.
Dallas, Texas

155 Montgomery Street 452 Rio Grande National Blag.
San Francisco, California Dallas, Texas
YUKon 2-5701
Randolph 5149
380 Madison Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.
Oxford 7-3120

35 E. Wacker Drive
Chicago 1 , Illinois
RAndolph 6-6431

-6253 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood 28, California.
Hollywood 2-6453

101 Marietta
Atlanta, Street
GeorgiaBuilding
Cypress 7797

520 Lovett Boulevard
Room No. 1 D
Houston, Texas
Justin 1601
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American Airlines Radio Programming, Vintage 1932
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'We ought to Know . . . ours have
been lowered on the nicest people.
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Louisville
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Programming

pays

off!

"GOOD LIVING"
10:00 — 10:30 A. M.
Monday through Friday
(Market's only live daily
homemalcer programj

Are

you

participating?

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
NEIL CLINE, Station Mgr.
Represented Nationally by Harrington,
Righter & Parsons,
New York, Chicago, San Francisco
Associated with The Courier-Journal
& The Louisville Times

Your Sales Message Deserves
The Impact of Programming of Character

BASIC CBS-TV Network
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NEW

one

the

PROOF.

radio

Great

.

.

station

Lakes

You'll start to find out about WJR's amazing
sales power the minute you put your nose in the
revolutionary new report on radio listenership
made by Alfred Politz Research, Inc.
Here's a really new method of audience study
— qualitative as well as quantitative. It proves
that radio stations, like printed media, have circulations— regular, faithful listeners.
Based on an extremely large sample (1,873
interviews) checked around the clock, Politz
found that in the Great Lakes market WJR is the
constant companion of more people than any
other radio station.
In fact, in an average day, 41.4% of all adults
specify that WJR is their radio station.
That's even more meaningful when you realize
that in the parts of four states surveyed by
Politz there are 196 other radio stations fighting
for listeners.
Politz asked what kind of programs listeners
preferred, and what station they chose for their
favorite program.
Read this: for comedy, 52% prefer WJR; 47%

dominates

area

prefer WJR for drama; for the news, 42% choose
WJR; for music (and some other stations are
nothing but) 24% choose WJR; 38% prefer the
sports news via WJR; and 37% of farm listeners
prefer WJR market reports.
Politz didn't stop there. His researchers found
that people regard one station as best for "reliability and completeness," for "handling of advertising," "types of programs," for "helpfulness," and in "public spirit." Again, WJR.
That isn't all. The real payoff in station preference and trust came in answer to a question
asking what people would do in case of a war
rumor. More than 50% said they'd turn on the
radio. And 25% of the total said they'd turn on
WJR.
Even that isn't all. The whole report is must
reading for anyone concerned with advertising
and selling.
For your free copy either write directly to
WJR, Detroit 2, Michigan, or your local Henry I.
Christal man.

The Great Voice of the Great Lakes
WJR
Detroit
50,000 Watts CBS Radio Network

wait! Ask
todaywhofor have
your something
free copy. toThis
offerDon't
is limited
to those
sell
in Detroit and the Great Lakes area.

our

respects

to JOSEPH JOHN HARTIGAN

Marchin' through what? Not the
traditional cotton fields, because
most of them have given way to
modern diversified farming, with
a tremendous dairy and cattle business building too. And there's a
great industrial section here.
Right here in the Macon area
alone, there are 175 manufacturing plants employing more than
38,000 persons, providing a livelihood for more than 147,000 citizens. Those citizens, and most of
the business people, and the lucky
ones who toil not, have plenty of
spendin' money these days, because business is really good. They
have lots of spare time, which
many of them spend watching
WMAZ-TV.
How many? Just about everybody with a television set (some
96,000) in Middle Georgia is watching WMAZ-TV these days. Take a
look at our last Pulse and you'll see
what we mean. All the top fifteen
once a week shows, and the top
ten multi-weekly shows on Channel 13. And we've added some
mighty good ones from CBS, ABC
and NBC since that survey was
made. So folks are probably watching us more than ever now.
So you'd better latch onto the
bandwagon and get your share of
that spendin' money. Avery-Knodel
will give you the word about
WMAZ-TV.

&

SOUTHEASTERN
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
MACON,
Page 20
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FOR 30 YEARS Joseph John Hartigan has
been imprinting his name indelibly on advertising rolls as one of its top media men.
Today he is senior vice president, media director and executive committee member of
Campbell-Ewald Co., an advertising agency
with estimated gross broadcast billings in excess
of $10 million a year — and one of the few last
year to record an increase in radio revenue.
"Service, performance and distribution of
the sponsor's dollar for maximum effectiveness"
have long been Mr. Hartigan's prime requisites
for a radio or tv program. His credo recalls
the days when he placed Musical Moments on
some 600 radio outlets throughout the country
for Chevrolet.
Authorities will tell you that Mr. Hartigan
"recognized radio" early in his advertising life.
Perhaps the best recent example of his belief
in the aural medium was the placement for
Chevrolet Div. of General Motors Corp. of a
bevy of weekend five-minute newscasts on CBS
Radio. (Chevrolet also sponsors Dinah Shore
on NBC-TV and other shows.)
Among other accounts for which he places
radio and television are Goebel beer, Delco
batteries (a GM product), United Motors
Service, Rheem Mfg. Co., Flagg Bros, shoes
and GM Acceptance Corp. Chevrolet (which
earmarked $8 million for radio-tv alone the
past year) is the "big one," of course.
The story of Mr. Hartigan's 39-year-old advertising career — one that bridges motor cars,
accessories, steamboat cruises, adding machines,
tires, golf balls, shoes, banking, steel and other
products — had its beginning in Chicago amid
humble circumstances.
A Chicagoan by birth (April 27, 1899), Joseph John Hartigan was the 13th of 14 children. When their father (John J.) died, the
10 Hartigan boys all pounded newspaper beats,
passing along the chores progressively to their
younger brothers as they took full-time employment. Despite struggle and toil, young
Joseph and seven brothers, along with sister
Mary, managed to organize a baseball team
(The Hartigan Tigers) and played various
amateur teams. The Hartigan club was probably the scourge of any local neighborhood it
happened to be playing in at the moment, Mr.
Hartigan recalls.
He graduated from Mark Sheridan grammar
school in 1912 and St. James High School in
1915. The educational gamut was a slow
process, with young Hartigan studying on street

cars enroute to his various jobs. While in
school,
worked indepartment
the Chicago
classifiedheadvertising
and Tribune's
doubled
as a "leg" man for editorial from 1910 to 1918,
still managing to complete a four-year high
school course in three years.
When one of Mr. Hartigan's brothers formed
City Circulation Co.. a magazine distributing
firm, the youth joined him. After high school
he still worked nights for the Tribune and days
as space buyer for Critchfield Adv. Agency.
Mr. Hartigan joined Campbell-Ewald Co. in
1925 as media director and has been there ever
since. He was promoted to vice president on
March
1950. 3, 1931, and to senior vice president in
Aside from promotions and prestige, the years
have brought Mr. Hartigan a number of honors
and "firsts." Among the latter: he telephotoed
the first newspaper advertisement — Detroit-Los
Angeles; placed the largest single individual
order ever given Curtis Pub. Co. and largest
pact with a newspaper chain. And a network
executive credits him with placing "the largest
single tv contract up to date — for one year."
Mr. Hartigan seems to have bridged his liking for Chicago with a rich allegiance for Detroit, where he has been active in various civic,
philanthropic and advertising functions (Heart
Fund, Red Cross, Community Fund and bond
drives). He is former director of Advertising
Federation of America (1936-38) and ex-president of the Detroit Adcraft Club.
At present Mr. Hartigan is prominent in the
American Assn. of Adv. Agencies (as chairman of the Outdoor and Transportation Committee and ex-officio member of media relations committee). He was AAAA secretary
in 1942. He also is director and member of
the National Outdoor Adv. Bureau's executive
group and director of the Traffic Audit Bureau.
Mr. Hartigan married the former Helen
(Bunny) Regner. They have two sons (Joseph
John Jr., 28, and John Theodore, 24, and a
daughter, Lucille Therese, 21. They maintain a
log cabin in Oscoda, Mich. He likes fishing and
baseball and is a member of the Detroit Athletic
Club, The Players and the Detroit Golf Club.
In baseball Mr. Hartigan has only one allegiance,
according for
to his
— "a consuming
admiration
the colleagues
Chicago White
Sox
which carries on to the present day in spite of
their ups and downs in the American League
standings."Broadcasting
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WOODland-TV

is

big

territory!

The toughest fighters — trout, bass, salmon, tarpon — meet their match in Shakespeare's
resilient, glass fiber Wonderod. it's tough, light, rugged; designed to bring in the big onesl

Wherever
Shakespeare

the

fish

tackle

—

are
from

biting,

you'll

WOODland,

find
U.S.A.

"Shakespeare" is a name dear to the hearts of fishermen — from Alaska to the,
Caribbean. And the Shakespeare Company, manufacturers of tackle for both
fresh and salt water use, is one of the largest in the industry.
Companies like Shakespeare give Western Michigan industry the kind of diversification that makes for sound prosperity. Many world leaders are located here
... in Kalamazoo, Battle Creek, Muskegon, Lansing . . . and in the primary
trading center of Grand Rapids. This rich area is served by WOOD-TV — •
which has the 20th highest set coverage in the country. For top sales results,
schedule WOOD-TV,

Grand Rapids' only television station!

WOODland
CENTER
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

WOOD-TV
GRANDWOOD BROADCASTING COMPANY • NBC. BASIC; ABC. SUPPLEMENTARY • ASSOCIATED WITH
WFBM-AM AND TV. INDIANAPOLIS. IND.; WFDF, FLINT. MICH.; WTCN-AM AND TV.. MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.;
WOOD-AM. WOOD-TV. REPRESENTED BY KATZ AGENCY
Broadcasting
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LEE CURRLIN
T-TV

BETTER TAKE A CLOSE LOOK
YOU OUGHT

on
SOUTH

BEND, IND.

AT THIS PICTURE. WE THINK

TO BE IN IT AND HERE'S WHY

...

WSBT-TV DOMINATES THE
SOUTH BEND MARKET
No other station, I UK or \ UK, whose signal reaches the South Bend
Market, even comes close to WSBT-TV in share-of-audience. South
Bend is a fringe area for Chicago and Kalamazoo TV stations. To
illustrate: After WSBT-TV began carrying the Ed Sullivan Show, this
program's South Bend audience increased over 300%! Further proof:
When WSBT-TV went on the air, set ownership in South Bend jumped
from 29% to 80%! (Hooper, Nov., 1954).
WSBT-TV VIEWERS COMPRISE ONE OF
AMERICA'S RICHEST MARKETS
South Bend's Metropolitan Area is the Nation's 5th richest in family
income. The South Bend-Mishawaka City Corporate Area is Indiana's
2nd largest in income and sales!
WSBT-TV GIVES YOU A BIG, PROSPEROUS
14-COUNTY COVERAGE AREA
Population of the station's coverage area is 814,600 or 248,900
homes. Effective Buying Income . . . $1,342,802,000. An exceedingly
important market!
WSBT-TV REACHES 181,953
UHF EQUIPPED SETS
95% of the TV homes in the area are UHF-equipped to receive WSBT-TV.

SOUTH
BEND,
WSBTffl

ASK
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Du Mont
C H A N N E L 3^^^^^
A CBS BASIC OPTIONAL STATION
H. RAYMER
COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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all accounts

AT 31, Lee Currlin, assistant media director of
Benton & Bowles, New York, may be young in
years, but he is "old" in media experience.
Over the past nine years, he has accumulated
a diverse background in advertising media,
gained during tenure at three separate advertising agencies. His skill and years of earnest
effort were recognized last September when
Benton & Bowles promoted him to his present
post, encompassing supervision of three timebuyers and two print buyers.
Mr. Currlin, who was born in New York
Aug. 6, 1924, attended Hofstra College, Hempstead, L. I., studying business administration,
both before and after World War II service
with the U. S. Air Force. He enlisted in the
Air Force in 1942, and was discharged as a
lieutenant (navigator) in 1945. While in the
service, Mr. Currlin furthered his education
by attending such schools as Louisiana State U.,
Penn State, Arkansas State College and Oswego
State College.
Mr. Currlin confides that it was by chance
that he entered the advertising agency field.
Like many young men with no specific goal in
mind, he was casting about for a temporary job
in the summer of 1946 and was offered a post
with Kenyon & Eckhardt. Apparently he enjoyed the summer stint because he has remained
in the agency field since that time.
In his three years at K & E, he progressed
from radio estimator to assistant timebuyer. In
1949, he shifted to William H. Weintraub Co.
as timebuyer and left three years later as chief
timebuyer. His association with Benton &
Bowles dates back to 1952 when he joined the
agency's
timebuying
As assistant
mediadepartment.
director at the agency,
Mr. Currlin is concerned with print and broadcast media purchases for Procter & Gamble's
cosmetic products — Prell and Pin-It. On tv,
Prell currently sponsors one-half of This Is
Your Life and part of Welcome Traveler; Pin-It,
one-half of Topper and America's Greatest
Bands. The agency also uses spot tv for both
products, Mr. Currlin said, adding that neither
is involved with radio at the present time.
Mr. Currlin is married to the former Helen
Leonard of New York. They have an adopted
son, Lee Charles, one-year old. The Currlin
family makes its home in Valley Stream, L. 1.
Mr. Currlin's favorite outside pastime is
baseball — strictly from the spectator point of
view. He is a rabid New York Giants rooter
and as such is waiting for 1956.
Broadcasting

Telecasting
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"Positively, yes", say more than 150 highly-successful national, regional
and local advertisers who have used WBTW during the past year.
WBTW, with 316,000 watts on Channel 8, provides quality network
and local shows for 1,106,700 potential customers in the 26 Eastern Carolina
counties making up its basic service area. Those million potential customers
have a billion dollars in effective buying income . . . and fully half of them
receive no other Grade "B" television signal.
Check WBTW by your own standards for a productive television budget
allocation. Let CBS Television Spot Sales show you how it qualifies
in facilities, audience and results.
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All

New

10,000

Type

WATT:

• Power Output ... 1 Watt
• Differential Gain (Linearity) . . .
0.5 db max.
• Differential Phase Distortion (at
3.58 mc)...less than 1%.
• Amplitude Frequency Response
. . . Flat within 0.3 db 60 cycles
to 6 mc.
• Synchronizing Signal Compression. . . Negligible.
• Low Frequency Square Wave
Response . . . Less than 1% tilt
at 60 cycles.

For descriptive literature on this newest of
microwave systems or help in planning your
microwave setup, consult your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative.
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The TVM-1A is the only microwave equipment designed specifically as an integral
part of a complete color TV system . . . from
color

originating

equipment

to

color

receivers. Whether you're a monochrome
or color user, you will appreciate these
special advantages:

HIGH

information. This sound channel is well
within FCC requirements for a studio-totransmitter link (STL).
TRANSMITTER
FREQUENCY

POWER

AUTOMATIC
CONTROL

Transmitter AFC offers exceptionally good
An increase of 10 in transmitter power
and about 3 db in receiver sensitivity offers
20 times the power margin of the popular
RCA TTR-TRR series of microwave equipment. This means greater operational
reliability with an increased fading margin.

frequency response and highest stability.
It is especially useful in multihop operation
with unattended repeater stations.
TRANSMITTER

PICTURE

MONITORING
SOUND

DIPLEXING

This facility assures an actual high quality

Included in the TVM-lA system is high
quality audio channel for the simultaneous
transmission of sound along with picture
RCA

Pioneered

RADIO
ENGINEERING

and Developed

"air" signal. It simplifies trouble shooting
procedures andisalso extremely usef ul i n the
operation of unattended repeater stations.
Compatible

Color Television
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WHO'S
IN

MAKING

POST-FREEZE

THE

MONEY

TELEVISION?

• Major network affiliation is the surest way to profit
• Next best guarantee is to be a vhf in a big town
• Life is tough for uhfs under the guns of vhf competition
Complete tables, pages 28 and 29.
IN THE cold light of dollars and cents the
story of post-freeze tv — tough sledding for uhf
sledding for most stations that don't
and tough
have
major network affiliation — was told last
week.
Based on a survey of 272 post-freeze tv stations that were on the air as of July 1, 1954,
the FCC's Economics Div. last Friday issued
its third financial status report of post-thaw
video operations. The survey covered the 10month period from January through October
1954 and follows another report, released by
the Economics Div. in June, which dealt with
overall tv revenues [B»T, June 20].
The latter report showed that during 1954
tv income of all stations and network soared
to $593 million, 37% above 1953, and that
profits before federal income taxes increased to
$90.3 million, 33% above 1953.
In last week's analysis of the post-freeze
financial picture, these things were conspicuous:
• Whether vhf or uhf, NBC or CBS affiliation was the key to success.
• Profit-wise, uhf showed up poorly when
it competed with vhf.
• Profits were larger in cities with larger
populations. An analysis of this was made only
in the case of vhf.
Of the 272 stations surveyed, 266 reported
their financial positions — 144 vhf and 122 uhf.
Reporting a continuing profit were 52 v's and
only 18 u's. Losses were reported by 92 v's, although 50 of these showed a profit in one or
more months at the end of the survey period.
In the case of uhf, 104 had a loss, with 15 showing profit at the close of the period.
A footnote to the overall profit and loss picture was that 31 of the 89 u's that showed
continual losses had suspended operations by
June 4, 1955. In the case of vhf, one had
suspended out of the 42 that showed continual
losses.
The average monthly loss for vhf was $8,750
and for uhf $8,260.
The importance of NBC and CBS affiliation
was dramatically emphasized in these figures.
Of the 52 v's showing an overall profit, 46 were
affiliated with NBC or CBS. In uhf, 14 of the
18 profit stations were affiliated with those networks.
Network affiliation was tabulated for those
stations that carried more than IVi hours per
week, based on the sample week Oct. 10, 1954.
Of the vhf stations that reported either an
overall profit or a monthly profit by October,
83 were affiliated with NBC or CBS, with 29
showing average monthly revenues of over
Telecasting
Broadcasting

$50,000 and three with revenues of less than
$10,000.
In the case of uhf, 26 stations showing either
an overall or monthly profit were affiliated
with NBC or CBS. Of the 26, seven had average monthly earnings of over $50,000.
Networks notwithstanding, 102 vhf stations
showed either an overall or monthly profit,
3 1 of these taking in average monthly revenues
of over $50,000 and six with less than $10,000.

GAIN

AND

LOSS

Table I
THIRD SURVEY OF POST-FREEZE TV
STATIONS
[Covering Period January thru October 1954]
Vhf
Uhf Total
A. Post-Freeze
Tv
Stations
in Survey.
(Total in operation
7-1-54)
148
124 272
B. Total stations
Reporting 144
122 266
C. No. Reporting Profit
During 10-Month
Period, January thru
October 1954
52
18 70
D. No. Reporting Loss
for Same Period:
1. But reporting
profitable
operation in 1 or
more
months at end of
period
50
15 65
2. With continuing
monthly losses
during period 42
89 131
(a) operating
of June 4, as
1955
41
58 99
erating by
(b) Ceased opJune 4, 1955
1
31 32
1A*
POST-FREEZE Table
TV STATIONS
WITH
CONTINUING MONTHLY LOSSES DURING
PERIOD JANUARY - OCTOBER 231954
Average Monthly Loss
41
Total
13
During 10-Month Period:
24
Vhf7 Uhf
14
21
Under $5,000
18
$5,000- $10,000
12
12
$10,000 - $20,000
99
4
Over $20,000
589
Total
41
Median Monthly Loss $8,750 $8,260 $8,460

In uhf, 33 reported either an overall or monthly
profit, eight with average monthly revenues of
over $50,000 and two with less than $10,000.
What happens when v meets v or v meets
u? The results are telling in both cases.
In areas where a uhf competes with two or
more v's, only 10 showed an overall or monthly
profit; one of these had average monthly revenues of over $50,000. Continuing losses were
reported by 24 u's. In markets where a u competes with one v, 1 1 reported some profit, three
of these taking in over $50,000 average monthly
revenues. Continuing losses were reported by
28. And where a u has no vhf competition,
12 showed profit, four with average revenues of
over $50,000. Only six had continuing losses.
Either overall or monthly profit was reported
by 30 v's that compete in markets with two or
more other v's. Of these, 13 had average
monthly revenues of over $50,000, and one had
less than $10,000. Continuing losses were reported by 14.
In markets where a v competes with one
other v, 39 showed some profit, 15 of these
with average monthly revenues of over $50,000
and three taking in less than $10,000. Losses
were reported by 16.
Profits were reported by 33 v's in markets
where there is no other vhf competition. Of
these, three had average monthly revenues of
over $50,000 and 11 showed continuing losses.
Percentagewise, 68% of the vhf stations
showed a profit when faced with competition
from two or more other v's, as compared with
29% for uhf under the same conditions. When
one other vhf is in the market, 71% of the
v's showed a profit while only 28% of the u's
reported a profit.
When there is no threat of other vhf com75% of the v's and 67% of the u's
reported petition,
a profit.
About 90% of the v's showed a profit of over
$30,800, with or without competition, with
75% of the u's showing a similar profit. Profits
of between $20,000 and $30,000 were reported
by In56%the ofless
the than
v's, the
same category,
for the u's.49% of
$20,000
the v's showed profits, with or without competition, andcase
12% ofofvhf,
the the
u's. combination of large
In the
population and NBC or CBS affiliation proved
highly successful.
In metropolitan areas of 175,000 and over,
36 stations showed a profit, 33 of which were
affiliated with NBC or CBS, with 22 having
average monthly revenues of over $50,000.
In areas of between 75,000 and 175,000
population, 23 showed profits, with 22 of these
affiliated with a major network. Of the 22,
five had average monthly revenues of over
$50,000.
Markets with populations of under 75,000
had 28 stations affiliated with NBC or CBS
showing a profit, two of these with revenues
of over $50,000. Another 15 stations in this
population category showed a profit but none
with top average monthly revenues.
The financial report was prepared by Hy
Goldin, chief, and James Sheridan, assistant
chief of the Economics Div.
August 22, 1955
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Table 2
POST-FREEZE TELEVISION STATIONS
January thru October 1954
Network
Monthly Losses
Profitable
Tota
Profit By
thru
Programs
Overall
Carried
Type
of
October
19541 October 1954
Station
23
18
[Number
46 of Stations]
101
13
VHF - NBC - CBS*
37
6
All other
Subtotal
UHF - NBC - CBS*
All other

4

Average
Monthly
Revenues

42

Over $50,000
$40,000 - $50,000
$30,000 - $40,000
$20,000 - $30,000
$10,000 - $20,000
Less than $10,000

(18)
(91)
Subtotal
(58)
(15)
* Stations carrying network programs of NBC, CBS (or both) in
excess of 7V2 hours per week (based on week of October 10, 1954).
1 Stations reporting overall loss for the 10-month period but reporting profitable operation in October or in October and one or
more earlier months (see Table 1).

Total

UHF POST-FREEZE TELEVISION STATIONS'
STATIONS WITH:

Total

13
4
132
161

31
21
17
14
6

Average Monthly
Revenues
Over $50,000
$40,000 - $50,000
$30,000 - $40,000
$20,000 - $30,000
$10,000 - $20,000
Less than $10,000
Total

15
22
35
30
30
11
143

5

OF

Table 4

Table 3
VHF POST-FREEZE TELEVISION STATIONS
STATIONS WITH:

42
(143)
42
49

16
(41)

(50)
12
3

(52)
14

FIGURES

102

Tota
8
3
7
9
4
2

181
275
7

33

58

168
4
12
22
29

41

Average Monthly
Revenues
Over $50,000
$40,000 - $50,000
$30,000 - $40,000
$20,000 - $30,000
$10,000 - $20,000
Less than $10,000
Total

o: "

91

UHF POST-FREEZE TELEVISION STATIONS
NBC - CBS
All Other
o *
Monti

?

c J;

Table 6

BOcyl

Table 5
VHF POST-FREEZE TELEVISION STATIONS
All Other
NBC - CBS
o—

O jj> 0)
O

Uo

CO

29
13

1
2
1
9
5

18
15
5
3

30
15
19
24
10

2
3
2
9
3
19

3

83

18

uo
3

c^ '
4
|o 11
235

5
3
6
20
8

7
3
6
7
3
26

1
1
6
5
163

7
4

13

1

13
8
3

Total

42

101

uo

Average Monthly
Revenues
Over $50,000
$40,000 - $50,000
$30,000 - $40,000
$20,000 - $30,000
$10,000 - $20,000
Less than $10,000

1

1
2
1
2

4
1
24

7

42

265
3
14
49

42
Table 7
VHF POST-FREEZE TELEVISION STATIONS
VHF STATIONS WHOSE AREA IS SERVED BY
TWO OR MORE OTHER VHF STATIONS
o> !J>
3 •■» 3 ~
—fs
*J
1 1o «S |

0 o .—
>
|°Hi
£„<D
Average
Monthly
Revenues
Over $50,000
$40,000 - $50,000
$30,000 - $40,000
$20,000 - $30,000
$10,000 - $20,000
Less than $10,000
Total

13
2
15
2
—2
7
7
4
7
11
3
4
7
1
1
2
30

14

44

Table 9

Table 8
VHF POST-FREEZE TELEVISION STATIONS
VHF STATIONS WHOSE AREA IS SERVED BY
ONE OTHER VHF STATION
3 0) 3

Average
Monthly
Revenues
Over $50,000
$40,000 - $50,000
$30,000 - $40,000
$20,000 - $30,000
$10,000 - $20,000
Less than $10,000

VHF POST-FREEZE TELEVISION STATIONS
VHF STATIONS WHOSE AREA IS SERVED BY
NO OTHER VHF STATIONS
01 D 0) D

_ -E 2 c °.
^ CX o
17
6
109
9

15
5
8
5
3
3

Total

4
16

55

Average
Monthly
Revenues
Over $50,000
$40,000 - $50,000
$30,000 - $40,000
$20,000 - $30,000
$10,000 - $20,000
Less than $10,000
Total

7 '

CO
6
s >. 1 o
3
8
8
6
2

33

103
7
6

—2
5
—3

13
5

11

44

39
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Table 10
UHF POST-FREEZE TELEVISION STATIONS
UHF STATIONS WHOSE AREA IS SERVED BY
TWO OR MORE VHF STATIONS
— x. t)
3 a> 3
Average
Monthly
Revenues
Over $50,000
$40,000 - $50,000
$30,000 - $40,00.0
$20,000 - $30,000
$10,000 - $20,000
Less than $10,000
10

Total

1
o- 5§8>.
CQ
3
1
1
3
2
1

Average Monthly
Revenues
Over $50,000
$40,000 - $50,000
$30,000 - $40,000
$20,000 - $30,000
$10,000 -$20,000
Less than $10,000

13

12
24

o

3
1
5
6

4
3
13
8
28

14
10

33

2

m
mm
mm

o—

E-2--8
18
12

Total
39

Table 14
UHF POST-FREEZE TELEVISION STATIONS
PER CENT OF TOTAL UHF STATIONS WITHIN EACH GROUP THAT WERE PROFITABLE OVERALL OR SHOWING MONTHLY PROFITS BY OCTOBER 1954
Number of Vhf Stations Serving Area
Average Monthly
Revenues
2 or More
One
None
Total
75%
83%
55%
89%
Over $30,000
12%
60%
50%
60%
56%
$20,000 - $30,000
9%
12%
25%
Less than $20,000
29%
28%
67%
All Stations
36%

Table 15
VHF POST-FREEZE TELEVISION STATIONS
POPULATION OF METROPOLITAN AREA:
75,000 175,000
175,000 and Over
Group
NBC-CBSGroup
All
All Other
Group
Group
Profit Other Loss
Loss
Profit
Profit
ProfitNBC-CBS*Group
Group
Loss
Loss
Group
Group 2
1
22
2
3
5
7
1
2
1
1
8
6
1
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

Totals

5

Average Monthly
Revenues
Over $50,000
$40,000 - $50,000
$30,000 - $40,000
$20,000 - $30,000
$10,000 -$20,000
Less than $10,000

£

11

Total

34

Table 13
VHF POST-FREEZE TELEVISION STATIONS
PER CENT OF TOTAL VHF STATIONS WITHIN EACH GROUP THAT WERE PROFITABLE OVERALL OR SHOWING MONTHLY PROFITS BY OCTOBER 1954
Number of Other Vhf Stations Serving Area
Average Monthly
All Groups
One
Revenues
None
2 or More
94%
90%
92%
87%
Over $30,000
80%
55%
56%
36%
$20,000 - $30,000
49%
43%
44%
55%
Less than $20,000
71%
75%
71%
68%
All Stations

Average Monthly
Revenues 1
Over $50,000
$40,000 - $50,000
$30,000 - $40,000
$20,000 - $30,000
$10,000 - $20,000
Less than $10,000

II

111

1
1
4
105

1
2
9

Table 12
UHF POST-FREEZE TELEVISION STATIONS
UHF STATIONS WHOSE AREA IS SERVED BY
NO VHF
— STATIONS
x "O D O 3
■- «

Table 11
UHF POST-FREEZE TELEVISION STATIONS
UHF STATIONS WHOSE AREA IS SERVED BY
ONE VHF STATION
— .t *> O V 3

3

5

22

9

1

4

Group
Group
Loss
Under 75,000 All
GroupNBC-CBSGroup
Profit Other
Profit
Loss
2
124
4
4
282

1
2
4

2
2
8
153

2
148
4

7

* Stations carrying network programs of NBC, CBS (or both) in excess of 7V2 hours per week (based on week of October 10, 1954).
1 During period January thru October 1954.
2 Includes stations reporting profit overall for period and stations reporting overall loss for period but reporting profit in October or October and one or more
earlier months (see Table 1, Group D-l).
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HOW
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UNCLE

SAM

& AGENCIES

HOMES
SAYS

32

HAVE

TV?

MILLION

That oft-dreamed-of figure, an authentic total of U. S. television
sets, came a lot closer last week when the Census Bureau reported
its estimate — 67% of the nation's households. It gives the industry
something concrete to go on, and will prove a bonanza to the advertiser who wants to know who can see his commercial.
IT'S OFFICIAL: 32 million households, 67%
of the U. S., have one or more tv sets. So says
the U. S. Census Bureau, which last week released the first government estimate of set circulation since television became a national
medium.
On the strength of this figure an authentic
industry estimate of county-by-county television
circulation may be in the making. The television
air will be cleared of its statistical confusion by
the end of the year, if this proposed industry
effort to reduce national data to local proportions can be worked out.
As G. Maxwell Ule, research vice president
of Kenyon & Eckhardt, put it, "A true picture
of the present television situation has been
given." Mr. Ule is chairman of the Advertising
Research Foundation's working committee on
ratings standards [B»T, Aug. 1; Dec. 27, 1954].
And Hugh M. Beville, NBC director of research
and planning, called it "the best estimate we've
hadWhat
in a the
long Census
time." Bureau estimate did not
show, however, was a breakdown on another
6.7 million tv sets that had been delivered by
factories to U. S. dealers.
As of July 1, the number of tv set deliveries
by factories totaled 38,762,535, according to
Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. (see story this
page). Where are the missing 6.7 million receivers?
Substantial numbers of these sets are being
looked at by above-average size groups in clubs,
taverns, a quarter-million hotel and motel
rooms, public schools, colleges, churches, restaurants and other public and semi-public places.
Another 2.4 million are sitting on store shelves
or
distributors'
old resting
sets havein been
discarded.warehouses. Many
And somewhere between a half-million and
VA million of them are being used every day
in homes having more than one television receiver. This figure at the moment is an elastic
one. Within a month the Census Bureau promises to produce an estimate of multiple-set
television homes.
Pending this government compilation, another
figure will be announced shortly by American
Research Bureau.
On the basis of a nationwide survey covering 17,600 homes, ARB will say that 4.3% of
the nation's television homes have two or more
television sets in use.
Market Research Corp. of America announced its own tv figures last week. These
showed that 68% of all U. S. families had tv
as of July 1955 (see story page 31).
The U. S. announcement of estimated total
tv circulation was issued jointly by the Census
Bureau and Advertising Research Foundation,
marking an historic development in the history
of television. The government bureau had conducted a count of tv sets in April 1950 during
the
decennial
census,saturation
coming or
up awith~a
of 12.3%
tv home
total offigure
5.1
million tv homes.
In the five-year interim the U. S., aided by
Page 30
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lifting of the FCC freeze, increased its tv-home
ratio from 12.3% to 67% saturation.
And since June, when the newest Census
Bureau figure was compiled, RETMA factories
have turned out 700,000 sets and U. S. families
have bought 500,000 sets.
While media history was made last week,
the agencies and advertisers that spend media
money are still anxious to get county-by-county
figures
aura. figure
There'sbefore
little
chance bearing
of suchan a official
government
the 1960 U. S. Census, apparently, but industry
sources will supply carefully calculated figures
in the meantime.
Advertising Research Foundation, a cooperative media-advertiser-agency organization, is
anxious to promote compilation of a county
circulation table of tv households. An ARF
group will meet Aug. 3 1 in New York to ponder
the possibility of taking the new census figures
and all other available data — government and
industry — and using it as a basis for county
television circulation estimates.
What media and advertising groups have in
mind is a wrap-up of all available statistical

resources, including the current Census Bureau
county-by-county figures on farm television
homes; privately compiled state, county and
city data; Census Bureau data soon to be released showing a breakdown of the June 1955
figures by four regions of the U. S., along with
urbanization breakdowns and multiple-set
homes; Census Bureau figures showing number
of households by counties (1950), with possible
industry projections; metropolitan area data
showing tv circulation on the basis of industry
sampling; RETMA data on factory shipments
to dealers (see story below), and a group of
set-junking and correction factors to be applied
to each county and city. Thrown into this
statistical pot will be data on size of households and latest manufacturing and factory
shipment figures.
At NARTB field tests are being conducted
on methodology for what is expected to result
in continuing county-city television circulation
data. These figures have been in the working
stage for a couple of years, the association
working on the theory that any private industry
figures must be professionally developed and
relatively foolproof.
NARTB, the tv networks and Television
Bureau of Advertising underwrote cost of the
Census Bureau's June study showing 67% tv
home saturation. The bureau added a question
to its June Current Population Survey in which
25,000 households were surveyed. The surveys
are designed mainly to produce employment
and income data. They cover 230 areas, or
455 counties and cities, with between 20,000
to 22,000 surveys completed out of the 25,000
total.
A second Census Bureau television figure will
be compiled within four or five months, financed
by the same industry sources.
The bureau's 67% saturation and 32 million

TV MAKERS
DELIVER 39.5 MILLION
SETS
Louisiana
460,970
69,806
TELEVISION manufacturers have delivered
199,440
Maine
28,143
39.5 million receivers to dealers and distribu674,158
42,355
Maryland
tors since 1946, when postwar set production
1,532,235
started, according to figures supplied B»T by Massachusetts
Michigan
1 84,172
22,063
Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn.
1,804,376
Mississippi
622,404
This RETMA total is based on an official Minnesota
49,242
176,500
29,549
announcement that 38,762,535 sets had been
Missouri
1,000,599
delivered by factories as of last July 1. In the Montana
48,623
81,938
meantime an estimated 700,000 sets have moved
303,683
24,807
Nebraska
9,227
Nevada
24,892
off factory platforms into dealers' hands.
131,858
RgTMA found that 3,084,717 tv sets were
11,016
New
Jersey
New Hampshire
4,232
shipped during the first six months of 1955
98,043
1,762,896
New Mexico
compared to 2,667,603 in the same 1954 period.
10,961
77,729
299,913
New York
June shipments totaled 407,087 sets compared
5,054,213
North Carolina
to 348,181 in May and 297,505 in June 1954.
638,037
82,950
A breakdown showing the total number of North Dakota
66,609
9,873
153,946
tv sets delivered to states (not an accurate fac- Ohio
2,746,924
458,608
46,059
tor for tv state circulation estimates) follows:
Oklahoma
40,546
259,022
Oregon
6 months
190,012
Pennsylvania
Total
19461955
State
3,302,869
244,097
14,216
Rhode Island
272,962
July416,761
1, 1955
Alabama
South
Carolina
55,072
141,224
47,494
59,183
17,299
Arizona
South Dakota
10,030
216,746
Arkansas
Tennessee
527,081
36,884
65,307
California
186,941
Texas
3,387,128
257,209
Colorado
1,553,185
11,895
253,790
22,411
Utah
168,119
Connecticut
41,115
676,701
Vermont
Delaware
62,420
115,275
612,198
9,798
Virginia
6,430
District of Columbia
55,702
31,400
Washington
382,574
Florida
105,008
West Virginia
546,276
659,191
330,545
53,547
Georgia
627,577
32,812
68,413
Wisconsin
786,739
Idaho
Wyoming
13,121
62,270
18,088
83,416
Illinois
166,254
2,654,001
2,877
U.
S.
TOTAL
Indiana
10,086
3,071,906
77,357
38,688,677
1,106,819
Iowa
Alaska
43,354
608,471
Kansas
Hawaii
Kentucky
4,590
63,772
350,933
40,710
38,762,535
GRAND TOTAL
53,127
480,532
8,221
3,084,717
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

tv homes figures are subject to an approximate
1% error. According to the bureau, there is
one chance in three that the tv home estimate
is wrong anywhere between 66-68% saturation.
There is only one chance in 20 of error if
the tv circulation estimate lies in the 65-69%
range, according to the bureau.
Looking at it another way, there is only one
chance in 20 that the total number of tv
homes does not lie between 31,360,000 and
32,640,000 homes.
But these estimates are based on application
of the 67% tv saturation figure to a Census
■•Bureau estimate of 47,788,000 U. S. households as of April 1955.
Actually, a more up-to-date estimate of U. S.
households for June 1955 would be 47,977,000
instead of 47,788,000.
Applying the 67% saturation figure to the
April households (47,788,000) produces 32,017,960 tv households as against 32,144,590 tv
households for June 1955 would be 47,977,000
households is used. In view of the approximate
1% error factor, however, this difference is not
deemed important by statisticians.
Several private proposals to measure tv
circulation by cities and counties are in the
works. ARB, headed by James W. Seiler, has
tentatively proposed to the tv networks to compile such figures next summer on the basis of
500,000 personal interviews. This would cost
an estimated $1.2 million, Mr. Seiler told B«T.
He plans to submit a more detailed proposal
in a fortnight. Standard Audit & Measurement
Service has invited reaction to a similar type
of measurement and A. C. Nielsen Co. is
known to have put out feelers.
In announcing to subscribers the U. S. findings, A. W. Lehman, ARF managing director,
promised a somewhat more detailed report in
September. He
it will
"detailed
information
on said
the tv
statusprovide
of households,
multiple-set tv households and tv sets in the
U. S." He recalled that last November an
analysis of national radio-tv conditions had
been supplied by ARF on the basis of May
1954 findings [B«T, Nov. 1, 1954].
In Public Interest
Mr.time
Lehman
said U.
the S.newCensus
figuresBureau
mark "the
first
that the
has
added any questions to its Current Population
Survey at the request of a non-government
agency. It did so in the belief that such information would be in the general public interest, would fill an industrywide need, and because the request came from a non-profit
organization representing an entire industry."
Financing the study, as well as the upcoming
study, were ABC, CBS, NARTB, NBC and
TvB.
Text of the Census Bureau's announcement
of its tv findings follows:
"More than six times as many households had
television sets in June 1955 than in April 1950,
according to the results of a survey of the
United States recently conducted by the Bureau
of the Census. About 32 million, or 67% of
the households enumerated in June had one or
more television sets, whereas in 1950, the first
time that a question on television was included
in a census of housing, there were about five
million households with television sets, or 12%
of the total.
"The current information on television sets
was obtained in conjunction with the June
1955 enumeration of the Current Population
Survey. The information was obtained at the
request of the Advertising Research Foundation. More detailed analysis of the results of
this survey will be released in the near future."
Broadcasting • Telecasting

EX-LAX
Be It Ever So Humble
WHAT is a household? According to
the U. S. Census Bureau it is officially
defined this way: "A household includes
all of the persons who occupy a house,
an apartment or other group of rooms,
or a room, that constitutes a dwelling
unit. Quasi-households, such as groups
of persons fiving in institutions, hotels,
and large rooming houses, are not counted as households."
TV

SET

CIRCULATION

68%
OF U. S.— MRC
Market Research Corp. bases
findings on 5,800-family
panel. Figure is 1% greater
than that found by U. S.
Census.
SIXTY-EIGHT percent of U. S. families have
tv receivers, as of July 1955, according to
Market Research Corp. of America. Based on
its continuing reports covering a 5,800-family
panel, MRC found increases in almost all
market categories with the most market increases occurring during the last 12 months in
small towns and rural communities. The figure
compares with a 67% tv household saturation
figure compiled by the U. S. Census Bureau as
of latter June (see story page 30).
way:
MRC broke down its tv family figures this
PERCENT OF FAMILIES IN EACH GROUP
WITH TELEVISION SETS
68%
61%
UNITED STATES TOTAL Oct. '54 July '55
85%
Regions:
78%
Northeast
South
42
North Central
54
Mountain & Southwest
42
64
70
Pacific
61
66
52
43%
31%
City Size:
Farm
Under 2,500
44
56
42
2,500 to 50,000
87
67
50,000 to 500,000
53
83
500,000 and Over
81%
75
Total Family Income:
71%
Upper
Fourth
Next Fourth
Next Fourth
Lowest Fourth
Education of Family Head:
Grade School
High School
College

68
44
62

Size
1
3
4
6

51%

of Families:
and 2 Members
Members
and 5 Members
Members and Over

Age of Housewife:
Under 35 Years
35 Thru 44 Years
45 Years and Over
Presence of Children:
5 Years and Under
6-12 Years
13-20 Years
No Children

53%
68
66

75
59%
73

57
71
68%

73
66
78
75%

69

74
61

52
68%

75%
76
61
71

SPOT

BUYING

Others who will launch spot
radio and/or tv campaigns
within next two months include Monticello Drug Co.,
Monarch Wine Co., Musterole
Co., Knouse Foods and Kiwi.
EX-LAX Inc., New York, is preparing a gigantic spot announcement radio campaign
breaking early in September on more than 700
stations, leading nearly a half-dozen other advertisers inspot radio and television buys last
week.
Other advertisers include: Monticello Drug
Co., Monarch Wine Co., Musterole, Knouse
Foods and Kiwi shoe polish.
Ex-Lax breaks its spot announcement campaign on about 700 radio stations and in a few
television markets effective Sept. 5. Plans encompass asix-week campaign followed by a
two-week hiatus and then another six-week
campaign. Warwick & Legler, New York, is
agency.
Monticello Drug Co., Jacksonville, Fla. (666
cold preparation), starts its annual spot campaign on 150 radio stations on Oct. 3, to continue for 22 weeks. As the weather gets colder
the frequency on each station steps up from as
much as three times a week to 10 times a week.
Charles W. Hoyt, New York, is agency.
Musterole Co., Cleveland (cold remedy),
effective Oct. 17 starts a radio spot campaign
for 20 weeks on 29 stations. Erwin, Wasey &
Co., New York, is agency.
Monarch Wine Co., New York, will start its
annual fall campaign on Oct. 2 in about 130
radio and 75 tv markets. Contracts run for 13
to 26 weeks in tv and 13 weeks in radio. Agency is Emil Mogul Co., New York.
Knouse Foods, Peach Glenn, Pa. (Lucky
Leaf brand), is buying three stations in Pennsylvania on Sept. 14 for a 14-week radio spot
announcement campaign to promote its piefilling and juices. Knouse agency is N. W. Ayer
& Son, New York.
Kiwi Polish Co., Philadelphia (Kiwi shoe
polish), begins a radio and television station
identification campaign in 20 markets on Sept.
5. Contracts run for 13 weeks. Geyer Inc.,
New York, is agency.
IDEAL
TV

76
48
69
62%

68

68
61
53

LEADS

CAMPAIGN

TOYS

DETAILS

PROMOTION

DRIVE

IDEAL TOY Corp., New York, last week announced details of its $375,000 television campaign [B«T, March 21, April 11], which spokesmen said will be "the largest single media
advertising expenditure in toy industry history."
Starting Sept. 11, for 13 weeks, Ideal will
sponsor a 15-minute segment of Winkv Dink
(CBS-TV, Sunday, 12 noon-12:30 p.m.) on 60
stations; from late October to Christmas it will
participate in Romper Room locally in 23 cities;
on Thanksgiving Day, in cooperation with
NBC, it will present Macy's annual Thanksgiving Day Parade on more than 80 NBC-TV
stations.
Benjamin F. Michtom, board chairman, said
tv was selected because "it is the perfect
medium combining the action, sound and play
appeal of toys; it is the perfect medium to reach
the pre-school child under six, the age group
that receives more than 50% of the toys made
August 22, 1955 • Page 31

Free Spots to Win
AN ADVERTISER can win a free 13week spot announcement schedule (one
spot a day, Monday-Friday, best available time) and $250 cash in a contest
being conducted by WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C. The ch. 3 station, nearing a
half-million set count, will award the
prizes to the one who guesses closest to
the day, hour and minute this month that
the 500,000th set will be sold. Entries are
limited to one per person, but agencies or
firms may submit up to 33, symbolic of
the year WBT, radio companion to
WBTV, went on the air. Entries, which
must include the product to be advertised, should be addressed to "Set Count,
WBTV Charlotte, N. C." The contest
closes Aug. 31 and the winner will be
announced on Sept. 12.
by Ideal; and the impact of tv is the most
dynamic sales influence on the American scene
today."
The company has also lined up spot announcements or give-away prize presentations
on various network and local shows including
Pinky Lee, Art Linkletter, Tennessee Ernie,
Dave Garroway and local programs in 40
major cities.
Ideal toys are also included in the American
Toy Promotion and Toy Guidance Council
campaigns on television [B»T, Aug. 15]. The
company has more than 25 toys based on tv
personalities, officials announced last week. Included are Pinky Lee, J. Fred Muggs, Phoebe
B. Beebe, Jack Webb, Hopalong Cassidy,
Howdy Doody, Clarabell, Roy Rogers, the
Campbell Kids, Betty Crocker, Rin Tin Tin,
Winky Dink, Dennis the Menace, Joe Palooka
and Davy Crockett.
To aid its retailers, Ideal has produced a "Tv
Timetable" promotion kit to show local dealers
how to tie-in point of sale ads with toys shown
on tv.
Grey Adv. is the agency.
Live vs. Film Popularity
Tested in Survey by Trendex
FINDINGS of a two-part survey conducted by
Trendex on live vs. film tv shows were announced last week by that company. In part
one, questions were asked of the home viewer
at the time the call was made. Part two consisted of asking people not viewing at the time
of the call whether they had seen one or more
of six popular programs. If the answer was
yes, they were asked whether the show was
live or film. Results showed that the majority
correctly identified the production as being live
or on film.
In the first section of the survey, Trendex
said, 70.8% correctly identified the show as
live or film, 9.7% gave wrong identifications,
and 19.5% did not know. Preference for live
tv was expressed by 51.8% while 6.0% preferred film and 42.2% had no preference.
Answers as to why a viewer preferred
live tv included clearer pictures, more realistic
effect, more interesting, and better plays, with
clarity of picture chosen by 33.3% as the chief
reason for the preference.
Of those polled 30% selected better scenery
as the reason for their preference for film with
21% giving a more finished production for their
likings and 13% stating more action was the
reason they preferred watching a show on film.
Page 32
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WOULD

PAY

TV

BE

SPONSORED,
TOO?
on
toll
tv,
indicating
that the policy question
Cinema editors hear industry
has not been resolved. He said pay tv will
not be a substitute for free tv. Rather, he exspokesmen say that it probplained, pay tv will take only a part of the
ably would. Participants:
broadcast hours and will present programs
which presently are not available.
agencymen Don Belding, moThe Telemeter executive said pay tv will
vieman Mervyn LeRoy, toll tv
effect an improvement in present programming,
proponent Paul MacNamara
bring major sports events back to the home
screen, put first-run movies in the home and
and free television advocate
enable more stations to operate throughout the
Dr. Dallas Smythe.
U. S., thereby expanding coverage. He explained pay-tv would permit movie distribution
ALTHOUGH many pay-as-you-see television
costs to be reduced from the present 85% of
proponents have emphasized that their system
box office to about 40%, thus increasing the
would free the viewer from commercials, a
producer's
share of the box office and boosting
seminar of industry spokesmen in Hollywood
creative incentive.
last week disclosed the belief that toll tv
Dr. by
Smythe
probably would have commercials and sponstand
notingattacked
pay tv Mr.
cannotMacNamara's
exist with
sored programs too.
"creative"
programming
for
minority
audiences
Held before a meeting of the American
and noted Telemeter's brief before FCC said
Cinema Editors in Hollywood Monday night, subscription
tv would require mass audience
the panel disclosed views that:
to be economically practical. He said Zenith
(1) Top talent now in free tv would soon
"was even more blunt about it." Dr. Smythe
be lured to share the box office "jackpot" in- said the lure of the home box office in pay
herent in the pay system; (2) present free tv tv would drive top talent and management out
of free television and the patent factors in pay
advertisers, once their prime hours were taken
over by toll tv and audience circulation fell off, tv would result in an acute monopoly situation.

THIS PANEL debated the pay-tv puzzler before American Cinema Editors in Hollywood
last week. At left is film editor-moderator William Murphy. Standing is ACE president
Richard Cahoon. Mr. Belding and Mr. LeRoy took the neutral side; Mr. MacNamara
and Dr. Smythe argued for and against, respectively.
would swing to printed media and radio; (3)
hard-sell advertisers, such as soap firms, might
sponsor toll-tv shows on which they placed
commercials and concurrently merchandise
their
show by
"slugs"
to paysoap
for and
the the
program
in distributing
their product,
and
(4) viewers would be obliged to subsidize
minor league ball teams through the coin box
in order to watch major league games on their
pay-tv sets.
The panel was composed of two neutral
members, Don Belding, chairman of the executive committee of Foote, Cone & Belding,
and Warner Bros, producer-director Mervyn
LeRoy, plus pay-tv proponent Paul MacNamara, vice president of International Telemeter Corp., and free-tv proponent Dallas
Smythe, director of the Institute of Communication, U. of Illinois. Dr. Smythe is economic
advisor to the Joint Committee Against Toll
Tv, which is opposing subscription tv before
the FCC.
Mr. MacNamara admitted his firm has
been "silent" on the question of commercials

The free-tv advocate pointed out that widescreen movies are not adaptable to tv anyway
and said sports are available "in reasonable
abundance" now. The present system constantly is obtaining better programs, Dr.
Smythe added, citing General Teleradio's recent
acquisition of RKO Radio Pictures Inc.
The Warner Bros, producer indicated Telemeter's pay-tv experiment as a wired system
in Palm Springs, Calif., was a flop as far as
he was concerned. He said some films he paid
80^ to see on his home set the company should
have paid him $1.60 to watch.
Mr. Belding observed "the basic economic
structure of the U. S. is competition. Toll tv
has every right to exploit television, but the
people will make the ultimate decision, not
the government." He said that under the fundamental American concept, toll tv has every
right to exist if it can.
The agency executive foresaw toll tv serving
to collect the annual fund drive of Red Cross
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

WHO's

Farm

Director,

HERB

gets

behind

PLAMBECK

the

IRON

YOU'VE been hearing about the twelve American
farm experts who are now touring Russia, while
twelve Russian farmers study American agriculture
in Iowa.
We of WHO are tremendously proud that our own
Herb Plambeck was chosen as the only radio farm
news man to accompany the American delegation
to Russia. He's taking pictures and making on-thespot recordings. You will be able to hear these on
WHO. His material will be available to NBC, ABC,
CBS, MBS, Clear Channel Broadcasting Service and
the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
You can imagine the pressure that must have been
used by every sort of medium, for representation
on this trip. Why was Herb selected? Because, in
addition to being the favorite farm commentator in
America's most productive farm area, he was recom-

CURTAIN!

mended bythe U. S. Department of Argiculture and
by the nation's three largest farm organizations —
The American Farm Bureau Federation, the National
Grange and the National Farmers' Union (also by
the National Association of Radio and TV Farm
Directors, and other groups).
Herb's Russian tour is a tremendous "plus" for
WHO listeners and advertisers. It's the sort of "plus"
you always expect — AND GET — from Iowa's most
important station.
BUY
Plus

ALL

of IOWA —
II
"Iowa Plus"-wifh

PI
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
and similar agencies in one program via the
home coin box, but felt the pay system would
hurt the lower income groups who have so
little to spend on entertainment. He was in
agreement with Dr. Smythe that pay tv would
force talent and management out of free tv
and supported Mr. LeRoy's view that better
movies are Hollywood's panacea, not toll tv.
Mr. Belding said tv advertising is costly, but
on the basis of mass audience, the per home
cost is small, about 6/ 10th of a cent or two or
three cents, depending on rating and circulation. For this reason, he didn't think toll tv
£ could distribute the advertising message any
cheaper, but at another point in the discussion
he emphasized that should toll tv be authorized,
advertisers "would take a good look" at it.
He cited the view of a Colgate executive who
said that firm was considering distribution of
coin box "slugs" in its products for use on
Colgate-sponsored toll-tv shows, should that
prove workable. "The housewife who bought
the Colgate product could see the show free,"
the
he related, "while the housewife across the
street would have to pay for it and watch
commercials besides."
'Playhouse' Segment
Acquired by Alcoa
ALUMINUM Co. of America, which has been
looking for another network buy since it
dropped the Tuesday night See It Now show on
CBS-TV, signed a contract last Tuesday to
sponsor alternate Sundays of the Philco Television Playhouse on NBC-TV. Philco will drop
the series, which it sponsored weekly beginning
in 1948 and on alternate weeks since 1951,
after the Oct. 2 presentation. Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Co., through Young & Rubicam, continues as alternate sponsor.
Philco Corp. announced it is negotiating for
an entirely new type television presentation of
spectacular proportions to replace the Playhouse. All details of the new show to be sponsored by Philco, including program techniques,
must be worked out before a formal announcement ismade, according to Raymond B. George,
vice president of merchandising. Meanwhile,
Philco will sponsor the 90-minute live telecast
of the coronation of "Miss America of 1956"
from Atlantic City Sept. 10, 10:30 p.m.-midnight on ABG-TV, for the second successive
year.
According to George H. Frey, vice president
in charge of tv network sales for NBC, Alcoa
has been a "member of the NBC family" for two
years and was a charter advertiser on NBC-TV's
Home show. Alcoa's drama series will start Oct.
16.
Hutchins Adv. Corp., New York, is agency
for Philco. Fuller & Smith & Ross, New York,
is agency for Alcoa.
Linguaphone

IS THAT

VIDEO

PICTURE

BEING

WASTED?

TO THE average American housewife is daytime television a visual medium or is it treated
as "radio," that is, heard but not seen?
Indicated in a study completed by a graduate student at Ohio State U., Columbus, Ohio,
is that "a considerable proportion of all women
television listeners give little or no attention to
the pictures on the television screen, but listen
to the audio portion of the program in the
same divided-attention manner as that in which
they listen to programs on radio, particularly
during the daytime and during early evening

• Type of program to which the housewife is "listening" on tv has a direct relationship to the level of attention which she is
likely to give to the program.
In his report, Mr. Ripley qualifies the survey
as having been made of only one city — Columbus, which he describes as "a reasonably typical
tv market, with a metropolitan area population of more than 500,000" and with three
commercial vhf stations. Of telephone homes
reached in the study, he says, 90.8% had tv
receivers.

The survey was made last Feb. 23 and 24 of
Columbus,
Ohio, "television listening" by
hours."
Joseph M. Ripley Jr., a graduate student in
radio-tv programming at Ohio State U.'s department of speech.
Among his findings:
• Throughout the day, tv sets are in use
in a relatively high proportion of homes in
which a member of the family is at home and
available to listen (nearly a fourth of such
homes during the daytime, and more than half
of such homes at night). But only a small
proportion of housewives who listen to tv
actually give "relatively full attention" to the
tv program — about one-third during the daytime and one-half between the hours of 610 p.m.
• At least 40% of all women listeners to
tv programs during the daytime and 20% at
night are not even in the same room with the
tv set in use.
• Type of household activity in which the
housewife is engaged at any given time has a
definite influence on the likelihood that she
will be listening to or watching a tv program.
• Proportion of "relatively high attention"
listeners was found "reasonably constant" during daytime with the highest average level of
attention at 2-4 p.m. and lowest average level
of attention between 4-6 p.m. After 6 p.m.,
women's attention still remains relatively low
for first two hours and then reaches a peak
in the 8-10 p.m. period.

Mr. Ripley also notes that the interviewing
days were "ordinary" both from standpoint of
tv
(no Information
program "specials"
and programs
of weather.
was asked offered)
on the
use of any tv or radio set at the time the call
was completed and whether or not there were
any
under
13 "at homewasanda woman,
awake"
at thechildren
time. If
the respondent
she also was asked if she was "doing anything else" besides listening to radio or tv,
and if listening to tv, whether she was in the
same room with the set or in a different room
when the phone rang. Telephone calls attempted, he records, totaled 7,970, of which
4,779 were completed with 4,064 women
reached and asked for information on tv
interviewing.
Mr. Ripley found that during 8-10 a.m.,
11.7% of homes using tv sets had children
under 13 years of age compared to 5% for
homes with no children. Other comparisons
(with the homes with children given first) :
10-12 a.m., 27.6%, 13.9%; 12-2 p.m., 19.2%,
12.1%; 2-4 p.m., 24.2%, 14.8%; 4-6 p.m.,
28.8%, 9%; 6-8 p.m., 46.4%, 30.8%; 8-10 p.m.,
57.8%, 53.8%.
While quite noticeable differences were found
in tv use as to homes with or without children,
no similar situation was found in the extent
of use of radio, with the daytime sets-in-use
figure for radio almost exactly the same in
homes with or without children under 13 years
of age, according to Mr. Ripley.

to Underwrite

'State of the Nation' Series
TO HELP promote world understanding
through knowledge of foreign languages, the
Linguaphone Institute is underwriting production costs for State of the Nation radio program
on Mutual, starting yesterday (Sunday). The
| program, which formerly was underwritten by
I " Facts Forum, is produced by Hardy Burt, who
also is moderator. On each week's program,
Linguaphone will describe its World Understanding contest, providing for prizes, including
two round-trips to Europe and free Linguaphone scholarships in 34 languages.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

GOOD DUTY for these Madison
for the WWDC-sponsored Miss
Judith Dunkle. L to r: Walter
Dunbar, Ted Bates; Art McCoy,
J. Walter Thompson, and Lou
the representatives chaperones

Ave. men came last week when they went to Washington
Washington contest. Here they're shown with the winner,
Bowe, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; MacDonald
John Blair & Co. (station representative); Thomas Glynn,
Faust, also of John Blair. The agencymen were judges;
to the agencymen.
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REEVES
BATES

TO
CO.

LATEST

HEAD
BOARD

Rosser Reeves succeeds late
Tom Harrington as board
chairman in realignment at
agency. John M. Lyden elected
senior vice president. Three
others advance.
ROSSER REEVES, vice chairman of the board
of Ted Bates & Co., has been named chairman
of the board of the agency, William H. Kearns,
president, announced last week. Mr. Reeves
succeeds the late Tom Harrington.
The board also elected John M. Lyden as a
senior vice president and Archibald McG.

MR. LYDEN

Top 10 Television Programs
Two Weeks Ending July 23
Number of Tv Homes Reached

13,423
9,967
9,370
9,106
9,051
8,535
8,633
8,442
8,317
8,281

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Aug. 1-7
Program
$64,000
I've Got Question
a Secret (CBS)
(CBS)
Toast
Town (CBS)
(CBS)
Two forof thetheMoney
GE Theatre (CBS)
Robert Montgomery (NBC)
What's My Line? (CBS)
Talent Scouts (CBS)
Lux
Ford Video
TheatreTheatre
(NBC) (NBC)

to Use 50 Tv Markets
To Introduce New Sugar Line
AMERICAN Sugar Refining Co., New York
(Domino sugar), will use 50 television markets
in addition to print media to introduce its
newest product, Domino Confectioners 10X
Powdered sugar. The campaign will be placed
in major metropolitan areas, starting in October
and running for eight weeks.
The firm has distribution in 37 states. In
addition to trie advertising campaign in television and newspapers, Domino is supplying retailers with merchandising aids.
Confectioners 10X Powdered sugar is the
second important new product that American
Sugar has announced this summer. Domino's
Instant Superfine sugar, for iced drinks, fruits
and cereals, was placed on the market last
month.
Ted Bates & Co., New York, is the agency
for American Sugar.
Page 36
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17.1
25.4
18.9
16.8
16.7
16.5
15.5
14.8
15.0
14.6
July

PULSE

Rating
Top 20 Regularly Scheduled Once-a-Week Shows

Program
64,000 Dollar Question (CBS)
Toast of the Town (CBS)
Dateline Disneyland (ABC)
Lux Theater (NBC)
Disneyland (ABC)
I've Got a Secret (CBS)
Spotlight Playhouse (CBS)
(S. C.(NBC)
Johnson & Son)
Dragnet
Ford Theater (NBC)
Robt Montgomery (Warner) (NBC)
Copyright 1955 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

Homes
%
41.1
30.5
29.0
29.9
28.3
26.4
26.2
25.7
25.7
25.7

ViDEODEX
Tv Homes
6,343
(000's)
5,290
4,441
2,158
3,064
879
2,684
5,469

118
Cities
41
133
135
133
46
92
50
36
56

3,714
4,241

21
34
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1
2
3
4
5
6
107
8
9

June
34.8
35.1
34.6
31.4
35.6
28.6
26.8
35.4
27.0
26.7
30.1
27.5
26.5
25.6
24.7
25.8
26.0
26.2
23.7
22.7
26.0
22.7
22.4
22.2
21.7
25.8
25.7
21.0
21.0
20.4
20.4Rating
July
19.9
Top 10 Regularly Scheduled Multi-Weekly Shows
$64,000of Question
Toast
The Town (CBS)
(CBS) Tues.
Sun.
Dragnet
(NBC)
Thurs.
This Is Your Life (NBC) Wed.
Best of Groucho (NBC) Thurs.
Lux Video Theatre (NBC) Thurs.
I've Got A Secret (CBS) Wed.
Two For The Money (CBS) Sat.
Ford Theatre (NBC) Thurs.
Godfrey's
GE TheatreTalent
(CBS) Scouts
Sun. (CBS) Mon.
Robert Montgomery (NBC) Mon.
Burns & Allen (CBS) Mon.
Disneyland (ABC) Wed.
What's My Line? (CBS) Sun.
America's Greatest Bands (CBS) Sat.
Godfrey & His Friends (CBS) Wed.
Four Star Playhouse (CBS) Thurs.
Tv Playhouse (NBC) Sun.
Millionaire (CBS) Wed.

Howdy Doody (NBC) Mon.-Fri.
Guiding Light (CBS) Mon.-Fri.
Search For Tomorrow (CBS) Mon.-Fri.
Dinah Shore (NBC) Tue., Thu.
Love of Life (CBS) Mon.-Fri.
Pinky Lee (NBC) Mon.-Fri.
Arthur Godfrey (CBS) Mon.-Thu.
CBS News (CBS) Mon.-Fri.
News Caravan (NBC) Mon.-Fri.
Big Payoff (CBS) Mon.-Fri.

MR. CARNESE

Foster as vice president and account supervisor
on the Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. account. Thomas-J. Carnese, vice president and
general manager, was named a member of the
executive committee, and Howard O. Andersen, assistant vice president, was named administrative assistant to the executive committee.

Domino

Homes
(000)

Percent of Tv Homes Reached
Program Station Basis

Homes
Name of Program
1 1 Led Three Lives (Ziv)
18.5
2 Liberace (Guild)
20.0
3 Badge 714 (NBC Film)
19.1
4 Mayor of the Town (MCA-TV) %Tv
5 Ellery Queen (TPA)
17.8
18.2
17.6
6 Eddie Cantor (Ziv)
17.4
7 Man Behind the Badge
17.3
8 Kit(MCA-TV)
Carson (MCA-TV)
9 Annie
(CBS Film)
16.7
10 Science Oakley
Fiction Theatre (Ziv) 16.6
**Appearing in a minimum of 20 markets.
Copyright Videodex Inc.

Rating

Top 10 Tv Programs

Program
Rank
1 64,000 Dollar Question (CBS)
2 Toast of the Town (CBS)
3 Disneyland (ABC)
Lux Theater (NBC)
4
Dateline Disneyland (ABC)
5
6
I've Got a Secret (CBS)
7 Dragnet (NBC)
Ford
Theater (NBC)
8 Undercurrent
(CBS)
9
(Brown & Williamson Tobacco)
10
Robt Montgomery (Warner) (NBC)

Top
Spot Programs*1
June10 25-July
1, 1955

MR. FOSTER

TRENDEX

NIELSEN

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
MR. REEVES

RATINGS

McCann-Erickson's Falasca
To AN PA Promotion Post
APPOINTMENT of Edward A. Falasca, copy
chief in the sales promotion department of
McCann-Erickson Inc., as director of promotion for the Bureau of Advertising, American
Newspaper Publishers Assn., New York, was
announced last week by Harold S. Barnes, director of the bureau. Mr. Falasca at M-E worked
on such accounts as the Chrysler Corp.,
Schenley Distillers, CBS Radio, CongoleumNairn, Mennen Co., Nestle, National Biscuit
Co., Atlas Tires & Batteries and Esso Standard
Oil Co. He also was formerly associated with
WKIP Poughkeepsie, N. Y., as chief announcer.

11.4
10.9
11.1
10.6
10.4
10.4
10.2

June
13.2
12.2
12.4
11.6
11.5
11.5
12.3
12.4

intelligence. Mr. Ridgeway, a graduate of
Whittier College, Whittier, Calif., has just completed three years in the Navy. Prior to that,
he worked with Northrup Aircraft and TeleQue, the west coast tv audience survey organization which has joined forces with ARB.
Celanese

Names

Jane Wallace

APPOINTMENT of Jane Wallace as director
of advertising and promotion of the Textile
Div. of the Celanese
Corp. of America,
New York,nouncedwas
anlast week.
Mrs. Wallace has
been with the com1949
when pany
shesincejoined
Celanese as assistant
to the director of
advertising. In 1953,
she became
coordinator of advertising

American Research Bureau
Hires Kaufman, Ridgeway
THE American Research Bureau has added
Herbert S. Kaufman and Rupert R. Ridgeway
to its executive staff at College Park, Md. Mr.
Kaufman will head the special projects section
and Mr. Ridgeway will be in charge of production of all regular ARB reports.
Mr. Kaufman is a graduate of Indiana U.
with two years of post-graduate work in marketing research at the U. of Miami. For the
past two years he has been in Army counter

11.6
12.7
11.2

and promotion for
the Textile Div. She
will be responsible
for directing the identification program, product
publicity, school relations and the newly created
market liaison and retail relations department
of the division.
MRS. WALLACE

Broadcasting

Telecasting

D-F-S

Establishes

Creative Review Board
A NEW Creative Review Board has been set
up by Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc. It will be
headed by Lawrence D'Aloise, vice president,
who has been appointed creative director of
the agency.
In addition to Mr. D'Aloise, executives from
D-F-S' New York
office on the board
are: Marjorie Greenbaum, vice president;
Walter Mead, vice
president; Frank Riggio, vice president;
William A. Irwin,
vice president; Norman Mathews, vice
president of the radio
and television commercial production
department
ber of review(memboard
MR. D'ALOISE
on all radio and tv
projects), and Warren Krey.
Messrs. Irwin and Krey were appointed to
new positions. Mr. Irwin becomes director of
art and Mr. Krey coordinator of creative
activity.
Also serving on the board are Frances Kennedy, vice president in charge of creative work
at D-F-S' Chicago office and Dexter Glunz, vice
president
in charge
San
Francisco
office. of creative work at D-F-S'
The agency has operated a creative committee for many years. The new board, according to D-F-S, will further emphasize this
activity and will have invested in it all responsibility for the agency's creative work.
Black, Prochazka, Thomas
Named Benton & Bowles V.P/s
APPOINTMENT of three new vice presidents
of Benton & Bowles, New York, were announced last week. Named were: James Black,
account supervisor;
Otto Prochazka, creative supervisor, and
Austin A. Thomas,
business manager of
the art department
and supervisor o f
production and traffic.
Mr. Black has
been with the company since March
1953 and before that
was associated with
William Weintraub
MR. BLACK
& Co. agency and
Ford Motor Co. Mr. Prochazka, associated with
the firm since August 1954, had been with Anderson & Cairns and Ruthrauff & Ryan agencies. Mr. Thomas has been with Benton &
Bowles for more than 14 years.

THE SIX candidates for Miss Rheingold of 1956 stand beside official Rheingold photographer Paul Hesse as station, agency and brewery officials give tips on how to give
station breaks on WMGM New York. The girls ask listeners to vote for their favorite as
Miss Rheingold of 1956. Seated (I to r): Peter M. Bardach, radio-tv timebuyer, Foote,
Cone & Belding; Robert Weenolsen, Rheingold account executive in charge of radio-tv,
Foote, Cone & Belding; Eleanore Nolan, assistant advertising manager, Liebmann Breweries, and Arthur Tolchin, director of WMGM. The hopefuls are (I to r) Gretchen Foster,
Maggie Pierce, Hillie Merritt, Myrna Fahey, Carol Toby and Jeryl Johnson.

Nylon Yarn

Maker

Sets

50-Market Tv Spot Drive
A SPOT CAMPAIGN will be launched in
more than 50 tv markets on Sept. 26 by Deering, Milliken & Co. on behalf of its Agilon
stretch nylon yarn, the Television Bureau of
Advertising announced in New York last week.
TvB said the one-minute spot campaign is
designed to popularize the nylon stocking product made by Deering, Milliken, which in the
past has been a heavy user of magazines.
The spot commercials, produced by the Amos
Parrish
Agency,
the newandyarn's
stretch that
permitspromote
both seamless
full
fashioned hosiery, a development that the
manufacturer believes can revolutionize the
hosiery field. The spots also will be used in a
training film that will advise the firm's sales
people of the promotion campaign.
Frigidaire Names Kudner
For Appliance Accounts
FRIGIDAIRE DIV. of General Motors, which
has been with Foote, Cone & Belding two decades, has named Kudner Agency, New York,
to handle its major appliance advertising, it was
announced last week by Mason Roberts, General Motors vice president and Frigidaire general manager. Frigidaire's commercial air conditioning and refrigeration advertising will continue to be handled by Kircher, Helton & Collett, Dayton, agency appointed to this phase
in June of this year.
'Ads# Women & Boxtops'
Published in Book Form
EXPANDED version of a series of articles
which ran last year in B»T under the title of
Ads, Women and Boxtops, was published in
book
form last
Pleasantville,
N. week
Y. by Printers' Ink Books,

mr. prochazka mr. thomas
Broadcasting • Telecasting

The series and the book, also titled Ads,
Women and Boxtops, were written by Duane
Jones, president of the Duane Jones Co., as
told to Mark Larkin. The purpose of the 128-

page volume is to serve primarily as a "how
to" book for all concerned with package products in the food and drug fields, including manufacturers, distributors, advertisers, merchandisers, sellers and consumers.
Mr. Jones, called the "boxtop king," long
has advocated air coverage as the quickest
and most economical way of building a mass
market. He incorporates into the book many
case histories of products that were marketed
successfully through the use of radio and
television.
Priced at $3 per copy, Ads, Women and Boxtops is available at local bookstores or may be
obtained from the publishers.
American

Finance

Conference

Hits Car Dealers' 'Bait' Ads
"BAIT" advertising by automobile dealers in
radio-tv and newspapers has been scored by
the American Finance Conference in its current newsletter distributed to some 35,000
dealers.
Among practices cited by the national association ofindependent sales finance companies
are wild discounts, over-allowances, no-downpayments and long-term arrangements. These
types of deals usually appeal to "lookers, not
buyers," dealers were warned, and are potentially dangerous. What's more, such advertising
lacks "believability," it was pointed out.
Dealers were urged to act through local trade
groups to vepoint
fallacies
of "bait"
adrtising, to use out
statetheand
local laws
to curb
such practices and to solicit the help of the
Federal Trade Commission and local Better
Business Bureaus.
Banks

Elected to R&R

Board

BEN BANKS, a vice president with Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc. since 1952, has been elected
a member of the board of directors. Mr. Banks
previously was with Koehl, Landis & Landon
and Maxon Inc. Before rejoining R & R in
1945, he had served an earlier stint with the
agency up until 1936.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
Sylvania Plans Tv Campaign
SYLVANIA Electric Products Inc. will utilize
its Beat the Clock on CBS-TV to advertise its
new "Softlight," described as the "first new
development in incandescent home and commercial lighting during the past 30 years." The
new product will be demonstrated on Beat the
Clock from September through December, according to a Sylvania advertising spokesman.
Agency for Sylvania is J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York.
Baker Moves to Brady Co.
APPOINTMENT of Richard M. Baker as vice
president in charge of a newly created publicity
and public relations division of the Brady Co.,
Appleton, Wis., advertising agency, was announced last week by Richard H. Brady, president. Mr. Baker, who will join the Brady Co.
in September, has been director of public relations and special assistant to the president of
Ansul Chemical Co., Marinette, Wis.
Eight Subscribe to ARF
ELECTION of eight more subscribers to the
Advertising Research Foundation, New York,
was announced last week by ARB's board of
director. They are: Hazard Adv. Co., new
York; Lever Bros.; Reader's Digest Assn.;
Steel magazine; Standard Rate & Data Service Inc.; U. of Maryland; Northwestern U., and
Rutgers U.
Holiday Football on Radio
GENERAL TIRE Co., Akron, Ohio, has signed
to sponsor the National Football League
game between the Detroit Lions and the
Green Bay Packers at Detroit's Briggs Stadium Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 24, on MBS.
Television network to carry the contest has not
been selected. Play-by-play on radio and television will be handled by Harry Wismer.
SPOT BUSINESS
DeSoto Div. of Chrysler Corp., Detroit, through
BBDO, Detroit, is preparing availabilities for
introduction of new models, effective Oct. 1228 in radio; Oct. 8-31 in television. Approximately 80 markets will be used.
Delaware, Lackawana & Western Coal Co.
(Blue coal), N. Y., through Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., planning radio spot
announcement campaign, effective Sept. 12,
for 10 weeks in number of markets.
NETWORK

BUSINESS

General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, and Parker
Pen Co., Janesville Wis., sign for alternateweek sponsorship of The Life and Legend of
Wyatt Earp on ABC-TV (Tues., 8:30-9 p.m.
EDT), effective Sept. 6. Agencies: DancerFitzgerald - Sample, N. Y. (General Mills);
Tatham-Laird, Chicago (Parker).
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, signs to
sponsor Ifs Always Jan, featuring Janis Paige,
on CBS-TV (Sat., 9:30-10 p.m. EDT), effective
Sept. 10. Agency: Compton Adv., N. Y.
Toni Co., Chicago, and Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky. (Viceroy cigarettes, to sponsor Louella Parsons show from
Hollywood on NBC-TV (Sun., 10:30-11 p.m.),
effective in early fall. Agencies: Weiss &
Geller, Chicago (Toni); Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.
(Viceroy).
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Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa., signs to sponsor
Father Knows Best on NBC-TV (Wed., 8:309 p.m. EDT), effective Aug. 31. Agency: I.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Miles Labs (pharmaceuticals), Elkart, Ind., will
replace Tues. 2-2:15 p.m. sponsorship of Robert
Q. Lewis Show on CBS-TV (Mon.-Fri., 2-2:30
p.m. EDT) with Tues. 3:45-4 p.m. sponsorship
of Bob Crosby Show on CBS-TV (Mon.-Fri.,
3:30-4 p.m. EDT), effective Sept. 27 for 52
weeks.
Mogen David Wine Corp., Chicago signs for
sponsorship of Dollar a Second, returning to
ABC-TV (Fri., 9-9:30 p.m. EDT), effective
Sept. 2. Agency: Weiss & Geller Inc., Chicago.
Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston, renews
Cavalcade of Sports for second year on NBC
Radio (Fri., 10 p.m. until conclusion), effective
Aug. 26. Contract represent $1,407,000 in
gross billings. Agency: Maxon Inc., N. Y.
AGENCY APPOINTMENTS
Electric Institute of Washington has appointed
M. Belmont Ver Standig Inc., Washington, to
carry out special campaign promoting use of
"adequate wiring." Campaign, with $100,000
budget, starts Sept. 19 with all media to be
used.
Pompeian Corp., Baltimore, appoints Applestein, Levinstein & Golnick Inc., same city, for
Pompeian Milk Massage Cream.
Johns-Manville Dutch Brand Div. (tapes, adhesives, rubber products), Chicago, and Advance Electric & Relay Co. (electrical relays), Burbank, Calif., affiliate of Elgin National Watch Co., appoint Waldie & Briggs
Inc., Chicago.
Revco Inc. (refrigeration, freezer equipment),
Deerfield, Mich., appoints Fuller & Smith &
Ross, Chicago.
Tv Time Foods (Tv Time popcorn), Chicago,
has named Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
Wynn Oil Products Inc., Mineola, N. Y., has
named Anderson & Cairns, N. Y. Firm will
use chiefly spot radio to launch initial campaign in seven-state area. Victor Seydel, vice
president-director of radio and tv for Anderson & Cairns, will supervise radio activities.
Custom Paint & Chemical Co., Pennsauken,
N. J., appoints Fiore & Fiore, Jersey City, N. J.
Agency will conduct consumer and trade campaign for Yearlon floor finish, initially using
tv-radio in several test markets.

COLOR
Advance Schedule
Of Network Color Shows
CBS-TV
Sept. 24

(9:30-11 p.m. EDT) Ford
Star Jubilee, "Judy Garland
Show," Ford Motor Co.
through J. Walter Thompson
Co.

NBC-TV
Aug.
23

(7:30 - 7:45 p.m. EDT)
Vaughn Monroe Show (Also
Aug.
25, 30, Sept. 1, 6, 8).
Sustaining.

Aug. 24

(7:30-7:45
EDT)
Dennis
(Alsop.m.Aug.
26, Matt
29).
Sustaining.

Aug. 22-26 (11 a.m.-Noon EDT) Home.
Color inserts daily at 11:45
a.m.-Noon (Also Aug. 29Sept. 2). Participating sponsors.
Aug. 22 (8-9:30 p.m. EDT) Producers
Showcase, "The King and
Mrs. Candle," Ford through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, and RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Grey and Al Paul Lefton
agencies.
Aug. 26
(2:30-5 p.m. EDT) Davis
Cup Matches. (Also Aug. 27,
and 28). Sustaining.
Sept. 11
(7:30-9 p.m. EDT) Color
Spread,
"Skin sponsors.
of Our Teeth."
Participating
Sept. 12-16 (5:30-6 p.m. EDT) Howdy
Doody (also Sept. 19-23 2630). Participating sponsors.
Sept. 17
(3:30-6 p.m. EDT) NCAA
Football Game, U. of Miami
vs. Georgia Tech. ParticipatSept. 19

ing sponsors.
(8-9:30 p.m. EDT) Producers
Showcase,
Town,"Kenyon
Ford
Motor Co. "Our
through
& Eckhardt, and RCA through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Grey and
Al Paul Lefton agencies.

Sept. 27

(8-9 p.m. EDT) Milton Berle
Show. Participating sponsors.
[Note: This schedule will be corrected to
press time of each issue of B»T.]

Eastern Wine Corp. (Chateau Martin wines),
N. Y., has named Stephen Goerl Assoc., N. Y.,
to handle advertising and promotion of new
product to be introduced and tested in eastern
cities. Tv-radio will be used.

moved to new and larger offices at 8720 Chicago Blvd. W.
Bldg.
L. F. McCarthy & Co., Cincinnati, has moved
to new and larger offices at 712 Provident Bank

Glamorene Inc. (carpet cleaner), N. Y., appoints
Product Services Inc., same city. Fall-winter
plans will be announced shortly.

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles Inc., N. Y.;
Burton E. Wyatt & Co., Atlanta, Ga., and
Doyle Dane Bernbach Inc., N. Y., elected to
American Assn. of Adv. Agencies.

AGENCY

SHORTS

Betteridge & Co., Detroit, moves to new offices
in Officenter Bldg., 15800 W. McNichols Rd.
and incorporates with officers: H. W. Betteridge,
president and treasurer; H. J. McLaurin, vice
president; Alan Joslyn, secretary. Joseph Gallagher, formerly with Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, and Lasalle J. Hammel to agency.
Jack Trusrman Adv. Agency, Detroit, has

John W. Shaw Inc., Chicago, will enlarge office
space Sept. 1, taking over building next door
to present office.
A&A PEOPLE
Irving Gilman, special projects director, and
John A. Kellogg, market research director, Institute for Motivational Research, Croton-onHudson, N. Y., elected vice president for business, administrative and public relations activiBroadcasting • Telecasting

Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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CATALOGS

BASIC

FOR

ANTENNA

MODELS

mm

BROADCASTERS...
n

plus hundreds
or problem

of variations
antenna

No matter what operating channel...rated power. ..or topographical characteristics— there
is a dependable G-E antenna to
suit your station requirements.
For more than 20 years a crack
team

of antenna

manufacturing
probed

design

and

specialists has

the secrets of antenna

development. This full time General Electric programhas resulted
in today's wide range of antenna
models — 49 basic designs— built
for full time dependability.
New
new

uses of better materials,

4

for custom

installations!

of this intensive research effort.
The detailed close-ups highlighted here are but a few of the
G-E

advancements

which

com-

bine to make a G-E antenna a dependable investment for vital full
time service.
Whether
batwing

for VHF

or UHF,

or helical models, your

local representative can fill you
in on the latest progress in antenna development. Call or write
today. General Electric Company,
Section

X285-22,

Equipment,

Broadcast

Electronics

Park,

production techniques, and

Syracuse, N. Y. In Canada, write:

more efficient manufacturing
methods are additional results

C.G.E. Electronics, 830 Lansdowne Avenue, Toronto.

THEN

AND

NOW

< EARLY TV ANTENNA DESIGNS were
basic installations— often mounted
atop wooden poles — as shown at
left at W2XB Schenectady in 1939.
Range and pattern coverage were
limited— yet adequate for early
transmission needs.
A TODAY AT ROCHESTER -this G-E
VHF helical, in service with WVET
& WHEC, and the batwing antenna
of WHAM, combine to offer the
solution to a complex multi-station
transmission problem. G-E antenna
research has consistently improved
design and manufacturing methods—leading to49 basic antenna
models for many wide requirements.

11
TEE FEED divides power proportionately between upper and
lower bay groups.
/v

BRASS FEED LINE JUNCTION BOX is
machined throughout. Silicon
rubber cushion mount relieves
mechanical strain.

SEPARATE MECHANICAL AND GROUND
CLAMPING of Styroflex feed lines.
Mechanical clamping is of the
type that permits tightening, if
required, in maintenance. The
% - inch diameter lines provide
extra capacity and safety.

BAT WING FEED POINT at Styroflex
termination has Teflon end seal.
Connection to inner conductor at
end seal is extra-sturdy collet-type.

A THE NEW G-E HELICAL ANTENNA.
^ It is this G-E model which was
used in combination with the batwing antenna for the Rochester
installation shown at left. Cylindrical shape offers less tower load.
G-E helical design, in use with
UHF since 1952, makes possible
a simpler antenna providing the
equivalent power gain of batwing
models. No de-icing problems —
the helix serves as a heater. GE.
catalogs 49 basic antenna models
for VHF or UHF needs.
BATWING MOUNTING LUG is welded
to mast. Heating element, if required, has gasketed terminal.

CONSTRUCTION

DETAILS

provide all the coverage
...without

danger

like these

your transmitter

of wind or power

Progress Is Our Most

GENERAL

help G-E antennas
can produce

overloading.

Important Product

HI

ELECTRIC

FILM

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
ties and vice president in charge of newlyformed research planning div., respectively.
James R. Blocki, assistant product advertising
manager, Kraft Foods Co., Chicago, promoted
to newly-created position, advertising services
manager.
Charles Standard, formerly in national sales
dept., NBC, to Biow-Beirn-Toigo, N. Y., as
account executive; Bob Roberts, formerly production manager, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, to
agency's tv commercial dept.; Henry H. (Bob)
Marshall, formerly with Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, N. Y., to agency as copywriter; Joseph
Palastak Jr., formerly in outdoor advertising
dept., Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y., to B-B-T
as outdoor media associate director; James A.
Gray, formerly media dept. manager, StocktonWest-Burkhart, Cincinnati, to print media dept.
as spacebuyer.
Cordon Stephens, formerly with GibbonsO'Neill Inc., Cleveland, to McCann-Erickson,
same city, as account executive; Charles Hanson, formerly with Young & Rubicam, Detroit, to creative-contact staff, McCann-Erickson, Detroit, as sales promotion account executive.

Lloyd Winslow to Aubrey, Finlay, Marley and
Hodgson, Chicago, as account executive.
John L. Bricker, Colgate-Palmolive Co., Jersey
City, N. J., appointed merchandising director,
toilet article dept.
Lawrence Barnard, drug merchandising manager, Life magazine, to Carl S. Brown Co.,
N. Y., as merchandising director.
Joseph Field, public relations and publicity
director, Compton Adv., N. Y., resigns with
discontinuance by agency of program publicity
dept.

Paul Martin, formerly tv art director, Geyer
Adv., N. Y., to Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., in
similar post.

Laurence U. Nelson to Fensholt Adv. Agency,
Chicago, as assistant account executive.
Rosemary McGirney, copywriter, McKee &
Albright, Phila., to creative staff, Erwin, Wasey
& Co., L. A., as copywriter.

Joseph Durand, NBC-TV, to Perrin-Paus Adv.,
assisting in handling number of tv shows for
coming season.

Paper Uses Radio
RADIO advertising is being used by the
Pittsburgh Courier, leading Negro newspaper with regional editions, to promote
circulation in 15 areas of the U. S. The
newspaper has started a three-week
saturation campaign on 15 stations, with
the advertising effort tied in with a promotion for the upcoming MarcianoMoore heavyweight championship bout.
Readers of the Courier are being asked
to compile a list of the 12 top prizefighters of all time, and the lists most
nearly approximating one being made
by Archie Moore will be adjudged
winners. Prizes include all-expense trip
to New York and two tickets to the
heavyweight bout for out-of-towners, and
$250 plus two tickets for New Yorkers.
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TV

NETWORK,

SEEN

IN

FILM

PARAMOUNT

PACKAGES
PLANS

Vast new television city being erected in downtown Hollywood,
matching facilities of NBC and CBS and anticipating day when film
colony concedes video will be more important than theatrical films.
KTLA (TV) seen as key station of national hookup.
ALTHOUGH officials of both Paramount Pic- construction and technical furnishing.
tures Inc. and its subsidiary KTLA (TV) HollyTwo programs presently are being sent out
wood won't admit it, the major movie interest on film to station affiliates of Paramount Net- '
appears to be priming its guns for a master in- work. One is the weekly full-hour Bandstand
Review, sponsored by Ralston for Ry-Krisp,
vasion of the television network and film packaging fields, both black-and-white and color, Rice Chex and Wheat Chex, through Guild.
Bascomb & Bonfigli. It is aired on 13 PTN
possibly by the first of next year.
Paramount is quietly building a tv city in outlets, including KTLA. Another sent out
downtown Hollywood that in physical scope weekly, but with local sponsorship, is wrestling
from Olympic Auditorium in Los Angeles. This
would appear destined to match the production
goes to some 50 stations.
facilities of both NBC and CBS on the West
Coast.
PTN makes its profit out of production costs,
For years a pioneer in development of basic with the advertiser buying affiliates at their individual local instead of national rate, with the
technical equipment and systems which comstation retaining the full amount. It is believed
prise the entertainment phase of the vast communications industry, Paramount is playing all the same pattern would be followed should
PTN be fully activated.
sides
of
the
street
in anticipation
of television's
commercial potential.
This in itself
is a giant
KTLA presently is telecasting from both its
hedge against the day feature movie production old and new homes but Mr. Landsberg said
admits to second place instead of first in the the local production move to 5800 Sunset will
minds of Hollywood film executives.
be completed by the end of this year. By that
With KTLA as key station, the movie major time KTLA will have in operation two large
theatre studios, two big indoor sound-stage type
is seen filling the gap of the former DuMont
Network with the film organization under the studios and an extensive outdoor studio area.
name of Paramount Television Network.
The complete reconstruction should be over
Actually a nucleus operation for four years, by April or May next year, he estimated.
although hardly out of the paper stage, PTN
All engineering will be done from a complete
would film live originations at KTLA and master control building and all camera facilities,
circulate them as a superior quality kinescope both monochrome and color, can be moved
to its affiliates. Special new kinescope equip- from stage to stage. KTLA is ready for color,
ment is reported to be in use.
both live and film, Mr. Landsberg said, his staPTN now has under contract some 50 to 60
tion being the only independent in the market
tv stations from coast-to-coast, north and south, so equipped. "KTLA is the only station outside of NBC New York with its own color tv
but only a few now are used on certain package-type shows, according to informed sources.
remote unit," he said.
Paramount obviously is ready to exploit payas-you-see television — both system-wise and in
UP MOVIETONE
NEWS
programming — through its subsidiary International Telemeter Corp. ITC is fighting for subBY BBC
scription tv authority at FCC (see toll tv PURCHASED
seminar story page 32) and through another
subsidiary interest, Chromatic Television Labs., UNDER what was said to be "the most comprehensive news and newsfilm agreement in
color tube developer, Paramount is ready to
television history," United Press Movietone
keep pace with technical developments.
News last Monday started service to the British
Paramount holds the largest minority interest Broadcasting Corp.
in DuMont, now under reorganization and inThe contract, signed by T. R. P. Hole, editor
cluding DuMont's two owned and operated stations, WABD (TV) New York and WTTG (TV) of BBC, and A. L. Bradford, vice president of
Washington. Speculation is strong that Para- UP, provides for news and film from the entire
world. BBC is the second British organization
mount may acquire both WABD and WTTG
to sign in recent months with a U. S. newsto comprise the East Coast and Nation's Capital
origination centers for its network operation gathering group. Last May Independent Television News Ltd., news programming company
[Closed Circuit, Aug. 15].
set
up
by the Independent Television Authority,
KTLA is operated by subsidiary Paramount
entered into an agreement with CBS News Film
Television Productions Inc., under the super- to supply filmed coverage of North and South
vision of Vice President-General Manager Klaus
America and the Far East [B*T, May 23].
Landsberg. The station moved three months ago
from 5451 Marathon St. to 5800 Sunset Blvd.,
Mr. Hole called the move "an interesting and
the old movie lot of Warner Bros. A major important step in the development of the BBC
reconstruction job is underway.
service of news and information to the public."
Mr. Landsberg conceded extensive new studio He said BBC is looking forward to United Press
facilities for local KTLA operations will evolve, Movietone's coverage, encompassing service on
including color. The old Warner facilities a seven-day basis, 24-hours a day.
F. H. Bartholomew, president of UP, said
have not been used for film-making for more
than a decade. Most of the structures are being the new agreement is a "further extension of
torn down or stripped and rebuilt from foundathe worldwide broadcasting service by UP." He
tion. Other buildings are being refinished. noted that since United Press Movietone News
Best estimate obtainable is that Paramount
was organized in 1951, it "has grown into the
spent about $2 million acquiring the lot and largest and television's first truly global news
will match that a couple of times over in the reBroadcasting
• Telecasting
service."

"this

guy

must'v
bee
a
"I mean it," e
says John, well-known
mixer n
at that
favored haunt of Boston agency folk, the Statler lounge
bar. "There he was, sitting behind his Wurzburger,
beginner
!
crowing about the spot schedule he'd just made up
for Mother Dumple's Ail-American Piccalilli. And
you know what? This character completely overlooks
two of the best spot buys in New England!
"Sure — you know and / know! WABI for radio and
WABI-TV for television. Real super-stuff in Maine's
seven most terrific counties with almost half-a-billion
retail sales! Everybody knows they're a 'must'. But
not junior-boy ! Cripes, he must\e been a beginner
or something . . ."
John, of course, might be drawing unfair conclusions.
Could be that Mother Dumple's has no distribution
in our big Bangor-centered market of 350,000
customers. But, brother, there's no slicker way to
get it (and gild up a piccalilli sales chart in the
bargain) than by putting these double-barrelled Down
Easters to work for you!

Repre
Ke(feT,.Ca
New Engla
„ sente. d . by:
, George
P. r,er_
Hollingbery
— Nationally
nd

wabi

BANGOR,
MAINE
General manager: Leon P. Gorman, Jr.

OVER
Meet News Director rod macleish! He's the gallivanting globe-trotter who literally covers the news
for WBZ+WBZA. He analyzes it. Reports it. With
clarity, color and completeness. Among his many
exclusives: Interviews with Adenauer, McCarthy,
many others! Articles and stories published in Saturday Evening Post, American, Redbook, Family
Circle. Monday-Friday, 12:05-12:15 p.m.

WBZiy

Meet LEO egan! New England's number-one ne
man, according to Nielsen! Most often found
WBZ's News Wagon, equipped with mobile ph
and tape-recorder to scoop the news exactly wt
and when it happens. At the Charlestown pri
'fir'
his usual
Egan scored
for instance, 7:30-7:45,
riot,
Monday-Saturday,
8:00-8:05,
8:30-8
8:55-9:00 A.M.

Now you know them. You know the men who make the news more than j
wire service copy over WBZ+WBZA. These Big 4 are reporters in jj
Their own eye-views, objective interpretations and presentations keep al.
New England on its ear. Families by the hundreds of thousands follow
station that keeps them dramatically up-to-date.
If you want to give your products a newsworthy pitch, do it dramatic;
on WBZ+WBZA. Talk to Bill Williamson, Sales Manager, at ALgonquin4-5f
Or
Eldon Campbell, WBC National Sales Manager, MUrray Hill 7-0|
Newcall
York.

EHIND

THE

BIG

*

v"BZA

~-

~ ■

RADIO!

jstreeter stuart ! Veteran WBZ+ WBZA news1 famed for on-the-spot descriptions and dynamic
•views with people who make the news. Typical
th-taking bulletins: Taped interview with comdant of an Alaskan air base when Russian
t's shot down an American patrol plane off
kan coast. Monday-Friday, 6-6:05 P.M., 7-7:05
, 11 to 11:15 P.M., and 11:55 to 12:00 P.M.

Meet arch macdonald!

Outstanding broadcaster

recently cited for "personality, diction, adaptability,
voice, and versatility," won the coveted Davis
Memorial Announcer's Award. Famous program
pioneer and ad-lib reporter par excellence. MondayFriday, from 9:25-9:30 A.M., 1:00-1:05 P.M., 2:002:05 P.M.
WBZ+WBZA— Boston+Springfield

WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING COMPANY,
RADIO
TELEVISION
BOSTON— WBZ+WBZA
BOSTON— WBZ-TV
PHILADELPHIA— KYW
PHILADELPHIA— WPTZ
PITTSBURGH— KDKA
PITTSBURGH— KDKA-TV
FORT WAYNE — WO WO
SAN FRANCISCO— KPIX
PORTLAND— KEX
KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.
All other WBC stations represented by Free a Peters. Inc.

INC.

FILM
Study on Spot Tv Films
Released by ABC Film Arm
A STUDY of spot tv films, prepared by ABC
Film Syndication, is being distributed to tv
station salesmen to aid them in selling local
non-tv advertisers on the visual medium and
on syndicated film.
Called "A Reel Sales Builder," the presentation studies "advertising value of syndicated
television film" emphasizing that the spot advertiser obtains the advantages of flexibility;
large variety of top programming with "proven"
audience appeal; strong promotion, advertising,
merchandising and publicity support from both
syndicators and tv stations and a sales vehicle
for many different types of advertisers.

The market and number of syndicated films
per week (approximate average), as listed
by ABC Film:
Los Angeles, 100; Denver, 70; San Francisco, 65; New York, 65; Chicago, 50; Washington, 50; Salt Lake City, 40; Columbus, 35;
Atlanta, 35; St. Louis, 35; Philadelphia, 35;
Milwaukee, 35; Cincinnati, 30; Boston, 30.

Watch Out, Davy
A NEW CORPORATION has been
formed for the express purpose of producing a movie
thea life
of Dan'l
Boone and
at laterondate,
television
and
radio series. Bruce Bennett has signed
a seven-year contract to play the title role,
with all filming to be done in Mexico.
Contained in the presentation is a list of
"representative markets and the approximate
number of syndicated films used weekly."
Listed are 14 markets, which, ABC Film claims,
represent 46.1% of the total U. S. tv homes.
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Promotion Contest Set
For 8 Screen Gems Shows
NATIONWIDE promotion contest for eight
national tv programs was launched last week
by Screen Gems Inc., tv subsidiary of Columbia Pictures Corp. The drive is designed to
stimulate audience interest in Screen Gems'
network and nationally sponsored programs on
the local level, according to Henry S. White,
director of advertising.
The shows are Adventures of Rin Tin Tin,
Captain Midnight, Celebrity Playhouse, Father
Knows Best, Ford Theatre, The Patti Page
Show, The Damon Runyon Theatre and Tales
of the Texas Rangers. The contest, described by
Mr. White as the largest of its kind ever conducted, isopen to promotion managers of any
U. S. station carrying one or more nationallysponsored Screen Gems' programs. It will run
for 13 weeks, starting Oct. 2.
Winners will be judged on the basis of the
best individual program promotion and exploitation created for any one of the shows carried
by the station. First prize will be a 13-day
Caribbean cruise for two. Other prizes include projectors and screens, hi-fi systems,
air conditioners, deep freezers, Rolleiflex cameras and gold wrist watches.
Canyon Films Sues Disney
CANYON Films, Los Angeles, has filed a
$100,000 suit in Superior Court there against
Walt Disney Productions, it was reported last
week. The suit alleges breach of contract for
production of the tv series, When I Grow Up.
It is charged that Mr. Disney last March agreed
to let Canyon produce a minimum of five films,
then decided to do them himself. Canyon principals include Jack Couffer, Conrad Hall and
Marvin Weinstein.

1
Sterling Names Chicago Chief
ELLIOTT ABRAMS of Sterling Television Co.,
has been transferred from the Cincinnati area
to head the Chicago office. Mr. Abrams has
been with Sterling four years, and will be responsible for sales in the Midwest.

is
FIRST IN LISTENERS

■

FILM SALES

The current TRENDEX* audience meas-

B

urement report again confirms WAKR's
dominant position in Akron Radio.

§1

ABC Film Syndication, N. Y., has sold
Anniversary Package of 15 feature films to
KOMO-TV Seattle and KRON-TV San Francisco.

A DECIDED

WAKR-TV
Now in its 3rd YEAR
* TRENDEX - Akron Audience Survey
Junt, 7955
AKR-RADIO

• WAKR-TV

10 - TELEVISION CENTER -853 Copley Road - Akron 20. Ohio
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Hollywood Television Service Inc., Hollywood,
has sold 13 feature films to WCBS-TV New
York, available to station Jan. 1, 1956, and raising to 93 number of first-run films in library
for 1955-56 season. Package was reported to
have cost $20 million to produce and includes
such stars as John Wayne, Charles Coburn,
Dennis O'Keefe and others.
Guild Films Inc., N. Y., reported last week
that in five-day period sales to sponsors of
new Liberace tv film program amounted to
about $250,000. Stations involved in sale are
WBZ-TV Boston, WEWS (TV) Cleveland,
WGR-TV Buffalo, N. Y., KLZ-TV Denver,
WTVJ (TV) Miami, KPRC-TV Houston, Tex.,
Broadcasting • Telecasting

target:

Buying

Power

Market

Channel

BATON

ROUGE,

LOUISIANA

The only TV station completely covering the rich heartland of
Louisiana. New payrolls — new wealth are generated in Louisiana by
OIL, GAS, SULPHUR, SALT, LUMBER, INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE

MARKET

DATA

PREDICTED

SERVICE

AREA* WBRZ, Channel 2
860,000
Population
1 64,650
fTV sets in area
_.
Effective Buying Power
$899,481,000
Retail Sales
$580,937,000
Food Sales
$129,460,000
Automotive Sales
$122,571,000
Drug Sales
$ 16,371,000
SOURCE: Sales
1954 Management's Survey of Buying Power,
*Class "B"
fTelevision Magazine

RETAIL
ROADCASTING

• TELECASTING

SALES:

NBC-ABC
watts
MORE
lOOl

TOWER:
ft. 6

inches

Largest
TV
Antenna
in the United
States
12 Bays — Channel
Represented by Hollingbery

2

$580,937,000.00
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and KDKA-TV Pittsburgh. Guild said Liberace
stations and sponsors plan to undertake extensive promotional campaigns, including premium
records, point-of-sale tie-ins and newspaper
advertising.
RANDOM

SHOTS

A. V. Cauger Service Inc., Independence, Mo.,
has available series of animated tv spot commercials for syndication to auto service dealers. Package consists of three one-minute or
nine 20-second spots or both. Spots will
include auto service dealer's name and sales
message and can be purchased outright for any
ive litertv market. Specimen reels and descript
ature and rates are available from firm at 10922
Winner Rd., Independence. Cauger also is distributing todealers of Massey-Harris Co. (farm
equipment) series of five one-minute open-end
various lines of Masseycoverin
tv spots,
t. g
Harris
equipmen
Intercollegiate Conference (Big Ten) is offering
to tv stations 24-minute kinescope pre-season
film outlining 1955 Big Ten football prospects,
loanout basis. Film is recomon purchase or in
Class A time between Sept.
mended for use
te
1-23 and provides for insertion of two-minu
commercials before, after and during running
with time to be sold for all but alcoholic beverage ads. Cost of prints is $45 and if purchased
may be used for "library purposes" or for inserts
on other shows. Film is obtainable from William Reed, Intercollegiate Conference, Office of
Commissioner of Athletics, La Salle Hotel,
Chicago 2.
Association Films, N. Y., is making available
for free loan to tv stations series of short subjects on Italy, titled Italian Rainbow. Association Films is requesting stations to pay service
charge for films.
Films of the Nations, N. Y., is making available
free to tv stations second of new series on
France titled Landmarks of France. New
four-and-a-half minute films, produced by
D. P. M. Productions, N. Y., in cooperation
with French government tourist office are being
offered in color and black-and-white.

Telepix Corp., Hollywood, has opened Chicago sales office, Telepix-Anderson Inc., 6620
Diversey Ave., under supervision of Stanley F.
Anderson.
FILM PEOPLE
William Koening has resigned as associate
story editor of RKO Radio Pictures to become story editor for Cavalcade Theatre, produced by Four Star Productions, Hollywood.
Fred Todaro, general plant superintendent,
Color Service Inc., named head of color facilities at Circle Film Labs, N. Y.
Floyd Crosby signed as photography director,
Tv Reader's Digest, ABC-TV film series.
Richard Carltoo, vice president in charge of
operations, Sterling Television Co., N. Y..
father of boy, Ralph Kenneth, Aug. 7.
Marion Parsonnet, chairman of board, Parsonnet & Wheeler Inc. (tv films and commercials),
N. Y., father of girl, Marin Alix, Aug. 5.
Alan F. Ludington, film producer, and Patricia
Phillips Ludington, formerly associated with
NBC-TV Howdy Doody, parents of girl, Judith
Ann.
Page 50
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PERSONNEL
SAG

STRIKE

RELATIONS

ENDS;

OPERATIONS
RESUME
day.
Playhouse and Waterfront were to resume FriFilm production back in high

gear after Wednesday settlement. New pact, in effect until
March 31, 1960, gives actors
larger rerun payments.
PRODUCERS of tv entertainment films were
resuming full production of all packages by
late last week for both networks and independent stations as members of the Screen Actors
Guild reported for work after their 12-day
strike for larger rerun payments.
The strike ended Wednesday after a majority of SAG members overruled a strong
minority movement in a Tuesday night Hollywood mass meeting which sought to prolong
the walkout in an effort to win a better contract. The new pact, which for the first time
gives actors extra payment for the second showing of a film, will run until March 31, 1960.
It is retroactive to July 21.
Additionally, the new contract calls for increase in minimum rates and changes in certain
other conditions. Among them: actors signed
in the U. S. to make pictures abroad must be
paid the SAG scale and accorded all Guild
conditions.
Culmination of the dispute, first since the
strike against producers of tv film commercials
several years ago, was announced jointly by
Charles Borin, vice president of the Assn. of
Motion Picture Producers; Dean Johnson,
counsel for the Alliance of Tv Film Producers,
and John L. Dales, national secretary of SAG.
One of the first production studios on the
West Coast to resume filming was Ziv Tv
Corp., which put two series before camera on
Wednesday. These were Cisco Kid and Science
Fiction Theatre. At Hal Roach studios, The
Great Gildersleeve and It's a Great Life were
resumed Thursday, while Screen Director's

William F. Broidy Productions began Wild
Bill Hickok Thursday. Others scheduled Friday included Gunsmoke, Highway Patrol and
Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal (the latter an
MCA-TV Ltd. package), at California Studios;
December Bride, Ifs Always Jan and Wyatt
Earp at Desilu Productions and The Jack Benny
Show and The Crusader at Revue Productions.
The new SAG contract calls for these minimum rate increases:
Day players: from $70 to $80 a day.
Singers: mouthing to playback, $45 to $50.
Airplane pilots: $1j00 to $115.
Freelance contract: $250 to $285 a week.
Stunt men and airplane pilots: $300 to $345
a week.

UNIONS

established by American unions and guilds."
The resolution claimed "this gives Sterling
Drug an unfair competitive advantage over
other manufacturers"
mercials inthe U. S. who produce their com-

MADE

HIT

FILMS

OUTSIDE

U. S.

CALIFORNIA State Theatrical Federation,
composed of AFL unions and guilds representing some 67,000 people in the entertainment
industry, opened last week what it hopes will
turn into a nation-wide battle by organized labor
against "runaway" production in foreign countries of tv film commercials for use on American stations.
In a strong resolution adopted at its annual
convention in San Diego, Calif., the group condemned Sterling Drug Inc., major radio-tv
advertiser, for having made recently in England
a series of tv commercials to advertise Bayer
aspirin, Phillips milk of magnesia, Phillips
tablets,
Dr. Lyons
powder,wasHaley's
M-O
and Energine.
The tooth
resolution
introduced
by Pat Somerset, CSTF president and a delegate from the Screen Actors Guild.
The labor group declared that Sterling Drug's
action constituted an "evasion of American
labor standards" that adversely affected the
livelihood of American workmen. CSTT said
the filmed commercials in question are designed
to sell American products to American consumers in the American market but were made
by Sterling Drug in England at rates of compensation for the English craftsman and actors
employed therein that are below the standards

Three day contract: $175 to $200.
Multiple pictures: from two pictures for
$320 and three pictures for $375 to new rate
of $185 per picture.
Series contract: 13 pictures in 6Vi weeks,
$125 to $145 per episode; 13 pictures in 13
weeks, $250 to $285 per episode.
New Residual Payments
New residual payments were set as follows:
second run (first rerun) not less than 35% of
minimum; third run and 30% ; fourth, fifth and
sixth runs 25% each, the sixth run payments
covering all subsequent runs, if any.
The rerun provisions also specify that the
producers may defer payment for each respective rerun until six months after the first telecast of the respective rerun in any city in the
U. S. or Canada, or after the rerun has been
telecast in 70 cities, whichever occurs first.
It was agreed that Guild conditions other
than Guild shop shall be extended beyond the
continental U. S. as in the former contract to
includesions ofCanada
the U. S.and all territories and posses-

CSTF asked the California State Federation
of Labor to take similar action. Earlier, a comparable resolution was voted at a convention
of the New York State Federation of Labor in
Albany, N. Y.
CGA Wins Movie Contract
THE Composers Guild of America has been
certified as the collective bargaining agent for
composers of music and/or words with the
nine major film studio members of the Assn.
of Motion Picture Producers, according to
results of an election held by the National Labor Relations Board. Studios concerned are:
Allied Artists, Columbia, Loew's Inc.
(M-G-M), Paramount, Republic, RKO-Radio,
20th Century-Fox, Universal and Warner Bros.
Directors Termed Supervisors
PETITION filed by International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers, Local 45, seeking to
represent a unit of directors and announcerdirectors at KFMD San Diego, has been dismissed by National Labor Relations Board.
The board held directors are supervisors.
(Continued on page 75)
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EXPERIENCE

KEEPS

KPRC

FIRST

IN

HOUSTON

First in the South's first market for 30 years . . . that's the
story of KPRC radio, now celebrating its 30th anniversary.
To dominate the Houston market, year after year, requires
experienced leadership. Since 1925, only KPRC leadership
has been able to keep pace with the rapidly growing market,

giving the public the best of everything in radio, delivering
the lowest cost per thousand for advertisers.
Today KPRC stands head and shoulders above all others
as the first choice of Houston Gulf Coast listeners, and
experienced leadership is the big reason why.

FIRST

Recognizing its responsibility to the
Area, KPRC has not only consistently
time for public service programs, but
public service efforts the same energy
have made KPRC a successful vehicle

IN

PUBLIC

SERVICE

The official Texas State Prison show, "Behind Prison
Walls," prisoners
was conceived
by paid
KPRCtheirto debt
help tofind
jobs and
for
former
who have
society
are seeking employment. This weekly half-hour show
(presented in cooperation with Rotary and now in its 7th
year of consecutive broadcasting) originates at KPRC and
is rebroadcast by eight other Texas stations.

Houston Gulf Coast
provided prime radio
has also put behind
and know-how which
for advertisers.

KPRC radio serves during fund-raising drives for charitable institu]
tions. Supplementing the efforts of KPRC television during a building
fund drive for the "Lighthouse for the Blind," KPRC radio helped
to raise $350,000 to build and equip a center for vocational training^
Ray Elliott, Houston Lions Club president, and Mrs. Jeri Rougagnac,
Lighthouse
a plaque expressing apprecia-,
tion to KPRCExecutive
GeneralDirector,
Managerpresent
Jack Harris.

KPRC

NEWS

STAFF

GETS

THE

NEWS

. . . . Fl RST

KPRC's seven radio news specialists cover the Houston
area, gathering material for 15 daily news, sports and
weathercasts. Each newsman covers his own beat, writes,
edits and broadcasts. There are no "rip-and-tear" men
on the KPRC staff. Announcers announce only, and
each newscaster works full time in the station's news
department.
KPRC news editor Pat Flaherty, who began broadcasting back in the days of the crystal set, was an NBC
news correspondent in the Pacific during World War II.
He was awarded the Headliner's Citation for distinguished reporting of the 1947 Texas City disaster.
News gathering facilities include five AP wires for
national and regional news, a direct line to the U. S.
Weather Bureau for latest weather reports, local police
radio and lines to the city hall and county courthouse
for "on-the-spot" daily reporting.
With a large experienced staff and the finest available
facilities, KPRC is first with accurate news coverage in
the Houston area.
Fire, disaster, startling happenings and local events throughout the
Houston area are given quick, accurate coverage by KPRC newsmen.

"World Champion Old Time Fiddler" Curly Fox and Miss Texas Ruby, with KPRC since 1948, are Columbia and King recording artists and veterans of the "Grand Old Opry." Their personal appearances draw thousands each month. Aided and abetted by the "Foxchdsers," Curly and Ruby have amazing appeal to all classes.

HOUSTON'S

TOP

LOCAL

Lee Norton, veteran entertainment personality, provides Houston'sradio
largest
dailyshow.
radioLeeaudience
with a
truly different
record
plays straight
man to his famous character originations, "Pancho"
and "Fatheringay," as well as keeping audiences up to
date with happenings in the entertainment world.

TALENT

IS

ON

KPRC

Houston's "Bellerin' Bowlegged Boy," Biff Collie,
spins the daily record show, "Collie's Corner." Biff
has been listed among Billboard's "Top Ten Western
and Country Music Personalities" for the past six
years. His warm, friendly personality captivates the
folks who like western and country music.

Popular RCA-Victor recording vocalist
Don Estes, a strong favorite with the
weaker sex, is featured daily on "Sunrise
Serenade." Estes, former NBC artist,
sings pop tunes and spins latest discs.

An NBC affiliate since 1927, KPRC

interlaces

its network schedule with top local shows
featuring the finest available talent. The tremendous popularity of these shows is proof of
KPRC's understanding of the Houston market.
Whether it's the smooth-styled music of Director Paul Schmitt's "Tune-Schmitts," with pert
vocalist Janet Smith, or the antics of "Uncle
Zeb," KPRC gives 'em what they want in the
Gulf Coast Area.

KPRC Farm Department Director George Roesner keeps
close to the farm situation by spending most of his time
"in the field" interviewing interesting people and collecting facts for his newscasts. George operates a farm of his
own near Houston, Texas.
Farm Reporter "Buck" Buchanan helps to gather information for KPRC's farm newscasts. KPRC, reporting
results of FFA crop, livestock and poultry projects, has
earned the title of "Voice of the Future Farmer in the
Texas Gulf Coast Area."

KPRC...
FIRST

IN

FARM

NEWS

Roaming the entire Texas Gulf Coast Area, the KPRC
Farm Department covers the Southwest's richest agricultural market from the grass roots up. Accurate,
on-the-spot reporting of local happenings, as well as
latest development on the regional and national scene, are
reported daily on KPRC's farm newscasts. Farmers and
ranchers profit by KPRC's up-to-the-minute market and
weather reports. Rural listeners get the news they want
and the facts they need on KPRC.
George Roesner, dean of Texas farm broadcasting
and nationally recognized farm director, heads the Farm
Department. Roesner, born and reared on the farm, is a
graduate of Texas A & M College and has been engaged
in farm broadcasting for the past thirteen years. Having
been a vocational agriculture instructor and a poultry
and livestock technician before entering radio, Roesner
is well known and respected by thousands of Texas
farm and ranch folks.
Aided by "Buck" Buchanan and one other full-time
staffer, Roesner gives comprehensive coverage to livestock shows, conventions, banquets and many other
rural events.
Rural folks listen to KPRC every day because
KPRC is ALWAYS FIRST with accurate reporting of
all the latest farm news!

KPRC...

FIRST

IN

RATINGS

...

DAYTIME

KPRC

NIGHTTIME

STATION
D

STATION
C

FIRST

IN

F A CILITIES

STATION
C

NIGHT!

FIRSTS*

STATION
D

FIRSTS

STATION
B

* Radio Pulse (Jan.-Feb., 1955) scores KPRC first by
a landslide in day and night quarter-hour firsts.
This is not new to advertisers who know radio in
the Houston market. The overwhelming dominance
of KPRC is proved time after time by radio rating

AND

QUARTER-HOUR

STATION
10
B

H

QUARTER-HOUR

DAY

KPRC
services. With all ten top daytime shows and six of
the ten top nighttime shows, KPRC, on its thirtieth
anniversary, remains your best radio buy in the
Gulf Coast Area!

Radio KPRC has Houston's only complete broadcasting service. With
technical and engineering personnel, KPRC sends a sharp, consistently clear signal to over 642,000 radio homes in its coverage area.
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On its 30th anniversary, KPRC, with
its experienced management and staff, offers the
three essentials every radio buyer looks
for . . . coverage, listenership and lowest cost-

NUECES

per-thousand. Every survey proves KPRC FIRST
IN HOUSTON . . THE SOUTH S FIRST MARKET

HOUSTON
950
ON YOUR
DIAL
5000

WATTS

NBC and TON on the Gulf Coast
Jack Harris, Vice President and General Manager
Nationally Represented by Edward Petry & Company

EStf

B'T

INTERVIEW

BILLY

GRAHAM,

BROADCASTER

FAMED as a preacher and undoubtedly one of the great evangelists ofour time, Dr. Billy Graham also is a radio sponsor, currently
spending at the rate of more than $1 million a year to spread the
gospel across the nation through his Hour of Decision broadcasts
on some 900 ABC and MBS affiliated stations. He is preparing a
religious series for Britain's new commercial tv service and plans
on the use of this new broadcast medium at home next year. Dr.
Graham tells how he uses broadcasting to sell religion to the
American public, as another sponsor would use it to sell a commercial product or service, in this recorded interview with B»T
editors.
Q: Dr. Graham, how did you come to get started in radio?
A: Well, in 1949 we started our crusades in Los Angeles. At
that time Jerry Beaven and George Wilson and I were connected
with the Northwestern College in Minneapolis and we never
dreamed that we would be in this type of work at all. Our work
was more or less educational until that time when the crowds began
to grow.
I was a great admirer of the late Dr. Walter Mair of the
Lutheran Hour and I was in Boston when I heard that he died. I remember going to my room and getting on my knees and praying
that someone would rise up to take his place in radio because I
felt that he had a tremendous influence in this country in radio.
Then the next year Mr. Walter Bennett, who had been closely
associated with Dr. Mair, came to see me several times about the
possibility of my going into radio. We told him that we were not
interested, that we couldn't afford it, that we didn't know anything
about radio and that it all sounded like too big a venture for us.
We were holding a crusade in Portland, Ore., and Mr. Bennett
and his associate came out to see us again and they were quite persistent. avoided
I
him for about two weeks and wouldn't give him
an appointment. Finally, one night, I said, "Now look, I want
you to leave me alone. We're not going on radio." And he said
"All right I'm going to catch the plane." And I said "Fine." Then
I said, "Before you go, let's have a prayer together."
We got on our knees and I prayed a prayer that I have never
prayed before or since. I said, "Oh, God, if it's your will that
we go on radio before this night is over you put into my hand
$25,000 and we'll take it as a sign."
Of course we all smiled at that. I had never even had $1,000
given to me for any cause prior to that. We were just working
on a very small budget, so we left it that way.
Well, that night we had about 18,000 people and I just mentioned
the possibility of going on radio. Then I addressed them and after
the sermon I went back to the office and some people came to me
and said, "We have suddenly had it laid upon our hearts that you
should
cash. go on radio." And they handed me $24,000 in pledges and
When I turned around, there stood Walter Bennett. He said,
"I started to get on the plane but something said don't get on."
And he said, "We were already up the steps" but he turned around
and came back and cancelled his flight to Chicago. Then he said,
"Well, you've got $24,000; there's an answer to your prayer." I
mmmmammammmmwm
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said "No." I said, "We said $25,000. It could be a trick." And
I went back to the hotel, we had some oysters. I went to the mailbox at a quarter 'till 12 and in the mailbox were two letters from
separate parts of the country, each with $500 in it, saying we believe you should go on radio. And they had been mailed two days
prior. One was from Texas and one, I've forgotten where the
other one was from. So that's how we started.
Q: How did you start at that point? What did you do, now
that you had the $25,000?
A: Well, we immediately told Mr. Bennett to go ahead and make
the arrangements with the American Broadcasting Company and
we started in about two months on a 13 -week cycle, thinking we
could only stay on 13 weeks. But during that 13 weeks interest
began to increase across the country and we became encouraged
to stay on and gradually our program grew. We took more and
more stations and today I think we are on about 900 stations.
Q: Was your program format the same then as it is now, or
did you have to do some experimenting?
A: I recall that when we first went on I said what style shall we
use? The only radio I'd ever done had been an intimate style, a
little Chicago program called Songs in the Night that we had started
a few years before. I just talked quietly and intimately late at night
with an organ background.
So I said to Walter, I want all the news commentators that you
can get me, their Hooperrating and Nielsen Index, or whatever
it was at that time. I want to see what style goes over in news
broadcasting
because
talking
a message
And
I found that
Drew that's
Pearson
and that's
Walter getting
Winchell
and men over.
like
that with this tremendous powerful drive and rapid style had the
high And
indexes.
I said, well, that's the style I'm going to
use.
so I And
startedso out.
I read it. Every word of it is read usually, which has been carefully prepared ahead of time. I'd been giving it in a rapid style.
But when I went to England two years ago I slowed down and
I've been gradually changing pace to slow down just a bit. Whether
I'm wise or not I don't know, it may be that I'm growing older.
But I just don't feel it any more in the rapid style, so that's the
reason that I use the particular technique that I do use. We did
it deliberately to try to get over the message to the people.
Q: When was this, Dr. Graham, that you first started your
network broadcasts?
A: In November 1950. We've been on the ABC network ever
since that time and now we're on Mutual as well as ABC.
Q: That's on a regular commercial basis?
A: That's on a regular commercial basis.
Q: How much is your overall budget for radio and television
time?

.. .
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A: I'm not sure of the exact amount. I think it is in the neighborhood of a million dollars a year, or maybe a little more.
Q: That is for time alone?

A: Time, yes, and engineering and line charges, because you
see we originate wherever we are and those line charges are very,
very high. For example, when we were in Britain we did our programs there and they came through here.
Q: How large a staff do you maintain for your broadcast work,
aside from other activities?
A: We don't maintain any staff exclusively for broadcast work,
because the team that travels with me — there are a group of us
that go from city to city for these various crusades and meetings —
that team also does our broadcasts. We only use about four or five
people on our programs, other than a choir. We usually use a
local choir wherever we are and they furnish some of the music.
Q: You don't carry a choir with you?

A: Oh, no. We couldn't possibly afford that.
How are your broadcasts
financed?

appearances. I receive $15,000 a year and for all of my speaking
engagements wherever I go anywhere in the country, or the world,
for that matter, I receive no honorariums or salary or remuneration. If any place does pay me, they give it to the foundation and
it's applied toward my salary.
Q: Do you place time through an advertising agency?
A: That's correct, yes.
Q: What agency is it?
A: The Walter F. Bennett Co.
Q: Referring to the advertising question, do you use any other
paid advertising media, newspapers, magazines?
A: No, I don't believe we do.
Q: You use radio exclusively, with television to be added?
A: Yes.
Q: There was a report from
Hollywood the other day
that you might appear on
one of the Colgate Sunday

A: Many people wonder where
the money comes from to support
them. Some of it comes from listeners who just write in and send
contributions.

evening Variety Hour programs this fall.
A: I haven't heard about that.

Q: Is there any suggestion in
any of your broadcasts or
telecasts that they send
contributions?

Q: Have you found any commercial sponsors who
might be interested in underwriting your radio or
television work?

A: No. Never anything like that.
Q: Are you incorporated?
A: Yes. We are incorporated as
a non-profit corporation in Minneapolis that handles our funds.

Dr. Graham faces B*T editors. L to r (around desk): Sol
Taishoff, editor and publisher; J. Frank Beatty and Bruce
Robertson, senior editors, and associate editor Earl B.
Abrams. In foreground is managing editor Edwin H. James.
Questions and answers were transcribed by tape recording.

Q: What is the name of that organization?
A: The Billy Graham Evangelistic Association. We probably
should change the name, but that's the way we started.
Q: And your listeners support it?
A: Some of the funds do come from listeners, but by far the
majority of our funds come from people and friends that we have
met in our tours who help us each year to meet our budget.
Q: Do they just mail the funds to the Minneapolis organization?
A: Yes, that's correct. Yes, we write letters to quite a number
of our friends from time to time and most of our gifts — this would
be a surprise to most people — are rather small. A lot of people
contribute rather small gifts.
Q: Do you have any idea how many people might contribute
in the course of a year?
A: I have no idea at all.

A: Yes, we have been approached. Infact, I should say that
probably no week goes by but
what we have some approach made
for commercializing our program, either on a local basis or, on
occasion, a national basis. As yet we haven't made that decision.
We have been giving it very serious thought, particularly as regards
to television. We haven't really decided what we're going to do
about that because we have been approached to go on as Bishop
Sheen has done, on a commercial basis. If we did that it would
be with the understanding, as he does, that any remuneration or
any salary would go to charity or some religious cause. I wouldn't
be interested on any other basis.
Q: But you haven't definitely decided yet?
A: No. You see, we've been invited — and have accepted the
invitation — to become the only religious program on the new commercial television in Great Britain beginning in September. We
will be on every Sunday night at 10:30. We are not purchasing
that time. They are; they've invited us; they pay all the bills, but
there's no advertising connected with it.
Q: Is that going to be on film?
A: Yes, that'll be filmed. We've already made three films and
it'll be on every other Sunday night until we can make more films
and then it will be on probably every Sunday night.

Q: If this isn't a prying question, does the organization pay you
a salary as talent for broadcasting?

Q: Is that 15 minutes or a half-hour?

A: No. I receive a salary from the organization for all of my

A: That's 15 minutes. We have one song and then I give a very
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brief talk. Later, we probably will bring those same films and use
them here in this country, either on a spot release or on a network.
We don't know yet.
Q: You have some films that have been used here?
A: Yes, we were on television here for three years. We went
on about 40 stations, about three years ago when television was
really new, in an effort to learn how to reach the people and to use
the medium of television. We found out that television was not film
and it wasn't radio. It's a medium all of its own. I'm afraid that
at that time we did not have a formula that was successful, but
I believe that the new formula we have worked out in Britain is
much better.
Q: Can you give us a comparison of what you had done in
this country and how it's going to be done in England?
SIMPLICITY AND

INTIMACY

A: Well, I feel that in the matter of religious television, at least
as far as I'm concerned, simplicity is much better. We went to
Hollywood and made films in which we used a great many props, a
great many scenes, and we tried to dress it up and glamourize it
just a bit to give background to it and then I tried to talk with
the camera a long range away. In other words, it was a long
way off and it took me all in and then they had me stand up and
deliver a very dynamic talk. But after some period of time I began
to doubt that method and I began to realize more and more that
we were coming into the homes of people, to talk very confidentially and quietly to them. So now when we're on television,
and we learned this particularly in Britain on the BBC, the camera
comes right in and just takes my full face into the screen and I
talk quietly,
with
him. just as though I'm talking to one person and reasoning
Q: In other words, you make it an intimate thing rather than
?
A: Very intimate, yes. That's correct. And the interest of the
British audience, at least, was far beyond our expectations — or
BBC's, for that matter. On Good Friday the BBC put us on for
an hour which they said publicly had the second largest audience
in the history of BBC, next to the Coronation. We read stories in
the press the next day about pubs where men were putting down
their beer and just sitting there, glued, and how pub owners everywhere said that they sold less beer during that hour than any
hour on Good Friday.
So there is a way, although I personally do not believe that as
yet religion has properly utilized the possibilities of television. I
think that that is my observation both here and in Great Britain.
Q: Can you tell us who approached you on the matter of a
Bishop Sheen type of broadcast?
A: No, because there have been many approaches from quite
a number of companies. They have approached us through agents.
There are also two networks that have talked to us about it, both
before I went to England in February this last trip and since I
have returned they have been in contact with us again. I don't
think that I would be free to say anything about it, because any
release would have to come from them.
Q: Did I understand that you have not yet made a final
decision?
A: No, because having received the invitation and made the
decision to go on British television has somewhat altered our plans.
The program that is being made for Britain could easily be adapted
to commercial television here and we are going to give that a great
deal of thought and discussion during the next two or three weeks.
Those films that we have already made will be here shortly and
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we believe that they are the very finest films that have ever been
made for television. It's some new system that they have in England. I'm not quite sure that I know what it is but they say that
American television has been trying to get it and hasn't been able
to work out the legal problems yet. Somehow they film it on a
tube and it's absolutely magnificent.
Q: Returning to the television sponsorship outlook, when do
you think you will make a decision?
A: I imagine it will be within the next six weeks.
Q: In time for the fall season?
A: No. If we do start we probably wouldn't start until sometime in January because I'm completely filled up. We won't be
making any more television films until we go back to Britain in
November.
Q: Is it your intention that your television program will be
a filmed program or a live . . . ?
A: It will be partially filmed and partially live. Where we can
do it live we'll do it live, but otherwise it'll be filmed and they'll be
undated. In other words, I'm not going to discuss current topics.
Q: Do you foresee it as a Sunday program?
A: I don't know. I would like personally to go on a network
and try to buck one of these top rated shows because I'm of the
opinion that a little dent could be made. I wouldn't be afraid to
go opposite anything because I believe there are enough people
interested in what we're going to try to say.
Q: Bishop Sheen took on Berle on Tuesdays; the next step is
for you to take on Gleason on . . .
Q: Or Bishop Sheen.
A: I would much rather tackle Gleason.
Q: Dr. Graham, do you think religion has been more successful
in using radio than tv?
A: Yes, because we've had 25 or 30 years of religious radio to
experiment in. When we went on radio I didn't know exactly
what method and what approach to use.
Q: Would you consider your broadcasting, the fact that you
reach such a vast audience in radio, an element in your
way?
success, or would you have gained the same results anyA: Here is the great value of radio. It has allowed us week after
week to inform thousands of Christian people of all denominations
of the work that we are doing. Therefore we have built up a tremendous backing of prayers. I am a great believer that the success
that we have had has been in answer to the prayers of our radio
friends. This radio program has allowed us to go into their
homes week by week and they have followed us and our various
activities and they could pray and we have thousands of people
that write us every week and say "We're praying, we're praying."
I believe the London and Glasgow meetings were a success because of the prayer support of our radio audience.
Q: There seems to be an upsurge in religious interest all over
this country certainly. Do you think that any of that is
due to your radio activity?
A: I would say that one of the great factors in the religious
renaissance that is on in the United States now is religious radio. I
certainly do not claim that our program, The Hour of Decision, is
responsible for it, although I believe it has made a small contribution. But there are many religious programs that I think are
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quite outstanding in reaching the people. We have had in this
country religious radio for nearly 30 years that has brought the
Gospel of Christ into the homes of millions of people. I think
that that is one of the great factors at the moment in leading to
this religious renaissance in the country.
Eighty percent of the American people, if you exclude children
who are not eligible for certain communions, are members of a
church. Ninety-nine percent of the people now believe in God,
according to The Catholic Digest. Religious books outsold all other
books last year three to one. The government officials in Washington, such as the President, are attending church every Sunday,
which we haven't had in recent years on such a faithful scale. And
the religious films that are coming out of Hollywood indicate the
tremendous interest in religion throughout the United States at the
moment. I certainly believe that one of the great contributing
factors has been radio, that is religious radio, and now, to a lesser
degree, television.
Q: Do you get many communications from the radio audience?
Just letters?
A: Yes we do, although it's difficult to tell how many come from
the radio audience because I write a daily newspaper column in
a little over a hundred newspapers every day. It's in some of the
major papers in the country six days a week and it's called "My

said that you were interested in juvenile delinquency.
A: Yes, very much so.
Q: What is your attitude with regard to radio and television
and any impact they might have on juvenile delinquency?
A: Well, of course, I'm one of those that has been of the opinion
that particularly in television we have had too many crime programs that have not lent themselves to the development of our
young people morally and spiritually. I feel that we have not had
enough of the educational type of programs. I believe that moral
and spiritual values to our young people are vitally important. Our
young people are more than just bodies and minds to be developed,
they've got souls. I think that television and radio could do a great
deal along that line. It already has done a great deal, but I think
that some of it has been dissipated by so much of the crime that
has been on television, in particular.
Q: Do you think, then, if there is a juvenile delinquency problem, that television has a major share in that blame or is
it just another factor?
A: No. I would say that television has a share in that blame,
but certainly not a major share. I think even more potent than
television have been some of our comic books and a great deal of

'GOD, if it's your will that we go on radio . . . put into my hand $25,000'
Answer." People write in questions and I answer them and all
of that mail is directed to our Minneapolis office. So what comes
from radio and what comes from the newspaper column or just our
meetings and general interest is difficult for me to say. But we do
get several thousand letters a week.
Q: With all these newspaper columns, sermons, broadcasts,
travel and telecasts, how in the world do you find time to
put it all together?
A: First of all, the Bible says that "as thy day so shall thy strength
be." All of my work, in my opinion, is dependent upon God. I
have no explanation for the great crowds that come, for the interest
in what we're doing, except the Spirit of God. That's the first thing.
Secondly, our work is highly organized. I'm just a preacher, but
every department is carefully organized. Everybody has his responsibilities. For example, the responsibility for our radio program
lies largely with Cliff Barrows and all I do is present the message
each week. So I spend all of my time preparing messages, studying
and writing. I should say that 90% of my time is taken up with
studying and writing and preaching. All the rest of it is handled
by other men.
Q: If you were approaching a broadcast assignment at four
o'clock . . .
A: Which I am doing immediately when I leave here . . .
Q: Well, now, have you laid it out?
A: I've got it right here, all written out in manuscript form.
Q: Dr. Graham, I notice that one of the newspaper interviews
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the literature that you can buy on the stands today that our young
people are reading. Another factor which is even more powerful
is the lack of discipline in the home and home rearing. I would
say that television is a factor, but it is a very small factor in comparison to the many other factors that contribute to juvenile
delinquency.
We've just made a tour of American Army bases in Europe
and the commanders told us this, that any soldier who has a disciplinary problem usually came from a broken home or from a home
where there was lack of discipline. They said that almost all of them
could be traced to that. So I think that the breakdown in the
average American home is the greatest single contributing factor
to the juvenile delinquency problem. But I do believe that television and radio have a tremendous responsibility in trying to help
remedy this situation.
Q: Dr. Graham, you just mentioned Europe. You said earlier
you were going to tell us something about the differences
that you found in broadcasting conditions over there as
compared with those in our country. What is the thing
that comes to mind as the most outstanding difference between European or Asiatic broadcasting and broadcasting
here?
A: Well, it's difficult for me to make any comparison except with
Great Britain, since I do not understand the languages of these
other places. In some ways I think that British television — I'm
speaking of television at the moment — is probably ahead of us in
some things. Particularly their dramatic lighting and their conwhich States.
to me is something that I haven't
seen so trasting
muchblack and
of inwhite,
the United
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Fashion plays a large part in Sioux City
Sue's life — she keeps a close eye on
the Paris couturiers — but this particular "look" refers to the shape of TV
screens, not clothes.

A: That's right.
Q: Considering your busy schedule do
you get vision?
much
to watch teleOr listentime
to radio?
A: No. I do some, but not much.

A recent Telepulse Survey clearly pointed
to Sue's viewing preference — KVTV
rated a 77% share of audience from 6
to 12 weeknights . . . with the top 10
shows plus the top 23, and 24 of the
top 25!
To set the style for advertisers, this
should be titled "Sioux City Sue favors
KVTV Channel 9". But no matter if the
moral hit home . . . the best way to reach
Sue and her $991 million buying income
is KVTV television.

A: Well, as I said, most of my time during the past two years has been spent in
Britain and I've seen just a very little television here, but I listened to the radio a
great deal, particularly the newscasts. And
here in this country, in the place where I

Sioux City, Iowa
Serving Iowa's 2nd largest market.
A Cowles Station. Under the same management
as WNAX-570, Yankton, South Dakota.
Don D. Sullivan, Advertising Director.
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Q: You mean the NARTB Radio Standards of Practice and the Television
Code?

Q: About how much would you say
on the average you do manage to
steal away from other pursuits to
watch television in an average
week?

CBS • ABC

•

I think competition is good. American
television and radio indicate that and I think
the British are beginning to realize that
competition is good because the new commercial television in Britain is making the
BBC revamp its entire schedule of programs,
its personnel, in order to give the British
public a better type of program.
Everywhere we went on the continent we
would ask people about television and most
everywhere they would say it's not worth,
watching. The people did. Whether that's
true in all countries or not, I doubt. Certainly there are some very good programs
in Great Britain. Particularly was I impressed with the British news coverage. In
fact, newspaper reporters in Europe that
have been there for many years say that they
believe it's the best news coverage in the
whole world. And also, BBC radio news
coverage is excellent. But I am still in favor
of competition. I think it produces better
programming and I think that probably the
codes of decency that we have here in this
country are very, very good.

Sue (plus 152,875 of her 204,500 neigh,
bor families) owns a TV set, and television fashions a lot of her spare time.
She's an inveterate viewer, true — but
discriminating, too. She looks mostly at
KVTV Channel 9.

Your Katz man is as close to you as
your telephone.
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live,
we can
one I station
we're
say.
not very
muchget a only
judge.
have toso go
by
what I read and what I see and hear others
Q: Where do you live?
A: In the little town of Montreat which
is a small village outside of Asheville, N. C.
Q: Do you think that the use of television and radio will ever take the
place of individual public personal
preaching?
A: No, I don't think so. I think if properly used it will help it.
Q: We won't be going to church sitting
at home?
A: I don't think so. At least, I hope not.
Q: Do you want to develop that idea?
A: I would like to say that with the development of television and radio in this
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country, church attendance has shown a remarkable increase. However, I believe some
ministers are reporting that their Sunday
night congregations are down. Some ministers are reporting anywhere from ten percent to forty percent decrease in certain
areas and they attribute that partially to
television. I'm not so sure that it's altogether television.
Q: Wasn't that true before tv?
A: I'm sorry, I cannot answer that. I
just don't know. I discussed this in my visit
back home a year ago and talked to quite
a number of clergymen about it and they did
say that television was a factor. Personally
I think the church is going to have to rethink its Sunday evening program, either
having a midweek program or having it
earlier Sunday afternoon. I don't know the
answer, but it seems to me that there's going
to have to be a rethinking process because
in the average place Sunday night services
are not altogether successful.
Now Sunday morning congregations are
crowded everywhere. We're having the largest attendance in American history. We talk
about the good old days, but in the Revolutionary War period only about ten percent
of the Americans went to church. Today
it's many times greater than that. More
people are attending church per capita today, Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish
churches, than ever before in American history.
Q: Didn't they use to blame the automobile for the drop in Sunday evening church attendance? People
spent less time at home, they visited
more on a Sunday evening . . .
A: I think that's true. I think the motor
car, the theatres open on Sunday which we
didn't have some years ago, the radio and
now television, all of these must be faced
realistically. They are competition for a
man's time on Sunday evening.
There was a time when the church might
have been about the only thing open in a
village or town, particularly in the rural
areas.
But that's
no longer true.in Now
even
the farmer
has entertainment
the town
near him. He can get to it in a motor car.
He can take a drive in the evening. He can
go great distances to see his relatives.
As someone said to me this past week, I
think it was, yes, Mr. Louis B. Mayer. We
were on the boat and he said that the great
competition that we all have today, the great
thing we're all facing today, is the competifor a other.
man's time. It's not competition
with tion
each
Today a book has to be a top book to
get a man to read it, it's got to be a top
film to get people to see it, and everyone
has to be the best if they're going to get that
hour of a man's time because the competition for the 24 hours he has is really keen
when he spends eight hours working and
eight hours sleeping and he only has eight
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hours off. What part of that eight hours can
you get out of a man's time?
Q: Dr. Graham, you said you're going
back to Europe. When?
A: We will be going back the latter part
of October, when I'm holding a week's
mission at Cambridge University. Then we
go to Oxford University and will stay in
London and make some of these films.
Q: It seems to be quite a current fad
of the Kremlin
inviting distinguished Americans behind the Curtain. Have you been invited?
- A: We have been approached and talked
to by Russian leaders, yes.
Q: Are you going?
A: I am not prepared to give an answer
to that yet.
Q: There were great evangelists before
the radio-tv era, like Sankey and
Moody. What do you think they
would have accomplished if they
had some of the media that we have
now, such as radio?

KEI
• • •

Television
come

has

a long way

since then . . .

but

the principle

specialized

of

representa-

tion by a company

exclusively devoted
A: That's certainly very, very difficult to
answer, because each man, I think, has been
raised up in God in his own age. The great
to television is
problem that those men faced in those days
was that they did not have amplification.
as sound today as
Therefore their attendance was much smaller in comparison to those of modern day
evangelists or ministers. But they also had
it was then.
one other factor in their favor — they did not
have the keen competition of these other
means of amusement and so forth. Though
transportation has probably taken away from
these meetings, yet at the same time it has Harrington, Righter
allowed people from great distances to come,
too, and so they counter-balance each other.
and Parsons, Inc.
I think that those men would have had to
adjust themselves a great deal because it's altogether different in talking on radio and
television than in trying to hold the attention of a vast audience. It's a different approach and a different technique.
BIOGRAPHY
BORN (37 years ago) on a farm near
Charlotte, N. C, William Franklin Graham Jr. cut his business teeth as a Fuller
brush salesman. Attended Bob Jones College and Florida Bible Institute, doing his
first preaching at a Tampa mission. Ordained aminister by the St. Johns Baptist
Assn. of Northern Florida, he won a
scholarship to Wheaton College in Illinois, earning an A.B. in anthropology.
After a year as pastor of a church in
Western Spring, 111., he joined "Youth
for Christ," organized to combat juvenile
delinquency. In 1946 he became president of Northwestern College in Minneapolis. Two years later he became an
evangelist and in 1950 began using radio
to reach a nationwide audience. Dr.
Graham lives with his wife, Ruth Bell
Graham, and their four children in Montreat, N. C.
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representatives
WROW-TV
WAAM
WBEN-TV
WJRT
WFMY-TV
WTPA
WDAF-TV
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WTMJ-TV
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Greensboro
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Kansas
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Mt. Washington
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Does

Television

Stepchild

Deserve

Representation?

This is addressed to those people who have had the courage to invest millions of
dollars in this new medium of television. You've invested money in towers, sites
and technical equipment, you've planned the programming, set up technical
staffs that had to be schooled, you've organized your business and local sales
structures and you took for granted that your sales representation was as
soundly planned as all your other planning.
Television is different
No one has to tell you that this "newest
medium" is different. It is no stepchild of
radio by a long shot. It is unto itself. It is
the most powerful medium yet developed.
You appreciate this, or you would not have
put the huge sums into it you have. Let's
not kid ourselves. Television is competitive
to all media— magazines, newspapers, supplements, outdoor, radio, network and spot.
The public knows it's competitive. You know
it from your own experience with your own
set at home. No one yet has figured a way
to read a magazine and look at a television
set at the same time.
Television has arrived
Agencies are showing their clients how television right now is an economical advertising buy on a dollar basis. Advertisers are
not only anxious but well aware they must
get into television to protect their trade
positions. But whom can their agencies
turn to for full-time advice, full-time service and information ?
National advertisers and their agencies
have always been well informed on. media,
but have little or no information on television stations and have a hard time getting
it. In many cases they have had to go direct
to you for it.

Harrington,

THE

FIRST

Broadcasting

Ask yourself these questions:
* Does your representative have the same
faith and confidence in the television medium you have ?
* Is your representative making any investment such as you have in the future of
television?
* Is your representative providing the television manpower necessary?
* Is your representative giving you the
adequate sales effort you need?
* How well has your representative familiarized himself with your local_ television
operation ?
The answers to these questions are. all too
clear. More than a few representatives have
actually stated that they wished television
had never happened and would give plenty to
get the guy who invented it. Your representative today is taking the easy way out— is
doing as little for you as fits his pocketbook.
And, this is all too understandable.
They have done well with AM. They have
worked hard and long and built up a prosperous organization. You can't blame them
for not wanting to start all over again. After
all, life's too short. They've made their
money. Television today is only a headache
and an expense to them.

Righter

INDEPENDENT

Telecasting

TELEVISION

&

Parsons,

STATION

Inc.

REPRESENTATIVE

Furthermore, let's face the facts about
what REALLY happens when a radio representative sets up a TV Department within
his own organization. Both cannot get the
services of the best people— the full-time
wholehearted application that's required to
do a real job. From the management level
right down the line AM or TV or both must
suffer.
How do you come out?
You have a big investment in TV. You expect
TV to develop into the greatest advertising
medium ever, but you need help. You need
sales help that means the kind of manpower
that can give you intelligent service in the
national field full time. Your story must be
told to advertisers and their agencies with
aggressiveness, experience, ability and a
singleness of purpose. You need a specialized
organization to help solve the complex problems arising in television— problems that
have never arisen before in advertising. You
need the undivided attention of a company
for the efficient development of new accounts
that find television a natural but who have
found other consumer media difficult to use.
You need an organization whose conscience
is clear on television, one that is not torn
between the other older media and the new.
Now's the time
Why wait ? You can get what you need now.
Ours is an organization with the know-how
to provide effective and active service. It's a
young company looking to the future with
conviction and confidence in television. Our
revenue and business future depend solely on
television.
Harrington, Righter & Parsons is not
complicated with radio and/or newspaper
problems which thwart your television progress in the national field. Further, we have
the stability and interest to do the sound selling job you need in television.
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34V2 mil
million s<
By volun

21 % is oxygen,
scantling
dioxide, neon,

sir — our greatest, most plentiful resource,
r where you go in this enormous United States,
ged with another very vital element.

Air is what we've got most of. Next is customers. The
average American family has 3.66 customers. It also has
2.5 radio sets. Back in 1 948 (when TV was just starting
to flex its silken biceps) the average was only about 1 .8.
Radio today, more than ever, is an integral part of daily
living in more homes than any other single necessity
except the knife and fork. Nothing, including
eyeglasses, is so universal.

Naturally, perhaps, we've come to take radio for granted
— just as we do the air we can't see either (but breathe).
Air exerts a pressure of about 1 5 pounds per square inch.
But radio exerts a pressure upon America's buying atmosphere that's gigantic beyond our facilities to measure it.
Some smart advertisers, though, are re-discovering that
you don't have to see radio to profit from its universal
wallop. Where they are going, others are starting to follow.

We call this "Radio's Resurgence",
So will you when you read September 1 9's special issue of
Broadcasting-Telecasting — a cogently assembled
report that helps bring the terrific dimensions
of Radio-1955 down to graspable proportions.
The facts will open eyes. Even more important, they can
re-open media minds to productive assignments for
America's most pervasive (and, per dollar invested,
persuasive) link between those who sell and
the millions who buy.

This is a report so complete . . so essential

The Year's Most Complete,

. . that advertisers and their agencies

Report on Radio's Steady

will give it preferred desktop space for many

its valuable

Most Authoritative
Come-Back.

Among

contents you'll find:

months to come. If you are part of radio's
resurgence, it follows that your message

• report on radio's financial position.

should be part of this special

• analysis of trends in station and network rates.

Broadcasting-Telecasting

issue.

There is still time— -but not much. September

• radio's most outstanding, most recent success
stories (by advertiser categories).

5 is deadline for proofs; September 9 is

the day we lock up the forms. It takes no

3 a recorded interview with a major radio advertii

premium to be represented in its pages.

j* a recorded interview with a major advertising

Regular rates and

agency executive.

mechanical specifications prevail.

Write us . . wire us . . call us— but reserve
the optimum position for your message.
Like the air you breathe, this round-up of
"Radio's Resurgence"

is something

taiives.

nobody who has a stake in radio can
get along without!

a psychologist's study of radio's advertising
advantages over television.
(resume of radio set production and sales.

► analysis of radio advertising's future and
potentials in the U. S. economy.

PUBLICATION

DATS: September 19

FINAL DEADLINE:

SPACE

September 9

RESERVATION

DATE: No time like TODAY!

BRO

1 735 De Sales Street, Washington

6, D. C.
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OF

SERVICE

TO
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LISTENER

A NEW program format has helped the
Worcester County (Mass.) Extension Service kick off its 25th year of radio broadcasting.
Probably the longest-running Extension
Service program in the nation, the Worcester
County Farm Roundup has been aired
continuously since 1930 as a public service
sustainer over WTAG Worcester. Located
in a highly industrialized area, the Worcester
County staff must entertain and inform not
only the full-time farmer, but also the city
apartment dweller and suburban backyard
gardener. The program's new 20-minute
format permits such diversity.
Charles W. Turner, County Extension
director, is master of ceremonies for the
three-part program, aired 6:05-6:25 a.m.
The first segment brings to the listener timely
information from urban house and grounds
agent, Lewis Hodgkinson. The second portion is conducted by one of four home
agents, and includes, as its weekly feature,
the "best food buys," presented by agent
Mildred Thomas. The third and final daily
feature is agricultural news, replaced each
Wednesday
4-H
clubs. by news of Worcester County's
Between segments of the program, Turner
announces coming meetings and events, and
WTAG announcers give up-to-the-minute
weather information. A complex recording
schedule makes it possible to tape the three
segments on different days of the week.
"We realize that ours is a moving audience," he says. "They're not just sitting and
listening specifically to our program. They're
waking up, getting breakfast, doing dishes,
driving the car and milking cows. We use
four voices (five, really, counting the weather announcer's) during the 20 minutes, to
AT

TOP: the Worcester County Extension staff prepares to broadcast a special
anniversary program in observance of the
25th year of "Farm Roundup" on WTAG.
L to r: seated, William Goss, horticulture
specialist; Mildred Thomas, home agent;
Charles W. Turner, county extension director; standing, Evangeline D. Standish,
associate county club agent; Lewis Hodgkinson, urban house and grounds agent, and
Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG general manager.
August 22, 1955
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HIGHLIGHTS

YEARS

FARM

WTAG'S

keeping changing the pace, bringing this
moving audience back to attention."
Mr. Turner values very highly the Extension-WTAG relationship. "We've yet to
come up with a reasonable request that they
haven't followed through," he says.
In times of emergency, especially, this
relationship is invaluable. When a tornado
devastated much of the county in 1953, a
"Worcester County Farmer's Relief Fund,"
sponsored by Extension Service, was promoted by WTAG with remarkable success.
Again, when hurricane "Carol" ripped
across Massachusetts last summer, advice on
emergency food care, building repairs, etc.,
from University and County Extension personnel, reached Worcester County residents
from WTAG within hours.
Another highlight of the radio services
performed by Worcester Extension person-

RADIO

EXTENSION

SHOW

nel has been the daily "crop pest control
messages" broadcast during the growing
season. Extension fruit specialists make an
early-morning check of orchards in the area.
Then they telephone spray recommendations
to the station, and a telephone recording of
the message is used during a WTAG newscast. It reaches fruit growers at a time when
advance notice of just a few hours may
mean the saving of several thousands of
dollars by preventing insect damage.
WTAG management says of the Worcester County Extension effort, "The Farm
Roundup has furnished central New England listeners not only with vital information
for successful farming but with workable
suggestions for better, happier and more
comfortable living."
Any long-time resident of Worcester
County will testify to the accuracy of that
opinion.

DEPARTMENT

STORES

"THERE definitely is a place in department store advertising for television."
That's the conclusion reached by Stanley Cox, general manager of Diebel &
Co., department store in Saginaw, Mich.,
following the store's first use of television
in a one-week test campaign on WKNXTV in that city.
The occasion was Diebel's annual
Spring Carnival of Housewares Sale. The
promotion began on Sunday, March 13,
and continued until Friday, March 18.
This year $388 was spent for tv, $787
for newspaper advertising, a combined
total of $350 less than the $1,525 spent
for newspaper ads alone during the 1954
sale.
Last year, Diebel's had no competition
during the sale week; six large newspaper
ads were placed competitively this year.
This year's sale week was two weeks
closer to Easter than in 1954. Last year
there was a bus strike on at sale time;
this year the busses were running.
The results: Diebel's housewares department showed a $600 increase in sales
for the event this year over last. The

AND

TV

store volume for the 1955 sale week
topped that of 1954 by $10,000.
One more result: Diebel's has signed
a400year's
contract with WKNX-TV for
tv announcements.

DIEBEL's comes back for more. This
contract is agreed to by (1 to r John Hagerman, WKNX-TV account executive;
Robert M. Chandler, WKNX-TV sales
manager; Stanley Cox, manager of Dieand Howard H. Wolfe, WKNX-TV
stationbel's,manager.
Broadcasting
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To prove that we are objective reporters,
the following incredible tale is offered.
A tall and healthy-looking traveling man
consulted a famous psychoanalyst. After
several preliminary sessions, the doctor
commented, "You appear to be in splendid
mental trim. Tell me, why did you come

rigging. I hail from Texas— and I just don't
a damn."
Can
imagine anyone not giving a damn
give you
about coming from the state that has
Amarillo, the city that for the third consecutive year has the highest retail sales
per household in the U.S.A.?

to me?"
If that in itself doesn't seem incredible,
read on.
"I came to you, doc, because I'm worried.
Something's got to be out of kilter in my

KGNC
Amarillo

NBC AFFILIATE

Broadcasting

AM: 10,000 watts, 710 Ice. TV: Channel 4. Represented nationally by the Katz Agency
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Everybody talks about the weather in Flint . . .

PERSONNEL RELATIONS ^—

especially after Roy Nester's 7:55 AM and 4:40 PM
special 5-minute weather show. Roy, with thorough

(Continued from page 50)
Four-Station

U. S. Navy training, not only gives current conditions

Strike Averted

In Seattle Labor Compromise
MANAGEMENT representatives of KING
KJR KOMO KIRO Seattle and the members of
the AFTRA local have accepted a compromise
proposal suggested by the Seattle Central Labor Council (AFL), thereby averting a threatened strike at the four stations [B*T, July 18].
Covering staff announcers on the four am
outlets, the agreement is subject to national
AFTRA approval and will be retroactive to
May 1, running to Sept. 1, 1956. Principal provision is a $5.60 weekly raise for announcers,
bringing the scale to $110.60. The union had
asked a $20 increase and the stations had offered $4.
Also in the agreement is a provision for
more liberalized vacation schedules, from the
present maximum of two weeks. Announcers
will earn one additional day for each year of
employment over five years, up to a maximum
of three weeks' vacation.
A fifth station, KXA, which had been negotiating separately, is expected to follow substantially the same pattern, although there are other
issues involved, according to Don Courtnay,
Seattle AFTRA president. He also noted that
the television stations in Seattle currently are
engaged in negotiations with the union, on a
separate basis from the radio bargaining.

and forecasts, but supplies extensive background information on local activity. Dew point . . .
frontal passage . . . relative humidity . . . are
all everyday conversational items with Roy's
weather

works

loyal and steady band of listeners. As you might
expect, "Today's Weather" gets results ... in any
weather. That's why your Katz Agency man can
show you a distinguished sponsor list dating back
to 1947. Right now there's room for you on
the list on Tuesday at 7:55 AM, Thursday and
Saturday at 4:40 PM.

flint, michigan
—

PROFESSIONAL

SERVICES

Tatum-Norman
Formed

on

&

West

—

Co.

wonders

Call Katz today!

wfdf
nbc

affiliate

Coast

TATUM-NORMAN & Co. has been established
by Donn B. Tatum and Donald A. Norman,
with offices in Los Angeles and Oakland. The
firm will furnish a broad scope of services with
emphasis in the field of television, including
program development, production administration, advertising agency representation and radio and television station consulting.
The new partners have had wide experience
in radio and tv. Mr. Tatum has been in the

MR. TATUM

MR. NORMAN

field for the past 14 years, having served as
Pacific Coast counsel for both RCA-NBC and
ABC. He was vice president of the Don Lee
Broadcasting System and Pacific Coast director
of tv for ABC.
Mr. Norman, executive vice president for
Tv East Bay Inc., applicant for ch. 2 in Oakland, was general manager of KRCA (TV)
Los Angeles for two years and previously was
assistant manager of the New York NBC radio
and tv stations. He will continue his present
duties with Tv East Bay Inc., in conjunction
with his new activities.
Broadcasting
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Represented

Katz

nationally by the

Agency

Associated with WFBM AM & TV Indianapolis —
WOOD AM & TV, Grand Rapids— WTCN AM
& TV Minneapolis-St. Paul
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NETWORKS
NBC

RADIO

AFFILIATES

CALL

MEETING;

THE
PUZZLER:
SHALL
'MONITOR'
EXPAND?
Sept. 9 gathering will discuss whether, and if so how, to have program branch out timewise. Some affiliates feel the show infringes
on their own national spot potential.
RADIO AFFILIATES of NBC will convene
Monitor or through some other program format.
The meeting was called for Sept. 9 in New
early next month in "a most important meetYork in letters sent to all NBC Radio affiliates
ing" that may set the pattern of NBC Radio's
future approach to sales and prograrriming.
last week by Harold Essex of WSJS WinstonSalem, N. C, secretary of the NBC Radio
A keystone objective of the meeting, it was
Affiliates Committee. Mr. Essex said he was
reported, is discussion of plans for extension
acting at the request of Robert D. Swezey,
of the participating-announcement sales concept to weekday periods either via expansion of WDSU New Orleans, RAC chairman.

HIGHER

THAN

r ■ ,AA
h*
mm

NBC elated
'Elated'with the progress
Network officials,
Monitor has made since its inauguration last
June, have been holding major discussions regarding the program's future. Although their
decisions — if any have been reached — had not
been officially disclosed late last week, informed
sources indicated that:
• NBC authorities appear agreed on desirability ofexpanding Monitor's participatingannouncement type of selling to other portions
of the week.
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messages on WISN-TV. You'll
blanket Milwaukee County and 23
rich surrounding counties.

a perfect

picture

• There apparently is some difference of
opinion as to whether expansion of the participations sales technique should be accomplished by expanding Monitor itself or by some
other program format for the weekday periods.
• Another question to be resolved: if
Monitor is expanded, should the move be made
gradually or in one swoop? Should it be extended only to weekday morning hours at
first, for example, or should it be spread to
both
morning and afternoon periods simultaneously?

Eiffel Tower . . . 926 feet high
WISN-TV Tower ... 1 1 05 feet high
WISN-TV Power . . . 31 6,000 watts
Here is the tallest structure in Wisconsin
. . . taller than the giant Eiffel Tower
in Paris! That means top coverage for
TV advertisers! So, put your sales

The network's full plans are expected to be
formulated in time for presentation at the Sept.
9 meeting. According to earlier timetables the
affiliates'
executive
and planning committees
will be notified
in advance.

mm

wits

CHANNEL c
BASIC
Represented
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MILWAUKEE
by Edward

"The future course of network radio will
probably come in for full discussion," Mr.
Essex said in urging the affiliates to attend.
Indicating the importance the session holds
in the view of the affiliates' executive group,
two days of preliminary committee and committee-network conferences have been scheduled to prepare for the Sept. 9 general meeting.
The six-man executive committee of the
affiliates, also headed by Mr. Swezey and with
Mr. Essex as secretary, will meet Sept. 7 with
the Affiliates Planning Committee, a group of
five other key affiliate officials. This session
will be devoted to planning the general meet-,
ing. On Sept. 8, the two committees will meet
with NBC officials to work out the agenda
for the general meeting.
The general session for all affiliates will be
held in the Waldorf-Astoria's Empire Room,
starting at 10 a.m.
Certain to be a prime subject are the network's plans regarding expansion of Monitor,
the weekend continuous program which is
sold on a participating-announcement basis
and accordingly has aroused the ire of some
affiliates who brand it an intrusion on their
own national spot potential.
This opposition appears to be mounting, indicating network plans to expand the concept
to
hardother
going.portions of the week may encounter

PETRY

& Company,

Inc.

As part of Monitor, NBC is offering advertisers time at a reduced rate in the period from
midnight Saturday night to 8 a.m. Sunday.
The rate depends upon the number of stations carrying the overnight service and this
number varies from hour to hour but averages
around 40 to 50, according to NBC officials.
In the regular daytime and evening hours sales
have exceeded network expectations.
Members of the RAC executive committee,
in addition to Chairman Swezey and Secretary Essex are: Richard Mason, WPTF Raleigh,
N. C; Robert Hanna, WGY Schenectady, N. Y.;
George Norton Jr., WAVE Louisville, Ky., and
Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, Conn.
On the RAC planning committee are Walter
Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee; Jack Harris, KPRC
Houston, Tex.; Edwin K. Wheeler, WWJ Detroit; William Fay, WHAM Rochester, N. Y.,
and Nathan Lord, WAVE.
Broadcasting
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Inside and out . , ,
PRESTO
makes the best!
An inside view of the heart of the
Pirouette turntable ... a single movable
plate on which 3 idler wheels are
mounted. A flick of the control lever automatically engages the proper idler for
the desired speed, eliminating excessive
wear on idlers. This mechanism is made
the presto quality way . . . throughout.
The name presto is always your assurance of the finest in parts . . . the greatest
care in production . . . presto never cuts
a corner on quality!
The
PRESTO PIROUETTE
T-18-H Turntable
The revolutionary T-lc!
model with hysteresis motor.
$108

for

most

advanced

professional

turntable

use!

THE

irouette
T-18
streamlined/ compact, trouble-free... featuring the revolutionary flick shift
...one sideway flick selects any speed... 33 y3r 45, 78 rpm

PRESTO PIROUETTE
T-68 Turntable
The 16" streamlined turntable with hysteresis motor.
$79.50

The turntable of the future is here
today... in the presto Pirouette...
a marvel of brilliant engineering,
precise balance and simplicity.
Three idler wheels are mounted on
a single movable plate. A sideway
flick of the control lever automat-

ically engages the proper idler!
Trouble-making arms and shift cams
are eliminated, idler wheel wear substantially reduced, trouble-free performance isassured. These presto
quality features assure topnotch
performance all the way:
• Finest turntable motor • Extra heavy-weight, wide-bevel aluminum table
• Precision deep-well bearing • Presto quality-engineered throughout
A beautiful 12" turntable in smart telephone black with brushed chrome accents. $53.50.
PRESTO SR-27 TAPE RECORDER
value of a lifetime
You get top value in this superb presto tape recorder.
3-motor drive . . . separate record, erase and playback
heads . . . fast forward and rewind. No take-up reel clutch.
No idler pulleys. Top performance, rugged construction,
ideal for studio or home recording. Complete with A-920
amplifier
only
.$485.unit (pre-amp, equalizer and 10 watt amplifier)

PRESTO PIROUETTE
T-68-H Turntable
16" version of the streamlined T-18.... heavy-duty
wonder.
$134.

Send this coupon for more information

RECORDING
PARAMUS,
Export Division:
Canadian Division:

CORPORATION
NEW

PARAMUS,
Dept. BT-8 NEW JERSEY
Rush catalog sheets on presto Pirouette
SR-27 tape recorder and advise name
presto distributor.
Name
,.
Company ,..„.„„„„

turntables,
of nearest
,
^.saa,a

JERSEY

25 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y.
Instantaneous Recording Service, 42 Lombard Street, Toronto

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER

PRESTO RECORDING CORP.

State....-

OF PRECISION RECORDING EQUIPMENT AND DISCS

„
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NCAA

Telecasts

Offered Locally
ONE-FOURTH sponsorship remaining on
NBC-TV's telecast of the 1955 National Collegiate Athletic Assn. national and eastern
regional football games will be offered for local
sale by NBC-affiliated stations, it was announced by George H. Frey, vice president in
charge of sales for NBC-TV.
"At the request of our affiliates, the remaining availabilities on these classic national sports
events are being turned over to them by the
network," Mr. Frey said. "NBC, which has
pioneered in creating revolutionary sales plans
for the benefit not only of our basic stations,
but also our optional stations through such

steps as our program service plan, is taking
this step to effect even stronger cooperation between the network and its affiliates."
Advertisers, which already had signed for
one-quarter sponsorship each of the 13 contests
(8 national and 5 eastern regional), set to begin
on Sept. 17, are the General Cigar Co., Schick
Inc. and the Avco Mfg. Co. The Dow Chemical
Co. will sponsor the 15-minute post-game series,
Scoreboard, to be presented following the eight
national telecasts.
NBC-TV was awarded the first choice of
eastern games by the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference on June 1. Previously the NCAA
had granted the network exclusive national
rights to telecast a schedule of eight games.
Mr. Frey also announced that the Gulf Oil
Co. has purchased one-quarter of the eight re-

gional NCAA telecasts in districts 3 and 6 only,
covering south and southwest, which will be
carried on a total of 59 NBC-affiliated stations.
CBS-TV Closed Circuit
To Preview Fall Shows
A PREVIEW of new CBS-TV programs for the
1955-56 season will be given primary affiliates
Thursday via closed-circuit. Hubbell Robinson
Jr., CBS-TV vice president in charge of protelecast. grams, will outline the network's plans on the
A one-hour show has been planned, featuring
excerpts from new programs to be presented by
the network this fall. Among these are two
Saturday shows, Its Always Jan, slotted three
weeks out of four in the 9:30-10 p.m. period,
starting Sept. 10 under sponsorship of Procter &
Gamble, and Gunsmoke, also three weeks out
of four and in the 10-10:30 p.m. period, starting
the same date under sponsorship of Liggett
& Myers. Two Tuesday shows to be excerpted
are You'll Never Get Rich (Phil Silvers) in the
8:30-9 p.m. period, starting Sept. 20 under
alternate-week sponsorship of R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco and Amana Society, and Joe & Mabel
in the 9-9:30 p.m. slot, starting under alternate
sponsorship of Carter Products on Sept. 20 and
Geritol on Sept. 27.
Some of the shows' stars are slated to appear.
Under plans being made, each of the primary
affiliate stations participating will invite radio-tv
critics and reviewers or other newsmen to watch
the telecast. In New York, where the telecast
originates, New York newsmen will hear and
see CBS-TV's plans on camera. The telecast is
set for 6-7 p.m. EDT.
Three CBS
Under

Rochestei

ALL-MORNING
SHARE
OF AUDIENCE

According to the latest Hooper survey,
Station WHEC enjoys the lion's share
of the local morning audiences. On
your next spot radio campaign, why
not tap this vast reservoir of buyers?
BUY WHERE

THEY'RE LISTENING .

"MUSICAL
CLOCK"
SHARE
OF AUDIENCE

With an average share of audience
of 53.6, Ed Meath's happy-hearted
"Musical Clock," 6:00 to 9:30 A.M.,
Mondays thru Saturdays, makes him
far-and-away Rochester's radio entertainer—your star salesman!
ROCHESTER'S TOP-RATED

STATION

Representatives; EVERETT- McKINNEY, 1 ic. New York, Chicago, LEE F. O'CONNELL CO., Los Angeles, Son Francisco
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Radio Shows

Segmentation

Selling

SEGMENTATION selling plan is being initiated by CBS Radio, beginning about the first
of next month, on three nighttime strip programs: Bing Crosby Show, Tennessee Ernie,
and Amos V Andy Music Hall. The network
will sell the programs to advertisers at a uniform rate of $2,100 gross (includes time and
talent) per five-minute segment, permitting oneminute commercials.
The Crosby show runs a quarter-hour while
the other two are half-hour programs.
The network also may extend the new selling plan into its weekend schedules. Although
considered a development from the single
rate policy adopted by the network, the new
plan ture
does
not change
CBS Radio's
rating strucbut rather
the method
of selling.
CBS-TV Appoints Reubens
APPOINTMENT of Beryl L. Reubens, press
information staff, CBS-TV, New York, as trade
for the network, was anmanager
publicity nounced
last week. Mr. Reubens succeeds
Jim Kane, recently appointed director of press
information for CBS-TV Hollywood. Mr. Reubens has been with the network since 1947.

Jane Wyman Show Premieres
PREMIERE of Jane Wy man's Fireside Theatre
will take place Aug. 30 on NBC-TV, 9-9:30
p.m., the network announced last week. The
$4,500,000 series will be under the sponsorship
of Procter & Gamble Co. for Ivory Soap, Crisco
and Duz. Agency is Compton Adv. Miss Wyman
will be hostess for all telecasts in the series and
will star in 20 of them. She also is head of
Lewman Ltd., which is producing the filmed
series.

Broadcasting
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SAM HAYES (I) veteran Don Lee newscaster, and William J. Tormey, vice president in charge of sales and advertising for
White King Soap Co., complete arrangements for White King to sponsor the Sam
Hayes Newscasts on 85 Don Lee, Arizona
and Intermountain stations. The contract
calls for the soap company to sponsor two
broadcasts each week on an alternating
basis, Wednesday-Friday and TuesdayThursday, and runs for 52 weeks. The
agreement went into effect Aug. 3.
NBC Newsman Levine Gets
Permanent Visa to Russia
PERMANENT VISA to Russia has been issued
to NBC correspondent Irving R. Levine, William R. McAndrew, director of NBC news, announced last week. Mr. McAndrew said Mr.
Levine was the first western non-communist
radio correspondent since 1948 to receive such
credentials. The last reporter to be so accredited
was Robert Magidoff, then an NBC news correspondent, who was expelled from Russia in
1948.
Mr. Levine is now touring the Soviet Union
with a delegation of American farmers.
CBS Radio meanwhile reported Friday that
the Russian embassy in Washington had notified
CBS News that temporary visas would be
granted to Richard C. Hottelet, CBS Bonn
correspondent, and Daniel Schorr of the CBS
News Washington bureau. Though the exact
time for which these visas would be valid was
not specified, CBS Radio said it understood it
will be for the period of West German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer's visit to the Soviet
Union the first week in September.
WLDB Affiliates With MBS
WLDB Atlantic City, N. L, announces its
affiliation with MBS, effective Aug. 7. The
station operates fulltime on 250 w, 1490 kc and
is licensed to the Atlantic City Broadcasting
Co., with offices and studios in the Senator
Hotel there. WLDB, which went on the air
April 8, 1955, is owned and operated by Leroy
and Dorothy Bremmer.
Stern Returns to Air
BILL STERN returned last week to his ABC
Monday-through-Friday radio program after
having been hospitalized as the result of an
automobile accident [B*T, Aug. 15]. During
his absence, other sports personalities have been
substituting on his regular broadcasts. Mr.
Stern'shisprograms
being handled
from
home in are
Purchase,
N. Y. temporarily
Broadcasting
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I ndustry is on the march in the Wheeling-Steubenville market! New factories, new industries, new construction—
and the workers to man the machines that turn the wheels of
progress. It all adds up to people— some 1,409,300 people in
fact— with a combined spendable income of $1,973,985,000 or
an average of $4,742 per household! The "rich Ruhr valley of
America" continues to grow richer, and station WTRF-TV in
Wheeling, West Virginia has grown with it. Now a full-blown
316,000 watts on Channel 7, broadcasting 120 hours of programming aweek, WTRF-TV can bring your sales message to
this major market. The latest Telepulse survey indicates that
63.5% of the tuned in audience between 12 noon and midnight
dialed Channel 7! That's proof of WTRF-TV's tremendous selling
power!
Be sure that your television campaign includes
the fast-growing Wheeling-Steubenville
market, and make sure it's a success by
utilizing the strongest medium to reach
this market — WTRF-TV, Wheeling. For availabilities call Hollingbery or Bob Ferguson,
VP and General Manager, Wheeling 1177.

WTFSF
TV

316,000 watts
WHEELING,

WEST

VIRGINIA
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A spokesman for CBS in New York offered
no
comment on Mr. Kraber's version of his
POSSIBLE SUBPOENA
IN '51 CAUSED
discharge, but said that personnel records show
BREAK
WITH
CBS, KRABER
TESTIFIES
the notation: "resigned by mutual consent."
Though many of the witnesses who appeared
Former network executive tells House group meeting in New York
before the committee last week had some association with radio-tv, only Mr. Kraber, as
he was asked to resign when possibility arose that he would be
far as could be ascertained, had been employed
asked to appear before earlier House probe. Testimony disputed
in the industry in an administrative capacity.
by CBS and WNYC New York.
The others appeared on radio and tv for varying periods of time as entertainers.
TESTIMONY by a former CBS executive im- to consider infiltration by communists in the
CBS said the personnel records showed that
plying that he was discharged from his post in entertainment industry.
Mr. Kraber was employed by the network from
Before and after Tony Kraber, 50, offered
the
network's
radioto department
in 1951
1942-48 as executive assistant in the short
because
he wasspecial
believed
face imminent
call this testimony, 22 of 23 witnesses who appeared
wave
operation; Sept. 1949-Dec. 1949 as a
before the committee up to last Thursday debefore the House Un-American Activities Comproducer in television, and 1949-51 as assistant
clined to say whether they are or ever have been
mittee was presented during a four-day hearing
director of special events for radio. He reCommunist Party members.
held by the committee last week in New York
signed on Sept. 28, 1951. The DuMont Television Network confirmed that Mr. Kraber
had been employed there July 1948 until Sept.
1949 as manager of program presentations and
hyd left in a reduction of staff.
After invoking the First and Fifth Amendments in refusing to answer questions on posWHEAT
sible communist affiliations, Mr. Kraber
traced events leading to his discharge from
CBS in 1951 as follows:
124 million bushels of golden Kansas wheat,
"The New York Journal-American reprinted
moving to market in endless caravans of a tape recording of a broadcast I made on station WNYC at a time when Sen. Pat McCarran
trucks, will put
was trying to smear that station.
"The president of CBS called me in his
office and told me that although I had the
$235,600,000
finest record of any of his young executives,
he would have to ask me for my resignation.
into the pockets of our listeners,
He told me he had reason to believe I was
the Kansas farmers, helping to to be subpoenaed by this committee. I resigned
and since that time I have been denied employment and the American public has been
swell their average annual indenied the advantage of my trained talent."
come to
A spokesman for New York City-owned
WNYC told B»T Thursday night that Mr. Kraber's story was "unbelievable." He said longtime executives at the station had no recollec$8,830
tion of Sen. McCarran trying to "smear"
after taxes ... 52 % above
WNYC, or of Mr. Kraber making a tape recording of a broadcast on the station. He
_.. <;.,;■ ^
the national average!
added he had checked with the Journal-AmerThese folks have the
ican and had been advised the newspaper's
morgue had no clippings relating to the mencash — 52% more
tioned tape broadcast or of Sen. McCarran's
alleged "smear" of WNYC.
of it — to buy
During his testimony, Mr. Kraber said he
k
your product ! was an executive producer at CBS from 1949
to 1950, with the right to hire talent for shows
valued at $100,000 per week.
A spokesman for CBS expressed the view
that Mr. Kraber had no such prerogatives at
the network. He stressed that Mr. Kraber was
not an "executive producer," but merely "a
producer," and in that capacity hardly could
have been entrusted with a $100,000 weekly
budget. He also noted that though Mr. Kraber
told the House Committee he was director of
special events for radio, personnel records
listed him as assistant director of special events.
The sole witness last week who admitted to
being a Communist was George Hall, a radiotv and stage actor, who said he had been in
the Party in 1946 and 1947.
The only witness without apparent enterSell these upper-income Kansas Farmers with WIBW—
tainment field association was Mrs. Susan
isten
to
most.t
the radio station they I
d'Usseau,
who described herself as an artist.
t Kansas Radio Audience, 1954
* Consumer Markets, 1955
Other balking witnesses were George Buddy
TOPEKA,
Tyne, actor; Stanley Prager, actor; John Randolph, actor; his wife, Sarah Cunningham, acCBS
KANSAS
tress; Joshua Shelley, comedian; George Keane,
R
actor; Irma Jurist, piano accompanist; Elliott
A
Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr.
Sullivan, actor; Lee Hays, folk singer; Martin
D
Wolfson, actor; Phil Leeds, actor; Madeline
WIBW & WIBW-TV
in Topeka
Lee, a radio-tv actress specializing in off-stage
baby voices; Peter Lawrence, stage manager;
KCKN in Kansas City
Peter Seeger, folk singer; Alan Manson, actor;
Rep: Capper Publications, Inc.
Ivan Black, public relations counselor; Albert
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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IOttenheimer, actor; Lou Polan, actor; Howard
J. Salemson, film importer, and David Kanter,
stage manager. Three of the witnesses, though
declining to say whether they were Communists,
did not fall back on constitutional protection.
A spokesman for the American Federation
of Television & Radio Artists said last Thursday no steps had been taken as yet to make
use of an AFTRA ruling under which a member refusing to tell a congressional committee
whether or not he is a Communist may be
subject to union discipline, including suspension or expulsion [B*T, Aug. 15].
Sacramento

Ch. 3 Decision

Appealed to Court by KXOA
KXOA Sacramento, Calif., last week appealed
to the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington
i gainst the FCC's grant of Sacramento's ch. 3
to KCRA there [B«T, April 18]. It also appealed against the FCC's denial of its petition
for a rehearing [B»T, July 25].
The Sacramento ch. 3 grant was made to
KCRA on the basis of a preference for past
performance, the Commission said. It said
the two applicants were evenly matched. The
Commission's final decision agreed with the
examiner's initial decision.
KXOA, owned by veteran broadcaster Lincoln Dellar, attacked the financial qualifications
of KCRA. It also claimed that the Commission's decision was "virtually a brand new decision" thus indicating, it said, that the examiner's decision was in error.
It asked the court to order the FCC to reopen the hearing.

LAMB

CASE

GOES

BACK

Both sides file recommendations. Broadcast Bureau asks
denial of WICU (TV) bid for
license renewal.
THE CONTROVERSIAL Edward Lamb case
entered another stage of development last week
with counsel for FCC's Broadcast Bureau recommending that the application for license renewal of WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., be denied.
Counsel for Mr. Lamb — former Attorney
General J. Howard McGrath and Russell M.
Brown — fired back that the record failed to
show any "credible evidence" that Mr. Lamb
ever sympathized with or supported any communist or communist dominated organization
or any other organization which advocated
change by unconstitutional means.
Recommendations by counsel for both sides
were submitted last week to the FCC for consideration by Examiner Herbert Sharfman,
who conducted the eight-month hearings into
Mr.seq.].
Lamb's background [B*T, Sept. 20, 1954
et
The Lamb attorneys held that the WICU
license should be renewed because the applicant
is in all respects qualified.
The hearings arose from what ordinarily
would have been a routine request for license
renewal. Mr. Lamb was charged with falsely
telling the FCC he never had Red ties.
The Broadcast Bureau counsel, in a 335page
brief, advocated
said that the
Mr. communist
Lamb's denial
of
ever having
form of
economy as being superior to the American

NOW!

JOE
One

TO

EXAMINER

economy and form of government "is not true
. . . and constitutes both misrepresentation to
and concealment of facts from" the FCC.
Cited by the attorneys were Mr. Lamb's
book, "The Planned Economy in Soviet Russia,"
published in 1934. This was said to show "by
clear and necessary implication" that Mr. Lamb
advocated that the communist (Soviet) form
of economy and government was superior to the
American.
The FCC counsel said Mr. Lamb's testimony
was "on many occasions knowingly false, evasive and lacked candor" and that he "knowingly was directly tied up with organizations
whose purpose was the furtherance of the communist cause."
Counsel
for Mr. Lamb, in a 14-page brief,
said there is neither testimonial nor documentary evidence that he untruthfully denied advocating the communist form of government
and economy as being superior to the American. Messrs. McGrath and Brown further
stated that no witness testified that Mr. Lamb
on any occasion ever voiced such advocacy.
As to the book "The Planned Economy in
Soviet Russia," which was written after a
voyage around the world that included a visit
to Soviet Russia, the Lamb counsel said this
"falls far short of advocating communism
. . ." Messrs. McGrath and Brown added that
in the book "Mr. Lamb expressly avers that
the only purpose of the book is to determine
whether or not the American political and eco-

TWIN

FLOYDS

Helluva

Combination
78%;

Yes, Joe has created a whole new, choice
market . . . 78,000 single-station homes
in the Aberdeen-Watertown-Huron
triangle, with all eyes on the Floydoperated KDLO-TV. Add that to Joe's
spectacularly popular KELO-TV, Sioux
Falls, and you get twice the audience
reach, twice the enthusiastic sell,
two big markets for your one buy across
the board.

Coverage of South Dakota
— Plus Minnesota and Iowa

Micro-Link Interconnected
24 Hours Every Day

JOE

FLOYD,

Evans Nord, Gen'l Mgr.

President

Larry Bentson, Vice-Pres.

Represented by H-R TELEVISION
NBC
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nomic society can be improved within the
limits ... of our Constitutional system."
The FCC attorneys held that the record
"establishes beyond question that, from time
to time during the period approximately 19341944, Lamb was consulted by officers and members of the Communist Party with regard to
Party affairs; that during this period, and as
late as 1946, he made financial contributions to
functions and causes sponsored by the Communist Party. . . ."
They also argued that Mr. Lamb, who also
is an attorney, has represented the Communist
Party in court proceedings.
Lamb counsel questioned the testimony and
background of certain Commission witnesses.
One witness, the counsel said, admitted pleading guilty to a charge of murder in Cleveland
and that this witness, along with another, have
records of swearing falsely under oath.
They said the FCC action is "illegal" in that
the Commission is exceeding its statutory authority by inquiring into the alleged past communist beliefs and associations of Mr. Lamb.
It also was argued that "even if Mr. Lamb had
held the alleged beliefs and maintained the
alleged affiliations and associations, he would
not have been guilty of any wrong-doing inasmuch as such activities were lawful. . . ."
Messrs. McGrath and Brown further held
that the FCC is not authorized to shift the
burden of proof from itself to the broadcast
licensee by choosing to proceed against the
licensee on a renewal application.
The high cost of the proceedings was indicated in statistics provided by the Broadcast
Bureau counsel. The hearings consumed 64
days. Commission counsel called 23 witnesses,
including Mr. Lamb, with WICU calling nine.

TV OUT
TO WOO
NATION'S
LAWYERS
station carrying a half-hour segment.
Philadelphia stations propose
The two telecasts mark an epoch in ABA
coverage of American Bar
history. The association's Canon 35 bans
broadcasting, telecasting or the taking of photoAssn.'s House of Delegates
meeting there to demonstrate
graphs in courtrooms.
Information
Committee NARTB's
and other Freedom
groups haveof
that television can report withlong fought this canon. Newspaper photo coverout disturbing.
age also is to be tested this week during the
TELEVISION hopes to crash the juridical ABA proceedings.
A Philadelphia broadcast committee has
barrier this week as the American Bar Assn.
been working out plans for tv coverage in coholds its annual convention in Philadelphia.
operation with NARTB and Judge Justin Miller,
2 p.m. today
(Monday)a proposal
the ABA'sto House
of AtDelegates
will consider
admit NARTB consultant and former board chairman. Judge Miller will submit the appeal for
tv cameras to its proceedings. If permission is
the closed circuit telecast to the House of Delegranted, the three Philadelphia tv stations —
gates. He will report to the NARTB Freedom
WPTZ (TV), WFIL-TV and WCAU-TV— will of Information
Aug. 29 (see committee story pageCommittee
95).
stage a pooled closed-circuit coverage from
the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel ballroom.
Chairman of the Philadelphia group is E.
Outside the ballroom, the nation's top judges Preston Stover, WPTZ. Working with him are
and lawyers will have a chance to observe what
John McClay, WCAU-TV, and Chet Cooper,
comes out of a tv picture tube and loudspeaker
WFIL-TV. NARTB headquarters is to be
when television is allowed to report a meeting.
represented by Thad H. Brown Jr., tv vice
Inside the ballroom, the House of Delegates
president; Daniel Shields, his assistant, and
will be shown that tv can cover its proceedings
A. Prose Walker, engineering manager.
with absolutely no noise or disturbance — just as
it can cover a Congressional hearing or court
If the House of Delegates permits today's
telecast, three cameras will be used under
trial.
normal ballroom lighting. They will be staAnother tv experimental pickup is scheduled
tioned in the U-shaped balcony. Sound will be
Wednesday when the Committee for Cooperation With Laymen holds its meeting. Presid- picked up from the ballroom public address
ing officer will be Judge Bolitha Laws, chief system. The operation will be noiseless and
justice of the U. S. District Court, District of unobtrusive, answering the charges of jurists
Columbia. The three Philadelphia stations will that tv clutters rooms with blinding lights and
clattering cameras.
put this meeting on the air 10-11:30 a.m., each
Booth

broadcasting's
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mine

of bright

new

instrumental

STAN

DAR

tunes

D

SHORTY-TUNES
Monthly releases
of 20 current and
2
standard pop tunesMinutes
each averaging only.
in length

Includes Top Talent instrumental selections— specially arranged and recorded
each month expressly for this Standard
Shorty-Tunes service. 1 00% usable numbers
-—no duds; Discs are 1 2 inch virgin vinylite,
high fidelity recorded at 33-1/3 rpm with
10 second spirals between selections for
continuous play or easy cueing.
NOW NO CONTRACT REQUIRED
Buy Outright Month to Month
6TA
IM D A Ft D
RADIO TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES, INC.
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
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Toledo

Interests
Lamb

Buy

Stations

Also sold last week: WBGE Atlanta, WKXV Knoxville and
75% of KTXN Austin. All subject to FCC approval.
PURCHASE of WTOD and WTRT (FM)
Toledo, Ohio, from Edward Lamb by Booth
Radio & Tv Stations Inc. for $122,500 was
announced last week.
Application for FCC approval of the Toledo
sale was filed with the FCC Friday.
Also announced last week were the sales of
WBGE Atlanta, 75% interest in KTXN Austin,
Tex., and WKXV Knoxville, Tenn. All are
subject to FCC approval.
Involved in the Toledo transaction is an
application for ch. 11 there. This now is in
hearing with six other applicants who are vying
for the city's second, and last, vhf channel.
Non-affiliated, nine-year-old WTOD operates
on 1560 kc with 1 kw, daytime. WTRT is licensed for 99.9 mc, with 8.8 kw power.
Booth stations are WILB and WBRI (FM)
Detroit, WBBC Flint, WSGW Saginaw and
WIBM Jackson, all Michigan. They are owned
principally by John Lord Booth, who has a
minor interest in the Booth newspapers.
Mr. Lamb, who has been involved in renewal
hearings with the FCC — on charges he misrepresented his association with Communists
and Communist-front organizations (see story
page 81)— also owns WIKK and WICU (TV)
Erie, Pa.; WHOO-AM-FM Orlando, Fla., and
holds a grant for ch. 23 WMAC-TV Massillon,
Ohio. He also is publisher of the Erie (Pa.)
Dispatch.
The application for transfer of the Toledo
stations showed that as of May 31, licensee
Unity Corp. had total assets of $271,804, of

which $70,693 was current assets. Current
liabilities amounted to $149,119, and earnings
retained amounted to $22,285.
Agreement included a provision for a threeyear consulting contract with Mr. Lamb for
$17,500. He also agreed to remain out of
Toledo radio for three years.
Bartell Broadcasters Inc., which owns WOKY
Milwaukee and WAPL Appleton, Wis., purchased WBGE Atlanta, Ga., 1340 kc, 250 w,
unlimited, for $100,000. Among the sellers are
Robert Pinkerton and Edgar B. Pool.
Messrs. Pinkerton and Pool, together with
Mrs. D. B. Perot, agreed to buy 75% of KTXN
Austin, Tex., 1 kw daytime on 1370 kc, for
$75,000. Ed. B. James is the seller. Mr. Pinkerton and Mrs. Perot have no other broadcast
holdings. Mr. Pool is vice president and 25%
owner of KIFN Phoenix, Ariz.
Tele-Broadcasters Inc., wholly-owned by H.
Scott Kilgore, purchased WKXV Knoxville,
Tenn., 1 kw day on 900 kc, for $95,000.
Thomas Carr and his family are the sellers.
Tele-Broadcasters owns WARE Ware, Mass.,
and WKXL Concord, N. H. Mr. Kilgore holds
no stock in, but is an officer of WTSA Brattleboro, Vt., and WKBR Manchester, N. H. He
also has applications pending for new am stations to operate in Athol, Mass., and Dover,
N. H.
Sales of WBGE, KTXN, and WKXV were
handled by station broker Paul H. Chapman,
Atlanta, Ga.
FCC Deletes WTBO-TV
WTBO-TV Cumberland, Md., ch. 17, last week
was deleted by the FCC. The station had never
been on the air and was deleted because of
lack of prosecution. The FCC grant to Cumberland Valley Broadcasting Corp. was made
Nov. 12, 1953, and expired July 12, 1955.
WTBO-TV is the 118th uhf and the 148th of
all U. S. tv stations to have its permit deleted.
Broadcasting
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companies who have built TV towers over 1000
feet tail throughout the country . . . IDECO has produced
twice as many as the second company's total . . . more
than all the other companies combined.*
Look to experience you can see . . . dozens of successful television
stations all over the country who now depend on the very best, Towers
by IDECO. IDECO pioneered tall tower construction . . . built the country's
first TV tower over 1000 feet . . . has built over 40% of the country's
high TV towers over 1000 feet tall. Then, too, IDECO has built the
tallest TV tower in the world . . . KWTV's 1572-footer in Oklahoma
City. From the birth of broadcasting . . . IDECO has been building towers
of all types and all heights . . . pioneering and perfecting the triangular
tower . . . gathering experience in both guyed and self-supporting
tower designs and construction to fit your demands.
♦Tower height data from TV Factbook, spring 1955 edition.

Ideco selfsupporting
tower for
WBNS-TV,
Columbus,
Ohio. RCA
TF12AH
antenna

Put this unparalleled record of tower experience to work for you.
Under one contract, Ideco engineers will assume responsibility for
your entire tower job. From initial planning through final inspection
. . . place your confidence in Ideco. Get the facts . . . write Ideco, or
contact your nearest RCA Broadcast Equipment representative.
Only Towers by Ideco offer this combination of structural safeguards: no indeterminate stresses caused by eccentricity at guy
cable attachment points . . . no loose gusset plate bolts caused by
vibration induced by reversal of stresses on girts and diagonals
. . . no cracked welds on leg splices, caused by reversal of stresses
on those welds.

IDECO
1
DRESSER
- IDECO
COMPANY
One of the Dresser Industries * Columbus 8, Ohio
Branch: 8909 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 44, Calif.
Tall or short . . . for TV, Microwave, AM, FM . . . IDECO Tower "know-how"
Broadcasting

Telecasting

keeps you on the air
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WHAT

FREQUENCIES

FOR

SPACE

TRAVEL?

"to the moon, thence to Mars, Venus and finally
throughout the solar system."
When ARS'
mendations are frequency
ready, Mr. allocation
Haley said,recomthey
will be sent to the International Telecommunications Union at Geneva. The ITU will have
to secure the concurrence of all nations, Mr.
Haley said.
But there is one use in radio-tv communications that may be possible as soon as unmanned
satellites become established, Mr. Haley prophesied. They could serve as broad-band repeaters for trans-oceanic radio and tv signals.
Such a suggestion was made last year to the
National Science Foundation.
The recommendation, written by Dr. Richard
W. Porter, General Electric Co., envisaged a
series of spheres in orbits relatively near the
earth (about 2,200 miles distant) so that a satellite always would be available from any point
on earth. Using a plane mirror or a repeater
located 22,000 miles above the equator would
be another method for bouncing radio and tv
signals across oceans.
The antennas on earth would be 250 ft. in
diameter, Dr. Porter indicated. He based his
discussion on the use of a 5 mc video channel
"provided by an eight-digit binary pulse code
modulation and a wavelength of 10 cm [3,000

Lawyer-rocket enthusiast Andrew G. Haley reports American Rocket Society is studying
allocations for use outside
earth's gravitational field. Unmanned satellites may become
radio-tv repeater stations.
A WHOLE new field of frequency allocation
has arisen with the imminence of an unmanned
space ship, and a working group of the American Rocket Society is already on the problem,
Andrew G. Haley, Washington radio attorney
and rocket enthusiast since before World War
II, reported last week.
The requirements for frequencies for space
flights will be enormous, Mr. Haley explained
last week following his return from Copenhagen where he attended the sixth annual congress of the International Astronautical Federation.
Mr. Haley is a director and a past president
of the American Rocket Society and a past vice
president of the international federation. He is
chairman of the IAF's committee on international affairs.
Radio frequencies will be required, Mr. Haley
pointed out, for satellite guidance, telemetering
and, after manned space travel becomes a practicability (and he has no doubts on that score)
for communications, including voice and video,

Depending on the type of satellite and its
distance from the earth, the transmitter on earth
would have to produce power ranging from 10
megawatts to 100 w.
mc]." the findings from the unmanned satAmong
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ellite that may be of major significance in the
broadcasting field, Mr. Haley said, were those
regarding cosmic rays, sun radiation, the ionosphere and the various E and F layers — all of
which have an influence on radio propagation.
Mr. Haley recalled that John H. DeWitt.
WSM-AM-TV Nashville, then a Signal Corps
colonel, bounced a radar microwave signal off
the moon in 1946 indicating the feasibility of
this method of communication relay.
At a news seminar in New York last week,
Kurt R. Stehling, Bell Aircraft Corp.'s rocket
specialist, tempered extravagant predictions re-1
garding the putting of a tv camera in the satellite to view the earth and space. This would
require satellites much larger than the 30 lb.
"moon" proposed, Mr. Stehling emphasized, and
is not in the cards yet. The first satellite will
be shot into space sometime during the International Geophysical Year (June 30, 1957, to
Dec. 31, 1958).
Court

Denies

WENS

(TV)

Petition to Stay Ch. 11
MOTION by ch. 16 WENS (TV) Pittsburgh to
stay construction of ch. 11 there was denied
last week by the U. S. Court of Appeals in
Washington. The motion followed WENS'
appeal, pending before the same court, to have
the ch. 11 grant to WWSW Inc. set aside so
it may seek that assignment by becoming a party
to a new hearing [B»T, Aug. 15].
The stay action was argued before Judges
Charles Fahy, Wilbur Miller and Walter
Bastian. Judge Fahy dissented.
Opposing the stay were the FCC and a surprise participant, the solicitor for the City of
Pittsburgh, J. Frank McKenna.
The FCC, through J. Smith Henley, assistant
general counsel, said WENS has not challenged
the ch. 11 grant properly. The station should
have first submitted a petition for reconsideration, he said. Mr. Henley stated there is no
showing of likelihood that WENS will succeed
on the merits of the case and therefore he saw
no necessity to hold up construction.
He said Pittsburgh has only one vhf outlet
that provides principal city service. Mr. Henley
further declared WENS has not shown that
construction of the station at this time would
inflict "irreparable injury."
Mr. McKenna said he was taking no position
on the merits of the case, but felt a stay of
construction would harm the city. He said
Pittsburgh, with a metropolitan population of
Wi million people, lags behind cities of comparable size in tv service.
The solicitor concluded, in reply to a WENS
charge, that vhf stations in Steubenville, Ohio,
and Johnstown, Pa., cannot be considered Pittsburgh stations.
WENS, represented by Vernon Wilkinson, of
McKenna & Wilkinson, argued that its operation is "doomed" if the ch. 11 station goes on
the air. Thus, winning the pending appeal to
force a new hearing would be a useless victory,
WENS said.
Mr. Wilkinson declared when the second vhf
outlet goes on the air WENS will lose its network affiliations plus national spot adjacencies.
At present, WENS is affiliated with CBS and
ABC. KDKA-TV (ch. 2) there is a primary
NBC affiliate.
The Pittsburgh uhf said that for two summer
months, emphasizing these were hiatus months,
it has received more than $8,000 for 49 hours
of key CBS programs. WENS further stated
it has lost $400,000 since it began operating
in August 1953.
The basis of WENS' bid to set aside the ch.
11 grant is its contention that the merger of
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

WWSW and WJAS represents a new applica■ tion that should have been returned to the
' processing line. WWSW and WJAS were the
[l two remaining applicants for ch. 1 1 after West1 inghouse Broadcasting Co. dismissed its bid
' following purchase of KDKA-TV. WENS maintained that a new application was formed and
1 it should have been allowed to be a party
to the proceeding. It filed an application for
ch. 11 which was dismissed by the FCC be1 cause it was too late to be considered, FCC
1 said. Under Commission rules, applications for
the same facility may not be filed later than
20 days before a hearing starts. The Pittsburgh
' ch. 11 hearing began in April 1954.
Final grant to WWSW Inc. was made last
4 month [B«T, July 25].

outlying areas and regularly scheduled color tv

Loyola U. Files Opposition
In New Orleans Ch. 4 Case
OBJECTIONS to the examiner's initial decision
favoring the grant of New Orleans' ch. 4 to
WTPS-iVew Orleans Times-Picayune and States
[B*T, July 11] were filed with the FCC last
week by Loyola U. (WWL New Orleans).
Loyola U. asked for oral argument. Deadline
for exceptions is August 23.
In a multi-colored, multi-inked document —
an obvious reference to the color tv issue in
the case, Loyola U. argued that Examiner
Elizabeth C. Smith erred in preferring the
newspaper application on the grounds that it
proposed regularly scheduled programs for

programs.
It claimed that WTPS' programs for so-called
outlying areas were a "concocted program" cateThe weight
givensaid,
WTPS'
color the
programs
was ingory. error,
WWL
because
tinted
programs "exceeds the art of color telecasting
today." It referred to the opinion of Examiner
H. Gifford Irion in the Charlotte, N. C, ch. 9
case where he refused to give any preference to
either applicant on color plans because of
their "fluid" state [B«T, Aug. 8].
WWL also emphasized the examiner failed
to rule against the New Orleans publishing company in the interest of diversification of media
and because the newspaper charged combination rates for classified and general advertising.

Court Action Said to Bar
Reversal of WMFJ Sale
EFFORT by Theodore Granik and William H.
Cook to invoke Sec. 309 (c) of the Communications Act in the FCC-approved sale of WMFJ
Daytona Beach, Fla., to the Harold Kaye-Emile
J. Arnold group [B»T, July 4] was opposed in
a petition filed Thursday by attorneys Sam
Miller and Abe Stein on behalf of W. Wright
Esch, who sold the station. Mr. Esch contends
Messrs. Granik and Cook are not parties in
interest.
Accompanying the petition is a copy of a
decision handed down Aug. 12 in Volusia
County (Fla.) circuit court. This decision denied the plea of Messrs. Granik and Cook for
an injunction to restrain sale of WMFJ and
delivery of the license. The court held the
allegations insufficient..
Messrs. Granik and Cook contended they
had option to buy WMFJ and the ch. 2 tv permit. In their FCC petition to stay the WFMJ
sale and set it for hearing they noted FCC
should
on the await
sale. the court's decision before acting

Obviously

OUTSTANDING

The Kaye-Arnold group, operating as WMFJ
Inc., opposed the Granik-Cook 309 (c) petition
in a brief filed Thursday by Koteen & Burt.
WMFJ Inc. argues the Granik-Cook claims are
invalid and notes that no valid contract exists
under the court's dismissal of the injunction
plea, which is described as binding on the FCC.
A STAFF
FCC Asks Court to Delay
Rochester Ch. 10 Decision
FUTURE of Rochester, N. Y., ch. 10 sharetime stations remained unclarified last week
following the FCC's request to the U. S. Court
of Appeals to stay the issuance of its decision
until Sept. 11.
The Commission asked that the "mandate"
be held up until the full FCC can consider
whether to appeal the decision to the Supreme
Court. The FCC is in recess, except for routine
actions, until after Labor Day.
In its plea to the appellate court, the Commission said that the two stations now operating
on ch. 10, WHEC-TV and WVET-TV, would
have to close down for an indefinite period with
a resultant loss of service to the public if the
mandate was issued immediately.
The appeals court ruled last month that the
protest of Gordon P. Brown, WSAY Rochester,
against the 1953 grant to the present occupants
of that city's ch. 10, should have been allowed
[B*T, Aug. 1]. The Commission had refused
the protest on the ground that Mr. Brown had
not been detailed enough in his allegations.
Under the law, when a protest against a grant
made without a hearing is accepted, the grant
in question must be stayed. The stations have
been operating since November 1953.
Broadcasting
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FIRST in the Heart of Illinois
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GOVERNMENT-

Sell the Nation's
14th Largest Market!
. . . use
Salesmen

WGR's
of the Air

MUSICAL. CLOCK
Starring John Lascelles
6:30 - 9:15 AM - Mon. thro Sat.
Buffalo's oldest service-type wake-up
program. Music, time, weather.
Helen Neville Show
1:45 - 2:00 PM Mon. - Fri.
Hints and News for women from
Buffalo's
outstanding
homemaker's
counselor.
Live audience.
PLUS
Outstanding 5 and 10 minute
News and Weather Spots

Mayer Applies for Permit
In Bid to Re-Enter Television
HERBERT MAYER, who in 1954 sold two tv
stations plus a manufacturing firm to Storer
Broadcasting Co. for $8.5 million, last week
made a bid to re-enter broadcasting by applying
for ch. 23 at Philadelphia.
The application, filed under the name Ajax
Enterprises, Greenwich, Conn., noted that the
station will be programmed a minimum of eight
hours a day, from 3 to 1 1 p.m., for a total of
56 hours a week. Total construction costs were
set at $414,100, the application showed, with
first year operation costs of $500,000 and estimated first-year revenue $200,000.
Funds on deposit in a bank or other depository were reported as $3.5 million.
About 32 staff personnel plus four executives
are planned for the proposed station. Transmitter and antenna will be RCA, with the antenna to be located in Ardmore, Pa. Site of
the Philadelphia studios have not yet been determined, the application noted.
Mr. Mayer's net income after federal taxes
in 1954 was reported at $3 million. In 1953 it
was $40,000.
In 1954 Mr. Mayer sold ch. 27 KPTV (TV)
Portland, Ore., and ch. 8 WXEL (TV) Cleveland plus Empire Coil Co. (electronic parts)
to Storer. He also held a permit for ch. 25
KCTY (TV) Kansas City which he sold to
DuMont for $1. This permit was later surrendered.
Three tv stations are in operation in Philadelphia: ch. 3 WPTZ (TV), ch. 6 WFIL-TV and
ch. 10 WCAU-TV.
Broadcast Bureau Opposes
WMID Initial Decision
THE FCC's Broadcast Bureau last week filed
exceptions to antheexaminer's
initial decision
that
recommended
license renewal
of WMID
Atlantic City, N. J., and transfer of station
control from Richard Endicott to Arthur A.
Handler and Joseph F. Bradway [B*T, July 11].
The Broadcast Bureau said the decision
failed to consider the entire course of conduct
between Joseph Slotoroff and David Freedman,
general manager, and overlooked Mr. Slotoroff's participation in repaying a bank loan as
evidence, which the bureau said, establishes
that Mr. Slotoroff had hidden ownership in
WMID stock.
FCC Defends Making Grant
To WSAV in Savannah Case

Buffalo's FIRST RADIO Station
Hotel Lafayette
Buffalo, N. Y,
tswKniliate
Representatives :
FREE AND PETERS
August 22, 1955
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THE FCC's right to make a grant, notwithstanding afinding that construction was begun
before the grant was made, in violation of the
Communications Act, was defended by the
Commission last week in filing its brief in the
Savannah ch. 3 case in the U. S. Court of
Appeals in Washington. It was in answer to
an appeal by WJJV Savannah against the grant
to WSAV there [B»T, March 7].
The Commission said that the grant in question prohibited the successful applicant from
using the premature work in building its station. In this way, the FCC said, the intent of
the prior construction provision of the Communications Act was upheld.
The Commission's grant to WSAV prohibited
that station from using tower anchor "sleeves"
which had been installed atop the Liberty National Bank Bldg. in Savannah when the Savannah station remodeled the penthouse of the
building. It termed the construction "insignifi-

cant."

RETMA

Asks New

FCC

Rules

To Aid Low-Power Vhf Costs
REQUEST that the FCC make rule changes to
permit lower operating costs of low-power vhf
tv stations and thus make these stations more
attractive to potential operators was made last
week by the Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn.
Further attention should be given to rules
governing daily operations, RETMA said, adding such things as remote control and directional antennas will permit functioning at re-,
duced costs. The association said that in certain cases the FCC should waive the 100 w
minimum power rule.
The Odessa Tv Co. Asks FCC
To Rehear Ch. 7 Case There
THE ODESSA Television Co. last week asked
FCC to rehear the decision that awarded ch. 7
at Odessa, Tex., to another firm, Odessa Television Co., owned by KOSA there and businessman Cecil Mills [B»T, July 18].
The Odessa Television Co., owned by
Clarence E. Wilson and Philip D. Jackson, said
the FCC erred by not finding that its application
would -tend toward diversification of media of
mass communication. Messrs. Wilson and Jackson said the FCC disregarded Mr. Jackson's
experience in the operation of KTVQ (TV i
Oklahoma City. They also questioned the
"grandiose" program proposals of KOSA-TV
and said the FCC erred by not giving consideration toMr. Jackson's civic activities.
Educators Ask Uhf-Vhf Swap
THE FCC was asked last week by the Board
of Public Instruction of Duval County, Fla..
to change the channel designated for educational
use in Jacksonville from ch. 7 to ch. 36 and
make the lower channel available to WJHP-TV.
operating on ch. 36. The switch, the board
indicated, would allow it to take advantage of
25].
an offer of facilities by WJHP-TV [B*T, April
The educational group noted that except for
WJHP-TV's offer, there is no prospect for construction and operation of an educational station, either from public or private funds. Last
April WJHP-TV filed a similar petition which
said it would offer the board facilities costing
$550,000.
Johnson, Politics to Part
DEMOCRATIC Gov. Edwin C. Johnson of
Colorado said last week that when his twoyear term ends next year he will not seek or
accept public office in the future. As U. S.
Senator from Colorado, Gov. Johnson served
several years as member and as chairman of
the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee and was active in radio-tv legislation.
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Get

an

on-the-job

of

your

next

demonstration

steel

tower...

if
Our

Youngstown
"Showroom"
has a variety
of Truscon
Towers
in full operation
*
1
i
III
1

|

1
'' ' " 1

I
n
1
1
WFMJ-TV
Truscon Triangular
Guyed Tower
1000-Feet Tall

f
f
|

We can't bring a steel tower to you;
but the next time you're in Youngstown,
you can see and inspect several Truscon
Steel Towers in actual operation — study
their features — and select the one that
can do the best job for you.
You'll be able to examine:
1. A 1 50-foot self-supporting tower for
AM broadcasting
2. Four 400-foot self-supporting towers in directional array for AM
broadcasting
3. Six 350-foot self-supporting towers
in directional array for AM broadcasting with one supporting an FM
antenna
4. A 539-foot self-supporting tower sustaining both an FM and a TV antenna
5. A 1000-foot guyed tower with TV
antenna.
Of course, Truscon will engineer and
construct a tower to suit your specific
requirements — whether tall or small
. . . guyed or self-supporting . . . tapered
or uniform in cross section, for AM,
FM, TV, or Microwave transmission.
sure to inspect
Truscon's facilities.
modern
ij efficient
andBe
manufacturing
These, combined
with Truscon's
unexcelled fund of practical
knowledge,
assure towers of strength and lasting
dependability.
Ifityyou're
planning make
a trip itin a the
vicin-to
of Youngstown,
point
see these Truscon Towers. Let our Radio
Tower Sales Department know when
you're coming.They '11 be glad to see you.
TRUSCON

|
WBBW
Truscon Self-Supporting
Tower 150-Feet Tall

WKBN— Truscon Self-Supporting Directional Towers 350-Feet Tall

STEEL

REPUBLIC
STEEL
1074 ALBERT ST. • YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
Export Dept.: Chrysler Bldg., New York 17, N. Y.
NAME
YOU
CAN

Truscon WKBN-TV
Self-Supporting
Tower 539-Feet Tall
DIVISION

BUILD

O N

WFMJ-FM — Truscon Self-Supporting Directional Towers 400-Feet Tall

■
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STATIONS
CONNIE,

DIANE

GIVE

UNPRECEDENTED
Radio-tv facilities damage
of
as
TWO
weeks

BROADCASTERS

COVERAGE
is small. Camera

CHANCES
crews finish reporting

season's third recorded hurricane when they begin all over again
fourth hits East Coast.
Base, Washington, for an inspection of special
adjacent hurricanes in less than two
gave several hundred radio and tv sta- hurricane-detecting equipment installed there.
Throughout the storm, network camera crews
tions, plus the national networks, unprecedented
opportunities to keep the public informed of were at work along the coast from South Carolina to Maine shooting film for use on network
hourly storm trends as well as to promote
community efforts to avoid damage and save newscasts.
lives.
A live pickup from the Washington Weather
As Diane came last week on the heels of Bureau was telecast by NBC-TV Aug. 10 on its
Connie, station crews that had returned to nightly Camel News Caravan. On the same
their home posts were again dispatched to the program the network visited Andrews Air Force
Carolina and Virginia shores, where the storms
Base. On Aug. 10 live pickups from Washingcrossed inland.
ton were featured on Today. Throughout the
hurricane
NBC-TV camera crews were active
Little important damage to radio-tv stations
along the Atlantic seaboard filming the hurwas reported from the Carolinas or Virginia.
ricane for use on new shows. Among films used
Power shutdowns brought auxiliary equipment
on
telecasts
were shots from Norfolk, Va.,
into operation in some cases, but as of Thursday night there were no official reports of Myrtle Beach, S. C, and Wilmington, N. C.
NBC Radio stationed commentator W. W.
downed towers or wrecked transmitting plants.
While nationwide interest in the storms was
Chaplin at Riverhead, Long Island, where he
intense, their total damage was estimated at less aired broadcasts on the storm. The network
than $25 million compared to $100 million also carried live pickups from WPTF Raleigh,
during Hazel's sweep across the Atlantic area in WTTM Trenton and KYW Philadelphia. News
of the hurricane was aired on all regular news
1954. Efficient reporting by radio and tv was
credited with keeping down damage and loss of programs and the network reported that it was
life.
followed closely over the weekend on Monitor.
CBS Radio on Aug. 12 and 13 broadcast eyeMBS aired a special network report on Hurwitness accounts direct from North Carolina
ricane Connie Aug. 12 in addition to information on the hurricane which the network carried
and Virginia on the progress and effect of Connie as it swept inland and northward through
on all its regularly scheduled news shows. A
those states.
number of stations in areas hit by the hurricane
made tapes of developments in their respective
WFMC-AM-FM Fayetteville, N. C, said
communities and sent them to MBS for network
at least a dozen stations were picking up its
broadcast.
hurricane reports off the air. Beep circuits were
On Aug. 12 CBS-TV took its cameras to the operated around the storm area during the two
Weather Bureau in New York for a special hurricanes, with special Diane broadcasts starting last Sunday shortly after the Connie operatelecast, 11:15-11:30 p.m. The preceding night
tion had ceased. What-to-do information was
the network carried a pickup on Douglas Edwards and the News from Andrews Air Force carried, based on advice from official and
relief agencies. Vestal Taylor, news director,
headed the hurricane staff that included Tom
Slade, newsman; Mack Stamps, program director; Johnny Joyce, announcer; Jack Ikner, chief
engineer; Allen Hall, transmitter engineer;
Tom Harrell, commercial manager, and Robert
Nietman, salesman. Victor W. Dawson, president-general manager, coordinated the operation. Messrs. Ikner and Hall operate ham sets
in the civil defense network.
WMCT (TV) Greenville, N. C, sent three
movie crews from Wilmington to Pamilco
Sound, augmenting its telephone reports and
other weather information sources. Shortwave
transmitters and receivers were set up in the
main studio. The Diane coverage followed the
pattern of WMCT's Connie operation. Many
personal messages were carried.
WARL Arlington, Va., covered the storms
from flooded offices, wading through the water
while getting latest reports from all available
sources and broadcasting them as fast as news
was gathered.
WIP Philadelphia received beep reports from
the skipper of a fishing boat at Barnegat Light
Basin, N. J. Ralph Brent, WIP vice president,
HIS SECOND hurricane in two weeks is
handled the loop. Sam Serota, special events
shot by Buddy Moore, station photogradirector, set up a beep circuit to get Carolina
pher of WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, from
cape reports. Bob Memefee, WIP mc, fed reports from his vacation spot at Wildwood, N. J.
this semi-protected spot. Jack Wiggins,
WFMY-TV film director, and Mr. Moore
WBT-WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, had a
were back in Greensboro only one day
five-man team covering the hurricanes. Two
after Connie when they were sent right
reporters, two photographers and an engineer
back to the Carolina coast to cover Diane.
provided remote service. During Connie, 74
Page 88
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And Ships at Sea
IS PUBLIC SERVICE programming appreciated?
Stations working around the clock to
provide their areas with fast, reliable and
complete hurricane information receive
calls and letters from appreciative listeners and viewers, but actually do not
realize how helpful their service can be
in many places.
A message received by WJWL Georgetown, Del., from the skipper of a British
vessel tells a typical story. Capt. L. G.
"Dear ofSirs:the freighter SS Berylstone,
Goldie,
wrote this letter to WJWL:
"I feel that I would like to write and
express my thanks and also compliment
you for the excellent coverage you gave
of the position of Hurricane Connie on
the night of Aug. 12. The information
given out on your station was of considerable value to seafarers. I am master
of the above British freighter and happened to be bound to Alexandria, Va.,
from Newfoundland with newsprint
paper for the Washington Post.
"I was searching round the band of
our radio for hurricane information and
I happened to tune in your station and
in view of the fact that you gave out that
you would be on the air all night I remained tuned to your station and your
sources of information seemed to me to
be more up-to-the-minute than the official
forecasts and were most useful. In closing I would like to say that I enjoyed
your music although our own position
at
on that particular night wasn't
too sea
pleasant.
I hope that you have all
rested up after your night session and I
will be tuning in to your station next
time I am passing the Delaware area."

reports were broadcast in a three-day period
in what was dubbed "Reign of Connie" coverage. The crew left last Tuesday for the coastal
area as Diane approached. It included Clyde
McCIain, announcer, and Nat Tucker, photographer, at Charleston, S. C; Nelson Benton,
news editor, Earl Wells, photographer, and Bill
Pritchard, engineer, at Myrtle Beach, S. C.
In Charlotte a ham radio network was monitored and direct contact was maintained with
the weather bureau at Raleigh-Durham airport.
WBTW (TV) Florence, S. C, was serviced by
WBTV.
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, kept a crew
on the coast during both hurricanes. Jack Wiggins, film director, and Buddy Moore, staff
photographer, worked through 80-mile winds to
shoot the hurricane. They covered the evacuation of tourists during Connie, sending film
to Greensboro. WFMY-TV carried extensive
local, state and network programming plus
coverage from its own crew.
WBIG Greensboro found a reverse switch
during the storm. The local weather bureau,
which WBIG normally contacts in its daily
weather coverage, reported it was getting latest
information from the station which was monitoring a line direct from the coast. Robert
Montgomery and Daniel Griffin, of the WBIG
staff, were stationed at Wilmington. Its mobile gear operated after power went out, with
staff men cruising around the area between
Myrtle Beach, S. C, and Manteo, N. C.
WLOW Norfolk, Va., kept telephone conBroadcasting • Telecasting

VA
tact with other stations in the Carolinas and
ham operators, bringing regular reports. Bob
Drepperd, program director, was in charge.
Public service messages were provided the
Red Cross and other public agencies. Over 900
bulletins were carried during Connie alone.
In New England, WTIC Hartford, Conn.,
stayed on the air all night Aug. 12, providing
advisories from Travelers Insurance weather
bureau under direction of Thomas Malone,
chief meteorologist.
WUNC-TV Chapel Hill, U. of North Carolina
station, installed cameras at Raleigh-Durham
■.airport, telecasting hourly or half-hourly
throughout the storms. Other tv stations picked
up the signal for rebroadcasting. Special features were telecast and Bill Long, WUNC-TV
meteorologist, supplied commentary. Wesley
Wallace, news director, handled special events.
Ham operators activities were followed by the
cameras. Volunteer university students with tv
training helped provide 24-hour coverage. Programs were fed from WUNC-TV's Raleigh and
Greensboro studios. Duff Brown, WUNC-TV
tv director, and Allen Maclntyre, chief engineer,
directed and coordinated programming.
Prediction that more than 100,000 tv home
antennas along the Atlantic Coast would be
knocked down this year by hurricanes was made
by Harold Harris, Channel Master Corp. engineering vice president. He figured the 1955
loss may exceed 1954 because there are more
antennas now in use and the hurricane season
has started earlier than usual.
WTVJ

(TV) Will Advise

Hotels on Tv Setups
FREE CONSULTING service to area hotels
and convention sites to help them make the
best possible use of television has been offered
by Lee Ruwitch, executive vice president and
general manager of WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla.
Pre-planning of network tv origination facilities and closed-circuit tv setups for business
groups in southern Florida hotels now under
i construction falls within the scope of the staI tion's program. Jack Shay, WTVJ (TV) vice
I president, will handle the service.
: The station itself also is making plans for
a heavier schedule of remote originations and
color work. Among other equipment it is purchasing a35-ft. trailer — what the station terms
"a network color studio on wheels."

Hey,

you

Don't forget Sept. 9 is deadline for
B»T's Radio Issue out Sept. 19.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

WCPO-TV Sets Three Panels
On Subscription Tv Dispute
FEE VS. FREE TV is the subject of three panel
discussions to be aired next month by WCPOTV Cincinnati, Ohio.
Proposed pro-pay television panelists are:
Joe Wright, vice president and general counsel
of Zenith Radio Corp.; Ted Leitzell, Zenith director of public relations, and Bob Hall,
Skiatron Electronics & Television Corp. Tentative panelists against subscription tv are:
Trueman Rembusch and Alfred Starr, co-chairmen of the Committee Against Pay-As-You-See
Tv; Horace Adams, Ohio State Theatre Owners
Assn. president, and Victor A. Sholis, general
manager, WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.
Dick Thornburg, editor of the Cincinnati
Post, is scheduled to be moderator. Complete
Post coverage of the shows is planned. Both
the station and the paper are owned by ScrippsHoward.
The Sept. 13 and 15 discussions will each be
a half-hour long and the third, Sept. 16, will
be an hour long. All three are scheduled during mid-evening hours.
Purcell to KEYD-AM-TV
Managing Directorship
APPOINTMENT of Robert Purcell as managing director of KEYD-AM-TV Minneapolis,
was announced last week by Lee Whiting, vice
president. Mr. Purcell, an executive vice president, member of the board of directors and
stockholder in Massachusetts Bay Telecasters,
applicant for ch. 5 in Boston, was formerly
a tv consultant in Hollywood.
Mr. Purcell also had been associated with
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles first as program director and later as assistant general manager
and director of operations. He is the author
of Hidden Costs of Television and Management Manual for Television. He has taught tv
production for the U. S. Air Force and has
served on the faculty of the Pasadena Playhouse.
Katz

Stations

Show

Increase,

Credited to 'Operation ID'
INCREASE in daytime ID business on television stations represented by the Katz Agency
Inc., amounting to more than 59% from March
to June 1955, was credited last week to the
company's "Operation ID" plan.
The plan, according to Scott Donahue, tv
sales manager of Katz, offers 15 daytime ID's
a week at a flat package price. He said that
last March it was suggested to Katz-represented
stations that a package of daytime ID's be
made available at a price approximating that
of three nighttime ID's. Of the 35 Katz tv stations, 27 have instituted "Operation ID" and the
remaining eight have some other form of ID
Mr. Donahue said the three-month report
plan.
bore out the company's contention that a combination ofdaytime and ID could be "an effective, low-cost method of tv advertising." Among
the national and regional advertisers who have
bought the "Operation ID" packages on Katz
stations, he said, are Lanolin Plus, Lite-Bake
biscuits, Maxwell House coffee, Tetley tea,
Vitality feeds, and Wish-Bone salad dressing.
Stations, he said, have reported making many
more sales on local accounts.

100,000

5.6 new homes are built each
working day in Lubbock, Texas! Total construction costs—
$100,000 per day! It's a fastgrowing, fast - buying, vital
market you cover thoroughly

t

with KDUB-TV only!

affiliated

Du Mont

KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK,
TEXAS
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: AVERY-KflODEL, INC.
W. D. "Dub" Rogers, President & Gen. Mgr.
George Collie, National Sales Manager
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STATIONS
WNYC
Would

Asks

$446,495,

Build Uhf Station

REQUEST for a capital budget of $446,495
for New York-owned WNYC in 1956 was
placed before the New York City Planning
Commission last week, with $378,000 earmarked for the construction of a proposed uhf
television station. This is aside from funds,
to be sought separately, for day-to-day operations of the communications unit.
In making the request for the funds, Seymour N. Siegel, director of communications
for the City of New York, emphasized that the
tv operation could be used for municipal services other than direct telecasting. He cited such >
uses as telecasting of police line-ups, calculated
to effect a saving of more than 400 police manhours a week, and training of fire department
CONSTRUCTION is nearly completed on this new building to house offices and studios
for KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, slated to begin telecasting Sept. 11 on ch. 11. The CBS affiliate
will become the fourth television station in the Fort Worth-Dallas area [B*T, Aug. 8].
Goal Set at $1 Million
For KFJZ-TV Local Sales
ALTHOUGH air date for KFJZ-TV Fort
Worth is still three weeks away, local sales
alone have now passed the $700,000 mark,
distributed among 75 accounts. This has
prompted Commercial Manager John Hopkins
to set a goal of $1 million in local sales by
air time Sept. 11.
Dale Drake, KFJZ-TV national sales manager, is now in New York calling on the
agencies and working with the station's representative, H-R Television Inc.

KTVW (TV) Creates New Post,
Hires Three, Promotes One
KTVW (TV) Seattle has announced the hiring
of three new personnel and promotion of another. John Couroier has been named to the
newly created post of director of operations.
He comes to KTVW from a similar position
at KOOL-TV Phoenix.
Also added to the staff were William Rambo
as manager of the station's Tacoma operations
and William Rickard, sales department. Don
Wood, producer-director, has been promoted to
program director for the station.

ELPASO

county

personnel.
Part of the money sought, Mr. Siegel said,
could be used for maintaining the WNYC tv
film unit, which has been producing public service films for distribution to commercial tv channels in the U. S. and many parts of the world.
WSAI-FM

Back on Air;

Baker Appointed Director
RICHARD B. BAKER has been appointed director of WSAI-FM Cincinnati, which is returning to the air after 21 months, with plans
to greatly expand its fm operations. Mr. Baker
also is sports director for WSAI-AM, owned
by the Gordon Broadcasting Co.
The fm station returned to the air Aug. 15
and initially is operating six hours per day
with a tions
power
of 14.7
"Renewing
fm Burger
operawill allow
for kw.
expansion
of the
beer baseball network broadcasts of all Cincinnati Redlegs baseball games plus other services
after
baseballinseason,"
stated Mr.area
Baker.
He is wellthe known
the Cincinnati
for
his play-by-play broadcasts of U. of Cincinnati
football and basketball games.

5*h

>n

Texas

Sales*
Store
in
•1955 Drug
Sales Management
Survey of Buying
Power
If your product is sold in drug stores, you'll want to put
your sales story in the key markets where the drug store
sales are. Here are the top ten counties in Texas '-in64drug
1,000
store sales:
7-219,000
'.926,000
'-356,000
818,000
7,8 11,000
5.613,000
>.078,000

CHANNEL 4 • EL PASO, TEXAS
Affiliated with CBS, ABC and DuMont Television Networks
Affiliated with KROD-600 kc — 5,000 watts
Owned and operated by the El Paso Times, Inc.
Roderick Broadcasting Company
Dorrance D. Roderick, President
Val Lawrence, Vice Pres. & General Mgr.
Dick Watts, General Sales Manager
Represented Nationally by The BRANHAM CO.
mso,
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Let your Bronham man
show you why KROD-TV is
your top drug salesman in
the rich El Paso Southwest
which includes the Southern portion of New Mexico.

Greenwood to WEHT-WEOA
DEL GREENWOOD has resigned as promotion and public service director of On the Air
Inc. (WGBF Evansville, Ind.) to become
sales development director for WEHT (TV)
Henderson, Ky., and WEOA Evansville. Mr.
Greenwood will have charge of promotion and
merchandising and public service broadcasts
for the combined radio-tv operations.
KWOS Promotes Two
R. L. ROSE has been named general manager
of radio properties of the Capitol Broadcasting
Co., operator of KWOS-AM-FM Jefferson City,
Mo., according to Mrs. L. R. Goshorn, president. Mr. Rose will remain in his former position of general manager of the News-Tribune
Co., parent organization of Capitol. Announced at the same time was the promotion
of E. A. Richter from sales director to station
manager of KWOS.
KTLA (TV) Gross Up 40%
ALMOST 40% increase in gross income for
the first half of 1955 over the comparable period last year was reported Thursday by Klaus
Landsberg, vice president and general manager of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
KTLA Wednesday signed a new pact with
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers providing increases for about 50 stagehands,
makeup artists and engineers.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

WPAT

Increases

Rates,

Claims Larger Audience
A BOOST of approximately 20% in rates for
time on WPAT Paterson, N. J., bringing the
gross one-time hourly charge to $360, was
announced last week by Dickens J. Wright,
president and general manager. The increase,
attributed to gains in both total audience and
station business, became effective immediately.
forMr.
the Wright
first six said
monthsthe ofstation's
1955 rangross
26% billings
ahead
of those for the same period last year. The
new rate boost is the station's first since
July 1952.
* Largest audience gains, the station said, are
in what is normally considered prime tv viewing time, 7-11 p.m., in which WPAT presents
Gaslight Revue, a musical feature. Officials
noted that after announcing plans to issue a
monthly program guide for Gaslight Revue
they received 15,000 one-year subscriptions at
$1 apiece within six weeks. First issue of the
program guide will be mailed Sept. 1.
Bandleader

Welk

and KOMO-TV, respectively, and Thomas B.
McFadden, vice president in charge of NBC
Spot Sales. The appointment is effective today
(Monday).
KOMO is a 50 kw outlet on 1000 kc. KOMOTV operates on ch. 4. With the addition of
these stations, NBC Spot Sales now represents
1 1 tv stations and nine radio outlets.

KRSD Fighting $75,000
Personal Slander Suit
A $75,000 slander suit has been brought
against newscaster John Tilton and KRSD
Rapid City, S. D., by Sheldon Reese, Rapid
City real estate man.
The action came as a result of a newscast
by Mr. Tilton in which he reported the actions
and comments of ' Mr. Reese during a meeting
of the city commission. Mr. Reese is asking
$25,000 actual damage and $50,000 punitive
damages, alleging that his reputation, character
and business were damaged as a result of the
newscast.

KFOX Appoints Rambeau
KFOX Long Beach, Calif., has announced the
appointment of William G. Rambeau Inc. as
its national representative. The station is independent with 1 kw on 1280 kc.

Seeks

To Break KTLA (TV) Pact
BANDLEADER Lawrence Welk has petitioned
the Superior Court at Los Angeles to declare
that his contract with KTLA (TV) there is no
longer in effect on the grounds the station insisted on inserting a station-break commercial
for an advertiser other than Dodge, sponsor of
the Welk show, contrary to agreement.
KTLA cancelled the four-year-old Friday
night remote program several weeks ago when
the issue came to a climax [B*T, Aug. 1],
KTLA contends station-break time has always
been open for other sponsors according to industry practice. The station has not filed a
formal answer to the suit. Mr. Welk now is
on ABC-TV Saturday nights for Dodge.
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WTOP-TV Issues New Rates
CHANGE in the rate structure at WTOP-TV
Washington became effective July 1 with the
issuance of the station's Rate Card No. 7
Class AA one-hour time is unchanged and
Class A one-hour increases from $900 to
$916.65. Only major change is recorded in discount policy with a discontinuance of a daysper-week discount and substitution of a consecutive-weeks discount plan. For almost all
categories the new discount for 52 weeks is
20%, scaling down to 10% for 26 weeks.
KTTV (TV) Buys 10 Series
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, in what it terms
"probably the largest acquistion of new programming ever made by a television station at
one time," is announcing today (Monday) the
purchase of 10 nationally-syndicated film series
— more than 706 half-hour shows. The series
are: Jungle Jim, Count of Monte Cristo, Highway Patrol, Adventures of Scarlet Pimpernel,
The Ray Milland Show, San Francisco Beat,
My Little Margie, Trouble With Father, City
Detective and Fabian of Scotland Yard.
KOMO Names NBC Spot
APPOINTMENT of NBC Spot Sales, New
York, as national sales representative for
KOMO-AM-TV Seattle, Wash., was announced
last week by W. W. Warren, vice president and
general manager of Fisher's Blend Stations Inc.
and Fisher's Television Co., owners of KOMO
B.R OADCASTING
• TELECASTING
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Clevelanders Buy Homes
Via New Television Show
AFTER one week, WNBK (TV) Cleveland
reported $50,000 in real estate moved on its
Homes For Sale show, despite the hottest
house-hunting weather in years. Twenty members of the Cleveland Real Estate Board each
feature photos or films of their listings on the
half-hour Sunday show.
One dealer not only sold his featured tv
home, but the 20 couples responding netted him
two other sales, plus several prospects. Viewers
contacting realtors like the broad selection,
chance for quick comparison and even use the
program as a guide to pricing their own homes
for sale.
A good indication of the programs success is
given by the fact that banks and finance company's are interested in buying into the show.
WNBF Names Hubbell
APPOINTMENT of Andrew G. Hubbell, tv
sales manager of WNBF-AM-TV Binghamton,
N. Y., as general sales manager of the stations,
was announced last week by George R. Dunham, general manager. Mr. Hubbell, succeeding Stanley N. Heslop who retired early this
year, joined the local sales staff of WNBF in
1946. He was named local and regional sales
representative for WNBF-AM-TV when the tv
operation got underway in 1949. In 1953,
when separate radio and tv sales departments
were organized, Mr. Hubbell was appointed tv
sales manager.

Weekend

on the Boss

KOWL Santa Monica, Calif., is sending
its staff to Las Vegas, Nev., for a weekend vacation with the station picking up
the full tab. George Baron, KOWL vice
president, credits his staff with much of
the station's success and feels that an enjoyable weekend is due all. KOWL is
a 10 kw daytimer operating on 1580 kc.

KEX Appoints
APPOINTMENT of
vertising and sales
KEX Portland, Ore.,

Christensen
A. H. Christensen as adpromotion manager of
was announced last week
by J. B. Conley, general manager of the
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. station.
He has been continuity director of
the outlet for three
radio
career was
Mr. Christensen's
years.
started with a scholarship from KFAB
Omaha where he
worked in every de-

tion. of
He became
the stapartment
R I H R i st en sen
affiliated with KEX in 1952.
In his new assignment, Mr. Christensen suc-

ceeds Charles L. Burrow, promotion manager,
who has been transferred to Westinghouseowned WBZ-WBZA Boston-Springfield, Mass.,
as advertising and sales promotion manager.
Mr. Burrow replaces C. L. Richards, who has
been named national account executive in New
England for WBZ and WBZA.
KWAT

Plans New

Building;

Program Format to Be Revised
EARLY next year, KWAT Watertown, S. D.,
will move into new combined studio-transmitter facilites. A new format of programming
is being devised.
KWAT is owned and operated by the Midland National Life Insurance Co. It went on
the air in 1926, making it one of the oldest
stations in South Dakota, according to Ross
Case, manager. The new building will house
a large audience studio, a recording studio and
a news studio.
City Curtails Stage Drama;
KYW Presents Shakespeare
KYW Philadelphia yesterday (Sunday was
to present the British Broadcasting Co.'s 2Va
hour recording of Shakespeare's "The Merchant
of Venice." The city fathers had banned stage
production of the play in certain areas of Philadelphia because of strong minority sentiment
against it and the station decided to present the
BBC version so that people in all sections who
wanted could hear the drama.
In announcing the program would be aired
Program Manager Gordon Davis said, "We
realize that the play may be in part, distasteful to a minority group. At the same time, we
know that the majority of people, including
this group, are deeply sensitive to the dangers
of BBC's
censorship."
recording was made by the Shakespearean Memorial Theatre with Michael Redgrave as Shylock and Peggy Ashcroft as Portia.
Munkhof to Head WITI-TV
SOREN H. MUNKHOF has been appointed
vice president and general manager of WITITV ch. 6 Milwaukee, Wis., according to Jack
Kahn, president of
Independent
Television Inc., holder
of
the WITI-TV
construction permit,
which has a Feb. 1
target date.
Mr. Munkhof has
had a long career in
radio and tv, startWOW
Omahaing 19withyears
ago.
He helped plan
WOW-TV, which
be8an operations
1949, andin
MR. MUNKHOF August
was in charge of tv operations there until late
in 1952 when he left to become a tv consultant.
His latest position was general manager of
WTVW (TV) ch. 12 Milwaukee.
Mo rris Moves

to WORC

M. D. MORRIS, an account executive at
WAAT Newark, has been appointed station
manager of WORC Worcester, Mass., it was
announced last week. Before entering the
broadcast industry 13 years ago, Mr. Morris
was with the New York Sun as manager of
hotel, restaurant and night club advertising
Broadcasting
• Telecasting-

Swinging Doors and Tv
WAY BACK WHEN, when tv was in its
infancy, taverns were jammed with customers with one foot on the rail and both
eyes on the set above the bar. The
novelty has worn off by now, but those
sets are still there, and working.
So says a survey conducted by Guide
Post Research for WSTV-TV Steubenville, Ohio, which reports that 95% of
300 taverns and bars in the Pittsburgh
area had sets in working order. Of those,
71% could receive WSTV-TV's signal.
The study was made during PabstMennen Wednesday Night Fights time on
ABC-TV and WSTV-TV, and found that
92% of the tavern sets were tuned to the
fights.

KOIL Goes Independent
KOIL Omaha becomes an independent station
effective Aug. 22 and launches a new program
format at the same time which will feature five
minutes of news on the hour and half hour
plus continuous popular music, according to
Don W. Burden, KOIL co-manager. The station also carries the Omaha Cardinal baseball
games and is on the air 24 hours a day.

motion director, Food Fair and Carl's super■ market chains, Miami, to WTVJ (TV) there as
merchandising director.
Harry Bartolomei, formerly assistant chief engineer, KCCCCalif.,
- TV
Sacramento,
appointed
engineer,chief
KNTV (TV)
San Jose, Calif.,
scheduled to go on
air about Sept. 1.
George Diefenderfer
Jr., formerly with
Paul H. Raymer Co.
(station representative), Chicago, appointed national
sales service director
MR. BARTOLOMEI
of WISH - AM - TV
Indianapolis, Ind., and not sales manager as
was reported in At Deadline, Aug. 1.
Hal Shaner, appointed producer-director-coordinator, WROW-TV Albany, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS

Glen H. Robertson, formerly general manager,
KLRA Little Rock, Ark., to sales staff, KABC
Hollywood; Jim McCulla, in freelance writing,
sales and pubic relations, to KABC news and
special events dept., handling morning newscasts.

WJOY Burlington, Vt., and WDEV Waterbury,
Vt., have appointed Everett-McKinney Inc.,
N. Y., as national representative.

William F, Abbott Jr., formerly on sales staff,
WSTC Stamford, Conn., to WKNB West Hartford, Conn., as salesman.

Bob Flanigan, NBC Radio Spot Sales, Chicago,
to sales staff, WOV New York.
Frank Bissett, news director, KCEN-TV Temple, Tex., to KRLD-AM-TV Dallas, as news
commentator.
Charles L. Burrow, promotion manager, Westinghouse
- owned
KEX
Portland,
Ore.,
transfers to Westinghouse WBZ - WBZA
Boston - Springfield,
Mass., as advertising
and sales promotion
manager, succeeding
C. L. Richards, who
has been named
WBZ-WBZA national account executive.
Edith Kirkham forMR. BURROW
merly radio-tv estimator, J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y., to WMGT (TV) Pittsfield, Mass., as traffic manager, succeeding Mrs.
C. A. Oakes, resigned.
Allen Pierce to announcng staff, WGLS Decatur, Ga.
Don Sherman, formerly with WKXL Concord,
N. H., signed by WAFB-AM-FM-TV Baton
Rouge, La., conducting daily record show.
Robert Holquin, Spanish-English announcer, to
KOWL Santa Monica, Calif.
Mary Deller named assistant to treasurer, Radio
Cincinnati Inc. (WKRC-AM-TV Cincinnati).
Gordon Coker, graduate, Northwest Radio &

STATION PEOPLE
G. Max Kimbrel, general manager, WIPC Lake
Wales, Fla., to WHBO Tampa, Fla., as general manager; Bill Van Steenburgh, WIPC announcer-sales representative, succeeds Mr. Kimbrel as WIPC general manager.
L. W. (Lew) Reynolds, sales staff, WAGA-AMFM Atlanta, Ga.,
appointed sales manager.
Rick Bennett, formerly with WHLD
Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
to WFRM Coudersport, Pa., as program
director, succeeding
Joseph Manning,
who has moved to
WBNY Buffalo,
N. Y.
MR. REYNOLDS
Jack Day, formerly
with WFBR Baltimore, to WAYE Baltimore as
program director and personality; Winnie and
Harry Phillips, personality team, formerly with
WMAR-TV Baltimore, to WAYE; John MacLean to station as sports personality.

Robert Askey appointed program director,
KFOR Lincoln, Neb., succeeding Av Bondarin,
resigned; Ralph Johnson, WKHM Jackson,
Mich., Art Westergard, KRBI Grand Island,
Neb., and Joe Cooper, KGLO Mason City,
Iowa, to KFOR as announcers.

Alvin Perlmutter, Tex and Jinx Show business
manager, WRCA-AM-TV New York, appointed
station special projects, news and special events
manager.

Jon E. Arden, former advertising and sales proBroadcasting
• Telecasting
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STATIONS

PROGRAM

Tv School, Portland, Ore., to KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex., as cameraman-projectionist.

MD.

Woodrow Cox, formerly chief engineer, KCENTV Temple, Tex., to KTBS-TV Shreveport,
La., in engineering position.

SEEKS

Charles W. Grim, former general manager and
commercial m a n ager, KOME Tulsa,
Okla., to KVOO
Tulsa as account executive.
Robert Hund, former D u M o n t Tv
Network staffer, to
sales staff, WJR Detroit.
Arthur M. Ford,
former account executive, KVOO TulMR. GRIM
sa, Okla., to sales
staff, KOTV (TV) Tulsa as account executive.
Merle H. Tucker, owner and manager, KGAK
Gallup, N. M., appointed chairman, national
steering committee, Farm-City Week, Oct. 2329; Ward Quaal, vice president and assistant
general manager, WLW-WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, and Hollis Seavey, director, Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service, named to committee.
Howard L. (Pat) Jeter, chief engineer, KTFY
Brownfield, Tex., died Aug. 13 in Big Spring,
Tex. Survivors include wife Jean, son, mother
and sister.
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into

program origination field and
tries for adjacency sponsorship of repeat shows.
MOVE into the field of program origination and
the sale of advertising time has been undertaken by the Potomac Valley Television Co.,
a community television system in Cumberland,
Md.
Letters have been sent to major advertisers
and networks offering to run kinescopes of
network shows, including commercials, gratis
on a vacant channel in the five-channel Cumberland system. The wired tv company picks up
and
relays
each of Washington's four tv stations.
The company explained that it plans to sell
adjacencies before and after the programs to
the local dealers of program sponsors. It also
will sell time between programs (presumably
similar to IDs) to other local advertisers. Rates
will be less than $10 per minute.
Some responses to this offer have been received, J. Holland Rannells, president of the
company, told B*T last week. Network reaction has been that the question of property
rights and overlap with affiliates must first be
determined, Mr. Rannells said.
The community tv system, which has been
operating since 1951 with a three-channel system, has 5,000 subscribers, with a total potential of 15,000 families, Mr. Rannells said.
Last year, the company acquired two camera

DAGE equipment, thoroughly up-to-the-minute in design and
application, assures you low-cost, low-maintenance
operation. For complete details on DAGE "packaged TV"
or on individual DAGE units, write, wire or phone DAGE TV,
Michigan City, Indiana, Michigan City 3-3251.

•

TV

ADVERTISING

Now you can get everything you need for your low- power
TV station in one package — from DAGE TV. This
packaged station, thoroughly tested and proven in actual
daily operation includes cameras, transmitters,
antennae, studio monitors, microphones, as well
as complete lighting, testing and servicing equipment.
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SERVICES
chains, a film and a slide projector and a
multiplexer. On a five-days-a-week schedule,
it originated local programs for the hour 7-8
p.m. These consisted of free and purchased
films, local sports and news, dance studios, local
teacher's college. It also covered Kiwanis, Lions
and other civic meetings, and presented interviews with "interesting" people.
The local originations were put on a preempted channel. Mr. Rannell explained that the
closed circuit channel which was taken out of
relay service for local programming was usually
one that was either poorest in reception or one
that was duplicating the same network show
another relayed station was presenting. At that
time, the Cumberland antenna company was
feeding Pittsburgh, Johnstown and Altoona
stations to its subscribers.
In only one instance was payment made
for local originations, Mr. Rannells said. This
was during the 1953 primary and general election, when five local merchants paid $20 apiece
to participate in election returns. They were
allowed
several minute announcements during
the
evening.
The local closed circuit service was discontinued last summer, Mr. Rannells explained,
and was not reinstituted. With the changeover
to the five channel system in March of this year,
the fifth channel became available for local
origination without deleting reception from any
of the presently-relayed Washington stations,
Mr. Rannells said.
In his letter to advertisers and networks, Mr.
Rannells declared the audience for reruns would
be substantial.
"Many of our subscribers complain that they
miss seeing many good programs due to the fact
that the networks normally run their best programs opposite each other, so we believe our
setup will do a good job of serving the public,
and at the same time serve your representatives
well," he wrote.
The closed circuit system will be operated by
a separate company, the Potomac Valley Telecasting Corp., Mr. Rannells explained. This,
owned by the same principals who own and
operate the relay system, maintains the distinction between relay functions and the orginating
business, Mr. Rannells said.
The Cumberland experiment is believed to be
the first in the community tv field.
Until last week, Cumberland's WTBO-TV
(see page 82) held a grant for ch. 17 there. It
was withdrawn by FCC when the local station
failed to seek renewal of its construction permit.
The only comparable situation in the community tv field is that in Douglas, Ariz., where
Trans-Community Tv Networks Inc. has arranged to feed kines of network shows to its
subscribers.
does tv
notstations
relay stations'
signals,
being too farIt from
to pick up
and
route such programs to its subscribers.
New

Football Show

Released by World
NEW RADIO show for the coming football
season has been released by World Broadcasting
System, New York. The program, Fifty Yard
Line, is made up of 13 weekly half-hour programs scheduled to begin Sept. 4.
Features of the show include "Pigskin Payoff," a compilation of facts, figures and past
performances in gridiron history; the "Big
Game" in which local football news is integrated with news of important nationwide
contests, the "Winning Play" which gives word
pictures of the top plays in famous games;
"Football Previews," outlining a line-up of the
principal games scheduled for each week, and
the "Trophy Room" which consists of stories
about outstanding players and coaches.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

TRADE
Daytimers Map Plans
At Directors Meeting
BOARD of directors of Daytime Broadcasters
Assn. held a policy meeting in Chicago's Sheraton Hotel last Monday, mapping strategy for the
association's continued fight before the FCC for
uniform sign-on, sign-off hours.
Jack Younts, WEEB Southern Pines, N. C,
and Ray Livesay, WLBH Mattoon, 111., board
chairman and former DBA president, presided
over the strategy sessions. The board approved
expenditures for expanded activities, including
further studies on DBA objectives, to be announced to the membership this week. DBA
now claims some 200 members among daytimeonly station ranks.
Board members attending Chicago meeting, in
addition to Messrs. Younts and Livesay, were
Robert D. Enoch, WXLW Indianapolis; James
H. Firmin, WMOK Metropolis, 111.; Richard E.
Adams, WKOX Framingham, Mass.; Ted
Woods, KOSE Osceola, Ark.; Ralph L. Weir Jr.,
KJCK Junction City, Kan.; Ben Letson,
WMOP Ocala, Fla.; Cecil Woodland, WQAN
Scranton, Pa.; George J. Volger, KWPC Muscatine, Iowa; Morrie Mindel, KGST Fresno,
Calif., and Edwin Evans, WWST Wooster, Ohio.
Swezey Heads NARTB Unit
On Freedom of Information
ROBERT D. SWEZEY, WDSU-AM-TV New
Orleans, has been named chairman of the new
NARTB Freedom of Information Committee,
announced Thursday by NARTB President
Harold E. Fellows. Membership includes news
and public affairs directors of the networks.
The committee will hold its first meeting
Aug.'
at thea report
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel,
New
York, 29
to hear
on the tv test
coverage
this week of the American Bar Assn. convention
in Philadelphia (story page 82). It will also
review work of state broadcasting associations
in the freedom of information field. Most of
the state associations have formed freedom of
information committees.
Members of the new NARTB group, besides
Chairman Swezey, are: Joseph L. Brechner,
WGAY Silver Spring, Md.; Victor C. Diehm,
WAZL Hazelton, Pa.; Richard O. Dunning,
KHQ Spokane, Wash.; Harold Essex, WSJS-TV
Winston-Salem, N. C; Henry H. Fletcher,
KSEI Pocatello, Idaho; Frank Fogarty, WOWTV Omaha; John S. Hayes, WTOP-TV Washington; F. Ernest Lackey, WHOP Hopkinsville,
Ky.; Paul Raibourn, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles;
Victor A. Sholis, WHAS-TV Louisville; P. A.
Sugg, WKY-TV Oklahoma City, and E. R.
Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse, N. Y. The
network members are John Daly, ABC; Sig
Mickelson, CBS; Milton Burgh, MBS, and
Davidson Taylor, NBC. Nick Basso, WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va., was named an observer
representing Radio-Television News Directors
Assn. at committee meetings.
N. M. Broadcasters

Meet

SEMI-ANNUAL meeting of New Mexico
Broadcasters Assn. will be held Aug. 27 at
the Alvarado Hotel, Albuquerque. The program will be crowded into a one-day session
starting at 8 a.m. It will follow the shirtsleeve
pattern, according to Lloyd Hawkins, KHOB
Hobbs, NMBA president. Speakers will include
Grady Franklin Maples, co-owner of KGMC
Englewood, Colo., and KLLL Lubbock, Tex.,
discussing local sales, and Charles H. Tower,
manager of the NARTB Employer-Employe
Relations Dept., who will speak at the luncheon.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

ASSNS.

SHIRTSLEEVE session of Daytime Broadcasters Assn. board of directors in Chicago last
week brought together (I to r): seated. Jack Younts, WEEB Southern Pines, N. C, DBA
president; Morris Mindel, KGST Fresno, Calif., vice president in charge of public information; Ben Letson, WMOP Ocala, Fla., director; Ray Livesay, WLBH Mattoon, III., board
chairman; George Volger, KWPC Muscatine, Iowa, secretary; standing, directors Jim
Firmin, WMOK Metropolis, III.; Richard E. Adams, WKOX Framingham, Mass., and Ted
Woods, KOSE Osceola, Ark.
Tv Ethics Meeting Planned
INVITATION to all television producers to
attend a meeting in late September to formulate
a code of ethics has been circulated by the
National Society of Television Producers,

•
•
•
•

Hollywood, B»T was told last week by Max
Gilford, acting secretary and general counsel
of the trade group. The purpose, he said, is to
control production through a code administered
by a special committee and thereby avoid
any censorship moves by government.

Complete with remote antenna current meters
Tailored to your specific requirements
Unaffected by modulation
Low power consumption
• Simplified operation
Designed to provide an indication of the phase relations in directional antenna systems. Each instrument is
tailored for the particular installation and usually incorporates provision for indicating the relative amplitudes of the currents in the various antennas,
as well as the phase relation. The Model 108
Phase Meter has found its principal use in
broadcast stations employing directional antennas, but its wide frequency range makes
it readily adaptable for other applications.

WRITE DEPT. T
FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION

nsr e :m s • clarke
Incorporated
919 JESUP-BLAIR DRIVE
SILVER
SPRING. MARYLAND
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Speed and Sales
EVEN before a newspaper is delivered,
a radio spot is on the air and the merchandise sold. That is how a preference
for radio advertising is expressed by
Gailord Zink, manager of the largest- supermarket inSalem, Ind. Mr. Zink's impres ions ofradio are outlined in a fourpage folder released by Radio Advertising
Bureau, New York. Content tells how
radio's long reach enables the Zink Supermarket to gross $250,000 a year in a
town whose 5,000 population is serviced
by 28 other food outlets.

Los Angeles Adv. Women
Install Hughes as President
CLAIRE HUGHES, women's director of
KWKW Pasadena, Calif., last Friday was installed as president of the Los Angeles Adv.
Women. Also taking office were Helen M.
Hall, first vice president; Betty Kizer, second
vice president; Dee Davis, recording secretary;
Anne K. Carr, treasurer; Lucille Liets, corresponding secretary, and Marion Vilmure, assistant treasurer.
New directors are Marjorie A. Lenz, Helen
M. Pine and Doris M. Jackson. Gloria Waken
and Geraldine P. Knight will serve on the board
for another year with Jacqueline Britton, outgoing president and ex-officio board member.
Radio Adv. Bureau

Names

Boorom to Promotion Post
WARREN J. BOOROM, assistant director of
local promotion at Radio Advertising Bureau,
New York, has been named director of local
promotion, it was announced last week. Mr.
Boorom has been acting head of the department since May when R. David Kimble was
promoted to director of local sales and service.
Mr. Boorom has been with RAB for a year.
He formerly was director of advertising and
promotion for WTOP Washington and before
that, with WWDC Washington.
In his new assignment, Mr. Boorom will be
responsible for the creation of sales tools which
RAB provides for its member stations to develop local-level business.

Admiral 'Moves' More Sets
But Sales, Earnings Drop
THE "movement" of television receivers to
dealers by Admiral Corp. was 21% higher the
first half of 1955 compared to the first six
months of last year, the set-maker reported in
a financial statement issued early last week.
Among other civilian product boosts were radio
sets — up 37%.
Admiral did not report on actual consumer
tv sales but noted that movement of receivers
is a "direct reflection of consumer business."
The report was delivered by John B. Huarisa,
executive vice president of Admiral.
Highlights of the 1955 first-half report contrasted to last year'ssales
period:
• Consolidated
of $94,018,923 against
$105,201,498 last year.
• Earnings before taxes and other reserves —
$2,845,413 compared to $6,054,633.
o Net earnings of $1,946,192 to $2,558,850.
Second-quarter sales fell off from $49,223,936 last year to $43,984,527.
The drop in sales, earnings before taxes and
net earnings were discounted by an Admiral
official because of a 66% drop in government
business which "more than offset sharply higher
civilian business."
Philco to Pav for Old Tubes
In Effort to Break 'Racket1
PHILCO Corp. is offering radio-tv dealers and
servicemen a credit of five cents apiece for
used tubes turned into Philco accessory distributors in an effort to break what the firm has
termed a $100 million a year racket in worn
tubes.
Philco said up to 30 million old tubes annually get into
racketeer's
an
investigator
estimated
three hands
millionand
usedthatradio
and tv receiving tubes were sold in New York
alone over a three-month period.
The tubes collected by Philco distributors
will be smashed in the presence of the person
bringing in the tube.
McMann,

Sarlin Promoted

By Westinghouse Electric
EXECUTIVE changes at the television-radio
division of Westinghouse Electric Corp., Metuchen, N. J., were announced last week by
Dan D. Halpin, general sales manager. Renville
H. McMann, district manager for the metropolitan New York area, was promoted to eastern
regional manager. H. Joseph Sarlin was named

PURCHASE of RCA color tv equipment by
KROC-TV Rochester, Minn., is tagreed to
by (I to r) W. G. Eberhart, representing
RCA; Bob Cross, chief engineer of KROCTV, and G. David Gentling, vice president
and general manager of the station.
KROC-TV says it plans to start colorcasting in mid-October.
New England district manager, reporting to Mr.
McMann, who will have headquarters in New
York.
Before joining Westinghouse, Mr. McMann
was head of product procurement for Republic
Aviation Corp., Farmingdale, N. Y., and president of his own appliance distribution firm.
Mr. Sarlin was formerly vice president and
general sales manager of DuMont Illinois. Inc.
Edgar S. Bloom Dies
EDGAR SELDEN BLOOM, 80, former president of Western Electric Co. and the Atlantic,
Gulf and West Indies Steamship Co., died last
Monday in New York City after a long illness.
Mr. Bloom headed Western Electric, an American Telephone & Telegraph Co. subsidiary,
from 1926 to 1939. During his career, Mr.
Bloom held the post of president or director in
12 other companies. Upon his retirement he
had served 43 years with companies of the Bell
Telephone System of AT&T.
Moulton Named AT&T V.P.
ELECTION of Horace P. Moulton as vice
president of American Telephone & Telegraph
Co., New York, and his appointment as general counsel of AT&T were announced last
week. He succeeds T. Brooke Price, who retires
Sept. 1. Mr. Moulton has been associate general counsel of AT&T since last April. He was
previously counsel for the New England Telephone & Telegraph Co.
AT&T

Gates

Radio

Company,
OFFICES IN

NEW YORK, WASHINGTON,
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ATLANTA, HOUSTON,

and LOS ANGELES

Declares

Dividend

QUARTERLY dividend of $2.25 a share was
declared last week by the directors of American
Telephone & Telegraph Co., New York. The
dividend is payable Oct. 10 to share owners
of record at the close of business Sept. 12.
It is the 138th consecutive dividend at the
annual $9 rate paid over a period of 34 years
and
owners.will go to more than 1,375,000 share
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

July Record Month
For Emerson Sales
BIGGEST sales month in the history of Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp., New York,
was recorded in July by Emerson distributors,
the company announced last week. Spokesmen said the record was the fulfillment of a
promise made at the June sales convention to
make July the greatest sales month as an anniversary gift to Benjamin Abrams, president
of the company.
In a letter to distributors, Mr. Abrams stated
that "this also completes the best six-month
sales period in our history. I have every rea, son to believe that the balance of the year will
■»yield the highest goals in sales and profits for
Emerson distributors."
RCA Ships Transmitters
RCA Friday reported it has shipped a 25 kw
transmitter to KARD-TV Wichita, Kan. (ch.
3, not yet on air); a 10 kw transmitter to KONA
(TV) Honolulu (ch. 1 1), and a 1 kw transmitter
to WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala. (ch. 20).
Booher Addresses RCA Grads
DIPLOMAS from RCA Institutes, New York,
were presented Friday to 226 students. Commencement address on "The Engineering Technician, His Place and Responsibilities" was delivered by Edward E. Booher, executive vice
president, McGraw-Hill Book Co.
MANUFACTURING

PEOPLE

Donald Kirk Jr. elected vice president in charge
of research and development and director, Jerrold Electronics Inc., Phila.; Caywood C. Cooley, field service director, elected vice president;
Simon Pomerantz, controller, elected treasurer
and director; James J. Fuld, legal counsel,
elected secretary and director; Milton J. Shapp
re-elected president and board chairman; Henry
J. Arbeirer, chief engineer, re-elected vice president.
Fritz A. Gross, chief engineer, equipment engineering div., Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham,
Mass., appointed manager of division, succeeding J. Ernest Smith, who continues as vice
president and director of engineering of Datamatic Corp., recently formed under joint ownership of Raytheon and Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.

INDEPENDENT Television Inc. contracts to
buy a DuMont 25 kw television transmitter,
antenna, tower and complete color and
black-and-white studio broadcast equipment for its new WITI-TV Whitefish Bay
(Milwaukee). Present at the contract signing are (I to r): seated, Sol J. Kahn,
secretary of Independent Tv; Jack Kahn,
president of Independent Tv, and Kenneth
Peterson, marketing manager of the television transmitter department for Allen
B. DuMont Labs.; standing, Don Gellerup,
consulting engineer for Independent Tv,
and John Klindworth, DuMont sales representative.
Dr. B. W. St. Clair, formerly with radio isotopes lab, Syracuse U., appointed research director, Waveforms Inc. (electronic test equipment), N. Y.
Arthur P. Kromer, formerly in charge of production coordination office, digital computer
div., Lincoln Labs, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Mass., appointed chief
industrial engineer, manufacturing engineering
group, Ampex Corp. (magnetic tape recorders),
Redwood City, Calif.

Michael P. Fumarola appointed publicity director, JFD Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

I

Monte L. Levin, industrial designer, and radio
and air conditioning consultant, Emerson Radio
& Phonograph Corp., N. Y., retained by
Emerson as tv consultant.

SHORTS

Prodelin Inc., Kearny, N. L, is distributing new
two-color 14-page booklet describing parabolic
antennas for use in radio and tv microwave relay systems. Antennas are of mesh-reflector,
dipole-feed type in four, six and ten ft. sizes.
Booklet, Bulletin 428, contains data on applications, features, descriptions, specifications,
photos and ordering information. Available
free from firm at 307 Bergen Ave., Kearney.
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11 Don Davis, First Vice President
H John Schilling, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
jj George
Higgins,Director
Vice Pres.
& Sales Mgr.
m
Mori Greiner,
of Television

Robert Zollars,
formerly
representative, to Shure
Bros.manufacturers'
Inc. (microphones,
acoustic devices), Chicago, as staff assistant to
vice president in charge of sales.

Vincent de P. Goubeau, vice president, materials, RCA, Camden, N. L, and Arthur F.
Vinson, vice president, manufacturing, General
Electric Co., N. Y., named to manufacturing
planning council, American Management Assn.,
N. Y.

"I'm glad KRIZ Phoenix said to visit
the Grand Canyon of Arizona— but
which way did Junior go?"

Effective September 28, 1955, KMBC-TV
joins the nation's most dynamic and fastestgrowing television network, the American
Broadcasting Company. For programming details, consult your Free & Peters Colonel or:

Sentinel Radio Corp., Evanston, 111., announces
new remote control unit for tv receivers. Lightweight plastic box unit permits viewer to switch
dials of set from armchair on which model fits.

THE QUAD -CITIES
ROCK ISLAND • MOLINE • EAST
MOLINE, ILL. • DAVENPORT, IA.
NOW
</4 MILLION

PEOPLE
to Sales
Management's
I According
Survey of Buying
Power
(May 10,
1955) the Quad-Cities now have
250,200
peopleof with
Effective
ing Income
#5843an per
familyBuyor
I
#1794 per capita. Cover this rich 450
million dollar market with WHBF radio or TV — the Quad-Cities' favorites.
CBS FOR THE
I
I
I

WHBF
TELC0 BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
August 22, 1955
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INTERNATIONAL

AWARDS
NBC

Announces

Winners

In New Award Program
FIRST WINNERS of a recently established
scholarship and fellowship program at NBC
are being announced today (Monday) by Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., president of NBC. The
program is aimed at helping to spread high
standards in radio and television drama.
The 1955 Presidents Award will go to
Robert E. Dierbeck, a tv coordinator of the
Milwaukee Public Museum. Winner of the
1955 Employes Award is Frank M. Skinner,
a page in the NBC Guest Relations Dept.
Mr. Dierbeck will be presented a $6,000 cash
prize and move to New York in the fall to
woik under the guidance of authorities in the
field. Mr. Skinner will receive $2,700 and a
scholarship to Yale U. where he will do graduate work in scenic design.
The Presidents Award is open to all applicart« wbo ?how outstanding talent in the field
of dramatic arts. All regular NBC employes
are eligible for the employe fellowship.
The scholarship committee is composed of
Richard A. R. Pinkham, NBC vice president
of tv network programming; Frederick Coe,
NBC executive producer, and B. Lowell Jacobsen, NBC director of personnel.
Fund for the Republic
To Honor Script Writers
A NUMBER of network and advertising
agency executives have been invited to attend a ceremony and party tomorrow (Tuesday)
of the Fund for the Republic Inc. when Paul G.
Hoffman, the fund's chairman of the board,
presents awards to the three top winners in the
$29,000 tv script competition held by the fund.
Nineteen scripts were selected from 650 entries dealing with civil liberties, racial discrimination, academic freedom, freedom of the press
and related subjects. The network and agency
officials were invited in order to acquaint them
with programming possibilities of the better
scripts. Purpose of the competition was to advance understanding and discussion of the principles of freedom and liberty as set forth in
the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution.
The fund also anounced it has moved to new
offices from its present location at 1 E. 54th
St. to 60 E. 42d St., New York. Telephone is
Murray Hill 2-1250.

Radio Listening in England
Dips in April-June Quarter
RADIO LISTENING in England showed a
slight drop for the April-June 1955 period compared with the corresponding 1954 period and
this trend is carried out even in radio-only
homes, according to statistics published by
BBC in London.
In the April- June 1955 quarter, evening radio listening among the adult population of
the United Kingdom was 13.2% compared to
a figure of 14.4% for the same 1954 period.
Among the "sound public," or radio-only homes,
the listening percentage dropped to 17.8%
from 18.2% registered a year ago.
Tv viewing showed a slight gain among the
total adult population, according to BBC, with
13.1% for the current period against 10.4% for
the corresponding 1954 months. But the gain
was not a general one as viewing among the
"tv public*" or people in homes with tv sets,
dropped down to 36.2% from a percentage of
38.8 for 1954.
Reporters Visit Sunken City,
Record Underwater Broadcast
RADIO visited a sunken city near Schleswig,
Germany, July 25 and the submarine reporters
found a fully-loaded Viking vessel and complete
pier installations of a city that disappeared
beneath the waves 905 years ago.
The occasion was the anniversary of the
flood that in 1050 completely submerged the
city of Haithabu, a Scandinavian trading center. The reporters, from Finland, Sweden, Norway and Denmark, equipped with diving gear
and microphone by North West German Radio,
went to the bottom of what now is Lake Haddebyer Noor and, meeting at the bottom, they
marked the anniversary with a recorded radio
broadcast from the ancient city.
Evening Network Shows
Down In Canada Listings
THE LONE network evening show on the
August national ratings of Elliott-Haynes Ltd.,
Toronto, was Our Miss Brooks while the International Surveys Ltd. of Montreal listed only
two evening network shows in its July ratings
for Canada.
CBC News was reported by the diary method
of the Radio Panel of Canada to have reached

Tallest Tower?
BELGIUM plans to build a concrete
television tower between 2,160 and 2,180
feet high, according to Edouard Ansels,
Belgian minister of communications. The
tower will be more than twice as high
as the Eiffel Tower in Paris.
10% of the radio homes in Canada, with CBC
News Round-up reaching 6%. Both of these
shows were on the International Survey while
Our Miss Brooks received a rating of 9.4 by
Elliott-Haynes. The Lone Ranger was the only
recorded evening show rated in August with a
5.6 rating by Elliott-Haynes.
Daytime the story was better with eight
daily network shows and four recorded or
selective shows, according to Elliott-Haynes.
Leading daytime network shows were Ma Perkins with a rating of 10.4, Guiding Light 9.7,
Pepper Young's Family 9.7, Road of Life 9.3
and Right to Happiness 9.
In the French-language field the story was
somewhat similar with only one evening network show reported, Un Docteur de Chez-nous
with a rating of 10.3. Daytime there were nine
French-language network shows led by Rue
Principale 17.8, Quelles Nouelles 13.6, Xante
Lucie 13.4, Francine Louvain 13 and Face a la
Vie 12.2.
BBC Strengthens Schedule
To Vie With Commercial Tv
THE IMMINENCE of British commercial
television has moved the BBC to fortify and
enlarge its fall tv schedule. Starting Sept. 19,
three days before the scheduled debut of commercial tv in Britain, BBC transmission hours
will be increased from the present 36 hours per
week to about 49 hours — one hour less than the
maximum air time the BBC is permitted to
use.
At the same time, the number of separate
programs carried by BBC will be increased by
about 20, and a second daily newsreel show
will be added to the lineup.
British Wage Pact Signed
BRITISH ACTORS in film commercials are
guaranteed of £7 [$19.60] for each working
day under an agreement reached between
British producers of film commercials and the
British Actors' Equity Assn. The contract,
signed after five months of bargaining, was
negotiated by the union and delegates of the
Assn. of Specialized Film Producers and the
Institute of Practitioners in Advertising.
Canadian Set Sales Report
SALES of tv receivers in Canada for the first
half of 1955 amounted to 245,917 sets valued
at $75,764,756, as compared with 181,233 sets,
sold in the first half of 1954, according to the
Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. of Canada.
Most of the sets sold this year were in the 21-in.
group. Geographically, 91,948 sets were sold
in the province of Ontario, 57,719 sets in Quebec province, 68,379 sets in the four western
Canadian provinces and the remaining 27,871
sets in the four Atlantic Coast provinces.
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'MARGIE' ON FIVE-TIMES-WEEKLY
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia believes it is pioneering in daytime television with the scheduling
of My Little Margie on a five-times-weekly basis
starting Sept. 5. WPTZ claims to be the first
local tv station screening the network series
starring Gale Storm and Charles Farrell in the
daytime and the first station to present a previously nighttime network show on a nve-timesweekly basis. The series, produced by Hal
Roach Jr. and purchased from Official Films
Inc., New York, is being backed with an extensive publicity-promotion campaign, including
full-page Tv Guide ads, newspaper ads, truck
streamers, over 3,000 newsstand posters in concampaign.junction with Look magazine and an on-the-air
KTRK-TV KICKS OFF DRIVE
KICKOFF for the national campaign of the
Foster Parents Plan for War Children Inc. was
staged with a two and one-half hour sports
spectacular remote telecast by KTRK-TV
Houston, Tex., from the San Houston Coliseum. The show, "Sportorama," was staged
Aug. 13 and featured a series of boxing bouts,
wrestling matches, a water ballet, exhibition of
fly-casting, archery and other events. Following the Houston event, Harlan Lane, Texas
golfer and head of the Texas division of the
campaign, started a 2,000-mile tour to New
York and the East Coast on behalf of the plan.

VISITING the Telechrome exhibit at the International Trade Fair in Hanover, Germany,
are (I to r) U. S. Secretary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks; Alfred Kubel, Lower Saxony
finance minister; H. Charles Riker, Telechrome vice president, and J. R. Popkin-Clurman,
Telechrome president. The firm featured color equipment.
All-Canada Television, Toronto.
Telechrome Features Color
During Hanover Trade Fair
AT THE invitation of the U. S. Dept. of Commerce, an extensive demonstration of color tv
was presented by Telechrome Inc., Amityville,
N. Y., at the International Trade Fair in Hanover, Germany.
More than two million visitors came to the
fair from over 80 countries and the closedcircuit color programs were shown to large
crowds of engineers, industrialists, scientists and
other visitors. Telechrome flew more than three
tons of color equipment to Hanover enabling
Europeans to have their first look at color television.
W. Germany Leads Set Export
WEST GERMANY is now the largest exporter
of radio and television sets, according to German manufacturers, who claim that the 900,000
units exported during the 12 months ending
in June 1955 top the export figures of the
United States, Great Britain or The Netherlands. Of the annual German set output of
2.9 million, almost one-third is being exported,
it is reported.
CHCH-TV Increases Rates
CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont., will increase its
rates effective Sept. 1 to $450 per hour Class
A time, according to the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
E. W. Brodie and C. W. Duncan to McConnefl,
Eastman & Co. Ltd. (adv.), Toronto, as vice
presidents.
Roland Beaudry, operator of own Montreal
advertising agency, to Collyer Adv. Ltd., Montreal, as vice president and director.
W. Hugh Clark, assistant supervisor of commercial sales, Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Toronto, named supervisor of sales; Cunnar
Rugheimer, newsreel editor, CBC tv div., appointed senior sales representative; Donald J.
MacDonald, assistant manager, CBC tv news
div., named manager; Kenneth P. Brown, tv
news editor of div., named assistant tv news
manager.
Ralph Draper, radio-television department, Leo
Burnett Co., Toronto, to time sales division,
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Aurele Seguin, former network director, Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Montreal, initiated
into Roman Catholic Dominican Order. Ceremonies were televised by CBC for Frenchlanguage tv network, which Mr. Seguin directed
until mid-July.
INTERNATIONAL SHORTS
All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd. and AllCanada Tv program services have moved to
44 Wellington St. E., Toronto.

PARTY

FOR PROPHET

ANNUAL birthday party providing free refreshments for 10,000 persons was staged Aug. 14
by KCOP (TV) Hollywood for its program personality, the prophet Great Criswell, at the
Knickerbocker Hotel there. Sponsored Tuesday
evenings by Ideal Mortgage Co. through Smith
& Ganz Adv., the tv prophet predicts the future
and invites viewers to send a dime to Ideal for
his newest prediction booklet. The party, lasting seven hours, drew 9,000 fans last year,
KCOP said.

Fremantle Overseas Radio & Television Inc.j
N. Y., through its Mexico City office, has sold
hour-long Hopalong Cassidy tv film series, with
Spanish sub-titles, to Canada dry bottlers of
Mexico for broadcast three times per week
over XHGC-TV Mexico City.
Collins Radio Co. of Canada Ltd., Ottawa, Ont.,
has moved to larger quarters, 77 Metcalfe St.;
telephone: 3-6211.
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, is using
filmed spot announcements on 10 U. S. and
most Ontario tv stations, as well as spots on
30 Ontario radio stations to promote annual
exhibition at Toronto Aug. 26-Sept. 10. Agency:
Foster Adv. Ltd., Toronto.

BIRTH OF POWER
TO PROMOTE its power increase, KFDA-TV
Amarillo, Tex., sent to all timebuyers a "birth
announcement." On the front is a Texas-style
stork, with boots and spurs, carrying KFDATV's tower in its diaper-sack. "We are proud
to announce the arrival of our power increase,"
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teams of radio talent. Two 30-minute personal
appearance
shows were
staged of
fromprizes
the park's
outdoor gardens.
Hundreds
were
given to visitors throughout the day, according
to the stations.

Nearly Everybody Knows
RADIO IS DEAD
Except
150.000.000 People in the United Slates
Who Just Keep on Listening
Jim Bailey
WBRC RADIO C. B. 5.
NO FLOWERS PLEASE
Busy Birmingham. Alabama
r
WBRC Birmingham's latest promotion is
in the form of a death announcement—
but it makes clear that the supposed deceased (radio) certainly hasn't passed on.
It points out that 150 million people just
keep on listening.
the brochure says. Caricatures of station and
Texas State Network executives are featured.
The vital statistics are: parents, Texas State
Network; attending physicians, H-R Television
Inc. and Clarke Brown Co.; height, 550 ft.;
weight, 250 kw; time, June 12; grandparents,
CBS and ABC.
WKRC RADIO-TV DAY
WKRC-AM-TV Cincinnati staged a Radio-Tv
Day at the city's LeSourdsville Lake, featuring
the stations' personalities, and according to Don
Daisy, Lake manager, it drew the largest
Wednesday attendance in the park's history.
Activities were highlighted by a boat race between two teams of tv personalities and two
^^

^^^^^

MILESTONES

for September
BMI's series of program continuities are full half-hour
presentations . . . simple to
do, saleable, excellent listening. Each script in the September package commemorates a special event of national importance:
"V-J DAY"
(Tenth Anniversary — Sept. 2)

KING-AM-TV'S BEATS
SEVERAL BEATS are claimed by KING-AMTV Seattle in its coverage this year of the
Gold Cup hydroplane race there, including the
only live and recorded coverage of the crackup
of Slo-Mo-Shun V. The stations also claim
they were the first to air the official winner of
the gold cup, to interview the driver and crew
of the winning boat, to announce the resignation from racing of Stanley Sayres, whose SloMo-Shun boats had won the cup the previous
five years, and were the only ones to obtain
immediately after the race an interview with
the referee who explained how the judges arrived at their decision and the only stations to
provide live coverage of the entire week's
activity prior
to the
race complete
itself. KING-TV's
exclusive
photos
of the
backward
somersault of Slo-Mo-Shun V were published
in both Seattle metropolitan newspapers and
were sent to papers all over the country via
AP wire and to Time, Life and Sports Illustrated. On the day of the race KING-TV used
six cameras and with KING a crew of more
than 50 to provide coverage. With next year's
race to be held in Detroit, KING-TV has announced ifa Seattle boat is entered and cable
facilities are avalable, it will televise the event
live.
AS ITHERS SEE US
IDECO TOWERS has distributed a brochure
of caricatures drawn by Lenn Redman at the
May NARTB convention in Washington. Containing 59 caricatures of station, manufacturing, FCC and other industry figures, the brochure says, "Oh wad some power the giftie gie
us to see ourselves as ithers see us . . . sketched
in fun at Ideco Tower headquarters, NARTB
convention. . ." The promotion also features
caricatures of seven Ideco salesmen climbing a
tower and reminding they will "see you next
year in Chicago."
WGAY COVERS FAIR
FOR the second consecutive year personnel of
WGAY Silver Spring, Md., will move "bag and
baggage" to Gaithersburg, Md., to provide complete coverage of the Montgomery County Fair,
Aug. 23-27. Chuck Dulane, program director,
and Roy Spickler, technical director, will live,
eat and sleep at the fairgrounds along with the
animals and farm folk. Other staffers will commute to participate in daily programs. Several
regular programs plus special broadcasts will be
aired from the fair.

"THE FIRST BAND CONCERT"
John Philip Sousa
(Plainfield, N. J. — Sept. 26)

RADIO-TV DIRECTORY
THE MINNEAPOLIS Chamber of Commerce
has published a "Twin City Radio-Television
Directory" to aid the area's publicity chairmen
in standardizing the information supplied radio
and tv news and community service departments. Tips also are given the average citizen
on what to do in preparing for and appearing
on television.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL

'CHILDREN'S CORNER' ON NBC-TV
JUVENILE show entitled Children's Corner,
currently on WQED (TV) Pittsburgh, educational station, was scheduled to make its network debut on NBC-TV last Saturday and will
run weekly through Sept. 10, 10:30-11 a.m.
EDT. Davidson Taylor, NBC vice president,

"EDUCATION '55"
(School's In— Sept. 12-19)
"TO FORM A MORE PERFECT UNION"
(Constitution Day — Sept. 17)

I
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88-Hour Marathon
AFTER 88 hours, 5 minutes and 38
seconds of almost continuous time on the
air, Jim Hutton of WEAU Eau Claire,
Wis., retired for 16 hours of well-deserved
sleep. His marathon occurred at the
Northern Wisconsin District Fair in Chippewa Falls and was held to promote the
use of dairy products. As an inducement
for listeners to follow him in the marathon, Mr. Hutton offered a large package
of Wisconsin cheese to the first person
from
fair. each state who called him at the

Marathonsr Hutton
said the series has enjoyed great success on the
local level and is being telecast by the network
to enable a nationwide tv audience to see it
and react to it. It will replace the vacationing
Paul Winchell-Jerry Mahoney Show for a fourweek period.
5,000 WIN IN SEALY CONTEST
LARGEST limerick contest in the history of
the bedding industry is claimed by Sealy Inc.,
Chicago, which last May launched a $400,000
Posturepedic mattress contest in the U. S. and
Canada. Some 5,000 prize winners are expected
to be announced today (Monday) in local
cities carrying NBC-TV's Today, Home and
Tonight shows and others covered by Life
magazine spreads. Under the contest, handled
by Daniel J. Edelman & Assoc. (public relations), New York and Chicago, the 5,000
winners are eligible for one of three grand
prizes — a $20,000 life insurance policy or a
Have you reserved your space
in B°T's Sept. 19 Radio
Resurgence Issue?

Final deadline Sept. 9
Publication Date Sept. 19
Broadcasting

• Telecasting G

similar amount in cash; a two-week, expensepaid trip to Paris plus spending money, and a
1955 Packard Caribbean convertible' car. Each
of the 5,000 winners will be given a Posturepedic mattress and local winners will be featured by radio, tv and press. The grand-prize
winners will be brought to New York for radiotv appearances.
'BIG FIVE DAY'
TO PROMOTE its power increase to 5 kw,
WRAD Radford, Va., is staging a "Big Five
Day," starting with a Big Five Caravan of
convertibles donated by auto dealers carrying
the station's staff and local bathing beauties to
neighboring cities. A squadron of planes is
>, dropping balloons, some of which contain redeemable cash certificates, over the towns. An
air-to-ground broadcast is being staged as the
planes "bombard" WRAD listeners. The broadcast is being integrated into the "Big Five
Show" which is featuring congratulatory messages from congressmen, mayors and sponsors.
BBC PROGRAMS ON WIP
SPECIAL series of programs, Drama Festival,
has started on WIP Philadelphia in cooperation
with the British Broadcasting Corp. The BBC
is making available to the station a recorded
series of dramatic works that have been featured in England, Australia and South Africa.
The first show, Shakespeare's "A Midsummer
Night's Dream," was aired last Thursday.
Three more will be aired at various times
during the next three months and plans are
now being made to extend Drama Festival
throughout 1956 as a regular monthly feature.
Participating in last week's opening show were
lohn K. O'Donaghue, British consul general
of Philadelphia, and Sir Ian Jacob, BBC managing director, who was on via shortwave from
London. Extensive promotion is being utilized
to promote the series.
COOLING OFF
TO COOL OFF his listeners on a hot night,
Mike Henry, disc jockey with KIOA Des
Moines, Iowa, played Christmas and winter
music and aired mid-winter weather forecasts,
snow-blocked road announcements, blizzard
warnings and zero temperatures. The day's
high had been 101°. KIOA reports its switchboard was swamped with about 200 calls from
listeners including a state trooper who reported
the road between Des Moines and Ames, Iowa,
had been cleared of snow.
RADIO

IS GROWING

BIGGER

RADIO is not only "here to stay" but it's
"growing bigger every day," according to a promotion piece KWTO Springfield, Mo , is sending to agencies and clients. The mailer points
out that in 28 days "thousands of Ozarkians"

— representing 339 towns in Missouri, Arkansas,
Kansas and Oklahoma — wrote to the station
telling
"What are
My reproduced
Radio Means
Me."a letter
Four
of the letters
alongto with
from a satisfied Ford dealer who says that his
three-day saturation announcement campaign
on KWTO sold 50 cars over the 4th of July
week-end. Also included in the promotion piece
are statistics showing KWTO's leads the "Ozark
Empire" market in lowest cost-per-thousand
and highest listenership ratings, and an 11%
increase in local advertising over 1954.
SHIP SELLS CARS
WITH THE AID of a model ship, KBUR
Burlington, Iowa, helped a local motor company sell 15 new cars and 37 used cars, with
results still coming in. After several days of
spot teaser announcements, an 11-ft. model of
the Hikawa Maru, only Japanese ship un-

damaged in the war, was unveiled at a public
showing at the Hawkeye Motor Co. KBUR
gave an on-the-spot broadcast of the ceremony
before several hundred guests and the motor
company gave out certificates entitling a discount on the purchase of a car. In three days,
27 certificates were "cashed in" on new or used
cars, with more certificates still coming in daily,
according to Harry Murray, owner of Hawkeye
Motor Co.
NEGRO

SHOW

ON

WBTV

(TV)

ALL-NEGRO variety show, Five O'clock
Sharp, is being aired weekly by WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C. Vernon Buck, professor at
Carver College (Negro) in Charlotte, is m.c.
of the new program, which includes musical
varieties by Negro groups, production numbers
by permanent talent and a news and sportscast of special interest to Negro viewers. Mr.
Buck terms the show "the first opportunity
Charlotte Negro talent has had to be seen."
Auditions for Five O'Clock Sharp already have
won guest spots on other WBTV shows for
some contestants. The program is planned and
administrated by a committee of prominent
Negro citizens selected from the fields of religion, entertainment, music and youth work.
WOAI-TV
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MARKET!

ON

CONTEST

TBUY
GES
InThe
SCRANTON

PROGRAM

EDUCATIONAL tv series entitled University
of the Air, produced by WFIL-TV Philadelphia
in cooperation with more than 25 colleges and
universities in Pennsylvania and New Jersey,
will be telecast in the fall on WNBF-TV
Binghamton, N. Y., George R. Dunham,
general manager of the station, announced last
week. Courses are given by professors from
cooperating schools and deal with subjects
covered in the college classrooms. The programs carried by WNBF-TV will be aired via
video recording.

"NAME THE COLT" contest, co-sponsored by
WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex., tv and movie
cowboy Johnny Mack Brown and Metzger's
Dairy there, pulled 9,011 entries in less than

TOPS

•pierce

'DISC JOCKEY FOR A DAY'
DISC JOCKEY Bill Garr of KWKW Pasadena,
Calif., who each year during his vacation lines
up such persons as the mayor, city manager and
recording artists' to do his show, this year has
added newspapermen. Two Pasadena newspapers are annual
playing sojourn
"Disc Jockey
during his
because,forMr.a Day"
Garr
feels, listeners would like to hear the writers,
columnists and reporters they read. In addition,
he has also lined up the chiefs of the city's
police and fire departments, chamber of commerce and post office to do stints this summer.
Each is having his day to put on a disc show,
parade his talents and publicize pet projects.
WFIL-TV

■T2
C€
l€M
)
t
U
g»A
(pulse)PS"
TO

two weeks. The contest, conducted to promote
a personal appearance of Mr. Brown in the city,
was plugged for 13 days over the station. First
prize was the colt.
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- $69.50
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GS0748
-48" wide
- $89.50
Prices
include- Crating
& Freight
OF RECORDS
ALSO CABINETS FOR ALL OTHER SIZES
Freight prepaid by motor truck anywhere
in U. S. A.
Phone: Paris, Ohio, University 2-3630
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GRINIMAIM FIXTURE CO. 45
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PROGRAMS

FOR

& PROMOTION
Minn., in a scrambled order and asking listeners
to unscramble it. New names of towns in the
station's coverage area will be used and each
week two entries are picked at random from
the correct answers received. Weekly winners
receive a merchandise prize. The contest, which
started early this month, will run for 26 weeks.
The winner of the grand prize — an all expense
paid two week trip for two in Hawaii — will be
picked at random at the end of the 26 weeks
from all the correct answers received.
VOA

JERRY DUNPHY, news director of WXIX
(TV) Milwaukee, presents a Bolsey B-2
camera, flashgun and carrying case to
Inez Weatherby, the first winner in the
station's "News Tip" contest. Each week
the station is presenting a camera to the
viewer who phones in the best news tip.
Miss Weatherby's story was the recovery
of a wallet she lost 14 years ago, found
when the department store where she is
employed started a remodeling job. In
the wallet were a December 1941 paycheck, a ring bought as a Christmas gift
and a $1 streetcar pass.
DO-IT-YOURSELF
DO-IT-YOURSELF promotion, consisting of a
large sheet of decorator's aluminum, scissors
and pattern, was mailed to the trade last week
by Cliff Arquette and Dave Willock, stars of
Do It Yourself, telecast Sunday night 7:30-8
p.m. on NBC-TV. Artistic wall design is the result of doing it one's self. Show is sponsored by
Reynolds Metals Co. through Clinton E. Frank
Inc., Chicago. Reynolds originated the promotion item.
ONE SHOW PULLS 4,911
PULL of 4,911 entries from one broadcast
was registered by WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul
for its "Unscramble-the-Town" contest. Cedric
Adams, the Tuesday night host on As You Like
It, a 55-minute variety show, launched the
contest by spelling his hometown, Magnolia,

ALLEN

FDR
DF

THE
RADID

EXHIBIT IN PAKISTAN

TELEVISION programs featuring local Pakistani talent will be one of the highlights of
the U. S. exhibit at the International Trade Fair
opening in Karachi, Pakistan, Sept. 2 and running through Oct. 2, the U. S. Information
Agency has announced. The exhibit will provide the Pakistan people with their first look
at tv. USIA's Voice of America has sent
Edwin L. Dunham, NBC music services coordinator, toKarachi as fair tv program director and he is recruiting local talent there for
programs. He also will provide American films
and kinescopes for showing. RCA is supplying
equipment and technicians to produce the
shows. A similar fair, featuring tv exhibits, is
being conducted in Djakarta, Indonesia, Aug.
12 to Sept. 18, and another is scheduled Oct.
29 to Dec. 15 in New Delhi, India.
NBC-TV'S 'PEOPLE'
NEW SERIES of profile sketches, called People,
was set to be launched yesterday (Sunday) on
NBC-TV (Sun., 5-5:30 p.m. EDT), featuring
NBC news commentator Morgan Beatty. The
series, which will continue for five weeks, will
present individuals who have distinguished
themselves in unusual ways, have been involved
in unique experiences and have stories to tell
which are out of the ordinary.
MBS SHOW

TO WEST COAST

MBS' Northwestern U. Reviewing Stand, 21year-old discussion program, will move to Los
Angeles for four weeks' origination starting
Aug. 28. Four broadcasts will emanate from
KHI there, with the first reviewing a topic
discussed on the program's first west coast
trip in 1945 — "Should Industry Move West?"
Other topics slated for airing are juvenile delinquency, preparing for retirement and the
status of motion pictures. James H. McBurney,
dean of Northwestern U.'s School of Speech,
is moderator of the program.
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Washington 6, D. C, NA. 8-3233
New York 17, N. Y., MU. 7-4242
Chicago 90, Illinois, RA

6-4256

THE RECORD

UPCOMING
AUGUST
Aug. 22: RAB Clinic, Los Angeles.
Augnational
23: Assn.
forn, Education
in Journalism
conventio
Boulder Colo
Aug. 23: RAB Clinic, San Francisco.
Aug. 24: RAB Clinic. Portland, Ore
Aug. 24-26: West Coast Electronics Mfrs Assn
and
and San Francisco IRE sections Los
showAngeles
and conventi
on, San Francisco
Aug
25: NARTB Fm Committee, Palmer House
Chicago.
Aug. 25: RAB Clinic, Seattle, Wash
Aug. 26: RAB Clinic, Boise. Idaho
Aug.
27: Hotel,
New Albuquer
Mexico que.
Broadcasters Assn Alvarado
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 2-4: National Agricultural Tv Clinic. U. of
Sept.
2-4:er Col
aSulphur
BroadcaSprings
sters 'Assn.,u
Greenbri
Hotel, Virgini
White
Missouri
, West
umb
ia.
Sept. 7: RAB Clinic, Charleston, S C
Sept. 8: RAB Clinic,
Raleigh Na C f""B&.
6: RAB Clinic, Atlant
Sept. 9:
Norfolk, Va
Sept. 11-13: Seventh
Dist.
AFA Convention, Birmingham, Ala.

Sept. 12-16:casters
National Assn. of Educational BroadMichiganDetroit.
State
122"
it'll:East
?tB*Sengineering
Ra^ worksho
Affilia*esp, meeting.
Lansing.
College,
Gaylord. Assn. of Broadcasters, Hidden Valley,Michigan
Sei3t- ^r'WHidden Valley, Gaylord.
Se^w^it"v:
.Michigan £P Broadcasters Assn.,
Sept.
18-24: National
Sept. 19:
RAB Clinic, Radio & FlaTelevision Week.
Sept. 20: RAB Clinic, Tampa,
Birmingham, Ala
Sept. 21:
Rouge,TennLa '
22: RAB Clinic, Baton
Knoxville,
Sept. 23: RAB Clinic, Charleston,
W. Va
Sept. 23-24: IRE Professional Group on Broadcastuijg Transmission Systems, Hamilton Hotel.
Oklahoma
City, Okla.
Washington.
■
Se£l-, S,9"0cVl:
Dist- AFAShow,
Convention,
Sept.
2: %n,tn
High Fidelity
Palmer
House,30-Oct.
Chicago.
OCTOBER
Oct. 3-5:man Hotel,
National
Electronics Conference SherChicago
Oct. 3: RAB Clinic, Ogden, Utah
Oct. 4: RAB Clinic, Colorado Springs, Colo
Oct. 5: RAB Clinic, Albuquerque, N M
Oct. 6: RAB Clinic, San Antonio, Tex
Oct. 7: RAB Clinic, Fort Worth Tex
Oct. 7-8: Third Dist. AFA Convention, Sedgefleld
Oct.
7-9:Greensboro,
National Adv.
Agency Network, western
Inn,
6
meeting,
Dayton, N.
Ohio.C.
Oct. 8: Alabama Broadcasters Assn., U. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa.
Oct.Clinic,
13-14:Waldorf-A
RAB storia
NationalHotel,
Radio
New Advertising
York
Oct. 14-16:
National
Adv.
Agency
ern meeting, Atlantic City, N. J. Network, eastWildwood.
°CuHofbrau,
Ik"17: £,e-^
Jersev Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Oct. 17-19: Radio-Electronics-Television Mfrs
Oct. 17: RAB Clinic, Burlington, Vt
Oct. 18: RAB Clinic, Albany - Troy - Schenectady,
Meeting' Hotel Syracuse,'
YFaU Boston
Symcus
Oct.
19: ef
RAB N°Clinic,
Oct. 20: RAB Clinic, Philadelphia
Oct. 21: RAB Clinic, Washington.
OctMeeting,
31-Nov Hotel
2: Plaza,
Assn. of
NewNational
York Advertisers
NARTB Regional Meetings
Region 4 (Dist. 7, 8. Sept. Edgewater
Mich., 111., Wis.)
Chicago
S^-^-nP11,1,?-'
19-21
Beach Hotel,
Region
1 (Dist ?nd1 2, Sept.
New England
States,
21-23 Saranac
Saranac, Inn,
St. CharlesN.Y.
Hotel,
Region 3 (Dist. 5, 6, Sept.
Fla., Ga., Ala., Miss., 28-30 New Orleans
La., Ark.,
Puerto
Rico) Tenn.,
Roanoke
Roanoke, Hotel
Va,
Region 2 (Dist. 3, 4, Oct.
Pa.,
Del.,
Md„
W.
12-14
Va.,
N. C, D.S. C.)C, Va.,
St.
Francis
Hotel,
San
Region 8 (Dist. 15, 16, Oct.
Franciso
17,
Wash.,
Ore.,
24-26
Calif., Nev., Ariz.,
Broadmoor
Hawaii, Alaska)
Region 7 (Dist. 14, Nov.
Hotel, Colorado
Springs
N. M., Colo., Utah, 1-3
Wyo.,
WesternIdaho,
S. D.)Mont.,
Fort Des
Moines Hotel,
Region 5 (Dist. 10, 11, Nov.
Minn.,
D., Iowa,
East- 7-9
Des Moines
ern S. N. D.,
Neb., Mo.)
Baker Hotel,
Region 6 (Dist. 12, 13, Nov.
Dallas
Kan., Okla., Tex.) 15-17
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Station

Authorizations,

Applications

(As Compiled by B *T)
August IT through August 17
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
Cp — construction permit. DA — directional an- megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter,
tenna. ERP — effective radiated power. STL —
unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SSA —
studio-transmitter link, synch, amp. — synchonous amplifier, vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
special service authorization. STA — special temultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural,
porary authorization.
vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc —
FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
As of July 31,AM1955 * FM
TV
13
140
Licensed (all on air)
525
2,724
123
Cps on air
17
12524
Cps not on air
t321
461
538
Total on air
2,748
Total authorized
5553
2,873
584
162
149
Applications in hearing
4
New station requests
201
0
109
91
New station bids in hearing
17
33
5
Facilities change requests . 134
101
235
703
Total applications pending
0
3
0
Licenses deleted in July
1
1
0
•Cps deleted in July
* Does not include noncommercial educational
fm and tv stations.
t Authorized to operate commercially, but station may not yet be on air.
Am and Fm Summary Through August
17
ing
ing
Appls.
On
In
Licensed Cps
Air
Pend- Hear91
149
Am
2,751
2066
2,731
0
30
526
538
Fm
FCC
New

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Tv Stations

. . .

APPLICATIONS
Elmira, N. Y.— Triangle Pub. Inc., uhf ch. 18
((494-500 mc); ERP 16.4 kw visual, 8.86 kw aural;
-ant. height above average terrain 438 ft., above
.ground
Estimated cost
construction
cost $142,040, first347yearft. operating
$65,000, revenue
not
given. Post office address 400 N. Broad St.,
Philadelphia. Studio location none. Trans, location 3 miles south of Elmira. Geographic cotes 42° 02'RCA.
46" N.Legal
Lat., counsel
76° 47' Lyon,
46" W. Wilner
Long.
Trans, and ordinaant.
& Bergson, Washington. Consulting engineer
Jansky & Bailey Inc. Station will be satellite
of WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y. Applicant owns
WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, WNBF-AM-TV
Binghamton, and 50% of WHGB Harrisburg, Pa.
Filed Aug. 11.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Ajax Enterprises, uhf ch. 23
(524-530 mc); ERP 266 kw visual, 144 kw aural;
ant. height above average terrain 553 ft., above
ground 488 ft. Estimated construction cost $414,100
first year operating cost $500,000, revenue $200,000.
Post Office address P. O. Box 376, Greenwich,
Conn. Studio location Philadelphia. Trans, location Lancaster Pike opposite intersection of
Church St., Ardmore, Pa. Geographic coordinates
40°
00'
15" N.
Lat.,counsel
75° 17' Martin
07" W. Long.
Trans, New
and
.ant, RCA.
Legal
W. Kramer,
York. Consulting engineer Thomas B. Friedman,
New York. Applicant is wholly-owned by Her"berttwoMayer,
former president-director
and one
•of
stockholders
of WXEL (TV) Cleveland,
Ohio, KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., and KCTY (TV)
.Kansas City, Mo. (latter turned back cp to FCC).
Filed Aug. 16.
PETITION
Leesburg, Fla— WLBE Inc. petitions FCC to
amend sec. 3.601 so as to assign ch. 7, presently
assigned to Jacksonville, Fla., for non-commercial educational use only, be assigned to Leeshurg,
12. Fla., for commercial use. Announced Aug.

Tv Summary Through August 17
Television Station Grants and Applications
Since April 14, 1952
Grants Since July 11, 7952:
35
Vhf
Uhf
319
Commercial
Total
18
Noncom. Educational
29117
Total Operating Stations in U. S.
Vhf Uhf
Total
419
Commercial on air
318 301
13
Noncom. Educ. on air 10
3
6101
Applications Filed Since April 14, 7952:
New Amend. Vhf Uhf Total
Commercial 952
337
749 542 1,292=
Noncom. Educ.
60
32
28 603
337
Total
781 570 1,352*
1,115
1 147 Cps (30 vhf, 117 uhf) have been deleted.
2 One applicant did not specify channel.
8 Includes 35 already granted.
* Includes 645 already granted.
ment changes; ant. height 380 ft. Granted Aug.
8; announced Aug. 15.
APPLICATION RETURNED
WTRI
(TV)
Albany,
N. Y. —corporation
Application from
for
transfer of control
of permittee
Troy Bcstg. Co. to National City Bank of Troy,
trustee turned
foras unnecessary.
stockholders Returned
of Troy Bcstg.
Aug. 15.Co. reAPPLICATIONS
KOA-TV Denver, Colo.— Seeks mod. of cp to
change studio location to 1625 California St., Denver, change ERP to 50 kw aural, make ant. and
minor equipment changes. Ant. height above
average terrain 1,477 ft. Filed Aug. 16.
WNDU-TV Notre Dame, Ind.— Seeks mod. of cp
to change station location to South Bend, Ind.,
and request waiver of sec. 3.613 of FCC rules.
Filed Aug. 11.
KMMT (TV) Austin, Minn. — Seeks mod. of cp
to change studio location to trans, site, Hwy.
105, approx. 2.5 miles south of city, near Austin,

BROADCASTING
TELECASTING

and request waiver of sec. 3.613 of FCC rules.
Filed Aug. 11.
KBMB-TV Bismarck, N. D. — Granted mod. of cp
to change ERP to 38 kw visual, 19.1 kw aural,
install DA and make other equipment changes;
ant. height 320 ft. Granted Aug. 11; announced
Aug. 15.
New Am Stations . . .
APPLICATIONS AMENDED
Eau Gallie, Fla. — Mel-Eau Bcstg. Corp. amends
application for,cp to operate on 1050 kc, 500 w
D to specify 920 kc. Amended Aug. 11.
Marietta, Ga. — Marietta Bcstg. Co. amends application for cp to operate on 1290 kc, 1 kw D to
specify 1050 kc, 500 w. Amended Aug. 11.
APPLICATION RETURNED
Weatherford, Tex. — Application of Parker
County Bcstg. Co. for cp to operate on 730 kc,
250 w D returned to applicant (not completed
properly). Returned Aug. 15.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Auburn, Calif. — Sierra Bcstg. Co. application
for cp to operate on 1490 kc, 100 w D dismissed
at request of applicant. Dismissed Aug. 15.
APPLICATIONS
Denison, Iowa — Christen P. Andersen, 1580 kc,
500 w D. Post office address 418 Clark St., Cherokee, Iowa. Estimated construction cost $12,730,
first year operating cost $36,000, revenue $52,000.
Mr. Andersen, retired, was formerly implement
dealer. Filed Aug. 16.
Eminence, Ky. — J. W. Dunavent, 1600 kc, 500 w
D. Post office address Eminence, Ky. Estimated
construction cost $22,833, first year operating
cost $18,000, revenue $21,000. Mr. Dunavent is
Western Auto Assoc. dealer. Filed Aug. 15.
— Twin-City
Co., 1300
kc,
1 Shreveport,
kw D. Post La.office
address Bcstg.
206 Texas
Eastern
Bldg., Shreveport. Estimated construction cost
$28,800, first year operating cost $48,000, revenue
$60,000. Principals include Joel E. Wharton
(4.95%), chief engineer, KJOE Shreveport and
Charles E. Ray (11.88%), KJOE local sales manager. Filed Aug. 16.
Conway, N. H. — WJWG Inc., 1050 kc, 1 kw D.
Post office address John W. Guider, Littleton,
N. H. Estimated construction cost $28,877, first
year operating
cost $35,000,
cipals include Pres.
John W.revenue
Guider $45,000.
(95.3%), Prin99%
owner WMOU-AM-FM Berlin, N. H., and 9.7%
owner WMTW (TV) Poland Spring, Me.; Mrs.
Guider (Treas., 4.7%), owns less than 1% of
WMOU-AM-FM. Filed Aug. 11.
Dayton, Term. — Cowan Oldham d/b as Rhea
County Bcstg. Co., 580 kc, 500 w D. Post office
address James W. Dempster, P. O. Box 332,
McMinnville, Tenn. Estimated construction cost
$17,910, first year operating cost $33,252, revenue
$37,440.
has theater
and real WBMC
estate
interestsMr.andOldham
is minority
stockholder,
McMinnville. Filed Aug. 16.
Selmer, Tenn. — Shiloh Bcstg. Co. resubmits application for cp to operate on 1010 kc, 500 w DResubmitted Aug. 15.
Existing Am Stations . . .
APPLICATIONS AMENDED
WEAV Plattsburg, N. Y. — Amends application
for cp to increase power from 1 kw D and N,
to 5 kw D and N; change ant. -trans, site from
Plattsburg to Peru, N. Y., and make DA system

THE NEWSWEEKLY

ACTION BY FCC
KBST-TV Big Spring, Tex.— Granted mod. of cp
to change ERP to 12.9 kw visual, 6.92 kw aural,
install new ant. system and make other equipBroadcasting • Telecasting

TELEVISION

1735 De Sales Street, N. W ., Washington 6, D. C,

PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE.
I've checked service desired.
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
$7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and BROADCASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
□ 52 weekly issues and TELECASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
□ 52 weekly issues and both Yearbook-Marketbooks 11.00
□ Enclosed
□ Bill
name

Existing Tv Stations . . .
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changes to specify change in DA system. Filed
Aug. 16.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WPLM Plymouth, Mass. — Application for license toreturned
cover tocp applicant.
which authorized
station
Exhibit new
datedam after
Sec. I. Returned Aug. 16.
WJAK Jackson, Tenn. — Application for cp to
change hours of operation from D to unl. returned to applicant (incomplete). Returned Aug.
15.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
WCNC Elizabeth City, N. C— Application for
transfer of control from D. J. A. Gill, S. A. Twiford and E. P. Leary to Joseph L. Lamb Sr. and
Joseph L.plicant.
LambDismissedJr.Aug.
dismissed
at request of ap16.
WSYD Mt. Airy, N. C. — Application for mod.
of cp (which authorized increased power, change
hours of operation, change trans, location and
make changes in ant. system) for change in
hours of operation from D to unl., using 5 kw
D, 1 kw DA-N returned to applicant. Exhibits
dated after Sec. I. Returned Aug. 15.
APPLICATIONS
KAMD Camden, Ark. — Seeks cp to change frequency from 1450 kc to 910 kc; increase power
from 250 w to 500 w N; 1 kw D. install DA-N,
change trans, location and operate trans, by
remote control. Filed Aug. 15.
KROG Sonora, Calif. — Seeks cp to change frequency from 1450 kc, to 790 kc; increase power
from 250 w to 1 kw and change hours of operation from unl. to D and make changes in ant.
system (increase in height). Filed Aug 15.
KFSC Denver, Colo. — Seeks cp to change ant.trans. location to 3150 S. Vallejo, Englewood, Colo.
Filed Aug. 15.
WBFC Fremont, Mich. — Seeks cp to increase
power from 100 w, unl. to 250 w, unl. Filed Aug.
15.
KUMA Pendleton, Ore. — Seeks mod. of cp for
change from 1370 kc to 1290 kc; increase power
from 1 kw to 5 kw; change hours of operation
from D to unl; install DA-2. Filed Aug. 11.
WCBR Memphis, Tenn — Seeks cp to change
ant. -trans, location to E McLemore Ave. at
Frisco Railroad, Memphis. Filed Aug. 11.
New

Fm

Stations

. . .

APPLICATIONS
Los Angeles, Calif.— Planned Music Inc., 105.9
mc, 16.9 kw unl. Post office address 135 S. Kenwood, Glendale, Calif. Estimated construction
cost $15,500, first year operating cost $10,000,
revenue $15,000. Principals include Pres. Elias
Schwartz (45%), 45% owner Television Craftsmen Corp. (tv receiver installation and service
and background music service under name of
Music Craftsmen); Sec. William Scott (45%), 45%
owner Television Craftsmen Corp., and Robert
V. Gibson (10%), attorney. Filed Aug. 16.
West Paterson, N. J.— Fidelity Radio Corp., 102.7
mc, 3.6 kw unl. Post office address P. O. Box 471,
Bloomfield, N. J. Estimated construction cost
$31,205, first year operating cost $67,740, revenue
$85,358. Principals include Pres. Richard R. Stanley (23.8%), 50% owner of chemical transportation firm; Vice Pres. Herman Youngman (12%),
Bell Telephone Labs employe; Sec.-Treas. Homer
Akers (23.8%), employe, and Harold H. Pine
(16.6%), engineer. Filed Aug. 15.

North

west

Independent

$40*000.00
Fulltime station in market of
twently thousand. Need attention
of owner-operator. Well equipped.
Opportunity to live in ideal area
with possible financing on $15,000.00 down.

Existing Fm Stations . . .
APPLICATIONS
WTSP-FM St. Petersburg, Fla.— Seeks cp to
change ERP to 3.995. Filed Aug. 11.
WDUN-FM Gainesville, Ga. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized changes in licensed station)
to change ERP to 342 w; ant. height above average terrain to 174 ft. and make ant. system
changes. Filed Aug. 15.
Ownership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WEEU-AM-TV Reading, Pa. — Hawley Quier, a
stockholder of the Reading Eagle Co. (Reading
[Pa.] Times and Eagle), parent company of station licensee, Hawley Bcstg. Co., granted acquisition of control. Through purchase from
other stockholders he now owns 21.33% of Reading Eagle Co. shares and is the voting trustee of
38.4% of outstanding shares, thus giving him
control, without majority ownership, of Reading
Eagle Co. No actual transfer of control occurs
and there is no change in Hawley Bcstg. Co.
Granted Aug. 9; announced Aug. 15.
WGAP Maryville, Tenn. — Granted Harry C.
Weaver and Frank H. Corbett, d/b as Aluminum
Cities Bcstg. Co., each 50% owner of WGAP, approval to giving Mr. Corbett control (77.5%) for
$17,000. Announced Aug. 15.
WYVE Wytheville, Va. — Granted involuntary assignment of license to A. M. Gates Jr., administrator of estate of Dr. A. M. Gates (deceased) and
A. M. Gates Jr., d/b as Wythe County Bcstg. Co.
Granted Aug. 11; announced Aug. 15.
APPLICATIONS
KJBS San Francisco, Calif. — Seeks involuntary
assignment of license to KJBS Broadcasters who
remain same as before reassignment except thart
Mrs. D. Worth Clark becomes executrix of Mr.
Clark's (deceased)
Mr. Clark held 10%
interest.
Filed Aug.interest.
16.
KONG Visalia, Calif. — Seeks assignment of license to Amelia Schuler, Lester E. Chennault
and Bert Williams d/b as The Voice of Fresno.
Agreement is for five years at rental of $5,000
per year with option at end of that time to buy
physical assets of station for $10,000. Applicant
owns KYNO Fresno, Calif. Filed Aug. 15.
KHUB Watsonvillc, Calif. — Seeks assignment
of license to William W. Morgan and Dorothy C.
Morgan for $55,000. Mr. and Mrs. Morgan hold
no broadcast interests. Filed Aug. 16.
WLFA LaFayette, Ga. — Seeks assignment of license to Radio Dixie Inc., a corporation whose
principals are same as those of licensee except
for addition of Charles W. Gwyn. Mr. Gwyn is
to pay $10,800 for 40% interest. He is WLFA
station manager. Filed Aug. 16.
WSHB Stillwater, Minn. — Seeks acquisition of
control by Richard Power and others for $37,000.
Applicant Power owns 25% of WSHB and another
principal, Oscar Lemme, is 25% owner KLTF
Little Falls, Minn. Filed Aug. 15.
WJNC Jacksonville, N. C. — Seeks assignment of
license to Onslow Bcstg. Corp. for $82,000. Principals are Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Mendelson
and Eileen E. Shuebruk. The Mendelsons have
advertising and programming backgrounds. None
of principals has broadcast holdings. Filed Aug.
16.

Top

Network

Property

SfPJ.OOO.OO
An old established fulltime networktractive
property
an the
atsouthernlocated
market innear
Gulf coast. Consistent profits, excellent equipment and studios.
$30,000.00 down.

Appraisals
• Negotiations
• Financing
BLACKBURN - HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
William T. Stubblefield
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
Clifford Marshall
111 Sutter St.
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
Delaware 7-2755-6
Exbrook 2-5671-2
Sterling 3-4341-2
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WITN (TV) Washington, N. C— Seeks acquisition of positive control by Roberson family
through purchase of stock from H. W. Anderson
and R. M. Fountain for $121,840. Principals also
include William S. Page (not member of Roberson family), owner of 80% of WELS Kinston,
N. C, who will own 25% of WITN (TV). Robersons will own 67.8% of station if sale is approved.
Roberson principals are: W. R. Roberson Sr.,
25% owner WRRF Washington, N. C; W. R.
Roberson Jr. 27<v owner WRRF, J. P. Roberson,
24% owner WRRF and Hannah R. Bagwell (nee
Roberson), 24% WRRF owner. Filed Aug. 11.
KGWA Enid, Okla. — Seeks transfer of control
to
R. H. Drewry
for $62,000.
Mr.stock
Drewry
contracted
to sell 15.5%
of station
to T. has
R.
Warkentin for $3,875 and 10% to Allan P. Page
for $2,500. Mr. Drewry owns one-third KMIDTV Miland, Tex., and 53.5% KSWO-AM-TV Lawton. Okla. Mr. Warkentin owns 15.5% KSWOAM-TV, 18% KMID-TV and 13.95% of KRHD
Duncan. Okla. Mr. Page is commercial manager
KANS Wichita, Kan. Filed Aug. 16.
KERV Kerrville, Tex. — Resubmits appplication
for transfer of 50% ownership to A. G. Rodgers.
Resubmitted Aug. 16.
WKLJ bySparta,
— Seeks He
relinquishment
control
Victor Wis.
J. Tedesco.
is selling 25.6%of
of his 62.6% interest in station to his brother
Nicholas for $1,000. Each will then own 37%
of station. Nicholas Tedesco is owner 162/3% interest in WCOW-TV St. Paul, Minn., and 33.3% of
WCOW there. Victor Tedesco holds equal interests in WCOW-AM-TV as his brother and owns
50% ter,
of Minn.
applicant
Filed seeking
Aug. 16. new am station, RochesHearing

Cases . . .
FINAL DECISION
KSWS-TV Roswell, N. M. — Commission gave
notice, since no exceptions have been filed to
initial decision of June 28 which looked toward
grant of application of John A. Barnett to move
trans,
site from
of KSWS-TV
from 43location
8.6 miles
Roswell to(ch.site8),about
miles
east of that city, increase visual ERP from 115 w
to 160 kw and ant. height from 900 to 1786 ft.,
with overall height of tower 1610 ft., and make
equipment changes. Initial decision became effective Aug. 8: announced Aug. 11.
Routine

Roundup

. . .

August 1 1 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License to Cover Cp
Cp
WAYE Dundalk, Md. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new standard station.
WDVM Pocomoke City, Md. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new standard
station.
WLLY Richmond, Va. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new standard station.
WOAY Oak Hill, W. Va. — Seeks license to cover
cp which
authorizing
tion of newreplaced
tower expired
180 ft. SWcp of
old tower erecand
mount tv ant.
WCEF Parkersburg, W. Va. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized increase in power
and make ant. changes.
KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif. — Seeks cp to replace
expired cp which authorized new tv station.
Renewal of License
WBCM-FM Bay City, Mich.; WKMH-FM Dearborn, Mich.; WDET-FM Detroit, Mich.; WWJ-FM
Detroit, Mich.; WJR-FM Detroit, Mich.; WJEFFM Grand Rapids, Mich.; WLAV-FM Grand
Rapids, Mich.; WICA-FM Ashtabula, Ohio;
WHBC-FM Canton, Ohio; WCPO-FM Cincinnati,
Ohio; WERE-FM Cleveland, Ohio; WVKO-FM
Columbus, Ohio; WFIN-FM Findlay, Ohio;
WFOB-FM Fostoria, Ohio; WFRO-FM Fremont,
Ohio; WMVO-FM Mount Vernon, Ohio; WPAYFM Portsmouth, Ohio; WHPR (FM) Highland
Park, Mich.; WKAR-FM East Lansing, Mich.
Modification of Cp
WARK Hagerstown, Md. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized installation of new ant. and
increase in height) for extension of completion
date.
WMAG Forest, Miss. — Seeks mod. of cp (as
mod. which authorized new standard station)
for extension of completion date.
WESH-TV Daytona Beach, Fla. — Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 2-10-56.
WPMT (TV) Portland, Me. — Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 12-31-55.
KPRC-TV Houston, Tex. — Seeks mod. of cp
to change ant. and make other equipment
changes. Ant. height above average terrain
635 ft.
(Continued on page 109)
Broadcasting
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PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 Do Soles St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
1 Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE •

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Blag., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 74215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

Frank H. Mcintosh & Assocs.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE9

WELDON & CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington 6,Engineers
D. C.
Dallas, Texas
1001 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buekner Blvd.
Member AFCCE *

PAGE, CREUTZ,
GARRISON & WALDSCHMITT
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
710 14th St., N. W. Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

KEAR & KENNEDY

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE*

P. O. ie* 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1410 lye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5B51
Member AFCCB *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phono 6-2924
Member AFCCE*

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177
Member AFCCE *

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Adams 4-6393

IF YOU
DESIRE TO JOIN
THESE ENGINEERS
in Professional Directory
advertising contact
Broadcasting e Telecasting
1735 DeSales St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

GUY

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-6113
Denver 22, Colorado

C. HUTCHESON

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
MOBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
SERVICE FOR FM & TV
Engineer en duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Bos 7037
Kansas City, Me.
Broadcasting
i

CARDS

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

1302 18th St., N. W. Hedsen 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6. D. C.
Member AFCCE •

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer*
1311 G St., N. W.
EX 3-8073
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*
ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

J. G. ROUNTREE, JR.
4515 Prentice Street
EMerson 3266
Dallas 6, Texas

* Member AFCCE

DIRECTORY

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Inetitvte Cvmcula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV, Electronics engineering heme study and residence
courses. Write For Free Catalog, specify
course.

• Telecasting

GEORGE

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 75,956* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for am, fm, rv and facsimile facilities.
* 1953 ARB Projected Readership Survey

TO ADVERTISE IN THE
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Contact
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
1735 DESALES ST., N.W., WASH. 6, D. C.
August 22, 1955

•
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
J'ayable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20# per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25tf per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30tf per word— $U.OO minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
Ni. charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
risk. Broadcastat owner's
to box numbers
etc., sent
All transcriptions,
please).expressly
separately,
ing • Telecasting
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
for are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted
Managerial
Eastern daytimer needs young married assistant
manager immediately. Must have announcing
experience, car and be willing to take air shift
during indoctrination period. Assistant managership
of year.photograph.
Send tape, Box
resume,guaranteed
referencesbyandend recent
432C, B«T.
Wanted: Commerical manager for kilowatt Mutual affiliate
in good,
non-tv southwestern market.
Must one
be station,
proven salesman
with
ability to cultivate regional and national business.
Very attractive commission arrangement. Give
complete resume of experience, photo, first letter.
Box 495C, B-T.
Sales manager who can show solid accomplishment in that capacity and experience in small
station operation who wants to prove his capacity
take charge this daytime station in quarter million upper midwest market. Reply with all essential details. Box 502C, B-T.
Manager with investment — 250 watter — southeast
N. Y. State— high profits. Box 528C, B-T.
Salesmen
Wanted: Man or woman salesman. $50 a week,
plus 25% commission. Box 176A, B.T.
Experienced salesman. Can offer extra good deal
if you're a clever DJ, too. No drifters or drinkers. Send resume, photo, tape, salary requirements. 5kw southern station. Box 513C, B-T.
Immediate opening for young able radio salesman at progressive Michigan station. Draw and
.commission
to givein you
good living. Tell
There'sus
room for growth
our a organization.
about you — experience, etc. Box 542C, B-T.
Experienced radio time salesman. Guarantee $380
and commission. Send references and photo.
KCHJ, P.O. Box 262, Delano, California.
Announcers
Humorous DJ — flowing adlib, stage, tv acting experience. Informal slang, vernacular approach
on chatter — Crosbyish. Midwest, single. Box
431C, B-T.
EMPLOYERS WANTED . . .
by ambitious men and women
highly trained as:
* Announcers
* Costume Designers
* Disc Jockeys
* Wardrobe Managers
* Radio-TV Actors
* Technical Directors
** Writers
Floor Managers
* Make-up Artists
* Scenic Designers
* Camera Operators * Program Directors
* Production Assistants
TV BROADCASTERS!
SAVE TIME AND MONEY.
Let us
you CHARGE.
with yourUsepersonnel
lemshelp
WITHOUT
our FreeprobN»tional Placement Service. It is designed to help
you NO MATTER WHERE YOU ARE in
the United States.
These men and women are well-screened and
highly trained. Give me your specific needs and
I will go to work for you NOW. Write: R. H.
Deutsch, Vocational Director.
RADIO TELEVISION TRAINING
SCHOOL
5100 S. Vermont, L. A. 37, Cal.

RADIO
Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Wanted: pendent
Highly
respectedmusic
New man
England
needs morning
who indecan
make listeners feel that every day is a "great
day." Must Pleasant
be able tocommunity
make friends. and
listeners.
. . influence
excellent
facilities . . . air conditioned studios . . . congenial staff ...(a allgood
benefits.
If you'd
a reputation
one only)
and like
knowto build
how,
write Box 451C, B-T.
Hugh market, midwestern station, seeks top negro
jockey. Hard, convincing sell a must. Sober.
Send tape, photo, resume first reply. Salary good
. . . based on ability. Box 511C, B-T.
250 watt Illinois station in town of 53,000 population wants an experienced announcer for night
shift. Starting salary $67.00. Send background,
tape to Box 541C, B-T.
Experienced announcer wanted by midwest combination radio-tv station, top network affiliate.
Send full information, references, photo and
tape. Box 546C. B-T.
Wanted immediately, combo-announcer, network
affiliate,
5 kw, fornights
night offtrick.
Easy operation
B-T.
two
consecutive
per week.
Box 551 —C,
Announcer-KLIN-Lincoln, Nebraska, will have
staff announcer opening on Sept. 1st. Salary depends on ability and experience. Wire or write
immediately.
Announcer-engineer, 1st class ticket. Experience in combo work essential. Knowledge of
the classics helpful. Please send tape, background, photo and salary required. Please do
not call. WAAB, 34 Mechanic Street, Worcester,
Mass.
Experienced announcer for radio and television
station. Send background, tape and references
to WFLB, Fayettevfile, N. C.
Top flight disc jockey — WISH, Indianapolis, has
opening for man with ideas and know-how to
back them up. Must have proven record in pop
disc jockey
field. tape
No phone
calls. Writeto all
details, send photo,
and references
WISH,
Indianapolis,
Ind.
Good morning man, experienced. Full details to
Manager, WLEU, Erie, Pa.
Wanted:
Announcer,
news, hillbilly,
popular, race
shows. independent,
Chance to complete
college
education at Mississippi State College. Joe Phillips. WSSO, Starkville, Mississippi.
Technical
Chief engineer — announcer:
in southeast. Must be good
announcer. Box 501C, B-T.
2B-T.engineers with 1st class
nounce 15 hours per week.

For 250 watt station
engineer as well as
tickets. Combo-anDetails to Box 527C,

Wanted: Chief Engineer for network affiliate, 5
kw, New York State. $100 week to start. Box
550C. B-T.
Wanted: 250
Chiefwatts,
engineer,
Montana's
modern
station,
network
affiliate.mostImmediate
opening. Fine future for right man. State qualifications, experience. Contact I. A. Elliot, KATL,
Miles City, Montana.
Combo man, accent on announcing. New daytime station 30 miles from major city. Ideal
working conditions in new air conditioned buildIowa. ing. State salary expected. KCOB, Newton,
Chief announcer for 5kw directional. Small
amount announcing. $100 week. Send resume
and tape. KGHF, Pueblo, Colorado.
Wanted: Combination engineer-announcer, permanent. Send tape and resume. KPOW, Powell,
Wyoming.
Wanted immediately: First class licensed engineer familiar with control room operation. Contact Chief Engineer, KSCB, Liberal, Kans.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Wanted man capable of maintaining station
equipment in top condition. Remote control
transmitter, so no fixed shifts. Not a combination job, but
engineer-announcer
acceptable.
Technical
ability
important. WVLN,
Olney,
Illinois.
Programming-Production, Others
Want to learn news? Young, single announcer
with good voice and delivery and some writing
ability. Edit, rewrite and some staff. Active
community of 20,000. Apply in full with brief
tape if possible. Box HOC, B-T.
Wanted: Copywriter who believes that effective
copy is the key to successful radio . . . and knows
how to write it. If you can influence buying
with the written word, you may be the guy
(or gal) who can satisfy our clients and sell his
goods on one of New England's top independents.
Write Box 450C, B-T.
Experienced man to establish and operate oneman local news department in small southern
city. 5 kw network affiliated station. Must be
stable and total abstainer. Send resume, tape,
photo, salary requirements. Box 512C, B-T.
Overseas assignment in radio programming and
planning, information, news and research with
American organization broadcasting to Soviet
Union. Related experience required, as well as
good reading knowledge of Russian. Submit
resume to Box 524C, B-T.
Experienced
copywriter capable of handling deB-T.
partment in progressive midwestern market.
Send resume and copy specimens to Box 548C,
Radio reporter: Some announcing. Must type.
Will train beginner. Prefer man from south.
Radio Station KCFH, Cuero, Texas.
Experienced commercial copywriter, preferably
girl with midwestern station experience. Sena
background information and copy samples to
George Illinois.
C. Biggar, General Manager, WLBK, DeKalb,
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Experienced sales manager with successful record
in both
and television.
Good at
tion andradio
direction.
Strong personal
salesorganizarecord
with established national contacts. Sound company executive type, not a one-man-revolution.
Now employed. Available in reasonable notice.
B-T.
Earningable.
requirements
$9,600. Resume
Communicationsfrom
confidential.
Box avail453C,
Co-managers, programming-sales. Available September. 35 years experience radio, tv, newspapers . . . including
promotion-sales-programming-announcing
. . . employed
and responsible
for new successful station. Move with part
ownership option to buy station that can be developed with hard work — know-how. Write Box
499C, B-T.
General manager. Outstanding salesman. Top
program director. Successful record for developence. Box 508C,
B-T.
ing profits.
Exceptional
background and experiNeed sales punch? Qualified background, 7 years
radio, announcing, program, sales. 35, family.
Enjoy selling. Ideas, energy, judgment. Need
greater challenge. Managerial or sales. Box
552C, B-T.
Announcers
Experienced DJ-announcer. Young, talented, college, car, third ticket, married. Stable, looking
for spot with progressive station. Box 269C, B-T.
Announcer - journalist - program director — nine
years radio, four as journalist. Can sell. Top
references. Conscientious, stable. Veteran-family.
Desire
permanency.
Northeast preferred, but will
Box
B-T.
travel.372C,
Interview
within 200 miles of Pittsburgh.
Versatile announcer. Mature, reliable. Excellent
B-T.
— classical prodelivery, good on remotes
news
and
can write
Trained news
create gram
ownpost. program.
Tape editor,
on request.
Box 467C,
Experienced announcer with first phone. Good
play-by-play. Desire opportunity; security. Box
497C, B-T.
and
Wanted ... by experienced sportscaster
position with progressive
announcer, permanentwork
and B-T. guaranteed. Midwest
station,
Box 498C,
east. ability
or

RADIO

RADIO

TELEVISION

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Young man, thoroughly trained in all phases of
radio, tv broadcasting. Good DJ, news. Desires
position as staff announcer. Box 503C, B-T.
Combo announcer — PD — 7 years, 250 to 5kw.
Prefer southeast. Consider all. Box 506C, B-T.
Number
one personality
at top Hooper
rated station in large
southern market.
PD background.
Desires to relocate. Only top jobs with future
considered, in large market. Box 507C, B-T.
Announcer-experience all type radio — good voice
—excellent on commercials — program director
present station — advancement wanted, tape, references and resume on request. Box 509C, B-T.
Announcer — conscientious, ambitious vet. Light
experience. Resume — tape — photo. Box 510C,
B-T.
Announcer-strong on news, music, sports and
v copywriting.
Operate console. Tape, photo
available. Box 514C, B-T.
Nationally known morning man now employed
will accept best offer. Box 517C, B-T.
Announcer-DJ. 17 months experience. Presently
program director, continuitv writer. Wants 200
miles of N.Y.C. Box 518C, B-T.
Sevenkw years
experience.
of
radio.
Also tv Presently
announcingPD-announcer
experience.
Desire larger market and operation with tv opportunity. Family, vet, college, permanent. Box
520C, B-T.
Announcer — DJ, strong news, good commercials,
some experience, tape-resume. Box 525C, B-T.
OK sosmooth
I don'tDJ have
muchgoodexperience,
I do
have
delivery,
news, muchbutpotential. Vet, travel, try me. Box 531C. B-T.
Versatilein announcer
— alsorelocate,
will todesire
sell.northern
Strong
interest
sports. Must
area. Resume, tape. Box 532C, B-T.
Staff announcer. Mature, dependable, hard working, who enjoys the work he does. Strong on
news, tops on commercials and sports. One year
experience. Age 33, married, reliable references.
Box 533C, B-T.
Staff-sportscaster — DJ. Top football. Basketball
play-bv-play. Desire permanency. Tape. Box
534C, B-T.
Announcer, negro, real cool disc jockey, some
experience. Tape available. Box 535C, B-T.
Personality DJ, morning man, 4 years. No Tony
Marvin — more of a Martin Block. Box 537C, B-T.
Top broadcasting school graduate seeks start in
radio. Excellent news delivery, strong commercials. Top specialty, play-by-play. Veteran, perB-T. sonal, definite asset to any station. Box 538C,
Experienced staff announcer, all phases. Family,
strong commercials, news, locate anywhere if
permanent. Northeast preferred. Box 540C, B-T.
314 years newspaper
radio. No
Limited
experience,
unlimited sports,
desire,wants
ambition.
illusions. Good discs, 3rd ticket, continuity writer.
Gather, write, deliver local, sports news. Single,
locate anywhere, wants change. Lloyd Bush,
906 East 21st, Erie, Pa. 03-420.
Experienced DJ, newscaster, family man, will
travel, willing to travel, will try selling. Prefer
N.E. Tape, resume upon request. Peter Donnelly, 1208 First Ave., N.Y.C.
Staff announcer available September 15th. Good
voice, tapes available. Dick Kent, 1722 West
Virginia Ave., N.E., Washington, D C. Telephone
LI 3-6054.
Announcer — DJ. College graduate, majored in
radio. 18 months experience, presently employed,
desires permanent position. Veteran, 24, single,
will travel. Tape, resume on request. Art Lane,
24 E. Mt. Airy Ave., Philadelphia 19, Pa.
Top-notch. Commercials that "sell." Exceptional
DJ.
N. Y.Bruce Miller, 268 West 77 Street, New York,

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted — -(Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

Graduate engineer-announcer, plenty of experience. Box 375C, B-T.
Engineer, experienced, first phone, ham ticket, no
announcing, southeast preferred. Box 522C, B-T.
First phone. Amateur. One year am experience
transmitter and studio. Prefer upper midwest.
Box 526C, B-T.
Engineer, 1st phone, 2 years am and fm, will relocate. South or southeast. Box 536C, B-T.
Studio technician. First phone. Graduate of Columbia College in Chicago. Two years experience
in college radio and television stations. Also
complete
training
course atCharles
Midccntinent intensive
Institute shop
of TV
Servicing.
Curzon, 5202 N. Clark Street, Chicago 40, Illinois.

Immediate
opening. Small
town ideas
vhf. If you're
aandprogram-production
man with
drive to follow through,
creative andbutability
level
headed and capable of handling details, look and
sound good on camera, you may be our man.
Your job will be to make our local production
and commercials sharp with a minimum staff.
Write. Don't phone. Frank C. Mclntyre, KLIX
is klickin', Twin Falls, Idaho.
Tv continuity director wanted. Send resume and
sample copy
: Program
Cowles
casting toCompany,
KVTV, Director,
Sioux City,
Iowa.Broad-

Experienced announcer, specialize in hillbilly,
gospel, and PT pitching. Available Sept. First.
Prefer an independent. Bill Pack, Phone 1130,
Greer, South Carolina.
Announcer. Radio school graduate well versed
all phases. Limited experience, vet, single, free
to relocate. Mr. Fred Reinan Jr., 10 Wildwood
Road, Cromwell, Conn.
Announcer, midwest, 25, married, veteran, college,
versatile, strong on music, sports, seek permaOhio. nent position. Reply Richard Westbrook, Ashley,
Professional announcer available September.
Strong news, sports, commercials. Midwesterner
with five years radio-television-newspaper background. Married, college graduate. Present employer best references. Fritz Van, 501 Forest
Avenue, Waycross, Georgia. Telephone 1476.

First phone. Two years experience, remotes, recordings, hillbilly record shows. Diplomas two
radio schools, 55 Chevrolet, amateur, married, 2
children. Call L. H. Estes, Marble Hill, Mo., for
information. Can travel anywhere. Phone BE
8-2930 or BE 8-2330.
Programming-Production, Others
Continuity man — six years experience radio-tv,
mostlytion.copy,
someAvailable
deejay, tvSeptember
production,
direcAB, single.
5. Prefer
south. Box 185C, B-T.
Promoterstantly .. promptings:
con-I
. think on myWearfeet"creative"
. . . write capwhile
sleep . . . busy, busy, busy! All symptoms of a
productive wordsmith, rigged for sales! This one
comes complete with success stories and samples
culled from a thorough advertising-promotionpublicity background in tv-radio-film-fashion.
Box 339C, B-T.
Versatile coywriter available. Five years experience in writing copy that sells. Can do a job for
you. Samples on request. Box 515C, B-T.
Local news
specialist
director midwest
room. Several
years — experience.
Seek newslarger
operation. Legman, broadcaster, 33, married,
college grad. Box 530C, B-T.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Salesman
Seeking well qualified salesman of good character
and sufficient production record to indicate
ability to create and close. Local and regional
list now with national spot opportunity. Salary
and commission. Write or call John Dobson,
Sales Manager, WCAX-TV, Burlington, Vermont.
Announcers
Announcer-director. Small southern market, two
major networks, good opportunity for right man,
must have some experience. Send complete resume with picture. Box 544C, B-T.
Need at once, tv announcer for vhf station in
southwest.
tape and
salary, first Send
letter.fullBoxdetails,
547C, "photo,"
B-T.
Technical
Well-known radio and fm operator in southeast
now ready to start construction vhf tv station for
opening in fall interested in qualified technical
personnel both for replacements on am staff and
for several tv technical positions including Chief
Studio Engineer. Prefer men with construction
experience. Send complete information background and experience to Box 505C, B-T.
Maximum power vhf has opening for experienced
studio and transmitter engineers. Emphasis on
maintenance. Permanent positions. Apply Box
523C, B-T.
Tv engineers: Assistant chief engineer, experienced vidicon, iconoscop Eastman projectors
. . . room for lots advancement. Box 549C, B-T.
Position open in video — engineer with 1st class
ticket. Some projection and camera work. 48
hour week — contact W. M. Nelson, Chief Engi-r
neer, WUSN-TV, Charleston, S. C.
Growing V has new openings for tv trainees or
experienced engineers. Chief Engineer, KGULTV, Galveston, Texas.

Situations Wanted
Salesmen
Account executive, 20 years radio experience,
seeks tv connection. Box 496C, B-T.
Technical
Tv-experienced, control, camera, microwave, remotes, transmitter, maintenance, 1st phone. Family man. Available Sept. 1st. References. Robert
Palmer, 1721 8th Street, S., Moorhead, Minn.
Programming-Production, Others
Versatile, 3 years medium market producer-director, film director. All phases tv production. Desire similar capacity with sound progressive
operation.
havebutMS.consider
Availableanyreasonable notice.Single,
Prefer30,east
offer.
Box 385C, B-T.
Photographer-cameraman. Two years with vhf
regional station skilled in slides, movies, news,
etc., live camera experience. Southeast or western states preferred. 26 and single. Box 519C, B-T.
Promotion manager, tv experience, versatile, reliable. Will relocate. Vet, married, available now.
Resume on request. Box 543C, B-T.
FOR SALE
Stations

B-T.
Southeast New York State — 250 watter — high
profits — or manage with investment. Box 529C,
Control Texas local $25,000; Florida daytimer,
$85,000; Tennessee single station market $65,000.
Terms. Paul H. Chapman, 84 Peachtree, Atlanta.
Free list of good radio and tv station buys now
ready. Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose,
Los Angeles 29, California.
Have many profitable southeast radio and tv stations for qualifying buyers. J. T. Snowden, Box
129, Augusta, Georgia.
Continued on next page
FOR SALE!
TELEVISION
STUDIO EQUIPMENT
Purchased new by us and never in
broadcast use. Will make attractive
proposition on entire lot: COST:
1 G-E Film Camera Channel,
Type PE-5-A
$11,500.00
1 G-E Studio Camera Channel,
Type 4 PE 7 B 1
15,800.00
1 G-P-L 16 mm Projector
4,700.00
1 G-E Synchronizing Generator 3,150.00
1 G-E Calibration
Monitor
Console incl. TM-8-A Monitor . 2,890.00
1 G-E Program Switching Panel,
TC-21-A
1,590.00
1 G-E Electronic Video Mixer,
TV-19-A
1,610.00
2 G-E Power Supplies, TP-12-A,
@ $850.00
1,700.00
1 G-E Slide Projector, PF-3-C . 2,750.00
5 G-E Cabinet Racks, PR-l-A,
@ $195.00
975.00
1 Dumitter ,
550.00
1 Oricon Pro Camera, complete
with all accessories incl.
Lens Turret, Tripod and
Case — (Never Used)
2,500.00
Contact :
$49,715.00
Walt Berger
Station KXOA
Sacramento 15, Calif.
Phone WAbash 5-2717

FOR

SALE — (Cont'd)
Equipment
RCA TF5A superturnstile. Tuned channel 5 but
tunable 4 or 6. Box 500C, B-T.
Remote truck: 1946 Chevrolet truck, 12,500 miles.
Equipped
built-inchains.
power Available
distribution
racks for with
3 DuMont
due andto
merger. Low price F.O.B. Penna. Details and
photo on request. Box 504C, B«T.
For sale: Used 250 composite transmitter complete with crystal holder also Western Electric
limiter. Write KAGR, Yuba City, California.
1 model 31A Gates console in working condition,
first $400.00 gets. Contact Radio Station KRCT,
Box 629, Baytown, Texas.
One RCA TTU-1B. One kw transmitter complete.
One 1183-T3 General Radio station monitor: One
BWU-4A visual demodulator and 550 feet 6Vs
inch 75 ohm transmission line. This uhf equipment in excellent condition and priced at approximately 50% off. WJTV, P.O. Box 1847, Jackson, Mississippi.
Fm equipment offered for sale at public auction
Tuesday September 20, 1955, 10:00 a.m., 340 Federal Building, Los Angeles, California. For inspection and viewing contact Fred E. Carr, 3401
Russell, Riverside, California. Box 987. Phone
OVerland 6-0260. GE 250 watt transmitter 4btlal;
GE 3000 watt fm amplifier 4bt3al; GE 10 kw fm
amplifier 4bf3al; IH 10 kw gasoline-driven 110/
220v generator with presto tank, as is; miscellaneous items. Opening bid of $2500.00 already
received.
Used W.E. high efficiency 405-B-l 5 kw transmitter in excellent condition with spares. W.
O'rr
Network, 146 South
Main Cozzens,
St., Salt Intermountain
Lake City 1, Utah.
For sale: 700 feet of RCA wave guide type
WR-1150, complete with terminations and hangers.
Contact A. A. Snowberger, United Broadcasting
Co., Washington, D. C, or phone RE 7-8000.
First $4,500 takes a complete 388 foot Truscon selfsupporting tower on the ground ready for installation. Contact A. A. Snowberger, United Broadcasting Co., 8th & I Streets, N.W., Washington,
D. C, or phone RE 7-8000.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Financially qualified, experienced and successful
station owners want to buy for cash or terms — am
station in one or two station market in Pennsylvania or New Jersey. No brokers, all replies
confidential. Box 430C, B«T.
Wanted: Small or medium am or tv stations in
financial trouble. Will purchase or reorganize for
present owner. Box 521C, B'T.
Stations wanted. Radio and tv. Growing list of
clients waiting. All market sizes. Arkansas,
Missouri, Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas. Ralph Erwin,
Broker, Box 811, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Attention station owners. I have clients waiting
for metropolitan stations, cities over 200,000. Current billings not important. Texas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas. Ralph Erwin. Licensed broker. Box 811, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Equipment, Etc.
Urgently need one complete 900 mc studio transmitter link complete with antennas. Prefer good
used equipment. Box 321C, B>T.
500-1000 watt RCA am transmitter; 5 or lOkw
RCA fm and Collins type 8-bay antenna. Box
516C, B»T.
Wanted to buy: RCA TM6A or 6B master monitor
complee with power supply. Must be in good
condition. Contact Bill Hargan, KSBW-TV,
Salinas, Calif.
Wanted: Used 3kw fm transmitter, fm modulation
monitor, antenna and coax. Contact Radio Staately. tion WNES in Central City, Kentucky, immedi5 or lOkw. Fm transmitter, antenna, coaxial,
monitor. Also, disc recorder. Condition, price
C. H. Quick, WSUH, Oxford, Mississippi.
One kilowatt Collins fm transmitter. Advise
price,
condition, hours used. Box 729, Glendale,
California.
INSTRUCTION
Get your FCC first phone license quickly. Intensive, personalized instruction by correspondence or in residence — Washington. D. C, or Hollywood, Calif. For details, write Dept. 1-M,
Grantham School, 737 11th Street N. W., Washington,
D. C, or 5910 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28.
Calif.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television School, Dept. B, 1221 N.W. 21st Street, Portland 9, Oregon.

RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted
Managerial

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
-C^.

RADIO

STATION

MANAGER
To Manage Sick Radio Station
Must be aggressive, highly promotional.
Exceptional and most unusual opportunity. Small capital investment required
to show good faith. Write giving complete background and experience to Mr.
J. Lucas, 2 Cedar Drive, Canton, Mass.

S?~<

•

-Ss~-

| PROGRAM
DIRECTOR
|
J Ten years radio, some TV. Experience J
§
record. with
Looking
for radio
£ plus
and/ orgood
TV location
a future.
You §
£
£ know that dollars are realized with good J
§ programs, solid audience and sound rat- §
£ ings. Let's work together building to- £
ward thatfor goal.
I'm a hard Married,
worker §
^
§? looking
a real opportunity.
& family on the way. Community minded. £
£ Amateur radio operator and much more. 2
y For the complete story write to
§
§
Box 539C, B»T
§
j?-. yg>-x^-. .^>i -^>-, .^yTELEVISION

Salesmen
Salesmen

SALESMAN
Experienced radio salesman wanted immediately with top references. Good
paying situation. Also experienced announcer-engine r —1st phone preferred,
car necessary. Send full details to
Dave Button
Manager
Radio Station KSVP
Artesia, N. M.
Technical
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
X
WANTED
J
♦ Transmitter engineer with car ♦
Reply preferred
♦ 50 kw experience
Midwest location

~
ed
HERE
WE
ARE!
ant
Help W
A television station with great potential, ina fast-growing market.
If you can sell; want to sell and are
not afraid to work — if you have faith
in TV and are interested in associating with a growing company, which
now owns two TV and one radio station, send full information, including

SO

photo to

Box 545C, B«T
FOR

SALE

Equipment, Etc.

BOX 447C, B»T
♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
♦♦♦
SITUATIONS WANTED
Managerial
ATTENTION
SAN FRANCISCO
Four years ago I left the radio-TV advertising
retail Indiana.
carpetfurniture business
store toinoperate
South aBend,
Now, having had enough retail experience,
I've sold my store and am ready to return
to advertising. I have had 12 years executive experience in top New York advertising agencies, 5 years management and
sales experience in radio stations and also
served 2 years as Deputy Director of the
OWI Radio Bureau in Washington, D. C.
I am moving with my family to SAN
FRANCISCO and would like to re-enter
the
advertising
fieldOctober
in that 1 area.
I'll be
available
there by
and will
be
most interested in considering any appropriate proposition which might be open.
I can furnish
national industry references. Write top
or wire:
JOHN D. HYMES
2202 Portage Ave.
South Bend, Ind.
A nnouncers
TOP SPORTSCASTER
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1st
Sports Director, 5 kw AM-TV in Southern
capitol. 8 years play-by-play includes
minor leaeue baseball past 6 seasons at
present station, along with major college
football, basketball, boxing (major Bowl
and NCAA tournaments). Current toprated sports shows on radio/TV. On-air
tapes of all events available. Finest references. Accept sound Sports Director's
position or individual play-by-play assignments.
Box 376C, B»T

CLOSE-OUT CLEARANCE
AUDIO & TAPE EQUIPMENT
1 RCA 44-BX Mike
$ 50.00
1 Console Ampex 301C Recorder
like new
750.00
2 Stancil-Hoffman R-4 Tape
Recorders, each
350.00
1 6 Channel Mixer and Power
Supply, custom built ._
350.00
1 RCA OP-6 and 7, both for
250.00
1 Magnecord PT6-R Amplifier,
with rack
125.00
1 Noiseraser (Goodell)
30.00
120 Ft. Federal "Feedrail" gives you
a/c or d/c current wherever you
want it — brand new with fittings 240.00
100 each
Used 2400'_
Tapes on NAB Hubs, 2.50
100 N A B Hubs, 2400', each
.75
Write, wire, or call Brown Radio-TV
Productions. Inc., 1037 South Glenstone,
Springfield, Mo. Phone 2-1731.
TOWERS
RADIO — TELEVISION
Antennas — Coaxial Cable
Tower Sales & Erecting Co.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.,
Portland 11, Oregon
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

PR vs PR
We'll match your PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS, againlt the PROVEN
RECORDS of qualified people.
A confidential service to Radio and TV
Stations,
and program producers, anywhere.
Palmer-DeMever (Agency)
50 E. 42nd Street, N.Y.C
MU 2-7915
dv. I
Paul
Baron,
Dir.:
Radio-TV-Film-Adv,
Resumes welcome from
qualified peopl

We'

FOR THE RECORD
(Continued from page 104)
August 12 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for ex' reply
tensiontoofpetition
time to for
and reconsideration,
including Aug. etc.,
16, to filed
file
by Clarksburg
Pub.
Co.,
protestant
in
re
application of Ohio Valley Bcstg. Corp., for new tv
station at Clarksburg, W. Va.
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time to and including Aug. 10, within
! which replies may be filed to exceptions to initial
decision in re application of Travelers Bcstg.
Serv. Corp. and Hartford Telecasting Co., for
ch. 3, Hartford, Conn.
I
Radio Station WSOC Inc., Charlotte, N. C—
Granted petition for extension of time to and
including Sept. 22, to file exceptions to initial
i decision in re ch. 9.
.§ Wiltontition forE.extension
Hall, Anderson,
C. — Granted
of time S.from
Aug. 10 pe-to
Aug. 16 to file proposed findings in re application
of Sparton Radiocasting Co., Spartanburg, S. C,
for mod. of tv cp.
WREC Bcstg. Service, Memphis, Tenn. — Granted
petition for extension of time from Aug. 21 to
Sept. 19, to file exceptions to initial decision in
re
application of WELO Tupelo, Miss., for am
facilities.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
WCLG Morgantown, W. Va. — Granted amended
petition for leave to amend and remove from
hearing docket its application for am facilities;
said application was removed from docket and
returned to processing line.
August 15 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Aug. 12
WREN Warren, Pa. — Granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control.
WWPF Palatka, Fla. — Granted permission to
sign-off at 7 p.m. Aug. 13.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WESH-TV Daytona Beach,
Fla., to 2-10-56; WJBK-TV Detroit, Mich., to
2-2-56; WMAG Forest, Miss., to 10-22-55.
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

Make CADILLAC your Chicago
Headquarters for placement or
procurement for all types of
Radio-TV Personnel.
ARTHUR R. SNYDER
CADILLAC EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY
220 S. STATE, CHICAGO,
WA 2-4800
INSTRUCTION

FCC 1st PHONE LICENSE
IN 5 to 6 WEEKS
THE

ORIGINAL

INTENSIVE

'DOOR OPENING COURSE'
RADIO-TELEVISION
OUR INTEGRITY PROVEN
Check the school that
others try to copy.
WILLIAM B. OGDEN
1150 W. Olive Avenue
Burbank, California
BE TAUGHT — NOT TOLD
UNDERSTAND — NOT MEMORIZE
Over 1600 successful
students in NINE years
Broadcasting

Telecasting

Actions of Aug. 11
WTCN-TV Minneapolis, Minn. — Granted license
for tv broadcast station (ch. 11), and changed
hours
operation time.
from sharing time with WMINTV toofunlimited
WXLW Indianapolis, Ind. — Granted license covering change of facilities, installation of DA,
and change trans, location.
amKLOH
station.Pipestone, Minn. — Granted license for
KBRK Brookings, S. D. — Granted license for
am station.
Following
granted
of com-to
pletion dateswere
as shown;
KCHJextensions
Delano, Calif.,
2-22-55, conditions; WHFC-TV Chicago, 111., to
1- 16-56; WSEE (TV) Erie, Pa., to 3-1-56.
Actions of Aug. 10
KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, Tex.— Granted STA to
operate
on ch. 11 for period ending Nov.commercially
17, 1955.
KIEM-TV — Eureka, Calif. — Granted cp to replace expired cp which authorized new tv station.
WATO Oak Ridge, Tenn. — Granted cp to change
studio location and operate trans, by remote
control.
WDJC Salem, Va. — Granted mod. of cp to
change
ent site.ant. -trans, location to site 905' SW of presFollowing were granted extensions of comshown:
WTOB-TV
WinstonSalem, N.pletion
C, datesto as3-3-56;
WHP-TV
Harrisburg,
Pa.,
to 3-1-56; WLBC-TV Muncie, Ind., to 3-1-56;
WKAB-TV Mobile, Ala., to 1-16-56; KTVQ (TV)
Oklahoma City, Okla., to 2-11-56; WTOC-TV
Savannah, Ga., to 2-26-56; KRCA (TV) Hollywood, Calif., to 3-1-56; WKJF-TV Pittsburgh, Pa.,
to 1-16-56; WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass., to 228^56; KGBT-TV Harlingen, Tex., to 3-1-56;
WFBM-TV Indianapolis, Ind., to 3-1-56; WMTV
(TV) Madison, Wis., to 1-16-56.
Actions of Aug. 9
KXLF-TV
Butte,
tv station (ch. 6). Mont. — Granted license for
WHBN Harrodsburg, Ky. — Granted license for
am station.
WBFD Bedford, Pa. — Granted license for am
station and specify studio location.
WHBI Newark, N. 3. — Granted license covering
change studio location.
WFMH Cullman, Ala. — Granted license covering change of facilities.
KOLS Pryor, Okla. — Granted license covering
increased power.
KHJ Hollywood, Calif. — Granted license covering change from employing DA day and night
to DA-N.
KLER Lewiston, Idaho — Granted license covering change of facilities, installation of DA-N.
WVEC
Hampton,
Granted
license
ing erection
of new Va.
ant.— and
mounting
of tvcoverant.
on top (move tower 110 ft.).
KQXR
(FM)
Bakersfield,
Calif.
—
Granted
license
for fm station.
WXYZ-FM Detroit, Mich. — Granted license covering changes in licensed station.
Carrizo Springs, Tex. — Granted license
forKEEN
am station.
WTTM Trenton, N. J. — Granted mod. of license
to change main studio location (same city).
WPGT (TV) Clearwater, Fla. — Granted cp for
replacement
tion (ch. 32). of cp which authorized new tv staFollowing were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa.,
to 1-16-56; WACA-TV Camden, S. C, to 1-16-56.
Actions of Aug. 8
WXEX-TV Petersburg, Va.— Granted STA to
operate commercially on ch. 8 for period ending Oct. 6, 1955.
WNAE Warren, Pa. — Granted authority to operate trans, by remote cotrol.
Following
grantedWTVO
extensions
of completion dateswere
as shown:
(TV) Rockford,
111., to 2-24-56; WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C, to
2- 25-56; KVOO-TV Tulsa, Okla., to 2-24-56.
August 15 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KTYL Mesa, Ariz. — Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized increase power) for extension of completion date.
License to Cover Cp
WWNS Statesboro, Ga. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized changed frequency and
change name of licensee.
KMBC-TV Kansas City, Mo— Seeks license to
cover cp and to specify trans, location as 5701 E.
22d
Kansas City (change in description only,
not St.,
a move).
KLOR (TV) Portland, Ore.— Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv station.
Renewal of License
WOKZ Alton, 111.; WBRN Big Rapids, Mich.;
WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich.; WMPC Lapeer, Mich.;
WPON Pontiac, Mich.; WTTH Port Huron, Mich.;
WSTR Sturgis, Mich.; WSRS-AM-FM Cleveland
Heights, Ohio; WIMJ Jackson, Ohio (resubmitted); WKOV Wellston, Ohio; WPFB Middletown,

Cp
Ohio, WLEC Sandusky, Ohio; WSTV Steubenville, Ohio;
Detroit, Mich.;WTOL
WFBE Toledo,
(FM) Ohio;
Flint, WJBK-FM
Mich.; WLDM
(FM) Oak Park, Mich.; WFAH-FM Alliance,
Ohio; WTAM-FM Cleveland, Ohio; WHK-FM
Cleveland, Ohio; WHIO-FM Dayton, Ohio; WSPDFM Toledo, Ohio; WTRT (FM) Toledo, Ohio;
WWST-FM Wooster, Ohio.
Amended License
KBES-TV Medford, Ore.— Amended to specify
corporate name as California-Oregon Television
Inc. (an Oregon corporation).
WFOB Fostoria, Ohio — Seeks cp to make
changes in DA system.
Cp

August 16 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Renewal of License Returned
WWBG
Green,
hibit datedBowling
after Sec.
I. Ohio — Sec. II and exSubsidiary Communications Authorization
WHDL-FM Alleghany, N. Y.
Renewal of License
WTVN
Columbus,
Ohio; WJW-FM Cleveland,
Ohio.
WLBKandDeKalb,
Seeks and
cp todelete
changeremote
anttrans,
studio 111.—
locations
control operation. Move is within city.
Modification of Cp
KENI-TV Anchorage, Alaska — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 3-1-56.
WOKA (TV) Macon, Ga.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date.
WWTV (TV) Cadillac, Mich.— Seeks mod. of cp.
to extend completion date.
WHCU-TV Ithaca, N. Y.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 3-7-56.
WABC-TV New York— Seeks mod. of cp to extend completion date to 3-7-56.
KOKE (TV) El Paso, Tex. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 2-18-56.
KCOR-TV San Antonio, Tex. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 3-9-56.
WLVA-TV Lynchburg, Va. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 10-1-55.
WMUB (FM) Oxford, Ohio— Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized changes in licensed station)
for extension of completion date.
WLWA completion
(TV) Atlanta,
extend
date. Ga.— Seeks mod. of cp. to
WQCY (TV) Allentown, Pa.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 1-10-56.
WLTV (TV) Wheeling, W. Va.— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 3-11-56.
License to Cover Cp
KTVK (TV) Phoenix, Ariz.— Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv station.
WISH-TV Indianapolis, Ind. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv station.
WLAC-TV Old Hickory, Tenn.— Seeks license
to cover cp which authorized new tv station.
KWTX-TV Waco, Tex.— Seeks license to cover
cp (which authorized new tv station) and to
specify studio and trans, location as 4520 Bosque
Blvd., Waco (change in description only, not
a move).
WKTM-FM Mayfield, Ky. — Seeks license to
cover cp (which authorized new fm station).
KDRO-TV Sedalia, Mo.— Seeks license to cover
cp and cationto (notchange
studio-trans,
loa move) description
to 2100 W. of
Broadway,
Sedalia.
KTEN (TV) Ada, Okla. — Seeks license to cover
cp and to specify studio location at trans, site
(contingent on filing and granting of application
for mod. of cp to change studio-trans, site and
request waiver of sec. 3.613 of FCC rules).
KMID-TV Midland, Tex. — Seeks license to cover
cp. which authorized new tv station.

Records for Sale
NOW AVAILABLE is Volume 13 of
the FCC decisions and reports covering
July 1, 1948, to June 30, 1949. The volume, comprising 1,329 pages, can be obtained for $4.25 a copy from the Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
The Commission does not make public
distribution.
August 22, 1955
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editorials
Local

Express

THE

upsurge in local radio advertising reported by Radio Advertising Bureau [B«T, Aug. 15] is in itself, a happy circumstance indeed. But it could mean more than that.
It could mean a revitalization of national advertiser interest in
radio.
The significance of the RAB report lies not alone in the fact that
local business volume is increasing. Of equal importance is the
changing identity of local radio advertisers. Businesses which have
not heretofore been heavy users of local radio are now radio's best
customers. Automobile dealers buy the most local time; supermarkets and groceries are second; department stores are third.
It hardly need be pointed out that all three of those enterprises
distribute goods which are made by national advertisers. If their
dealers are investing more than ever in radio, national advertisers,
it would seem to us, could be persuaded to do likewise. The man
who has to move a product off the shelf or showroom floor is in
the best position to know what advertising medium gives him the
most assistance.
Now to translate this local sales activity to the national level
requires the same kind of vigorous salesmanship and promotion
that stations have used to bring the local merchants into radio. It
requires an industry-wide sales effort.
It requires a slogan that identifies radio in its new role as a
prime local advertising medium, offering for the first time a real
challenge to traditional newspaper dominance. We can't think of a
better slogan than one which the newspapers themselves once used:
"All business is local."
Upon that slogan the newspapers' Bureau of Advertising based
a major campaign — aimed at telling national advertisers that they
could not do an effective advertising job without penetrating to the
local level.
By no coincidence, the newspapers have lately quit saying that all
business is local, because a lot of local business that they once had
all to themselves is going into radio. Why should radio not adopt
the newspaper slogan for itself, to fit contemporary circumstances?
All business is indeed local, and much of it is where it belongs —
on radio.
One

Touch

of Venus

AT THE risk of seeming an enemy of progress, we suggest that
broadcasters march on Washington at once in protest against
the plan to shoot an earth satellite into space.
If the satellite project works, it can lead only to more and bigger
satellites — all sending and receiving messages by radio and television. It will lead eventually to journeys into space, to other
planets, to still more crowding of the spectrum. Who knows whether
the Martians have licked the uhf-vhf problem? Will their radiotelevision allocation problems be added to ours?
In 30 years of more or less constant international bickering, the
earthbound world has never been able to distribute wavelengths to
the satisfaction of all countries. What can ensue but chaos when
other worlds have to be cut in on the pie?
The U. S. is having difficulty in coming to terms with the Mexicans over the use of frequencies. What chance will it have in the
Interplanetary Allocations Conference when Venus insists that 540
kc is the only wavelength that its people's head-radios work on?
Or who will control that super-stratovision station whose elevation
above average terrain will give it inter-constellation tv coverage?
"The sky's the limit" may become an allocation standard before
the U. S. satellite problem is solved by the FCC.
Those 'Fifth Amendment Patriots'
THERE'S more than meets the eye or hits the record in those
House Un-American Activities Committee hearings probing
Communistic infiltration of show business.
Most of the witnesses, who have performed variously on Broadway, in the movies and on radio-tv, took refuge in the Fifth Amendment. This is their
constitutional
they're
prepared to accept
the inferences
that must
be drawn right,
from iftheir
refusals.
There was one witness, however, who did admit former associaPage 110
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Drawn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid Hix
"Now don't gel discouraged, Earl . . . we're not apt to run into
another station owner in a month of Sundays!"
tion with the conspiracy and expressed his regrets. Of significance
is the fact that in that instance, the party membership occurred
in the mid-forties. It was FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover who,
nearly six years ago, told the Senate that in those mid-forties, the
Party had given a special directive to the "cultural section" to
penetrate the radio field. Their schools offered training courses in
radio writing, acting and directing.
It must be presumed that those witnesses hiding behind the
Fifth Amendment are still part of the "cultural section" activities
underscored by Mr. Hoover. Otherwise, why should they fear their
testimony "might incriminate" them?
There is no issue of blacklisting here. They are incriminating
themselves by their refusal to answer, if, in fact, they are not party
to the conspiracy.
No network, station, sponsor or agency wants to hire a liar,
notably when the question of loyalty to his country is involved.
Let Democracy

Speak

NEXT

month National Radio & Television Week will be observed (Sept. 18-24).
It should not be just another of those events used by manufacturers tosell their wares. As business enterprises the broadcast
media deserve recognition, because they constitute business in the
atmosphere of free, competitive enterprise.
But broadcasting, the American way, is more than a business.
It epitomizes life in a democracy. It is electronic journalism, and
as such, the modern counterpart of the press. Its freedom is as
significant as the freedom of the press. Without it our democracy
could not survive.
More and more the importance of a free radio (and television)
is becoming ingrained in the American mind. There remain the
carping politicians and the do-gooders who would abridge that freedom. But by and large, the broadcast arts are receiving recognition
for their stewardship as disseminators of information and for their
contribution to the freedom of speech ideal.
Such recognition does not self-start. It must be stimulated. That
is the job of the broadcaster. The forum of National Radio & Television Week should be used to tell the story of this great free American institution. The public should be reminded of the miracles that
already have been wrought, of those that are ahead — all in one
short generation.
Broadcasting, both audio and video, was born, nurtured and
developed in free America the American way. Every American
should know that story. The time to tell it most effectively is during
National Radio & Television Week.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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Channel

UIUWTV

Michigan's first
television station

Announce
the

4

Appointment

of

*

906%

*>

ABC

w

KMBC-TV
The man who said "build a better mousetrap etc." wasn't kidding!
Ever since we announced our new ABC-TV affiliation to be effective Sept. 28— and plans for our new "Big Time Daytime" fall
programming— time buyers have not only beat a path to our door
. .they've darn near beat down the door requesting availabilities!
The first four weeks after our announcement we had the biggest
upsurge of spot business in our history— gratifying proof that
dynamic, imaginative programming is the number-one demand of the nation's TV advertisers!
The new ABC evening line-up of such fresh, stimulating
shows as Mickey Mouse Club, Warner Brothers Presents,
MGM Parade, Wyatt Earp, Bishop Sheen, Wednesday
Night Fights and Disneyland (plus the older ABC-TV network favorites) will be preceded by a "Big Time Daytime"
schedule that's a sponsor's dream.
Now, for the first time in Kansas City, you have flexibility of format that allows any type of commercial
handling you desire! You can assume complete sponsorship of high-rated station-produced shows ... of fine
syndicated film shows... or you can buy filmed minuteparticipations... schedule live commercials, demonstrations, sampling or audience -participation testimonials .. . utilize station breaks or IDs in saturation
schedules. See your Free & Peters Colonel for details.
You ask for it, we'll deliver it — to the farthest
reaches of the Kansas City trading area from our
1,079-foot tower (tallest in the area) and 316,000
watts of power. Hope we'll be ABCing you on
Channel 9 this fall!

I MVtS. Firet Viet Prt$id*nt
John SCHILLING. Vict Prtudcnt and General Managtr
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MAXIMUM
IN

THE

NUMBER

RICH

OF

MARKET

TV

HOMES

OF

RICHMOND
PETERSBURG

AND

CENTRAL

VIRGINIA

No matter how you get your TV set count, you just
can't cover more TV

homes

in Central Virginia than

those reached by WXEX-TV!
WXEX-TV

has maximum

tower height— 1049 ft.

above sea level. It's 943 ft. above average terrain — more
than 100 ft. higher than any station serving the Richmond market. And
316 KW.

WXEX-TV

Obviously, WXEX-TV
of TV homes

has maximum

covers the maximum

power —

number

in this rich market. Ask your For joe man

for the whole exciting story of this new basic NBC-TV
station for Richmond, Petersburg and Central Virginia.

/WXEX-TV

year
HE NEWSWEEKLY
'F RADIO AND TV

Basic
NBC-TV
Tom Tinsley, President

Network
- Channel
8
Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice-President

Represented by Forjoe & Co.

n

irginia

s
MAXIMUM
100,000

Salesman

Best

COVERAGE

AVERAGE

FEET

SETS

IN 70 COUNT

INCLUDING
CERTIFIED

HEIG

CHANNEL
V WtKHm

WTVR

494,000

WATTS

MAXIMUM
1049

OVER

POWEI

100 M/V

OR

BETT

MEASURED

SIGNAL

NIGHTTIME

RATINGS

IN

CBS

ABC

63.9

FIRST STATIONS OF VIRGINIA

WMBG

am

WCOD

™

WTVR

tv

XICHMONE^m?
MVENS &MARTIN INC.

ce of Havens & Martin, I
WMBG
WTVR

illy by The Boiling Company
ionally by Blair TV, Inc.

in statioi

The

Pulse

of Public

Service

WHIM's audience ratings speak for themselves —
but sales effectiveness is much more than a matter
of audience.
Equally as important is a station's position
within the heart of the community which it serves.
Our files are filled with thank-you's for the
work done by each of the members of the WHIM
family serving as volunteer workers, board chairmen, co-directors or trustees of such civic organizations as
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Citizen's Committee for Redevelopment
East Providence Free Public Library
Brown University Alumni Association
Big Brothers of Rhode Island • Junior Achievement
Providence Lying-in Hospital • World Affairs Council
United Fund • Blue Cross of R. I. • Urban League
Providence Chamber of Commerce • Civil Defense
Crippled Children and Adults * Rotary Club

WHIM has won literally scores of awards from
such nationally known organizations as the Alfred
P. Sloan Foundation to such important local institutions as St. Joseph's Hospital and the American
Legion Women's Auxiliary.
NO WONDER

RHODE

ISLANDERS LISTEN TO
BELIEVE IN

r- 1 1 n t_ r* r~ t
HEADLEY-REED
Call Bob Enqles,
or or any' uKettell-Carter,
.. _ ' _Boston
. representative.
3 ' George
» lay'
r

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and July by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

AMERICA'S

The WGAL-TV

lO™

TV

MARKET

multi-city market area is comprised

of 912,950 TV sets owned

by 3'/» million people who

have $5'/j billion to spend each year. For maximum
sales in a multi-city market, advertise on WGAL-TV.

Representatives:
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closed
'CLASS B" V'S? Plan gaining impetus in
CC circles would create new "Class B"
hf stations to be dropped in with reduced
mileage separations and antenna heights,
without disturbing coverage of existing v
stations. Present licensees (plus ultimate
victors in still pending hearings) would
e protected under "grandfather" clause asuring them no service would be subtracted,
xisting uhf stations in mixed markets likeise would be given priority on drop-in
"Class
B" v's
under FCC
this plan,
which mayafter
be
roached
when
reconvenes
abor Day.

B«T

'CLASS B" plan, regarded as having subtance because it would relieve some presure on de-intermixture, might ease burden
'n seeking uhf assignments for industrial
nd safety purposes, and call off persistent
ilitary effort to pre-empt channels in vhf
-6 range. Moreover, it's felt it would give
omfort to fm proponents who resent
ovetous glances of uhf telecasters seeking
hf spectrum space through conversion of
ortion of fm range.
B»T
/IICKEY MOUSE SRO • ABC-TV's upoming Mickey Mouse Club has just about
eached membership ceiling. It's 19/20ths
old out, with Coca-Cola picking up two
egments and General Mills, already signed
or six, teaming with Vicks Chemical Co.
o co-sponsor another. They join Tv Time
opcorn, Mattel Inc. (toys), S. O. S.
cleanser) and others signed earlier to
ring advertiser roster to 14 and leave one
'eekly segment remaining to be sold out of
eekly total of 20. Officials estimate 14
dvertisers already set represent $14 milon in billings, say that "never before have
o many paid so much for something
hey've never seen." Show goes into Mon'ay-Friday 5-6 p.m. B«T
period, starting Oct. 3.
H1LE WHAS Louisville remains only
oldout on new station compensation
greement with CBS Radio, it does not obect to rate provisions, removing block in
riming of new CBS rate card. But negotiations were reportedly still in progress on
ompensation agreement, carried on at
ighest level by CBS President Frank
tanton and Courier-Iournal & Times Pubisher Mark Ethridge.
With return of
resident-Editor Barry Bingham from Euope last week and expected return this
veek of WHAS-AM-TV Vice President
nd Director Victor A. Sholis from vacation, decision may be forthcoming shortly.
B»T
400% MELON.
Screen Actors Guild's
ictory in winning extra payments for the
rst re-run of tv entertainment films will
oost residual payments over $2-million
mark in next 18 months, union sources
claim. In last comparable period under old

Broadcasting

Telecasting

contract, residuals to members totaled
about $550,000. Significance: Tv film
packages will cost stations and advertisers
just that much more; other labor interests
contributing to final product are getting
ideas (story page 77).
B»T
OFFICIAL recognition likely to be given
radio as only means of contacting public
when power is off during disasters as result
of New England floods. Public officials
were impressed by radio's role as isolated
areas depended solely on messages fed to
auto sets and portables by stations powered
with auxiliary generators. Vivid though
unscheduled demonstration expected to
bring new appreciation of oft-slighted
Conelrad alert system.
B»T
PIX FIX • It wasn't emphasized in press
coverage of American Bar Assn., but test
of flashless newspaper cameras at mock
court trial was flop. While cameras didn't
blind lawyers, cameramen swarmed over
room and took over 300 photos, convincing
most ABA observers they wanted no picture-taking incourtrooms. While tv crews
at ABA House of Delegates were in background and convinced delegates they would
not upset decorum, a notable victory, it
may take decade before visual coverage of
trials becomes commonplace.
B«T
CHARLES ANTELL Inc. (hair preparations), Baltimore, renewing schedule of 78
one-minute announcements on NBC Radio's Monitor weekend series. Gross billings represented in Antell business said to
amount to $103,000. Agency is Joseph
Katz Co., Baltimore and New York.
B#T
RADIO ROVER • FCC Chairman George
C. McConnaughey, now in Europe on his
quasi-official tour, has been hitting some of
high spots. Among top level sessions held
were: Briefing on overall NATO situation
with emphasis on communications from
Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther; conference with
communications officials of Sweden, now
planning introduction of television probably under joint ownership of government
and private interest; indoctrination in international communications matters at International Telecommunications Union
headquarters
Geneva, facilities
and tour last
of BBC's
domestic and inoverseas
week.
Chairman, accompanied by Mrs. McConnaughey, left Washington luly 22 and expects to return Sept 2.
B«T
REPORT from Chairman McConnaughey
on last leg of European tour (he embarked
last Thursday for trip home): "From what
I have seen to date, we have a far finer
operation for the public than that which I
have witnessed [government owned European systems]. The hue and cry they put

circuit
out is the horror of 'commercials' . I have
been combatting that argument to the best
of my ability. It has been an interesting
experience indeed." B»T
SOUTHERN COMFORT • U. S. film
packagers are eyeing new money in growth
of foreign commercial tv markets, especially Latin America, which means fresh runs
for earlier American series. Ziv already
has major operation in Mexico City for
dubbing Spanish sound tracks on such
packages as Cisco Kid, Boston Blackie, I
Led Three Lives, Mr. District Attorney and
others.
B»T
IN COMPLIANCE with statute which requires FCC to hold formal meeting at least
once each month, Commission will convene
this Wed. (Aug. 31) despite its technical
"recess" until after Labor Day. Indications are that all members except Chairman
McConnaughey and Comr. E. M. Webster
will be present. Mr. McConnaughey returns from Europe Sept. 2; Comr. Webster
flew to Europe Aug. 26, as chairman of
American delegation to Baltic and North
Sea Radio Telephone Conference in Goteborg, Sweden, which begins Sept. 1 and
may run about month. It's expected that
only routine business or matters having
time limitation will be considered.
B»T
FLIGHT DOCTOR • CBS Inc. President
Frank Stanton left New York for Europe
last Friday to take in electronics fair at
Dusseldorf, Germany, and also visit company offices in London and Paris. Trip
will take about 10 days.
B»T
IN ONE of his rare speaking engagements,
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde this Wednesday
will address Washington Lions Club on tv
allocations outlook, implementing proposal
he laid before FCC last month [Closed
Circuit, July 11; story July 25]. He is
expected to (I) cite need for an allocation
that will encourage development of tv on
sufficient number of channels to provide
comprehensive long-range service; (2) need
for comparable facilities for competing networks in major markets.
B»T
DOUBLE INDEMNITY • If things go as
planned,
part of Philip
Morris'
promotion
of
its bright-hued
cigarette
package,
being
re-designed with eye to color tv (story,
page 35), will be conducted via CBS Radio's also brand-new segmentation sales
plan [B«T, Aug. 22]. Negotiations in
progress looking toward PM sponsorship
of parts of network's three name-talent,
segmentized-selling strips: Bing Crosby
Show, Amos 'n Andy Music Hall, and
Tennessee Ernie. PM Agency: BiowBeirn-Toigo, New York.
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Do I know

New

Orleans Radio?

Bought

just the other day ... in September,

Some

Time

1953

Sound like anybody you know? Buy him some time to give
him a chance to freshen up a bit. Two years have made a
big difference in New Orleans radio. That difference is
spelled W-T-I-X.
Eleventh in audience among eleven stations then . . .
. . . first in audience among eleven stations now.
All-day average share: 20.2%. Second station: 11.9%.*
Primary reason : Mid-Continent management, effective 9/53,
which meant new programming, ideas, excitement. It took
ten months. That would place us in July, 1954. Your New
Orleans radio orientation earlier than then ? Get a refill . . .
from National Rep Adam J. Young, Jr., or, WTIX General
Manager Fred Berthelson.
* Hooper Radio Index, 7 a.m.-*6 ■p.m., Mon.-Fri., July, 1955

\

fXnS.CONTINENT

BROADCASTING COMPANY

^^^^^
President: Todd Storz
KOWH, Omaha
WHB, Kansas City
WTIX, New Orleans
Represented by
RePre*fnted by
Represented by
H-R Reps, Inc.
John Blair & Co.
Adam J. Young,
Jr.
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iMALL-MARKET,
AIR
UHF ASSN. PROTEST

deadline

TRANSPORT
TV TOWER
BOOSTS
cerning
measures
for
remedying plight of uhf.
THREE separate attacks on FCC's proposed
increase in maximum tower height of vhf staIncrease in power for Zone I vhfs further
tions in Northeast (Zone I) from 1,000 to 1,250 heightens existing disparities between vhf and
ft. with maximum power developed over weekuhf, with chance for network affiliations less
v end. Opposition came from group of north- likely, committee said. Such measures for uhf
eastern stations that plans to meet this week to
relief as de-intermixture have been "clearly
rally small-market outlets and summon a gov- prejudiced" by this action, uhf group asserted.
ernors' conference; from Air Transport Assn.
Pointing to New Jersey, committee noted
of America and Uhf Industry Coordinating
that
not one tv station is in operation in this
Committee. New 1,250 ft. rule effective
state
of "super-power" vhfs in New
Wednesday of this week (see page 73).
York because
and Philadelphia.
Calling regional small-market group meeting,
Air Transport Assn. of America asked FCC
scheduled at noon today (Monday) at Waldorfto postpone effective date of order (WednesAstoria, New York, were Aldo DeDominicis,
day) until Air Coordinating Committee submits
WNHC-TV New Haven; Philip Merryman,
recommendations for solution to problems
WICC-TV Bridgeport, and Harold Thomas,
posed by construction of tall tv antennas.
WATR-TV Waterbury, all Conn. About 25 were
Association noted that subcommittee of ACC,
expected to attend. Harry M. Plotkin is counsel
Joint Industry-Government Tall Structure Comfor group.
mit e , ispresently studying conflicting interests
Notice of meeting pointed out that FCC's
of users of air space. Working group of latter
policies have favored powerful metropolitan
vhf stations, destroying opportunities for de- committee is composed of representatives of
velopment of community or small-market tv tv industry, FCC, aviation interests and Civil
Aeronautics Board. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
service. Commission's handling of uhf problem
and Civil Aeronautics Administrator Fred B.
follows this pattern, it's stated, making it diffi- Lee are co-chairmen.
cult for uhf outlets to compete with vhf outlets, giving vhf constantly growing competitive
advantages.
Neb., Okla. Farm Tv Data
New "1250 rule" will make community station situation even worse, invitation notes. As ONE-THIRD of all farms in Nebraska
and
to 5,000 kw proposals for uhf, point -is made
Oklahoma are equipped with tv receivers, U. S.
that transmitters are too costly for community
Census Bureau announced Friday (see Kansas
outlets. Satellite station proposal opens another and Wisconsin county data, page 38). Of
frontal attack on community-based program100,846 Nebraska farms, 33,661, or 33.4%,
ming, invitation explains.
have tv sets. In Oklahoma 41,695 of 118,979
To solve problem, regional group proposes
farms, or 35%, have tv sets.
to form committee to invite governors of
Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Rhode Island to convene public
officials, legislative representatives and smallFUND RAISERS
coverage interests in regional meeting to consider ways of reversing FCC policy.
BROADCASTING industry and its adUhf Industry Coordinating Committee called
vertisers will support intensive two-week
drive to help flood victims of northeast
FCC's action "incredible" and asked Commission to set order aside and schedule hearings.
under sponsorship of Advertising Council,
Committee said amending Zone I antenna
New York. Campaign was launched last
Thursday. Objective is to arouse public
height and power requirements "renders sterile"
solemn commitments made by Commission conto support Red Cross appeal for $8 million to aid 35,000 stricken families.
T. S. Repplier, council president, estimated total circulation and force of
KSTP-TV, Ziv Co. Settle
disaster drive will exceed equivalent of
$500,000 Damage Suit
100 national network programs. NARTB
is cooperating in campaign. Networks
STANLEY E. HUBBARD, president of KSTPand stations will contribute air time to
TV St. Paul, has effected out-of-court settleaugment
commercial time donated by rament of his suit against Frederic W. Ziv Co.,
dio-tv advertisers.
it was reported last week. Suit asked $500,000
Week after floods, WBZ-WBZA Bosdamages or specific performance of an alleged
ton-Springfield and WBZ-TV Boston anverbal contract with Ziv to extend for 26
nounced simulcast to raise money for Red
weeks station's present District Attorney film
Cross. WBZ radio marathon extended
series agreement which expires Oct. 20.
to 24 hours, ending Saturday with allIn suit, Mr. Hubbard claimed that Ziv salesnight appeals. In Philadelphia WCAUman, after promising to extend show, informed
TV raised relief funds, one program
him series would go to WCCO-TV there indrawing $500 in 15 minutes commercial
stead because latter was willing to pay $50 more
time was used by Renaire's frozen food
each week. KSTP-TV is paying $400 weekly.
plan for appeals, with Bill Renaire, sponMr. Hubbard said Ziv has agreed to continue
sor, donating $1,000 and supplying trucks
show on KSTP-TV for extra 26 weeks. Had
to Red Cross work. (See flood story
he lost program to WCCO-TV, Mr. Hubbard
had contended, his station would have lost
page 42.)
profit of $12,740 during period.
Broadcasting
Telecasting
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BRIEFLY

MILLER GRID SLATE • Regular season of
12 New York Giants football games as well
as three exhibition games will be carried by
WMGM New York under sponsorship of Miller
High Life beer. Schedule runs Sept. 24 through
Dec. 11. Marty Glickman will handle play-byplay and Johnny Most will do color and other
features of games. Exhibition contests are Sept.
6, 10 and 19. Agency is Mathisson Assoc.
AMANA,

TUMS FOOTBALL • Amana Refrigeration Co., Amana, Iowa, reported Friday
to have purchased half-sponsorship of CBS-TV
Big 10 regional football tv slate, with Lewis
Howe Co. (Turns) picking up other half. Five
games to be aired on 40 or more stations starting
Sept. 24. Oklahoma Oil Co., Chicago, reported
dickering locally for quarter of NBC-TV national football tv program, to be offered on
co-op basis.
WESSON DRAMA • Wesson Oil & Snowdrift
Sales Co. to sponsor Tuesday segment of CBSTV Valiant Lady effective Sept. 6, 52 weeks.
Agency, Fitzgerald Adv. Agency, New Orleans.
Woolworth

Series to Canada

EXPANSION of "Woolworth Hour: What's
New in Music" to 47 stations of Dominion Network in Canada effective Sept. 4 announced
Friday by CBS Radio which carries show in
U. S. Canadian sponsorship also will be under
Woolworth Co., through Lynn Baker Inc.,
N. Y.
Continental
Plans Other

Buys KRKD,
Station Buys

SALE of KRKD-AM-FM Los Angeles by Mr.
and Mrs. Frank P. Dougherty for about $500,000 to Continental Telecasting Corp., new firm
composed of radio, tv and movie industry figures, which plans to acquire six additional radio
stations and five tv outlets, announced Friday.
Continental ownership includes Albert P.
Zugsmith Corp., west coast station brokerage
firm; Arthur Hogan, president and 50% owner
of Zugsmith, and Richard Simonton, . operator
of Pacific Network Inc., owner of Los Angeles
Muzak franchise. Firm declined to reveal movie
executives involved before application is filed
at FCC within next fortnight. Mr. Zugsmith,
board chairman and 50% owner of brokerage
firm, is producer at Universal-International. Mr.
Hogan also owns Universal Recording Co., and
has investment brokerage firm in own name.
KRKD is assigned 5 kw day, 1 kw night on
1150 kc.
WPIX 'Adopts' Winsted, Conn.
TOWN of Winsted, Conn., almost totally destroyed in recent flood, has been "adopted" by
WPIXice responsibility
(TV) New (see
York story,
as station's
publicStation
servpage 42).
will contribute $1,000 to get fund started, according to Fred M. Thrower, vice president
and general manager. Until further notice, all
public service activities of station will be directed to flood relief for Winsted.
August 29, 1955
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PEOPLE
BY COLVIG, promotion director, WXIX (TV)
Milwaukee, appointed account executive.
at

Silent Stockton

deadline

Uhf Outlet

Decides to Resume Operation
UHF STATION that suspended operations last
April because of financial difficulties was given
FCC go-ahead Friday to resume operations
following request by station. KTVU (TV)
Stockton, Calif, (ch. 36), asked FCC permission to return to air rebroadcasting programs of ch. 40 KCCC-TV Sacramento.
Station, owned by Warren Brown, also
notified Commission negotiations are in progress
for sale of outlet to Harry W. McCart and
Ashley L. Robison, owners of KCCC-TV.
KTVU probably will function as full satellite
of KCCC-TV, it was learned.
KTFS Texarkana Sold
SALE of KTFS Texarkana, Tex., by Arthur D.
Smith Jr. to Robert S. Bieloh for $75,000 announced Friday. Transaction was handled by
Blackburn-Hamilton Co. Mr. Bieloh owns 75%
of KBLO Hot Springs, Ark., and is native of
Texarkana. Mr. Smith is selling station to
acquire full ownership of WMTS Murfreesboro,
Tenn., in which he presently owns 60%. KTFS
operates on 1400 kc with 250 w.
Freeman Elected to Tv Group
OTIS FREEMAN, chief engineer, WPIX (TV)
New York, elected treasurer of Tv Broadcasters All-Industry Committee, succeeding
Charles Singer who has resigned his post with
Mutual.
Vhf Plan Clarified
LETTER circulated to FCC Commissioners
Friday by Welch, Mott & Morgan contended
that plan of Washington law firm and consulting
engineer John Mullaney to provide "several
hundred" additional vhf assignments [B*T,
Aug. 8] would not require formal rule making
proceedings. Queries on that point prompted
letter which advised Commission that "In its
discretion . . . [it] may immediately consider
applications for construction permits for additional vhf facilities."
WTTV Seeks l#649-ft. Tower
APPLICATION filed at FCC Friday by WTTV
(TV) Bloomington, Ind., to move antenna
site and erect 1,649-foot tower. New site would
be at Trafalgar, Ind., about 20 miles southeast
of Indianapolis. Present transmitter located at
Cloverdale, about 30 miles from city. Sarkes
Tarzian, equipment manufacturer, is station
operator. Petition filed by attorney Abe Stein.
Oklahoma City Permit Deleted
PERMIT for ch. 19 KMPT (TV) Oklahoma
City deleted Friday by FCC. Station began
operating in November 1953 and suspended
last February. Byrne Ross is president and
R. L. Barton vice president. Tv permits deleted
total 149, 119 uhf, 30 vhf.
WCTV (TV) Joins CBS-TV
AFFILIATION of WCTV (TV) Tallahassee,
Fla., with CBS-TV, effective Sept. 15, announced today (Mon.) by Herbert V. Akerberg,
CBS-TV vice president in charge of station
relations. Station, on ch. 6, is owned and
operated by John H. Phipps.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

SALZBURG MUSIC
PRACTICALLY all of famed Salzburg
music festival to be carried by WGMSAM-FM Washington, good-music station,
starting Labor Day and continuing to
end of year. Hi-fi tape to be supplied by
Austrian Broadcasting Corp., and flown
to Washington, according to M. Robert
Rogers, WGMS president, who termed
it outstanding program achievement.
Series includes 25 programs and three
complete operas. Local Campbell Music
Co. will sponsor.

Johnson

Tells Furnituremen

Advertising Will Help Sales
VALUE of advertising as educational force
that can help furniture industry hold its position
in new economy of higher living standards is
being stressed by Arno Johnson, vice president
and director of research, J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York, at Chicago convention of National Assn. of Furniture Manufacturers today
(Mon.).
By 1960, furniture manufacturers could increase their market by at least 65%, he says.
With movement of mass millions to higher
income levels, and trend toward larger families,
furniture industry "might well raise its sights
to a new understanding of the opportunities for
growth that exist in our changed American
economy," he says.
MBS Names Burnett, Tilley
IN EXECUTIVE changes at Mutual, John H.
Burnett, producer-director of network's General Sports Time, has been named sports director and Harry Tilley, formerly of Yankee
Network, chief engineer. Mr. Burnett replaces
Paul Jonas, who has been with Mutual 17
years and will remain with the network until
World Series to supervise broadcast details of
MBS' exclusive radio coverage of this year's
event. Mr. Tilley succeeds Charles Singer as
chief engineer. Neither Mr. Singer nor Mr.
Jonas disclosed future plans.
KOPP

Sold to KYMA

KOPP Ogden, Utah, sold Friday by M. B.
Scott Inc. to KYMA Yuma, Ariz., for $55,000
subject to FCC approval. Sale handled by
Jack S. Stoll & Assoc., Los Angeles station
broker.

UPCOMING
Aug. 29: NARTB Freedom of Information Committee, Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
Sept. 2-4: National Agricultural Tv
Clinic, U. of Missouri, Columbia.
Sept. 2-4: West Virginia Broadcasters
Assn., Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur Springs.
For other Upcomings see page 90

HENRY B. KREER, account executive, Campbell-Mithun Inc., announces formation of his
own agency, Kreer Adv., with offices in Chicago.
HARRY D. GOODWIN, former general manager and sales director of WNIR and WVNJ
Newark, N. J,; successively Esso reporter,
publicity manager; advertising director for
WBZ Boston, and promotion and merchandising
manager for WCOP Boston, to sales staff, International News Service, N. Y., handling sales
and client relations dealing with INS' expanding
clientele in radio and tv and newspapers.

Ted Oberfelder Resigns
After Decade at ABC Network
THEODORE I. OBERFELDER, vice president of ABC and general manager of its WABCTV New York, has resigned after 10 years with
ABC and its stations, it was learned Friday.
Network authorities confirmed report and said
Slocum Chapin, vice president in charge of
ABC-TV network sales, would assume command of station for approximately three weeks,
in which time successor to Mr. Oberfelder
would be named.
Mr. Oberfelder joined ABC in 1945 in advertising and promotion department, becoming assistant director in 1946 and director in 1947.
He was named general manager of ABC-owned
WABC (then WJZ) New York in November
1950 and became director of owned radio stations for network in March 1952, adding vice
presidency following December. He was appointed vice president and general manager of
WABC Radio July 1, 1953, and transferred to
vice president and general manager of WABCTV Nov. 1, 1954.
Music Licensing Agreement
For Multiplexing Sought
EFFORT to obtain "satisfactory" licensing
agreement for specialized fm music services
to be made by NARTB at suggestion of its
Fm Committee. Group has asked NARTB
Radio Board to file petition at FCC asking
elimination of compulsory provision of multiplex order.
Association is collecting fm success stories,
John F. Meagher, radio vice president, told
Fm Committee at Chicago meeting Thursday.
H Quenton Cox, KQFM (FM) Portland, Ore.,
presided as chairman. Committee favored continued effort to reduce or eliminate excise taxes
on broadcast receivers.
New Film Organization Set
ORGANIZATION of Commercial Film Producers Assn., composed of firms which package
animated tv commercials, announced in Hollywood Friday by interim president Ray Patin,
head of own company. CFPA will handle negotiations with Screen Cartoonists Guild in near
future, other group representation and locationtraining of talent. Members include: Academy
Productions, Animation Inc., Cascade Pictures
Inc., Churchill Wexler Inc., Paul J. Fennell
Co., Graphic Film Co., Kling Film Enterprises,
Playhouse Pictures Inc., Ray Patin Productions,
Shamus Culhane Inc., Sketchbook Productions,
Storyboard Inc., Swift-Chaplin Productions, Tv
Spots Inc., Raphael Wolff Inc. and Norman
Wright Productions.
August 29, 1955 • Page 9
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IN REVIEW
THE WORLD

AT HOME

"A PROGRAM dedicated to people, unusual
people, memorable people, people in trouble,
people in triumph . . ." That's how Hugh
Downs, announcer and half of the regular talent
on The World at Home, describes the program
in his opening announcement.
Last Wednesday, The World at Home's people were troubled, if not exactly "in trouble."
In the studio, to talk to Arlene Francis, who
has extended her mistress-of-ceremony chores
of Home to include this preceding quarter-hour
program as well, were three Chinese students
in America, three of the 4,000 which Red China
would like to get back in exchange for the 50
American civilians that the U. S. government
is seeking to liberate from behind the Bamboo
Curtain.
The idea that they go back to a country which
has become communist in their absence was
not an acceptable one to Miss Francis's three
guests. Neither did they think much of the
suggestion that a third party, India, send inter ogators toAmerica to interview the Chinese
students and determine those who want to go
back under present conditions and those who
wish to remain here. This, the students said,
would uncover a lot of information which Red
China aremight
against For
the students'
families
who
still use
in China.
fear of reprisals
against his relatives there, one of the three
students,
identified
as "John," appeared only
as a shadow
on a screen.
The Chinese students are somewhat unwilling
guests in the U. S., they revealed. The girl,
trained as a teacher, can find no work at her
profession in this country, despite the teacher
shortage, and is selling life insurance for a
living. The other young man, educated in international law, has a job in the camera supply
field.
On the basis of a single program, The World
at Home seems an interesting experiment in tv
news analysis with a somewhat "folksy" human
interest accent, an approach eminently suitable
for the housewife audience of the MondayFriday, 10:45-11 a.m. period.
Production Costs: $7,000.
Broadcast on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri., 10:45-11
a.m. EDT, with multiple and rotational
sponsorship. (The Aug. 24th telecast reviewed above had no commercials.)
Talent: Arlene Francis and Hugh Downs.
Executive Producer: Dick Linkroum; producerdirector: Norman Frank; film supervisor:
Phillips Wylly; writers: Harold Azine, Gene
Wyckoff, Lee Char ell; assistant writer-researchers: Liz Smith, Hal Emerson.
STUDIO TENNIS
TENNIS play on tv has been done before.
But, for the first time, an imaginative studiooriginated group of tennis matches was presented on WABD (TV) New York last Tuesday
levening.
Unfortunately, fans and the uninitiated the
country-over did not share with metropolitan
New York viewers the splendid exhibition featuring several members of Davis Cup teams
and the all-time great, Don Budge. However,
national network coverage of the Davis Cup
matches at Forest Hills, Long Island, was
scheduled "on another network" over the
weekend.
For this experiment, DuMont-owned WABD
set up a hard rubber floor, which in tennis talk
is a "fast court," making play speedier and
more slippery than even on the slick grass
courts. This challenge was met by the players
with brilliant results.
Good lighting, sufficient space, air conditioning and excellent camera effort eased the pickup
Telecasting
Broadcasting

considerably and permitted the players ample
flexibility. Nothing, it would seem, could restrict tennis skills more thaji to place unnecessary
dom ofor artificial
movement.barriers on the players' freeMr. Budge also did a turn at the microphone.
His voice is as pleasing to the ear as his court
manners are to the tennis initiated. Except for
excessive talk by others the viewer had two
hours of healthy, fast and fetching match play.
On WABD (TV) New York, Tuesday (Aug. 23),
9-11 p.m. EDT.
Sponsored
by Pepsi-Cola Co. through BiowBeirn-Toigo.

CAPITAL TYPES #9

Matches and Players: Nicola Pietangeli and
Guiseppe Merlo (Italy) vs., Kurt Nielsen (Denmark) and Sam Giammialva; Gil Shea (U. S.)
vs. Ashley Cooper (Australia); Don Budge
(U. S.) and Gil Shea vs. Ashley Cooper and
Neal Fraser (Australia); Kurt Nielsen vs.
Herb Flam (U. S.).
Commentators: Harry Hopman, Australian Captain; Bill Talbot, U. S. Captain; Don Budge
and Jack Kramer.
Guests: Tony Trabert and Vic Seixas.
Producer: A. L. Hollander Jr.; Director: Jim
Saunders.
IT'S TIME
THE NEW It's Time series of dramatized news
vignettes which ABC Radio and Time magazine
launched Aug. 20-21 gives better promise than
it gave performance in its inaugural go-around.
Consisting of 18 five-minute capsules scattered
throughout ABC Radio's Saturday and Sunday
schedule, featuring "March of Timesman"
Westbrook Van Voorhis as narrator-producer
backed by a sizeable cast, the various segments
on the opening weekend somehow failed to
deliver the punch — or pull — that is associated
with newscasts.
They are not, of course, intended to be
newscasts. The first weekend's output ran
heavily to the off-beat side: the disappearance
of the organ grinder, for instance; a Montgomery (Ala.) man thrice robbed by the same
felon; a flight of guinea pigs in a balloon; an
army parachutist who survived a 1,000-foot
jump in which neither of his two parachutes
opened (he fell into a 40-foot snowbank).
Some of the "news" dealt with was not,
if the unavoidable pun may be pardoned,
timely. The free falling parachutist incident
dated back to January, and there were others
which Time would not have considered recent
enough to commit to print. In another category
was one bit that consisted of a recitation, with
credit, of a collection of cliches which Steve
Allen originally presented on another network.
An obvious conclusion is that Time and
ABC had been preparing for this series for a
long time and wanted to waste nothing. It is
to be hoped that they will get through their
backlog before long and start tackling sidelights of news of more current date, paying
more attention especially to background and
human interest episodes relating to major
events and personalities. With the facilities of
Time cooperating with those of ABC, this ought
to be an informative as well as diverting series,
considerably beyond its accomplishments of the
first time around.
Production Costs: $13,500 for 18 broadcasts.
Sustaining Sponsorship, ABC Radio, cast of 40
Producer and Narrator: Westbrook Van Voorhis; director: Drex Hines
Script Writers: Don Higgins, Ted Wear and
Joseph Alger
Material Source: world wide facilities of ABC,
Time, news bureaus and correspondents and
all available news sources
Produced by ABC News and Time magazine

THE EXPEDITER
Calls himself "the shortest distance between two
points"; known around the
office as the Short Circuit. In constant touch
with a man who can get you
anything from a crate of
eggs to a hot motorcycle.
Favorite song: "In the
Gloaming." Writes poetry,
has a tendency to fall out
of canoes.
In the Washington

area,

one station gets more results faster for its advertisers than any other.
That station is WT0P Radio
with (1) the largest average share of audience (2)
the most

quarter-hour

wins (3) Washington's
most popular local personalities and (4) ten
times the power of any
other station.
WTOP
RADIO
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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waging and ranting won't do it.
More and more motorists stay ahead of the game by keeping
their tempers cool — and their radios tuned to monitor.
An Advertest survey* proves monitor's impact on the
car-riding segment of its huge out-of-home bonus audience.
The survey shows monitor with • » •
• a greater share of the automobile audience than all the other
networks combined !
• more than double the audience-in-cars of the second network — ABC !
• more than four times that of the third network — CBS!
• twice as much sponsor-identification among monitorlisteners as among listeners to all other networks combined !
• 50% more sponsor-identification among MONiTOR-listeners
than among listeners to local independent stations!
To monitor's impact on the huge car-riding radio audience, add the 3,670,000 different homes** reached by only
15 monitor participations spaced over a single week-end.
What's the answer? To get ahead on week-ends, the powervehicle for advertisers is . . .
MONITOR
on the

RADIO

NETWORK

•New Jersey and Pennsylvania Turnpikes, July 30-31.
•♦Nielsen Special Report, covering 2 weeks ending June 25.

OPEN MIKE
LARGEST

Canine Calls
EDITOR:
At the suggestion of several managers of
radio stations, I am sending you along a clipping of a recent column I wrote . . . Briefly,
the column suggests a method whereby radio
can be used to recover lost or stolen dogs . . .
My suggestion is to enlarge the present ear
tattoo system now used to identify valuable
hunting dogs or pets. This would call for tattooing of the owner's local radio station call letters.
In the event a dog would be stolen and taken
to another part of the country, his home
grounds could readily be identified by the call
letters of the radio station. As it is now, there
is no real system to determine where a dog
belongs, once he is stolen and taken to a
different part of the country . . .
Gordon Charles, Outdoor Editor
Traverse City Record Eagle
Traverse City, Mich.
[EDITOR'S
Mr.detail,
Charles'
column
lined the planNOTE:
in more
pointing
out outthat
"a
man
finding
a
lost
dog
in
any
section
of the
United States would have only to check with
his
nearest radio station in order to find the section
of the country from which that dog came. After
that it would be a simple matter to notify the
other radio station by mail that a dog from their
service area had been found and the rest would
be easy. The dog owner, upon losing his dog,
would merely notify the radio station to be on
the lookout for such and such a serial number
in the dog's other ear . . ."]
American Airlines Radio
EDITOR:
... I want to thank you on behalf of myself,
C. R. Smith and the company for the splendid
Airlines' radio propresentation on34American
of your Aug. 1 issue. It not
gram on page
only was a good piece but it was a constructive piece and well documented. I would like
our appreciation to those who
to express
you
worked
on the story.
Rex Smith, V. P. for Pub. Rel.
American Airlines, New York
Oops, Sorry
EDITOR:
... On page 9 of B»T, Aug. 15 issue, the
KFEQ sale story mentions that Barton Pitts
is the owner of the St. Joseph News-Press and
Gazette.
The fact of the matter is that at one time
Mr. Pitts owned 160 shares out of a total of
14,000 shares, which I think you will agree did
The
"owner."
for the
him Pitts
not qualify
shares
that Mr.
did title
haveofwere
purchased
some time ago. The owners of the St. Joseph
News-Press and Gazette are my father, Henry
D. Bradley, and myself.
The sale was listed at $635,000, but I believe
the actual price was $735,000. I think this is
a slight error in addition of the $550,000 for
the station properties plus the assumption of
the $185,000 long-term debt.
David R. Bradley, Sec'y.-Treas.
St. Joseph News-Press and Gazette
St. Joseph, Mo.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: B-T regrets that a hasty at
an inaccuto bereport
of what
check
deadline
rate source
resulted
in anproved
erroneous
of the
Gazette.] of the St. Joseph News-Press and
ownership
Conelrad Test
EDITOR:
In your lune 27 issue and again in the Aug.
15 issue, you comment editorially on the Conelrad situation, stressing the fact that Conelrad
was
supposedly
held last lune. ignored during Operation Alert,
Evidently a press release by the Connecticut
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Civil Defense organization did not come to
your attention. This release announced that a
statewide daytime Conelrad test as part of
Operation Alert was held June 15, 1955, between 12:15 and 12:30 p.m. in which all metropolitan Connecticut am stations participated
with the entire state on a Conelrad test alert
basis. Those stations not equipped to shift to
640 or 1240 kc voluntarily left the air during
the 15-minute Conelrad test period. Several
hundred letters received from all over the state
by the Connecticut Civil Defense authorities
indicated keen public interest. . . .
Herman D. Taylor, Ch. Eng.
WTIC Hartford, Conn.
Conelrad Cluster Coordinator,
Hartford Area
Permission Granted
EDITOR:
We are seeking your permission to reprint
the cartoon appearing in the July 25th issue of

"Our sensational offer of a lifetime guaranteed, completely rebuilt sewing machine for
only $2.98 comes to you from a new location this week!"
B«T in Shop Talk, a publication of the Singer
Sewing Machine Co. . . .
Ruth E. Girard
Asst. Editor, Shop Talk
Singer Sewing Machine Co.
New York, N. Y.
No NABET-IBEW Merger
EDITOR:
I note that on page 5 in the column titled
Closed Circuit of the Aug. 15th issue of B«T
there is an item which reports that to all intents
and purposes a merger of this union with
IBEW is accomplished. . . .
IBEW has, through Al Hardy, suggested
their philosophy of such merger and their
philosophy has been rejected by myself and
the responsible officials of NABET. . . .
C. F. Rothery, Pres.
NABET-CIO-CCL
Now Is the Time
EDITOR:
I was very much interested in an article in
the Aug. 8 B©T concerning standardization of
Daylight Savings Time.
I spent most of last week in New York and,
believe me, things are in worse turmoil than
I could ever believe would become possible.
I feel that now is the time for the entire
industry to make a concerted effort for some
national
in the isentire
Let's
not
wait adjustment
until the horse
stolenmatter.
next April
before we mend the barn door.
Ben Ludy, Gefi. Mgr.
WIBW-AM-TV Topeka, Kan.
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BUGINEfifi
More

LOOKfi

People — More

of WFAA-TV's

GREAT

FROM

UP

HERE!

Retail Sales. These are the important results

upcoming coverage increase.* From the tip of Texas'

tallest structure, 1685 feet above average terrain, Channel 8's 316,000watt signal will create new "A" and "B" contours which include:
1. MORE PEOPLE — a population increase of more than one-third
million over the present "A" and "B";
•y \ii

2. MORE RETAIL SALES — a whopping gain of nearly one-half
billion dollars annually;
3. THREE recognized metropolitan areas — Dallas, Ft. Worth and
Waco.
As Egbert, the Chanel 8 Electron, says: Business Looks Great — for sponsors who
use WFAA-TV to cover one of the nation's top dozen markets in one easy operation.
•Target Date: October, 1955
RALPH NIMMONS,
Station Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO.,
National Representative
Television Service of the
Dallas Morning News
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MILESTONES
WAAF

Airs 1922 Newscasts

In Marking

34th Anniversary

WAAF Chicago, 1 kw daytime station licensed
to Corn Belt Publishers Inc. (Drovers Journal),
currently is observing its 34th year of operation
as one of the city's and nation's pioneer radio
outlets. Celebration was marked during the
week of Aug. 15-19 with special features, including finals of a "Miss WAAF" beauty contest, transcribed messages from celebrities, special taped programs by former WAAF personalities and five minutes of news each day repeated from newscasts broadcast when the station first went on the air April 7, 1922.
6> WTMJ Milwaukee Sept. 24 starts its 29th
season of broadcasting U. of Wisconsin football games.

I I to Noon, Monday-Friday

Stars

Sell

on

Alabama's
greatest

TV

station

► The HOUSEWIVES PROTECTIVE
LEAGUE program on KNX Hollywood celebrated its 21st birthday Aug. 14.
► ELEANOR NICKERSON, bookkeeping department head, WDRC Hartford, Conn., observes her 19th anniversary with the station.
RUSS NAUGHTON, chief announcer, marks
his 13 th anniversary.

WILLIAM D. SHAW (c), general manager
of KNX Los Angeles and the Columbia Pacific Radio Network, shows the KNX-CBS
radio master control room to Robert P.
Sutton (I), KNX-CPRN program director,
and Fred Christian, who in 1920 started
KGC, the predecessor of KNX. Mr. Christian, on Sept. 10, will take part in the
Birthday Bonanza, an 18-hour broadcast
celebrating KNX's 35th anniversary.

► With the graduation of its 51st class Sept.
16, the NATIONAL ACADEMY OF BROAD- ► CBS Radio's MAKE UP YOUR MIND proCASTING, Washington, will celebrate its 21st gram has marked its second anniversary on the
birthday.
network.

Birmingham
Mid-day movies attract a large audience of people who have finished
the morning chores. Dan Daniel,
host for the show, has a casual,
friendly manner that keeps viewers
looking and listening. Consistently
high quality films and well-known
movie stars shown on "Star Studio"
assure audiences that tune in every
weekday.
You

can

Your
to

SELL
Products

Alabama

If you
them
they

folks

TELL
on

programs

enjoy

seeing

Represented by
BLAIR-TV
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FIFTY pioneers in radio were saluted during WMGM Jamboree Day in New York City.
Among the veterans of the industry saluted and those doing the honors were (I to r):
seated, Rosaline Green, winner of the 1926 title "Radio's Perfect Voice" and one of the
first women newscasters; Sam Taub, pioneer sportscaster; standing, Phil Goulding, conductor of WMGM's Your Hits of the Week; Tommy Cowan, early-day WJZ (now WABC)
announcer; Joseph M. Barnett, originator of the morning gym classes on radio and manin-the-street programs on WOR and now president of Film Creations Inc., and Ed Stokes,
m.c. of the WMGM Best Sellers program.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Chan*

Operating
Covers

on

full power,

222,000
Retail
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TV

homes

sales

100,000
with

in 1954:

watts:

tower

population

1070

feet.

of 1,036,700.

$7,170,141,000.00.
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A'

RID

FLO

Market

information

Population
Radio Homes

1,384,000
456,630

Effective Buying Income
Retail Sales
Food
General

$1,869,606,000
1,347,875,000

Sales

328,473,000

Mechandise

133,811,000

Furniture-Household
Automotive Sales

75,230,000

Gross

Drug Sales
Cash Farm Income

255,985,000
50,868,000
449,262,000

SOURCES: Radio Homes, SRDS' J 955 "Consumer Markets";
All other categories, Sales Management's 7955
"Survey of Buying Power."
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IN PUBLIC

tkuU

know

Without changing its current rates,
WMAL-TV will boost its power to
252,000 watts this Fall and spark
the new ABC-TV programs with the
greatest promotion campaign ever conducted by a Washington TV station!
Ask Katz about prime
adjacencies for the Fall . . .
at current rates on
SUPERPOWER
WMAL

- TV

Washington, D. C.
Represented by The Katz Agency
The Evening Star TV Station
Affiliated with ABC-Television

INTEREST'

WEWS (TV), Barbers and Crippled Child
TO HELP the fund-raising drive of the Society
for Crippled Children of Cuyahoga, Surnmitt
and Stark (Ohio) counties, WEWS (TV) Cleveland set up barber chairs in its studios last
fortnight to call attention to the get-a-hair-cutfor-a-kid day the following day. Through the
cooperation of barbers in the counties, all proceeds from haircuts that day were to go to the
society. WEWS devoted "virtually all" of its
local on-the-air time the previous day to the
campaign. With a male and female barber
working behind the station's chair, all WEWS
personalities either had their own hair cut or
had visiting dignitaries, including the mayor of
Akron, sit in for clippings on their programs.
101 Hours for Blood
KEN ROBINSON of WTVN Columbus, Ohio,
spent 101 hours on the roof of a drive-in restaurant there to call attention to the dwindling
Franklin County Red Cross Blood Bank. Mr.
Robinson's goal was 1,000 pints and according
to the Red Cross tabulation, 1,065 persons
offered to give, although only 868 were qualified to donate. Mr. Robinson's price was 10
pounds lost.
Radio Against Polio
WTMJ Milwaukee demonstrated the power of
radio during a serious polio situation. In West
Allis, Wis., a Milwaukee suburb, gamma globulin injections were being given to such large
turnouts of children that delays often developed.
During one slack period, the health commissioner notified WTMJ and a single announcement brought out 200 children and their parents
within a few minutes.
Out of the Past

buy more
for less
with

SKYLINE

GROUP

DISCOUNTS

KE CITY KDYL-KTVT
DENVER KLZ AM-TV
QUERQUE KOB AM-TV
SKYLINE GROUP, RADIO-TV
Covering the Uranium
Triangle — Colorado, Utah, New Mexico
J. I. MEYERSON. 3432 RCA BLDG.. N. Y .
THE KATZ AGENCY ■ BRANHAM CO.
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ALTHOUGH Congress has adjourned, the
voices of 6 senators and 19 congressmen will
continue to be heard in Washington until January. WRC-AM-TV recorded one minute nonpolitical messages by the 25 and plans to air
them on both radio and tv. The talks range
from a message on natural resources to "In
God We Trust."
Aid for a War Orphan
EMPLOYES of WBBM-AM-TV Chicago have
chipped in with contributions to become the
"parents" of an 11 -year-old Italian war orphan
under the Foster Parents Plan -for War Children, a non-profit group which provides food,
clothing, and other benefits for orphans selected by donors. CBS Chicago employes contributed $180 through the CBS Dept. of Education— enough to furnish the plan's services
for one year. Last Monday, two plan executives presented a gift in Chicago to Mayor
Richard Daley on behalf of the European children in gratitude for the city's support of plan.
Entertainment and Safety
THE Cincinnati Police Dept. is wholeheartedly
endorsing a local television personality—
WKRC-TV's Warren Thomas, better known as
"Officer Friendly" on that station's Little Rascals show. In addition to providing his smallfry fans with entertainment, Mr. Thomas devotes aportion of each of his five-day-a-week
shows to outdoor safety instruction. He attended the Cincinnati police training school to
catch up on the newest tricks of safety and was
made an honorary officer of the city's Police
Department.

WXIX (TV) Aids Family
AN APPEAL by WXFX (TV) Milwaukee
brought in funds for a stranded, penniless family of seven who were enroute to Duluth, Minn.
The station aired the appeal late Aug. 10 when
it heard Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wyatt and five
children were discovered trying to hitchhike
out of Milwaukee. The family had traveled
from Charleston, W. Va., for 10 days and had
run out of money. Police took them to the
suburban police-fire station and the station was
notified of ther straits. Within half an hour,
WXIX claims, it raised enough money to buy
seven bus tickets and provide a cash reserve.
CARE Appeals on WLIB
SPECIAL series of four weekly Sunday programs broadcast in cooperation with CARE
started last week on WLIB New York. The
shows urge New Yorkers to send food packages
to Israel for the Jewish High Holy Days. The
quarter-hour broadcasts are being carried by the
station as a public service.
WTAM-WNBK

(TV) Show Makes Papers

FRONT-PAGE newspaper coverage was provided a public service broadcast of WTAMWNBK (TV) Cleveland in which city councilmen and Cleveland Transit System officials debated afive-cent increase in fares. The panel
discussion, moderated by Edward R.. Wallace,
news and special events director, received coverage in all Cleveland newspapers.
WDRC

Publicizes Law

EXTENSIVE coverage is being given by
WDRC Hartford, Conn., to a new state adult
probation system being set up for the first
time in Connecticut. The law, which is effective Jan. 1, was approved without debate by
the legislature during the adjournment rush and
provisions were not publicized. WDRC commentators are giving background broadcasts
on the new law which will be administered
by a six-man, governor-appointed commission,
of which three are from the Hartford area.

Tv Locates

Relative

THROUGH television, a Philadelphia
lawyer found a long-lost cousin in a
small town on the Pacific Coast.
Martin F. Papish of Philadelphia,
president of the National Assn. for Retarded Children, was scheduled to speak
at Aberdeen, Wash., in connection with
the state convention of the Washington
Assn. for Retarded Children.
On his way to the convention, Mr.
Papish stopped briefly in Seattle, where
he was interviewed on several radio and
television programs, including This AfterKOMO-TV, and KING's Kamera onnoon onKING-TV.
Both interviews took place on a Wednesday, and when Mr. Papish arrived in
Aberbeen Thursday afternoon, he found
a message to call his cousin, Philip
Papish,
whom
he hadn't
seenseenin the
30
years. The
cousin,
who had
Philadelphian on a Seattle-originiated tv
show, lives in Elma, Wash, (population
1,680), which is about 30 miles from
Aberdeen.
Broadcasting
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Covering the Fort Worth-Dallas
area of 490,000 TV sets in a two
billion dollar market with programing designed for family unit
viewing, on . . .

210,000

WATTS

POWER

1074

TOWER

The Channel 1 1 Brand will be smoking with sales power for your brand when
KFJZ-TV goes on the air September

1 1 . Your H-R TV man

has the program

schedules and availabilities now. Let him show you why KFJZ-TV

is a must

on any time and spot list. Your time selections are guaranteed.

V
T
TEXAS

FORTZ
WORT
KFJ

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.
REGIONALLY BY CLARKE BROWN COMPANY
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When

you

say

TV
our

respects

to ALFRED JAMES SCALPONE

LOCAL
ON
RECOGNITI
*k Civic movements . . . charity drives
public appeals: They turn firsf to
WKNB-TV for support, and get it.
* More than 40 women's clubs on the
air every month — 82,000 visitors to
our new studios in first 10 months.
•k The most live shows . . . local news,
local programs ... local civic service...
special studio-produced spectaculars.
* Channel 30 is the TV vehicle for
Hartford County and the New BritainHartford market.

RATED
CONCENT
COVERAGE
More than 300,000 WKNB-TV families. (UHF conversion 81%. ARB
Feb. '55)

HIGH

RATINGS

Ability to capture audience with network or local programs.
42.4 CBS Jackie Gleason Show
18.7 WKNB-TV Early Show
(ARB-Feb. '55)

WKNB-TV
1422 New Britain Avenue
WEST
HARTFORD
Connecticut
Represented by The Boiling Co., Inc.
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THE MAN with the open mind — who yesterday tried the untried in radio and tv and succeeded when others said it couldn't be done —
is today the man who supervises the ever-growing west coast originations of CBS-TV.
First a pioneer in national radio advertising
and later tv as an agency executive, Alfred
James Scalpone now is counted among "top
brass" at the network's modern glass wonderland in Hollywood, CBS Television City, but
he has never lost the common touch. He became CBS-TV vice president in charge of network programs, Hollywood, just two months
directly to New York and Hubreporting
ago,
bell Robinson Jr., vice president in charge of
network programs.
Previously, Mr. Scalpone was vice president
in charge of radio-tv for McCann-Erickson,
New York, where he supervised campaigns and
placements for a host of major accounts and
where he also was chairman of the central department's management committee.
His new program coordination responsibilities
are an integral part of CBS' executive direction
on
extent
Scalpone's
dutiesthearecoast.
evidentThein the
fact ofthatMr.about
half of
the network's tv originations are from Hollywood. Some three dozen shows weekly are involved, both live and film. Although most shows
now go East in black and white, color originations are expected to increase sharply, especially
this season.
If businessmen are considered conservative,
where does one acquire an open mind? Mr.
Scalpone says he learned this important attitude during the depression of the early '30s,
working in his father's New York laundry. "If
I learned anything," he says, recalling the long
hours of pushing wet, dirty clothes in and out
of whatever they are pushed in and out of in
a big laundry, "it's that there must be another
way of doing it, instead of being so darn sure
the answer."
you"ButhaveI guess
the biggest thing I got out of it,
the one thing that later helped me as a copywriter and helps me now, was the people who
worked there. Many of them were immigrants;
first generation; poorer people. It was rough
work. Depression times. But I learned each
was a complete individual.
"There was one woman, a shirt ironer. She
had a brand new Steinway piano. $1,500. Paid
a little each month. She couldn't play it. Her
husband and daughter couldn't play it. But
whenever
girl came
in, itgirl
wasn't
a halfhour beforea new
she asked
the new
if she
was
interested in music and said 'I have a Steinway,
paid $1,500 for it.' We're individual, but we
all have our 'Steinways,' that's what I learned.
We all have common denominators."
This is the way Al Scalpone learned a great

deal of his advertising and showmanship fundamentals, the practical way. A native of New
York City beginning Aug. 23, 1913 ("I was
born there and then my parents beat it"), he
grew up "across the river and up a-ways" at
Woodcliff and West Englewood, N. J. He attended public schools there and later attended
Columbia U. for two years. "I was going into
business administration, but then in 1932 because of the depression I had to quit and help
myDuring
father his
at brief
the laundry."
college experience, however,
the youthful Scalpone displayed his business
leadership. Although he could only play a
couple of instruments by ear, he organized a
nine-man dance band and drummed up bookings. "I stood in front and waved the stick.
Sat in once in a while and looked like I was
playing. We got $11 for me and $9 each for
In 1936 he applied for a job as copywriter
the
men." & Rubicam in New York. "They
at Young
only had a messenger job for $14 a week, so I
grabbed it." Within months he was writing
copy for printed media and soon the agency
put him through an intensive training course.
By 1937 he was writing radio commercials and
originated the gag commercial, voiced by stars
like Fred Allen and Eddie Cantor. Later, when
Burns & Allen went on the air for Swan soap,
he developed the format of "commercial integration," with sponsor identification woven
into the story plot, rather than middle breaks.
Soon he "began to wear a number of hats"
as story editor, head of talent, and in 1939
Young & Rubicam sent him to Hollywood
where he became supervisor of program development, one of radio's first creative posts.
By 1947, when he resigned for a long-needed
six-month vacation, Young & Rubicam was producing six out of the top 10 radio originations
there, he recalls.
A trip East in 1948 convinced him television
was here to stay and he accepted an executive
post with McCann-Erickson, handling such tv
network pioneering efforts as Washington's
Studio One on CBS-TV. "I guess you could call
me God-father to Betty Furness," he modestly
admits.
Considering television the "greatest advertising medium of our time," Mr. Scalpone
says, "Just wait until the full impact of color
hits the mass audience. It's going to be far
greater than the impact of color over blackand-white in the printed media."
Fifteen years ago this September Mr. Scalpone married Patricia Leistikow of Pasadena,
Calif. They have two "natives," Suzanne, 13;
and Russell, 11. They are moving to a new
home in Santa Monica, Calif., complete with
pool and tennis court.
Broadcasting
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rangers

gives you more than 50%

pater kid audience in Northern California
For full details of this 5 to 6 p.m.
through Friday show that's
Monday
far
out in front in San Francisco and
the great KPIX
at KPIX

area, call Lou Simon

(PRospect

6-5100),

or see your Katz man.
No selling campaign in the San Francisco area is complete without

WESTSNGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

kmx«
■ CHANNEL
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
Affiliated with CBS Television Network
Represented by the Katz Agency

ROADCASTING

Telecasting

(

WBZ-WBZA . WBZ-TV, Boston
KYW . WPTZ, Philadelphia
KDKA • KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh
W0W0, Fort Wayne
KEX, Portland
Represented by Free & Peters, Inc.
KPIX, San Francisco
Represented by The Katz Agency
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From

where

6u

Joe

Daisy's

Sure

"Got

My

I sit

Marsh

Number"

They're installing dial phones in Center
City. Represents progress, I guess —
but I hope they have no such plans
for our town. We're doing just fine
with Daisy, the Demon Switchboard
Operator.
With dials you have to remember
numbers. With Daisy you don't. And
no mechanical system will ever know
whafs playing at the Bijou. Daisy
always does — and, whafs

more, she

tells you if the picture's "worth it."
And if you get an important out-oftown call about 3:30 P.M. on a Friday
after you've closed the office, that dial
gadget won't report, "He's out on a
job. I'll try and get him for you" —
then have you paged at the football
field. Give me Daisy any time!
From

where I sit, neighborly in-

terest always beats mechanical perfection. No one in our town cares
about your politics, your bank account
(if any) or whether you prefer beer or
buttermilk. We are only interested in
living happily according to our own
consciences . . . an attitude that has
"rung up" a fine reputation for this
community.

Copyright, 1955, United States Brewers Foundation
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FRANK BLOTTER

on

all accounts

A TWINKLE lights the eyes of Frank Blotter, vice president of Mumm, Mullay & Nichols
Inc., Chicago, every time he talks about the
greats of the radio-tv-advertising world and his
role in network, agency and musical fields the
past 20-plus years.
As top executive of an advertising agency,
which also maintains offices in Columbus
(Ohio) and New York, Mr. Blotter brings to
his command a wealth of experience that will
put him in good stead in his new position in
Chicago. The Chicago office of Mumm, Mullay & Nichols opened last June. Among the accounts he handles today are Pruvo Pharmacal
Co., Milwaukee, and Akers Hair & Scalp
Clinics, the latter soon to embark on a radio
spot campaign, if Mr. Blotter has his own way.
Mumm, Mullay & Nichols is active in other
radio-tv accounts, among which was an extremely successful radio-tv spot campaign for
the New York Times, credited with increasing
subscription over 9,000.
A former band musician, motion picture projectionist, commercial movie actor and free
lance writer, among other things, Mr. Blotter
now functions in the agency's new offices at
the Merchandise Mart in Chicago as radiotv director of its overall operations.
A native of Chicago (July 13, 1914), Frank
Blotter got into music at an early age after
graduation from Proviso High School and a
stint at the U. of Illinois. After working as a
free lance operator, he joined NBC Chicago's
program department in 1935. He moved over
as a staff employe to CBS, in 1942, remaining
for three years.
In 1945 he served as producer-director of
the WLS (Chicago) National Barn Dance, working on merchandising, client and agency contacts, as well as market analysis. In 1948 he
went to BBDO as radio-tv director. His most
prominent assignment: handling production and
other details for the Hormel Girls Caravan network show. He moved over to Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Chicago, in 1950 as a director-producer,
with stress on client contact and development
of radio-tv spot campaigns. He also worked on
special services and new business.
Having developed and sold numerous network
and local live and film tv programs, Mr. Blotter
was thus able to turn out radio and television
handbooks as a merchandising service, telling
dealers how to use these powerful media.
Mr. Blotter is married and has three children,
Carol Judith, 16, Kenneth, 14, and David, 7.
His hobbies are fishing and golf.
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ALL OF US AT

GALLUP,

NEW

MEXICO

....

wish to express our deepest
gratitude and appreciation
upon being selected as the
recipient of the --

AND

THE

GEORGE

FOSTER

PEABODY

AWARD

for RADIO LOCAL PUBLIC SERVICE
for THE NAVAJO HOUR

Our gratification is
heightened by the
knowledge that this is
the first time both of these high honors have
been accorded simultaneously to a single
station for local public service.

1230 KC

fifl

.

250 W

(SOON 5 KW . . . Watch for announcement)

K

THUNDERBIRD
Merle H. Tucker, President
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CO.

Harold "Boe" Cook, Station Manager
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13.3

17.8

6.2

5.2

6:00 P.M. — 10:30 P.M.
Sun. through Sat.

51.2

*

*

26.1

*

7.0

7.0
12.6

Do not broadcast after sundown

FIRST

in

Morning

Time

(8:00 AM

Period

— 12:00 Noon;
KWKH

FIRST

Monday

Leadership

through

in 1 1 quarter

Friday)

hours

All Others

Afternoon

(12:00 Noon

— 6:00 PM; Monday
KWKH

FIRST

through

Friday)

in 17 quarter

hours

All Others

Night

(6:00 PM — 10:30 PM; Sunday
KWKH

FIRST

through
in 56

Saturday)
HALF

HOURS

All Others
Any way you look at it, KWKH is the unquestioned favorite
in Metropolitan Shreveport. And — 50,000-watt KWKH gives
you a whole lot more . . .
Nearly 85% of our coverage is in the tremendous North
Louisiana-South Arkansas-East Texas area . . . with a population
of nearly 2 million people.

KWKH

If you want the top station in Shreveport, the dominant station
in this whole area — then you want KWKH. Listened-to by
more than a million people every week. Get all the facts from
The Branham Company.

A Shreveport Times Station
I TEXAS
SHREVEPORT,

LOUISIANA
ARKANSAS

50,000
Watts
• CBS Radio
Henry Clay
The Branham Co.
Fred Watkins
Commercial Manager
General Manager
Representatives
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KEFAUVER

AT

TV

TAKES

CRIME

A

AND

SWIPE

VIOLENCE'

• He'd have FCC establish program censorship
• And make all tv broadcasters join the NARTB
• While various foundations examine

programming

• Along with a Presidential mass media study
• And local 'listening councils' watchdog
A SPECIAL REPORT on television programming as a possible cause of childhood delinquency— sharply critical of both the television
broadcasting industry and the FCC— was released last week by the Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee headed by Sen. Estes
Kefauver (D-Tenn.).
Although the subcommittee said it had been
unable to prove a "direct causal relationship"
between viewing of "crime and violence" on
tv and the "actual performance of criminal
deeds," the Senate group said neither had it
found "irrefutable evidence that young people
may not be negatively influenced in their present-day behavior" by saturated exposure to
lawlessness depicted on tv.
The subcommittee recommended:
• That the FCC establish minimal standards
for children's programs, increase its monitoring
activities to cover such programs, and enforce
the
standards by "fines" and revocation of
licenses.
• That broadcasters, no matter how high their
program standards individually, join the
NARTB or some other organization in "colchildren. lective" efforts to improve programming for
• That producers and distributors of film for
tv be "invited and solicited" to subscribe to
the NARTB Tv Code.
• That the Tv Code itself be publicized and
bolstered and that the NARTB establish machinery to review all motion picture films presented on television; that NARTB increase its
monitoring activities.
• That the National Science Foundation and
private foundations conduct research into several fields concerning children and tv programming.
• That the President appoint a commission
to study the mass media and what phases of it
may have a detrimental effect on children.
• That citizens form local "listening councils"
to keep a close watch over children's programs.
The Senate group's report had been held up
several weeks because of "printing delays," according to staff spokesmen. The subcommittee
had held a total of five days of hearings in
the 83d and 84th Congresses, ending last spring
[B»T, April 11, 1955; Oct. 25, June 14, 1954].
The report released last Friday not only criticized NARTB, the broadcasting industry and
the FCC, but also took a swing at a House
Commerce subcommittee which held hearings
Broadcasting • Telecasting

tv

in 1952 on the content of "immoral" and
"crime and violence" material in radio-tv programs. This subcommittee, headed by Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), failed to make recommendations to the FCC, the report last week
charged.
The Senate group said last week that it is
doubtful that NARTB has given sufficient publicity to the NARTB seal of good practice used
as a screen identification by stations which subscribe to the Tv Code. NARTB, the report
said, could give the seal more potency by making more numerous spot checks of programs
instead of, along with networks, declining to
HE FINDS FAULT

SEN. KEFAUVER
assist the local station manager and taking the
position that the law places the responsibility
on the individual station.
The report termed as "unfortunate" the Tv
Code's emphasis on the "individual television
program," instead of "the cumulative effect upon a child from watching many crime programs over one station, then over another and
still another station."

Vol. 49, No. 9
"It is the attitude of the subcommittee that
this cumulative effect is the greatest source of
danger," the report said, although indicating
that, more recently, the Tv Code Review Board
has recognized the problem of continuous
"violence" programming during children's viewing hours.
The report said that tv industry leaders tend
to wait for proof that a program is harmful
before changing it. "Yet in other fields such as
in the production of food and drugs, for example, itis generally agreed that the producer
has a moral obligation to withhold foods and
drugs from the market until every precaution
has been taken to insure their purity."
The Senate report noted that the FCC "has
consistently taken the position that it is expressly prohibited by Sec. 326 of the Communications Act from exercising any powers of
censorship over the contents of programs." It
cited testimony last fall by FCC Comr. Rosel
H.
Hyde that license renewal has become "a
1954].
fairly automatic procedure" [B»T, Oct. 25,
The report then referred to testimony the
same day by former FCC Comr. Frieda B.
Hennock in which she said she believed the
FCC was responsible for program content and
should set up standards for programs, with revocation of licenses for violations.
The Senate .group indicated it believed individual station self-regulation has failed, pointing to "the abundance of programs dealing
with crime and violence on television today in
theThe
United
States." criticized station and netsubcommittee
work check points in program and continuity
departments, saying they are "bypassed or inef ective inmanyresponsibility
instances." Aforfurther
criticism
of individual
programming,
the report said, is that each station manager
gives his individual interpretation to the meaning of the Tv Code.
Saying it "endorses self-regulation in the
industry through its association, the NARTB,"
the subcommittee said that the Tv Code's desired results will not be achieved "unless the
television industry as a whole subscribes to it
and complies with its provisions, both its letter
said it was pleased to learn
andTheitssubcommittee
spirit."
that Motion Picture Assn. of America "has
launched an active campaign to reduce scenes
of violence in pictures and in the content of
the actual scenes themselves."
Concerning its recommended "citizens' listening councils," the subcommittee said that
"sober, unbiased adults can perform a useful
function by maintaining steady watch over the
programs offered to children and by promptly
reporting offensive materials to responsible
sources." The senators hoped leaders and citizen groups may "stimulate the development of
theInlistening-council
recommending movement."
that the FCC set up program content standards, the subcommittee said
it
of the
opinion inthatthethepublic
Commission
notwasfully
exercised
interest "has
the
powers presently vested in it." The Senate group
continued:
"This is not to say that the subcommittee beAugust 29, 1955 • Page 33

Tost7 Haste
TWO STAFF members were forced to resign and the Senate Juvenile Delinquency
Subcommittee's special report on tv programming was held up for additional
hearings after an imbroglio early in the
84th Congress over publication of a series
of five articles in the Saturday Evening
Post on the subcommittee's findings [B«T,
Feb. 14, Jan. 24].
The articles, authored by Herbert
Beaser, then chief counsel, and Richard
Clendenen, executive director, and their
"unauthorized" publication were criticized by former Sen. Robert C. Hendrickson (R-N.J.), chairman of the subcommittee during the 83d Congress, and
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), new
chairman for the 84th Congress.
Messrs. Beaser and Clendenen, who resigned, said they had been given permission to publish the articles by Sen. Hendrickson, then chairman. Denials of such
permission were made by both Sen. Hendrickson and Sen. Kefauver. Sen. Kefauver
then held up release of the special tv report and set new hearings which were
held in April [B*T, April 11].
lieves that the FCC should become a censoring
body, arbitrarily imposing its judgments upon
an unwilling industry. The subcommittee does
believe, however, that the FCC cannot evade
the responsibility it has under the law for concern with program content."
(The subcommittee also noted FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey's request to
Congress that the FCC be authorized to impose
small administrative fines on nonbroadcast stations for violations of FCC rules. The subcommittee supported the "fines" proposal under the
apparent impression that Chairman McConnaughey had asked for the fines for broadcast
licensees. The "fines" proposals, S 1549 or HR

5613, are still in the respective Senate and
Flouse committees.)
The subcommittee outlined what the FCC
should do this way: (1) promulgate minimal
standards for children's programs, with participation bythe industry and with the advice
of experts; (2) increase monitoring and "factfinding activities" on a spot check basis; (3) use
its findings to determine whether a license
should be renewed for a particular station.
In urging 100% membership of tv stations
in NARTB, the subcommittee said that "although freedom of enterprise is to be encouraged and the individualist prerogatives of every
businessman respected, constant voluntary cooperation isessential to the proper direction of
an industry so vast and influential as the television industry. No matter how high the standards of any one station manager, he is falling
short of his responsibility as a member of the
group when he remains aloof from the voluntary trade association sponsored by other members of . the industry." NARTB figure on membership currently is 60% of all commercial tv
stations.
The Senate group urged continued efforts
by NARTB to acquaint film producers and distributors with the NARTB Tv Code and their
recognition of and conformance to the document.
The subcommittee suggested these modifications in the Tv Code:
( 1 ) All complaints and criticisms received
by stations be forwarded to NARTB headquarters; (2) revision of the Code: "Definitions
should be more specific, lose wording eliminated, and specific illustrations cited"; (3) display of the Tv Code seal by stations at specified
intervals, with an explanation of it; (4) promulgation of standards to maintain program
balance, both in total hours per day devoted
to particular subjects and prohibition of "undue
concentration of subject matter" during children's viewing hours.
In recommending research, the subcommittee described work which has been done by
educational institutions, foundations and the
industry, and listed the various types of research
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which it said were "desirable and missing":
( 1 ) Experimentation with "good" programs;
(2) study of various types of children from
4 to 8 years to find what role tv plays in their
personality development; (3) a study of the extent to which parents understand the needs of
their children; (4) study of why a given program gets on the air — how it is commissioned,
written and programmed.
The report recommended that the National
Science Foundation extend its research beyond
its present studies of physical sciences to the
social sciences, with research into the effect of
mass media on young people.
Noting that private foundations hestitate to
finance research on controversial subjects, the
subcommittee recommended that these groups
nevertheless spend part of their funds on "pressing social
problems," such as the effect of television on children.
In recommending a Presidential commission
to study mass media for its effect on children,
the subcommittee said:
"The possibility that the mass media — or
some of them — may be utilized, however unintentional y, tothe detriment of our children
and youth is a risk this nation cannot afford to
take. The subcommittee accordingly strongly
recommends the immediate establishment, by
legislation, of a Presidential commission composed of outstanding men and women, fitted by
their knowledge and experience to serve on
commission would study mass media,
suchThea body."
make periodical reports to the President and
encourage research.
TvThe
Codereport
and also
Radioappended
Standardstheof NARTB's
Practice,
opinions published by the National Assn. for
Better Radio & Television (NAFBRAT), the
code of the Motion Picture Assn. of America
and letters and statements by doctors and psychiatrists and others.
Other members of the subcommittee besides
Wis.)
Chairman Kefauver are Sens. Thomas C. Hennings Jr. (D-Mo.); Price Daniel (D-Tex.); William Langer (R-N.D.); Alexander Wiley (R-
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TV'S LOW
COST, HIGH
RESULTS
DESCRIBED
IN WEST
VIRGINIA
TEST BY STORE
CHAIN
Industrial stores firm tells convention how tv commercials

boosted

business in all departments, bringing in business from both metropolitan and remote areas, in presentation by the firm, TvB and
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.
TELEVISION provides an extremely low-cost
tor,
appearing in a mock tv receiver as announcer.
advertising medium for retailers, the National
Industrial Stores Assn. was told Wednesday at
The presentation to the retail association was
its Washington convention by Paul C. Jamieson,
described by Mr. Treyz as an important example
merchandising manager of the General Departof
power to sell merchandise at
low television's
cost.
ment Stores chainjn West Virginia.
Mr. Jamieson is president of NISA, which
Mr. J amieson told B*T that General, opcomprises operators of industrial stores in the
erating a score of stores in mining towns and
mining communities of the Appalachian states. several metropolitan areas, had been hunting
With Oliver Treyz, president of Television
for years to find a medium that would reach
Bureau of Advertising, he told the department
its communities. Many of the towns are in restore officials how television can reach both
mote mountain sections, some more than 100
metropolitan and remote communities. More
miles from Huntington, he said.
important, he told how television is providing,
His interest in tv developed last winter when
at slight cost, immediate sales plus important
customers came into a number of General stores
extra benefits.
in search of Goodyear snow tires. He found
they had been looking at tv commercials and
Lawrence H. (Bud) Rogers II, vice presidentgeneral manager of WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. decided he had found, at last, a way of reachVa., presented a demonstration tv commercial
ingtrialthestores.
customers patronizing General's induswith Bert Shimp, WSAZ-TV educational direcPage 34 • August 29, 1955

He got in touch with WSAZ-TV Huntington,
and soon the first campaign was arranged in
mid-winter.
What happened?
Mr. Treyz described the fact, and surprising
developments as a four-spot promotion for
$159.95 modern bedroom suits was arranged:
147 suites sold for a total of $23,512.
On top of that were these extra benefits, also
resulting from the four spots:
100 mattresses at $59.95, totaling $5,995.
21 box springs at $59.95, totaling $1,258.
$2,000 worth of blankets, sheets, pillow
cases and other bedroom accessories.
The total business done on the basis of the
four spots amounted to $32,766.
In another bedroom promotion conducted in
late June and early July, a slack summer period,
eight one-minute commercials were used on
WSAZ-TV, Mr. Treyz continued, with these
results:
34 bedroom suites retailing at $8,000 were
sold.
188 mattresses retailing at over $12,000
provided a bonus.
Mr. Treyz said that 12 tv spots in the two
promotions cost a total of $820 and produced
sales of $52,770, an advertising-to-sales ratio
of only 1.6%. The first promotion, with its
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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$32,766 total, had a ratio even lower, approximately 0.9%.
Living room suites moved the same way. Six
one-minute spots costing $410 for a $229.95
10-piece modern group produced 97 sales
totaling $22,305, an advertising-to-sales ratio
of 1.8%.
Similarly, Mr. Treyz said, 128 dinette sets retailing at $329 were sold with five tv spots, a
total of $12,500 with a ratio of 2.6%.
In a 10-day period 167 Norge ringer- washers
retailing at $169.95 were sold with six oneminute tv commercials costing $410. The tv
cost was only 1.4% of the $28,391 retail price
of the washers.
There were a number of bonus benefits, Mr.
^Jamieson said. Business at the General Stores
"is generally improved over 1954 in all departments." With the increased traffic that came
to the store as a result of the brief tv promotions, he said "it's interesting to compare what
happened in various departments for the first
four months of 1955 in comparison to 1954.

Kopperson, W. Va., 110 miles from Huntington, there is perfect reception of WSAZ-TV and
practically every one of the homes has tv.
That
for Oceana,
Thegoes
General
Stores nearby."
furniture was supplied
by Huntington Wholesale Furniture Co.
The General Stores promotions have interested General Electric Co., which has used the
chain as a test outlet for new items.
Mr. Treyz said low-cost attractive furniture,
of modern design, offers a fertile field for merchandising asreplacement for the furniture sold
in the 20s and 30s.
"Out in the hills," Mr. Jamieson said, "they
turn on their television sets in the morning and
keep them on all day, listening possibly three
times as much as city folks. We can tell by
our reservicing of picture tubes.
"WSAZ-TV reaches all of our store areas.
Every store has calls every day for nationally
advertised tv items and they speak respectfully
of television. The people love television and
like to talk about it. Remember, to the folks
in Beards Fork, Huntington is a mighty big
All Swift Meats Now
city."
Under
McCann-Erickson

STANDING before this mock tv set, Paul
C. Jamieson, merchandising manager of
General Department Stores, tells the National Industrial Stores Assn. how tv moves
major merchandise at low cost, sometimes
less than 1% of retail sales total.
"The soft goods departments have increased
25%, a good increase in business any way you
look at it. Business is up 37% in the food
departments.
"Now take a look at the home furnishings
department — up 81% for the four months."
"We're carrying a tv promotion once a month.
Television has aroused business in other stores
and has stimulated the whole area."
There's proof of the last comment. After the
WSAZ-TV-General Stores presentation had
been completed, a question-answer session was
held. Dan Ireson, delegate representing Boone
County Coal Corp., Sharpies, W. Va., laughingly thanked Mr. Jamieson for his tv campaigns. "Our stores sold eight of those living
room
said. suites you advertised on WSAZ-TV," he
And Carl Nestor, of Imperial Smokeless Coal
Co., Quinwood, W. Va., another industrial
store organization, added, "We sold 21 of those
suites plus 10 bedroom suites."
Mr. Jamieson said General's sponsorship of
a half-hour of the West Virginia High School
Band Festival on WSAZ-TV brought large numbers of visitors into the store. "We sold thousands of dollars worth of antennas, plus television sets," he said. "There is an extremely
high tv saturation in the West Virginia hills,
outside the metropolitan areas. Television is
opening a whole world to these people. At
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

SWITCH of Swift & Co.'s table-ready and fresh
meats accounts from J. Walter Thompson Co.
to McCann-Erickson Inc., both Chicago, was
announced last week by the meat packer and
interpreted as a further realignment of its
advertising program, including radio and television properties.
Broadcast advertising involved in this switch
was negligible, however. Table-ready meats
were advertised on Swift's Horace Heidt Showwagon, which is going off NBC-TV. Earlier,
Swift canceled its part on ABC Radio's Breakfast Club.
The appointment of McCann-Erickson to
handle advertising for those accounts thus
brings all Swift meats under one agency roof.
Mintz Retained by Kudner
SEYMOUR MINTZ, formerly president of
CBS-Columbia, the set manufacturing division
of CBS Inc., has been retained as special merchandising consultant by Kudner Agency, New
York.
Mr. Mintz, who resigned the presidency of
CBS-Columbia in June, had been with the
company a year and a half. Before that, he
had been with Admiral Corp., Chicago, since
1944, starting as advertising manager and rising
to vice president in charge of merchandising
and advertising.

SPOTS appealing to agency timebuyers
in the New York-New Jersey area on behalf of XELO Juarez, Mexico, have been
purchased over a 13-week period by
Sombrero Network on the WPAT Paterson, N. J., Gaslight Revue. The campaign
came as a result of favorable results to
test spots on the same program earlier in
the year. Richard O'Connell, radio representative for Lobster and Sombrero networks, signs the contract while Dickens
J. Wright, WPAT president, looks on.

McCann-Erickson Agency
Promotes Booraem, Gilday
PROMOTIONS of Henrik Booraem Jr. to
director of television and radio planning for
McCann-Erickson Inc., New York, and of
Frank Gilday to manager of the New York
television-radio department were announced
last week by the agency.
Mr. Booraem, who is a vice president of the
agency, previously had been in charge of new
program development activities. In his new
post, he will be responsible for tv and radio
recommendations and presentations. Mr. Gilday previously had been business manager of
the tv-radio department, and in his new position will be responsible for the administration
of the department.
Messrs. Booraem and Gilday will report to
Terence Clyne, agency general executive and
management supervisor
of McCann-Erickson's
television-radio
department
in New York and
Los Angeles.

Philip Morris Brown Has Gone to Color Tv
THE PHILIP MORRIS cigarette package is the promotion campaigns presumably will
almost simultaneously in all areas of
getting a brand-new, brighter dress — in start
the country.
preparation for color television. Radio and
black-and-white television also will benefit.
Radio and television will be used along
The conservative brown package which
with other media. Current plans, it was
has identified Philip Morris for years is learned, include expanded use of nighttime
being completely redesigned. The new
network radio as well as promotion in tv
package — in red, white, and gold — is slated
for introduction about the third week in and radio spot campaigns and PM's regular
September. PM officials, while confirming
Film commercials now in preparation will
programs.
no details of the new design except its im- show models making a costume change to
minence, say the changes are being made
point up the switch to the new package
primarily because of color television.
styling. These are being filmed in black-andThe change will be promoted extensively
white.
by radio and tv as well as other media.
Biow-Beirn-Toigo, New York, is the Philip
"Overnight" rather than the customary
Morris agency.
gradual introduction is planned, meaning
August 29, 1955
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CHILDREN'S SHOWS' COST
DETAILED IN TvB SURVEY
Study conducted for TvB by
A. C. Nielsen Co. shows advertisers can get $1.69 cost per
thousand weekly for $21,253,
$1.64 for $49,866.
FOR $21,253 an advertiser can buy two local
tv children's show participations on 1 27 stations
and reach 8,364,000 different homes an average
of IV2 times a week, thus making 12,546,000
weekly
thousand."sales calls" at a cost of $1.69 per
By increasing his weekly budget to $49,866
he can sponsor five participations in children's
shows on the same stations and reach 12,138,000 different homes 2V2 times a week, making
30,345,000 weekly "sales calls" at $1.64 per
thousand.
These figures are pointed up by Television
Bureau of Advertising in a new presentation,
released last week, in its "the pinpoint concept
of television" series. They are based on a
study conducted for TvB by A. C. Nielsen Co.
Not unexpectedly, the 127 stations (in 81
markets) used in the study consisted primarily
of TvB member stations, although a few nonmembers were included in order to give the
hypothetical campaign "coverage" in some important markets where TvB did not have
members at the time the study was made last
April.
The weekly cost figures used in the study
assume a 13-week schedule. The participations
are one-minute commercials.
The study shows that in this hypothetical
campaign using two participations a week in
local children's shows, a total of 3,094,680
homes, or 37% of those reached, have five or
more members in the family, and 2,927,400
homes (35%) have housewives under 35 years
of age. When the campaign is stepped up to
five participations a week, these figures become
4,126,920 homes having five or more members
and an equal number having housewives
under 35.
Either way, TvB stresses, "obviously the big
families with the young housewives use more
soap, eat more food, buy more candy, drink
more milk and soft drinks, wear more clothing
and shoes. They are your best customers."
The Nielsen study for TvB embraced five
program types. The first presentation in the
"pinpoint" series, dealing with local news
shows, was released a short time ago. Special
reports on the others, which will deal with
movies, women's programs and weather shows,
are now in preparation.
GE Show Set Back Two
By Lack of Program

company's television operations at the request
of both GE and Y&R. Mr. Zanuck announced
that Sid Rogell, 20th Century studio production
manager, continues as head of the tv film
operation. Mr. Zanuck also has brought Otto
Lang into TCF as executive creative coordinator while David Brown, 20th Century-Fox
story editor, and Julian Johnson, former story
editor now in semi-retirement, will give editorial counsel in television production. Mel
Dinelli and Alistair Cook have been assigned
as writers for individual shows. Carroll Carroll
is principal writer for the studio's behind-thescenes segments in the tv series, Mr. Zanuck
said.
Ad Club Sets 32d Course
ADVERTISING CLUB of New York will conduct its 32d annual Advertising & Selling
Course, which consists of 27 lectures and six
clinic sessions, starting Oct. 10. Students may
choose one of six clinics, including sales promotion, better selling, copy, radio and television, production, and marketing management
and research.
LATEST
NIELSEN
Top 10 Radio Programs
Two Weeks Ending July 23, 1955

Homes
Rank Program
(0001
Evening, Once-a-Week (Average for All Programs) (647)
1. Best of Groucho (NBC)
1,480
2. People Are Funny (Paper-Mate) (NBC) 1,434
3. People Are Funny (Toni) (NBC)
1,387
4. Dragnet (NBC)
1,295
5. Godfrey's Scouts (Lipton) (CBS)
1,249
6.
Columbia) (CBS) 1,110
7. Godfrey's
Two for theScouts
Money(CBS(CBS)
1,064
8. Gene Autry Show (CBS)
1,017
9. Our Miss Brooks (American Home) (CBS) 925
10. Roy Rogers Show (NBC)
925
Evening, Multi-Weekly (Average for All Programs) (601)
1. News of the World (NBC)
1,110
925
2. Fibber McGee & Molly (Participating) (NBC) 971
3. Amos 'n' Andy (CBS)
Weekday (Average for All Programs)
(1,249)
1. All Star Baseball Game (MBS)
2. Ma Perkins (CBS)
2,035
3. Guiding Light (CBS)
3,468
1,988
4. Road of Life (CBS)
1,896
5.
1,804
6. Our
Perry Gal,
MasonSunday
(CBS) (Participating) (CBS)
1,665
7. This Is Nora Drake (Toni) (CBS )
1,804
8. Helen Trent (American Home) (CBS)
9. Arthur Godfrey (Toni) (CBS)
1,665
10. Helen Trent (Participating) (CBS)
1,665
Day,
Sunday
(Average
for
All
Programs)
(370)
1,619
1. Woolworth Hour (CBS)
832
740
2. Adventures of Rin Tin Tin (MBS)
786
3. Galen Drake (CBS)
Day,
Saturday (Average
for All Programs)
(555)
1. Gunsmoke
(CBS)
786
2.
Allan
Jackson-News
(12:00)
(CBS)
879
1,434
3. Monitor (4:00) (NBC)
Copyright 1955 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
ARB
Top 10 Tv Programs

Weeks

Material

PREMIERE of General Electric Co.'s hour-long
series on CBS-TV produced by TCF Productions, television subsidiary of 20th CenturyFox, has been postponed from Sept. 21 to
Oct. 5, it was announced last week by Walter
Bunker, radio-tv vice president of Young &
Rubicam, Hollywood, agency for GE.
Lack of sufficient program material on film
was indicated as the reason for the postponement. Titled The 20th Century-Fox Hour, the
new General Electric show will alternate with
the United States Steel Hour in the Wednesday
7-8 p.m. period. U. S. Steel agency is BBDO.
It was reported early last week that Darryl
F. Zanuck, head of 20th Century-Fox production, isundertaking a review of the major film
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RATINGS

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Rating

48.4
Program & NetworkAug. 1-7
$64,000 Question (CBS)
Toast of the Town (CBS)
29.4
28.8
Robert Montgomery Presents (NBC)
28.1
28.1
What's
My
Line?
(CBS)
27.9
Two for the Money (CBS)
27.8
Best of (CBS)
Groucho (NBC)
27.2
Climax
26.6
I've
Got
a
Secret
(CBS)
Four Star Playhouse (CBS)
Wednesday
Night Fiqhts
25.9
Lux Video Theatre
(NBC) (ABC)
25.9
Program & Network
Viewers
45,840,000
$64,000 Question (CBS)
28,150,000
Toast of the Town (CBS)
26,400,000
Two for the Money (CBS)
23,530,000
I've Got (CBS)
a Secret (CBS)
Climax
23,400,000
22,850,000
Disneyland (ABC)
Best
of
Groucho
(NBC)
22,640,000
Dragnet (NBC)
21,520,000
21,500,000
What's My Line? (CBS)
21,190,000
Robert Montgomery Presents (NBC)
Bureau
Copyright 1955 by American Research

Westinghouse Promotes
Top-Level Executives
ELECTION of Gwilym A. Price, president of
Westinghouse Electric Corp., as president and
chairman, was announced last week by the
company. The board chairmanship at Westinghouse has not been filled since 1951.
The directors of the company also elected
Mark W. Cresap Jr. executive vice president
and deputy chief executive officer. Since 1951,
Mr. Cresap has been vice president and assistant
to the president. He was also elected to the
board
mittee. of directors and to the executive comLatham E. Osborne, executive vice president,
was elected vice chairman of the board. John
K. Hodnette, formerly vice president in charge
of Westinghouse's apparatus products division
was elected vice president and general manager,
responsible for supervision of the operations of
all of the company's
groups. He also
becomes a member of product
the board of directors.
Mr. Hodnette will be replaced by A. C. Monteith, vice president in charge of engineering
and research. Mr. Monteith will be succeeded
by Dr. John A. Hutcheson, director of Westinghouse Research Labs since 1949 and a vice
president since 1950. Dr. Hutcheson's successor
will be appointed later.

Mr. Price said expansion of the Westinghouse
executive group was necessary because of the
company's continued physical expansion and
by its growing volume and variety of production and sales. In the past 10 years, plants have
increased from 28 to 56, sales have risen from
$730 million to more than $1.6 billion. Total
assets have grown from $450 million to $1.3
billion at the end of last year.
Young & Rubicam's Mountain
To Direct Radio-Tv Department
APPOINTMENT of Robert P. Mountain, vice
president of Young & Rubicam, New York,
as director of the

agency's radio and
television department was announced
last Thursday by
President S. S. Larmon. In his new
post Mr. Mountain
replaces Nat Wolff,
who will devote his
time to the creation,
development, evaluation, and selection of
radio and tv programs for Y&R
clients. Mr. Wolff
becomes vice president and
development.
Mr. Larmon also said
Bradshaw will continue as
of the radio-tv department.

MR. MOUNTAIN
director of program
that D. Y. (Dave)
operations manager

Three Chicagoans
Form New Agency
FORMATION of Wesley, Heyne and Cuca,
new Chicago advertising agency, as successor
to Robert B. Wesley & Assoc., effective Oct. 1,
was announced Tuesday. It will maintain
offices at 333 N. Michigan Ave.
Accounts to be brought along from the old
Wesley agency include Burton Dixie Corp.,
with estimated overall advertising budget of
$800,000 and including sponsorship of Paul
Harvey on ABC, and Fred S. James Insurance.
The Morris B. Sachs stores account, sponsor
Broadcasting
Telecasting

of Sachs Amateur Hour on WBKB (TV) and
WLS Chicago, will be handled by the new
agency. The Sachs account is valued as a
$250,000 radio-tv simulcast property.
Robert B. Wesley, who made the announcement, will serve as president, and Norman
Heyne, veteran agency executive, becomes vice
president. Mr. Heyne has been associated with
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc. as vice president for
radio-tv production the past 13 years, and
previously was radio director at Schwimmer
& Scott for nine years. James Cuca, vice
president at Robert B. Wesley Assoc., is secretary-treasurer.
Advertest Weekend

Car Check

Shows Most Prefer 'Monitor'
RESULTS of a special survey conducted by
Advertest Inc., released last week by NBC,
showed that more automobile listeners were
tuned to NBC Radio's weekend Monitor service
during the last weekend in July than to all other
networks combined, and the number of Monitor
listeners was more than double that of the
second network.
Designed to ascertain auto listening habits on
the weekend and specifically to determine Monitor's share of that listening, the study was conducted on Saturday and Sunday, July 30 and
31, 1955, among occupants of 1,257 automobiles on the New Jersey and the Pennsylvania
turnpikes. According to the study, Monitor
gained an overall 18.3% share of 47% sets in
other networks' comautomobiles,
use in bined
total amountedwhile
to 16.8%.
Film Commercials

Resisted

In Film Shows — Landsberg
THE PUBLIC is more willing to accept a film
commercial within a live show than on a filmed
show, Klaus Landsberg told members of the
San Francisco chapter of the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies workshop last Thursday.
Mr. Landsberg, general manager of KTLA,
Hollywood, said that the public not only resents
the insertion of the filmed commercial in a
fimed television show but builds a resistance
to it, and refuses, in many instances, to listen
at all.
With a live show, Mr. Landsberg told the
group, the station can maintain more control
of the station's personality, and local talent can
do a much better job of selling than a film
commercial.
Mr. Landsberg also said that agencies and
sponsors are far too rating-minded and that
they should analyze the results of a commercial,
rather than the show's rating.
Nielsen Appoints

ble for sales and client service operations of
NSI in their respective areas. Western division
operations are under the direction of J. R.
Matthews, vice president at Menlo Park.,
Calif.
CBS-Columbia

Buys

UNDER the CBS Radio's new segmentation
plan of selling [B«T, Aug. 22] portions of three
of the network's nighttime strips will be sponsored by CBS-Columbia, Long Island City,
effective Oct. 3, on behalf of its radio-tv receivers and phonographs, the network announced last week. Shows are Amos 'n' Andy
Music Hall on Mondays, Bing Crosby Show on
Wednesday and Tennessee Ernie Show on Friday. The segmentation-plan contract extends
into 1956. Agency is Ted Bates & Co., New
York.
Tide Water Buys Football
TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED OIL Co. has
placed a 16-game schedule for western regional
football on ABC Western Radio Network starting Sept. 16, it was announced by Harold R.
Deal, manager of advertising and sales promotion, and Harry Woodworth, director of radio
for network's western division. Lineup will include six UCLA or USC games on Friday nights
and 10 Saturday afternoon contests, including
traditional meeting of California and Stanford
from Palo Alto. This marks the third straight
year that Tidewater, in behalf of petroleum
products, has placed extensive football schedule with ABC Radio, the network said. Agency
is Buchanan & Co., San Francisco. Garry
Hollihan, Edward Petry & Co., San Francisco,
was account executive.

COLORCAST

I NG

Advance Schedule
Of Network Color Shows
CBS-TV
Sept. 24

NBC-TV
Aug. 29

(9:30-11 p.m. EDT) Ford
Star Jubilee, "Judy Garland
Show," Ford Motor Co.
through J. Walter Thompson.
(7:30-7:45 p.m. EDT) Matt
Dennis. Sustaining.

Aug. 29-Sept. 2 (11 a.m.-Noon EDT)
Home. Color inserts daily at
11:45 a.m.-Noon (Also Sept.
5-9). Participating sponsors.
Aug. 30 (7:30-7:45 p.m. EDT) Vaughn
Monroe Show (Also Sept. 1,
Sept. 11

6, 8). Sustaining.
(7:30-9 p.m. EDT) Color
Spread,
"Skin sponsors.
of Our Teeth."
Participating

Sept. 12-16 (5:30-6 p.m. EDT) Howdy
Doody (also Sept. 19-23 2630). Participating sponsors.
Sept. 17 (3:30-6 p.m. EDT) NCAA
Football, U. of Miami vs.
Georgia Tech. Participating.
Sept. 19 (8-9:30 p.m. EDT) Producers
Showcase,
Town,"Kenyon
Ford
Motor Co."Our
through
& Eckhardt, and RCA through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Grey and
Al Paul Lefton agencies.
[Note: This schedule will be corrected to
press time of each issue of B*T.]

Wyatt,

Names Blechta to N.Y.-Post
APPOINTMENT of William R. Wyatt, vice
president of A. C. Nielsen Co., as central division manager for the Nielsen Station Index,
with headquarters in Chicago, was announced
last week by John K. Churchill, vice president
and assistant to the president of the marketing
research firm.
Mr. Churchill also announced that George
E. Blechta, vice president, will be eastern division manager of NSI with headquarters in New
York.
Messrs. Wyatt and Blechta will be responsiBroadcasting
• Telecasting

WFBR Baltimore has been showing a new slide-sound presentation to agency executives
in key cities. The presentation shows station's rating position in Baltimore and surrounding counties and gives a capsule version of daily programming. Here station executives
chat with Washington agency representatives before the luncheon showing last Thursday
at the Mayflower Hotel. L to r: Nan Hannum, Courtland D. Ferguson Inc.; Sol Panitz,
Alvin Epstein Adv.; Robert B. Jones Jr., vice president and general manager, WFBR;
Jeff Abel, Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc., and Walter D. Tichenor, coml. mgr., WFBR.
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Leonard
KANSAS-WISCONSIN
These preliminary state and county figures
from the U. S. Census of Agriculture
show the number of farms with television
sets in October-November, 1954, when
the census was made. Figures are projected from a survey covering 20% of all
farms. B»T will present farm tv figures
for each state as they are tabulated by
the Census Bureau. Readers may clip and
£
save a these
reports to accumulate a complete, county-by-county, state-by-state file.
1/3
+-»OS U£
O to

KANSAS
Allen
Anderson 1,499
Atchison 1,273
1,408
Barber
732
Barton
1,510
Bourbon 1,622
Brown
1,703
Butler
1,935
548
Chase
Chautauqua 796
Cherokee 1,001
r7Qr7
lot
Cheyenne
Clark
0U^
Clay
1,335
Cloud
1,338
Coffey
1 438
Comanche 418
Cowley
Crawford 1,993
1,873
Decatur
870
Dickinson 1,866
Doniphan 1,289
Douglas
Edwards 1,435
583
Elk
848
Ellis
1,065
858
Ellsworth
Finney
726
Ford
Franklin 1,299
1,696
Geary
552
Gove
644
Graham
741
248
Grant
Gray
672
267
Greeley
Greenwood
Hamilton 1,148
406
Harper
1,217
Harvey
1,368
Haskell
306
Hodgeman 587
Jackson
Jefferson 1,727
1,585
1,553
Jewell
Johnson , 1,342
Kearny
318
Kingman 1,320
506
Kiowa" ^ 2,048
Labette
Lane
362
Levenworth
1,748
Lincoln
1,015
Linn
1,377
345
Logan
1,835
Lyon
McPherson
2,123
Marion
1,928
Marshall 2,083
638
Meade
Miami
1,845
Mitchell
1,057
Montgomery 2,045

>

H £

>
oa CTJ&

243
376
767
260
525
382
754
630
161
149
59319
37
266
224
299
97
675
484
124
432
563
831
174
140
131
248
33
167
789
fl9
34
04
50
515
8
133
7
491
45098
16
737
817
17020
949
497
73471
53
163
992
6165
290
684
45745
348
157
872

16.2
29.5
54.5
o«
35.5
34.8
23.6
44.3
32.6
29.4
18.7
38.2
2.4
7.4
19.9
16.7
20.8
23^2
33.9
25^8
14.3
23.2
43.7
57.9
29.8
16 5
28124 935
12 9
46.5
14 9
5^3
2.0
6.9
7.4
3.0
11.6
1.7
40.3
32.9
5.2
16.7
42.7
51.5
10.9
70.7
6.3
37.7
14.0
35.8
14.6
56.8
16.1
44.7
1.4
15.8
32.2
23.7
16.7
7.1
47.3
14.9

714

34.9

Morris
Morton
Nemaha
Neosho
Ness
Norton
Osage
Osborne
Ottawa
Pawnee
Phillips

347
1,067
1,800
885
1,759
l'.Oll
1 691
993
1,042
814
1,196
1,520
813
860

Pottawatomie
Pratt
Rawlins
Reno
Riley
Republic 2,712
Rice
1,705
1,155
965
Rooks
1,044
Rush
972
Russell
941
Saline
479
Scott
1,212
wick
Sedg380
Seward
2,158
Shawnee 1,720
Sheridan
770
Sherman
573
Smith
Stafford
1,372
1,050
Stanton
282
Stevens
436
Sumner
Thomas
731
2,190
Trego
796
see
WabaunWallace
327
1,114
Washington
2,026
Wichita
Wilson
366
Woodson 1,317
815
dotte
1,009
Wyan20,167
WISCONSIN
Adams
Ashland
Barron
Bayfield
Brown
Buffalo
Burnett
Calumet
Chippewa
Clark
Columbia
Crawford

989
946
3,540
1,257
2,672
1,682
1,179
1,772
3,157
4,274
2,615
1,674

Kraft Tries Tv Experiment
KRAFT FOODS Co., Chicago, is spending
about $10,000 on spot tv in a test campaign
in Kansas City to push its new Kraft Chilled
Florida orange juice. Kraft, through J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago, is using an average of
five or six spots per week for 13 weeks over
WDAF-TV and KCMO-TV, with possibility
the drive will be extended to other markets in
October.
Page 38
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216
6
498
436
141
200
107
661
348
287
200
413
425
21
1,072
192
189
La1 Q71
594
216
194
437
24
12
1,036
900
6
58525
44454
14
977
47
117
3254
304
11
278
121
715
34,004
144
120
1,405
343
457
1,792
407
895
1,011
876
256
963

1.7
20.2
24.2
28.3
15.9
20.1
39.1
10.6
33.4
35.3
16.7
27.2
2.6
49.4
11.3
39.5
51.4
2018.14
22.2
20.5
5.0
36!l
48.0
52.3
3.2
7.0
11.0
1.0
42.3
5.0
44.6
5.7
14.7
6.4
29.2
1.2
3.0
15.0
21.1
14.8
70.9
28.3
14.6
14.2
27.3
39.7
27.2
67.1
34.5
50.5
32.0
20.5
15.3
36.8

Dane
Dodge
Door
Douglas
Dunn
Eau Claire
Florence
Fond
Lac Du
Forest
Grant
Green
Green
Lake
Iowa
Iron
Jackson
Jefferson
Juneau
Kenosha
Kewaunee
La Crosse
Lafayette
Langlade
Lincoln
Manitowoc
Marathon
Marinette
Marquette
Milwaukee
Monroe
Oconto
Oneida
Outagamie
Ozaukee
Pepin
Pierce
Portage
Polk
Price
Racine
Richland
Rock
Rush
St. Croix
Sauk
Sawyer
Shawano
Sheboygan
Taylor

>

5,094
3,954
2,024
1,152
2,870
316
1,857

46.1
43.8
48.4
55.1
48.4
28.5
31.1

3,479
467
3,533
2,189
276
1,247
2,268
1,787
2,782
1,740
1,385
1,829
1,454
1,356
2,025
3,321
1,512
5,691
1,048
2,014
1,065
416
2,784
2,529
735
3,188
1,234
2,393
2,415
3,258
1,619
2,150
1,704

111
1,906
1,068
782
494

23.8
54.8
35.7
30.2
39.6
22.8
16.0
25.4

3,197
2,900
2,566
168
2,698
Vernon
pealeau
3,485
Vilas
Trem999
Walworth
Washburn 2,113
Washington
2,245
Waukesha
Waupaca 2,669
Waushara 2,931
1,762
bago
Wood
2,152
Winne2,536
TOTAL 153,558

Named

Dr. Pepper Ad Manager
APPOINTMENT of Leonard E. B; Andrews
as advertising manager of Dr. Pepper Co. (soft
drinks), Dallas, Tex., was announced last week
by W. W. Clements,
vice president and
general manager.
Mr. Andrews succeeds A. H. Caperton who, after 17
years with Dr. Pepper Co., resigned to
enter
ness. private busiBefore joining Dr.
Pepper,
Andrewslations
wasMr.
public
reassistant vice

505
2,347
2,178
98090
ki>
578
1,388

3,138
1,865
739
2,665
2,913

Andrews

517
286
70
1,628
202
1,032
1,035
310
691
552
1,110
1,901
254
949
796
1,153
46
395
1,276
1,902
276
902
1,548
200
590
1,791
235
1,362
470
1,345
473
126
1,878
1,285
1,806
456
465
345
30
1,373
350
1,505
495
1,988
1,127
1,091
482
60,333

11.6
58.5
74.5
21.3
56.6
40.7
34.1
16.4
57.2
20.3
47.1
24.2
74.7
14 2
50^5
11.1
73.1
59.7
37.6
64.7
24.4
55.0
12.4
79.9
42.9
10.9
25.2
16.2
70.5
17.1
40.2
17.8
62.3
12.8
13.3
17.9
65.0
35.0
67.0
74.5
38.5

MR. ANDREWS
president
and advertising director
of the
Texas Bank and Trust Co. He now will be
charge of the Dr. Pepper bottler programs and
the company's national advertising campaign.
Life Insurance Admen Meet
PLANS for the 22d annual meeting of the Life
Insurance Advertisers Assn. Sept. 14-16 at the
Essex House, New York, have been announced
by A. H. Thiemann, LIAA president and second vice president of New York Life Insurance Co. More than 300 advertising, sales promotion and public relations representatives of
life insurance companies in the U. S. and
Canada will attend the session. General chairman of the meeting is Robert S. Kieffer, assistant vice president of Metropolitan Life.
Research

Session Planned

FIRST annual conference on current activities
in marketing and advertising research will be
held Nov. 10 in New York, Fred B. Manchee,
chairman, Advertising Research Foundation,
has announced. Meeting will be held at the
Hotel Ambassador. On agenda are reports on
progress of ARF's current program, problems
which have arisen and how they have been
overcome, and discussion of future projects.

28.1
19.0
50.7
39.3

Brioschi Repeats Campaign
A. BRIOSCHI Co. (antiacid crystals), Fairlawn, N. J., announced last week that it is repeating its radio advertising campaign which
started last May. With a $50,000 budget,
Brioschi used more than 600 minute spots over
nine New York and New Jersey stations.
Tying in with the drive were personal appearances by disc jockeys in areas where Brioschi
products were carried.

HOST Drayton Hastie (r), president of
WSUN-TV Charleston, S. C, entertains
his guests at a cocktail party he tendered
agency and representative personnel in
New York's Nino's LaRue restaurant. L to
r: Mary Dowling, Norman, Craig & Kummel agency; Frank E. Pellegrin, H-R Television Inc., and Lucy Kerwin, Kenyon &
Eckhardt Inc.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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Anyway you look at it— things are changing in the GalvestonHouston market. According to the July, 1955 Telepulse for the
Houston-Galveston Metropolitan Area, the number one show
was "$64,000 Question" and had a rating of 32.6. In the July
1955 Telepulse for the Houston Metropolitan Area, the show,
"$64,000 Question", was Number One with a rating of 30.7.
NOW

MORE
KGUL-TV

THAN
GULF

EVER"

TELEVISION

Represented Nationally by
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CBS Television Spot Sales
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
ieymour Joins Thompson
•AN SEYMOUR, vice president in charge of
production in the radio-tv department of
Young & Rubicam
Inc., has resigned
effective Oct. 1, to
join J. Walter
Thompson Co. in
New York as a vice
president of that
agency. His successor at Young &
Rubicam has not
been selected.
B & B Sets Up Drug Div.
PROFESSIONAL marketing division to handle
the marketing problems of clients with prescription drug products has been formed by
Benton & Bowles, New York, Robert E. Lusk,
president, announced last week. First client
of the new division is Saton Labs, a division
of the Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich,
N. Y. Media plans have not been announced.
Names of executives to head the new professional division will be made known later, Mr.
Lusk said.
Turns Buys 'Dream Match#
THE "Dream Match" horserace between Swaps
and Nashua will be sponsored on CBS-TV by
Turns through Ruthrauff & Ryan. Race is
scheduled for Aug. 31, 6-6:30 p.m., from Washington Park, Chicago. The $100,000 winnertake-all contest will be broadcast by Jack
Drees. Production will be supervised by Judson Bailey, staff producer, CBS public affairs.
NETWORK

NEW BUSINESS

Wildroot Co. (toiletries), Buffalo, and Johnson
& Johnson (toiletries), New Brunswick, N. L,
will begin sponsorship on Sept. 26 of Adventures ofRobin Hood on CBS-TV (Mon., 7:30-8
p.m. EDT). Agencies: BBDO, N. Y. (Wildroot); Young & Rubicam, N. Y. (Johnson &
Johnson).
Wesson Oil & Snowdrift Sales Co., New Orleans, will sponsor Tues. segment of Valiant
Lady on CBS-TV (Mon.-Fri., 12 noon-12:15
p.m. EDT), starting Sept. 6. Agency: Fitzgerald Adv., New Orleans.
Campbell Soup Co. (soups, Swanson frozen
foods) Camden, N. J., and Chesebrough-Pond's
Inc. (cosmetics), N. Y., sign for alternate-week
sponsorship of Star Stage drama series on NBCTV (Fri., 9:30-10 p.m.), effective Sept. 9.
Agencies: BBDO, N. Y. (Campbell); J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y. (Chesebrough-Pond's).
Reynolds Metals Co., Richmond, Va., to sponsor Frontier western film series on NBC-TV
(Sun., 7:30-8 p.m.), effective Sept. 25.
Agencies: Buchanan Co., N. Y., and Clinton
E. Frank Inc., Chicago.
Brown & Williamson (Kools, Viceroys), Louisville, Ky., effective mid-September will add
three new shows to three already sponsored on
NBC Radio and will buy three more newcasts
on CBS Radio. Programs are five minutes in
length and broadcast evenings. Agency: Ted
Bates & Co., N. Y.
Beech-Nut Packing Co. (baby foods), Canajoharie, N. Y., will start alternate-week sponsorBroadcasting
• Telecasting

ship of half-hour show featuring Dr. Benjamin
Spock on NBC-TV (Sun., 3-3:30 p.m.) for 44
weeks, effective Oct. 9. Agency: Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y.
NETWORK

RENEWALS

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. (Chesterfield,
L & M cigarettes), N. Y., renews Dragnet on
NBC-TV (Thurs., 9-9:30 p.m. EDT), effective
Sept 1, when series starts fifth season. Agency:
Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.
Webster-Chicago Corp. (tape recorders, accessories), Chicago, and Associated Products Inc.
(5-Day Deodorant Pads), West New York,
N. J., resume alternate-week sponsorship of
Tony Martin Show on NBC-TV (Mon., 7:307:45 p.m. EDT), effective Sept. 5. Agencies:
John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago (Webster); Grey
Adv., N. Y. (Associated).
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. (industrial, farm implements), Milwaukee, will sponsor for 11th
consecutive year National Farm & Home Hour
on NBC Radio (Sat., 12-12:30 p.m. CDT) for
52 weeks, effective Sept. 3. Agency: Bert S.
Gittins Adv., Milwaukee.
AGENCY SHORTS
Hall & Thompson Inc., Oklahoma City, formed
by Norman F. Hall and Daniel P. Thompson
with offices at 1510 First National Bldg.
Ralph Allum Co., N. Y., formed by Ralph
Allum, president, with offices at 34 E. 51st
St.; telephone: Murray Hill 8-6485. Radio-tv
accounts include Clark-Cleveland Co. (drug
products) and J. C. Penny Co. (department
stores). Mr. Allum was formerly vice president
in charge of package goods advertising, Roy
S. Durstine Inc., N. Y.
AGENCY APPOINTMENTS
Three Daughters Corp., Lincoln, Neb., appoints John C. Fehlandt Adv., Kansas City,
for Three Daughters deodorant and shampoo.
Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis, has appointed Gardner Adv. Co., same city, for new farm
chemical line to be introduced early next year
in 15-state midwestern area. Michael P. Ryan
is account executive. Gardner already handles
Monsanto corporate, organic chemicals div.,
inorganic chemicals div. and merchandising
div.
National Concrete Masonry Assn., Chicago,
has appointed Roche, Williams & Cleary Inc.,
same city.
Eureka Williams Co., Bloomington, III., appoints Al Paul Lefton Co., Chicago, for Eureka
vacuum cleaners and Williams home heating
products.
Springwall Assoc. (mattresses), composed of
Eclipse Sleep Products Inc. (Eclipse Springwall), N. Y., Haggard & Marcusson Co. (Tiger
Springwall), Chicago, Southern Spring Bed Co.
(Southern Cross Springwall), Atlanta, and U. S.
Bedding Co. (King Koil Springwall), St. Paul,
Minn., has appointed Campbell-Mithun Inc.,
Minneapolis, for national advertising, effective
Jan.
1, also handling U. S. Bedding local advertising.
Canter of California (swimwear, sweaters),
S. F., appoints Bernard B. Schnitzer Inc., same
city, effective Sept. 1. Mr. Schnitzer and
Mickey Mulligan will handle account.
Sta-Nu Co. (dry cleaning process), Chicago,
appoints Bozell & Jacobs Inc., same city.

National Concrete Masonry Assn., Chicago,
appoints Roche, Williams & Cleary Inc., same
city, to handle its advertising.
A&A PEOPLE
Harold T. Tasker, account supervisor, Westinghouse Apparatus Div., Fuller & Smith & Ross,
Cleveland, named vice president heading Sherwin-Williams (paint) account div., succeeding
Kenneth E. Moore, vice president, who will
devote fulltime directing news business activities; Frank P. Lapick, administrative operations
manager, Westinghouse div., named vice president and head of div., succeeding M. F. (Mose)
Ranney, vice president, who retires Nov. 1.
John D. Burke, vice president and copy chief,
Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y., to copy dept., Lennen & Newell, N. Y., as vice president.
I. C. Bettiker appointed regional vice president,
Beaumont & Hohman Inc., Chicago.
Thomas G. Brennan, formerly producer, Official Films, N. Y., to Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago, as radio-tv supervisor.
Julia Brown, media research director, and
Maurice Sculfort, chief spacebuyer, Compton
Adv., N. Y., appointed associate media directors.
Ronald P. Smillie, former executive vice president of Piatt & Smillie Chemicals Inc., St.
Louis, former client of Krupnick & Assoc.,
same city, to Krupnick as account executive.
Paul T. Sprinz to Aubrey, Finlay, Marley &
Hodgson Inc., Chicago, as account executive.
James E. Keefe, field representative, Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul, to account
management staff, Waldie & Briggs, Chicago.
Burt Schaefer, formerly appliance refrigeration
sales manager, Admiral Corp., Chicago, appointed refrigeration sales manager, Norge Sales
Corp.
Corp., same city, subsidiary of Borg-Warner
William E. Hagerling, advertising design instructor, Art Institute of Pittsburgh, appointed
art director, Sykes Adv. Inc., Pittsburgh.
Lloyd M. Hallett, formerly office manager and
assistant secretary, WLOL Minneapolis-St. Paul,
named head accountant, Olmstead & Foley,
Minneapolis.
Carroll Carroll, Hollywood writer and humorist, to Young & Rubicam N. Y., as writer in
charge of special material on 20th Century Fox
Hour, which will be sponsored by General
Electric Co. through Y&R, starting on CBS-TV
Oct. 5, alternate Wednesdays.
A. M. Brodine, formerly with public relations
dept., Lago Oil & Transport Co. Ltd., Aruba,
Netherlands West Indies, to public relations
and publicity dept., Gray & Rogers, Phila.
Charles Rider, formerly with Bradbury, Sayles,
O'Neill Co. (publishers), N. Y., to media dept.,
G. M. Basford Co., same city.
Thomas J. MacWilliams, tv director, Smith,
Taylor & Jenkins Inc., Pittsburgh, elected national president, Sigma Tau Phi, national businessmen's social fraternity.
Mrs. Donna S. Quigley, radio-tv director, Cayton Inc., N. Y., and James J. Rodden, are to be
married in September.
Edward D. Brown, tv dept., Ted Bates & Co.,
N. Y., and Betty Ann Grove, singer, CBS-TV
The Big Payoff, are to be married Sept. 17.
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Public service reaches a new high as broadcasters selflessly work
around the clock at scenes of destruction, epidemic and death.
A HUNDRED, maybe more, people huddled
around an auto early last week on a Waterbury, Conn., street listening to grim messages
from WATR.
Similar scenes were enacted for miles around
as the residents of that stricken industrial community groped eagerly for every word from
battery-powered radios, their only contact with
the rest of the world.
Around them were washed-out buildings and
debris. Occasionally a helicopter flew over
the wreckage. The transmitter of WWCO
Waterbury had been washed down the Naugatuck River. WBRY had no power.
A woman just beyond middle-age walked
up to Sam Elman directing WATR's emergency
coverage, kissed him, mumbled, "Thank you,
thank you," and walked on down the street.
WATR had been so busy in the first hours of
the flood that nobody had bothered putting
WATR-TV on the air because there wasn't any
use telecasting when the power was off and
only radio messages would ever reach listeners'
ears, anyhow.
The story of what happened last week in
Waterbury was the story of Delaware Valley
covering eastern Pennsylvania and western

RADIO and TV played major roles in rehabilitation planning for New England
flood area. Gov. Abraham Ribicoff, of
Connecticut, on Waterbury visit presented
his plan to rebuild stricken communities.
His voice was heard frequently on the air
as he devoted full time to direction of relief work. Left to right: Gene Valentino,
WATR Waterbury assistant manager; Gov.
Ribicoff; Mayor Raymond Snyder, of
Waterbury.
New Jersey, as well as several other Connecticut
and western Massachusetts areas.
In the best industry tradition, radio and tv
broadcasters in a hundred or more cities selflessly forgot food and slumber to slosh through
water, work under candlelight and mouth
hoarsely into microphones the messages that
offered hope and information to millions.
In a sense the men and women who manned
radio microphones provided a preview of what
could happen in case of enemy attack. Their
voices, propelled in many instances by emergency power apparatus, at times were heard
only by those whose radio-equipped automobiles
had escaped rushing torrents or by persons
lucky enough to have portable radios that could
receive emergency messages.
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Hurricane Connie had provided mild emergency warmups for broadcasters. Diane set up
a dress rehearsal that developed into the real
thing when the heavens dumped as much as a
dozen
valleys. inches in brief hours over unsuspecting
At Torrington, Conn., Naugatuck River ran
amok, tearing out public utility equipment and
destroying many sections of the city. Edmund
Waller, owner of WTOR, borrowed a gas generator and had WTOR on the air the afternoon
of Friday the. 19th. Volunteers lugged gasoline in two-gallon cans, the only way of fueling the emergency transmitter power supply.
By Wednesday 5,000 emergency messages had
been transmitted by WTOR including the announcement that liquor, beer and wine would
be dispensed once more but only in emergency
cases. Facing Torrington are years of rebuilding,
Mr. Waller said.
"What about business, Mr. Waller?" B»T
asked.
"There's no time to worry about business.
Most of our business clients were wiped out.
We're running free commercials for any merchants hit by the flood, whether they were
clients
or
not. We'll advertise anything they
want.
"Take Howard's shoe store. They just remodled at a cost of $100,000. The store was
completely
they'll will
open supply
in a
small shop wiped
soon. out
Shoebutfactories
stock.
"American enterprise is tremendous. You'd
have to come up here to see what Americans
are like when disaster strikes."
"It's getting worse very day," Mr. Waller said
Thursday.
WLCR Torrington had its own troubles but
joined the public service broadcasting as soon
as it could get a signal on the air. WTOR had
programmed at first with shortwave pickups
and off-the-air rebroadcasts from WTIC Hartford, supplemented by reading of newspapers.
40 Hours Straight
At Torrington, Waterbury, Putnam and other
places the station people worked as much as 40
hours at a stretch, getting relief from volunteer
workers. Ralph F. D'Andrea, directing the service of WPCT Putnam, Conn., provided roundthe-clock service although the town was split
in two by the raging Quinebaug River. Putnam
had spectacular troubles all its own as magnesium and dynamite at the riverside Sellers
Mfg. Co. plant kept exploding for several days.
WPCT was among the first to get emergency
phone service and auxiliary power units.
Typhoid became a serious problem as water
supplies went out around the flooded communities. Friendly business houses supplied needed
food and such firms as Narragansett Brewing
Co. shipped in cases of bottled water.
The transmitter of WWCO Waterbury was
replaced Tuesday by a new one flown from
RCA at Camden. A wire strung along the roof
of the transmitter served as temporary antenna.
WATR had eight feet of water in the groundfloor studios. Files were moved from the second floor to the transmitter where temporary
studios and offices were quickly put into operation since the particular locality didn't lose
its power service.
At Stroudsburg, Pa., WVPO, newspaper-

owned station, lost only a small amount of time
as Delaware Valley was devastated, according
to Merle C. Ostrum, general manager. WVPO
operated continuously for three days, aided by
volunteer workers. "We forgot about programming and commercials," Mr. Ostrum told B«T.
Though networks and stations continued to
keep listeners and viewers apprised of latest
developments with respect to all phases of the
flood, their emphasis last week shifted toward
campaigns for rehabilitation. Throughout the
week, NBC-TV covered the flood on its regular
news shows, using film shot by camera crews
which had been sent by the network to areas
where the flood had hit. The coverage included
live pickups, remotes and beeper interviews.
The disaster was covered over the Aug. 17-18 ,
weekend by NBC Radio on Monitor, the network's weekend radio service. Listeners were
kept posted with frequent cut-ins and remotes
on this show as well as other broadcasts during ;
the week.
The NBC-TV network reported that the National City Bank of New York, sponsor of a

THESE baggy eyes belong to W. Joe
Isenhower, Early Bird and program director of WMYB Myrtle Beach, S. C,
who worked 72 hours with only six hours
sleep. Myrtle Beach took Diane in stride,
its third hurricane in a year.
news show nightly on WRCA-TV New York,
had relinquished its commercial time for appeals
to be made to help flood victims. The network
also sent a group of celebrities including Eddie
Fisher, Matt Dennis, Bert Parks and John Reed
King to WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn., to
stage a telethon Aug. 24-25 on behalf of the
victims of the flood. The telethon raised
upwards of $147,000.
Mutual broadcast news of the flood on all
regular newscasts throughout the week and
arranged for telephone interviews with eyewitnes es inthe striken areas of Massachusetts,
Connecticut and Pennsylvania. Many of its
affiliated stations reported they have begun
campaigns for funds for flood victims.
CBS Radio continued to give reports on
latest developments, and on many of its regular
newscasts appeals were made for contributions
to the American Red Cross.
CBS-TV flew news reporters Tom Costigan,
Dan Karasik and Syd Byrnes to the ravaged
areas, accompanied by camera crews. Film
footage and sound commentary were carried
on network news shows and also used on special
programs
over the
network's
TV
New presented
York. These
special
showsWCBSover
WCBS-TV were carried on Aug. 19, 20 and 21.
Yesterday (Sunday) ABC-TV was to telecast
a special hour-long appeal for help for the flood
Broadcasting • Telecasting

areas. Show, 8-9 p.m., featured Arlene Francis,
and told the story of the flood and the damage
\ it had caused in areas which it struck. Through'< out the previous week flood news was carried
on ABC-TV's regularly scheduled newscasts.
ABC Radio was set to carry a special docu' mentary yesterday entitled Disaster. In addition
to coverage on regular news programs through: out the week the network also broadcast inter1 views with persons in the flood areas who could
be reached by telephone.
WINS New York launched a campaign for
funds in conjunction with WGTH Hartford
and WVPO Stroudsburg, which cooperated with
1 WINS in broadcasting flood reports from the
scene of the disaster. By late Thursday night
1 WINS reported that it had collected more than
v$4,000 which it will divide equally between
WVPO and WGTH. WINS also plans to con' tinue the campaign and arrange an entertain: ment benefit performance in Hartford.
WINS arranged for coverage of the flood
starting last Friday afternoon by setting up a
' twelve station "Hurricane Network" which at
one point was said to be the only means of
information on disaster areas for all official
agencies in New York. WINS General Manager
Robert J. Leder made arrangements for the
following stations to telephone the latest information: WBZ Boston, WAAL Middletown,
WGTH Hartford, WGNY Newburgh, WVOS
Liberty, WTNJ Trenton, WBUX Doylestown,
WALD Danbury, WNNJ Newton, WLNA
Peekskill, WVPO Stroudsburg and WATR
Waterbury.
From Aug. 19 through the end of last week,
city-owned WNYC New York carried a continuous flow of information on flood, road,
and rail conditions as a public service effort,
beamed primarily at the families of summer
campers.
Rescue Victims
WEJL Scranton, in the heart of a flooded
area, sent men to various disaster areas, where
instructions on evacuation were broadcast to
residents. Crews in the mobile unit assisted in
the rescue of several victims. At 12:30 p.m.
on Aug. 19 WEJL broadcast a 70-minute news
program, providing a wrap-up of the flood
situation to date, and giving information concerning road conditions, restricted areas and
the rescue of further flood victims.
Starting last Tuesday, WPIX (TV) New
York launched an effort to raise funds for
flood relief, saturating its entire programming
structure with public service announcements.
The station intends to continue this project for
at least two weeks, during which time viewers
will be urged to make contributions to the local
chapter of the Red Cross.
While Hartford was fortunately situated between two floods and escaped major suffering,
its radio and tv stations were kept busy over
the weekend, and all last week, servicing nearby
communities and providing emergency service.
WDRC maintained hurricane advisories during
Connie and Diane, and really went to work
when the floods came. Russ McNaughten, chief
announcer, directed the coverage. CBS was
given six feeds in three days.
Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, told B«T
Thursday afternoon that the station's "Flood
Bank" fund had reached a total of $131,850.
The three-day campaign started Tuesday night
and had a Friday night target of $200,000. Red
Cross and WTIC personnel worked around the
clock. WTIC gave WATR Waterbury and other
stations permission to pick up its newcasts and
Broadcasting
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weather reports. The station was mouthpiece
for emergency messages.
In Providence, R. I., emergency service
started at daylight Aug. 19 and continued for
several days. WJAR-AM-TV sent newsmen and
photographers to Woonsocket and Putnam,
where damage was heavy. WJAR-TV showed
exclusive films of President Eisenhower's Tuesday conference with governors of six eastern
states.
WPRO-AM-FM Providence had news and
camera crews in the flooded areas. A special
plane was chartered, with Morton Blender,
newscaster, and a camera crew covering the
critical spots. Staff newsmen flew with Gov.
Roberts, of Rhode Island.
WTAG Worcester, Mass., and WESO Southbridge picked up each others' emergency proStaff members of WWLP (TV) Springfield,
grams.
Mass., had to wade to work but managed to
reach areas where water had caused damage.
One washout stopped communication between
the office and the Provin Mountain transmitter,
10 miles away. Films and mail were carried
to the edge of the washout and a mile of relaying through mud and water was necessary.
WACE Chicopee, adjoining Springfield, set
up a control center. Ralph J. Robinson, station
manager, is radio officer for the Western Massachusetts amateur's emergency system (RACES)
and directed civil defense communications
throughout the valley. Six Forestry Service stations operated out of WACE. Trailers of dry
ice from New Haven and Boston were shipped
to the station and delivered to stricken spots by
plane.

Red Cross Funds Sought

In Ware, Mass., Bill Sweeney, WARE general manager, and Dave Pryce, chief engineer,
lugged broadcast gear up to the transmitter,
wading through neck-high water. The watery
hike took nearly five hours. On arrival they
put WARE on the air, serving a score of isolated communities. Warnings about collapsed
water supplies were given primary credit with
averting a possible epidemic. WARE messages
directed highway repair crews. Five staff members worked 56 continuous hours.
WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia maintained continuous service. Roger W. Clipp, general manager, wired E. Roland Harriman, Red Cross
president, informing him "effective immediately
in cooperation with local Red Cross authorities
every locally originated program and program
personality is calling for immediate financial
support
WAVZ flood
Newrelief."
Haven broadcast from Waterbury, Ansonia, Derby and Seymour, Conn., and
covered the Hartford visit of President Eisenhower.
WNHC-TV New Haven was scheduled to present an hour-long fund-appeal program yesterday from 8-9 p.m. EDT. Titled Suddenly Disaster Struck, the program included on-the-spot
film reports of the destruction in the New
England area. Television and motion picture
personalities residing in Connecticut arranged to
participate in the telecast. WNHC-TV cameramen shot more than 3,000 feet of sound and
silent film since Aug. 19.
The name of "Operation Washout" was
coined by WHYN-AM-TV Springfield for its
overall plans of news coverage, public assistance and emergency information. Starting on
Aug. 19 and continuing through last week, both
stations served as channels of news and public
service information.
WRCA-AM-TV New York last week sent
telegrams to 50 radio and tv stations in the
devestated areas, offering to broadcast help-

BOWMAN DAIRY Co. of Chicago takes
three-day co-sponsorship of Man on the
Street program on WROK Rockford, III.,
as Robert N. Wilford (r), advertising director of the dairy, and John J. Dixon, WROK
general manager, sign the contract. The
program, broadcast continuously on
WROK for 21 years, is sponsored the remaining three days by Olsen & Ebann
Jewelers, now marking its 15th year with
the program.
wanted notices for flood victims. The telegrams
stressed that the stations' appeals would not be
for money but for surplus equipment, furnishings or clothing, blankets, beddings and other
needed items.
Though WKNB-AM Hartford managed to
stay on the air Aug. 19, WKNB-TV went off the
air that morning when the Farmington River
flooded the Connecticut Power Co. stations
which supply the tv transmitter in Farmington.
At 4:30 p.m. an emergency generator had been
placed atop Rattlesnake Mountain and WKNBTV returned to the air. Throughout that day
and weekend, both stations continued to broadcast acontinuous stream of flood information.
WICC Bridgeport, outside the disaster area,
kept listeners alerted to the possibility of the
flood on Aug. 19, but later concentrated on the
state and area picture. On Aug. 21 the station
broadcast news and appeals for help to flood
victims, and some 2Vi hours broadcasting a
plea on behalf of the red cross. Eight truckloads of canned food were collected in the
Bridgeport area. The station continued to air
appeals for contributions throughout the week.
Last Monday General Manager Philip Merryman interviewed Gov. Abraham Ribicoff of
Connecticut in what was claimed by the station to have been an exclusive.
Rev. Percy Crawford, radio-tv evangelist,
couldn't broadcast his daily program on WIBG
Philadelphia from his Pinebrook camp near
East Stroudsburg, Pa., so he used his tape
recorder for on-the-spot accounts of Delaware
Valley's disaster. The ad lib broadcast was described by WIBG as "completey and profesTaylorsionallyGrant,
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia,
done."
directed a 12-man staff that worked the night
through to alert areas to possible danger as the
rains came.
Alan Scott {Let Scott Do It, Mon.-Fri., 9-10
a.m. on WPTZ) went to the Poconos as the
rains were starting Aug. 18. He loaded his
vacationing family into a car and headed for
Philadelphia only to be stopped when his brakes
went out. He reached Philadelphia Sunday
night, with the station having used three private
planes
family. three days in an effort to locate the
Rob MacLeish went to Connecticut for WBZWBZA Boston-Springfield. He covered the arrival of President Eisenhower at Hartford and
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surveyed storm damage for the Westinghouse
outlets.
Philadelphia stations continued flood coverage and public service announcements over the
weekend. Pennsylvania state police addressed
teletype messages, "Attention, Associated Press,
United Press and WCAU news." Philadelphia
police relayed messages to WCAU as they
came. Charles Shaw, news director, had a
15-man staff working around the clock. Tv
coverage included photos and maps.
KYW and WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia maintained emergency programming over the weekend and kept crews in the afflicted areas.
Connie and Diane brought round-the-clock
newsreel coverage by WMAR-TV Baltimore
including films showing debris from the sunken
schooner Levin J. Marvel and interviews with
survivors. A hookup of yachts in the Chesapeake provided weather data but storm static
overrode most of the messages and the network
was unusable during the critical periods.
Climaxing a week of special flood service,
WEEU Reading, Pa., put on a special "Operation Evacuation" pickup, with on-the-spot story
of the arrival in Allentown of 300 children
caught in isolated resort areas.
WBUD Trenton covered the area's worst
flood in history, working with auto clubs, police
and other public service groups. Warnings of
danger were sounded 24 hours before the flood
crested, with the station staff working right
through the nights. Richard M. Hardin, WBUD
president, publicly thanked the staff on a
Wednesday newscast, along with others who
cooperated in the coverage.
WTTM Trenton, N. J., went on an emergency
basis as the Delaware Valley was struck, serving as a message center and rounding up personnel, vehicles and supplies for civil defense
agencies. The public was asked to remain calm
and stay away from flood areas.
Arnold Snyder, news director, directed emergency coverage as regular programming was
abandoned. Joe Ayares, newsman, flew over
the Delaware River, recording an account of
the flood and later went out with a motor boat
rescue crew. Fred L. Bernstein, WTTM manager, directed the emergency service. Civil and
military officials were interviewed and citizens
were supplied help in solving their emergency
problems.
On his It Looks to Me commentary Arnold
Snyder, WTTM newsman, praised work of
police, firemen and civil defense volunteers but
called for a strengthened weather bureau, improved flood control measures and federal-state
action to provide low-cost disaster insurance
for homeowners and small business.
Radio

Amateurs

Aid

Flood Relief Work
IN THE hardest hit areas of Connecticut and
Pennsylvania, radio amateurs were still at their
posts a week after the disaster, handling messages for the Red Cross, civil defense, highway
and health departments, state police, and hundreds of individuals worried about friends and
relatives in the flooded sections.
Some amateurs, members of the Radio
Amateur Civil Emergency Service, were alerted
by their local civil defense radio officers early
Friday. Others, in communities having no
organized CD set-up, worked with the Amateur
Radio . Emergency Corps, a group formed by
emergency-conscious members of the American
Radio Relay League, the amateurs' national
society. Still others, who regularly meet on
specific amateur frequencies to relay radio messages free of charge for servicemen, other
amateurs and the general public, got together
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K RON -TV Buys KNBC Spots
To Promote Fall Schedule

tes' unit has
'Remocontrol
Studi
THE LACK
of oa remote
not prevented KLIX-TV from bringing
its viewers important up-to-date events.
The ch. 11 Twin Falls, Idaho, station
merely "remotes" the happenings from
its studio.
A recent joint meeting of the Twin
Falls City Council and Zoning Commission was held in the KLIX-TV studios so
that the meeting could be televised. A
large crowd attended the debate on one
of the city's "hottest" questions in several
An hour-long horse show also was teleyears.
cast from the lawn outside the studio.
Dozens of participants in the Magic
Valley Horse Show cooperated by bringing their animals to KLIX-TV.
No mountains have been moved, but a
sincere public service has been rendered.
either by radiotelegraph or radio-telephone in
their customary state, regional and area networks to handle emergency messages.
Location of ARRL's national headquarters in
West Hartford and its Maxim Memorial station,
W1AW, in nearby Newington, placed it in the
center of things. This station is only one of a
great many amateur stations active during the
emergency; nevertheless, it is a good point from
which to view the amateur communications for
the state. Since Hartford was designated as Red
Cross disaster headquarters, and was already
the focal point for state civil defense, W1AW
served as a terminus for many vital messages.
Torrington had one outgoing circuit on 29mc to an amateur in Ellington, Conn. Members of his family took messages next door to
another amateur, who passed them to Newington on 3.8-mc. When the operator of the only
active station in hard-hit Winsted needed relief
two other hams were flown in by helicopter to
operate his rig.
Boundy to WGBS-TV Post
GLENN BOUNDY Jr. has been named operat i o n s manager of
WGBS-TV Miami,
Fla., according to
Managing Director
Frank Riordan. Mr.
Boundy, son of
Glenn G. Boundy,
director of engineering,casting
Storer
BroadCo., got
his
start in tv at WJBKTV Detroit while he
was still in college.
His job will be coMR. BOUNDY
nating al opera-of
tionalordifunctions
the ch. 23 NBC television affiliate.
Coast Fm Hookup Planned
WEST COAST fm multiplex network linking
fm stations from Sacramento to San Diego with
regular good music programs plus multiplex
background music service has been announced
by Arthur Crawford, owner of KCBH (FM)
Beverly Hills, key station. The network is to
be ready early next year, operating 24 hours
daily on three channels — normal broadcast,
background and code signals to key commercials for various audiences. Relay stations will
be located on Mt. Diablo and at LeBec, Calif.

KRON-TV San Francisco, to promote its new
fall schedule, has purchased a spot announcement campaign on KNBC there, effective Sept.
1 and calling for 42 one-minute announcements
a day. The radio campaign to promote a tv
lineup is not a "trade deal" (where one medium
places advertising on another to balance accounts), itwas emphasized by Harold P. See.
KRON-TV manager. Mr. See said that KRONTV has purchased and will pay for the announcements inthe same manner as any other
advertiser.
KNBC is the NBC o&o outlet in San Francisco. KRON-TV is owned by the Chronicle Pub. Co. (San Francisco Chronicle) and is
affiliated with NBC. The KRON-TV campaign
is being handled by the San Francisco office of
Abbott Kimball Adv.
WDBJ-AM-TV

Roanoke

Starts

$1,000,000 Building Program
A $1 million building program is underway
for WDBJ-AM-TV Roanoke, Va., with completion due shortly after the first of the year. The
station, scheduled to begin telecasting early this
fall, will operate from temporary quarters until
the new building is ready, according to M. W.
Armistead III, president of Times-World Corp.,
which operates WDBJ-AM-TV and publishes the
Roanoke Times and Roanoke World-News.
Equipment to be installed in the new studios
will enlarge WDBJ-TV's facilities for color tv
by permitting local broadcast of films and
slides. Besides the new tv station, construction
plans call for remodeling the newspaper plant
and new studios for WDBJ, all under the same
roof.
WTVH-TV Buys New Tower
PURCHASE from RCA of a new tower which
will reach 1,000 ft. above ground and increase
power to 500 kw has been announced by ch.
19 WTVH-TV Peoria, HI. The proposed
tower, which is expected to be in service by midNovember, is being constructed in sections by
Dresser-Ideco Co. of Columbus, Ohio, and will
be located at the site of the station's present
240-ft. tower at Creve Coeur, 111. Edward G.
Smith, general manager of licensee Hilltop
Broadcasting Co., said the new tower will be
"the highest man-made structure above ground
in
Illinois."
WOAI-AM-TV
Names Reed
ROBERT REED has been appointed program
manager of WOAI-AM-TV San Antonio, according to James M.
Gaines,
president and vice
general
manager. He comes
to WOAI from NBC
(WRC)ton where
in Washinghe was
featured daily on a
3 Vi hour radio show,
Your Timekeeper,
plus several tv programs. Mr. Reed
also was executive
producer
and Bowes
director of Major
MR. REED
Amateur Hour for
10 years and has been a featured performer,
producer and director for other top network
shows. His new appointment became effective
Aug. 26.
Broadcasting
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ARE

YOU

HALF-COVERED

IN

NEBRASKA?

KOLN-TV
GIVES YOU I
UNDUPLICATED
COVERAGE
IN MOST OF
NEBRASKA!

VIDEODEX JULY, 1955 REPORT
LINCOLN-LAND STUDY
Summary Table — Average Ratings — % TV Homes

SUNDAY:

1 :00— 5:00
5:00—11:00
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY:
1 :00— 5:00
5:00—11:00
SATURDAY: 1 :00— 5:00
5:00—11:00
TOTAL:
1 :00— 5:00
5:00—11:00

"B"

P.M.
P.M.

KOLN-TV
12.2
19.0

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

11.6
20.3
16.4
19.1
12.3
19.9

4.6
8.5
4.2
9.7
4,6
8.5

3.0
7.9

"C"
7.9
9.3
6.1
9.3
5.5
8.6
6.2
9.2

"D"
2.7
3.9
2.2
3.3
2.4
3.6
2.4
3.4

YoU'RE HALF NAKED IN \EftkASMA i 'A n Kn m :
IF YOU DON'T REACH LINCOLN-LAND — 42 counties
with 200,000 families — 125,000 unduplicated by any other
station. Videodex proves that KOLN-TV gets 98.4% more
afternoon LINCOLN-LAND viewers than the next station —
116.3% more nighttime viewers!
95.8% of LINCOLN-LAND is outside the Grade B area
of Omaha. This market is farther removed from Omaha
than South Bend from Fort Wayne, Hartford from Providence or Syracuse from Rochester.
Let Avery-Knodel give you all the facts on KOLN-TV —
the official CBS-ABC outlet for Southern Nebraska and
Northern Kansas.
CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

WKZO — KALAMAZOO
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WJEF — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — SRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

Broadcasting
I

Telecasting

K0LN-TY
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND — NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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THREE
FOR

VHFS

SEPT.

READY

STARTS

THREE new vhf stations have announced plans
to begin regular operations during the first week
of September.
KCRA-TV Sacramento, Calif., ch. 3, owned
by KCRA Inc. is to take the air on or about
Sept. 1. The station will be a basic NBC affiliate.
KNTV (TV) San Jose, Calif., ch. 13, expects
to be on the air Sept. 6. The station is owned
by the Sunlite Bakers and will be an independent.
KTRE-TV Lufkin, Tex., ch. 9, is set to program on Sept. 1. The station will receive NBC
programs from KPRC-TV Houston, Tex., but
is not an NBC affiliate.
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles
Boosts Power, Revises Format
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, ch. 13, will increase
its power to 170 kw effective Sept. 12 and on
the same day will launch its "New Horizons in
Tv Entertainment," according to Jack Heintz,
vice president and general manager. The new
program format will place heavy emphasis on
live programs during daytime hours.
Feature of the new schedule will be Town
Hall Ranch Party, starring Jay Stewart as m.c.
with daily
guestin shots
by music.
the country's
top
western
names
country
The daily
show will originate from Sierra Creek Park, a
new recreational playground in the Santa
Monica Mountains. "We feel that live personalities are better entertainment, and that's what
we
want
Mr. Heintz.to give the viewing public," stated
KVFD-KQTV (TV) Ft. Dodge
Order Gates, GE Equipment
PURCHASE of a new transmitter from the
Gates Radio Supply Co., Quincy, 111., has been
announced by Ed Breen, manager of KVFD
Ft. Dodge, Iowa. Additionally, KVFD has
ordered two 3-speed turntables to replace two
of the five in current use at the station.
At KQTV (TV) Ft. Dodge, sister station of
KVFD and also managed by Mr. Breen, it was
announced that a new GE antenna has been
ordered to replace the one damaged by lightning July 12. The station hopes to be back on
the air before the first of October, in time for
the World Series and the Iowa football games.
KLZ Promotes McEniry
JOHN McENIRY, assistant sales manager for
KLZ Denver, has
been promoted to
local sales manager
for the CBS affiliate,
according to Lee
Fondren, KLZ general radio sales chief.
Mr. McEniry has
has been in the Denver radio scene since
1937 and has been
with KLZ for one
year, coming to the
station from a sales
position with KFEL
MR. McENIRY
and KIMN. In his
new position, Mr. McEniry will head a five-man
local sales staff.
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OFFICIALS of KOMO-AM-TV Seattle complete arrangements for NBC Spot Sales to
be national representative for the stations.
The agreement brings to 1 1 major television and nine radio markets represented
by NBC Spot Sales. L to r: O. W. Fisher,
president. Fisher's Blend Station Inc.;
Thomas B. McFadden, vice president in
charge of NBC Spot Sales, and W. W.
Warren, vice president and general manager of Fisher's
Blend Inc. and Fisher's
Television
Co.

WXEL-TV Promotes
Barron and Garfield
WXEL-TV Cleveland has promoted two men
in its sales staff, according to managing director
Franklin Snyder. Frank Barron has been
named local sales manager and John Garfield
has been appointed national sales executive.
Mr. Barron, who has been with WXEL-TV
since 1953, will be responsible for the direction of local salesmen and all sales and service
activities with area advertising agencies and
accounts. Mr. Garfield, who will work with
the national sales offices of Storer Broadcasting
Co., owner of WXEL-TV, and the Katz Agency,
national sales representative, joined the station
last January from WGAR Cleveland.
KOVR(TV) Plans S.F. Studios
KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif., ch. 13, will open
auxiliary studios in San Francisco, about 45
miles away, sometime in September, Terry H.
Lee, general manager, has announced. The
studios, from which a portion of the station's
programming will be originated, will be located
in the Mark Hopkins Hotel atop Nob Hill.
KOVR general offices, sales offices, and promotion and publicity activities will be headquartered with the studios. Recently KOVR
applied to the FCC for permission to move
the station to San Francisco, but was denied
the request because, the Commission stated,
Stockton would be left without a television

KPMC

Increases

Power

KPMC Bakersfield, Calif., has begun testing its
new 10 kw transmitter, which will replace the
1 kw unit now in use, according to Leo Schamblin, who has been station manager for the ABC
outlet since it went on the air in 1932. The new
transmitter is located south of the city. Business operations will continue in the downtown
studios.

Dow, WN EM-TV to Press
6-Month Series Into 5 Weeks
TO OBSERVE the 10th anniversary of the end
of World War II the Dow Corning Corp.
(chemicals) of Midland, Mich., will present
over WNEM-TV Bay City, Mich., the tv version of President Eisenhower's best seller Crusade in Europe. The unusual feature of the
presentation is that the entire six-months series
will be televised in a period of five weeks, on a
Monday-Friday 6:30-7 p.m. basis.
Jack Parker, who covered the war as a correspondent for ABC, serves as host-commentator for the series which began on WNEM-TV
yesterday
than and
165 Japanese
million1
ft. of allied (Sunday).
and capturedMore
German
film, some of it never before available, depicts
the story of World War II from before the
U. S. entry until the final victory.
Because of the great concentration of the
series, Dow Corning Corp.'s presentation is
believed to be a "first" in tv programming.
Services Held for Jaggers,
KCOW Alliance President
FUNERAL SERVICES were held last Wednesday for Hans Jaggers, 71, president of Sandhills
Broadcasting Corp. (KCOW Alliance, Neb.\
who died Aug. 21.
As well as being a broadcaster Mr. Jaggers
was a leading cattleman, hence the call letters
KCOW. He helped to found the Sandhills
Broadcasting Corp. in 1949 and he was president of the corporation until his death.
Mr. Jaggers is survived by his wife, Elsie;
a brother, Robert, of Hay Springs, Neb., and
a sister, Mrs. D. Eichorn, of Peoria, HI.
WGBS-TV's New Tower Rises
WGBS-TV Miami, Fla., reports that construction is proceeding rapidly on its new tower,
which when completed will be "the tallest in
South Florida." The ch. 23 station believes
the new tower will be the heaviest and strongest
ever constructed, with three of the nine anchors
each weighing 625 tons. Jorgenson & Schreffler
of Miami designed the tower, which WGBS-TV
says will raise its power to an equivalent of
800 kw.

'100 in T Day in Mobile
WALA-TV Mobile, Ala., was the hub
around which nine radio stations teamed
up to sell 119 cars in 16 hours for a local
automobile dealer. The nine-radio, onetv network produced results surpassing
by 19 the goal set in the special "100 in
1" sale (100 cars in one day). Participating in the promotion in addition to
WALA-TV were WALA, its radio companion; WKRG-AM-FM, WABB, WKAB
and WAIP, all in Mobile, WHEP Foley
and WPBB Jackson, both Ala., and
WPMP Pascagoula, Miss. The radio stations started the cars rolling at 6:30 a.m.
and on every half hour a five-minute
pickup was aired from the car lot.
WALA-TV carried four telecasts from
the outdoor car lot while the sale was in
progress. According to WALA-TV, reports from people who purchased automobiles during the sale attribute to the
telecasts the major share of the credit
for inducing them to buy.
Broadcasting
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GREAT

PAYS

WE

HONOR

40 entirely new and different 15-minute fully recorded Radio
Shows dedicated to 40 outstanding patriotic and religious
occasions.
Each program devoted to one great day.
Each program conducted by a nationally-known dignitary who
explains the origin, meaning and importance of the great day.
Each program rich with music specially composed to explain in song
the 'special day it honors.
Each program replete with traditional songs and music by famous
talent.
Each program produced under the supervision of an officially
authorized group or person.
THE STARS OF "GREAT DAYS WE
HAVE SOLID FAMILY APPEAL.

HONOR"

This is just one of the 27 headline shows . . . just part
of the 1375 minutes of planned programming weekly,
plus other great features you get when you subscribe
to the RCA Thesaurus program service.

if

STATIONS
Bankruptcy

Petition

Filed by KCOK Tulare
SHELDON ANDERSON, owner of KCOK
Tulare, Calif., listed 367 creditors and indebtedness of $752,985 in a bankruptcy proceeding
in U. S. District Court in Fresno, Calif.
Mr. Anderson outlined assets of $53,310 exclusive of the radio station and broadcasting
license. His petition seeks to have him declared
a debtor in possssion of his property. If granted,
Mr. Anderson would be permitted to run KCOK
under supervision and eliminate his debts over
a period of years.
The debts were incurred, Mr. Anderson declared, when he built and operated KCOK-TV,
uhf ch. 27 in Tulare. The station, now using
the call letters KVVG (TV), was taken over
by a group of creditors after attempts to sell
the plant failed last year.
Mr. Anderson's petition listed unsecured
claims totaling $373,964; secured claims of
$353,337; taxes due the federal government —
$23,620; wage claims of $1,015, and local taxes
due of $1,057.
WTOP Creates News Division,
Five Newsmen to Be Released
PLANS for the establishment of a news and
public affairs division at WTOP-AM-TV Washington have been announced by John S. Hayes,
president of WTOP Inc. WTOP and CBS
News have maintained a single news operation
in the Nation's Capital, but these will be separated on Oct. 30 when the station's new division commences operation.
The new division will be responsible for news
gathering activities and broadcast of news and
public
affairs
coverage,
the programs,
station said.with emphasis on local '
Because of the creation of the new division,
effective with the Oct. 30 date, the services of
five news commentators will not be utilized.
They are: Paul Niven, Bill Costello, Claude
Mahoney, Peter Hackes and Stephen Kushing.
Personnel to be assigned to the WTOP News
& Public Affairs Div. will be announced shortly.
Adler Moves to WABD (TV)
APPOINTMENT of Bill Adler, former director
of special projects for WRCA-AM-TV New
York, as director of press and special events for
WABD (TV) New York was announced last
week by Ted Cott, general manager of DuMontowned tv stations.
Mr. Adler has been with WRCA-AM-TV
New York since last January, producing news
and special events programming and documentaries and writing and producing the Tex
and Jinx show.
KDUB-TV Boosts to 50 Kw
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., has installed a new
DuMont 50 kw transmitter, according to Jack
McElrath, news director. The station's old 5
kw transmitter is being sent KDUB-TV's satellite, KPAR-TV Sweetwater, Tex., which will
soon go on the air.
KTRK-TV ID's in Color
KTRK-TV Houston began televising station
identification slides in color last week, according
to Willard E. Walbridge, general manager. The
ID slides are of familiar scenes and landmarks
of the Houston area.
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Beachside

Radio

WJBK Detroit has been given credit for
doubling the attendance at Metropolitan
Beach by recreation director Robert E.
Giradin. The station is operating from
its new summer studio on the beach and
disc m.c. Don McLeod does a daily five
hour program from the water's edge.
Mr. McLeod's music and interviews of
guests have become an important entertainment feature of the beach as bis
broadcasts are tied into the loud speaker
system and can be heard over the entire
area. The beach is located 22 miles
northeast of the Detroit city hall.

STANDING in front of the WJBK summer studio at Metropolitan Beach, Detroit, Robert E. Giradin, beach recreational director, points out high points
of the area to (I to r) Harry Lipson,
WJBK managing director; Don McLeod, disc m.c, and Gar Meadowcroft,
assistant managing director.

Chevrolet dealers
Buys of
'Six
Plan'California
CHEVROLET
Southern
became the first buyers of KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles' new "Six Plan" according to Robert
B. Wood, general sales manager for KNXT
and the Columbia Television Pacific Network.
Under the plan, an advertiser using six announcements each week (other than A or AA
times) earns a volume discounts of 25%. Eisaman-Iohn Agency handles the Chevrolet account.
WAKR-TV

Increases

WQXR Releases Beer-Ale
Survey Compiled by Pulse
RESULTS of a five-year comparative survey
of beer and ale on hand in radio homes in the
New York metropolitan area were released
last week by WQXR New York.
The latest survey, conducted for WQXR by
The Pulse in personal interviews with WQXR
listening families and non-WQXR listeners,
was combined with the results of four previous
beer inventories to give a five-year comparison
of brand preferences on hand in the home.
The first five brand leaders in the 1955 survey
among WQXR families were Rheingold, Bal- ,
lantine, Piel's, Schaefer, and Schlitz. Leaders
among the non-WQXR families were Rheingold, Ballantine, Schaefer, Piel's, and Ruppert.
WQXR's continuing study, designed to determine audience characteristics on a comparative basis, has been conducted for the station by The Pulse since 1949. Comparative
studies are available at WQXR covering bread,
coffee, cigarettes, mustard, banking and investments, vacations, and automobiles.
Underwood, Lochridge
Promoted by Katz Agency
APPOINTMENT of Arthur J. Underwood Jr.
as manager of the Detroit office of The Katz
Agency, national advertising representatives,
was announced last week by the company. He
succeeds W. Fiske Lochridge, who becomes assales manager
visionsistant
in New
York. of Katz' newspaper diMr. Underwood has been on the Detroit sales
staff of The Katz Agency since 1946. Mr. Lochridge succeeds John L. Cross Jr., who was
killed in an airplane accident earlier this month.
WGN Adds All lllini Games
A NINE-GAME schedule of all U. of Illinois
Big Ten and intersectional football games will
be carried by WGN Chicago starting Sept. 24,
under sponsorship of Mike McCarthy Motors,
the station has announced. Myron Welden
will handle play-by-play. WGN previously contracted for coverage of the Chicago Bears
12-game pro football schedule, with Standard
Oil Co. (of Indiana) as sponsor, starting with
exhibition contests Aug. 20. The lllini Big Ten
schedule runs through Nov. 19.
WSJS-TV Has New Facilities
WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N. C, will begin
using the station's new facilities, which include
a power of 316 kw and tower 2,000 feet above
average terrain, the first two weeks of September. The ch. 12 station will be equipped for
full color transmission.

Power

WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio, will increase its
power from 18.2 kw to 213 kw the latter part
of September, according to S. Bernard Berk,
president. The ch. 49 station also will increase
its daily operating schedule and has established
a photographic department.

WINS Names Burke-Stuart
BURKE-STUART Co., New York, has been
appointed sales representative for WINS New
York, effective immediately, in Chicago, Boston,
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington. WINS,
an independent station, operates with 50 kw on
1010 kc.

WXEX (TV) Connected to Bell
CONNECTION of WXEX (TV) Petersburg,
Va., to theof Bell
System's
network
tv Telephone
facilities has
been nationwide
announced
by the Long Lines Department of American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. Addition of the outlet brings the total number of connected stations
to 365 and the number of cities served to 242.

Farm Bureau Changes Name
FARM BUREAU Insurance Cos., which owns
the Peoples Broadcasting Co., will change its
name effective Sept. 1 to Nationwide Insurance. The company operates stations WRFD
Worthington, Ohio; WTTM Trenton, N. J.;
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va., and WGAR-AMFM Cleveland.
Broadcasting
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REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS
KTVQ (TV) Oklahoma City has appointed
Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc., N. Y., as national representative.
WJOB-AM-FM Hammond, Ind., appoint William G. Rambeau Co., N. Y., as national representative, effective Sept. 1.
KYA San Francisco has appointed Am Radio
Sales Co., L. A. and Chicago, as regional representative in midwestern and southern Calif,
areas.
REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE
Verne W. Behnke, sales manager, eastern div.,
Motion Pictures for Tv, N. Y., to tv sales dept.,
Edward Petry & Co., N. Y., as account executive; John J. Carter, formerly in charge of sales
development and promotion, Adam Young Inc.
(representatives), N. Y., to Petry promotion
dept.; Bill Asip, network sales staff, NBC, to tv
sales staff as account executive.
Edward Kenefick to tv sales staff, George P.
Hollingbery Co., N. Y.
Bill Shaw, account executive, Headley-Reed Co.
Chicago, father of girl, Mary Louise.
STATION PEOPLE
W. E. McCIenahan appointed sales manager,
KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, succeeding
Wade S. Patterson, who will devote fulltime
to KCRG.
Gene Ellerman, formerly sales manager, WBBC
Flint, Mich., appointed sales manager, WWTV (TV)
Cadillac, Mich.

KLOR (TV) Portland was co-host with Dodge Div. of Chrysler Corp. at a champagne
party in the station's studio to watch the new Lawrence Welk "Champagne Music" program, sponsored by Dodge. Front row (I to r): Dodge dealers G. B. Alford and Don V.
Cady; W. B. Sutlive, Dodge regional sales manager, and Dodge dealer Dick Niles.
Back row (I to r): Dodge dealers T. E. Pederson and C. R. Parkinson and William A. Healy,
director of KLOR.
formerly station manager, WCOL Columbus,
Ohio, named WPFB production director; Bob
Cordray named news director; Ron Allen and
Johnny Noland to station as announcers; Jessie
Lee Weizenecker joins as copywriter.
Bob Mays, formerly sports director, Tulsa
Broadcasting Co. (KTUL Tulsa, KTVX (TV)
Muskogee, Okla., KFPW-AM-FM Ft. Smith,
Ark.), appointed news director, KARD-TV
Wichita, Kan.
Katherine Fox, special broadcast services director since 1941, resigns and expects to announce future plans following Labor Day.

Karl Eisele, account
executive, WISH
Indianapolis, to
W P G C Morningside, Md., as commercial manager.
Herb Evans, formerly with WNET (TV)
Providence, R. I., to
MR. ELLERMAN
WTAO - AM - TV WXHR (FM) Cambridge, Mass., as chief engineer.

Al Slep, formerly with promotion and publicity
dept., Republic Pictures, N. Y., named promotion coordinator, advertising and promotion
dept., WRCA-TV New York, succeeding AI
Perlmutter, who has been named special projects manager, WRCA-AM-TV special events
dept. [B«T, Aug. 22].

Mac Lean Chandler,
formerly manager,
CBS-TV Spot Sales,
S. F., appointed sales
executive, K G O AM - FM - TV San
Francisco.

June Buzzelli, national promotion staff, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., N. Y., appointed assistant promotion manager,
KDKA Pittsburgh,
effective Sept. 7;
Wayne Griffin, formerly associated
with ABC Breakfast
Club and other network shows, signed
to exclusive KDKATV contract to present daily 60-minute Wayne
Griffin
MISS BUZZELLI
Show, effective today
(Mon.).
James Mortwedt, general manager, WTRW Two
Rivers, Wis., to sales staff, WTWO (TV) Bangor,
Me., effective in early September.

Danny Kirk, formerly with WFAA-TV Dallas,
Tex., appointed operations desk director,
KTRE-TV Lufkin, Tex. (target date Sept. 1).

Paul H. Weiss, account executive and copy
chief, William H. Scheer Adv. Agency, Newark,
N. J., appointed account executive, WTVJ (TV)
Miami.

Dallas DeWeese, formerly news director, WLW
Cincinnati, appointed news director, WISH
Indianapolis.
William H. Lutz, vice president, Pratt & Lamb e r t Inc. (paints,
varnishes, enamels,
lacquers), Buffalo,
N. Y., elected to
board of directors,
WGR Corp. (WGRAM-TV Buffalo).

MR. LUTZ

Bill Iglehart, WPFB Middletown, Ohio, appointed commercial director; Charlie Reeder,
Broadcasting
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Betty Lembeck, model and Mrs. San Diego, to
KFSD-TV San Diego as weather girl.

Norma Jean Hoffman, graduate, Northwest Radio & Tv School, Portland, Ore., to WIMA-TV
Lima, Ohio, as continuity writer.
Jan Jaworski named secretary of promotion
dept., WOW Omaha, Neb.
James Good and Roger Thayer, graduates,
Northwest Radio & Tv School, Portland, Ore.,
to KXJB-TV Fargo, N. D.
Elaine Squer, WNHC-AM-TV New Haven,
Conn., reassigned to handle publicity and promotion.
Reva Taylor, graduate, Northwest Radio & Tv
School, Portland, Ore., to KTIV (TV) Sioux
City, Iowa.
William E. Reed, continuity director, WTVJ
(TV) Miami, elected president, Optimist Club
of Miami.
Willard R. Hasbrook, president, KFXM San
Bernardino, Calif., named director of local
chamber of commerce and American Cancer Society area chapter and county chairman of
March of Dimes.
Jim Fidler, meteorologist and weather station
director, WLW Cincinnati, appointed to special
Society.
radio-tv committee, American Meteorological
Jules Dundes, general manager, KCBS San
Francisco, elected to board of directors, S. F.
Employers' Council.
William G. Wells, president and owner, WTAN
Clearwater, Fla., has moved from Alexandria,
Va., to 501 Althea Rd., Clearwater.
Lorraine Confrey, secretary to tv program and
traffic coordinator, WNHC-TV New Haven,
Conn., and Ernest Avena are to be married
Nov. 12; Joe Burns, WNHC-TV news reporter,
and Ellen Bree are to be married Oct. 8.
Alan Rusten, newsroom, WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia, father of girl, Henriette Cheryl, Aug.
11.
Hank
Weaver, news and sports announcer,
KABC Hollywood, father of boy Aug. 10.
Jim Ingraham, continuity director, KHJ Los
Angeles, father of boy, James Walker Jr., Aug.
2.
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SIGNING of NBC to membership in the Television Bureau of Advertising is being announced today (Monday) by Charles R. Denny,
vice president of NBC-owned stations and NBC
Spot Sales, and Oliver Treyz, president of TvB.
Mr. Denny will join the bureau's board in
accordance with the TvB bylaws.
TvB's membership now includes 152 stations,
two networks and eight representative firms for
a total enrollment of 162. The new TvB members from NBC are the NBC-TV network and
its owned stations: WRCA-TV New York,
WRC-TV Washington, WNBQ (TV) Chicago,
WNBK (TV) Cleveland, and KRCA (TV) Los
Angeles.
With regard to the network signing, Mr.
Denny said, "We have watched with interest
the progress made by the Television Bureau
of Advertising since its creation. We look
forward to sharing in its good work for the entire television industry."
Mr. Treyz said he was gratified that NBC
has joined TvB. "This marks the biggest single
increment in TvB's revenues since the initial
membership campaign of last winter and lifts
them to over $500,000 per year," he asserted.
TvB's Other New Members
SIGNING of Cowles Broadcasting and the
Washington (D. C.) Post stations as members
of the Television Bureau of Advertising, New
York, has been announced by Norman E.
Cash, TvB's director of station relations. The
Cowles tv properties are KRNT-TV Des Moines
and KVTV (TV) Sioux City. The Washington
Post is licensee of WTOP-TV Washington and
WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.
Newspaper Supplements
Promote Radio-Tv Week
SPECIAL supplements promoting National Radio & Tv Week Sept. 18-24 will be published by
newspapers in nearly 100 major market areas,
according to reports received by the Public Relations & Advertising Committee of RadioElectronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn.
The all-industry program is drawing attention far in excess of that given the promotion
in past years, according to the committee. Cooperating in the planning are National Appliance & Radio-Tv Dealers Assn., National Electrical Dealers Assn., NARTB and RETMA.
NARDA has directed formation of regional
committees in major markets, with local dealers,
distributors and broadcasting cooperating. Copy
for newspaper supplements has been prepared
by Saturday Evening Post. Display banners
and posters have been prepared for dealers and
distributors by Life magazine.
NARTB has supplied a Radio-Tv Week promotion kit to networks and radio-tv stations.
This includes 67 station breaks, spots and general announcements. The spots are based on
the theme, "National Radio & Tv Week . . .
Dedicated to Better Home Entertainment."
Listeners will be urged to see outstanding tv
programs on new large-screen receivers, and the
radio-in-every-room and radio-for-every-purpose
themes will be emphasized. RETMA member
companies are promoting through special messages in their all-media advertising.
Ellis L. Redden, Magnovox Co., is chairman
of the overall RETMA Public Relations & Advertising Committee. Specific plans are being
handled by a special RETMA radio-tv subcomPage 50 • August 29, 1955

ADDITION of NBC to Television Bureau of
Advertising membership lifts TvB revenues
to more than $500,000 per year, brings
total of 152 stations, two networks and
eight representative firms into the TvB
fold. Oliver Treyz (I), TvB president,
watches Charles R. Denny, vice president
of NBC-owned stations and NBC Spot
Sales, sign up.
mittee headed by Julius Haber, RCA. Other
members are J. Calfin Affleck, Allen B. DuMont
Labs; David S. Cook, Stromberg-Carlson Co.;
J. S. Frietsch, Philco Corp.; C. Erik Isgrig,
Zenith Radio Corp.; David H. Kutner, Motorola Inc., and Gerald Light, CBS-Columbia.
Georgia Broadcasters Ask
Uniform Time Legislation
GEORGIA senators and representatives in Congress were urged last Tuesday by Georgia Assn.
of Broadcasters "to initiate and strive for passage of such legislation as will have the effect
of keeping time in this country in the same
relative position at all periods of the year, so
that if clocks are moved ahead or behind at
any place it will be mandatory on all places
and will thus retain uniformity."
Meeting at St. Simons Island, GAB also
adopted
resolutionback
proposing
that NARTB's
name be a changed
to National
Assn. of
Broadcasters. GAB contended, "The term
broadcaster adequately describes a person or
station involved in disseminating' sounds and/ or
pictures to the general public." It claimed the
present title is "somewhat cumbersome."
Glenn C. Jackson, WAGA Atlanta, GAB
president, presided at the meeting. Other officers are L. H. Christian, WRFC Athens, vice
president, and W. Newton Morris, WMLT Dublin, secretary-treasurer. In adopting the uniform
time resolution it was pointed out that this
year's extension of daylight time to varying
dates makes the situation "even more confusing
and burdensome."
Fifteen Join NATFD
FIFTEEN Texas stations have joined the newly
formed National Assn. of Tv Film Directors
and will send representatives to the District 13
meeting, according to Jim Bentley, district
chairman. The stations are: KPRC-TV and
KUHT (TV) Houston, WBAP-TV Ft. Worth,
WFAA-TV and KRLD-TV Dallas, KGUL-TV
Galveston, KENS-TV San Antonio, KGBT-TV
Harlingen, KCMC-TV Texarkana, KVDO-TV
Corpus Christi, KMID-TV Midland, KLTV
(TV) Tyler, KWTX-TV and KANG-TV Waco
and KCEN-TV Temple.

Democracy Contest
Readied for Autumn
ANNUAL Voice of Democracy contest will
draw more than a million-and-a-half high
school participants this coming autumn, according to James D. Secrest, executive vice
president of Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn.
and chairman of the national VOD Committee.
Plans for the contest have been drawn up by
the committee, with local competitions to start
Oct. 1. Eliminations will take place until Nov.
11 after which regional and state contests are
scheduled, winding up Dec. 4. All contestants
write and recite original five-minute scripts on1
the theme, "I Speak for Democracy." Participating organizations are NARTB, RETMA and
U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce, with endorsement bythe U. S. Office of Education and ;
National Assn. of Secondary School Principals.
Dr. S. M. Brownell, commissioner of education, in endorsing the annual contest, said,
"There are no losers in the Voice of Democracy
Contest. The millions of young people who
participate gain by the experience of considering
the values of our democratic form of government and by denning those ideals of freedom
and initiative which have contributed to the
greatness
of our
nation."
The contest
is open
to all 10th, 11th and 12th
grade pupils of any public, private or parochial
school in the United States and its territories.
The four national winners receive $500 scholarships along with trips to Washington. National
and state winners receive tv sets.
Members of the VOD committee, besides
Chairman Secrest, are Robert K. Richards,
NARTB, vice chairman; Joseph M. Sitrick,
NARTB; Dean Borton and Jay Wagner, Junior
Chamber; John H. Lloyd and Mrs. Gertrude
Broderick, Office of Education; Dr. G. Kerry
Smith, National Education Assn., and Peter H.
Cousins, RETMA.
NARTB

Meetings

Feature

Speeches by FCC Members
ALL SEVEN members of the FCC will participate in NARTB's regional meetings this
autumn, under a tentative schedule of appearances announced Wednesday by NARTB
President Harold E. Fellows. Each member
will address one regional banquet except Comr.
Robert T. Bartley, who is scheduled for two
appearances.
Mr. Fellows announced the date of the regional meeting originally set for Sept. 21-23 at
Saranac Inn, N. Y., had been changed to Sept.
22-24 because of a hotel conflict. Region 1,
which meets at Saranac Inn, includes eight
states (New England, N. Y., N. J.). The series
opens Sept. 19 in Chicago (see schedule, Upcoming, page 90).
The schedule of appearances by FCC members follows:
Robert E. Lee, Sept. 20, Chicago; Robert T.
Bartley, Sept. 23, Saranac Inn and Nov. 2,
Colorado Springs; Richard A. Mack, Sept. 29,
New Orleans; Chairman George C. McConnaughey, Oct. 13, Roanoke, Va.; E. M. Webster,
Oct. 25, San Francisco; Rosel H. Hyde, Nov. 8,
Des Moines; John C. Doerfer, Nov. 16, Dallas.
Guy Heads NARTB Committee
RAYMOND F. GUY, NBC, has been named
chairman of the NARTB Engineering Advisory
Committee by NARTB President Harold E.
Fellows. Other members are: Glenn G. Boundy,
Storer Broadcasting Co.; Ralph N. Harmon,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; Phillip B.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

WDAY-TV
WINS

BY

A

KNOCKOUT!

OOPERS show that in Metropolitan Fargo,
WDAY-TV wins all audience-preference honors,
hands down. Actually, five to six times as many
Fargo-Moorhead families tune to WDAY-TV, as
to the next station!
Look at the TV sets-in-use — 65% at night!
But Metropolitan Fargo is really just a small
portion of the story. WDAY-TV is the preferred
station throughout the rich Red River Valley - —
one of agricultural America's heavily-saturated
television markets. Ask Free & Peters!
HOOPER TELEVISION AUDIENCE INDEX
Fargo, N. D. - Moorhead. Minn. — Nov., 1954
Share of
In-Use
TV-SETS- Television Audience
Station B
WDAY-TV
AFTERNOON IMon. thru Fri.J
48
28
14
86
1 2 noon — 5 p.m.

FARGO, N. D. • CHANNEL
Affiliated with NBC • ABC
FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives
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88

5 p.m. — 6:30 p.m.

WDAY-TV
6

EVENING (Sun. thru Sat.)
6 p.m. — 12 midnight

13

65

(^Adjusted
were tonotcompensate
telecasting forall fact
hours)stations

17*
85*
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Laeser, WTMJ Milwaukee; John G. Leitch,
WCAU Philadelphia; J. E. Mathiot, Steinman
Stations; James D. Russell, KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs, Colo. Network repesentatives on
the committee, besides Chairman Guy are Rodney D. Chipp, DuMont; Earl M. Johnson, MBS;
William B. Lodge, CBS, and Frank Marx, ABC.
Adv. Federation

Announces

Members of Education Group
MEMBERS of the 1955-56 National School &
College Cooperation Committee of the Advertising Federation of America, New York, have
been announced by Ben R. Donaldson, director
of institutional advertising of Ford Motor Co.
and chairman of the board of AFA. They are:

Henry Obermeyer, vice president, Bozell &
Jacobs, New York, chairman; Roger Barton,
editor, Advertising Agency Magazine, New
York; Prof. Lawrence E. Bretsch, U. of Rhode
Island; Prof. Philip W. Burton, Syracuse U. and
president of Alpha Delta Sigma.
Ira E. DeJernett, DeJernett Adv. Agency,
Dallas; Gates Ferguson, director of advertising
and sales promotion, The Celotex Corp., Chicago; Prof. Charles D. Forrest, U. of Indiana,
Bloomington; Prof. Walter A. Gaw, City College of New York; Lester D. Hafemeister, advertising manager, Weyenberg Shoe Co., Milwaukee; Donald M. Hobart, director of research, Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia;
Honor Gregory House, president, Gregory &
House, Cleveland; Bea Johnson, director of
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AAAA Pacific Region Lists
Plans for Annual Convention
"ADVERTISING'S Forward Look at Tomorrow's Business Opportunities" will be the
of the 18th annual meeting of the Pacifictheme
Region, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
at Coronado, Calif., Oct. 2-5.
The program is being arranged by general
chairman Andy Neally. BBDO, Los Angeles,
and will feature speakers and panels made up
of professional men in the advertising field.
Highlights of the convention include an open
house for members and guests, a chuck wagon
dinner, golf and pit 'n' putt tournament and
a publishers cocktail party.
The meeting will conclude with a luncheon
honoring the national chairman, regional officers and board members. Robert D. Holbrook,
national vice chairman of AAAA, will speak.

coverage

a perfect

picture

Queen Elizabeth ... 1031 feet long
WISN-TV Tower ... 1 105 feet high
WISN-TV Power . . . 31 6,000 watts

mm

Here is the tallest structure in Wisconsin

mm
mm

. . . taller than the "Queen" is long
(Elizabeth ... the boat . . . that is! ) . That
means top coverage for TV advertisers!
So, put your sales messages on
WISN-TV. You'll blanket Milwaukee
County and 23 rich surrounding counties.
4: :••:>:•>• i.::vi-:-:-K-:>A
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mm
mm
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Bartlett Joins NARTB
GEORGE W. BARTLETT, for nine years with
WDNC-AM-FM Durham, N. C, as chief engineer, will join NARTB Sept. 12 as assistant
engineering manager under A. Prose Walker,
head of the department. A native of New Bedford, Mass., Mr. Bartlett was graduated in 1940
from Massachusetts Radio Institute, Boston.
He studied at Brown U., as well. From 1941-44
he was junior monitoring officer for the FCC
at Millis, Mass., and served as radio officer with
the U. S. Maritime Service 1944-46. He is a
member of Institute of Radio Engineers, Durham Engineering Club and American Radio
Relay League.

mm

WIS

CHANNEL c

ASIC

Represented
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Tv Academy Schedules Series
Of Monthly Membership Meets
THE Academy of Television Arts & Sciences,
Hollywood, Calif., has scheduled a series of
monthly meetings to inform and entertain
membership, Don De Fore, Academy president,
announced last week. The first meeting, the
subject of which is "Music in Television," will
be held Wednesday at the Screen Directors
Theatre, Hollywood, under the chairmanship
of Johnny Mercer.
Discussions will be conducted by Dinah
Shore, Gordon Jenkins, Meredith Willson, VicYoung, Wilbur Hatch, Jud Conlon and
John torSeely.

Mr. De Fore said the second meeting,
planned for late September, will be chairmanned by Hal Roach Jr. and will cover the
topic "The Economics of Television."

9*
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women's activities, KMBC-KFRM (FM) Kansas City; D. C. Marschner, advertising and sales
promotion manager, Shell Oil Co., New York.
Prof. Earl Mclntyre, Michigan State College,
Lansing; Prof. Ellis H. Newsome, U. of Iowa;
George B. Park, vice president, McCann-Erickson, New York; Prof. Royal H. Ray, head of
the department of advertising, Florida State U.,
Tallahassee; Prof. Charles H. Sandage, chairman of the division of advertising, U. of Illinois,
Urbana; J. Leroy Thompson, director of the
educational service bureau, W all Street Journal,
and Alan T. Wolcott, director of public relations, Audit Bureau of Circulations, Chicago.

PETRY

& Company,

Inc.

Broadcast Group to Meet
THE FIFTH annual Fall Symposium of the
Professional Group on Broadcast Transmission
Systems will be held at the Hamilton Hotel,
Washington, Sept. 23 and 24. The technical
program will be built around the new techniques
developing in the field of broadcasting and a
consideration of television propagation factors
as related to television allocation engineering.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Hottest

Football

in

the

What a line-up — some of the finest teams in the east
will meet Princeton at Palmer Stadium! The powerful
voice of KYW carries this full schedule of games to
31 counties and 1,792,400 radio families in our tri-state
area. The price? So low it will make the sponsor cheer!
The 9-game schedule starts September 24 with Herb
Carneal doing the play-by-play reporting on the gridiron action, and Mark Olds providing the color.
Average broadcast runs
hours, including 15minute warm-up, post-game summary, and half-time
interviews with famous guests.
WESTINGHOUSE

Package

East!
The package itself is a steal at the price, but KYW
backs it up with an unprecedented sponsor promotion:
weekly newspaper ads, outdoor billboards, airplane
banners, point-of-sale merchandising, and more ... all
at no extra cost to the sponsor.
You'll fall off your chair when you hear the low price
for the complete schedule of Princeton game broadcasts.
To fall off your chair, call Bob Teter, LOcust 4-3700 at
KYW, or Eldon Campbell, WBC National Sales Manager at MUrray Hill 7-0808, New York. Pick up
your phone now.
BROADCASTING

COMPANY,

INC.

TELEVISION
RADIO
BOSTON — WBZ + WBZ A
BOSTON — WBZ-TV
PHILADELPHIA — WPTZ
PHILADELPHIA— KYW
PITTSBURGH — KDKA
PITTSBURGH — KDKA-TV
FORT WAYNE— WOWO
SAN FRANCISCO — KPIX
PORTLAND — KEX
KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
All other WBC stations represented by Free a Peters. Inc.
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TRADE ASSNS.
MacNeal

Heads

FILM
Contest

APPOINTMENT of Robert E. MacNeal, president of Curtis Pub. Co., Philadelphia, as chairman of the 10th annual National High School
Essay Contest sponsored by the Advertising
Federation of America, New York, was announced last week by Ben R. Donaldson, chairman, AFA. Closing date for contest entries
to reach New York will be April 18, 1956.
Committee members who will serve with Mr.
MacNeal are: J. Kenneth Laird Jr., executive
vice president, Tatham-Laird Inc., Chicago;
Russell B. Weston, advertising and sales promotion manager, Ethyl Corp., New York; representing advertising clubs, Mrs. Gene Radney,
Akron; Edward B. Smith, Durham, N. C;
Lavern E. Gelow, Ft. Wayne, Ind.; Margaret
Angus, Indianapolis; S. Watson Dunn, Madison, Wis.; L. L. Zimmerman, Miami, Fla.;
Behrens V. Rossberg and Marie D. Smith,
both of Washington.
Cruise Offered

Admen

PREMIUM Adv. Assn. of America is offering
an expense - paid, 10 - day vacation for two
in Madrid, Spain, as grand prize in a giveaway
for admen attending the semi-annual Premium
Adv. Confrence in New York's Sheraton-Astor
Hotel. The association will award more than
50 other door prizes worth from $25 to $200
as an inducement to merchandising, advertising and promotion men to attend the conference, part of the PAAA-sponsored New York
Premium Show Sept. 12-15.

RIGHTS
FOR

CLAIMED

OLYMPIC

FILM

Two Canadians say they have
exclusive rights for 16mm and
35mm film of Melbourne
games and winter Olympics in
Italy next year.
TWO AMBITIOUS new Canadians, a Czech
and an Austrian, claim to have world rights
for 16mm and 35mm film for the Olympic
Games to be held at Melbourne, Australia,
Nov. 22-Dec. 8, 1956. They have announced
at Toronto that their Australian representative,
F. Jellinek, signed an agreement with the Olympic Committee at Melbourne early in August.
The two men, trading under the firm name
of M.R.T., at 40 Brock Ave., Toronto, are
Milo R. Tuma, a Czech who has been in
Canada about five years, and Wilfried A.
Hoellige, an Austrian, who joined Mr. Tuma
early in August. Mr. Tuma has been taking
sports films for Dave Price Productions, Toronto, sports specialists, for a couple of years,
and has done some freelance camerawork for
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto. Mr.
Hoellige has had no Canadian tv or radio connections. Both had done film and public relations work in central Europe before coming to
Canada.
In addition to claiming world film rights for
the Melbourne Olympic Games, they also claim
to have 16mm rights for the Winter Olympics
at Cortina d'Ampezzo, Italy, Feb. 7-21, 1956.
Checking with various sources at Toronto,

The
QUINT
CITIES
5 CITIES— 2 COUNTIES
the Hub of a Major Market
WOC covers the market. WOC sells your product.
Surveys prove it. Advertisers know it.
WOC, the Quint city station, in the heart of this
Basic rich,
.... agricultural
a market and
with industrial
money inareaits
NBC Affiliate
pockets ... a market blanketed
by WOC.
The Quint city area is ideal for
test campaigns. Five cities combined
~" ) ( of
intorural
one metropolis . . . thousands
Select listeners.
WOC for successful sales
and campaigns.
Get the facts from your nearest
WOC
F & P office ... or from WOC
5,000 W 1420 Kc direct.
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager

WOC
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Davenport, Iowa
AM-FM-TV
Free & Peters Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

South of the Border
IN A MOVE said to mark the entry
of Sears, Roebuck & Co. into television,
the retailer has purchased the Spanish
version
of ZivTheatre
Television
Programs'in
Science Fiction
for showing
Mexico City and Monterey.
Sales of other Spanish-language Ziv
tv shows, announced last week by the
company, included those of Favorite
Story to Phillips of Holland for Monterey, Mexico; Mr. District Attorney to
J. Uppman, Havana Tobacco Co., for
Havana; The Unexpected to National
Biscuit Co. for San Juan, P. R. and to
■American Tobacco Co. for Caracas,
Venezuela, and Cisco Kid to Standard
Brands for Caracas.
B»T could find no one who had seen written
proofs of the contracts or of money transfers
to obtain the world rights at Melbourne. Mr.
Hoellige said the amount for the Melbourne
contract was close to $100,000.
The two men plan to sell Canadian and U. S.
rights to the sports film on a daily half-hour
program basis to one or two advertisers for tv
use, and to highest bidders among newsreel
companies. Movie and tv organizations in other
countries would be asked to pay on a similar
basis. Advertising is to be limited to mere
announcements. A number of advertisers are
understood to have the program under consideration.
Plans are to have advertisers pay one-third
of contract at signing of papers, one-third at
start of Olympic Games, and one-third on delivery of film. Part of financing is understood
to be through a Czech loan organization formed
to help Czech newcomers to Canada.
Mr. Hoellige told B*T that plans are to take
about 2,000 ft. of film daily at the Olympic
Games, fly the film to New York and Toronto
for editing and perhaps processing, and distribute film from either of these cities. Processing also may be done in Melbourne. Eight to
12 cameramen are to be used in Melbourne,
and six at the Winter Olympics in Italy. Negotiations are now underway with various airlines
for charter services daily.
Inquiries at Toronto among newsreel companies brought out the opinion that since the
Melbourne Olympics will be held in a privately-owned stadium, the owners of the stadium
have the right to sell the film rights to a single
company if they so desire. Even airplanes
or helicopters flying overhead could be stopped
from being used to take photos of the events
under such a contract.
Reed-Krasne

Opening

Chicago, N. Y. Branches
COMPLETELY staffed branches of Roland
Reed-Gross Krasne Tv Commercials will be
opened Sept. 12 in New York and Chicago, it
was announced last week. Headquarters for the
film
Calif. organization will remain in Hollywood,
Russ Raycroft and Burton Neuberger will
head the New York and Chicago offices, respectively. Mr. Raycroft, who has been named
a vice president, was formerly vice president
of radio-tv for Robert W. Orr & Assoc. Mr.
Neuberger, who previously served as national
sales manager of Kling Studios, Chicago, has
been named midwestern sales manager of RRBroadcasting • Telecasting

GK branch there. Jay Norman, also formerly
with Kling Studios, will be assistant to Mr.
Neuberger under the new operation.
Guy V. Thayer Jr., general manager of the
tv commercial production firm, said the company's staff of experienced agency and film
personnel now will be only "a phone call and
10 minutes away from any New York or
Chicago agency."
He pointed out that under the direction of
Frank P. Bibas, RR-GK head of production,
the company's gross sales have exceeded $400,000 from 1 1 clients since Roland Reed Productions merged with Gross-Krasne Inc. [B»T,
March 28].
The company's New York office is at 521
v Fifth Ave. and the Chicago branch is in the
Hearst Bldg.
Screen Gems

Promotes

Hanft;

Other Changes Announced
PROMOTION of Burt Hanft from business
manager to director of business affairs of Screen
Gems Inc. was announced last week by Ralph
M. Cohn, vice president and general manager,
as part of a series of staff additions and transfers.
Mr. Hanft had served as business manager of
Screen Gems for three years. As director of
business affairs, he will supervise procedures
and finances and administer and negotiate national sales contracts.
Mr. Cohn also announced that Dan Glass
has been named business manager of Screen
Gems, reporting to Mr. Hanft; James Dodd has
been named to the newly created post of co-

ordinator ofnational sales; Robert Cooper has
joined the company's merchandising department,
and Wally Waldstein has been appointed sales
service manager replacing Art Topol, who has
been transferred to the sales staff.

DISPUTE as to who holds television rights to
Tarzan appeared to be in full bloom last week
as Walter White Jr., Commodore Productions
and Artists Inc., circulated a letter advising
Edgar Rice Burroughs Inc. and Sol Lesser
Productions that Commodore would take all
legal steps to uphold a 1950 agreement with
Burroughs.
West coast trade stories and advertisements
earlier last week had announced that Lesser
had obtained tv filming rights to Tarzan from
the Burroughs estate. Lesser has been producing Tarzan theatre films for years.
In a letter to B«T, Mr. White said: "Accompanying this note is a copy of a letter served
upon Sol Lesser Productions Inc., and Edgar
Rice Burroughs Inc., and it means what it says.
This is a very valuable television property belonging to Commodore Productions and we intend to take every action available to protect

$40,000.
production to the full extent of the law, including injunctive relief. You will be held strictly
accountable for all loss and damage caused by
presenting the character Tarzan in any audio
or visual program over the air."
More Clients Purchase
ABC Anniversary Package
SALE of ABC Film Syndication Inc.'s anniversary package of feature films to six more
clients was announced last week by George T.
Shupert, president. They are: WJAR-TV Providence, KTVH (TV) Hutchison, Kan., KLZ-TV
Denver, WFAA-TV Dallas, KIDO-TV Boise
and Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee.
New sales, in addition to those made earlier

enclosed letter, by legal counsel, notified
ourTherights."
Lesser that Commodore "has the sole and exclusive right to the use of the character Tarzan
on radio and television under an agreement
with Edgar Rice Burroughs Inc., dated Dec. 21,
1950. Our client is committed to the policy of
vigorously protecting its rights in all Tarzan

IN

SHOWS

NEW

WNOE

WNOE

ORLEANS

Irks

TELEVISION circles in Australia are reported unhappy
overon that
government's
strict import
quota
foreign
tv films,
with each commercial tv firm there allowed to import only $56,000-worth of
films every three months. Of this amount,
it is said, $28,000 must be British product.
C. G. Scrimgeour of Associated Television, Sydney, said the quota would result in Australia getting "the cheapest
rubbish in the world" for island viewers.
He pointed out a recent series of 26 films
produced there cost $16,800 a half hour
while the average good-quality U. S.
tv film has production costs of about

Dispute Looms on Rights
To Tcrzan on Television

HOOPER

New

Film Import Ban

NEARLY

RADIO

FIRST

PICTURE

August report has WNOE
only 1.5 out of
FIRST position in morning and 4.3 from

Orleans

top in afternoons.
HERE'S THE AUGUST
7:00 a.m. -12 Noon (Monday-Friday)
Network Station A
1 5.0
Network Station B
WNOE

INDEPENDENT
50,000 watts (d)
5,000 watts (n)

WRIT
Milwaukee

OF THE NOEMAC
KELP
El Paso

Represented
Broadcasting
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13.5

12Noon-6 p.m. (Monday-Friday)
Network Station A
1 6.2
Network Station B
14.4
(baseball)
WNOE
11.9

This spectacular rating rise has developed since March 18, 1955 when
WNOE converted from network to independent operations. Five months
ago WNOE ranked 10th in afternoons, 7th in mornings. Today WNOE
is nudging top popularity ratings. Cash in today in this sensational
swing to WNOE. Ask any H-R Man for details.
ONE

K L IF
Dallas

1 3.8

HOOPER:

by H-R

STATIONS

KNOE
Monroe

KO KE-TV
El Paso

Representatives,

KNOE-TV
Monroe

Inc.
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to WCBS-TV New York, KTVT (TV) Salt Lake
City, KOMO-TV Seattle and KRON-TV San
Francisco, represent nearly $250,000 in billings,
Mr. Shupert said.
The package includes 15 full-length motion
pictures offered to tv for the first time.
Screen Gems

Official Films Elects Two
ELECTION of Lee Moselle and Robert Birnheim to the board of directors of Official Films
Inc. was announced last week by Harold L.
Hackett, board chairman and president.
Mr. Moselle also is general counsel for Official Films. Mr. Birnheim is a partner of the
Urban Realty Co., New York. Their addition
brings total membership of Official's board to
eight. Other continuing members are Mr.
Hackett; Herb Jaffe and Herman Rush, vice
presidents; Isaac D. Levy, director; Herbert
Seigel, secretary, and Seymour Reed, treasurer.

Film Gains

First European

Clients

INITIAL SALES on Screen Gems film programs in Europe, including France, Italy, and
Britain, were announced last week by John H.
Mitchell, vice president in charge of sales for
Screen Gems.
The transactions cover 52 weeks of the Ford
Theatre to Commercial Tv Contractors of London for use throughout the United Kingdom;
13 programs each of Ford Theatre, Adventures
of Rin-Tin-Tin and Captain Midnight to Radio
Televisione Italiana, and 52 programs of Adventures of Rin-Tin-Tin to Radio Diffusion Francaise. The dubbing will be done in Italy and
France.
Mr. Mitchell also reported that in the U. S.,
the Jungle Jim film series, starring Johnny Weismuller, brought in $250,000 worth of orders
the first week of its syndication. The series, he
said, has been sold in six markets.
Sales on other SG series, according to Mr.
Mitchell, have reached an all-time high. He
said All Star Theatre (Ford Theatre in syndication) has been sold to 233 stations and Big
Playback, Adventures of Rin-Tin-Tin, Top Plays
of 1955 and Jet Jackson have been sold to more
than 200 stations.

FILM SALES
MCA-TV Film Syndication Div., Beverly Hills,
Calif., has sold Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal
to five banks for fall showing: Peoples National
Bank, Ft. Wayne, Ind.; Mid-Kansas Federal
Savings & Loan, Wichita; Merchants National
Bank, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Genessee Valley
Union Trust Co., Rochester, N. Y„ and Valley
National Bank, Phoenix and Tucson, Ariz.
MCA-TV also has sold package of 67 Roy
Rogers and 56 Gene Autry films to WCAU-TV
Philadelphia, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee and
KTNT-TV Tacoma, Wash.
Richard H. Ullman Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., has
sold Watch the Birdie to WHO-TV Des Moines,
Iowa; KMBC-TV Kansas City; WSJV (TV)
Elkhart, Ind., and WJBK-TV Detroit.
FILM PRODUCTION
Mark Stevens Tv Co., L. A., has started production on 39 half-hour films for Big Town,

produced, directed and starred in by Mr.
Stevens and also featuring Barry Kelley and
Doe Avedon. Show, on NBC-TV, will go on
air in early October, sponsored by Lever Bros,
and A. C. Spark Plug Div. of General Motors.
Kadimah Productions Inc., N. Y., has completed new tv series for early September release, featuring Milton Amboy and Lee Joffee.
produced by Yevsie S. Petrushansy, directed by
Michael Weiss and written by Malcolm Reeves.
Series was filmed in Kodak color.
ATV Film Productions, N. Y. announces completed production on two 90-second film color
tv commercials for use in Sept. 11 NBC-TV
spectacular,
"The produced
Skin of Our
Teeth."
commercial was
for Ted
BatesOne&
Co.,tinN.desserts
Y., and
for other
Standard
Brands' Royal
for Compton
Adv., N.GelaY.,
for Instant Chase & Sanborn coffee.
RANDOM

SHOTS

Storyboard Inc. (tv commercials), Hollywood,
has signed Wigland, progressive-music firm, to
compose background scores for Storyboard
commercials.
FILM PEOPLE
George H. Green, formerly production manager,
radio-tv dept., Doyle Dane Bernbach, N. Y., to
George Blake Enterprises (tv film producers),
N. Y., as account executive.
Frank Burns, formerly of Dell Pub. Co., N. Y.,
appointed director, purchasing and shipping
dept., Transfilm Inc., N. Y.

WREX-TY
means
256,600
and

TV

sets

over

1,000,000

pairs of eyes

Here is a billion dollar market, untouched by
either Chicago or Milwaukee TV (90 air miles
awayl. Only one VHF station rules this domain
. . . only one VHF station feeds the finest of
network (CBS-ABC) and local shows to agricultural and industrial eyes. A truly market-areo
station — an important station for you. Call
Joe Baisch, or contact your H.R. man for
complete details and availabilities.

WREX

TV

ROCKFORD,

"Fit for a King"

ILLINOIS

CBS-ABC

Ch$tltie I /J
Network Affiliation

represented by H-R TELEVISION, INC.
J. M. BAISCH, General Manager
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THE OLD and the new! An elder legal statesman, William Clarke the meeting room of the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel after looking at
Mason of Philadelphia, contemplates television's courtroom potential the historic American Bar Assn. closed-circuit telecast staged by the
on the basis of more than a half-century of practice as he enters
three Philadelphia tv stations, WPTZ (TV), WCAU-TV and WFIL-TV.

THE

SILENT

WITNESS

By J. Frank Beatty
TELEVISION had its day in court last week
in Philadelphia.
The conservative American Bar Assn.,
meeting in the shadow of Independence
Hall, broke tradition and made juridical
history by admitting tv cameras and microphones to its official convention proceedings.
And broadcasters broke a lot of preconceived prejudices by showing in a test tv
demonstration that electronic gear can be
j operated in semi-concealment in absolute
S silence, using normal auditorium or courtroom lighting.
In the cradle of liberty, where many of
the legal profession's traditions were conceived, broadcasters staged a pooled closedcircuit telecast of the meeting of ABA's
House of Delegates, its governing body.
This test convinced the judges and lawyers
that television — and radio, too — can operate
without Hollywood trappings or floodlights,
Telecasting
Broadcasting

and that it can do a faithful job of reporting.
The three Philadelphia tv stations —
WPTZ (TV), WCAU-TV and WFIL-TV—
joined in staging the pooled closed-circuit
telecast of House of Delegates proceedings,
cooperating with NARTB. Staged Monday
afternoon, the pickup culminated years of
campaigning under leadership of Judge Justin Miller, NARTB advisor and ex-chairman
of the board and president.
Costs of the pickup were pooled by the
three stations, with WPTZ handling actual
coverage. Three cameras placed in the background of the dimly-lighted Bellevue-Stratford's ballroom produced bright, sharp pictures which delegates watched eagerly. Most
of them could get a better view of proceedings on the lobby tv receivers than from
points insids the meeting room.
An actual on-the-air telecast was staged
Wednesday morning when the meeting of

the Committee on Cooperation with Laymen was held in the Bellevue-Stratford Rose
Garden. The three Philadelphia tv stations
provided 90-minute on-the-air service, each
carrying a half-hour segment. Judge Bolitha
Laws, chief justice of the U. S. District
Court, D. C, presided.
And again Wednesday afternoon ABA
admitted electronic reporting to its sessions,
permitting nationwide radio-tv network coverage of President Eisenhower's address.
These performances by television and
radio, described by many ABA delegates as
an important step in ABA if not courtroom
history, drew no recorded criticism from
judges and lawyers long loathe to permit
direct communication between the general
public and the courtroom.
The broadcasts raised hopes for eventual
revision of ABA's controversial Canon 35, a
flat radio-tv-camera prohibition that grew
August 29, 1955
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out of the Bruno Hauptman kidnap-murder
trial coverage two decades ago. An ABA
special committee is currently discussing
plans to revise its canons — a movement led
by Judge Miller and NARTB.
Wednesday's Rose Garden telecasts, in
which cameras were entirely concealed by
screens, moved Sen. Margaret Chase Smith
(R-Me.) to observe that "Americans are entitled to two things — free press and free
trial."
She added, "I believe that our greatest
assurance that newspapers, radio and television will seldom abuse the right of freedom of the press to violate the right of fair
trial is within the press itself. Responsible,
intelligent and forward-looking segments of

The rococo ballroom, symbol of an era of
past elegance, was poorly lighted by 15 and
25 watt Mazda bulbs — about 500 of them,
splattered around the ceiling and balcony.
A difficult setting, technicians agreed, but
all three cameras were delivering bright if
unevenly lighted images to the little control
center set up in a backstage room and to
a dozen RCA 21 -inch receivers.
At several points around lobbies tv sets
had been installed, Judge Miller explained,
adding that no part of the proceedings
would go on the air and no permanent
record was being made. He added there
was no intent to obtain approval of courtroom telecasts or to amend Canon 35.
"We merely will demonstrate that broad-

Blankets were lifted off the cameras and
he added, "As of now you are being teleThe meeting went about its business.
Scarcely a delegate bothered to look toward
the cameras. Equipment was noiseless.
Camera operators worked quietly, with minvised."imum motion.
Loyd Wright, retiring president of ABA
and member of the law firm of Wright,
Wright, Green & Wright, went out to look
at a receiver, commenting, "It's a fine thing.
Five years ago Judge Miller's petition
wouldn't have received 10 votes. It was
done quietly." As to courtroom telecasting,
"We're heading that way but there is need
of education. The witness has a sad story,
for example. If I were judge I might ask if
the witness would object to tv or radio."
Would he ask a similar question because
newspaper reporters were in the courtroom?
"Why yes, in that type of case. In the
Shepard case the defendant was tried in the
newspapers. He didn't have a chance. Suppose radio and television covered only part
of a trial? Today's demonstration certainly
was an excellent demonstration. The picfine."ago Mr. Wright had written
Justturesa wereyear
Judge Miller, "If you could have seen the
terrible experience that I had in the last few
days where television men and newspaper
reporters swarmed all over the place . . .
completely undisciplined and unprincipled,
you would be sick at heart."
Coats and Neckties
So last week, if he took the trouble to
look carefully, Mr. Wright saw three cameramen working noiselessly — and wearing
coats and neckties.
Allen H. Gardner, Washington, observed:
"Most of us were not aware that tv was being operated. The coverage is not spectac-

LIGHTING CONDITIONS were terrible, but three cameras of WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia
provided vivid coverage of House of Delegates proceedings during the American Bar
Assn. meeting in Philadelphia without using supplementary lights. From the back of the
balcony, cameraman Charles Burke, WPTZ, pans the ballroom. Other cameras in the
pooled pickup were located near the stage on either side of the balcony. Signals were
fed to a dozen tv receivers in lobbies, where lawyers could observe how semi-concealed
cameras were operated without fuss or noise and how tv coverage inspired such comments as "It's better than being inside."
the press realize that freedom carries with it
great responsibility — the greater the freedom, the greater the responsibility. The
press realizes that how much that responsibility ismet will determine how much freedom is enjoyed."
Standing last Monday in a familiar ABA
setting, Judge Miller told the House of Delegates, as its sessions opened, that necessary
equipment for audio and video pickup had
been installed. "With your permission, we
are ready to go," he said.
Only visible evidence that modern communications techniques might be used was
the presence of three tv cameras in the balcony and they were covered with blankets.

casters can cover proceedings without interfering with the dignity or demeanor of proce dings," he said.
Any advance fears that this conservative
legal group might want to argue the subject
and perhaps refuse permission for the pickup were quickly found to be groundless.
After Judge Miller moved to permit the
telecast, seconds were offered. Silence
greeted Chairman John D. Randall, of
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, as he called for discussion. On the voice vote, not a single "no"
was heard.
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As he left for his seat. Judge Miller offered one suggestion, "Take a look at the

ular but dignified."
Theodore
R. Dankmeyer, Maryland delegate: "It's a good idea. Our deliberations
should not be in secret. There is no logical
reason why a court trial is not a public hearing. Isn't the family at home actually the
public. Justice should be full and public."
David Aaron, Buena Park, Calif.: "Television has great possibilities. In some trials
it would be fine." He recalled Chicago
traffic court broadcasts. "Traffic safety
would be promoted by telecasting of traffic
Joseph
D. Calhoun, ABA assistant secrecourt
trials."
tary, speaking personally: "Wonderful. The
lack of light and noise is impressive."
Cyril W. I'm
McClean,
Calif.:
"It'sI
excellent.
in favor Oakland,
of covering
trials.
would like to see it tried in traffic court.
I'm going to recommend television for our
municipal traffic court." Mr. McClean is
past president of Alameda County Bar Assn.
Oakland won the ABA top award for traffic
court progress in cities of 350,000-500,000.
Judge Hatton W. Sumners, ex-chairman
of Judiciary Committee, U. S. House of
Representatives: "There was no physical
reminder that the meeting was being covered
by television." He described Presidential
nominating convention telecasts as "a wonderful public service." While reserving judgment on tv in courtrooms, he added, "The
only way we can keep these boys out is to
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lock the doors." Judge Sumners, Texas
Democrat, served in Congress from 1913 to
1947.
Howard L. Barkdull, Cleveland, former
ABA president: "Surprisingly good and a
step in the right direction. But we must
proceed gradually. Each court must make
its own decision. It will come, but not
suddenly."
An elder statesman of the legal profession, the renowned William Clarke Mason
(see cut, page 57) gazed intently at a receiver and commented, "Why, you can lipread."
"How about courtroom coverage?"
"It may be like bikini bathing suits," he
suggested. "Not many years ago they
wouldn't have been tolerated at Miami

IT'S

A

As of August

Beach. Now they're acceptable. When the
public becomes accustomed to television,
the time may come when it will not be harmful in the courtroom."
He voiced concern about the effect on
witnesses. "I wonder if it will disturb the
court's effort to get the truth from witnesses," he said. "He feels he is testifying in
the privacy of the courtroom, protected by
the judge. With television, he might be
afraid that John Smith is watching the trial
and will be standing outside the courtroom
him." back his longish gray
shoot tossed
trying
Mr. to
Mason
hair in a gesture familiar to Pennsylvania
courtrooms and offered this poser, "We'll
have to cut out the ego of the judges. This
could come in time."
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In his legal career (he started practicing
in 1903), Mr. Mason has watched the recording of a lot of legal history. Returning
to the meeting room after looking intently
at a tv version of the proceedings, he said,
"People seem to be getting used to teleAnd Joseph D. Stecher of Toledo, ABA
secretary, commented, "I'm amazed how
beautifully
it's done, and remember, the
vision." agreed
delegates
unanimously to allow the
Quietly enjoying his first major victory
in the long-time fight to convince ABA that
telecast."
radio and tv are here to stay, and that they
belong in the courtroom, Judge Miller commented after the House of Delegates meet-1
ing had ended, "Very good."
Why weren't there any questions from
the floor when he offered the motion to;
allow telecasting? "I had anticipated their
questions, answering them in my preliminary
remarks," he explained, and added significantly, "This definitely brings radio and
television closer to the courtroom. It may
take time to dispose of the old prejudices
but this is an important step forward."
Back in the control room Joseph Behar,
WPTZ, who directed the pooled pickup,
looked at three almost normal pictures on
the monitors as the telecast started. After
a few minutes he decided to move the big
25-inch lens to a camera in the front of the
balcony. The resulting closeups of speakers
were impressive, though Director Behar
noted he might do better with more lighting.
To the viewer, the only unusual effect was
an under-jaw shadow which was evident
now and then.
Symbolic Closeup
At the end of three hours, he closed the
telecast with a symbolic shot — a closeup of
an opened briefcase plus the seal of the
ABA.
What did the director think about the assignment?
"This was easy," he said. "I've picked up
church services four years. They're really
Last week's electronic triumph required
cooperative planning as well as money on
the part of Philadelphia stations. A special
local
committee worked with NARTB in
tough."
making the arrangements. Members were:
E. Preston Stover, WPTZ, chairman; John
McClay, WCAU-TV, and Chet Cooper,
WFIL-TV.
NARTB headquarters was represented by
Judge Miller; Thad H. Brown Jr., tv vice
president; Daniel Shields, his assistant, and
A. Prose Walker, engineering manager.
Judge Miller and Mr. Brown will report
today (Monday) on the week's events at a
meeting of the NARTB Freedom of Information Committee, being held at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York.
In a separate demonstration of news
photography, a mock trial was covered with
modern cameras and without flashlights.
Attorney General Herbert Brownell Jr.,
called for a re-examination of Canon 35
after viewing photos taken during the test.
Three cameramen moved around the room
during the mock trial, and they took 324
photos.
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By John F. Day
Director of News, CBS

THIS article is a partial text of two talks by
John F. Day, director of news for CBS. Mr.
Day has a background of almost 20 years in
the gathering, writing, and editing of news. A
native of Fleming County, Ky., he started on
the Lexington (Ky.) Leader in 1936 following graduation from the U. of Kentucky and
subsequently was an AP correspondent, reporter and re-write man on the Cleveland
Press, managing editor of the Dayton
(Ohio) Evening News, Washington correspondent and later managing editor of the
Louisville Courier-Journal and assistant
managing editor of the Newark Star-Ledger.
Coincidentally, he is observing his 42d birthday today (Monday).
JUST a little more than six months ago, I
left the field of printed journalism after some
twenty years to go into something called
electronic journalism. In the relatively brief
time since then, I have quite naturally
thought a great deal about the differences
and the similarities of these two forms of
reaching men's minds to tell them what goes
on from day to day in the world. Certainly
there is a great similarity between the two
in that the basic commodity — the news —
is or appears to be the same; and just as certainly there are great dissimilarities in the
method of transmission, which, in the long
run, may affect the basic commodity.
Still, in electronic journalism, in getting
the basic commodity, one still deals with the
same sources, the same wire services, correspondents, stringers and the element of time.
When radio was born there was a long period
during which the place of news in the air
and the direction it should take was anybody's guess. It was not, in fact, until about
1938 that radio news reporting came of
age. That was when radio began to report
on-the-scene happenings from various parts
of the world. Prior to that time it had for
the most part copied newspaper style bulletins, and had suffered as a result because the
bulletins often were not set in the context
of the full day's developments.
Television news is still in its infancy, even
today. Nevertheless, it has made tremendous strides in its very short life. The question that everyone working in television news
constantly asks himself is this: Just what
should television news be? There certainly
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is no one answer to that question as yet, and
there may never be an answer that everyone
will accept. But at any rate, there have
emerged three general divisions of television
news — first, the five-minute or fifteen-minute
hard news show; second, the half hour documentary-type show, and third, the half hour
"report on life" show that has elements of
documentary but which does not deal with
news specifically. Later I will take an example of this first category — the news program called Douglas Edward With the News
— and explain in some detail the idea behind it, what goes into it, and just how and
why the product comes about. The best
example of the second type of category is
Edward R. Murrow's See It Now; The American Week also falls into this realm. The
third type is less generally seen, and the
nearest example I can think of is the series
produced by CBS called The Search. It
seems to me that so far television has done
a better job, or in other words has seemed
to realize its possibilities more, in the second
and third categories than in the first of solid,
hard news.
In regard to the daily spot news show,
there is anxious (and I use the word advisedly) groping for a formula or a final
answer. Should these shows be basically
entertainment? Should they be a kind of
tabloid journalism? Should they include
stories that are important but essentially
dull? Should they include stories that are
in the realm of ideas and cannot be easily
translated into visual terms? Should a story
be used simply because a good film on it
happens to be available? These questions
have been answered variously, but in the
main, the trend in the fifteen-minute daily
news show has been to try to reach a happy
medium, if there is such a thing as a happy
medium, between information and entertainment; between the idea story and the "good
film" story; between tabloid journalism and
serious journalism. In practise, of course, all
of these forms of communication may, at
one time or another, overlap. When the
fifteen-minute daily television news show
first came into being seven or eight years
ago, it was the general feeling, I believe,
that some formula, gimmick or trick would
be hit upon that would revolutionize television news reporting. No such thing ever

turned up and no such thing ever will. As
a result, improvement of fifteen-minute news
shows has had to come about in slow, hard
and often small steps with a little improvement here, a little improvement there, to
make the overall product better as the years
move along. I mean by this, improvement
in film quality, in techniques of shooting
film, in the techniques of projecting it and
presenting it, improvements in the background sets and the pace and the scope of
the shows.
Beyond any doubt, the greatest advantage
that television has over any other medium is
its ability to present with great speed pictures
that move. Newspapers and magazines can
and do, of course, present excellent still pictures, excellent picture features; the theatre
newsreels do present motion pictures; but
television can present pictures better and
faster than any other medium. For some
categories of news this is wonderful, but with
others television fails because the pictures
it shows do not really tell the story. They
only illustrate something about rather than
show the story.
Perhaps I can give you an example of
what I mean. If, for instance, a correspondent is reporting on the Big Four Conference at Geneva, and the story is what the
heads of government are discussing and
planning there, it serves nothing but distraction to run behind that commentary views
of the Palace of Nations, or of Lake Geneva,
or of diners in a cafe or of some other bit
of travelogueish film. If the idea is that
film must be used whenever possible, then
television news fails at this point because
such reporting detracts from the story rather
than adds to it; the same thing is true if a
story is used only because interesting film
is available, or because film is available that
was extremely difficult to get. In including
or playing up such a story, the news show
throws
ance. the day's developments out of balSo far, I am sorry to say, the daily television news show has not achieved the
stature of the daily radio news show. The
latter is not only far more flexible, and, if
the right organization is behind it, accurate,
but it provides background explanation and
interpretation and perspective that the daily
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THE 15-minute, hard news show, as exemplified by Douglas Edwards With the
News. The author says tv has done least
well with this type of show.
television show so far has been unable to
achieve.
Everyone is familiar with the notion that
one picture is worth ten thousand words.
There is some truth in that, but like so many
rules of thumb, it has elements of untruth
too. Proper descriptions can paint pictures
in man's mind faster and more vividly than
can artificially produced pictures on film.
In a fifteen-minute radio news program, a
man can divest himself of about two thousand words, and in a fifteen-minute television program, because of the necessity of
showing film or of showing live remote pickups, the broadcaster can use only a fraction
of that number of words to tell his story.
In other words, the radio broadcaster of
merit can occasionally commit his thoughts
to paper and then, without thinking of how
he looks, deliver those words with persuasion
and sincerity; he can even read them if he
wishes without feeling that he is being taken
for a moron because he cannot look into a
camera and say these words with unbatting
eye or untrembling lip.
Television news, to reach any sort of perfection, requires a type of human being that
to my knowledge has not yet appeared on
the scene. He would be a sort of paragon
who not only could dig up, write and report
the news but on top of that he would look
like a veritable Clark Gable on the television screen; he would be a sort of walking
or, perhaps sitting encyclopedia as the case
may be, and he would be a marvelous public
speaker who could simply forget about a
script and discuss the subject at hand with
conviction and meaning and persuasiveness.
I know of no news telecaster who meets
this ideal, and all too many are performers
who deal essentially with the superficial.
But, to return to the credit side of the
ledger. . . .
In reporting an event as it happens, television again has an advantage that no other
medium can surpass, although in some instances radio can match. If you have something like the political convention or an important Congressional Committee hearing, or
an atomic test, television can bring it to you
with all the immediacy of the event actually
taking place before your eyes and with description that makes it meaningful. Even
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here, however, television has not reached
the ultimate because the explanatory comment can be vastly improved upon.
One finds that persons who have watched
an event on television sometimes read newspapers more avidly than those who have not
because they want further interpretation or
an explanation of what happened. When
television can successfully present not only
the event as-it-occurs but explain simultaneously what it means, it certainly will have
arrived in this field of reporting. And, in
this connection, it is useful to remember
events that occur over too long a period can
be telescoped by filming and then editing
out the unnecessary detail. This is true for
radio too in that it can turn tape on a Congressional hearing, for example, that may
take five or six hours, and through the
proper editing (which, in all logic, might
have been done by the speakers themselves!)
present all of the meaning of that hearing in
fifteen minutes or a half hour.
As television news has at last found itself
to some degree, there has been surprisingly
little variance between it and radio and newspapers as to what is news. Day after day
one will find that the top stories on the front
pages of the better newspapers will be included on both the radio and television programs of that day. On the four or five major
stories of any given day, there is almost universal agreement. It is in the secondary
stories that the variance comes, and in the
secondary stories it is perhaps justifiable
that television chooses, when other things
are equal, the story on which it has the best
film.
The five-minute television show does not
really wrap up the highlights of the day as
does the five-minute radio program, and,
because of time boundaries has limited
scope. In my own opinion, they have no
place on the air, but because some sponsors
and many viewers seem to like them I suppose some of them will remain on the air.
At best they can only briefly provide entertainment, and possibly present at least a
little of the cream of the news.
The 15-minute program, too, suffers from
lack of scope. It can do a fair job of depth

reporting when it can take a particularly outstanding story and treat it at length, but
when it does so, other stories must either
go by the board or be compressed to extreme
because the time is so short. But in scope
the 15-minute television show must always
suffer because there simply is not the time
to present the large number of so-called secondary items — the vital statistics, the reviews, the departmentalized news — that are
important in the daily lives of people, and
make up such a large part of the output of
the daily newspaper.
In speed, the newspaper is whipped both
by radio and television, and new developments in television will make that whipping
all the more apparent — faster film, more
rapid development processes, video tape recorders, carefully worked out schedules that
already put the daily television news show
right on top of the news.
Three Days to New York
There are exceptions, of course. When
the Americans who had gone over to the
Chinese later asked to be repatriated and
went to Hong Kong on a certain Sunday,
not too long ago, the film from that event
did not reach New York until three days
later. By that time, the story itself had not
only been reported, but the papers had used
wire photos too. However, the time will
come in the not too terribly distant future
when such a delay will not be necessary.
The new tape recorder for film apparently
will be in use in another year. When this
process is perfected, it will no longer be
necessary to use film and have it developed
and printed. That, of course, will not eliminate the distances, but the use of jet airplanes will bring far parts of the world
closer, and eventually, I feel quite sure
Europe and Asia will be linked with the
U. S. in television.
I want to take up now some specifics of
the CBS News operation as an example
of how radio and television news operates:
I. The department as a whole.
A. The News & Public Affairs Dept. is
made up of over 1,000 people. More than
600 of them are camera-correspondents sta-

THE half hour, documentary type news show, such as Edward R. Murrow's See It Now.
It's the best of its kind, and its kind is among tv news' better efforts, according to Mr. Day.
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tioned in almost every country in the world.
B. In 1955 CBS will spend approximately $9 million for news and public affairs
programming.
II. News
A. Size
1. Over 600 camera-correspondents
throughout the world.
2. In the New York department, 152
people help to put the programs together.
3. Bureaus in Washington, Chicago,
Los Angeles, London, Paris, Rome, Bonn
and Tokyo.
4. Additional staff offices in Berlin,
Frankfurt, Vienna, Saigon, Tel Aviv, Seoul,
Stockholm, Hong Kong and Cairo.
5. Two and a half million feet of
newsfilm is receved in a year.
6. In a year's time 11,000 newsfilm
stories are received. Of this total, staff
cameramen supply 1,500 foreign stories and
5,000 domestic stories; stringers supply
3,000 foreign stories and 1,500 domestic
stories.
For seven years, Douglas Edwards With
the News has been the principal daily television news show of CBS. While only a
relatively small number of persons devote
their entire effort to this show, the whole
news operation of CBS contributes in part.
Over a period of a month, as many as 800
persons will have had some hand in the
Douglas Edwards show.
The day to day staff, other than the technical personnel in the studio, consists of
Douglas Edwards, the producer-director;
Don Hewitt, the assistant director; the editor, and two writers. Each morning at 1 1 the
staff of the show meets with the assignment
men to discuss the news outlook for the
day and make plans for that evening's coverage. Of course, feature stories are planned
and assigned days or weeks in advance. Plans
for covering events that can be foreseen are
made well ahead of the day of the telecast.
(At this moment plans are being made for
the coverage of the national political conventions in1956.) Almost every day there is
at least one remote pickup, and often there
is more than one. It is a rare day indeed
when there is not a switch to Washington
for either a live report or a film of some
part of the day's happening in the Capital.
During the day the producer and the editor
are in telephone contact with Washington,
Chicago, Los Angeles, or whatever other
point they wish to make a story pickup at
the time of the telecast.
There is, of course, steady contact too
with the assignment desk which has made
the original request on domestic and foreign
correspondents, and which is in touch with
the traffic desk that receives film at the
airport, gets it to the laboratory, and from
the laboratory to the cutting room. Just as
on a newspaper the tempo of the operation
increases as the deadline for appearance approaches, itis more usual than not for the
producer or editor or both to be intently
examining new film 15 minutes before actual
broadcast time. Frequently film that is
either shot late in the New York area or has
arrived late from some part of the country
or abroad, is used in negative to save the
time of making a print. As in any fastmoving television operation, it is a rare
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night, indeed, when everything goes perfectly, or at least to the satisfaction of those
closest to the show, but it seems that despite
all care and preparation, on some nights almost everything bad can happen.
Just by way of example, about a month
ago there was a technical failure in the
studio which resulted in losing 8 minutes of
picture. The show continued to have sound
but only occasional flashes of video. Each
night the show is kinescoped at Los Angeles
for a repeat at a later time to the Pacific Network. Since it was felt that it would be
pretty bad to put out a show with a missing 8
minutes of picture, lines were bought at a
cost of about $2,000 to repeat the show for
the West Coast. After this was done it was
found that the West Coast got the picture
all right, but because of some kind of
a cross-up in Chicago, they got, along with
their pictures, the audio from Four Star
Playhouse. So the Pacific Coast ended up
getting the original kinescope of the show
minus 8 minutes of the picture. Undoubtedly,
had there been time, the original sound

THE half hour "report on life" show, in
this case CBS-TV's The Search. Mr. Day
thinks television news has most nearly
shown its potential in this type of programming and the similar documentary program. Itdeals with matter not strictly hard
news, but informative.
could have been put with the pictures they
got on the repeat, and some sort of whole
show might have been created. But time did
not permit this. The sponsors fee was, of
course, returned because of the show's failure on that particular night.
To turn now from the daily news show to
special coverage, I would like to point out
something of the manner in which we handle
three different types of events. First — as an
example of a live remote — the Yucca Flat
atomic test last April. Planning for the
coverage of this event actually began in
September of 1954 when the test was first
announced, and the rough estimate is that
by February at least 110 man hours had
been put into the preliminary planning. In
February, the first of a series of meetings

began among the numerous people involved
in covering an event of this sort.
Yucca Flat, as you may know, is a desert
about 90 miles from Las Vegas, and is about
as unlikely a place for a remote television
broadcast as the North Pole. In order
to originate a telecast from Yucca Flat it was
necessary to construct microwave relay lines
not only to Las Vegas, but a good part of the
way from Las Vegas to Los Angeles, since
the coaxial cable does not run into Las
Vegas. Involved in the planning for this
were not only the news, program, network
operations, engineering, business office and
other personnel, but it was desirable to coordinate with NBC, since this was a pool
operation, and with three government agencies— the Atomic Energy Commission, the
civilian defense, and the military.
Another complicating factor was that since
Yucca Flat was so far from the home base —
New York — it was necessary to use West
Coast personnel and, of course, dozens of
telephone calls were necessary to keep these
people informed about developments. In
March, Paul Levitan, who is the executive
producer of special events for public affairs,
Orville Sather, television technical director,
and I went to a series of meetings in Washington with representatives of the three
government departments involved. From
that point on there was a veritable avalanche
of letters and telephone calls to and from
these departments because, among other
things, every person who was to particpate
in this affair had to have security clearance.
During March we sent a survey team out
to Yucca Flat to look over the terrain and
to determine just what technical facilities
would be needed and, in conjunction with
the Pacific Telephone Co., to get an estimate
of how much it was going to cost us. So,
during that month at least 24 people were at
work on the project at some time or another.
By the end of the first week of April, 27
people were involved in the project, and by
the end of the second week about 30. By
April 23, 45 CBS people were working on
the project. These included the technicians
and newsfilm cameramen and press information personnel. By April 20, still some six
days before the scheduled blast, nearly all of
the personnel was on hand at Las Vegas.
That included two television mobile units,
the personnel I mentioned from CBS, plus
an even larger component from NBC. On
April 24, we put on an hour long show
in the Adventure time, devoting it first
to the site where the test blast was to be
fired, and then a second half hour to some
of the theory on atomic radiation and the
effects of the atomic blast. On the following
day, arriving at the test site well before
dawn, we did a half hour show from 5-5:30
a.m., Pacific time, into the Morning Show,
8-8:30 on the East Coast. So far, so good,
but the next day when all was in readiness
to cover the blast itself, the shot was postponed because of weather conditions. Since
this was a 30-kiloton bomb, conditions had
to be perfect, not only on the ground but in
the upper atmosphere. The next 10 days become a saga of frustration. Each day it
would look as though the bomb might be
fired, the 90-mile trip was made to the
site, then the shot was cancelled and the
90-mile trip was made back across the
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desert. Most of the technical crew were
staying at Camp Mercury, and they were
becoming more and more dissatisfied
with Army barracks life. The rest of the
outfit were well situated at the Sands Hotel,
but as time dragged along the atmosphere of
gambling in Las Vegas became more and
more distasteful, not to say suicidal. By the
end of the first week there were grave questions as to whether we and NBC would stay
on at great expense in the hope of eventually
bringing the country the live pickup of the
atomic shot and the scene of destruction on
the following day, or whether we should
merely film it. All of this, of course, took
hundreds of telephone calls to Los Angeles
and New York, since each day all of the
network operations had to be put into gear,
and again each day those same operations
had to be taken out of gear.
Ponderous but Flexible
If all this proved nothing else, it proved
that television, while ponderous, could be
flexible. Day in and day out we were ready
to telecast the blast whenever it did occur,
and as daylight came sooner, the exact time
of the blast was being changed. The radio
operation was having its difficulties too, but
since there were not as many persons nor as
much equipment involved the complications
were not as great.
Finally, as you know, the shot was fired
and it was covered live by CBS and NBC.
By that time, the project had cost CBS something like $85,000. Whether it was worth it
or not I would be loathe to say, except that
having started on the project, I am glad we
stuck with it and carried it through.
In the class of foreign events coverage,
the British elections called for a somewhat
simpler type of plan. In this case we were
dealing with only our own personnel, and we
could be relatively sure that there would be
an election on a certain date. Election coverage was planned like this:
About the first of May, with election day
set as May 26, I called a meeting of the assignment manager and the executive producers ofradio and television. We discussed
at some length the number of programs we
would want to do, both in cut-ins on our
regular news shows and in special programming. Then we tried to figure how many
men we would need to produce this coverage. We then sent a schedule of the proposed

plan to London's bureau chief, Howard
Smith, for his comment, and then discussed
details in a transatlantic talk. Two weeks
before the election we sent See It Now
camera crews and Paul Niven of the Washington Bureau to England to work on a show
that was to be telecast on election day. It
also developed that this particular See It
Now show, which took one election constituency and dissected it, was to be shown
on the BBC on election night. (Incidentally
it drew rave notices in the British press.)
Then about 10 days before the election we
sent a team of cameramen and sound men
from Bonn, and another from Paris to augment the two camera teams that we already
had in London, making four camera teams
in all, in addition to the See It Now unit.
David Schoenbrun arrived from Paris, Dick
Hottelet from Bonn and I from New York
arrived on the 17th, and Ed Murrow came
the following Sunday. This staff was to supplement the three men and two secretaries
already working in the Bureau. You can see
from these preparations that we were well
geared to do a thorough job of covering,
and I believe we did so.
We sent back some 25 film stories, after
shooting about 40,000 feet of film, nearly all
of which was used — some on the Ed Murrow
show, some on Charles Collingwood's Morning Show, some on The American Week,
some on Sunday News Special and so forth.
Between May 17th and the day after the
election, CBS crews ranged over the British
Isles from Scotland to Wales, to the South
of England. On the night of the election,
BBC made its radio facilities completely
available to us, including their private studio,
and our crew broadcast results back to New
York virtually every hour. We did live reports into all of the radio shows, into the
Doug Edwards show, and during a special
telecast at 11 p.m. Actually, partly through
the assistance of the BBC, we had a good
look at the eventual outcome by 1 1 p.m.
British time (the polls having closed at 9),
or in other words, at 6 p.m. in New York.
As the daily television show has evolved,
the following types of questions have been
wrestled with by CBS administrators, correspondents, editors and producers:
(1) Is CBS news policy and tradition completely applicable to television? There was
no question about the need for maintaining
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objectivity. Would it be better to go all
out in playing the picture story when there
was a choice between the picture story and
the significant news story without pictures?
How was crime news to be treated? Should
the tradition against playing up crime news
be applied to such stories as the Shepherd
murder trial and the Greenlease kidnapping?
How were such things as the Kinsey Report
to be used on television?
(2) Should television news try to cover all
major news stories of the day, even though
interesting film was not available, or should
it cover largely those stories which could
be backed up by good pictures?
(3) Should television news, in an effort
to cover more hard news, use a man on
camera without film, or try with the greatest
ingenuity, and without distortion, to find
suitable film?
(4) Should television news tend strongly
toward background stories that experience
proved it could do well at the expense of
covering some hard news?
(5) After covering the top four or five
hard news stories of the day, should the second echelon consist of entertaining features
of relatively little significance, short documentaries with news pegs, a continuation of
standard pictorial coverage of stories in descending order of importance, or a combination of all three?
How About Sound-on-Film?
(6) How important is sound on film? It
was felt that there was a tendency in many
cases to take close shots of people making
statements. By this means television news
was able to produce the most important
quotes in a story, perhaps at the expense of
pictorial interest, and also giving undue time
to the event in proportion to other stories.
Would it make more sense to use more silent
footage for illustration purposes with the
principal facts of the story being read as
tersely as possible by the broadcaster narrating behind film; or in this case, does the film
become so distracting that the point is lost?
(7) Should television news adhere to the
tradition evolved by radio news (as opposed
to documentaries) that music and sound
effects be avoided?
(8) In organizing the show, should the
news broadcast be a joint effort of the entire news operation, the product of a production unit, or a product controlled largely
by the personality of the broadcaster?
Some of these questions have not been
finally and definitively answered. But on the
prime issues it has been determined that CBS
news policy and tradition can apply and
does apply to television news; that it must
always provide some coverage of the major
news stories of the day whether or not there
is film available, and that significant news
must not be shoved aside by the merely pictorial story. But CBS Television News wants
to use imagination and ingenuity to cover
with pictures whenever possible. It also has
been established that after covering the four
or five major stories of the day (the selection
of which is usually simple) that judgment on
other news items should be based on (a)
significance, (b) pictorial value, and (c) general public interest — in roughly equal proportions. Broadcasting
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MORROW has been a network television commercial announcer for more than
four years, and has delivered commercials
on network tv programs for such advertisers
as Norwich Pharmacol Co., Maxwell House,
Sano cigarettes and the Mercury Dealers of
America, among others.
FROM the earliest days of broadcasting to
the present, there has been criticism upon
criticism of air commercials.
People keep saying they're too long . . .
too repetitious . . . too insincere . . . too
exaggerated.
As a commercial television announcer who
has been privileged to work some of the outstanding network programs, I may be considered an ingrate of sort when I say there
are certain things wrong with commercials.
Above and beyond the criticism that has
been leveled by the general public and other
critics, I want to state this flatly:
Television announcers must learn a great
deal more about
the product they
are selling on the
air in order to do
a whiz-bang selling
Before I enlarge
upon this point, let
job!
me say that most
tv commercial announcers generally
turn out a fine job.
But
in acoach
way, who
it's
like the
MR. MORROW
sends in a naked
substitute — the kid can play ball all right,
but he's awful short on equipment.
Now here comes something that surprises
me. Maybe it shouldn't. But it does. There
are many multi-million dollar advertisers,
who hire the best brains in the agency business to conduct extensive research, create
eye-catching effects and supply highly effective commercial copy. But many of them
and their agency colleagues think that all an
announcer has to do is to memorize the
script and smile.
I maintain that an announcer could do a
much more effective job if he knew a lot
more about the product he is selling — how
it's made, its history and the people responsible for it. At the very least, it would give
the performer standing up in front of those
curity.red eyes a tremendous feeling of setwo

There is no doubt in my mind that the
day will come when the selection of a tv
commercial spokesman will be given as
much care as is exercised in choosing a highlevel executive of the company. This definitely will come about for the million dollar
clients on the networks.
One factor that is likely to speed the
process is this: several announcers today are
making more money than the heads of many

large organizations — and I mean well over
$100,000 a year.
I recite this to point up a current failing
In order to get the most out of its highlypriced television commercials, a company
should insist that its tv spokesman know as
much about the organization that is footing
the bills as its salesman on the road. This
lamentation is not strictly a personal oneask any tv commercial announcer. I have
heard them make the same beef many times.
Television commercial announcing is big
business. It ought to be treated like big business. In extreme situations, the commercial
portion of a network program is relegated to
a subordinate position until a few days before the telecast. Then — Panic in the
Streets!
An announcer is chosen in a hurry. A
script is written in a hurry. There's likely
to be a shortage of rehearsal. By air time,
the commercial goes off as scheduled. And
it may seem to be pretty good.
But — and I want to make this point again
— it could have been improved. Give us announcers a course in "product relations,"
and I wager that a commercial won't come
off just pretty good. It will be excellent.
I hope this doesn't sound like a gripe.
Television has been good to me. I'm sounding off about what I call "product relations"
for one big reason. I think tv is the most
effective of all mass media. Television commercial announcers are able and willing to
do their part more fully to support this
conviction.
I well remember the day when rehearsal
for two 3 -minute commercials for a wellknown network show was set for 1 to 3
p.m. I received the script only 48 hours
before the show. The actual rehearsal on
camera finally started at 2:59 p.m. Neither
commercial was rehearsed "straight" even
once — but strangely enough, no one was
worried. Except me. The reason for the
big delay? The usual factors that performers
never can pin-point. The dress-rehearsal
was the only complete run-through of the
commercial, except for the show itself. It
went off well two hours later. I was three
pounds
lighter. occasion, I recall that my
On another
commercial involved the performing of some
relatively intricate maneuvers around and
over a well-known appliance. However,
right up to air-time, the appliance constantly
was being used for other purposes. Every
time I tried to go into my act, I was interrupted and told: "You can work with it
when we get through." They got through
at air time.
If espisodes like these aren't frustrating
. . . Well, some announcers may rationalize
and say: "It's a good living." It is— and I
wish
we could
the good
pay. exert more effort to justify
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT
NBC
SALE

URGES
BE

WBUF-TV

APPROVED

Network says its control of
failing ch. 17 outlet would
give uhf telecasting a boost.
: ACQUISITION of failing ch. 17 WBUF-TV
Buffalo, N. Y., by NBC will lend impetus to
uhf and will not result in concentration of
control, the network told the FCC last week.
NBC's comments were in reply to a McFar; land letter sent WBUF-TV last month indicating the proposed purchase by NBC for $312,000
^could not be approved without a hearing [B»T,
'-■ July 25]. The issues raised were brought about
■ by protests to the sale from ch. 2 WGR-TV,
5 present NBC affiliate in Buffalo.
NBC "strongly urged" the FCC to approve
« the purchase without holding a hearing. WBUF.j TV, also answering the McFarland letter last
j week, said WGR-TV's only interest is in main( taining a "predominant" position in the Buffalo
' market. The ch. 17 outlet said by granting
WGR-TV an injunction against the sale, the
" vhf
FCC rather
is permitting
to maintain a
than a vhfthatandstation
uhf market.
I.
Implements Policy
I NBC said the purchase would implement the
policy of the Commission's multiple ownership
rules, recently amended to permit one entity to
1 own seven tv stations provided two are uhf.
• The network quoted the FCC in its decision:
' "The problem that is presented in these pro: ceedings is whether the more rapid and effective development of the uhf band warrants permitting the ownership of additonal uhf stations
[by multiple owners]. We believe it does."
With regard to questions raised about the
, population served by NBC-owned stations, the
network said this is not the test of concentration of control, adding at least one other
1 network owns stations whose aggregate coverage
■ is larger.
NBC added that in every city where it owns
a tv station there are from two to six other
tvs in operation.
As to FCC concern over the history of litigation of RCA involving antitrust laws, the network said no hearing should be held on the
the allegations of WGR-TV with respect to
existing complaints. The network cited a Commission decision of last June which said "we
believe it better practice to exclude from the
record evidence consisting merely of complaints
filed, but not adjudicated. . . ."
Furthermore, the network said, the pending
complaint against RCA does not involve NBC
or the operation of radio and tv stations or
broadcasting.
Intention of NBC with regard to acquisition
of an am station in the Buffalo area is premature for Commission concern, the network said.
NBC stated, in reply to another WGR-TV allegation, that it intends to make its program service available after the transfer application is
approved and as soon as commitments with
WGR-TV permit. NBC affiliation with WGRTV expires Aug. 13, 1956.
WBUF-TV, which suspended for a short time
and then resumed, said it has lost $325,000 and
present losses run over $10,000 a month. Its
present receipts are only $2,000 a month, the
station said. WBUF-TV began operation
August 1953.
The Buffalo uhf said it is under NBC agreement to stay on the air until Dec. 31, but will
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

cease operation if the sale is not approved.
NBC also has pending before the FCC purchase for $600,000 of another uhf, ch. 30
WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn., presently under
Commission investigation because of possible
overlap with NBC-owned WRCA-TV New
York. Under FCC study too is the proposed
swap between Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
and NBC involving the exchange of WBC Philadelphia stations, KYW-WPTZ (TV), for NBC
Cleveland outlets, WTAM-AM-FM and WNBK
(TV). At issue is whether NBC threatened
Westinghouse with loss of NBC affiliation unless
WBC consented to the trade. The station swap
also involves a $3 million payment to Westinghouse.
WNHC-TV
NEW

OPPOSES

TOWER

RULE

OPPOSITION to FCC's new rule authorizing
vhf tv stations in Zone I (middle and northeast
Atlantic states) to increase antenna heights from
1,000 ft. up to 1,250 ft. above average terrain,
while utilizing maximum power, was submitted
to the Commission last week by WNHC-TV
New Haven, Conn. [B»T, July 25]. The station
asked the FCC to set the order aside and schedule a hearing.
At the same time, the Dept. of Defense
"strongly urged" the FCC to postpone the new
rule, which becomes effective Wednesday, until
completion of the present studies by the Air Coordinating Committee.
WNHC-TV (ch. 8) said because of aeronautical considerations and consequent limitations
by the Civil Aeronautics Administration, it is
forced to operate from an antenna that is 720
ft. above average terrain, utilizing maximum
316 kw power. The CAA limitations, WNHCTV said, prevent it from increasing its antenna
height regardless of the new rule.
WNHC-TV said co-channel stations in New
York (chs. 7 and 9), already are causing substantial interference to its signal, and now will
be able to more than double their effective
radiated power, causing serious deterioration to
the WNHC-TV signal. The New Haven outlet
said its Grade A coverage contour falls a distance of 40 miles from the transmitter in the direction of New York. Existing interference
from New York penetrates within 32.6 miles
of WNHC-TV, the station said. If the new rule
goes through, interference will be penetrating
within 30.3 miles, WNHC-TV stated, adding
there is no way to improve its service to counteract the added interference.
The new rule also has an adverse impact on
local community television service, WNHC-TV
declared. Harm also would come to uhf stations, the New Haven outlet said. To the extent
that vhf stations in Zone I can increase their
coverage areas by increased power and height,
the uhf stations in the same and nearby markets
cannot help but suffer, WNHC-TV added.
The Dept. of Defense, in a letter signed by
Assistant Secretary Thomas P. Pike, called
attention to the immediate effect of this rule
on "hazards to air navigation." Secretary Pike
said that "while the order is only intended to
permit maximum power at a higher altitude in
Zone
I, it tois build
clear" taller
the new
ruling inresults
in an
incentive
tv towers
an area
of
the "highest military and civil air traffic."
"The department cannot agree," he said, "that
an increase in height to 1,250 ft. above average
terrain instead of 1,000 ft. will have a negligible
effect on problems relating to air hazard."

Voice of America

Beams

Speech by Soviet Official
THE U. S. Information Agency's international
broadcasting service, the Voice of America,
last week sheathed its claws in a turnabout
maneuver — a broadcast behind the Iron Curtain by a Soviet official.
The Russian official, who recorded a broadcast to his homeland, was Vladimir Vladimirovich Matskevich, first deputy agriculture minister of the U.S.S.R., who has just ended a goodwill tour of inspection of U. S. farming methods
as head of a 12-member Russian farm deleThe recording was made at the Soviet Emgation.
bassy in Washington near the end of the delevisit, after offer
the Voice
America
made an gation's
informal
of its of
facilities
for had
the
broadcast. A spokesman for a corresponding
U. S. group touring Russian farms had done
the same thing over Moscow Radio.
In his broadcast, the Soviet agriculture official
said his group saw many interesting farming
methods which can be used in the Soviet
Union, but "I wouldn't be frank ... if I
said that we liked everything that we saw."
News reports indicated the Soviets did not
let up on their jamming of VOA broadcasts for
the special broadcast last week.

FIRST live radio or tv pickup ever to be
originated from the Russian Embassy in
Washington is claimed by CBS after CBS
news correspondent Bill Shadel broadcast
from a reception for the 12 visiting Russian
farm experts. Here, Mr. Shadel interviews
Vladimir Matskevich, head of the visiting
delegation. The pickup was carried on the
network's Aug. 22 Douglas Edwards & ihe
News program.

Reds Like U.S. Farm Tv
MEMBERS of a Soviet farm delegation
which has been touring the U. S. looking
at agricultural methods are impressed by
the American use of television and other
communications media for bringing word
of better techniques and farm uses
directly to the farmer, their spokesman
said last week.
Vladimir Matskevich, acting Soviet
minister of agriculture, made the statementtional
in anPress address
Club. to Washington's NaAugust 29, 1955
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TRIANGLE
OPPOSING

REBUTS

CHARGES

WLBR-TV

BUY

Firm denies that Lebanon, Pa.,
uhf would be WFIL-TV satellite
and says there would be no
overlap with other Triangle
stations.
FCC approval to the purchase of ch. 15 Lebanon, Pa., should be granted without a hearing
because the acquisition will provide an impetus
to other uhf stations in the area and is in the
public interest, purchaser Triangle Publications
Inc. told the Commission last Friday.
Application for sale approval was submitted
to the FCC two months ago [B»T, July 4].
Triangle (WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia and Philadelphia Inquirer) is buying the Lebanon uhf,
which has suspended operations, for $115,000
plus assuming obligations totaling $125,000.
Following objections to the sale by three uhfs
in Harrisburg [B*T, Aug. 1], the FCC sent
WLBR-TV a McFarland letter indicating sale
approval could not be given without hearing.
Last week's comments by Triangle were in reply
to this letter. Objecting were WHP-TV, WCMBTV and WTPA (TV).
Triangle said assumptions that WLBR-TV
will be operated as a satellite of ch. 6 WFIL-TV
are erroneous. A close examination of the
application, Triangle said, discloses that about
half (49.3%) of the proposed weekly broadcast
hours will be devoted to locally originated
programs. To this end, the firm said, it already
has made arrangements with local educational
and civic groups for weekly series. Triangle

said WLBR-TV will not be network-affiliated.
Triangle, which also owns WNBF-AM-TV
Binghamton, N. Y., and 50% of WHGB Harrisburg, said none of the Grade A contours of
its tv stations comes within 12 miles of the
Grade A contours of the others. The company
noted that Binghamton is 155 miles from
Philadelphia and 125 miles from Lebanon and
that Philadelphia is 72 miles from Lebanon.
The Philadelphia firm stated this transfer
will not cause any undue concentration of control of media of mass communication, asserting
the grant of this application will improve
competitive forces in the area. Triangle noted
the sister am station, WLBR, will remain under
the present owners and will offer direct competition toWLBR-TV.
Contrary to allegations, Triangle said its
proposed acquisition will have a beneficial effect
on other operating uhfs in the area. By providing Lebanon with its own locally-originated
programs, Triangle declared, WLBR-TV may
well be expected to stimulate interest in uhf
throughout its service area and thereby increase
the sales of uhf receivers.
In a supporting legal memorandum, Triangle
noted that the parties who have filed objections
and requested a hearing have no basis, legal
or otherwise, for such a request. It said, "They
are attempting to go outside their own community .. . and prevent the people of Lebanon
from enjoying the benefits of their own telestation."month Triangle applied for ch. 18
Earlyvisionthis
at Elmira, N. Y., to be used as a satellite of
ch. 12 WNBF-TV. The firm also has made
known pending purchase of WFBG-AM-TV
Altoona, Pa., for an aggregate $3.6 million.

STATION

KIDDER,

PEABODY

SALES

CO.—

• Maintains close contact with all phases of the Television
and Radio industry.
• Has an established relationship with most of the
important sources of investment capital in the
country.
—We invite the station owner to take advantage
of this dual coverage when considering
the sale of his property.

Address inquiries to:
ROBERT E. GRANT
Kidder, Peabody & Co.
First National Bank Building
Chicago 3, Illinois
Telephone ANdover 3-7350

KIDDER,
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

PEABODY
FOUNDED 1865
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Losers

Belittle

In N. 0. Ch. 4 Case
THE PRESENT status of the color tv art has
become a major issue in the New Orleans ch.
4 proceeding, with the two losing applicants
in an FCC examiner's initial decision questioning. ing whether color tv today is worthy of being
a determining criterion in a comparative hear-

Last week lames A. Noe & Co. submitted to
the FCC its objections to the initial ruling
that favored the Times-Picayune Publishing Co.
(WTPS) for ch. 4 in New Orleans [B«T, July
1 1]. Noe's stand on color tv was similar to the
objections of the other
losing applicant, Loyola
U. (WWL), which was submitted a fortnight
ago [B«T, Aug. 22].
The Noe company (WNOE New Orleans and
KNOE-AM-TV Monroe, La.) said the finding
that local live color programs are practical "is
not balanced by the examiner with any findings
whatsoever as to availability and distribution of
color sets."
Color Services Encouraged

Times-Picayune, however, in supporting the
initial decision last week, said that awarding
it a preference for its color tv proposals is
clearly consistent with and necessitated by the
public interest. WTPS went further and said
such a preference "accords fully with established FCC policy to encourage the early development of new or improved broadcast
In reaching a decision, the examiner ruled
the
Noe company out of a comparative analysis
services."
with the other two applicants because it was
held the firm did not establish its financial qualifications. Mr. Noe said this was based on the
"unrealistic theory" that a partnership whose
principals have a combined net worth in excess
of $2.3 million lacks the financial resources to
build and operate a tv station requiring a gross
investment of $1.2 million.
For not finding that the Noe partnership can
borrow $600,000, the firm told the FCC this
disregards the prior experience in borrowing
of James A. Noe; his successful operation of
KNOE-TV, and the net worth of partner Harry
Allsman.
WTPS, which also supported the preference
awarded to it for program proposals for outlying communities, notified the FCC of its intention to participate in any oral argument that
may be scheduled following the exceptions to
the initial decision.
The Broadcast Bureau has asked for an extension until today (Monday) to file its exceptions to the New Orleans decision.
|i BUSINESS DOWN

CO.

•
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EN THE MOUTH?
advertise
down south

Radio KTLD
in Tallulah

BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA
SAN FRANCISCO

is your best
Louisiana Purchase!

Offices and correspondents in thirty other principal cities
in the United States
| Si Willing, Gen. Mgr.
I INDIE SALES INC.
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WENS

(TV)

Set Aside

Asks

WWSW

FCC
Grant

CH. 16 WENS (TV) Pittsburgh last week asked
the FCC to set aside the grant of ch. 1 1 in that
city to WWSW Inc. and order a new hearing.
The Pittsburgh uhf further asked that, pending
action on this petition, the FCC issue an order
temporarily staying the effective date of that
grant.
WWSW Inc., permittee of ch. 1 1 WIIC (TV)
which is due to go on the air Nov. 15, replied
that the petition should be dismissed because
it fails to set forth facts sufficient to invoke the
i> jurisdiction of the Commission.
WENS, which has a similar appeal to reopen
the ch. 1 1 proceeding pending before the U. S.
Court of Appeals in Washington, a fortnight
ago was denied by the same court a motion
to stay construction of the ch. 11 station pending outcome of that appeal [B«T, Aug. 22].
WENS last week repeated its charge that the
merged applications of WWSW and WJAS
represented a new application that should have
been returned to the processing line. WENS
said the FCC should determine whether, in the
light of the merger agreement of June 2, 1955,
the WJAS application should have been dismissed before any further action was taken on
the WWSW application.
The Pittsburgh uhf also asked the FCC to
determine whether the parties to the June 2
agreement are trafficking in broadcast frequencies and to study the effect a second commercial vhf in Pittsburgh will have on existing uhf
operations.

In reply to this, WWSW Inc. said WENS cannot be considered a party to the proceeding.
The ch. 11 permittee said in 1952 WENS had
its chance to seek ch. 11, but instead of exposing itself to a drawn-out hearing, it sought
ch. 16 unopposed and was thus able to get into
commercial operation years ahead of any ch. 11
applicant.
Final grant of ch. 11 to WWSW Inc. was
made last month [B*T, July 25].
Webster

Heads

U. S. Visit

FCC COMR. E. M. Webster left Friday for
Stockholm to attend the North Sea & Baltic
Marine Radiotelephone Conference to be devoted to safety at sea. Comr. Webster is one
of five Americans going along as observers to
study similar problems that face this country.
The conference will start Thursday and is
expected to run for three weeks. Other American observers are: C. M. Jansky Jr., Jansky &
Bailey, consulting engineers, who will represent
marine interests on the Great Lakes; John
Cross, State Dept.; Austin Bailey, AT&T, and
Capt. G. C. Graves, Coast Guard.
WXYZ Asks Hearing on Bid
WXYZ Detroit last week asked the FCC to
designate for hearing the application of Newson-the-Air Inc. for a new am station at Port
Clinton, Ohio. WXYZ, operating on 1270 kc
with 5 kw unlimited, said the proposed station, to operate on 1250 kc with 500 w day, will
cause objectionable interference to WXYZ's
daytime operation.

• • • keeps

Presque Isle, Redding
Vhf Applications Filed
APPLICATIONS for construction permits for
vhf stations in Preque Isle, Me., and Redding,
Calif, were filed with the FCC last week.
Elson Television Co. is seeking ch. 8 in
Presque Isle, and is to operate with effective
radiated power of 420 w visual, 210 w aural
and have an antenna 221 ft. above average
terrain. Elson principals are Thomas B. Friedman, consulting engineer and manager of broadcast systems engineering for Adler Communications Labs, and his wifeEstimated construction cost is $53,569; the
first year operation cost $72,000, and estimated
first year revenue was listed as $85,000.
Shasta Telecasters filed for Redding's ch. 7.
Requested effective radiated power is 12.1 kw
visual and 6.1 kw aural with an antenna 3,586
ft. above average terrain.
Among the principals are George C. Fleharty, Redding mayor, and Robert L. Hammett,
consulting engineer.
Construction cost was estimated at $220,880;
first 12 month operating expenses at $165,000
and the first year's income was calculated at
$216,000.
Commissioner to Commodore
GEORGE E. STERLING, former member of
the FCC who retired last year, has been elected
Commodore of the newly organized Evergreen
Yacht Club of Peaks Island, Me. Commodore Sterling is now engaged in communications
consultation, headquartering in both Peaks Island and Baltimore.

viewers
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KMJTV
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA • CHANNEL 24
NBC affiliate
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POWER

now 447,000 watts.

RECEPTION

Pacific Coast Measurement

RATINGS

Survey (Oct. '54) shows KMJ-TV reception "most satisfactory" in area.
KMJ-TV carries 24 out of the 35 toprated nighttime programs in the

Bureau

Fresno area (ARB report, March '55) .
KMJ-TV was the first local station
equipped to transmit network color
shows and has presented them on a
regularly scheduled basis.
Paul H. Raymer, National Revresentative
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WaAlkgfoit,D.C,
Without changing its current rates,
WMAL-TV will boost its power to
252,000 watts this Fall and spark
the new ABC-TV programs with the
greatest promotion campaign ever conducted by a Washington TV station!
Ask Katz about prime
adjacencies for the Fall . . .
at current rates on
SUPERPOWER
WMAL

- TV

Washington, D. C.
Represented by The Katz Agency
The Evening Star TV Station
Affiliated with ABC-Television

Hey,

you

Don't forget Sept. 9 is deadline for
B*T's Radio Issue out Sept. 19.

$53,752,000 IS A LOT OF
HAMMERING!
THE MARKET
Pennsylvania Anthracite Region
Retail Sales— $885,484,000
Building Supplies— $53,752,009
THE BUILDERS—
WHWL and WISL
Complete Coverage of 9 Counties
Cost — 60 Cents per 1000 Families
NAIL DOWN THIS RICH
MARKET!
1954 Consumer Markets — SRDS
See FORJOE & CO.
WISL
WHWL
1 KW— Shamokin. Pa. 1 KW— Nanticoke, Pa.
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Storer Denies Protest
Of WJBK Interference
STORER Broadcasting Co. last week defended
the operation of WJBK Detroit on 1500 kc,
telling the FCC the station's antenna array is
stable and that its signal is not causing interference to any station.
These remarks were in reply to charges made
earlier by WTOP Washington and KSTP St.
Paul, both operating on 1500 kc, that WJBK
was not living up to engineering requirements
in its 1500 kc permit [B«T, Aug. 8]. WTOP
and KSTP said the Detroit station was not
providing the proper protection to their signals
and asked the FCC to cancel the WJBK authority issued last July 1 to conduct program tests
on that frequency.
WJBK, licensed to 1490 kc, 250 w, has been
seeking operation on 1500 kc since April 1952
when it was granted a change in permit to move
to that frequency with 10 kw day and 5 kw
night. The nighttime power later was changed
to specify 1 kw.
Last week Storer said the arguments advanced by WTOP and KSTP "do not accurately
and faithfully represent the technical objections
reviewed in their attached engineering affidavits." These arguments "exaggerate" and
"misportray" the conclusions of their engineering counsel, the firm said.
"Extreme care is being taken," Storer stated,
in the building and operation of the antenna
array to assure stability and required protection
to other stations.
WJBK also received support last week from
WABJ Adrian, Mich., which was granted program test authority to operate on 1490 kc fulltime at the same time WJBK was switching
from 1490 to 1500 kc. WABJ has been licensed
for 1500 kc daytime and is seeking fulltime
operation on 1490 kc. WABJ said that if the
FCC cancels WJBK's authority for 1500 kc,
the Adrian community will still be without its
first nighttime outlet.
Evansville Dismissal Request
Granted to Consolidated
CONSOLIDATED Television & Radio Broadcasters Inc. was granted dismissal of its tv
application for ch. 7 at Evansville, Ind., by the
FCC last week.
Consolidated had requested dismissal because
after its sale in May of WEOA Evansville to
Ohio Valley Tv Co. it no longer wished to
pursue its tv application in Evansville. The firm
has not participated in oral arguments in the
Evansville proceeding.
Consolidated, formerly WFBM Inc., is owned
by H. M. Bitner. Mr. Bitner owns WFBM-AMTV Indianapolis, Ind., WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis, WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.,
and WFDF Flint, Mich.
Applications of Evansville Television Inc.
and On The Air Inc. are still pending for ch. 7
in Evansville.
Sen. Morse Criticizes
Booster Station Limitations
THE FCC was urged last week by Sen. Wayne
Morse (D-Ore.) to speed new regulations that
will allow small communities to receive television programs by short-range booster stations.
He called present FCC rules "a stumbling-block
to the type of inexpensive, short-distance booster
stations needed in many small communities,"
such as, he said, Oakridge, Prineville and Sheridan, Ore.
Sen. Morse said it was the FCC's responsi-

bility to make tv service available to everyone
and that citizens of small communities should
not be "penalized because of the slowness of
the Commission in formulating a set of regulaHe praised Chairman Warren G. Magnuson
(D-Wash.) of the Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee for the latter's efforts
to foster reflector and re-radiation stations in
thetions."
state of Washington.
WSAY Fights FCC Stay Plea
In Rochester Ch. 10 Case
WSAY Rochester, N. Y., last week opposed the
FCC's motion to have U. S. Court of Appeals in
Washington
stayRochester
the effective
the court's
decision in the
ch. date
10 tvofcase.
The FCC had asked the court to stay the
decision until Sept. 11 so that the Commission
can consider possible appeal to the Supreme
Court [B«T, Aug. 22].
The appeals court last month ruled that the
protest of Gordon P. Brown, owner of WSAY,
against the 1953 grant to what are now ch. 10
sharetimers WHEC-TV and WVET-TV should
have been allowed. Under the present law,
when a protest against a grant made without a
hearing
be stayed.is accepted, the grant in question must
The Commission has told the court that under
the mandate, the ch. 10 stations, operating since
November 1953, would have to close down for
an indefinite period with a resultant loss of
service to the public.
WSAY said the FCC counsel's request to
have the decision stayed lacks weight because
the Commission was fully apprised of the court's
opinion.
Colorado Facilities Granted
AT&T Long Lines Dept. has been given FCC
permission to construct additional facilities
permitting KCSJ-TV Pueblo, Colo., to be
interconnected for regular network operation.
An additional frequency and transmitter has
been assigned to Black Forest, Colo. As part
of the interconnection setup, for which the
tentative completion date is April 15, 1956,
the
FCC alsoradio
is permitting
expansion
of AT&T's
microwave
relay station
at Pinon,
Colo.
Cost of the project has been set at $62,000.
Black Forest is a point on the Denver-Colorado Springs video route.
Reno Antenna Move Sought
KZTV (TV) Reno, Nev., has filed application
to move its antenna site from in Reno to
Slide Mt., 14 miles south of that city and increase visual power from 2.7 kw to 10.8 kw and
antenna height from minus 520 ft. to 2,924 ft.
above average terrain. Cost of the move would
be $125,370, the application stated.
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Historic Interview
FILMED INTERVIEW with two Americans brainwashed by the communists,
made in Hong Kong last February by
news analyst Dorothy Fuldheim of
WEWS (TV) Cleveland, has been accepted by the Library of Congress, Washington. The film, showing two Americans
released after 3Vi years of brain-washing in Peking Prison, was described by
Librarian of Congress L. Quincy Mumford
as the
a "unique
documentaryin the
showing
one of
worst casualties
war

"have been known for many years" and that the
tablets actually contain less salicylamide (pain
relieving agent) than an ordinary aspirin tablet.
The examiner's decision may be stayed, apmission. pealed or docketed for review by the full com-

Initial Decision Cites

KFAR Gets Extension
FCC last week extended to Oct. 1 the outstanding special service authorization of KFAR
Fairbanks, Alaska, to operate on 660 kc, 10 kw
unlimited, pending action on an application to
continue operating permanently on the same
frequency with the same power [B*T, Dec. 6,
1954]. KFAR is licensed for 610 kc, 5 kw
unlimited, but since 1943 has been using the
frequency and power permitted by the latest
SSA. The 660 kc spot is WRCA New York's
Class 1-A wavelength.
In 1953, the FCC issued a proposed rule to
permit the use of U. S. Class 1-A channels in
territories outside the continental limits of the
U. S. No final decision has ever been reached.

Kordolin Pill Exaggerations
A Federal Trade Commission hearing examiner issued an initial decision last Wednesday that would prohibit Kordol Corp. of
America, New York, from "exaggerating the
effectiveness" of Kordolin tablets in the treatment of arthritis and rheumatism.
The examiner, James A. Purcell, who based
his findings in part from advertising in newspapers and on radio, found to be false representations that Kordolin is a "new" or "amazing" discovery and that it is seven times more
effective than "old fashioned aspirin remedies."
He pointed out that the ingredients of Kordolin

Wyoming Community Tv Bid
A PERMIT for a new community tv antenna
service for Riverton, Wyo., was applied for
last week by Pioneer Transmission Corp., Worland, Wyo. The firm asked the FCC for permission to construct an experimental microwave relay station to operate as a common carrier in picking up the signals of ch. 2 KOOKTV Billings, Mont., and feeding them to the
Worland Television Corp., a community tv
antenna operator, for reception in Riverton.
Total construction costs were set at $13,165.
Initially, Pioneer will charge Worland Tv approximately $400 a month.

for the minds of men." Adele Rickett,
a Fulbright scholar, and Marvin Bersohn,
an American doctor, in the interview with
Miss Fuldheim, praise communism, speak
against the U. S. and "confess" that they
were spies.
FTC
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Screen Actors victory stirs other
Hollywood unions, hopeful of
attaining similar gains. IATSE
Los Angeles pacts expire Oct.
5, writers' next February.
TELEVISION film packagers, having settled
their residual pay differences with Screen Actors
Guild — admittedly a victory for SAG [B«T,
Aug. 22] — now face the prospect of similar
extra-money demands by other labor groups.
For west coast producers, International Alliance of Theatrical & Stage Employes, representing some 27 local unions in the Hollywood
area, plus Writers Guild of America West, are
reported hopeful of new gains in view of the
SAG contract signed a fortnight ago after a 12day nationwide strike against producers of tv
entertainment films.
IATSE's Los Angeles area contracts expire
Oct. 5. The organization includes various locals comprising carpenters, electricians, cameramen, film editors and technicians and a score
of other "back lot" workers whose technical
skills are necessary to production of any kind
of film in movieland.
IATSE is negotiating with major theatre film
producers and late last week it was unofficially
reported that a contract had been signed. By
custom, the pact next will be presented to the
Alliance of Television Film Producers, representing the tv packagers. In view of the trend
of labor to demand — and receive — extra pay-
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS
ments when films are used over again after the
initial showing, it is speculated that IATSE
will ask for residual payments in addition to a
higher initial minimum scale and better working
conditions. Heretofore, IATSE has not shared
in residuals.
The Writers Guild contract with tv film producers expires next February, it was reported,
and negotiations should begin later this fall
after Guild talks with the majors are concluded.
The latter should begin next month at present
estimate.
Under the present contract, Writers Guild
members receive 150% additional payment
from tv packagers for the second through fifth
re-run of a film, but they do not get any payment for the first re-run. The first re-run payment was the principle on which SAG struck
and won. It is believed WGAW also will fight
for first re-run money, plus other new benefits.
John L. Dales, national executive secretary
of SAG, announced the guild has mailed ballots to 10,000 members in a referendum for
ratification of its new contract with the producers of television entertainment films.
A letter from the guild's negotiating committee and board of directors, recommending approval of the contract, accompanied the ballots.
Votes must be cast by Sept. 12. A Hollywood
membershsip meeting of the guild on Aug. 16
voted 735 to 307 to call off the 12-day strike
and approve the contract.
The New York Council of SAG by unanimous vote approved the guild's new contract
last week, according to a telegram received by
the guild's Hollywood headquarters Wednesday
from Harold M. Hoffman, executive secretary
of the organization's New York branch. The
guild has approximately 2,000 members in New
York.
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Ford Foundation-endowed activity plans Herblock tv film series, announces winners of script competition. Report also shows status of
other studies involving mass media.
Chicago, succeeded Sen. Clifford P. Case
THE FUND for the Republic Inc., a non-profit
(R-N. J.) who in April 1954 resigned to run
corporation supported by Ford millions, not
for the U. S. Senate.
only is "studying" certain aspects of the radio-tv
In the May report of the Fund, Mr. Hutchins
field but is planning still other studies and additional use of the media.
noted that the "citizen should know what bis
Already, some three quarters of a million
rights are and what is happening to them.
This is the reason why the Fund has used all
dollars have been funneled into current or proposed activities connected in some way with
the media of communication — radio, television,
the radio-tv field. Here is a summary of plans, newspapers, magazines, records and books — to
for the future or already underway, some of arouse an interest in civil liberties and to enthem heretofore undisclosed:
courage debate about them." Mr. Hutchins
said that the Fund's board of directors "believes
• A $100,000 study of "blacklisting" in the
motion picture, radio and tv industries. This
that the rights of Americans should not be comstudy, authorized last September, had used all
promised or lost through neglect or confusion."
of its funds except $32,215 as of last May. A
In summarizing its activities, the report noted
report by its director, John Cogley (formerly
that among them has been the making available
executive editor of Commonweal, and his prin- to educational institutions and public affairs
cipal assistant, Michael Harrington, is slated
groups an expanded version of the tv film of
for publication early next year.
R. Murrow's interview with J. Robert
• An authorization last May of $25,000 for Edward
Oppenheimer. The interview was first seen on
a "commission" to explore the possibility of a Mr. Murrow's See It Now show on CBS-TV.
"continuing agency to appraise the performance
Tv Experiment
of the media of mass communication." A
meeting of this group will be held next month.
The
report
said
the Fund also has used
• A tv film series featuring Herbert L. Block,
tv
experimentally
on
the Pacific Coast where
editorial cartoonist of the Washington Post
and Times-Herald and twice-winner of the brief films of events in the "current history of
Pulitizer Prize. Details of the project, for freedom" have been supplied to tv newscasters
"who
welcome
The that
Fundit
which $200,000 has been appropriated, were
said theappear
ventureto has
been sothem."
successful
announced last week.
plans
extend this use of film to other parts
• Also announced last week were winners
of the tocountry.
of a contest for outstanding original drama
The Fund last week said it has selected
and documentary scripts on civil liberties
Information Productions Inc., a New York tv
themes. By last May, all but $6,070 of a $75,000
film producer, to produce a series of 26
allocation for this project had been expended.
15-minute tv films entitled Herblock's Week.
Also last May, the Fund authorized $65,000
Cartoonist Block is known professionally as
for awards to be presented for outstanding
Herblock.
dramatic and documentary tv shows already
The tv series, the first commissioned by the
on the air, and last September allocated $200,Fund, will feature Mr. Block in a discussion of
000 for the production of pilot tv films and
current events. It will be filmed in Washington,
for participation in tv programs "of interest to
the Fund." All but $81,169 of the $200,000
D. C, either at Mr. Block's home or at a
studio, starting next month. First release of the
thus appropriated had been spent last May.
initial films — the program later will be filmed
Funds Authorized
on a weekly basis — is set for October. Reggie
Schuebel, New York representative of agencies,
The Fund for the Republic's grants authorized, as of last May, include $5,000 to the will handle distribution to stations. The series
can be sponsored locally.
American Friends Service Committee "for asInformation Productions, headed by Alfred
sistance to radio tape programs on civil liberties topics"; $40,000 to Columbia U. for activities including radio programs and $35,000 to
the National Citizens Commission for the Public
Schools for a radio series on "problems confronting public schools."
The $85,000
in grants, combined with the
monies allocated for projects, brings the broadcast media-connected funds to a total of $745,000. Of the $665,000 authorized for these
projects, the Fund had spent $193,586 as of
May, leaving a balance of $471,414 unexpended.
The Fund for the Republic Inc., created by
a $1 million grant of the Ford Foundation in
October 1951 and made quite solvent with
another $14 million of Ford monies about 16
months later, has as its objective the advancement of the understanding of civil liberties.
As of last May, the non-profit corporation,
which is independent of the Ford Foundation
although financed by it, had assests of nearly
$13 million.
"KRIZ Phoenix says you have everyPaul G. Hoffman, board chairman of the
thing—please, sir, may I have a
Studebaker-Packard Corp., is its chairman and
Robert M. Hutchins is its president. Mr.
Hutchins, formerly chancellor of the U. of
wolf-trap?"
Broadcasting
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Butterfield and Thomas H. Wolf, has announced
that Joseph Wershba, formerly of the CBSTV See It Now staff, will direct the filming.
The exploration of what, if any, need there
is of an agency to "appraise the performance"
of mass communication media, is one of the
Fund's newest projects, authorized only last
May. First report on this proposed commission
is expected about the middle of next month.
Mr. Hoffman last Tuesday at a ceremony
and party held at the Waldorf-Astoria in New
York said that at the outset the Fund had
planned to use a good amount of its $15 million
to figure out ways to use this money effectively
on television. Mr. Hoffman spoke at an awards
' presentation in the tv script contest held by
the Fund. He said the contest and other
projects — such as the Herblock show — were
part of this overall program.
Suitable for Tv Production
Mr. Hoffman said the Fund was "confident
that the television industry will find many, if
not all, of the winning scripts eminently suitable
for production." He said the Fund would
make efforts to obtain the production of as
many as possible of the winning scripts.
Prizes totaling $29,000 were presented in two
categories: Hour-long dramas and half-hour
documentaries. Some 650 entries were received.
First prize of $5,000 for the best documentary
went to Burton and James Benjamin, two
brothers, for their play, Pepito, dealing with
the adjustment of a Puerto Rican youth during
his first few days in New York. Mrs. Lillian
Schoen Andrews won $5,000 for the best of
the drama scripts. Her tv play, The Conspirators, isbased on the last days of Elijah Lovejoy,
abolitionist editor in Illinois who was murdered
for insisting on the right of a newspaper editor
to print "unpopular" ideas. Jo Sinclair won
second prize, $2,500, in the drama class for her
We Can't Be the First script dealing with prejudice against negroes in the matter of housing.
All four authors are professional writers. Mrs.
Andrews was a radio writer for ABC for many
years. She is married to Martin Andrews, an
ABC Radio director.
Among the judges were news commentators
Elmer Davis (ABC) and Eric Sevareid (CBS).
Milton Krents, former NBC producer and
now handling radio-tv for Brandt & Brandt,
literary agents in New York, was retained by
the Fund as a consultant to assist in placing on
the air the 19 award winning scripts. He will
survey both commercial and sustaining tv shows
in the search for placement of the scripts.
Toronto May Get TNT Bout
THEATRE Network Television reported last
week that a closed-circuit program of a heavyweight championship bout may go international
for the first time in history if Loew's Uptown
in Toronto gains government permission to carry
TNT's telecast of the Marciano-Moore bout on
Sept. 20. Nathan L. Halpern, president of
TNT, said advance sale of tickets for the closedcircuit telecast "is heavier than for any fight in
TNT's history." He added that prospects of a
million dollar tv gate looms bright, with the
number of theatre bookings "rapidly approaching the 100 mark."
Religious Show Available
A WEEKLY religious program, The Hour of
the Crucified, on 151 radio stations, is now
available for requesting stations. The program is tape recorded at the Passionist Monastery in Springfield, Mass., under the direction of
Rev. Fidelis Rice.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

mined on another request of program origination by the Potomac Valley Television Co.,
a community tv system in Cumberland, Md.
[B«T, Aug. 22]. Potomac plans to run kinescopes of network shows, including commercials, without charge in the five-channel Cumberland system. The wired tv company picks
up
and
each ofwould
Washington's
fourlocal
tv
stations. relays
Adjacencies
be sold to
dealers of program sponsors.
NBC-TV spokesmen indicated that the Cumberland operation differed from that of TransCommunity. The latter, they said, clearly operates out of range of tv signals and into markets
where a community tv system could not be
operated. Cumberland, on the other hand, is a
community tv system that utilizes existing stations' signals. Stations of all four networks
are in Washington.

Land-Line 'Stations'
To Get NBC-TV
Kines
KINESCOPES of regular NBC-TV programs,
as well as filmed programs, will be supplied to
the closed-circuit tv system of "stations" planned
by Trans-Community Television Network Inc.
of Beverly Hills, Calif., NBC-TV confirmed last
week. Details of the circuit that would serve
some 15 communities in western states were
disclosed to B»T a fortnight ago [At Deadline,
Aug. 22].
Under the Trans-Community proposal, "stations" in each town would originate film and
local live shows and sell local spots in addition
to national accounts. Installations are underway
in Douglas, Ariz., and Bishop, Calif.
According to NBC-TV, a one-year contract was signed July 1 5 with Trans-Community.
As yet, the network and Trans-Community have
not determined what programs will be supplied
but network spokesmen said Trans-Community
would be serviced on the same basis as non-interconnected network affiliates. Under that procedure, kinescopes must be shown within a 60day period. Trans-Community, it was understood, expects to start its programming in the
fall with programs shown from two to four
weeks after they have been put on kinescope.
Problems of property rights and overlap had
to be cleared, it was stated by network spokesmen, who noted this was standard procedure.
Another problem — that of union clearance —
is being solved by Trans-Community which is
obtaining "letters of consent" from labor organizations involved, it was said.
NBC-TV's position, however, was not deter-

on
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'Ring7 Editor Advocates
Television Studio Boxing
STUDIO BOXING is here, says Johnny Salak
in the current issue of The Ring, national magazine dealing with the sport of boxing.
Although there may still be doubt in the
minds of some broadcasters and boxing promoters about the future of boxing strictly for
tv, with little if any "arena" audience, The
Ring
out, room
"If youwithcan't
budge less
the than
fans
out ofpoints
the living
anything
a stick of dynamite, don't fight them — join
them.
"Which is just what is happening. Promoters
are getting tired of seeing empty seats, by the
thousand, costing them money, by the thousand.
So why, if you can put the same fight on in

way.
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a studio, go to the expense of a huge rental
for an arena plus the additional not-so-incidental cost of the hired help that goes with
such a promotion? It all boils down to the
fact that thirty million persons, give or take
a few thousand, will see the bouts either way
and it's cheaper if studio-produced."
Mr. Salak, The Ring's tv editor, suggests,
admittedly with tongue-in-cheek, that all boxing events might be "canned" — filmed in a
studio
slots. and then edited to fit television's time
Autocue Corp. Reorganizes,
J. Elroy McCaw Joins Firm
EXPANSION and reorganization of Autocue
Sales & Distribution Corp., New York, visual
prompting device service, was announced last
week by Larry Merchant, president. In the
reorganization, J. Elroy McCaw, president of
WINS New York and associated in ownership
of other stations, has joined the company on
the executive level.
In addition to Mr. McCaw's affiliation with
the company, Autocue has ordered more equipment amounting to $250,000, increased its
staff and opened offices at 1600 Gower St.,
Hollywood, with William Gargan Jr. as manager. Mr. Merchant said the firm had quadrupled its overall billings on tv and film during
the last six months.
At present, Autocue services shows on ABCTV, CBS-TV, and NBC-TV and has an exclusive arrangement for all programming on
WRCA-TV New York. Autocue also has contracts with 58 advertising agencies and 22 film
producers.

KMBC-TV

Effective September 28, 1955, KMBC-TV
joins the nation's most dynamic and fastestgrowing television network, the American
Broadcasting Company. For programming details, consult your Free & Peters Colonel or:
H
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As of mid -September there'll be but one network show left. Still up
in the air are approval of the stock spin-off proposal and the job
futures of Ted Bergmann and Ted Cott.
THE DuMont Tv Network is being left to peter be sponsored on a national spot basis by Lambert Pharmacal Co. through Lambert & Feasley
out
this week, and a number of film comBy the middle of next month, it'll be down to is to start mercials
for other natioanl spot advertisers are
one network program — Monday-night boxing, a
being made by the Electronicam process. The
co-op feature. It dropped from three programs
to two last Thursday, when Libby, McNeil & Electronicam operation would be a part of the
Libby's weekly quarter-hour All About Baby manufacturing corporation's functions under the
corporate split-up of manufacturing
folded. The other program currently being net- proposed
and broadcasting.
worked, H. J. Heinz Co.'s Studio 57 (Tues.,
8:30-9 p.m.), ends about the middle of September.
CBS Claims Major News Beat
The weekly boxing co-op is slated to continue
With
Algerian Revolt Films
"indefinitely." In addition DuMont has set a
fall football schedule, but this is on a regional
CBS-TV
Thursday
hailed film
what toit come
called out
"someof
lineup. It embraces about 15 or 16 stations in of
the most
sensational
New York State and New England, and will
terror-ridden Algeria" as a tv film news beat
be presented with Atlantic Refining Co. spon- scored by CBS Newsfilm cameraman and corresoring half and the other half being offered on a
spondent Jacques Alexandre. The 300 feet of
co-op basis.
news film was shot on Tuesday in the province
No known effort is being made to secure new of Constantine, more than 100 miles east of
network programs or network sponsors.
Algiers, as French soldiers flushed rebels out
This, of course, is in line with the policy of hiding places.
made known by indirection a few weeks ago in
Mr. Alexandre, according to CBS-TV, risked
connection with the proposed stock spin-off —
his life in shooting the film, which was shown
yet to be voted on by stockholders — under on the network's Douglas Edwards With the
which Allen B. DuMont Labs and its broadcast
program Wednesday (7:30-7:45 p.m.
division would be corporately separated. The News
EDT), with portions on a late news show in
announcement of that plan said the new broad- New York that night. Early the next day,
casting corporation would operate the DuMont
footage was placed on The Morning Show.
The film, which earned the cameraman an
owned outlets as "local stations"; it made no
mention of the DuMont network, and top immediate $250 bonus from the network, deauthorities agreed then that it might be assumed
picted French soldiers shooting down rebels and
the network would be discontinued if the spin- recorded civilian and military personnel who
off plan is approved [B»T, Aug. 15].
were wounded in the massacre.
CBS-TV said stills of the film were placed
Bergmann Continues
on news photo wires by United Press and International News Service and that Life and Coronet
Ted Bergmann, managing director of the
broadcasting division, which includes the net- magazines requested stills after a viewing.
work as well as the owned stations, meanwhile
is continuing in that position. His future plans
Fall Coverage of Sports
have not been disclosed. Whether he would
On Intermountain Network
move into the new set-up, assuming the incorporation plan is approved by the stockholders,
LYNN MEYER, president of Intermountain
has not been indicated.
Network, announced the sale of all U. of Utah
On the other hand, sources among the Para- football and basketball games on the network's
mount Pictures interests, which represent about eight Utah stations. Co-sponsors will be Utah
29% of the DuMont Labs stock and which Oil Refining Co. and the First Security Bank
appears to have got an upper hand in policy system. A 10-minute scoreboard program will
management of the company, have indicated follow the game broadcast, sponsored by Fisher
that a key but otherwise unidentified post in Baking Co., Salt Lake City.
Coaches Jack Curtis and Jack Gardner will
the proposed new DuMont Broadcasting Corp.
be
featured on a sports program sponsored by
would go to Ted Cott, now head of the ownedArden Meadowgold Dairies, which will follow
stations operation.
the scoreboard. In addition. Burgermeister
The spin-off announcement said specifically
that Dr. Allen B. DuMont, now head of the beer, San Francisco, will sponsor 19 pro-football games onstations,
the network's
Idaho
labs, would become board chairman of the new
and Montana
according Nevada,
to Mr. Meyer.
manufacturing corporation. It has been speculated that Paul Raibourn of Paramount Pictures and also currently secretary of DuMont
MAGNIFY
SALES
IN
THIS STABLE YOUR
$140,000,
Labs, might head the new broadcasting com000.00
pany. There also have been strong indications
that Paramount is preparing for a major invasion of the tv network and film packaging
MARKET
field [B«T, Aug. 22].
University City
While the DuMont network operation is
•TV .lii
•
Rich Lumbering
and
dwindling away, its new Electronicam live-film
camera system is reported making heartening
progress. The first Jackie Gleason Honeymooners show recorded by the Electronicam
system was viewed privately last week end was
reported to have won enthustiastic reception.
167 Mountainous Miles from Spokane
Electronicam filming of a series of five-minute
shows featuring Les Paul and Mary Ford and to
Broadcasting
Telecasting

Coward, Mary Martin, Bing Crosby and Jack
Benny. CBS-TV, he noted, plans musicals, a
story of rhythm {The Big Banjo) and a dramatization of Jim Bishop's book, The Day Lincoln
Was Shot. He noted that the proposed special
See It Now series with three of the programs
half-hours and two of them 90 minutes in length
will permit Edward R. Murrow and Fred
Friendly to "probe, analyze and reveal the 20th
Century world with a thoroughness and completeness the half-hour series made impossible."
NBC Newsman Slain

■* ELGIN WATCH Co. will sponsor Edward
R. Murrow's Person to Person on alternate
Fridays over CBS-TV beginning Sept. 2.
! Gordon Howard (r), Elgin advertising manager, confers with Mr. Murrow. Person to
Person will be used to launch a national
advertising campaign by Elgin.

CBS-TV
FALL

ROLAND JOURDAN, 29, part-time NBC news
cameraman, was killed Aug. 20 covering the
Moroccan riots, the network announced last
week. Mr. Jourdan was ambushed and killed
on a road about 130 miles from Casablanca
by a group of Zainames tribesmen. His camera
and film were confiscated by the assailants.
Mr. Jourdan had been retained by NBC
News' Rabat correspondent, Yves Ducygne, to
help cover the riots. John Peters of the NBC
London office, who was present at the time of
the attack, reported that Mr. Ducygne had also
received a head injury.
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CBS-TV in the 1955-56 season will present
an "exciting" list of special programs and continue to show programs of "muscle and merit"
that make up the network's "steady weekly
backbone," Hubbell Robinson Jr., vice president in charge of programs, said Thursday.
Mr. Robinson introduced newsmen and primary affiliates, via an hour-long closed-circuit
telecast at 6 p.m. EDT [B«T, Aug. 22], to a
sampling of upcoming shows: You'll Never Get
Rich, starring Phil Silvers and set for the
8:30-9 p.m. EDT slot Tuesdays, starting Sept.
20; Joe & Mabel, starring Larry Blyden and
Nita Talbot, also Tuesday and scheduled for
9-9:30 p.m., starting under alternate sponsorship of Carter Products on Sept. 20 and Geritol
on Sept. 27, and Gunsmoke, slated for three
weeks out of four under sponsorship of Liggett
& Myers on Saturday, 10-10:30 p.m., starting
Sept. 10. The Silvers show will be sponsored
on alternate weeks by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
and Amana Society.
Messrs. Silvers and Blyden and Miss Talbot
appeared on the telecast, which originated from
New York studios. Newsmen in New York
were on-stage guests, while affiliates invited
newsmen from their communities to attend
the stations' pickup of the special showing.
Situation Comedy Not Dead
In acknowledging that the Silvers show and
Joe & Mabel were "situation comedy," Mr.
Robinson said "there is nothing basically wrong
with situation comedy. Situation comedy is not
dead. Only the bad situation comedies are dead.
Only the old cliche approaches to them, the
tired and repetitive writing of them are dead —
and buried."
Mr. Robinson said that six months ago most
in the industry would have written off the
giveaway. "And then," he said, "along came the
$64,000 Question."
Thus, he said, it is not "what you do but
how well you do it." Formula, according to
Mr. Robinson "is nothing. Execution is everything."
The CBS-TV schedule is made up of halfhour, full-hour and 90-minute shows "of every
category from documentaries to rib-ticklers . . .
no one approach dominating," Mr. Robinson
said. He also referred to the lineup CBS-TV
plans for some of its special programs that will
feature such stars as Judy Garland, Noel
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Intermountain Adds Eight
INTERMOUNTAIN Network has announced
affiliation agreements with eight new stations,
bringing the network's number to 57. New
affiliates are: KBTK Missoula, Mont.; KRTR
Thermopolis, KWOR Worland, KWRL Riverton, KGOS Torrington, KRAL Rawlins and
KFBC Cheyenne, all in Wyoming, and KSID
Sidney, Neb.

MOST

Levine on Red Facilities
IRVING credited
LEVINE,
NBC's recently-acMoscow correspondent
[B»T,
Aug. 22], last Wednesday began to deliver regularly scheduled news broadcasts on a six-day-a-week basis using the
facilities of Radio Moscow. He is said
to be the first .foreign correspondent since
1947 to broadcast from Moscow on a
regular basis. Mr. Levine has been alloted 15 minutes at 9-9:15 a.m. EDT for
his broadcasts. NBC News plans to present some newscasts live and some on
tape for later news shows.
Mutual Changes News Format
MUTUAL'S news broadcast schedule moves
closer to the news-every-hour formula, starting
Labor Day, when two of the five Kraft-Star
Newscast weekday programs become on-thehour presentations. The second and fourth
Kraft newscasts will be carried in the 11-11:05
a.m. EDT and 2-2:05 a.m. EDT spots, making
a total of nine daily newscasts to be presented
over Mutual on an on-the-hour basis.
KCMO-TV Affiliates With CBS
AFFILIATION of KCMO-TV Kansas City
with CBS-TV effective Sept. 28 was announced
last week by Herbert V. Akerberg, network vice
president in charge of station relations. KCMOTV, which operates on ch. 5, is owned and
operated by Meredith Engineering Co. General
manager is E. K. Hartenbower.

ADVANCED

CONTROL
GET THE FACTS, WRITE

EVER

REMOTE

DESIGNED

US TODAY

Interested in cutting operational costs? Rust's two
new remote control systems can save your radio
station thousands of dollars each year! New
custom-engineered designs, for both directional
and non directional transmitters, offer dependability and performance never before achieved.
Why not investigate the possibilities for your
station?

industrial

24 FUNCTION
SYSTEM
Recommended for use in directional and multi-transmitter installations where up to
24 control and metering functions are required.

to., inc.

10 FUNCTION
SYSTEM
Recommended for use in nondirectional installations where
no more than 10 control and
metering functions are required.
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Dunning Moves to CBS,
Heads Network Programs
APPOINTMENT of Harlan J. Dunning as network program supervisor for CBS Radio, effective
immediately, was announced last week
by Howard G.
Barnes, CBS Radio
vice president in
charge of network
programs.
In his new post,
Mr. Dunning succeeds Norman Frank,
who left CBS Radio
to join the NBC-TV
program production
staff. Most recently
MR. DUNNING
Mr. Dunning had
been associated with
BBDO for more than six years. He was producer-director ofYour Hit Parade, and continued to handle the radio advertising operations of Lucky Strike cigarettes, after the
series went off the air.
Cooperman to NBC-TV Sales
APPOINTMENT of Alvin Cooperman as
manager of program sales for NBC-TV was
announced last week by Michael Dann, director of program sales. Mr. Cooperman, who
joined the network in 1951 as unit manager of
The Milton Berle Show, produced the network's
Color Caravan in 1953 "under the supervision
of Barry Wood, director of special events for
NBC. He also was associate producer of the
network's Wide Wide World. Before his NBC
association, Mr. Cooperman was with Shubert
Enterprises as assistant to the chief booking
agent.
Don McNeill

Plans Tv Return

DON
Club,
scale
plans

McNEIL, m.c. of ABC radio's Breakfast
would return to television on a limited
for a series of special programs under
being mapped by his Don McNeil Enterprises last week.
Plans call for Mr. McNeill to appear in four
or six 60-minute presentations using the theme
of selected holidays during the year, though
format has not been determined. Programs
would be packaged and produced by McNeill
Enterprises, and offered to interested sponsors
or networks.

Dayton's

TOP

KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, Tex., which plans
to commence telecasting Sept. 11, was incorrectly described in a picture caption
[B»T, Aug. 22] as a CBS-TV affiliate.
The new ch. 11 outlet will be affiliated
with DuMont Television Network.

WITN (TV) Joins NBC
AFFILIATION of WITN (TV) Washington,
N. C. (ch. 7), with NBC-TV, effective Sept. 26,
was announced jointly last week by Harry
Bannister, NBC vice president in charge of station relations, and William Roberson Jr., general manager of WITN. The station is owned
by the North Carolina Television Inc. WITN
replaces WNCT (TV) Greenville, N. C, as
NBC-TV affiliate in that area. WNCT currently isaffiliated with CBS-TV.

Premiere Oct. 31
NBC-TV's Matinee Theatre, daily hour-long
drama series in color, will premiere coast-tocoast from Hollywood Oct. 31 instead of previous, tentative Oct. 3 date. World Series,
Milton Berle color show and Daylight Savings
Time problems in East required change. Color
production executives have been moved to the
west coast from New York to handle the show.
NBC-TV Signs Max Siegal
SIGNING of Max Siegal, writer-producer, as
producer of the Colgate Variety Hour on NBCTV has been announced by the network.
For the past five years, Mr. Siegal has been
associated with Max Liebman as a writer
and associate producer of Show of Shows and
spectaculars on NBC-TV. The first Colgate
show he will produce will be broadcast Aug. 28.
NETWORK PEOPLE
Ira Ashley, radio producer-director, CBS Radio,
appointed staff producer-director.
Russell Thorson, who portrayed, "Paul Barbour"
character, NBC-TV One Man's Family, is
replacing retiring Michael Raffetto, Barbour
player in NBC Radio version.
Paul Levitan, production manager, public affairs dept., CBS, served as assistant to public
relations director at Eighth World Boy Scout
Jamboree Aug. 18-28 at Niagara-on-the-Lake,
Canada.
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REED

Station

management
firm
oftv Pueblo,
cordingColo.,
to Ray ac-J.
Williams, Telerad
Mr. Dennis is well
president.
known in the industry for his work on
the Joske Retail Radio study and in the
organization of the
Radio Advertising
Bureau and the Television Bureau of Advertising. Before his
MR. DENNIS
West Palm Beach
association, Mr. Dennis was with WILS-AMTV (now WTOM-TV) Lansing, Mich.

DAYTON,
"THE CITY BEAUTIFUL"

Public Relations Co. Formed
A NEW public relations company has been
formed in Hollywood by Fred W. Kline, former
president of Walter E. Kline & Assoc., and Len
Simpson, to be known as Kline-Simpson &
Assoc. The new partnership will handle both
commercial and entertainment accounts.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE SHORTS
Bruce Compton, former national sales manager, KATV (TV) Little Rock, Ark., will publish new weekly magazine, Tv Week in Arkansas, startng about mid-September. Similar
to other such publications, magazine will list
program notes, schedules and highlights of
Little Rock stations and will carry features on
local performers and behind-scenes incidents
at stations.
Academy of Tv Arts & Sciences has appointed
Ettinger Co. (public relations), Hollywood.
David J. Jacobson & Co. (public relations),
N. Y., has moved to 18 W. 55th St.; telephone
Plaza 7-7680.
Bosh Stack Assoc., N. Y., retained as public
relations counsel for Development Products
Corp., West Orange, N. J. Radio-tv planned.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PEOPLE

Jack Pitman, formerly with NBC Central Div.,
Chicago, to Herbert M. Kraus & Co. (public
relations), Chicago, as copy chief and account
executive.

Ghudo Irud^tAvAmfc SlxtttorU

CO.

WALTER L. DENNIS, general manager of
WJNO West Palm Beach, Fla., has been ap
pointed director of sales for Telerad Inc., radio-

Frank M. Boucher, manager, Washington-Baltimore and Virginia-North Carolina Tv Guide
editions, appointed eastern advertising manager, headquartering in N. Y., effective Oct. 1;
James H. Clarke, formerly with WKY-TV Oklahoma City, named Oklahoma edition manager;
James B. Delehanty Jr., advertising staff, Boston
edition, named Georgia edition manager;
Michael S. PoremskL Cleveland edition, appointed Georgia editor; Thomas B. Westing,
with Triangle Publications, Guide publishers,
named Gulf Coast manager; Barbara E. Mnookin, Kansas City edition, appointed Gulf Coast
editor.
three editions are new in September andLatter
October.

RONALD B. WOODYARD, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

• 5,000 WATTS

—

'Matinee1

ONE

980 KC

SERVICES

Telerad Inc. Appoints
Dennis Sales Director

Correction

Hooper-Rated

One, ofj ihu WatiWi

PROFESSIONAL

O.

Charles Levy, owner of N. Y. motion picture
and tv public relations firm, retained as special
consultant to direct all advertising, publicity and
sales promotion actitvities for Cinema-Vue
Corp. (tv film distributors), N. Y.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

MANUFACTURING
Electronic Firm

MANUFACTURING PEOPLE
John F. Frazier, assistant manager, tv dept.,
research and development div., Corning Glass
Works, Corning, N. Y., named dept. manager,
succeeding Dr. John L. Sheldon, who has been
named staff research manager, electrical products div.

Develops

Tiny Silicon Rectifier
SILICON power rectifiers have been developed
! of
by Automatic
Manufacturing
subsidiaryto
General Instrument
Corp.,Corp.,
according
e Monte Cohen, General Instrument president.
I The tiny rectifiers, designed for use in equipment where miniaturization and high temperature reliability are vital, can do the power-conI version job of vacuum tubes 590 times their
size, and will operate under shock and temperaj ture stresses that would shatter vacuum tubes
and render selenium and germanium rectifiers
* inoperative, according to the company. They
take up only 3/100 cubic inch of space and
weigh 7/100 of an ounce and will operate at
' They
temperatures
as highin assix200
degrees
centigrade.
are available
voltage
ranges.
Automatic Manufacturing, and its parent
i General Instrument, produces radio, tv and
electronic components for industrial, commercial and military uses. Responsible for planning
and execution of the new semi-conductor program are Maurice Friedman, Paul S. Heflin and
Dr. Robert W. Hall.

William H. Eutzy, assistant to div. manager,
radio-tv div., Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Pittsburgh, promoted to newly created post,
div. sales administration manager; Gordon L.
Jelly, field service representative, Westinghouse,
Metuchen,
N. J., promoted to product information manager.
James A. Frye appointed radio-tv merchandise
manager, Stromberg-Carlson, Rochester, N. Y.
Jeff D. Montgomery, former sales engineer,
Andrew Corp. (antennas, antenna systems,
transmission lines), Chicago, named west coast
engineering manager, Andrew California Corp.,
Claremont, Calif.
Roger Mackay, Edward Keesler and W. J.
Monroe appointed manager, newly created Atlanta, Baltimore and Kansas City sales and
service districts, respectively, equipment marketing div., Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.;
Joseph C. Profita, Emile J. Rome and Howard
H. Ganson Jr. appointed Chicago, New Orleans
and Sattle managers, respectively.
S. PraM Culviner, formerly with Edison Electric
Institute, N. Y., to public relations dept., Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., N. Y., as project
manager.

EDWARD B3EEN, president, KVFD Ft.
Dodge, Iowa, signs an order for the Northwest Broadcasting Co. station to purchase
a new Gates BC-250L transmitter, while
Stanley Whitman, Gates sales engineer,
watches.

%
Zenith

Promotes

Owen,

| Announces Dividends
ELECTION of Norman C. Owen as vice president in charge of distribution of Zenith Radio
Corp. and declaration of a 75-cents-per-share
dividend payable Sept. 30, were announced by
the electronics manufacturer last Monday.
Mr. Owen was appointed Zenith distribution
manager late last July after resigning as presi: dent of Webster-Chicago Corp. [B«T, Aug. 1].
Mr. Owen had been active in sales and sales
i management 10 years. Payment of the dividend
was announced by E. F. McDonald Jr., Zenith
president, to shareholders of record Sept. 9.
Dresser-ldeco Promotes Mann
FREEMAN MANN has been appointed to the
newly created position of chief engineer of the
Dresser - Ideco Co.
Prior to joining
Dresser-ldeco a year
ago, Mr. Mann was
a sales engineer for
International Research & Development Corp. of Columbus, Ohio. Mr.
Mann will be in
charge of production
engineering for all
the company's products, which include
radio and tv towers,
MR. MANN
aircraft hangers, industrial buildings, substations and radar towers.
Mr. Mann will headquarter at the company's
Columbus plant.
Raytheon Sales Increase
NET SALES of $182 million were reported for
the year ending May 3 1 by Raytheon Mfg. Co.,
Waltham, Mass. This compares to $177 million for the same period a year ago. The report
showed an increase in commercial sales, especially in receiving and special purpose tubes,
transistors, picture tubes and other components.
Sales ofvalue.
tv sets* were higher in both units and
dollar
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

DuMont Develops Oscillograph
NEW cathode-ray oscillograph, particularly
well suited to field or laboratory testing and
servicing of many types of electronic computers,
was announced last week by the technical
products division of Allen B. DuMont Labs.
The instrument, designated type 331, weighs
19 pounds and reportedly offers many advantages for field or laboratory testing of television
broadcasting and receiving equipment, for testing microwave equipment and for a wide
variety of other field and laboratory test pur-

Lloyd E. Swedlund, cathode ray tube engineering section, General Electric Co., Syracuse,
N. Y., appointed monochrome tube product
engineering manager, cathode ray tube sub-dept.
MANUFACTURING

poses.
Tv Telephone Demonstrated
MARRIAGE of the telephone to television was
announced Wednesday in San Francisco where
Bell Telephone Labs and Kay Labs of San
Diego, Calif., gave a demonstration of the
new device.
Called the Videophone, the device has a
10-ihch viewing screen and both the caller
and the listener can see each other. The unit
is composed of a conventional dial telephone
plus small size tv camras and screens. Its
initial application will be in industry, Bell said.

SHORTS

Pilot Radio Corp. (hi-fi tuners, amplifiers,
phonographs), Long Island City, N. Y., has
appointed Howard C. Elliott Co., Cleveland, as
sales representative for Ohio, west Pa. and
W. Va.
Telex Inc., St. Paul, Minn., is marketing new
device, "Tv Listener," to be attached to audio
system of tv sets to permit listening by one
person without disturbing others. Device consists of control unit with volume controls and
on-off switch, connected to set's output circuit
by 15-ft. cord, two jacks and Telex Earset receiver which plugs into jacks.
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NYU
With

Experimenting
Tv Instruction

IN ORDER to determine whether television
can be used to improve the educational process,
New York U. will experiment with the teaching
of college composition and English literature
by means of closed-circuit tv, starting next
month.
The experimental program, made possible by
aFund
grantforof the
$52,359
from The of
FordEducation,
Foundation's
Advancement
will
be conducted at NYU's Washington Square College of Arts & Science under the direction of
Dean Thomas C. Pollock and Prof. Oscar
Cargill, chairman of the English department.
Some 500 students and more than 40 members
of the faculty will participate in the experiment.
College composition and English literature
courses at NYU meet for one-hour periods
three times a week. During the experiment, two
class hours will be devoted to the television
lecture-demonstrations and one tutorial hour to
instruction in discussion groups of not more
than 15 students each. Senior faculty members will give the lecture-demonstrations in a
television studio now being constructed at
NYU's Washington Square center. Students will
see the lectures in eight classrooms. Each
classroom will accommodate 25 to 45 students
and will contain one or two 24-inch receiving
centers.
Commenting on the project, Dean Pollock
said that 'Television has the extraordinary
power of bringing the viewer into a close personal relationship with the performer."
He said: "In our experiment, we hope to

CONCERT

MUSIC

Typical of BMI "service" is
the complete kit of "Concert
Music" material used by
broadcasters daily . . . scripts
and data which help solve
many music programming
needs.
Included in BMI's Concert
Music Service are:
CONCERT PIN-UP SHEET — A
monthly listing of new recordings, contemporary and standard.
YOUR CONCERT HALL — A
series of half-hour scripts for
use with phonograph records.
TODAY IN MUSIC— Dates
and facts about the important
music events of the month.
BMI-licensed stations — AM, FM,
and TV — can be depended upon
for complete service in music.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N Y.
NEW YORK * CHICA60 • HOLLYWOOD ■ TORONTO • MONTREAL
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utilize this power for educational purposes by
bringing the best teachers closer to the students
than they are in a lecture hall. We are combining instruction through closed-circuit television with instruction in small discussion
groups during tutorial hours. In this way, we
hope to personalize education further than the
usual classroom procedure permits."
NYU

Adds Three Courses

To Radio-Tv Curriculum
EIGHTEEN evening courses in the fields of
radio and television will be offered during the
fall semester at New York U.'s division of general education, according to Dean Paul A.
McGhee.
Three of the courses, radio and television
commercials, designing for television and play
evaluation roundtable, are being offered for
the first time.
Broadcasting-Educ. Group
Slates First Board Meeting
FIRST board meeting of the Assn. for Professional Broadcasting Education, joint universitybroadcasting industry group promoting college
training courses, will be held in October.
Membership of the board was announced by
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows.
APBE was set up last May during the
NARTB convention to replace University Assn.
for Professional Radio Education. Active membership includes NARTB and accredited colleges and schools with regularly established
comprehensive courses in professional radio-tv
training. Associates are other accredited colleges
and universities with radio-tv instruction. Coordinator of APBE activities is Frederick H.
Garrigus, manager of NARTB organizational
services.
Named to the APBE board for three-year
terms were Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG Worcester, Mass.; Robert J. McAndrews, KBIG
Avalon, Calif.; Prof. Leo Martin, Boston U;
Kenneth Harwood, U. of Southern California.
Two-year terms: Rex Howell, KFXJ Grand
Junction, Colo.; Lester W. Lindow, WFDF
Flint, Mich.; Robert Crawford, Michigan State
U; Russell Porter, U. of Denver. One-year
terms: Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ (TV) Miami; Dr.
Sydney Head, U. of Miami.
TVs Cultural Impact
A STUDY of the impact of television on the
cultural life of America, with particular reference to educational tv, is underway under the
direction of Dr. William Yandell Elliott, professor of government, Harvard U. Associated
with Dr. Elliott in the undertaking, made possible by a grant from the Old Dominion Foundation (Paul Mellon), are Dr. Herold Hunt,
Harvard U.; Dr. Leon Martin, Boston U; Dr.
Keith Tyler, Ohio State U; David Stewart,
Joint Committee on Educational Tv, Robert
B. Glynn, Harvard U, and Lawrence Laurent,
radio-tv critic, Washington (D. C.) Post &
Times-Herald. Dr. Elliott hopes that the book
will be published sometime next year.
KETA-TV Construction Starts
GOV. RAYMOND GARY officiated at the
ground breaking ceremony for KETA-TV
Oklahoma City, educational station to operate
on ch. 13. KETA-TV will share the 1,572foot tower of KWTV (TV) there and hopes to
go on the air shortly after the first of the year,
with auxiliary studios at Norman and Stillwater, homes of the two state universities.

Educational WTTW
(TV)
Sets Limited Schedule
TEST PROGRAMMING will be launched b\
WTTW (TV) Chicago, non-commercial, educational station, on a two-day-per-week schedule
starting Sept. 19 and continue on that basis
until late fall, it was announced Wednesday by
Dr. John W. Taylor, executive director.
Much of the initial two days of programming
will be supplied by the Educational Tv & Radio
Center in Ann Arbor, Mich. Aside from the
kinescopes of these programs, also seen on
other educational tv outlets, WTTW will in
elude live programs and films.
The limited schedule calls for six hours (4
10 p.m.) every Monday and Friday from the
Chicago Board of Education studio in the
Bankers Bldg. at 105 W. Adams St. This fall,
when permanent studios are completed in the
Museum of Science & Industry, programming
will be extended from 12 to 30 hours a week.
Missouri U. Clinic Adds 3
ADDITION of three consultants to the roster
which will conduct the National Tv Clinic to
be held Sept. 2-4 at the U. of Missouri [B»T,
Aug. 15], has been announced by clinic management. They are G. Herbert True, specialist
in creativity from Notre Dame U. and author
of two tv handbooks and a tv dictionary; Gerhart Wiebe, research psychologist for CBS, and
Elihu Katz, sociologist, of the U. of Chicago.
Agricultural tv personnel from more than 30
states, Canada and Puerto Rico will attend
the clinic.
Three

to Address

NAEB

LUNCHEON speakers for the annual convention of the National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, scheduled Oct. 23-29 at the Del
Prado Hotel, Chicago, were announced last
week. They are Dr. John W. Taylor, executive
director of the Chicago Educational Tv Assn.;
Benjamin C. Willis, Chicago's superintendent of
schools, and Dr. Frances Horwich, "Miss Frances" of NBC-TV's Ding Dong School. Dr. Taylor, Mr. Willis and Dr. Horwich will address
the NAEB Oct. 27, 28 and 29, respectively.
EDUCATION PEOPLE
Thomas Aldredge, formerly with WGN-TV
Chicago; Joseph Bishop, tv and film production
specialist; Theodore Gershuny, active in dramatic presentations, and Thomas K. Hull Jr.,
formerly ABC stage manager and Breakfast
Club associate tv director, to WTTW (TV)
Chicago, forthcoming educational station, as
producer-directors: Robert A. Kostka, freelance
designer, to WTTW as art supervisor.
Dr. Clarence Ablow to radio systems lab, Stanford Research Institute, Stanford, Calif., as
senior research mathematician.

Ask GILL -PERNA Inc
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

PROGRAMS

INTERNATIONAL
RCA

to Demonstrate

Tv

In Asia, Middle East
I FIRST major demonstrations of television ever
planned for Southeast Asia and the Middle
J East will be undertaken by RCA during the
■i next five months, Frank M. Folsom, president
of RCA, announced last week. The project has
been launched under the auspices of the U. S.
Dept. of Commerce. It is the feature of three
international trade fairs which are being held
Aug. 18 through Dec. 15 at lakarta, Indonesia;
Karachi, Pakistan, and New Delhi, India.
Approximately 12 million Asians will see
tv for the first time during the expositions,
!vMr. Folsom said. The demonstrations will be
held in specially designed and constructed pavillions, styled in a functional and ultra-modern
manner, he said.
A selection of American products and skills
will be shown in addition to the displays of
live and filmed tv programs which will occupy
a large percentage of the space in the American
pavillions. Some 35 tons of equipment valued
at approximately $500,000 will be set up and
operated by a team of 15 RCA engineers and
technicians who will work on the demonstrations. About six hours of tv programs will be
shown each day to the American sections of
the expositions. In addition to a large theatrescreen projection unit at each of the fairs, viewing will be possible on a lineup of 21 -inch RCA
Victor television receivers located for viewing
by thousands of persons every day, Mr. Folsom
said.
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
Gordon MacDougall, chief engineer, CJFX
Antigonish, N. S., appointed managing director,
succeeding Clyde Nunn, who has become minister of labor and welfare in Nova Scotia provincial government.
E. C. Barrett, Ontario sales manager, Addison
Ltd. (CBS radio-tv receivers), Toronto, named
national sales manager.
Martin Maxwell, president, Associated Broadcasting Ltd., Toronto, and Daphne Cohen were
married Aug. 14.
Ian G. Murray, 25, cameraman, Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, died Aug. 21 following 20-ft. fall from skylift machine while
preparing to take tv film at World Boy Scout
Jamboree at Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ont.
Have you reserved your space
in B»T's Sept. 19 Radio
Resurgence Issue?

Final deadline Sept. 9
Publication Date Sept. 19
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

'KING FOR A DAY'
NELSON KING, disc jockey of WCKY Cincinnati, was made "King for a Day" Aug. 10
to honor his 10th anniversary with the station.
The outlet feted him and his family to a
luncheon at the Sheraton Gibson Hotel there
after having treated them to a suite the night
before. A remote broadcast was staged from
the luncheon, attended by Mayor Carl Rich and
radio editors. Station breaks announced that
"Today — all day — is Nelson King Day" and
previous promotion was supplied the milestone
with tape recordings cut by the King family.
A mammouth birthday cake ornamented with
a figure of Mr. King was put on display in the
hotel's lobby. Among other tributes, Mr. King,
who is president of the Country Music Disc
Jockey Assn., was cited in a resolution of Cincinnati's city council and was made an honorary
Kentucky colonel.

JEFF KING, 7, uses a man-sized saw to
cut the 10-year anniversary cake for his
dad, WCKY disc m.c. Nelson King, who
awaits the first piece.
HELPING

SONG

& PROMOTION

'TODAY'

AT POWERAMA

NBC-TV will originate Dave Garroway's early
morning
the opening
General day,
Motors'
Powerama Today
exhibitfrom
on the
this
Wednesday. The 7-9 a.m. EDT program will
be telecast from the Chicago lakefront site that
day only. Two four-camera mobile units will
be used. Features to be covered include a
submarine, operating crane, Army tanks, earth
movers and oil drilling rigs exhibits. The program also will draw from the stage show produced for Powerama by Richard and Edith
Barstow.
RIVER POLLUTION

SERIES

WRC-TV Washington is presenting for the
second year Our Beautiful Potomac, the facts
on pollution in the Potomac River, using film
and guest experts to show the continuing health
menace of the river. In a series of four onehalf hour shows, the station will pinpoint some
specific causes of the pollution. WRC-TV was
presented the Sylvania Award last year for
"outstanding public service by a local television
station" in producing the program.
$16 BILLION GIVEAWAY
QUARTER of a million fake checks for $64,000
each were passed out a couple of weeks ago by
Tv Guide in a promotion of CBS-TV's program
$64,000 Question. On the back of the check is
an advertisement of a Tv Guide issue with Hal
March, $64,000 m.c., featured on the cover.
The magazine believes the promotion to be the
greatest "cash giveaway" in all history, totaling
"$16 billion."

WRITERS

TO LEND a helping hand to Cleveland's song
writers, WSRS there is starting a new program
featuring the tunes of local writers. Tune Quest
will be heard nightly from midnight to 1 a.m.
and will be conducted by pianist Sammy Berk
and Nate Kliot, head of a local recording firm,
Triple A Productions. Local song writers send
the station their unpublished tunes which are
aired and tested for public acceptance.
RECORD RESPONSE
ANSWERPHONE Co., Miami, has reported
to WGBS-TV there that the greatest response
in its history was registered following one
announcement over the station. Clearview
Awning Co., that city, offered a free hurricane
map to those calling Answerphone's number
and requesting it. The service received 965
calls following the announcement. An official
of Answerphone wrote the station, "It is our
feeling that a new local record in telephone
replies was set by Clearview Awning's advertisement emanating from WGBS-TV."
WNYC AIRS GREAT PLAYS
FIFTH annual Great Plays Festival at WNYC
New York will be presented this week through
Sept. 3, the station has announced. A different
full-length drama classic is being presented
every evening. Plays selected for this season
are "Alcestis," "The Rivals," "Taming of the
Shrew," "An Ideal Husband," "Everyman,"
"Edward II," "George Bernard Shaw — an Irish
Portrait," a special documentary, and "Volpone." The series is being presented in cooperation with the British Broadcasting Co.
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DAVY CROCKETT
WFAA Dallas, Tex., staged a Davy Crockett
Day on his birth date, Aug. 17. Throughout the
day the station aired special announcements on
theaddition,
hour saluting
"Herobreak
of was
the prepared
Alamo."
In
a specialthestation
and broadcast.
'EAR ON CHICAGO'
DOCUMENTARY series titled Ear on Chicago
has been launched by the Illinois Institute of
Technology on WBBM Chicago. Commercial
aviation and how Chicago would be defended
in case of an enemy air attack have been featured as subjects. Other programs in the series
will deal with rehabilitation of blind war veterans at Hines Hospital and other topics. The
series is produced by Kirk Logie, IIT radio-tv
supervisor, with Fahey Flynn as narrator.

INSPECTING the new billboard of KVOO-TV Tulsa, Okla., in 102° heat are staffers
(I to r) Ruth Bridges, Marilyn Rankin and Sidney Cummings. The red and yellow sign,
atop the Akdar Temple building, is 51 ft. long, 16 ft. high at the circle and 85 to 90 ft.
above ground. It is the largest ever constructed by Schelleppy Adv. and is the highest
painted bulletin in Tulsa, the station claims. KVOO-TV is broadcasting from temporary
studios in the Akdar Temple until its permanent building is completed.
SHELDON

AIRS FROM

ROOF

PLANS were announced last week by WRCATV New York to originate Herb Sheldon's One
Is for Sheldon from the roof of the station's
studio building in mid-Manhattan. The rooftop origination is set to begin in five weeks and
will continue, a spokesman said, no matter what
the weather is, with Mr. Sheldon and his
cameramen to be attired in costumes varying
from a duck hunter's ensemble to an Eskimo
parka. He added the "sky-high" origination
will give the program "greater flexibility" and
will permit the telecasting of parades on the
street below, as well as showing the audience
such vehicles as fire engines, hansom cabs and
antique autos.
PUSHMOBILE DERBY
WINNING CAR in the annual Pushmobile
Derby, a soapbox race for youngsters in Wilmington, Del., was sponsored this year by
WTUX there. Fourteen-year-old Bobby Palmer,
who has been sponsored by the station for the
past four years, captured the honors by beating

Gates
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'BREAKFAST

CLUB' TOUR

ABC RADIO'S Breakfast Club completed a
150-mile "showboat" tour down the Mississippi
River Aug. 26-27, entertaining residents of
seven Iowa cities. The programs on docks
and in stadiums were recorded for editing and
use on radio shows of Aug. 29-31.

TIMELY

INTERVIEW

AN EXAMPLE of how film programs can assume an element of timeliness, particularly
when they involve sports, was shown recently
in connection with the Jimmy Demaret golf
series distributed by Sportsvision Inc. At
WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111., Sports Director
Bill Lohmeier interviewed Mr. Demaret by telephone from the Ail-American golf tournament
at Tam O'Shanter for an audio insert at the
start of the Demaret film series two days later.
The program is sponsored locally by Schlitz
Brewing Co.

WPAD'S 25 YEARS
IN CONJUNCTION with its 25th anniversary
last Tuesday, WPAD-AM-FM Paducah, Ky.,
has released a brochure trimmed in silver. The
booklet contains pictures and biographies of station executives and personnel. A history of its
operation from its first broadcast Aug. 23, 1930,
until its installation of a new transmitter this
year is included.

Company,
OFFICES IN

NEW YORK, WASHINGTON,
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out 150 other boys after three straight years of
ending up in fourth place. Among his prizes
was a $1,000 savings bond. WTUX, which also
sponsors a Little League baseball team, likewise
a winner this year, broadcast the approximately
four-hour remote as a public service.

KFAB 'NEWSBEATS'
A NUMBER of "major news beats" are claimed
by KFAB Omaha's special events department in
connection with the Nebraska penitentiary uprisings Aug. 16-17. The station reports it was
the first to (1) air a bulletin of the riots and
fires, (2) broadcast directly from the scene
live, (3) air developments shortwave from the
scene, (4) report that the riot had ended, (5)
interview one of the rioting prisoners and (6)
supply direct and live network features from
the scene and feed area stations with exclusive
reports. KFAB's Bill Macdonald informed listeners of developments with bulletins throughout early evening hours.

quincy, Illinois, u.s.a.

ATLANTA, HOUSTON,

and LOS ANGELES

CULMINATING arrangements for two remote broadcasts by KOB Albuquerque,
N. M., from the Gallup Inter-Tribal Ceremonial held Aug. 11-14 in Gallup, N. M.,
are (I to r): seated, Les Thomas, secretary.
New Mexico Motor Carriers Assn., sponsor; KOB's "Jonny G", narrator; standing, Mike Dillon, KOB program director;
Duke Kerstein of Duke Kerstein Adv., and
Bill Stevens, KOB account executive.
Broadcasting
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Authorizations,

THE

RECORD

SwHftfllUtf)

Applications

(As Compiled by B • T)
August 18 through August 24
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
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how

Abbreviations:
Cp — construction permit. DA — directional an- night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
trans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
tenna. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf —
kilocycles. SSA — special service authorization.
very high frequency, uhf— ultra high frequency,
ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw kiloST A — special temporary authorization.
wat s, w— watts, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
As of July 31,AM1955 *
FM
52517
Licensed (all on air)
13
2,724
Cps on air
12524
Cps not on air
538
Total on air
2,748
Total authorized
555
2,873
149
3
Applications in hearing
201
4
New station requests
0
New station bids in hearing
Facilities change requests 13491
1015
Total applications pending . 7030
3
Licenses deleted in July
1
0
Cps deleted in July

TV
140
123
t321
461
584
162
17
109
235330
1

* Does not include noncommercial educational
fm and tv stations.
t Authorized to operate commercially, but station may not yet be on air.
Am and Fm Summary Through August 24
ing
ing
Appls.
On
In
Air
Licensed Cps
Pend- HearAm
149
2,752
2,737
2128
Fm
526
30
538
910
FCC
New

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Tv Stations . . .

PETITIONS
Jacksonville, Fla. — Board of Public Instruction
of Duval County, Fla., petitions FCC to amend
tv allocation table so as to change reservation for
non-commercial educational use from ch. 7 to
ch. 36 at Jacksonville and to issue order to show
cause why WJHP-TV Jacksonville (ch. 36) should
not be changed to specify operation on ch. 7
with 316 kw operating power. Received Aug. 15;
announced Aug. 19.
Hobbs, N. M.; Monahans, Tex. — Video Independent Theatres Inc. petitions FCC to amend sec.
3.606, tv allocation plan, by adding ch. 9 to
Hobbs, N. M., and deleting ch. 9 from Monahans,
Tex., and
ch. 35 to Monahans,
ceived adding
Aug. 11; announced
Aug. 19. Tex. ReElk City, dependent
Okla.;
Woodward,
Okla.to— Video
Theatres petitions FCC
amend Intv
allocation table by adding ch. 8 to Elk City,
Okla., and deleting ch. 8 from Woodward, Okla.,

CHXS
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
A CAPITAL Station
In A CAPITAL
You CAPITAL
Ask
JOS. WEED
579 Fifth Ave.,

City gets
Results!
& CO.
New York

P.S. We now have our 5000 Wan
Transmitter in operation!
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Tv Summary Through August 24
Television Station Grants and Applications
Since April 14, 1952
Grants Since July 11, 7952:18
Vhf Uhf
Total
Commercial
291 318
Noncom. Educational
17
Total Operating Stations in U. S.
Vhf Uhf
Total
Commercial on air
318 101
419
Noncom. Educ. on air 10
3
13
609i
Applications Filed Since April 14, 7952:
New Amend. Vhf Uhf Total
Commercial
95360
337
750 541 1,2923
Noncom.
Educ.
32
28 60*
337
Total
1,116
782 569 1,352E
1 148 CPs (30 vhf, 118 uhf) have been deleted.
2 One educational uhf has been deleted.
3 One applicant did not specify channel.
4 Includes 35 already granted.
5 Includes 645 already granted.
and adding ch. 35 to Woodward.
11; announced Aug. 19.
APPLICATION

W<u
luK
gfo
Without
changing
its iuD
current .C.
rates,
WMAL-TV will boost its power to
252,000 watts this Fall and spark
the new ABC-TV programs with the
greatest promotion campaign ever conducted by a Washington TV station!
Ask Katz about prime
adjacencies for the Fall . . .
at current rates on
SUPERPOWER
WMAL
- TV
**\*^ Washington, D. C.
352
Represented by The Katz Agency
The Evening Star TV Station
Affiliated with ABC-Television

Received Aug.

Redding, Calif — Shasta Telecasters, vhf ch. 7
(174-180 mc); ERP 12.1 kw visual, 6.1 kw aural;
ant. height above average terrain 3,586 ft., above
ground 87 ft. Estimated construction cost $220,880,
first year operating cost $165,000, revenue $216,000.
Post office address P. O. Box 1819, Redding.
Studio location Redding. Trans, location Shasta
Bally Mt., 13 miles west of Redding. Geographic
coordinates
N. Lat,
39' 00"
W.
Long. Trans,40°and36'ant.10" RCA.
Legal122°
counsel
Lyon,
Wilner & Bergson, Washington, D. C. Consulting
engineer Robert L. Hammett, San Francisco,
Calif. Principals are: Laurence W. Carr, George C.
Fleharty, William B. Nystrom, Robert L. Hammett, Carl R. McConnell, George H. Voorhies,
C. T. Ross, and Morris K. Cohen. Mr. Hammett
is radio engineering consultant. Filed Aug. 24.

Durham-Raleigh
WTVD

APPLICATIONS AMENDED
Orlando, Fla. — Orange County Broadcasters Inc.
amends application for new tv station there to
furnish additional financial data, amend, sec. II,
para. II and change type ant. Amended Aug. 24.
New Orleans, La. — Greater New Orleans Educational Television Foundation amends application
for ch. 8 there to complete sec. II, table I and II
and
furnish
amendments
omitted. Amended
Aug. 23.to by-laws that were
Onondaga, Mich. — Michigan State Board of
Agriculture amends application for new tv station
to change name to Michigan State U. and to
make change in officers. Amended Aug. 24.
Existing Tv Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WTBO-TV Cumberland, Md.— FCC deleted station, by letter of Aug. 17, for lack of prosecution.nouncedWTBO-TV
Aug. 19. was permittee of ch. 17. AnKCTL (TV) Seattle, Wash.— FCC deleted station
on ch. 20 for lack of prosecution by letter of
Aug. 19. Announced Aug. 23.
APPLICATIONS
KLEW-TV Lewiston, Idaho— Seeks mod. of cp
to change ERP to 13.8 kw visual, 6.9 kw aural
and make ant. changes. Ant. height above average terrain 1,115 ft. Filed Aug. 18.
KEPR-TV
Wash.—
Seeks mod. Ave.
of cpandto
specify
studioPasco,
location
at Clearwater

716,580
TV SETS (source: Television Magazine)
More Sets than
Jfe

RICHMOND, Ore.
Va.
PORTLAND,

WTVD
Durham-Raleigh
CHANNEL 11
NBC-ABC
Call HEADLEY-REED
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Morain St., Kennewick, Wash., and request waiver
of sec. 3.613 of FCC rules. Filed Aug. 18.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KHAD-TV
Tex. — Vidicon Industries of
America, ch. Laredo,
8.
New

Am

Stations . . .
ACTION BY FCC
Henderson, Tex. — Wes Dean & Co. application
for cp to operate on 1470 kc, 500 w D returned to
applicant.
dated after notary date. Returned Aug.Exhibit
23.
APPLICATIONS
Toccoa, Ga. — Stephens County Bcstg. Co., 1590
kc, 1 kw D. Post office address 104 Maka Way,
Toccoa. Estimated construction cost $17,725, first
year operating cost $30,000, revenue $38,000. Equal
partners are: W. B. Schaefer, physician and
varied business interests; R. E. Shiflet, physician,
part owner
auto parts
firm; RoyGa.,E. and
E. Gaines,
ploye of WDUN
Gainesville,
Charles em-H.
Gaines, employe of WLET Toccoar. Filed Aug. 22.
— Anna
Bcstg.
Corp.,
500 w
D.Anna,
Post 111.
office
address
P. O.
Box 1440
450, kc,
Paducah,
Ky. Estimated construction cost $16,150, first year
operating cost $35,000, revenue $50,000. Equal
partners
Pierceand
E. Lackey,
owner ofowner
WPAD-of
AM-FM are:
Paducah
F. E. Lackey,
WHOP-AM-FM Hopkinsville, Ky. Filed Aug. 22.
Abbeville, S. C— Abbeville Bcstg. Co., 1590 kc,
1 kw D. Post office address Box 1482, Tryon,
N. C. Estimated construction cost, $15,725, first
year operating cost $22,860, revenue $37,960. Equal
partners are: Mildred Allen and Edithe Mooneyham, co-owners of WTYN Tryon. Filed Aug. 23.
Morristown, Tenn. — Clifford G. Frost, 1150 kc, 1
kw
Post Estimated
office address
505 High cost
St., Sevierville,D.Tenn.
construction
$23,130,
first year operating cost $22,000, revenue $30,000.
Mr. Frost owns flour mill and ice company in
Sevierville and is part owner of WSEV there.
Filed Aug. 24.
Tyler,
Tex.—
Tyler 6114
Bcstg.Northwood
Corp., 690 kc,
w D.
Post
office
address
Rd.,250Dallas,
Tex. Estimated construction cost $17,500, first
year operating
$39,360,
revenue $56,000.
Applicant is tradecostname
of Thomas
B. Moseley,
director of sales and contract negotiations for
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co., Dallas. Filed
Aug. 24.
Weatherford, Tex. — Parker County Bcstg. Co.
resubmits application for cp to operate on 730
kc, 250 w D. Resubmitted Aug. 24.
Ponce, Puerto Rico — Ponce Bcstg. Corp., 1170
kc, 250 w, unl. Post office address Julius H.
Conesa, Box 511, Guayama, P. R. Estimated construction cost $10,821, first year operating cost
$36,000, revenue $42,000. Principals include Pres.
Charles Cordero (20%), general manager, WXRF
Guayama; Treas. Dr. Luis F. Sala (20%), surgeon;
Sec. Dr. Jenaro Scarano (20%) physician, and
Julius H. Conesa (20%), chief engineer, WXRF.
Filed Aug. 22.
APPLICATION AMENDED
York, S. C. — York-Clover Bcstg. Co. amends
application for cp to operate on 1540 kc, 1 kw D
to specify 1580 kc, 250 w; change trans. -studio
locations. Filed Aug. 22.
Existing Am Stations . . .
APPLICATIONS
WMRY New Orleans, La. — Seeks cp to increase
power Aug.
from 23.500 w to 1 kw and change trans, site
Filed
WKAR East Lansing, Mich. — Seeks cp to increase power from 5 kw to 10 kw. Filed Aug. 22.

ALLEN

WTOK
Miss.increase
— Seeks power
cp tofrom
change
from
1450 Meridian,
kc to 1010 kc;
250
w to 500 w N and 10 kw D; change ant.-trans.
location; install DA-2. Filed Aug. 22.
WSYD Mt. Airy, N. C. — Resubmits application
for mod. of cp for change in hours of operation
from D to unl., using 5 kw LS, 1 kw N and install
DA-N. Resubmitted Aug. 18.
KEYZ1450 Williston,
SeeksAug.cp 18.for change
from
kc to 1340N.kc.D.—Filed
WTIV Titusville, Pa. — Seeks mod. of cp (as
mod.
trans. which
locationauthorized
change. new
Filed amAug.station)
22. for ant.WRAD Radford, Va. — Seeks cp to change hours
of operation from D to unl. using power of 500
w N, 5 kw D and install DA-N. Filed Aug. 22.
APPLICATION AMENDED
KOAT Albuquerque, N. M.— Amends application for mod. of cp which authorized change frequency, increase to
power; install DA-N; make ant.
system
Amended changes
Aug. 22. specify DA system changes.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WTCB Flomaton, Ala. — Tri-City Bcstg. Co., 990
kc, 500 w D.
250WTAY
w D. Robinson, 111.— Ann Bcstg. Co., 1570 kc,
WTCR Ashland, Ky.— Connie B. Gay, 1420 kc,
5 kw D. Changed from WWKO.
WKLX Paris, Ky.— Paris Bcstg. Co., 1440 kc, 1
kw D. Changed from WBLU.
KVCL Winnfield, La— Southern Bcstg. Co., 1270
kc, 1 kw D.
WGHM Skowhegan, Me. — Pineland Bcstg. Co.
Co., 1150 kc, 1 kw D.
Albuquerque,
N. M. — Sunshine
Co.,KQTJE
1240 kc,
250 w unl. Changed
from KOAT.Bcstg.
WBLA Elizabethtown, N. C— Cape Fear Bcstg.
Co., 1450 kc, 100 w unl.
KFNW Fargo, N. D. — Northwestern Schools, 900
kc, 1 kw D. Changed from KVNW.
WHPB Belton, S. C— Community Bcstg. Co.,
1390 kc, 500 w D.
KITI Chehalis, Wash.— Mid-State Bcstg. Co.,
1420 kc, 1 kw D. Changed from KGLM.
New

Fm

Stations

. . .

APPLICATIONS
Central
City,
Ky.
Muhlenberg
Bcstg. P.Co.,
mc, 21.42 kw unl. —Post
office address
O. 101.9
Box
325, Central City. Estimated construction cost
$10,200, first year operating cost $5,000, revenue
not given. Applicant is licensee of WNES Central
City. Principal owner V. R. Anderson is licensee
of WBRT Bardstown, Ky. Filed Aug. 19.
Amherst, Mass. — Amherst College, 88.1 mc, .01
kw. Post office address Mr. J. Alfred Guest,
Amherst
Amherst.
Estimated cost
construction cost College,
$3,885, first
year operating
$3,000,
revenue none. Applicant is educational institution seeking non-commercial outlet. Filed Aug. 19.
Ownership

Changes . . .
APPLICATIONS
WAN A Anniston, Ala.; WETO Gadsden, Ala.;
WMOZ Mobile, Ala. — Seek assignment from equal
partnership of Edwin H. Estes and C. L. Graham
so Mr. Graham tr/as Anniston Radio Co. and
Gadsden Radio Co. will own 100% of WANA and
WETO. Mr. Estes will own all of WMOZ. No
consideration
involved.
A-ug. 24.
KOLD Yuma,is Ariz.
— SeeksFiled
transfer
of control
to Henry H. Schechert and W. J. Hawthorne for
$16,086. Mr. Schechert, with various business
interests, is buying 980 shares of 1,950 shares issued. Mr. Hawthorne, who owns 25.6% in station,
will control 49.6% after completion. Mr. Haw-

KANDER

CM.ecfotkdor
FDR

THE
DF

RADID

PURCHASE

AND
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AND
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1701 K St., N. W. • Washington 6, D. C, NA. 8-3233
Lincoln Building • New York 17, N. Y., MU. 7-4242
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thorne owns 50% H-K Productions (movies for
tv). Filed Aug. 24.
KJBS San Francisco, Calif. — Granted involunassignment
KJBS Broadcasters
who tary
remain
sameof aslicense
beforeto reassignment
except
that Mrs. D. Worth Clark becomes executrix of
Mr.
interest.
Mr. Clark Aug.
held
10% Clark's
interest.(deceased)
Granted Aug.
19; announced
22.
KLOK San Jose, Calif. — Seeks assignment of
license to E. L. Barker. Mr. Barker controls 40%
as general partner, 20% as limited partner and
has been willed remaining 40% by Mrs. Barker,
deceased. No consideration involved. Filed
Aug.
23.
WBYS-AM-FM
Canton, HI. — Seeks involuntary
transfer of control of 50.5% interest of Harold R.
Winsor, deceased, to executrix, Mrs. Winsor.
Filed Aug. 22.
KROS
Clinton,
Iowa — S.Seeks
involuntary
fer of control
to Helen
Jacobsen,
MaenardtransW.
and Bernard M. Jacobsen as executors of estate
of late William S. Jacobsen, 67.1% owner of
station. Filed Aug. 19.
WBRN Big Rapids, Mich. — Seeks assignment of
license to WBRN Inc. for $50,000. Principals include Pres. D. Spencer Denison (55%), WBRN employe, and Vice Pres. John A. White (45%), physician. Filed Aug. 22.
WTRX-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio. — Seeks transfer
of control to Robert K. Richards and Walter Patterson for $20,000, plus assumption of $50,000
liability. Messrs. Richards and Patterson are
equal owners of WHAR Clarksburg, W. Va., and
WKYRards Keyser,
W. Va.,Filed
and Aug.
of Robert
Public Relations.
19. K. RichWTOD, siWTRT
Toledo,Radio
Ohio.&— Television
Seeks asgnment of license(FM)
to Booth
Stations plicant
Inc.are: WJLB,
for $122,500.
Stations
owned
apWBRI (FM) Detroit, by
Mich.;
WBBC Flint, Mich.; WSGW Saginaw, Mich.;
WIBM Jackson, Mich., and is applicant for tv
station, Parma, Mich. Filed Aug. 23.
WICK
Scranton,
Pa. — Application
tary transfer
of licensee
corporationforto involunGeorge
G. Brooks Jr., as endorser of note foreclosed by
Scrantonferor.National
Bank.
Not
signed
by
transReturned Aug. 22
WUSN Charleston, S. C. — Seeks assignment to
Low Country Bcstg. Co. for $110,000. Principals
include: Pres. Sol Panitz (50%), radio-tv dir.
Alvin Epstein Adv. Agency, Washington; Vice
Pres. Barry Winton (50%), account executive,
Television Programs of America; J. Drayton
Hastie,
holder
WUSN-AM-TV,
and G. S.minority
Cuthbert stock
Jr., sales
manager,
WUSN-TV
and WUSN general manager. Filed Aug. 22.
WIRJ Humboldt, Tenn. — Seeks transfer of control to J. Frank Warmath for $30,000. Mr. Warmath isterests,
attorney
with diversified
none in broadcasting.
Filed business
Aug. 23. inWKXV Knoxville, Tenn. — Seeks transfer of control to Tele-Broadcasters Inc. for $95,000. Sole
owner is H. Scott Killgore, sole owner of WKXL
Concord,
N. H., for
and new
WAREam Ware,
Mass.Mass.
Application is pending
at Athol,
Filed
Aus. 23.
WDXL Lexington, Tenn. — Seeks assignment of
license to Lexington Bcstg. Service Inc. for $58,850. Nine principals each own 11.1% stock. Principals
B. Bunn and Ben Enochs are manand Neal
chief
Filed ager
Aug.
23. engineer, respectively, of WDXL.
KERV Kerrville, Tex. — Resubmits application
for transfer
of negative
controlthrough
of licensee
corporation to Arthur
G. Rodgers
purchase
of
stock
from
W.
C.
Fawcett
and
Hal
Peterson.
Resubmitted Aug. 24.
KAYE to Puyallup,
Wash.for— Seeks
assignment
license
Radio K Inc.
rental of
$1 per yearof
until Feb. 1, 1957 with option until that date to
purchase station for total of $62,000. Principals
include Henry Perozzo, presently 87.55% owner
KAYE, who is non-stockholding second vice
president of Radio K. Other principals: Pres.
Gale L. Mix II (50%), applicant for 20% interest
KRPL Moscow, Idaho; Treas. Warren Peterson
(50%), KRPL salesman-announcer,
and
salesmen-announcers
and KRPL
James
A.
MacDonald. Filed Don
Aug. Broughman
24.
WPAR-AM-FM Parkersburg, W. Va.; WBLKAM-TV
Clarksburg,
Va. — Seek
control to WSTV
Inc., forW. $231,200
plustransfer
$100 perof share
for 275 shares not held at time of agreement by
majority stockholder, if seller can procure them
at later date. Applicant has holdings in WSTV
Steubenville, Ohio; WFPG Atlantic City, N. J.;
WPIT Pittsburgh, Pa., and WBMS Boston, Mass.
Applicant also has interest in Buffalo, N. Y., tv
application. Filed Aug. 22.
NARBA Notifications . . .
This notification consists of list of changes, proposed changes, and corrections in Assignments of
U. S. Standard Broadcast Stations modifying appendix containing assignments of U. S. Standard
Broadcast
Stations
attached Regional
to "Recommendations
of the North
American
Broadcasting
Agreement Engineering Meeting January 30,
1941," as amended. Listing includes call letters,
location,
power, hours of date.
operation, class of station and commencement
U. S. Change List No. 620
August 10, 1955
540 kc
WDVM Pocomoke City, Md.— 500 w D. Class II.
Now in operation.
580 kc
WELO Tupelo, Miss. — (Present operation: 1490
kc, 0.25 kw, unl. IV); 500 w N. 1 kw D DA-2 unl.
Class III-B 8-10-55. 8-10-56.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

860 kc
WAYE Dundalk, Md.— 500 w DA-D D. Class II.
Now in operation.
950 kc
WBKH Hattiesburg, Miss.— 5 kw D. Class III.
Now in operation with power increased from 1
kw.
1020 kc
KPOP Los Angeles, Calif. — (Change in call letters from KFVD.)
1050 kc
WCEF
Parkersburg,
Va.— 1 kw
D. ClassfromII.
Now in operation withW. power
increased
250 w.
1150 kc
WJEM Valdosta, Ga.— 1 kw D. Class III. Now
in operation.
WGBK Goldsboro, N. C— 5 kw D, 1 kw N, DA-2,
unl.
III-B.fromNow1 kw.in operation with D
power Class
increased
1250 kc
WIPS
Ticonderoga,
N. Y. — 500 w, D. Class III.
Now in operation.
1280 kc
WSUX
Seaford, Del.— (Change in call letters
from
WSUS).
1320 kc
WLLY Richmond, Va.— 1 kw, D. Class III. Now
in operation.
1340 kc
WBRW Welch, W. Va.— (Delete assignment).
1370 kc
KUMA
Pendleton,
Ore.—
(Change in call letters
from KOER).
1390 kc
WPLM
Plymouth, Mass.— 500 w, D. Class III.
Now
in operation.
1430 kc
KBRK
Brookings,
S. D.— 500 w, D. Class III.
Now in operation. 1490
kc
WNBT Wellsboro, Pa.— 250 w, unl. Class IV.
Now in operation.
Routine

Roundup

. . .

August 18 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
Broadcast Bureau— Granted petition for extension of time to Aug. 23 to file exceptions to initial
decision in ch. 4 proceeding, New Orleans, La.,
and to Sept. 9 to file replies to such exceptions
as may be filed. Action of 8/15.
Broadcast Bureau — Granted motion for extension of time to Aug. 16 to file exceptions to
initial decision re applications of Mid-Atlantic
Bcstg. Co. (WMID) for renewal of license and
for transfer of control. Action of 8/11.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Taylor Bcstg. Co. Colorado Springs, Colo.— Denied petition of Aug. 9 to hold comparative hearing re its am application and that of Garden of
the Gods Bcstg. Co., Manitou Springs, Colo, in
Washington, D. C, in lieu of Manitou Springs.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
KBOX
Modesto, onCalif.—
followingof
third conference
Aug. Issued
2 (for order
assignment
broadcast license of KBOX Modesto, Calif.) indicating dates arrived at as result of conference
that shall govern course of proceeding unless
changed by subsequent order: Sept. 7 — submission by McClatchy Bcstg. Co. of its affirmative
testimony in written form; Sept: 9— notification
by witnesses,
counsel forif Commission's
Broadcast
Bureau
of
any, desired for
cross-examination, and Sept. 14 for hearing commencement.
KSDA Redding, Calif.— Granted petition for
continuance of hearing from Sept. 6 to Oct. 5
re order to show cause why license for KSDA
should not be revoked.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
WOPA Oak Park, 111.— Granted petition to accept late filing of appearance in proceeding re its
am application and continued hearing, now
scheduled for Sept. 16, to date to be fixed by
subsequent order.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time to Aug. 22 to file proposed findings
of fact and conclusions and to Sept. 1 to file
replies
Ark. re assignment of cp for KPLN Camden,
August 18 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FHjING
Modification of Cp
WFTG London, Ky.— Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized new am station) for extension of
completion date.
WGMS Bethesda, Md.— Seeks mod. of cp (as
mod. which authorized change trans. -studio and
station location, change from D to unl., change
power, install DA-2) for extension of completion
date.
WFRM-FM
Coudersport,
Seeksformod.
of cp
(which
authorized
new fm Pa.—
station)
extension
of completion date.
WREX-TV Rockford, III.— Seeks mod. of cp to
Broadcasting • Telecasting

extend completion date to 3-15-56.
KZTV (TV) Reno, Nev.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 3-16-56.
WWLA (TV) Lancaster, Pa.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 1-16-56.
KRGV-TV Weslaco, Tex.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 11-15-55.
WCAN-TV Milwaukee, Wis.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to Jan. 1956.
KRMA-TV Denver, Colo. — Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 3-1-56.
License to Cover Cp
WEFM
(FM) Chicago, 111.— Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized changes in licensed
station.
WSAI-FM Cincinnati, Ohio — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new fm station.
WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized changes in facilities
of existing tv station.
Renewal of License
WMRN-FM Marion, Ohio; WNAD-FM Norman,
Okla.
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
WHOO-FM Orlando, Fla.
Special Authority
Detroit, Mich. — International United Revelation
People's
of Applied
Christian-to
ity seekSpiritualist
authority Temple
to transmit
programs
CJSP Leamington, Ont., Canada.
August 19 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WTVNwhich
Columbus,
Ohiomounting
— Seeks mod?
mod.,
authorized
tv ant. i'oncp topas
of NW tower (increase height) for extension of
time.
WMVA Martinsville, Va. — Seeks mod. of cp as
mod., which authorized erection of new ant. and
mounting fm ant. on top (increase height) to
make changes in ant. system (decrease height
and side mount fm ant.)
WJNO-TV West Palm Beach, Fla. — Seeks mod.
of WBUF-TV
cp to extendBuffalo,
completion
N. Y. —date
Seeksto 3-15-56.
mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 3-17-56.
WXIX (TV) Milwaukee, Wis. — Seeks mod. of
cp to extsnd completion date to 3-14-56.
August 22 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTION
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
Consoldiated Television & Radio Broadcasters,
Inc.
(formerly
Inc.) Evansville,
Ind. —
Granted
petitionWFBM,
for dismissal
of tv application
in ch. 7 proceeding. Action of August 16.
Mid-Florida Television Corp. Orlando, Fla. —
Granted petition for extension of time until Oct.
10 to file exceptions to initial decision in ch. 9
proceeding. Action of August 16.
Broadcast Bureau— Granted petition for extension of time until Aug. 22 to file supplemental
proposed findings re application of The Spartan
Radiocasting Co. (WSPA-TV), Spartanburg, S. C,
for mod. of cp. Action of August 17.
Air Transport Assn. of America — Granted in
part petition for extension of time to Sept. 13 to
file f-xceptions to initial decision re apolication
of Streets Electronic Inc. (KGEO-TV), Enid,
Okla., for mod. of cp. Action 18.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Actions
the Broadcast
of Aug. Bureau
19
WLLY Richmond, Va. — Reconsidered action of
8-17-55 granting
license and
to cover
cp said
whichaction.
authorized new am station
set aside
WEW St. Louis, Mo.— Granted cp to change ant.-

BROADCASTING
TELECASTING

THE

trans. and studio locations and operate trans,
by remote control.
WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.— Granted authority
to operate trans, antenna.
by remote control, while using
non-directional
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WFRM-FM Coudersport, Pa.,
to 3-19-56; WBUF-TV Buffalo, N. Y., to 3-17-56;
WJNO-TV West Palm Beach, Fla., to 3-15-56;
KRMA-TV Denver, Colo., to 3-16-5^: KZTV (TV)
Reno, Nev., to 3-16-56; KTVF (TV) Fairbanks,
Alaska, to 3-1-56; WCAN-TV Milwaukee, Wis., to
1-16-56; KRGV-TV Weslaco, Tex., to 3-15-56;
WREX-TV Rockford, 111., to 3-15-56; WXIX (TV)
Milwaukee, Wis., to 3-14-56: WWLA (TV) Lancaster, Pa., to Actions
1-16-56. of Aug. 18
WFLB-TV Fayetteville, N. C— Granted STA
to operate commercially on ch. 18 for period
ending Nov. 27.
KARD-TV Wichita, Kan.— Granted STA to opFeb. 8,erate
1956.commercially on ch. 3 for period ending
Twin Falls, Idaho— Granted request
to KTFI-FM
cancel license.
KWWL-TV Waterloo, Iowa— Granted mod. of
cp to change ERP to visual 316 kw, aural 214
kw, make minor antenna and equipment changes;
ant. 1120 ft.
Latrobe Broadcasters, Latrobe, Pa. — Granted
mod. of cp for approval of ant.-trans. location
specify studio location and remote control point
as 917 Ligonier St., Latrobe, Pa.
KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo.— Granted mod. of
cp to change ERP to visual 240 kw DA, aural 141
kw DA,mentinstall
changes: DA
ant. system
710 ft. and make other equipKOPO-TV Tucson, Ariz.— Granted mod. of cp
to change ERP to aural 29.5 kw, visual 14.8 kw,
and install new ant. system and make other
equipment changes.
(TV)trans,
Honolulu,
H.— Granted
cp KONA
to change
location,T. make
ant. andmod.
minorof
equipment changes; ant. minus 150 ft.
Following
granted
pletion dateswere
as shown:
WMUBextensions
Oxford, of
Ohio,com-to
1-31-56; WGMS Bethesda, Md., to 11-15-55, conditions: WLTV (TV) Wheeling, W. Va., to 1-16-56:
WQCY (TV) Allentown, Pa., to 1-16-56: WKRCTV, Cincinnati, Ohio, to 3-10-56; WLWA (TV)
Atlanta, Ga., to Actions
3-10-56. of Aug. 17
KTRE-TV Lufkin, Tex.— Granted STA to operate commercially on ch. 9 for period ending
Sent.
WCEF1. Parkersburg, W. Va. — Granted license
covering increase in power, and changes in antenna system.
KTXL San Angelo, Tex. — Granted license covering erection of new antenna and mounting of
tv ant. on top, change trans, location (coordinates
only) and change studio location.
WBRV Boonville, N. Y.— Granted license for
am station and specifv studio location.
KTHE Thermopolis, Wyo. — Granted license for
am station.
WOAY Oak Hill, W. Va.— Granted license to reexpired180cpft. which
authorized
of new place
tower
SW of old
tower anderection
mount
tv ant. (increase height).
WDVM Pocomoke City, Md.— Granted license
for am station; condition.
WLLY Richmond, Va. — Granted license for am
station.
WWNS Statesboro, Ga. — Granted license covering change in frequency and change in name of
licensee.
WNDU Notre, Dame, Ind. — Granted authority
to operate trans, by remote control.
Following
grantedWLVA-TV
extensionsLynchburg,
of completion dateswere
as shown:
3-9-56.
Va. to 3-9-56; KCOR-TV San Antonio, Tex., to
Actions of Aug. 16
WWIL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.— Granted mod. of

NEWSWEEKLY

OF

RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

1735 De Sales Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE.
I've checked service desired.
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
$7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and BROADCASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
□ 52 weekly issues and TELECASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
□ 52 weekly issues and both Yearbook-Marketbooks 11.00
□ Enclosed
□ Bill
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address
city
Please send to home address
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cp to change from DA-2 to DA-1.
KTYL Mesa, Ariz. — Granted mod. of cp for extension of completion date to 10-10-55, condition.
Actiors of Aug. 15
KENA
Mena,
— Granted
permissionof tospecial
s;gnoff at 7 p.m., eachArk.night
with exceotion
events and public service programs for period
of one vear and granted waiver of 3.71 of Commission's rules.
amWQIK
station.Jacksonville, Fla. — Granted license for
WFLA-FM Tampa, Fla. — Granted license to
cover cp (which replaced expired permit, which
authorized changes in licensed station).
KCHR Charleston, Mo. — Granted l<cense covering increase in power.
WPFD
am station.Darlington, S. C— Granted 'icense for
WLCO Eustis, Fla. — Granted license for am
station.
WCEM
Cambridge,
ing increase
in power.Md. — Granted license coverKOSA Odessa, Tex. — Granted cp to erect new
ant. and mount tv ant. on top (increase height);
conditions.
WCBI-TV Columbus, Miss. — Granted mod. of cp
to change ERP to visual 20 kw, aural 10 kw,
change ant. and make ^ther eauipment change;
change trans, and studio location; waived sec.
3.613
of Commission's
rules.
KELO-TV
Sioux Falls,
S. D. — Granted mod. of
cp to change ERP to visual 251 kw, aural 141 kw
and make ant. changes; ant. 520 ft.
KMMT (TV) Austin, Minn. — Granted mod. of cp
to change studio to trans, site and waive sec.
3.613 of Commission's rules.
Following
of completion dates as were
shown:granted
WWTV extension
(TV) Cadillac,
Mich.,
to 3-8-56; KOKE (TV) El Paso, Tex., to 1-16-56:
WPMT (TV) Portland, Me., to 1-16-56: WOKA
(TV) Macon Ga., to 1-16-56; KENT-TV Anchorage,
Alaska, to 3-1-56: WHCU-TV Ithaca, N. Y., to
1-16-56; W ABC-TV New York, to 3-7-56.
August 22 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KDEN
Denver,
— Seeks mod.
of cp (whichof
authorized new Colo.
am station)
for extension
comDletion date.
KETA (TV) Oklahoma City, Okla. — Seeks mod.
of cp which authorized new non-commercial station to extend eomoletion date to 3-18-56.
KTVF (TV) Fairbanks, Alaska — Seeks mod. of
cp (which authorized new tv station) to extend
completion date to Nov. 1955.
KULA-TV Honolulu. Hawaii — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv station.
Modification ofCp Cp Dismissed
WFTG London, Ky. — Application for mod. of cp
for extension of completion date dismissed as unnecessary.
KPAM Portland, Ore. — Application for cp to
change hours of operation from D to unl. and
install DA for night use only dismissed at request of applicant.
Remote Control Dismissed
KPAM Portland, Ore. — Application for remote
controlcant.ofDismissed
trans,Aug.
dismissed
at request of appli22.
License to Cover Cp
WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized changes in facilities
of existing tv station.
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv station and to
specify Greensboro.
studio-trans, location as Phillips Ave. at
White,
KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new tv station.
WJEM Valdosta, Ga. — Seeks license to cover cp

which authorized new am station.
WRAD Radford, Va. — Seeks license to cover cp
which authorized change frequency, increase
power and change hours of operation.
KBAM Longview, Wash. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am station.
WSIL-TV Harrisburg, 111.— Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv station.
WTHI-TV Terrc Haute, Ind.— Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv station.
KFYR-TV Bismarck, N. D. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv station.
KTSM-TV El Paso, Tex. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new tv station.
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
WGHF (FM) New York; WSAI-FM Cincinnati,
Ohio; WHBL-FM Sheboygan, Wis.
Renewal of License Returned
WLBL Auburndale, Wis., and WHA Madison,
Wis., renewal applications returned; filed on
wrong
tions. form. Licensed to State of Wis. organizaRemote Control
WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.
August 23 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTION
By Comrs. Hyde, Webster, Bartley and Lee
Fairbanks,
Commission's
ownKFAR
motion,
extended Alaska
to Oct.— 1Onoutstanding
SSA
to operate on 660 kc, with 10 kw, unl., pending
action onmanentapplication
per-5
basis. KFAR tois continue
licensed same
for 610on kc,
kw, ute! -i$xtion of Aug. 22.
August 23 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WCOJ Coatsville, Pa. — Seeks mod. of cp (as
mod. which authorized increase power; change
hours of operation, install DA for night use only
and move ant. approx. 500 ft. SW of present location) for extension of completion date.
KURA Moab, Utah— Seeks mod. of cp (as mod.
which authorized new am station) for extension
of completion date.
WTVT completion
(TV) Tampa,
extend
date. Fla.— Seeks mod. of cp to
WRBL-TV Columbus, Ga.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 11-1-55.
KMAU (TV) Wailuku, Hawaii— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 3-19-56.
KANG-TV Waco, Tex.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 3-23-56.
August 24 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time to Aug. 29 to file exceptions to initial
decision in New Orleans, La., ch. 4 proceeding,
and to Sept. 15 to file replies.
Capstaff Bcstg. Co., Oregon, Ltd., Portland, Ore.
— Granted petition for extension of time to Sept.
1 to file reply to petition of Robert E. Bollinger
to enlarge issues in proceeding involving am applications of Capstaff, Bollinger, and Mercury
Bcstg. Co. (KLIQ), all Portland, Ore.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time to Sept. 8 to file proposed findings
in re application of WJR, The Goodwill Station
Inc., for mod. of cp of tv station WJRT (TV)
Flint, Mich. (Action 8-22).
E. Weaks McKinney-Smith, Paducah, Ky. — At
oral request of counsel, and without objection of
counsel for other parties, continued further hearings in am proceeding to Sept. 7. (Action 8-23).

Two
Texas
Independents;
SIO.000.00
$5.7*000.00
Profitable single station market. ComBeautifully outfitted combination daybination operation, building nearly new,
timer in new leased building. Serves a
located at edge of city. The equipment is
retail trading area of 120,000. Located in
in excellent shape. Terms — one half down
oil field. Oil, agriculture and manufacand balance out over reasonable length
turing gives strong economic feature.
of time.
Terms — $17,500.00 down, balance within
five years.
Appraisals
• Negotiations
• Financing
BLACKBURN - HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
William T. Stubblefield
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
Clifford Marshall
Tribune Tower
111 Sutter St.
Washington Bldg.
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 3-4341-2
Exbrook 2-5671-2
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August 24 Applications
ACCEPTED CpFOR FILING
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
NewKQXR
York. (FM) BakersHeld, Calif.; WNYC-FM
License to Cover Cp
WJHP-TV Jacksonville, Fla. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv station and
to specify trans, location as 4038 Phillips Hwy.,
near Jacksonville.
KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla.— Seeks license to
cover
cp which authorized changes in existing
tv
station.
Renewal of License Returned
WFUV (FM) New York— Application returned;
improperly signed.
WMVA-FM Martinsville, Va.— Seeks cp to replace cp which Renewal
expired 8-13-55.
of License
WDOK-FM Cleveland, Ohio.

UPCOMING
AUGUST
Aug. 29: NARTB Freedom of Information Committee, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 2-4: National Agricultural Tv Clinic, U. of
Missouri, Columbia.
Sept.
2-4: West
Broadcasters
Greenbrier
Hotel, Virginia
White Sulphur
Springs. Assn.,
Sept. 6: RAB Clinic, Atlanta.
Sept. 7: RAB Clinic, Charleston, S. C.
Sept. 8: RAB Clinic, Raleigh, N. C.
Sept. 9: RAB Clinic, Norfolk, Va.
Sept. 11-13: Seventh
Dist. AFA Convention, Birmingham. Ala.
Sept. 12-14: CBS Radio Affiliates meeting. Detroit.
Sept. 12-16 casters
: National
of Educational BroadengineeringAssn.
workshop,
Michigan State
College. East Lansing.
Sent.
14-16:
Life
Insurance
Advertisers
Assn.,
Essex House, New York.
Sept. 15-16:
Michigan
Assn.
of
Broadcasters,
Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
Sept.
15-16:
Michigan
AP
Broadcasters
Assn.,
Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
Sept.
18-24:
Television Week.
Sept. 19:
RABNational
Clinic, Radio
Tampa. & Fla.
Sept. 20: RAB Clinic, Birmingham, Ala.
Sept. 21: RAB Clinic, Baton Rouge, La.
Sept. 22: RAB Clinic, Knoxville, Tenn.
Sept. 23: RAB Clinic, Charleston. W. Va.
Sept. 23-24:
Professional
on BroadcastingIRETransmission
Systems,Group
Hamilton
Hotel,
Washington.
Sept.
29-Oct City,
1: Tenth
Oklahoma
Okla. Dist. AFA Convention,
Sept.
2: High Fidelity Show, Palmer
House,30-Oct.
Chicago.
OCTOBER
Oct. 3-5:man Hotel.
National
Electronics Conference, SherChicago.
Oct. 3: RAB Clinic. Ogden, Utah.
Oct.
3-7: Chicago.
AIEE Fall General Meeting, Morrison
Hotel,
Oct. 4: RAB Clinic, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Oct. 5: RAB Clinic, Albuquerque, N. M.
Oct. 6: RAB Clinic, San Antonio, Tex.
Oct. 7: RAB Clinic, Fort Worth, Tex.
Oct.
Third Dist.N.AFA
Inn,7-8:Greensboro,
C. Convention, Sedgefield
Oct.
7-9:
National
Adv.
meeting, Dayton, Ohio.Agency Network, western
NARTB Regional Meetings
Region 4 (Dist. 7, 8, Sept.
Edgewater
Beach Hotel,
Chicago
9,
Ky.,111.,
Ohio,
19-21
Mich.,
Wis.)Ind.,
Saranac Inn,
Region 1 (Dist. 1, 2, Sept.
22-24 Saranac,
N.Y.
New England States,
Hotel,
N. Y., N. J.)
St.
Charles
Region 3 (Dist. 5, 6, Sept.
28-30
Fla., Ga., Ala., Miss.,
New Orleans
La., Ark.,
Puerto
Rico) Term.,
Roanoke
Hotel
Region 2 (Dist. 3, 4,
12-14 Roanoke, Va.
Pa., Del., Md., W.
Va., D. C, Va.,
N. C, S. C.)
Oct.
St. Francis
Region 8 (Dist. 15, 16,
Hotel,
San
17, Wash., OreOct.
Franciso
Calif.,
Nev.,
Ariz24-26
Hawaii, Alaska)
Nov.
Broadmoor
1-3
Region 7 (Dist. 14,
Hotel, Colorado
N. M., Colo., Utah,
Wyo., Idaho,
Springs
Western
S. D.)MontNov.
Fort Des
Region 5 (Dist. 10, 11,
Moines
Hotel,
7-9
Minn.,ern N.
D., Iowa,
EastS.
D.,
Des
Moines
Neb., Mo.)
Baker Hotel,
Region 6 (Dist. 12, 13, Nov.
15-17 Dallas
Kan., Okla., Tex.)
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

PROFESSIONAL

CARD

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
ecutive Offices
35 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
ffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
ashington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, 0. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

ommercial Radio Equip. Co.
\Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
ITERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

rank H. Mcintosh & Assocs.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE *

WELDON & CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington 6,Engineers
D. C.
Dallas, Texas
1001 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE *
5EO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
610 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
xecutive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

15 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-6113
Denver 22, Colorado

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY

Broadcasting

•

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE *

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177
Member AFCCE *

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Adams 4-6393

IF YOU
DESIRE TO JOIN
THESE ENGINEERS
in Professional Directory
advertising contact
Broadcasting ® Telecasting
1735 DeSales St., N W . Wash. 6, D. C.

ERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
MOBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
SERVICE FOR FM & TV
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
*. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

PAGE, CREUTZ,
GARRISON & WALDSCHMITT
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
710 14th St., N. W. Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

D

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV, Electronics engineering home study and residence
courses. Write For Free Catalog, specify
course.

IRECTOB

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 75,956* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
* 1953 ARB Projected Readership Survey

Telecasting

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 3-8073
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3266
DalEas 6, Texas

IY

TO ADVERTISE IN THE
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Contact
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
1735 DESALES ST., N.W., WASH. 6, D. C.
August 29, 1955
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline:
Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20$ per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25$ per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30$ per word — $U-00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
separately,
please).expressly
All transcriptions,
etc., sent
to box numbers
at owner's
risk. BroadcastTelecasting
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
for are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Are you a real radio salesman? Then you may
qualify for expanding operation in Detroit Metropolitan area. Golden opportLinity for young man
who can meet our requirements. Contact Bill
Lenhard
Michigan. or Danny Shaver, WCAR, Pontiac,

Managerial
Wanted: Commerical manager for kilowatt Mutual affiliate
in good,
non-tv southwestern market.
Must one
be station,
proven salesman
with
ability to cultivate regional and national business.
Very attractive commission arrangement. Give
complete resume of experience, photo, first letter.
Box 495C, B'T.
Sales manager who can show solid accomplishment in that capacity and experience in small
station operation who wants to prove his capacity
take charge this daytime station in quarter million upper midwest market. Reply with all essential details. Box 502C, B«T.
General manager for metropolitan independent
operation with successful record as sales manager. Unusual opportunity. Box 609C, B'T.
General manager for negro programmed metropolitan station. Must have previous experience
and be eood salesman. Fine opportunity. Box
610C, B'T.
Leading
fm station
in one
the nation's
top
five markets
is looking
for ofa station
manager.
Good opportunity. Fm station is affiliated with
one
the letter
area's tobest
Write
detailsof first
Box radio
615C, properties.
B'T.
Sales manager, experienced in promotion and
sales programming. Ability to cultivate local
and national business. Reply Box 621C, B'T.
Sales manager needed by prominent network
affiliate. 5kw regional station. Small midwest
city. tureAverage
salary.
terrific
fufor worker,starting
producer.
WriteButfully
to Box
623C, B.T.
Salesmen
Salesman — go getter can write own ticket. Must
have man for Fall business in market of $35
million . . . population 35,000. Station is growing.
Box 565C, B'T.
Experienced radio time salesman. Guarantee $380
and commission. Send references and photo.
KCHJ, P.O. Box 262, Delano, California.
Experienced radio time salesman, sober . . . advance to sales manager . . . call, write. Manager,
Radio Station KPEP, San Angelo, Texas.

LOOKING

FOR

AN

EXECUTIVE & STAFF LEVELS
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
It's simple prudence to utilize a
skilled personnel specialist when seeking a new position.
This is a specialized professional
service that taps wide resources,
headed by a man of long experience
in TV-Radio . . . Howard S. Frazier.

Announcers
Humorous DJ — flowing adlib, stage, tv acting experience. Informal slang, vernacular arjproach
on chatter— Crosbyish. Midwest, single. Box
431C, B'T.
Hugh market, midwestern station, seeks top negro
jockey. Hard, convincing sell a must. Sober.
Send tape, photo, resume first reply. Salary good
. . . based on ability. Box 511C, B'T.
250 watt Illinois station in town of 53,000 population wants an experienced announcer for night
shift. Starting salary $67.00. Send background,
tape to Box 541C, B'T.
Ohio daytimer needs announcer with first phone
ticket at once. Box 581C, B'T.
Wanted woman. Woman to do three hour record
show. Voice must be mature, well modulated,
flexible and with an intimate appeal. If you have
the voice and ability, we can train you. Send
letter, tape and photo to Box 586C, B«T.
Announcer: Good announcer, general staff work.
Man with proven air sales ability, pleasant,
mature voice. No specialists. $1.35 per hour for
40 hours, time and half for guaranteed 10 hours
overtime per week. Tape, references, background, first letter. Box 599C, B'T.
Disc jockey for progressive southern medium
market station. The man we want must have
these qualities. He must be good, and of good
character and be willing to work hard. We are
a highly competitive station and we are building
a better station and the man we select will be
able to stay with us as long as he wants, but he
must be the right one. We offer paid vacations
and life and hospital insurance at no cost to employee and excellent people to work with. If you
meet these qualifications, send complete information along with audition and photograph to Box
603C, B-T.
Ohio music and news station expanding. Need
announcer for news and DJ work. Experience
essential. Station friendly and up-to-date. Send
picture, job and personal history, and tape to
Box 606C, B'T. All tapes returned.

OPPORTUNITY?
We are always seeking well
qualified placement clients
of good character for all
executive & staff positions
with tv and radio stations.

BROADCASTERS EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT
708 Bond Bldg.

SERVICE, INC.
Washington 5, D. C.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Wanted: Announcer with first class ticket, capable
of handling news and play-by-play sports broadcasts, Midwest. State salary and qualifications
in first letter. Box 613C, B'T.
Are you a good announcer with authoritative
news presentation and a flair for deejay work?
Staff job open now. Send tape and resume to
C. L. Hinkle, Radio Station KWTX, Waco, Texas.
Announcer-engineer, 1st class ticket. Experience in combo work essential. Knowledge of
the classics helpful. Please send tape, background, photo and salary required. Please do
not call. WAAB, 34 Mechanic Street, Worcester,
Mass.
Announcer: Immediate opening for man with
thorough knowledge of hillbilly and pop music,
showmanship
enced. Prefer for
man top-flight
from southindependent.
or southeast.ExperiSend
tape or contact, WACL, Waycross, Georgia.
Experienced announcer for radio and television
station. Send background, tape and references
to WFLB, Fayetteville, N. C.
Announcer — opportunity for advancement and
good pay
awaits
ambitious
man Excellent
at leading living
network station
in rural
market.
and working conditions. Rush tape and letter
giving each job held but can earn 20%. WKTJL,
Cullman, Alabama.
Wanted: Announcer, independent, news, hillbilly,
popular, race shows. Chance to complete college
education at Mississippi State College. Joe Phillips, WSSO, Starkville, Mississippi.
Technical
Wanted: Chief engineer, announcer, sober. Box
574C, B'T.
Wanted immediately: Chief engineer with some
announcing experience. Also staff announcer for
small midwestern station. Box 597C, B«T.
Chief announcer for 5 kw directional. Small
amount announcing. $100 week. Send resume
and tape. KGHF, Pueblo, Colorado.
Wanted: Combination
permanent. Send tape and engineer-announcer,
resume. KPOW, Powell,
Wyoming.
Experienced first phone man who can announce
needed by west Texas kilowatt daytimer for
chief engineer.
ability
primary
requisite. Send fullEngineering
details to Mike
Barrett,
KTFY,
Brownfield, Texas.
Experienced chief engineer for remote controlled
250 watt am, lOkw fm station. Excellent working
conditions. Work consists of maintenance and
remotes. Contact Manager, Station WMGW, Meadville, Pennsylvania.
Production-Programming, Others
Want to learn news? Young, single announcer
with good voice and delivery and some writing
ability. Edit, rewrite and some staff. Active
community of 20,000. Apply in full with brief
tape if possible. Box HOC, B'T.
Experiencedpartmentcopywriter
of handling
deB'T.
in progressivecapable
midwestern
market.
Send resume and copy specimens to Box 548C,
Program director for successful major market,
news and music station. Only applicants with
proven ability as PD in a like operation will be
considered. Give complete background resume
and advise in detail what you would consider
your duties
be, if selected;
state salary Box
expected, whento available,
etc. Confidential.
590C, B'T.
Program director: Man with mature program
thinking, single station market, approximately
15,000 population. Prefer man with several years
experience, emphasis on local programming.
Prefer man with air experience. Send resume
and references. Box 598C, B«T.
Experienced male copy, traffic and merchandising, 50,000 watt indie in south. Resume and photo.
Box 600C, B'T.
Need experienced continuity writer. Good station, good pay. WPDX, Clarksburg, West Virginia.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Experienced sales manager with successful record
in both
and television.
Good at
organization andradio
direction.
Strong personal
sales
record
with established national contacts. Sound company
executive
type,
not
a
one-man-revolution.
B'T. employed. Available in reasonable notice.
Now
Earningable.
requirements
$9,600. Resume
Communicationsfrom
confidential.
Box avail453C,

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Managerial

Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others

General manager. Outstanding salesman. Top
program director. Successful record for developing profits. Exceptional background and experience. Box 508C, B-T.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Young, country announcer — musician with 1st
ticket. 5V2 years including construction experience. 3V2toas make
chief.a home
Lookingfor for
small Above
southern tower
my afamily.
average salary required. Personal interview preferred. Box 584C, B-T.

Aggressive manager. Why pay for inexperienced
trial and error
methods?
a mature,
result
producing
manager
now Here's
available.
Strong
on
sales and organization. Good reputation and
references. Radio or tv. Box 604C, B-T.

Have seen the world. Now ready to settle down
and become part of a community. Most important to me$100is minimum,
"can I helpthree
you,"months
secondtrial,
is,
living wage.
then yearly contract. Five years experience and
first phone. Box 593C, B-T.

Young, aggressive, stable radio station manager,
ten yeaTs successful radio experience, would like
to lease small station in northwest, option to buy
preferred but not essential. Fair return guaranteed. Box 605C, B-T.

Staff announcer — recent radio school grad. Strong
news and commercials, good DJ. Write copy —
board — third ticket. Tape, resume on request.
Box 594C, B-T.
Deep voiced, dependable. Strong newscasting,
commercials,
continuity, recent
Pathfinder
ate. Past experience:
Theatre
managergraduand
booker, newspaper man, advertising, public relations. Personable, no-drinking, 41, third ticket;
go any where. Box 595C, B-T.
Announcer. 17 months am-fm experience. Presently employed, draft exempt. Want 200 miles
of N.Y.C. Box 608C, B-T.
Announcer with extensive metropolitan experience wishes to relocate. Heavy of DJ, commercials, staff, news. Married, stable, college. Looking for future. Box 619C, B-T.
Staff — sportscaster — DJ — football — baseball
play-by-play — strong news — commercial — travel —
tape. Box 620C, B-T.
Young and experienced staffer. Good job on playby-play. Not a drifter and hard worker. Salary
not a problem. Box 626C, B-T.
Young and well versed all phases, top DJ, strong
news, commercials, will travel, looking for station with good future. Box 627C, B-T.
Strong DJmercialsmusic
background.
comand possible
sports. Good
Recentnews,
graduate.
Box 628C, B-T.
Sports — play-by-play country and hillbilly music.
Southern background. Interested in sales. Recent graduate. Box 629C, B-T.
Announcer — taught all phases of radio by top
N. Y. announcers — vet. Single, tape on request.
Box 630C, B-T.
Announcer,
yearsor tv.
experience.
Thirty,
married, family.six
Radio
Gene Books,
418 Green
St., Big Rapids, Mich.

Metropolitan and small market general manager.
Strong on sales, economical. Highly qualified.
Box 618C, B-T.
Salesmen
Experienced
salesman
desires College
television-radio
sales
opportunity.
Aggressive.
graduate.
Box 634C, B-T.
This may
he justman
whatcontemplating
you're lookingrelocation
for. 33
year
old family
due to possible ownership change. He offers 10
years of solid experience in every phase of radio.
Has good appearance, programming background,
ar.d a brief encounter with tv. Holds 1st phone,
and likes to sell. Excellent news delivery, and
top-notch play-by-play. Primarily interested in
sports-sales position with progressive am or am/
tv operation prefering permanent personnel.
Would like southwest location, but will promptly
answer all inquiries from stations offering attractive proposition. Suggest you clip this and
hold for future reference if your staff is full at
the moment. Present managerial position pays
$8,500. Box 636C, B-T.
Announcers
Experienced DJ-announcer. Young, talented, college, car, third ticket, married. Stable, looking
for spot with progressive station. Box 269C, B-T.
Combo announcer — PD — 7 years, 250 to 5kw.
Prefer southeast. Consider all. Box 506C, B-T.
Announcer — DJ, strong news, good commercials,
some experience, tape-resume. Box 525C, B-T.
Presently employed in New England as morning
man, seeking opportunity with progressive operation. Authoritative news, play-by-play, football,
basketball. Box 561C, B-T.
Announcer-engineer, experienced, emphasis announcing, first phone, minimum salary $90. Prefer
California or southwest. Box 563C, B-T.
Radio school graduate, 22, male, seeks announcing position. Tape, photo, resume. Box 567C, B-T.
Thoroughly
veteran, recent
graduate of SRT trained,
Radio single,
and Television
Announcing
School. Extremely conscientious. Tape and
resume available. Third ticket. Box 568C, B-T.
Experienced announcer in radio and tslevision.
Presently employed in radio desires change to
television. Tape to prove ability. Box 569C, B-T.
Major market DJ available September 5th. Six
years experience. Box 570C, B-T.
Help
east!
Top-rate
Paul Seven
DJ desires
to locate
in East.
Solid Mpls.-St.
background.
years
experience. Box 571C, B-T.
Attention Florida! Veteran staff announcer-DJ
seeks permanent position in south. Best references radio and tv. Box 572C, B-T.
Anxious to move to west coast. Much radio, some
tv; single, 28. Top-notch announcer-DJ. Box
573C, B-T.
Attention metropolitan stations. Do you need — a
program
to appeal toA housewives?
A network
quality production?
top air salesman?
Sixteen—
years in radio and the answers to the above
questions. Box 575C, B-T.
Experienced, reliable announcer presently emprogressiveandorganization.ployed,
Tapeseeksonposition
request.withBackground
ability
will please you. Box 579C, B-T.
DJ hillbilly or pop 3 years experience, also news,
versatile. Box 580C, B-T.
Young radio announcer, (22) qualified all phases,
DJ, control board. Willing worker, gets along
well with people. Box 583C, B-T.

Grand,
upright, square.
piano, gus
noblest
of
all instruments.
And,That's
for the
a news,
young
announcer (21) who can
handle
DJ, and
central board try Chris Caroll, 101 Starr Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y. EV 6-5608 (after 6 p.m.).
Looking for staff opening. Fully qualified young,
ambitious, excellent voice. Past N. Y. radio and
tv school
training experience.
in person upon request.
Jack Civiletti,Tape1842OrWest
8th
Street, Brooklyn 23, N. Y.
Announcer-DJ . . . presently employed at lOkw
. . . contact Hugh Hall, KSYD, Wichita Falls,
Texas.
Fred Holt
radio
available. Experienced,— seven
yearspersonality
WCKY —newscaster.
Handle
anything except DJ. Nominal salary expected.
2529 Hollenshade, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Announcer, eight years, earning $375 monthly.
Present
five man,
kilowatt
employer
that'sgood
his
top. Family
30, wants
securesays
position
station midwest. Jack Larkin, 202 Court, Merrill,
Wisconsin.
Technical
Graduate engineer-announcer, plenty of experience. Box 375C, B-T.
Engineer,
experienced, first phone, ham ticket,
B-T.
no announcing, southeast preferred. Box 587C,
Engineer, desires permanent position as CE or
staff engineer with progressive station. 9 years
experience. Good references. Will consider any
location, prefer south. Box 602C, B-T.
Firstingphone,
learn practical
engineereither tv anxious
or radio.to Three
years control
room
experience, 25 years, single. Box 624C, B-T.
First phone
comboGrantham,
men available
immediateand
employment.
737 11th for
Street,
N. W., Washington, D. C.

Program — sports director, 7 years, all around experience, emphasis sports. Box 585C, B-T.
Experienced
woman copywriter
like ticket.
position in Birmingham,
Alabama. would
3rd class
Will furnish resume. Box 596C, B-T.
Mr. Manager, if you'll fill your copywriter's
vacancy cations
withinclude:
me',Degree
we'll both
be happy. imaginaQualifiin journalism,
tion and honesty. I'm blind, but don't let it
stop
don't. Prefer
city 50,000
or smaller.
Write you.
John IMcCawley,
755 DeBarr,
Norman,
Okla.
Copywriter-announcer!! Commercial station experience. Resume on request. Jerry Niemiec, 3637
S. Winchester Ave., Chicago 9, 111. Phone: Virginia 7-1011.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Wanted: Tv salesman for medium size, one station, uhf market. Must have uhf selling experience. Must be young and eager. Good salary,
plenty of prospects at established mid-Atlantic
states operation. Write Box 588C, B-T.
$300. Yours per sale of each tv projector (4' to
12' pix) to clubs,
hotels, industry,
tv studios,
churches, agencies,
schools,
racetracks,
advertisers,
theatres, department stores, etc. Idea men. Box
625C, B-T.
Wanted at once, television salesman. Rich vhf
market. NBC affiliated. Radio experience necesB-T.
sary. Outstanding opportunity. Write Box 638C,
Account executive. WXEX Television, the 1049
foot tower, 316,000 watt basic NBC station, in
the Richmond, Petersburg and central Virginia
market,man.seeks
one top-notch
experienced
salesSalary plus
commission.
Write: George
Olivier, Sales Manager, WXEX Television, Petersburg, Virginia.
Announcers
Announcer-director. Small southern market, two
major networks, good opportunity for right man,
must have some experience. Send complete resume with picture. Box 544C, B-T.
Need at once, tv announcer for vhf station in
southwest.
tape and
salary, first Send
letter.fullBoxdetails,
547C, "photo,"
B-T.
Growing central California tv station needs two
reliable, experienced on-camera announcers, who
are capable of doing or learning camera work
and directing. Excellent opportunity, ideal cliSend resume and photo immediately to
Box 617C,mate. B-T.
Sportssive tvdirector:
One of midwest's
most progresstations affiliated
with NBC-TV,
soon to
go 316kw needs top-notch experienced sports man
an sports minded coverage area. Unlimited opportunities. Write Box 622C, B-T.
F. C. C. 1st PHONE LICENSES
IN 5 TO 6 WEEKS
This we advertised and this our students
have accomplished. We have enlarged
our classes but maintained our success.
THANKS B»T AND YOUR MANY READERS
FOR RESPONSE TO OUR ADS.
Such gratifying results from your fine
advertising media compels our retaining
an advertising listing beyond the time of
current need.
,
ENROLLMENT CLOSED 'TIL JAN. '56.
Except for a few possible openings in
our Sept. 14 class, we can only reserve
openings for classes starting after January 1,1956.
WILLIAM B. OGDEN
RADIO OPERATIONAL ENGINEERING SCHOOL
1150 W. Olive Ave.
Burbank, Calif.
More than 1700 Successful Students.

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

Help Wanted—
Technical (Cont'd)
Maximum power vhf has opening for experienced
studio and transmitter engineers. Emphasis on
maintenance. Permanent positions. Apply Box
523C, B«T.
Chief engineer wanted: Need two good engineers
badly for television. One to be chief and assume
all
responsibility
on thebeen
air. chief.
Will
consider
someone for
whostaying
has never
Salary is open. Eastern USA . . . will advance
moving expenses. Box 639C, B«T,
Tv continuity director wanted. Send resume and
sample
to: Program
Cowles
casting copy
Company,
KVTV, Director,
Sioux City,
Iowa.Broad-

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Engineer, first phone, control experience on audio,
video projection and maintenance, also experience as TD. Married, school age children, permanent position desired. Box 591C, B»T.
Tv engineer desires supervisory position with
new vhf. Five years experience all phases
xmtr, studio and remote operation and maintenance plus one year am xmtr. Have done construction. Excellent references. Box 633C, B-T.
Experienced tv engineer, 1st phone. All phases
operations and maintenance. Box 635C, B«T.
Programming-Production, Others
Motion picture
photographer.
Newsreelof;andsilent,
productions.
Experienced all phases

Production-Programming, Others
Copywriter
outstanding
opportunity
experi-6
enced man— with
progressive
midwest forstation,
years on air. Insurance, paid vacation, congenialhoodsurroundings.
Starting
in chance
neighbor-of
of $325 a month,
with salary
excellent
advancement. Send complete information to Box
637C, B-T.
Situations Wanted
Salesmen
Announcer-salesman,
and radio,last
localyear.
news- 8
man. 1700 sponsoredtv newscasts
years' experience. Box 560C, B«T.
Announcers
Talented metropolitan announcer with broad experience in sports, news, kid shows, seeks opportunity to specialize in tv. News or sports. College grad, 26, 4 years radio, IV2 yeaTS vhf tv.
Box 607C, B»T.
Want a top local tv show . . . with network
schmaltz?
Desire. . change.
"Murray-Go-Round"
. . . tv-deejay
. low-budget
show. Records
. . sketch-artist . . pantomime . . etc. Visual interest . . audio pleasure. Formerly WEEK-TV,
Peoria; . . . WTVJ-TV, Miami . . . WXIX-TV,
Milwaukee.
12 years
radio ...4904
2 years
Adlib
perfection.
Hal Murray,
West tv.Forest
Home, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Technical
Experienced, capable chief engineer desires position. Highest
Emphasis position
on new with
construction. Willreferences.
consider supervisory
large established station. Box 562C, B-T.

TOP

FOR SALE — ( Cont'd )
Free list of good radio and tv station buys now
ready. Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose,
Los Angeles 29, California.

sound, lab, editing, synchronization.
Ma'rried-dependable-references.
Available September
19.
Box 564C, B-T.
Program director-production manager, 3 years all
phases tv. Currently employed at large vhf as
producer-director, young, willing, not afraid of
work. Box 582C, B-T.
Cameraman 2 years experience all studio operations. Seeking production opportunity. References. Box 631C, B-T.
Tv producer-director. 8 years station experience.
Experienced
all phasesSeeks
production,
remote-studio.
Age, 27. Married.
job station
or agency.
Presently employed major market station. Box
632C, B^T.
FOR SALE
Stations
Upstate New York independent, single station
market, serving two principle cities, combined
neat operation, studio, offices, transmitter, all
located in center of city. 5 year lease with
option for 5 additional years and opportunity to
buy building.
Rent money.
$150 monthly.
opportunity to make
$55,000. Terrifnc
$35,000 cash.
No brokers. Principals only. Strictly confidential. Box 577C, B'T.
Medium city. Nationally famous southwest tourist mecca. Delightful climate. Market over 200,000 per owner. $15,000 cash will handle. Ralph
Erwin, Broker, Box 811, Tulsa.

FLIGHT

TELEVISION

PROFESSIONALLY

Equipment, Etc.
RCA TF5A superturnstile. Tuned channel 5 but
tunable 4 or 6. Box 500C, B»T.
RCA Houston Fearless studio camera dolly type
TDIOA. Rubber tired wheels. Cable guard on
each wheel. No friction head included. Original
price $2,800. Reconditioned within last 6 months.
Box 57: C, B-T.
Offers wanted: Two RCA pickups, filters and
spare head MI-4875G, distortion meter RCA 69A,
oscillator RCA 68B. Box 592C, B-T.
AMPEX 350 console, 250 two case portable, 600 and
620 portables. Also 450 playback. All like new —
reasonable. Box* 611C, B«T.
New, in original crate, 265 feet, Andrew type
S-450, Ye" coaxial cable . . . WIFM, Elkin, N. C.
Used, Presto disc recorder type K $200.00. WIFM,
Elkin, N. C.
One RCA TTU-1B. One kw transmitter complete.
One 1183-T3 General Radio station monitor: One
BWU-4A visual demodulator and 550 feet 6YB
inch 75 ohm transmission line. This uhf equipment in excellent condition and priced at approximately 50% off. WJTV, P.O. Box 1847, Jackson, Mississippi.
Fm equipment offered for sale at public auction
Tuesday September 20, 1S55, 10:00 a.m., 340 Federal Building, Los Angeles, California. For inspection and viewing contact Fred E. Carr, 3401
Russell, Riverside, California. Box 987. Phone
OVerland 6-0260. GE 250 watt transmitter 4btlal;
GE 3000 watt fm amplifier 4bt3al; GE 10 kw fm
amplifier 4bf3al; IH 10 kw gasoline-driven 110/
220v generator
with presto tank, as is; miscelreceived. laneous items. Opening bid of $2500.00 already
16 structural towers 165' to 258' batter leg Blaw
Knox
13 Marconi
tubular type mastsCenter,
407'.
Locatedtype.
former
RCA Communincations
New
Brunswick,
N.
J.
Contact
REpublic
9-0414,
New York City.
General Radio 916-A bridge. Excellent condition.
$395 F.O.B.
J. G.
Rountree,
neer, 5622 Dyer,
Dallas
6, Texas.Consulting Engi-

PERSONNEL

TRAINED

HOLLYWOOD

CHICAGO

These people are now available! And, they can save you Dollar$ as well as time because they have been thoroughly
trained in the principles of TV broadcasting, they have had practical experience with standard equipment in our
completely equipped studios under professional instruction, and yet they are entirely receptive to your station's
ideas and ways of doing things. From these two classes you will find individuals trained and thoroughly qualified for nearly any phase of Television work. Let us know of your needs. For IMMEDIATE resume and complete
details, write, wire or call collect, John Birrel — BE 7246.

NORTHWEST

RADIO

8c (TELEVISION

1221 N. W. 21st AVENUE
WITH
HOLLYWOOD

• CHICAGO

\.

PORTLAND,

SCHOOLS

SCHOOL

OREGON

IN

• WASHINGTON,

D. C. • PORTLAND
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TO
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted
Managerial

BUY

Stations
Financially qualified, experienced and successful
station owners want to buy for cash or terms — am
station in one or two station market in Pennsylvania or New Jersey. No brokers, all replies
confidential. Box 430C, B«T.
Experienced broadcaster desires purchase profitable small station northeast. Cash down payment. Will operate. Box 589C, B-T.
Florida, small efficient owner operator type am
station wanted by experienced operator. Box
601C, B«T.
Stations wanted. Radio and tv. Growing list of
clients waiting. All market sizes. Arkansas,
Missouri, Texas, Ok'ahoma, Kansas. Ralph Erwin,
Broker, Box 811, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Attention station owners. I have clients waiting
for metropolitan stations, cities over 200,000. Current billings not important. Texas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas,
Missouri,
Kansas.
Erwin. Licinsed broker.
Box 811,
Tulsa, Ralph
Oklahoma.
All or part of small am. Qualified all phases including engineering. Replies confidential. C. G.
Huey, P. O. Box 421, Decatur, Ga.
Equipment
Urgently need one complete 900 mc studio transmitter link complete with antennas. Prefer good
used equipment. Box 321C, B«T.
6 or 8 bay fm antenna, preferably Collins. Tuneable to non-commercial educational frequencies.
Box 578C, B-T.
Complete fm station equipment or any part. Full
particulars and price first letter. Box 612C, B»T.
Wanted: Used 3 kw fm transmitter, fm modulation monitor, antenna and coax. Contact Radio
Station
mediately.WNES in Central City, Kentucky, imRCA 76-B or later model consolette. Wire John
V. Gosney
ville,
Conn. of condition, quoting price, TalcottOne kilowatt Collins fm transmitter. Advise
price, condition, hours used. Box 729, Glendale,
California.

My name
"Willy."
I'm
a radiois station.
I pick only the best music —
The best sponsors —
And the best announcers.
Very capable, experienced,
Top
announcer —
That'squality
all I buy.
Excellent salary to —
Excellent announcers.
Send tape and resume to WLLY,
Hotel Raleigh,
Richmond, Virginia.
Situations Wanted
Do You Need A Man
With These Qualifications?
An absolutely proven radio and television
expert.
Thirteen years radio experience — all
phases. years as radio and television direcSeven
tor for a 4A agency.
Three years TV operation in a major
market. Put station on the air . . . selected
most of staff . . . programmed the station
. . . bought
all film
vised all phases
of theproperties
operation.. . . superHe
can
be
most
proud
of
the regard of his
business associates.
He won't work for peanuts . . . but he can
fill the bill and you'll be happy you've got
him.
If you need this man, give him a reply
and he'll sell himself.
This message was not written by the applicant . . . but by one who knows and will
guarantee his qualifications.
Box 616C, B«T
TELEVISION

INSTRUCTION
Get your FCC first phone license quickly. Intensive, personalized instruction by correspondence or in residence — Washington, D. C, or Hollywood, Calif. For details, write Dept. 1-M,
Grantham School, 737 11th Street N. W.. Washington,
D. C, or 5910 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28,
Calif.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television School, Dept. B, 1221 N.W. 21st Street, Portland 9, Oregon.
RADIO
Help Wanted

NEED

PROFESSIONALS
for positions as
Station Managers
Salesmen
Combo men (1st phone only)
Minimum Requirements
5 years radio experience
under 30 years of age
Stable past
These jobs are tough — But good men will
receive excellent salaries plus ownership
in a growing chain of AM operations —
All replies held in confidence
Send complete resumes and tapes to:
Keith Moyer
1025 W. Market
Taylorville, Illinois

Production-Programming, Others
Program Director
Experienced Announcer
Interested in radio or television production ? Ready for better position ?
Contact WJMA, Orange, Va. Phone
7263.
FOR

NEED FM EQUIPMENT
WEST COAST STATION WANTS
10 KW FM Transmitter or Amplifier—
G.E. or R.C.A.
Preferred Side Mount Antenna — Four
Bay or More
Frequency and Modulation Monitor
1%" Rigid Coax. Feedline, Hangers,
Mounting Accessories, etc.
If you have any or all of this equipment,
write stating condition, location, and
Box 566C, B»T

Salesman
SO

HERE

WE

SALE

Equipment

Help Wanted
price.
ARE!

A television station with great potential, in a fast-growing market.
If you can sell; want to sell and are
not afraid to work — if you have faith
in TV and are interested in associating with a growing company, which
now owns two TV and one radio station, send full information, including
photo to

WE

RADIO -TV EXECUTIVE
Young aggressive TV general manager
with 8 years management and sales background in radio and TV . . . complete
knowledge o'i and experience in station
management, sales programming, network
and agencies.
Excellent references. Your further inquiry and interview invited.
Box 640C, B*T

Box 545C, B«T
Technical

' TWO TELEVISION ENGINEERS '
NEEDED
By WXEX, which serves the RichmondPetersburg area. We are a basic NBC affiliate and operate on 316,000 watts from
a 1049 foot tower. You must have TV
experience and a 1st class license to
qualify. Pay is commensurate with ability.
This is a fine opportunity.
WRITE OR CALL
TELEVISION STATION WXEX
PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA
IEGENT 3-7876
3-7876
i
REGENT

TOWERS
RADIO — TELEVISION
Antennas — -Coaxial Cable
Tower Sales & Erecting Co.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.,
Portland 1 1 , Oregon
INSTRUCTION
Want a TV or Radio Job? •
Trained announcers, producers,
writers now in demand
NATIONAL ACADEMY
o€ BROADCASTING
Est. 1934
3338 16th Street N.W.
Starts new term Sept. 26
Enroll now . . . DE. 2-5580
PLACEMENT SERVICE •
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

Make CADILLAC your Chicago
Headquarters for placement or
procurement for all types of
Radio-TV Personnel.
ARTHUR R. SNYDER
CADILLAC EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY
220 S. STATE, CHICAGO,
WA 2-4800

editorials
New

Battle of the Quizzes

ity, a spate of loot-laden quiz shows
WITH depressing inevitabil
is about to break out in television in a frenzied effort by rival
networks to cash in on the fabulous success of The $64,000 Question on CBS-TV.
It will be a case of recent, if gloomy, history repeating itself.
It was only seven years ago that network radio engaged in a nearsuicidal orgy of quiz shows that drove such reliable entertainers as
Fred Allen into limbo.
It will be recalled that in June 1948 Mr. Allen plummeted from
his traditional place in the first 15 Hooperatings to 38th and retired
for the summer after bitterly announcing: "If the giveaway programs prevail, radio's few remaining listeners will get into the spirit
of things and give away their radios."
The show that pulled the rug from under Mr. Allen's Hooper
was Stop the Music, a program which since then has undergone
a transition to television and, as reported here last week, will be
spruced up for its return to ABC-TV this fall. Obviously it will
have to offer more than the $20,000 jackpot it gave away in its
radio heyday if it hopes to compete with a program that dangles
$64,000 cash as first prize.
Meanwhile, NBC-TV this fall will be telecasting Big Surprise
which promises to give winners their "lifelong ambition, regardless,"
plus up to $100,000 in cash. It will be hard for any show to top that.
The hope must be held, of course, that the giveaway craze on
television will wear itself out, and at an earlier stage of development
than that reached by the eruption of giveaways on radio. In the
summer of 1948 there were 48 regularly scheduled giveaway programs on the four radio networks. By conservative estimate they
distributed a million dollars worth of prizes. The sheer abundance
of such programs and the munificence of their charities eventually
killed them off.
The same fate awaits the giveaways on television, if the trend
toward imitation of The $64,000 Question gets out of hand.
Candidate

Kefauver

UNFORTUNATELY for his political aspirations — which are
intensifying by the hour — Sen. Estes Kefauver's report last
week on "Television and Juvenile Delinquency" lacks the yeasty
flavor of the goings-on before his Crime Committee of four years
or so ago.
In last week's report by his Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee,
the old zing is gone. To Tse sure, the Senator is still coming out foursquare against crime, but in this case he has unearthed no criminals
to match, for morbid appeal, those whom he presented in his 1951
pre-Presidential exertion. Reading the latest Kefauver report, one
almost yearns to encounter a manicured underworld czar like Frank
Costello, a fallen beauty like Virginia Hill. But all he finds is a celluloid Hopalong Cassidy, a Roy Rogers with a box of crispy, crunchy
cereal in hand. It is hard to work up a hate against even the bad
guys that tangle at Eagle Pass with Hopalong and Roy.
In essence the Kefauver subcommittee found that television and
especially television cowboy shows are choked with violence and
sadism which are bound to have an undesirable effect on the impressionable young. If the report had not gone beyond such a
palpably ridiculous finding, it could be dismissed as a desperate
groping for publicity by a man who cannot drive by the White House
without breathing hard.
But the Senator's subcommittee makes recommendations that television broadcasters and their advertisers will have to take seriously.
Among the proposals: stricter FCC control of programming as well
as FCC authority to levy fines and revoke licenses of stations that
violate FCC-established standards; legislation to establish a Presidential commission to report on tv programs considered detrimental
to the young; formation of local "listening councils" to monitor tv;
100% station membership in the NARTB as a means of obtaining
"collective responsibility" for maintaining high program standards.
These proposals are variously illegal, silly and ominous. To urge
the FCC to control programming is to flout the Communications Act
which specifically prohibits FCC censorship of programs. To suggest that agency be given authority to levy fines is to propose its assumption ofjudicial duties which belong nowhere but in the courts.
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Idea suggested by staff of KXLK Great Falls, Mont.
"Best morning man we've ever had."
It would be equally illegal for the government to try to force all
stations to join any trade association.
Government-sponsored national and local watchdog committees
are silly in the conception but ominous in the threat of organized
pressure they could exert.
In all, the Kefauver subcommittee recommendations add up to a
vision of unbearable government control. Lest the vision turn into
reality, broadcasters must discourage Congress and the FCC from
taking a cue from the ambitious Sen. Kefauver.
Certainly broadcasters have a responsibility to keep violence in
programs to a sensible minimum, and we suggest they have been
doing so. The true cause of juvenile delinquency is not crime
shows on tv. It was identified accurately last week in a letter from
former President Harry S. Truman to Sen. Kefauver. The way to
cure delinquency, said Mr. Truman, was for parents to take more
interest in their children, keep closer control over them in their
developmental years.
Next: Courtroom

Telecasts

THE unanimous acceptance of television — and radio, too — as
well-mannered, efficient and unobtrusive members of the reporting profession at last week's American Bar Assn. convention can
be interpreted as a major event in broadcasting history. Much
more important, the admission of the electronic media into ABA's
sacred halls can justifiably be called an outstanding, if tardy, step
forward in legal history.
As explained elsewhere in these columns, tv and radio demonstratconvincingly
ed •
that they can cover a public proceeding and
even a court trial without using the usual glare and clatter of still
and motion picture photography. No more difficult auditorium could
have been picked for this demonstration of dignified and accurate
reporting than the huge antique ballroom of the Bellevue-Stratford
Hotel in Philadelphia, lighted only by scattered 15 and 25 w Mazda
bulbs. The lighting was barely adequate for reading. Yet in this
dim hall, three tv cameras fed clear, sharp closed-circuit pictures to
a dozen tv receivers without the use of supplementary lighting.
Not a member of the ABA's House of Delegates, a dignified and
solemn legislative body, was annoyed by the electronic equipment.
The nation's top jurists have been notoriously anti-radio and antitelevision every time courtroom coverage has been mentioned. A
few years ago a request for closed circuit experimental telecasting
wouldn't have received 10 votes, in the words of Lloyd Wright, retiring ABA president. Last Monday the House approved a petition
by Judge Justin Miller, NARTB legal advisor and ex-board chairman and president, by a unanimous vote, an important victory in
the long-time fight of NARTB 's Freedom of Information Committee to obtain judicial notice of the existence of electronic media and
of the public's right to know what is going on in the courtroom.
A generation of Americans is growing up accustomed to the
presence of camera and microphone at public events. The legal profession clings to tradition and to centuries-old rhetoric and doctrines.
It has adjusted slowly to progress. At last there are signs that lawyers and judges are learning the facts of modern life.
Broadcasting
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it started with snow

tires . . .

Like many retailers, the 23-outlet chain of General Department Stores in West
Virginia had looked upon television as a costly advertising medium. Predominantly,
they'd used
this year, an
for a brand of
hmmed

small weekly newspapers and small local radio stations. Then, early
interesting thing happened. People besieged General's stores, asking
snow tires demonstrated over (of all things) television. "Hmmra,"
General's merchandise manager, "we could try TV." So they did.

$296 ventured — $32,766.60 gained!
That's what happened! General selected a likely-looking bedroom suite, invested
$296, and scheduled a single one-minute announcement on four consecutive days
over WSAZ-TV. Well, sir, within 10 days they sold 147 bedroom suites at
$159.95 each — plus 100 mattresses at $59.95 — plus 21 box springs (same price)
— plus about $2,000 worth of bedding items . . all directly traceable to
General's timorous toe dipped into the TV swim. Total sales: $32,766.60.
"Wow!" said General. "Happens all the time," said WSAZ-TV. So . .

$410.30 more brings another $28,381.65!
This time the offer was a nationally-advertised wringer-type washing machine,
priced at $169.95. Investment of $410.30 bought six one-minute commercials on
WSAZ-TV — and the boys at General were outspokenly skeptical. But sure
enough, within 10 days, 167 washing machines moved out of the stores and another
$28,381.65 — credited to WSAZ-TV — had clanged up on the cash registers.
(More, incidentally, than all wringer-type washers sold during all of 1954!)

$410.30 again — $22,305.15 sales in 10 days!
The next month this same surprised advertiser put another $410.30 to work on
WSAZ-TV, promoting a 10-piece modern living room group. What happened?
People (synonymous down here, 3 out of 4, with WSAZ-TV viewers) came in
for 97 of these $229.95 sets, spending another $22,305.15. That did it! You
can't keep General Department Stores off WSAZ-TV these days. Every month,
a new promotion. Every month, new sales records for each item promoted!

say.. do you like to make money, too?
There's nothing mysterious about how this $83,453.40 was garnered from an
$1,116.60 investment. WSAZ-TV is the one medium that covers the whole purseloaded market in our industrial heart of America — an area five states wide and four
billion dollars deep in buying power. WSAZ-TV families want what you're selling.
They have the inclination and the money to buy it. BUT you have to reach them to
set off sales. Plenty of local and national advertisers know what the Channel 3 magic
of WSAZ-TV can accomplish. With their successes to point the way, people will think
you hate money if you don't get in touch with the nearest Katz office this very day!

Not having been invented by Soviet Russia, corn
has nevertheless come to Russian attention
recently. A Soviet delegation of largeboreniks, or small
bigshots, has inspected Iowa (invented
by Rasputin just before he got overheated in 1916). One
of the visiting group, on his return to the USSR,
will shortly invent the hog, which is another story.
Corn, we read someplace, is the backbone of
American agriculture. We'd be the last to deny it.
Of some 3 billion bushels grown in the U.S.
last year, 17% came from Iowa. The fourlegged machine to be called hog by the Soviets
gets about half of the corn crop, which, in turn is
got by the two-legged homo sapiens, which isn't
a bad arrangement. The latter also gets a certain amount
of corn without hog intervention: Iowa's output
of canned corn last year was large enough to
supply each family in Iowa with 84 No. 2 cans of
corn, which is a hell of a lot of starch.
There are other uses. Without corn, much radio and
tv time wouldn't be sponsored, and if you think
that's snide, stop. We mean corn makes corn
flakes which makes sponsors. It makes the
stuff laundries use too much of in men's shirt
collars. It makes an oil used in margarine. It makes
dextrose, bourbon, and corn cob pipes. Corn cobs,
among other things, also make Cr,H402, an oily liquid
called furfural, used to make plastics.
Corn, in short, makes us and our advertisers very happy.
It makes purchasing power which makes sales.
WMT

AM

& TV

CBS for Eastern Iowa
AM: 600 kc
•
Mail address: Cedar Rapids

TV: Channel 2 100,000§vat

National Representatives : The Katz Agency
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KANSAS CITY. Calling (by
Hooper) or re-calling (with
Pulse) dominates
it's unanimous
WHB
Kansas—
City. (June-July daytime
Hooper 45. 1 % ) WHB
achieved dominance in less
than a year
Mid-Continent under
management.
10,000
watts on 710 kc. Call John
Blair or General Manager
George W. Armstrong.

OMAHA. 52.6% share of audience. The highest ratings of
any station in a comparable
market in America. KOWH
commands every single daytime quarter hour. Wide
coverage on 660 kc. KOWH
is doing a job for its local
and national advertisers.
Get H-R or General Manager Virgil Sharpe to tell
you about it.

CONTINENT

RADIO

rEEKLY
AND TV

NEW ORLEANS. Some old New
Orleans radio traditions
have disappeared, and a new
one is here. Mid-Continent
has operated WTIX for two
years now. It took only the
first ten months for the station to move from last to
first
and it's
been
there place
ever — since.
Average
July daytime Hooper:
20.2%. Second station:
11.9%. Chat with Adam J.
Young, Jr. or General Manager Fred Berthelson.

BROADCASTING COMPANY
President: Todd Storz

KOWH, Omaha
Represented by
H-R Reps., Inc.

WHB, Kansas City
Represented by
John Blair & Co.

WTIX,
New Orleans
Represented
by
Adam J. Young, Jr.
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EDDY

ARNOLD

TIME

If you're looking for a Fall TV series — and you can't
decide among the many fine TV dramas
and mysteries — don't you think it makes sense
to investigate a completely different type of show?
And don't you think that the public
would gratefully respond to one that's fresh
and entertaining?

First returns on
EDDY

ARNOLD TIME"
Ratings:
WDXI-TV, Jackson, Tenn....70.2
KCMC-TV, Texarkana, Tex.. 47. 5
KCJB, Minot, N. D
98.0
(Honest-to-God!)
KFXJ-TV, Grand Junction,
Colo
75.6

Then you'll want to investigate "EDDY ARNOLD
TIME," a beautiful, stimulating musical series —
imaginatively produced and lavishly staged —
featuring a splendid cast and America's favorite
singer of songs, EDDY ARNOLD.

26 half-hours now in the can, all made in 1955 — a
quality production, realistically priced.

"EDDY

WALTER

ARNOLD
TIME"
For descriptive brochure, prices, and
audition film, write, wire or phone
SCHWIMMER

CO.

75 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, III., FRanklin 2-4392
New York Office: Howard Henkin, 16 E. 41st St., LExington 2-1791
Hollywood Office: Tom Corradine, 5746 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 2-4448
Canada, Spence Caldwell, 447 Jarvis, Toronto, WAInut 2-2103

VOTED

1955

BEST

SPORTS

SERIES!

"CHAMPIONSHIP BOWLING" is the TV sports
champ! The TV industry voted it first, as the best,
new, non-network series, in BILLBOARD'S
Program and Talent Poll. And no wonder!

Annual

"CHAMPIONSHIP BOWLING" is now racking up
ratings that can only be described as astonishing.
Not even baseball, fights or pro football can
compete. Sounds almost unbelievable, but it's true!

WKJG-TV
WHAM-TV

Ft. Wayne, Ind.— 5:30 Sat. aft. 40.4
Rochester, N.Y.-2:30

WDAF-TV

Kansas City, Ma— 1:00 Sun. aft. 18.0

WKRC-TV

Cincinnati, Ohio— 1 :00 Sun. aft. 22*4

CHAMPIONSHIP
52 HOUR
WE'VE GOT
* THE STARS!
To be tops, you've got to have the tops.
And we've got 'em — under exclusive
contract. The bowling champs of the
world, the group that comprises the
"Major League."
STEVE NAGY
BUZ FAZIO
DON CARTER
JOE KRISTOF
ANDY VARIPAPA JOE NORRIS
NED DAY
BILLY WELU
BUDDY BOMAR
ED KOWALICS
JUNIE McMAHON
PAUL KRUMSKE
JOE WILMAN
STAN GIFFORD
BILL LILLARD
CARMEN SALVINO
CONNIE SCHWOEGLER

Sat. aft. 30.0

FILMS NOW

BOWLING
IN THE CAN

It's a one-hour film show (shot specifically for Television)
featuring match elimination games between champions of
the bowling world for major cash awards. No sports film
can equal this one for excitement and suspense. Here's a
show that will build a big rating overnight in any time slot
regardless of competition — even the best feature films.
For descriptive brochure, prices, and
audition film, write, wire or phone
WALTER

SCHWIMMER

CO.

75 E. Wacker Drive, Chicage 1, III., FRanklin 2-4392
New York Office: Howard Henkin, 16 E. 41st St., LExington 2-1791
Hollywood Office: Tom Corradine, 5746 Sunset Blvd., HOIIywood 2-4448
Canada, Spence Caldwell, 447 Jarvis, Toronto, WAInut 2-2103

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and July by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

AMERICA'S

lO™

TV

MARKET

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER,
PENNA.
NBC
and
CBS

STEINMAN

The WGAL-TV

STATION

Clair McCollough,

Pres.

multi-city market area is comprised

of 912,950 TV sets owned

by 3Vi million people who

have $5'/2 billion to spend each year. For maximum
sales in a multi-city market, advertise on WGAL-TV.

Representatives:
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TV RATE INQUIRY • FCC's Common
Carrier Bureau has instituted investigation
into reasonableness of coaxial and microwave rates of AT&T, as first phase of
study of network rules as applied to tv.
Under personal direction of Harold G.
Cowgill, bureau chief and former operating
head of uhf ch. 17 WTVP (TV) Decatur,
111., staff in New York is accumulating
factual data to be submitted to fourcommissioner committee working under
Congressional mandate and with $80,000
special fund. Committee is Chairman McConnaughey and Comrs. Hyde, Bartley
and Doerfer.
B»T
COMMON Carrier Bureau needed no
special authorization since it is functioning
under Docket No. 8963, instituted in 1947,
which is still open as to rates. New York
staff directed by Jack Buckley, chief of
field staff. Bureau hopes to clean up its
task before FCC gets into other phases of
network study, to update 1941 chainmonopoly regulations, and which cover
contentions made to Senate Committee
that small market operators can't afford tv
line or relay charges. Otherwise, FCC inquiry is in suspense, awaiting appointment of director in charge, who presumably will select his own staff of six or
eight. Recruiting difficult, because of short
tenure and low $80,000 budget.
B*T
AGENCY LIQUIDATION • Horace
Hagedorn, president of Kiesewetter, Baker,
Hagedorn & Smith, New York, is expected
to join Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
along with $1.2 million La Rosa (foods)
account, it was understood Friday as
KBH&S, announced it will liquidate between now and end of current year. H.
M. Kiesewetter, who founded firm 25 years
ago, retires to devote himself to management of personal interests; Samm S. Baker
has joined executive staff of Donahue &
Coe, and H. B. Smith is withdrawing from
advertising field to enter another business.
B»T

make its presentation Sept. 9. (2) Budweiser has signed for 1956 St. Louis
Cards (owned by Anheuser-Busch) radiotv schedule of 100-plus radio stations and
KTVI (TV) St. Louis for television. (3)
P. J. Orthwein, D'Arcy president, is on
board of brewery and is married to President August Busch's sister. Another Orthwein is an A-B vice president.
B«T
REORGANIZATION of D'Arcy 's St.
Louis office is in offing within next month
or so, to be pegged along departmentalization lines. Harry K. Ren fro, who has been
serving as radio-tv director and account
executive on Budweiser-Cards baseball, is
understood to be slated for new overall
radio-tv director's post to be created.
B»T
POLITICAL TARGET • Fact that former
President Harry S. Truman is taking cracks
at what GOP has done in way of using "influence" at FCC as well as among other
government agencies may be harbinger of
things to come in upcoming presidential
campaign. FCC also has been singled out
for criticism by other Democratic leaders
in attacks upon Republican administration.
B«T
JOSEPH L. RAUH JR., national chairman of Americans for Democratic Action,
who has figured in public eye in attacking administration, is expert in broadcast
law and may barge into that field also.
Mr. Rauh, native Cincinnatian, served as
assistant general counsel of FCC in charge
of broadcast matters from May 9, 1940
to May 27, 1941 under General Counsel
Telford Taylor.
B»T
RADIO SPLASH • Lincoln-Mercury, Detroit, planning giant spot announcement
radio campaign in nearly 500 markets effective Sept. 19. Campaign will run for seven
or eight weeks. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
B»T

BOTH sides in toll tv issue are keeping
their eyes on Friday, Sept. 9, date on which
reply briefs are due before FCC. Original
briefs, filed last June 9, brought unprecedented comments, with total count on
documents received reaching nearly 12,000
— about equally divided between pros and
cons, aside from those containing multiple
signatures.
B»T

THEODORE I. OBERFELDER, who resigned his ABC vice presidency after "20second" session with ABC President Robert
E. Kintner, hopes to land berth on West
Coast. He received what he regards as
"most generous" severance pay from ABC,
terminating 11 years with network organization, latterly as vice president in
charge of W ABC-TV New York.
B»T

IN THE FAMILY • Despite recurrent
reports last week that Anheuser-Busch
( Budweiser) would leave D'Arcy Adv. Co.
for another agency, you can probably
make book account will stay. Here are
facts: (1) Budweiser has heard pitches
from N. W. Ayer & Son and J. Walter
Thompson Co. and D'Arcy is slated to

RETREAT FOR AIR FORCE? What happens to existing government tv stations
when commercial outlets are ready to serve
same area? Test case will soon arise out
of commercial application for ch. 8 at
Presque Isle, Me., by engineer Thomas
B. Friedman [B»T, Aug. 29]. At stake is
ch. 8 operation of Limestone, Me., air

Broadcasting
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circuit
base. Although low-power operation, base
station has program logs printed in Presque
Isle newspaper and is reported serving
15,000 receivers [B«T, July 4].
B»T
KEY Defense . Dept. and FCC officials
expressed conviction that Air Force at
Limestone would be obligated to relinquish
station operation in face of commercial
tv service. Gentleman's agreement to this
effect exists under Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee. Defense Dept.
official says this agreement is unenforcable,
but that Defense policy would compel
government station to bow out. Course of
action apparently not so clear when commercial radio station claims unfair competition from government tv as in case
of KUAM Guam threatened with proposed
military tv outlet [B»T,
B«T July 4].
MANANA

• Mexican communications authorities expected to notify U. S. government by about Sept. 15 on acceptance or
rejection of bi-lateral agreement on am
radio allocations [Closed Circuit, Aug.
15]. While optimism generally has been
expressed on an accord, reports trickling
in are that Mexico's industry group, representing existing stations, favor plan but
that some members of government delegation want additional concessions which
U. S. delegation has insisted would not be
considered.
B»T
INDICATIVE of new line of thought on
FCC in relation to uhf-vhf problem were
comments last Friday of Comr. Robert E.
Lee at West Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting in White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
In off-the-cuff remarks, he viewed uhf as
secondary service for foreseeable future
and said he was predisposed toward dropins on vhf channels, reduction of separations and use of directionals, with existing
uhf'ers to be given first crack at such
assignments. He's also hopeful that number
of vhf channels can be increased through
trades with military and possibly with
existing posedfmto handle
allocations,
he's dislatteralthough
rather gingerly.
Comr. Lee is expected to expose his overall allocations philosophy on Sept. 20 at
first of NARTB's area meetings in Chicago.
(See Hyde comments, page 62).
B»T
TV HOME COUNT • Fund of new facts
on U. S. tv homes due from U. S. Census
Bureau in fortnight. Statisticians at weekend were nearing end of compilations
showing for U. S. and four regions: Number of tv households with one set and
with two or more; table of tv households
by number of dwellers; nationwide tv
ownership by size of urbanized areas, with
five-way breakdown; ownership inside and
outside standard metropolitan areas (will
not show individual areas).
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FCC Filing Signifies End
Of DuMont Tv Network
OFFICIAL notice that Allen B. DuMont Labs
Inc. is giving up network business was given
Friday when firm filed application with FCC
to transfer its two owned tv stations to subsidiary DuMont Broadcasing Corp. [B«T, Aug.
| 15].
WABD (TV) New York and WTTG (TV)
Washington will be under control of DuMont
Broadcasting, wholly-owned subsidiary of DuMont Labs. Application for FCC approval
noted there will be no change in control or
management of stations.
It was stated that DuMont Labs "has been
obliged to terminate and liquidate its tv broadcast network operations because they could not
"be
underofthetelevision
existing system
of operated
allocationprofitably
and control
broadcast stations and affiliations."
Statement asked "extensive readjustment" of
operations of DuMont Labs, required by "substantial termination" of network operations,
make it "necessary and desirable" that new subsidiary take over management at earliest practicable date.
DuMont Labs noted it will retain rights to
Electronicam live-film system. Balance sheet of
DuMont Broadcasting Corp. as of July 17 set
total assets at $2,732,416, with current assets
of $312,962. Stockholders' equity totaled
$2,732,416.
General Teleradio Acquires
Rights to BBC War Series
EXCLUSIVE rights to U. S. distribution of
British Broadcasting Corp.'s documentary series,
War in the Air, has been acquired by film division of General Teleradio Inc., GT announced
Friday. Series contains 15 half-hour films relating military air power's rise and impact on
world in past 20 years.
Film footage — more than 6 million feet — had
been contributed by U. S. Defense Dept.;
NATO; British Air Ministry; British Commonwealth Air Ministries and French Air Ministry.
Producer was BBC Television Service. Series
based on outstanding World War II air campaigns with 90% drawn from actual combat
material.
McLendon, Noe Organize
NOEMAC Station Group
NEW radio-tv station group known as
NOEMAC announced jointly by Gordon McLendon, president of Trinity Broadcasting
Corp., and his father-in-law, former Gov. James
A. Noe, president and head of Louisiana stations. Group will operate as advertising alliance and exchange information on electronics
developments.
All five am stations in the group are independent. They include KLIF Dallas, WRIT
Milwaukee, KELP El Paso, belonging to
Trinity; WNOE New Orleans and KNOE
Monroe, La., belonging to Gov. Noe. Two tv
stations are in group — KNOE-TV Monroe, La.,
belonging to Gov. Noe and KOKE-TV El Paso,
Texas, Trinity outlet scheduled to start in
December on ch. 13. Trinity's key station,
KLIF, is affiliated saleswise with KFJZ Fort
Worth. Trinity plans to acquire other am and
tv properties.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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PONTIAC PACT
PONTIAC MOTOR DIV. of General
Motors Corp., through MacManus, John
& Adams Inc., will sponsor See It Now
series this fall on CBS-TV, William H.
Hylan, vice president in charge of network sales, CBS-TV, announced Friday.
Series will be made up of at least six
broadcasts, varying in length during program season. Edward R. Murrow's program to be in 30-minute and 90-minute
lengths depending on event treated.
Pontiac's sponsorship is for first two
programs slated for late October and midDecember. Auto firm has retained options
on other four. First show to study office
of vice-presidency and men elected to it;
second tentatively slated to be on New
York City with other planned to study
Hollywood (with emphasis on tv's effect),
report on Africa, studies of education and
traffic problems.
RAB Clinic to Highspot
Radio Success Stories
RADIO success stories will highlight agenda
of Radio Advertising Bureau's national radio
advertising clinic set for Oct. 13-14 at New
York's Waldorf-Astoria. Some 21 radio advertisers will show how radio is used to solve
problems in national or regional campaigns,
RAB said Friday.
Speakers will include Walter Purdom, executive vice president, Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff,
on behalf of Contandina tomato paste, and
Arthur Magee, account executive, Rippey, Henderson, Kostka & Co., agency for Frontier Airlines (feeder airline operating in Rocky Mt.
region). Also slated: panels on copy, marketing
techniques and new research projects; case
studies and other illustrations of techniques
of use to national and regional advertisers,
particularly in selective markets.
NBC Russian Pickups
NBC Radio to program what is described as
first series of direct broadcasts from Moscow to
U. S. by Irving
Levine,Union,
network's
news correspondent inR.Soviet
starting
this
Wednesday. Program, This Is Moscow, programmed 10:20 to 10:30 p.m. (EDT), will include feature reports on varied aspects of Russian life (arts, science and business) as well as
interviews with Russians in these fields. Mr.
Levine, recently granted permanent visa, already
has been broadcasting daily from Moscow. Until last Wednesday, he was not not censored.
TOO

HOT

FOR

HOME

KCOP (TV) Los Angeles announced Friday it had refused film spots for feature
movie "I Am a Camera" on ground sexy
scenes are not fit for home viewing. Station indicated action does not pass judgment on scenes or lines of film itself.
Understood second Los Angeles outlet
planned similar action. Movie itself has
been refused production code seal.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

FRIGIDAIRE DRAMA • Frigidaire Div. of
General Motors Corp. will sponsor "My
Favorite Husband" in CBS-TV's 10:30-11 p.m.
Tues. spot following $64,000 Question, effective
Oct. 4. Kudner Agency, N. Y., handles.
CIBA DOCUMENTARY • Ciba Pharmaceutical Products Inc., Summit, N. J., in cooperation with American Medical Assn., will
present new documentary series, Medical
Horizons," on ABC-TV, Mon., 9:30-10 p.m.
effective Sept. 12. Show for Ciba is packaged
by J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., with Fred
Carney as producer-director.
SERUTAN RADIO • Serutan, New York,
through Edward Kletter Assoc., buying radio
spot announcement campaign starting Sept. 6
for 52 weeks.
NUCOA BUYING TV • Best Foods (Nucoa
margarine) expected to buy tv campaign in
number of markets starting Sept. 12 for 32
weeks. Agency, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New
York.
GLEEM PLANS • Procter & Gamble (Gleem
toothpaste) through Compton Adv., New York,
understood to be planning radio spot announcement campaign in number of markets effective
Sept. 19. Usual until-forbid P&G contract will
be placed.
AGENCY SWITCH • Personal Products, division of Johnson & Johnson, currently serviced
by BBDO, New York, expected to name GearMarston as agency effective first of year.
TPA

Acquires

104 Episodes

Of 'Private Secretary' Series
PURCHASE OF 104 episodes of "Private
Secretary" film series starring Ann Sothern,
announced by Milton A. Gordon, president of
Television Programs of America, called largest
transaction of its kind in tv film distribution.
TPA is paying Chertok Productions, producers
of series, $4 million for negatives of 104
pictures.
New productions in "Private Secretary" series
will remain as Sunday evening network feature
over CBS-TV, alternating with Jack Benny
under sponsorship of American Tobacco Co.,
and will continue to be produced by Chertok
organization. Episodes acquired by TPA, under
agreement reached by Edward Small, TPA
board chairman, and Paul McNamara, partner
and vice president of Chertok, will be distributed under title "Susie." TPA has bought its
rights in perpetuity.
ABC-TV 'Festival' Contest
ABC-TV has invited some 500 members of
agency media and research departments in New
York and another 300 in Chicago to take part
in contest that offers cash prizes of $1,000, $500
and $250 for winning estimates of what Nielsen
rating
will be forFamous
network's
feature average
film presentation,
Film 90-minute
Festival,
Sun., 7:30-9 p.m. EDT starting Sept. 18. Contest will be based on Nielsen's two October reports. Estimates also being asked for individual
separate week Nielsen ratings for period covered
by reports and average number of homes
reached per program over period. Latter estimates to be used in case of ties.
September 5, 1955
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C3&C^XlN

A SERIES OF

WOW-TV
ON-THE-AIR SALESMEN
(Farm Service Director, MAL HANSEN)

Farmers

BELIEVE
MAL

BECAUSE

HANSEN!

he has broadcast on Radio WOW

and WOW-TV daily for ten years.
BECAUSE he has intimate contacts with all midwestern farm organizations and agriculture schools.
BECAUSE he knows farmers personally. Each
year he travels 15,000 miles to visit farmers and
farm gatherings. He is the most sought after
speaker in midwestern agriculture.
BECAUSE he is nationally recognized. He is
past president of the National Association of
TV and Radio Farm Directors.
BECAUSE more than a thousand farm folk have
followed his annual farm study trips, including
two to Europe.
BECAUSE he has an expert staff, headed by
Associate Farm Director Arnold Peterson.
BECAUSE he is with a Meredith Publishing Co.
station affiliated with "Successful Farming"
magazine.

MAL

HANSEN

TELLS AND

SELLS

If you want Believable Mai to sell for you, call
any Blair TV man or Fred Ebener, WE 3400, Omaha, Nebraska.

Affiliated with "Better Homes & Gardens" and "Successful Farming" Magazines
A Meredith Station . . Frank P. Fogarty, Vice Pres. & General Manager.
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at

TV Grant in Pittsburgh
Faces Possible Rehearing
RECOMMENDATION that FCC rehear ch. 1 1
grant at Pittsburgh to WWSW Inc., if certain
"infirmities" in merger agreement are not resolved, was made Friday by FCC's Broadcast
I Bureau.
Bureau held that merger agreement between
ch. 11 applicants WWSW and WIAS that resulted in final grant raises "substantial questions" of long-established FCC policies. Substantive analysis of agreement was not made in
examiner's
initial decision or final grant, bureau
stated.
Among questions raised by Broadcast Bureau
are violations of duopoly rule .in that tv station (WIIC [TV] due to start Nov. 15) will be
operated "for a time" under licensees of two
standard Pittsburgh stations; that WJAS makes
no provision for divestment of WHIB Greensburg, Pa., which overlaps WWSW.
Unless these "infirmities" are resolved by
modification of agreement, bureau recommended commission grant ch. 16 WENS (TV) Pitts. burgh .rehearing as latter station requested.
WJAS also asked Friday that WENS petition
be denied. Station said FCC is without jurisdiction to consider this petition in as much as
WENS has sought judicial relief. Appeal against
grant to WWSW Inc. is pending before U. S.
Appeals Court in Washington.
RETMA Fall Agenda Covers
Trade Rules, Excise Taxes
PROPOSALS to ask changes in trade practice
rules governing radio-tv set manufacturing will
be reviewed at fall conclave to be held Sept.
13-15 by Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. at
Plaza Hotel, New York. Manufacturers object
to required "used" label on tv pictures made
of re-used glass envelopes, new measurements
of tv screens and rules governing advertising
of cabinets not made of solid woods.
Plans for National Radio & Television Week
starting Sept. 18 (story page 91) will be reviewed
along with Voice of Democracy contest plans
and proposals to renew efforts to obtain relief
from excise taxes. President H. Leslie Hoffman
will preside at RETMA sessions. Schedule of
sessions includes 29 separate meetings.
Timothy Buys KMBY Control
KMBY Monterey, Calif., sold by Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Gwynn to B. P. (Tim) Timothy, one of
founders of Avery-Knodel Co., station representatives. He purchased 75% of outstanding stock for $50,000, subject to FCC approval.
Transaction handled by Blackburn-Hamilton
f Co., broadcasting and newspaper brokerage
firm. KMBY is a 250 w station on 1240 kc.
DuMont

Names

Bowker

BENJAMIN C. BOWKER, one-time general
manager, WLIB New York, appointed public
relations manager of Allen B. Du Mont Labs,
succeeding J. H. Ruiter, who has become
manager of advertising and sales promotion of
Du Mont's Technical Products Div. (see story,
page 98), Keeton Arnett, vice president for
administration, has announced.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

deadline

NEW SCREEN TEST
HOLLYWOOD movie producers have
discovered new way to screen test prospective movie talent. It's television. William Miklejohn, Paramount talent chief,
planned to sit at home and observe singeractress Louise O'Brien during her appearance on NBC-TV And Here's the Show.

New Financing by RCA
Discussed at Board Session
ADVISABILITY of increasing RCA's financial
resources discussed at regular meeting of RCA
board Friday, according to Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff, board chairman.
Gen. Sarnoff also reported quarterly dividend of 25 cents per share on RCA common
stock had been voted, payable Oct. 24 to holders of record at close of business Sept. 16. Dividend of 87.5 cents per share on first preferred
stock was declared for period Oct. 1 to Dec.
31, payable Jan. 3, 1956, to holders of record
at close of business Dec. 12.
Discussing possibility of additional financing,
Gen. Sarnoff said: "The history of the corporation's growth, particularly over the past 10
years, the many new developments in the corporation's present field of activities, and RCA's
expanding business in electronics in the military
and civilian fields require the consideration of
raising additional capital. The issuance of $100
million of Subordinated Convertible Debentures
in anticipation of these future needs was discussed; but final decision as to the amount
or the manner in which these funds would be
raised has not yet been made. The corporation
is carry on discussions with Lehman Bros,
and Lazard Freres & Co. with respect to its
financing program."
Sacramento Case Appealed
McCLATCHEY Broadcasting Co. appealed
Friday to U. S. Court of Appeals for D. C. from
FCC decision granting KBET-TV Sacramento,
right to move studios and transmitter. KBETTV was favored over McClatchy in ch. 10 grant
last October and two months later filed for
changes. FCC granted changes and denied protests by McClatchy that it would be harmed
because its own KFBK Sacramento serves same
area as ch. 10 tv outlet. Question which McClatchy asked court to settle: Has McClatchy
standing to seek reconsideration of grant of
permit changes? FCC held that it didn't.
UPCOMING
Sept. 8-9: NARTB Code Review Board,
NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Sept. 11-13: Seventh Dist. AFA Convention, Birmingham, Ala.
(For other Upcoming; see page 703)

GEORGE VAUGHAN, formerly with MCATV, joins Official Films this week as senior
account executive in New York headquarters
as contact on key agencies.
PAUL A. RYAN, formerly vice president of
Product Presentation Inc., Cincinnati, appointed
sales planning manager, Capehart-Farnsworth
Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.
RICHARD W. BOWMAN, who recently joined
Norman, Craig & Kummel in tv copy supervisory capacity, named a vice president.
General Teleradio Contract
Portends Selznick in Tv
SIGNING of David O. Selznick by General
Teleradio's RKO Radio Pictures to produce
unspecified number of major films may also
mark introduction of Hollywood producer into
tv, it was speculated Friday. Published reports
that Mr. Selznick plans to produce tv film
series could not be confirmed by RKO Radio
Friday, but Mr. Selznick was quoted as saying
that "television will be an integral part of the
Selznick Co.'s operations.
Mr. Selznick was further quoted as not having
"formally committed" tv shows to General Teleradio but that "we do recognize a mutuality of
interests." Also reported were scheduling of
meeting this week between Mr. Selznick and
Charles L. Glett, executive vice president of
RKO Radio, to talk about adapting tv film
principlesstanding
to between
movies,
RKO and
and gentlemen's
Selznick that underlatter
would enter overall operation of GT's tv and
theatrical projects after RKO Radio is back in
full film production.
Under terms of long-term contract between
Mr. Selznick and RKO, latter will finance Selznick studio film operations with product set
for RKO exclusive distribution. Thomas F.
O'Neil, MBS and General Teleradio president,
and Daniel T. O'Shea, president of RKO Radio,
and A. Morgan Maree Jr., also RKO Radio
executive, took part in negotiations with Mr.
Selznick. Also agreed upon was re-issue of
previous Selznick features to be launched with
saturation tv and other media campaigns.
Autopsy Ordered by Police
In Death of Philip Loeb
AUTOPSY ordered Friday by New York City
police in death of veteran actor-producer Philip
Loeb, 61, caused by apparent overdose of sleeping pills. He was found dead Thursday night
in his room at Hotel Taft.
Mr. Loeb was "Jake Goldberg" of tv series —
The Goldbergs, then on NBC-TV— until few
years ago when his name was included in Red
Channels, privately-published anti-Communist
booklet dealing with entertainment industry.
At time, Actors Equity had branded listing as
"unfair" and Mr. Loeb was supported by Mrs.
Gertrude Berg ("Molly"), creator of The Goldbergs. She had
that and
Mr.never
Loebhas"stated
categorically
that noted
he is not
been
a Communist . . . No evidence has been presented to the contrary."
KNTV (TV) Starts Next Week
FIRST tv station in San Jose, Calif., KNTV,
scheduled to debut Sept. 12, according to General Manager Douglas D. Kahle. Outlet will
operate on ch. 11. Vernor Adv. Agency, San
Francisco, named to handle station advertising,
public relations and sales promotion, with Bill
Vernor as account executive.
September 5, 1955
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BORNE!

On the air at last with the ONLY

low channel, the ONLY

MAXI-

MUM POWER station serving the Shreveport area. We're operating
at 100,000 watts Video, 69,800 watts Audio from a tower 1143
feet above average terrain, 1 153 feet above ground and 1403 feet
above sea level.
. . . 1,351,700 population* .
*SM May, 1955 fRETMA

151,941 TV Setsf . . . $Billion Market*

The Best TV Buy
Between

Atlanta

And Dallas
E. NEWTON WRAY
President and General Manager
Represented by
Edward Petry & Company

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

KTBSty
CHANNEL

SHREVEPORT,

LA.
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IN REVIEW
Johnnie

Lott

(P&Manalih}
5000
at

(pluA

Watts

970

kc

WERH
One of the most productive selling combinations inNorthwest Alabama, Northeast
Mississippi and Southern Tennessee is Big
Johnnie
WERH's Big, Powerful
5000 WattsLottat and
970 KC.
Mid-South folks like the way Big Johnnie
talks . . . and there're a lot of them in
WERH's 33 county market of nearly 200,000
radio homes. If Big Johnnie says a product
is good . . . it's good!
Here's tener
a appeal
personality
proven
lis(ask us backed
for our by
latest
Conlan)
who does a whale of a job of selling for
such national and regional advertisers as:
Royal Crown Cola
Westinghouse Appliances
Betsy Ross Bread
Armstrong Tires
SSS Tonic
Pepsi-Cola
Loveman's
Coca-Cola Dept. Store (Birmingham)
Gulf Refining
Chevrolet-Oldsmobile
Frigidaire Appliances
General Electric
Chrysler-DeSoto
Ford Motor Co.
Sherwin Williams Paints
Big Johnnie can sell for you too. Ask Hugh
Fite at WERH or any of Hil F. Best Comto tell pany
you.representatives. They'll be pleased

5000
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k
.
LTON KC
I
.
M
A
A
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I
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H
HUG
J. FITE, Pres
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WERH
National Representatives
HIL F. BEST
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DAVIS

CUP

MATCHES

NBC-TV's colorcast of the Davis Cup tennis
matches from the West Side Tennis Club at
Forest Hills, Long Island, was as exciting a
spectacle as any viewer could wish for — any
tennis-loving viewer, that is. The cast was
superb, the action thrilling, the outcome uncertain right up to the end. Here was "immediacy" atits utmost.
True, the outcome could have been a
happier one for the home team and for the
home team fans who suffered with the players
when the Australians swept the matches for a
five-to-nothing victory and left no doubt that
the Davis Cup properly belongs Down Under
this year. But if the home team had to lose,
it could not have had a more deserving conqueror. Tony Trabert and Vic Seixas are great
tennis players. But on the weekend of Aug.
26-28 Lew Hoad and Rex Hartwig were greater.
The Saturday and Sunday matches came over
exceedingly well in color. Unlike previous
tennis telecasts in black-and-white, where the
ball was hard to follow, the colorcasts showed
the white ball distinctly against the green grass
of the court, giving the televiewer as much
opportunity and perhaps even more right to
dispute the rulings of the linesmen on close
ones than if he had been seated in the stadium.
The long shots of the action seemed a little
fuzzy, in contrast to the sharpness of the between-games closeups, and there was a difference in color values as if the two cameras had
not been balanced to the same standard, but
these were minor flaws in a major performance
that proved conclusively that tv's color cameras
will have as secure a place outdoors in the sunlit
playing field as they have in the artificially
lighted studio.
Production costs: $38,750.
Telecast in color and black-and-white on NBCTV, Aug. 26, 2-5 p.m.; Aug. 27, 2:30-5 p.m.;
Aug. 28, 2-5 p.m., all EDT.
Overall supervisor: Tom Gallery, NBC director
of sports; director: Harry Coule; production
supervisor: Perry Smith; announcers: Jack
Kramer, Bud Palmer, Lindsey Nelson.
FIRESIDE THEATRE
THE ADVANCE billing of Jane Wyman's new
NBC-TV series gave no promise of its being
any more than the average half-hour drama
routine. The premiere performance lived up
to its billing.
Entitled "Technical Charge of Homicide,"
it was the story of a young wife who was riding
in a taxi when it struck and killed a 19-year-old
pedestrian. She was called as a witness in the
taxi driver's trial, and the plot indicated that
she was to be torn in her testimony between
sympathy for the father-of-three cabbie and
the grief-stricken mother of the dead youth.
But this conflict never came to be. She
hadn't seen the accident in the first place, and
the only question she could answer was whether
the cab was going fast, normal or slow. She
said normal. The cabbie was acquitted and that
was good. The mother won an out of court
settlement from the insurance company and
that too was good. And to top it all, the untilthen barren wife decided she should have children after all, and that was very good.
The show just didn't build up to any climax.
Other than that it was competent. The acting
and directing and producing were all that could
be expected. The story just wasn't there. Given
some scripts with meat in them, Miss Wyman
et al appear able to turn out a good show.
Let's hope they get those scripts.
Production cost: Approximately $40,000.
Sponsor: Procter & Gamble for Ivory Soap and

Crisco through Compton Adv.
Time: NBC-TV, Tuesdays, 9-9:30 p.m. EDT.
Producer: William Asher
Director: Sidney Landfield
Cast: Jane Wyman, William Chinkg, John Harmon, Nan Boardman, Argentine Brunetti.
FLOOD
CBS-TV has found itself a capable, sensitive
new documentary narrator in the person of its
highest-priced comic, Jackie Gleason. Whether
Mr. Gleason will continue to perform such
extra-curricular activities for the network is
problematical,
work ontradition.
"Flood" was in
the best EdwardbutR.hisMurrow
Most of the program was filmed in Winsted,
Conn., with survivors of the Hurricane Diane
aftermath relating their experiences on the
night when flood waters shredded the city's main
street, left shells where homes and businesses
had stood the night before, and brought death
to Some
loved of
ones.
•
Winsted's
citizens almost burst into
tears as they recounted their losses. Had Mr.
Gleason not been as versatile as he apparently
is (his dramatic debut was made last spring)
he could well have made a shambles of the
show. Mr. Gleason, in as uncomical a situation as one is likely to encounter, did a fine job.
Producer: Ernest Leiser.
Film Supervisor: Joseph Zigman
Writers: John Sharnick and Ernest Leiser.
Director: Verne Diamond
Narrator: Jackie Gleason and townspeople of
Winsted, Conn.
KUKLA, FRAN & OLLIE
THE VERSATILE and veteran video show,
Kukla, Fran & Ollie, is back with us for another season. Written and played with an imaginative spark primed to capture the curiosity of
the
youngoverandthethe
adult, the program hasn't
changed
years.
Returned were Ollie, the unpredictable, likable dragon who is more puff than fire; Kukla,
the big hearted tiny tyke with the oversized
nose, and Fran Allison, a human being with
warmth that lights up in spirit and song.
of last
on ABC-TV
wasTheme
that out
of Monday's
the summershowdoldrums
come
new tv programs, including the antics of Burr
Tillstrom's Kuklapolitan Players. The principals on the show kidded a bit about summer
being just about over and with it vacationing
in hammock, at the barbecue pit and on the
beach. A few things were said about ABC-TV's
fall lineup, a few exchanges were had on just
what day it was and lots of excitement when
Kukla, Ollie and Miss Allison discovered they
were already on the air.
Actually, with only 15 minutes to play around
with, the Kuklapolitans get quite a bit into
their program. Viewers who've always gone
for this sort of relaxed, and at times tonguein-cheek, humor, ought to find Kukla, Fran &
Ollie unspoilt, untarnished and still unspectacularly entertaining.
Sponsor: Gordon Baking Co. (Silvercup bread),
Detroit, through D'Arcy Adv., New York.
On EDT.
ABC-TV, Monday (Aug. 29) at 7-7:15 p.m.
Creator: Burr Tillstrom; producer: Beulah
Zachary; director: Lewis Gomavitz; music by:
Carolyn Gilbert; assistant to Mr. Tillstrom:
Joseph Lockwood Jr.
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fWe ought to know . . . we just
got some new prices on it.

But

in Louisville

WHAS-TV

...

Programming

pays

off!

0:55 P. M.
W" Friday
Monday
through
LATE SHO
(Market's outstanding feature
film show with host Jim Walton.)

Are

you

participating?

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
NEIL CLINE, Station Mgr.
Represented Nationally by Harrington,
Righter & Parsons,
New York, Chicago, San Francisco
Associated with The Courier-Journal
& The Louisville Times

Your Sales Message Deserves
The Impact of Programming

of Character

BASIC CBS-TV Network
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No trade secret is more jealously guarded by
advertisers than the specific effectiveness of
their television commercials.
The other day we succeeded

in coaxing one of

them into talking about a particular 90-second
announcement which was broadcast one night
at 8:26 on the CBS Television Network.
Immediately

following the broadcast 29,972

people in the audience sat down
an address in New
talked

and wrote to

York City. The postmarks

disclosed that each request had been mailed
prior to 11 p.m. the same night.
The fuse which touched off this explosion of
letter-writing was an announcement offering
free samples of Nescafe to anyone who wrote
and asked for them. The offer was made
The Nestle Company
program

on its CBS

Television

on the evening of September

Over a period of eighteen months
announcements,

by

19, 1953.

15 similar

each taking no more than a

minute-and-a-half, yielded a total of 2,163,775
requests from the audience.
More

than any words, these statistics speak

volumes

about the extraordinary impact of

television— its power to activate swiftly and
simultaneously vast numbers of people —
and the economic consequences of this power.
Although

conspicuous

for its dimensions, the

Nestle story is typical of what happens

when

an excellent product, effectively presented,
receives the exposure
advertising medium

\J JLJ KJ

of the largest single

in the world.

OPEN MIKE
Tv's Day in Court
EDITOR:

obowtlVk

Without changing its current rates,
WMAL-TV will boost its power to
252,000 watts this Fall and spark
the new ABC-TV programs with the
greatest promotion campaign ever conducted by a Washington TV station!
Ask Katz about prime
adjacencies for the Fall . . .
at current rates on
SUPERPOWER
<K

WMAL
- TV
Washington, D. C.
Represented by The Katz Agency
The Evening Star TV Station
Affiliated with ABC-Television

Frank Beatty's story, "The Silent Witness"
[B»T, Aug. 29], describes the success of our
television demonstration before the American
Bar Assn. in vivid and dramatic terms.
In fact, we think it tells the story so well we
are arranging to have it reprinted, with your
permission, for distribution to our membership
and to some 3,000 opinion leaders throughout
the country.
We certainly share the gratification expressed
in your editorial about the ABA demonstration.
It is a tribute to the NARTB Freedom of Information Committee which has been working
on this cause so untiringly, and I know it will
spur the group on to even greater efforts for
the radio and television industry.
Harold E. Fellows, Pres.
NARTB, Washington, D. C.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Permission granted.]
EDITOR:
I have just read your article ["The Silent
Witness," B»T, Aug. 29]. It is a beautiful job.
I am particularly grateful to you for following
up the demonstrations (of the operation of tv
in a courtroom) by getting statements from the
lawyers and judges present.
The comments which came to me, too, were
equally convincing. While few would commit
themselves concerning courtroom television, all
agreed that the demonstrations had been done
beautifully, without the disturbing lighting, confusion, noise, etc., which they had previously
associated with televising. . . .
You are quite right in your conclusion that
history was made and you can be happy in
knowing that your good reporting contributed
substantially to its meaning.
Justin Miller
NARTB Advisor and
former President and Board
Chairman
editor :
heartiest congratulations on your lucid
editorial in aug. 29 issue on courtroom
telecasts and frank beatty's magnificent
coverage of telecasting activities at aba
convention, subject matter of utmost significance to all media. radio and television
have particular and immediate interest
which requires continuous attention of
the industry on the thoughtful manner
you are treating it.
Robert D. Swezey, Exec. V. P.
WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans
Chmn., Freedom of Information Committee, NARTB
Between
EDITOR:

Effective September 28, 1955, KMBC-TV
joins the television
nation's most
dynamictheandAmerican
fastestgrowing
network,
Broadcasting Company. For programming details, consult your Free & Peters Colonel or:
H
jj
m
H
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Don Davis, First Vice President
John Schilling, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
George Higgins, Vice Pres. & Sales Mgr.
Mori Oreiner, Director of Television
•
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Times

Your editorial, "Time for Time Changes"
[B»T, duces
Aug.
results. 15] was excellent — I hope it proDaylight time is illegal in Wisconsin and, as
you may know, there was lengthy discussion
of it in the state legislature this year but to
no avail. Rockford, 111., and Beloit, Wis., are 16
miles apart. Our transmitter is midway between
and we have offices in each, but Rockford is on
Central Daylight Time and Beloit is on Central
Standard Time. You can see why I appreciated
your editorial.
I'm afraid my outlook is pessimistic though,
because I believe that most small stations, independent ornetwork, will not take an editorial
stand on anything really controversial for fear
of stepping on someone's toes, no matter how

enlightening it would be to the public, how
it would ease confusion or how worthy the
cause. Since, as your editorial states, the daylight vs. standard controversy is essentially
Bob Scholz, News Dir.
local — WBEL Beloit, Wis.
Telestatus Copies
EDITOR:
We note your offer [B«T, Aug. 1] to supply
additional copies of the Telestatus section.
Will you please supply me with four additional
copies of your current Telestatus? .
James Adshead, Jr., Pub. Rel. Dept.
E. L Du Pont De Nemours & Co.
Wilmington 98, Del.
[EDITOR'SSTATUSNOTE:
TELEreports on Additional
tv stations,copies
sets, of
published
on first
request.]
in
issue of B-T each month, are available
All Business Is Local
EDITOR:
I was very much interested in the editorial
headed "Local Express" in your Aug. 22 issue.
It contains the following statement:
"We can't think of a better slogan than one
which the newspapers themselves once used,
'All Business Is Local'."
For the past nine years there has not been a
piece of promotion material — including this letterhead— that has gone out from the Bureau of
Advertising without this slogan. It is also used
— with our permission — by quite a number of
our member newspapers in their own promotion. ...
Let me assure you that this is a very active
slogan and I am sure that our high-minded
friends in the radio business would not want
to be guilty of plagiarism.
Harold S. Barnes, Dir.
Bureau of Advertising of the American
Newspaper Publishers Assn. Inc.
New York
[EDITOR'S
had fear
no intention
to encourageNOTE:
plagiarism, B>T
has no
any broadcaster
would
stoop
to
it,
publishes
Mr.
Barnes'
letterIs
as a reminder that the slogan, "All Business
Local,"
is still
being used by the Bureau of
Advertising,
ANPA.]
Building Traffic, Chicago Style
EDITOR:
Some months ago you ran an item about the
downtown loop campaign on radio (and possibly television) in Chicago [B»T, Apr. 25],
which was highly successful in creating more
downtown traffic and trade in the loop. I wonder if you could send me a print or two of the
issue in which this appeared, or possibly just
the article itself.
I need this just as soon as possible for a
downtown business meeting of similar vein
which we are planning in Monroe.
Jack Ansell, Jr., Dir. of Tv Sales & Prom.
KNOE-AM-TV Monroe, La.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Tear sheets sent, as requested.]
New Call in Wilmington
EDITOR:
Is WPFH right (instead of WDEL-TV) in
Wilmington, Del., on page 55 of the Aug. 1
issue of B«T?
Betty Stuart Smith
J. Walter Thompson Co.
New York
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Yes. WDEL-TV
(TV) after its
purchase
by Paul F.became
Harron.]WPFH
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Largest Rating Increase

of any station

in Philadelphia*

More Local Advertisers

than any station in Philadelphia**

Largest

Out-Of-Home

of any station

* Pulse March-April, 1954
March-April, 1955
**Source B.A.R. Inc.

Listening

in Philadelphia*

WPEN

Represented Nationally by Gill-Perna
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our

respects

to EDGAR BLOOM STERN

The word is that everybody
seems to be in a dither about daylight saving time keepin' on so
long. All the big folks up in the
east, and we are too.
But you can just betcha this . . .
there are thousands of folks down
here in Middle Georgia that just
don't care what New York and all
the big city people do about time,
not where television is concerned.
Because whatever happens or
when, whether their favorite
shows come on at 6, 8 or 10,
they'll just keep on watching Channel 13 here in Middle Georgia.
Yes sir, they LIKE what they see
on WMAZ-TV. All our surveys have
shown that. For nearly two years
now (we're celebrating our second
anniversary this month) WMAZ-TV
has been programming what our
viewers like and what they look
at, almost religiously. And we're
gonna keep on doing that, come
time change.
So you smart advertisers who
need another 102,000 television
sets to get your message across
ought to see the boys at AveryKnodel. They'll tell you all about
WMAZ-TV and the prosperous
Middle Georgia market.

SOUTHEASTERN
BROADCASTING
COMPANY

MACON,
Page 20
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ONE December day seven years ago Edgar
B. Stern Jr. looked out over the spreading
miles of metropolitan New Orleans and the
twisted Mississippi River from the highest point
in the Deep South, the top of Hibernia National
Bank Bldg. Beside him was a batwing-topped
tower and a smallish but highly functional
penthouse — so small and so functional that
two levels were needed to house $350,000
worth of brand new WDSU-TV television
gear and the excited crew that kept it operating.
Young Edgar Stern was realizing the first
stage of a dream — a television dream that had
developed out in the Gulf of Mexico after
World War II as he fished with radar equipment for under-water petroleum reserves. As
chief engineer of Offshore Navigation Inc. he
was making practical use of the knowledge of
electronics physics gained at Harvard (BS,
1943) and in several years in the Signal Corps.
During long weeks spent gazing out over
the Gulf Waters, and peering beneath them
via radar beeps, he planned ahead for the day
when he might humanize the magical electrons
to provide a public service for his native New
Orleans. Except for the first infant weeks
(born in New York, Sept. 1, 1922), he spent his
entire civilian life in the Crescent City.
Out of that Gulf venture came geographic
knowledge that has played an important part
in development of the Tidelands oil reserves.
And out of the dreams came an important
event in New Orleans history, the Dec. 18,
1949, debut of WDSU-TV. The temporary
studios weren't much, but the 31 kw signal
surprised everyone by bringing in viewer reports from more than a hundred miles out over
the bayous and plantations.
The equipment was tops, Edgar Stern felt,
but programming offered even more difficult
problems. Kines, films and a room-and-a-half
of top-story office space offered minimum facilities for the new station, but plans were buzzing
in the orderly mind of the young WDSU-TV
president. First he took a major step to
strengthen the WDSU-AM-TV organization
by bringing in Robert D. Swezey as executive
vice president and board member. Mr. Swezey
had just resigned as MBS vice president-general manager in a policy dispute.
The new team was operating, a month or
so after WDSU-TV had opened, in the Monteleone Hotel quarters that housed WDSU-AMFM studios. This Stern-Swezey combination
soon became one of the industry's best-known
management teams.
From the crowded hotel headquarters, right
in the heart of the French quarter, Mr. Stern
envisioned the day when the WDSU stations
could operate from a completely equipped

studio and office structure that would combine
the authentic flavor of old New Orleans with
modern facilities.
This dream culminated in purchase of famed
Brulatour Court Bldg., for nearly 150 years a
center of art and commerce. The staff moved
into this historic landmark and work was
started on a set of studios that surrounded a
balcony-flanked courtyard with subtropical
vegetation, one of the nation's best examples of
locally colored commercial enterprise. The
plant reflects the traditions of the Stern family,
which long has been a leading element in New
Orleans business, social and cultural life. The
elder Stern has been a trustee of Julius Rosenwald Fund (Mrs. Stern is the former Edith
Rosenwald); director of Sears Roebuck & Co.,
and many other organizations.
More recently WDSU-TV has completed an
enormous tv studio devoted exclusively to color
telecasting. Here Mr. Stern's technical background is apparent in the extensive color experiments and programming, just as it is reflected in the special equipment he has developed personally and the contributions of the
technical staff. He was among the first to see
the need for central tv engineering control and
separation of engineers' and directors' controls.
WDSU's president was educated at Metairie
Park Country Day School, New Orleans;
Hotchkiss School, Lakeville, Conn., and Harvard. He entered the Signal Corps right after
graduation in June 1943, was commissioned a
second lieutenant the next January and two
years later was promoted to first lieutenant.
After discharge in late 1946, he joined Offshore
Navigation. Purchase of WDSU was negotiated in autumn of 1948.
Mr. Stern married the former Pauline
Stewart in 1947. They have three children —
Sandra, 6; Eric Allan, 5 and Monte Maurice, 3.
The civic activities in which Mr. Stern is a
leading figure include United Fund for Greater
New Orleans, past president, treasurer and
board member; St. Mary's Dominican College,
Lay Advisory Council; chairman, Prospect
Selection & Evaluation Committee, Convent
of the Good Shepherd Building Fund Campaign. He is
a member
the boards
of International
Trade Mart, ofUrban
League
of
Greater New Orleans, Council of Social Agencies, and past member of the boards of International House and New Orleans Philharmonic Symphony Society. He is a member of
Chamber of Commerce committees.
Currently Mr. Stern is president of the
Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters and he has
been active in the association since his entry
into
broadcasting. His hobbies include tennis
and barbecuing.
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HEART OF EAST
RICH PINE BELT

SERVING
IN

ID

21

300,000

THRIVING

LUFKIN,

STATION
TEXAS'

FOLKS

COUNTIES

TEXAS

I
RICHMAN
LEWIN MANAGER
1
VICE PRESIDENT
& GENERAL
NBC PROGRAMS LIVE
(via Microwave from KPRC-TV, Houston)
^'Over 35 Hours of Live Network Programming Weekly'
LOCALLY PRODUCED PROGRAMS
CHANNEL
26,000
AFFILIATED

WITH

WATTS
KTRE

RADIO

ng 300,000 people in the lumber rich Lufkin-Nacogdoches

area!"

Represented nationally by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc. with
offices in New York, Chicago, San
Francisco, Los Angeles and Boston.
Represented in the Southwest by
The Clyde Melville Company
of Dallas.

LUM
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HILDRED SANDERS
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all accounts

USED to dealing in hard fact and the specific,
Hildred Sanders, vice president in charge of
radio and television for Dan B. Miner Co., Los
Angeles, allows one generality in her working
world: "Both radio and television can do a
terrific job for the advertiser on their own, but
together they can do an even better job."
It's a .generality for which she can offer
specific proof. Annual radio-tv billings in the
amount of $2.5 million — still growing.
With Miner since 1948, Miss Sanders now
supervises the radio-tv campaigns for national
accounts like Bu-Tay Products, Kerr Glass
and Interstate Bakeries and state and regional
accounts such as Luer Packing Co., Thrifty
Drug Stores, Santa Fe Wines and Buick Dealers
Assn. of Los Angeles.
One product she handles is starting its second
radio year this fall with a campaign in 197
NBC stations. It is Nutrilite food supplement,
distributed by Mytinger & Casselberg.
Miss Sanders is a native of Benton, a small
town in southern Illinois, and attended the U.
of Illinois, majoring in advertising and selling.
"Let's not be specific about my age, however,"
she says. "I've lied about it so much I don't recall just what
it is any
From
1936-38
Missmore."
Sanders sold space and
time for the Champaign, (111.) News-Gazette
' and its radio station, WDWS there. She also
served WDWS as continuity editor. In 1939 she
moved on to H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv., Chicago, as copywriter on Procter & Gamble,
Welch and various pharmaceutical accounts.
The following year her copywriting talents
were employed by the former Mitchell Faust
Adv. Co., Chicago, where she became radio
copy chief in 1942. The next year she was
promoted to associate radio director and in
1945 was elected vice president in charge of
radio, the first woman to be so chosen at the
time, she recalls.
In 1947 Miss Sanders left Mitchell Faust
for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago, as copy
supervisor on various General Mills lines and
claims credit for handling that advertiser's first
television premium offer in that market. The
next year marked her move to Dan B. Miner
Co. as radio-tv director and in 1948 she was
elected a director and vice president of the
west
coast agency.
radio-tv
increased
1,500% Miner's
since she
tookbilling
over,hasa
Sanders' specific shows.
In personal life, Miss Sanders is Mrs. Fred
Levings. Mr. Levings is a radio-tv producer
and director. They have been married 15 years
and have one daughter, Sandy, 13. Add to this
family group three dogs and a horse, place
them in a North Hollywood home with swimming pool, and the portrait is complete.
Broadcasting
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The first television station in an area gets the viewers. The best television station holds them.
WBTV brought television to the Carolinas in July, 1949 and for more
than four years telecast the only VHF signal available to more than
23^2 million Carolinians. Unspoiled by its single station status,
WBTV programmed, promoted, catered to its captive audience
as if beset by competition.
The pay-off is poetic. Subsidiary signals make little progress in
WBTV's domain. Witness a current and authoritative survey* which
reveals that among a half million people to whom a second signal is
available, 96.3% name WBTV first choice.
*Bevan Study — 7955. Write or call WBTV for summary.

BTV
CHARLOTTE
JEFFERSON
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IN PUBUCI
WGN

p m

EMSCO

TV

OWERS

NTEREST

Airs Safe-Driving Briefs

AN UNUSUAL approach for delivering safedriving messages to the youth of Chicago has
been devised by WGN. Via its Bandstand Matinee program, the station has been airing weekly
briefs on all phases of safe-driving practices,
safety devices, and the handling of a car. The
campaign was launched last month in cooperation with the Illinois Secretary of State, the
National Safety Council, the Chicago Motor
Club, and the Chicago Auto Trade Assn.
RTRA Forwards $140,639.70

designed to include
the features you want
You can get a TV Tower designed
specifically to meet your requirements
. . . Emsco "Towers of Strength" are
custom engineered for height, weight
loads and weather conditions.
The advanced design and superior
structural features of Emsco TV
Towers assure greater strength and
dependability. Bolted construction permits quick, sure visual inspection. Hot
Dip Galvanizing reduces maintenance
costs . . . insures long structural life.
Rigid RETMA or AISC standards are met.
Emsco TV Towers have a unique
beam leg section*. This inherent geometric pattern affords a substantial
saving in weight ... a relative increase
in strength ... a reduction in foundation costs.
For guyed or self-supporting towers
unequalled for safety . . . structural
rigidity . . . and economy, specify
Emsco. Prompt delivery assured.
* Patent Pending

RTRA Charities Inc., Hollywood fund-raising
organization for radio, television, recording and
advertising industries and their allied fields,
forwarded checks last week totaling $140,639.70
to its eight beneficiaries.
RTRA President Thomas C. McCray handed
a check for $87,639.70 to the Los Angeles
Community Chest, representing 164 agencies.
Other checks went to the American Red Cross
of Los Angeles, City of Hope, American Cancer Society of Los Angeles, Sister Kenny Foundation, Los Angeles County Heart Association,
United Cerebral Palsy of Los Angeles County
and YMCA of Los Angeles. The 1955-56 goal
has been set for $225,000.
Softball for Charity
WADC, WCUE, WAKR-TV, and WHKK
Akron, Ohio diverted some of their personnel's
talent from broadcasting to softball last week
when the radio-press squared off against the
public officials in Akron's 7th Annual Benefit
Ball Game. The yearly game went before
the public at Akron's Firestone Stadium, and
fans paid the $1.00 admission for charity.
This year the proceeds from the game went to
the city's
ment fund.Rehabilitation Center's special equipWOW-TV

Holds Blood Drive

WOW-TV Omaha observed its sixth anniversary Aug. 26 and 27 by turning its studios into
an eight-bed "Blood Donor" center and raising
438 pints of blood for the Red Cross. At the
project's windup, the Red Cross presented the
station with a special plaque of appreciation.
100 Answer Radio Blood Appeal
IN Cleveland last week, more than 100 donors
responded to a WTAM and WNBK (TV) appeal for rare RH-negative "O" type blood.
Radio

Typical Emsco guyed
TV tower, Houston, Texas

E-2 I S-SS

EMSCO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Oorlond, To». IOSANCELES, CAIIF. Hooslon.Tex.
General Sales Offices: Dallas, Texas

vs. Jets

IMMEDIACY of radio and its ability to
meet public emergencies quickly is being demonstrated in Los Angeles suburbs where public wrath over destructive
sonic booms by jet aircraft is mounting
daily. San Fernando Valley police,
plagued boardsbyevery flooded
telephone
switchtime some
jet cracks
the
sonic barrier, are using all means to implore citizens to listen to their radios for
factual information instead of jamming
phones.
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WASHINGTON,

D. C.

CHICAGO

VM m ;
„ESLi

MEMORANDUM
STATION

We
-mil

TO

RECEPTIONISTS

know you are very busy — greeting visitors, making appointments,
the switchboard, and frequently typing on the side. We don't want to
add to your burdens, but we believe you'd be helping the
industry of which you are a part if you'd keep

^8S*S§|f<: ■

|||y

21 N. W. 21 ST AVENU
PORTLAND, ORE.

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

S40 N. MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.

1627 K STREET, N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

We'll be grateful for the service — and we believe, in turn, you'll be helping
in the overall objective of creating a pool of talent to fill
the needs of the broadcasting industry.

NORTHWEST
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NOW- NIGHTTIME

PROGRAMMING

IN THE

DAYTIME

STORM

'4

\ \

hps

\3
iC"

1 NX/

XM

maintained average national ratings of 30.4 over the
past three years — into such a top-notch time period,
and you have the most outstanding combination of
5 days a week at 1:00 p.m. on WPTZ. 99
Now available for local sponsorship . . . first time in
any market.
Terrific ratings at low cost! Look where MARGIE is
scheduled! Every day, 1:00-1:30 p.m., Monday thru
Friday, when WPTZ out-rates the combined ratings of
the competition, month after month! This is the same
time period in which Hollywood Playhouse gained the
rating of the lowest cost-per-thousand feature film
program in America.
Fit a show like "My

Little Margie" — which has
CHANNEL

audience-getting elements since WPTZ's FUN HOUSE.
Another WPTZ first: "Nighttime prograrnming in
the Daytime!" "My Little Margie" joins the long line
of successful sales producers presented by WPTZ, such
as: "Let Scott Do It," "Hollywood Playhouse," "Fun
House," "Award Theatre," "Frontier Playhouse" and
"Academy Theatre."
Four one-minute commercials will be accepted per
half hour. The show is already 45% sold out, so let
Alexander W. Dannenbaum, Jr., WPTZ Sales Manager,
tell you about Margie right away! Call him at LOcust
4-5500, or Eldon CampbeU, WBC National Sales Manager, at MUrray Hill 7-0808, New York.

3 • FIRST IN TELEVISION

IN PHILADELPHIA

WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING COMPANY,
RADIO
TELEVISION
BOSTON— W BZ+ W BZ A
BOSTON— W BZ-TV
PHILADELPHIA— KYW
PHILADELPHIA— WPTZ
PITTSBURGH — KDKA
PITTSBURGH— KDKA-TV
FORT WAYNE— WOWO
SAN FRANCISCO— KPIX
PORTLAND— KEX
KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.
ALL OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY FREE & PETERS. INC.
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ADVANCE

TV

NETWORK

HERALD
MEDIUM'S
BEST
• Nighttime business promises all-time high
competition leaves DuMont

SALES

YEAR

•

Network

behind

•

But takes in ABC-TV as a power to be reckoned with

•

Bigger station lineups mean

more money, coverage

• Spot, too, looks good — maybe 30% ahead of last year
ON THE EVE of the fall season, the tv networks, already setting a torrid pace in billings,
programs and station lineups, show evidence
of reaching even greater heights in all three.
More national advertiser money also will
channel into spot tv, perhaps as much as 30%
more than last season. Local business can be
expected to be up, too.
By conservative estimate, the fall will find
tv grossing nearly $80 million a month in time
sales (figured at the one-time rate before deductions of commissions). A year ago, B»T
estimated gross sales for the fall of 1954 would
run $60 million a month.
B*T'sfinds:
annual preview of the forthcoming
season
• Impressive advance sales of network tv
time.
• Daytime business at the networks near the
level of a year ago and nighttime network tv
sponsorship destined to reach an all-time high.
• A new network business picture: three
tv networks vying for ratings, billings and
nighttime strength; DuMont Television Network
completely out of the national competition;
ABC-TV showing its first sign (via program
hours) of batting in the tv majors.
• Bigger station lineups that will mean additional advertiser spending and more coverage.
• Star-studded and competitive programming
surpassing previous years; more color, new and
more selling concepts.
Top sales executives of the three networks
reflect the optimism, aggressiveness and new
maturity of the telecasting industry. In statements to B*T (see page 32), all agreed that top
programs plus advertisers plus bigger station
coverage point to a big year in network tv.
Slocum Chapin, vice president in charge of
network sales at ABC-TV, summarized his network's rise this way: "With a bow to our
hustling competitors, we can now make the
simple statement that the day of two network
dominance is past. Today it's a three-way race
which is going to get even closer."
Said George H. Frey, NBC vice president in
charge of television network sales: "Advertisers
are planning their television campaigns much
farther in advance than formerly, reflecting not
only the increased competition for prime time
periods, but also the maturity of the medium
and the increasingly important part it is taking
in overall advertising budgets."
William H. Hylan, CBS-TV vice president in
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

charge of network sales, predicted that tv "will
continue to increase its share of the total advertising dollar this year as well as in future
The three networks— ABC, CBS and NBCtogether are outselling their records of last
August
by some 6%. Individually, the three are
strong.
years."
ABC-TV already reports more weekly commercial hours signed for October than it pro-

MONEY IN THE BANK
Tv Network Time Sales for Fall
Network
Average Hours of Network
Commercials Per Week
On Air in Sold as of
Sold as of
Oct. '54* Aug. 15, '54 Aug. 15, '55*
DAYTIME
ABC
5:17
2:45 4:15
CBS
39:08%
36:44'/2 36:07'/2
DuM**
1:50
0:45
-**
NBC
19:59'/2
18:25 17:15
Totals
66:15'4
58:39'/2 57:37V2
EVENING
ABC
14:00
13:00 15:45
CBS
26:00
25:45 26:45
DuM**
3:40
7:50
** j
NBC
28:48
25:31 29:25
Totals
72:28
72:06 71:55
ABC
CBS
DuM**
NBC
Totals

TOTALS
19:17
15:45 20:00
65:08%
62-.29V2 62:52'/2
5:30
8:35
**
48:47'/2
43:56 46:40
138:43'/4
130:45y2 129:32y2 j

* Average hours of network commercials per
week reported as of October 1954 and as
sold in August 1955 have been adjusted to
reflect deletion of network buys of less than
20 stations. Since August 1954 (sold as of that date) figures are not so modified, the
above columns will show a weighted comparison in favor of August 1954 as against
August 1955 or October 1954. This is true
particularly in the DuMont listing and to a i
lesser extent in other network totals.
** DuMont was not reporting as a "network"
for the '55 season.

Vol. 49, No. 10
grammed that month last year. Its daytime
position, weakened somewhat by sponsorship
loss of two of its Saturday shows (Smilin' Ed
McConnell and Space Patrol) and of one-half
of its Super Circus hour-long show, in addition
to Breakfast Club, indicates an overall drop
despite the addition of its new Mickey Mouse
TV.
Club. NCAA football this year went to NBCNevertheless, ABC-TV has offset its temporary daytime decline by increasing its anticipated nighttime commercial hours by at least
10% over last October. Actually, the percentage will go higher because such sponsorships
as Admiral Corp.'s Life Is Worth Living were
reported too late to be included in the table.
CBS-TV, maintaining its advance selling
schedule in the daytime hours despite some
hours of time still on the block, has passed its
nighttime mark of last October by an average
45 minutes commercial time per week.
The network still had outstanding and available seven quarter-hour periods of its daytime
Robert Q. Lewis; 2Vi hours of its afternoon
Jack Parr Show; some of its Garry Moore Show;
Bob Crosby Show, and all of its Morning Show.
As late sales come in, the network can very
well hit a mark in its daytime selling far
above last October.
NBC-TV slid somewhat in its daytime totals.
But late sales pushes for such shows as its new
Matinee should overcome and pass this variance.
Since the Aug. 15 cutoff for the tables on pages
28-32, NBC-TV has sold IV2 hours of its
Matinee (one hour and 15 minutes to Procter &
Gamble and 15 minutes to Motorola).
The network's greatest advance strength was
displayed in night hours where NBC-TV jumped
to an all-time nighttime high for any network:
29 hours, 25 minutes of average time per week
for next October, more than it programmed
last October and nearly four hours above what
it had sold in August of last year.
Placing these totals and gains by the network
in still another light is the fact that for the first
time, B»T has eliminated from the figures all
network purchases by sponsors wherein the total
stations are less than 20. Although the breakdown attempts to be inclusive in its listings
and totals, also missing are one-time shots,
such as the World Series.
This also precludes regional buys of 20 stations or less from being recorded in the tables'
columns as well as one-shots already slated to
be programmed in October (for example, NBCTV's
1976,. sponsored by American Petroleum
Institute)
DuMont's fall business is not reported in the
tables. By the middle of this month, DuMont
will be down to one network program MondayNight Boxing, a co-op feature. No known effort
is being made to secure new network programs
or network sponsors [B»T, Aug. 29, 15].
Spot tv, according to Lawrence Webb, managing director of Station Representatives Assn.,
will continue unabated this season largely because of new advertisers coming into tv for the
first time (see page 32).
FOR COMPLETE NETWORK SALES
SEE TABLES PAGES 28-32
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WHO,

Advertiser
Program
Aluminium Ltd.
Omnibus
Aluminum Co. of America
See It Now
Piome
Television Playhouse
Amana Society
NCAA Football
You II (Never uet Kicn
Collegiate Footba
American Character Doll Co.
Pinky Lee
American Chicle Co.
Rocky King
Caesar's
Zoo
ParadeHour
American Dairy Assn.
Bob Crosby Show
Disneyland
Lone Ranger
American Home Products Corp.
Sports Showcase
CBS News
Love of Life
Name That Tune
The Secret Storm
Today
Douglas towards iNews
Arthur Godfrey Time
Wanted
American Marietta Co.
Meet Millie
American Motors Corp.
Danger
Disneyland
American Safety Razor Corp.
Walter Winchell
American Tobacco Co.
Make Room For Daddy
Private Secretary )
Jack Benny J
Your Hit Parade
Robert Montgomery Presents
•wDo (News
Big Story
The M-G-M Parade
Douglas Edwards News
American
nome Viscose Corp.
Armour & Co.
George Goebel Show
Mickey Mouse Club
Armstrong Cork Co.
Circle Theatre
Atlantic Refining Co.
Pro Football
Atlantis
Today Sales Co.
Pinky Lee
Howdy Doody
Anheuser-Busch Inc.
Damon Runyon Theatre
Avco Mfg. Corp.
Home
CBS News
Nt_AA Football
Bayuk Cigars Inc.
Saturday Night Fights
Beech-Nut Packing Co.
Dr. Spoch
Beltone
Today Hearing Aid Co.
Best Foods Inc.
Garry Moore Show
Robert Q. Lewis
You Asked For It
Hazel Bishop Inc.
This Is Your Life
Martha Raye Show
Max Liebman Presents
Bissell
Home Carpet Sweeper Co.
Block Drug Co.
Danger
Borden Co.
Justice

•

WHERE

Gross
Time
Charges
work
Oct. '54 Net$ 60,774 CBS
1 10,238 CBS
48 750 NBC
97,015

86,585
68,042
43,746
35,875
96,000
239,51 1
73,140
1519 ,792
780

65,304
64,494
39,444
27,925
70,305
216,840
142,476
141,1
lAfl AAA15
77,220

ABC
CBS
CBS
N3C
DuM
NBC
NBC
CBS
ABC
ABC
DuM
CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
ABC
ABC
ABC
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC

1 37,040

CBS
NBC
a nr~
NBC
ABC
NBC

128,914

DuM

20,720

NBC
NNBCBC

31,343
98,343

CBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC
NBC

83 490

78,710

Stationsuct.
UCT. 1955
1954
46 96
63
1 03
53
81
n
n
n
84
78 82
66

170

75

73
10434 115
99 115
OU
n
Zr n
n
85

AND
Average
Hours Per
1955
1954
dO:22V2 d0:22V2
Week*
0:302
d0:24 d0:l
d0:24

36,380
33,462

CBS
CBS
ABC

79,137
80,795
56,900

NBC
NBC

0:15
0:20

75,450

ABC
ABC

19,848
139,608

CBS
CBS
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0:15
d0:15

d0:30
0:15

0:15
0:15

dl:15
dl:15
0:30
0:15
dl:00 dl:15
dO:06'/4
dO:0:151 5
0:15
0:15

0:15
n. in
179
125
57
0:07V2
30
106
173
120
146
0:30
0:15
0*30
1 55 173
0-30
149
0:15
100
82 91
n 0:15
70
n
96 0*15
83 150
86
0*30
65 69
( d0:40
105
50
( 0:40
d0:073/i
n
88
53
82
26

n

d0:15
0:15

0:30

0:15
0:15
0:15
0:15
U: oU
n.*jn
d0:07
0*1 1
0-305
d0:l

d0:12
d0:27
0:22V2

d0:30

0:45
n

d0:07
d0:04

73
72

89
50

d0:15
d0:15

95
1 36
92

94
96

0:15
0:15
0:11

NBC
CBS
NBC
CBS
NBC

0:15
1:00
d0:06

NBC

66,624
123,468
54 425

The
Choice
Way People's
of the World
Brillo Mfg. Co.
So You Want To Lead A Band
Star Tonight
Bristol-Myers Co.
Arthur Godfrey Time
Man Behind The Badge (
Celeste Holm Show \
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0:30
0:15
d0:17

0:15
5959
54
36

0:30
d0:15
83
50

0:30
d0:45
0:30

44
47
77

52

d0:30
0:30

0:30
d0:30

HOW

MUCH

OF

Advertiser
Program
Mickey Mouse Club
Garry
ShowPresents
Alfred Moore
Hitchcock
Four-Star Playhouse
Brown Shoe Co.
Smilin' Ed McConnell
Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Co.
The Lineup
Penny To A Million
Robert Q. Lewis
Today
Louella Parsons Show
E. L. Bruce Co.
California
Today
Tonight Packing Corp.
Home
Cameo
Home Curtains Inc.
Cornfield
Tonight Mfg. Co.

NETWORK
G"oss Time
Charges
Oct. '54

63,878
227,985

ABC
work
CBS
CBS
CBS
ABC
NetABC
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC

"7 XOO

NBC
NBC
NBC

/ ,o oo

NBC
CBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
CBS
CBS
ABC
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
ABC
ABC
NBC
CBS

SALES
Average

Stations78
Oct.
1954
Oct.
1955
42 86
94
48
138
67
129
57
n
89
41
96
89
43
41
86
58
70
52
53
86
62n

Hours 1955
Per
0-30
1954 W
d0:15
0:15
d0:15
d0:30
0:30

0:15
dO:07V2
0:15
0:15
d0:15
0:05 eek*
d0:05
d0:07

d0:03-a

0:02
Campbell
Lassie Soup Co.
0:30
0:30
162,945
176,694
Dear Phoebe
d0:30
0:30
75,030
Abbott
&
Costello
d0:15
Howdy Doody
63,312
Mickey
Mouse Club
Star Stage
d0:15
d0:18
Pinky Lee
Carnation Co.
0:15
Burns & Allen
dO:07V2
126 142
0:15
d0:15
86,214
Mickey
Mouse
Club
Bob Crosby Show
61
0:15
Carter Products Inc.
Name That Tune
66
0:15
55,974
Meet Millie
70,134
91
0:15
Joe & Mabel
101
1:00
1:00
128
Chrysler Corp.
266,700
136
Climax & Shower of Stars
89
122
0:15
0:30
It's
A
Great
Life
That's My Boy
105
151,974
0:30
0:30
209,130
165
too ion
You Bet Your Life
1105
41 118
149
175,350
0:15
0:30
Break The Bank
179
0:30
0:30
1:00
Make Room For Daddy
0:15
Lawrence Welk Show
73,095
0:30
News Caravan
80
Chun King Sales Inc.
25,370 ABC
Garry Moore Show
66 d0:071/2 dO:07V2
Chunky Chocolate Co.
d0:15
n
Super Circus
NBC
Ciba Pharmaceutical Products Inc.
0:30
Medical Horizons
ABC
n 0:30
69
0:30
Coca-Cola Co.
Coke Time
99 94
253,910
Colgate-Palmolive
NBC
Howdy Doody Co.
60 64 d0:15
72,223 NBC
Howdy Doody
58 91 dl:00
d0:15 d0:15
67,700 NBC
Feather Your Nest
72
81 d2:30 d0:37
76,667 CBS
104
345,725
Strike It Rich
74
1:00 d2:30
79 85
Strike It Rich
CBS
112
0:30
166,158 ABC
Comedy Hour (now Variety Hour} 316,220
d0:05
NBC
25,900
Scoreboard
89
Modern Romance
95,876 CBS
0:45
d2:30
dl:30 d0:45
87
dl:00
228,709
129
The Big Payoff
CBS
88
The Millionaire
1
26
CBS
d0:07V2 0:30
Comstock Conning Corp.
Garry Moore Show
56
22,583 DuM
1:00
Consolidated Cosmetics Inc.
50 56
CBS
d0:15
They Stand Accused
75
1 64,372
Robert Q. Lewis
n
NBC
Continental
Baking Co.
Howdy Doody
d0:30
76,410
dO:07V2
Converted Rice Inc.
80 d0:15 d0:30
Ql
Garry Moore Show
60 315 CBS
O1 n
Corn Products Refining Co.
d0:15
Arthur Godfrey Time
54
Robert Q. Lewis
CBS
56
d0:15
NBC
Corning
Home Glass Works
d0:07'/2
43
Crane Co.
3,857
Morning Show-Pacific Panorama
d0:05
12,824 CBS
Culligan Inc.
Home
NBC
96
d0:05
Helene Curtis Industries Inc.
NBC
Robert
Q.
Lewis
46,140 CBS
60
d0:15
Tonight
20
20,188
0:13
37
Today
NBC
Curtis Publishing Co,
d0:08V2
Home
15,780
38 96
18,715 NBC
48
d0:09
Tonight
0:031/2
3,300 NBC
d0:08
Daystrom Furniture Corp.
Home
NBC
* Where advertisers bought or are buying participations, hours per week represents
the average based on total sponsorship in October. Same applies for once-a-month
specials or spectaculars.
Symbols: n — incomplete lineups; v — various stations; d — daytime.
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Advertiser
Program
Derby Foods Inc.
Disneyland
Diamond Crystal Salt Co.
Today
Doeskin Products Inc.
Robert Q. Lewis
Donmeyer Corp.
Perry Como Show
Dow Chemical Co.
Home
Today
Today
Medic
Tonight
Arthur Godfrey Time
Football Scoreboard
E. I. duPont de Nemours
Cavalcade Theatre
Home
I Eastman Kodak Co.
Screen Directors Playhouse
Economics Labs
Garry Moore Show
Electric Cos. Advertising Program
You Are There
Elgin National Watch Co.
Tv Hour
Person to Person
Emerson Drug Co.
Chance of a Lifetime
Englander Co.
Bob Crosby Show
Exquisite Form Brassiere Inc.
Stop the Music
Faith for Today Inc.
Faith for Today
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Voice of Firestone
Florida Citrus Commission
Twenty Questions
Today
Ford Motor Co.
Ford Theatre
Producer's
Toast of theShowcase
Town
Ford Star Jubilee
Frawley Corp.
Trouble with Father
People Are Funny
General Cigar Co.
Sports Spot
NCAA Football
General Dynamics Corp.
Youth Wants to Know
General Electric Co.
GE Theatre
I Married Joan
Jane Froman Show
Meet Mr. McNulty
Today
Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet
Today
Warner Bros. Presents
20th Century Fox Hour
General Foods Corp.
Portia Faces Life
Masquerade Party
Bob Crosby Show
Mama
Bob Hope Show
Roy Rogers
Our
Miss Brooks
I Love Lucy
December Bride
Johnny Carson Show
Tony Martin Show
Pinky Lee
Fury
General Mills Inc.
Valiant Lady
Stu Erwin Show
Lone Ranger
Ding Dong School
Bob Crosby Show
Captain Midnight
Robert Q. Lewis Show
Willy
Barker Bills Cartoons
Lone Ranger
Wyatt Earp
Mickey Mouse Club
Garry Moore Show
Tales of Texas Rangers
General Motors Corp.
Buick-Berle Show
Big Town
Today
Tonight
Treasury Men in Action
Dinah Shore Show
Max Liebman Presents
Red Buttons-Jack Carson Show
Arthur Godfrey Time
Godfrey & Friends
Broadcasting

Gross Time
Charges
work
Oct. '54 NetABC
7,431
48,935
40,194
121,634
32,280
122,895
11,424
56,592
28,336
54,275
74,430
106,950

179

NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC

0:15
dO:20V2 d0:07
43 96 d0:50
51
dO:12V2
0:22V2
84 85
0:07V2 0:22
5037
d0:15
d0:15
59
0:15
26
n d0:15
0:30
43
0:30
68
d0:15

CBS
CBS
ABC
CBS

20,008

CBS

52,602

ABC

60 111
107 85
100
75
51

ABC

76 85

ABC
NBC

46
48

NBC
NBC
CBS
CBS

156
142
81
145
77 167n

31,084
139,167

ABC
NBC

13247

45,400

CBS
NBC

39

CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
ABC
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
ABC
ABC
ABC
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
CBS

159,980
31,620
21,440
14 420
93,069
210,368
108,825
200,985
76,847
82,506

Telecasting

Gold Seal Co.
Jo Stafford Show
Perry Como Show

Gross
Time
Charges
work
CBS
Oct. '54 CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
1 1 ,340 Net50,155 CBS
NBC
101,160
231,783
174,966
58,784
16,849
87,408
30,496
183,114
48,819

22,239
97,272

NBC
.NBC
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC

StationsOct.
1954 1955
Oct.
n
n
n
41
65 70
37
72
113
74 132
13658 68
122
55 68
41
141 154
52 14669
n
46
86

Hours 1955
Per
1954
0-05
0I30
1:20
0:30
U:U/ '/2
dO:07V2
d0:15 Week*
0:15
0-15
0:30
d0:30
dO:07V2
0:30
d0:15
0:15
d0:30

97
89

d0:lll/4

n

0:15

d0:15
0:45
0*30
d0:07i/2
d0:15
0:11
0:15
0:15
0:03
d0:04
0:15

0:15

147
n

d0:30
0:30

0:30
0:30
d0:073,4
0:11V4 0:30
0:30
1:00
0:11
1:00
0:22V2
0:15
0:15
0:11
0:15
d0:30
d0:15

25

NBC

166,884
178,020
7,788
158,625
75,945
198,405
128,232

0:15

Advertiser
Program
The Honeymooners
My
ChevieFavorite
Show Husband
Pontiac Hour
General Time Corp.
Tonight
Gerber Products Co.
Ding
Dong School
Bob Crosby
Show
Gillette Co.
Tony Martin Show
Cavalcade
Valiant Ladyof Sports
Place the Face
Garry Moore Show
People Are Funny
Bob Crosby Show
Godfrey
& FriendsTime
Arthur Godfrey
Arthur
Godfrey
Louella Parsons Talent
Show Scouts
Glamorene
Inc.
Tonight
TheToday
Glidden Co.
Home

0:15
21

CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
NBC
ABC
NBC
ABC
CBS

0:15

Average0*30

d0:15

ABC

164,505
169,332
65,784
89,776
37,035
47,415
48,412

0:15
0:30

n

138,896
55,196
373,350

99,766
31,204
64,463
54,450
94,447
29,550
57,444
47,490
79,063
118,260

0:15
Week*
dO:04'/2
d0:15

29
45

ABC

101,919
77,805
18,675

Stations
Oct. Oct.
1954 1955

Average
Hours Per
1954 1955

109 147
118
52
57
515048
51
152
68

n
89
n
102
73

57
127
79 111
16589
17776
66
n
n
n
40
78
47
72
46
54
79
50
7264

88
76
42

78
73
89
n
66

155
76
76 71
50 116
92
37
92 108
97
48 63
112

0:30
0:30
0:15
d0:0:3015V2 0:15
0:15
d0:20 d0:05
0:30
0:15
dl:15
0:30
d0:15
0:30
1:00
0:30

d0:45
0:30
d0:30
d0:30
d0:15
d0:15
d0:30
0:30
d0:30
0:30

WHO'LL

BE KINGPINS

OF RATINGS

THIS SEASON?

THE ANNUAL JOUST for coveted top program ratings — often
the measure of a sponsor's love or disaffection — is under way.
Perennial leaders face their most formidable opposition from new
talent and shows, many slotted by rival networks in opposite time
periods that could undermine the audience loyalty of these past
leaders. Pressure will be heavy on consistent front runners such as
Jackie Gleason, Ed Sullivan and Groucho Marx as it will be on
sophomores George Gobel and Walt Disney. Returning also are
Milton Berle and Lucy, who at one time monopolized top ratings
with monotonous regularity. In tv the climb and decline is
equally sudden.
Comedy, drama and variety have alternately ruled the roost
in the past. But the emergence of such spectacular giveaways as
The $64,000 Question and The Big Surprise indicates another
strong contender will be seeking top honors.

0:30
0:30
0:30
0:15
0:30
0:15
0:15
d0:06
d0:30
d0:45
d0:30
d0:45
0:15
d0:15
0:15
dl:30
d0:15
d0:30

1:00
0:15
0:15
d0:07%
0:09
0:30
0:30
0:22V2
0:30
0:23
0:30 d0:30
d0:30
0:15

B. Burns
F. Goodrich
& AllenCo.
Goodyear
& Rubber Co.
TelevisionTirePlayhouse
Green Giant Co.
Mickey Rooney Show
Griffin
Mfg. Co.
Today
Imogene Coca Show
Grocery Store Products Co.
Today
Grove Labs Inc.
Gruen Watch Co.
Walter Winchell
GulfLifeOilof Corp.
Riley

0:15

0:15
81,924
71,235
64,500
25,240
16,904
51,456
8,265
24,400
174,225

CBS
NBC
NBC

113 131
104 103
46

0:30
0:30
0:071/2
d0:06V4

NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC

50
77
51
50
28
110 11489
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d0:03 d0:19
dO: 183/4
0:071/2
0:30

0:30

•
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7ross Time
Charges
Advertiser
Program
Oct. '54
Hagan
Today Corp.
Hallmark Cards Inc.
Hail of Fame
165,858
Maurice Evans Presents
Theo. Hamm Brewing Co.
Person to Person
22,284
Hartz Mountain Products
Capt. Hartz & His Pets
31,175
Hawaiian Pineapple Co.
Art Linkletter's House Party
54,770
Hearst Magazines Inc.
Tonight
H. J. Heinz Co.
Home
47,502
Captain Gallant
Highland Church of Christ
Herald of Truth
18,995
Hills Bros. Co.
Tennessee Ernie
World of Mr. Sweeney
The Hrover Co.
Garry Moore Show
21,743
Ideal Toy Corp.
Winky Dink and You
International Harvester Co.
Halls of Ivy
35,730
International Cellucotton Products Co
Perry Como Show
International Salt Co.
Tonight
International Shoe Co.
24,120
Ding Dong School
Howdy Doody
47,424
Pinky Lee Show
46,834
International Silver Co.
64,454
My Favorite Husband
International Molded Plastics Inc.
Home
Today
Andrew Jergens Co.
134,550
First Love
Johns-Man
Meet Theville
PressCorp.
Johnson & Johnson
39,201
lmogene
Robin HoodCoca Show
S. C. Johnson & Son Inc.
139,190
Robert Montgomery Presents
Life With Father
61,644
Robert Q. Lewis Show
41,800
Red Skelton Show
Walter H. Johnson Candy Co.
42,600
Captain Video
Kellogg Co.
69 396
Art Linkletter's
House Party
33^425
Garry
Moore Show
73,422
Arthur Godfrey Time
Super Circus
98,119
Wild Bill Hickok
8,663
1 02,771
Howdy Doody
Wild Bill Hickok
Arthur Godfrey & His Friends
Knomark Mfg. Co.
47,256
Masquerade Party
Lady Esther Ltd.
Morning Show
69,352
The Lambert Co.
70,185
Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet
The Larsen Co.
Bob Crosby Show
Lehn & Fink Products Corp.
130,620
Ray Bolger Show
The Lucy Show
Lemon Products Advisory Board
Tonight
Today
Home
Lever Bros.
137,448
Godfrey's
266,200
Lux Video Ta'ent
Theatre Scouts
Arthur Godfrey Time
53,199
94,140
Big Town
1 19,1 14
Art
Linkletter's
House
Party
Uncle Johnnie Coons
Lewis-Howe Co.
lmogene Coca Show
52,516
Libby-O
wens-Ford
Glass
Co.
Home
Today
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
Perry Como Show
306,874
185,640
Dragnet
48,968
New Stu Erwin Show
Warner Bros. Presents
Gunsmoke
Thomas J. Lipton Inc.
Talent Scouts
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.
50,640
Longines Chronoscope
P. Lorillard Co.
Chance of a Lifetime
34,912
173,547
Truth or Consequences
wmmmmmmmmmmmmMmvm
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NetNBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
DuM
NBC
NBC
CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS

Stations
Oct.
Oct.
1954
1955
89
50
28
20

56
43
23
55

59
96
54
48
63
n

66

54
61
57
66
45

91
95
64
49

53
69

CBS
ABC

61
50

44
48
46
55
44
22

n
96
89
41
30
n
94
75

63
60
7962n
115
61

53

d0:15
d0:15
0:15
0:15
0:04
d0:07'/2
dO:07V2
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d0:15
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d0:30
d0:15
d0:30
d0:30
d0:30
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d0:26V&
0:15

47
78
90 100
64 91
5738
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59 62

NBC
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87
125 138
54
n
10966
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0:30
0:15
d0:30
d0:15
d0:30
d0:15
d0:30
0:15
0:15

0:30
d0:05
0:04
d0:07

1:00
0:30
d0:30
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d0:45

1:00
d0:30
0:15
d0:45
d0:30

0:07'/2
d0:16
d0:14
0:45
0:30
0:30

46
27
104 108

d0:37
0:15

dO:07V2
0:30

CBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
NBC

CBS
PuM
NBC

d0:07
d0:07

41n
89
96

CBS

dO-30

n

NBC
NBC
NBC

CBS
NBC
ABC
ABC
CBS

d0:04
ctl:00 Week*
d0:22
0:071/2 0:15
d0:15 d0:15
d0:15 d0:15
0:03
d0:25 d0:14
d0:30

n
41

DuM
CBS
CBS
CBS
ABC
ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS
ABC

CBS
ABC
CBS

n
33
n
41

Average
Hours 1955
Per
1954

0:45
0:15
0:30

0:30
0:22V2
0:30
0:15

0:30

Average
Advertiser
Prog ra m
The Web
Two for the Money
Appointment with Adventure
Luden's Inc.
Pinky Lee Show
Manhattan Soap Co.
Ding Dong School
Mars Inc.
Super
Mickey Circus
Mouse Club
C. H. Masland & Sons
Garry Moore Show
Mattel Inc.
Mickey Mouse Club
Today
Maytag
NCAA Co.Football
Navy Log
Mennen Co.
Fights Dong School
Ding
Miles Labs Inc.
Garry
Robert Moore
Q. LewisShowShow
Concerning Miss Marlowe
Three Steps to Heaven
John Daly & the News
Bob Crosby Show
Ding Dong Ernie
SchoolShow
Tennessee
World of Mr. Sweeney
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
Arthur Godfrey Time
Today
Mobile
TonightHomes Mfrs. Assn.
Monsanto Chemical Co.
Morning
Show-Pacific
Warner Bros.
Presents Panorama
Jules Montenier Inc.
What's My Line?
Philip
MorrisLucy& Co.
1 Love
Today
Public Defender
Morton Packing Co.
Today
Mullins Mfg. Corp.

Gross
Time
Charges
160,800
Oct
'54
211,260
12,069

CBS
CBS
CBS
NetNBC
NBC

119
125 13060
112
34

ABC
ABC
90,893
43,236
97,015
4,035

40,492
33,780
40,156

71,632

53,670
32,847
183,798
105,348
14,896

Mutual Benefit Health & Accident Assn. 8,452
Greatest Moments in Sports
98,062
National Biscuit Co.
Rin-Tin-Tin
63,257
Arthur Godfrey Time
47,714
Halls of Ivy
29,250
National Dairy Products Co.
Kraft Television Theatre
242,000
127,025
KraftTopTv Theatre
Big
131,038
Nestle Co.
117,497
Jackie Gleason Show
43,815
Space Patrol
Stage
Show
Necchi Sewing Machine Sales Corp.
Stop the Music
Norcross Inc.
Omnibus
60,774
Norwich Pharmacol Co.
44,405
Sunday News Special
Noxema Chemical Co.
Person to Person
74,586
Perry Como Show
Olin Industries Inc.
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp.
Chance of a Lifetime
Chance
O'Neida
Tonight Ltd.
' of a Lifetime
Today
Home
John
TodayOster Mfg. Co.
Outboard Marine & Mfg. Co.
Today
Owens-Corning FibergEas Corp.

Stations
1954
Oct. 1955
Oct.

52,375
3,654
16,904

41
57

CBS
ABC
ABC
NBC

85
50
75

CBS
NBC
ABC
CBS
CBS
NBC
ABC
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS

12,678
163,496

62
77
49
45

NBC
NBC
CBS
ABC

61
40
61
14350

CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC

Pan American World Airways Inc.
Mset the Press
Parker Pen Co.
Four Star Playhouse
Wyatt Earp
Peerless
Home Electric Inc.
Tonight
Peppered
Home Mfg. Co.

34,304

88
75

ABC
CBS
CBS
NBC

4636
72
122
47
63
40

CBS
a nr~
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC

35,610
74,874

CBS
ABC
NBC

14,175
3,654

NBC

22
9150
43
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d0:15
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d0:30
d0:15
d0:15 dO:07V2
d0:15

n
67

5027

A*i
10350

0:15
0:30

d0:30 d0:15

4J
59

DuM
ABC
NBC
NBC

Per
1955

50
60
41
89

42

CBS
ABC
CBS
CBS
ABC

NBC

63
48
n
n

48
43

NBC
NBC

NBC
ABC
CRS

99
73
60

NBC

Pabst Brewing Co.
Fights
Fights
PanTcday
American Coffee Bureau

86
58
86
95

Hours
\Vd4
0:30
0:30
dO:05V2

0-45

d0:02

d0:04'/2 0:22V2
95
d0:03
0:15
n

0:15

0:15

d0:01'/2
d0:03V2
0:09

NBC
43
7,488participations, hours
37 per week represents
* the
Where
advertisers
bought
or
are
buying
average based on total sponsorship in October. Same applies for once-a-month
specials or spectaculars.
Symbols: n — incomplete lineups; v — various stations; d — daytime.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

Advertiser
Proqram
Pepsi-Cola Co.
Pepsi-Cola Playhouse
Pet Mik Co.
Life with Father
George Gobel Show
Red Skelton Show
Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Masquerade Party
Philco Corp.
Breakfast Club
Philco Television Playhouse
Piilsbury Mills Inc.
Art Linkletter's
Godfrey
& FriendsHouse Party
Mickey Rooney Show
Arthur Godfrey Time
A. H. Pond Co.
Tonight
Polaroid Corp.
Today
Tonight
Pond's
Extract Co.
Star Stage
Procter & Gamble Co.
Road of Life
This Is Your Life
Three Steps to Heaven
Golden Windows
The Guiding Light
Fireside Theatre
The Brighter Day
Welcome Travelers
Search for Tomorrow
Concerning Miss Marlowe
Loretta Young Show
On Your Account
I Love Lucy
The Lineup
It's Always Ernie
Jan
Tennessee
Prudential Insurance Co. of America
You Are There
Garry Moore Show
Quaker Oats Co.
Contest Carnival
Breakfast Club
Zoo Parade
Today
Ozzie & Harriet
Sgt. Preston of Yukon
Quality Goods Mfrs. Inc.
Stop The Music
Radio Corp. of America
Caesar's Hour
Producer'sRayeShowcase
Martha
Show
Milton Berle Show
Ralston-Purina Co.
Home
Today
Space Patrol
The
the Same
GrandName's
Ole Opry
Reardon Co.
Home
Remington Rand Inc.
What's My Line?
Caesar's Hour
Revere Copper & Brass Inc.
Meet the Press
Revlon Products Corp.
$64,000 Question
Johnny Carter Show
Rexall Drug Inc.
The Goldbergs
Reynolds Metals Co.
Mr. Peepers
Frontier
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Huddle
Scoreboard
Topper
Camel News Caravan
The Hunter
I've Got Show
a Secret
Morning
You'll
Never
Rich
Bob CummingsGetShow
Crusader
Feather Your Nest
Ronson Art Metal Works Co.
Douglas Edwards, News
Rosefield Packing Co.
You Asked For It
Roto-Broil Corp. of America
Tonight
Today
Sandura Co.
Tonight
The S.O.S. Co.
Bob Crosby Show
Imogene Coca Show
Mickey Mouse Club
Garry Moore Show
Sawyer's
Pinky LeeInc.
Broadcasting

Gross Time
Charges
Oct. '54
111,675
76 020
89J06

101,990
217,110
118,668
77 664
64^050
106,248
14 896
145,390
86,007
78,893
77,640
174,836
167,370
177,064
359,425
207,479
84 790
179706
374,438

128,151
72,923
62,740
66,000
31 036
52,092
68,035
55,376
3,358
2911,931
280
59>77
1 1 , 1 48
109,161
54,570

1 56,975
146 295
49,635
25,900
189,690
538,800
108,255
162,756
2,814

81,585

31,980
37 875
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1954 1955
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61
12990
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11346
46
92
47
48
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9484
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dl0:15
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6141
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71
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111 155
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n
6847
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ABC
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0:30
0:15
0:15

0:15

DuM
NBC
NBC
ABC
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NBC
NBC
CBS
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CBS
NBC

AEC
NBC
NBC
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Average
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1954
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d0:12
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Average
Gross
Time
Charges

Advertiser
Program
Shick Inc.
Jackie Gleason Show
Pro Football
Robert
Presents
NCAA Montgomery
Football
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co.
Playhouse of Stars
Scott Paper Co.
Omnibus
My Little Margie
Garry Moore Show
Bob Crosby Show
Father Knows Best
Today
Serutan
Co.
CBS News.
Betty White Show
One
Man's Family
Life Begins
Rocky
King at 80
The Stranger
Ted &Mack's
Joe
Mabel Amateur Hour
W. A. SchaefFer Pen Co.
Jackie Gleason Show
Navy Log
Penny
to a Million
Two for the Money
Simmons Co.
My Favorite Husband
Simoniz Co.
Garry
The BigMoore
Story Show
Bob Crosby Show
Singer
Four Mfg.
Star Co.
Playhouse

TELECASTING

Oct.
'54
116,463
IOC
AAA
325,000

work
CBS
DuM
NBC
NBC
NetCBS
-CBS

180,915
55,308
141,120

CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC

120,760
46,486
55,620
98,685
82,900
86,585
84,800
117,663

97,746
48,176
78,060

CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
DuM
DuM
CBS
ABC
ABC
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS

39,747
YEARBOOK

Stations
1955
1954
Oct. Oct.
122 116
v
n
100
94
63
n
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53
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45 66
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29
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84
rt
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1954Hours Per
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IN THE MAILS

The 1955-56 Telecasting Yearbook • Marketbook issue is being
mailed this week. Like its predecessors, this 448-page volume,
compiled by a staff of 60, contains authoritative data on tv stations throughout the world, including information on U. S. stations
equipped for color tv, statistics on population with retail sales and
market data, plus other economic features on all U. S, tv areas.
Comprehensively listed are advertising agencies and their clients
using tv advertising. Included too are package program companies,
tv film producers and distributors, tv equipment manufacturers and
distributors, tv networks and other vital information. A limited
supply of extra copies of this 448-page buyer's guide is available
at $3.00 each.
Today
Smith, Kline & French Labs
March of Medicine
Speidel Corp.
Caesar's
Hour
Home
A. E. Staley Mfg. Co.
Breakfast Club
Garry Moore Show
Standard Brands Inc.
Howdy Doody
Tennessee Ernie
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana
Person to Person
Star-Kist Foods Inc.
Home
State Farm Mutual Insurance Co.
Red Barber's Corner
Sterling Drug Inc.
The Vise
Studebaker-Packard Motor Car Co.
Martha Wright Show
Tv Reader's Digest
Sunbeam Corp.
Ethel & Albert Show
Home
Max tiebman Presents
Martha Raye Show
Milton Berle Show
Tonight
C. A. Swanson & Sons
Bob Crosby Show
Robert Q. Lewis
Sweets Co. of America Inc.
Pinky Lee Show
Pinky Lee Show
Swift & Co.
Garry
Moore Show
Today
Disneyland
Garry Moore Show
Garry Moore Show

37,365
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NBC
NBC

43
70
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65,609
23,142

NBC
NBC
ABC
CBS
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NBC
NBC
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41,704
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Advertiser
Program
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Beat the Clock
The Texas Co.
Texaco Star Theatre
U. S. Shoe Co.
U. S. Steel Corp.
U. S. Steel Hour
U. S. Steel Hour
U. S. Tobacco Co.
Home
Today
U. S. Time Corp.
Pinky Lee
Waco
TodayMfg. Co.
Wander Co.
Captain Midnight
Ding-Dong School
Webster-Chicago Corp.
Tony Martin Show
Welch Grape Juice Co.
Howdy Doody
Mickey Mouse Club
mm

Gross Time
Charges
work
Oct. '54 Net178,065 CBS
NBC
158,220
NBC
11,457
110,225 ABC
CBS
NBC
32,607 NBC
37,782
NBC
NBC
CBS
44,280 N2C
45,100
NBC
NBC
33,991 ABC

THE NETWORK,
ABC-TV
Mr. Chapin:
"Again this year, the facts and figures for
the ABC-TV network speak for themselves.
'ABC-TV's gross time sales for the year
through Aug. 26 reached a record total of
$69,737,937 with still more sales being negotiated. Of this total, 64.3% or $44,835,995 represents new business, mainly from "blue chip"
advertisers who are swinging to ABC-TV. The
network's extremely high percentage of renewals amounts to $24,901,942 in gross time sales.
"ABC-TV's achievements this year, measured
by any of the other yardsticks — programming,
advertisers, ratings, clearance and awards — emphasize the network's surge toward broadcast
leadership.
"Some of the new season's most significant
new programs will be on the ABC-TV network.
The roster includes such new milestones in programing as the Mickey Mouse Club, Wyatt
Earp, Warner Bros. Present, The M-G-M Parade, DuPont Cavalcade Theatre, Medical Horizons, and Crossroads, among others.
"These new programs together with such
ABC-TV favorites as Danny Thomas, Disneyland, Rin - Tin - Tin,
The Lone Ranger,
Ozzie & Harriet and
Wednesday night
fights, will bring to
the network still
greater audiences
and accelerate the
upward trend in ratings at ABC.
"In terms of station clearances,
ABC-TV is showing
rapid progress. By
May of this year,
MR. CHAPIN
the average ABC-TV
network evening program cleared 24% more
stations than a year ago. Of ABC-TV's programs 21% had coverage factors of 90% or
greater compared to only 5% a year ago.
"The growing list of awards presented to
ABC-TV's programs this past season attests to
the high calibre of the network's programming.
With the new season's significant program additions, ABC-TV will be a strong contender
for even more of the nation's top award honors.
"With a bow to our hustling competitors, we
can now make the simple statement that the day
Page 32
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Stati onsOct.
Oct.
1955
1954
85 88
70 79
42
97
113
50
43
n
89
48
46
43
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d0:15
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Average
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1954 1955
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d0:14
d0:06
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d0:30

0:15
d0:07'/2
d0:15

Advertiser
Program
Wesson Oil & Snow Drift Co.
Hawkins
Falls
Home
Valiant Lady
Western Union Telegraph Co.
Down You Go
Westinghouse
Electric Corp.
Best of Broadway
Studio One
Whirlpool Corp.
Martha
Raye Show
Show
Milton Berle
Wildroot Inc.
Robin Hood
Wine
Corp. of America
Today
Dollar A Second
J. A. Wright & Co.
Home
Yardley of London Inc.
Garry Moore Show
Zenith Radio Corp.
NCAA Football
Omnibus

SRA STATEMENTS
of two network dominance is past. Today it's a
three way race which is going to get even closer.
"These achievements point up the wise choice
made by astute advertisers in establishing and
renewing franchises on the nation's fastest
growing network — the ABC-TV network."
NBC-TV
Mr. Frey:
"The 1955-56 television season has been
justly heralded as the year of 'special programming' as far as NBC is concerned. Spectaculars,
telementaries, and other one-shot special programs, have been scheduled at irregular intervals throughout the year's schedule to add new
excitement, sparkle and audience appeal to the
pattern of television broadcasting.
"But special programming must necessarily
mean special selling, too, and what is especially
significant to us in NBC-TV sales is the
amazing acceptance of, and enthusiasm for,
these longer, more flexible program forms by
advertisers and agencies.
"A fine example of this advertiser enthusiasm
for 'The Big Show' concept is provided by color
spread — 90-minute color spectaculars which
will be presented by NBC-TV on Sundays at approximately monthly intervals beginning Sept.
11. Here is the perfect mating of the spectacular and the magazine concept, combining the
tremendous impact of the former with the
flexibility of the latter. Within weeks after color
spread was announced, it was virtually sold out
for the season — sold to both large and small
advertisers. As it stands now, color spread is
S.R.O. through 1955, with only a few participations available through the end of next summer.
"Further evidence of sponsor interest in 'big
programming' is the quick sales participations
on NBC Matinee Theatre, the new hour-long
daily dramatic program to be telecast in color.
Announced just a few weeks ago and not scheduled to go on the air until Oct. 31, NBC
Matinee Theatre already claims as clients
Procter & Gamble and Motorola, with additerest. tional prospective sponsors showing keen in"Other significant sales trends of the approaching season include:
"The increasing awareness on the part of
advertisers of the values of daytime Television
(witness the continued sales success of NBCTV's pioneering Today and Home programs,

Gross
Time
Charges
114,428
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'54
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73,425

work
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d0:15
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and the more recent near S. R. O. status of the
new Tennessee Ernie strip).
"The broadening use of the television medium
by advertisers for
institutional or public relations cam"The fact that advertisers are planning
paigns.
their television campaigns much farther
in advance than formerly, reflecting not
only the increased
competition for
prime time periods,
but also the maturity
of the medium and
the increasingly important part it is taking in overall advertising
budgets.
"The rise of merchandising, not only of the
product, but also of the advertising campaign.
A good example of this is the cooperative efforts of the NBC merchandising department
(the only one of its kind in the industry) with
advertisers to stimulate dealer-distributor excitement.
"But the most important trend again, in my
opinion, is the enthusiasm for the spectacular
type of programming, the longer show, and the
increased use of multiple sponsorship arrangements to support this type of programming."
CBS-TV
Mr. Hylan:
"It sioniswilllogical,
to predict
that of
televicontinuewe tothink,
increase
its share
the
total advertising dollar this year as well as in
future years, and CBS Television now goes
into its second season as the world's biggest
single advertising medium.
"As more and more advertisers become aware
of the values of consistent year-round advertising, the start of the so-called 'broadcasting
season' in the fall has assumed greater importance in terms of the new programs which
will make their debut than as a spot on the
calendar when the sponsorship of a given time
period will change hands.
"In the course of its rapid growth, television
has undergone many changes and modifications
in the pattern of selling its facilities. Thus, the
sharing of a program and time period between
two advertisers on an alternate week basis has
become almost standard practice. Whenever,
in our opinion, such a change would increase
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

A MUST

FOR

YOUR

PRODUCT

Because The Woman's Angle is a Baltimore institution
it's a must for your product, too. Ann Mar not only
delivers the audience, on a year-in, year-out basis.
She also merchandises your advertising. For WMAR-TV
runs regular ads in The Baltimore Sun on
The Woman's Angle;- and, through Ann's sponsors,
puts out some 10,000 circulars a week, for grocery store
distribution, promoting the program. And then
there's Ann's homemaking bulletin, her regular personal
appearances at new store openings, and her
every-Thursday cooking column in The Sun.
It all adds up to a valuable extra sales help for participants
in The Woman's Angle. To find out how you can become
one of them, get in touch with The Katz Agency, Inc.

ANN

MAR'S

GUESTS

(A partial list of those who recently
have appeared on The Woman's Angle)
John Newland
Fay
Bainter The Magician Zasu Pitts
Blackstone
Jackie Cooper
Ivy Baker Priest
Basil Rathbone
Reed Hadley
Ronald Reagan
Signe Hasso
Pat Rooney, Sr
William
Inge
Lillian Roth
Veronica Lake
Walter Slezak
Gene Lockhart
Loring Smith
Joshua Logan
Bob Turley
Ralph Meeker

WMARsTV
BALTIMORE, MD
Channel 2 CBS
The Sunpapers TV Station
Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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8

Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice-President

by Forjoe & Co.
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FALL NETWORK
the effectiveness of television as a sales medium,
we have incorporated it into our daily operation.
"Two such basic changes are new this year.
"The first refers to the obvious desire of the
viewing audience for programs with overall
family appeal in the earlier evening hours. As
a result, we have made available programs
which will appeal to
children as well as
adults, in the halfhour strip from 7:308:00 p.m. Mondaythrough-Friday.
"The second modification involves feature programs of one
hour and hour-anda-half, and greater
duration. There are
some programs
which virtually deMR. HYLAN
mand exposure because of content,
stature of the talent, as a matter of public information and interest, or because of a combination of all these elements. In cases where
programs meet these criteria, CBS Television
has made provision for scheduling and offering
them for sale.
"As time goes on, there may be new opportunities and special situations which might suggest changes in the conventional pattern of
television selling. If and when this occurs, CBS

Television will exert every effort to be first
with the proper solution. For the time being,
however, no one has been able to suggest an
effective substitute for the impact of a sales
message delivered consistently and with weekly
frequency to the buying public."
SRA
Mr. Webb:

TV

ARE

AUDIENCES

year, which
account for a will
sizeable
amount of the increase in spot revenue. Many of these
new stations
are located in markets

report greatly increased activity on the part of
the advertisers in spot buying, especially for
the fall season.
"Again, as last season, this increase in spot
business will be due to a large extent to the
number of new advertisers using tv for the
first time. Because of sales results obtained
through the use of spot advertising last season,
many of the constant users of television advertising are increasing their spot tv budgets this
season, while others are getting out of network
advertising to put their ad dollars into spot
buys.
"IDs, both shared and full screen, which
have become increasingly popular with a number of advertisers, as a result of all stations accepting the SRA standards for IDs, will account
for a large share of the increase. Large saturation campaigns are comparatively easy to set up

DISCOVERING
DON'T

TIRE

by James W. Seiler
Director of ARB
peatedly exposed to the advertising messages
carried on the television screen. They have
been so exposed for a number of years, since
this top viewing group is no Johnny-comelately to the allure of television. Disproving
►

WHEN

DO

THEY

which are very valuable to national
advertisers, and they
are increasing their
budgets
buy these
television to on
MR. WEBB

heretofore
able stations. unavail"Some of the advertisers who will be heading
the list of spot buyers this season are Hazel
Bishop, Phillip Morris, L & M cigarettes, Max
Factor, Post Brand cereal, Scotts Emulsion,
Japanese canned crab meat, Wildroot, Whitman
chocolates, Trushay, Tootsie Rolls, Servel, Old
Gold cigarettes, Mason mints, Nabisco and
Beechnut Packing Company. A number of the
above are new advertisers, while some have
used television extensively and are back again
this year with greatly increased budgets."

& AGENCIES

A special report in the B*T 'Yearbook' by the American Research Bureau explodes the myth that tv viewers tire of the medium after the
novelty of ownership wears off. To the contrary, viewing increases.

THE longer they have tv, the more they
watch it.
That conclusion, which we at American
Research Bureau arrived at after extensive
analysis of its audience data for March 1955,
demolishes the oft expressed opinion that
when the novelty of television wears off, the
family curtails the time spent in watching
the tv screen and returns, in part, at least,
to its pre-tv leisure time activities.
In our extra-curricular sleuthing into the
March statistics, we separated the over-all
sample into four equal groups in accordance
with the amount of time spent watching tv
during the measured week. Group No. 1
watched the most, group No. 2 next most,
and so on. For each group, ARB developed
specific information as to amount of viewing
by weekly and daily time segments, length
of set ownership, family composition, and
the number of stations within set range.
There is no battle for television's viewing
crown. It rests jauntily, and firmly, on the
heads of the 25% of the nation's television
families who stay glued to their sets for
over 40% of this country's total viewing time.
The top half accounts for over 2/3 of the
viewing.
This may help explain the strong impact
of television as a sales medium. A dominant
portion of the viewing audience is being reBroadcasting • Telecasting

at greatly reduced costs to the advertiser, and
such advertisers as Phillip Morris and a host
of others are using this method of television
advertising extensively.
"There are now 58 more commercially operating tvstations on the air this year as against
the same time last

"National spot advertising in television for
the fall and winter season of 1955-56 promises
to
season
by an increase
of overshadow
as much as the
30%.'54-'55
All the
members
of SRA

ADVERTISERS
SPONSORS

SALES

the popularly held belief that prolonged set
ownership is directly related to viewing satiation, families in the same top group that
does the most viewing have had their sets the
longest — 43 months, on the average.
Also, and this might be expected, ARB
figures show that members of the No. 1 group
have the most children, an average per family
of two under 20 years, and for every two
families, three under 13 years. As an indication
of how strongly the presence of children influences viewing, over half of the families in the
No. 4 group (the one lowest in viewing), have
no children at all.
The number of stations that a family could
receive had no particular influence on the
amount of viewing. The average home in the
top viewing group could receive about four stations; the group lowest in viewing could do
almost as well, with an average slightly under

WATCH?

(Audience divided info four equal groups, graded by amount of viewing)
SHARE OF SETS IN USE
Average
10.3% 3
26.5% 2
Group
Group
Group
Time Period
55.7% 1
S.I.U.
13.5%
26.0
7 a.m., to noon, Mon. thru Fri.
15.6
1 1.6
55.1
Noon to 3 p.m., Mon. thru Fri.
23.9
13.4
17.6
3 to 5 p.m., Mon. thru Fri.
44.3
26.7
21.4
55.5
35.3
25.4
5 to 7 p.m., Mon. thru Fri.
31.3
27.7
67.4
25.4
7 to 10 p.m., Sun. thru Sat.
21.9
37.3
10 p.m. to midn., Sun thru Sat.
32.5
32.6
10.0
3.7
Midn. to 2 a.m., Sun. thru Sat.
50.4
HOW

LONG

Time Period
7 a.m.-noon, Mon. thru Fri.
Noon to 3 p.m., Mon. thru Fri.
3 to 5 p.m., Mon. thru Fri.
5 to 7 p.m., Mon. thru Fri.
7 to 10 p.m.. Sun. thru Sat.
10 p.m. to midn., Sun thru Sat.
Midn. to 2 a.m., Sun. thru Sat.

DO

THEY

Group 4
7.5%
8.9
7.3
16.6
7.2
13.1
7.1

WATCH?

(Viewers classified by age and sex)
Set Hours
Men Hours
.88
3.38
2.33
.41
1.76
1.66
.61
3.53
11.81
14.15
3.88
4.56
.51

Women Hours
2.86
2.31
2.19
1.49

2.39 Hours
Children
1.39
4.66
1.68
10.81
.80
.06

4.76
15.98

.37 September .49
5, 1955
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HOW

DO

THEY

WATCH?

(Groups, equal in size, vary greatly in viewing habits)
Group 3
Group 2
Group 1
20.8 %
26.1 %
% share of total set h ours
40.9 %
28.10
56.16
37.26
Average weekly hours set in use
►

HOW

FOUR GROUPS COMPARE?
(Most avid viewers are larger fam lies, oldest set owners)
C?roup 1
Group 2
39.1 mo.
43.2 mo.
37.7 mo.
Average length of set ownership
Average number of tv stations
4.1
3.7
3.5
they can receive
Family Characteristics
Females
Under 6
.38
.15
.26
6-12
.25
.38
.35
.09
.55
13-19
.17
.22
20-39
.70
.63
.47
.37
.36
40-59
60 & over
.17
.17
1.68
.20
2.17
Total
2.02
Males
Under 6
6-12
13-19
20-39
40-59
60 & over
Total
Grand Total Persons
Children Under 13
Under 19

DO

Group A
12.2 %
17.20

Totals
100.0%
34.7

Group 4
31.4 mo.

vjveran
37.8 mo.

THE

.48
.17
.37
.57
.37
.10
2.06
4.23
1.61
1.95

four. Age of viewers, however, did have considerable influence. Persons in the upper viewing brackets were younger, with the No. 1 group
showing a larger proportion of youngmarrieds
in the 20-39 age brackets than did any of the
others. For every hundred homes, the No. 1
viewing group contained 70 women and 57 men
in the 20-39 age category. As opposed to this,
the lowest viewing group showed 47 women
and 40 men in this age bracket.
When ARB started to break the entire television day into time segments, we ran into some
specially significant material. From 7 a.m. to
5 p.m., Monday through Friday, the top viewing quarter accounted for some 55% of all
viewing done; the top half for over 75%.
Overall sets in use built gradually from 13.5%
from 7 a.m. to noon, Monday through Friday,
to 35.3% from 5 to 7 p.m. Came the 7 to
10 p.m. evening hours and usage rocketed
to 67.4%, tapering to 32.6% from 10 p.m.
to midnight, and fading to 3.7% from midnight
to 2 a.m.
Man-hours may be the standard of measurement for most time studies. For the television
audience, however, we found that woman-hours
take over. Women dominate the viewing scene
throughout the day. From 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. for
every 1.90 man-hours put in before the tv set,
women put in 6.66. In the busiest time segment,
7 p.m. through 10 p.m., for every 12 man-hours
of viewing, the distaff side puts in a busy 16.
The ladies even stay up later. In the midnight
to 2 a.m. segment for every third of an hour
put in by dad, mom puts in a half. Only in
one period does any member of the family outdo her in screen time. That's from 5 to 7
p.m., when the set belongs to junior. During
that period children put in some 424 hours of
viewing a week to mother's two-plus and dad's
1%.
Glancing back at all of our figures we come
up with a pretty good composite of the nation's
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.17
.30

.29
.17

.22
.48
.53

.17
.48
.42

.14
1.84
3.86
1.08
1.52

.21
1.74
3.42
.86
1.12

3.8
3.7
.1*5
1A
. 1IUA
.4/
.4/
.zlOl

Predicts

URGES
RATINGS

White King Soap Co. advertising manager charges that
under present system advertiser does not know what he

3.61
1.04
1.36

No. 1 viewing families — those families that belong to the 25% that do over 40% of all viewing. They average a little better than four
persons to the family, with both parents being
between 20 and 39, have two children, have
owned their tv set 43 months and keep it on a
little better than 56 hours a week, with the lady
of the house doing most of the looking.
There you have it— the tv-viewing family of
the year. Man, woman and child, they represent
a lot of television audience.
Whitney

CHIEF

UNIFORM

.15
.1/
.40
.14
.39
.17

.83
.59

Mr. Whitney:
'good'to ora com'bad'
ad Concluded
has no meaning
except in "A
relation
petitive product and to a concept of marketing,
strategy embracing coordinated selling, merchandising, sales promotion, public relations
and research activities."
AD

1.52

1.42
2.94

great investment comes an obligation of advertising to eliminate wasteful and inefficient
methods — "if advertising is to continue to make
consumer price reductions possible, there can
be no room for advertising concepts that are
static misfits in today's dynamic economy, nor
for research techniques that spend millions to
find facts but only produce mirages."
Although expenditures will go up, advertising, Mr. Whitney said,, will be cheaper and
more effective when both agencies and their
clients understand the role of advertising in the
total selling effort.

More

Money for Advertising
DOUBLING of advertising expenditures within the next decade was predicted last week by
Elwood Whitney, executive vice president of
Foote, Cone & Belding. into
Mr. the
Whitney's
look
future: Cash
outlay for advertising in all media
should reach $15 billion by 1965 compared to the $8,164,000,000 spent in
1954.
"Most businessmen recognize that
we are in an era in
which prosperity is
keyed not to production but to consumpto expand
conthey'u their
Y tion'of tinuesodemand
TNE
MR. WHI
investment
in the
stimulation
at an
ever-increasing pace," he said.
Mr. Whitney, burrowing further into figures,
said the population is growing at the rate of
220,000 per month and therefore businessmen
must step up ad expenditures to reach bigger
markets.
Also noted by Mr. Whitney was that with

is getting for his money.
RADIO-TV audience rating services were raked
over the coals Monday by Larry Nolte, advertising manager of the White King Soap Co.,
major west coast manufacturer which puts twothirds of its total
.
advertising budget in
radio and television.
Speaking before
the luncheon meeting of the Hollywood
Advertising Club,
Mr. Nolte called for
a uniform rating
standard similar to
the ABC system used
that
the media
advertiser
in printed
"so
can have some idea
of what he gets for
MR. NOLTE
his radio and television dollar. Now, we have nothing but confusion. It all depends on which rating service
you buy whether a particular show is a good
investment or a lousy one."
Mr. Nolte claimed, "What we want is facts
and not so many figures. The industry can't
tolerate widely divergent ratings."
Asking for a united effort on the part of all
sponsors, agencies and stations, Mr. Nolte urged
that money be provided the Advertising Research Foundation to continue its "researching
of the researchers" to uncover defects in present
systems and find newer, more accurate methods
of audience analysis. He commended ARF's
study on the
"Recommended
Standards
forsubject
Radio last
and year,
Television
Program
1954].
Audience Size Measurement" [B«T, Dec. 27,
The White King executive said in recent
years he has placed $25 million in radio and
television advertising "and we don't know what
we got." He was particularly critical of the
way rating firms talk down their competitive
services and observed that after one has listened to both sides, he doesn't know what is
right.
Emphasizing that White King "believes in
radio and television," Mr. Nolte pointed out
Broadcasting • Telecasting

that not only are competitive rating reports
confusing because of their disparity, but one
report, which he cited, showed that a specific
show on a regional network would deliver
90,000 listeners while data for three affiliates
of the chain would deliver more than 100,000
for the same program.
NEW '55 AUTOS ADD
5.8 MILLION RADIOS
Radio Adv. Bureau cites study
showing 83% of this year's
new autos to be radioequipped.
AUTOMOBILES alone will create around 5.8
million new places in which to listen to radio
this year, Radio Advertising Bureau estimated
last week.
Announcing completion of a new study made
for RAB by Fact Finders Assoc., bureau officials
said it was found that 83% of all 1955 cars are
radio-equipped when they leave the dealer — a
finding which "takes on additional importance
since an all-time high has been reached this
year in the manufacture and sale of new cars."
As of July, it was pointed out, the total
number of cars with a radio in working order
stood at 31 million.
The FFA study involved interviews conducted
during May and June with executives of 376
new car agencies throughout the nation, stratified by makes on the basis of each make's share
of the 1954 new car market. In announcing
results, RAB offered these quotes as typical
comments by dealers as to why they felt car
radio sales continue to increase:
"Radios are the No. 1 accessory. American
people want entertainment and there's no substitute for radio." . . . "Demand for radios is
100% . .-. because so many people almost live
in their cars." . . . "More demand — people
realize that the trade-in value is more if the car
is equipped with radio."
RAB asserted that not only do car radios
represent enough circulation units to be considered amajor medium by itself, but also that
their fast-increasing numbers are additional
proof that radio, already with the greatest media
penetration, is still the top growth medium.
Whirlpool Buys Heavy in Tv
For Intensive Ad Campaign
THE "most concentrated and comprehensive
advertising program in the history of the home
laundry industry" has been launched by Whirlpool Corp., with tv and other advertising outlays slated to average over $1 million monthly,
it was announced last Monday.
Plans were announced by Roy Howard, merchandising manager of Whirlpool Corp., which
this month is scheduled to become WhirlpoolSeeger Corp. Kenyon-Eckhardt Inc. will continue to handle the consumer account.
The big blows will be delivered by Whirlpool
with its network tv debut on the Milton Berle
and Martha Raye NBC-TV shows on staggered
weeks starting Sept. 20, with a week's interval. Thus Whirlpool will appear on the two
shows 26 weeks through June 5, 1955.
"Although the entire complement has not
yet been completed, we expect to reach more
than 150 tv stations with each of our shows,"
Mr. Howard reported.
Consumer advertising for the 1956 line will
get underway with a spread in Life magazine
Sept. 12 and others in succeeding issues. Newspapers and trade publications also will be utilized.
Broadcasting
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SOME 50 timebuyers and others representing 38 New York advertising agencies were
guests of WROW-AM-TV Albany on a flight to the Albany-Troy-Schenectady area and
luncheon and afternoon at Saratoga Racetrack. Shown here at airport are, in foreground, commentator Lowell Thomas (c), with two other stockholders, U. S. Reps. Dean
Taylor (I) and Leo O'Brien. In background (I to r): Jean Simpson, Doyle Dane Bernbach; John Owen, sales promotion manager, Avery-Knodel, which represents WROW;
Dick Stone, Avery-Knodel; Sam Vitt, Biow-Beirn-Toigo; Lou Kennedy, Kenyon & Eckhardt,
and Lionel Furst, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Largely obscured are Herb Gruber of
Edward Kletter Assoc. (behind Mr. Stone), and Mary (Mickey) McMichael of BBDO and
Larry Donino of Kenyon & Eckhardt (behind Messrs. Thomas and O'Brien). The WROWAM-TV delegation included President Frank Smith; Thomas S. Murphy, general manager,
and Harry L. Goldman, station manager. WROW-TV is represented by Harrington,
Righter & Parsons.
CBS-Columbia

Sets Campaign

'5600'
for will
Of $1.7
MORE
than Million
$1.75 million
be spent in
radio, tv, newspapers and in trade publications
in the next four months in an advertising-promotion series
campaign on
of CBS-Columbia's
new 5600
of behalf
tv receivers
and radios,
Gerald Light, director of CBS-Columbia advertising and sales promotion, said last week.
CBS-Columbia, the tv and radio receiver
manufacturing division of CBS Inc., returns to
its regular Wednesday alternate sponsorship of
Arthur Godfrey & His Friends on CBS-TV,
starting Oct. 5. The manufacturing division also
will begin participating sponsorship, starting
Oct. 3, of CBS Radio's Amos V Andy Music
Hall; Bing Crosby Show, and Tennessee Ernie
Show. Other on-the-air sponsorship includes
spot radio and tv campaigns in New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, St. Louis,
Boston and Milwaukee. Ted Bates & Co. is the
agency.
Chrysler Corp. Takes
Canadian Grid Slate
CANADIAN FOOTBALL games will be televised this year under sponsorship of Chrysler
Corp. of Canada Ltd., which also will carry
Climax and Shower of Stars on all Englishlanguage Canadian tv stations this fall. Agency
is Ross Roy of Canada Ltd., Windsor, Ont.
J. A. Ouimet, general manager of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., stated that this year's coverage of the football games would be the most
comprehensive program of football telecasts
ever made on this continent. In eastern Canada
10 interconnected stations will telecast 20 to
26 games each> and three non-connected stations will televise 14 games. An estimated
4,500,000 people are expected to see the games
in their homes. In western Canada seven tv

stations will carry games of the Western Interprovincial Football Union, with two games
being telecast most weeks. Stations will receive the most important game each week on
a delayed basis as microwave network is not
yet built in western Canada.
Eastern Canadian stations located in cities
in which games are played are required to
"black out" during the day of the game. In
most instances they may carry a game on the
following or other days.
The Grey Cup final games, originating in
Vancouver this year, will be carried live to
eastern Canada by way of a microwave circuit
through the United States from Vancouver to
Buffalo, N. Y. Eastern play-off games will be
seen live on most eastern Canadian stations,
while western play-off games will be on a delayed basis.
M-G-M Buys Blair Plan
To Promote New Movie
METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer, in its third purchase
of the Blair National Saturation Group Plan,
will tie in with the latest weather reports on the
42 radio stations represented by John Blair
& Co. to promote its new motion picture release, "It's Always Fair Weather," Mort Bassett,
Blair sales manager of the National Saturation
Group, announced last week.
M-G-M also will use 30 additional radio
markets throughout the country.
Idea of the tie-up between weather broadcasts and picture title was attributed to Howard
Dietz, M-G-M vice president in charge of advertising, publicity and exploitation. The Blair
group purchase involves 48 15-second announcements inthree days, scheduled in early
morning, late afternoon and late evening,
coinciding with the release dates this month.
Agency for M-G-M: Donahue & Coe.
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Mid-America always gets news-making excitement from WMAQ's
NIGHT DESK program, Monday through Friday from 10:00
to 10:30 p.m. But on August 18th, listeners really hit the jackpot.

jjfcii

On that night, police were closing in on an accused cop-killer, object
of the biggest manhunt in Chicago in two decades. NIGHT DESK
reporter John Chancellor was right there — the only broadcaster
who was at the scene to give listeners an exclusive description
of the action as it developed.

4

Within minutes, bulletins informed the station's audience of the
gunman's capture. They were the first to know of it. And at
10:00 p.m., WMAQ's NIGHT DESK listeners heard Chancellor's 1
on-the-spot tape-recording.
The scoop didn't end there. Chancellor scored his second news
beat of the evening when his microphone caught the interrogation
of the wounded gunman by Chicago detectives.
variety called NIGHT DESK's performance of August 18th
"one of the top radio reporting jobs of this or any other year."
By keeping on top of events like this, as they're happening,
NIGHT DESK has become one of the most listened-to
and talked-about programs in Chicago. It's only one of the
many reasons WMAQ is what it is — the station
advertisers turn to for their strongest radio impact on
America's second-richest market.

RADIO IN CHICAGO
^ represented by NBC Spot Sales

VIEWERS

during the previous four weeks as a direct result of seeing them advertised on tv.
Leaders in various categories were LincolnMercury, Knickerbocker beer, RCA television
and Lucky Strike. Other products in the survey
included instant coffee, cosmetics, deodorants,
laundry soap, shampoo, soft drinks and tooth-

LIKE, REMEMBER

LUCKIES' ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertest
Research survey
shows
commercials' impact
for the second straight year.
Likes and dislikes of viewers
also listed.

paste.
McCann-Erickson

LUCKY STRIKE for the second straight year
was named as having the best remembered and
best liked tv commercial, according to a survey
just released by Advertest Research. The current survey is the 76th in the monthly series
"The Television Audience of Today," and is
based on a sample of 745 tv homes contacted
during the month of June, covering specifically
11 product categories.
Lucky Strike was named as the best remembered commercial by 11%, while 10%
named it as the best liked. Westinghouse edged
out Chesterfield for second place in the- best
remembered category and holds second place,
ahead of Kraft, in the best liked category.
The 745 respondents named more than 2,000
commercials, over 90% of which they could
adequately describe. Best liked things about
tv advertising were cartoons, information about
new products and amusing commercials. Pet
gripes were too frequent program interruptions,
too much advertising and repetition.
In an effectiveness comparison of tv vs. other
advertising media, over 75% of all respondents
felt tv advertising was more effective and more
than 40% reported having purchased products

FARM

TV

Haight to New Post
APPOINTMENT of George Haight to the
newly-created post of director of television and
radio programming for McCann-Erickson
Inc.
on the west coast,
was announced last
week. The appointment is effective immediately. Mr.
Haight formerly was
manager of tv and
radio production in
the agency's
New
York
office.
Mary Harris has
been appointed his
successor as manof tv and Miss
radioagerproduction.
MR. HAIGHT
Harris has been with
McCann-Erickson for a year. Mr. Haight joined
the agency in June 1954.
Mr. Haight, who will be responsible for all
agency broadcast programming, will headquarter in Los Angeles and report to Terence Clyne,
agency .general executive and management supervisor of McCann-Erickson's tv-radio department in New York and Los Angeles.
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1,590
1,406
1,489
1,275
1,572
1,620
2,117
2,888
1,848
1,544
1,798
1,617
559
1,214
793
1,477
1,041
1,602
1,559
1,619
1,974
1,193
970
2.241
1,860
2,493
1,792
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235
28591
843
367
1,607
1,178
422
380
187
582
16552
686
491
572
678
585
360
402
99
1,442
885
1,443
734

13.0
40.9
15.8
7.1
18.1
52.0
17.3
55.6
63.7
28.6
21.1
11.6
9.3
47.9
20.8
46.4
47.2
35.7
43.5
36.1
18.2
33.7
10.2
64.3
47.6
57.9
41.0
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Greer
Harmon
Harper
Haskell
Hughes
Jackson
Kay
Jefferson
Johnston
Kingfisher
Kiowa
Latimer
Le
Flore
Lincoln
Logan
Love
McClain
McCurtain
Mcintosh
Major
Marshall
Mayes
Murray
Muskogee
Noble
Nowata
Okfuskee

OCO CO£
E>hu

arm

OKLAHOMA
Adair
Alfalfa
Atoka
Beaver
Beckham
Blaine
Bryan
Caddo
Canadian
Carter
Cherokee
Choctaw
Cimarron
Cleveland
Coal
Comanche
Cotton
Craig
Creek
Custer
Delaware
Dewey
Ellis
Garfield
Garvin
Grady
Grant

otal

>

Promotes

1,026
694
878
1,271
1,555
909
1,572
871
2,045
1,658
965
1,642
2,541
2,257
1,666
882
1,404
2,799
1,565
563
1,593
1,836
572
2,387
1,322
1,080
1,297

OKLAHOMA
These preliminary state and county figures
from the U. S. Census of Agriculture
show the number of farms with television
sets in October-November 1954, when
the census was made. Figures are pro-£
jected from a survey covering 20% of all£
farms. B«T will present farm tv figures
for each state as they are tabulated by
the Census Bureau. Readers may clip and
save™5 these reports to accumulate a complete, county-by-county, state-by-state
file.
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120
112
125
79
514
341
137
351
831
238
728
1,017
59
762
1,141
784
254
350
338
102
430
250
637
799
697
419
342

11.7
12.8
9.8
11.4
21.7
33.1
38.6
15.7
40.6
44.3
61.3
6.1
9.4
45.7
41.7
28.8
12.5
55.8
21.6
27.0
18.1
34.7
33.5
43.7
52.7
31.7
32.3

Oklahoma
Okmulgee
Osage
Ottawa
Pawnee
Payne
Pittsburg
Pontotoc

Longines Buys Fall Tv Series
Of 4 Monthly Shows on CBS
LONGINES-WITTNAUER Watch Co., New
York, will sponsor a series of four monthly television shows, to be presented every fourth Saturday on CBS-TV, beginning Sept. 24, in the
11 p.m. to midnight slot, following the new
"Jubilee" color spectacular, 9:30-11 p.m.
The series is entitled Conquest — Man's Fight
for Progress and the watch firm, according to
Alan Cartoun, vice president in charge of
advertising, is now awaiting time clearance
from CBS affiliates. The show will be a combination of film and live and will depict great ,
achievements of mankind in aviation, medicine,
communications, etc.
The series is planned in addition to the annual
Longines Thanksgiving Day Festival of Music,
which will be presented again this year. Victor
A. Bennett Co., New York, is the agency.
Sarnoff Heads Ad Federation's
Advertising Week Committee
ROBERT W. SARNOFF, executive vice president of NBC, has accepted the chairmanship of
the Advertising
Federation
of America's
mittee for National
Advertising
Week, comFeb.
19-25, it was announced last week by Ben R.
Donaldson, director of institutional advertising
for Ford Motor Co. and chairman of the Advertising Federation of America, which is cosponsoring National Advertising Week.
First meeting of the committee is Sept. 23
at the Advertising Club of New York to set
the theme of the observance. Foote, Cone &
Belding will again serve as the task force
agency, with Roger Pryor, vice president in
charge of radio and television for the agency,
representing it on the committee.
Other members of the committee for National
Advertising Week include: Ted Cott, general
manager of DuMont owned and operated stations; Robert E. Kintner, ABC president; John
Lacerda, John Lacerda Agency, Philadelphia;
Tony Lasala, vice president, Geyer Adv.; John
C. Ottinger, vice president, Bureau of Advertising-American Newspaper Publisher's Assn.; Mr.
Pryor; Richard Scheidker, vice president,
AAAA; Ralph Smith, vice president SSC&B;
Kevin B. Sweeney, president, Radio Advertising
Bureau, and J. L. Van Volkenburg, president,
CBS-TV.
National Advertising week will be co-sponsored by AFA, the Advertising Assn. of the
West and the U. S. Chamber of Commerce.
Empire Adv. Names

1,720
2,411
1,703
1,296
1,301
1,748
2,071
watomie
1,6082,163

mataha
Potta1,223
Roger
Mills
1,158
PushRogers
Seminole 1,929
Sequoyah 1,614
Stephens 1,774
Texas
1,156
1,772
Tillman
Tulsa
1,415
Wagoner 1,807
1,478
Washita
Washington
757
2,447
Woods 1,323
Woodward 1,104
TOTAL 118,979

1,655
765
1,048
488
761
562
667
379
1,057
868
107
715
53
257
675
838
689
1,098
554
358
934
381
168
41,695

Jaynes

44.5
68.6
61.5

To Head

43.4
43.5
37.5
18.3
41.5

EMPIRE ADV., Los Angeles, last week announced the opening of a Negro department,
under the supervision of account executive
William Jaynes, who formerly headed his own
agency.

4.3
48.9
45.0
44.3
9.2
14.5
10.8
48.7
38.1
60.8
37.5
38.2
47.3
35.0
28.8
15.3

All-Negro

Dept.

The Negro population in and around Los
Angeles represents a $600 million market, Empire said, adding that the newly-created department will be staffed entirely by Negroes.
Mr. Jaynes said several radio stations in the
area are programming for the Negro, including KOWL Santa Monica, KALI Pasadena and
KPOP and KGFJ Los Angeles. The agency
executive said the Negro population in Los
Angeles will reach 350,000 by 1956 and noted
40% are home owners. Statistics also show
1.9 cars per Negro family, he added
Broadcasting
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Whether your preference is a vermouth cassis or a rollicking
boiler-maker— that's your business. But so, too, is the
successful placement of advertising messages where they'll get
into the local bloodstream and elevate sales to gratifying heights.
This is why we commend to your attention some high-proof
scuttlebutt that's going the rounds these days at such important
timebuyers' caravansaries as Toots Shor's in the shadow of New
York's Rockefeller Plaza. It deals with a greener pasture, seven
counties wide in the State of Maine, with almost half a billion
dollars of annual retail sales just waiting to be mowed. And nothing
mows you a crop of it like the combination of WABI (radio) and
WABI-TV. Ask some of the happy advertisers who are making themselves hay with this great team !
(As the aproned gentleman at left, above, puts it: "A spot schedule
without WABI and WABI-TV is like a gibson without an onion" 4n
upped-periscope comment, sir, if ever there was one !)

Represented by: tS£i^S^^
l^

BANGOR,
MAINE
General manager: Leon P. Gorman, Jr.

vvabi

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
Anderson

& Cairns Announces

Employe Profit-Sharing Plan
AN EMPLOYE stock distribution and profit
sharing plan was announced last week by Anderson & Cairns Inc. It was described by its
president, lohn A. Cairns, as one of the most
liberal programs developed in the agency field.
Under the stock purchase program, employes
with two or more years of service, can subscribe up to 5% of their income toward purchase of company stock. At the end of the
calendar year, A & C will use 20% of its profits
(before taxes) to match the individual's contribution. This sum then is applied toward the
purchase of agency stock in his or her name at
book value.
The profit sharing plan provides for the
agency to distribute 30% of its net operating
income, before taxes, to employes. Allotments
will be prorated according to length of service
and base salary.
According to Mr. Cairns, the plan will permit
an orderly transfer of business control over a
period of years from older to younger personnel. Other benefits already provided by Anderson & Cairns: Full cost of hospitalization
and medical insurance group payments borne
by the company, and a group life insurance
operated entirely at the agency's expense.
B&B

Elects John Morris

V. P., Account Supervisor
A FORMER deputy police commissioner of
New York City has
been elected a vice
president and account supervisor of
Benton & Bowles
Inc.
The election of
John H. Morris was
announced Tuesday
by William R. Baker
Jr., chairman of the
B&B board. Mr.
Morris, with Kelly
Nason Inc. for the
past nine years and
MR. MORRIS
a vice president of
that agency, also had been president of the
Police Athletic League in New York.
Antell Names Tuers
APPOINTMENT of Harold Tuers as director
of advertising for Charles Antell Inc. (hair
products and cosmetics), Baltimore, was announced last week. In the past, Mr. Tuers has
served as advertising manager for Harriet Hubbard Ayer, Erno Lazlo Co., Elizabeth Arden
and Richard Hudnut, all cosmetic firms.
As director of advertising for Antell, Mr.
Tuers will supervise all advertising activity for
Antell products which include Formula 9,
Super-Lanolin shampoo, Hair Spray and cosmetic products.

Grove Plans Radio Drive
RADIO will be used in 10 markets by Grove
Labs to promote its Pazo pile suppositories and
ointment. Sales vice president Russell A. MacDonnell announced last week that !ime had
been cleared on 10 radio stations in 10 key
markets for "the first major use of radio as a
sales medium for a pile relief preparation." The
spot campaign is in addition to a stepped-up
newspaper and Sunday-supplement drive and is
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part of
history.
stainless
approach
pain and

the biggest said
campaign
in the
Authorities
copy will
stressfirm's
the
quality of Pazo and take "a positive
to relief" rather than emphasize the
discomfort of hemorrhoids.

Advance Schedule
Of Network Color Shows

McCarty Adds Kimball Agency
THE McCarty Co., Los Angeles agency, last
week announced expansion of its midwest office
with the acquisition of the facilities and personnel of Abbott Kimball Co., Chicago. T. T.
McCarty, agent president, said the enlarged
Chicago staff was to begin operating from
offices in the McGraw-Hill Bldg., effective last
Thursday. McCarty Co. also has branch offices in San Francisco, Seattle, Dallas and New
York.

CBS-TV
Sept. 24

NETWORK NEW BUSINESS
General Electric Co., lamp div., Cleveland, has
signed as alternate-week sponsor with Dow
Chemical Co. of Medic on NBC-TV (Mondays,
three weeks out of four, 9-9:30 p.m. EDT), effective Sept. 12. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.

Sept. 6

Maison Blanche (department store), New Orleans, signs for 12 five-minute newscasts daily
on WDSU there, effective Sept. 11.
General Foods Corp. (Instant Swansdown Cake
Mixes), White Plains, N. Y., will kick-off eightweek spot radio campaign Oct. 13, using women's shows and local daytime personalities primarily in 35 markets. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co. (Cheer soap), Cincinnati,
is set to launch spot tv campaign shortly, using
20-second and one-minute announcements in
50 markets, mostly in East. Agency: Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
Campana Sales Co., Batavia, 111., appoints
Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y., for Italian Balm
hand lotion. Company is using time on Arthur
Godfrey morning programs (CBS Radio, Mon.Fri., 9:45-11:15 a.m. EDT) and radio-tv spots
are contemplated. Agency also handles Campana's Ayds (diet aids).
Murine Co. (eye wash), Chicago, appoints J.
Walter Thompson Co., same city. Broadcast
plans not set but firm has used radio and
reportedly has overall advertising budget of
$220,000.
A&A PEOPLE
Roy J. Sandberg, Fred W. Pain and Thomas
B. Gilhooley elected vice presidents, Western
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Walt E. Krueger, Mathisson & Assoc. Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., appointed
ministrator. executive adRobert P. Mountain,
vice president,
Young & Rubicam,
N. Y., appointed
radio-tv dept. director.
Michael K. Doherry,
formerly
dent
Div.withof PepsoLever
MR. KRUEGER
Bros., N. Y., appointed advertising
manager,
products div., Bristol-Myers Co.,
N. Y.

(9:30-11 p.m. EDT) Ford
Star Jubilee, "Judy Garland
Show," Ford Motor Co.
through J. Walter Thompson.

NBC-TV
Sept. 5-9 (11 a.m.-noon EDT) Home.
Color inserts daily at 11:45
a.m.-noon (Also Sept. 12-16,
19-23, 26-30). Participating
sponsors.
(7:30-7:45 p.m. EDT)
Vaughn Monroe Show (Also
Sept. 8). Sustaining.
Sept. 11 (7:30-9 p.m. EDT) Color
Spread,
"Skin sponsors.
of Our Teeth."
Participating

Sept. 12-16 (5:30-6 p.m. EDT) Howdy
Doody (also Sept. 19-23 2630). Participating sponsors.
Sept. 17 (3:30-6 p.m. EDT) NCAA
Football, U. of Miami vs.
Georgia Tech. Participating.
Sept. 19 (8-9:30 p.m. EDT) Producers
Showcase,
Town,"Kenyon
Ford
Motor Co."Our
through
& Eckhardt, and RCA through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Grey and
Al Paul Lefton agencies.
Sept. 27 (8-9 p.m. EDT) Milton Berle
Show. Sunbeam Corp.
through Perrin-Paus Co. and
RCA and Whirlpool Corp.
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
[Note: This schedule will be corrected to
press time of each issue of B-T.]
Frank Scharrer, account executive, Beaumont
& Hohman, Hollywood, named office manager,
succeeding Jim Staples, who resigns Sept. 10
with future plans unannounced.
Stella Lester, copywriter, marketing and sales
development dept., Grey Adv., N. Y., promoted
to dept. copy chief; Fred Greene, copywriter,
McCann-Erickson, N. Y., to Grey copywriting
and sales promotion staff.
Stanley Kakuno, salesman, to Larry Stevens
Agency, same city, as account executive.
Bob A. Wolf, formerly advertising manager,
Gate City Sash & Door Co., Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla., to Hutchins Adv. Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
as assistant account executive.
Ralph Rende, formerly with Welch Grape
Juice Co., Westfield, N. Y., to merchandising
staff, Weightman Inc., Phila., as in-store operations director for some grocery clients, effective Oct. 3.
Robert A. Lundholm, formerly military service
specialized equipment technical handbook
writer, Power Generators Inc. (industrial consultants), Trenton, N. J., to copy dept., Gray
& Rogers, Phila.
Martin Boss, manager, Seattle office of Pacific
National Adv. Agency, elected a vice president.
Broadcasting
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STATIONS

CUBA

CLAIMS

WANTS

TV

ALL-UHF

INTERFERENCE;
IN

MIAMI

Goar Mestre, head of island's CMQ-TV Network, charges WTVJ (TV)
comes in like a local signal there, interferes with CMUR-TV. He asks
quick negotiation to prevent international ruckus.
A TELEVISION storm in the Florida Straits
appeared in the making last week as Miami
and Cuban stations became the center of allocations and interference charges and countercharges. Core of the controversy: Whether
Miami should be partly or wholly de-intermixed.
Three principal developments arose during
the week:
• Goar Mestre, president of CMQ-TV Network in Cuba, said WTVJ (TV) Miami, ch. 4,
is giving his competitor's Havana ch. 4 outlet (CMUR-TV) "a pretty bad time of it," with
chs. 2, 7 and 10 interference troubles approaching (see letter this page). He suggested Miami
be a uhf-only city.
• WGBS-TV Miami and WITV (TV) Fort
Lauderdale, uhf outlets, jointly asked the U. S.
Court of Appeals (D. C.) to upset FCC's
denial of a request that the Commission hold
up Miami chs. 7 and 10 final decisions pending
adoption of a national uhf-vhf de-intermixture
policy.
• Mitchell Wolfson, president of WTVJ
(TV) Miami (ch. 4), said reports of Cuban
interference to WTVJ's coverage are "highly
exaggerated."
The controversy took a diplomatic aura when
it became known that FCC, at Cuba's request,
is investigating the matter at the staff level.
If Cuba's fears are realized, a separate television NARBA loomed as a possible way to
work out the matter.
The WGBS-TV and WITV court action asks
that FCC be enjoined from issuing final decisions in the two Miami vhf hearing cases involving chs. 7 and 10. WGBS-TV is operated by
Storer Broadcasting Co., WITV by Gerico Investment Co.
Initial FCC examiners' decisions would grant
ch. 7 in Miami to Biscayne Television Inc. (Cox
and Knight newspapers and Niles Trammell, exNBC president) and ch. 10 to WKAT Miami.
Mr. Mestre wrote B»T that Cubans "are
TEXT OF THE GOAR
DANGER of international haggling over interference between Cuban and Miami television
stations is foreseen by Goar Mestre, president
of the CMQ-TV tv network in Cuba (see CubaMiami story this page). He proposed that
Miami be designated as a uhf-only market.
In a letter to B»T, Mr. Mestre wrote: "I am
taking the liberty of writing to you in the
belief that your publication offers the best
possible means of focusing attention on a
situation over which we are deeply concerned,
here in Cuba, and which I consider is of
sufficient importance to, perhaps, warrant editorial comment from you."
Referring to a June visit to the FCC by Dr.
Antonio Marti, deputy of the Ministry of Communications, Mr. Mestre said Dr. Marti returned "confident that the FCC would not make
another move" regarding Miami grants without
"really investigating" the situation.
Text of Mr. Mestre's comments about the
interference situation follows:
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deeply concerned" over interference and the
"lack of proper planning and cooperation between our two countries."
He cited the NARBA situation (pertaining
to am band allocations among North American nations), which he said "is hopelessly
messed up" but claimed everything possible
should be done to avoid a similar television
situation.
"Another NARBA situation could be avoided
by acting intelligently while there is still time
to do so," Mr. Mestre wrote, citing a recent
meeting of Cuban Assn. of Radio & Television
Broadcasters. He submitted a blueprint showing
that airline distances between Miami and
Cuban cities range between 207 miles in the
case of Matanzas to 238 miles for Havana.
When the association sought government action,
Dr. Antonio Marti met with FCC representatives. Dr. Marti conferred with Comr. Rosel
Hyde June 24 as well as with other FCC executives. He was told that FCC would "study the
It was learned that FCC has thus far not
considered
a report on Cuban interference, but
matter."
Mr.
Mestre notes that Dr. Marti felt convinced
no further Miami decision would be handed
down by FCC pending its study of the problem,
but added this was an overly-optimistic view.
Mr. Wolfson told B«T, "We have experienced
no interference to any appreciable degree from
CMUR-TV on ch. 4 Havana. Reports to that
endHearesaid
highly
offsetexaggerated."
carrier arrangements for the
ch. 4 aural signal are in effect between WTVJ
and CMUR-TV as well as WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla., also on ch. 4.
In going to federal court, WGBS-TV and
WITV cited a letter sent to Storer Broadcasting
Co. July 27 by FCC Acting Chairman E. M.
Webster. This letter answering a Storer letter
dated April 14, submitted by McKenna & Wilkinson, which asked that the request for uhfMESTRE

only commercial assignments in Miami (later
amended to partial vhf -uhf) become a part of
the record in the ch. 7 and 10 proceedings and
that final action in these vhf cases be deferred
until a national de-intermixture policy evolved.
Acting Chairman Webster held the requests
were not appropriate, and noted the chs. 7 and
10 grants were not final. He added the de-intermixture plea will be held in abeyance pending
decision in de-intermixture cases affecting areas
other than Miami-Fort Lauderdale.
The uhf stations told the court FCC had instituted five proceedings for de-intermixture
(Hartford, Conn.; Evansville, Ind.; Peoria, 111.;
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N. Y., and Madison,
Wis. ) and had announced it would adopt general
policy on de-intermixture to be uniformly applied. They noted that FCC Chairman George
C. McConnaughey had testified in July before
the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee that FCC was not making vhf grants
in cities where uhf de-intermixture petitions had
been filed. They alleged that in 13 other cities
where de-intermixture petitions were pending,
the FCC had not issued final decisions on vhf
applications and had not indicated it would.
The Miami tv situation lines up like this:
WGBS-TV ch. 23; WITV ch. 17 (Fort Lauderdale, 25 miles away); WMFL, ch. 33 (authorized, no target date set); WTHS-TV ch. 2
(non-commercial education, no target date set);
WTVJ ch. 4; initial recommendation to BisTelevisionMiami
Inc. ch.
tion tocayne
WKAT
ch. 7;10.initial recommendaAmong Cuban stations involved in potential
interference are Mestre stations CMBF-TV
Havana and CMQ-TV Havana ch. 6 (CMQ-TV
network includes CMJL-TV Camaguey ch. 6,
CMGQ-TV Matanzas ch. 9, CMHQ-TV Santa
Clara ch. 5, CMKU-TV Santiago de Cuba ch. 2
plus permits for Ciego de Avila ch. 2 and
Holguin ch. 8); Amadeo Barletto group, including CMA-TV Havana ch. 2, CMUR-TV
Havana ch. 4, CMG-TV Santa Clara ch. 3,
(CMTV (TV) Havana ch. 11 suspended operation but is to resume on ch. 10, original CMTV
equipment having been purchased in 1953 from
George B. Storer who had originally planned
to operate station); Barletto group holds permits for Santa Clara ch. 10, Camaguey ch. 4
and 11, Holguin ch. 3 and 12, and Santiago
de Cuba ch. 5 and 13; permits pending for
Ciego7. de Avila ch. 10 and Santiago de Cuba
ch.

LETTER

"The extent to which the broadcasting industries in the United States and Cuba have
suffered in the past few years, due to lack of
proper planning and cooperation between our
two countries, has been tremendous, as I am
sure you well know. The NARBA agreements
have failed to solve the problem, either because
we waited too long to sit around a table and
discuss our mutual problems, or because our
respective countries and industries have not
attached to it all the importance that it deserves.
"The NARBA situation, however, is so hopelessly messed up at the present time that I
wouldn't dare even venture an opinion on
THESE photos were submitted by Goar
Mestre to show how well WTVJ (TV)
Miami ch. 4 signals are received in
Cuba. Photos were taken in Havana
studios, according to Mr. Mestre.
Broadcasting
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what should be done now to correct the present
chaotic situation, but I do feel that we all have
a great responsibility in doing everything possible to avoid a similar situation that, from all
indications, is about to arise in the television
industry.
"When television started in Cuba five years
ago, we felt that at last we were confronted
with a communications medium which would
be free of all international interference because
tv waves were only supposed to travel as far
as the horizon. Now we all know how little we
knew about the propagation of vhf or uhf at
that time and, of course, I need not comment
any further on this phase of the problem.
"For the past several months we have been
observing the interference which is being caused
to ch. 4 in Havana, by WTVJ (TV)'s ch. 4 in
Miami, particularly since they went to full
power and a 1,000 ft. antenna. My competitors
on ch. 4 in Havana have really been having a
pretty bad time of it and, of course, they are
about to complete a new installation with which
they hope to correct somewhat this unfortunate
situation. I am pretty sure, however, that in
trying to solve their problem they are going to
cause interference on WTVJ's ch. 4 in Miami.
Now, in the light of certain new grants that I
understand the FCC is about to make for the
city of Miami, this
problem becomes
more important to
us because ch. 7 is
involved and, as you
know, we operate a
tv station on ch. 7
in the city of Havana.
B*T
now"Reading
and otherin trade
publications about
the various proposals
that have been made
for de-intermixture
MR. MESTRE
in certain markets
in the United States, it occurred to us that
another NARBA situation could be avoided by
acting intelligently, while there is still time to
do so, and the Cuban Assn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters took the matter up not so
very long ago with our government in an
endeavor to prove to them that, regardless of
what new grants are made for the city of
Miami, interference is bound to be caused to
anyone of nine Cuban stations operating in the
cities of Havana, Matanzas and Santa Clara
and we respectfully requested of our Ministry
of Communications that they take the matter
up with the FCC, through the proper diplomatic channels to see if partial or complete
de-intermixture could not be decided for the
city of Miami where there is only one vhf
station and, to the best of our knowledge, already two uhf stations.
"Attached herewith you will find a copy of
a blueprint that was submitted to our Ministry
of Communications in which you will find the
air distances between the city of Miami and
the cities of Havana, Matanzas and Santa Clara.
Also the channels already in use in these three
cities, the antenna heights above sea level and
the ERP of each one of these stations.
"We understand that there is some likelihood
of ch. 2 (educational), 7 and 10 being granted
in Miami and . . . you will find that if there
is trouble today on ch. 4, very likely there will
be trouble also on chs. 2, 7 and 10. Regarding
ch. 10 which, I notice now, does not appear on
the enclosed chart, I would like to point out
that the Ministry of Communications just this
last week authorized ch. 1 1 in Havana to move
to ch. 10, thus making it possible for ch. 11
to be used in the city of Matanzas, so we are
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really talking about a total of 10 Cuban stations and not nine as previously stated above.
"Just to prove to you how serious this situation is, I am sure you will recall that last year
considerable publicity was given to the fact
that we offered the World Series baseball games
to the Cuban public by using an airplane which
we equipped with a transmitter and flew above
Varadero beach at an altitude of about 10,000
ft., in which we picked up the signal of WTVJ
ch. 4 in Miami, relayed it to a ground receiving
post in Matanzas and then sent it on by microwave to Havana and the rest of our network.
"What is not generally known is that before
deciding on the plane idea, for many months,
we had been picking up WTVJ regularly almost
every afternoon between 1 and 5 p.m., at our
transmitter site in the city of Matanzas. It is
not known either, that during one of the games
our power generator on the plane failed while
there were a couple of men on base and a very
good hitter up at bat. We saved the situation,
without the public ever realizing it, by switching
from the airplane to our receiving antennas
located at the transmitter site. Fortunately, at
that time WTVJ was coming in like a local
station!
"Needless to say, we decided on the airplane
so as not to take any chances, but I am sure
you will be interested to know that when we
offered Gillette the broadcast of these games,
the top-brass at Gillette refused to buy it because they felt that the Gillette Co. could be
hurt if our scheme did not come through as we
expected and, consequently, they insisted that
they wanted to telecast in Cuba kinescopes of
the games made in Miami. Furthermore, they
went as far as to deny us authorization to pick
up the games and telecast them in Cuba in the
manner in which we finally did, as described
above.
He Makes His Point

back confident that the FCC would not make
another move regarding possible grants for the
Miami area without first really investigating the
situation to which I refer in this letter.
"I have today information that leads me to
believe that Dr. Marti came away embued with
too much optimism because it seems that the
FCC is going ahead with complete disregard
of what believe me is a very, very serious situation. Through you, I feel that the Cuban broadcasters as well as the Miami viewers who will
suffer from interference of Cuban stations, have
the only opportunity of having this matter
called to the attention of those who have the
responsibility and obligation of doing something
about it.
"I feel that in publicizing this situation you
would be rendering a great service to both the
American and Cuban broadcasters and viewers
because, needless to say, under these circumstances itshould not be surprising to expect
that the Cuban stations will install whatever
equipment and facilities are necessary to assure
satisfactory service to the viewers. Interference
works both ways and what I am afraid of is
that a condition will be created which will
require difficult, lengthy and unfruitful negotiations. Again I remind you of NARBA."

KTRH

Names

Bryan Manager,

Bright Asst. to Head Sales
WILLIAM CLARK BRYAN has been named
manager of KTRH Houston, effective Sept. 15,
according to B. F. Orr, president of KTRH
Broadcasting Co. In addition, the appointment
of Ray Bright, who has been with the station
over 20 years, as assistant manager in charge of
sales, was announced.
Mr. Bryan replaces Ray Herndon, who left
the station to become manager of KMID-TV

"It was necessary for me to use some rather
harsh and impolite language to make my point
and, finally, a compromise was arrived at and
a Gillette representative was sent to Havana to
observe the WTVJ ch. 4 signal that was coming
in, without any airplane involved, regularly
every afternoon, from our receiving post in
Matanzas.
"Attached herewith you will find photographs
which were taken on the day that the Gillette
representative was here, in our studios, looking
at WTVJ, after, for the purpose of this demonstration, ch. 4 in Havana kindly agreed to go
off the air for approximately half hour, in order
for us to carry out the demonstration to its
ultimate success. In view of what was shown
to them here, Gillette agreed to let us go ahead
with our plan and the baseball games were telecast with unbelievable success.
"After our meeting with government officials
here in Cuba, not so very long ago, the Cuban
deputy of the Ministry of Communications,
Dr. Antonio Marti, made a trip to Washington
and personally discussed this matter with representatives ofthe U. S. FCC. Dr. Marti urged
the de-intermixture of the Miami area as a
solution which would not appreciably disturb
allocations in the United States. It would not
be unfair to new operators in Miami and adequate protection would be provided to both
Cuban and U. S. broadcasters.
"We all felt here that it would be much
easier and much more sensible to solve these
difficulties before they happened, which is to
say before additional Miami tv stations began
operating on channels which are now being
used in Cuba. Dr. Marti urged the FCC to
send a representative to Cuba to investigate
propagations in these latitudes and he came

MR. BRIGHT
MR. BRYAN
Midland, Texas. He began his radio career in
1926, while still in college, as program director
of WACO Waco. Since then Mr. Bryan has
had several jobs in radio, taking time out for
Marine Corps service during World War II.
Before coming to KTRH, he was vice president in charge of radio-tv, A. S. Black advertising agency, Houston.
WWJ-TV Announces
Sales Promotions
PROMOTION of three members in the sales
department of WWJ-TV Detroit has been announced by Edwin K. Wheeler, general manager of the Detroit News stations, WWJ-AMTV.
Wendell B. Parmelee moves up from national
sales manager for tv to tv sales development
manager. Ray W. Colie was promoted from the
sales staff to Mr. Parmelee's former position
and Assistant Tv Sales Manager Douglas L. Sinn
has been named local tv sales manager.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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With the recent delivery of a new Du Mont
transmitter, KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Texas,
extends

50 KW

television

its range to reach an even greater audience.

The excellent performance record of the original KDUB-TV
DuMont 5 KW transmitter is reflected in the purchase of
the new 50 KW model. KDUB-TV now joins the everincreasing list of television stations that have started and
n with Du Mont television broadcasting equipment.

du

Mont

Television Transmitter Department, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc., Clifton, N. J
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PROJECTED M/v COVERAGE

Maximum coverage increase (38 rich counties) plus consistently high audience rating ranks KDUB-T.V as TEXAS' BEST TV BUY! KDUB-TV assures the
greatest audience in a unique area where TV carries maximum impact because of lack of competitive forms of entertainment
Here are your new bonus selling factors due to power increase:
PERCENT
INCREASE
Coverage Population
607,796 35%
Families
168,000 34%
Effective Buying Income
$1,021,361,000 35%
Per Family Income— Lubbock
$6,338
Retail Sales - Total
$ 685,156,000 25%
Food Sales
137,483,000 30%
Gen. Mdse. Sales
56,116,000 16%
Furn., Radio, Household Sales
29,390,000 16%
Automotive Sales
176,650.000 17%
Drug Sales
22,248,000 23%

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: AVERY-KNODEl, INC. • PRESIDENT AND
GEN. MGR., W. D. "DUB" ROGERS, GEORGE COLLIE, NAT'L. SALES MGI

LUBBOCK

m

I 1

607,796

1

jgp

COVERAGE

$1,021,361,000

$685,

s

1 56,000

ANN.

ANN.

POPULATION

BUYING

RETAIL

INCOME

SALES

ne 1955 Sales Management's City-National Index shows Lubbock fourth
in the Nation in retail sales gains. Lubbock rolled up the biggest volume
of construction EVER for the year's first quarter. Thirty Million construction
dollars will be spent in the Lubbock area this year, and more single-family
houses will be completed than EVER BEFORE!
In its population bracket (138,000-151,000) Lubbock ranks 11th in population but 1st in BUYING INCOME, 1st in PER CAPITA INCOME, and 1st in
PER FAMILY INCOME.

BALOP
COLOR
OWN-DESIGN
work to a color transparency, the station said.
New unit bypasses need for
The artist may even draw simple pictures with
slides, is said to be relatively
colored chalk and these may be transmitted
the moment they are finished, according to
inexpensive. It offers special
WTMJ-TV.
advantages for the local or
Colorbal makes it possible to dissolve from
regional advertiser.
a live studio shot to color balop, from a color
COLORBAL, a balop unit developed by film to color balop, or from a slide. Superimpositions of all types also are possible, and
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee engineers to transmit
small products, packaged or unpackaged, may
color art work from opaque cards, was demonstrated to advertisers and agencies of the be transmitted by the Colorbal unit when placed
against a black background to keep out colored
Milwaukee area by the station Wednesday and shadows,
station spokesmen say.
stuCity
Radio
outlet's
4
ch.
the
at
Thursday
The 7 Vix 10-inch color balop card size may
dios there.
be increased or decreased without difficulty for
The Colorbal unit, which also transmits
black-and-white art work from balop cards, is transmission on the Colorbal unit.
The track for the balops must be kept hooded
said to "completely bypass" the "expensive and since ambient incandescent light in the room
uncertain" photographic techniques of color
transparency slides. The WTMJ-TV color generates a "flaky" noise in a color electronic
system.
For Colorbal
this reason
cannot set
be
balop unit was developed over several months
used by the
unit"flopovers"
as it is presently
by the station's engineering department underB. up, according to Mr. Laeser.
the supervision of Chief Engineer Phillip
Laeser.
WTMJ-TV spokesmen said the Colorbal
made ready for operation in conUtilizing one scanning tube and three photo- unit can be
less time than it takes to set up color
electric cells, the Colorbal unit is said by sta- film or a siderably
live color camera.
tion spokesmen to be relatively inexpensive
Mr. Laeser said WTMJ-TV as early as 18
months ago had asked outside research and
manufacturing organizations to develop a suitable color balop unit but had been told it could
not be done. The station then went ahead on
its own.
Station spokesmen said they felt a color balop
system would have to be developed, both as a
quicker and less expensive way of transmitting
color art work and because it was foreseen that
the increasing size of tv pictures and the advent
of color, together with the disadvantages of art
work produced on a small scale and of color
transparencies, made such a deveolpment a
necessity.
The WTMJ-TV presentations last Wednesday
and Thursday, titled "New Horizons," showed
area advertisers and agencies what their own
messages would look like in color through the
use of Colorbal.
The three dozen balop demonstrations included clip-outs from magazines and the staWTMJ-TV Milwaukee Chief Engineer Philtion's affiliated Milwaukee Journal and pointlip Laeser (I) and Ed Stenzel, staff artist,
of-sale and studio-produced art work.
stand by the new Colorbal unit developed
The advertisers were told that for "a limited
by the station to transmit color from
time
there will be no color charge whatsoever,"
and
that:
balops, thus by-passing the color slide
method. The balop frames they are hold"To help you get your clients started in color,
WTMJ-TV will present your spots within and
ing and those in the track under the
adjacent
to NBC network and locally originated
Colorbal unit hold cards varying in size
color
programs
at no additional charge this
up to 7V2xlO inches, and may be larger
if necessary.
Fire Damage Repaired;
compared to image orthicon or vidicon tubes.
WTMJ-TV equipment already includes a live WCOV-TV
Returns to Air
color camera, a 16mm color film camera and
fall."
a 2x2-inch color slide unit.
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala., returned to the
The Colorbal card, to allow the artist more
air Aug. 25 after an absence of 20 days due
space for freedom of design, is increased over
to a $350,000 fire [B«T, Aug. 8]. The transmitter room, production booth, film room and
the regular balop size to IVi x 10 inches, with
one studio were completely destroyed, and
a half-inch safety area running around the card
inside the frame leaving an area of 6V2 x 9 every item of technical equipment had to be
inches. Cards are mounted on the regular replaced, according to General Manager Hugh
M. Smith.
12x1 2-inch balop frame.
RCA rushed a truckload of equipment to
Colorbal thus will offer the local or regional
the ch. 20 outlet the day after the fire and
advertiser several advantages, WTMJ-TV
also sent three specialists to help with the inspokesmen say. For the first time, point-of- stallation.
sale art work as well as cut-outs and paste-ups
from other media in color may be used with
"Story of the Fire," a special telecast, was
given the night the station returned to the air.
little preparation. Heretofore color messages
Pictures of section of the building burned were
had to be reduced to 2x2-inch transparent
slides, with the color not always reproducing
shown, followed by pictures after reconstruction.
faithfully.
The new unit obviates the necessity of waitWCOV-TV operates with 200 kw and is
ing a week or more for processing the artist's affiliated with CBS and ABC.
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SHOWS

SEVENTEEN members of Free & Peters
Inc., new national sales representative
for WWJ-AM-TV, Detroit, were guests of
the stations for a one day television sales
clinic and party. Enjoying the party, which
followed a special closed-circuit tv show
are: (I to r) H. Preston Peters, president of
Free & Peters; Edwin K. Wheeler, WWJ
general manager; Marie Fortier, hostess,
and Lloyd Griffin, F&P tv vice president.
TV BOXING CONTROVERSY
PROBED BY GRAND JURY
Investigation will determine
whether managers guild is
guilty of trade restraint in prohibiting members to take part
in WEWS (TV) studio fights.
A FEDERAL grand jury in Cleveland will begin probing this week into the controversy over
televised studio boxing matches. The investigation stems from a dispute between the International Boxing Managers Guild and professional fighters who have participated in matches
staged live in WEWS (TV) Cleveland studios
[B*T, April 25].
The probe is expected to focus on rules of
the IBMG which reportedly prohibit members
from matching their fighters in studio fights.
The investigation will be aimed at possible violations of antitrust laws against restraint of
trade. The Great Lakes office of the Justice
Dept.'s antitrust division has had subpoenas
issued for 17 Cleveland and Akron boxing figures, it is reported.
As a result of the controversy, 10 managers
and trainers have been expelled from the
IBMG, which instructed members to picket
the WEWS shows. This has been done until
lately. Most of the recent WEWS fights have
been matched by a group of the IBMG expelled
members who formed an independent organization in Akron.
Last April it was reported fighters who participated in the WEWS events were allegedly
threatened with loss of outside engagements. At
that time Rep. William Minshall (R-Ohio)
asked the Justice Dept. and the FCC to look into
the matter. The WEWS fights are staged
under the official sanction of the Cleveland
Boxing Commission.
Two possible results could come of the investigation. The grand jury could decide the
IBMG rule and its picketing of WEWS fights
does not warrant federal action or it could find
the organization's actions violated antitrust
laws. If criminal action were warranted, the
grand jury could indict the principals.
The WEWS fights, sponsored by the P.O.C.
Brewery, are produced by Herman Spero.
Broadcasting
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CKLW-TV
Detroit

CDAL-TV
Duluth, Minn.
-TV

WFAM-TV
Lafayette, Ind.

ITVH-TV
Jtchinson, Kan.

>-TV

KPIX
San Francisco

J

WHO-TV
Des Moines, Iowa

KONA-TV
Honolulu, Hawaii

WMBR-TV
Jacksonville, Fla.

KVOS
Bellingham, Wash.
KMBC-TV
Kansas City, Mo.

Wl

WGBI-TV
Scranton, Pa.

WKRC-TV
Cincinnati, Ohio

WX
EX-TV
Petersburg,
Va.

WATR-TV
Waterbury, Conn.

w
WatJ

KOIN-TV
Portland,
Oregon

WABI-TV
Bangor, Maine

NEW YORK
345 Madison Ave.
MUrray Hill 6-2323
CHICAGO
203 North Wabash
Dearborn 2-4040
DALLAS
310 So. Harwood St.
Randolph 7736
LOS ANGELES
1908 So. Vermont Ave.
Republic 2-3016
ATLANTA
Barbizon Towers,
35 Lombardy WayN.E.
Elgin 3028

WISH-TVInd.
Indianapolis,
ASSOCIATED ARTISTS
PRODUCTIONS

and

they're

still rolling

in!

STATIONS
the board after months of part sponsorship.
New lineup includes, in addition to Magikist
Cleaners (through D. A. Greenwood agency)
on Mon.-Fri., these new accounts: Toastmaster
Div. of McGraw Electric (Erwin, Wasey &
Co.), Thurs., starting Sept. 15, and Hamilton
Glass Co. (Herbert S. Laufman & Co.) and
Holloway House Frozen Foods (Henri, Hurst
& McDonald) on alternate Thurs., starting
Sept. 27 and Oct. 1 1 , respectively, and P.
Lorillard Co. (Old Golds, through Lennen &
Newell), on Fri., starting Aug. 26.
WNBQ (TV) announced the sale of a 30minute film and seven five-minute stanzas as
new business, plus some renewals. Among spot
advertisers for new programs were Canada Dry
Ginger Ale Inc. (through J. M. Mathes for
The Weatherman, 13 weeks) and Florida Citrus

NATIONAL SPOT, LOCAL
CHICAGO BUSINESS BOOMS
Increase is especially noticeable among WGN-TV and network o&o stations WNBQ (TV),
WBKB (TV) and WBBM-TV.
NATIONAL spot and local business is booming
for fall on the Chicago tv station front, particularly among network o&o's, on the basis of
reports received by B«T the past fortnight.
New orders and renewals have been received
by NBC o&o WNBQ (TV), ABC o&o WBKB
(TV), CBS o&o WBBM-TV, and WGN-TV.
WBBM-TV reported it has completely sold
out its live production, In Town Tonight, across

TAKE

A

TIP

FROM

ADVERTISERS

WHO

THE

KNOW

More than a dozen advertisers have been sponsoring programs
continuously on WGN-TV
program

for three years or more.

advertisers are set for fall on Channel

If the rich Chicago market

Forty

9.

is important in your sales picture

— now is the time to contact your WGN-TV

representative

for prime availabilities for fall.

Increase your sales by using Chicago's Top Television
station —

441 N. Michigan
Chicago
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WGN-TV

Commission (through Benton & Bowles, for Len
O'Connor news, 26 weeks). Jewel Food Stores
(through Christiansen Adv. agency for Dorsey
Connors 18 weeks) and Harris Lumber Co.
(through Olian & Bronner for Paragon Playhouse film 13 weeks) were new local accounts.
Among renewals at WNBQ were Emerson
Drug Co. (for Bromo Seltzer, Lennen &
Newell, Science Fiction Theatre 17 weeks);
Sidney Wanzer & Son (for milk, through
George Hartman Co. for The Weatherman 46
weeks), and First Federal Savings & Loan
Assn. (through Campbell-Mithun Inc. for
Dorsey Connors 13 weeks).
Earlier spot purchases and renewals were
E. I. duPont deNemours & Co. (new, through
BBDO, Frank Leahy show 10 weeks); Armour
& Co. (renewed through Tatham-Laird for
The Weatherman 52 weeks), and RCA (renewal of Let's Look at Sports 22 weeks).
WBKB reported renewal for 52 weeks
(through Malcolm-Howard) of the Courtesy
Hour variety show from Sept. 2. It also has
announced new business in orders from North
Grand Motors, Redi-Wip Co. (Roy S. Durstine
Inc.), Motherwell Motors (Gray-Schwartz
Adv.), Quaker City Chocolate Cc. (Adrian
Bauer Adv.), Glenn Motors (Rocklin-Irving
Assoc.), Kitchen Art Foods (Wright-Campbell) and George Roper Corp. (Cunningham
& Walsh). All are for filmed or live shows.
WGN-TV reports flurry of new business too.
In spot field new purchases have been recorded
for Theodore Hamm Brewing Co. (through
Campbell-Mithun for Championship Bowling
26 weeks), O'Cedar Corp. (through Turner
Adv. agency for City Detective) and renewal
by Koolvent Metal Awning Corp. (through
Herbert S. Laufman Co. for St. Nicholas-DuMont fights). Mages sport stores renewed
(Malcolm-Howard) feature film series, and Oklahoma Oil Co. bought a new two-hour film.
Other Accounts
Other national business includes Petri (Italian
Swiss Colony Wine, through Honig-Cooper,
for Racket Squad 39 weeks); Chicago Federal
Savings & Loan Assoc. (Critchfield & Co. for
Life With Father 26 weeks); Standard Oil Co.
(through D'Arcy Adv. Co., for Chicago Bears
Quarterback Club 13 weeks); Charmin Paper
Mills (Campbell-Mithun for Badge 714 26
weeks), and Ward Baking Co. (J. Walter
Thompson for children's show 13 weeks).
Among local accounts with new orders on
WGN-TV are Howard Motors (through Robert
A. Piatt agency for news, sports, weather and
wrestling 52 weeks); Coral Stone (through
Malcolm-Howard for feature film 26 weeks);
Keystone Chevrolet (through Rocklin Irving
for feature films 52 weeks); National Credit
Clothing Co. (through Gordon Best Co. for
feature film 52 weeks); Peoples Pontiac
(through Malcolm-Howard for film show 52
weeks); Libby Furniture Co. (through Schwimmer & Scott for feature film 52 weeks, a fifthyear renewal); Monarch Brewing Co. (through
C. Wendel Muench for Badge 714 26 weeks),
and Community Sales Corp., and Nortown
Motors and Auto Sales (both through Rocklin-Irving Assoc. for film shows).
Ryan Named to WTOP Post
EDWARD F. RYAN, award-winning reporter
of the Washington Post & Times Herald
(WTOP-AM-TV), has been named director of
the station's newly created News & Public Affairs Div., John S. Hayes, president of WTOP
Inc., announced last week. Mr. Ryan, who
joined the Post in 1937 and is a two-time winner
of Washington Newspaper Guild Front Page
awards, will assume his new duties on Oct. 10.
The new division will begin operation Oct. 30.
Broadcasting
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WKMH

TOPS

EM
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ALL
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In Outmof -Home

Audience!

WKMH gets the biggest tune-in share of
Detroit's tremendous automobile traffic . . .
not just in the morning . . . not just in the
afternoon . . . not just at night . . . not just 5 days a week . . . BUT,
MORNING, NOON and NIGHT ... 7 DAYS A WEEK!
HI]

These figures prove that WHENEVER YOU'RE ON WKMH, YOU'RE
GETTING DETROIT'S BIGGEST SHARE OF AUDIENCE!
12 NOON TO 6 P.M.
WKMH
18
Network A
14
Network B
13
Station B
13
Station C
11
Network C
10
Network D
7
Station D
3
Station E
3
Misc
9

Save

6 P.M. TO 12 MIDNIGHT
WKMH
19
Network A
15
Network B
14
Station B
14
Network C
13
Network D
12
Station C
4
Station D
2
Station E. ...
1
Misc
6

10%

Buy any 2 or more of these
powerful stations and save
10% from rate card.
WKMH — Dearborn — Detroit
WKMF — Flint, Michigan*
WKHM —Jackson, Michigan
WSAM — Saginaw, Michigan
Represented by HEADLEY-REED
Broadcasting
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RED CROSS
LAUDS
INDUSTRY'S
FLOOD
HELP
contributed as much as 16 hours at a stretch.
Broadcasters paced the public
The gross figure collected as of today by the
response, relief agency says.
Red Cross for this fund is $7Vi million, Mr.
Greenberg said.
Work by Ad Council, NARTB,
WABC New York, adopted the town of
networks, stations and agenAnsonia,
Conn., as a recipient of aid. Accordcies cited.
ing to Michael A. Renault, WABC general
the station will use all facilities, time
THE entire broadcasting industry "paced the manager,
magnificent response of the public to the special and talent to appeal for money and equipment
to assist the 21,000 people of the flood-stricken
Red Cross appeal for flood relief funds," Kenneth Greenberg, director of the Red Cross town. Idea to adopt Ansonia, which reported
an industrial loss of $10 million, a loss of $2.9
Audio- Visual Division, told B*T Thursday.
million by retail stores and which reported five
"At the inception of the emergency various
central bodies of the broadcast industry re- deaths, 323 injured and 63 hospitalized, was
sponded immediately to the request for help by conceived and is being directed by Myrtle
the chairman of the American Red Cross, E. Tower, the station's program director. Temporary shelters in the town were housing 263
Roland Harriman," Mr. Greenberg said. "The
Advertising Council promptly mailed a fact persons and some 1,000 persons were being fed
sheet on the situation to the advertising in- by the town daily.
dustry asking for cooperation of all mediums
ABC-TV slotted a full hour telecast Aug.
with special emphasis on radio and television.
28 (8-9 p.m.) on the problem of flood rehabilita"The NARTB, under the leadership of Presition. Named "Flood Disaster Relief," the prodent Harold E. Fellows, alerted all its regional
gram, narrated by Quincy Howe, showed film
shots of the devastation. Appeals were made
directors and membership stations to the extent
for relief funds. Both ABC Radio and tv netof the disaster and urged the fullest cooperation with the Red Cross at the national and
works aired frequent spot announcements for
aid to flood victims. Funds were to be sent to
local level. All networks, radio and tv, similarly
responded immediately, giving the fullest pos- the Red Cross.
sible exposure of the Red Cross campaign needs
CBS Radio scheduled public service spots on
on all programs.
regular news programs. A program, "The
"The combined effect of the Ad Council,
Rain," was on the network Thursday
NARTB and network and advertising agency Terrible
(8-8:25 p.m.) with news commentator Edward
efforts was to give the emergency campaign
R. Murrow appealing for funds at the opening
one of the speediest saturations in the history of the program. Also on the program: Len
of the broadcast industry. The networks fur- Cioffi, CBS newsman, and Jay McMullen, netther contributed with specially arranged prowork's public affairs producer.
grams as public service features designed to
CBS-TV placed nine spot announcements last
help the campaign."
Tuesday, one on Monday and three on Sunday
Mr. Greenberg singled out the special one(Aug. 28) in pleas for flood relief. Jackie
hour documentary on ABC-TV done in associaGleason narrated a special program, "Flood,"
tion with the network's affiliate WNAC-TV
on Tuesday (10-10:30 p.m.) which appealed for
which featured Quincy Howe as narrator and
various theatrical stars, making appeals on funds. On the network's U. S. Steel Hour
Wednesday (10-11 p.m.), the middle commerbehalf of the Red Cross campaign; the Jackie
cial was replaced by a special appeal by Federal
Gleason Show on CBS-TV, last Tuesday; NBC
Civil Defense Administrator Val Peterson.
on various programs such as Monitor and many
NBC shows presenting special features. ABC
Adopts Community
Radio gave two documentaries, one from
WPIX
(TV)
New York adopted the town
Stroudsburg, Pa., and one from Connecticut.
Mutual for the period of the campaign to date of Winsted, Conn., where at least 400 persons
were left homeless by the flood waters. WPIX
has maintained a peak saturation appeal.
On the local level, at least 10 stations led on Aug. 25 cancelled all of its public service
announcements and initiated a campaign asking
special campaigns in their communities on be- viewers
in the New York area to contribute
half of their Red Cross chapters. They have
cash. By early Monday, the station had collected more than $1,000 and countless gifts
including clothing and supplies. Another $1,000
had been contributed by the station to start the
Have you reserved your space
fund going. On the morning of Aug. 28, WPIX
reported that the Levittown, Long Island, fire
Ln B»Tfs Sept. 19 Radio
commission chairman, and members of the deResurgence Issue?
partment, delivered over 14 tons of clothing,
food and other supplies to Winsted officials as
a result of the station's appeal.
WINS New York instituted a "Flood Relief
Fund" in conjunction with WGTH Hartford
and WVPO Stroudsburg, Pa. Monies collected
were to be equally distributed among disaster
areas. As part of its campaign, the station asked
"friends and clients" to help out, requesting all
contributions be sent to: Flood Fund, WINS
New York 36, N. Y.
Stations all over the nation staged their own
campaigns to raise funds for flood victims.
WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H., put on a telethon, with Norman A. Gittleson, general manager, opening the five-hour feature. WPROfinal deadline Sept. 9
AM-TV Providence, R. I., staged appeals.
Publication Date Sept. 19
WTIC Hartford had raised $260,255 in cash
deposits up to noon Aug. 30. The campaign
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Again, Two Decades Later
A VETERAN of one of the earliest radiothons teamed up with two-month old
KOTA-TV Rapid City, S. D., to present
a telethon that enabled that city to exceed by more than 400% its quota for
the Red Cross fund for eastern flood
victims. Glenn Rowell, who did a like
stint on radio at WLS Chicago in the
early '30s, conducted the Aug. 26-27
KOTA-TV telethon that not only reached
the $1,100 city quota, but raised over
$5,249 in less than eight hours.
was closed Aug. 26 at 11:30 p.m. by Paul W.
Morency, WTIC president-general manager.
WICC Bridgeport carried the all-star Connecticut Pops Concert as part of its service.
A WBZ-AM-TV Boston marathon quickly
brought in $9,000 as it got under way.
WKNB-AM-TV New Britain, Conn., took in
$160,000 in a telethon, conducted in cooperation with local civic organizations.
The Red Cross Flood Relief Fund Drive was
given a boost by three Washington, D. C, stations, WOL, WTOP and WWDC. The three
stations gave a major portion of their time Aug.
23 and 24 to broadcast appeals for the Red
Cross. One station, WTOP, contributed $1,000
in cash to the drive.
WOHO
Accused
'Pirating'
Items From
Local ofNewspapers
AN INJUNCTION to prevent the Midwestern
Broadcasting Co., operators of WOHO Toledo,
Ohio, from "pirating" news stories was filed
last week by the Toledo Blade Co., which publishes the Toledo Blade and Toledo Times. The
suit also asks damages of $250,000.
The suit charged that the radio company has
been regularly reading the most important news
events occurring in the Toledo area. It added
that the
times readbroadcasting
news items firm's
verbatimemployes
as they somewere
published in the papers.
Arthur W. Weber, WOHO executive vice
president and general counselor, told B»T
Thursday, "I can't see where they have any
grounds for damages. We intend to fight them
to the last ditch."
KNBC Boosts Rates
KNBC San Francisco has increased its rates
for spot announcements, station breaks and
participations on its morning Doug Pledger
Show, NBC's Monitor and the weekday 5-6:30
p.m. time period, according to William K. McDaniel, KNBC general manager.
One minute spots on both shows go up from
$40 to $50 gross, while 30, 20, 10 and 6 second
spots have also been increased. There were no
changes for other time periods.
WABD (TV) Promotes Adler
BILL ADLER, director of press, promotion
and special events for WABD (TV) New York,
has been promoted to director of programs for
the station. Mr. Adler resigned as director of
special projects for WRCA-AM-TV New York
last month when he joined WABD.
WMTV
(TV) Power 12.5 Kw
WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis. (ch. 33), last
Tuesday increased its power from 1 to 12.5
kw. The station went on the air in July 1953.
Broadcasting
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Data from the first Nielsen Station Index TV
Report for the Minneapolis-St. Paul area makes it unanimous.
WCCO-TV is the preferred viewing everywhere in this
63-county $4 billion market.
Every survey* agrees: From the point of keenest competition
on out to the very edge of TV coverage, WCCO-TV is first
choice of the Northwest families.
the largest average share of audience
the most quarter-hour wins
the most preferred programs, and
the favorite local personalities, WCCO-TV
assures the best sales results any way you look at it.
Let Free & Peters show you proof.
♦Nielsen Station Index, July, 1955
o
Telepulse, July, 1955
ARB, July, 1955

The Other Mer&ber of the Family • Minneapolis-St. Paul
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PETRY

EXPANDS

STAFF,

OFFICES

expansion because we have a great faith in radio
and the further
growth sion,"
of Mr.televiPetry
said. The moves, he
said, are designed
to provide best possible service to the

Representative firm voices
confidence in future growth of
radio-tv in announcing addition of six salesmen, radio, tv
development departments and expansion of New
York offices.

growing list of important radio and
television stations
and regional
works representednetby

sales

AN EXPANSION of the staff, operating departments, and office space of Edward Petry Co.,
station representation firm, was announced last
week by the company.
"We are undertaking this carefully planned

the Petry organization.
Six salesmen have
MR. PETRY
been added to the
firm's radio and tv staffs in New York, Chicago,
and Los Angeles in recent weeks, Mr. Petry

pointed out. Additionally, sales development
departments have been formed for both radio
and television; a special services division has
been created in the television department, and
specialized writers have been added to the radio
and television promotion sections.
The company also has leased an entire floor
in a new building currently under construction
in New York to provide 50% more space.
Among the salesmen being added is Hugh O.
Kerwin, who joined the firm as tv manager of
the St. Louis office effective Aug. 22. Formerly
with U. M. & M. Inc. as tv film account executive and before that with KTVI (TV) and KXOK
St. Louis, Mr. Kerwin replaces George Stevens,
who has headed Petry tv in St. Louis for the
past year and now transfers to Chicago as an
addition to the television sales staff there.
Other salesmen added include Bill Asip,
Verne Behnke, Ed England, and Ted Smith in
New York, and George Ledell in Los Angeles.
The new sales development departments are
headed by Charles Philips, in television, and
Jim Hirsch in radio.
Redfield
heads division,
the television
newLeespecial
services
whichdepartment's
is designed
to speed the exchange of vital buying information among Petry offices and stations, advertisers
and agencies.
Josephine Maggio, traffic manager of CBSTV Spot Sales, has been named head of the
traffic division of the special services department
in television. Jack Keiner and Jack Carter,
respectively, are the additions to the radio and
television promotion sections.
Landsman, Shepard Added
To Katz N.Y. Tv Sales Staff
RICHARD C. LANDSMAN and Albert B.
Shepard have been added to the tv sales staff
in the New York office of the Katz Agency
Inc., national representatives.
Mr. Landsman, formerly with Harrington,
Righter & Parsons, tv station representatives,

"Once again, KTVH proves to be the favorite with Central
Kansas viewers. Besides taking honors with 13 out of
the top 15 network shows, KTVH has the greatest share
of the audience for quarter hours from 6 to 10 p. m.,
seven nights a week. Yes, the Pulse rating gives KTVH
credit for 100 quarter hours while the only competitor
has but 11. It's conclusive proof of KTVH's dominance
in Central Kansas. It proves, once more, that your
advertising dollar reaches more people when it's placed
on a winner. That's KTVH!

VHf
WATTS
KTVH,
pionw240,000
itotion
in rich tommunitici
Central
Kantei,boMfvtl Wkhita.
mora
than
14effic*
important
tidas
Main
and
itudiot
in HutchinMft;
affica
and
ttvdia
in
Wichita
(H«t«l
tautn).
Ha ward O. rVttrton, G*n«ro1 Manogcr.
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KTVH
HUTCHINSON

Kansas

CHANNIL
CBS BASIC- DUMONT 1 dfa
JUprtMAfW Nationally my M-f ft«pr«Mnr«rivtf, Inc.

MR. LANDSMAN

MR. SHEPARD

and before that eight years with Edward Petry
& Co., also has station experience as salesman
with WNOC Norwich, Conn.; announcer and
program director with WATR Waterbury,
Conn., and WNAB Bridgeport, Conn.
Formerly with Forjoe-Tv where he was tv
sales manager, Mr. Shepard has more than 10
years in the media field, with the New York
office of the Empire Coil Co. on sales development for the company's tv properties, and
timebuyer with advertising agencies.
New WBFD Appoints Two
WBFD Bedford, Pa., which went on the air
July 1, has appointed Robert S. Harrison Jr. as
station manager and Sherwood B. Hawley as
program director.
Mr. Harrison was formerly with WAYZ
Waynesboro and WCHA Chambersburg, both
in Pennsylvania. Mr. Hawley also moves to
WBDF from WCHA.
Broadcasting
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. . . especially the merchandising
Joe Murphy, Pegeen Fitzgerald, Sidney Matz and Max Buck
know what motivates people on both sides of the counter.
Together, they form broadcasting's most experienced merchandising unit — sales specialists whose talents help ensure the
success of advertising campaigns on WRCA and WRCA-TV.
They know what it takes . . . and they've got what it takes
... to move merchandise through super markets, drug stores
and department stores. Exclusive service such as:
"channel 4 store" plan — a brand-new merchandising plan
which promotes food and drug products advertised on WRCATV through 6,500 chain and independent super markets in
Metropolitan New York.
chain lightninc — the most successful radio merchandising
plan yet devised. Assures eligible food and drug advertisers on

staff of WRC A and

WRCA-TV

WRCA mass display in chains which control more than 1.600
super markets.
3-way drug plan — reaches into 5,000 retail drug stores
affiliated with the New York State Pharmaceutical Association
and wins selling floor support.
You'll sell more of your products faster with the help of
the people who make the best salesmen in America's biggest
market — persuasive people like the stars on WRCA and
WRCA-TV, and retail-wise people like Max Buck and his staff
of point-of-sale specialists.

Sales V
Spot -T
• a service of QMjffl Represented by NBCCA
WR
660
JjHjJ WRCA

4

PHOTO BY DAN WYNN
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MOST FCC Commissioners now acknowledge that the FCC's
present television allocations won't work. Most think basic changes
must be made to give uhf a chance for survival, create an opportunity for more than two networks to get comparable outlets,
provide the public with a wider choice of service than will be
available if the tv system continues to be hamstrung by present
inequities between uhf and vhf. Last week, in a speech before
the Lions Club of Washington, Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, former FCC
chairman, called for a basic re-examination of tv allocations. His
summary of events leading up to the present situation is the most
complete to come recently from any official. Here, slightly condensed, ishis speech:
THERE are two basic issues which I believe are of vital concern to
the public and to the broadcast industry, as well as to the regulatory
agency. The manner in which they are resolved will profoundly
affect the future of television in this country in terms of the scope
of the industry and character of service.
1. Should television in the United States be limited only to the
number of stations which can be accommodated on 12 channels and
should its future growth potential be restricted to such expansion
as may be worked out through engineering compromises and subdivision ofpreviously established services?
2. Should the great efforts which have already been made to
encourage the development of a national competitive television service employing 70 additional channels now be abandoned through
default, or through failure to take prompt and appropriate action to
counteract trends now evident?
Television had begun to develop prior to the beginning of World
War II. We had experimental stations in operation using the same
basic standards as are applied to telecasting today. With the advent
of Pearl Harbor, development along those lines stopped. We turned
our attention to the problems of war. During this period, dramatic
developments in communications were achieved. A myriad of new
uses for radio were discovered and we learned that portions of the
radio spectrum which had previously been regarded as useless could
effectively be used.
To cope with these developments, the Commission in 1945 held
an extensive allocation proceeding to determine how the radio
spectrum could best be used. In that proceeding the Commission
undertook to assign portions of the radio spectrum to the various
uses. During this period it became apparent that even then there
was not sufficient spectrum space available to accommodate all of
the demands. At the conclusion of the allocation proceeding, 12
channels in the vhf portion of the spectrum were assigned for the
immediate use of television and 440 megacycles of space in the uhf
portion of the spectrum were reserved for the future development of
tv. This additional space in the uhf was reserved because it was
agreed by all that the vhf allocation alone could not provide sufficient
facilities for the development of a nationwide competitive tv system.
The Commission was aware that equipment for television in the
uhf band was still only in the experimental stage. The Commission
concluded that to move all tv to these frequencies would indefinitely
delay a general television service. So standards were issued and
the initial rush to television was on.
Within a two-year period, the number of stations authorized had
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grown to 108 in 63 cities. But knotty problems had already begun
to develop. Interference between stations was becoming more annoying and each day it became clearer that the 12 channels available
were not adequate to meet the needs for a competitive national tv
system. Faced with this situation, the Commission suspended action
on tv applications until the tv rules and standards could be revised
to more adequately meet the public need. During this period, the
Commission obtained the views of all interested parties, including
manufacturers, networks, scientists, broadcasters and others. At the
conclusion of this proceeding and after many weeks of careful consideration ofall of the data, the Commission in April of 1952 issued
a report which, among other things, set forth a national television
station assignment plan.
The results obtained under this allocation plan have been in certain ways phenomenal.
Since the lifting of the freeze, the number of tv stations in operation has been increased fourfold, from 108 to 420 commercial stations. The distribution of receiving sets has skyrocketed from less
than a million in 1948 to 36 million today. Approximately 75%
of the families in the United States now have access to a tv set. It
is estimated that some degree of tv reception is presently available
to more than 90% of the population. Advertisers invested $800
million in tv during 1954.
But let us not be deluded that all is perfection in the tv picture.
Many and serious difficulties have arisen. Present trends in the
allocation plan, if left unchanged, will impair and perhaps preclude
the development of a healthy, free, competitive, nationwide tv service
which can provide desirable local outlets for self-expression.
On the basis of such information as was available to the Commission at the time it adopted the allocation plan, we believed that
intermixture of vhf and uhf stations would prove not only feasible
but would provide the basic vehicle whereby the aims of the allocation plan would be carried out. We felt that we could count upon
the good will and best efforts of the manufacturers of receivers and
transmitters; the networks; the advertisers; and the station owners.
We believed this would lead to the acceptance by the viewing public
and would result in a general growth and acceptance of all television, regardless of the spectrum location of the signal source. It
now turns out that certain factors did not develop as we envisaged,
and that certain unforeseen roadblocks intervened. Let me be explicit. Iblame no one segment or entity of the industry or of the
government or of the public for the situation which now exists. But
we must face present realities and examine the existing situation —
not with a view to allocating blame but to see what can be done to
correct trends which have developed, and to press for the proper
development of a nationwide competitive television system in the
American tradition.
The hard facts are that uhf is now suffering, and that without attention itwill wither and die, and buried with it may be our hopes for
<a nationwide competitive tv system. Uhf is threatened by the
tendency — where a choice is offered — of having the major networks
affiliate with vhf outlets, and of having the national advertisers select
the vhf outlets and virtually shun the uhf. The network programs
attract viewers, and advertisers are in turn attracted. The revenues
from the latter permit the staion to improve its local programs and
enlarge its share of the audience. It spirals up — and up. The uhf,
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Eliminates

extra

new

manpower
requirements

opaque

and

transparency

projector

REMOTE OR LOCAL
CHECK THESE NEW

CONTROL
FEATURES

• Completely automatic . . . utilizing features
contained in the now famous Telop and Telojector . . . Slides change by push button control.
• Sequence of up to 50 slides can be handled
at one loading . . . additional pre-loaded
slide holders easily inserted in unit.
• Remote control of lap dissolves . . . superposition oftwo slides . . . and slide changes.
• Shutter type dimming permits fades without
variation of color temperature . . . opaque
copy cooled by heat filters and adequate
blowers . . . assembly movable on base which
permits easy focus of image.

"A

SCREEN OUT HIGH PRODUCTION
COSTS FOR LOCAL SPONSORS
Telop IK by the elimination of extra manpower assures the production
and projection of low-cost commercials that local sponsors can afford.
It can be used with any TV camera including the new Vidicon camera.
Telop M projects on single optical axis opaque cards, photographs, art
work, transparent 3}A" x A" glass slides, strip material, and 2" x 2"
transparencies when Telojector is used with optical channel provided.
Telop H eliminates costly film strips and expensive live talent.
WRITE FOR: Illustrated bulletin describing Telop IT specifications. Your
request will receive prompt response.

Telop HE. . . inferior view of automatic slide holder which accommodates A" x 5" opaque slides... One
lens ... no registration problem ...
no keystoning.

ARC

AND DEVELOPMENT CO., Inc., Hilliard St., Manchester, Conn •
Division of the GRAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Originators of the Gray Telephone Pay Station and the
Gray Audograph and PhonAudograph .
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without network or advertisers, is caught in a vicious circle and
spirals down in revenues and viewers and revenues and viewers.
Eventually it closes shop — 52 have done so to date — and the public
suffers.
But the picture is different in those limited areas where the uhf
stations can obtain major network affiliations and their fair share of
advertising revenue. The stations can then provide service of high
order and with viewer acceptance. The station, the community, the
industry, the network, the advertiser and the viewer all gain.
The present state of the uhf is most serious, not only because of
the substantial losses caused to station owners and the economic
waste involved, but primarily because of the impact a continuation
of the present trend may have on the overall situation and on the
public interest. Obviously, elimination from active use of 70 channels of the 82 assigned would drastically curtail the present and
future scope of the industry. It would result in tv becoming a
limited, protected and necessarily regulated service rather than the
dynamic service contemplated by congressional policy.
The most significant competition affecting broadcasters is the
competition among networks. This is not to underestimate the
healthy struggle among stations to maintain and develop local accounts, or the competition of national spot representatives for national non-network spot business, or the very intense activity among
the numerous suppliers of film or talent.
Nevertheless, the function of the networks and their competitive
struggle for leadership is altogether unique in the industry. Historical y, ihas
t been the networks who have developed the mass audiences for radio and television. Most of the national networks have
had command of large resources which they have been willing to
risk in the broadcasting business. This has meant that they have
attracted name writers, actors, producers, etc., from other arts
to broadcasting or have developed new talent of their own. As a
result of such investments, the networks have developed shows
which have appealed to very sizeable audiences running into many
millions each evening. The interest stimulated in this way in
turn creates the demand for sets. Network business also profoundly affects other broadcast business. Thus, most intense efforts
are exerted in the sale of national spot business to place the spot
announcement or program as close as possible to popular network
programs, in the expectation of reaching the largest audience.
Networking is, to be sure, a risky business. Between 1948 and
1950, for example, the tv networks and their stations reported losses
of $28 million. Willingness to invest heavily in program ideas
and talent is a prerequisite to successful network operation.
I recognize the great contributions of the networks to the
advancement of television. And I feel they have many more such
contributions in store. But I feel strongly that effective national
network competition should not be limited by inadequate facilities
for more than two networks. And I'm sure that the added
competition will benefit the industry and the advertisers, as well
as the ultimate beneficiary — the viewer. And I'm convinced that
such competition will greatly benefit the existing leaders as well.
But it is essential
for effective network
competition that
each network have
an affiliate in each of
Hey, you
the first 50-75 markets, as an outlet for
the network show.
To the extent possible the affiliates in
each of the major
markets should have

Don't forget Sept. 9 is deadline for
B»T's Radio Issue out Sept 19.
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roughlynicalequal
techfacilities,
or
the potential ability
to reach as many
homes in each of the
major markets. This
means that if you
could put four comparable stations in
each of the major
markets of the counmmrnmmmmmmmmm

try, there would be the oportunity, at least, for four networks since
each then would have the chance to obtain a full-time affiliate.
Thus, network competition would be centered, as it should be, on
selling the best show, rather than on some artificial scarcity of
channels.
Examination of the assignment of tv channels to the first 100
markets so important to network operation discloses the following
situation:
7 of the
26 of the
32 of the
18 of the
17 of the
This means
many as three
markets.

top 100 markets have 4 or more vhf channels
top 100 markets have 3 vhf
top 100 markets have 2 vhf
top 100 markets have 1 vhf
top 100 markets have uhf only
that there are comparable facilities available for as
competing networks in only about half of the first 100
COMMISSION

UNDER SIEGE

The Commission is being besieged with suggestions which, in
general, propose to work out additional vhf assignments within the
12 vhf channels, or with some minor additions of channel space to
be taken from other services. This approach contemplates use of
such expedients as lower power, lower antennas, directional antennas
employed in such a manner as to squeeze stations in particular
places. There is no doubt that additional vhf assignments might be
made in this manner, perhaps enough to relieve a few of the pressures of the moment. However, the squeeze-in or shoe-horn
technique, if experience in other fields is to be relied upon, can
be expected to cause interference in outlying areas, the cumulative
effect being to provide additional services in population centers
at the expense of outlying areas where it is most needed. Any
such move would, of course, inevitably undermine present incentive
to development of ultra-high channels. I feel strongly that any
general course of action which looks toward the licensing of television stations under a system with a built-in low ceiling on future
expansion, should not be adopted until we have at least made a
thoroughgoing study of possible alternatives.
In hearings before a Senate Committee studying this subject, it
was recommended that selective deintermixture of television channel assignments be considered. There have been a number of
petitions submitted to the Commission requesting such action in
particular cases. Deintermixture in this context means separating
so far as possible the allocations of uhf and vhf channels into
separate cities and market areas so that stations in the same competitive sphere would compete on comparable channels. There
are a number of markets where a substantial degree of deintermixture could be accomplished without changing any presently
operating stations. The more successful uhf operations, the greater
the use of uhf channels, the greater incentive for improvement and
manufacture of sets and transmitters for use in this part of the
spectrum. Incidentally, as far as I am able to ascertain, engineers
and manufacturers agree that given a demand or incentive, more
and better equipment will be forthcoming. In areas where viewers
have been able to obtain desired programs, they have been fully satisfied with uhf. I am also advised that advertisers are not concerned
with whether their message is broadcast on uhf or vhf so long as
they obtain viewers.
My suggestion is that a re-examination be made of the tv allocation in the light of experience since 1952. The objective of such a
re-examination would be the establishment of conditions conducive
to the growth and development of uhf in as many areas as possible
and at the same time providing opportunity for network competition
on as nearly equal transmission facilities as possible in as many
markets as practicable. In considering possible adjustments of the
allocation, I would suggest judicious application of less rigid separation standards than those of the Sixth Report, more emphasis on
market areas and the use of such engineering techniques as directional antennas where such use would contribute to the objective
of the overall re-examination. The ultimate purpose, of course,
would be to encourage the larger and more effective use of available
tv channels. The ultimate full development of television in this
country should not be hamstrung by having been limited to 12 channels in its pioneer stages.
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What better proof could you find of
WSM-TV's stature as one of America's
top television stations?
The 29-year popularity record of WSM's
Grand Ole Opry . . . and the audience response to "Opry Matinee", "R. F.D.
Nashville", and other WSM-TV shows
featuring Opry Stars made a deep
impression on several large television film
companies. One of the largest of these,
Flamingo Films, Inc., sent a camera crew
to Nashville to film on the spot a complete 52-week series of half-hour Opry
shows for television.
Although only recently released, "Stars
of the Grand Ole Opry" has already been
sold in 70 markets. Among the top-rank
sponsors: Pillsbury Mills, Borden, J. I.
Case Tractor Co., Martha White Mills,
Ford dealers, Hotpoint dealers, and a
division of Swift and Company.
For further proof that WSM-TV is
"clearly Nashville's No. 1 TV station"
contact WSM-TV's Irving Waugh or
your nearest Petry Man.
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FOR

SMALL,

G.E.'s packaged
at the

cost

MEDIUM,

OR

relay systems
of conventional

LARGE

provide

STATIONS...

superior

switching

switching

equipment

Your station— large, medium or small ... monochrome or
color— can benefit from a G-E packaged relay switching
system. . .now available at an initial cost comparing favorably with conventional switching.
For small or medium

stations, the G-E TS-l-A controls

up to eight non-composite and two composite inputs, with
outputs for full line monitoring. Laps, fades, dissolves
are smoother, faster and positive.
For larger stations, G.E.'s TS-2-A offers exceptional quality of previews, switching, fading, and dissolves. Up to
12 non-composite inputs, with preview and switching facilities for two composite inputs.
For all stations regardless of size, General Electric relay switching means clean, transient-free switching, distortion-free pictures in either monochrome or color. It
provides flexible by-pass for studio rehearsals and preview
of superimpositions. Bounce and low-frequency distortion
are eliminated by clamps in the mixing amplifier.

G-E TS-1-A SWITCHING SYSTEM
FOR SMALL/MEDIUM
STATIONS— a complete
package of switching
facilities — switching
panel, video and sync
mixing amplifiers,
power supplies,
bration monitor caliand
cabinetry- Substitute
items for adapting
package to your needs.

Find out how a G-E Packaged Relay System can provide
your station with better, more economical switching. Contact your nearest G-E representative today. Or, write:
General Electric Company, Section X295-5, Broadcast
Equipment, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. In Canada,
write: C.G.E. Electronics, 830 Lansdowne Ave., Toronto.

\ **********
Only Relay Switching
can give you these
advantages:
• Relays minimize cross talk.
• DC control of video signals
gives noise-free manual laps
and fades.
• Simplified installation and
maintenance because all noncomposite coaxial connections
are in the rack and not at the
control panel.
• Removal of heat and microphonic problems by rackmounting those tubes and
amplifiers usually found at
the panel and in the console.
►
G-E TS-l-A SWITCHER. For
up to 8 non-composite and
2 composite inputs.
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INPUTS
NON-COMPOSITE
M0N0SC0PE
FILM
CAMERA \
(OR SCANNER CHANNEL)/
FILM CAMERA
(OR SCANNER CHANNEL)/
SPARE
LIVE CAMERALIVE CAMERALIVE CAMERA-

COMPOSITE
I
REMOTE
NETWORK

SWITCHING
SYSTEM

PREVIEW
LINE

LIVE CAMERA-

*;

G-E TS-2-A SWITCHING SYSTEM
FOR LARGE STATIONS
block-build switching
facilities to fit needs.
Plug-in relay chassis
assemblies, transfer,
video mixing, and sync
mixing amplifiers, together with power supply and control panel,
offer an almost unlimited variety of switching combinations.

Progress fs Our Most fmportant Product

OUTPUTS
GENERAL

A

ELECTRIC
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Will sponsored tv be a hit in
England? A lot of people still
have to be convinced, but not
the advertisers. They're flocking to the medium in droves.

COMMERCIAL

THEY'RE

TELEVISION:

BUYING

IN

BRITAIN

By Betty Reef
BRITISH commercial television, making
its debut in the London area on Sept. 22, has
yet to convince many peers, politicians and
other public figures that it is a "good thing."
But England's advertisers have already
proved that they need no such convincing.
More than a month before T-Day the new
station found its choice evening time spots
sold out for the full first year, with demand
running high for even the less favored hours.
In spite of the taboo against program sponsorship and the restrictions on the type
and length of commercials, the big advertisers have come in overwhelmingly. Top
U. S. brand names are in particular evidence.
These definitely will be weekend advertisers: Lever Bros., Procter & Gamble, Colgate-Palmolive, Horlicks, General Foods,
Gillette, Singer Sewing Machine, Revlon,
Max Factor, Hoover, Kellogg and Ford.
On weekdays top companies include Lever
Bros., Colgate, Hedley (Procter & Gamble),
General Motors, all leading British auto
manufacturers, Esso and "all the oil people."
The division between weekends and weekdays is stressed because two different companies will provide the station's programming for those periods. The Tv Act specifies
that all commercial tv stations — the one in
London now, two more next spring and
eventually 40 or 50 — are to be operated by
Independent Television Authority, but the
programming done by outside firms called
program contractors. ITA has authorized
Associated Broadcasting Co. (ABC) to program its London station Saturdays and Sundays and Associated-Rediffusion Ltd.

*THE AUTHOR is a former B*T staffer
now a free lance magazine writer whose
work has appeared in such publications as
Life, Town & Country, Reader's Digest,
Vogue, This Week and Pageant.
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(ART/V) to provide the Monday-throughFriday programs. [For a detailed discussion
of British commercial tv, see the Interview
with Clair McCollough, B«T, July 25.]
It is the program contractor who sells
time to the advertiser — announcements only,
program sponsorship being banned by law.
The advertiser cannot select his program,
but he can choose the type of time — AA:
8-10 p.m. weekdays; 8-9:30 p.m. weekends;
A: 3-6 p.m., 7-8 p.m., 10-11 p.m. weekdays;
7-8 p.m., 9:30-11 p.m. Saturdays; 2-6 p.m.,
7:30-8 p.m., 9:30-10:30 p.m. Sundays; B:
2-6 p.m. Saturdays; all time other than AA
and A weekdays, except test transmission
hours; C: 10:30 a.m.-3 p.m. weekdays, 10
a.m.-12 noon Saturdays. No advertising is
accepted Sunday, 7-7:30 p.m.
Weekend rates are: A A— $1,260 for 15
seconds to $2,800 for 1 minute; A: $756 for
15 seconds to $1,680 for 1 minute; B: $448
for 15 seconds to $980 for 1 minute; C:
slightly more than half the B rate. Basic
weekday rate is $1,820 for a minute in A
time. The peak AA rate is the basic rate
plus 50%; the B rate is the basic rate minus
50% ; the C rate is the basic rate minus
70%.
Both contractors indicate that these rates
are provisional and will change. Both say that
these prices apply only to the usual telecast;
when there is a program of wide national
interest, they can charge a special rate as
much at 100% higher than the normal rate.
ITA, incidentally, does not exercise control
over the profits of any licensed contractor.
Both companies pay a 15% commission
on gross time charges to recognized advertising agents. Top U. S. agencies who have
already bought time for clients include:
Foote, Cone & Belding: Young & Rubicam;
J. Walter Thompson; McCann-Erickson;
and such leading British firms as S. H. Ben-

son Ltd.; W. S. Crawford Ltd.; Colman,
Prentis & Varley; G. S. Royds, and London
Press Exchange.
Slide film, motion picture film, and animated commercials are being readied by
more than half a dozen companies, some of
which have sprung up solely to supply the
sudden tv market. One of the leaders is
Perl & Dean, who has been in the business
of making the commercials seen in British
movie houses during intermission. Another
is Theatre Publicity, also in this business
and a part of the J. Arthur Rank Organization. Among the newcomers are Television
Advertising Ltd. and Tv Commercials Ltd.
which is now making a series of 109 commercials for Sterling Drug. It is worth noting
that pharmaceuticals have been accepted for
tv advertising 'very much subject to conditions," according to the contractors.
The contractors are making studio facilities available for live commercials, with
charges based on camera hours for rehearsal
and air times. Dry rehearsal facilities also
are available. On the technical side, advertisers have had to note that British tv is
transmitted with a frame frequency of 50 per
second and a picture frequency of 25 per
second. This means that films made at the
usual 24 frames per second will have a slightly shorter running time and must be adjusted.
As for the commercials themselves, they
are expected to be low key and low pressure.
One of the admen making them, John Metcalfe, recently compared them with the U. S.
type, in a newspaper interview, in these
words: "The whole approach is different
.... we have to lower the pressure, so to
speak, unscrew the stopper and let out the
In general, advertising matter is limited to
six minutes per hour, to be presented between programs or in a "natural break" such
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Are

Here they come
return to school !

you

sure

your

child

America's youth . . . ready to start or

Never before in our nation's history have we had such a
bumper crop of school-age citizens. In fact, enrollment this
year will soar to more than 33 million students, including
almost 4 million who will be off to school for the first time.
Has anything been overlooked that might interfere with
their physical and mental well-being ... or that might
handicap them in their studies or affect their attendance?
Fortunately, there is something that all parents can do to
make sure that their children are ready for school. They can
include a medical check-up on the list of ahead-of-school
preparations.
A check-up . . . for both youngsters and teenagers . . . may
be the means of correcting unsuspected defects of vision,
hearing, posture or general health. Sometimes these defects
are at least partially responsible for low grades or emotional
troubles.
The physician who has known your child over the years is
best qualified to give pre-school medical check-ups because
he has a complete picture of the child's health. He will also
be alert to troubles which parents might not notice, or might
consider unimportant. Impairments that can be corrected
COPYRIGHT 1955 METROPOLITAN
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school?

During the teen years, when the growing-up process imposes considerable mental and physical stresses, health
check-ups are especially needed. Many problems, including
those associated with growth and emotional adjustment,
often require expert attention. In addition, changes in diet
or in habits of play, or sleep, or exercise may be made for
the child's benefit.
If medical examinations are not a part of your youngster's
preparation for school, why not start them now . . . and
continue them throughout the school years? Parents who
do so will have the satisfaction of knowing that their child
has been given one of the best safeguards for health and
happiness during this and future years in school.

Company

1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

for

now may avoid more serious trouble later on.
For the child just starting school, it is important that his
immunizations against communicable diseases are up to
date. In addition to making your child immune to smallpox,
diphtheria, whooping cough and tetanus, medical authorities now advise that vaccine lessens your child's chances of
getting polio.
So, wouldn't it be wise to discuss a definite immunization
program
with your .doctor
. . including
to renew immunity
. . well . before
school "booster
opens? doses"

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Metropolitan Life Insurance
(A MUTUAL COMPANY)
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is ready

This advertisement is one of a continuing series
sponsored by Metropolitan in the interest of our
national health and welfare. It is appearing in
two colors in magazines with a total circulation
in excess of 31,000,000 including Collier's, Time,
Newsweek, Saturday Evening Post, Ladies' Home
Journal, Good Housekeeping, McCall's, Woman's Home Companion, National Geographic.

Broadcasting

Telecasting

as theatre intermission or football half time.
Number of ad periods may not exceed six
per hour, averaged over the total broadcast
day. The advertiser also can buy five-second
on-the-hour time signals. The law further
permits stations to transmit "Advertising
Features," "Advertising Magazines," or
"Shopper's Guides," which are sponsor-paron the order of NBC's
Home show,ticipation
ofshows15 or 20 minutes duration
and not subject to the six minute per hour
limit as now planned.
Also permitted are "Advertising Documentaries," which can be described as commercial shorts — "A Trip Through the Ford
Plant" perhaps, or "Whence Comes Your
Morning Toast." Subject to ITA approval,
these may be any length, may be produced
by either advertiser or program contractor;
they fall into the entertainment category and
may contain advertising. According to Richard Meyer, ABC's director, spots on such
programs may be sold and also fall outside
the six-minute-per-hour regulation.
For the Advertising Magazines and Shopper's Guides, the rate is $980 for two
minutes or less of basic participation in B
time, and $1,680 in A time. Documentaries
or Advertising Features, length hour, in
A time run $5,600, and in B time, $2,800.
Saturday's time signals (5 seconds, on the
hour) cost $2,100 for a minimum of seven;
on Sunday, the same runs to $2,800.
The English are still quivering from the
shock of discovering that one U. S. Coronation telecast was followed by a commercial
for Lady Pepperel Sheets, "fit for a queen,"
and another interpolated Fred J. Muggs into
these dignified proceedings. It has therefore
been provided that in televising royal occasions there must be at least a two-minute
interval between the program and ads before
or after. Moreover, "any broadcast before
or after a royal event must be of a tone
and style suitable to the occasion."
Commercial copy has to be submitted to
the company (program contractor) at least
two weeks in advance, with material for
live ads submitted six weeks ahead. Advertisers must prepare alternative acceptable
copy, and the contractor has absolute right
to alter or substitute, to delete by fading or
cutting (advertiser still pays full price for
time and/or studio facilities). Only if the
contractor omits the commercial entirely,
which he has the right to do for any reason
whatsoever, does he refund payment.
The British feel that by eliminating sponsorship, "the filling of the programs with material supplied by advertisers," they are removing the crasser elements of U. S. tv and
insuring that the medium retains its public
service character. As Sir Robert Fraser, ITA
director-general, puts it, he sees tv as "a good
publisher sees his publishing house— a group
of men and women doing a job ... to which
they apply their own standards of what is
good and bad, which they see as a social instrument for the use of which they are responsible.
"It is not good enough or dignified enough
that television programs should be an inconsequent derivative of an unrelated succession
of advertising decisions, no matter how
public spirited some of the advertisers may
be," Sir Robert declares. "It is simply not
the way to secure the best social use of the
medium. This is a point of view first stated
Broadcasting • Telecasting

in this country by our own advertisers and
Sir Robert further says that there will be
noagents."
"sponsored" tv or even "commercial" tv
in spite of the widespread use of these
phrases in Britain. There will be "independent" or "free" tv. "We do not speak of the
commercial press," he explains. "Unless a
free community has lost its grasp of its own
fundamental values, it is called a free press."
This, then, is the policy behind the fact
that advertisers cannot choose the shows during which their commercials will be transmit ed. Italso helps to explain such portions
of the Tv Act as regulation that nothing may
be broadcast between six and seven p.m.,
traditionally British children's bedtime. The
peers and seers who wrote the law envisaged
bedtime difficulties which might disrupt the
English household. Enough Englishmen and
women had visited the U. S. in recent years
to have decided that tv produces a bedtime
problem.
Both London program companies have
been busily lining up shows and talent, about
which they give out frequent fanfare. Associated Broadcasting's weekend programs, announced as the "best and brightest in the
world" by Prince Littler, company chairman,
MORE BBC AMMO
BBC has thrown an extra million
pounds ($2,800,000) into its fight
against commercial tv, it was reported
last week. BBC-TV plans to face its
rivals with 50 hours of telecasting a
week, aimed at holding the island's 12
million viewers faithful to the publicowned corporation. The list of attractions is topped by Britain's favorite
sports
events.
Othershearing
aspects of
new look
include
its BBC's
panel
games to the single top-rated What's
My Line?, according to Cecil McGivern, program chief.
will present Bob Hope, Norman Wisdom,
Gracie
all the
"top-of-the-bill"
names inFields,
show and
business
on its
Sunday night
spectaculars from the Palladium. Associated
Broadcasting also will broadcast Theatre
Royal on Sunday eves, a series of filmed
plays now being made by "high definition
technique," with stars like Eric Portman,
Ralph Richardson, Wendy Hiller, Flora
Robson. Saturday night will feature a dramatic production with famous British stars,
and late Saturday, British disc jockey Jack
Jackson will interview, live and on film, various West End stage personalities.
Associated Broadcasting will use several
U. S. imports: Roy Rogers is scheduled for
Sunday afternoons, and Col. March of Scotland Yard will also be seen. The Advertising
Magazines include a Sunday afternoon Going Shopping with visits to various stores to
demonstrate branded merchandise, and two
Saturday afternoon programs, a 15-minute
Do It Yourself, using branded items, and a
Home show run by actress Joy Shelton.
These programs consist entirely of advertising, which is required to be "entertaining."
The weekday group, Associated-Rediffusion, has announced a series of 26 half-hour
filmed programs — Around the World with

Orson Welles, in which he will do offbeat
interviews in farflung places. First in the
series is "The Third Man Revisits Vienna."
The drama division under Norman Marshall
is producing one-hour plays at Shepperton
Studios. There also will be a Wi hour drama
alternating weekly with concerts by the Halle
Orchestra under John Barbirolli, once director of the New York Philharmonic, who has
been appointed ART/V's advisor on music
to "ensure that all music used in the program will conform to his musical taste and
the high quality of entertainment the station
intends to offer."
The cially
weekday
programs willforpresent
devised entertainment
women "spe...
with due respect
for their
half-hour
transmissions
everyintelligence"
morning —at
10:45 a.m., a period popularly called
"elevenses," when most housewives sit down
to a cup of tea and a rest before tackling the
heavier housework. Three times weekly at
12:15 p.m., the "tinies" — children under
five — will have a program.
The youngest set gets a 5 to 6 p.m. show
called Tea-V Hour, because, as officials
hasten to explain, no British child over age
twelve will permit himself to be considered
a child. A serial for girls is planned; boys
will have Hopalong Cassidy.
Another U. S. show to be transmitted is
Dragnet. The company has been considering the purchase of Four Star Playhouse and
similar U. S. material, but is handicapped by
the ITA ruling limiting non-British programs
to one hour daily.
On the weekday transmissions, ART/V
expects to allot 22 V2 % of the broadcast day
to sports — racing, stock cars, boxing, soccer,
swimming, etc. They have signed all five
race tracks in the London area and also have
contracted for exclusive rights on the only
indoordow forpool
with a built-in underwater winphotography.
Program time units are quarter hour, half
hour, an hour, and an hour and a half on
the London station. In general, both contractors feel that commercials longer than
two minutes will lose audience, a possibility
to which they are acutely sensitive, particularly in view of general public opinion about
commercialism in television. In some instances, however, they are selling spots as
long as three minutes, when the ad itself is
considered interesting. Again, it is a matter
of deep concern that tv be a "welcome
visitor rather than an intruder in the home."
By law, the transmission day is only seven
hours, so contractors have had to select the
hours preferred. ART/V will transmit from
10:45 to 11:15 a.m., will broadcast music
from 11:15 a.m. to 12:15 p.m., will resume
transmission from 12:15 to 12:45 p.m., and
will sign off for the afternoon until 5 p.m.
The company decided against afternoon
hours because of competition from the
BBC's 2-3 p.m. women's programs. Teleagainandwithsigns
children's
from 5 casting
to 6begins
p.m.,
off untilmaterial
7 p.m.
to clear the field of distractions during bedtime. From 7 to 11 p.m., the evening program istransmitted.
Weekend transmission hours by Associated Broadcasting are Saturday, 2 to 1 1 p.m.,
and Sunday, 2 to 10:30 p.m., with the usual
bedtime break between 6 and 7 p.m.
Second major problem is the matter of
converting tv sets. In Britain, there have
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been three separate stages of receiver manufacture. From 1947 to 1950, sets were designed to receive only the BBC circuit, without provision for adaptation for other
channels. These sets can, however, be
adapted to get one additional specific frequency, at a cost of $20 to $25.
From 1950 to 1953, sets were made to
receive only the BBC but had a built-in
arrangement which could easily be adapted
to receive 13 channels. To adjust this type
costs $14 to $17. From 1953 on, all sets in
Britain have been designed to receive 13
channels. Those which require adapting also
need adjustment of the aerial, at additional
cost. Average expense per family to adapt
for the new tv is estimated at $25, a considerable amount in a country of relatively
low wages.
The two London contractors jointly have
financed an advertising campaign to get set
owners to convert in time for the September
opening, with J. Walter Thompson handling
the account. First campaign used evening
papers to hit the big cities and saturate
London, where the first telecasts begin.
Total number of tv subscribers today is
AVz million and has risen by a million per
year since 1947, when the British tv boom

began. Though television is old in Britain
and was fairly well known even before the
war, the field really opened about the same
time as in the U. S. In 1947 there were
14,500 receivers extant.
Of the IV2 million sets in London now,
it is estimated that V4 million will be ready
to receive commercial telecasts in September, and the figure is expected to reach a
million
underway.by six months after programs get
The September London programs will be
transmitted from a 60 kw temporary station
built by Marconi at Croyden, 375 ft. above
sea level. This arrangement will continue
for about 18 months; there is talk of later
sharing a mast with the BBC.
Even with all the excitement stirred up
by the debut of commercial tv, it is still
considered tentative and experimental by
many people. The Television Act, for example, provides that ITA go out of existence
10 years after its creation, to give Parliament and the British people a chance for
a serious review. If it turns out "a complete
hash," as Britons put it, it can then be
dropped completely.
The man at the top of ITA is a ministerial
appointment, with emphasis on good taste

and respectability in the person of Sir Kenneth Clark, a brilliant administrator with
a fine arts background. Sir Kenneth directed
Britain's National Gallery at the tender age
of 31. He became Director of the Ministry
of Information's film division during the
war, and later became controller of home
publicity. He was Slade Professor of Fine
Arts at Oxford from 1946 to 1950, and in
1953 became Chairman of the Arts Council
— a kind of highbrow impresario job of
tions.
awarding subsidies to operas and art exhibiITA's managing director Sir Robert
Fraser, in a recent speech, explained his
sanguine expectations. "If ever there was
a country absolutely tailored for independent
television, it is ours. Relatively short distances to cover with coaxial cables or microwave links, a high population density, vast
numbers of people within the area of coverage of the main stations, a high standard
of life, a buoyant demand for the kind of
consumption goods suitable for television
advertising, and powerful, responsible, lively
and clever organizations ready to produce
the programs. Unless we make howling
blunders," he concluded, "it will surely be
a success!"

BBC TAKES
EDITOR:
May I comment on Mr. Clair R. McCollough's interview in your issue of July
25, which I enjoyed reading?
It is the clearest exposition that I have
seen so far of how commercial television
may work in Britain. British advertising
men who have never heard of "splits" and
"20-second spots" must have seemed
rather naive to him, but on the whole Mr.
McCollough is enthusiastic about commercial television in Britain, and that is
only to be expected from the Chairman
of the Television Board of the NARTB,
which regulates a multi-billion dollar
commercial television industry here.
However, in his exposition he has been
misguided in some of his conclusions
about the BBC. The BBC is represented
as rather dull and unenterprising. It is
suggested that the reason why there are
relatively so few television sets in Britain
(4,676,432, roughly the equivalent of 16
million sets in the U. S. A.) is because
BBC programmes do not have mass appeal. Remember that there was a Government Purchase Tax of 66% on television
sets after the war. Two years ago it came
down to 50%. The miracle is that under
these conditions over four million sets
have been sold. Would there be 36 million sets in use in the U. S. A. if there
had been a 66% tax? Some say it is the
high price of colour sets which caused
Colour [tv] to move ahead more slowly
than anticipated, and not poor programmes. Incidentally, a government in a
country with five million war damaged
homes to repair, and which had to export
or starve, could quite reasonably maintain
that television was a luxury, and divert by
Page 70
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A FEW

EXCEPTIONS

TO McCOLLOUGH

taxation the country's resources into more
productive channels.
It is also suggested that the BBC's
Light programme network was derived
from the requirements of several million
GFs in England, but in fact it was derived from the General Forces Programme, which was an extension of the
Forces Programme for the British Expeditionary Forces, started in the early days
of the war, nearly two years before Pearl
Harbour.
It will be no new thing for the British
to hear or see American material. Has
it been forgotten that the supposedly oldfashioned BBC had a television service
before the war from 1936 to 1939, four
hours every night? Among the American
plays which were then televised at length
by the BBC were: Eugene O'Neill's Ah
Wilderness! , Emperor Jones, Marco Millions and Thornton Wilder's The Happy
Journey to Trenton & Camden, Love and
How to Cure It, Queens of France.
Writers such as James Thurber, John
Van Druten, Dorothy Parker, Louis
Bromfield, Robert Benchley, Ogden Nash
appeared on programmes, or allowed
their sketches to be televised. American
stars at that time in BBC programmes
were: Tyrone Power, Greer Garson,
Charles Laughton, Sophie Tucker, Danny
Kaye, Gene Autry and many others. We
had American bubble dancers, knife
throwers, acrobats and jugglers, and Hildegarde on television, all before the war.
It is suggested that the BBC's White
City project has been triggered off by the
advent of the ITA [Independent Television Authority]. The BBC first tried to
secure a similar site in central London
for a television city before the war. In
January 1947 the first negotiations were

made about the White City site, and in
1949 BBC was given permission to acquire the present 13 acres. The beautiful plan for its development illustrated
in your article was made before the
ITA was ever heard of. One block is
already completed, another will be finished this year, and the main block of
production studios will probably be ready
in 1959, not 1966, as was reported.
The BBC has not been supplied by a
repentant government with "everything
to revitalise it." Its increased revenues
are the natural consequences of the increased number of sets in use, from each
of which the BBC receives $9.00 per
annum licensee fee, less almost 20% retained by the government for various
purposes, including a small grant to the
ITA. The number of sets is rising by
about IV4 million per annum.
Finally it is realized by the BBC that
commercial television has largely, at the
outset, been staffed from the BBC, until
it can train its own people.
There is not the slightest possibility
or wish to "establish a regulation or pass
a law whereby the ITA will not be permitted to hire their best people at greatly
increased compensation."
There is nothing strange about a corporation raising the salaries of some valuable key members to keep them. It is
done here in the U. S. A. from time to
time. True there were groans from some
who were not included, and the grade
system creaked, but there was never any
suggestion of a strike.
Basil Thornton
North American Representative
British Broadcasting Corp.
New York City
Broadcasting
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AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
FEBRUARY, 1955, REPORT
GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
Number of Quarter Hours
With Higher Rating
Station B
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
WKZO-TV
56
144
7 a.m. — 5 p.m.
5 p.m. — 1 1 p.m.
83
24
37
Saturday & Sunday
80
10 a.m. — 11 p.m.

NEED
BE

ft.*—

WKZO-TV

CHAMP

WESTERN

MICHIGAN!

The February, 1955 American Research Bureau Report
(left) shows that WKZO-TV is the favorite station in
Battle Creek and Muskegon, as well as in Kalamazoo and
Grand Rapids. By almost 3-to-l, in fact!
WKZO-TV

is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet for

Western Michigan. 100,000 watts — Channel 3. Serves over
half a million television homes in 29 Western Michigan
and Northern Indiana counties.

NOTE: Survey based on sampling in the following proportions— Grand Rapids (45%), Kalamazoo (19%), Battle Creek
(19%), Muskegon (17%).

Your Avery-Knodel man has all the facts.
100,000 WATTS

WKZO — KALAMAZOO
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WJEF — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

263

• CHANNEL

3 • 1000' TOWER

K10TV
Kalamazoo-Grand
Avery-Knodel,

Rapids

Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*Bud Held set this world's record in Pasadena on August 8, 1953.
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THERE isn't much news any more in a
radio station anniversary loaded with selfpraise programming, but when a station
celebrates its 35th birthday with gifts for
the listener and 18 hours of shows which
promote the community instead, the story
merits repeating. Especially when the event
is sponsored.
CBS Radio's key outlet in Los Angeles,
KNX, will be 35 this Saturday (Sept. 10).
For 18 hours, in two and three-hour segments, the station will rove Southern California with its microphones, relating on the
scene the story of the region's great growth
and amplifying the pulse of its industry.
Except for news and sports shows, all
other commercials will be cancelled to make
way for the 18-hour feature, Birthday Bonanza, sponsored by Standard Federal Savings & Loan of Los Angeles. Even the commercials retained on the news and sports
shows will tie in with the boost-SouthernCalifornia theme. The listener? He will
have a chance to win autos, minks, radios,
appliances, furniture, tools and other prizes,
$65,000-worth, if he has registered during
the last two weeks at one of the stores of
the Owl Drug Co., which is sharing in the
promotion.
How does a radio station stage such a

OF

SOUTHERN

OBSERVANCE
CALIFORNIA

promotion? When and where do you start?
What does it cost?
Surprisingly enough, the out-of-pocket
cash requirements are relatively low since
a radio station can employ trade promotions to obtain perhaps the most costly item
— prizes. KNX in this instance is swapping
full value in broadcast advertising to those
firms which supplied the items. The greatest
expense, obviously, is the total extra manhours required of the staff in the advance
planning and actual production of the event.
Cash accounts include items such as newspaper advertising, banners, and displays.
For KNX, the work started last spring.
William D. Shaw, general manager of the
station and the Columbia Pacific Radio Network, met with his department chiefs.
Realizing no western station has ever had
a 35th anniversary, they concluded it should
be observed impressively or not at all.
Their first policy decision was that the
observance would not be a session of back
slapping. Instead, the entire day of Sept.
10 would be a salute to Southern California.
Decision number two was that no time durlected.ing the day would entertainment be negAt this point, Robert P. Sutton, KNXColumbia Pacific Radio Network program

BY 1924 KNX was operating with this 500 w transmitter in the Hoffman Bldg.
The technician is Paul O'Harra, now audio supervisor for KNX and CBS Radio.
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WHO WAS ON FIRST
THE 35th year of radio broadcasting
will be celebrated by pioneer enterprises in a number of areas during the
autumn months.
KDKA Pittsburgh, WOI Ames,
Iowa, and others were active in various
ways in 1920. KDKA, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. station, will celebrate
Nov. 2 the 35th anniversary of "the
first regular, pre-planned, pre-advertised, pre-scheduled broadcast of any
commercial station in the world, Nov.
2, 1920."
The asstation
had was
beenlisted
operated in 1916
8XK and
by the U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
WOI and WWJ Detroit operated
radio projects in 1920, the former
having experimented for a long period.
B«T is not umpiring the battle of
claims, but reporting as pioneers celebrate their early efforts.
director, took the project to his staff. They
began days of searching for ideas to carry
out the major theme of promoting the land
they live in. Soon the pattern of visits to
different areas, industries, and people
evolved, demonstrating radio's greatest
assets, its flexibility and immediacy. Each
segment of the 18-hour program acquired
its own theme.
But the work was only begun. How would
it be promoted?
Contests — permitting gifts for the listener
— was the first suggestion of John M. Asher,
KNX-CPRN director of sales promotion
and advertising. He believes nothing excites
the listening audience more than a chance
to win something really worthwhile and the
more prizes the more people would have a
chance to win.
Prizes were solicited and obtained. Five
automobiles, including two Buicks and a
Pontiac; thousands of dollars worth of mink
stoles and a $10,000 blue mink coat; a
complete kitchen; sets of auto tires; radios,

NOW 35 years old, KNX signals emanate from
this modern transmitter building at Torrance, Calif.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

On stage at WBEN-TV

. . . and a crew of

WBEN-TV

hearsal time for every commercial. Two

experts goes to work ! Experts because . . .
WBEN-TV's well-knit team of directors,
announcers and technicians have been with this
pioneer station since its beginning in 1948.

scheduling assures enough

re-

fully

equipped studios permit staging effects that
are polished to perfection.

veterans have had seven long years

Standards like this cost no more, — that's why
more and more time buyers buy WBEN-TV

experience in the production of television

more and more often. Let quality production

commercials.

tell YOUR

These TV

story in a quality way.

i"!
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•
«•*

NETWORK

i

cond
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riches!

WBEN-TV
BUFFALO,
1 iftrfw

HARRINGTON,
Broadcasting
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WBEN-TV Representatives
and PARSONS, Inc., NEW YORK,

CHICAGO,

SAN

FRANCISCO
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scores of them; valuable sets of tools, etc.
In all, $65,000 worth of gifts.
The KNX executives decided the contests
for prizes must be simple. All a listener
need do is send in his name and telephone
number on a special coupon or postcard.
During the day, the names would be drawn,
the listener called and asked a questionabout Southern California, of course.
Arrangements were made with the Owl
Drug Co. to distribute a half-million contest entry forms through its 80 stores in the
Los Angeles area. The Owl chain in addition
is advertising the contests and coupons in
some 60 newspapers in the area and is displaying counter cards, wire hangers and window banners promoting the KNX event.
KNX has been using 44 newspapers in
metropolitan Los *Angeles to advertise the
anniversary and contests, some ads containing the coupon, others purely reminder or
teaser copy.
Naturally KNX did not overlook its own
facilities. Countless air promotions are being
used. The radio promotion began several
weeks ago with a preliminary contest to select "Miss KNX," a girl with a perfect 35
figure to reign as official hostess in promotion events during the two weeks before
Sept. 10.
KNX disc jockey personalities invited female listeners to send in their pin-up poses
and from these 12 candidates were chosen.
On Aug. 25, KNX invited the local radio-tv
columnists, fan magazine editors and trade
press to pick "Miss KNX" from the 12.
They chose Jean Moorhead, a 20-year-old
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Santa Monica girl, who was crowned by
Gary Crosby, CBS Radio star.
During the two weeks before Sept. 10 she
has been visiting luncheon clubs, was introduced during intermission at the ballpark,
toured the city in a motorcade of the gift

Watts

THE

DALLAS

MISS KNX— A PERFECT 35

CLEAR

A ONE Station Buy
PICTURE

POWER

MARSHALL H. PENGRA, General Manager
REPRESENTED
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cars, is calling on advertising agency executives and is making guest appearances on
KNX shows.
Even the choice of the title, Birthday Bonanza, for the Sept. 10 program was a promotion, an intra-mural cash prize contest
among KNX employes.
On Saturday, the promotion will climax
with full exterior decoration of the KNX
building at Columbia Square in Hollywood.
An airplane will fly for six hours over the
Los Angeles area carrying a KNX banner
seven feet high and 50 feet long. In the
KNX lobby old radios and one of the station's first 5 w transmitters will be displayed.
Coffee and doughnuts will be served.
Along with other civic and business leaders, Mayor Norris Poulson is participating
by sending congratulations to the station.
The city council and county board of supervisors are adopting resolutions commending
KNX for its years of public service.
KNX remote teams about the city will
be well armed with visual identification as
they describe commerce at the harbor, fun
at the ball park, football practice at various
universities or their laboratory research.
By promoting its community instead of itself, KNX discovered late last week there
was birthday gift for it, too. Mr. Shaw and
Bert S. West, KNX-CPRN general sales
manager, were told by George M. Eason,
president of Standard Federal Savings &
Loan, his firm would sponsor the 18-hour
program and the copy, prepared by Heintz
& Co., Los Angeles agency, would be in
keeping with a salute to Southern California.
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NATIONALLY

BY JOHN

NATIONAL ADVERTISERS SELL THIS RICH EAST TEXAS AREA
OVER KLTV WITH SUCH TOP SHOWS AS:
The Bob Cummings
George
Gobel
Dragnet
I Love Lucy
Ford
Life ofTheatre
Riley
Show
Toast of the Town
Burns & Allen
Private Secretary
Game
of
Week
December Bride
Wednesdaythe Night
General Electric
Colgate Comedy Hour
Break the Bank
Theatre
FightsAre Funny
People
Hit Parade
Groucho
E. PEARSON

TV INCORPORATED
Broadcasting

Telecasting

B-T

TELESTATUS

SEPTEMBER 1955
Total U. S. Stations on Air: 438
(Commercial: 424; Educational: 14)
Total Cities With Tv Stations: 286
Total Tv Homes: 32,000,000
(U. S. Census Bureau, June 1955)
HOW TO READ THIS LISTING
Each station or grantee is listed in the
city where licensed.
Triangle (►) : station on air with regular programming. Date of grant is
shown for permittees, followed by
planned starting date.
Channel number is in parentheses, followed by national network affiliations
and sales representatives, estimated sets
in coverage area and station's highest
one-time hourly rate.
Set figures are provided by stations.
Queries on set figures should be directed
to stations.
Asterisk (* ) : non-commercial outlet.
Dagger (t): not interconnected.
Data on station color equipment: N,
equipped for network color; LS, local
color slides; LF, local color film; LL,
local live color.
ALABAMA
AMDALUSIAf —
WAIQ (»2) 3/9/55-Unknown
BIRMINGHAM—
► WABT (13) NBC, ABC; Blair; 347,650; N; $750
► WBIQ («10)
► WBRC-TV (6) CBS- Katz; 321,000; N; $750
WJLN-TV (48) 12/10/52-Unknown
DECATURf—
► WMSL-TV (23) CBS, NBC; Walker; 28,500; $150
DOTHANf—
► WTVY (9) CBS; Young; $100
MOBILE—
► WALA-TV
(10) $400
NBC, ABC, CBS; HeadleyReed; 124,500;
WKAB-TV (48) See footnote
WKRG-TV
(5) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 3/23/559/5/55
MONTGOMERY—
► WCOV-TV
71,000; $200 (20) CBS, ABC, DuM; Raymer;
► WSFA-TV (12) NBC, ABC; Katz; 92,152; $250
MUNFORDf—
'►WTIQ (*7)
SELMAf —
WSLA (8) 2/24/54-Unknown
ARIZONA
MESA (PHOENIX)—
► KVAR (12) NBC; Raymer; 137,790; N; $450
PHOENIX—
► KOOL-TV
(10) CBS; Hollingbery; 137,790; N;
$500
► KPHO-TV (5) DuM; Katz; 137,790; N; $450
► KTVK (3) ABC; Weed; 165,000; N. LF, LS; $400
TUCSON—
► KOPO-TV
(13) DuM, CBS; Hollingbery; 48,200$250
► KVOA-TV (4) ABC, NBC; Raymer; 48,200; $225
KDWI-TV (9) 4/19/55-Unknown
YUMAf—
► KIVA
$200 (11) ABC, CBS, NBC; Raymer; 26,908;
ARKANSAS
EL DORADOf—
KRBBSMITH—
(10) NBC; 2/24/54-Fall '55
FORT
*KFJ^TX.
(22) NBC- ABC- CBS, DuM; Pearson;
36,604; $150
KNAC-TV (5) Rambeau; 6/3/54-Unknown
JONESBOROf—
KBTM-TV (8) 1/12/55-Unknown
LITTLE ROCK—
► KARK-TV
(4) NBC, DuM; Petry; 112,711- N"
$350
► KATV (7) (See Pine Bluff)
KTHV (11) Branham; 11/4/54-11/1/55
Broadcasting • Telecasting

PINE BLUFF—
► KATV (7) ABC, CBS; Avery-Knodel; 112,711;
N; $450
TEXARKANA—
► KCMC-TV (6) See Texarkana, Tex.
CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD—
► KBAK-TV (29) ABC, DuM; Weed; 93,000; $275
► KERO-TV (10) NBC, CBS, Hollingbery; 152,000;
N; $400
BERKELEY (SAN FRANCISCO)—
► KQED (*9)
►CHICO—
KHSL-TV
(12) CBS,
Knodel; 68,100;
$250 ABC, NBC, DuM; AveryCORONAf —
KCOA (52), 9/16/53-Unknown
EUREKAf—
► KIEM-TV
(3) $200
CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; HoagBlair, 25,000;
►FRESNO—
KJEO (47) CBS, ABC, DuM; Branham; 162,000;
N; $450 (24) NBC; Raymer; 162,000; N, LF,
► KMJ-TV
LS; $500
KARM (12) Boiling- Initial Decision 8/3/54
KBID-TV (53) See footnote
LOS ANGELES—
► KABC-TV (7) ABC; Petry; 2,173,665; $1,500
► KCOP (13) Weed; 2,173,665; $1,250
► KHJ-TV (9) DuM; H-R; 2,173,665; N; $1,200
► KNXT (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 2,173,665; N, LS,
LF, LL; $2,700
► KRCA (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 2,173,665; N,
LS, LF, LL; $3,200
► KTLA (5) Raymer; 2,173,665; LS, LF, LL; $1,250
► KTTV (11) Blair; 2,173,665; $1,700
KBIC-TV (22 ) 2/10/52-Unknown
MODESTOf—
KTRB-TV (14) 2/17/54-Unknown
SACRAMENTO—
► KBET-TV (10) CBS; H-R; 370,000; N, LF; $600
► KCCC-TV (40) ABC, NBC; Weed; 165,000; $400
KCRA-TV (3) NBC; Petry; 4/13/55-9/15/55
SALINAS (MONTEREY)—
► KSBW-TV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; H-R; 102,000;
DIEGO— (8) CBS, ABC; Petry; 407,092; N;
$350
►SANKFMB-TV
► KFSD-TV (10) NBC; Katz; 306,845; N; $600
SAN $800
FRANCISCO—
►► KGO-TV
1,149,080;
$1,200
KPIX (5) (7)
CBS;ABC;
Katz;Petry;
1,149,080;
N; $1,250
► KRON-TV (4) NBC; Free & Peters; 1,149,080;
N, LS, LF, LL; $1,500
► KSAN-TV (32) Stars National; 300,000; $225
KBAY-TV
9/15/54) (20) 3/11/53-Unknown (granted STA
SAN JOSEf—
KNTV (11) Boiling; 4/15/54-9/5/55
SAN LUIS OBISPO—
► KVEC-TV (6) ABC, CBS, DuM; Grant; 93,676;
$200 BARBARA—
►SANTA
KEYT
(3) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Hollingbery;
227,918; $400
►►STOCKTONf—
KOVR
(13) DuM; Blair; 1,120,660; $700
KTVU (36)
TULARE (FRESNO)—
► KVVG (27) Young; 166,000; $325
VISALIAf—
KAKI (43) 10/6/54-Unknown COLORADO
COLORADO SPRINGS—
► KKTV
(11) CBS, ABC, DuM; Hollingbery;
59,223; $150
► KRDO-TV (13) NBC; Avery-Knodel; 40,000;
$125 (9) ABC; Free & Peters; 306,683; $600
►DENVER—
KBTV
► KFEL-TV (2) DuM; Hoag-Blair; 306,683; N;
► KLZ-TV
(7) CBS; Katz; 306,683; N; $650
$400
► KOA-TV
(4) NBC; Petry; 306,683; N; $650
KRMA-TV (*6) 7/1/53-Unknown
SAVE this monthly Telestatus section
which is perforated for your convenience.
Additional copies are available. Write
Readers Service Dept., Broadcasting •
Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St., N. W.,
Washington 6, D. C.

A monthly situation report on
present and planned tv stations
and television network shows

GRAND JUNCTIONf—
► KFXJ-TV
13,772; $156(5) NBC, CBS, ABC, DuM; Holman;
►PUEBLOf—
KCSJ-TV (5) NBC; Avery-Knodel; 55,310; $150
CONNECTICUT
►BRIDGEPORT—
WICC-TV (43) ABC, DuM; Young; 72,340; $200
WCTB (»71) 1/29/53-Unknown
►HARTFORD—
WGTH-TV (18) ABC, DuM; H-R; 291,229; $500
WCHF (*24) 1/29/53-Unknown
Travelers
Corp. (3) Initial Decision Bcstg.
5/31/55 Service
,
BRITAIN—(30) CBS; Boiling; 284,169; N; $400
►NEW
WKNB-TV
NEW HAVENf—
► WNHC-TV (8) NBC, ABC, CBS; Katz; 948,702;
N, LF, LS; $800
WELI-TV (59) H-R; 6/24/53-Unknown
NEW LONDONf—
WNLC-TV (26) 12/31/52-TJnknown
NORWICHf—
WCNE (»63) 1/29/53-Unknown
STAMFORDf—
WSTF (27) 5/27/53-Unknown
WATERBURY—
► WATR-TV (53) ABC; Stuart; 215,400; $200
DELAWARE
WILMINGTON—
► WPFH (12) NBC, DuM; Meeker; 2,051,000; N,
LS, LF; $1,000
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON—
► WMAL-TV (7) ABC; Katz; 600,000; $750
► WRC-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 749,000; N;
► WTOP-TV (9) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 688,800; N;
$1,250
► WTTG
(5) DuM; H-R; 660,000; $600
$1,500 (20)
WETV
10/21/54-Unknown
WOOK-TV (14) 2/24/54-Unknown
FLORIDA
CLEARWATERf—
WPGT (32) 12/2/53-Unknown
DAYTON A BEACHf —
WESH-TV (2) McGillvra; 7/8/54-9/3/55
FORT LAUDERDALE—
► WITV (17) ABC; H-R; 176,000 (also Miami);
MYERSf —(11) CBS, ABC; McGillvra; 14,012;
►FORT
WINK-TV
FORT $400
PIERCEf —
WTVI (19) 4/19/55-Unknown
JACKSONVILLE!
► WJHP-TV
(36)— ABC, NBC, DuM; Perry; 75,600;
$150
N; $200 N; (4)$700CBS, ABC, DuM; CBS Spot Sis.;
► WMBR-TV
478,644;
WOBS-TV (30)
StarsCorp.
National;
8/12/53-Fall
'55
Jacksonville
Bcstg.
(12) Initial
Decision
4/4/55
► WGBS-TV (23) NBC; Katz; N; $500
►MIAMI—
WTVJ (4) CBS; Free & Peters; 334,500; N; $900
► WITV (17) See Fort Lauderdale
WMFL (33) 12/9/53-Unknown
WTHS-TV (*2) 11/12/53-Unknown
Biscayne Tv Corp. (7) Initial Decision 1/17/55
MIAMI
WKATBEACHf—
Inc. (10) Initial Decision 3/30/55
►ORLANDO—
WDBO-TV (6) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Blair;
101 245* N' $275
WORZ Inc.' (9) Initial Decision Aug. 10
CITY—
►PANAMA
WJDM (7)
ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Hollingbery;
30,100; $150
►PENSACOLA—
WEAR-TV
(3) ABC, CBS, DuM; Hollingbery;
101,250; $250
► WPFA (15) McGillvra; 32,500
PETERSBURG!—
►ST.WSUN-TV
(38) ABC, DuM; Weed; 173,474; $325
► WFLA-TV (8) NBC; Blair; 185,000; N, LF, LS;
►TAMPA—
WTVT (13) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 185,000; N, LF,
LS;
$400 $400
PALM BEACH—
►WEST
WEAT-TV
(12) ABC; Walker; 231,000; $200
► WIRK-TV (21) Cooke; 47,609; $150
► WJNO-TV
(5) NBC, CBS, DuM; Venard;
301,875; $250
GEORGIA
►ALBANYf—
W ALB-TV (10) ABC, NBC, DuM; Burn-Smith;
45,000; $200
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BATON

ROUGE,

LOUISIANA

?
The only TV station completely covering the rich heartland of
Louisiana. New payrolls — new wealth are generated in Louisiana by
OIL, GAS, SULPHUR, SALT, LUMBER, INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE

MARKET

DATA

PREDICTED

SERVICE
AREA* WBRZ, Chann el 2
860,000
Population
164,650
fTV sets in area
Effective Buying Power.
$899,481,000
Retail Sales
$580,937,000
Food Sales
$129,460,000
Automotive Sales
... $122,571,000
Drug Sales
$ 16,371,000
SOURCE: Sales
1954 Management's Survey of Buying Power,
*Class "B"
fTelevision Magazine
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SALES

NBC-ABC

watts
MORE
lOOl

TOWER:
ft. 6

inches

Largest
TV
Antenna
in the United
States
12 Bays— -Channel
Represented by Hollingbery

2

$580,937,000.00
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

BT

TELESTATUS

ATLANTA—
► WAGA-TV
(5) CBS, DuM; Katz; 462,000; N;
$850
► WLWA (11) ABC; Crosley Sis.; 481,000; $700
► WSB-TV (2) NBC; Petry; 484,725; N, LS, LF;
$900
WQXI-TV (36) See footnote
AUGUSTA—
► WJBF
NBC, ABC, DuM; Hollingbery; 154,872; N;(6) $250
► WRDW-TV (12) CBS; Headley-Reed; 149,900;
$250
COLUMBUS—
► WDAK-TV (28) NBC, ABC, DuM; HeadleyReed; 136,959; N; $220
► WRBL-TV (4) CBS, ABC; Hollingbery; 187,327;
N; $300
vMACON—
► WMAZ-TV
102,936; N; (13)
$300 CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel;
WOKA (47) See footnote
ROMEf—
► WROM-TV (9) McGillvra; 174,330; $150
SAVANNAH—
► WTOC-TV
(11) CBS,
Knodel; 150,360;
$200ABC, NBC, DuM; AveryWSAV-TV (3) 1/26/55-Unknown
THOMASVILLEf —
WCTV (6) CBS; Meeker; 12/23/53-9/15/55
IDAHO
BOISEf—
► KBOI-TV (2) CBS, DuM; Fres & Peters; 47,175;
$150
► KIDO-TV (7) ABC, NBC; Hoag-Blair; 44,000;
$250
IDAHO FALLSf —
► KID-TV (3) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Gill-Perna;
39,460; $175
LEWISTONf —
KLEW-TV (3) 2/9/55-11/1/55
TWIN FALLSf—
KLIX-TV
(11) ABC; 3/19/53-Unknown (granted
STA 4/19/55)
ILLINOIS
BLOOMINGTON—
► WBLN (15) McGillvra; 113,242; $200
CHAMPAIGN—
► WCIA
CBS, NBC, DuM; Hollingbery; 390,000; N;(3)$700
CHICAGO—
► WBBM-TV
N; $3,300 (2) CBS, CBS Spot Sis.; 2,323,200:
► WBKB (7) ABC; Blair; 2,255,000; $2,200
► WGN-TV (9) DuM; Hollingbery; 2,300,000; $1,500
► WNBQ (5) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 2,043,000; N,
LL, LS, LF; $3,300
WHFC-TV (26) 1/8/53-Unknown
WIND-TV (20) 3/9/53 Unknown
WOPT (44) 2/10/54-Unknown
WTTW (*11) 11/5/53-Unknown
DANVILLE—
► WDAN-TV (24) ABC; Everett-McKinney; 50,000; $150
DECATUR—
► WTVP (17) ABC, NBC, DuM; Boiling; 158,400;
$300
EVANSTONf —
WTLE (32) 8/12/53-Unknown
HARRISBURGf—
► WSIL-TV (22) ABC; Walker; 30,000; $150
PEORIA—
► WEEK-TV
N; $400 (43) NBC; Headley-Reed; 232,437;
► WTVH (19) CBS, ABC; Petry; 231,056; N; $350
WIRL Tv Co. (8) Initial Decision 11/5/54
QUINCYf (HANNIBAL, MO.)—
► WGEM-TV
(10) ABC, NBC; Avery-Knodel;
150,000: N; $200
► KHQA-TV (7) See Hannibal, Mo.
ROCKFORD—
► WREX-TV
(13) CBS, ABC; H-R; 256,600; N;
$400
► WTVO (39) NBC, DuM;; Headley-Reed; 116,000;
$250
ROCK ISLAND (DAVENPORT, MOLINE)—
► WHBF-TV
CBS, ABC, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
303,930; N;(4)$700
SPRINGFIELD—
► WICS (20) ABC, NBC, DuM; Young; 103,580;
$250
Sangamon Valley Tv Corp. (2) Initial Decision
11/30/54
URBAN At —
► WILL-TV (*12)
INDIANA
ANDERSONf—
WCBC-TV (61) 2/2/55-Unknown
BLOOMINGTON—
► WTTV (4) NBC; Meeker; 657,615 (also Indianapolis); N; $800
ELKHART—
► WSJV
(52)
LS; $300 ABC, NBC, DuM, CBS; H-R; 208,319;
EVANSVILLE — •
► WFIE (62) ABC, NBC, DuM; Venard; 94,315;
$250
► WEHT (50) See Henderson, Ky.
Evansville Tv Inc. (7) Initial Decision 10/4/54
Telecasting
Broadcasting

FORT WAYNE—
► WKJG-TV (33) NBC, DuM; Raymer- 138,070; N;
► WINT
Waterloo
$400 (15) See
WANE-TV
(69) Boiling; 9/29/54-Unknown
INDIANAPOLIS—
► WFBM-TV (6) ABC, NBC, DuM; Katz; 660.000;
N; $960 (8) CBS; Boiling; 660,000; N; $1,000
► WISH-TV
p~ WTTV (4) See Bloomington
Mid-West Tv Corp. (13) Initial Decision 6/7/55
LAFAYETTEf—
► WFAM-TV (59) CBS, DuM; Rambeau; 66,500;
MUNCIE—
$200
► WLBC-TV
(49) 107,250;
ABC, CBS,
man, Walker;
N; $225NBC, DuM; HolNOTRE DAME (SOUTH BEND)—
► WNDU-TV (46) NBC; Meeker
PRINCETONt—
WRAY-TV (52) See footnote
BEND—(34) CBS, DuM; Raymer; 206,363; N;
►SOUTH
WSBT-TV
► WNDU-TV
(46) See Notre Dame
TERRE$400HAUTE—
► WTHI-TV
(10) CBS, ABC, DuM; Boiling; 154,000; N; $400
WATERLOO (FORT WAYNE)—
► WINT (15) CBS, ABC; H-R; 139,625; N; $300
IOWA
►AMES—
WOI-TV (5) ABC, CBS, DuM; Weed; 315,600;
N; $550
CEDAR RAPIDS—
► KCRG-TV (9) ABC, DuM; Venard; 288,660: $325
► WMT-TV (2) CBS; Katz; 272,700; N; $500
DAVENPORT (MOLINE, ROCK ISLAND)—
► WOC-TV (6) NBC; Free & Peters; 295,165; N;
$800
MOINES—(13) NBC; Free & Peters; 302,000; N;
►DESWHO-TV
► KRNT-TV
CBS; Katz
$650 (17) (8)
KGTV
See footnote
■N;DODGE—
$150(21) NBC, DuM, CBS; Pearson; 41,200;
►FORT
KQTV
CITY—(3) CBS, DuM; Weed; 135,932; $200
►MASON
KGLO-TV
OTTUMWAf—
KTVO (3) 12/16/53-Unknown
SIOUX
CITY—NBC, ABC, DuM; Hollingbery; 152,► KTIV
000; (4)
N; $300
► KVTV (9) CBS, ABC; Katz; 153,564; N; $300
►WATERLOO—
KWWL-TV
162,159; $400 (7) NBC, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
KANSAS
GOODLANDf —
KWGB-TV (10) 5/11/55-Unknown
►GREAT
KCKT BEND—
(2) NBC; Boiling; 144,350; $225
HUTCHINSON (WICHITA)—
► KTVH (12) CBS, DuM- H-R; 228,230; N; $450
► KAKE-TV (10) See Wichita
► KEDD (16) See Wichita
MANHATTAN!—
KS AC-TV (*8) 7/24/53-Unknown
PITTSBURG—
► KOAM-TV (7) NBC, ABC, DuM; Katz; 125,297;
$250
►TOPEKA—
WIBW-TV
(13) CBS, ABC, DuM; Capper Sis.;
459,428; N; $400
WICHITA (HUTCHINSON)—
► KAKE-TV (10) ABC; Katz; 225,000; $425
► KEDD (16) NBC; Young; 160,968; $425
► KTVH (12) See Hutchinson
KARD-TV (3) Petry; 6/8/55-Unknown
KENTUCKY
ASHLANDf —
WPTV (59) Petry; 8/14/52-Unknown
HENDERSON (EVANSVILLE, IND.)—
► WEHT (50) CBS; Meeker; 88,003; N; $250
LEXINGTON! —
► WLEX-TV (18) NBC, ABC, DuM; Forjoe; $150
WLAP-TV (27) 12/3/53-Unknown
►LOUISVILLE—
WAVE-TV (3) ABC, NBC, DuM; NBC Spot
Sis.; 466,671; N; $925
► WHAS-TV (11) CBS; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons
(last N;reported
was 205,544);
$850 set count in July 1952
WKLO-TV (21) See footnote
WQXL-TV (41) Forjoe; 1/15/53-Unknown
NEWPORTf—
WNOP-TV (74) 12/24/53-Unknown
New Tv Stations
THE following tv stations had started
regular programming by the time B»T
went to press:
WXEX-TV Petersburg, Va. (ch. 8);
KTBS-TV Shreveport, La. (ch. 3); KTRETV Lufkin, Tex. (ch. 9); WFLB-TV Fayetteville, N. C. (ch. 18); KTVU Stockton, Calif, (ch. 36), and WILL-TV
Urbana, 111. (educ. ch. 12).

PADUCAHf
Columbia— Amusement Co. (6) Initial Decision
4/11/55
LOUISIANA
ALEXANDRIA!—
► KALB-TV
107,600; $250(5) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; Weed;
ROUGE—
►BATON
WAFB-TV
(28) CBS, ABC, DuM; Young; 82,000;
► WBRZ (2) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 164,650;
$250
LAFAYETTE—
► KLFY-TV (10) CBS; Venard; 67,500; $200
$250CHARLES—
'
►LAKE
KPLC-TV
(7) NBC,
ABC; Weed; 66,781; $200
► KTAG (25) CBS; DuM; Young; 62,167; $150
►MONROE—
KNOE-TV
241,500; $300(8) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; H-R;
ORLEANS—
►NEW
WDSU-TV
(6) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Blair;
340,152; N, LF, LL; $850
► WJMR-TV
000; $250 (20) ABC, CBS, DuM; Boiling; 139,WCKG (26) Gill-Perna; 4/2/53-Unknown
Times-Picayune Pub. Co. (4) Initial Decision
7/7/55
►SHREVEPORT—
KSLA
88,000; (12)
$300 ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Raymer;
► KTBS-TV (3) NBC; Petry
MAINE
►BANGOR—
WABI-TVbery; 98.000;
(5) ABC,
N; $150CBS, NBC, DuM; Holling► WTWO (2) CBS; Venard; $250
WLAM-TV (17) See footnote
LEWISTON—
►POLAND
WMTW SPRING—
(8) ABC, CBS, DuM; Harrington,
Righter & Parsons; 272,923; $300
►PORTLAND—
WCSH-TV (6) NBC, DuM; Weed; 173,767; N;
► WGAN-TV (13) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 185,000;
N;
WPMT
footnote
$350 $350(53) See MARYLAND
►BALTIMORE—
WAAM (13) ABC, DuM; Harrington, Righter
& Parsons: 618,063; $975
► WBAL-TV (11) NBC; Petry; 618,063; N, LS, LF,
LL; $1,100 (2) CBS; Katz; 618,063; N, LF, LS;
► WMAR-TV
WITH-TV (72) Forjoe; 12/18/52-Unknown
WTLF (18) 12/9/53-Unknown
$1,100
►SALISBURY!—
WBOC-TV (16) ABC, CBS, DuM; Burn-Smith;
52,860; $200
MASSACHUSETTS
► WBZ-TV (4) NBC; Free & Peters; 1,332,379; N,
LS, LF; $2,000
BOSTON—
► WGBH-TV (*2) 1,332,379; N, LL, LF, LS
► WNAC-TV (7) ABC, CBS, DuM; H-R; 1,332,379;
N; $2,000
WJDW
(44) 8/12/53-Unknown
BROCKTON!—
WHEF-TV (62) 7/30/53-Unknown
►CAMBRIDGE
WTAO-TV (BOSTON)!—
(56) ABC, DuM; 219,000; $250
►pittsfield!—
WMGT (19) DuM, ABC; Walker; 167,054; $250
►SPRINGFIELD—
WHYN-TV (55) CBS, DuM; Branham; 190,000;
► WWLP (22) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 192,500;
N; $350
$300
►WORCESTER—
WWOR-TV
(14) ABC, DuM; Raymer; 116,992;
WAAB-TV
(20)
Forjoe; 8/12/53-Unknown
$250
MICHIGAN
►ANNWP ARBOR—
AG-TV (20) DuM; Everett-McKinney; 27,000; $150
WUOM-TV (*26) 11/4/53-Unknown
BAY CITY (MIDLAND, SAGINAW)—
► WNEM-TV
(5) NBC, DuM; Headley-Reed; 312,555; N; $500

WWTV (13) CBS, ABC, DuM; Weed; 311,957;
►CADILLAC—
N ' $2 000 (2) CBS; Katz; 1,590,000; N; $2,000
► WJBK-TV
►DETROIT—
WWJ-TV
(4) NBC; Free & Peters; 1,530,000;
$250
► WXYZ-TV (7) ABC; Blair; 1,546,000; N; $1,700
1,496,000. See
(9) DuM; Young;
Windsor, Ont.
.,
► CKLW-TV
WBID-TV (50) 11/19/53-Unknown
7/14/54-Fall '55
(*56)G!—
WTVS
LANSIN
►EAST
WKAR-TV
(*60)
flint!—
WJRT (12) CBS; 5/12/54-Sept. '55
— NBC, ABC; Katz; 544,514; N;
RAPIDS(8)
WOOD-TV
►GRAND
$1,050 (23) 9/2/54-Unknown
WMCN
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■raw

NBC
SHOWSHEET
ABC
NBC
CBS DuMONT NETWORK
^
TP
ABC
ve
ti
vipara

■■MB
ABC
6:00 PM
6:15
6:30
6:45

Skippy
Peanut
Butter
You Asked
For It
L

7:00
7:15

CBS
Lehn iSi r iqk
The
Sunday
Lucy
Show
You
ThereAre
Electric Cos.
(alt. wks.)
Prudential

DuMONT NBC
Johns IVian
alt. ville
Sunday
Pan Amer.
Meet
Press theL

Soup
Campbell
Lassie
Am. Tobacco
Prvt Sectry.

; 7.30
7:45
Famous
Film
Festival
(Participating)

8:00
8:15
8:30

I ji ncol dMercury
Dealers
Toast
of the
Town
L

8:45
Emerson
Drug
Gen. Elect.
Lentheric
G E
Inc.
Theatre
F
Chance of
a Lifetime
Pharmaceuticals
Bristoluie
Myers
Stage 7
Begins
At 80
P. Lorillard
Dodge
Break the Appointment with
Bank
Adventure
L
Jules
Montenier
alt. wks.
Remington
Rand
MyWhat's
Line L
JNorwich
Sunday
News Spec.

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00

ABC

CBS

DuMONT

'55

Gen. Foods
Roy Rogers
F
Kukla, Frai

Frawley
Kukla, Frai
Toni
Corp.
$ Ollie
(alt.)
Funny
People
Are
Miles Labs.
Yourself Daly-News
Greatest
Do-IiL
Thrills
Sports
F
Studebaker
Variety
Packard
Palmolive
ColgateTv Readers
Hour
Digest
L
F
7:30-9 p.m.
(1 wk. of 4) Firestone
Voice of
Color Spread Firestone
L
Spectaculars
Corp.
Goodyear
(alt.Alcoa
with)
TV
Playhouse
Kleenex
P&G
Loretta
Young
Show
F
R J.
Bob
Reynolds
Cummings
Show
F

Whitehall
News
(t.9/26)
Amer. Home
Prod.-News
(thru 9/19)
J ulius
LaRosa
(thru 9/19)
Carnation
(alt.)
Goodrich
Burns &
Allen
L
Lvr.-Lptn.
(alt.
wks.)
CBS-Clmba
Talent
Scouts
Godfrey's
P&G
(alt. Foods
wks.)
Dotty Mack Gen.
Show
L
Thoseing Girls
Whit-F
General
Foods
CIBA
Ethel &
Medical
Albert
Big
Horizons
6/20-9/26
The
Picture

Westinghouse
Studio
One
L

Co-op
Monday
Night
Fights
Chris.
Schenkel

Kukla, Fran

Tide Water Pall Mall
$ Ollie
(st.News
9/27)
Tob
Tony Martin
Asso.
Prods Daly-News Am.
Webcor
News
L
Oil
(thru 9/20)
L
L&M
Camel
Gen. Elec. (thru 9/20)
Caravan
Monsanto
Upbeat
L
Warner Maytag
Ford Motor
(alt.
wks.)Co
Bros.
Co., RCA
Presents
Sheaffer
Showcase
Star
Time
IProducers'
wk.
of 4)
Playhouse
(8-9:30
Caesar
RCA
Presents
Gen. Mills
Music
Parker
Pen
Wyatt Earp (thru 9/13)
Lee
Amer. Chicle
L
Danny Carter Prod
American
alt.
Dodge
Tobacco
Dow
alt. wks.
Chemical
Pbarmctcls.
Medic
Millie
Thomas Meet
(thru 9/13)
F
Show
S.C.alt.Johnson
wks.
duPont
Pet Mi.k
Johnson
Cavalcade
Wax
Theatre
Spotlight
Playhouse
alt. with
(thru
9/20)
Schick
Robert
Montgomery
Revlon
Talent
Varieties The $64,000
Presents
Question
The
Search

Co-op
At
Ringside

Miles Labs
Daly-News
DinahShowShor< <fDairy
Ollie
Chevrolet I American
Camel
Motors
News
H.
BishopL American
Caravan
Place
Disneyland
the Face Derby Foods
L
Party
Asso. Prods Gen. Foods
A. Murray
Toni
American
Tobacco
L
Parade
M-G-M
Party
Pharmaceu
ticals Inc.
P&G
Knomark
Fireside
(Alt. wks.)
Theatre Masquerade
F
J. Wyman's
Pen
Toni a Sheaffer
Brwn Wmsn
Dollar
Second
(alt.
Pennywks.)
To
L
A Million
Truth or
Consequence
P. Lorillard
L
It's a
Corp.
Great Life
Chrysler
F

9:00 AM
9:15
9:30

NBC

ABC

MONDAY
FRIDAY
CBS - DuMONT
ing
The
Morning
Show
7-9 a.m.

NBC

Lamp
My
Unto
Feet

10:00
10:15
110:30

Look Up
and Live

110:45

Garry
Moore
Show
and
Arthur
Godfrey
Time
Footnotes)

Kellogg
Wild
Bill
Hickok

11:30

Winky
Dink
and You
Ideal
Toy

12:15 PM
12:30
Today

Carnival L

Palmolive
Colgate-It
Strike
Rich L
■3.M., tvIWF
Vssn O. Tu.
Toni, Th
/aliantLady
Imer. Home
Products
LoveP&G
of Life
Search for
Tomorrow
P&G ingGuidLight
Jack Paar
Show

Ne
Ne,
(st.
Ron9,
Lot
(thru
Toni
A.FripiGc
and
(8-8J:
(st.
Jul'S
Frii
Pills
I've
(8:3
(st.T ?
(alt.
Reyi
Millit
R
Col
I
A Si

NightPabst
Fights
Brewing
Co.
MennenL Co.

Elec
Gen
Fn
U. S.
Steel 1
Row
V.
(alt.

NBC
1:30 PM
1:45
2:1
2:15

Ding Dong
School L
Footnote)
(See
Time
ing
The World
atParent's
Home

(See

1:15

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

ParticipatSponsors

9:45

12:45

ABC

Ron:

Wednesday

11:15PM
DAYTIME
SUNDAY
ABC
CBS DuMONT

CE
WE

ParticipatHome
Sponsors
L

Tennessee
Ernie L Ford
Feather
Your
Nest
L
Palmolive
Colgate-

Pinky Lee
L
Show
Winky
Dink
You
and
irmour&Co.
(alt. wks.)
Gen. ofMillsthe
Tales
Vex. Rngrs.
F
Top
Dairy

PaTH
Winchell
Show
Tootsie
Cody
L
Rolls
Commando
F
Mr.
Wizard
L

2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30

3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
Cui>;

The Big
National
L

4:45
5:00

Kellc;

5:15
Gen. Mills
TheRanger
Lone
F

Di
Cho
5:45 PM Super
5:30

JAY
uMONT

NBC

ABC

II
CBS

OUAT
DuMONT

NBC

ABC

CBSPI ,IU/\T
DuMONT

NBC
NBC

ABC

CBS

DuMONT
6:15
6:00 PM
6:30

Wrigley
Autry
Kukla. Fran

Kukla, Fran
4 Ollie
Tide Water Pall Mall
Oil
News
(st. 9/29)
News Am.
Tob.
Eddie Fisher DalyGeneral
Show
News
Mills
Coca-Cola L
(thru
9/22)
Lone
Plymouth
Ranger
News
F
Upbeat
(thru
9/22)
Caravan L
R. J.
Kodak
EntertainReynolds
Request
ment
Bob
Performance
L
Cummings
F
Show
Scott
Necchi
Father
Quality
Goods
Knows
Best
Stop the
Chrysler
F
Music
Motors
Kraft
Foods
Television
Theatre
L
Hazel
Rishop
This Is
Your Life
(alt.P&Gwk.)
TBA

Brillo Star
Tonight

Ronson
$ Ollie
Miles
Labs
9/30)
Daly-News (st.News
Dinah Shore National
Ronson
Biscuit
Show
News
Chevrolet
(thru 9/23)
Co.
Camel
Julius
News
Laftosa
TinRinTin
Caravan L
F
General
Hotpoint
Foods
DeSotoOat: Pantomime
Plymouth Quaker
Ozzie
and
Harriet
Best
of
Groucho
F
R. J.
Borden
Chevrolet Reynolds
alt.Quizwks.
Make the Crossroads
P&G
Connection
F
L
Topper
F
Schlitz
Wine
Corp,
Chesterfield
Dragnet
Dollar A Playhouse
of Stars
F
Second
F
Drug
General
Sterling
Foods
Ford
Theatre
Show
Ray
Milland
F
The Vise Re-runs
F
Rrown &
Ralston Williamson
P&G
Lever
the Same
Bros.
Lux
current
Video
UnderAmerican
Name's
Oil, Hamm,
Theatre
L
Elgin
(alt.
Personwks.)to
Person

L —
Climax

Western U.
P&G
alt. wks.
Sew'g
American Singer
Brstl. Myrs.
Home
Four
Star
Down
Playhouse
You Go
Revlon
Prods,
Outside
(alt. wks.)
Gen. Foods
U.S.A.
Johnnyson Show
CarInterntl.
Harvester
(alt. Riscuit
wks.)
Natl.
Halls of Ivy

6:45

Gene
Show
DuMont EddieShowFishe
Labs
The Story Coca-Cola
Plymouth
News
Caravan L
What's

western
Havride
L
ofMidRiley
Gulf—
Life
F

Co-op
Ozark
Jubilee
L
Opry
Ralston
Grand Ole
week)
(Every
fourth

Templeton

Swift & Co
Wagon
Show
L

P&G
Nestle

The
Swift's
Soldiers
F
H. Rishop

8:00
8:15

Greatest
Bands
America's

The
Dunninger

8:30

SimonizC&C&
Amer.
Big Story
The
F
Dodge Div.
Soup
Lawrence
Star Stage
Always
P&G
Welk Show
Ponds
L
Campbell
Jan
F
(3 of 4 wks.
Liggett &
Gunsmoke
Cavalcade Tomorrow
(st.Myers
9/12)
L
ofGillette
Sports
(3 of 4 wks.
L
It's
AnheuserBusch
Damon
Runyon
Theatre
(3 of 4 wks.

Corner
State
FarmL
Red
Ins.Barber's
Co.

7:15

Beat
Sylvania
the
Clock
L

P. Lorillard
Money
(alt.
wks.)
Sheaffer
Two for the

Alec

7:00

L
Show
Musical
Chairs
L
Texaco Sta
Theatre
J.O'Connor
Durante I1
(alt.)
The
Show
Armour
(all.)
Pet LMilk
Am.Tobacc<
Warner
Lambert
Your
ParadeHit
L

7:45
7:30

8:45 I
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15 PN

DAYTIME
SUNDAY
iCBS DuMONT

NBC

Gen. Dy
namics Corp
YouthWant
To Know
L
Frontiers
of Faith
L
Pro
Football
Atlantic
Refining
Co.

American
Forum
L

Quaker
Oat
Zoo Parade
L
People
L&F
The
ion

Heinz
Capt.of Galthi
lant
Foreign
Legion
F

ABC

MONDAY
CBS
P&G
Welcome
Travelers
Robert Q.
Lewis
Footnote)
(See
Art
House
Partj
Linkletter's
Footnote)
(See
Colgate
RigMWF
Payoff
Sus. Tu. Th
Rob Crosbj
notes)
(See FootDay
P&G
The Rrighte
Am. Home
Pr. Secret
Storm
P&G
On
Your
Account
Gen. Mills
Cartoons
Barker
W&FBill'

FRIDAY
DuMONT

NBC

ABC

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT
Lever
Bros.
Johnny
Uncle
Coons

Ted Mack
Matinee
L
P&G To
It Pays
Be Married
L
Borden Co
Way
Worldof theL
First Love
JergensL Co
Frnch.
Mst
World
Sweeneyof ML
Modern
Romances
Col.-Pal.

Brewing
Falstaff
Co-op
and
Baseball
Game of
the Week

NBC

Explanation: Programs In Italics, sustaining!
Time. EDT; L. live; F. film; K, kinescope re|
cording; E, Eastern network; M. Midwestern.
CBS10-11:30
— Garrya.m.Moore M. — Thu. 10-10:30 a.m., Fri]
10- 10:15 Mon. Bristol Myers, Tue. Miles Labsl
Wed.
H. Masland, Thu. Scott Paper, Frif
GeneralC.Mon.
Mills.
10:15-30
alt. wks. A. E. Staley. Tuel
Kellogg,
Wed.Fri.Simoniz,
Thu. Toni alt. wks|
Chun
King,
10:30-45 Fri. S.O.S. Scott
alt. Paper.
Toni.
10:45-11
1111:15 Fri.
Fri. Converted
Tardley. Rice. alt. wks. Prudential|
11:15-11:30 Fri. Borden.
Arthur Godfrey
10:30-45 a.m. Mon. — Minnesota Mining Mfg.
Tue. — Chef
Boy-Ar-Dee, Wed.— Corn Prod.l
Thur.
Dow Chemical.
Th. — Kellogg.
10:45-11
a.m. M. & W.— Bristol Myers. Tu.
11-11:15 a.m. M. & W. — Lever Bros., Tue. £|
Thur. Frigidaire.
11:15-30 a.m. M.-Th. — Pillsbury,
Robert Q. Lewis — 2-2:15 p.m., Tue. Miles Lahs
Exp.
9/20, alt.
Wed.wks.Corn Prod.. Fri. Brown «
Williamson
2:15-30
p.m.
Mon.
— Lanolin plus
Bouse Party
2-30-45
M..
W..
Fri.
Bros.. Tu.Fri.
-Til. Hawailai|
Kel'off!.',
2:15-3
p.m. Co.M.-Tbu. LeverPillsbury,
Pineapple
BobSimoniz,
Crosby — 3:30-45 p.m. Tues. Larsen, Wed
Gerber. Thu. Toni, Fri. S.O.S. . alt. wks
3:45-4
p.m.,Paper
M.. Co.W., Fri.— General Mills
Thu. — Scott
NBC— Howdy Doody Men. -Fri. 5:30-6 p.m.. -I
Campbell Soup
Co.
Continental
Baking Co.,
Co., Colgate-Palmolive
International Shoe Co.]
Kellogg
Ludcn's
Inc., WelchCo.,Grape
JuiceInc.,
Cn. Standard Brand!
Ding
DongPalmolive
School — Mon. -Fa.
a.ml
Colgate
General10-10:30
Mills
Gerber
Products Co.,Co.,International
Shoe Incl
Co.
Manhattan
Soap
Co..
Procter
&
Gamble
Co.|
Wander Co.

Pinky Lee
Show
L
Howdy
Doody

© 1955 by Broadcasting Publications, Incl
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ST

TELESTATUS

KALAMAZOO—
► WKZO-TV
CBS, ABC, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
590,200; N;(3)$900
LANSING—
► WTOM-TV (54) DuM, ABC; McGillvra; 60,850;
$200
► WJIM-TV (6) NBC, CBS, ABC; Petry: 435,980;
N; $800
MARQUETTEf —
WAGE-TV (6) 4/7/54-Unknown
SAGINAW (BAY CITY, MIDLAND)—
► WKNX-TV (57) ABC, CBS; Gill-Perna; 140.000;
N; $300
TRAVERSE CITY—
► WPBN-TV (7) NBC; Holman; 44,298; $120
MINNE S OTA
AUSTIN—
► KMMT (6) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 89,270; $200
DULUTH (SUPERIOR, WIS.)—
► KDAL-TV
(3) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel;
106,500; $325
► WDSM-TV (6). See Superior, Wis.
WFTV (38) See footnote
HIBBINGf —
KHTV (10) 1/13/54-Unknown
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL—
► KEYD-TV (9) DuM; H-R; 600,000; N; $450
► KSTP-TV (5) NBC; Petry; 615,000; N, LS, LF;
$1,200
► WCCO-TV
(4) CBS; Free & Peters; N, LL;
$1,100
► WTCN-TV (11) ABC; Katz; 600,000; $750
ROCHESTER—
► KROC-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Meeker; 172,833;
$200
MISSISSIPPI
BILOXlf—
Radio Assoc. Inc. (13) Initial Decision 7/1/54
(case has been reopened)
COLUMBUSf—
WCBI-TV (4) McGillvra; 7/28/54-Fall '55
HATTIESBURGf —
WDAM-TV (9) 5/4/55-Unknown
JACKSON—
► WLBT (3) NBC: Hollingbery; 135,000; N; $300
► WJTV (12) CBS, ABC, DuM; Weed; 118,000;
$200
MERIDIAN—
► WTOK-TV (11) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Headley-Reed; 60,000; $200
WCOC-TV (30) See footnote
TUPELOf —
WTWV (9) 12/8/54-Fall '55
MISSOURI
CAPE GIRARDEAU—
► KFVS-TV
(12) CBS, NBC, DuM; Headley-Reed;
119,420; $300
CLAYTONf —
KFUO-TV (30) 2/5/53-Unknown
COLUMBIA—
► KOMU-TV (8) NBC, ABC, DuM; H-R; 97,430;
$200
FESTUSf —
KACY (14) See footnote
HANNIBAL (QUINCY, ILL.)—
► KHQA-TV (7) CBS, DuM; Weed; 164,220; N;
$250
► WGEM-TV
(10) See Quincy, 111.
JEFFERSON CITY—
► KRCG (13) CBS; Hoag-Blair; 118,668; $200
JOPLIN—
► KSWM-TV (12) CBS; Venard; 100,444; N; $200
KANSAS CITY—
c KCMO-TV (5) CBS, ABC, DuM; Katz; 503,206;
N; $1,000
► KMBC-TV (9) CBS; Free & Peters; 503,206;
N, LS, LF, LL; $540 (half-hour)
► WDAF-TV (4) NBC; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons; 503,206; N, LS, LF; $860
ST. JOSEPH—
► KFEQ-TV
(2) CBS, DuM; Headley-Reed;
139,626; $350
ST. LOUIS—
► KETC (*9) 500,000
► KSD-TV (5) ABC, CBS, NBC; NBC Spot Sis.;
801,630; N, LS, LF; $1,200
► KWK-TV (4) CBS, ABC; Katz; 725,000; N; $1,200
► KTVI (36) ABC, CBS, DuM; Radio-Tv Reps.;
353,285; $400
WIL-TV (42) 2/12/53-Unknown
KACY (14) See Festus
SEDALIAf—
► KDRO-TV (6) Pearson; 57,000; $200
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►SPRINGFIELD—
KTTS-TV (10) CBS, DuM; Weed; 87,774; N;
► KYTV (3) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 90,800; N;
$200
MONTANA
$240
BILLINGSf—
► KOOK-TV
(2) CBS,
Reed; 22,000;
$150 ABC, NBC, DuM; HeadleyBUTTEf—
► KXLF-TV (6) ABC; No estimate given; $50
GREAT FALLSf—
► KFBB-TV (5) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; HoagBlair, Blair-Tv; 24,000; $150
MISSOULAf—
► KGVO-TV (13) CBS, ABC; Gill-Perna; 20,708;
NEBRASKA
$150
HASTINGS!—
KHAS-TV (5) NBC; Weed; 2/11/55-Oct. '55
KEARNEY (HOLDREGE)—
► KHOL-TV
(13) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Meeker;
70,658; $200
►LINCOLN—
KOLN-TV
(10) $300
ABC, CBS, DuM; Avery-Knodel; 129,426;
► KUON-TV (*12) 81,458
►KMTV
OMAHA— (3) ABC, CBS, DuM; Petry; 312,530; N;
► WOW-TV
$800 $800 (6) NBC, CBS, DuM; Blair; 314,505;
N;
Herald
Corp. (7) Initial Decision 4/6/55
SCOTTSBLUFFf—
► KSTF (10) Satellite of KFBC-TV Cheyenne,
Wyo.
NEVADA
HENDERSON (LAS VEGAS)—
► KLRJ-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Pearson; 28,600; N;

(PLATTSBURG)—
►LAKE
WIRIPLACIDf
(5) ABC,
DuM; McGillvra; 97,150 (plus
150,000 Canadian coverage); $250
YORK— (7) ABC; Weed; 4,730,000; $3,750
►NEW
WABC-TV
► WABD (5) DuM; Avery-Knodel; 4,730,000; N,
LL, LF, LS; $2,200
► WCBS-TV (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 4,730,000, N,
LS, LF, LL; $6,000
► WOR-TV (9) WOR-TV Sis.; 4,730,000; $1,500
► WPIX (11) Free & Peters; 4,730,000; $1,500
► WRCA-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 4,730,000;
N, LS, LF, LL; $6,200
► WATV (13) See Newark, N. J.
WGTV (*25) 8/14/52-Unknown
WNYC-TV (31) 5/12/54-Unknown
POUGHKEEPSIE—
► WK NY-TV (66) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Meeker;
36,400; $100
►ROCHESTER—
WHAM-TV (5) NBC, ABC, DuM; Hollingbery;
315,000 (plus 55,000-75,000 Canadian coverage);
N: $700 (10) CBS, ABC; Everett-McKinney; 1
► WHEC-TV
295,500; N; $600
► WVET-TV (10) CBS, ABC; Boiling; 295,500; N;
WCBF-TV (15) 6/10/53-Unknown
WROH (*21) 7/24/52-Unknown
$600
SCHENECTADY
(ALBANY, TROY)—
► WRGB (6) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 442,300; N; $850
►SYRACUSE—
WHEN-TV (8) CBS, ABC, DuM; Katz; 370,830;
N; $700
► WSYR-TV
(3) NBC;N, LS,
Harrington,
Parsons; 370,830;
LF; $800 Righter &
WHTV (*43) 9/18/52-Unknown
► WKTV
NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; Cooke;
170,000; (13)
N; $475
UTICA—
NORTH CAROLINA

$250
VEGAS— (8) CBS, DuM; Weed; 28,600; $250
►LASKLAS-TV
► KLRJ-TV (2) See Henderson

►ASHEVILLE
WISE-TV— (62) CBS, NBC; Boiling; 41,000: $150
► WLOS-TV (13) ABC, DuM; Venard; 328,950;

►RENO—
KZTV
20,500;(8)$225CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Pearson;
KAKJ (4) 4/19/55-Unknown
NEW HAMPSHIRE
KEENEf —
WKNE-TV (45) 4/22/53-Unknown
MANCHESTER—
► WMUR-TV (9) ABC, DuM; Weed; 469,017; $230

$250 HILLf—(*4) 377,350
►CHAPEL
WUNC-TV

WASHINGTON!—
►MT.WMTW
(8) See Poland Spring, Me.
NEW JERSEY
ASBURY PARKf —
WRTV (58) See footnote
ATLANTIC CITY—
WFPG-TV (46) See footnote
WOCN (52) 1/8/53-Unknown
CAMDENf
— (17) 1/28/54-Unknown
WKDN-TV
NEWARK
YORK 4,730,000;
CITY)— $2,000
► WATV (NEW
(13) Petry;
NEW BRUNSWICKf—
WTLV (*19) 12/4/52-Unknown
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE—
► KOAT-TV (7) ABC, DuM; Hollingbery; 58,166;
► KOB-TV (4) NBC; Branham; 60,545; $325
► KGGM-TV
(13) CBS; Weed; 62,310; $250
$200
CARLSBADf —
KAVE-TV (6) 6/22/55-Unknown
►ROSWELLf—
KSWS-TV (8) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; Meeker;
28,318; $150
NEW YORK
ALBANY (SCHENECTADY, TROY)—
► WROW-TV
(41) ABC,
CBS;N, Harrington,
er & Parsons;
175,000;
LL, LF, LS;Right$250
WPTR-TV (23) 6/10/53-Unknown
WTRI (35) See footnote
WTVZ (*17) 7/24/52-Unknown
►BINGHAMTON—
WNBF-TV (12) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Blair;
N; 388,750; $600
WQTV (*46) 8/14/52-Unknown
WINR-TV (40) 9/29/54-Unknown
►BUFFALO—
WBEN-TV (4) ABC, CBS, DuM; Harrington,
Righter nadian
& Parsons;
coverage); N,476,062
LS, LF,(plus
LL; 506,791
$800 Ca► WBUF-TV (17) ABC; H-R; 170,000; $350
► WGR-TV (2) NBC, ABC, CBS; Free & Peters;
478,849 (plus 459,180 Canadian coverage); N;
WTVF
$950 (*23) 7/24/52-Unknown
CARTHAGE (WATERTOWN)—
► WCNY-TV (7) CBS, ABC, DuM; Weed; 69,770;
$200 (24) See footnote
WTVE
ELMIRA—
ITHACAf
—
WHCU-TV
(20) CBS; 1/8/53-Unknown
WIET (*14) 1/8/53-Unknown

►CHARLOTTE—
WBTV (3) CBS. ABC, NBC, DuM; CBS Spot
Sis.; 497,775; N, LS, LF; $900
WQMC
(36)Electronics
See footnote
Piedmont
tial Decision
Aug. 2 & Fixture Corp. (9) Ini►DURHAM—
WTVD (11) NBC, ABC; Petry; 248,390; N; $450
FAYETTEVILLEf—
► WFLB-TV (18) CBS, NBC; Young
GASTON IAf—
WTVX (48) 4/7/54-Unknown
»►GREENSBORO—
WFMY-TV (2) CBS, ABC, DuM; Harrington,
Righter & Parsons; 335,330; N, LS, LF; $825
►GREENVILLE—
WNCT (9) ABC, CBS, DuM; Pearson; 113,612;
NEW BERNf —
WNBE-TV (13) 2/9/55-Unknown
$300
►RALEIGH—
WNAO-TV
(28) CBS,
Knodel; 125,000;
N; $250ABC, DuM; AveryCapitol Bcstg. Co. (5) Initial Decision 4/19/55
WASHINGTONf—
WITN (7) NBC; Headley-Reed; 10/27/54-9/26/55
WILMINGTON—
► WMFD-TV (6) NBC, ABC; Weed; 78,360; $200
WTHT (3) 2/17/54-Unknown
WINSTON-SALEM—
► WSJS-TV
(12) NBC; Headley-Reed; 274,706; N;
$450
► WTOB-TV (26) ABC, DuM; H-R; 99,053; $200
NORTH DAKOTA
BISMARCKf —
► KFYR-TV
28,750; $200(5) NBC, CBS, ABC; Hoag-Blair;
KBMB-TV (12) Weed; 5/18/55-9/15/55
FARGOf—
► WDAY-TV
660; $300 (6) NBC, ABC; Free & Peters; 66,-1
GRAND FORKSf —
KNOX-TV (10) 3/10/54-Unknown
► KCJB-TV
28,000; $200(13) CBS, NBC, ABC, DuM; Weed;
MINOT—
CITY—(4) CBS; Weed; 80,000; $300
►VALLEY
KXJB-TV
OHIO
►AKRON—
WAKR-TV (49) ABC; Weed; 174,066; $300
ASHTABULAf—
► WICA-TV (15) 116,285; $200
CANTONf
—
Tri-Cities
11/17/54 Telecasting Inc. (29) Initial Decision
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

CINCINNATI—
► WCET (*48 ) 2,000
► WCPO-TV (9) ABC, DuM; Branham; 767,729;
$1,200
► WKRC-TV (12) CBS; Katz; 662,236; N; $1,000
► WLWT (5) NBC; WLW Sis.; 525,000; N; $1,000
WQXN-TV (54) Forjoe; 5/14/53-Unknown
CLEVELAND—
► WEWS (5) ABC, DuM; Branham; 1,102,650; N;
$1,000
► WNBK (3) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 1,210,000; N,
LS, LF; $1,300
► WXEL (8) CBS; Katz; 1,100,460; N; $1,700
WERE-TV (65) 6/18/53-Unknown
WHK-TV (19) 11/25/53-Unknown
COLUMBUS—
► WBNS-TV (10) CBS; Blair; 464,756; N; $825
► WLWC (4) NBC; WLW Sis.; 350,800; N; $800
► WTVN-TV (6) ABC, DuM; Katz; 381,451; $600
WOSU-TV (*34) 4/22/53-Winter '55
DAYTON—
► WHIO-TV (7) CBS, DuM; Hollingbery; 637,330;
N; $800
► WLWD (2) ABC, NBC; WLW Sis.; 332,000; N;
$800
WIFE (22) See footnote
ELYRIAf—
WEOL-TV (31) 2/11/54-Unknown
LIMA—
► WIMA-TV
80,965; $150(35) NBC, CBS, ABC, DuM; H-R;
MANSFIELDf—
WTVG (36) 6/3/54-Unknown
MASSILLONf—
WMAC-TV (23) Petry; 9/4/52-Unknown
STEUBENVILLE (WHEELING, W. VA.)—
► WSTV (9) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 1,074,415;
$400
► WTRF-TV (7) See Wheeling
TOLEDO—
► WSPD-TV (13) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Katz;
374,910; N; $850
WTOH-TV (79) 10/20/54-Unknown
YOUNGSTOWN—
I ►WFMJ-TV (21) NBC; Headley-Reed; 149,000; N;
$350
► WKBN-TV (27) ABC, CBS, DuM; Raymer;
151,168; N; $350
ZANESVILLE —
► WHIZ-TV (18) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Pearson; 45,000; N; $150
OKLAHOMA
ADA—
► KTEN (10) ABC; CBS, NBC (per program
basis); Venard; 86,400; N; $225
ARDMOREf—
KVSO-TV (12) 5/12/54-Unknown
ENID—
► KGEO-TV (5) ABC; Pearson; 223,000; N; $225
LAWTONf—
► KSWO-TV (7) ABC, DuM; Pearson; 71,000; $150
MUSKOGEEf—
► KTVX (8) ABC, DuM; Avery-Knodel; 248,750;
N; $400
OKLAHOMA CITY—
I ► KTVQ (25) ABC; McGillvra; 167,381; $225
► KWTV
341,500; (9)N; CBS,
$750. ABC, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
. ► WKY-TV (4) NBC, ABC; Katz; 341,146; N, LS,
LF, LL; $800
KETA (*13) 12/2/53-Unknown
TULSA—
'►KOTV (6) CBS; Petry; 281,588; N; $700
^►KVOO-TV (2) NBC; Blair; 291,046; N; $700
KOED-TV
7/21/54-Unknown
KCEB
(23) (»11)
See footnote
KSPG (17) 2/4/54-Unknown
OREGON
EUGENE—
'►KVAL-TV
54,000; $225(13) NBC, ABC, DuM; Hollingbery;
KLAMATH FALLSf—
KFJI-TV (2) Grant; 12/2/54-Fall '55
MEDFORD—
► KBES-TV
(5) ABC,
Blair; 28,700;
$200 CBS, NBC, DuM; HoagPORTLAND—
► KLOR (12) ABC; Hollingbery; 276,100; N; $500
► KOIN-TV (6) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 340,000; N;
$700
■►KPTV
N, LF,(27)LS;NBC,
$550 DuM; NBC Spot Sis.; 287,294;
North Pacific Tv Inc. (8) 6/23/55-Unknown
ROSEBURGf —
KPIC (4) 6/8/55-Unknown
SALEMf —
KSLM-TV (3) 9/30/53-Unknown
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWNf —
WFMZ-TV (67) See footnote
WQCY (39) Weed; 8/12/53-Unknown
ALTOONA—
► WFBG-TV
537.452: $600(10) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; H-R;
BETHLEHEM—
► WLEV-TV (51) NBC; Meeker; 89,307; N; $200
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

►EASTONf—
WGLV (57) ABC, DuM; Headley-Reed; 90,210;
$150 (12) NBC, ABC, DuM; Petry; N; $700
►ERIE—
WICU
► WSEE (35) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 80,649;
N; $200
HARRISBURG—
► WCMB-TV (27) Forjoe; $200
► WHP-TV (55) CBS; Boiling; 193,002; $325
► WTPA
002; N;(71)
$350 ABC, NBC; Headley-Reed; 193,HAZLETONf —
WAZL-TV (63) Meeker; 12/18/52-Unknown
JOHNSTOWN—
► WARD-TV (56) ABC, CBS, DuM; Weed; $200
► WJAC-TV (6) NBC, CBS, ABC; Katz; 891,899;
N, LS, LF; $750
LANCASTER—
► WGAL-TV
(8) NBC, CBS, DuM; Meeker;
912,950; N, LS, LF; $900
WWLA (21) 5/7/53-Unknown
LEBANONf —
WLBR-TV (15) See footnote
NEW CASTLE—
WKST-TV (45) See footnote
PHILADELPHIA—
► WCAU-TV (10) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 2,094,852;
N; $3,000
► WFIL-TV (6) ABC, DuM; Blair; 2,105,636; N,
LS, LF; $2,400
► WPTZ (3) NBC; Free & Peters; 2,088,318; N;
$3,200
►PITTSBURGH—
KDKA-TV (2) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Free &
Peters; 1,134,110; N; $1,500
► WENS (16) ABC, CBS, NBC; 395,000; $450
► WQED (*13)
WTVQ
WKJF-TV(47)(53)Headley-Reed;
See footnote 12/23/52-Unknown
WIIC (11) CBS; Blair; 7/20/55-11/15/55
READING—
WEEU-TV (33) See footnote
► WHUM-TV (61) ABC, CBS; H-R; 298,021; $300
►SCRANTON—
WARM-TV
(16) ABC; Hollingbery; 200,000;
$225
► WGBI-TV
(22) CBS; Blair; 260,000; $400
► WTVU (73) Everett-McKinney; 195,000; $200
SHARONf —
WSHA (39) 1/27/54-Unknown
SUNBURYf
— (38) 2/9/55-Unknown
WKOK-TV
WILKES-BARRE—
► WBRE-TV (28) NBC; Headley-Reed; 260,000; N;
$400
► WILK-TV
270,000; N; (34)
$300 ABC, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
WILLIAMSPORTf—
WRAK-TV (36) Everett-McKinney; 11/13/52Fall '55
►YORK—
WNOW-TV (49) DuM; Keller; 106,700; $200
► WSBA-TV (43) ABC; Young; 106,700; $200
RHODE ISLAND
►PROVIDENCE—
WJAR-TV (10) NBC, ABC, DuM; Weed; 1,404,002; N; $1,000
► WPRO-TV (12) CBS; Blair; 1,404,002; $1,000
WNET (16) See footnote
SOUTH CAROLINA
►ANDERSON—
WAIM-TV (40) CBS; Headley-Reed; 127,550; N;
$200 —
CAMDENf
WACA-TV (15) 6/3/53-Unknown
►CHARLESTON—
WCSC-TV
188,747; N;(5)$300CBS, ABC; Free & Peters;
► WUSN-TV (2) NBC, DuM; H-R; 193,500; $300
►COLUMBIA—
WCOS-TV
95,000; $200 (25) ABC, DuM; Headley-Reed;
► WIS-TV (10) NBC; Free & Peters; 175,085; N;
► WNOK-TV
(67) CBS; Raymer; 90,000; $200
$400
►FLORENCE—
WBTW (8) CBS, NBC, ABC, DuM; CBS Spot
Sis.; 125,320; $250
GREENVILLE—
► WFBC-TV (4) NBC; Weed; 380,337; N; $450
► WGVL (23) ABC, DuM; H-R; 113,000; $200
SPARTANBURGf —
WSPA-TV
Unknown (7) CBS; Hollingbery; 11/25/53SOUTH DAKOTA
KDLO-TV
ENCE"}"— (3) 4/6/55-Unknown
FLOR
RAPID CITYf—
► KOTA-TV (3) Headley-Reed
SIOUX FALLS—
► KELO-TV
(11) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; H-R;
148,291; $350

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA —
► WDEF-TVham; 147,527;
(12) N;
NBC,$400ABC, CBS, DuM; BranMountain City TV Inc. (3) Initial Decision
7/5/54
JACKSONf—
► WDXI-TV (7) CBS; Burn-Smith; 91,500; $200
JOHNSON CITY—
► WJHL-TV
(11)$250
CBS,(film)
ABC, NBC, DuM; Pearson; 185,316;
— NBC, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 203,480;
►KNOXVILLE
WATE (6)
N; $400
► WTSK-TV
138,434; N; (26)
$250 CBS, ABC, DuM; Pearson;
WBIR-TV (10) Initial Decision 1/5/55
►MEMPHIS—
WHBQ-TV (13) CBS, ABC; Blair; 362,929; $700
► WMCT (5) NBC, ABC, DuM; Branham; 362,929;
N; $900
WREC
Bcstg. Service (3) 5/26/55-Unknown
NASHVILLE—
► WSIX-TV (8) ABC, DuM; Hollingbery; 252,420;
► WSM-TV (4) NBC, DuM; Petry; 252,420; N, LF,
LS; $600
OLD $425
HICKORY (NASHVILLE)—
► WLAC-TV (5) CBS; Katz; 252,361; N; $550
TEXAS
ABILENEf —
► KRBC-TV
340; $225 (9) NBC, ABC, DuM; Pearson; 56,►AMARILLO
KFDA-TV— (10) ABC, CBS; H-R; 74,288; $250
► KGNC-TV (4) NBC, DuM; Katz; 74,288; $300
►AUSTIN—
KTBC-TV
CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Raymer;
131,755; N;(7)$350
BEAUMONTf —
► KBMT (31) ABC, NBC, DuM; Forjoe; 40,000; N,
LL, LF, LS; $200
► KFDM-TV (6) CBS, ABC; Free & Peters; $300
BIGKBST-TV
SPRINGy—(4) CBS; Pearson; 7/22/54-11/1/55
CORPUS CHRISTlf—
► KVDO-TV (22) NBC, ABC, CBS; Young; 48,350;
Gulf
Bcstg.
Co. (6) Free & Peters; Initial Decision
6/17/54
$150 Coast
K-Six Tv Inc. (10) Initial Decision 1/20/55
—
►DALLAS
KRLD-TV
(4) CBS; Branham; 490,000; N; $950
► WFAA-TV (8) ABC, NBC; Petry; 490,000; N;
KLDJ-TV (29) 2/12/53-Unknown
$1,000
►EL KROD-TV
PASO—
78,259; N; (4)
$375 CBS, ABC, DuM; Branham;
► KTSM-TV (9) NBC; Hollingbery; 75,027; N;
KOKE
$250 (13) H-R; 3/18/54-1/1/56
►FT.WBAP-TV
WORTH—
494,000; N, (5)
LL, ABC,
LF, LS;NBC;
$900 Free & Peters;
KFJZ-TV (11) H-R; 9/17/54-9/11/55
GALVESTON (HOUSTON)—
► KGUL-TV (11) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 421,060;
HARLINGENf (BROWNSVILLE, McALLEN, WESLACO)—
► KGBT-TV (4) CBS, ABC; H-R; 77,383; $200
(plus 8,000 Mexican coverage)
$700
(film)
►HOUSTON—
KPRC-TV
(2) NBC; Petry; 424,000; N; $900
► KTRK (13) ABC, DuM; Blair; 424,000; N, LF,
LS, LL; $700
► KUHT (*8) 375,000
KNUZ-TV (39) See footnote
KXYZ-TV (29) 6/18/53-Unknown
LAREDOf—
KHAD-TV (8) 7/20/55-Unknown
LONGVIEWf
► KTVE (32)— Forjoe; 48,000; $175
► KCBD-TV (11) NBC, ABC; Raymer; 85,456; N;
LUBBOCK—
► KDUB-TV
(13) (film)
CBS, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
85,456; N; $300
LUFKINf—
$300
► KTRE-TV
(9) NBC; Venard; (Station will reprograms
from KPRC-TV Houston
but is ceive
notNBC an
NBC affiliate.)
►midland!—
KMID-TV (2) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; Venard,
Brown; 51,720; $200
ODESSAf—
KOSA-TV (7) Branham; 7/13/55-Oct. '55
►SANKTXL-TV
ANGELO—(8) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Venard;
41,243; $200
September 5, 1955
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►SPOKANE—
KHQ-TV (6) NBC; Katz; 140,280; N, LF, LS;
► KREM-TV (2) ABC; Petry; 139,565; N; $350
$550
► KXLY-TV
138,720; $525(4) CBS, DuM; Avery-Knodel;
VANCOUVER!—
KVAN-TV (21) Boiling; 9/25/53-Unknown
►YAKIMA—
KIMA-TV (29) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Weed;
57 750' $300
KRSM "(23) 3/30/55-Unknown
WEST VIRGINIA

SAN ANTONIO—
(41)CBS,
O'Connell
►► KCOR-TV
KENS-TV (5)
ABC, DuM; Free & Peters;
265,406; N; $700
► WOAI-TV (4) NBC, ABC, DuM; Petry; 265,406;
N; $700
Mission Telecasting Corp. (12) Initial Decision
6/16/55
SWEETWATER!—
►BLUEFIELDf—
WHIS-TV ■ (6) Katz
KPAR-TV
Unknown (12) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 8/26/53CHARLESTON—
TEMPLE—
► WCHS-TV
(8) ABC, CBS, DuM; Branham;
402, 584; N, LF, LS; $550
► KCEN-TV (6) NBC; Hollingbery; 125,136; N;
WKNA-TV
(49)
See footnote
$300
CLARKSBURG!—
TEXARKANA (ALSO TEXARKANA, ARK.)—
► KCMC-TV
WBLK-TV (12) Branham; 2/17/54-Fall '55
152,940; $260(6) CBS, ABC, DuM; Venard;
FAIRMONT!—
TYLER—
WJPB-TV (35) See footnote
► KLTV (7) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; Pearson;
95,457; $250
HUNTINGTON—
KETX (19) See footnote
► WSAZ-TV (3) NBC, ABC; Katz; 589,844; N, LF,
LS; $800 (13) ABC; Petry; 9/2/54-9/15/55
WACO—
WHTN-TV
► KANG-TV (34) CBS, ABC; Raymer; 52,173; $150
(granted STA 6/16/55)
► KWTX-TV (10) ABC; Pearson; 113,900; N; $200
OAK
HILL (BECKLEY)!—
WESLACOf (BROWNSVILLE, HARLIN► WOAY-TV (4) ABC; Pearson; 306,000; $200
GEN, McALLEN) —
► KRGV-TV (5) NBC; Pearson; 74,698 (plus 8,000 PARKERSBURG—
Mexican coverage); $200
► WTAP (15) NBC, ABC, CBS, DuM; Pearson;
35,902; $150
WICHITA FALLS—
► KFDX-TV (3) NBC, ABC; Raymer; 104,600; N; WHEELING (STEUBENVILLE, OHIO)—
(7) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 307,400;
$300
► KWFT-TV
(6) CBS, DuM; Hoa<g-Blair; 99,110; ► WTRF-TV
N; $450 (9) See Steubenville, Ohio
► WSTV-TV
$250
WLTV (51) 2/11/53-Unknown
UTAH
WISCONSIN
SALT LAKE CITY—
► KSL-TV (5) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 178,000; N; EAU CLAIRE—
► WEAU-TV (13) ABC, NBC, DuM; Hollingbery;
$575 (4) NBC; Katz; 178,800; N; $600
► KTVT
75,000; $200
► KUTV (2) ABC; Hollingbery; 181,500; N; $450
GREEN
BAY— (2) CBS; Weed; 235,000; $400
► WBAY-TV
VERMONT
► WFRV-TV (5) ABC, DuM; Headley-Reed; $300
► WMBV-TV (11) See Marinette
BURLINGTON—
► WCAX-TV (3) CBS, Weed; 122,434; $300
CROSSE—
►LA WKBT
(8) NBC, CBS, ABC, DuM; H-R; 100,500;
VIRGINIA
BRISTOLf—
$250
WHA-TV
(*21)
Appalachian Broadcasting Corp. (5) Initial ►►MADISON—
WKOW-TV (27) CBS; Headley-Reed; 105,500;
Decision 2/1/55
N; $250(33) ABC, NBC, DuM; Boiling; 125,000;
► WMTV
DANVILLEf —
WBTM-TV (24) See footnote
Badger Television Co. (3) Initial Decision
HAMPTON (NORFOLK)—
7/31/54
► WVEC-TV
(15)
NBC,
DuM;
Avery-Knodel;
$280 (GREEN BAY)—
140,000; N; $300
MARINETTE
►
WMBV-TV
(11) NBC, ABC; Venard; 211,440;
HARRISONBURG—
► WSVA-TV
(3)
ABC,
CBS,
NBC,
DuM;
Pearson;
115,836; $200
►MILWAUKEE—
WXIX
$250 (19) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 393,255; N; $700
LYNCHBURG—
► WTMJ-TV
(4) NBC;N, LL,
Harrington,
Righter &
► WLVA-TV
(13)
ABC,
CBS,
DuM;
Hollingbery;
Parsons; 781,222;
LF, LS; $1,150
225,000; N; $300 (film)
► WISN-TV (12) ABC, DuM; Petry; 700,000; N,
LF, LS; $800
NEWPORT NEWS—
WCAN-TV (25) See footnote
WACH-TV (33) See footnote
WFOX-TV
(31) 5/4/55 -Unknown
NORFOLK—
SUPERIOR (DULUTH, MINN.)—
► WTAR-TV
(3)
CBS,
ABC,
DuM;
Petry;
363,658;
► WDSM-TV
N; $800
110,000; $325(6) NBC, CBS, DuM; Free & Peters;
► WTOV-TV (27) 210,000; McGillvra; $180
►
KDAL-TV
(3) See Duluth, Minn.
► WVEC-TV (15) See Hampton
Beachview Bcstg. Corp. (10) Initial Devision
12/23/54
►WAUSAU—
WSAU-TV (7) CBS, NBC, ABC, DuM; Meeker;
71,200; $200
PETERSBURG!—
► WXEX-TV (8) NBC; Forjoe
WHITEFISH BAY!—
WITI-TV (6) 6/29/55-Unknown
RICHMOND—
► WTVR (6) ABC, CBS; Blair; 494,387; N, LF, LS;
WYOMING
$875
Richmond
Tv Corp. (12) Initial Decision 2/21/55
WOTV (29) 12/2/53-Unknown
CHEYENNE—
► KFBC-TVbery; 46,100;
(5) CBS,
ROANOKE—
$150 ABC, NBC, DuM; Holling► WSLS-TV
366,095; N; (10)
$600 ABC, NBC; Avery-Knodel;
ALASKA
WDBJ-TV
(7) CBS;ST AFree
& Peters; 3/31/5510/1/55 (granted
6/15/55)
anchorage!—
► KENI-TV
ABC,$150NBC; Fletcher, N. Y., Day,
Seattle; (2)
18,300;
WASHINGTON
► KTVA
(11)
CBS,
DuM; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.;
17,000; $150
BELLINGHAM—
► KVOS-TV (12) CBS, DuM; Forjoe; 192,886; $300 FAIRBANKS!—
► KFAR-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Fletcher, Day; $100
EPHRATAf —
► KTVF (11) CBS, DuM; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.;
KB AS -TV (43) 5/4/55-Unknown
3,500; $135
PASCO—
► KEPR-TV
HAWAII
Yakima) (19) 57,750 (satellite of KIMA-TV
SEATTLE (TACOMA)—
►HILO!—
KHBC-TV (9) Satellite of KGMB-TV Honolulu
► KCTS (*9)
► KING-TV (5) ABC, Blair; 448,500; N, LF LSHONOLULU!—
$900
(9)and
CBS;Wailuku
Free & satellites);
Peters; 80,000
► KOMO-TV
(4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 448,500; N, ► KGMB-TVcludes Hilo
$300 (inLF, LS; $950
►
KONA
(11)
NBC;
NBC
Spot
Sis.;
76,250;
► KTNT-TV (11) CBS, DuM; Weed; 448,500; N- ► KULA-TV (4) ABC, DuM; Young; 76,850; $300
$300
$700 (13) Hollingbery; 448,500; $425
► KTVW
WAILUKU!—
Queen City Bcstg. Co. (7) Initial Decision
► KMAU (3) Satellite of KGMB-TV Honolulu
4/5/55
KMVI-TV (12) 5/25/55-Unknown
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PUERTO RICO
MAYAGUEZ!—
WORA-TV (5) 1/27/55-Unknown
JUAN!—
►SANWAPA-TV
ABC,$200 NBC, DuM; Caribbean
Networks; (4)
43,345;
► WKAQ-TV (2) CBS; Inter-American; 65,000;
WUTV (*6) 2/2/55-Unknown
$300
CANADA
v—
►BRANDON,
CKX-TV MAN
(5) CBC;
All-Canada, Weed; 9,952;
CALGARY, ALTA.!—
► CHCT-TV
(2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 25,000;
$170
EDMONTON, ALTA.!—
► CFRN-TV
(3) CBC; Radio Rep., Young; 22,230;
$250
HALIFAX, N. S.f—
► CBHT (3) CBC, CBS; $220
$260
HAMILTON,
ONT.—
► CHCH-TV
(11) CBC,
Young; 349,662,
$400 CBS, NBC; All-Canada.
►KINGSTON,
CKWS-TV ONT.—
(11) All-Canada, Weed; 35,000; $250
KITCHENER, ONT.—
► CKCO-TV
(13) CBC; Hardy, Hunt, Weed;
172,000; $350
ONT.—
►LONDON,
CFPL-TV
(10) Weed;
CBC, 101,406;
ABC, CBS,
All-Canada,
$370 NBC, DuM;
MONTREAL,
QUE.—
► CBFT (2) CBC French; CBC; 221,216; $800
► CBMT (6) CBC; CBC; 221,216; $600
►OTTAWA,
CBOFT ONT.—
(9) CBC; $230
► CBOT (4) CBC; CBC; 38,500; $320
PETERBOROUGH, ONT.—
► CHEX-TV (12) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 46,410;
PORT ARTHUR, ONT.!—
► CFPA-TV (2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 7,500;
$220 CITY, QUE.—
►QUEBEC
CFCM-TV
(4) CBC; Hardy, Hunt, Weed; 30,000;
$170
REGINA, SASK.!—
► CKCK-TV
(2) CBC,
Canada, Weed;
18,000;ABC,
$235 CBS, NBC; All$350
RIMOUSKI, QUE.!—
► CJBR-TV (3) CBC; Stovin, Young; 12,000; $200
ST. JOHN, N. B.!—
► CHSJ-TV (4) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 30,871;
JOHN'S,
NFLD.
—
►ST.CJON-TV
(6) CBC;
All-Canada, Weed; 9,000;
$250
SASKATOON, SASK.!—
► CFQC-TV (8) CBC; Radio Rep., Young; 12,000;
$160
SAULT
ONT.!—
$230 STE. MARIE,
► CJIC-TV
(2) CBS; CBC; All-Canada, Weed;
7,500; $170
SUDBURY, ONT.—
► CKSO-TV
(5) CBC,
ABC,$200 CBS, NBC; AllCanada, Weed;
17,480;
SYDNEY, N. S.J—
► CJCB-TV (4) All-Canada, Weed; 18,590; $240
TORONTO,
ONT.—
► CBLT
CBC, ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; CBC;
280,000;(9) $950
VANCOUVER, B. C,!—
► CBUT (2) CBC; CBC; 30,000; $400
WINDSOR, ONT. (DETROIT, MICH.)—
► CKLW-TV (9) CBC, DuM; Young; 1,496,000;
WINNIPEG, MAN:!—
► CBWT (4) CBC; CBC; 5,000; $320
MEXICO
$450
TEX.)—
►JUAREZ!
XEJ-TV (EL(5)PASO,
National
Time Sales; Oakes; 61,453
TIJUANA!
(SAN
DIEGO)—
► XETV (6) Weed; 296,402; $500
The following stations have suspended regular
operations
but have
not turned in CP's:
WKABTV
KBID-TV
TV Mobile,
Atlanta,Ala.;Ga.;
WOKA Fresno,
(TV) Calif.;
Macon,WQXIGa.;
WRAY-TV Princeton, Ind.; KGTV (TV) Des
Moines,
Iowa;
WKLO-TV
Louisville,
Ky.;
WLAMTV Lewiston, Me.; WPMT (TV) Portland, Me.;
WFTV (TV) Duluth, Minn.; WCOC-TV Meridian,
Miss.;
KACY
Festus,
WFPG-TV
tic City,
N. J.;(TV)
WRTV
(TV)Mo.;Asbury
Park, AtlanN. J.;
WTRI (TV) Albany, N. Y.; WTVE (TV) Elmira,
N. Y.; WQMC (TV) Charlotte, N. C; WIFE (TV)
Dayton,
Ohio; KCEB
Tulsa, Okla.;
WFMZTV Allentown,
Pa.; (TV)
WLBR-TV
Lebanon,
Pa.;
WKST-TV New Castle, Pa.; WKJF-TV Pittsburgh,
Pa.; WEEU-TV Reading, Pa.; WNET (TV) Providence, R. I.; KNUZ-TV Houston, Tex.; KETX
(TV) Tyler, Tex.; WBTM-TV Danville, Va.;
WACH-TV Newport News, Va.; WKNA-TV
Charleston, Milwaukee.
W. Va.; WJPB-TV Fairmont, W. Va.;
WCAN-TV
Broadcasting
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CBS,

GENERAL

TELERADIO

CBS purchase of WGTH-AMTV and General Teleradio's
WEAT-AM-TV addition contested by local stations charging
concentration of control. $1
million involved in two deals.
TV STATION acquisitions by multiple owners
CBS and General Teleradio Inc., totaling about
$1 million, were challenged before the FCC
last week by local market stations that claimed
the sales will result in concentration of control.
The sales involved are CBS' purchase of
WGTH-AM-TV Hartford, Conn., from General Teleradio for $650,000 [B«T, July 11] and
General Teleradio's purchase of WEAT-AM-TV
West Palm Beach, Fla., from James R. and
June H. Meachem for an aggregate $300,000
[B»T, Aug. 1].
Purchase by CBS of its second uhf outlet,
ch. 18 WGTH-TV Hartford, Conn., was challenged by ch. 8 WNHC-TV New Haven, which
said its position would be "jeopardized" if the
sale is approved.
WNHC-TV asked that the sale be set for
hearing. It said for the first seven months of
1955 about 23% of its broadcast time has
been devoted to CBS programs with a "substantial portion" of its income derived from
such revenues. WNHC-TV declared its advertising would be "jeopardized" if it loses
these programs.
The New Haven station contended CBS acquisition of WGTH-TV would not "materially

DO

YOU

BUYS

OPPOSED

assist" in the development of uhf in the Hartford area. Hartford already has been largely
converted (80% ) without the assistance of CBS
ownership, WNHC-TV declared.
WNHC-TV also claimed the purchase would
violate the FCC's duopoly rule because, it said,
there is an overlap in Grade B coverage between
WGTH-TV and CBS-owned WCBS-TV New
York. This overlap covers 306,100 people,
WNHC-TV said, adding that if FCC's new
rule goes through (permitting Zone I vhf stations to increase antenna heights and power)
this overlap would include 746,100 people. The
latter overlap is based on the assumption uhf
WGTH-TV also will increase power to maximum 1 million watts.
WNHC-TV asked the FCC to determine if
the CBS purchase violates multiple ownership
rules and Commission policy against concentration of media of mass communication. The
New Haven outlet also claimed there is a
"serious question" as to CBS' qualifications as
a licensee because of certain past affiliation contracts and asked the FCC to look into an agreement whereby WGTH-TV is prohibited from
entering into an affiliation agreement with other
networks without CBS consent.
WNHC-TV said the purchase violates the
"Charlotte" provision of the Chain Broadcasting Rules that prohibits licensing of a station
to a network where competition would be substantially restrained.
CBS acquired its first uhf outlet, ch. 19
WXIX (TV) Milwaukee, last October.
Request that the FCC set aside the sale of

REALLY

WANT

A

TO

BILLION

Paraguay Calling
THE U. S. State Dept. is taking applications for a radio expert on international
circuits to be sent to Paraguay for six
months. The applicant should have a
thorough knowledge of Spanish and
must apply not later than Sept. 20. Salary: $6,000-$8,500 yearly plus $7.15
daily subsistence allowance. Address all
inquiries to: Francis Colt de Wolf, chief,
Telecommunications Division, Dept. of
State, Washington, D. C.
WEAT-AM-TV West Palm Beach to General
Teleradio was made by ch. 21 WIRK-TV that
city. WIRK-TV asked that the sale be designated for hearing, claiming it will be adversely
affected by the transfer.
General Teleradio has purchased the stations from the Meachems for $101,000 plus
another $200,000 in additional considerations.
The transfer already has been approved by the
FCC [B*T, Aug. 1].
With the West Palm Beach acquisition,
WIRK-TV said, General Teleradio will have a
"significant concentration of control of the
media of mass communication." This concentration, the station added, has a "definite impact" upon
network affiliations, national spot
and local
advertising.
WIRK-TV also charged there is no showing
in the sale application as to the extent to which
GT will incorporate its experience in the operation. The ch. 21 outlet also questioned the
contract between GT and Mr. Meachem, who
will be retained as general manager and re-
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WREX-TV
HERE IS FRUIT
FOR THOUGHT:
256,600 TV sets . . . serving over a million people
Only VHF station covering
this billion dollar market
Well outside the range of
either Chicago or Milwaukee television signals (90
air miles) .
Only VHF station feeding
top CBS and ABC network
shows to this fruitful market
Combined rural and industrial following . . . ideal
for test campaigns.

GBS ABC
AFFILIATIONS

WREX-TV
ch a n n el 13
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

YES, THERE'S REAL SALES
POTENTIAL IN REXLAND

J. M. Baisch, General Mgr.
represented by
H-R
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GOVERNMENT
ceive a percentage of net sales and 10% of
annual net profits. WIRK-TV asked whether
payment of net profits to Mr. Meachem does
not
constitute
station
to him. a "reversionary interest" in the
General Teleradio, in addition to WEATAM-TV and the pending WGTH-AM-TV sale,
owns WNAC-AM-FM-TV Boston, WOR-AMFM-TV New York, KHJ-AM-FM-TV Los Angeles, WHBQ-AM-TV Memphis and KFRC
San Francisco.
WLEV-TV
PA.

TOLL

OPPOSES
TV

TEST

Joint Committee on Toll Tv
joins Bethlehem uhf in asking
FCC to deny WFMZ-TV Allentown request to resume operation as a proving ground for
subscription television.
PROPOSAL submitted to the FCC by uhf
WFMZ-TV Allentown, Pa., that it be permitted
to resume operation as a pilot station to see
if subscription tv can work met with opposition
last week by WLEV-TV Bethlehem, Pa., and
the Joint Committee on Toll Television (committee against pay-as-you-see tv).
WFMZ-TV (ch. 67), which suspended operation last April, asked the FCC in late July
to allow it to become a proving ground for pay
tv on a three-year basis, carrying such service
56% of the time with the remainder devoted to
normal tv service [B*T, Aug. 1].
WLEV-TV (ch. 51), serving the AllentownBethlehem-Easton area, told the FCC the

fiomfifkuu)

(foa

afcottf TVut

WaAliiujfoiiJXC,
Without changing its current rates,
WMAL-TV will boost its power to
252,000 watts this Fall and spark
the new ABC-TV programs with the
greatest promotion campaign ever conducted by a Washington TV station!
Ask Katz about prime
adjacencies for the Fall . . .
at current rates on
SUPERPOWER
WMAL-TV
Washington, D. C.
Represented by The Katz Agency
The Evening Star TV Station
Affiliated with ABC-Television
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proposal violates Commission policy and will
"result in economic hardship . . . without compensating benefits to the public." The station
noted it is presently operating at a "substantial"
loss.
Chief issue raised is that the pay-tv request
does not comply with basic Commission law
and
missed.regulation and therefore should be disWLEV-TV said the Allentown station is
authorized to operate as a television broadcast station whose transmissions are "to be reWFMZ-TV's
plan,
56% ofceiveditsbythetimepublic."
will beUnder
devoted
to transmitting
private messages to subscribers.
The WFMZ-TV plan cannot be considered
a request for an experimental broadcast authorization, WLEV-TV said, because Commission
rules specify that such a station transmit for
"reception and reproduction by the general public." The three-year request also is inconsistent
with licensing requirements for experimental
stations, WLEV-TV declared, because FCC
rules state that such authorization may be cancelled at any time without notice.
WLEV-TV said the proposal does not include
"required basic facts" but rather "fanciful and
unsupported
hopes and projections."
Although WFMZ-TV
cites the types of pay
tv programs
be available,
there of
is "no
showing
as tothat
the will
source
or wherewithal
the
program material," WLEV-TV charged. Similarly, WLEV-TV said, WFMZ-TV fails to establish the source of funds for this project, although itrefers to the use of "risk capital" and
securing financial help from pay-tv proponents.
WLEV-TV asserted that the Commission requires all applicants to show how its anticipated
costs are to be met and to detail the names,
degrees of interest and other pertinent information with respect to each person supplying
funds.
The request also is deficient, WLEV-TV said,
because it fails to detail the method of operation to be pursued, personnel, equipment and
similar data.
WFMZ-TV's argument that this will provide
a proving ground for pay tv overlooks the basic
argument against pay tv, WLEV-TV said.
Namely, the very success of pay-tv, that it can
work technically and will provide desirable program material, will mean the "destruction"
of free tv, WLEV-TV asserted.
Finally, WLEV-TV pointed out, if this lone
operation were successful to any degree, it
will seriously injure competitive stations.
The WFMZ-TV proposal fails as an experiment because it is localized in scope and area,
the Bethlehem station said.
The Joint Committee on Toll Television
asked the Commission not to act on the plan
while the overall problem of subscription tv
is still pending. Action on this issue would be
a "premature determination" of the problem,
the committee said. The Allentown pay tv request is similar to last November's petition of
Zenith Radio Corp. for immediate authorization
of pay tv on broadcast frequencies, the committee declared. It said the FCC denied this
request and instituted rule-making proceedings.
replies on the pay tv rule-making are
dueFinal
Friday.
California Passes Law
To Prohibit 'Bait' Ads
BAIT ADVERTISING will be prohibited in
California by specific state law effective WednesThe legislature has amended Sec. 17500 of
day. '
its Business
& Professions Code to include a
provision which makes it illegal "for any such
person, firm or corporation to make or dissemi-

nate, or cause to be so made or disseminated,
any such statement as part of a plan or scheme
with intent not to sell such personal property
or services, professional or otherwise, so advertised at the price stated therein, or as so
Formerly, the prosecution of bait advertising
cases were brought under the general laws
advertised."
relating to false advertising. Massachusetts was
the first state to outlaw bait advertising and
several others have since followed suit.
ILLEGAL
RAPPED

BOOSTERS
BY

SHAPP

Urges FCC take action to close
tv reradiators in Northwest,
says community antenna systems are the answer for fringe
area viewers.
THE "continued operation of illegal reradiator
transmitters in the Northwest is delaying the
spread of television to fringe areas by legal
means," Milton J. Shapp, president of Jerrold
Electronics Corp., manufacturer of tv transmission equipment for fringe area reception,
has warned in a letter to the FCC.
He asked the FCC to "take immediate action
to close down 'illegal' television reradiators in
the Northwest." Unless such operation is
stopped, Mr. Shapp said, it will have a "chaotic
effect upon the entire FCC allocation plan."
Mr. Shapp's letter, released Aug. 22, was
mailed to FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey and to Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (DWash.), chairman of the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee. Sen Magnuson
has asked the FCC for rule-making to extend
tv to fringe areas and small communities. A
number of the reflector systems have been
erected in the senator's home state, Washington.
FCC monitors began picking up the reradiator
operations last fall and issued notices. Boosters
were padlocked, but the locks were broken and
transmissions continued. In April, the FCC
issued show cause orders to 23 persons in the
Columbia River Valley in Washington State
and hearings were held in May [B»T, June 6].
The defendants acknowledged the boosters were
unlicensed, but said the FCC should in some
way permit this kind of operation for communities without tv. The FCC has authorized certain types of boosters at Manson, Wash. [B»T,
Jan. 17], and Coalinga, Calif. [B*T, June 6].
Shapp said
his letter
tv Mr.
set owners
in thein areas
wherethatthe"eventually"
reradiator

SLANDER
PIRACY
COPYRIGHT
VIOLATION
Our special
INSURANCE
answers the problem
of claims in this field
ADEQUATELY • INEXPENSIVELY
WklTE FOR DETAILS AND RAT E S
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
INSURANCE EXCHANGE
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
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will be "blackmailed" into
systems are
financing
the located
reradiators or the government will
be asked to subsidize them. This "tv bootlegging," he said will "force to a halt the legitimate
y antenna systems."
system of communit
He said the FCC has expressed fear reradiators will cause interference with the station being
boosted and with other tv stations on the same
channel. He added that they can interfere with
reception in neighboring communities and
"cause havoc with aeronautical beacons."
Insisting he has "no business ax to grind,"
Mr. Shapp said community antenna systems
are the only answer to proper fringe area reception because:
(1) Reradiators are financially unsound and
deceptive: Although original construction cost
is low, as maintenance and operating costs
mount there is nothing to stop operators from
making tv set owners contribute or do without
tv, Mr. Shapp said.
(2) If the FCC tries to legalize reradiators,
they would have to be converted to uhf so as
not to interfere with other broadcasts. This
would mean a heavy cost to tv set owners in
conversions, he said.
(3) Community antenna systems are "properly financed." Mr. Shapp said $4 million has
been invested in 165 such systems in Washington, Idaho, Oregon and western Montana.
Sen. Henry Jackson (D-Wash.) has joined
Sen. Magnuson in requests to the FCC to find
a way to bring tv to fringe areas and small
communities and Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.)
has praised Sen. Magnuson's efforts, calling
present FCC rules a "stumbling block" to the
type of stations needed in small communities
in Oregon and elsewhere [B*T, Aug. 29].
WNDR
Of

Plans

Court

Appeal

Decision

APPEAL from a federal district court decision
dismissing a $1,088,112 damage suit against the
S. I. Newhouse electronic and newspaper interests in Syracuse (WSYR-AM-TV) will be
filed, according to Arthur C. Kyle Jr., general
manager of WNDR Syracuse, the plaintiff.
WNDR had sued the Newhouse interests in
1952, charging their Syracuse newspapers
(Herald-Journal, Post-Standard and Sunday
Herald- American) and the radio-tv stations had
"unlawfully
restrained
interstate commerce
in the and
mattermonopolized
of dissemination
of news and advertising." The suit charged the
newspapers gave unfavorable publicity, or no
publicity, to WNDR news while favoring
WSYR. Package deals in advertising also were
alleged.
Judge Stephen W. Brennan held that WNDR
was not in direct competition with the newspapers, contending "the dissemination of news
by a newspaper differs essentially from the
news broadcast of a radio station. Likewise
newspaper advertising differs from the advertising matters broadcast from a radio station."
The court found no monopoly in broadcasting
during the time involved in the litigation, or any
restraint of trade. As to the charge of "unfavorable publicity," the court doubted "if
courts or juries would agree on a formula for
the handling of news items. Editorial or news
policy is not yet fashioned by the courts."
The competitive charges involving exchange
of space and time within the Newhouse properties drew this comment from the court, "The
allegations amount only to assertions that the
three corporate defendants enjoy mutual advantages because of .their relationship. That the
same conditions exist in the case of many newsBroadcasting
Telecasting

paper-owned stations is evident. That fact must
be known to the federal licensing agency."
The court held the charge that advertisers
were required to buy WSYR time to obtain
newspaper space "has no basis in fact and cannot be supported by competent evidence."
WCHS-TV

Application

Protested by WHTN-TV
WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va., last week opposed the application of ch. 8 WCHS-TV
Charleston,
Va., to
the latter'sCh.trans-13
mitter siteW.closer
to move
Huntington.
WHTN-TV, not yet on the air, also opposed
the Charleston station's request for an increase

in tower height to 1,218 ft. above average
terrain.
WHTN-TV said it would be adversely affected by the grant because WCHS-TV allegedly seeks to establish itself as both a
Huntington and Charleston station. The Huntington outlet requested that it be allowed to
detail its objections before the Commission
when the WCHS-TV application has been accepted.
WHTN-TV noted the application has not
yet been accepted, presumably, it said, because
the requested increase in tower height is in
violation of existing Zone I requirements. The
FCC has a new rule authorizing antenna
heights of 1,250 ft. in Zone I, but this has
been postponed until Oct. 1 (see story page 88).
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Golden Gate . . . 746 feet high
WISN-TV Tower ... 1 105 feet high
WISN-TV Power . . . 31 6,000 watts
Here is the tallest structure in Wisconsin
. . . taller than the giant Golden Gate
(Bridge) . That means top coverage for
TV advertisers! So, put your sales
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messages on WISN-TV. You'll blanket
Milwaukee County and 23 rich
surrounding counties.
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REPLY

TO 5,000 KW
PLAN
A MEASURE proposed by the FCC to aid uhf
— increase in maximum power from 1,000 kw
to 5,000 kw — has evinced little enthusiasm from
the industry with only three responses to the
proposal up to Thursday, deadline for comments.
Those who answered were RCA, Zenith
Radio Corp., Meredith Pub. Co. (KPHO-TV
Phoenix, Ariz.; KCMO-TV Kansas City, Mo.;
WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y.; WOW-TV Omaha,
Neb.) and Jack Siegel, a radio engineer from
Portsmouth, Va. RCA favored the proposal,
Meredith and Mr. Siegel thought the proposal
would have little or no practical effect, and
Zenith replied only to certain technical aspects
of the plan.
RCA said it believes "the still higher power
proposed by the Commission would result in
improving coverage and service provided by
uhf tv stations." The firm said it is continuing
its intensive development work on higher power
uhf tubes, circuits, filterplexers and antennas
with a view to providing necessary equipment
for uhfs to operate at higher power.
RCA added that early FCC approval of
higher power and customer demand would
accelerate the time when commercial models
of such equipment would be available.
Efforts are being "pressed vigorously," RCA
said, to develop a low-cost tube that will bring
about an improved uhf tuner.
Meredith said that "until the Commission
adopts an overall policy with respect to basic
allocation problems, no uhf station will be

"Meet

the Artist"

BMI's series of program continuities, entitled "Meet the
Artist," emphasizes the human side of our great music
performers.
"Meet the Artist" comes to
you as a 15-minute — threeper-week series of scripts highlighting behind the scenes
glimpses into the music business . . . the stories of America's favorite musical personalities and their song hits. The
material is factual, up-to-theminute and presented in an
easy, informal style. Disc
jockeys will enjoy using it—
listeners will appreciate hearing it.
"Meet the Artist" fills a
special need in areas where
such data is not easily available . . . highly commercial.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N Y.
HEW fORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL
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justified in embarking upon an expensive program looking toward increase in power above

TEMPERANCE

Mr. Siegel said even though increased power
kw." uhf to do the same job as vhf, in1,000allow
may
creased power bills and tube costs will present
difficult problems affecting competition. "In
my opinion, a single band for television must
be secured in order to correct the differences

AGAIN
SCORES
ADS
COMMITTEES of both the Senate and House
will hold hearings on bills to outlaw alcoholic
beverage advertising over radio and television,
the 81st national convention of the Women's
Christian Temperance Union was told last week
at Long Beach, Calif.
Elizabeth A. Smart, of Washington, director of the WCTU legislation department, said
the hearings have been promised by the Interstate and Foreign Commerce committees of
both houses on the bills introduced in the first
half of the current Congress by Sen. William
Langer
(R-Ky.). (R-N. D.) and Rep. Eugene Siler

which
now comments
exist."
Zenith
were submitted by J. E.
Brown, assistant vice president and chief engineer. He said uhf continuous tuners tune
about as easily as a radio receiver. Mr. Brown
said the uhf channel strips provide "bulls-eye"
tuning on uhf just as is accomplished in vhf.
He added, "We do not expect that any increase
in cost will be involved in improving receiver
performance. We rather expect the cost will go
down" in the light of improvements.
FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey,
in a letter to Mr. Siegel, said the power increase
proposal "will not solve all uhf problems, but
we hope it will add to a number of specific
actions that we have taken which by their
cumulative effect will be beneficial to the
growth of tv within existing allocations system."
Opinions were expressed that the reason for
the sparse comments on the power boost proposal was that it is too costly to do any good.
One
lawyer
uhf they
operators
can't afford
to
eat bread andsaidnow
are expected
to eat
cake.
WALT, WINN File
For Ownership Changes
WALT Tampa, Fla., WINN Louisville, Ky.,
and two other stations, filed for ownership
changes with the FCC last Thursday. Sale of
WVIM Vicksburg, Miss., for $38,300, to John
F. Shea also was announced last week, but this
application has not yet been submitted to the
Commission.
W. Walter Tison is selling WALT to Harold
Kaye, who will own 5\y%% of the station, and
Emil J. Arnold, proposed 48Vs% owner,
for $100,000. Sale of the station is in compliance with commitments Mr. Tison made before
the FCC in hearings for ch. 13 WTVT (TV)
Tampa, of which Mr. Tison is a 20% stockholder.
Mr. Kaye owns 50% of WMFJ Daytona
Beach, Fla., 25% of WLOW Portsmouth,
Va., and 25% of WORC Worcester, Mass. His
wife also owns 25% of WORC. Mr. Arnold
holds 50% of WMFJ and 25% of WLOW.
WINN Louisville, Ky., also is being sold to
Mr. Kaye and associates for around $100,000
[At Deadline, July 4] by Kentucky Broadcasting Corp. of which Harry McTigue is president.
Sellers of WVIM, through station broker
Paul H. Chapman, Atlanta, Ga., are J. Dige
Bishop, Tracy B. Wilder, M. D. Taylor, Charles
Dickson, and R. B. Anderson, all of Andalusia,
Ala. Buyer Mr. Shea is chief engineer of WSGN
Birmingham, Ala.
The other transfer applications filed were for
KOLR Sterling, Colo., and WOND Pleasantville, N. J.
KLZ-FM Returns License
KLZ-FM Denver, on the air since 1945, has
returned its license to FCC because of lack of
audience. The fm station had gone off the air
last June because of equipment difficulties.
Since that time it has received only one inquiry
concerning suspension. KLZ-FM conducted a
survey and found complete lack of interest and
virtually no audience. KLZ-AM-TV, owned by
Time Inc., is affiliated with CBS.

GROUP

Her report was followed by convention action adopting resolutions directing that steps be
taken to outlaw alcoholic beverage advertising in interstate commerce.
Miss Smart reported to the convention that
numerous national church, social and welfare
organizations will again join in urging enactment of the Langer-Siler bills and she predicted that the congressional committees will be
"more blunt and critical in their exploration of
the"Representatives
advertising."
of the alcoholic beverage industry have admitted frankly," Miss Smart said,
"that consumption of liquor, wine, and beer
would drop one-half were its advertising disState WCTU presidents meeting during the
continued."
convention voted to attend the hearings or send
delegations to support the Langer and Siler
bills.
Four New Am Stations,
Three Fms Granted by FCC
FOUR NEW AM stations, three new fms and
several facilities changes in existing stations
were granted by the FCC last week.
Am grants made were:
• West Monroe, La., Howard E. Griffith, to
operate on 1310 kc, 1 kw daytime. Mr. Griffith is 100% owner of KTLO Tallulah, La.
• Brunswick, Me., Westminster Broadcasting Co., to operate on 900 kc, 250 w daytime.
Principals are Robert H. Strawbridge, Irene
Strawbridge,
Kemberling. Glenn H. Hilmer and Clifford
• Union City, Tenn., Obion County Broadcasting Co., to operate on 1580 kc, 250 w daytime. Fenner Heathcock, attorney, is sole
owner.
• Welch, W. Va., Williamson Broadcasting
Corp., to operate on 1340 kc, 100 w unlimited.
Williamson owns WBTH Williamson, W. Va.
New fm grants made were:
• Claremont, Calif., Pomona College to operate on 90.7 mc with 10 w.
• Winchester, Mass., Winchester School
Dept., to operate on 91.9 mc with 10 w.
• Portageville, Mo., The American Christian
Broadcasting Co., to operate on 101.7 mc with
450 w and antenna height above average terrain of 66 ft. Principals are ministers W. A.
Crim, L. A. Crim and A. M. Crim.
• WAJC (FM) Indianapolis, Ind., licensed
to Butler U., was granted permission to change
from a non-commercial educational fm station
to a Class B station using 104.5 mc, 8.8 kw and
an antenna 35 ft. above average terrain. Butler
U. does not propose commercial operation.
Grants
were
made for
to: changes in existing am facilities
• KXOA Sacramento, Calif. — change directional antenna day and night (DA-1) to directional antenna at night only (DA-N), from conBroadcasting • Telecasting

tinuing unlimited operation on 1470 kc, 1 kw.
• WPLA Plant City, Fla. — increase power
from 250 w to 1 kw operating daytime on
1570 kc.
• WARE Ware, Mass. — change hours from
daytime to unlimited with DA-N, continuing
operation on 1250 kc with 1 kw.
• WCHJ Brookhaven, Miss. — change from
1570 kc, 500 w daytime to 1470 kc, 1 kw day.
• WCRE Cheraw, S. C. — increase from 500
w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1420 kc
daytime.
• WSSC Sumter, S. C— change from 1240
kc, 100 w unlimited to 1340 kc, 250 w unV limited.
• KVOS Bellingham, Wash. — change from
DA-1 to DA-N, operating unlimited time on
790 kc, 1 kw.
• WKLJ Sparta, Wis. — change from 990 kc,
250 w day, to 1290 kc, 1 kw day.
• WIPR Santurce, Puerto Rico — to specify
location at San Juan instead of Santurce.
Color

Tv

In New

Issue
Orleans

Hit
Case

FCC's Broadcast Bureau last week held that
color tv lacks "decisional significance" and
therefore objected to the initial decision that
recommended grant of ch. 4 at New Orleans to
Times-Picayune (WTPS).
In submitting its exceptions to that decision,
the Broadcast Bureau held that on the basis of
the evidence in the proceeding any determination as to benefits to be accrued from WTPS'
color programming proposals is "pure speculation."
The examiner favored WTPS over Loyola U.
(WWL) and James A. Noe & Co. (WNOE
New Orleans and KNOE-AM-TV Monroe,
La.). Loyola and Noe, both questioning the
color tv preference, already have submitted
their objections [B»T, Aug. 29, 22].
WTPS was recommended on the basis of
its color tv programming proposals and program proposals for outlying communities. The
comparative hearing was between WTPS and
Loyola. The examiner ruled out the Noe
company because of failure to establish its financial qualifications. The Broadcast Bureau
supported the latter finding.
The bureau asserted that there is no evidence
in the record as to the number of color sets in
New Orleans or any other evidence as to the
economic basis of color production. In the light
of this, the bureau said, there is no showing
that color production would be feasible as an
economically sound operation at any time in
the "near future."
The bureau further held that "there is no
showing as to the future of color set manufacture, as to when sets are likely to become available in quantity at a price which will permit a
substantial demand."
As to the preference awarded WTPS for service to outlying communities, the Broadcast Bureau said "the significance of this difference is
substantially reduced by the unreality of these
programs from the standpoint of the communities involved."
The bureau also said the examiner "erred in
her treatment of the issue of 'diversification of
the media of mass communication' " and noted
that Times-Picayune publishes two of the three
daily papers in New Orleans, in addition to
owning WTPS. Loyola, the bureau said, has interests inonly one medium, WWL.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

WTPS a fortnight ago submitted a brief in
favor of the examiner's decision [B*T, Aug.
19]. The Broadcast Bureau said it would participate in oral argument as requested by the
parties to the proceeding.
Examiner

William

G. Butts

Dies in Washington at 64
WILLIAM G. BUTTS, FCC hearing examiner
since mid-August 1952, died last week at his
Washington home. He was 64.
From 1929 to 1934 Mr. Butts was an examiner with the Interstate Commerce Commission and in 1933-34 was a member of the staff
which investigated communication companies
at the request of Congress. He was chief of
the Rates & Tariffs Div. of the then Accounting
Dept. from 1934 until 1950 when he was named
chief of the Tariffs & Rate Classification Branch,
Common Carrier Bureau Telephone Div. In
1938 Mr. Butts served as a technical adviser to
the U. S. delegation to the International Radio
Conference at Cairo, Egypt.
He is survived by his widow and a sister,
Mrs. O. E. Lockart, St. Joseph, Mo. Services
and burial were held in Dearborn, Mo., last
Thursday.
Channel Shift Proposals
Set for Oct. 7 Comments
COMMENTS on three proposals by stations
to shift tv channel assignments were called for
Oct. 7 last week by the FCC. At the same time,
two other stations took actions involving channel moves.
Comments called for involved:

SOUTHWEST

• WKST-TV New Castle, Pa., request that
its ch. 45 assignment be designated a Youngstown, Ohio, channel, by three alternative
methods. Affected stations are ordered to show
why their authorizations should not be modified: WTVQ (TV) Pittsburgh from ch. 47 to
ch. 22, and WLTV (TV) Wheeling, W. Va.,
from ch. 51 to ch. 22.
• Conflicting proposals by Aaron B. Robinson
to shift ch. 6 from Clarksdale, Miss., to Indianola, Miss., and assign ch. 44 to Clarksdale;
by WABG Greenwood, Miss., to move Clarksdale's ch. 6 to Greenwood, and by WLBT (TV)
Jackson, Miss., to shift Clarksdale's ch. 6 to
Cleveland-Ruleville, Miss. Mr. Robinson owns
six am stations plus WDXI-TV Jackson, Tenn.,
and has pending before FCC the sale of WDXL
Lexington, Tenn. [B«T, Aug. 22].
• Proposal by KSVP Artesia, N. M., to delete ch. 10 from Roswell and add it to Artesia.
In other channel move actions, the Commission was notified that Eugene F. O'Fallon, former owner of KFEL-TV Denver, now has
under preparation application for ch. 3 at
Pueblo, Colo., and therefore he opposes request
of KCSJ-TV Pueblo to shift ch. 3 to Alamosa,
Colo.
WOBS-TV Jacksonville, Fla., supplemented
an earlier channel shift petition by requesting
that ch. 8 be assigned to Brunswick, Ga. The
earlier petition asked partial de-intermixture
of Jacksonville by changing educational reservation from ch. 7 to ch. 12, moving ch. 7 to
Savannah, Ga., and allocating chs. 46, 52 and
58 to Jacksonville (see separate story, page 89).
WOBS-TV has been assigned ch. 30 but is not
yet on the air.
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Rule
Boosts

THE EFFECTIVE date of FCC's new rule
increasing antenna heights of vhf stations in
Zone I (middle and northeast Atlantic states)
from 1,000 ft. to 1,250 ft., with maximum
power, was postponed last week to Oct. 1.
Commission action followed a series of objections that included a protest meeting in New
York last week of small market tv stations
[B»T, Aug. 29].
The new rule was to become effective last
Wednesday but the FCC asked for additional
time to consider the recent filings.
Biggest development occurred in New York
where it is reported a dozen stations met to
take action against the rule. The group elected
temporary officers and agreed to hold a second
meeting there on Sept. 13. It also gave itself a
name, Home Town Television.
Temporary officers are Philip Merryman,
WICC-TV Bridgeport, Conn., chairman, and
Edward Taddei, WNHC-TV New Haven, secretary. Other prime movers in the project are
Aldo De Dominicus, WNHC-TV, and Harold
Thomas, WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn.
Governors of Massachusetts, Connecticut,
New Jersey and Pennsylvania are expected to
be contacted prior to the next meeting.
The Zone I controversy also elicited further
pro and con comments before the FCC last
week.
Uhf stations in Massachusetts, Illinois, Pennsylvania and Connecticut asked the Commission
to set aside the new rule last week and schedule
oral argument. The stations are WMGT (TV)
Pittsfield, and WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.;
WICS (TV) Springfield, 111.; WNOW-TV York
and WCMB-TV Harrisburg. Pa., and WICCTV Bridgeport. Conn.
The harmful effects of vhf-uhf intermixture
would be greatly aggravated by the new rule,
the uhf stations said, adding the new rule casts
"serious doubt upon the sincerity" of the Commission's expressions favoring uhf.
Favoring the proposal and opposing the
petition for reconsideration of WNHC-TV
[B»T, Aug. 29] are Sarkes Tarzian Inc. (WTTV
[TV] Bloomington, Ind.) and WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y. They contended that if co-channel
interference from New York stations would result, as WNHC-TV has charged, the latter
station can demand a hearing on the individual
applications for power changes by the New
York outlets. Tarzian said a general hearing
would require much time and expense and the
problems of the parties involved are not similar.
WBEN-TV also opposed requests for postponement of the rule by the Air Transportation
Assn. and Thomas P. Pike, Assistant Secretary
of Defense. The latter groups asked that the
new rule be postponed until the recommendations of the Air Coordinating Committee, concerning hazards of tall towers, are submitted.
WBEN-TV said these requests have the effect
of postponing indefinitely the rendering of additional services to "many thousands" of people
in Zone I to whom service can be improved.
Six Transfers of Control

sJACKSONV/UE,
F LOR /PA
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Involve $990/000-Plus
SIX TRANSFERS of control, with a total
monetary consideration of over $990,000, were
granted by the FCC last Wednesday.
Grants were made to:
• WTRY Troy, N. Y. [B»T. July 25], for assignment of license to Tri-City Radio Inc. for

$500,000. Principals in Tri-City are C. George
Taylor, who holds an option to buy 6.5% of
WPRO-TV Providence, R. I.; Robert T. Engles,
25.5% owner of WORC Worcester, Mass., and
holder of a similar WPRO-TV stock option;
Kenneth M. Cooper WORC general manager,
and Mowry Lowe, former WEAN Providence
general manager.
• KALB-AM-FM-TV Alexandria, La., for
transfer of control from W. H. Allen to T. B.
Lanford who is buying 52% for $200,000 and
will own 99.2% of the stations.
• KHAS-TV Hastings, Neb., for assignment
of permit to Nebraska Television Corp., of
which Seaton Publishing Co., present station
owner, holds 52.7% interest with the remainder
to be sold to over 100 local residents for about
$125,000.
•WOIC Columbia, S. C, for assignment of
license to Speidel-Fisher Broadcasting Corp.
for $100,000.
• WBHB Fitzgerald, Ga., for transfer of control from Otto Griner to H. C. Vaughn and
Paul E. Reid for $50,000. Mr. Reid is WBHB
commercial manager.
• WMIN-AM-FM St. Paul, Minn., for acquisition of control by William F. Johns Sr.,
19% stockholder before this grant, who is buying 61% of the station from Ralph R. Kriesel
and Charles Anderson for $15,250. Mr. John
is 9% owner of WSPT Stevens Point, Wis.,
70% owner of WSHB Stillwater, Minn., and
controls 70% of WOSH Oshkosh, Wis., and
13% of KMNS Sioux City, Iowa.
Five

Tv

Applications

Submitted

to FCC

FIVE NEW TV applications were filed with the
FCC last week. Three of them were submitted
by Video Independent Theatres Inc. for lowpower vhf outlets. The other two were a uhf in
Youngstown, Ohio, and a vhf in Puerto Rico.
Video, owner of 140 movie houses in Texas
and Oklahoma, applied for:
• Hot Springs, Ark., ch. 9. Requested were
61 w visual effective radiated power and 30 w
aural. Estimated construction cost was $37,822.
• Santa Fe, N.M., ch. 2 with ERP of 178 w
visual, 89 w aural and antenna height 208 ft.
above average terrain. Video estimates the station will cost $40,322 to build.
• Clovis, N.M., ch. 12 and ERP of 185 w
visual, 92 w aural and an antenna 184.5 ft.
above average terrain. Estimated construction
cost was set at $38,822.
Video has petitions pending to amend the tv
allocations plan so that ch. 9 will be available
in Hobbs, N.M., and ch. 8 in Elk City, Okla.
[At Deadline, Aug. 15]. The organization has
\2V2% interest in KWTV (TV) Oklahoma
City, Okla. C. B. Akers, one of the company's
principals, holds about 2% interest in KVOOTV Tulsa, Okla., and is 5.267% owner of
KGLC Miami, Okla.
In Youngstown, Ohio. Sanford A. Schafitz,
owner of 500 w daytimer WFAR Farrell, Pa.,
and banker Guy W. Gully applied for ch. 73.
ERP of 17.9 kw visual and 10.7 kw aural with
the antenna 316.9 ft. above average terrain were
asked. The applicants set initial cost at $72,500, the first year operating cost at $100,000
and revenue for the first year also at $100,000.
Caribbean Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
WCMN Arecibo, Puerto Rico, applied for ch.
13 there to operate with ERP of 10.2 kw visual,
6.1 kw aural and with antenna 74 ft. above
average terrain. The applicant has estimated
construction cost at $79,000; first year operating cost at $50,000, and first year revenue at
$75,000.
Broadcasting
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FCC

Sets

Hearings,

Considers Rule Making
HEARINGS were designated, rule making finalized and proposed, and oral arguments scheduled by the FCC last week in a number of
pending am, fm, and tv cases.
WESH-TV Daytona Beach, Fla., is being
advised its application to change transmitter
location from one-half mile north of the city
limits to a point about 22 miles southwest of
Daytona Beach in the direction of Orlando,
Fla., increase effective radiated power from
1.26 kw visual, 759 kw aural to 100 kw visual,
66.4 kw aural and increase antenna height from
320 ft. to 950.5 ft., indicates necessity of a
hearing.
Designated for hearing were:
• Citizens Broadcasting Co., Terre Haute,
Ind., applicant for a new am on 1350 kc, 500
w daytime. WIOU Kokomo, Ind., was made a
party to the proceeding.
• Radio Broadcasting Service and Dana W.
Adams, competing for daytime operation on
1330 kc in Tyler, Tex. Radio Broadcasting is
seeking 1 kw and Mr. Adams 500 w. KAND
Corsicana and KSWA Graham were made
parties to the hearing.
• WLAQ Rome, Ga., seeking renewal of
license and transfer of control from Jane F.
Mooney, B. H. Mooney Jr., and J. F. Mann,
co-executors of the estate of the late B. H.
Mooney, to Burgett H. Mooney Jr.
• American Colonial Broadcasting Corp. and
Supreme Broadcasting Co., both Caguas, Puerto
Rico, seeking tv ch. 1 1 there.
Oral arguments have been set for Sept. 26
in the following cases:
• KGUL-TV Galveston, Tex., ch. 11, to
change its transmitter site to a point about 24
miles from Houston and 27 miles from Galveston, with effective radiated power of 261 kw
visual, 131 kw aural, antenna height above
average terrain of 1,185 ft.
• Appalachian Broadcasting Corp. and TriCities Television Corp. for a new tv to operate
on ch. 5 in Bristol, Va., and Bristol, Tenn.,
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respectively.
• Granite State Broadcasting Co. (WDNH)
for a new am station to operate on 1270 kc,
with 5 kw unlimited hours in Dover, N. H.
The Commission amended the fm allocation
table by assigning ch. 234 to Mayfield, Ky., for
use by the West Kentucky Broadcasting Co.
which was granted a construction permit in
June for a new Class B fm outlet there conditioned to finalizing this assignment.
A deadline of Sept. 30 was set for comments
to the proposed rule making to amend the
allocation table for Class B fm stations to delete ch. 270 from Clarksville, Tenn., and add it
to Central City, Ky., and replace ch. 273 with
ch. 291 in Evansville, Ind.

WHUM-TV
Asks Hearing,
Protests WLBR-TV Sale
THE PURCHASE of ch. 15 WLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa., by Triangle Publications Inc., under
contention by uhf stations in Harrisburg [B«T,
Aug. 22], last week was challenged by ch. 61
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.
The Reading uhf asked the FCC to designate
the sale for hearing, claiming if FCC approval
is given "serious and perhaps fatal, economic
injury" will result.
Although it has sustained heavy losses since
start of operations in February 1953, WHUMTV said, it has continued to improve facilities
and render "excellent broadcast service."
WHUM-TV charged that the Grade B contour of Triangle's Philadelphia station, ch. 6
WFIL-TV, overlaps both the A and B contours of WLBR-TV and also encompasses
Reading. The Reading station pointed out it
will be direct competition with WLBR-TV,
noting it has accounts in Lebanon which it said
is less than 30 miles away.
If the sale is approved, WHUM-TV said, Triangle will be able to offer WLBR-TV as a bonus
to WFIL-TV.
A question raised by WHUM-TV is whether
grant of the sale application will encourage
diverse ownership of all media of mass communication. WHUM-TV said Triangle has other
media interests which are distributed in the
Philadelphia, Reading and Lebanon area, noting that Triangle publishes the Philadelphia
Inquirer, Seventeen magazine, Screen Guide,
Official Detective Stories, the Morning Telegraph, Tv Guide and the Daily Racing Form.
WHUM-TV said the FCC should look into
possible concentration of tv interests by Triangle. The Reading station said Triangle, in
addition to WFIL-TV, owns ch. 12 WNBF-TV
Binghamton, N. Y., and has applied for ch. 18
at Elmira, N. Y., to be used as a satellite of
WNBF-TV. WHUM-TV also noted announcement of Triangle's
TV Altoona,
Pa. purchase of ch. 10 WFBGEducational Applicant Hits
Jacksonville Switch Requests
EDUCATIONAL Television Inc., applicant for
educational ch. 7 in Jacksonville, Fla., has opposed the requests by WJHP-TV that city and
WLBE Leesburg
to amend Jacksonville's educational reservation.
WJHP-TV, operating on ch. 36, has offered
the Board of Public Instruction of Duval County facilities costing about $550,000 if the board
would agree to move to the higher channel and
make ch. 7 available for commercial use. The
board last month asked the FCC to approve
this channel switch [B»T, Aug. 22].
To this proposal, Educational Television Inc.
told the FCC the uhf channel is "no more desirable for educational than commercial" use,
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adding the Duval County board "unwittingly
accepted" the WJHP-TV offer in spite of the
fact all other educational and religious groups
in the community through their membership in
Educational Television Inc., have turned down
the proposal.
WLBE Leesburg also has asked the FCC to
switch the Jacksonville ch. 7 to Leesburg and
make it available for commercial use. [B»T,
Aug. 15]. Educational Television Inc. asserted
it is an applicant for this assignment and that
all it lacks to get a grant is "commitments for
operating funds." It has enough to construct,
the group said.
First Tv Permit Revoked;
FCC Acts Against WSHA (TV)
IN THE FIRST action of its kind the FCC last
week revoked the construction permit of a tv
station. The station, WSHA (TV) Sharon, Pa.,
uhf ch. 39, whose cp had been granted in January 1954, was wholly owned by Leonard J.
Shafitz and had never been on the air.
Last November [B«T, Nov. 8, 1954] the FCC
requested additional financial data from Mr.
Shafitz but he failed to respond and in January
returned his permit to the Commission to be
deleted [B*T, Jan. 10].
Almost simultaneously, his brother, Sanford
A. Schafitz, filed for the same channel and
transmitter site as 50% owner of Community
Telecasting Co. This application was returned
by the Commission in April because it was not
in order since the ch. 39 deletion had not taken
place before Sanford A. Schafitz filed.
In its decision last week the FCC revoked the
WSHA (TV) permit even though it had been
surrendered.
Leonard Shafitz has been commercial manager of WFAR Farrell, Pa., 100% owned by
his brother, who is 50% owner of an applicant for a new am station in Lorain, Ohio,
and a uhf station in Youngstown, Ohio.
Battle Creek Uhf Quits
WBCK-TV Battle Creek, Mich., ch. 58, surrendered its construction permit to the FCC
last week, effective Sept. 1, when it expired.
Robert H. Holmes, president of the permittee
firm, Michigan Broadcasting Co., told the Commission, "Uhf appears totally impractical in
our area," because of vhf competition. WBCKTV is the 150th tv to be deleted and the 120th
commercial uhf to quit.
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KTVX

(TV) License Granted

Despite Tulsa Tv Protests
CHARGES that KTVX (TV) Muskogee, Okla.,
is misrepresenting itself as a Tulsa station were
dismissed by the FCC last week and the station's
application for license was granted.
In granting the license, however, the FCC
said some question exists as to certain past
violations of KTVX along with inaccurate
claims as to facilities and coverage. Future
operations of KTVX will be reviewed in the
light of these practices, the FCC said.
Stations raising protests and asking for a
cease-and-desist order directed against KTVX
were KOTV (TV) and KVOO-TV Tulsa [B»T,
April 4].
The FCC held that "while a station must
obviously give primary consideration in its programming to the specific community it is licensed to serve, it must also give consideration
to other listeners in the general area in which
its signal is received. The preparation and
distribution of advertising and promotional material geared to such service is not, in and of
itself,
objectionable."
KTVX
admitted that it failed to comply with
the station identification rule, but has given the
FCC assurance this practice has ceased. KOTV
and KVOO-TV had charged that KTVX was
omitting mention of its location in Muskogee in
station identifications.
AB-PT Appeals Decision
For KOB Use of 770 Kc
AMERICAN Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
Inc. (ABC) last week appealed to the U. S.
Court of Appeals (D. C.) from an Aug. 1 FCC
decision extending KOB Albuquerque's special
authority to operate on 770 kc with 50 kw day
and 25 kw night [B«T, Aug. 8].
ABC, which operates WABC New York,
licensed for 770 kc with 50 kw unlimited, asked
that the court review FCC proceedings upon
which the Aug. 1 action was taken, adjudicate
the action invalid and set it aside. ABC also
asked that the court compel compliance with
the court's own 1951 action remanding the longstanding case to the FCC, compel "agency
action unlawfully withheld and unreasonably
delayed," and order KOB returned from 770 kc
to its "licensed frequency of 1030 kc."
The Aug. 1 FCC decision was made after a
Commission hearing on ABC's Sec. 309 (c)
"economic protest" against KOB's 1952 application for special authority to operate on 770 kc:
KOB has operated on 770 kc since 1941 under

extensions of special authority, but has been
regularly licensed on 1030 kc.
KOB originally was licensed on 1180 kc, but
that frequency was deleted by the North
American Regional Broadcasting Agreement in
1941, upon which the station was shifted to
1030 kc. This met objections from WBZ
Boston, also on 1030 kc, and the FCC moved
KOB to 770 kc. In its Aug. 1 decision, by a
vote of 3-2, the FCC weighed theoretical KOB
operation on each frequency and decided that
fewer people would be deprived of primary
service with KOB on 770 kc.
Among reasons cited by ABC for its appeal:
The FCC's actions on Aug. 1 are "erroneous,
arbitrary, capricious and unlawful," ignore the
Communications Act, violate the court's 1951
mandate and contravene FCC rules and policies.
KNAC-TV

Transfer

Opposed

On Trafficking' Charge
TRANSFER of control of ch. 5 KNAC-TV
Fort Smith, Ark., should not be approved because of apparent trafficking in construction
permit,
last week.FCC's Broadcast Bureau recommended
The ch. 5 assignment was granted in July
1954 to American Television Co. (H. S. Nakdimen) after applicant George T. Heinreich
agreed to withdraw following a merger agreement. The agreement to sell KNAC-TV to
Donald W. Reynolds' Southwestern Publishing
Co. involved payment of $50,000 for the permit
and payment of $35,000 each to Messrs. Nakdimen and Heinreich over a period of seven
years for an agreement not to re-enter broadcasting in the Fort Smith area.
Mr. Reynolds operates ch. 22 KFSA-TV Fort
Smith. He will surrender this permit if the sale
is approved.
The Broadcast Bureau concluded that the
monetary consideration involved is excessive
and constitutes "trafficking in permit."
KNAC-TV last week held that the consideration paid is a reasonable payment for the time
and effort expended by Messrs. Nakdimen and
Heinreich. The station concluded the consideration in no way implies an intention to derive
a profit from the procurement of a permit rather
than to use the permit in the public interest.
FCC Denies Protests
To WMFJ Purchase
PROTESTS by Theodore Granik and William
H. Cook against the sale of WMFJ Daytona
Beach, Fla., by W. Wright Esch to Harold Kaye
and Emile J. Arnold were denied last week by
the FCC.
The sale was approved by the FCC last June
[B»T, July 4].
Messrs. Granik and Cook had charged they
had entered into an option agreement with
Mr. Esch to buy WMFJ and permit for ch. 2
at Daytona Beach, but that the latter refused to
consummate the agreement. The protestants
also took the case to the Volusia County (Fla.)
Circuit Court asking the court to force sale of
the station to them. The court has denied the
plea, cient
maintaining
the allegations were insuffi[B«T, Aug. 22].
The Commission ruled last week that Messrs.
Granik and Cook are not "aggrieved" or "adversely affected" by the transaction as they
have contended. The FCC also held that the
Florida court has jurisdiction to determine the
contractual rights of the parties.
Messrs. Granik and Cook are principals in
ch. 5 WJNO-TV West Palm Beach.
Broadcasting
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Secrest tells Franchisee! Appliance Dealers of
Atlanta that momentum created by Sept. 18-24 observance
will carry on through the fall
and winter; predicts 1 955 sales
of 7.5 million tv sets, 12.3 million radios; sees no deterrent
effect from color tv.
NEW radio and tv set sales records are possible
as a result of intensive promotion during National Radio & Television Week, Sept. 18-24,
according to James D. Secrest, executive vice
president of Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn.
Addressing the Franchised Appliance Dealers
Assn. of Atlanta last week, he predicted possible 1955 sales of 7.5 million tv sets and 12.3
million radios.
Promotion plans for the annual radio-tv observance moved forward last week as American
Women in Radio & Television enlisted its 1,150
members in the project. Jane Dalton, WSPA
Spartanburg, S. C, AWRT president, said
AWRT's industry information committee has
sent out a kit of spot announcements to be
used in sponsored and sustaining programs
broadcast by association members in all parts of
the nation. Fran Riley, assistant publicity-information manager of NARTB, is chairman of
the AWRT committee.
Other cooperating associations are NARTB,
National Appliance & Radio-Tv Dealers Assn.,
National Electrical Dealers Assn., Radio Advertising Bureau and Television Bureau of Advertising.
In his Atlanta address, Mr. Secrest said possible sale of 7.5 million tv sets would surpass
the 7.4 million sold last year. "More radios may
move into the hands of the consumer this year
than during any of the past five or so years," he
said, recalling the record year was 1947 when
20 million radios were sold.

WEEK
RADIO-TV
color broadcasts become a regular feature on

L A. Stations Are Joiners
SOUTHERN California Broadcasters
Assn. has announced the signing of KBLA
Burbank, Calif., bringing the Los Angeles area membership to 100% with a
total of 26 am stations and two fm stations. SCBA now has 52 stations in nine
southern counties of the state and is

RAB last week sent out a fact sheet for use
by local radio station salesmen, listing current
co-op policies of leading set manufacturers
and their plans for radio week promotions.
Every radio-appliance store is a business prospect during the week, it was explained.
tv."
"Surge of dealer-distributor demand" for radio-tv week display material has resulted in
more than doubling the production schedule of
Life magazine, preparing point-of-sale material,
according to Julius Haber, RCA chairman of
RETMA's radio-tv week committee. He said:
'Week' Spreads
"We have been surprised and delighted at
the continuing demand for the display material
and the newspaper supplement, and we have
reason to believe National Radio & Television
Week will be more widely observed this year by
more dealers than at any time since this
industry celebration was inaugurated jointly by
RETMA and NARTB over a decade ago.
"Widespread interest throughout the nation
indicates that millions of people will be made
aware of the 1956 television, radio and phonograph lines as well as the new and better radio
and tv programs during the observance of this
all-industry
week."
NARDA has
formed regional committees in
approximately 100 major market areas to assure
success of the program. These committees,
headed by local dealers, distributors or broadcasters, have scheduled more than a score of
banquets to launch the week's observance.

working on a sales presentation, "Southern California, Unusual Radio Market,"
to be shown to eastern agencies in October.

Men's

Wear

Retailers Series
Completely Sold Out by RAB
A MAIL SERIES to members on men's wear
retailers has been completely sold out, Radio
Advertising Bureau reported last week. The sixmailing series will be directed at men's wear
retailers by radio outlets throughout the nation
on the eve of the industry's efforts to widen
its market through a national advertising effort,
RAB said.
The series is the third of RAB-created direct
mailing projects which were sold out, Warren
Boorom, director of RAB's local promotion,
said. The other two series, mailed last winter,
were directed at supermarkets and auto dealers,
and sold radio schedules to more than half of
the retailers who received them, RAB asserted.

RADIO

TRANSCRIPTIONS

TELEVISION

Momentum Created
"No &oneTelevision
expects that
the benefits
National
Radio
Week
will all ofmaterialize
and expire by Sept. 24," he added. "We believe
that the momentum created will carry on
through the fall and early winter." He said
new merchandise with new sales appeals will be
introduced, with many manufacturers having
completely redesigned their tv receivers.
"One of every five tv sets sold this year has
gone to a second-set customer. As this trend
is rising, the ratio is expected to be one out
of three by the end of the year. There are still
15 million families in the country who haven't
bought their first television receiver. Most of
these are in the range of one or more tv stations."
As to color tv, Mr. Secrest said, "I can tell
you honestly that the industry is unanimous in
the opinion that it will have little or no deterrent effect this year. I should in all honesty add
that is about the only thing about color tv on
which there is such a unanimity of opinion.
"You will hear a lot about color television
this fall and winter. An increasing number of
outstanding color television programs will be
broadcast by the networks, and more color tv
sets will be on display. The alert dealer will
capitalize on these facts and use color tv as a
drawing card. Despite the present high price —
in comparision with black-and-white sets —
there will be a market for color receivers once
Broadcasting
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THEATRES

CONCERT

HOTELS

HALLS

PHONOGRAPH

MOTION

PICTURES

RECORDS

SESAC Performance Licenses provide clearance for the
use of SESAC music via Radio, Television, Hotels, Films,
Concert Halls and Theatres.
The ever growing SESAC repertory now consists of 280
Music Publishers' Catalogs — hundreds of thousands of
selections.

SESAC

INC.

Serving The Entertainment Industry Since 1931
NEW YORK
475 FIFTH AVENUE
September 5, 1955
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AP

RADIO-TV

ELECTS

UNIT

DIRECTORS

New organization takes over
from original AP Radio Committee, encompasses television. Board to meet Sept. 19.
WINNERS in balloting for nine new directors
of the Associated Press Radio & Television
Assn. were announced last Thursday. They
join the seven members of the original AP Radio Committee, forerunner of the APRTA,
who were carried over as nucleus directors of
the new nationwide organization.
First meeting of the 16-man board is slated
Sept. 19 at the AP general office in New York.
Les Mawhinney of KHJ Los Angeles, who
headed the AP Radio Committee, is president
pro tern.
With its membership completed in the elections announced last week, the board consists
of four members from each of four geographical
districts, and the four from each district represent four different categories of broadcasting.
By category, the 1955-56 board is composed of
the following (with winners in the elections
listed first in each case and with carry-overs
from the AP Radio Committee shown in parenthes ) :
Radio stations less than 1 kw — Albert Larson
Jr., WALL Middletown, N. Y.; John A. Engelbrecht, WIKY Evansville, Ind.; H. J. Chandler,
KFLW Klamath Falls, Ore.; (Matt Bonebrake.
KOCY Oklahoma City).
Radio stations 1 kw through 10 kw — Duane
Hatch, WSAV Savannah, Ga.; Lee Lindow,
WFDF Flint, Mich.; (Les Mawhinney, KHJ,

Sowfif king t|0tt

afcoitf TV

at

Without changing its current rates,
WMAL-TV will boost its power to
252,000 watts this Fall and spark
the new ABC-TV programs with the
greatest promotion campaign ever conducted by a Washington TV station!
Ask Katz about prime
adjacencies for the Fall . . .
at current rates on
SUPERPOWER
WMAL

- TV

^\"^" Washington, D. C.
Represented by The Katz Agency
The Evening Star TV Station
Affiliated with ABC-Television
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and Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven,
Conn.).
Radio stations more than 10 kw — Jack Knell,
WBT Charlotte, N. C; James H. Connolly,
KGO San Francisco; (Tom Eaton, WTIC Hartford, Conn.; Jack Shelley, WHO Des Moines).
Television stations — Ted Jaffee, WAAM
(TV) Baltimore; Pat Cullen, KHQ-TV Spokane;
(Joe H. Bryant, KCBD-TV Lubbock, Tex.; Jack
Krueger, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee).
This will be the first full year of formal
organization for APRTA. Accordingly, the
new directors will serve for staggered terms;
each district will elect one new director, beginning next year.
Voting for the candidates for the new directorships was conducted by mail among AP
radio member stations. Balloting closed Aug.
28. Results were verified by a special elections
committee composed of Ralph Weil, WOV
New York; Anthony Marano, WCTC New
Brunswick, N. J., and Lansing Christman,
WGY Schenectady, N. Y.
Farm Radio Workshops Set
For 8 NARTB Regional Meets
FARM radio workshops will be held during
each of the eight NARTB Regional Conferences
to be held starting Sept. 19 and winding up
Nov. 17. The workshops will be a feature of
the
opening Radio Day portions of the conferences.
Farm directors speaking at the meetings follow: Sept. 19-21, Chicago, Jack Jackson,
KCMO Kansas City; Sept. 22-24, Saranac Inn,
N. Y., Bob Miller, WLW Cincinnati; Sept.
28-30, New Orleans, Frank AtwooJ., WTIC
Hartford; Oct. 12-14, Roanoke, Va., Phil
Alampi, WRCA New York; Oct. 24-26, San
Francisco, Mai Hansen, WOW Omaha; Nov.
1-3, Colorado Springs, Jack Timmons, KWHK
Hutchinson, Kan.; Nov. 7-9, Des Moines, John
McDonald, WSM Nashville; Nov. 15-17, Dallas,
Herb Plambeck, WHO Des Moines.
N. Y. State Broadcasters
Schedule Sept. 23 Meet
ANNUAL MEETING of the New York State
Assn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters will
be held Sept. 23 at Saranac Inn, N. Y., starting
at 3 p.m., Mike Hanna of WHCU Ithaca, president of the association, announced last week.
The agenda includes annual election of
officers and a regular business session, followed
by a short address by FCC Comr. Robert
Bartley, who also will answer questions put by
the broadcasters.
Mr. Hanna urged all association members to
attend and invited non-member radio and tv
stations to send representatives. Reservations
may
WHCU.be made by contacting Mr. Hanna at
Radio-Tv Women Start Drive
MEMBERSHIP drive designed to bring the
rolls of American Women in Radio & Television
fiom 1,150 to 1,300 by Nov. 1 has been started
under direction of Edythe Fern Melrose,
WXYZ-AM-TV Detroit, and Jane Dalton,
WSPA Spartanburg, S. C, AWRT president.
Miss Melrose is AWRT membership committee
chairman.
Miss Dalton predicted AWRT membership
will reach 2,000 in the not-too-distant future,
in line with expansion of tv and radio. AWRT
includes professional, creative women in all
phases of radio-tv management and programming roles. AWRT was organized in 1951. It
has its own code of ethics and subscribes to
NARTB's radio and tv codes. There are 24
local chapters.

NARTB

Tv Code

Review Board

To Discuss Kefauver Report
COMMENTS on tv programming and juvenile
delinquency, presented in the special report of
the Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee
(B»T, Aug. 29] headed by Sen. Estes Kefauver
(D-Tenn.), will be reviewed Thursday-Friday
by the NARTB Television Code Review Board,
meeting at NARTB Washington headquarters.
G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S. G,
will preside for the first time as chairman of the
code board. Other problems to be considered
by the board include films of programs involving potential violations of code provisions.
Attending the meeting, besides Chairman
Shafto, will be the other four members: William
B. Quarton, WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, la., vice
chairman; Mrs. Hugh M. McClung, KHSL-TV
Chico, Calif.; Roger W. Clipp, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, and Richard A. Borel, WBNS-TV
Columbus, Ohio. John E. Fetzer, head of the
Fetzer stations and former chairman of the
board, will attend in his role as advisor.
Edward H. Bronson, director of tv code
affairs, and Charles S. Cady, his assistant, will
report on code promotion, field trips, monitoring and plans for participation in the approaching NARTB regional meetings starting Sept. 19.
A code workshop session will be held at each
of the eight regional sessions, conducted by
Mr. Bronson.
Lee to Address Engineers
FCC COMR. ROBERT E. LEE is scheduled to
address a banquet gathering of the sixth annual
meeting of the Institute of Radio Engineers
Professional Group on Vehicular Communications, meeting at the Multnomah Hotel, Portland, Ore., Sept. 26-27. Edward A. Allen, FCC
chief engineer, will deliver a technical paper
at the meeting.
N. Y. Women Elect Barton
JANE BARTON, program director, New York
State Motion Picture Bureau, has been elected
president of the newly-formed Capitol District
Chapter of the American Women in Radio &
Television. Also elected were Elaine Drooz,
women's program director, WPTR Albany,
N. Y., as vice president and Jeanette Eddy,
women's editor WSPN Saratoga Springs, N. Y.,
as secretary-treasurer.

"Now that KRIZ Phoenix has announced alay-away plan for undertakers, I'm about to croak."
Broadcasting
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MCA-TV
Sales Expands;
3 New V.P/s Named
A NEW sales expansion is underway at MCATV Ltd. Film Syndication Division. Three new
vice presidents have been named; a regional
sales office in Cleveland opened and a sales
manager appointed there; a western sales manager appointed and a salesman added to the
staff.
MCA-TV's Wynn Nathan, vice president in
charge of sales, announced last week that the
board has elected as vice presidents: Tom McManus, eastern sales manager for the past
nine months and headquartered in New York;
Ray Wild, southwest regional sales manager
(Dallas office), and Hank Long, also newly appointed sales manager of the mid-eastern regional sales office in Cleveland.
The new Cleveland office will supervise other
MCA-TV sales offices in Cincinnati, Detroit,
Buffalo and Pittsburgh. Mr. Nathan said the
new territorial breakdown was necessary because of the "rapid growth and coming of age
of syndicated tv."
Robert Greenberg, vice president in charge
of western station sales for MCA TV, adds
the western sales management to his duties
succeeding Mr. Long. Mr. Greenberg will
v/ork out of the Beverly Hills office.
Mr. Long, who joins D'Arv G. Barton, MCATV's
vicemidwest
president
of station
for the
in in
the charge
Cleveland
office, sales
was
western sales manager at Beverly Hills, Calif.,
and has been with MCA-TV for two years.
William Connelly is the new addition to the
sales staff. He was one of the chief account
executives at WENS (TV) Pittsburgh and will
work out of MCA-TV's Pittsburgh office.

Ziv Color Series
THE SERIES based on the stories of a
former informant on Communist activitiy
for the Federal Bureau of Investigation —
/ Led Three Lives — will be Ziv Television
Programs color tv entry. According to
Ziv, the tv series, since its inception three
years ago, has been filmed in color. Although nearly all other Ziv shows also
are filmed in color, Ziv's color standard
bearer will be the vehicle starring Richard Carlson because it has been "a pacemaker for Ziv in many other ways — topping sales, rating and endurance records."

$2,275,000 Contract Set
Between Carlson-Ziv
TEN-YEAR contract was signed last week by
Richard Carlson and Ziv Television Programs
Inc., calling for the services of the actor-writerdirector on a non-exclusive basis permitting the
star to continue his independent motion picture
and theatrical work. The contract reportedly
provided $2,275,000 for Mr. Carlson, who stars
in Ziv's I Led Three Lives. The sum also will
be augmented by his interests in 117 segments
of the series.
John L. Sinn, president of Ziv, said that the
company and Mr. Carlson plan a new series
as soon as the present / Led Three Lives ends
its third year of filming in January.

Official Begins Expansion,
Names Jaffe Executive V.P.
APPOINTMENT of Herb Jaffe, vice president
of Official Films Inc., New York, to the newly
created post of executive vice president was
announced last week by Harold Hackett, chairman of the board and president. Mr. Hackett
also announced that Herman Rush, vice president, has been named vice president in charge
of sales. Both appointments are in line with

MR. JAFFE

MR. RUSH

the new Official expansion program, Mr. Hackett said.
Mr. Hackett said that under the new executive set-up, the company plans a major expansion in the national, regional and local sales
divisions. Mr. Jaffe will handle special sales
matters as well as his added executive management functions. Under Mr. Rush's direction,
additional
sales
force. salesmen are being added to Official's

Stations, Sponsors Buy
Guild's 'Confidential File'
IN ADDITION to Bardahl Oil Co., chief sponsor of Confidential File, Guild Films Co. series,
a number of other advertisers and stations will
carry the program, Erwin Ezzes, general sales
manager, announced last week. Among automobile companies which have signed contracts
to present the show are: Dodge-Plymouth for
KING-TV Seattle, through S. L. Savidge Co.;
Ford Dealers for WISN-TV Milwaukee, through
Doren Ford Dealers and for KWK-TV St.
Louis, through Ford Dealers Assn.
Other sponsors include Faygo Beverages on
WWI-TV Detroit; White King Soap on KGOTV San Francisco; Hoffman & Son on WTVO
(TV) Rockford, 111.; Waterman-Waterbury Co.
on WCCO-TV Minneapolis; Al Terrance Carpet Co. on WGR-TV Buffalo; Atiyeh Bros, on
KOIN-TV Portland, and Tenilhist on WAFBTV Baton Rouge, La.
The series also has been purchased by WPIX
(TV) New York, KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City,
KSFD-TV San Diego and KID-TV Idaho Falls.
Stations will sell the program direct.
Ziv Dubs Shows in Spanish
SOME $450,000 has been earmarked by Ziv
Television Programs Inc. for dubbing Spanish
into its various film programs. Ziv said last
week its Mexico studios shortly will begin work
on the Spanish version of Highway Patrol, the
second year series of Mr. District Attorney and
26 more episodes of Cisco Kid. When the
Highway series in Spanish is ready for telecast
about Jan. 1, Ziv will have more than 500 individual subjects dubbed into Spanish, according
to the firm.
Broadcasting
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NBC

EXPANSION

OF

'MONITOR'

EVOKES

BLAST FROM
REPRESENTATIVES'
GROUP
SRA charges come as NBC readies for meeting with radio affiliates
at which plan to extend 'Monitor' into weekdays will be proposed.
Sarnoff terms SRA's stand an 'emotional campaign.'
proximately 100 NBC Radio affiliates expected
A CHARGE that NBC "will make another try to be on hand.
at killing" radio this week through its proposed
expansion of the Monitor plan was raised by
Mr. Webb's bulletin told SRA members that
a national advertiser can buy radio via the
Station Representatives Assn. last Thursday.
NBC's Executive Vice President Robert W. Monitor concept "at between one-quarter and
one-third of what he would have to pay on the
Sarnoff replied Friday that SRA was waging
station's
rate card," and that "it behooves you to
an "emotional campaign" against Monitor,
bring these facts to the attention of every radio
"one of radio's most promising and progressive
developments." He said the "best factual an- station on your list."
By last Friday a number of NBC affiliates alswer" is"the phenomenal success of many NBC
affiliates in selling out the local availabilities in
ready had heard — in terms largely similar to
those in the SRA Bulletin — from their indiMonitor — in weekend time formerly considered
vidual representation firms.
marginal" (see Sarnoff statement this page).
At
least
some representatives, on the other
The SRA charge, levelled by Managing Dihand, confided they did not regard the Monitor
rector Lawrence Webb in a bulletin to members,
came as NBC was preparing for a meeting
plan as a "threat" or death knell for radio. This
Sept. 9 at which the network is expected to pro- view also was taken by some affiliates. One
pose expansion of the concept of the Monitor
observer noted: "There are two camps, all right.
weekend service into the 10 a.m.-to-6 p.m.
Some think it's good; some think its horrible."
periods Monday through Friday and, also, to Those who opposed it were clearly the more
vocal.
ask its radio affiliates to take a cut in comIf extended to weekdays, the Monitor plan
pensation for carrying network commercial
shows.
probably would undergo some change in program format — primarily to slant it more towards
SRA's blast capped a period of mounting
opposition to the Monitor plan and left little women, it was understood. The weekend Monitor would be continued, according to current
doubt that the whole issue would be brought
to a head at the meeting of NBC officials and plans. Nor would there be any substantial
affiliates, to be held at the Waldorf-Astoria in change in the current sales format — i.e., selling
New York with 100 to 150 officials from ap- participations — unless affiliates are able to sway

CKLW-TV penetrates a population grand total area of
5,295,700 in which 85% of all
families own TV sets.

CKLW radio
population
states. The
station boy

Channel
9
325,000 Watts
National Rep.
Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.
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covers a 15,000,000
area in 5 important
lowest cost major
in the Detroit area.
800

CKLW

kc. Radio

50,000 Watts
J. E. Campeau, Pres.
Guardian Bldg., Detroit

network officials.
In addition to the proposed extension of
Monitor, the affiliates at Friday's meeting will
be asked to approve a reduction in their rate
of compensation from the network. NBC authorities confirmed that a new compensation
plan would be presented, but details were not
given. It was generally assumed, however, that
the requested reduction would be on the order
of that which already has been approved by
CBS Radio affiliates, which was described as a
20% cut.
The SRA bulletin maintained that "if NBC
is successful in selling the expansion of such
programming as Monitor, it will unquestionably
mean the most serious threat we have seen to
all radio — network, national, and local."
SRA offered this summary of what it called
"the cold facts," asserting that "the difference
between Monitor's and individual stations' discounts are minor and would needlessly complicate the basic example we have tried to keep
"The current SRDS lists 197 NBC stations
with a total one-hour rate of $26,020 — an averbrief"age :of $132 per station.
"An advertiser pays a base rate of $1,000 for
one one-minute announcement — an average of
$5.07 per station.
"The ratio between the station's hourly rate
NBC'S STATEMENT
ANSWERING

SRA'S CHARGES

NBC Executive Vice President Robert W.
Sarnoff issued the following statement Friday
in
to inquiries for NBC's position on
the response
SRA attack.
"The current SRA bulletin is the latest illustration of the emotional campaign this organization has been conducting against Monitor, one
of radio's most promising and progressive developments. The SRA seems to be devoting its
full radio effort to this campaign — which consists of circulating distorted and misleading information— rather than to constructive steps
which would help its members use the new opportunities created by Monitor to increase national spot sales on the stations they represent.
"It is apparently SRA's purpose to foment
fear that Monitor is endangering station revenue
in general, and national spot business in particular. The phenomenal success of many NBC
affiliates in selling out the local availabilities in
Monitor — in weekend time formerly considered
marginal — is the best factual answer to this
theory. And where a real selling effort has been
made, a major portion of this increased station
revenue has come from national spot sales.
"For example, our o & o stations, which are
represented by NBC Spot Sales have doubled
their sale of weekend availabilities because of
Monitor — and more than half of these new sales
are national spot. One of our major affiliates
reported last week that it is going to network advertisers buying Monitor and getting them to
supplement their network advertising by national spot buys in this new radio service!
"Monitor has generated an unprecedented
fresh interest in radio on all levels. On the
network level, it has already produced an impressive volume of sales to advertisers who want
overall national circulation. It has created new
business from local advertisers. It offers stations and their reps great opportunities for national spot sales in support of regional or selective-market campaigns. It is regrettable that
the SRA, instead of using these new opportunities constructively, chooses to blind itself to the
realities of present-day radio."
Broadcasting • Telecasting

and $132 can be applied to $5.07 to arrive at
the rate the advertiser is paying for the station.
"For instance — if the station's base hour rate
is $265, the advertiser is paying $10.14 for
the station.
"If the station's base hour rate is $100, the
advertiser is paying $3.80 for the station.
"Station breaks are three-quarters of the
above.
"If an NBC affiliate will only apply this
simple arithmetic to its base NBC hourly rate
— and then compare it with its own one-minute
or station break base card rate — it will be found
that the national advertiser is buying radio, via
the Monitor concept, at between one-quarter
and one-third of what he would have to pay
| on the tinues
station's
rate not
card.
this practice
and expands,
onlyIf NBC
affiliates conbut
every other radio station will suffer immeasurably from this depreciation of radio."
The Friday meeting of network officials and
executives of NBC Radio affiliates, which is set
to start at 10 a.m. in the Waldorf's Empire
Room, will be preceded by a session of the
affiliates' executive committee and affiliates'
planning committee on Wednesday and by an
agenda-planning meeting of these two groups
with NBC authorities on Thursday. The radio
affiliates are headed by Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU New Orleans.
While Monitor and the probable request for
a reduction in station compensation are expected to rank high on the Friday meeting
agenda, the session will not necessarily be limited to those topics.
CBS Radio's recently announced plan of
selling segments — "participations" is the word
representatives have used — of three nighttime
name-talent strips [B«T, Aug. 22], and possible
ways in which NBC may counter it, also are
prospects for discussion.
The "segmentation" plan of selling is also
expected to come in for at least corridor conversation atCBS Radio's own affiliates meeting,
to be held in Detroit at the Hotel SheratonCadillac on Sept. 13-14 [B»T, Aug. 15].
This is the second annual meeting of CBS
Radio affiliates with key executives of the network and is designed to give the stations a
complete presentation on CBS Radio's sales,
programming, and promotion plans for the
coming season. CBS Radio President Arthur
Hull Hayes and other key executives of the
network will make the presentations. Dr. Frank
Stanton, CBS Inc. president, will be principal
speaker at the opening day luncheon session.
Additional plans for the entertainment program to be offered at the dinner on Sept. 13,
as announced last week, call for comedian Jack
Carson to appear as m.c. on a program that
also will include Gary Crosby, the Tex Beneke
Orchestra, the "Make Way for Youth" chorus
organized by WJR Detroit, the Honey Brothers
acrobatic act, and Somethin' Smith & the Redheads.
Papp to Succeed

Fleming

As 'Monitor7 Producer
FRANK PAPP, verteran producer-director, was
named last week to take over as executive producer of Monitor, NBC Radio's round-the-clock
weekend service. He succeeds James Fleming,
radio and tv newsman and producer, who has
resigned effective Sept. 12 and reportedly plans
to take a vacation before announcing future
plans.
Mr. Papp has won more than 30 Ohio State
U. awards for his work in broadcasting since
he joined NBC in Chicago in 1939. He transferred to NBC in New York in 1942, producing
and directing such radio series as The World's
Great Novels and Eternal Light.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

ABC

FACES

SUIT

FOR

$7 MILLION

Commentator-columnist Walter Winchell reported readying
breach-of-contract suit for filing this week. ABC denies
misrepresentation.
A SEVEN-million-dollar breach of contract
suit was launched against ABC last week by
commentator-columnist Walter Winchell. ABC
maintained "there is no basis of fact in Mr.
Winchell's complaint."
The commentator — who some months ago
was granted a release by ABC at his own request, according to his newspaper column at
the time [B*T, March 14] — meanwhile was
reported last week to be set to start a Sunday
news program on Mutual on Sept. 1 1 (probably
at 6 p.m.).
Counsel for Mr. Winchell was understood
to have indicated the $7 million suit charging
ABC with breach of contract would be formally
filed this week. The network, in what it said
was response to "inquiries concerning the complaint served on the company by Walter
Winchell," issued a statement asserting "there
was no misrepresentation concerning his contract for his radio and television programs with
ABC." The statement continued:
"The facts are that he voluntarily requested
a release from his contract. After letting sufficient time go by and at his urgent request,
ABC acquiesced in Mr. Winchelle's request.
At that time, it was our understanding from
Mr. Winchell that he was in negotiation with

Two-Channel

two other networks.
"Subsequently Mr. Winchell asked that ABC
reinstate his previous status. Since our contract
had been treminated with Mr. Winchell and our
relationship severed, it was the decision of the
company not to renegotiate his services for radio and television.
"While ABC is making this statement in
order that the facts may be clear, it is our belief that Mr. Winchell's claims should be settled
in The
courtcontract
and notwithin ABC
newspaper
statements."
had been
described as
a "lifetime contract," and his income from the
network was said to be $16,000 a week. At
the time the contract termination was announced, the New York Daily Mirror, which
publishes Mr. Winchell's syndicated column,
quoted him as saying he had received an offer
from NBC-TV to produce television shows.
CBS-TV

Plans Oct. 3

Split of
'Morning
CBS-TV
effective
Oct. 3 willShow'
divide its The
Morning Show, currently running from 7-9 a.m.
Monday through Friday, into two parts: an
hour-long show featuring current host Dick Van
Dyke with Charles Collingwood reporting the
news, followed by a new children's program,
Captain Kangaroo.
Latter program won out over four kinescopes
that were made. Captain Kangaroo features
Bob Keeshan as Capt. Kangaroo. Mr. Keeshan
has
WABCTV been
New seen
York,in a Tinker's
program Workshop
that has aonvery
high
local rating. Captain Kangaroo is produced by
Keeshan-Miller Enterprises in association with
CBS-TV.

Portable

Remote

The

Gates "Biamote" includes
high gain printed wiring amplifier, self-contained power supply,

4" VU meter, dual wiping contact mixer controls, Cannon receptacle, and weighs only 15^
5" high.
lbs. Size: 14" wide, 81/2" deep,

GATES RADIO COMPANY
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Advertisement

Mother
Wed,

of Two, and Newly
Team

Baltimore

up to Please

Audience

NETWORKS
NBC
Marriage Bureau?
THE FIFTH couple from the Queen for
a Day staff have joined hands in matrimony. Edward Kranyak, stage manager
for the Mutual program and Queen
model Barbara Luke became the latest
couple to join the parade. Virginia Bingman, another model, was enlisted to sing
the usual wedding songs . . . just as she
has done for the preceeding four marriages in the Queen for a Day family.

NBC-TV

JEAN McLANE

LYNN CARROLL

Jean McLane and Lynn Carroll, WCAO's
famous "Hi, Neighbor!" program team,
brings Baltimore women a gossip show,
featuring food, fashions, movie news, personal interviews. Monday thru Friday, 9:009:55 a.m. Ask any Raymer Man about "Hi,
Neighbor!" or call Bob Richmond at WCAO,
CBS for Baltimore, 5 kw on 600 kc.

West

Coast Studios

Taxed by Switch of Shows
WEST COAST television studios of NBC are
being taxed to the fullest, John K. West, the
network's Pacific Div. vice president, said last
week, indicating that facilities may be employed
to capacity by the first of the year if more
New York originations move to Hollywood.
He said the newest show that may move
westward is The World and Mr. Sweeney because the program's star, Charlie Ruggles, wants
the change. Mr. West estimated that about a
third of the television network's live shows
originate from Hollywood. Film originations
would run the proportion much higher.
Rubin Heads CBS-TV Licensing
SYDNEY RUBIN, manager of the licensing division of NBC-TV, has been named director of
the licensing department of CBS-TV, Merle
Jones, vice president in charge of CBS-owned
stations and general services, announced last
week. In his capacity as director of the newly
created department, Mr. Rubin will be responsible for the licensing of all subsidiary program rights in network program properties, CBS
Television Film Sales Inc. properties, and company-owned station properties.

CORRECTION

In the August

22 issue

of Broadcasting

• Tele-

casting, our ad
Presto

on

Pirouette

the

turn-

tables mistakenly listed
the Pirouette

T-68 turn-

table "with hysteresis motor". This should have applied to Model T-68H.
Presto Recording
Paramus,
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Keystone Adds 12
TWELVE new stations in ten states have joined
Keystone Broadcasting System, bringing its
total of affiliates to 857, it was announced Tuesday. The additions, reported by Blanche Stein,
KBS station relations director, are the following:
WGMA Hollywood, Fla.; WJAZ Albany,
WJEM Valdosta, Ga.; WPEO Peoria, 111.;
WARU Peru, Ind.; WHIL Medford, Mass.;
WTIK Durham, N. C; WGSA Ephrata and
WKMC Roaring Spring, Pa.; WSEV Sevierville,
Tenn.; KRWS Post, Tex., and KTEL Walla
Walla, Wash.
'Howdy Doody' Cast Expanded
ADDITIONS to the Howdy Doody Show returning to NBC-TV Monday through Friday,
5:30-6 p.m. effective Sept. 12 in color as well
as black-and-white, have been announced by
the network. Added attractions will include
Heidi Doody, a newly created girl puppet;
Alene Dalton, "The Story Princess"; Lowell
Thomas Jr., cameraman, world traveler, lecturer
and author, and a new animated Howdy Doody
comic strip.
Show will emanate from a new color studio
especially constructed for the program at Radio
City, New York. Sponsors for the following
products have already signed for the series:
Colgate Dental Cream; Halo Shampoo; Royal
gelatine and puddings, Hostess Cup Cakes, Wonderbread and French's Bird Seed.

O&O

Stations Report

July Rise in Local Sales
LOCAL time sales on NBC's owned radio and
television stations were 16% higher in July
this year than in the same month a year ago,
Charles R. Denny, NBC vice president in charge
of owned stations and NBC Spot Sales, reported last week. The NBC-owned radio stations led the local sales gain with in increase
of 27% over July, 1954. Television local
sales were up 13% over a year ago.
local insales
were up gains;
59%
to WMAQ
lead the Chicago's
radio stations
percentage
KRCA (TV) Los Angeles had the largest tv
gain, 62%. In seven-month averages, WTAM
Cleveland led the radio percentage increases
with 42% and KRCA was high in tv with 22%.
Other NBC-owned stations are WRCA-AM-TV
New York, WRC-AM-TV Washington, WNBK
(TV) Cleveland, WNBQ (TV) Chicago, and
KNBC San Francisco.

Paramount Buys 'Climax7 Show
PARAMOUNT PICTURES Corp. has purchased feature film rights to Mel Goldberg's
"Fear Strikes Out" telecast on Climax on CBSTV, it was reported last week. Price was around
$50,000. Second Climax script, "To Deal a
Blow," telecast Aug. 25, also was being sought
last week by the film major in talks with
writer Robert Dozier. CBS-TV series is sponErickson.sored by Chrysler Corp. through McCannCBS-TV Reports Two Sales
NEW SALES for the fall season were announced by CBS-TV last week. They included
Lever Bros. (Lux liquid and Rinso Blue) purchase of a 15-minute segment Fridays (10:1510:30 p.m. EDT) of Gany Moore Show, beginning Oct. 7 and placed through J. Walter
Thompson Co.; Amana Refrigeration Inc.,
through Maury, Lee & Marshall, Cleveland,
for half sponsorship of the network's top football games in the Big Ten and Pacific Conference areas, starting Sept. 24.
NETWORK

PEOPLE

John H. Burnett, producer-director, MBS General Sports Time, appointed network
sports director, suc29].
ceeding Paul Jonas
[At Deadline, Aug.

MR. BURNETT

Ross Donaldson, literary rights and
story divs. supervisor, NBC, appointed
network
writing services manager.

Alvin Cooper, unit manager, NBC-TV Milton
Berle program, named NBC-TV program sales
manager.
Jerry Madden named manager NBC-TV Pacific
Div. production services; Frank Gertz appointed business manager.
NETWORK

SHORTS

CBS-TV's Toast of the Town (Sun. 8-9 p.m.)
will change its name to The Ed Sullivan Show,
Sept. 25.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

EDUCATION
MISSOURI

CLINIC

HIGHLIGHTS

NBC's Heinemann, CBS' Wiebe
speak at three-day U. of Missouri agricultural tv clinic.
SHARP division between programming for the
farmer and city dwellers is no longer necessary
as a result of modern communication, George
Heinemann, NBC Chicago program director,
told the first National Agricultural Television
Clinic that opened Friday at the U. of Missouri,
Columbia. The clinic was to close yesterday
(Sunday).
i Taking part in the clinic were such organiza• tions as Agricultural Relations Council, American Assn. of Agricultural College Editors,
Assn. of Land-Grant Colleges & Universities,
National Assn. of Television & Radio Farm Directors, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture and the U.
of Missouri agricultural communications project. Facilities of KOMU-TV, university station,
were used for live demonstrations and recording.
Delegates from all parts of the country took
part in the three-day event including 33 state
colleges and universities. Tv farm directors
attended from a dozen commercial stations
and the advertising-public relations fields were
well represented. Others participating were consultants from the tv industry, film specialists
from the U. S. and Canada, and university
personnel. Their basic aim is to build agricultural tv shows having more impact.
Mr. Heinemann told the clinic that "what
interests the farmer also interests the metropolitan dweller, since one depends so much upon
the other for existence. Program ideas can no
longer be centralized for specific audience
groups
as once thought
by the advertiser."
He demonstrated
shootingof techniques
for film
camera work outside the studio, including color
film.
The importance of audience reaction in "instructional television" as well as in commercial
tv was emphasized by Dr. Gerhart D. Wiebe,
CBS Inc. research phychologist who appeared at
the clinic in that capacity. (Dr. Wiebe was recently named assistant to Dr. Frank Stanton,
CBS Inc. president [At Deadline, Aug 15].)
Speaking Friday on "Audience Is the Criterion," Dr. Wiebe warned that "in the turmoil
of doing" telecasters should not "neglect to find
out how you are doing."
Asserting that tv "should be thought of as a
vehicle, not as a destination," Dr. Wiebe stressed
that it was essential to know how the tv product
was being received by the people — the audience.
He noted also that tv, if correctly used, can
^'expand the scope of effective communication"
by conveying a "sense of first-hand, vital
reality."
THE SMART

BUY IN MILWAUKEE

RATES
860 KC
Adam J. Young Jr., Inc., Nat'l Reps.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

FARM

TV

Dr. Wiebe said he was "amazed at the imagination and ingenuity demonstrated by instructional television people in creating programs
and getting them televised on the one hand,
and, on the other, the lack-lustre apathy in
finding out how people respond to them.
He continued: "Men and women will drive
themselves to the point of exhaustion in getting a station financed, built, equipped and
staffed. Producers perform minor miracles of
persistence, determination, initiative and creativeness in getting programs on the air. Men
raise themselves from the status of neophytes
to that of skilled craftsmen without professional
guidance because such guidance is seldom available in this field that is scarcely 10 years old.
"But some of these same inspiring people
exhibit little curiosity and less ingenuity in
finding out how their product is received."
He said that educational and instructional
telecasters, by being vague about the purpose
of their shows or by having no idea about the
audience that actually tuned them in, are "playing with very expensive toys."
Dr. Wiebe suggested mapping the area in
which the station delivers a good picture; checking the farm homes covered; counting counties
within the primary area with estimates of the
farm population in each; contacting 200 families in proportion to this population (after
having pinned the map at points nearly on the
fringe of the counties as a guide for the calls).
NAEB

Television Workshop

Scheduled for Sept. 12-16
THE SECOND National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters educational tv engineering workshop will be held Sept. 12-16 at Michigan State
College under sponsorship of NAEB and made
possible by a grant from the Fund for Adult
Education. The workshop is designed to present
the latest developments and equipment in the tv
field and ,give the 25 engineers who are expected
to attend an opportunity to increase their technical knowledge and ability.
Networks, tv equipment manufacturers and
allied fields will send representatives to the
workshop. Also scheduled to participate in the
program will be consultants in production, personnel relations, lighting and kinescope recording and an engineer from FCC.
Demonstrations, lab excercises and lectures
will take place at WKAR-TV E. Lansing, Michigan State station. In all, 37 different sessions
will be held.

afcoitf TV

in

Without changing its current rates,
WMAL-TV will boost its power to
252,000 watts this Fall and spark
the new ABC-TV programs with the
greatest promotion campaign ever conducted by a Washington TV station!
Ask Katz about prime
adjacencies for the Fall . . .
at current rates on
SUPERPOWER
<K

WMAL
- TV
Washington, D. C.
Represented by The Katz Agency
The Evening Star TV Station
Affiliated with ABC-Television

Transcription

Library

more than 5,000 most desired music
elections plus approximately 400
sparkling
and high
commercial
aids.jingles
All new
quality
lateral pressings

Educ. Tv Outlets to Carry
Town Meeting7 Test Series
ARRANGEMENTS have been completed for
production of an experimental television series
of America's Town Meeting programs for use
on educational tv stations throughout the U. S.,
according to an announcement being released
this week by The Town Hall Inc., producers
of the pioneer forum, and the Educational
Television & Radio Center at Ann Arbor,
Mich.
First program in the tv series, whose radio
counterpart has been on the air since 1935,
will originate Sept. 25 at 7-8 p.m. at WQED
(TV) Pittsburgh and will be kinescoped for
immediate release to the 15 other educational
tv stations now on the air, officials reported.
Labor Secretary James P. Mitchell will be guest
on the lead-off program and Washington commentator Gunnar Back will be moderator.

TV Stations:
ask
about STANDARD'S
New '
Library-Package
. . . including
mood music, production aids and
sound effects.
STAN
DARD
RADIO TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES, INC.
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, 111.
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MANUFACTURING
Westinghouse

to Make

Image Orthicon Tube
WESTINGHOUSE Electric Corp. has begun
production of the image orthicon transmitting
tube. The product already has been installed
at a number of television stations, it was announced last week by Richard T. Orth, Westinghouse vice president, in Elmira, N. Y.
Mr. Orth said this basic three-tube device is
now being produced (price $1,200) by his firm's
electronic tube division and its operating efficiency at tv stations was described as "highly
satisfactory."
"Television broadcasting stations were dependent upon one source of supply for this
key televising tube," Mr. Orth pointed out,
referring to RCA. "The fact that Westinghouse
is now producing the image orthicon is significant because it fills in the competitive picture."
New packaging and shipping techniques were
stressed by Westinghouse, which noted it was
first shipped to California and then Boston during endurance tests. It is actually a three-tube
unit in that it (1) converts the studio picture
into an electronic charge pattern which (2) is
converted into conventional tv signals and (3)
then amplified by a scanning beam.
Great Advances

in Tv

Predicted by Halpin
PREDICTION that by 1965 there will be 85
million or more tv sets in use in over 50
million U. S. and Canadian homes as compared
with 38 million sets in 43 million homes today,
was made last week by Dan D. Halpin, general
sales manager, television-radio division, Westinghouse Electric Corp. He spoke at the third
Radio & Television Clinic & Electronics Fair
in San Antonio, Tex., which was sponsored by
the Texas Electronics Assn.
Mr. Halpin estimated that between 50 and
60% of all home sets will be color and that all
feature programming except news and current
events shows will be in color. He also asserted
that in spite of the bright future of color tv,
there will be a continuous prosperous market
for black-and-white sets.
In the future, tv circuits may be tubeless,
using advanced types of printed circuits. The tv
set of 1965, he said, might even be a pictureon-wall set with controls and chassis placed on
a small box at the side of a chair. He predicted
that servicing a tv receiver a decade from now
will be as simple as changing a light bulb today.
Portable receivers will be powered by batteries
and 21 -inch color sets will be as light in weight

as an executive case. Price at the consumer
level, he said, will average about $300.
Mr. Halpin said that more than 8 million tv
receivers will be sold each year by 1965. The
factory value of these units will reach about
$1.5 million or $2.25 billion at the retail level.
Servicing income will reach a peak of $7.5
million, he said.
Auld

Promoted

by DuMont

In 'Electronicam' System
JOHN S. AULD, with Allen B. DuMont Labs
since 1948 and most recently in charge of
DuMont's "Electronicam" (live-film camera)
systems engineering, was named last week as
manager of technical
operations for the
"Electronicam" system.
James L. Caddigan, director of
"Electronicam" marketing, said Mr.
Auld's appointment
was in line with expansion of DuMont's
organization
for the
marketing of the new
camera system.
Mr. Caddigan also
MR. AULD
referred to activity
and "commitments" with "producers of major
motion pictures, tv films, industrial, educational
and
films."
Mr. Auld
with government
clients in the
planning,
layingwill
out work
and
installation of "Electronicam" systems in movie
studios, tv film production centers, tv stations,
and in educational, governmental and industrial
installations.
Manzo Promoted, Moved
ED MANZO has been appointed eastern sales
manager in a realignment of sales
territories by General Precision Lab.
Inc. (tv equipment),
Pleasantville, N. Y.,
it was announced last
week. Mr. Manzo
returns to General

MR. MANZO

Precision's headquarters in Pleasantville from the company's Atlanta office,
where he was southeast regional manager.

An additional dollar's worth of product promotion for every advertising dollar.

Emerson Promotes Kantrowitz
EDWARD KANTROWITZ, Emerson Radio
& Phonograph Corp.'s advertising manager
since 1952, was named last week as assistant
to Lester Krugman,
vice president in
charge of marketing.
Mr. Kantrowitz'
cessor has not sucyet
been announced.
M r . Kantrowitz
joined Emerson in
1949 as advertising
production manager
and in 1950 became
assistant to the director of sales. Before joining Emerson, Mr. Kantrowitz
KANTROWITZ
was associated with
Foote, Cone & Belding where he was assistant
to the vice president in charge of the motion
picture department.
DuMont Appoints Ruiter
JACOB H. RUITER, public relations manager
of Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc., has been appointed to direct all advertising and sales promotion of the technical products manufactured
by the labs. He will supervise all promotion
effort by the company's transmitter, mobile
communications, and technical sales advertising departments.
Adm. Born Joins Collins
REAR ADM. Arthur S. Born, USN (Ret.), has
been appointed assistant to the vice president,
research and development, Collins Radio Co.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Adm. Born graduated
from the U. S. Naval Academy in 1927 and
has served in various Navy posts including
head of the Electronics Div. of the Bureau of
Aeronautics. His latest assignment was in the
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Applications Engineering ) .
ORRadio Develops New Tape
A MAGNETIC recording tape that will double
the playing time over standard recording tape
has been announced by ORRadio Industries
(Irish brand magnetic recording tape), Opelika,
Ala. Up to four hours can be recorded without
a reel change at 1% speed, and eight hours
dual track. The increase in playing time is
made possible by placing 2,400 ft. of tape, instead of 1,200 ft, on the standard 7 in. reel.
Price of the new double play tape is $7.50
hi-fi net for the 2,400 ft. reel.
KTHV

(TV) Gets Transmitter

RCA has
reported (TV)
shipment
a 50-kw
mitter to KTHV
Littleof Rock
(ch. trans11).
MANUFACTURING

PEOPLE

Richard B. Leng, formerly California operations
manager, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., N. Y.,
elected to newly-created position, vice president
in charge of technical products div., PackardBell Co. (receivers), L. A.

. . . one

WLW
RADIO
. . . a distinguished member of the Crosley Group
Exclusive sates offices: New York, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Chicago, Atlanta, Miami
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two

on

Norton Locke, general executive, Camera Vision Productions Inc. (film production system),
Hollywood,
appointed west coast operations
director.
Ralph E. Endersby named manager of first
office (70 Grenville St., Toronto) set up by
Canadian div. of new wholly-owned subsidiary,
Ampex American.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

PROGRAMS

& PROMOTION
The

'IDEA HOME OF THE YEAR'
MORE than 6,000 persons attended the Aug.
28 opening of the "Idea Home of the Year"
project in Omaha, Neb., highlighted by three
radio shows and an hour-long tv program by
WOW-AM-TV there. The home is one of 100
being constructed around the country by Better
Homes & Gardens magazine to show new ideas
for building, decorating and remodeling.
KSL-TV BROCHURE
KSL-TV Salt Lake City has sent to advertisers
and agencies a colorful brochure giving market
and coverage data. The folder says KSL-TV's
primary coverage area north to south is approximately the distance from New York to Pittsburgh and from east to west about the distance
from Chicago to Detroit. The station says its
market compared to city areas by population
ranks sixth, between Detroit and Baltimore,
based on Consumer Markets, 1955. A coverage
map is included showing the station's primary
and secondary areas reaching into Wyoming,
Idaho and Nevada.

WHISTLER'S GRANDFATHER
BILL SMALL, news director of WLS
Chicago, can claim credit for the recognition of Whistler's grandfather. Two
years back Mr. Small did a commentary
on the founding of Ft. Dearborn, later
to become Chicago, 150 years ago. At
that time he discovered it had been
founded by John Whistler, who was
never historically recognized by the city.
Mr. Small has been urging the mayor
and city council to correct the oversight.
Finally Mayor Richard Daley proclaimed
Aug. 17 as John Whistler Day. In an
interview he thanked WLS for calling it
to his attention. The station also was
commended by Paul Angle, director of
the Chicago Historical Society, for
"rescuing this historical figure from oblivion." John Whistler was the grandfather
of James MacNeal Whistler, who painted
"Whistler's Mother."
Johnson family, is nearing completion on WGN
Chicago. Mr. Johnson and his wife Louella and
five children have been touring Europe the past
two months, tape recording their impressions
and flying them back to the station for use each
morning at 8:15. Included in the series are interviews, folk music and visits to cultural and
historic places of interest. During August the
family toured Denmark and Germany.

WBEN CELEBRATES 25 YEARS
TO CELEBRATE its 25th anniversary Sept. 8,
WBEN Buffalo, N. Y., is inviting all listeners
born on that date in 1930 to be honored guests
at a special edition of the Hotel Statler Luncheon Club program on the station's birthday.
The 45-minute audience participation show,
regularly aired from the station's Statler studios,
will be broadcast that day from the hotel's
larger Empire Room. Mike Mearian is m.c.
of the daily show. WBEN also is asking listeners to write in 125 words or less, "Why I Have
Enjoyed WBEN Radio During the Past 25
Years." A silver tea service is the prize and the
winner also will be on the special show.

SATELLITE SERIES

'HOMETOWN AMERICA'
A PROJECT known as "Operation: Hometown
America," sponsored by the Oak Park (111.)
Chamber of Commerce and featuring the Cliff

Y.
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MARKET

torn SL«Z^^

use the

TIMEBUYER'S TIME GUIDE
BLAIR Tv, station representative, is distributing
to timebuyers charts showing how time will be
affected in the upcoming daylight changes.
'And, because the time change is different again
this time around, we know you'll find our new
Timebuyers' Time Change Guide a right handy
thing totached
havememo.onCities
deck,"which
the firm
saysfollow
in an the
atdo not
time patterns of their states also are listed.

KPRC-TV AIRS ELECTION RETURNS
RETURNS of the city election in Houston,
Tex., were telecast by KPRC-TV there from the
city room of the Houston Post. The show was
presented under the sponsorship of the Second
National Bank of Houston.

best

KANSAS
FARM
STATION
CBS RADIO
in Topeka

WIBW

Ben Ludy. Gen. Mgr., WIBW, WIBW-TV, KCKN
Rep. Capper Publications, Inc.

SERIES entitled Frontier to Space will be telecast by WGBH-TV Boston, educational tv outlet, starting Sept. 20 for 26 weeks. The quarterhour programs will deal with how the U. S.
will proceed with a recently approved government project to establish an earth satellite.
Working on the series are 25 rocket scientists,
Dept. of Defense, personnel at White Sands
(N. M.) proving grounds, Halloman Air Development Center, Alamogordo, N. M., and
Guided Missile Training Center, Ft. Bliss, Tex.
OIL BLAST COVERAGE
FILM FOOTAGE of the Whiting, Ind., Standard Oil refinery blasts was secured by WSJV
(TV) Elkart, Ind., when the station sped cameraman Bill Marrow to the scene. John F. Dille
Jr., publisher-broadcaster (Truth Publishing Co.,
which operates the Elkhart Truth and WTRCAM-FM-WSJV), flew to the disaster and fed
news to the stations. WSJV interrupted coverage of a baseball game to show the films.
WPTZ

(TV) MARKS

OPENING

WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia last Thursday morning used the top of a ramp-type parking garage
in the city's business section as locale for a
special show to mark the opening of the National Air Show in Philadelphia last Saturday.
A helicopter landed on the garage roof with
Alan Scott, station personality, to open the
65-minute program that included aircraft exhibits, model plane demonstrations and other
related activities. WPTZ used one camera with
zoomar lens from its adjacent studio building
and two other cameras on the garage roof.
Last Friday morning the station also originated
a pickup on the National Air Show from International Airport for NBC-TV's Today.

JACK

A.

FROST

Department BT
234 Piquette Ave.
Detroit 2, Michigan
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Station

Authorizations,

Applications

(As Compiled by B»T)
August 25 through August 31
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
Cp — construction permit. DA — directional an- night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
trans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
tenna. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf —
very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency,
kilocycles. SSA — special service authorization.
ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw kiloSTA — special temporary authorization.
wat s, w— watts, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
As of July 31,AM1955 * FM
TV
140
52513
Licensed (all on air)
123
2,724
Cps on air
17
125
Cps not on air
24
t321
461
538
Total on air
2,748
584
Total authorized
149
2,873
5553
162
Applications in hearing
4
109
New station requests
0
New station bids in hearing 201
5
33
134
17
Facilities change requests . 70391
101
235
Total applications pending
0
0
3
Licenses deleted in July
1
1
0
Cps deleted in July
* Does not include noncommercial educational
fm and tv stations.
t Authorized
to operate
tion may not yet
he on air.commercially, but sta-

Tv Summary Through August 31
Television Station Grants and Applications
Since April 14, 1952
Grants Since July 11, 7952:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
291
317 6081
Noncom. Educational
17
18
352
Total Operating Stations in U. S.:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial on air
321
103 424
Noncom. Educ. on air
11
3
14
Applications Filed Since April 14, 7952:
New Amend. Vhf Uhf Total
Commercial
952
337
750 540 1,2913
Noncom. Educ.
60
32
28 60*

Am and Fm Summary Through August
31
ing
ing
Appls.
Hear
On
In
Licensed Cps
Air
Pend217
153
2,738
2,755
0
8
33
526
538
94

Total
1,115
337
782 569 1,3515
1 149 CPs (30 vhf, 119 uhf) have been deleted.
2 One educational uhf has been deleted.
3 One applicant did not specify channel.
4 Includes 35 already granted.
5 Includes 645 already granted.

FCC

Isle.
coordinates
46° 42' Communica48" N. Lat.,
68° 00'Geographic
W. Long.
Trans.counsel
Adler
tions,41"ant. Prodelin.
Legal
Lyon, Wilner
& Bergson,
C. Consulting
engineer ThomasWashington,
B. Friedman,D. partner
in applicant.
Principals are Thomas B. Friedman, consulting
engineer and
broadcastLabs.,
systems
engineering, Adlermanager,
Communications
and Mrs.
Friedman. Filed Aug. 25.
Arecibo, Puerto Rico — Caribbean Bcstg. Corp.,
vhf ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 10.2 kw visual, 6.17
kw aural; ant. height above average terrain 74 ft.,
above ground 342 ft. Estimated construction cost
$79,000, first year operating cost $50,000, revenue
$75,000. Post office address P. O. Box 755, Arecibo,
P. R. Studio and trans, location Islote, on Insular
Hwy., approx. 2 miles east of Arecibo. Geographic
coordinates
18° 28'RCA.
52" N.Consulting
Lat., 66° 41'engineer
16" W. Long.
Trans,
and ant.
A. D.
Ring & Assoc., Washington, D. C. Applicant is
licensee WCMN Arecibo. Filed Aug. 31.
APPLICATION AMENDED
Toledo, Ohio — Greater Toledo Educational Television Foundation amends application (in reto Commission's
of 4-21-55)
to add
financialsponsedata,
change ERPletter
to 16.75
kw visual,
8.37
kw aural, change type ant., ant. height above
average terrain to 565.6 ft. and make coordinate
changes in trans, site. Filed Aug. 25.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

New

Tv Stations . . .
ACTION BY FCC
KMPT (TV) Oklahoma City, Okla.— FCC deleted
ch. 19 station toy letter of 8/26/55 for lack of
prosecution. Announced Aug. 31.
PETITION
Jackson,
Miss.
—
Lamar
FCC to amend sec. 3.606 soLife
as toBcstg.
deleteCo.ch.petitions
6 from
Clarksdale, Miss., and allocate ch. 6 to Cleveland
or Ruleville, Miss. As alternative, it is requested
that; ch. 6 be assigned to area bounded by lines
drawn between cities of Cleveland, Ruleville,
Greenwood, and Indianola, Miss. Filed Aug. 26.
APPLICATIONS
Presque Isle, Me. — Elson Television Co., vhf ch.
8 (180-186 mc); ERP 0.42 kw visual, 0.21 kw aural;
ant. height above average terrain 221 ft., above
ground 250 ft. Estimated construction cost $53,569,
first year operating cost $72,000, revenue $85,000.
Post office address 12 Westchester Ave., White
Plains, N. Y. Studio and trans, location Presque
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Existing Tv Stations . . .
APPLICATION
WITI-TV Whiteflsh Bay, Wis.— Seeks mod. of
cp to change studio location to trans, location at
6.7 miles north of Whitefish Bay, northeast
corner Port Washington Rd., near Mequon, Wis.,
26.
request
sec. 3.613 ofchanges.
Commission's
and
makewaiver
minorof equipment
Filed rules
Aug.
New

Am

Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC

Toccoa, Ga. — Stephens County Bcstg. Co. application(exhibit
for cp to3 dated
operate after
on 1590
kw D returned
sec. kc,I).1 Returned
Aug. 31.
Eminence, Ky. — J. W. Dunavent application for
cp to operate on 1600 kc, 500 w D returned to
applicant. Exhibit 3 dated after verification in
sec. I. Returned Aug. 26.
West Monroe, La. — Howard E. Griffith, granted
1310 kc, 1 kw D. Post office address 3708 De Siard
St., Monroe, La. Estimated construction cost
$14,400, first year operating cost $38,000, revenue
$33,000. Mr. Griffith is sole owner of KTLO
Tallulah, La. Granted Aug. 31.
Brunswick, Me. — Westminster Bcstg. Co.,
granted 900 kc, 250 w D. Post Office address %
Roger H. Strawbridge, Box 179, Brunswick. Estimated construction cost $18,410, first year operating cost $32,000, revenue $45,000. Principals
includes Pres. Roger H. Strawbridge (22.5%),
department store salesman; Treas. Glenn H. Hilmer (50%); Sec. Irene Strawbridge (2.5%), and
Clifford Kemberling (25%). Granted Aug. 31.
Union City, Tenn.— Fenner Heathcock tr/as
Obion County Bcstg. Co., granted 1580 kc, 250 w D.
Post office address Old & Third National Bank
Bldg. Estimated construction cost $19,233, first
year operating cost $35,000, revenue $46,000. Mr.
Heathcock
and deals in real estate.
Granted Aug.is attorney
31.
Abilene, Tex. — Marathon Bcstg. Co. application
for cp to operate on 1280 kc, 1 kw D, DA dismissed by FCC per sec. 1.387 (b) (3). Dismissed
Aug
25 W. Va. — Williamson Bcstg. Corp. (WBTH
Welch,
Williamson, W. Va.), granted 1340 kc. 100 w unl.
Post office address Second Ave. at Court St.
Estimated construction cost $5,475, first year
operating cost $48,000, revenue $52,000. Principals
includes Pres. Alice Shein (60.1%); Vice Pres.
S. P. Goodman (2.9%); Treas. Phil Beinhorn
(34%), and Sec. W. M. Goodman (2.8%). Granted
Aug. 31.
APPLICATIONS
Madera, Calif. — Mondo Bcstg. Co., 1250 kc, 1 kw
D. Post office address 657 W. 23d St., Merced,
Calif. Estimated construction cost $25,100, first
year operating
$36,000, Gene
revenue
cipals are equal cost
partners.
Mondo$42,000.
owns Prin50%
of beer distributing firm. Robert S. Garrett is
commercial manager KYOS Merced, Calif. Eugene H. Bell is program director of KYOS. Filed
Aug. 31.
New London, Conn. — Southern New England
Broadcasters Inc., 980 kc, 1 kw D. Post office address Warren M. Greenwood, RFD #1, Westerly,
R. I. Estimated construction cost $20,000, first
year operating cost $52,000, revenue $80,000. Principals are Pres. Richard G. Moore (71.4%), building contractor; Vice Pres. Warren M. Greenwood (13.2%); Treas. Lee S. Greenwood (6.2%),
and Sec. -Asst. Treas. Newton R. Moore (9.2%),
electrical appliance distributor. Filed Aug. 30.
DeFuniak Springs, Fla. — Euchee Valley Bcstg.
Co., 1280 kc, 5 kw D. Post office address P. O. Box
202, Crestview, Fla. Estimated construction cost
$42,250, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue
$40,000. Principal is W. D. Douglass, news editor
WCNU Crestview. Filed Aug. 25.
Albuquerque, N. M. — Rex A. Tynes, 1450 kc,
250 w unl. Post office address 1733 Bryn Mawr
Dr., N.E., Albuquerque. Estimated construction
cost $7,200, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue $36,000. Mr. Tynes is sole owner KCHS
Truth or Consequences, N. M. Filed Aug. 30.
Buffalo, Wyo. — Northern Wyoming Bcstg. Corp.,
1450 kc, 250 kw unl. Post office address P. O. Box
622, First National Bank Bldg., Sheridan, Wyo.
Estimated construction cost $12,554, first year operating cost $24,981, revenue $35,000. Principals
are: Pres. Donald J. Grimes (15%), railroad wire
chief; Sec. -Treas. Catherine M. Grimes (15%),
housewife; Vice Pres. Lee R. Johnson (15%), owns
novelty store with wife (15%). Vernon S. Maxwell (40%), is co-owner cafe and bar. Filed
Aug. 31.
APPLICATIONS AMENDED
Selma, Ala. — Central Alabama Bcstg. Co. amends
application for cp to operate on 1270 kc, 500 w
D and remote control operation of trans, to
change
toCity,
1410 kc, 1 R.kw.E. Filed
Aug.amends
26.' appliPlant cation
Hughes
for cp Fla.—
to operate on
910 kc,
500 w D to
specify
reduction
in
height
of
tower.
Filed Aug.
26.
White Castle, La. — Big League Bcstg. Co.
amends application for cp to operate on 1380
kc, 500 w D to change to 1590 kc, 1 kw. Filed
Aug.
26. Wash. — Camas Washougal Radio amends
Camas,
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

application for cp to operate on 1480 kc, 1 kw D
to specify change trans, location. Amended Aug.
25.
Existing Am Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KRDG Redding, Calif. — Cp to replace expired
cp which authorized new am to operate on 1230
kc, 250 w unl. forfeited and call letters deleted.
Action of Aug. 26.
KXOA Sacramento, Calif. — Granted change
from DA-1 to DA-N, unl., 1470 kc, 1 kw. Granted
Aug. 31.
WKIX authorized
Jasper, Fla.
which
new— Commission
am station cancelled
and deletedcp
call letters at request of applicant. Effective
Aug. 6.
WPLA from
Plant250City,
power
w toFla.1 —kw,Granted
D 1570 cpkc.to increase
Granted
Aug. 31.
WARE Ware, Mass. — Granted change from D to
unl. with DA-N on 1250 kc with 1 kw; conditions.
Granted Aug. 31.
WCHJ Brookhaven, Miss. — Granted mod. of cp
to change from 1570 kc, 500 w D to 1470 kc, 1 kw
D with remote control. Granted Aug. 31.
WCHJ authorized
Brookhaven,
— Licensereturned.
to cover Not
cp
which
new Miss.
am station
signed or notarized. Returned Aug. 26.
KNDC Hettinger, N. D.— Application for SSA
to operate specified hours returned to applicant.
To be filed on 301. Returned Aug. 30.
WCRE Cheraw, S. C. — Granted increase from
500 w to 1 kw, 1420 kc, D. Granted Aug. 31.
WSSC
C— Granted
from
1240 kc, 100Sumter,
w. unl. S.
to 1340
kc, 250 w change
unl. Granted
Aug. 31.
KVOS Bellingham, Wash.— Granted cp to
change from DA-1 to DA-N, unl. 790 kc, 1 kw
with remote control D. Granted Aug. 31.
change from
kc,WKLJ
250 w Sparta,
D to 1290Wis.—
kc, 1Granted
kw D. Granted
Aug. 31.990
WIPR Santurce, P. R. — Granted mod. of license
to specify location at San Juan instead of Santurce. Granted Aug. 31.
APPLICATIONS
KAMD Camden, Ark. — Seeks cp to change from
1450 kc to 910 kc, increase power from 250 w to
500 w N, 1 kw D, install DA-N, change ant. -trans,
location and operate trans, by remote control
from 647 California Ave., S. W., Camden, while
using non-DA. Filed Aug. 25.
WKTL Kendallville, Ind.— Seeks mod. of cp for
change
Aug. 26. in ant. -trans, and studio location. Filed
Detroit, Mich. — Faith Temple, Church of God in
Christ, seeks authority to transmit programs to
CKLW Windsor, Ont, Canada. Filed Aug. 31.
WNBZ Saranac Lake, N. Y. — Seeks cp to change
from 1450 kc to 1240 kc. Filed Aug. 25.
WSYB Rutland, Vt.— Seeks cp to increase D
power from 1 kw to 5 kw. Filed Aug. 26.
WNAM Neenah, Wis. — Seeks cp to decrease
height of center tower by removing uhf ant.
Filed Aug. 25.
KULA Honolulu, T. H.— Seeks cp to change
ant.
location;
studio
1290 -trans,
Ala Moana
Blvd.,change
Honolulu,
and location
make ant.to
system change. Filed Aug. 31.
APPLICATIONS AMENDED
KRAI Craig, Colo. — Amends application for cp
to change from 1230 kc to 550 kc, increase power
from 250 w to 500 w N, 1 kw D; install DA-N
and
-trans,of location
specify
ant. change
0.25 milesant.west
proposed tosite
and move
make
ant. system changes. Amended Aug. 25.
WPXY Lewisburg-Milton, Pa. — Amends application for cp to change from 1300 kc to 1380 kc,
change ant. -trans., studio and station location
from Punxsutawney, Pa., to Lewisburg-Milton
and reduce height of ant. to specify change frequency to D1450to kc,
to 250trans,
w, hours
of operation from
unl.,power
change
location
to 300
ft. north of Mountain Ave., 200 ft. east of south
city limits of Williamsport, Pa., with studio location and remote control point to be determined,
Williamsport, Pa., and change station location to
Williamsport, Pa. Amended Aug. 25.
New

Fm

Stations

ACTIONS BY FCC
Claremont,
Calif.—
Pomona
grantedCalif.
90.7
mc, 10 w. Post office
addressCollege,
Claremont,
Estimated construction cost $3,995, first year operating cost not given. Applicant, educational
institution, is proposing non-commercial educational use of station. Granted Aug. 31.
WAJC (FM) Indianapolis, Ind. — Granted cp to
change from noncommercial educational fm station to Class B station; 104.5 mc, 8.8 kw; ant. 35
ft. above average terrain. Applicant does not propose commercial operation. Granted Aug. 31.
Winchester, Mass. — Winchester Mass. School
Dept., granted 91.9 mc, 10 w. Granted Aug. 31.
Portageville,
Mo. —Albert
WilliamMorton
Albert Crim
Crim, d/b
Louieas
Alvah
Crim and
American Christian Bcstg. Co., granted 101.7 mc,
450 w unl. Post office address Box 233 Portageville. Estimated construction cost $1,125, first year
operating cost $1,200, revenue $7,000. The Messrs.
Crim are ordained ministers. Each holds V3 interest in general partnership of broadcasting firm.
Granted Aug. 31.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

PETITION
Central City, Ky. — Muhlenberg Bcstg. Co. seeks
mod. of fm allocation plan to (1) delete ch. 270
from Clarksville, Tenn., and assign same to Central City, (2) delete ch. 273 from HendersonEvansville-Owensboro area and assign in lieu
thereof ch. 291 or such other channel as Commission may deem advisable. Muhlenberg has application pending for fm station in Central City.
Petition filed Aug. 26.
Existing Fm Stations . . .
APPLICATIONS
WMUA (FM) Amherst, Mass.— Seeks cp to
change trans. -studio location to Engineering
Bldg.,temU.changes.
of Mass.,
Filed Amherst,
Aug. 25. and make ant. sysWMVA-FM Martinsville, Va. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which replaced expired permit) to change ERP
to 2.89 kw, ant. height above average terrain to
625.55 ft. and make ant. system changes. Filed
Aug. 25.
Ownership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WBHB Fitzgerald, Ga.— Granted transfer of
control from Otto Griner to H. C. Vaughn and
Paul E. Reid from $50,000. Mr. Vaughn has furniture store interest and Mr. Reid is salesmancommercial manager of WBHB. Granted Aug. 31.
KALB-AM-FM-TV
Alexandria,
La. — toGranted
transfer
of control from
W. H. Allen
T. B.
Lanford for $200,000. Mr. Lanford presently held
47.2% and will hold 99.2% after transfer. Granted
Aug. 31.
WMIN-AM-FM St. Paul, Minn.— Granted transfer of control to William F. Johns Sr. through
purchase of 60% of Franklin Bcstg. Co. for $15,250.
Mr. Johns is pres. -9% owner of WSPT Stevens
Point,
pres. -70%
WSHB Stillwater,
Minn., Wis.;
and owns
70% owner
WOSH ofOshkosh,
Wis.; 13%
KMNS Sioux City, Iowa, and is pres. -19% stockholder of WMIN-AM-FM at present. Granted
Aug. 31.
KHAS-TV Hastings, Neb. — Granted assignment
of cp to Nebraska Television Corp., of which
Seaton Pub. Co., present station owner, holds
52.7% interest. Other 47.3% to be sold to over
100 local residents for about $125,000. Granted
Aug. 31.
WTRY Troy, N. Y. — Granted transfer of control
and assignment of license to Tri-City Radio Inc.
for $500,000. Principals are: Treas. C. George
Taylor
(28%) holds
WPROTV Providence;
Sec. option
Robert toT. buy
Engles6>/2%
(28%),
vice
pres. 25Vs% owner WORC Worcester, Mass., holds
optionnethtoM. Cooper
buy 6V2%
WPRO-TV;
Vice Pres.
Ken(22%),
WORC general
manager,
and Pres. Mowry Lowe (22%), former WEAN
Providence general manager. Granted Aug. 31.
WOIC Columbia, S. C. — Granted assignment of
license to Speidel-Fisher Bcstg. Corp. for $100,000. Equal principals are Albert T. Fisher Jr.,
formerly
regional
of WSTV-TV
Steubenville,
Ohio, sales
and manager
Joseph Speidel,
varied
business interests. Granted Aug. 31.
WKLJ Sparta, Wis. — Granted relinquishment of
control by Victor J. Tedesco. He sells 25.6%
of his 62.6% interest in station to his brother
Nicholas
Eachis will
37% interest
of station. for
Nicholas$1,000.
Tedesco
ownerown16%%
in WCOW-TV St. Paul, Minn., and 33.3% of
WCOWests in WCOW-AM-TV
there. Victor Tedesco
as his holds
brotherequal
and interowns
50% ofester,applicant
seeking
new
am
station,
RochMinn. Granted Aug. 30.
APPLICATIONS
WGWD
Gadsden,
— Seeks
transferBcstg.
of control to Rome
Bcstg. Ala.
Corp.,
Blue Ridge
Co.
and Southland Pub. Co. for $37,500. Rome Bcstg.
(36%)
owns
WRGA
Rome,
Ga.
Charles
Smithgall, 40% owner of Rome Bcstg., is sole owner
WGGA Gainesville, Ga. and pres-treas. Gaines(Ga.) Daily
Times. and
LouisWGGA.
R. Fockele,
dir.vice ville
pres.
of WRGA
Blue isRidge
(32%) is WGGA licensee. Southland Pub. Co. is
Daily Times publisher and has 20% interest in
Rome Bcstg. Messrs. Smithgall and Fockele each
hold 30% interest in applicant for new am station
in Murphy, N. C. Filed Aug. 26.
KCLO Leavenworth, Kan. — Seeks assignment of
license to John F. Spahr and Edna V. Spahr for
$39,000. The Spahrs are to be joint tenants. Mr.
Spahr is KCLO station manager. Filed Aug. 31.
WGR-AM-TV Buffalo, N. Y.— Seeks transfer of
control to George F. Goodyear and 47 other
stockholders and trustees. No consideration is
involved. Will of late Alanson C. Deuel left his
2,400 shares (25% of outstanding shares) to be
equally
divided
his Norma
wife, Helen
muir Deuel,
and among
his nieces
Deuel LangLutz
and Virginia Deuel; this is largest single block
of stock concerned. Present application also
outlines stock transfers which had been made
previously among the original stockholders for
which Commission approval was not necessary
since
stockholders'
had transfers
already
been passed
upon byqualifications
FCC. Previous
involve 34% of stock plus 11% held in trust.
Filed Aug. 30.
KTOK Oklahoma City, Okla.— Seeks sale of
33.3% interest of Gene L. Cagle to corporation for
$37,500, leaving Wendell Mayes and C. C. Woodson
as equal partners in station. Mr. Cagle will de-
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vote his time to duties of Texas State Network.
Filed Aug. 25.
KZIP censeAmarillo,
— SeeksCo.assignment
of lito PanhandleTex.Bcstg.
Partner W.
J.
Duncan is selling Ray Winkler, KZIP general
manager, 10% of his 50% holding for $5,000.
David P. changed.
Pinkston's
Filed Aug. 26.50% interest remains unKTFStrol to Texarkana,
Tex. — Seeks
transferincluding
of conRobert S. Bieloh
for $72,660
liabilities. Mr. Bieloh is 75% owner KBLO Hot
Springs, Ark. Filed Aug. 31.
Hearing

Cases . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
WMFJ Daytona Beach, Fla. — By memorandum
opinion and order, FCC dismissed protest and
petition for reconsideration filed July 28 by
Theodore Granik and William H. Cook, directed
against Commission June 29 grant without hearing of application for assignment of license of
WMFJ Daytona Beach, from W. Wright Esch to
WMFJ Inc. Action Aug. 29.
Mayfield, Ky. — FCC by order finalized its June
29 proposal and amended fm allocation table by
assigning
ch. by234West
to Mayfield,
ately, for use
Kentucky effective
Bcstg. Co.,immediwhich
on June 27 was granted cp for new Class B fm
station ment.
thereActionconditioned
of Aug. 31. to finalizing this assignTulsa, Okla. — By memorandum opinion and order, FCC (1) denied petitions by Central Plains
Enterprises Inc. (KVOO-TV ch. 2) and KOTV
Inc. (KOTV [TV] ch. 6), both Tulsa, for issuance
of cease cations
andfor hearing
desist orders,
designation
appliand other
relief ofdirected
against certain practices and applications of
Tulsa Bcstg. Co. (KTVX [TV] ch. 8 Muskogee,
Okla., and am KTUL Tulsa); and (2) granted
application of Tulsa Bcstg. Co. for license for
KTVX (TV). Actions of Aug. 31.
OTHER ACTIONS
Zone 1 Antenna Height — By order, Commission
extended from Aug. 31 to Oct. 1 effective date of
amendment to sec. 3.614 (b) relating to ant.
heights and power requirements for vhf tv station in Zone 1. This was done in order to consider certain recent filings in connection with
this proceeding. Action of Aug. 31.
WESH-TV Daytona Beach, Fla. — FCC advises
station that application for mod. of cp (ch. 2) to
change trans, location from one-half mile north
of city limits to point about 22 miles southwest
of Daytona Beach in direction of Orlando, Fla.,
increase ERP from 1.26 kw visual, .759 kw aural,
to 100 kw visual, 66.4 aural, increase ant. height
from 320 ft. to 950.5 ft. and make other equipment
changes31. indicates necessity of hearing. Action of
Aue.
WLAQ Rome,
FCC ofdesignated
for transfer
hearing
applications
for Ga.—
renewal
license and
of control from Jane F. Mooney, B. H. Mooney
Jr., and J. F. Mann, co-executors of estate of
B. H. Mooney (deceased) to Burgett H. Mooney
Jr. Designated Aug. 31.
Terre Haute,
designated
hearing
application
for Ind.
new— FCC
am station
to for
operate
on
1350 kc, 500 w D; made WIOU Kokomo, Ind.,
party to proceeding. Designated Aug. 31.
Marquette-Calumet, Mich; — Commission invites
comment by Oct. 7 to rule-making proposal by
Lake Superior Bcstg. Co., Marquette, Mich., to
shift ch. 13 from Calumet, Mich., to Marquette,
and replace ch. 13 in Calumet with ch. 5. Action
of Aug. 31.
Mississippi — Commission invites comments by
Oct. 7 B.
to Robinson,
conflicting Jackson,
rule-making
Aaron
Tenn.,proposals
that ch.by6
be shifted from Clarksdale, Miss., to Indianola,
Miss., and ch. 44 be assigned to Clarksdale; by
Greenwood Bcstg. Co., Greenwood, Miss., to shift
ch. 6 from Clarksdale to Greenwood; and by
Lamar Life Bcstg. Co. (WLBT [TV] ch. 3), Jackson, Miss., to shift ch. 6 from Clarksdale to
Cleveland-Ruleville, Miss. Action of Aug. 31.

Artesia, N. M. — Commission invites comments
by Oct. 7 to rule-making proposal by Artesia
Bcstg.
ch. 10 from
well, N.Co.,M.„Artesia,
and addto itdelete
to Artesia.
ActionRos-of
Aug. 31.
Youngstown, Ohio — Commission invites comments by Oct. 7 to further rule-making proposal
by WKST Inc., New Castle, Pa., that ch. 45 be
shifted from New Castle to Youngstown, Ohio,
by three alternative methods. Affected permitordered to show
theiraccordingly
outstandingteesauthorizations
shouldcause
not why
be mod.
are: WKST-TV to specify operation on ch. 45 in
Youngstown
ratherCorp.,
than to
Newoperate
Castle; WTVQ
Golden (TV)
Triangle Television
Pittsburgh, Pa„ on ch. 22 in lieu of ch. 47; and
Polan Industries, to operate WLTV (TV) Wheeling, W. Va., on ch. 22 intead of ch. 51. Action
of Aug. 31.
Clarksville, Tenn. — Commission invites comments by Sept. 30 to proposed rule making to
amend al'ocation table f^r Class B fm stations
to
ch. 270
and with
add
it todelete
Central
City,f' omKy..Clarksville,
end replaceTenn.,
ch. 273
ch. 291 in Evansville, Ind. Action of Aug. 31.
Tyler, Tex. — Radio Bcstg. Service and Dana
W. Adams designated for consolidated hearing
applications for new am to operate D on 1330 kc;
Radio Bcstg. with 1 kw, and Adams with 500 w;
made KAND Corsicana, and KSWA Graham,
parties to proceeding. Designated Aug. 31.
Caguas, Puerto Rico — American Colonial Bcstg.
Corp., and Supreme Bcstg. Co., designated for
consolidated hearing on Oct. 31 applications for
new tv station to operate on ch. 11. Designated
Aug. 31.

kc 5 kw D. Class HI.
WKOZ Kosciusko, 1350
Miss.—
Now in operation with new frequency.
1360 kc
KXOL Fort Worth, Tex.— 5 kw D, 1 kw N, DA-N
unl. Class III-B. Now in operation with increased
D power.
1370 kc
WKMC Roaring Spring, Pa. — 500 w D. Class
III. Now in operation with new station.
1440 kc
WBLU.)
WKLX Paris, Ky. — (Change in call letters from
1460 kc
WFMH Cullman, Ala.— 5 kw D. Class HI. Now
in operation with new frequency.
1570 kc
WHOTWFAB.)
Campbell, Ohio. — (Change in call letters
from
1580 kc
WWIL Fort Lauderdale. Fla. — 1 kw DA-1 unl.
Class II. Aug. 24, 1955. (Previously notified for
operation with DA-2 — no change in N operation.)
1590 kc
WPCO Mount Vernon, Ind. — 500 w D. Class III.
Now in operation with new station.
1600 kc
WGKA Atlanta, Ga. — 1 kw D. Class TII. Now
in operation with new station.

NARBA Notifications . . .
This notification
of listinofAssignments
changes, pro-of
posed changes, andconsists
corrections
United States Standard Broadcast Stations modiappendix containing
of Unitedto
States fying
Standard
Broadcast assignments
Stations attached
"Recommendations
of the
North American
Regional Broadcasting
Agreement
Engineering
Meeting
January
30,
1941,"
as
amended.
Listing
includes call letters, location, power, hours of
operation, class of station and commencement
date.
U. S. Change List No. 621 Aug. 24, 1955
580 kc
WKAQ San Juan, Puerto Rico. — 5 kw unl.
Class III- A 8-24-55. (Change in trans, and main
studio locations from Santurce.)
740 kc
Hawaii. — (Delete assignment —
seeKGU
760 Honolulu,
kc.)
760 kc
KGU Honolulu, Hawaii. — 2.5 kw unl. Class II.
Now in operation on new frequency.
900 kc
KFNW Fargo, N. D. — (Assignment of call
letters.)
1050 kc
WAUG Augusta, Ga.— 1 kw D. Class II. Now
in operation with increased power.
KLOH Pipestone, Minn. — 1 kw DA-D. D. Class
II. New station now in operation.
1220 kc
KBAM Longview, Wash. — 1 kw D. Class II.
New
station now in operation. (Assignment of
call letters.)
1290 kc
WFIG Sumter, S. C— 1 kw DA-N unl. Class
III-B. Now in operation with omni-DA-D.
1300 kc
WFMH
Cullman,
Ala. — (Delete assignment —
see 1460 kc.)
1340 kc
Kosciusko, Miss. — (Delete assignment —
seeWKOZ
1350 kc.)

August 25 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License to Cover Cp
WPCO Mt. Vernon, Ind. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am station.
— Resubmits
forWPLM
licensePlymouth,
to cover Mass.
cp which
authorizedapplication
new am
station.
WBKH
Hattiesburg,
Miss.
—
Seeks
license
to
cover cp which authorized increased power.
WIPS Ticonderoga. N. Y. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am station.
WGBR Goldsboro, N. C. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized increased D power and
change D DA pattern.
WNBT Wellsboro, Pa.— Seeks license to cover
cd which authorized change frequency and
change hours of operation.
WOKW
Sturgeon
Bay, Wis.
— Seeks
licenseandto
cover
cp which
authorized
change
frequency
increased power.
WNIB (FM) Chicago, 111. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new fm station.
KUOH (FM) Honolulu, Hawaii — Seeks license to
cover cp,
as mod. which authorized new educational fm station.
Renewal of License Returned
WSDR Sterling, III. —CpVerification dated prior
to date of application.
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
KFMU (FM) Glendale, Calif.; WD3G-FM Philadlphia, Pa.
Renewal of License
WCFL Chicago, 111.; WWBG Bowling Green,
Ohio (resubmitted); WBFC Fremont, Mich.;
WTNS Coshocton, Ohio; WFHR Wisconsin Rapids,
Wis.; WOMT Manitowoc, Wis.; WDOK Cleveland,
Ohio; WTRB Ripley, Tenn. (amended to change
name of applicant to West Tennessee Radio
Broadcasters); WFMU (FM) Flint, Mich.

Western Independent
SUO.OOO.OO

Midwest Regional
$140,000.00

Located in an outstanding northwest market. This property shows
a consistent record of growth and
high earnings. Financing can be
made available to qualified operators.

This is the dominant facility in
the area and has outstanding
growth possibilities. Real estate is
valued in excess of $50,000.00.
Financing available.

Appraisals
• Negotiations
• Financing
BLACKBURN - HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
William T. Stubblefield
James W. Blackburn
Ray
V.
Hamilton
Clifford Marshall
Tribune Tower
111 Sutter St.
Washington Bldg.
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 3-4341-2
Exbrook 2-5671-2
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Routine
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WCMR-FM Elkhart, Ind. — Seeks cp to replace
permit (which authorized new fm station) which
expired 7-10-55. Modification of Cp
KBTM-FM Jonesboro, Ark. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date.
WAIU-FM Wabash, Ind. — Seeks mod. of cp for
extension of completion date.
KFUO-FM Clayton, Mo. — Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date.
WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N. C— Seeks mod. of
cp KSLM-TV
to extend completion
to 3-29-56.
Salem, Ore. date
— Seeks
mod. of cp, replaced, which authorized new tv station, to extend completion
date to 4-1-56.
KBTM-TV
Jonesboro,
Ark. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new tv station) to extend completion date toSavannah,
3-12-56. Ga. — Seeks mod. of cp
WSAV-TV
(which authorized new tv station) to extend comdate to Baltimore,
3-26-56.
WTLF pletion(TV)
Md. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new tv station) to extend completion date toWilmington,
4-9-56.
WMFD-TV
N. C. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new tv station) to extend
completion
date
to
3-15-56.
WTSK-TV Knoxville, Tenn. — Seeks mod. of cp
(as mod., which authorized new tv station) to
extend
completion
to 3-24-56.
KOED-TV
Tulsa, date
Okla.—
Seeks mod. of cp (as
mod., which authorized new educational tv station) to extend completion date to 3-21-56.
August 26 Applications
ACCEPTED
FOR ofFILING
Modification
Cp
KBTM
Jonesboro, Ark. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized mounting tv ant. on top of
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

am tower [increase height]) for extension of
completion date.
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y. — Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date.
Remote Control
WKAM Goshen, Ind.; WOOD Grand Rapids,
Mich.; KICA Clovis, N. M.
License to Cover Cp
KUMA Pendleton, Ore. — Seeks license to cover
cp (as mod.) which authorized new am station.
WFIG Sumter, S. C. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized change from DA-2 to DA-N.
August 30 Decisions
BY THE BROADCAST BUREAU
Actions of Aug. 26
KNX Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted extension of
authority to modulate trans, with audio tones
not in excess of 40 cycles per second with maximum percentage not to exced 20% modulation
in order to test Civil Defense alerting unit for
Citv of Los Angeles, for period ending Dec. 1,
1956. Alerting system is intended to transmit
short bursts of individual low frequencies (e.g.
20, 22, 24, 26, etc., cycles) in order to operate
alerting devices.
KFI Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted extension of
authority to modulate trans, with sub-audible
tones below
with Defense
approx. alerting
20% modulation in order40 tocycles
test Civil
unit
for City of Los Angeles, for remainder of license
period (12-1-56).
KMPC Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted extension
of authority
modulate
trans,
subaudible
tones tobelow
40 cycles
(25 by
and use
35) of
applied
to broadcast station's carrier at approx. 20%
modulation, in order to test Civil Defense alerting unit for City of Los Angeles for period ending 10-31-55.
WCMR-PM Elkhart, Ind. — Granted cp to replace
permit (which authorized a new fm station which
expired 7-10-55).
WMVA-FM Martinsville, Va. — Granted mod. of
cp (which replaced expired permit) to change
ERP to 2.9 kw, ant. to 625 ft. and make changes
in ant. system.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KFUO-FM Clayton, Mo., to
3-4-56; WAIU-FM Wabash, Ind., to 1-28-56.
Following were granted authority to operate
trans, by remote control: WKAM Goshen, Indiana; KRWS Post, Texas; WOOD Grand Rapids,
Mich., while using non-DA. WHUM Reading,
Pa.; WWSW-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.
Actions of Aug. 25
WORA-TV Mayaguez, P. R.— Granted STA to
operate commercially on ch. 5 for period ending
Sept. 27.
Actions of Aug. 24
WPUV Pulaski, Va. — Granted extension of authority to sign on at 6 a.m., sign-off at 8 p.m.,
Monday through Saturday, and sign-on at 8 a.m.;
sign-off at 8 p.m., Sundays, through Sept. 30.
WRAD Radford, Va. — Granted license covering
change
of facilities and change hours of operation.
WJEM
am station.Valdosta, Ga. — Granted license for new
CBS New York — Granted extension of authority
to transmit programs to CFRB, CKAC, CJAD and
other stations under control of Canadian Bcstg.
Corp. for period beginning 9-15-55 to 9-15-56.
KFSC Denver, Colo. — Granted cp to change
ant.-trans.
location to 3150 S. Vallejo, Englewood,
Colo.
Actions of Aug. 23
Longview, Wash. — Granted license for
newKBAM
am station.
WTSP-FM St. Petersburg, Fla. — Granted cp to
change ERP to 4 kw.
WMVA-FM Martinsville, Va. — Granted cp to replace cp which expired Aug. 13.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KANG-TV Waco, Tex., to
2-23-56; WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla., to 3-21-56;
WRBL-TV Columbus, Ga., to 2-25-56; KMAU (TV)
Wailuku, Hawaii, to 3-19-56; KURA Moab, Utah,
to 2-22-56; WTVN Columbus, Ohio, to 12-15-55,
conditions; KDEN Denver, Colo., to 3-27-56, contions. ditions; WCOJ Coatesville, Pa., to 12-31-55, candiActions of Aug. 22
WCBR Memphis, Tenn. — Granted cp to change
ant.-trans. location.
KETA (TV) Oklahoma City, Okla. — Granted extension of completion date to 3-18-56. (Educational station.)
August 30 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WCBT Roanoke Rapids, N. C— Seeks mod. of
cp (as mod. which authorized erection of new
ant. and operate trans, by remote control) for
extension of completion date.
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
WMUZ (FM) Detroit, Mich.
August 31 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
Carbon Emery Bcstg. Co., Price, Utah — Granted
petition for extension of time to Sept. 28 to file
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

exceptions to initial decision in am proceeding.
Action of August 29.
Valley
Bcstg. Co.,ofMurphy,
petition for extension
time to N.Aug.C. —31Granted
to file reply
to "Motion to Strike Part of Proposed Findings
of FactMurphy,
and Conclusions"
filed proceeding.
by Cherokee Action
Bcstg.
Co.,
N. C. in am
of August 29.
By Hearing Examiner H. Clifford Irion
Taylor Bcstg. Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. — By
memorandum opinion and order, granted petition
for continuance of hearing from Sept. 7 to Oct.
11 re its am application and that of Garden of
the Gods
Bcstg. 26.Co., Manitou Springs, Colo. Action of August
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Clarksburg Pub. Co., Clarksburg, W. Va. —
Granted motion for continuance of hearing from
Sept. 15 to Nov. 15 in ch. 12 proceeding — Ohio
Valley Bcstg. Co., Clarksburg, W. Va. Action of
August 29.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
CBS Inc., St. Louis, Mo. — Granted motion to
correct transcript in ch. 11 proceeding in various
respects. Action of August 29.
Following stations were granted renewal of
licenses: WBUR Boston, Mass.; WDTR Detroit,
Mich.; WHAD Madison, Wis.; WSLN Delaware,
Ohio; WYSN New Castle, Ind.; WNAD-FM Norman, Okla.; WBEJ Elizabethton, Tenn.; WWKY
Winchester, Ky.; WZD? Covington, Ky.; WCOC
Meridian, Miss.; WJQS Jackson, Miss.; WFML
(FM) Washington, Ind.; WSOK Nashville, Tenn.;
WCBC Anderson, Ind.; WAGC Chattanooga,
Tenn.; WKLF-FM Clanton, Ala.; WNBS Murray,
Ky.; WGVE Gary, Did.; KVMA Magnolia, Ark.;
WNDR Syracuse, N. Y.; WHKY Hickory, N. C;
WTHI-AM-FM Terre Haute, Did.; WLEX Lexington, Ky.; WALB Albany, Ga.; WORK Madison,
Ind.; WKJG Fort Wayne, Did.; WRUS Russellville, Ky.; WCTW (FM) New Castle, Ind. Action
of August 31.
August 31 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING

King Size Curves
SPECIAL edition of the "FCC Ground
Wave
540-1600
kc is onPropagation
sale by theCurves"
Supt. offorDocuments,
Washington, for $1.75 a copy. The edition, 10Vi inches by 16 inches, contains
20 graphs which appear in the Standards
of Good Engineering Practice, but in
larger scale and on cardboard. The 0.5
conductivity curve has been added to the
graphs.
SSA
KXIT Dalhart, Tex.— Seeks SSA to operate from
sunrise
to
10:45
p.m.
on
9-16-30-,
21-28- and Nov. 4-11-18-, Sept.
1955 with
500 w.Oct. 7-14License to Cover Cp
KVDO-TV Corpus Christi, Tex. — Seeks license
to cover cp and to specify trans. -studio location
as 409 S. Staples Modification
St., Corpus Christi
of Cp (not a move).
KLFY-TV Lafayette, La.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 3-24-56.
WHEF-TV Brockton, Mass. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 6-29-56.
WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.— Seeks mod. of
cp (as mod. which authorized changes in existing
tv station) to extend completion date to 3-30-56.
KHQA-TV Hannibal, Mo.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 3-24-56.
Remote Control
Pa.KGPH Flagstaff, Ariz.; KNOE Monroe, La.;
KGKL San Angelo, Tex.; WWSW-FM Pittsburgh,
Renewal of License
WSPT Stevens Point, Wis.; WSAU Wausau, Wis.
Renewal of License Returned
WSIV returned
Pekin, 111.to— applicant
Application(incomplete).
for renewal of
license

UPCOMING
SEPTEMBER
Sept.
6:
RAB
Clinic,
Sept. 7: RAB Clinic, Atlanta1.
Charleston, S. C.
Sept. 8: RAB Clinic, Raleigh, N. C.
Sept. 8-9: NARTB Code Review Board, NARTB
hdqrs.,9: RAB
Washington.
Sept.
Clinic, Norfolk, Va.
Sept. 11-13: Seventh Dist. AFA Convention, Birmingham. Ala.
Sept. 12-14: CBS Radio Affiliates meeting, Detroit.
Sept. 12-16:casters
National
of Educational
engineeringAssn.
workshop,
Michigan BroadState
College, East Lansing.
Sept. 14-16: Life Insurance Advertisers Assn.,
Essex House, New York.
Sept.
Michigan
Hidden15-16:
Valley,
Gay lord.AP Broadcasters Assn.,
Sept.
Michigan Hidden
Assn. of Valley,
Radio-Tv Gaylord,
Broadcaters. 16-17:
Convention,
Mich.
Sept. 18-24: National Radio & Television Week.
Sept. 19: RAB Clinic, Tampa, Fla.
Sept. 20: RAB Clinic, Birmingham, Ala.
Sept. 21: RAB Clinic, Baton Rouge, La.
Sept. 22: RAB Clinic, Knoxville, Tenn.
Sept. 23: RAB Clinic, Charleston, W. Va.
Sept. 23-24:
Professional
on BroadcastingIRETransmission
Systems,Group
Hamilton
Hotel,
Washington.
Sept. 29-Oct. 1: Tenth Dist. AFA Convention,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Sept.
2: High Fidelity Show, Palmer
House,30-Oct.
Chicago.
OCTOBER
Oct. 3-5:man Hotel,
National
Electronics Conference, SherChicago.
Oct. 3: RAB Clinic, Ogden, Utah.
Oct. 3-7: AIEE Fall General Meeting, Morrison

•piewe

*

Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 3-7: SMPTE Convention, Lake Placid Club,
Essex County, New York.
Oct. 4: RAB Clinic, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Oct. 5: RAB Clinic, Albuquerque, N. M.
Oct. 6: RAB Clinic, San Antonio, Tex.
Oct. 7: RAB Clinic. Fort Worth, Tex.
Oct. 7-8: OARTB Fall Convention, Deshler-Hilton
Hotel, Columbus, Ohio
NARTB Regional Meetings
Region 4 (Dist. 7, 8, Sept.
Edgewater
Beach Hotel,
19-21
9, Ky.,111.,Ohio,
Chicago
Mich.,
Wis.)Ind.,
22-24 Saranac Inn,
Region 1 (Dist. 1, 2, Sept.
Saranac, N.Y.
New England States,
N. Y.. N. J.)
Hotel,
St. Charles
Region 3 (Dist. 5, 6, Sept.
28-30
Fla., Gar., Ala., Miss.,
New Orleans
La., Ark.,
Puerto
Rico) Tenn.,
Roanoke
Region 2 (Dist. 3, 4,
Roanoke, Hotel
Va.
Pa., Del., Md., W.
Oct.
12-14
Va., D. C, Va.,
N. C, S. C.)
St.
Francis
Region 8 (Dist. 15, 16, Oct.
Hotel,
San
17, Wash., Ore24-26 Franciso
Nov.
Calif.,
Nev.,
Ariz.,
1-3
Hawaii, Alaska)
Broadmoor
Region 7 (Dist. 14,
Hotel, Colorado
N. M., Colo., Utah,
Springs
Wyo.,
Nov.
WesternIdaho,
S. D.)MontFort Des
Region 5 (Dist. 10, 11,
Moines
HoteL
7-9
Minn.,ern N.
D., Iowa,
EastS.
D.,
Des
Moines
Neb., Mo.)
Nov.
Baker Hotel,
Region 6 (Dist. 12, 13,
15-17 Dallas
Kan., Okla., Tex.)

(pulse)
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PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Soles St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Frank H. Mcintosh & Assocs.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE *

WELDON & CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington 6,Engineers
D. C.
Dallas, Texas
1001 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Member AFCCE *

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-6113
Denver 22, Colorado

•

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

September 5, 1955

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-821
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *
PAGE, CREUTZ,
GARRISON & WALDSCHMITT
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
710 14th St., N. W. Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-90(
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 3-8C
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
1

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE *

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177
Member AFCCE *

C. HUTCHESON

ERVICE
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Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

J. G. ROUNTREE,

D

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV, Electronics engineering home study and residence
courses. Write For Free Catalog, specify
course.

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3266
Dallas 6, Texas

LOWELL R. WRIGHT
Aeronautical
serving
the radio Consultant'
& tv industry
on aeronautical problems created
by antenna towers
Munsey Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7-2009
(nights-holidays
Herndon, Va. telephone
114)

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Adams 4-6393

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
MOBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
SERVICE FOR FM & TV
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-011
Washington 4, D. C.

Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

P. O. Box 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

B. HEFFELFINGER

GEORGE

Member AFCCE *

GUY

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Executive 3-1230
Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE *

CARDS

* Member AFCCE

IRECTORY

COLLECTORS-ADJUSTORS
For the Industry
Collections Coast to Coast
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commissions
STANDARD ACTUARIAL WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

TO ADVERTISE IN THE
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Contact
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
1735 DESALES ST., N.W., WASH. 6, t

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline:
Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25# per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
risk. Broadcastat owner's
to box numbers
etc., sent
All transcriptions,
please).expressly
separately,
ing • Telecasting
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
for are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Wanted: Good announcer, strong on commercials
and news by good lkw South Carolina station.
Permanent job. Salary $75 weekly to start for
45 hours. Send photo, references, resume and
tape which will be returned. Box 644C, B»T.
Mountain states metropolitan station needs a
good experienced staff announcer, capable of
building his own DJ show. Good salary plus
fees to the right man. Please rush background
and personal history to Box 664C, B»T.
Here is an outstanding opportunity for one good
disc jockey and two announcers with first class
tickets to live and work in the Rocky Mountain
states. Good salaries for the right people. Please
send a resume of background to Box 665C, B»T.
High riding, independent popular music station
needs another personality DJ in their daytime
schedule. No staff announcer wanted. We want
someone who can entertain and sell. Congenial,
family-type
Stationresume,
withinand60 photo
miles
of New York atmosphere.
City. Send tape,
to 677C, B-T.
Rare chance for Carolina or Virginia announcer
to build name as early morning personality at
up-and-coming Virginia indie in good market.
Income potential excellent. Experience not as
important as personality and sales ability. Send
letter, picture and tape pronto. Box 680C, B-T.
South Dakota station needs 2 staff announcers
about Sept. 12. Experienced production-minded
for permanent positions. $70 weekly — bonus. Box
686C, B-T.
Wanted: politan
Fresh,
voiceexperienced,
for metrostation.friendly,
Must be female
versatile,
good looking. Unparalleled opportunity for girl
who can qualify. State qualifications, experience.
Send tape and photo. Box 709C, B-T.
Immediate opening for experienced staff announcer. Contact Clint Formby, KPAN, Hereford, Texas.
Accepting applications for staff announcer. Now
open. Want versatile announcer. Send picture
and tape. KSWO-TV, Channel 7, Lawton, Oklahoma.

Managerial

General manager for metropolitan independent
with successful record as sales manoperation
ager. Unusual opportunity. Box 609C, B-T.
metrofor negro programmed
General manager Must
have previous experience
politan station.
and be good salesman. Fine opportunity. Box
610C, B-T.
Assistant sales manager . . . opportunity to advance. California independent, secondary market Strong music, news, sports. Consideration
competibackground
strongcomplete
to applicant
tive market.with
Include
radioin and
sales
background in reply. Box 650C, B«T.
Salesmen
If you can sell and do a 3-hour DJ show you can
make real dough in N.Y.C. area. Have two featured DJ and
salesmen
be a jerk
reply and
unlessafter
you onecan more.
sell a Don't
show
to earn $150 to $350 per week. Small salary,
15% commission and station talent. Very permanent for a producer 25 to 36 years of age.
Resume,cants snapshot
and tape
from Spin
qualified
applionly, plus verified
billing.
own tables,
restricted or 3rd class license. Box 642C, B-T.
Local account salesman with announcing experience. Salary plus commission. Good market.
ABC station. Box 691C, B-T.
Experienced
time .salesman,
sober Manager,
. . . advance to salesradio
manager
. . call, write.
Radio Station KPEP, San Angelo, Texas.
Are you a real radio salesman? Then you may
qualify for
expanding
operation in for
Detroit
politan area.
Golden opportunity
youngMetroman
who can meet our requirements. Contact Bill
Lenhard or Danny Shaver, WCAR, Pontiac,
Michigan.
Salesman-announcer. Education, good voice, desire and ability to sell are primary requirements.
24 hours week at board to maintain while building sales. Opportunity to build future with owner-manager in radio 35 years. Mutual Network.
Tape, resume, photograph. Dorothy Bremmer,
Commercial Manager, WLDB, Atlantic City.
Present sales staff busy with current accounts.
Need time salesman with announcing ability to
produce spots, and sales ability to work up new
accounts for independent serving widespread
market area. Write Nate Bridges, P. O. Box 387,
Lebanon, Oregon.
Sales manager — salesman for Jackson's number
1 stationsoutherner,
— Mississippi's
only Doracenotstation
Prefer
25-35.
apply— WOKJ.
unless
you have excellent personal sales record — top
references. $450-$650 mo. and expenses. Immediate. Call Mississippi.
John McLendon or Jay Gilbert, 3-7830,
Jackson,
Announcers
Humorous DJ-flowing adlib, stage, tv acting experience. Informal, Crosby-like slang, vernacular, on-air vocabulary, Midwest, single. Box
431C. B-T.
Wanted woman. Woman to do three hour record
show. Voice must be mature, well modulated,
flexible and with an intimate appeal. If you have
the voice and ability, we can train you. Send
letter, tape and photo to Box 586C, B-T.
Ohio music and news station expanding. Need
announcer for news and DJ work. Experience
essential. Station friendly and up-to-date. Send
picture, job and personal history, and tape to
Box 606C, B-T. All tapes returned.
North Georgia daytime indie has better than average offer for mature staff man who can "airsell"
creditable
Ideal and
familydo town.
Send newscasts.
full details,Permanent.
tape and
picture. Box 643C, B»T.

Are you a good announcer with authoritative
news presentation and a flair for deejay work?
Staff job open now. Send tape and resume to
C. L. Hinkle, Radio Station KWTX, Waco, Texas.
Announcer-engineer,
class ticket.
Experi-of
ence in combo work 1st
essential.
Knowledge
the classics helpful. Please send tape, background, photo and salary required. Please do
not call. WAAB, 34 Mechanic Street, Worcester,
Mass.
Announcer: Immediate opening for man with
thorough knowledge of hillbilly and pop music,
showmanship
enced. Prefer for
man top-flight
from southindependent.
or southeast.ExperiSend
tape or contact, WACL, Waycross, Georgia.
Wanted: Young announcer who wants to gain
commercialperience not.
experience.
Trainingyoung
essential
exWe want mature
man — who
will
take
his
job
seriously
—
no
prima
donnas.
Send audition with first letter. Address Program
Director, WAYB, Waynesboro, Virginia.
Experienced staff announcer for top-rated CBS
station. Salary $82.50 plus talent. Send tape and
complete background to WBSR, Pensacola.
Engineer-announcer: Pocomoke City, Md., new
station at 540 kcs, 500 watts. Salary open for good
man; accent
announcing.
personality
problems. ContactonDave
Welborne,No WDVM,
Pocomoke
City, Md., Phone 937 daytime; 589-W nights.
Combo announcer-enginer with emphasis on announcing. Immediate opening. Forward tape
and
full particulars
to V. G. Balkum, WGBR,
Goldsboro,
N. C.
Staff announcer for midwest indie. Must be experienced, able to operate control room, good
news tail,delivery
DJ. Harbor,
Write your
to WHFB, and
Benton
Mich.story in de-

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
New station: Applications being accepted for announcing positions in small station in Montana.
Announcing, copywriting experience preferred.
Write Box 31, Sidney, Montana.
Technical
Need
goodfirst,combination
engineer-announcer.
Must have
class ticket and
do a fairly good
job of announcing. Maintenance required. Send
tape, photo and resume which will be returned.
S. C. daytimer. Box 645C, B^T.
Assistant chief engineer, 30 to 40 years. Good air
voice, sales experience, goodwill ability. Right
man can buy interest. Top west coast market.
Fulltime indie. Send complete background resume. Include photo. Box 649C, B»T.
Wanted: Young EE graduate with good mathematical ability for position with established Washinvolving for
office,ington
lab andconsulting
fieldengineering
work. Goodfirm,opportunty
professional advancement. Send resume. Box
711C, B-T.
Experienced first phone man who can announce
needed by west Texas kilowatt daytimer for
chief engineer. Engineering ability primary requisite. SendTexas.
full details to Mike Barrett, KTFY,
Brownfield,
Engineer, wanted immediately, with 1st class
ticket. Capable of maintenance. No combo. EnCoatesville, gineering
Pa. only. Write Chief Engineer, WCOJ,
Engineer qualified to operate 50kw Dougherty
1-4181. 6 tower directional. Contact Stan Brown,
with
Chief Engineer, WINZ, Miami, Fla. MUrray
Opening Oct. 1. Combination engineer-announcer.
Announcing above average and be able to maintain all equipment. Good permanent opportunity. WMFC, Monroeville, Ala.
Wanted good experienced engineer to replace
good man who is moving to chief of new station.
No combos. 40 hour week. Escalator to $2.60
hour. State all the facts. We are particular.
WOHO, Toledo, Ohio, lkw fulltime directional.
Include photo. Car necessary.
Wanted: Announcer with first class license. Send
tape. WSHE, Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Production-Programming, Others
Program director for successful major market,
news and music station. Only applicants with
proven ability as PD in a like operation will be
considered. Give complete background resume
and advise in detail what you would consider
your duties
be, if selected;
state salary Box
expected, whento available,
etc. Confidential.
590C, B-T.
Experienced male copy, traffic and merchandising, 50,000 watt indie in south. Resume and photo.
Box 600C, B-T.

F. C. C. 1st PHONE LICENSES
IN 5 TO 6 WEEKS
This we advertised and this our students
have accomplished. We have enlarged
our classes but maintained our success.
THANKS B»T AND YOUR MANY READERS
FOR RESPONSE TO OUR ADS.
Such gratifying results from your fine
advertising media compels our retaining
an advertising listing beyond the time of
current need.
,
ENROLLMENT CLOSED 'TIL JAN. '56.
Except for a few possible openings in
our Sept. 14 class, we can only reserve
openings for classes starting after January 1,1956.
WILLIAM B. OGDEN
RADIO OPERATIONAL ENGINEERING SCHOOL
1150 W. Olive Ave.
Burbank, Calif.
More than 1700 Successful Students.

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
News editor wanted by 50,000 watt CBS radio
station. Must be experienced reporter, writer
and broadcaster, prefer newspaper background.
Send photo, audition, tape and full details of
background in first letter to KWKH, Shreveport,
Louisiana.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcer: Veteran, married, third ticket, college graduate. Highest radio award. Trained all
phases radio and television. Consider any location. Box 661C, B-T.
5 years experience, 2 years major market. 3rd
phone, know all boards. Strong news, commercial
and DJ. Box 666C, B-T.
Good announcer. First phone. Wants stable job.
Above average remuneration. Four years experience. Western states. Box 668C, B-T.
Mid-south announcer-engineer, sales experience,
married, mature, strong commercials, news, seeks
permanent position with solid organization. Box
669C, B»T.
Salesman-announcer, 1st phone, degree, married,
reliable, employed CBS station. Box 670C, B-T.
WTAFTBO-DJ BBA FCC 1st will travel anywhere
for the best opportunity. Experienced, announcing, engineering, selling 4 years. Money secondary. Box 671C, B-T.
Currently independent PD. Two years experience including net. First phone. Want college
city. Box 672C, B-T.
Young, married, college grad seeks announcing
job. 3 years experience, all phases radio and tv.
Presently with 5 kw, vhf. Box 673C, B-T.
DJ announcer. Network quality voice. Single,
25, vet. Presently employed. 2 years experience.
Ready for competitive market. Box 675C, B-T.
Top morning man . . . available due to station
sales, policy change. Nationally recognized. Maadult appeal.
excellent
housewive's
type ture,
deejay
show. Also
Havedo own
original,
proven
formats. Six years highly competitive market.
Proof of sponsors results. References. $200 week
minimum. Box 683C, B-T.
"Nice ence inpersonality"
announcer, including
4 years experiall phases of— announcing
special
events, hand remotes, etc., some copy and newswriting. Want tv. Box 684C, B-T.
Ambitious young disc jockey. Little experience.
Gift of gab. Light on news. Excellent commercials. Best of references. Willing to travel. Box
687C, B-T.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Negro announcer — sales, single, 27, college background, will travel, available immediately. Box
701C, B-T.
Staff — announcer — experienced all phases: DJ,
news, etc. Single, vet, college background, tape
and resume. Box 702C, B-T.
Experienced negro staff, DJ, strong news, single,
veteran, college background. Willing to travel,
tape, photo, resume, Box 703C, B-T.
Announcer — Salesman — DJ, news, single, vet, car,
college background, Relocate, tape and resume.
Box 704C, B-T.
Professionally trained announcer, 15 months experience, desires position in New York State or
New England. Box 705C, B-T.
Experienced combo announcer, all phases, including sports, tv; good commercial style. Friendly
DJ personality, strong on news, music, special
events. 3rd phone. Community conscious, will
consider sales. Vet, 27, single. Box 706C, B-T.
Double your money back, if I'm not the best neoB-T.
phyte you'veandeverDJ heard.
Specialist
on news,
commercials
work. Hours
not important
— change to work for proper outlet is — Box 707C,

Situations Wanted
Managerial
Radio and vhf television manager presently running combined operation. Eighteen years radio
and television. Eight years with present company.
New York
Chicago
tacts.WideOutstanding
localandsales
record.agency
Put conboth
radio and television on air. Negotiated labor contracts. Age forty, with family. Interested in
sales manager or national sales if deal right.
Box 663C, B-T.
Manager or assistant. Interesting sales average.
Impressive record programming, news. References, details. Box 682C, B-T.
Salesman
Account executive, 20 years radio experience,
seeks tv connection. Box 496C, B-T.
Announcers
Have seen the world. Now ready to settle down
and become part of a community. Most important to me$100is minimum,
"can I helpthree
you,"months
secondtrial,
is,
living wage.
then yearly contract. Five years experience and
first phone. Box 593C, B-T.
Announcer with extensive metropolitan experience wishes to relocate. Heavy on DJ, commercials, staff, news. Married, stable, college. Looking for future. Box 619C, B-T.
Top-rated
deejay — newsman
years man
...
strong commercials
delivery. 26.... . 4. family
. . . BA degree. Seek permanency. Tape-resume.
Box 651C, B-T.
Personality-DJ. Relaxed manner-top news — staff
— MC — 6 years. Employed— 1st phone — family —
$100 minimum. Box 652C, B-T.
Negro personality, smooth, young, 3y2 years one
station, 3rd class ticket, can also write and sell.
Good news, commercials, R&B or jazz. Box
653C, B-T.
Announcer and control board. 1 year indie. 2
years network. All phases: Base plus talent only.
Audition disc available. Married. Box 656C, B-T.
Announcer, DJ, recent grad, good potential, willing to work hard, learn. Tape on request. Box
657C, B-T.
Attention ten top markets! Comedy DJ; Satires,
voices, impressions.
station.
Box 658C B-T.Now with New York City

HELP

WANTED!

Announcer, negro, exciting disc jockey presentaB-T.
tion. Some experience, tape available. Box 688C,
Announcer with first phone, 5 years experience.
No
Available immediately on trial basis.
Box tapes.
696C, B-T.
Need air personality? It's music I like — 2V2 years
spinning 'em.BoxSingle,
college degree. Prefer
northeast.
698C, vet,
B-T.
Announcer — strong news — good D J — sincere,
B-T.
friendly
commercials — tape, resume, Box 699C,
Listen to this — money not important — a chance
is — know all phases of radio, solid comm., DJ,
news and sports announcer. Available Sept. 15
— try me, will send disc, pics and resume. Box
700C, B-T.

CALIFORNIA

TV

STATION!

Excellent job opportunities now being offered by VHF California network station in ideal medium market. Several openings :
program knowledge, First class ticket
1. Top flight program director capable
necessary.
of assuming full charge of small versatile staff. Must be thoroughly experienced and fully qualified to handle,
4.
- Publicity
- Merchandising
manPromotion
or woman.
Experienced
in all
as well as keep staff at peak efficiency
phases of publicity, writing, newspaper
in all jobs . . . such as write good
ad writing and layout, point of sale
visual copy, direct, video switcher,
camera, film operation, etc.
pieces, merchandising letters, etc.
5.
News Director, capable of covering
2. Experienced "on camera" and "off
all local news, gathering all important
camera" of announcers
(air assalesman),
capable
doubling in brass
camerastories,
writing
good(radio
news —and
and televidoing
some sion). news
shows
men, video switcher, continuity, or
other
tv
job
—
first
phone
helpful,
but
not necessary.
6. Cameramen, photographers, film
3. Experienced video switchers with
editors, we may have openings as we
good technical knowledge, as well as
expand. Let us hear from you.
You must have experience, ability and versatility. This is a "down to earth",
easy to get along with staff. If you can get along well with people in a "team
operation", then please write us immediately. State your complete story, include all jobs you have held, references, recent photo, salary requirements, cut
tape at 7Vi rpm of your best announcing, etc.
Reply to Box 710C, B*T

Staff announcer,
good on Will
news try
DJ selling.
and commercials. Married, veteran.
Tape,
resume on request. James Field, 6128 Saunders
Street, Rego Park, N. Y.
Fred Holt — radio personality — available. Experienced, seven years WCKY newscaster. Handle
anything except DJ. Nominal salary expected.
2529 Hollenshade, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Talented — young — top-flight DJ personality. Terteen-age appeal.
with top
nationally
knownrificrecording
stars.Worked
Voted fifth
DJ in
midwest
in
1954.
Single-photo-resume-tape.
Dick
Liebert, Box 655, Whiting, Ind.
Attention Florida. Experienced staff man, pleasing DJ personality, seeking permanent position.
Would like to supplement income by selling.
Jack McGurl, 160 Harrison Avenue, Mineola,
N. Y. Pioneer 2-1848.
Due to reduction in staff, one of the stop c/w
DJ's available
Experience
in DJ
shows,
western immediately.
works, boardwork,
copywriting,
news; have ticket, musical talent and ability.
Staff announcer, family man, steady, reliable,
best
of references including present employer.
port.
La.
Bob Strack,
Red River Roundup, KWKH, ShreveTechnical
Graduate engineer-announcer, plenty of experience. Box 375C, B-T.
First phone — year am-tv summer relief work —
metropolitannouncing.New
No one
anAge 26, York;
draft mostly
exempt, xmtr.
married,
child. No car. Desire permanent position. Box
646C, B-T.
Firstterphone,
twelve
am and54 fm
maintenance
and years
operation.
yearstransmitof age,
single steady, reliable. Tv trainee position preferable. Box 660C, B-T.
Chief engineer, married, car, ten years radio,
seven years chief. Experienced Western Electric
kilowatt directional construction. Box 690C, B-T.
Engineer ... 10 years experience, first phone, all
phases studio/transmitted operations . . . tape
recordings, some production work, morning man
. . . resume on request. Box 695C, B-T.
Engineer-experienced-first phone-young-singlecan travel. Good references — mid-southwest preN. M. fer ed. E. D. Griffin, 1310 W. Howard, Carlsbad,
First phone engineer. 1 year am experience.
Prefer
midwest
or northwest.
F. Jones, 255 Toneff Drive,
Waterloo,
Iowa.
tucky.
Engineer. Chief about 2 years. 1 year DJ-farm
market reporter. 1609 Earl Ave., Louisville, KenProgramming-Production, Others
News ... sports . . . special events ... 2 years
television . r . 8 years radio . . . strong play-byplay, all sports . . . available in two weeks. Box
641C, B-T.
Copy-man
in radio and
produc-or
tion. Can experienced
produce dramatized
radiotv spots
create tv spot campaign. Desires radio or tv job
in east or southeast. Box 655C, B-T.
News editor — sports director: Write-edit-broadcast. Thoroughly
Presently
employed. Handling 11experienced.
shows a day.
Write Box
659C, B-T.
Program director. Outstanding radio man with
solid background. Exceptional experience. Leading writer, producer, announcer. Top salesman.
Box 689C, B-T.

RADIO

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Familiar all phases radio, writer and deliver
news, experienced, family man, draft exempt,
22. Box 679C, B«T.
Veteran Muzak man seeks affiliation with progressive radio or tv. Also well experienced in tvradio sales, production, programming. Strong
sales and promotion. No schemes or under-financed ventures. Box 692C, B»T.
Increase your revenue and prestige — two girl
team, presently
employed.
programming, production,
deejay,Experienced
traffic, copy.
Box
697C, B-T.
Program director, combo, first class ticket. Seven
years experience. Family. Midwest. D. D. Clem,
265 South Brunswick, Marshall, Mo.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Copywriter — outstanding opportunity for experienced man with progressive midwest station, 6
years on air. Insurance, paid vacation, congenial surroundings. Starting salary in neighborhood of $325 a month, with excellent chance of
advancement. Send complete information to Box
637C. B»T.
Situations Wanted

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
First phone engineer, ham ticket, vet, 23, available Nov. 1st. 3 years tv experience, 5 years
am. Box 654C, B«T.
Operating and control room engineer desires relocation in midsouth. Sober, eleancut, intelligent.
Experience one year. Box 676C, B»T.
North or west. Now or future date. Transmitter,
construction and overall tv maintenance. 6 years
experience including 50kw's. Chance for advancement. Box" 685C, B-T.
Programming-Production, Others
College grad. Negro-can direct, floor, edit & shoot
film, some experience-resume-travel anywhere,
best references. Box 662C, B»T.
Experienced radio-tv newsman wants job in
prestige news operation. Box 678C, B»T.
Director or assistant director. Trained by top
men in Chicago television. Four years specialized
education in television directing and related production fields, Northwestern University. Background in radio, theatre, music. Married, veteran. Resume, photo on request. Box 681C, B«T.
Veteran Muzak man seeks affiliation with progressive radio or tv. Also well experienced in
tv-radio sales, production, programming. Strong
sales and promotion. No schemes or underfinanced ventures. Box 693C, B»T.
Will you give a guy a break? Engineer ... 10
years radio experience, studio/tranmitter operation, remote tape/live broadcasts . . . now desires future with tv station . . . interested program, production leading to directing, will consider technical operation as start . . . very ambitious, capable, dependenable, not afraid of hard
work . . . resume on request. Box 694C, B«T.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Account executive. WXEX Television, the 1049
foot tower, 316,000 watt basic NBC station, in
the Richmond, Petersburg and central Virginia
market, man.seeks
one commissions.
top-notch experienced
salesSalary plus
Write: George
Olivier, Sales Manager, WXEX Television, Petersburg, Virginia.
Announcers
Growing central California tv station needs two
reliable, experienced on-camera announcers, who
are capable of doing or learning camera work
and directing. Excellent opportunity, ideal climate. Send resume and photo immediately to
Box 617C, B-T.

NOW
TV

Announcer-salesman, tv and radio, local newsman. 1700 sponsored newscasts last year. 8
years' experience. Box 560C, B«T.
Announcers
Seven years radio and television experience.
College graduate. Desire to relocate. Presently
employed in radio. Box 667C, B»T.
Comic MC, personality wants station with heavy
local
programming. Young, married, college grad.
B«T.
Much theatre and radio-tv experience. Box 674C,
Technical
Experienced, capable chief engineer desires position. Highest
Emphasis position
on new with
construction. Willreferences.
consider supervisory
large established station. Box 562C, B»T.
Tv engineer desires supervisory position with
new vhf. Five years experience all phases
xmtr, studio and remote operation and maintenance plus one year am xmtr. Have done construction. Excellent references. Box 633C, B-T.

AVAILABLE

-THREE

STUDIO

EXCELLENT

TRAINING-

LYN MUZZY
Married, one child, 25 years old,
good student. He has both a sales
and announcing background. He
did radio announcing and administrative work throughout his six
years in the army, handling, among
other things, news, music and interviews. Since then he's been doing
selling work. His instructor recommends him for either TV Sales
or Announcing work. Good voice,
excellent personality, has personal
traits, eagerness and know-how to
make a good sales or sales-service
man.

TOP

MEN

BACKGROUNDS

CLARENCE MclNTOSH
B.A. degree, over three years of
Public Relations work as officer in
Navy — writing spot announcements, news releases, producing 15
minute radio series, editing tape.
Daily show of his won Peabody
Award for public service. Intelligent, good-natured, willing worker,
superior personality. Diction,
grammar, vocabulary excellent.
Especially adapted for direction,
writing, camera work. Would fit
into sales, traffic or any category
in Broadcasting. Highly recommended as outstanding employee.

FORREST CORDON
Has 5% years of college training
including work
in speech
production. He has
been and
teaching
speech, dramatics and production
on the high school level for the past
seven years. During his training
he displayed skill and promise,
especially in the announcing field.
He did an outstanding job of both
preparing and presenting news programs, as well as in all types of
announcing work. He's 33 years
old, has a good personality and an
outstanding voice, married and
family.

Each of these men has been thoroughly trained in all phases of TV production in one of our completely
equipped studios under the instruction of a professional TV director. For IMMEDIATE resume and
complete details, write, wire or call collect, JOHN
NORTHWEST

RADIO

8c

1221 N. W. 21st AVENUE
WITH
HOLLYWOOD

• CHICAGO

BIRREL — BE 7246.
TELEVISION
•

PORTLAND,

SCHOOLS

SCHOOL

OREGON

IN

• WASHINGTON,

D. C. • PORTLAND

FOR

Stations
Upstate New York independent, single station
market, serving two principal cities, combined
neat operation, studio, offices, transmitter, all
located in center of city. 5 year lease with
option for 5 additional years and opportunity to
buy building.
Rent money.
$150 monthly.
opportunity to make
$55,000. Terriffic
$35,000 cash.
No brokers. Principals only. Strictly confidential. Box 577C, B-T.
$7000 for 25% of profit making midwest station.
Present manager needs money in a hurry for
another enterprise. Ideal for manager-owner or
as investment. Box 640C, B«T.
Half-interest in southern 250 watt daytimer, excellent frequency, in rich industrial-agricultural
region. Big money maker from start, netting
$30,000pecttogreater
$40,000.
Madeyear.
$30,000
year accepted,
and exnet this
Bestlastoffer
as owner has other interests. Box 647C, B«T.
Mid-south single station market unit operation
showing small profit over depreciation and manager's salary.84$13,750
down,Atlanta.
$36,750 total. Paul
H. Chapman,
Peachtree,
Medium city. Nationally famous southwest tourist mecca. Delightful climate. Market over 200,000 per owner. $15,000 cash will handle. Ralph
Erwin, Broker, Box 811, Tulsa.
Free list of good radio and tv station buys now
ready. Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose,
Los Angeles 29, California.
Have many profitable southeast radio and tv stations for qualifqing buyers. J. T. Snowden, Box
129, Augusta, Georgia.
Equipment, Etc.
RCA TF5A superturnstile. Tuned channel 5 but
tunable 4 or 6. Box 500C, B«T.
RCA 69-C distortion and noise meter; 4 Gates
SA-134
with orWPON,
without Pontiac,
microphones.
Contact amplifiers
Elwood Brown,
Mich.
Telephone Federal 8-0444 or Federal 8-0845.
16 structural towers 165' to 258' batter leg Blaw
Knox type.
13 Marconi
tubular type mastsCenter,
407'.
Located
former
RCA Communications
New Brunswick, N. J. Contact REpublic 9-0414,
New York City.
General Radio 916-A bridge. Excellent condition.
$395 F.O.B.
J. G.
Rountree,
neer, 5622 Dyer,
Dallas
6, Texas.Consulting EngiWANTED

TO

TELEVISION

INSTRUCTION

SALE

BUY

Station

Get your FCC first phone license quickly. Intensive, personalized instruction by correspondence or in residence — Washington, D. C., or Hollywood, Calif. For details, write Dept. 1-M,
Grantham School. 737 11th Street N. W., Washington, D. C, or 5910 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28,
Calif.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television School, Dept. B, 1221 N.W. 21st Street, Portland 9, Oregon.
Starting — 1st class FCC license groups. Day-16,
evenings-10 weeks. Intensive, qualified instruction. Avery-Elkins, 1733 Broadway, New York
City, Plaza 7-1858.
RADIO
Help Wanted
Salesmen
r

RADIO

SALESMAN

f

$5,000 yearly
guarantee
fj Over
15% commission
— Billion
Dollar— -against
market
T — Over Million population in coverage
J area — 10 kilowatt station in major Southf eastern market — If you are content with
\J $100
are
lookingweekly,
for menthenwhodon't
can apply.
sell — GiveWe back*» ground,
age,
marital
status
and
include
recent picture.
i
Box 716C, B«T
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TIME SALESMAN
Aggressive young men for good
radio sales position. Ideal opportunity. Contact J. T. Snowden,
Manager at station or Archie Grinaids, Station Sales Manager at
John E. Pearson Co., New York
Office, Plaza 1-3366, beginning
O Sept. 9.
3
Radio Station WBIA

§
£
C
c
^
C
c
£
C
g

c
Augusta, Georgia
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooc
g

Stations wanted. Radio and tv. Growing list of
clients waiting. All market sizes. Arkansas,
Missouri, Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas. Ralph Erwin,
Broker. Box 811, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

TRAFFIC SECRETARY
Well established Detroit metropolitan
area station has unusually good opening
for intelligent, capable young woman,
preferably 25-35, typing, shorthand required. Pleasant working conditions,
permanent.
Box 712C, B*T

Equipment
Urgently need one complete 900 mc studio transmitter link complete with antennas. Prefer good
used equipment. Box 321C, B«T.
6 or 8 bay fm antenna, preferably Collins. Tuneable to non-commercial educational frequencies.
Box 578C, B'T.
Wanted: Used 3 kw fm transmitter, fm modulation monitor, antenna and coax. Contact Radio
Station
mediately.WNES in Central City, Kentucky, imRequire up to four fm stations, 5 kw or higher,
witn fm antennas; studio transmitter links, complete with antennas; television towers 300 ft. in
height or higher. Antonio Cabrea, Apartedo
1762, Mexico, D. F.
Wanted — 1 fm antenna. Tunable to 102.7 mc
with gain of 3 to 5 to feed 51.5 ohms coaxial line.
Monpe System, Banco Caribe, Prado y Refugio,
Habana, Cuba.

Programming-Production, Others
IDEAL

OPENING
for
EXPERIENCED TV
CAMERAMAN
WXEX, the maximum power central Virginia station serving the Richmond-Petersburg area needs a top-flight, experienced
cameraman. This is a fine opportunity
for a top man to join a respected and
highly rated organization. WXEX operates on 316,000 watts from a 1049 foot
tower. Pay is comensurate with ability.
Write or Call
TELEVISION STATION WXEX
PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA
REgent 3-7876

$10,000
TV PROGRAM

oqqoqoqooqooooqooooooooooooooo

X-radio owner desires to relocate in Rocky
Mountain area looking for 250 or 1 kw am station. Send detail — no brokers — confidential. Box
648C, B«T.
Will buy or lease you radio station in Texas,
Colorado, or New Mexico. All replies confidential. Box 715C, B-T.

Attention station owners. I have clients waiting
for metropolitan stations, cities over 200,000. Current billings not important. Texas, Oklahoma1,
Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas. Ralph Erwin. Licensed broker. Box 811, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Help Wanted

Production-Programming, Others

SALARY
DIRECTOR

Local VHF TV station in major
Eastern market with NBC programs wants man with two or
three years experience as program director in a network station., Joh available immediately.
Box 713C, B«T

EXPERIENCED CINEMATOGRAPHER
and
DARKROOM MAN NEEDED
By
WXEX, area.
which WXEX
serves isthea basic
RichmondPetersburg
NBC
affiliate and operates on 316,000 watts from
a 1049 foot tower. These are ideal opportunities for qualified applicants. Pay
commensurate with ability.
Write or Call
TELEVISION STATION WXEX
PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA
REgent 3-7876
Situations Wanted

WRITER
Immediate opening for experienced
writer-producer who has the imagination
to dream-up, write and produce transcribed "gimmick" spots of professional
calibre. This is a key position with a
large east coast metropolitan station.
Good salary and benefits. Send full story
with samples, references and photo to
Box 717C, B«T

Managerial

RADIO-TV EXECUTIVE
Young aggressive TV general manager
with 8 years management and sales background in radio and TV . . . complete
knowledge of and experience in station
management, sales programming, network
and agencies.
Excellent references. Your further inquiry and interview invited.
Box 640C, B»T

CANADA

TV

SET

SALES

Report on first seven months
of '55 swell Dominion's total
to nearly 1.5 million receivers.
SALES of tv sets in Canada showed a definite
increase for the first seven months of 1955,
according to a report of the Radio-ElectronicsTelevision Manufacturers Assn. of Canada.
There were 273,152 sets sold, valued at $84,165,739 during the period, compared to 202,724
for the January-July period of 1954. Most of
the new sets sold were in the 21 -inch group.
The association also announced a total of
1,455,556 sets in use in Canada at the end of
June. By provinces Ontario has largest number
of sets, 725,727, followed by Quebec with
420,815; British Columbia, 108,661; the three
FOR

SALE

TOWERS
RADIO— TELEVISION
Antennas — Coaxial Cable
Tower Sales & Erecting Co.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.,
Portland 11, Oregon
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

Make CADILLAC your Chicago
Headquarters for placement or
procurement for all types of
Radio-TV Personnel.
ARTHUR R. SNYDER
CADILLAC EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY
220 S. STATE, CHICAGO,
WA 2-4800

A really PERSONAL personnel service
Specializing in
Creative, Executive, Sales Personnel for
RADIO & TV STATIONS
AD AGENCIES * PACKAGERS
ual
J°k ualt'leforindivid
EMIMP"
QPDFNlNU.
OUnLL
The individ
the job
415 Lexington Ave., N.Y.C. MU 2-7136
MISCELLANEOUS
Do YOU Like YOUNG People —
AND 60,000,000 VIEWERS TOO!
Then here's the PROGRAM IDEA for YOU!
Help teen-agers and their parents
solve their problems wisely.
NOVEL, ENTERTAINING, DRAMATIC, %-HOUR
WEEKLY, LOW BUDGET SERIES.
Moderator: Noted Psychologist-Professor
TV Personality— (N.Y.C.)
Box 714C, B-T
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SHARPLY

prairie provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Alberta, 117,411, and the four Atlantic
coast provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland,
55,942.
Ontario also led in sets purchased from January to July with 103,490 followed by: Quebec,
64,554; British Columbia, 28,055; Manitoba,
22,609; Nova Scotia, 18,140; Alberta, 17,028;
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island,
10,144; Saskatchewan, 7,804, and Newfoundland, 2,688.
CARTB

Studies Tv Libel;

General Guide Impractical
A GENERAL GUIDE for precautions to be
taken by Canadian radio and television stations
in connection with defamation, libel or slander,
is not available in Canada, according to a report of T. J. Allard, executive vice president
of the Canadian Assn. of Radio & Television
Broadcasters. CARTB has been making a careful study of guides throughout the Englishspeaking world.
No general guide is available, Mr. Allard
points out, because circumstances vary, the element of defamation may be affected by changing social conditions, the law affecting defamation varies by provinces across Canada, and the
law is not a fixed body of rules but a flexible
framework which can be affected by precedent,
interpretation and circumstances.
Mr. Allard's report suggests that "when in
doubt, leave it out" or "where any element of
uncertainty exists, consult your local lawyer
CARTB has distributed to member stations
for use of its executives and newsroom staff
copies
"Dangerous Words," given by
first." of a talk,
Alexander
Stark, secretary-treasurer of the
Toronto Daily Star, at the journalism school of
Ryerson Institute of Technology, Toronto. In
this talk Mr. Stark dealt with libel cases
throughout Canada, United States and Great
Britain and dealt with specific problems of
newsroom writers. The report also contains a
copy of the Ontario Libel & Slander Act of
1937.
Four Applicants Seeking
Canadian Broadcast Permits
FOUR APPLICATIONS for new broadcast
station licenses will be heard at the Sept. 15
meeting of the board of governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. at the Chateau Frontenac Hotel, Quebec.
T. M. Fielder has applied for a 250 w station
on 1560 kc at Simcoe, Ont. F. Vincent Regan
is asking for a license for a 5 kw station on
1290 kc at London, Ont. Two applicants will
be heard for a station at Swift Current, Sask.,
on 1400 kc with 250 w. Frontier City Broadcasting Co. Ltd. and Swift Current Broadcasting
Co. Ltd. are applicants for the Swift Current
license.
CKEN Kentville, N. S., is asking for an increase in power from 250 w to 1 kw and from
1490 to 1350 kc. CHWK Chilliwack, B. C,
has an application in for transfer of control
of the station from Fraser Valley Broadcasters
Ltd. to Jack Pilling, manager of CHWK. CFCL
Timmins, Ont., requests change of corporate
name from J. Conrad Lavigne to J. Conrad
Lavigne Enterprises Ltd. without affecting control of station.
Five stations are applying for permission to
have standby transmitters and 18 stations are
asking for share transfer permission.

Set Count
EXPERTS SAY the Russians are getting
more and more radio and tv sets and
bigger newspaper circulations. Statistics
show an estimated 475,000 tv sets inside
Russia at the end of 1954, compared to
150,000 in 1953. This is still a long
way
U. S. behind the 35 million sets in the
Soviet affairs specialists also revealed
a record high 47 million newspaper distribution, an increase of six million since
1953. This was not a daily average but
a high mark which amounted to one
newspaper for four and one half persons.
This is close to the U. S. average of one
newspaper for every three persons.
Canadian Radio Set Sales Up
AN INCREASE in the sale of radio receivers
in the first seven months of 1955 is reported
by the Radio-Electronics-Television Mfrs. Assn.
of Canada. The January-July period saw 247,425 units, valued at $18,117,610, sold as compared to 223,971 sets, valued at $17,437,846,
sold in the same period last year.
CKBC Names Representative
CKBC Bathurst, N. B., new 250 w station on
1400 kc in the recently opened copper mining
area of New Brunswick, has announced the appointment ofJames L. Alexander Ltd., Toronto,
as representative. J. Leo Hachey is president;
W. J. Davis, manager; G. Royal is sales manager, and G. Christopher is chief announcer
and newscaster.
CKRS-TV Target Date Nov. 15
CKRS-TV Jonquiere, Que., ch. 12, is expected
to begin telecasting on Nov. 15, according to
manager Tom Burham. The station will telecast in both French and English. It will be
represented by Jos. A. Hardy & Co. Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
W. Hugh Clark, senior sales representative,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, appointed commercial sales supervisor; Gunnar
Rugheimer, newsreel editor, CBLT (TV) Toronto, and manager, CBC national tv news
service, named CBC senior sales representative.

MR. CLARK

MR. RUGHEIMER

Bob Monroe, formerly with National Broadcast
Sales, Toronto, appointed radio sales manager,
Radio Representatives Ltd., Toronto; Bill
Stoeckel, formerly with All-Canada Radio Facilities, Toronto, named Radio Representatives
tv sales manager.
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editorials
Radio, Unbreakable Lifeline
IN THE floods that struck the Northeast a fortnight ago and in
the aftermath of salvage, radio and television have done a heroic
job.
The most conspicuous feature of broadcast service in that period
has been the clear proof that the battery radio and the radio station
are indispensable in contemporary America. When disaster strikes,
central power lines break down. Only the broadcast station with
its own generator and the receiver with its own power supply can
provide dependable communication. Until central power is restored
to service, most television sets are useless. It is ironic that the
portables and car radios of Stroudsburg, Winsted, Waterbury,
which were purchased for pleasure on the beach or the Sunday
drive, turned out to be the only means of delivering life or death
communication.
In the midst of disaster, radio was the communications giant.
In the salvage beginning afterward, both radio and television were
outstanding. Their effective appeals for aid were largely responsible
for the remarkable response of the U. S. public in oversubscribing
the Red Cross relief fund.
What's Past Could Be Prologue
THIS
era
of "friendly
that conference
appears to have
in the wake
of the coexistence"
Geneva summit
must evolved
have a
phony ring to those dedicated people working their hearts out for
Radio Free Europe and the Voice of America.
Despite all the sweetness and charm being generated from the
West, the Soviets continue to spend more rubles in operating transmitters tojam our broadcasts than we spend, publicly and privately,
for the long and shortwave broadcasts. There's ample evidence,
nevertheless, that these broadcasts are getting through both ways,
though perhaps more effectively via the uninhibited operations of
RFE's 29 longwave transmitters on the ground in Europe.
In this new Alphonse-Gaston act, the Soviet has given full accreditation toa U. S. broadcast correspondent — Irving R. Levine of
NBC. He is provided with studio facilities and a shortwave circuit
to New York. Other newsmen have been accredited. The interchange of good-will delegations (except in the broadcast field) is in
full bloom.
It could well be that these very broadcasts through the Iron
Curtain spawned this "new era." We're sure, however, that
thinking Americans are not being deluded; that Congress won't
abandon USIA's Voice operations, and that organizations and individuals who have stood behind the hard-hitting, privately-endowed
Crusade for Freedom will continue their support as it enters its
sixth fruitful year. Broadcasters who gave unstintingly of their time
in last year's all-out RFE campaign are in there pitching again,
because they've seen the totalitarian chameleon perform before.
We, along with every good American, cherish the thought of
peaceful coexistence. We fervently pray for the success of the peace
offensive launched by President Eisenhower and picked up so avidly
in the public utterances of the Soviet leadership.
If we appear querulous, it is because we are sensitive to the past
deeds and words of the communist overlords. For example, this
quote:
War to the hilt between communism and capitalism is inevitable. Today, of course, we are not strong enough to attack.
Our time will come in 20 or 30 years. To win we shall need
the element of surprise. The bourgeoisie will have to be put
to sleep. So we shall begin by launching the most spectacular
peace movement on record. There will be electrifying overtures and unheard of concessions. The capitalist countries,
stupid and decadent, will rejoice to cooperate in their own
destruction. They will leap at another chance to be friends. As
soon as their guard is down, we shall smash them with our
clenched fist.

These words were uttered in 1931 — just 24 years ago. They are
attributed to Dimitri Z. Manuilsky in a speech before the Lenin
School of Political Warfare. Comrade Manuilsky was presiding
officer of the United Nations Security Council in 1949. The quotation appeared most recently in an advertisement of the Gray Mfg.
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Drawn for BROAD CASTING • TELECASTING by Sid His
"Here come the Miss America contestants in their bathing suits. Sorry,
we've lost our picture, but we'll continue the sound.'"
Co., of Hartford, Conn., published in the Army-Navy- Air Force
Journal, Aug. 20, 1955.
A prime objective of the upcoming Big Four foreign ministers
conference, where the United States is concerned, is the removal
of the jamming block. Another is freedom of access to news, and
lifting of censorships. Outgoing broadcasts and other news dispatches are censored.
It seems to us that no credence can be given the Soviet "new
look" until it proves good faith by removing the ether blockade.
Until then we should fire away full tilt, backed by American broadcasting and American dollars.
Tv Holds

Its Audience

THERE ARE a number of significant findings in the American
Research Bureau study relating intensity of viewing to length
of ownership of television sets. The ARB report, which appears
in this issue as well as in the new Telecasting Yearbook &
Marketbook, shows that the longer people have tv the more
they watch it.
Basic though that finding may be, other features of the study
are of almost equal importance. Chief among them is that the
heavy viewing group includes a preponderance of young married
people. For advertisers that fact is vital. Couples of the 20-39
age bracket are America's best customers for all kinds of consumer products.
The more research that is done in television, the more evident
it becomes that tv is indeed, as the Television Bureau of Advertising puts it, the world's greatest "selling machine."
The Rate Cleaver
REPORTS from broadcasters who have been solicited confirm
our story of Aug. 15 that George A. Hormel & Co. (meat
products) has started a campaign to obtain national advertising on
radio-tv at local rates.
The Hormel company has instructed its distributors to try to buy
time for the company's Flavor Seal products. The transparent
argument is that the distributor is a local advertiser and hence
eligible for local rates from those stations which have differing rate
schedules for local and national accounts.
We are happy to announce that some stations have rejected the
proposal. How many, if any, have gone along we do not know.
The number of those which accede to this chisel corresponds to the
number that are too hungry to uphold good standards.
Unfortunately, Hormel is not pioneering in this case. Many a
national advertiser has tried to take advantage of lower rates
available to local advertisers. A differential in rates for the two
kinds of client is justified only if the station intends to be impartial
in applying the rates. Where Hormel succeeds in this endeavor, it
has succeeded in creating a single rate for both local and national
accounts.
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WNOE

DALLAS
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EL PASO
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in Juarez — a total of 16 — KELP
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station . . . only independent in El
Paso. Sells galore to more and
more !

One of the southland's only 50,000
watt independents, operating 24hours per day. Strictly NEWS, MUSIC and SPORTS, attracting more
new listeners every week — New
Orleans' fastest-rising radio station!

MONROE, LA.
KNOE-TV
Only ket.
TVVHFstation
marchannelin Monroe
8 with ALL
FOUR NETWORKS . . . basic
CBS affiliation. 'Nuff said? Most
beautiful small-city TV plant in
America — with listener-per-dollar
ratings to match!

LA.

Dropping network affiliation and beginning independent programmhig October 4th, with
NEWS, MUSIC, SPORTS formula. July- Aug.
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RICHMOND,

DOES

A

MAN'S

VA

SIZE

JOB

YOU WOULDN'T CALL UPON A BOY TO DO A MAN'S
SIZE JOB. SIMILARLY WISE TIMEBUYERS CHOOSE
WTVR "RICHMOND'S ONLY TELEVISION STATION,"
IN PREFERENCE TO ATTEMPTING TO COVER THE
MARKET FROM WITHOUT.

WTVR

IS COMPLETELY

DOMINATING WITH• A solid schedule of great ABC and CBS programs.
• Wide area coverage from 1049 FEET.
• Maximum power on CHANNEL 6, one of the preferred
channels in the lower end of the vhf band.
• Top showmanship and know-how accumulated over a
seven year period guaranteeing every account extraordinary skill, knowledge and ability which assures
AN ALWAYS QUALITY JOB.
• FULL COVERAGE

WITH OR WITHOUT

Yes,

the

AN AERIAL

Wise

Timebuyer

uses
BIG

WTVR

to do
A

REAL

MAN'S

SIZE

For details call Blair TV Inc.
National Sales Representative
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IN REVIEW

ARTHUR MURRAY PARTY
THE CASTING of Katherine Murray, wife of
"star" of Arthur
the aging dancing master, as summer
replaceMurray Party, an NBC-TV
ment which, mercifully, may disappear with the
advent of fall, disproves the contention that it
is tough to get a break on tv.
Mrs. Murray has been allowed to perform
before nationwide audiences for more than two
months at the prime hour of 8:30 p.m. Tuesdays. Wash Buster's face and dispatch him to
Radio City by the next Greyhound. There's a
fortune to be made from his reading of "The
Charge of the Light Brigade."
Mr. and Mrs. Murray have been around tv,
off and on, for years. But only this summer
has Mrs. Murray emerged as a determined, if
not promising, comedienne. She has been doing
a reskits, many in pantomime, which bear
semblance— but not enough — to the work of
Imogene Coca.
Last Tuesday, for example, Mrs. Murray did
a tramp bit, a mawkish and inexpert imitation
of one of Miss Coca's most engaging characters. One cannot suppress admiration for Mrs.
Murray's courage, if not her judgment, in attempting so delicate an assignment.
Mrs. Murray's ineptitudes show up the more
embarrassingly in contrast to the talents of
guests on the program. Last Tuesday Eddie
Albert and his wife, Margo, brought their song
and dance act to the Murray premises. They
looked great, despite the fact they were redoing material which they had presented before
on tv. Just possibly they would not have seemed
so talented if they had been in swifter company.
Mr. Murray's part in recent shows has been
confined to short demonstrations of dance steps.
Although less demanding than his wife's, Mr.
Murray's parts are performed with authority.
The old "step, one, two, slide, step" comes
through with the professionalism that is attainable only when a performer is doing something he knows how to do.
Production costs: approximately $21,000.
Sponsored by Associated Products for 5-Day
Deodorant Pads through Grey Adv., and
Toni Co. for Bobbi Pin Curl Permanent and
White Rain Shampoo through Tatham-Laird
on NBC-TV; Tues., 8:30-9 p.m.
Star: Katherine Murray.
Guests: Eddie Albert and Margo, Bil & Cora
Baird and their Marionette Theatre and the
Arthur Murray Dancers.
Producer: Arthur Murray; Associate Prod.: Les
Zimmerman; Director: Bob Daniels; Associate Director: Peggy Roger; Music Conductor:
Ray Carter; Lighting: Henry Frish.
THE LIFE AND LEGEND
WYATT EARP

OF

IF YOU weren't aware beforehand that Wyatt
Earp was a fast-shooting western lawman you
might have mistaken him for the pastor of Elsnight. The show's
last Tuesday
worth,
premiereKan.,
performance
was handicapped by a
preachy script which repeatedly dwelt upon the
evils of poker playing. Perhaps this was ABCTV's overly-broad attempt at placating the
vociferous group calling tv the breeder of
juvenile delinquency. If such was the case it
must have sounded silly to anyone over the age
of four.
Some of the story's action appeared to be
a little out of keeping with the realities of life.
In Elsworth, according to one of the characters,
seven people had been killed in two weeks over
gambling incidents. Therefore, it hardly seems
possible that Earp's moralizing interference
Broadcasting
Telecasting

could leave him without a few cranial bullet
holes.
At one point an outlaw had the drop on
Earp with a shotgun at point blank range, but
decided to surrender to Earp instead of killing
him. As the prisoner, who had been protecting
his brother from the law, was being led away
Earp told him he knew the shotgun-wielder
would give himself up because he had brothers
too. At this particular point in the epic, Earp
was the only active threat to the gunman's
brother's life.
Even aside from the weak script he had to
work with, actor Hugh O'Brian's portrayal is
nothing special. He was much too jovial and
forbearing for the hired killers that have come
to be associated with the then roiling Kansas
area.
If the show continues in its sugar-coated
Saturday afternoon serial style, watch for plenty
of comical parodies.
Production Costs: $26,500.
Sponsored alternately by General Mills Inc.
through Dancer -Fitzgerald - Sample and
Parker Pen Co. through Tatham-Laird Inc.
on ABC-TV, Tues., 8:30-9:00 p.m. EDT.
Cast: Wyatt
Earp:Pyle;
HughAbbie,
O'Brian;
Ben Thompson: Denver
Crandall:
Gloria
Talbott; Alan Bat Masterson: Alan Dinehart
III; Judge Miller: Richard Travis; Bill
Thompson: Hal Baylor.
Produced by: Desilu Productions Inc.; Executive Producer: Louis F. Edelman for 616 Co.;
Director: Frank McDonald; Producer: Robert
F. Sisk; Assistant Director: Syd Fogel; Writer:
First 10 scripts by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan
based on book by Stuart N. Lake; Music by:
Ken Darby Singers; Production Manager:
Argyle Nelson; Unit Production Mgr.: Syd
Fogel; Director of Photography: Harold
Wellman, A.S.C.; Editorial Supervisor:
Daniel Cahn, A. C. E.; Set Decoration: Theodore F. Offenbecker; Recorded by: Glen
Sound Co.; Audio Engineer: Jackson Soloman; Film Editor: John Durant; Wardrobe:
Douglas Stevens.
BOOKS
TELEVISION, A WORLD SURVEY (Supplement 1955), published by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific & Cultural Organization. Paper bound. 52 pp. 50 cents. Columbia U. Press, 2960 Broadway, New York
37, N. Y., is the U. S. distributor.
THIS slender volume contains the latest information about tv broadcasting throughout the
world, including the technical standards employed in the various countries, the number of
stations, with detailed information about each,
the number of receivers and other pertinent
data. It brings up-to-date the original UNESCO
world survey of tv issued in 1953.
ADS, WOMEN AND BOXTOPS, by Duane
Jones, as told to Mark Larkin. Printers' Ink
Books, Pleasantville, N. Y. 128 pp. $3.
THAT merchandising miracle — the offer of a
premium in exchange for proof-of-purchase
(usually boxtops) mostly made to housewife
listeners to radio's daytime serials — is described
in detail, with many examples and a modicum
of pride, by "the boxtop king," Duane Jones,
whose words are recorded by his friend Mark
Larkin in this book, an expanded version of the
series which ran under the same title in B«T during the summer of 1954. Mr. Jones' discussions
of premiums successes and failures and the reasons why, make valuable as well as interesting
reading for anyone concerned with advertising
and how it works.
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Easy Reach
EDITOR:
Congratulations on your lead article in the
Sept. 5 issue reporting that television's fall
bookings presage new records.
The how, what and how much of network
sales is certainly comprehensive and a highly
valuable reference for the entire industry. We
won't
let it get farther away than the nearest
desk drawer.
Oliver Treyz, Pres.
Television Bureau of Advertising
New York
Agency
EDITOR:

WSJV-TV

pay
to

less

sell

SOUTH

the
BEND

MARKET-

Class "A" time rate comparison
of South Bend area stations
Time
1 hour

WSJV

Yi hour
5 min.
Effective
- Radiated
Power

$300.00
$180.00
$ 90.00
250,000
watts

Spreading the Word
EDITOR:
I want to compliment your magazine for
the excellent article on Billy Graham [B«T,
Aug. 22].
I just hope you will make reprints available
so that we can present them to preachers in
our area. We would like to have about 25,
and you may bill us for them.
James R. Curtis, Pres.
KFRO Longview, Tex.
[EDITOR'S with
NOTE:
Reprintsevangelist
of the B-T
interview
the famed
are exclusive
available
at 15 cents each.]
EDITOR:

$500.00
$300.00
$125.00
185,000
watts

I would like to request permission to use verbatim excerpts from your B»T interview with
Billy Graham which appeared in the Aug. 22,
1955, issue.
If permission is granted, I will use the material with proper credit to B«T in our monthly
magazine, The Beam.
Clarence Duncan, Dir. of Prom.,
Southern
Baptist Convention's
Radio & Television
Commission
Ft. Worth, Tex.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Permission granted.]

$400.00
$240.00
$100.00
204,000
watts

WSJV-TV

JOHN F. D1LLE, Jr., President
PAUL C. BRINES, General Manager
Your Growth Network Station JjHn
Serving
South Bend- Elkhart
Northern Indiana
Southern Michigan
For availabilities see your
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It's always amazing to us how many comments we receive whenever anything about our
agency appears in B»T. It certainly speaks
well for the readership your publication gets, as
well as for your circulation!
W. C. Standart
Standart
& O'Hern Adv. Agency Inc.
Kansas City

Station B Station C

America's 5th richest market*
Average per family income in the
South Bend Market is $6,923.00—
ranking it first in Indiana and fifth
highest in the nation.
^Source: 1955 Sales Management Survey of Buying Power

H-R
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Audience
EDITOR:

Responsibility

In your editorial ["English (Should Be)
Spoken Here," B«T, Aug. 15] you have said
so eloquently what I've been saying and advocating for many years at WVJS.
We who propagate the spoken word have an
undeniable trust and a responsibility to our
listeners, especially the younger ones, to be
forever vigilant for correct usage and pronunciation. Along with the examples to which you
called attention, I'd like also to remind a lot
of radio and tv announcers and performers
that the plurals of blouses and houses are not
pronounced blousses and housses, but blouzes
and houzes. You'll also hear such mutilating of
the conjunctive case as "There's nobody here
butMyhe pet
and peeve
I." and, I believe, one of the most
harmful deviations from good usage, is the
frequently heard colloquial use of "don't you?".
It comes out "don' . . . k you?" . . . There is,
of course, a correct way to say it, but it requires alittle extra effort and the breaking of

some old speech habits; but
of people are listening, many
sters, isn't it worth the extra
Malcolm Greep, V. P.
WVJS Owensboro, Ky.

when thousands
of them youngwork?
& Gen. Mgr.

Promote When You Pay
EDITOR:
Here at WKNA each of our employes directly participates in the direct mail promotion
of our station. And, each mailing piece is
assured of getting into the hands of the
people we want to reach with our promotion —
the retail merchants of the greater Charleston
area.
Each employe receives 10 to 12 envelopes
— aheady stamped — along with his paycheck.
His wife has been alerted to use them too and,
since most people pay their bills by check these
PAYMENT ENCLOSED
FROM
_WKNA
Employees
Spend Their Money at Home
WKNA ADVERTISING KEEPS LOCAL DOLLARS MOVING
days, we feel that our message gets a pretty
large circulation on a continuing basis. . . .
This is direct mail promotion in its purest form,
at least it won't hit the circular file until the
payment is removed.
W. S. Jackson, Gen. Mgr.
WKNA
Charleston, W. Va.
Tv's Day in Court
EDITOR:
Our sincere congratulations to B»T for its
coverage of the tradition-smashing test of television at the American Bar Assn. convention
[B»T, Aug. 29]. I believe it is safe to say
that this event may have been a turning point
in
our industry's
fight for the preservation of
freedom
of information.
NARTB performed a magnificent service by
making the most of this opportunity to expose
the stupidity of the ABA's Canon 35. And
Frank Beatty scored impressively with his reporting-in-depth. Few reporters know this complex subject as intimately as Frank. He understands the problem and its implications, and the
article he produced, "The Silent Witness," is a
masterpiece of well balanced informative reporting.
I commend this article and your follow up
editorial for close study by everyone whose welfare is served by the preservation of the people's
right to know.
Jim Bormann
Dir., News & Public Affairs
WCCO Minneapolis
EDITOR:
We would like to distribute approximately 50
copies of the article "The Silent Witness," starting on page 57 of the Aug. 29 issue of B«T, to
our industrial television field men.
If reprints of this article are available, we
would appreciate receiving 50 copies. . . .
Coleman J. Ross, Adv. & Sis. Prom.,
Broadcast Equipment
General Electric Co.
Syracuse, N. Y.
15
cents each.]NOTE: Reprints are available at
[EDITOR'S
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"THE

NATION'S

MOST

POWERFUL

RURAL

TV

STATION"
CBS
AFFILIATE

KTVO

(KIRksville, MO.)
100,000 watts

JL*. JL

SERVING

1

\7

MONOPOLYVILLE,

U.S.A.

BUSINESS OFFICES

OTTUMWA,

168,392 TV SETS
1,101 foot tower

2513 N. Court RD.

IOWA

To Whom It May Concern:
Please consider
for employment.

this my application

I am young (will be born first week
in October), strong, enthusiastic and
willing to work.
Have initiative, imagination and
ability to get along with one million
people with over a billion to spend.
Write, wire or phone collect (Murray
2-4535, Ottumwa, Iowa) for immediate
interview.
Sincerely,

KTVO

PRESIDENT
P.S. Am available at choice times except
when employed by CBS-Television

Serving 57 counties in Iowa, Missouri, and Illinois from the highest
tower and antenna in most of the
U.S.A. "A million with a billion to
spend".
THE
Broadcasting

NATION'S

• Telecasting

MOST

POWERFUL

RURAL

TV

STATION
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Connecticut Stations Praised
THE Connecticut Institute of the Blind has
sent a letter to every radio station in the state,
congratulating them on the "effectiveness of
radio in giving an important message to the
public." Frank Johns Jr., Institute president,
wrote WDRC Hartford, saying the Institute
has received more than $23,000 in gifts resultfrom three Newspapers
announcements
the state's
radioingstations.
were over
not used
in the
appeal. The money has been partially used to
equip a new dormitory for blind children.
WGN Airs Holiday Traffic News
FOR the benefit of holidaying motorists, WGN
Chicago, through the cooperation of the Chicago Motor Club, manned traffic crews and for
the sixth straight year aired traffic and roadcondition bulletins over the entire Labor Day
weekend. The Shell Oil Co. sponsored the
bulletins.
Radio-Tv and Benefit Softball

WITH

THE

CINCINNATI'S radio and television personalities joined forces Aug. 25 but lost a softball
game to an all-star girl's team from the Cincinnati Bell Telephone Co. Proceeds from this
annual benefit softball game went to Cincinnati's Cancer Fund.

ALL

SHOWS.

NETWORK

ABC

PLUS

WISN-TV & WTMJ-TV Conduct Tv-School
SUPERMAN
LONG

JOHN

CISCO
WILD

KID

BILL HICKOK

BUFFALO

BILL JR.

ANDY'S

JACK

THE

DON'T
PLACE

THEM

ON

OWENS

AL JARVIS

LET YOUR
THE

WIP Holds Safe-Driving Campaign
WIP Philadelphia's holiday safety drive urged
motorists to exercise caution and courtesy on
the roads during the Labor Day weekend.
Traffic, weather, bridge, and road condition
bulletins, augmented with safety-reminding
jingles, were broadcast heavily during the entire three day holiday. For the benefit of latereturning
vacationists,
WIP's all-night
Patrol, headed
by Bob Powell,
kept the Dawn
safety
vigil going until early Tuesday morning.

GANG

STUDIO
THE

SILVER

57
SHOW
SHOW

CLIENTS

SUNNYSIDE

OF

WISN-TV and WTMJ-TV Milwaukee are helping Milwaukee County school children kept
home by a polio threat get their lessons anyway. WISN-TV is giving three hours a day of
its broadcast time to public and parochial
schools in the county, following an announcement by Milwaukee's health commissioner that
schools will not open until the polio threat has
passed. WTMJ-TV is airing four daily 15minute sessions for public schools, and two
daily shows of the same length for Lutheran
schools.

"COOL"
SALES

WITH

Citations From WPTF
CITATIONS for meritorious service were sent
to over 100 persons by WPTF Raleigh, N. C,
in appreciation of the help they rendered the
station during its coverage of hurricanes
Connie and Diane. The station reports many
of the citations were sent to persons who had
volunteered to stand by their telephones in
storm areas and call in progress and damage
reports. Some of the other recipients were from
radio stations east of Raleigh who helped the
station in its coverage.
CHAB Finds People

CHANNEL

KABC-TV
flie station with fjfg
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CHAB Moose Jaw, Sask., is enjoying a reputation for finding people in a hurry. During
the last week in August, for example, the station through newscasts and announcements located two lost children; recovered, through announced descriptions, a stolen car; brought together a family; delivered a message to a
man at Prince Albert, 200 miles from Moose
Jaw, and located two other men, traveling
about Saskatchewan.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

l8oirfofl9

National

SPOT-TV

Advertisers

using

I

El

Programs

Paso

are

on

Southwest

KRO

D

TV

And with good reason!
Coverage. From its mountain-top antenna, KROD-TV is the only
television station covering all of the fabulous El Paso Southwest —
America's largest retail trade area.
Programming. With CBS and ABC network programs — plus the
cream of national spot programs — KROD-TV adjacencies consistently build and hold audiences for your show.
E.P. in E.P.* KROD-TV offers advertisers a complete merchandising
and promotion package including announcements, mailings, store
calls, outdoor posters, windows, publicity, etc
far more than any
other station in the area.
'^Effective Promotion in El Paso
Your Branham man can give you the full story on KROD-TV
him today for choice availabilities.

and the rich El Paso Southwest. Call

KRODTV
CHANNEL
4
• EL
PASO,
TEXAS
Affiliated with CBS and ABC Television Networks • Affiliated with KROD — 600 KC — 5,000 watts • Owned and operated by the El Paso Times, Inc. • Roderick
Broadcasting Company • Dorrance D. Roderick, President
Lawrence,by Vice
Pres. and General
Mgr. • Dick Watts, General Sales Manager
Represented • ValNationally
the BRANHAM
CO.
Broadcasting
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TAKES

10.000

Sells

WATTS

27

FROM

AT

FLORIDA

THE

GULF

GAINESVILLE

TO

Market

540

TO

OCEAN-

information
1,384,000
456,630
$1,869,606,000
1,347,875,000
328,473,000

Sales

Merchandise

133,811,000
75,230,000

Furniture-Household
Automotive
Drug
Gross

Cash

255,985,000

Sales

50,868,000

Sales
Farm

KC

OKEECHOBEE

Effective Buying Income
Retail Sales

General

BIG

MARKETS

Population
Radio Homes

Food

A

449,262,000

Income

SOURCES: Radio Homes, SRDS' 7955 "Consumer Markets";
All other categories, Sales Management's 7955
"Survey of Buying Power."

from

Gainesville

Guv

To

To

O

(Okeechobee.
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10,000

OWNED

AND

WATTS

OPERATED

BY

KWK

540

INCORPORATED,

KC

ST.

LOUIS

BITE

OF

FLORIDA

CAPITAL TYPES #10

Even Joe Floyd's
Wife Approves of
THIS
TRIANGLE!

ELAINE SCHACHNE
on

THE LIBRARIAN
Born with a silver "sshh"
in her mouth; compensates
by screaming insults at
the umpire every Ladies'
D ay. Addicted to Peter
Arno cartoons and seven
card stud. Has a baseball
autographed by Three-Finger Brown. Favorite food:
tapioca pudding.
There's nothing hush-hush
about which station in
Washington is a better
advertising buy than any
other. That station is WTOP
Radio with(l)the largest
average

share of audience^) the most quarter-

hour wins ( 3 ) Washington's
most popular local personalities and (4) ten
times the power of any
other station.
WTOP
RADIO
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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all accounts

ALTHOUGH Elaine Schachne, timebuyer at
Emil Mogul Co., New York, is a pert, even-tempered young lady, there is one attitude held
among some agency personnel that ruffles her
customary calm; it's the oft-expressed contention that media work is "uncreative."
Miss Schachne counters that it requires imagination, experimentation and analytical thinking to buy time for a client. She insists there's
nothing
a timebuyer's
maneuvers in mechanical
selection of about
markets
and broadcasting
patterns in order to perform a satisfactory job
for an advertiser.
The thoughtfulness that Miss Schachne brings
to her current post as Mogul timebuyer for
the Monarch Wine Co. (Manischewitz wines).
Brooklyn, reflects her superior educational background and her work experience. A native
New Yorker, who still resides in upper Manhattan, Miss Schachne graduated from Barnard
College and from Columbia U., from which
she received a master's degree in psychology.
She confides that she considered the possibility of studying further for a Ph.D. degree
in psychology, but finally decided against this
step. A background in statistics, acquired at
college and graduate school, stood her in good
stead in 1950 when she accepted a job in the
research department of the Biow Co., New
York. She remained there for a yeaY, and
then shifted to Cunningham & Walsh, New
York, as an estimator in the media department.
She advanced to chief estimator and assistant
timebuyer at C & W and left in 1953 to join
Emil Mogul as a timebuyer.
For the first six months at Mogul, Miss
Schachne was entrusted with local and regional accounts (Barney's Clothes, National
Shoe Co., Ronzoni Macaroni) and in January 1954 was appointed timebuyer for Manischewitz wine. The account, she points out,
relies exclusively on spot radio and spot tv
in more than 100 markets, and clearly delineates the Mogul philosophy of using spot
radio on a long-term, heavy saturation basis,
supported by spot tv.
Miss Schachne believes wholeheartedly in
the efficacy of spot radio on independent or
near-independent stations, and points to the
success story of Manischewitz wine to buttress
her conviction.
Miss Schachne relaxes by attending the theatre and participating in her favorite sports —
skiing, tennis, and swimming. Ruefully, she recalls that the week she was assigned the Manischewitz account, she broke her arm in a
skiing accident.

In fact, si
telling everyo
what a sweet thing Joe
has in his new AberdeenWatertown-Huron triangle,
a completely
new-to-TV
ket. What a hot
number marfor
you too
tion —
homes78,000
reachedsingle-staonly by
KDLO-TV. Log it in combination with Joe's spec
tacularly popular
KELO-TV, Sioux Falls,
S. D. and you get two
big markets for
your one buy
across the board.

LINK
Connected
24 HOURS
EVERYROMIIC
DAY

78%;
Coverage of South Dakota
— Plus Minnesota and Iowa

JOE FLOYD, President.
Evans Nord, Gen'l Mgr.
Larry Bentson, Vice-Pres.
NBC (PRIMARY)
CBS • ABC • DuMONT
Represented by H-R Television
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our
respects
to CLAUDIA TAYLOR JOHNSON

Happy
Star of

Wilson

Yawn

Patrol

4:45 to 6:30 a.m. Monday-Saturday
Stars

Sell

on

Alabama's
greatest radio station

irmi

ngham

Happy has become Birmingham's
No. 1 Hillbilly personality during
his twenty years of entertaining on
WAPI. He builds extra popularity
by traveling all over Alabama making personal appearances.
On his early morning record show
"Yawn Patrol" Happy has a wide
following among farmers and the
large early rising industrial population of Birmingham.
You

can

Your

SELL
Products

to Alabama
If you
them
they

folks

TELL
on

programs

enjoy

hearing

Represented by
John Blair & Co.
Southeastern Representative:
Harry Cummings
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AS WIFE of the Majority Leader of the U. S.
Senate, Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson called upon
and found unknown reserves of strength when
her husband was stricken with a heart attack
July 21 after setting a gruelling pace during
the first session of the 84th Congress.
While her husband lay helpless in a room at
Bethesda Naval Hospital, near Washington,
Mrs. Johnson promptly took command of the
senator's affairs. Moving into the hospital, she
made the decisions during the five weeks on
who would see the affable Texan, acted as his
secretary, handled newsmen, answered some
7,000 "get well" cards and letters and supervised his diet down to the last calory. At the
same time she was overseeing the Johnson
household, including two small children, and
the operation of the Texas Broadcasting Corp.
of which she is president.
The name Claudia Johnson is almost forgotten today except on FCC records, where she
is listed as president and chief owner of KTBCAM-TV Austin and KANG-TV Waco, Tex.
To everyone, including official Washington, she
is known as "Lady Bird," a nursery rhyme
nickname given during her early childhood at
Karnack, Tex.
Small, dark and pretty, Lady Bird attended
rural
school
Karnack,
St. she
Mary's
Dallas
and the
U. ofin Texas
where
was inawarded
BA and BJ degrees. Her first business experience was the management of 3,800 acres of
farmland in central Alabama, which she inherited.
Using inheritance money she bought KTBC
in February 1943 as an investment when the
station was in debt and the staff had been reduced to nine. She began building up the
property, starting KTBC-TV (ch. 7) on Thanksgiving Day, 1952.
She acquired a film library, network affiliation, new quarters and new personnel. The
KTBC-AM-TV staffs now include approximately 100 people. KANG-TV (ch. 34) was
purchased in December 1954.
As president of the stations she directs their
policies, including supervision of all operations— sales, employment of key personnel and
contacts with networks and advertising agencies.
She signs all checks and looks over program
material, that being used and that being offered.
She learned early to read thoroughly all documents involving the stations and has concluded
that the main thing in any business is to check
every detail, no matter how small.
She admits she worked harder during the
senator's hospital stay than she had ever worked
in her life. J. C. Kellam, KTBC-AM-TV general manager, came to Washington several
times for conferences. Like her husband, she
is a frequent user of the long distance telephone
and never was out of touch with what was

going on in Austin and Waco, some 1,700 miles
away from the Nation's Capital.
When in Washington, Mrs. Johnson conducts
her radio-tv and other business from a desk on
the porch of the Johnson home, looking out
on the garden. The senator declines to take
part
in the
operations.
"I can't
bothered
withradio-tv
that and
besides she
does beit
better," he says. Lady Bird takes care of it,
including farm and ranch business, without
seeming busy at all.
She disclaims any active part in her husband's
political campaigns "except in emergencies,"
but adds: "I went along on his campaigns just
to see that he ate and had clean clothes. Also,
I have the feeling that I am a very average person, so I listened to his speeches. If they struck
me wrong, we figured maybe something needed
to be changed. I think I am a fairly good
sounding board for how the average person
will react, but I am not a brain truster in any
sense
the word."all have fun using the same
The ofJohnsons
initials — L. B. — for each member. There are
Sen. Lyndon B., Lady Bird, daughters Lynda
Bird, 11,theand
Lucypup.Baines, 8, and "Little
Beagle,"
family
Mrs. Johnson is a member of Theta Sigma
Phi, honorary journalism organization. Her
hobbies are gardening and making motion pictures. Her major business ambition, she says,
is to assure Austin the "finest possible service
and to make KTBC-AM-TV one of the bestknown
in theshecountry."
In thisnames
direction,
has plans, at present, to
construct a new television center in Austin
"that will be one of the most modern and advanced in the world." Architects are being
consulted for the latest in design and the center
will have "every facility that will guarantee the
people
the the
area Johnsons
the finest are
in radio
tv."
Right ofnow
at theandfamily
ranch at Johnson City, Tex., where the senator
is convalescing from the heart attack. Doctors
feel that with proper care he will be able to
make an almost complete recovery and return
to the majority leadership of the Senate next
year. Lady Bird intends to see to that.
Reflecting on her 20-plus years in broadcasting, Mrs. Johnson sums up her feelings about
the industry this way: "Because of the peculiar
nature of the radio and tv industry, I believe
that it has a public service status and that no
operation can be profitable or successful unless the operator keeps that point in mind.
"Radio and tv both fit into a definite category of news and entertainment — a category
based upon a flexibility which is possessed by
no other medium. A successful operation, in
addition to being based upon a public service
concept, is one that takes advantage of that
flexibility."Broadcasting
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RAYTHEON

Dependable,
low

cost,

FEATURES

OF

versatile,

convenient
THE

KTR

Meets or exceeds all FCC and RETMA specifications
^m Highest quality color or monochrome transmission
®» Audio multiplex built-in
Quickly, easily tunable
®B Convenient packaging and serviceability
6.
Highly resistant to extreme weather conditions
2T- Simple, rugged, miniaturized design
8* Multiplex audio-video range to 25 miles for single hops)
greater distance using repeaters
®" Excellent signal-to-noise ratio
Proven performance in leading TV stations

'HEART"

OF

THE

KTR

Within the transmitter RF head are located a
tunable reference cavity, wave guide, antenna
feed and a klystron in a thermostatically
controlled oven. The tunable reference cavity is
accurate to ±%mc over an ambient temperature
range of —30° to +50°C. The klystron is rugged,
reliable and built for exceptionally long life.
This "heart" of the Raytheon KTR typifies the
simplicity, dependability and versatility of these
microwave links— designed to offer broadcasters
outstanding service at lowest cost.

Produced

by

the

world's

leading

maker

TV

First

MICROWAVE

link

for

the

KTR-IOO

First

link

KTR-IOO

B

link

for

Time

proven

for

common

KTR-IOO
(6,OOOmc band)

E

for

KTR-IOO
(7,OOOmc band)

Band,

video

and

audio

Here is the long-awaited link for the uncrowded 13,000mc band. Ideal for
transmitting high quality signals over relatively short distance, this equipment can be used for remotes or as a STL. Exclusive frequency assignments
have been available in the 13,000mc band and all that has been lacking was
the equipment. NOW- Raytheon supplies the missing link.

F

only

New

and

13,000Mc

LINKS

color
A

field-sequential color
Available at 6,000, 7,000 and 13,000mc bands.
This important new unit provides the ultimate in versatility. It may be
used for high quality transmission of G.E.— C.B.S. field sequential color
signals, with the compatible color system, and with monochrome by merely
turning a switch.

carrier

band,

video

and

audio

Another new link in this famous series is the KTR-100E. Designed for
use in the 6,000mc band it offers the quality of performance telecasters
have come to expect from Raytheon . . . another instance of Excellence
in Electronics.

and

monochrome,

video

and

audio

In use by leading television stations (names on request) across the nation,
the KTR-100A has proven itself in thousands of operating hours in a
variety of intallations of all kinds. Famous for reliability and flexibility,
this outstanding unit has an enviable reputation for low initial, mainte*
nance and operating costs.

Cuelink

model

ACL-3

This 26mc narrow band FM radio communications system provides audiocuing for lining up microwave installations and for permanent two-way
voice communication between broadcast or microwave sites. Furnished
with hand sets and antennas. Packaged for portable or rack mounting.

RAYTHEON

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY
Raytheon:

Equipment Marketing Division
WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS

Of

MICROWAVE

EQUIPMENT

Excellence in Electronics

Al Ross is doing just fine in
Washington. After only 2 months,
he's winning new friends and
sponsors and pleasing the old.
The new early-morning radio
show, "Your Timekeeper" on
WRC 6:15-9:30 Monday through
Friday, 6:15-8:00 Saturuday
mornings is the brightest
spot in Washington.
Al is one of the most phenomenally
successful disc jockeys in the East
. . . and for very good reasons.
His entertainment has that
personal touch. Al has a knack of
selecting the hits from the current
releases and picking everybody's
favorite old timers. And as "Your
Timekeeper" he delivers a smooth,
easy blend of headline news, time
checks, weather reports and sports
that's just right for the early
morning. The commercials get
the same treatment. Al uses sound
effects, recorded excerpts and
several different voices to make
commercials a joy to hear and a
goldmine to sponsors.
For years national advertisers such
as Wildroot Hair Tonic, Pall Mall
Cigarettes, and Fels Naptha have
been building their spot radio
your personal

radio

salesman

in Washington

schedules in Baltimore around
Al Ross. Now if you want a personal
representative in Washington to
home to America's
carry your
richest
massstory
market, Al Ross
is your man. Call your NBC
Spot Sales representative or

WRC

J§
IN

RADIO
WASHINGTON

represented by NBC SPOT SALES
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NBC,
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AND

NEW

AFFILIATES

RADIO

FORMULAS

• NBC wants to expand 'Monitor' into weekday periods
• And put more nighttime shows on participation basis
• While asking affiliates to take a compensation cut
• CBS has a new 'segmentation' plan to show its members
RADIO NETWORK affiliates were at another
income crossroads at the weekend as NBC Radio and CBS Radio confronted them with new
sales and programming devices designed to offset the downward trend.
NBC Radio affiliates, who met last week in
New York, were offered a plan to extend the
lively programming of the weekend Monitor
to daytime hours during the week, with more
emphasis on appeal to women. This met expected opposition from affiliates who claimed a
weekday Monitor would hurt local sales.
CBS Radio will meet with affiliates TuesdayWednesday in Detroit to offer its "segmentation" plan to sell name talent on evening participations.
WHAT NOW FOR 'MONITOR'?
WEEKS of controversy over NBC's plans for
overhauling the sales format and programming
techniques of its radio network were nearing
a head late last week, with the principal issues
to be aired — if not settled — in a general meeting of NBC officials and the affiliates last Friday in New York. (For late story on Friday
session, see At Deadline.)
After a Thursday meeting between NBC
executives and two affiliates' committees, it
was learned — authoritatively but unofficially —
that NBC not only would ( 1 ) spell out plans
to extend the Monitor sales concept and programming technique from weekend to weekday
periods and (2) ask the affiliates to take a cut
in network compensation [B«T, Sept. 5], but
also (3) propose to expand the selling of network participations to include additional nighttime programs.
The plan to expand the Monitor concept remained the focal point of hallway conversation
among the first of an expected 100 to 120 affiliates to arrive for the Friday session. They
remained clearly divided: Some maintained that
extension of Monitor is the "only solution,"
while others took opposing views that ranged
in intensity from a fairly mild "It's a bad move"
to spirited declarations that it would be the
ruination of all radio.
The NBC plan, as understood by affiliates
from discussions Thursday, encompasses extension of the weekend Monitor idea to the 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday periods.
The programming would be built around commercial shows currently in those periods, and,
contrary to the thinking while the planning was
in its earlier stages, soap operas would not be
discontinued. The programming itself would be
slanted more toward women, with greater emBroadcasting
• Telecasting

phasis on entertainment features than the weekend Monitor's "service" aspects provide. Monitor would be retained as a weekend service, and
the weekday "program" probably would be
given a different name, not yet designated.
In their Thursday
sessions with
committeemen,
it was understood
the affiliates'
network
officials were told that they could expect trouble
in getting stations to clear the 12 noon-to-3 p.m.
periods, which are station time and represent
a considerable amount of money to many stations. The other periods envisioned for the
weekday Monitor (10 a.m. to noon, and 3-6
p.m.) are network option time.
The plan reportedly would give affiliates a
five-minute cut-out each hour, plus some 70second time on the hour, the same as is provided
in the weekend Monitor. Some affiliates indicated they would be glad to accept the plan
if given, instead, a five-minute cut-out every
half-hour, with a minute's time on each end.
Others doubted the feasibility of this request,
while still others, at the opposite extreme, held
that not even this would be enough to sell them.
CAUSE

OF IT ALL

«*(*> f*itt*vt>n %fW*u am*

ALL THE EXCITEMENT at NBC Radio these days was brought about by
Monitor, the weekend program (a typical
hour of which is illustrated here). The
network wants to expand it into weekdays, but some affiliates fear it will cut
into their local selling.

-
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Those more favorably disposed toward the
plan pointed out that stations generally have
sold "some" additional time in Monitor adjacencies on weekends, that these sales have included
both local and national spot advertising, and
that NBC's requirement that an advertiser using
Monitor must buy the full network "is a lot different from selling a 'network' of 20 or 30
Among opponents the objection was raised
that even granting that additional local sales
stations."
have been made around Monitor on weekends,
selling ^weekend time and selling weekday time
are different things; that yielding the full period
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. to the network would
knock out important local sales now bringing
in needed revenues; and that the Monitor concept and its present pricing structure constitute
a threat to both national spot business and local
rates. Station representation firms as a whole
have claimed that the whole Monitor plan
amounts to radio's death knell.
There appeared to be less preliminary discussion of NBC's plans to ask for a reduction
in compensation to affiliates, and of its plan
to add nighttime programs to those in which
it sells participations.
One affiliate observed flatly: "We get little
enough
network represented
now." Someas
estimatedmoney
their from
networkthe revenue
low as 5 to 10% of their totals. One ventured
that 75% of his station's total revenues were
derived from forenoon hours — and that perhaps
40%
of the
network
openstotalup.came before 8 a.m., when the
The exact amount of the cut to be requested
in compensation for carrying network programs
was not disclosed before the Friday meeting,
but it was described as intended to be "competitive" with the reduction recently negotiated
by CBS
July
4]. Radio with its own affiliates [B»T,
This was described by CBS Radio as amounting to a 20% reduction and became effective
Aug. 25 for a period of one year. Some authorities have insisted that the CBS compensation
cut amounts to more than 20% in some cases.
Sources among NBC affiliates last week said
they did not expect NBC to ask for more than
a 30% reduction, if that much.
Details of the reported plan to offer additional programs for sale on a participations
basis similarly were not made known generally
in advance of the Friday session. It was understood, however, that NBC wished to apply this
technique — which it launched some time ago
on the Fibber McGee and Molly program —
to such additional nighttime shows as Dragnet,
NBC Radio Theatre (which has been known
as Lux Radio Theatre but whose sponsorship
Lux is dropping), Great Gildersleeve, and One
Man's Family. This expansion presumably
would be in answer to CBS Radio's new "segmentation" plan of selling evening name talent
shows [B»T, Aug. 22; also see story, page 32].
Affiliates on hand for last Thursday's agendasetting preliminary sessions with NBC were six
executive committeemen and four planning
committeemen. Executive committee: Robert
Swezey, WDSU New Orleans, chairman; Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, secretarytreasurer; Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford;
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Philip Morris Drops
NBC RADIO'S Monitor, a center of controversy among NBC affiliates (see story
page 31), although its sales have surpassed the network's expectations, took a
setback last week when Philip Morris decided to drop its participations after 13
weeks and at least one other advertiser,
Chevrolet, was reported ready to follow
suit. Reports that other Monitor sponsors
were "wavering" could not be confirmed.
Philip Morris, getting ready to introduce its new red, white and gold package,
has signed in with CBS Radio for use of
that network's new "segmentation" plan
of sponsorship on name-talent evening
programs [B*T,.Aug. 22; also see story
below]. PM agency: Biow-Beirn-Toigo,
New York.
Robert Hanna, WGY Schenectady; George
Norton Jr., WAVE Louisville, and Richard Mason, WPTF Raleigh. Planning committee: Edwin Wheeler, WWJ Detroit; William Fay,
WHAM Rochester; Walter Damm, WTMJ
Milwaukee, and Jack Harris, KPRC Houston.
DETROIT PARLEY FOR CBS
AFFILIATES of CBS Radio will hear for the
first time the details of the network's new "segmentation" plan of selling name-talent evening
programs when the second annual meeting of
CBS Radio officials and affiliates is held in Detroit this week.
On the heels of the NBC Radio Affiliates'
meeting last Friday in New York considering
that network's new sales and other plans (see
story above), some 200-plus CBS Radio officials and affiliates are slated to meet Tuesday
and Wednesday at Detroit's Hotel SheratonCadillac for presentations on network sales,
programming, and promotion plans for the
coming season. The "segmentation" plan of
selling is to be outlined by network sales Vice
President John Karol.
Key speaker for the two-day meeting is Dr.
Frank Stanton, president Of CBS Inc. He addresses the luncheon session Tuesday.
Charles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria, 111., is
chairman of the convention subcommittee of
the CBS Radio Affiliates Assn.'s board of directors, which is headed by Kenyon Brown,
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.
The Tuesday meeting will include a presentation of overall plans by CBS Radio President
Arthur Hull Hayes, followed by Mr. Karol,
network programs Vice President Howard G.
Barnes, and sales promotion and advertising
co-director Sherril Taylor in discussions of
plans of their respective departments.
A sales promotion clinic and seminar, formerly held as a separate meeting, also will be
conducted Tuesday, with Mr. Taylor and Louis
Dorfsman, co-directors of sales promotion and
advertising, and Murray Salberg, manager of
program promotion, presenting fall program
promotion campaigns.
A banquet Tuesday evening will feature a
program produced by programs Vice President
Barnes with comedian Jack Carson as m. c. and
including
sonalities. a number of the network's top perWednesday morning's agenda calls for a
CBS management conference and separate seminars conducted by promotion managers of
CBS Radio affiliates. These sessions will be
topped by a luncheon honoring Detroit's automobile industry, to which the heads of the
major car makers have been invited.
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ADVERTISERS
INSURANCE

& AGENCIES

FIRMS

WARM
TO RADIO-TV
ADS
by the Life Insurance Advertisers Assn. and
distributed to its 425 members. . . .
Thiemann, president of Life Insurance Advertisers Assn., says
"The Life Insurance Advertisers Assn. is
having its annual meeting in New York City
insurance companies are evincSept. 14-16. At that time the program of
ing 'growing interest' in electronic media's advertising
value. Successful use by insurance firms will be reviewed at
association's annual meeting.

THE NATION'S life insurance companies are
showingvision"growing
in themedia,
use ofA.teleand radio asinterest"
advertising
H.
Thiemann, president of the Life Insurance Advertisers Assn. and second vice president of
New York Life Insurance Co., told B«T last
week.
Mr. Thiemann pointed out that LIAA is collecting case histories showing how life insurance
companies have used radio and tv successfully
and said this project will be reviewed with plans
for the coming year made during LIAA's annual
meeting this week in New York. LIAA plans
to distribute the radio-tv case histories to all
of its 425 members for their guidance in considering the use of radio and/or television advertising themselves, individually.
"The first of these [case histories] describes
the experience of the Mutual Life Assurance
Co. of Canada," Mr. Thiemann said in a statement prepared for B»T. "Spot tv was tried
experimentally in 1954 with such satisfactory
results that the program was expanded substantial y in 1955. Seventeen Canadian stations
are being used on the basis of three-a-week for
Thiemann's statement also asserted:
39 Mr.
weeks."
"There is growing interest among life advertisers in tv and radio. Familiarity with the
medium is an important obstacle and this is
being overcome by a continuing series of studies
being conducted by the Life Insurance Advertisers Assn.
Few for Network
"Only a few of the larger companies might
be considered possible users of network tv and
radio. These companies do a sufficiently large
business on a nationwide scale to enable them
to use the medium economically. They are also,
of course, logical users of such competitive
media as mass circulation magazines. Currently
Prudential is using network tv and metropolitan
network radio. In the past network radio has
been used by Equitable and New York Life.
"The great potential for the future appears
to lie within the smaller companies doing business in a limited number of states. There are
several hundred of these, and they must rely
on local advertising media such as individual
stations and spots.
"Life insurance is an intangible and does not
lend itself readily to dramatic tv treatment
showing a product in action, as is possible with
appliances and automobiles. A purely auditory
radio description of a life insurance policy
might well prove confusing. The most effective
way to overcome these limitations is the problem of the life insurance advertiser.
"All companies have had long experience with
direct mail and are able to predict with surprising accuracy the results of a mailing. They
are also familiar with print advertising. Experience with tv and radio is limited and some conservative -companies may consider their use
speculative.
"Case histories, showing how companies have
used tv and radio effectively, are being collected

gathering advertising case studies will be reviewed and plans made for the coming year."
The LIAA meeting is being held at the Essex
House with a "blue-ribbon lineup of leaders in
the life insurance profession and specialists in
advertising, public relations and sales promotion" scheduled to address the sessions, according to Robert S. Kieffer, meeting chairman and
assistant vice president of Metropolitan Life.
Speakers include Alex F. Osborn, vice chairman of the board of BBDO; Gardner Cowles of
Cowles publishing and broadcasting interests;
Pierre Martineau, research director of the Chicago Tribune, and Walter J. Barlow, vice president of Opinion Research Corp.
GOP

MAPS

BUYING

FOR '56 CAMPAIGN
THE Republican National Committee during
the 1952 and 1954 election campaigns got peak
radio and tv audiences by pre-empting the time
periods of the highest-rated shows on the networks, Carroll Newton, BBDO vice president
and committee timebuyer for the two campaigns,
said last week.
Addressing a closed session of the 48 chairmen of the state Republican organizations
Thursday at Washington's Sheraton-Park Hotel,
Mr. Newton, according to a national committee
spokesman, made a "practical presentation on
how, when and how much" radio-tv time their
respective organizations should buy in their
home states during the 1956 elections.
The state GOP chairmen were in Washington
attending a Wednesday-through-Friday "Campaign School" conducted by the parent committee. They arrived Tuesday for preliminary sessions and other activities and left Friday for
Denver to meet last Saturday with President
Dwight Eisenhower.
Republicans were successful with radio-tv in
1952 because they "deliberately picked up audience moments" and cashed in on Gen. Eisenhower's personal appeal to listeners and viewers,
the state chairmen were told. Ratings showed
that radio-tv presentations by the GOP National
Committee outdrew those put on by the Democrats 2to 1, according to the spokesman, Robert
Humphreys, campaign director for the national
committee.
The Democrats, he said, reserved their network time periods "months" in advance in lateevening periods, while the Republicans bought
time "all over the lot." Some time reserved
early by the GOP was cancelled because it was
not considered satisfactory later in the campaign. Besides pre-empting periods occupied by
high-rated shows, the Republicans also selected
time in periods of high political interest, it was
noted.
The spokesman said he knew of no sponsors
who objected to pre-emptions by either Democrats or Republicans, but that the Republicans
on several occasions had to pay high prices for
time pre-empted after talent had been assembled
and the show planned.
The state chairmen were told to build up timing for radio-tv appearances "when it means
the most." They should inaugurate a strong
saturation plan during the last 10 days before
election, Mr. Newton said. Although the state
groups will not be buying national network
time, their methods of buying should be patBroadcasting
• Telecasting

NATHANSON,
TONI CO.
TO LEAVE WEISS & GELLER
Vice president

ADVERTISER and station officials discuss Wynn's friction proofing (automotive) commercials on WMGM New York. L to r: Dave Fischer, vice president, Wynn Oil; Victor
Seydel, vice president in charge of radio and tv, Anderson & Cairns Inc.; Sam Faust,
association director in charge of sales, WMGM; Frank Roehrenbeck, assoc. director in
charge of station management, WMGM; Jerome McCauley, WMGM account executive,
and Ted Fischer, Wynn president.
terned after that of the national organization,
he said. He said state hookups are desirable.
Although Mr. Newton did not stress television
over radio, there is no question that television
was the "No. 1 thing" on the minds of the state
chairmen in terms of campaign media, the committee spokesman said. He emphasized that
there will be tv stations in many cities in 1956
where no stations existed in 1952.
He added that, although GOP National
Chairman Leonard Hall had repeatedly said
GOP candidates ought to be chosen who make
good impressions on tv audiences, the committee considers other expedients in using tv on
behalf of a local candidate, such as using testimonials for him by other persons.
The group did not discuss radio-tv coverage
at the 1956 nominating convention.
La Rosa Switches Agencies;
Plans Increased Advertising
V. LA ROSA & Sons (macaroni products and
other Italian foods) has appointed Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York, to handle
its advertising [Closed Circuit, Sept. 5].
The appointment is the result of La Rosa's
greatly expanded advertising schedules, Vincent
S. La Rosa, vice president in charge of advertising, said.
The advertising budget for the coming year
is thewilllargest
in La Rosa's
history.
use
be increased
to include
both Television
television
programs and tv spot announcements as well as
radio spots. Waterfront, a half-hour film series,
will continue to be sponsored on WABD (TV)
New York, WCAU-TV Philadelphia and
WNAC-TV Boston.
Joice, Kemper Appointed
To Top Goodkind Posts
APPOINTMENT of Clyde M. Joice as board
chairman and Don H. Kemper as president were
announced Wednesday by Goodkind, Joice &
Morgan Inc., Chicago. Mr. Kemper heads his
own advertising agency, Don H. Kemper Co.,
Dayton, Ohio, whose facilities will be combined with those of Goodkind, loice & Morgan,
it was reported. The two agencies will remain
separate entities, however, for the present. Mr.
Joice has been president of the Goodkind
agency for 15 years and will continue as chief
executive officer.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

Deputy Postmaster General
To Join Kudner in October
CHARLES R. HOOK Jr., whose resignation as
Deputy Postmaster General was announced by
President Eisenhower last week, has been
elected . vice president and a member
of the executive
committee of Kudner Agency, it was
announced by J. H.
S. Ellis, president.
Mr. Hook's duties in
the Post Office DepartmentOct.will1,be after
terminated
which he will join
the agency.
Mr. Hook formerMR. HOOK
ly was vice president
in charge of personnel for the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad and
was the youngest
member
of theinPresident's
subcabinet,
having been
appointed
January 1953,
at the age of 38.
Warwick & Legler Named
In N. Y. Delinquency Drive
WARWICK & LEGLER has been selected by
New York City, with the aid of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies' New York council, as "volunteer task-force agency" to serve in
an anti-juvenile delinquency campaign being
launched there.
The cooperative aid rendered the city by
the council which resulted in the choice of
W & L as the task-force agency was noted by
Mayor Robert F. Wagner in a letter to AAAA
President Frederic R. Gamble. In his letter,
Mayor Wagner called the agency cooperation
"an outstanding contribution and a noteworthy
example of public-spirited service to New York
andSimilar
its citizens."
letters of thanks were sent to Warwick & Legler; to the advertiser-coordinator
(George E. Mosley, vice president in charge of
advertising and sales promotion, Seagram Distillers Corp.), and to Paul West, president of
the Assn. of National Advertisers, which
nominated Mr. Mosley.

plans own

agency and it's expected that
Toni will move there, continuing an eight-year association.
DON PAUL NATHANSON has announced his
resignation as vice president of Weiss & Geller,
Chicago, effective Dec. 1, and will soon announce plans for the formation of his own
agency, with several Toni products as the
nucleus.
The resignation of Mr. Nathanson — and also
that of the Toni Co. account — was announced
Sept. 2 in a surprise joint release by Mr. Nathanson and Edward H. Weiss, president of the
Chicago agency. Weiss & Geller will "terminate" the handling of such products as Deep
Magic lotion. Spin Curlers, Toni home permanent, Tonette and Silver Curl home permanent
also effective Dec. 1 coincident with Mr.
Nathanson's departure.
Mr. Nathanson will handle those Toni
products in his new agency, but declined to
give any details at this time. A report that Toni
billings at Weiss & Geller amounted to about
$5 million, was branded by Mr. Nathanson
as "ridiculous." It was learned that the sum
is substantially more. It is believed that Toni
spends well in excess of $15 million on advertising for products placed among four agencies,
also including Leo Burnett Co., Clinton E.
Frank, and Tatham-Laird Inc. A goodly share
of the overall outlay is for broadcast media,
with a preponderance of that in television.
Mr. Nathanson has been with Weiss & Geller
since 1952 and previously was advertising manager of Toni for five years.
Weiss & Geller placed $10 million (out of
about $16 million total business) in broadcast
billings last year, most of it deriving from the
Toni business.
Philip Morris Increases
Time on CBS Radio Shows
INCREASED use of CBS Radio by Philip
Morris Inc. was announced last week with additional segmentation purchases in the network'
Tennessee Ernie Show, Edgar Bergen Show ands
The 29].
Bing Crosby Show [Closed Circuit,
Aug.

Philip Morris already has increased its sponsorship of Tennessee Ernie from three to four
segments per week (Tuesday through Friday
of the Mon.-Fri., 7:05-7:45 p.m. EDT program). On Oct. 2, the tobacco firm will pick
up a segment of the Edgar Bergen Show (Sundays, 7:05-8 p.m. EDT) and on Oct. 4 will
sponsor segments of Crosby Tuesdays and
Thursdays, switching from its sponsorship of
Tennessee Ernie those evenings but continuing
with the latter program on Wednesdays and
for Philip Morris is BiowFridays.
Beirn-ToigoAgency
.
Evans Joins McCann-Erickson
JACOB A. EVANS, vice president in charge
of sales, Sponsor magazine, effective Sept. 19
joins McCann-Erickson, New York, as an account executive on the Bulova Watch Co.
account, reporting to Terrence Clyne, vice
president in charge of radio and television and
a member of the board.
Mr. Evans prior to the past 10 months with
the magazine was associated with NBC as director of radio and promotion for eight years.
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COLORCASTING
Advance Schedule
Of Network Color Shows
CBS-TV
Sept. 24

(9:30-11 p.m. EDT) Ford
Star Jubilee, "Judy Garland
Show," Ford Motor Co.
through J. Walter Thompson.

NBC-TV
Sept. 12-16 (5:30-6 p.m. EDT) Howdy
Doody (also Sept. 19-23, 2630). Participating sponsors.
Sept. 12-16 (11 a.m.-noon) Home, color
inserts daily at 11:45 a.m.noon (also Sept. 19-23,
26-30). Participating sponsors.
Sept. 17

(3:30-6 p.m. EDT) NCAA
Football, U. of Miami vs.
Georgia Tech. Participating.
Sept. 19 (8-9:30 p.m. EDT) Producers
Showcase, "Our Town," Ford
Motor Co. through Kenyon
& Eckhardt, and RCA through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Grey and
Al Paul Lefton agencies.
Sept. 27 (8-9 p.m. EDT) Milton Berle
Show. Sunbeam Corp.
through Perrin-Paus Co. and
RCA and Whirlpool Corp.
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
[Note: This schedule will be corrected to
press time of each issue of B«T.]

Smith, Graff Named V. P.'s
Of Fletcher D. Richards
TWO ACCOUNT supervisors, Sanford C.
Smith and John T. Graff, have been named vice
presidents of Fletcher D. Richards Inc., New
York, Eugene I. Harrington, president of the
agency, announced last week.
Mr. Smith is account supervisor for American
Machine & Foundry Co. and the Sealand sporting goods accounts and has been with the
agency since 1941. Mr. Graff is account supervisor of Footwear and General Products Division of the U. S. Rubber Co. account and has
been with the agency since 1944.
In addition, Mr. Harrington announced the
appointment of Richard Nixon as administrative
assistant to the president; Mathew Cantillon to
a top creative capacity, and John Devine as an
account executive.
Kraft Orange Juice Expands
EXPANSION into at least three other markets— definitely Springfield and perhaps St.
Louis and Joplin, all Mo. — is planned by Kraft
Foods Co. for its new Kraft chilled Florida
orange juice. The company has been testing
with tv in Kansas City on an experimental
$10,000 spot tv campaign, using KMBC-TV
as well as WDAF-TV and KCMO-TV on an
initial 13-week spread. Other markets will be
added next month. Kraft is airing an average
of 12 spots per week on these outlets in the
three-station tv market. It was previously reported Kraft would use five or six spots on
only WDAF-TV and KCMO-TV [B«T, Aug.
29]. Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago.
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CAR

MAKERS

Gen.

Motors

GEAR

SPOT
CAMPAIGNS
Nov. 15 — excluding Saturday and Sunday (on
Initial buying for new car seawhich days it sponsors a heavy saturation of
son imminent as Chrysler,
five-minute newscasts on CBS Radio) — spots
General Motors and Ford diviin "peak listening periods."
In some instances, it was reported, Chevrolet
sions feel out representatives
is prepared to deal directly with local stations,
for radio-tv availabilities.
particularly those in small markets, rather than
AUTOMOBILE manufacturers are gearing for their respective representatives.
the spirited 1 955-56 new models sweepstakes by
There was evidence that, as in past years,
seeking choice radio-tv spot availabilities among
some automotive advertisers are putting out
station representatives.
feelers on so-called primary and secondary staPreliminary, inquiries have been circulated by
tion markets. But Chevrolet's bid, at least in
Chrysler's DeSoto, Dodge and Chrysler divi- one instance, comprised both categories, with
sions, General Motors' Pontiac and Chevrolet such cities as Cleveland; Canton, Ohio; Lansing,
Mich.; Springfield, 111.; Providence, R. I., and
groups
Co.'s Ford
it was
learned and
last Ford
week.Motor
Plymouth
Div. Div.,
of Chrysler
others.
also was expected to go timebuying late last
Pontiac Div. of General Motors (handled by
week.
MacManus,
John & Adams, New York) reportA late-comer in the spot-seeking field is Chevedly
is
utilizing
the primary-secondary prorolet, which has kept strictly mum on its fall- cedure.
winter spot plans.
If Chevrolet, through Campbell-Ewald Co.,
A letter from Joseph Hartigan, senior vice
which spent an estimated $8 million on radio-tv
president and media director of Campbelllast season, has determined a spot tv policy, it
Ewald Co., Detroit, dated Sept. 5, informed
midwest and other station representative firms was not apparent at week's end. Mr. Hartigan
that "we have been authorized" to seek out could not -be reached for comment Thursday.
In some cases, among the representatives.
availabilities for Chevrolet, presumably referring to spot radio but not specifying it as such. Pontiac was represented as having curtailed
Allusion was made, however, to half a dozen
some of its spot radio from last year, while
other stations, all radio.
Oldsmobile (handled by D. P. Brother) was
Chevrolet is seeking, in the period Oct. 31- reported as boosting its timebuys.

Expands

'Wide

World' Purchase
Picks up option on another

third of NBC-TV's super series.
Plans are divulged for first
telecast Oct. 16.
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., Detroit, will
sponsor two-thirds of NBC-TV's Wide Wide
World (approximately alternate Sundays,
4-5:30 p.m. NYT), starting Oct. 16, NBC
day.
President
Sylvester L. Weaver Jr. said ThursMr. Weaver thus brought up to date the
previous disclosure that GM had purchased a
third of the series with an option for the remaining two-thirds [At Deadline Aug. 1,
Closed Circuit, July 25]. The NBC president
also disclosed details of plans for the second
World telecast. The first was telecast last June.
General Motors' sponsorship is on a splitlevel basis, with GM divisions — United Motors,
AC Spark Plug, and Guide Lamp — taking segments. This leaves one-third of the series still
available to advertisers.
The Oct. 16 telecast, Mr. Weaver said, will
be supervised, as was the first program, by its
executive ofproducer,
Barry Dave
Wood, Garroway,
who is NBC's
director
special events.
who
narrated
the
first
program,
again
will
assume
this duty.
In the first World program, live pickups were
made in various parts of the U. S. and in Canada and Mexico. The October program, "A
Sunday in Autumn," intends to continue this
camera mobility — shooting from mid-air, underwater, the deck of a boat, from a moving
cable car and from the ground. Some 1 1 areas
in the U. S. will be origination points: New
York City; Gloucester, Mass.; Cleveland; Tarrytown, N. Y.; Weeki Wachee, Fla.; Dallas; San
Francisco; St. Louis; Omaha; the Grand Canyon, and Lake Mead, Ariz. In all, 50 cameras
will travel more than 30,000 miles.
Briefly here is the action on "A Sunday in

Autumn": airborne camera shooting as U. S.
Air Force plane banks over the Mississippi
River at St. Louis; camera on board riverboat
will show same plane and then pan to shore
to pick up Negro Dixieland jazz band; camera
on bank of river will pick up riverboat again;
underwater camera will submerge in tropical
springs at Weeki Wachee concentrating on
bathing beauties; cable car camera in San
Francisco will pan car then down the steep
incline of Powell St.; a pickup from Grand Canyon; a pickup of the Rockettes in Radio City
Music
York (saidof to
be theCampbell
dancers'
first timeHall,
on New
tv); coverage
Donald
and ord
hison Lake
speedboat
the Dallas
world's State
recMead;outa to
viewbreak
of the
Fair; sequence at Tarrytown, N. Y., where camera will show autumn splendor; Gloucester,
Mass., for scenes of the ocean, fishing boats and
men who man the boats; a look at steel mill
smoke and molten steel at Cleveland and at
giant wheat threshers in Omaha.
Other Wide Wide World programs are
planned for these dates: Oct. 30; Nov. 13 and
17; Dec. 4 and 18; Jan. 1, 1956, and Jan. 22
and 29; Feb. 12 and 19; March 4, 11 and 25;
April 1, 15 and 29; May 6 and 20; June 3.
PONTIAC

WILL

SPONSOR

NBC-TV'S 'PROJECT 20'
PURCHASE by Pontiac Div. of General Motors Corp. of NBC-TV's Project 20 series was
announced Wednesday by Robert W. Sarnoff,
executive vice president of NBC. The program,
named for the Twentieth Century, will be aired
at regular intervals starting in November, in
prime evening time that will be pre-empted by
NBC.
Firstmare inprogram
seriesNov.
will 13be (Sunday,
"NightRed" to of
be the
telecast
8-10 p.m. EST). This program is a film treatment of the story of Russia in this century.
Footage was derived from 76 different foreign
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

and domestic sources, some from behind the
Iron Curtain and some from Czarist archives.
The other shows, as yet unscheduled but already planned in the series, are "The Jazz Age,"
a reconstruction of the 1920's with Fred Allen
as narrator and using film to cover the period
from the time of the end of World War I to
the market crash of 1929, and "The Rise and
Fall of a Dictator," similarly dramatizing via
film the story of Adolf Hitler.
Producer of the series is Henry Salomon,
who made the award-winning Victory at Sea for
NBC-TV. He is using the same production
unit.
In announcing the series' sponsorship, Mr.
Sarnoff said, "Only television could undertake
a project of this scope and bring it into proper
perspective, and NBC-TV's flexible programming and sales pattern, in particular, make it
practicable."
Mr. Sarnoff said that pre-emption of prime
time would assure "maximum viewership for
Project 20, a large-scaled plan that will attempt
to give Twentieth Century man a chance to
take a long look at himself and the world in
which he lives." Each program, he noted, will
be self-contained but part of a composite "drama
of our age that will, we hope, add to man's
understanding of man."
Mr. Sarnoff's relationship to the project
began when he was director of NBC Unit Productions that supervised the Victory at Sea, 26
half-hour episode film series on World War II
naval operations. As a result of the series'
success, Mr. Sarnoff kept the production unit
intact. It has since produced Three, Two, One
— Zero, tv story of atomic energy which was
telecast last year.
Pontiac also will sponsor a full-hour dramatic program series on the network to be telecast on alternate Tuesdays (9:30-10:30 p.m.
EDT), starting Oct. 4. Agency for Pontiac is
MacManus, John & Adams Inc., Bloomfield
Hills, Mich.
Spiller, White

Council

Cites

Flood Aid Response
ADVERTISERS and broadcasters were cited
Friday by the Advertising Council for their part
in cooperating with the Council in support of
the American Red Cross flood relief emergency
appeal for $10 million shortly after floods inundated parts of New England, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and New York.
A special statement was issued by T. S. Repplier,
president,
that
within the
24 Council's
hours, several
radio who
and tvnoted
network
programs contributed time for emergency announcements and that only two weeks later
the Red Cross met its goal.

Maxwell House Saturation
THREE-WEEK saturation purchase by General Foods Corp. for Instant Maxwell House
coffee on NBC-TV's Today, Home and Tonight programs was announced Wednesday by
Matthew J. Culligan, national sales manager
for the network. Benton & Bowles is the agency.
The order, described by NBC-TV "as the
most concentrated yet on T-H-T'," includes
one participation per day beginning today
(Monday) on each of the three programs, for
a total of 45 participations over the three-week
period. Another six participations on all three
programs have been ordered for scheduling in
October.
• Telecasting

Groucho Marx Show that night; Maxon Inc.
telephoned special copy to Gillette boxing
bouts in San Francisco for use the following
night on NBC Radio-Tv; Esso Standard Oil sent
special copy and tv slides to all stations carrying The Esso Reporter program; the Borden
Co., General Foods, Colgate-Palmolive and
other national advertisers arranged for special
flood relief appeals on their network shows
within 24 hoyrs after receiving the Council's
request.
Mr. Repplier said that the Council sent a
special tv kit of materials to every tv station in
the U. S. while the Red Cross, through its local
chapters, supplied radio stations with special
materials.

Mr. Repplier said response was "immediate
and
magnificent."
and the
advertisers The
who public,
donatedtheairbroadcasters
time to the
emergency "can all take pride in their achievements," he said.
Based on Nielsen ratings, Mr. Repplier said,
appeals on network commercial shows alone
reached a circulation of 100 million radio-tv
home impressions in the first week. This circulation does not include the many local stations
all over the U. S. which broadcast appeals.
By Labor Day Mr. Repplier said, the Council
had to phone and wire advertisers and networks
to cut off the flow of messages already scheduled
for the week because the Red Cross had hit the
desired total. Examples of how network commercial shows cooperated with the Council,
according to Mr. Repplier:
On the first day of the appeal, BBDO teletyped copy to the West Coast for use on the

Promoted

In GF#s Maxwell Division
CLIFFORD SPILLER, with General Foods for
the past 10 years, last week was named to the
newly-created post of director of marketing for
Maxwell House, GF's largest division, and
George White, advertising and merchandising
manager of Maxwell House for the past year,
was appointed manager of operations.
Mr. Spiller, who has been general manager
of GF's Walter Baker division for the last two
years, will be responsible for management of
the Maxwell House division's various brands
(Instant Maxwell House, Sanka and Instant
Sanka, and Yuban and Bliss coffees as well as
regular Maxwell House), for advertising and for
overall direction of all sales activities. In his
new role, Mr. White will be responsible for
overall direction of research, manufacturing,
traffic, personnel, and the purchase of supplies
other than green coffee.

Broadcasting
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FARM

NEBRASKA
Adams
Antelope
Arthur
Banner
Blaine
Boone
Boyd Butte
Box
Brown
Buffalo
Burt
Butler
Cass
Cedar
Cherry
Clay
Chase
Cheyenne
Colfax
Cuming
Custer
Dakota
Dawson
Deuel
Dodge
Dixon
Dundy
Douglas
Fillmore
Franklin
Frontier

o co
Hfe
1,271
1,758
254
107
178
1,531
703
707
518
2,000
1,685
1,321
1,948
1,597
612
953
812
1,079
1,313
1,801
2,625
688
411
1,759
1,321
1,641
1,432
527
908
1,377
873

TV

>

£££

319
b> 1
30977
2

25.1
17.6
1.1
0.9
30.3
32.3
4.6
1.7
33.9
71.2
0.4
52.4
66.7
3.3
53.1
2.5
15.6
25.2
48.4
53.9
8.0
32.9
8.2
3.1
60.0

494
2
12
32
677
883
941
1,065
20
1,035
149
272
20
635
97121
214
57833
23
792
1,238
203
448
1,204
113

75.4
4.4
84.1
32.5
22.4
12.9

SETS

O CO
H 6
Furnas
Gage
528
1,003
Garden
2,274
Garfield
Gosper
37170
559
Greeley
Grant
800
Hall
Hamilton 1,386
1,343
Harlan
Hayes
764
683
Hitchcock
436
78
Holt
Hooker
1,873
Howard
Jefferson
1,201
Kearney
958
Johnson
1,347
1,042
377
Keith
594
463
Keya
Paha
Kimball
Loup
Knox
2,074
Lancaster
Lincoln
211
Logan
2,351
224
1,596
166
McPherson
Madison
Merrick
Morrill
1,731
1,130
890
Nance
854

Record

Ad

Drive Planned

For Schick's New Shaver
SCHICK Inc. (electric shavers) will introduce
its newest model Schick "25," named in honor
of Schick's silver jubilee year, with the biggest
advertising campaign in the shaver's history.
The campaign includes the co-sponsorship of
Robert Montgomery Presents on NBC-TV, increasing by 50% the commercial time Schick
has had in the past; and sponsorship of eight
major NCAA football games on NBC-TV, covering 97% of all television homes, plus telecasts
of five eastern regional games.
Dealers have been offered the opportunity
to tie-in via television and radio ads on a 50-50
basis. Initial response by dealers and distributors has been "extraordinary," it is reported.
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, is agency
for Schick.
NEBRASKA
"co £
These preliminary state and county figures
from the U. S. Census of Agriculture
show the number of farms with television
sets in October-November 1954, when
the census was made. Figures are projected from a survey covering 20% of all
farms. B»T will present farm tv figures
for each state as they are tabulated by
the Census Bureau. Readers may clip and
save these reports to accumulate a complete, county-by-county, state-by-state file.
>
U3
O CO
BA
282
17
8
167
862
87
400
551
8
30823
191
137
306
520
9
5467
106

3.2
2.2
28.1
29.9
37.9
10.9
29.8
39.8
1.8
3.4
40.3
22.5
15.9
7.3
49.9
57.0
1.5
1.9
22.9

28.4
60.8
1.8
5.5
59088
1,430124 5.7
7 26.8
4.2
663 .38.3
43
5.0
201
303 22.6

673
Nemaha
149
Nuckolls
1,172
1,178
1,833
8
Pawnee
Phelps
Otoe
447
Perkins
998
318
1,143
685
1,024
Pierce
Platte
Sarpy
1,491
461
130
Polk
662
Red Willow 1,892
828
Richardson 1,562
9
1,242
Rock
714
Saline
571
397
1,644
525
163
Saunders
801 1,359
541
Scotts
Bluff 2,203
1.741
19
Seward
Sheridan 1,674
117
845
1,018
Sherman
29
123
Thayer
Sioux
Stanton
297
525
1,369
1,150
Valley
1,021
5615
Thomas
914
Thurston
Washington 1,038
1,309
545
800
1,026
Wayne
178
Webster
1,393
272
46
Wheeler
York
80
1,013
100,846
1,563
TOTAL
33,661
571
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12.7
62.4
57.1
1.2
31.1
44.8
30.9
2.3
35.0
46.0
15.7
31.9
45.7
1.9
61.7
67.5
50.5
11.5
48.8
9.4
5.5
21.7
59.6
7.7
17.6
4.1
78.4
57.4
16.9
33.4
36.5
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
Bristol-Myers Buys Football
BRISTOL-MYERS Co. (Bufferin), New York,
will sponsor one-fourth of the NCAA football
games on Sept. 17, Oct. 15, Nov. 19 and Nov.
26 on five NBC-TV stations in New York,
Buffalo, Kansas City, San Francisco and St.
Louis. In addition, on these dates Bristol-Myers
has purchased a 15-minute pre-game program
featuring Jim Crowley and the 35-second half
station break on WRCA-TV New York. Young
& Rubicam, New York, is the agency for
Bristol-Myers.

SEALY MATTRESS Co., Northeast Division, Allston, Mass., launches a Sunday saturation
campaign over WNAC-TV Boston Oct. 2 when it begins alternate sponsorship of Waferfroni film series starring Preston Foster. From morning to night, Sealy will also use several spot announcements. Reason for Sunday promotion, according to Samuel Ross,
president of Tarler & Skinner Inc., agency, is that sales records in furniture and department stores prove that Monday is one of the best sales days.
At the contract signing are: (I to r) Mr. Ross; Jerome L. Wiener, division sales manager
of Sealy Mattress Co., and Nathan Herman, WNAC-TV sales executive.
Television Impact, Programs
Featured in News Magazines
RECENT issues of two national newsweekly
magazines devote their covers and considerable
inside space to television: U. S. News & World
Report analyzes tv's effect on America and
Newsweek gives a report on $64,000 Question.
Featured on the cover and given 15 pages
inside is an article titled "What Tv Is Doing
to America" in the Sept. 2 issue of U. S. News
& World Report. The magazine states, "one
thing you can be sure about tv, a giant at 10,
it continues to grow like nobody's business."
The article goes into the causes and effects
of tv on children, reading, education, religion,
movies, sports, politics, home life, the building
of a new industry and predictions of what is to
come next in tv.
Three theories are listed as to what tv is
doing to people. They are: Theory A, widely
held by people whose professions bring them
into close contact with juveniles, assumes that
tv is bound to be affecting the American mind
and character because it soaks up one to five
hours a day that used to be spent in outdoor
play, reading, talking and other forms of recreation and light work. Theory B, subscribed to
by sociologists, communications economists
and pollsters, holds that tv is changing the
American mind and character, although nobody
knows for sure just why. Theory C, endorsed
by tv people themselves, is that tv is rapidly
becoming "one more service" to the U. S. public.
Newsweek's Sept. 5 cover pictures a tv set
tuned in on $64,000 Question. A feature story
gives the history and rapid success of the quiz
show, describes contestants who have won big
money, and offers a resume of quiz shows
planned for this fall, hoping to cash in on
$64,000'% popularity.
ARB

Adds

6 Western

Markets,

Introduces 'Overnight' Plan
EXPANSION of its telephone coincidental
service to include six major western markets
and the addition of a special "overnight" tv rating service there have been announced by the
American Research Bureau. The new service
is in addition to the standard ARB Metropolitan
Report and does not replace it, ARB emphasized.
Designed as a "quick decision" implement
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for those in the Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Seattle-Tacoma, Portland, San Diego and Denver markets, results of the "overnight" survey
of quarter-hour, half-hour and one-hour segments are compiled for presentation "within a
matter of hours," ARB said.
Those advertisers, agencies and stations desiring surveys for particular time segments may
direct orders
phone
to ARB's
Wash-A
ington, New by
York
or or
Losmail
Angeles
offices.
rate card and additional information on the
new ARB service is available at all three offices.
Pulse Opens in Los Angeles
NEW sales and service branch office has been
opened in Los Angeles by Pulse Inc., New
York, at 6399 Wilshire Blvd., under the direction of Edwin Cahn, previously with AveryKnodel on the West Coast and former executive
vice president of George H. Hartman Co.,
Chicago. Tel.: Webster 1-2412.
Pre-Fight Time Bought
NATIONAL CARBON Co. (Eveready batteries and Prestone anti-freeze), through William Esty Co., and the Wildroot Co. (Wildroot
Cream Oil), through BBDO, will sponsor two
programs on ABC Radio preceding the live
broadcast of Rocky Marciano-Archie Moore
heavyweight championship boxing bout at
Yankee Stadium Sept. 20. National Carbon
will sponsor a 10-minute sports program
(10:15-10:25 p.m. EDT) with Bob Finnegan,
and Wildroot will sponsor news program with
Charles Woods, 10:25-10:30 p.m. EDT. Broadcast of the boxing match starts at 10:30 p.m.
EDT on ABC Radio.
Viceroy Buys Collingwood
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco Co. (Viceroy cigarettes) begins sponsorship today (Monday) of CBS newsman Charles - Collingwood in
a new series of three news programs weekly,
lohn Karol, vice president in charge of network
sales, CBS Radio, announced Thursday.
The tobacco firm, through Ted Bates & Co.,
New York, will present Mr. Collingwood on
Mondays, Fridays and Saturdays — first three
weeks at 8:25-8:30 p.m. EDT Monday and
Friday and 8-8:05 p.m. EDT on Saturdays,
changing Oct. 3 to a permanent time of 9-9:05
p.m. EDT.

Advertising Panel Slated
ALBERT O. MEYER, manager of food marketing and premium department, Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago, will join in a panel including
Gene Flack, sales-advertising, Sunshine Biscuits
Inc., New York, and Harry N. Gadau, vice
president-advertising, Rival Packing Co., Chicago, at the Premium Advertising Conference
to be held tomorrow (Tuesday) at the SheratonAstor Hotel, New York.
The conference, sponsored by the Premium
Advertising Assn. of America, is in conjunction
with the New York Premium Show, which is
being held through this Thursday.
Five Join JWT Research
J. WALTER THOMPSON Co., Chicago, has
announced the addition of five members to the
research department of the agency under Henry
O. Whiteside, vice president. New staff members
are Mrs. Rena Bishop, interviewing and testing specialist; William Doscher, account research representative; Arthur Hilgart, statistical
technician; Richard Luce, assistant librarian,
and Robert Medina, psychological research
specialist.

age'
'Backst
Antell Sponsor
CHARLES
ANTELLs Inc.,
through
Products
Services Inc., starts sponsorship today (Monday) of Hollywood Backstage on NBC-TV
(Mon.-Fri.., 10:30-11 a.m. EDT), on basis of
three days (Mon., Wed. and Fri.) weekly.
Program features make-up artist Ern Westmore,
who will "glamorize" 25 women each week.
LATEST

RATINGS

NIELSEN
Top 10 Television Programs
Two Weeks Ending August 13, 1955
Number of Tv Homes Reached
Rank
21
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Homes
Program
(000)
64,000 Dollar
14,775
All-Star
FootballQuestion
Game (CBS)
(ABC)
10,963
Robert Montgomery (NBC)
9,890
(S. C. Johnson & Son)
Disneyland (ABC)
9,875
Toast of the Town (CBS)
9,199
Lux Theatre (NBC)
9,184
Robert Montgomery (Warner) (NBC)
8,845
Climax (CBS)
8,755
Dragnet (NBC)
8,468
Colgate Variety Hour (NBC)
8,174
Per Cent of Tv Homes Reached
Program Station Basis
Homes
Program
%
64,000 Dollar Question (CBS)
44.8
Allstar Football Game (ABC)
34.1
Robert
(NBC)
30.3
(S. C.Montgomery
Johnson & Son)
Disneyland (ABC)
29.7
Lux Theatre (NBC)
29.0
Toast of the Town (CBS)
27.8
Climax (CBS)
27.6
Robert Montgomery (Warner) (NBC)
27.1
Wednesday Night Fights (ABC)
26.9
Dragnet (NBC)
25.3
Copyright 1955 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
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WHO-TV
-TV
WHO-TV
HO -TV
O-TV
O-TV

The

behind

facts

WHO-TY!

'E could write a book about the facts behind WHO-TV —
but from an advertising view-point, it boils down to this.
As of March, 1954, the Iowa Radio-Television Audience Survey
showed that 56 out of every 100 Iowa families owned
television sets. Today we estimate that WHO-TV's coverage
area in Central Iowa has well over 300,000 television sets —
viewed by 566,300 city people, 545,100 rural people.
Ask your Free & Peters Colonel for all the WHO-TV

facts.

WHO-TV
Channel 13 • Des Moines
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Free & Peters, Inc.
National Representatives

/
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a

The

Northwest's
sell

for

you

TOP
on

PERSONALITIES

KSTP

Radio!

Bill Ingram, Bee Baxter, George Grim,

combination: your choice of one of the

Johnny Morris — these are famous names
in the great Northwest.

Northwest's

These and many other top KSTP
available to sell for you on KSTP

favorite performers to sell

your story, plus a realistically priced pack-

stars are

age-rate plan to enable you to do an
effective and economical selling job in this

Radio.

Your message is presented by a favorite

vital market of 850,000 radio homes and
Four Billion Dollars

personality— a familiar voice that adds
selling impact and believability to each

in spendable income.

announcement— and builds sales for you.
Only KSTP

offers you this hard-selling

W?

todir

KSTP

MINNEAPOLIS
"PRICED
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
Bulova's Pocket-Size Radio
BULOVA WATCH Co.'s new fall line includes
what is described as the smallest and lightest
all-transistor portable pocket-size radio on the
market. It weighs 12 ounces and measures 3x5x
lVz inches. Dealer advertising will be used.
SPOT NEW BUSINESS
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. (Chesterfield
cigarettes), N. Y., buying radio announcement
campaign using early morning and late evening
spots, effective Sept. 26 for 52 weeks. Agency:
Lennen & Newell, N. Y.
NETWORK

NEW BUSINESS

Armstrong Cork Co. will sponsor new hourlong Armstrong Circle Theatre on NBC-TV
(alternate Tues., 9:30-10:30 p.m.), effective
Sept. 27. Advertiser had underwritten program
in half-hour version for past five years. New
series will be produced live and with John
Cameron Swayze acting as host. Talent Assoc.
will produce program. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
Western Union Telegraph Co., N. Y., Procter
& Gamble Co. (Shasta), Cincinnati, and American Home Products Corp. (Anacin, Neet),
N. Y., will sponsor Down You Go on ABC-TV
(Thurs., 9:30-10 p.m. EDT), effective Sept. 15.
Agencies: Albert Frank-Guenther Law, N. Y.
(W. U.); Biow-Beirn-Toigo, N. Y. (P&G, American Home).
NETWORK

RENEWALS

P. Lorillard Co. (Old Gold cigarettes), N. Y.,
renews Two for the Money on CBS Radio for
52 weeks effective Oct. 2. Show has moved to
new time, Sun., 8:30-9 p.m., effective yesterday.

How to Avoid a 'Goof
A SALES failure — or "goof," as it is now
described along ad row — can teach others
what to avoid in future selling. With this
in mind, Grey Advertising Agency, New
York, which distributes Grey Matter to
national
asked
successfuladvertisers,
salesmen to
tell clients'
about most
their
"goofs"them.
and what lessons they learned
from
The "survey" resulted in these "universal" conclusions:
1. The salesman who underestimates
his prospect's native intelligence.
2. The over-confident salesman who believes the client needs him.
3. The relaxed salesman who didn't
pitch the full sales story — just wanted
quick orders.
4. The salesman who wasn't a diplomat
— wanted to sock instead of sell a rough
client.
5. The salesman who didn't understand
the client's special retail problem and
tried to sell him with the routine pitch.
6. The salesman who talked hobbies
with prospects when he should have given
them the business.
7. The salesman who couldn't button
his mouth. Out-talked and exhausted
prospects.
8. There was more I than you in salesman's pitch.
9. The actor-salesman who just memorized his selling tips.
10. The salesman who has no faith in
his product, in himself — blows up sales
approach until it explodes.
BftOADCASTING

• TELECASTING

Tv version will continue to be presented on
CBS-TV Sats., 9-9:30 p.m. Agency: Lennen &
Newell, N. Y.
AGENCY APPOINTMENTS

Frank Fehr Brewing Co. (X. L., Liquid Gold
beers), Louisville, Ky., appoints John W. Shaw
Adv., Chicago. Radio-tv probably will be used.
American Medical Assn., Chicago, appoints
Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha.
Carter Oil Co. (petroleum products) Tulsa,
Okla., appoints McCann-Erickson, N. Y., to
handle its advertising. Radio-tv probably will
be used.
Douglas Labs Corp. (Coppertone suntan products), Miami, has appointed Grant Adv., same
city. Palmer Tyler, account supervisor, and
John M. Stoddart, account executive, will
handle account. Jack Bailhe, Grant public relations vice president, will direct promotional
activities from N. Y.
Quality Chekd Dairy Products Assn. (trade association), Chicago, has appointed U. S. Adv.
Corp. (formerly Ewell & Thurber), same city.
Ed Coombes is account executive.
Rochester Can Co., Rochester, N. Y., has appointed Hutchins Adv. Co., same city. William
C. Wygant is account executive.
Von's Grocery Co. (Southern California 22supermarket chain) has appointed Dan B. Miner
Co., L. A. Radio will be used.
Franks Fehr Brewing Co., Louisville, Ky., has
appointed John W. Shaw Adv. Inc., Chicago.
Anthony Abraham Chevrolet Corp., Silver
Spring, Md., appoints House & Gerstin Agency,
Washington. Evan Sax is account executive.
Tv will be used.
Trunz Inc. (72 neighborhood meat shops),
Brooklyn, N. Y., names Weiss & Geller, N. Y.
Radio will be used.
Research for Better Living Inc., N. Y., and
Berko Electric Mfg. Corp. (heating equipment),
Queens Village, N. Y., have appointed Wexton
Co., N. Y. Former will use tv in campaign for
T-W-O, new reducing aid.
Medaglia D'Oro, Espresso coffee, div. of S. A.
Schonbrunn & Co., N. Y., has named David J.
Mahoney Inc., N. Y., for all English language
advertising.
Pepperidge Farm Inc., N. Y., has named Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather, N. Y., to handle advertising
for full line of products. Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N. Y., currently handling account, announced
it had resigned account effective Nov. 1, when
new agency takes over.
AGENCY

RESIGNATIONS

Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis, has resigned account of Trenton Foods Inc. (Dinner Time pot
pies), Kansas City.
RESEARCH SHORTS
Marketscope Research Co., Newark, N. J., has
acquired Jacqueline Bennett Interviewing Service (field interviewing organization), same city.
It will operate as Marketscope adjunct with no
personnel changes planned.

AGENCY SHORTS

Dan Lawrence Co., San Diego, Calif., has set
up new division, Dan Lawrence Productions, to
handle production of agency's radio-tv programs
for various accounts. Division is under supervision of Dick Boynton, announcer, who
presently does shows for Lawrence clients on
KGB, KCBQ and KFSD-TV there.
Honig-Cooper Co., Seattle, has moved to Tower
Bldg., 7th and Olive; telephone: Main 1801.
A&A PEOPLE

Lloyd G. Whitebrook, president, Whitebrook
Co., N. Y., to Kastor, Farrell, Chesley
& Clifford Inc., same
city, asdent,vice
directorpresiand
executive committee
member.
Sanford D. Buchsbaum, formerly with
Kiesewetter, Baker,
Hagedorn & Smith
Inc., N. Y., to E. T.
Howard Co. same
ecutive.
Clty> as acc°unt exMR. WHITEBROOK
George O. Tong, 44, vice president in charge
of sales and advertising, Green Giant Co.
(canned foods), Le Sueur, Minn., died of heart
attack Sept. 5.
Parmelee Lyman, Lennen & Newell, N. Y.,
appointed vice president.
Phelps Johnston, vice president, CampbellMithun Inc., Minneapolis, and Bowman Kreer,
appointed co-managers of Chicago office.
Stanley H. Oshan appointed vice president in
charge of sales, Milko Cone & Baking Co.
(confectionery products), Chicago.
George Gilbert, advertising manager, Sears,
Roebuck, N. Y., to Wexton Co., N. Y., as
account supervisor in charge of photographic
accounts.
Richard C. Butler, client service executive, A.
C. Nielsen Co., promoted to account executive,
radio-tv div., N. Y.
Henry H. Rich to Fensholt Adv. Agency, Chicago, as account executive.
Jack E. Fuir, formerly research analyst, N. W.
Ayer & Son, Phila., to John T. Hall & Co.,
same city, as research director.
James Orgill, formerly radio-tv-film director,
Community Chests of America, to public relations dept., Pan-American Coffee Bureau,
N. Y., in charge of radio, tv and films.
William L. Rhode, advertising manager, National Airlines, Miami, to Geyer Adv., N. Y.,
as copywriter.
John S. Ross Jr. to production dept., N.
Ayer & Son, Phila.; Joel M. Le Bow to
staff, Ayer radio-tv dept., N. Y.; Robert
Kane, Biow-Beirn-Toigo, N. Y., and Don
Hopkins to public relations staff, N. Y.

W.
art
E.
E.

Ralph H. Lewis to publicity dept., Aubrey,
Finlay, Marley & Hodgson Inc., Chicago.
Millard S. Stone, 66, former advertising manager, Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, and with firm
34 years before retirement two years ago, died
of heart ailment Aug. 29.
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Advisory
Named
Group

the third-year series of Lives. Richard Carlson,
star, with
recently
" the
contract
Ziv. signed a 10-year, $2,275,000

Committee

by Guild Films
formed
as part of

company's expansion program
with
Ford
Foundation's McDaniel as head. Guild also reports billings up more than
50% over last year.
FORMATION of an advisory committee on
new business and corporate expansion of Guild
Films Co. and appointment of Joseph M. McDaniel Jr., secretary of the Ford Foundation, to
head the group, were announced last week.
At the same time, it was reported that the
firm's billings for the past nine months were
about 50% greater than in the full 12 months
of the preceding year.
According to Guild Films, the advisory committee was formed as part of the company's
expansion program and follows the setting up
of a special department to produce tv commercials. Another phase of the expansion was creation of a European sales department.
On the committee, Mr. McDaniel, also a
board member of Goldblatt Bros., Chicago, as
well as of Sayre-Fisher Co., and board chairman of First Development Corp. of Puerto
Rico, will serve with David Van Alstyne, member of the New York Stock Exchange; Reub
Kaufman, Guild Films president, and Aaron
Katz, treasurer of Guild Films.
Mr. Kaufman, in presenting the company's
financial strength, reported that sales for the
nine-month period cited were up by about 20%
over the 12 months preceding. He said that as
of Aug. 31, Guild Films had on hand $5,785,000 in unbilled gross contracts compared to
$2,164,960 on the same date a year ago. Net
capital surplus of the company grew to $1,403,000 compared to $1,124,000 on Nov. 30, 1954,
the end of the company's last fiscal year.
100 Exclusive Features
Purchased by Cinema-Vue
EXCLUSIVE tv distribution rights in the U. S.
and territories to more than 100 major feature
films, produced at a cost of more than $15
million, have been obtained by Cinema-Vue
Corp. in an agreement with American-British
Tv Movies Inc.
At the same time, Joseph P. Smith, CinemaVue president, announced another agreement
with Nathan Kramer, president of Clift Tv
Films Inc., for 31 additional features, including
four Alexander Korda films made in 1953-54.
The American-British package is of late
vintage — many produced this year and in the
past two years, and a number new to tv, Mr.
Smith said.
The Korda films acquired are "The Elusive
Pimpernel" (1953), starring David Niven and
Margaret Leighton and in technicolor; "Mr.
Denning Drives North" (1954), with John
Mills, Phyllis Calvert and Sam Wanamaker;
"Home At Seven" (1954), starring Ralph
Richardson and Miss Leighton, and "The Holly
and the Ivy" (1954), with Mr. Richardson,
Celia Johnson and Miss Leighton.
According to Mr. Smith, the aggregate production cost of the diversified films (they include
comedies, adventures, mysteries, musicals, etc.)
if duplicated in Hollywood would run upward
of $40 million. A number of the moving pictures attained box office success in the U. S., he
said, citing among others "The Holly and the
Ivy," "Scotch on the Rocks," "Edge of Divorce,"
"40,000 Horsemen," "Brandy for the Parson"
and "No Orchids for Miss Blandish."
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For the renewals
first few week's
this year's
campaign,
for theof series
have sales
been
set for 67 markets, according to Ziv, which
reported that for its first two years Lives ran in
more than 200 markets. Other third-year renewals include Narragansett Brewing Co. for
Boston; Pfeiffer Brewing for Detroit (cosponsor: Household Finance) and for South
Bend, Ind.; Adolf Coors Brewing for Roswell,
N. M., and Burger Brewery for Huntington,
W. Va. Seven station renewals also were
reported.

ROBERT W- FRIEDHEIM (I), vice president
and general manager, Ziv Television Programs Inc., says goodbye to Broderick
Crawford, star of Ziv's Highway Patrol,
as Mr. Crawford prepares to return to
the West Coast after discussions about
the tv series. The new show is based on
experiences of highway patrol officers
in all 48 states and is being offered for
local sponsorship. Many of the scenes are
filmed during actual police activities.
Ziv Claims Top Ratings
Against Network Programs
A CLAIM to the capture of top rating spots
in various cities by syndicated tv film sponsored on a national spot, regional or local basis
as against national network programs was
issued last week by Ziv Television Program's
research department.
After a study of various markets, the department said it found that the syndicated
programs delivered "consistently large and
profitable audiences" and also the higher
ratings.
Cited by Ziv were results of the three-month
survey which it said showed that in the SeattleTacoma area on Thursday nights (January,
February and March) Ziv's film program, Meet
Corliss Archer outrated the network program,
Climax, by 7.9, and in the Omaha area, Mr. District Attorney, another Ziv show, topped other
programs, during a seven-day period, including
highly-rated network shows. Equal success was
cited for / Led Three Lives in Omaha; Cisco
Kid on Sunday nights in Cincinnati; the same
film in Detroit area from last December
through last March; the same film in Baltimore, and Boston Blackie already on its fourth
run on WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
Phillips Petroleum

Plans

Expansionsigning
of Three
ADVANCE
by Phillips Lives7
Petroleum for
a year's renewal and a planned market expansion of / Led Three, Lives tv series was reported
last week by Ziv Television Programs. According to Ziv, Phillips renewed the series six
months in advance.
Phillips originally bought the show two
years ago for 21 markets. Its market lineup
today totals 36 and current plans are to boost
this to 70 cities.
Ziv reported production already has been
started at the company's Hollywood studios for

Quarter-Million Adv. Budget
Set by Interstate Television
A $250,000 BUDGET has been allocated by
Interstate Television Corp. for advertising during the next 12 months, President G. Ralph
Branton announced at the company's national
sales meeting in New York last week.
'This expenditure," Mr. Branton said, "represents by far our most ambitious advertising
program to date. It is in keeping with the expansion plans of our television company."
Lloyd Lind, general sales manager, who presided over the meeting, announced that to date
The Little Rascals package has been sold in 110
major markets. Mr. Lind also reported that
merchandising for the show also was underway.
ITC's vice president, Lloyd Lind, told the
national sales meeting Thursday at the Warwick
Hotel, that the company had acquired 32 western features boosting the company's total of
westerns being distributed to 115. All of the
new films were produced after 1950, he said,
and thus cannot be shown on tv until the first
of the year.
In its expansion plans, Mr. Lind said ITC
will add four division managers to the present
seven on the staff and set up an office in Toronto
to serve the Canadian tv market.
G. Ralph Branton, president of Interstate, revealed at the sales meeting that a minimum of
six top series will be signed for a first run
syndication during the next 12 months.
Interstate now is distributing 139 motion picture features and also these series: The Little
Rascals, The Hans Christian Andersons, The
Ethel Barrymore Theatre, Popular Science subjects, Adventure Album and The Adventures of
Blinky. Popular, Album and Blinky are in color.
New Studios
NBC-TV's
Dragnet for
moves'Dragnet'
to new production
quarters next November at Republic Studios
in Hollywood where a $250,000 building is
being erected to house the production and administrative personnel of Mark VII Ltd. (star
Jack Webb's own organization). Filming of the
remaining 55 shows in the Dragnet series is
expected to be resumed with completion of the
building. Mr. Webb, president and producer
of Mark VII and director-star of Dragnet, plans
to do another full length movie on this property,
(Current movie is "Pete Kelly's Blues.")
Ziv Sets Sales Record
AUGUST sales broke the record for monthly
volume for Ziv Television Programs Inc., which
last week reported extensive sales including purchases for multiple markets of Highway Patrol,
starring Broderick Crawford; renewals of / Led
Three Lives (see separate story), and many
regional sales of such other properties as Mr.
District Attorney, Cisco Kid, Science Fiction
Theatre, Favorite Story and Corliss Archer.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Pulling the rug out from under the established concepts and preconceived ideas of advertising
is healthy exercise for any agency. And it's surprising (or maybe it isn't) how often it results
in better advertising for that agency's clients.
Young

&

Rubicam,

Inc.

Advertising • New York • Chicago • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Hollywood • Montreal • Toronto • Mexico City • London
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a

great

show

1
BADGE

stays

714

great

In market after market, BADGE

!

714, starring

Jack Webb, delivers the biggest TV audiences in
town for its sponsors, proving again and again
that it's a great show.
As DRAGNET

on network, the 39 exciting half-hour epi-

sodes comprising the third series of BADGE

714 chalked up

an average national Nielsen rating of 44.7*. In the latest
ratings of all ARB markets, the second series outrated 58 of
62 programs, network and local, in time-period competition.
And the latest Annual Billboard Poll of TV station managers, advertising agencies and sponsors again selected
BADGE

714 as "the best non-network mystery series." Its

star, Jack Webb, once again was named "best performer."
Great entertainment for audiences and great selling for advertisers —that's the way BADGE 714 adds up every time.
And now, the third series is ready to do a great selling job
for you. Sign up now for first-run syndication sponsorship
in your markets. For availabilities, write, wire or phone

NBC
Serving

FILM

All Sponsors . . . Serving

30 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. 20, N. Y.

DIVISION
All Stations

Merchandise Mart, Chicago, 111. Sunset & Vine, Hollywood, Calif.
*Nielsen Television Index — September, 1954-May. 1955

Ullman

Sales Announced

RICHARD H. ULLMAN Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.,
and Miami, Fla., has announced the sale of
Watch the Birdie, animated film quiz, to Campbell-Mithun Adv. (Malt-o-Meal corn flakes)
for KPIX (TV) San Francisco; CKLW-TV
Windsor-Detroit; WBKB (TV) Chicago, and
WNBK (TV) Cleveland, and to The Caples
Co. (Thorobred dog food and Quality Bakers
of America) for KRCA (TV) Los Angeles
and WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va., respectively.
Other markets also sold, the firm reports, include: KZTV (TV) Reno, Nev.; WEEK-TV
Peoria, 111.; WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa;
WCCO-TV Minneapolis; WTPA (TV) Harrisburg, Pa., and KCCC-TV Sacramento.

Queen Honors Tv Actor
QUEEN ELIZABETH II awarded a citation for bravery to British actor Archie
Duncan, featured as Little John in The
Adventures of Robin Hood on CBS-TV,
for heroism during the production of the
series. Mr. Duncan was leading a horse
and cart when rattling of the props in
the back frightened the animal, causing
it to bolt straight for a crowd watching
the scene. Mr. Duncan hurled himself
on the horse's neck and succeeded in
bringing it to a halt. Mr. Duncan suffered abadly injured knee and was hospitalized but is expected to resume his
role shortly.

FILM SALES
INS-INP Tv Dept., N. Y., has sold daily newsfilm service to WXEX-TV Petersburg, Va., and
KQKW-TV, closed-circuit operation in Moab,
Utah; This Week in Sports to WHO-TV Des
Moines, Iowa, through Campbell-Mithun Inc.,
Minneapolis, and WIBW-TV Topeka, Kan.;
Weekly News Review to KVOS-TV Bellingham,
Wash., through Bozell & lacobs Inc., Omaha.
Sportsvision Inc., Chicago, has sold Big Ten
Highlights to Naph-Sol Refining Co. (Zephyr
gasoline) for showing on WOOD-TV Grand
Rapids and WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., and
All American Game of Week to firm for
WFRV-TV Green Bay, Wis. Sportsvision also
has sold Highlights to Michigan Mutual Automobile Insurance Co. for WPBN-TV Traverse
City, Mich., and Adventures of Danny Dee,
children's fantasy series featuring Ray Doty,
to WGN-TV Chicago. Dee was originally
carried live on DuMont Tv Network.
El Producto Cigars, through Norman, Craig &
Kummel Inc., N. Y., buys Madison Square
Garden Show (Winik Films' series) for showing on WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia and WBZ-TV
Boston for 26 weeks, starting first week in
November. El Producto also holds option on
five additional major markets to be placed
before November start of new series.
KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City has purchased nine
half-hour film series: Life With Elizabeth,
Frankie Laine Show, Conrad Nagel Theatre
and Florian Zabach Show from Guild Films
Co., N. Y.; All-Star Theatre and Jungle Jim
from Screen Gems, N. Y.; Uncommon Valor
from General Teleradio, N. Y.; The Playhouse
from ABC Film Syndication, N. Y., and I'm
the Law from MCA-TV Ltd., N. Y. Valor has
been sold to Utah Pipe & Concrete, through
larman & Skaggs Adv., Salt Lake City, and
Playhouse to Standard Furniture Co., same
city, through Hoggan & Hall, that city.
Associated Artists Productions, N. Y., has sold
111 Hollywood feature films, 38 westerns, 12
Sherlock Holmes productions, 100 quarter-hour
and 89 half-hour Candid Camera episodes, 39
half-hour Johnny Jupiter productions, 11 feature pictures in "Hall of Fame Classics" package, three serials and 16 musical shorts featuring jazz bands to KDAL-TV Duluth, Minn.
Ziv Television Programs, N. Y., has sold new
Highway Patrol film series in more than 115
markets, with "substantial" regional sales to
Ballantine beer, Lion Oil, Pfeiffer Brewing and
Wiedemann Brewing Co.
Flamingo Films, N. Y, has sold $100,000 film
package to KCOP (TV) Los Angeles for sponsorship byWestern Home Furniture Co., L. A.,
involving 39 films in Flamingo's new half-hour
Stars of Grand Ole Opry series.
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MCA-TV
Ltd.,to N.Y.,
has Biscuit
sold Dr.
Secret Journal
Bowman
Co., Hudson's
Denver,
for showing in 16 markets in Tex., Colo.,
Wyo. and N. M., starting Sept. 19. Series,
featuring John Howard, is ready for showing
on or before Oct. 15 on 94 stations. Bowman
agency: Ball & Davidson, Denver.
FILM PRODUCTION
Scott Henderson Television Enterprises, Tucson, Ariz., is filming half-hour color documentary, "The Trek of the Seven Sisters," for
St. Mary's Hospital there to celebrate institution's 75th anniversary. Film depicts journey
of seven nuns who walked across Great American Desert to set up hospital. Producer is Scott
Henderson with writing, directing and photography being handled by Peter O'Crotty.
Reela Films, Miami, has completed "Paths of
Man," 13V^ -minute Eastman color sound film,
for Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. (city guide div.),
N. Y. Film will be shown over tv stations and
to schools and public gatherings to familiarize
persons with benefits of city guides.
Transfilm Inc., N. Y., has completed filming
Miss Rheingold 1956 election spot announcements ordered by Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.,
on behalf of Rheingold Brewing Co., L. A.
Announcements run four and one-half minutes
each and introduce six contestants, Guy Lombardo and Jinx Falkenburg.
Animated Productions Inc., N. Y.,
nounced production of one one-minute
20-second spot for Coty Inc. (Coty 24
N. Y. Agency: Franklin Bruck Adv.,

has anand one
lipstick).
N. Y.

United World Films Inc., Hollywood, has announced production of tv spots for Coca-Cola
Co., N. Y, through D'Arcy Adv., N. Y.; Spic
& Span cleanser and Joy liquid soap (Procter
& Gamble Co., Cincinnati), through BiowBeirn-Toigo, N. Y., and Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, respectively; Philip Morris and Marlboro
cigarettes (Philip Morris & Co., N. Y.), through
Biow-Beirn-Toigo and Leo Burnett Co. respectively; Lux soap (Lever Bros., N. Y.),
through J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.; Du
Pont anti-freeze (E. I. Du Pont de Nemours &
Co., Wilmington, Del.), through BBDO, N. Y.;
Campbell Soup Co., Camden, N. J., through
Leo Burnett Co.; Toni Soft Touch home permanent (Toni Co., Chicago), through Leo Burnett.
Storyboard Inc., Hollywood, is producing new
series of animated spots for AC Spark Plug
Div. of General Motors, through D. P. Brother
& Co., Detroit; R. G. Dun Cigars, through
W. B. Doner & Co., Detroit, and Carling's
Black Label beer, through Lang, Fisher & Stashower, Cleveland, and one color commercial
for Green Giant Peas, through Leo Burnett

Co., Chicago, and eighth spot in series for
Bank of America's Timeplan, through Charles
R. Stuart Adv., S. F. Commercials will be directed by Arnold Gillespie and Stan Walsh
under supervision of John Hubley, Storyboard
president.
Animated Productions Inc., N. Y., is filming
three 45-second live-action and stylized animation tv commercials for Pressman Toy Corp.,
N. Y., for use in 15 markets for Christmas toy
buying season. Agency: Ehrlich, Neuwirth &
Sobo, N. Y.
FILM DISTRIBUTION
Flying A Productions, Hollywood, has acquired
tv film rightscomic
to "King
the Royal
Mounted"
newspaper
strip. ofFilming
of first
group
of six programs begins this month. Acquisition
marks firm's first departure from western series
to adventure, it is reported.
Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs, Colo.,
has available to bakers fully-animated, eightfilm series of 60-second tv commercials. Series
is available on unlimited time use basis with
exclusive market rights. Films will be personalized to show bakers' wrappers, end labels,
etc., and audio portion will be personalized to
bakers' orders.
RANDOM

SHOTS

ATV Film Productions, N. Y., has moved executive offices and editing dept. to studios at
35-01 Northern Blvd., Long Island City, N. Y.
Champion Enterprises Inc., Sacramento, Calif.,
formed by dance team Marge and Gower
Champion as production company in television
(film and live), motion pictures and allied
activities in entertainment field.
Gene Lester, Hollywood tv film shorts producer, is reactivating his production company
with first of new series to be titled "Hot From
Hollywood,"
Hall and Lindafeaturing
Danso. Abbott & Costello, Jon
FILM PEOPLE
William Castle, film director, signed to longterm contract by Ziv Television Programs, N. Y.
Arthur Babbitt to Storyboard Inc. (tv film commercials), Hollywood, as director.
Virgil N. Price, formerly Minneapolis branch
manager, Ideal Pictures Inc., named Chicago
branch manager, assisted by wife, Lillian.
Carroll Bagley and Kirk Torney have been
transferred to sales force of film syndication div.
of MCA-TV Ltd., N. Y.; John B. Dalton, N. Y.
office, transfers to div.'s Phila. headquarters;
William Connelly, former account executive,
WENS (TV) Pittsburgh, to Pittsburgh sales
staff.
Dore Langdon, lyricist and nightclub and stage
comedy writer, to story dept., United Productions of America, Burbank, Calif., and will
handle script for Dusty and the Circus, fourminute weekly sequence of UPA's new CBS-TV
program.
Louis
Jourdan, motion picture actor, signed to
multiple telefilm contract by Screen Gems Inc.,
Hollywood.
Dan Indjiam, editorial dept., Audio Productions, N. Y., to editorial dept., George Blake
Enterprises Inc. (tv film producers), N. Y.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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NARTB
OF

LAUNCHES

REGIONAL

CONDENSED

MEETINGS

NEXT

SCHEDULE
MONDAY

and the following seven meetings, management
and continuity acceptance officials will lead the
code discussion. Charles S. Cady, assistant
director, will take part in the Chicago and
Dallas meetings.
Oliver Treyz, president of Television Bureau
of Advertising, will conduct tv sales clinics. His
discussion
is "Tv, the Steinman
Selling Machine."
Clair R.topic
McCollough,
Stations,
will speak at the tv luncheon in Chicago and
Paul Raibourn, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, will
address the Saranac Inn luncheon. Both are
NARTB tv board members.
In the afternoon a labor relations panel led
by Mr. Tower will include station, network and
NARTB headquarters executives. James H.
Hulbert, NARTB assistant manager of employer-employe relations, will make his first
floor appearance at an NARTB meeting during
the Chicago panel.
Winding up the third day will be a television
news discussion led by a representative of
Radio-Tv News Directors Assn., and an engineering session. In Chicago the tv news speaker
will be Jack E. Krueger, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee.
Host director at the Chicago meeting will be
William Holm, WLPO LaSalle, HI. Ward
Quaal, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, tv board member, will preside during Television Day in
Chicago.

Chicago will be locale of opener. Association trims expense and
traveling time by slating eight bigger sessions to replace the separate
meetings held in past years for the 17 NARTB districts.
A SERIES of eight regional conventions, pro- regulatory problems and lead a discussion.
President Fellows will be luncheon speaker
grammed on a panel and workshop basis for
station management, will open in Chicago next on the second day of the regional meetings. In
Monday as NARTB holds its annual series of the afternoon state presidents will report on
autumn meetings.
the year's developments. The associations are
For the first time the nationwide schedule being coordinated by Mr. Fellows into effective
will be built around areas larger than the 17 vehicles for the handling of legislative, freedom
separate NARTB districts, permitting three-day of speech and similar problems at the local
level. A 48-state structure is being developed.
meetings led by a nine-man crew from WashAfter the state presidents report, separate
ington headquarters. In the past the 17 meetings have been two-day affairs, requiring 2V4 state and/ or district meetings will be held. Association Day ends with a speech by an FCC
months of continuous traveling by NARTB
Commissioner — Comr. Robert E. Lee at Chipersonnel.
These regional gatherings will include prac- cago.
tical operating sessions beyond the scope of the
By that time radio-only delegates will have
annual NARTB conventions. Specialists in sales, heard the whole radio package, since only Television Day remains. This day opens with a tv
engineering, labor relations, management, news,
farm broadcasting and programming will be business report by Thad H. Brown, NARTB's
supported by the association's own executives. tv vice president, followed by a panel disPresident Harold E. Fellows will lead the head- cussion.
The tv morning agenda will include a new
quarters crew around the circuit.
Two meetings are scheduled for the opening autumn feature, discussion of the NARTB Tv
Radio Advertising Bureau is not taking part
week — Chicago (Edgewater Beach Hotel), Code operation led by Edward H. Bronson,
in the Radio Day sessions because 17.)
it has a
Monday through Wednesday; Saranac Lake, director of television code affairs. At Chicago
N. Y. (Saranac Inn), Thursday through Saturday. The full headquarters crew is slated
NARTB REGIONAL MEETING AGENDA
to take part in both meetings.
New to NARTB is a double-bracket agenda
that allows radio delegates to get a complete
package the first two days and tv delegates a
complete package the second and third days.
This was achieved by making the first day of
each meeting Radio Day, the second Association Day and the third Tv Day.
The combination of peak NARTB membership and all-around management programming,
plus the combining of the 17 districts into regions, is expected to eliminate the poorly attended sessions that have appeared at intervals
during past autumns. Some of these meetings
have had as few as a half-hundred delegates
registered, and not all of these have taken part
in the proceedings.
Radio Day Meetings
The agenda for the opening meeting in Chicago sets the pattern for the other seven (see
agenda this page). The host director will open
each meeting on Radio Day. The morning
schedule includes two NARTB department
heads — A. Prose Walker, engineering, and
Charles H. Tower, employer-employe relations.
Other morning items include a talk by a representative ofthe National Assn. of Tv & Radio
Farm Directors, Jack Jackson of KCMO Kansas City; audience promotion panel, and showing of a Conelrad civil defense film.
Chicago luncheon speaker will be Robert E.
Anderson, BBDO Detroit vice president, who
will discuss spot radio competition. At each
meeting John F. Meagher, NARTB radio vice
president, will lead a bull session. This feature
has been popular in recent years, with delegates
kicking around their problems behind locked
doors. Small and large-market station roundtables will close Radio Day.
Association Day will open with a new feature for the autumn series, a talk by Joseph M.
Sitrick, NARTB manager of publicity and informational services. His topic will be "What
You Don't Know Can Hurt You." Vincent T.
Wasilewski, NARTB government relations manager, will report on Washington legislative and
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Chicago, Sept. 19-21
(This program is typical of the series of eight meetings that ends in Dallas, Nov.
RADIO DAY
MORNING: "Modernizing Our Radio Engineering Concepts," A. Prose Walker, manager, NARTB Engineering Dept.
"The Most for Your Money," Charles H.
Tower, manager, NARTB Employe-Employer
Relations Dept.
"Fertile Ground for Rural Radio," Jack Jackson, KCMO Kansas City.
Audience promotion panel.
Conelrad — A film.
LUNCHEON: "The Most Dangerous Competition for Spot Radio," Robert E. Anderson,
vice president, BBDO, Detroit.
AFTERNOON: Bull Session conducted by
John
dent. F. Meagher, NARTB radio vice presiSmall and Large Market Station Roundtables.
Discussion Leaders — George Biggar, WLBK
DeKalb, HI. (small); John D. Kelly, WJW
Cleveland (large).
ASSOCIATION DAY
MORNING: "What You Don't Know Can
Hurt You," Joseph M. Sitrick, NARTB
manager, Publicity and Informational Services.
"Where Do We Stand? — Government Relations," Vincent T. Wasilewski, NARTB manager, Government Relations Dept. Discussion.
LUNCHEON: Address, Harold E. Fellows,
NARTB president and chairman of the
board.
AFTERNOON: Business Session.
State Presidents ReportsIllinois Broadcasters Assn., Harold Dewing,
WCVS Springfield.
Indiana Broadcasters Assn., Edward C.
Thorns, WKJG Fort Wayne.
Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., Sam Livingston, WKYB Paducah.
Ohio Assn. of Radio & Tv Broadcasters,

Herbert E. Evans, WRFD Worthington.
Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn., Mig Figi
(treasurer), WAUX Waukesha.
Michigan Assn. of Radio & Tv Broadcasters,
Fred A. Knorr, WKMH Dearborn.
District and state association meetings.
EVENING: Reception and banquet. Address,
FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee.
TELEVISION DAY
MORNING:
Presiding, Ward Quaal, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.
"The Business of Television," Thad H. Brown,
NARTB tv vice president.
Panel Discussion.
"The Challenge of the Television Code," Harry
Ward, NBC Chicago, and Charles E. Gay,
WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio. Moderator,
Edward H. Bronson, NARTB director of
Television Code Affairs.
Television Bureau of Advertising — "Tv, the
Selling Machine," Oliver Treyz, president,
TvB.
LUNCHEON:
Address, Clair R. McCollough, WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pa.
AFTERNOON:
Labor Relations, 1955 Style.
Panel HI.Discussion —
Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF-TV Rock Island,
Hannibal,
Walter Rothschild, KHQA-TV
Mo.
manager,
Ed Wheeler, WWJ-TV Detroit.
James H. Hulbert, assistant
NARTB
Employer - Employe Relations
Dept.
"Television Brings You the News," Jack E.
Krueger, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee.
"Looking Ahead on the Technical Side of Television," Raymond F. Guy, NBC director of
radio frequency engineering.
Broadcasting
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Putting on Nebraska's biggest show is a
job that requires all-around knowledge of
all advertising media and the ability to
correlate the various avenues of promotion
for maximum impact. Edwin Schultz is a
man with the ability to do just that... which
is the reason we "Face the Facts" this month with
the Secretary of the Nebraska Board of Agriculture
and head man of Nebraska's State Fair.
Insofar as KFAB is concerned, the cooperation between the Nebraska State Fair and the station is
just one more example . . . one more success story,
if you please, on how a station can build its own
stature and more revenue by constantly striving to
do a better job for its advertisers.
KFAB has, by over 27 years of cooperating with the
Nebraska State Fair Board, not only helped to
build an ever-growing show window for Nebraska
industry and agriculture, but a solid monument to
the fact that Nebraska has become one of the
nation's great markets as well as the hub of the
nation's food basket.
A Free & Peters man always welcomes the opportunity to tell you more about KFAB and its dominant
place in this big market . . . Or, "Face the Facts"
with General Manager Harry Burke.

Big Mike is the physical trademark of KFAB — 1 Nebraska's most listened-to-station
Broadcasting
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TRADE ASSNS.

Typical of BMI "service" is
the complete kit of "Concert
Music" material used by
broadcasters daily . . . scripts
and data which help solve
many music programming
needs.

separate nationwide schedule of sales clinics.
William
K. Treynor,
manager
station
relations
department,
will oftakeNARTB's
part in
the meetings. He has directed a membership
campaign, in cooperation with board and state
committeemen, that has brought a steady increase in association rolls. Members of his regional staff will take part in various meetings.
While not billed on the agenda, a feature
of the Association Day business sessions at
which resolutions are adopted will be the daylight time problem. This perennial mixup,
harassing broadcasters in many sections because
time is not uniform during summer months,
requires association action, in the opinion of
Ben Ludy, WIBW Topeka. Mr. Ludy is one
of a number of members who have proposed
that the subject come up at the fall meetings.
He submitted a proposed resolution on the subject. Daylight time is likely to creep into
radio and tv day discussions, as well as the
business meeting.
At the Saranac Inn sessions the host director
will be E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse,
N. Y. Rural radio speaker on Radio Day will
be Bob Miller, WLW Cincinnati. Carl Haverlin,
BMI president, will be luncheon speaker.
State presidents' reports will be given on
Association Day by Paul Morency, WTIC Hartford, for Connecticut; Harold Glidden, WAOM
Presque Isle, for Maine; Herbert L. Krueger,
WTAG Worcester, for Massachusetts; Frank B.
Estes, WKNE Keene, for New Hampshire;
Everett Rudloff, WJLK Asbury Park, for New
lersey; Michael R. Hanna, WHCU Ithaca, for
New York, and E. Dean Finney, WTWN St.
Johnsbury, for Vermont. Banquet speaker will
be FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley.
William Fay, WHAM-TV Rochester, will
preside at Television Day proceedings at Saranac Inn. Taking part in the tv morning panel
will be Leon P. Gorman Jr., WABI-TV Bangor
Me.; Paul Adanti, WHEN-TV Syracuse and
Ray Welpott, WRGB Schenectady, N. Y.
Tv code speakers will be Grace M. Johnson,
ABC, and George Dunham, WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y. Luncheon speaker for Television Day will be Mr. Raibourn. Joining Mr.
Tower in the labor relations panel will be William C. Swartley, WBZ-TV Boston, and Louis
Saiff Jr., WCNY-TV Carthage, N. Y. Television news speaker will be F. E. Whitmarsh,
WBZ-TV, followed by Mr. Walker who will
talk on the conflict for use of air space.

Included in BMI's Concert
Music Service are:

MUSIC

CONCERT

MUSIC

CONCERT PIN-UP SHEET— A
monthly listing of new recordings, contemporary and standard.
YOUR CONCERT HALL— A
series of half-hour scripts for
use with phonograph records.
TODAY IN MUSIC — Dates
and facts about the important
music events of the month.
BMIlicensed stations — AM, FM,
and TV — can be depended upon
for complete service in music.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
NEW YORK <- CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD ■ TORONTO • MONTREAL
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CLEARANCE

COSTS

DISPORTIONATE— McCOY
West Virginia Broadcasters
told by Storer executive that
costs are out of line with other
broadcast expenses. Comr.
Lee also addresses semi - annual meeting at White Sulphur
Springs.
COSTS for music copyright clearance for both
radio and television stations are out of line in
comparison with other broadcast expenses, John
E. McCoy, vice president of Storer Broadcasting
Co., told the West Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters at its semi-annual meeting Sept. 3 at White
Sulphur Springs. Mr. McCoy, in charge of law
and finance for Storer, cited percentages of costs
for both radio and tv and declared broadcasters
were disposed to pay too little attention to these
basic items. In tv particularly, he said, the
costs are out of line in relation to music used.
President Paul J. Miller, managing director

OLIVER E. TREYZ, Television Bureau of Advertising president, tries on a pair of Texas
boots given him during a recent visit to
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex. Assisting Mr.
Treyz in putting on his new boots are
W. D. (Dub) Rogers (I), president and
general manager of KDUB, and Lubbock
Mayor Murrell R. Tripp, who also made
Mr. Treyz an "Honorary Texan."
of WWVA Wheeling, announced that Arnold
Vickers, West Virginia lawyer who represents
the association in the state capital, had been
retained for another year on recommendation
of the legislative committee.
A sports committee was appointed to work
closely with state broadcasters and writers in
an effort to convince the boards of education
of the tremendous value of scholastic sports
coverage by radio and tv.
A proposal from the West Virginia Press
Assn. inviting the broadcasting association to
merge their interests was presented, but the
broadcast group concluded to operate exclusively in its field. It agreed, however, that the two
associations should cooperate in projects that
concerned both.
Principal speaker at the opening session Friday was FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee who discussed uhf-vhf allocations [see Closed Circuit
Sept. 5]. Saturday night banquet speaker was
Russell Brines, Associated Press foreign correspondent who was captured and interned by
the Japanese.
Winner of the annual golf tournament, with
a gross 75, was H. Needham Smith, WTRF-TV
Wheeling (Steubenville). President Miller, with
a net of 73, was runner-up.
The association's spring meeting will be held
in Wheeling March 16-17 in conjunction with a
Broadcast Music Inc. clinic.
Seattle Club Plans
Oct. Video Clinic
ADVERTISING and Sales Club of Seattle will
hold a television clinic, divided into two
courses, covering all phases of commercial tv.
A basic course will be given Oct. 10-13, followed by an advanced course Oct. 24-27.
Robert G. Hurd is chairman of the planning
committee. In charge of separate sessions are
Dave Crockett, KOMO-TV; Hugh Feltis and
Ross Vieths, Hugh Feltis & Assoc.; Jim Lawless, Rarig Motion Picture Co.; Peter Lyman,
Frederick E. Baker & Assoc., and Jim Neidigh,
KING-TV. Fees are $10 for the basic course,
$15 for the advanced and $20 for both.
Broadcasting
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"You blinked fust again, Jake.
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Lemme

try a couple rounds now."
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Nixon

to Address

RTES

At Season's First Meet
TOP radio-tv industry leaders will attend the
Radio & Television Executives Society's first
meeting of the season this Wednesday when
Vice President Richard M. Nixon will address
a luncheon at the Hotel Roosevelt in New
York [B*T, Aug. 15].
A list of those who will be seated at the
dais when Mr. Nixon speaks was released
today (Monday) by Robert Burton, RTES president. Six FCC members are expected to attend
the meeting.
Industry and government figures include
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA-NBC board
chairman; William S. Paley, board chairman of
CBS Inc.; Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president,
Allen B. DuMont Labs; Leonard Goldenson,
president, American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres Inc.; Thomas O'Neil, chairman of
board, MBS; Harold E. Fellows, president,
NARTB; Theodore Streibert, director, U. S.
Information Agency; Reps. Stephen B. Derounian and Isadore Dollinger (D-N. Y.); F.
M. Flynn, WPIX (TV) New York; Michael
Hanna, president, New York State Broadcasters
Assn.; William S. Hedges, president, New York
Rotary; Sydney M. Kaye, board chairman,
BMI; Sol Taishoff, publisher, B»T, and Paul
Williams, U. S. attorney, Southern District of
New York.
Kickoff Meetings BoostNational Radio-Tv Week
NATIONAL Radio & Television Week should
prove a great success to radio-tv and appliance
dealers, Edward R. Taylor, vice president of
Motorola Inc., told a New Orleans gathering
Wednesday. This session was joined by a
similar "kickoff" meeting held by WXIX (TV)
Milwaukee that evening.
Mr. Taylor, assistant to the president of
Motorola Inc., noted that "the entire industry
is behind this year's program," including
NARTB, RETMA, newspapers and magazines,
and that new salable merchandise and "plenty
of display material" will be available for
dealers.
Mr. Taylor said color tv would not hurt
monochrome tv, will pick up this fall with network programming, be a "gradual growing
market," and ultimately take over the lead
from black-and-white.
In Milwaukee WXIX played host to some
400 dealers-distributors with talks by lack Williams, advertising and promotion manager,
RCA, Camden, N. J., and Russ Winnie, assistant
general manager of WTMI-TV. The latter outfall. lined NBC-TV's color programming plans for
Mr. Williams noted there has been an "orderly move" to tinted television from black-andwhite and stated "the time is now ripe for
greater efforts toward the sale of color tv
sets."
TvB Names William Colvin
ADDITION of William B. Colvin to Television
Bureau of Advertising's sales promotion department was announced Wednesday by Gordon Hellmann, TvB's director of sales promotion. Mr. Colvin, formerly with the creative
advertising department of Avco Mfg. Corp.'s
Electronics Division, also has been director of
the client service department at Avco-Crosley's
WLWA (TV ) Atlanta and director of sales promotion at WLW Cincinnati.
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TELEVISION code problems, the Kefauver juvenile report and similar topics came up
as NARTB Tv Code Review Board held first session with new chairman G. Richard
Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S. C. (story AT DEADLINE, page 7). L to r: Roger W. Clipp,
WFIL-TV Philadelphia; Chairman Shafto; John E. Fetzer, Fetzer Stations, ex-chairman
and consultant; William B. Quarton, WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, la., vice chairman; Mrs.
Hugh McClung, KHSL-TV Chico, Calif., and Richard A. Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio.

Praises Tv's
NARTB
Bar Assn. Coverage
TV COVERAGE of the American Bar Assn.
meeting in Philadelphia [B»T, Aug. 29] was "a
forward step in the campaign to achieve free
accessdom to
public information,"
of Information
Committee NARTB's
stated in FreeNew
York.
Chairman Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
New Orleans, said reports to the group showed
radio and tv had demonstrated their ability to
cover public sessions without jeopardizing the
dignity and decorum of such proceedings. He
added it showed the advances made in radio
and tv news coverage.
Detailed reports on the Philadelphia demonstration were made by ludge Justin Miller,
NARTB consultant and former presidentboard chairman, and Thad H. Brown, NARTB
tv vice president. Judge Miller suggested
similar telecasts be staged at state bar meetings.
The committee voiced gratitude to the three
Philadelphia stations — WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV
and WPTZ (TV) — for their pooled coverage of
the ABA meetings. Edgar Kobak, WTWA
Thomson, Ga., former committee chairman, was
praised for his efforts on behalf of freedom
of information. Changes were proposed in
NARTB's statement of policy on access to public events. The changes will be submitted to
the board next January.
P. A. Sugg, WKY-TV Oklahoma City, provided a report on tv news coverage, submitted
originally to a district judges meeting in Oklahoma. He said the station would cover oral
arguments of the State Supreme Court in an
effort
to demonstrate that tv does not disrupt a
courtroom.
A report of progress in NARTB's campaign
to encourage freedom of information committees in state associations was made by Howard
Bell, assistant to NARTB President Harold E.
Fellows. He said there now are 18 such committees, plus one in Hawaii, with 20 state groups
working through their legislative committees, or
a total of 38 states.
Attending the meeting, besides Chairman
Swezey, were these committee members: Joseph
L. Brechner, WGAY Silver Spring, Md.; Victor
C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton, Pa.; Henry H.
Fletcher, KSEI Pocatello, Idaho; F. Ernest
Lackey,' WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky.; Frank
Fogarty, WOW-TV Omaha, Neb.; John S.
Hayes, WTOP-TV Washington; Paul Raibourn,
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles; John Daly, ABC; Sig
Mickelson, CBS; Milton Burgh, MBS, and Wil-

liam McAndrew, NBC. Nick Basso, WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va., attended as observer for
Radio-Television News Directors Assn.
NARTB staff executives included Messrs.
Fellows, Brown and Bell; John F. Meagher, radio vice president; Vincent T. Wasilewski, manager of government relations; Robert L. Heald,
chief attorney; Joseph M. Sitrick, publicity and
informational services manager, and Robert K.
Richards, consultant.
New

York Broadcasters

Set

Radio-Tv Week Promotion
FULL publicity plans have been made in a
coordinated effort by New York area broadcasters, radio-tv distributors and dealers as
part of National Radio & Television Week
Sept. 18-24 [B»T, Sept. 5].
According to a "fact sheet" distributed last
week, the greater New York area will back
up national advertising, promotion and publicity with on-the-air announcements, a special
telecast tomorrow (Tuesday) on WABD (TV)
New York aimed at dealers (the telecast, beginning at 11 a.m. EDT, will feature a panel
of distributors who will explain details of the
event to dealers). Manhattan Borough President Hulan E. Jack this Thursday will change
the name of Times Square to "Radio-Tv
Square" in an official ceremony at 43rd St.
and Broadway, and New York Gov. Averell
Harriman and the city's Mayor Robert Wagner
will issue proclamations on the special week.
RAB Announces #Home Month/
Three-Event Promotion Plan
A NEW EVENT— "Home Month," to start
Sept. 18 — has been created by Radio Advertising Bureau, which hopes it will bring an extra
400,000
its 800-plus
member paid
radio announcements
stations. This towould
be an
average of 500 additional paid announcements
per participating member station.
The month-long event, plans for which were
announced last week, combines three major
promotions in home furnishings and home
building industries into a single event for the
home. The three: National Home Week (Sept.
19-26), Home Fashion Time (Sept. 29-Oct. 8),
and Old Stove Round-up (September-October).
RAB urged its members to link the three
events into "something really big — something
that will quadruple the business you get from
these three events individually" — and, in strong
editorial support, to "saturate your air with
items concerning all phases of the home including building, do-it-yourself ideas, furnishing tips on home care, etc."
Broadcasting • Telecasting

11. IN

CASE

YOU'RE

INTERESTED.
1

WFAA-TV's new
above average
base to antenna
feet taller than

antenna will reach 1685 feet
terrain . . . from concrete
tip {1521 ft.) the structure is 51
the Empire State Building!

TALLER

T 'Z^'
51 FEE
EMPIRE
STATE

>

THAN THE C"

i
re

In the tower — enough steel to build 320
average automobiles.

1,280,000
POUNDS
OF STEEL

For one coat of paint — enough to cover the
outside of 95 five-room houses.

But here are the facts to get excited about:
WFAA-TV's new 316,000 watt signal — beamed
from the top of Texas' tallest structure — wil
create new "A" and "B" contours which include
1,864,000 consumers (an increase of more than one-third
million). And Retail Sales in this new area total
$2,279,624,000 (nearly half-a-billion more than the present
"A" and "B"). To Egbert the Electron, Business Looks
Great — for the advertiser who sells via these new WFAA-TV
facilities.*
•Target Date:
November

NBC
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DALLAS
- ABC
- DUMONT

RALPH NIMMONS, Station Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO., National Representative
Television Service of the Dallas Morning News
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TRADE ASSNS.
NEW
FACTS

& FIGURES
ON

WTVJ)
, DUI
DURHAM-RALEIGH

f\

A

POWER
NOW

316,000

watts

NOW
TRANSMITTED

WTYD
CHANNEL 11
DURHAM-RALEIGH
NBC - ABC
Call Edward PETRY & Co.

get
value

plus
SKYLINE

GROUP

DISCOUNTS

KDYL-KTVT
KLZ AM-TV
e KOB AM-TV
SKYLINE GROUP, RADIO-TV
Covering the Uranium
Triangle — Colorado, Utah, New Mexico
J. I. MEYERSON. 3432 RCA Bt DC. N Y.
THE KATZ AGENCY • SRANHAM CO.
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PERSONNEL

WRITERS
Selling Autos
IN LESS than two days, radio time costing $450 brought $51,500 worth of business to Fred Jones Mercury Co., Tulsa,
Okla. This point is made in a folder being released by Radio Advertising Bureau, New York. Folder is one of several sales tools sent by RAB to member
stations in an effort to stimulate interest
among prospective radio users.

Adv. Federation of America
Names Executive Committee
SEVEN members to serve on the executive committee of the Advertising Federation of America have been announced by Ben R. Donaldson,
AFA chairman and director of institutional
advertising, Ford Motor Co. In addition to
Mr. Donaldson, members are Frederic R.
Gamble, president of the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies; Elon Borton, AFA president and general manager; Wesley I Nunn,
advertising manager, Standard Oil Co. of Indiana; Mel G. Grinspan, advertising and sales
promotion manager, Black & White stores;
William G. Werner, public and legal services
director, Procter & Gamble, and Robert M.
Feemster, chairman of Wall Street JournaFs
executive committee.
Wagstaff Heads Radio Code
WALTER E. WAGSTAFF, KIDO Boise,
Idaho, has been named chairman of NARTB's
Radio Standards of Practice Committee for
fiscal 1955-56, NARTB President Harold E.
Fellows announced last week.
Others: Carleton Brown, WTVL Waterville,
Me.; Ralph Evans, WOC Davenport, Iowa; Paul
Fry, KB ON Omaha; Clifford Gill, KBIG Avalon, Calif.; Worth Kramer, WJR Detroit; William B. McGrath, WHDH Boston; Cecil Woodland, WEJL Scranton, Pa.
TvB Mails Co-op Data
TELEVISION Bureau of Advertising (TvB)
has sent to its members 19 co-op information
cards for use by their local sales departments.
The cards, covering the category of radio and
television sets, are part of a continuing series the
bureau has been sending its members. The
cards list: advertiser, brands covered, distribution, tv material available, source of material,
division of costs, fiscal year and billing
procedure.
Tv Tariffs Under Study
THE NARTB's Television Transmission Tariffs
Committee will meet tomorrow (Tuesday) at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York, Chairman Richard Salant, CBS Inc. vice president,
said last week. The group will continue to
study intercity video rates pursuant to a resolution passed by the NARTB Board of Directors
last June to implement and support the committee's activities.
TRADE ASSOCIATION PEOPLE
Arno H. Johnson, vice president, J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y., named board of directors member, Adv. Research Foundation. He
is also chairman, ARF technical committee.
W. J. Moreland, president, Conrac Inc. (Fleetwood tv receiver manufacturers), Glendora,
Calif., elected chairman, district sales group,
West Coast Electronics Mfrs. Assn.

ON

RELATIONS

SEEK

—

PACT

NETWORK

FILMS

Guild goes into negotiations
with ABC, CBS and NBC in
move for increased compensation. Details of new demands
to be given networks
Wednesday.

next

NEGOTIATIONS between the three major tv
networks and the Writer's Guild of America
for a contract covering freelance writers on
network film shows went into a night session
Thursday in Hollywood as the Guild pressed
for improved compensation.
Both the western and eastern regions of the
Guild have agreed on the demands being presented to the networks, but the details were to
be withheld until network officials received all
of them in the session which began Wednesday.
The Guild, however, indicated its present demands include specific provisions for writers of
comedy-variety and audience participation
shows.
The negotiation committee for the networks
includes: NBC representatives Oscar Turner,
Pacific Div. manager of personnel and labor
relations, and Pacific Coast counsel Richard
Harper Graham; ABC representatives Mort
Weinbach from New York, national director of
labor relations, and Cliff Anderson, western
division director of labor relations; CBS representatives Fred Ruegg, New York, assistant
national labor relations director, Eugene Purver,
Hollywood labor relations director, and Richard Jenks, Hollywood resident counsel.
The
Richard Writer's
Collins. Guild committee is headed by
Ratified Last May
Terms of the first collective bargaining agreement with the networks covering writing for
live television were ratified by Writer's Guild of
America West and Writer's Guild of America
East at their respective annual meetings in Los
Angeles and New York last May. The new
minimums are about a 30% increase over the
1952 agreement. The new rates for a quarterhour story and teleplay combined are $375 if
sponsored and $270 if sustaining.
NLRB Calls for Elections
At Film Units of ABC, NBC
TWO elections to determine union bargaining
agents for network employe groups have been
ordered by National Labor Relations Board.
An election was directed to decide whether
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes & Moving Picture Machine Operators
or National Assn. of Broadcast Employes &
Technicians should represent the New York
film service division of ABC network. Similarly
the board ordered an election to decide if Motion Picture Film Editors, Local 776 (IATSE)
or NABET should represent NBC film editors,
assistants and associated employes in the Los
Angeles area.
PERSONNEL RELATIONS PEOPLE
Kenneth Groot named local executive secretary,
N. Y. local, American Federation of Radio &
Tv Artists, succeeding Alex McKee, with Mr.
McKee continuing as acting national executive
secretary of union until successor to late George
Heller is appointed.
Broadcasting
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AROUND

W

FARGO,

DAY-TV

PITCHES

A

SHUTOUT!

ATE ST Fargo - Moorhead Hoopers credit
WDAY-TV with an almost clean sweep of
audience-preference honors. The chart shows
that between 5 and 6 times as many Metropolitan
Fargo families tune to WDAY-TV as to the
next station.
Look at the sets-in-use — a whopping big

65% at night!
Although Metropolitan Fargo represents an
important segment of WDAY-TV's coverage, it's
not the whole story. WDAY-TV is also the preferred station in most of the heavily-saturated
Red River Valley. Ask Free & Peters for the proof.

W
FARGO,

DAY-TV
N. D.

•

Affiliated with HBC

CHANNEL
• ABC

FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives
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HOOPER TELEVISION AUDIENCE INDEX
Fargo, N. D. - Moorhead, Minn. — Nov., 1954
Share of
In-Use
Television Audience
TV-SETS28
WDAY-TV Station B
AFTERNOON (Mon. thru Frl.)
13
86
14
12 noon — 5 p.m.
48
88
5 p.m. — 6:30 p.m.
EVENING (Sun. thru Sat.)
6 p.m. — 12 midnight
(♦Adjusted to compensate 65
for fact stations
were not telecasting all hours)

85* 12, 1955
17*
September
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each

one

is

different

Hats differ, so do the people who wear them. Stations
differ, but so do the people who run them.
Interpreting these differences in ways that benefit both
station and advertiser is a prime aim of quality
representation. The effectiveness of Harrington, Righter
and Parsons in achieving it is built upon applied knowledge,
drive, and exclusive attention to one medium.
Promises are no substitute for performance. Quality
representation is synonymous

only with performance.

These stations can tell you.
A Ibany

and

Parsons,

Inc.
New
York
Chicago

San Francisco
the only medium
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we

serve

W ROW -TV
WAAM
WBEN-TV
WJRT
WFMY-TV
WTPA

Baltimore
Buffalo
Flint
Greensboro
Harrisburg
Kansas City

WDAF-TV
WHAS-TV
WTMJ-TV
WMTW

Louisville
Milwaukee
Mt. Washington

WSYR-TV

Syracuse
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INTERVIEW

HOW

IN

MUCH

THE

IRON

CURTAIN?

There may be a 'peace offensive' but covering
Russia is still tough. Here are the problems of the
only Moscow-accredited U.S. radio-tv newsman.

NBC's Irving R. Levine, who recently became the first western noncommunist correspondent to get a permanent Russian visa since
1947, is a 33-year-old newsman who has covered the Korean shooting and the cold war in some 20 countries, first for INS and, since
shortly after the Korean war broke out, for NBC. He serves as
combination radio-television correspondent, sending back films as
well as voice reports. Since Aug. 24 he has been making direct daily
broo .asts to the U. S. over facilities of Radio Moscow, and for
the irst few days of this period was not censored. This exclusive
interview with B*T's senior editor Rufus Crater in New York, arranged through NBC and using its facilities in New York to talk
with Mr. Levine at Radio Moscow, was conducted shortly after
Russian censorship was imposed on Aug. 31 and was tape-recorded
for B»T by NBC. For background purposes, a few questions had
been submitted by cable in advance. Although impromptu questions
for the most part did not — by coincidence or otherwise — get through
to him, as the transcript shows, Mr. Levine nevertheless was able
to present an informative picture of the free newsman's lot under
censorship and the overall status of radio and tv in Russia today.
Mr. Crater: Did you get my questions?
Mr. Levine: Yes, Rufe. In answer to your first question, what facilities does the Russian Government provide: I do my daily broadcast from Radio Moscow, a blond colored sort of stucco building,
about an eight minute drive from the National Hotel, where I'm
living. The facilities of Radio Moscow are not as modern or spanking new as, say, the glass-enclosed Radio Central at NBC in New
York, but the facilities are certainly more commodious than we were
provided in Tokyo when I was assigned there, and as good as most
of the overseas facilities I've seen. There are no guided tours in
Radio Moscow, as are conducted at Radio City in New York. As
a matter of fact, it's necessary to have an appointment even to get
into the building. There is a uniformed policeman and a woman
officer on duty in the lobby of the Radio Moscow Building, up a
street which is translated as Putenskovski little side street number
one. Each day at a quarter to 2 p.m., Moscow time, 15 minutes
before my broadcast time, I am met at the entrance of the Radio
Moscow building by one of the English-speaking Radio Moscow
commentators who broadcast to the United States. We walk up
(there is no elevator) to the studios on the second floor. I wait in a
soft chair in the softly-lit lobby, until just a few minutes before
broadcast time, and then the Radio Moscow commentator invites
me into the studio.

Let me describe the studio from which I usually broadcast. Outside the door there is a sign in Russian, as you would find on any
American studio. This sign lights up when the studio is in use,
telling people to keep out. The studio is large, about 18 feet by 30
• feet. There are two pianos, and a round table with a boom microphone for discussion programs. At one end of the studio is a
desk affair with two chairs and a microphone. This is where I

Broadcasting
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broadcast. Directly in front of me is a glass partition which
separates the studio from the control room and the engineers, who,
incidentally, are mostly women. The chief engineer is a Russian
woman, who made arrangements for the first two-way direct studio
circuit with New York, which we accomplished last week. She is
an extremely earnest person. Each day after my broadcast, she
inquires about the circuit quality and seems delighted when I can
report that New York describes the circuit as good. On several
occasions, when we were in the process of pioneering this circuit,
especially when we did it by way of a London relay, the chief
engineer delayed or perhaps even missed her lunch hour to make
sure I got through all right. In fact, once the decision was made
to permit me to broadcast to the United States, their attitude and
that of everyone I have come into contact with here at Radio
Moscow from the director of foreign language broadcasts, right on
down, has been one of complete cooperation and they tried within
the limits of facilities to satisfy me.
The procedure in the studio runs something like this. The Radio
Moscow commentator usually calls New York, sometimes I do it,
repeating "This is Moscow calling New York," until we reach the
receiving station in New York and then the Radio Moscow commentator hands the ear phones over to me and sits by my side as I
talk with Bill Fitzgerald, or Barry McCarthy, or Ed Hymoff at
NBC, and broadcast my news spot. If we run into any trouble in
the way of level being too low or too high, he takes it up with the
engineer. The Radio Moscow commentator never comments on my
script, although on several occasions, out of curiosity I might have
invited comment. Several of the Radio Moscow boys surprised me
by asking about Jim Fleming and Henry Cassidy of NBC. They
remember them in the times they broadcast from here during the
war and during the Council of Foreign Ministers meeting in 1947,
which incidentally was the last time there was a broadcast to the
United States until the time that I have been doing it.
The Radio Moscow commentators who have helped me under
the arrangement I have just described have been very helpful and
friendly. Whenever I thank anyone here, such as the engineers, for
anything, the answer usually is, "It's only my job." Incidentally,
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INTERVIEW
as I am sure you know, Radio Moscow is the Government operated
radio in the USSR. It's the only station in Moscow, of course.
In some of the studios, the actual transmission of my broadcast is
handled by the Ministry of Communications, which is the government agency controlling all communications facilities. . . A rather
lengthy answer to the first question.
canMr.talkCrater:
about atThat's
all? fine. Are there any limitations on what we
Mr. Levine: (Brief silence)

I don't hear you at all.
Mr. Crater: Are there any limitations on what we can talk about?
[At this point, the circuit didn't seem to fade but rather seemed
to go dead — momentarily. . . .]
Mr. Levine: Assuming you're still there, I'll go ahead [Mr. Levine
then went on to answer one of the questions previously cabled to
him].
In regard to the question as to what limitations, if any, does the
government place on the news gathering and reporting ... do you
hear me?
Mr. Crater: Right. Go ahead, please.
Mr. Levine: [Not hearing the go-ahead.] Well, here goes, anyway. Covering news here is considerably different from covering
news in the United States, or in most of the other foreign countries
where
such as Austria,
Korea. I've
The worked,
main difference
is access France,
to news. Germany, lapan and
There are three main sources of news. One — the Government
newspapers and radio. Government announcements are usually released in this way. For instance, this morning the announcement of
the conclusion of a new pact between Yugoslavia and the USSR. The
second source of news is the official parties. This, of late, with the
easing of tension and the concurrent gregariousness of Soviet
leaders, has become an important source. For instance, there was
a party at the Yugoslav Embassy. Kaganovich and former Premier
Malenkov were there. We were able to chat with them briefly.
More important, we were able to lean over their shoulders. In fact,
my chin was practically resting on Malenkov's shoulder, as they
charmed visiting Sen. George Malone of Nevada. Last week, there
was a reception given by the Romanian Embassy. We were able
to ask Deputy Premier Mikoyan to tell us which Russians would
negotiate with West German Chancellor Adenauer. We didn't get
an answer, but we did ask. These parties are important in getting
a close-up look at the leaders and in picking up bits of chit chat,
but the Russian leaders devote themselves almost entirely to cocktail party conversation.
NEW SOURCE OF NEWS
The third source of news in Moscow is visiting Americans. And
this, of course, is the newest source of news. Some of the visiting
Congressmen have been received by Soviet leaders, and their conversations make news. So these are the three main sources of news;
the newspapers, the parties and the activities of visiting Americans.
There is only an occasional news conference. Premier Bulganin
received the press to read a statement before the Geneva Conference, and the Russians set up a news conference for the visiting
Lord Mayor of London. But unlike the United States, news conferences are a great rarity. Then, of course, there are the foreign
embassies — the United States, the British, and so on. This is about
the only source of exclusive stories, and it's the only source for
digging up independent stories. The big trouble is that the embassy
people are usually trying to find out from the newsmen what's going
on. The newsmen usually know more than the diplomats. Incidentally, Rufe, there are only seven permanent American newsmen here — two AP, two New York Times, one UP, one INS, and
I'm the only radio and tv man. Unlike the United States, where a
reporter can make an appointment with an official of a business
firm for an interview or wander into the State Department for a
chat with the press officers, or take an official of the Commerce
Department out to lunch, here in Moscow, all questions by reporters
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must go to the Press Department of the Foreign Ministry. If you
try to get news through some other source, you will be directed,
you will be referred to the Foreign Ministry Press Department.
This is the reporter's sole channel for information.
When you call the Press Department for information you are
asked to write a letter. An appointment with the Press Department takes at least a week or usually longer to arrange. For instance, Irequested the Press Department to tell me when Diego
Rivera, the Mexican painter, was coming to Moscow. I still have
no reply, but yesterday I found him staying in my hotel. I have had
a request in the Press Department for two weeks now on such
matters as a visa for an NBC cameraman to come to Moscow
during the Adenauer visit, a special request from Dave Garroway
on the Today program for some material, another request on a
half dozen other subjects. Whenever I call, I am told they are
under consideration. All I can do is wait. Similarly, my application
for a Russian assistant to help me in translating newspapers and so
on, has been under consideration by the appropriate bureau for
two weeks.
I have received a definite answer, however, on my application
for an apartment. The answer is there are no apartments available.
It may take two months or more before I can hope for one. Most
reporters here have waited six months or a year. Americans, like
other foreigners, can live only in certain allotted dwellings. We
can not go out and hunt for an apartment, because all are owned by
the government. We cannot go out and independently hire an
assistant because the goverment arranges their employment. Well,
there are similar problems in the shipment of film, and if you want
to take a trip to an outlying city like Leningrad, it's necessary to
^et police clearance, which comes very quickly. In Moscow, I have
been free to wander around and take pictures pretty much as I
wish. I have never been stopped. There, of course, is censorship.
All tapes I send out and all items such as this one for broadcast,
must be approved by the censor. Besides the obvious inconvenience
there is the added inconvenience of having copy prepared early
enough ahead of time to enable the censor to read it and approve
it in time for broadcast.
My daily schedule involves writing my script in the morning,
hiring a cab from the hotel, the National Hotel where I live, and
driving through to the central telegraph where the censors are
located, waiting for the copy to be stamped, then driving to Radio
Moscow. You never see the censors, incidentally. You hand your
copy in through a little window to a girl who carries it through a
door, and then a half hour or so later, more or less, brings the copy
out. Well, a little more on this.
The relaxation of tension is making it easier to talk to individual
Russians. That was quite impossible a year ago I am told. On the
tour with the American agricultural delegation, we were able to
speak with hundreds of Russians and they answered questions very
freely about the Russian way of life. . . . How do you hear me?
Mr. Crater: You're coming in fine here.
Mr. Levine: In reply to your third question, I'll give this answer.
Your question was regarding newsmen generally, and how far relaxation of censorship has grown, and then the possibility of admittance of other radio and tv newsmen.
Censorship is a good deal easier now than it has been in the
past. However, all copy must be submitted. Newsmen who are on
temporary visas tend to be given greater freedom. I was never
required to submit my script until this week. This is in line with
the technique of inviting delegations for whirlwind tours, where the
effort is made to win friendship and approval. However, so far
I have not had more than a dozen words stricken from my copy
by the censors.
As far as the admission of more radio and tv reporters is concerned, just
I
don't know, and very frankly, Rufe, I have made no
real inquiries about that possibility.
Mr. Crater: Do you know why censorship was reimposed?
M9

Mr. Levine: I just can't hear you.
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What have you been wanting in a TV
camera tube? First, improved quality
— for a better picture with fewer interruptions, for longer tube life that pays
off in replacement dollars saved.

skill, advanced equipment,
trained and expert workers.
has these. The pictures below
the countless precision steps
and testing G-E quality-built

Second, you've asked for safe storage, safe
handling. Image orthicons are easily damaged.
Your stock of camera tubes is a substantial investment from which you would like the risk of
damage removed.

Safety comes from G.E.'s brand-new transparent package at right, developed by broadcast
engineers. This new, safe package is a big plus
. . . saves you money, worry, and time.

Both your demands — for improved tube quality, for safe storage and handling — are fully met
by the new Broadcast-Designed GL-5820, manufactured byGeneral Electric.
Quality in a complex tube such as the image
orthicon, calls for heavy resources of engineering

and technically
General Electric
show but a few of
in manufacturing
camera tubes.

And . . . G-E Broadcast-Designed camera
tubes come sealed at the base for your protection. If the seal's unbroken, you know you're
getting a new tube! Your G-E tube distributor
has Broadcast-Designed GL-5820's. Call him
today! Tube Department, General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, New York.
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TO

COAST!

CAMERA

TUBE

It's SAFER . . . and you SAVE by using
G.E.'s new transparent camera-tube package !
Square design prevents rolling off shelf when tubes ore
stacked.
Cushioned internally to protect tubes whether they are
stored horizontally or vertically.
Face of tube is protected by a solid felt disc.
Special top and handle construction keeps tubes from
being carelessly stored in an inverted position.
Top of package cannot be misplaced — is fastened to
the handle through sliding slots.
The solidly anchored handle enables tubes to be
carried about safely and conveniently.
Because of safety features of new G-E transparent
package, the corrugated outer shipping carton can be
discarded. Saves storage space — saves time when a
new tube is needed for fast replacement in a camera.
The new G-E "record" label, on every package,
contains space for recording camera tube data.
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Mr. Crater: Did they explain why you would be required tc
submit scripts in the future?
Mr. Levine: Try it again. . . .
Mr. Crater: Did they explain why they were now requiring you
to submit scripts?
Mr. Levine: Well, I received a temporary visa and apparently,
as I pointed out here, this seems to be in line with the technique of
inviting delegations for whirlwind tours, and the people who are on
or with these delegations, an effort is made to- win their friendship
and approval, and when I was in that status, my material was not
censored. Since I have been granted a permanent visa to remain
here, as I pointed out, like all other correspondents here, I am required to comply with this regulation.
Mr. Crater: Are other correspondents allowed to send back film?
Mr. Levine: What was that?
Mr. Crater: Are other correspondents allowed to send back film?
Mr. Levine: Well, presumably so. I have my own troubles without looking into theirs
[at this point, the circuit went stone cold dead.]
Mr. Levine: Did you hear my answer?
Mr. Crater: No, I didn't.
Mr. Levine: I'm not trying to be flippant but I have many problems about broadcasting, getting out film without worrying about
other people's efforts to get out film. I don't want to appear flippant
in my reply, but competition being what it is, I really haven't made
any effort to find out if anyone has been getting out film.
Mr. Crater: Thank you. Have you seen any color television over
there?
[here again, a very dead circuit.]
Mr. Crater: What is the quality of television in Russia . . . the
technical quality?
Mr. Levine: I can't hear. . . .
Mr. Crater: What is the technical quality of television in Russia?
Mr. Levine: I gather that you have a question on radio and
television. I've got a rather detailed piece here about the status of
radio and television here ... a brief report on radio and Russian
television — number of sets and so on. Suppose I give you a reply
to that, shall I?
The best figures I can get from unofficial sources is that there
are 3,300,000 television and radio sets in the Soviet Union as of
January 1, 1952. I cannot vouch for the reliability of this figure,
but it sounds small to me in a country of 215 million people. Of
course the production of items like radio and tv sets has increased
greatly during the past few years since 1952 as rural reconstruction
has progressed. Radio Moscow, and its associated provincial stations, are the sole radio stations in the country. There are public
loudspeakers in trains, in hotels, on ships, on farms. . . . These public
loudspeakers beam Radio Moscow to the people 16 hours a day.
There are regular newscasts, there are now commentaries on world
affairs, and a good deal of music, almost entirely serious music.
There is some American music as well as other foreign music.
The other day, for instance, there was a half-hour program of
Gershwin, including such songs as "The Man I Love." There is a
morning agricultural program for farmers, and regular weather
reports on temperatures from around the country.
As far as television is concerned, here are just a couple of highlights. The cost of tv sets has recently been reduced. Twelve-inch
sets are the most common, and have been knocked down from
3,000 rubles, which has the rate of 4 rubles to the dollar or $750.
The price has been marked down to 2,300 rubles, about $575 at
the official rate. This seems to reflect the apparent effect that television sets have gotten into mass production. However, tv sets are
still enough of a novelty that crowds gather in front of department
store windows to look at radio and tv sets. In certain sections of
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you see
the United
"skyline States.
silhouette" of television aerials which
is
so common
in the
While traveling around the Soviet Union, I found that outside of
Moscow, tv sets are still pretty much a rarity and are limited
largely to workers clubs which might be considered a sort of
counterpart of the bar-room stage of tv in the early days of tv in
the United States. There are broadcasts and telecasts now in Moscow, in Kiev, in Leningrad, in Riga, Kharkov and Kalinin, and
new stations are being built and perhaps finished by now in cities
like Baku on the Black Sea, Tashkent in Central Asia, Minsk in
Siberia, and Sverdlovsk in the rural region.
Recently Pravda, the Communist Party newspaper, announced
that experimental television broadcasts will begin in the Siberian
cities of Omsk and Tomsk.
Besides the 12-inch set I mentioned, there is a 17-inch set. The
price is somewhat higher. There are also 6-inch sets. Programs
lean very heavily toward what we would call special events, and
what the Soviets call cultural events. This includes the live pickups
of operas, plays, ballets, and musical shows. Here in Moscow,
there are four hours of programming each day, with the exception
of Sunday when there are eleven hours. Weekday programs in
Moscow begin at 7:30 p.m., Sunday programs begin at noon and
are heavy on sports and special events. Outside of Moscow, provincial cities, I believe, broadcast tv programs only three or four
times a week for a couple of hours, with the exception of Leningrad,
as I understand it. It follows pretty much the same as Moscow.
EXPERIMENTAL COLOR TV
There is some experimental work in color telecasting. The Soviets
at the moment use a non-compatible system, but technicians are
experimenting with a compatible system. Well, that's just about it.
As I say, the emphasis is heavy on ballet and opera, there are some
wrestling programs, a good deal of children's programs, a good deal
of animated cartoons, old Soviet movies. Apparently they deal
heavily on carrying a message of some Communist import. About
half the time on tv is taken up by movies. Some of the movies are
rather old and the age of the movies have been criticized frequently
by tv critics in Russia. Just to run down a couple of programs,
there is a program called Bookshelf which is a literary analysis, a
feature film which is called Examination of Faithfulness which deals
with aspects of Soviet family life, another musical comedy was
called Wedding With Dowry, a story about a collective farm. There
is a regular program called Map of the World, which deals with
international subjects. A recent one was a lecture on India. That's
about the picture on radio and television in the Soviet Union today.
Mr. Crater: Thank you. If I may ask one question . . . then
Sam Sharkey has something to say to you . . . did you have to get
permission for this interview?
Levine:
Rufe,
I can just about hear your voice but I can't
hearMr.what
you are
saying.
Mr. Crater: Thank you very much . . . Sam wants to talk to you.
Mr. Levine: Try again, Rufe, will you . . .?
Mr. Sharkey: Sam Sharkey here, Irv . . . can you hear me . . .
this is Sam Sharkey.
Mr. Levine: I can hear something. . . .
Mr. Sharkey: Sam Sharkey, Irv. . . .
Mr. Levine: I just can't hear anybody ... so I'd better sign
off ... if you have any other questions I'll be glad to answer them
if you can send them to me ahead of time. Hope this answers
your
questions. I certainly can't hear Rufe ... so, signing off in
Moscow.
[At this point, the desk man in New York (Harry McCarthy)
could be heard to make a comment . . . and either Rufe Crater or
Sam Sharkey said something . . . then, after the circuit apparently
had been knocked down, Irving Levine's voice suddenly came up
quite clearly and was heard to remark: "My God, this is very unusual." There was an abrupt silence after this exclamation.]
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backed up by fan-winning local programming.
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THIS IS the Illinois State Fair, site of U. S. Steel's ambitious live commercial.

U.

S.

STEEL

GOES

FOR SEVERAL months the U. S. Steel Corp. has been implanting
the thought with those who view its alternate-week Steel Hour dramatic series that "only steel can do so many jobs so well."
And since last January U. S. Steel has gone to great lengths with
its cameras by way of proving live commercials from remote points
can be just as effective and less costly than if they were filmed on
the scene in advance.
Typical of Steel's willingness to go to these lengths in the interest
of realism and immediacy was its origination of live commercials
direct from the Illinois State Fair in Springfield Aug. 17. Occasion
was the Steel Hour's salute to its Chicago South Works Plant on
the latter's 75th anniversary.
What viewers saw during the two commercial segments of the

ADVANCE preparations for interviews and newspaper publicity
were included in this interview by Julie Craig (r), women's director
of WICS (TV) Springfield, with groundwork team of Mary Kay
and Johnny Stearns, who preceded the advertising-agency contingent from New York.
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show involved elaborate preparations and expenditure of time and
talent to drive home the steel story to an estimated audience of
23 million people in the viewing area of 113 CBS-TV stations
throughout the country.
It was far more ambitious than any of the previous remotes (from
Macy's in New York, Abrahamson & Strauss in Philadelphia and
a farm in Lake Geneva, Wis.) — and also more difficult. The Springfield remotes took the combined resources of a crew of 25 advertising-agency folk transported by special train from New York, plus
a technical battery of 20 from CBS Central Div. (In New York,
where
the drama originated, perhaps another 75 people were
involved.)
Additionally, the venture called for five cameras, thousands of
feet of lighting cable and other equipment, a staff of AT&T specialists and a transmission setup involving relay towers at the Fairgrounds and New Berlin, where it was fed to Chicago and in turn
to CBS-TV through WBBM-TV.
Why this concentration of manpower and equipment for six
minutes of commercial?
Harold Hoffman, copy and media chief of U. S. Steel Corp.,
Pittsburgh, describes the live remote as a desire for "immediacy"
and for reaching the grass-roots of America. He contends that,
other things being equal, the live remote commercial can be produced for perhaps 20% less than if it were put on film. Mr. Hoffman estimates the cost of the Springfield remote at about $10,000
(compared to $7,000 for the Lake Geneva venture).
Aside from the immediacy factor, the costs of editing, re-shooting
and labor for film are by-passed, and the live process is faster,
according to John (Jack) Zollar, director and film producer, BBDO,
who otherwise might be expected to be completely film-minded.
Actually, film is never entirely ignored by U. S. Steel in its
remotes. There is a well-coordinated integration between film clips
(such as used for steel production and pictures of the South Works
employes) and live shots.
But from the start of early preparations, weeks ahead, to the
coming of the advance guard and full crew, the location of equipment, endless story conferences, dry runs and final rehearsals,
localized promotion, and last-minute script changes, U. S. Steel
Corp.'s commercial story is one largely of live remote commercials
— as shown in these pictures of the Springfield excursion:
Broadcasting • Telecasting

THE CREW

BEHIND

. . . Joseph Hevesi produces U. S. Steel
public relations (George Hicks) commercials
out of U. S. Steel Corp., New York; has
been with U. S. Steel Hour for eight years
(in radio or tv); formerly wrote Major Bowes
Amateur Hour plugs.
Everett Hart; onetime freelance correspondence for B«T in early '30s; senior representative producer, BBDO, who produced
both Steel's PR and "product" (Mary Kay
and Johnny) commercials; produced Broadway play, "Black-Eyed Susan," and is old
Schubert play hand; with Steel for two years.
Ernest Walling, freelance director; formerly directed Fred Waring show; onetime
NBC program-production executive.
John (Jack) Zollar . . . director and film
producer, BBDO, New York; directed Cavalcade ofAmerica on radio for eight years;
one-time actor and instrumental in radio
productions at Pasadena, Calif.
Mary Kay (Stearns) and Johnny. She was
in "Dear Ruth" on Broadway; he is former
NBC producer; they abandoned situation
comedy format idea for career with U. S.
Steel two years ago.
George Hicks, veteran network newsman
and World War II correspondent; delivers
Steel's public relations or "news" commercials; granddaddy of U. S. Steel "commer-

THE COMMERCIAL

cial" troupe (10 years); one of the real radio
newsman veterans, who is said to have been
associated longer with one firm than any
other in country as network commercial
announcer.
Ed Plaut and Michael Barnett . . . BBDO
writers on Mary Kay & Johnny and Hicks
commericals, respectively; Tom Norton, advertising department, U. S. Steel, Pittsburgh;
Taylor Urquhart, account executive, BBDO
Pittsburgh; Charles Murphy, contact, and
Dudley Malone, production assistant, BBDO;
Harold Hoffman, unit manager of expedition, in charge of copy and media out of
U. S. Steel, Pittsburgh, placed all Steel's
trade advertising; Don Derber, U. S. Steel's
market devlopment section, Pittsburgh, lined
up Springfield (111.) site for commercial remote, obtained props, other material and
secured approval of fair promoter; sent out
40,000 copies of Steel brochures (with local
station times, stations) and other material to
agricultural advisory people; an advance
"one-man" guard of Steel's on live commercials from farm remotes; Phil Sykes, field
supervisor and senior representative, CBS
Central Div. and engineer at network's o & o
WBBM-TV; Don Dillion, CBS Chicago engineer, and others.

ABOVE: One of five cameras is mounted
atop a WBBM-TV mobile unit. BELOW:
One of 13 lights which, combined, brightened up the set with 50,000 watts.

AAARY KAY and Johnny, under the watchful eyes of Director Walling, rehearse with Mr. and Mrs. Louis Pierce, famous cattle raisers.

DRY RUNS help to iron out the wrinkles.
Producer Hart (I), Mary Kay and Johnny
and Director Walling set positions.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

MORE REHEARSAL. Producer Hevesi (r)
and Mr. Hicks flank Gov. William Stratton
of Illinois, discuss a production problem.

ALL'S WELL that ends well. Harold Hoffman, unit manager and U. S. Steel copymedia chief, relaxes after the wrap-up.
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VIA

'EM

OIL

UP

RADIO-TV

Its million - dollar broadcast
budget is tangible evidence of
the success this up-and-coming
petroleum jobber has achieved
through wise advertising.

lam
national
advertising
representatives . . .
with 11
offices from
coast to coast

ON ANY given day, when he pursues the
exploits or miseries of the White Sox or
Cubs on radio or television, the Chicago
baseball fan is being constantly reminded
about "a sure way to stretch driving dollars."
If he is remiss as a motorist in accepting
the advice of a by-now well known slogan
— "Let the Familiar Oklahoma Billboard Be
Your Guide to the Best Gasoline in All Chicagoland" — there is always the not unattractive bait of "free premium coupons" which
may be exchanged for valuable merchandise.
And even if he is not of that peculiar
breed, the baseball fan, the Chicago-area
listener or viewer is sure, sooner or later,
between 8 a.m. and 1 1 :20 p.m., to encounter
Oklahoma Pete, the "Little Indian Chief,"
the Oklahoma newsboy or a staff announcer
extolling the benefits of "refinery-fresh"
gasoline and heating oils, among other products on other programs, at "definitely lower

An additional dollar's worth of product promotion for every advertising dollar.

. . . one

equals

two

on

WLW
RADIO

... a distinguished member of the Crosley Group
Exclusive sales offices: New York, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Chicago, Atlanta, Miami
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Oklahoma Oil Products Co., the little petroleum empire headed by Joseph E. Guilbeault (pronounced GIL-bo), is a late-comer
in the midwest petroleum sweepstakes but a
successful one, certainly, if expenditures for
prices." media are to serve as any criterion.
broadcast
Within the past three years Oklahoma has
managed to turn its brand name into a consumer by-word and a competitive eyepopper in Chicago through heavy saturation
of the electronic media— about $1 million
worth.
This would be a surprising phenomenon
in any industry, let alone in the petroleum
field against the thrusts of the Standards
and Sinclairs and Shells, but it is the more
so, considering that Oklahoma is an independent marketer-chain which owns and operates perhaps 70 service stations (as against
maybe 700 for Standard and others), and
sells a variety of products, but which provides no car-servicing chores.
Oklahoma is, to be perfectly accurate, a
jobber— and an aggressive one at that —
competing in its own way with the giants
of the industry. It is holding its own by the
use of radio and television, and with little
support from printed media, on which Oklahoma spends perhaps a paltry $5,000 (in
newspapers) for a fiscal year.
To imprint its brand name on the consumer consciousness, Oklahoma has parlayed apreoccupation with baseball and a
local commentator (Tom Duggan) with a
modicum of radio spots and newscasts. It
Broadcasting
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You'll get wider TV coverage,
a clearer signal, and
better

competitive

with
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by
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There's more cash in wider TV coverage, but you'll have to
stretch for it with a taller antenna tower ... a dependable
tower that will reach way up to help broaden your sales area
and add to your bank balance. When you choose that moneymaking higher tower, remember this ... no other tower
manufacturer today can match IDECO's experience in tall
tower design and construction.

Here's experience you can see, and depend on:
1 IDECO

has built over 40% of the country's TV towers over 1 000
feet tall . . . twice as many as the second company's
total . . . more than all the other companies combined.*

2 IDECO

pioneered tall TV towers, in 1950 built the TV industry's
first tower over 1000 feet tall.

3 IDECO

has built the tallest TV tower in the world . . . KWTV's
1572-foot structure in Oklahoma City.

Yet . . . there has never been a single IDECO TV tower failure
*T0WER HEIGHT DATA FROM TV FACTB00K. SPRING 1955 EDITION
No matter what direction your plans take ... a higher TV tower
for wider coverage and greater competitive advantages, or a
tower of any height for your new TV station ... let IDECO's experience, reputation and engineering "know-how" put you on the
road to a successful, profitable operation. Get the full picture and
all the facts . . . write now to IDECO, or contact your nearest RCA
Broadcast Equipment representative.

DRESSER
-IDECO
COMPANY
One of the Dresser Industries
*
Columbus 8, Ohio
Branch: 8909 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 44, Calif.

IDECO

Tall or short . . . for TV, Microwave, AM, FM , . . IDECO Tower "know-how"
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is now blueprinting other ventures into football and the feature film field.
The current fiscal year, which started May
1, calls for a broadcast outlay of between
$950,000-$ 1 million (compared to $500,000
last year), with perhaps two-thirds of that
in television.
Under Oklahoma policy the broadcasting
budget is allocated roughly on the basis of
one cent for every gallon of gasoline sold.
Thus, it may be ascertained that, until the
start of the new fiscal year, Oklahoma previously sold some 70 million gallons calling
for a radio-tv budget until then of $7-$7.5
million and gross revenue of about $21
million for gasoline alone (on the basis of
30<? for regular, 324 for Ethyl, compared to
a penny or two more for other name brands) .
The organization, which actually comprises separate companies and divisions for
different products, has come a long way
since 1952 when it spent about $250,000 for
all advertising. The proof of its radio-television success lies in the opening of new
Oklahoma service stations, its identification
with baseball, the popularity of its merchandise-for-coupons gimmick and the way Oklahoma maps new plans for cultivating new
friends in the twin electronic media and en-
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SERVICE! These and many other startling preferences of the TopekAREA audience were uncovered by Dr. F. L. Whan in his revealing TV Study of the TopekAREA, a penetrating survey-in-depth
of the viewing habits of this dynamic region, made during Jan.-Feb.
1955 for Kansas State College.
A copy of this provocative work is yours for the asking. Just call
your Capper man or write Topeka.

TOPEKA, KANS.
Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr.
ABC
CBS-

Rep: Capper Publications, Inc.

The Kansas View Point
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WIBW & WIBW-TV in Topeka,
KCKN in Kansas City
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"THE CITY BEAUTIFUL"
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Until recently, Oklahoma seemed content to buy radio spots and some tired old
a tankful."
celluloids as well as a tv sports show and a
nightly 5-minute commentary by Chicago
Daily News columnist Tony Weitzel on
WNBQ (TV). It also sniffed out direct leads
on tv through Tom Duggan's evening commentary for its oil conversion units when it
appeared advisable to eliminate its heating
division. These efforts were spotty, at best,
until Oklahoma got wind of a real buy apparently mulled over but abandoned by a
competitor.
It proved a fortuitous circumstance last
fall when Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield cigarettes) decided not to renew co-sponsorship of all Chicago White Sox and Cubs
home daytime games on television. The
word was out that Standard Oil Co. (of Indiana) had taken an option on the games,
or at least had agreed to think it over. Oklahoma's Maryland Adv. Agency wasted no
time in signing on the dotted line shortly
after it got word that Standard passed it up
through DArcy Adv. Co., which, coincidentally, also is located in Chicago's Willoughby Towers at 8 S. Michigan Ave.Thus, Oklahoma joined Hamm Brewing
Co. (Hamm's beer), a repeater, in underwriting the games on WGN-TV Chicago
for the 1955-56 season. Not content with
that arrangement, Maryland also contrived
to make it a party of four sponsors* on
radio broadcasts of all White Sox games on
WCFL under a $500,000 multiple package
deal that also included Notre Dame and
Chicago Cardinals football, Chicago Blackhawks hockey and the Bob Elson Show from
Chicago's Ambassador East Hotel Pump
Room during the off-season.
Only recently Oklahoma, under another
name (Southside Petroleum Co.), negotiated
what may be regarded in the trade as a
minor coup by picking up sponsorship of
* The others: General Finance Co., CocaCola & General Cigar Co.
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WBBM newscaster John Harrington's daily
early morning stint, after dropping Dick
Bingham & the News on the same CBS
o&o outlet.
In accomplishing this feat, Oklahoma
managed to capture a prime local news period which, for the past 15 years, had been
held down by Procter & Gamble's American
Family soap products.
Time seems to have cooled Oklahoma's
enthusiasm only for the hockey phase (for
which the Chicago sports fan's interest also
has diminished perceptibly), which will be
dropped this fall-winter season, and perhaps
the Cardinals, though the latter is not definite. At this writing, Oklahoma is reported
considering a spot schedule on WCFL.
Under a new WCFL-four sponsor pact,
Irish Basketball Network games will be
made available to Oklahoma and the others
in place of hockey.
Since Oklahoma would like some football continuity this fall on tv, it is only
natural that it would look into the possibility
of picking up the Big Ten-NCAA regional
pigskin slate on CBS-TV or part of the
NCAA national schedule on NBC-TV being
offered for local co-op sale.
But even if these fail to materialize, there
are the Irish Football and Basketball Network games (football runs an estimated
$100,000) to go along- with baseball on
radio-tv (at $350,000 for 52 weeks — the
pact was signed recently), the Duggan and
Harrington programs (a combined $150,000), and a new feature film series (at
$350,000 for 52 weeks).

fc. * -

One of Oklahoma's most ambitious projects, fresh off the drawing boards, involves
plans for what it tentatively calls its Oklahoma Drive-In Theatre. Scheduled for a
Sept. 25 debut on WGN-TV ,(8-10 p.m.),
this would be no ordinary re-entry into the
feature film field. Oklahoma foresees not
only first-run movies from the J. Arthur
Rank stable, but shorts and news consistent
with a typical movie theatre program.
Robert Oakley, vice president of Maryland
Adv. Agency, has been screening available
properties, most of them of relatively recent
vintage (released since 1951).
Some of Oklahoma's pioneering in electronic media (aside from radio spots) was
done on behalf of its heating division in
tired late movies but without any gratifying
success, or at least enough to warrant a
substantial sum on tv. And then the organization turned from oil and gas on old movies
to Tom Duggan, whose late-evening program on WBKB (TV) has since become
one of the station's most profitable strips.
On it Mr. Duggan deals out a liberal potion
of sports results, interviews, and answers
to viewers' questions.
At the outset, over a year ago, Oklahoma
bought a 15-minute segment to hypo its oil
conversion unit sales. Oklahoma heating
division representatives uncovered enough
specific direct leads to make its continued
participation worthwhile.
The film commercials, which were devised
and produced at Kling Film Productions
Studios in Chicago (for about $30,000), are
usually combined with live commentaries.

WKHM
WlfUM

yi^y

every

week

biggest

10%
save

represented by HEADLEY-REED
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The audio messages in Chicago are delivered
by any of a number of announcers (including Bob Elson and Don Wells, WCFL and
the Chicago White Sox Baseball Network;
Harry Creighton, WGN-TV; Tom Duggan
and Frank Sweeney, WBKB, and John
Harrington, WBBM).
Oklahoma Oil Co. has made a name for
itself ever since Joe Guilbeault owned a half
dozen stations in 1937-38 and later bought
out the Oklahoma Oil Products Corp. in
1945. At one time he also operated a
franchise of Dixie petroleum operations. He
actually has been in business since the end
of World War II when he negotiated the purchase of the then Burakoff station chain.
As long as consumers take advantage of
the prize coupons and consult one of the
three premium stores for the valuable merchandise; as long as they stop in for a
"tankful" of gasoline; as long as they check
the Oklahoma Fuel Oil Div. of the Southside Petroleum Co. for a "special fuel oil
agreement" and easy budget terms with
"small monthly payments" and "automatic
keep-fill service"; and as long as they identify Oklahoma with baseball, football and
feature films — Mr. Guilbeault appears to
be gratified with Oklahoma's bid to merely
survive its own "growth area" and sustain
volume on all product fronts.
The average Chicago listener or viewer
only knows that he likes baseball, football,
newscasts and feature movies — ande
wants
/
the chance to "stretch driving dollars" and
reap valuable premium merchandise from
the house that Joe Guilbeault built.

Buy any 2 or more of these powerful stations and save 1 0% from
rate card.
WKMH — Dearborn — Detroit
WKMF — Flint, Michigan
WKHM— Jackson, Michigan
WSAM — Saginaw, Michigan
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On the Dotted Line

< COMPLETE 10-game football schedule
of Louisiana State U. will be broadcast
over a seven-station network under joint
sponsorship of Delta Insurance Co. and
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. Stations in the network are WJBO Baton
Rouge, WWL New Orleans, KTBS Shreveport, KALB Alexandria, KVOL Lafayette,
KLOU Lake Charles and KMLB Monroe.
At the signing: (I to r) seated, W. T.
Brown, Kaiser; Kelly Maddox, WJBO
general manager; David W. Thomas,
Delta Insurance; standing, Glenn Weekly,
Kaiser; Jim Corbett, LSU athletic director;
John Ferguson, play-by-play announcer,
and Johnny Daniel, Kaiser.

DON KELLERT, president and general
manager of the professional Baltimore
Colts, watches as National Brewing Co.
(National Bohemian) President Jerold C.
Hoffberger signs a contract to sponsor the
Colts on radio and tv for the next five
years. A football network set up for National Bohemian will cover Atlantic states
from Pennsylvania to South Carolina.

FOR THE seventh straight year, WLAP Lexington, Ky., will broadcast all U. of Kentucky
football and basketball games over the Ashland-Aetna Oil Sports Network, a hookup
of 40 stations. Watching Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP president sign the contract are:
(I to r) J. H. Donley, general sales manager of Aetna Oil Co.; Jim Mclntyre, WLAP sports
director and play-by-play announcer of the Kentucky games; J. Ed Willis, WLAP general
manager; Robert S. Boyd, radio director, Ashland Oil & Refining Co., and F. W. Munro,
advertising manager of Ashland.

FIFTY-ONE STATIONS in Wisconsin, >
Michigan, Minnesota and Iowa will carry
Green Bay Packers pro-football this fall,
according to Wisconsin Network Inc.,
which is handling the arrangements. Cosponsors will be Miller Brewing Co. and
Clark Oil & Refining Corp., both of Milwaukee. Completing arrangements are:
(I to r) seated, John Walter, WJPG Green
Bay and president of Wisconsin Network;
Verne Lewellen, general manager of
Packers; standing, George F. Gill, assistant advertising manager, Miller Brewing;
Edward G. Ball, vice president, Mathisson
& Assoc. Inc., Milwaukee, agency representing both sponsoring firms; F. L. Zell,
director of public relations, Clark Oil &
Refining Corp., and Green Bay head
coach Lisle Blackbourn.
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Put
ABC

them

all

together-

and the movies have gotten together in a big

way . . . and the result is new and compelling TV entertainment. Itstarted last year with DISNEYLAND.
The magic touch of Walt Disney created an extraordinary program . . . one of the top-ten, best-loved shows
on the air.
Disney will be back this year, joined by two more
Hollywood studios with major contributions to television. This Tuesday, WARNER BROS. PRESENTS
premieres a series of specially produced television

WD-Walt Disney

WB— Warner Brothers

M-G-M—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

dramas

they

spell

a

based on three of their greatest pictures:

"King's Row," "Cheyenne," "Casablanca."
On Wednesday, MGM PARADE, presents top MetroGoldwyn-Mayer stars in scenes from their top movies
— old, new, and still in the making.
All three of these programs will take audiences behind
the scenes of their productions ... for intimate glimpses
of the stars at work and new films being made! Here
is fresh, exciting television from the fresh, exciting
television network ; . . ABC.

ABC— American Broadcasting Company

new

And

high

here's more

in

television

entertainment!

top TV from ABC!

Danny Thomas
Du Pont Cavalcade Theater
Stop the Music
Down You Go
Famous Film Festival
Mickey Mouse Club
Crossroads
Life Is Worth Living

(fall premiere Tuesday, Sept. 13)
(premieres Tuesday, Sept. 13)
(returns Thursday, Sept. 15)
(premieres
(premieres
(premieres
(premieres
(premieres

Thursday, Sept. 15)
Sunday, Sept. 18)
Monday, Oct. 3)
Friday, Oct. 7)
Thursday, Oct. 13)

These

are

big days

ABC

Television

Network

at

GOVERNMENT

LONG,
LOOMS

TORTUOUS
FOR

LEGAL

ROAD

SUBSCRIPTION

TV

Final comments on issue filed at FCC last week with Jerrold Electronics
saying it can break the code system. Many observers foresee lengthy
proceedings before the FCC, even winding up in the courts.
The Zenith document referred to FCC finanTHE FCC has the subscription tv ball in its
cial data indicating that the networks and their
hands now — following last week's reply com16 owned stations accounted for 52% of all
ments by advocates and opponents of pay-astv revenues in 1954, while 394 other tv stations
you-see-tv and the big question is:
• Will the Commission order a public hear- received only 48% of the revenues. It also
ing, complete with demonstrations, or will it declared that the networks and their owned stamove to formulate a policy without further
tions "siphoned" off more than $36 million in
palavar?
profits, while the 302 post-freeze stations accumulated aloss of $14 million. Zenith also
Most Washington observers feel that the subdeclared that NBC and CBS account for 85%
ject is so broad and so fraught with revoluof all network billings.
tionary impact on the existing broadcast
philosophy that the FCC must continue along
"The comments of the networks make it
the path of administrative procedure — full hear- clear," Zenith said, "it is their opinion that, if
ings, complete with direct testimony, cross
they cannot provide service to the public or
examination, and demonstrations.
cannot provide the necessary revenues to broadAnd, if hearings and the other paraphernalia
casters, the public should go without new and
of formal proceedings are entered into, then it additional service and the broadcasters should
is obvious that a proposed decision might be
go Inwithout
revenueof and
programs."
a discussion
network
economics, Zenith
the
inkling
the argument
Commission's
thinking.
But, first
this will
entailof oral
for those
who
said it was clear that the networks can do little
except to the tentative conclusions, before a to provide programs and revenues for more
final decision is forthcoming.
than the top 60 markets. It also declared that
It is well within the realm of possibility,
subscription tv — by furnishing new programs
some circles believe, that the pay tv subject will and revenues for stations — could reduce the
eventually wind up in court. The end is far "tremendous hold and influence the networks
from in sight, these observers feel.
have over the television broadcasters."
Zenith repeated that it favors a restriction
Last week's reply filings were from the principals involved in the controversy. On the one
on the number of pay tv hours to 15% of a
hand, the networks (except NBC), the Joint station's annual total broadcast time. It also
Committee on Toll Tv (motion picture ex- iterated again that it would welcome a ban on
advertising over pay tv channels. Zenith also
hibitors) and NARTB rebutted the proponents'
arguments. On the other hand the advocates —
twitted
the opposition with inconsistency — that
Zenith, Skiatron and International Telemeter —
on one hand it doubted the economic success
countered the argument of the opponents.
of pay tv, but on the other raised the spectre of
New in the imbroglio was Jerrold Electronics
debacle for free tv.
Corp.'s challenge to pay tv adherents to participate in a demonstration of code breaking. Jerrold maintains that it can break codes proffered by the toll tv advocates. It asked the
NARTB Protests
FCC to supervise such a test; said WCAU-TV
Philadelphia had offered to transmit the
FCC clearance for the subscription telescrambled signals for the demonstration.
vision test requested by WFMZ-TV
Plans Four Tests
Allentown, Pa. [B*T, Aug. 1], would be
pre-judging the issue of pay tv, NARTB
Jerrold also officially announced plans to
told the FCC last week.
run a pay tv test over wire lines in four small
In filing its opposition to the uhf stasized cities — Casper, Wyo.; Tyler, Tex.; Muscle
tion's plan (WFMZ-TV holds a grant
Shoals, Ala., and Key West, Fla. It plans to
for ch. 67; it suspended operation last
use existing community television systems in
those cities to determine concretely whether or
April),
thewithbroadcasters'
association
allied itself
WLEV-TV Bethlehem,
not the public will "buy" tv programs.
Pa.,
and
the
Joint
Committee
on Toll
The advocates of toll tv urged again that the
Tv [B»T, Sept. 5].
FCC authorize the commercial operation of
"Irrespective of the technical defects
their systems "so the public can decide."
of the alleged operation ... no comAll three re-emphasized the alleged benefits
mercial authorization should be given
to the public that will accrue from pay tv —
at this time as it will pre-judge one of
better programs and programs not now seen
the basic issues in the pending ruleon tv. They claimed advertisers were in favor
of subscription tv, they attacked NBC and CBS
making proceeding," NARTB said.
It was referring, NARTB said, to the
for opposition to pay tv and they chided the
question whether or not pay tv connetworks for what they called the anomalous
stitutes abroadcast service.
position in asking the government to protect
The
operation of a single subscriptheir positions in broadcasting.
tion
tv
station "under abnormal condiZenith, in a satirical use of the words "black
tions"
can prove
out" and "siphon" — used by opponents of pay
ciation
claimed. nothing, the trade assotv to indicate what would happen to free tv if
WFMZ-TV asked the FCC to permit
subscription tv was authorized — charged that
it to become a guinea pig for pay tv for
the only opposition came from the networks
a three year period. It proposed to carry
and the motion picture exhibitors.
scrambled, pay tv programs 56% of the
"NBC and CBS have continuously exercised
time, with the remainder devoted to
their power to erect a fence around the broadregular tv service.
cast industry to exclude newcomers who might
give them effective competition," Zenith said.
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Zenith referred to suggestions that pay tv
be tried over wire lines as a "diversionary"
tactic. Wire lines for pay tv would be "so proZenith said,
be able tohibitive,"
utilize
it. that the public would not
Using the term "black out," as put forth by
pay tv opponents, Zenith claimed that even a
reduction of 15% of free broadcast hours would
not hurt the public (and in fact might be to its
benefit).
"The public is obviously receiving the best
of the exchange if it surrenders a limited number of second and third rate sponsored programs ... in return for high quality box-office
programs
. . .",Zenith
Zenithsaidsaid.
In addition,
that already 20% of
free broadcast time is blacked out. This 20%
is the amount calculated by Zenith which is
used for commercial announcements.
Zenith tabbed the fear that subscription tv
would "siphon" all better programs and performers from free tv as a "presumption . . .
notTalent
borne and
out programs
by experience."
for pay tv would have
to be better and different than those on free
tv In
or answer
the public
not "buy,"
to will
the charge
that Zenith
pay tvsaid.
would
have a "divisive" effect on the American public.
Zenith said that "Every American family has
the inalienable right to spend its income as it
Procedure
wishes . . Recommends
."
Zenith concluded its presentation with the
recommendation that all systems of pay tv be
authorized and that requirements be established
on a case-by-case basis. It said it had no fear
of "bootlegging" and that it would be a waste
of time for the Commission to attempt to establish standards regarding the security of the
various codes proposed by the advocates of
pay tv. It claimed further hearings or pleadings
were unnecessary and that the Commission
should approve pay tv at once.
Skiatron claimed that the opponents of pay
tv misstated its objectives. It said that the
charge that subscription tv would violate the
principle of free tv was erroneous. It referred
to the statement by RCA's Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff that "Pay television violates the American concept of Freedom to Listen and Freedom
to Look," as a misconstruction.
"It is not freedom to listen to and look at
only those programs that the advertisers are
willing to sponsor, but rather a freedom to
listen to and see programs of any and all kinds
furnished by broadcasters with or without
charge," Skiatron stated.
Rebutting the claims that pay tv would divide
the American public — in that some who could
not afford to pay would be "second class citi"myth." zens," Skiatron charged that this was a
"It [this premise] smacks of that type of enforced levelling that we commonly associate
with the countries lying east of the Iron Curtain," Skiatron said.
The FCC does have the power to authorize
pay tv, Skiatron said, and the question of pay tv
need not be held up until Congress expresses
itself. Congress established the FCC for the
purpose
clared. of making such decisions, Skiatron deIn answer to the allegations that programs
and stars would flee free tv for pay tv, Skiatron
frankly admitted that possibility. But, it added:
"It may well be that the captive audiences
now enjoyed by the networks may be reduced.
It may even be that programs such as I Love
Lucy may drop slightly in their ratings. It
may even be that the cost of advertising by
television may increase over its present average
of seven-tenths of one cent per household. None
of these occurrences, the networks to the conBroadcasting • Telecasting
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trary. are in and of themselves against the
public interest. The compensating advantage
of an entertainment and educational medium
built upon the direct support of the public rather
than on the by-products of the sales of beer
and soap and deodorants may be more in the
public interest than the ability to advertise on
television at its present costs. One can indeed
wonder whether America's progress in literature
or the stage or the arts would have reached its
present heights had the progress of these arts
depended upon the support of advertising sponsors. Our free press could scarcely have attained its present position had its revenue been
derived solely from advertisers. A true freedom of the air would, perhaps, open the air
to others than advertisers, to men and women
who in other fields have pitted their abilities
to amuse, to entertain, to instruct against the
willingness of a public to pay for their talents."
Skiatron emphasized that it was not seeking
exclusive use of broadcast frequencies, but only
those frequencies not now being used.
International Telemeter, which is a subsidiary
of Paramount Pictures, was the only proponent
which, in addition to rebutting the opposition,
also reviewed its own proposals with those of
the other two advocates. ITC said its system
is efficient, secure, simple and convenient —
thus superior to Zenith's and Skiatron's. It
urged the adoption of its coin-box method, as
against the other two systems.
ITC also claimed that the opposition came
from "entrenched interests." After charging that
networks have a monopoly hold on tv broadcasting, ITC went on:
"If it [pay tv] succeeds, the network control
of the industry can be broken and independence
can be restored to the stations."

To recommendations that Congress speak its
mind on the subject, ITC answered that this is
a function Congress is not equipped to perform.
The Commission was established by Congress
in order to consider problems such as this, ITC
said.
Referring to its development work in putting
two programs on a single channel. Telemeter
held that its research to date "indicates that the
techniques employed ... do possess substantial
promise of being able to provide ultimately for
full dual channel use." This would answer the
claimnel asthat
would is "black
out" a tv chanfar aspaythetvpublic
concerned.
Telemeter held that pay tv would contribute
to the use of more tv channels by bringing income and programs to stations, thus making
unused frequencies more valuable.
Question of Advertising
Respecting charges that pay tv would include
commercial announcements or sponsored programs, ITC said it did not believe this would
happen. However, it said, it would not object
ing."reasonable regulations" regarding advertisto
Telemeter tabbed the proposal that pay tv
use wire lines as discrimination, since that would
deprive rural areas of this service.
The entry of lerrold as a proponent of pay
tv — but through the use of community tv wire
lines — had been foreshadowed by announcements and statements during the past few weeks.
Jerrold believes that subscription tv has a
place in the tv field, its president, Milton J.
Shapp, told a Washington news conference last
Thursday, but agrees with opponents that that
place is not on broadcast frequencies.
Jerrold is a major manufacturer of commu-

nity tv apparatus, and has been active in that
field for the last five years.
Jerrold's formal comments made two points:
It claimed that there was no security, in any
of the proposed codes for scrambling the tv
picture over the air. It asked the FCC to set
up a demonstration of the codes and offered
to show how "easily" they could be broken.
Jerrold said that WCAU-TV Philadelphia
had volunteered to assist in this test by broadcasting the scrambled pictures of all three pay
tv systems.
In order to determine how the public really
feels about pay tv, Jerrold announced it was
planning to establish a pay tv service in the
four communities of Casper, Wvo.; Tyler, Tex.;
Muscle Shoals, Ala., and Key West, Fla.
Using the facilities of the community tv
systems there, Mr. Shapp said that Jerrold would
engage in program distribution — using an extra
channel not now utilized in the antenna systems.
Jerrold has been negotiating with producers
and promoters, Mr. Shapp said, but he refused
to identify the people or expand on the terms.
He said he was certain that something would
be worked out, but felt he could not go beyond
that at the present time.
Jerrold will also wire two large cities, with
populations of 150,000 (but unidentified otherwise), it announced at the news conference.
Both would contain provisions for pay tv, it was
said. An engineering study has been initiated
in a city with a population exceeding one million, Mr. Shapp said.
In a study of the comparative costs of broadcast pay tv and wired pay tv, Jerrold said
that a 40% saturation for pay tv would cost a
family $83.50 for equipment and installation
on a wired system compared with $90-$100 for
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equipment and installation of a decoder.
The establishment of pay tv on broadcast
channels, Jerrold maintained, would create a
"giant" monopoly in the servicing field.
Jerrold urged the use of a "season ticket"
billing system rather than a per-program charge.
This would alleviate the problems of billings
and collection, it maintained.
The replies of the opponents of subscription
television took various forms but they were
agreed on several fronts:
CBS called for the FCC to dismiss the
petitions for pay tv on the ground that they
would, if successful "spell the destruction of
the best values of free television." Pay tv is
inherently adverse to the public interest, CBS
said, because it would "black out" free channels,
divide the viewing audiences along economic
lines tv
and and
"siphon"
free
radio. program material away from
CBS also questioned the legality of the Commission's power to authorize pay tv, and charged
that it was significant that pay tv program
proposals were "vague generalities."
Answering recommendations by pay tv proponents that the Commission limit pay tv hours
(Zenith suggested 15% of total annual broadcast time; Skiatron 35 hours per week), CBS
said this ignored "qualitative differences among
programs as well as among time periods." In
both instances, CBS pointed out, pay tv could
preempt Class A viewing hours — 7:30-10:30
p.m. five days a week throughout the year.
Sees Full Scale Hearing
After repeating its doubts regarding the
legality of the Commission authorizing pay tv
on broadcast channels, CBS maintained that a
full evidentiary hearing is required unless its
recommendation that the petitions be dismissed is adopted.
Not only must the FCC hold hearings to
determine the suggestions made by Jerrold
that wire be used for closed-circuit pay tv,
CBS said, but unanswered is the "big question"
as to what the new service would cost the
public.
"The estimates which are given as to various
items of cost are in some cases, according to
our technical
advice, open to serious question,"
CBS
said.
CBS concluded:
". . . Television in the United States is
paying enormous sums of money for the
programs which are presented to the American
people. The intellectual, artistic and technical
resources of the country are engaged in furnishing these programs. There are no unplowed
fields. This is why the proponents of pay
television, after they have polished the glitter
on their generalities, are reduced to talking
about sports events, motion pictures and dramatic presentations — precisely what the
American public is getting at the present time
and precisely what is coming to the American
people in improved quality and from more
diversified sources every day that goes by."
ABC repeated its legal argument that the
Commission should not act until and unless
Congress laid out the ground rules. It called
for the Commission to establish a Board of
Commissioners to investigate the whole question
of subscription tv and report its findings to
Congress.
NARTB also urged that the FCC take no
action until Congress directs the move one
way or the other. It repeated its former position
that pay tv would destroy free tv. NARTB
said: "Under a system of subscription television,
however, the public undoubtedly will be at
the mercy of a power which must and cannot
be ignored. With talent in flight, the free broadcaster, who heretofore has served the public
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without regard to the individual's economic
status will be forced to either join the ranks
of subscription or go to the wall. In either
event free television will disappear from the
American scene and a divisive force set in
motion among the American people."
NBC's failure to file reply comments was a
surprise. It was understood, however, that NBC
felt it had stated the network's case in the
initial filing and that a reply was unnecessary.
The Joint Committee on Toll Tv re-emphasized its position that Congressional legislation
is needed before toll tv may be authorized. It
charged that the "facts" presented by pay tv
advocates
weredevoted
"pure tospeculation."
In a section
the engineering aspects
of pay tv, the Joint Committee held that insufficient engineering facts had been presented.
Among the items listed as vague were (a) costs
of decoders, (b) effect of decoders, on regular
reception, (c) lack of security, (d) lack of
compatibility among the three different systems

of pay tv proposed.
The Joint Committee said that the practicability of a universal decoder, as suggested by
Jerrold,
was "within
the realmproposals
of possibility."
In discussing
the various
by pay
tv advocates for the establishment of franchises
in various markets, the Joint Committee declared that the qualifications of these entrepreneurs should be checked by the FCC.
"The inherent defect in the proposal to
authorize pay-to-see tv is that a successful toll
tv system would supplant rather than supplement free tv," the Joint Committee said.
The Joint Committee also questioned the
sincerity of pay tv proposals that advertising
be banned on subscription tv programs. This
is "carrying
bilge water
both shoulders,"
the
Joint Committee
said. onIt claimed
that toll
tv proponents have told certain groups there
would be no commercials, and told other groups
(such as sponsors and advertising agencies) that
there would be advertising.

CBS

LOUIS CHANNEL
Constituted as that system of broadcasting is,
network operation is vital to its success. The
fact that owned and operated stations in major
markets are, in turn, vital to the success of
network operation has been recognized by the

FAVORED

FOR

ST.

Examiner

Donahue's recommendation puts network's bid
ahead of four other applicants
for long-contested ch. 11.
CBS last week was recommended for ch. 1 1
at St. Louis by FCC Examiner Thomas H.
Donahue, who said "In every significant respect [the network] has been found to be the
better qualified applicant."
In handing down his initial decision, Examiner Donahue denied four other applicants
who are seeking St. Louis' only remaining vhf
assignment. They are: St. Louis Telecast Inc.,
composed of St. Louis U. (WEW) and local
businessmen; 220 Television Inc., owned mainly
by hotel interests plus radio-tv management
consultant Howard S. Frazier, and Broadcast
House Inc., operator of former uhf KSTM-TV
St. Louis, which was on ch. 36 (now assigned
to KTVI [TV]).
A fourth applicant, St. Louis Amusement
Co., owned by theatre interests, did not participate in the hearing, the examiner said, and
therefore was held in default. St. Louis Amusement challenged the legality of CBS participation in the proceeding and sought court relief
which was denied. The applicant declared it
would not participate further as long as CBS
was a party in the proceeding.
The examiner found CBS superior to the
other ch. 1 1 applicants in the areas of: background and experience; record of public service; assessment of community needs, and assurance of effectuation of proposals. He also
awarded the network a slight preference because of color proposals.
Applicant 220 Tv also was given the same
color preference. In this regard, however, Mr.
Donahue said, "Color proposals are at best a
slim ground for preference; a ground not substantial enough to warrant distinctions concerning color sources or dates when such broadAs casts
far would
as originate."
background and experience factor
is concerned, Mr. Donahue said "CBS is a
giant among pygmies."
A point raised by each of the applicants opposing CBS is that they should be preferred
because grant of ch. 11 to the network would
conflict
policy of diversification of
the mediawithof FCC's
mass communications.
In Mr. Donahue's initial ruling, he conceded
that grant to CBS "would do nothing" to serve
that policy, but he added: "It must however,
be recognized that network broadcasting is the
warp in the fabric of American broadcasting.

Commission
. . ." further said grant to CBS
The examiner
"would tend to equalize an imbalance in the
distribution of owned and operated stations
among
national networks."
In evaluating
the diversification policy, the
examiner said that grant to CBS "would not
result in any tight centralization of local informational media in the hands of one individual or group."
"It should also be pointed out," Mr. Donahue stated, "that here CBS seeks a station of
its choice not by purchase where competition
is not present but by entering the arena of a
competitive proceeding and laying its record
on the line . . ."
"Ironically
enough,"
said,
significant
weakness
is itshesize.
Its CBS'
record "only
here
is admirable considering the evils that size often
Mr. Donahue said there are only two preferbegets ence
. .points
." standing against CBS — superior
local ownership, a point enjoyed by all other
applicants, and superiority of integration of
ownership with management. He concluded that
"except for the policy consideration that may
favor
local applicants,
thereapplicants
are no preferences"
established
by the other
that affects
the "very CBS.
substantial conclusions of superiority"
awarded
In connection with the policy of local ownership, the examiner found that those considerations which bar application of the diversification policy also "preclude any significance of a
disqualifying nature" being attached to the
FCC's policy of promoting competition with regards to local ownership.
Broadcast House (former KSTM-TV) was allowed into the proceeding after the Appeals
Court reversed an FCC decision. Broadcast
House applied for ch. 11 while it still was permittee of ch. 36 and the FCC dismissed the
application because of "channel straddling."
An issue raised by Broadcast House is that
its proposals to serve part of Illinois as well
as St. Louis requires that the FCC grant the
channel to it under Sec. 307 (b) of the Communications Act. Mr. Donahue said this "contention isunsound" and represents rules "used
out of context." The examiner further said there
is no "magic formula" composed of Sec. 307 (b)
that results in automatic grant.
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GOVERNMENT
Three Ams, Three

■

1816

MAIL

COUNT

2 uB"jTIME

SPOTS

KXLY-TV!
In May of this year, the Fresh Milk Division of
the Carnation Company, ran two, one-minute
"B" time spots on their popular juvenile show,
"Range Rider", for a special offer.
The results were phenomenal. 1816 individual
pieces of mail were received from all parts of
the Spokane Market. Such response as 25
from Wenatchee, 34 from Moses Lake, 638
Spokane City, 42 from the Tri-City area, 1 1 from
Walla Walla, 51 from Coeur d'Alene, 30 from
Sandpoint, 51 from Kalispell and Libby, Montana, 26 from LaGrande and Baker, Oregon
and 6 from British Columbia .... offer indisputable proof of a tremendous coverage
and a vast listening audience.
YOU CAN ENJOY RESULTS LIKE THIS ON KXLY-TV
Available at a discount when
published in conjunction with
the <£XL" Network.

Fms

Granted by Commission
PERMITS for three new ams and three new
fms were granted by the FCC last week. Three
of the stations will be located on the West
Coast.
Granted were:
• Permission for Morris Mindel to build an
am in Bakersfield, Calif., to operate on 1490
kc with 250 w unlimited. Mr. Mindel is 50%
owner of KG ST Fresno, Calif.
• Am in Marietta, Ga., to be operated on
1050 kc, 500 w daytime only by Marietta
Broadcasting Co. President Dudley D. McCaskill was formerly an announcer-salesman for
WFOM Marietta and Vice President James M.
Wilder was at one time an engineer for WBML
Macon, Ga.
• Am in Hermiston, Ore., to be operated on
1570 kc, 250 w daytime. Owners are Mr. and
Mrs. Carl F. Knierim.
• Planned Music Inc. permission for an fm
station in Los Angeles on 105.9 mc with effective radiated power of 17 kw and antenna
700 ft. above average terrain. Principals Elias
Schwartz and William Scott operate a background music service under name of Music
Craftsmen.
• Williams Fm Service to operate an fm station in Indianapolis on 95.5 mc with ERP of
15 kw and antenna 200 ft. above average terrain. Martin R. Williams Sr., 55% owner, is
a consulting radio engineer.
• Amherst College, Amherst, Mass., to operate a non-commercial educational fm station
on 88.1 mc with 10 w ERP.
WTOP Opposes WABJ Shift,
Cites Conflict with WJBK

uinsHinGTon

SPOKHHE

LY-TV
KX
RICHRRD
E. JOHES
Rep.- nUERV-KRODEL
uite pres.& gen. mgr.
fllnore 8, Lund: Seattle, portlnnrJ

MULTI-BURST
GENERATOR
Model

MBG-1

A video test signal generator for quick and accurate frequency response checks of complete television systems, distribution networks, or components.
Individual oscillators provide 13 discrete bursts of
sinusoidal frequencies from 0.5 to 6.0 mc, in six overlapping ranges. Produces any six frequencies simultaneously. Adjustable sync pulse, blanking pedestal,
and white reference level.
Wickes manufactures a complete line of color television instruments for signal
generating and distribution, test and measurement, and signal certification. Write
for detailed information.

12TH STREET AND FERRY AVENUE
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ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1920
CAMDEN 4, NEW JERSEY

WTOP Washington last week asked the FCC
to dismiss the request of WABJ Adrian, Mich.,
for extension of program test authority on 1490
kc because this authority conflicts with a frequency shift sought by WJBK Detroit.
WABJ is seeking a move from 1500 kc daytime to 1490 kc fulltime. This switch is contingent on the move of WJBK from 1490 kc to
1500 kc.
WTOP and KSTP St. Paul, both on 1500 kc,
have objected to the operation of WJBK on
1500 kc, claiming the latter station is violating
terms of its permit in not providing proper
signal protection. WJBK has denied this. Last
week WTOP asserted the WABJ request should
not be acted upon independently of the WJBK
matter. Both WJBK and WABJ were granted
program test authorities for their respective
operations last July 1.
WLEX-TV Backs 5,000 Kw
In After-Deadline Comment
SUPPORT for FCC's proposal to increase the
maximum power of uhf stations from 1,000
kw to 5,000 kw was submitted to the Commission last week by ch. 18 WLEX-TV Lexington,
Ky., a week after deadline for comments.
The FCC measure, designed to aid uhf, has
received only slight industry attention, presumably because the costs involved offset any
advantages and that, by itself, the 5,000 kw
proposal is not enough [B»T, Sept. 5].
WLEX-TV said it has been following highpower lieves
operation
of other uhf and
stations
and "bethat the development
authorization
of high-power amplifiers should be encouraged
by the Commission in order to make possible,
on a nationwide basis, the transmission of uhf
signals of greater strength. . . ."
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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do

so

many

Do It Yourself— The Easy Way. Steel power tools have made it possible for
the amateur to make high-quality furniture. With a true-running saw, for example,
you can be sure of precise cuts and tight joints. Multi-purpose steel power tools
furnish the accuracy and remove the drudgery from workshop projects.

jobs

so

well

This Monkey Shines in the eyes of the public
utility men. They actually call it an industrial
monkey,
and it's made
from The
USS monkey
National swivels,
Seamless Mechanical
Tubing.
goes up and down, and will turn in a complete
circle. The tubing is pierced from a solid billet of
steel.

Install Your Own Carport. Two men,
without special training, can erect this allsteel carport in a matter of hours. The
lightweight steel structural members and
roof sheets are rigid and strong . . . and
they'll look like new ten years from now.

trade -mark is your guide to quality steel

It Looks Like A Sieve, but it s reaiiy a uss
Stainless Steel Plate fabricated for a chemical
company. The plate contains 25,400 holes, and
a piece of tubing. It's made
supports
each
from hole
Stainless
Steel because no other material
corrosion and
combination
a uniquealong
has such
heat
resistance,
with high ofstrength.
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For further information on any product mentioned in this advertisement, write United States Steel, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh, Pa.
AMERICAN BRIDGE . . AMERICAN STEEL 8 WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL . . CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL . . GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING . . NATIONAL TUBE
OIL WELL SUPPLY . . TENNESSEE COAL & IRON . . UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS . . UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY . . Division of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH
UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. • UNION SUPPLY COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 5-1683
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See the United States Steel Hour. It's a full-hour TV program presented every other week by United States Steel. Consult your local newspaper for time and station.
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FCC FACES 'ECONOMIC
WHLN Harlan, Ky., claim of
economic injury as result of
grant to WKYV there is followed by objections from four
other markets. Hearings will
resurrect old issue: Should economics be a criterion in making
broadcast grants?
THE FCC opened a new page in its 21 -yearold policy book last week when it began hearings to determine whether a city is big
enough to support more than one radio station.
At issue is the economic status of Harlan,
Ky.
The case arose when WHLN Harlan protested the uncontested grant last May of 1 kw
daytime on 1410 kc to what is now WKYV
Harlan.
WHLN, which operates with 250 w on 1230
kc and holds a construction permit for 1 kw
day on 1280 kc, objected to the WKYV grant
on the ground that Harlan could barely support a single station, let alone two.
If a second station begins operating in the
Kentucky coal region, WHLN said, both outlets will probably succumb. This will deprive
the public of any local broadcast service, the
station declared.
The Harlan hearings began last Thursday
before Examiner Basil P. Cooper.
This is the first of four similar cases. The
others involve Cleveland, Tenn.; Laurel, Miss.;
Tipton, Ga., and Statesville, N. C.
In Cleveland, existing station WBAC protested the new station authorization of Southeastern Enterprises; in Laurel, WLAU objected
to the grant of new station WPWR; in Tipton,
WWGS opposed the grant of WTIF, and in
Statesville, WSIC protested the grant of
WDBM.
Insufficient Support
The basic objections in all these is that the
markets cannot support another broadcast station and that advertising revenues are not
sufficient to permit two stations to operate at
a profit.
All the hearings will be held this fall.
It was not too long ago that the FCC held
that the economics of a market were not a
criterion in judging whether to approve an
application for a broadcast facility.
On general principles, the Commission said,
the FCC had no warrant to weigh the financial
impact an additional station or two would have
on an existing station.
If a facility was available, this policy held,
and if an applicant met the tests of legal,
financial and technical qualification, then the
FCC had no right to deny the application.
But, recently, particularly since the advent
of uhf television and its unhappy experiences
in trying to win audiences in vhf markets,
the Commission has begun to question the
validity of this no-economic-holds-barred
philosophy.
Basic to this reasoning is this: Since all
broadcast grants are made in the public interest, can the possibility that the public might
suffer the loss of its only service — if a second
station is authorized and both go under — be
considered beneficial?
The answer to this, in some Commissioners'
minds, is no. This is how both FCC Comrs.
Rosel H. Hyde and Robert E. Lee have expressed themselves in recent months.
This attitude is not a new one, however.
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IMPACT
TEST
During the reign of the Federal Radio Commission (1927-1934), it was accepted practice
for the commissioners to weigh economic factors when faced with an application for a
new station.
This approach was even sanctioned by the
Supreme Court in its 1940 Sanders Bros, decision. This held that the Commission had the
right to question the impact of a second or
third or additional stations on the public service, but that the FCC did not have the privilege
of using this authority to protect an existing
station from competition.
In no case, however, did the FCC, or its
predecessor, the FRC, meet the issue head on.
And, in 1950, in the Voice of Cullman (Ala.)
decision, the FCC iterated this position — that
the competitive impact of a second station on
the first outlet in a community had no weight.
In that case, the FCC went one step further:
It said that it would not even consider the
economics of the marketplace "since it is too
speculative to determine just what conditions
may follow the beginning of operation of a
second
The station."
1950 decision had one dissent. That
was by then FCC Comr. Robert F. Jones.
He thought that if there was any possibility
that the grant of the second application would
drive the first station's service below a "low
water mark" then the FCC should seriously
consider the consequences of its action before
authorizing another station.
Protests Prompt Consideration
It was not until the protests began pouring
in objecting to tv grants — where economic injury became a standard for establishing the
right of the protestant to standing — that the
question of economics came to the forefront
in FCC thinking.
It definitely became a significant subject as
the commissioners cast about for an answer
to the deteriorating uhf situation.
It was to this problem that both Comrs.
Hyde and Lee addressed themselves when they
publicly declared that the economics of a
market should be considered in making vhf
"drop-ins."
approving
grants,
It wasor shortly
aftervhfthat,
this spring in fact,
that the problem was placed squarely in the
Commission's lap — but ironically, by am broadcasters.
In the Harlan hearing, WHLN is claiming
that there has been a 13.5% decrease in population since 1950 and that since that year 16
active mines have closed and 16 business establishments have gone out of existence. WHLN
also claimed that "in spite of careful and
economic operation" it lost money in 1953
and during the first quarter of 1955.
The Commission set out the following
issues:
(1) Whether Harlan will provide sufficient
revenues for the proposed station; (2) whether
advertising is so meager that both stations may
be forced to cease operation resulting in loss
of service to the public, or although both
may
continue
but with
"inadequate"
to serve
the public.
Alsoservice
questioned
is the
financial qualifications of WKYV owners.
Three Am

Transfers

Granted by Commission
PERMISSION was granted by the FCC last
week for three changes of ownership in am
stations.
Keith Moyer, trading as the Moyer Broadcasting Co., was granted assignment of the

license of WTIM Taylorsville, 111., for $60,000
Mr. Moyer is 55% owner of WBBA Pittsfield,
111.
Richard Power and associates were permitted
to buy 75% of WSHB Stillwater, Minn., for a
purchase price of $37,000. Mr. Power owns
25% of WSHB and another principal, Oscar
Lemme, is 25% owner of KLTF Little Falls,
Minn.
Assignment of the license of WJNC Jacksonville, N. C, to Onslow Broadcasting Corp. for
$82,000, was granted. Principals are Mr. and
Mrs. Robert P. Mendelson and Eileen E. Shuebruk. The Mendelsons have advertising and
programming backgrounds, but none of the
principals has other broadcast interests.
Storer, Gerico Ask Court
To Hold Up Miami V Actions
REQUEST for an interlocutory injunction and
a temporary stay — to prevent the FCC from
deciding the Miami vhf cases before it decides
the petitions of de-intermixture there — was filed
with the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington
last week by Storer Broadcasting Co. and Gerico Investment Co. Argument has been tentatively scheduled for Sept. 22.
The action by Storer, which owns WGBSTV in Miami, and by Gerico, which owns
WITV (TV) Fort Lauderdale, followed by a
week the filing by the same principals of an appeal in the same court against the Commission's refusal to hold up on the final Miami vhf
decisions [B«T, Sept. 5]. Both Storer and Gerico, uhf operators, have urged the FCC not
to finalize any of the vhf cases in that city
until it has ruled one way or another on their
petition to de-intermix the area by reallocating
the ungranted vhf channels. At the present
time, Biscayne Television Co. (a combination
of the Cox and Knight newspaper-radio interests and Niles Trammell, former NBC president) is favored for ch. 7 and WKAT Miami
Beach for ch. 10.
Both petitioners told the court they needed
immediate relief, or their formal appeal would
become moot if Miami became a three-vhf
station market. In that case, they said, they
felt sure they would have to close down their
stations.
Carlson

to Resurrect

FCC Pay Raise Proposal
SEN. FRANK CARLSON (R-Kan.) said last
week he will ask the Senate Post Office & Civil
Service Committee, of which he is ranking
minority member, to take up at the beginning
of the second session of Congress in January
a House-passed bill to raise the salaries of FCC
members and other members of federal agencies and departments.
The bill (HR 7619), as passed by the House
would raise the pay of FCC members from the
present $15,000 to $19,000. The bill was placed
on the Senate calendar near the end of the first
session but action was forestalled by Sen.
Wayne
Aug. 8]. Morse (D-Ore.) and others [B*T,
WNDU-TV Now South Bend
FCC last week waived its rules and granted a
modification of construction permit to WNDUTV Notre Dame, Ind., so the station could
change its designation to South Bend while
maintaining its main studio in Notre Dame.
The grant was made subject to the condition
that no adverse interference be caused to WSBT,
an am station in South Bend.
Broadcasting
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SEATTLE-TACOMA

REASON

WHY

away your old rule book! TV ratings have changed in Seattle-T acoma . . .

and KTVW's

new live programming

of sports events has caused the big switch. Check

the new ratings. They mean new viewing (and buying) habits. For winning sales in the
Pacific Northwest's major market, choose KTVW,

,

today's low-cost coverage champ.

SEATTLE

For Information, Contact
George P. Hollingbery Co.,
or Write 230 8th Ave. No.,
Seattle, Washington
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Streibert

the jamming, the broadcasts are heard in wide
areas, he said. He said the Russians would be
asked at the forthcoming Big Four conference
to abandon the jamming as part of a plan to
increase the flow of information through the
Iron Curtain.

Urges

'Voice' Expansion
EXPANSION of the U. S. Information Agency's activities, including broadcasts by the Voice
of America, was urged last week by USIA
Director Theodore C. Streibert in a conference
with President Dwight Eisenhower in Denver.
Mr. Streibert said the nation could "usefully,
effectively and efficiently employ more resources inthis effort." He said the U. S. should
capitalize on the "Geneva spirit" by concentrating on telling the communists of the President's "peaceful actions and policies."
At a news conference later he said the President was "generally favorable," but that neither
he nor Mr. Eisenhower named any specific
amounts of money. The USIA's fiscal 1956
budget is $85 million, cut from an $88.5 million
Budget Bureau proposal.
He said the Geneva conference will not
change the Voice's concentration on giving
"complete news and factual news" to build up
listener credibility in VOA broadcasts, while
avoiding the "propagandist^ approach or
diatribes."
Meanwhile, Sen. George W. Malone (RNev.), in a statement made from Moscow
where he has been visiting, said the U. S. should
discontinue the Voice of America because it
has not whipped the Soviet people up to the
point of a revolution. Consequently, he said,
"we should retrench expenses like the Voice
of America."
Mr. Streibert said the Soviets are continuing
to jam VOA broadcasts, using about 1,000
transmitters full time for this purpose. Despite

on

iksdk

Voice Stresses Capital Scene
From New Washington Offices
DURING the half-year ended June 30 the
Voice of America took advantage of its new
location in Washington by originating two newprograms involving government personalities
and capital locale, Theodore C. Streibert, director of the parent U. S. Information Agency,
said last Tuesday in his semi-annual report to
Congress.
These were Foreign Policy Review, a weekly
15-minute report of official statements on U. S.
foreign policy, broadcast in the voices of the
officials who made or announced the policies,
and Press Conference U.S.A., in which three
Washington correspondents interview members
of Congress, Administration officials and other
prominent authorities, Mr. Streibert said.
In "getting in on the ground floor" of television overseas, the Voice provided a wider
selection of American-made films for tv use in
countries where that medium is gaining in importance. VOA also appointed Frederick A.
(Ted) Long as first chief of its expanded television division and sent to Latin American
posts for review the Voice's first original tv
production, a proposed half-hour Spanish language panel discussion on economic matters.

ivmj.

WLBR-TV

LIBRARY
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\
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/
/
/

Betty Cox
AT&T
SESAC

"the best music in America"
475 Fifth Avenue
New
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Mass., Uhf Quits;

Festus, Mo., Outlet Deleted
ONE UHF station suspended operations last
week and another, which previously suspended,
was deleted by the FCC for lack of prosecution.
WWOR-TV Worcester, Mass., announced last
week it has suspended operations "temporarily,"
effective Sept. 5, "in order to stop continuing
losses." The ch. 14 outlet began December 1953
and is the city's only tv station. John Z. Buckley, president, "expressed confidence" that a
way
will bethefound
in the
"not tootodistant
future"
to allow
station
to return
the air.
Mr.
Buckley noted pending studies that are being
conducted for the solution of the uhf problem.
Prinicipal owner of WWOR-TV is investment
house Fox, Wells & Co. Tv stations that have
suspended operation, but still retain their permits, now total 31, all uhf.
KACY (TV) Festus, Mo., also on ch. 14,
became the 154th tv station to be deleted, 124
of them uhf. KACY was granted a permit in
December 1952 and went on the air in November 1953. It suspended in April 1954. KACY
has been in bankruptcy.

SESAC
\^
TRANSCRIBED
\

/

Purchase

Defended by Triangle Pub.
THE SALE of WLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa., to
Triangle Publications Inc. was defended last
week against the charges of WHUM-TV Reading, which asked that the FCC designate the
purchase for hearing [B«T, Sept. 5].
WLBR-TV (ch. 15), which has suspended
operations, and Triangle (ch. 6 WFIL-TV Philadelphia) asked the FCC to dismiss the
WHUM-TV petition because the contentions
raised already have been answered in replying
to oppositions of Harrisburg uhfs [B*T,
Aug. 29].
The sale principals last week asserted that
WHUM-TV has no legal basis for its request
for a hearing at this stage. They asserted "it is
clear" that WHUM-TV "desires protection for
whatever business it may have in Lebanon."
It was stated that "the larger public interest
dictates the resumption of local service to a
community presently deprived" of such service.
Triangle and WLBR-TV further stated there
is no intention to operate the Lebanon station
as a "bonus" to WFIL-TV, but rather to make
WLBR-TV a self-supporting station.
Triangle and WLBR-TV denied that WFILTV and the Lebanon station would serve substantial y the same area, as charged by WHUMTV.
Further the sale transaction will in fact contribute to de-concentration of communications
media in Lebanon, the sale principals claimed.
They said WLBR-TV is presently owned by
the existing am station and Lebanon's only daily
paper. Triangle has previously noted it is buying only WLBR-TV and that WLBR-AM will
compete with it.
In conclusion, the principals said this is an
"improper seeking of delay to forestall the resumption of competition."
Worcester,

/
/

Lebanon

York

17

to Interconnect

Mobile

AT&T's Long Lines Dept. last week was granted
a permit and modified license for its Mt. Vernon, Ala., microwave relay radio station to
bring tv network service to ch. 5 WKRG-TV
Mobile, which is affiliated with CBS. The
authority will provide an additional radio relay
channel between Mt. Vernon and Mobile.
Broadcasting
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Merle
From

Wolverton
the

good

earth, the

good

life

:'Peems to me one of the reasons we live
O so much better in this country is
because we farm so much better.
"In Russia, I read somewhere recently,
60% of the population has to farm to
feed the country.
"In America only about 14% of us are
farmers. But that 14% grows more than
all of us can eat, and we eat mighty high
■on the hog.
"Now I'm sure one big reason for the
farmer's efficiency in this country is the
help he gets from industry. Take my case.
"I farm 1200 acres out here in Orange
County, California. I've got them in

limas, sugar beets, tomatoes and alfalfa.
I buy my plant fertilizer — aqua ammonia— from Brea Chemicals, a subsidiary ofthe company where I get all
my gasolines and greases, Union Oil.
"Now you think the boys from Brea
are content just to sell me the aqua

'14% OF THE POPULATION GROWS MORE THAN ALL OF US CAN EAT!"
"As a result of help like this, my beet
crop's on the way to being the biggest
and healthiest yet. As a result of help
like this, farming's a good business and
a good life — and you and I continue to
eat high on* the hog!"
*
* *
ammonia? No sir. Right now, at their
own expense, they're testing four different plant foods on five acres of my
beets just to find out which will give
me best yield.

Union

Oil

MANUFACTURERS

Broadcasting
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Mr. Wolverton's enthusiasm forBrea's
service pleases us very much. Because
helping America grow is the big job of
our subsidiary, Brea Chemicals.
Modern synthetic ammonia is not
only increasing crop yields: it is also

Company

rejuvenating soil that was literally "worn
out." As a result, one acre today produces what two acres did 15 years ago.
Economists and farm experts rank
this accomplishment — along with modern farm tools — as the foremost answer
to the world's food supply problem.
This is another example of how free
men,
better. freely competing, can do the job
YOUR COMMENTS ARE INVITED. Write:
The President, Union Oil Company, Union
Oil Building, Los Angeles 77, California.

OF

CALIFORNIA.

OF ROYAL TRITON, THE AMAZING PURPLE MOTOR OIL
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Advertisement

From

6y

Handle

where

Joe

With

I sit

Marsh

Care!

Tractors are like horses — or mules—
in more ways than one. They can be
pretty tricky if you don't know how to
handle them just right.
Too many tractor accidents happen
because of carelessness. The day grows
hot and drowsy, the job grows monotonous— and bingo! Someone forgets to throttle down when making a
turn, or something, and there's a bad
spill ... or maybe worse.
Credit Slim Hartman's missus for
the fact that there's never been tractor trouble on their place. Midway
through every morning and afternoon
she brings him snacks. "He'll stay on
the alert," she says, "if I get him off
the tractor for ten minutes."
From

where I sit, carelessness can

cause plenty of harm in our off-thejob personal lives, too. For instance,
suppose a neighbor prefers a glass of
beer with supper. You might not share
this particular preference with him —
but if you're careless about protecting
his right to choose, then your own freedom ofchoice is in real danger of being
i( plowed under."

Copyright, 1955, United States Brewers Foundation
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Zone

1 Vhf

Rule

Draws

Tower
Support

PARTIES favoring FCC's new rule affecting
antenna heights and power of Zone I vhf stations last week submitted to the Commission
separate oppositions to requests that the FCC
set the order aside and hold a hearing or that
the rule be postponed.
The new rule was to become effective Aug. 3 1
but was postponed until Oct. 1 so the FCC
could have time to consider the objections [B»T,
Sept. 5]. The rule provides that vhf stations in
Zone I be permitted to increase antenna heights
from 1,000 ft. to 1,250 ft. while utilizing maximum power.
Those parties who last week favored the proposal and asked that the requests for reconsideration be denied are: WSAZ-TV Huntington,
W. Va.; WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y., and WTTV
(TV) Bloomington, Ind.
WSAZ-TV questioned the concern of the Air
Transportation Assn. and T. P. Pike, Assistant
Secretary of Defense, that the rule encourages
stations to build taller tv towers which present
air hazards. Regardless of the new rule, WSAZTV said, tv stations will still be permitted, under appropriate circumstances, to erect towers
of 1,250 ft. or higher. The station noted that its
present tower of 1,250 ft. was erected under
careful study and only after approval by
aviation interests and the FCC.
WTTV submitted a similar reply to the contentions of the ATA and Assistant Defense
Secretary Pike.
WBEN-TV, which a fortnight ago answered
the charges of these two parties, last week opposed the petition for reconsideration of the
Uhf Industry Coordinating Committee. WBENTV said the committee has not previously
participated in this proceeding and it would
be
"unfair"
at this
stage.to permit consideration of its views
Failure to adopt this rule change is not going
to effect a cure for the problems of uhf, WBENTV said. The uhf committee has "completely
ignored" the fact that there are vast areas in
Zone I where there is no satisfactory tv service
and where there has been no effort made to
construct a uhf station, WBEN-TV declared.
The station said it made extensive surveys in an
area south of Buffalo which demonstrated that
the service now provided by WBEN-TV was
substantially less than the value expected by
the FCC at the time of the Sixth Report &
Order.
Extent and quality of service expected cannot be provided with present height-power restrictions, WBEN-TV added.
WSAZ-TV replied to the petitions of the uhf
committee and WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn.
WSAZ-TV said that WNHC-TV's problems can
be settled upon applications for power increases
by New York tvs.
An outgrowth of the Zone I controversy has
been the formation of Home Town Television,
a group of small market tv stations that held
its first meeting in New York a fortnight ago
to take action on the rule change [B«T, Sept. 5].
day).
Second meeting is set for tomorrow (TuesFCC Defends Tampa Grant
In Court of Appeals Brief
THE FCC defended its decision in the Tampa
ch. 13 case last week when it filed its answering
brief with the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington. The Commission, which was joined by
successful applicant Tampa Television Co., was
replying to claims by Tampa Times Co.
(WDAE Tampa) and Orange Television BroadBroadcasting • Telecasting

OUR

FIRST

YEAR

Time

for

a

check-up

AND

LOOK

/...We're

in

WGR-TV

pulse:

arb:

excellent
HAS

condition
LED

Sept., 1954 -10 of top 15

Jan., 1955 -12 of top 15

May,

Oct., 1954 — 8 of top 15

Feb., 1955 - 9 of top 15

June, 1955 —10 of top 15

Nov!, 1954 — 9 of top 15

Mar., 1955 — 9 of top 15

July,

1955 - 8 of top 15

Dec,

1954 - 9 of top 15

Apr., 1955 — 8 of top 15

Oct.,

1954 - 6 of top 10

Feb.,

July,

1 955 - 7 of top 1 0

1 955 - 6 of top 1 0

1955 -10 of top 15

WGR-TV
CHANNEL

Not the oldest. , . but the leader!
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Portable

4 -Channel

casting Co. that the Commission's decision was
incompatible with the record. Both were unsuccessful applicants, although Tampa Times was
favored by the examiner.
Both objectors questioned the operation of
WALT Tampa, owned by W. Walter Tison,
one of the principal owners and proposed general manager of Tampa Tv. They also raised
a legal issue regarding Mr. Tison's withdrawal
of an application in his own name and the
substitution just before the deadline of new applications with himself and other stockholders.
The FCC insisted that its decision last fall in
granting the ch. 13 facility to Tampa Tv was
correct. It pointed out that Tampa Tv was
given preferences on integration of ownership
and management, and for tv planning. The
Commission referred to its consideration of the
past broadcast record of WALT and its findings
that this was found not to reflect adversely on
Mr. Tison
fellowattention
stockholders'
The
FCC or
alsohiscalled
to thereliability.
fact that

Remote

This newest Gates Dynamote includes
printed wiring, A.C. /battery operation,
adjustable angle 4" V U meter. Cannon
receptacles, along with exacting performance standards. Weighs 29 lbs.
with batteries, 22 lbs. without. Size:
101/4" wide, 6" right, 18" deep overall.

Tampa Tv was given a preference because it
had made plans for St. Petersburg programming
as well as for Tampa. It called attention to the
minus mark given to the Tampa Times on the
diversification issue.
Tampa Tv argued along similar lines in
justifying the FCC's decision.

*With Cannon XL Receptacles.
Battery equipment extra.

McNutt

303.

GATES RADIO COMPANY

.736
33,736
in 14

• QU1NCY, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

interviews

hours!

traffic light locations, June 1 9-25.
Here are the facts:

I

9-11 AM
June
22
20.20%

1 1 AM - 1 PM
June
25
24.66%

1-3 PM
27.12%
June 19

3-5 P.M.
23.18%
June
24

H. R. Representatives, Inc.
Clarke Brown Co.
K0H0
or
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In Fort Wayne Ch. 69 Grant
THE DEATH of Paul V. McNutt does not
affect the FCC's decision that granted ch. 69 at
Fort
Wayne Bureau
to WANE
there, thelastCommission's
Broadcast
commented
week.
The Broadcast Bureau noted that in denying
Anthony Wayne Broadcasting Co., composed
of James R. Fleming and Mr. McNutt, the
Commission concluded that certain newspaper
advertising practices which the principals had
been parties to were considered in serious conflict with their proposed responsibilities as licensees.
Involved were joint advertising practices of
the
News Sentinel (evening) and the Journal
95" Gazette (morning).

Anderson, Gwynne to Fill
Trade Commission Posts

5-7 PM
29.49%
June
23

For Complete Information and a Personal Survey Copy, Contact

Held No Factor

The Commission's findings, the bureau said,
relates to Mr. Fleming as well as Mr. McNutt.
Therefore, the bureau added, the death of Mr.
McNutt "in no way" modifies the conclusion
already reached.
The bureau further commented that Mr.
McNutt died about six months after the September 1954 final grant and that a change in a
losing applicant after such a time is beyond
the time limit prescribed by FCC rules.
The final decision favoring WANE was appealed to the U. S. Court of Appeals for Washington by Anthony Wayne. This appeal is not
moot as a result of Mr. McNutt's death, the
Broadcast Bureau commented. Assuming the
FCC is reversed, it will reconsider the grant.

KOHO
San Antonio's leading independent, completed a coincidental automobile-listener survey at 10

SETS IN USE
5-7 AM
7-9 AM
June 20
June 21
29.54%
26.48%

Death

I

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER Thursday appointed former South Dakota Republican Gov.
Sigurd Anderson to the Federal Trade Commission and named Comr. John W. Gwynne
to succeed to the FTC chairmanship resigned
by Edward F. Howrey [B«T, Aug. 15]. Both
appointments become effective today (Monday)
and are
gresssubject
reconvenes toin Senate
January.approval when ConMr. Anderson,
51, will
Mr. 26,
Howrey
unexpired
term, which
runs fill
to Sept.
1959.'s
Mr. berGwynne,
Republican,
of the FTCa since
1953. has been a memBroadcasting
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AMERICAN

FAMILY

TO

k

EXTENDS

FARE

PLAN

THURSDAYS!

Beginning

October

12:01

Monday

12:01

Thursday

10th

noon

* you

can

to

noon

Dim

save

from

American is extending its famous
Family % Fare Plan to Thursday mornings to give
families a wider choice of fare-saving days.
Up to now it was only on Mondays, Tuesdays and
Wednesdays that any person who purchased a
full fare ticket could take along his or her spouse
and their children for half fare. But beginning
October 10th,* American's Family Fares
will be in effect from 12:01 Monday
noon to 12:01 Thursday noon.
In 1948 American Airlines first introduced the
Family 3^ Fare Plan. Since then thousands of
families have saved hundreds of dollars by
using it. Next time you plan a family trip,
remember that American offers the widest
choice of days on which you can
enjoy Family
Fare savings.
^subject to CAB approval

-AMERICAN
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Sacramento

Broadcasters

Ask for Ch. 7 at Redding
AN APPLICATION for ch. 7 at Redding,
Calif., was filed with the FCC last week by
Sacramento Broadcasters Inc., licensee of
KXOA-AM-FM Sacramento, Calif. Lincoln
Dellar is president and 100% owner of the
applicant.
Shasta Telecasters filed for the same facility
two weeks ago [B«T, Aug. 29].
Sacramento is seeking effective radiated
power of 27.2 kw visual and 17 kw aural with
antenna height 271 ft. above average terrain
and 33714 ft. above ground.
Estimated construction cost is $156,500 and
the first year operating cost was set at $240,000.
Expected revenue is $250,000.
Mr. Dellar owns 25% of KJR Seattle, Wash.
Corporation Vice President-Treasurer Sylvia
Dellar is also 25% owner of KJR and Secretary
Robert B. Gaylord Jr. holds no broadcasting
stock according to the application.
WWSW, WJAS Report Merger
Details Are Cleared Up
CERTAIN details of the merger agreement
that resulted in grant of Pittsburgh ch. 11 to
WWSW Inc. and which FCC's Broadcast Bureau
has objected to, have already been cleared up,
WWSW and WJAS Pittsburgh told the bureau
last week.
The Pittsburgh stations, following comments
by the bureau that the ch. 11 grant should be
reheard if certain "infirmities" in the merger
agreement are not resolved [At Deadline, Sept.

5], called the bureau's attention to the merger
agreement changes.
The Pittsburgh outlets advised the bureau
that the section of the agreement that provided
for WJAS to select some members of the
WWSW Inc. board of directors was amended
and deleted on Aug. 30. On this same date, the
stations said, the agreement was amended to
provide that no person involved in any potential employment agreement may simultaneously
be connected with WWSW Inc. and WJAS.
It also was pointed out that a provision of
the contract "insures that there will be no objectionable overlap" between WWSW and
WHJB Greensburg, Pa., at the time when
WJAS or its stockholders come into ownership
of any stock of WWSW Inc. (WJAS also owns
WHJB, which the Broadcast Bureau said overlapped with WWSW.)
Moreover, the Pittsburgh stations said, another section of the agreement provides that
WJAS may sell all of its capital stock in order
to solicit the proper FCC approval. This would
expressly include the transfer of WHJB.
Rountree Seeks Virginia Am
MARTHA ROUNTREE PRESBREY and her
husband have filed with the FCC for a new am
station to operate with 5 kw daytime on 1420
kc in Warrenton, Va. Mrs. Presbrey was moderator and co-owner of Meet the Press until she
sold her interest in the program to Lawrence
Spivak who later sold it to NBC. Mrs. Presbrey also held interests in the now defunct
Leave It to the Girls and The Big Issue. Connie
B. Gay filed for the same Warrenton facility
last July [B«T, July 18].

FINANCING

KIDDER,
•Has

PEABODY

&

CO.—

underwritten over $1,000,000,000 of publicly

offered securities in the past ten years.

• Has negotiated private financings in excess
of $680,000,000 in the past five years.

— We Invite You to Call Upon Our Experience.

Address inquiries to:
ROBERT E. GRANT
Kidder, Peabody & Co.
First National Bank Building
Chicago 3, Illinois
Telephone ANdover 3-7350

KIDDER,
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

PEABODY
FOUNDED 1865

&

CO.

BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA
SAN FRANCISCO

Offices and correspondents in thirty other principal cities
in the United States

Comments Asked on WGR-TV
Allocation Changes Proposal
THE FCC last week asked for comments by
Oct. 14 on a rule-making proposal by WGRTV Buffalo, N. Y., for tv allocation changes.
At
city.the same time, Eldon Morrison of Cle Elum,
Wash., asked the FCC to assign ch. 71 to that
WGR-TV requested ch. 26 be assigned to
Shinglehouse, Pa., and ch. 37 be shifted from
Meadville, Pa., to Clymer, N. Y., and ch. 37 in
Meadville be replaced with ch. 62. The station
wants to operate satellites at Shinglehouse and
Clymer.
Mr. Morrison is seeking the channel assignment to Cle Elum, population less than 5,000,
so he can apply to build a new tv station there.
Cle Elum is less than 50 miles from Yakima
and Wenatchee, both Wash.
FTC Says Tv Repairer
Broadcast Fraudulent Ads
CHARGE of false advertising with misrepresentation offacts in respect to tv repair service
was leveled at the Mayflower Television Co.,
Washington, in a complaint issued by the
Federal Trade Commission.
Referring to advertising on television, in
newspapers and other media, the complaint
cited misrepresentations as to the cost of servicing tv sets, services performed on the sets and
qualifications of repairmen. The complaint also
termed to be false advertising claims that nine
times out of ten the sets could be repaired in
the home. The FTC found that in most instances the sets were removed from the home,
servicemen receiving a commission for every
set brought into the shop for repairs.
Referring to advertising in which the company offered to send a serviceman, "each a
specialist for a different make" to the home "to
fix your
tv set found
for onlythat
$1.50
the
complaint
the service
service charge,"
charge
levied was "in most instances" far in excess of
$1.50. The company's repairmen were found
by the commission to have only a limited
knowledge of tv repair, carrying with them
equipment for testing tubes only.
A hearing before an FTC hearing examiner
has been set for Oct. 20.
In another crack at false advertising FTC
charged The Berjon Co. of Memphis, Tenn.,
with misrepresenting in newspapers, circulars
and on radio the effectiveness of Pep-Ti-Kon
(vitamin, mineral preparations).
Contradicting claims, the FTC alleged that
Pep-Ti-Kon will not prevent or remedy physical
discomfort caused by summer heat; that there
is no causual connection between iron and
vitamin deficiencies and boils and pimples,
and Pep-Ti-Kon is not an effective treatment
for those conditions, and iron deficiency does
not cause loss of youth. Such advertisements the
FTC said, "mislead and deceive a substantial
portion of the purchasing public," and violates
the FTC Act. The parties have 30 days in which
to answer the complaint. A hearing is scheduled
for Nov. 8 in Memphis.
WTIX Gets Renewal
THE LICENSE of WTIX New Orleans was renewed last week on a regular basis by the FCC,
over the dissent of Comr. John C. Doerfer.
Comr. Doerfer commented: "I cannot find
that the renewal of the license of WTIX is iu
the public interest. The licensee has not met
the minimum program standards required by
the Commission. He has failed to include any
religious,
discussion
WTIX educational
has been onorthe
air sinceprograms.'"
1951.
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EDWARD PET«Y & COMP *NY;>1NC.
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AND

THE

JUNE

A.R.B.

WHAT

A

STORY

REVEALS

Ratings of the 52 non-network commercial programs* in San Antonio each
week show WOAI-TV has 10 of the top 10 (25.9 average), and 20 of the
top 25 (21.3 average) !

i

WOAI-TV delivers an average rating* 76% greater than the second
San Antonio station.
WOAI-TV's weekly remote telecast "Live Wrestling" tops all national spot
and local programs with a whopping 32.7! And of all newscasts (network
and local), none come even close to the WOAI-TV
yiight average of 22.1 !

10 PM NEWS

seven

Include network programs,, and WOAI-TV is still the overwhelming leader
with 7 of the top 10, and 13 of the top 20.
Any way you look at it — ratings, advertiser preference, audience preference, or results — WOAI-TV is the most effective television buy in this
fabulous San Antonio market.
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY, INC.
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • St. Louis
Atlanta • San Francisco • Detroit

*Programs 15 minutes or longer — day and nightnational spot and local.
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STATIONS
STORER

FAIR SEASON ARRIVES;
BROADCASTERS KEPT BUSY

SPLITS

ATLANTA

STATIONS

Jackson named vice president
to head WAGA-TV. Frazier
made WAGA radio managing
director, and Collins named
sales chief for tv.
ATLANTA stations of Storer Broadcasting Co.
— WAGA-AM-TV — have been separated with
changes in management, in line with the pattern established in other cities, according to
George B. Storer Jr., vice president of the
southern district.
has been elected a
vice president of the
Storer company and
will head Atlanta tv
operations as managing director. Claude
H. Frazier has been
named managing director of WAGA
radio. Jack Collins
becomes assistant
managing director in
charge of sales at
WAGA-TV. The
changes become ef-

MR. JACKSON
fective Sept. 1.
Mr. Jackson has been with the Storer organization since 1940 when he joined WSPD Toledo as an announcer, later becoming chief announcer, production manager and program di-

M

Radio and television stations
active in reporting, promoting
all phases of activities during
fair season.

MR. FRAZIER

MR. COLLINS

rector. In 1948 he was given more responsibility as program director of the new WSPDTV, moving to WMMN Fairmont, W. Va., then
a Storer station, in 1951 as managing director.
He was moved to Atlanta in 1952. He is president of Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters.
Mr. Frazier entered broadcasting in 1930,
joining the Storer organization in 1948 as sales
manager of WAGA and becoming station manager in 1954.
Mr. Collins has spent most of his business
career in Atlanta advertising, including the
Georgian-American and Constitution. He joined
WAGA-TV in 1950.
WPIX (TV) Business Increases
NEW BUSINESS for fall sold since June 1
by WPIX (TV) New York totals $1,100,000,
according to Fred M. Thrower, vice president
and general manager. More than 40 national
advertisers are booked for fall participations,
spot announcements and full programs.
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COUNTY and state fair time is here again
and radio and television stations again are providing every type of service from remote coverage to special caravans taking viewers and
listeners to fair sites.
An annual attraction at the Illinois State
Fair at Springfield is the WLS Chicago National Barn Dance. A total of 10,706 paid to
watch the five-hour show, making its 16th appearance from the fair grandstand. WLS also
maintains a special tent on the fair grounds,
broadcasting three times daily during the tenday fair. For the second straight year WICS
(TV) Springfield aired live remote programs
twice daily from the fair grounds.
WKOA Hopkinsville, Ky., has been kept
busy covering three separate fairs; Ft. Campbell
Soldier's Fair, Trigg County Fair at Cadiz
and the Perryroyal Fair at Hopkinsville. Daily
on-the-spot broadcasts, ranging from 3 to IV2
hours in length, prompted one listener to write
in: "I found out more about what was going on
at the fair by listening to WKOA than I did by
What started out as a gag earned KCSR
attending." Neb., second place with its float in
Chardon,
the Dawes County Fair parade. KCSR also
presented 20 hours of live programming from
the fair grounds during the three-day event.
In order ondary
to keep
quality was
up, the
station's seccontrol room
dismantled
and
moved, with remotes set up to key areas.
WONE Dayton has purchased a 35-foot
Sparton trailer which is now making the rounds
of county fairs. It is completely furnished and
equipped for broadcasting, with a complete
public address system.
A record-breaking crowd of 1,600 rode the
WGAR Cleveland special train to the Ohio
State Fair, Columbus. Hosts on the train,
running for the sixth straight year, were WGAR
Women's Director Ruth Allen, disc jockey Hal
Morgan and Allan Starner, a Social Security
Administration representative. The Cuyahoga
County 4-H Club band furnished entertainment.
Forty-six northeast Nebraska towns were represented by the 360 persons traveling on the
WJAG Norfolk, Neb., bus caravan to the
Nebraska State Fair at Lincoln. The fifth annual caravan loaded 10 buses, with a WJAG
staff member acting as host on each bus.
KFAB Omaha last week completed its 27th
year of coverage at the Nebraska State Fair.
The station, with a cast of entertainers headed
by cowboy Jimmy Wakely, programmed almost
continuously from the fairgrounds Sept. 3-9.
Shows were originated from two main points,
in an outdoor auditorium and from KFAB's
permanent studio in the agricultural hall. Quiz
shows, disc jockey programs and on-the-spot
farm broadcasts featured the coverage. Appearing with Mr. Wakely were the Three Rays, a
female trio on the Coral label, and the Six
Fat Dutchmen, an RCA Victor polka recording
band.
Plans for a three-day "Corn Harvest Festival" and the fourth annual Illinois mechanical
corn picking contest in Pontiac are being completed by WGN-AM-TV Chicago. The double
event will take place Sept. 29 through Oct. 1,
with the corn picking contest scheduled the
final day. WGN-TV personalities will entertain during a three-hour show Sept. 30.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Does

money

really

Certainly not for most folks — but for a couple of
million people it seems to.
They are people who get their electricity from
power plants owned by the federal government. They
pay less for electric service than other people do,
simply because you and everybody else pay part of
their electric bills.
Here's how that happens. First, part of your taxes
goes to pay for the government power plants that serve
these people. Second, the electric bills these people
pay do not include many of the taxes you pay in your
"YOU ARE THERE"— CBS television— witness history's great events
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grow

on

trees?

electric bills. So your share of taxes has to be increased
to pay their share.
Not exactly fair, is it?
Yet some people are trying to push the federal government into building and running more unnecessary
power plants and power dams— to extend this "special
privilege", still farther.
This kind of favoritism is unfair to everybody—
especially to you who have to pay for it. That's why
these little-known facts are brought to you by America's
Electric Light and Power Companies*.
*Nomes on request from this magazine
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STATIONS
Ceremonies

Mark

rendered by radio in areas less fortunate than
Wildwood, the Aug. 25 editorial chided stations
for too frequent and "ill-advised" weather comments which caused "thousands of vacationists"
to leave the safety of the Wildwoods and rush
back "to where Connie and Diane really caused
death and destruction."
Stations, the editorial said, confused "warning" with the less imminent "alert" and the
hourly and half-hourly weather reports served
to cause listeners undue alarm.

Boost

To 170 Kw for KCOP (TV)
WITH Gov. Goodwin J. Knight and some forty
mayors, county officials and chambers of commerce dignitaries from Southern California participating, KCOP (TV) Los Angeles today
(Monday) increases its effective radiated power
on ch. 13 to 170 kw. The ceremonies, held atop
Mt. Wilson at KCOP's newly-installed transmitter, will be telecast as special hour-long remote.
Newscaster Baxter Ward will emcee as Gov.
Knight throws the switch that will give KCOP
six times more power. With the advent of its
new power, KCOP also inaugurates its "New
Horizons in Tv Entertainment" lineup, with
20 additional hours per week being given to
live shows.
Humorist Bill Ballance, styled as "Prince of
Disc Jockeys," leads the parade of the new programming lineup as he starts his Monday
through Friday show, Ballance 'n Records at
11:30 a.m. Lou and Linda Crosby, man-andwife musical team, begin their new daily program, Lou and Linda at 1 p.m. At 2:45 Dick
Garton begins a new series of afternoon movies
and at 4 p.m. Jay Stewart debuts his Monday
through Friday, two-hour Ranch Party featuring guest stars from the western music field.
Families Are First, starring Mrs. Florence
Thalheimer, moved to 11:15 a.m. The show
has been a regular KCOP feature.

DISCUSSING the Knapp-Monarch's Co.'s
purchase of KRCA (TV)'s Hollywood's Besi
are (I to r) Ed Stodel, president of Stodel
Advertising Co., Don Arlen, west coast
sales manager for Knapp-Monarch, and
Robert Paige, m.c. of the monthly program over the Los Angeles station. The
show features live star talent plus film
clips. The new contract takes effect today (Monday).
Wildwood Paper Criticizes
Radio News on Hurricanes
PROTEST to the coverage of hurricanes Connie
and Diane by radio stations and announcers
in the Wildwood, N. L, area was sounded in an
editorial in the Wildwood's daily Leader.
Ignoring reports about the public service job

Blaming what it called "false, erroneous and
ill-advised radio weather comments" for the
exodus from Wildwood, where, as it developed,
no one was killed or injured, the Leader calls
for word-for-word weather reports and storm
"alerts" as they are received from the U. S.
Weather Bureau, without interpolation by the
announcers.
Two Chicago Papers Add
Radio-Television Supplement
THE Chicago Tribune began an eight-page
tabloid-style supplement, Tv Week, as a regular
Saturday feature Sept. 3, as the outgrowth of
its radio-tv section. It contains inside stories
on tv programs and stars, previews of new
shows and complete week-long listings for Chicago and, later, other midwest cities.
The Chicago Sun-Times was slated to launch
Tv Prevue Sept. 1 1 as a midwest television supplement, with articles, listings and other features in a "vest-pocket," folding section. The
Times recently dropped its periodic weekday
radio-tv column to concentrate on the weekend supplement.
WCCO-TV Plans Increase
In Headquarters Space

Here's
PACKAGED

the heart of
TV

BY

DAGE

Now ... for your LOW-POWER TV station, a DAGE TV
packaged station has all you need . . . cameras, transmitters,
antennae, studio monitors, microphones, as well as complete
lighting, testing and servicing equipment.
DAGE equipment, thoroughly proved in actual
daily operation, is up-to-the-minute in design and
application . . . assures low-cost installation, low-cost maintenance.
For complete details on DAGE "packaged TV" or on
individual DAGE units, write, wire or phone
DAGE TV, Michigan City, Indiana, Michigan City 3-3251.

IN CANADA DISTRIBUTED BY ROGERS MAJESTIC ELECTRONICS, LIMITED, TORONTO, ONTARIO
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MIDWEST Radio-Television Inc., licensee of
WCCO-TV Minneapolis, announced that two
and one-half floors will be added to the Radio
City Theatre Building to provide additional
facilities. The company does not own the building but has just signed a 25-year lease.
The expansion program will give WCCO-TV
five and one-half floors of operational space
and is scheduled for completion early in 1956.
To be included in the addition is a third studio,
rehearsal areas, film rooms and office space.
KRSD Wins Slander Suit
CIRCUIT COURT jury in Rapid City, S. D.,
has denied a $75,000 slander suit against KRSD
Rapid City. In 12-day-old trial, the jury spent
only two hours before finding for the defendant.
The suit was brought by Sheldon Reese, businessman, against John, Harry and Eli Daniels
(KRSD) and newscaster John Tilton, charging
that a newscast in June 1954 presented by Mr.
Tilton contained slanderous statements about
Mr. Reese.
KSJO

Promotes

Paul

NORMAN PAUL has been moved from assistant to general manager of KSJO San Jose,
Calif., according to owner Patrick H. Peabody.
He replaces Robert M. Bruce, who collapsed the
day after leading a Red Cross fund-raising
drive for flood victims and who will be hospitalized for several months.
The 34-year-old Mr. Paul joined the staff
of KSJO nine years ago when the station first
went on the air, and has held various executive positions, including program director and
news chief.
Broadcasting
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Hail, Hail The Gang's
PARADE
TIME: 4-6
P. M.

All Here
DAILY ON

wbns-tv
An exciting razzle-dazzle line-up of high rated top notchers
parade on wbns-tV, presenting triple-action impact, led by
veteran TV rating pullers.
LINE-UP SCHEDULE
4:00 P.M.

-AUNT FRAN — whose popular fun-packed stories, crafts and games reach the "influencebuying" corduroy set. This tried-and-true 6-year
old show was rated First in shows of a comparable nature by the younger viewing group in
a White House Conference survey.
-THE LITTLE RASCALS— introduced by wbns-tv's
Clown, Bob Marvin, are none other than those
beloved members of the "Our Gang" comedies
— Jackie Cooper, Dickie Moore, Alfalfa, Farina,
Spanky MacFarland, to name but a few. Adults
who remember them from years before, now
re-live
their delightful antics with the youngsters
of today.
-WESTERN ROUNDUP — the pace-setting western features starring Gene Autry and Roy
Rogers, and introduced by wbns-tv's Wrangler
Dick Zubel, ALL in one show. Western fans,
from toddlers to cane-carriers, won't miss one
of these films which are introduced by the
Wrangler in a live western setting ... a grand
climax to any parade.

Every segment of this two-hour parade has racked up unbelievably
high show and sales ratings individually. Now, Wbns-tV
teams them together for TV's best buy in the middle west. Join
the parade and get your message over to the 464,756 families
in a buying income group of approximately three billion dollars.
CBS-TV NETWORK — Affiliated with Columbus
Dispatch and WBNS-AM • General Sales Office:
ii North High St.
REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV

CHANNEL

10

COLUMBUS,

OHIO

v

s-t

mbn
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Jordan

V.P.-Gen.

Mgr.

Of New KFJZ-TV
CHARLES B. JORDAN has been named vice
president and general manager of KFJZ-TV Ft.
Worth, which began telecasting on ch. 11 yesterday (story, page 100). Appointment of Dale
Drake, former general manager of
WRR Dallas, and
national sales manager of the Texas
State Network, as
national sales manager was announced
at the same time.
Mr. Jordan has
been in broadcasting in the Southwest
for 27 years. He is
a former vice presifnerual
dent and of
MR. JORDAN
manager
the
Texas State Network and broadcast Southwestern Conference football over WRR Dallas for
Humble Oil for more than two decades.
Henry, Gibson

Promoted

In WSJS-AM-TV Sales
TWO PROMOTIONS in the sales department
of WSJS-AM-TV Winston-Salem, N. C„ were
announced last week by Harold Essex, vice
president and general manager.
W. H. Henry, who has been assistant sales
manager of radio, has been promoted to radio
sales manager, and A. Fred Gibson has been
named assistant sales manager for television.
Harry B. Shaw continues as general sales manager for both radio and television. Mr. Gibson
joined the station in February 1953 while Mr.
Henry's tenure began in October 1954.
Four Get New

Posts

In KOA-AM-TV Changes
PROMOTIONS and other staff assignments
have been announced for KOA-AM-TV Denver
in the wake of management changes there.
William Grant, new general manager of the
stations, reported the following assignments:
Ralph Radetsky named executive assistant to
the general manager; Ken White, director of
news and special events; C. Van Haaften, program director of KOA-TV, and Heyward Siddons, KOA-TV program coordinator.
Towne

Leaves KPIX

(TV)

To Form His Own Company
A. E. (AL) TOWNE, chief engineer of KPIX
(TV) San Francisco, has announced his resignation, effective Oct. 1, to establish an engineering, consulting and electronic development firm
to be known as A. E. Towne Assoc. Inc.
Mr. Towne joined Associated Broadcasters
Inc., owner of KSFO San Francisco, in 1936
and was made chief engineer in 1947. When
Associated established KPIX in 1948, he was
in charge of engineering and construction. The
tv outlet was sold to Westinghouse in August
1954 and Mr. Towne stayed with the new
owners.
His new company will be in operation in
San Francisco by Oct. 15, according to Mr.
Towne.
Page 96
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WINZ Gives 'Pete Kelly's Blues' a Lift
RADIO contributed to overflow movie
was provided by WINZ announcements and
crowds in Miami, Fla., and the station re- recordings by WINZ talent played during
intermissions at the 1 1 Florida State theatres.
sponsible— WINZ — as well as the theatres
are celebrating the occasion. The Florida
The station also conducted contests, awardState Theatre chain, on behalf of the new
ing theatre passes and sound track recordings
as prizes. The movie, WINZ reports, opened
Jack Webb movie, "Pete Kelly's Blues," purto full houses in three theatres and during
chased afull day's programming on 50 kw
WINZ to coincide with the opening of the its second week, the houses were still packed.
film, Aug. 5. WINZ broadcast a one-minute
The Florida State Theatre group is holding
announcement every half hour from 6 a.m.
the picture over a third week and possibly a
untill 11 p.m., each pushing "Pete Kelly
fourth. The station received more than 300
Day" and, of course, the movie. During those
hours the only music played was from the letters praising the day's breakaway from the
popular song format and a local record
sound track of the film and songs from
distributor reported "sold out" of songs from
the era of the picture's story, the roaring
the film.
20's. Pre-promotion of "Pete Kelly Day"

September 12, 1955

BERNARD E. NEARY (seated, I), station manager of WINZ Miami, Fla., watches
Harry Botwick, southeastern district manager of Florida State Theatres, affix his signature to the contract for "Pete Kelly Day" on WINZ. Standing (I to r): Al Glick of
the theatre chain's advertising and publicity office; Howard Pettingill, advertisingpublicity manager for the theatre chain; Joel Salzman, WINZ account executive, and
Curt Guthrie, head of promotion and merchandising for WINZ.

WNBQ (TV) Signs Household
For Eight NCAA Grid Games
NBC o&o WNBQ (TV) Chicago last week
completed negotiations with Household Finance
Corp. for one-quarter sponsorship of eight nationally-televised NCAA football games on
NBC-TV starting Sept. 17 under that network's
co-op sale policy for affiliated stations [B*T,
Aug. 22]. The agency for Household is Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago.
At the same time the Big Ten or Western
Conference announced that the Michigan StateIndiana game of Sept. 24 would lead off a fivegame regional Big Ten schedule of telecasts on
CBS-TV, with Amana Refrigeration Co. and
Lewis Howe (Turns) as co-sponsors. Other
games will be carried Oct. 8, Oct. 22, Nov. 5,
and Nov. 12 under NCAA's regional-national
tv plan. The announcement was made by Kenneth L. (Tug) Wilson, Big Ten commissioner.
Meanwhile, NBC's o&o WMAQ sold a
nine-game slate of top college gridcasts, including Big Ten and Notre Dame U., to Arrow
Petroleum Corp. starting Sept. 24. CBS o&o
WBBM Chicago will start the same day with a

similar grid schedule purchased, as in past
years, by the Ford Dealers of Chicago. A football review adjacency has been sold to Sentinel
Distributor.
Personnel

Changes

Made

By Telerad's KCSJ-AM-TV
SEVERAL personnel changes for Telerad-managed KCSJ-AM-TV Pueblo, Colo., have been
announced by Ray J. Williams, Telerad president.
Walter L. Dennis has been named coordinator
for the two stations and Jack Wells, formerly of
WKY Oklahoma City, has been appointed tv
program coordinator. John Henry was promoted to tv sales manager, while John Douglas
was named tv news director. Le Chapman has
been appointed joint traffic director, coming to
the stations from WJNO-TV Palm Beach, Fla.
In the radio operations, Clifford Hendrix has
been named station manager and Ray Whitworth was appointed sales manager.
Telerad also announced that Charley Ballinger has been sent to KG A. Spokane, Wash.,
as bookkeeper.
Broadcasting
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RCA

Designed

for
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3-speed
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operation

RCA's answer to the need for a new turntable designed specifically
for 3-speed operation at moderate cost, with highest performance
characteristics. Features include:

Not*> ready for
immediate delivery.
The BQ-2A mechanism
is also available
separately as
MI-11830. Call your
Broadcast Sales
Representative for
further details.

• Smoother, simpler speed changing, with snap-up spindle hub fo
provide improved 45 RPAA operation.
• Smooth, half-turn starting at all speeds for easy cueing. Simple,
sure-fire, self-compensating rim drive mechanism.
• Modern, practical 2-tone grey cabinet of ample functionalized
proportions. Accommodates booster amplifiers inside, tone arms
and other accessories on top of cabinet.

RAD

tO

ENGINEERING
Broadcasting

CORPORATION
PRODUCTS

DIVISION,

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal
• Telecasting

of
CAMDEN,

AMERICA
N.J,
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STATIONS-

WHOLE
WRAPPED

JOB
UP

From coast to coast you
will find installations where
TOWER'S "Package" service is
paying off. We manufacture the
tower and erect it— handle your
job from the planning stage on
through complete maintenance
service.
A NEW
DUTY

PERSONNEL of NBC Spot Sales arm themselves with bags of Washington State apples
to deliver on their calls at advertising agencies as reminders of the organization's recent
appointment as national sales representative by KOMO-AM-TV Seattle. L to r: Marty
Harrison, Dick Arbuckle, Dick Bergh, salesmen; Ann Morris, secretary; H. W. Shepard,
NBC Radio Spot Sales director; Ed Jameson, NBC Spot Sales eastern tv sales manager,
and Paul Maguire, salesman.

HEAVY
600 FT. TV

TOWER
Guyed type . . . heavy legs and braces
. . . designed for 100 MPH wind and
one-half inch ice load . . . hot dipped galvanized or shop coat of primer undercoat
. . . supports all types of television antennas and coaxial feed line or wave
guide . . . complete erection by experienced crews.
MICROWAVE
TOWERS AND
REFLECTORS

TOWER is a pioneer in Microwave towers and Microwave reflectors. We are
manufacturers of famous Microwave
passive reflectors used by the U. S Government, Bell Telephone System and
leading manufacturers . . . TOWER reflectors are used widely by TV stations
to direct microwave signal from studio
10 transmitter. We invite you to check
with our satisfied customers.

Sentiment in Flooded Ansonia
Favors First Radio Outlet
CAN flood-ravaged Ansonia, Conn., afford a
radio station of its own at this time? Certainly,
says Sydney E. Byrnes, president of the Valley
Broadcasting Co., applicant there for a 1 kw
daytime outlet on 690 kc. Mr. Byrnes told B«T
last week that he had talked with the Ansonia
mayor and the heads of surrounding communities in the lower Naugatuck Valley and they
agreed that a radio station could do much in
the rebuilding of the area. Ansonia at present
has no station.
Mr. Byrnes says his company intends to go
ahead with construction plans (pending FCC
approval of the application made last February) despite the heavy business and property
loss
in
the region:
"Thisthan
is noever.
time We
to quit.
We
are needed
now more
feel that
we can be of great assistance to the valley in
their tremendous reconstruction program . . ."
To bring home the idea, Mr. Byrnes, former
general manager of WCCC Hartford and also
previously associated with WNHC New Haven,
placed an advertisement last Tuesday in the
Ansonia Sentinel, explaining the decision and
pledging public service aid once the station is
on the air.
WOWO

7<fe WvUd

Oven,

TOWER

SIOUX
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which the station will also broadcast. All of
Mr. Gould's daily broadcasts will originate
from the contest grounds with the exception
of one early morning show, as will WOWO's
daily women's program Jane Weston's Digest.
Station talent will also present a commerciallysponsored 45-minute show three nights from
the grounds.
Heerdt Joins CBS Spot Sales
EMMETT J. HEERDT Jr., general sales manager of WEEI Boston, has been appointed an
account executive in
the New York Office
of CBS Radio Spot
Sales, according to
Henry R. Flynn, general sales manager.
Mr. Heerdt assumes
his new post today
(Monday).
Mr. Heerdt, 19
years with CBS,
served as sales manof CBS-owned
WEEI ager for
the past
MR. HEERDT
four years, and spent
eight
years York
in the
CBS Radio Spot Sales office
in New
to
which he returns.

to Help Sponsor

National Plowing Contest
WOWO Ft. Wayne, Ind., is sponsoring the sixth
annual National Plowing contest in Wabash
jointly with the Indiana State Soil Conservationist under auspices of U. S. Dept. of Agriculture Soil Conservation Division, Sept. 14-17.
Highlight of the four day event will be an
address by Vice President Richard Nixon. Carl
A. Vandergrift, WOWO manager, stated the
station has arranged to feed the vice president's
address to a group of regional stations, and he
added that NBC is slated to carry the speech.
WOWO Farm Director Jay Gould will be
m.c. for National Plowman's Banquet Sept. 16,

KUMA Commences Operation
KUMA Pendleton, Ore. (formerly KOER),
went on the air Aug. 26. C. H. Fisher, partner
in licensee Pendleton Broadcasters, joined with
A. C. Holmes, president of the Pendleton
Chamber of Commerce, in throwing the switch
which put the station into operation. The station, operating by remote control (1370 kc,
1 kw), has studios and offices at 1815 S. W.
Emigrant, Pendleton, and transmitter and tower
three miles east of town. An application for
5 kw with directional antenna on 1260 kc is
now before the FCC, the station said.
Broadcasting
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"SEE-

PAY"

TELEVISION!

2,770,528
People,

491,000
TV

Sets
(As of July 1, '55)
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KARD-TV,

KFJZ-TV

on Air;

U. S. Operating Total 439
TWO NEW tv stations have begun commercial
operations, bringing total operating U. S. outlets
to 439.
KARD-TV Wichita, Kan., commenced operations Sept. 1. The ch. 3 station is RCA-equipped
and licensed to the Wichita Tv Corp. Edward
Petry & Co. is KARD-TV representative. William J. Moyer is vice president and general
manager.
KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, Tex., began regular
programming yesterday (Sunday), becoming the
fourth station in the Dallas-Fort Worth market.
The ch. 1 1 outlet is licensed to Texas State Network Inc. and represented by H-R Television.
Charles B. Jordan is vice president-general
manager (see story page 96).

WJUN Begins Operations
WJUN Mexico, Pa., went on the air Sept. 4
under the management of Ralph S. Parker,
formerly commercial manager of WMRF Lewistown, Pa. The daytime only station, owned and
operated by Lewistown Broadcasting Co., operates on 1220 kc with 250 w.
KBAM

Goes on Air

KBAM Longview, Wash., went on the air Aug.
15 with 90% of its available time sold to local
merchants, according to Arne Peterson, station manager. The 1 kw outlet is owned by
W. Gordon Allen and John Truhan. The two
are partners in KGAE Salem, Ore., and Mr.
Allen also owns several other stations in Washington and Oregon.

140,605,800
VITAMIN

TABLETS

11

WNBF-AM-TV

With 'Binghamton Sun#
AN AGREEMENT between the Binghamton
Sun, triple cities (Binghamton, Endicott and
Johnson City) morning newspaper, and WNBFAM-TV Binghamton, N. Y., for the purchase
of each other's advertising facilities, was announced last week by George R. Dunham,
WNBF general manager.
Terms of the agreement, according to Mr.
Dunham, include the use of five tv daytime
announcements per week by the newspaper to
promote
the publication's
return, WNBF
will use 20special
columnfeatures.
inches In
of
display space per weekday as an audience promotion operation in support of national and
local radio-tv programs. He also stated that
the advertisements will include sponsor identification.
WNHC-TV#s Flood Relief Role
THE HOUR-LONG documentary presented on
ABC-TV Aug. 28 in behalf of flood relief was
telecast in association with WNHC-TV New
Haven, not WNAC-TV as reported erroneously
in B»T's roundup of flood relief activities in
the issue of Sept. 5. The program of films shot
in the disaster areas was one of those singled
out by Kenneth Greenberg, director of the Red
Cross Audio-Visual Division, in a tribute to
broadcasters for their assistance in the flood
crisis. The documentary, which WNHC-TV
presented a second time in answer to requests
from viewers and the Red Cross, featured
Quincy Howe of ABC and Ben Hawthorne of
WNHC-TV special events, among others.
WDXI-TV

If the radio homes in WGN's

area used just one of your

vitamin tablets a day for one month — the total would be
140,605,800
WGN

1,406,058 bottles of 100 tablets!!*

reaches more

medium

homes

than any other advertising

in Chicago, and our Complete Market Saturation

Plan has proven it can sell your products to these homes.
Nielsen Coverage Service

A Clear Channel Station
Serving the Middle West
MBS

Chicago 11
Illinois
50,000 Watts
720
On Your Dial

Chicago Office: 441 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago II
Easetrn Advertising Solicitation Office: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y., for New York City, Philadelphia and Boston
Representative: Geo. P. Hollingbery Co.
Lot Angeles — 411 W. 5th Street • New York — 500 5th Avenue • Atlanta — 223 Peachtree Street
Chicago — 307 N. Michigan Avenue • San Francisco — 625 Market Street
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Sets Exchange

Interconnected

WDXI-TV Jackson, Tenn., connected Sept. 1
with AT&T intercity tv facilities via an 80-mile
relay link to Memphis, now is receiving its
first live network tv shows, according to the
AT&T Long Lines Dept.
A microwave antenna in Memphis beams
network programs to Jackson via two intermediate stations, with Southern Bell Telephone
& Telegraph Co. providing local interconnection in Jackson. Network programs now reach
370 stations in 246 U. S. cities, Long Lines said.
KMTV (TV) Adds Local Color
INSTALLATION of equipment to televise in
color local live and film programs has been
announced by KMTV (TV) Omaha, Neb. The
announcement was made Sept. 1, on the station's sixth anniversary, by General Manager
Owen Saddler. KMTV, on ch. 3, has been
equipped to colorcast network programs since
December 1953.
Vic Diehm Hosts Clambake
FOURTH annual clambake for executives and
families of the Vic Diehm stations was held
over the Labor Day weekend on the beach at
Biddeford, Me. Stations in the Diehm chain
are WIDE Biddeford, WVDA Boston, and
WAZL Hazleton, WHOL Allentown and
WHLM Bloomsburg, all in Pennsylvania.
WSJS-TV Boosts to 316 Kw
NEW ANTENNA for WSJS-TV WinstonSalem, N. C, is in place atop the station's 692ft. tower, boosting the ch. 12 outlet's power to
316 kw [B»T, Aug. 29]. The tower is located
on top of Sauratown Mountain, placing the antenna 2,000 ft. above average terrain.
Broadcasting
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If your fire insurance agent displays this symbol, you can be sure you are
getting the most dependable advice, service and protection — in all kinds of property
insurance. It identifies him as one of 200,000 Capital Stock company agents — a man
in business for himself. His first responsibility is to you. He lives and has his own
interests in your community. His working hours don't stop at 5 o'clock; he's at your
call any time, day or night. And he's as close to you as your phone. Look for this
symbol. Only an independent Capital Stock company agent or broker may display it.

NATIONAL
BOARD
OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS
A Service Organization Maintained by 224 Capital Stock Fire Insurance Companies
85 John Street, New York 38, New York • 222 West Adams Street, Chicago 6, Illinois • 465 California Street, San Francisco 4, Calif.
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STATION PEOPLE
Maxwell Marvin, program director and commercial manager, WOL Washington, appointed
station manager.
Edward T. Flynn appointed general sales manager, WFOX Milwaukee, Wis.
James Agostino, formerly with KHQ Spokane,
Wash., appointed sales manager, KXLY-AMTV there.
Jim Farber, formerly producer, WING Dayton,
Ohio, appointed promotion manager, KFJZ-TV
Ft. Worth, Tex., which was scheduled to start
operation yesterday (Sun.).
David A. Williamson, formerly with sales dept.,
ABC-KABC-TV Hollywood, appointed sales
manager, KCCC-TV
Sacramento, Calif.

MR. WILLIAMSON

Jim Watt, former
sports announcer,
WSUI Iowa City,
Iowa, state university outlet, and U. of
Iowa, State UniverKSTT Davenport,
Iowa, as sports director, succeeding
Milo Hamilton, who
has moved to sports
staff,
cago. WIND Chi-

Bob Bochroch, formerly with NBC, to sales
staff, WPEN Philadelphia; Kay Ellen Svidendky
to station as mail room director.

William T. Romaine, administrative assistant,
WSAZ Inc. (WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington,
W. Va.), appointed account executive; Dr.
Arthur E. Beckett, pastor, Huntington First
Methodist Church, named religious advisor to
stations, succeeding Rev. Griffin Callahan,
Huntington St. Peter's Episcopal Church rector
who leaves to assume duties with Pittsburgh
church.
James A. Wethington, former sales manager,
KONA (TV) Honolulu, to sales staff, KGMBTV there; Peggy Crider, formerly with programming dept., NBC-TV Hollywood, to
KGMB-TV.
Donald Tykeson,
sales executive,
KPTV (TV) Portland, manager.
Ore., appointed sales
Peg Snyder, formerly with KIVA-TV
Yuma, Ariz., to sales
staff, KTVK (TV)
Phoenix, Ariz., also
en's show.daily womhandling
John Craig, formerMR. TYKESON
ly salesman, Reuben
H. Donnelley Corp., Cincinnati, to sales dept.,
WKRC-TV Cincinnati.
Ted L. Snider, formerly handling national sales,
KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N. M., and at one
time with KFMB-TV San Diego, Calif., returns
to KFMB-TV as account executive.

John Aldern, promotion manager, KOA Denver, promoted to sales staff; Orville Rennie Sr.
succeeds Mr. Aldern.
Jim Power, formerly sales representative, Lou
Falkenhagen Co. (plumbing, heating products),
Seattle, to sales dept., KOMO there.
Richard Lashbrook, formerly announcer,
WTVH-AM-TV Peoria, 111., to announcing
staff, WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W. Va.
Bob Reynolds to WDSU New Orleans as announcer; Keith Frederickson, formerly with
Western Adv. Agency, Chicago, to WDSU
continuity dept.
Larry
formerlyEvanston,
disc m.c,111.,
Commuter's
ExpressGordon,
show, WNMP
to WISN
Milwaukee conducting Larry Gordon Show.
Marjorie King, personality, KNBC San Francisco, signed to another 52-week exclusive
contract by station.
Bob Callahan, formerly account executive,
WLWC (TV) Columbus, Ohio, to KDUB-TV
Lubbock, Tex., as
sales representative.
Philip S. Page, veterannouncer
network
anand radio
personality,
KFHAM
- FM toWichita,
Kan., as personality
handling several
shows.
Pat Buttram, featured on CBS Radio
and CBS-TV Gene
MR. CALLAHAN
Autry Show, signed
for twice - weekly <disc jockey program on
WBBM Chicago.
Dixie Lee, formerly with WQAM Miami, to
WLW-WLWT (TV) Cincinnati on Midwestern
Hayride program as personality.
Max Zides and Tom Currier, Hum and Strum
personality team, formerly with WJAR-TV
Providence, R. I., to WMUR-TV Manchester,
N. H.
Mary Kohn, formerly with N. W. Ayer & Son,
Phila., to promotion dept., KYW Philadelphia;
Ellen Johansen, KYW, transfers to Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., N. Y. headquarters;
Betty Lou McCarthy, KYW traffic dept., to sales
dept.fic dept.
as secretary; Emma Mae Stewart to trafN. Joe Rahall, co-owner with brothers Sam and
Farris of WWNR Beckley, W. Va., WKAP-AMTV Allentown, Pa., WNAR Norristown, Pa.,
and WFEA Manchester, N. H., has accepted
invitation from Secretary of Defense Charles E.
Wilson to attend orientation conference for
civilian leaders in Washington Oct. 6-15 on
status and problems of defense program at
which members will be invited to submit views
on subject.
Raymond W. Welpott, manager WRGB (TV)
Schenectady, N. Y., elected president, Schenectady Chamber of Commerce.
REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE
LeGrand S. Redfield, manager, special services
department, Edward Petry & Co., and Mrs.
Redfield parents of son, LeGrand S. Jr., born
Sept. 6 at Doctors Hospital, New York. Mrs.
Redfield is former Carol Petry, daughter of
Edward Petry, head of station representation
firm.
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SHARES OF AUDIENCE

Monday through Friday
MORNING
AFTERNOON
12 N — 6 PM
9 AM — 1 2 N
49.7%
KRON-TV
40.3%
32.4
Station B
45.7
Station C
27.2
4.6
Others
#
0.1
Sunday through Saturday
NIGHT
TOTAL DAY
6 PM - MID
6 AM — MID
44.6%
47.8%
KRON-TV
Station B
32.7
33.7
19.3
21.6
Station C
Others
0.2
0.1
Nielsen Station Index TV Report April 1955
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SERVICES

PROGRAM
BMI

1956

—

CLINICS

TO START
FEB. 26
BROADCAST MUSIC Inc. has announced that
its schedule of 42 clinics during 1956 will begin
Feb. 26 and continue through June 15, except
for a six-week period surrounding the NARTB's
mid-April Chicago convention.
A complete schedule of clinic dates and locations isdue to be released this week, Glenn
Dolberg, BMI vice president in charge of station relations, reported.
BMI said all seven FCC commissioners have
accepted invitations to speak individually at as
many clinics as they can and that 1 9 states have
announced that their state meetings will be
scheduled to run concurrently with the BMI
clinic.
Friendly Sells Interest
EDWIN S. FRIENDLY will sell his stock interest in Barry Enright & Friendly Inc., New
York, and company's subsidiaries, and will resign from active participation, it was announced
Thursday. Company produces Life Begins at
80, Juvenile Jury, and Winky Dink and You.
Mr. Friendly will retain an interest in the Winky
Dink program as well as in two completed pilot
films, The Gillmen and Conflict. Jack Barry is
president and Dan Enright vice president of
the firm. Mr. Friendly, formerly national director of sales at ABC-TV, has not announced
future plans.
PROGRAM SERVICES PEOPLE
A. J. Gock, retired board chairman of Bank
of America, elected to board of directors,
Capitol Records, Hollywood.
Carl Haverlin, president, Broadcast Music Inc.,
N. Y., appointed chairman, radio-tv group,
N. Y. State Citizens Committee for Public
Schools, non-profit organization aiding state
communities with school problems.
A. Frank Reel, operations manager, Frederic
W. Ziv. Co., N. Y., father of girl, Judy, Aug.
23; Len Firestone, sales dept., father of son,
Jack, Aug. 23.
PROGRAM SERVICE SHORTS
RCA Victor Record Div., N. Y., and Camden,
N. J., has moved to 155 E. 24th St., N. Y.; tel.:
Murray Hill 9-7200.

WCKY

Two Tv Awards Made
At Venice Film Festival
A SERIES of animated silhouette films made
in London for tv — "The Gallant Little Tailor"
one of the Animated Fairy Tales distributed by
the film division of General Teleradio Inc. —
has won first prize in the tv film category at the
Venice Film Festival. The winning presentation was designed and animated by Lotte
Reiniger. The series is made up of 26 films
which use cut-out and shadow-screen effects.
Second prize for tv films at the festival was
won by the Adventure program shown on CBSTV on June 19, relating the story of the Family
of Man. The story was done in three parts
featuring these guests: photographer Edward
Steichen, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, Carl Sandburg and Dr. Harry L. Shapiro of the American Museum of Natural History (New York).
The program is produced by Robert Northshield and is a joint effort of CBS-TV and the
American Museum of Natural History.
Miner Asks Pulitzer Prize
For Tv Reporting, Writing
A PETITION to the Pulitzer Prize Committee
for recognition of television writing in the annual Pulitzer Prize selections has been submitted by Worthington C. Miner, tv producer and
program creator.
In his petition Mr. Miner singled out tv reporting and dramatization as two categories
that justify national recognition, that deserve
to be placed on a par with "the best journalistic
and dramatic achievements."
Mr. Miner criticized the motion picture industry for stifling creative talent, taking it from
the writers and vesting it in directors and producers and only in a few instances providing
recognition and encouragement. Television, he
said, in a little more than eight years "has encouraged more original, more creative and more
courageous thought than motion pictures have
in a half-century."
Treasury Awards Networks
PRESENTATIONS have been made to the
major radio and television networks of the
Minuteman and Flag Awards of the U. S.
Treasury Dept. for their contributions toward
promotion of the sale of U. S. Savings Bonds.

LARGEST*

NIGHTLY
AUDIENCE
OF

RCA
FOR

GETS ARMY OKAY
COLOR TV SYSTEM

Army awards RCA $425,800
contract to build three color tv
setups at Walter Reed Army
Medical Center in Washington.
RCA disclosed last week that it has been
awarded a $425,800 contract for installation of
a color tv system to be used by three government activities at the Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, D. C.
Sharing in the announcement were Maj. Gen.
Leonard D. Heaton, commanding general of
Walter Reed, and W. W. Watts, executive vice
president, RCA Electronic Products. The contract for the system was awarded RCA on the
basis of a low bid.
Three complete systems actually will be installed for use of the Armed Forces Institute
of Pathology, the Walter Reed Army Hospital
and the Army Medical Service Graduate School.
The installation, now underway and scheduled
to be completed early next year, represents the
largest such system thus far developed for nonentertainment applications, RCA said. Gen.
Heaton said the system — the first such installation in the Washington area and the largest
and most modern tv studio in the services —
would be available for the use of other Defense
Dept. agencies in the event of a national emergency.
The general said that an ultimate use would
be connection of a system with other government hospitals and military medical installations
"for a medical network for exchange of information and services." The studios can be
operated independently or operated as a combined network, each equipped for closed circuit
tv operation or for direct transmission to commercial tv network lines.
The systems will be used for research, teaching and consultation. Thirty RCA 21-inch color
tv receivers will be distributed among the three
locations for viewing purposes. Provisions also
have been made for the relay of signals from
any one of the studios to a projector located in
a central auditorium for large-screen color.
One of the most spectacular advantages to
be gained from the system, according to Mr.
Watts, will be the opportunity for consultation
during operations with specialists via the system's connections. RCA last January used color
tv for just that purpose in an inter-city demonstration of consultation and diagnoses by
pathologists. Cities used were Philadelphia,
Washington and Baltimore.
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Intermixing Tape

Equipment

Developed by Magne-Tronics
EQUIPMENT that automatically intermixes
program material from two different tapes on
a pre-determined sequence and frequency has
been developed by Magne-Tronics Inc., New
York,
for its fm multiplex and wired music
franchises.
According to P. L. Deutsch, president of the
company that produces tape-recorded background music programs for business and industry, the equipment is designed to meet specific
operating requirements for the firm's "injection
tape system." Intermixture is cued by the
duration of the silent intervals programmed between recorded material.
Two eight-hour tape playback machines interconnected with interval timers permit an operator to update any eight-hour tape by automatically inserting into the program the new tunes
recorded and released on a regular basis by
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OUTSIDE

YOUR

JAC LeGOFF, Well-known
WJBK-TV, Detroit

JOB?

television newscaster,

FREDDIE M. GARTER,
Standard Oil Plant Cashier,
Grand Rapids, Michigan:

MYRON E. JOLIDON,
Standard Oil Division Industrial Relations
Manager,. Milwaukee, Wisconsin:

"That's a hard question to answer, but if
I have to select one outside activity as the
most important, I think it would have to
be my church work. I have been president
of our Sunday School and now am serving
as church treasurer. It has been a personally rewarding experience to be helpful in
both a material and spiritual way. But
there are two other outside activities in
which I am very much interested — Scouting and PTA. I am the Scoutmaster of
Troop 272 and am treasurer of the Godfrey
School PTA."

"Traffic safety has been a pet project of
mine for a long time. Safety should be
everyone's business, and I realized this
more than ever when I had the privilege of
serving as president of the Wisconsin Council of Safety and as chairman of the Foremen's Safety School of the Milwaukee
Association of Commerce. I've spent 30
years in safety promotional work as a career, so my outside activity in behalf of
traffic safety has been a little like a postman's holiday."

DEAN H.HULL,
Standard Oil dealer, Springfield, Colorado:
"As a business man in a small community,
I feel a special responsibility about good
government in our town. There are a lot of
privileges that go with citizenship, but for
each one there is a balancing duty. Right
now I am chairman of our City Council
and in charge of the Streets Department
and Electrical Department. I am also a
member of the City Board on housing
projects. Another important activity is the
Student-Business Exchange Program,
which helps local high school students get
acquainted with business problems."

OF

LEE WILSON, Electrician,
Standard Oil Refinery, Sugar Creek, Missouri:
"I'm sold on Scouting, and for the past
eleven years I have devoted most of my
spare time to Boy Scout work. I am Scoutmaster of Troop 204, Independence, Missouri, and it's really rewarding to me to
work with a boy who is making the hard
climb up what we call, 'the Eagle Trail.'
You've heard that good Scouts become
good
citizens,
know it's true.in There's
a special
rewardandfor I Scoutmasters
watching their boys grow up and have a head
start toward happy and successful adult
lives. I am proud to be a part of this organization and to have two sons who are

Boy Scouts."It grows out of
Good citizenship on the part of a man or a company does not occur accidentally.
the constant practice of "The Golden Rule". Standard Oil is proud that many thousands of its
employees and dealers find time to do just as good a job for their communities as they do for us.
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Magne-Tronics, Mr. Deutsch explained. Automatic intermixture of the contents of any two
eight-hour tapes can be employed, and taperecorded spot announcements can be machinefed into the music program at desired points
between selections. Mr. Deutsch said his firm
expects by the year's end to more than double
its 33 fm multiplex and wired music franchises
now set up in U. S., Canada and Bermuda.
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RETMA 7-Month Figures Show
Radio, Tv Set Production Up
THE Radio-Electronics-Television Mfrs. Assn.
reported today that during the first seven months
of 1955 production of television receivers was
more than 32% above the same period last
year and radio set output increased more than
46%.

W
W.I -TV
NBC Television Network
DETROIT
Attociote AM-FM Station WWJ
OwMd end Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
National Representative
THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

ef
THE QUAD -CITIES
ROCK ISLAND • MOLINE * EAST
I
MOLINE, ILL. • DAVENPORT, IA.
NOW

I
V*

From January through July of this year, the
association reported, 4,173,088 television receivers were manufactured compared with
3,152,132 sets produced during the first seven
months of 1954. Radio set production increased
to 7,777,378, against 5,324,620 last year.
Of the seven months television production,
RETMA reported that 622,268 sets were
equipped with uhf tuning facilities. Fmequipped radios accounted for 92,289 sets
while the figure for fm-equipped tv receivers
was set at 8,846.
The following table shows the production
figures for the first seven months of 1955:
Radio
HomeSetsRadio
Television
Portables
January
February
47,303
May
280,121
654,582
109,120
232,831
233,465
March (5 wks.) 702,514
300,840
) 831,156
July
265,866
193,431
583,174
467,394
April
161,357
258,701
June (5 wks.) 589,973
181,930
255,833
141,119
344,295
79,410
1
,249,698
4,173,088
1,491,629
Auto Radios
Clock Radios Total Radio
January
166,885
573,837
May
wks.)
February(5
1,068,146
597,742
March
150,031
1 ,089,724
173,944
1,482,274
) 774,025
July
567,876
1,099,775
72,602
1182,605
30,608
563,369
April (5 wks.
1,114,035
June
584,567
1 ,204,935
404,443
718,489
93,517
970,192
4,065,859
I
7,777,378

MILLION

I

I
PEOPLE

to Sales Management's SurI According
vey of Buying Power (May 10, 1955) I
the Quad-Cities now have 250,200
people with an Effective Buying Income of #5843 per family or $1794
I per capita. Cover this good 450 million I
dollar market with WHBF radio or
TV — the Quad-Cities' favorites.
I
I
I
I

WHBF
TELCO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
^
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Technical Papers, Exhibits
Set for Electronics Meet
A PROGRAM of nearly 100 technical papers
and over 180 exhibits ranging the scope of electronic research, development and application
will be offered during the 11th annual National
Electronics Conference in Chicago this fall.
The Radio-Electronics-Television Mfrs. Assn.
and the Society of Motion Picture & Television
Engineers again will join sponsoring groups as
participants in the event, to be staged at the
Sherman Hotel Oct. 3-5.
A highlight of the 1955 conference will be
an opening-day luncheon address by A. V.
Astin, director of the National Bureau of Standards, Washington. O. I. Thompson, De Vry
Technical Institute, Chicago, will preside as
president of the 1955 event. Representatives of
leading manufacturing firms will deliver talks.
Sponsors are the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Illinois Institute of Technology
and Institute of Radio Engineers, along with
Northwestern U. and U. of Illinois.
Delegates may register in advance by writing
to National Electronics Conference Inc., John
S. Powers, executive secretary, 84 E. Randolph
St., Chicago 1, 111.

WILLIAM J. WALLACE, president of Big
Spring Television Inc., signs a contract
for complete General Electric studio and
transmitter equipment to outfit KBST-TV
Big Spring, Tex., while James H. Douglas,
GE general sales manager, watches. Target date for the ch. 4 CBS affiliate is
Nov. 15.
RCA

Offers N. Y. Service

RCA will open tomorrow (Tuesday) new facilities in New York City for the repair, modification and overhaul of all its commercial and
industrial electronic equipment, W. L. Jones,
vice president, technical products service department, announced last week. The new shop
will be set up at 419 W. 54th St., supplementing
RCA Service Co.'s similar facilities in Camden,
N. J. New facilities will serve RCA equipment
users — including broadcasters — in the New
York metropolitan area and will be under the
management of J. J. Brown.
Audio

Fair Exhibits High

A GREATER number of exhibitors will participate in the 1955 Audio Fair, Oct. 13-16, Hotel
New Yorker, New York, than have ever before
taken part in a display of hi-fi equipment, Harry
N. Reizes, fair manager, reports.
The fair is sponsored annually by the Audio
Engineering Society and held in conjunction
with the society's annual convention. There is
no charge at the exhibit.
MANUFACTURING

PEOPLE

G. W. Wallin, formerly engineering vice president, Webster-Chicago Corp. (tape recorders),
Chicago, appointed to newly-created position,
executive vice president, TDC Div. (Three
Dimension Co.), Bell & Howell Co., Chicago.
Nathaniel B. Nichols, manager, research div.,
Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass., named
commercial equipment engineering activities
manager; Burton B. Stuart, New England district manager, equipment marketing div., promoted to product planning manager, industrial
sales dept.
James L. Wassell, midwest regional sales manager, professional motion picture dept., Ansco
Div. (photographic equipment), General Aniline & Film Corp., Binghamton, N. Y., appointed coordinator, professional equipment
and instrument div., Bell & Howell Co. (motion picture equipment), Chicago.
Broadcasting
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Law Firm

Opened by Sylvia Kessler
OPENING of a new communications law firm
in Washington has been announced by Sylvia
D. Kessler, who held key legal posts with the
FCC for 1 1 years and later was with the Cohn
& Marks law firm for two years.
Miss Kessler, a native of Washington, joined
the FCC in 1943 and subsequently served as
legal assistant to former FCC Comr. Ray C.
Wakefield and chief of the Office of Opinions
& Reviews. She also has had FCC experience
in the common carrier and safety and special
services fields, in addition to broadcasting. Miss
Kessler left the Commission in 1953 to join
Cohn & Marks and announced intentions of
forming her own firm last May [B*T, May 23].
Her new office is located at 901 Tower Bldg.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE SHORTS
Saturday Evening Post in Sept. 10 issue carries
article on The Big Idea tv show which demonstrates new inventions. Series is carried live on
WCAU-TV Philadelphia and is now being
filmed for national distribution.
Kline-Simpson & Assoc., 6223 Selma Ave.,
Hollywood, formed by Fred W. Kline and Len
Simpson as publicity, public relations and merchandising firm. Telephone is Hollywood
2-6371. Firm has retained Robert S. Butts and
Jerome Paley as legal counsel and business consultant, respectively. New company also reports it will supervise $1 million campaign in
radio, tv and motion pictures to introduce Fantastic, new home permanent which will debut
Oct. 1.
New York Institute of Photography retains
Bosh Stack Assoc. (public relations), N. Y., for
publicity, promotion and public relations campaign for both resident and correspondence
courses. Working with Bosh Stack, Kaplan
Adv., Institute's agency, is mapping plans for
promotion in nine markets using all media.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PEOPLE
Thomas R. Curran, vice president in charge of
South American operations for past 12 years,
United Press, named UP assistant general manager, headquartered in N. Y.; W. H. McCall,
South America UP services director since 1942,
named Latin America general manager.
Dave Baylor, vice president, Telerad Inc. (station management), Pueblo, Colo., resigns effective Sept. 15 and will announce new connection Oct. 1.
Gene Schroeder, writing staff, International
News Service, Chicago, promoted to bureau
manager.
Irwin R. Franklyn to Arthur J. Jacobs Co.
(public relations), N. Y., as executive associate.
Jack Kennett, account executive, Ettinger Co.
(publicity), L. A., appointed editorial director
of west coast operation.
Paul A. O'Bryan, senior partner, Dow, Lohnes
& Albertson (law), Washington, elected chancellor, Delta Theta Phi law fraternity; Alfred C.
Cordon Jr., also with Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, named associate justice of fraternity's supreme court.
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CBS-TV

MARKET

Success of nine-month-old Extended Market Plan cited by
Shurick who reports 35 national advertisers are buying all of
the 22 stations in the network's
plan for smaller-market station outlets.
RATE boosts for nine of the smaller-market stations affiliated with CBS-TV under the network's
Extended Market Plan were announced last
week
Edward ofP.station
Shurick,
CBS Television's
nationalby director
relations,
who noted
that the increases come just nine months after
EMP was launched.
He also reported that 35 national advertisers
are now buying "some or all" of the 22 stations
in CBS-TV's EMP, which was launched last
Jan. 1 as a plan to bring smaller-market outlets
into the overall network tv picture. The network rates for EMP stations were set low at
the outset, with CBS-TV giving assurances that
they would be adjusted upward as soon as increased circulation justified it.
The nine for which rate increases were announced last week are WDXI-TV Jackson,
Tenn. (ch. 7); KVEC-TV San Luis Obispo,
Calif, (ch. 6); WBOC-TV Salisbury, Md. (ch.
16); KGVO-TV Missoula, Mont. (ch. 13), and
KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash. (ch. 12), all of
whose rate boosts become effective Oct. 1, and
WTVY (TV) Dothan, Ala. (ch. 9); KLAS-TV
Las Vegas, Nev. (ch. 8); WKNY-TV Kingston,
N. Y. (ch. 66), and WJDM (TV) Panama City,
Fla. 9.(ch. 7), whose increases go into effect
Oct.
In announcing the increases, CBS-TV said:
"By being offered to advertisers at a heretofore
unprecedented low rate, these stations began to
be included in advertisers' lists of markets desired. As this brought top network programming to the region, more sets were sold and
tuned to the station, resulting in increased circulation. The results of the first overall analysis
of the progress made by stations belonging to
EMP have now shown increased circulation
figures for the nine stations sufficient to justify
theMr.
rateShurick
increase."
estimated that annual volume of
the consumer purchasing power in the markets
served by EMP stations is close, to $3 billion,
"placing it No. 8 in retail sales in the nation —
if considered as one giant market."
He also noted that television penetration in
WGTH-TV Joins CBS-TV;
Sale to Network Pending
AGREEMENT was announced Thursday of an
Oct. 1 affiliation of WGTH-TV Hartford with
CBS-TV. CBS purchased the station last July
from General Teleradio Inc. for $650,000. The
sale is pending FCC approval.
The agreement was disclosed jointly by Alex
Campbell Jr. of General-Times Corp. which
owns and operates the uhf ch. 18 station, and
by Edward P. Shurick, national director of station relations, CBS-TV. The am affiliate, also
owned and operated by General-Times was not
affected by the proposed sale to CBS.
The am and tv outlets were separated on
Aug. 15 when Jack Downey was named operating head and program director of television
and George Morris appointed general sales
manager. The tv station went on the air last
October and has been programming from 3
p.m. to midnight daily. When affiliated with
CBS, the station will operate full time.

PLAN
GET RATE
HIKE
EMP areas has increased considerably and may
be expected to continue to grow. As of July 1,
he said, set ownership in these areas was more
than 368,000, with a home penetration of close
to 40%.
Although the rates are being raised on nine
stations, Mr. Shurick emphasized, the cost-perthousand to advertisers using these stations has
gone down as a result of CBS-TV pricing practices and increased circulation.
New Winchell Series
Launched on Mutual
WALTER WINCHELL, commentator-columnist, is presenting a quarter-hour news and commentary program on Mutual, Sundays at 6
p.m. EDT [B»T, Sept. 5], and is sponsored by
Trans-World Airlines in cities which TWA services, MBS announced last week. The series,
which was to start yesterday (Sunday), is available for sale by other Mutual stations on a
co-op basis. TWA agency is BBDO, New York.
Effective Oct. 2, the Winchell program will
be followed by a quarter-hour newscast sponsored by Airwick, White House tea, and other
Seeman Bros, products. Agency is Norman,
Craig & Kummel, New York.
NETWORKS
ON

GOP

DIFFER

TIME

BID

Request for equal time to answer Truman Labor Day
speech draws different replies
from ABC, CBS and NBC.
REQUEST by the Republican National Committee for equal time on three networks to answer former President Truman's Labor Day
address — labeled by the GOP high command as
"political"
— was answered last week in three
different ways.
In substance, ABC said yes, CBS said no,
and NBC said maybe. Mr. Truman's talk was
carried on ABC Radio, CBS-TV, and on both
radio and tv by NBC.
Leonard W. Hall, chairman of the Republican
National Committee, wired all three networks
Tuesday,
Truman's
from
Detroit assaying:
carried "Harry
by [your]
networkspeech
contained
an outright appeal for votes for Democratic
Party candidate for President. As provided by
law, I request equal time for Republican Party
to answer this political talk."
CBS' answer came from Sig Mickelson, CBS
Inc. vice president in charge of news and public
affairs, who, in effect, denied the time to GOP.
Mr. Mickelson, noting that Mr. Hall had referred in his wire to the request "as provided
by law,"visions ofsaid,
"as you
equal time proSec. 315
of theknow,
Communications
Act
are inapplicable since those provisions apply
only to speeches by actual candidates." Mr.
Mickelson, however, maintained that CBS'
policynesswas
to provide
an overall
basis views
fairand balance
for "on
opposing
political
whether during election periods or not." Thus,
he
said,consideration
CBS felt thatonMr.theHall's
came
under
basisrequest
of general
scheduling of talks by both parties "over a reasonable
dividual period
speech. of time" rather than as an inOn this basis, Mr. Mickelson said, CBS believed "appropriate fairness and balance have
been maintained" since the only party talks
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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carried this year on the network were, for the
Democrats, by Adlai Stevenson last July 6 and
Mr. Truman on Labor Day; and, for the GOP,
Vice President Nixon last May 23 (11:15-11:45
p.m.) and another by Mr. Nixon slated for
Oct. 19 in addition to other talks by Republican
spokesmen, "some of which included political
contentbelieved
or hadthatpolitical
CBS
fairnessimplications."
and balance Since
were
met in this programming, Mr. Mickelson said
the network did not feel justified in granting Mr.
Hall's request.
ABC President Robert E. Kintner, on the
other hand, wired Mr. Hall that the network
"would be pleased to allocate time for a Republican spokesman mutually agreeable to you
and us" in the "interest of public information."
Mr. Kintner suggested Vice President Nixon, or,
if he is unavailable, some other "leading representative" ofthe GOP. He said arrangements
could be made with Thomas Velotta, ABC vice
president.
NBC said Mr. Hall's request was "under consideration." As of Thursday, no decision had
been reached but the network pointed out that
Mr. Hall himself had been previously scheduled
to appear last Thursday morning on NBC-TV's
Today program and yesterday (Sunday) on its
Meet The Press program.

German

Firm

Develops

Miniature Tv Camera
MINIATURE television camera which is 5Vs
in. long and has a diameter of only 2Vs in. was
introduced by Grundig, German radio and
equipment manufacturer, during the Duesseldorf Electronics Show (see photo).
It is equipped with a Mini-Resistron tube
which is 90 mm long and has a diameter of
15 mm. There are a number of sub-miniature
tubes for amplification purposes in the camera.
Lenses are interchangeable and are normal

Four Public Affairs Series
To Be on ABC-TV

in Fall

FOUR major public affairs series — Outside
U. S. A., Tomorrow's Careers, Dean Pike and
College Press Conference — will be presented
by ABC-TV in the fall season, according to
John Daly, vice president in charge of news,
special events, sports and public affairs.
Outside features commentator Quincy Howe
and started Sept. 1 (Thursdays, 10-10:30 p.m.
EDT); Tomorrow's Careers is produced in cooperation with Johns Hopkins U. and starts
Sept. 17 (Saturdays, 10-10:30 p.m. EDT);
College Press starts Oct. 9 (Sundays, 1-1:30
p.m. EDT, changing Dec. 18 to 4:30-5 p.m.
EDT); Dean Pike starts Oct. 9 and features
talks and discussions emphasizing The Very
Rev. Dr. James A. Pike's position as dean of
the Cathedral of St. John the Divine, New
York, and as adjutant professor of religion and
law, Columbia U. (Sundays, 1:30-2 p.m. EDT,
changing Dec. 18 to 4-4:30 p.m. EDT).
ABC Signs WTTV (TV)
WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind., will affiliate
Sept. 15 with ABC-TV, Alfred R. Beckman,
director of station relations for the network,
announced last week. The ch. 4 station is
owned and operated by Sarkes Tarzian Inc.
Robert Lemon is general manager.
NETWORK

PEOPLE

Larry LeSueur named United Nations correspondent for CBS News and will broadcast
CBS Radio's United Nations Report (Sun.,
10:45-11 p.m. EDT). He succeeds CBS' Winston Burdett, now in Europe on roving assignment.
Phil Hirsch, manager, graphics dept., NBC, for
more than 20 years, resigns to open Graphic
Consultants, 40 E. 51st St., N. Y.
Phyllis Hoecker, sales presentation div., CBS
Radio, to sales presentation and planning div.,
MBS.
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types as used in 8 mm sub-standard film cameras.
Grundig, which has been producing a larger
type of tv camera for some time, built the new
model around a specially designed tube (by
Prof. Dr. I. Walter Heimann). To begin with
the firm will mainly aim sales at industrial fields.
Canadian Viewers
Prefer U. S. Shows
TELEVISION programs from the U. S. led the
four-city, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg and
Vancouver, national "Teleratings" report of
Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto, for August. Top
10 evening tv network shows seen in Canada
were Toast of the Town, 54.4; America's Greatest Bands, 42.2; Drama at Ten, 41.9; Four Star
Playhouse, 37.2; Tv Playhouse, 36.1; Dragnet,
32.8; Tv Theatre, 30.4; / Love Lucy, 30.1;
Dear Phoebe, 30, and Big Town, 29.6.
The August "Teleratings" covered in detail
the Montreal French language market, Montreal English language audience, Toronto,
Winnipeg, Vancouver, Quebec City, Hamilton
and London. Elliott-Haynes estimated that on
Aug. 1 there were 1,349,200 tv sets in use in
all of Canada.
Quebec Broadcasters Seek
Change in CBC Regulations
NAMING of products for beer, wine or liquor
advertisers should be permitted on Quebec radio
stations, the Quebec Assn. of Broadcasters will
point out at the Sept. 15 meeting of the board
of governors of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. at the Chateau Frontenac, Quebec City.
The association has asked that CBC regulations pertaining to beer, wine and liquor advertising be changed from the present mere
naming of the sponsor, to include naming of
a sponsored product in the commercial. Alcoholic beverage advertising is at present per-

mitted only in Quebec province. Some months
ago the association was successful in having the
regulations changed to permit minimum of 10minute programs from 15-minute programs
under liquor, beer or wine sponsorship.
The CBC board will also be asked to approve
a power increase for CFPL-TV London, Ontario, ch. 10, from 117 kw video and 59.6 kw
audio, to 325 kw video and 195 kw audio, with
antenna height unchanged at 576 feet above
terrain.
Tangier Meeting Sept. 19-21
Seeks Tv Film Cooperation
CONFERENCE to promote international cooperation between film producers and distributors and television organizations in the exchange
of educational, scientific and cultural programs
will be held in Tangier Sept. 19-30.
Stress at the meeting is expected to be laid
primarily on the adaption of existing films to
television, particularly educational tv. Move
also will be made to "stimulate the development
of television as a medium for the promotion of
international understanding." Additionally, tv
organizations will be aided in their efforts to
obtain footage from groups in other countries.
Agenda calls for discussion of such considerations as production, technical requirements,
program
search. planning, audience reaction and reAmong delegates scheduled to participate in
a 40-odd group are Maurice B. Mitchell, president of Encyclopedia Britannica Films Inc.;
Paul Talbot, Fremantle Overseas Radio; Paul
Wagner, Film Council of America, and others,
probably including representatives for network
and educational tv. UNESCO will supply the
administrative and secretarial staff.
Seeks British Contract
ASSOCIATED British Picture Corp., English
firm controlled by Warner Bros., has applied
to the Independent Television Authority for
the weekend program contract for commercial
tv stations at Midlands, Lancashire and Yorkshire, itwas reported last week. It is one of
nine applications submitted. ABPC has budgeted some $2.8 million for the proposed programming and would employ existing film facilities at its Elstree studios.
INTERNATIONAL SHORTS
Chrysler Corp. of Canada Ltd. will sponsor
Climax and Shower of Stars, CBS-TV series
sponsored in U. S. by Chrysler, on 25 Canadian
stations via kinescope, effective Dec. 4, following firm's sponsorship of fall football schedule. Agency: McCann-Erickson.
Productores Unidos, Mexico City, established
to produce tv film commercials for Latin American market. New firm is owned by Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs, Colo., and
Mexican radio-tv operator Emilio Azcarraga.
Arno Fabian is general manager with Maurico
de la Serna technical supervisor.
Imperial Tobacco Co. of Canada (Players
cigarettes), Montreal, and Du Pont of Canada
Ltd. (nylon), Oct. 16 start alternate weeks of
Father Knows Best on all English-language
Canadian tv stations, Sun., 6:30-7 p.m. Agencies: McKim Adv., Montreal (Imperial); Vickers & Benson Ltd., Toronto (Du Pont) .
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
Neil Harris named production director, CKCKTV, Regina, Sask.
Phil Baldwin, radio merchandising expert,
named promotion manager, CKWX Vancouver,
B. C.
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TV

designed
houses

Tower

by

BLAW-KNOX

automatic

elevator

. . . for easy servicing of antenna
transmission

•

lines • and lights

When WWJ-TV, Detroit, wanted an automatic
elevator in their new tower, Blaw-Knox went to
work on the design of the tower ... in close cooperation with the manufacturers of both the elevator
and the control system.
The result is this tremendous triangular tower
... 14 feet on each side, 1063 feet high and
weighing 265 tons . . . with special structural
features to rigidly support both the 102 foot
antenna and the automatic elevator.
Ready accessibility to any part of the tower
up to the 980 foot level is provided by special
design, completely enclosed automatic elevator.
It can be stopped by the operator at any level
by means of low frequency inductive carrier
control. In addition an auxiliary pushbutton
station, located at the lower landing, permits
manual control at that point. The two controls
are interlocked so that only one can be operated
at a time. A telephone provides ground-to-car
communication.
The advanced design and fabrication of this
tower for WWJ-TV typifies the kind of service
which Blaw-Knox offers you ... to meet your
specific requirements.
For more complete information on all types
of Blaw-Knox Antenna Towers, write or phone
for your copy of Bulletin No. 2417. Or send us
your inquiry for prompt service, specifying
height of tower and type of antenna.
BLAW-KNOX
COMPANY
BLAW-KNOX EQUIPMENT DIVISION
PITTSBURGH 38, PENNSYLVANIA
Elevator-Marshall Elevator Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Control system — U nion Switch & Signal Division of
Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Wilmerding, Pa.

ANTENNA
Guyed and self-supporting — for AM • FM
TV • microwave • communications • radar
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Don Davis, First Vice President
John Schilling, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
George Higgins, Vice Pres. & Sales Mgr.
Mori Greiner, Director of Television
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JOS. WEED & CO.
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Inc.

To Offer Fall Course

University from Educ. Tv
A SUIT seeking to prevent the U. of Illinois
from operating an educational tv station was
before the Sangamon County circuit court in
Springfield last week — the outgrowth of action taken by a restaurant operator in Evanston, 111. The university requested that the suit
be dismissed.
An attorney for the university told Judge
Dewitt Crow that it was not a legitimate taxpayer's suit and should be dismissed. He
claimed the "taxpayer," Stephen Turkovich,
was really representing the Illinois Broadcasters Assn., which was "not a taxpayer." Attorney Montgomery S. Winning, counsel for
Mr. Turkovich, contended that IBA is a tax-

Aiding Timebuyers, Salesmen
PLANS for a fall course designed to assist in
the training of timebuyers and salesmen in
radio and television were announced last week
by Dr. Kenneth Harwood, chairman of the
Dept. of Telecommunications, U. of Southern
California.
The course will consist of a series of lectures
by leading representatives in radio, tv and advertising. Instructor will be Frank Crane, managing director of the Southern California Broadcasters Assn., who will be assisted by Wallace
Hutchinson, account executive of Weed & Co.

In his suit the suburban Chicago restaupayer.
ranteur
maintained that the general assembly
of the Illinois State Legislature did not specifically authorize the tv station (WILL-TV on
ch. 12 in Urbana) and that any operation
would constitute an illegal "disbursement of

Courses in Communications
FALL COURSES in communications at the
New School for Social Research, New York,
have been announced by Dr. Arno G. Huth,
head.
A Tuesday night seminar will begin Sept. 27
in international communications fqr advanced
students and professionals. Beginning Sept. 29
and meeting every Thursday will be a course
in mass media and international relations. Students are given an opportunity to attend international broadcasts, visit the studios of the
United Nations and do research in the special
libraries of communication and information
services.

Fifteen
Major Cities Use
funds."
Commercial Tv in Education

Effective September 28, 1955, KMBC-TV
joins the television
nation's most
dynamictheandAmerican
fastestgrowing
network,
Broadcasting Company. For programming details, consult your Free & Peters Colonel or:

USC

A MASTER'S thesis by Virgil Hicks at the U.
of Southern California reports that most special
tv programs for elementary schools are received
from commercial tv stations, and school administrators are pleased with the service.
Mr. Hicks, director of radio and television
at Texas Western College, El Paso, found that
commercial stations in 15 major cities were
telecasting to grade schools while non-commercial tv was operating in only three. The 15 include Baltimore, Columbus, Des Moines, Detroit, Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia,
San Diego and Washington. The three noncommercial cities are Cincinnati, Pittsburgh
and St. Louis.
The research was directed by Dr. Kenneth
Harwood, chairman, Dept. of Telecommunications, use.
Raytheon, RPI Set Plan
CO-OPERATIVE student study plan has been
announced by Raytheon Mfg. Co. and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Electrical engineering students at the institute will receive practical training and experience at the Waltham,
Mass., electronics firm. Two students start
working at Raytheon this fall; two other students will be added each year until the school
is represented by six men in the plan.
MacMullen Heads College
HUGH MacMULLEN, Hollywood film producer-director-writer, hasbeen named to head
a new professional training program for students of Pasadena Playhouse College of
Theatre Arts. For the past five years, MacMullen has been a producer-writer at Cascade
Pictures. He will be dean of the new college.
Under Mr. MacMullen's direction, Playhouse
training emphasis will shift from the classics to
modern stage, screen and tv techniques.
Northwest Moves Williams
JOHNNY WILLIAMS has been placed in
charge of Northwest Radio & Television
School's Hollywood branch. He has served as
chief instructor for several months at Northwest's Portland school. In addition to Hollywood and Portland, Northwest also operates
schools in Chicago and Washington.

N. Y. School Announces

Fall

School Gets Color Tv Chain
A COMPLETE RCA live color tv camera
chain was being installed last week by the
School of Radio Technique, New York, professional training school, for use in a new course
on color operation. According to A. R. Hopkins, manager of broadcast equipment marketing of RCA's Engineering Products Div., the
school begins its color course today (Monday).
The camera chain will operate closed circuit
in the school's main tv studio and will be
viewed by students on four monitors.
South Dakota Scholarships
TWO radio scholarships at the U. of South
Dakota have been awarded by South Dakota
Broadcasters Assn., according to Ray V. Eppel,
KORN Mitchell, SDBA president. The two
awards, $100 each, were given for high school
scholarship, speech, science aptitude and character. The two winners, George Olson and
Earl Smith Milbank, will enroll as radio-tv
majors this fall.
Sevareid Scholarship Set Up
THE Eric Sevareid scholarship of $1,000 for
graduate study in radio-television journalism
has been established at the school of journalism,
U. of Minnesota. Mr. Sevareid, CBS news and
Washington correspondent, gave the fund for
the scholarship upon receiving the Alfred I.
duPont award for distinguished news commentary earlier this year.
EDUCATION PEOPLE
William A. Harper, publicity director, Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio, appointed information services director, Educational Tv &
Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich.; Barton L.
Griffith, radio-tv instructor, U of Michigan,
Ann Arbor,
appointed ETRC distribution activities director.
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Regulated

THE

FINEST

Competition

Has

Produced

TRANSPORTATION

IN

THE

SYSTEM

WORLD!
Healthful, vigorous competition in the traditional American manner — subject to certain
wise restraints imposed by Congress to foster
services and curb abuses — has produced, for the
benefit of all our people, the finest transportation
system in the world.

Railroads
Prosperity
Passenger
Passenger

Are Currently Enjoying The Greatest
In Their History Despite Inroads By
Cars, Buses And Planes On Their
Traffic.

This system has developed to its present peak
not despite regulation but largely because of it.
This regulation is not obsolete, archaic regulation developed for a bygone monopolistic era.
Year after year the Congress has brought it up
to date — kept it dynamic — to meet changing
competitive conditions in transportation.
Proof? Since its original enactment, this regulation has undergone more than 150 Congressional alterations and 2 complete overhauls.

Motor Transport Has Expanded Its Service To
Agriculture, Commerce, Industry And Consumers
Steadily Year After Year.

So, you see — present regulation of our transportation agencies is of the most pertinent upto-date kind, keyed to present-day conditions and
dedicated to serve the best interests of shippers
and you alike!

Business On The Waterways Is Booming. In The
Past 10 Years, Waterways Have Increased Their
Share Of The Nation's Total Freight Load.
Air Carriers Are Flying More Passengers And
More Freight Than In Any Previous Year And
The Future Continues To Look Most Promising.

Pipelines Have Been Increasing Their Facilities
As A Result Of A Steady Growth In Patronage
Over The Years. They Are Enjoying Good Business.

Despite Widespread Use Of Passenger Cars,
Buses Are A Dominant Form Of Personal Transportation, Offering Essential Service To Millions
Of People Annually.

AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS, INC.,
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
If You've
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Got If ... A Truck Brought

It!
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RENICK REPORTS FROM AFRICA
RALPH RENICK, news director of WTVJ (TV)
Miami, has returned from a 10-day tour of
North Africa and Europe. He visited Lyautey,
French Morocco, and later in Paris secured a
sound film interview with CBS correspondent
Blair Clark on the Moroccan situation and what
the French cabinet plans to do to quell the
disturbance. Mr. Renick traveled 17,500 miles
and shot newsfilm in Morocco, Tangier, Madrid,
Barcelona, London, Paris, Naples and Rome.
KIDS' DENTAL PROGRAM
A DENTAL hygiene program for children, The
3-G Club, has been started by WBKB (TV)
Chicago. Patterned after the station's awardwinning Tv Dental Clinic, the program is conducted by Dr. Mort Niemark and features
puppets to emphasize good and bad dental
habits. Children also are entertained with participation games and educated with talks by
guest dentists. Title of the show refers to "good
teeth, isgood
health with
and the
goodcooperation
habits" andof the
series
presented
the
Chicago Dental Society.
WTVT (TV) ADVERTISING PAYS OFF
UPLIFT in off-season business at the Old Fort
Restaurant in Tampa, Fla., is directly attributed
by the establishment to advertising on WTVT
(TV) there. Late evening participations on the
station's Saturday feature film program, Two
on the Aisle, have "built a normally slow season
into one that compares favorably with peak
winter business," according to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Gregory, owners. Mr. Gregory expresses "amazement" at the number of people
who don't ask for a menu but just say, "Give
us the steak dinner we saw on WTVT."

Howard

E. Stark

. N. *•
NEW YORK 22

BUSINESS DOWN IN THE MOUTH?
advertise
down south
Not since Napoleonhas there been a
better Louisiana
Purchase than
Radio KTLD
in Tallulah
KTLD
TALLULAH, LA.
Si Willing, Gen. Mgr.
INDIE SALES INC.
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Double

Duty

TELEVISION served a dual role in
Greenville, S. C, when Texize Chemicals
Inc. (household products) held its annual
sales meeting in Greenville. Texize unveiled its advertising plans for the next
year via WFBC-TV Greenville, with
salesmen and public alike getting a preview of the campaign. Henderson Adv.
Agency, handling the Texize account,
joined in the project. Texize spot announcements were telecast along with a
demonstration of the way commercials
are produced. Dramatizing the slogan
"Texize Is the Maid in the Bottle," B. T.
(Bevo) Whitmire, WFBC-TV manager,
presented a maid bursting through a
paper bottle.
photographers and newsreel cameramen were
also at the scene. WNBQ claims it obtained the
only films of the gunman at the North Avenue
Police Station.
CBC 20-HOUR TELECAST
A TWENTY-HOUR telecast was conducted
last Tuesday by CBLT (TV) Toronto and the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. tv network in
connection with the Lake Ontario swimming
race at Toronto. The swim across Lake Ontario, from the south shore to the north shore,
during the Canadian National Exhibition in
Toronto, started at 1 a.m. and ended during the
evening of the same day, at the exhibition
waterfront. CBLT crews were aboard a Royal
Canadian Navy vessel which traveled with the
swimmers across the lake. The mobile tv transmitter's signal from the ship was picked up
on the CBLT tower in downtown Toronto,
following tests which showed this could be
done across the lake. A second tv mobile transmitter was located at the finish point to relay
the outcome to the CBLT tower.

NIGHTTIME'S GOOD, TOO
AGENCIES and clients were sent a promotion
piece by WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich., stressing
that there's little difference in the station's nighttime and daytime audience, based on a March
1955 Pulse survey of the city's area (six counties). The survey shows a 21.9 morning rating
compared to a 21.1 nighttime mark. The station
says, "We knew we were right — buy WKZO
radio at night."
KXYZ COVERS CEREMONY
GROUND-BREAKING ceremonies for the
Monorail Inc. transit system in Houston, Tex.,
was covered by KXYZ there. Fred Nahas, station executive vice president and commentator on Tomorrow's History program, was m.c.
of the event and devoted part of his program
to an editorial on the system, citing the vision
of persons associated with it. KXYZ had its
mobile unit on hand for the ground-breaking
and the entire proceedings were recorded for
later broadcast.

EXPERTS SUB FOR MURRAY COX
WFAA Dallas, Tex., has scheduled some of
Texas' leading agricultural experts to substitute
on the Murray Cox, RFD program while Mr.
Cox is recuperating from an operation. Norvell
Slater, WFAA announcer who is taking Mr.
Cox' place on another program, interviews each
of the experts on the day he is to handle the
show.

NBC

■

CHICAGO

COVERS

CAPTURE

NBC Chicago claims "one of the biggest radio
news beats in local history" in its coverage of
the police battle with an accused police-slayer.
John Chancellor, mobile unit reporter, accompanied officers on a stakeout of the suspect and
recorded action with a tape-recorder as they
moved in on his hideaway around 9 p.m. and
captured him 12 minutes later. First bulletins
were relayed to NBC stations WMAQ-WNBQ
(TV) within minutes, NBC reports. The tape
was used on the Night Desk program at 10
p.m. Mr. Chancellor also taped an interview
with the gunman at Bridewell Hospital and it
was aired on an 11 p.m. news show. NBC

WSAI-FM AIRS COUNCIL MEETS
WSAI-FM Cincinnati this year will broadcast
the complete proceedings of the Cincinnati
City Council
direct
the council's
chambers. WSAI for
the from
third year
will present
an
edited version of the meetings, This Week in
Council.
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$53,752,000 IS A LOT OF
HAMMERING!
THE MARKET
Pennsylvania Anthracite Region
Retail Sales— $885,484,000
Building Supplies — $53,752,000
THE BUILDERS—
WHWL
and WISL
Complete Coverage of 9 Counties
Cost — 60 Cents per 1000 Families
NAIL DOWN THIS RICH
MARKET!
1954 Consumer Markets — SRDS
WISL
See FORJOE & CO.
WHWL
1 KW— Shamokin. Pa. 1 KW— Nanticoke,
Pa.
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DON COURTNAY, newsman and chief announcer of KIRO Seattle, has completed a high
speed jet flight with a Navy pilot in which he
radioed his impressions over the plane's transmitter to a tape recorder set up in a control
tower. Shortly before his plane hop, Mr. Courtnay
the "Over
persons
who joined
have traveled
on 100
waterClub"
fasterofthan
100

HUSBAND, WIFE AND SON
INFORMAL morning program on WLAM
Lewiston-Auburn, Me., is Coffee Time, a daily
40-minute show featuring husband-and-wife
team George and Sonia Forgue Ouellette. A
new star also has been added to the program
— one-year-old son Danny. Coffee Time features social notes, cooking hints, do-it-yourself
tips, guest interviews with local club and summer theatre personalities and a daily birth report from two local hospitals.
MERCHANTS TAKE OVER KDB
TO EMPHASIZE the change in its format to
music and news, KDB Santa Barbara, Calif.,
staged a "For Merchants" day. Thirty-five local
merchants
each took a half-hour shift on the
control board from 7:30 a.m. to 1 a.m. Under
the supervision of the staff the retailers spun
records, read commercials and handled newscasts. Numerous telephone contests were held
and KDB reports the merchants were both surprised and pleased by the flood of phone calls
which came in. Although no direct pitch was
made to the retailers, the station reports they
were so impressed by the vitality of local radio
that several increased their KDB schedules
and three advertisers new to radio were signed.

Prize That Refreshes
A COCA-COLA Bottling Co. secretary
won $250 for herself and a free 13-week
advertising schedule on WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C, for Coca-Cola by guessing closest to the time that the 500,000th
tv set would be sold in WBTV's coverage
area. Kenneth I. Tredwell Jr., vice president of WBTV licensee Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co., who is announcing
the result today (Monday), said the
month-long promotion on behalf of the
set-count contest was a "tremendous success" with several thousan entries from
agencies and advertisers dthrough
out the
U. S.
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TV

miles per hour. Mr. Courtnay's boat feat was
accomplished in the Slo-Mo-Shun IV hydroplane, piloted by its owner Stanley Sayres. Mr.
Courtnay also made a tape recording of that
trip and it was aired on the Sunday Desk program over Columbia Pacific Radio Network.
THREE MARKETS IN OKLAHOMA
KTEN (TV) Ada, Okla., has distributed to
agencies and advertisers a brochure headed,
"Did You Know Oklahoma Is a Three Market
Buy?" The station explains that following
Oklahoma City and Tulsa, Ada is the third
largest market in the state and says that neither
Oklahoma City nor Tulsa can provide service
into Ada. Maps are included showing how
KTEN covers southeastern Oklahoma. Included
in the four-page promotion piece are figures
on rates, tv homes, cost per tv home and costper-thousand tv homes, comparing KTEN to
other outlets. The station also emphasizes its
local service to viewers.
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Here is the most recent development in TV lighting control
— ideal for new or expanding stations.
The Rust Studio Lighting Control Panel is a compact,
versatile unit, which furnishes five pre-set combinations of 40 fighting
circuits from one or more control points.
Five pre-set control positions each accommodate from 1 to 40
circuits. Five master control switches on fighting panel may be paralleled
with as many other remotely located control units as desired with a
small eleven-conductor cable.
Low-voltage control circuits are completely isolated from
power circuits. The unit may be
flush mounted in studio or controlroom wall, requiring a minimum of
valuable space and costly highcurrent wiring.
SPECIFICATIONS
Forty 20 ampere, 120 volt circuits normally supplied
for 120/208 volt, four-wire distribution system. Five
pre-set selections plus one local control. Remote
control switching unit. Outside dimensions, main
unit: 38X" high, 28J4" wide, 4*A" deep. Shipping
weight: 260 lbs.

♦F.O.B. Manchester, N. H.
complete with one remote
control unit.

the

(t-usE-) industrial

company,
inc.
130 SILVER STREET MANCHESTER, N.H.
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FARMER'S DAUGHTERS AND WIVES
WRCA-AM-TV New York is conducting a
contest to find the "favorite farmer's daughter"
and "favorite farmer's wife" in the stations'
coverage area. Under the direction of the farm
and garden editor, Phil Alampi, the contest will
be based on looks, personality and background
activities.
'GARY LESTERS SHOW
WVNJ Newark, N. J., will air the Gary Lesters
Show, starting Sept. 19. Music will be the keynote with personalities from the musical world
making frequent visits on the show. The program each day will build different features
around the mysical portion.
CKLC

SPONSORS

SWIMMER

CKLC Kingston, Ont., sponsored a 23-mile
swim across Lake Ontario Aug. 27 by Jim Edmunds, 51-year-old Kingston Penitentiary physical training instructor. Mr. Edmunds had to
be taken out of the cold water within five miles
of his goal in Toronto when a squall halted the
swim and capsized two press boats following
him and another swimmer. Mr. Edmunds had
been in the water 17 hours.
DODY

SINCLAIR

TO EUROPE

J. S. (DODY) SINCLAIR, public relations director and special assistant to the vice president
of WJAR-TV Providence, R. I., has left on a
trip to Europe where he will visit Germany,
Austria and Yugoslavia. He will visit broadcasting installations in Germany and also will
take film footage for use on the station.
'CHALLENGE'
KING-TV Seattle, Wash., reports excellent response to two half-hour film programs, "How
to Immunize Against Prejudice" and "Rumor,"
in the Challenge series co-produced by Columbia U.'s Center for Mass Communications and

T■
rSimilar to the Type 1040 Slotted-ring Antenna, but with
pattern shaping members connected to alternate active
rings, the Type 1030 provides a
controlled pattern adjustable
to service
requirements.
tern and antenna
shown arePat-of
WEAT-TV, Channel 12, West
Palm Beach, Florida. Easy
installation is an important
advantage of the type 1030
Antenna. This lightweight, yet
sturdy, antenna can be easily
and conveniently mounted on
supporting
mast after mast
has been erected.
Ask for Bulletin B 10-55

the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.
The films are based on social and human relations themes and currently about 30 stations
are using them. The programs present the pros
and cons of various issues on films followed by
a 15- to 20-minute live local expert panel participation and concluded with a 45-second film
summation. During the panel portion of the
show, the film's theme is discussed as it applies
to the local community. At present there are
seven Challenge films available to stations from
the Columbia center.
KTAC CONTEST
IN HONOR of its 14th anniversary, KTAC
Tacoma, Wash., staged a contest on personality
Dick Weeks' Personal Choice program asking
listeners to write letters on why they listen to
the station. The winner was Shirley McGinnis,
an Oregon State College student and a Washington forest lookout who wrote she was an
"incurable lover of all types of music" and
found KTAC kept her entertained during the
long hours in the forest.
RADIO GETS TOGETHER
COMBINED back-to-school promotion was
staged last fortnight by five Philadelphia radio
stations, WFIL, WIP, WPEN, KYW and
WCAU in conjunction with the Strawbridge &
Clothier department store there. Fifteen personalities with their children appeared at two
"Back to School Fashion Previews" shows in the
store's auditorium. The children modeled the
clothing. Advance publicity was provided by
on-the-air announcements on the five stations
with each mentioning personalities from the
others would appear. The promotion was
planned by the advertising and promotion directors of the stations to show the drawing power
of local radio as a sales tool for department
stores. The directors were Joe Zimmermann,
WFIL; Paul Martin, WIP; Sam Elber, WPEN;
Bob Fillmore, KYW, and Fred Birnbaum,
WCAU.

Tuning 'Em In While They Ride
A PROMOTION campaign aimed toward
advertising in 43 papers is being used, and
motorists and homes is being carried out by will continue after the station goes on the
WGTO Haines City, Fla., which goes on the air.
air Sept. 9.
WGTO is owned and operated by KWK
Highway travel in Florida is heavy the Inc., St. Louis, which has sent Ray E. Dady,
year round and booms with an increase of vice president and station director, to man1,700,000 out of state cars during the winter
age the new Florida project during the
tourist season. To attract this audience,
"orientation" period. Sales direction will be
WGTO has erected twenty 50 by 15 ft. bill- under V. E. Carmichael, vice president in

ANTENNA SYSTEMS -COMPONENTS
AIR NAVIGATION AIDS - INSTRUMENTS
0Sk
^^KW'
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board signs on important highways over central Florida. The signs urge motorists to
"ride with a smile at the top of your dial,
WGTO,
kc, 26
10 kw."
alert newspaper
the home
audience 540
in the
countyTo area,

charge of sales for KWK; J. E. Henderson,
radio sales manager, and William Knight,
southern regional sales managei. Henry
Quednau Inc., Tampa, is the advertising
agency.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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Tv Stations . . .

ALLIED'S

APPLICATIONS
Hot Springs, Ark. — Video Independent Theatres Inc., vhf ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP .061 kw
visual, .030 kw aural; ant. height above average terrain 662.1 ft., above ground 110 ft. Estimated construction cost $37,822, first year operating cost $100,000, revenue $100,000. Post
office address P. O. Box 1334, Oklahoma City,
Okla. Studio and trans, location Hot Springs.
Geographic
coordinates
34° 30' ACL
20" N.Prod.,
Lat., ant.
93°
04'
24" W. Long.
Transmitter
Prodelin.
Legal
counsel
Spearman
&
Roberson, Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer
Guy C. Hutcheson, Arlington, Tex. Applicant
owns
KWTV
Okla., 12'V2%
has filedof for
new (TV)
vhfs inOklahoma
Clovis, N.City,
M.,
and Santa Fe, N. M. C. B. Akers, principal in
Video
Independent
Theatres,
is
asst-sec,
dir.,
general manager and approx. 2% owner of
KVOO-TV Tulsa, Okla., and is 5.267% owner
JOE HEROLD (I), general manager of
KGLC Miami, Okla. Filed Sept. 6.
Clovis, N. M. — Video Independent Theatres
KBTV (TV) Denver, hands Alfred R. BeckInc., vhf ch. 12 (204-210 mc); ERP .185 kw
man, ABC -TV director of station relations,
visual,age .0925
aural;
height
above160aver-ft.
terrain kw184.5
ft., ant.
above
ground
the first 10 shares of uranium stock in a
Estimated construction cost $38,822, first year
operating cost $100,000, revenue $100,000. Post
promotion campaign to point up two big
office address P. O. Box 1334, Oklahoma City,
Okla. Studio and trans, location Clovis. Geobooms in Colorado— uranium and "KBTV's
graphicLong.
coordinatesTrans.
34° 24'ACL
38" Products,
N. Lat., 103°
12' 13" W.
ant.
fall program schedule." Mr. Herold is
Prodelin.
Legal
counsel
Spearman
& Roberhanding out 25,000 shares of Liberty Oil
son, Washington, D. C. Consulting Engineer
Guy
C. Hutcheson, Arlington, Tex. See Hot Springs,
& Uranium Co. stock to leading timebuyabove. Filed Sept. 1.
ers, station representatives and others.
Santa Fe, N. M. — Video Independent Theatres Inc., vhf ch. 2 (54-60 mc); ERP .178 kw
visual, .089 kw aural; ant. height above average
terrain 208 ft., above ground 370 ft. Estimated
construction cost $40,322, first year operating
cost $100,000,
revenue
Post City,
officeOkla.
adWTWO (TV) ANNIVERSARY
dress P. O. Box
1334,$100,000.
Oklahoma
VIEWER CONTEST is being featured in the Studio and trans, location Santa Fe. Geographic coordinates 35° 41' 13" N. Lat., 105°
celebration of WTWO (TV) Bangor, Me., of its 58' 08" W.
Long. Trans. ACL Products, ant.
Legal counsel Spearman & Roberfirst anniversary Sept. 18 through Oct. 1. The Prodelin.
son, Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer
ch. 2 station is giving away 222 prizes for the Guy C. Hutcheson, Arlington, Tex. See Hot
Springs, above. Filed Sept. 6.
best entries stating "My favorite WTWO proMinot, N. D. — Meyer Bcstg. Co., vhf ch. 10 (192198 mc); ERP 29.5 kw visual, 14.75 kw aural; ant.
gram is
because . . ." Contest
height above average terrain 84.5 ft., above
blanks are contained in the station's monthly
ground 130 ft. Estimated construction cost
tabloid newssheet, obtainable from local mer$122,000, first year operating cost $65,000, revenue
$60,000.
address
200 >/2
FourthTrans,
St.,
chants. There is also a prize for the merchant
Bismarck,Post
N. D.office
Studio
location
Minot.
from whose store the blank was picked up, a location near Minot. Geographic coordinates 48°
$2,222 advertising campaign on the outlet. Mont,
14' 50" ant.
N. Lat.,
16" W. Long.
DuRCA. 101°
Legal20' counsel
Hogan Trans.
& Hartson,
WTWO is also celebrating the start of its pri- Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer Page,
Creutz, Garrison & Waldschmidt, Washington,
mary affiliation with CBS-TV.
D.
C. Applicant
is licensee
of KFYR-AM-TV
Bismarck.
Filed Sept.
7.
Youngstown, Ohio — Community Telecasting
Co., uhf ch. 73 (824-830 mc); ERP 17.9 kw
CKOC HOSTS 1,000
visual, 10.72 kw aural; ant. height above average terrain 316.9 ft., above ground 335 ft. EstiCKOC Hamilton, Ont., Sept. 6 chartered a
mated construction cost $72,500, first year operating cost $100,000, revenue $100,000. Post
passenger steamer, S.S. Lady Hamilton, to take
office
address
O. Box 150, Farrell, Pa.
advertising executives, sponsors and the trade Studio location P.Youngstown.
Trans, location
press across Lake Ontario to follow the prog- Poland Rd., near Youngstown. Geographic coordinates 41° 02'
57" N. Lat.,
36' 58"Legal
W.
ress of the swimming race from Niagara-on-theLong. Trans.
Continental,
ant. 80°
Gabriel.
Lake to the Canadian National Exhibition
counsel Carl L. Shipley, Washington, D. C.
engineer applicant. Principals are:
waterfront at Toronto, a distance of 30 miles. Consulting
Sanford A. Schafitz (50%), sole owner WFAR
Farrell, Pa., and applicant for new am in
About 1,000 guests of CKOC saw the acrossLorain, Ohio, and Guy W. Gully (50%), directhe-lake swim from the boat.
tor, First Natl. Bank of Greenville, Pa., and
partner. The S. J. Gully Bank, Farrell. Filed
Sept. 1.
WSOC COVERS GOLF TOURNEY
APPLICATION AMENDED
WSOC-AM-FM Charlotte, N. C, provided
Orlando, Fla.- — Amends application seeking
new tv to specify ant. height above average
complete coverage of the 55th Women's Amateur Championship Golf Tournament, U. S. terrain of 225.13 ft. and make minor equipment
Golf Assn. event played this year at the changes. Filed Sept. 1.
Myers Park Country Club in that city. The
Existing Tv Stations . . .
stations aired exclusive coverage for the Piedmont Carolinas area, making 33 live broadACTIONS BY FCC
casts direct from the scene, they report.
WBCK-TV Battle Creek, Mich.— Deleted (ch.
58) by letterSept.
of Sept.
Announced
7. 2 at request of attorney.
SHAKESPEARE IN CANADA
WTVM
(TV) Muskegon, Mich.— Deleted (ch.
35) by letterSept.
of Sept.
Announced
7. 2 at request of attorney.
EXTRACTS from film versions of Shakespearean plays will be aired in half-hour proPETITION
grams on the Trans-Canada radio network for
four weeks starting Sept. 10. The series will
WOBS-TV Jacksonville, Fla. — Files supplement
have portions of music and dialogue from Sir to petition seeking partial de-intermixture.
Wishes further amending of sec. 3.606 so as to
allocate ch. 8 to city of Brunswick, Ga. Previous
Laurence Olivier's production of "Henry V"
and "Hamlet," MGM's "Julius Caesar" and the petition filed July 29. Announced Sept. 2.
Italian-Anglo production of "Romeo and
APPLICATIONS
Juliet." Frank Herbert, CBC commentator, will
do the narration.
WMFD-TV Wilmington, Del. — Seeks mod. of
Telecasting
Broadcasting

World's Largest Stocks:
Everything in Electronic Supplies
for TV & Radio Broadcast Stations
Simplify
and speed
station electronic
suppliesyourandpurchasing
equipment. of Send
your orders to us at allied — the reliable
one-supply-source for all your electronic
needs. Look to us for fast, expert shipment
from the world's largest stocks of specialpurpose electron tubes, test instruments,
high fidelity audio equipment, recorders and
supplies,
accessories
select fromelectronic
complete parts
lines and
of quality
appa-—
ratus. Our expert Broadcast supply service
saves you time, effort and money. Send for
our
completesupply
1956 guide
Catalogfortoday.
It's the
invaluable
your station.
FREE copies for members of your staff are
available on request.
We Specialize in
TUBE SUPPLY
for Broadcast use
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
on all types

one complete
dependable source for
Everything in Electronics
ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.
Phone: HAymarket 1-6800

from stock"

MADISON AT 52ND
Barberry Room
Where the celebrities
go after theatre
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FOR THE RECORD
Station

Authorizations,

Applications

(As Compiled by B • T)
September 1 through September 7
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
Cp — construction permit. DA — directional an- night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
trans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
tenna. ERP— effective radiated power, vhf —
very high frequency, uhf— ultra high frequency,
kilocycles. SSA — special service authorization.
ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw kiloSTA — special temporary authorization.
wat s, w— watts, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
FCC Commercial Station Authorizations

Tv Summary Through Sept. 7
Television Station Grants and Applications
Since April 14, 1952
Grants Since July 11, 7952:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
291
312 6031
Noncom. Educational
17
18
353
Total Operating Stations in U. S.:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial on air
322
103 425
Noncom. Educ. on air
11
3
14
Applications Filed Since April 14, 7952:
New Amend. Vhf Uhf Total
Commercial
949
337
750 535 1,2863
Noncom. Educ.
60
32
28 60*

As of July 31, Am1955 * Fm
Tv
140
52513
Licensed (all on air)
2,724
24
123
Cps on air
125
Cps not on air
53817
t321
Total on air
2,748
461
Total authorized
584
162
2,873
5553
149
Applications in hearing
4
New station requests
91
109
0
New station bids in hearing 201
17
5
33
Facilities change requests 134
101
Total applications pending . 7030
235
3
0
Licenses deleted in July
1
1
0
Cps deleted in July
* Does not Include noncommercial educational
fm and tv stations.
t Authorized to operate commercially, but station may not yet be on air.
Am and Fm Summary Through ingSept. 7
ing
Appls.
In
On
Air
Licensed Cps
PendHearAm
217
153
2,738
2,755
8
0
526
Fm
538
94
33

Total
1,009
337
782 563 1,346s
12 One
154 Cps
(30
vhf,
124
uhf)
have
been
educational uhf has been deleted.deleted.
3 One applicant did not specify channel.
4 Includes 35 already granted.
5 Includes 645 already granted.
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $36,000.
Mr. Daly is former owner WTRB Ripley, Tenn.
Filed Sept. 6.
Hills, office
Calif. —address
A. A. Crawford,
1190 Dr.,
kc,
1 Beverly
kw D. Post
456 N. Rodeo
Beverly Hills. Estimated construction cost $11,500, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue
$40,000. Mr. Crawford owns KCBH (FM) Beverly
Hills, Calif. Filed Sept. 6.
Gresham, Ore. — Gresham Bcstg. Co., 1230 kc,
250 w unl. Post office address P. O. Box 191,
Gresham, Ore. Estimated construction cost $16,025, first
year operating
cost $48,000,
revenue (45%),
$55,000.
Principals
are: Thomas
B. Purcell
100% owner weeklies in Gresham and Sandy,
Ore.; Herbert H. Hughes (20%), physician and
president Gresham State Bank; Sylvester B. Hall
(20%), farmer, and Guy E. Mathews (15%),
realtor. Filed Sept. 1.
Orem, Utah — Willis Franklin Johnson d/b as
Valley Bcstg. Co., 1050 kc, 250 w D. Post office
address 710 North 380 West, Provo, Utah. Estimated construction cost $13,610, first year operating cost $31,500, revenue $36,000. Mr. Johnson is
school teacher with interest in KNAK Salt Lake
City, Utah. If present application is granted
KNAK interest will be sold, Mr. Johnson notified
FCC. Filed Sept. 7.
— Oldoffice
Dominion
1420
kc,Warrenton,
5 kw D. Va.Post
addressBcstg.
Mr. Co.,
& Mrs.
Oliver M. Presbrey, Warrenton. Estimated con-

cp to change ERP to 27.2 kw visual, 16.3 kw
aural and change type ant. Filed Sept. 7.
WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N. Y.— Seeks mod.
of license to change main studio location to 1400
Balltown Rd., Niskayuna, N. Y., and request
waiver sec. 3.613 of FCC rules. Filed Sept. 7.
WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio — Seeks mod. of cp to
change ERP to 213 kw visual, 107 kw aural. Ant.
height above average terrain 370 ft. Filed Sept. 7.
KTEN (TV) Ada, Okla. — Seeks mod. of cp to
change studio location to State Hwy. 99, 8.5 miles
north of Ada, Okla., same as trans, location and
request waiver of sec. 3.613 of FCC rules. Filed
Sept. 7.
New

Am

Stations . . .
ACTION BY FCC

Douglas, Ariz. — Cochise Bcstg. Co. application
for cp to operate on 1390 kc, 1 kw D. 500 w N unl.
dismissed at request of applicant. Dismissed
Sept. 6.
APPLICATIONS
Trumann, Ark.— Earl W. Daly, 1580 kc, 250 w
D. Post office address 1547 Maplewood, Memphis
8, Tenn. Estimated construction cost $11,015,

ALLEN
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1701 K St., N. W. • Washington 6, D. C, NA. 8-3233
Lincoln Building • New York 17, N. Y., MU. 7-4242
111 West Monroe
•
Chicago 90, Illinois RA 6-3688
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struction cost $33,100, first year operating cost
$38,500, revenue $48,500. Principals are: Martha
Rountree Presbrey (50%), 100% owner Rountree-Presbrey (radio-tv) Prod, and 50% of Flag
magazine, and Oliver M. Presbrey (50%), pres.treas. Rountree-Presbrey Prod, and 50% owner
Flag. Filed Sept. 1.
APPLICATIONS RESUBMITTED
Toccoa, Ga. — Stephens County Bcstg, Co. resubmits application for cp to operate on 1590 kc,
1 kw D. Resubmitted Sept. 7.
Eminence,
resubmits
application forKy.
cp —forJ. W.
new Dunavent
am to operate
on 1600
kc, 500 w D. Resubmitted Sept. 1.
Henderson, Tex. — Wes Dean & Co. resubmits
application
Filed
Sept. 6.for cp to operate on 1470 kc, 500 w D.
APPLICATION AMENDED
Merced, plicationCalif.
Gamble
amends
for cp —toJoseph
operateE. on
1580 kc,
500 w ap-D
to specify changed trans, location. Amended
Sept. 6.
Existing Am Stations . . .
APPLICATIONS
WSWN Belle Glade, Fla.— Seeks cp to make
change in ant. (increase height). Filed Sept. 6.
WMRY New Orleans, La. — Seeks cp to increase
power
w to6. 1 kw and change trans,
location.from
Filed500Sept.
WKAR East Lansing, Mich. — Seeks cp to increase power from 5 kw to 10 kw. Filed Sept. 6.
WGRD Grand Rapids, Mich. — Seeks mod. of license to change hours from D to specified hours
to increase
Filed
Sept. 6. early morning broadcasting time.
WNBZ Saranac Lake, N. Y. — Seeks cp to change
from 1450 kc to 1240 kc. Filed Sept. 6.
WGY Schenectady, N. Y.— Seeks mod. of license to change studio location from 1 River Rd.,
Schenectady,
to 1400
N. Y. Filed Sept.
1. Balltown Rd., Nishkayuna,
WCOG Greensboro, N. C. — Seeks cp to increase
D power from 1 kw to 5 kw and make DA system
changes. Filed Sept. 6.
WSYD Mt. Airy, N. C— Resubmits application
seekingationmod.
change
oper-D
from D ofto cp
unl.forusing
1 kwin Nhours
and of5 kw
and install DA-N. Resubmitted Sept. 1.
Baytown,Filed
Tex. Sept.
— Seeks1. cp to make change
in KREL
DA pattern.
WSYB Rutland, Vt.— Seeks cp to increase D
power from 1 kw to 5 kw. Filed Sept. 6.
APPLICATION AMENDED
KWJJ Portland, Ore. — Amends application for
cp to make changes in DA-N pattern to specify
changes in DA-N system. Amended Sept. 6.
New

Fm

Stations . . .
APPLICATION

Dover, Del. — Delaware State Capital Bcstg.
Corp., 94.7 mc, 8.55 kw unl. Post office address
WDOV Danny Road, Dover, Del. Estimated construction cost $5,750, first year operating cost $6,000, revenue
Applicant
Dover,
Del. $8,000.
Filed Sept.
1. is licensee of WDOV
APPLICATION
WGFM to (FM)
Schenectady,
Y.— Seeks
mod.Rd.,of
license
change
studio siteN. from
1 River
Schenectady,
to
1400
Balltown
Rd.,
Niskayuna,
N. Y. Filed Sept. 7.
Ownership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KLOK San Jose, Calif. — Granted assignment of
license to E. L. Barker. Mr. Barker controls 40%
as general partner, 20% as limited partner and
has been willed remaining 40% by Mrs. Barker,
deceased. No consideration involved. Granted
Aug. 31; announced Sept. 7.
WBYS-AM-FM Canton, 111.— Granted involuntary transfer of control of 50.5% interest of
Harold R. Winsor, deceased, to executrix, Mrs.
Winsor. Granted Aug. 31; announced Sept. 7.
KROS Clinton, Iowa — Granted involuntary
transfer of control to Helen S. Jaeobsen, Maenard
W. and Bernard M. Jaeobsen as executors of
estate of late William S. Jaeobsen, 67.1% owner of
station. Granted Aug. 29; announced Sept. 7.
KTOK Oklahoma City, Okla. — Granted sale of
33.3% interest of Gene L. Cagle to corporation for
$37,500, leaving Wendell Mayes and C. C. Woodson
as equal partners in station. Mr. Cagle will devote his time to duties of Texas State Network.
Granted Aug. 31; announced Sept. 7.
WIRJ Humboldt, Tenn. — Granted transfer of
(Continued on page 124)
Broadcasting
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PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Soles St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

CARDS

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

Frank H. Mcintosh & Assocs.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE *

WELDON & CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Dallas, Texas
1001 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Member AFCCE*

PAGE, CREUTZ,
GARRISON & WALDSCHMITT
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
710 14th St., N. W. Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 3-8073
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE *

KUdcKI L. HAfVlfVicTT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Adams 4-6393

IF YOU
DESIRE TO JOIN
THESE ENGINEERS
in Professional Directory
advertising contact
Broadcasting • Telecasting
1735 DeSales St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

V

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE *

GUY

P. O. Box 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Executive 3-1230
Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE*

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

C. HUTCHESON

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-6113
Denver 22, Colorado

s ERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
MOBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
SERVICE FOR FM & TV
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Broadcasting

D

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV, Electronics engineering home study and residence
courses. Write For Free Catalog, specify
course.

• Telecasting

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE *

* Member AFCCE

IRECTORY

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 75,956* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
* 1953 ARB Projected Readership Survey

TO ADVERTISE IN THE
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Contact
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
1735 DESALES ST., N.W., WASH. 6, D. C.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline:
Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20$ per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25tf per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30$ per word — $i.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
separately,
please).expressly
All transcriptions,
etc., sent
to box numbers
at owner's
risk. Broadcasting • Telecasting
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
for are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Managerial
General manager for metropolitan independent
operation with successful record as sales manager. Unusual opportunity. Box 609C, B-T.
General manager for negro programmed metropolitan station. Must have previous experience
and be good salesman. Fine opportunity. Box
610C, B-T.
Excellent opportunity for an experienced radio
station manager,
watton station
in smooth
uppermidwest.
Must be 1000
strong
sales and
organization. Good national contacts desirable.
Box 754C, B-T.
Assistant sales manager: Must have successful
background nouncing.
in Salary
competitive
market. California.
Some anand commission.
Send photo and resume. Box 771C, B-T.
Experienced commercial manager, good salary
and working conditions. Personal interview
necessary.
Contact Hal Vester, WFTC, Kinston, North Carolina.
Salesman
Local account salesman with announcing experience. Salary plus commission. Good market.
ABC station. Box 691C, B-T.
Salesman-program director for 1 kw daytime
station in Tennessee. Good salary and commission
for qualified man. Box 736C, B-T.
WEAW-AM-FM, Chicago suburb station needs
aggressive young salesman with some successful
experience in smaller market. All details, including earnings, first letter. WEAW, Evanston,
Illinois.
Salesman: Good draw guaranteed initially.
Straight commission earning after three months.
Protected account list. Kilowatt independent
in single station city of 25,000 with top farm
market. Apply to Dave Taylor, WFRL, Freeport, Illinois for personal interview.
Experienced radio time salesman, willing to work
hard. Good market, $35,000,000 retail sales in
immediate area. $200,000,000 in station coverage
. . . a real opportunity to advance to sales
manager in a three station network. Call or
write Manager, Radio Station WJMS, Ironwood, Michigan.

LOOKING

FOR

AN

EXECUTIVE & STAFF LEVELS
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
It's simple prudence to utilize a
skilled personnel specialist when seeking a new position.
This is a specialized professional
service that taps wide resources,
headed by a man of long experience
in TV-Eadio . . . Howard S. Frazier.
BROADCASTERS
708 Bond Bldg.

EXECUTIVE

North Georgia daytime indie has better than average offer for creditable
mature staff
man who can "airsell"
Ideal and
familydo town.
Send newscasts.
full details,Permanent.
tape and
picture. Box 643C, B-T.
Wanted: Good announcer, strong on commercials
and news by good lkw South Carolina station.
Permanent job. Salary $75 weekly to start for
45 hours. Send photo, references, resume and
tape which will be returned. Box 644C, B-T.
Wanted: Fresh, friendly, female voice for metropolitan station. Must be versatile, experienced,
good looking. Unparalleled opportunity for girl
who can qualify. State qualifications, experience.
Send tape and photo. Box 709C, B-T.
Wanted: Announcer for small market network
station. Pay above average for above average
announcer. Want man who can do morning show
with cheerful, breezy style. No hillbilly. Send
tape and letter telhng entire background. References will be checked. Box 748C, B-T.
Sportscaster — newsman. Successful 1000 watt station strong on news and sports, desires a good
play-by-play soortscaster. News background
desirable. Box 755C, B-T.
Actor — stage, tv, or network radio acting (soap,
drama) wanted for personality DJ — news. Ohio,
single. Box 765C, B-T.
Announcer-operator — Immediate opening, announcer-control board operator, evening shift.
Good opportunity for young man with training.
Contact
Radio
Station KCOW, Alliance,
Nebraska.
Immediate opening for experienced staff announcer. Contact Clint Formby, KPAN, Hereford, Texas.
Accepting applications for staff announcer. Now
open. Want versatile announcer. Send picture
and tape. KSWO-TV, Channel 7, Lawton, Oklahoma.
Have opening for experienced staff announcer.
Good salary, top benefits. Prefer man from
Kansas or adjacent states. Send audition and
full details with picture to Jerry Fahrebruch,
Chief Announcer,
Radio Station KVGB, Great
Bend,
Kans
as.
Early morning man wanted by network station
in heart of hunting and fishing land. $60 weekly
for 40 hours; time and a half for over-time.
Commission and car allowance if can sell personality show. Prefer young man with minimum
of dependents. Send references in first letter.
Chance for advancement to program director or
sales manager. Do not send disc or other returnable material. Write or call William T. Kemp,
KVWO, derful
BoxWyoming.
926, Phone 2-6433, Cheyenne, Won-

OPPORTUNITY?
WE ARE ALWAYS
WELL

SEEKING

QUALIFIED PLACEMENT CLIENTS OF GOOD

CHARACTER & STAFF POSITIONS WITH TV AND
RADIO STATIONS.
PLACEMENT

SERVICE, INC.
Washington 5, D. C.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Deejay.ence, inPersonality
with byability
to attract
audi-of
large market,
skillful
selection
pop music. Give complete background, salary
expected, when available, and enclose snapshot.
Confidential. WAKR, 853 Copley Road, Akron,
Ohio.
Need two top announcers. One must be able to
sell and service
accounts.
commensurate withsome
your local
ability,
desirePaynetwork
quality.
are WBHB,
not good,Fitzgerald,
don't apply.
Contact PaulIf E.youReid,
Georgia.
Immediate opening experienced announcer, dj,
to whole audience in competitive market, salary
opening. Send salary requirements, tape and
resume
ville, Ala.this week. John Garison, WFUN, HuntsCombo announcer-enginer
with emphasis
announcing. Immediate opening.
Forwardon tape
and full particulars to V. G. Balkum, WGBR,
Goldsboro, N. C.
Wanted . . . announcer-engineer . . . evening
schedule . . . good hours, excellent pay, no
floaters or prima donnas, please . . . Jake Higgins,
Manager, WITY, Danville, 111.
Small town with good pay and good working
conditions needs good announcers. Do not apply
unless you have experience, and like small town
life. Send tape, full details in letter. Immediate
opening. Address reply to Manager, WJNC,
Jacksonville. North Carolina.
DJ personality. Must be experienced, know pop
music — adlib — sell commercials. Top salary for
top man. Rush tape, resume and expected salary
immediately. Bill Montgomery — WMAK Nashville, Tennessee.
Immediate opening, first phone combo-emphasis
on announcing. Write, wire or phone Al Scott,
WNDB, Daytona Beach, Florida.
New station: Applications being accepted for announcing positions in small station in Montana.
Announcing, copywriting experience preferred.
Write Box 31, Sidney, Montana.
Technical
Need
goodfirstcombination
engineer-announcer.
Must have
class ticket and
do a? fairly good
.iob of announcing. Maintenance required. Send
tape, photo and resume which will be returned.
S. C. daytimer. Box 645C, B-T.
Wanted: Young EE graduate with good mathematical ability for position with established Washinvolving for
office, ington
lab andconsulting
field engineering
work. Goodfirm,opportunity
professional advancement. Send resume. Box
711C, B-T.
Chief engineer, double as announcer. Can buy
share. California independent. Send photo and
complete resume. Box 731C, B-T.
Engineer-announcer. 1st phone — good voice.
Kilowatt daytimer — mid-south. All new equipment— excellent working conditions. Immediate. Write-wire. Box 733C, B-T.
Chief engineer for remote control station. Some
announcing ability preferred but engineering is
prime need. Reply Box 763C, B-T.
Wanted: Combo man, 1st phone, early morning
DJ show. Midwest. Send tape. Details. Box
764C, B-T.
Chiefern engineer.
some combo
work.opening.
Mod250 network Doaffiliate.
Immediate
Fine future for right man. State qualifications
and experience. Contact W. E. Whitmore, Jr.,
KGFL, Roswell, New Mexico.
Experienced first phone man who can announce
needed by west Texas kilowatt daytimer for
chief engineer.
abilityBarrett,
primaryKTFY,
requisite. SendTexas.
full Engineering
details to Mike
Brownfield,
Wanted for growing 5 kw fulltime: a capable
engineer who knows both theory and practice,
who is good with his hands as well as his head.
We are looking for a good man who likes creative
construction and thorough maintenance, with a
minimum of supervision. No announcing. Experience desirable but not essential. If you don't
fit
these
specifications, please don't apply. If
you
do,
please
Coatesville, Pa. let us hear from you soon. WCOJ,
First class N.engineer.
$55, 40 hours. WGTC,
Greenville,
C.
Engineer
qualified to operate 50kw Dougherty
1-4181. 6 tower
with
directional. Contact Stan Brown,
Chief Engineer, WINZ, Miami, Fla. MUrray
Wanted: Announcer with first class license. Send
tape. WSHE, Sheboygan, Wisconsin.

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Northeast area — announcer available. Good at
news and commercials, can also handle DJ
shows.
6100 Buchanan Place,
West NewWilliam
York, Karabin,
N. J.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Out of hospital. Experienced announcer needs
Programming-Prod uction, Others
job. Any kind. Hungry. Box 742C, B'T.
Copy and layout. Promotion department for Twenty-nine year old family man with five
combined radio-tv station (located southwest)
years experience all phases radio desires tv
has opening for copywriter with rough layout
connection. Ad lib a specialty. Box 745C, B'T.
experience. Prefer some college with at least one
yeaT's solid experience. Box 753C, B'T.
Staff announcer. Friendly voice, news, DJ specialty. Strong commercials. Can handle control
News and play by play sports man excellent
board. Willing to travel. Single, draft exempt.
opening top thousand watter. Send tape, photo,
Tape,
resume
upon request. Box 751C, B'T.
resume,
salary Carroll,
expected.Iowa.Permanent job — no
floaters. KCIM,
Country DJ-musician. Well experienced. Employed staff. Third. Tv. Want change. Box
News editor wanted by 50,000 watt CBS radio
752C, B-T.
station. Must be experienced reporter, writer
and broadcaster, prefer newspaper background.
program director, newscaster. 12
Send photo, audition, tape and full details of Announcer,
years radio. Restricted ticket. Family man; high
background
in
first
letter
to
KWKH,
Shreveport,
caliber, conscientious worker. Box 757C, B'T.
Louisiana.
Newsman. Experienced in all phases, including
local reporting; authoritative air presentation
on tv and radio. Advise previous experience,
references, salary expected, and attach snapshot.
All replies confidential. WAKR, 853 Copley Road,
Akron, Ohio.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Television or radio — aggressive young account
executive, qualified for general, assistant or sales
manager. Good sales record with present affiliation. Thoroughly experienced in all phases of
radio and tv, ready to step into management.
Nine years experience. Top references. Interested only in solid progressive organization that
can offer real future. Box 730C, B'T.
I can make your small market station pay off.
Honest, promotion minded, family man. Experience al phases radio. Box 743C, B'T.
Managerial position desired with small fulltime
station in small-medium market by experienced
southern broadcaster. Consider making modest
investment. Box 747C, B'T.
Well known broadcaster wishes to relocate with
progressive operation. Top sales, low operating
costs, thorough knowledge of industry — agency
— buying — construction (radio-television), etc.
Record speaks for itself. Confidential. Box
777C, B'T.
General manager with exceptionally strong sales
and programming record available. Thorough
knowledge all phases radio-television. Box
778C, B-T.
Salesmen
Salesman-announcer. Nine years radio. Southwest only. $85 weekly. Box 738C, B'T.
Salesman-Announcer, five years experience. Account executive, commercial manager. Also experience engineering,
other phases.
da, California
or southwest.
Family.Desire
Box Flori744C,
B'T.
Announcers
Announcer with extensive metropolitan experience wishes to relocate. Heavy on DJ, commercials, staff, news. Married, stable, college. Looking for future. Box 619C, B»T.
Announcer:
Veteran,
third ticket,
lege graduate.
Highest married,
radio award.
Trained colall
phases radio and television. Consider any location. Box 661C, B'T.
Young, married, college grad seeks announcing
job. 3 years experience, all phases radio and tv.
Presently with 5 kw, vhf. Box 673C, B'T.
Announcer — strong news — good DJ — sincere,
friendly
commercials — tape, resume, Box 699C,
B»T.
Professionally trained announcer, 15 months experience, desires position in New York State or
New England. Box 705C, B-T.
Announcer six years experience now looking for
larger market in north. Disc jockey, play-byplay sports, special events and staff. Can furnish
references, tape and details on request. Box
726C, B-T.
Sports announcer within radius 150 miles of Minneapolis. Good play-by-play of sports. Also like
DJ work. Contact Box 728C, B'T.
Classical DJ; Professional and academic experience, music. Experience all phases tv, radio;
strong news, commercials. Single, vet., college
degrees. Box 732C, B'T.
Air Force officer, available October 28th, married, 24, degree, experienced sportscaster looking for good radio or tv start with sportsminded
station. Basketball, baseball, football play-byplay. Sales-sports arrangement welcomed. Box
734C, B>T.

Due to reduction in staff, one of the stop c/w
DJ's
Experience
in DJ
shows,available
western immediately.
works, boardwork,
copywriting,
news; have ticket, musical talent and ability.
Staff announcer, family man, steady, reliable,
best of references including present employer.
Bob Strack, Red River Roundup, KWKH, Shreveport, La.
Attention small stations. Staff announcer — light
experience, versatile, friendly, reliable, anxious
to earn wings. Veteran, married, will relocate.
PaulY. Phillips, 132-18 87th Street, Ozone Park,
N.
Top morning man — deep voice — hillbilly, pop,
gospel
— travel
Morganton,
N. C. anywhere. Telephone 705W,
Technical

12 years experience — all phases announcing.
Presently employed, desire change. Outline position, hours, salary in first letter. Box 759C, B'T.
Versatile announcer — 17 months experience. Presently program director — continuity writer. Draft
exempt. Want east coast. Box 761C, B'T.
Tyro wants job in west. Box 766C, B«T.
Announcer: Good news, commercials, DJ, light
experience, vet, tape, will tell. Box 767C, B'T.
Staff man — experienced, steady. Commericals
that "sell." Unique DJ, single. Box 768C, B'T.
6 years experience news and sports. Solid background includes some newspaper work. Presemployed, same
six years.
B-T. ingently
opportunity
large station
eastern allmarket.
Box Seek769C,

Graduate engineer-announcer, plenty of experience. Box 375C, B'T.
Technician; 32, married. Currently staff 50 kw.
B'T.
Former tunity
chief
250. ActiveDependable.
'ham.' Desire
am-tv operation.
Box oppor725C,
Engineer, first phone. Experienced am, fm. Desires permanent position in New England, N. Y.,
Pa. area. Box 762C, B'T.
1st phone, no experience, graduate radio-tv
school, vet, 32, relocate, married. Peter Cap,
233 Cook Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
Engineer, 1st class, experience. Chief 250 watts,
available Oct. 20th, anywhere! Board work optional. Everyone will receive a reply 2 weeks
or sooner. Walter Hoffman, Box 11, Hollywood
28, Calif.
Programming-Production, Others
Program director. Outstanding radio man with
solid background. Exceptional experience. Leading writer, producer, announcer. Top salesman.
Box 689C, B-T.
Seven years radio-tv production, programming,
promotion, B.B.A., 36, "$75. Box 735C, B'T.
TELEVISION

Staff — strong interest in sports. Willing to sell,
will travel anywhere in country except south.
Money not important. A good station is. Tape,
resume. Box 772C, B'T.
Platter spinner; sportscaster; newsman; veteran; single; tape on request. Box 773C, B'T.
Experienced staff announcer — all phases DJ-news.
Single, vet, relocate. Tape and resume. Box
774C, B'T.
Experienced announcer, strong on sports and
news, seeks ganization.
permanent
position
with stable
orGood references.
Married.
$100. Box
780C, B'T.
Announcer, four years commercial radio. One
year PD Navy station. News, Special Events, DJ,
Audio technician. Electronics instructor in Navy.
References, tape. Want permanent position.
Available Oct. 15. Fred Chapman, P. O. Box 85,
East Greenwich, Rhode Island.
Experienced DJ, newscaster, family man, will
travel, willing to learn, will try selling. Prefer
N.E. Tape, resume upon request. Peter Donnelly, 1208 First Ave., N.Y.C.
Announcer desires to return to field. Six years
in Cleveland including WGAR, WTAM and
WNBK (TV). Excellent references. Contact Guy
Ewing, 12951 Lake Avenue, Lakewood, Ohio.
Telephone Academy 1-3635.
Announcer with little training desires work with
small station anywhere. Willing to accept any
reasonable offer. H. S. Goldberg, 2190 Victory
Parkway, Cincinnati 6, Ohio.

NEW

ORLEANS

Help Wanted
Technical
Chief engineer — for southwestern vhf maximum
power station. Write in full to Box 727C, B'T.
Established Texas vhf wants engineer with first
class ticket. Consider radio engineer seeking tv
opportunity. Send resume, late photo. Indicate
starting salary. Box 749C, B'T.
Tv engineers: Assistant chief engineer, experienced vidicon, ionoscope Eastman projectors
. . . room for lots advancement. KVOS-TV,
Bellingham, Washington.

and

IMMEDIATE

MONEY

TOO!

OPENING

Seldom such an opportunity for a disc jockey interested in this unusual city. We
need a top man, who has a good personality, and is also a top straight announcer.
Our man is no screwball and realizes "off beat" music attracts only a minority
audience. He will follow our music policy because he likes it. Salary open, but
will be good, although not in the really "big money." We'll be honest. WTIX is
top-rated New Orleans station, programming music and news 24 hours daily, 7
days a week.
AIR MAIL TAPE AND INFO TO:
TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT
Mid-Continent Broadcasting Co.
Omaha, Nebraska
WTIX
WHB
New Orleans
Kansas City

KOWH
Omaha

FOR SALE
Stations

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Managerial
General manager with exceptionally strong
sales and programming record available. Thorough knowledge all phases radio-television. Box
778C, B-T.
Announcer
Comic MC, personality wants station with heavy
local programming. Young, married, college grad.
Much
B»T. theatre and radio-tv experience. Box 674C,
Technical
Tv engineer desires supervisory position with
new vhf. Five years experience all phases
xmtr, studio and remote operation and maintenance plus one year am xmtr. Have done construction. Excellent references. Box 633C, B»T.
Programming-Production, Others
Director, announcer. Experience all tv, radio
formats; experience, theatre, music, art, foreign;
NBC training; single; vet; college degrees. Seeks
interesting opening. Box 729C, B«T.
Real smart gal — Presently working on and off
camera — production, format, contacts, for St.
Louis vhf tv, looking for outlet for ideas, energy.
Box 737C, B-T.
Young manduction,with
in independent
procutting,background
editing, etc.,
also announcing
ability, desires work on tv. Box 746C, B»T.
Outstanding director, producer, announcer. NBCTV experienced. College major radio, tv. 7
years experience. Single, veteran. Available
September 15. Contact immediately. Box 758C,
B»T.

HERE'S
STUDIO

FOR

SALE— (Cont'd)

Equipment
Commercial crystals
and new or replacement
broadcast crystals for Bliley, Western Electric,
RCA holders, Conelrad frequencies crystal regrinding,
etc., and
fastest
service. measuring
Send for catalog.
Also
monitor
frequency
service.
Eidson Electronic Company, Temple, Texas.
WE 23-C studio console. Performance exceeds
manufacturers specifications $300. A. Marko, 429
East 70th Street, N. Y. C. 21.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Wanted to buy radio station in California. Veteastern coast
broadcaster
now todisposing
of interestseranon east
plans trip
California
latter
part of October to look at properties. Will be
glad to sit down with you and discuss your
741C, B
station
confidentially.
Send.
all replies to Box
«T

Mountain resort property. City more than 25,000 population. Exceptional terms to qualified
broadcaster.
only.
Complete
consultation Principals
facilities available
in both
Oklahoma!
and Texas.
Ralphs
Erwin.
Broker.
Box
811.
T
ul
a.
Medium city. Nationally famous southwest tourist mecca. Delightful climate. Market over 200,000 per owner. $15,000 cash will handle. Ralph
Erwin, Broker, Box 811, Tulsa.
Free list of good radio and tv station buys now
ready. Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose,
Los Angeles 29, California.
Have tions
many
profitablebuyers.
southeast
and tv Box
stafor qualifying
J. T.radio
Snowden,
129, Augusta, Georgia.
Southern metropolitan market independent,
priced near gross and below past 5 years earnings, at $100,000. Paul H. Chapman, 84 Peachtree, Atlanta.

We are principals and want to deal with principals only for a radio station with annual net
income in excess of $25,000 after taxes. All replies confidential. Box 770C, B-T.
Top industry executive wants to lease radio
station in small or medum market. Can insure
income for owner. Fine record with large
national organization. Best industry and personal references. All
replies confidential. Box
779C, B»
T.
Stations wanted. Radio and tv. Growing list of
clients waiting. All market sizes. Arkansas,
Missouri, Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas. Ralph Erwin,
Broker, Box 811. Tulsa. Oklahoma.
Attention station owners. I have clients waiting
for metropolitan
cities Texas,
over 200,000.
Current billings not stations,
important.
Oklahoma,
Arkansas,
Missouri,
Kansas.
Ralph
Erwin.
censed broker. Box 811, Tulsa?, Oklahoma. Li-

Equipment, Etc.
AMPEX 350 console, 350 two case portable, 600
and 620 portables. Also 450 playback. All like
new — reasonable. Box 611C, B-T.
1-Truscon self-supporting triangular tower 229
feet above insulators including insulators and
A-3 lighting. Box 739C, B-T.
1-335 B. Hewlett-Packard fm frequency and
modulation monitor. Box 740C, B»T.
For Sale: 10 function Rust remote control equipment, in first class condition. Available immediately. Write Station
KVOX,.
Moorhead, Minneso
ta
RCA 69- C distortion and noise meter; 4 Gates
SA-134
with orWPON,
without Pontiac,
microphones.
Contact amplifiers
Elwood Brown,
Mich.
Telephone Federal 8-0444 or Federal 8-0845.
General Radio 916-A bridge. Excellent condition.
$395 F.O.B.
J. G.
Rountree,
neer, 5622 Dyer,
Dallas
6, Texas.Consulting EngiMagnasync
16mm magneticMarketeers,
recorder SW-603-RE
like
new. International
2432 Iowa,
Cincinnati, Ohio. «

Urgentlymitter need
one Equipment
complete
900 mc studio
link complete
with antennas.
Prefer transgood
used equipment. Box 321C, B«T.
Wanted: 5kw air-cooled am transmitter. Box
750C, B-T.

3
OUTSTANDING
WOMEN
TRAINED -FOR
YOUR
TELEVISION
STAFF

PAT McCAUSLAND
Artist and traffic. Pat has had
three years of Commercial Art
training in addition to her training
in Television Production with us.
Her instructor felt she displayed a
good imagination and was well
qualified to do an excellent job as
an artist, especially in a smaller
station because of her versatility.
She can type, can serve in the added
capacity of traffic.

RHODA MAC DOUGALL
Continuity writing and art. Rhoda
combines both college and art
training with her knowledge of
Television. Her professional instructor found her an excellent
student, one of the best in her
Hollywood class. He recommended
her highly for continuity writing.
He also felt she did an outstanding
job with both Television Art and
traffic work. Excellent personality.

THELMA

OSBORNE

Program personality and receptionist. Thelma has both a background of show business and extensive experience at meeting the
public in a responsible position.
Her instructors found her to be a
good worker and ambitious, with
the ability to get along well with
others. Recommended for receptionist, assistant to the program
director, or as an on-the-air personality. Calm, mature, good voice.

Each of these women has been thoroughly trained in all phases of TV production in one of our
completely equipped studios under the instruction of a professional TV director. For IMMEDIATE resume and complete details, write, wire or call collect, JOHN BIRREL — CA 3-7246.
NORTHWEST

RADIO

8c

1221 N. W. 21st AVENUE
WITH
HOLLYWOOD

• CHICAGO

TELEVISION
•

PORTLAND,

SCHOOLS

SCHOOL

OREGON

IN

• WASHINGTON,

D. C. • PORTLAND

WANTED

TO

RADIO

TELEVISION

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others

Situations Wanted

BUY— (Cont'd)

Equipment
One or two late model magnecorder tape machine with amplifier. Box 775C, B-T.
REL 670L. fm receiver. State condition and price.
Write WFLY, Hotel Troy, Troy, N. Y.
INSTRUCTION
Get your FCC first phone license quickly. Intensive, personalized instruction by correspondence or in residence — Washington, D. C, or Hollywood, Calif. For details, write Dept. 1-M,
L Grantham School, 737 11th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C, or 5910 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28,
Calif.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television
Dept. B, 1221 N.W. 21st Street, Portland 9. School,
Oregon.

Managerial
TRAFFIC SECRETARY
Well established Detroit metropolitan
area station has unusually good opening
for intelligent, capable young woman,
preferably 25-35, typing, shorthand required. Pleasant working conditions,
permanent.
Box 712C, B«T
TELEVISION

RADIO

Help Wanted
Announcers

Help Wanted
Managerial

MANAGER
Are you a manager with ambition and
willing to accept a challenge? A 1000
watt station in a small but excellent
market — good coverage, audience potential of 250,000 needs a producer —
strong on sales and smooth organization.
National sales contacts desirable. Good
overide and bonus arrangements. Submit detailed background of experience
and references.

ANNOUNCER
for
REGIONAL VHF
Immediate opening for announcer with
TV experience and top references. Send
photo, tape, complete background in first
letter. Include details of any experience
as cameraman or video switcher.
KKTV
COLORADO

SPRINGS,

COLO.

OtiC

2t*C

OiK.

SEEKS CHANGE
TV station manager in major Eastern
market offers 18 years sales and advertising background radio and television. Well
known in all top agencies. Have complete
knowledge of practical experience in FCC
procedures, overall station management,
sales, film and live programming. Now
employed. Glady supply references from
network, agency, station representative
and present management.
Box 781C, B«T
J
iL
Programming-Production, Others

I CALIFORNIA TV STATIONS !
* Writer-Producer, Idea-Action man with
i Chicago TV Ad agency desires West
ff Coast television opportunity. Salary secSi ondary. Background includes CBS net• work writing, production, announcing. 28.
J Veteran. Respectable. Married. Full inT formation, script samples, audition tape,
w photo available.
i
Box 760C, B«T.

Box 756C, B»T
Broadcast Service
Field Offices:

Salesmen
There
EXPERIENCED

are

four

TIME SALESMAN

Excellent opportunity to make good
money in Kansas City. If for any
reason you want a connection in this
fast growing community with old established local station, send complete
information including snapshot. Must
be sound, sober and solid. Permanent.

RCA
2
SERVICE
COMPANY
Field

AM,
Announcers

FM

• Telecasting

and

Broadcasters

WANTED
Announcer at KLEM, LeMars, Iowa (pop.
6,500), 1000 watt daylighter. Prime requisites: Dependability and experience.
25-35 years — Town has finest school system, recreation facilities. Station on air
one year, all new equipment, new building, air conditioned. Good hours, and
wonderful staff. Prefer married man, who
is working now for not less than $75.00
weekly. Send audition and letter of particulars to KLEM, LeMars, Iowa.

Offices

to serve

P.O. Box 2749, Kansas City, Missouri.

Broadcasting

Mr. R. A. Martin, Mgr.
RCA Service Company, Inc.
534 Forsyth Bldg.
Atlanta 3, Georgia
ALpine 8898

TV

Mr. W. F. Hanson, Mgr.
RCA Service Company, Inc.
Bldg.
Camden204-1
8, New Jersey
WOodlawn 3-8000, Ext. PY-6573
Mr. J. N. Thayer, Mgr.
RCA Service Company, Inc.
1315 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago 5, Illinois
WEbster 9-6117
Mr. H. W. Dover, Mgr.
RCA Service Company, Inc.
911 North Orange Drive
Hollywood 38, California
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(Continued from page 118)
control to J. Frank Warmath for $30,000. Mr.
Warmath is attorney with diversified business
interests. Granted Aug. 31; announced Sept. 7.
APPLICATIONS
KBAK Bakersfield, Calif.— Seeks assignment of
license to Paschall, Tullis & Hearne for $85,000.
Present licensee, Bakersfield Bcstg. Co., retains
ownership of KBAK-TV there. Principals in
equal partnership are Benton Paschall, radio
management sales consultant; Howard L. Tullis,
50% owner Tullis Co. (adv. agency), Hollywood,
Calif., and John P. Hearne, attorney, 6V2% owner
KVEN Ventura, Calif., 5% of KUAM Guam,
officer-dir. KBAK-AM-TV and officer-dir. KYA
San Francisco, Calif. Filed Sept. 7.
FOR

SALE

Equipment
TOWERS
RADIO— TELEVISION
Antennas — Coaxial Cable
Tower Sales & Erecting Co.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.,
Portland IT, Oregon
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
WANTED
Multiple AM & TV station owner desires
additional properties in substantial markets. Cash or terms. All replies confidential. No brokers.
Box 776C, B*T
INSTRUCTION
FCC 1st PHONE LICENSES
IN 5 TO 6 WEEKS
WILLIAM B. OGDEN— 10th Year
1150 W. Olive Ave.
Burbank, Calif.
Reservations Necessary All ClassesOver 1700 Successful Students
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

Make CADILLAC your Chicago
Headquarters for placement or
procurement for all types of
Radio-TV Personnel.
ARTHUR R. SNYDER
CADILLAC EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY
220 S. STATE, CHICAGO,
WA 2-4800
PR vs PR
We'll match your PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS, against the PROVEN
We'
of qualified
ARECORDS
confidential
service people.
to Radio ~ and TV
Stations,
and
program
producers, anywhere.
Palmer-DeMeyer (Agency)
50 E. 42nd Street, N.Y.C.
MU 2-7915
Paul Baron, Dir.: Radio-TV-Film -Adv.
Resumes welcome from qualified people.
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KOLR Sterling, Colo. — Seeks relinquishment of
negativeof control
from present
stockholders.
third
outstanding
stock would
be soldOne-to
John tain
E. 66.6%
Gazdik
for
$13,000.
Present
owners
restock with Petteys family
owning
33.3% and remaining stockholders owning 33.3%;
no positive or negative control as such. Mr.
Gazdik is KOLR salesman. Filed Sept. 1.
WALT
— Seeks
assignment
to Harold KayeTampa,
(51.6%),Fla.Emil
J. Arnold
(48.33%)
and
others for $100,000 plus $400 per month for 10
years. Sale is made to fulfill commitments made
during hearing for ch. 13 WTVT (TV) Tampa,
Fla. Mr. Kaye is 25% owner WLOW Portsmouth,
Va., and 25% owner WORC Worcester, Mass.
Mr. Arnold is 50% owner WMFJ Daytona Beach,
Fla., 25% owner WLOW and is sole proprietor
of Commonwealth Adv. Agency, Boston, Mass.
Filed Sept. 1.
KTSW Emporia, Kan. — Seeks assignment of
license to Lyon County Bcstg. Co. for $55,000
plus assumption of $4,000 mortgage. Principals
are Pres. Sherwood R. Parks (16%), KVGB Great
Bend, Kan., asst. manager; Vice Pres. Grover
C. Cobb (28%), 20% owner KVGB; Treas. Will
L. Townsley (28%), 26% owner KVGB and Sec.
Russell T. Townsley (28%), 20% owner KVGB.
Messrs. Townsley are editors, respectively, of
the Great Bend (Kan.) Daily Tribune and the
Russell (Kan.) Daily News. Each owns 33.3%
of Daily Tribune and 25% of weekly Great Bend
Herald-Press. Filed Sept. 6.
WINN Louisville, Ky. — Seeks transfer of control to WINN Inc. for $74,550. Principals include
Harold Kaye and Emil J. Arnold. For applicants
interests see WALT application above. Filed
Sept. 1.
WOND Pleasantville, N. J. — Seeks assignment
of license to South Jersey Radio Inc. Principals
remain same with same percentage of ownership; corporate change only. Filed Sept. 1.
Hearing

Cases . .
INITIAL DECISION
St. Louis, Mo. — Hearing Examiner Thomas H.
Donahue issued initial decision looking toward
grant of application of Columbia Broadcasting
System Inc., for new tv station to operate on
ch. 11 in St. Louis, Mo., and denial of competing
applications of St. Louis Telecast Inc., St. Louis
Amusement Co., 220 Television, Inc., all St. Louis,
and Broadcast House Inc., East St. Louis, 111.
Announced Sept. 6.
OTHER ACTION
Statesville, N. C. — Commission announced its
order of Aug. 31 calling for evidentiary hearing
to be held, at date to be specified later, on economic injury and financial issues involved in
protest by WSIC Statesville, to March 23 grant
(now stayed) of application of Iredell Bcstg. Co.
(WDBM) for new am to operate on 550 kc, 500
w D, in Statesville. Announced Sept. 6.
Routine

Roundup

. . .

September 1 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
WNIA Cheektowaga, N. Y. — Granted petition for
continuance of hearing from Sept-. 1 to Sept. 26
re its application for mod. of cp.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Pursuant to Commission orders of Feb. 23, 1955,
reopening record in proceeding involving competing applications of Radio Assoc. Inc., and
WLOX Bcstg. Co. for new tv station on ch. 13,
Biloxi, Miss.,
and remanding
proceeding
examiner for issuance
of new initial
decisionto and
June 2, 1955, changing place of scheduled further
hearing, and pursuant to sec. 1.844 of Commission's
sec. further
7(b) of Administrative
cedurerulesAct, and
ordered
hearing in this Proproceeding shall be commenced in Biloxi, Miss, at
10 a.m., Monday, Oct. 31. Action of 8/31.
The Citizens Bcstg. Co. Toledo, Ohio — Denied
petition to have continued for 30 days taking of
rebuttal depositions in Toledo, Ohio, which were
scheduled by notices of various parties to be
commenced on Sept. 19, 1955 in ch. 11 proceeding;
ordered taking of depositions shall be commenced
not earlier than 2 p.m., Wednesday, Sept. 21, and
further ordered parties shall exchange their
written rebuttal evidence, except for depositions,
on or before Tuesday, Oct. 4; further formal
hearing of rebuttal evidence shall be commenced,
10 a.m. 8/30.
Tuesday, Oct. 11 in Washington, D. C.
Action
Albert John Williams, Inglewood, Calif, and
Palomar Bcstg. Co., Escondido, Calif. — Deferred
action on petition of Williams to amend his am
application; denied petition of Palomar to amend
its application and ordered formal prehearing
conference shall be commenced on Oct. 4 in this
consolidated proceeding. Action 8/30.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
WBAC Cleveland, Tenn. — Upon oral request of
Robert W. Rounsaville, ordered hearing now
scheduled for Sept. 15 continued to Sept. 19
re am application of Southeastern Enterprise
(WCLE), Cleveland, Tenn.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Louis Rosenberg, Tarentum, Pa. — Denied petition for reconsideration of Examiner's ruling on

pages 672-3 of transcript of hearing and exclusion of Miners'
exhibits 19am through
19(i) Action
as immaterial in consolidated
proceeding.
of 8/31.
ACTIONS IN DOCKET CASES
By order of Aug. 31, Commission accepted late
filing on June 22 by Broadcast Bureau of exceptions to application
examiner's of
initial
of Co.
Junefor1
granting
Gulf decision
Television
mod.
of
cp
of
KGUL-TV
(ch.
11),
Galveston,
Texas, to change trans, site, etc.
By order of Aug. 31, Commission, on petition
of Broadcast Bureau, removed from hearing
docket and returned to processing line application of KUNO Corpus Christi, Tex., to replace
its existing 150-ft. ant. tower with 185-ft. guyed
tower; opposition having been withdrawn when
this application was amended.
By order of Aug. 31, Commission dismissed
with prejudice, for failure to prosecute, application of W. W. Mangum, tr/as Memorial Bcstg. Co.
to construct new am station on 1450 kc, 250 w,
unl. in Commerce, Tex., and set aside its action
of Sept. 2, 1953, granting said application which
was later stayed on protest by KDNT Denton,
Tex.,
did notpending
respond. hearing to which Mr. Magnum
By order of Aug. 31, Commission granted petition of Lake Shore Bcstg. Co. insofar as it requested cancellation of hearing on its application
for new am station) WSHE) to operate on 800
kc, Sheboygan, Wis.; vacated proceeding and
dismissed as most related filings by WAIT and
WBBM, Chicago, ill. (On June 29 Commission
granted mod of cp to change facilities of WSHE
from 800 kc, 250 w, to 950 kc, 500 w DA-D, with
engineering conditions.
By order of Aug. 31, Commission dismissed with
prejudice, for failure to prosecute, application of St. Johns Bcstg. Co. for new am station
on 860 kc, 500 w Portland, Ore.
By order of Aug. 31, Commission granted petition of WNLC New London, Conn., to correct
previous orders to delete statement that WNLC
had failed to appear and participate in proceeding on application of Greenwich Bcstg. Corp for
new am station on 1490 kc, 250 w unl. and mod.
accordingly.
April
4 order regarding burden of proceeding
By
order
of Aug.J. Shafitz
31, Commission
cp
issued to Leonard
for WSHA revoked
(TV) (ch
39), Sharon, Pa., and deleted its call letters.
Shafitz did not respond to show cause order, but
later returned his cp. This is first tv revocation.
Commission on Aug. 31 scheduled following proceedings for oral argument on Sept. 26:
Gulf Television Co., for mod. of cp of KGULTV (ch. 11), Galveston, Tex., to change trans,
site to point about 24 miles from Houston and 27
miles
from Galveston, with ERP of 261 kw visual
131
kw aural, ant. 1185 ft., and make other
changes.
Appalachian Bcstg. Corp. and Tri-Cities Teletively. vision Corp., for new tv station to operate on
ch. 5 in Bristol, Va., and Bristol, Tenn., respecGranite State Bcstg. Co., (WDNH),
new am
station
Dover, N.to H.operate on 1270 kc, 5 kw for
DA unl in
September 1 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp

KROY Sacramento, Calif.— Seeks mod. of cp
(as mod.
authorized changes in ground
system) forwhich
extension of completion
date.
KTVA (TV) Anchorage, Alaska— Seeks mod.
1955.
of cp to extend completion date to Nov. or Dec.
WGN-TV Chicago, 111.— Seeks mod. of cp to extend completion date to 2-27-56.
WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss.— Seeks mod. of cp
to WKDN-TV
extend completion
to Seeks
3-22-56.mod. of cp to
Camden, date
N. J.—
extend completion date to March 1956.
KTRE-TV Lufkin, Tex.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 4-1-56.
WUTV (TV) San Juan, Puerto Rico — Seeks
mod. of cp to extend completion date to 4-2-56.
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
WBNY-FM Buffalo, N. Y.
License to Cover Cp
WJUN Mexico, Pa. — Seeks license to cover cp
(as mod.) which authorized new am station.
WDAS Philadelphia, Pa. — Seeks license to cover
cp (as mod.) which authorized change frequency,
increase power, install DA-2 and change trans,
location.
WGKA-FM Atlanta, Ga. — Seeks license to cover
cp (as mod. which authorized
new fm station).
WNOW-FM York, Pa.Cp— Seeks license to cover
cp (which authorized changes in licensed station).
WTMH (FM) Foster, R. I.— Seeks license to
cover cp (which authorized new fm station).
September 6 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License to Cover Cp
WGKAauthorized
Atlanta, new
Ga. — amSeeks
license to cover cp
which
station.
WRAD Radford, Va. — Seeks cp to change hours
of operation from D to unl. using 5 kw D, 500
Broadcasting • Telecasting

w N and install DA-N.
Remote Control
WMGY Montgomery, Ala.; KTFI Twin Falls,
Idaho; WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa; KBST Big
Spring, Tex.; KXOL Fort Worth, Tex.
Renewal of License
WIBV Belleville, 111.; WCIL Carbondale, 111.;
WCBD Additon Township (Chicago), 111.; WDZ
Decatur, HI.; WSOY Decatur, 111.; WTMV East
St. Louis, 111.; WEBQ Harrisburg, 111.; WJOL
Joliet, 111.; WTAQ La Grange, 111.; WCVS Springfield, 111.; WHLS Port Huron, Mich.; WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio; WLBL Auburndale, Wis.; WHA Madison, Wis.; WMAM Marinette, Wis.; WPDR Portage, Wis.; WHVF Wausau, Wis.; WCRW Chicago,
HI.; WHKK Akron, Ohio; WOSH Oshkosh, Wis.
Renewal of License Returned
WAUX Waukesha, Wis.
Modification of Cp
KGAK Gallup, N. M.— Seeks mod. of cp (as
mod. which authorized change frequency, change
power, install
DA-N of
andcompletion
change ant.date.
-trans, location) for extension
WCED DuBois, Pa.— Seeks mod. of cp (as mod.
which authorized change in frequency, power, installof completion
DA-2 and change
sion
date.trans, location) for extenKVVG (TV) Tulare, Calif.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 4-1-56.
WFBC-TV Greenville, S. C— Seeks mod. of cp
(as mod. which authorized new tv station) to extend completion date.
September 7 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for continuance of hearing from Sept. 12 to Nov. 14 in
am proceeding involving applications of Umatilla
Bcstg. Enterprises, Pendleton, Ore., and Othello
Bcstg. Co., Othello, Wash. Action Sept. 6.
WNYC New York, N. Y.; WCCO Minneapolis,
Minn. — Granted joint petition for WNYC and
WCCO for continuance of hearing from Sept. 7
to Oct. 18, re application of WNYC for SSA to
operate additional hours from 6 a.m. (EST) to
sunrise New York City and from sunset Minneapolis, to 10 p.m. (EST). Action Sept. 1.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
KOAT Albuquerque, N. M., Alvarado Bcstg.
Co. — Granted
oral from
request
uance of hearing
Sept.for15 further
to Nov. contin15 and
extended from Sept. 12 to Nov. 14, time for exin proceeding
am application forchangecpof exhibits
and for license
to cover resame.
Action
Sept. 6.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
On Chief
Hearing hearing
Examiner's
own motion
tinued indefinitely
scheduled
for Sept.con-7,
re am applications of Walter N. Nelskog, Everett,
Wash., and
Bcstg. Co., Anacortes, Wash.
Action
Sept. Skagit
6.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
On
motion,
Sept. 7Examiner's
to Sept. 19,own
hearing
re amcontinued
applicationfromof
Kossuth
County
Bcstg.
Co.,
Algona,
Iowa. Action
of Sept. 6.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Sept. 2
KLZ-FM
Denver,
Colo.— Granted request to
cancel license.
WKBV
Richmond,
Ind.—
Granted cp for changes
in ant. system.
KLEW-TV Lewiston, Idaho— Granted mod of
cp to change ERP to visual 13.8 kw, aural 6.92
kw and make changes in ant.; ant. height 1110 ft.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WCED DuBois, Pa., to 1127-55,
KGAK Gallup, N. Mex., to
1015-55,conditions;
conditions; KROY Sacramento, Calif., to
11- 1-55.
Following were granted authority to operate
trans, by remote control: KTFI Twin Falls, Idaho;
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, while using non-DA.
Actions on Sept. 1
KOA-TV Denver, Colo.— Granted mod. of cp
to change studio location, change ERP to visual
100 kw, aural 50.1 kw, make ant. and minor
equipment changes; ant. height 1480 ft.
WTIV inTitusville,
Granted mod. of cp for
change
ant. -trans,Pa.—
location.
WMVA Martinsville, Va.— Granted mod. of cp
to make changes in ant. system (decrease height
and side mount fm ant.); condition.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WKDN-TV Camden, N. J.,
to 1-16-56; WGN-TV Chicago, 111., to 3-27-56;
KTVA (TV) Anchorage, Alaska, to 3-29-56; WJTV
(TV) Jackson, Miss., to 3-22-56.
Following were granted authority to operate
trans, by remote control: WMGY Montgomery,
Ala.; KBST Big Spring, Tex.
Actions of Aug. 31
WTTW (TV) Chicago, 111.— Granted STA to
operate on ch. 11 in accordance with cp for period
ending Sept. 15. Educational outlet.
KCRA-TV Sacramento, Calif.— Granted STA to
operate commercially on ch. 3 for period ending
Sept. 30.
WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.— Granted STA to operate commercially on ch. 5 for period ending
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Sept. 10.
Vernon, Ind. — Granted license for
amWPCO
station;Mt.condition.
KRLC Lewiston, Idaho — Granted license covering increase in D power, change in DA system.
WBKH increase
Hattiesburg,
Miss. — Granted license
covering
in power.
WNBT Wellsboro, Pa. — Granted license covering change of frequency and hours of operation.
(FM) Honolulu,
Hawaii — Granted license
forKUOH
educational
fm station.
WMUA Amherst, Mass. — Granted cp to change
trans, and studio locations; ant. height to 109 ft.
and make changes in ant. system.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KBTM-AM-FM Jonesboro,
Ark., to 1-16-56; WCBT Roanoke Rapids, N. C,
to 11-15-55; WARK Hagerstown, Md., to 12-28-55.
Actions of Aug. 30
WPXY Punxsutawney, Pa. — Granted request for
additional
day extension
from 8-31-55, for
authority to90 remain
silent.
WITI-TV Whitefish Bay, Wis.— Granted mod. of
cp to change studio location at Glendale, Wis., to
trans, site at Whitefish Bay; for waiver sec. 3.613
change.
of
Commission's rules and for minor equipment
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WHEF-TV Brockton, Mass.,
to 1-16-56; WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N. C, to
3-29-56; WMFD-TV Wilmington, N. C, to 3-15-56;
KSLM-TV Salem, Ore., to 3-27-56; KHQA-TV
Hannibal, Mo., to 3-24-56; WOOD-TV Grand

Rapids, Mich., to 3-30-56; KLFY-TV Lafayette,
La.,
to 3-24-56.
Granted
authority to operate trans, by remote
control: KNOE Monroe, La., while using non-DA;
KGKL San Angelo, Tex., while using non-DA;
KGPH Flagstaff,Actions
Ariz., ofwhile
Aug. using
29 non-DA.
KICA Clovis, N. M. — Granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control, while using
non-DA.
Following
extensions
of completion dates as were
shown:granted
WSAV-TV
Savannah,
Ga., to
3-26-56; WTSK-TV Knoxville, Tenn., to 3-24-56;
KOED-TV Tulsa, Okla., to 3-21-56; KBTM-TV
Jonesboro, Ark., to 1-16-56.
September 7 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Remote Control
KUBC
Montrose,
WIBA Madison, Wis.Colo.; WAOV Vincennes, Ind.;
Renewal of License
WFUV (FM) Modification
New York, N.of Y.Cp
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, Calif.— Seeks mod. of
cp (which authorized changes in facilities of
existing tv station) to extend completion date
to KQED
11-21-55.(TV) Berkeley, Calif.— Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized
new educational tv station) to
extend completion date to 3-22-56.

UPCOMING
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 11-13: Seventh Dist. AFA Convention, Birmingham, Ala.
Sept. 12-14: CBS Radio Affiliates meeting, Detroit.
Sept. 12-16: National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters engineering workshop, Michigan State
College, East Lansing.
Sept. 13: NARTB Television Transmission Tariffs
Committee, Ambassador Hotel, New York.
Sept.
13-15; Radio-Electronics-Tv-Mfrs.
Assn.,
Fall Conclave,
Plaza Hotel, New York.
Sept.
14-16:
Life
Insurance
Advertisers
Assn.,
Essex House, New York.
Sept. 15-16: Michigan AP Broadcasters Assn.,
Hidden Valley, Gaylord, Mich.
Sept. 16-17: casters.
Michigan
of Radio-Tv
BroadConvention,Assn.
Hidden
Valley, Gaylord,
Mich.
Sept. 17 : Okla. Assn. of Broadcasters, Holiday
Inn, Oklahoma City.
Sept. 18-24: National Radio & Television Week.
Sept. 19: RAB Clinic, Tampa, Fla.
Sept. 20: RAB Clinic, Birmingham, Ala.
Sept. 21: RAB Clinic, Baton Rouge, La.
Sept. 22: RAB Clinic, Knoxville, Tenn.
Sept.
23: New York
Broadcasters,
SaranacState
Lake,Assn.
N. Y.of Radio-Tv
Sept. 23: RAB Clinc, Charleston, W. Va.
Sept. 23-24:casting
IRETransmission
Professional
on BroadSystems,Group
Hamilton
Hotel,
Washington.
Sept.
29-Oct.
1:
Tenth
Dist.
AFA
Convention,
Oklahoma Citv, Okla.
Sept.
30-Oct.
2: High Fdelity Show, Palmer
House,
Chicago.
OCTOBER
Oct. 3-5: National Electronics Conference, Sherman Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 3: RAB Clinic, Ogden, Utah.
Oct. 3-7: AIEE Fall General Meeting, Morrison
Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 3-7: SMPTE Convention, Lake Placid Club,
Essex County, New York.
Oct. 4: RAB Clinic, Colorado Springs, Colo.

BROARO^VSTING
TELECASTING

THE

Oct. 5: RAB Clinic, Albuquerque, N. M.
Oct. 6: RAB Clinic, San Antonio, Tex.
Oct. 7: RAB Clinic, Fort Worth, Tex.
Oct.
7-8: Columbus,
OARTB FallOhio.
Convention, Deshler-Hilton
Hotel,
Oct.
7-8:
Third
Dist.
AFA
Inn. Greensboro, N. C. Convention, Sedgefield
Oct. 7-9: National Adv. Agency Network, western
meeting, Dayton, Ohio.
NARTB Regional Meetings
Region 4 (Dist. 7, 8, Sept.
Edgewater
Beach
ChicagoHotel.
Mich.,
Wis.)Ind., 19-21
9, Ky., 111.,
Ohio,
Saranac Inn,
Region 1 (Dist. 1, 2, Sept.
Saranac, N. Y.
New
N. Y.,England
N. J.) States, 21-23
Hotel,
St. Charles
Region 3 (Dist. 5, 6, Sept.
Fla.,
Ga., Ala., Tenn.,
Miss., 28-30 New Orleans
La.,
Puerto Ark.,
Rico)
Roanoke Hotel
Region 2 (Dist. 3, 4, Oct.
Roanoke. Va.
Pa.,
Md., Va.,
W. 12-14
Va., Del.,
D. C,
N. C, S. C.)
St.
Francis
Region 8 (Dist. 15, 16, Oct.
Hotel,
San
Francisco
17, Wash.,
Ore., 24-26
Calif.,
Nev., Ariz.,
Hawaii, Alaska)
Broadmoor
Region 7 (Dist. 14, Nov.
Hotel, Colorado
N. M., Colo., Utah, 1-3
Springs
Wyo., Idaho,
Western
S. D.)Mont.,
Fort
Region 5 (Dist. 10, 11, Nov.
MoinesDesHotel,
Minn.,
N. D.,
D., Iowa,
East- 7-9
Des Moines
ern
S.
Neb., Mo.)
Baker
Dallas Hotel,

Region 6 (Dist. 12, 13, Nov.
Kan., Okla., Tex.) 15-17

NEWSWEEKLY

OF

RADIO

1735 De Sales Street, N. W

AND TELEVISION
Washington 6, D. C.

PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE.
I've checked service desired.
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
$7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and BROADCASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
□ 52 weekly issues and TELECASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
[J 52 weekly issues and both Yearbook-Marketbooks 11.00
□ Enclosed
□ Bill
name

tille/ position

company name
address
city
Please send to home address

zone

state
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editorials
Time

Is of the Essence

AT

NARTB meetings many resolutions are discussed, some are
adopted, and some even lead the way to action. One which
should go through all three phases at the forthcoming regional conferences of the association is a resolution for unified action to
introduce some sanity into the annual confusion of summer daylight-standard time.
An outline of such a resolution has been proposed to Harold
E. Fellows, NARTB president, by Ben Ludy, general manager of
WIBW Topeka and KCKN Kansas City. Mr. Ludy advocates that
the NARTB appoint a special committee which would work on the
admittedly complicated job of straightening out the nation's clocks.
The NARTB committee, according to the proposal, would try
to obtain joint action with other interested groups, such as the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies and the Assn. of National
Advertisers. There are still other powerful groups — the Assn. of
American Railroads, for example — which have a stake in untangling
the time snarl and whose support should be sought.
U. S. business and industry have lived so long with the problem
of summer time changes that a feeling of resignation has . come
about. Such enterprises as broadcasting, railroading, airlines and
others whose schedules must fit into time zones everywhere have
been annoyed, have had to adjust operations at varying expense,
but have so far done little to get at the heart of the problem.
This year the problem has been additionally complicated by the
decision of some parts of the country to stay on daylight time
longer than they have in past summers.
Acting together, the affected businesses would have at least a
chance to keep clocks in some kind of order during the summer.
But somebody has to start the campaign, and it might as well be
those whose operations are especially discommoded by the present
system. In short, it might as well be the broadcasters.
We hope that serious attention will be given to the summer time
problem at each of the regional meetings of the NARTB.
Cuba's

Ty

Rumble

TINY Cuba, which got a glutton's slice of the am radio pie in
past negotiations involving the North American nations, has put
in an early bid for a "tv NARBA" in which Miami and perhaps
all of southern Florida would go uhf, leaving the whole vhf band
to serve Cuba's five million people.
At least that appears to be the proposal of Cuba's leading broadcaster— Goar Mestre, as reported in B#T's Sept. 5 issue. What
Senor Mestre wants in broadcasting Cuba usually endorses, as
evidenced by the fact the island government already has had Dr.
Antonio Marti, deputy of the Ministry of Communications, informally confer with the FCC. The proposition was to deintermix
Miami presumably as the first step.
Without going into the merits of de-intermixture, selective or
otherwise, we think Cuba is presumptuous in seeking to tell the
United States how it should handle its television allocations. Cuba
was informed, as a courtesy, of our allocations plans before the
now-famed Sixth Report was released publicly by the FCC on April
14, 1952. So were Canada, Mexico, and other neighbor nations.
Cuba, we are semi-officially informed, didn't even bother to
acknowledge the allocations communications. Canada and Mexico,
on the other hand, coordinated their allocations with ours, with the
result that no trouble has ensued.
The claim is made that ruinous interference is caused in Cuba
by the lone vhf station now operating in Miami on ch. 4. But we
are told that when the Cuban ch. 4 station goes to high power, it
will fire back in the direction of Miami with a powerful signal.
There we have the spectre of the kind of "Mexican border" station
chaos that prevailed during two decades, with "renegade" stations
squatting on our clear and regional channels, seeking to serve U. S.
rather than Mexican listeners.
No scientific research is needed to deduce what might happen
if southern Florida went uhf, and the 12 vhf channels were left
to unrestricted use of Cuban stations using maximum power. If
ch. 4 is received in Havana witb^ viewable si"nal strength while that
channel is also used in Havana, 'how would those Cuban stations
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Dr;iwn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid Hix
"How would you like to win a genuine jaguar for just answering a few
simple questions?"
be received in Key West, Miami and other Florida cities should
they go all uhf?
It is probably true that vhf coverage and interference extend
beyond the limits originally charted. But the answer does not lie
in having the United States, which led the way in tv development,
take a back seat to a late-comer like Cuba, or any other North
American nation.
What course the FCC will take on de-intermixture or in attempting otherwise to solve our domestic allocations problems is still
conjectural. What it does must be geared toward that which will
best serve our public, with due regard for our neighbor nations.
We think it ill-behooves Cuba to attempt to dictate our allocations
policies. The most it should do is to present its arguments through
appropriate diplomatic and regulatory channels.
Political Intoxication
WE Union
HAVEthatit straight
from the
Women's next
Christian
congressional
committees
sessionTemperance
again will
hold hearings on legislation to outlaw alcoholic beverage advertising on the air. This repeat performance, in varying shades and
guises, has been going on at just about every session since repeal
of the Eighteenth Amendment back in 1933.
It's hard to fathom what testimony can be offered that differs
from that which has been presented again and again. The prohibitionists aren't shooting at radio and tv; they're after the return
of prohibition. They frankly regard the broadcast media as the first
and easiest line of resistance because politicians agitate instantaneously where "licensed" broadcasting is concerned.
Why don't the prohibitionists go all the way, instead of fly-specking on the discriminatory and illegal air illusion? Hard liquor advertising on the air is virtually non-existent, even though entirely
legal. As long as it is legal to manufacture and sell alcoholic beverages in interstate commerce, it's legal to advertise them.
Even more provoking is the obeisance paid these reformers by
politicians, who year after year reintroduce these tired bills to censor
air advertising of these admittedly legal commodities. The same
inane, unconstitutional bills are offered, and the same retinues of
witnesses parade before the committees offering the same dull testimony. Broadcasters and other media are forced to prepare and
argue against them, along with the distillers and brewers. The results are usually the same — no action, or maybe a political hairline
decision against.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars of taxpayers' money, plus the
time of Congress and of busy businessmen are wasted in these futile
proceedings. It's time all concerned recognized the facts.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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HOLDOUT OVER • Last holdout on
CBS Radio's new station compensation
plan was in fold Friday when network
officials received signed contract from
WHAS Louisville, which had been engaged in topmost-level negotiations over
new terms. Station had not opposed CBS
Radio's adoption of single rate, and its
v signed contract was understood also to
accept network's original bid for 20%
reduction in compensation for one year.
WHAS signing made it 100% acceptance
of plan by affiliates.
B»T
SENA TE Monopoly Subcommittee, headed
by Sen. Harley M. Kilgore (D-W. Va.),
may look into music copyright situation
as it affects broadcast media. Study was
triggered by speech of John E. McCoy,
vice president of Storer Broadcasting Co.,
before West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.
Sept. 3 in which he berated broadcasters
for paying too little attention to music
copyright costs which he contended were
sharply out of line with other overhead.
Specifically mentioned were ASCAP, BMI
and SESAC.
B»T
RADIO WHOPPER • Mercury Div. of
Ford Motor Co. has expanded whopping
radio campaign from originally scheduled
500 stations [Closed Circuit, Sept. 5]
to 900. Schedule breaks on various starting dates from Sept. 19 to 26 and runs
from two to seven weeks, depending on
station and market. Meanwhile, LincolnMercury Dealers Assn. is mapping plans
of its own. Agency for Mercury factory
budget is Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
B»T
PLAQUE commemorating use of BBC's
underground studio in London during
World War II, including blitz, will be
presented Sept. 26 to British government
in behalf of U. S. radio newsmen. America's highest ranking diplomat in London,
Ambassdor Winthrop W. Aldrich, will
make presentation, probably to opposite
number in British Foreign Office. Fund
for plaque grew spontaneously after publication ofeditorial in B*T [Aug. 2, 1954]
calling attention to absence of recognition
from U. S. radio whereas other nations
which used BBC studio facilities had
made appropriate presentations.
B»T
OPEN AND CLOSED • New closed cir
cuit television systems for smaller communities may make it possible for some
movie exhibitors to join forces with the
medium they can't lick. Hollywood manufacturing sources report exhibitors are
interested in wired system whereby they
could program films to homes on both
subscription and sponsored basis. Paradox
is exhibitors openly are fighting toll tv
before FCC.

Broadcasting
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HOW WELL motion picture theatres are
doing these days is reflected in ease with
which Joint Committee on Toll-Tv collected funds to combat subscription tv
proposals. Fund in excess of $50,000 was
pledged in short time, it's understood,
aside from war chest built by others in
opposition.
B»T
WAITING IN THE WINGS • Failure of
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee to
get going on its investigation of tv allocations iscausing restiveness at Senate Judiciary Committee, headed by Harley Kilgore
(D-W. Va. ), according to inside reports.
Chairman Kilgore originally wanted to investigate purported monopoly in broadcast
field, notably on matters affecting diversification of ownership. He proposed last
year at one stage that newspapers be precluded from station ownership and that
radio and tv ownerships be entirely separate. Presumably Monopoly Subcommittee
feels that such matters as network ownership of stations and ownership by manufacturing companies of broadcasting subsidiaries fall within Monopoly Subcommittee's purview and should be investigated.
B«T
FCC CHAIRMAN George C. McConnaughey, fresh from his tour of Europe,
confided to his colleagues that they're still
fighting battle of state-owned vs. free enterprise broadcasting almost everywhere in
Europe. Enlightened approach was evident
in two places — England, where commercial
television gets underway Sept. 22 (but not
among high echelons of state-controlled
British Broadcasting Corp.); and in Germany's Western Zone. He was impressed
with elegance of radio broadcasting studios
and plans in most countries, notably in
Scandinavia where television isn't yet underway except experimentally.
B»T
EXPORTING KNOWHOW • Robert Saudek, head of Ford Foundation Radio-Tv
Workshop which produces Omnibus on
CBS-TV, has been approached by Independent Television Authority, in England,
to see if deal can be made whereby American tv knowhow in programming and technical matters could be obtained. ITA may
ask Omnibus staff to produce some film for
it.
B»T
REACTION to proposals of Comr. Hyde
that FCC consider economics in revised tv
allocations to provide for essential competition in top markets [text, B»T, Sept. 5]
has elicited support of many of top entities
in field. Number of them, including unnamed networks and multiple owners, plan
to file briefs or pleadings in support of
overall proposal.

circuit
SHOWDOWN? • New York chapter of
Institute of Radio Engineers is trying to
set up technical , session on pay tv techniques for Nov. 2, but is having trouble,
it's understood, getting proponents (Zenith,
Skiatron, International Telemeter) to agree
to send representatives. It invited Jerrold
to discuss technicalities of code-breaking,
and this may be pay-off on whether Philadelphia electronics B»T
firm has something or
not.
RUSSELL BRINES, Associated Press foreign correspondent now attached to Washington headquarters, joins Copley Press in
San Diego as general executive and assistant to president. Copley owns ch. 13
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles.
B»T
DEAN LEAVING • Fanney Neyman Litvin, dean of FCC's examiners, last week
formally filed her application for retirement effective Sept. 30, after 30 years of
continuous government service. Actually
her 30th anniversary is Sept. 19 but she
will work to month's end. Mrs. Litvin, who
has figured in many of FCC's most important cases, will travel for three to six
months and afterwardB»Tannounce her plans.
SAM PICKARD, first station relations vice
president of CBS and member of Federal
Radio Commission (Nov. 1927-Jan. 1929)
has sold his Port Paradise Hotel and colony
of villas at Crystal River, Fla., to an A tlanta hotel corporation. Pickards are now
vacationing in Europe.
B»T
BACK TO BACKLOG • FCC didn't get
into its hearing case backlog last week —
first formal session following its monthlong recess. Nor will it this week since
regular Wednesday meeting has been postponed to permit all members (except
Comr. Webster on assignment in Europe)
to attend "Washington Day" luncheon of
Radio-Television Executives Club in New
York with Vice President Nixon as principal speaker. Doesn't look like FCC will
get into meaty cases or de-intermixture
problem for couple of weeks at least. Two
days in early October will be given over to
all-out discussion of tv allocation situation,
under tentative plan.
B»T
DESCRIBED as pioneer venture for fuel
oil advertising on West Coast, General
Petroleum Corp. is using some 200 film
spots through Sept. 26 on KOIN-TV and
KLOR (TV) Portland, Ore., for Mobilheat. Tv is major portion of $30,000 onemarket test campaign placed through
Stromberger, LaVene & McKenzie, Los
Angeles. Premium offer of $13.75 cutlery
set for $4.99 is copy theme. If test is successful itwill set pattern for tv in other
markets later.
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REACTION

TO

'MONITOR'

EXTENSION

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

'LIFE' IN 100 • Life magazine, N. Y., buying
radio-tv spot announcement campaign starting
BY NBC
RADIO
FOUND
'VERY MIXED'
per hour of network time, and in these periods on varied dates for four weeks in over 100 marf OFFICIALS of some 150 NBC Radio affiliates
NBC will have nine minutes to sell on network
kets during latter part of September and early
last Friday heard but took no action on NBC's
basis. Amount of time available for local sale October. Young & Rubicam, N. Y., is agency.
proposals to expand Monitor concept to weekon weekend Monitor also being increased, it NEW COLGATE SOAP • Colgate-Palmolive
days, reduce station compensation by 25%, and
open up additional evening programs for net- was understood.
Co., N. Y., will introduce new Colgate bar
work sale of participating announcements (see
In separate session after meeting with netearly story page 31).
work officials — which also included talk by soap (hand soap) with television spot announcecampaign N.to Y.,
startis in
mid-October. Lenpublic relations vice president, Kenneth W. nen & ment
Affiliate reaction was described by station
Newell,
agency.
Bilby, on 1955-56 advertising, promotion and
sources as "very mixed."
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New Orleans, re- publicity plans — James Gaines of WOAI San COLGATE RADIO • Colgate-Palmolive Co.
himself longtime former NBC official, (Colgate dental cream), N. Y., is working up
tiring chairman of affiliates, said it was "ex- Antonio,
was named chairman of NBC Radio Affiliates radio spot announcement campaign to start
tremely valuable meeting" and NBC presentaOct. 3 and run to end of year in several southern
succeeding Mr. Swezey; Chris Witting of Westtions were "constructive and informative in outmarkets. Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., is agency.
lining the future course of operation for the inghouse Broadcasting Co. was elected to new
PHILLIPS RADIO, TV • Sterling Drug (Philnetwork." Closed-session discussion related pri- post of vice chairman, and George Harvey,
marily to Monitor extension, he said, and af- WFLA Tampa, was named to succeed Harold
lips milk of magnesia, etc.), N. Y., through
WSJS Winston-Salem, as secretaryfiliates actions will depend on individual op- Essex,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., is buying ratreasurer.
erating situations.
dio and television spot announcement campaign
Others named to succeed present executive
NBC has set Nov. 7 as target date to extend
using minutes and 20 seconds, effective end of
Monitor plan to unsponsored portions of 10 committee members: George Wagner, KFI Los
Angeles; J. Leonard Reinsch, WSB Atlanta; Ben September.
a.m.-to-6 p.m. (NYT) periods Monday through
COFFEE RADIO o American Home Foods
Larsen, KDYL Salt Lake City; Les Lindow,
Friday (but with increased number of guaran(G. Washington coffee), N. Y., is planning radio
WFDF
Flint,
Mich.;
David
Baltimore,
WBRE
teed positions available for station sale). ComWilkes-Barre, and Harold Hough, WBAP Fort spot announcement campaign in 20 large eastern
pensation cut— designed to parallel CBS Radio's
markets, effective Sept. 19 for 12 weeks.
Worth.
recent 20% reduction but without CBS Radio's
Charles W. Hoyt, N. Y., is agency.
one-year limit on it— remains matter for individual negotiation between NBC and affiliates,
product in programs already utilizing the maxiNARTB Tv Code Board
with Oct. 1 as NBC's suggested effective date.
Opening of additional programs to network
mum allowable commercial time."
After brief look at Kefauver juvenile deAdopts Violation Procedure
sale of participations — "possibly" including
linquency report, board ordered Edward H.
Dragnet, Great Gildersleeve, Radio Fan Club,
SUBSCRIBERS to NARTB Television Code
Bronson, director of code affairs, to prepare
and One Man's Family, in addition to present
will be notified when film programs are found report for January review by code board, with
Fibber McGee & Molly — probably will also be inconsistent with code, mentioning program by
final recommendations going to NARTB Tv
part of contract negotiations. Contract amendtitle, NARTB Tv Code Review Board anments to be mailed stations early this week.
Board. said
Industry
effort istonotsome
"regulatory,"
nounced Friday. Confidential relationship be- Shafto
in referring
conclusionsMr.in
NBC President Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr.
tween
board
and
code
subscribers
will
continue,
told affiliates that at current rate NBC Radio
report, following pattern of other proaccording to Chairman G. Richard Shafto, Kefauver fessional
efforts such as American Bar Assn.
would lose approximately $2 million this year,
WIS-TV Columbia, S. C. Review process takes
At
Thursday-Friday
code meeting, besides
and it was understood that NBC Radio's reveplace after formal complaint has been made
board members, were NARTB President Harold
nues represent approximately 6-7% of parent
(code board photo page 50).
E. Fellows; Mr. Bronson and his assistant,
RCA's. It also was understood that, with fall
Chairman Shafto said most film producers
cancellations, NBC Radio in final quarter of and distributors are not disposed to ignore code, Charles S. Cady; Thad H. Brown, tv vice president; Robert L. Heald, chief attorney; Vincent
this year will be losing at rate of $4 million to
adding
some
material
was
made
for
theatre
exT.
Wasilewski,
government affairs manager, and
$5 million per year, unless offset. Mr. Weaver
hibition rather than home before code was
Robert K. Richards, consultant.
established.
stressed radio's changing functions and fact that
through multiple exposures advertisers can again
Board showed concern over practice "of pro- Chevrolet to Decide Soon
reach huge cumulative audiences. He denied
moting theatre attractions on commercial sponMonitor opponents' charges that Monitor underOn Spots for New Models
sored programs." It took note of "a growing
cuts existing network prices or prices for major
trend to insert promotional material, including CHEVROLET Div. of General Motors Corp.
spot campaigns, declaring this program instead
actual filmed portions, of current Hollywood
is expected to make decision on radio-tv spot
has created new spot business for many stations
buying campaign, designed to introduce new
as well as new advertiser and agency interest —
1955-56 models, within "next 15 or 20 days,"
and money — for network radio.
Joseph Hartigan, senior vice president and
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC executive vice presimedia director of Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit,
WINTER'S COMING
dent, outlined sales plans for the extended
told B»T Friday. (See story page 34.)
SMITH BROTHERS (cough drops),
Monitor — which will be angled more toward
He declined, however, to reveal how extenPoughkeepsie, N. Y., planning television
daytime audiences, especially housewives, than
sive it would be or to indicate whether tv spot
spot announcement campaign in more
is Monitor, and which will go under a name yet
buys
are involved. Meanwhile, Kling Film Prothan
60
markets,
effective
mid-October.
to be selected. He will confer with station repLength of contract and actual starting
ductions, Chicago, has filmed series of Chevresentatives in effort to dissuade them from
rolet spots for Dinah Shore Show on NBC-TV
Monitor opposition.
dates vary, depending on station and marand
others
for dealer usage.
ket. Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
Station reaction to extension of Monitor may
New
York,
is
agency.
not be known till NBC clears time 12 noon-3
New RCA Color Vidicon
Anahist Co. (cold preparations), Yonkp.m. period (station time). Stations may take
RCA
scheduled to unveil today (Monday) its
ers,
N.
Y.,
starting
television
spot
anweekday Monitor during this period and get
nouncement campaign in over 100 marnine minutes of commercial time within it for
new
3-Vidicon
tube color camera — approximatkets effective end of this month to run
station sale, without co-op fee and without
ing
weight
and
size of standard black-and-white
for 26 weeks. Radio plans are still uncharge for program. NBC will have four
studio camera and more compact and more
decided. Ted Bates & Co., New York, is
minutes per hour for network sale in this block.
flexible than conventional color cameras — duragency.
In network time, stations will have available,
ing medical Hall.
tv demonstration in Philadelphia's
for local sale, four minutes of commercial time
Convention
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PEOPLE

at

Rochester

Stations Seek

Review of WSAY Ruling
U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington was
^ asked Friday by sharetime ch. 10 WHEC-TV
and W VET-TV Rochester, N. Y.. to stay issuance of its decision last July holding that
WSAY Rochester should have had hearing on
its protest to 1953 grant [B»T, Aug. 1]. Rochester tv stations took action day after FCC
notified court it had decided not to ask U. S.
Supreme Court to review ruling.
Rochester telecasters told court they definitely would seek review by Supreme Court. Court's
mandate was stayed at request of FCC last
month pending determination by Commission
whether to appeal or not. At stake is continuance ofWHEC-TV and WVET-TV pending
hearing and decision on WSAY protest. Under
present rules, when protestant is found eligible
for hearing, grant in question must be stayed.
Rochester telecasters began operating November
1953.
One Low-Power, One Satellite
Included in Three Tv Filings
APPLICATIONS for three new tv stations, including one satellite and another low-power
operation, were filed with FCC Friday.
KOTA-TV Rapid City, S. D., applied for
satellite operation on ch. 5 at Lead, S. D. Total
construction cost estimated at $95,718, with first
year operating cost $20,000. No expected revenues for first year were reported. Satellite will
operate at 11.9 kw visual and 5.9 kw aural.
Transmitter and antenna will be RCA.
William J. Wagner, who owns six Alaska
radio stations and has interests in two tvs there,
is seeking low-power tv operation at Juneau
on ch. 8. Total construction costs were set at
$50,750; first year operating costs at $45,000,
and first year revenue at $50,000. Mr. Wagner
owns KINY Juneau, KFQD Anchorage, KFRB
Fairbanks, KIBH Seward, KTKN Ketchikan
and KIFW Sitka. He also has interests in two
Alaska tvs — KTVA (TV) Anchorage and
KTVF (TV) Fairbanks. Station will be equipped
by Adler Communications Labs and will operate at 261 w visual and 131 w aural.
At Billings, Mont., KGHL has applied for
ch. 8 there. Construction costs estimated at
$316,224; first year operating costs at $320,860,
and first year revenue at $323,460. Transmitter
and antenna will be RCA and station will operate at 96.8 kw visual and 52.7 kw aural.
General

Teleradio

Denies

West Palm Beach Charges
GENERAL TELERADIO Friday denied allegations that its purchase of WEAT-AM-TV
West Palm Beach will result in concentration
of control as charged by ch. 21 WIRK-TV there
[B«T, Sept. 5].
General Teleradio, along with sellers James
R. and June H. Meachem, asked Commission to
dismiss WIRK-TV request that FCC set aside
sale approval of last July and schedule hearings.
GT and Meachems said WIRK-TV has no
standing to object to sale under "economic
protest" provision. WEAT-TV said WIRK-TV
has provided no fact to support claim it will
suffer economic injury.
Mere fact that licensee owns several other
Broadcasting

deadline
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P&G'S BIG TOP
PROCTER & GAMBLE. Cincinnati, for
its new subsidiary W. T. Young Foods
Inc., Lexington, Ky., maker of Big Top
peanut butter, has named Compton Adv.,
New York, to handle its advertising effective Jan. 1. Media plans are in works
and account reportedly will get usual
P & G advertising plan including testing
in markets, then saturation spots and
possible network. Radio and television
are being considered. Compton currently
handles following P & G accounts: Ivory
soap, Crisco and Gleam toothpaste.
stations in different parts of country should not
be held as concentration of control to automatically warrant lifting of license, GT asserted.
Meachems said transfer was necessary to insure continued operation of ch. 12 WEAT-TV.
They noted between Jan. 1 and Aug. 1, WEATTV lost $50,823.
Accounts Changing Hands
In Chicago Agency Shifts
FURTHER REALIGNMENT of products involving four agencies announced Friday by
Toni Co., Chicago, cutting across lineup of
various radio-tv properties. Don Paul Nathanson, vice president of Weiss & Geller, who resigns to form own agency Dec. 1 and takes
with him six products, also will inherit Prom
home permanent account from Leo Burnett Co.
Other changes: Viv Soft Touch lipstick from
Burnett to Tatham-Laird, which already handles White Rain Shampoo and Bobbi home
permanent; Tame from Tatham-Laird to Clinton E. Frank, which now has Pamper Shampoo
and Casual home permanent. In addition to
five other accounts mentioned earlier (see story,
page 33), Mr. Nathanson will take Sofstyle
account with him.
Pay Tv Comments Close
ONLY station filing reply comments on pay tv
at Friday deadline was KGUL-TV Galveston,
Tex. Station said subscription tv proponents
had failed to make case, similar to positions
taken by networks, NARTB and Joint Committee on Toll Tv (see earlier story, page 74).
UPCOMING
Sept. 12-14: CBS
Radio Affiliates
meeting, Detroit.
Sept. 13-15: Radio-Electro n i c s -M f r s .
Assn. fall conclave, Plaza Hotel, New
York.
Sept. 14-16: Life Insurance Advertisers
Assn., Essex House, New York.
Sept. 15-16: Michigan AP Broadcasters
Assn., Hidden Valley, Gaylord, Mich.
Sept. 16-17: Michigan Assn. of RadioTv Broadcasters Convention, Hidden
Valley, Gaylord, Mich.
Sept. 17: Okla. Assn. of Broadcasters,
Holiday Inn, Oklahoma City.

JAMES L. CLEARY, district manager of
ASCAP's Cleveland office, named mid-eastern
division manager, supervising ASCAP offices
in Cincinnati and Pittsburgh in addition to
Cleveland. RAYMOND G. CARPENTER,
former ASCAP field representative in Cincinnati, appointed' district manager, Pittsburgh
office.
JACK W. MINOR, director of advertising and
merchandising, Dodge Div., General Motors
Corp., appointed to newly created post of sales
manager in charge of advertising, merchandising and related sales activities.
ADOLPH J. TOIGO, Lennen & Newell president, elected vice chairman, Eastern Region,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, succeeding late Thomas F. Harrington of Ted
Bates & Co.

New County Ownership
Service Drafted by Nielsen
SPECIFICATIONS are being drawn up by A.
C. Nielsen Co. for new radio-tv measurement
of county-by-county ownership, station coverage
and circulation, as result of favorable response
from special cross-section survey conducted by
Nielsen of agencies, advertisers, stations and
their representatives, B«T learned Friday.
Methods, costs and markets are being weighed
by Nielsen, whose survey found more interest
in tv data than in radio, although latter was
only few points behind and respondents were
much more vocal about special radio situations
needing attention. Letter embodying this status
report now being sent interested parties over
signature of J. K. Churchill, Nielsen vice president.
TvB#s First Convention
Planned Nov. 11 in Chicago
TELEVISION Bureau of Advertising will hold
its first annual convention Nov. 1 1 at Chicago's
Ambassador East Hotel, according to notifications due to reach members over past weekend.
Present plans call for one-day meeting. Agenda
has not been worked out but presumably one
highlight will be detailed report by President
Oliver Treyz on TvB activities and developments since organization was formed last winter.
West

Coast Market

Show

THREE-DAY advertising, sales and marketing
show opens today (Monday) at Los Angeles
Ambassador Hotel with major agencies and advertisers displaying current campaigns and creative work. Coordinated by George Stromme,
similar show runs Sept. 27-29 at Mark Hopkins
Hotel, San Francisco.
Joseph D. Basson Dies
FUNERAL SERVICES were to be held yesterday (Sun.) in Brooklyn, N. Y., for Joseph D.
Basson, 66, who died Wednesday at his Forest
Hills home after long illness. Mr. Basson was
international representative of International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes & Moving
Picture Operators since 1942 and was active
in organizing tv technicians. He is survived by
his wife, daughter, and two grandchildren.
Bar Outing Slated Oct. 15
ANNUAL fall outing of Federal Communications Bar Assn. will be held Oct. 15 at estate
of late Horace Lohnes, FCBA President Percy
Russell announced Friday. Outing committee
is under chairmanship of Thomas Wall.
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WHAT'S WITH NETWORK RADIO?
NBC and CBS get together with their
respective affiliates to explore new
formulas. NBC wants to expand
'Monitor.' CBS has new segmentation
selling
31

OIL & GAS AND RADIO-TV
The role of broadcast advertising in
bringing a small petroleum jobber to
a contending position in the Chicago
area
64
THE WAY IS LONG FOR PAY TV

A NIBBLE FROM INSURANCE
President of insurance advertising
group says its members are showing
more interest in use of radio-tv . . .32
DETROIT READIES FALL DRIVE
Car makers are aligning availabilities
to sell their new models
34
THE NARTB REGIONAL MEETINGS
Fall slate gets underway in Chicago
next week. The typical agenda is
on
46

Reply comments are in at the FCC,
but action is a glimmer in the distance 74
CBS FAVORED IN ST. LOUIS
Network wins initial decision recommending itbe granted ch. 11 facility
78
NEW TEST FOR FCC POLICY
Can the Commission say whether a
town is being enough for x-many stations? The Harlan, Ky., case may set
a precedent
82
STORER SPLITS IN ATLANTA
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with three major tv networks for new
contract, increased compensation. .52
HOW MUCH IRON IN THE CURTAIN?
Exclusive B*T interview, by radio,
with NBC correspondent Irving Levine
in Moscow
55

Jackson to head WAGA-TV while
Frazier takes over radio outlet. Collins named tv sales chief
92
CBS 'EMP' IS PAYING OFF
At least for nine stations which last
week announced rate increases.
They're tied
in with
the network's
Extended
Market
Plan
108

AN AMBITIOUS LIVE COMMERCIAL
U. S. Steel transports its crews to the
Illinois State Fair to put 'immediacy'
into its 'Steel Hour' commercials. A
B»T Picture Story
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German firm demonstrates a microphone-sized gadget which could revolutionize tv
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COUNSELOR

As a matter of policy, the Blackburn-Hamilton

Com-

pany always advises its clients, both buyers and sellers,
to retain counsel in all transactions involving the firm's
brokerage services.
Communications

laws and

regulations are compli-

cated. Their interpretation should be left to those who
are trained and experienced in the legal profession.
Skillful brokerage, too, requires training and experience— in the exacting tasks of appraisal and negotiation.
There is no substitute for such knowledge — acquired
only after years in the field.
Thus, the experience of the oldest and largest — and
only national organization dealing exclusively in broadcasting and newspaper properties — dictates that there
should be five parties to every successful transaction:
buyer . . . seller . . . their respective attorneys . . . and
an experienced, proven broker.
Such a combination of interests and talents is a guarantee of satisfaction.

RADIO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Washington Bldg.
Sterling 34341-2

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

TV

NEWSPAPER
CHICAGO
Tribune Tower
Delaware 7-2755-6

BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
111 Sutter St.
Exbrook 2-5671-2
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BEST
NON-NETWORK
FILM SERIES

1

/ RICHARD \
\ CARLSON/

we

know
don't
how
many

people
have

caught
sailfish

BUT

we DO know that among leading radio-TV
agency executives— if restricted to just one publication . . . ™fr I /0
would pick BROADCASTING-TELECASTING as the most informative and useful!
To amplify:

Broadcasting-Telecasting
Publication B
Publication C
Publication D
Publication E
Publication F
Publication G
No Answer
Other Magazines

41 %
28%
13%
3%
3%
2%
1%
8%
3%

(Note.- It adds to 102%. Some fence-sitters voted two ways.)
Clearly enough, BROADCASTING-TELECASTING has a giant advantage over all other
radio-TV trade publications for the title of "Most Informative and Useful".
moral:

When people depend on a magazine, it gets read. So do your messages (if they're in it).
If you want to hook the big ones, there are a lot of excellent hints in Ross Federal
Research Corporation's "Readership and Preference Study of Radio & Television
Publications". Don't borrow anyone else's copy; we have one that can be your very
own. Just write to BROADCASTING-TELECASTING, 1 735 deSales Street, Washington 6, D. C.
Best three-cent investment you'll ever make!

<

IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevadai

-fox,

-fcl*e

fvuyueif

These inland radio stations, purchased as a unit, give you more
listeners than any competitive combination of local stations . . .
and at the lowest cost per thousand!
(SAMS and SR&D)

NO
CRAMENTO

In this mountain-isolated market, the Beeline serves an area with
over 2 million people and over 31/4 billion in spendable income.
(1955 Consumer Markets)

ELD

KERNmBAKERSF

iULcClatcJUq
^AoOctcetdtu^
Co*u£?a*Mf
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA • Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative

GOOD NEIGHBOR IN CENTRAL OHIO. The spacious grounds of Peoples
Broadcasting Corporation station WRFD in Worthington have been
turned into a beautifully landscaped picnic and recreation area open

Good

neighbors

...

good

to

the

to the public. Among the many summertime attractions on the
Green is a theater-in-the-round in which a professional troupe
stages current Broadway hit shows.

public

salesmen

for

your

product

5000-920)
WMMN
How
serves

people's
people's

money
needs

"To sell ... a station must also serve." This
is the principle which guides each of the four
stations operated by Peoples Broadcasting
Corporation. Each recognizes that leadership
carries with it the responsibility to keep programs on a high plane. Each takes an active
and neighborly interest in the community it
serves. Each, through public service, has won
the good will of its listeners . . . good will that
is shared by the products of its advertisers.
Peoples Broadcasting Corporation is

First since 1928 in North Central
in coverage, power, penetration and
only station that delivers this(CBSvital
Represented by H-R
5000-880)
WRFD

WORTHINGTON
Ohio

(IND. dominates 72 of Ohio's 88 counties. Its
WRFD's strong signal
auto signal is the best in the state. WRFD is programmed for rural
listeners. It is the voice of leading farm organizations in Ohio.
Represented by Robert Meeker Associates, Inc.
1000-920)
New Jersey
TRENTON

WTTM

Covering Central New Jersey and the Delaware Valley, this station plays an important part in all activities of the surrounding community. Trenton is the hub of(NBCthis vast industrial area.
Represented by Forjoe & Co., Inc.

owned by the more than two million policyholder-members of the Nationwide Mutual
Insurance Company . . . the company which
invests its policyholders' money in activities
which serve the policyholders' interest.

FAIRMONT
West Virginia
West Virginia. WMMN is first
first in audience. WMMN is the
market.
Representatives

WGAR

50,000-1220)

CLEVELAND
Ohio

A major influence in Northern Ohio, serving 414 million people.
WGAR is programmed for the adult audience who do the major
purchasing; winner of many awards for outstanding public service.
Represented by(CBSHenry I. Christol Co., Inc.

This ad appeared in the New York Times Special Supplement, Sunday, August 28

. _
Owned

>e Policyholders

of the Nationwide

1/ Columbus,
Mutual

Insurance

Ohio

Company
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B-T SPECIAL
A 144-PAGE REPORT
ON RADIO IN 1955
Pages 51-194

>mplete Index
Page 10
Radio
THIS

ISSUE:

Active

Results

Radio is always "Johnny on-the-spot."
No matter what happens . . . how it happens . . . when
it happens . . . Radio is there — right at the moment
it takes place — to give you the immediate results.
Radio is "Johnny on-the-spot" to sell your products, too.
If it matters when you sell . . . how you sell . . . where
you sell . . . Spot Radio is right there — as you like
it— to give your products immediate sales results.
That's why Radio-Active results pay off in new customers
for Spot Advertisers . . . "right on-the-spot."

Radio Affiliates
■'all-Winter Plans
Page 43

Ion Can't Keep Up
rith New Orders
Page 46
>ther Hollywood
Block Removed
Page 197

WSB

Atlanta
/Dallas \

\Ft. Worth/
KOA
WFAA* Denver
Erie
WIKK
Houston
Lansing
WJIM
KPRC*
Little Rock
KARK
KABC
Los Angeles

NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
/NBC
ABC
\ABC

WISN

Milwaukee

KSTP
WABC
WTAR
WIP
WRNL
KCRA

St. Paul
1
New York
Norfolk
ia
P{hMiilnadneelapphol
Richmond
Sacramento
San Antonio
San Diego

KFMB

CBS
NBC

KGO
KMA

San Francisco ABC
Shenandoah ABC
(Iowa)

ABC
CBS
MBS
ABC

KTBS
KVOO
ABC

Shreveport
Tulsa
Pacific Radio

NBC
NBC
CBS

Regional Network
Also represented as key
stations of the
TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK

NBC
NBC

WOAI*

rHI NEWSWEEKLY
EDWARD
NEW YORK

PETRY

&

CO.

. CHICAGO . LOS ANGELES • DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

INC.
. ATLANTA

-II

i4 om

But

in Louisville

WHAS-TV

fine/..

. . .

Programming

pays

off!

entertainment show with News,
Farm Weather, and Music.)

Are

you

participating?

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
NEIL CLINE, Station Mgr.
Represented Nationally by Harrington,
Righter & Parsons,
Associated with The Courier-Journal
St The Louisville Times

Your Sales Message Deserves
The Impact of Programming of Character

BASIC CBS-TV Network

• • •

#et

this

v

WJlM-TV

oft ^UfJvi^iC

"TV

/dtbctUyi^

I

issues) published in January and July by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 1735
Published every Monday with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington. D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

LANCASTER,

PA.

WGAL-TV
NBC and CBS
Reading
Channel 8 Harrisburg
Multi-City Market

Worth remembering when you plan
your advertising — WGAL-TV is the
one station that reaches the rich,

York
Hanover
Gettysburg
Chambersburg

vast Channel 8 multi-city market
— where ZVi million people, with

Waynesboro
Frederick
Westminster

912,950 TV sets, have $5/2 billion to spend annually. For sales
316,000

watts

results you'll not forget, advertise
on WGAL-TV.

Lebanon
Carlisle
Sunbury
Lewistown
Lock Haven
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MEEKER
New York • Los Angeles

•

TV,
Chicago

•

INC.
San Francisco

Martinsburg

Hagerstown
STEINMAN

Kepr«enfaf.Ves.

Pottsville
Hazleton
Shamokin
Bloomsburg
Lewisburg

STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.
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ABC RADIO'S RADICAL PLAN • Reprogramming of virtually entire nighttime
schedule of ABC Radio (see story page
90) due for announcement this week by
President Robert E. Kintner. New programming, described as radical departure
from radio's past or present (including
NBC's Monitor), will include five multisegmented across-the-board programs and
v will make ABC Radio "personal as a
pillow," it's reported. Closely guarded
new project is understood to be based
on "personalized listening" concept developed by ABC research and is seen as
evidence of ABC determination to continue to challenge CBS and NBC Radio.
With new program format will come new
sales plan.
B»T
WHILE argument over NBC's Monitor
rolls on, controversial program reportedly
added another $206,000 in gross billings
last week through signing of ChesebroughPonds (for Vaseline hair tonic) through
McCann-Erickson for 12 one-minute announcements weekly starting Oct. 1 for 13
weeks. This in addition to new sales to
Philip Morris and RCA, also effective Oct.
1, which is end date of introductory dividend plan offered to get Monitor moving.
B«T
NEW MODEL DRIVES • Continued
maneuvers by automotive manufacturers
for choice radio-tv spot availabilities are
pointed up in three-pronged drive just
approved by Chrysler Div. of Chrysler
Corp. Company is launching major radio
spot campaign in over 110 markets Oct.
18 and two days later will lay down sizable tv spot barrage, primarily in markets
carrying Chrysler's It's a Great Life on
NBC-TV, it's understood. Third phase:
Supplemental radio-tv schedule (with coop and factory money) in Chicago area,
with target date this Wednesday and to
run up to national drives. Agency, McCann-Erickson.
B«T
BUICK Div., General Motors, through
Kudner Agency, New York, is preparing
gigantic radio and television campaign to
introduce new model. In radio Buick will
use one-minute and 20-second announcements on about 460 stations in 160 markets starting Oct. 31 and running through
Nov. 5. In television Buick will be on
Color Spread on NBC-TV Nov. 6 and
underwrite participations on Home and
Today also NBC-TV.
B»T
BACKFIRE • While Revlon's powerpacked telecasts are inducing heavy counter demands for Living Lipstick (see page
46), there's side effect that works against
sponsor of $64,000 Question. At least
one regional drug chain is irked at Revlon
for plugging product they can't deliver.
This chain has four separate unfilled orders

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

ranging from 12 to 24 dozen of each of
20 more popular Revlon shades, is kept
busy trying to placateB»T unserved customers.
IN WHAT would represent change of
mind, CBS Radio may let advertisers buy
into its "segmented sales" programs on
less than full-network basis. Officials are
understood to be in process of working
out details, but decisions are not yet final.
B»T
CBS-STATION CO-OP • CBS Radio affiliates will get co-op money from network
for initial fall advertising campaign, it
appeared late last week. It's expected
they'll be notified shortly that, as they
requested at annual meeting last week in
Detroit (see story page 43), CBS Radio
will assist in payment for newspaper ads
which network proposed they run in kickoff promotion of fall-winter program lineup. Aid will be on basis similar to that
granted last year and in 1950.
B*T
IT'S now pretty obvious that pay tv has
secondary priority at FCC and subject
won't be coming up for some time (see
story page 201), but when it does, first
big question may be whether Commission
has power to determine if subscription tv
is broadcasting or not. Many feel Commission may use this question to duck
controversial problems inherent in potential reorientation of American broadcasting, buck whole package over to Congress.
Others, however, point out that FCC unequivocally declared last year in statement
to Congressional committee that it has
power to determine if toll tv is broadcasting in sense of Communications Act.
B«T
DISTURBED BY DEBUT • All's not
serene at F. W. Wool worth Co., over
first radio network venture, judging by
comments around CBS Radio affiliates
meeting in Detroit last week. Lynn Baker
Inc., Woolworth agency, has warned network that sponsor is unhappy over fact
some stations carry Sunday afternoon
Woolworth Hour delayed. Network officials asked affiliates to re-examine their
handling of program.
B»T
NBC-TV's pioneer daytime color venture,
Maintee Theatre, which debuts Oct. 31
with 260 shows, amounts to survival school
for actor-producer-director teams. Each
full hour show will be on five-day schedule, hit air only 25 hours from first script
reading. On show day, makeup is 4:30
a.m., dress rehearsal 5:30 a.m. Noon
originations put show in East at 3 p.m.
Teams now are preparing to produce 23
monochrome kinescopes as emergency
backlog and as pacesetters.
B«T
NETWORK PROBES • FCC staff was
given explicit instructions last week at

circuit
special meeting with chairman to begin
preparation
for network is "study."
move, it is understood,
to unearthFirst
all
documents, reports, and filings on previous network investigations and deliver
analyses of them to Commission committee
(McConnaughey, Hyde, Doerfer and Bartley). Meanwhile, choice of director of
study still unsettled, but whispers indicate
Comission is strongly seeking dean of
unidentified law school.
B«T
NOTWITHSTANDING national news
magazine's prediction Senate Commerce
Committee investigation of tv networks
will be "put off indefinitely," committee
spokesman indicated last week nothing
has happened to change statement by
Chairman Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.)
that hearings will begin next Jan. 17 [B*T,
Aug. 1]. Magazine cited resignation in
August of majority counsel Sidney Davis,
who has not been permanently replaced,
and fact Sen. Magnuson is home politicking for re-election B»T
next year.
LUXURY CLASS • Sidelight to tremendous impact of television film packaging
on west coast economy is new high standard of living enjoyed by non-actor film
workers whose union wages of several
hundred dollars weekly was geared to
intermittent movie work. Property men,
sound mixers, electricians in full-time
tv work suddenly find themselves in $15,000 to $20,000 yearly bracket. Resulting gold rush fever is infecting office
workers and junior executives, creating
major management headache.
B»T
THAT television film packaging is big
business is evident in progress of Four
Star Productions' first syndication venture.
Program is The Star and the Story. In
some 60 U. S. and eight Canadian markets, show in first year has grossed $1.35
million. Headed by Don Sharpe, Dick
Powell, Charles Boyer and David Niven,
company also films Four Star Playhouse
on CBS-TV for Singer Sewing Machine
and Bristol-Myers.
B»T
ANOTHER SPEED WAR? • New 16 2/3
rpm phonograph turntable designed by
CBS Columbia for 1956 Chrysler line
(see page 210) offers poser for phonograph
industry: Will CBS Columbia try to start
new recording revolution by introducing
super-slow speed just as it made history
after World War II by launching 33 rpm
discs? One Chrysler official at last week's
unveiling of new auto series suggested
motor firm is doing first promotion job for
Columbia innovation.
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KTHS

buzzes

KTHS

—

into

BEE

(LITTLE

BRANCH,

ROCK)

too?

Basic CBS in Little Rock — is the only
50,000-watt station in Arkansas. It is heard
and believed by hundreds of thousands of
people throughout the State.

Bee Branch (Ark.) for example, is part of our hive.
True, it only has 141 souls, but there are
hundreds and hundreds of other such communities — some larger, some smaller —
which combine to give KTHS interferencefree daytime coverage of over 3-1/3 MILLION people!
Your Branham man has all the BIG facts on KTHS.
Ask him!

50,000

KTHS
BROADCASTING
LITTLE

CBS

Watts

Radio

FROM

ROCK,

The Station KTHS daytime primary (0.5MV/M) area
has a population of 1.002,758 people, ot whom over
100,000 do not receive primary daytime service from
any other radio station . . . Our interference-free
daytime coverage area has a population of 3,372,433.

ARKANSAS

Represented by The Branham Co.
Under Same Management as KWKH, Shreveport
Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
B. G. Robertson, General Manager
Page 6
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Radio Now Local Medium,
Fellows Tells Mich. Group
RADIO has discovered "that all business, and
■» for that matter all audience, is local," NARTB
President Harold E. Fellows told Michigan
Assn. of Radio-Tv Broadcasters Friday at Hidden Valley meeting (early story page 200). In
five-year period, he said, medium has been converted from national to local or community
medium, finding its source of greatest interest
is represented "in the day-to-day flow of human
events within the periphery of its listenable
signal." Tv should observe this trend, he suggested.
This secret was discovered "by force of circumstance" rather than through any magic formula, he said. The transition caused by competition and progress "should not (nor will it)
disturb those who really believe in the sound
medium," he said.
Mr. Fellows said he subscribes to the theory
that "the basic function of broadcasting . . .
is informing. The secondary function is entertaining. This is a thesis stated in the face
of the fact that the big money presently rides
on 'entertainment'. This, however, is not the
ultimate objective .of broadcasting; and if you
want to put this in a tube and bury it, and
read it in 2000 A.D., I'll ride with my present
bet."
The state association structure, now including 47 separate associations, has developed
rapidly, he said, recalling that the entire republic "is based upon the concept of states rights
and state activities balanced against federal
organization." He added that this growth has
encouraged membership in national association.
Democrats Meet in Chicago
DEMOCRATIC party officials will meet with
broadcast industry representatives at Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Chicago today (Monday) to discuss problems of radio-tv coverage in connection with party's 1956 national convention in
that city. Paul Butler, national committee
chairman, and Hy Raskin, attorney and former
deputy national chairman, will head party
contingent. Discussions to take place in same
hotel at same time as Republican executive committee (arrangements) convenes.
Mutual Offers Football
MUTUAL announced Friday that its coverage
of 31 major college and professional football
games will be offered to stations for sale to
local and regional advertisers as cooperative
features. Network will carry entire schedule
of U. of Miami team on Friday nights; Game of
Week college schedule on Saturday afternoons,
and 14 games of National Football League on
Saturdays and Sundays.
Gov. Harriman to Report
GOV. HARRIMAN of New York will make
special reports to consituents over state lineups
of NBC radio and tv stations. Initial Report to
the People, set to be carried as public service
monthly during remainder of 1955 and twicemonthly during sessions of State Legislature,
starting in January, will be presented on ninetv-station network and still undetermined number of radio stations on Sept. 25, 12:15-12:30
p.m. (EDT).
Broadcasting • Telecasting

deadline

COLOR USERS
AT LEAST seven advertisers have indicated they will use color spot commercials
— of 10- and 20-second lengths — on
WRCA-TV New York in adjacencies to
their colorcasts on NBC-TV, according
to Jay Heitin, sales manager of NBC's
owned and operated station. Sponsors
committed to color spots: Castro convertible sofas, through Newton Adv.;
B. T. Babbitt Co., through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Ford Dealers Assn.,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.; Benrus
watches, through Biow-Beirn-Toigo; Liggett & Myers (L&M cigarettes), through
Cunningham & Walsh; Oldsmobile Div.
of General Motors, through D. P. Brother
Inc., and RCA through Kenyon & Eckhardt. Station had announced availability
after Sept. 1 of color adjacencies.
1955 Radio Set Sales Close
To 1954 Level; Tv Shows Gain
RETAIL SALES of radio sets (excluding auto
receivers) in seven months of 1955 totaled 2,732,983 compared to 2,822,090 in same 1954
period, according to Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs.
Assn. July retail radio sales were 303,965 units
compared to 421,387 in June (five-week month)
and 411,197 in same month year ago.
RETMA earlier reported 4,065,859 auto sets
manufactured in first seven months of year.
Tv retail sales set new July and seven-month
records, and ran 13% above seven-month 1954
period. July sales were 381,567 tv receivers
compared to 430,347 in five-week June. Sales
in July 1954 were 368,634 sets. Seven-month
sales this year were 3,584,562 sets compared to
3,174,394 year ago.
Copyright Pact in Force
NEW world copyright convention merging Pan
American Copyright Union pact and Bern Convention went into effect Friday. Fifteen nations, including U. S., have signed. Another
30 expect to ratify within year. Under convention, authors may collect royalties on their
reprinted works in foreign countries that heretofore have not guaranteed such payment. Protection given authors and other writers for
minimum of 25 years either from time of first
publication or from author's death.
FUN TO

WAKE

UP

IT FIGURES! WRCA-TV New York,
which has been trying to make people
sleepy with its Count Sheep program,
(Mon.-Fri., 1-1:05 a.m. EDT), starring
Nancy Berg [B»T, Aug. 8], has decided to
wake them up with Eye Opener (Mon.Fri., 6:55-7 a.m. EDT), starting Oct. 31.
New sign-on program will feature Martin
Levin, humorist and critic, who will
lampoon news developments and otherwise start off day brightly for early tunersin, says WRCA-TV. Standard costumes
for Eye Opener will be pajamas, night
shirts and bath robes.

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

GOLD MEDAL RADIO • General Mills (Gold
Medal flour) placing radio spot announcement
campaign in 85 markets effective Sept. 21 for
weeks. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.,
is16 agency.
PERTUSSIN IN 70 • Seeck & Kade (Pertussin),
N. Y., buying radio spot announcement campaign in 70 markets, effective Oct. 17 for 26
weeks. McCann-Erickson, N. Y., is agency.
CAMPBELL PLANS • Campbell Soup Co.,
Camden, N. J., lining up radio announcement
campaign embracing 15 spots per week for 26
weeks on about 35 stations, effective Oct. 3.
BBDO, N. Y., is agency.
DRACKETT SPOTS • Drackett Co. (Drano,
Windex), Cincinnati, preparing radio-television
spot campaign in approximately 50 television markets and 75 radio markets, starting
Oct. 3. Contracts expected to run for 39 weeks.
Young & Rubicam, N. Y., is agency.
AIRLINE AGENCY • Northwest Orient Airlines named Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, to
handle its advertising, effective Jan. 1. Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., has been servicing
account.
CANDY BUYS CIRCUS • Chuncky Chocolate Corp. to sponsor first half-hour of ABCTV's Super Circus (Sun., 5-6 p.m. EDT) on
alternate weeks, starting Sept. 25. Hilton &
Riggio, N. Y., is agency.
FALSTAFF SPORTS • Falstaff Brewing Co.,
St. Louis, will sponsor one-half of each telecast
of 1 1 Sunday afternoon home games of Chicago
Bears and Chicago Cardinals professional football teams on ABC-TV starting Oct. 2. Agency
is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y. Other
half of each game will be offered for local
sponsorship.
PET FOODS AGENCY • Pet Foods division
of Standard Brands, whose billing is approximately $1 million, names Ted Bates & Co. to
handle its advertising, effective immediately.
N. Y. AWRT Opens Season
FIRST fall dinner of New York Chapter of
American Women in Radio & Television being
held today (Mon.) at Warwick Hotel, New
York, with cocktails at 6 p.m. Featured speaker
is, Loyd Ring Coleman, managing director, J.
Walter
offices inThompson
Australia. Co.'s Sydney and Melbourne
'Playhouse7 Sold to British
SALE of 26 The Playhouse tv films to Associated Rediffusion, British program contractor, being announced today (Mon.) by
George T. Shupert, president, ABC Film Syndication Inc. Other English and foreign sales,
now under negotiation, to be announced shortly
by ABC Film. Contract with Associated, first
by ABC Film to be consummated in England,
involves outright sale of negatives for tv broadcast in England and in all English speaking
countries in Eastern Hemisphere. Option for
remaining 26 half-hours in series held by Associated, which contracts for England's MondayFriday commercial tv schedule.
September 19, 1955
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usually, reward deserved; a mark or token of excel!
approbation. 2. Quality, state, or fact of deserving
ill; desert; as, each according to his merit* 3. 1
excellence. 4. That which is counted to one as a d
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Program

Hours

Increased

As WOR-TV Billings Soar
COINCIDENT with announcement that gross
billings at WOR-TV New York for first nine
* months of 1955 had increased 82% over corresponding period of 1954, Gordon Gray, general manager of WOR-AM-TV, disclosed plans
for expanding tv station's hours on air by 47%.
Effective Wednesday, WOR-TV will present
130 hours of programming weekly, as compared
with current output of 88% hours. Main additions include all-night live show from 1 a.m.7 a.m. (EDT) and children's video block from
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m., both on Monday-throughFriday basis. WOR-TV has been starting at 1
p.m. and signing off at 1 a.m.
All-night program, Night Time New York,
will be produced by Hank Leeds and will have
variety-music-news format, featuring Milton
Ford as m.c. with actress lacqueline Susann,
singer Tony Bavaar, pianist-composer Tony
Burello and Bill Bromley, reporter. Children's
block will consist each weekday of three halfhour cartoon-comedy shows designed to appeal
to young children and housewives.
Increase in hours also will precipitate reshuf ling ofcurrent WOR-TV programming and
addition of new shows in nighttime schedule,
according to Mr. Gray. Current 9-10 p.m.
period devoted to feature film will be eliminated,
he said, to be replaced by block of half-hour
mystery shows on weekdays. New programs
also will include Gene Autry and Roy Rogers
films to be used weekdays, 6:30-7:30 p.m.
Georgia Tv Station Opens
START of regular program operations by
WCTV (TV) Thomasville, Ga. (Tallahassee,
Fla.), announced Friday by owner John H.
Phipps. Ch. 6 station, first local tv there, will
be CBS affiliate and represented by Meeker Tv
Inc. Mr. Phipps owns WTAL Tallahassee and
WTYS Marianna, Fla.
Screen Gems Names Agency
SCREEN GEMS, television subsidiary of
Columbia Pictures Corp., names Lawrence Kane
Agency, as advertising agency. Screen Gems
has eight network and national programs in
production. They are Ford Theatre and Father
Knows Best on NBC-TV, Rin-Tin-Tin on ABCTV, Damon Runyon Theatre, Tales of the Texas
Rangers and Captain Midnight on CBS-TV;
Patti Page Show, Falstaff Celebrity Playhouse,
and Jungle Jim.
Anheuser-Busch

Retains

D'Arcy Adv. as Its Agency
ANHEUSER-BUSCH (Budweiser beer), St.
Louis, will retain D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis and
New York, to handle its advertising [Closed
Circuit, Sept. 5], according to August A. Busch
Jr., president of beer firm. Account spent $14
million for advertising and promotion last year.
Board committee recommended D'Arcy retention after study, stemming rumors afloat
within past few weeks that D'Arcy would lose
this as well as Coca-Cola Co. account. Latter
firm has not yet made its decision and both
Young & Rubicam and Kenyori & Eckhardt are
known to be considered by soft drink company.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

TOUCHY

TOPIC

FULL story of Ostreicher heiress death
to be aired tonight (Monday) at 9:30 by
KYW Philadelphia. Show being produced by KYW documentary unit under
direction of Mark Olds, flanked by John
Raleigh, news director, and Paul Taylor,
reporter. Careful study of abortion problem from legal, medical and psychiatric
viewpoints to be included, with prominent
doctors, attorneys and social workers to
give views. "KYW hopes to shed light
on a problem that is universal and yet is
talked about only in whispers," said
Gordon Davis, program director.

Chicago Ban Protested
ORDINANCE by crime investigating committee
of Chicago City Council, barring live radio-tv,
film cameras and tape recordings from public
hearings, drew strong protests again from CBS
o&o WBBM-AM-TV Friday. Incident arose
when Hugh Hill, WBBM special events chief,
and station's cameras were ejected from sessions preceding day when committee invoked
ban again.
Laurel, Miss., Tv Application
APPLICATION for Laurel, Miss., ch. 7 filed
Friday by Laurel Tv Co., superseding previous
application with some of same principals. New
application owned by S. A. Rosenbaum (11.5%
owner WTOK-AM-TV Meridian, Miss.); William S. Smylie (mayor of Meridian); Jack Rose,
D. B. Marcus, and T. M. Gibbons (publisher
Laurel Leader-Call) . Messrs. Rosenbaum and
Smylie own 25%; others 16.67%. Messrs.
Marcus and Gibbons also 11.8% owners of
WAML Laurel.
DuMont Forms Subsidiary
ALLEN B. DUMONT Labs today (Mon.) is
announcing formation of DuMont National
Distributors Inc. to control distribution of tv
receivers and other consumer products in markets where DuMont is not now represented by
independent distributor. According to William
H. Kelley, vice president and general manager,
distribution to be handled direct to dealer by
National where manufacturer cannot obtain
strong independent distributor for that market.
National, however, will not maintain distributorship once strong independent is contracted
in any market.

UPCOMING
Sept. 18-24: National Radio & Television Week.
Sept. 23: New York State Assn. of Radio-Tv Broadcasters, Saranac Lake,
N. Y.
Sept. 23-24: IRE Professional Group on
Broadcasting Transmission Systems,
Hamilton Hotel, Washington.
For other Upcomings see page 225

ROBERT
HANNADept.
Jr., (WGY,
manager,WGFM
GE's
BroadcastingB. Stations
[FM] and WRGB [TV] Schenectady), named
temporary
president-general manager of GE's
wholly-owned
Schenectady. printing affiliate, The Maqua Co.,
JAMES N. SITES, manager of news service,
Assn. of American Railroads, resigns to become associate editor of Whaley Eaton Service,
Washington news letter.
DON MANCHESTER, formerly vice president,
director and Chicago office manager of Campbell-Mithun, to Weiss & Geller, same city, as
vice president and member of agency's management committee.
GEORGE D. CRITTENTON promoted from
assistant sales manager to general sales managerdated
for Lanolin
Plus Inc. formerly ConsoliCosmetics, Chicago.
SAMUEL C. JOHNSON, formerly assistant to
President H. F. Johnson of S. C. Johnson &
Son (wax products), Racine, Wis., appointed
new products director and member of firm's
management committee.
JAN GILBERT, timebuyer formerly with
Bryan Houston Inc., New York, expected shortly to join Product Services Inc., also New York,
in similar capacity. EVAN G. MANN, Bryan
Houston Inc., to N. W. Ayer & Son, as member
of traffic staff of radio-tv department in New
York.
VICTOR GHIDALIA, for eight years with
Warner Bros, publicity staff in New York, has
joined Mutual's publicity department, replacing
BOB GREBE, recently named trade news editor
of ABC.
THEODORE W. HERBERT, formerly account
executive on local and network sales, ABC,
named
account
New York
office.executive, sales division, MBS'
SIGURD S. LARMON, president, Young &
Rubicam, selected in Gentry magazine list of
10 best-dressed men.
No Reply From Godfrey
CHICAGO office of Civil Aeronautics reported
Friday it had received no reply, oral or written,
from CBS star Arthur Godfrey in connection
with plane-crowding complaint filed by Ozark
Airlines. CAA sent airmail-registered letter to
Mr. Godfrey Wednesday, asking his version of
incident. Harry Troxell, CAA safety agent,
said it has not been established whether Mr.
Godfrey or Frank Levine, his companion, was
piloting craft. (Early story page 208).
Springfield Delay Asked
WICS (TV) Springfield, HI. (ch. 20), asked
FCC Friday to stay issuance of final decision
on ch. 2 that city in contest between Sangamon
Valley Broadcasting Co. and WMAY Springfield pending determination of petition for deintermixture of Illinois capital city. Sangamon
Valley holds initial decision for vhf channel.
Carman Acquires KUTA
FRANK C. CARMAN has acquired full ownership of KUTA Salt Lake City by purchasing
62.5% stock owned by partners Grant Wrathall
and E. O. Powers, it was announced Friday.
Mr. Carman paid $150,000 for stock, subject to
usual FCC approval. KUTA, operating with
5 kw on 570 kc, is affiliated with ABC. Transaction negotiated through Blackburn-Hamilton
Co., station brokers.
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Ij ike human fingerprints, no two television stations are alike.
They reflect different management policies, different
editorial opinions, different programming; in short — different personalities.

TLA

has established itself as a television station with

a distinct personality as Los Angeles' Own ... by
virtue of its record as a television pioneer in Southern California ... its complete independence in planning and programming ... its progressiveness in public service ... its
uncanny knack of reflecting the tastes and desires of the
greater Los Angeles market.

T) ecause of these factors, KTLA

has achieved unchallenged

dominance in local 'Live' programming in the nation's
second largest television market. Channel 5 comes closest,
in this 7-station area, to filling the bill as the Voice of Los
Angeles.

/^onsider this as a major PLUS

factor in measuring what

^-^^ you get for your dollar in purchasing television time in
this market. Want proof? KTLA tops all the network stations in average rating, noon to 6 P.M., Monday through
Friday (August ARB) !

KTLA

CHANNEL

5800 Sunset Boulevard

Hollywood

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY
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RAYMER
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28, California
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President: Todd Storz

Amazement, even amusement, is understandable. But the
Hooper remains: 52.6%, more than half of the Omaha audience, belongs to KOWH. KOWH has enjoyed No. 1 ratings
for 46 consecutive months, during which time average share
of audience has been climbing steadily. Every quarter-hour
belongs to KOWH. Latest Pulse and Trendex for Omaha
and Council Bluffs rate KOWH first in every daytime period.
Basis for these accomplishments: Mid-Continent programming, ideas, excitement. Where does KOWH go from here?
One suggestion: To work for you. Call on H-R, or KOWH
General Manager Virgil Sharpe.

KOWH
OMAHA

WHB
KANSAS

CITY

For somebody who hasn't kept up with New Orleans radio, it
may come as a shock to learn that the station which was 11th
among eleven stations in September, 1953, is now a leading
station. It took just ten months for WTIX to move from last
place to first place under Mid-Continent management. WTIX
has been at or near the top ever since. Listening habits of
a lifetime have been supplanted by the WTIX habit. Timebuying practices are undergoing comparable changes. How
old is your story on New Orleans? That old? Call Adam J.
Young, Jr., or WTIX General Manager Fred Berthelson.

WTIX
NEW

Many people are doing a double take at the K.C. radio picture.
What they knew in June 1954 (when Mid-Continent took over)
was one thing. What they know today, 14 months later, is
something else again. WHB (44.9%) enjoys more than twice
the average daytime Hooper of the second station (18.8%).
What's more, it's unanimous — because Pulse places WHB
first too. This drastic change in the K.C. radio picture has
been an eye-opener to many local and national advertisers
who have gone along with this leader and reaped the fruits.
Want a sales harvest in Kansas City? Talk to John Blair
or WHB General Manager George W. Armstrong.

ORLEANS

Now in three major markets "Mid-Continent" has become the
short way to say "station with the largest audience."
Fast-growing Mid-Continent symbolizes the surge
and the power of independent radio. The unique
Continent Formula works for advertisers. Proof: Station business
gets better all the time.

B

R

OA

KOWH
OMAHA
Represented by
H-R Reps, Inc.

D

C

A

S

T

I N

G

WHB
KANSAS
CITY
Represented by
John Blair & Co.

PAN

Y

WTIX
NEW
ORLEANS
Represented by
Adam J. Young, Jr.

IN REVIEW

RE-CAPTURED

Bob

"Madman"

And

Brings

FOR

Poole

Vast

WFBC!

"Comes

Radio

Home"

Following

WFBC . . . No. 1 Station in South Carolina's No. 1 Market has recaptured Greenville's No. 1 Radio Personality, Bob Poole, and his
accomplice "Buck" Poole, for three each day (5:30-8:30 A.M., Mon.Sat.) of POOLE'S PARTY LINE. Some say he's ridiculous, others
say he's outrageous . . . but Bob Poole sells goods and services!
To learn what WFBC and Bob Poole can do for your product
in the Greenville area, contact the Station or Avery-Knodel, our
representatives.

22 Years of
Leadership
in Greenville

Ask us for rates and availabilities.

Representedby
Nationally

WFB
5,000 WATTS • 19 HOURS DAILY
AFFILIATED WITH W F B C - T V
GREENVILLE,

Avery-Knodel

B.C.

WFBC-TV Swamps Competition in the counties of Greenville, Anderson, and Spartanburg, S. C, and Buncombe (Asheville), N. C,
according to the latest PULSE Survey. For your free copy of the
Survey, contact the Station or WEED.
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GUNSMOKE
LAST season NBC saddled up a tv tenderfoot
by name of George Gobel. They sent him
gunningAndfor when
honorsthein Saturday
10-10:30
slot.
shooting night's
was over,
little
George had as many notches for as many rating services as hankered to find out who was
topThis
gun. season, however, CBS Television has
ideas about drygulching George's rating. From
its saddlebag of tried and true radio favorites
the network brought Gunsmoke to tv. Last
year the radio Gunsmoke proved so popular
that sponsor Liggett & Myers slotted it in two
different half-hours on the same day to reach
both afternoon and evening audiences.
Like its radio counterpart, the tv version is
billed as adult western drama as opposed to
the usual range heroics. It succeeds in that direction and through deft scripting manages to
overcome the fact that there are just so many
stereotype plots in horse opera lore. Certainly,
the idea of the killer outdrawing and nearly
killing the hero in the initial play, lends a
different twist.
Adaptation of Gunsmoke to tv does present
some problems. In radio, the adventure series
was tempered with more than a trace of
realism. From its opening episode on tv, the
same thing will be attempted in the new medium, but it's going to be a lot harder to
achieve it here. In radio, the listener's imagination can be readily enlisted on the side of a
skillful script writer. In tv, the viewer can see
with his eyes the familiar main street of the
Western town, the same street he's seen in
every cowboy show on tv and in every Western
movie before that, not to mention the same
barroom, complete with hostess. Even if it
really was like that, it still looks stagey.
Unfortunately the Sept. 10 inaugural chose
to have actor John Wayne deliver a brief prologue. And John told you that you were in
raptures about the show even before the first
scene was unreeled. In fact, allowed John
with questionable sincerity, he just wished that
he could act in Gunsmoke. But since he
couldn't, he offered James Arness as the coming western star of stars.
As Matt Dillon, marshal of Dodge City's
early days, Mr. Arness looks too much like
the rest of the tall, broad-shouldered cowboy
heroes. He acted well, but it's suspected that
radio fans of Gunsmoke were disappointed in
not finding the mature, authoritative marshal
depicted with an older voice on radio.
Acting of the rest of the cast proved convincing, particularly the demented killer who
underplayed his lines to perfection.
Gunsmoke is good western material and
should stay around for quite some time. But
just how well it will fare rating-wise will be
determined after Oct. 8 when Little George
gallops back on the scene, replete with songs,
music and domestic satire.
Production costs: Approximately $35,000
Sponsored by Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
through Cunningham & Walsh on CBS-TV,
Sat., 10-10:30 p.m.
Cast: James Arness as Matt Dillon, marshal;
Amanda Blake as Kitty; Dennis Weaver as
Cheetah; Milburn Stone as Doc.
Producer-director: Charles Marquis Warren;
associate producer: Norman MacDonnell;
writers: Mr. Warren and John Meston.
THE NEW MITCH MILLER SHOW
THIS is radio 1955.
urbanity.
A national disc jockey show, but with
Mitch Miller, the bearded genius who presides over Columbia Records' popular artists
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Every major item in a GATES installation is designed and manufactured by
GATES.
Phasors, turntables, frequency and modulation monitors as well as transmitters
and speech input systems, all carry the
GATES
name plate.
This is your assurance of not only
the finest but correlated design for
electrical and mechanical symmetry
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_
~
without
divided responsibility.
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_
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IN REVIEW
and repertoire, took up on Sept. 11 where
left off last year as master of ceremonies of
Kraft Music
series.
OnlyShow
this and
year,it
called
The NewHallMitch
Miller

GOING

PLACES?

. . . Then include

the big 'n' booming Salt Lake market
where more than a million spend over a
billion. And KSL Radio, the Mountain
West's "first" station, is still going
places in this 61 county, 4 state market
where signs point to sales success in
your Ail-American advertising plans.
'RATINGS . . . KSL has 26.8% of the
average week-long audience, a 47.3%
advantage, and owns a 438.6% advantage in quarter hour wins.
COVERAGE . . . KSL talks at least once
to almost two of three families every
24 hours and throughout the week
talks at least once to nine of ten radio
families in this area.
For more on the market story and
availabilities, call CBS Radio Spot
Sales or . . .

Salt Lake City

KSL
*Pulse, February 1955
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radio

50,000 watts
CBS in the Mountain

West

he
the
it's
has

no sponsor. Not yet, anyway. Mr. Miller disassociated that "new" label immediately. It's
the same old show, he said — and indeed it was.
In his first performance of the new 1955-56
season, Mr. Miller's hour-long chore was witty
(in places), serious (in places) and, during
much of the time, informative.
Guests for the first of the new season's hours
were Lauritz Melchior, June Valli, Chris Conners, Bobby Hackett and Eli Wallach. The first
three are vocalists (Mr. Melchior doubling as
the long hair representative as well as crooner,
s.g.). Mr. Hackett is a trumpet player of note,
and Mr. Wallach an actor ("Teahouse of the
August Moon"). After a few minutes of introductory comments, Mr. Miller introduced each
guest, then concentrated on them one by one
throughout the hour — interviewing, discussing
and finally playing a record or two of the guest
(and not always a Columbia record, either).
Obviously, under the proper guidance, this
could be a sparkling and informative talent gettogether. That it achieved parts of this goal
was due to Mr. Miller's perseverance. Except
for Mr. Melchior, who seemed willing to volunteer remarks at the drop of a hat (stories, humor, serious discussion), and Mr. Wallach, who
was the most articulate of the group, the others
had to be prodded into saying anything.
Highlight was Mr. Wallach's rendition of the
prologue
the play
which
he starred.
It's
a little bitin ironic
thatinthis
program,
supposed
to deal with singers and music, was overshadowed by an actor.
Much stress is placed on the fact that Mr.
Miller's program is live. We're all for live
broadcasts, but in this case it might be the
show's downfall. A taped program could have
eliminated the awkward pauses, the forced
laughter and much of the rambling incoherencies. But, then, a well-edited tape would probably make a wonderful half-hour show, and
CBS apparently needs to fill 60 minutes.
Production costs: Approximately $5,000.
Star: Mitch Miller.
Executive Producer: Harlan Dunning.
Writer: Gordon Cotler.
★ ★ ★
BOOKS
UNIVERSAL COPYRIGHT CONVENTION
ANALYZED, edited by Theodore R. Kupferman and Mathew Foner. Federal Legal
Publications Inc., 18 Rose St., New York
38, N. Y. 600 pp. $12.50.
AN expansion of lectures given by the Federal
Bar Assn. of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut during the fall of 1954, this volume
analyses the Universal Copyright Convention,
the meaning of amendments in domestic copyright law to conform to the requirements of
UCC and discussions of its effects on existing
treaties. Contributors include Joseph A. McDonald, NBC treasurer; Sidney M. Kaye, BMI
vice president and general counsel; Herman
Finkelstein, counsel for ASCAP; John Schulothers.
man, Songwriters Protective Assn. counsel, and
THE
MOBILE
MANUAL
FOR RADIO
AMATEURS, prepared by the headquarters
staff of the American Radio Relay League,
West Hartford, Conn. 352 pp. $2.50.
MORE than 80 articles on mobile radio, selected from the pages of QST, AARL publication, provide the amateur with a guide to the
construction, maintenance and operation of
mobile radio equipment. Included are over 400
illustrations, charts and tables.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

NAKE

IN

THE

is worth

A cowboy rounding up stragglers at dusk
met a rattlesnake on a grassy mesa.
He drew and fired just as the rattler struck.
Both missed. The snake slipped on the
damp grass and fell short by several feet;
the shot went wide by two inches.
The snake slithered away among inaccessible boulders. The cowboy called it a
night and made camp. At the break of
dawn he got up and started a little target
practice.
Hearing a dry rattling sound

GRASS

a shot

in the dark

around a bend, he cautiously investigated.
It was the snake, practicing strikes from
damp grass.

*

#

#

Have
lately? you checked up on your competition

KGNC

-AM&TV

Amarillo

L

•

NBC AFFILIATE

AM:

Broadcasting

10,000 watts, 710 kc. TV: Channel 4. Represented nationally by the Katz Agency
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WHY

SUPPORT

RAILROADS

AN

UP-TO-DATE

TRANSPORTATION

,

POLICY

Consider the extraordinary situation that the railroads of
this country face today.
Here is a fundamental industry, performing a service
essential in peace and irreplaceable in war; which directly
employs over one million people; which provides, maintains and improves, at its own expense, the roadways and
other extensive facilities which it uses — and which pays
taxes on those roadways and facilities. Here is an industry operating with constantly increasing efficiency; which
is conservatively financed, with a steadily decreasing
total of fixed charges.
Yet here is an industry which earns a return on investment of only about per cent — among the very lowest
of all industries; an industry so restricted by the application of laws governing transportation that frequently it
is not permitted to price its services on a competitive basis.

How can such a situation have arisen in a nation devoted to
the classic concepts of free enterprise and equal opportunity?
An important part of the answer is clearly indicated
by the recent report of the Presidential Committee on
Transport Policy and Organization created last year by
President Eisenhower. This Committee consisted of five
members of the President's Cabinet and two other high
government officials. It was charged with responsibility
for making "a comprehensive review of over-all federal
transportation policies and problems."
The report of the Committee, released by the White
House in April, opens with this sentence:
"Within the short span of one generation, this country
has witnessed a transportation revolution.
"During this same period," the report continues, "government has failed to keep pace with this change . . .
regulation has continued to be based on the historic
assumption that transportation is monopolistic despite
the . . . growth of pervasive competition. The disloca-

tions which have emerged from this intensified competition, on the one hand, and the restraining effects of
public regulation on the other, have borne heavily on
the common-carrier segment of the transportation
industry . . .
"In many respects, government policy at present prevents, or severely limits, the realization of the most
economical use of our transportation plant."
To the end that all forms of transportation should be developed to their greatest economic usefulness, the Cabinet Committee recommended, among other things, that:
"Common carriers ... be permitted greater freedom,
short of discriminatory practices, to utilize their economic capabilities in the competitive pricing of their
service . . ."
Legislation to give effect to Committee recommendations
has been introduced in Congress.
Passage of this legislation would not give railroads any
rights that other forms of transportation do not already

have or would not receive. The legislation recognizes that
each of the competing forms of transportation has advantages inhandling different kinds of shipments, moving
between different points and over different distances. It
proposes that each type of carrier be given the freest
opportunity to do the job it can do best, at the lowest
reasonable cost.
That's the way toward the best and most economical
service, to the benefit of businessmen and taxpayers —
and of the consuming public which, in the end, pays all
transportation costs.
For full information on this vital subject write for the
booklet, "WHY

NOT

LET COMPETITION

WORK?"

Association of American Railroads
803 Transportation Building
Washington 6, D. C.

OPEN

Critic's Praise
editor:
having been a severe critic of yours
about radio coverage, i feel qualified to
offer praise for your special radio edition,
we
the articles
billed
and will
hope enjoy
that full
coverageyou've
is given
to
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AND

I think that Judge Miller, the NARTB and
the Philadelphia stations can be very proud of
the success of this project. Your detailed report of the occasion has made it all the more
valuable, and I have certainly used it to good
advantage among my friends of the legal profession here. I am wondering if there will be
any reprints of the article. I believe they can
be used to considerable advantage if given the
widest possible circulation.
Abiah A. Church, Staff Atty.
Storer Broadcasting Co.
Miami, Fla.
[EDITOR'S
Reprints
of "The
Silentof Witness," Bar
B'T'sNOTE:
report
of the tv
coverage
theat
American
Assn. convention,
are available
15 cents apiece.]
EDITOR:
I received the [Aug. 29] copy of B«T. I am
surprised that a futurist such as you must be
gave the space you did to an antique such as I.
I extend to your interviewer my congratulations for the accuracy of his quotes. . . .
William Clarke Mason
Morgan,
LewisPa.& Bokiits
Philadelphia,

1000

STATIONS
THE

NETWORK

REPS. — FORJOE

•

LOCAL

RATINGS

MOST

NAT'L

ALL

PER

TIME

STATIONS

CO.

MORRIS

the real phenomenon of modern radio
the small market independent which has
rekindled a many-splendored spark of
listening.
i submit that krga (soon to be keed)
springfield, ore., 1000 watt daytimer, is a •
good example. we went on the air just a
year ago with "music, news and song all
day long." signed contracts put us in the
black the day we were airborne. our income has increased 307% since.
the "why" is obvious here, but we still
wonder if it is to the big-city agencies,
busy people, such as the housewife with
her control of 85% of retail buying, are
too busy to dial twist. they want mediumtype pops and they get them along with
top deejays and production spots. and radio
is with them wherever they go. they love
it. so do the sponsors. so do we.
Glen M. Stadler, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
KRGA Springfield, Ore.
Tvand the ABA
EDITOR:
I have read with a great deal of interest and
29]. your report on the television coverage of
pride
the American Bar Assn. convention [B»T, Aug.

has been

J

IN
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SEVEN

MIKE

TOO!

[EDITOR'Sof law
NOTE:
activetoldin Mr.
the
practice
whichMr. heMason,
began still
in 1903,
Beatty that when the public becomes accustomed
to tv able
thein the
time courtroom,
may come although
when it will
accepthe bewondered
about its possible effect on witnesses.]
EDITOR:
I read Frank Beatty's piece on the ABA
meeting with considerable interest. It is a
valuable contribution in the continuing study
of broadcasters'
problems
overcoming
restrictions and limitations
on inradio
and television.
Congratulations on a job well done.
Joseph L. Brechner, Gen. Mgr.
WGA Y Silver Spring, Md.
Member — NARTB Freedom of Information Committee
Inspiration
EDITOR:
On behalf of the Bible Institute of Los AnBroadcasting • Telecasting

o

0

o

POWER

MAXIMUM

151,941
A
E. NEWTON WRAY
President and General Manager

Broadcasting

Billion

Sets

Dollar

Market

1'/4 Million
People
+
TOWER HEIGHT: 1143 Ft. Above Average Terrain 1153 Ft.
Above Ground. 1403 Ft. Above Sea Level
THE

H

TV

BEST TV BUY

BETWEEN

ATLANTA

AND

DALLAS

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO. INC.
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<OPEN MIKE
geles, I would like to take this opportunity of
expressing our thoughts concerning your recent
excellent exclusive story interview with Dr.
Billy Graham. I believe that your coverage of
this great spiritual leader will be an inspiration
to many broadcasters throughout the world,
for here is a sincere mad who has been blessed
of God in a ministry which has not been surpassed in any generation.
The Radio Department of the Bible Institute
of Los Angeles also enjoys reading our weekly
copy of B«T and finds it to be an added help
in our ministry here on the West Coast.
Al Sanders, Dir. of Radio
The Bible Institute of Los Angeles
Los Angeles, Calif.
Q & A
EDITOR:
"Q: Is there any suggestion in any of your
broadcasts or telecasts that they (listeners) send
contributions?
"A: No. Never anything like that."
. . . B*T Interview with Billy Graham,
page 61, Aug. 22, 1955.
". . . We invite you to send your free will
gifts and offerings for the support of this program to Billy
Minneapolis, Minn."
. . -. Graham,
closing announcement,
Hour of
Decision, MBS, Sept. 11, 1955.
Kenneth R. Kurtz
WBBQ Augusta, Ga.
Present Indicative
EDITOR:
Heartiest congratulations for your fine editorial "What's Past Could Be Prologue" [B«T,
Sept. 5]. I regard that as one of the most significant contributions during this past year.
John E. Fetzer, Pres.
WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.
Cogent Reminder
EDITOR:
KTUC

TUCSON,

ARIZONA

DON LEE MUTUAL

• THE ARIZONA NETWORK

Population— Pima County 210,000.
Growing at the rate of 1,000 a month.
Retail Sales— Pima County $210,857,000
Point of sale merchandising with
"to market ... to market"
— ask a John Blair man
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Congratulations on your splended editorial
entitled "What's Past Could Be Prologue" in
the Sept. 5 issue of B»T. This reminder to the
broadcasters of our country, and through them
to the public which American broadcasting
serves, that we can't relax our efforts in the field
of international information is both cogent and
timely. I hope it will help to forestall the
campaign to cut back the activities of our
United States Information Agency — a campaign
which nearly always accompanies any period
of relaxation of tension on the international
scene.
Donley F. Feddersen, Chmn., Dept. of
Radio-Tv
Northwestern U., Evanston, III.
Durable Source Work
EDITOR:
If possible, we would like very much to secure 50 additional copies of the publication,
"ABC's of Radio and Television," which you
cost.
issued some time ago. Please bill us for the
We find the "ABC's of Radio and Television"
to be a very effective indoctrination for all our
employes. I think that anybody in a radio station, no matter in what job, should at least
know that much about the business.
Edward A. Wheeler, Pres.
WE AW Evanston, III.
[EDITOR'S
A limited
of
the articleNOTE:
is available
at 25supply
cents ofperreprints
single
copy,for $2.25
10O
$20.] for 10, $5.50 for 25, $10.50 for 50 and
Broadcasting
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THE

PIED

PIPER

OF

HOUSTON

KiTiRiK-Channel 13's black magic mascat has enchanted the children of Houston, and changed the Houston
market in less than a year. Houston has become Hamlin Town with the grateful parents joining in the parade
to KTRK-TV.
July ARB shows our daytime combination of children's programs, films and family features leading network
competition in 56 out of 160 weekly quarter hours, and a close second in 60 others. More than 60% of the
audience hears KiTiRiK's "Piper's tune" at 5:45 daily to lead into the great new lineup of ABC family shows —
Warner Brothers Presents — Disneyland — Lone Ranger — Rin Tin Tin. And KTRK-TV still programs more sports
for Dad each week. Good shows make good adjacencies. Call us or Blair-TV.
THE CHRONICLE STATION. CHANNEL 13 KTRK-TV
IV 1 Itii" 1 V P. O. BOX 12, HOUSTON 1, TEXAS — ABC BASIC
HOUSTON CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION CO., General Mgr., Willard E. Walbridge; Commercial Mgr., Bill Bennett
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: BLAIR-TV, 150 E. 43rd St., New York 17, N. Y.
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Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932

REE

&

^p^llN„ si-rr^ ^
j|—
JTETERS,

CHICAGO
NEW YORK ™°~,r
tt^x -7 s^i
INC.

EAST, WWJ
SOUTHEAST
WBZ+WBZA
WGR
KYW
KDKA
WFBL
WCSC
WIST
WDBJ
WIS
WPTF

and

we

can

tell you

why

If you really want more business and will tell us a few
basic facts about your sales policy, distribution,
and sales objectives, we will research your industry,
competitive sales strategy and media patterns. If
our study shows promise of greater impact, economy and
RESULTS through Spot Radio, we will submit campaign
ideas and budgets. You then decide for yourself.
Product and media research is one of the many
services we offer to advertisers and their agencies.
Please call or write us today.

DETROIT
Penobscot Bldg.
Woodward 1-4255

ATLANTA
Glenn Bldg.
Murray 8-5667

FT. WORTH
406 W. Seventh St.
Fortune 3349

MIDWEST, SOUTHWEST
WHO
woe
WDSM
WDAY
WOWO
WIRE
KMBC-KFRM
KFAB
WMBD
KFDM
KRIS
WBAP
KENS
MOUNTAIN AND WEST
KBOI
KVOD
KGMB-KHBC
KEX
KIRO

HOLLYWOOD
6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 9-2151

Boston+Springfield
Buffalo
Detroit
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Syracuse
Charleston, S. C.
Charlotte
Columbia, S. C.
Raleigh — Durham
Roanoke
Des Moines
Davenport
Fargo
Duluth — Superior
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Kansas
City
Omaha
Peoria
Beaumont
Corpus Christi
Ft. Worth— Dallas
San Antonio
Boise
Denver
Honolulu — Hilo
Portland
Seattle

SAN FRANCISCO
Russ Building
Sutter 1-3798

51,000
5,000
50,000
5,000
50,000
5,000
5,000
50,000
5,000
5,000
50,000
5,000
5,000
50,000
5,000
5,000
50,000
5,000
5,000
1,000
50,000
50,000

5,000
5,000
50,000
5,000
50,000

our

respects
to TODD STORZ

Happy Birthday to us!
Next Tuesday, the 27th, will be
Teavie's second anniversary (Teavie
is our drum major up there in case
you didn't know). Yessir, we've
been marching through Georgia
for two full years and rarin' to go
into our third.
And
But no
about
pains

what a two years
need to go into all
getting started and
and such. But

it's been!
that stuff
growing
we are

mighty proud of what we've done
(most of it anyway) and we're even
more excited about the future.
Don't want to bore you with figures, but we think it's mighty interesting to note the set count as registered by this magazine. When
WMAZ-TV went on the air back in
1953, there were some 52,000 TV
sets in our coverage area. Today,
those sets have increased to well
past the 104,000 mark and still
growing.
To us, that means people in Middle Georgia LIKE what they see on
Channel 13. They're telling their
friends, and they're telling theirs,
etc., etc. And they're all buying
new TV sets to watch Channel 13.
So if your product needs an extra
push in the prosperous Middle
Georgia area, get with us during
our third year on the air. See
Avery-Knodel for all details.

SOUTHEASTERN
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
MACON,
Page 26
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A LOOK at Todd Storz' five-year fling in radio
station operation would seem to indicate he has
a daredevil's preference for getting himself an
independent in a metropolitan market and sitting it out under the guns of competing television and network radio affiliates.
A look at the records of the Mid-Continent
Broadcasting Co., of which he is president,
shows that he has performed this feat three
times since 1949 — in Omaha, New Orleans and
Kansas
City.
company's books show that
he
was far
fromThefoolish.
Mr. Storz and his father, Robert H. Storz,
organized Mid-Continent in 1949 to buy the
radio assets (KOWH Omaha) of the World
Publishing Co., publishers of the Omaha WorldHerald. The son became president and the
father board chairman. Robert H. Storz serves
in an advisory capacity but is active in other
businesses.
The original capital invested was 550.000 and
capital today still stands at that amount, while
additional capital has been derived from bank
loans and earned surpluses.
Young Mr. Storz (he is 31) was not abashed
by the fact that two new television stations
started in Omaha in 1949. Neither was he
afraid when the company bought WTIX New
Orleans in 1953, where there were one prefreeze tv and one post-freeze tv. The next
year, in 1954, he showed the same disregard
for tv competition when Mid-Continent purchased WHB Kansas City, where there were
one pre-freeze tv and two post-freeze (1953) tv's.
A Native of Omaha
Mr. Storz was born May 8, 1924, and is a
life-long resident of Omaha. He went to Dundee Grade School and Central High School,
both Omaha, and attended Choate School, Wallingford, Conn. He went to the U. of Nebraska at Lincoln one year and adds: "Balance
of education courtesy U. S. Army Signal Corps."
He worked summers during high school in
the mail room of the Omaha National Bank and
got into commercial radio in 1945 when he
joined KWBW Hutchinson, Kan., as announcer,
salesman and engineer. In 1946-47 he was announcer and disc jockey at KBON Omaha and
1947-48 was on local sales for KFAB Omaha.
He first became interested in radio at the age
of eight, when he owned his first shortwave set.
After years of building radio equipment and
finally getting into commercial radio, he still
operates his own amateur station on CQ DX
20 meters. It is a 1,000-watter located at the
KOWH transmitter building on the outskirts
of Omaha.
Mr. Storz operates the amateur station by remote control from his desk in downtown Omaha. Some of his more recent voice contacts
include other ham stations at Jinja, Uganda;

Bagdad. Iraq; Anskroun, Czechoslovakia; Jerusalem, Israel; Hong Kong, and Tahiti.
Each of the Storz stations operates as an entirely separate entity, he says, although all are
owned by the parent corporation, of which he
and his father own all the stock. Complete reity for each station's
says,
rests with thesponsibilstation
manager: operation,
Virgil V. he
Sharpe,
KOWH; George W. Armstrong, WHB, and
Fred Berthelson. WTIX. "I've almost promoted
myself
out of isa past
job," chairman
he says. of the Assn. of
Mr. Storz
Independent Metropolitan Stations and is a
member of NARTB's Am Radio Committee.
Although Mr. Storz is somewhat younger
than the medium he has chosen, his life-long
interest in radio has not been without its rewards. Mid-Continent billings, which came to
about $100,000 during the first year of the corporation, today have passed S2 million annually
—a growth of 2,000%.
Each of the three operations, he says, has
been almost as phenomenally successful as the
other,
"butTheI certainly
for this.
fine staff do
we not
havetake
has full
had credit
a lot
to "But."
do withadds
it." the young radio executive, "the
basic ingredients of success in our operation
were cast in the die years ago as the tastes in
radio listening began to change in the immediate
post-war period. This change was hastened by
the advent of television.
"The company's first station was an independent and it became necessary to find a
formula that would succeed in spite of television and network radio. The formula found
was one that succeeded because of network radio and tv, and each year has represented new
records for each station in terms of audience as
wellMr.as Storz
business."
was married in 1947 to Elizabeth
Trailer. They have a daughter. Lynn Ann, 6.
Mr. Storz likes fresh water and deep sea fishing,
but has to go out of Nebraska for both. For
fresh water fish, it's the English River system
in western Ontario; for deep sea fishing, off
Florida and Cuba.
He feels this way about radio: "We do not
believe that our mission in this world is to educate people because radio is a purely voluntary
listening habit — that is, the listener is free to
turn the dial or turn the set off. . . . Programming cannot be based on compulsory listening.
We feel that a station's public service value is
closely parallel to the station's rating.
"Our philosophy is that audience comes first.
Audiences and sales are not always truly compatible. Sometimes it is necessary to sacrifice
sales, at least for the moment, in order to take
the long term approach to programming, product and audience."
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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Washington

WGMS
Now
TIME

BUYER:

CLIP

AND

1/2 MILLIVOLT DAYTIME
SERVICE CONTOURS
570 KC
5000
WGMS-AM
103.5 MC
20000
WGMS-FM
WMAL
630 KC
5000
WRC
980 KC
5000
WWDC
1260 KC
5000
wodK
1340 KC
250
WOL
1450 KC
250
WTOP
1500 KC
50000
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Map lyr Federal Graphics
WGMS-AM five kilowatts day, one kilowatt night; contours computed for WGMS, measured for others.

WGMS
NOW
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TESTING
BUY
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HIGH

the (jood <£Mu$ic Station
POWER
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FULLTIME
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WASHINGTON

M. Robert Rogers, President.

Hotel Harrington, Washington A, D. C.

REPRESENTED BY GOOD

MUSIC BROADCASTING

AND THOMAS

Executive 3-8676

F. CLARK

* Day V2mv. covers: 1100 more square land miles than WTOP; 3200 more
than WMAL; 3300 more than WRC; 7000 more than WWDC.
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now!

He can be a master strategist, the winner of every campaign. And as a result he can be
awarded the Order of More Orders.
Radio Station WERE

makes heroes of ad men every day.

We carry out smart campaigns that sell Cleveland for your clients.
For instance, one client (a manufacturer of shampoo*) decided to introduce his product in
the Cleveland market with saturation spots on WERE ONLY. No other medium was used.
Within four weeks the shampoo had all Cleveland foaming.
Result : The client is opening other markets, and the advertising agency has an account
that's off and running with an initial sales success story . . . thanks to WERE
In Cleveland a major department store* saturated WERE
bought spots throughout the day.

saturation.

on a Sunday afternoon. They

Result: The store sold $30,000 worth of a $24.95 item, was so satisfied with WERE
they developed into a regular radio account for the advertising agency.

results

Sure ... we know you want the ratings story. We've got it. We're Number One, according
to Hooper, Pulse and Nielsen. Our disc jockeys are rated best. We carry baseball. And our
news reporting has won the Headliners' Award.
Certainly we're proud of our ratings. We think they are powerful reasons to buy WERE
when you want to sell Cleveland. But WERE has a plus. We're a station with ratings PLUS
the outstanding advertising success stories in Cleveland.
Every day WERE

makes heroes out of ad men.

*Names furnished on request.

Buy

Were

stncL

Greensboro

is

IN PUBLIC

a

Pool Equipment for Fund Drive
FOR the first time in the history of the television industry in the Northwest, three Seattle
stations— KOMO-TV, KING-TV, and KTVW
(TV) — will pool their equipment and staffs to
co-produce and simultaneously telecast a United
Good Neighbors Kick-off Show, Sept. 20. The
show will feature remotes from a volunteer
workers' rally and four agencies.

1

T

EA

GR

Greensboro's

is

WBIG

WIP Library of Sound
WIP has made available to all schools in the
Philadelphia area a library of sound, composed
of almost 500 hours of oral recordings of historic speeches and on-the-spot descriptions of
now-famous events.
Included in the collection are recordings of
Winston Churchill's speech at the time of Franklin Roosevelt's death; Thomas Edison as he
addressed the New York Electrical Show in
1908; Kefauver Senate Committee hearings;
Douglas MacArthur's talk from the Philippines;
Nuremberg war crimes trial; FDR's "fireside
chats," his inauguration speeches and "Four
Freedoms" address; speeches by Herbert
Hoover, Harry Truman and others.

Market"!

Radio

1

KRNO Flood Drive Nets $1,100
OVER $1,100 was contributed to the New
England Flood Relief Fund as the result of a
marathon broadcast on KRNO San Bernardino,
Calif. The station added spark to its appeals
by contacting WWCO Waterbury, Conn., to
gather vital facts and figures about flood damage in that vicinity. KRNO's entire staff took
part in the drive.
CKLW Reunites Brother and Sister
A brother and sister who had not seen each
other in 14 years were reunited in Windsor,
Ont., Sept. 1, thanks to a radio appeal. Lyle
Gouliquer of Crystal Beach, N. Y., had not
seen his sister since World War II. He knew
she was married and lived in Windsor but
didn't know her married name. When he arrived in Windsor, Gouliquer asked CKLW newscaster Terence O'dell to make an appeal on
his news broadcast. It brought quick results.
Within a minute, Gouliquer's sister phoned
him and Gouliquer was on his way to meet her.

T
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GR
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all counties

in both

Carolinas

1

in Home

County

INTEREST-

Retail

Sales!

WISN-TV Helps Boy Fight Illness

In our

30

*n

Anniversary

THROUGH the cooperation of WISN-TV Milwauke , aseven-year-old boy scored a major
victory in his battle against illness. Now recuperating from a four-hour operation, little
Billy Sorenso owes his present "good" condition to successful blood appeals by WISN-TV's
Carl Zimmermann and Dr. Eon of the station's
Dr. Eon's Laboratory program.

Ycar
0^

WRCA-AM-TV Salutes Brooklyn Hospital
FOR the third straight year, NBC-owned
WRCA-AM-TV New York is saluting the Jewish Chronic Disease Hospital in Brooklyn.
During the month of September, the station
is airing interviews with staffers and on-the-air
appeals for the institution's annual funds cam-

CBS
See George P. Hollingbery Co.
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paign. WDRC Makes Flood Appeals
DAVID H. SMITH, chairman of the Hartford
chapter of the American Red Cross, made a
personal appeal for Red Cross contributions
to help flood victims in the Connecticut area
in a broadcast over WDRC Hartford. In a
20-minute interview on the Edyth Radom
show, Mr. Smith described the work of the relief agency and its need for additional funds.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

GOING

PLACES

in the
with

roaring

Cities

jets

Service. . .

The gargantuan, ever-growing thirst of the military jet planes was slaked
last year by 124,000,000 gallons of Cities Service jet fuels. Cities Service refineries
are geared to provide increasing quantities of vital defense materiel.

CITIES
@
SERVICE
A Growth Company
Number 7 3 of a series

FRED HILIEGAS, News Editor

YORK'
W
N
L are part
the largest local talent roster maintained
of E
ENTRAThey
by any radio station in Central New
are old hands

York. They

in the business of serving the needs and

tastes of this great area. They have become,

over the years,

daily companions

of a great share of

the 428,000 radio families in WSYR's

coverage. They are

for good entertainment,

authoritative news,

the TRUSTED

RELIED UPON

important public service. Naturally, the products
which they advertise share in their public acceptance.

BEST

The market

SALES

which they serve is one of America's

FORCE!

truly important markets

Metropolitan Syracuse is ranked by Sales Management

Magazine

as the

nation's best test market. The great trade area served by WSYR
embraces

a population of 1.5 million, with annual

power of $2 billion. WSYR's
like WSYR's

buying

superior population coverage,

superior local program-

ming service, is clear beyond dispute.

CARL ZIMMERMAN, News Commentator

ED MURPHY, The Ed Murphy Shows

Represented Nationally by
ROBERT NELSON, News Commentator

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.
BOSTON
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
• DETROIT

•

SAN FRANCISCO

MILESTONES
► WKBV Richmond, Ind., will observe its 29th
anniversary with a special show Sept. 27.
CBS RADIO
5 000 WATTS
630 KILOCYCLES

► LARRY LAZARUS, business manager,
KNXT (TV) Hollywood and Columbia Television Pacific Network, beginning his 27th year
with CBS.

Cherry & Webb
Broadcasting Company

► MBS LUTHERAN HOUR observes its 20th
anniversary with its Sept. 25 broadcast.

24 MASON ST.
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

► KWKW Pasadena, Calif., celebrated its 13th
anniversary Sept. 12.

i
f

WPRO

Hands
the
14 th

you

► LEIF JENSEN, announcer, WDRC Hartford, Conn., observes his ninth anniversary with
the station.

1

nation's

► ABC Radio GREATEST STORY EVER
TOLD started in ninth year on the air Sept. 18.

LARGEST

► WLAM Lewiston- Auburn, Me., is observing
its eighth anniversary.

Market
Providence

► WFIL-TV Philadelphia NEWSREEL
13 celebrated its eighth anniversary.

Sept.

► KENNY BASS, polka disc jockey, celebrates
his seventh year with WSRS Cleveland.
FALL

NEW

RIVER

► PHIL SHERIDAN, WCAU-TV Philadelphia
weatherman, starting his sixth year for that station under the sponsorship of the Western
Savings Fund Society of Philadelphia.

BEDFORD

► T. OLIVER HUGHES and his "Collegians,"
feature on WMAR-TV Baltimore, celebrated
their sixth anniversary Sept. 10.
► WMID Atlantic City, N. L, on Sept. 18 aired
its 300th consecutive broadcast of the WMID
CONCERT HALL.

More people in this' Big Three
market
listen to WPRO
than
to

any

other

radio

station!

* THE PULSE OF
THE WPRO AREA,
JAN.- FEB. 1955

REPRESENTED
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R & CO.

For 12 years a consistent user on the station, Associated Grocers of Colorado has
signed for $35,000 of air time over KOA
Denver. The company bought three
shows: a 15-minute news show, a fiveminute sportscast and a 15-minute telephone quiz program, Mr. A. G. Calling.
Taking part in the signing are (I to r)
Fred Fishburn, general manager for Associated Grocers; Bill Lydle, KOA salesman, and Jack Kennedy, Associated Grocers advertising director.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation writes:
"In the RCA 50-kw shortwave transmitter at the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 's International Service transmitting station
at Sackville, New Brunswick, one RCA-857B mercury-vapor rectifier tube has been operating for 33,738 hours— and another for
30,571 hours."

1 at 3 9
lists 3*8

RCA-857B is just ONE type among the many RCA rectifiers that are
setting year-after-year records for maximum performance— in greater
operating reliability of equipment— minimum equipment outages—
lower capital investment per hour of tube operation!

■■■■■■■■■ ■

Your local RCA Tube Distributor is ready to meet your requirements
on RCA Tubes of all types for broadcast station operations — regardless
of whether your station is AM, FM, television, or international. For

RCA 50-KW Shortwave Transmitter using RCA-857B
high-power mercury-vapor rectifiers

prompt attention — call him!

RADIO
ELECTRON

CORPORATION
TUBES

Of

AMERICA
HARRISON, N.J.

S

a a a a

Maybe you can match up these faces, and maybe you
can't. But one thing's sure: you can't match this WCBS
Radio team for talent, anywhere.
Their unique talents extend into every conceivable
field of entertainment . . . from the theatre to the concert
stage to the world of sports. And their unique selling efforts
extend to every conceivable audience . . . from parentteacher meetings to high school dances to local supermarkets toclient sales meetings. Everywhere they go,
they're selling themselves . . . and selling their advertisers.

As a net result, WCBS

Radio consistently places more

programs on the list of Top Ten participating shows than
all the other New York network stations combined.
Unscramble this matched set of nationally-known local
personalities (see answers at right), and put their
matchless talents to work selling your product. Just call
CBS Radio Spot Sales or Henry Untermeyer at . . .
New York
50,000 watts • Number One Station in the Number One Market

GIVE UP? Here, in case you're having trouble, is
what they really look like. Put them all together,
they spell livelier audiences, bigger sales for you.

DELIVERS

the

vast

buying

income
VIRGINIA CALDWELL

of

BIG,

NASSAU

RICH

on

COUNTY

POPULATION

1,033,000

38% increase since '52
148% increase since '40

BUYING

INCOME

Total

$2,219,351,000

Per Family

$

RETAIL

9th among U.S. Counties

7,698 4th

SALES.. $1,063,285,000 17th

Food Store

$ 311,509,000 12th

Auto Store

$

178,404,000 20th

Household, etc. ...$

58,304,000 18th
Sales Management, May, 1955
L. I. Lighting Co. Pop. Est.

One

Station- WHLI

-has a larger day-time

ence in the Major Long Island Market
work or independent

station.

© Strong Local Programming!
• Advertising Acceptance!
• Community
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audi-

than any net-

(Pui«e survey)

AM 1100
FM 98.3

WHLI!
HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND. N. Y.
PAUL GODOFSKY. Pres.
Represented by Gill-Perna

all accounts

"I NEVER have felt that radio died — in fact,
it's doing a good job for us when used selectively." These are the words of Virginia Caldwell,
media director and head timebuyer at George
H. Hartman Co., Chicago, a medium-sized
agency with king-sized ideas in the local and
national spot billings parade.
Miss Caldwell "grew up in a household where
advertising was a constant topic of conversation" (by her father) but, despite a varied
agency background, it was only recently she
brushed radio and television.
The accent is on "creativeness" with Miss
Caldwell and on smart selective timebuys for
Hartman's national and local accounts, including Hartz Mountain Products (bird foods), New
York; Mystik Adhesive Products, Chicago;
United Biscuit Co. (with its various regional
groups, among them, Sawyer, Manchester and
Hekman); Joanna Western Mills (window
shades), and Pepsi-Cola of Chicago.
A Hoosier by birth (1919 in Indianapolis),
and bred into an advertising family, Martha
Virginia Caldwell received an A. B. degree at
Butler U., majoring in English. She entered the
agency field with Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York,
as an executive secretary in 1944. In 1947 she
served as assistant account executive and in
publicity for four years with St. Georges &
Keyes Inc., New York (Revere Copper).
From 1951-53 Miss Caldwell was in similar
capacity and was administrative assistant at
Caldwell, Larkin & Sidener-Van Riper in
Indianapolis; then she moved to Van Auken,
Ragland & Stevens, Chicago, as time-space
buyer, branching into media and market research.
Throughout Miss Caldwell's career runs a
thread of varied contact with food, drug, automotive, and home furnishing fields. Among the
accounts: American Home Foods, Whitehall
Pharmacal Co., Murphy Products Co., Auto
Specialties Mfg. Co., Bonwit Teller (of Philadelphia), RCA Victor Div. of RCA (Camden),
Hamilton Mfg. Corp. and Revere Copper &
Brass Inc.
Miss Caldwell joined George H. Hartman Co.
this past April. She is responsible for the
aforementioned accounts and buys time primarily for Hartz Mountain Products Co. (which
returns to a limited NBC-TV network this fall
with Capt. Hartz and His Pets and has bought
a segment of Arthur Godfrey on CBS Radio
starting Sept. 15). On other accounts: Mystik
tape uses radio-tv spot; United, radio-tv shows,
spots; Joanna Western, tv spots, participations.
Miss Caldwell lives on Chicago's north side.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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u-oz.
PKG.

SALE

LEADING WASH DAY
SOAP
COST PER 37C
PLUS SUPERMARKETING |MPRES$stoNS
NATIONAL LEADER

f

PEPPER
. . . COST PER 32c
PLUS SUPERMARKETING IMPRES^ONS
MAGIC NAME
CLEANSER
«>.tpe. 31°
THOUSAND
PLUS SUPERMARKETING IMPRESSI
ONS

For

your

grocery

plus the power

LEADING BRAND

teed

CIGARETTES
. . COST PER
PLUS SUPERMARKETING IMPRESSIONS

three

SOUTHERN LEADER

displays

BREAD
. . . THOUSAND
COST PER 24c
PLUS SUPERMARKETING IMPRESSIONS

area.

The

JEFFERSON

STANDARD

Radio

you

with

can

guaran

in all supermarkets
food

chains

57- county

plan

reasonable;
CBS

of WBT

leading

out the WBT

product,

get
Spot

through-

basic

service

is simple— the
both

from

of

tab

WBT

is
or

Sales.
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4
Bk
Performs

4 Functions

MORE EFFICIENT
"All-in-one" Processing Amplifier combines the signal
processing functions of previous channel amplifier, gamma
corrector, shading generator,
and monitor auxiliary.

No

need to wait any longer for production live color TV

equipment! RCA
Color

Camera

has it now ... a complete new TK-41
chain with new

Amplifier, which combines

all-in-one Processing

four major functions in one.

It not only provides important savings in components,
floor space and operating costs, but assures highest quality
COMPACT
The new equipment utilizes
only 100 inches of rack space;
can be mounted in only 1 Yj
racks for efficient, compact
installation.

at lowest expense.
This is the complete color camera TV

equipment that

television stations are now using in their swing to color,
or in expanding their color facilities. For complete technical information, call your RCA

Vz Less Tubes

LOW OPERATING COST
Requires half the ac power
needs of conventional equipment and permits elimination
of 50% of former dc power
supplies. Uses 9 less rackmounted units, and 134 fewer
tubes — conservatively operated for extended life.

sentative. In Canada, write RCA

VICTOR

Company

Limited, Montreal.

RCA
FAST SETUP
Centralized controls minimize
setup time, require but a single
operator for control functions.
In addition, over-all stability,
improvement in camera performance and picture quality
are assured.

Broadcast Sales repre-

TK-41

TYPE

COLOR

CAMERA

OLOR

\ • with

the

CAMERA

revolutionary

processing

combines

Jgnal

processing
in

EQUIPMENT

all-electronic

amplifier

Afhich

unctions

TV

all

a

View
of
Processing
CA Pioneered and Developed Compatible
Co/or Television

Amplifier
with
front
shelf
removed

RADIO
ENGINEERING

CORPORATION
PRODUCTS

DIVISION

of

AMERICA
CAMDEN,

N.J.

T
o

o

W
NBC Affiliate for RALEIGH-DURHAM

NORTH
IN

and Eastern North Carolina
50,000 warn 680 kc

CAROLINA'S
NUMBER
THE
SOUTH
S NUMBER

ONE
SALESMAN
ONE
STATE

R. H. MASON, General Manager
GUS YOUNGSTEADT,
FREE

&

PETERS

Sales Manager

National Representative

S. JL Si JL Jt_
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FALL-WINTER
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CBS

DRIVE

RADIO

OPENED

AFFILIATES

Stations hold cooperative meeting with network officials as new
segmented selling plan gets underway. Network's rate cut makes
them unhappy but in general they figure programming structure is
stronger than that offered by competitors.
CBS RADIO network and some 200 of its
affiliated stations face the 1955-56 season convinced that they lead the field but wondering if
there is any profit in the existing aural network
scheme.
At the CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. meeting
held in Detroit Tuesday-Wednesday, network
and station spokesmen worked over their common problems in a quiet, confident series of
conferences after hearing some of the toughest
competitive talk in recent years from John
Karol, CBS Radio Network sales vice president.
Mr. Karol said the network hopes to have
more commercial time sold than all the other
three networks combined, with CBS Radio soon
to run 90% ahead of NBC Radio (see story
page 44).
The affiliates listened to a series of presentations on programming and the Segmented Selling Plan. This plan offers a 200-station-plus
network five-minute program segment for a base
$2,100 (see facsimile page 44).
After a day-and-a-half of meetings, the
affiliates adopted a warm resolution praising the
network for its program and sales initiative and
its cooperation with stations.
The atmosphere was remarkably cordial last
week, despite the recent income-slashing oneyear contracts that equalize day-night rates and
carry a 20% compensation cut.
Nobody appeared happy about the lower
rates, but practically all affiliates contacted informally by B*T thought the program lineup
was far ahead of NBC programming. There
was pretty general agreement that they much
prefer the CBS Radio sale of big-name program
segments to NBC's Monitor with its lively and
unexpected pickups even though it might be
merely the lesser of two evils.
While the disclosure that CBS Radio has increased its program budget 29% for the fourth
quarter and is expanding its sales staff "contrary to other network trends" was accepted as
evidence of the network's determination to rank
No. 1 in the radio field, affiliates still had plenty
of private gripes that were kept off the floor.
They sounded like this:
"We get a little more than Monitor gives but
it isn't much."
"Segmented selling takes less station time
than Monitor."
"I guess we can't do any better."
"Big stations take a beating. The smaller
stations get good programming for the sale of
adjacencies."
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

"Wait till they start clearing time during the
basketball season."
'"Most segmented selling is at night and we
aren't getting any network revenue then any"We're partly a spot network, even if it isn't
as bad as Monitor."
"Is there any satisfaction in having a heart
how."
attack
because your neighbor is worse off with
Even so, they applauded Arthur Hull Hayes,
president
cancer?" of CBS Radio, when he opened the
->
meeting with the comment, "CBS Radio has
definitely turned the corner," and when he
closed it Wednesday with this observation, "I
think
have accomplished
much." who is
One wemetropolitan
station executive

CURVE

STARTS

UP
i

m

i

i

IN this issue B«T presents a comprehensive series of articles analyzing radio in mid-1955. The 144-page section containing these articles begins
on page 51.
unhappy about the whole trend offered this
"How can we sell national spot to advertisers
poser:
when
it at a discount house?"
He hadthey
a lotcanof get
company.
Affiliates informally endorsed the CBS Radio
thought back of segmentation — people are creatures of habit and like to tune in the same program or personality at the same time each day,
or each week. This, they were reminded, is the
opposite of Monitor.
They kept talking about the CBS Radio promise that it will not become a "spot network," the
term used in referring to the Monitor idea.
Final act of the affiliates' convention was
adoption of a resolution paying tribute to John
F. Patt, WJR Detroit, for his service as chairman of the association board and his industry
leadership. Mr. Patt has been inactive since he

suffered a heart attack in May. The resolution was offered by John E. Fetzer, head of the
Fetzer Stations.
Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.,
was elected 1955-56 board chairman. He has
been serving as interim chairman during Mr.
Patt's illness and was association head in the
1953-54 period. F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville, Tenn., was elected vice chairman, a new
post. New members elected to the board were
Frank Fogarty, WOW Omaha; Worth Kramer,
WJR Detroit, and Max Ryder, WBRY Waterbury, Conn. Mr. Ryder was elected secretarytreasurer.
Mr. Brown told B»T after the meeting that
the two days of conferences were conducted in
a cooperative spirit. "We came here mainly to
help keep CBS Radio the No. 1 network," he
said. "We had already modified our deal with
the network, effective Aug. 25. We're not arguing about anything. The purpose of our
affiliates' meeting was to take what we have —
our rates and other contractual arrangements
and resources — and make them work.
"Legally we're tied to each other for a year.
This isn't a platform for negotiations. Instead
we have been defining our position. Columbia
has assured us they won't try to give us a
Monitor deal but just the segmented programs.
They assure us they won't become a 'spot netFrank Stanton, president of CBS Inc., told
affiliates at the Tuesday luncheon that the network will be 21 years old next month. Tracing
the industry's growth, he said the public has
spent $13 billion on sets and servicing since
1922;
advertisers have invested $8 or $9 bilwork'."
lion; fixed assets in stations and network facilities bring the total to "truly colossal" figures.
Noting that factories turned out 8 million
radios in the first 32 weeks of 1955, Mr. Stanton
said the figure is 45% over 1954. Looking
into the future, with its technological advances,
he said, "We are in sight of a new goal; portaand convenience." He told
affiliatesbility,
theycheapness
were sitting on a mighty force,
and told them to feel under their chairs. Taped
to the seats were envelopes containing transistors, used in miniature sets. "Radio will always provide the quickest, most flexible and
intimate link between individuals and the great
world at large," he predicted, adding, "Elements
of a new stability are at hand."
Mr. Stanton left the sales, programming, promotion and other tasks to CBS Radio staff executives. Speaking for the network were Howard G. Barnes, vice president in charge of network programs; Guy della Cioppa, Hollywood
program vice president; Sig Mickelson, newspublic affairs vice president (CBS Inc.); Carroll
Hansen, news-sports coordinator; Mr. Karol;
Mr. Hayes; Sherril Taylor, Louis Dorfsman, codirectors sales promotion and advertising; Murry
Salberg, program promotion manager; George
Crandall, press information director; Richard
Golden, sales presentations director, and Arnold
Benson, stations promotion service director.
In its fall programming, CBS Radio will emphasize featured programs with name artists,
plus five-minute newscasts on the hour most
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SEGMENTED

PROGRAMS

PLAN 1
All rates shown include talent and time of the
full U. S. Network per five-minute segment
on a fixed weekly schedule of uninterrupted
broadcasting and are subject to 15% commission to advertising agencies recognized
by CBS Radio.
SEGMENTED PROGRAMS AFTER 6 P.M. CNYT
NUMB£R OF
CONSECUTIVE 1 PER 2 PER 3 PER 4 PER 5 OR MORE
WEEKS WEEK
WEEK WEEK
WEEK PER WEEK
1-11
22-31
32-41
42-51
52 or more

$2,100 $2,085 $2,070 $2,055 $2,040
1,980
1,920
1,860
1,800

1,965
1,905
1,845
1,785

1,950
1,890
1,830
1,770

1,935
1,875
1,815
1.755

1,920
1,860
1,800
1,740

SEGMENTED PROGRAMS BEFORE 6 P.M. CNYT
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
NUMBER OF
CONSECUTIVE 1 PER 2 PER 3 PER 4 PER 5 OR MORE
WEEKS WEEK
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK PER WEEK
1-11
12-21
22-31
32-41
42-51
52 or more

$1,800
1,740
M 1,680
1,620
1,560
1,500

$1,785
1.725
1,665
1,605
1,545
1,485

$1,770
1,710
1.650
1.590
1.530
1,470

$1,755
1,695
1,635
1.575
1,515
1,455

$1,740
1.680
1,620
1,560
1,500
1,440

PLAN 2
All rates shown include talent and time of the
2,040
full U. 2,S.025Network per five-minute segment
within a period2,0of10 one1,99year
are subject to
5 1.9and
80 agencies rec15% commission to advertising
ognized byCBS Radio.
SEGMENTED PROGRAMS
NUMBER OF SEGMENTED PROGRAMS BEFORE 6 P M- CNYT
BROADCASTS AFTER 6 P.M. CNYT SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
1- 19
$2,100 $1,800
20- 39
2,040
1,740
40- 59
1,980.
1,680
60- 99
1,920
1,620
100-174
1,860 ..
1,560
175-259
1,800
1,500
260-and up
1,740
1,440
Purchases of segmented programs under Plan 1 and 2 may not be combined
with each other or with any other purchases (or determining discounts.
Within each plan, segmented programs after 6 P, M. CNYT may be combined with segmented programs before 6 P. M. CNYT Saturday and Sunday
in determining the price per segment.

Tuesday banquet that $64,000 Question will
open on CBS Radio Oct. 4 as a simulcast. They
had just listened to the audio portion of the
telecast. Hal March, m.c, spoke at the Wednesday luncheon, reminding that millions more
will hear the program on radio. He recalled
his early days with CBS when the Sweeney &
March show, first CBS house-built program,
ran 89 weeks sustaining.
Some affiliates voiced annoyance that only
five minutes of an hour-long program might be
sold by the network, depriving them of the
chance to sell any of this time locally. Network
officials said they naturally would prefer to sell
whole programs instead of segments or IV2minute segments of strips but explained many
advertisers like the "scatter" policy.
Mr. Michelsen said the radio network has 10
hours 35 minutes of news time sold already
compared to 10 hours 40 minutes in 1945 at the
peak of war news interest. He predicted the
total will pass 11 hours by mid-autumn, setting
a new record. He said use of tape recorders
in news broadcasts is often abused.
Autumn program promotion, according to
Mr. Salberg, includes kits with 100-word and
40-word announcements and station breaks; disc
jockey, homemaker and news announcements;
publicity stories, biographies and photos; ad
mats and proofs, and exploitation suggestions.
Daytime programs will be supported by network
on-the-air announcements starting today (Monday), when 85% of all announcements will be
devoted to this mission. An intensive buildup of
network announcements continues to Oct. 2
when most new schedules will be in effect.
Mr. Dorfsman, sales promotion-advertising
coordinator, urged affiliates to use more and
better advertising of big name attractions.
Mr. Taylor, co-director of sales promotion
and advertising, said network radio no longer
draws "blank looks on the part of the advertiser." He discussed trade paper advertising
and outlined day and night presentation booklets.
Entertainment was provided at the banquet
by Jack Carson, Gary Crosby, Tex Beneke orchestra, Somethin' Smith and the Redheads,
Honey Brothers and the W.TR Detroit Make
Way for Youth Chorus, plus the $64,000 Question audio pickup.

1

III*.

i
MR. KAROL
CBS

RADIO

AHEAD

OF NBC— KAROL
Network sales executive says
block programming of names,
drama, will put CBS Radio way
out in front of rival for autumn.
CBS RADIO, featuring block programming of
name talent and dramas, is leaving NBC Radio
far behind in the autumn battle for advertisers
and listeners, John Karol, sales vice president,
said in a stirring and bluntly competitive talk
last week to CBS Radio affiliates in Detroit (see
main story, preceding page).
Mr. Karol named names, and added some
adjectives and statistics for emphasis, as he told
how CBS Radio is meeting NBC Radio's Monitor competition with an "unspectacular concept" based simply on "programs that attract
the largest audiences in network radio."
And he added without need of a leer or
smirk, "It's a schedule which, if it were matched
by tough programming competition, would still

CBS' newest radio rate card, No. 37,
follows a normal pattern except for
one addition — a pocket on the inside
back cover that specifies two brackets
of rates for the Segmented Selling
Plan. Here is a facsimile of the rates
for this innovation in network selling
(see CBS Radio stories in adjoining
columns) .
every hour and substantially increased dramatic
fare. Dramas include two evening strips, 88:30, My Son Jeep with Paul McGrath and
Yours Truly, Johnny Dollar with Gerald Mohr.
Liggett & Myers has bought the Sunday night
Gunsmoke. Edgar Bergen will be supported by
the Ray Noble orchestra in a 7:05-8 p.m. Sunday segmented program.
While the new Segmented Selling Plan is a
night project, it will be used over weekends prior
to 6 p.m. Already scheduled are Galen Drake,
Sat., 10:05-11 a.m., homey variety; Robert Q.
Lewis, Sat., 11:05-12 noon and On a Sunday
Afternoon, Sun., 4-6 p.m., musical with Del
Sharbutt as m. c.
Affiliates cheered the announcement at the
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CONVENTION session was held by CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. Board of Directors at
Detroit last Monday. Left to right (bottom row): Max Ryder, WBRY Waterbury, Conn.,
new secretary-treasurer; Saul Haas, KIRO Seattle; Hugh B. Terry, KLZ Denver; Kenyon
Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex., new chairman; Don Thornburgh, WCAU Philadelphia,
replacing C. T. Lucy, WRVA Richmond, Va., who retired after more than decade of
service; Worth Kramer, WJR Detroit. Top row: John M. Rivers, WCSC Charleston, S. C;
Arnold Schoen, WPRO Providence, retiring secretary-treasurer and director; Mr. Lucy;
Geoge D. Coleman, WGBI Scranton, Pa.; F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville, new vice chairman, and Victor A. Sholis, WHAS Louisville.
Broadcasting
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be outstanding." To back up this crack, Mr.
Karol said the daytime schedule on weekdays
"is a solid front of the most popular attractions,
with increasingly big audiences, and with uncontested preference by listeners in television
homes." In the evening, he said, are Allen
' Jackson, Lowell Thomas, Ed Murrow, Charles
Collingwood, Robert Trout, Eric Sevareid,
Tennessee Ernie, Bing Crosby, Amos 'n' Andy,
Jack Carson, Two for the Money, Arthur Godfrey and $64,000 Question. He added such
weekend features as Robert Q. Lewis, GunI smoke, Woolworth Hour, Philharmonic, Edgar
> Bergen, Our Miss Brooks and others.
Discussing the new Segmented Selling Plan,
with its separate rate structure, he said 17 night
strip programs have been sold already "and
we're just getting underway." An advertiser, by
this plan, "can reach a bigger weekday audience
now than in 1948 and for half the money."
Getting specific, he explained that for $50,000 in a week an advertiser can reach 49 million homes and over six million autos, a total
of 55 million families, or a net of some 24
million different families and 44 million different people.
"Never in the history of network radio have
there been such large audiences for so little
money," he said, adding, "Compare all advertising media and you'll find CBS Radio gives
youMr.theKarol
biggesttook
audience
for the least
a penetrating
look money."
at tv as
well as NBC Radio, observing, "Many of our
I programs are increasing their reach into tv
« homes well out of proportion to the growth of
i tv homes; 20% more homes are using radio
than television in the daytime." He said figures
j are being developed on the amount of non-tv
viewing in the home — time that the set is on
and measured but when the housewife isn't in
the same room.
After commenting on "the virtual program
' vacuum of major competitors," Mr. Karol said
that for the average week in October "CBS
Radio is running about 90% ahead of NBC in
I total hours sold even if we include a liberal allowance of giveaway business on Monitor." He
claimed the "once strong NBC afternoon sched1 ule is crumbling gradually but persistently."
' CBS is spending "a lot of money" in serials,
' he explained, with Procter & Gamble and General Foods carrying some of the strong serials
they control in the same periods on CBS Radio.
Colgate has dropped a full hour on NBC weekdays, he said,
Tonian dropping
from NBC
to with
become
exclusive "everything"
CBS Radio
client. P&G has assured it will continue to
carry its daytime network business on CBS Radio in case additional cuts are made.
Mr. Karol specified some of the competitive
angles, including abandonment of Monitor by
! two of its "largest users," Chevrolet and Philip
Morris; dropping of Dragnet on NBC by Liggett & Myers with reinstatement of Gunsmoke
on CBS; continuance of Two for the Money
on CBS by Old Gold while dropping Truth or
Consequences on NBC Radio; dropping of
People Are Funny on NBC by Toni.
He reminded that "some of our daytime
strips have larger daily audiences than 16 or
more of their tv counterparts," with tv costs
running four-to-one over radio. Daytime serials
provide a balance between audience turnover
and audience frequency, he said, with daytime
tv experiencing "more rating failures than successes in soap opera." He predicted tv serials
willThebecome
"less of
a competitor"
for calculates
radio.
new CBS
Rate
Card No. 37
all rates for time units in percentage of gross
hourly rate, Mr. Karol said. He explained the
new buying formula allows an advertiser to
buy smaller segments of more programs, reaching a far larger audience. Smaller advertisers,
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

WHEELS

AND

NEWEST audience for radio is the bicycleriding public, according to Arthur Hull
Hayes (right), CBS Radio president, who
demonstrates how to turn on the batteryoperated set in the Huffy bicycle line. Taking it all in are J. Leonard Reinsch (leaning
over), Cox stations, and Kenyon Brown,
he said, can use national radio with enough
frequency to impress his own salesmen, distributors and dealers as well as consumers.
A separate Segmented Selling Plan rate
schedule (see facsimile, page 44) has a base
rate for the full U. S. network rate after 6 p.m.
of $2,100 for a single weekly segment, or
$1,800 before 6 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday,
under Plan No. 1. Plan No. 2 has a $2,100
rate also but with variations in discounts.
The new card has brought increased use of
CBS Radio by such sponsors as Brown & Williamson, Longines-Wittnauer, Liggett & Myers,
Wrigley and Philip Morris, Mr. Karol said.
He noted that the network is exploring use
of more simulcasts, or radio versions of tv programs, including Talent Scouts, Two for the
Money and $64,000 Question.
He said the network is losing $800,000 a
year because the average network program is
not carried by 7% of stations, with 9% carrying
commercial programs on a delayed basis.

MR. STANTON

WHEELS

KWFT Wichita Falls, Texas, new CBS Radio
affiliates chairman. The two bikes were given
to lucky affiliates in a drawing at the Wednesday luncheon of the CBS affiliates meeting.
The two models rode the bikes into the
room, with radios playing (tuned to CBSaffiliated WJR Detroit, of course).

Auto
Radio

Maker

Lauds

Effectiveness

WJTH communications the most important
problem in the automotive industry, "radio
affords us an effective way of contacting the
the public," George Romney, president of of
American Motors Co., said Wednesday in a
talk to CBS Radio affiliates in Detroit.
Mr. Romney was one of a score of automotive and agency guests of the affiliates. He
said Leo Egan, WBZ Boston sportscaster, "is
doing a most effective job in New England —
a terrific
job of selling
our including
product." a brand
New American
models,
new version of the Nash Rambler, will start
appearing in November. Mr. Romney said the
company plans to buy radio for the new
models. The company currently sponsors
Disneyland on ABC-TV and some local programs, including Secret File, USA on WWJ-TV
Detroit.
Mr. Romney said his interest in radio
started when he "married into it." He is a
son-in-law of the late Harold Lafount, a
member of the original Federal Radio Commission. He recalled that Mr. Lafount had
been concerned about the length of station
licenses in radio's early days, feeling they
needed longer licenses if they were to do an
adequate job and be a credit to this new field
of communications.
Luncheon guests included Frank L. Orth,
R. H. Crooker, Tom Adams and Norman
Jackman, of Campbell-Ewald; Robert J. Fisher,
Mercury Div.; Cal Georgi Jr., D. P. Brother
& Co.; Henry M. Jackson, J. Walter Thompson
Co.; John W. Garberson, N. W. Ayer & Son;
Kelso M. Tager, McCann-Erickson; William
B. Everson, Robert K. Edmonds, Robert D.
Shaw and Bill Davis, MacManus, John &
Adams; Wallace A. Scotten, James C. Zeder
and Bruce E. Miller, Plymouth Div.; Jim Wilson, Ferry Morse Seed Co.
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REVLON STRIKES GOLD IN '$64,000' SHOW,
NOW
ADDS RADIO AFTER LIPSTICK SELLOUT
THERE will be a $64,000 Question as usual
this week.
But there will be no Living Lipstick commercial on the CBS-TV program.
The reason — Revlon Products Corp. is completely sold out of Living Lipstick, a product
introduced on Question when it took the air
last June 7.
All the crates and bins are empty. There
isn't any more.
The Revlon people can't get enough of the
ingredients that go into this tv-promoted
product.
Enjoying the fruits of one form of broadcast
promotion, they are going into the other one —
radio. Starting Oct. 4, $64,000 Question will
be a simulcast. It will be effective, judging by
the reaction of 225 CBS Radio affiliates who
heard the audio portion of last Tuesday's $64,000 competition at their Detroit meeting (see
story page 43).
Wendy Barrie will voice no Living Lipstick
commercial tomorrow (Tuesday) night, but
there sure enough will be a commercial, or
two or three. After all, Revlon is handing
out an average of $12,205 a week in prizes
($183,072 total since June 7), plus two Cadillacs
and the time and program charges.
This week's commercial will promote RevIon's Touch & Glow (liquid makeup foundation), according to Norman B. Norman, president of Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York,
agency.
Mr. Norman told B*T that during August
the sales of all Revlon products — not just those
advertised on the show, went up approximately
75% over the five weeks in August last year.
But the products advertised on the show went
up 100% in the same time, he said.
In addition, the Living Lipstick which was

NO MOREmercialslipstick.
Wendy Barrie's
comwill now concentrate
on other
products, like this one for nail polish.
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introduced as a new
product on the program, is completely
sold out, according to
Mr. Norman, who
added that the factory
has increased its staff
of personnel handling
mail orders and phone
calls from stores all
over the country.
M. C. HAL MARCH
These stores are not
S. McCutchen and
waiting to handle
John C. McCutchen,
orders via salesmen
but have been calling the factory direct.
The agency has been forced to withdraw its
commercial for Living Lipstick from the next
show because there isn't any to sell, Mr. Norman said, so the coming commercial will promote Touch & Glow. The factory shortage is
caused by unexpected demand and the fact
they are short of cases and chemicals because
Revlon did not anticipate the great flood of
orders.
"Revlon accounts for 30% of all the lipstick sales in the nation and is the No. 1
seller," he explained.
Last Tuesday's Question drew an estimated
audience of 50 million people in over 16 million homes, judging by a special Trendex 49.6
rating and 84.8% share of audience viewing tv
(sets-in-use in tv areas reached by stations carrying program in Trendex cities). Trendex showed
a 3.3% rating for Truth or Consequences and
1.9 rating for The Name's the Same.
Question is carried on the largest live tv
network in current use, 139 stations plus four
carrying the delayed version. Toast of the Town

REVLON PRESIDENT Charles Revson hands
the check for the first $64,000 payoff to
Capt. McCutchen.

ill m-

puts the big one to Marine Capt. Richard
'advisor', his father, retired Navy Capt.
As the nation knows, he won.
has 136 live stations but adds around 40 via
delayed broadcast.
Hal March, m.c. of the program, gave the
CBS Radio affiliates a few inside looks into the
impact of Question last Wednesday when he
was guest of the Detroit affiliates meeting. Here
are a few samples:
• Bookmakers gave odds of around 4 to 1
that the Marine captain would go for the
$64,000.
• Las Vegas casinos are deserted during the
Tuesday evening telecast.
• California bars with tv sets put on extra
bartenders that evening.
• The Marine, like other participants, was
signed for Toast of the Town.
Having broken into radio via CBS, Mr.
March recalled that the Sweeney & March radio
program was the first CBS house-built production. "It ran 89 weeks — 89 sustaining weeks,"
he added.
Commenting on the "good news" that Question will go on CBS Radio Oct. 4, Mr. March
said, "I still believe strongly in the tremendous
strength of radio. They told me when I arrived here that last night's telecast held up well
without the picture, judging by the applause
from you affiliates.
"There are millions who don't see the telecast. Now they, too, can take part in the
program
by tuning
in the aural
The Louis
G. Cowan
Inc. version."
production is
handled by Steven R. Carlin, of the Cowan
firm, as executive producer. He organizes the
proceedings and watches the questions as
well as other details. Joseph Cates is production director and Mert Koplin is co-producer.
At the Federal Wholesale Druggists Assn.
meeting in White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.,
Tuesday evening, Larry Barrett, of Pfeizer
(pharmaceutical house), who was chairman
of the entertainment committee, delayed his
introduction of Steve Allen (NBC m.c.) long
enough to announce, "The Marine answered the
$64,000 question." The druggists cheered and
cheered, after which the m.c. took up his chore.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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MAJOR

SQUARE

RADIO-TV

AWAY

WITH

ADVERTISERS
SPOT

CAMPAIGNS

Two of the clients are stepping up radio budgets as aftermath of successful tests in medium last year. Gaines Dog Food sets up new district in eastern Pennsylvania and starts tv announcements on approximately 20 stations.
AT LEAST a half-dozen advertisers are prev paring to kick-off radio-tv spot campaigns in
late September and early October.
The advertisers are Chapstick, Cherry Kijafa
Wine, Sacramento Tomato Juice, Papermate
Pens, Gaines Dog Food, and the Insurance Co.
of America.
Morton Mfg. Co (Chapstick) Lynchburg,
Va., will launch its campaign on Oct. 3-10-17
in 42 radio markets using early morning and
early evening time and appealing primarily to
the male audience.
The campaign is the result of radio's effectiveness last year, for when Chapstick started testing radio spots last year it used a few markets
in October and gradually increased until by
November it had bought spots in 40 markets.
This year the firm is starting out with 42 markets and may increase that number by the end
of the year.
Frequency in this year's schedule runs from
three to five times weekly and contract is for
13 weeks. Last year the contract ran for six
weeks. Lawrence Gumbinner, New York, is
the agency.
Browne Wittners (Cherry Kijafa Wine), New
York is another client that used radio so successfully last year that this season the entire
budget is going into a radio spot campaign in
Los Angeles and Chicago, starting Sept. 26 for
13 weeks. Agency again is Lawrence Gumbinner, New York.
Tomato Juice Spots
Sacramento Tomato Juice, New York, is
buying a radio spot announcement campaign
in New York and Philadelphia, effective Sept.
26 for 13 weeks, also through Gumbinner.
Papermate Pens, New York, through the New
York office of Foote, Cone & Belding is preparing afour-week campaign in 20 major eastern markets, effective Oct. 1. The Los Angeles
office of Foote, Cone & Belding also is prepar-

Aero-Mayflower Starts
Heavy Newscast Schedule
PURCHASE by Aero-Mayflower Transit Co.,
Indianapolis, of 15 five-minute newscasts per
week, Monday through Friday, on the full
ABC Radio network, starting today (Monday), was hailed last week by ABC Radio as
"one of the largest purchases of morning and
evening weekday programming on network
i radio in the past three years."
More than 500 local Mayflower agents will
take part in the campaign with local station
chainbreak purchases in ABC Radio markets.
The advertiser used for its entry into network
radio saturation news programming on ABC
Radio successfully last winter, the network
noted, adding that the new purchase represented an expansion. Newscasters for the
morning and evening news: Les Griffith in the
eastern and central time zones and Bob Garred
for mountain and Pacific stations. Agency is
Caldwell, Larking & Sidener-Van Riper, Indianapolis.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

ing a campaign to be placed in the western
part of the country.
Gaines Dog Food, New York, is adding a
new district — eastern Pennsylvania — to its list
of television stations carrying spot announcements. The new district includes about 20 stations. Benton & Bowles, New York, is the
agency.
Insurance Co. of America, through N. W.
Ayer & Son, New York, is placing a radio spot
announcement campaign for six weeks in four
states, effective today (Monday).
TV

SPOT

TO

BE

DATA

OFFERED

Television Bureau of Advertising arranges with N. C. Rorabaugh Co. to issue regular
breakdowns on spending.
BREAKDOWNS showing the spot television
advertising
expenditures
the by
country's
national advertisers
will be ofissued
Television
Bureau of Advertising under an agreement being announced today (Mon.) by TvB and N.
C. Rorabaugh Co., which will compile the information.
Oliver Treyz, president of TvB, and N. C.
(Duke) Rorabaugh, head of the Rorabaugh
organization, said tv spot spending by companies
and by brands would be reported, with the first
breakdown to cover the fourth quarter of 1955
and to be issued early in 1956.
This development, Mr. Treyz commented,
"removes from the 'secret' list an approximate
$275 million which national advertisers will
invest
tinued: in spot television this year." He con"Also it eliminates a situation whereby various trade journals and competing media have
measured television as defined strictly by its
network facility dimension, as regularly reported by PIB. Spot television, therefore, is
one of the last major elements of advertising,
whose spot expenditures are lifted out of 'mystery and haze' and into 'light and focus.' "
Rorabaugh Accuracy Cited
The selection of the Rorabaugh firm, Mr.
Treyz said, was based on two factors: goodwill
of the industry, and accuracy. He added that
checks by TvB revealed that various Rorabaugh test runs closely matched the known spot
expenditures of various key advertisers.
Mr. Rorabaugh offered this comment:
"This development, which can reflect only
to the advantage of the tv broadcasters themselves, results directly from their far-sightedness and cooperation in supplying the basic
data published in the quarterly Rorabaugh
Report on Spot Television Advertising since
1948. This is a significant milestone. It is the
first time organizational and financial arrangements have been made for dollar expenditures
in spot."

LATEST

RATINGS

NIELSEN
Top 10 Radio Programs
Two Weeks Ending Aug. 13
Homes
Program
(000)
Rank
ims)
(601)
Evening,
Once-a-week
(Average for all Progi
1 Dragnet
(NBC)
. e Are runny (loni) (inbi.)
1,202
3 People Are Funny (Paper Mate) (NBC) 1,156
45 Godfrey's
Scouts
(CBS
Columbia)
(CBS)
1,156
1,341
Best of Groucho (NBC)
1,110
6 All Star Football Game (MBS)
1,110
7 Your Land & Mine (NBC)
1,017
8 Gene Autry Show (CBS)
971
Godfrey's Agent
Scouts (MBS)
(Lipton) (CBS)
925
109 Treasury
879
Evening, Multi-Weekly (Average for all Programs) (601)
1 News of the World (NBC)
1,156
2 Fibber McGee & Molly (Participating) (NBC) 925
3 Lowell Thomas (CBS)
925
Weekday (Average for all Programs) (1,249)
1 Ma Perkins (CBS)
2,035
2 Road of Life (CBS)
1,988
3 Guiding Light (CBS)
1,988
4 Our Gal, Sunday (Amer. Home) (CBS) 1,942
5 Helen Trent (Amer. Home) (CBS)
1,896
6 This Is Nora Drake (Bristol-Myers) (CBS) 1,896
7 Perry Mason (Procter & Gamble) (CBS) 1,804
8 House Party (Hawaiian Pineapple) (CBS) 1,804
9 Helen Trent (General Foods) (CBS)
1,757
10 Young Dr. Malone (Sleep-Eze) (CBS) 1,711
Day, Sunday (Average for all Programs) (370)
1 Woolworth Hour (CBS)
971
2 Robert Trout-News (9:55 a.m.) (CBS)
786
3 Nick Carter (MBS)
694
Day, Saturday (Average for all Programs) (647)
1 Gunsmoke (CBS)
1,341
2 Allan Jackson-News (12:00) (CBS)
1,017
3 Allan Jackson-News (1:15) (CBS)
925
Copyright 1955 by A. C. Nielsen Company
July

PULSE

Rating
Aug.
Top 20 Regularly Scheduled Once-a-Week Tv Shows
35.1
32.8
40.6
$64,000 Question (CBS) Tues.
Toast of the Town (CBS) Sun.
34.6
29.8
31.4
Dragnet
(NBC)LifeThurs.
This Is Your
(NBC) Wed.
28.6
25.2
GE Theatre (CBS) Sun.
24.4
22.7
24.3
24.4
26.7
Lux Video Theatre (NBC) Thurs.
26.8
25.8
I've Got a Secret (CBS) Wed.
24.7
23.5
Best of Groucho (NBC) Thurs.
Two for the Money (CBS) Sat.
25.6
23.7
23.4
22.4
Ford Theatre (NBC) Thurs.
Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS) Mon.
21.8
Stage Seven (CBS) Sun.
20.7
20.4
22.2
20.1
Disneyland
(ABC)
Wed.
22.7
Robert Montgomery (NBC) Mon.
20.3
22.4
Burns and Allen (CBS) Mon.
July
19.7
20.4
Four Star Playhouse (CBS) Thurs.
19.3
21.7
What's
My
Line?
(CBS)
Sun.
19.6
19.4
Millionaire (CBS) Wed.
Climax
Thurs.(CBS) Sun.
19.1Rating 19.9
Private (CBS)
Secretary
Aug.
Top 10 Regularly Scheduled Multi-Week y Tv Shows
11.6
11.2
Guiding Light (CBS) Mon-Fri.
12.7
11.1
10.9
Howdy for
Doody
(NBC) Mon.-Fri.
11.4
Search
Tomorrow
(CBS) Mon.-Fri.
10.6
Love of Life (CBS) Mon.-Fri.
10.2
10.4
10.9
10.4
CBS News (CBS) Mon.-Fri.
Pinky Lee (NBC) Mon.-Fri.
9.8
Strike It Rich (CBS) Mon.-Fri.
9.7
10.2
10.6
Big Payoff (CBS) Mon.-Fri.
9.9
News Caravan (NBC) Mon.-Fri.
9.2
Arthur Godfrey (CBS) Mon. -Thurs.
10.4
9.5
TRENDEX

ion

Televis
Top 10 Ratings for Evening Network
Week of Sept. 1-7
Homes
40.3
%
Rank
Program
25.3
24.8
1 $64,000 Question (CBS)
2. I've Got a Secret (CBS)
24.5
22.5
3. Toast of the Town (CBS)
4. Video Theatre (NBC)
5. Spotlight Playhouse (CBS)
6. Robert Montgomery (NBC)
23.8
22.3
7. Medic (NBC)
21.2
21.6
8. Two for the Money (CBS)
20.9
9.
Dragnet's
Best
(NBC)
10. Person to Person (CBS)
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Philip Morris
New

Colors

COMMON

Plans
ROAST

Campaign

Cigarette company slates $1.5
million advertising campaign
to run for six weeks, utilizing
•all media,
to promote the
change in color of the Philip
Morris package.
DETAILS of a "Retina Retention" advertising
campaign, which will be employed by Philip
Morris Inc. on radio and television and in
printed media to launch its new red, white and
gold package for its regular and king-size Philip
Morris cigarettes [B*T, Aug. 29], were announced in New York last week by O. Parker
McComas, president.
The full-scale campaign on radio and television and in newspapers, supplements, magazines and billboards will start about Oct. 1.
To emphasize the package change from brown
to the three new colors, the campaign will be
themed to a "pardon us while we change our
dress" motif. The campaign on the package
change in all media will continue for six weeks,
and will cost an estimated $1.5 million. The
cigarettes will be sold in the new package
throughout the U. S. starting tomorrow (Tuesday).
On television, the campaign will consist of
filmed spot announcements of various sizes to

1 NG

Advance Schedule
Of Network Color Shows
CBS-TV
Sept. 24

(9:30-11 p.m. EDT) Ford
Star Jubilee, "Judy Garland
Show," Ford Motor Co.
through J. Walter Thompson.

Sept. 27 (9:30-10 p.m. EDT) Red
Skelton Show, S. C. Johnson
& Son through Needham.
Louis & Brorby and Pet Milk
Co. through Gardner on alternate weeks.
Oct. 6

NBC-TV
Sept. 19

(8:30 - 9:30 p.m. EDT)
Shower of Stars, "Time Out
for Ginger," Chrysler Corp.
through McCann-Erickson.

(8-9:30 p.m. EDT) Producers
Showcase,
Town,"Kenyon
Ford
Motor Co."Our
through
& Eckhardt, and RCA through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Grey and
Al Paul Lefton agencies.

Sept. 19-23 (11 a.m.-noon EDT) Home,
color inserts daily at 11:45
a.m.-noon (also Sept. 26-30).
Participating sponsors.
Sept. 19-23 (5:30-6 p.m. EDT) Howdy
Doody. (Also Sept. 26-30.
Oct. 3-7, Oct. 10-14.) Participating sponsors.
Late Sept. All World Series games
played in New York will be
telecast in color. Dates not
definite.
Sept. 27 (8-9 p.m. EDT) Milton Berle
Show. Sunbeam Corp.
through Perrin-Paus Co. and
RCA and Whirlpool Corp.
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.

ROGER GREENE (1), director of advertising for Philip Morris, and John R. Latham,
brand manager, hold an impromptu meeting to discuss the color change.
be placed on individual stations throughout
the country. The copy will present three different models — tall, short and medium-sized
girls — with different hair styles and coloring.
The models will complete their "dress change"
behind a screen which shows the old pack, and
emerge in modern dress. The screen is turned
around to reveal the new red, white and gold
Philip Morris package.
On radio, Philip Morris will reach the nationwide nighttime CBS Radio audience through
the use of segments of such programs as Bing
Crosby Show, Edgar Bergen and Charlies McCarthy, and Tennessee Ernie Show.
The special advertising campaign was developed by the Biow-Beirn-Toigo Inc agency,
in conjunction with Philip Morris officials, including Roger Greene, director of advertising;
John R. Latham, brand manager, and Thomas
Christensen, advertising manager. George Macgregor, vice president of Biow-Beirn-Toigo,
supervises the account and Grover Silliman is
the account executive.
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Oct. 1

(9-10:30 p.m.) Max Liebman Presents,
Oldsmobile
through "Heidi,"
D. P. Brother.

Oct. 9

(7:30-9 p.m.) Color Spread,
"Show Biz." Participating

sponsors.
(2:45 - 5:30 p.m. EDT)
NCAA Football, Notre Dame
vs. Michigan State. Participating sponsors.
[Note: This schedule will be corrected to
press time of each issue of B-T ]
Oct. 15

Hollywood Ad Agency Formed
FORMATION of Lionel & Simons Inc., new
advertising agency at 5444 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif., was announced last week by
the firm's two principals, Lionel Fink and J. L.
Simons. Telephone is Hollywood 2-7429. Firm
is placing radio for Empire Furniture Co., and
Allied Furniture Co., and television for Cal-Bilt
Upholstery Co. and Hudson Jewelers. All are
Los Angeles area firms. Messrs. Fink and
Simons formerly operated their own agencies
there for five years.

SENSE

COPY

URGED BY M-E's CONINE
At luncheon honoring 25th
anniversary of Los Angeles
Better Business Bureau, McCann-Erickson executive says
responsibility for honesty in
advertising lies with everyone
related to the business.
TO HELP keep advertising honest and to continue to raise its standards is the responsibility
of "everyone allied with the advertising business," and particularly all media and media
representatives who are constantly in contact
with advertisers. William H. Conine, head of
client service in the Los Angeles office of
McCann-Erickson, last Tuesday told a luncheon
meeting of newspaper, radio-tv and advertising
representatives.
The luncheon, at the Stader Hotel there and
sponsored by the Los Angeles Adv. Club, was
part of a week-long (Sept. 12-17) program of
activities in honor of the Better Business Bureau
of Los Angeles, celebrating its 25th anniversary.
On Monday, at a luncheon in the Los Angeles
Biltmore, Roger Arnebergh, city attorney,
described to a gathering of more than 50 city,
county, state and federal law enforcement officials the activities of the BBB and how that
non-profit organization aids law enforcement
agencies in tracking and exposing business
concerns and "gyp artists."
Speaking on "The Place of Ideas and Integrity in the Advertising World," Mr. Conine
suggested that "dishonest advertising is more
the result of laziness than of any deliberate
attempt to deceive. . . ." He called for more
"common sense," more "sound, creative advertising ideas" to capture the public imagination,
in place of "exaggeration and half-truths that
accomplish at the most only temporary results
and in the long run build distrust and skepticism for advertising. . . ." Guest of honor at
the luncheon was Carl Bundy, former president
of the Advertising Club.
Highlight of the week-long celebration was
a Wednesday dinner meeting at the Beverly
Hilton, attended by more than 600 members of
the Los Angeles BBB. Paul C. Smith, president
of the Crowell-Collier Publishing Co. and
principal speaker at the dinner meeting, described how the BBB protects the public pocketbook from unethical promoters and concerns.
Founded in 1930, the BBB is financed by
more than 2,000 reputable business, industrial
and professional concerns in the Los Angeles
area.
Beech-Nut Television Debut
To Feature Pediatrician
BEECH-NUT PACKING Co. (baby foods)
televienter9, network
N. Y.,
Canajoharie,
sion for the first
timewillOct.
when the firm
will sponsor Dr. Benjamin Spock, pediatrician
and author, on NBC-TV, Sun., 3-3:30 p.m.
(EST). The show will explore questions of
interest to parents of young children. Discussions will be by Dr. Spock who will be assisted
by various parents during informal "swap sesThe series will be filmed in Cleveland, Ohio,
where Dr. Spock is a visiting professor of child
development at Western Reserve U. The show
will be produced by William White Parish and
directed
sions." by Charles K. Dargan, WNBQ (TV)
Cleveland.
Kenyon & Eckhardt. New York, is agency.
(A&A continues on page 195)
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TELEGRAM,
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IIM

TOP

17

ONCE

A

WEEK

PHOENIX

SHOWS

KOOL
1^
STATION A .... 1
STATION B
1
STATION C
.-1

1

No matter how you count the audience,
A.R.B. or Pulse, KOOL-TV leads in more
quarter-hour periods than any Phoenix television
station. KOOL-TV is first . . . morning,
afternoon and evening.
A.R.B. and Telepulse surveyed Phoenix
20 days and 33 days after KOOL-TV
became the CBS-TV affiliate.

TELEVISION

32.7 |
NO FANCY FOOTWORK OR HOCUS POCUS
CAN CHANGE THESE FACTS
ARB
r
TELEPULSE
July 18-24, 1955 |
Jury 5-11, 1955
| Percentage of Quarter-Hour
7:30
am
Noon to 6:00 pm j
7:30 am Noon ti 6:00 to
|Firsts. Latest ARB-Telepulse
to noon 49.2
6:00 pm Midnight to noon 6:00 m to Midnight 1•
|Sunday through Saturday
96.0
97.0
40.9 33.7 I
62.9
|KOOL-TV
44.6
38.0
4.0
28.1
10.8 |
4.7
7.4
3.0
16.4
jSTATION A

1
1STATION
C
PHOENIX,
ARIZ
N
JSTATIO B
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES - George P. Hollingbery
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WOODland-TV

is

big

territory!

For speed . . . excitement . . . adventure . . . there's nothing like
Chris-Craft! This is the spectacular new 18' Cobra ... a daringly styled speedster, exceptionally smooth riding at flashing
speeds ... the marine counterpart of the daring sports car.

Chris-Craft,
boats,

the

contributes

world's
to the

largest

growth

builder

of

of WOODland,

motor
U.S.A.

On major waterways throughout the world, you'll find sleek, powerful Chris-Craft
sports boats. And in WOODland — in Holland and Cadillac — you'll find two
large Chris-Craft plants, which contribute to the prosperous growth of the area
as a whole.
Many other world leaders
the primary trading center
and Kalamazoo. And the
the 20th highest set count

are located in this rich, Western Michigan area — in
of Grand Rapids; in Muskegon, Battle Creek, Lansing
entire market is yours with WOOD-TV — which has
in the country. For top sales results, schedule WOOD-

TV, Grand Rapids' only television station!

WOODland
CENTER
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

OD-TV
GRANDWOODWO
BROADCAST I NG COMPANY • NBC, BASIC; ABC. SUPPLEMENTARY • ASSOCIATED WITH
WFBM-AM AND TV. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.; WFDF, FLINT. MICH.; WTCN-AM AND TV. MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.:
WOOD-AM. WOOD-TV, REPRESENTED BY KATZ AGENCY
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CURVE

After

a

STARTS

Slump:

Signs

THE experience of radio since the advent of television
is the experience of a well-conditioned but cocky boxer
who takes an unexpected belt in the jaw : First the stunned
surprise, second the instinctive retreat into self-defense to
give the mind a chance to clear, third the recovery.
A fighter lives the experience in seconds. Radio has
been going through it nearly seven years. There is evidence that at last radio has reached the third stage, with
its wits restored and with muscles in its legs instead of
rubber.
As a group, the four national networks, the several
score regional networks, the 2,748 am and 538 fm stations* will probably show an upturn in total revenue this
year. Even if 1955 turns out to be no more than even
with 1954, the momentum to carry a better 1956 appears
to be building. If the promise of present projections is
fulfilled, the historic upward inching of the radio volume
curve will be resumed — leaving a dip in the graph at 1954,
* Total stations on the air last July 1, according to FCC records.
Broadcasting
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of

UP

Recovery

the first year since 1937 that total radio time sales failed
to show an annual gain.
The fact that radio, in total, is recovering from the
slump of 1954 does not mean that all the elements of radio
are recovering equally.
All have survived the first stage of stunned surprise.
Some are still ducking punches and hoping for their second
wind. Some have got their wind back and are fighting
skillfully (but with a change in style). Still others are
ring-fresh and frisky because they have yet to take the
first blow. These are the independents. They have gained
with the growth of tv because they had nothing to lose.
Among the elements of radio, the first to feel the impact of tv were the networks and their affiliated stations,
for national network advertisers began demanding reductions in rates to accompany reductions in audience. Net
time sales of the national networks in 1949, the peak year,
were $133.7 million. Last year, according to B«T estiSeptember 19, 1955 • Page 51
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Six

informal,

one-minute

intimate

commercials
and

close

on

half-hours

each

half-hour

identifications!

THEY BUY THE BEST IN THE WEST
CHEYENNE
SOLD
5 Half hours a week to
HARRIS FURNITURE CO.

PLENTY OF SPONSORS WAITIN' IN
DAYTON
...WHiO
SOLD
5 Half hours a week to
DAYTON BREAD CO.

>

THE HOTTEST
SHOW ,N
BUFF
ALO
• • • WGR
SOLD
HOTPOINT DI
STRIBUTOR

UJ ^

h— ° week to

GRAND SLAM IN ALABAM!

ALEXANDER

CITY

...WRFS SOLD
Spots a week each: F O O D F A R E • BISHOP
I ORAL CO. • HOUSE JEWELRY CO. . HENRSON INS. & REAL ESTATE • DOBBS BUICK
• CITY ELECTRIC
THEY PICK "DOROTHY & DICK" IN
QUINCEY

(ILL)

. . WGEM SOLD
10 Spots a week to BROWN DRUG CO.
ipots a week each: MIRROR
LADIES' READYTO-WEAR • KEMNER FURNITURE STORE
RADIO SALES ARE GREATER IN
STREATOR

(ILL)

. . .wizz SOLD
Spots a week each = SUPER
DAIRY
• RITCHIE
I FURNITURE • WESTINGHOUSE DEALER

C'NC
INNA
TI
,K IN JUST

• • • WSAI
SO
L

D

INC.

pABST BEDD
/NG CO.

4
d

meet
the
man

who
back

brought
to Flint

ttlllStC
morning

radio

He's Alan Norman, and his "new sound in the morning" is an
easy kind of music . . . standards, show tunes, the rich arrangements
that put melody back in music. Flint listeners (and advertisers)
have found it a sensible way to start the day. You will, too,
if you pick-up a few of the remaining spots through
the Katz Agency.

Flint, Michigan

wfdf

NBC

affiliate

Associated with: WFBM AM & TV Indianapolis — WOOD AM & TV Grand RapidsWTCN AM & TV Minneapolis-St. Paul
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mates, they were $76.2 million, a 43%
decrease from the peak. Although there is
optimism that they will begin climbing in
1956, network sales in 1955 will probably
be below the 1954 level.
With the decrease in network revenue has
come a qualitative and quantitative decrease
in network programming. What has happened to network radio and network radio
affiliates is dramatically shown in a comparison of the Sunday evening schedule —
now and then — of one of the most respected
clear channel stations in the country.
In October, 1948, the station carried the
following shows (sponsors in parentheses)
from 7 to 1 1 p.m.: Jack Benny (American
Tobacco), Summer Theatre (Rexall),
Charlie McCarthy (Standard Brands),
Fred Allen (Ford Dealers), Manhattan
Merry-Go-Round (Dr. Lyons tooth paste),
Album of Familiar Music (Bayer Aspirin),
Take It or Leave It (Eversharp) and Horace
Heidt (Philip Morris) — all network commercials.
According to present planning, the station will broadcast in the same periods on
Sunday evening in October, 1955: The
Catholic Hour (network sustaining), Monitor (network commercial), a 15-minute
Hour of Decision with Evangelist Billy
Graham (spot commercial), another 15minute religious talk by a local clergyman
(local commercial) and On Guard (sustainer for civil defense).
In an October, 1948, week this station
broadcast a total of 134 hours, of which
53.6% were network and 46.4% local. In
an October, 1955, week the station will
broadcast 162 hours and 45 minutes (having
gone to 24-hour per day schedules six days
a week), of which 24.6% will be network
and 75.4% local.
In an October, 1948, week the station
derived 20.6% of its total revenue from
network sales, 62.9% from national spot
and 16.5% from local business. In a current week, its revenue runs 5.6% from network, 59.7% from national spot and 34.7%
from local sources.
The transition at this station is fairly
typical of what has taken place at many
network affiliates which have had to revise
radically their programming and selling to
fill the void left by diminished network programs and revenue.
The independents, however, have been doing their own programming and selling —
with a major assist from national sales representatives— all along. The smartly managed independents have been booming.
Both independents and network affiliates
have beefed up their local selling. The consequence isthat local time sales are at an
all-time high and climbing higher.
In the many pages that follow, B»T presents aseries of definitive articles which, in
sum, describe radio as it is today, as described in the cold facts of economics, the
actual success stories of advertisers, the opinion of radio leaders and radio customers.
The facts and opinion add up to this:
The nature of radio programming and radio's function has changed. It is a different
medium from the one that existed before
television, but it has recovered its stability
and is settling down into an established place
in the advertising community.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

WE

DID

IT

AND

WE'RE

PROUD!

■

RADIO'S

RESURGENCE

YES, WSAI-Radio, under the
Gordon Broadcasting Co. management, has not only moved
into top position in local spot
billing, in alert and aggressive
programming, but has, for the
past two years, set the pace for
all Cincinnati radio.
WHEN CINCINNATI REDLEGS baseball broadcasts came
to 'SAI, one paper said,
" (The switch) . . . went to WSAI
as a logical step in the thorough
revitalization of the station under
the leadership of (Sherwood R.)
Gordon. Regardless of the form
it has taken, that revitalization
has been based on a firm confidence in the present and future
of radio."
— Magee Adams in
The Cincinnati Enquirer
September 17, 1954

National Representatives
for the new sound in Cincinnati
Weed & Company
THE

Broadcasting

NEW

SOUND

• Telecasting

IN

MEANS

AND JUST LAST MONTH,
another columnist quoted a Cincinnati housewife as saying:
"I turn on WSAI in the morning
and leave it on all day. (I) never

If you want the station
with the confidence of

watch television. I don't have
time for it. WSAI gives me everything Iwant in music, news and

more local merchants,

— S. Donald Urban in
The Cincinnati Enquirer
sports."
August 15, 1955
FIGURES? At WSAI when we

ing increases from sign-

talk about figures we mean results! Sure, we can tell a good
story about power, coverage, merchandising plans, ratings. But we
think it's the end product that
counts most . . . the results our
top-notch talent staff obtains for
our advertisers. PROOF? . . .
More local spot business than any
other Cincinnati station.

with spectacular raton to sign-off, with the
town's most

popular

personalities, and with
an unbeatable combination ofmusic, news
and sports, you must
buy WSAI-Radio
Cincinnati.

in

w
CINCINNATI

SHERWOOD R. GORDON, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER
HAS
A
CASH
REGISTER RING!
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WHEN

YOU

THAT

RADIO'S

BIG

Radio

station

with

Mer

ojjirm:

BUY

STATION

Here's

THE

^

OFFERS

LITTLE

MAN

. . .
£&f . . . the aggressive
station that gets

You

the
You

%ot .. . the alert station
that gives advertisers
ALL-OUT

lot.
MERCHANDISING

OUTSTANDING
SUPPORT!
STATION

ACTION
ITS

FOR

ADVERTISERS!

andisin?

that

oavs

off

for mm
vou!

RADIO'S
LITTLE

BIG
MAN

CONTEST...

gives your advertising
the
audience
lure added
ol "DREAM

VACATIONW

Cook's Tour Vacation Trip to
i
■

PARIS
for two by air

all expenses paid for 10 days
Cook's Tour Vacation Trip to
o VIRGIN
ISLANDS
for two by air
all expenses paid for 7 days
Cook's Tour Vacation Trip to

It's
the spot

o

radio mer-

all expenses paid for 7 days

chandising

BERMUDA
for two by air

A BIG LOCAL

opportunity
of the
year!

m

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES . . . ALL-CANADA RADIO,
FACILITIES LIMITED, VICTORY BUILDING, TORONTO

PRIZE PLAN

ot

it

straight

from

a

V

timebuyer.

.

"Sure . . you know who ! Old Ivorytower from
Mumblethrush, Supersell & Erudite — the big
agency that's got all the radio-TV billing. He was
sitting right there . . where the lady is . . and he
says to this young fellow with him . ."
(Know ivho's talking? That's Sam, master barman
at Radio City's English Grill — precise as a
Heidelberg chemist in the art of blending. What's
more, he probably knoivs more top timebuyers
than you do. So listen . .)
"This fellow — he's watching the skaters in the
short skirts, see? But he sure jumps when Ivorytower asks: 'How'd you like to find another job for
yourself?' 'Huh?' says the guy, sort of straugling-like.

"Well, sir, old Ivorytower gives him a threedecimal-point look and then says: 'I checked that
new schedule you made up yesterday. So when
did Maine secede from the Union? Half a billion
annual retail sales in seven counties . . a couple of
powerhouses like WABI and WABI-TV to cover
it . . audience loyalty like a Dodger fan's — and
you ignore all this? I should give you back to
the mailroom!'
"That fellow didn't even wait for his London
broil. Hightailed it right out of here to get latest
availabilities on WABI and WABI-TV. Even /
could've told him he pulled a rhubarb. You folks got
anything to sell up Maine-way . . .?"

Represent by: KM?luCmtmr_ New Engla
nd
_
. ji George P. Hollingbery — Nationally

BANGOR,
MAINE
General manager: Leon P. Gorman, Jr.

am b

I TIME

SALES

RECORD

THERE'S

GOOD

CHANCE

&

IN

OUTLOOK

THEY'LL

RADIO STATION revenues from the sale
of time to local, regional and national (spot
and network) advertisers for the year 1955
can be expected to at least equal the industry
income from 1954, with a good chance of
surpassing that total and an outside chance
of equaling the all-time high sales of 1953.
That prediction is based on reports of 462
radio stations, of all powers from 250 w to
50 kw, located in communities of all sizes
from hamlets to metropolitan centers in all
parts of the country. Responding to a B»T
questionnaire sent to all U. S. radio stations,
these 462 stations itemized their net revenue
from time sales during the first six months
of 1954, the last six months of 1954 and
the first six months of 1955 to four types of
advertisers: local, national non-network or
spot, national network and regional network.
Replies were sent to Sinrod & Tash, certified
public accountant firm, for tabulation, the
identities of the individual respondent stations not being divulged, even to B«T.
As a group, these 462 radio stations reported total net time sales for the first half
of 1955 that failed to equal those for the
same period of last year by only 0.18%.
Local time sales for the six-month span of
1955 were 9.1% ahead of those for the first
half of last year. National spot was 6.5%
behind the last year figure for the half-year
and regional network billings 1.8% down
for this year against last. The real drop was
in the network column, the stations reporting
receipts from network time sales for the first
six months of this year 32.8% below their
network revenue for the like period of 1954.
These figures, however, cover only the income of a representative sample of radio
stations that have been on the air since the
beginning of 1954, as the only replies tabulated were those which reported income for
the full January-to-June periods of both
1954 and 1955. Meanwhile, the number of
radio stations on the air has risen from 3,081 to 3,293, an increase of 212 or 6.9% in
the number of stations on the air. The total
number of am stations has gone up 234 since
Jan. 1, 1954; the number of fm stations has
decreased by 22 in the same period.
It would be unrealistic to assume that
these newcomers to the broadcasting field
have reached the point where their time sales,
on the average, are anywhere near as high as
those of the old established radio stations.
But it would be equally unrealistic to ignore
them altogether. It is a certainty that these
212 new stations had some income during
the first six months of this year and that
they will have at least as large an income
during the last six months, when station
revenues are traditionally higher.
It seems reasonably certain that the comTelecasting
Broadcasting

1955:

EXCEED

1954

VOLUME

bined incomes of these new stations for the
year will push the industry total at least to
last year's level. If fall business is as good
as anticipated, the overall 1955 radio
net
time sales could show an advance over last
year's total of $453,385,000 (as estimated
by B»T; the FCC's official report of 1954
radio revenue has not yet been issued).
And
if radio's salesmen really go after business
during the remainder of the year, the total
might just possibly surpass the all-time record 1953 net time sales total $477,206,000.
When the station income reports are
grouped by power of the responding stations, one finds that the 250 w stations, the
500 watters, the 1 kw and the 10 kw stations had, on the average, larger net income
from all types of time sales during the first

zl:

A

k

>

half of this year than of last. The 5 kw and
50 kw stations, collectively, showed a decrease in total "net time sales for JanuaryJune 1955 as compared with that period of
1954.
All categories of stations, by groups, reported local time sales up this year over last.
All showed national network down this year
against last (except the nineteen 500 w stations which reported no national network
revenue). National spot time sales also were
reported down by all groups except the
500 watters, who showed it well up over
last year. Regional network revenues were
reported up by the 500 w, 10 kw and 50 kw
station groups, down by the 250 w, 1 kw
and 5 kw station classes.
Local business accounts for the major
portion of revenue of every station category
except the 50 kw group. It comprises 86.7%
of the 250 w station total; 91.7% of the
total revenue of 500 w stations; 81.6% of
the revenue of the 1 kw group; 57.0% of the
5 kw group; 73.4% of the 10 kw group, and
33.9% of the 50 kw group. National spot

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN TIME SALES
FROM JAN.-JUNE 1954 TO JAN.-JUNE 1955
BY POWER
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Today there's a bigger difference than ever on Mutual —
both in how much you get and how little you pay.

Nowhere else will you get such powerful local impactthrough a network fabric with all the strength of
"hometown" radio . . .or such co verage-from- within
of markets both with and without television . . . or
such a big-audience "extra" in out-of-home listening.

And nowhere will you find more for your money than
WITH

A

in Mutual 's new rate card. You can now (for example) buy

NEW

KIND

15 minutes on 557 stations for $2,970. Or a quarter-hour
Or only
air-time cost for each station of only

$5.34

OF
$1.78 per commercial minute. Day or night. It's good value
RATE
...FOR
NEW
RADIO

CARD

for Watertown or Waterbury. . . a bargain for Memphis or

A
KIND

St. Jo... almost unbelievable for New York or Los Angeles.
OF
And it doesn't take a slide-rule to see how little 20 or 30
seconds would cost!

These low, low rates make Mutual the network of best buys
in all radio today— for a sectional or national program,
for maximum

saturation, for large and small advertisers.

And for you, too. Ask for a "reading" on Mutual 's new rate
card. See how it gives your budget far more local sell —
on the "plus" network. . .

MUTUAL
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System

business was the major source of revenue
reported by the 50 kw stations, accounting
for 53.5% of this group's revenue.
When the questionnaire replies are
grouped by city-size, total time sales are
seen to be up for the first half of 1955 in
comparison with the like period of last
year for stations located in communities
with populations of 250,000-500,000 and
over 1,000,000; down for stations in communities of 50,000-100,000 and 500,0001,000,000 population, and just about the
same for communities with fewer than
25,000 people (up 0.6%) and 25,000-50,000
population (down 0.7%).
Local business is up for all city-size
groups; national non-network business is
down for all of these groups except the over
1,000,000 population group, where this type
of business produced 1.0% more revenue

the first six months of this year than the
same part of last year; national network
revenue is down for all groups; regional
network business is down for all of these
groups except the 100,000-250,000, the
250,000-500,000 and the over 1,000,000
community stations.
A geographical analysis also was run on
a representative sample of station reports.
This showed, for the nine areas of the
United States used by the U. S. Census
Bureau, that total station revenue from all
sources in the first half of this year compared to that part of last was up in New
England, about the same in the Mid-Atlantic
regions, down in the East North Central
and East South Central areas, and up for the
West North Central, West South Central,
Mountain and Pacific regions.
Local business for the 1955 six-month

period versus that part of 1954 was up for
stations in all areas. National spot business
was up in New England and the West South
Central region, down in the other parts of
the country. National network revenue was
off in all areas. Regional network revenue
was up in the three regions bordering on the
Atlantic Ocean, in the East South Central,
West North Central and Mountain regions,
down in the East North Central, West South
Central and Pacific area.
From a fast glance at the three tables
accompanying this article, it would appear
that the stations which have shown the largest increase in billings for the first six months
of 1955 over the same period of 1954 are
500 w operations, located in cities of more
than 1,000,000 population in the Mountain
or Pacific states.

Consequently the selling price is up too, although the ratio is still the same.
It is true, however, that in many cases
THE GOING
PRICE
IS GOING
UP
where a station price might have been five
times its earning a few years ago, it is now
figured on seven times. Here, betterment of
IT TAKES DOUGH
TO BUY A RADIO STATION TODAY
radio has caused a rise in selling price.
All brokers agree that there are fewer
stations available for purchase today. One
NOT long ago a station owner was walking There are instances where this nostalgia di- broker candidly admits that where he had a
down the street in . . . when he met a
rectly influenced the price of a property. dozen stations on his list last year, he now
friend. The friend is a station broker. Just Has a station owner tired of the constant has
only six.
for conversation, the station owner asked fight to sell new business and retain old acPerhaps one of the best ways of intercounts? Then he will be willing to take a
his friend how much he thought his station
preting the value of radio stations over the
was worth on the open market.
small profit — or maybe none at all — and past five years is to list representative sales
The broker asked a few questions about
that, too, affects the price of the station.
during that period. These follow:
Generally, radio stations throughout the
gross and earnings — mentally reviewed the
January 1950: WBEX Chillicothe, Ohio,
market (growing), the network affiliation
$68,000, 250 w on 1490 kc, ABC; WGAD
country are doing well. Radio has "firmed"
(good), the management (excellent), the tech- up and the prices paid for stations five years Gadsden, Ala., $40,000, 5 kw day, 1 kw
nical facilities (good) and mentioned a figure. ago bear little resemblance to what those
The station owner almost swooned. The
same stations will bring today. There is a night on 1350 kc, MBS; WKLA Ludington,
bull market in radio station sales today; for Mich., $50,000, 250 w on 1450 kc, ABC.
figure was five times what he had paid when
January 1954: KSIL Silver City, N. M.,
the
first time more are buying than selling.
he bought the station a few years ago.
$110,000,
250 w on 1340 kc, CBS; WINS
Even the brokers have become choosy.
This story — slightly apocryphal — points
up a trend that has been going on for the past One well known firm will not handle a client New York, N. Y., $450,000, 50 kw on 1010
kc, independent; KRMG Tulsa, Okla.,
five years. Radio stations, which reached
unless the prospective seller signs an exclu- $305,000, 50 kw day, 25 kw night on 740
sive
contract
and
accepts
the
appraised
price
a nadir in price in 1950, have been coming
as determined by the broker. Brokers get kc, ABC.
back strong. So strong, in fact that, some
September 1954: WGAA Cedartown, Ga.,
station brokers will tell you that there are 5% of the selling price and are -instrumental
$39,000,
250 w on 1340 kc, independent;
no good station buys at present.
in bringing buyers and sellers together. There
WINI
Murphysboro,
111., $22,000, 500 w
The worth of radio stations today — that are more than a dozen in the field — including Blackburn-Hamilton Co., Howard E. day on 1420 kc, independent; WHOT South
is their value as property — can be measured
by two recent sales. WHIM Providence, 1 Stark, Allen Kander, Kidder-Peabody & Co., Bend, Ind., $140,000, 250 w on 1490 kc,
Paul H. Chapman, R. C. Crisler & Co., Philip ABC; KGEZ Kalispell, Mont., $100,000,
kw daytime on 1110 kc, brought $460,000
and WTRY Troy, 5 kw on 980 kc, brought L. Kelser & Assoc., May Bros, and Ralph J. 1 kw on 600 kc, MBS; WPLH Huntington,
W. Va., $50,000, 250 w on 1450 kc (with
Erwin.
$500,000. Both are independents (WTRY
cp for 5 kw day on 1470 kc), MBS; KOWB
There
is
one
other
factor
which
has
had
loses its CBS affiliation Nov. 15).
an impact on station sales. Many purchasers Laramie, Wyo., $60,000, 250 w on 1340
Five years ago, according to one broker,
ABC.
you couldn't have sold either one for a frac- of radio stations are actually investors, seek- kc,January
1955: KOAT Albuquerque,
ing a place for their capital. Five years ago,
tion of these prices. First, because all buyN.
M.,
and
KRSN
Los Alamos, N. M., sold
ers insisted that a network affiliation was
three years ago, a radio station was not an
essential. And second, many were ready to exciting investment. The return on invested jointly for $160,000, 1 kw day, 500 w night
write off radio with tv closing fast.
capital was low in comparison to other in- on 860 kc (KOAT) and 250 w on 1490 kc
vestments, like the stock market. And there (KRSN), both ABC; WPAT Paterson, N. J.,
There are many elements that go into making up the market value of a radio station was the risk and the bearish attitude almost $300,000, 5 kw on 930 kc, independent;
property. Gross income is one. Net income
everyone had on the future of radio. Today WOOW New Bern, N. C, $25,000, 250 w
is another. The market potential is a third. that situation is reversed. The return on a on 1490 kc, independent; WKGN Knoxville, Tenn., $75,000, 250 w on 1340 kc,
Management is a fourth. Technical facilities radio station in most cases is excellent, much
MBS.
are a fifth. The presence or absence of tv better than many common stocks in fact.
September 1955: KBAK Bakersfield,
signals is a sixth.
From a ratio point of view — and that is
These are what one broker called the con- only one way of figuring out the selling price Calif., $85,000, 1 kw on 550 kc, MBS;
stant variables in estimating the proper price of a station — the worth of a radio outlet is WALT Tampa, Fla., $150,000, 1 kw on
for a radio station. There are other variables, still five to seven times its earnings before
1110 kc, independent; KTSW Emporia,
not so constant. Does a buyer want to ac- taxes (or 75% to 80% of its gross earnings). Kans., $55,000, 250 w on 1400 kc, MBS;
What has boosted the price of stations is WINN Louisville, Ky., $74,550, 250 w on
quire astation in a particular city because
it is where he was born and grew up? that earnings (and grosses) have gone up. 1240 kc, independent.
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P. A.
picks

a

winner

and
packs
TONIGHT
I!
GRAND

0£E

OPBT

them

in!

Here's proof that Prince Albert's
Grand Ole Opry network show is
bigger, better, more popular than
ever
Last July 2 the Opry played to the
biggest live audience of all time —
8,500 persons. And more than
12,000 additional applicants for
tickets had to be turned away.
For the first time in the Opry's 29year history, the entire house was
emptied in mid -show in order to
admit the thousands who were
standing in line outside hoping for
just a glimpse of the program.
The Opry has been a mainstay of
Prince Albert's advertising program for the past 17 years, and the
record-breaking July 2 show is
further proof that P. A. picked a
winner

WSM
CLEAR CHANNEL-50,000 WATTS
650KC - NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
Bob Cooper,
Sales Manager
John Blair Co.,
National Sales Representatives
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B*T

INTERVIEW

REQUEST

FROM

GUARANTEED

AS vice president and director of media relations at Young & Rubicam, which hills $15 million annually in radio, Peter G. Levathes is
well qualified to analyze radio's selling needs. In an exclusive B»T
interview, he suggests radio revise some of its selling concepts.
He also provides an insight on how 32-year-old Y&R most effectively uses the aural medium. Mr. Levathes has been with the
agency since December 1952. Before that he served with 20th
Century-Fox and its subsidiary, Movietone News.
Q: Let's start out bluntly. What should radio do to get more
advertisers?
A: The first thing radio should do to get new advertisers is
sharpen up its research. Radio no longer is a glamor buy; it
must now sell from facts, not fancy. It must present new data in
a better fashion.
Q: What do you mean by "new" data?
A: I mean, for example, circulation. Radio should have more
figures at hand about circulation in cars, circulation in rooms other
than the living room, and — insofar as it is possible — parallel the
kind of information that is now made available by other media.
Q: Can you be more specific?
A: Radio should guarantee its circulation. I believe that if radio
would guarantee its circulation, it would excite great interest in
the trade. Perhaps the time has come when radio must be bought
and sold along technical media lines — the way other media are
bought and sold.
Q: How would "guaranteed circulation" work?
A: Well, a network, for example, would sell a sponsor a show
and guarantee the rating at, say, x number of listeners. If the show
doesn't hit that rating, a sliding scale of rates would be developed so
that the purchaser would pay in accordance with the audience
reached.
Q: Isn't this like requiring a newspaper or magazine to deliver
a certain Starch rating for each ad or else make rebates?
A: No. This would be more similar to Audit Bureau of Circulation figures rather than Starch.
Q: Would the network have to prove the circulation of each
program it sells?
A: It could do so by some acceptable research method.
Q: Do you have any general rules as to when to and when not
to use radio?
A: We have no general rules. Each product has its own specific
problems. Radio is utilized, or considered, only in the light of the
individual product problem. Radio, naturally, has some general
advantages and disadvantages.
Q: All right, let's take the advantages first.
A: The one big advantage — and it's a significant one — is that
radio can supply great frequency of message to a mass audience at
low cost and low cost per thousand. This is true whether it be national or local. You asked me a moment ago if I had any general
rules as to when to recommend radio. Well, let me just generalize
that this way: Those products whose story can be adequately told
by voice-only become automatically a prospect for radio. But now
radio also has several disadvantages.
Q: Name one.
A: Well — not to stop any presses — but the audiences are not
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as great in number as in years gone by. Another problem in radio
is that listening during the past several years has tended to be
much higher in the C & D counties than in the A & B counties.
Q: Well, in brief, then, the rule-of -thumb would be that you
use radio for those products with a story that can be handled
orally and requiring the frequency and coverage of radio.
Is that it?
A: Yes, that's almost exactly the way I'd put it.
Q: Have these rules changed since the advent of tv as an advertising medium?
A: A general answer is yes, things have changed since the advent
of tv. With a much lower circulation, radio cannot be used alone
as it formerly was. Secondly, the influx of tv has changed the
listening patterns of people. Heavy television viewing in the evening
has automatically reduced the radio listening. Since television has
had its greatest concentration in the metropolitan areas, this reduced
radio listening to a great degree in the larger cities. Even though
radio is almost universal, the actual listening patterns are far from
it. Therefore, from both circulation and coverage points of view,
television has definitely affected radio usage.
Q: But you don't have any doubt, do you, that radio can be an
excellent supporting buy for — not only tv — but all media?
A: Yes, I have no doubt.
Q: Among Young & Rubicam accounts, has money spent for tv
been taken primarily from the radio budget?
A: The answer is no — it has come from all media as well as
new money. Actually there are many clients who were not in radio
prior to television.
Q: In using radio, when do you recommend network, when spot?
A: Again, the answer must come from a consideration of a
specific problem. It is fairly obvious that when you have a small
area to cover you could not use network. Conversely, to cover the
U. S. completely it becomes much more difficult with spot. It is the
gray areas in between that require the decision of network vs. spot.
A great deal will depend on availabilities and size of budget.
Q: We have noticed that only one Young & Rubicam client,
Lipton Tea, is using Monitor. Does this mean Y&R does
not like the idea?
A: Not at all. We are on record with NBC as saying we think
that Monitor is a highly promising development. As I pointed out
earlier, the individual problems are all-important. We will evaluate
Monitor periodically as we see the rating results.
Q: What are some Y&R accounts which have had notable
success through the use of radio?
A: It is almost impossible to pick out specific Y&R accounts
which have had notable success through radio during the past
several years. In the old days, of course, the success of Jell-0
with Jack Benny was fairly well known. In recent history, radio
has been used in combination with other media and under such
circumstances it is almost impossible to segregate reasons for such
success or failure.
Q. But you have no doubt, have you, that radio, used properly,
can still result in important returns to a client?
A: Yes. When properly used it can still be very effective.
Q: How many radio clients do you now have?
A: About 20.
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FALL

NETWORK

THESHOW
RADIO networks, for the first time in
recent years, report sales for the fall to be
ahead of the previous year.
This unusual and heartening sign comes
from B«T's seventh annual preview of network radio fall business. Aggressiveness in
both selling and programming is indicated
in the table on this page, which shows the
networks up a percentage point from last
September.
Sales in various participation programs by
all four networks, highlighted by NBC Radio's Monitor and CBS Radio's new "segmented" plan, are included in both tables.
NBC Radio's advance sales for Monitor
total 11 hours and 37 minutes. (In the absence of any advanced method of breaking
Monitor's time up into day and night —
since scheduling of advertisers is not on a
fixed pattern, B*T arbitrarily divided the
time equally.) Thus, Monitor alone added
5 hours and 48,/i minutes to both the day
and night '55 columns for NBC Radio.
In the table beginning on page 67, CBS
Radio's "segmented" sales fall mainly within
these shows: Edgar Bergen, Tennessee Ernie,
Bing Crosby Show, and Amos V Andy
Music Hall. The other networks also have
participation programs, for example, MBS'
"multi-message" plan (nighttime mysteries).
(For consistency, in the case of all participations programs the amount of time designated as commercial was determined by
dividing the length of the program by the
number of participations which are available for sale within it. Thus, for example,
in a 60-minute program offering a total of
12 participations, each sponsored participation would be represented in the table as
five minutes of commercial time.)
Optimism over the upcoming season in
network radio, however, should be tempered
according to the records of the individual
networks, which are somewhat spotty. Only
MBS was able to show its selling pace this
September to be uniformly higher in both
daytime and nighttime hours than the same
month of last year.
The strongest gains were recorded by CBS
Radio in its daytime selling — some 6%
ahead of last September — and NBC Radio
in its nighttime total, some 19% ahead of
last September. There was no outstanding
trend in the network totals for both day and
night periods, with the increase in hours
sold apparently stimulated by the networks
as a group, rather than by one or two.
While B»T's breakdown of time sales attempts to be inclusive in its listings and
totals, certain sponsorship items which
would alter an "average" October week's
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'54
OVER
GAIN
activity are omitted. Among these are onemedia buying. Today's 'personalized listen- i
time shots — for example, the World Series —
ing' pattern of radio is the key to the continued success of the medium — with listeners
as well as political broadcasts. Also elimiand
with advertisers.
nated are network purchases by sponsors
wherein the total stations are less than 20.
"With this new listening pattern in mind
we have developed certain elements in the
Where more than one advertiser participates
in a show, time is divided equally except in present ABC Radio schedule that are strictly
up-to-date with 1955 needs. Our Weekend
some instances where one of the participants
News is the highest-rated radio program on
sponsors more time per week than another.
the air today. Proof : It has been continualAlthough B»T's preview conservatively
estimates radio network time sales (per averly sponsored
more thanseries
two ofyears.
It's
Time,
the newfor weekend
18 fiveage commercial hours, not necessarily reveminute feature news broadcasts, was specinue) will be about equal to, or perhaps
fically designed for modern individual tuning
slightly above, last season, network sales
habits. I think advertisers will find that this
heads are very optimistic, detecting a renewed or unusual interest in network radio
package, too, makes good media sense.
among advertisers and their agencies.
"Our morning line-up of dramatic serials,
Charles T. Ayres, vice president of the each complete within a week, shows audience strength that is the direct result of
ABC Radio Network, promised a "new look"
known listening habit."
in ABC Radio's evening schedule. At the thisJohn
Karol, vice president in charge of
time this went to press, Mr. Ayres was unnetwork
sales, CBS Radio, said:
willing to reveal details (see box page 90).
Mr. Ayres also said:
"The solid strength of our weekday schedule, our evening schedule, our concentration
"A great many things have changed in the
world in the more than 25 years that net- on star programming, and our new segmentwork radio has been an information and ened buying plan combine to create the greatest
tertainment medium.
values in audience and economy in the history of network radio.
"The fact is that radio listening habits
have undergone a dramatic change. So has
"Not only do our Monday-Friday daytime
programs reach the largest audiences, they
are the favorite by far in television homes.
MONEY IN THE BANK
They are, therefore, not only the best buys
Radio
AveragTime Sales for Fall
now but they are the best investments for
Network
the future.
e
Hours
of
Network
Comr nercials Per Week
Network
"Our evening schedule is the home of the
famous names in news — Jackson, Thomas,
Sold as of Sold as of
Air
inOnOct.,
Sept. 15,
Sept. 12,
Murrow, Collingwood, Trout, Sevareid. On
1954
1954 • 1955
weekends and evenings the great names of
DAYTIME
show
business — Edgar Bergen, Arthur God23:51 %
ABC
25:00 19:57%
frey, Mitch Miller, Jack Carson, Tennessee
38:33
31:50
33:48%
CBS
12:55
MBS
Ernie, Amos 'n' Andy, Bing Crosby, Robert
12:25* 15:39'/2
25:17%
22:45 20:53
Q.
— bring entertainment and audience
NBC
to Lewis
our network.
92:00 90:18%
100:37
Totals
"Many of these stars, and other top-grade
EVENING
programs, are available in 5-minute segments. With this type of sponsorship, an
9:00 10:50
ABC
15:03
CBS
7:15'/2
12:40 10:30
advertiser can amass audiences of tremen6:00 6:40
5:25
MBS
dous size, day or night or in combination,
NBC
12:15
14:53'/2
for costs that are the lowest in network his13:1 l'/2
Totals
40:55
39:55 42:53%
tory and which seem fractional compared
TOTALS
to those of many other media."
According to Harry Trenner, MBS vice
ABC
34:00 30:47'/2
31:07
president in charge of sales:
44:30 44:18%
53:36
CBS
18:20
MBS
18:25 22:19'/2
"Here,is atbright.
Mutual, the sales picture for the
season
NBC
38:29
35:00 35:46'/2
"Advertisers and their agencies are realTotals
131:55 133:12'/4
141:32
izing now, more than ever before, the tre*in Adjusted
figure.
MBS
had
reported
the
sale
Sept.
mendous pulling power of radio.
1954 of the full time of "Game of
(2Vi hours per broadcast). Actual
"We, in fact, have observed more genuine
sale was for one-half that time, according to
interest in radio by advertising agencies tothe Day'
MBS,
or 1% hours per broadcast.
(Continued on page 193)
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Advertiser
Program
Admiral Corp.
Life is Vr'orth Living
Adolph's
Food Products
Arthur Godfrey
Time
Aero Mayflower Transit Co.
News
All-State Insurance Co.
Bill Stern, Sports
Allis-Chalmers
The National Mfg.
Farm Co.& Home Hour
American Bakeries Co.

Gross Time
Charges
NetOct.
'54 work

Stations
Oct. Oct.
1954 1955

Average
Hours Per
1954 1955

ABC
V-D3

347

Week*
0:30

CIO coo

AKJO

ay. i o

ABC
347
347

ABC
43,029

NBCA Rr~
NBC
NBC

d0:25
0:50
0:37V2

192

334
196
41

d0:30

d0:30
d2:05

American Dairy Assn.
0:30
163
Bob Hope Radio Show
14,485
American Federation of Labor
MBS
1:15
154 175
1 07 403
Frank Ed^rva^ds, Nev/s
ABC
Edward P. Morgan
1:15
American Home Products Corp.
d0:52V2
CBS
183
Our Gal Sunday
77,328
205 45 dO:52V2
Our Miss Brooks
33,603
0:15
189
102,456 CBS
Romance of Helen Trent
0:30 d0:25
510
MBS
Gabriel Heatter
88,448
CBS
Galen Drake
204
CBS
Arthur Godfrey Time
dO: 183,4
American Molasses Co.
d0:05
NBC
Mary Margaret McBride
197
American Safety Razor
ABC
339
Walter Winchell
35,791
0:071/2
American Soul Clinic
ABC
Church in the Home
d0:30
191
0:30
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
0:30
200
The Telephone Hour
62,741 NBC
198
American Tobacco Co.
Jack Benny
87,540 CBS
0:30
0:15
214
70,204 CBS
Doug'as
Edwards, News
205
189
The
Big Story
63,660 NBC
0:30
0:15
Anheuser-Busch Inc.
30575 333
148,313 ABC
0:371/2
Sports Today, Bill Stern
Animal Foundation Inc.
d0:15
CBS
Galen Drake
12,291
Charles Antell Inc.
dl:00
Charles Antell Program
30,439 ABC
106
191
Martin Block
0:20
NBC
7,967
Monitor1
NBC
197 dp0:44 d0:20
Mon itor
Armour & Co.
dl:15
CBS
193
Second Mrs. Burton
95,558
d0:50
194
Wendy Warren, News
64,159 CBS
Avco Mfg. Co.
d2:00
149
120,470 NBC
Football Game of the Week
Ball Bros. Co.
ABC
d0:25
338
Breakfast Club Review
The Beacon Co.
NBC
Friday with Garroway
1,882
118
Bekins Van and Storage Co.
22 25 p0:01
Hollywood Music Hall
6,195 CBS
0:30
0:30
BelVne Hearing Aid Co.
113
ABC
0:07V2
Paul Harvey Comments
24,531 MBS
0:15 d0:15
519
Gabriel Heatter
22,712 ABC
345
Breakfast Club
Hazel Bishop Inc.
d0:22V2
144
CBS
Second Mrs. Burton
d0:22V2
CBS
Brighter Day
d0:25
204
144
Wendy Warren, News
Block Drug Co.
d0:25
278
It Happens Every Day
18,477 MBS
Bristol-Myers Co.
CBS
dO:37V2
14,198 CBS
Arthur Godfrey Time
206 204 dO:37V2
0:15 0:10
Godfrey Digest
200
204
35,154
dO:37V2
dO:37V2
CBS
Nora Drake
202
57,535 CBS
22 204 d0:19
Harry Babbitt Show
0:05
2,625 CBS
23
Frank Goss, News
0:05
23
Tom Gorman
0:05
CBS
NBC
Monitor1
d0:05
197
NBC
Monitor
Brown and Williamson Tobacco Co.
0:15
0:05
205 204
Amos
Andy & Music
26,999 CBS
188
195
Fibber 'n'
McGee
Molly Hall
0:15
NBC
13,038
Charles Collingwood, News
CBS
0:25
p0:12
NBC
204 p0:05
News
197
Burton-Dixie Corp.
0:15
ABC
Paul Harvey, News
Campana Sales Corp.
CBS
203 20281 d0:37V2 dO:37V2
Arthur Godfrey Time
68,409
dl:15
Carnation Co.
When A Girl Marries
130,983 ABC
CBS
340
d0:15 d0:15
23
23
CBS Newsroom-Sunday Desk
dl:00
330
2,500 ABC
Whispering Streets
Carter Products Inc.
NBC
Fibber McGee 8. Molly
13,605 NBC
176
197
It Pays to be Married
dp0:05
p0:05
6,514
Source of October 1954 dollar figures: Publishers Information Bureau
unknown; p— participation; —Total
d— Daytime before 6 p.m., n— number of stations advertisers
be broken down
! "Monitor" total time is cannot
full program package;
time costs orfornight
halved with one figure
arbitrarily
classifications, thus
into day
credited for daytime, the other nightime.
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Average
Advertiser
Program
Second Chance
City
Meet Hospital
Corliss
Amos
'n' AndyArcher

Gross Time
Charges
NetOct.
'54 work
NBC
CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
6,924 CBS

7,106
28,210
28,123

Monitor
Monitor1 Inc.
Chemicals
Frank Goss, News
Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
Monitor
Monitor1 Reformed Church
Christian
Back to God Hour
29,801
Chrysler Corp.
You Bet Your Life
63,693
63,576
Roy Rogers Show
Cities Service Co.
Band of America
48,824
Coca-Cola Co.
Coke Time
29,472
Colgate-Palmolive
Co.
75,650
The Phrase That Pays
Lorenzo Jones
75,041
151,299
Strike It Rich
Columbia Broadcasting System Inc.
Amos 'n' Andy
31,392
Godfrey
Talent Scouts
Bing Crosby
Tennessee Ernie
Congress of Industrial Organizations
108,448
John W. Vandercook, News
Continental Baking Co.
Make Up Your Mind
67,389
Cook
CecilChemical
Brown, Co.
News
Corn Products Sales Co.
Arthur Godfrey Time
Wendy Warren, News
Cowles Magazines Co.
Monitor
Monitor1
Crowel
l-Col tier Publishing Co.
Monitor
Fibber McGee & Mollie
Monitor1
Second Chance
Helene Curtis Industries Inc.
Robert Q. Lewis
28,360
Curtis Publishing Co.
40,088
Fibber McGee & Molly
Weekend
1,516
It Pays To Be Married
2,182
Second Chance
1,635
Curtiss Candy Co.
True Detective Mysteries
Dawn Bible Students Assn.
Frank & Ernest
17,697
Frank & Ernest
Doeskin Products Inc.
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale
Dow Chemical Co.
Arthur Godfrey Time
Dromedary Co.
Amos 'n' Andy
When A Girl Marries
Exquisite Form Brassiere Inc.
22,442
Stop The Music
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
65,654
Voice of Firestone
The First Church of Christ Scientist
Monitor Views the News
16,355
How Christian Science Heals
How Christian Science Heals
Florda Citrus Commission
Florida Calling with Tom Moore 158,758
Story Time
Top Secret Files
Treasury Agent
True Detective Mysteries
Oiflcial Detective
Counterspy
Flotill Products Inc.
Galen Drake
14,270
Ford Motor Co.
Edward R. Murrow
76,362
Free Methodist Church of N. America
Light and Life Hour
11,004
General Conference of Seventh Day
Adventists
Voice of Prophecy
24,682
Voice of Prophecy
33,661
General Foods Corp.
Mary
Margaret
McBride
17,081
Breakfast
Club
6,064

Stations
Oct. 1955
Oct.
1954
184
204
205
23

NBC
NBC
MBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
MBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
CBS
CBS
ABC

Hours 1955
Per
1954
0:15
d0:30
dp0:05
d0:05
197
0:05
0:10
Week*
197
23
d0:45 d0:30
0:30
197
197
241 d0:30 d0:30
0:30
0:30
198
0:30

268
206
209
135
201 118
198 209
194

203
197 204
204
204
160 204
119

CBS
MBS

0:30

0:30
0:30

0:30
dl:15
d1:15
d2:30
0:07V2

0:05
0:15
0:05
0:05
1:15
d1:15

1:15
dl:15

d0:25

312
CBS
CBS

56 204
59
75

NBC
NBC

197

NBC
NBC

197
180
195
197

CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
MBS
MBS
ABC

205

197

CBS
ABC
CBS
CBS

204
204
201 347

d0:15

302 311
ABC
MBS
MBS

287
287

MBS
MBS
MBS
MBS
MBS
MBS
MBS

54559

CBS

208
123 35

500
500
500
500
500
500

47 76

p0:05
p0:05

d0:15
p0:07'/2
d0:15
d0:15

0:07V2
0:30

ABC

ABC

0:02V2
dO:02V2

194
159
dp0:02
175
dp0:01
p0:15
dp0:01
167
498
378 215
d0:15
233

NBC

CBS

dO:183A
d0:25
d0:05
0:05

0:15

dO:0:05183,4
d0:10
0:30
0:15
d0:15

d2:05
pO:07V2
dp0:07l/2
pO:07V2
pO:07V2
p0:07V2
d0:05 p0:071/2
0:45 dl:15
d0:30 d0:30
d0:30
d0:30

ABC
MBS

156
300

NBC
ABC

194 197 d0:10 d0:05
315 d0:30
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NBC*1

"we're 100% sold
oat on local availabilities,
and we're getting
money from advertisers
who were pallbearers
at onr funeral"
WDSU, New Orleans, La.
Louis Read, Commercial Mgr.
"one of onr finest assets
both audience-wise and
revenue-wise"
WOOD, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Willard Schroeder, Gen'l Mgr.
"one of the greatest
shows that ever hit
radio . . . good enough
to schedule it on
weekdays, too"
WJRD, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Gene Tibbett, Gen'l Mgr.

"the freshest, most
progressive innovation
to hit radio in many a
year . . . we're selling
out approximately 90%
of all adjacencies"
WTTM, Trenton, N. J.
Fred L. Bernstein, Gen'l Mgr.

"we've been 100% sold
out Saturdays and
Sundays since June . . .
answers our needs both
from a program standpoint and a
commercial one"
WBRE, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
David M. Baltimore, Gen'l Mgr.

"we have succeeded
in getting Dayton's,
our largest department
store, to buy 15 spots
weekly on MONITOR
... they have never
used a great deal

"a big thing for us and
even a turning point in
the network radio

of
radio"Rochester, Minn.
KROC,
G. David Gentling,
VP and Gen'l Mgr.

WSYR,
Syracuse, N.Pres.
Y.
E. R. Vadeboncoeur,
problem"
"it has breathed new life
and interest into radio"
WKY,
Oklahoma
P. A. Sugg,
Mgr. City, Okla.

"there's standing room
only for local sales . . .
we are very enthusiastic
... it has been well
received by both
advertisers and listeners"
KSD,
St. Louis,Program
Mo. Director
Harold Grams,
"the best thing that
has happened to radio
since
the crystal Baton
set" Rouge, La.
WJBO-WBRL,
Kelly Maddox, Gen'l Mgr.
"we have been successful
in selling them (the
5-minute local cut-ins)
WWi,
Detroit, Mich.
to
dealers"
Edwin
K. Wheeler, Gen'l Mgr.

MONITOR'S booming coast-to-coast impact
is making broadcast history.
Both national and local advertisers are responding to the new vitality monitor has brought to
Radio. It's reflected in network billings and in
station billing reports from NBC affiliates throughout the country.
NBC stations also report exciting audience resurgence. Only 7 weeks after monitor's inception, aspecial Pulse survey in major markets
showed NBC stations enjoying significant increases inunduplicated weekend audiences . . .
for example, in Washington 21%, in Chicago
27%. Over a 4-week period in July, during network option time alone, monitor reached into
nearly 8,000,000 radio-TV homes, and into more
than 5,000,000 radio-only homes.
With only 15 participations spaced over each
week-end, a national advertiser can build a
4-week cumulative audience for his dollar that
cannot be matched anywhere else in radio. Add
monitor's great out-of-home bonus audience,
and you've got the most powerful coverage at
lowest cost in all network radio.
MONITOR delivers audience . . . and makes sales.
Call your NBC RADIO representative today.
exciting things are happening on the

RADIO

NETWORK
a service of

Gross Time
Charges
work
Oct. '54
NetCBS
4,342 CBS
21,712 CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

Advertiser
Program

Average
Stations Hours Per
Oct. Oct.
1955
1954 1955 1954

Galen Drake
110 118 d0:05
d0:25 Wec]ek0*: 1 5
Renfro Valley
d0:20
118
0:15
Wendy Warren, News
48
118
dO:22V2
Bing Crosby
48
Backstage Wife
d0:15
Helen Trent
d0:15
Our Gal Sunday
48
d0:22'/2
Dr. Malone
dO:22V2
Second Mrs. Burton
48
dO:22Vj>
dO:22V2
Perry Mason
48
Brighter Day
70/y
d0:25
Sunshine Boys
General Mills
178 45
ABC
1:15
115,198
Lone Ranger
185
0:25
dl:15
Silver Eagle
74,352 ABC
ABC
42
298
Sam Hayes
1 1 ,258 ABC
d0:45 d0:30
Betty Crocker
46,161 ABC
332
dl:00 d2.05
Whispering Streets
71 ,745 NBC
195
Lone Ranger
General Motors Corp.
14,535 CBS
117
0:10
0:10
196
Alan Jackson, News
204 d0:10
d0:25
Alan Jackson, News
15,688
d0:15
CBS
204
d0:30
175
Robert Trout, News
0:25
22,571
0:25
199 204
Robert Trout, News
73,486 CBS
NBC
0:15
202
Dinah Shore
0:30
84,072
•3
.54
«i
Your Land and Mine
40,040
AJL AAA ABC
1:15
204 d0:37'/2 d0:37'/2
Arthur Godfrey Time
68,904 CBS
206
lowed Thomas
0:25
NBC
204
Monitor1
NBC
197
Monitor
d0:25
0:15
NBC
198
Your Land and Mine
General Paint Co.
CBS
AO
0:10
Amos 'n' Andy Music Hall
435
General Tire & Rubber Co.
0:15
MBS
d0:25
439
40,580
Sports Time, Harry Wismer
Gillette Co.
70,310 NBC
193
0:30
Boxing
NBC
200
Frank Sinatra
0:30
65.772
d0:22V2
185
182
CBS
Romance of Helen Trent
17,303
0:15 d0:15
NBC
199
People Are Funny
d0:30
26,252
174
NBC
0:15
Young Widder Brown
30,058
207
Meet Corliss Archer
31,836 CBS
207
47,325 CBS
d0:37'/2
Arthur Godfrey Time
0:15
201 204 d0:37'/2
Nora Drake
CBS
0:15 dO:37V2
206
Our Miss Brooks
4151,431
,488 NBC
i yoOA 204 d0:30
1
0:30
53
965
NBC
One
StellaMan's
Dallas Family
MBS
d2:30
30,058 CBS
175 325
183
Game of The Day
d0:15
0:15
Young Dr. Malone
CBS
204
Talent Scouts
0:45
NBC
194
Cavalcade of Sports
333 d0:30 d0:30
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
331
47,830 ABC
Greatest Story
265
Gospel Broadcasting Assn.
290 dl:00 dl:00
Old Fashioned Revival Hour
65 054 ABC
Billy
Graham
Evangalistic
Assn.
ABC
301 314 d0:30
0:30 d0:30
Hour of Decision
46,836 /Woo
0:30
Jou
Hour of Decision
36 780
Grove Labs Inc.
MBS
dpO:07V2
Story Time
/VIBo
cnn
juu
JUU
Top Secret Files
p0:07V2
MBS
Treasury Agent
MBS
500
True Detective Mysteries
MBS
p0:07'/2
500
Official Detective
pO:07V2
MBS
p0:07'/2
500
Counterspy
0:07V2 p0:07'/2
Gruen Watch Co.
Walter Winchell
23,650 ABC
337
Hagan
12,206 CBS
198 d0:10 d0:05
GalenCorp.
Drake
NBC
Mary Margaret McBride
68
Hallmark Cards Inc.
CBS
0:30
205
Hall of Fame
66,665
CBS
204
0:10
Bing Crosby
0:25
Hamm Brewing Co.
CBS
36
Scoreboard
ABC
Hansen's
Labs
d0:30
Modern Chr.
Romances
54,092
194
Harrison Products
MBS
d0:30
531
Nick Carter
d0:15 d0:15
Hawaiian Pineapple Co.
CBS
174
28,495
Houseparty
172
Hartz Mountain Products Corp.
CBS
Arthur Godfrey Time
d0:15
204
Healing Waters Inc.
ABC
89
236
d0:30
d0:30
13,547
Orel Robert's Broadcasts
dO:37V2
Hexol Inc.
NBC
34
Dr. Paul
8,319
Highland Church of Christ
17145 216 d0:30 d0:30
Herald of Truth
31,089 ABC
Hills Bros. Coffee Inc.
85 d0:25
Women's News Desk
9,072 CBS
Jackson Brewing Co.
dl:15
MBS
Game of The Day
Jerclaydon Inc.
196
d0:15
18,507 CBS
Arthur Godfrey Time
443
0:25
Johns-Manville Corp.
MBS
Bill Henry, News
98,447
S. C. Johnson & Son Inc.
d2:05
133,586 MBS
553
News
Source of October 1954 dollar figures: Publishers Information Bureau
d — Daytime, before 6 p.m.; n — number of stations unknown; p — participation; * — Total
time
costs orfornight
full classifications,
program package;
"Monitor" total
advertisers
down
into day
thus 1arbitrarily
time is cannot
halved bewithbroken
one figure
credited for daytime, the other nightime.
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Advertiser
Program
Kellogg Co.
Wild Dill niCKOK
Arthur Godfrey Time
Houseparty
Kevo Co.
mil iNorman
Lemon Products Advisory Board
Top Secret Fi les
Mickey Spil lane
Squad
Counterspy
Official Room
Detective
Lever
AuntBros.
Jenny
Talent Scouts
Lux
Radio
Houseparty Theatre
Lewis
Co.
ArthurFoodGodfrey
"me
Shirley Thomas
Lewis-Howe Co.
Fibber McGee & Molly
It Pays Chance
To Be Married
Second
Arthur Godfrey Time
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
Perry Como
Dragnet
Gunsmoke
G un smoke
Harry Babbitt
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.
Larry Lesueur, News
Longines Symphonette
Choraliers
News
P. Lorrilard Co.
Monday Morning Headlines
TaylorForGrant,
News
Two
The Money
Queen For A Day
Los Angeles Soap Co.
Harry Babbitt Show
Lutheran
Synod
LutheranChurch-Missouri
Hour
M. J. B. Co.
Chet Huntley, News
Manion Forum of Opinion
Dean Clarence Manion
Mars Inc.
People Are Funny
Mary Ellen Jams & Jellies
Harry Babbitt
Mennen Co.
Frank Goss, News
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
Dave Vaile, News
Allan Jackson, News
Miles Labs Inc.
News of The World
Just Plain Bill
Break The Bank
Break The Bank
Fibber McGee & Molly
Woman In My House
Milner Products Co.
Robert Q. Lewis
Miller Brewing Co.
Monitor
Monitor1 Mining & Mfg. Co.
Minnesota
Arthur Godfrey Time
Philip Morris & Co.
My L ittle Ma
Tennessie
Ernierg ie
Bing Crosby
Edgar Bergan
Monitor
Morton
Monitor1Packing Co.
Monitor
Monitor1
Murine
Co.
Amos 'n' Andy Music Hall
Queen For A Day
Fibber McGee & Molly
Arthur Godfrey Time
Mutual Benefit Health & Accident Assn
Bob Considine
Mutual of Omaha
Monitor
Monitor1 & Casselberry Inc.
Mytinger
The Nutrilite
Show
National Biscuit Co.
Arthur Godfrey Time
Adventures of Rin-Tin-Tin
National Dairy Products
Edgar Bergen & Charlie McCarthy
News
fsJehi Corp.
Robert Q. Lewis

Gross Time
Charq^s
NetOct. '54 r~RC
work
MBS
49
856 CBS
85 420
'—DO
36 064 ii DC
19 500
*
CO * OKO
on k^a
3J4
I yu,1 4,UOo
DaC, zoo
45,886
4,4Z4
3,464
11 ,683
794

m do
/Y\co
WiiDCDC
mDO
/"DC
moo
iiDC
MBS
Loo
CBS
CBS
CBS
klIN Xkf
OK.
NBC
NBC

111,876
*7 *3i r»
63,900

NBC
CBS
CBS

25,371

CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
ABC

30,023
114,358
37,730
36,729
85 790
44,389
125^475
6,083
39,000
9,117
31,370

ABC
CBS
MBS
CBS
MBS
ABC
MBS
NBC
CBS

Stations Hours Per
Oct. Oct. Week*
1954 1955 1954 1955
ai:o
467
au: j/ V2 au: J/ V2
201
1i y 3 1 oo au:ou au:ou
au: 1 3
I yy01
onn.
CIA
~f"l.
pu:u/ATI v2^
J 1U
pu:u/ */2
pu:u/
*/2
O 1U
O 1V
i3 yuIU
a 1: 1o
i on
510
p0:07'/2
171 1 /U #41
U:JU.115 u: 13
zUo 197
1 :UU
183
aU:43 aU:40
198aC 1 aL \ d0:37'/2 d0:37!/2
oi au:ou au:ou
197
1 04
173
1QC
Zv4 apu:u
au: 1 o°/4
dp0:01
0:451
0:30
p0:01
A.11206
\ 4A ono
U:JU
V.AD
212
do!22V2
201
22 d0:30 d0-25
126
d0:40 d0:30
0:35
58 126 d0:30
124
d0:15
123
126
0:15
1:15
0:15
343
209 204
339 443 dl:15 dl:15
23 449
26 dO:37V2 d0:37V2
537
491
d0:30 d0:30
dl:15
d0:15
28
U: 1 0
1 9953
d0:37V2
21
21

CBS
CBS

30

d0:45

6,968
37,961

CBS

139,867
77,192
96,888
71,146

NBC
NBC
MBS
NBC
NBC
NBC

188
177
459 184
168
161

CBS
NBC
NBC

204

68,904
84,220

CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

31

1 87
197
197
206 204
204
204 204
197
197
204
197

CBS
NBC
MBS
CBS

198 1 97
205
545

41,750

MBS
NBC
NBC

204
534 538

39,758
24,936

NBC
CBS

16,874
1 2,1 27
17,246

140,615
22,590

MBS
CBS
MBS
CBS

197
155 197
203
547
204
167

Broadcasting

V

1:15
1:15
1:15
dl1:15
:15
dl :15
d 1 : 1 5 1:15
dl :15
d0:05
0:15
d0:15
0-30
dO:37V2 M-AB3A
0:10
0:10
0:05
0'06

d0:40
0:40 72
au:u/
0:07'/2

aU:U/ V2
pO:07V2
d0:15
0:1 8V2
0:15 0:15
dO: 181/2
d0:30 d0:55
d0:30
d0:37'/2
1:00
d2:05
d0:15

• Telecasting

First nationwide
originates

from

football colorcast
Atlanta

A new peak in television service was reached
September 17, when Georgia Tech and the University of
Miami met at Grant Field in Atlanta. The grid
spectacle was telecast in color over the NBC network
to the entire country, the first football game
to be so presented. WSB-TV, the first television station
in the South, is proud of its long-time association
with the National Broadcasting Company, and
is particularly pleased with having had a part in
the origination of this first nationwide
.football color telecast.

The great Area

station of the Southeast

NBC Affiliate. Represented by Petry.
Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution.

Broadcasting

Telecasting
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Average
Stations Hours Per
Oct. 1955
Oct.1954
Week*1955
1954

Gross Time
Charges
work
Oct. '54
NetNestle Co.
d0:15
23
CBS
CBS Newsroom-Sunday Desk
2,500 ABC
d0:15
349
29,166
Space Patrol
Pabst Brewing Co.
0:45
336
ABC
Boxing
Norwich Pharmacol Co.
M
DO
Story Time
dp0:07V2
500
MBS
Top Secret Files
Mdo
U DC
500
Treasury Agent
11DC
mDo
p0:07V2
p0:07'/2
True Detective Mysteries
MBS
500
p0:07V2
Official Detective
MBS
500
p0:07V2
Counterspy
Pacific Western Oil Corp.
dl:30
28
NBC
28
dl:30
Alex
16,084
d2:00 p0:07'/2
47
FootballDrier-Farming
13,607 ABC
345
Park & Tilford Co.
d0:15
ABC
When A Girl Marries
Pearson Pharmacol Co.
MBS
496
Top Secret Files
pO:07V2
497
MBS
Treasury Agent
pO:07V2
498
MBS
True Detective Mysteries
497
MBS
pO:07V2
Offical Detective
pO:07V2
497
MBS
Counterspy
pO:07V2
Pet Milk Co.
198
dO:37V2 d0:37V2
Arthur Godfrey Time
61,850 CBS
d0:30
169
204
Mary Lee Taylor
16,209 NBC
Pharmaco Inc.
d0:30
141
Hilltop House
41,568 CBS
d0:45
345
ABC
Companion
ABC
Philco Corp.
82,261
Breakfast Club
11 1 d0:45 d0:25
MBS
Panorama Time
CBS
Pillsbury Mills
dl :00 dl:00
207
198
Arthur Godfrey Time
76,024
204
202 dl:00 dl:00
Houseparty
72,432 CBS
Procter & Gamble Co.
dl:15 dl:15
1 28
CBS
Guiding Light
73,301
dl:15
162 1 43 d0:22V2
Ma Perkins
78,576 CBS
180 144 dl:15 dO: 183/4
Our Gal Sunday
17,149 CBS
dl:15 d0:45
163 151
179 d1:15
CBS
71,460 CBS
Perry Mason
Rosemary
56,670 CBS
dl:15
153
Young Dr. Malone
69,409 NBC
94 163 d2:30
Woman In My House
dl:15
80,368 NBC
dl:15
167
NBC
82,428
Pepper
dl:15
177
172
BackstageYoung's
Wife Family
73,315 NBC
dl:15
73,035 CBS
Brighter Day
dl:15
166 188
133 dl:15 dl:15
Road of Life
71,287 NBC
166
137
dl:15
Right to Happiness
82,628
194
d0:25
Wendy Warren
26,841 CBS
Prudential Insurance Co. of America
NBC
Fibber McGee & Molly
72,737
199
Q-Tips Inc.
197 p0:26 d0: 10
NBC
Mary Margaret McBride
Quaker Oats Co.
ABC
347
d0:30
Breakfast Club
51,776
406
dl:00
d2:30
58,476 MBS
NBC
Sgt.
Preston
of
Yukon
d0:45
d0:45
31
86
511
21
,800
Hotel for Pets
498
496
MBS
Top Secret Files
True Detective Mysteries
p0:07V2
p0:07'/2
MBS
Counterspy
p0:07V2
497n
dp0:02
Here's Hollywood
0:07V2
201
Quality Goods Mfrs. Inc.
22,442 CBS
Stop The Music
Radio Bible Class
MBS
230 d0:30 d0:30
283 246
Radio Bible Class
32,302 ABC
d0:30
Radio Bible Class
Radio Church of God
98
ABC
d0:30
The World Tomorrow
21,305
NBC
Radio Corp. of America
202
Fibber McGee & Molly
0:10
27 717 NBC
163 197 d0:10
dO:37V2
Weekend
1 1^376
NBC
Monitor1
197
Monitor
0:371/2
405
Realemon-Purina
'-DO
344 d0:30 d0:15
48,196 ABC
Breakfast Club
roc
Revlon Products Corp.
0:30
$64,000 Question
204 d0:03
Rexall Drug Inc.
ABC
185
545
12,719
Silver Eagle
Queen For A Day
12,127 MBS
d0:07'/2
0:02V2
NBC
172
It Pays To Be Married
3,254 ABC
The Great Gildersleeve
dp0:04
9,600
187
0:55
Rybutol Weekend News
134,422 ABC
d0:55
344
Rybutol Weekend News
497
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
MBS
492
31,500
Treasury Agent
MBS
*
492
Squad Room
MBS
*
p0:07'/2
497 p0:07'/2
Official Detective
p0:07'/2
201 497 p0:07'/2
492
MBS
Counterspy
p0:07V2
95
NBC
0:30
Walk A Mile
d0:10 p0:07'/2
63,237 MBS
p0:07'/2
247
Line-up-Scoreboard not vailable
0:30 d0:10
95 400
NBC
0:30
Grand Ole Opry
30,036 MBS
Scoreboard
MBS
496
Top Secret Files
MBS
498
True Detective Mysteries
p0:07'/2
Rheem Mfg. Co.
CBS
d0:25 p0:07'/2
25
Meet the Missus
1,351
Rhodes Pharmacol Co.
NBC
d0:15
Kenneth Bankhart
198
26,034
Richfield Oil Corp.
1:30
21
1:30
Richfield Reporter
26,858 NBC
Source of October 1954 dollar figures: Publishers Information21 Bureau
d — Daytime, before 6 p.m.; n — number of stations unknown; p — participation; * — Total
time
costs orfornight
full classifications,
program package;
"Monitor" total
advertisers
down
into day
thus 1arbitrarily
time is cannot
halved bewithbroken
one figure
credited for daytime, the other nightime.

Advertiser
Progrom
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Average
Advertiser
Program

Gross
ChargesTime

Rockwood & Co.
Breakfast Club
Roman Meal Co.
Bob Garred, News
S.O.S. Co.
Top
SecretSpillane
Files
Mickey
Nightmare
Official Detective
San Francisco Brewing Corp.
Burgie Music Box
Safeway Stores Inc.
No School Today
Schwayder
Samsonite Bros.
TravelInc. Bureau
Scripto Inc.

Oct. '54
49,170

Seeman
Monitor1Bros.
Sheliah
Monitor1 Graham Show
Whispering Streets

12 * 800
*
*

13,981

William
Wrigley Jr. Co.
Gene Autry
FBI in Peace & War
Amos 'n' Andy Music Hall
Howard Miller
Dr. Thomas Wyatt
Wings of Healing
Wings of Healing
Tide Water Associated Oil Co.
Football

Stations
Oct. 1955
Oct.
1954

Hours Per
1954 1955
d0:15

318
NetABC
mDo
MBS
MBS
ABC
ABC

6,480
60,022

NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
MBS
ABC
CBS

62,290

NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC

Sleep-Eze Co.
Young Dr. Malone
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.
A. Monitor1
E. Staley Mfg. Co.
Arthur Godfrey Time
Monitor1
Standard Brands Inc.
Kenneth Bankhart, News
Standard Oil Co. of Calif.
The Whistler
The Standard Hour
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana
Edward R. Murrow
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey
Esso Reporter
Star-Kist Foods Inc.
Arthur Godfrey Time
State Farm Insurance Co.
Jack Brickhouse
Sterling Drug Inc.
Young Widder Brown
My True Story
Stella Dallas
Eugene Stevens Co.
How to Save Money on Car
Stokely-Van Camp Inc.
When a Girl Marries
Sun Oil Co.
Three Star Extra
Swift & Co.
Breakfast Club
The Texas Co.
Sports FinalNews
Weekend
Metropolitan Opera
Weekend News
Trans-World Airlines
Walter Wincheil
The Assemblies of God
Revival Time
Union Oil Co. of Calif.
Frank Goss, News
VanRobert
Camp Q.SeaLewisFood Co.
Vick Chemical Co.
Modern Romances
Voice
Voiceof ofProphecy
ProphecyInc.
Voice of Prophecy
Western Unon Telegraph Co.
Monitor
Monitor1 Corp.
Wheatena
Harry Babbitt Show
Willard Storage Battery Co.
Treasury Agent
Counterspy
Official Detective
J. B. Williams Co.
Monitor
Monitor1
Wings
of Healing
Global Frontiers
F. W. Woolworth Co.
Woolworth Hour
World
O. L.Church
Jaggers

work
ABC

d0:22'/2
510
510
510
510

54

n
80 78
198
197
197
331
336
204
522
197
197
20828 204

pO:07V2 Week*
p0:07'/2 2:30
p0:07'/2
p0:07'/2 d0:30
d0:30
0:05
0:12V2
d0:12V2
d0:10
d0:40

d0:37>/2 d0:37V2

CBS
15,140
3,146
100,556

NBC
CBS
MBS
CBS

61,640
15,203
54,509
92,440
54,509
15,632

ABC
NBC
ABC
ABC

78,473

NBC
ABC

onyu,uuu
nnrt

L DO
ABC
ABC

MBS
NBC

35,304

MBS
rue
ABC

28,270
30,723

CBS
CBS
ABC
MBS
ABC

d0:10
197

25
90 162

2,625

83
196 174
492
255
176
254
176
197 174
347
36 48
34
335
30
347
347
347
500
202 339
204 27

13 428
68,775
55 480
13^543
26,407
33,074

MBS
CBS

d0:37'/2
d0:10
dl:15 dl:15
d0:45
d0:45 d0:45
d0:45
0:07'/2
d0:25
1:10
1:10
1 .1 I
d2:30
dl:30
dl:15
1:15
dl:15
d3:00

0:30

MBS
ABC

Broadcasting

0:15
0:30
dl:15

d0:15
dO:22V2

288
185

22

197
197

d0:30
d0:30
dO:32V2
0:321/2
d0:19

497
497
497

p0:07V2
p0:07V2
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B*T

■

INTERVIEW

HAVE

NETWORK

BILLINGS

YES, and they are now on the way up, Arthur Hull Hayes, president, CBS Radio, told B»T editors in the recorded interview transcribed below. Network radio's comeback, Mr. Hayes believes,
stems chiefly from the revival of two programming principles basic
to radio's original success: that people want to hear what they want
to hear when they want to hear it ("tune in tomorrow, same time,
same station") and that they want to hear news while it happens
("we interrupt our program to bring you . . .").
Q: Mr. Hayes, how's business?
A: I assume you're speaking of network radio now, and network
business is very good. We've had a number of excellent renewals
recently and quite a few new accounts.
Q: If things are so good, how do you justify the 20% reduction
in payment to your affiliates?
A: I don't think that's too difficult. When we met with the affiliates in April and May and again in lune, they recognized as well
as we that we were not doing the volume of network business that
we had been doing a few years ago.
However, we did feel that while we
have had some rather rough days,
radio had hit the bottom, the nadir,
so to speak, and was already on the
way up. If radio is on the way up,
it would be folly on our part not to
maintain the finest program schedule
we can, and to do this calls for a
tightening of belts all around so that
both the stations and we could make
a contribution to continue the finest
network service possible.

HIT

BOTTOM?

Q: Do you think that going to one rate had anything to do with
this business increase in the last month or so?
A: I don't know. It's hard to say. I think it made it a little
easier for the advertiser, although all networks and most stations
have been at one rate for quite some time, as far as advertiser
dollars are concerned. The nighttime rates had much heavier discounting than daytime, with the net result that the advertiser was
paying practically the same price for time either day or night.
What we've done is just take the confusion out of it. Instead of
putting a false set of discounts on at night, we have made the night
and daytime rate the same and discounts the same and published
them as they truly are. I think it's too soon to tell whether the
publishing of one rate has had any effect or not.
Q: What about billings? If this isn't unfair to ask, what do you
predict will happen this September, compared to last September?
A: None of the networks will be as high this September as they
were last year, because this year has not been as good as last year.
I think, as I said a few moments ago that we have turned up,
but I don't think the upturn will be completely reflected as soon as
September. You'll see some increase over earlier this year, but
whether it'll pass last year, I think is very doubtful.
Q: Last September you had almost 43Vi hours a week sold. (I
looked it up.) Do you think it'll get pretty close to that now?
A: I can't tell you in terms of hours. This new way of selling is
hard to measure. But I'm sure that no network will have as much
billing in September of '55 as it did in '54. I think if you'll say in
three months from now, four months from now. . . .
Q: All right, I'm willing. . . .
A: Four months from now, I feel billings for CBS Radio will
be better than last year, better than the year before.

Q: When you say radio is on the
way up, do you mean network
radio specifically, or all radio?

Q: Can you predict percentagewise? Would you say 10% over
last year?

A: Both. I think that all radio,
which did take a bump when television came in, is on the way up.
Lately it's been gratifying from the
network standpoint, also.

A: No. Radio went down; it's started up, and when you're going
through a transition, how steep that upward curve will be, how fast
that acceleration, I couldn't tell you.
Q: What is the big stimulus to this upward curve?

Q: Do you think that this upturn
MR. HAYES
in business is because you're
selling harder or because network radio is getting easier to sell?
A: Well, now, that depends on who you're talking to. If I were
talking to a trade journal, I would say it's because everyone wants
to buy radio. If I were talking to my boss, I'd say it's because we
are selling so much harder.
Q: Regarding this increase in network business, is there a different type of advertiser coming in, or is the same advertiser
returning to radio?
A: That's kind of a hard one to answer. We've asked the same
question ourselves and have been doing some analysis. There have
been some new advertisers and new types of advertiser. Take
Woolworth, for instance. It's the first time, to my knowledge, that
a large nationwide retailer has gone into network radio, and gone
into it on such a big scale. On the other hand, a great many of
our old advertisers have renewed and some have even increased
their schedules. I think it's a combination of both.
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A: Oh, I think it could be due to a great many things. I think
many people who left radio with the first glamor of tv realized as
they got working with their pencils and pads that radio was delivering a tremendous number of people per dollar. Emotionally, they
may have gotten away from it, but then they look at the figures and
they think, "Well, we'd better go back to our old friend radio, because itreally delivered."
Q: Do you have some f'r-instance on that?
A: One that I think of is Campana Sales Co., which is using
Arthur Godfrey Time for Ayds and Italian Balm now.
Q: Will this be true, too, do you think, of national spot?
A: Well, national spot is up according to my casual conversations
with people, although the only place I can really discuss spot broadcasting ison six stations that we own. On these six company-owned
stations the national spot business for the third quarter is running
20% ahead of what we had in the same quarter a year ago. I think
this is a national pattern, although I can't speak authoritatively.
Q: Speaking of just those six stations, how are they doing in-
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INTERVIEW
dividually? Are they doing well?
A: Yes.
Q: Is this on all fronts, local as well as national spot?
A: Oh, the local business on our company-owned stations for
the third quarter is already 6% ahead of the same quarter for '54.
Q: Are they following the music-news-sports policy that most
stations seem to be adopting today?
A: No. They're not trying to copy the independent stations. I
think they're selling adjacencies to network shows and they're doing
a certain amount of local programming with music and news, to
be sure. Any local station must do a great deal of local news.
Good news coverage, from a station manager's standpoint, is a
combination of network news and local news, because the network
can't give you what the local news can. The network can't cover
the dead horse on Main Street, nor the fire at the corner grocery
store. On the other hand, the local newscaster — with the limited
amount of territory he can cover, and being dependent on news
services — cannot do what a network can do. A local station can't
duplicate an Ed Murrow or a Lowell Thomas or a Bob Trout. It's
the combination of those two news factors that makes for good
local programming, and all our stations are very news-conscious,
because, as I said before, people want to know what's going on.
Q: What do the stations find most profitable in their individual
operations?
A: I think that, at least with our stations, the thing that has given
them the revenue is the fact that they are all first in their markets.
So you ask, "Well, why are they all first in their markets?" And I
answer, "Because of local personalities." This coupled with the
programming of CBS Radio, which is first in the nation.
Q: Do you think that among affiliates generally, the increase in
local business and any increase or non-slackening of spot
business pretty well offsets the lower income that stations
have been getting from the network in the last two or three
years?
A: When you say stations in general I just can't speak authoritatively. If you speak of the C-O's, I think the local and national
spot business has offset, in general, the decrease in the network
billing.
NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY
Q: Getting back to the network, you've been pretty active in the
last few weeks saleswise. Let's see, hasn't General Foods been
one of the bigger ones?
A: Yes, General Foods bought a saturation campaign, a big
campaign, and they're an old radio advertiser.
Q: How about some of the others that you've sold most recently?
A: Well, you know that we recently signed The $64,000 Question, the Revlon show which is one of the top tv shows. Effective
Oct. 4 they're going on our full network with a simulcast of this,
so that people can hear it on radio as well as see it on tv. I've
mentioned the General Foods Swansdown campaign, which is 18
broadcasts per week. Wrigley just a few weeks ago signed a new
contract with us for a daily strip. American Tobacco Co. has come
back with us. Some of the others that have signed recently are
Sleepeze, Hazel Bishop, Dow Chemical, Murine, Gulf Oil Corp.,
and just yesterday we signed a contract with CBS Columbia.
Q: Of the new business that you've signed recently, is that new
business to radio, is it returnees, advertisers who've been
away from radio a year or so, or is it some of each?
A: There are some of each. In the list that I gave you a while
ago, you note that some of them are new. Woolworth, for instance,
is a brand new advertiser to radio, which has never used radio in all

its history. Wrigley has been a regular user, as far back as I can
remember. And one other that I mentioned, General Foods, had
been off for a time and now is back with us. It's a combination
of
all three. If you ask me the exact proportions, I don't know
offhand.
Q: You mention Woolworth. Have you had any squawks from
stations about Woolworth letting some of its suppliers take
over some of the spots and pay Woolworth?
A: No, because Woolworth is only advertising the things sold
in its stores and a retailer can only do one thing . . . that's advertise
the things sold in its stores. They can't come on the air and say:
"We're fine fellows." They want to say: "We have soap, or goggles,
or bathing suits or something for sale," and this is true of a department store or a variety store, or whatever it happens to be. A
retailer can't advertise unless he talks about the merchandise in
his store.
However, in the case of Woolworth, I think the reason the
stations are happy is that the products advertised are brand names
that are usually exclusively Woolworth's. They're not the brand
names that are sold in other stores. No competition with spot business is involved.
Q: This is not, then, taking money out of spot radio?
A: No. The Woolworth show in no sense took business from
the stations. I have heard most of the Woolworth shows, and I
don't remember hearing anything advertised that you would have
heard advertised otherwise. They're names that might be known
to the Woolworth customer, but I don't think they are names that
are known to the general public, except as something they see in
Woolworth's.
Q: If they buy at Woolworth's, wouldn't that help your salesmen
sell some of the department stores, the national department
stores,
They're few, I know. But they've never been
in
radio,I mean?
have they?
No, will
theyattract
never other
have.similar
I think
Woolworth's successful entry
intoA: radio
advertisers.
Q: Do you think that the television advertisers are putting money
into radio because they are having difficulty in getting tv
clearance?
A: I'm not aware that people have been spending money in radio
because they could not get television clearance. I think television
advertisers are spending money on radio because they want the
coverage of radio and they feel that the combination reaches more
people than they would reach otherwise.
Q: Mr. Hayes, what is your network doing to attract more tv
advertisers to radio?
A: We have been doing a great deal of research to show advertisers what unduplicated circulation they will get when they add
the coverage of radio to the coverage of tv, what additional circulation they will get, circulation not available to the tv-only advertiser.
It's
largely
a research
promotion ofjobradio
to beandabletv towould
conveybe toif
the advertiser
what theandcombination
compared to just tv alone.
Q: That brings up the question we were talking about before:
Do you sell radio with television, a la Monitor at NBC, where
they're selling it with Tonight, Home and Today?
A: Normally, no. As you know, the CBS policy is a complete
split. We have two separate divisions, one for radio and one for
television, so the selling is done independently, except where there
are existing simulcasts that must be sold together. For example,
if you want to buy the Godfrey simulcast, the only way you could
.. . ■
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INTERVIEW
buy it would be on both radio and television, because they are
broadcast that way. Godfrey is both a radio and a tv property
and therefore it has to be a joint effort. But when we go to sell a
simulcast of an existing tv show, this is something that's the responsibility ofthe radio division.
Q: Speaking of Monitor, is CBS Radio planning anything like it?
A: No, our thinking is quite contrary from Monitor. Our whole
concept of good network programming is quite opposed to it.
Q: Are you planning any new sort of radical departure from the
traditional "same time, same station" pattern, in addition to
those you've already made?
A: No. I think there are two things that are important in winning listeners, and I think they are what built radio in its very
earliest days and held the radio audience. I think we have in some
measure gotten away from those two things and that a return to
them will be to the good of all of us.
First of all, I think that people want to hear the things they like
when they want them. They want to know they're there. In the
early days this helped to build up evening listening. They knew
Amos V Andy was always on at seven o'clock. They knew that at
a certain time Kate Smith was on every night. They knew that at

people's way of life. That's why I believe that Monitor is contrary
to our thinking, because you have to listen to eight hours of it to
get the particular thing you want. We say you should get it at
the moment when you want it and you can plan accordingly.
The second thing is not a departure, it's a reversion to, if I may
say,
that radio back
lost —into
and radio,
that's we"immediacy."
when something
we put immediacy
will go back I tothink
the
things that sold the first sets, that made people want a radio set and
made them keep it turned on. I think if we can bring immediacy
back, we will have done more for radio than anything else we can
do.
Q: How do you translate this immediacy into programming
different from what you have now?
A: Well, I mean this. We've become accustomed to taking things
and playing them later, to putting a great many events together
into one documentary, whereas I think people want to know things
when they happen. It used to be when something exciting happened,
you broke into a program and told people right now. You kept them
informed of what's going on — for example, hurricane threats. We
have been on the air consistently telling people the progress of
Connie and Diane, Flora and Gladys so that a person feels, "I don't
want to turn off my set because if I do, I will miss what's going on."
If you go back to the early days of radio, it used to be that if a

MR. HAYES answers the questions of B9T editors at this recorded
interview in New York. The interrogators on the near side of the

desk (I to r): senior ed'tor Rufus Crater, assistant New York editor
David W. Berlyn, agency editor Florence Small.

a certain time Myrt & Marge was on every night. They became accustomed to knowing, so that they could plan their evening. If
they were Amos 'n' Andy fans, they'd want dinner over by seven
o'clock, or not to start before 7:15. They planned their schedules
around the particular programs they wanted to hear.
We sort of got away from that with our half-hour shows staggered
through the schedule, but now I think we are back to it and I think
it is a trend for the better. So we are going to be, at least Monday
through Friday, very strongly committed to strip programming;
that is, every night at a certain hour you'll get Amos 'ri Andy
Music Hall, at a certain hour you'll get Tennessee Ernie, at a certain hour you'll get various programs that you have been accustomed tolistening to. By that same token, I think people want
to know what's going on, they want the news, and they want to
know that it will be on at regular intervals, so that you will know
that at 6:45 every night you can get Lowell Thomas, or if your are
an Ed Murrow fan, you'll know you get Ed Murrow every night
at 7:45. I think people want news and good news and they want to
know when they can get it.

ship sunk in New York Harbor, people knew if they turned on
their radio sets the minute those survivors were fished out somebody
would be down at the dock with a microphone and talk to them.
If there was a fire you knew that the radio would be there.
Remember the old saying, "It'll be on the radio." When something happened or was going to happen, that used to be the common
saying "It'll be on radio." Now I think we've gotten away from
that. We haven't put it on the radio. But now at CBS, we're reverting to that on a large scale. When President Eisenhower returned from Geneva, it seemed like old times for us to be down
with the microphone at the Washington airport and when the plane
came down, we had a man right there, and the President was pleased
to report to the people, to say something to them and to say he was
back.

Q: So you're making sure that people will know just when and
where to find their favorite CBS Radio programs?
A: Yes. I think that is the first thing that will make people listen
to radio. It made them do it before and I think it fits in with
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Now, I think that the people don't want to hear news tomorrow
or the day after tomorrow. They want to hear it right now. They
turn on their set. Eisenhower is coming down in the plane. You
say the plane is landing . . . he's getting out . . . "Mr. Eisenhower,
here's the microphone." They want it right now. That's immediacy.
And I think that is one of the great things of radio. I say it's great
because no other medium can give the same degree of immediacy.
Magazines, newspapers, television . . . none of them can move in
as fast as we can with the microphone.
Q: I take it, then, that you already are taking definite steps to
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see that more of this type of event is covered.
A: We have been doing this for 10 to 12 weeks now. We started
about 12 weeks ago and in the last 12 weeks we have broken
in on more programs, we have been on the scene more times, we
have tried to give our listeners news as it's breaking. It's only a
beginning — you don't do everything in 10 or 12 weeks — and I
don't mean that we didn't do it at all before that, but we have
accelerated in the last 10 or 12 weeks and we'll accelerate it still
more.

Q: Was this atom programming that you've been doing in saturation part of the same concept?
A: Yes, to let people know what's going on. Radio can let
people hear the foremost authorities talk on the atom, which was
of course on the top of everyone's consciousness because of the
Geneva meetings. This doesn't require sight to be effective. We felt
that we ought to run a whole series right at the same time, getting
the most authoritative voices to come before the mike and give
their viewpoints on this subject. We think this is the kind of thing
people want to know while it's going on. This again is immediacy.
Q: Do you have any other subjects in mind that may be developed the same way?
A: No. I don't think you can have. I think that immediacy
takes away the very concept of having things in mind. If you're
going to be immediate, you don't have it in mind until it happens.
You can't make the news. But when something happens, such as
the atomic conference, you can step right in and say, "We should
cover it." I think the very idea of immediacy destroys having things
in mind. You have an open mind and pick up whatever happens as
it comes along.
WHAT ABOUT DAYTIME?

Q: What about daytime programming, with the decline of soap
operas? Are you going to put more giant contests, a la The
$64,000 Question type thing, or do you have a new programming plan?

A: Well, you know, when we were in school, when somebody
made a statement like that, we'd always say we denied the inference
in the major. I deny the inference in the major. This is just like
are you going to stop beating your wife?" Who said
"When my
wife? Who said the soap operas were declining?
was beating
Isaying
We were looking at some ratings the other day and many of the
soap operas have a higher rating today than they had a year ago.
Q: Aren't they declining as far as advertisers are concerned?
A: Well, all radio has declined. There has not been as much
dollar volume in network radio. There is not the dollar volume in
network radio that there was in 1950, say, although I think it's
going to come back. And so the soap opera, or the daytime serial,
as we like to call them, have naturally lost certain advertisers. However, we find new people buying back into them. We have some
new advertisers who bought into daytime serials within the last
month who hadn't been with us before. There's no question about
our line-up of daytime serials. As you know, we are the one network
that has kept the lineup intact, and if you look at the last Nielsen,
you'll see it must work. We have 10 out of the top 10, and that's
about as many as you can get.

Q: Daytime radio, then, is maintaining its own, would you say?
A: Oh, yes, definitely.
Q: Getting back to your strip programming a moment, do you
plan to extend it to seven nights a week?
A: No. We feel that people's listening habits on Saturday and
Sunday are different than they are during the week. I think all of
us find that our scheduled routine of weekday life is disrupted on
Saturday and Sunday. We eat our meals at a different time. We
don't get up early in the morning to go to work. It's a completely
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different routine. So we are trying to schedule Saturday and Sunday
to fit into peoples' habits on the weekend just as our strip programming ties into peoples' habits Monday through Friday.
Q: Actually
with your strip plan, you're accenting frequency in
radio?
A: Yes. Definitely.
Q: How can an advertiser get radio frequency without buying
something like Monitor?
A: Well, we have something that gives you frequency and it's
not Monitor. It's a completely different concept. In our evening
programs, such as Amos 'n' Andy and Tennessee Ernie and Bing
Crosby. We sell segments, so an advertiser can come in and buy a
five-minute segment and share the cost . . .
Q: For close to a quarter of a million dollars. Is that correct?
A: Let me see, now. A five-minute segment costs about $2,000
on a full network so it'd be 2,000 times 50 . . . that's $100,000.
That's for a single segment. Now the odds are that an advertiser
wouldn't buy a single segment. But, rather than buying the whole
half hour — buying Amos 'n' Andy one night as he did in the past,
he canother
say,advertisers.
"I will buy one segment in Amos 'n' Andy," sharing
with
What you're doing is having advertisers get together and share,
so the advertiser can say, "I will buy one segment of the Amos 'n'
Andy Music Hall every night of the week," which is a total of five
five-minute shares, which is 25 minutes, which gives him more
coverage and more audience than buying the half-hour once a week.
Or, he may say he wants different times of the evening, or maybe
certain days of the week are better for him than others. He wants
different times of the evening for audience turnover. So he may
say, "I will buy one segment later in Bing Crosby, and I'll buy one
segment later in Amos 'n' Andy."
Q: And this way he would still get frequency?
A: He would get a great deal of frequency.
Q: On that same idea, what about the old "power plan," I believe you called it?
A: I think this plan came out of the original power plan concept, where we put three shows in a row and advertisers shared
them. Three advertisers bought the shows, but all of them were in
all three. The trouble there was that you had to pair up advertisers,
to find three companies that were willing to go together all week.
Now, this way, by saying, "We will sell you a segment of it and
you don't need to wait for somebody else to come along," we've
put more flexibility into the medium.
Q: If you buy a segment of, say, Amos 'n' Andy and a segment
of Crosby, do you get it a little cheaper?
A: The segments in our night segmented programs all have the
same rate. The time and talent prices are just for the convenience
of advertisers. We average the cost of the shows, rather than have
a difference which takes away the flexibility. We just take the
average cost for five minutes for your evening schedule and that
is fitted into the rate, so that there is a discount.
However, to answer your question directly, we have a dual discount plan. We have a discount plan for the conventional type
advertiser who goes so many days a week or so many weeks a year.
He gets discounts to encourage him to use more days of the week
and discounts to encourage him to use more weeks of the year.
And we have a second application of this for the advertiser who
buys a great deal at one time . . . he's announcing a new car and
he wants a tremendous number of segments every night for two
weeks. Well, we could say to him, "You only get two weeks' discounts." This would be no discount. "But," he'd say, "I'm buying
a great deal of time. I ought to get something." So we have a
second discount plan — and this is a new concept, I think, in network radio — which depends on the number of segments the adver-

Anyone who reads
this is interested
in radio

(So, we might add, are we, so
look out for that last paragraph)

%
Once upon a time there was a preacher
' g
who got up early. This was four years
f
ago. The preacher was a Rev. Jones, who
lives near Clarence, Iowa. When he got up
early, he turned on the radio and there was
Chuck Worcester telling about Myzon, which is
an additive that you feed to poultry, hogs or cows
if you have poultry, hogs, or cows, which this
preacher had because he was also a farmer on the
side, which isn't too unusual in Iowa, but he hadn't
heard of Myzon before, which is. The way Chuck
carried on about Myzon made it sound pretty good,
so the preacher tried it. Today the Rev. Jones swears
by . . . well, let's just say he thinks Myzon is great.
He says his flock (of hens — 140 at last count) sometimes
gives him 100 eggs a day and seldom less than 72. He
says he can get his hogs ready for market now in 5% months,
which is like writing an advertisement in 5Vz minutes. This speak
well for Myzon, of course, and it also proves that preachers
believe what they hear on WMT.
Items like the paragraph above convey the impression that Iowa
is full of farmers. It is, of course, but it would be nice to
find a preacher who is a part-time manufacturer so we
could make another point. Our home county ranks among
the hundred leading U.S. counties in the manufacture
of food and kindred products as well as in the
manufacture of machinery. The industrial payroll is 2%
times the agricultural income for the country. The
state's industrial income is greater than its farm income.
Go ahead and think of Iowa as great farm country.
But don't overlook industry. Four of the five top
industrial counties of Iowa are located within our
2Vz mv contour. All of the counties within the
2V2 mv contour add up to two-thirds of the state total.
Yet, there is no big concentration of consumer buying
power, industrial payrolls or farm income in Iowa.
You've got to have coverage in Iowa. Our 600 kc
5,000 watt signal gives it to you. Plus
listeners — more, in fact, in our 33-county primary
area than all other radio stations in the
area combined. For details, see the
man from Katz.
WMT • Mail address: Cedar Rapids • CBS

30,428 pieces of mail from only five broadcasts!
That's conclusive proof of the impact and popularity
of a radio program. For nothing beats listener response. WCCO Radio is now counting the greatest
audience reaction in its 31-year history — reaction to
its new As You Like It series. One feature alone —
the Unscramble-the-Town contest conducted by
Cedric Adams on Tuesday nights — has pulled this
astonishing mass of mail. And it's come from every
one of WCCO Radio's 109 primary counties in four
Northwest states!
in,

This tremendous

response is not only testimony of

the ever-growing vitality of WCCO Radio but also
of the wide appeal of the As You Like It series itself.
It's a Monday-thru-Friday strip of full-hour (7-8
p.m.) variety shows with the Northwest's five outstanding radio personalities — Cedric Adams, Bob
DeHaven, Clellan Card, Ed Viehman and Gordon
Eaton — taking nightly turns as emcee. It's loaded
with ingredients to help your sales curve rise As You
Like It. And at an amazingly low cost!
Count yourself in by checking with us or CBS
Radio Spot Sales.

Bob DeHaven
Clellan Card
Gordon Eaton
Ed Viehman

WCCO

RADIO

Minneapolis-St.
The Northwest's

Paul

50,000-Watt

Giant

-—
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tiser uses in a year. He can take either one, but not both.
If he's the spasmodic kind of advertiser, who saturates for a few
weeks, drops out, saturates again, he can buy on the rate card, and
he will get a discount by the amount of time he uses in a year.
If he's the regular advertiser — the soap or the suitmaker — he's
advertising all year around, and he can get his discounts on the
basis of times per week and weeks per year.
Q: I noticed you snid something about getting additional simulcast business. Is radio as a whole profiting by simulcasts?
A: Well, there haven't been very many simulcasts. We have
carried for quite some time the Arthur Godfrey Talent Scouts,
Arthur Godfrey Time Monday through Thursday; Two for the
Money on Saturday night . . . and now The $64,000 Question. I think
you may see more of simulcasts because I think advertisers who are
using television are anxious to get as much coverage as possible.
They are big spenders, big advertisers with national distribution,
and if they want total distribution, radio will reach a lot of homes
that television either can't or doesn't reach. The investment is
already made in the program and if they put it on radio, too, they
will reach people who are not available to television sets.
Q: Do you have any sort of new sales devices that you plan to
go out with anytime shortly?
A: We think our new rate card with this segmented selling and
different ways of discounting it, the flexible geographical and combination buys, the spread through the evening, the spread through
the week — I think that's our story.
Q: Have you had any agency or advertiser reaction to this plan?
A: Well, I can say that on three presentations last week — one was
with an agency and two were with large national advertisers — I
thought the reaction was terrific. I think that they hadn't realized
how flexible the network selling had become, how easy it was for an
advertiser to fit his particular needs, but nevertheless they did show
some surprise, and certainly a great deal of interest, a very gratifying
interest, I'd say.
Q: Do you find a more friendly attitude toward radio among
advertisers and agencies?
A: Oh, yes. Definitely. I'm very conscious, in agencies especially,
how much more interested they are in radio. They're doing more research on it themselves. They're talking more about it. They're
more receptive to ideas. The door isn't closed. For a while there,
many agencies were so busy with this new thing called tv that they
weren't paying so much attention to us. We found that if the door
wasn't entirely closed, it almost was. And now I find just the
opposite. Our salesmen report the same thing, that the door is very
definitely open. The buyers are anxious to hear about anything we
have to sell.
Q: Why are some advertisers turning away from tv and going
into radio? Is it the cost factor?
A: I imagine that has something to do with it. I think there are
people who went into tv who certainly couldn't afford to be in it.
And I don't mean this to discredit tv. I think tv's a terrific medium.
But I think people went in who had a radio pocketbook. They
leaped into a medium that they couldn't afford and the day was to
come when they got the bill. Then they went back where they
belonged. I think also many people just as they get over the emotional impact begin to do some figuring, and they realize the low
cost-per-listener that radio can deliver and they say, "Maybe we
walked away from an awful good thing." I think they're walking
back again.
Q: How is CBS Radio's Spot Sales department finding spot business as a whole?
A: Oh, they're finding it very good. Most stations, I believe, report excellent spot business right now.
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Q: How's your mail order sales department?
A: Our spot sales division established a mail order department
some time back and put a man in charge who understood the business. Mail order, as you know, is a highly specialized business.
There are agencies who specialize just in that, because of the
different type of copy and different type of advertising, different
type of client. So we felt if we were going to go into it, we ought
to have somebody who really knew the business.
Before doing this, we became convinced that mail order, which
stations used to avoid, had become a very highly respectable business. We used to think of mail order as the itinerant peddler — you
know, one call and you can't come back. But now you find your
finest magazines, your best newspapers, have for some time been
carrying a great deal of mail order and the type of mail order
accounts they carry are reputable and legitimate business, people
who give value for value received. Some felt if they could do a
good job in the printed media (and we reach more people in radio
than certainly any combination of printed media), we ought to be
working with those same people. And we put in this department,
and it has worked out very well.
Q: Have you had any kickbacks . . . non-delivery, late delivery?
A: A few, yes. The mail order business, no matter how fine a
company it is— and some of our oldest mail order companies in
the country that have been serving the rural areas for years still
get complaints — no matter how careful you are in representing
something, there are going to be some people who are not going
to receive what they expected. Then, when you get into volume
sales where you have stations getting thousands of orders, there
are going to be some letters lost in the mail, and there'll be some
kickbacks on that. We have a pretty careful check-up to see that
if people do not get what they ordered, their letters are answered
promptly and the items delivered to them. We have a definite
system of follow-up on that. Of course, you usually find, when
there are complaints of this kind that the letter was addressed to
Chicago, N. Y., or New York, 111., or that type of thing. So it's
not surprising that you get kickbacks because the letters weren't
delivered.
Q: You pretty well guarantee delivery on those orders, don't you?
A: Yes.
Q: And despite your kickbacks you still feel this was a good
move to make?
A: We feel it was a very good move. We've attracted some very
high class mail order advertisers and we've had a minimum of
problems. There are a few things lost in the mail and so forth.
You're bound to, in that volume. But, in general, we've been very
happy with it.
Q: Mr. Hayes, you know there's been some talk about survival
of the fittest among the four major national radio networks.
What do you think the future will bring? Do you think that
the economy will permit all of the radio networks as we know
them today to continue?
A: I'm almost afraid to express myself on this thing. I've been
hearing for about four years now there wasn't room for four networks. I've heard some people say there's room for three, and some
that there's room for two, and some that only one can survive. I
don't know. This has been bandied about and bruited about for a
long time, and still there are four of them going. All I'd like to
say is that if it does get down to one network, I certainly will bend
every effort to see to it that I know which one it is.
Q: That
just about
nice about
radio. does it . . . unless you'd like to say something
A: I could go on indefinitely saying nice things about radio . . .
not the least of which is that it pays off for the advertiser. And it
pays my salary.
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Latest Pulse Rating Gives KFYR
363,000*

N.

Oak.

3 To 1 Preference In

Family, Big-Income Market!
* within 0.5 MV contour, U. S. & Canada

Wherever you roam in ihe BIG 95.000 square mile* KFYR
MARKET, ihe result's the same. KFYR is heard over a larger
area than any other station in the nation! In the 50 county
sample area surveyed by Pulse teams in April. 1955, KFYR —
competing with seven other stations in ihe area — captured
a whopping 36% of ihe daytime radio audience . . . increased
the figure to 45% of the evening listeners! More than TWICE
ihe daytime audience and THREE limes the evening audience
of ihe area's second-rated station.
* 50% audience or better, BMB

Giant"

out

to

do

a

"Giant's" Job!

KFYR-land is BIG in mileage — BIG in sales potential! Located in an area DOUBLY rich in oil and agriculture, KFYRlisleners rank 10th nationally in retail sales per household . . .
with KFYR's home county of Burleigh 26th in the nation, with
retail sales per household of $5,748 in 1954!
Any John Blair representative will gladly fill in more KFYR
facts and figures on this booming Midwest Market!

X
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Your view of Monitor depends on where you're standing.
Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., NBC president, and Robert
Sarnoff, executive vice president, (both standing left
above) see Monitor as the real hope of revitalizing netOF ALL the experiments designed to revive
the ebbing strength of network radio, none
has attracted more attention than NBC's
Monitor.
The 40-hour weekend "service" which
NBC inaugurated last June 18-19 and is now
getting ready to expand, in concept, to Monday-Friday daytime hours [B«T, Sept. 12]
has been a sore point of controversy.
NBC regards it as a departure from the
network norm which has brought "startling
revitalization" to network radio and can do
as much for affiliated stations. President Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr. calls it a move
to "contribute something affirmative to radio
networking, instead of progressive retreat,"
and says "it could be the basis for bringing
the medium to a stabilized position at its
ultimate level."
Many stations look at it in a similar, if
sometimes more subdued, light (NBC
sources claim a private poll conducted following the general meeting of affiliates to
hear the network's Monitor-type plans 10
days ago showed 7-to-l approval.
On the other hand, many other stations,
and most station representation firms, regard
it as the doom and damnation of radio — not
just network radio alone, but ultimately
local and spot radio too. A rival network
official has described it as a "seemingly endless succession of unfinished bits and pieces,
interspersed by beeps and boops and the
pleading admonition to 'take one.' "
This latter description, voiced by CBS Radio Sales Vice President John Karol (see
story page 44), refers to the program format
of Monitor. NBC describes the same subject in somewhat different terms as "a continuous flow of entertainment and information" which "makes maximum use of radio's
foremost advantages — mobility and immediBroadcasting • Telecasting

work radio. Some agree with them. Others don't. Station representatives in particular oppose the new show's
concept.
a complete
on the
most talkedabout and Here's
controversial
radioreport
network
innovation.

acy"— to bring listeners into "instantaneous
touch with everything important, interesting
or entertaining, anywhere in the world."
Whatever their language, all sides probably will agree that it is the biggest single
change yet made in network radio programming concepts. There agreement ends.
The heat in the controversy is generated
largely by the sales concept and pricing.
"m
Monitor is sold in "participations"
— a minute commercial for $1,000 gross, 30-second
announcements in packages of four, at $3,000 gross for four per weekend, and sixsecond billboards at $3,000 gross for 10, the
minimum for a weekend. The expanded
Monitor, due to start about Nov. 7 and be
built around current commercial shows in
the 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.---f~~AMonday-Friday pe-4— fa!
j
• ■\"t~'
4■
im
riods — but angled more toward housewives
and using a new name not yet selected —
will be sold on a similar basis, though the
prices will be a little different. For instance,
it's expected the gross price for a minute
commercial will be $1,500 1plus $100 for
4
talent.
The sale of "participations" by networks
is not particularly new in this post-television
era. In one form or another it has been
done for years, in "tandem plans" and similar sales techniques used by NBC and other
networks. From the start it has brought station representation firms, and many stations,
to arms with cries that the networks are thus
invading the spot field.
This cry is still raised. But it would appear that some opponents, at least, are be-

ginning to get used to the idea, whether
they like it or not. One representation firm,
in a memo seeking to rally its stations to a
last-ditch fight against the expansion of
Monitor, acknowledged that "we no longer
quarrel with the network's right to sell any
time segment they have available from 10
seconds
Apart up."
from the principle of networks selling participations, and apart from the difference in what the station gets from a spot
sale as compared with his take from a network sale, most opponents see the pricing
structure of Monitor as its greatest weakness and most serious threat to radio.
Monitor's prices are so low, these opponents claim, that they weaken the value
of radio time generally, local and national
spot as well as network.
Nor do these critics soften their charge
in applying
to CBS
new guilty
"segmented" salesit plan,
whichRadio's
they hold
of cheapening the value of radio time in
just about the same proportion as Monitor.
(CBS Radio offers "segments" in certain
evening programs at $2,100 apiece, with a
sliding scale of discounts which brings them
down to $1,740 apiece if five or more are
used per week over a 52-week period.)
Station Representatives Assn. maintained,
in an especially blunt blast at Monitor, that
"the national advertiser is buying radio, via
the Monitor concept, at between one-quarter
and one-third of what he would have to pay
on the [individual] station's rate card. If this
practice continues and expands, not only
NBC affiliates but every other radio station
will suffer immeasurably from this depreciation of radio." rep put it this way: "When
An individual
a store cuts the price of a piece of merchandise, that piece of merchandise becomes less
September 19, 1955
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ABC let it be known last week that it
plans innovations in evening programming.
The nature of the innovations could
not be learned at the time this went
to press. They were mentioned only
to this extent in a statement for B»T
by Charles T. Ayres, vice president
of the ABC radio network:
"Now in the works, after long research and creative planning, is a 'new
look' to ABC Radio's evening schedule.
We will shortly announce a programming concept and sales plan that will,
in my opinion, find a ready acceptance among listeners and advertisers.
"Our programming is based on one
fact — 1955 radio is not 1925 radio or
even 1950 radio. Result: Our new
programming is keyed to the listeners'
needs and the sponsors' media requirements— circulation with frequency,
with efficiency."
valuable — whether it is sold or not. With
their Monitors and their 'segmented' sales,
NBC and CBS Radio are cutting the value
of all radio time."
NBC's President Weaver, on the other
hand, has maintained that Monitor does not
undercut existing network prices or the
prices of major spot campaigns. Executive
Vice President Robert W. Sarnoff, who issued aformal statement answering the SRA
blast, accused SRA of conducting an "emotional campaign" employing "distorted and
misleading information," and said "the phenomenal success of many NBC affiliates in
selling out the local availabilities in Monitor
— in weekend time formerly considered
marginal — is the best factual answer" to the
argument "that Monitor endangers either
station revenue in general or national spot
business in particular."
Mr. Sarnoff, incidentally, is considering
the advisability of holding a seminar, or at
least a meeting with representatives individual y, inan effort to clear up what NBC
considers misunderstanding and confusion
on their part.
Opponents contend that, among NBC affiliates, the division may be described in general terms as being between small stations
which do not have a great deal of national
spot business anyway, and larger stations
in major markets which do.
NBC, however, has a file of approving
quotes from officials of many affiliates, large
and small, the list including WLW Cincinnati, WDSU New Orleans, WHAM Rochester, WBAP Fort Worth, KSD St. Louis,
WGR Buffalo, KSTP St. Paul-Minneapolis,
KOMO Seattle, KOB Albuquerque, WKY
Oklahoma City, WWJ Detroit, among others.
Opponents' answer to this is that NBC
nevertheless is "missing" a number of major
markets which advertisers would almost
necessarily have to have for effective coverage; that the opposition is substantial and
that it will become evident at the "veto
booth" — meaning that, in these sources'
opinion, a sizeable number of importantmarket affiliates will not accept the expanded
Monitor (in which case NBC's alternative
Page 90 • September 19, 1955

would be to offer it to another station in
each of such markets or, of course, should
affiliate opposition be great enough, reconsider the plan).
These opponents also venture that the 12
noon-to-3 p.m. portion of the expanded
Monitor will not be cleared even by many
affiliates which otherwise endorse the plan,
these hours being station time and, as a
whole, profitable ones in local sales.
Among affiliates already on record with
NBC as favoring the Monitor idea, the network cites the following as being some of
the sample comments:
WLW Cincinnati — "Saturday and Sunday
billing is up as much as 300% . Monitor will
undoubtedly blaze the trail for radio in the
WBRE Wilkes-Barre— "We've been 100%
sold
out Saturdays and Sundays since June.
future."
It answers our needs both from a program
standpoint and a commercial one."
WDSU New Orleans— "We're 100% sold
out on local availabilities, and we're getting
money from advertisers who were pallbearers at our funeral."
WKY Oklahoma City — "It has breathed
new life and interest into radio."
What do advertisers and agencies think
of Monitor?
The best place to look for an answer
would seem to be the books.
There is no question that Monitor sales
have exceeded NBC's original expectations.
Network officials reported last week that in
the three months the "service" has been on
the air its gross billings have passed the $2
million mark; that during the current quarter
about 80% of Monitor's network positions
have been sold out, creating more advertising
dollar volume than the weekend business of
all other radio networks combined. "This
is new business," Pat Weaver told the affiliates, "not otherwise available to radio if we
didn't have an effective form to bring it in."
Advertisers Who Bought
The Monitor lineup includes such advertisers as Gruen, Chevrolet, RCA, Philip
Morris, Goodrich, Reader's Digest, CrowellCollier, Mutual of Omaha, Bristol-Myers,
and Look magazine.
For whatever it's worth, at least one of
these advertisers, Philip Morris, is cutting
down and — again for whatever significance, ifany, it has in relation to Monitor —
is buying into CBS Radio's segmentized-selling programs. Chevrolet also has been reported as dropping out.
(Philip Morris, first reported as dropping
out of Monitor altogether, last week ordered
10 30-second announcements for the weekend of Oct. 1, an order whose gross value
was estimated by NBC at $10,000; and another Monitor regular, NBC's parent RCA,
put in a new order said to represent $120,000 gross.)
As with just about everything else where
Monitor is concerned, there is no agreement
between friend and foe as to just how well
the program rates with the public.
The format is diversity. Described by Pat
Weaver as designed to adapt to radio's new
importance as "a supplier of service rather
than a supplier of specific programs," Monitor operates from 8 a.m. Saturday to midnight Sunday, providing basic services (such
as weather, news and sports) and a broad

range of
whatever
suited to
arbitrary

features which are presented in
amount of time NBC deems best
the material itself, not made to fit
time limits.

This round-the-clock succession of material— which may range from a Paris nightclub bit to a horse race to an Air Force
exercise — is funnelled through "radio central," a$150,000 assemblage of gadgetry in
New York's RCA Bldg., which Pat Weaver
likes to call a push-button "listening-post on
the world." Over it presides a series of personalities, called communicators, who include Dave Garroway, Morgan Beatty, Walter Kiernan, Henry Morgan, Bob and Ray,
Frank Blair, Frank Gallop, Roger Price,
Al Collins, Leon Pearson, and a sultry-voiced
miss named Tedi Thurman, who is known
as "Miss Monitor."
The new, weekday Monitor, whatever
name it goes by, will be cut basically to the
same pattern, adapted for daytime audiences
and built around current commercial shows,
including the soaps.
Entertainment elements, officials say, will
include dramas, serialized novels, short
stories, "relaxed and easy" music, and vignettes of comedy, drama, and general human
interest. The "service" elements will be
the housewife, with auangled more toward
thorities intheir various fields to back them
up. Principal elements will be longer and
scheduled at more regular times than in
Monitor, according to President Weaver,
who sees the programming as "a personal
companion service geared particularly for

the housewife audience."
As an example of audience reaction to this
type of programming, NBC reports that only
seven weeks after the start of Monitor a special Pulse survey in major markets showed
NBC stations "enjoying significant increases
in unduplicated weekend audiences. For
example, in Washington 21%, in Chicago
27 % . Over a four-week period in July, during network option time alone, Monitor
reached into 8 million radio-tv homes, and
into more than 5 million radio-only homes."
CBS Radio's John Karol, on the other hand,
says, "neither Nielsen nor Pulse indicate any
significant amount of sustained listener interest in Monitor despite all-out promotion

efforts in its behalf."
So the Monitor concept is still a controversial one. To the extent that there are
people who consider themselves impartial
by-standers, innocent and uninvolved, they
seem to feel it is apt to remain so until the
stations, listeners, and advertisers finally
show which was right.

WHAT RADIO COSTS
Where does network radio stand on
a cost basis?
On the basis of cost-per-thousandcommercial minutes, radio and tv compare as follows:
Cost/M Commercial Minutes:*
Radio Tv
Daytime (M-F)
$1.24 $2.02
Nighttime
3.00 3.69
Avg. Xetwk. Prog. March-April, 1955
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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Electric Station . . . Schenectady,
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York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco

*For complete information on the Politz Survey in WGYIand write WGY Sales Dept. or any Henry I. Christal office.
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ESSO Standard Oil Co. is one of America's big businesses ($1.6
billion sales in 1954) and one of radio's big and steadiest customers.
Here, in an exclusive B»T interview, J. A. (Jack) Miller, general
manager of marketing for Esso, tells why the company is spending
more money in radio now than ever before. Mr. Miller has been
in Esso advertising, sales and marketing since 1934.
Q: You
Esso
A: Your
in October

For Your
have an anniversary
this year, don't
Reporter, I mean.
Esso Reporter celebrates its 20th anniversary in radio
of this year.

Q: Twenty years on the air. ... I'd judge, then, that radio has
been of some service to Esso. I wonder if you'd tell us briefly
— or, better yet, not too briefly — what radio has meant to your
company.
A: Your Esso Reporter on radio has enabled Esso Standard Oil
Co. to provide an important public service — at the local level — and,
at the same time, give hard-hitting selling support to our 25,000
dealers from Maine to Louisiana.
Q: I believe that you, Mr. Miller, are the father of Your Esso
Reporter. Would you be good enough to indulge in a little
history and tell us how it started, what you hoped to accomplish, how you went about setting it up, etc.?
A: Your Esso Reporter established the five-minute news format
on radio. In 1935, the United Press Assn. decided to change its
"newspaper only" policy and offered its news service to NBC.
NBC, in turn, offered Esso Standard an opportunity to buy this
news in 15-minute segments. Our agency suggested that it would
be more advantageous to sponsor four five-minute news programs
daily, six days a week, for effective frequency. NBC agreed to do
this and had to create a five-minute rate.
For 20 years Esso Standard has had this one regular radio format
— news — Your Esso Reporter. All the programs are produced
locally. Stations are responsible for the selecting of news services
and news content of the program. Esso Standard supplies its
stations with standard openings and closings and commercials.
Q: What was the date of the first program? How many stations?
A: Your Esso Reporter was first aired Oct. 7, 1935. The program
started on 14 radio stations in 13 markets (two stations in New
York).
Q: How does this number compare with the number now — the
number now carrying the radio Reporter?
A: Since 1935 we have added stations year by year. The number
has steadily grown to 52 radio stations currently carrying Your
Esso Reporter on a local basis.
Q: I assume you have coverage throughout the Esso distribution
area. Jut how much territory does that take in?
A: The Esso marketing territory includes 18 states and the
District of Columbia — from Maine to Louisiana. There are 18
million radio homes in the Esso territory, of which we reach
6,860,000 during a full week's period (A. C. Nielsen).
Q: In addition to radio, the Reporter went on television a
couple of years ago. How does that stand now?
A: In 1940, Esso Standard started experimenting with the
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medium of television. A 15-minute program of news featuring
Alan Kent on station W2XBS (NBC) for a schedule of 10 broadcasts (March through May, 1950) was used. In 1945, what was
originally the experimental NBC station had the call letters of
WNBT (TV) and carried two special events telecasts for Esso
Standard. One, the reception of French Gen. De Gaulle in New
York, and the second, a telecast of the return of General Wainwright.
In January, February, June and July of 1946, Esso Standard
sponsored several special events, and on June 5, the first regularly
scheduled Esso Reporter tv news program, from 7:50 to 8:00 p.m.,
Monday and Thursdays, started on WNBT for 26 weeks.
At the end of 1946, Esso sponsored a three-station network,
WNBT New York. WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia, and WRGB (TV)
Schenectady, with a Review of the News of 1946.
From Jan. 6 to Dec. 1, 1947, the same three-station hook-up
was used to deliver Your Esso Reporter on Mondays from 9:00
to 9:10 p.m.
In 1948 and 1949, tv spot campaigns were run, in some cases
on as many as 18 stations in 16 markets.
On Oct. 2. 1949, Tonight on Broadway, a 30-minute program,
carried by WCBS-TV and eight other stations, from 7 to 7:30 p.m.,
cn Sundays, was sponsored by Esso for a 13-week period.
In 1950, the Alan Young Show, 9 to 9:30 p.m., Thursdays,
started on the CBS-TV network, April 6 through July 13, and after
a summer hiatus, from Sept. 14 through Dec. 28.
In 1951, the Alan Young Show was continued, with a summer
replacement of Your Esso Reporter {Vi hour) for a 10-week period.
In 1952, the Alan Young Show was continued again through
March 27. That same year, on March 3, five locally-placed Your
Esso Reporter (tv news) programs started. These were 15-minute
programs five days a week. This schedule has since been expanded
to include 24 markets, 20 of which carry 10- or 15-minute newscasts, and four of which carry five-minute weather programs.
Q: You do, of course, use other media. I think it would be helpful to know not only what they are, but also what sort of
job you expect each medium to do for Esso. Aside from
just selling more Esso products, of course. Who do you try
to reach with each medium, for example?
A: Our business is a mass business and our primary media are
mass media. We use them all. Our research shows that we use
them effectively.
Q: In radio, you're on day in and day out. Does your advertising in other media have the same type of frequency?
A: Television, like radio, is generally used five days a week,
52 weeks a year. Radio and television, together with outdoor, are
Esso Standard's day-in and day-out year-round media. We have
used newspapers heavily, although with less frequency.
Q: In this same regard, could you elaborate a little on what you
try to accomplish through radio specifically? Do you give
radio
media?any assignment, for example, that you don't give other
A: We use radio to get the broadest possible coverage with the
greatest possible frequency and flexibility. This flexibility makes
it possible to approach each market on a local basis as marketing
conditions demand — for example, we can feature anti-freeze in
New England at the same time we feature fall-change in Louisiana.
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INTERVIEW
Q: How is your budget divided up among media — in dollars,
or by percentages?
A: In 1955, approximate distribution of the Esso Standard advertising budget is: newspapers, 22.1%; television, 16.9%; radio,
13.3%; outdoor, 9.9%; magazines, 2.6%; other, 35.2%.
Q: Has this division changed over the past 20 years? Past 10?
Past five?
A: Our advertising budget is set up yearly to meet our anticipated
marketing needs. There is no fixed allocation of funds by media.
We have consistently maintained a strong radio schedule. Of course,
the advertising dollars allocated for television have increased rapidly
during the recent past.
Q: On the same line — a couple of years ago you were reported
to be spending a million and a quarter dollars in radio each
year. How does this stand now?
A: In 1955 we are spending more money than ever before for
radio support.
Q: Your Esso Reporter is on radio how many times a day, on
the average?
A: On 52 stations an average of three times a day.
Q: Do you usually try to schedule it at the same times of day in
all markets? I hear it at 7 in the mornings. Is this a pretty
standard time of day for all markets? How about the other
hours at which it's heard?
A: Each market is individually evaluated for the best time periods
at a given portion of the day. Basically, Your Esso Reporter is
heard around breakfast, luncheon, dinner and bedtime.
Q: Was Your Esso Reporter your first use of radio?
A: No, prior to Your Esso Reporter going on the air in 1935,
Esso Standard Oil Co. sponsored a half-hour network program
"*
[

WMRN

Radio
SALUTES

On
15

The

featuring Guy Lombardo and his orchestra called Lombardo Road.
This was from 1935 to 1936 over 38 CBS stations. Prior to this, the
company had used on radio a series of five programs per week
called The Five Star Final.
Q: Have you tried radio in other forms — network or spot? For
specific promotions or to launch a new product, for example.
If so, what have been the results?
A: In December 1954 a special Your Esso Reporter network
program over Mutual was started incorporating 176 stations to
carry a five-minute news program at 9-9:05 p.m. (New York time)
Monday thru Friday. This network program is still lending valuable
support to the 52 stations carrying Your Esso Reporter on a spot
basis.
For specific promotions and special product campaigns, we use
saturation spot announcements frequently, using every available
station in a market.
Q: Just to make sure we haven't overlooked a key point, would
you describe briefly how Your Esso Reporter works?
A: Almost 1,000 times a week Your Esso Reporter on radio
delivers factual, unbiased international, national, regional and local
news. The radio Reporter enables the company to schedule different commercials throughout the territory on each of these 1,000
programs.
Q: Summing up: What do you think radio as a medium has
done for Esso?
A: The fact that Esso Standard Oil Co. has used radio for more
than 20 years and is now spending more money than ever before
in this medium speaks for itself.
Q: What do you think of its prospect as an advertising medium
generally and as a medium for Esso specifically?
A: Could it be the first 20 years are the hardest?
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Serving More People— 178,000 retail, 500,000 wholesale trade
area, in 1955—138,014 retail and 305,000 wholesale in 1940*
With more income — retail trade $64,416,721
in 1954 —
$12,834,000 in 1939* (1)
From industrial employment — 12,742 in June 1955 — 3,914- in
January 1940* (1)
Having total payroll— $61,500,000 in 1954— $13,765,712 in
1940* (1)
With bank clearings— $61,399,145 in June 1955— $1,195,783.37 in January 1940* (1)
And farm income— $96,803,500 in 1953— $29,721,230 in 1940*
From farms having total value of lands and buildings of
00 in 1952.***
$252,
d 540,0
Serve
by 22 staff specialists of WMRN and WMRN-FM in
1955—13 by WMRN in 1940. (With 25,000 watts ERP
WMRN-FM serving 34.3% of homes in 1955.**)
Proved by total broadcast sales in 1955 approximating 460%
increase over 1941 — national spot sales in 1955 totaling
380% over 1944 (the first year there was enough to make a
comparison mean anything. In fact, 1955 national spot
exceeds total revenues of 1941 by one third) .
Source — * Marion Chamber of Commerce.
*(1) Marion City Only.
** Audience Analysts Inc. March 1955 Survey.
*** Country Gentleman 1953 Farm Production Market Book
am-WMRN-fm
Marion, Ohio
A "local" station doing a "regional" job

Our WMRN Farms Corner
Charley Might, farm editor, also is director of the
WMRN Farms — a 425 acre livestock-grain producer.
Charley, Ag college graduate of Ohio State University, former top Vo-Ag teacher, and farm raised,
brought "know-how" to WMRN. He gets market
premium
his swinetesting
and cattle
— his high grain
yields are onlaboratory
grounds.
More and
advertisers
are developed
buying Charley's
prestige
and more
reputation
carefully
among
the
13,981
***
farms
in
WMRN
seven
county service
area.
In the illustration, Charley is congratulating Jo
Earl, summer time staff member, on her awards at
1955 Marion County Fair. Jo was recent "CoverGirl" awards.
on Ohio Farmer magazine, for her Ohio State
Fair
No matter what is sold — wealthy WMRN farm
listeners
above average buyers — in intelligence
as well asareincome.
Still a little open time on "Farm Hour" and
"Chore Time", Charley's two — six-a-week programs.
A test campaign might surprise you with its results.
Broadcasting
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Great

You'll start to find out about WJR's amazing
sales power the minute you put your nose in the
revolutionary new report on radio listenership
made by Alfred Politz Research, Inc.
Here's a really new method of audience study
— qualitative as well as quantitative. It proves
that radio stations, like printed media, have circulations— regular, faithful listeners.
Based on an extremely large sample (1,873
interviews) checked around the clock, Politz
found that in the Great Lakes market WJR is the
constant companion of more people than any
other radio station.
In fact, in an average day, 41.4% of all adults
specify that WJR is their radio station.
That's even more meaningful when you realize
that in the parts of four states surveyed by
Politz there are 196 other radio stations fighting
for listeners.
Politz asked what kind of programs listeners
preferred, and what station they chose for their
favorite program.
Read this: for comedy, 52% prefer WJR; 47%

dominates

Lakes

area

prefer WJR for drama; for the news, 42% choose
WJR; for music (and some other stations are
nothing but) 24% choose WJR; 38% prefer the
sports news via WJR; and 37% of farm listeners
prefer WJR market reports.
Politz didn't stop there. His researchers found
that people regard one station as best for "reliability and completeness," for "handling of advertising," "types of programs," for "helpfulness," and in "public spirit." Again, WJR.
That isn't all. The real payoff in station preference and trust came in answer to a question
asking what people would do in case of a war
rumor. More than 50% said they'd turn on the
radio. And 25% of the total said they'd turn on
WJR.
Even that isn't all. The whole report is must
reading for anyone concerned with advertising
and selling.
For your free copy either write directly to
WJR, Detroit 2, Michigan, or your local Henry I.
Christal man.

The Great Voice of the Great Lakes
Detroit
WJR
50,000 Watts CBS Radio Network

offer is limited
those
who haveThissomething
to sellLakes
in— toDetroit
and the Great
area.
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MILLIONS

HOUSE

FROM Denver and the Rocky Mountains on
the west to Philadelphia and the Alleghenies
on the east, and from Canada downward
into parts of the Great Southwest, a goodly
number of U. S. housewives daily contrive
to concentrate as much on their household
radios as on their household chores.
One attraction is apt to be a decidedly
phenomenal show called Kitchen Club.
Housewives have been tuning in the 15minute homemakers' program for years, and
receiving messages from the house — Tidy
House Products Co. — built painstakingly by
two erstwhile broadcasters.
For 15 years, since they left KM A Shenandoah, Iowa, and nurtured a soapless soap
business to life, J. C. (Cy) Rapp and A. W.
(Al) Ramsey have retained an absolutely
untarnished faith in "the power of radio
advertising." To the extent — and probably
beyond it— that any one medium can be said
to have contributed most to the growth of a
single company, radio is recognized as "the
motivating force" behind the legendary success of Tidy House — and. of course, a source
of enviable gratification to President Rapp
and Vice President Ramsey. It is the kind
of All-American success sought by many
entrepreneurs but realized only by a few —
particularly in the bubbling soap-and-detergent industry with its corporate giants.
Since the formation of the Perfex Co. in
1940 (reorganized into Tidy House a decade
later), the U. S. homemaker seems to have
proved that radio — Tidy House radio, in its
various forms — is woman's home companion
when it comes to helpful hints from homemakers Edith Hansen and Martha Bohlsen,
and other personalities.
In that span housewives have purchased
over $55 million worth of Perfex detergent
cleaner, GlossTex plastic starch, Tyro dairy
cleaner, Shina Dish dishwashing detergent
and Dexol powder bleach. (Tidy House
maintains distribution in nearly half of the
U. S. and claims it reaches 42% of the country's population with its broadcasting messages.)
To achieve a going rate of $7 million in
sales this year, Tidy House will spend a tidy
$1.3 million for all advertising, with 70%
of that siphoned off to radio, 10% to television and the remaining 20% in black-andwhite media, according to Barney Corson,
head of advertising, promotion, marketing
and merchandising. Of the $900,000-plus
allocated for the aural medium, 60% goes
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into Tidy House's
wellestablished
recordednowKitchen
Club homemakers' program,
now heard on 73 stations.
The other breakdown: 11 stations carry newscasts, six participations and 16 spot announcements.
But far and away the backTHE MASTERS of Tidy House and the products they
stopper radio-wise
is Tidy's
Kitchen
Club, with
heavy
parlayed from a basement sideline into $7 million a year
merchandising activity by
business. L to r: J. C. Rapp and A. W. Ramsey.
participating stations and previously. sales chores for many years premium campaigns galore (it mails out over
handling
ato$l).
million each year, ranging from 25 cents
And so it happened in 1939 that Cy Rapp,
It is quite probable that continued expanwho stepped up the ladder of station operasion will justify an ad outlay of $1.5 million,
tion over 19 years, was managing KMA
though Tidy moves cautiously into new marShenandoah and Al Ramsey served as comkets and reckons its ad dollar coolly.
mercial manager. It also happened, the
Messrs. Rapp and Ramsey have come a story goes, that one F. H. Voight and his
wife were dabbling in their basement at
long way in 15 years — from two employes,
one station and $21,200 in sales in 1940 to Ottumwa, Iowa, with a soapless soap called
Perfex.
over 200 personnel, 60 stations and $5.9
The Voights dabbled with radio, too, using
million in sales last year. Employes and sales
have doubled since 1950 alone and Tidy that medium as the market place for getting
attention but actually selling it by mail. They
House showed a tidy sales boost of 20%
the first five months of 1955 against a simi- used KMA, a 5 kw outlet, with coverage
lar period last year.
then in perhaps 100 counties of Iowa, KanTangible evidence of expansion lies in the
sas, Missouri and Nebraska and headquarters in a town of 7,000.
completion of a new executive office in
Shenandoah. The company opened a new
Cy Rapp and Al Ramsey, who originally
plant in Omaha in 1951 after the demolition
persuaded the Voights to use radio, wanted
of the old plant that produced a conflagravery badly, of course, to sell more time. At
tion of suds. The following year production
the same time they also felt that Perfex had
was launched in Malta, Ohio.
possibilities, but began to question whether
All this, quite naturally, suggests that mail order was the proper approach. A
things are quite different today than they decidedly more profitable approach (for
KMA and Mr. Voight) they concluded,
were in 1940 when Cy and Mabel Rapp and
Al and Janet Ramsey toiled diligently in a would be for Mr. Voight to move the prodbasement, packaging and mailing out Peruct to distributors and, thus, to dealers'
shelves — and then advertise it on KMA.
fex and calling on grocery-store distributors. But it should not suggest for an inThe rest is history. When Mr. Voight refused and later, in 1940, became ill and
stant there has been any appreciable change
in the philosophy of radio advertising as thought it best to sell the business, he remembered Messrs. Rapp and Ramsey. Mr.
learned and practiced by Messrs. Rapp and
Voight
rejected
the first offer, which fell
Ramsey at KMA and, earlier, at other stations.
short of the $20,000 asking price, but finally
agreed to a $1,000 sale, plus monthly royCy Rapp was already a veteran in broadalties of $150 for 10 years. The two broadcasting before he went into the soap busicasters borrowed on their insurance for the
ness with Al Ramsey. He was the original
licensee of KSOO Sioux Falls, S. D., and
initial capital — and that was the groundwork
for Tidy House.
helped set up stations in Atlantic and ShenWhat they got were the manufacturing
andoah, Iowa. Al Ramsey was general
and selling rights to the detergent, one which
manager of WMMN Fairmont, W. Va., after
Broadcasting
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WNEB
Consistently One of
FOODS
Birdseye
Bond Bread
Certo and Sure-Jell
Chase & Sanborn Coffee
Citrus Fruit Juices
Dunkin Donuts
Educator Crax
First National Stores
Genoa Meat Products
Golden Gift Orange Juice
H. P. Hood & Sons
Hollywood Bread
Instant Sanka
Jack and Jill Cat Food
Kennedy Butter & Eggs
Lipton Frostee
Lipton Iced Tea
Log Cabin Syrup
Lord Jeff Meat Products
Mass. Dept. of
Agriculture
Mrs. Filbert's Margarine
Nestles Instant Coffee
Stop & Shop
Victor Coffee

DRUGS
Aqua Velva
Bayer Aspirin
Bromo Quinine
Doan's Pills
Dolcin
Ex Lax
Liggett Rexall
Pertussin
Rem
Rybutol
BEVERAGES
Clicquot Club Beverages
Dawson Beer & Ale
Haffenreffer Brew
Manischewitz Wine
Moxie
Narragansett Beer & Ale
P. Ballantine & Sons
Piels Beer

TRANSPORTATION
Ford Motor Company
Lincoln Mercury
Northeast Airlines
Plymouth
GENERAL
Blue Cross & Blue Shield
Breck's Seeds
Bri Mar Paints
Camels
Chesterfield
Cristy Dry Gas
Dainty Dot Hosiery
Eastern States Exposition
Foxboro Race Track
Halo
Ladies Home Journal
Life Magazine
M. G. M.
New England Coke

America's Top Independents
This year, last year, every year since opening in 1946, WNEB has shown a steady
increase in volume of husiness.
Each year, more and more of the nation's
top advertisers use WNEB.
Here is a list of the many national and
regional accounts who have contracted
with WNEB during 1955.

New England Tel. &
O'Cedar
Tel. Co.
Old Gold

Sun
TintexOil

QReader's
Tips Digest
Revlon Silicare
Shell Oil

To Buy a Buying Audience — Follow The Leaders Who

Silverdust Blue
Statler Tissues
Suffolk Downs

Know

Top Value Stamps
Touraine Paints
Turtle Wax

Where

to G<

WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
Represented by
THE BOLL1NG COMPANY
i
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grossed $10,000 and netted about $2,500
annually for the Voights. And so, as Mr.
Corson once described the chain of events,
"their going into business at all was more
or Cy
less Rapp
a fluke."
and Al Ramsey have summed it
up in these words:
"Frankly, we planned to keep right on being radio men, but we did hope that Perfex
would prove a profitable sideline for us. . . .
Thus it was that we found ourselves running a radio station full time and making
and selling Perfex the rest of the time." Of
course, something had to give — eventually.
Mrs. Rapp and Mrs. Ramsey (now treasurer and secretary, respectively, of Tidy
House) are credited with doing most of the
detail work in the first days of Perfex: they
mixed and packaged the product in the Rapp
basement (at one time an Omaha firm mixed
the ingredients) ; they went to the post office
for mail orders; they typed the labels.
Messrs. Rapp and Ramsey helped in their
"spare time" away from the station — before
and after station working hours. And, as
would befit any American success story, it
would not be presumptuous to believe they
played hookey from KMA to pursue their
"sideline." They called on grocery store
distributors and got the product on the
shelves.
Out of the Basement

20

From the Rapp basement the foursome
moved their operation to rented quarters in
Council Bluffs and finally, in 1943, to
Omaha, where Tidy House products are
manufactured today (as well as in Malta,
Ohio). The first year, on the shoestring
capital of $1,000 and after royalties, the
Perfex Co., all four of them, realized sales
of $23,500 and netted $1,100.
In Omaha the Rapps and Ramseys replaced an old soup can used for filling small
Perfex packages with a semi-automatic packaging machine. Even then, the tasks were
time-consuming, what with forming the
packages and running flaps over glue rollers.
By 1943-44, it became obvious to the
entrepreneurs their business was growing

top
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and "some pretty dangerous gambles" were
necessary: expansion of markets, more salesmen and some dollars for advertising.*
Within three years, Perfex had six employes, five radio stations carrying its messages and had jumped sales from the initial
21,000-plus to $91,024. In 1944 it added
six more employes, one more station and
grossed $211,360.
Aside from the calculated risk of physical
expansion, there were some personal gambles involved too. Al Ramsey left KMA
to work fulltime for the growing business in
1944 and Cy Rapp inevitably followed in
the Perfex path.
The Rapp-Ramsey enterprise, surviving
the pratfalls of the detergent market during
*Looking back, Messrs. Rapp and Ramsey
claim: "We are almost amused at the
money involved in those decisions . . . only
about as much as we spend on advertising
every three days now. But those decisions
then were harder to make than is the decision to spend a million dollars today."
Broadcasting • Telecasting

the war years and making a small profit
with the help of a priority system, was ready
to make its move in 1945. By the end of
World War II it numbered 49 employes,
utilized 15 radio stations and grossed a tidy
$740,320. Brokerage distribution was
abandoned by Perfex Co. in favor of its
own sales force.
Radio was the primemover behind most ai
the advertising expansion. Tidy House's
major "advertising vehicle" from its inception has been the Kitchen Club, a recorded
15-minute homemakers' show beamed at
the metropolitan or non-metropolitan housewife and featuring Edith Hansen or Martha
Bohlsen. As the profits from Perfex multiplied, more stations were added, mostly in
the wide coverage category.
Says Advertising Manager Corson almost
too simply:

herever

"It is natural that we should favor radio
over other media since the two founders
... are ex-radio people and my background
in advertising has been in radio primarily."
But there is more to it.

o

Mr. Corson thinks perhaps "the point of
greatest strength" for Tidy House — "our
intimate knowledge of the way radio works"
— gives it a decided advantage over competitors. He has said:
"We do not expect miracles nor do we
expect phenomenal results in a short period
of time. ... If there is a secret (formula
for radio advertising), it probably is that
we fundamentally believe radio to be the
most economic medium we have for reaching large groups of people."
Claiming a policy of selecting stations on
the basis of sound management as well as
coverage claims and market position, Tidy
House places more emphasis on "personality selling," and listener loyalty than on
ratings, according to Mr. Corson. ("Ratings
are just fine and dandy as a standard to
judge an audience or to resolve your expenditures interms of cost-per-thousand listeners,
but we have found that we can do an excellent job with a 3 rating against a competing
station's 8," he says.)
With this yardstick for station usage, Tidy
House parlays its "personalities" concept
with a continuous premium promotion and
merchandising activities, with enthusiastic
support from participating stations.
The personalities concept gained momentum in January 1944 when Edith Hansen
launched her series of Kitchen Club shows
on KMA. Tidy House had used local personalities before. Mrs. Hansen started as a
homemaker with WJAG Norfolk with pronounced success. She was doing a similar
type program at KMA when Tidy House obtained her services. Martha Bohlsen had her
own homemakers' show on WOW Omaha
while with Nebraska Power Co. in 1938.
Like that of Mrs. Hansen, her popularity
grew in the area of her programs. She
joined WOW in 1949 and Tidy House in
June 1953. Today both she and Mrs. Hansen are full-time homemakers with the
company. (Mrs. Bohlsen has served as
president of the Heart of America Chapter
of American Women in Radio & Television.)
Tidy House claims a "very high degree of
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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And WGR Radio in Buffalo is better than ever. These
top sales personalities of WGR are getting top sales
results for sponsors. If you want sales . . . buy WGR!

MUSICAL CLOCK
6:30-9:15 A.M. Monday thru Saturday
Buffalo's oldest service-type wake-up program. Music, time, weather.

JOHN
LASCELLES

BOB GLACY SHOW
2:00-6:00 P.M. Monday thru Friday
Music, humor, interviews. Ideal show to sell Buffalo.
News every half-hour.

BOB
GLACY

HELEN
NEVILLE

BILL
MAZER

ALL

ON

HELEN NEVILLE SHOW
1:45-2:00 P.M. Monday thru Friday
Hints and news for women from Buffalo's outstanding homemaker's
counselor. Live audience.
SPORTS AND "HEARTBEATS IN SPORTS"
6:15-6:30 Monday thru Saturday
Outstanding coverage of local and national sport scene.

BUFFALO'S

FIRST

RADIO

PLUS
Outstanding
5 and 10 Minute
NEWS and
WEATHER SPOTS
Ask for Availabilities

STATION

Representatives :
FREE
and

BUFFALO
Hotel Lafayette
NBC BASIC AFFILIATE
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loyalty" to Mrs. Hansen and Mrs. Bohlsen.
A study in 1954 in two midwestern states
indicated about 50% listenership among
housewives at least once a week. The shows
differ in flavor (and personality) depending
on Tidy House's advertising needs in specific areas. But the methods of promotion
and merchandising remain identical.
One promotion is held in each quarter on
each of the products in distribution, utilizing
self-liquidating premiums.* The company
feels it can attract new customers and retain
the confidence of satisfied ones by giving
premiums in effect as bonuses. Tidy's sales
department keeps about 70 men on the road,
merchandising each premium with special
displays, tie-in ads and point-of-purchase
data. Stations which carry its programs log
premium response results, breaking them
down into a cost-per-response based on station cost itself.
It is noteworthy that with the avid faith
in radio shared by Messrs. Rapp and Ramsey, Tidy House never uses the medium on
a short-term basis — but rather for the long
pull, with 52-week contracts. It demands
strong station support — and invariably obtains it.
With the expansion of facilities and air
time came, inevitably, the appointment of
an advertising agency, Buchanan-Thomas
Adv. Co., in Omaha. Agency executives
familiar with the account are strong in their
* Sewing shears, gladiolus bulbs, meat forks,
sponges, etc.

praise of broadcasters for their support.
Their philosophy is this:
"The radio stations that have helped build
the Tidy House Products Co. have done
much more than just serve as a channel for
our advertising messages. They have come
up with many excellent merchandising ideas
for promotion of our products. Not only
have these ideas promoted Perfex, GlossTex,
Shina Dish and Dexol for Tidy House but
they have proven valuable to the stations in

dise its selling value to the retailers they will
secure results not only for Tidy House Products Co. but for themselves as well."
Tidy House and its agency fondly describe
these broadcasters as "our station merchandising managers." Buchanan-Thomas provides copy and/or announcement platters
for stations desiring to promote the Kitchen
Club. The company and its agency have
been known to look askance at a "few radio
stations
that always
revert to other media"
when promoting
the program.
Tongue in cheek, Tidy House executives
merely
observe
that while
other
media is
worthwhile
for "the
both use
theofstation
and ourselves ... we also know that if radio
will work for us in selling our products it
will work for you in promoting our pro-

MAPPING a Tidy House radio campaign
(I to r): Edwin T. Gaither, sales director;
Barney Corson, advertising chief, and
Donald F. Lincoln, comptroller.
boosting their listenership ratings as well.
"These stations will verify that the Kitchen Club radio show is one of their most
valuable programs. They know it will develop exceptionally high ratings in the face
of the strongest network competition. The
station managers know that if they promote
the show with their audience and merchan-

Among stations in the U. S. which have
promoted the Kitchen Club in one form or
another are WTAD Quincy, 111.; WXYZ Detroit; KCMO Kansas City; WLW Cincinnati; WBAL Baltimore; KYW Philadelphia;
WWDC Washington, D. C; WFBR Baltigram."
more; WISN Milwaukee; KDKA Pittsburgh;
WDZ Decatur, 111.; WKZO Kalamazoo;
WGBS Miami; WRC Washington, D. C;
KFAB Omaha; KRMG Tulsa, and others.
Typical of the Tidy House premium activities isthat involving the Baltimore market
(WFBR and WBAL) a couple of years ago.
It arranged for Reuben H. Donnelly Co.,
Chicago, to mail out two million of them to
500,000 homes in Baltimore — or four per
family. Each coupon carried a value of 10c
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13

reasons
Indiana

why
loves

its radio

Meet 13 of WFBM's live talents. Their
musical variety hour-a-day, 5-day-a-week
"Hoosier House Party"' originates at
WFBM, but they're not "local" talent.
They are experienced pros. Ten own
solid network experience.
Theirs is the kind of live talent we're
talking about when we say WFBM has
brought live, lively, local radio back to
Indiana. And Indiana loves it, because
it is top-drawer, not bottom-barrel.
6 more reasons: Ken Linn, "Hoosier
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LIVE

House Party" MC. Gilbert Forbes, live
news editor. Tom Carnegie, live sports
director. Irene Lindgren, live kitchen
artist. Ann Wagner, live platterspinner,
and Harry Martin, live farm editor.
WFBM-radio
Indianapolis
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
Affiliated with WFBM-TV; WOOD-AM & TV, Grand
Rapids; WFDF, Flint; WTCN, WTCN-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul.
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and was redeemable at all grocery stores
and super markets with purchases of Dexol
powder bleach, GlossTex plastic starch,
washing.
Perfex cleaner and Shina Dish for dishA

GEOGRAPHY
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MINNEAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL,
HARTFORD
NEW

and
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PUGET
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o

Of all TV stations
in the fabulous
Puget Sound area,
only
KTNT-TV
covers
all 5':
cities
in
its "A"
contour.
'Seattle,
Tocomo,
Everett,
Bremerton, Olympia
First oft, we want to assure Minnesota and Connecticut that we are not trying
to displace their fine cities! What we are saying is this: the combined population of these four cities is less than the number of people living within the "A"
contour boundaries of KTNT-TV, CBS television for Puget Sound.
The greatest concentration of Washington State's population . . . over half
the people in the state ... is centered in the Puget Sound region. And KTNT-TV's
"A" contour encompasses most of them! There are more than 1,200,000 people
within the "A" contour, and 800,000 more in the INFLUENCE AREA which extends
into Oregon to the south and into Canada on the north.
To reach more than half the people of prosperous Washington State, Buy KTNT-TV.
316,000

WATTS

Antenna Height
1000 FT. ABOVE SEA LEVEL
CBS Television for Puget Sound

CHANNEL ELEVEN

Represented Nationally by Weed Television
KTNT-TV, TACOMA 5, WASHINGTON
'Tfie Word
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GlossTex was introduced on the market
in 1947 as a liquid starch with a plastic base,
the result of intensive research and initiative
by the Rapp-Ramsey combine. Tyro, a
dairy cleanser (not one of Tidy's Big Four) ,
which came out the same year, was developed with the help of Iowa State College.
In 1949 Tidy House brought out its Dexol
bleach after the successful debut of Shina
Dish (a detergent with a hand-lotion ingredient primarily for washing dishes and not
for
laundering) a year earlier. (The Perfex
1950.)
Co. became Tidy House Product Co. in
Other products are now in the development stage: liquid Shina Dish, a non-caloric
sweetener called Sweet 10 (a glass polishercleanser, Shine, already is out). Tidy
House maintains its own laboratory and has
its own chemists, always striving to improve
its established products and develop new
ones. It also has conducted housewives
panels to test products and hear suggestions.
It also maintains personnel and market research departments in its brand new office
building at Shenandoah.
With continued expansion will come more
advertising dollars. Tidy House has increased its printed media allocations and
has been on as many as 12 television stations
with personality programs (the budget for
next October calls for eight). In 1952* it
carried as many as 80 radio stations.
It is reasonable to assume that most of any
fresh advertising dollars will go into the
medium that built Tidy House.
Sometimes their executives feel they have
considerably more confidence in radio than
broadcasters themselves; and their Mr. Corson, aformer producer-writer-announcer in
the Midwest, has been moved to deliver pep
talks to station managers. At the 1954
bluntly: Chicago convention, he told them
NARTB
"Radio is less effective now than it was in
the old (preceding World War II) days . . .
But, gentlemen, you still have the greatest
mass medium of them all and it is up to
you to work all of the angles to increase its
effectiveness . . ." Mr. Corson complains
that, in his many contacts with merchandisers and buyers, few seem predisposed to
recommend a radio station — thus, radio as
an advertising medium. This is not so much
a matter of its effectiveness, he believes, as
it is one of public relations. Even when tv
came on the horizon, Mr. Corson pointed
out, Tidy House was expanding its marketing cause
operation
with more
stations
we believed
in theradio
medium
and "bewe
believe
today."had his way, there could
If Mr.in itCorson
well be a "revival meeting" for radio. Cy
Rapp and Al Ramsey should qualify as leading evangelists.
*A year before, Messrs. Rapp and Ramsey
beamed their messages on some 55 stations,
spending $790,000 on all advertising, grossing
$4,226,741 and netting $262,000 before taxes.
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LETTER

WRITERS

AND

FOR AS LONG as there have been radio
broadcasters and radio listeners, the radio
listeners have been writing to the radio
broadcasters to praise or blame or to ask for
a recipe they'd heard on the air or for a
picture of a favorite radio performer, or
maybe they wrote because they wanted to
enter a contest.
When people began to buy tv sets and
to divide their receiving time between viewing and listening, there were those that
thought that this new medium which added
sight to sound might cut down the flow of
radio mail. This might have seemed a
logical conclusion in the early days of tv,
when many American families seemed to be
spending most of their waking non-working
hours in front of those new picture boxes
in their living rooms.
But the smart conclusion jumpers neglected to tell this to the public which, while
watching tv several hours a day, still finds
time to listen to radio and to write letters
about what they hear.
Last month Cedric Adams, conductor of
the Tuesday edition of As You Like It on
WCCO Minneapolis, started a new contest
by asking his listeners to identify his hometown, Magnolia, Minn., which he spelled in
a scrambled order. Listeners were asked to
unscramble the name and send their answers

&Mtfilete

A

Radio

Team

RADIO

by postcard to Mr. Adams.
who also told them that
this was only the begin-

The contest
"Unscramble-theTown"
will run for j^***'1'- ~^^r
26 weeks overall. Each week Mr. Adams
picks at random two cards from
all correct
Is
answers received in answer to the previous
week's clue, with valuable merchandise prizes
for the lucky card writers. At the end of 26
weeks, one listener-writer, chosen by lot
from those who have unscrambled all the
towns successfully, will receive an all-expense two-week vacation for two in Hawaii.
The first scrambled town was unscrambled
by 4,911 listeners. There were probably
more than that, but that's the number of
pieces of mail received by WCCO in response to the single broadcast, an achievement hailed by Larry Haeg, general manager of WCCO Radio, as "one of the greatest successes in the station's history."
With that response for the initial contest
broadcast, WCCO personnel hung anxiously
over the mail bags coming in during the next
week. Would the count build with the progress of the contest, as the optimists predicted, or decline now that the first flush of
novelty had disappeared, as the others
gloomily feared?
The optimists were right. The second

&>vvui$e

You

rj

week's mail totaled 6,255 pieces; the third
week's 6,806, and by the sixth week had
climbed to 8.601.
The As You Like It series is broadcast on
WCCO at 7-7:55 p.m., Monday through
Friday, with a different m.c. each evening:
Bob DeHaven on Mondays; Mr. Adams,
Tuesdays; Clellan Card, Wednesdays; Ed
Viehman, Thursdays, and Gordon Eaton,
Fridays. Each m.c. is given a free hand to
use his own talents and imagination to provide something new, exciting and different
in the way of radio entertainment. The
"Unscramble-the-Town" contest is one of
Mr. Adams' novelties.
The program made its debut on WCCO
May 23 as a cooperatively sponsored series.
Advertisers who have been on the show
since its inception include: North American
Life & Casualty Co., Northern Pacific Railway, Lincoln-Mercury Div. of Ford Motor
Co., Kelvinator Distributors, P. Lorillard
Co. (for Muriel cigars), General Beverages
of Minnesota (for Donald Duck soft drinks),
and Star Import Co.
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Just Can't Beat!

PLAYING TO "CAPACITY" AUDIENCES IN THE BILL ION -DOLLAR TULSA TRADE AREA
OF EASTERN OKLAHOMA . , . and the RICH FORT SMITH MARKET OF WESTERN ARKANSAS
•
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•
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TULSA

BROADCASTING CO.
BOX 9697, Tuln, OkU.
James P. Walker • Dir. of Radio Operations
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RADIO'S ability to do a job for the local
advertiser — the retail merchant who has
no money to spend in popularizing a brand
name or building goodwill or other institutional advertising, the dealer whose advertising, to pay off, has to move goods out
of his store or showroom — is as great today
as it ever was.
That conclusion is inescapably drawn
from the paragraphs that follow, presenting
81 brief recapitulations of successful local
radio campaigns sponsored by retail concerns on radio stations in their communities.
The more than 20 varieties of sponsoring
retailers range from auto dealers — the most
numerous group, accounting for more than
20% of the total — to a fruit grower who
used radio to enlist pickers of his crop.

PONTIACS

CAN

SELL

IT.

HERE

greater New York area, whose president,
Joseph Rudnick, last month wrote WMGM
New York, ". . . We are not in the business of selling intangibles. The nature of
our business is such that each week as it
goes by gives us a concrete check on sales
derived from our radio advertising. . . .
Four years of continuous experience on your
remarkable station has proved to us at
Sunset that WMGM constantly brings us
more actual delivered sales per advertising
dollar spent. . . ." Sunset's WMGM schedule includes 10-minute, 15-minute and halfhour programs as well as one-minute announcements, spread through the schedule to
give the stores a cross-section of both day
and evening audiences.
WITH A LARGE stock of washing machines

APPLIANCES
MORE SALES per dollar of advertising from
radio than from any other medium is the
reason why J. Burnham Inc., Buffalo appliance store and largest Frigidaire dealer in
western New York, is a year-round advertiser on WGR Buffalo. Currently, Burnham's
is in its third year of sponsoring the station's
early morning Musical Clock program,
using 10-minute units, Monday through
Friday. Burnham's started on WGR — and
on the Musical Clock- — Aug. 10, 1953,
largely because of the personality of John
Lascelles, the program's m.c, and his unusual delivery of commercials, which Burnham's felt might help it compete with other
appliance stores. The original 13-week test
is now on a 52-week contract basis, with the
program originated three days in each 13
weeks from Burnham's window, strengthening the tie-up between Burnham's, John
Lascelles and the public. Renewals, says
WGR, are due to just one fact: Burnham's
gets more sales per dollar spent in radio
than in any other medium, including newspaper. Cost: $175 a week.
A SIX-WEEK saturation announcement campaign on WCNU Crestview, Fla., sold
$76,000 worth of appliances for the Veterans Gas & Appliance Co. at a cost of
$475, for 475 spots at $1 each. The manager of the client company said he had tried
all media and that WCNU did six times
better than any previous campaign. The
company, which formerly used WCNU only
sporadically, is now spending $265 a month.
WHEN A LOCAL advertiser stays with a
single medium for four years, spending from
$1,500 to $7,000 a week, there must be a
reason. When the advertiser is a chain of
retail appliance stores that reason is almost
certain to be sales. So it is with Sunset
Appliance Stores, 16-store chain in the
Page 108 • September 19, 1955
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on hand that weren't moving as rapidly as
desired, non-radio user Hayes Sammons
Hardware Co., Mission, Tex., bought the
idea of a 72-hour continuous sale with a
three-day spot saturation campaign from
sign-on to sign-off on neighboring KRIO
McAllen. The spot campaign cost $225. It
resulted in the sale of 96 units, with 70% of
the buyers paying cash. The cash register
rang up a total of $23,000. Pleased with the
result obtained, Tom Sammons Jr. increased
his firm's August budget on KRIO to $1,150.
LOCATED beyond a railroad underpass in a
suburban area with no other retail establishment within several blocks, Consumers
Mart of Lincoln, Neb., gets no off-the-street
business. People have to seek it out and advertising has to tell them to do so. "We were
diehard newspaper advertisers . . . but it
just wasn't good enough," the owner, Harland J. Weist, wrote. "The direct sell cost
on advertised items was so high that we
simply had to find a better answer." That
better answer was a saturation spot campaign on KLMS Lincoln, ranging from 25
to 175 spots a week. Sales volume rose immediately, and stayed up, with June volume
more than four times that of June 1954,
before radio was used. "It is ironic," Mr.
Weist wrote, "that while traffic, sales and
profits have gone up, overall advertising
costs have gone down. We have reduced
our newspaper budget substantially and the
savings more than cover our radio cost."
WITH no other advertising utilized and a
total budget of $72 to cover costs, the Independent Liquidation Co., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, sold $3,000 worth of small and large
appliances during the second day of its twoday test on KPIG Cedar Rapids. Used were
18 sixty-word announcements per day at
$2 each. The announcements were runof-schedule, both day and night.

WHEN the J. J. Newberry Co. decided to hold an advance fall fashion
show at Worcester's Bancroft Hotel,
the company concentrated publicity
for the event into a single medium,
WORC Worcester. For two weeks the
station told its listeners that tickets
for the event could be picked up at the
Newberry store or obtained through
the mail by writing WORC. Result:
more than 24,000 tickets were issued;
the ballroom and lobby of the hotel
were jampacked and some 10,000 people did not get in at all. The sponsor
took one look and repeated the show
the following night, again to an SRO
audience.

KBOL BOULDER, Colo., helped a local appliance dealer, Harris & Smith, which was
nearly bankrupt at the beginning of 1955,
rebuild to the point that volume for the first
nine months of the year was $20,000. Harris
& Smith used only three spots weekly, at
noon, for the first six months and then upped
the number of spots to five per week to
achieve this sales increase.
AS AN APPROPRIATE means of advertising, The Trading Post, appliance dealer of
Lakewood, N. Y., suburb of Jamestown,
sponsors Trading Post Roundup, 45-minute
program of western, hillbilly and country
music each afternoon on WJTN Jamestown.
Jack Dunigan, station personality, spins the
records and presents the copy in informal
ad lib style. The program started July 11
and drew an immediate response. Item:
Broadcasting • Telecasting

a carload of Hotpoint
first three weeks with
used. Item: a mystery
to be dropped because
people into the store
could not handle them.

refrigerators sold in
no other advertising
melody feature had
it brought so many
that the sales staff

USING 50 SPOTS in two days, KXRO Aberdeen, Wash., helped the local B. F. Goodrich
Co. store sell $3,000 in Kelvinator appliances at a cost of $112.50 to the store.
KXRO was the only medium used.
SPENDING $25 per day twice weekly for a
vtotal of 12 quarter hour programs each week
on KPIG Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to sell air
conditioners, the C. F. Puth Co., same city,
sold enough units the first day of its effort
to pay for practically a whole year's advertising campaign on that weekly budget. The
quarter-hours were run-of-schedule, both
day and night, with the sponsor receiving
an opening and three 100-word commercials.
DODD'S home furnishings, Manhattan,
Kan., sold 21 air conditioners from Saturday afternoon of one weekend in July
through the Monday evening immediately
following by using 35 spot announcements
on KMAN there. The air conditioners were
selling for $299.95; for an investment of
$43.75 Dodd's sold $6,298.95 in merchandise.
POUR-DAY saturation campaign over KBKI
Alice, Tex., resulted in the sale of 39 Maytag automatic washers in three days for the
Alice Hardware Co. Total advertising cost
was approximately $2.50 per washer.
SPECIAL BUYS in electric fans, garden hoses
and ice cream freezers, advertised with 12
announcements on WAMI Opp, Ala., which
also invited the public to register for an
electric fan to be given away, produced good
sales of the advertised items for Opp Hardware Co. and so much traffic that the store
manager declared: "I've never had as many
folks in my store in any one day." This is
one of the reasons why he uses radio almost
exclusively for his advertising.
EVERYBODY KNOWS radio is dead, particularly during the evening hours; everybody,
that is, except the advertisers whose use
of evening radio has paid generous dividends. For example: the Scott-Mitchell
House Drill Co., which offered its drills for
$2 a set. in one-minute participation commercials broadcast three times a week for
four weeks on the Bohemian Band program
on WNAX Yankton, S. D. One of the
station's most popular features, the Bohemian Band plays request numbers each evening, Monday through Friday, 6:15-6:30
p.m. During its four-week campaign, ScottMitchell received 1,977 orders, totalling
$3,954, for which it paid WNAX $360, or
18.2 cents per order.
ASSOCIATION
THE NEWLY-CHARTERED Truck Drivers
Assn. of America, which established headquarters inCharlotte, N. C, a few months
ago, needed two things — to build membership and to create public recognition of
TDAA and its purposes of promoting high
safety standards on the highways and better
understanding between members of the
Broadcasting • Telecasting

SEVEN
HOURS
of the
exciting
most
listening
ever to hit
nighttime
radio . . .
anywhere!
A living chronicle of Denver after dark.
Charlie Roberts, Warren Chandler,
Starr Yelland, Tom Carlisle with 3 Vi hours
of direct contact with all that goes on
in Denver — by remote broadcast ... by telephone. And . . . 3Vi hours
of kindred programming: NEWS . . . local, regional, national,
international, business . . . with Ed Murrow, Lowell Thomas,
Carl Akers, Warren Chandler, Sheldon Peterson. SPORTS . . . with
Starr Yelland, Tom Harmon. MUSIC . . . top tunes, old tunes.
"Denver at Night" is hard-selling, result-getting.
Sell your product on "Denver at Night"
CBS FOR THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN AREA
rTrTi
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trucking industry and the general public.
As its only medium of accomplishing these
purposes, TDAA became host to The Highway Traveler Show, weekly quarter-hour
on WBT Charlotte. After eight weeks,
TDAA reported: membership up and still
climbing, applications for honorary memberships from companies in allied industries,
an impressive number of calls from representatives ofthe trucking industry and appreciation for an outstanding job in establishing the new organization in the public
consciousness.
AUTO

DEALERS

ONE THING leads to another, particularly
when the first is a successful radio campaign. Take Dana Hudelson Inc., Champaign, 111., Ford dealer, as Example A. With
a large stock of new Fords on hand, the
dealer decided to try to dispose of them over
a weekend and purchased $450 worth of
chain break announcements on WDWS
Champaign for a two-day saturation campaign. The two-day sale, also promoted
with newspaper space, sold 78 new cars.
This was fine, but it posed a new problem:
what to do with the used cars accepted as
trade-ins. This was easy to answer: use of
another saturation chain break announcement campaign on WDWS, which disposed
of 38 used cars over a single weekend.
TO CELEBRATE its third anniversary as a
Chattanooga, Tenn., Ford agency, Bert
Brown Motors used a three-day saturation
campaign, Aug. 28-30, with 35 spots per
day, run of schedule, on WDOD in that city.
The spots, with copy written by the WDOD
continuity department, all used two voices;
some opened with "Happy Birthday"; others
had fanfare. In addition, the auto firm also
sponsored a remote disc jockey show from
its showroom. Total time costs: $530.
Results: sale of 34 1955-model Fords totaling approximately $88,400.
BURKE-
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listen to^VCFL
WCFL set an all-time Chicago listening audience record, with 75.2%
of sets-in-use tuned to White Sox -Yankees broadcast, according to an
impartial July 19 Pulse survey!
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•
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Burke-Stuart Co., Inc., National Representatives
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A YEAR AGO the Coen Pontiac Co. of
Owosso, Mich., was not using any radio.
Then, WOAP Owosso persuaded the firm to
begin a campaign of five announcements a
day, seven days a week. The taped spots,
which use music, sound effects and gimmicks
in addition to prices, terms and deals, are
spread throughout the day, from early
morning to late afternoon and cost the
sponsor $320 a month. Since starting the
use of radio, Coen has jumped to second
place in new car sales in a five-state area,
figured on a per capita basis. The present
campaign, which runs for a year, will be
doubled when the new Pontiacs are introduced, according to company plans.
SATURATION radio campaign of jingles and
reverse-action gimmicks, supplemented with
monthly five-hour on-the-spot broadcasts,
sponsored by Westlake Chevrolet Co. of
Seattle on KOL in that city has achieved
quick popularity with the public and set
new sales records for the advertiser. When
other auto dealers saturated Seattle radio
with such gimmicky slogans as "Cross over
the bridge," "Drive through the tunnel,"
"Automobile
department
store," "Jesse
Broadcasting
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22.6%

Station "A" 16.2%

In Out-of~Home

Station "B" 12.0%
Sta. "C" 8.4%
WWDC

D" 6.1%

Audience

This is a survey — not just an opinion.
PULSE made it — this summer — of the huge
out-of-home radio audience in Washington, D. C.
has this big extra bonus audience locked up tight.

About one-quarter of this entire listening audience sets
its dial to WWDC — and stays there, day and night.
WWDC is dominant 83.5% of the time.
What are your plans for selling the

3.5%

always-rich Washington market? You can hardly

3.0%

do without WWDC.

Get the whole story about this sales-producing
station from your John Blair man.

In Washington,

D. C. it's

The Pu/se, Inc. Report: Summer, 1955
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MOST

from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., with KOL
disc jockeys, dancing girls, free balloons,
etc., and a production man on hand to
translate new ideas into sales copy, produced average sales of 40 cars per broadcast. For the six-month period, March
through August, Westlake Chevrolet sales
have increased 41.3% over the same period
of 1954. Expenditures on KOL have averaged $1,000 a month.

FOR MONEY

What is radio's pcjgntial ta advertisers?
Answer:
112,400,000 home-hours of listening
per day. (Total radio homes times
hours of listening per home per day.)
Nielsen Radio Index, March-April, 1955

TO MEET the "announcement day" of a rival auto dealer, Cherry Motor Co, Rock
Island, 111., Pontiac and Cadillac dealer, last
November bought a saturation spot campaign of 27 announcements, all that were
available that day, on WHBF Rock Island.
The success of this one-day radio venture
was such as to encourage the advertiser to
continue with a lighter daily schedule on the
station. Then, in February, the advent of

James rides again" and the like, Westlake
countered with "We don't rob banks or
defenseless old women," "You don't have to
go delirious in a department store," "You
don't have to cross any bridges or crawl
through any tunnels" and added such affirmative slogans of its own as "The dealingest
dealer in the Pacific Northwest." The special showroom broadcasts, on Saturdays

SUNDAYS —

MONDAYS

and

ALL

DAYS

his 20th anniversary sale enabled WHBF I
to sell Cherry Motor Co. a sustained satura- I
tion campaign, lasting from February 27 I
through June 7, with 23 spots a day, Sunday 'I
through Saturday. Since then the auto
dealer has continued with a light schedule,
planning to resume the saturation spots in
November. In a letter to the station, L. E.
Rizor, general manager of Cherry Motor
Co., reports: "We estimate an increase in
sales of about 10% over the previous year
when we were not employing such a campaign, and at the same time we have effected
an increase in our advertising expenditures i
of only about 3y2%"
' :
A FIVE-MINUTE program, Spotlite on an
Auto, taped on the used car lot of WayDencoyer Chevrolet and broadcast four
times a day on WTVB Coldwater, Mich., '
at a monthly cost of about $500, has | 1
doubled the used car retail volume of the
company, which now wholesales nothing in
the used car line except the "iron" left over 5
at the end of the last trade, turning the used "
car business into a profit instead of a loss "
for this dealer.
PERSONALIZED announcements, incorporating the taped voices of its salesmen, placed
on a schedule of 10 spots a day, seven days
a week, on WHMP Northampton, Mass.,
increased business over six months for Blyda
Ford Sales to the point where it kept 10

WOLF

b
tl
u

a

salesmen busy almost around the clock, pro- ™
ducing 395 new car sales for a total radio
expenditure of $4,520.
has

a
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in CENTRAL
FREE . . • Get the whole
story (Spring 1955) covering
home-auto-store listening, 4 and
8 year trends, TV operating
hours. Included are the basic
market facts on population,
labor force, industrial work
hours, automobiles, telephones,
and monthly sales comparisons.
Ask for your copy of The Syracuse Inside Story.
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USING one announcement a day on KFRO
Longview, Tex., the W. C. Barrow Used Car
Lot in one month's time sold $4,000 worth
of used cars.

it's

WOLF
Van Rensselaer and Kirkpatrick Streets
Syracuse, N.Y.
Phone 2-7211
1490 K. C.
250 Watts
ON THE AIR— 6:00 A.M. to 2:00 A.M.

REPRESENTATIVES— THE WALKER

SALE OF 145 new Pontiacs in a single
week as the result of a saturation campaign of spots and programs on WFBM
Indianapolis was achieved in mid-July by
Hedges Pontiac Co. in Indianapolis. The
radio schedule included 50 one-minute announcements, broadcast throughout the day
and evening; remote originations of the station's three-hour afternoon disc jockey show
(2-5 p.m.) from the dealer's showroom on
Thursday and Friday and a special remote
on Saturday morning; a one-hour live-talent
show, which originated from the showroom
Thursday, Friday, Saturday at 7-8 p.m.
Total cost to the advertiser was $2,691. As
a result of this one-week campaign, the
Hedges organization has signed a 52-week
contract for 1,000 announcements with
WFBM, plus three additional remotes and
13 five-minute programs.

COMPANY

LATE LAST FALL Bob Arnold Motors, Birmingham Ford dealer, concentrated his new
car advertising on WVOK Birmingham, buying two 15-minute segments of a personality
show per day, mid-morning and mid-afternoon, Monday through Saturday, plus four
quarter-hour segments, approximately an
hour apart on the station's all-Sunday-afterArnold's immeprogram.
noon
personality
diate spurt
in sales
inspired another Ford
dealer, O. Z. Hall in North Birmingham, to
emulate his competitor and buy another
WVOK personality show for two 15-minute
segments a day, Monday through Friday,
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

£
!
1
^
j

iBF 1
plus the station's hour-long weekly live
lira- talent
Dixie Jamboree, which he moved to
271 his showroom. Rivalry between the dealers
was taken up by the personalities who
fanned listener interest with an on-the-air
"feud." Ford Motor Co. records in Atlanta
now show these two dealers leading in sales
for the entire district. Success of the two
Ford dealers has brought Kirksey Motors
(DeSoto-Plymouth) to WVOK with a daily
15-minute strip at 12:45-1 p.m., MondayFriday, and 7:30-7:45 a.m. Saturday, and
Al Dement Chevrolet Co., using week-end
saturations of 10 one-minute announce, ments on Thursday and Friday and five on
Saturday, bringing WVOK's total local auto
time sales to over $6,000 a month, exclusive
of talent.
FOMERLY a non-believer in radio advertising, the Sam Fleming Buick Co., Fort
Worth, Tex., six months ago bought a 70
spot saturation plan on KFJZ there. Results
were so astounding, according to the firm,
that "there have been but few days since
the beginning" that it hasn't utilized the
station for promotion and car sales. The firm
claims to have done more than $2.5 million
business and delivered 1,100 cars during
that time. In a recent two week period
utilizing only KFJZ to advertise, the firm
sold more than 75 cars in one week-end.

couver, Wash., directly across the Columbia
River from Portland. His campaign consists
of announcements on all KXL disc jockey
shows, always accompanied by the strains
of "Cross Over the Bridge," costing Corder
overall about $450 a month. These announcements have persuaded so many people
to cross over the bridge that Corder's sales
are greater than the two Oldsmobile dealers
in Portland, whose 375,000 population is
five times that of Vancouver.

/

STILL

ANOTHER automobile success story is reported by another Portland station, KXL.
This is not a one-day or one-week campaign,
but one that has continued for a full year,
since last September. The advertiser, Corder
Motors, is the Oldsmobile dealer in VanBroadcasting
Telecasting

BARGAIN

Whatworkabout
the new patterns in nettimebuying?
Example: 5-minute news show, 3
times
nightly, 4 nights a week (one advertiser).
Homes Reached: 8,484,000 in 4
weeks, or 18.5% of all U. S. radio
homes. 3,926,000 of these are tv
homes; 4,558,000 are non-tv homes.
Total Monthly Cost: About $45,000less than the cost of a single nighttime
tv broadcast.
Nielsen Radio Index

PORTER PONTIAC CO., Fort Worth distributor, was finding business slow following an
influx of volume auto sales outlets in the city
in the spring. So Porter bought a one-week,
40-spot saturation package from KNOK
Fort Worth, using straight commercials
which told the public that this was an old

YOUR

BEST

in

WHEN the Eager Beaver used car lot in
Beaumont, Tex., went into business it
bought 12 announcements on KJET there.
During the first week the lot sold all 12 cars
that it had at an average price of $225.
Every week KJET has been credited with
selling at least three or four automobiles off
this lot.
TO GET RID of an overstock of used cars,
Pinney & Toplift, Dodge-Plymouth dealer of
El Centro, Calif., bought a three-day package on KXO El Centro, including an hour
and a quarter on Thursday and Friday,
broken up into five different programs, and
all available time (about five hours) on
Saturday, at a total cost of $210. "We put
the dealer himself on the microphone, along
with his sales manager and staff of salesmen," KXO reports. "There was some patter
between our announcer at the station and
the salesmen, broadcast directly from the
used car lot. The result was the sale of 14
used cars, whereas the average is three to
four over the three-day period. The value of
the 14 cars sold was approximately $12,300.
He stayed open all day Sunday and, in addition, sold seven cars, valued at $6,300, more
than three times the Sunday average."
TWENTY-ONE automobiles sold by 20 oneminute announcements. That's the story of
Sagner Motors, Nash dealer, and KPOJ
Portland, Ore. Live announcements were
used, four a day over a five-day period, predominantly between 7 and 8 a.m. and 4 and
6 p.m. The campaign cost $160. It resulted
in the sale of 13 new cars and eight used
cars, counting only those sales which were
attributed directly to radio.

NETWORK

BET

the
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established firm which had autos for sale
at a fair price but with no gimmicks such as
free elephant rides. That was the best week
Porter had had in months, with 22 Star
Chief Pontiacs sold before it ended.
A THREE-DAY saturation campaign on
KWTO Springfield, Mo., using $278 worth
of announcements broadcast between 8 a.m.
and 8 p.m. on June 29, 30 and July 1 this
year, resulted in the sale of more than 50
new Ford cars over the Fourth of July weekend for Fellini-Dukewits Inc., Springfield
Ford dealer. Announcements were written
in
ballyhoo style by KWTO's
editor.

continuity

ANOTHER radio saturation success story in
the automotive category comes from Beckley, W. Va. Duncan Catron Motor Co.,
Dodge-Plymouth dealer, purchased a dayand-a-half saturation campaign (60 spots)
on WJLS Beckley for $130 and sold 17 used
cars of which seven were specifically requested through the name of WJLS. One
car, a 1950 Chrysler, was sold in three
minutes by Joe Gries, former owner and announcer for WJLS.
TO ADVERTISE a one-day sale last spring,
Koerner Motors, largest Mercury-Lincoln
dealer in Rochester, N. Y., began its radio
schedule two days before its newspaper ads,
airing thirty-five 20-second run-of-schedule
spots on WVET Rochester and selling eight
new Mercuries before any other advertising
broke, all directly traceable to the radio announcements, volume
a
of $24,000 for an
expenditure of $105. The next two days,
when WVET spots continued in conjunction
with the newspaper space, were the biggest
in the company's history.

by mighty mountains, separated by
miles from the state's two other popRJjjJQ ulation centers and served only by
-*=5f KIMA-TV with its satellite KEPR TV.
For the fabulous facts and figures on
this important segment of the Pacific
2&
Northwest contact our representa"W^ tive— he's got 'em . . . you need 'em.

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA i^m^ jjJo AojbdtxHr
PASCO
NATIONAL R E P I E S E N T A T I V E S : WEED TELEVISION
PACIFIC NORTHWEST: MOORE AND LUND
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HOW DOES radio work? Sometimes like
this, from a letter written to WKBS Mineola,
N. Y, by the used car manager of Bay Pontiac Inc., Manhassett, N. Y. "After just two
spots we had an immediate response when a
customer from Syosset, which is normally
way beyond our scope of operation, came in
to the showroom and asked to see the car
which we advertised over WKBS at 7:40 that
morning. Suffice it to say, he bought the car
and a profitable deal only because we
reached him through your medium ... I
might also add that the costs are negligible
for the results accomplished."
A REGULAR SCHEDULE of the morning
newscast. 7:45-8 a.m., plus two announcements aday on KLWN Lawrence, Kan., is
used by Morgan Mack Motor Co. of that
city, which also, about once a month, tells
KLWN to "schedule an announcement
wherever it can be used to good advantage."
Last such promotion of 10 newscasts and 80
announcements (at a total cost of $203) produced the biggest 10-day period in the firm's
11 years, with new car sales 250% of quota,
new truck sales 175% of quota and used
units 177% of quota. The station quotes
the motor company's president, L. E. Mor"MyKLWN
sales staff
twothirds gan,ofas follows:
our sales.
makesmakes
the other

September 19, 1955
third."

COUGH

REMEDY

A COUGH REMEDY was advertised for three
months, December 1954 through February
1955, with five spots a day, Monday through
Saturday, on WHKY Hickory, N. C, by
a local wholesale house. Total sales of
25,000 bottles at $0.75 each, or $18,750,
were reported by the advertiser who spent
$850 for the announcements on WHKY,
the primary medium used.
DAIRY
JUVENILE AUCTIONS, with paper carton
point tabs torn off the top of milk cartons
used as currency, has built in-store sales to
the saturation point and has increased home
deliveries for a local dairy of Clinton, Iowa,
which for 14 months has sponsored the
auctions, broadcast Saturday mornings,
10:30-11, on KROS Clinton. At the last proCOMPLETE

COVERAGE

How does radio compare with tv in
its ability to cover the U. S.?
The ownership-coverage story as of
Per cent of all homes which
could be reached by:
96
78
Television
Radio
In the
Northeast
97%
90%
In the East Central
95
In the West Central
96
70
97
In the
In the South
Pacific
67
52
Significance: In the Northeast,
you
can reach almost as many homes with
a tv show as with a radio show, assuming you can buy maximum facilities.
But in the South, almost half of all
homes can't be reached by tv; a radio
show, however, can theoretically get
into all but 5% of southern homes.
Xielsen Radio Index
July, '55:

gram, when a boy's bicycle was auctioned
off, more than 1 ,000 children filled the theatre to capacity and more than two million
points (at one point for each quart of milk)
were taken in on that single auction. Overall
sales have risen over one third in total
volume.
DEPARTMENT

STORES

THE GREATEST SALE the town has ever
known. That's the description of the July
Clearance Sale of Leggett's Department
Store of Wytheville, Va., advertised with a
saturation spot campaign broadcast the week
preceding the sale on WYVE Wytheville.
"The first day of the sale, the streets were
congested with people," the station reports.
"The sidewalk traffic was so great that it
was almost impossible to walk up the street."
The store's income was "increased greatly
at a small cost of $300 for radio advertising."
HALF-DAYS are apt to be bad business days
for department stores. That's as true in
Toccoa, Ga., where the stores close Wednesday afternoons, as anywhere else. But BelkGallant Co., the city's largest department
store, has found a way to pack customers
Broadcasting • Telecasting

in on Wednesday morning through its
"Wednesday Morning Radio Specials," advertised only on WLET Toccoa. Punchy,
hard-selling announcements — three on the
store's Parade of Stars program on Tuesday,
an additional spot on Tuesday evening and
two early morning spots on Wednesday,
about $10 worth of time in all — giving descriptions and prices of the radio specials,
keep the store filled that half-day week after
week, sometimes to the extent that the store
managers had to wait on customers themselves, WLET reports.
i LOVEMAN'S INC., large Chattanooga department store, took a single morning announcement on WDEF of that city to advertise men's slacks, with no other advertising
used. Results: sale of 53 pairs, $477 worth.
Cost of the announcement: $7.
CELEBRATING its eighth birthday with an
anniversary sale this August, People's Department Store of Port Angeles, Wash.,
bought 24 five-minute store-originated programs daily for four days, plus 35 to 50 announcements aday for 10 days on KONP
Port Angeles. The programs were broadcast every half-hour, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.; the
announcements ran from 6:45 a.m. to 10:30
p.m. Announcement copv opened with an
identifying jingle and lead-in produced and
transcribed by the station. Programs, featuring a continuing "mystery sound" contest,
advertised a line of major appliances. In
four days, the firm sold 55 refrigerators,
ranges, freezers, dryers and washers, which,
says KONP, "may well be a record in a
town of 12,000 population." First-day sales
totaled $25,000. Overall volume was the
greatest for any 10-day period in the store's
eight-year history, including pre-Christmas
seasons. The KONP saturation schedule cost
$1,866 for the full 10 days.
FEED

so

you're

interested

STATIO

PROMOTIO"

'

Being the dominant station in the Wheeling-Steubenville Market by every accepted
method of audience measurement, we could sit back on our laurels, but, because
we believe a good TV program will do a better job for the advertiser if properly promoted, we
give our advertisers every possible assistance,
resulting in this remarkable record:
2. MARCH, 1954
Runner-Up promotion prize "The
Bob General
Hope Show":
for
Foods. Young & Rubicam

3. APRIL, 1954
First Prize in Nation for promotion
of "The Big Story": Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles for Pall
Mall Cigarettes.
4. OCTOBER, 1954
Second Prize in Nation for promotion of "LuxforVideo
Lever Brothers
their Theatre":
products.
5. NOVEMBER, 1954
Runner-Up merchandise prize for
Bulova spot campaign: Biow.
Strictly a merchandising award.
6. DECEMBER, 1954
First
Prize
Nation forfor"Football
Forecasts": inB.B.D.O.
DuPont
Zerone and Zerex. Promotion and
Merchandising award.

STORE

7. MAY, 1955
First Prize
in Lever
NationBrothers
for "LUX
Video
Theatre":
for
their products. Promotion and
merchandising award.

STUART FEED STORE used a package of
eight announcements in one week over
WSTU Stuart, Fla. (cost, $11.50), inviting
listeners to bring in a sample of their well
water for analysis. With a home market of
only 3,000 in the station's area, 45 persons
responded, 42 of whom said that radio had
brought them in.
FRUIT

PICKERS

TWO ANNOUNCEMENTS, broadcast at
6:55 a.m. on Wednesday and Thursday, on
WHYL Carlisle, Pa., asking for fruit pickers
at the C. A. Lehr Orchards of Linglestown,
Pa., brought so many pickers that some had
to be turned away. So impressed was Mr.
Lehr with the power of radio — and WHYL
— that when he wanted to advertise a cattle
sale, he cannily confined his advertising
expenditure to a single announcement.
FURNITURE

STORES

THE PROBLEM: To convert Shepard Furniture Co. of Austin and Corpus Christi, Tex.,
from a user of full-page color ads in newspapers to a radio advertiser. The solution,
as devised by KTXN Austin: a "full page"
of radio, i.e., sponsorship of all time availBroadcasting
• Telecasting

in

8. JULY, 1955
First Prize in Nation for "The Bob
Hope Most Beautiful Bride Promotion": Bureau of Industrial Service
for General Foods.
In every case there were more than 75 stations competing for these awards,
And WTRF-TV has conducted some other outstanding local
projects: "Annie Oakley Shooting Match," "Clarabell the
Clown Promotion," "Spring Fashion Parade," "The
Fairmont Story," "Wheeling Old-Fashioned Bargain Days
Event," "Better Homes Shows," "Wild Bill Hickok
Shooting Match," etc.
When planning
any TV promotion
program, consider
WTRF-TV's
dominance;
its aggressive
and merchandising
know-how; its 316,000 watts— truly the BIG station in a
rapidly growing Billion Dollar Market. For availabilities,
call Hollingbery or Bob Ferguson, VP and
General Manager, Wheeling 1177.

WHEELING,

W.

VA.

NBC/ABC
316,000 WATTS
Equipped for network color
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AUDIENCE

proof

in

Answer:
As high as 64% nationally. During
June at 8:30-8:45 p.m. (NYT) Saturdays, 64% as many families used car
radios as used home radios. This meant
a total of 1,743,000 families using car
radios.
A. C. Nielsen Co.

latest
Hooper
ratings
March-April
1965

FIRST

able on the station for a weekend. The preparation: as thorough as if the job had been
artwork and layout instead of programs and
announcements. The cost: $500, including
20 teaser announcements used the day prior
to the sale. The results: By 10:30 the next
morning enough merchandise had been sold
to cover the entire cost of the promotion;
in all, $10,000 worth of goods were sold
during the weekend. The sponsor was so
pleased he duplicated his initial radio buy
to continue the sale an additional week,
achieving the same result. He has since repeated the promotion on KTXN and is now
a firm believer in radio.

AKRON
SHARE OF
RADIO AUDIENCE
WCUE
Station B
Station C
Station D

Mori, thru Fri.
8:00 A.M.-12 Noon
32.2
29.5
27.0
4.2

WHEELS

What's the Auto-Plus— the ratio of
listening? radio listening to in-home
automobile

positive

WCUE

now

ON

Mon. thru Fri.
12 Noon-6:00 P.M.
32.7
28.3
21.6
9.3

\NCU6

«•• Akron's only Independent— we're home folks.
TIM ELLIOT, President
John E. Pearson Co., National Representatives

OF CONVENIENCE

FOR A TOTAL investment of $3,884 in one
minute spot announcements on daytime
KANV Shreveport, La., an unidentified local
furniture and appliance dealer, during a
three-month campaign, received direct response of $46,000 in new business. Spots
were scattered throughout the day's schedule.
AFTER its initial venture on radio and KLIF
Dallas on a continuous basis, Smith Furniture Co. found the results "very gratifying."
Sales for the first quarter of 1955 were up
62% over the same 1954 period.
RADIO and WFIW Fairfield, 111., were found
by the Howrey Furniture Co. to be very
successful vehicles for pushing merchandise,
particularly bedroom suites. Howrey spent
$270 on WFIW in 30 days, running 90 oneminute spots and 150 ten-second spots offering bedroom suites at an exclusive sale price.
A total of 56 suites at $170 each was sold
during the campaign (a dollar volume of
$9,520). Spots were run from 6 a.m. to 6
p.m., Monday through Saturday.

yfarec

e
;fa
ofmothus
an
Ha|wahoiime
Room

DAY IN, day out, seven days a week, 365
days a year, Woods Furniture Stores of
Stephenville, Tex., sponsors a quarter-hour
noontime show on KSTV in that city at a
cost of $2,160 for the year. There are three
commercials on each broadcast, partially
ad libbed. Results: sales up 31% and still
climbing; the original store enlarged and a
second store opened in the suburbs, with a
top week of $12,200 in sales for the sponsor.
GROCERY

Lexington Avenue
at 48th Street
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RADIO COMES in all sizes, for the smallest
local advertiser as well as the largest national account. WJER Dover, Ohio, sends
the following report on how radio can help
a small business build. "Collin's Market is
a small — was a small fruit stand, three miles
from the center of New Philadelphia, our
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

SHORTY-TUNES

Celebrate

their

■

Standard

BIG

RATE

REDUCTION!

One year ago Shorty-Tunes introduced a much needed new service
to radio stations. Response was immediate and enthusiastic. Volume
has reached the point where substantial savings can be passed on to
our customers.
The new reduced monthly price for the entire release of 20 ShortyTunes will be only $8.50, effective immediately.
Shorty-Tunes Present Outstanding Instrumental Talent — During the
coming months, Shorty-Tune recordings will be made by some of the
greatest names in the popular music world. Such as Billy Mills, Barbara Caroll, and Johnny "Scat" Davis, in addition to the impressive
list which already includes Lawrence Welk, Russ Carlyle, Buddy
Cole, Ray Pearl, David Le Winter and many others.
A Service Tailored to Fit into Tight Program Schedules — Every month
Shorty-Tunes releases ten top pop tunes and ten outstanding standard hits — twenty selections in all — recorded by top recording bands
and combos. Tunes average only 134 minutes in length. Allows you
to squeeze in that precious extra minute you need for an extra commercial and better programming.

NO

CONTRACT

REQUIRED-BUY

OUTRIGHT-FOR

ONLY

$850 A

MONTH

A Post Card Order Today Will Start You Off— Find out how ShortyTunes can save money and make money for your station. Simply
drop us a card telling us to send you the current release as a trial
for only $8.50.

STAIN!
RADIO

DXVF*

TRANSCRIPTION

D

SERVICES,

INC.

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
adcastino
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TRAFFIC JAM
When is the peak period for national
auto radio usage?
Answer:
In June, it was Sundays at 5:00-5:15
p.m. (NYT) with 2,590,000 families
using car radios. This represents a
bonus of 51% to the in-home listening
level at the time.
A. C. Nielsen Co.

Only

ITKBIF

STATIONS

are powerful enough
and popular enough
to register audiences
in radio survey ratings
of both Los Angeles
and San Diego.

Of

these

KBIG

•
•

#1
#3

top

four,

is

In San Diego
In Los Angeles

• the only independent
• the least expensive
• the lowest cost per
thousand listeners
Any KBIG or Robert
Meeker Account Executive will show you
the documents.

neighboring town. Two years ago Christmas he advertised Christmas trees — sold out.
Started a schedule of three spots a week.
For a year he has been on a consistent schedule of 20 spots a week, earning our end
rate of $1.87, and has consistently paid us
$40 per week on a cash weekly basis, or
$2,080 for the year. His store is now a small
supermarket and still growing, all through
WJER. Uses saturation spots, five on Monday, five Thursday, 10 Friday. Runs same
early morning to late afternoon."
BEFORE BEGINNING its sponsorship of
three five-minute news programs six days a
week on KDEF Albuquerque, Mike's Super
Market was advertising via newspapers and
handbills and grossing about $7,000 a week,
an average for 16 weeks following the opening of a big new store. After 26 weeks of
newscast sponsorship and without use of
handbills, newspapers or other advertising,
Mike's gross had increased to $11,000 a
week. Cost of the KDEF campaign: about
$500 per month.
CANNED PEACHES were advertised by H.
Traub's Sons, Savannah wholesale grocer,
on its participations on the WSAV Party
Line morning program on WSAV Savannah.
Broadcast Monday-Friday, 9:30-9:55 a.m.,
the Party Line features music, a daily quiz
question and telephone calls to listeners.
Traub's five participations during the first
week it used the program advertised canned
peaches and pointed up one test score. The
only other advertising was a point-of-sale
display. Up to the use of radio, this test
store had sold two cases of canned peaches
a week on the average. During the radio test
week, the store sold 18 cases of the same
brand of peaches.
PLANNING a close-out sale for July 14, 15
and 16, Nossetts Friendly Grocery of Princeton, Ind., contracted for 10 spots a day on
WRAY Princeton, starting around noon on
July 13. By midafternoon the store was sold
out of many items. (The sale was not scheduled to begin until the next morning.) By
the end of the 14th, first actual day of the
PASSENGER

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205
Nat. Rep. Robert Meeker & Assoc. Inc.
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LIST

use?How many listeners per car radio in
Answer:

NO'S
NOW O FRES
ION
STAT
RADI

*1

annualyearFresno
survey showed
One
ago, Conlan's
KBIF the #6 station. Summer
1955...
P^1*±

KRI1siKBIF.. . most popular of
all
all
seven stations. Today
KBIF holds one-fourth of the
morning
audience...
of
the afternoon
and one-fifth
evening
tune-in... 22.1% average
sunrise-to-sunset. The next
three stations cluster at 16%;
the other three, lower.
Fresno Radio reveals a NEW
LOOK with NEW KBIF:
'PROGRAMMING centered
on The Big Four Disc
Jockeys — Dave Maxwell, Bill
Barnard, Bob Ulrich, Jim
Bailey—
"MusicNews,
You Like,
and
Just with
Enough
All 'STUDIOS
Day Long!' moved to lobby
floor of Hotel Californian,
center of Fresno business
and social life.
►TOWER... 400-foot
center-loaded, output upped
20%, with transmitter
moved to Fresno site of top
conductivity.
COVERAGE of over a
million people in eight rich
San Joaquin Valley Counties.
-PROMOTION in outdoor
spectaculars, newspapers,
theatres, on-the-air.
Check your KBIF or Robert
Meeker contact for the full
story on the NEW KBIF.

FRESNO'S GREATEST INDEPENDENT
900 kilocycles
1000 watts
JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING COMPANY
General Offices Californian Hotel
Fresno, Calif. • Telephone: Fresno 6-0791

As high as 3.4 listeners per set, Sundays at 6-9 p.m.
As low as 1.4 per set, weekdays at
3-6 a.m.
A. C. Nielsen Co.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

You need BIG coverage for BIG South Texas. That's why you need BIG WOAI clear
channel radio. With this single advertising "buy", you get effective metropolitan
coverage PLUS your share of South Texas' millions in retail sales.
Put that fall schedule on WOAI "Radio South Texas", the only full time 50,000 watt
station in San Antonio. For 32 years, "clear channel 1200" has been the voice of
great South Texas.
Texas
Counties

Percent
Coverage

61

50-100%

125

10-100%

DAYTIME
Texas
Retail
Families
Counties
Population
Sales
72
1,580,700
2,872,000

416,100 $1,471,447,000
766,000 $2,862,834,000

In the daytime, WOAI also covers 14 counties in New Mexico,
3 in Colorado, 6 in Arkansas, 5 in Louisiana, and 4 in
Oklahoma.

No other single South Texas medium

171

NIGHTTIME
Percent
Coverage
50-100%

Population
1 ,636,400

Families
434,700

Retail
Sales
$1,549,036,000

10-100%

3,117,700 1 ,007,700 $3,530,586,000
At night WOAI also covers 30 counties in New Mexico, 13 in
Arizona, 21 in Colorado, 37 in Kansas, 42 in Arkansas, 21 in
Mississippi, 2 in Alabama, 5 in Illinois, 35 in Louisiana, 15
in Missouri, 11 in Nebraska, 27 in Oklahoma, 3 in Utah, and
4 in Wyoming.

can reach so many people, so many

times, for so little

money. For BIG South Texas — it takes BIG WOAI!
All market and coverage statistics are from Sales Management's Survey of Buying Power, 1955, and SAMS, 1952. For
complete coverage and market data, write WOAI or ask any
Petry man for your copy of the "1955 Coverage and Market
Story" of WOAI "Radio South Texas", NBC in San Antonio.

Represented nationally by
EDWARD

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

PETRY

&

COMPANY,

INC.
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HOME AUDIENCE
How much radio listening is done
Answer:
per2 home?
hours, 27 minutes per day.
In radio-only homes the total is 3
hours, 43 minutes per day.
In tv homes, the total is 1 hour, 55
minutes per day (in addition to 5 hours,
5 minutes per day of tv viewing).
Nielsen Badio Index, March-April, 1955
advertised three-day sale, it had to be concluded because the entire stock of groceries
was gone and there was nothing more to
sell. "The store owners were too busy waiting on customers to talk to the newspaper
ad man and we lost 30 spots that were
scheduled to run on July 15 and 16," WRAY
reports, commenting, "Sometimes, maybe,
you can be too effective."
USING ONLY WLPO La Salle, 111., the Walnut Cheese Co. jumped its sale in four
months from 925 pounds to 2,400 pounds
of cheese weekly. Walnut sponsors Recipe
Roundup, a 15-minute, 3 times weekly program, on which stress is placed on the uses
of various cheeses, how to keep cheese fresh
and background material about various types
of cheeses. Ad lib copy is used, recorded
by the firm's two cheesemakers, Swiss accent
and all. Total cost: $32.75 weekly.

WOC-TV Sells . . . because it offers the advertiser:
39 Iowa-Illinois counties with a population of 1,558,000.*
39 Iowa-Illinois counties with 481,700* families, 62% of which
have TV sets (as of January 1, 1955) .
39 Iowa-Illinois counties with an annual Effective Buying Income
of $2,455,303,000.*
39 Iowa-Illinois counties that spend $1,800,717,000* a year in
retail outlets.
WOC-TV Sells . . . because it offers the advertiser:
Maximum power — 100,000 watts video — transmitted over a 602foot-high antenna system on Channel 6.
Basic NBC programming plus market-WISE local programming.
A responsive audience that sent this station 157,422 pieces of
program mail in 1954 — 82 per cent of which was in response
to local, studio-produced programs.
WOC-TV Sells . . .
because its 6 years of telecasting experience make it the channel
that is watched throughout the Quint-Cities area. To find out
more about what WOC-TV offers the advertiser, write us direct
or contact your nearest F & P office.

"MOST OUTSTANDING" is the designation
given by Ralph Peters, supermarket owner,
to his advertising on WBOW Terre Haute,
Ind. He has used a 15-minute portion of
Breakfast With Bill for two years, appearing
on the program himself, telling the prices of

• 1955 Sales Management "Survey of Buying Power"
Col. B. J. Palmer, president • Ernest C. Sanders, resident manager
BETTENDORF AND DAVENPORT
IN IOWA
ROCK ISLAND, MOLINE
AND EAST MOLINE
IN ILLINOIS
The
QUINT

CITIES

WOC-TV

U

An additional dollar's worth of product promotion for every advertising dollar.

. . . one

equals

two

on

WLW
RADIO

. . . a distinguished member of the Crosley Group
Exclusive sales offices: New York, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Chicago, Atlanta, Miami
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good buys
the coming
"My
business
has for
increased
weekly weekend.
since I started
the program," stated Mr. Peters. "Recently,
using WBOW as the only advertising medium, I broadcast a low price on chuck
roast. The day it was on the air, volume in
the meat department increased by 25%."
Cost of the program is $18 per week.
WITH a large stock of peaches on hand
which earlier advertising had failed to move
and which was perishable merchandise that
had to be moved fast or else, Harry Collins,
proprietor of an open air market at Danville,
Va., called Homer Thomasson, farm director of WDVA Danville. The time was 7:15
a.m., Saturday, Aug. 20. Mr. Collins asked
for a one-minute spot to be included in the
program then on the air, the Virginia-Carolina Farm Hour, which Mr. Thomasson conducts Monday through Saturday. By 8 a.m.,
100 bushels of peaches had been sold, at
$2.50 each, a return of $250 for one $3.50
announcement.
RADIO, backed up with point-of-sale displays, isthe basis of the "to market, to market" plan originated last April by KTUC
Tucson. The station buys display space in the
city's supermarkets and wraps up a specific
advertising-merchandising promotion in a
package of saturation spots and displays for
$110 a week. KTUC cites this example of
the plan's success: "Crispy Potato Chips
report 54% increase in business resulting
from the supermarket displays and the
KTUC saturation. Crispy signed a new contract calling for an even larger expenditure."
Broadcasting • Telecasting

LAUNDRY
THE UNEQUAL distribution of work
throughout the week posed a problem for the
Home Laundry & Dry Cleaning Co. of Richmond, Ind. All employes were kept busy during the peak periods, but had little to do on
the first two days of the week. Turning to radio, Home began running spots on WKBV
Richmond each Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, advertising special first-of-the-week
service. A year's broadcasting, at $60 a
week, has built up the firm's business on the
slow days until now the work load is evenly
^ distributed through the week.
LUMBER

YARDS

LUMBER YARDS aren't generally thought of
. as prime prospects for radio time and that
was certainly true of the Independent Lumber Co. yards in Montrose, Colo. Then
K.UBC Montrose went to the managers of
the five yards and persuaded them to combine their meager individual budgets and cooperatively to sponsor United Press news
bulletins seven times a day, seven days a
week. The contract specified no particular
time, but spots were used whenever a bulletin or important news flash came over the
U.P. wire. One cooperating company, Dioptron, Milwaukee, maker of Big Stinky fly
traps, which the stores had stocked with no
sales, sold nearly 300 traps through these
outlets in 1954, with the Denver dealer running out of stock at least three times during
the season (and likely to beat that record this
year). The yards also report 20 to 25% increase insales of Pabco and Luminall paints
as a direct result of the bulletin-style ads on
KUBC. And, the station notes, the Independent Lumber yards, which formerly
averaged less than $60 a month for time, are
now spending upward of $250 a month.
MAIL

ORDER

INVESTMENT of $3,875 in spot advertising
on WGY Schenectady, N. Y., has returned
more than $22,000 gross in sales for Stern's
Nursery through radio mail selling in 22
weeks. Stern's first purchased five oneminute spots each week at a cost of $125
per week. Since Stern's has no distributors
in the WGY area all sales were conducted
by mail. The first five spots brought the
nursery 118 sales. At the end of 13 weeks
there had been 4,478 sales. Sales were so
good Stern's doubled its advertising schedule, and at the end of 22 weeks 10,063 sales
had been made as a result of the radio
advertising.

LOCAL IMPACT
What can a local radio show do for
an advertiser?
Nielsen Station Index New York report for March: 6:45-7 p.m., Mon.-Fri.:
WNEW's Make Believe Ba/7room-187,100 homes per broadcast, 1,012,200
homes per month, 2,226,800 listeners
per month times listening frequency
of 3.7 times each, or 8,239,200 commercial impressions per month.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Emsco TV "Towers of Strength"
have the advanced design and
superior structural features that
provide greater strength . . . greater
value. Each Emsco tower is engineered to meet specific requirements of height, weight loads,
and weather conditions.
Emsco towers incorporate a
unique beam leg section.* This
inherent geometric pattern affords
a substantial saving in weight ... a
relative increase in strength ... a
reduction in foundation costs.
Rigid RETMA or AISC standards are met. Bolted construction
permits quick, sure visual inspection. Hot dip galvanizing reduces
maintenance costs . . . insures long
structural life.
For guyed or self-supporting
towers unequalled for safety . . .
structural rigidity . . . and economy, specify Emsco. Prompt deliv*Patent Pending
ery assured.

MEiCQ

TOWERS OfM STRENGTH ^
EMSCO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Garland, Tex. IOS ANGELES, CALIF. Houston. T.».
General Sales Offices: Dallas, Texas

Emsco guyed TV Tower
over 1000 ft. in height,
Great Bend, Kansas
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The

Heartland

off

Louisiana

has
werS

Channel

BATON

ROUGE,

LOUISIANA

?
is the only TV station completely covering an area rich in spendable
income from OIL, GAS,

MARKET

DATA

PREDICTED

$ 16,371,000

SOURCE: Sales
1954 Management's Survey of Buying Power,
*Class "B"
television Magazine
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INDUSTRY,

AGRICULTURE

SERVICE

AREA* WBRZ, Channel 2
Population
.860,000
fTV sets in area
164,650
Effective Buying Power
$899,481,000
Retail Sales
$580,937,000
Food Sales
$129,460,000
Automotive Sales
$122,571,000
Drug Sales

SULPHUR,

SALES:

NBC-ABC

watts

lOOl

ft. 6

inches

Largest
TV
Antenna
in the United
States
12 Bays — Channel
Represented by Hollingbery

2

$580,937,000.00
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

MERCHANTS

CO-OP

RADIO GETS AROUND. It also gets results.
Witness the special campaign for "Dixie
Bargain Days" sold by KSUB Cedar City,
Utah, to the merchants of St. George, Utah,
55 miles south of Cedar City, for the week
before Easter. Programs using two one-hour
periods per day for seven consecutive days
included one-minute announcements for
each participating store plus many promotional spots for the sale and the programs.
Cost: $684. Results: sales increases ranging
from 30% to 78% over the same week of
1954.
A MAIL-PULL of 82,000 pieces was achieved
by KOEL Oelwein, Iowa, which calls itself
"a small station in a small town," in a 13week January-to-April Birthday Party promotion participated in by 50 northeast Iowa
merchants. This was "the maximum number
we could take in the allotted time," KOEL
reports, noting that the mail response of
what was "strictly a mail pull show" was
"hailed by all merchants, not only those
participating but those who did not participate, as being one of the greatest single promotions innortheast Iowa. . . . The increased
volume in business for the merchants who
participated was more than satisfactory and
all 50 plan to be with us at our next Birthday Party next January."
OIL

PRODUCT

A FLOOD of 1,958 cards and letters deluged
WKY Oklahoma City after Kato Oil &
Grease Co. offered a can of Wanda Household Oil to each listener sending in his name.
Kato's brief campaign consisted of a oneminute announcement each day for nine
days on WKY's First Call program (5-6
a.m.). The responses came from 50 counties and averaged more than 217 responses
per one-minute announcement.
RACES
WHEN three days in advance, it was decided
to schedule a Jalopy Race for William Grove
Park & Speedway on Labor Day, WHYL
Carlisle, Pa., was selected as the only advertising medium for the event. The 30 announcements produced a crowd of 12,000
people for the event.
REAL

ESTATE

THROUGH THE USE of 80 twenty-second
spots on WAIP Prichard, Ala., Town &
Country Real Estate there sold 16 three-bedroom homes for a total sale price of $176,000. Other media were used in conjunction
with WAIP, but the real estate firm said that
the 16 home-buyers had heard about the
sale over the radio outlet.
WHEN Wiles-Morrison Realty Co. opened a
new subdivision outside Huntington, W. Va.,
with three "sample" houses open for inspection on a Sunday afternoon, WSAZ Huntington sold Wiles-Morrison 10 announcements and a 15-minute taped program, a
radio tour of the houses. Six suppliers of
building materials or furnishings for the
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

houses also were sold 10 spots each to promote the subdivision and the open house.
The day of the open house, all three houses
were sold for a total of approximately $45,000. Total advertising expenditure of real
estate company and suppliers, $375.
SUNDAY DRIVERS will stop to look at a new
house they've heard about on their car
radios. More than that, they'll buy the house
if it suits their fancy. That was the theory
that prompted Jack Brightwell, president of
the Brightwell Construction Co. of Danville,
Va., last February to sponsor a Sunday afternoon campaign of three transcribed tours of
a model home plus nine spot announcements. Cost: $92.72. Results: sale of 24
houses, $328,000 worth of new homes.
Further result: the company now sponsors
a weekly program, Music for Easy Listening, broadcast each Sunday afternoon on
WDVA.
A SCHEDULE of 19 spots per day on KLIF
Dallas by the Centex Construction Co.
rented 109 apartments after only one week.
Centex found the KLIF campaign outpulled
newspaper ads better than two-to-one. One
day 23 apartments were rented, all coming
from KLIF.
AFTER HAVING been
newspapers for four
house was sold in two
12 announcements on
Iowa.

advertised in the local
months, a $10,000
days with the use of
KXGI Ft. Madison,

s
ton
ai
et
ra
gt

serving

great

markets

NORFOLK

PORTSMOUTH
RETAIL

STORES

TO ADVERTISE a one-day sale of 600 pairs
of slightly irregular men's pants at $1 per
pair, the Pants Store of Sylacusa, Ala., took
a one-day saturation of 20 spots on WFEB
Sylacusa, the day before the sale, Friday,
March 18, plus five additional spots run
Saturday morning, day of the sale. Within
two hours after the store's opening on Saturday, 595 pairs had been sold; the remaining five had serious defects. Except for a onecolumn weekly newspaper ad on Thursday,
the WFEB spots were the only advertising
used, costing $25 and "the advertiser gave
WFEB almost all the credit for his success,"
the station reports, adding that similar sales
have been held subsequently and successfully
without any printed advertising.
A YEAR AGO Comal Cottons Retail Mill
Store was opened at the Portairs Shopping
Center, Corpus Christi, Tex. Concurrently,
the store launched a daily quarter-hour
record show on KANN Sinton, Tex. At the
opening of each broadcast the names of
three ladies, picked at random, are read on
the air with an invitation to call back during the broadcast. Those who do are put
on the air through a beeper set-up and are
awarded dress material of Mission Valley
Fabrics. Most women do call back, with a
better than 80% record for the year. More
important,
Cottons
business for its the
firstComal
year ran
over store's
40% ahead
of expectations. The program has just been
renewed.

NEWPORT

NEWS

INCLUDING HAMPTON

AND WARWICK

. . . the three

markets

making

up the greater

Norfolk

metropolitan

area,

25th

in

the

United

States . .
714,800

The Station of t
1310

on

5000

your

dial

watts

* enough power to cover
entire market, and more !
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SPORTS SCORES, radio and seat covers are
an unbeatable trio, according to Kay Seat
Covers of San Jose, Calif., whose modest advertising budget of $1,500 a year is spent
entirely with KSJO San Francisco. During
the baseball season the firm sponsors Kay's
Scoreboard aired right after the end of
the broadcast of the San Jose Red Sox
game, usually between 10 and 11 p.m., depending on when the play-by-play ends.
Proof that even with six tv stations available
people still listen to sports scores on radio
came last summer when Knothole Night at

the ballpark was promoted exclusively on
Kay's Scoreboard and 2,000 tickets for the
event, when boys and girls were admitted
free, were picked up at Kay's. In non-baseball months, Kay's uses spots on KSJO.
THE LARGE national advertiser with the
multi-million-dollar budget almost of necessity uses all advertising media to deliver his
message to the buying public. The small
local retailer, with no such leeway, has to
buy shrewdly to make sure each dollar
spent for advertising brings back more than
that sum at the counter. That's why Wilbur's
Shoe Store in New Haven, Conn., cautiously picked a saturation schedule of 18 spots
on WAVZ there at a cost of $1 17 a week, to
be broadcast Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday mornings — peak shopping days

^

UOOpE

PULSE

ETC

YOU

CHOOSE!

Use the measurement YOU like . . . because for 31
years . . . in ROANOKE and Western Virginia the
RADIO answer always comes out the same:
WDBJ
960 KC

5

AND
Beginning October 2, 1955 WDBJ turns its years of
experience in Western Virginia to WDBJ-TV . . .
Channel 7. Our network ... as it has been for 26
years . . . will be CBS.
And our representation nationally, as it has been for
18 years, is Free & Peters, Inc.

ROANOKE

Western
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SHOE

VIRGINIA
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|
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DEALER

"RADIO helps me reach more people at
lower cost than any other medium I've
tried." That is the statement of Sam Weiss,
"Shoe King Sam," operator of two drive-in
factory shoe outlets on Long Island, whose
low prices are attributed to his low rent,
large turnover and self-service, in his commericals on WHLI Hempstead, L. I. Sam's 1
schedule on the station includes a five-minute early morning newscast six days a week
and another newscast of the same length
on Sunday afternoon, plus extended spot
campaigns for special items. With 75% of
his $17,000 annual advertising budget now
going into radio, Shoe King Sam has boosted
his gross sales up 103%, amply justifying his
belief in this medium.
TRAVEL

SERVICE

RADIO, a mass medium, might not seem
the ideal way to sell such a luxury item as
foreign travel. But Four Seasons Travel
Service of Worcester, Mass., using participations in Julie 'n' Johnny, chatter-overcoffee type program on WTAG Worcester,
at $13.95 per participation, secured five
bookings totaling over $6,000 for a "Paris
in the Spring" tour after only six participations. The advertiser wrote the station: "We
are continually amazed at the immediate
response from the weekly broadcast on the
Julie 'n' Johnny show. Frequently we have
had customers at the desk within half-hour
of the broadcast. There are always numerous
telephone calls during the same day and
then we average six letters of inquiry on
one broadcast." Four Seasons augments the
regular morning announcements with other
participations such as use of WTAG's late
evening Raymond Morin Classical Music
program to spur the sale of trips to the great
music festivals of Europe.
TV

Established 1924 . . . CBS since 1929 AM
KW . . . FM 94.9 MC 41 KW.

WDBJ

for women's shoes, handbags and accessories. Each week a special item is promoted. Now, after a year, 90% of the
store's advertising budget is going into radio,

DEALERS

A TV SET DEALER in Lancaster, Ohio, has
been averaging $58 in sales for every dollar
he has invested in advertising over WHOK
there. His volume for July was $8,200 and in
mid-August he had estimated his August
volume would be about $13,000. Before the
present campaign the same advertiser had
live originations over WHOK from his place
of business and attracted over 350 people
there during the time of the shows.
A TEST CAMPAIGN on WELO Tupelo,
Miss., by Chisholm Electric Co. resulted in
the firm becoming a regular sponsor of a
seven-day-a-week program across the board.
Chisholm was out to sell Philco tv sets and
decided to use only radio in a test of the
aural medium. The store offered ladies nylon
hose (125 pairs) in exchange for a 1945
quarter. The schedule originally called for
21 one-minute spot announcements, but
after five spots the balance of the campaign
was cancelled because the store only had 23
pair
of hose after the first day of the promotion.
Broadcasting
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MISCELLANEOUS
CLEVER COPY that "personalized" the
proprietor of The Beauty Garden and her
operators, used consistently on WTAO Boston and increased as her business grew is
the story of a small Boston beauty parlor
which today spends close to $8,000 a year
for time, using four spots a day, five days
a week, on this station. With no other advertising medium, this client has opened her
second store, and a third one will be inaugurated before December. "It's not hard to
imagine," the station writes, "why WTAO
can turn to the enterprising mistress of The
Beauty Gardens for a reference on radio
any time at all."
"PHENOMENAL sales story" reported by
KFOR Lincoln is that of The Camera Shop,
which from using no radio at all up to about
eight months ago, now has announcements
in KFOR's 10 p.m. newcasts nightly, three
announcements in the station's early morning Musical Clock and 40 time signal identifications each week. Straight selling commercials are used morning and evening;
institutional copy accompanies the time
signals. Today, using radio almost exclusively, The Camera Shop "attributes most of
its sales success to the radio campaign as
it is the only different thing they have done
in the past year." The cost: about $100 a
week.
COMPETING against eight existing plans,
the Ace-Hi Gift Stamp Co. started a fourmonth saturation campaign over WILS Lansing, Mich. The 20 daily one-minute spots
used an attention-getting sound effect. Having only seven subscribers originally, the
plan now claims 130 merchants, all of whom
say that radio advertising of the plan incited
a noticeable increase in sales. "I can see no
reason why we should ever use any other
medium but radio to further our success,"
stated Ed White, manager of the stamp plan.
Since the original four-month campaign, 10
spots a day have been used.
AFTER A YEAR of sponsoring the Alan Lisser Morning News on KBIG Hollywood,
Monday-Friday, 9:25-9:30 a.m., Sturdy Dog
Foods, Burbank, Calif., in March wrote the
station: "We showed a \ll/z% gain for the
year. The last six months and the first two
months of this year showed a 22y2%
increase in sales. Our newscast on KBIG,
with Alan Lisser, was the only advertising
we ran consistently throughout the entire
year. Not only that, we liked the way it was
handled by Lisser so much that we renewed
it for 1955."
THIRTY SPOTS, run at random times during
the schedule of WMAX Grand Rapids the
first week of August, advertised Back-Builder
Mattresses, then on special sale at $38.88 at
the Vandenberg Furniture Co., which used
no other advertising for them. Cost of the
WMAX announcements was $90. The
week's sale of mattresses was $3,188.16,
with most sales completed over the phone
from calls following the WMAX spots. What
puzzles the station is that this occurred when
it was just seven months old and, according
Telecasting
Broadcasting

to a national audience-measuring service,
had no listeners at all. How many mattresses
would have been sold, one wonders, if someone had listened to WMAX.
USE GOOD MUSIC to sell good music is a
formula that has worked out all right for
San Francisco's California Music House.
Six months of regular advertising on KEAR,
good music station of the San Francisco Bay
area; six months of advertising phonograph
records, needles and service, and California
Music House did twice the dollar volume in
the first half of 1955 that it did in the same
period of 1954. In fact, the dollar gross for
the first six months of this year equals the
entire 1954 gross. The theory that people
who like to listen to good music on the radio
are the best prospects for the same good

They

BEGGED

for

music on records has been proved again
for CMH and KEAR.
A TV CAMPAIGN was dropped in favor
of radio by Marvin A. Smith Industries
(home insulation) after a July campaign
on KLIF Dallas outpulled a video ad schedule. Smith Industries invested in 200 oneminute spots on KLIF which pulled 162
leads. Of these 24 jobs were sold. During
the first three weeks in July, Smith Industries
also sponsored a half-hour weekly tv show
that pulled only 21 leads, of which two jobs
were sold.
HARD TO BEAT, even among radio success
stories,
the experience
of company
Winn's Trailer
Courts ofis Laredo,
Tex. This
spent
$10 for some Sunday morning spots on
KVOZ Laredo and sold a $3,400 trailer.

MORE

MEATH,

..So Now He's Heard AFTERNOONS
and Mornings!
Ed Meath's popularity among listeners is exceeded only by his popularity among
sponsors — so much so, in fact, that there just wasn't enough of Eddie to go
around on his early morning "Musical Clock" "program ! So now we've spread
Ed Meath right into the afternoon, and there's every indication there still may
not be enough Ed Meath! He's Rochester's foremost radio personality!
"MUSICAL
CLOCK"
6:00 to 9:30 A. M.

"OPEN
HOUSE"
4:40 to 6:00 P. M.

Now Ed is out to grab off new
Ed Meath's long-established "Musirating records on the already topcal Clock" show delivers to him
(and you!) a 53.6 share of audi- aid rated "Open House" with his
according to the latest Hooper!
sprightly chatter, top recordings
What ence,
a guy!
and useful information!
Yes, Ed Meath is a great guy and a great buy. Contact us for details as to rates and availabilities!
BUY WHERE

THEY'RE LISTENING... ROCHESTER'S TOP-RATED

STATION

Representatives; EVERETT- McKINNEY, Inc. New York, Cfcicogo, LEE F. O'CONNELL CO., Los Angeles, Son Francisco
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MERCHANDISING

fact
MULTIPLIES

BREAD

WLOL
IS THE

HOTTEST

STATION

IN

THE NORTHWEST!

No matter how you figure it—
it's a cold fact WLOL always
gives you more listeners for
your ad dollar.

WLOL

is

the top-rated independent
station — leading all other
independents and three of the
four networks in the Twin
Cities — according to PULSE.
Out-of-home WLOL

leads every

station • It's MUSIC, NEWS
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SALES

WHAT would you do if you saw a loaf
of bread prominently displayed in the
window of a jewelry store? Or a hardware
store? Stop and gape, probably, and ask
yourself what goes on here?
That's exactly what the people of Springfield, Mass., did when loaves of bread began
appearing in widows of all sorts of stores
except the one place that bread might be
expected, food stores. The bread was
Hathaway's new Life bread; the displays
were placed by the merchandising staff of
WTXL Springfield, which, in cooperation
with the Hathaway agency, The Bresnick
Co. of Boston, worked out the unusual
window displays as an adjunct of the announcement campaign for Hathaway
Bakeries on WTXL.
One hundred display pieces announcing
"the new LIFE BREAD as advertised on
WTXL" and 100 display loaves of the bread
were given the station's merchandising
group. The initial agreement with the nonbread selling retailers was difficult to obtain,
H. D. Cameron, commercial manager of
WTXL, reports, but the stores came around
when the station promised to give them a
free air mention each week as one of the
stores cooperating in the novel display plan.
The displays were all placed in less than
a week's time.
The combination of the radio spots —
36 a week on WTXL plus a schedule on
WHYN Springfield — and the non-point-ofsale displays produced the following results, according to W. H. Roberts Jr. of The
Bresnick Co.
"After the first week the total unit sales
were increased over the preceding week's
sales by 12V2%; at the end of the second
week the sales were increased by a factor
of 14V2 % ; at the end of the third week
the sales showed an increase of 9Vi % over
the last week previous to the display appearance. The encouraging point is that this
increase was realized during the slowest
bread period in terms of overall sales."
There is a dual connection between the
displays and the actual radio campaign, Mr.
Roberts told B#T. "First," he said, "there
were the tie-in announcements of the displays given as a part of the merchandising
service of the station which called attention
to the fact that these displays were in the
various merchants' windows. The second,
of course, was the fact that the station
actually placed these displays in the merchants' windows, concentrating not only
upon their present clients but also upon
new or potential clients, this plus the fact

that the radio station was also indicated on
the face of the display itself.
"It may be of interest to you at this
juncture to know these continuing developments of the program. The program is still
being maintained by the station. It has enabled me, as the account man in the agency
dealing with stations in other markets, to
interest the account executives of other stations in these other markets in exploring
additional or off-beat promotions. As an
agency, of course, in buying radio media —
beside assessing the value of a given station
in a given market by standard media
formulas — we are naturally most concerned
with what merchandising assistance can be
obtained. This is no new development, but
especially in consideration of a product in
a highly competitive field like bread, it
becomes admittedly the major consideration in overall media purchased.
"From our point of view, we feel that
this promotion in cooperation with WTXL
has not only provided all concerned with a
plus value in terms of actual tangible results
but also has opened up for us an entirely
new approach to this conventional merchandising problem. We have already developed
two additional merchandising promotions
with other radio stations in the New England
area that are just as revolutionary as this
one and promise to be equally as effective.
"I should like to stress again how important to the success of this entire operation was the attitude of the personnel involved from the radio station. Obviously,
if they had not approached this problem
with the right cooperative spirit and had
not been sincere in their desire to provide
us with worth-while cooperation in the
merchandising aspects of the program, the
entire promotion would not have come off.
It is also a tribute to the effectiveness of the
medium in the Springfield market inasmuch
as the advertising value of the station would
not have appealed to the cooperating merchants if it was not recognized as being
worth the effort and the space involved on
their part.
"Removing all considerations of this cooperative promotion, we have had a tremendous number of comments on the
commercials themselves from our salesmen
in the market and from the management
personnel of the Springfield bakery. These
have been a direct result of consumer and
retail store comment. This is a further
endorsement of the value of the radio format
in this particular market, which has all of
the competitive media as well as several
other competing radio stations."
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Again this year, just as they have for the past 16 years, a
record crowd of 10,706 enthusiastic WLS listeners paid up
to $1.50 each to see and hear the WLS National Barn Dance
broadcast at the Illinois State Fair.
This paid attendance was 1,482 more than in 1954 — and
was one of the top 16 year attendance records. And all this,
notwithstanding the fact that 54,546 people have paid up to
il.00 each to see this same show broadcast from the Eighth
Street Theatre during the first eight months of 1955— and
1,725,650 more have attended the 409 personal appearances
made by WLS entertainers during the same eight months.
Does this indicate that radio — and particularly WLS, has
lost any listener interest or pulling power? It doesn't to us—
nor to the large list of prominent companies who use WLS
consistently and resultfully year after year. If you're interested
in the programs and personalities that produce sales results
in the great WLS Midwest America Area — use WLS — the
station that has always been FIRST with the 2,500,000
listeners in the farm homes of that area.
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VANILLA

EXTRACT

THE TWO men in the picture above were
caught in an unnatural moment of repose.
A more characteristic study would show up
as a blur on any still film.
Minutes after the picture was made the
fabulous Felds were up and running to the
wildly disparate corners of their empire —
which this year will gross $2.5 million,
thanks to radio.
Part of the empire is the Carter Barron
Amphitheatre in Washington, D. C, a few
of the 4,000 seats of which are shown above.
It is clear evidence of the Felds' talent for
promotion that in the summer of 1955 the
amphitheatre has been more often filled than
empty.
These brothers — Israel, 39, and Irvin, 36
fright and left, respectively, in picture) —
have parlayed two suitcases of vanilla extract into a hole-in-the-wall drug store and
then into a four-store chain that has become
one of the largest U. S. outlets for phonograph records. On top of that they have
developed one of the nation's most successful entertainment enterprises.
Their merchandising miracles have been
achieved by the use of an unbeatable formula— energetic promotion, mostly radio,
and careful planning.
At the moment they are closing books on
a second summer promotion series which
despite August rains may surpass the halfmillion gross achieved a year ago in Washington's Carter Barron Amphitheatre.
As theatrical operators serving an area
from Scranton on the north to Pittsburgh
on the west and southward to Charleston,
Page 128
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S. C, mid-September finds the Felds extending their promotional energy into a new
city, Winston-Salem, N. C, and a new line,
boxing and wrestling.
The Winston-Salem debut brings the city
of Camel cigarettes a proven major attraction, Ice Capades, which recently followed San Carlos opera performances into
the Washington amphitheatre. . Standing
room was hard to get, incidentally, for either
the opera or ice show. W-S has a huge new
10,000-seat municipal auditorium and the
Felds have the entertainment contract for
this project.
A big jump from a door-to-door business
conducted out of two beat-up old suitcases
but easy to understand after a close look
at the way those brothers operate. They
are the only major theatrical promoters who
handle every major type of entertainment,
from concerts to pop bands and from
spiritual singing to rasslin'.
"Radio is tremendous," Irv told B»T.
"I'd hate to be in business without it."
55
"And," Brother Izzie added, "We—- started
j—
!5i"Nd-fi —
-r-f-»— ~ -4
i-Ltf!-t-H- f 1
, . . j ...t ..^ j....
out with a small radio budget but now we're
one of Washington's largest sponsors because. . . ." we found we could get immedi"Because
ate sales results," Irv interpolated. "Often
when we play a record during a disc jockey

MONROE

program, it's a two-way 'sustaining commercial.' You see, we sell this record at
our Super Music City stores and the artist
is a current attraction at one of our entertainments. So we get the public coming and
going — coming into our stores to buy records and going to our shows."
After the usual run of post-high school
enterprises, including a little wholesale drug
sundries business in a shoddy Seventh St.
Washington nook, Izzie and Irv Feld got a
retail shot-in-the-arm in 1940 from the NaAssn. for the Advancement of Coloredtional
People.
NAACP figured Washington needed a
drug store for Negroes and approached these
white boys because their Seventh St. storeroom was in the center of a Negro shopping
area. If they would open a retail drug store,
NAACP offered to see that customers came
around. A tenant next door went bankrupt
so the brothers made a 30 x 90-ft. drug store
out of the combined premises.
Lacking capital, they got the Meadowgold
ice cream folks to put in a 25-foot fountain
(it's still there), to be paid for out of quantity
rebates. Two Negro pharmacists were hired
and kindly wholesalers stocked the shelves.
Figuring the fountain trade might enjoy
some spiritual, pop and race records, the
Felds bought $35 worth of Decca platters.
Decca, a new label, was happy to sell but the
old-line
phonograph
they'd
have to be
dead beforecompanies
their discssaid
would
be
peddled out of a drug store.
Aided by an advertisement in the Afro
American and Negro pickets who patrolled
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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END
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EY
FOL
% On television. Red Foley's Ozark Jubilee with 3.40 Viewers
Per Set, highest in the nation, rates high in both urban and rural
areas (Tulsa. 26.0; Fresno, 22.3; Denver, 22.2). Radio ratings
reflect the same universal appeal that has kept Red Foley at the
top in Country Music for over 14 years.

The best of the "Fabulous
Foley" . . . the best songs,
music, guest stars, skillfully
mixed together with smooth
production, to create a
surprisingly low cost radio
show suitable for any
product, any market.

260
QUARTER-HOUR
END
TRANSCRIBEDOPENPROGRAMS
All of Tennessee Ernie
Ford's audience-pleasing
personality . . . the songs and
the "Ernieisms" that have
made him one of America's
most popular stars . . . plus
good music, top guests and
fine production . . . priced
for budget-minded buyers.

£ From WPAQ, Mount Airy, N. C: "Tennessee Ernie" is selling a
lot ofagain
the clients
products
to a lot ofon"Pea
so theeffective
agency
has
renewed
the contract
the Pickers,"
Ernie Show,
August 1, 1955." You don't get renewals unless a show is doing
the job. And that's what Tennessee Ernie does best.

292
QUARTER-HOUR OPEN
END TRANSCRIBED
PROGRAMS
What makes the Smiley
Burnette Show so popular

\

er

suit

i
% KGNO, Dodge City, Kan., started Smiley Burnette series, 260
episodes, January, 1951. Renewed March 3, 1953 and ran 312
episodes. Renewed March 2, 1954, ran 312 episodes. Renewed
for
the fourth
15, 1955.
And Smiley
that's just
many
instances.
In time
dozensAugust
of other
markets,
sellsoneandof keeps
on selling.

FOR ANY

TRANSCRIBED RADIO PROGRAMS
PRODUCT . . . ANY MARKET . . . ANY

in
so many
markets?
It's
because
it has
a fast-paced
formula of humor, pickin'
and singin' and variety
entertainment that folks like
... a sure cure for lost
listeners and sponsor
indifference.

BUDGET!

For Complete Information on Any or All of These Shows,
And Free Special Audition . . . Contact
^.
NEW YORK
Plaza t-3366
MINNEAPOLIS
Lincoln 5689

REPRESENTATIVES:
LOS ANGELES
Dunkirk 7-4388
CHICAGO
State 2-7494
ATLANTA
Alpine 2912

RADIWJZARK
DALLAS
Prospect 3723
SAN FRANCISCO
Sutter 5568

ENTERPRISES,

INC.

America's Fastest Growing Producer of Country
Music Shows
PHONE 2-4422 - - SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI
"CROSSROADS OF COUNTRY MUSIC"

the N St. Peoples Drug Store nearby with
appropriate signs, the drug store did a good
business that opening day — in phonograph
records.
"There's our money-making line," said
Irv to Izzie. "What do you figure?"
"Of course," said Izzie to Irv. "We ought
to have all the labels."
Since they continued to get the ice-water
treatment from the other labels, the brothers
bought ample stocks of Deccas and finally
found a friendly juke box record seller,
Northern Virginia Music Co., whose proprietor resented such treatment and readily
agreed to sell them all the records he could
get. The Virginia firm asked only for a
spot in Super Drugs for a penny weighing
scale.
Record buying became a major timeeating function for the Felds. They started
a sacred tradition that still governs all their
major decisions — unless both agree on a
project or item, they don't bother with it.
"After all, the world's full of business opportunities," said Izzie.
"And we click a heavy percentage of the
time," said Irv.
When they had been getting ready for the
store's
1 opening,
Irv said to Izzie,
"What'll May
we call
it?"

THE ONLY
3-SPEED, 16-INCH
TRANSCRIPTION
TURNTABLE
WITH HYSTERESIS
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
PRICED AT $250.00

THE

REK-O-KUT
FOR BROADCASTERS
AND

B-I6H
RECORDING STUDIOS

The B-16H offers you the finest professional performance at the lowest
cost. Functionally and economically it
is the outstanding investment in the
turntable field.

operating speed within Y2 revolution
• Speed regulation well within
NARTB standards • 153/4-inch turntable diameter allows Ys inch overhang
consoles. for cueing • Fits most existing

Mechanical simplification is the engineering secret of the B-16H. No
more parts have been used than are
absolutely essential for efficient operation. Because of this, the B-16H has
proven itself to be consistently reliable
in performance. And it requires no
more than routine maintenance.
Here are some of the feature advantages:
• Hysteresis synchronous constantspeed motor • Cast aluminum turntable—lathe-turned with extra-heavy
rim — dynamically balanced • Singleball pivot bearing suspension • Instantaneous selection of record speeds:
33 V5, 45 and 78 rpm • Built-in, retractable 45rpm record hub • Attains

Extremely low distortion— rumble,
wow and flutter — has been achieved
through effective acoustical damping—
in idler design and motor suspensioncareful attention to motor bearingsconcentricity of parts— proper hardening of surfaces — and the many techniques which make up the years of
specialized experience acquired in the
development of high quality recording and playback
equipment.
CONSOLE CABINET
Model C-7B for
B-16H $109.95

Write for complete specifications to Dept. AE-3
REK-O-KUT
COMPANY
Makers of Fine Recording and Playback Equipment
38-01 Queens Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y.
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"It's got to be super," Irv insisted.
"That's it— Super Cut-Rate Drugs," said
Izzie, and most every enterprise they operate is called Super in some form — Super
Drug, Super Disks, Super Attractions, Super
One-Stop Service (juke-box record service),
Super Music City.
By Christmas the record business at Super
Drug was super. Seasonal items such as sun
glasses in summer, holiday items and related stuff helped build the business.
When WWDC Washington went on the
air in 1942 with local programming, the
Brothers Feld had a hunch. "We ought to
try that disc jockey fellow some evening
with our records," said Irv. "What do you
"Sounds good to me," Izzie agreed, and
Super Drug became a $35-a-week customer
of WWDC, later increasing to $50 and on up
tothink?"
possibly $35,000 a year on the station
($65,000 estimated radio total out of $100,000 all-media budget in 1955).
Soon they observed the public crowding
into Super Drugs to buy radio-plugged and
radio - performed records, especially on
weekends when the trade was about half
white-half Negro.
Record sales were profitable so they decided to open a record specialty store at
1327 H St. in Northeast Washington, about
a mile or so east of Union Station in a
shopping area. The store was next to the
Atlas Theatre, and stayed open until the last
show was over. Watching the weekend stage
show one night, Irv and Tzzie had a hunch —
a million-dollar hunch. They had been
plagued by a wartime shellac shortage that
kept them on record rations despite the succumbing of major labels who now were loving them very much.
"Let's take that guitar player and make
our own records," said Irv.
"Well, it might solve the problem," said
Izzie.
A few days later young Arthur Smith,
Broadcasting
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Negro sailor stationed nearby, recorded two
numbers at NBC Washington studios. The
Felds high-tailed it to New York with the
master disc and found a presser who would
make them 2,000 records a week at 20 cents
each.
"What'll we call the one without a name?"
Izzie asked.
"I dunno. How about Guitar Boogie,"
Irv suggested.
"Suits me," said Izzie. "Can't think of a

To

Local

Sports
in

Rockford, Illinois*
* 1st in FOOD SALES in
Illinois
(except Chicago)
2nd largest machine
center
IN THE NATION

tool

WROK
is the ONLY STATION
in this $809 million market
OFFERING LOCAL SPORTS
COVERAGE
*10th Annual Survey
Consumer Analysis

John Dixon,
Gen. Mgr.

wrOK
FIRST in Rockford, Illinois
for over 30 years.

Nat'I. Reps.
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better
one."
Of the
first 2,000 pressings, 1,950 went to
the shelves and 50 to a disc jockey on
WTOP Washington, name of Arthur Godfrey, and 49 of his confreres around the
nation.
The numbers were plugged on WWDC,
and sold rapidly. Genial Arthur tried out
Guitar Boogie, was entranced, and played it
six times in a row on WTOP the next morning. Stores all over the country soon were
clamoring for the number as d.j.'s liked the
piece. Another New York supplier agreed
to supply 50,000 a week but asked 30 cents
apiece, a sharp cut in the profits. Trade
journals began listing Guitar Boogie in their
hit lists. Super Disk became an important
unit in the recording industry, finally distributing through M-G-M and eventually
selling out to this major label.
The record business was so sensational
that the Feld Brothers decided after the war
they ought to open something super in the
way of record stores in Washington's famous
F St. section. The telephone company was
giving up a little room in the National Press
BIdg. at 14th and F, the city's busiest corner.
Building management wasn't interested, since
there was a waiting list of 200 prospective
tenants. The Felds didn't discourage easily,
and finally landed the room, close to the
Capitol Theatre and in a heavy center of
sidewalk traffic.
Super Music City opened its doors July 1 ,
1946. The store-window level was rooted
out and a table of stand-up earphone turntables installed in its place (for the public's
benefit) and on around the room. No
booths? That's right, and the buyers loved
it. "In six months the store was doing more
business per square inch than the Press Bldg.
ever saw, and they had a percentage interest
in the place," Irv recalled. "We were using
WARL, WOOK and other stations by that
time because radio was our best business
getter." Radios, record players and other
small appliances were being sold in all three
stores.
A couple of years later the recording industry was involved in a battle royal — the
33 vs. the 45. As biggest record outlet in
Washington, the Felds enjoyed the battle
hugely, especially after succumbing to RCA
Victor's promise to underwrite losses if they
would promote a Vaughan Monroe 45-rpm
promotional concert in plush Constitutional
Hall.
"We did very, very well," Izzie recalled
as he told about the crowd that attended this
Dec. 15, 1948, event.
"That's what put us in the booking business," Irv reminded.
After exploring the entertainment field six
months, the Felds came up with successful
spiritual concerts at Turners Arena and
Griffith Stadium, bringing in all-star casts
that included Sister Rosetta Tharpe. The

starting show grossed $40,000. It included
fireworks, plus a $2,300 fireworks portrait of
Sister Rosetta with Decca paying half for a
"Decca presents . . ." introduction. The
Felds had become thoroughly acquainted
with advertiser co-op budgets by this time.
The brothers have four stores now, having
added a Silver Spring music center. Their
entertainment promotions are done in a big
way. If an egg is laid, the Felds never try
to chisel on the performers. They take the
loss and charge it up to a bad guess — or
sometimes bad weather though they are
good
writers.patrons of the rain-insurance underThey operate in Philadelphia, Scranton,
Harrisburg, Reading, Pittsburgh, Richmond,
Norfolk, Charleston and now WinstonSalem.
As school kids in Hagerstown, the two
brothers lived in very modest circumstances.
After their first business venture — the two
suitcases of vanilla extract — they started
figuring their profits and reached an important juvenile decision. They pledged each
other to become businessmen and stick toThe vanilla extract cost $7 a gross, or
gether. a nickel a bottle, leaving 95 cents
about
profit. Deciding to offer an added inducement, they gave a nickel bottle of lemon
extract to each buyer. This brought the
profitnessdown
booster. to 90 cents but was a good busiOne summer Izzie was working over the
Maryland line in a Pennsylvania village,
Shade Gap. The extract sales were pretty
good and he fancied himself quite a salesman— that is, until he went to a Saturday
afternoon carnival and watched a professional pitchman at work.
"He gave me some good tips," Izzie recalls. "Buy a six-foot joint," the professional
advised the eager lad, referring to the portable counter and kit familiar to the trade.
They invested in a six-foot joint and
started working picnics. Novelties and such
drug sundries as aspirin were added to their
line, plus a second-hand car of doubtful
vintage and temperamental behavior.
When Izzie finished high school he went
to Oakland, Md., to work in his uncle's
clothing store while waiting for Irv to complete his studies. The Oakland store did
well, Uncle opened some more stores and
Izzie managed one of them.
When Irv finished high school, they headed
for Baltimore and became outside salesmen
for a drug sundries firm. This was just so-so.
Next stop — Washington. In the capital city
they set up their drug sundries and notions
business which graduated that 1940 May
Day into Super Cut-Rate Drugs.
Do they intend to stick to radio?
"We get immediate sales results with a
small budget," said Irv. "We get flexibility
and since records, promotions and ticket
sales are unpredictable, we make copy
changes on a moment's notice."
"We maneuver the radio commercials on
an hour-by-hour basis sometimes," Izzie
continued. "Radio gives excitement and
sales
"Weappeal."
wondered for a while what television would do to radio," Irv said. "Now we
know. Radio is as good as ever today, if not
a better medium than before television."
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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OU talk as though Radio was a time-wearied ex-champion who didn't
know when to quit, when you talk about the "resurgence of Radio."
Resurgence, indeed !
Out here in the Heart of Industrial America, Radio has never been
away. Out here where the smokestacks are tall and many, and are belching forth payroll gold in the form of spiraling columns of smoke 24
hours a day seven days a week, Radio is, has been, and will always be a
dominant influence on the lives of five million down-to-earth folks.
At least, WWVA

Radio is, Sol !

Long, long ago, friend, we at WWVA learned the hard way that
people are earthy: that the voices they most enjoyed hearing through
their radio speakers were sincere, unaffected ones belonging to common
people like themselves.
In short, they wanted their entertainment "country style" — and,
Sol, we gave it to them. We made friends this way — thousands upon
thousands of them: friends for Radio, and friends (selfishly, of course)
for WWVA.
We called it "Personality Programming," and it is still paying off.
Example: Artists from the world's original WWVA Jamboree played to
nearly 600,000 persons in personal appearances in 401 cities and towns
throughout the East in 1954!
No, sir, Sol — there's no reason for a Radio come-back out here. As
far as the Heart of Industrial America is concerned, Radio is still the
Champ !

WWVA

CBS RADIO
• 50,000
National Sales Offices:

WATTS
• WHEELING,
WEST
VIRGINIA
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO

FROM ITS BIRTH in 1920 and until the postwar years radio was
exempt from the cyclical deviations of the overall U. S. economy
as depicted in this chart prepared by the Cleveland Trust Co. Such
is no longer the case, according to Mr. Doherty, who says 1954's

RADIO

JOINS

THOSE who fully understand radio are
bullish on its future but they are not bullish
on all types of stations.
Despite the Cassandras who have prophesied the decline of radio, the industry still
has a positive upward prevailing trend. Declines will come — as in 1954 — but they will
be followed by upswings. Radio is now a
cyclical business with a built-in trend growth
geared to the total trend of advertising expenditures and general business.
Radio is a mature growth industry like
the chemical, automobile, steel and similar
industries. It is no longer "depression proof";
it will expand and contract with the total
national economy. Over the next five years,
radio revenues should grow at an average
annual trend rate of approximately 3.5%.
Whether given stations do better or poorer
than the overall industry average is a matter of individual management and competition. Nevertheless, every investor and operator should be cognizant of the industry's
basic trend and cyclical characteristics.
The challenge to radio station management is to show sponsors that the medium
has not been supplanted by television, that
radio still retains a substantial audience and
attention by the American public. Radio
can — and must — be sold as the nation's low
cost mass medium of advertising.
When one paddles his canoe with a strong
current he has very little difficulty making
considerable progress. Up to 1949-50, the
radio current was extremely strong and individual station progress was comparatively
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drop in radio revenue was the harbinger of the mature medium's
new place in the economic picture, alongside chemical, automotive,
steel, and other growth industries. In 1955, with the business swing
up again, the radio future is more optimistic.

BUSINESS

By Richard P. Doherty
President, Richard P. Doherty
Tv-Radio Management Corp.
easy because of the underlying industry
growth.
Today, the industry upward trend is not
so strong and the cross currents of competition— both within radio and between radio
and tv — are stronger. It is much more difficult for individual stations to make progress
and improve profit margins.
The success of individual radio station
operations depends inherently on the superior know how and skill of management.
Old
line
"industry
growth
profits"
exist in radio
any more.
Success
comes don't
only
to those stations which possess alert, creative and aggressive management. Unfortunately, there are still many station owners
who have not awakened to the new type
of radio.
Last year (1954) was a milestone year
in the history of the radio industry because
it was the first time that the industry's revenue failed to advance over the previous
year. After a long history of constant, unbroken annual expansion the radio industry
suffered a revenue setback. What most
broadcasters failed to appreciate was that
this 1954 decline was a cyclical downswing,
due to the general American business refuture. cession, and not an indication of radio's
Throughout the past 25 years, the radio
industry evolved from a commercial infant
to a mature and strong industry. However,
the 1930's, by and large, were not riotously
profitable. In fact, in 1938 approximately
36% of the then existing 660 stations operated at a loss. It was the broad tidal wave
of expansion, during the 1940 decade, which
brought substantial profits to most license
holders. By 1945 there were 891 stations

CYCLE

and 94% of these operated in the profit
bracket. So deep and positive was the growth
and profit trend of the 1940's that many
operators confused industry expansion with
managerial skill.
When the bloom of vigorous youth began
to change into the foliage of maturity, starting about 1950. easy profit picking gave
way to hard won profits through capable
management. Many a broadcaster found it
increasingly difficult to prosper when his
success depended primarily on his ability
and less upon industry growth.
In this 1948-50 period, hard pressed operators began to scream for total industry
promotion as a means of restoring the sharp
upward
growth assumption
trend of radio's
earlier
era.
The
misguided
of many
station
operators was that industry promotion, per
se, would bring windfalls to everyone.
In order that we may look ahead to radio's
future, we might do well to examine the
forces which affected radio's past development. Part of radio's growth derived from
the cumulative vitality possessed by this new
industry. Increasingly, radio sets became
standard household equipment; set circulation grew constantly and the widespread
American public adopted radio as an integral part of its normal way of life.
However, the economic background
against which radio broadcasting grew up
also contributed strongly to radio's growth
trend. The past 20 years have witnessed a
great and broad expansion in total industry,
and in all major areas of industry. No single
generation has witnessed such a broad and
substantial economic advancement as we
have since the mid-1930's. Moreover, this
era of economic growth has been relatively
freer from cyclical downswings than any
comparable period in our history. Since
1937-38, there have only been two years
Broadcasting
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(1949 and 1954) where general business
failed to move upward.
Population growth has had a pronounced
effect upon the increased size of the consumer market and has enhanced the effectiveness of advertising in creating markets
for an ever larger volume and variety of
goods and services.
Inflation from 1937 to 1953 acted as
adrenalin within the economic system; national income rose as the supply of money
and credit rose to ever higher levels. More
dollars in circulation meant more dollars
available for all lines of business serving the
public, including broadcasting. The fact that
the dollar grew less valuable distorted the
revenue picture of all industries but the
process played a significant role in explaining a part of the rise in total revenue dollars
coming into the cash registers of American
business, including radio stations.
Advertising expenditures rose broadly and
steadily, with economic expansion of the
nation and with inflation. In reality, total
advertising expenditures tend to parallel the
trend of business and national income. In
1929, advertising expenditures equalled
some 3.9% of national income and at the
bottom of the 1933
depression equalled
a ppr o x i m at e ly
3.3% of national
income. During the
1920's and most of
the 1930's
this3.5%
general 3% to
ratio
vail. tended to preHowever, with
the advent of inflation— first pump
primed and then
MR. DOHERTY
World
War II
primed — national income raced ahead of
advertising outlays. Wartime and postwar
shortages of goods also curtailed somewhat
the upward expansion of advertising. The
net result has been that, in more recent years,
advertising expenditures have been in the
area of 2.5% of total national income.
Nevertheless, as national income has risen,
more and more dollars have been expended
in total advertising.
So long as national income continues to
rise, advertising expenditures will maintain
a parallel rise. However, because advertising dollars are below the traditional level
of 3% to 3.5%, we should experience a
relatively faster rise in advertising than in
national income during the next few years.
With the growth in the total size of the
advertising pie, radio continued to get larger
shares up to and until 1947. In this year
(1947) advertisers put 13% of their expenditures into radio. Since that date, radio
became the recipient of a declining share
of total national advertising expenditures
and, by 1954, received 7% of all media
receipts. The obvious conclusion is that
radio's future growth depends primarily on
the continued expansion in total advertising.
So long as radio was increasing its percentage share of the advertising pie, the industry's revenue could expand even in years
when advertising outlays slipped off slightly.
The fact is no longer true unless radio finds
the means of raising its relative position and

status among the advertising media of the
nation.
Barring a war or serious political blunders,
America's tremendous population growth
will cause our national economy to go on
expanding. Normal levels of production for
clothes, food, housing, household appliances,
autos, etc., will step to higher and higher
levels, year after year, even though there
may be periods of cyclical downswing. In
an expanding competitive economy, advertising, and the tools of advertising, will rise
with the level of business.
It is highly significant to the broadcast
industry that advertising, per se, is one of
America's strong growth industries. From
1940 to 1954, total advertising (all media)
expenditures rose by nearly 300%.
Radio's Share of Advertising
In 1947 radio's share of all advertising
was 13%; this was radio's all time high.
In 1948, the radio industry received 12.7%
of all advertising expenditures and in 1949,
this percentage fell to 12.1%. During the
following years, radio continued to obtain
larger and larger total dollar revenues but
the nation's total advertising dollars rose
even faster. The net result was a continued
decline in radio's share of the total advertising pie. In 1954, the nation's advertisers
gave 7% of their budgets to the radio industry. During the same year the newspapers
absorbed approximately 33% of all advertising expenditures while some 9.8% went
to television.
It is significant and interesting to observe
the trend in total broadcast revenues, i.e.,
radio and television combined. In 1949, radio and television together received 13.4%
of all advertising dollars; in 1950, this
figure was 15.2%; in 1951, it was 16.2%;
in 1953 combined radio and tv expenditures
equalled 16.1% of the nation's advertising
and in 1954 they received 16.8% of all
advertising.
However, during this period television's
share of the total advertising dollar has increased relatively faster than the combined
(radio and tv) broadcast portion of these
same advertising dollars.
In order that we may interpret this picture
properly, we should realize that the amount
of radio advertising dollars coming to a community, or area, includes local and regional
business, national spot and network income
of the stations. When network radio advertisers cancel network programs, there are
less national advertising dollars flowing into
the community or area.
It is strictly a case of the "ostrich sticking
his head into the sand" if one refuses to
recognize that the advent of tv, in a community, has some adverse effect upon total
(local, regional, network and national) radio
revenues,
regardless of how individual stations are affected.
Television's growth has unquestionably
had an effect upon radio's total income as
it has also affected the distribution of advertising dollars to newspapers, magazines, and
other media.
It is commonplace, today, to say that "radio is essentially local." Obviously this was
not always true. In 1940, 70% of the radio
industry's revenue (networks and stations
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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During 1954, more than 60% of
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combined) came from national sponsors.
In this period, and earlier, local radio advertisers contributed a minor percentage of
the industry's revenue.
In 1948, network revenues reached their
peak of $133,738,098 and equalled 32%
of the total income of the radio industry
(networks and stations combined). In this
year, local revenue amounted to $170,908,165 or 41% of the aggregate, radio business
income while spot business accounted for
the remainder, i.e., approximately $111 million.
During the intervening years, until 1953,
network revenues declined while local and
spot business rose with the result that, in
1953:
a. Network revenues amounted to
$89,528,000 or 18% of the total broad-

Radio

Grows

cast revenue of the radio industry.
b. Local sales accounted for $257,254,000 or 52% of the total broadcast
income.
c. Spot reached approximately $151
million or 30% of the aggregate broadcast income of the radio medium.
The most
portion will
of radio's
future
incomesignificant
unquestionably
come
from local time and program sales. National spot will continue as the second most
important total industry source of revenue.
Network revenues will, contrary to the
thinking of some, show a turnabout trend
by 1955-56. It is absurd to conclude that
networks do not serve a definite purpose in
the scheme of American radio broadcasting.
Having suffered severely from tv since 1948,
network radio is undergoing program format
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This week's Broadcasting • Telecasting is devoted to the
progress of the radio industry.
Recently, this publication featured a series of articles:
"The Carolinas", "Georgia", and "Mid Gulf States", which
showed the growth and potential of the Southern radio
market.*
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changes and will improve its attractiveness
as a medium for national advertisers.
Radio has changed in more ways than
"source of revenue." A few of the significant
changes may be summarized as follows:
1. Listener habits have changed, including
the
patternday.
of "sets tuned in" during the
operating
2. Prime time — call it Class A, premium
time or anything else — is early morning and
not after 6 p.m. or 7 p.m., despite the fact
that some radio stations' rate cards still cling
to the nighttime Class A concept.
3. Strong local personalities have acquired
top audience preference throughout most
radio markets.
4. Radio has largely become a companion
which shares listener attention with other
activities, e.g., eating meals, getting dressed,
doing housework, driving the car, relaxing
on the beach, cooking meals, studying (teenagers) etc. well integrated station staffs have
5. Small,
become the way of life for successful stations; combination operations and job integration (long preached by the author) have
become increasingly common.
6. Older rate card structures have gradually given way to "rate cards that sell."
7. Long time (26 weeks, 52 weeks) sponsors have become a rarity and in their place
have come the short term buyers of saturation packages, run-of-schedule packages and
other forms of "in-and-out" advertising.
8. Radiated power and "big tent" coverage have become less significant to station
success (and profits) than program structure, audience preference, selling techniques,
and overall management flexibility and alertness.
9. More and more "Mom and Pop" radio
stations have come into being. These are the
small stations which can thrive only under
a family type of ownership and management.
10. Profit margins, by and large, have
been narrowed for the majority of stations.
Broadcasters must, from now on, watch
carefully the cyclical ups and downs of general business. The nation's cyclical pattern
will largely determine the course of radio
revenues.
Economic growth is a persistent and underlying upward force. When an industry
is young, its growth force is so pronounced
that it is relatively unaffected by the ups
and downs which take place in general business.
These young and vigorous growth industries are regarded as depression-proof, as
was radio during the 1930's and 1940's.
However, growth may be a pattern of moderate expansion which contains cycles of
rises and declines in revenues and volume
of output. Such growth patterns are commonly characteristic of so called mature
industries.
Radio has reached this stage today. From
here on, radio will rise and fall with the
general cycle of business even though it will
still possess a long range upward (underlying) trend so long as the total economy exWe believe that it is realistic to assume
pands.
that the radio industry's normal level of
revenue, five years hence, will be in the
vicinity of $530,000,000-$550,000,000 as
compared with $477,000,000 in 1953 and
approximately $454,000,000 in 1954.
Broadcasting
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The industrial growth of the Greater Philadelphia Area is unequaled anywhere else in the nation! Spearheaded by U. S. Steel's $400
million Fairless Works, it is estimated that a total of $25 billion will be
spent on improvement and expansion within the next 10 years.
It will bring with it a rise in population
power. In fact, estimates show that by 1960 we
increase of more than 900,000 . . . the equivalent
the size of St. Louis. In terms of buying power, it

and a boom in buying
can expect a population
of the addition of a city
means that a new income

factor of $1 billion 640 million will be added to the area's already husky
$8 billion 101 million yearly net buying income.
WCAU, as Philadelphia's leading radio station, plays a prominent
role in this expansion— informing, stimulating, entertaining the millions
in the area. In fact, WCAU is so much a part of the Greater Philadelphia
Market that the latest Pulse indicates WCAU's audience share is 38%
greater than the next highest station. Meanwhile, sales records for the
first 8 periods of 1955 are far ahead of the same period last year — and
1954 was an all-time high in WCAU's 32-year history.
It means just this: the Philadelphia tradition of listening to WCAU
has taken its place in the way of life of the newcomers to this great and
growing market. WCAU's popularity and leadership are growing rig lit
along with the fabulous area which it serves.

Here are just a few of the giant industries in the
WCAU

Greater Philadelphia Market:
Hercules Powder Co.
Lee Tire & Rubber Co.
Wyeth Laboratories
Container Corp. of America
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Sun Shipbuilding & Drydock Co.
General Motors Corp.
Kaiser Metal Products Co.
Bethlehem Steel Corp.
Western Electric Corp.
Mack Trucks, Inc.
American Chain & Cable Co.
Ford Motor Co.
Campbell Soup Co.
American Tobacco Co.
Minneapolis-Honeywell Co.
Cities Service Corp.
General Baking Co.
Keebler Biscuit Co.
American Viscose Corp.
Congoleum-Nairn, Inc.
Anchor Hocking Glass Corp.
Baldwin Locomotive Works

U. S. Steel Corp.
The Atlantic Refining Company
Delaware Power & Light Co.
Gulf Oil Corp.
National Tube Co.
Tide Water Assoc. Oil Co.
Sun Oil Co.
The Budd Co.
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.
The Texas Company
Chrysler Corp.
Radio Corp. of America
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.
John A. Roebling's Sons Corp.
Westinghouse Electric Co.
Philco Corp.
General Electric Co.
Sinclair Refining Co.
Scott Paper Co.
National Biscuit Co.
B. F. Goodrich Co.
Atlas Powder Co.
The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.

WCAU

Heart of WCAU Radio's 5-state coverage area, this
Trenton-to-Wilmington sector is scene of Greater
Philadelphia Area's amazing industrial growth.
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RADIO

TO

NEEDS

EDITORIALIZE

MR. KOPS

EVERY radio station that editorializes will gain by it, according
to Daniel W . Kops, vice president, general manager and editorial
voice of WAVZ New Haven. How WAVZ handles editorializing
on the air and the results of this activity for the station are described
by Mr. Kops in the following interview with B»T editors, transcribed
from a tape recording.
Q: Very few stations editorialize. Why is that?

Q: You say you started editorializing as soon as your station
went into business?
A: Soon after we took over the station. WAVZ
the air about two years. We started editorializing
months. We came to New Haven with the view that
presumptuous to appear on the scene suddenly in
and begin editorializing the first few days, so we
months.

had been on
within a few
it was a little
a community
waited a few

Q: Did you deal with purely local and state issues, or did you
go into national and international . . .

A: One reason is inertia, remembering that broadcasting is still
one of the youngest of the communications media, and the right
A: We've almost always dealt with local issues. We've run a
few on national issues, but we have felt that for our type of station
to editorialize has only been recognized a short time, and broadthe role we could fill most effectively
casters have a feeling of lack of
was on state and local issues, as in
know-how about it. I think that once
many instances we are the only ones
they do have a realization of what
expressing particular points of view
editorializing can do for their staWAVZ EDITORIALS
tions there will be more and more
on those fields, whereas when you
get into national issues, a complete
doing it. I know if you go around
Got out a record between-elections vote
to different broadcasting meetings
range of opinion is available.
and someone says, "How many stations here editorialize?" you'll see
just two or three out of a group of
fifty or a hundred raising their hands.

Established a station-urged parking authority
Turned a pig farm into public housing

Q: I think at this point it would
be desirable to get an understanding of the competition in
your area. That is, what other
media are there from which
people can get news and/or
^ opinion?
^
area, as is true of a

Elected a newspaper-opposed mayor
Q: With those conditions, then,
And increased billings at the same time
why did you decide to take the
opposite tack?
_____
A: We decided to editorialize at
the same time we decided to go
good many cities today, there are
two newspapers, both of which are published by the same interinto broadcasting, which was in 1949. Fortunately that coinests. That is, the companies have different names, but ownercided with the revocation of the Mayflower Case, and our backship is virtually identical. A morning and an evening newspaper.
ground was one of coming into radio from the older medium of
newspapers. If you have newspapering in your blood, I think you The history of editorializing really has been an integral part of
naturally think of editorializing, and we saw it as just as vital to the history of the newspaper publishing field for hundreds of years.
radio.
It is a pretty exciting part of the history of this country, because
I think much of the progress in different cities and of the country
Q: Just to tie in the background here a little more clearly, as a whol came about thro
ugh the lively editorializing and crue
Dan, will you tell us briefly what your newspaper experience
news
of
out
came
sading
that
pape
rs in the late 1800's, for example.
had been before you went into radio.
But in the last 20 years a significant change has come about in
newspaper publishing. The number of daily newspapers since the
A: Well, it had been a little of everything concerned with newswar has been reduced from around 2,000 to around 1,700. And
papering. I had been deliberately covering the range to get different
types of backgrounds. I had newspapered in Houston for the that isn't even a true picture of the change, because within that
number there are many combinations of two papers published by
Scripps-Howard paper doing all types of reporting. That followed
jrl which I'm speaking of critically,
editing a daily paper at Cornell in the class of 1939. We were a the same publisher. It's not a" -r
trend
because I think it's an inevitable economic trend. But the result
regular member of the Associated Press and felt we were putting
out the morning paper for the city of Ithaca, too. I came to has been that in
—
many cities today
Washington just at the start of the war, just around Pearl Harbor,
.4f\
.
there no longer is
..
to get Washington background. I was with Kiplinger here. Then
after four years in service I was in Harrisburg for two years, alter- competition. The
etc
art
nately doing both business work on the paper there and writing
,1
people incalities
these
loaccordingly
4§4
4
editorials. I'd covered the gamut.
Broadcasting
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Because . . . it's better
and it's better known.

"Don't
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Case History No. 12
A lazy vacation . . . that's what
News Editor Neil Gilligan, Jr., of
KVOZ, Laredo, Texas, and his wife
planned. A cabin on the Frio River,
roughing it.
They spent their first weekend,
however, in nearby Uvalde. Sunday
afternoon Neil dropped by to see an
old friend, Manager Bob Hicks of the
Uvalde station, and they drove aimlessly around the town, only half
aware of a dark storm cloud moving
overhead.
Suddenly it struck ... a downpour
of rain and hail, lashed by a vicious
wind. As the storm let up, they heard
that a circus tent had blown over.
Hicks' two daughters, and about
400 other people, had been in that
tent!
Gilligan made a quick, careful
check and telephoned the AP bureau
in Dallas with first details.
"Don't know if anyone's been killed,
but I'll stay with it and call you back."
He sped to the circus grounds.
Highway patrolmen told him no one
had been fatally hurt in the mass of
tangled ropes, poles and canvas.
Again he called the AP bureau. Then
back once more, sloshing through
ankle-deep mud.
Gilligan interviewed performers,
parents, children, the circus manager.
Rumors of casualties persisted, and
he checked the Uvalde hospital. The
final word: not one person hurt badly
enough for hospital treatment.
Another call to AP in Dallas.
There were bigger stories on the
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wire that day, but not one more
thoroughly covered. Associated Press
members throughout the nation had
the full story hours before any other
source transmitted a word.

wanted to make sure the AP got it

"I was on vacation," said Gilligan,
"but I knew I had a 'hot one.' I

Neil Gilligan, Jr., is one
of the many thousands of
active newsmen who
make the AP better . . .
and better known.
fast!"

If your station is not yet using
Associated Press service, your AP
Field Representative can give you
complete information. Or write—

Those who know famous brands... know the most famous name in news is IP
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cannot read two or more views to form their own decisions.
Q: Was there any particular event or trend that swung your
decision to editorialize? Was there some local issue and
you said, "We have to get behind this. We have to do somecarried?thing about it"? What started the first editorial that you
A: Well, we intended to editorialize before we took over the
station. We have been motivated in particular editorial campaigns by the fact that the newspaper had taken a stand with
which we disagreed rather sharply. It worried us that the community had no way of hearing or reading conflicting views.
Q: On what in particular?
A: I'll give you a couple of examples. One of the most interesting is the question of parking. The city of New Haven, like
most cities in the country, has had a problem of insufficient offstreet parking facilities in the downtown area. Since 1949 when we
took over the station, we've been concerned with that problem,
as we have with other local civic problems, because it goes to the
heart of the civic industrial life of the area. If you don't have enough
parking space, you don't bring business into the area, and if you
don't
do that,
else suffers, including in the final analysis
the health
of everything
our radio station.
THE STATION PROFITS, TOO
And that's an interesting point, too, to digress for a moment,
that it's in the self-interest of a radio station to editorialize for a
better community, because if it helps build a more prosperous
community, it's going to make more money in the community.
Getting back to your question, the newspaper has been opposed
over this extended period of time to the various things that were
proposed to correct the parking shortage.
Q: Why?
A: Editorially, the New Haven Register said action on parking
was wanted only by a handful of downtown merchants. Traditionally, the newspapers in New Haven are opposed to proposals which
might add to municipal spending, whether parking lots or new
schools. The most oft-voiced fear is that some proposed improvement might raise the city tax rate.
Q: So editorially the two newspapers have opposed in general
the creation of off-street downtown parking and the attendant
condemnation of buildings for the creation of parking lots
and so on. Have any other media, which of course would
probably mean only another radio station, taken a position on
this subject?
A: No, they have not.
Q: You mean — to get back to the original question — that there
really are only three sources of local editorial opinion available to the
people of the New Haven area, your station' and
the two
newspapers?
A: That's right.
Q: Are the two newspapers under common ownership?
A: They're under common ownership, although the companies
have different names. They're both published by the John Day
Jackson family.
Q: Well, then, Dan, as I understand your reasoning here, you
feel that the trend toward newspaper monopolies, which is
dictated largely by economic factors, gives radio stations a
golden opportunity to provide editorial competition to newspapers in many markets.
A: That's an excellent way to put it, as "an opportunity," because itcertainly is that. It gives radio stations an opportunity to
become a very influential part of their communities, because in
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doing so they are apt to fill the gaps left bare in newspaper editorializing. As they do that, and do it properly, they get things done
in the community. And when they do, they become more respected,
they have more prestige, and they enjoy all the fruits that go with
that.
We are asked how to do editorializing by other broadcasters. I
always say a station can become a great radio station if it will
today.
crusade,
as newspapers used to do, and have forgotten how to do,
Q: So we have a situation in New Haven, where the two newspapers have been opposing the expansion of off-street parking,
and you have been advocating it. What has happened to
off-street parking in those four or five years?
A: In these four or five years, the various things which we have
recommended and supported editorially have come about. We
campaigned for specific things which would make more parking
facilities available. This included creation of a parking authority
which had to be authorized by the state legislature and was the
subject of a local referendum.
Q: Did the newspapers oppose the referendum?
A: They opposed the act authorizing a referendum brought up
in the state legislature and other steps along the way. When we
say the newspapers — to be literal for a moment, one newspaper,
the larger circulation's afternoon paper, took the strong stand on
these issues and the other newspaper may not have always followed
suit,
it didn't disagree with it. So I think we're safe in putting
it
thatbutway.
Q: Despite their opposition, did the bill go through?
A: It went through. Incidentally, this was not only an off-year
vote, but a between-elections referendum. The public, nevertheless,
came out in sufficient numbers to authorize the bill.
Q: Do you recall the vote, roughly?
A: The people voted about four to one in favor of establishing
a parking authority. The total vote, which I think was somewhere
around 15,000, may not sound impressive, but it was, in terms of
the size of the community and for an election that was held in late
summer or early fall — a special election. I think it illustrated that
the station gave leadership and also that it was fighting for what
the people really wanted.
Q: Has there been any public reaction to your editorializing?
Have you ever had any check on it in any way?
A: We've never checked it. I think it's like so many things concerned with broadcasting. That is, your acceptance and your
audience reaction is the result of the cumulative effect of all the
things that you do. We get a great amount of mail in which
people thank us for the stands we take, and sometimes they thank
us just
editorializing and for having the courage to editorialize .. for
.
Q: Well, do your advertisers react in any way? Do your advertisers object to editorializing? Do they approve of it?
A: You might ask two questions at once, because I think the
answer would be the same, and I think you'll ask the other question
sooner or later, and that is, does editorializing make enemies?
Because I do get asked this at times by broadcasters. I think the
answer to these two questions are one and the same. The practice
of editorializing and of bringing about results builds the respect
that you have in the community. The more respect accorded for
your effectiveness in getting things done, for being an institution
of stature in the community, the more advertising you get. I've
never known of an advertiser in New Haven who has objected to
our practice of editorializing.
Q: Have any of them ever sponsored any of your editorializing
programs? Are they sustaining or sponsored?
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on.A: They're sustaining. That's the only way we would put them
Q: I think we ought to get down to your specific form of
editorializing. Do you have a period once a day, once a
week, once a month? Do you have what would amount to
the other fellow's viewpoint? A letters-to-the-editor period,
where the public could comment? Just how is this done?
A: We editorialize an average of twice a week. When we do,
we do it at the same time on each day that we editorialize.
Q: It's an immovable schedule? In other words, you don't permit
a commercial to pre-empt time that you've set aside for
editorializing?
A: It's not an immovable schedule in that we don't always have
it on the same day. We do it when we feel we have something to
editorialize about. We may editorialize on Tuesday of this week
THE PIGS MOVE

twice every hour. To clarify that, we have five minutes of news
just before the hour. We have a minute of headlines on the half
hour. It is after those headlines are over that we come in with the
editorializing, rather than considering it a part of the newscast.
Q: You said 7:30 and 8:30. The mornings you have an editorial,
do you repeat it both times?
A: Yes.
Q: Now, the second part of the question was, what about the
other fellow's viewpoint? You will recall that in the revocation of the Mayflower decision the yardstick used was fairness and in amplifying that the Commission said there must
be provision for the expression of opposite views at approximately the same time, that is, equivalent facilities. How do
you take care of that?
A: We take care of it in quite a few different ways. It is our

OUT, THE PEOPLE

TANGIBLE EVIDENCE of radio's editorial power. When
the city was slow to release a tract of land (used for a pig
farm) needed for a public housing project, the station enand also on Friday, and we may editorialize on Monday and Saturday of next week, depending on when we get . . .
Q: But it's always at the same time?
A: We always have it at the same time.
Q: What time is that?
A: We have the editorials at 7:30 and 8:30 in the morning.
They're
recorded
in advance.
I dohave
them.
I write
them andshort.
recordThey're
them the
afternoon
before. We
a standard
introduction to them. Usually they follow a newscast. We have
news headlines on the half hour. Then we have a distinct break to
separate it from the news, and the introduction goes like this,
"We take you now to the editorial room of WAVZ, your newspaper
of the air, for a statement of editorial opinion by this station."
Then I'm introduced as vice president and general manager of the
station and I deliver the editorial for about two minutes, usually
not longer than that, which fits with our type of format. There are
stations that have longer talk programs on other things and might
have longer editorializing if they do.

MOVE

IN

listed public support by broadcasting the pigs' grunts and
the voices of people who needed the housing. The housing
need was finally recognized.
interpretation that the Commission was not requiring that a station
which editorializes must set up an exactly identical slot at exactly the
same time the next day to give the very same treatment of one or
more conflicting points of view. The FCC in effect said the responsibility ofthe licensee is to use fairness and to take positive steps to
attempt to bring all other points of view before his microphone.
In many cases in which we editorialize the other points of view
have already been brought before our microphones. For one thing
we take out our portable tape recorders a fair bit and we have on the
air the voices of people who are doing things in the community,
public officials and representatives of different organized groups
who are taking positions on matters of public interest. Most often
their points of view are expressed before our own is, as a matter of
course, and it isn't necessary in many instances for us to ask for a
specific attempt to answer the editorial.
However, it's our responsibility to see that the other point of view
is brought out, and if we don't find it has been, we go to the most
articulate proponents that we know of and ask them for a statement,
a recording, or whatever is appropriate in the instance. We'll usually
put it in newscasts that come on around that time and we would
probably identify it with the editorial position that was taken.

A 15-minute news period,

Q: What sort of ratings have you been getting, as against your
competition and as against other programming on the station?

A: This is not a part of a news period as such. We have news

A: I can't answer what sort of ratings editorials as a unit have

Q: How long is your overall period?
or five-minute news period?
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STATIONS TELECASTING
U. P. MOVIETONE NEWS
Albuquerque, N. M.
KOB-TV
Barrie, Ont.
CKVR-TV
Baton Rouge, La.
WAFB-TV
Boston, Mass.
WBZ-TV
Boston, Mass.
WNAC-TV
Brandon, Man.
CKX-TV
INR-NIR
Brussels, Belgium
Stations also at:
Antwerp, Liege
LR3-TV
Buenos Aires, Argentina
CHCT-TV
Calgary, Alta.
CMJl-TV
Camaguey, Cuba
YVLV-TV
Caracas, Venezuela
Charleston, S. C.
WCSC-TV
Charleston, W. Va.
WCHS-TV
WBTV
Charlotte, N. C.
WGN-TV
Chicago, III.
Cincinnati, O.
WKRC-TV
WXEL
Cleveland, O.
WFAA-TV
Dallas, Tex.
WHIO-TV
Dayton, O.
WTVP
Decatur, III.
KBTV
Denver, Colo.
KLZ-TV
Denver, Colo.
Edmonton, Alta.
CFRN-TV
CBHT
Halifax, N. S.
Hamilton, Ont.
CHCH-TV
Harrisburg, Pa.
W HP-TV
Hartford, Conn.
WGTH-TV
Havana, Cuba
CMQ-TV
WISH-TV
Indianapolis, Ind.
WJ AC-TV
Johnstown, Pa.
CKRS-TV
Jonquiere, Que.
CKWS-TV
Kingston, Ont.
Kitchener, Ont.
CKCO-TV
BBC
London, England
Stations also at:
Aberdeen, Belfast,
Birmingham, Brighton,
Cardiff, Edinburgh,
Isle of Man, Isle of Wight,
Manchester, Newcastle,
Norwich, Plymouth
CFPl-TV
London, Ont.
KTLA
Los Angeles, Calif.
WMTV
Madison, Wis.
Matanzas, Cuba
CMGQ-TV
WMCT
Memphis, Tenn.
WHBQ-TV
Memphis, Tenn.
XEW-TV
Mexico City, Mexico
XHTV
Mexico City, Mexico
Moncton, N. B.
CKCW-TV
Monte Carlo, Monaco
TM-C
CBFT
Montreal, Que.
CBMT
Montreal, Que.
JOCK-TV
Nagoya, Japan
Nashville, Tenn.
WSM-TV
WDSU-TV
New Orleans, La.
WABD
New York, N. Y.
WPIX
New York, N. Y.
JOBK-TV
Osaka, Japan
CBOFT
Ottawa, Ont.
CBOT
Ottawa, Ont.
RDF
Paris, France
Stations also at:
Lille, Lyon-ville,
Marseilles, Metz, Strasbourg
Peoria, III.
WEEK-TV
C HEX-TV
Peterborough, Ont.
KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Port Arthur, Ont.
CFPA-TV
KIOR
Portland, Ore.
Providence, R. 1.
WPRO-TV
CFCM-TV
Quebec City, Que.
CKCK-TV
Regina, Sosk.
WTVR
Richmond, Va.
Rimouski, Que.
CJBR-TV
PRG3-TV
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
RAI
Rome, Italy
Stations also at:
Florence, Genoa, Milan,
Turin-Eremo, Venice
TELESAAR
Saarbrucken, Saar
CHSJ-TV
St. John, N. B.
CJON-TV
St.
KWK-TV
St. John's,
Louis, Mo.Newf.
KTVT
Salt Lake City, Utah
KENS-TV
San Antonio, Tex.
KFMB-TV
San Diego, Calif.
Santa Clara, Cuba
CMHQ-TV
CMKU-TV
Santiago, Cuba
PRF3-TV
Sao Paulo, Brazil
CFQC-TV
Saskatoon, Sosk.
CJIC-TV
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
WRGB
Schenectady, N. Y.
KOMO-TV
Seattle, Wash.
KTBS-TV
Shreveport, La.
KELO-TV
Sioux Falls, S. D.
CKSO-TV
Sudbury, Ont.
CJCB-TV
Sydney, N. S.
KTNT-TV
Tacoma, Wash.
JOAK-TV
Tokyo, Japan
Toledo, O.
WSPD-TV
CBLT
Toronto, Ont.
KOTV
Tulsa, Okla.
CBUT
Vancouver, B. C.
WTTG
Washington, D. C.
WTRF-TV
Wheeling, W. Va.
Windsor,
Ont.
CKLW-TV
CKNX-TV
Wingham, Ont.
CBWT
Winnipeg, Man.
WSJS-TV
Winston-Salem, N. C.
S.C.P.O.
Zurich, Switzerland
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The British Broadcasting Corporation has
contracted for United Press Movietone News.
The agreement calls for newsfilm coverage in
every part of the world. It is the most comprehensive news-pact in television history.
The exacting BBC's choice enlarges the pattern of preference for U. P. Movietone.
The CBC carries U. P. Movietone to every
station in Canada. Such other national networks abroad as RDF, INR and RAI telecast UPMT to the whole of France, Belgium
and Italy. Still other chains and stations show
it to the bulk of viewers in Mexico, Cuba,
Brazil, the Argentine, Venezuela, Japan,
Monaco, the Saar, Switzerland. In the United
States, of course, it has from the start been a

runaway favorite. The whole globe watches
United Press Movietone News. It's the one
world-wide service.
Inevitably
as a glance
UPMT'srushes
methods
and
means so,makes
clear. atUPMT
out
its film story by story, with teletyped scripts
that keep every clip up to the minute, plus a
24-hour newswire constantly in support. It
has more newsmen, more cameramen, more
facilities — processing plants in New York,
Washington, Los Angeles, London, Paris,
Sydney— and in reserve the largest library of
newsfilm in the world. It delivers more stories
—including more sports— and more footage—
and faster. It does a better job and a bigger job .
And stands ready to do that job for your
station.
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been receiving, just because they're such a short space time that no
rating service answers that. Our station ratings for the morning
period in which they're on and for the all-day period have climbed
into domination of our market and I would attribute part of the
credit for this to editorializing. I would add this, that like everything
else in broadcasting, editorializing helps, but it isn't effective unless
all the other elements of good broadcasting are there, too.
Q: You mentioned your all-day-long operation. I understood
you earlier to say that you put on these editorials, when you
use them, at 7:30 and 8:30. Do you run the same editorial
all through the day?
A: We only run them at 7:30 and 8:30. What I said, I think,
was that our ratings indicate domination of our area, not only in the
morning period in which they're on, but all through the day. I'm
trying to show that this is just part of a cumulative picture and I
can't quite come out and say that because we editorialize we've got
the top Hooper and the top Pulse.
Q: You describe WAVZ as the newspaper of the air, a very
good slogan. But you say that your editorializing is confined
to fairly local issues. Now, you're not horizontally competitive
with the newspapers, which editorialize on everything under
the sun. So you're a local newspaper of the air. But you're
not strictly competing editorially with the local newspapers.
Is that right?
A: That's pretty much right. I said our editorializing was almost
exclusively on local issues. We've had some on national issues. I
should make this clear. We are not editorializing for the sake of
competing with the newspaper in our editorializing. We are editorializing because we believe it's one of the things that makes a radio
station a keystone of its community. We believe that the points of
view that we espouse help to make a better community. It happens
that these views are quite often different from those of the newspaper
and that makes the service that we perform that much more valuable.
I think that this could be true in many other cities, and be equally
valuable there. But we never take a point of view just because that
view would be in conflict with the paper. In fact, there have been
rare occasions when we have agreed with editorials in the paper
and said so. A further point is that our interest as a thousand-watt
station is in expressing views for that area. If ours were a 50,000watt station, covering many states, I think that we might express
views on much broader situations. However, I think the greatest
editorial contribution is on local topics. Often it takes courage to
bring about action or change locally, as opposed to comment on
far-off parts of the world.
Q: Are there any subjects you are afraid to touch in an editorial?
A: There are no subjects that I would be afraid to touch by
radio which would be acceptable and considered in good taste in
any medium.
Q: When you take a position during a local election on the
mayoralty, would you advocate the election of a candidate
because you feel that his platform is better suited to the needs
of the community as against those of his opponents?
A: We have taken a position in three local mayoralty elections,
that being the number of elections that have been held in New
Haven since we have been there. The position we took was not one
reflecting an interest in a particular political party, but it was one
endorsing a particular candidate for mayor. In each instance, when
we were editorializing for him, we mentioned that one of the reasons
why we felt it particularly important for us to editorialize was that
the newspapers were not giving full and fair treatment to the statements that this candidate was making in running for mayor.
Q: In each of the three elections, were the newspapers opposed
to your candidate? Did they support the rival candidate, and
who won?
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A: They supported the rival candidate. There've been three elections. In the first of these elections the incumbent, who was supported by the newspaper, won.
Q: You supported his opponent.
A: We supported his opponent. In the second election, the incumbent won again by two votes out of about 68,000. In the third
election, the man whom we supported was elected with a margin of
several thousand.
Q: Against the man who was supported by the newspapers?
A: That's right.
Q: Now, as a tangible evidence of how public service pays off,
can you cite us some recent specific example, an experience
that you've had?
A: We've just completed a week of the highest local billings in
our history during what should be one of the slowest months of the
year. We attribute this to the public reaction to intensive broadcasting of the flood disaster that struck the area around New Haven.
We had reporters in Waterbury, Ansonia and other towns in which
the flood wreaked havoc; we kept in communication with more
remote areas, and roused the public to what was happening and
helped to coordinate rescue activities. The result has been that we've
had to have an additional switchboard operator the last week to
handle all the calls that have come in because the public has in effect
considered us as an agency administering emergency service.
Q: Following your broadcasts in connection with the disaster,
did you receive anything in the way of tangible evidence of
public appreciation?
A: Well, it's still so early that people are digging out more than
anything else. But this last week the Rotary Club, at its meeting,
expressed commendation to our news editor who coordinated the
reporting of that day.
COMMENDATION

AND DOLLARS

Q: So, your disaster coverage brought you commendation as well
as dollars?
A: Yes, we've learned on a number of occasions that the two
can go hand in hand. We had record high billings partly because
we had so much new over-the-transom business that came in unsolicited and reflected the further enthusiasm and interest of local
advertisers in the station. It's too early to have any indication of
audience ratings as a result of that. But the fact that our telephone
has been ringing so continuously indicates that the public has identified us with public service in time of disaster.
Q: About these telephone calls, can you estimate how many of
them were calls asking for information and how many were
calls
to say. . you're
doing a swell job, and how many
would just
be calls
.?
A: I would say that about 70% of the calls were persons either
asking for information about the flood or volunteering their services
for some specific emergency relief.
Q: Getting back to the editorializing vis-a-vis the newspaper
situation, do the newspapers carry your program logs?
A: They do not.
Q: Do they carry the logs of any other stations?
A: They carry the logs of the New York City stations — 70 miles
away — and traditionally, going back prior to our ownership of
WAVZ, the local newspapers have not recognized the existence of
New Haven radio stations. It's only been in the last year that they
have been willing to accept advertising from us, or advertising from
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SMOKIES

. . . where

In Great Smoky Mountains. National Park, high on the
North Carolina -Tennessee border, you'll see the loftiest
peaks in the East, majestic reminders of an America that
used to be.
Known for its superb scenery and magnificent flowering,
it is the culminating point of the Appalachian Mountain
system and our most visited national park. Its 700 square
miles boast almost as many species of trees as are found
in all of Europe. Ideal climate and soil have produced
giant plant specimens — rhododendrons over thirty feet high
and grape vine stems five feet in circumference.
The land has spawned giants among men as well. Here
you'll find the ancient dwellings of the mountain people —
SINCLAIR

Salutes

the Garden

Club
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grow

tall

the independent, self-reliant breed that left the Old World
seeking freedom and found it in the Appalachians. From
this pioneer stock descended great figures in America's history — Davy Crockett and Daniel Boone, John Calhoun and
Andy Jackson, Sam Houston and Abe Lincoln.
Other mountains may provide greater peaks . . . but none
has supplied greater men.
TOUR INFORMATION — Ask for our United
States Map featuring the National Parks and Monuments. If you
would like to drive to any of the National Parks, let us help you
plan your trip. Write: Tour Bureau, Sinclair Oil Corporation,
600 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

of America..

for 42 years of successful accomplishment in stimulating the knowledge and
love of gardening among amateurs, in aiding in the protection of native plants
and birds, and in encouraging civic planting; and especially for their educational
program in conservation and horticulture,
and for promoting a full appreciation of
our National Parks and
Natural Resources.
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NTERVIEW
any client mentioning the station call letters.
They will not print our logs, but they print
those of New York stations.
Q: Have you ever felt any pressures because of your editorializing?
A: What sort of pressures?
Q: Has anyone ever tried to keep you
from editorializing? Have there been
any indirect effects? Has any advertiser ever said anything to you? Or,
has any advertiser ever been confronted bythe newspapers?
A: We have never, to my knowledge, lost
any advertising as a result of editorializing.
I think that we have gained in advertising
because we do editorialize and because we
are recognized as a station of stature in the
community. We have received pressures
against editorializing. The most dramatic
one was the day of the first editorial on the
first mayoralty campaign in which we took
a stand. On that day a politician — not one
of the top leaders in his party, but still one
of the active politicians in the campaign for
the opposing candidate — came in accompanied by several of his assistants and put
on an intimidation scene. He had one man
go to a telephone and say, "Call our office.
Tell them to monitor this station. We'll get
to all their advertisers." He expressed himself very forcefully as demanding that our
editorializing better stop.
Q: Did that affect you or influence your
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policy?
A: We ran an editorial the next day, as
had been our intention, and that brings up
the point that if you ever back down when
you take a stand that you know is right,
you're licked. But when you know you're
right, and you're questioned on it, the best
thing you can do is to keep on fighting because that's the only way you win. If you
ever back down, you're considered a weakling in your community and everybody will
try to push you around.
This was a demonstrative act by one of
the politicians down on the lower rungs of
the ladder, but the next day, or within a few
days, we received a request from the Corporation Counsel of the city, who was an
adviser to the incumbent mayor who was
running against the candidate we advocated.
He stated that he had no quarrel with our
editorializing but he asked for equal time
to answer all the editorials which we had
had on the air.
Q: Did he get it?
A: We sent him a letter to make our position of record, in which we said that we
recognized no inherent obligation to give
him equal time, because they had had access
to our microphones in forums which they
had been on, in newscasts in which the
recorded voice of the candidate had been
on the air, in the news releases that they
had given us, and also in the paid broadcasts
which they had sponsored. We said we
recognized no obligation, but in order to
lean over backwards in the interest of fair-

ness, we would be prepared to give them
time for specific answers.
We also pointed out that we had the further right to answer anything which they
would say in these broadcasts. We said that
their use of that time would be restricted to
the three top officials of their party, because
we didn't want the station belittled by their
sending
of lesser
rank.
didn't
take
up anyone
our offer.
I think
they They
decided
in
review that they did have all the access to
the microphones that they wanted.
Q: Then your news policy is completely
impartial, but you take a stand on
anything that strikes your fancy in
editorializing.
A: That's right. That's the only way
that you can operate any news department.
Your news must be free of bias and must
bring out all points of view.
Q: Have any of your editorials aroused
the public or gotten the reaction that
you were after?
A: Several of them have. One of our
most dramatic campaigns, which was known
as "Pigs or People," dates back a few years.
This was our series in favor of a new moderate rental housing project in New Haven.
The background on this is that the New
Haven Housing Authority had been working
for about a year trying to establish a new
moderate rental housing project. The need
for it was evidenced by the fact that they
had more applications on record than this
new project would provide housing for. It
hadn't been built because they didn't have
available land, and the question was being
bucked back and forth from one city agency
to another without providing them with the
land. After a year of pigeonholing we came
out with this series.
Q: Why was it called "Pigs or People?"
A: The reason it was called that was that
we found that one tract of land, which the
housing authority had its eyes on, but which
the city had not acted on, was used as a
city pig farm and the garbage collections
were brought out there. You can do things
with radio editorializing that you can't do
with any other medium, and we recorded
right into the text of the editorials the voices
of some of the people who were hoping for
housing there, and also the grunts and groans
of the pigs on the farm.
Q: Did the newspapers take a stand?
A: Well, the newspapers have had a traditional stand against any extension of public
housing. I don't recall whether they specifically opposed this project but they have
opposed a number of public housing activities and this would have been the type of
thing that was counter to their policy. We
ran variations on this theme for four days.
On the fourth day the mayor announced
he was agreeing to friendly condemnation
proceedings on this tract of land and the
question which had been up in the air for
nine months was resolved. There is now
public housing there. The project is filled.
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Q: Accommodating how many people?
A: Over 300 families?

leadership but it doesn't carry out a program, and if there is an interested group to
show what the citizen interest is in what

Q: No pigs?

you're
the chances of action
are thattalking
much about,
the better.
I think a station should avoid editorials
against sin, meaning editorials which just
talk in terms of generalities rather than getting close to important, controversial matters.

A: No pigs. The pigs have been removed. We've had other dramatic results
too. In some we were the instigators; in
others we played an important part. Our
voice was loud and successful in bringing
about reconstruction of a 75-year-old school
in an underprivileged neighborhood where
the cost to the city in delinquency and other
ills was high. We were the first editorial
voice to urge a change in New Haven's
welfare after the Community Chest had
failed for years. We called for a federation
of all drives. Greater New Haven has a
a United Fund, which is just that.
Q: What would you recommend to the
broadcasters of the country in the
way of editorializing? Do you suggest
that they would find it advisable to
go into a regular format of editorializing?
A: I think that every station that editorializes will gain by it. I would suggest a
number of things. First of all, that there
should be at least one person on the staff of
that radio station who is competent to do at
least the research for the editorializing.
Quite often the news director on a station
has the background and all the information
that is needed. Whether he writes the editorials, orwhether the general manager does,
you need someone who is competent to dig
out the information. Then, you must enter
editorializing with the spirit of fairness and
you must put it on in a way that fits in
with the particular program format of the
station that does it. A station that has 15minute newscasts might have lengthy editorials. A station that has short news periods would probably have short editorials
as well.

Q: But you still apply the First Amendment dealing with freedom of speech
and freedom of the press as giving
the basis to do that which you're
doing, don't you?
A: Yes, that's right, but the basis for
that and really for everything in the Bill of
Rights is the right of the public to have
those things, rather than just of the medium
which is the vehicle.

Q: In other words you don't just editorialize for the sake of editorializing.
You really have a mission. You've
got something to talk about.
A: That's right. Now, there's one other

Obviously

OUTSTANDING

Q: Would you keep the editorial portion
of the program un-sponsored as a
statement of station policy? Or do
you think it's perfectly all right to
incorporate the editorial in a sponsored newscast?

.

EMI L "FARMER"
MORE

FARM

PRODUCT

A: I think it is preferable to keep it sustaining. But if a station wanted to incorporate it in a 15-minute newscast, I would
think it feasible as long as it is made quite
clear to any sponsor and to the public —
because the public is concerned with these
things — that this represents the viewpoint of
the station ownership and not of anyone
else.
There's one other thing that is good for
stations to keep in mind. That is in connection with picking topics. It is wisest to
pick topics in which the possibilities of
bringing about corrective or constructive
action are good. It is helpful in doing that
also to find topics in which there is some
group — whether it's a governmental agency
or whether it's a group of interested citizens
— that is favorably disposed and interested in
carrying the ball on it. A radio station gives

point that we haven't touched on, which is
that the right to editorialize isn't an inherent
right of radio stations. It's a right of the
public to hear all points of view on any
given topic.
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* 3,199,904 automobiles ore
registered in the area
served by KMPC
— a vast Out-of-Home
Radio Audience.
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** The Pulse "Los Angeles Metropolitan Area Out-of-Home Radio Audience
— Summer 1955" shows KMPC far ahead of all other Los Angeles Stations.
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THE LATE SUMMER heat which set records in the Los Angeles
metropolitan area has been no hotter than the summer-long rush
of business which has been experienced by the 24 am radio stations
in that market, judging from the jubilant reports of broadcasters,
agencies and advertisers there.
And although the sunburst of summer selling has caused one
radio executive to remark that "June is like November," the statistics
being issued by stations indicate that the resurgence of radio in
this huge metropolitan area is no summertime phenomenon. Individual stations say their 1955 business will run 10% to 25%
above that of 1954. Several stations are kicking up their rate cards
and advertisers have been jumping at available time like hungry
trout.
These broadcasters are not all agreed on the factors that have
loaded their schedules in this sprawling industrial (and agricultural) market of seven television stations right through the so-called
summer "slump" period. Right now, they are too busy raking in
the chips to look at the hole card. Radio executives estimate these
two dozen stations will gross somewhere between $10 and $15
million this year — the variation depending on the enthusiasm of the
station man doing the estimating.
There are some who will tell you that radio is being swept
along by the sheer
growth of the area
itself, and they are
bound to be partly
right. The Los Angeles metropolitan
area (Los Angeles
and Orange Counties) has grown nearly five times over since 1940.
It is the nation's third largest market, topped only by New York
(five counties) and Chicago (Cook County), with a population of
more than 5.1 million and retail sales of $6.6 billion last year. The
average factory worker makes $85 a week and civilian employment
has increased from 1.7 million in 1950 to 2,284,700 in July, according to the Security-First National Bank there, a gain of 30.5%
during the five years compared with a 26.7% growth in population
in that time.
The Los Angeles metropolitan area enjoyed around $10.1 billion
civilian income in 1952, about 45% of the state total. Unemployment is at the lowest level since World War II, a total of only
70,400, or 2.99% of the total civilian labor force. Employment
in manufacturing has gone up 68.8% in five years, but Los Angeles
County still ranks first nationally in cash farm income. Homebuilding isup 10% over last year and home projects are good radio
advertisers. Total building permits are up higher still.
Los Angeles' 24 stations are scattered among the city of Los
Angeles (including Hollywood) and the immediately adjacent large
population communities of Avalon (Catalina Island), Burbank,
Glendale, Long Beach, Pasadena and Santa Monica. From here
on it's hard to tell where the Los Angeles market ends and where it
blends into such other Southern California markets as Lancaster,
Oxnard, Ventura and Santa Barbara to the north; Pomona, Riverside and San Bernardino to the east, and Santa Ana and San Diego
to the south. Each is a strong radio community in its own right.
And here is the second factor quoted by Los Angeles area stations as favoring radio. Los Angeles is a great cluster of distinct,
dispersed and prosperous markets that only radio can reach cheaply
for most advertisers, they say. In 4,084-sq.-mi. Los Angeles County,
nucleus of the area, there are 100 unincorporated and 46 incorporated cities, each a market in itself and all so spread out that
they immediately give away the secret to radio's strength in this
Telecasting
Broadcasting

THE freeway complex in downtown Los Angeles is essential
to the transportation system of the city, for transportation
is primarily by automobile. Angelenos spend much of their
time in their cars, hence constitute one of America's biggest
automobile radio audiences.
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locality. Television may deliver impact,
these people say, but only radio can deliver
mass circulation at the lowest cost per thousand of any advertising medium in the area.
Thus it is evident that the Los Angeles
radio market does not stop at political
boundaries. That market, for many of the
24 stations, actually is the Southern California market. From Santa Barbara north
to San Diego and the Mexican border south,
radio stations claim coverage of the vast area
and overlap into each other's markets. But
the Los Angeles outlets have the strategic
advantage. They are in the middle.
One major Los Angeles independent, for
example, shows prospective advertisers that
in an eight-county area its daytime broadcasts reach almost 6.5 million people with
buying incomes of more than $12 billion —
a market of more than 2.2 million families,
some 2 million-plus with radios. These 2.2
million families have 2.6 million cars and
have an income of $5,451 per family, $1,866
per capita.
Total retail sales for the 14 Southern
California counties in 1954 amounted to $9.5
billion (including $6.65 billion for the L. A.
metropolitan area), compared to $15.4 million for the whole state.
Radio competition in the bigger Southern
California area is friendly and the medium
is promoted by a highly-active trade organization, the Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. Under Frank W. Crane, SCBA is selling radio to prospective advertisers throughout the area where its 70 member stations
serve 7.35 million people comprising 2.5 million families — a market growing by 300,000
persons each year and one larger in population than each of 42 of the 48 states. Mr.
Crane feels that "this is a huge market only
radio can cover effectively: . . . An advertiser would have to buy 380 newspapers to
achieve the same coverage."
The third reason cited by Los Angeles
people for radio's big bounce on the West
Coast
is thewhoreturn
of the
— the
advertiser
lusted
after"prodigal"
the television

This
San

is

Francisco...

where after trying eight
weeks in another medium,
an apartment house development
is back in radio. To get
results and tenants !
Any other "prodigals"?

50,000

WATTS

Represented by CBS Radio
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light-o'-love, plied her with money to evergrowing demands, and finally found he was
better off with his first love, the tried and
true radio station next door.
This situation, of course, is not necessarily
peculiar to the Los Angeles market and requires little treatment here. However, what
one West Coast station representative had to
say is worth hearing. Tracy Moore, head
of his own representative firm, said he felt
"radio is coming to life again" and believes
the Los Angeles market is strong.
"I think television's honeymoon is over,"
he said, adding, "The bride has to go out
now and cook." As for the number of major
advertisers who a few years ago took all their
money out of radio and put it in television,
he said, "They're finding out now they can't
do without radio and are going back."
The fourth major factor in the mounting
strength of radio in the Los Angeles area,
and one which by no means can be overlooked, isthe emergence of the automobile
as a predominant force in Southern California culture, a situation which logically
stems from the dispersal of these high-income families in dozens of cities and towns
throughout the big market area.

Not only do Angelenos and others in the
metropolitan area listen to their radios at
home and at work, but they also tune in the
sets in three-fourths of the 2.1 million cars
which they drive daily, often for long distances, to work and to shop. Los Angeles
has been called a market that lives on wheels.
Of the 30,000 new cars delivered to dealers
in the area each month, 98% now are radioequipped. A used-car dealers' joke about
prospective buyers is that they first check
the auto's radio, not the engine.
West Coast radio executives add a plus of
up to a fourth of the at-home radio audience
because of the extensive use of the radioequipped automobile for driving to work
and shopping, and for visits to the beach
and the mountains. All this outdoor living
also means more portables are in use, they
say. Normal auto rush hours (7-9 a.m.,
4-6 p.m.) do not tell the whole story about
the extent to which cars are used in this
area of factory shifts and of women driving
to shop all through the day, they say.
Several station operators cited the active
automobile advertising as accounting for a
big share of radio's prosperity there today.
Others didn't feel it was a significant share
of their sponsor rosters.
But for a market that moves on wheels,
auto advertising must be significant and it
is important to note that some major auto
dealers put the biggest share of their budget
into radio.
Howard L. Tullis, owner of his own
agency which is a leader in placing local
auto advertising, said his billings in this category run about $100,000 a month, of which
55% goes to radio, 35% to television and
10% to newspaper display.
"Television has priced itself out of the
market and the only reason we use newspapers isbecause we can't buy enough good
radio availabilities," he said.
Mr. money
Tullis between
spends 90%
of Friday
his clients'
radio
5 p.m.
and
midnight Sunday since 80% of the auto
sales are a family weekend purchase.
Hermina LuKacsy, timebuyer for M. B.
Scott Inc., another agency whose local auto
billings exceed $1 million yearly, said she
has "very excellent results" in radio and
spends 60-70% of her auto budgets in radio
for various dealers handling Ford, Chevrolet,
Pontiac, Buick and Lincoln-Mercury.
Miss LuKacsy uses spot radio on a saturation basis, "but definitely." She explained
that "occasional spot is a waste of money."
Her campaigns run throughout the week with
heaviest use toward the weekend. Because
of the keen competition in the auto sales
picture at the present, she expects even
better radio advertising months during this
month and October.

Another agency, strong in Buick dealer
accounts and placing about $100,000 annual y, isthat owned by James C. Killingsworth. He said he spent 70% of his auto
money on radio in June, using about 10
Los Angeles area stations on a saturation
spot and strip program (usually news)
basis.
Los Angeles radio as "strictdescribed
He
ly a sellers
market. I have a tough time
getting good auto availabilities today and
some of the stations are giving auto accounts
only five or ten minutes protection from
Broadcasting
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Recently an ad-manager whose agency was
presenting him the glories of a one-shot
TV extravaganza asked, "Don't you still believe in frequency in advertising?" A good
question!
Frankly, with today's competitive markets,
advertisers have to believe more than ever in
frequency of impression. Today people have
their minds on more things than ever before
for the simple reason their minds have access
to more things.
For example, it takes only seconds to travel
from Peiping to 10 Downing Street. At the
same time hundreds of new products and
advertisers are trying to crowd their way into
these minds and leave an impression . . . and
hitting these people once a week (much less
on alternate weeks) with a message sandwiched in between no matter how many
dancing girls is hardly sound advertising.

••;

•

•

opportunity. But it requires bed rock concepts and that means insistent as well as consistent advertising— repetitive as well as competitive advertising.
All of which is causing many an advertiser to
reawaken to the vitality of localized radio.
Now, with greater potential than ever, this
kind of radio is providing the frequency
needed— at reasonable prices and with a flexibility that fits like a gauntlet (meaning snugly
and with a wallop).

<

Localized radio — announcements, programs
and participations — can be bought when,
where and how you want. You can segment
the day or night, the season or the days of the
week. You can buy flights or fancies (i.e.,
52 weeks!). Live or recorded. With integrated
or dis-integrated announcements. You can
change your message overnight.
Localized radio— spot radio— is all yours to
adapt and adopt and make work for you at
the lowest price of any mass medium in history while it's at its circulation peak and its
saturation zenith.
Radio

Advertising, therefore, has shouldered not
only its biggest burden but also its biggest

THE KATZ AGENCY, inc.
NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
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Consistent advertisers are the only advertisers who can survive in this day of shortlived product loyalties, a situation that's doubled in spades by the fact that so much is
being sold without benefit of "live" sales help;
i.e., self-service.
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spots of other auto dealers. We used to get
30-minute protection.

this
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Promotion
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Here's the complete story on the
only station in the El Paso Southwest offering a comprehensive promotion program — in a three-color,
eight-page booklet that's yours for
the asking. Fully illustrated with
special sections on Newspaper Advertisng. . . Outdoor Advertising . . .
On-the-Air Announcements . . . Merchandising Contacts . . . Newspaper
Publicity . . . Direct Mail ... P. O. P.
Displays . . . Window Displays . . .
Dealer Meetings . . . and ClientAgency Reports.
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^
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H
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N -T
N
EYL 4
CBS, ABC,
DUMONT
EL
PASO, TEXAS
National Representatives: THE BRANHAM COMPANY
PROMOTION DEPT.
P. O. BOX 1799
EL PASO, TEXAS

KROD-TV
Please send me a free copy of "Effective
Promotion in El Paso."

_Srare_

CB-210

Transcription

Turntable

A complete turntable ready to
mount in cabinet or desk. Includes
pickup arm, dual cartridge, dual
sapphire styli, preamplifier with
power supply, variable equalizer
and the new popular CB-100 Gates
3-speed direct shift mechanism.
*Diamond stylus available
at modest extra cost.

!275.

Ob
GATES RADIO COMPANY
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"I buy $1,500 a month on KMPC Los
Angeles alone but it's hard to get prime
periods. Dan B. Miner Co. here, which also
handles Buick, I understand by the grapevine has an open order with the station for
any Angeles
good autothe spot
Los
otherthat's
day available.
offered me KHJ
the
5:30-5:45 p.m. news. It was the first good
auto time open this year on that station."
Mr. Killingsworth has found the creative
approach pays off in auto advertising. The
one-minute spots placed by his agency are
complete "dramas" such as a soap opera,
Kentucky Derby or ball game in which the
climax breaks into an unexpected off-beat
promotion for a particular dealer.
Ed Lytle, vice president in charge of radio-tv for Western Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, sounded a note of caution to local
radio stations not to go overboard on the
commercial bonanza.
Commenting on the sizeable "lump of
automobile listening" and citing an apparent
trend that out-of-home listening "is fast overtaking the in-home variety as a prime factor
in the almost phenomenal success of Los
Angeles radio," the agency executive suggested that "there is a point of commercial
saturation beyond which some stations
should muster up enough courage to tack
up the 'sold out' sign."
He said, "It behooves us as broadcasters
and agencies to recognize the fact that once
you break
the chain
listener's
back with
the on
almost unbroken
of pitches
you hear
the innumerable disc jockey shows around
the town, you may never win him back.
Idealistic? Maybe. But the truism is still
true that if you lose listeners, you lose results and ultimately advertisers. Right now
Los Angeles radio is riding the crest. Common sense will guarantee a long, healthy
George Anthony, media director of
Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, commented on the personality of today's radio
salesman. "The fellow has more confidence
today. He seems to believe in what he is
selling you. Gosh, a year or so ago they
life."
were a pretty sad looking bunch."
Recently he has used radio in identification campaigns for Mobiloil (General Petroleum Co.) employing taped interviews
from the Indianapolis auto races and frequently buys time for Mobiloil and Mobilgas sponsorship of unusual auto or marine
race events. He said he soon will be using
radio plus newspapers in a new promotion
for Monarch Foods, an old line which has
limited distribution in the area. "We
wouldn't plan to use radio if it wasn't good,"
he said, mentioning particularly the 20-25%
plus which the out-of-home audience constitutes in local radio.
Benton Paschall, who also has his own
Los Angeles representative firm, told B»T:
"Here the temperature is 108° over the weekend and I think Los Angeles radio is hotter
than the weather. Since 1952 the tempo of
the Los Angeles and entire Southern California picture has increased most noticeably
to a faster rhythm.
"National spot business has been slower
in radio outside of Los Angeles on some stations. Those stations, and not necessarily
Broadcasting
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This is a phrase which has appeared in WGN's logo for many, many
years that we want to re-emphasize its full meaning and importance.
WGN

ill

years

reaches more homes than any other Chicago advertising medium.

WGN

serves not

only the city, but the small towns and farms throughout the middlewest.
No other station shares the 720 spot on your radio with WGN
service, middlewesterners
at 720 on their radios.

have come

. . . and through the years of

to expect the best in information and entertainment

When you place your advertising on WGN, you're not only using the station which reaches
more homes — but a station which people depend upon and believe in. You buy quality
of listening which is so important to the success of your advertising.

:

A Clear Channel Station
Serving the Middle West
MBS

Chicago 11
Illinois
50,000 Watts
720
On Your Dial

Chicago Office: 441 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago II
Eastern Advertising Solicitation Office: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y., for New York City, Philadelphia and Boston
Representative: Geo. P. Hollingbery Co.
Loi Angeles — 111 W. 5th Street • New York — 500 5th Avenue • Atlanta — 223 Peachtree Street
Chicago — 307 N. Michigan Avenue • San Francisco — 625 Market Street
mm
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select

TV
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help
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agencies

stations

ABC(Basic)--DuMont Networks

M86 mWBi*^^WHP"®WK : .7[?\^

TOWER - 1 10S ft. • TOWER- 316.000 wotti • NETWORK -ARC t DUMONT

WISN-TV
purposely positions
its Service-Ad
next to its
listing for your
convenience
when using
SRDS.

The Service-Ads that hundreds of stations place in
Standard Rate help advertisers and their agencies
by giving them more of the kind of information
they are looking for . . . when they want it. They are
called Service-Ads because they offer service
information in a service position.
an agency man says

"We are continually adding new TV markets . . . what we
keep watching for is favorable TV situations for a client
in markets we think he might be interested in; improved set
saturation ; suitable, well-rated programs on stations
with good coverage, etc. . . ."

Standard
Rate & Data Service, Inc.
The National Authority Serving the Media-Buying Function
Walter E. Botthof, Publisher, 1740 Ridge Ave., Evanston, 111.
Sales Offices : New York, N. Y. • Evanston, 111. • Los Angeles, Cal.
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price cutters, have increased national spot
business by more merchandising, closer supervision byalert management and by follow-up on new orders which assured renewals in most cases.

8 exclusive
ways
Service-Ads
; in SRDS
can
help you

1 . They provide useful information that expands the listed
data; make it quickly available to you in client meetings,
or when you're working late
at the office or at home weekends.
2. They give you the gist of a
market or medium story, helping you recall all the information you have absorbed from
literature and from representatives.
3. They boil down facts to
simple terms that you can extract and include in your
media proposals.
It,. They give you the story
fast when you are entering a
new market, or preparing a
schedule for a new account.
5. They give you a handy
"file" of media information
and protect you against the
inadequacies of central filing
systems that may be unable to
supply what you want when
you want it; or worse, may
contain only out-of-date material.

6. They give you information
at the very time you seek it,
and do not intrude or ask for
attention at any other time.
7. They give you quick access
to additional information when
a medium's general promotion
arouses your interest.

"I find advertising agencies in the past
year are once more listening eagerly to representatives and their station success stories.
Radio is so good a buy that if the salesmen
keep interested and study their own station
they will have little trouble in the Southern
California market."
He cited three important s's in radio suc-

cess: Shoe leather, showmanship and service.
William Jaynes, formerly head of his own
agency and newly chosen to manage Empire Adv.'s all-Negro department, said advertisers and stations have been overlooking
"lots of bucks" in the skyrocketing Negro
advertising market. He said he presently is
getting "very excellent results" for a list of
national and regional advertisers on KOWL
Santa Monica, KPOP and KGFJ Los Angeles and KALI Pasadena.
He deplored the "minstrel" approach of
some disc jockeys who claim the colored

A MOVER'S RIGHT MOVE: INTO RADIO
RADIO has played a major role in the KFAC Los Angeles to reach a special
success of Republic Van & Storage Co.
segment of population. For an entirely
since its founding in 1946. Executives
different group Republic took over sponcredit the medium with being instrusorship of a Western variety program on
mental in building the Los Angeles comKXLA Pasadena. Expanding coverage to
pany into one of the top 10 independentreach an entirely different class of listener,
ly owned nationwide moving concerns.
the Santa Anita races were sponsored on
CBS Pacific Radio Network stations.
Long recognizing the impact of radio
advertising, Paul Smith, president, first And to "hypo" the lax winter moving
tested its use in a modest way through
months, this varied schedule was augspot announcement schedules on Los Anmented with a spot campaign on local disc
geles stations.
programs.
A total of $5,200 was spent on the jockey
Success
of the Los Angeles operation
medium during the firm's first year of made it obvious that similar programming
operation. Gross income that year was
should be used in other markets. Hence
more than $250,000, better than had been
Republic bought time on KGO and KJBS
anticipated. Company executives in- San Francisco, KROW Oakland, KRAM
creased its radio appropriation the fol- and KROK Las Vegas, sponsoring varied
lowing year to around $10,000. Again the programs and amplifying them with spot
announcement packages.
gross rose accordingly.
By 1950 the company had grown surRepublic used its first radio to adverprisingly fast. Branch offices were estabtise the firm's eastern operation in 1954,
lished in key cities across the country.
concentrating in the Portsmouth, Va.,
The yearly income had risen to well over
area where it has large offices and warea million dollars too. The radio advertishouses. Following its successful west
coast policy, Republic sponsors programs
ing budget was now more than $17,000.
on WAVY and WLOW Norfolk, Va.,
An organized advertising department,
supplementing them with spot campaigns.
headed by an experienced man with radio
However, during the summer months, the
know-how, was now needed. Advertising
firm was forced to temporarily suspend
up to this time was handled by Mr. Smith
this latter campaign because it brought
and other company executives.
more business than could be handled at
Jerry Lawrence, Los Angeles announcer, won the new assignment. In the time.
Besides Los Angeles headquarters, Rethe four years since he took over advertising reins, yearly radio appropriations
public maintains full offices in such California communities as San Diego, Avaand gross incomes have tripled. Company
lon, Santa Ana, San Bernardino and Oakexecutives approve his policy of concenland. Cross-country, they are located
trating on radio. That appropriation is
strategically in New York, Chicago, Dayin the neighborhood of $70,000 for 1955.
ton, Salt Lake City, Las Vegas. Others
Besides creating new slogans to catch
are
in
Arlington, Norfolk and Portslistener's attention, Mr. Lawrence intromouth, Va.; Chester, Pa., and Hillside,
duced jingles in place of straight commer111. Republic, in addition, has agents in
cials. He set up a schedule of twice-daily
newscasts on classical music station all other principal cities.
RADIO BUDGET
GROSS INCOME
4.0
(000,000)

8. They give you a "last
chance" source from which
you can get a final briefing on
a medium's story before you
make your final decision.
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audience, commenting they only are antagonizing their market. "Radio's biggest
and most common mistake," he said "is to assume Negro programming should be one of
two extremes — religious or hilarious as hell,
with no middle ground. Too many stations
around the country have very poor standards
for Negro disc jockeys."
Of the quarter-million Negroes in Los Angeles, 60% of the adults are employed, Mr.
Jaynes said, emphasizing a high per-family
income and spending.
The Los Angeles outlets represent a
variety of program formats and commercial
policies. There is a strong trend to spot on
the part of both local and national accounts,
with emphasis on the saturation technique.
Some of the stations are specializing in

MORNING

. . . NOON

. . . AND
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. . . NIGHT

high-powered
message

sales
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RADIO

WBEN

provides

music-news-sports, others middle ground
popular music or classical, some Spanishlanguage and Negro.
Without exception, all 24 am stations reported business good this year and better
than last. Fm, however, is another story.
There are about a dozen additional fm outlets in the area, most duplicating their parent
am outlets. The handful of fm independents
are struggling, a couple making ends meet
via storecasting or background music type
operation, the others subsidized by outside
business sources.
William Baxley, commercial manager of
ABC's own Los Angeles outlet, KABC (5 kw
on 790 kc, directional night) , said that billings now are 50% more than pre-television
days. "Radio and television can grow to-

On

shows

to

Target

9:15 a.m. to 10 a.m.
MONDAY thru FRIDAY

12:15 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
MONDAY thru FRIDAY

BREAKFAST

HOTEL

the

at

STATLER

LUNCHEON

SHERATON

!

CLUB

long-lived audience participation show. For seven years
the top rated show in its time slot.
Quizzes, prizes, songs, music and
personalities.

WBEN plays host in the sky-high
Luncheon Lounge in the Hotel
Statler. Guests participate in
games and gags with musical
background. Highest-rated show
in this time period.

5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
MONDAY thru FRIDAY

10 p.m. to 11 p.m.
MONDAY thru FRIDAY

WBEN's

CAR

DATELINE

and

KITCHEN
A new program with unique format to please those driving home
from work and the lady in the
kitchen. News, weather, music, and
sports pleasantly presented in a
fast-paced show.

Late news and sports, detailed
weather information presented
with a tuneful mixture of popular
music. Four top WBEN radio
personalities preside in their

| specialties.
100- word commercials, 1 0-minute segments, minute spots and 10-second ET or 20- word announce*
ments are available in this line-up of made-for-themarket shows. For rates and availabilities contact
HENRY I. CHRIST AL CO., INC.
New York, Chicago, Boston, Detroit, San Francisco
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gether, there's radio
no doubt
said.
He recalled
had about
rough it,"
goinghe about
1950 when the glamor of tv hit, but advertisers who went all-tv are now coming back
to radio. He observed that today's average
radio audience equals or is higher than that
of the old top network attractions.
Locally he cited industry's rapid growth
as a plus for radio. "There isn't enough
prime television time available because of
network accounts," he said, and "local television costs are too high for many even if
time were to be had." Mr. Baxley said on
a cost-per-thousand basis, radio remains the ,
best buy. KABC, he said, tells prospective
advertisers the average cost per thousand
should run about 50 cents, depending on
time and program, with some buys running
as low as 13 cents.
William D. Shaw, general manager of
CBS' owned-outlet there, KNX (50 kw fulltime on 1070 kc), estimated the top eight or
nine stations in the market "will do the
cream" of the total gross this year, but felt
there is lots of business for all. He said
the
$15 overall
milliontake.
estimate is "too optimistic"
for the
Mr. Shaw estimated KNX would lead in
gross this year although it would rank only
sixth in spot sales. He felt KFI (NBC)
probably would run second on gross with
KLAC the top independent in gross sales
and KMPC the leading independent in net
revenue. He said a station should never be
sold out. "If it is, its rates are too low,"
he said, indicating "the SRO sign scares
business away. You may need it tomorThe CBS executive said KNX will increase its rates soon and the Columbia
Pacific Radio Network is planning slight
increases in the nature of adjustment and
simplification.
KNX's local business this year is up about
30%row."over last, Mr. Shaw noted, with
regional network up 7% and national spot
up about 3%. He noted national spot has
come back strong after a weak first quarter.
His failure to mention network figures
brought speculation it is off slightly over
last year.
"1953 was the biggest year in the history of the recalled,
company, with
except
Mr. Shaw
last for
yearnetwork,"
missing
that byvisiononly
1%.there
He was
thought
telecrisis year
aboutradio's
1951 with
"steady growth ever since."
Mr. Shaw observed that "radio doesn't
have to be glamorous and exciting 24 hours
a day to be good. People like to tune in
old friends day after day, to enjoy their
companionship in everything they do. That's
the secret of radio's success. People live
with radio and take it for granted."
Mr. Shaw said radio has learned to be
more flexible and to fit itself to the advertiser's need. Radio is easier to buy, he explained, because the old restrictions on days
and times have been junked. "We deal
purely in terms of frequency," he said.
The KNX manager pointed out the big
out-of-home audience in Southern California, especially the auto radio audience, but
cautioned that the 7-9 a.m. and 4-6 p.m.
peak auto hours have been over-stressed.
"People are driving to shop all day long in
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Sylvan Geismar, Executive Vice-President of the Manhattan Shirt Company, tells you

"How
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your

shirt

"On October 4th, our salesmen take to the road in the annual
race for Spring orders. And it's a tough race. If every
sample isn't up-to-the-minute in style, we can lose our shirt!
"But we keep our Manhattan and Lady Manhattan salesmen out in front — with Air Express!
"As trends unfold, we deliver the newest shirt-styles to

on

the

road!"

our men in a few hours. When hot items sell out, we fill
buyers' re-orders just as fast! Air Express is indispensable in
maintaining our leadership with our retail accounts.
"Yet we save money on most of our Air Express shipments! A 15-lb. shipment from New York to Milwaukee,
Wise, for instance, costs $5.15. That's the lowest-priced
complete service by $1.85 !"
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this area," the station manager explained.
Charles Hamilton, assistant to the president and manager of NBC-affiliated KFI
(50 kw fulltime on 640 kc), said 61 California newspapers give evidence of KFI's
listenership by carrying the station's daily
logs. He said an A. C. Nielsen survey indicates more than 4.3 million home quarterhours are spent daily tuned to KFI.
Mr. Hamilton said in July, "traditionally
a 'dog' month, business was 39% better than
in July 1954." This summer, he said, KFI
had no slack season: "June was like November used to be; August loomed up like a
former February." He added that there is
"confident optimism" for the 1955-56 season and no financial worries at KFI — "except where we can find availabilities for 15
more spots a week for X company!"
The folks at KFI, he said, "look at the
billboards and smile; watch tv with no jitters; and read the ad-crowded daily papers
with interest. They listen to the other radio
stations, too. ... So business appears to be
good for KFI's competition, in all media.
KFI likes to see other folks prosper, too."
He said business has been getting better
steadily at KFI for the past three years and
there "no longer are any furrowed brows
about what television may be doing, or because network radio continues to deteriorate." He said KFI "is not frantically trying
to recapture the spirit or pattern of radio
as it was in the and
pre-tv
era," but isshows
providing
entertainment
information
built
around long-established personalities.
Mr. Hamilton said KFI "has not deviated

in its standards regarding the acceptance of
copy and products nor has it allowed the
crowding of commercials." He added that
"our advertisers are assured that they can
always be proud of the 'company they keep'
when scheduled over KFI."
Willet H. Brown, president of General
Teleradio's KHJ Los Angeles (5 kw on 930
kc, directional night), Don Lee-Mutual west
coast key, observed that "radio has staged a
remarkable comeback."
Pegging radio's television crisis a little
more recently, in 1953, he described KHJ
business as experiencing "a very marked
improvement over last year." KHJ has a
wide roster of advertisers in all categories,
Mr. Brown said, explaining program format
has continued on "about the same basis as
all along with news shows and dramatic
shows." Unlike some others in the market,
KHJ hasn't specialized, he indicated.
KBIG Avalon (10 kw daytime, 740 kc
directional), a John H. Poole interest, broke
all station sales records in the consecutive
months of May, June and July, according
to Robert J. McAndrews, vice president and
manager. August was down only because of
shorter operating hours, he said, pointing
out business for the first seven months of
this year was 24% ahead of last year. July,
he revealed, was 32% over the same month
in 1954, which had been 18% over the previous year.
Citing that KBIG had a rate increase earlier this year, Mr. McAndrews noted a half
dozen other stations in the market boosted
rates this summer and two more are expected

to increase soon. "It looks like the radio
business
is good,"
he said.on Catalina just off
With its
transmitter
the Southern California coast, KBIG main
tains duplicate studios in downtown Hollywood and aggressively uses remote units to
take radio to the people, he explained.
Four station salesmen range various counties adjacent to Los Angeles in mobile-radio
cars to find new accounts never before contacted by radio, he said, explaining "there
are so many new advertisers to call on there
is no need for stations in this market to pot
shot each other's accounts."
Mr. McAndrews noted "Southern California is growing like a weed. The radio
audience is mushrooming. In three years
our audience has grown from 5 million to
6l/2 million. Why, in other markets, you
count population growth in the hundreds or
a few
The thousands."
KBIG executive believes the home
audience is still the bulk audience for radio,
although auto listening in Southern California is a plus of one-fourth to one-sixth
because of the high auto use. Out-of-doors
living means lots of portables are in use, too,
he indicated.
KBIG advertisers mostly are regional accounts or national, Mr. McAndrews observed. Advertisers are either brand products
or chain stores. "We don't have a store on
a main street that uses radio," he explained,
"because main street is scattered everywhere
National accounts are giving more authority toLos Angeles agencies to place local

here."
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untouched by Milwaukee or Chicago TV (90 air miles
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over a million pairs of eyes (256,600 TV sets) in all or part
of 12 rich counties. They watch closely, too . . . catch
their attention and create desire with your sales messages.
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accounts, the KBIG manager observed.
"New York and Chicago agencies are beginning to realize local buying is more effective," he said.
The bulk of KBIG's business is in spot
packages, with programs limited to five
minutes and heavy on news and news features. Sustaining public service shows are
longer, though. KBIG functions with a staff
of only 30 despite its double location. "We
have eight on the island and the rest in
Hollywood,"
he explained. KBIG started
with 20 in 1953.
Los Angeles' all-classical music station is
KFAC (5 kw on 1330 kc, directional night),
and according to President-Manager Calvin
J. Smith "this is the biggest year we've had
by quite a bit. August is running 15-20%
over last year."
He was not happy about the present trend
toward spots and away from programs, although his station still is strong on longtime program accounts, most with the station five or more years. "Spot contracts
can be cancelled overnight," he said, "and
this makes today's average station much
more vulnerable. When a sponsor signs a
program he is building a property with you
and he is not going to let it go the first
moment things get a little rough."
Mr. Smith said KFAC hasn't had any
trouble keeping its night audience and night
sponsors despite television. The Southern
California Gas Co. and Southern Counties
Gas Co., which jointly sponsor Evening
Concert every night except Sunday in the
8-10 p.m. period, have been on KFAC for
15 years. "The gas companies give away
50,000 program booklets every month and
could go to 100,000 immediately if they
wished," he said.
Morton Sidley, manager of KFWB Los
Angeles (5 kw on 980 kc), reported radio
is having its biggest year with no seasonal
drop this summer. He said that July was
the biggest month in the station's history.
"I sincerely believe Southern California is
an outstanding radio market, including a
large percentage of auto and portable radios.
Radio set sales are really up and people
don't buy them for furniture," he said.
"Television has taken over the entertainment end in the home while radio is becoming more of the Muzak type of operation;
folks keep it on all day long," he said.
Mr. Sidley expects KFWB business to be
33% above last year. He noted 1954
was up 15% over the previous year. "Business is so good our competitors are doing
well," he said. "There are no phone deals,
no per inquiries and no pitches on radio in
Los Angeles today to my knowledge."
Like others, Mr. Sidley noticed that a
number of television accounts which for
a while were 100% in television are now
back in radio. "Radio still gives the best
and lowest cost in circulation," he said,
pointing out that retail use of radio by drug
chains and supermarkets is very high.
Automotive buying of radio time is a good
criteria of the business climate for stations
here, he pointed out, "because they double
check their use of a medium and know
whether or not they are getting results."
KFWB employs the disc jockey format,
"using outstanding personalities, because
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

anyone can play records," Mr. Sidley said.
He has found that the teenager in the home
controls radio, "so we program for the
teenager in the early morning and hope the
set will stay tuned all day long, although
we emphasize the housewife appeal between
9 a.m. and 4 p.m. KFWB personalities are
Zig Manners, Al Jarvis, Bob McLaughlin,
Larry Finley and Frank Bull.
"There is a tremendous around-the-clock,
all night audience here," Mr. Sidley said.
He recalled that Mr. Finley at 5 minutes of
3 a.m. one morning offered a health booklet to anyone who mailed in a dime. He
said the first mail the next morning contained 838 orders.
"You hear a lot about peak auto hours in
this market," he said. "There isn't any such
thing. Cars are running bumper to bumper
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this area," the station manager explained.
Charles Hamilton, assistant to the president and manager of NBC-affiliated KFI
(50 kw fulltime on 640 kc), said 61 California newspapers give evidence of KFFs
listenership by carrying the station's daily
logs. He said an A. C. Nielsen survey indicates more than 4.3 million home quarterhours are spent daily tuned to KFI.
Mr. Hamilton said in July, "traditionally
a 'dog' month, business was 39% better than
in July 1954." This summer, he said, KFI
had no slack season: "June was like November used to be; August loomed up like a
former February." He added that there is
"confident optimism" for the 1955-56 season and no financial worries at KFI — "except where we can find availabilities for 15
more spots a week for X company!"
The folks at KFI, he said, "look at the
billboards and smile; watch tv with no jitters; and read the ad-crowded daily papers
with interest. They listen to the other radio
stations, too. ... So business appears to be
good for KFI's competition, in all media.
KFI likes to see other folks prosper, too."
He said business has been getting better
steadily at KFI for the past three years and
there "no longer are any furrowed brows
about what television may be doing, or because network radio continues to deteriorate." He said KFI "is not frantically trying
to recapture the spirit or pattern of radio
as it was in the and
pre-tv
era," but isshows
providing
entertainment
information
built
around long-established personalities.
Mr. Hamilton said KFI "has not deviated

in its standards regarding the acceptance of
copy and products nor has it allowed the
crowding of commercials." He added that
"our advertisers are assured that they can
always be proud of the 'company they keep'
when scheduled over KFI."
Willet H. Brown, president of General
Teleradio's KHJ Los Angeles (5 kw on 930
kc, directional night), Don Lee-Mutual west
coast key, observed that "radio has staged a
remarkable comeback."
Pegging radio's television crisis a little
more recently, in 1953, he described KHJ
business as experiencing "a very marked
improvement over last year." KHJ has a
wide roster of advertisers in all categories,
Mr. Brown said, explaining program format
has continued on "about the same basis as
all along with news shows and dramatic
shows." Unlike some others in the market,
KHJ hasn't specialized, he indicated.
KBIG Avalon (10 kw daytime, 740 kc
directional), a John H. Poole interest, broke
all station sales records in the consecutive
months of May, June and July, according
to Robert J. McAndrews, vice president and
manager. August was down only because of
shorter operating hours, he said, pointing
out business for the first seven months of
this year was 24% ahead of last year. July,
he revealed, was 32% over the same month
in 1954, which had been 18% over the previous year.
Citing that KBIG had a rate increase earlier this year, Mr. McAndrews noted a half
dozen other stations in the market boosted
rates this summer and two more are expected

to increase soon. "It looks like the radio
business
is good,"
he said.on Catalina just off
With its
transmitter
the Southern California coast, KBIG maintains duplicate studios in downtown Hollywood and aggressively uses remote units to
take radio to the people, he explained.
Four station salesmen range various counties adjacent to Los Angeles in mobile-radio
cars to find new accounts never before contacted by radio, he said, explaining "there
are so many new advertisers to call on there
is no need for stations in this market to pot
shot each other's accounts."
Mr. McAndrews noted "Southern California is growing like a weed. The radio
audience is mushrooming. In three years
our audience has grown from 5 million to
6 J/2 million. Why, in other markets, you
count population growth in the hundreds or
The thousands."
KBIG executive believes the home
a few
audience is still the bulk audience for radio,
although auto listening in Southern California is a plus of one-fourth to one-sixth
because of the high auto use. Out-of-doors
living means lots of portables are in use, too,
he indicated.
KBIG advertisers mostly are regional accounts or national, Mr. McAndrews observed. Advertisers are either brand products
or chain stores. "We don't have a store on
a main street that uses radio," he explained,
"because main street is scattered everywhere
National accounts are giving more authority toLos Angeles agencies to place local

here."
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accounts, the KBIG manager observed.
"New York and Chicago agencies are beginning to realize local buying is more effective," hesaid.
The bulk of KBIG's business is in spot
packages, with programs limited to five
minutes and heavy on news and news features. Sustaining public service shows are
longer, though. KBIG functions with a staff
of only 30 despite its double location. "We
have eight on the island and the rest in
Hollywood,"
he explained. KBIG started
with 20 in 1953.
Los Angeles' all-classical music station is
KFAC (5 kw on 1330 kc, directional night),
and according to President-Manager Calvin
J. Smith "this is the biggest year we've had
by quite a bit. August is running 15-20%
over last year."
He was not happy about the present trend
toward spots and away from programs, although his station still is strong on longtime program accounts, most with the station five or more years. "Spot contracts
can be cancelled overnight," he said, "and
this makes today's average station much
more vulnerable. When a sponsor signs a
program he is building a property with you
and he is not going to let it go the first
moment things get a little rough."
Mr. Smith said KFAC hasn't had any
trouble keeping its night audience and night
sponsors despite television. The Southern
California Gas Co. and Southern Counties
Gas Co., which jointly sponsor Evening
Concert every night except Sunday in the
8-10 p.m. period, have been on KFAC for
15 years. "The gas companies give away
50,000 program booklets every month and
could go to 100,000 immediately if they
wished," he said.
Morton Sidley, manager of KFWB Los
Angeles (5 kw on 980 kc), reported radio
is having its biggest year with no seasonal
drop this summer. He said that July was
the biggest month in the station's history.
"I sincerely believe Southern California is
an outstanding radio market, including a
large percentage of auto and portable radios.
Radio set sales are really up and people
don't buy them for furniture," he said.
"Television has taken over the entertainment end in the home while radio is becoming more of the Muzak type of operation;
folks keep it on all day long," he said.
Mr. Sidley expects KFWB business to be
33% above last year. He noted 1954
was up 15% over the previous year. "Business is so good our competitors are doing
well," he said. "There are no phone deals,
no per inquiries and no pitches on radio in
Los Angeles today to my knowledge."
Like others, Mr. Sidley noticed that a
number of television accounts which for
a while were 100% in television are now
back in radio. "Radio still gives the best
and lowest cost in circulation," he said,
pointing out that retail use of radio by drug
chains and supermarkets is very high.
Automotive buying of radio time is a good
criteria of the business climate for stations
here,
pointed
check hetheir
use out,
of a"because
medium they
and double
know
whether or not they are getting results."
KFWB employs the disc jockey format,
"using outstanding personalities, because
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anyone can play records," Mr. Sidley said.
He has found that the teenager in the home
controls radio, "so we program for the
teenager in the early morning and hope the
set will stay tuned all day long, although
we emphasize the housewife appeal between
9 a.m. and 4 p.m. KFWB personalities are
Zig Manners, Al Jarvis, Bob McLaughlin,
Larry Finley and Frank Bull.
"There is a tremendous around-the-clock,
all night audience here," Mr. Sidley said.
He recalled that Mr. Finley at 5 minutes of
3 a.m. one morning offered a health booklet to anyone who mailed in a dime. He
said the first mail the next morning contained 838 orders.
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said that his station is finding a "highly
successful operation" in specializing in religious progra'ming. "Charging for the religious program time is the only way to
operate without discriminating." He said
that "specializing has been the savior of
radio. It's been the means of survival and
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With 9 cars for every 8 American families,
we are now truly a nation on wheels. But
we have had to pay a price for this national
mobility of ours. It has created a gigantic
safety problem.
Here at the Safety Council we feel that
thousands upon thousands of service stations
throughout the country are performing a very
*

SAFETY

important service for greater nationwide
highway safety.
It is an unsung service, too. When

a service

station attendant— in any of America's 200,000
service stations— cleans our windshield, checks
the oil, tires, water and lights, or reminds us
that it's time to lubricate for safety, most of
us take it for granted — never thinking that
this service may well be protecting us from a
serious accident.
Furthermore, scientists, working in the laboratories of dozens of competing oil companies, are constantly introducing new safety
factors into oil products.
But safety does not stop with customers and
products. America's oil companies are always
thinking of improving safety conditions for
more than a million-and-a-half employees. As
a result, 1953 figures show that the industry's
accident frequency rate fell 35 to 40 percent
below the 1946 level. This is one of the most
remarkable industry improvement records
ever encountered by the Safety Council.
The oil industry's fine safety record — for
customer, employee and in product development — is a typical result of our competitive
business system. Unlike state-controlled industry, inAmerica each company depends on

Ned H. Dearborn, President of the National Safety Council since 1944 and a former Dean of New York University,
comments on a vital aspect of the U. S. oil industry— its contributions tohighway and industrial safety.

public good will — good will it must earn by
providing good products, good service, good
value and, above all, by being a good citizen.
At the National Safety Council we feel that
the oil industry's efforts on behalf of public
safety are citizenship of a high order.

This is one of a series of reports by outstanding Americans who were invited to examine the job being done by the U. S. oil industry.
' This page is presented for your information by The American Petroleum Institute, 50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y.
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gro and Mexican). The Notre Dame football games are carried live by KGFJ exclusively inthe Los Angeles area, she said,
this fourth year being sponsored by Delco
Battery Div. of General Motors Corp.
M. W. Hall, president and manager of
KLAC Los Angeles (5 kw, 1 kw night on
570 kc), stressed that "habit is very important inradio. That is the basic reason for
our swinging to the music, news and sports
format years ago and sticking to it."
KLAC today emphasizes its "Big Five"
disc jockeys broadcasting 24 hours a day and
sold as a whole package, he said. KLAC's
"big five" are Peter Potter, Dick Haynes,
Jim Ameche, Alex Cooper and Gene Norman.
Mr. Hall believes that the radio crisis
year was around 1949 "when everybody was
going to bury it." Since then KLAC's net
profit has increased 400%, he said, and the
station's
this year
be
in excess netof before
a half taxes
million.
KLACwillsells
mostly spots and the longest program it will
sell is a 5-minute show which is usually
news, Mr. Hall said.
Like other Los Angeles stations, KLAC
experienced no summer slump. "Business
has
gone on at the spring and fall pace,"
he said.
"It's a rare thing in this market today
when an advertiser does not ask for saturation coverage. The advertiser here knows
how to use radio," Mr. Hall said. He
finds the automobile audience is a big plus.
"In this town the percentage of newspaper
readers is small. The reader doesn't ride
to his job on a subway where he can read
a paper. He drives there and listens to his
radio," Mr. Hall said.
KLAC, which is strong on promoting itself, also is heavy on merchandising its
advertisers. "We spend about $75,000 a
year on promotion of KLAC to the trade
and public," Mr. Hall estimated. "In addition we devote about $34,000 a month in
station time for public service announcements."
Robert O. Reynolds, vice president-general manager of KMPC Los Angeles (50 kw
day, 10 kw night-directional, 710 kc), said
that his station is running 10% ahead of
last year which in turn was 10% over 1953.
"The increases are coming from substantial
accounts, oil, food, department stores. It
indicates
a healthy type of relationship," he
said.
KMPC boosted its rates about 10-12%
the first of September, the station's first increase in about three years. Mr. Reynolds
said the growth of the market, specific audience increases and extra merchandising
values to advertisers justified the increase.
The KMPC executive also noted the big
auto listening market and the great influx of
new families in the area annually.
KMPC's format employs three themes:
Disc jockeys and music, with middle ground
popular tunes; frequent news programs,
mostly 5 minutes, and sports coverage of
various kinds, baseball, football and golf.
Stanley Spero, general sales manager of
KMPC and chairman of the SCBA Sales
Committee, believes stations are overlooking the most significant factor in their business boom today — sponsors new to radio.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

"It isn't so important from the longtime
viewpoint that radio is getting more business than at any other time in its history,
but rather that it is getting new business,"
Mr. Spero said. "Advertisers who until a
short while ago had never used radio are
now listed among its most enthusiastic sponsors.
"Take the wine industry, for instance.
Two years ago wine advertising was limited
primarily to the printed media and television. Now KMPC has several wine accounts. Guild Wine, through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample inSan Francisco, bought a
schedule on KMPC last spring and produced
such results that they have expanded their
schedule to a saturation campaign using
all KMPC personalities and the Chef Milani
Merchandising Plan.
"Other newcomers to KMPC who either
had not used independent radio previously
or had used it irregularly include Wilson
Packing Co., Bond's Clothes, Wynn's Friction Proofing, Luer Packing Co., Household
Finance Corp. (previously limited to network radio), Shell Oil Co., Morris Plan
Bank, Calso, Canada Dry, Eclipse Mattress,
Washington Carpet Co., Morse Signal Devices, Lady Esther Cosmetics and others.
"Radio is growing not only in 'depth,' i.e.,
receiving bigger appropriations in the form
of saturation campaigns from long-time
radio advertisers, but it also is growing in
'breadth,' i.e., attracting new advertisers
who, previously, had not tested its impact.
That's the significant feature today," he said.
KWKW Pasadena, on the air for 13 years,
aims the major portion of its programming
to the large Spanish-American segment in
the Los Angeles area. This year the station has increased its Spanish-language programming 55% over last to a total of 15
hours of daily block programming. Coincident with this, KWKW shows an increase
in billings of 30% over last year, William
Beaton, general manager, reports. Indications are for larger increases with August
showing a 39% boost over the same month
of '54.
Most accounts that have tested the station's Spanish-language programs have become permanent advertisers, according to
Mr. Beaton. KWKW is the Los Angeles
outlet for the Sombrero and Spanish Language networks.
George Barron, manager of KOWL Santa
Monica (10 kw daytime on 1580 kc), revealed that August this year was 30% over
last year and that 1955 so far is running
20% over 1954. National business since
1953 has increased five times on KOWL,
Mr. Barron said. He estimated that national and regional accounts are placing
heavy business on his station because of the
Negro and Spanish-language format. KOWL
now broadcasts about 8 hours of Spanish
and 5 Vz hours of Negro programs each day.
He said a total of 67 national and regional
accounts are using these programs.
Mr. Barron said the Spanish audience in
greater Los Angeles now totals about a half
million persons, while the Negro audience
totals about 350,000. He said the Negro
market alone represents about $100 million
in annual purchasing power.
KOWL personalities programming for the
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Negro audience are Joe Adams, Lillian Randolph and Chester Washington, while those
beaming to the Mexican-American market
are Lionel Sesma, Elena Salinas, William
Orozco and Mario Rey, the latter just
transferred from disc jockey assignments in
Mexico City, Mr. Barron said.
Mr. Barron pointed out that during the
last 10 to 15 years there have been big
changes in the Negro and Mexican-American markets in Los Angeles in line with economic and cultural progress. The Negro is
spreading out from the Central Avenue belt
throughout the city, while the MexicanAmerican is doing the same from former
concentration in the Boyle Heights area,
he said.
Frederick Custer, manager of KPOL Los
Angeles (10 kw day, 1540 kc), said that
for a new station on the air less than three

it. «

years "we have no complaints." KPOL
specializes in show tunes, musical comedies
and light classical music, he said, and in
the early morning the station carries a onehour Negro show.
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KPOL has enjoyed "substantial growth"
in the last two years, he remarked, with the
bulk of its business in spots. He said a great
deal of the business placed on KPOL is direct rather than through agencies.
Frank Burke Jr., manager of KPOP Los
Angeles (5 kw on 1020 kc), which a month
ago changed its call from KFVD, related
that business has "increased amazingly in the
past two years and has been very steady during the past five years." Mr. Burke was
sure that business this year should be at
least 25% ahead of 1954. "I don't know
why, but apparently a lot of it is due to general good times like everything else. It
seems like as car buying goes here, so goes
radio," he said. Mr. Burke thought that
the market previously wasn't big enough for
two dozen stations, but with the great population growth "we are catching up with ourKPOP uses variety in its programming
with
a small Spanish segment early in the
selves."
morning, popular disc jockeys to about 10:30
a.m., followed by some religious shows.
In the early afternoon KPOP features Hunter Hancock's Harlem Matinee, a rhythm
and blues show for the Negro audience.
Mr. Burke said he is able to experiment
a great deal with programming because he
has a center-of-the-dial position and captures alot of new tune-in traffic from dial
twisters during station breaks.
Charles Clifton, program director of
KRKD Los Angeles (5 kw day, 1 kw night,
1 150 kc), also reported August was the best
August
his station's
history.
pointed
out the inabsence
of the
summerHe business
slump in Los Angeles radio this year. KRKD
is selling very few spots since it is concentrating on program sponsorship in 5, 10 and
15 minute segments. He said the station has
package rates on programs like others do on
spots, stating that an advertiser can buy
a half-hour on the station and split it into
three 10-minute shows throughout the day.
Mr. Clifton noted the strength of aftermidnight radio, pointing out that the John
Dolphin Record Shop for four years has
been sponsoring the late night period on
KRKD to air rhythm and blues releases.
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THE

Hundreds

STYLISH

of stations

but it's been

used

at WNEW

RECENTLY, a national magazine article
was routed to the staff of New York independent WNEW. The theme of the article
was the now very popular one that radio
is not dead and that successful music and
news stations are doing better than ever,
with higher billing, more listening, etc. The
only comment on the inter-office routing slip
which accompanied the clipping was a
else is new?".
whatbeen
query:
WNEW"So has
broadcasting music and
news — with a special WNEW flair — for
nearly 20 years. If it can be said that any
one radio station started the trend, WNEW
is the station.
Has the formula paid off? In 1952, the
latest year for which figures are available,
the station was grossing more than $3 million a year and netting nearly a million before taxes.
Though no dollar figures for the period
since then are obtainable, Richard D.
Buckley, president and general manager, said
last week that 1954 was "the biggest year in
billings and profits in our history. Sales ran
Page 168
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have

turned

STYLUS

to the formula

of music

for 20 years — with a payoff

42.7% ahead of 1948 — the last pre-television
The year."
question of WNEW's success formula becomes intriguing when considered in
the light of general trends. The WNEWpioneered format of music and news has
become practically synonymous with radio.
A twist of the dial provides the information
that almost every broadcaster has bet his
future on the fact that recorded music hath
charms. What then is the difference?
Bluntly put, there are a lot of things
WNEW does that many broadcasters don't.
There's also a lot that the station refuses to
do that some others do readily. The big clue
is that in each case the independent's approach to a problem and the action it takes
reflect the aforementioned faith that radio
can entertain, and while entertaining, sell.
The essentials of WNEW's programming
haven't been changed in 20 years. However,
as Program Manager John M. Grogan puts
it, "it may be the same menu all the time but
we keep trying new seasoning." The seasoning that Mr. Grogan refers to is the

and news
in millions

constant freshening up process to which
WNEW programming is subjected. For a
new sponsor there is not simply a re-write
of an old jingle. Instead WNEW's program
department comes up with a new service
series like a jingle providing etiquette tips,
up-to-the-minute
baseball scores, or household hints.
Take the weather: The listener to any
station has no problem finding out whether
or not the sun's going to shine tomorrow,
but if he tunes to WNEW, he will get the
information in ballad form with a full orchestration. Just at the point that he knows
the tune too well and his attention might
waver, Mr. Grogan's department provides
him with a half dozen new weather jingles,
as in the last month at WNEW.
Mixed in with the solid commercial programming with which the station keeps listener and sponsor happy, goes a little but
a significant amount of traditional WNEW
razzle-dazzle, "Just enough to let 'em know
the difference," according to Mr. Grogan.
Take next week for example: WNEW will
Broadcasting • Telecasting
_

IN MULTIPLEX
Importance of Quality of
Equipment.
As in public broadcasting, superior equipment is necessary to assure optimum,
trouble-free performance. Equipment of
Multiplex Services Corporation, distinguished by the trade-name MULTICAST,
is designed to give the high-quality service that is essential for reliable, sustained
18-hour or 24-hour per day operation required by background music and other
subscriber or point-to-point services
presently authorized by the FCC.

IT'S
QUALITY
For FM Station
Engineers:
Features of Multicast equipment are:

Low-cost vs. High Quality.
Experienced companies in the subscription music field emphasize the importance
of high quality and reliability of equipment. These firms recognize that a few
extra service calls can easily wipe out the
difference between low-cost, low-quality
equipment and quality units.

2. High-quality Serrasoid modulator, crystal control, for multiplex
channel or channels. Approximates
performance of main channel modulator; filter provides audio cut-off between 8000-10000 cps.

Transmitting Units by Gates.
Multicast transmitting units are manufactured to stringent specifications of
Multiplex Services Corporation by Gates
Radio Company — one of the oldest and
best-known equipment producers in the
industry.
Receiving Equipment by
Browning.
Multicast receivers are quality-built at
moderate price by Browning Laboratories, Inc., nationally-recognized as
makers of fine FM tuners.
Specifications Based on Long
Experience.
Multicast equipment specifications are
based on more than seven years of
pioneering development work in the FM
multiplex field; more than 8 months of
test operation at WGHF, leading background-music station serving the Metropolitan New York area; in continuous
18 hour per day test service at WGMSFM, Washington, D. C. since May 18th
without a single moment of equipment
failure during this period. No other organization inthe United States has this
background of practical experience in
FM broadcast multiplex development and
operation.

THAT

COUNTS

1. High-quality precision crystalcontrolled Serrasoid* replacement
main-channel modulator and multiplier-amplifier chain eliminates basic
difficulties in adapting present FM
transmitter to multiplexing; upgrades
main-channel performance, giving signal-to-noise ratio better than 70db;
distortion less than 0.3% at 100%
modulation at all frequencies, 50-15000
cps.

3. Individual power supplies for replacement main-channel modulatormultiplier section and multiplex subchannel section or sections. Minimizes
interaction between sections, improves
S/N performance.
4. All multiplex transmitting equipment in single steel rack cabinet as
complete integrated unit; permits full
pre-testing at factory; minimizes installation and maintenance procedures
and cost. Provides maximum shielding
when used with high-power FM transmitters to minimize main-channel
"break-through" into subchannel.
5. Receivers provide better than 50
db S/N performance at full limiting of
FM receiver and 100% modulation of
subcarrier. Basic FM receiver provides high sensitivity, 5-10 microvolts
for 40 db quieting. Crystal control;
push-pull 3 watt audio output; individual bass-treble controls; automatic muting between program transmissions completely silences speaker
circuit.
* Serrasoid modulator and basic FM
multiplex circuits under Armstrong license. Other features under Halstead System license of Multiplex Development
Corporation.

If you have any questions concerning FM

Model MBC-20 Multicast Transmitting Equipment.
Top: Multiplex section; accommodates two subchannel units.
Center: Main-Channel replacement
modulator,
multiplier - amplifier
chain.
Bottom: Individual power supplies
for replacement and subchannel
modulator-amplifiers

multiplexing, write or call ORegon

9-0254.

For information on any aspect of multiplexing, contact:

MULTIPLEX
25
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have a new service on rainy days. It will
provide New Yorkers with information on
where they can get around underground e.g.,
"you can beat the rain for six blocks by cutting from 42nd St. and Lexington Ave. to
46th St. and Madison Ave. through Grand
Central Terminal and the Hotel Roosevelt."
The station does not expect a Pulitzer prize
for it, but figures on a smile or two and the
kind of talk that makes for listeners.
As for the all important disc-jockey salesman, the word that sums it up is vigilance.
The
fact
that a program
Marshall's
Make Believe
BallroomlikehasJerry
garnered
top
ratings for months, doesn't exempt it from
constant daily scrutiny. Were the records
right? Was there too much talk? Was the
commercial smooth? These are questions
answered daily concerning every WNEW
broadcast.
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Perpetually holding hands with WNEW's
program department is the station's research
department under Mrs. Mary McKenna.
In research WNEW does everything everybody else does but a little more and a little
different. Mrs. McKenna is equipped at the
drop of a figure to advise the program department that the out-of-home listener wants
more traffic reports, that a quicker tempo in
music garners more listeners of a Saturday
morning, or that a new DJ. is paying off
wih the teen-ages. As far as tv is concerned,
WNEW research has done an industry-wide
job in pioneering the investigation of radio
listening in tv homes (oops! — according to
WNEW there is no such thing as a tv home,
only a radio home with a tv set in it). This
year Mrs. McKenna gave WNEW's advertising chief, Ken Klein, material for an aggressive ad campaign through the station's participation in an Advertest survey which
showed that WNEW in particular, and radio
in general, was not only surviving in television equipped homes but thriving and
growing.
Policy Is Source
All these differences stem from the major
one of policy as laid down by President and
General Manager Buckley, who with a group
including Harry R. Playford, Florida banker,
and the late Horace Lohnes, Washington attorney, bought the station in March, 1954,
for $1.7 million. (Bernice Judis Herbert,
who was largely responsible for creating the
character of the station, and her husband,
Ira M. Herbert, then sales vice president,
sold their interests and retired from radio.)
Mr. Buckley, who came to WNEW from
the presidency of the John Blair & Co., sales
representative organization, took over the
independent, while many were still sounding
the death knell for radio. Queried by a
New York Times reporter as to the future
of radio in light of growing tv competition,
Mr. Buckley reminded the reporter that
"there are a lot of places where a man can
invest his money." Mr. Buckley noted that
the competitive approach of many independents was, as he put it, "give away the
station." His approach was simply that getting sponsors by delivering an audience was
a much more profitable arrangement than
reducing rates and standards.
WNEW salesmen were advised of a policy
that still holds: that there would be no compromise in the rate card or in the stringent

standards laid down for length and copy
content of commercials. In some cases, like
the top rated morning team of Klavan and
Finch, Mr. Buckley even went further by
inaugurating a rotation policy which avoided
a piling up of spot announcements in certain periods. The reasoning was basic. He
felt that the sponsor has as much to lose by
listener-chasing commercials as the broadcaster, and that by delivering ratings and
sales results, WNEW will continue to get
willing buyers at established rates. One indication of the success of this policy is the
fact that over 90% of the WNEW client
list consists of the blue chip national accounts.
Frank commercialism at WNEW has
never, and, according to its manager, will
neverice obscure
the independent's
public John
servfunction. Executive
Vice President
Jaeger sums up the station's public service
approach
by pointing requirements
out that "social
ism and government
are altruonly
part of the story. We work on the basis that
the listener demands that his favorite station
not only entertain him but maintain an active
interest in his community and welfare."
Rather than a perfunctory, dull programming nod in the public service direction,
WNEW prefers to apply the same imagination that it does to a commercial account.
When WNEW gets behind a campaign, it is
traditional that the standard E.T.'s and copy
are shelved in favor of a WNEW-produced
idea. Whether a heart fund or a museum,
representatives have most often listened to
what WNEW has planned, packed up their
transcriptions and scripts and left saying —
"do it your way." In knowing its audiences
and what they like, WNEW believes that by
this method, it does the best possible job
for the purpose and at the same time being
sure that it will not lose a carefully nurtured
listener by an under-par presentation. An
indication of how successfully this has
worked is a station file consisting exclusively
of requests from organizations and other
stations for the use of WNEW public service
presentations.
Perhaps the nearest thing to an overall formula for WNEW is contained in a recent
letter, in which Vice President Jaeger answered abroadcaster who claimed that most
independents would rather have 5 kw transmitters because of "changing radio conditions." Mr. Jaeger wrote: "Top management and top programming make top radio
. . . whether your signal is 50 kw or 1 kw.
Our type radio is going greater than ever . . .
despite all the copying of formulas and ideas,
tv competition, shameful rate cutting and
outright giving away of time. Here, we
never have been and never will be complacent, but I must say there is still great
value in well-placed confidence, reality and
knowing the quality of your product. Nothing will be detrimental to good radio as long
as good radio isn't detrimental to itself. The
bad stuff we can't discuss. 'Music-and-news'
programming is not economical . . . nor
lethargic program-wise. We are content
with this format . . . but only it is unchallengable as to quality in the whole United
The point is, everyone over there believes it.
States." Broadcasting
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LABOR:

OLD

HAND

AT

RADIO

By M. S. Novik
let the record show that Labor started using
MORE than 20 years ago — in February
commercial radio more than five years ago;
1934 — M. S. Novik produced labor's first and has been using the medium consistently
network radio program. His interest and
on a year-round basis since then; and that
close contact with the labor movement conLabor uses radio on a Monday through Fritinued through the following decade when
day schedule. More than that, Labor plans
he was head of WNYC, New York's municito continue using radio.
pal station, during the LaGuardia regime.
From the commercial aspect, Labor in
Since leaving that post he has been active as
radio is a good success story for the indusa radio-tv consultant to various organizatry. For not only has it been a consistent
tions, including many unions.
user but it has also increased its use of
LEST ANYONE THINK, from the title of commercial time and can point to a number
MR. NOVIK
this piece, that Labor is a newcomer to radio
of specific instances where broadcasting
really delivered the goods.
And this despite the interesting point that
what Labor has to sell is a way of life and
not a piece of merchandise from a shelf.
The background on how and why Labor
turned to radio goes back to the days of
HERE'S
A
MARKET
the NRA and the Wagner Act during the
depression. As a result of that legislation
the labor movement grew by leaps and
bounds. This growth was so tremendous
and there were so many new members wanting to learn about trade unions that no union
hall, not even Madison Square Garden, was
large enough to hold the audience.
For example, one union, the International
Ladies Garment Workers Union, had over
150,000 new members. So in February of
1934 I produced, for the ILGWU, the first
network labor program. It was a weekly
series titled The Union Assembly and its primary function was educational.
To provide the sparkle that would carry
the educational portions we used good
music — actually, it was the first time chamber music groups like the Gordon String
Quartet, the Compinsky Trio and the Coolidge Quartet had been on radio — and showbusiness names like Eddie Cantor, George
Jessel, Morton Downey and Molly Picon.
ABOVE
U.S.
AVERAGE!
All this plus talks by newsworthy personalities like Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, the
then
Secretary
of Labor Frances Perkins,
$8,830 . . . after taxesi . . . 52% above the national
U. S. Senators Wagner and LaFollette, the
then governors Lehman of New York and
average! — that's the yearly income of the average
Pinchot of Pennsylvania, and New York
Kansas farm family!*
City's Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia.
Kansas is booming! Kansas farm families are buying
This was so effective, on the network level,
that in May of 1934 when Local 89, the
as they have never bought before! And they listen
Italian Dressmakers Union of the ILGWU,
to WIBW more than any other radio station.f
found itself with 40,000 new members in
Give us the word and we'll sell 'em your product in
volumes you never thought possible. We've done it
before . . . and we've got a stack of success stories
to prove it.
* Consumer Markets, 1955.
t Kansas Radio Audience, 195 U.
TOPEKA,
KANSAS
Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr.
WIBW & WIBW-TV
in Topeka
KCKN in Kansas City

CBS
R
A
D

Rep: Capper Publications, Inc.
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the Metropolitan New York area, this local
union developed a similar program.
The IDU started with a weekly hour on
WEVD New York in the Italian language,
using operatic concerts for entertainment
and top names for the talks. That Local 89
program which started over 20 years ago is
still on the air, using the same format, and
now has a regional hookup of stations along
the East Coast.
So, when in 1949 the American Federation of Labor considered the use of radio,
the labor movement had a precedent.
The reasons for the AFL's move to radio
were no secret. As the executive council of
the AFL stated in its 1950 report to the
Convention, "With the vast majority of the
press, radio and magazines still bitterly opBroadcasting • Telecasting
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posed to Labor's objectives and still conducting what amounts to a deliberate campaign
of propaganda against labor's policies and
activities, it becomes increasingly important
that Labor present its own side of the story
to the public by whatever means possible."
Around the country, at that time, there
were eight million AFL members in 30,000
locals. (Now there are 10 million.) A good
newscast, on a national network, could
reach our members and the general public
too. Our problem was to find a network,
an experienced and qualified newsman who
could build an audience, and to do it all on
a limited budget.
On Jan. 1, 1950, the AFL started a Monday-through-Friday quarter-hour newscast
over 150 stations of the Mutual Broadcasting System. To stay within the $750,000
budget we broadcast five times a week in
the 25 major markets, only thrice weekly in
the other 125.
In most areas we were no different than
any other national sponsor starting a big
network program. We worried about the
possible competition of the then new
medium of television; we fussed about our
spotlight ad schedule, and we fretted about
notifying our 30,000 locals around the
country about the correct time and day
and station in their area.
There was one area where we differed
and that difference was mighty big: it was
in the program content and the commercial
treatment. From the very beginning the
AFL realized it had to be even more circumspect than Caesar's wife; the news on
this program had to be factual, impartial

- the two "BIGGEST

CKLW-TV penetrates a population grand total area of
5,295,700 in which 85% of all
families own TV sets.
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very close of the newscast.
One direct result of the success of these
network programs by the AFL and the CIO
is the use of radio by local labor groups
on local stations in their own communities.
Some of these unions sponsor football
games, others baseball, still others offer
musical shows, and some participate as co-op
sponsors, in their hometowns, of Drew Pearson, Martin Agronsky, Quincy Howe, etc.,
while others underwrite local newscasts.

ATTRACTIONS"

CHANNEL

Channel
9
325,000 Watts
National Rep.
Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.

and comprehensive. The commercials had
to be educational, effective and logical.
There could be no vitriolic blasts, no bellicose hard sell, and the name of the sponsor
must never be camouflaged.
It was quite an ice jam we had to break
in those days back in 1950, but the AFL
succeeded. Not only have we stayed with
radio, but evidence of our effectiveness and
vindication of our approach came a year
later, when in 1951, the CIO started its own
daily newscast on another network.
Today, as most everyone knows, the AFL
presents Edward P. Morgan, veteran newspaperman and newscaster who headed the
CBS news desk for radio and tv before taking the AFL program, while the CIO offers
John W. Vandercook, another veteran editor
and newscaster and ex-NBC commentator.
Both programs are Monday-through-Friday
network features and both newscasters have
complete editorial freedom.
Another interesting note, and one unusual
facet of the commercial treatment, is that
the plug does not break into the middle of
the
There'sofa commercial
brief openingat and
less program.
than a minute
the

in the Detroit Area!

RADIO

CKLW radio covers a 1 5,000,000
population area in 5 important
states. The lowest cost major
station buy in the Detroit area.
800

CKLW

kc. Radio

50,000 Watts
J. E. Campeau, Pres.
Guardian Bldg., Detroit

All of them do this consistently as a method
of developing their identity in and with
their communities.
In almost every instance, the commercials
on these local programs are devoted to the
needs of the community. Thus one commercial may call for blood donors for the
blood bank and another may stress the union
participation in the community chest drive.
As an example of the commercial treatment used by Labor, here is what the AFL
did on the Edward P. Morgan program during the week of September 5 through 9.
"The upcoming
merger of the
AFL and CIO will strengthen the campaign for better schools, decent housing, good roads,
etc."
"Despite
the conference
at the summit there is no assurance that Soviet
Russia sincerely desires to cooperate
for peace. The free world must continue to maintain the strongest possible
defense program, etc."
"The merger of the AFL and CIO
will result in a united American labor
movement with 15 million members
standing solidly together for freedom,
democracy and human progress, and
resisting with all its power any form of
dictatorship, including Communism."
"The AFL has succeeded over the
years in winning substantial advances
in the American standard of living. If
you work for a living the AFL is workAnd ing here
for you."is the complete commercial
for Tuesday, Sept. 6, 1955:
"Opening of the new school year
underlines the fact that our country
has failed to come to grips with its educational problems. The school shortage is more acute than ever. The lack
of qualified teachers persists because
standards have not been raised to a
point high enough to attract young
people to this noble profession. The
AFL is convinced that this is one problem that time alone will not solve. A
coordinated program of action is required— at the Federal level along with
community and State cooperation. We
have long advocated an effective program of Federal aid to education and
we believe Congress should make this
its first order of business when it reconvenes in January. The children of
our country are its greatest asset and
we cannot ignore their acute educational needs without imperiling our
free way
of life."have been most effective.
These
programs
This we know just as the national brand
advertiser knows if his program is clicking.
For the AFL's equivalent of the retailer is
the 30,000 union meetings that occur each
week all over the country. This considerable
grass roots sample soon lets "the home
office" know if it's not pleased. And the
rank and file like what we do and so do
their neighbors and friends.
In the more than five and one-half years
since the AFL started its network news
program, labor has learned a lot about the
use of radio. In recent years it has been
using the broadcast medium to meet specific
local and regional problems.
The United Auto Workers (UAW) ereBroadcasting
• Telecasting

ated a regional network to air daily reports
on the status of contract negotiations for
the benefit of its members and their communities.
The Hatmakers Union used radio last
year to get its side of a strike story across
to its members and their neighbors.
In Miami, where a Hotel Workers Union
struck for a new contract, they turned to
radio to get their story across.
In New York City last year, the AFL
used local radio in its drive to reorganize
the waterfront.
Perhaps the best success story of all,
j, about labor's use of radio, is the one that
happened earlier this year. After more
than a year of negotiation every railroad
but one signed new contracts with the Railway Unions. That one exception was the
Louisville & Nashville, a railroad serving 16
southern states. The lack of a contract
resulted in a strike that involved 25,000
workers in some 40 communities throughout
the 16 states. Since it was a railroad, the
mediation of the strike was under Federal
jurisdiction and took place in Washington,
D. C.
Labor Tells Its Side
As often happens in situations like this,
the newspapers, with few exceptions, told
one side of the story. Even the statements
of union officials were not being used. And
since the mediation negotiations were going on in Washington the union had no fast
line of communication to its members and
to their communities.
All sorts of rumors spread like wildfire.
The union members found themselves accused of sabotage, shootings, rioting and
wrecking; the familiar reports of back-towork and break-the-strike started to crop up.
The railroad got its story across, the scare
rumors cropped up anew each day and,
because it had no fast line of communication, the union members were often confused and the townspeople more so. The
situation was fluid and, since the economics
of the communities were affected by the
strike, there were potential areas of violence
all over the region.
The answer was a hookup of 89 stations
all through the 16 southeastern states involved. Twice daily, at 12:05 p.m. and
8:25 p.m., six days each week, direct from
Washington where the negotiations were in
progress, President G. E. Leighty of the
Railroad Telegraphers and chairman of the
joint negotiating committee, reported to the
workers and the communities (When
Leighty was in negotiations President T. C.
Carroll of the Maintenance of Way Employes pinch-hit; the important thing being
that again it was a union executive that the
members knew and an executive that was
participating in the negotiations.) He explained and interpreted what was happening
around the bargaining table and covered
the reasons leading up to the strike.
For five weeks the unions used this regional hookup of stations. After the first
week the terrors and tensions disappeared.
The union members and the townspeople
knew what was happening; some of the
newspapers found they had to cover both
sides of the story. And, believe it or not,
the railroad found it had to buy radio time
to justify itself to the people in some of
Broadcasting
Telecasting

the areas affected by the strike.
This L. & N. strike story is a perfect
example of how the speed and coverage of
radio quickly and effectively stabilized a
potential trouble area that would adversely
affect both the unions and the communities.
So far as labor is concerned, this series of
radio programs opened contact with the
general public, as well as the union members,
and benefited both.
This successful use of radio by labor
didn't come easy; it required a lot of work
and doing. When labor first wanted to buy
network time, two of the four national chains
would not accept its business and many of
the local stations were suspicious of labor
and its objectives. Even now, after five years,
some are still suspicious. Permit me to use
some of Ed Morgan's words, from his July
4 program, to cover this:
"Traveling back and forth across the
country, as I have just done, people ask you
such questions as these: How much control
does the sponsor exercise over your broadcasts? How much editing and censoring of
news and comment does the sponsor do?
What 'line' does the sponsor dictate that
you follow? The answer is, to their surprise, none, on all counts.
"I raise this point for two reasons: first,
a reporter likes to try to build up a reputation of what might be called responsible
independence. If he takes pride in his
work, he wants to avoid becoming, or even
seeming to become, a 'mouthpiece,' which
means he wants to preserve the right to
make his own mistakes. That is why, as I
mentioned on Jan. 3, there is nothing

in the agreements with the network and/or
the sponsor, in fine print or otherwise, inhibiting this correspondent's editorial freedom.
"The second point is more interesting and,
I think, generally more important. It stems
from this question: why do people assume,
almost automatically, that if a labor union,
or a labor federation, sponsors something,
it has an ulterior motive, whereas if a business does, it is merely interested in selling
a product or a service? The answer to this
is not a simple one but I think a large part
of it lies in the fact that the public in the
past has regarded organized labor in a
combative sense, as possibly a necessary but
belligerent evil. Only recently has it dawned
on the ordinary citizen, including this one,
how heavy a stake unions have in, and how
positive an influence they have on social
progress. If this is a plug for my sponsor,
let the most be made of it. It is made as a
sincere observation on the basis of experiNow, one final word, as to the effectiveness of the AFL's newscasts. In January of
1955 we started on a new network, ABC,
with a new commentator, Ed Morgan, at a
ence."
new
time. After six months, the ratings
show that the program delivers homes at a
cost per thousand of $2.36 and delivers
listeners at a cost per thousand of only
$1.52.
This, we feel, is one of the best, if not
the best, buys of network newscasts across
the
board and
that soanyaresponsor
can make.andWe're
satisfied
our members
our
listeners.
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We've Got the Facilities . . . We've Got the Talent ... WE GET THE AWARDS

The 1955 Baton Rouge Advertising Club Awards have been announced
and - .

W J BO

LEADS

AGAIN

1. BEST LOCALLY PRODUCED PROGRAM
First Prize — Dalton's "The Christmas Hour" produced in the WJBO
studios in cooperation with three other Baton Rouge stations
Second Prize — Kleinpeter Farms Dairy's "Uncle Remus" program
2. BEST LOCALLY PRODUCED ONE MINUTE SPOT
Honorable Mention — Capital City Ford's "Fiesta" spot
3. BEST LOCALLY PRODUCED HALF MINUTE OR LESS SPOT
First Prize — Dalton's "Mr. Worthington" spot
Honorable Mention — Louisiana Creamery's "Drink Milk" spot
WJBO sponsors got five.
More than any other Baton Rouge station.
We've Got the Listeners — We've Got the Power— We Get the Results
September 19, 1955
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DRIVE-IN

STUDIOS

UNDER

LET

EVENING radio has faced new problems
since the advent of television, and stations
are finding new ways of solving them.
One of the ingenious devices that is holding nighttime radio audiences and bringing
in new listeners is the drive-in restaurant
disc-jockey studio.
The idea has a special inducement — it's
proving so popular in some cities that sponsors find it is a powerful sales weapon.
The drive-ins, too, are discovering that
disc-jockey studios that play request numbers are bringing customers to their parking
spaces.
This three-way blessing has taken up good
portions of the financial slack that has come
with declining network revenues during the
after-dinner hours.
Various names are given to this type of
radio venture. WBIG Greensboro, N. C.,
calls its elevated glass studio at McClure's
drive-in restaurant by the name of Sky
Castle. Another popular term is Star Castle.
Roughly, the venture works this way. An
elevated studio is built at a better-class
drive-in restaurant. Car-hops get record request numbers from parked autos. The disc
jockey makes some such announcement as
"And here's 'Sweet Sue' for Betty and Bill,
the couple down there in the green Chrysler
convertible."
Betty and Bill tell their friends, and the
amount of local talk about the restaurant
and the station is usually terrific. The audience builds up fast; groups drive to the
restaurant to have requests played and to
eat or drink; home audiences are large;
auto radios show a high tune-in for the
broadcasts. Cars driving up to restaurant
parking lots get request forms. When requests are played at WBIG, for example, the
forms are dropped in a barrel and prizes
are awarded from time to time.
Allen Wannamaker, vice president-general manager of WBIG, told B»T:
"Our Sky Castle has started people in
Greensboro talking about our station and we
know it's going to be a good money-maker
for us, though we just got the project under

THE

AUDIENCE

GLASS

LOOK,

LISTEN

AND

BUY

WBIG's Sky Castle atop McClure's drive-in restaurant in Greensboro. The attraction of
the elevated, glass-enclosed studio has brought increases both in traffic and sales.
way in mid-summer. We believe this is the
type of programming that will pay off
against strong television competition during the peak evening hours. It's a sure
money-maker for the station and involves
practically no additional expense."
WBIG's sales department hasn't made any
"real effort to sell participations because of
the uncertainty of broadcast hours," Mr.
Wannamaker said, explaining that the evening schedule has been filled by baseball
and network features. He said clients are
requesting time on Sky Castle and several
regular advertisers have added Sky Castle
spots to their regular schedules.
William J. McClure, proprietor of the dining room and drive-in restaurant in Greensboro, N. C, said, "Business has more than
doubled since WBIG started the Sky Castle,
and I expect it to keep going up."
About 12 hours a week were allotted Sky
Castle originations by WBIG' during the
baseball season. Now WBIG is finding more
and more time on its schedule as sponsors
are asking for more and more Sky Castle
spots.
"This is the finest medium I've been able
to use since going into business here a year
ago," Mr. McClure said. "I tried everything
including newspapers, school papers and
local magazines. Radio is the only medium

ANOTHER drive-in success is being scored by WGAC Augusta, Ga., with this broadcast
studio at the suburban Yellow Jacket Drive-In. The restaurant's business is up 80%.
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I've ever seen that shows concrete results
I can
my finger
on."
Whatputabout
the customers?
"We really have big crowds and they are
especially large during the three weekend
evenings," Mr. McClure said. "The customers think it's a wonderful idea. I believe
most of the people who drive up to ask
for a request number or just to watch for
a while actually buy something. Once in a
while a teenage couple or group will drive
up just to look on, but that's a small percentage, maybe half of 1%.
"After all, they get their requests played
and their name mentioned. The average
drive-in check is naturally lower than in
our dining room. Since Sky Castle started
we have raised the price on some items,
such as beer. This has attracted a better
trade
and ifkeeps
away undesirables."
Asked
Sky Castle
brought in any side
benefits, Mr. McClure said, "I've noticed a
nice increase in the dining room, where we
have
a goodwatched
class ofhistrade."
Having
business go up, Mr.
McClure is a radio booster. "I think Sky
Castle is a constructive step in the expansion of radio," he said "The cooperation
with WBIG has helped me, and the station
has an attractive program."
Mr. McClure operates city-school food
concessions at nearby High Point, N. C,
and has a name transfer business in that
city. The way his 100-plus parking spaces
are increase
filled, it's
want
to
the very
size ofpossible
his lot heonewill
of these
days.
The Sky Castle cost him $6,000. He pays
for the phone lines into the station. WBIG
uses this announcement on its Sky Castle
pickups, "We are at McClure's drive-in restaurant." The disc jockey adds, "This is
Al Troxler, Keeper of the Castle."
Car-hops take the requests for numbers
from parked cars to the disc jockey on duty.
Request cards are supplied by WBIG, with
Bordens and other sponsors paying for the
privilege of having their name on the cards.
Income from this source is used for preBroadcasting
• Telecasting

miums that range all the way from automobiles to ranges, seat covers and small
appliances. As many as a dozen or more
prizes are offered in a night.
Ward Baking Co., a regular WBIG advertiser, isone of the sponsors that has
added Sky Castle. Ward supplies all bakery products to the McClure Greensboro
and High Point operations. Borden's has
followed the same pattern. A drive-in
theatre finds a natural tie-in with Sky
Castle.
WBIG keeps about 500 current tunes and
750 standards at Sky Castle. Any request
not stocked in the castle can be played from
the station's studios.
Here's what's happened since Sky Castle
opened last July 4.
T. E. Atkinson, general manager of
Rucker Wholesale Co. reports Schlitz beer
sales increased five times, while P. H. Barringe Distributing Co. says demand for Budweiser beer shows a four times gain over
previous figures. Sales of Ballantine beer
and ale increased 200%, according to Carey
Sloan, local distributor. A 3V2 times increase in Pabst beer sales was noted by the
Fred Hitchcock Distributing Co.
E. L. Kivett Southern Dairies Inc. was
quoted as having a 40% increase in use of
Sealtest products while A. M. Stuart of The
Borden Co. said ice cream and other dairy
products of his concern had jumped to 75%.
Bread and other products of Ward Baking
Co. sold since the Sky Castle started operating have increased 300%, according to manager James Hightower.
Soft drinks, coffee, tea, paper and other
wholesalers and distributors volunteered that
their sales to McClure's have increased from
40 to 200% since opening of the drive-in.
Another station has notched a success
with a studio-at-a-drive-in. WGAC Augusta,
Ga., since last April, has been broadcasting
nightly from the suburban Yellow Jacket
Drive-in. With "Spinner Ben" Mayo at the
turntable, nightly programs begin at 8
o'clock and continue until midnight. On
certain nights, when such network programs
as the Pabst Fights and Firestone Theatre
are on, Spinner Ben continues on the p. a.
system at the Yellow Jacket.
The nightly programs feature popular and
rhythm and blues music, with Spinner Ben
catering particularly to requests from people
in their cars.
Some idea of the interest involved may
be adduced from the fact that more than
25,000 request forms have been filled out
and handed to the car hops by the Yellow
Jacket's patrons, reports station President
and General Manager A. D. Willard Jr.

by the results"
dably "gratified
Sturgis and Ed Dudley,
owners Maurice
areUnderstan
who report that "dollar volume at the Yellow
Jacket is up 80%" and that "a better class of
clientele, particularly noticeable in family
groups, has resulted from the broadcasts."
Mr. Willard makes no mystery as to why
WGAC undertook this type of broadcast
business. It was to replace nighttime income lost by the reduction in network business since the advent of tv, he said. He
notes that payments from the drive-in, plus
income from spot announcements, now equal
the nighttime income from network in its
hey-day.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

THEY'LL
THIS

PAY

RADIO

AN ACADEMIC question raised in radio
circles for years concerns the degree to
which airing a recreational activity affects
the box office in the area where the event
takes place. The controversy has centered
mostly on sporting events — baseball games,
football contests and the like. People seldom
think of symphony when battles begin to
rage on this particular point.
To those who assert that radio can and
does strengthen the popular appeal of almost
any given sport or cultural event, the unprecedented success of concert tours of the
Longines Symphonette, a group of about 30
musicians who have played in some 600
towns, cities, and upon occasion, hamlets,
throughout the country under the baton of
Mishel Piastro, should prove a strong talking point. For the past five years, Mr.
Piastro and his group have delighted audiences all over the U. S. — paid audiences,
that is.
Since the annual tours got underway, it is
estimated that millions of music lovers have
purchased tickets to hear the Longines Symphonette. The only medium promoting this
widespread public acceptance — not auto-

that's RADIO

TO

HEAR

ORCHESTRA
matically the good fortune of a touring
musical group as many a harassed tour
manager will testify — was and is radio.
The Symphonette can lay a just claim to
being an orchestra that radio built. The
tours were literally developed from interest
generated by the power of the audio medium.
The promotion campaign for the Symphonette tours began quite inadvertently 16
years ago when the Longines-Wittnauer
Watch Co. bought a 15-minute muscial show
on radio as part of its advertising campaign.
The broadcast, christened The Longines
Symphonette, bordered on institutional advertising.are
Longines'
product
an expensive
one. Watches
priced
fromis $70
up. The
company did not intend to sell its timepieces bythe gross. Longines was more concerned with attracting the potential customer's interest with good programming so that
when he was in the watch market he would
be well acquainted with the quality of the
Longines product.
The point on which Mishel Piastro and
the Longines people agreed was that the
average citizen likes good music, or can be
conditioned to like it, if exposed to it at the
beginning in small easy-to-take doses. A

. . .
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CONDUCTOR Mishel Piastro (standing) goes over a program script with Harrison
Cowan (I) of Longines-Wittnauer and Frank Knight, announcer of the show since 1936.
musical taste develops automatically in children. They literally must be taught to dislike "long hair" compositions. The Symphonette is out to counteract such "in-

radio programs in advance of each tour.
And the Longines company, as a result of
its musical radio venture, has received an
amount of publicity for which it never bar-

As conductor of the capsule-size symstruction."
phony, Mr. Piastro was in a position to help
listeners develop a taste for fine music. He
tackled the problem in a basic way — choosing the most melodic movement of a symphony with a fragment of a tune that a
listener could whistle, and on any one broadcast he never played more than one movement of a symphony. The program, which
returns to CBS Radio for its sixth season
on that network in October, Sunday afternoons, 2-2:30 p.m., has become a permanent
part of the listening habits .of America.
Ratings, small and unimpressive at first,
grew gradually but steadily, showing that
people were listening to symphony and liking
it.
After 1 1 years on the air, Mr. Piastro decided to take to the road, meet the people
for whom he played and catch first hand
their reactions to the idea behind the Longines broadcasts.
The fact that since the tours began, the
Symphonette on the road has operated in
the black — -without subsidy, a well-heeled
patron or sponsors other than the audiences
who have come to know the group through
radio and who are willing to pay to hear
them even though their broadcasts are still
being aired — indicates that the idea is working out just fine. It further indicates that the
medium selected to spread the word has the
power to reach a more diversified group of
people and impress them than perhaps any
other communications tool.
The reception which the tour has enjoyed
is as gratifying to Longines as it is to the
musicians and Mr. Piastro. Tours are so
arranged that there is never an interruption
in broadcasts. The Symphonette records its

A typical week's schedule of one-night
gained.
stands
might transport the orchestra down
the West Coast from Canada to Mexico.
Along the way it plays in some towns
which aren't even on the map. On one trip
the tour got lost in search of China Lake,
Calif., where a concert was scheduled. None
of the musicians could find it. Mr. Piastro
had a vague recollection of passing through
the town on a previous tour, when it had
consisted almost entirely of a filling station
and a general store. But things had changed
at China Lake. When the orchestra finally
found the town it had expanded to a 9,000population city as the result of an Army
research project. The Army had also
thoughtfully supplied an auditorium almost
the size of Carnegie Hall, complete with excellent acoustics.
Again this fall with broadcasts recorded
for the CBS series, Mr. Piastro and his
group will go back on the road. Again they
will play before audiences who have come
to know them through radio — many of
whom have never seen a live symphony
before. Radio, which turned casual listeners
into Longines Symphonette fans, again will
prompt these fans to have a look at the
orchestra they listen to on CBS.
Radio's knack of implanting a thought
in the minds of its listeners has worked to
the Symphonette's advantage on the road,
Mr. Piastro says. On a stop at Globe, Ariz.,
Mr. Piastro wished to cash a traveler's check
at a filling station. The attendant, to whom
he gave his name, was delighted to accept
his autograph — but not his check. He said
he wouldn't miss a Symphonette broadcast
for the world and generously announced
that the gas was on the house.
Broadcasting
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are happy

to announce,

early date, the complete
of 42 BMI

States
ALABAMA
ARKANSAS
ARIZONA
CALIFORNIA

Cities
.Birmingham
Little Rock
Phoenix
San Francisco

Dates
March 5
Feb. 26
March 7
March 2

CALIFORNIA
COLORADO

Los Angeles
Estes Park

March 5
June 15

FLORIDA
GEORGIA
IDAHO

Orlando
Atlanta
to be announced

May 11
March 7
June 4

ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MAINE

Springfield
May 9
Indianapolis
May 11
to be announced
May 7
to be announced
May 13
Louisville
March 23
New Orleans
March 2
to be announced
May 18

MARYLAND -D.C
MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN

.. Washington, D. C
March 19
. .Boston
May 16
to be announced
May 23

MINNESOTA*
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MONTANA
NEBRASKA
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NORTH CAROLINA,
NORTH

5

Program

Broadcasting

DAKOTA*

Detroit Lakes
June 8
Jackson
Feb. 29
to be announced
May 16
to be announced
June 6
York
May 18
Trenton
May 7
Albuquerque
March 9
to be announced
May 14
.to be announced
March 12
. . Detroit Lakes, Minn. . . .June 8

• Telecasting

at this

schedule

Clinics for 1956:

States
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON

Cities
Dates
to be anounced
May 21
Oklahoma City
March 16
Portland
Feb. 29

PENNSYLVANIA . . .Harrisburg
SOUTH CAROLINA. . Columbia
SOUTH DAKOTA*.
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
TEXAS
UTAH
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN
WYOMING
"Tri-State Clinic

. . Detroit Lakes, Minn.
Nashville
Fort Worth
Houston
Salt Lake City
Roanoke
Seattle
. . .Wheeling
Milwaukee
Sheridan

March 21
.March 9
. . .June 8
May 9
March 12
March 14
June 11
.March 14
Feb. 27
March 16
May 25
June 13

BMI is delighted that FCC Chairman George
C. McConnaughey and the other distinguished
members of the Commission have accepted
invitations to speak at as many of the clinics
as their busy schedule allows.

BROADCAST

MUSIC,

INC.

589 Fifth Avenue • New York 17, N. Y.
New York • Chicago • Hollywood • Toronto • Montreal
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HOUSTON

a order
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the Negro
Population
of the
Souths

WMRY
NEW
ORLEANS
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...cuts cost, too!
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Gill-Perna, Inc., Nat'l Representatives
Lee F. O'Connell, West Coast
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TWO

SPECIALIZED

AND

WLIB

UP

JACKPOT

STATIONS,

NORTH,

SHOW

OF THE two major differences between
U. S. broadcasting before World War II
and that which exists today, the coming of
television and its competition for the time
of the public and the dollars of the advertisers has been amply, perhaps over-emphasized. The other great change, the more
than doubling in the number of radio broadcasting stations, was less dramatic and so
has been widely commented upon, but its
effects have been just as significant.
Before the war, all but a very few radio
stations were programmed for the so-called
general public. The goal was to put on the
kind of programs that everybody enjoyed:
news, popular music, popular comedy. The
programming level of the radio networks was
comparable to that of the editorial contents
of the popular national magazines; programs
originated by individual stations were, with
very few exceptions, not much different, except that it was phrased in the accent of
the majority of people in each station's service area. The few exceptions were largely
good music or foreign language stations and
were virtually all located in major metropolitan centers, where even in the 1930's the
interstation competion was strong.
With the multiplication of stations after
the war, the pattern changed. Not that the
new broadcasters deliberately changed it, but
it soon became evident that markets with
two or three or four radio stations already
in operation had no need for more of the
same kind of radio service. Listeners and
advertisers alike were satisfied with things as
they were; they had formed strong listening
and advertising habits which could be
changed only by offering them a better brand
of general programming — extremely difficult
for a new station to achieve, especially in
markets where network affiliations were already allotted — or by offering them something different. More good music stations,
more foreign language stations, more stations attempting to establish themselves by
avoiding the common touch to focus their
programs on a special group, a minority to
be sure, but, if the station operator were a
wise picker, a minority sizable enough to
constitute a market that could be served
with satisfaction and profit. One such group
is the Negro population, pretty much neglected by prewar broadcasters, today served
successfully by a score or more of stations.
A pioneer station in Negro programming
— probably the first and certainly one of the
first to devote its full program schedule to
this audience — is WDIA Memphis. Since
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November 1948 this station has broadcast
exclusively to the Negro audience in the
Memphis area, featuring Negro entertainers
as well as announcers and disc jockeys. As
a 250 w daytimer, WDIA soon won a predominant place in the listening habits of the
area's Negroes during the morning and afternoon hours; since June 19, 1954, when
WDIA became a fulltime station, 50 kw day,
5 kw night, on the air from 4 a.m. until midnight, ithas them tuned in the evenings as
well. And, since Negroes comprise about
40% of the total population of the Memphis
area, WDIA can count on a consistently
large audience.
Market statistics show these listeners are
important purchasers of foods, drugs and
all other kinds of products, but this fact has
not always been easy for WDIA to impress
on advertising prospects. Take the Memphis
automobile dealers, an example cited by Don
Kern, WDIA promotion manager, who
wrote B«T:
"Many of these dealers, before the advent
of the WDIA Negro market, still pictured
the Negro with patched pants and outstretched hand for coin of the realm. For
three years, from 1948 to 1951 we presented
our story but nothing could be accomplished.
We did convince a few to try us for short
lived schedules. Not much in results could
they attribute to us. Two more years passed
and then one dealer came across a successful
formula.
"Douthit Sanchez, Pontiac dealer of
Memphis, ran 10 one minute adjancies over
a Thursday, Friday and Saturday period promoting new Pontiacs. He used straight selling copy with no gimmicks but plenty of
facts concerning low prices, easy terms and
high trades. Saturday afternoon his salesmen sold seven new Pontiacs to Negroes
who said they heard the announcement over
WDIA. Three of those cars were sold to
professors at a Negro college in Holly
Springs, Miss., just an hour's drive south
of Memphis. The other four cars were
also sold to Negroes living at various points
throughout that state.
"Needless to say, the news of this dealer's
success spread as fast as WDIA salesmen
hit the streets and, as a result, today we are
doing business with 1 3 different dealers, consuming an average of nearly five spots per
dealer
Mr. per
Kernweek."
also told the story of John
Wellford Co.. Dodge-Plymouth dealer, a
tough sale as the WDIA salesman was a close
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relative to Mr. Wellford and hesitated to
press him as hard as he might some other
prospect. He finally asked that the advertising be turned over to the general manager,
whom the salesman approached with the idea
that most of the used cars the firm took in
in trade were being wholesaled, whereas with
advertising on WDIA they could be retailed.
In November 1954, Wellford started a
schedule of 20 announcements a week on
WDIA, increased its used car retail sales
from an average of 40 a month to 80 in the
first month and held that new level without
changing its classified newspaper advertising,
giving WDIA credit for the increase. In
February, Wellford dropped its WDIA
schedule for a flyer in television, but after
three weeks, when new car business did not
increase and used car sales dropped to their
former average, the company returned to
radio— and WDIA— on a t.f. (till forbid)
basis.
WDIA's 1948 discovery of the Negro
population of Memphis as an audience
worth serving and a market worth cultivating
was duplicated, a couple of years later, in
New York by Harry and Morris Novik, who
in 1950 purchased WLIB in that city. Surveying the New York scene, which they
thought they knew fairly well, they were
amazed to find that outside of the veteran
Harlem Amateur Hour broadcast each week
from the Apollo Theatre and an occasional
Negro disc jockey show there was practically
no broadcasting directed at the more than
a million New York Negroes.
This looked like a golden opportunity to
the new owners of WLIB, an unparalleled
chance to make a place for the station in a
highly competitive field, occupied by 24 am,
nine fm and seven tv stations (not counting
the non-commercial municipally operated
WNYC formerly managed by Morris
Novik). So they headed WLIB in that direction, beginning with a survey of the city's
Negro market.
"We had to look pretty hard and long before we found the kind of talent we wanted,"
says Harry Novik, WLIB general manager,
"and then we had to train our people in the
use and facilities of broadcasting so that our
programs could realize their fullest potential.
The next task was to sell the advertising
agencies, media directors, time buyers and
ad managers for many local, regional and
national concerns that Negro radio provided
an unduplicated original source of sales
revenue."
An outstanding success story in WLIB's
record book is that of Starlite Television
Stores. This campaign was particularly distinguished bythe fact that it undertook to
insure the success of a new appliance dealer
in an already overcrowded field in competition with many long established, heavily advertised firms. Robert Crespi, president of
Starlite, says, "We started our campaign in
Negro radio on WLIB in a very modest way
with two five-minute segments across the
board or a total of 50 minutes per week.
Our first location was a small street floor
store on the fringe of a busy commercial section of the East Bronx. All told, we occupied about 600 square feet."
From this humble beginning, Starlite Tv
Stores gradually increased their WLIB billings to a point where today, in 1955, three
Broadcasting • Telecasting

years after they started on WLIB, they now
sponsor 1 1 V2 hours per week of WLIB programs and have grown into a three-story
mammoth appliance outlet on Melrose Ave.
and 152nd St. in one of the busiest shopping
areas of New York City. While Starlite sells
all kinds of appliances, they still specialize
in television sets and time payment purchases.
"We attribute our growth almost entirely
to our advertising campaign on WLIB,
geared and directed toward the Metropolitan
New York Negro market," Mr. Crespi declares. "During the course of our threeyear association with WLIB I tried radio
campaigns on other New York stations
claiming to specialize in the Negro field, but
the returns never justified the expenditure,"
Mr. Crespi added. "I must admit that WLIB
has fulfilled every pledge and forecast that

they have made for us with regard to the
types of programs they present and the sales
appeal of these broadcasts in the market they
serve," said Mr. Crespi. From a first year
gross volume of $250,000, Starlite Tv Stores
expects
1955. to top $1,100,000 in gross sales for
The experiences of these two stations programmed for Negroes, WDIA in the South,
WLIB in the North, can be matched by a
sizable group of other stations in other cities
throughout the land who have found comparable success from serving a hitherto
neglected
segment
of their communities'
citizens. Still
other broadcasters,
who have
focused their programming at other minority
groups, have both served and profited. As
in many other professions and businesses,
specialization has come to radio broadcasting and success has come to the specialist.
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NATIONAL spot business on radio will be
good this fall, station representatives in New
York and Chicago tell B»T. Some found
the early months of 1955 slow going, but
most agree that the way things look now
this year's spot business will bring stations
somewhat more revenue overall than they
derived from spot in 1954.
NEW

YORK

SPOT radio business is perking up and getting better as the year rolls along.
This theme, generally optimistic without
showing any indication of enthusiasm getting out of hand, marked a majority of the
appraisals gathered by BoT in a special, informal roundup of representation firm opinion of the immediate past, the present and
the immediate future of spot radio.
To the extent that percentage comparisons
could be ascertained, either for quotation or
not, it appeared to be the consensus that spot
radio volume for this year would run from
approximately even with, to around 10%
better than last year, despite a slow-down
in general activity earlier in 1955.
One tempering factor cited by many representatives, both on the record and off, was
the outcome of NBC's Monitor plans and
CBS
techniques,
both ofRadio's
which segmented
have drawn sales
the fire
of most
representation firms (see story page 89).
One representative, who asked that his name
be withheld, declared: "Spot radio business
now is good, but these things will hurt —
nobody knows how much — if they are allowed to go on." Another representative,
while opposed to Monitor-type sales plans,
thought they would afflict radio "more like a
carbuncle than a cancer" and that despite
them radio's future is "sound and bright."
At the other extreme NBC Spot Sales cited
Monitor as a primary factor in increased
advertiser demands for weekend time.
For reasons of company policy a number
of representation firms queried by B»T declined to present their views for quotation.
The statements:
Station Representative Assn. (Source:
Lawrence Webb, managing director) — Reported that a spot check of SRA members revealed that most stations look forward to at
least a slight increase in national spot radio
for 1955 over 1954. Mr. Webb cited the
comments of several representative firms as
indicating an increase in spot budgets by
"old timers" in radio and a return to radio
by advertisers who currently have been
spending their advertising dollars in tv.
John Blair & Co. (Source: Robert E.
Eastman, executive vice president) — Urged

BUT

IN
NOW

'55

IS FIRMING

UP

a long, clear appraisal of spot radio's problems, and characterized the spot radio climate at the present time as "rather cloudy."
Pointing out that an appraisal of the outlook of spot radio calls for the tempering of
the normal inclination to optimism with a
search into the "true facts," Mr. Eastman
declared that the spot medium faces four
major problems. He said the "proper solution" of these problems will largely determine the outlook for national spot radio in
1956.
He listed the four problems in this way:
the network spot carrier or "segmentation,"
offering the station's facilities at a rate far below that being charged the national spot advertiser; the competition of television, with
many former spot radio advertisers concentrating on tv: widespread rate-cutting at all
levels of the industry, including spot radio,
and the mis-application of local rates where
they exist, with national spot dollars "siphoned off by advertisers using the bait of
attractive dollars to get stations to quote
Mr. rates."
Eastman advanced various approaches
local
to be used as a solution to these problems.
He urged that the combined strength of the
stations be used to insist that the networks
sell at the same prices as shown on the station's individual national spot rate card, applicable for any units of five minutes or less
in duration. Television competition, he said,
can be met by improved local station programming and by vigorous selling.
He recommended that the rate-cutting difficulty be met by the discontinuance of all
"under-the-table" transactions and the publication of all rates by networks and stations
alike. He said the only solution to the problem of local rates is for all stations to police
carefully the manner in which the rates are
quoted and to work toward the establishment of a single rate system.
CBS Radio Spot Sales. (Source: Henry R.
Flynn, general sales manager) — Stressed
that one of the "most overlooked advantages
in radio today, particularly in spot radio, is
the opportunity for an advertiser to gain a
maximum number of consumer impressions
at a price that has remained stable while
other media costs have risen."
This priced-right radio policy, according
to Mr. Flynn, has untied the strings of many
advertising purses. He said that the rise in
CBS Radio Spot Sales billings and the outlook for future business can be credited to
"special plans that offer the client local personalities, capable of any regional assignment in our 14 major markets; merchandising and promotional drives that are citywide; supermarketing plans to raise the level
of product purchases; maximum flexibility
of seasonal sales drives — plus the sales and
Broadcasting
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marketing guidance of one hundred research,
sales research, sales promotion, publicity,
sales development and sales specialists, who
make up this CBS Radio organization." Mr.
Flynn added:
"Throughout the years, a healthy percentage of advertising dollars has moved in the
direction of spot. And the current factor
governing present and future spot business
rests on the size and scope of a campaign
under which the advertiser can plan frequency-saturation schedules at unbelievably
low cost to cope with short term and long
range ad problems — and still reach the greatest number of consumers at a lower cost per
thousand."
George P. Hollingbery Co. (Source: Fred
Hague, vice president in charge of radio) —
Asserted that the national spot picture is
"brighter now than it has been for 18
months, but said this should not be construed as a return of spot to its old function.
"In the so called halcyon days, many
advertisers used national spot as a back-drop
medium and usually selected their markets
on a basis of market sizes," Mr. Hague explained. "Today, spot is being used to solve
an advertiser's problem — either to effectively
cure, in the fastest possible time, a sick market, or to reward a healthy market. This, of
course, accounts for the tremendous variety
of market sizes included in any given
schedule."
National spot, Mr. Hague continued,
would be "an exceedingly more lush source
of revenue to radio stations if it weren't for
constant in-roads made by the networks."

KMBC-TV

H-R Representatives Inc. (Source: Paul
R. Weeks, vice president) — "The low point
in spot radio has been reached and the comeback we are now seeing is but the beginning
of the greatest period of growth and prosin radio'sreported
history."that the advertising
Mr. perity
Weeks
agencies are thinking "more and more" in
terms of radio advertising as "the broadest
and most economical medium available." He
said there has been "an unmistakable" swing
to radio, with concentration on the larger
markets.
The future of radio, according to Mr.
Weeks, is "sound and bright," despite certain
recent developments. In this connection, he
observed that network programming, such
as Monitor, constitutes "a threat to national
spot business, which stations have relied on
for a large share of their income." He
warned that such income will be "drastically
cut through the depressed network rates if
Monitor-type programming is permitted by
stations to spread." Mr. Weeks added:
"But even this development, in our opinion, cannot destroy radio, but can only injure it, acting more like a carbuncle than a
cancer. We also think the advertiser will
turn away from it as he learns that it reduces
the flexibility that has been one of the great
advantages of 'spot' and may, therefore, reduce the impact that proper buying afforded
on a spot basis. In other words, we trust
to the good sense and experience of both
stations and advertisers to overcome problems like these."
Katz Agency. ( Source: M. S. Kellner, radio sales manager) — Felt that spot radio
business as a whole was "down considerably"
during the first quarter of 1 955 but that the
last half of this year should "come up to approximately the same level" as the last half
of 1954.
He emphasized, however, that spot business varies greatly from market to market.
"There are not patterns," he asserted.
One change to which he called attention
was advertisers' more frequent use of "short,
heavy campaigns" rather than steady day-inday-out sponsorships that formerly prevailed. This makes it difficult to compare
short-term periods "because an advertiser
may go heavy for a few weeks and then ease
up
or drop out altogether for a while," he
asserted.

Spot Sales are, in most instances, "well ahead
early morning availabilities conof "While
last year."
tinue to be much sought after by advertisers," Mr. McFadden said, "there has been
an unmistakable increase in advertiser interest in the choice early evening openings.
The weekends, primarily as a result of the
tremendous accomplishments of NBC's
Monitor in giving radio listeners a vital and
interesting reason to listen, have become a
much sought-after commodity by advertisers,
to the extent that in a number of markets
weekend availabilities are virtually sold out."
Mr. McFadden said there has been a
marked trend during the year in the purchase
of saturation campaigns. Many more advertisers, he added, are availing themselves of
"the huge cumulative audiences which a concentrated saturation campaign can deliver
during a relatively short period of time at a
highly
The economical
Petry Co. cost."
(Source: William Maillefert, radio eastern sales manager) — That
1955's total dollar volume for spot radio
may well exceed that of 1954. He pointed
out that the fall of this year brought increased activity over the past two years, with
availability requests starting in mid-summer
and starting dates averaging about two weeks
earlier than 1954.
Mr. Maillefert explained some characteristics of spot purchases this season by noting
that station lists are smaller and more selective and proposed schedules are heavier but
of shorter duration. With the present pace
of buying as a criterion, Mr. Maillefert said,
this year "will probably see more total advertisers using national spot than ever before."
"Business is excellent with stations that
have anticipated and kept pace wtih the
changing times," Mr. Maillefert declared.
"Their added sales appeal results from not
trying to be all things to all people all the
time; but rather being THE station in their
market, of a definite character, and community or area appeal along definite lines.
Those stations who have maintained or improved their competitive position and their
audience share are not complaining."
Mr. Maillefert painted this optimistic picture, despite the existence of these factors,
which he cited: continued strong competition from other media; rising tv costs for

Mr. Kellner said any slack-off in spot radio usage "doesn't mean that radio doesn't
reach a lot of people," but, rather, that perhaps some agency people are reluctant to
recommend it to their clients for fear of being called "old-fashioned." He noted that
newspapers "once went through a bad period and came back, and radio will come
back too because it is necessary and vital
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Mori Greiner, Director of Television
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and indestructible."
"Repetition is an essential in advertising,
and radio, which delivers more people per
dollar than any other medium, is the only
medium that will provide the frequency that
is needed," Mr. Kellner asserted.
NBC Spot Sales. (Source: Thomas B. McFadden, vice president) — Terms 1955 as
the year in which spot radio well may be
"rediscovered by large and small advertisers
as a necessary ingredient of every major national and local campaign." He noted that
billings for the stations represented by NBC

"I sure can thank those Supersix KRIZ Phoenix personalities
for teaching me how to make
Broadcasting
money."
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the same constant schedule; "a siphoning
threat" from networks with announcement
packages at cut rates, and attempts by national-type advertisers to negotiate local
rates with co-op allowances or contracts
through branch offices and distributors.
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell. (Source:
Lloyd George Venard, president) — Painted
a bright picture for stations on that company's client list, reporting that this year the
radio outlets are doing greater volume than
last year. With the upsurge of business this
fall, he added, many of the stations will set
national spot records for themselves.
The effectiveness of national spot radio,
according to Mr. Venard, can be supported
by its history of continuous growth through
the years. He continued:
"National spot radio grew because it afforded mass coverage with flexibility, multiple messages, emotional appeal, dramatic
presentation and front page position for the
advertiser's sales story. These characteristics
of national spot radio are as unchanging as
the boy-meets-girl theme from the Greek
theatre to today's Broadway show.
"National spot radio will grow and stations operating to meet the stricter requirements of national spot will increase national
spot volume."
Weed & Co. (Source: Joseph J. Weed,
founder) — Noted that while "there were
areas in the spring and summer when spot
radio experienced some reduction in business, these instances do not imply pessimism
for the fall-winter season ahead.
"It is important to note that spot radio

The Bolex Titler gives you speed, ease,
and astonishing flexibility at low cost.
You can make titles involving multiple
planes. The unit is self-lighting; motion
is provided with drum or roller action.
The basic unit is an accurate horizontal
or vertical optical bench, seating most
16 mm cameras including the Bolex
(shown), Bell and Howell, or Kodak
Cine Special. For others, inquire. Special
effects kit includes turntable, drum,

has resisted such marked downward trends
as experienced by network radio," he said.
"I anticipate more activity in spot business
for the fall-winter season. Many of the
availabilities that exist can still be sold in entirety or split up to fill the bill for special
campaigns for one-shot and short-term advertisers. There are plenty of reasons for
an upward curve in spot radio sales. There
are still tremendous audiences eager to
listen — and buy."
Adam J. Young Jr. Inc. (Source: Steve
Machcinski, vice president in charge of radio
and tv sales) — Cited current activity and renewed interest in radio as an advertising
medium as criteria, and expressed the opinion that "the remainder of 1955 and the
early part of 1956 will show continued
gains" in national spot business for Youngrepresented outlets.
Mr. Machcinski pointed to figures of receiving set sales to indicate the importance
of radio in the lives of the average U. S.
citizen. He observed that advertisers have
become more and more aware of the true
extent of radio listening, which often is not
indicated by surveys.
CHICAGO
IN CHICAGO station representative executives speak in glowing terms of business
placed out of their offices the first six or
eight months this year. Their predictions
for fall — and overall 1955 — are optimistic.
There were exceptions, of course, and the
usual reluctance of some representatives to

positioning sheets for animation, and material allowing for hundreds of variations.
Contact your Bolex dealer, or for further information, write the address below,
Department BT-9. Bolex Titler is $299.^ i
complete with special effects kit.
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disclose percentage increase and/or decreases from 1954 because of client relationships. Some declined any comment.
But, for the most part, they agree that
spot radio has generally held its own for
them, or mounted perceptibly over last year.
Trend toward greater use of saturation,
and long-term advertisers is evident in the
reports of many representatives, as is the
reawakened interest of some national advertisers who originally swore by radio and then
turned to tv, only to find it too rich for their
blood.
On the basis of comments by Chicagobased station representatives, there has been
considerable activity by farm advertisers,
and of course by automobile manufacturers,
some of whom are gearing up during September for the best spot radio availabilities
they can obtain to introduce their 1956
models. Others interested reported for
food, drug, tobacco, cold remedy and other
product categories. (Those representatives
reported directly on automotive where they
do not maintain Detroit branches.)
Following is a capsuled alphabetical account of what representative executives reported to B«T in Chicago on the status of
spot radio business placed from their offices:
Airspot Sales (source: Joseph Kapps, manager)— Business has increased 25-30% over
last year at this time ... a "conservative"
estimate . . . and will double 1954's by year's
end. Cites problem of "getting availabilities." Increased business in hard goods field
(appliances, automotive accessories).
AM R :dio Safes (source: Jerry Glynn) —
"The first six months of this year were ahead
of a comparable period in 1954) and if the
trend continues, the entire year will be a
better one than 1954." Prospects for fall:
"equally good" as for first six months. Cites
more saturation spot campaigns, reawakening of interest in radio.
Avery-Knodel Inc. (source: J. W. (Bill)
Knodel, manager) — Reports that starting with
May — and through June, July, August and
part of September — there have been "some
increases" in spot radio out of Chicago office and thinks fall will prove out "substantially better" than last year. Some of boost is
reflected in automotive business. The startling thing about spot radio, he says, is "the
impact of saturation announcement campaigns— the method by which quite a number of accounts have returnd to radio. Saturation package plans [short term] are producing results for advertisers." Cites spot radio's
"versatility and flexibility."
Hil F. Best Co. (source: Phil Duncan,
salesman) — Claims a 14% increase in dollars
first six months of 1955 over same period
last year (though below last half of 1954).
Third quarter of 1955 down from same
period last year but fourth quarter orders
"will even it up." A "great factor" has been
increase in DeKalb Agricultural Assn. and
other farm business.
John Blair & Co. (source: Paul Ray, manager)— Cites greater activity and looks forward "to better fall than last year." States
it is encouraging that "larger advertisers and
agencies are re-exploring spot radio, particularly the personality-program type of sellBroadcasting • Telecasting

ing." Holding its own compared to last
year's billings.
The Branham Co. (source: Dudley Brewer)— "It looks favorable for fall."
Burn-Smith Co. (source: John A. Toothill,
manager) — "Our radio billing for the first
six months was about 20% ahead of 1954.
This is for the Chicago office territory which
includes Minneapolis, Detroit, Cleveland,
Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Atlanta
and Memphis.
"With general business activity the way it
is, the forecast for radio spot business for the
next six months is encouraging.
"Our increased sales this year is principally in grocery store products, farm accounts and some cigar and cosmetic business.
"But we attribute some of the increase
to certain effective in-store merchandising
plans that we are offering in conjunction
with spot radio in certain markets, and to
some good breaks in selling some baseball
business.
"Selling radio is not what you would call
easy pickin's these days, but we are making
more calls and also telling the basic facts
about radio besides selling the particular
stations that we represent."
Capper Publications (source: Terry
Hughes, account executive) — Describes current spot radio business as a "love feast,"
"tremendous," with billings equal to or better
than last year in most product classifications.
Business as reflected in sales curve of last
week and on basis of orders on books is
"quite a bit better" than for 1954 at this
time. Cites "big shot in arm" from automotive (Ford, Dodge) and "fantastic amount of
business" from Procter & Gamble.
CBS Radio Spot Sales (source: Gordon F.
Hayes, western sales manager) — Reports
midwest office 10% ahead for the first eight
months of 1955 over same period last year
after "poor start" this year; gains up to 41%
last few weeks. "Business is excellent. It
could be the second biggest year and conceivably the biggest in our history." His
findings: advertisers are signing more longterm (52-week) pacts; many tv advertisers
now are buying radio; a trend toward "saturation advertising."
Thomas F. Clark Inc. (source: Paul Elksberry, manager) — Reports that spot radio
picture looks a "little better" than last year
but feltbeit attributed
was "hard totoincreased
say" whether
should
orders this
or
the addition of new stations. Reported "extra
business" for Clark's Detroit office in automobile field. Also "sectional" business for
new Milwaukee office. Also a newspaper
reresentative.
Continental Radio Sales (source: Mrs.
Ruth Olsen, manager) — Reports that business is "quite good," ahead of last year. Represents many stations in Alabama, California and many other southern states. Cites
a good deal of "extra activity" early this
month (since Labor Day), especially among
farm advertisers (specifically, DeKalb Agricultural Assn.). "There has been an increase in interest in spot radio." Billings are
handled out of east (New York, Philadelphia), however. Some of increase is in
automotive.
Everett-McKinney (source: Robert Meskill)— Reports that overall business the first
Broadcasting • Telecasting

RADIOS,

AND

MORE

RADIOS

By James D. Secrest
Exec. V. P., Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn.
FROM

1950, when manufacturing activity was artificially stimulated by the
fear of Korean War shortages, through
1954, the trend of radio set sales had been
down. But this year, economic prosperity,
the innovations in radio design and merchandising, and unprecedented values are
combining to reverse the trend sharply.
According to preliminary estimates by
the RETMA Statistical Department, factory production of radios through August this year was 8.7 million sets. When
compared to the 6.1 million produced
during the same period last year, this
represents a healthy increase of 43%.
While all types of radios show an upward
production trend, auto radios show the
most marked trend. Last year, through
August, factories produced 2.5 million
auto radios. This year, the total is almost
double — -4.5 million.
Production of home radios for the first
eight months of 1955 as compared to
the first eight months of 1954 is 1.8 million vs. 1.7 million, clock is 1.1 million
vs. 0.9 million, and portable battery 1.3
million vs. slightly less than 1 million.
This same trend is also reflected at the
retail sales level.
This means that 12.3 million new radio

sets may reach the public this year
through direct purchases from dealers and
through the purchase of new automobiles
equipped with radios. Sales to the public
already have risen to 7.8 million through
August of this year compared to 5.8 million for the comparable 1954 period.
Moreover, the five biggest months —
which usually account for nearly half of
dealers'
ahead. annual total set sales — are still
If 12.3 million radios are purchased
this year, then 135 million will have been
sold to consumers during the 10 years
since the end of World War II. This exceeds by 31 million the entire number
that were sold during the 21 years prior
to World War II.
Total pipeline inventories of radio sets
are about normal. The stock turn ratio
for the month of August was 1 to 12.
Last year during the same month, this
ratio was only 1 to 14. This factor, when
viewed with the already excellent radio
picture and the general climb of economic prosperity, indicates that 1955 will
be a banner year for manufacturers, distributors, dealers, and most importantly
the public.

SET PRODUCTION— 1947 TO 1954
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WCAU RADIO
50,000 watts, Philadelphia
Please send me more information about
the WCAU saturation plan that delivers
1,128,960 adult listener impressions for
less than a dollar per thousand.
NAME
•
ADDRESS —
'

WCBS RADIO
50,000 watts, New York
Please send me more information about
the WCBS saturation plan that delivers
4,611, 180 adult listener impressions for
less than a dollar per thousand.
NAME ,
.
ADDRESS.

WRVA RADIO
50,000 watts, Richmond
Please send me more informat
the WRVA saturation plan thationdeliabout
904,500 adult .istener impr ons vers
£
less than a dollar per thousandessi
.
NAME
ADDRESS

KMOX RADIO
50,000 watts, St Louis
Please send me more information about
the KMOX saturation plan that delivers
1,743,800 adult listener impressions for
less than a dollar per thousand.
•
NAME
ADDRESS.

KCBS RADIO
50,000 watts, San Francisco
Please send me more information about
the KCBS saturation plan that delivers
1,248,500 adult listener impressions for
less than a dollar per thousand.
NAME
ADDRESS.

WBBM RADIO
50,000 watts, Chicago
Please send me more information about
the WBBM saturation plan that delivers
3,994,990 adult listener impressions for
less than a dollar per thousand.
NAME
ADDRESS.

: 6

WCCO RADIO
50,000 watts, Minneapolis-St Paul
Please send me more information about
the WCCO saturation plan that delivers
1,668,030 adult listener impressions for
less than a dollar per thousand.
NAME
ADDRESS.

Wanna

clip

coupons?

Try burning a little midnight oil over this preferred list...
a list that's sure to pay off. Top stations, all of them, they're
getting top results for advertisers in fourteen of the
nation's richest markets.
And they're getting results at an amazingly low cost.
Every one of the stations represented by CBS Radio Spot
Sales can offer a saturation plan that delivers adult listener
impressions for less than a dollar per thousand.
No matter how large or how small your budget, you
can't afford to overlook this kind of investment. For details
and rates on available saturation plans, just clip the
coupons of your choice ... or call
CBS
RADIO
SPOT
SAJLK2S
Offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, San Francisco and Atlanta

six months of this year is up 12% over same
period last year; the first seven months are
25% over. Best months in 1955 September
and October, on basis of advance orders for
spot radio. "If this continues, our office
should result in an overall 15% increase

better than we expected." Claims independent station business is "booming" and that
there has been a "trend toward independent
stations." Cites increased orders by farm
advertisers; automotive is "good" but will
be "heavier this fall." Notes some advertisefor the year." Among the big factors: the ers who tried tv and have gone into radio.
Discerns an increase in "short heavy ac"prepared" food lines (salad dressings, meats,
etc.). A big advertiser: Phenix Foods Co.
counts"— saturation campaigns.
George P. Hollingbery Co. (source: Frank
(Div. of Kraft Foods Co.).
Forjoe & Co. Inc. (source: Tom Cinquina,
McCarthy, manager) — "Our business is
manager) — Specializes in independent sta- good." There has been an increase in spot
tions, reports approximate 23% increase in radio over last year and the fall prospects
spot radio business first six months of 1955
"look good." A lot of saturation plans are
being sold for advertisers who left radio
over same period last year, with "increased
and came back, he says.
interest in spot and independents." AutomoHal Holman Co. (source: Hal Holman,
tive is very active, as it usually is about this
time of year (Chrysler, Pontiac, Cadillac), manager) — Claims his firm (all offices) are
and there seem to be more regional food
1 1 % ahead of last year at this time, allowing
accounts.
for deletion and addition of stations. Notes
Free & Peters Inc. (source: John A. Cory,
increase in four-week and similar saturation campaigns, with farm and automotive
manager) — "It looks better to us than it has
for two years. We are very optimistic. The
business up. Some advertisers, he says, are
outlook for spot radio in the midwest is increasing radio upon finding tv station covvery good." Cites "increased activity generage limitations ("pulling out of state"),
and there are other instances of one-time
erally" inrecent months.
radio advertisers who went to tv then reGill-Perna Inc. (source: Walter Beadell,
turned to the aural medium.
midwest manager) — "Chicago business is
H-R Representatives Inc. (source: Carlin
'way up," with activity pretty general among
French) — "In general spot has been up.
various product accounts. Reports a "lot AS. whale
of a lot of advertisers have found
of automotive business but not much volthat television is too rich for their blood
ume."
Arthur H. Hagg & Assoc. Inc. (source:
and are returning to saturation radio." AutoArthur Hagg, manager) — Reports spot radio
motive business, up. Fall prospects: "good."
ahead of last year. Optimistic for fall.
Indie Sales Inc. (source: Fred Jones) —
Headiey-Reed Co. (source: John H. Spot radio up over last year (60% is
Wrath, executive vice president) — Spot radio
claimed) and "prospects look better than for
first half of 1955." Claims firm did six
business has been "good so far this year,
times as much business during first quarter
(though off "a few percentage points" in
second). The big turn: insurance (All-State
BY JUPITER
Insurance Co.). (Mr. Jones represents Donald Cooke Inc., Hil F. Best Co. as well as
When Jupiter controlled the skies
Indie Sales Inc.)
He strummed a harp of mammoth size.
The Katz Agency (source: Gerald H.
One mighty, shivering, quivering
Gunst,
manager) — In general spot radio
chord
seems
to
be "pretty fairly well holding its
And lightning flashed — thunder
roared !
own." The volume is at a fairly level rate
with last year." Also represents newspapers.
Today, on Florida's busy West Coast
Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc. (source:
There's
one
—
-more
powerful
—
of
whom we boast.
John Shelton, manager) — Business has been
King
"very good." Claims his firm's increase
down,of the airways from sun-up to
generally has been a little "above the averWPIN wears the crown!
age of the industry; billings are ahead of
WPIN's clear channel signal covers
last year," with fall prospects very good. The
the eleven county area of the West
big factors of activity: drug, food, automoCoast of Florida completely, giving
tive accounts. Automotive firms seeking
advertisers a market of 790,300 people
availabilities: De Soto, Chrysler and Pontiac.
every day with a buying income of
$989,640,000.00. This dominant IndeJohn E. Pearson Co. (source: James Bowpendent music and news station is the
den)
— Spot radio is "quite a bit" over last
West Coast
year at a continuing rate for the first eight
radio
buy. of Florida's best daytime
months of 1955 and year's prospects are
. . . that's why more local advertisers
prefer WPIN.
"excellent." Among contributing factors:
food, tobacco accounts.
— "There is more interest in spot radio today than a couple of years ago." Cites agWPIN
gressive campaigns by networks, stations and
industry as a whole on rate structure, pro680 Clear Channel
gramming and other aspects to meet tv comOffices and studios in the
petition.
Royal Palm Hotel
Radio-Tv Representatives Inc. (source: Ed
St. Petersburg, Florida
Nickey, general manager) — Holding its own
Arthur Mundorff, Owner-Manager
compared to last year. Prospects for fall:
Represented Nationally by
perhaps a slight increase. Claims to have
Walker Co., Inc.
recorded an 85% increase in spot radio in
1954 over 1953.
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William G. Rambeau Co. (source: Boyd
W. Lawlor, manager) — "For the first six
months we are running a little ahead of last
year. There seems to be more general acin recent
months."
Hazy
about tivity,
fall particularly
prospects.
Reports
automotive
business has been sporadic, with increases
in spot radio by some, a dropoff by others.
Sears & Ayer (source: Burt Sears) —
Ahead of last year and business looks like
it will continue in same vein. "Farm accounts (DeKalb Agricultural Assn., Pioneer
Hy-Bred Corn) have become active." Claims
there has been general business increase.
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell (source:
Howard B. [Howdee] Meyers, manager) —
Business has been "very, very good this
year," with spot radio ahead perhaps 20%
and total 40-60%. A good month in August (biggest this year in 20-month history
of firm). A lot of increases (a majority) in
terms of billings have been in radio station
field.kets Says
Meyers:but "In
radio-tv
marradio hasMr.suffered
dollars
are being
spent, radio always seems and apparently
will always continue getting an even break."
The Walker Representation Co. Inc.
(source: Ralph C. Kelley, co-manager) —
Business is "slightly up" so far this year and
it "looks very good for fall." Notes that since
Walker represents number of small market
stations, factor of tv competition is minimized with respect to spot radio advertisers.
Weed & Co. (source: Neal Weed, manager)— Reports the first six months of 1955
were "slightly off" the pace of that period
last year but business has been very good
the past seven or eight weeks. "Activity in
spot radio here is so good that it looks like
business might prove superior this year to
1954." Fall prospects: very good. Prime
activity factors: soaps, cleansers, flour, etc.
Points out past experience has been that
Chicago office business follows that of New
York headquarters months later, is now
feeling upsurge. (Describes this "delayed
reaction" as sort of "Wall Street concept.")
Adam J. Young Jr. Inc. (source: William
J. Reilly, manager) — "We've had the best
summer in our history." Reports spot radio
"poor" last year but for first six or eight
months of 1955, it's been up as much as
35%, with "fine" fall prospects. No particular category responsible for surge, but
there's been "new interest" in radio.
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WHAT'S

NEW

IN

RADIO

COMES

"... a winning newcomer"

FROM

VARIETY

". . . interesting and presented with a delicate
irony that's mighty refreshing . . ." ASSOCIATED

THESE

ARE

REPORTS

ON

ABC

"IT'S TIME," THE

NEW

DIMENSION

PRESS

IN THE

NEWS

IT'S time is a package of 18 separate five-minute broadcasts scheduled from
early Saturday morning to late Sunday evening. Behind the headlines
of the news lies the color, the drama

and human

interest that is the "heart" of

the news. This is the material that IT'S TIME capsulizes and dramatizes
in each broadcast designed for 1955 radio listening.
it's time brings back to radio the ringing tones of Westbrook Van Voorhis,
voice of The March of Time. Produced in cooperation with the editors of
TIME, this new ABC
modern radio.
it's time

radio series, with a cast of 40 actors, is good radio,

is more than news or entertainment

— it is compelling radio. In each

fast-paced five minutes, 75 seconds of commercial

places your advertising

in the right "editorial setting" — believability. At $13,500 (fully
commissionable) per week the 18 broadcasts of IT'S TIME deliver over
7,500,000 visits per week end at $1.42 per commercial minute.
IT'S time offers complete sponsor-program identification . . . more than 22
minutes of commercial time each Saturday and Sunday . . . broadcast saturation
. . . true saturation.
In New

York, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles or San Francisco call ABC

Network

Sales for the full story on this modern

this modern

when

way to buy radio ;

way to sell.

it comes

to MODERN

radio . . .
. . . come

Broadcasting

Radio
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to ABC
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THE

EAR

HAS

AN

EYE

By Henry B. Clay
Exec. V. P. & Gen. Mgr., KWKH Shreveport, La.
Chairman, NARTB Radio Board
Radiovision is a word which Webster describes as "television by radio."
I don't know where Webster got the
idea. Most people would tell you
there's no such thing. Actually, such
a thing exists, and its essence can result in greater impact for advertisers on
radio and better business for the radio
broadcaster — Author.

people/ wiove^u4"o UUocJj

TfajjVfej part of ike, yotu^f

K

DUB-TV

LUBBOCK,
NATIONAL

TEXAS

REPRESENTATIVES: AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

PRESIDENT AND GEN. MGR., W. D. "DUB" ROGERS'
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FROM the chaos wrought by television from
Madison Avenue to Hollywood Boulevard
there is gradually emerging order. The
original impact of tv on the advertising
world is now being felt for what it really is
— a profoundly significant force in the life of
the buying public, but not the quietus of
radio and the newspaper. The first alarms
of the latter two media have given way to
the silence of studied concentration on the
applied and applicable force of the triumvirate which is newspaper, radio and television advertising.
The radio broadcaster cherishes the hope
that television will be the same tonic to advertising generally that radio was a generation ago. He recalls that earlier chaos which
he himself had created in the publisher's
mind when it became apparent that radio
was not a toy but an efficient tool. He remembers that many advertisers, with the
dumbfounded consent of some publishers,
were ready to ring the death knell of profitable newspaper business. And he recalls
that the bell didn't toll; the funeral was postponed due to better business all around, an
increased awareness of advertising generally
by the man with something to sell.
But the renaissance of radio will not arrive by simple reliance on repetition of history. Like the publisher of the 30's, the
radio broadcaster of the 50's must come up
with some specifics. "Radiovision" is one of
mine. It involves a simple maxim of psychology— posthypnotic suggestion.
An advertiser on television uses both sight
and sound to capture the two most vital
senses of his audience. The viewer hears
the sound, sees the animations, and the impression is made — at relatively high cost
to the advertiser. Virtually the same impact
can be obtained on radio at much, much less
cost per thousand by using the same television sound track on radio spot announcements. When the listener hears the message
his mind recreates and visualizes the animations he's seen on television. Whether he's
in the kitchen, the bathroom, the bedroom,
on the beach or in an automobile, the listener's association and imaginative mind
accomplishes television impact at radio cost.
If the tv spot has been successful at all,
then its soundtrack success on radio is assured by the listener himself. The phenomenon of suggestion and association is in
the first place the foundation of modern
advertising. The subject's attention is drawn
and fixed, the message is delivered with the

admonishment "the next time you see, or
need, buy
. . ."
the advertisement
succeeds it cocks
theIfmental
trigger that says
"buy" hours or
days
later.
"Radiovision"
is
by no means solely
for the advertiser
wishing to expand
his impact at low
cost; it is for the
advertiser now in
radio and the advertiser-to-be. The
former, casting
about for an entry
into tv,
on advice ofmay
his agency

MR. CLAY

take a new tack entirely in the visual medium and a new message. Or he can tailor
his radio spot carefully, selecting his key
words, building a message that will be recognizable immediately to television viewers
who are also radio listeners.
The advertiser-to-be, the man with a new
product and a modest budget, stands to benefit especially from "Radiovision." He can
begin his campaign in the effective, low-cost
medium of radio with a soundtrack readily
convertible to animation, quite possibly with
the animation all worked out in anticipation of that time when his budget can afford
the higher-priced medium with a practical
frequency. He too will then be able to
utilize the impact of television and "RadioThat silent study which has replaced the
original frenzy is already pointing out the
fields where radio is at its best, news heading
vision."
the
list with music and discussion close by.
And radio can do a better job cheaper: the
listener does half the production job and
gladly. If the radio broadcaster improves
and polishes his own product, he can rely
safely on the judgment of a maturing and
more selective audience.
And that audience is not only thinking,
it's moving. America has moved from its
kitchen to the backyard barbecue pit on
weeknights, from its living-room to the lake
on weekends — to the thousand and one
places where only radio can conveniently
go. Statistics show a steady incline in tourist travel. Airlines and railroads are making
it easier to haul the family cross country
on liberal terms. The nation's government
is planning to speed movement with longrange highway programs. And automation
is giving the leisure time in which to go.
There is no time for leisurely depression
in the radio industry, however. Now is the
time for the broadcaster not only to improve his product but to expand his scope
from selling
the audience to selling the advertiser as well.
The fundamentals he knows. The new
applications and directions must be sought
out. "Radiovision," I believe, is one. There
are others waiting to be found.
Broadcasting
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NETWORK FALL SALES UP
(Continued from page 66)
day than has been evidenced during the past
year-and-a-half.
"That interest is not just academic. It has
manifested itself in dollars and cents with
sponsors signing contracts for network time.
We have signed more commerical shows
during the last 30 days than in the past six
months.
"More significant, however, is the rate of
contract renewals signed by advertisers currently sponsoring Mutual network shows.
It is encouraging to note that not one Mutual
network advertiser has exercised the right
to cancel programs when renewal time arrived.
"With both the advertiser and agency
following a favorable course and with new
and renewed contracts pacted, the network
will show a healthy figure when the year's
billings are totalled."
NBC's statement emphasizes Monitor in
particular. Of the new radio service, Fred
Horton, director of radio network sales, said
it "is helping us to move toward the ultimate
stabilization position." His full statement:
"For the first time in years there is a new
interest in network radio — evidenced by
active advertising agency attention, new audience attention and great critical acclaim.
For the first time in years there is a truly
new market for network radio sales. And
for the first time in years the daily newspapers are printing lead stories on radio.
"Why all this radio activity when a year
ago there was a woeful dearth of all these?
"As Bob Sarnoff said early this year, NBC
is a member of neither the head-in-sand
school nor the pallbearers school when it
comes to facing the fact that networks have
been eating losses for several years. Instead,
NBC has been almost the lone proponent
of the let's-do-something-about-it school in
network radio thinking.
"NBC has done something about its belief
that the solution for the audience shrinkage
for individual programs (and our nighttime
programs have consistently been in the Nielson 'Top Ten'), paralleled by a decline of
individual program sponsorships during the
RADIO:
RADIO

SETS !N WORKING

past years, is the recapture of national circulation through multiple advertising exposures
across a service.
"By experimenting with such plans as the
Tandem-type sales and the Three Plan, we
have tried to find the solution which will
help reach the ultimate stabilization point
network radio must come to if it is to survive
as a useful entertainment and advertising
medium.

wmal-tv
channel 7 in

"The most recent and successful plan for
such is Monitor, an adapted audience service
as well as a sales pattern in a major block
of time, and which has created to date more
dollar volume on the weekend than the weekend business of all other networks combined.
"Results-wise, Monitor is helping us move
toward the ultimate stabilization position.
It was Monitor which, during the third
quarter of this year, was 80% sold out in its
network positions — phenomenal for marginal weekend time. Over $1 million in network time sales for this quarter or ten times
as such as other NBC weekend business was
recorded.

Washington,
now

Greater Coverage of
the multi-billion dollar
Washington market
Greater ABC -TV Programs
backed by unparalleled
audience promotion

"How has Monitor fared as a circulation
builder for its advertisers? It accumulates
audiences faster than any other program.
In a four-week period, 13 million homes are
delivered in the 14 network option hours
alone.
"Monitor audience is 50% greater in television homes than radio-only homes, or 8
million in four weeks. We believe this is a
good indication for the future as television
reaches saturation.
"In a recent Advertest Turnpike survey,
Monitor pulled a bigger share of the weekend automobile audience than all other networks put together. Also, Pulse studies show
that for five owned and operated markets
there are increases ranging from 13% to
27% in weekend audience (May to August).
"The business Monitor has created is new
business not otherwise available if we were
without an effective form to bring it in.
With about $350,000 already signed for the
fourth-quarter, with substantial additional
business at the point of order, with some
advertisers dropping out and new clients
coming in, Pat Weaver and Bob Sarnoff
May

STILL GROWING
ORDER IN U. S.:

D. G, is

1

UREASE

II RATES

Ask the Katz Agency

Get your share of
our cotton bonanza . . .
Your best Louisiana Purchase
Si Willing, Gen. Mgr.
■%
INDIENational
SALES,Rep.
INC.
IV
I
LfcT
TALLULAH, LA.

Sept.

In kitchens
In other rooms in homes
TOTAL, IN U. S. HOMES
TOTAL, IN AUTOMOBILES.
TOTAL, OUTSIDE HOMES,
EXCEPT IN CARS
GRAND TOTAL, IN U. S

25,500,000
1955*
24,000,000
17,200,000
4,500,000
8,800,000
80,000,000
. . 31,000,000
10,000,000
1 21,000,000

25,320,000
21,560,000
16,100,000
1954**
4,390,000
7,370,000
74,740,000
26,180,000
(Not estimated)
100,920,000
s only)and
(incar
homes

* Interim estimate by Radio Advertising Bureau pending completion of four-network report.
** From study conducted by Alfred Politz Research Inc. for the radio networks and Radio
Advertising Bureau and supervised and validated by Advertising Research Foundation Inc.
(B»T, Sept. 27, 1954).
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told our affiliates last week of the network's
most recent plan devised to help take network radio out of its doldrums — the extension of the Monitor pattern into the weekdays, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., and tailor-made for
daytime audience listening habits.
"Another sales trend which we believe
will help stabilize the medium and which we
have hopes of effecting very soon are the
opening up of some of our top-rated evening

RADIO'S

attractions on a participation sales plan, devised to bring in revenue so that we can
keep these evening programs on the air and
maintain our evening audience leadership.
"These plans are being effected in our belief that network radio can again be utilized
efficiently to reach the entire national market as, as Mr. Weaver pointed out recently,
'a supplier of service rather than a supplier
of specific programs.' "

RATE

TREND

ADVEN
TV'S
SINCE
THE history of network radio rate cards
to failure, for NBC, then ABCT
and finally
since the arrival of television has been a Mutual followed with generally similar reductions of their own. Their explanation:
story of change — mostly downward — as the
networks sought to contend with the glamour
"We have to meet the competition."
of the new medium and at the same time
Where NBC and CBS effected their savkeep competitive with each other.
ings to advertisers by cutting rates, ABC and
The Assn. of National Advertisers,
Mutual achieved their purposes by increasing the discounts.
through its Radio-Tv Committee, was taking
potshots at radio back in 1950. The next
For a while there was quiet on the netyear the same committee came out with a
work rate front. Late in 1951, NBC came
blast — a report purporting to show that tele- up with a new rate formula which its affilivision had cut evening radio time values up
ates succeeded in shelving. Then, in the
to 60% in some markets. But for the time
spring of 1952, talk of further cuts began
being the network rate cards held, although
to circulate. In July 1952 CBS Radio afin the meantime NBC had proposed — but
filiates called a meeting and asked their netshelved, because of affiliate opposition —
work to restore the previous year's 10% cut
that the network rates of 53 affiliates situated
and, on top of that, to hike daytime charges
in tv markets be reduced.
20%. The network agreed to keep the rate
structure intact pending a joint study by
The first break came in April 1951 when,
affiliates and CBS.
on the eve of the NARTB convention, CBS
Radio announced 10 to 15% reductions in
In August 1952 CBS and its radio affiliates
charges for afternoon and evening time, ef- got together again. Out of this general meetfective July 1. The move was attributed to
ing, held in Chicago, came agreement on a
threats by major advertisers to reduce or reduction of nighttime charges by approxidrop substantial schedules they were then
mately 25%, effective Aug. 25. As part of
carrying on CBS Radio, and to off-card deals
the overall agreement — alternative to which
which that network alleged other networks
would have been a straight 35% cut — the
had been making.
affiliates took a 15% cut in compensation
from the network but won restoration of
Affiliates of all four radio networks
promptly organized and elected Paul W. the preceding year's 10% cut in MondayMorency, WTIC Hartford, to lead them in Friday daytime costs (effective the following
Feb. 25), and also received assurance that
an effort to shore up all radio's rate structures, dissuade CBS from going ahead with the network rate structure would be maintained for at least a year.
its plan, and persuade the other networks to
Once again the other networks followed
hold the line. In terms of the objectives, and
in retrospect, this campaign was doomed
with adjustments of their own which, alH7
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though differing somewhat, were generally
comparable.
affiliates in
tv markets boreIn theMutual's
brunt ofplan,
the cut.
After that, although new sales techniques
and package offers continued to be developed
and put into use, there were no major
amendments of basic rate cards for a while.
In May 1954 — again at an NARTB convention— CBS Radio came out with a 1520% reduction in nighttime costs, to be effective Oct. 1, 1954. At the same time CBS
Radio agreed, among other concessions, to
give affiliates 70-second station breaks in
evening hours. The new cut in time charges,
accomplished via the additional-discount
route, reduced the actual cost of evening
hours to approximately that of prime daytime hours.
NBC came out a few weeks later with a
comparable plan to meet the CBS Radio
move, and ABC — which had adopted a
single daytime and evening rate for its owned
stations in 1953 — now scrapped its complicated discount structure and worked up a
new single base network rate for both day
and night which it put into effect the first
week of October 1954. Mutual went to the
single rate, with reductions averaging up to
approximately 25% in net costs of evening
time, on July 1 this year.
CBS Radio, which had been working on
the single-rate idea for months but was held
up by negotiations over an accompanying
proposal to cut affiliates' compensation by
25 % , meanwhile has reached affiliate agreement on a plan that compromises the compensation issue at 20% reduction for one
year — which does not reduce time costs and,
in fact; slightly increases the charge for some
time periods. The single rate went into effect
Aug. 25.
NBC asked its affiliates 10 days ago to
take a 25% cut in compensation, effective
about Oct. 1, but made no mention of adopting a single rate — and network officials say
they have no present plans for one.
WCUE AND GROCERIES
THE MANAGEMENT of a supermarket
chain has credited WCUE Akron, Ohio,
25%.
with raising the firm's grocery sales by
Last March, March & Saveway, which
operates 14 supermarkets in the greater
Akron area, began a 13 -week campaign
over WCUE. It consisted of four Monday through Saturday newscasts and two
one-minute spots, using a special echo
effect announcement. The copy for the
first three days of the week promoted
Saveway's premium plan while the last
three days featured special food items.
After nine weeks, sales had increased
25%, a figure which has held up during
the unseasonably hot weather, according
to James Morgan, Saveway general manager, and the contract has been extended
for 26 weeks. Mr. Morgan also stated
that a substantial saving was made over
other forms of advertising.
In the past, Saveway had used radioonly on
a saturation basis four or five
times
a year.
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ADVERTISERS S, AGENCIES
(A&A continues from page 48)
TRIBUNE'
BELITTLES
IMPACT
OF TV ADS
Chicago newspaper claims telephone survey during "prime
network viewing hours" shows
watchers cannot identify sponsors in majority of cases.
vA REFURBISHED attack on television advertising, apparently designed to imply that viewers
don't watch commercials and with major emphasis on sponsor identification factors in the
metropolitan Chicago tv area, was unleashed by
the Chicago Tribune last week.
The Tribune's latest findings seemed certain
to bring rebuttals from tv industry quarters
reminiscent of the storm brewed last February
by its initial presentation, which drew fire from
the Television Bureau of Advertising [B«T,
March 7].
The newspaper's research division threw fresh
ammunition into the media breach by announcing results of telephone interviews "with people
at the time they were actually viewing programs." It also claimed to survey set ownership, "attention to programs," and "diversion
of attention while viewing."
Highlight of findings by its "trained investi"— in two
out of audience
three shows,
half ofgatorsthe
television
was "more
unablethan
to
identify the sponsor of the program." Among
programs covered, "some fared better, others
worse."
While limiting itself this time to Chicagoland
— a random sample drawn "from all residential
telephone subscribers and 27 surrounding suburbs" comprising 7,140 interviews at prime
(network) viewing hours on March 14-15 — the
Tribune left no doubt it feels sponsor identification is lacking in most cases and that thus, by
implication, national advertisers are not getting
their money's worth on network television.
The Tribune stressed that sample size for
each of the 37 programs covered in the survey
(half-hour or more) "exceeded Advertising Research Foundation minimum standards by approximately 50%."
The newspaper emphasized it sought out "the
economic heads of each household," the first
choice being the female of the family. Adults
(95% of these were described as "heads")
were asked to identify the sponsor. One name
was accepted in the case of multiple advertisers
and either of alternating sponsors also was accepted, the Tribune reported.

control, over 382 radio stations. Three tv outlets also will be used, he added. The agency
for d-Con radio-tv is Leeds & York, Chicago.
A new series of one-minute and 20-second
films has been completed for M-O-Lene by
Altschul Productions Inc., for use on 61 stations
in the major markets of 17 states Mr. Eicoff
reported. Additionally, there has been a continuing mail order spot tv campaign under way
on perhaps 325 stations, running about $45,000
per week for various Grant Co. products, Mr.
Eicoff noted. The drive could average between
$40,000
and $60,000 weekly for tv by year's
end,
he said.
Kenyon

& Eckhardt

Elects

Kennedy and Wheeler
KENYON & ECKHARDT, New York, has
elected Kevin Kennedy and Clinton F. Wheeler
vice presidents of the agency.
Mr. Kennedy has been with the firm since
February 1954 as an account executive and had
previously held a similar position with BBDO.

GEN.
PIB

MOTORS

MEDIA

TALLY

TWO top automobile makers — General Motors
and Chrysler Corp. — have driven upward in
a listing of 100 leading media advertisers published last week for the first six months of this
year. The list is part of a semi-annual compilation included in National Advertising Investments, based on media measured by Publishers Information Bureau.
Investments covers advertising in about 100
general and national farm magazines, Sunday
newspaper sections and supplements, on network radio and network tv.
General Motors, which spent nearly $27 million in these media for the six-month period,
replaced Procter & Gamble in the No. 1 spot.
P & G was second with $25 million, followed
by General Foods which had placed fourth
last year. GF changed rank with ColgatePalmolive Co., which for the six-month period
last year was third.
Chrysler moved up from seventh to fifth,
Gillette from twelfth to sixth ranking. R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco dropped out of the top
ranking 10 to 12th place.
The 100 leading advertisers in the first six
months of this year invested $365 million in
the PIB-measured media, while the top 100
for last year's first half showed a total of
$325 million.

Whirlpool-Seeger

MR. KENNEDY

MR. WHEEtER

Mr. Wheeler joined K&E in 1953 and before
that had been director of radio and television
for Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.
Hoag, Boston Agency Head,
Dies After Long Illness
J. P. HOAG, 52, president of Hoag & Provadine
Inc., Boston advertising agency, died last week
after a long illness.
Mr. Hoag entered advertising in 1923 with
Westinghouse in East Pittsburgh, later becoming
advertising manager of Westinghouse in New
England. He was a director and former president of the Boston Advertising Club and a past
president of Boston Sales Managers Club. He
also served as director of the Advertising Federation of America.

TOPS

Merger

Approved by Stockholders
MERGER agreement involving Whirlpool
Corp. and Seeger Refrigerator Co., to be reorganized as Whirlpool Seeger Corp. and include air conditioning and stove departments
of RCA, was approved by stockholders of both
companies at meetings in New York and St.
Paul Tuesday [B«T, Aug. 15, July 25].
They approved the merger by a combined
majority of more than 90% of stock represented
in person and by proxy. The new firm becomes
a reality this month, with Elisha Gray II, former Whirlpool president, as president and Walter G. Seeger, former Seeger head, as board
chairman. Frank M. Folsom, RCA president,
will serve as one of the directors. RCA's departments are among the assets of Delaware Appliance Corp., third member of the merger.
Delaware Appliance Corp. recently was organized under that state's laws and RCA is
transferring to it the net amount of $21,600,000
in cash and assets other than accounts receivable of its stove and air conditioning units.

Grant Chemical, d-Con
Plan Use of Radio-Tv
NEARLY all of a $480,000 advertising budget
for a new 11 -week campaign has been earmarked by the d-Con Co. (rodenticides, insecticides), Chicago, for the use of radio, according to Alvin Eicoff, vice president in charge of
advertising for the firm.
At the same time, it was revealed that Grant
Chemical Co. will embark shortly on a
$180,000 saturation spot tv drive for its M-OLene Dry Cleaner Products, also under Mr.
Eicoff's direction.
The d-Con budget was described by Mr.
Eicoff as an all-time high for advertising, with
"almost entirely" all of it to be spent for a
series of three one-minute spots and two fiveminute "special service" programs on rodent
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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Merkel's Fall Advertising
Includes Seven N. Y. Stations
MERKEL Inc. (packers of pork products),
Jamaica, N. Y., last week announced its fall and
winter advertising and promotion campaign.
Radio, newspapers and magazines as well as
bus cards and trade publications will be used.
The radio schedule includes newscasts on
seven New York stations: WMGM, WRCA,
WINS, WCBS, WOR, WABC and WMCA,
with Merkel Meats represented as a sponsor
for the following newscasters: Harry Clark,
Charles F. McCarthy, Henry Gladstone, Dick
de Freitas, Peter Roberts, and Bob Callum. In
addition the Merkel's campaign includes sponsorship of the Bob and Ray Show, the Martha
Deane Show and Luncheon at Sardi's. The
highlight of the radio schedule is a specially
created Merkel show, Visit With Josie, featuring cooking authority Josphine McCarthy, five
times weekly on WNBC New York.
Agency for Merkel is The Blaine-Thompson
Co., New York.
Kitchens of Sara Lee Inc.
Extending Use of Radio, Tv
KITCHENS of Sara Lee Inc., which last week
announced establishment of national distribution for its bakery products, is currently using
radio and tv and plans to extend these media.
The company, whose account is handled by
Cunningham & Walsh, Chicago, has already
bought chain breaks in 10 major markets in
which the ABC-TV Walt Disney Mickey Mouse
Club series will be telecast. Also under wraps
is a radio-tv announcement campaign for Chicago starting Oct. 27.
Charles W. Lubin, president of Sara Lee, anYOU
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nounced plans for national operation (claimed
to be the first specialty bakery firm to start
mass distribution) at a news conference in New
York Wednesday. Sara Lee reported sales of
nearly $5 million in 1954, its fourth year of
operation.
The company has been using WXYZ Detroit (radio) and some months ago launched a
spot tv test drive in certain eastern markets.
ANTELL

BUDGETS

$2 MILLION
MORE
CHARLES ANTELL announced last week that
it has budgeted $2 million for a television campaign to be launched on behalf of its new
product, a liquid makeup. The company will
sponsor three morning half-hour Search for
Beauty and one evening, half-hour weekly
Hollywood's Best on ABC-TV, plus a concentrated spot coverage in 150 markets.
Product Services Inc., New York, advertising
agency for Charles Antell, reported that it now
is in the market for another suitable evening
half-hour on behalf of its client.
Evans Named

Director

Of N. Y. Radio-Tv Clinic
JACOB A. EVANS, newly appointed account
executive, McCann-Erickson, New York, [B»T,
Sept. 12] was named Thursday as director of
the Radio & Television Clinic to be held as part
of the Advertising Club of New York's Advertising &Selling Course.
Among those who will serve as clinic leaders:
Hamilton Shea, NBC vice president and general manager of WRCA-AM-TV New York;
Frank Pellegrin, vice president of H-R Representatives; Sherril Taylor, director of sales promotion and advertising of CBS Radio; Don L.
Kearney, ABC Film Syndication; Michael Levin, director, radio and tv, Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
and Matthew J. Culligan, national sales and
merchandising manager of NBC.
75 Colleges Furnished

Four Advertisers

Take

MBS Participation Shows
SIGNING of four sponsors for programs over
Mutual was announced last week by Harry
Trenner, MBS vice president in charge of sales.
Contracts for participations in MBS' multimessage programs, including Story Time
(Mon.-Fri., 11-11:25 a.m. EDT) and in the
evening mystery-adventure drama (Mon.-Fri.,
8-8:30 p.m. EDT) were signed by Grove Labs.
Inc., Florida Citrus Commission and Norwich
Pharmacal Co., all through Benton & Bowles,
New York. Seeman Bros. Inc., through Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York, will sponsor Tomorrow's Front Page Headlines (Sun.,
6:15-6:30 p.m. EDT), starting Oct. 2.
Marciano-Moore
Radio Coverage

Title Bout
Expanded

PABST BREWING Co. has extended its coverage of the Rocky Marciano-Archie Moore
heavyweight championship fight from 350 to
the complete ABC Radio Network of approximately 500 stations, the company announced
in Chicago Tuesday. The fight also will be aired
in Alaska, Hawaii, Guam, Puerto Rico, Cuba,
Canada and South America. Pabst claims the
additional stations will mean an "alltime record
for a radio broadcast" in terms of coverage.
Independent stations also are scheduled to
broadcast the bout.
Bryan Houston Expands
BRYAN HOUSTON Inc., New York, has
moved to larger quarters at 730 Fifth Ave. as
a result of increased business, Bryan Houston,
president of the agency, announced last week.
The acquisition of additional accounts, with a
subsequent increase in personnel during the past
12 months, necessitated the move from 10
Rockefeller Plaza to the new address, which will
approximately double present floor space.

UP

By American Tobacco Co.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co. (Lucky Strike
cigarettes) will bring the full United Press teletype news service to the radio studios of 75
colleges as part of the cigarette company's fall
Ordinarily the cost of a UP 24-hour service
plans.
is too high for college stations. The Lucky
Strike campaign will include a contest for the
best news broadcast. Participating stations will
submit three tapes selected from the season's
output. As prizes, winning stations will receive
studio equipment such as tape recorders and
microphones.
BBDO, New York, is the agency for Lucky
Strike. National station representative is the
College Radio Corp.
CPRN Signs Feenamint
PHARMACO Inc., for Feenamint, Chooz &
Medigum, has signed for sponsorship of the
Tuesday and Thursday portions of Second Mrs.
Burton, weekdays 11-11:15 a.m., on 23 stations
of the Columbia Pacific Radio Network, it was
announced Thursday by Bert S. West, general
sales manager of CPRN and key outlet KNX
Los Angeles. Contract for 13 weeks was placed
through Clifford, Steers and Shenfield, New
York.

QUAKER OATS
through
Baker
'
stonWherry,
'Pre
BuysCo.has
ker Chicago,
&Qua
Tilden,
signed for the film
package Sergeant Preston of the Yukon on
CBS-TV in the Thursday 7:30-8 p.m. EST
period starting Sept. 29, the network confirmed
Thursday. The new tv film series is being produced by Charles E. Skinner Productions, Hollywood, with Richard Simmons in the lead role.
ARF

Distributes

Report

IN RESPONSE to several requests for an impartial opinion on whether pre-listing is essential in probability sampling, Advertising Research Foundation said last week it has sent
subscribers copies of a report prepared on the
subject for ARF by a prominent researcher,
Dr. W. Edwards Deming. His treatise discusses
possible types of the sampling unit "in the last
stage of selection in a probability sample."
NEW BUSINESS
General Foods (Instant Swans Down cake mix),
N. Y., extending present radio spot schedule in
13 markets, which ends Sept. 26, for another
six weeks starting Oct. 13. Agency: Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
Roman Meal Co., Tacoma, Wash., for cereals
and muffin mixes has signed for Mon.-Wed.Fri. edition of Bob Garred and the News (Mon.Broadcasting • Telecasting

FILM
Fri., 9:15-9:30 a.m. PST) on 62 Pacific Coast
and mountain stations of ABC Radio, effective
today (Mon.). Agency: Roy S. Durstine, S.F.
Bristol-Myers Co., N. Y., will sponsor Alfred
Hitchcock Presents effective Oct. 2, on CBS-TV
(Sun., 9:30-10 p.m.), effective Oct. 20. Show
is filmed at Revue Productions, Hollywood.
Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Chevrolet Motors Div., General Motors Corp.,
Detroit, will sponsor Crossroads on ABC-TV
(Fri. 8:30-9 p.m. EDT), effective Oct. 7.
Agency: Campbell-Ewald Co., N. Y.
AGENCY APPOINTMENTS
Red Top Brewing Co., Cincinnati, has appointed Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, for Red Top
beer and ale. Agency previously handled account in 1950-51.
Arthur Mertens Steak House Co. (quick-cooking frozen cubed steaks) has appointed HonigCooper Co., S. F.
A&A PEOPLE
Margery Carleson, formerly with KUTV (TV)
Salt Lake City, to Axelsen Adv. Agency, same
city, as radio-tv director and copy chief.
A. von Gontard, vice chairman of board, vice
president and director of sales and advertising
and executive committee chairman, AnheuserBusch Inc. (Budweiser beer), St. Louis, retires
Oct. 1.
Jerome M. Cowle, formerly copy supervisor,
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, appointed copy
chief, Grant Adv., Detroit.
Marshall Clark, vice president, Benton &
Bowles, N. Y., appointed advertising director,
Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa., succeeding
Harry C. Pardee, retiring.
Marvin L. Rand, account and promotion specialist, Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Inc., Milwaukee, named director of newly formed public
relations
div.; Winston C. Williams to agency's
account staff.
Joseph Close to Honig-Cooper, S. F., as research director; Harold Ford to agency as merchandising director.
Lionel Ormsby, for nine years account executive, Dozier, Eastman & Co., L. A., to Charles
Bowes Adv., same city, in same capacity.
Charles Fabler, formerly brand manager, Swift
& Co. (food products), Chicago, and Robert
Joselyn, formerly brand manager, Armour &
Co. (food products), Chicago, join Simoniz Co.
same city, as brand advertising managers; Kay
Nyblad named consumer service supervisor.
Jean Van Eskay, formerly
tion, Tv Guide, Phila., to
genbaum & Wermen Adv.
timebuyer, and
alsopublicity.
handling
promotion

with national ediradio-tv dept., FeiAgency, Phila., as
radio-tv accounts'

REPUBLIC
TV-USE

OF

CONSENT

DECREE

3-YEAR-OLD

MAY

FEATURE

ALLOW
FILMS

Republic Pictures, government agreement implies top star and story
motion pictures will be available to tv and non-theatrical use after
three years from release date.
IT LOOKS like tv stations may be able to get by General Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio,
their hands on Hollywood feature length films and 10% by R. H. Macy & Co., New York.
about three years after they are released for
Other defendants in the government's suit are
theatrical exhibition.
Twentieth Century-Fox, Warner Bros., Universal-International, and others.
That's the portent for ending the tv feature
film famine implied in the consent decree signed
The government filed its suit in 1952. It
by Republic Pictures Corp. and subsidiary and charged that the 12 producing companies conthe government last week. That seems to be
spired to withhold 16 mm prints of feature
films from tv and other non-exhibitor use.
the period of protection for theatre exhibitors
Feature films for tv mainly have been secured
which the Justice Dept. agreed should be
maintained for top star, top story motion pic- from other than major studio owners. In many
ture films.
cases, rights are held by individuals or nonThe Justice Dept. announced last week that Hollywood firms. Tv has also used an increasing number of foreign made films, especially
it had entered into a consent judgment with
Republic, the terms of which will make avail- British.
More recently, however, some of the studios
able in 16 mm form feature pictures for tv —
and for other, non-theatrical use (clubs, vet- have made older feature films available to tv.
Republic was one of these and protested inieran's hospitals, schools, churches, etc.).
The trial of the other defendants in this
tially when it was named as a defendant.
Republic President Herbert J. Yates said
antitrust suit is scheduled to begin in Los
last Wednesday that his company already has
Angeles District Court tomorrow (Tuesday).
released 300 features for tv, and thus has met
In the judgment entered last week in Los
Angeles, Republic was given 90 days to offer the first requirement to permit 80% of Republic
for licensing on tv 80% of its feature films feature films, produced and released before
produced and released for exhibition before
Aug. 1, 1948, to go to tv.
Other studios have always maintained that
August 1, 1948. It was then given an indethere was a two-fold reason for not releasing
terminate period to negotiate with "interested
parties" (unions, performers, and other right feature films for tv showings. This was, they
holders) regarding release of post Aug. 1, 1948, explainded, that (1) tv could not pay enough
for the films which had, in some instances,
films. Within two years thereafter, Republic
must license for tv 25% of its feature films
estimated theatrical re-run values running into
three years old or older. Each year thereafter,
the millions, and (2) they could not afford to
Republic will be required to offer to tv at least alienate their exhibitor customers.
50% of its feature product three years old.
Exhibitor groups — Theatre Owners of America and Allied States Assn. of Motion Picture
The consent decree also requires Republic
to offer for licensing to outlets other than tv Exhibitors are the principal trade associations
80% of its feature films two years after such
— are generally opposed to the release of any
films are released for national theatrical ex- feature film for tv.
hibition.
There are, it is believed, about 5,000 feature
films on 16 mm width. About 2,000 of these
Non-Competitive Films
would be worth using on tv, it is understood;
the remainder are outdated.
It is understood that films shown in so-called
"club" dates are not considered as competitive
Scanlon Elected V. P.
to movie house exhibition as is tv. Therefore
the two-year protection period, instead of the ERNEST SCANLON, former studio manager
at RKO Radio Pictures Corp., has been apthree-year lag for tv.
Among the tv defendants is RKO Pictures,
pointed vice president and treasurer of United
recently bought by General Teleradio Inc. for Productions of America, Burbank, Calif., tele$25 million. GT owns a number of radio and
vision film packager, it was announced Thursday by Stephen Bosustow, UPA president.
tv stations, including WOR-AM-FM-TV New
Mr.
Scanlon
has been financial consultant and
York, and is the majority stockholder in Mua member of the UPA board.
tual Broadcasting System. GT is 90% owned

An additional dollar's worth of product promotion for every advertising dollar.

Marguerite Nash named media assistant, Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, L. A.
Nancy Lovejoy Breuner, formerly staff correspondent, Women's Wear Daily, to Bernard
B. Schnitzer Inc., S. F., as copywriter and assistant account executive.
William R. Baker Jr., chairman of board, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., named vice chairman,
$400,000 golden jubilee fund-raising campaign
for Travelers Aid Society of N. Y.
Chester Stover, Reach, Yates & Mattoon, N. Y.,
rejoins Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., as
copywriter.
Lawrence A. Rockelein, Grant Adv., N. Y.,
to Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., as copywriter.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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FILM
ELECTRON ICAM
INCREASED

USE

TRADE
SYSTEM
CITED

Tv film system being utilized
by New York agencies who
cite reduced costs and likeness
to live action.
At least three
shows for fall being filmed in
new process.
INCREASING use by New York advertising
agencies, program packagers and film producers
of DuMont's Electronicam tv film system was
reported last week by John H. Bachem, general
manager
Services. of DuMont's Electronicam Production
Among the advertising agencies that have
used Electronicam to place their programming
on film are Norman, Craig & Kummel, Campbell-Ewald, and the William Esty Co., all of
New York. According to Mr. Bachem, spokesmen for the three agencies lauded Electronicam
as a method that reduces costs and preserves
the spontaneity of "live" action.
The system was used by Norman, Craig &
Kummel for producing a 60-second film for the
new Ronson Electric Shaver, and three oneminute commercials for Blatz Breweries on
behalf of its Tempo beer. Campbell-Ewald
filmed a series of tests for announcers it conducted this fall for Chevrolet, and the William
Esty Co. filmed an all-client, all product demonstration which dramatized the advantages of
the Electronicam system in terms of its timesaving and its "live action" quality.
Jackie Gleason and his company are putting
two programs a week on 35 mm film for The

"660
m DIXIE"
LEADS IN TOTAL
MORNING AUDIENCE
PULSE
6 AM
W"B" E S C
NET
"C" NET
"D" NET
"E" NET

Noon
22
19
12
11
4

Honeymooners series, which will be presented
on CBS-TV this fall under the sponsorship of
Buick. Warren Wade is filming his awardwinning Broadway Tv Theatre on 16 mm
film, and Les Paul and Mary Ford are starring
in a production of the first series of 105 programs that are being filmed for placement on a
national spot basis, through Lambert & Feasley,
New York, for Listerine antiseptic and Antizyme toothpaste.
Currently the work with Electronicam is
being carried out on 35 mm film at the Adelphi
Teletheatre
Telecenter. and on 16 mm film at DuMont's
UNESCO Meeting To Promote
International Film Exchange
FOUR-day meeting called by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization will open in Tangier, Morocco,
today (Monday) to promote international cooperation between film and television interests
throughout the world.
More than 40 delegates from various countries will attend the conference. James Nelson, assistant to Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., NBC
president, will represent this country's broadcasting networks. Other American delegates
will include Paul Wagner, executive director
of the Film Council for America; Maurice
Mitchell, president of Encyclopedia Britannica
Films, and Paul Talbot, president of Fremantle
Overseas Radio and Television Inc.
Another objective of the Tangier meeting,
over
Tor Gjesdal,department,
director of will
UNESCO's
mass which
communications
preside,
is to assist television organizations in their
efforts to obtain films and film footage from
other countries.
Interstate Goes Global
TELEVISION subsidiary of Allied Artists will
embark on global distribution, G. Ralph Branton, president of Interstate Television Corp.,
the subsidiary, announced last week. Allied
Artists foreign representatives will handle Interstate as well as AA products, Mr. Branton revealed. Markets to be developed include
France, England, Belgium, Italy, Cuba, Puerto
Rico, Venezuela, Colombia, Mexico, and Brazil.
Jessel-Roberts Firm Formed
FORMATION of Jessel - Roberts Production
Corp., New York and Hollywood, tv film production film, marking debut of George Jessel as
tv producer, has been announced. First film, in
color, will be Guest of Honor.
FILM PEOPLE

* Four county PULSE Nov. 29
through Dec. 2, 1954
50,000 WATTS
CLEAR CHANNEL
ONE OF THE SOUTH'S
LEADING INDEPENDENTS

GREENVILLE, S. CAROLINA
Represented Nationally by RAMBEAU
in the Southeast by CLARKE-BROWN
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Clifford Howcroft, distribution manager heading
Washington
office,
Cathedral
Films, Hollywood,
appointed sales and
promotion director,
continuing in Washington, succeeding
Brunson Motley,
vice president in
charge of sales and
promotion who has
resigned with nounced
unanfuture
Mort Stein, former
plans.
motion picture special effects man, appointed production coordinator, Lou Lilly Productions (commerical,
tv film), Hollywood.

NARTB
OPEN

ASSNS.

REGIONALS
IN

CHICAGO

Second of NARTB's annual autumn regional meetings set at
Saranac Lake, N. Y.
TWO regional meetings, starting at Chicago
today (Monday) and at Saranac Lake, N. Y.,
Thursday,
will open NARTB's annual group of
autumn conventions.
Registrations for both the Chicago and Saranac Lake meetings picked up rapidly last week,
according to NARTB. As of Thursday, 125
rooms had been reserved for the Chicago meeting and 106 for Saranac Lake. Attendance at
each may reach the 200 mark, it was predicted.
Presiding at Chicago as host director is William Holm, WLPO LaSalle, 111. Ward Quaal,
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, will be in the chair
at some of the sessions as a member of the
NARTB Tv Board.
States taking part in the Chicago meeting are
Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois
and Wisconsin. Formerly these states, comprising three districts, held separate meetings [B»T,
Sept. 12].
E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse, N. Y.,
will be host director at the Saranac Lake meeting. William Fay, WHAM-TV Rochester, a
member of the Tv Board, will preside at tv sessions. This meeting brings delegates from New
England as well as New York and New Jersey,
formerly comprising two districts.
The three-day agenda, divided into Radio,
Association and Tv Days, includes speakers
from agency and advertiser fields in addition to
broadcasters and NARTB staff executives. Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president, will address
the Tuesday luncheon at Chicago and Friday
luncheon at Saranac Lake.
Radio Day Programs
The Radio Day programs include these
NARTB staff executives: A. Prose Walker, engineering manager; Charles H. Tower, employer-employe relations manager; John F.
Meagher, radio vice president, who directs the
afternoon "bull sessions," a closed-door feature.
Joseph M. Sitrick, NARTB publicity-information manager, speaks on Association Day on
the topic, "What You Don't Know Can Hurt
You." Vincent T. Wasilewski, government relations manager, will review legislative and
regulatory developments.
The business session will be held in the afternoon after Mr. Fellows' talk. State association
presidents will report at this session.
Television Day speakers include Thad H.
Brown, NARTB tv vice president; Oliver Treyz,
president, Television Bureau of Advertising;
Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, tv
luncheon speaker at Chicago, and Paul Raibourn, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, at Saranac
Lake. Messrs. McCollough and Raibourn are
members of the NARTB Tv Board.
Edward H. Bronson, NARTB director of tv
code affairs, will moderate panels at all meetings on operation of the code. Network and
station speakers will go into the practice side
of code enforcement.
Featured speaker at the opening luncheon in
SO
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MR. HOWCROFT
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Chicago is Robert E. Anderson, vice president
of BBDO Detroit.
Representatives of National Assn. of Tv-Radio Farm Directors and Radio-Tv News Directors Assn. are to participate in the regional
meeting series.
A member of the FCC is to address each
banquet on Association Day. Comr. Robert E.
Lee will speak at Chicago and Comr. Robert
T. Bartley will address the Saranac Lake dinner.
Third meeting of the series will be held Sept.
28-30 at New Orleans. States participating will
be Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee and Puerto
Rico.
Radio

Adv.

Bureau

Starts Fall Series
AS PART of its effort to present the case for
radio to major advertisers not using the medium
on a substantial basis, RAB last week launched
its fall series of sales committee presentations
in Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla., Augusta, Ga.,
Columbia, S. C, and Richmond, Va.
These cities were the first of 28 where an
RAB executive and the combined RAB member stations jointly present radio's story to
selected advertisers. The RAB executives participating in the project are Kevin Sweeney,
president; Arch L. Madsen, director of station
relations, and R. David Kimble, director of
local sales and services.
Under the sales committee procedure, RAB
member stations in each city convene as a sales
committee to select three advertisers as prospects for increased budgets in radio. The committee provides RAB with background on each
of these prospects, and the radio trade association prepares a slide presentation aimed at each
of the potential advertisers. Representatives of
each station accompany the RAB executive
making the presentation to the offices of the
prospect where a meeting is held with the top
management of the organization.
Messrs. Sweeney, Kimble and Madsen conducted sales committee presentations in 30
cities between January and July. This year's
schedule of 58 cities more than doubles RAB's
record of 26 cities. Among the cities to be
visited during the fall series are St. Louis, Los
Angeles, Memphis, Milwaukee, Chicago, Spokane, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Louisville.

KEEP

TV

SIMPLE
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Vice President discusses television techniques for candidates at RTES luncheon in New
York; recalls details of 1952
tv appearance after charges
of private political fund.
VICE President Richard M. Nixon discussed
the use of television from the standpoint of
the candidate before 600 members and guests
of the Radio & Television Executives Society
at its first luncheon of the season last Wednesday in New York's Roosevelt Hotel.
Mr. Nixon advised executives to sell the
candidate "the best time, even though it costs
twice as much" and to urge the candidate to
promote that time with advertisements and
work within the campaign organization.
The important point in television is getting
an audience, he asserted, and to keep it, as well
as convincing the audience to vote for the
candidate. One way to draw viewers is to
have a personage like the President, or have a
program like the $64,000 Question, or a
debate (a fight) or possibly a question and anperiod, which
and there
is theused
"so-called
studio
firesideswerchat
has been
effectively
by
a number of people in public life," he said.
"Spot announcements on radio and television
are
said.of the
"They
get
your very,
name very
and effective,"
face in the heminds
people

Which

watch

WIN
VOTES— NIXON
. . . I advise many candidates to concentrate
on five-minute spots in addition to one-minute
station
breaks
as well."
During
Senate,
House and local campaigns
in election years, Mr. Nixon suggested, stations
should make every effort to arrange 30-minute
debates with time split equally between two
major candidates. He said it had been his experience that "15 minutes, for most candidates
is plenty
in a debate."
Mr. Nixon
also pointed out that stations
themselves could achieve the matter of "proper
balance" among parties in free time granted in
non-election years. But he cautioned that "there
is no such thing as a non-political speech by a
The television technique of many candidates
is most effective when it is done simply, he indicated. Generally speaking, a speech which is
politician."
read directly on television or with the use of a
TelePrompTer is not effective, Mr. Nixon said.
He advised the following points for candidates
in an informal studio chat:
1. Be sure the candidate is at his best, not
worn out after a day of attending rallies, shaking hands and making speeches.
2. Don't tie him down by having him put out
in advance a canned news release as to what he
is going to say, for once the release is out he is
restricted and bound by it.
3. Have him discuss a subject he knows; do
not use television to bring up something new.
4. Remember that when he gets before. the
camera he will be worried enough, thus let him

is easieiio

read?

California Broadcasters
Name Officers, Directors
ELECTION of district directors and sales committee members for outlying areas of Southern
California Broadcasters Assn. has been announced by Norman J. Ostby, vice president in
charge of station relations for the Mutual Don
Lee Network and SCBA president.
Director for District One, coastal strip from
Oxnard to San Luis Obispo, is John L. Groom,
co-owner KSMA Santa Maria; District Two,
lower San Joaquin Valley area, Leo Schamblin,
owner KPMC Bakersfield; District Three, Riverside and desert areas, Willard Hasbrook, president and manager KFXM San Bernardino.
Members appointed to SCBA sales committee
are: District One, James Hagerman, co-owner
KSMA; District Two, Frank Wilber, KBIS
Bakersfield, and District Three, Mr. Hasbrook.
Mo. Broadcasters to Meet
MISSOURI Broadcasters Assoc. will meet in
Jefferson City, Mo., Oct. 8, with the election
of directors and officers the main business.
Sam A. Burk, KIRX Kirksville is the association president.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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alone for a reasonable amount of time before
he goes on the air.
Mr. Nixon illustrated his facts by recalling
the television program on Sept. 23, 1952, in
which he appeared to answer charges that he
had received a fund from a private group in
California to pay for his political expenditures.
He said an offer of sponsored time for the previous Sunday, Sept. 21, had been rejected, because he needed more time to prepare his speech
and because it was felt it would be unwise to
use sponsored time. There was no advance release to build "the suspense." There was no
rehearsal. He arrived at the studio twenty
minutes before air time without a prompter but
with five pages of notes. Mrs. Nixon, who was
with him on the show, was asked to look at him
throughout the program because the camera
would move to her from time to time.
He said the producers were concerned about
timing the show but he relied on his experience
and managed to get everything in — except for
one piece of information, i.e., when he asked
listeners to send telegrams to the Republican
National Committee, he forgot to tell them
where it was located.
Also present at the speakers table were: Fred
M. Thrower, vice president-general manager,
WPIX (TV) New York; William S. Hedges,
NBC, and president, Rotary Club of New York;
Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher of B«T; Rep.
Steven B. Derounian (R-N. Y.); FCC Comr.
Richard A. Mack; Harold E. Fellows, president,
NARTB; FCC Comr. John C. Doerfer; Dr.
Allen B. DuMont, president, Allen B. DuMont
Labs; FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde; Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff, chairman of the board, RCANBC; Robert J. Burton, vice president, BMI,
president, RTES; George C. McConnaughey,
chairman, FCC; Dr. Frank Stanton, president,
CBS; FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley; Robert
Kintner, president, ABC; FCC Comr. Robert E.
Lee; John B. Poor, executive vice president,
MBS; Rep. Isidore Dollinger (D-N. Y.); Paul
W. Williams, U. S. attorney, Southern District
of New York; Sydney M. Kaye, BMI board
chairman; Michael R. Hanna, president, N. Y.
State Assn. of Broadcasters, general manager,
WHCU Ithaca, N. Y.
Sarnoff

Receives

Sales Execs. Award
BRIG. GEN. David Sarnoff, chairman of the
board of RCA and NBC, last week was presented with the "Hands of Applause" award
of the Sales Executive Club "for outstanding
salesmanship and public service."
In accepting the award at the 23rd anniversary luncheon of the club at the Roosevelt
Hotel in New York, Gen. Sarnoff predicted
that in the next ten years, the country will experience growth and development far surpassing any observed in recent years.
As an example of the country's potential for
growth, Gen. Sarnoff noted that radio-television has grown to a $10 billion industry, 13th
in volume in the country.
Gen. Sarnoff said RCA expected its gross
volume to reach the $1 billion mark this year.
He noted that 81% of this total was in products and services that did not exist ten years
ago.
Among the executives to pay tribute to Gen.
Sarnoff was Harold E. Fellows, president of
the NARTB. Mr. Fellows pointed out that
the General in the past has been honored as a
soldier, inventor, manufacturer, broadcaster,
and civil servant, and added:
"I believe this is the first occasion upon
which he has been singled out for his selling
ability — and I say that it is high time."
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Michigan broadcasters hear
ad executives comment on new
life and new interest in the
aural medium.
RADIO'S RESURGENCE is recognized by
major advertising executives, judging by comments made by three representatives of that
profession at Friday's opening session of the
Michigan Assn. of Radio-Tv Broadcasters.
MARTB met Thursday-Friday at Hidden Valley, with President Frederick A. Knorr, WKMH
Detroit, presiding.
Joining Tom Adams, vice president and assistant tothe president of Campbell-Ewald Co.,
in a radio-buying panel were W. Brod Doner,
president of W. B. Doner & Co.; Peter Moore,
advertising manager of Dodge Div., Chrysler
Corp., and Charles Campbell, timebuyer of
MacManus, John & Adam.
Mr. Adams, opening with the observation
that "a radio resurgence is underway," said
radio-tv salesmen are field men and are important in the broadcast fight to overcome "ingrained print methods."
Mr. Doner
suggested broadcasters know the
advertising problems of prospects "before pitching." He said he gives much credence to local
success stories where applicable to his problems.
"The success of Speedway 79 gasoline is due
to radio, the basic medium used in its promotion," Mr. Doner said.
Mr. Moore said local promotion is important in developing radio-tv ratings. Mr. Campbell, asked what type of presentation is most
impressive, favored the kind that gets the story
over fast without going into intimate details.
He advised salesmen "to talk specifics" to him,
but to talk in general terms to a group of account men. He said he uses ratings in a general
way but considers station management, markets
and promotion to be important.
In another panel Mr. Doner said radio is
making strides against newspapers. He recommended radio use more research. National
Bohemian beer shows up much better for radio
and tv in recall tests than newspapers, he said.
Other Thursday program participants included Don DeGroot, WWJ-TV Detroit; Van
Patrick, announcer for the Detroit Tigers and
Lions teams; John Wismer, WHLS Port Huron;
Hal Neal, WXYZ Detroit; John Carroll,
WKMH; Mary Jane Morris, FCC secretary;
Carl Lee, WKZO Kalamazoo; Oliver Gramling,
national assistant general manager, Associated
Press; Paul Svoboda, United Press midwest
manager; Neil C. Youngs, assistant general
sales manager, Michigan Bell Telephone Co.
Sen. Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.), member of
the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee,
voiced hope the broadcasting industry would
solve its problems without government action.
Women Broadcasters Meet
SECOND annual state convention of the American Women in Radio & Television will be held
in Columbus, Ohio, Sept. 21-24, according to
Jeanne Shea, WBNS Columbus, Ohio, who is
handling the arrangements. Among the speakers who are scheduled to appear are: James
W. Seiler, American Research Bureau director;
Arthur Scofield, director of advertising and promotion, Storer Broadcasting Co., and Stuart
Buchanan, McCann-Erickson, Cleveland.

Radio Discovered
SALES EFFORTS of broadcast time
salesmen are "directly responsible for a
change in the media thinking at Chevrolet Motors," according to Tom Adams,
vice president and assistant to the president of Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit,
Addressing Michigan Assn. of RadioTv Broadcasters at Hidden Valley Thursday, Mr. Adams said that until recently
the media questionnaires sent local dealers did not contain a radio question.
"Dealers are all-important factors in automobile advertising," he said.
INDUSTRY

BACKS

RADIO-TV
WEEK
THE nation's broadcasters, radio and tv, are
giving "overwhelming support" to the National
Radio & Tv Week promotion that started yesterday (Sunday), according to Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president. NARTB is cooperating with Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn., National Appliance & Radio-Tv Dealers Assn.,
National Electrical Dealers Assn., Radio Advertising Bureau, Television Bureau of Advertising and American Women in Radio & Television.
Mr. Fellows said an outstanding lineup of
fall programs has been prepared for radio-tv
listeners and viewers and noted they would
stress the week's theme, "Dedicated to Better
Home
Spot Entertainment."
announcement and film packets are
being used by radio and tv stations and networks, he said, adding they have received wide
circulation.
James D. Secrest, RETMA executive vice
president, said the momentum of the week will
carry on through the fall and early winter. A
production schedule of display material prepared
for dealers had to be doubled a few weeks ago.
Mr. Fellows reviewed participation of
AWRT, citing reports from Jane Dalton, WSPA
Spartanburg, S. C, president of the women's
group, that members are "responding enthusiastical y" tothe program of participation recommended bythe AWRT Industry Information
Committee headed by Fran Riley, NARTB assistant publicity-information manager.
This committee
spots, with
personalities
tellingsupplied
the industry
storywomen's
before
microphones and cameras across the nation as
well as taking part in special community promotions.
National networks are lending liberal support, Mr. Fellows said, with many top radio-tv
artists saluting the week on their programs. He
praised manufacturers "who kept pace with the
increasing quality of radio and tv programs by
constant improvements in the design, style and
reception
of receivers."have greatly enDealers quality
and distributors
larged their participation this year, paced by
their trade associations, Mr. Fellows said. He
voiced confidence the joint efforts of all segments of the industry would help the American
people become better acquainted with the world
of free information and entertainment available
to them from radio and television.
Prospect of the "greatest fourth quarter selling season" in the history of electronics will
mean "the greatest sales performance year in
radio and television since its inception," some
500 radio-tv-appliance
dealers were told in
Dallas
Thursday.
The occasion was a meeting to launch RadioBroadcasting • Telecasting
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Tv Week in the combined Dallas-Fort Worth
market.
J. B. Anger, assistant sales manager of
Motorola Inc., noted electronics has become
the second largest durable goods industry in
the world within eight years. He predicted that
Dallas-Fort Worth would purchase 106,000 tv
and 175,000 home and automobile radio sets
in the next six months.
Adv. Federation

7th District

i Elects Atkins as Governor
GEORGE W. P. ATKINS, Southern Adv.
Service Inc., Birmingham, last week was elected
governor of the Seventh (Deep South) District
of the Advertising Federation of America at
the district's annual convention. Mr. Atkins
succeeds Arthur E. Burdge, Coca-Cola Co.,
Atlanta, as representative of the district on the
AFA board of directors.
Other officers elected were: Lester Gingold,
Sears, Roebuck Co., Memphis, first lieutenant
governor; John L. Daniel, Kaiser Aluminum &
Chemical Corp., Baton Rouge, second lieutenant governor; Martin Johnson, social security
administrator, Mobile, third lieutenant governor; Hal Yockey, Pan American Southern
Corp., New Orleans, treasurer, and Clarence
Bishop, Protective Life Insurance Co., Birmingham, secretary.
Georgia Broadcasters
Name Institute Committee
W. C. WOODALL Jr., general manager,
WDWD Dawson, Ga., has been named chairman of the 1956 Georgia Radio & Television
Institute, to be held at the Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism, Georgia U., next Jan.
25-27.
Other members of the committee, as named
by Glenn Jackson, WAGA Atlanta, president
of the Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, are:
Hugh K. Tollison, WGIG Brunswick; Archie
Grinalds, WBIA Augusta; Dwight Bruce,
WTOC Savannah; Charles Smithgall, WGGA
Gainesville and WRGA Rome, and ex-officio,
John E. Drewry, dean, Henry W. Grady School
of Journalism.
Hyde# Weber, Bailey to Address
Transmission Group of IRE
SPEAKERS for the uhf-vhf panel discussion
at the Sept. 23 banquet of the fifth annual fall
symposium of the Institute of Radio Engineers'
Professional Group on Broadcast Transmission
Systems will be FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde;
Fred Weber, WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va.,
and Stuart L. Bailey, Jansky & Bailey Inc., it
was announced last week.
They take the place of FCC Comr. Edward
M. Webster and C. M. Jansky who have been
called abroad for an international conference,
it was explained. Dr. W. L. Everitt, engineering
dean, U. of Illinois, will be banquet toastmaster.
The IRE meeting, whose theme is "New
Perspectives in the Field of Broadcasting," will
take place this Friday and Saturday in Washington's Hamilton Hotel. The meeting will hear
papers by various broadcast industry engineers,
ranging from color tv to fm multiplex arrangements [B»T, Aug. 29].
Call MUrray Hill 8-1088
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
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FCC WONT
HURRY
TO TAKE
UP TOLL
TV
Chairman McConnaughey says
other event, for exclusive showing in theatres,"
Mr. Leitzell wrote. "It is your inherent comother problems — like uhf-vhf
petitive right to bid against everybody for any
and de-intermixture come first.
event, and it is obvious that tv advertising
sponsors cannot bid successfully against the
Meanwhile, staff studies subtheatre for good box office events. While it is
scription tv comments.
unfortunate that this fight should be blacked
out
for everybody except the small minority
ANY hope that the future course of the FCC's
that can pay $3 to $5 admission at the theatre,
study of subscription tv would become known
soon was dashed last week when FCC Chair- it is equally obvious that televising the fight
man George C. McConnaughey said that the into the home would wreck your theatre box
problems of uhf and vhf television, including
de-intermixture, came first.
• In addition to KGUL-TV Galveston, the
Meanwhile, Mr. McConnaughey pointed out,
Washington (D. C.) Star's WMAL-TV was the
the Broadcast Bureau's Rules & Standards Di- only other station which filed reply comments
onoffice."
the subject of scrambled toll tv [B»T, Sept.
vision was engaged in digesting the comments
and countercomments which have been filed 12]. WMAL-TV, which furnished scrambled
with the Commission.
signals for the Zenith pay tv demonstration during the NARTB convention in Washington last
These digests will be furnished to the commissioners, the FCC chairman said, so that
May, said that it had concluded that fee tv "is
completely incompatible with the operation of
they can study them before the subject formally comes up before the commissioners.
a regular broadcasting station."
Declaring that its decision was based upon
When that may be, Mr. McConnaughey
philosophical and ethical grounds, WMAL-TV
said, was unknown.
said: "Regular television broadcasting stations
He emphasized that the uhf-vhf problem was
cannot intermingle fee-tv in their present proscheduled to be gone into early in October
gramming because this would create a conflict
and that it was one of the most important subjects that the FCC has had before it.
of purpose that would make it impossible to
Still unanswered is the question whether the operate equitably in the public interest, conFCC will require oral argument, a full-fledged
venience and necessity."
hearing and demonstrations on the controThe Washington station's opposition was
versial pay tv proposals.
based on the fact that fee tv income would be
Mr. McConnaughey's remarks reveal that so tremendous it could outbid all others for
the answer to that question may be a long programs and for station time.
time coming.
This would not occur, WMAL-TV said, if
On other toll tv fronts:
• A full-fledged forum — running for three
days — began last Thursday night over WCPOTV Cincinnati.
Panelists for the first show (7-7:30 p.m.)
were Ted Leitzell, Zenith; Robert Hall, Skiatron; Paul McNamara, International Telemeter.
The Cincinnati Posfs editor, Dick Thornburg,
was moderator.
WMAL-TV
channel 7 in

Code Security Challenged
The Friday night show (6:30-7:30 p.m.) was
to comprise the above plus Milton Shapp, Jerrold; Greg Flettelan, Zenith, and Trueman
Rembusch, Allied Theatres. Dr. John D. Millet, Miami U. president, was to be moderator.
Mr. Shapp was expected to issue directly to the
pay tv proponents his challenge to run a test
on the security of their code formulas. He
has declared on several occasions that the security element of the scrambled signals proposed by the three adherents of pay tv could
be broken easily and that over-the-air pay tv
would institute an era of bootlegging.
On Saturday, a demonstration of the three
subscription tv systems was scheduled (3:304:30 p.m.), following which an on-the-air news
conference was to be broadcast (5:30-6:30
Carl Rich was schedp.m.).uled toCincinnati
moderate Mayor
the news conference, with
all members of the panel on hand to answer
questions.
• Call for Theatre Network Tv to furnish
its pickup of tomorrow's Marciano-Moore fight
free to veteran's hospitals was made last week
by Ted Leitzell, Zenith public relations director. In a letter to Nathan L. Halpern, Mr.
Leitzell said that it was Zenith's intention, if
Phonevision were authorized, to make all pay
tv programs available free of charge to VA
hospitals.
"There can be no legitimate criticism of your
purchasing tv rights to this fight, or to any
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the FCC were to assign an additional channel
to stations for fee tv transmissions.
• Penn-Allen Broadcasting Co., holder of a
grant for inoperative ch. 67 WFMZ-TV Allentown, Pa., expressed surprise at the objections
filed with the FCC to its proposed plan to use
its facilities to test out subscription tv.
WFMZ-TV had offered to resume telecasting,
using 56% of its broadcast time for pay tv,
and the remaining 44% for regular programming [B«T, Aug. 1].
Objections to this proposal came from the
Joint Committee on Toll Tv, CBS, WLEV-TV
Bethlehem, and NARTB. All claimed generally
that this would be prejudging the FCC rulemaking proceeding on this subject.
WFMZ-TV emphasized that the only interest ithad in pay tv was to offer itself as a
proving ground. It indicated that it only wanted
to be able to furnish its facilities to pay tv adherents so that information on public response
would be accumulated for FCC's benefit.
"Surely the Commission's discretionary
powers are not so utterly circumscribed that its
hands can be completely tied by such legal
minutiae as has been put forth by the opposition
to Penn-Allen's simple request," Raymond F.
Kohn, Penn-Allen president, wrote to the FCC.
In conclusion, Mr. Kohn wrote: "Penn-Allen
concludes that the oppositions filed against its
fact finding proposal were submitted only because these parties found the proposal to be
against their self-interests — not the public interests— and therefore their arguments have
no validity in determining the merit of the
Pen-Allen request."
St. Louis
Ask

Contestants

Additional

Time

A JOINT REQUEST for extension of time to
reply to an FCC examiner's recommendation
that CBS be favored for ch. 1 1 at St. Louis was
made last week by four of the five applicants
seeking the channel: CBS, 220 Television Inc.,
St. Louis Telecast (WEW) and Broadcast House
[B»T, Sept. 12].
The request, stressing that there are several
issues in the proceeding which have not been
determined before by the Commission, asked
that the time to file exceptions to the initial
decision be extended 28 days to Oct. 24 and the
limit on the size of the briefs be enlarged from
50 to 80 pages.
Chief among the issues cited are: multiple
ownership rules and policies relating to diversification ofcommunications media as they affect
CBS; the legal status in the proceeding of
Broadcast House, and the impact upon a comparative tv case of Sec. 307 (b) of the Communications Act (fair and equitable distribution of
tv service to the communities involved).
This is the first instance in which a national
network is being evaluated in a post-free comparative tv hearing, the request noted. It also
was pointed out that the proceeding is to determine the status of Broadcast House which was
admitted to the hearing while it was a permittee
of ch. 36 in St. Louis.
Another issue involving Broadcast House is
its assertion that it should be favored for the
channel, under Sec. 307 (b), because it plans to
locate its main studio in East St. Louis, 111., and
still serve St. Louis, Mo., while the other applicants propose to serve only the St. Louis area.
To be determined is whether a grant on the
basis of this provides a more fair, efficient and
equitable distribution of tv service to the communities involved.
A fifth applicant, St. Louis Amusement Co.,
was held in default because it did not participate in the comparative hearing.
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ACCORD

NEAR

ON

TALL-TOWER
PROBLEM
Atlantic and north central states. Originally,
Broadcast-aviation impasse on
the FCC limited Zone I vhf antennas to 1,000
height and location of towers
ft. in order to equalize coverage with uhf stations. In other sections of the country, the
closer to settlement as repremaximum antenna height is 2,000 ft. for both
sentatives oftwo groups agree
vhf and uhf stations. These maximums mean

to a compromise. WHAS-TV
tower light tests successful.
BREAKTHROUGH in the aviation-broadcast
tall tower impasse was reported on the horizon
last week when the working group of broadcast
and air representatives were understood to have
agreed on a compromise which would:
• Establish more stringent rules for approving tall towers in areas where air traffic was
heavy, or in the vicinity of airports which
handle speed-of-sound jet airplanes.
• Call on broadcasters to site transmitters
and antennas in one area (antenna farm concept), although there can be no requirement
for that.
• Have a member of the Broadcast Bureau
present at Washington airspace panel meetings
to advise on claims and counter-claims regarding FCC regulations and requirements.
In return for this formula, aviation interests
have agreed to drop their demand that no tv
tower higher than 1,000 ft. above ground be
permitted.
It was this formal proposal late in 1954 by
military members of the Washington airspace
panel which initiated the formation of the joint
air-broadcast committee to evolve a solution
to the divergent views on tall towers. The special joint committee is under the co-chairmanship of the FCC's Robert E. Lee and the CAA's
Fred B. Lee. It was established by the topdrawer Air Coordinating Committee which is
the official advisor to the President on air
matters.
Solution of this problem will have an easing
effect on the Commission's temporary stay of
its Zone I tower height rule revision, it was
believed. The FCC agreed to permit Zone I
vhf tv stations to build towers up to 1,250 ft.
above average terrain with full power permitted, but the Oct. 1 effective date was stayed
when
military
and northeast area stations protested.
Zone I includes the northeastern, middle

Okla. Move Opposed
OBJECTIONS to ch. 5 KGEO-TV Enid,
Okla., moving its transmitter site 31
miles south southeast of Enid in the direction of Oklahoma City and the erection of a 1,356-foot antenna tower above
ground were filed with the FCC last
week by the Defense Dept., Air Transport Assn., and ch. 25 KTVQ (TV) Oklahoma City. The protests were filed as
exceptions to a favorable initial decision
issued by FCC Hearing Examiner Hugh
B. Hutchison last month [B»T, Aug. 8].
The Defense Dept. and ATA repeated
objections to the above- 1,000-foot antenna tower, claiming it would be a
hazard to air navigation. KTVQ claimed
that the vhf station would cover both
Enid and Oklahoma City and thus sound
the death knell of its own uhf operation
in the latter city. The Broadcast Bureau
filed exceptions to certain technical findings, but did not object to the examiner's
conclusions.

only that if a station has an antenna higher
than this, radiated power must be reduced to
maintain
maximums.the antenna height-power ratio of the
Meanwhile, the joint broadcast - aviation
group working to bring up to date methods of
marking and lighting tall structures were digesting the result of an inspection of the
WHAS-TV Louisville "area" marking tests
[B»T, Aug. 8]. The group was said to have
been impressed with the results — one means
of outlining guy wires for pilot's recognition —
and has accepted the offer by broadcast representatives to furnish other stations for experiments. Itwas learned that WGN-TV Chicago,
atop
chosen that
for city's
one of Prudential
the tests. Bldg., has been
The special subcommittee which is handling
the antenna height and site study is under the
chairmanship of J. A. McCrary, secretary of
the ACC's Technical Division. It comprises
broadcast representatives John R. Evans, FCC;
R. E. L. Kennedy, Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers; A. Prose Walker,
engineering dept. manager, NARTB, and aviation delegates Lt. Col. J. D. Harris, Air Force;
Jean Dubuque, National Business Aircraft
Assn., and Robert J. Froman, Civil Aeronautics
Board.
WJET

Gets 1400 Kc

Over WBNY
Objection
FINDING the need for its new service will
outweigh any interference caused to other stations, the FCC last week granted WJET Erie,
Pa.,
a
change
unlimited
(250from
w). 1570 kc daytime to 1400 kc
The Commission held that interference to
WBNY Buffalo, N. Y., which objected to the
change, would amount to only 1.09% of the
population served by the latter station, affecting about 9,500 out of 866,000 people. On the
other hand, the proposed nighttime operation
of WJET would bring a new primary service to
135,927 people, the FCC said. The Commission further noted that since WJET is an independent itwill make available prime evening
listening
that ofareother
"unhampered"
network hours
commitments
stations in theby area.
WJET's request for the change in facilities
was set for hearing in October 1953 following
the protest of WBNY, which is licensed on 1400
kc, 250 w unlimited.
Michigan

Legislator Urges

Study of Beer, Liquor Ads
MONITORING of radio and tv advertising of
beer and liquor by a state committee was urged
last week in Michigan by a member of the
state legislature, Rep. John J. McCune, Lansing
Republican. He asked that a special session
to be called by Gov. Mennen Williams be expanded to consider the question.
Rep. McCune led a successful drive last year
against tv ads that show actors drinking and
contended radio advertising of alcoholic beverages should be investigated from the highway
safety angle. His proposed resolution would set
up a five-member commission to study beerliquor advertising and report next year to the
Legislature.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Just Another Viewer
WHEN Vice President Richard Nixon
was interviewed by Bob Considine, in
New York, last Tuesday night at Luchow's Restaurant, Mr. Considine arranged for a television set to be brought
to the table so the Vice President and
the reporter could view the $64,000 Question. In a matter of minutes the entire
restaurant was cluttered about the table —
not to view at first hand the Vice President of the United States — but to see
the outcome of Capt. Richard McCutcheon's battle for the $64,000 (also see
story, page 46).
DAKOTA
REQUEST

SATELLITE
PROTESTED

Western Television files exception with FCC on KOTA-TV application for satellite in Lead,
S. D. It's second such protest
by a community tv system.
COMMUNITY tv operators are getting their
backs up.
For the second time, an antenna system
operator has protested to the FCC against a
broadcaster's application for a satellite.
The antenna system operator is Harlan L.
Jacobsen, president of Western Television System Inc., Deadwood, S. D. He is objecting to
the application of KOTA-TV Rapid City, S. D.,
for a ch. 5 satellite in Lead, S. D. Lead is
about five miles southwest of Deadwood. Deadwood is less than 30 miles from Rapid City.
All are in the western part of South Dakota.
Some months ago, Pacific Northwest Tv
Inc., Lewiston, Idaho, filed a formal objection
with the FCC against the application of Orchards Community Tv Assn. for three translatorboosters for Clarkston, Wash., and Lewiston,
Idaho [B»T, Aug. 1].
In the Deadwood, S. D., complaint, which
was filed with the FCC even before KOTA-TV's
application for Lead was filed, it was reported
that the community tv system has been operating since last February with a three-channel
system. The company has been relaying ch. 3
KOTA-TV Rapid City and ch. 5 KFYR-TV
Bismarck, N. D., and utilizing the third channel
for a closed circuit operation "running practically all live sports events as well as city
council meetings from both cities (Deadwood
and Lead), and county commissioner meetings.
. . . We also run at least one regular live show
daily plus local news, as well as national filmed
programs," Mr. lacobsen said.
Plan for the fall season, Mr. Jacobsen wrote,
contemplated beginning the closed circuit operation at 2:30 p.m. and concluding with running
"the late show" at 11:30 p.m.
Mr. Jacobsen reported that KOTA-TV asked
him to cease relaying its signals, "more or less
hinting at legal trouble," but "we are still
operating," he said.
Mr. Jacobsen objected to the KOTA-TV apTAPE DUPLICATION
Unrivalled capacity, fast complete service —
Multiple destination mailings. Experienced engineers— Ampex installations assure quality.
RECORDED PUBLICATIONS LABS.
1558-70 Pierce Avenue
Camden, N.J.
Com.: WO 3-3000, • Phila.: WA 2-4649
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plication for a Lead satellite on economic
grounds. He also implied that he had planned
to secure sponsors for the local originations,
but this would be impossible with a local outlet
on the air. He also indicated that he had
hoped, if his closed circuit operation was successful to apply eventually for a broadcast
license. At the same time he said, if the community tv system was successful, he had
planned to extend it to Spearfish and Belle
Fourche, both area communities, as well as
bring in Denver tv signals if a pending common carrier application by Bartlett & Reed
was approved.
"We refuse to believe that FCC is going to
reward us with a kick in the pants for bringing
tv to these people before the big stations all
over tried gobbling up the best channels with
satellites and extending their coverage into
other areas making it impossible for that area
to ever have their own station," Mr. Jacobsen
pleaded.
Even the news of KOTA-TV's move has
resulted in a cessation of subscriber-hookups,
Mr. Jacobsen told the FCC. He asked the
Commission to make an immediate decision
on the KOTA-TV application so people would
know as soon as possible whether there was to
be a satellite operation in Lead-Deadwood area
or not.
Mr. Jacobsen's closed circuit operation
brings to seven the number of community tv
systems originating or with plans to originate
their own programs, as far as can be learned
[B«T, Aug. 22].
The first was Tv Cable Co., Oil City, Pa.,
which was closed down after a year of operation. Others are Potomac Valley Television
Co., Cumberland, Md.; Trans-Community Tv
Network Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif, (which
plans establishment of "some 15 stations in
western states"); Livingston Community Antenna Assn., Livingston, Mont, (with plans to
extend this to Big Timber, Mont.); Richland
Tv Cable Corp., Richland, Wash, (with plans
to include Wenatchee, Wash.), and Cable
Vision Inc., Key West, Fla. Solely a closed
circuit originating organization is Ketchikan
Alaska Tv Inc., Ketchikan, Alaska.
Wayne Co.# WANE File
Papers on McNutt Death
COMMENTS on the effect the death of Paul V.
McNutt has on the grant of ch. 69 at Fort
Wayne to WANE there was submitted to the
Commission last week by WANE and losing
applicant Anthony Wayne Broadcasting Co.
(composed originally of James R. Fleming and
Mr. McNutt).
Anthony Wayne, asserting the FCC denied
its application solely because of questionable
joint advertising practices in connection with
Fort Wayne Newspapers Inc., said it has no
control over the activities of the latter firm.
The Commission supported this denial by finding that Messrs. Fleming and McNutt did not
attempt to seek abandonment of the questioned
ad practices, Anthony Wayne said, and called
this "the flimsiest sort of pretext for making
an Anthony
adverse Wayne
finding." stated that it was found superior in programming proposals and that "in
no single respect was Radio Fort Wayne's
(WANE) proposal found superior to that of
Anthony
Wayne."
The final
decision favoring WANE was
awarded in October 1954, after the FCC reversed an examiner's initial decision favoring
Anthony Wayne. The latter applicant appealed the decision to the U. S. Court of Appeals for Washington. The appeal was pending

when Mr. McNutt died. The court then remanded the case to the FCC to determine the
effect Mr. McNutt's death had on the proceeding. The Commission then called for comments.
A that
fortnight
ago, FCC's
Bureau
held
the vdeath
of Mr. Broadcast
McNutt did
not
alter the final grant [B»T, Sept. 12].
Anthony Wayne stated that the court has
implied that the death of Mr. McNutt has removed the only possible basis for denying Anthony Wayne because of the questioned ad practices, attributable to a partnership.
WANE last week commented that the "most
important
of Mr.
McNutt's
is that
Mr. Flemingeffect
as the
survivor
of thedeath
partnership
is not financially qualified to construct and operate the station for which application was made."
WANE further stated that "the death of Mr.
McNutt cannot improve the comparative position of Mr. Fleming alone over that of himself and Mr. McNutt together" and that Mr.
Fleming was equally responsible for the disapproved ad practices.
Two Changes Authorized
TWO tv stations were granted changes in
facilities by the FCC last week — one an inlocationcrease in.power and the other a change in studio
KFDX-TV Wichita Falls, Tex. (ch. 3), was
authorized to increase power approximately
twofold, from 55 kw visual, 33.1 kw aural to
100 kw visual, 70 kw aural.
KTEN (TV) Ada, Okla. (ch. 10), was
granted a change in studio location to the site
of its transmitter location at State Highway 99,
8V2 miles north of Ada. This involved a waiver
of Sec. 3.613 of FCC Rules.

the Arthur Wilkerson

* WLIL— Lenoir City
1,000 Watts
730 KCMgr.
Arthur
Wilkerson,
* WLIK— Newport
5,000 Watts 1270 KC
Ira Crisp, Manager
* WAEW— Crossville
1,000 Watts
1330 KC
Clarence
Stinnett,
Mgr.
2 or 3 STATION PACKAGE DISCOUNT
WRITE FOR YOUR RATE CARD
ARTHUR WILKERSON
General Manager
WLIL
THE WILKERSON BUILDING
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Mayer Files Second Tv Bid;
Clovis Reinstatement Asked
A RENEWED interest in television has been
evidenced by Herbert Mayer, who last week
applied for his second uhf station in a month.
Mr. Mayer, who has been out of tv since 1954
when he sold two tv stations and an electronics
firm to Storer Broadcasting Co., last week applied for ch. 38 at Boston. Earlier, he filed for
ch. 23 at Philadelphia [B*T, Aug. 22].
The proposed Boston station would operate
at 263 kw visual and 140 kw aural. The application, filed under the name Ajax Enterprises, Greenwich, Conn., reported estimated
construction cost at $404,100, first year operating cost at $500,000 and first year revenue
at $200,000.
Transmitter and antenna will be RCA and
will be located at Dexter Rd., Melrose, Mass.
In November 1954, Mr. Mayer sold ch. 27
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., and ch. 8 WXEL
(TV) Cleveland plus Empire Coil Co. (electronic parts) New Rochelle, N. Y., to Storer
for $8.5 million. He also sold a permit for
ch. 25 KCTY (TV) Kansas City to DuMont
for $1, which was later surrendered. At one
time Mr. Mayer sought a vhf outlet in Boston.
A bid for another tv station was made last
week by Telepolitan Broadcasting Co., Clovis,
N. M., which asked the FCC to reinstate the
ch. 12 permit the firm previously held. The
firm, owned by Sid and Sam Pipkin, who hold
farm interests, reported to the FCC in October
1953 that it could not at that time consider an
"investment of a sizeable amount of capital in
television" in Clovis because of the drought
that adversely affected the economics of the
trading area. The permit was originally granted
in March 1953 and was deleted a year later.
The combined net worth of the Pipkins was
reported at over $550,000.
Court Says Commission

Erred

In Denying Port Arthur Bid
THE FCC has been told that it erred in
refusing to permit Jefferson Amusement Co. to
participate in the comparative hearing for ch. 4
in Port Arthur, Tex.
The U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington
told the FCC that the theatre company's application was valid and that it should be a party
in the ch. 4 hearing.
Last year the Commission dismissed the
Jefferson application following protests by competing applicants Port Arthur College and
Smith Radio Co. They held that the Jefferson
application violated Sec. 1.363(a) of the FCC's
rules. This prohibits the filing of a second application before 12 months have elapsed, if the
application by the same principals or company
has been defaulted, heard and denied, or dismissed with prejudice.
In the Port Arthur case, substantially the
same principals were connected with an application in the name of Lufkin Amusement Co.,
filed in 1948, and in the Jefferson application
filed in November 1952. In December, the
Lufkin application was dismissed with prejudice. The hearing has been in suspended state
since then.
The court's opinion, which concerned itself
mainly with the technical legal interpretation
of "default," was written by Circuit Judge
Charley Fahy. It was concurred in by Circuit
Judges Henry W. Edgerton and Walter M.
Bastian.
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WSYR-AM-TV
IN

CITY

TAKE

EDITORIAL

STAND

ELECTION;

CANDIDATE
WINS
urge citizens to vote for
On-the-air editorials by stations' president
in Democratic primary. Opposing
stations' choice in judgeship race
candidate is given time to reply.
WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse shattered local broadis nothing "nefarious" in cross endorsement of
casting precedent last week by taking an edi- candidates by parties (here the stations cited
torial position in a Democratic primary elec- precedents); (4) Mr. De Bernardis could not
tion campaign. The result, according to E. R. be elected, anyway, in Syracuse, where ReVadeboncoeur, president-general manager, was
publican registration is "normally 3 to 1 over
that the station's position was vindicated when
its choice of a candidate won in the primary
WSYR-TV telecast the 10-minute editorial
Democrats."
last Tuesday.
at 6:45 p.m. Monday, filmed it and repeated it
at 11 p.m. It was taped and aired on WSYR
(For results of another station's editorializing
in mayoralty election see exclusive B*T in- at 8:15 p.m. and 10:20 p.m.
The editorial, Mr. Vadeboncoeur said, was
terview with Daniel Kops, WAVZ New Haven,
prefaced with this opening statement:
page,
"Ladies and gentlemen, this is a broadcast
The140.)Syracuse outlets aired an editorial,
editorial. It is an impersonal editorial because,
voiced by Mr. Vadeboncoeur, in person, twice
as president of these stations, I am expressing
on radio and tv the night before the election
the editorial opinion of our stations. We make
and after these developments:
this statement on a subject of public interest
Local Democrats had endorsed incumbent
and public importance, in the same manner in
Traffic Court Judge Truman H. Preston, Re- which
a newspaper might express its editorial
publican, inexchange for Republican endorsepolicy on its editorial pages. We have no
ment of incumbent Municipal Court Judge
exact parallel to the physical characteristics of
James A. Farrell, Democrat.
a newspaper editorial page, so this is our equivAfter this "cross endorsement," a Syracuse
attorney, Paul C. DeBernardis, decided to run
editorial."
Whenalent: abroadcast
Mr. De Bernardis
telephoned to ask for
for the Democratic nomination against Judge
free time to reply, the station accepted and
Farrell.
the candidate was given 10 minutes on WSYRWSYR-AM-TV decided to come out actively TV,
which was taped and put on WSYR, also
in opposition to Mr. De Bernardis and in sup- on Monday night.
port of incumbent Democratic Judge Farrell,
Mr. Vadeboncoeur said, for these reasons,
which the stations listed in the editorial:
Good Music Broadcasters
(1) Mr. De Bernardis (the stations said) was
Names Holmes to Sales Post
a persistent traffic violator himself (WSYRAM-TV listed 21 traffic charges against the
ROY H. HOLMES has been appointed national sales manager of Good Music Broadcandidate); (2) he was temperamentally uncasters Inc., station representatives, according
fitted for such a judicial position (here listing
to Raymond S. Green, president. At the same
a statement by the candidate admitting "scurritime, Mr. Green announced that GMB was
lous andcumbent
unfounded
against(3)thethere
in- opening
offices in Chicago and Detroit. The
candidate andcharges"
apologizing;
firm now has offices in New York and Philadelphia.
Mr. Holmes has served as program department supervisor and stations relations department representative for NBC, manager of station relations for World Broadcasting System
and sales manager of WINS New York during
his broadcasting career.

GOING up in an Iowa corn field is the
new 1,125 ft. (above average terrain)
antenna of KWWL-TV Waterloo. The
station is also building a new transmitter
building and boosting its power to 316
kw. Standing in front of the partiallycompleted tower are KWWL-TV executives (Ito r): Ted Hansen, tv production
supervisor; Lyle Harvey, public relations;
Don E. Inman, sales director, and R. J.
McElroy, general manager.

WCUE Plans News Expansion
PLANS for expanding and improving the news
and special events coverage of WCUE Akron
were announced last week by Tim Elliot,
president and general manager, who reported
the purchase of $5,000 worth of equipment to
be used by the news staff.
Mr. Elliot said a Volkswagon will be bought
for conversion into a mobile studio, which will
be used to increase the range of mobile broadcasts, and provide better facilities for remotes.
The station, he said, also will acquire weather
recording instruments to be installed at the
transmitter; a five-way monitor of all local,
police, sheriff and fire department calls, and a
battery of tape recorders.
KTTV

(TV) Realigns

PRESENTED as the "New Monday," KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles will offer an entire new
night of programming, beginning Oct. 3. New
format includes world premieres of Jungle Jim,
Count of Monte Cristo, Highway Patrol and
Adventures of the Scarlet Pimpernel, according
to Richard A. Moore, KTTV president.
Broadcasting
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WHTN-TV Plans Oct. Start;
KTBS-TV Debut Celebrated
PLANS to go on the air Oct. 2 have been announced by WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va.
According to Fred Weber, president of the
Greater Huntington Radio Corp., the ch. 13
station will begin commercial programming with
maximum power of 316 kw, serving an estimated 1.3 million people in a three-state area —
West Virginia, Ohio and Kentucky.
The station will be affiliated with ABC and
DuMont tv networks and will broadcast from
a new 240-ft. RCA antenna. Edward Petry
& Co. is WHTN-TV sales representative.
Mr. Weber also announced five appointments
with all principal positions to be filled before
the station begins operation. George R. Snell,
formerly with WLEX-TV Lexington, Ky., has
been named program-operations manager;
Chester A. Siegrist, studio and transmitting engineer, WCNY-TV Carthage, N. Y., moves to
WHTN-TV in the same capacity; George A.
Miller, formerly with WSAZ-TV Huntington

Good Sales Mixture
RYE and television mixed makes a delightful sales pickup, at least in New
York. WCBS-TV reports that General
Baking Co. (Grossinger's rye bread) set
up sales quotas for 1 3 and 26 weeks when
it started to advertise the bread on the
station. The 13 -week quota, according
to WCBS-TV, was reached after three
weeks, the 26-week by the 11th week on
the station. Total 26 weeks found Grossinger's rye bread sales two and a half
times what they had been before the
campaign, according to WCBS-TV.

KEAR Cuts Broadcast Time;
Blames Union Troubles
KEAR San Francisco has shortened its broadcast hours in an effort to cut costs and save the
station for lovers of "good music," according
to S. A. Cisler, president. The station moved
its sign-on time from 6 to 11 a.m. "I regret that
this cut in broadcast hours was necessary, but
I have been unable to get the cooperation of
NABET Mr.andCisler.
AFTRA to help us cut our costs,"
stated
At the same time Mr. Cisler said that KEAR
had closed its studios in the Mark Hopkins
Hotel, San Francisco and has moved all broadcasting operations
the station's affiliated fm
transmitter,
KXKX to(FM).

TEXAS oilman Sid Richardson, KFJZ-TV
Fort Worth majority stockholder, pushes
the button to put the ch. 1 1 outlet on the
air Sept. 11 [B*T, Sept. 12]. Still under
construction is a new $1.5 million home
plant for KFJZ-AM-TV which is expected
to be completed in November.
sales, takes over as local and regional sales
manager for WHTN-TV; William Bernsau, with
WEEU-TV Reading, Pa., joins WHTN-TV as
art director, and Henry E. Richie, a Philadelphia musician-ventriloquist, joins WHTN-TV
as an entertainer.
A special section of the Sept. 3 Shreveport
(La.) Times was dedicated to the grand opening
of KTBS-TV there, which on that date began
commercial broadcasting.
Ch. 3 KTBS-TV is affiliated with NBC, has
an operating power of 100 kw and broadcasts
from a 1,151-ft. tower. The station is represented by Edward Petry & Co. E. Newton
Wray is president-general manager.
A dedicatory program, officially inaugurating
the new ch. 3 station, was held from 5-6 p.m.
with religious, station, civic and state representatives taking part in the ceremonies.
Following the formal dedication, the station
took viewers on a televised tour of its Radio
Center Bldg., home of both KTBS and KTBSTV.
Broadcasting
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WBNS-TV Crew Goes to Italy
To Cover Hometown Story
THE first phase of a hands-across-the-seas project was completed last Thursday when a trio
of WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, newsmen arrived
in New York from Italy with film footage of
the story behind a gift of a 20-foot statue of
Christopher Columbus by the people of Genoa,
Italy, to the city of Columbus.
The statue is expected to arrive in the U. S.
Oct. 8 and be ready for unveiling in Columbus
Oct. 12, Columbus Day, by Vice President
Richard M. Nixon. The statue is being presented by the people of Genoa, the home of
Columbus, to the people of Columbus, the
largest city in America perpetuating the discoverer's name.
WBNS-TV news staff, which visited Europe
to obtain the story behind the gift, included
Chet Long, newscaster, and John Haldi and
Darrel MacDougle, photographers.
Bartell Buys KCBQ,
WBGE in Two Sales
SALE of KCBQ San Diego by Stanley N.
Schultz and Timothy O. Parkman to Gerald
A. Bartell and associates for a total consideration of $250,000 was announced last week.
At the same time, an application for FCC
approval was filed for the transfer of WBGE
Atlanta from Robert N. Pinkerton and Edgar
B. Pool to the Bartell interests for $100,000
[B«T, Aug. 22].
The agreement to purchase KCBQ (5 kw day,
1 kw night on 1170 kc) provides for payment
of $160,000 for 100% of the stock, plus a 5-year
consulting agreement with Mr. Schultz for
$45,000 and a covenant with both Mr. Schultz
and Mr. Parkman not to engage in radio in the
area for another $45,000.
The agreement also includes an option to

purchase the Schultz-Parkman owned KRUZ
Glendale, Ariz. (Phoenix) for $100,000. KRUX
operates with 250 w on 1340 kc.
KCBQ was sold by Charles Salik to its
present owners for $250,000 in 1954.
The San Diego transaction was handled by
Jack N. Stoll, station broker.
In the WBGE sale application, the station
showed total assets as of July 31 of $44,828,
of which $16,404 was current assets. Current
liabilities were set at $25,411 and deficit at
$85,275.
BartellMilwaukee,
Broadcasters
(the Appleton
Barren's own
WOKY
WAPL
and
WMTV [TV] Madison, all Wisconsin) showed
total assets as of May 3 1 of $448,747, of which
$322,421 was current assets. Total liabilities
were listed as $91,166 and surplus at $250,771.
WEEI Appoints Gorman
THOMAS Y. GORMAN has been appointed
general sales manager of WEEI Boston,Heerdt,
replacing who
Emmett J.
returned to CBS
Radio Spot Sales in
New York [B»T,
Sept. 12].
Mr. teredGorman
enradio in 1950
with WOR New
York, staying there
two years before becoming
executive account
at WCBS
MR. GORMAN
New York. He
moved to CBS Radio Spot Sales in 1953, where
he remained until his recent appointment.
The Most Popular
CONELRAD System Today
Built by Yankee Ingenuity
"Does away" with haywire troublesome home made erratic units.

CONELRED
Have you been missing alerts
Here is the Conelred unit that will
operate every time.
It Flashes a RED light upon receipt
of an alert.
A clock indicates the time of the alert.
A bell will ring. It may be switched
off if desired.
Thebuy.loudspeaker of the receiver will
come on if desired.
The unit is complete. Nothing else to
Just plug it into 115v ac. It takes
only 55 watts.
The receiver is a 6 tube unit with
height gain RF.
It tunes 540 Kcs to 1650 Kcs plus CD
frequencies.
It is designed to operate continuously.
A meter indicates correct tuning.
Price is $105 plus freight.
Conelrad Products
Penacook, New Hampshire
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WIIC

(TV)

Names

Mortensen, Rice
APPOINTMENT of Robert A. Mortensen as
general manager and Roger D. Rice to the post
of sales manager for WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh
was announced by O. M. Schloss, president of
the new ch. 1 1 tv which has a fall target date.
Mr. Mortensen is a 22-year veteran of the
broadcasting business, the last 19 with N. W.
Ayer & Son, New York agency. He was responsible for planning and operating the program of major league baseball and professional
football for the Atlantic Refining account. Mr.
Mortensen entered radio with WHK Cleveland,
after graduating from Michigan U.
Mr. Rice graduated in advertising from
Washington U. and, after a hitch in the marines,

MR. MORTENSEN

MR. RICE

joined the Beatty Stevens agency in Seattle.
After one year, he moved to KING Seattle and
in 1954 was named manager of KTVW (TV)
Seattle. He produced Marines In Review on
ABC for two years and originated and produced
Marines At Ease, first on NBC-TV and later
for KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
WAOV Denied Sports
WAOV Vincennes, Ind., has appealed and lost
a decision of school and athletic boards to prohibit further broadcast of local high school football and basketball contests — reportedly because of attendance factors. The decision reversed along-standing policy of the Vincennes
High School to permit air coverage of all games.
In announcing the broadcast ban, board officials
noted the school's athletic program must depend
for its existence on maintenance of gate receipts.
WAOV is owned by the Vincennes Sun-Commercial and the Sun Co. is owned, in turn, by
Central Newspapers Inc. (WIRE Indianapolis).
WKTQ Plans October Start
PLANS to go on the air sometime between
Oct. 1 and 15 have been announced by WKTQ
South Paris, Me. The station, on 1450 kc, 200
w, is authorized to the Oxford Broadcasting
Corp. and reportedly will serve about 20,000
people in the Norway-Paris, Me., area.
WKTQ is Gates-equipped and has a 180-ft.
Tower Construction Co. antenna. Gerald T.
Higgins and Elden (Denny) Shute, both formerly with WLAM Lewiston, Me., are president
and vice president-treasurer, respectively, of
Oxford Broadcasting Corp. The station has
subscribed to RCA Thesaurus.
WAPG

Goes on Air

WAPG Arcadia, Fla., went on the air Sept. 15.
The 1 kw independent will be a daytime station operating on 1480 kc, using United Press
wire service.
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THIS is architects concept of the building to house KTHS and KTHV (TV) Little Rock.
KTHS-KTHV (TV) Starts
New Building Construction
CONSTRUCTION is now underway on the
new building which will house the studios of
KTHS and KTHV (TV) Little Rock, with completion scheduled for February 1956. KTHV,
on ch. 11, expects to begin commercial operation Nov. 15 with maximum power of 316 kw.
The new home of KTHS and KTHV will

Simons, Cochran Become
Blair Account Executives
ADDITION of James F. Simons and Stuart
Cochran to the Chicago sales office of John
Blair & Co., national radio representatives, was
announced last week by John Blair, president.
Mr. Simons, formerly an account executive
with Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis, replaces
Charles F. Dilcher, who recently moved from
Chicago to open and manage Blair's new At-

MR. SIMONS

MR. COCHRAN

lanta office. Paul Ray, who assumed Mr.
Dilcher's responsibilities as Chicago manager,
continues in that position. Mr. Cochran previously was chief announcer and sales manager
of WDWS Champaign, 111.
Lincoln-Mercury Football
LINCOLN-MERCURY Dealers Assn. of Chicago has purchased a nine-game schedule of college football broadcasts on NBC o&o WMAQ
Chicago starting Sept. 24. Arrow Petroleum
Corp. has purchased the post-game Scoreboard
program. In the Sept. 12 issue of B«T it was
incorrectly reported that Arrow had purchased
the gridcasts. Agency for Lincoln-Mercury
Dealers Assn. is Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.
Forjoe Names Lowenstein
MORTON LOWENSTEIN has been named
vice president of Forjoe & Co. with supervision
over its sales office in Philadelphia, serving the
Middle Atlantic States. Mr. Lowenstein previously was an account executive with WIBG
Philadelphia, WTTM Trenton, N. L, and
WCAM Camden, N. J.

be at 8th and Izard Sts., and will comprise
27,000 sq. ft. including two tv studios (40 x 50
and 30 x 50 ft.). One tv studio features a
20-ft. revolving turntable at its center and the
other will be equipped with built-in kitchen,
news library, etc. Consulting engineer is A.
Earl Cullum Jr., Dallas, and architects are Ginocchio, Cromwell & Assoc., Little Rock.
Until construction is complete, the radio and
tv stations will operate from present headquarters in the KTHS Bldg., Little Rock.
Knorr

Rehires

Fired Four,

Settles Dispute With

NABET

A SUCCESSFUL "consumer boycott," along
with strong CIO and AFL support, are credited
by the National Assn. of Broadcast Employes
& Technicians with helping "forge" a settlement
between the union and Knorr Broadcasting Co.
of a protracted seven-month strike against
WSAM Saginaw, Mich.
Settlement was reached a fortnight ago when
the station agreed to take back four employes
previously dismissed and after NABET had
conducted what it frankly acknowledged to be
a concerted campaign of "economic pressure"
against WSAM as well as WKMH Detroit,
WKMF Flint and WKHM Jackson, all Mich.,
stations owned by Fred A. Knorr.
Negotiations were handled for NABET by
Louis Favara, its regional director in Detroit.
He told B»T that "a consumer boycott" is perfectly legal and noted that the National Labor
Relations Board had dismissed secondary boycott charges filed by Knorr Broadcasting Co.
The campaign of "economic pressure" and
"consumer boycotts" was so effective that
NABET claimed varying reductions of local
advertising at Knorr stations.
NABET reported that the AFL and CIO
joined statewide forces by providing pickets
whose job was to disseminate information about
the strike and undertake "an intensive educational campaign aimed at persuading national
sponsors, for the most part national accounts,
to withdraw their business at all four stations
. . ." The CIO Brewery Workers urged locals
and joint boards to concentrate on brewery and
beer distributors using the Knorr stations.
CIO's Region VII openly threatened Knorr
sponsors that if they continued advertising after
Sept. 1, "it will be necessary to so inform CIO
members
in Michigan." Co. purchased WSAM
Knorr Broadcasting
last January, the change in ownership thus abrogating a then-existing pact with NABET.
The union charges Mr. Knorr dismissed certain
members and rehired only non-union personnel.
WEJL(FM) Has Record Billings
HIGHEST monthly billing for WEJL (FM)
Scranton, Pa., in nearly six years of operation
have been reported by Cecil Woodland, general
manager. August billing was 18% ahead of the
same month last year, Mr. Woodland said.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Radio-Tv Flood Relief
Praised by Red Cross
BROADCASTERS took a major part in the
flood relief campaign that went over the $10
million goal, according to Ellsworth Bunker,
president of the American National Red Cross.
Mr. Bunker wired Harold E. Fellows, NARTB
president, as follows:
"The generous response of the American
people to the Red Cross Flood Fund Appeal has
now pushed the fund over the $10,000,000 mark
and I have advised our chapters no further con■ tributions are necessary. This assures us that,
with funds available, contributed and pledged,
we can meet adequately the needs of individuals
and families requiring Red Cross assistance.
The full resources of the organization will be
utilized in this effort. Those who need further
help will be aided by the Red Cross in rebuilding, repairing and refurnishing their homes, in
obtaining additional clothing and medical care,
and in re-establishing their means of livelihood.
The promptness with which the public answered
our appeal is due in no small measure to the
magnificent manner in which radio and television broadcasters brought the dramatic story of
the disaster to the homes of America. We are
deeply grateful to you and the members of your
Association for the outstanding support given
the Red Cross at this time."
REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS
WTAO-TV Cambridge-Boston has appointed
Robert S. Keller Inc., N. Y., as representative
in New York City.
STATION PEOPLE
John Hopkins, formerly vice president and general manager, KTOK Oklahoma City, appointed commercial manager, KFJZ-TV Ft. Worth,
Tex.; Richard E. Holloway, formerly with
KRGV-TV Weslaco, Tex., and Henry J. Davis,
formerly with KFDX-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.,
to KFJZ-TV as account executives.
Frank Warren, general sales manager, KULAAM-TV Honolulu,
elected vice president in charge of
sales and to board
of directors.
Fred Drake, personality, WDONWASH-FM Washington, appointed
operations manager,
succeeding Robert
Best, who has been
named program di., . rrr
rector.
will
MR. WARREN
. Mr.toBest
.handle
continue
promotion-publicity.
Tex Frankel, sales manager, WJJD Chicago,
and with station for 10 years, retires end of this
month.
Janis Ison, receptionist-music librarian, WKBV
Richmond, Ind., promoted to continuity director, succeeding Carolyn Corrington, who was
married to Paul Kessler Sept. 3 and who moves
to continuity dept., WHIO-AM-FM-TV Dayton, Ohio; Barbara Mae Gilmore to WKBV
as receptionist-librarian, effective Sept. 26.
Edward J. Meagher Jr., former field representative, McCann-Erickson, N. Y., appointed account executive, WRC-AM-FM Washington.
Bob Godeck, formerly announcer, KTMS Santa
Barbara, Calif., to KVEN Ventura, Calif., as
Broadcasting
Telecasting

Oxnard and Santa Paula districts sales manager.
Russell George, assistant manager and sales
manager, WOIC Columbia, S. C, promoted to manager.
Don Loose, newswriter, WTMJ-AMTV Milwaukee, appointedduction
WTMJ manager;
proMyron Walden, formerly with WTAK
Springfield, 111., to
WTMJ-AM-TV as
newswriter and newscaster; Raymond
MR, GEORGE
Szmanda, formerly
with WOSA Wausau, Wis., to WTMJ-AM-TV
announcing staff.

Jerry Sanders, former general manager, KLVT
Levelland, Tex., appointed promotion
and public relations
director, K D A V
Lubbock, Tex.
Michael Danyla Jr.,
former continuity director, WPTR Albany, N. Y., appointed Albany district sales representative, WMGT (TV)
Pittsfield, Mass.
SANDERSRapids,
merly
withark,
salesfo
staff,
r-WMTMR" Cedar
Bob Widm
Iowa, and Dick Burnham, formerly account executive, KTVK (TV) Phoenix, Ariz., to sales
staff, KPHO-TV Phoenix.

Bruce Huffman, sales service coordinator,
KNXT (TV) -Columbia Tv Pacific Network,
Hollywood, father of boy, Ted Scott, Sept. 7.
Fred Vinroot, program director, WIST Charlotte, N. C, and Lee Vinroot, former WIST
women's director, parents of boy, Paul David,
Sept. 5.
Bob Woodbury, traffic and sales service manager, WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul, father of
boy, Daniel Robert.
Keith Frederickson, formerly with Western
Adv. Agency, Chicago, to continuity dept.,
WDSU New Orleans.
Bob Ingham, KSD-AM-TV St. Louis, named
St. Louis' outstanding sports announcer for
second consecutive year by Greater St. Louis
American Bowling
ternational Bowling Congress
Congress. and Women's InJohn C. Wheeler, disc m.c, WELL Battle
Creek, Mich., and Lois Jean Hazzard were
married.
Charles Parker, account executive, WDRC
Hartford, Conn., and Mrs. Parker, former
WDRC receptionist, parents of boy, Steven
Charles.
REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE
Tom E. Paro, formerly with sales staff,
New York and Chicago, to tv sales staff,
ern div., NBC Spot Sales, N. Y.; Martin
lins, formerly with sales staff, WOR-TV
York, to NBC Spot radio sales staff.

MBS
eastPolNew

Sam Grossman to sales dept., KNX-Columbia
Pacific Radio Network, Hollywood, as retail
account executive.
Dave Robin, formerly with WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., to WAYE Baltimore as announcer; Mitzie Wallin to WAYE traffic dept.
Warren R. Hewitt to announcing staff, WICS
(TV) Springfield, 111., also serving as farm and
sports reporter.
Bill Cullen, radio-tv performer, signed to threeyear contract by WRCA-AM-TV New York,
continuing network tv appearances.
Claire Checchi and Thomas Carroll to WROL
Boston as record librarians, succeeding Dottie
Checchi, Claire's sister, who is entering convent.
George Halsey, news director, WOI Ames,
Iowa State College outlet, named special news
correspondent at United Nations, N. Y., for
three-month period, serving WOI as news correspondent and working with UN information
section, observing and evaluating radio and tv
program information for possible use on other
educational stations in U. S.

wmal-tv
channel 7 in
Washington,
now

Greater Coverage of
the multi-billion dollar
Washington

Joanne Haak, accounting dept., WPTZ (TV)
Philadelphia, and Edwin J. Cramphorn Jr. were
married Sept. 10. James Pettyjohn, correlator,
WPTZ Philadelphia, and Doris Heckler, WPTZ
commercial announcer, were married Sept. 3.

market

Greater ABC-TV Programs
backed by unparalleled
audience promotion

Jean Moorhead, recently named Miss KNX
(Hollywood), to affiliated KNXT (TV) on
Juke Box Jury show.
Sibyl Johnson, home economist and Cook
Book hostess, WKY-TV Oklahoma City, chosen
as official hostess, 1955 Oklahoma City Parade
of Homes.

D. C, is
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NETWORKS
NETWORK
6-MO. GROSS
OVER
$40 MILLION
tion
Bureau
compilations.
Publishers Information Bureau
PIB reported gross time charges at $8,273,365
statistics show combined radioand $29,996,679 for radio and tv networks
tv figure is about 1 5V2% ahead
respectively for July. Network tv's gross billings
of the first half of 1 954. Totals
topped last July by more than $7 million while
network radio's gross time sales were off
for July of 1 955 put CBS at the
$255,651.
top of the list.
CBS with a July total of $17,757,107 in
RADIO-TV network gross billings for the first radio-tv gross time sales led the networks that
six months of this year totaled $297,148,937, month. NBC chalked up $14,419,124 in radiomore than $40 million — about 151/2% — ahead tv gross billings for July, and was the only radio
of time sales for the networks in the same pe- network to boost its July figure over the same
month in 1954. The PIB table follows:
riod last year, according to Publishers InformaJuly
July
Network Radio
Jan. -July
Jan. -July
1954
1955
1954
1955
*ABC
$1,676,650
$14,992,049
$17,269,420
$2,098,823
CBS
27,063,223
3,122,096
33,536,043
3,821,234
1 2,555,497
MBS
1,022,255
1,481,767
9,205,231
20,697,370
NBC
2,452,364
18,715,886
2,127,192
$84 058 330
Total
$8,273,365
$9,529,016
$69,976,389
Network Television
ABC
$ 3,263,803
$ 2,310,281
$ 25,032,408
777 OAQ
$ 77/i/,oi/,y4o
CBS
14,635,011
11,861,534
/,/ / /,yoo
108,326,852
DuMont
131,105
623,455
3,035,785
i o,oyu
7A/ ,zA A*i
CCO
NBC
8,149,533
11,966,760
90,777,503
Total
Jan.
Feb.
Mor
mar.
MApr.
ay
June
July
Total

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
MApr.
ay
June
July

$29,996,679
ABC
$ 2,487,140
2,387,900
2,445,765
2,096,355
** 2,080,272
1,8 17,967
1,676,650
$14,992,049
ABC
$ 3,718,195
3,567,696
3,806,425
3,527,558
3,606,427
3,542,304
3,263,803

$227,172,548
$22,944,803
Network Radio Totals to Date
CBS
MBS
NBC
$ 4,181,787 $1,372,532
$ 2,584,620
2,744,204
3,950,767 1,291,938
4,393,441 1,446,535
2,953,486
3,837,124 1,365,658
2,624,671
**
2,703,981
3,921,807 1,450,889
2,652,560
**3,656,201 **1,255,424
3,122,096 1,022,255
2,452,364
$27,063,223 $9,205,231
$18,715,886
Network Television Totals to Date
NBC
CBS
DuM
$ 15,831,141
$ 723,960
$13,172,695
12,419,641
14,694,726 597,275
14,102,093
16,036,896 628,625
13,285,933
**15,426,214 462,335
** 13,591,687
12,238,694
** 15,978,680 273,640
**15,724,184 218,845
14,635,011 131,105
11,966,760

$172,957,857
Total
$10,785,663
10,215,225
11, 239,227
**9
,433,573
9,923,808
10,105,528
8,273,365
$69,976,389
Total
$**32,702,040
33,445,991
31,279,338
34,574,039
**33,450,434
**31, 724,027
29,996,679

Total
$108,326,852 $3,035,785
$25,032,408
$227,172,548
$90,777,503
* In order to maintain continuity and comparability with previously published data, an adjustment
factor of 1.8 17 has been used by PIB in calculating gross network radio time charges for those nighttime network asrc dio programs where ABC rate card No. 6 was in effect.
** Revised
of 9/14/55.
AB-PT Declares 25 Cents
On Common, Preferred
THE AB-PT board of directors last week declared dividends of 25 cents per share on the
outstanding preferred and 25 cents on the outstanding common stock of the corporation, payable Oct. 20, 1955, to holders of record as of
Friday.
Excluded from the dividends are 150,000
shares of the 5% preferred stock. At the meeting last week the board approved the redemption on Oct. 20 of the shares of preferred
stock ($20 par value) at the applicable redemption price of $20.80, plus the accrued dividend
to such date of 25 cents per share, or a total
of $21.05 per share. The specific shares to be
redeemed will be selected by lot at the close of
business tomorrow (Tuesday) when the books
will be closed to further transfer of shares so
selected.
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CBS Ready to Broadcast
From Russia When Allowed
A CBS Radio spokesman said last week the
network is ready to hook Moscow into its network any time the Russians grant facilities. He
said CBS has been granted only telephone facilities, not facilities for broadcast origination.
Soviet Party Chief Nikita Khrushchev last
week told Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), on
a tour of Russia, that he would "take care of"
a complaint that CBS was unable to transmit
material from Moscow by radio on the SovietWest German talks. CBS has two correspondents in Moscow, Richard C. Hottlet on a temporary visa and Daniel Schorr not yet accredited. Sen. Kefauver had brought up the question of censorship.
NBC correspondent Irving R. Levine has
been granted facilities for NBC hookup from
Moscow.

CBS-TV Names Lowenstein
Dir. of Press Information
APPOINTMENT of Larry Lowenstein, director
of publicity-promotion of Benton & Bowles,
New York, as director of press information for
CBS-TV, New York, was announced last week
by Charles Oppenheim, directorformation
of services
infor CBS -TV. Mr.
Lowenstein will assume his new duties
at the end of this
month.
M r . Lowenstein
joined
Bowles Benton
as a member&
of the publicity-promotion department
m
in 1949, and was
named assistant diMR. LOWENSTEIN
rector in 19 5 3.
Earlier this year he was promoted to director
of the department.

'Airman'

Godfrey

Faces

Flying Troubles Again
CBS radio-tv personality Arthur Godfrey was
under fire again last week from the Civil Aeronautics Administration, which is probing
charges that his plane violated air traffic rules
by "crowding" an Ozark Airlines aircraft out
of Chicago's Midway Airport Sept. 7.
In New York and Washington, D. C, Mr.
Godfrey denied the charges, claiming "there
was absolutely no danger of collision." He was
enroute from Chicago to Wyoming in his DC-3
for a brief vacation when the incident occurred,
apparently over Aurora, 111.
Pilots of the Ozark plane filed charges with
CAA in St. Louis, which in turn were passed
along to Harry Troxell, CAA Chicago safety
agent. Ralph Horn, CAA investigator, reported
a formal investigation last Wednesday and notified Mr. Godfrey of the charges. CAA also is
checking passengers for their accounts of the
incident, it was reported.
Mr. Godfrey was involved in a similar incident at Teterboro, N. L, on Jan. 7, 1954 and
the Civil Aeronautics Board subsequently suspended his license for six months.

'Colliers7 Dissects Godfrey
IN an article in the Sept. 30 Collier's magazine
radio-tv critic John Crosby traces the career
of CBS' Arthur Godfrey from his first radio
stint with a Baltimore station to his present
packed schedule of network radio and television shows. The article deals mostly with the
controversial side of Mr. Godfrey's career, and
Mr. Crosby offers the opinion that success has
been Mr. Godfrey's undoing, having created
"a vast gulf between him and his audience. . . ."
"It's a pity," Mr. Crosby writes, "he has grown
so far from the people because it's with people
that he belongs. . . ."
NETWORK PEOPLE
Peter Jacobi, returned from U. S. Army service,
and previously on ABC news staff, appointed
overnight news editor, NBC Central Div.
Joseph B. Irwin, attorney, Dewey, Ballantine,
Bushby, Palmer & Wood (law), N. Y., to
business affairs dept., ABC, as attorney.
Hal Fimberg signed to do script for CBS-TV
My Favorite Husband.
Broadcasting
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MANUFACTURING
SHOW

TO

COMPARE

COLOR

RETMA board agrees to sponsor color demonstrations for international representatives at
request of State Dept. Also
votes to continue fight for excise tax deletion and FTC trade
rule changes; establishes semiconductor, receiving tube and
picture tube sections.
TV receiver manufacturers will have a rare opportunity to match the performances of individual color sets early next March in New
York, when a demonstration will be held under
the auspices of the State Dept. in cooperation
with Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn.
The color show, according to RETMA, which
held its fall board meeting last Tuesday through
Thursday at the Hotel Plaza in New York, probably will be housed either at the United Nations
headquarters or at the Waldorf-Astoria. Details
are yet to be arranged.
The State Dept. requested the showing at
the suggestion of Committee Consultatif International Radio (CCIR), an international group
that studies radio problems and sets standards
for European and some of the Latin American
nations. RETMA's board approved the proposal
and will invite, via the State Dept., the attendance of some 100 representatives of foreign
countries. CCIR currently is studying color
standards. A similar exhibition was held in the
U. S. in 1950 on monochrome tv standards.
Plans include visits to witness color tv operations at U. S. plants.
Other RETMA board actions included decisions to:
(1) Continue RETMA's fight before Congress for elimination of the 10% federal excise
tax on all tv sets at the manufacturing level
(the tax already has been lifted on sets used
for non-entertainment, i.e., business and military operations).
(2) Protest the Federal Trade Commission's
trade practice rules which require that tubes be
marked as used if the glass is being re-used
(No. 12) and the proposed change in the method
of measuring screen size (No. 9).
In other actions, the board elected E. C.
Anderson, RCA executive vice president, to
replace L. W. Teegarden, also an RCA vice
president, on the RETMA board, and approved
a joint meeting with Canadian RETMA at the
Homestead, Hot Springs, Va., Sept. 27-29.
RETMA reviewed plans for radio-tv week,
which started this week, and said advance reports successful.
indicate this year's
be
the most
It was promotion
decided towould
continue
the promotion on an annual basis, and suggestions were received looking toward similar programs to be conducted during the "valleys" of
tv business (for example, promotion in the
spring to encourage portable radio sales).
RETMA discussed shortages of certain component materials, e.g., copper and nickel, which
have developed over the past three months. It
was noted that the industry advisory committees of the Commerce Dept.'s Business Defense
Services Administration will be looking into
receiving tube materials beginning tomorrow
(Tues.). This meeting will be followed by similar sessions on transmitter tubes, relays, etc.
Indication of the rise of the transistor in the
manufacture of receivers was seen in the naming of a semi-conductor section (transistors, germanium diodes and silicon diodes) as part of
RETMA's Tube Division that also will contain
Broadcasting • Telecasting

TV

SETS

a receiving tube and picture tube section. lohn
Q. Adams of CBS-Hytron was named chairman
of the semi-conductor section; G. W. Gunn of
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. as head of the
picture tube section, and George W. Keown,
Tung-Sol Electric Inc., as chairman of the
receiving tube section.
GE Color Progress ReportPlanned for Set Makers
A PROGRESS report on what General Electric
is doing in the development of color tubes and
associated components will be given tv set
makers during the next three weeks, J. M. Lang,
tube department general manager, said last
week.
Some 20 tv manufacturers have been invited
to send representatives to Electronics Park,
Syracuse, N. Y., for half-day programs of discussions and demonstrations of how GE has
"spent several million dollars in color picture
tube development during the past two years,"
Mr. Lang said. The GE tube of the "post acceleration" type, which the company emphasized
was still in the developmental stage and may
not be ready for production until 1957, will be
described and demonstrated.
RCA Adds Color Space
ARRANGEMENTS have been completed by
RCA to purchase an additional 285,000 sq.ft.
of building space at Lancaster, Pa., as part
of its program for the accelerated production
of color television tubes, it was announced last
week by D. Y. Smith, vice president and general manager, RCA Tube Division.
Purchase of this space, according to Mr.
Smith, will provide RCA with more than one
million sq. ft. of space at Lancaster. He said
immediate steps will be taken to equip the new
building for the handling of color kinescopes
and other electron tubes manufactured by RCA
at Lancaster.
Westinghouse Stock Purchase
PURCHASE of 187,480 shares of Canadian
Westinghouse Co. at $54 a share by Westinghouse Electric Corp. was announced jointly last
week by the electric company and the Westinghouse Air Brake Co. Westinghouse Electric
bought the shares from the air brake firm, giving
the electric company ownership of 70% of
the Canadian company's common stock. It
was explained that in recent years the electrical
manufacturing portion of Canadian Westinghouse's business has grown faster than its sales
of air brake equipment and that the sale of
stock represented an adjustment of the interests
of the two American companies in the Canadian firm.
Picture Tube

Sales Increase

PICTURE tube sales for first seven months of
1955 totaled 5,429,817, RETMA has reported.
This compares with 4,471,584 sales for same
period in 1954. Cumulative sales for JanuaryJuly for receiving tubes were 254,842,000 compared with last
year'sandsame
189,856,000.
In June
July, seven
RETMAmonths'
said,
usual season decline in tube sales occurred.
This was due to shorter reporting period and
plant-wide vacations. Radio and tv set production for seven-month period was reported
earlier in week (see story, page 106).

Sylvania Offers Reward
SYLVANIA Electric Products Inc. said
last week it will offer $1,000 as a "reward" for information leading to the arrest and conviction of any person or company fraudulently branding small radio
and tv receiving tubes with the company's
name. Sylvania dealers were told in a
letter from D. W. Gunn, Sylvania's sales
manager for electronic products, that tube
counterfeiting is a crime punishable by
fine and imprisonment and that the firm
was "taking off the gloves" in its campaign against the practice of reprocessing
tubes.

GE Ships Video Gear
To WSM-TV,

WITN

(TV)

GENERAL Electric Co. reported last week it
had shipped a studio camera to WSM-TV Nashville (ch. 4) and a used 20 kw amplifier to
WITN-TV Washington, N. C. (ch. 7). GE also
reported an order from KOSA-TV Odessa,
Tex. (ch. 7), for a 10 kw transmitter, 12 bay
antenna, studio camera chain, studio relay
switching system, and phase 1 and 2 color
equipment, to be delivered in 90 days.

People in Northeastern Wisconsin
like Action .... Buying Action!
Sports daytime
Action! (500
Greennight)
Bay'sstation,
5000
watts
WJPG translates this "Sportshappy"
audience into Volume
Sales.
People in Northeartern Wisconsin
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WJPG, translates this 'Sportshappy" audience into Volume
Sales. You've always got a loyal,
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5000 w Day — 500 w Night ^yvatts
WJPG MBS GREEN BAY, WIS.
Burn-Smith Company — Representative
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New

Fact Book Covers

Electronic Industry
COLLECTION of statistics covering the $9
billion electronics industrial structure is offered
for the first time by Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs.
Assn. in a Fact Book. The 26-page document,
teeming with tables and charts, traces the evolution of the industry "from a spark of genius
which was fanned to life in a laboratory during
the late 19th Century."
Breakdowns are given on radio and tv set
production and sales to the public and dealers,
tracing the pattern of home receiver manufacturing. Similar figures are offered for picture
and receiving tubes.
Production of military electronic equipment
is reviewed, with 300 firms now having prime
military contracts.
About 50 manufacturers account for over
80% of the dollar volume of end equipment
production, it is explained. An employment review shows a half-million workers engaged in
production of end equipment and components.
From 1946 to 1954 tv manufacturers shipped
35.6 million tv sets to dealers, the booklet
shows. Radio set production from 1924 to
1954 is shown, plus radio set production by
type since 1947.
RCA

Licensed

Printed Wiring

Highway Hi-Fi
RADIO'S newest competitor is this hi-fi
record player for automobiles, to be installed in the Chrysler Corp. 1956 line.
The turntable, operating at \62A rpm,
uses seven-inch records and was developed by CBS Columbia. The turntable
is mounted in a shock-proof case just below the center of the instrument panel.
A magnetic device keeps the needle from
jumping out of the groove. The tone arm
has a sapphire stylus and ceramic pickup.
Customers will be given six discs with
each record player, each providing up to
45 minutes of music or one hour of
speech per side. Tone is fed into the
radio amplifier system. Chrysler engineers claim it is "extremely difficult" to
jar the arm off the record or even make
the stylus jump a groove.

Boards

Admiral Starts New Lab
ADMIRAL CORP. broke ground Friday for a
new electronic research lab in Stanford Industrial Park at Palo Alto, Calif. John F. Gilbarte, vice president of Admiral's Government
Lab Div., took part in spade-turning ceremonies
with local civic officials.
To be completed late this year, the lab will
house precision equipment and scientific apparatus used for military and civilan products.
RCA Ships Equipment
RCA has reported shipment on Sept. 7 of
three Vidicon color film cameras and studio
color camera to KMTV (TV) Omaha (ch. 3).
RCA also reported KCRA-TV Sacramento,
Calif, (ch. 3) went on air Sept. 2 with test
pattern.
MANUFACTURING SHORTS
Rust Industrial Co., Manchester, N. H, has
developed tv studio lighting control panel with
multiple remote control, furnishing five pre-set
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Luxo Lamp Corp., Tuckahoe, N. Y., is coming out with new microphone arm, adapted from
arm assembly of Lux lamps. With arm, mike
can be moved to any position with fingertip.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., N. Y., has
declared dividend of 50 cents per share on
common stock, payable Oct. 1 to stockholders
on record Sept. 9. Directors also declared regular quarterly dividend of $1 per share on $4
cumulative preferred stock and $1.10 per share
on $4.40 cumulative convertible preferred stock,
both payable Oct. 1.
Bell & Howell Co. (motion picture equipment),
Chicago, has moved engineering, sales, service
and administrative depts. of professional equipment and instrument div., Lincolnwood, 111., to
Skokie, 111. Manufacturing operations of div.
will continue at Lincolnwood plant.
Allen B. DuMont Labs, technical products div.,
Clifton, N. J., has placed on market 17- and
21-in. cathode-ray tube indicator, designed for
use on industry production lines and in other
applications where it is desirable for electrical
patterns to be displayed on large screens as
aid in manufacturing processes.

To Make

FIVE-year license arrangement was signed
Thursday by RCA and Technograph Printed
Electronics Inc., Tarrytown, N. Y., permitting
RCA and its subsidiaries to produce printed
electrical circuits under Technograph patents
held or pending, and under the latter firm's
processes.
According to Hubert L. Shortt, Technograph president, his firm holds patents on techniques of producing printed wiring boards now
in extensive use in tv and radio receivers as
well as in the production of electronic and
electrical equipment. Printing wiring, he noted,
has greatly advanced the automation of the
equipment.
Other manufacturers in the U. S. licensed
by Technograph, Mr. Shortt said, include
American Hard Rubber Co., Baldwin Lima
Hamilton Corp.; Cornell Dubilier Electric Co.;
Hallicrafters Inc.; National Vulcanized Fibre
Co. and Photocircuits Corp.

eight different types. New prices will be from
below $2 to slightly above $3 each to equipment manufacturers in quantity lots.
Telectro Industries Corp., Long Island City,
N. Y., has released 24-page booklet describing
facilities and products, including recording,
audio and electronic industry and test equipment.

Right under the dashboard
combination of 40 lighting circuits from one
or more control points. Five pre-set control
positions accommodate from one to 40 circuits.
Five master control switches on light panel
may be paralleled with as many other remotelylocated control units as desired, with small 11conductor cable. Low voltage control circuits
are completely isolated from power circuits.
Main unit may be flush mounted in studio or
control room wall. Panel is designed with forty
20 amp 120 volt circuits for use in 120/208
volt four-wire distribution systems. Cost is
$1,090 F.O.B. Manchester.
David Bogen Co., N. Y., has introduced new
1 1-tube superheterodyne six-band hi-fi am receiver, known as RR29, for use on shortwave
and broadcast bands. RR29 is available in
chassis form, or in mahogany veneer cabinet
complete with two loudspeakers as RR29W.
Receiver has r-f frequency response which is
down 3 db at 40 and 4,000 cycles and power
output of 2 w at 2% distortion. Noise clipper
circuit that reduces noise in proportion to percentage of modulation of incoming signal is
included. RR29 is priced at $165; RR29W at
$199.50.
United Transformer Co., N. Y., has announced
start of operations of new UTC-Pacific Div.
plant, 4008 W. Jefferson Blvd., L. A., fullyequipped for manufacture of transformers, reactors, solenoids, variable-voltage transformers,
control reactors, high-Q coils and filters for
electronics field.
General Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y., has reduced transistor prices for second time this year,
with latest cuts ranging from 15% to 50% on

RCA presented demonstration of compatible
color tv system for medical use at Biological
Photographic Assn.'s convention in Milwaukee.
New system, described by RCA as first of its
type, can be used for closed-circuit color tv or
for handling program material on commercial
tv.
MANUFACTURING

PEOPLE

John D. Thuet, district sales manager, Pittsburgh and Phila. offices, radio-tv div., Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., N. Y., named div. radio
sales manager, headquartering in Buffalo, N. Y.
John L. Bradley, formerly market development
manager,
Magnatran
Inc. (transformers),
Kearny, N. J., appointedvertising
assistant
adand sales
promotion manager,
Ampexnetic tape
Corp.
(magrecorders),
Redwood City, Calif.
Robert F. Schulz appointed manager,
newly-created
microwave and industrial
MR. BRADLEY

productstorola Inc.,
dept.,
MoChicago.

Donald Jonson, former sales representative,
Wadsworth-Hadley div., Elgin National Watch
sales supervisor, elecappointed microphone
Co., Elgin,
tronics div.,111.,
coordinating
and relay
products sales
activities American
for Elgin's Microphone
west coast
electronic
subsidiaries,
Co., Pasadena, Calif.; Elgin-Neomatic Inc., L.
A., and Advance Relay Co., Burbank, Calif.
George C. Wetmore appointed broadcast representative, Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, covering D. C, Va., W. Va., Del. and
Md., headquartering in Washington.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

PROGRAM
BMI

SETS

FOR

42

DATES

CLINICS

COMPLETION of plans for 42 Broadcast
Music Inc. clinics in 1956 was announced last
week by Glenn Dolberg, vice president in
charge of station relations. The series opens
Feb. 26 and runs through June 15, with time
off for the NARTB Convention in April.
The production schedule has two teams of
speakers traveling concurrently in different secv tions of the country. They will hold the 42
clinics in 40 states and many state broadcaster
associations have already scheduled their state
meetings to coincide with the BMI clinics.
FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey
and all six commissioners have accepted invitations to speak individually at as many clinics
as they can attend. Dates and locations of individual clinics are:
Feb. 26, Little Rock, Ark.; Feb. 27, Seattle,
Wash.; Feb. 29, Jackson, Miss., and Portland,
Ore.
March 2, New Orleans, La., and San Francisco, Calif.; March 5, Birmingham, Ala., and
Los Angeles, Calif.; March 7, Atlanta, Ga., and
Phoenix, Ariz.; March 9, Columbia, S. C, and
Albuquerque, N. M.; March 12, *N. C. and
Ft. Worth, Tex.; March 14, Roanoke, Va., and
Houston, Tex.; March 16, Wheeling, W. Va.,
and Oklahoma City, Okla.; March 19, Washington, D. C; March 21, Harrisburg, Pa., and
March 23, Louisville, Ky.
May 7, Trenton, N. J., and *Iowa; May 9,
Nashville, Tenn., and Springfield, 111.; May 11,
Orlando, Fla., and Indianapolis, Ind.; May 13,
*Kansas; May 14, *New York; May 16, Boston
and *Missouri; May 18, *Maine and York,
Neb.; May 21, *Ohio; May 23, *Michigan,
and May 25, Milwaukee, Wis.
June 4, *Idaho; June 6, *Montana; June 8,
Detroit Lakes, Minn.; June 11, Salt Lake City,
Utah; June 13, Sheridan, Wyo., and June 15,
Estes Park, Colo.
* City to be determined.
John Guedel

Productions

Signs Linklerrer Renewal
JOHN GUEDEL Productions Thursday signed
a new seven-year contract with CBS Television
covering Art Linkletter's House Party. The new
contract increases production funds in line
with the program's expanded format which will
stress features on personalities in the news and
guest stars.
The program is now carried by 101 CBS-TV
stations and 244 CBS Radio stations. CBS Television executives headed by President J. L.
Van Volkenburg and Philip Feldman, director
of business affairs, Hollywood, negotiated the
long-term agreement with Mr. Guedel to replace a contract which had two years to run.

Community

Tv Group

Names C-C, Pay-Tv Units
PAUL B. McADAM, Livingston (Mont.) Community Antenna Assn., has been appointed
chairman of the closed circuit committee of the
National Community Television Assn., it was
announced last week. This committee will explore various recommendations regarding the
origination of closed circuit tv programs by
community antenna systems.
Also appointed as head of a committee to
keep an eye on subscription tv as it relates to
antenna systems was Miss Yolanda Barco,
Broadcasting • Telecasting

SERVICES

—

Meadville (Pa.) Master Antenna Co.
Other members of the Closed Circuit Committee are J. Holland Rannells, Cumberland,
Md.; Scotte Gray, Beverly Hills, Calif.; Wally
Matson, Portland, Ore.; Lloyd A. Calhoun,
Hobbs, N. M.; L. N. Papernow, San Diego,
Calif.; Allen C. Harmes, Mitchell, S. D.; John
Arnts, Bangor, Pa.; David C. Winer, Woodridge, N. Y.; Bill Calsam, Oneonta, N. Y.;
W. D. Gardner, Greenville, Miss., and Ned
Cogswell, Oil City, Pa.
Other members of the pay tv committee are
Harold E. Waltz, Palm Springs, Calif.; Ian
Elliot, Miles City, Mont.; Augustine J. Cululi,
Bethlehem, Pa.; Joseph Wool, Burlington, Vt.;
Norman Penwell, Bozeman, Mont.; D. W. Erwin, Lovington, N. M.; C. Lowell Smith, San
Bernardino, Calif.; Joe Henry, Thermopolis,
Wyo.; J. W. Allen, Nogales, Ariz.; John Campbell, Dubuque, Iowa; K. J. Easton, Montreal,
Canada, and Jerry Henderson, Carmel, Calif.
Telemeter

Has Community

Closed-Circuit

Tv

System Ready

WITH prices to depend upon individual installations, International Telemeter Corp., Los
Angeles, has announced that it can furnish immediately completely packaged closed-circuit
television systems for small community tv
stations.
The custom built installations, including
camera chains, projection units and other station equipment plus coaxial links to individual
homes,
are being International
offered by theTelemeter
firm's AmpliVision Division.
itself
is a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures Corp.,
and a toll-television advocate before FCC.
Extensive plans for opening new avenues to
profitable local television stations on a wired,
rather than broadcast, basis will be announced
shortly by Ampli-Vision, it was explained. In
many areas, Ampli-Vision officials said, it may
prove far more economical to install closedcircuit television stations than build either vhf
or uhf broadcast stations.
Already two such commercial closed circuit
tv systems have been announced. In Cumberland, Md., Potomac Valley Television Co. has
been soliciting advertisers and agencies, and in
Beverly Hills, Calif., Trans-Community Tv
Network has announced plans to establish commercial "stations" in some 15 communities in
western states [B*T, Aug. 22].
PROGRAM

SERVICE SHORTS

Storecast Corp. of America has contracted with
Syracuse div. of American Stores Co. to broadcast music, news, market information and
weather reports to Acme supermarkets in central N. Y. state via five Rural Radio Network
stations, WRRA (FM) Ithaca, WRRC (FM)
Cherry Valley, WRRD (FM) De Ruyter,
WRRE (FM) South Bristol, WRRL (FM)
Wethersfield, all N. Y. Introductory rate for
service, "Supravision," which claims weekly
150,000 customer service, is $50 per week for
26-week participation. Storecast reports 781
"space units" available to advertisers in initial
operation, 551 already sold to grocery manufacturers.
Stone Assoc., N. Y., has signed exclusive merchandising contract with United Sheeplined
Clothing Co. in merchandising and licensing
of Daniel Boone items, Martin Stone, head of
Stone Assoc., has announced. In addition Mr.
Stone is considering creation and production
of Daniel Boone tv series and theatrical motion picture.

PROFESSIONAL

Communications

SERVICES

-

Firm Names

Singer Chief of Operations
CHARLES H. SINGER was named chief of
operations for Page
Communications Engineers
ington, D.Inc.,C,Washlast
week, after 28 years
in the engineering
AM-FM-TV
New
department of WORYork, where he rose
to the position of
chief engineer.
At PCE Mr. Singer will manage the
world-wide operations of the electronMR. SINGER
ics design and installation firm, which is engaged mainly in defense
radio communications and radar projects.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES PEOPLE
Casimer Bielski Jr., former chief, radio-tv section, Air Force Headquarters, Pentagon, Washington, has resigned commission to enter public
relations work, continuing association with
radio-tv industry as committee executive, National Security Industrial Assn., Washington,
organization composed of about 600 companies
employing more than one-third of nation's
manufacturing labor force and designed to
foster close working relationship between industry and military.

*
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ADVERTISERS

ACTIVE

Record number of billings for
fall schedule with U. S. network and film shows predominating over Canadian.
PRELIMINARY fall Canadian television network program schedules show a record number of commercially sponsored programs, with
U. S. network and film shows predominating.
Live Canadian shows account for almost half
of the commercial programs.
General Motors of Canada starts a onehour live Canadian General Motors Theatre on
Oct. 11 (MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto), while
Chrysler Motors of Canada (McCann-Erickson
Ltd., Toronto) started Canadian football telecasts on practically all Canadian stations on
Aug. 26, doing separate games for eastern and
western Canada. After the football playoffs
and Grey Cup championship games, Chrysler
is piping in from the United States Climax
and Shower of Stars, on all but French-language
tv stations.
The Bank of Canada, Ottawa, late in September starts live one-hour plays for the Canada
Savings Bond campaign slated for October.
Canada Packers Ltd., Toronto (Cockfield
Brown & Co. Ltd., Toronto) again sponsors
the weekly half-hour talent hunt program
Pick the Stars. Sunbeam Corp. Canada Ltd.,
Toronto (Industrial Adv. Agency, Toronto),
shares new live Jackie Rae Show with unnamed other sponsors, starting late in September. Christie Biscuits Ltd., Toronto (Cockfield
Brown & Co., Toronto), brings back live Canadian comedy show Wayne and Shuster on alternate weeks, with the Department of National
Defense, Ottawa, planning a Canadian Army
Show on the other weeks.
Other live Canadian shows which will be
back this fall are Holiday Ranch for Canadian
Canners Ltd., Hamilton (Baker Adv. Agency
Ltd., Toronto); On Camera for Procter &
Gamble Ltd., (Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample of
Canada Ltd., Toronto); Vick Obeck Show for
McDonald Tobacco Co., Montreal (Harold F.
Stanfield Co. Ltd., Montreal); Plouffe Family
for Imperial Tobacco Co., Montreal (McKim
Adv. Ltd., Montreal); NHL Hockey for Imperial Oil Ltd., Toronto (MacLaren Adv. Ltd.,
Toronto); Show Time for Canadian General
Electric Co. Ltd., Toronto (MacLaren Adv.
Ltd., Toronto), and Denny Vaughan Show for

ALMEIDA CASTRO (r), director of broadcasting for the Choteau-Briand am-tv system in Brazil receives informat'on on the
maintenance of tv cameras from Eugene
Jenkins, chief engineer, KLZ-TV Denver.
Mr. Castro is spending 90 days at KLZ-TV,
studying all facets of American broadcasting as guest of the U. S. State Dept.
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Lever Bros., Toronto (J. Walter Thompson Co.
Ltd., Toronto).
Major U. S. shows coming to Canadian tv
network, in most cases for same sponsor as in
the U. S., include Toast of the Town, Our Miss
Brooks, Four Star Theatre, Medic, Caesar's
Hour, Studio One, Bob Hope Show, Dragnet,
I Love
Lucy, Kraft
Big Town,
Fireside Theatre,
Theatre,Jane
Star Wyman's
Stage, Gillette
Fights, Disneyland, Burns and Allen, Navy
Log, Jackie Gleason, Lassie, Wild Bill Hickock,
Roy Rogers, Howdy Doody (Canadian verSuper Circus
and What's
My Line.
The sion),
British
film show
Adventures
of Robin
Hood is being telecast on the network for Johnson & Johnson Ltd., Montreal, and Wildroot
Ltd., Fort Erie (Young & Rubicam, Toronto,
and A. J. Denne Ltd., Toronto). Imperial Tobacco Ltd., Montreal (McKim Adv., Montreal),
and DuPont of Canada Ltd., Montreal (Vickers & Benson Ltd., Toronto), are bringing
Father Knows Best to the Canadian network
on alternate weeks.
EXPANSION OF
SET BY ITALIAN

FM, TV
UNIT

Fm stations will be tripled to
1 20 by next year, RAI chief reveals with tv extension to
Naples and south Italy this
year, then Sicily and Sardinia
via microwave.
BOTH radio and television are growing in Italy,
despite the fact Italian broadcasting is government-controlled.
This was revealed Thursday by Dr. Filiberto
Guala, director general of RAI (Radio Audizione Italiana), who heads a group of the
Italian government radio-tv network's executives in this country on a month's tour of
radio-tv broadcasting stations, networks and
film producers.
They were guests at a luncheon held at
Washington's Sheraton Carlton Hotel in connection with the quarterly meeting of the Broadcast Advisory Committee for the U. S. Information Agency. Also addressing the luncheon were
Judge Justin Miller, committee chairman; J. R.
Poppele, assistant USIA director for broadcasting (Voice of America), and Andrew H. Berding, assistant USIA director for policy and programs.
Other members of the Italian group were Drs.
Francesco S. Cilenti and Franco Passigli, RAI
radio and tv consultants; Dr. Ruggiero Orlando,
RAI New York correspondent; Dr. Aldo Passante, RAI production chief at Milan, and Dr.
Gabriele Paresce, public affairs counselor at the
Italian Embassy.
Dr. Guala said Italy at present has 87 am and
40 fm stations and that RAI expects to increase
the fm number next year to 120. RAI broadcasts two programs running from 7 a.m. to
midnight and a third from 5 p.m. to midnight.
Sets, both radio and television, are increasing
at a rapid clip. From five million radio set
licenses in effect at the beginning of 1955, there
now are around six million. Italy has about
150,000 tv sets and the number is increasing
at the rate of 10,000-12,000 monthly.
Of these tv sets, Dr. Guala said 120,000 are
in
and 30,000
cafes audience
or "saloons."
As
an homes
indication
of the inlarge
for each
set, he said it was estimated 3 million people
watched the soccer games and championship
bicycle races last summer. Even the Swiss tune
in on the Italian stations near the Swiss border,

he said. RAI presently telecasts about 5 hours
of programs daily, expanding this period Sunday to include morning religious services.
In the year and a half since RAI has been
in television, 14 tv outlets have been built, covering northern and central Italy down to Naples.
A television station at Naples and three or four
others will be completed this year to cover south
Italy, he said. In addition there are a large
number of secondary and booster stations, especially in the mountain regions of northern
and central Italy.
RAI then intends to connect Sicily and Sardinia to the RAI network, with three or four
outlets in Sicily and two or three in Sardinia.
For the 150-mile microwave jump to Sardinia,
RAI will construct a tower 6,000 ft. above sea
level, he said.
He said the present government-controlled
system was developed through necessity and
represents a "middle way" between government
and private enterprise broadcasting. Controlling
stock tuteinfor Industrial
RAI is heldReconstruction
by the government's
(IRA), Instiwith
the remainder privately-owned. Holding a
large block of the minority stock is SEP, an
electric power firm at Turin.
Dr. Guala said RAI about once a week telecasts "Eurovision" programming, a tv hookup
of several European countries, with each country's tv system taking turns originating programs. He said he is looking forward to the
time when Italy can be linked to the U. S. for
live telecasts through a trans-Atlantic tv system.
Italian stations already use much program material from the U. S. he said, including films
furnished by the Voice of America's tv division.
RAI radio programs are both sponsored and
sustaining and the network also sells announcements. Tv broadcasts include sponsored and
sustaining programs. About 1,500 hours of tv
programming was broadcast in 1954, compared
to 18,000 hours of radio broadcasts.
American Aid in Turin
Dr. Guala noted that Americans had helped
Italy construct its first experimental television
station, at Turin.
The Italian government took over RAI, formerely completely privately owned, in 1953.
Judge Miller, in his brief welcoming talk to
the Italian group, explained how the USIA's
Voice of America, although a governmentoperated service, formulates its policies through
advice and suggestions from committees made
up from the ranks of private enterprise. He
noted that the Broadcast Advisory Committee
is made up of several segments of the same industry— radio and tv station broadcasters, network, agency and trade association people and
educational broadcasters.
He emphasized that USIA Director Theodore
Streibert, Mr. Poppele and a large proportion
of other Voice of America officials and employes all were drawn from private enterprise
broadcasting. He commended the broadcast
group as "the best of the advisory committees"
to USIA. and "the only one succeeding in doing
the job it's supposed to do."
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
Julian M. Kaufman, general manager, XETV
(TV) Tijuana, Mex. (San Diego), named vice
president.
Thomas B. Humphrey, assistant advertising
manager of mixes, General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, appointed advertising manager of
company's
Canadian
operation, succeeding
Robert
S. Spaeth,
resigned.
Bob Quinn, for past eight years with AllCanada Radio Facilities and All-Canada Television sales staff, Toronto, to radio times sales
dept., Radio Representatives Ltd., Toronto.
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EDUCATION
U. of S. C. Adds Tv, Fm
For Student Class Use
TWO closed-circuit stations, a tv and an fm
outlet, will be available for student use during
the new term of evening classes at the U. of
Southern California beginning Sept. 19. Classes
will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. during the 18-week
term and college credit will be offered. A
group of broadcasting officials will supplement
the regular university faculty for the 10 special
radio and tv courses to be offered.
Radio, Film Writing Workshop
RADIO and film writing workshop will open
Sept. 30 for 15 weeks at the New School for
Social Research, New York, under direction
of Flora Rheta Schreiber, magazine and script
writer. Guest lecturers will include, among
others: George Knodolf of the U. S. Steel
Hour; William Traum, director of radio and
tv, Town Hall; Edward B. Roberts, advertising
agency script editor; Robert Q. Lewis, CBS
comedian; Jack Glenn and Mrs. Robert Flaherty, film producers, and Seymour N. Siegel,
director of WNYC New York.
Writing, Promotion Offered
A SPECIAL series of courses to prepare college
students for a career in television publicity
writing and network-station promotion writing will be presented this fall at Fairleigh Dickinson College, Teaneck, N. J., by Harry Rauch,
vice president of publicity and promotion for
the television-radio department of the Bureau
of Industrial Service Inc., a subsidiary of
Young & Rubicam, New York.
He will offer two courses: "Television Program Publicity Writing" and "Television Network Station
- Publicity - Promotion Writing,"
each course carrying two credit hours per
semester.
EDUCATION SHORTS
Baylor U., in cooperation with commercial
KWTX (TV) Waco, Tex., is presenting college-credit course, Effective Living, on tv. Presented for first time yesterday (Sun.), course
is produced by Baylor students who will receive college hours for $9 fee. Course is 13
weeks.
WDET-FM Detroit, outlet of Wayne U.,
will air full-credit American Government course
this semester. Students will hear radio lectures
and go to campus four times during semester
for tests.
Educational Tv & Radio Center, Ann Arbor,
Mich., has accepted for national distribution
Frontier to Space, new 26-program tv film
series intended to acquaint viewers with basic
problems of jet propulsion and capabilities and
limitations of rockets in present state of development, produced by physical science lab
of New Mexico A&M. Series is being released
this week and is available to all 14 educational
tv stations now broadcasting.
EDUCATION PEOPLE
Richard K. Thomas, formerly group leader in
electronics counter-measures research and development, radiation lab, Johns Hopkins U.,
Baltimore, and Robert F. Trainer, formerly
staff assistant, Johns Hopkins applied physics
lab, Silver Spring, Md., to Mt. Lee Lab, Stanford Research Institute, as electronics research
engineers.
Hal Light, coordinator, National Audience
Board, S. F., appointed general chairman,
KQED (TV) (Berkeley-S. F.) Community Council, community interest tv group.
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IRE

HONORS

HOGAN

President of Hogan Labs and
WQXR founder named to receive Institute of Radio Engineer's Medal of Honor. Bullington and Hinman also will
be honored at national convention next March.
JOHN V. L. HOGAN, president of Hogan
Labs and founder of WQXR New York, has
been named by the Institute of Radio Engineers
to receive the IRE Medal of Honor, highest
technical award in
the radio engineering profession, at the
institute's national
convention in New
York next March.
Mr. Hogan won
the
honor "for
his
contributions
to the
electronic field as a
founder and builder
of the IRE, for the
long
sequenceandof for
his
inventions
HOGAN

his continuing activity in the development of devices and systems useful in the communications art."
Kenneth Bullington, of Bell Telephone Labs,
will receive the Morris Liebmann Memorial
Prize, which is awarded annually to an IRE
member who has made a recent important contribution to the radio engineering art, "for his
contributions to the knowledge of tropospheric
transmission beyond the horizon, and to the
application of the principles of such transmission to practical communications systems."
Mr. Bullington's work on scatter propagation
during the last three years has been credited as
a major factor in extending the range of mili-

MR. BUtLINGTON

MR. HINMAN

tary communications systems, which can transmit television pictures a distance of more than
200 miles, as recently announced by Bell Labs
and Massachusetts Institute of Techno!ogy. He
joined Bell Labs in 1937 and since then has
been engaged almost entirely in studies relating
to the propagation of radio waves.
Wilbur S. Hinman Jr., director of the Diamond Ordnance Fuze Labs, Washington, was
named to receive the Harry Diamond Memorial
Award, which goes to persons in government
service for outstanding work in radio and electronics. Mr. Hinman's award was "for his contributions tothe electronic art in the fields of
meteorology and proximity fuzes."
Winner of IRE's top award, Mr. Hogan has
been in radio since 1906, when he started his
career as a laboratory assistant to Dr. Lee De
Forest. He held important posts with the Na-

WITH

TOP

AWARD

tional Electric Signaling Co. and the International Radio Telegraph Co. from 1910 to 1921,
then became a consulting engineer in New
York. He is credited with many inventions in
radio, television and facsimile. He owned
WQXR, which he founded in 1936, until it was
bought by the New York Times.
Mr. Hogan helped found IRE in 1912 and
has been a key figure in its development as one
of the largest engineering societies in the world,
with international membership now exceeding
43,000. He was IRE vice president from 1916
to 1919, and president in 1920. He also has
served on the board of directors and on many
IRE committees.
AWARD

SHORTS

WBBM Chicago presented certificate of merit
from Chicago Air Reserve Center for work
on behalf of U. S. Air Force with public service
broadcasts of AF programs and announcements
in local area.
Confidential File, documentary tv film series
of Guild Films Co., N. Y., cited by American
Mental Health Foundation as "vividly constructive contribution" to American life.
Bill Stoul, KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, presented
special award from Hollywood Kiwanis Club
for "outstanding contribution to the fight
against juvenile delinquency."
Roland Baker, news director, KXYZ Houston,
Tex., winner of $500 first prize in essay contest sponsored by personal finance committee

A READY

MADE

OF 32,000,000
INTERESTED

ADDIENCE
IS VITALLY

IN THE TV FILM

There's a big ready-made
audience interested in chiropractic. One-fifth of the
MM',,,
population of the U.S.A.
knows incorrect posture invites an abnormal spine,
zip.
induces pain, wastes energy,
reduces efficiency and encourages disease.
The second largest healing profession
offers
without "How
cost. Do You Stand?" entirely
The public, because of the widespread
interest in National Correct Posture
Week, a public service feature of the
National Chiropractic Association — are
acutely aware of posture. Correct
Posture Week came to their attention
through tremendous national newspaper
story and picture coverage. It came to
them through film clips on the CBS network and general distribution of the
Fox-Movietone coverage, as well as in
the Congressional Record.
The l4i/2 minute film is told in a series
of quick-moving
intensely
human personal stories. It is
not propaganda,
but
simple everyday stories about posture
and its relationship to health, presented
as a public service feature.
For speedy, preferred booking, write
Tbe National Chiropractic Association
NATIONAL BUILDING WEBSTER CITY, IOWA
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PROGRAMS
KFAB

COVERS

PRISON

&

PROMOTIONS

RIOT

KFAB Omaha scored an exclusive on-the-spot
broadcast Sept. 9 when inmates at Nebraska's
State Reformatory for Men touched off that
state's sixth penal uprising in the last six
months. Acting on a tip, KFAB's Ken Headrick and Al Bates arrived at the Reformatory
just as the riot was touched off. Messrs. Headrick and Bates made live broadcasts as they
watched the prisoners surge out of control and
set fire to a carpentry building before any
other news media arrived on the scene.
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, Ky., was cited by
the Kentucky Society for Crippled Children
for "outstanding public service contributions to the welfare of Kentucky crippled
children and the Easter Seal appeal."
Showing the plaque received by the stations are (I to r) Victor A. Sholis, vice president and director, WHAS Inc.; Harry
Bingham, president WHAS Inc.; Sidney
Rosenblum, publicity chairman of the
society, and Mrs. Viola M. Morey, society
executive director.

WRC-TV TO AIR NEW SHOW
CARLETON D. SMITH, vice president and
general manager of the NBC stations in Washington, announced recently that the presentation
of Y. O. U. — Years of Usefulness, a series devoted to seeking the solution to the problems
of aging, will begin Sept. 18 and continue
through Nov. 6 on WRC-TV. The programs
will be live, implemented by film, and will be
presented jointly by the department of public
health of the District of Columbia and WRCTV.
NEW

of American Bar Assn. Mr. Baker, whose subject was small loan laws, last month graduated
from U. of Houston law school.
WIST Charlotte, N. C, presented special safety
award from Federal Safety Council of Charlotte.
National Co. (electronics and communications
equipment, hi fi components), Maiden, Mass.,
presented special certificate of merit from
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. for compiling
outstanding safety record in operating Maiden
and Melrose, Mass., plants 590,755 man hours
withoutlast"lost
ended
June.time" accident during six months
Chet Randolph, farm service director, WNAX
Yankton,
S. D.,
"Man of the Year" by
Rural Youth
of named
South Dakota.
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., presented certificate
of appreciation from U. S. Navy Recruiting
Service "in recognition of outstanding service."
KOA-AM-TV Denver presented executive
order proclamation from State of Colorado in
recognition of contributions to Farm Safety
Week.

FEATURE ON RUTGERS

SHOW

A NEW segment of the state university's weekly
Report From Rutgers television show on
WATV (TV) New Brunswick, N. J., Mondays
at 8 o'clock will feature Dr. George P. Schmidt,
professor of history at Douglass College, on
aspects of American history and political and
philosophical climates which produce the events.
Dr. Schmidt starts Sept. 12 for 13 weeks coincident with the second anniversary of Report
From Rutgers.

Shades

of Caesar!

MATCHED in hopes of settling a longstanding feud between radio and television staff members of KDKA-AM-TV
Pittsburgh, a chariot race during the
Allegheny County Fair accomplished
nothing, according to Jack Williams,
KDKA publicity director. The tv team
of Paul Shannon and Wayne Griffin had
the fastest horses but radio men Ed
Schaughency and Rege Cordic are claiming foul play. A debate has also arisen
as to who challenged whom in the first
place.

George W. Shannon, farm editor, WWL New
Orleans, presented honorary Acadian certificate in conjunction with Acadian Bicentennial
Celebration, made "in recognition of a genuine
and sincere interest in the customs, manners and
cultural contributions of the Acadian of
Louisiana" and assistance in promoting celebration.
Robert Dierbeck, associate curator, Milwaukee
Public Museum, who has worked with WTMJTV Milwaukee in general supervision of all
museum tv programs, is winner of first NBC
President's award, providing year's training and
study in N. Y. under NBC producers and directors.
Paul Lavalle, conductor of Cities Service Band
of America, NBC Radio, awarded Air Force
Assn. citation of honor for "special musical
compositions saluting U. S. Air Force and radio
programs contributing to a greater public understanding of airpower."
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STILL on speaking terms before start
of KDKA chariot race, television's
Wayne Griffin and radio's Rege Cordic
shake hands Roman style.

RADIO VS. NEWSPAPER
KCOL Fort Collins, Colo., reports on the
power of radio in succeeding where a newspaper had failed. The city charter of Fort
Collins requires notice of public hearing in a
newspaper only. Faced with a possible cancellation of the bus service by a private firm, the
city council paid for three legal notices in
the local paper advertising a public hearing
on the problem. As a result, KCOL reports,
only three persons attended the meeting. Then
the station as a public service aired announcements appealing for signatures on a petition
requesting the council to make provisions for
uninterrupted bus service. KCOL's result was
1,000 signatures in four days.
CJON IN MAGAZINE
SUPPLEMENTAL insert in the current issue
of the Newfoundland Board of Trade magazine
describes CJON St. John's. The supplement,
carried in the issue depicting St. John's, includes information on the station's operation,
facilities and personnel. Ten photos are also
included.
MUSIC SERIES ON WKAR-TV
WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich., Michigan
State U. outlet, this fall and winter will air a
series of concerts of early and contemporary
music for small ensembles. They will be performed by students and faculty members of
the school and will present rarely heard works.
The programs will usually combine music
written several centuries ago with music of
recent origin.
WOOD SENDS VIEWMASTERS
ADVERTISERS and agencies will be kept up
to date on developments at WOOD-AM-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich., with 500 Viewmasters
distributed by the stations. An introductory
reel took viewers on a tour of WOODland
Center studios and offices. Additional reels are
now being prepared and will be mailed from
time to time to further acquaint people on the
national scene with station personalities, programs and market information.
NEW CKNW MOBILE UNIT
OVER half a million viewed the new mobile
studio of CKNW Vancouver, B. C, when it
made its premiere appearance at the Pacific
National Exhibition in that city, according to
the station. The studio, which was built in
four weeks from blueprints to completion,
includes five microphones, three turntables,
two tape machines and three satellite remotes.
There are two telescoping masts which can be
set at any desired height for the p. a. system,
CKNW reports. Provision also is made for
full two-way fm relay circuits. The overall
measurements are 28 ft. by 13 ft. and the studio, 13y2 ft. long, is completely enclosed with
plate glass. It was designed by Jack Gordon,
CKNW technical consultant. He was assisted
by Leo Haydamack, Doug Court and Claire
Purvis of the station's technical department.
JEWISH SERVICES ON WLIB
HIGH HOLY Day services on Rosh Hashanah
which began last Friday, and Yom Kippur,
which starts Sept. 25, were scheduled by WLIB
New York to be broadcast for the fifth straight
year from a prominent New York synagogue
for invalids, convalescents, hospital patients and
other shut-ins unable to attend the services in
person. Broadcasts were to originate from
Temple Israel in Manhattan.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

WGTH-AM-TV AIRS GOLF
WGTH-AM-TV Hartford, Conn., believes it
scored better than par in broadcasts of the 4th
Insurance City Open Golf Tournament held at
the Wethersfield Country Club Sept. 1-5.
Fresh from coverage of the disastrous New
England floods, the station tackled its first detailed remote telecast and radio broadcast by
erecting a 50-ft. tower to get the signal to the
transmitter. WGTH's coverage of the four-day
tournament featured pickups from the first tee
and fairway and the 18th fairway and green.
The Show was high-lighted by interviews with
the leading finishers, including the tournament
winner Sam Snead.
FAST PROGRAMMING
KTRK-TV Houston, Tex., believes it pulled off
a bit of fast programming early this month
with the telecasting of the little world series of
the Southwest — the annual championship game
in the Texas League — on Sept. 8, less than
twelve hours after it was decided which two
teams would play.
WNCT (TV) BILLBOARDS
WNCT (TV) Greenville, N. C, has signed a
contract with General Outdoor Adv. for a
series of billboards promoting leading network
programs, to be placed throughout eastern
North Carolina.
NEW

STATION

P. L. SINTON MOTOR Co., Lincoln, Neb., is using a "210-inch screen" in the sale of new
Buicks. Tommy Young (I), sales and promotion manager of KOLN-TV Lincoln, looks
over the "screen" with Pep Sinton, company owner and star of Sinton's Showroom Theatre, aired every Wednesday on KOLN-TV.

IN SHREVEPORT

KTBS-TV Shreveport, La., went on the air
with its first programming Sept. 3 and reports
good reception from 120 miles. The new station operates on ch. 3 with 100 kw from a
1,15 1-ft. tower. To herald its start, Shreveport magazine carried a full-page article, featuring the personnel of the station, its plans
and operation.

tion and its 1956 tv line, has been launched by
Motorola Inc., Chicago. The firm is offering
a wrought iron lamp and radio shelf (valued
at $7) free to purchasers of home radios.
The drive is timed to the back-to-school movement, emphasizing greater home study and
entertainment and is designed to "help break
home radio sales."

MOTOROLA MERCHANDISING
AN EXTENSIVE fall home merchandising
campaign, with emphasis on table radio promo-

'DISTRESS AREA'
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa., introduced a new
type public-service show to the residents of
central Pennsylvania Sept. 6 when it launched
its new Distress Area program. Aired five days
a week, the show attempts to tell a "let's lay
all the cards on the table" story about central
Pennsylvania's unemployment situation. By
bringing to the tv screen the opinions of the
people on the problems and conditions of that
area, the station hopes the show will catch the
eye of journalists, industrialists, and legislators
in that vicinity.

WTTV

(TV) Sells Cars

WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind., has
helped increase the sales of the C. T.
Foxworthy Ford agency through its
Wednesday night telecasts of Indianapolis
jalopy races, sponsored by Foxworthy.
And according to Harry Redkey, track
manager, the telecasts have also increased
weekly attendance.
The automobile company decided to
sponsor the races on a four week trial
basis, featuring both new and used cars,
and giving free tickets to the first 50 persons each week asking for a demonstration ride in a new Ford. The morning
after the first show, all three used cars
advertised were sold and by evening the
50 tickets had been given away. The
contract was renewed after the trial period for remainder of the season.
Commercials, prepared by Bull Advertising Agency, Indianapolis, are given
live from the track. All prices quoted
end in a four, tying in with the station's
ch. 4. Approximately 20 short film promotional spots are used a month for the
show.
Stated Mr. Foxworthy, "We have made
many new friends who have been into
our showroom for the first time."
Broadcasting

Telecasting

made other Arctic and Antarctic trips. Official
Navy films of previous expeditions were shown,
as well as films taken by WMAR-TV of the
outfitting of the Wyandotte, during the special
tv showing of preparations for the Arctic trip.

WMAL-TV
channel 7 in
Washington,
now

STANDARD OIL USES RADIO-TV
STANDARD OIL Co. of Indiana, along with
other media, will use its present weather and
news programs and spots on 41 radio and 30
tv stations in the midwest during September
to promote its "guaranteed radiator protection
plan" for motorists. Under the plan customers
receive permanent anti-freeze protection against
radiator
Chicago. freezeups. Agency is D'Arcy Adv. Co.,
ANTARCTIC CREW ON WMAR-TV
CREW MEMBERS of a Navy cargo ship
which will accompany Adm. Richard Byrd to
the Antarctic this winter visited WMAR-TV
Baltimore last week for a tv report on the
expedition. Officers and the crew of the ship,
the Wyandotte, now being outfitted in Baltimore, appeared on a special program and told
of the problems they will face on the exploration. Demonstrations of special clothing, testing equipment and weather instruments were
given by some of the veteran sailors who had

D. G, is

Greater Coverage of
the multi-billion dollar
Washington market
Greater ABC-TV Programs
backed by unparalleled
audience promotion

1

UREASE

IN RATES

Ask the Katz Agency
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PROGRAMS
KFWB DISC M.C. CONTEST
KFWB Hollywood, Thrifty drug stores and
Allen's Formula 25 (Thrifty vitamin product)
have joined together to stage a seven-week
"Vote for Your Favorite KFWB Disc Jockey"
contest. The listener with the winning entry
and the winning disc m.c. and their wives will
get two-week, expense-paid trips to Europe.
Seven weekly winners will receive expense-paid
weekends in San Francisco. In addition, the
grand prize winner will receive a $1,000 bonus
if he encloses an Allen's Formula 25 label with
his entry. The contest will be capped by an
all-day picnic, including a two-hour broadcast
on which the winners will be heard. Extensive
promotion, including radio, in-store material,
display ads on Thrifty trucks and in newspapers,
is being used to back up the contest.
'MYSTERY VOICE' CONTEST
KLAC Hollywood has completed a $15,000
"Mystery Voice" contest, conducted over a
six-week period. Listeners were asked to identify
the voices of 25 celebrities played around the
clock by the station's "Big Five" group of
disc jockeys and send in a list of the names
with a letter stating, "I have this to say about
KLAC's Big Five . . ." First prize was a 1955
Buick and over 100,000 entries were received,
KLAC reports.
PROTESTANT TV SERIES
PROTESTANT churches are launching two
new series of television programs this fall and

& PROMOTION
winter and are developing a master plan for
a Christian education series for children to begin in 1957. The Way, a half-hour dramatic
series on the Christian gospel of love, is
scheduled to begin Jan. 1, while Man to Man,
a 15-minute series, will make its first appearance Oct. 1. The Christian education series,
now in planning, will be beamed at children
7 to 12 and will feature an actual teaching situation with spontaneous interaction between
children and teachers. The shows will be
started in different sections of the country and
will rotate every 13 weeks.
JACK CARSON SHOW
A NEW five-a-week series featuring veteran
comedian Jack Carson will start on CBS Radio
Oct. 3, 9:05-9:30 p.m. in a music and comedy
series. The new series will be produced and
directed by Bill Brennan and will be offered to
sponsors on a segmentation basis.
'CBC FIRST FOLIO'
NINETY-FIVE minute television programs for
Sunday evenings are being telecast this fall on
all Canadian English-language tv stations. The
programs, mostly originating at CBLT (TV)
Toronto or CBMT (TV) Montreal, are entitled CBC First Folio and will include live
productions of Shakespeare's "MacBeth," Puccini's "La Boheme," Mozart's "Marriage of
Figaro" and Gilbert and Sullivan musical
comedies, as well as plays and comedies by
Canadian writers.

KIMA-TV

AN ADDED conversation topic for barbers was provided by KIMA-TV Yakima,
Wash., when that station played host to
30 Yakima Valley tonsorial artists. Invitations were sent through the local
secretary of the barber's union to be
guestsularofMonday
KIMA-TV
day off,onandthethebarber's
group regwas
taken by chartered bus to the station's
transmitter site. KIMA-TV personnel
described for the barbers details of engineering, programming, continuity, production and sales, and a special telecast
gave the visitors a chance to explain
their barbering techniques. The secrelocal went
barber's
reported
that tary
theof the
barbers
awayunion
pleased
and
satisfied and that they would be real
boosters for the tv industry in the central Washington area.

CKCK'S SALES STORY
CKCK Regina, Sask., is mailing to advertising
agency executives small plastic measuring instruments asrulers, set squares and T-squares
on a card which states that "by any measure
CKCK is the best advertising buy in Saskatchewan." The card presents factual data based on
Bureau of Broadcast Measurement statistics
about the station.
KMA

Disc Jockey With
"WHAT SHOULD 'Smiley Riley' look like?"
This is the question WAPL Appleton, Wis.,
asked listeners about a new disc jockey
joining the staff. Just under 1,000 sketches
were received, many of them so artistic the
station got the idea of putting the drawings

a Thousand Faces
ing attention to the window display, together with short commercials describing
the merchandise.
The Smiley Riley display was so successPrange's winners
has asked
the right
to use
the ful
contest
in aforsecond
decoration

Hosts Barbers

MARKS

30 YEARS

SPECIAL supplemental section in the Shenandoah (Iowa) Evening Sentinel was carried in
conjunction with the 30th anniversary of KMA
there. KMA, "the heartbeat of the corn country," took the airwaves Aug. 12, 1925, founded
by the late Earl May. His son, Edward, presently heads the station. Special articles on
KMA's personnel and history are included.
CKWX

VIA SHORTWAVE

TO REACH isolated communities on the Pacific Coast and in the interior of British Columbia, CKWX Vancouver is having a shortwave
station, CKFX, carry all of its programs.
CKWX is the only Pacific Coast station with
this service for a large section of the British
Columbia population which would otherwise be
cut off because of geographic obstacles.
OUTDOORS SHOW ON WJAR-TV
NEW weekly educational-type program, Tv
Explorer's Club, started on WJAR-TV Providence, R I., Sept. 15 in cooperation with the
Audubon
of Rhode
Island. public
The show's
purpose is Society
to introduce
the general
to the
Rhode Island out-of-doors. Programs feature
natural history of the state, interviews with
specialists in various phases of outdoor life,
contests and outdoor hobbies. The first month
is being devoted to Narragansett Bay, where
films have been taken showing the work done
by the Narragansett Marine Lab.
on display in a downtown store window.
The H. C. Prange Co., department store,
thought it would be just the thing for promoting teenage clothing and donated a
window, tying the display in with the clothing angle. WAPL broadcast the event callPage 216
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with an actual picture of the disc jockey
as the feature. The store's manager also
asked WAPL to start working out an idea
for a long term radio advertising contract,
an account the station had not handled
before.

43 HOURS

OF FAIR PROGRAMS

WIRE Indianapolis carried over 43 hours of
programming in connection with the 1955 Indiana State Fair Aug. 31 -Sept. 9. The station
broadcast remote shows daily except Saturday
and Sunday from the Radio Center at the
fairgrounds.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

ON

THE

DOTTED

LINE

. . .

a

■

W. G. CHAPMAN, president of Union Trust & Deposit Co., signs a contract calling for
sponsorship of 13 telecasts of Big Red Preview on WTAP (TV) Parkersburg, W. Va. The
program will feature films and commentary on the Parkersburg High School football
team. Sitting next to Mr. Chapman is WTAP manager Milton Komito. Standing (I to r)
are Jim Scott, coach of the Parkersburg football team; sportswriter Dave Fleming, and
WTAP account executive Russell Howard.

C. STANDLEE MARTIN (I), manager of an
Oldsmobile agency bearing his name,
completes arrangements with F. A. Fetsch,
general manager of KFOX Long Beach,
Calif., for complete promotional package
based on Notre Dame football broadcasts. In addition to 10 direct broadcasts
of games, package includes 20 promotional spots per week on KFOX, four billboard locations, promotional trailers in
1 1 theatres, weekly ads in the metropolitan newspapers and direct mail bulletins to all service clubs located in the
Southern California area.

NEWLY-MERGED D-X-Sunray Oil Co. >
purchases the entire football (1955) and
basketball (1955-56) schedules of the U.
of Tulsa for broadcast on KOME there.
L to r: seated, Bobby Dobbs, Tulsa U.
head football coach; Luther Williams,
Sunray public relations director; C. F.
Niessen, D-X advertising manager, and
Clarence Iba, Tulsa U. head basketball
coach; standing, Tony George, KOME
sports director, who will handle the playby-play, and E. William George, KOME
general manager.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

CELEBRATING Pio Wine's five-day-a-week,
26-week purchase of Judy Lee & the
Weather (11:15-11:20 p.m.) on WPTZ (TV)
Philadelphia are (I to r) Alexander W.
Dannenbaum Jr., WPTZ commercial manager; Elmo Pio of Pio Wines, and Ernest
William Greenfield, president of the
agency bearing his name. WPTZ says its
11-11:30 p.m. weekday strip is SRO.

CONTRACT for a 26-week feature film
series on WTVO (TV) Rockford, III., is negotiated byHal Froelich (r), general manager of station, and Monroe Singer of
National Appliance & Television. Mr.
Singer bought Hygo Showmanship PacknewCentury.
series will replace firm's
Stones age.ofThethe

HERBERT C. MILLER, vice president in
charge of sales and advertising for Mrs.
Smith's Pie Co., signs for alternate sponsorship ofBadge 714 on WCAU-TV Philadelphia. Watching are Frank Corkery (I),
vice president of Richard A. Foley Advertising Agency, which handles the Mrs.
Smith's pie account, and Robert M. McGredy, WCAU-TV sales manager.
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FOR
Station

THE RECORD

Authorizations,

Applications

(As Compiled by B»T)
September 8 through September 14
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
Cp — construction permit. DA — directional an- night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
tenna. ERP— effective radiated power, vhf —
trans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency,
SSA — special service authorization.
ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw kilo- kilocycles.
STA — special temporary authorization.
wat s, w— watts, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
Tv

As of Aug. 31, Am1955 * Fm
15
525
Licensed (all on air)
16
2,747
Cps on air
11511
Cps
not
on
air
2.758
540
Total on air
556
Total authorized
149
3
2,873
Applications in hearing
215
6
New station requests
91
0
New station bids in hearing
138
6
Facilities change requests
138
Total applications pending 7661
1
Licenses deleted in Aug.
3
0
Cps deleted in Aug.

144
325
111
469
580
165
24
110
35
242
0
4

*
fm
f

Does not include noncommercial educational
and tv stations.
Authorized
to be
operate
tion may not yet
on air.commercially, but staAm and Fm Summary Through ing
Sept. 7
ing
Appls.
On
Air
In
Licensed
PendCps
HearAm
217
94
2,738
2,755
15333
Fm
538
526
8
0
FCC
New

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Tv Stations . . .

APPLICATIONS
Redding Calif. — Sacramento Bcstrs. Inc., vhf
ch. 7 (174-180 mc); ERP 27.2 kw visual; 17 kw
aural; antenna height above average terrain 271
ft.; above ground 337 ft. Estimated construction
cost
$156,500,
first year
operating
costaddress
$240,000, first
year revenue
$250,000.
Post office
P. O. Box 94, Sacramento 15. Studio and trans,
location Highway 44 & 9D St., Redding. Geographic coordinates 40°, 33', 28" N. Lat, 122°, 18',
27"
W. Long.
Trans, and
RCA. WashLegal
counsel
Fly, Shuebruk,
Blumeantenna
& Gaguine,
ington. Consulting enginer Harry R. Lubcke,
Hollywood. Applicant owns KXOA Sacramento.
Pres. Lincoln Dellar is sole owner of applicant;
Sylvia Dellar is vice president., and Robert B.
Gaylord sec. Mr. & Mrs. Dellar own 50% of
KJR Seattle. Filed Sept. 7.
Lead, S. D— Black Hills Bcstg. Co., vhf ch. 5
(76-82 mc); ERP 11.9 kw visual, 5.9 kw aural;

OUTSTANDING

Tv Summary Through Sept. 14
Television Station Grants and Applications
Since April 14, 1952
Grants since July 11, 7952:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
291
312 603*
Noncom. Educational
17
18
35a
Total Operating Stations in U. S.:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial on air
324
103 427
Noncom. Educ. on air
11
3
14
Applications filed since April 14, 7952:
New Amend. Vhf Uhf Total
Commercial
949
337
750 535 1,286»
Noncom. Educ.
60
32
28 60*
Total
1,009
337
782 563 1,346s
12 One
154 Cps
(30
vhf,
124
uhf)
have
been
educational uhf has been deleted.deleted.
3 One applicant did not specify channel.
* Includes 35 already granted.
5 Includes 645 already granted.
ant. height above average terrain 1,582 ft. above
ground 233 ft. Estimated construction cost
$95,718.67, first year operating cost $20,000, first
year revenue none. Post office address: P. O.
Box 1752, Rapid City. Studio location 1819 West
St., Rapid City. Trans, location Terry Peak,
Lead. Geographic coordinates 44°, 19', 35" N. Lat.,
103°, 49', 42" W. Long. Trans, and antenna RCA.
Legal counsel Fisher, Wayland, Duvall & Southmayd. Consulting engineer Everett Dillard. Applicant is licensee of KOTA-AM-TV Rapid City.
Station applied for will be satellite. Filed Sept. 9.
Existing Tv Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
STATION DELETED
KACY
(TV)
Mo.— FCC'
deletedof 9/7/55.
ch. 14
station for lack Festus,
of prosecution
by letter
Commission en banc, by Comrs. McConnaughey
(chairman), Hyde, Bartley, Doerfer and Lee, took
the following actions on Sept. 7:
KWDI-TV Tucson, Ariz.— Granted md. of cp
(ch. 9) to change transmitter location to Bigelow
Mountain, 20 miles northeast of city, change
studio location, and increase antenna height from
190 ft. to 3660 ft., with no change in ERP.

MID- WEST

REGIONAL

$175,000
This is one of the most consistently profitable operations we have
appraised. This full time regional has more than a million listeners
and is the dominant facility in one of the richest areas in the mid-west.
Technical position, facilities and operation are far above the average.
Good financing available.
Appraisals
• Negotiations
• Financing
BLACKBURN - HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James
W. Marshall
Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
William T. Stubblefield
Clifford
Washington Bldg.
Tribune Tower
111 Sutter St.
Sterling 3-4341-2
Delaware 7-2755-6
Exbrook 2-5671-2
Page 218
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WNDU-TV Notre Dame, Ind.— Waived Sec. 3.613
of rules and granted mod. of cp (ch 46) to change
location of station to South Bend with main
studio at Notre
no adverse
terference to am Dame;
station subject
WSBT toSouth
Bend. inKZTV (TV) Reno, Nev.— Granted mod. of cp
(ch. 8) to change transmitter location to Slide
Mountain,
miles2.7 south-southwest
city, increase ERP15from
kw visual, 1.32 kwof aural,
to
10.7 dbk (11.7 kw) visual, 7.7 dbk (5.89 kw) aural,
and antenna height from 520 ft. to 2920 ft.
PETITION
Eldo Morrison, Cle Elum, Wash. — Petition to
amend Sec. Sept.
3.606 9.by adding ch. 71 to Cle Elum.
Announced
APPLICATIONS
WTVH (TV) Peoria, 111.— Seeks mod. of cp to
change ERP to 171 kw visual, 92.3 kw aural, install directional antenna system and specify
change in trans, location (coordinates only).
Antenna height above average terrain 1,010 ft.
KQTV (TV) Fort Dodge, Iowa— Seeks mod. of
cp to change ERP to 330.1 kw visual, 174.4 kw
aural; install directional antenna system, and
specify antenna height 628 ft. above average
terrain.
KSTP-TV St. Paul, Minn._S.seks mod. of license
to change station location to St. Paul-Minneapolis.
KPIC (TV) Roseburg, Ore.— Seeks mod. of cp to
change studio location to 3.1 miles NE City Center; change ERP to 5.42 kw visual, 2.76 kw aural.
Antenna height above average terrain 999.5 ft.
WCHS-TV Charleston, W. Va.— Seeks mod. of
cp to change ERP to 158 kw visual, 94 kw aural;
change trans, location to approximately 3.5 mi.
WNW of St. Albans, W. Va. Antenna height
above average terrain 1,236 ft. Filed Sept. 6.
New

Am

Stations . . .

ACTIONS BY FCC
Bakersfield, Calif.— Morris Mindel granted 1490
kc, 250 w unl. Post office address Booth 11, 2736
Divisadero Ave., Fresno. Estimated construction
cost $14,965, first year operating cost $36,000,
revenue
$45,000. Mr.
is 50% owner KGST
Fresno. Granted
Sept.Mindel
8.
Marietta, Ga.— Marietta Bcstg Co. granted 1050
kc,
500 w D. construction
Post office address
112'/2first
Atlanta
St. Estimated
cost $19,440,
year
operating cost $36,000, revenue $45,000. Principals
include Pres. Dudley D. McCaskill (25%). former
announcer-salesman WFOM Marietta; Vice Pres.
James M. Wilder (50%), former engineer WBML
Macon,
Ga., Granted
and Sec.-Treas.
kill (25%).
Sept. 8. Elizabeth F. McCasHermiston, Ore.— Carl F. Knierim and Sarah
Knierim, granted 1400 kc, 250 w unl. Post office
address 420 W. Ridgeway, Hermiston. Estimated
construction cost $11,500, first year operating
cost $25,840, revenue $36,000. Principals include
Carl F. Knierim, government employe, and his
wife Sarah Knierim, school teacher. Granted
Sept. 8.
APPLICATIONS
Willimantic, Conn.— Robert A. Mensel, 1430 kc,
500 w day. Post office address 5201 Junction Blvd.,
Elmhurst, L. I., N. Y. Estimated construction cost
$8,801.38, first year operating cost $36,000, first
year revenue $39,500. Mr. Mensel is one-third
owner of WNNJ Newton, N. J. Filed Sept. 9.
Huntington, Ind.— Huntington Valley Bcstrs.,
1300 kc, 500 w day. Post office address 2800 Lake
Dr., Evansville, Ind. Estimated construction cost
$25,760.88, first year operating cost $45,000, first
year
revenue
Principals
partners
T. M. $60,000.
Nelson and
David S.include
Gifford equal
who
own WILO Frankfort, Ind., and WOHP Bellefontaine, Ohio. Mr. Nelson also is gen. mgr of
WFIE (TV) Evansville. Filed Sept. 6.
Albemarle, N. C. — Stanly County Bcstg. Co., 1580
kc. 1 kw day. Post office address J. T. Presson,
118 Harwood St., Albemarle. Estimated construction cost $16,895, first year operating cost $29,000
and first year revenue $38,000. Principals in partnership are J. T. Presson (42y2%), Ralston Purina
salesman and formerly with WCRS Greenwood,
S. C; H. E. Payne (42>/2%), farm supply retailer,
and Mrs. Lottie Filed
P. Kcllum
mother-in-law.
Sept. 9.(15%), Mr. Presson's
Existing Am Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KRAI Craig, Colo.— Granted change from 1230
kc, 250 w Sept.
unl. to8. 550 kc, 1 kw-LS, 500 w N, DA-N.
Granted
WGBA Columbus, Ga— Granted change on 1270
kc from 1 kw to 5 kw D. Granted Sept. 8.
WTIX New Orleans — Granted renewal of license
on regular basis. Comr. Doerfer dissented.
Action Sept. 7; announced Sept. 8.
KXIT Dalhart, Tex.— Application for special
service authorization to broadcast high school
(Continued on page 224)
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PROFESSIONAL

CARD

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
xeculive Offices
735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-541 1
Iffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
/ashington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCB *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey BIdg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

,'ommercial
Radio Gen.
Equip.
Everett L. Dillard,
Mgr.Co.
MTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

rank H. Mcintosh & Assocs.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE *

WELDON & CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Dallas, Texas
1001 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Bockner Blvd.
Member AFCCE *

PAGE, CREUTZ,
GARRISON & WALDSCHMITT
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
710 14th St., N. W. Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 3-8073
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE *

ROBERT L HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans BIdg. NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177
Member AFCCE *

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Adams 4-6393

IF YOU
DESIRE TO JOIN
THESE ENGINEERS
in Professional Directory
advertising contact
Broadcasting • Telecasting
1735 DeSales St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.

Pennsylvania BIdg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE*

GUY

P. O. Box 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

5EO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
610 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
xecutive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE*

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

15 E. 83rd St.

C. HUTCHESON

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-6113
Denver 22, Colorado

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
AOBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
SERVICE FOR FM & TV
engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
■ O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Broadcasting

C. DAVIS

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3266
Dallas 6, Texas

DIRECTORY

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV, Electronics engineering home study and residence
courses. Write For Free Catalog, specify
course.

Telecasting

GEORGE

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 75,956* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
* 1953 ARB Projected Readership Survey

TO ADVERTISE IN THE
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Contact
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
1735 DESALES ST., N.W., WASH. 6, D. C.
September 19, 1955

•
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20 4 per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25tf per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants : If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
separately,
please).expressly
All transcriptions,
etc, sent
to box numbers
at owner's
risk. Broadcasting • Telecasting
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
for are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO

RADIO
Help Wanted
Managerial
General manager for negro programmed metropolitan station. Must have previous experience
and be good salesman. Fine opportunity. Box
610C, B'T.
Salesman
Local account salesman with announcing experience. Salary plus commission. Good market.
ABC station. Box 691C, B'T.
Salesman-program director for 1 kw daytime
station in Tennessee. Good salary and commission
for qualified man. Box 736C, B'T.
Salesman to sell time, service accounts, write
own copy. To handle good country market southeasternstandradiotostation's
key accounts
hamburger
department
store. Tellfrom
us about
your training, work experience, age, marital
status, and references. Salary $75 weekly plus
commission will earn you $7,500 up if you have
know-how. Box 794C, B'T.
Medium market, western Pa., experienced salesman to replace man leaving for health reasons.
$100 weekly draw, liberal commission. Resume,
photo to Box 796C B-T.
Prominent 1 kw station in Pacific Northwest
needs strong salesman who can sell in competitive market. Leading station with network
afnlation. The more rounded radio experienced
the better. Immediate need is aggressive salesmanship but future holds prospects for advance.
Reply fully with photo in care of Box 803C, B'T.
Leading rated resultful independent station large
midwestern market will hire two salesmen with
proven potential to make $10,000 per year. Write
Box 817C, B'T. Enclose snapshot, education and
sales record.
ators wanted. Fringe benefits, but no fringe oper-

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Wanted: Good announcer, strong on commercials
and news by good lkw South Carolina station.
Permanent job. Salary $75 weekly to start for
45 hours. Send photo, references, resume and
tape which will be returned. Box 644C, B'T.
Wanted: Fresh, friendly, female voice for metropolitan station. Must be versatile, experienced,
good looking. Unparalleled opportunity for girl
who can qualify. State qualifications, experience.
Send tape and photo. Box 709C, B'T.
Wanted: Announcer for small market network
station. Pay above average for above average
announcer. Want man who can do morning show
with cheerful, breezy style. No hillbilly. Send
tape and letter telling entire background. References will be checked. Box 748C, B»T.
Good announcer-salesman. Permanent position
southwest, good wages. Airmail full details, tape.
Box 787C, B'T.
Minnesota regional needs announcer with first
class license. Good salary. Box 788C, B'T.
Negro announcer and engineer — must hold first
class ticket. Must be first rate announcer with
strong selling ability, no accent. Wanted for
major Negro station in major market. Top flight
opportunity. Write immediately. Follow with
picture and tape. Box 831C B'T.

Washington,
D. C.
Salesman
with Guarantee,
small station experience
to area:
sell local
accounts.
car allowance. Good opportunity. Box 830C, B'T.
Experienced radio salesman to pick up on list of
stableoutstanding
accounts well
overin draw.
You'llFlorida
be selling
the
station
Northwest
...
in a cityerenceswhere
business
is
booming.
Send
refand photo to WCOA, Pensacola, Florida.
Expanding Florida east coast operation needs six
men who know how to sell. Draw against 15%
commission. Golden opportunity for young men
who meet our requirements. Send all information
. . . 908,
first Melbourne,
letter. Write,
don't phone, Vern King,
Box
Florida.

LOOKING

FOR

AN

EXECUTIVE & STAFF LEVELS
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
It's simple prudence to utilize a
skilled personnel specialist when seeking a new position.
This is a specialized professional
service that taps wide resources,
headed by a man of long experience
in TV-Radio . . . Howard S. Frazier.
BROADCASTERS
708 Bond Bldg.

EXECUTIVE

Sky's the limit for right man with 1000-watt indie,
in
one of Must
Florida's
fastest growing
metropolitan
markets!
be experienced
gospel
and race
DJ who can service own accounts. Send tape —
resume to Box 832C, B'T.
Announcer-operator — Immediate opening, announcer-control board operator, evening shift.
Good opportunity for young man with training. Contact Radio Station KCOW, Alliance,
Nebraska.
Topeka's voice of 1st
music, KJAY
want
top announcer-DJ
immediately.
Must be goodwith
on news class
and ticket
commercials.
Rush
letter, photo and tape to Bob Rohrs, KJAY, Topeka, Kansas.
Experienced combination staff and newsman
wanted, leading to news editor. Immediate opening. Send tape and details to John W. Powell,
KWBW, Hutchinson, Kansas.
Announcer-salesman for new kilowatt daytimer
at 950kc. Baritone or bass voice preferred.
Please send tape, background, photo and salary
requirements
bourville, Ky. to Dwight L. Brown, WBVL, Bar-

OPPORTUNITY?
WE ARE ALWAYS
WELL

SEEKING

QUALIFIED PLACEMENT CLIENTS OF GOOD

CHARACTER FOR ALL EXECUTIVE & STAFF POSITIONS WITH TV AND RADIO STATIONS.
PLACEMENT

SERVICE, INC.
Washington 5, D. C.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcer-engineer, 1st class ticket. Emphasis
on announcing. Baritone or bass voice preferred
for new kilowatt, daytime station at 950kc.
Please send tape, background, photo and salary
bourville, Ky. to Dwight L. Brown, WBVL, Barrequirements
Immediate opening: announcer-lst class engineer.
Capable of chief engineer duties for remote control station in new studio and transmitter locations. Send all information first mailing to
Charles C. Smith, WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
WFBF ill Fernandina Beach, Florida on the air
about September 25, will pay good for permanent
announcer and 1st class engineer, emphasis on
announcing. Contact Marshall Rowland, Phone
4103, or Box 502.
Staff announcer immediately — Eastern Pennsylvania daytimer. Must be experienced all phases
announcing and have car. No floaters. Pleasant
working conditions with pleasant staff, 40 hours,
6 days. Paid vacation and overtime. Apply at
persons or by phoning to Manager, WLSH,
Lansford.
WPIK, Alexandria, Virginia, metropolitan Washington, D. C. area independent wants good announcer. Must be experienced, capable, dependable. Looking for man with ability to sell on air.
Send tape
andria, and
Virginia.resume, first letter, WPIK AlexAnnouncer with selling personality — handle
news-music. Salary commensurate with ability.
Jim Whatley, WRFS, Alexander City, Alabama.
New station: Applications being accepted for announcing positions in small station in Montana.
Announcing, copywriting experience preferred.
Write Box 31, Sidney, Montana.
Technical
Need
goodfirstcombination
engineer-announcer.
Must have
class ticket and
do ar fairly good
job of announcing. Maintenance required. Send
tape, photo and resume which will be returned.
S. C. daytimer. Box 645C, B-T.
Engineer-announcer. 1st phone — good voice.
Kilowatt daytimer — mid-south. All new equipment— excellent working conditions. Immediate. Write-wire. Box 733C, B'T.
Chief engineer wanted: Immediate opening for
right man. 250 watt Mutual outlet in town of
22,000. Heart of S. W. Washington. $2.40 per hour.
Board shift 4 days. Paid vacations and holidays.
Beautiful
town. Box
Fisherman's
ume and tape.
790C, B'T. paradise. Send resNegro engineer-announcer to assume chief engineer's duties butmetropolitan
with emphasis
on announcing.
Large southern
market.
Salary $125
weekly. Forty hours. Box 813C, B'T.
Experienced first phone man who can announce
needed by west Texas kilowatt daytimer for
chief engineer. Engineering ability primary requisite. Send full details to Mike Barrett, KTFY,
Brownfield, Texas.
Wanted immediately: Chief engineer with some
announcing experience. Send resume and tape.
KTTN, Trenton, Missouri.
Needed: Qualified chief engineer, who can do
some announcing. $85 for 45 hours week to start.
Immediate opening.
Apply Manager, WJNC,
Jacksonville,
N. C.
Programming-Production, Others
Minnesota regional station needs new director.
Good salary. Must be good announcer and able
to type, Box 789C, B'T.
Leading station in prosperous midwestern city of
125.000 wants trained newsman for beat, rewrite
and on-air work. Send tape, photo and resume
to Box 814C, B'T.
Promotion - publicity - merchandising man or
woman, experienced. Outstanding independent
station. Box 816C, B'T.
News editor wanted by 50,000 watt CBS radio
station. Must be experienced reporter, writer
and broadcaster, prefer newspaper background.
Send
photo, inaudition,
and fullShreveport,
details of
background
first lettertapeto KWKH,
Louisiana.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager or assistant. Interesting sales average.
Impressive
news. References, record
details. Box programming,
682C, B'T.
General
of medium
needing solidmanager
managership.
Havemarket
put 3station
stations
on
paying basis.
A one-man
staff . billing.
. . sports,
announcing, traffic,
copy, posting,
Prefer
intermountain or west. 23 years experience. Box
793C, B'T.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Manager - consultant — many years experience.
Available to improve your sales, programming,
management. Stabilize overhead, operational expenses. Get your station in order. Sixty, ninety
days — longer if desired. Most reasonable. Box
807C, B'T.
Opportunity to obtain A-l manager, 19 years experience. Successful record. Can guide your station to profitable income through strong sales
and low cost operation. Comes highly recommended. Box 810C, B'T.
Station losing money? Let this two-man team —
general manager-commercial manager, both
strong sales and programming make it a success in return part interest and profit. 22 years
* experience. Some capital. Proves record, best
references. Box 826C, B'T.
Salesman
Announcer six years experience now looking for
larger market in north. Disc jockey, play-byplay sports, special events and staff. Can furnish
references, tape and details on request. Box
726C, B-T.
Salesman or announcer salesman, ten years sales
experience, strong staff announcer, presently employed. College, married, family car. Prefer
south, southwest, permanent connection. Box
821C, B-T.
Announcers
Announcer with extensive metropolitan experience wishes to relocate. Heavy on DJ, commercials, staff, news. Married, stable, college. Looking for future. Box 619C, B'T.
Announcer: Veteran, married, third ticket, college graduate. Highest radio award. Trained all
phases radio and television. Consider any location. Box 661C, B'T.
Air Force officer, available October 28th, married, 24, degree, experienced sportscaster looking for good radio or tv start with sportsminded
station. Basketball, baseball, football play-byplay. Sales-sports arrangement welcomed. Box
734C, B'T.
Country DJ-musician. Well experienced. Employed staff. Third. Tv. Want change. Box
752C, B'T.
Announcer, program director, newscaster. 12
years radio. Restricted ticket. Family man; high
caliber, conscientious worker. Box 757C, B'T.
Versatile announcer — 17 months experience. Presently program director — continuity writer. Draft
exempt. Want east coast. Box 761C, B'T.
Tyro wants job in west. Box 766C, B-T.
6 years experience news and sports. Solid background includes some newspaper work. Presemployed, same
six years.
ingently
opportunity
large station
eastern allmarket.
Box Seek769C,
B'T.
Something new — a different disc show for women
listeners. Pre-tested for sales appeal. For metropolitan stations only. Box 800C, B'T.
Radio school graduate, 22, male, seeks announcing position, full or part-time. Tape, photo,
resume, Box 808C, B'T.
Announcer-salesman, eight years of cast looking
for a future. Radio and tv. Box 818C, B-T.
Experienced staff announcer looking for steady
job medium sized town. Box 824C, B'T.
Top morning
man. Inrates
area highest.
covered bvFamily
eleven man.
stations, my program
Reliable. Six years experience, all-around announcing. Programming. Will consider any substantial offer. Permanent. Box 827C, B'T.
^nnouncer-MC with seven years television background top stations relocate permanently with
radio-tv progressive organization major market.
Minimum $200. Disc, resume, photo, top references. Box 833C, B'T.
AH around staff, seeking plav-by-play, 2 years
radio, some tv. Box 834C, B'T.
Colored deejay, light experience. Emphasis music,
mambo, commercial, control board operation. Box
835C, B'T.
Announcer-salesman
. . 1st phone,
married, news.
educated, veteran . . . .strong
commercials,
Box 836C, B'T.
Announcer-DJ. Vet, 23, single, experienced. Radio School grad. Permanent position. Salary
secondary to position. Immediate availability, will
travel, tape resume photo. Box 837C, B'T.
Strong news, friendly comm. -sports interest —
will sell deep voice — desire small station in north
—midwest — tape resume. Box 838C, B'T.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcer — experienced — school grad. — single
vet, age 27, to relocate, available — opportunity
above salary. Tape, resume. Box 839C, B'T.
Announcer, thoroughly trained, extremely ambitions, single, veteran. Recent graduate School of
Radio Technique. Locate within 200 miles radius
N. Y. C. Joe Martinez, Jr., Twining 6273, Box
840C, B'T.
Announcer, DJ, recent graduate, good potential,
willing to work hard, learn. Tape, resume on
request. Box 841C, B'T.
Experienced, strong news, commercials, good DJ,
25, vet., college grad. Box 843C, B-T.
Experienced announcer— 23— single— humorous DJ
—andnews.
8 years
business
resume
upon show
request.
Box background.
845C, B'T. Tape
Staff announcer now working midwest wishes to
relocate permanently in east. Good voice, authoritative news, commercials. Tape on request.
Box 846C, B'T.
Disc jockey, 8 years experience will produce for
you too. Past 4 years with one of the highest
ratings in top-ten market. Prefer morning show,
will consider others. Family man, $175 base plus
talent or percentage. Excellent record and references. Tape, resume and personal interview.
Available after fair notice. Box 847C, B'T.
Announcer, age thirty, married, family. Six years
experience. Gene Brooks, 418 Street, Big Rapids,
Michigan.
Bill Cannady, newscaster, announcer, 10 years
radio, AFTRA news awards, will do tv, married,
26550 Euclid, Cleveland, Ohio.
Versatile announcer. Mature, reliable. Copy and
news-writer. Music — standards. Tape available.
Byron Conklin, 104 West 70th Street, New York,
N. Y. TRafalger 3-2000.
DJ-announcer — 17 months experience. Presently
employed. Prefer northeast. Charlie Doll, Station
WMIT, Marion, N. C.
Announcer desires to return to field. Six years
in Cleveland including WGAR, WTAM and
WNBK (TV). Excellent references. Contact Guy
Ewing, 12951 Lake Avenue, Lakewood, Ohio.
Telephone Academy 1-3635.
Announcer. Graduate broadcasting school. Tape,
information. Lee Hargraves, 5130 S. Dorchester,
Chicago, Illinois.
Staff announcer — news — commercial — DJ — v e t —
single— will travel— tape on request. Julius Konrad, Jr., 1307 125th Street, College Point 56, N. Y.
Announcer — 23 — married veteran. Strong music,
news commercials. Personable, congenial, eager
to work. Restricted ticket. Will travel. Tape,
photo and resume. George Mann, 3520 N. Ashland
Ave., Chicago. Phone, Belmont 5-7384.
Experienced — D. J., newscaster, control board.
Prefer northeastern states. Single, veteran,
Tape, photo, resume upon request. Vincent
Sparagano, 17 Kilmer Street, Bethpage, N. Y.
Experienced announcer, hillbilly personality, general staff. Virginia or neighboring state preferred. Dude Webb, 412 V2 South Missouri Avenue,
Lakeland, Florida. Phone Mutual 2-3785.
Staff — sports play-by-play. Five years experience
— tape or personal interview on request. Contact
Mike Wynn, 201 West 77th Street, New York City.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Technical
1st phone TV workshop training, show biz experience, immediately available. Box 802C, B'T.
Carolinas — Georgia — engineer, announcer, 7 years
combo experience wants a job with chance for
advancement. Box 804C, B-T.
B'T.
Engineer, 1st
2 yearssouthwest.
am & fm.BoxNo 811C,
announcing.phone.
Relocate south,
Former chief engineer, 9 years radio broadcasting, 1st phone, ham license. Desire transmitter
position in midwest college town. Electrical
engineering student. Box 820C, B'T.
Engineer,
experienced,
first phone,
ing, available
now. Richard
Roeder, no504announcBenner
Street, Highland Park, New Jersey.
Programming-Production, Others
Man sizednouncer,job?
phases Will
anDJ. DesireSolid
PD 7or years
related allposition.
accept staff with assured future after ability is
B'T.
proven. Family man now employed. Available
reasonable notice. Tape and resume. Box 812C,
P.D. with local programming know-how. Plenty
of announcing,
copy,
production
experience. Looking
for traffic
positionandwith
present and
future. Box 823C, B'T.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Salesmen or announcer who would like to enter
sales. orIf television
you have and
year would
or two's
radio
like experience
a larger sta-in
tion you may be interested in joining our staff.
Expanding uhf station in solid market plus 5000
watt CBS radio affiliate. Permanent position for
young man pitalization,
wanting
to advance.
free life chance
insurance,
company Hospaid
pension
plan.
Write
Personnel
Dept.,
WSBT-TV,
South Bend 26, Indiana.
Technical
Established Texas vhf wants engineer with first
class ticket. Consider radio engineer seeking tv
opportunity. Send resume, late photo. Indicate
starting salary. Box 749C, B'T.
Programming-Production, Others
Wanted: Girl with school background of tv traffic
into
and production. Good opportunity to work
in southvhf station
with expandingPhoto
television
educational
and
east Send references.
background to Box 795C, B'T.
— midwest network vhf wants
Program director
creative PD qualified to supervise and produce
programming— ability to work
live
first-class-alocal
with peoplelsoand handle administrative work of
resume,
Sendphoto,
department.
program
desired.
salaryeducation
references,
and experience,
Box 797C, B'T.
NEWSMEN
&

DISC

JOCKEY

CONTINUITY

WE'RE
EXPANDING!!!
YOUNGSTOWN,
OHIO
ERIE, PA.-WJET
BRAND NEW!
The Fabulous "JET" in Erie has op(On the air Oct. 1st)
portunity for morning man. If you're
good let us hear about it. Salary based
Your chance to getWHOT
in on the ground floor
on experience. Profit sharing and other
Market.
of
a "White Hot" operation in Ohio's 3rd
benefits at Erie's leading station
★—★—*—*
Also opening soon — WTIV Titusville, Pa.
Rush experience, resume and tape . . . Direct to:
Myron Jones, President
The Jet Broadcasting Co.
Erie, Pennsylvania

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
Photographer — dark room position available with
VHF television station in Virginia. Send complete resume, including photo and salary expected. Box 805C, B-T.
Producer-directors.
Good academic
with tv directing experience.
Send background
photo and
resume, including salary requirements. Box
815C, B-T.
Experienced tv continuity writer, male or female
for VHF station in southwestern market. Box
828C, B-T.
Experienced traffic girl. Knowledge of tv traffic
required. Position available immediately. Primary NBC affiliate. Contact: Dan Durniak, Operations Manager, WJNO-TV, Channel 5, Palm
Beach, Florida. Phone 3-2471, or wire.
Situations Wanted

Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd)
Technical

EquipmentAlso one adapted for
Several used magnecorders.
"lip-sync" with less than thirty hours use. Box

Chief engineer — tv vhf preferred. Ten years
experience in radio as chief plus 2 years tv
maintenance and installation. Recent grad top
B-T.
midwest university. For details write Box 791C,

786C, guyed
B-T. 40 lb. windload tv tower complete
688'
with "A5" lighting, ladder and guys. National
Steel Erectors Corp., P.O. Box 1612, Muskogee,
Oklahoma.

Managerial
Sales manager — experienced in major market tv
operation station
and aspromotion
national and
"rep."
Thorough
knowledge
merchandising,
as well as commercial programming. College
graduate with degree in law. Would welcome the
challenge of setting up complete sales operation
new tv station. Box 809C, B-T.
Announcers
Television-radio
8 years radio,
2 years television.staff
Fineannouncer.
camera commercials.
No
floater. Seek new opportunity in larger market.
Single, veteran, car. Available immediately.
Box 819C, B-T.

BE

WISE
SAVE
BOTH

FOR

Television transmitter engineer, 3 years experience high power vhf, desires position in Florida.
Box 801C, B-T.
Programming-Production, Others
Young man with background in independent production, cutting, editing, etc., also announcing
ability, desires work on tv. Box 746C, B-T.
FOR

SALE

Stations
Free list of good radio and tv station buys now
ready. Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose,
Los Angeles 29, California.
Have many profitable southeast radio and tv stations for qualifying buyers. J. T. Snowden, Box
129, Augusta, Georgiar.
Mountain resort property. City more than 25,000 population. Exceptional terms to qualified
broadcaster.
Principals
only.
Complete
consultation facilities
available
in both
Oklahoma
and Texas. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Box 811.
Tulsa.

WANTED

SALE

TO

BUY

Stations
All or control of radio station in 12,000-30,000
southern town, Florida preferred. Or will pool
finances with successful manager or operator to
buy station or CP. Answers confidential. References exchanged. Box 378C, B-T.
Wanted to buy radio station in California. Veteran eastern broadcaster now disposing of interests on east coast plans trip to California latter
part of October to look at properties. Will be
glad to sit down with you and discuss your
station confidentially. Send all replies to Box
741C, B-T.
Will buy or lease N.E. station, prefer Penna., New
B-T.
York. Reasonable cash. Confidential. Box 799C,
Two operator-owners desire medium or small
market station. Any location for good potential.
Box 822C, B-T.
Have $15,000 and 16 years experience to invest in
western station or will lease and bring outstanding commercial manager-salesman. Confidential.
Box 825C, B-T.

-PERSONNEL-WISE
DOLLARS
AND
VALUABLE
TIME
TV PRODUCTION PEOPLE TRAINED BY NORTHWEST WILL SAVE YOU BOTH DOLLARS AND
VALUABLE TIME BECAUSE THEY HAVE BEEN
THOROUGHLY TRAINED IN ALL PHASES OF
PRACTICAL TELEVISION PRODUCTION
WORK
BY PROFESSIONALS CURRENTLY
WORKING IN TV BROADCASTING. AND,
THEY
WILL SAVE YOU ADDITIONAL
MONEY AND HOURS BECAUSE THEY ARE
NOT INFLEXIBLY SET IN THE WAYS OF
ONE

ARE

PARTICULAR STATION'S OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE. INSTEAD, THEY
COMPLETELY RECEPTIVE TO AND

EAGER TO LEARN YOUR STATION'S
WAY OF DOING THINGS. THEY WILL
LEARN RAPIDLY TOO, BECAUSE IN
ADDITION TO BEING TRAINED IN ALL
PHASES OF TV, THEY HAVE AMBITION
AND A BURNING DESIRE TO PROVE
THEMSELVES IN THE TELEVISION
FIELD. FOR IMMEDIATE HELP WITH
YOUR

TV PERSONNEL NEEDS, REGARDLESS OF WHAT SECTION OF
THE COUNTRY YOU
ARE IN,
WRITE, WIRE, OR CALL COLLECT,
JOHN BIRREL, CA 3 -7246
Northwest
1221
HOLLYWOOD

radio
N. W.
•

&

television

21st AVE.
• PORTLAND
WITH SCHOOLS IN

PORTLAND

•

CHICAGO

school

9, OREGON
•

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

WANTED

TO

Equipment
Urgently need one complete 900 mc studio transmitter link complete with antennas. Prefer good
used equipment. Box 321C, B»T.
Wanted: 2- or 3-camera remote unit, preferably
with audio-video microlink, on following condition: tv station to lease unit on pay-as-use basis,
with option to buy. Good possibility for dormant
unit to make money, since leasee in remote-conscious market. Write Box 792C, B»T.
Wanted: FCC approved am modulation monitor,
need not presently be in operating condition
if reparable. Box 798C, B«T.
Wanted: Used video grating generator, write
Evans, KLIX-TV, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Transmission
1%", 51.5
ohm, details,
100-120 price,
feet plus
two
90 degree line
elbows.
Advise
fittings available, etc. KRSN, Los Alamos, N. M.
INSTRUCTION
FCC license training — correspondence or residence. Resident classes held in Hollywood and
Washington. New classes begin Sept. 26 and
October 3. Beginners get FCC 1st class license
in 3 months. For details write Grantham School,
Dept. 1-N, 737 11th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television
Dept. B, 1221 N.W. 21st Street, Portland 9, School,
Oregon.
RADIO
Help Wanted
Managerial
MANAGER
AUDIO SALES
Broadcast equipment manufacturer requires sales-minded audio engineer to
head Audio Sales Department. This is a
very important, high level, salaried position administering entire audio sales program. Includes sales liaison between
customer and Engineering and Production
Departments. Only occasional travel to
assist field sales force.
Send full details with photo to Sales
Manager, Gates Radio Company, Quincy,
Illinois.
Salesmen

EXPERIENCED

RADIO

BUY

TIME SALESMAN

Excellent opportunity to make good
money in Kansas City. If for any
reason you want a connection in this
fast growing community with old established local station, send complete
information including snapshot. Must
be sound, sober and solid. Permanent.

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Managerial

KONI Radio Station, Phoenix,
Arizona, needs top gal disc-personality with office experienceExcellent opportunity. Details,
photo, tape to box 1977, Phoenix, Arizona.

EXPERIENCE
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CERneedVeteran announcer-program
ANNOUNdirector
ed. Versatile delivery; working knowledge
classical. At least five years radio experience.
No beginner-DJ's.
Top salary
for right man.
Permanent. Phone,
wire,
write (tape, photo, resume) Jack Rathbun, KSON, 630 F St., San Diego 1,
California.
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Programming-Production, Others
*^» ** ■^fc. «» -^fci «» -^fc. «»
«»
«» -^fc. t *
FARM SERVICE DIRECTOR FOR A DOM- §
INATE MIDWEST
PLICANTS
MUST RADIO
HAVE STATION.
ABILITY APTO *'
ANALYZE
FARM
PROBLEMS,
MAKE J
PERSONAL
APPEARANCES,
MICRO- f
PHONE EXPERIENCE AND TECHNIQUES $
PLUS SINCERE INTEREST IN FARM RA- I
DIO WORK. APPLICANTS PLEASE RE- I
PLY WITH DETAILED
INFORMATION •
c/o
BURKE-STUART
CO.,
75 EAST *iJ
WACKER DRIVE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
^fc «»
«» ""Jbi «»
«» ^fc «» *^» ** *^»» « i

FOR

SALE

Equipment

L
8-
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TOWERS
RADIO— TELEVISION
Antennas — Coaxial Cable
Tower Sales & Erecting Co.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.,
Portland 11, Oregon

Help Wanted
Programming-Production, Others

S Experienced Promotion Manager
^ Prefer east of Mississippi VHF operation
^> that is looking for an experienced man
4> who can do an aggressive job. Married,
^ veteran, young. Experienced in all phases
J of national and local promotion and pub^> licity. Top contacts with all trade papers.
<§> Available immediately. Box 842C, B»T.

Nationally known General Manager of
successful TV Station seeking new post.
Good reasons for leaving present position.
Can offer excellent management and sales
record. Strong personal, national sales
record. Good background of sound, practical management of TV stations in tough
markets. For details contact
Box 806C, B«T

FOR
SALE
Two Allied Recording Products Co. heavy
duty transcription turntables, 16 inch;
Two RCA 70-B transcription turntables,
16 inch; Two RCA pickup arms, equalizers
and MI-4856-A heads for 70-B turntables,
unmounted; One RCA 70-C transcription
turntable, 16 inch, with equalizer and pickup arm less pickup head; One REK-OKUT model G-2 transcription turntable,
16 inch; Six Radio Music pickup arms and
five Radio Music pickup heads, less equalizers; One Pairchild Model #199 record/
playback turntable, 16 inch with overhead
mechanism and type #214 crystal cutter
head, pickup arm only and spare gear
box; Three Altec preamplifiers type 420;
One Altec monitor amplifier type 126;
One Stancil-Hoffman model M5A minitape
tape recorder with batteries and battery
charger, less earphone and microphone;
Two Shure cardioid microphones, model
556 A; Two RCA KB2A microphones; One
table top microphone boom; One complete
disc recording system, including two REKO-KUT Model "V" 16 inch heavy duty
turntables,
Model M-5
REK-O-KUT
Master Protwooverhead
mechanism,
two
presto type 1C cutter heads, 50 watt
Presto recording amplifier, two cutter
needles, and one VU meter. Contact Virgil
Duncan, WRAL, Raleigh, N. C.

TELEVISION

3
&-S 8-g=
8-g &4
j Advertising
RADIO-TV
DIRECTOR
agency requires experienced
man to head up Radio-TV and copy dept.
i\ of progressive Wash. D. C. 15 man agency.
I Must understand all phases of production,
I must write and direct hard selling copy
' > with flair for unusual. Experienced in
making radio transcriptions and TV commercials both live and film. Excellent opportunity. Write fully. Our staff knows
fl of this opening. Box 829C, B»T.
■8
8-G B"3- &■&=
8-8
Situations Wanted

PAYS
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P.O. Box 2749, Kansas City, Missouri.
NOTICE
SALES ENGINEER
Leading in AM broadcasting equipment
field requires aggressive sales engineer to
travel in Southeast territory. Preferance
to be given to man now living in or
familiar with radio stations in Florida
and southern Georgia. This is a salaried
position with increased remuneration for
more sales.
Send full details with photo to Sales
Manager, Gates Radio Company, Quincy,
Illinois.

A

nationally

available
music

to join TV

DJ

starting

known

work,

country
or radio

live shows

a Saturday

recording

star is

station for country
also interested

night jamboree

in

type show.
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FOR THE RECORD
(Continued from page 218)
games outside of regular hours dismissed. Such
temporary authorization is contrary to rules.
Action Sept. 8; announced Sept. 8.
WPFP Park Falls, Wis. — Application for renewal
of license returned because of wrong name.
Action Sept. 9.
Buffalo, Wyo.,
Wyomingon Bcstg.
Application
for Northern
new am station
1450 kcCorp.—
with
250 w,mentunlimited,
returned
because
stock Sept.
agree-9.
was dated after verification. Action
APPLICATIONS
KIEM Eureka, Calif.— Seeks cp to change frequency from 1480 kc to 930 kc; change power
from 5 kw day and night to 5 kw day, 1 kw
night,
and
change from DA-1 to DA-2. Filed
Sept. 13.
WMAX Grand Rapids, Mich.— Seeks cp to increase power from 500 w to 1 kw. Filed Sept. 9.
WKPA New Kensington, Pa. — Seeks mod. of
license to change station location from New KenSept. 13. sington to New Kensington-Tarentum. Filed
WOIC Columbus, S. C— Seeks cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw.
WRAP Norfolk, Va. — Seeks cp to increase power
from 1 kw unlimited to 1 kw night, 10 kw day,
and make changes in daytime directional antenna
system. Filed Sept. 9.
WRAS Spencer,
W. new
Va. —amGranted
for
cancellation
of cp for
station request
and remote
control operation and deletion of call letters.
Action Sept. 8.
WEMP Milwauke — Application for renewal of
license returned (notary seal omitted).
New

Fm

Stations

ACTIONS BY FCC
Los mc,
Angeles,
Musicaddress
Inc. granted
105.9
17 kwCalif.
unl.— Planned
Post office
135 S.
Kenwood, Glendale, Calif. Estimated construction
cost $15,500, first year operating cost $10,000,
revenue $15,000. Principals include Pres. Elias
Schwartz (45%), 45% owner Television Craftsmen Corp. (tv receiver installation and service
and background music service under name of
Music Craftsmen); Sec. William Scott (45%), 45%
owner Television Craftsmen Corp., and Robert
V. Gibson (10%), attorney. Granted Sept. 8.
Indianapolis,
— Williams
Fm address
Service granted
95.5
mc, 15 kw Ind.unl.
Post office
7401 E.
14th St.. Indianapolis. Estimated construction
cost $7,500, first year operating cost $12,000, revenue $18,000. Principals are Pres. Martin R. Wil(55%), consulting
radio engineer;
Eliza-R.
bethliamsJ.Sr.Williams
(25%), housewife;
Martin
Williams Jr. (10%), U. S. Coast Guard, and Etta
Clare Williams (10%), housewife. Granted Sept. 8.
Amherst, Mass. — Amherst College granted 88.1
mc, 10 w. Post office address Mr. J. Alfred Guest,
Amherst College, Amherst. Estimated construction cost $3,885, first year operating cost $3,000,
revenue none. Granted Sept. 8.
Existing Fm Stations . . .
APPLICATIONS
KCMS-FM
Manitou
— Seeks
to change trans, locationSprings,
to 1502 Colo.
Manitou
Blvd.;cp
ERP to 1 kw; ant. height above average terrain
846 ft., and ooeration by remote control.
WMUZ (FM) Detroit, Mich.— Seeks mod. of
cp which authorized a new fm bcstg. station to
change ERP to 20 kw, ant. ht. above average
terr.;son 200
ave. ft. and trans, loc. to 15551 Woodrow WilINSTRUCTION

WANT a TV or RADIO JOB?
Trained announcers, producers,
writers now in demand.
NATIONAL ACADEMY of BROADCASTING
Est. 1934
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Starts new term Sept 26. Enroll now.
DE. 2-5580
PLACEMENT
FCC 1st PHONE LICENSES
IN 5 TO 6 WEEKS
WILLIAM B. OGDEN — 10th Year
1150 W. Olive Ave.
Burbank, Calif.
Reservations Necessary All Classes —
Over 1700 Successful Students
Page 224

• September 19, 1955

WLOE-FM Leaksville, N. C— Application for
mod.
of cp returned. Frequency requested not
available.
Ownership

Changes

proposal by WGR-TV Buffalo, N. Y., that
be assigned
to Shinglehouse,
that
be
shifted from
Meadville, Pa.,Pa.,to and
Clymer,
and
to
replace
ch.
37
at
Meadville
with
Announced Sept. 8.

ch. 26
ch. Y.,
37
N.
ch. 62.

. . .

ACTIONS BY FCC
WAN A Anniston, Ala.; WETO Gadsden, Ala.;
WMOZ Mobile, Ala.— Granted assignment fromL.
and C.
H. Estes
of Edwintr/as
equal
Grahampartnership
so Mr. Graham
Anniston Radio
Co. and Gadsden Radio Co. will own 100% of
WANA and WETO. Mr. Estes will own all of
WMOZ. No consideration is involved. Action
Sept. 8.
(TV)andWilmington,
WPFHment of cp
Paul
Inc. toassignWDELGranted
license fromDel.—
F. Harron and assignment of cp and license
from Paul F. Harron to WPFH Bcstg Co. Corchange8. in control. Granted
change; no Sept.
announced
Sept. 7; porate
WTIM Taylorville, 111. — Granted assignment of
license to Keith Moyer tr/as Moyer Bcstg. Co. for
owner WBBA
is 55%
Moyer Sept.
$60,000.111.Mr.
field,
Granted
7; announced
Sept. Pitts8.
WSHB Stillwater, Minn. — Granted acquisition of
75% interest by Richard Power and others for
$37,000. Applicant Power owns 25% of WSHB and
another principal, Oscar Lemme, is 25% owner
KLTF Little
Minn. Granted Sept. 7; announced Sept.Falls,
8.
WJNC
Jacksonville,
C. — Granted
assignment
of license to Onslow N.Bcstg.
Corp. for
$82,000.
Principals
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
P.
Mendelson
and Eileen E. Shuebruk. The Mendolsons
have
advertising and programming backgrounds. None
of principals has broadcast holdings. Granted
Sept. 7; announced Sept. 8.
APPLICATIONS
WWPG-AM-FM Palm Beach, Fla.— Palm Beach
Bcstg. censeCorp.
of lito Palm seeks
Beach voluntary
Radio Inc. assignment
No consideration
involved. Palm Beach Radio is sole owner of
stations. Filed Sept. 9.
WNRI Woonsocket, R. I,— Seeks involuntary assignment of license to John F. Doris, receiver.
Station is in hands of receiver to be sold because
of conflict between principals: Joseph A. Britto
(25%), John T. Costa (25%), Jack C. Salera (35%)
and Roger A. Nault (13%). Filed Sept. 9.
KDLO-TV Florence, S. D. — Seeks mod. of cp
to change corporate name from The Hills Bcstg.
Co. to Triple-City Bcstg. Co.
— Arthur D. Bcstg.
Smith
Jr.WMTS
and T.Murfreesboro,
J. Motlow d/bTenn.
as Murfreesboro
Co. seeks voluntary assignment of license to
Arthur D. Smith Jr. for $13,000. Mr. Motlow owns
40% and Mr. Smith 60%. Filed Sept. 9.
KSEL Lubbock,
Tex. — by
SeeksWalter
voluntary
relinquishment of control
G. Russell
through issuance of 25,000 shares of authorized
but unissued stock to M. M. Rochester. After
consummation, Mr. Russell, 59.09% owner, will
own 47.27%
Mr. Rochester's
holdingsWalter
increaseL.
from
5.45% and
to 23.63%.
Other owner,
Hull, will own 29.09%. Filed Sept. 9.
Allen B. DuMont Labs — Seeks assignment of licenses of WABD (TV) New York and WTTG (TV)
Washington to wholly owned subsidiary DuMont
Bcstg. mentCorp.
No change
in control
or manageof stations.
Filed Sept.
2.
OTHER ACTIONS
Commission finalized July 29 proposal and
amended fm allocation table by deleting ch. 279
(103.7 mc) from Philadelphia, effective immediately, to facilitate consideration of application of
Princeton Bcstg. Service Inc. for new Class A fm
station in Princeton, N. J., on ch. 280 (103.9 mc).
Action Sept. 8; announced Sept. 8.
Comments called for by Oct. 14 to rule-making

ALLEN

Routine

Roundup

. . .

September 8 Decisions
granted renewal cf
Following stations were WFUM
Flint, Mich.;
basis:
on regular
license
Ga.; WKIN Kingsport, Tenn.;
WIBB Macon,
WIVK Knoxville, Tenn.; WJAK Jackson, Tenn.;
WBGU Bowling Green, Ohio; WBOE Cleveland,
WKAR-FM
Mich.; Ohio;
Park,Oxford,
Highland
WHPR Mich.;
Ohio;
WABJ
WMUB
East Lansing,
Adrian, Mich.; WADC Akron, Ohio; WAKR
GayWATC
Mich;
Albion,
WALM
Ohio;
Akron,
lord, Mich; WATH Athens, Ohio; WATT Cadillac,
Mich.; WATZ Alpena, Mich; WBBC Flint, Mich.;
WBBW Youngstown, Ohio; WBCK Battle Creek,
Mich.; WBCM-AM-FM Bay City, Mich.; WBEX
Chillicothe, Ohio; WBLY Springfield, Ohio; WBNS
Columbus, Ohio; WCHO Washington Court House,
M Ashland, Ohio; WCIN CinOhio; WATG-AM-F
cinnati, Ohio; WCLT-AM-FM Newark, Ohio;
WCMW Canton, Ohio; WCPO-AM-FM Cincinnati,
WDMJ MarOhio; WDET-FM Detroit, Mich.;
Mich.; WELL
Mich.;
Oak, WEOLRoyalMich;
WEXL Creek,
Ohio; Battle
Elyria,
AM-FM quette,
WFAH Alliance, Ohio; WFDF Flint, Mich.; WFIN
Findlay, Ohio; WFMJ Youngstown, Ohio; WFUR
Mich.; WGAR
Alma, Rapids,
WFYC Grand
Mich.;
Rapids,
Grand
Mich.;
WGRD
Ohio;
Cleveland,
WGAR-FM Cleveland, Ohio; WHAK Rogers City,
M
WHFB-AMOhio;
Canton,
WHBC-AM-F
Mich.;
FM Benton Harbor, Mich.; WHGR Houghton
M Dayton,
WHKWHIO-AM-F
Lake,
Ann Arbor,
WHRV Ohio;
Ohio;
Cleveland,
AM-FMMich.;
Mich.; WHTC Holland, Mich.; WIBM Jackson,
Mich.; WIKB Iron River, Mich.; WILE Cambridge, Ohio; WILS Lansing, Mich.; WIMA-AMFM Lima, Ohio.; WION Ionia, Mich.; WIRO IronWJEF-AMWIZE Springfield,
Ohio;
ton,
Ohio;
Gallipolis,
Mich.; WJEH Ohio;
FM Grand Rapids,
WJER Dover, Ohio; WJIM Lansing, Mich.; WJMS
Ironwood, Mich.; WJR-AM-FM Detroit, Mich.;
WJW-AM-FM Cleveland, Ohio; WKAR East Lansing, Mich.; WKBZ Muskegon, Mich.; WKHM
Jackson, Mich.; WKLA Ludington, Mich.; WKMF
FM Dearborn, Mich.;
WKMH-AMFlint,
Muskegon,
Mich.; WKNK
Kalamazoo,
WKMI Mich.;
Mich.; WKNX Saginaw, Mich.; WKOV Wellston,
KalaWKZO Rapids,
Cincinnati, FMOhio;Grand
Ohio; WKRC-FM
mazoo, Mich.; WLAV-AMMich.; WLDM Oak Park, Mich.; WLEC Sandusky,
Ohio; WLEW Bad Axe, Mich.; WLMJ Jackson,
Ohio; WLW Cincinnati, Ohio; WMAN Mansfield,
Menominee,
WMAW WMDN
Ohio; Mich.;
Iron
WMIQ PetosMich.;WMBN
Midland,Mich.;
key,
Mountain, Mich.; WMOA Marietta, Ohio; WMOH
WMRNMich.;
Lapeer,
WMPC
Ohio;
Hamilton,
AM-FM Marion, Ohio; WMTE Manistee, Mich.;
M WOAP
Mount
WMVO-AM-F
Mich.;
WMUS
Ohio;
Portsmouth,
Ohio; WNXT
Vernon, Muskegon,
Owosso, Mich.; WOHI East Liverpool, Ohio;
,
WOHO Toledo, Ohio; WOHP Bellefontaine Ohio;
WOMC-FM Royal Oak, Mich.; WONW Defiance,
CoWOSUWPKO
Mich.;Ohio;
Ohio; WOOD
Middletown,
WPFB Rapids,
lumbus, Ohio;Grand
WRFD
Mich.;
Pontiac,
WPON
Waverly, Ohio;
Worthington, Ohio; WSAI Cincinnati, Ohio;
WSAM-AM-FM Saginaw, Mich.; WSGW Saginaw,
Mich.; WSPD-AM-FM Toledo, Ohio; WSTR-AMSteubenville,
WSTV-AM-F
FM Sturgis,
City,
WTCM M Traverse
Flint, Mich.;
WTAC Mich.;
Ohio;
Mich.; WTNS Coshocton, Ohio; WTOL-AM-FM
Toledo, Ohio; WTRX Bellaire, Ohio; WTVB-AMFM Coldwater, Mich.; WVKO-AM-FM Columbus,
Ohio; WWBG Bowling Green, Ohio; WWJ-AMFM Detroit, Mich.; WWST-AM-FM Wooster, Ohio;
WXYZ-AM-FM Detroit, Mich.; WICA Ashtabula,
Ohio; WFAH-FM Alliance, Ohio; WFIN-FM Findlay, Ohio.

KANDEH
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STATIONS
1701 K St., N. W.
Lincoln Building
111 West Monroe

• Washington 6, D. C, NA. 8-3233
• New York 17, N. Y., MU. 7-4242
•

Chicago 90, Illinois RA
Broadcasting

6-3688
Telecasting

September 9 Applications
TENDERED FOR FILING
Remote Control Transmitter
KALB Alexandria, La.; WTOW Towson, Md.;
WMAG Forest, Miss.; KFNW Fargo, N. D.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Subsidiary Communications Authorization
KTYL-FM Mesa, Ariz.; WSEL Chicago; WNAVFM Annapolis, Md.
Remote Control
KALB-FM, Alexander, La.
License Renewal
WTRX-FM Bellairc, Ohio.
Modification of Cp
KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif.— Mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 3-4-56.
KVTV (TV) Sioux City, Iowa. — Mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 12-15-55.
KOB-TV Albuquerque, N. M. — License to cover
cp which authorized changes in facilities of
existing tv station.
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore. — Mod. of cp to extend completion date to 4-5-56.
September 12 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Acting Chief Hearing
Litvin Examiner Fanney N.
Walter N. Nelskog, Everett, Wash.; Skagit Bcstg.
Co., dismissal
Anacortes,of Wash.—
Nelskog
petition
for
his am Granted
application;
application
was dismissed without prejudice; removed from
hearing docket and returned to the processing
line Skagit application. Action Sept. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Scheduled
prehearing
conference
cations of Robert
E. Bollinger,
Mercuryre am
Bcstg.appliCo.
(KLIQ), Capstan5 Bcstg. Co., Oregon, Ltd., all
Portland,
Action Sept.Ore.,
8. for cp's and renewal of license.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time from Sept. 8 to Sept. 15 to file proposed plfindings
of fact
conclusions
tv ap-of
ication of WJRT
(TV)andFlint,
Mich., forremod.
cp (ch. 12). Action Sept. 7.
McCatchy Bcstg. Co., Modesto, Calif. — Granted
petition for leave to amend its applications for
assignment of broadcast license for station KBOX
and remote pickup license KA-8652, to include a
new statement
of between
program Stanislaus
proposals, supplemental agreement
County
Bcstrs., Inc. (assignor) and McCatchy (assignee),
and certin current information regarding McClatchy broadcast interests. Action Sept. 7.
ACTION IN DOCKET CASES
Commission granted application of The Jet
Bcstg. Co. to change facilities of WJET Erie, Pa.,
from 1570 kc to 1400 kc, and hours of operation
from daytime only to unlimited time, with power
of 250 watts. Action Sept. 8; announced Sept. 12.
Commission amended its June 22 order designating for consolidated hearing applications of
Taylor Bcstg. Co., Colorado Springs, Colo., and
Garden of the Gods Bcstg. Co., Manitou Springs,
Colo., for new am stations (1460 kc), to specify
that the hearing will be held in Washington,
D. C, instead of Manitou Springs. Action
Sept. 12. Announced Sept. 12.
September 13 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
WEOA
Evansville,
Mod. of
license
change studio location Ind.
and — remote
control
point,to
amended to request remote control operation of
trans, during daytime hours only.
Booth Radio & Tv Stations Inc., Lansing, Mich.
— Cp for new am station on 1390 with 500 w and
daytime hours of operation, amended to make
changes in antenna system (reduce in height).
Bcstg. on
Co.,1450
Wolfkc Point,
Mont.—
Cp
forWolf
new Point
am station
with 250
w and
unlimited hours of operation, amended to change
frequency to 1490 kc.
WEAV Plattsburg, N. Y. — Cp to increase power
from 1 kw day and night to 5 kw day and night;
install new transmitter; change antenna-transmitter location from Plattsburg, N. Y. to Peru,
N. Y., and make changes in DA system, amended
to make changes in DA pattern.
Connie B. Gay, Warrenton, Va. — Cp for new am
station on 1420 kc with 5 kw day, amended to
change frequency to 1250 kc with 1 kw.
KLAN Renton, Wash. — Cp to change frequency
from 1230 kc to 910 kc; change hours of operation
to unlimited using power of 1 kw night and day;
install new transmitter and DA-2, amended to
change transmitter location; change from DA-2
to DA-1 and make changes in DA system.
REMOTE CONTROL
KFH Wichita, Kan., KSIG Crowley, La.
KOAM-TV Pittsburg, Kan.— License to cover
cp which authorized a new tv station.
September 14 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Acting Chief Hearing Examiner
Fanney N. Litvin
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for continuance without date until further order the
herring scheduled for Sept. 14, re am applications of Henryetta Radio Co. and Henryetta
Telecasting
Broadcasting

Bcstg. Co., both Henryetta, Okla. Action Sept. 9.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Continued indefinitely hearing now scheduled
for Oct. 5 in matter of Order to Show Cause why
license forAction
KSDA Sept.
Redding,
revoked.
12. Calif., should not be
BROADCAST ACTIONS
BY THE BROADCAST BUREAU
Actions of Sept. 9
Following granted requests for cancellation of
fm licenses: KRNT-FM Des Moines, Iowa; WEVAFM Emporia, Va.; WLEU-FM Erie, Pa.
KBAB El Cajon, Calif.— Granted license for am
station.
WHBS Huntsville, Ala. — Granted license covering change from employing DA day and night
to DA for night use only; condition.
KFDX-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.— Granted cp to
change ERP to 100 kw visual, 70 kw aural, make
minor
500 ft. antenna and equipment changes; antenna
WLBK— DeKalb, 111.— Granted cp to change
transmitter and studio location and delete remote
control operation.
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y.— Granted extension of completion date to 4-8-56.
Following stations granted authority to operate
transmitters by remote control:
KSIG Crowley, La.; KFH Wichita, Kans., while
using nondirectional antenna.
Actions of Sept. 8
WJUN
Mexico,
Pa. — Granted license for am station.
WRGSeringRogersville,
Tenn. trans.
— Granted license covinstallation of new
WFIG Sumter, S. C— Granted license covering
change
from directional
antenna
to
directional
antenna night
only. night and day
WNAM Neenah, Wis.— Granted cp to decrease
height of center tower by removing uhf antenna;
conditions.
KTEN (TV) Ada, Oklahoma— Granted mod. of
cp to change studio location and for waiver of
Sect.
3.613(TV)
of Commission's
WRGB
(Main & Aux.)rules.
Schenectady, N. Y.
—location
Grantedto mod.
licenses Rd.,
to change
main studio
1400 ofBalltown
Niskayuna,
N. Y.,
and
for
waiver
of
Sect.
3.613
of
the
Commission's
rules (BMLCT-29).
Following granted extensions of completion
dates as shown: KVTV (TV) Sioux City, Iowa,
3- 25-56; KQED (TV) Berkeley, Calif., to 3-22-56;
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., to 4-5-56; KERO-TV
Bakersfield, Calif., to 4-5-56; WTLF (TV) Baltimore, Md., to 1-16-56.
Following granted authority to operate transmitters by remote control: WTOW Towson, Md.;
KFH-FM Wichita, Kan.
Actions of Sept. 7
Following granted extension of completion
4-date
1-56. as shown: KVVG (TV) Tulare, Calif., to
Following granted authority to operate transmitters by remote control:
KALB Alexandria, La., while using nondirectional antenna; KFNW Fargo, N. Dak.; WIBA
Madison, Wis., while using nondirectional antenna; KUBC Montrose, Colo., while using nondirectional antenna; WMAG Forest, Miss.
Actions of Sept. 6
Following stations were granted authority to
operate transmitters by remote control:
Ind.KALB-FM Alexandria, La.; WAOV Vincennes,
Following granted extensions of completion
dates as shown: WFBC-TV Greenville, S. C, to
3-29-56; WUTV (TV)
ActionSanof Juan,
Sept. P.2 R., to 4-2-56.
KNTV (TV) San Jose, Calif.— Granted STA to
operate commercially on ch. 11 for period ending Dec. 15, 1955.

BROApg^STING
TELECASTING

THE

Action of Sept. 1
KXOL Fort Worth, Tex.— Granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control from 3004 W.
Lancaster
St., Fort Worth, while using nondirectional antenna.
September 14 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
WKLE
Washington,
which authorized new Ga.
am— License
station. to cover Cp
WCHJ
Brookhaven,
Miss.
—
License resubmitted.
to cover cp
which authorized a new am station
REMOTE CONTROL
WQXI Elizabethton,
Atlanta, Ga.;Tenn.
WBAC Cleveland, Tcnn.;
WBEJ
RENEWAL OF LICENSE
WAAF Chicago; WFRX West Frankford, 111.
WLET-FM Toccoa, Ga. — License to cover cp.
KFH-FM Wichita, Kan.— Operation by remote
control.
KRDG Redding, Calif.— Cp to replace expired
cp
which250authorized
a new am station on 1230
kc with
w unlimited.
KUBC Montrose, Colorado— Cp to increase
power from 500 w night and 1 kw day to 1 k night
and 5 kw
day; system.
make change in nighttime directional antenna
WLEY-FM Elmwood Park, 111.— Seeks subto cover sidiary
cp. communications authorization and license
WTAD-FM Quincy, 111.— Seeks renewal of license.
WGCM Gulfport,
Miss.— Seeks subsidiary communications authorization.
WTMA-FM
Charleston, S. C— Seeks license to
cover
cp.
WATV tension
(TV)completion
Newark,
Mod. of cp for exdateN. toJ.—3-15-56.
American Broadcasting— Paramount Theatres,
Inc., New York, N. Y.— Informal application tendered to supply tv programs broadcast in the U. S
to Canadian station CJLH-TV.
UPCOMING
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 18-24: National Radio & Television Week.
Sept. 19: RAB Clinic, Tampa, Fla.
Sept. 20: RAB Clinic, Birmingham, Ala.
Sept. 21: RAB Clinic, Baton Rouge, La
Sept. 22: RAB Clinic, Knoxville, Tenn.
Sept. 23: New York State Assn. of Radio-Tv
Broadcasters, Saranac Lake, N Y.
Sept. 23: RAB Clinic, Charleston, W. Va.
Sept. 23-24:casting
IRE Professional Group on BroadWashington. Transmission Systems, Hamilton Hotel,
Sept.
26-29: Meeting of CBC tv-affiliated stations,
Ottawa.
Sept.
29-Oct. City,
1: Tenth
Oklahoma
Okla. Dist. AFA Convention,
Sept.
2: High Fidelity Show, Palmer
House,30-Oct.
Chicago.
NARTB Regional Meetings
Sept.
Beach
Hotel,
Edgewater
Chicago
Region 4 (Dist. 7, 8, 19-21
9,
Ky., 111.,
Ohio,
Saranac
Sept.
Mich.,
Wis.)Ind..
N.
Y. Lake
Region 1 (Dist. 1, 2, 22-24
Hotel,
New England states,
N. Y., N. J.)
Sept.
St. Charles
Region 3 (Dist. 5, 6, 28-30
Fla., Ga., Ala., Miss.,
New Orleans
La.,
Puerto Ark.,
Rico) Tenn.,
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PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE.
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editorials
The Real Story
IT DOES not require a footnote from us to emphasize that the
considerable discussion of radio on preceding pages should, in
the main, cheer anybody who cares about radio.
The story of radio in 1955 is not a fairy tale replete with fateful
showers of gold and unrealistic expectations. It is a story of an
enterprise which has faced up to a crisis and has met it well.
As will happen in any business, there will be other crises to confront radio. It is not unreasonable to believe, however, that broadcasting will be better equipped to handle them, now that it has
endured one so severe.
Promising

Precedent

IAST December the nation's broadcasters, responding to a B»T
1 poll, voted overwhelmingly for fewer industry meetings and for
separate meetings for radio and television.
The 1955 series of NARTB regional conventions which begins
today in Chicago is, in a sense, an answer to the broadcasters'
wishes. It represents fewer meetings (eight regionals instead of
the 17 districts that used to be held) and a division of radio and
television sessions which will enable radio-only and television-only
broadcasters to skip the pow-wows in the other camp. Each of the
three-day conventions will begin with a radio day, have a joint
radio-tv day in the middle, and end with a television day.
The net saving in reducing the number of meetings from 17 to
eight will accrue more to the NARTB executives than to members,
although indirectly the members will benefit too. This year the
association executives will not have to spend nearly as much time
away from their primary jobs at headquarters as they have in the
past. That should mean that NARTB members will be getting
more for their money in increased efficiency and productivity in
Washington.
More direct savings could accrue to broadcasters if other organizations towhich they belong followed the NARTB's example.
Altogether there are too many meetings in the broadcast field.
While there is much that broadcasters can learn from occasionally
meeting with their fellows, there is a point of diminishing return
which probably has been passed. A general effort to cut the number
of meetings would in turn cut travel costs and give broadcasters
more time to run their stations.
Mismatch
TWO big customers of radio and television have, within the past
three weeks, called for better research in broadcasting.
Early this month Larry Nolte, advertising manager of the White
King Soap Co., said that within recent years his company — a major
west coast business — had put $25 million in radio and television
advertising "and we don't know what we got." What Mr. Nolte
asked for was a uniform rating standard comparable to the Audit
Bureau of Circulations used in print media [B«T, Sept. 5].
In an exclusive interview in this issue, Peter G. Levathes, vice
president and director of media relations of Young & Rubicam,
comes out for guaranteed circulation in radio. Mr. Levathes wants
radio to create a sliding scale of rates "so that the purchaser would
pay in accordance with the audience reached."
Both of these men must be listened to because of their status as
important customers of radio and television. It does not follow,
however, that they must be heeded without question. Both say they
want from broadcasting a measurement service comparable to ABC.
If we may respectfully disagree, they want nothing of the kind.
The ABC measurement is simple. It only reports how many
copies of a given publication reach subscribers (or purchasers of
individual copies). It does not attempt to report whether any of
those subscribers reads the publication or even sees it. It certainly
does not attempt to find out how many subscribers see any given
part of the publication.
As the Daniel Starch studies of readership conclusively prove,
the mere delivery of a consumer publication does not guarantee
that any part of it is read. Indeed, the best read advertisement
in any consumer publication is seen by an astonishingly small perPage 226 • September 19, 1955

Drawn for BKOADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid Hix
"If he likes their radio program, my husband is a pushover for the
sponsors' product."
centage of the people who are counted in the ABC reports.
When an advertiser buys an ad in a publication, he pays a rate
based on total circulation of that publication. He has no assurance
that his message will be read or even noted by anything like the
number of people represented in the total circulation count. The
question it is difficult to answer is why advertisers should be satisfied to buy publication advertising at rates based on total circulation
(without regard for actual numbers of exposures to their ads) and
why they should demand from broadcasting a measurement that
comes much closer than ABC to counting the people who actually
come in contact with the commercial message.
Current rating systems, though differing in technique and, sad
to say, results, have the common purpose of measuring the audience
to given segments of the broadcast schedule comparing very roughly
to a measurement of a part within a whole publication.
Broadcast ratings are closer to Starch than to ABC, yet are really
close to neither. Starch boils the research down to a specific ad,
ratings to a specific time segment. The adoption of either as a base
upon which to fix rates would ridiculously short-change media.
We have done our share of criticizing the confusion that exists in
radio and television research and are as eager as anyone to see
some semblance of order introduced in the field.
But to hope for really comparable measurements of media as different as radio-tv and publications is to hope to breed a horse from
the mating of a tiger and a gnu.
More

Than

a Ceremony

INbrightest.
World War American
II, Britain'sradio
darkest
hours were
among U. from
S. radio's
newsmen,
broadcasting
the
underground studios of the British Broadcasting Corp., added greatof journalism.
the records
iiiiiiilllllMliMMilllii ness
^flPBHHHHQHjj^
The toplaque
pictured here will be
m—V
hung in the BBC's Broadcasting
House, London, Sept. 26 at cereWm
' ' '< i"*
]H monies to be attended by high-rankH
'! i1 b > TT Mm ing U. S. and British officials. It
W
commemorates a high point in radio
affirms
than that
but more
wKr
ahistory,
fact that
still holds
true ittoday
—
more than a decade after World War II — and promises to be true
well into the future. That fact is that radio, of all the methods of
communication, can cover news fastest and on the widest scale.
Sane men pray that there will be no more stories like the blitz,
but if one should develop, radio would bscome even more important
than it was in World War II. In the age of the hydrogen bomb,
radio is the only means of warning and informing the public.
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.HE data above is taken direct from
Dr. Forest L. Whan's 1954 Iowa Radio-Television
Audience Survey — the 17th annual edition of this
famed study.

Farming is big business in Iowa, and Iowans'
overwhelming preference for WHO farm program is
far from a freak. It's the result of heads-up planning
— in programming, personnel and research . . .
in Public Service and audience promotion.
Write direct or ask Free & Peters for your copy of
the 1954 I.R.T.A. Survey. It will tell you more about
radio and television in Iowa than you could glean
from weeks of personal travel and study.

BUY
J»lu#

ALL

of 10WA-

"Iowa

WHO
Des Moines ...

FREE & PETERS, INC.,
>F RADIO
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AND TV
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Gol. B. J. Palmer, President
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RICHMOND,

DOES

A

MAN'S

ICHMOND

VA.

SIZE

JOB

YOU WOULDN'T CALL UPON A BOY TO DO A MAN'S
SIZE JOB. SIMILARLY WISE TIMEBUYERS CHOOSE

100,000
NOTHING

WTVR "RICHMOND'S ONLY TELEVISION STATION,"
IN PREFERENCE TO ATTEMPTING TO COVER THE
MARKET

FROM WITHOUT.

WTVR

IS COMPLETELY

• A solid schedule of great ABC and CBS programs.
• Wide area coverage from 1049 FEET.
• Maximum power on CHANNEL 6, one of the preferred
channels in the lower end of the vhf band.
• Top showmanship and know-how accumulated over a
seven year period guaranteeing every account extraordinary skill, knowledge and ability which assures
AN ALWAYS QUALITY JOB.
WITH OR WITHOUT

Yes,

the

AN AERIAL.

Wise

Timebuyer

uses
BIG

WTVR

to do
A

REAL

MAN'S

BETTER-

IT CAN'T- EVEN
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DOMINATING WITH-

• FULL COVERAGE

WATTS

SIZE

For details call Blair TV Inc.
National Sales Representative
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These

Facts!

WBRE-TV'S
August 31, set count . . . 265,000 . . . 63,000
more than station B . . . 20,000 more than station C.

WBRE-TV's
Audience Leadership: 25% more than station B
. . . 100% more than station C, and leads all others by 500%.
WBRE-TV

leads in average weekly audience, quarter hour by

quarter hour Mon. thru Fri. from 5 P.M. to Midnight.
WBRE-TV

Covers 17 counties of N. E. Penna. with a staff of

12 news and camera experts. Serving a population of over 2,000,000.

,k WBRE-TV

is the only station transmitting network COLOR, with

a 10 hour weekly schedule this Fall and Winter. '

Channel

The above are authentic facts
from the latest ARB

surveys.

Ask your Headley-Reed representative toprove them and
lots more to you. Also ask
him about "Little Rascals"
... a new big audience producing feature on WBRE-TV.
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Station

WILKES-BARRE

^O©0
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PA.

WGAL-TV
NBC and CBS
Worth remembering when you plan

Reading
Channel 8 Harrisburg
Multi-City Market

your advertising — WGAL-TV is the
one station that reaches the rich,

York
Hanover
Gettysburg
Chambersburg

vast Channel 8 multi-city market
— where ZV2 million people, with

Waynesboro
Frederick
Westminster

912,950 TV sets, have $5'/2 billion to spend annually. For sales
316,000

watts

Representatives:

results you'll not forget, advertise
on WGAL-TV.
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New York
Los Angeles

•
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San Francisco

Lebanon
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Lock Haven

Pottsville
Hazleton
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Bloomsburg
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Martinsburg

Hagerstown
STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
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closed
AUTO

BUSINESS • Automobile manufacturers don't appear to be using as much
national spot tv this year as in 1954 (some
have switched to spot radio) to promote
new models. Reasons for trend away from
spot tv and toward radio are various but
here are two big ones: Some motor makers
think their network television shows give
them plenty of tv coverage; others are
cool to spot tv because of lack of good
availabilities.
B«T
DE SOTO has cut back spot television
from last year, is now down to "first 25
markets." Chevrolet Div. of General
Motors Corp., which in 1954 utilized
heavy tv slate, has reversed field to radio
\B»T, Sept. 12] and will use no spot video.
Dodge has no national spot tv at all at
present after substantial tv-radio schedule
last year, had previously informed dealers
and representatives of spot radio plans
(for about 50 markets), but these reportedly were abandoned past week. Possibility is held out, however, for curtailed spot
radio "at later date." Cadillac, like last
year, is using radio only. Chrysler Div.,
Chrysler Corp., has scheduled spot radio
in about 90 markets and limited television,
with budget about same as for 1954
[Closed Circuit, Sept. 19]. Oldsmobile
will use top 30 tv markets and about 40
radio markets. Spot tv also was conspicuous by its absence in radio-tv plans for
Buick Div. of General Motors Corp., and
Mercury Div. of Ford Motor Co. [Closed
Circuit, Sept. 19, 12]. Nash Div. of
American Motors is placing radio spot
announcement campaign to promote new
model, effective Sept. 26 through 30, in
about 75 markets. Geyer Inc., New York,
is agency.
B»T
TWO FOR THREE? • While NARTB's
regional meeting innovation survived first
week without drawing major complaints,
there were signs that three-day agenda may
be overdose. Possibly third of delegates at
Chicago and Saranac Lake meetings had
heavier travel burden under regional concept compared to former district meetings
and some of them wondered if they weren't
"goats" for lucky NARTB staff team,
which has travel load cut in half. In any
case, it appeared that several simultaneous
radio-tv panels would permit association
to fit three days of programming into two.
B»T
ADVERTISERS and their agencies are
using more color closed circuit telecasts to
introduce fall plans to dealers and retailers.
Within past fortnight, Young & Rubicam
held closed circuit colorcast for General
Cigars to announce details of its sponsorship of National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
football games on NBC-TV and another
for Arrow Shirt Co. to tell dealers about
Arrow's participations on NBC-TV's Today. Estimates place cost of such color-

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

cities.

casts at $15,000 for limited number of

B»T
STATION COMPENSATION • Different
scales of compensating affiliates are contemplated byNBC Radio and ABC Radio
in new nighttime program plans. NBC will
pay stations one-twelfth of their hourly
rate for each minute participation. ABC
will pay stations five-minute rate for segments in new "personal listening" programming.
B«T
SO ARDENT are some affiliates in opposition to NBC's Monitor sales concept that
they say they'd willingly forego all compensation for carrying network commercial
programs if they were sure network would
maintain its rates and thereby, in their
opinion, not imperil national spot and local
rate structure. In other words what they
want from network is not money so much
as good programs to sell around — and assurance that network won't, through devaluation ofits own time, weaken all rates.
B«T
TIT FOR TAT • Informed British sources
say Russians will insist — as price for pledge
to quit jamming Voice of America — that
U. S. close down Radio Free Europe and
Radio Liberation, both privately financed.
Soviet argument will be pegged on Copenhagen treaty which allocated medium wave
channels in Europe and will be made at
Big Four ministers' conference in Geneva
next month, British believe.
B«T
ABC RADIO, impressed by "Disney
Magic" that has bolstered ABC-TV, may
hire Walt Disney to produce daytime,
across-board radio show for network.
B»T
200 MORE V'S? • One government engineer says 200 additional vhf stations could
be allocated under drop-in plan proposed
last week by FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
(see story page 27). Essential ingredients
of Mr. Lee's plan: Less distance between
stations, directional antennas, low power
B»T
for some v's.
GUSTAV B. MARGRAF, NBC vice president for talent, who has been with network
for nearly decade and was once general
counsel for NBC, is expected to resign
shortly to join Reynolds Metals Co. in
executive capacity. Joseph H. McConnell,
onetime NBC president, recently became
general counsel for Reynolds.
B«T
COMMUNITY RELATIONS • Formal request for FCC to take jurisdiction over
community tv is due to be filed soon by
broadcasters' group. Most of these telecasters have had run-ins with wired antenna folk, either where both are in same
community or where station owner has un-

circuit
successfully forbade community tv operator from picking upB»Tstation's signals.
PERTINENT observation made by chief
of one major research firm about current
talk regarding need for more and better
radio-tv rating services: There'll never be
radio rating research equivalent to print
media's Audit Bureau of Circulation because cost is way out of line with results.
As to tv, with most of networks and stations in important markets sold out in
prime
time, there's no need for more or
better research.
B«T
SCREEN GEMS, TP A TALK • High Columbia Pictures executive confirmed Friday
that subsidiary television film company,
Screen Gems, was negotiating for purchase
of Television Programs of America. What
Screen Gems wants is such TPA properties
as Private Secretary, Lassie and Halls of
Ivy. Outcome may be known this week.
B«T
BRITISH Broadcasting Corp. has lodged
protest with FCC Chairman George C.
McConnaughey over his remark, at Radio
and Television Executives Society lunch in
New York fortnight ago, that BBC was
being forced to acquire new talent because
of new competition B»Tfrom commercial tv.
NOT YET • Prospects appeared last week
that FCC may postpone again its new rule
permitting 1,250-foot tower heights by
Zone I vhf stations beyond present Oct. 1
postponement. It was learned that if FCC
does decide to postpone measure, it will be
because of air hazard considerations and
not because of protests by small market tv
outlets in Connecticut, Pennsylvania and
Massachusetts (both vhf and uhf) that new
rule permits big city stations to get bigger
B»T
at smaller stations' expense.
HOLLYWOOD is "tv capital of the world,"
H. Leslie Hoffman, president, Radio-Electronics Television Manufacturers Assn.,
said last week (story, page 90), but here
are figures he didn't get to emphasize to
Radio-Tv Week luncheon: Tv in Hollywood is making 10 times more entertainment fare than movies; 250 film packages
are $100 million industry; three major
networks will originate 1,474 hours of film
and 1,294 hours of live
B«T shows in next year.
TWO VERSIONS • NBC executives swear
they made no offer of free time to Revlon
in seeking switch of cosmetic company's
$64,000 Question from CBS-TV, insist deal
hinged on NBC-TV's making available
prime time for second Revlon-sponsored
show. Other sources involved in negotiations say bonus time, including participations in NBC-TV's daytime Matinee, was
dangled as bait.
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OMAHA

52.6% ! That's the average share of audience Hooper (July-August) gives
KOWH. Latest Pulse for Omaha-Council Bluffs gives KOWH top spot in
every time period. Ditto Trendex. KOWH has placed first in audience
year after year . . . gradually increasing its first-place dominance, until
now KOWH is first in every time period of every survey in the Omaha market. Mid-Continent ideas, programming and excitement plus good (660 KC)
coverage are doing a fine job for national and local advertisers. So no
matter which rating service you swear by, you can feel secure with KOWH
because all 3 see eye-to-eye-to-eye. Chat with the H-R man, or KOWH
General Manager Virgil Sharpe.
KOWH
OMAHA

CONTINENT BROADCASTING
President: Todd Storz
WHB, Kansas City
Represented by
John Blair & Co.
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WTIX, New Orleans
Represented by
Adam J. Young, Jr.

KOWH,
Omaha
Represented
by
H-R Reps, Inc.
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FCCs Study of Networks
APPOINTMENT of Roscoe L. Barrow, dean
of U. of Cincinnati Law School and 10-year
veteran of government service, to head FCCs
network study announced Friday. Study, to be
undertaken with $80,000 voted by Congress
earlier this year, will be first such since chain
broadcasting regulations promulgated in 1941.
Dean Barrow will head staff (about six, he said,
plus help from FCC staff) on per diem basis
($50 per day). Cincinnati law school head said
he would devote as much time as necessary to
job, perhaps two-three times a week, but would
continue law school administrative position.
Object will be to undertake "comprehensive
study to ascertain what has been happening
since chain broadcasting regulations adopted,"
he told B*T Friday. "I have no preconceptions," he added. He estimated study would
run through next June, expressed hope that all
lines of study would be completed by then.
Born in LaGrange, N. C, in 1913, Dean
Barrow received B.S. degree from Lewis Institute (now Illinois Institute of Technology) in
1935, J.D. degree from Northwestern U. in
1938. From 1938 to 1951, Dean Barrow was
attorney with National Labor Relations Board,
Dept. of Agriculture, Office of Price Administration, Dept. of Justice (he was special assistant
to Attorney General J. Howard McGrath,
handling price violation prosecutions). During
World War II, he served in Navy. He was appointed law professor at U. of Cincinnati in
1949, named acting dean in 1952 and dean
in 1953.
Network study will be made under direction
of special committee of Commissioners comprising FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey, Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde, Robert T.
Bartley and John C. Doerfer.
Matejka Succeeds Botkin
MAJ. GEN. Jerry V. Matejka, U. S. Army,
has been "detailed" for present time to take
over duties performed for past year by Harold
M. Botkin, assistant director for telecommunications of Office of Defense Mobilization. Mr.
Botkin, after serving year agreed upon, left last
Monday to return to AT&T Long Lines Dept.,
where he becomes assistant to AT&T Vice
President H. T. Killingsworth.
It was presumed Gen. Matejka will become
assistant (for telecommunications) to ODM Director Arthur S. Flemming. He retires from
active duty with Army Oct. 31, after joining in
1917. Gen. Matejka recently returned from
Europe after NATO service with Marshal Alphonse Juin at Fontainebleau, France.
'Our Town' to Be Filmed
SYNDICATION of Thornton Wilder's "Our
Town" as tv series for 1956 season announced
Friday by Sol Lesser who made feature movie
in 1939 and holds filming rights. Series to be
produced by Sol Lesser-Jack Denove Tv Films
Inc. Mr. Lesser said Frank Sinatra, featured in
NBC colorcast version last Monday on Producers Showcase, may be signed for tv series.
Meanwhile, Fred Coe, who produced NBC-TV
version, is reported seeking clearance for Broadway musical version this winter.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

FIGHT RECORD
THEATRE Network Television reported
Friday that about 325,000 persons in 129
theatres paid an estimated $1,240,000 to
view its closed-circuit telecast of Rocky
Marciano - Archie Moore heavyweight
championship bout in New York last
Wednesday. Nathan L. Halpern, TNT
president, called telecast "the greatest
one-time box-office attraction in the history of show business."
Saranac

Lake Delegates

Favor Regional Meeting Plan
REGIONAL type of NARTB industry meeting
in autumn favored by eight-state delegates at
Saranac Lake, N, Y., session (see coverage
starting page 72). Delegates liked idea, they
stated in resolution adopted Friday afternoon,
because it gives opportunity for state association meetings in conjunction with NARTB program. Another resolution thanked FCC Comr.
Robert T. Bartley for participation.
Registration of delegates reached 163 Friday
afternoon, with 28 advance registrants not yet
at meeting. Friday night banquet speaker was
Comr. Bartley with Paul Raibourn, KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles, NARTB Tv Board member, to
talk at Saturday luncheon.
Michael R. Hanna, WHCU Ithaca, re-elected
president of New York Radio & Tv Broadcasters Assn., along with Bill Doerr, WEBR Buffalo,
first vice president; Gordon Gray, WOR New
York, second vice president; George Dunham,
WNBF Binghamton, treasurer, and W. Stewart
Elliott, WIBX Utica, secretary. All directors reelected but one, with Carl Ward, WCBS New
York, replacing Sam Cook Digges, WCBS-TV
New York.
GOP to Get Equal Time
NEW YORK Republican State Committee advised Friday by NBC it would be given equal
time to answer Gov. Averell Harriman on statewide radio-tv network, provided Governor had
discussed "a controversial issue of public importance" in"partisan manner" on his upcoming
series originating from WRCA-AM-TV New
York. GOP committee had asked for time to
reply to forthcoming monthly series, Report to
the People.
PRIVATE POOL
NBC constructed special water tank at its
Burbank, Calif., studios at reported cost
of $25,000 to permit Esther Williams to
perform swimming number tomorrow
(Tues.) on Milton Berle Show (every
third Tues., 8-9 p.m. EDT). Tank
measures 40 feet long, 15 feet wide and
10 feet deep, and has two plexiglass
windows 12 feet long, facilitating camera
shots
of MissandWilliams'
art
both above
below swimming
water. Series,
which will be presented in color, is
sponsored by RCA, Sunbeam Corp. and
Whirlpool Corp.

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

LaROSA ADDING • La Rosa Products (spaghetti, macaroni, etc.), N. Y., planning to add
frequencies to present radio schedule of spot
announcements in New England and mid-Atlantic states, effective next month. Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., is agency.
NAME CHANGE • Roberts, MacAvinche &
Senne Adv. agency, Chicago, announces change
of name to Henry Senne Adv. Inc. effective
Oct. 1. Personnel will remain the same.
AGENCY MOVES • BBDO, after 16 years in
Russ Bldg., San Francisco, next Friday will
move to 11th floor of Equitable Life Bldg.,
120 Montgomery St. New phone is Exbrook
7-1122. J. G. Motheral is manager.
TV SATURATION DRIVE • Chattanooga
Medicine (Black Draft), Chattanooga, Tenn.,
which had tested television last year, planning
its first tv spot saturation campaign in South,
to be launched Oct. 10 with as many as 12
spots per week in over 30 markets. Length of
contract varies from 18 to 33 weeks, depending
on market. Harry B. Cohen, N. Y., is agency.
MORTON SCHEDULE • Morton Packing Co.
(Morton's frozen pies), Louisville, buying tv
national spot schedule for indefinite time, starting Oct. 1. Campaign to cover 70 markets on
about 85 stations. Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., is
agency.
BEST FOODS RADIO • Best Foods (H. O.
Oatmeal), N. Y., buying radio spot schedule in
New York and Boston for 26 weeks, starting
end of month. Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, N. Y., is agency.

000'
SPECIAL
to beinheld'$64,
Oct. 13
by Radio
to Expla
Cowan luncheon
& Television Executives Club, New York, to
hear Louis G. Cowan, producer, tell "The Story
Behind the $64,000 Question." As predicted
commercial
Revlontoken
week's Only
19], last
Sept.Touch
[B*T, with
dealt
& Glow.
mention
was made of Living Lipstick because supply is
exhausted. Hal March, m.c, asked public to be
patient while production catches up with demand. There will be no Living Lipstick commercial at all tomorrow (Tuesday) on CBS-TV
to Norman, Craig & Kumprogram,
mel, New according
York agency.
'Matinee' Gross Over Million
TOTAL gross billings for first 13 -week cycle
of NBC-TV's new Matinee Theatre said Friday to be more than $1 million in advance of
show's premiere Oct. 31. Matthew J. Culligan,
NBC-TV national sales manager, predicted program may break record for advance network
sales, exceeding
participating
mark
of 12 sponsors
and grossNBC-TV's
billings of Home
more
than $2 million before premiere. Mr. Culligan
said
four weeks
program's
four that
advertisers
have before
been signed.
Theydebut,
are
Procter & Gamble, through Benton & Bowles;
Aluminum Co. of America, Fuller & Smith &
Ross; Motorola Inc., through Leo Burnett Co.,
and B. T. Babbitt Co., through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. New series will be colorcast
live (Mon.-Fri., 3-4 p.m.).
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Triangle Signs Contract
To Acquire Altoona Property
CONTRACT for sale of WFBG-AM-TV Altoona, Pa., by Gable department store interests
to Triangle Publications (WFIL-Philadelphia
Inquirer) for $3.5 million cash signed Friday,
it is understood. Agreement contains no provision for time credit as first reported [B*T,
Aug. 8]. Application for FCC approval scheduled to be filed in next few weeks.
WFBG-TV operates on ch. 10 with 316 kw
and is affiliated with all networks. It began
operating in 1953 and is represented by H-R
Television Inc. WFBG, 250 w on 1340 kc, was
founded in 1925, is NBC affiliated and represented by H-R Representatives Inc.
This makes third acquisition being sought by
Annenberg interest; others are purchases of ch.
15 WLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa., for $115,000 plus
assumption of obligations totaling $125,000
(see story page 102) and application for ch. 18
in Elmira, N. Y., as satellite of Annenbergowned WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y.
RETMA to Study Dilemma
In Tv Frequency Allocation
INTENSIVE study of whole tv frequency allocation problem will be conducted by special
committee of Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn.
under direction of Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General
Electric Co., who headed original National
Television System Committee. Committee will
submit its findings to Commission. Failure of
many television stations was cited by RETMA.
Members of special committee, besides Chairman Baker, are Max F. Balcom, Sylvania Electric Products; Paul V. Galvin, Motorola Inc.;
E. C. Anderson, RCA; H. C. Bonfig, CBS
Columbia, and lames D. McLean, Philco Corp.
Seeks World Series Pickup
KIVA (TV) Yuma, Ariz., asked FCC Friday for
special temporary authority to telecast World
Series games by means of off-air pickup from
KRCA (TV) Los Angeles on Mt. Wilson.
KSTT Davenport Sold
SALE of KSTT Davenport, Iowa, by A. M.
McGregor and I. F. Whalen to group of Minneapolis businessmen for $112,500 announced
Friday. Buyers include Fred Epstein, Burt H.
and Milton H. Cohen and Marvin Borman.
Transaction, handled by Blackburn-Hamilton
Co., station brokers, subject to FCC approval.
Station is MBS, 1 kw on 1170 kc.
Texas Station Sale Filed
APPLICATION for FCC approval to sale of
87.53% of KCNY San Marcos, Tex., by Edward C. lames to Frank Wilson Jr. and Lawrence M. Walshak for $20,000 filed Friday.
Messrs. Wilson and Walshak own KCTI Gonzales, Tex.
Streibert's Talk on Radio
U. S. Information Agency Director Theodore
C. Streibert's address on "U. S. Information
Policy After Geneva" to World Affairs Council
of Philadelphia Wed., Sept. 28, to be on ABCRadio, 9:30-9:55 p.m. (EDT).
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

deadline

ARGENTINE

REPORT

CBS RADIO claimed Friday that earlier
in day Correspondent Peter Hahn made
first shortwave direct broadcast from
Buenos Aires since fall of ex-President
Peron (see story page 96). Mr. Hahn
reported that Peron was prisoner aboard
rebel navy warship, rather than exile
aboard Paraguayan gunboat. Mr. Hahn
notified CBS that after much persuasion,
government communication authorities
permitted him facilities of radio El Mundo in Buenos Aires without censorship.
Gen. Sarnoff to Be Called
In Movie Antitrust Suit
ALTHOUGH he already has given deposition
in government's 16mm antitrust suit against
major movie firms, Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff,
RCA-NBC board chairman, is to be subpoenaed
as witness in trial now underway in Los Angeles,
lustice Dept. official said Friday. Case is being
heard by Federal District Judge Leon R. Yankwich (story page 68).
Following blast by Justice Dept. counsel that
movie industry "conspired" to withhold films
from tv, movie attorneys told court it would
have been "economic insanity" for producers
to license feature pictures to tv stations or networks while new medium was just growing.
Macklin Fleming, counsel for RKO and Columbia, said his defense case will emphasize economic factors.
New RCA Tv Tube Line
RCA last Friday announced it has introduced
new line of television picture tubes of 25 different types, called RCA "Silverama" tubes.
D. Y. Smith, vice president and general manager, RCA Tube Division, said 25 various type
tubes will perform function of current 114
types on market, thus enabling distributors and
technicians to reduce number of picture tubes
they must stock to serve customers.
Disney on Closed Circuit
SHOWMAN Walt Disney went on 82-station
ABC closed circuit Friday to tell 18 advertisers
about plans for Mickey Mouse Club. Billings for
show (Mon.-Fri., 5-6 p.m. local time) already
stand at $15 million. Robert E. Kintner, ABC
president, introduced closed circuit, said advertisers were getting "greatest reservoir of goodwill" in U. S. with tv program, predicted it
would duplicate Davy Crockett craze of last
year's Disneyland series. Estimated 75 advertiser, agency, and station personnel caught
closed circuit at each station.
UPCOMING
Sept. 27-28: Joint meeting of the Pacific
Northwest Community Assn. and the
National Community Tv Assn. at
Walla Walla, Wash.
Sept. 28-30: NARTB Regional Meeting,
St. Charles Hotel, New Orleans.
For other Upcomings see page 723

DONN E. WINTHER appointed merchandising
representative, WNBF-AM-TV Binghamton,
N. Y. Stations' General Manager GEORGE R.
DUNHAM appointed to serve on N. Y. State
Dept.
mittee. of Commerce's Radio-Tv Advisory ComPINKY LEE, NBC-TV artist, who collapsed
of exhaustion Tuesday while on air, expected
to return to Pinky Lee Show (Mon.-Fri., 5-5:30
p.m. EDT) this Thursday. NBC, meantime,
showing kinescopes that had been newly made
with Mr. Lee.
OLGA BLOHM appointed manager of Standard Radio Transcription Services Inc. Miss
Blohm was active in advertising, manufacturing
and entertainment fields before joining company in June 1954. She will continue administrative duties and be in charge of firm's sales
activities, including sale (on outright basis) of
Standard Program Library, sound effects record
library, and Shorty Tunes musical units.
TED YATES, executive producer, Tex and Jinx
Show on WRCA-TV New York, has joined
DuMont's WABD (TV) New York as director
of news and special events.
LEN SCHLOSSER, assistant radio-tv director
for U. of Chicago and formerly producer, news
director and assistant to director of CBS network operations, appointed radio-tv director for
Chicago Council on Foreign Relations effective
Oct. 1. He has been assistant director of U. of
Chicago Round Table and successor, New
World.
JOHN M. RANKIN appointed assistant general sales manager of Morton Salt Co. JAMES
H. BURTCH named assistant to President
Daniel Peterkin Jr. Firm uses both broadcast
media and account is handled by Needham,
Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago.

WALTER

DUNCAN, senior writer, sales promotion, CBS Radio, resigns to become chairman of speech department at Babson Institute,
Wellsley, Mass.

JOHN RYAN, formerly with Abbott Kimball
Co., New York, joins sales staff of Telepix
Corp., Hollywood tv film packager.
Brandt

Forms

Own

Firm

ALAN (BUD) BRANDT has resigned as
publicity and special events director of WNEW
New York, to form his own organization,
Brandt Public Relations & Promotions. New
firm will go into operation Oct. 15. Mr. Brandt,
with WNEW five years, formerly was director
of public relations for Howdy Doody package.
New firm plans to include public relations services ranging from personalities, radio and tv
packages through consumer products. Clients
will be announced shortly.
Apple Budget Doubled
NEW YORK & New England Apple Institute,
Kingston, N. Y., has doubled its broadcasting
media budget from $45,000 to $100,000 to help
promote 1955's bumper crop. Effective end of
September, contract runs for three to four weeks
in four states, 90% in radio spots, 10% in
tv
participati
children's
shows. Agency is
on of N.
Charles
W. Hoyt,
Y.

'Coke Time' at Notre Dame
NBC-TV's Coke Time will originate from South
Bend, Ind., next Friday saluting dedication of
uhf WNDU-TV's opening. Station became NBC
affiliate last July.
September 26, 1955
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LEE PROPOUNDS

in brief

A PLAN

U. S. PERSONAL INCOME UP

Forget the u's, he suggests, and drop
in more Vs. Other news in tv dealings:
FCC approves NBC's first uhf, Cuban
operator disclaims Miami interference,
and engineers gather to talk things
over
27
TEXT OF LEE'S PROPOSAL
It appears, slightly condensed, on page
;
28
HOW

RADIO CAN HELP ITSELF

A BBDO vice president makes five
suggestions for boosting spot
30
CITIES ARE 80% TV-SATURATED
Says the Census Bureau after nationwide survey, which shows 2.3% of all
homes have two or more sets
32
TOP FILM SHOWS

Broadcasting Publications Inc.
SalPresident
TaUhoff
Maury Long
B. T. Taishoff
Treasurer
Vice President

IN 10 CITIES

August's top-rated syndicated film
shows in 10 representative major markets, compiled monthly for B»T by
American Research Bureau
37

1954 total was $285 billion. The
breakdown by states is on
56
RESTRICTIONS FOR CIGARETTE ADS
FTC comes up with a seven-point code
to govern tobacco advertising . . . .61
TWO

MORE

RELEASE MOVIES

Films Inc., Pictorial Films accept consent degree. Antitrust proceedings
open in Los Angeles
68
NARTB FALL SWING IS ON
Chicago regional meeting opened circuit last week. Complete coverage . 72
ABC STARTS SOMETHING

NEW

Radio network splits 7:30-10 p.m. time
into five multi-segmented shows . .90
CBS-TV KEEPS ITS BONANZA
NBC was after the '$64,000 Question'
last week, but couldn't swing it . .92
FCC RULES 'ANTIQUE— WALKER
NARTB engineering chief says 1934
regulations are out of step with modern industry
98

'GUNSMOKE' GOES ON FILM
The story behind CBS-TV's making a
tv show out of a popular radio program 38
'THE KING DON'T CARE'

TAKE STAND ON PAY TV'
That's Gen. Sarnoff's admonition to
political parties. He says toll question
is as important as was prohibition . 100
WHAT

That's the ungrammatical but successful slogan of an Indianapolis car
dealer whose sales boomed when he
bought film shows on tv
44

ARE THEY PAYING?

Station wages are highest in northcentral area, NARTB hears. The nationwide picture
10 3
BRITAIN GOES COMMERCIAL

FOOTBALL FILMCASTS
Sportsvision Inc. paces the field in
49
delayed grid films

Despite overspotting and somewhat
derway
inept handling, new tv system gets un-

departments
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At Deadline
Awards
Closed Circuit
Colorcasting
Editorial
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ROUTINE
ASSIGNMENT

One of the most spectacular sports accidents of all

the ARB and Pulse ratings for both Seattle stations

time took place on Lake Washington in early August . . .

covering the event, August 7. KING-TV showed a
superiority on both surveys of almost four to one.

and, only KING-TV was on hand to record the
scene, live and by kinescope.

GOLD

These unretouched kinephotos show the unlimited

CUP, 1955

Average Telepulse rating for duplicate coverage:

hydroplane, Slo-Mo-Shun V, attempting to qualify for
the famous Gold Cup classic. Suddenly, while traveling

Channel 5, KING-TV— 37.46
Other Seattle Channel— 10.48

at a speed of 160 miles-per-hour, the defending champion
leaped out of the water performing a complete loop.

Average ARB rating for duplicate coverage:
Channel 5, KING-TV— 50.19
Other Seattle Channel — 14.75

Landing right side up, she continued on her course
minus its driver, Lou Fageol.

FIRST IN SEATTLE

The Pacific Northwest has come to expect such

Channel 5— ABC

exclusive coverage from KING-TV. This helps explain
Ask

100,000 Watts
your BLAIR-TV man

KiNG-TV
Otto Brandt, Vice President and General Manager

A helicopter crew from Naval Air Station, Cecil Field, The soaring buying power of the area served by WMBRJacksonville, Florida, practices sea rescue operations.
TV has rescued many a marketer of consumer goods.
All Official Photographs, U. S. Navy, except as noted.

rI >
A he Navy sailed into Jacksonville fifteen years
ago and started a business boom that has never
stopped gaining knots. Since October 15, 1940.
when the Jacksonville area was commissioned, the
Navy has spent $349,000,000 on plant alone (with
$17,645,000 more on deck), is currently paying
its 21,000in annual
Jacksonville-based
"employees" $53,000,000
salary.
The U. S. Navy, with important installations
at suburban Mayport, Cecil Field, Green Cove
Springs, as well as the Naval Air Technical Training Center, the Naval Hospital, and the Naval Air
Station in Jacksonville, is one of 600 industries
in the area. Combining Old Southern traditions
with New Southern commercial vigor, Jacksonville
is a market of 375,000 inhabitants, a marketplace for 700,000 more, most of whom watch
WMBR-TV.
Accessibility to creeks, rivers, and ocean makes the Jacksonville
area particularly attractive to fishermen and Navy personnel.
Shown are ships in the Florida Group of the Reserve Fleet,

Vapor trails left by Navy jets are familiar sights in the
Jacksonville sky. Almost jet-propelled, population growth of
Florida, up 26% in five years, will show a gain of 53% for
the decade as estimated by the U. S. Bureau of the Census.
Provisions per capita over a 30-day period aboard
ship. Annual Navy purchases of supplies and produce
in the Jacksonville area total more than $4,000,000.

A trail of visitors are welcomed aboard on aircraft carrier
at Mayport, near the mouth of the St. Johns, deep enough
to permit ocean-going vessels to make Jacksonville the top
port of the South Atlantic states.

All in a day's work for Navy jet pilots. Powder charge
in jet ejection seat model simulates the experience of
rescue-ejection from a jet plane.

At

A.
Naval Air Station, Jacksonville, where %6Vi million in construction isauthorized or recently completed. Navy building,
plus SllVi million in public works construction authorized
for
1956, make Jacksonville a center of bustling building
activity.

i
j

Downtown Jacksonville, showing part of the network of
bridges across the St. Johns. $60,000,000 is being spent to
take gOOd care Of our visitors.
Charles Smith Studio (Jax) picture.

WMBR-TV Coverage
0.1 MV M (Estimate)

area covered
WMBR-TV's
100,000Total
watt signal
includes bya million
people
three states, a billion dollar market
reached exclusively by Northern
Florida's and Southern Georgia's
most powerful station.
WMBR-TV

Channel 4

Basic CBS

CAPITAL TYPES #11

THE KING-MAKER
Waits till dusk when his
wife makes him go to the
Laundromat. Kids keep
hiding assorted small
wildlife in his slippers.
Crazy about bagpipe music, but not allowed to
play within one hundred
yards of the house. Aunt
Margaret calls him "Cuddles": hasn't spoken to
Aunt Margaret since Armistice Day, 1939.
And in Washington, advertisers call WTOP Radio a
better buy than any other
station. WTOP is the station with (1) the largest
average share of audience (2) the most quarterhour wins (3 ) Washington's
most popular local personalities and (4) ten
times the power of any
other radio station.
WTOP
RADIO
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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THE PERRY COMO

SHOW

GET a top-rated show going in a certain time
spot, and you can bet the rival networks will
start gunning for it. Witness the 8-9 p.m.
Saturday slot, dominated by CBS-TV's Jackie
Gleason for the last few years. And witness
NBC-TV's Perry Como Show, which Sept. 17
marshaled all the name stars it could get into
an hour and went to battle.
This venture is something new for Mr. Como,
who has risen to fame and considerable fortune
by singing songs and letting it go at that. No
producer would stand still for a singer just singing for an hour, so they had to come up with
something more. What they came up with is
a combination Como and comedy. Goodman
Ace's script seemed written for George Gobel
— it's too bad Mr. Gobel didn't play it.
Principal guest was Rosemary Clooney, who
sang and looked pretty both by herself and with
the host. Others in the battery of guests were
Julius LaRosa, Frankie Laine, and the Sid
Caesar troupe, who clowned around and otherwise got in the way of the program.
The show closed on a happy note — they finally turned Mr. Como loose and let him sing.
He was doing what he does best, and seemed
much more comfortable at it.
Production cost: $85,000
Sponsored by International Cellucotton Products through Foote, Cone & Belding; Gold
Seal through Campbell-Mithun; Noxzema
through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles;
Dormeyer Corp. through Joy John W. Shaw
Adv.; Armour & Co. through Tatham-Laird.
Broadcast on NBC-TV, Saturdays, 8-9 p.m
Executive Producer: George F. McGarrett.
Producer: Lee Cooley; associate producer:
Henry Howard; director: Gray Lockwood;
technical director: Hemy Bomberger; music
director: Mitchell Ayres.
NAVY

LOG

FASCINATveinING photography and an educational throughout the script are strong
inducements to view Navy Log, CBS-TV's new
Tuesday night film offering.
However, the opening story about Navy
frogmen's daring-do lapsed into a pattern that
even
predates
heroics
Jack Holt
and the
Jackdiver
Graves
someof 20Hollywood's
years ago.
Back on the submarine, the frogman trainee
who had "chickened out" in training school
realizes his mates, working in the murky depths
on a sunken hull, face death. You finish it.
Production Costs: Approximately $35,000
Sponsored alternately by Maytag Co. through
Leo Burnett, and W. A. Sheaffer en Co.
through Russel Seeds on CBS-TV, Tues., 88:30 p.m. EDT.
Creator and producer: Sam Gallu; executive
producer: Leslie Harris; director: Bud
Andrews; script written by Alan Sloane.
YOUR NUTRILITE RADIO THEATRE
NBC Radio's Your Nutrilite Radio Theatre was
introduced Sept. 18 with a presentation titled
"Berlin Interlude." The acting was uniformly
excellent. It is to be regretted that the competent cast was handed a script that charitably
could be called "strikingly unoriginal."
The story-line centers around a U. S. newspaper correspondent in Berlin who falls in love
with a Russian girl who works for the Soviet
embassy. She loves him too, but will not escape
with him to the western world because she cannot believe that the Soviet government is a dishonest and ruthless one. Following one of his
clandestine meetings with his sweetheart in East
Berlin, the newspaperman is arrested and
charged with espionage. He is given a trial and

found guilty. . • .
This plot (or reasonable facsimile) has been
on radio and tv all too often in the past. In
the face of this handicap, commendable performances were turned in by the cast, headed
by Frank Lovejoy as the American correspondent and Joan Banks as his sweetheart. Pat
O'Brien serves as host for the series.
Production cost: $5,200
Sponsor: Mytinger & Casselberry Inc., through
Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles
Broadcast on NBC Radio, Sun., 5:05-6 p.m.
Producer-director: Fred R. Levings
YOU'LL NEVER GET RICH
ANY resemblance to You'll Never Get Rich,
new CBS-TV Tuesday night comedy series
starring Phil Silvers, and the Army is purely
coincidental. The show is based on the antics
of an army career man, M/Sgt. Bilko, and his
buddies.
The always handy army theme is tried again
without any noticeable change in the timeworn
script used for so many years. In the first showing last Tuesday night Mr. Silvers was on the
screen too much of the time with his stereotyped humor, which gets rather tiresome after
30 minutes. Harvey Lembeck, a proven comedian, was not given a chance to show his
abilities, but was limited to playing straight man.
Production Costs: Approximately $38,000
Sponsored alternately by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., through William Esty Co., and
Amana Refrigeration Inc., through Maury,
Lee & Marshall, on CBS-TV, Tues., 8:30-9
Producer-Director:
Nat Hiken; Camera Dip.m. EDT
rector: Al De Caprio; Supervisor of Production: Edward J. Montage; Announcer: Bern
Bennett; Writer: Nat Hiken
WARNER

BROS. PRESENTS
CHEYENNE

CRITICS of television's alliance with the motion picture industry pointedly have remarked
that the latter is capable of producing as much
balderdash for tv as it has for the theatres.
There is evidence to support this charge in
the first episode of the "Cheyenne" western
series, one-third of the Warner Bros. Presents
trilogy, which also includes series based on
"Casablanca" and "King's Row," each carried
on ABC-TV every third Tuesday.
There was a lot of "shoot-em-up" and wild
Indians in the first episode of "Cheyenne" that
might appeal to pre-school age youngsters. But
does television have to make a special deal
with motion pictures to obtain this type of film
fare? It could, not illogically, be pointed out
that a product of similar quality already has
been available to tv in the past via "old movies."
Though no attempt was made by this reviewer to clock the time devoted to the Warner
Bros, plug for its art department, ABC-TV said
it amounted to seven minutes and eleven
seconds. It seemed longer.
There is no quarrel with the acting. Clint
Walker, in the title role, seemed a particularly
fitting choice. The supporting cast was uniformly excellent. But, trite as it may seem,
the play is still the thing.
Production costs: $65,000
Sponsored alternately by Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. through Cunningham & Walsh and
Monsanto Chemical Co. through Needham,
Louis & Brorby on ABC-TV, Tues., 7:30-8:30
Host:
p.m. Gig
EDT.Young.
Director: Richard Bare; producer: Harve Foster; Music: William Lava
Broadcasting • Telecasting

each

one

is

different

The job to be done determines
the design to do it. Like
different pairs of shears,
each quality television station
is shaped to the job it must do
— the need it fills —
the market it serves.

For television stations,
Harrington, Righter and Parsons'
representation has special meaning.
Our only concern
— to interpret and sell
the unique design of each quality
television station we represent.

A lb any

and

Parsons,

Inc.
New
York
Chicago

San Francisco
the only medium

we

serve

W ROW -TV
WAAM

Baltimore

WBEN-TV

Buffalo

WJRT
WFMY-TV
WTPA

Flint
Greensboro
Harrisburg
Kansas City

WDAF-TV
WHAS-TV
WTMJ-TV
WMTW

Louisville
Milwaukee
Mt. Washington

WSYR-TV

Syracuse

W

GTO

WRAPS

Here's what you get all done up in the W.GTO

UP

package . .

Forty percent of the population of the entire state!
Folks with a fair share of the profits: 40% of the
effective buying income of all Florida. They spend it
too, buying 40% of the food and 49% of the drugs and
41% of all general merchandise is sold from the Gulf To
Ocean — Gainesville To Okeechobee!
Here too is where agriculture, second only to
tourist trade produces a whopping 63% of
the gross farm income.

The table below

shows how all this looks in dollars and cents.

Market

information

1,384,000
456#630

Population
Radio Homes
Effective Buying Income
Retail Sales
Food

328,473,000

Sales

General

. .

133,811,000

. . .

75,230,000

Merchandise

Furniture-Household
Automotive

$1,869,606,000
1,347,875,000

255,985,000

Sales

50,868,000

Drug Sales
Gross Cash Farm Income

449,262,000

SOURCES: Radio Homes, SRDS' 7955 "Consumer Markets"; All other categories, Sales Management's 7955 "Survey of Buying Power.
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for availabilities write
wire, or phone 6-2621
Haines City, Florida
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to DAVID VAN DORN SUTTON

CLASS A One Minute -or
20s.ann'nc'm'nts, R.O.S.

Newspaper

Ads
C04tf

2700
Direct Mail Pieces
vta extna

coat!

Taxiposters (1 Month)
C04tf

IN-STORE
and LOBBY
DISPLAYS

THE \]^U& STATION of
L~]
["^Central New England;

WWORTV

channel 14 Worcester, Mass.
' REPRESENTED BY
Paul H. Raymer Co.
ABC—
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THE lean, hard years of the mid-depression,
which deflected many bright young men from
careers in the old-line professions, persuaded
David Van Dorn Sutton, vice president of
MCA-TV, to abandon law as a life-calling.
It was in 1935 that Mr. Sutton, fresh out of
the U. of West Virginia Law School, decided
that the time perhaps was not too propitious
for a fledgling lawyer to hang out his shingle.
An alert, articulate young man with a large
reservoir of energy, Mr. Sutton felt that sales
work offered the most attractive opportunity
for self-development. He accepted a post as a
salesman with the Reynolds Tobacco Co. and
later switched to the Case Brass & Copper Co.
In 1940 Mr. Sutton joined CBS-owned WBBM
Chicago as a salesman.
His choice of sales work as a career, though
dictated by necessity at the time, has been a
fortunate one, as a perusal of Mr. Sutton's business "vital statistics" can substantiate. He rose
gradually but steadily through a series of station and network executive posts until 1952,
when he was appointed vice president of MCATV Film Ltd., the film division of the parent
company, Music Corp. of America.
Born in Clarksburg, W. Va., on Jan. 3, 1912,
Mr. Sutton is a tall, personable man who weighs
his words carefully and exudes a quality of
reflective caution. He prepared for the U. of
West Virginia Law School at the U. of VirFollowing his basic training in broadcasting
ginia.
sales at WBBM, Mr. Sutton was transferred to
New York in 1942 as eastern sales manager
for that station. It was during this period that
Mr. Sutton's career, like that of many other
young men, took a hiatus for World War II.
He served in the U. S. Marine Corps as a
ground coordinator with a night fighter unit.
His tour of service was at Quantico, San Francisco, Cherry Point, and in Texas. He modestly
describes this as "one of the unglamorous wartime assignments." He was separated in 1946
with the rank of captain.
Upon his return to civilian life, Mr. Sutton
accepted the position of general sales manager
of KMOX St. Louis, also CBS-owned. In 1948
he returned to New York as an account executive with CBS Radio. A year later he was appointed general sales manager of CBS-TV and
in 1951 was advanced to vice president in
charge of sales for CBS-TV.
It was during those latter years with CBS-TV
that Mr. Sutton's skill as a sales executive and
administrator came to the fore. He is credited
with having played a significant role in inducing
sponsors to use such tv shows as Studio One,
Arthur Godfrey, Douglas Edwards with the
News, See It Now, and What's My Line?
The record compiled by Mr. Sutton at CBS-

TV came to the attention of Taft Schreiber,
executive vice president of MCA. In 1952, Mr.
Schreiber asked him to join the company and
head MCA-TV Ltd. as vice president. Last
January he was elected to the board of directors.
As operating head of MCA-TV, Mr. Sutton
directs the activities of some 75 salesmen, located in 22 offices in the U. S. and in five overseas branches. The company syndicates 28
properties and claims the distinction of being
the world's largest distributors of tv films.
Some of the tv films distributed by MCA-TV
are City Defective, Soldiers of Fortune, Biff
Baker, U.S.A., Abbott and Costello, I Am The
Law, Man Behind the Badge, and Rocky Jones,
Space Cadet, among others.
Mr. Sutton believes that the growth of MCATV from small beginnings in 1950 can be attributed in large part to the company's policy
of accepting for distribution programs that
must match the quality of an outstanding network show. He observed that at the outset
MCA-TV distributed products by the MCAowned Revue Productions only, but later
branched out to handle the output of such other
organizations as Roland Reed Productions,
Gross-Krasne Productions, Cosman Productions, Parsonnet Productions, Rawlin-Grant
Productions and the William Esty Co., among
others.
As an individual who has accumulated a
background
both "live"
and tvof film,
Mr. Sutton is in theinenviable
position
knowing
the
comparative merits of each form. He contends
that "there is going to be room for both 'live'
and filmed television." But he believes that the
current trend will continue, with film presentations occupying more time on the air than "live"
tv. It is Mr. Sutton's view that the needs of a
particular advertiser will dictate which form he
will use, with some advertisers requiring spontaneity of performance preferring "live" and
others choosing film, perhaps because of marketing requirements.
From
his Madison Ave. office Mr. Sutton
directs the sales strategy for his salesmen in the
field, but still is enthusiastic about personally
clinching deals. Though much of his business is
conducted on the telephone and on visits to New
York agencies, he enjoys regular trips to branch
offices to keep the men in the field briefed on
latest developments.
Mr. Sutton married the former Louisa Powell
of Wheeling, W. Va., in 1939. They have a 13year-old daughter, Marlin. The Sutton family
makes its home in Westport, Conn.
Mr. Sutton is a Mason and a member of
the Weston (Conn.) Gun Club. His spare-time
hobbies include boating and hunting. Recently,
Mr. Sutton took up golf and for the moment
prefers not to talk about his score.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

more

than

ever

station

San

Joaquin

-- the

ST

in the

Valley

Added NBC shows give KM J-TV programming more audience pull than ever — make
this station a better -than- ever -buy.
KMJ-TV is this area's FIRST tv station in
POWER 447,000 watts
RECEPTION Viewer survey shows KMJ-TV
reception is rated most satisfactory and snow free in the Fresno
area
COLOR
|5^p|
lJ^Sli
OHOH

KMJ-TV was the
tion equipped to
work color shows
sented them on
scheduled basis.

first local statransmit netand has prea regularly

Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
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HOMER PATTON

all accounts

RADIO AND TV are complementary advertising media
and bothHomer
"workPatton,
like apresident
charm," and
according toGeorge
owner of his own Hollywood agency. "In this
agency,
two are
married,"
says.
GeorgethePatton
Adv.happily
accounts
include heAngelus
Trailer Co., which is planning a television campaign in its 11 western states area; California
Central Airlines, a heavy regional radio user
plus some tv; Gould Investment Co., local radiotv; Las Vegas' Hotel Fabulous, regional radiotv; Lindy's Mexican Food Products, exclusively
regional tv; Pico Novelty Co., regional radio-tv
for its Klic-Klak Blocks; Red Devil lighter fluid,
local radio; Riviera Sofa Bed Co., regional
radio-tv; Dr. S. M. Sassone D. C, local radio-tv;
Sentinel Television Appliances Co. (distributor), almost exclusively tv on regional basis;
Western Lands, Las Vegas development firm,
largely regional tv but also some radio; Willow
Springs Road Racing Assn., local radio-tv, and
Zell Mills Radio & Television Appliances Co.,
exclusively local tv.
Perhaps one of the few Los Angeles advertising men who can walk into any of the seven
tv stations in town and immediately know the
majority of production people, Mr. Patton still
visits stations each week and does spots to keep
in trim.
In television's early days there, Mr. Patton
worked at the stations "for free" in the evenings
just for the experience.
Born Christmas Day 1913 at Grove City, Pa.,
Mr. Patton was just a "small town boy" until
he went to New York in 1938 to "see the big
city in
andcommerce
bright lights."
He had from
received
his
B.S.
and economics
Grove
City College that year and was eager to break
into advertising. He didn't make it. But with
Pearl Harbor, he volunteered for the Navy, became an ensign and was assigned to public relations for the Seabees at San Francisco. There he
produced radio shows for domestic use, OWI
and AFRA, as well as general publicity. When
he left as a full lieutenant in 1945, he had his
"advertising" experience.
In the following years he circulated among
various Los Angeles advertising agencies doing
general account work. In 195 i he made the
break and formed his own agency.
His wife, Lyn Jane, is active in the agency.
They live "in the valley" at Sherman Oaks,
Calif., with George Jr., 12, Mary Elizabeth, 9,
and a swimming pool. A community conscious
person, Mr. Patton serves on the Sherman Oaks
Boy Scout Troop Council. His principal hobby
is color photography — under water.
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one
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PACKAGE

DISCOUNT

for

two
great

and

you

get...

DOMINANCE

area

DOUBLED

stations

IN THE

CAROLINAS

One package discount now gives your product special delivery to one of the nation's
top 10 TV markets! Advertisers earn 15% discount on WBTW in addition to
regular discounts — by combining top-power WBTV and WBTW.
The buying habits of more than 50 % of all Carolinians are directly influenced by
these two great area stations. That's 3,375,000 Carolinians with $3% billion
in effective buying power . . . over $2J/£ billion in retail sales!
Here's a package of sales power, wrapped and ready to work for you.
Place your order with WBTV, WBTW or CBS Television Spot Sales.

JEFFERSON
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Radio '55
EDITOR:
KINDLY SEND US SOON AS POSSIBLE TEN COPIES
OF SEPT. 19 ISSUE OF B-T.
Ted Hills, Mgr.
KXYZ Houston, Tex.
EDITOR:
PLEASE SHIP IMMEDIATELY TEN COPIES ISSUE
SEPT. 19 AND BILL US ACCORDINGLY.
Barbara Young, Pub. Dir.
WSUN St. Petersburg, Fla.

MARKET—

America's

MIKE

5th richest'

EDITOR:
The Sept. 19 issue of B«T is great!
Your complete treatment of the state of radio today makes quite a story — a success story
that can't be overlooked.
Hollis M. Seavey, Dir.
Clear Channel Bcstg. Service
Washington, D. C.
EDITOR:
For over 10 years I have enjoyed reading
B»T, but your special [Sept. 19] report on Radio
in 1955 is perhaps the best issue yet.
It was terrific, especially your article on
"Pants, Peaches, Pontiacs."
Please send 25 reprints of this fine article.
Grady Cooper Jr., Gen. Mgr.
WSFB Quitman, Ga.

Class "A" time rate comparison
among South Bend area stations
WSJV

Station B Station C

1 hour

$300.00 $500.00
Yi hour $180.00 $300.00
5 min.
$ 90.00 $125.00
Effective
250,000 185,000
Radiated
watts
watts
Power
^Source: 1955 Sales Management Survey of

$400.00
$240.00
$100.00
204,000
watts
Buying Power

Average per family income in the
South Bend Market is $6,923.00—
ranking it first in Indiana and fifth
highest in the nation. WSJV-TV
reaches 208,000 UHF sets in this
billion dollar market — with broader
coverage at substantially lower rates
than any TV station in the area.

WSJV-TV

JOHN F. DILLE, Jr., President
PAUL C. BRINES, General Manager
Your Growth Network Station
Serving
South Bend- Elkhart
Northern Indiana
Southern

Michigan

For availabilities see your
H-R
Page 24
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Radio's Help Wanted
EDITOR:
May I take this occasion to offer my most
heartfelt thanks to the radio and television industries for the tremendous contributions they
have made to the cause of civil defense in
America. . . .
Outstanding among these efforts is the generous investment by the American broadcasting
industry of technical advice, time and money in
the Conelrad system of emergency broadcasting
which, in the event of attack, would make it
possible for use to get vital instructions to
people while denying enemy navigators the
benefit of a homing signal.
In recent months, newly discovered capabilities of nuclear weapons have forced added problems and complexities upon us which have made
the role of Conelrad even more vitally important to our national safety. As a result we will
be compelled, in the days ahead, to devise
methods for further strengthening and expanding the facilities of this invaluable disaster
lifeline.
To accomplish this task, we will require the
assistance and cooperation of the best brains
and skill in radio. I am confident that, as in the
past, this will be forthcoming from the industry
in a generous manner.
Val Peterson, Administrator
Federal Civil Defense Administration
Battle Creek, Mich.
C&W is L&M Agency
EDITOR:
For more years than I can remember, I
have always looked to B»T as the watchword
of accuracy in the trade magazine field. In the
light of this, you can understand my real surprise on seeing the article on page 39 of your
issue of Sept. 12.
As you know, this company and its prede-

cessor company have represented the Liggett
& Myers Tobacco Co. for over 30 years, which
I am sure is one of the longest client-agency
associations in the tobacco industry.
Jerome Feniger
Cunningham & Walsh
New York
tEDITOR'Sinexplicably
NOTE: Theanditem
referred toidentified
by Mr.
Feniger
Inexcusably
the Liggett
& Myers Tobacco Co. agency as Lennen
& Newell.]
Broker's Beef
EDITOR:
Honestly, we sell radio and tv stations, too.
Three in the issue in which your fine article
on brokers appeared [B«T, Sept. 19]: KBAK
at Bakersfield, Calif.; WJNC at Jacksonville,
N. C; KCBQ at San Diego, and many, many
others . . . and we maintain three offices . . .
and our gross sales are hitting close to $2
million for the year ... so you see we are
very much in the business.
Jack L. Stoll,
Jack L. Stoll & Assoc.
Los Angeles
B-T agrees
L. Stoll
&[EDITOR'S
Assoc. is NOTE:
very much
in the that
stationJackbrokerage
business. The article on radio station sales
named a few firms as examples of station brokers
but did not claim that this was an inclusive list.]
Auto Admiration
. . . For quite some time we have used your
fine publication for information about television
stations and television people. And we continue
to admire the thorough, lively research job that
must be required to keep your data so accurately fresh. . . .
Tom Marker, Manager
Motion Picture Activities
Chrysler Corp., Detroit
Carnegie Scholars
EDITOR:
B«T is to be congratulated for its insight in
calling the shots in the editorial about the sudden era of friendly coexistence between the
Russians and the West and what this could
mean to the Voice of America ["What's Past
Could Be Prologue" [B»T, Sept. 5].
It wasn't more than a couple of days later
that the esteemed Sen. Malone of Nevada,
after a brief visit to Moscow, including a. sidewalk poll of a handful of Muscovites — through
an interpreter, issued a statement saying, in effect, "The Russians love their leaders; there is
no chance of overthrowing the Kremlin; we
should save our money, stop our propaganda
and do away with the Voice of America. . . ."
Right now Sen. Malone might better stop
being an overnight expert. Instead, he might
put more trust in the thinking of the experts
who have spent 20 and 30 years in the specialized work of combatting Communism. . . .
Some of those experts helped devise the techniques and themes for the VOA, RFE [Radio
Free Europe] and RL [Radio Liberation] that
were so effective as to make the Russians jam
their transmitters. Why, I ask, if this propaganda was so ineffectual, are the Russians
spending so much money and manpower and
equipment to keep it from reaching the Russian
people?
It's my hunch that the VOA, RFE and RL
had a lot to do with the Russians suddenly acting and talking as if they had taken lessons
from Dale Carnegie.
M.
Novik, Radio Consultant
New S. York
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KMTV, Omaha, starts its 7th year
with the announcement that it is now
equipped to televise local studio shows
and film programs in full color.
With the installation of special color
TV equipment, KMTV now becomes
the first TV station in its section of the
Middle West to telecast live programs
right from its own studios in full color.
KMTV

has been televising color

network programs in full color since
December of 1953, and will carry
a greatly expanded schedule
of color programs this fall.
KMTV Chief Engineer,
Schroeder,
with KMTV's new
RCA color Ray
television
camera.
The new color facilities of KMTV represent a
tremendous achievement. Out of the 461 television
stations now on the air in the United States,
KMTV becomes the 15th to televise local studio
programs in color . . . and the 42nd station in the
nation to telecast local films, slides and movies
in full color.

TELEVISION

CBS-TV
ABC-TV
Represented by
OMAHA

CENTER
CHANNEL 3
MAY BROADCASTING

Broadcasting

So whether you want your product advertised in
full color — or in black-and-white — KMTV is
equipped to give you the finest facilities and services in Omaha — one of the nation's fastest growing markets. It's another colorful first for KMTV
and KMTV advertisers — and another reason why
— in Omaha, the place to be — is Channel 3.
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KWKH

IS

BIG

NOISE

IN

SHREVEPORT

TOO!
BekUe>i,

KWKH's

daytime SAMS area covers 80 counties . . .
hundreds of towns and villages like Belcher,
Louisiana (pop. 260). And oh, how we whet
their appetites for KWKH

Latest Hoopers show that KWKH

programming!

is preferred over the

second station in Metropolitan Shreveport —
morning, noon and night — up to 104%!
In listeners per dollar KWKH

outstrips the next-best

Shreveport station by 89.4%.

Get all the

facts from The Branham Company.

Nearly 2 million people live within the KWKH daytime
SAMS area. (The area includes additional counties in
Texas, Oklahoma and New Mexico not shown on map.)
KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station
I TEXAS
SHREVEPORT,

LOUISIANA
ARKANSAS

50,000
The Branham Co.
Representatives

Watts
• CBS Radio
Henry Clay
Fred Watkins
Commercial Manager
General Manager
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as follows: Zone I, 100-200 miles; Zone II,
120-135 miles, and Zone III, 135-150 miles.
Zone I includes the densely populated northeast, middle Atlantic and north central states.
Zone II is the remainder of the country except
for the Gulf area which is Zone III.
FORGET
U S, ADD
V'S-LEE
The mileage criterion was one of the key
Commissioner recommends the FCC give up on uhf, expand vhf
decisions made when the FCC lifted its fourservice by relaxing rules and getting more spectrum. Meanwhile,
year-long freeze on tv applications in April
1952. These were fixed to accommodate the
NBC's first u gets approval, a Cuban broadcaster says Miami doesn't
population density of Zone I, the more open
interfere, and professional broadcasting engineers meet in Washingareas of Zone II and the errant propagation
characteristics of radio waves in Zone III.
ton to go over the whole uhf-vhf dilemma.
Mr. Lee also called on the Commission to
tion in Washington last May.
WITH the FCC on the eve of rolling up its
authorize the use of directional antennas, resleeves to tackle the uhf-vhf antipasto, Comr.
Secondly, Mr. Lee said, give tv seven addiverse polarization and the maximum utilization of carrier offset.
tional channels in the immediate future by
Robert E. Lee last week tossed in the latest, and
what could be the spiciest, ingredient:
Directional antennas have the effect of conusing the 132-174 mc band. This is now ocGive up on uhf; get more vhf channels
cupied by military and government agencies,
fining abroadcast signal mostly in one direction.
through relaxing separation factors, moving
but is mostly used by amateurs, maritime, in- This protects a co-channel station from interother services out of the vhf band.
ference if it is on the side which has been
dustrial, public safety, transportation and
But even as Comr. Lee made his blunt and domestic services. Mr. Lee suggested that these limited, and thus permits closer spacing.
dramatic proposal, the Commission:
Telecast signals today are horizontally
users be given space above 500 mc (see con• Granted NBC the right to buy ch. 17
densation of Mr. Lee's speech on next page). polarized — i.e., they are transmitted so that
WBUF-TV Buffalo for $312,500.
For the immediate present, Mr. Lee plumped
their plane is horizontal to the earth. Closer
• Broadcaster A. H. Barletta Jr. of Cuba
hard for the relaxation of the mileage separa- spacing should be possible, it is held, if horizontal signals are broadcast by one station
tions required under existing FCC regulations.
told the FCC there were no problems with interference between Miami stations and Havana
Present regulations call for Zone I vhf and vertical signals by another. By decreasing
stations.
stations to be 170 miles apart, Zone II 190 the areas of interference, this would permit two
stations on the same frequency to be located
• The Professional Group on Broadcast
miles apart, and Zone HI 220 miles apart.
Transmission Systems of the Institute of Radio
Mr. Lee recommended that these be changed
closer together than if all-horizontal.
Engineers heard words both of encourageUnder present regulations, tv stations must
ment and of pessimism about the possibility
offset their carriers with other co-channel staof solving the uhf-vhf dilemma.
tions. This means that where one station is
THE TASK TO TACKLE
The Commission is scheduled to begin
on one carrier, other stations are 10 kc above
or below the same carrier.
formally considering the uhf-vhf problem next
THESE are the topics facing the FCC
Monday (Oct. 3). It has before it petitions to
In discussing this latest plan, Mr. Lee warned
when it buckles down to serious conde-intermix selected cities, to relax standards
that fm should not be moved from its present
sideration ofthe plight of uhf next week:
to permit additional vhf channels to be dropped
position (88-108 mc) in the spectrum.
• De-intermixture and vhf drop-in
in between existing vhf tv stations, to revise
He also spoke against forcing any revisions
the present allocation principles, and recompetitions.
• Relaxation of mileage separations.
in present vhf tv stations and declared that
mendations that uhf be succored from its
• Use of directional antennas and low
present uhf grantees should be favored in any
current economic plight through a public engihearings that might result from the opening
neering conference.
• Final action on proposed rule-makJust when the Commission may arrive at a
power.
up of new vhf channels.
Comr. Lee did not advocate abolishing all
ing
to
construct
tv
stations'
transmitter
solution is anybody's guess. It is no secret that
sites to within five miles of the boundary
uhf television. Where it has been successful,
there is no unanimity on the steps to be taken.
of the principal city.
keep it, he said.
• Use of boosters to fill out uhf servThe consensus of those opposed to this
ice areas.
LEE'S WAY OUT
approach
to solve the uhf-vhf problem took
• Use of privately-owned intercity reUHF doesn't measure up.
the view that Mr. Lee's recommendations would
lays to aid small market stations in getTherefore, the best thing for tv is to squeeze
result in a "restricted" service. They also exting network programs economically.
additional vhf channels out of existing spectrum
pressed their belief that tv could not be a
•
Petitions
to
delete
educational
reallocations and at the same time lower separanational competitive service without uhf — that
servations.
tion factors.
there were just not enough vhf channels to go
• Final action on the proposed rulearound, at least not soon enough. They felt
These are FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee's blunt
making to permit uhf stations to radiate
suggestions for the resolution of the current
that
it would be long years before it would
5 million watts.
be possible to move other services out of the
uhf-vhf impasse. He made the recommendaThe
Commission
already
has
taken
tions at the first NARTB regional conference in
vhf portion of the spectrum. This was, they
some steps to alleviate the uhf predicaChicago last week.
said, because such a move would require coment. These are (1) permission to use
Reaction was immediate. Most vociferous
ordination ofmany government agencies, and
100 w and no antenna minimum, (2)
were the objectors. There were some voices
possible Congressional action as well. And they
operate stations with no local program- (
pointed out, an all-vhf tv system would serve
raised in favor of Mr. Lee's approach.
ming (satellite operation), (3) prohibition
In essence, Mr. Lee proffered two plans.
populated areas, but would deny local exfor
a
station
to
sign
an
exclusive
terrii
First, he recommended a long range move to
pres ion tosmall town communities.
torial agreement with a network, (4)
pre-empt for tv a block of vhf frequencies
Many objectors to the Lee approach feared
liberalization of the multiple ownership
running from 60 to 342 mc. This involves
rule, permitting one entity to own up to , that cutting back on separations would result
moving military, government, public and safety
in the re-emergence of the interference probseven stations, not more than five of them
services to areas above 342 mc. Mr. Lee first
lems that brought on the 1948 tv freeze. The
in the vhf band.
1948-52 tv ice age resulted from intolerable
made this suggestion at the NARTB convenBroadcasting
• Telecasting
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Here is a condensed text of FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee's speech at
the NARTB regional conference in Chicago last week, advocating
creation of more vhf assignments by reducing mileage separations
and using directional antennas:
I have spent a large part of our summer recess in trying to familiarize myself with the relative merits of u and v television operation. Ihave visited some mixed markets. I have talked to advertisers, agency men, repairmen and just people. I have made some
test measurements and I have read again in great detail the Commission's Sixth Report and Order.
I have reached the conclusion that the vhf portion of the spectrum is a superior service. My reasons are these:
1. The original investment in the u is higher. Original transmitter
difficulties were encountered and in an effort to obtain comparable
coverage to the v, higher powers are utilized, so its economic base
is much higher than the v.
2. The use of higher power has not equalized coverage. The u will
generally get as good and frequently a better picture in the immediate community it serves, but it tends to deteriorate rapidly at
relatively short distances. Irregular terrain and other types of obstruction create greater problems of reflection, attenuation and other
propagation phenomena in the higher portion of the spectrum.
3. Another serious problem is receiver incompatibility, where the
set owner must not only make additional investment in the receiver
but frequently in a special costly antenna system and increased maintenance costs in order to get u programs. The u receiver is also
more critical in maintaining a stable signal; "drift," "snow," and
"fading"
increase ofas the
we networks
go higher toin affiliate
the spectrum.
4. Reluctance
with a u where a v is
available is a logical business judgment which we all appreciate.
5. The man behind the industry, mainly the advertiser, has a
reluctance to utilize a u. The agency is investing its client's money
and as such is interested in the greater circulation at the lowest cost.
Having made this appraisal, I conclude that the most logical
approach is to secure the greatest number of allocations in the vhf
portion of the spectrum. This is more easily said than done.
With Reallocation, Space For All
I have urged before, and I urge again, that the radio spectrum be
reallocated among its various users on a more logical basis. I believe
that there is space for all, and that this opinion will be confirmed
by a thorough study which, I hope, will be initiated at an early date.
This is, however, a long-range overall approach whereas the need
for additional usable allocations is now. Hence we must of necessity
look elsewhere.
I trust that the Commission will consider action leading to conferences with the Department of Defense, other appropriate government agencies and private industry with the view to re-allocating the
spectrum between 108 and 890 mc whereby an equitable exchange
of uhf channels for additional vhf television channels can benefit
all concerned.
I am not unmindful of the fact that this is not easy. Substantial
sums are invested in equipment operated by the government in that
part of the spectrum which would require congressional appropriations to replace, but I have confidence that the Congress would welcome an adjustment that would more efficiently utilize a valuable
natural resource and, at the same time, bring about a truly competitive nationwide television service. This would be in the interest
of defense through strengthened economy.
The best engineering advice that I have been able to obtain indicates that such a conversion would have to be accomplished on a
piecemeal basis. It might possibly start with the band from 132 to
174 mc, a good portion of which could be relinquished by the present
users within a relatively short time. I believe that an investigation
of the present use of this portion of the spectrum will confirm that
current users could be shifted to 500 mc and higher. With the
exception of 4 mc, which is allocated for amateur use, the 132-152
portion is allocated exclusively to the military. The 152-162 mc
portion is used extensively by land mobile services. 162-174 mc
portion is allocated to non-military federal agencies. With the exception of the maritime mobile band centered around 156.8 mc, which
might require international concurrence, all of these operations might
well be shifted to 500 mc or above.
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The fm broadcaster should be assured of the retention of his
channels which are the subject of many, many covetous eyes. I
would not, under current conditions, disturb the fm allocations even
though maximum use of these assignments is not being made.
With the acquisition of additional vhf channels, valuable uhf space
could be relinquished by the FCC for assignment to the Safety and
Special Radio Services, and to military and other governmental uses.
I repeat, however, that the time element in this situation gives me
serious concern. The immediate problem cries for solution now and
I must confess that I know of no panacea that will satisfy everyone.
In view of this, I sincerely hope that the Commission will give
very serious consideration to the possibility of relaxing the existing
tv separation rules now in effect with a view to creating additional
stations in the vhf band in markets that will support them. I say this
with some conviction since I have spent considerable time in exploring this possibility.
I have been unable to find that the existing separations were based
on any precise measurements but, on the contrary, were somewhat
arbitrary in light of the meager data then available. As I said, the
Sixth Report indicated that these separations should be examined
as additional data becomes available. I think that the time has arrived
to do just that.
I am likewise impressed with the fact that the calculations then
made included safeguards that time and experience have proved
unnecessary. Therefore, the question of interference is probably
exaggerated and many additional stations, especially if they were
carefully located and properly engineered, would create less interference than that permitted under the present rules.
Reduced Separation, Directional Antennas
Since the purpose of my suggestions is to provide additional vhf
allocations in areas where primary or additional service is needed,
as well as give as many existing uhf stations as possible an opportunity to convert to vhf operation, I recommend consideration be
given to the following as a starting point:
Reduction of the minimum required separations in Zone I to 100
to 120 miles, Zone II 120 to 135 miles and Zone III 135 to 150
miles, with permission to use directional antennas with front to back
ratios as high as 20 db, reversed antenna polarization where necessary, maximum use of offset carrier technique with appropriate antenna heights and powers, under a strict provision that in no circumstance should the interference exceed that allowed in Section 3.612
of the Rules.
In this same connection, we cannot overlook the improvement
in receiving antennas and the knowledge gained from experience by
the average tv set owner in their use.
Having previously concluded that the v is superior to the u, I now
suggest considering the possibility of creating another tv service in
the v band, something less desirable than the existing service but
more desirable than the existing u service. It would eliminate the
most serious disadvantage of the u, namely, receiver incompatibility.
I would not suggest curtailing the height or power of any existing
or prospective station whose application is now pending. I would
also like to find some way of giving preference in the assignment of
v channels to existing operators in the u band. I have not fully
explored the legal question of whether or not it would be possible
to do this without a hearing but, speaking as 14% of the Commission,
I would give great weight, other things being equal in a comparative
hearing, to the operator who pioneered and made an honest attempt
to serve the public interest with his u allocation.
This is not to say that this particular approach would abandon
the u where it is working out well. I would like to see it continue
where it is economically feasible to do so, since we cannot foresee
what the years ahead will develop.
Additional secondary v's would provide a local service in the
larger markets now dominated by the networks. In this connection,
in my travels around the country I went behind the scenes of the
broadcasting industry and talked to the advertisers. I came away
with the conviction that advertisers would support a low-power local
independent tv station with advertising dollars not now being spent
in any media. In other words, advertising budgets would be materially increased since it is apparent that there are sources of revenue
not now being tapped.
A business in a community manufacturing a product for national
consumption has an interest in that community above and beyond
direct sales campaigns. For example, a public utility might like to
have a public service program on the air on a particular hour each
week over the years. The public utility would not put this on a
network station since it would not know when the program would
be pre-empted. If the independent station is a u there is a natural
reluctance to buying it because of the conversion problem. The advertiser wants a fair opportunity to compete for the listener's ear.
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interference between stations too close to each
other.
Strong
for Comr.
came
from support
other elements.
TheseLee's
heldproposals
that the
uhf-vhf situation was too raveled for anything
but strong medicine. The plight of uhf, they
said, was not only technical, but also economic
and until there was one contiguous band for
tv, there could be no solution.
Comr. Lee's plan is the latest in a series of
suggestions made by commissioners and industry spokesmen for the solution of the uhfvhf situation,
v Not long ago, Comr. Rosel H. Hyde called
on the Commission to take a broad, policydetermining look at the tv allocations principles.
He asked for a careful analysis to determine
whether some changes should not be made to
permit more vhf stations. But Comr. Hyde predicated his recommendation on the continued
use of uhf. He also expressed the belief that
the allocations should be based more realistically on economic considerations, market by
market.
Comr. John C. Doerfer is another who has
spoken on the uhf-vhf problem. He recommended that major metropolitan cities like
New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles be made
all uhf cities. This was made formally at an
official FCC meeting.
Submitted to the FCC last month was a
plan evolved by Washington consulting engineer John H. Mullaney and the Washington
law firm of Welch, Mott & Morgan. This goes
on the assumption that the FCC should permit
vhf "shoe-ins" if they do not cause more interference to existing stations than would be true
if all stations were exactly the required mileage
distance from each other as called for in the
regulations.
Petitions to de-intermix markets which are
allocated both vhf and uhf channels have been
pending before the FCC for many months. At
the present time, the Commission has under
formal review five such petitions, concerning
Albany, N. Y.; Evansville, Ind.; Hartford,
Conn.; Madison, Wis., and Peoria, 111. A
dozen more have been filed with the Commission. One of these involves Miami, Fla. (see
separate story, this page).
Two top level engineering committees also
are looking into the allocation picture. The
Joint Technical Advisory Committee has recommended that the entire spectrum be reviewed
for more efficient use. A group of industry and
outside engineers has been established by the
Senate Commerce Committee to review the
tv allocations and to suggest an answer to the
uhf-vhf problem.
NBC GETS FIRST U
SALE of ch. 17 WBUF-TV Buffalo, N. Y., to
NBC for $312,500, pending before the FCC
since spring, was approved by the Commission
last week.
Comr. Robert T. Bartley dissented. Comr.
Richard A. Mack abstained.
In addition to approving the sale of the uhf
station to NBC — that network's first — the FCC
also agreed to permit the station to boost its
power from 148 kw to 398 kw.
WBUF-TV began operating in 1953 and is
affiliated with ABC. WGR-TV Buffalo, on ch.
2, is the present NBC affiliate in Buffalo.
The WBUF-TV sale was approved after
WGR-TV objected to the change in ownership,
and after the FCC raised questions of concentration of control, monopoly, and current Justice Dept. suit against NBC's parent company,
RCA, for alleged patent antitrust violations.
NBC's second uhf purchase, the $600,000
buy of ch. 30 WKNB-TV and WKNB New
Broadcasting
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Britain, Conn., is still pending FCC approval.
Questions regarding overlap between WKNBTV and NBC-owned WRCA-TV New York
have been raised. Objecting to the New
Britain purchase are ch. 8 WNHC-TV New
Haven and ch. 53 WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn.
An application
for FCC Broadcasting
approval of Co.,
NBC's
switch
with Westinghouse
by
which NBC acquires KYW and WPTZ (TV)
Philadelphia from WBC, in exchange for NBC's
WTAM-AM-FM and WNBK (TV) Cleveland
and $3 million also is still pending FCC approval. This transfer has been protested by
ch. 9 WSTV-TV Steubenville, Ohio.
With the acquisition of the Buffalo station,
NBC now owns six tv stations. The others, in
addition to the New York City flagship and the
Cleveland station, are WRC-TV Washington,
WNBQ (TV) Chicago, and KRCA (TV) Los
Angeles.
Also still pending FCC approval is CBS'
$650,000 purchase of WGTH and ch. 18
WGTH-TV Hartford, Conn.
Comr. Bartley's dissent was on the ground
that the grant was not in the public interest
because there was still an available, unsought
uhf channel in Buffalo. This is ch. 59.
NBC said Wednesday that construction would
begin soon on a new studio building and transmitter in a major expansion planned for the
station.
NBC said that a strong local program schedule and a certain number of NBC programs
would be carried until next August when the
full network schedule would be on the station.
NBC's affiliation agreement with ch. 2 WGRTV expires in August.
MIAMI-CUBA

SNARL

TALK about dangerous clashes between Miami's
vhf station and those in Havana just isn't correct, A. H. Barletta Jr., vice president of
Havana's El Mundo (CMA-TV Havana, ch. 2)
told B»T last week. He declared that up to
the present moment CMA-TV has experienced
no trouble from Miami's educational ch. 2
station WTHS-TV.
WTHS-TV began operating Aug. 12 from
the Everglades Hotel in downtown Miami. It
radiates 9.55 kw from its 280 ft. above average
terrain antenna. It has been operating for 90
minutes a day, plans to go to five hours a
day soon.
Mr. Barletta's letter to B«T (see text, this
page) was in response to an earlier missive to
B«T from Goar Mestre, Cuban radio-tv impresario, relating what he said were the interference problems between ch. 4 WTVJ (TV)
Miami and ch. 4 CMUR-TV Havana [B»T,
Sept. 5]. Mr. Mestre owns ch. 7 CMQ-TV
Havana.
Mr. Mestre expressed his anxiety about the
potential interference that might be caused
other American and Cuban stations in the
Florida Straits area. He urged that Miami be
de-intermixed.
Miami's chs. 7 and 10 have yet to be granted.
Biscayne Television Inc. (a combination of Cox
and Knight newspaper-radio interests and Niles
Trammell, former NBC president) was favored
for ch. 7 and WKAT Miami for ch. 10 in
initial decisions for those frequencies.
Storer Broadcasting Co., owner of ch. 23
WGBS-TV Miami, has asked the FCC to deintermix Miami, leaving operating ch. 4 WTVJ
untouched. This has been opposed vigorously
by the Miami vhf applicants.
Mr. Barletta said that the only interference
between Miami and Havana resulted from
"freak receptions" due to the peculiar atmospheric conditions in the Gulf Zone.

"Since these signals have been only rare occur ences believe
I
that any request at present
on the part of some local interests to oblige
Miami stations to go uhf is not in the spirit
of
friendly
Barletta
wrote.Cuban-American relations," Mr.
He also calfed attention to the fact that
CMA-TV is using a directional antenna to cut
radiation of his ch. 2 station toward the United
States.
Argument on Storer's request for an injunction to prevent the FCC from deciding the vhf
cases tioninto de-intermix
Miami before
acts on Storer's
petiwas itscheduled
to be heard
in the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington
last
Thursday.
request
to Oct. 6.It was postponed at Storer's
COMPLETE letter on the subject of MiamiHavana alleged tv interference sent to B*T
by A. H. Barletta Jr., vice president of Havana's
El Mundo (CMA-TV on ch. 2), is as follows:
We have read with interest the article published in your magazine on Sept. 5, 1955, entitled "Cuba Claims Tv Interference; . Wants
All Uhf in Miami," and should like to. write
you at the request of our associate company
Telemundo, S. A., which operates ch. 2 in
Havana, and is presently constructing a six
station network which will cover the entire island of Cuba (Matanzas ch. 11; Santa Clara ch.
8; Jatibonico ch. 12; Camaguey ch. 9; Victoria
de las Tunas ch. 13, and Santiago de Cuba
ch. 7). I can assure you that not all Havana
television channel owners wish to force Miami
to go uhf as the title and general tones of the
letter suggests.
In the interest of learning the complete story
of the supposed problem of Miami interference
in Havana, we consulted the technical departments of Telemundo, and have been informed
that up to the present moment it in no way
constitutes a serious situation in Havana in
spite of the fact that ch. 2 (Miami) has been
on the air since Aug. 1.
The only signals Havana has received have
come from freak receptions when the peculiar
atmosphere conditions have existed to permit
them. But this has occurred usually when our
local stations are not transmitting and they
have come not only from Miami but from
other distant sections of the country.
Since these signals have been only rare occur ences believe
I
that any request at present
on the part of some local interest to oblige
Miami stations to go uhf is not in the spirit
of friendly Cuban-American relations.
The name of the Cuban Assn. of Radio and
Television Broadcasters has been invoked, but
we should like to point out the fact that neither
Telemundo ch. 2, nor CMTV ch. 11, Havana,
is a member of this organization, so that any
suggestions made to the Cuban Minister of
Communications have been passed on without
consultation or approval from these two chan(ch. 11 is now in the process of changing
to ch. nels,10.)
We are at a loss as to the motives in requesting that Miami stations move to uhf
since, as we stated before, up to the present
time neither ch. 2 nor ch. 1 1 in Havana have
experienced any difficulties with interference
from Miami.
Should interference arise in the future,
especially in other provinces closer to the mainland, other solutions may be found possibly
using directional antennae.
With these difficulties in mind, ch. 2 Havana
had installed and operates a super-gain directional antenna with a proper location which
causes no U. S. interference.
September 26, 1955
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BBDO enjoys wide recognition as the strongest supporter of spot
radio as well as the biggest buyer of spot time. Robert E. Anderson,
BBDO vice president, feels radio is derelict in failing to land a
larger share of automotive advertising and he minced no words
in telling the NARTB regional meeting in Chicago in a Monday
luncheon address what he thought about the matter.
WHEN

SPOT

BBDO

VICE

RADIO

PRESIDENT

ANDERSON

The 15 exceptions will be purchased through local dealers.
It will buy 2,009 weekly newspapers. Only 24 of these weeklies
will be bought through dealers.
This same advertiser will buy through its agency 549 radio stations, of which 345 will be purchased by the local dealer who will
in turn bill the agency. In only 204 cases — less than half — will
the time be ordered direct by the agency to the station. Think
about that!

John Meagher invited me to talk, he may have been impressed by the fact that BBDO has been for almost 20 years the
I will not draw any conclusions from this comparison. You're
strongest supporter and biggest agency buyer of spot radio. Our
smart people, suffice to say that there was a very good reason in
this case for the agency to purchase most of its radio spot
spot billing in 1955 will exceed 1954. We have one man in our
media department whose only responsibility is to needle account
campaign through local dealers.
executives into considering spot radio for about 50 clients.
But let's get on the positive side of this problem of earning a
Actually, I believe Mr. Meagher wanted me to talk as a bigger share of the automotive advertising dollar. What can
representative of the automotive advertising fraternity. I will do you do as broadcasters to win the support of the biggest industry
in the world?
that. But I must confess that it is difficult to talk about automotive
Here are five specific suggestions that may be helpful:
radio advertising without talking about spot radio in general.
First, quality programming. This was summed up in 31 sucTo get this subject started off on a factual basis, let's cite a
few figures. Now I know you are all prosperous these days. Spot
cinct words by John Ruskin many years ago. Ruskin said, "There
is hardly anything in the world that someone cannot make a
radio has had a very successful year. Let's see how successful you
were in new passenger car advertising in 1955.
little worse and sell a little cheaper — and the people who consider
Here are some fairly reliable estimates of passenger car ad- price alone are this man's lawful prey." Broadcasters should
vertising volume for 1955. (These are projected for the rest of have that engraved in gold in their offices.
In every medium we look for
the year. I guess they will be correct
within 10% by yearend.) The autoquality first. Your friend, Fred Barret, media director of BBDO, buys
motive industry will spend a total of
$254,100,000 in 1955 to advertise
magazines according to what he
its products.
calls the media's "editorial approach
Of this, newspapers will get $97
to
people." Nor
Coverage
alonepageis not
important.
is cost per
per
million; network television, $67 million; magazines, $34 million; billthousand, nor newspaper milline
board, outdoor, $17 million; direct
rates. Nor Starch reports.
mail, $15 million; spot radio, about
What Fred really looks for is the
$7 million.
respect
that people have for a magaAs far as I can determine, spot
zine or newspaper. How important
is it to them? How much confidence
radio will get less than half of outAT CHICAGO: Mr. Anderson (r) and Frank Silvernai
door, less than half of direct mail,
do they have in it? Do they pay
BBDO's station relations director.
less (believe it or not) than network
attention and spend time with it?
radio (which is estimated at $8 million), and just a little bit more
One of the great examples is the New York Times.
There are many cases of newspapers with less circulation
than local theatre and car-card advertising (about $5 million).
Are you happy?
getting more advertising than the competitor. Why? Because
in those cases the smaller newspaper has a tighter hold on its
You may challenge these figures by saying that local dealers
readers making our advertising more effective.
buy spot and pay for it themselves. That's true. They also buy
The same applies to radio. Everyone of us knows of programs
local newspaper advertising, and local billboards, and local direct
mail as well.
with low ratings that sell more cans of soup than programs with
The simple facts are that out of factory-controlled budgets of high ratings. I know of one afternoon show where a fat, stuttering old gal with a 1.2 rating outsells shows with 10s and 12s.
over a quarter of a billion dollars, you get about seven million
Why? Because she gives service to the women who listen to her.
dollars.
They believe her. They buy what she recommends.
Who is your biggest competitor for this automotive dollar?
You say your station is a quality station? I wonder if you
Is it magazines? Is it billboard? Is it direct mail? Is it television?
Is it newspapers?
really mean that? There's a piece of research available today in
All of these compete more favorably for the automotive dollar which people are asked, "In the event of a disaster which station
would you listen to to get the latest news?" Are you prepared to
than
have that study made in your market? Think twice before anthink spot
so. radio. But is any one your biggest competitor? I don't swering.
I think your biggest competitor — is you.
What do you pay a really top-flight news reporter . . . not just
Here are some more interesting figures from one automotive
a fellow who reads the wire service . . . but a man who can go
advertiser. By actual count this important potential customer of out and get the story, write it, organize a remote coverage of imyours will buy 758 daily newspapers. It will buy all but 15 of
portant events? Most stations tell me they pay him from $8,000
those daily with a direct order from the agency to the publisher.
to $12,000.
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Yet a guy with a soft voice and glib line of patter can flip the
same forty records every day and earn forty, fifty, sixty thousand
dollars a year! Do you really think that you can run a quality
station with a 24-hour diet of "Learning the Blues" and "Man in
the Raincoat"?
They tell me that these high priced jockeys have a big following.
Maybe they do. Or maybe it's the records they play. But I believe people listen to most of it because there's nothing much else
to listen to. I will never believe that they listen to that stuff with
the same attention and friendliness and confidence that they do a
solid news or special events show.
We look for quality stations because we know they get to the
hearts of people and they sell goods . . . just as surely as quality
newspapers and quality magazines sell goods.
Here is suggestion No. 2. Give us more quality research. I
have no quarrel with the rating services. We buy Nielsen. We
all use them. Radio insisted from the beginning that ratings are
the most important measure of radio. So we use them as one
method of evaluating radio.
But ratings as they are now set up give us only a small part of
the information we need to recommend increased radio appropriations.
For example, we are not as much interested in the number of
radio sets that are in your signal area as we are the number of
families who are listening to your station regularly. We are interested insets in-use.
Nielsen tells us that nationally about the most you can get in the
best listening hour is about 15% of all radio homes. In winter it
will go up to 1 6 or 1 7 % . There are roughly 46 million radio homes
so that means your peak available circulation on a national basis
during your best listening hour is about seven million homes.
Yet there are over 31 million automobiles in America equipped
with radio. About three out of four new cars sold are equipped
with radio. That's a big 4Vi million cars this year.
It is conceivable that your car radio circulation is greater than
your in-home circulation? When a man spends much more for a
car radio than he pays for a set for his home he must intend to use
that car radio.
Yet, today the only reliable research we have available is for
your circulation in homes, although Nielsen is doing something
about it. Isn't it time that radio began to measure its whole audience . . . not just part of it? Let's find out when car owners listen,
how long they listen, what they like to hear, how much attention
they pay to radio when on the road.
Is car radio effective just during peak traffic hours? That's what
you sell us. Or do you reach that suburban housewife as she drives
the second car on her shopping trips or take the kids to school?
I believe radio is missing one of its best markets by failing to
measure accurately the vast use of car radio.
THE VALUE OF MERCHANDISING
Here is suggestion No. 3. Offer quality merchandising to your
national spot advertisers. Unfortunately many of us think of
merchandising as an evil to be tolerated. We send out mimeographed letters. We do store checks. We use merchandising as
a way to break in a new young salesman.
Yet radio's real function for the advertisers is to sell goods. Top
quality stations have demonstrated that an intelligent quality merchandising program is an intelligent way to help a solid spot schedule move more merchandise.
Naturally, effective merchandising varies with the market and
with the product. It varies with the size of the manufacturer's
sales and merchandising organization.
But let me give you one example. We placed a substantial spot
schedule for a grocery client with a top midwestern station. We
did not ask for any specific merchandising job. We merely put this
question to the station, "How can you help us move this merchandise?"
The station had extremely good contacts with the top chain headquarters. Station personalities knew these grocery executives
personally, so they made on tape personal presentations of the
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campaign to the key executives of each of four grocery chains.
Thethetapes
of
spots.included friendly greetings from the talent and samples
In addition, the station worked out a plan for tying in the supermarket with the spot. The chain was mentioned on all commercials
for one week in exchange for special display and promotional
activities at the retail level.
The results were terrific, bigger than we expected. Sales in these
four chains were far better than the average for the market, thanks
to this extra quality merchandising.
Suggestion No. 4 and this is a touchy one. Quality scheduling
of spot announcements. Now, believe me, I am not naive enough
to expect you to go back home and eliminate double and triple
spotting. But don't you be naive enough to believe that your carelessness about back-to-back spotting, overly long commercials, ad
libbed plugs for nonadvertised products, etc., are not offensive to
the advertiser, the agency and the listeners.
BORDER SPOT WITH 'EDITORIAL'
When we buy a spot in good faith we expect it to be bordered
on at least one side by editorial. It is discouraging to hear a good
De Soto spot crumbed up by a preceding plug for kidney pills and
followed by an ad lib on a restaurant which gives your disc jockey
free meals.
There was some talk last year about cutting network tv shows
at 28 minutes and 50 seconds to permit a one minute spot in Class
A time. We were against it because we know that the local station
would sell 3 chainbreaks and two ID's in that period.
Frankly, I do not believe any quality station permits commercial
excesses deliberately. I think it is due mainly to carelessness.
Better planning and better control by the broadcaster can make your
spot advertising a lot more palatable and a lot more productive.
If your station builds listener confidence through expensive,
quality
isn't it silly to destroy that confidence with
careless programming
commercial patterns?
My fifth and final suggestion is quality station promotion. I'm
not an authority on station promotion. But I can't help observing
that some stations are much more adroit than others at selling
themselves and their programming to the public and advertiser.
For example, one broadcaster — WJR Detroit — took a plane load
of his station talent to New York for a one night dinner party show
for timebuyers in New York. I know that our buyers were impressed
with this demonstration of the quality programming of WJR. Get
your talent out around the agencies so they can see what you have
to offer.
Another station rotates its stars among supermarkets to tie in
with food campaigns. The supermarket likes the store traffic he
gets. The advertiser likes the merchandising support. And the
station exposes its talent to thousands of women.
Now here is an example of how all of these quality aspects of
radio can be worked together to the benefit of the listener, the
advertiser and the station.
Last week we introduced the new 1956 De Soto cars to our
dealers in Boston. It was the first showing of these cars in the
United States. We invited the press. After the showing, WBZ
Boston asked for an interview on tape with the top executives of
De Soto. Naturally we were delighted. The 15-minute interview was broadcast on WBZ that evening immediately following
the news.
Now I hope I have given you a few ideas that will help spot
radio get a bigger share of the huge automotive advertising dollar.
The opportunity is there if you are willing to program and sell on
a quality basis.
Now may I close with a 20-second commercial of my own?
For years we agency people have urged broadcasters to adopt a
cash discount policy.
Magazines offer 2% discount for cash.
Newspapers offer 2% discount for cash.
It would take very little space on that rate card of yours. Radio
has always been a spectacular medium.
Why don't you really startle the industry and give advertisers
3% discount for cash?
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REPORTS

And in the U. S. as a whole, 2.3% of all homes have two or more sets,
the survey finds, while 3.4% of all city area homes are multiple-set.
Earlier report had put nationwide set ownership at 67%.
EIGHTY PERCENT of the households in city' in the proportions of households with tv sets
areas have one or more tv sets, according to inside standard metropolitan areas. The difthe U. S. Census Bureau. A shade over half
ferences inproportions outside standard metropolitan areas were more pronounced.
of homes outside city areas are tv equipped, according to the bureau.
"Outside standard metropolitan areas the
For the U. S. as a whole, 2.3% of all homes,
highest proportion of households with tv sets
or 3.5% of tv homes, have two or more tv sets, occurred in the Northeast (69%) where there
are only relatively small distances between the
with 3.4% of all city homes (standard metrostandard metropolitan areas in which television
politan areas) having multiple-set service.
stations are likely to be located. In contrast,
The figures were announced today (Monday)
by the bureau in a breakdown of data collected only 39% of the households outside standard
metropolitan areas of the South had one or
in June and summarized in August [B»T, Aug.
22].
sets." with television sets, for the United States,
At that time the bureau found that about 32 more
Households
by regions, inside and outside standard metropolitan
million, or 67% of U. S. homes, were equipped
areas follow (percent distribution, total households):
with one or more tv sets. The figures were
Number of
gathered in June during the monthly bureau
sets in
household
housing survey, with a sample of over 20,000
None
1 or
homes providing an estimate of tv saturation.
more
United States
This study was financed by Advertising Re67.2
78.3
Inside
stan.
met.
areas
21.7
search Foundation, with NARTB and the tv Outside stan. met. areas
32.8
17.8
50.3
49.7
20.3
networks supplying funds.
Northeast
79.7
Inside stan. met. areas
About 65% of all households had a single Outside
82.2
stan. met. areas
71.8
30.9
28.2
tv set, it was found. Outside metropolitan
North Central
80.9
69.1
areas, 0.8% of homes had two or more sets in Inside stan. met. areas
19.1
stan. met. areas
41.4
58.6
46.8
South
urban places compared to 0.6% in rural terri- Outside
53.2
tory.
Inside stan. met. areas
29.1
70.9
62.1
stan. met. areas
39.7
A tendency for tv stations to be located in Outside
West
60.3
40.5
74.0
26.0
37.9
Inside stan. met. areas
large cities and their limited range are reflected
Outside stan. met. areas
in the analysis, according to the Census Bureau.
59.5
Urbanized areas were more likely to have tv
Small households had the lowest ratio of tv
sets (79%) than homes outside urban areas sets, the bureau
found, with those having four
(55.7%), it was found. The highest tv saturaor five persons more likely to have sets (79.1%
tion (82% ) was found in city areas having one
and 77.8% respectively) than either the larger
million to three million population.
or smaller households. Only about a third of
Households with television sets by residence and size of one-person homes and two-thirds of six-personplace (percent distribution, total households):
or-more homes have receivers. In the
Number of
households, about 4% had more than onelarger
set.
sets
in
household
Residence and size of place
1 or
Households
with
tv
sets
by
size
of
household
(percent
distribution, total households):
None
more
26.5
73.5
Numberhousehold
of sets in
Urban
21.0
79.0
In urbanized areas
19.5
Areas of 3,000,000 or more
2 0.1or
80.5
82.0
18.0
Areas of 1,000,000 to 2,999,999..
1 or more
None more
21.5
78.5 1
35.6
Areas of 250,000 to 999,999
Areas under 250,000
74.4 2
25.6
63.9
1.0
44.3
Not in urbanized areas
79.1
55.7 34
73.4
37.6
Places of 10,000 or more
62.4
48.0
77.8
3.4
52.0
Places under 10,000
4.4
2.7
66.3
Rural nonfarm
61.3 56
33.7
38.7
4.0
57.7
Rural farm
42.3
Households with television sets, inside and outside
The "universe" covered by the survey constandard metropolitan areas (percent distribution, total
sisted of all U. S. households, estimated by the
households):
No. Sets in household bureau at about 48 million. A household includes all the persons who occupy a dwelling
2 or
None
1 more
32.8
2.3 unit (house, apartment, or flat, occupied or
United States
64.9
Inside stan. met. areas . . .
21.7
3.4 intended for occupancy by a family or other
74.9
Outside stan. met. areas:
group of persons living together or by a person
44.1
Urban places
45.3
55.1
54.1
0.6
Rural territory
0.8 living alone).
Except in New England, a standard metroThe bureau found that the Northeast and
politan area is a county or group of contiguous
North Central regions each had more tv homes
which contained at least one city of
than the South or West. Its geographical analy- counties
50,000 inhabitants or more in 1950. The consis shows:
tiguous counties are included if they are essen"In the South only a little more than half, and
tially metropolitan in character and are socially
in the West about two-thirds, of the households
had one or more sets, whereas in each of the and economically integrated with the central.
In New England these areas are defined in terms
other two regions approximately three-fourths
of towns and cities rather than counties.
of the households had tv sets. The Northeast
The number of tv sets includes all those rehad the highest proportion. The relatively large
ported by the households even though the set
proportion of households with sets in the Northwas temporarily out of order or being repaired
east and the North Central Regions is associat the time the enumerator called (June).
ated with the high concentration of households
in standard metropolitan areas in these regions.
The source and reliability of data are explained this way by the bureau:
"There was little difference between regions
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"The estimates presented in this report are
based on data obtained in connection with the
monthly
survey areof based
the Bureau of thepopulation
Census. sample
The statistics
on
a sample spread over 230 sample areas comprising 453 counties and independent cities. A
total of 24,000 to 26,000 dwelling units and
other living quarters are designated for the
sample at any time, and completed interviews
are obtained each month from about 20,000 to
22,000 households.
"Of the remainder, about 500 to 1,000 are
households for which information should be
obtained but is not; the rest are vacant dwelluntis or otherwise not to be enumerated for
the ing
survey.
"Since the estimates are based on a sample,
they are subject to sampling variability. The
standard error is a measure of sampling variability. Sample estimates may differ, due to
sampling variability, from the figures which
would result from a complete enumeration. For
example, the standard error of the estimated
67% of the households with one or "more
television sets is approximately 0.7 percentage

"The chances are about 68 out of 100 that
points.
the estimates from the sample differ from the
results which would be obtained from a complete census by less than the standard error.
The chances are about 95 out of 100 that the
difference would be less than twice the standard error and about 99 out of 100 that they
would be less than IVi times the standard

Kenyon

& Eckhardt

Elects

error." Griffith as V. P.'s
Dietz,
STEPHEN DIETZ and L. Dickson Griffith,
account supervisor and associate supervisor,
respectively, have been elected vice presidents
of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
Mr. Dietz joined the agency a month ago
as an account supervisor and before that was

MR. DIETZ
GRIFFITH
an account supervisor and vice president in
charge of marketing at Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, New York.
Mr. Griffith also joined K&E about a month
ago. He formerly was with Sherman & Marquette and Bryan Houston Inc.
Stokely Rejoins ABC Show
STOKELY-VAN CAMP returns as co-sponsor
of ABC Radio's When A Girl Marries (Mon.Fri., 10:45-11 a.m. EST) effective today (Monday), joining Park & Tilford and National
Biscuit Co. in picking up tab for the now
"sold-out" morning show. Sponsorship will be
in behalf of Van Camp's pork and beans and
Stokely's Finest peas, corn, tomato juice, catsup,
green beans and peaches. Agency for StokelyVan Camp is Calkins & Holden, N. Y.
(A&A continues on page 56)
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A recent Hooper Radio Audience Index shows
that W-I-T-H

led every other station in town

in business establishments! This survey
covered barber shops, beauty shops, caterers,
cleaners, druggists, florists, gas stations and
garages, gift shops and grocery stores.

This big bonus audience is another reason why
you get results from W-I-T-H. It's another
Business

reason why W-I-T-H

delivers listeners at the

lowest cost-per-thousand of any advertising
Establishments

medium

in Baltimore. Get the whole story

from your Forjoe man!

T

f

IN BALTIMORE
THE BIG BUY IS

Tom Tinsley, President

R. C. Embrv, Vice-President
Represented by Forjoe & Co.
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LINCOLN'S
VIEW:
one of a series of paintings
of Washington by William Walton,
commissioned by WTOP Television
at Broadcast House, Washington, D. C.

LINCOLN'S
VIEW
by William Walton.
First of a series of paintings of Washington.
Commissioned by WTOP Television
at Broadcast House, Washington, D.C.
Originally published in Broadcasting-Telecasting,
September 26, 1955.
Reprints of this series available on request.
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TOP

FILMS

MAJOR
AS RATED

BY ARB

MARKETS
IN AUGUST

YORK

SEVEN-STATION

l. Superman (Flamingo)
2. Looney Tunes (Guild)
3. City Detective (MCA-TV)
Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
5. Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
Racket Squad (ABC Film)
7. Guy Lombardo (MCA-TV)
8. Ramar of the Jungle (TPA)
9. The Whistler (CBS Film)
10. Eddie Cantor (Ziv)
Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Range Rider (CBS Film)

Mon.
M.-F.
Sun.
Sat.
Tues.
Thurs.
Thurs.
Tues.
Sun.
Mon.
Tues.
Fri.

NEW

MINNEAPOL1SST. PAUL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

6:00
6:30
9:30
5:30
9:30
10:30
7:00
6:00
9:00
10:00
7:30
6:00

Tues.
Thurs.
Mon.
Sun.
Sun.
Fri.
Sun.
Sat.
Sat.
Wed.

8:30
9:30
9:30
9:00
8:30
9:30
8:00
5:00
9:00
8:45

WRCA-TV
WABD
WPIX
WCBS-TV
WABC-TV
WABC-TV
WRCA-TV
WPIX
WPIX
WABC-TV
WABD
WRCA-TV

SEVEN-STATION MARKET
10.3
9.1
7.0
6.6
6.6
6.3
6.1
5.9
5.8

KSTP-TV
KSTP-TV
KSTP-TV
KSTP-TV
WCCO-TV
KSTP-TV
WCCO-TV
WCCO-TV
KSTP-TV
KSTP-TV

FOUR-STATION MARKET
WNBQ
WNBQ
Mayor of the Town (MCA-TV)
Sat.
10:00 WNBQ
Mon.
Eddie Cantor (Ziv)
9:30
10:30
Sat.
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
Fri.
Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
9:30 WBKB
Tues.
Racket Squad (ABC Film)
8:30 WGN-TV
8:00
Tues.
Badge 714 (NBC Film)
WGN-TV
WBKB
10:00
Death Valley Days (McC.-Erick'n.) Tues.
Mon.
I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
9:30 WGN-TV
5:00
Sat.
Superman (Flamingo)
4:30 WBKB
M.-F.
Little Rascals (Interstate)
WBKB

8.
9.
10.

ATLANTA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Favorite Story (Ziv)
Racket Squad (ABC Film)
Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
Ellery Queen (TPA)
Patti Page (GAC-TV)
City Detective (MCA-TV)
Star & Story (Official)
I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
Heart of City (MCA-TV)
Secret File, USA (Official)

21.1
20.9
20.4
18.4
14.6
13.6
12.9
12.3
12.0
12.0

9:30
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:30
10:30
10:30
10:30
7:00

WAGA-TV
WSB-TV
WAGA-TV
WAGA-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV

TWO-STATION MARKET
BOSTON
1. Man Behind the Badge (MCA-TV) Sun.
10:30
Tues. 10:30 WNAC-TV
2. Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
WNAC-TV
3. I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
Mon.
7:00 WNAC-TV
4. Lone Wolf (MCA-TV)
Sat.
10:30 WNAC-TV
Range Rider (CBS Film)
Sun.
7:00 WBZ-TV
Mon.
6. Foreign Intrigue (S. Reynolds)
10:30
WBZ-TV
7. Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Sun.
7:00 WNAC-TV
8. Badge 714 (NBC Film)
Wed.
6:30 WNAC-TV
9. Superman (Flamingo)
6:30 WNAC-TV
Fri.
10. The Falcon (NBC Film)
11:00 WNAC-TV
Sun.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Sun.
Tues.
Sat.
Sat.
Tues.
Sun.
Tues.
Mon.
Sat.
Mon.

7:30
9:30
8:00
7:30
8:00
10:00
9:00
8:30
8:30
7:30

KTTV
KTTV
KTTV
KTTV
KTTV
KTTV
KNXT
KTTV
KTTV
KTTV

FOUR-STATION MARKET
SEATTLETACOMA
Tues.
1. Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
8 00
4. Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
2.
Fri.
9 00 KING-TV
KING-TV
3.
8 00
Death
Valley
Days
(McC.-Erick'n.)
Sun.
Fri.
Badge 714 (NBC Film)
9 30 KING-TV
KING-TV
5. Star & Story (Official)
9 30
Mon.
6. Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo)
6 00 KING-TV
Fri.
7. Eddie Cantor (Ziv)
Wed.
8 30 KING-TV
8. The Whistler (CBS Film)
Fri.
10 00 KING-TV
9. City Detective (MCA-TV)
Fri.
8 30 KING-TV
10. Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
Thurs. 7 .00 KING-TV
KING-TV
WASHINGTON

22.2
19.3
17.5
14.8
13.5
12.5
12.5
11.3
11.1
9.6

THREE-STATION MARKET
Tues.
Sun.
Fri.
Wed.
Mon.
Sat.
Thurs.
Wed.
Fri.
Fri.

1. Confidential File (Guild)
4. Waterfront (MCA-TV)
2.
3. Life of Riley (NBC Film)
Badge 714 (NBC Film)
5. Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
6. Stories of Century (Hollywood)
Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
8. I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
9. Liberace (Guild)
Eddie Cantor (Ziv)
10.

20.8
26.6
15.3
17.6
12.5
14.5
12.5
12.4
12.1
11.8

5.8

CHICAGO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Research Bureau, B'T each month presents a table
showing the 10 highest rated syndicated film programs for television in 10 major markets, selected
to represent markets in all parts of the country
and with various degrees of competition, from
two to seven tv stations. This is the August report.

MARKET

FOUR-STATION MARKET

I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
Badge 714 (NBC Film)
Life of Riley (NBC Film)
Lone Wolf (MCA-TV)
Follow That Man (MCA-TV)
Soldiers of Fortune (MCA-TV)
Cisco Kid (Ziv)
Bandstand Review (Paramount)
City Detective (MCA-TV)

the monthly audience surveys of American

30.9
25.9
25.0
22.0
19.4
17.3
17.1
16.4
15.1
13.7

25.8
23.3
17.8
17.4
17.4
15.3
15.1
14.9
14.8
14.4

23.6
20.8
20.6
20.3
18.7
17.7
19.4

FOUR-STATION MARKET

>
1. I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
Mon.
10:30 WRC-TV
Tues.
Wed.
2. Superman (Flamingo)
7:00
3. Ramar of the Jungle (TPA)
7:00 WRC-TV
10:00 WTOP-TV
Man Behind the Badge (MCA-TV) Fri.
5. Badge 714 (NBC Film)
Fri.
7:00 WMAL-TV
WRC-TV
Tues.
6. Mr. & Mrs. North (ATPS)
7. Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo)
8:30 WTOP-TV
Thurs. 7:00
8. Soldiers of Fortune (MCA-TV)
10:30 WRC-TV
Tues.
M.-F.
WTOP-TV
Little Rascals (Interstate)
WRC-TV
9:00
10. Cowboy G-Men (Flamingo)
8:00
Fri.
WMAL-TV
9.
THREE-STATION MARKET
CLEVELAND
Mon.
1. Sherlock Holmes (UM & M)
10:30 WNBK
4.
2. Range Rider (CBS Film)
Sun.
7:00 WEWS
3. Passport to Danger (ABC Film)
Tues.
10:30 WEWS
WXEL
Fri.
10:00 WEWS
Racket Squad (ABC Film)
5. I Am the Law (MCA-TV)
Fri.
10:30
M.-S.
6. I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
Fri.
10:30 WXEL
7. Ramar of the Jungle (TPA)
6:00 WNBK
8. Badge 714 (NBC Film)
Tues.
WXEL
9. Waterfront (MCA-TV)
7:00
8:30 WEWS
Wed.
10. Little Rascals (Interstate)
6:00 WEWS
Mon.
DAYTON

26.6
25.1
24.3

TWO-STATION

17.4
14.0
13.8
13.8
13.7
13.2
12.2
11.7
11.5
10.7

16.5
16.2
16.1
15.7
13.2
11.9
12.8
13.0
11.2
11.6

MARKET

19.7
Sat.
23.0
Waterfront (MCA-TV)
9:30 WHIO-TV
18.3
Man Behind the Badge (MCA- TV) Fri.
9:30 WHIO-TV
10:30
Sat.
Badge 714 (NBC Film)
WHIO-TV
Sat.
10:00 WLWD
16.1
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
10:15
Follow That Man (MCA-TV)
Sun.
14.5
Tues.
10:15 WHIO-TV
Racket Squad (ABC Film)
15.4
14.5
Mr. District Attorney (Ziv)
9:30 WHIO-TV
Wed.
WLWD
8. Ellery Queen (TPA)
12.8
12.3
WHIO-TV
10:15
5:00 WLWD
9. Superman (Flamingo)
Mon.
11.9
Fri.
5:00 WLWD
10. Range Rider (CBS Film)
Tues.
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MARSHAL Matt Dillon (actor James Arness) is ready to draw as the camera films a Gunsmoke episode.

GOES
FILM
the American frontier
West, was signed to ON
to make Gunsmoke
as much a departure as
THERE isGUNSMOKE'
more to adapting a radio show
to television than inserting camera angles produce and direct. Having just completed
possible from the type of drama with a
in the script.
western background which had been seen
the direction of the motion picture, "God's
on television. To make it different, the
When CBS decided last year to convert
Angry Man," which starred Raymond Masthe radio network's Gunsmoke series to a sey as the noted abolitionist John Brown,
mechanics of testing talent had to be differfilm package for television, it was found
Mr. Warren reported to CBS to begin preent. The author of three best-sellers which
that the most effective way would be to
paring apilot film. The painstaking care
had been serialized by the Saturday Evening
start from scratch.
that is required of a pilot film is evidenced
Post, of 257 published short stories and more
The tv version started on CBS-TV Sept. by the fact it was not filmed until three
than 20 screenplays, Mr. Warren wrote a
months later, March of this year.
10 in the Saturday night 10-10:30 p.m.
unique smoke
test
period under sponsorship of Liggett &
cast. for actors aspiring to the GunShortly after Mr. Warren began his
Myers Tobacco Co. for Chesterfields through
association with Gunsmoke, the network
It was a 10-minute scene with an openCunningham & Walsh.
signed Robert Stabler to take charge of the
ing, climax and conclusion which involved
Perhaps the only thing not scrapped in
the television transformation is a taboo that physical filming of the series through his all of the principals in the cast. To CBS'
knowledge, such a thing had never happened
the show will never, never be described as own west coast company, Filmaster Productions Inc. Mr. Stabler, long known in before, but it would in the future. When an
a — well, it has to be printed once — "westthe entertainment industry, had come to the actor read for Messrs. Warren and Stabler,
ern." Network publicity men have a nervous
attention of CBS through his activities as
rattle to their spurs because of this and on
he wasn't acting out a scene from some
vice
president and general manager of Wilthe west coast film stage for the series all
Broadway play which showed the timbre of
liam Boyd Enterprises, which handles all his voice or the calibre of his gestures; he
hands must plunk a nickel in the coffee
kitty whenever the naughty word slips out. "Hopalong Cassidy" activities.
was enacting the exact character he would
As early as 1948, Mr. Stabler had worked
It was the fall of 1954 when CBS execube playing on the television screen.
tives agreed to put the series on tv. But
out the distribution of the "Hopalong CasIn all, 45 hopefuls tested for the four
sidy" features on television and in 1952-53
principal roles, 26 of them for the top part
they discovered it couldn't be done overnight. They felt a new approach would
he produced 52 half-hour "Hoppies" for of U. S. Marshal Matt Dillon. Considering
NBC-TV. That the combination of Mr.
have to be devised, something different from
the cost of a test set, the test scene and a
the usual formula. So to accomplish this, Warren, a top novelist, screen writer and
crew to film more than 150 test scenes, the
they decided a man new to television should
director, and Mr. Stabler, the producing vetsum spent for testing alone came to $44,500,
eran, was successful as a team is reflected in
guide the project as producer-director.
more by far than Mr. Warren had spent on
the quick sale of the pilot to Liggett & tests for feature motion pictures such as
After a search of several months, Charles
Marquis Warren, considered one of the
"Arrowhead," which he wrote and directed
Myers.
From the beginning, Mr. Warren decided
and which grossed in excess of $3.5 million
motion picture industry's leading experts on
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On the set of "I Love Lucy," starring Lucille Ball and Deal
Arnaz.
nation'sof the
Number
1 TV ofshow
for its1951,
1952 cmanda
1953
is The'
a pioneer
technique
filming
live show
with audience.
Desilu Productions
uses program
three Mitchell
35mm BNC cameras in filming "I Love Lucy."

to

nun
SHOW, b b e

IFVXi

It takes more than just a good script to insure the success
of a top-rated network program. The on-stage performances of
the stars and supporting cast must be outstanding,
carefully timed, superbly directed. And the camera must
perform flawlessly in its vital role of recreating the
superior quality of the show for millions of TV viewers.
Mitchell cameras— internationally famous— provide the
matchless photographic performances so necessary to the
successful making of the finest theater quality films.
That is why, wherever top quality filming is the foremost
consideration, Mitchell Cameras are to be found . . .
bringing success into focus.

Dennis Day, star of "The Dennis Day Show,"
athistop-rated
Originally
series isNBC
in itsprogram.
second year,
and is"live,"
now
produced on film by Denmac Productions,
using a Mitchell 35mm BNC camera.
MITCHELL

The only truly Professional Motion

Picture Camera

CORPORATION
tC^B^O^^^
/t
666
West ft
Harvard Street • Glendale 4, Calif. • Cable Address: MITCAMCO
85%

of the professional motion pictures shown throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchel
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OMERGUE

This brand

new

advertisers who

half- hour TV series is for
want

the very best!

If your product calls for an exciting, quality,
dramatic
member

program

which

appeals

of the famiIy-~"The

to every

Count of Monte

Cristo" is the treasure you are seeking.
For higher sales through quality programs

Television

477 MADISON

Programs
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in the United States alone.
"In a weekly series, you have to have
actors in the continuing roles who are real
and natural. If anything, they must underplay, yet never become boring to the television viewer," Mr. Warren explained.
"We spent a lot of money and exposed a
lot of film, but we finally secured a group
of motion picture actors with stage backgrounds who were 'naturals' for our series —
James Arness as Marshal Dillon, Dennis
Weaver as his assistant, Amanda Blake as
his girl, and Milburn Stone as 'Doc,' the
medico of Dodge City," he added.
The Warren and Stabler team worked
overtime to make the locale of Gunsmoke,
a re-created Dodge City, as realistic as possible. They scouted today's Kansas community, then spent weeks searching for location sites in the vicinity of Hollywood. Settling on Placeritas Ranch for exterior street
shooting, they signed art director Nikolai
Remisoff to design an indoor set at California Studios which would match exactly the
Placeritas street. The indoor set measured
12,000 sq. ft., one of the largest on the
Coast.
Result: a set costing $34,000, then believed the most expensive ever to be built
for a television film series. An unusual
departure is that the fronts and walls of
buildings on the street are built on rollers
so any wall can be removed to make room
for the cameras.
Although those connected with the Gunsmoke series would not reveal the cost of
each weekly segment, a check of advertising
agency and tv men in Hollywood estimates
average weekly cost to run about $38,the
500.
Both Messrs. Warren and Stabler are
sticklers for long-range planning and believers in the old "haste makes waste"
adage. As a result, writers were put to work
by Mr. Warren early in the project to permit
script breakdowns to be prepared months
in advance by Mr. Stabler's right-hand man
and Filmaster's production manager, Glenn
Cook. By June 20 of this year, actual start
of continuous production, the first 26 scripts
had been completed. All 39, the first year's
stockpile, had been turned over to Filmaster
by the time Gunsmoke went on the air.
All told, $135,000 had been tallied on the
Gunsmoke cost sheets in terms of production and writing charges before a single foot
of raw film stock had been exposed on the
actual series, again believed a new high for
advance expenditures for a tv film project.
The Gunsmoke series is not filmed in a
hurry, either. Mr. Warren rehearses his
actors and crew for the first two days of
the week and shoots the next three. Saturdays are taken up with staff production
meetings at which the next three segments
are discussed in terms of script, wardrobe,
sets and casting. Sunday is a day of rest
for all except Mr. Warren, who rehearses
his own producer-director's role on the stage
all by himself for much of the day.
The usual approach to westerns is not
found in the Gunsmoke series for the very
reason Producer-Director Warren and Production Chief Stabler see red when the series
is called a "western."
"Gunsmoke is a series of dramatic episodes set against the background of the
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chronological locale and at many different
areas than their geographic locales.
"Chiefly, our series differs from the majority since it eliminates formula and cliche.
Our protagonist,
Dillon,
isn't
always the hero, nor Marshal
is he always
in the
right.
In one story, he is outdrawn and shot by a

ON LOCATION (I to r): Production manager Glenn Cook, producer-director
Charles Marquis Warren and Filmaster
president Robert Stabler.
western frontier," Mr. Warren says. "Actually, with but minor changes, these stories
could have taken place before or after their

WHAT'S

IN

heavy. In another he tries to save a man's
life by amputating his leg, but the man dies,
notwithstanding. In still another, Dillon
tracks down a man he suspects of a murder,
is proven by the suspect to be mistaken, is
forced to return to Dodge City minus shoes
and gun to admit his mistakes.
"Rather "unusual to find the hero in these
predicaments? Yes. But the fact is that
Dillon still remains a heroic figure as a
believable human being, big enough on the
one hand to retain authority through toughness and big enough on the other to admit
his non-infallibility."
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A SUCCESSFUL CAR BUSINESS, FOR ONE THING,
IF YOU TIE IN WITH TV LIKE THESE TWO DID
AMOS 'N' ANDY are in the car business
in
Maryville,
Tenn.
selling
new
Buicks
and used
cars They're
. . . more
of them
than ever before, thanks to television.
That's Amos and Andy Trotter, owners
of Maryville's Amos 'n' Andy Buick Co.
and sponsors
of the filmed
Amos 'n' Andy
Show
on WATE-TV
Knoxville.
The Trotters have used their given
names in their business ventures since
'n'
the Amosa city
founded
when they
1937, Service
Andy
Station
in Maryville,
of 8,000. They retained the name when
they entered the car business, and when
television came along, naturally considered the Amos 'n' Andy Show their
best possible advertising vehicle. The firm
now spends $16,000 annually on tv advertising. All of this goes into their Amos 'n'
Andy Show on WATE-TV.
What do Tennessee's Amos 'n' Andy

think of television? "Tv is the most
natural medium for new and used car advertising we have ever found", says Andy
Trotter, president. Although less than
half of Amos 'n' Andy Buick ad budget
goes into television, look at the results.
Says Mr. Trotter: "Day in and day out,
tv delivers the most direct response to
our sales message of any medium we have
ever used. For example, we sold eight
new Buicks the other day, and every single
customer told us how much they enjoyed
the Amos 'n' Andy program."
The show has been on WATE-TV for
the past 15 months and recently was renewed. Said Amos Trotter: "Tv has a
permanent part of our advertising budget
because for every dollar spent it sells
more Buicks, more used cars and more
good will, than any other medium we

use."

AMOS 'N' ANDY Trotter (r to I) before their place of business.
Broadcasting
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BATON

ROUGE,

LOUISIANA

The only TV station completely covering the rich heartland of
Louisiana. New payrolls — new wealth are generated in Louisiana by
OIL, GAS, SULPHUR, SALT, LUMBER, INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE

MARKET

DATA

PREDICTED

SERVICE

AREA* WBRZ, Channel 2
Population
860,000
fTV sets in area
164,650
Effective Buying Power
$899,481,000
Retail Sales
$580,937,000
Food Sales
_
$129,460,000
Automotive Sales
$122,571,000

Drug Sales

$ 16,371,000

SOURCE: Sales
1954 Management's Survey of Buying Power,
•Class "B"
fTelevision Magazine
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SALES:

NBC-ABC

watts
MORE
lOOl

TOWERS
ft. 6

inches

Largest
TV
Antenna
in the United
States
12 Bays — Channel
Represented by Hollingbery

2

$580,937,000.00
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BIG

"THE KING DON'T CARE." Those are familiar words to almost every person in Indianapolis. Behind them lies one of the biggest
television success stories to come out of the
Middle West, according to C. Bruce McConnell, president of WISH-TV Indianapolis.
Ed Clarke, the "Used Car King," is as well
known to the citizens of the capital of Indiana as their own mayor. Few small businessmen in the U. S. today can say, "I'll gross
between 5Vt. and 6 million dollars this year."
But Ed Clarke says it and points with pride
to his used car business. "Before I started
advertising on WISH-TV a year ago, I'd
gross
about a million dollars a year," says
Mr. Clarke.
The King is a top-notch businessman and
an outstanding showman. He spends his Saturday nights watching television, his own
show. The Saturday Night Late Show was
Ed Clarke's first venture into television. He
was a successful automobile dealer who had
utilized both radio and newspaper advertising to gain the top spot in the big Indianapolis used car market.
When he first appeared on the Late Show
to do his commercials with host Gene Allison, he stunned his audience with his motto,
"The King Don't Care." Letters flooded into
the studio, Gene Allison couldn't answer all
his mail and the King received literally
hundreds of letters. School teachers asked
why he used improper English; television
fans requested autographed pictures; prospective auto buyers asked for estimates on a
trade for a new car.

BUSINESS
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In the ensuing weeks, people called in and
wrote that they were as interested in watching "that Ed Clarke do his commercials" as
in seeing the movie. The King had joined
the station as one of its first sponsors in
July 1954 and by Christmas his business was
heading in the direction of half a million dollars a month. His Late Show spared no expense to bring in the finest movies that
could be purchased for first runs on television.
With the addition of the half hour Texas

real." He added, "When they found out we
were on the level, then the business boomed."
His personal appearances, combined with his
flair for
as, "You
don't
need
a lotcoining
of cashphrases,
to get asuch
car from
the King;

Rasslin', the King's business swelled further.
His showmanship made him front page copy
in Indianapolis newspapers. His original investment in the Saturday Night Late Show
was paying off so well that after adding
Rasslin' at 10:15 p.m. Mondays, the King
asked WISH-TV account executive Howard
Bunnell to look around for another good film
show for Wednesday night at 10:15. The
world premiere of Stars of the Grand Ole
Opry was salesman Bunnell's answer, so,
with another surge, the King's lots were
jammed with people all day seven days a
week.

Clarke's format includes an opening commercial, another in the middle of the film
and a closing commercial which follows after
the movie reaches the three-fourth mark.
Normally, the only prop on the show is a
standby blackboard with room for the King
to cut prices on his specials.

Today Ed Clarke looks back on those first
few months of television advertising with
bewilderment. "When Gene and I said we'd
be right here to do business on Easter Sunday, we didn't expect much. It took three
traffic policemen to control the crowds, estimated at over 3,000 people," the King said.
"People are natural skeptics," Clarke continued. "They just came in to see if I was for

KING CLARKE (I) and host Gene Allison deliver one of the car
dealer's popular tv commercials. Mr. Clarke cuts prices, but still
manages to gross nearly $6 million a year.
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no sir,
just bring me an honest face," wowed
the
audiences.
The King now spends over 15 times his
original investment in television, which includes the Saturday Night Late Show, Grand
Ole Opry, and Amos V Andy (alternating
with another sponsor).

A customer came in to the King's lot,
saying that he had seen the King on tv and
wanted to drive a brand new car. After talking his finances over with the King, they decided that a three-year old car was just within his payment abilities. The King said,
"You know I have my own finance company.
If you make all these payments on time and
don't have any trouble, I'll have you in a new
car within a year." Today, two years later,
that man is driving a new model automobile,
purchased from the King. Not only that, the
man has helped influence others to "make
the swing to the King."
Another fan wrote the King, "We enjoy
the Grand Ole Opry so much that we decided

MR. CLARKE discusses program details with WISH-TV account
executive Howard Bunnell and announcer Allison by the swimming
pool at the King's palatial home.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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WOOD-TV
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to visit your lot." They did and bought a
car. Later, they reported that they knew of
over 70 people at one particular plant who
had bought cars from the King. Television
has sold Ed Clarke on it and vice versa.
Ed Clarke got into the automobile business from show business 20 years ago. He
has now parlayed the combination of his
showmanship on television and his knowledge of the automobile business into $6
million a year business. He puts every commercial inhis own words, although the station writes "lead-ins" and commercials for
every show. During most of the King's
shows, the WISH-TV switchboard is jammed
with people wanting to talk to either the
King or to Gene Allison, about anything
from trading for the King's personal Cadillac
Eldorado, to trading in the family Model T
on a new Y-Block eight Ford.
He can be seen on WISH-TV three nights

THE KING'S SLOGAN, declared on television and again on thousands of buttons
given away by the car dealer, has become
a byword in the Indianapolis area, and
made him "as well known as the mayor."

THIS

hand to greet him, playing "Pomp and Circumstance," asthe King, majestic in a paper
crown, made his entrance.
On another occasion, the King was supposed to break through a big paper sign,
previously cut so he could break through it
easily. Host Gene Allison almost doubled
up with laughter as the King tried to fight
his way through the sign for an entrance to
the first commercial.
Thousands of buttons declaring, "The
King Don't Care" have been given out at the
King's lot. He can honestly say that he's
been called by name in his car on the streets
of Indianapolis, hundreds of times. People
usually shout, "Don't you really care,

IS
JUST
THE

No agency is involved in the King's operation. Copy is written at the station, but the
King"?
ideas come from the King himself and com-

BEGINNING
OF
16

a week, just like Diogenes, looking for that
man with the honest face. The comparison
ends there, because, once found, the man
with the face is the proud owner of a '55 fireball eight. Even when the dealers were suffering from a new car drought early in the
year, the King advertised any kind of new
car that a customer wanted.
Showmanship, television and real salesmanship have combined to make the Saturday Night Late Show a really humorous performance from the first commercial to the
last. When the King returned from his winter
vacation in South America, a band was on

are written Howard
from them.
WISH-TV's
account mercials
executive
Bunnell
makes
his recommendations to the King for purchases on television. "So far, he's bought
everything I've recommended," comments
Bunnell. "He really don't care."

MM!

Talk was that other film sizes than 16mm could
do better jobs in the industrial, educational
and commercial fields.
Not while there is a film laboratory like
Precision, bringing 16mm to the peak of
perfection. In fact, we are demonstrating daily
that 16mm can do more - and better — things
in movies than have been done before.
Precision Film Laboratories developed
unique equipment to realize the fullest
potentialities in 16mm, such as the optical track
printer; timing, fades, dissolves, scene-to-scene
color corrections, invisible splices without notching
originals ; direct electric printing and many others.
No, 16mm is just beginning. Depend on it for
your next film project and, of course, depend on
Precision to do exactly the right job in
bringing life and sparkle to the best of your
production efforts.

you'll see

and hear

^

□ □
0 N
FICM LABORATORIES, INC.
21 West 4-6th Street, New York 36, New York
A DIVISION OF J. A. MAURER. INC-

In everything, there
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A BOOTSTRAP

LIFT

FOR TELEVISION'S
FILM DIRECTORS
NEW industries continually give rise to new
problems and requirements in their operation.
The tv film field — a swaddler in an infant industry — is spawning a new organization made up of tv station people responsible
for film handling. Its aim : get tv stations to
help each other, specifically in the handling
and shipping of film prints.
The new group, the National Assn. of
Television Film Directors (NATFD), was
first conceived at an organizational meeting
of New England tv film directors in Boston
about a year ago.
Since that time a skeleton organization
has emerged, stretching loosely into 38 stations with a minimum of 1 80 stations already
represented.
After the usual pains of birth, NATFD
now feels it is prepared to take wing. Its
first national convention has been scheduled
tentatively for Chicago sometime next FebBroadcasting • Telecasting

ruary. Its newly-elected national chairman
is David Manning, film director and buyer
at WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y.
An eastern organization already has been
set up and its western counterpart is on the
way to being established.
While attempting to get the organization
whipped into shape, its creators are not
marking time. A Committee for Standardization of Operational Procedures has been
working under the chairmanship of William
Cooper of WJAR-TV Providence. Its job is
a big one. By convention time in February,
it hopes to have prepared a proposed list
of standards that will take in such hectic
problems as cueing of film — how and in
what way, in what sizes and shapes; the
transhipment of films; possibly a demand
that film distributors edit out obscene or
otherwise undesirable material from original
negatives to aid the station film processor's
editing task, and various other methods of
film handling, particularly where the print

is to be sent on to another tv outlet.
Involved are schedules, booking, the "mishandling" or mutilation of prints. The
creation of a central clearing house for the
exchange of ideas on film has been suggested
by some.
As yet, NATFD is exploring virgin territory but the hope is that before long a
much-recognized gap in tv film station relations will be filled. Along with this, it is
expected that the distributor-station relationship will be improved and that the industry
as a whole will benefit.
In general, membership has been confined to tv station film buyers, directors or
supervisors. Only a few months ago, the
organization, which expects to work closely
with NARTB and the latter's National Television Film Council, received official recognition and promise of support from NARTB
President Harold E. Fellows.
Arrangements for the Chicago convention
are under Elizabeth Baine, film buyer and
director at WGN-TV Chicago, convention

FOOTBALL
SPORTSVISION

INC.

PACES

chairlady. On the West Coast, the first
organizational meeting will be held Sept. 25
with Harold P. See of KRON-TV San Francisco slated to be its guest speaker.
Among those active in organizing
NATFD, in addition to Messrs. Manning
and Cooper, are Dick Norman of KPTV
(TV) Portland, Ore.; Jim Bentley, KCENTV Temple, Tex.; George Vale, WRCA-TV
New York, and a number of others representing stations throughout the country.
The committee concluded with this comment as part of its "recommendations":
"It is our judgment that we need to know
much more than we now do about the actual
effect of television as a medium of communication. Any encouragement which could be
given by the company to a full-scale professional study of the effects of television, especially on children, would seem to be advisable. In the judgment of the committee,
there would be value in having this study supported and directed by a foundation rather
than by interested parties, but it would call for
the full cooperation by the television industry."

FILMCASTS
THE

FIELD

IN

DELAYED

GRID

FILM

ANY WAY you look at it, football is big
business and big box office off as well as
on the field — and on film as well as live.
This fall, with NCAA relaxing its restrictions over the nation's football tv diet
to permit regional telecasts, interest in the
grid sport might well rise to new heights.
With this more liberal policy, the football filmcast, which has come into its own
the past few years, seems destined to reap
a rich bonanza. Last week stations were
getting their first batches of delayed football
film.
Most of the nation's football filmcast fare
is produced by Sportsvision Inc., which was
organized by William J. Parry in 1950 when
the National Collegiate Athletic Assn. was
asserting itself on the football television
front [B»T, Feb. 8, 1954]. Today it turns
out The All-American Game of the Week,
Big 10 Hi-Lites and Pacific Coast Conference Hi-Lites, all 13-week series.
There is evidence that televised football
has emerged as the skin local advertisers and
stations love to touch with their dollars. Renewals and sponsor gratification appear to
be the order of the day.

will be the effect of NCAA's more
What policy?
liberal
Says Al Madden, general manager of
Sportsvision:
"We believe that regional live telecasts
will increase interest in film in various regions. For example, if five Big 10 games
are released regionally (as they' have been),
people in Big 10 areas will see more Big 10
football than they ever did and their interest in the Big 10 Hi-Lites will be higher,
since the package picks up four Big 10
games each week and gives coverage of the
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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Newsfilm editors screen more than a mile of
film every day — but you see only the best.
Less than 500 feet is selected for the dramatic
12-minute program that is first choice of
stations not only in this country but abroad.
Footage from all corners of the globe pours in
constantly at Newsfilm's four strategicallylocated processing centers — New York, Chicago,
Washington and Los Angeles. The work of
some 250 camera correspondents, it provides
coverage-in-depth of all the day's important
happenings and exclusive feature stories.
Many good stories "die on the cutting room
floor" every day— because they aren't quite
good enough to meet Newsfilm's standards.

More

than

you'll

ever

see

.

This unceasing demand for only the very
finest footage pays off ... in high viewer
interest and in top ratings. In Philadelphia,
for example, Newsfilm has been first in its
time period for eleven months running!
Newsfilm news programs are out in front
in many other important markets, too . . .
including Detroit, Houston and Washington.*
And Newsfilm —which is produced and edited
to famed CBS News standards— has won top
honors in Billboard's Annual Film Program
and Talent Award poll two years in a row.
To find out how Newsfilm can mean far better
television news programs for you, call . . .
CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC.
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Dallas, Atlanta,
Boston, Detroit and St. Louis. In Canada : S. W. Caldwell, Ltd., Toronto

*Telepulse, August 1955

conference as a whole — something no single
game can do. We visualize no adverse effects."
On the basis of sales to date, there would
seem to have been no adverse effects as far
as stations and advertisers are concerned.
Sales to stations have been running ahead
of last year for each of the three filmcasts,
according to Norrie West, assistant general manager of Sportsvision.
Proof of sponsor satisfaction is evident
in the number of renewals this year for the
Ail-American Game of the Week, as well as
the Hi-Lites series. Among the fields represented with advertisers on football filmcasts
are groceries, banks, automobile dealers,
construction, insurance, dairy, radio-tv firms,
drugs, clothing, real estate, petroleum companies, newspapers, trucking, sporting goods
and public utilities. (A Sportsvision survey
showed 56 individual sponsors reflecting 20
different types of merchandise.) The filmcasts were carried on 125 stations in 115
markets in 38 states in 1954, mostly on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evenings following the previous Saturday games.
While it is now too early to gauge any
sales successes for 1955, there is precedence in 1954 for assuming that advertisers
and stations alike are gratified with the
filmcasts. First-refusal rights seem commonplace in contract discussions.
A typical example of a satisfied sponsor
is Hawaii Pan Pacific, which sponsored AllAmerican Game of the Week film on
KONA-TV Honolulu last year. The firm
reported selling 200 Brunswick bowling

TV

CAM

ART

TRIPOD

SUPPORTS

TRIANGLE
$29.50

Heavy duty
center keystone
casting locks
legs and sturdy
clamps assure
solid support.

• CAR-TOP
CLAMPS
Insure a steady
tripod support
for
newsreel your
camera
when atop a
station wagon
or car platform.
Heavy bronze
construction.
Weatherproof.
Set of three:
$28.00

THE CAMERA 'MART inc.
CAMERA * MART
1845 Broadway, near 60th Street
New York 23, N. Y. • Circle 6-0930
Cable Addreis • CAMERAMART
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balls in the first two weeks (it normally
sells about 600 a year). It also moved 20
sets of Wilson golf clubs at $200 each, with
continuing good sales throughout the series.
The series is back on KONA-TV this fall.
The film package has been picked up
for the third straight year by Southern Arizona Bank of Tucson. Smith Oil Co. renewed Big 10 Hi-Lites on WTVO (TV)
Rockford (111.) for the third year. Still
another: Mothers Cakes and Cookies, which
renewed half of Sportsvision's back-to-back
Big 10 and PCC Hi-Lites (called Race to
the Rose Bowl) on KHJ-TV Los Angeles.
The advertiser reportedly wanted the series
so badly that it was planning to buy time
on another station for PCC Hi-Lites if KHJTV had declined the option.
And More Renewals
Among other third-year renewals reported
by Sportsvision for All-American Game are
WDAK-TV Columbus, Ga.; KSWO-TV
Lawton, Okla.; WBAP-TV Fort Worth;
KROD-TV El Paso; KGBT (TV) Harlingen,
Tex.; WKOW-TV Madison, Wis.; WB AYTV Green Bay, Wis. Third-year renewals
also were chalked up for Hi-Lites (one or
the other) with WTVO (TV) Rockford and
KBOI-TV Boise, Idaho. There were other
renewals of lesser term as well.
Testimonials also come from advertising
agencies, like Vance Shelhamer, Yakima,
Wash., and Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove.
According to John Winterringer, account
executive at Shelhamer, "clients all have expressed their satisfaction with the show,
both as a worthwhile merchandising and institutional vehicle." At Ketchum, E. J.
Donaldson, associate radio-tv director,
bought All-American Game of the Week
for clients in three markets — Erie, Rochester
and Buffalo — and was strong in its request
for an option the following year. In Atlanta,
J. Walter Thompson Co.'s Frank Carlson
described the A AG series as "very good in
the two markets in which we used it."
Some stations and advertisers have been
so pleased with football filmcast properties
they have sought options for succeeding
years. Dan Lawrence Agency, San Diego,
sought them for the Hi-Lites for both 195556. WMT-TV Cedar Rapids requested contracts outright for both years.
The property Big 10 Hi-Lites has sometimes been described as the Western Conference's "bread and butter film," and that
probably would be true. Rights are granted
Sportsvision by the Big 10 with certain reservations (no beer sponsors). The same
holds for the Pacific Coast Conference. (College football on television cannot be sponsored by beer or spirits, or, in most cases,
tobacco.)
With the emergence of NCAA's new national-regional tvpolicy comes a natural
tie-in between live and filmed football. It's
understood that some advertisers have requested that the Hi-Lites be aired as adjacencies to nationally-televised games on
NBC-TV or the Big Ten schedule on CBSTV.
In other instances, stations (at least 12 last
year) have used, not only the combined Big
10 and Pacific Coast films as Race to the
Rose Bowl (since the annual classic ties in

the champions of both conferences) but
clips from the series in their own sportscasts
after the first commercial "run." In Rockford, Smith Oil Co. has tied in Big 10 HiLites with a local Quarterback Club.
Sportsvision, which last year produced
two and a half million feet of film and which
employs 20 specialists to speed 1,000 feet of
film to tv stations throughout the country
each week after the top games, for use three
or four days later, got off the ground last
week for the 1955 season — and its sixth
year of operation.
Viewers got a seasonal preview of all the
Big 10 teams and highlights of such games
as Stanford-College of the Pacific, UtahOregon, UCLA-Texas A&M and Washington State-U. of Southern California.
This week they will see films of IndianaMichigan State, Ohio State-Nebraska, IowaKansas State and Michigan-Missouri. From
now on, depending on where each Hi-Lites
package has been purchased and is scheduled to run
nation's regional
football
fans will
be locally,
able to the
supplement
conference live telecasts and NCAA national coverage with a steady diet of football
filmcasts of their area favorites right up
through the week of Dec. 12. The climax
of Hi-Lites: How the Big 10 and PCC bowl
teams "got there." They will also be able
to see the top national game of the week
{All-American Game of the Week) in condensed version.
Aside from the viewer, what does all this
mean to NCAA — and Sportsvision? There's
a prediction of things to come from Norrie
West:
"We believe . . . that if the nation
[NCAA] goes completely regional next fall
in live football telecasting, that All-American
Game of the Week will increase in sales because itwill be the only national game telecast
(even thoughor on
But whether
not film)
NCAAavailable."
abandons national controls completely, the
cast seems here to stay. Only
A AG show was voted the best
sports series (despite being
weeks) in Billboard magazine's
program and talent awards.

football filmrecently the
non-network
on only 13
third annual

TV
Actors
Here's how to get
more work in TV
• The difference between success
and failure in TV is often how
much you know about preparing
and selling yourself. A terrific new
book, The Television Actor's
Manual, bygives
you thisTV know-how.
Written
top-notch
producer
William Hodapp, book is packed
with tips on opportunities available,
choosing agents, promoting publicity, audition scenes, contracts, casting advice, costume and makup, TV
acting
Ordertechniques,
your copy and
todaymuch
from more.
your
local bookseller, or send $4 to Appleton-Century-Crofts, Dept. A12, 35 W.
32 St., New York 1. Money back if
book isn't tremendous help to you.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

Quick

Watson!

For the first time in years, WMAR-TV, The Sunpapers'
television station in Baltimore, is able to offer availabilities from 10-10.30 P.M. this is a limited opportunity,
caused by network adherence to Daylight Saving time
for five weeks after Maryland returns to Eastern Standard
Time.
WMAR-TV is programming "Sherlock Holmes"— with
Ronald Howard as the classic sleuth— six nights weekly
beginning Sunday, September 25.
Each episode will be first-run in the Baltimore
market.
Each episode will run at the peak viewing hour of
10-10.30 P.M.
Each episode will have the advantage of high-rated
lead-in programs, and powerful programs behind.
In Baltimore's sponsor-crowded TV schedules, this
is an unparalleled opportunity for exposure of saturation schedules and short-term campaigns within a vehicle
as powerfully attractive as Conan Doyle's famous stories.
And in five weeks of consecutive-night showings,
"Sherlock Holmes" will have had the advantage of the
most powerful audience buildup in the history of Baltimore Television, to guarantee the series as a continuing
vehicle in the Baltimore market.

EVERY

NIGHT

10:00--10:30
Sept.

3

25th

In Maryland
C H AN N E L

each

29th

available

program

Most People
SUNPAPERS

Telephone MUlberry 5-5670 *
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.
Broadcasting

P. M.

thru Oct.

participations
within

(except Wed.)

Watch
TV
TELEVISION
BALTIMORE,
AR-MARYLAND
WM
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
New York, Detroit, Kansas City, San Francisco, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles
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&

Peters,

inc.

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932
NEW YORK
250 Park Avenue
PLaza 1-2700
ATLANTA
Glenn Bldg.
Murray 8-5667

CHICAGO
230 N. Michigan Ave.
Franklin 2-6373

FT. WORTH
406 W. Seventh St.
Fortune 3349

DETROIT
Penobscot Bldg.
Woodward 1-4255

HOLLYWOOD
6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 9-2151

SANRussFRANCISCO
Building
Sutter 1-3798

WlTH

more than 15,000,000 of them spending an average of 3 hours a day

with the stations he represents, you'll find your F&P

Colonel well versed in the ways of

women — and ready to talk about them at the drop of his hat.
Furthermore, he has a number of plans up his sleeve designed to keep your
product before the ladies who buy soaps and soups and such for America's biggest families
. . . and do it at low rates and low, low cost-per-thousand . . . daytime.
For documentation and specific schedules, your F&P

Colonel wants to drop his

hat in your office.

Representing
— SOUTHEAST
WBZ-TV
WGR-TV
WWJ-TV
WPIX
WPTZ
KDKA-TV
WCSC-TV
WIS-TV
WDBJ-TV
WTVJ

VHF

Television Stations:
PRIMARY
VHF CHANNEL
Boston
4
NBC
NBC
Buffalo
2
NBC
4
Detroit
IND
11
New York
NBC
Philadelphia
3
NBC
Pittsburgh
2
10
5
CBS
Charleston, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
NBC
Roanoke
7
CBS
Miami
4
CBS

MIDWEST — SOUTHWEST
WHO-TV
Des Moines
WOC-TV
Davenport
WDSM-TV
Duluth-Superior
WDAY-TV
Fargo
WCCO-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul
KMBC-TV
Kansas City
WBAP-TV
Fort Worth-Dallas
KFDM-TV
Beaumont
KENS-TV
San Antonio
WEST
KBOI-TV
KBTV
KGMB-TV
KMAU— KHBC-TV
KRON-TV

Boise
Denver
Honolulu
Hawaii
San Francisco

13
NBC
6
NBC
6
NBC
6
NBC
4
CBS
9
ABC
5
ABC-NBC
6.
CBS
5
CBS
2
9
4

CBS
ABC
CBS
NBC

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
(A&A continues from page 32)

cluding wages and salaries, net incomes of unincorporated enterprises (including farms), net
rental income, dividends, interest and such J
items as social insurance benefits, direct relief
and veterans pensions and benefits.
"Although personal income was lower last
year in a number of widely scattered states,"
the office found, "the largest decreases amount- 1
ed to only 4%. These occurred in Indiana, I
South Carolina, and West Virginia. The de- j
cline in Indiana was centered in manufacturing,
— 1 factory payrolls dropped 12% from 1953 [
Total
to 1954 in this industrial state, as against 59aj
nationally.
South Carolina's contraction in >
personal income was due to sharp declines in j
both farming and construction. In West Vir- 1
—2 ginia,
4
still another factor was dominant — a
payroll
drop an
of extension
nearly one-fourth
that
marked
of declinesin inmining
both
— 3— 2
—2
and 1953."
— 1952
1
Jay
Quits Presidency
—2
Of Hazel Bishop Inc.
NORMAN JAY, president of Hazel Bishop
Inc., has resigned effective Oct. 31, it was an- j
nounced last week by Raymond Spector, chairman of the board of Hazel Bishop. Mr. Jay;
will remain with the company as a director and
a substantial stockholder.
Mr. Spector stated that a new president will I
be elected after the annual stockholders meeting
— —4 2
in February. In the meanwhile Mr. Jay's duties j
will be assumed by Donald Burr, who has been
vice president in charge of sales for the com
pany for the past three years.
— Mr.
2 Burr and Emil K. Ellis have been electee
directors
of Hazel Bishop.
—1
Glass Container Institute

UP $2 BILLION
INCOME
U. S. '54 PERSONAL
Business Economics, Dept. of Commerce.
Personal income hits $285 bilIncome was within a 2% range of 1953 in
lion,%1 above 1 953 and with34 states and the District of Columbia, and less
in a 2% range of 1953 in 34
than 4% in most of the remaining states.
Largest increases were in Nevada (9%), Iowa
of the states.
Nebraska (6%) and Florida (6%).
PERSONAL income in the United States to- (8%),
Personal income measures the current income
taled $285,368,000,000 in 1954, 1% or $2 bil(before deduction of taxes) received by _resi1
lion above 1953, with most states showing conlars) states from all sources, indents of the various
tinued increases, according to the Office of
Personal Income
Percent change
mount of ions
of do
1929 to
1953 to
1954
1953
1929
1954
1954]
165
233
Continental United States
OQC
"3AQ
85,661 (Mill zoo,Joo
1
New England
18,893
18,716
7,125
nu
Connecticut
143
17T
5,145
Ml
i
479
Maine
1,641
L1741 4
883
5,159
1 ,328
Massachusetts
1,316
AI
850
3,862
New Hampshire
9,335
136
225
Rhode Island
596
156
322
9,466
1,526
0
Vermont
1 ,538
1 oo
532
Middle East
11
28,259
531
75,31
1
75,863
615
869
880
Delaware
240
207
District of Columbia
1,885
1 ,896
300
1
Maryland
,
1 5,008
1 ,585
2
1,260
New Jersey
5,045
1 1 ,769
13,714
4, 1 05
New York
1OX.21743"7
3
33,325
34,228
1 60
Pensylvania
7,531
20,066
794
209
West Virginia
1 9,604
2,562
2,452
40,839
Southest
344
0
212
9,196
40,819
Alabama
856
282
753
Arkansas
3,381
3,274
1 ,760
Florida
606
564
6
5,035
255
1 ,792
339
Georgia
5,313
4,528
1 ,01 5
Kentucky
4,460
3,656
Louisiana
856
1 ,020
333
0
3,620
3,741
570
226
3,751
Mississippi
1,856
North Carolina
381
1
1,894
315
4,955
5,028
470
South Carolina
1 ,046
414
400
42,527
072
982
Tennessee
2,414
o
4 074
o
Virginia
478
1,054
5^258
Southwest
5^269
2
18,722
19,084
254
Arizona
4,254
3A
196
1,428
349
171
New Mexico
A
1,468
Oklahoma
1 077
31,058
165
1,079
i
3 1 87
531
13/550
Texas
385
2
2>52
13^071
172
Central
222
0
81,844
19,595
25,468
81,947
Illinois
19,812
1
7,280
213
Opens
Radio-Tv
Testin Lo;
Indiana
THE GlassCoast
Container
Mfrs. Institute
8,081
1,973
Iowa
7,769
8
4,099
235
294
4,443
Angeles,
on
behalf
of
all
brands
of
bottled soft
1,419
14,497
Michigan
14,172
213
3,803
Minnesota
3 —2 drinks in the Southern California market, is
1,539
4,992
273
Missouri
1
5,148
7,122
2,275
a radio and television campaign
Ohio
234
17,346
0
7,C38
— conducting
17,293
1
Wisconsin
5,178
209
0
which
started in mid-September in Los Angeles
6,196
6,188
2,001
Northwest
238
2
3,965
with 144 radio spots on KFWB and 100 on
13,129
225
Colorado
642
13,414
294
t
2,515
2,528
KLAC, and, beginning the next day, 159 spots
Idaho
,
-281251
876
857
312
Kansas
999
on KMPC and 100 on KBIG. For television,
242
4
3,275
Montana
243
3,417
198
753
742
16 spots four days a week were scheduled on
253
811
Nebraska
175
6
1,084
1,070
2,234
895
868
288
2,103
North Dakota
1
KHJ-TV
Los Angeles on Adventure Theatre.
298
South Dakota
,
3
211
151
284
Utah
.,
All radio spots are 30 seconds and the tele1,126
0
378
540
Wyoming
,
1,130
391
minute.
differentinbottler's
Far West
brand vision
of spots
softonedrinks
was Afeatured
the tv
530
1
34,827
27,026
466
35,348
Colifornia
7,394
2
26,592
participations
on
each
occasion.
The
campaign
64779
Nevada
507
5,502
9
Oregon
345
will be concluded on Oct. 11. Kenyon & Eck2,906
542
2,881
Washington
323
4,863
hardt, New York, is the agency.
1
4,934
1,166
GE Appoints McCormick
APPOINTMENT of Harold J. McCormick as
manager of advertising and sales promotion for
the radio and television department of the General Electric Co., Syracuse, was announced last
week by Jack S. Beldon, department marketing
manager. Mr. McCormick, who will assume
his new post on Oct. 1, will direct all promomotional activities for GE's radio, television and
high fidelity products.
Mr. McCormick most recently has served
GE as radio and tv district sales manager in
the New York metropolitan area. Previously,
he had been GE contact with its agency, Maxon
Inc.
American Tobacco Buys
NBC-TV's Justice series, based on actual cases
from the files of the Legal Aid Society, will
return to the network on Oct. 2 (Sun., 10:30-11
p.m. EDT) under sponsorship of American
Tobacco Co. (Filter Tip Tareytons), New
York, through M. H. Hackett Co., New York.
Page 56
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MR. HAINES
MR. RENNER
MR. WALKER
COMPTON ADV., New York, has elected three new vice presidents, Barton A. Cummings,
president of the agency, announced last week. They are: Henry A. Haines, secretary;
George J. Renner, account executive, and James G. Walker, account executive.
Mr. Haines joined the agency in 1953 and was appointed secretary the same year.
He will now be head fiscal officer of the firm. Mr. Renner, with the company since 1951,
is the account executive on Neolite shoe products division of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co., typewriter division of Remington-Rand, and the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co. accounts.
Mr. Walker joined Compton last year and is the account executive" on Sterling Drug
and Personal Products Corp. accounts.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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Seattle
gone

r!

Monito

Yes, Seattle's sold on monitor
here's the story . . .

II

DATELINE:

SUNDAY,

JUNE

and komo.

12, 1955

The beginning of Week-end Monitor over NBC
Radio Network and KOMO, Radio Seattle.
DATELINE:

MONDAY,

JUNE

13, 1955

The beginning of KOMO Radio Seattle's "DIAL
1000". . . 4x/4 hours a day with local flavor and
local communicators . . . 5:45 a. m. to 10:00 a. m.
Monday through Friday . . . called by listeners,
agencies and clients "Seattle's own Monitor."
DATELINE:

SEPTEMBER,

1955

For three months approximately 36% of KOMO's
broadcasting hours have been devoted to weekend "Monitor" and "DIAL 1000." Now the results
are in. Seattle's wild about this new concept in
programming. "Monitor" is consistently sold out
EVERY WEEK END . . ."DIAL 1000" has become the "Voice of the Great Pacific Northwest."
DATELINE: NOVEMBER 7, 1955
WEEKDAY MONITOR
We're ready for it ! . . . Seattle wants MORE
"Monitor." For "DIAL 1000" availabilities and
availabilities in "Monitor" week-ends and weekdays .. . contact NBC Spot Sales.

RADIO

NBC

for SEATTLE

WESTERN

and

WASHINGTON

- age 57
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A STORY

ABOUT

CHICKENS

You take a man with 20,000 small chickens, he's got
a problem. Either he sells them or feeds them and
anybody at the Department of Agriculture can tell
you that selling is cheaper. V. W. (Vance) McCray
had 20,000 aforesaid, plus three ducklings and
four goslings. He also had several thousand eggs,
which may sound like something else again, but
which is actually chickens in transit. This man
McCray
in a bind.
If he soon
didn'thave
get anridawful
of mess
his
20,000waschickens
he would
and his friends would scorn him. So Vance called
Robert Widmark, who is in charge of binds at WMT,
the CBS station for Eastern Iowa. Widmark sold
Vance three one-minute spots. Those three oneminute spots sold 20,000 chickens. Vance gave
the ducklings to a needy millionaire and what
happened to the goslings is anybody's geese. Maybe
the man at the Katz Agency, WMT's national
representatives, knows.
V
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
FTC

SETS

RULES

ON

CIGARETTE

Federal Trade Commission issues seven prohibitions advertisers must heed in persuading
smokers to try their brands.
IN A CLEAR statement of what cigarette advertisers may and may not claim in their efforts to get people to switch brands, the Federal
Trade Commission Thursday made public seven
guides which will be used by its staff to
evaluate cigarette advertising and to determine
whether it violates FTC standards.
The guides are a result of conferences which
began in September 1954 between the FTC
and cigarette producers. The commission noted
that "substantial conformity" with the guides
has occurred while the conferences were in
progress, but warned that there would be a
crackdown in cases of non-compliance.
To conform to the spirit of the guides advertisers may not:
• Refer to the presence or absence of any
physical effects of smoking in general or smoking any particular brand (including those words
relating to filters or filtration).
• Claim less nicotine, tars, resins, etc., than
any other brand, unless it can be proved by
competent scientific fact and the difference is
significant.
• Refer to the effects of cigarette smoking
on nose, throat or any other part of the body.
• Claim medical approval of smoking in
general or of smoking a particular brand.
• Compare against other brands volume of
sales, purchase, use, or quality of tobacco,
when such comparison cannot be backed up
by reliable information available at that time.
• Use testimonials on cigarette smoking or
on smoking a particular brand unless the testimonial is genuine, is believed to represent the
current opinion of the author who currently
smokes said brand, and does not violate any
of the other guides.
disparage other cigarette manu• Falsely
facturers or their products.
In making public the standards, the FTC
made clear that nothing in the guides should
be construed to be a prohibition of any
LATEST

RATINGS

NIELSEN

Top 10 Television Programs
Two Weeks Ending Aug. 27, 1955
Number of Tv Homes Reached
Rank Program
Dollar Question (CBS)
21 64,000
Toast of the Town (CBS)
Girls (Gen. Foods) (CBS)
Whiting(NBC)
43 Those
Lux Theatre
I've Got (CBS)
a Secret (CBS)
65 Climax
7 Disneyland (ABC)
8 United States Steel Hour (CBS)
9 Robert Montgomery (Warner) (NBC)
10 Dragnet (NBC)
Per Cent of Tv Homes Reached
Program Station Basis
RANK
Program
1 64,000 Dollar Question (CBS)
2 Toast of the Town (CBS)
3 Lux Theatre (NBC)
(Gen. Foods) (CBS)
Those Whiting
45 Climax
(CBS) Girls
6 I've Got a Secret (CBS)
7 United States Steel Hour (CBS)
8 Robert Montgomery (Warner) (NBC)
9 Disneyland (ABC)
10 Max Liebman Presents (NBC)
Copyright 1955 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
Broadcasting

Homes
(000)
15,830
13,037
10,585
10,188
9,762
9,658
9,213
9,148
9,106
9,088
Homes
%
48.0
39.4
31.7
31.4
30.4
29.6
29.2
28.2
27.7
27.3

ADS

claims or representations which refer only to
taste, flavor, aroma, or enjoyment. Nor would
they serve to modify the provisions of any
existing FTC orders or stipulations or alter
the advertiser's responsibility in compliance
with them, the commission said in its statement
last week.

new!

KCRA-TV
changes

Calif. Soft Drink Firm
Setting Up Spot Campaign
RADIO is the only consumer advertising
medium being used by Sparkling Life Co. of
America, Los Angeles, in an effort to revitalize
the sale and distribution of its 16-year old
product, Sparkling Life soft drink beverages.
Through lohn L. Sullivan Adv., Los Angeles,
Sparkling Life is launching a major radio saturation spot campaign that eventually may

the picture
completely

in

rich
California's
Sacramento
Valley!

channel

G. W. PERKINS (seated), president of
Sparkling Life, signs for 10,000 spots annually on KSDO San Diego under watchful eyes of (I to r, standing) agency president John L Sullivan; Walter Lake, KSDO's
Los Angeles representative, and Ira
Schroeder, Sparkling Life's vice president
in charge of sales.
spread through the 30 states in which the
product is marketed.
Pilot venture is starting on KSDO San Diego,
using 200 spots weekly for 52 weeks, stated
John L. Sullivan, agency president, and KFOX
Long Beach, Calif., has been signed on the
same basis of 10,000 spots annually starting in
early October. Mr. Sullivan said that radio
has been chosen as the exclusive medium because of its flexibility in meeting merchandising
problems as they arise, in addition to its mass
circulation impact.
New

Officers Named

To Whirlpool-Seeger
NEW officers were elected to the board of the
newly-formed Whirlpool-Seeger Corp. at a directors' meeting in St. Joseph, Mich., on Sept.
16, coincident with the effective incorporation
date of the new Delaware corporation. Elected
vice presidents of the new company, which
marks RCA's entrance into the black-and-white
appliance field, are Donald W. Alexander, John
W. Craig, Neil H. Griebenow, John A. Hurley,
John W. Krueger, Robert M. Mitchell and
Robert S. Upton. Additional officers are Walter
Holt, assistant treasurer; Clarence W. Moberg,
assistant secretary and assistant treasurer, and
Bartley K. Moore, assistant secretary.

Complete NBC basic programming
— with TV stars and programs
never before seen in the area —
has come
to the fabulous Sacramento Valley!
Sacramento's new station — KCRATV, Channel 3 — is the only low
band VHF station in the Valley.
100,000 watts maximum power.
The television picture has changed
in Sacramento — a change that affects you, your clients and the
viewing habits of thousands of
Sacramento Valley families.
Be sure to re-evaluate your television advertising
Stockton
market.in the
TakeSacramentoa second
look at your present spot schedules and programs. Then call Petry.
KCRA-TV delivers one of the
country's richest markets, with
spendable income of more than
two billion dollars!

KCRA-TV
channel

Sacramento, Calif.
100,000 WATTS
MAXIMUM POWER

•
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First, NBC

revitalized

Nowradio
week-end
>

. . .

WEE

will be companion
and

adviser

to America's

every Monday

through

Premiere,

Call your NBC

Friday.

November

7th.

Radio Representative for full details.

Exciting things are happening
Radio

women

Network

on the
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'BREAKTHROUGH'
ON
IN COLOR— SARNOFF
RCA-NBC board chairman tells
Washington Ad Club color tv
will be a 'major' factor in the
industry by the end of 1956.
"WE are now witnessing the beginning of the
breakthrough of color television."
With those words, Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff,
RCA board chairman, told members of the
Washington (D. C.) Ad Club, that by the end
of 1956 color tv will be a "major" factor in the
broadcasting industry.
Gen. Sarnoff addressed the Capital's advertising fraternity after receiving a plaque for
outstanding service in radio and tv. The presentation was made by FCC Chairman George
C. McConnaughey.
Reviewing the upsurge in the use of color for
cars, kitchen equipment, playroom furniture
and containers, Gen. Sarnoff called attention
to the "revolution" in packaging which is underway.
he "Color
stated. is to vision what melody is to sound,"
"The alert broadcaster and sponsor," General
Sarnoff went on, "is therefore embracing color
to keep abreast of progress and to take fullest
advantage of what television has to offer. It
seems to me that the broadcaster who is in a
position to add color to his programs and fails
to do so is handicapped in the race for business.
The sponsor who adopts a waiting attitude will
lose markets to competitors who go all out for
color. Nearly everything worth the effort and
cost of selling at all, deserves the extra attention
andColor
memory
appealstheof RCA
naturalchairman
color." said, is
television,
"the natural, the inevitable next step [in television]."
Eighty percent of RCA's billion dollar business this year will be in products and services
not on the market ten years ago, Gen. Sarnoff
declared. Ten years from now, he prophesied,
it is likely that 80% of the business done by
electronic companies will again be in products
and services not on the market today.
Gen. Sarnoff also repeated what he has predicted before: that "before long ... we shall
look clear around this globe as easily as we
nowThetalkRCAaround
it by estimated
radio."
chairman
that 8 million
tv sets and 12 million radio sets will be sold in
the U.S. this year.
At the head table were FCC members, network vice presidents, local radio station and
trade paper executives, and Rep. J. Percy
Priest, chairman, House Commerce Committee;
Judge Justin Miller, former NARTB president,
and James D. Secrest, Radio-Electronics-Tv
Mfrs. Assn.
RCA

Victor

games.
Chicago

Agencies

Gross $97.5 Million
GROSS receipts reached $97.5 million for
Chicago advertising agencies in 1954 and total
advertising volume, including commissioned
business and that placed through individual
firms, is now over the $1 billion mark.
These figures were cited by Thomas H. Coulter, chief executive officer of the Chicago Assn.
of Commerce & Industry, in an address during
a preview workshop series sponsored by the
Chicago Federated and Women's Advertising
clubs of that city last Tuesday.
Tracing Chicago's growth as an advertising
center and "new boom town," Mr. Coulter
noted the city has 644 agencies with estimated
payrolls of $60 million today compared to 355
with $32 million in 1948. Gross receipts rose
$32.5 million in the past seven years. Commissioned advertising now exceeds $65 million, he
added.
Mr. Coulter also scored "executives who take
their advertising accounts to New York and
. . . the networks who ship their talent there"
as a brand of "civic sabotage."
Special panel on "Advertising — The Best Job
in the World" included Fairfax Cone, president,
Foote, Cone & Belding; Kenneth Laird, president, Tatham-Laird Inc.; Earle Ludgin, board
chairman, Earle Ludgin & Co.; E. H. Weiss,
president, Weiss & Geller Inc.; John McLaughlin, director of sales and advertising, Kraft
Foods Co., and Raymond Weber, advertising
manager, Swift & Co. Each panelist told why
he likes advertising as a career and offered suggestions on how to enter the field.

Advance Schedule
Of Network Color Shows
CBS-TV
Sept. 27 (9:30-10 p.m. EDT) Red Skelton Show, S. C. Johnson & Son
through Needham, Louis &
Brorby and Pet Milk Co.
through Gardner on alternate
weeks. (Also Oct. 4, 11, 18, 25.)
Oct. 1

(7-7:30 p.m. EDT) Gene Autry
Show, William Wrigley Jr. Co.
through Ruthrauff & Ryan.
(Also Oct. 8, 15, 22, 29.)

Oct. 6

(8:30-9:30 p.m. EDT) Shower
of Stars, "Time Out for Ginger,"
Chrysler Corp. through McCann-Erickson.

Oct. 20 (8:30-9:30 p.m. EDT) Climax,
Chrysler
Corp. through McCann-Erickson.
Oct. 22 (9:30-11 p.m. EDT) Ford Star
Jubilee, "Together With Music,"
Ford Motor Co. through J. Walter Thompson Co.
NBC-TV
Sept. 26-30 (lla.m.-noon EDT) Home,
color inserts daily at 11:45 a.m.noon. Participating sponsors.
Sept. 26-30 (5:30-6 p.m. EDT) Howdy
Doody. (Also Oct. 3-7, Oct. 1014, Oct. 17-21, Oct. 24-28.) Participating sponsors.
Late Sept. All World Series games played
in New York will be telecast in
color. Dates not definite.
Sept. 27 (8-9 p.m. EDT) Milton Berle
Show, Sunbeam Corp. through
Perrin-Paus Co. and RCA and
Whirlpool Corp. through Kenyon & Eckhardt. (Also Oct. 18.)
Oct. 1

(9-10:30 p.m.) Max Liebman
Presents, "Heidi," Oldsmobile
through D. P. Brother.

Oct. 9

(7:30-9 p.m.) Color Spread,
"Show Biz." Participating sponsors.

Oct. 15 (2:45-5:30 p.m. EDT) NCAA
Fooball, Notre Dame vs. Michisors. gan State. Participating spon-

Starts All-Media

Drive For 21" Color Sets
RCA Victor last week kicked-off a nationwide
all-media campaign to promote its 21 -inch color
tv receiver. J. M. Williams, advertising and
sales promotion manager, promised coverage in
every U. S. market area where color tv signals
can be received, stating, "We will make widespread use of RCA-sponsored radio and television shows on NBC — such mass-audience programs as Producer's Showcase, Milton Berle
. . . and Monitor."
Mr. Williams also pointed out that RCA
will concentrate its big promotional guns on the
hotel and tavern field, indicating to these marPa?e 64 • September 26, 1955
A

kets the importance of color tv as a traffic
builder. Scheduled daytime color shows such as
the current Howdy - Doody and proposed
Matinee Theatre will also provide dealers with
outstanding opportunities for in-store color tv
demonstrations, Mr. Williams added.
The campaign will last through the fall and
winter. In addition to the advertising schedule,
RCA Victor Television Division has prepared
distributor-dealer promotional kits to tie in
with the World Series and NCAA football

Oct. 17 (8-9:30 p.m. EDT) Producers
Showcase, "Cyrano de Bergerac," Ford Motor Co. through
Kenyon & Eckhardt and RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Grey and Al Paul Lefton.
PRESENT at the contract signing providing
for N. C. Rorabaugh Co. to furnish TvB
with spot expenditures by company and
brands [B»T, Sept. 19] were (I to r): N. C.
Rorabaugh, head of company bearing his
name; Dr. Leon Arons, TvB director of research, and TvB President Oliver Treyz.

Oct. 23 (4-5:30 p.m. EDT) Hallmark
Hall of land,"
FameHallmark
"Alice
in Wondercards
through
Foote, Cone & Belding.
[Note: This schedule will be corrected to
press time of each issue of B»T]
Broadcasting
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these early-birds are flying away
with the ratings with . . .

TV's Only Animated Quiz
Show for Children
Here's a refreshingly new and different TV show ideaspeci ally- designed for the young fry and their parents
Available in 5-, 15-, 30- or 60-minute segments.
Easy to program — a perfect participation
spot-carrier. Will hypo an established show.
"Watch the Birdie" is clicking all across
the country. For example, WRCA-TV,
New York, pulled 10,000 registrations in
the first three days on the air. Be the
early bird in your market . . . and
watch sales and ratings
soar skyward.

You're in good company when you buy
"Watch the Birdie.'' No going out on the
limb here. Already the nation's top TV
stations and sponsors, such as Malt-O-Meal,
Georgia Milk Producers Confederation,
Thoro Bred Dog Food, Quality Bakers
of America and Dairy Mart, are presenting
the only animated quiz show for children
— and with fabulous sponsor results.
You
couldn'trecommendation.
ask for better company —
or a better
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Formed

To Assist Ad Agencies
CREATIVISION, a new tv service has been
formed in New York, offering varied services
to advertising agencies. It will be closely associated with Victor Kayfetz Productions Inc.
and
ties. will exchange production staff and faciliWinfield Hoskins and Victor Kayfetz are
principal associates of the new organization.
Mr. Hoskins was formally tv copy supervisor
of Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago agency,
and Mr. Kayfetz has been producing films under
his own name.
Swan Joins Dorrance

Co.

As V.P.# Account Executive
JOHN D. SWAN has joined Dorrance & Co.,
New York advertising promotion firm,
as vice president and
utive.
senior account exec-

THE

Mr.uate ofSwan,
a gradPrinceton
U.,
comes to Dorrance
from WCAX Burlington, Vt., where
he has been station
manager for five

SHOWS.

NETWORK

ABC

PLUS

strumental in the
years. He was
in-

SUPERMAN
JOHN

LONG

CISCO
WILD

KID

He has ofbeen
agency's rectors.
board
diwith the agency since
it was founded in
1951 and also is
chairman of the

GANG

STUDIO

THE

ler,
Werner,
copy Beck
chief,& ScheideNew York, has been
elected to the

BILL JR.

ANDY'S

JACK

planningzation of and
organiMR. SWAN
WCAX-TV
when that station went on the air a year ago
this month.
SB&W Elects McKenna
WILLIAM J. McKENNA Jr, vice president and

BILL HICKOK

BUFFALO
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AL JARVIS
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son, New York.

Joseph Whit, Agency V.P., Dies
FUNERAL services were held in Chicago Tuesday for Joseph H. White, 49, vice president in
charge of research at Weiss & Geller Inc., Chicago advertising agency. He died the preceding
day at West Side Veterans Hospital. Mr. White
had been with Weiss & Geller since 1952 and
previously headed his own merchandising and
management consultant firm. He is survived by
his wife, Eleanor; mother, Mrs. Lena H. White;
a son, Joel, and brother, Lester M.
Two

Join Cabot

Agency

VALENTINE HOLLINGSWORTH Jr., account executive, and Louis Panarelli, art director, have joined Harold Cabot & Co. Inc.,
advertising agency, Boston. Mr. Hollingsworth
had been administrative assistant to the general
sales manager of Hollingsworth & Whitney Division, Scott Paper Co., Boston, for the past
four years. Mr. Panarelli was an assistant art
director at Ted Bates Co., New York.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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CBS

Programs

Start Oct. 1st . . .

on channel

18

bringing the rich Hartford, Connecticut market the tops in Television entertainment .. .

GENERAL TIMES TELEVISION CORPORATION
for rates and availabilities, contact
H-R Representatives, Inc., 380 Madison Avenue, New York
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FILM

SPOT NEW BUSINESS

TWO

Speed-Kleen (neutral handcleanser), to be introduced in fall by Landon Labs, Kansas City,
Mo., planning extensive market to market tv
spot campaign.
Time in several
mid western'
markets
will be purchased
by Jackson,
Haerr,
Peterson & Hall, Jefferson City (Mo.) office.
Continental Oil Co. (Conoco), N. Y., preparing
radio-television spot announcement campaign
to start next month in Conocoland, mostly Midwest, through Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
Mueller Macaroni Products last week started
largest campaign in company's history with
radio spots in 20 markets for 39 weeks and tv
spots in Columbus, Toledo, Cincinnati, Boston,
Birmingham and Philadelphia, as well as participation on WOR-TV's Million-Dollar Movie.
Latter is for 39 weeks, starting Oct. 3. Agency
is Scheidler, Beck & Werner, N. Y.
NETWORK

NEW BUSINESS

Pontiac Div. of General Motors starts sponsorship of Playwright Hour Oct. 4 (NBC-TV,
Tues ,9:30 p.m. EST) with a David Davidson
adaptation of Philip Wylie's fantasy of angels
and H-bombs, "The Answer." Starring Paul
Douglas, Nina Foch, Albert Dekker, Walter
Abel and Conrad Nagel, premiere show will be
produced and directed by Fred Coe and Delbert
Mann. MacManus, John & Adams is agency
for Pontiac.
American Maize-Products Co., for Amazo, is
co-sponsoring Wed., Thurs. and Fri. broadcasts
of Ruth Ashton's Women's New Desk on 23
Columbia Pacific Radio Network stations, for
13 weeks. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
AGENCY APPOINTMENTS
Oklahoma State Dept. of Commerce & Industry appoints Lowe Runkle Co., Oklahoma City.
Media plans not announced.
Thor Power Tool Co., Chicago, appoints
Williams & Cleary Inc., same city, to
advertising for 1956. Company plans
advertising campaign in its history, to
television.

Roche,
handle
largest
include

A&A PEOPLE
Mort Heineman, vice president, Franklin Bruck
Adv., N. Y., elected president, succeeding
Franklin Bruck, who has become chairman.
Mr. Bruck will continue to be active in agency.
Julius Joseph Jr., media director, and Joseph
Shaw, art director, elected vice presidents.
Margery Carlson, for the past year with KUTV
(TV) Salt Lake City, joins Axelson Adv. Co.
there as radio-tv director and copy chief.
Walter H. Lurie, formerly in charge of west
coast operations, MBS, elected vice president,
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, N. Y.
Alfred L. Plant, account executive, Grey Adv.,
N. Y., appointed advertising manager of Block
Drug Co., Jersey City, N. J.
Rodney Albright, senior film producer, BiowBeirn-Toigo, N. Y., to Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles there, as tv production supervisor.
Philip J. Kelly, managing director, Chivas Bros.
Import Corp., appointed vice president in
charge of marketing, Calvert Distillers Corp.,
N. Y.
Brendan Baldwin, assistant media director, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., to Kenyon & Eckhardt,
there, as a media coordinator.
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LOS

MOVIES
ANGELES

Films Inc. and Pictorial Films Inc. follow lead of Republic in accepting
consent decree. Government counsel outlines scope of 16mm suit
as antitrust proceedings opened last Thursday.
tv 25% of its feature films which are three
TWO more feature movie distributors last week,
on the eve of a federal antitrust trial in Los years old or older. Each year thereafter, Republic will be required to offer to tv at least
Angeles, entered into a consent decree whereby
they agreed to release their 16mm prints to 50% of its three-year-old feature products.
The consent decree entered last week by
television and other non-theatrical outlets after
completion of regular 35mm theatre showings.
Film Inc. and Pictorial Films were not as speThey are Films Inc., pioneer 16mm distributor,
cific as that for Republic, but the same genand Pictorial Films Inc.
eral provisions are understood to apply. The
Republic Pictures and its subsidiary, Repubcourt orders stated that "said defendant is
lic Productions Inc., a fortnight ago made the ordered and directed to license or offer for
break and were the first major movie interest licensing in good faith, directly or through
to accept a consent decree from Federal Dis- distributors, to government and other outlets
trict Judge Leon R. Yankwich in which they its feature films available for 16 mm exhibiwould release 16mm films for television showing [B«T, Sept. 19.]
"Government outlets" was defined to mean
The 16mm antitrust proceeding, instituted
the armed forces, veterans hospitals and other
by the government against the big movie progovernment agencies as well as the American
ducers and exhibitor associations in 1952, be- Red Cross and United Services Organizations
gan on the West Coast Thursday before Judge
Inc. "Other outlets" was defined to mean hotels,
Yankwich as government counsel Samuel Fla- clubs,
tion."hospitals, churches, etc., but not teletow outlined the Justice Dept's evidence alleg- vision.
Tv's Section
ing a producer-exhibitor conspiracy to keep
16mm features out of tv and all other "outlets"
which would create competition with the local
Tv received a special section. The decree
35mm feature film exhibitor.
read,
"said defendant is ordered and directed
Special assistant to the U. S. Attorney Genwithin 90 days from the date of entry of this
eral in Washington, Mr. Flatow told the court
final judgment, to license or offer for licensing
that
several years
ago Republic
rank"to in good faith, directly or through distributors,
and ventured
to release
some old"broke
features
for television, its feature films available for
television and "we will show you what the ex- television.
hibitors did to them."
"Said defendant is enjoined and restrained
Remaining Defendants
from refusing to license or offer for licensing
Defendents remaining in the historic case in- for television in the U. S. any feature film availclude Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.,
television."
Warner Bros. Pictures Inc. and subsidiary WarTheable fororders
did not further define "available
ner Bros. Features Distributing Corp., RKO
for television" but did state the two defendants
were not prevented from withdrawing a film
Radio Pictures Inc. (now owned by General
from tv after it has been offered for a period
Teleradio Inc., major radio-tv station operator),
of at least three years.
Columbia Pictures Corp. and subsidiary Screen
Gems Inc., and Universal Pictures Co. and
The anti-trust proceeding is expected to consume two or three months, according to the
subsidiary United World Films Inc.
present
estimate. The government plans to call
"Co-conspirators" named by the government
about three dozen witnesses, reporters were
in its complaint are Theatre Owners of America
told, while the counsel for the movie majors
Inc. and a half-dozen other regional exhibitor
will call more than 100 persons to testify.
associations. Mr. Flatow explained' that MGM
Deposition of Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, board
and Paramount Pictures Corp. are not defendents in the case because they do not make 16 chairman of RCA and NBC, was taken earlier
mm prints of their features for domestic dis- this year [B»T, July 25, June 27]. Gen. Sarnoff
tribution.
testified that NBC had made repeated efforts
for several years to obtain feature films for
Mr. Flatow said the government is not contelevision
testing the producer's right to keep 16 mm
but
had notfrom
beenHollywood's
successful. principal studios
prints out of circulation until after the 35 mm
first runs are completed. He said the anti-trust
Mr. Flatow is assisted in the government's
complaint deals with the general refusal of the prosecution by James M. McGrath, Chief of
movie industry to release the 16 mm films to the Justice Dept.'s Anti-Trust Division at Los
television at any time and to any other outlet Angeles, and trial attorneys Daniel H. Margolis
where potential competition with an exhibitor
will occur.
"The evidence will prove more than inTv Helps Police
ference of agreement to limit distribution," he
said.
GUILD FILMS' Confidential File program was credited last week with having
Counsel for the defendant producer and exinduced
a 17-year-old girl drug addict to
hibitor interests were expected to present their
tip off New York police to the location of
opening
summary
late
Thursday
or
Friday
morning.
a dope ring which lured teen-agers into
the drug habit. Police reported that the
Under the Republic Pictures consent decree,
young girl saw Confidential File, a series
the movie producer was given 90 days to offer
dealing with social problems facing U. S.
for licensing on television 80% of its feature
communities, on WPIX (TV) New York
film produced and released for exhibition beand was moved to telephone the police.
fore Aug. 1, 1958. Republic was given an inAs a result of her tip, police made raids
determinate period to negotiate with unions,
on two apartments in the city and arrested
performers and other right holders regarding
three men on narcotics charges.
the release of films made after Aug. 1, 1958.
Within two years thereafter, it must license for
Broadcasting
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T. B. Baker, Jr., Executive Vice-President and General Munager»Bob Reuschle, National Sales Manager

and Leonard R. Posner from Washington.
Judge Yankwich, a veteran jurist in movie
cases, opened the proceeding by advising the
participants not to pay any attention to whether
others have entered a consent decree or what
statements are made or actions are taken outside of the courtroom. "We are dealing with
the movie industry, a powerful propaganda
organization, with their lawyers doing one
thing and press agents another," he said, reminding those present, "I'm good at counterpropaganda too."
When Mr. Flatow proceeded to offer his
summary, the judge frequently interrupted with
questions and commented, "western judges are
talkative." He cautioned the Washington attorney "there are no set speeches in my court,
besides, you'll deprive us of a lot of fun. And,
you see, will get to know what is on my mind."
Mr. Flatow outlined this history of the 16mm film industry and said his evidence would
show that the 16mm distribution firms agreed
not to allow their films to compete with standard 35mm exhibitors. He cited a 1949 letter
from the TO A 16mm committee and the committee's 1950 annual report confirming what
he alleged was a joint restrictive agreement
among all distributors.
Six Points of Evidence
He outlined the following six areas of evidence to be offered:
First — That as each defendant producing
company entered the field of 16mm distributors it adopted a plan of limited distribution,
the terms of which contained substantially the
same restrictions and limitations of exhibitors.
"We do not depend on the theory of conscious
parallelism to prove our case, because we be-

lieve that in this case affirmative proof of a
concert of action is abundant.
"The second category of documents we expect
to introduce is to prove that the plan of limited
distribution and restricted exhibition of 16mm
film was adopted and designed to keep 16mm
showings from being competitive with 35mm
theatres.
third
we "The
intend
to category
introduce ofwilldocuments
show thatwhich
the
continued maintenance of the plan was due
to extreme pressure of the theatre owners
through their co-conspirator exhibitor associations.
"The fourth category are those which show
that the specific restrictions and limitations
contained in the plan were actually enforced.
These are the restrictions alleged in the complaint.

Adherence to Restrictions

"The fifth category will be offered to show
that adherence to the restrictions and limitations were policed by the defendants individually and collectively with the aid, assistance
and under the pressure of co-conspirators.
"We expect to show that not only did the
defendants police the plan individually but
they also policed it collectively, using the legitimate enterprise of policing copyright violations to police violations of the limited plan of
16 mm distributors.
"The sixth category of documents will be
offered to show that with demand for 16mm
feature films for use on television, as part of
the same conspiracy, the defendants uniformly
refused to license films for that purpose even
though the films had not only been distributing
to all theatrical runs, but most of them were
actually lying dormant for years in the vaults

the

nation's

of Mr.
the Flatow
defendants."
emphasized to the court that the
refusal to license films for tv is not an individual action but concerted action. The theatre
owners admit that television is their greatest
competitor, he said, explaining that "producers
fear the reprisals of the exhibitors if they license films to television."
Judge Yankwich interrupted, "I'm interested
in the legality of the action, not whether several are doing it. Just because there is a conspiracy doesn't necessarily change something
into an illegal act." He said the word "conspiracy" has been given over-emphasis in too
many cases.
"At the end of a theatre run, suppose they
burn them up?" the judge questioned. "Suppose they decide the films are artistically inferior or something and decide to lock them
up and won't release them to anybody," Judge
Yankwich
probing
for Mr. Flatow's
opinion of suggested,
whether such
an individual
act on
the part of a producer or distributor would
constitute an illegal act.
Cites Procedure
When the Washington official suggested the
government would file a memorandum of law
on the matter, Judge Yankwich reminded him
that western courts operate differently. "I want
the law when I get to it," he told counsel. "I
don't want memorandums filed later. I don't
have a law clerk. I look up the law myself."
At another point, Judge Yankwich told the
participants he had cleared his docket to devote
at least four days a week to the 16mm case,
having worked until 1 1 p.m. the preceding night
to complete another trial. "Judges work 11
months a year out here," he commented, stating
this
point and
he the
likedDistrict
to "remind"
those
from was
New a York
of Columbia.

3rd

rail

center..

and its industrial wealth are the hub of WSPD-TV's billion
or market. Toledo is the nation's 3rd rail center, and is listed
ong the United States leaders in 1 1 of the 19 industrial classifications!
Along with Toledo, WSPD-TV gives you maximum 316,000 watt
power for complete saturation of our 18 county, billion dollar
market.
Your sales message will be heard, and your product will be
in Northwestern Ohio.

TELEVISION
TOLEDO, OHIO
R«DI0"
Represented Nationally
by KATZ
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ABC Film Syndication
Expands, Realigns Staff
IN A STAFF expansion and realignment at
ABC Film Syndication, Don L. Kearney, vice
president in charge of sales, is announcing
today (Monday) the appointment of two salesmen and the reassignment of three sales executives.
Additions to the sales staff are Robert B.
Miehle, newly appointed midwest account executive, and Al Godwin, who has joined the
eastern sales division, headed by Nat V. Donate
Mr. Miehle will be located in Chicago and Mr.
Godwin in New York.
Executives re-assigned are John B. Burns,
former midwest manager, who has been transferred to New York as director of national
sales; Patric Rastall, account executive in the
midwest office, who has been named manager,
replacing Mr. Burns, and Fred J. Stratmen, who
has been promoted from the Hollywood office
to become manager of the newly-opened San
Francisco office. The new office is located at
227 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco.
Ziv Sells Tv Packages
To Italian Tv Network
ZIV Television Programs has announced that
Radio-Audizione Italiana has purchased Ziv's
Favorite Story, Mr. District Attorney, Cisco Kid
and Boston Blackie series for showing over the
seven-city Italian Tv Network. Negotiations
were completed in New York by Ziv officials
and Francesco Cilenti, executive vice president
of Radio-Audizione Italiana.
Mr. Cilenti was in New York to study U. S.
tv-making procedure and to purchase film programming for the Italian network. He was
scheduled to visit Ziv Television's studios in
Hollywood following his New York visit. The
four Ziv programs, which will be dubbed into
Italian by RAI, will start on the Italian network
the end of the year. The network consists of
stations in Rome, Milan, Turin, Genoa, Florence, Venice and Trieste.
Ziv, after record sales in August, is continuing the trend this month and total sales
for 1955 should exceed all previous years,
according to M. J. Rifkin, sales vice president.
Mr. Rifkin said / Led Three Lives has signed
118 markets for third year renewals while
Highway Patrol, the company's latest entrant
in the tv film syndication field and which is
ready for telecasting about Oct. 1, is booked
into 157 markets.
Guild August

Sales Reach

Record-Breaking $800,000
NEW monthly high sales record was achieved
by Guild Films Co. in August with total sales
of $800,000, it was reported last week by Erwin
H. Ezzes, general sales manager.
Leading in sales for the month, according to
Mr. Ezzes, was the documentary film series,
Confidential File, released in August.
Bavarian Buys NBC Film Shows
BAVARIAN Brewing Co. will sponsor five
NBC Film Div. programs in Cincinnati,
Columbus, Dayton and Zanesville, Ohio, starting next month. Programs, totaling 14 weekly
half-hours, represent one of the most intensive
regional advertising campaigns in brewing history, according to Jake Keever, national sales
manager for NBC Film Division. Series includes Victory at Sea; Steve Donahan, Western
Marshal; His Honor, Homer Bell; Adventures
of the Falcon, and The Great Gildersleeve.
Peck-Heekin, Cincinnati, handles the account.
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Last week's Chicago and Saranac Lake sessions drew mixed reactions
to 'regional' idea. Biggest news: Comr. Lee's vhf drop-in plan.
were conflicting meetings that kept attendance
NARTB's fall convention series, having drawn
down." (See attendance story, page 76).
roughly 400 broadcasters and guests to two
William Holm, WLPO LaSalle, 111., host
regional meetings, will resume Wednesday in
New Orleans with association officials and
NARTB director at Chicago: "As far as I can
board members satisfied the new idea is an
ascertain the board's regional plan is a success."
There was obvious disappointment at Chicago
improvement over the old 17-meeting schedule.
at the 200-plus attendance, which included
There will be changes in the plan, however,
before another year, many broadcasters be- registered station delegates plus a dozen or so
lieved after the Chicago and Saranac Lake,
more whose names weren't on the list of registrants made available by the association. AtN. Y., meetings last week. While one-fourth
tendance of station delegates in the meeting
of the 1955 schedule was disposed of in six
days, it did not appear that the new idea room averaged around 60 at the Radio Day
in Chicago and at the joint Association Day.
brings any relief to the industry's travel prob- About 50 station delegates attended Television
lem.
Day discussions in Chicago.
NARTB kept pace with broadcasting progress
Roughly 40 were registered at Chicago from
in providing the membership in 14 states with
equipment, service and other related agencies,
three-day programs of management programan unexpectedly good showing for associate
ming. It took time to do some plain talking members.
about industry problems and to accept warnDelegate reaction to the regional idea was
ings about some phases of station operation.
mixed. Kentucky station men claimed the
Most exciting development of the week was
the promise of Comr. Robert E. Lee that he three-day trip was as difficult as attendance at
would work on behalf of new vhf drop-in or a national convention, from a travel and time
secondary stations (see story on page 27).
standpoint. Only 11 Kentuckians appeared on
the registration list at the end of the second day
While a majority of broadcasters thought
last week's program was excellent from a in Chicago. On the other hand, nearby Wisconsin had only eight registered delegates.
station management's standpoint, a lot of them
said the membership had to absorb an extra
Only one flurry of excitement appeared at
travel load so the NARTB headquarters staff Chicago and that died quickly. A proposal that

NARTB'S STAFF at the opening regional meeting (I to r): Joseph M. Sitrick, William K.
Treynor, Robert L. Heald, James Hulbert, Charles H. Tower, John F. Meagher, Sally
Kean, Edward H. Bronson, Dan W. Shields, Vincent Wasilewski and William L. Walker.
Not in photo, President Harold E. Fellows and A. Prose Walker.
could cut in half the autumn job of staging 17
field meetings.
Delegates heard plain talk from an agency
executive — Robert E. Anderson, BBDO Detroit
vice president — about their handling of radio
commercials and their failure to land a due
share of automotive advertising for radio.
They heard the two key Congressional committee chairmen praise the code enforcement
program and call for industry adherence to code
provisions.
On the other hand they sat in during a resounding spanking administered to the FCC
because present technical rules and standards
are based on the crude apparatus used a quartercentury ago. A. Prose Walker, NARTB engineering manager, wielded the paddle.
Is this revamping of 17 district sessions into
an eight-meeting itinerary a success?
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president, told
B«T, "It's the answer to industry prayers. I
think it will work. All we need is 30 or 40
more broadcasters at each meeting, and there

NARTB name a committee to study the confused research and rating service situation was
approved at a panel of large-market stations.
It was submitted to the Resolutions Committee
Tuesday morning but the committee had been
dissolved. At the Tuesday luncheon Merrill
Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, 111., committee chairman, reviewed the incident. No effort was
made to introduce the resolution from the
floor.
The resolution procedure was kept to a
minimum at Chicago, with main emphasis on
uniform time. Inconvenience to the public as
a result of lack of uniformity in various years
was cited, complicated by the spotty extension
of daylight time into October this year. This
resolution endorsed efforts "to achieve uniform
time
the stations
present time
zone structure"
so
radio within
and tv
can better
serve their
Other resolutions paid tribute to John F.
public.
Patt, WJR Detroit, a board member. Mr. Patt
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suffered a heart attack in May.
A terse one-sentence resolution endorsed the
regional conference idea. It drew no discussion. Others endorsed NARTB President Fellows and the staff as well as William Holm,
host director, and Robert E. Anderson, BBDO
vice president (see Anderson story, page 30).
Members of the Chicago resolutions committee besides Mr. Lindsay were Edward G.
Thorns, WKJG Fort Wayne, Ind., and John
W. Betts, WFTM Maysville, Ky.
E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse, host director at Saranac Lake, appointed
this resolutions committee: Elliott Stewart,
WIBX Utica, N. Y.; Joe Bernard, WGR-TV
Buffalo, and Gerald Harrison, WMAS Springfield, Mass.
A feature of the week was the first public
discussion of how the tv code is enforced (see
story, page 76). An anomaly in the code situation was brought out by Mr. Fellows when he
recalled that Congressional sources advocate
"universal subscription" to the code. He felt it
climactic that members of Congress "find it
necessary to attach themselves to the association's station relations department in order to
encourage the support of the only instrument
which can save us from dire legislative fiat."
At the tv luncheon in Chicago, Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, chairman of the
NARTB Tv Board, warned stations against
running to the government for solutions to
economic and management problems. He said
broadcasters should work out their problems
"without pulling a regulatory yoke around our
shoulders." He predicted a bright future for
color tv, told of tv's growing social role and
cited President Eisenhower's suggestion to the
national convention last May that stations use
more editorial freedom.
Mr. McCollough joined Thad H. Brown Jr.,
NARTB tv vice president, in a flat stand against
fee tv. Mr. Brown said the plan could lead to
rate regulation and said it is designed to restrict
reception, splitting the public into classes.
Vincent Wasilewski NARTB government relations manager, urged broadcasters to keep
in touch with their legislators. He told of city,
state and federal efforts to impose new gross
receipts and license levies on broadcasters.
The FCC proposal to charge fees for filings, at a
$1.7 million annual cost to the industry, was
tabled, after Congressional urging, to last July
15 but has never been revived.
He listed FCC efforts to promote freedom of
access to public proceedings and referred to the
tv coverage of the American Bar Assn. proceedings [B»T, Aug. 29].
Political broadcast problems will become
acute this fall and next year, according to Mr.
Wasilewski. Among problems he listed efforts
to buy state and national time at local rates,
and the danger faced by stations having underthe-counter deals as a result of the Sec. 315
clause giving political candidates rate equality
in time buying. "You only have to be reasonBroadcasting • Telecasting
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able," he suggested, in handling the campaign
sponsorship problem.
Joseph M. Sitrick, manager of NARTB publicity and informational services, detailed the
association's services in the publication field and
its campaign to keep members abreast of industry and governmental developments.
Radio has felt tv's greatest impact in programming, Mr. Fellows said at Chicago, with
an evolution toward simplicity and basic community appeal. "Television as a theatre in the
home is supplanting radio in some areas of
pure entertainment," he said, but observed that
this period of radio's trial is on the wane.
He argued that radio's ability to survive
"over-commercialization in some areas" is the
best evidence of its virility. He noted that
radio management has returned to pioneering
philosophies based on ingenuity, determination,
salesmanship, imagination and mutual understanding. "Tremendous strides have been made
in the last five years," he said, "in music,
specialized news, general news, community interest programming and sound business management." He told how the voluntary radio
standards of practice have been strengthened,
calling this the "best evidence of the maturity
of radio broadcasters."
Mr. Fellows said tv's programming possibilities have only been approached. He reminded
that tv is a favorite whipping boy, with efforts
made by various groups to blame the medium
for juvenile delinquency. Citing the Senate
committee report on the subject, he said the
NARTB board is making a special study of the
report, not
saying
"are dangerous
indeed,
only itsto proposals
our own welfare
but also
to At
the Saranac
basic freedom
the Fellows
American suggested
people."
Lake ofMr.
broadcasters keep their legislators informed
about their public service programming and
their own participation in public affairs. He
proposed
formation reporting
of a "letter-a-month
club,"
with broadcasters
to their Congressmen and keeping them posted.
He found an encouraging sign in the doubling of NARTB membership in about six
years, and an equal gain in the number of
state associations.
Carl Haverlin, BMI president, told the
Thursday luncheon at Saranac Lake that "radio
is as limitless and expanding as man's imagination will allow it to be." He suggested any
who think radio "is bounded on the north by
television and the south by loss of interest
and on the east and west by the top 30 tunes
and news flashes should stay after school for
a session with the eye chart because they are
suffering from myopia of the imagination."
He said he believes "am has ways and means
of microphoning any program idea as well as
tv can screen it." He added, "Your programs
are equal to your thought, multiplied by the
square of the speed of your imagination."
Seven States Combine
For New Orleans Meet
SEVEN STATES will combine their annual
fall meetings starting Wednesday when NARTB
resumes its regional meeting series in New
Orleans (see Chicago and Saranac Lake, N. Y.,
meeting index page 73).
Henry B. Clay, KWKH Shreveport, La., will
be host director. He is chairman of the
NARTB Radio Board. Meetings will be held
at the St. Charles Hotel. States taking part are
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and Tennessee, plus Puerto
Rico.
The agenda will follow the three-day pattern
with a crew from NARTB headquarters hanBroadcasting
Telecasting

ARE

A

YOU

HOT

SALESMAN?

If you are, we need you . . . and we'll
make it worth your while to come and get
hot with us.
Let me tell you about us.
We're on Channel Two (than which there
is no whicher) and we serve 82,900 TV
homes in Northern and Eastern Maine from
Bangor. Our area is highly televisionconscious; TV set ownership has grown
faster here than any other place I can think
of.
We started on the air last September and
operated about 65 hours a week without
any network programs until recently.
But that's all changed now. Starting
September 18, W-TWO became a primary
affiliate of CBS Television. By the time the
fall network programs are in full swing,
we'll have an almost complete evening
schedule of top-notch programs. (There'll
be just enough "holes" in the evening program line-up to offer tempting sales opportunities.) And we'll operate from 7:00
AM to midnight, with the strong CBS daytime and evening programs as our programming backbone.

wouldn't need you. It's a hard job, because we haven't yet educated our local
advertisers to the value of JocaJ TV. And
we're not particularly interested in taking
business from our competitor; what we
want is newly-created TV business.
Here's how you can tell if you're the
man for this job:
CAN YOU ANSWER "YES" TO THESE
QUESTIONS?
1. Can I create merchandising ideas
that will do business for local advertisers through TV ads . . . and talk to
them about how they can sell merchandise. . . and then show them?
2. Can I apply a religious enthusiasm
to TV selling so the enthusiasm will
rub off on prospects?
Maybe you're in radio selling now, or
some other branch of broadcasting. No
matter if you're not a TV man. We don't
need a TV expert; we need a salesman!
Does it sound like you're the man we
need? Well, here's the deal. If you're the
guy, we'll set you up with a generous commission, more generous than most other TV

In the national spot field, we're progressing exceptionally well . . . better than I
would have dared hope six months ago.
But our local advertising volume lags
far behind what I think it should be. After
all, local advertisers in this area spend
about $2,000,000 a year, and we get only

can ring the bell for us, you'll make some
money; if you can't, we'll fire you. We're
interested only in results, not conversation.

a smitch of it. Reason: We're just not doing
as good a local sales job as we ought to
be doing.

And we're not in the business of providing
security for salesmen from cradle to grave.
Let me repeat: If you can deliver the goods,

That's why we need you ... if you can
join our team and get right out and inspire
local advertising volume.

we'll
pay well; if you can't, you're out! Fair
enough?

Don't let me give you any wrong ideas.
This sales job isn't easy; if it were easy, we

stations
to suit
you to
greater

offer, and we'll give you a draw
your circumstances. We'll expect
produce orders right away and in
volume as time goes by. If you

If you're the right man, I suggest you
write a full letter to me or Bob Walton, our
local sales manager.
W-TWO
TELEVISION
in Bangor, Maine

P.S. If you want to phone, I suggest you wait till we've had a chance to get your
letter.
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K. Frank, James H. Keachie, A. M. Miller,
RCA; H. J. Moseley, American Tel. & Tel.;
Waiter Ruch, Ohio Bell Telephone Co.; Burt
Squire, BMI; Glenn E. Webster, John Wall,
General Electric Co.; David S. Wexler, Standard
Rate & Data; Robert Wood, CBS-TV; R. T.
Wittwer, General Teleradio; Gene T. Clears,
Berlant Concertone; William J. Tobin, Gerald
Swisher, Associated Press; John Shelton, Joseph
H. McGillvra; Barr Sheets, CBS-TV Film;
RobertCo.Carpenter, MBS; Bob Grunwald, Harwald
Only lobby exhibitor at Chicago was Berlant
Concertone, which showed its automatic recorder BAX-1. RCA was host at the prebanquet reception at Chicago.
NARTB
COMR. Pobert E. Lee was greeted on opening day of the NARTB Chicago meeting by
President Harold E. Fellows and this group of delegates (I to r): seated, Messrs. Fellows
and Lee; Robert B. McConnell, WISH Indianapolis; F. S. Moore, WJR Detroit; Charles
J. Lanphier, WISN-TV Milwaukee; Elmer Wayne, WJR Detroit; standing, Tom Wilson,
Dow, Lohnes & A!bertson: C. Bruce AAcConne'l, WISH; Leslie C. Johnson, WH3F Rock
Island, III., and Hugh K. Boice Jr., WEMP Milwaukee.

dling basic workshop sessions. Non-staff speakers include Frank Atwood, WTIC Hartford,
representing National Assn. of Tv & Radio
Farm Directors, of which he is president; Grover
C. Cobb, KVGB Great Bend, Kan., chairman
of the NARTB Am Radio Committee; FCC
Comr. Richard A. Mack; William Fay, WHAMTV Rochester, and William Monroe, WDSU-TV
New Orleans, representing Radio-Tv News
Directors Assn.
Presidents of state associations will report
Thursday on developments in their areas.
Reg:onofs

Count

400;

May Exceed Lost Yeor
TOTAL registration of around 400 at last
week's two NARTB regional meetings indicates
that station attendance for the autumn series
may exceed that of the 17 district meetings held
last year when registration at five separate
meetings of the same states totaled 43 1 .
The Chicago meeting, opening the new
regional series, drew 208 registered delegates
of whom 150 were station members. These six
states drew a total of 215 registrations at their
1954 meetings, but this figure includes multiple
attendance by NARTB staff personnel and those
representing non-station-network interests.
As of Thursday night, the Saranac Lake,
N. Y.. meeting had 151 registrations of which
two-thirds were station delegates. Last year the
eight states represented at Saranac Lake were
divided into two meetings. It was believed the
Saranac Lake registration might reach 175 or
even 200 by Saturday.
Three factors kept down attendance, the
association's convention managers explained.
First, the CBS Radio meeting at Detroit the
previous week, with attendance of over 200,
kept an estimated 30 to 40 station executives
away from the Chicago and Saranac Lake
meetings. A number of important stations did
not show at Chicago.
As of Tuesday evening at Chicago, only eight
stations from nearby Wisconsin appeared on the
registration, with 1 1 from Kentucky and 12
from Michigan. Ohio had 15, Indiana 15 and
Illinois 25. Michigan's attendance was kept
down by the meeting held the previous weekend at Hidden Valley, an upstate resort.
For the opening meeting at Chicago NARTB
had a squadron of 16, led by President Harold
Page 76
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E. Fe'lows. With the organization problem
simplified after this first session of the series,
the staff travel will be kept down mainly to
program participants and those handling arrangements.
Chicago drew a total of 39 associate memberexhibitor delegates plus six agency and representative participants and 13 publication representatives. FCC was represented at Chicago
by Comr. Robert E. Lee and at Saranac Lake
by Comr. Robert T. Bartley, both of whom
were banquet speakers.
Commercial firms at Chicago included George
M. Baillie and E. P. H. James, A. C. Nielsen
Co.; J. E. Barker, J. Walter Thompson Co.;
C. N. Barnum. Wisconsin Telephone Co.;
George W. Boiling, The Boiling Co.; William
M. Carpenter, Community Club Service; Geno
Cioe, Headley Reed Co.; Daniel M. Curtis,
NBC Film Div.; Harold Fitzgerald, SESAC;
Edmond K. Gardiner and John D. Langlois,
Lang-Worth Feature Programs; Gus Hagenah,
RCA Recorded Program Service; Ray V. Hamilton, Blackburn-Hamilton Co.; Robert I. Hancock, Collins Radio Co.; Robert Hoffman, Associated Artists Production Co.; Ernest Lee
Jahncke Jr. and Earl Mullin, ABC; Lewis
Kendall, Philco Corp.; John Klindworth, DuMont; Dick Lawrence, World Broadcasting
System; Maury Long, J. Frank Beatty, John
Osbon and Warren Middleton, B»T; M. M.
Carpenter Jr., James P. McCarvill, F. A. Timberlake, Neal McNaughten, J. L. Nickels, W.

HEAR

DELEGATES
CODE

PRAISE

Chicago and Saranac Lake regional meetings learn operating details of tv code, see films
of rejected material. Sen. Magnuson and Rep. Priest, in film
talks, congratulate industry
for self-regulation.
NARTB'S Television Code has kept large
amounts of unsuitable programming out of the
nation's homes in three years of operation and
is bringing legislative as well as public recognition of industry self-regulation, delegates
at two NARTB regional meetings were told
last week.
The code's operating details were brought
out into the open for the first time as tv station
operators heard the story of how network and
station continuity acceptance is handled. They
heard Congressional tributes for the industry's
disciplinary procedures and looked at film clips
of rejected material.
Edward H. Bronson, NARTB tv code affairs
director, presided at Chicago and Saranac Lake
code clinics. At Chicago, the clinic work was
handled by Charles E. Gay, WHIO-TV Dayton,
Ohio, and Harry Ward, NBC Chicago. New
York presentations were given by Grace Johnsen, ABC-TV, and George Dunham, WNBF-TV
Binghamton, N. Y. Charles Cady, assistant code
affairs director, introduced filmed talks by Chairman Warren G. Magnuson, (D-Wash.) and
Chairman Percy Priest (D-Tenn.) of the remittees. spective Senate and House Commerce comMr. Ward explained that NBC spends $250,000 a year on continuity acceptance. "Once

THIS GROUP of NARTB board members at the Chicago regional meeting included (I to
r): Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio; Edward Wheeler, WEAW (FM) Evanston,
III.; William Holm, WLPO LaSalle, III., host director; Ward L. Quaal, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, and F. Ernest Lackey, WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky. Not in photo, Robert B. McConnell,
WISH Indianapolis, and Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, chairman of Tv Board.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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J The GPL Vari-Focal Lens is equally useful
studio and field; fits all monochrome and color
image orthicon cameras.

disturbing pick-up continuity or camera orientation. Speed of full zoom is variable from 2 to 30
seconds.

2 The GPL Vari-Focal Lens can handle an entire
show with one camera; can perform most work
ordinarily requiring two chains.

6 The GPL Vari-Focal Lens eliminates the need
and expense of additional lenses.
7 The GPL Vari-Focal Lens is silently motor-driven ;
can be operated from camera or control room.

3 The GPL Vari-Focal Lens has a focal range nearly
twice that of any other lens in the industry; can
make a 10:1 change in focal length in two 5:1
steps — from 3" to 15" and 6" to 30". Once focused,
object remains sharply focused, including corners,
as focal length is varied.

8 The GPL Vari-Focal Lens is fully color-corrected;
has flat field over entire range.
9 AND NOW— A NEW FEATURE.
Focal Lens now is available
with manual focal control,

The GPL Vari-Focal Lens has the same standard
of resolution as high quality camera lenses of
fixed focal length.

The GPL Vari-

located at the cameraman's
fingertips. Changes of the
focal plane can now be accomplished bysimple turns
of the knob.

5 The GPL Vari-Focal Lens can zoom from a long
shot to an extreme close-up, continuously, without

For full information or demonstration — phone, write or wire:
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PLEAS ANT VILLE, NEW YORK
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we goof,
milionrejected
peoplematerial
know it,"
said.
He
showed20 such
as ahe comic
hanging, lad riding the rods, dog's indiscretion
on a rug, child tossing kitten into flour barrel,
cop drinking on job, infant in refrigerator, boys
shooting trapped gorilla, stuttering cowboy,
kidnaping, woman whipped, horse falling down
mountainside, and an unfinished "you can stick
. . ."Ward said most trouble centers around
it.Mr.
costuming, song lyrics, long or over-enthusiastic commercials and complaints by special-interest groups who feel aggrieved. Advertising
agencies and advertisers are 99% cooperative,
he said, with some of their code deviations
due to lack of knowledge or personnel problems.
A lot of criticism is captious, he said, observing that typical ballet costumes that have been
accepted for 250 years will often draw complaints. Commenting on song lyrics, he said
the love ballads deal with "sexual surrender"
and pose difficult problems.
He cited an upcoming NBC western series,
Steve Donovan, Western Marshal, in which
the hero will speak good English and drinking
will be used only where necessary to the plot.
Noting the touchy nature of apparently innocent material, he said a boxtop offer on
Ding Dong School had to be changed because
the box number was 3465, with school kids
counting in that sequence during arithmetic
classes.
"We take the positive approach wherever
possible," Mr. Ward said, "suggesting to a client,
'Why don't you try it this way'." Temperance
groups as well as legal and medical interests
are frequent critics, he said, observing, "most
temperance groups actually want abstinence."
Mr. Gay told how station staff operations

2

LEGISLATIVE
CITED

Thousands of others are employed in
advertising, merchandising and services
related to broadcasting, he said. Last
year 1,600,000 radio and tv sets were
sold in New York State.
are geared to code procedure. He found 39
words a good maximum for a 20-second spot.
Some movies are suitable for late-night but
not afternoon showing, he explained. He urged
frequent contacts with legislators and politicians toexplain code provisions and keep them
aware of the industry's self-regulation program.
Sen. Magnuson called the tv code a "bill of
rights that your industry guarantees to listener
and advertiser alike." He said the code "is a
tremendous help to us in meeting complaints"
and urged 100% adherence. "So far, the code
has had the effect of constantly raising the

Thrillers

the

program standards in the industry," he said.
"Speaking as committee chairman," he added,
"I can say 'thank you' not only from Congress
but from the citizens that both of us represent."
He praised the code board for its efficiency.
Chairman Priest said, "Those who wish to
keep free must prove they deserve freedom." He
termed the code "one of the best ways to preserve freedom of broadcasting" and lauded
former Code Chairman John E. Fetzer, head
of the Fetzer Stations. He asserted that it "was
better for broadcasters to adopt their own rules
than to have them made for the industry." He
urged broadcasters to follow the code as an
instrument of self-government.

Electronics in N. Y.
FIGURES showing the extent of radio
and electronic employment in New York
State were given by Gov. Averell Harriman in greetings sent the Saranac Lake,
N. Y., NARTB regional meeting. The
message was read Thursday by E. R.
Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse, host director.
Gov. Harriman said radio and tv
employment is around 5,000 in the state,
with a payroll of over $25 million per
year. Total earnings of these firms run
around $90 million. He said 300 radio-tv
set manufacturing firms in New York emlion. ploy 50,000 persons earning $190 mil-

Every

TO

WORK

DELEGATES

State broadcaster group officials tell of legislative activities
in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
Ohio, Wisconsin and Michigan.
ACTIVITIES in the fields of libel and beer
legislation and on behalf of employes insurance benefits and highway safety were among
the accomplishments cited by heads af various
state broadcaster associations during NARTB's
Region 4 sessions in Chicago last week.
At the same time members of Dists. 7, 8 and
9 were told to maintain strong contact with
their legislators through their respective state
broadcaster groups. Executive officers reported
on their associations in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, Wisconsin and Michigan.
Mig Figi, WAUX Waukesha and treasurer
of Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn., recalled
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save
io%
Buy any 2 or more of these powerful stations and save 1 0% from
rate card.
WKMH — Dearborn — Detroit
WKMF— Flint, Michigan
WKHM — Jackson, Michigan
WSAM — Saginaw, Michigan

tunes to

WKMF
FLINT, MICHIGAN
Fred A. Knorr, President
Eldon Garner, Managing Director
KNORR
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COMPARATIVE NETWORK A*
SUNDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
First S Texaco
TWA
6:00 PM Monday Morning Wm Wrigley
Walter
Headlines
Meet the Press
Gene Autry
Winchell
6:15
TBA
(195) R
Seeman Bros.
Tomorrow'sFront
PageHeadlines
|6:30
Benefit
Thf>
Fvpnine
I IIC u_VCIIIIl£
Sunday in OnMutual
the BobLine with
Comes
SL Louis
6:45
Considine (546)
Ail-Star
Show Time
7:00
Sports Time
Review
$
Richard
George
Hayes
7:15
Sokolsky
Jury
Show
Juke Box
7:30
Valentino
Music
Henry Milo
Room
7:45
Travel Talk
Pat's
s
Toni
8
Whitehall
8:00
USAcademy
Military
Cesponsored
Our Miss Brooks
Band
Monitor
Co-op
8:15
(J06)
•
America's
Town
Meeting
6:30
P.TwoLorillard
Enchanted
For
Hour
The Money
8:45
(200)
Front Page
9:00
TBA
Exclusive
Quincy
Success
Story
Howe
9:15
s
TBA
USA
Manion Forum
9:30
DeanCo-op
Clarence
Sammy
Keep
Manion
Kayo
9:45
Healthy
Overseas
News
Billy Graham
10:00
Assignment
S
Evangelist
Hour olAssn.
Face the
Nation
Decision
10:15
Deadly Sins
John Den Wings el Healing
10:30
Global Frontiers American
The Assemblies
Sports
•1 Gad
Forum
"Revival Time" U N Report
TBA
10:45
11:00

Newt
Meeds ii Melody

11:15PM

Dance
Orchestra

Repeat ol
Billy Graham
Hour (1 Decision

Monitor
•

ABC
Not in
Service
TBA
Budweiser
Bill Stern
Vandercook
Co-op
CIO
Quincy Howe
Strange
Saga
ABC News
Red
Hideaway
Benson'sS
News
Voice of
Firestone
Music Tent
ABC Late News
Freedom
Concert
News
AFL
Edw.News
Morgan
Co-op
How te Fix It
Harp
Howe
U—
Marina|L ■ |loimm

Songs by Dini
Sports SReport

MONDAY
CBS
MBS
Metro. Life Ins.
Allan (29)Jackson
Strip
5-6Repeat
pm
ol
No Service

NBC
No Network
Service

Co-op
Delco Battries
Sun3-Star
Oil 8Extra
Co-op
Lowell Thomas
Co-op
(199)
Fulton Lewis, jr. ManAlexon(34)Drier
Tennessee
the Go
Ernie
S
Dinner Date No Network
Service
American
General
Foods Home
Miles
Prod.
(121)
Bing Crosby Gabriel Heatter News ol Labs
World
Family
(204)
(105)
Oil
In the Mood
Ed. AmR. Murrow
rW
Gen.HenryMotors
J
One Man's
Cop
Mr. Keen
True Detective
Taylor
Co-op
Mysteries
•
Amer Tob
EdwsrdS'Ncws
Boston
Broadway
Lipton
& Toni
Symphony
Godfrey
Orchestra
(alL wks.)
TalentBingScouts
Rosemary
Clooney
(208)R
Esso Reporter
(171)
Jackson
Brewing
Jax World of Spts Bell Telephone
Crosby
Telephone Hour
Spotlight
Story
Brian Aherne's
5
(185) R
Kools.CBS
Amos
n'
Andy
Roundup
Cities
Service
Music Hall
Band ol America
(204)
A. Jackson
(113)
Chevrolet (201) Reporters' Fibber
McGee
8 Molly
Hamm
Virgil Pinkley
Scoreboard
«• • •
Williamson News
Dance
Dance
Orchestra
BrowneHeart10:20-10:30
ofthe News1
Orchestra
Distinguished
Artists
Series
Stars In Action
(Nal'l Guard)
News
Mutual Reports No Network
Service
The News
News
Dana
U Review
N Radio
the Worldof
Orchestra

ABC
Service
All State
Budweiser
Bill Stern
TBA
CIO
Vandercook
Co-op
QuincyStrange
Howe
Saga
ABC News
Hideaway
Red
News
Red &
Benson's
Hideaway

TUESDAY
CBSLife Ins.
MBS
Metro.
Allan Jackson
Strip
(29)
5-1 pm
No Service
Repeat
ol
Delco Battries
Lowell Thomas
(199)
Fulton Lewis, jr.
Philip Morris
Tennessee
Ernie
Dinner Date
(121)
General
Foods Gabriel Heatter
Bing Crosby
Am Oil
Coca-Cola Co.
ca. if. murrow The Eddie Fisher
245)
pj p(89)ullr... Show
Treasury
Suspense
Co-op
•
News
Viceroy Cigs.
Agent
Derby
Disk
John
Steele
Adventurer
(5 Min.)

News S
Benson'sKaye
Sammy
S
ABC News

Esso Reporter
Jackson
ArmyBrewing
Jax 2World
of Spts
( 04)'
Bing Crosby Spotlight Story
S
Brian Aherne's
Kools
Amos
V
Andy
Platter Brains Music Hall
The
$
A. (204)
Jackson
Hour
Conference
News
Chevrolet (201)
8 Molly
Co-op
News
President's
Fibber McGee Edw. AFLMorgan
AFL
Revlen
News
Edw. Morgan
Virgil Pinkley
(Co-op)
$54,000
How News
To Fix It
News
Men's Corner leseph C. Harsch
(204)
Question
News
Treasury
Dance
Pabst
lane i nifty
Dance
Orchestra
Time
7 Stars
S
Fights
the Storewith
Singing

Nows

Sports SReport

Daaee
Orchestra
Co-op

ABC
ABC News
9:00 AM Great Moments
of
Great Composers
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00 N

Prophecy, Inc.
Voice el Prophec)
(«)
Message el
Israel
S
Negro College
Choirs
S
Sunday Melodies
Marines in
Review
The Christian
In Action
S
No Net Service

12:15 PM
12:30
112:45
1:00

1:15

The World
Tomorrow
Radio Church
el God
Churches el
Christ Herald o
Truth (108)

Ce-ep
SUNDAY
MONDAY
- FRIDAY
Co-op
ABC
CBS
MBS
CBS
MBS
NBC
Mm
WorldCo-opNews 9-9:15
BreaklastMWFClubS
Nowt
RebL Hurlelgh
Dr. Wyott
Round-Up
S
Healingol
Wings
eff. 10/11
8 Ernest
Music Room
(101)
Easy Dees It
Kiplinger Frank
(Dawn Bible)
No Senile Cook
Chemical
Tips
from
Kiplinger
E.Biggs
Power
Christian Rel.
Morning
CecilNews
Brownof theReal
Chnreh
Godfrey
Pet Milk
Sterling Drng
Back te God
Ce-epOlsei
Johnny
Monitor
Bob Trout
TuSTh (susL)
Staley
Art
of
Living
(Ml)
Chevrolet
Show
My True Story
(199) R
Campana
(MI)
Godfrey (203) R Cecil Brown
RadioClassBible National Radio
Carnation
Pulpit
Whispering
Bauer
& Black FaithTimeIn Our
FrigidaireKellogg
(III)
Streets (124) Arthur
Godfrey
Church of Air
Stokelys
S
Van Camp
Kraft News
(201) R
Voice el
Prophecy
When A (115)
Girl Bristol-Myers
Marries
Toni(201)& Dow
Johnny
(107)
MWF Dromedary
Tintex
10:35-11
ShowOlsen
LoverR
TuTh
Godfrey
(205)
R
(Co-op)
Dawn Bible
MWF Pharmaco Plsbry. & Fgaire.
& Ernest 1
alt Fri (205)
S
Companion
Salt Lake City Frank(III)
Keepin'Lawrence
ComFirst Church
Tahernacle
M-Th Mort
New The Pillsbury
Paging
Contnl. Baking
How Christian
pany
With
Kraft
News
S
Science Heals
Monitor
MakeMind
Up(51)Your
Wrigley
•
Albert
L
Warner
News S Howard Miller Queen for a Day
U.
Invitation
News' to Northwestern
Learning
Review
P. Lorillard (551)
S
S
Your Neighbors Bishop,(204)
Gen. (190)
Fds
Voice S Corn. Prod.
A. Jackson
Wendy Warren Kraft 5 Star News
Chevrolet
Valentino Gen.Backstage
Fds. MWF
Salute to
The Leading
Luncheon at
the Nation
Wile
L Higbie !2-':05
Astor
Question
12:0$-'10
TTh
Sunshine Boys Toni MWF-GF
HollywoodHere's
Bill
Cunningham
Co-op
How
To
Fix
It
Helen
Trent M-F
(189 Jean Shepherd
Foreign Affairs
Whitehall
Co-op
The Eternal
Merry
No Network Whitehall
& Toni alLTuThF ShowNo Co-op
12:10-'30
Service
OurMW-GF
Gal Sunday
Wash. Week
Light
Service
(183)
Mailman
Co-op
P8G Ivory
Basil
Heatter
ol Life Cedric Foster
PaulCo-op
Harvey Road(138)
1-tpm
Monitor
*
P&G Oxydol
Woolworth Hoi First Church
MutualBox
How Christian
Ma Perkins
Music
(MO)
Tod Malaio
Science Heals

NBC

No Network
Serviie

ABC
Today
NoCi-di
School

"M. M. MeBrid
Co.
Inc.
Dr.Doeskin
N.Family
V. Peale
Table(10-10:30)
Products,
One Man's
Second
Chance
(Participating)
•"TuTh
News
Standard Brand

SATURDAY
CBS
MBS
News
Farm
News
SL Louis
Melodies
Garden Gate
A. Jackson
Chevrolet
Galen SDrake

Breakfast
Club
S
Review

A.Chevrolet
Jackson

Music
Hall
A. (204)
Jackson
Chevrolet
(201)
Hamm
Scoreboard

Dance
Orchestra

News
Mutual Reports No Service
Network
Singing
The News
the Starswith
day]
Dance
Newe loath
ol
Orchestra
U Review
N Radio Menu
the World
Sports^Repert
NBC
1:30 PM
1:45
2:00

No
Network
Service

American
Travel Guide
Conference
Call

Sunday
la.m.
Through
Midnight
•
Monitor

2:15
2:30

ABC
Pilgrimage
Inc.
Healing Waters
Dr. Oral Roberts
WingsOr. olWyatt
Healiag

2:45
3:00

Pan American
Union S

3:15

HallABCPintSNews*
Panel

Lucky Pierre
Show
All-League Robt Q. Lewis Philco Corp
Miles
S
(105)
Phonorama Time
Clubhouse
S
& Milner
Fibber
McGee
& Molly
Young Living
ABC News
A.Chevrolet
Jackson
How To Fix It
Ask
101 RanchS Boys Romance
S
City
You
American Liggett S Myers
No Serviie
Network
Gunsmoke
Wagon Train
S
Farmer
Tex Fletcher's
(203)
Filth Army
ABC News
Band
Hospital
Nan SHear
A.Chevrolet
Jackson
TBA

■Ui
ABC WEDN
CBS
NBC
Metro. Lite ln».
Allan
Jackson
Not in
Service
(29)
No Network
No
Service
Service
Budweiser
Bill Stern
TBA
Co-op
Delco Battries
Co-op
3-Star
Extra
Sun Oil 8 Co-op
Lowell Thomas
Alex(34)Drier
Vandercook
ErnieMorris
Man on the Go
(199)
Tennessee
Philip
CIO
No Service
Network
Miles Labs. Quincy
StrangeHowe General
Bing(113)
Crosby
Foods
NewsFamily
of World
Saga
(189)
Am(204)Oil
Red
Ed. R. Murrow
ABC News :BI in Peace 8
Hideaway
'eople
One AreMan'sFunny
(89)
War
(participating)
News S Amer. Tobacco
DerbyNews
Edwards
Hideaway
Red
Benson's
Dragnet
(participating)
Disk
News S
Sammy
Benson'sKaya
Bing Crosby
S
News
S
Dromedary
TBA
News
Amos V Andy

3:30

Or.
Graham
Hav Billy
of Decision
(119)

4:00
3:45
4:15
Allis-Chalmers
National Farm 8
Home Hour
Stations
Only)
(Eastern Stand

4:30
4:45
5:00

S
Disaster

Monitor
•
Chalmers
Home Hour

Old-Fashioned
Gospel
Bcstg.
C.
Revival
Hr. (142;

5:15
5:30
5:45 PM

Home
Church in the
Fred Jordan

tl

ESDAY
MBS
Repeat
of
5-6Stripp m

NBC
No Network
Service

No Network
Dinner Date
Service
Miles Labs
Amer. Home
Prod.
News of World
Gabriel Heatter
(II!)
In The Mood
OneFamily
Man's
TopFiles
Secret
Co-op
Sentenced

Not in
Service
Budweiser
Bill Stern

Sun3-Star
Oil 8Extra
Co-op
(34)
Alex Drier
on the Go
Folton Lewis jr Man Co-op

n

ABC

Conversation
College
Quiz
Bowl
Brown & Williams
News
DeSotoDealers,
Plymouth
You Bet
Your Life
(191)

TBA
Vandercook
CIO
Co-op
Quincy Howe
Strange
Saga
ABC News
Red
Hideaway
Benson's
News S
Red
Hideaway
Benson's

THURSDAY
CBS
MBS
Metro. Lile Ins.
Allan Jackson
(29)
Strip
5-8Repeat
pm
No Service
ol
Delco Battries
Lowell Thomas
(189)
Fulton Lewis |r.
Campana
Philip Morris
Tenn. Ernie
Dinner Date
(184)
General Foods
Bing Crosby
Gabriel Heatter
(204)
Oil
Ed. AmR. Murrow
Coca-Cola Co.
(89)
Eddie Fisher
Show
The Whistler
Official
Detective
Amer Tobacco
Edwards News
Derby
Disk

(Co-op)
Brady Kaye

NBC
No Service
Network

ABC
Not in
Service
Budweiser
Bill Stern

Sun3-Star
Oil 8Extra
Co-op

TBA

AlexCo-op
(34)Drier
Man on the Go

Vandercook
CIO
Co-op

No Service
Network
Miles Labs
News of World
Family
(168)
OneNews
Man's
The Great
Gildersleeve
(participating)
American
Adventure

Quincy
StrangeHowe
ABC News
Red
Hideaway
News
Benson'sS
Red
Hideaway

FRIDAY
CBS
MBS
Metro. Life Ins.
Allan Jackson
(»)
Strip
5-6 p m
Repeat
No Service
ol

NBC
Co-op
No Service
Network
Richard
Harkness

TIME
SUNDAY
CBS
MBS
Woolworth
Lutheran
Hour
Hour
(479)
Bob Trout
Chevrolet
Kathy
Godfrey
Show
Music
From
Britain
World
Music
Festival
Bandstand
U.SA.
A. Jackson
Chevrolet
OnAfternoon
a Sunday
A. Jackson
Chevrolet
On A Sunday
Afternoon
Bob Trout
Chevrolet (III)

Public
Prosecutor
Nick
Carter
Natl. Biscuit
Adventures of
Rin Tin Tin
(Co-op)
Wild Bill
Hickok
John Price

CTop
FRIDAY
NBC
MONDAY
MBS
CBS
NBC
ABC
Gen. Fds. MWF
Pauline
Frederic
Reporting
Monitor
Toni TuThM-F to LeeA Letter
Closed Cireiit Sleep-Eze
Graham
Dr.PSGMalone
Duz
Guiding Light
(128)
MWF Kraft News
No Network Gen.Mrs.Fds.Burton
The Hour
Catholic
Service
MWF PSG Tide
No Network
Gen.
Fds. (163)
TuTh
Service
P. Mason
Luncheon
with
Lopez
Toni 8 Bristol
Drake
Myers (201)
Nora
Gen.Brighter
Fds. Day
MWF
(166)
Lever, Kellogg Front Door
The
News
Presenting
America's
(183) R *
Martin Block Houseparty
Claude Rains
Show
Pillsbury
MTh
Wonderful City
House Party
(participating)
Hawaiian Fri.
Ruby Mercer 'Hotel for Pets'
Show
Coast Fisheries
Amer. Home
(198) R*
Right to
Happiness
Galen Drake
PSG
Stella
Dallas
Manhattan
Monitor
Sting.
Drg. MWF
Matinee
Bruce
SusL TuTh
Young Widder
No Service
&
Brown, Sterling
Dan
Drug
PSGMWF
Treasury
SusLFamily
TuTh
Show
Bandstand
Pepper
Miles Young's
Labs
Woman
HouseIn My
Musical
Express
Bobby & Hammack
TBA
TBA
His
What Four
Lone Ranger
No Service
Gloria
Gen. Mills
Parker
General Tire Amer. Baker
Sports Time Daniel Boone 8
Vincent
Colonel Coon
Kraft News
Lopez

Pan
Co-op
American
Union

ABC
Shake The
Maracas

SATURDAY
CBS
MBS
Dougherty
Stan
Presents
String

RubyShow
Mercer

Serenade

RubyShow
Mercer
(continued)

Ozark
Army
Jubilee

NightStyle
Country

Lawrence
Welk

Amer. Tobacco
ToptheTunes
Week ol

Show

News
(10)

Statler
Orchestra

Jamboree
ABC News
Band Concert
Promenade
S

Treasury Bandstand
Parade
of

TheTourist
World

Dinner at the
Green SRoom

Adventures
In Science
Hayes
Richard
A.Chevrolet
Jackson
Saturday
at the
Chase

Sports

Monitor

Dance
Orchestra

7:15
7:30

Sports

7:45
8:1

of

8:15
1:30
8:45
9:(
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00

Stratford
Music of
Festival
Monitor
Dance Time
Airmen of Note

10:15
10:30
10:45
11:1
11:15 Pn

September 26, 19.55
Explanation:
Listings
in order:B repeat
Sponsor,
program, number
of stations:
: S name
sustainol
ing; TBA to be announced. Time NTT.
7:55-8 p.m..
Les sponsored
Griffith & byTheTexas
News.Company
(332)
Weekend
now
In times
each onofnews
four
Sun. time zones, 13 times on Sat., 1;
It's
Time, on5 min.,
8 times
Sun. unsponsored, 10 times on Sat.
ABC—

Sports
Country

Parade

NBC

Parade
of

Festival
S

6:45

S Co-op
Lambardeland Grand
Ole Opry
R. J. Reynolds
U.S.A.
t
News
(H)
A.Chevrolet
Jackson
Saturday(188)

New Jazz
Orleans

Dance
Music

6:00
6:15 PM
6:30

Saturday Night
Country Style

ABC News
Festival
S

NBC

LouNewsCioffi
Roundup

No network
LesSports
Elgart
Service
Kaleid
Orchestra
Sun
Oil
Co-op
Co-op
Sports
Delco Battries
3-Star Extra
Lowell
Thomas
Afield
With
BobSports
Edge
(199)
Co-op
Scoreboard
Hamm
Philip Morris Fulton Lewis jr. ManAlexon(34)Drier
Gen. Mtrs., News
the
Go
At
Ease
Campana
Tennessee
No Network
CBS
Dinner Date
Overseas
Service
Ernie
Miles
Laos
Assignment
General
Foods
Amer. Home
Bing Crosby
of World CIO (CIO)
Gabriel Heatter NewsFamily
Viewpoint
(168)
Dance
Am(204)
Oil
It's Your Business
(204)
Orchestra
Ed. R. Murrow In the Mood
S
(89)
21st
ABC News
Counterspy
Bristol-Myers
OneNews
Man's
(10 Min.)
Godfrey
Digest
Precinct
(200)
Edwards News
Disk Derby
Derby
Co-op
City Editor
National
Disk
Dancing Party Kool Cigarettes
Radio
Esso
Reporter
Fan
S
Club
Jackson Brewing
(S Min.)
Jax World of Spts

News
Benson's
Sammy S
Esso Reporter
Kaye
News
Sammy
Jackson Brewing
Jax World ol Spls Brown & Wm'soa
Kaye
X -Minus One
Bing Crosby
Bing Crosby Spotlight Story
S
News S
Spotlight
Story
BrianCo-op
Aherne's
Kools Carter
Amos V Andy Brian Aherne's
Treasury
Amos V Andy
Rhythm
Truth or
Music Hall
Musical
Family
Ted Heath &
State
Music Hall
of Music
Consequences
On
Parade
(204)
S
of the
Theatre
His Music
Caravan
(204)
A. Jackson
A. Jackson
Nation
ABC News Chevrolet
BSW News
(201)
ABC News Chevrolet (201)
Samsonite
AFL
AFL
Hamm
Fibber McGee
Fibber
McGee
S
Molly
Hamm
Edw
Morgan
&
Molly
News
Virgil
Pinkley
Gillette Boxing
Scoreboard
Edw.News
Morgan
Scoreboard
Vir{il Pinkley
Virgil Pinkley
Co-op
How To Fix It
To Fix It
B8W News How Co-op
News
Behind the
Forbes Reports
The Book Hunter Heart of the News ABC News
Iron Curtain Thisls Moscow
ABC News
S Molly
Sports
Digest
Fibber
McGee
Dance
Dance
Citizens In Action
Orchestra
Orchestra
Indoors
London Studio
Sounding
Jazz
Jane Pickens
Front S Center
Melodies Sports Highlights
Board
Unlimited
Club
Show
Keys
to
Production Five
Songs By
the Capitol
Mutual
Reports
No
Network
Mutual
Reports
Mutual Reports No Network
Singing with
No Netwerk
News
The News
News
The News
Service
The News
Oini
Service
the Stars
Serviceof
News
News oi
Dine
News ol
UNReview
Radio
UN Radio
Danco
UN Radio
the World
Spirts Report
Orchestra
tho
World
Sports
Report
tho
World
Orchestra
S
Review
Review
Morgan Beatty
Morgan Beatty
Morgii Beatty

Esso Reporter
Jackson Brewini
Jax World o( Spts
Brian Aherne's
Spotlight
Story

ABC

SATURDAY
CBS
MBS

Saturday
Monitor
8 a m.
through
Sunday
Midnight

8:55-9 a.m. Sun. G«n. Fds. — Galen Drake (111)
11:30-11:35 a.m. Sun. Lou Cioffi — News (S)
3:15-3:30
p.m. Tu.-Th.,
MWF Lever—
Housenarty
180 19
3:15-3:30
p.m.,
Kellogg—
&171Houseparty
3:30-45 p.m.,
Dole — Houseparty
3:30-3:45
p;m. —M-Th
191
Allen Pillsbury—
Jackson — Houseparty
Sat.
CBSGen.— NewsMotors10:00-10:05
Sat.—
a.m.: 10:55-11.00 a.m.
12 Noon-12:05 p.m. 126 Sta.
Doug Edwards— Pall Mall Wed. -Th. Fri. 8:25-3i
G. Drake — Tasti Diet Sat. 1:25-30 p.m., 203 Sta
Football
Boundup,
ginning
Sept. 17. starts Sats., 2-6 p.m., be
p.m.
Arthur
Godfrey
Time Milk Co. — M.-F. alt. days
10-Murine
10:15 a.m..
Pet
Co. — alt.
Tue., alt. Wed.
10:15-30 a.m., Campana Sales Co. — M.-Th. alts
days;
Staley
Mfg.
Co.— M.-Th.Frig. alt.
10:30-45
Tu.,days
Th.
Bauer &a.m..BlackGeneral
— Mon. Motors,
& ea. 4th —Fri.
; Con
Products — Wed. & ea. 4th Fri.; Staley Mfg.10:45-11
Alt. Fri.a.m.. Bristol Myers — M., W. ; Kellogg-;
; Campana
alt. W.Fri. alt. Fri.; Toni11-Tu.,
11:15; Th.Dow
a.m..
Lever ———M..
Tue.
Chemical
Thur. : Kellogg — alt. Fri
11:15-30
ea. 4th a.m.,
Fri. ; Pillsbury
Dow Chem.Mills—
— ea, M.-Th.
4th Fri.: ;ToniGen
Motors'n'— Andy
alt. Fri.
Amos
Music Hall
Brown & Williamson, M. W.. Ted Bates
Mon.-Frl.
8:00-8:30— MWF:
p.m. Programs—
Multi-Messag
Plan
Participants
B. J. Reynolds
Tob
Co. M.-F.; Pearson Pharmacal — M.-F.; Curti
Candy Co. — W.
* Chesebrough,
Monitor participating sponsors:
Charles Morris
Antell
Philip
MBS—
Miller Brewing,Bristol
MortonMyers,
Salt. RCA,
Williams
Carter. McBride: M. -W. : Q-Tips; Tu f
** Socony,
&Mary
Fri.:Margaret
Sustaining;
Thur.: M.,
Gen.W.,Foods.
NBC—
***
Kenneth
Banghart — News;
F. : Sus \
& Thu.
: Standard
*•**taining:
Fibber Tu.McGee
& Molly
(3-PlanBrands.
sponsorship)
***«•
For Pets:
W., F.not: Sponsored
CoastHotel
Fisheries
with M.,stations
ordercl b;|
oil '
commercial
sm sis In 3
network.
ing basis. lineup,
Tu. & tatting
Th. : program
Completeon" a'sustalnltOl

TRADE ASSNS.

ARE

IN

WBA's campaigns against state-owned tv networks in Wisconsin (defeated by referendum
vote ), "fast-time" proposals, and the associations
work on spurring the sale of U. S. Savings
Bonds, which helped the Treasury Dept. reach
its goal of $5.5 billion. The association was
awarded a certificate of appreciation from
Treasury
WBA's meeting in Milwaukee
earlier thisatyear.

YOU

THIS

PICTURE?

WS

BT-TY

BETTER TAKE A CLOSE LOOK
YOU OUGHT

SOUTH

BEND, IND.

AT THIS PICTURE. WE THINK

TO BE IN IT AND HERE'S WHY

..

WSBT-TV DOMINATES THE
SOUTH BEND MARKET
No other station, UHF or VHF, whose signal reaches the South Bend
Market, even comes close to WSBT-TV in share-of-audience. South
Bend is a fringe area for Chicago and Kalamazoo TV stations. To
illustrate: After WSBT-TV began carrying the Ed Sullivan Show, this
program's South Bend audience increased over 300%! Further proof:
When WSBT-TV went on the air, set ownership in South Bend jumped
from 29% to 80%! (Hooper, Nov., 1954).
WSBT-TV VIEWERS COMPRISE ONE OF
AMERICA'S RICHEST MARKETS
South Bend's Metropolitan Area is the Nation's 5th richest in family
income. The South Bend-Mishawaka City Corporate Area is Indiana's
2nd largest in income and sales!
WSBT-TV GIVES YOU A BIG, PROSPEROUS
14-COUNTY COVERAGE AREA
Population of the station's coverage area is 814,600 or 248,900
homes. Effective Buying Income . . . $1,342,802,000. An exceedingly
important market!
WSBT-TV REACHES 181,953
UHF EQUIPPED SETS
95% of the TV homes in the area are UHF-equipped to receive WSBT-TV.

SOUTH
BEND,
WSBTfrt

ASK
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Kentucky is on the threshold of getting remedial libel legislation adopted along lines of
that in other states, delegates were told by
Sam Livingston, WKYB Paducah. Speaking
as president of Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.,
Mr. Livingston said it had tried twice before
but was thwarted. This time, he noted, KBA
has succeeded in getting pledges from Kentucky's two gubernatorial candidates they will
press for such legislation. KBA is continuing
to contact legislators in local districts.
"Outstanding" work thus far was on a traffic safety program by KBA's member radio-tv
stations, which succeeded in reducing traffic
tolls. During last March stations aired some
14,476 announcements and 229 programs for
a total of 2,010 minutes, and stations have
pledged continued support of the campaign.
KBA will hold its fall meeting in Lexington
Oct. 13 with FCC Comr. Robert Bartley as
principal speaker, Mr. Livingston said.
Paul F. Braden, WPFB Middleton, Ohio,
speaking for the Ohio Assn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters, said OARTB has been active on a placement service and life insurance
program for employes (50<£ per $1,000 per
month). Latter is being handled by New York
Life Insurance Co. and is divided into four
classifications ranging from $3,000 up to $10,000. Its three biggest activities: legislation permitting FCC license-holders to use call letters
on their license plates; a bill authorizing the
board of education to make annual contributions to television foundations; and legislation
permitting access to radio-tv stations to meeting of all government bodies, including city
and county groups.
OARTB will hold a meeting at the DeschlerWallick in Columbus Oct. 7-8, with separate
radio-tv programs and emphasis on sales. Merchandising also will be discussed from the
station angle.
Ed Thorns, WKJG Fort Wayne, spoke for
Indiana Broadcasters Assn., and reported his
group in a "healthy condition." He described
IBA's legislative committee as one of its most
important assets. The association has cooperated with the Governor's committee on highway safety, he noted. IBA meets three times
annually, emphasizing sales and programming.
He noted all but one or two of some 55 stations are IBA members.
Recap of a hectic legislative year was recounted by Harold Dewing, WCVS Springfield,
as president of the Illinois Broadcasters Assn.,
in libel developments. He noted the presence
of a criminal libel law since 1947 and efforts
by Sen. William Connors (D) to revise it to
include television. The Connors measure also
would have subjected stations and their employes found guilty of libel to imprisonment.
The Connors bill, passed by the Illinois
Senate, was beaten in a House committee once
broadcasters became apprised of its inherent
dangers. Another measure — a civil libel bill
which
broadcasters' support —
failed togenerally
get any had
action.
A third, permitting drivers with FCC licenses
to use call letters on plates, is still pending.
Controversial beer legislation in the Michigan legislature was reviewed by Fred A. Knorr,
WKMH Dearborn and the Knorr stations.
By incessant contact with legislators, the
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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Bill Cullen brings new
New

York

bounce

to

every morning on the new
BILL CULLEN SHOW

The BILL CULLEN show is not
just plain Bill. Cullen's yocks
are surrounded by plenty of
good morning music, live, from
Eddie Safranski's orchestra,
news, records, traffic and
weather reports. All this adds
up to plenty of new excitement,
new listeners, new customers.
Wide-awake advertisers will
get a big jump on their competition by calling WRCA or NBC
Spot Sales right now.
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Michigan Assn. of Radio & Tv Broadcasters
was able to defeat the bill but its author, Rep.
John J. McCune (R), has promised to reintroduce it at another session [B*T, Sept. 19]. Nub
of the complaint is the actual showing of beer
being imbibed on tv.
Among other accomplishments, Mr. Knorr
noted MARTB succeeded in getting the U.
of Michigan and Michigan State U. to cut
broadcast right fees in half for stations carrying football. The relaxation does not apply to
a feeding station.

TvB UNCOVERS 'DYNAMICS7
OF TELEVISION— TREYZ
TELEVISION Bureau of Advertising is continuing to explore and uncover new fields and
markets in its- campaign to expose "weak"
advertisers to the "dynamics of television" and
supply "passkeys" for successful use of the
medium, Oliver Treyz, TvB president, told
NARTB's regional meetings last week.
Speaking on "Tv, the Selling Machine," Mr.
Treyz called for greater tv advertising appropriations with facts and figures and a competitive look at the Bureau of Advertising of
the American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
TvB is trying, he said, to "relate the lesser
known values of spot tv to the more celebrated
values of network television." He mentioned a
new concept being utilized by the bureau in its
exploration of the sudless detergent, gasolinemotor oil, dog food, cigarette and other fields
— that of relating product facts to viewing chareristics andmiles
other factors.
can find out
that 80% actof
on cars ("If
are weaccounted
for
by 40-50% of driving homes, and measure them
against viewing characteristics, we will have
factual information to offer the advertiser.")
In the face of a prediction that $275 million will be spent for spot tv this year, Mr.
Treyz asserted, TvB has tried to put "spot
tv in proper focus." The bureau, in cooperation with N. C. Rorabaugh will issue next
February a breakdown of tv spot expenditures
by company and br.and. Knowledge of competitive expenditures by advertisers would do much
to expand tv budgets, he said.
TvB's presentation last Wednesday, offered
for the first time in slide form, stressed that
the young housewife is the dominant factor
in tv viewing.
Mr. Treyz noted that a survey of 100 leading advertisers for 1954 showed newspapers
topping the list with 31.4% as against 30.3%
for television. But, he added, the Magazine
Adv. Bureau omitted spot tv which, with network, brought the figure to 40.4%. He stressed
that television is truly "a national medium"
and not alone urban, reaching 96 out of every
100 homes. And the larger families watch tv
more, he added.
Mr. Treyz also recalled a survey by the
Institute of Motivational Research on tv's influence on food shoppers. Tv derived 49.4%
of sales dollars among 800 interviews. He also
pointed out difference in program types for advertisers, giving these viewing figures: 22 million for newscasts, 13 million for weather, 11.1
million for movies, 12 million for children's
shows and 4.1 million for women's programs.
But women remain the primary viewers, he
claimed, throughout the daytime-evening hours.
What does all this mean to the advertiser,
he asked? It costs the advertiser 2/5 of a cent
for newscasts, 1/3 cent for weather shows,
1/5 cent for movies, 1/2 cent for women's
shows and 1/6 cent for children's programs.
The general benefits for tv: audience, believability, flexibility, local support and economy.
Page 84
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Krueger Defends Tv's
Right to Free Access
CENSORSHIP and denial of equal news access
for television on a par with other media stem
from "the thinking of little men" and are
"dangerous" to the concept of freedom of information, NARTB delegates at the Chicago
regional meeting were told last week.
"Television is no step-child and no less a
means of disseminating information than the
radio and press," Jack E. Krueger, news editor,
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, asserted Wednesday before Region 4 delegates. He said it is "our duty
to expose threats to it whenever they arise."
Mr. Krueger recalled the recent closed telecast circuit of the American Bar Assn.'s House
of Delegates proceedings in Philadelphia, staged
on a pool basis by WPTZ (TV), WCAU-TV
and WFIL-TV in cooperation with NARTB.
He described it as a "smashing victory" against
arguments that tv cameras upset the "decorum
and dignity" of such proceedings.
But he chided the ABA for not publishing
any "findings" on the demonstration.
Not a week after the Philadelphia demonstration, Mr. Krueger pointed out, these incidents
of censorship popped up: (1) a ban on publication of polio victims names, (2) another on
picture taking in the courtroom in the Emmett
Till case in Sumner, Miss., (3) and a proposal
to ban tv and pictures in Milwaukee courts.
In the last instance, a previous criminal code
provision prohibits tape-recordings and broadcasts. There is a proposal now to ban picturetaking and television too. A group of lawyers
has been seeking to amend the law and a hearing has been set for Oct. 3.
Turning to tv news, Mr. Krueger stressed
that "getting news to the public by tv is more
important than the format used." Tv news is
still somewhat hampered by the delay factor
but will catch up, and is ahead of radio already
on coverage of hearings, conventions, sports
and investigations, he noted. As television news
matures, he predicted, it will bring more problems.
Value of Local News
Mr. Krueger stressed local news as a means
of "prestige" and pointed many stations without
"lush" facilities have "put their ingenuity to
work." He also described WTMJ-TV's new
Colorbal unit for transmitting color from
opaque cards, bypassing slides [B«T, Sept. 5],
Mr. Krueger noted support from NARTB,
Radio-Television News Directors Assn., Sigma
Delta Chi and other groups in the fight for
freedom of information and also noted lack of
cooperation among radio-tv-press in some
localities.

city dwellers. Another 67% have car, truck
and tractor radios, he said, besides a set in
the milking barn, shop or other buildings. Half
of all radios outside the farm home are in use
between 5 and 8 a.m.
"Farmers are spending money but they aren't
looking for bargain package deals," he said,
explaining the marginal farmer who buys a
$1.98 mail order bundle of fruit trees soon
moves to other fields and makes way for efficient operators. He contended farming is "a
highly specialized" business, with many farmers
buying "every ounce of food the family eats
along with furniture, air conditioners, automobiles and other products that city families buy."
"Somewhere," Mr. Jackson claimed, "broadcasters have failed to convince advertisers that
farm radio can sell these consumer items to
farmers." If radio is to be a farm tool as well
as entertainment medium, it must provide the
kind of information the farmer needs in running his business.
Farm shows are well sold and attract adjacency sponsors, he said, reminding that national advertisers are showing growing interest
in rural radio.
Mr. Miller told broadcasters "there's money
out
theresuccess
in the stories
country in— the
go get
it."radio
He listed
several
rural
field
and suggested public service farm programming
is effective in building listenership as well as
attracting advertisers. He said a farm program
need not be an audience killer. If done with
imagination, he said, it will draw important
city listenership.
AP

GROUP

WHO'S

NAMES

SHELLEY

Newly-formed radio-television
association holds elections in
New York. Among projects of
group is study of means to better cooperation between stations and wire service.
JACK SHELLEY, WHO Des Moines news
manager, was elected president of the newlyformed Associated Press Radio & Television
Assn. [B*T, Sept. 5] which held its first board
meeting Monday at
the AP general office
in New York.
Joe H. Bryant,

He urged stations to adopt a "firm news
policy" on such matters of news presentation.
Radio

Sells to Farmers

Best, Delegates Are Told
FARMERS offer one of the most important
buying units for advertisers, and radio is the
best way to influence their spending, delegates
to NARTB regional meetings were told last
week at Chicago and Saranac Lake, N. Y.,
meetings (see NARTB stories starting page 72).
Two spokesmen for the National Assn. of
Tv-Radio Farm Directors told how farmers
are buying practically everything any city family
buys. They were Jack Jackson, KCMO Kansas
City, and Robert Miller, WLW Cincinnati.
At Chicago Mr. Jackson reminded that 99%
of farm homes have radios and the families
spend 25% more time listening to radio than

MR. SHELLEY

president
and general manager
of
KCBD-TV Lubbock,
Tex., was elected
first vice president;
Daniel W. Kops,
vice president and
general manager,
WAVZ New Haven,
Conn., second vice

president; Jack KrueWTMJ-TV Milwaukee, Wis., andger,H.news J.editor
Chand-of
ler, general manager, KFLW Klamath Falls,
Ore., vice presidents-at-large. Oliver Gramling,
assistant general manager of AP, was elected
secretary of the group, and Robert R. Booth,
AP treasurer, was elected treasurer of APRTA.
The board, made up of 16 station members,
decided that Mr. Shelley would make appointments to committees which will be set up. For
the present, various committees operating under
the original AP Radio Member Committee will
continue to operate. One of these is the "continuing study
committee"
is a members
"watchdog"
group over
telescripts
sent that
station
on
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the AP radio wire. This unit will receive suggestions and complaints which it will turn over
to the association.
In its review of past actions and accomplishments, the board noted that as a result of a
suggestion by a subcommittee of the old member radio group, the AP has been carrying a
daily weather feature, "Let's Look at the Weather," on its wire. A survey of its 1,400 member
stations disclosed to AP that this feature was
one of the most popular and salable of those
being serviced. Some 843 stations responded to
the questionnaire.
It also was decided that a committee would
work toward obtaining increased radio station
participation in the news service. Noted was
the increase over the past three years and an
estimate that the AP now is getting five times
the number of stories from radio stations that
it obtained in earlier years.
An outgoing group — News Report Committee— reported on a study of AP radio wire's
coverage of radio-tv industry news, primarily of
interest and use of station management. The
committee recommended this type of news be
continued — on the national wire when of interest across the nation; on regional wires when
the interest is local, state or regional with
bureaus alerted to watch for such copy. Another recommendation was that the briefing of
FCC grants on the wire have a notation added
for bureaus to file details.
ANA

Names

Allen

V.P.

In Expansion Program
THE Assn. of National Advertisers last week
appointed loseph M. Allen, radio-tv director,
to a vice presidency. He will continue to hold
the radio-tv post in addition to that of heading
up the new Information Services department of ANA.
Prior to joining
ANA in 1952, Mr.
Allen served on both
radio-tv and public relations steering committees and
was a board member
of the ANA Radio
Council. He also
has been active as a
board member of
Broadcast Measure- MR ALLEN
ment Bureau.
Announcing the formation of the new Information Services department, ANA President
Paul West said that because of the association's
vastly expanded program, "the importance of
ANA's function in both gathering and disseminating information has grown substantially."
Before joining ANA, Mr. Allen was vice
president in charge of public relations for
Bristol-Myers, where he also had been vice
president in charge of product advertising.
Texas Women to Meet Oct. 8
TEXAS chapter of American Women in Radio
& Television will hold its annual meeting in
the Fredonia Hotel, Nacogdoches, Oct. 8. The
opening panel will include radio and tv traffic
problems while the noon luncheon will feature
discussion and demonstration of film commercials. Industry men, yet to be named, will
discuss various commercial aspects of radio and
television during the afternoon. The meeting
will close with a banquet and address on "The
Legal Pitfalls of Broadcasting."
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Lee
Of

Named
Mich.

President

Broadcasters

CARL E. LEE, WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich.,
was elected president of the Michigan Assn. of
Radio-Tv Broadcasters at the close of its twoday meeting at Hidden Valley a fortnight ago
[B*T, Sept 19].
Also elected were
Sibley Moore, WJR
Detroit, vice president; Howard H.
Wolfe, WKNX Saginaw, secretary-treasurer; and Les
Biederman,
WTCM
Traverse City; Harold L. Neal, WXYZ
Detroit, and J. P.
Scherer, WHFB Benton Harbor, as direcDiscussed on the
closing
day of
the meetingSpeakers
was radio-tv's
role
in
election
campaigns.
were lohn
Feikens, chairman of the Republican State Central Committee, and Neil S. Staebler, chairman
of the Democratic State Central Committee,
both Michigan. They agreed that the media
are more personal and immediate than newspapers. Bill Michaels, WIBK-TV Detroit, was
moderator. Robert Booth, partner of Bingham,
Collins, Porter & Kistler, Washington, D. C,
spoke on radio law. Luncheon speaker was
Detroit's Mayor Albert E. Cobo.
Robert Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio, spoke
that afternoon (Sept. 16) on the "do's and
don'ts" of small station operation, emphasizing
that a station should seek to become part of the
community it serves and work toward good
citizenship.
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president, was
the featured and final speaker. He asserted
radio now is a local medium [At Deadline,
Sept. 19].
New Speakers Named
For RAB N. Y. Clinic
ADDITIONAL speakers — most of them agency
executives — who will relate radio success stories
at Radio Advertising Bureau's national radio
advertising clinic set for Oct. 13-14 at New
York's Waldorf-Astoria, were announced last
week.
RAB said the speakers are in addition to two
announced earlier [At Deadline, Sept. 5]. Still
other radio advertisers are slated to describe
how radio is used to solve problems in national
or regional campaigns.
Commander Whitehead, the "ambassador-atlarge" for Schweppes' quinine water, will tell
how the company developed the U. S. market
through spot radio. He will be assisted on
details by Frank lohnson, vice president, Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather Inc.
Detroit agency executive G. H. Bobertz, vice
president of Clark & Bobertz Inc., which handles Citizens' Mutual Automobile Insurance
Co., will talk about the firm's radio plan that
has
the Citizens'
as the
secondhelped
largestplace
insurance
company Mutual
in the Detroit
market and which is now being used to develop
the firm's business throughout western and
central Michigan.
Another executive, William Wright, president,
Wright-Campbell Adv., Chicago, will present
the regional radio success story of W-C's account, Kitchen Art Foods (for Py-O-My pie

mix). The pie mix radio campaign was coordinated with Kitchen Art's broker in each of
the markets to achieve maximum merchandising
benefit, according to RAB.
Another success story — on farm radio — will
be told by John H. Dow, vice president, Bozell
& Jacobs, Omaha, who will pay particular attention to a livestock remedy, Gland-o-Lac, that
has been using farm radio for the past four
Jax Brewing Co.'s radio use as a large reyears. gional brewing company will be covered by
William H. Thomas of the Fitzgerald Advertis- 1
ing Agency, New Orleans. Specific examples
of Jax advertising will be presented.
The first day of the two-day clinic will be
devoted to a detailed study of the campaigns
noting the latest techniques developed for using
radio efficiently and effectively in overall advertising plans. Panels on radio copy, marketing
and upcoming research projects to guide national advertisers in radio use, regionally and
nationally, also are on the agenda.
Community
Class

IV

Bcstrs.

Power

Ask

Boosts

INCREASE in power from 250 w to 1 kw will
be asked for Class IV stations by Community
Broadcasters Assn., following a postcard survey showing overwhelming support for the
Community's executive committee decided at
project.
a meeting held Sept. 18 in Chicago to ask
FCC for the increase. CBA contends 250 w
outlets will get better daytime coverage as well
as better signals in the areas now covered as
a result of the power boost. The CBA board
decided Tuesday that engineering studies should
start within a fortnight.
Change in FCC standards will be asked, with
the interference ratio changed from 1-2 to 1-1.
This is warranted by improvement in the
selectivity of receivers, according to Community, which argues it is economically feasible.
Its members contend they are selling time at a
competitive disadvantage with daytime 1 kw
stations and that they provide their listeners
with public service programming at night.
Officers of Community are F. Ernest Lackey,
WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky., president; Robert T.
Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio, vice president,
and John R. Henzel, WHDL Olean, N. Y.,
secretary-treasurer.
Barnum, Hilton Head
Six Advertising Sessions
THE Assn. of Advertising Men and Women
last week announced a series of six sessions
covering new product advertising. For six consecutive Tuesdays, starting Sept. 27, the AAM
& W will meet in New York's Biltmore Hotel
to hear leading marketing experts discuss such
phases of product marketing as media selection,
market research and potential.
Leading the course, which costs $10 for nonmembers, are H. J. Barnum Jr., Lever Brothers'
Good Luck division, and Peter Hilton, president
of Hilton & Riggio.
Guest speakers scheduled will include Charles
CafFery of the copy department, D'Arcy Adv.;
William Mathews of the media department,
Young & Rubicam; William Newbold, product
manager, Lever Bros., and Edgar V. Hall, Manufacturer Services director of Local Trademarks
Inc.
Broadcasting
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is easier with these 5 built-in advantages of Kodascope Pageant Sound Projectors
You probably know all too well how technical imperfections in film presentations can
stymie program sales. Many TV salesmen
avoid these imperfections and get the finest
in 16mm. preview projection with one of the
six Kodascope Pageant Sound Projectors.
Here are five good reasons why :
1. Crisp pictures. You get sharp focus in
both center and corner screen areas with the
Pageant's built-in field-sharpening element.
And for projection under adverse conditions, three of the Pageant models are specially equipped to throw 40% extra light
onto the screen.
2. Clear, comfortable sound. Pageant Projectors give you better sound five ways.
First, the exclusive Fidelity Control lets you
focus the sound-scanning beam to get the

most from any optical sound track. Next,
the powerful 7- and 15-watt amplifiers are
true-rated for full delivery. Third, the
matched speakers are of ample capacity for
the amplifier output. Fourth, special bass
and treble controls are built into the 15-watt
Pageant models. And finally, low-speed
nylon gear operation and permanent prelubrication insure that your Pageant will not
produce any distracting noise of its own.
3. Trouble-free operation. Repairmen say
that the main cause of projector breakdowns is improper oiling. You completely
by-pass this problem with a permanently
pre-lubricated Pageant. It will never need a
drop of oil !
4. Easy portability. Four Pageant models
snap neatly into single, compact units —

For all your TV movie-equipment needs...
ANTTHING THAT MOVES
FOR PERMANENT INSTALLATION
On-the-spot
news events,
The Eastman 16mm
Projector, Model 25
commercials —
gives sound and visual
(any
TV movieis
reproduction compara
assignment
ble to the finest 35mm
easily within the
of the
projectors.
Sealed-in-oil
bath movement,
separate Cine-Kodak Specialscope
II Camera. It
handles dissolves, fades, animation,
motors for blower, reel
and main projector drive, and other special effects without
plus exceptionally stable additional equipment and without the
drive mechanism, assure need for optical printing. With preultrasmooth performloaded film chambers, your Cineance. Light source may Kodak Special II will be ready to go
be either tungsten or into action and stay in action when
that big story breaks in your city.
high-intensity arc.
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easily handled anywhere by one person. Two
other Pageant models carry in two, trim,
matching cases.
5. Versatility. At least one of the six newly
redesigned Pageant models is specially
suited to your particular projection requirements. Prices start at a sensible $425. (Subject to change without notice.)
Ask for a free demonstration
You can prove to yourself that a Pageant
will be your best friend for selling sight and
sound. Let your Kodak Audio- Visual Dealer
help you pick and try out the Pageant model
that best fits your needs. He also has for you
a free copy of a new color catalog giving full
details on the new Pageant line. See him
soon, or just mail us the coupon below.

KODAK

COMPANY

9 82

Please
of nearest
N. Y.Audio-Visual Dealer and
er 4,Kodak
Rochest
8-V,name
Dept. send
information on Kodascope Pageant Sound Projectors I I
Eastman
Projector, Model 25 fj Cine-Kodak Special II
Camera I16mm.
I
NAME.
TITLE

COMPANY.
STREET
CITY
(Zone)

.STATE.
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TRADE ASSNS.
Tv

Problems

Mulled

Engineers' Meet
At
FUTURE of uhf and the current suggestions
for reallocation, de-intermixture, lower separation factors, directional antennas, lower power,
5 million watts, and other recommendations to
solve the current uhf-vhf dilemma highlighted
the Sept. 23-24 meeting of the Professional
Group on Broadcast Transmission Systems of
the Institute of Radio Engineers in Washington
last week.
This discussion took place at a panel meetthe meeting's banfollowing
night heard
ing quet.
FridayMembers
FCC Comr. Rosel H.
Hyde, Stuart L. Bailey, of Jansky & Bailey and
past president of IRE, and Fred Weber, WHTN-

TV Huntington, W. Va., and a leader in the
Uhf Industry Coordinating Committee.
Dr. W. L. Everitt, engineering dean of the
U. of Illinois, was the moderator.
Mr. Hyde repeated what he had said before
[B»T, Sept. 5; see Lee story on page 27]. He
urged that a review of the tv allocations plan
be made, with more emphasis on market economics, possible less rigid separation factors,
and selective de-intermixture.
Mr. Bailey's contentions were that there is
nothing technically wrong with uhf that more
power wouldn't cure. But this would mean saddling struggling uhf broadcasters with more
expense, he added. Uhf's major problem, Mr.
Bailey said, was economic.
The possibility of an improved uhf receiver
was not seen on the horizon, Mr. Bailey declared.

$2,343,430
Worth

of

Shampoo!!

Mr. Weber agreed that it was most convenient for advertisers to have two major networks, but he pointed out the dangers inherent
in that situation. He called for a sweeping reap raisal of the tv allocation principles, asked
that vhfs be cut down to uhf size.
Among the papers read at the two-day meeting was one recommending that the FCC issue
a "terrain roughness" map. This was made by
E. W. Chapin, assistant FCC chief engineer in
charge of the Laboratory Division. Engineers
could use such a map in computing signal
fields for uhf stations, he said.
In another paper read at the meeting, much
interest was evoked by L. J. Wolf, of RCA,
who spoke on multiple tv antenna systems. He
used the "candelabra" radiators of WFAA-TV
and KRLD-TV, both Dallas, as an example;
also the multiple antennas on the Empire State
Bldg. in New York, and on the Foshay Tower
in Minneapolis.
Other papers were read by H. W. Morse,
GE: lohn Ruston, DuMont Labs.; Philip B.
Laeser, WTMI-TV Milwaukee; C. X. Castle,
Storer: W. C. Morrison, K. Karstad, lames W.
Tuska, RCA Labs; Harold Toulson, GE: R. A.
Isberg, Ampex; A. C. Goodnow, Westinghouse;
R. E. Peterson, WNBF-TV Binghamton, N.Y.;
E. F. Vandivere, Vandivere, Cohen & Wearn,
Washington,
and Paul C. Schafer, Schafer Custom Engineering.
Moderators, in addition to Dr. Everitt, were:
Ralph N. Harmon, Westinghouse; Stuart L.
Bailey, lansky & Bailey Inc.. and George C.
Davis, Washington. Oscar Reed Ir., lansky &
Bailey Inc., acted as chairman of the conference.
Community Tv Groups Set
Northwest Meet This Week
CHANGE in FCC rules to permit community
tv systems to build their own microwave relay
systems to bring big city tv signals to small,
wired communities will be one of the major
topics to be discussed at the joint meeting of
the Pacific Northwest Community Tv Assn. and
the National Community Tv Assn. in Walla
nesday. Wash., tomorrow (Tuesday) and WedWalla,

Mr. Shampoo

Manufacturer — just one jar, tube or bottle

of your shampoo sold to the radio homes in WGN's area
at only 50$ each would mean $2,343,430 in sales!* WGN
reaches more homes than any other advertising medium
in Chicago, and our Complete Market Saturation Plan
has proven it can sell your products to these homes.
Nielsen Coverage Service.
Chicago 1 1
Illinois
A Clear Channel Station
Serving the Middle West
MBS

50,000720Watts
On Your Dial

Chicago Office: 441 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago II
Eastern Advertising Solicitation Office: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y., for New York City, Philadelphia and Boston
Representative: Geo. P. Hollingbery Co.
Loi Angeles — 411 W. 5th Street • New York— 500 San5thFrancisco
Avenue — •625 Atlanta
Market— 223
StreetPeachtree Street
Chicago — 307 K. Michigan Avenue
SPECIAL NOTICE: WGN,
Is Michigan 2-7600.
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Inc.'s New

Telephone Number

Guests will be Sens. Warren G. Magnuson
(D-Wash.), chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee, under whose jurisdiction the FCC
and communications falls, and Wayne Morse
(D-Ore.).
Under present FCC rules, separate common
carrier companies are required to establish intercity microwave relays to bring broadcast tv signals to antenna systems. There are about a
half-dozen in operation or applied for at present. Community tv operators feel they should
have the same privileges which tv stations have
been seeking,
the purposes.
right to put in their own connections for relay
Next month, Oct. 25-26, the NCTA Western
Regional Conference is scheduled for Colorado
Springs, Colo. Among the topics to be discussed at that meeting is closed circuit tv programming by community antenna operators
[B»T, Aug. 27, Sept. 19] and satellites and
booster broadcast stations, which many antenna
operators see as a threat to their livelihood.
Illinois Broadcasters to Elect
NEW officers will be elected by the Illinois
Broadcasters Assn. at its fall meeting in the
Abe Lincoln Hotel in Springfield Oct. 10.
Principal speakers at the one-day session, to
be presided over by Harold Dewing, WCVS
Springfield and current IBA president, will
be Charles Tower, manager of NARTB's employe-employer relations department, and Ben
Sanders, president and general manager of
KICD Spencer, Iowa.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

How

give

to

a

your

TV

commercials

"COMPETITIVE

(Mi"

T
■ elevision audiences today are "conditioned" to many oi the brilliant motion
picture techniques now also used in TV productions — and they like it! Take
away smooth switching — fades, lap dissolves, and transitions they are used to
watching — and commercials look flat, dull, and jerky. Add these effects and the
same presentations take on sparkle and dimension. In short, your commercials
have a "competitive edge"!

Are your presentations
out off date?
Are your commercials limited to "direct
switching" from scene to scene — or simple
fades to black — because an elementary
video switcher is used? If so, the sponsor
is not getting the full benefit of all the programming ingenuity that could be at
his disposal.

How

to make

commercials

TS-11A VIDEO SWITCHER
"live"

Modern video switching with special effects
is your answer. With it, program directors
can produce a variety of attention-getting
effects in an instant; horizontal and vertical
wipes, horizontal arid vertical splits, controllable inserts, wedges, and other optical
effects. You push the button for whatever
you want — and insert the effect wherever
you want it. Up goes audience interest.
And up goes sponsor satisfaction.
Which

RCA has a video-switching system to meet
the specific requirement of each and
every station.
For example, RCA's TS-5A is ideal for
small studio operations — provides fades,
lap dissolves, super-positions — handles 5
signal inputs.
Type TS-11A is designed for maximum
utilization of facilities — for any size operation. It provides all facilities — includes a

RADIO
the «
he

r
in<*
l5

k«oV

of

network or film is "on-air."
Type TS-20 is a relay switching system for
the larger installations. It is the ultimate in
flexibility for modern programming. You
can begin with as few as 6 inputs and 2
outputs and build up to a maximum of
12 inputs and 6 outputs.
Special

Switcher

for you?

Ask

program transfer switch for previewing
fades, lap dissolves, and special effects.
Studio programs can be rehearsed while

effects

equipment

Twelve attention-getting effects at your
finger-tips . . . You push the button for the
effect you want. You swing the "control
stick" and put the selected effect wherever
you want it. Simple, inexpensive — requires
no complicated equipment or extra cameras.
Any one of the above switchers coupled
with this special effects equipment can give
you the extra sales "edge" you want.
For expert help in planning the right video
switching and special effects system, call
your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative.

CORPORATION

AMERICA

ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION -CAMDEN, N.J.
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

TRADE ASSNS.
Hoffman

Praises Industry

On Radio-Tv Week Activity
COOPERATION of all segments of the industry in building National Radio & Television
Week into a vigorous consumer promotion
event was praised Wednesday in Hollywood by
H. Leslie Hoffman, head of his own West Coast
radio-tv manufacturing firm and president of
RETMA. Addressing a civic-industry luncheon
meeting at the Beverly Hilton Hotel, Mr. Hoffman called for an end of making excuses for
radio and television's so-called shortcomings
and said it is time the two media faced selfappointed critics proudly.
The ventor
luncheon's
included
inDr. Lee dehonor
Forest,guests
described
as the
father of radio; Harry Lubcke, pioneer television engineer, now consultant; Norman Ostby,
vice president in charge of station relations for
Mutual-Don Lee and president of Southern California Broadcasters Assn.; Richard Moore, president of KTTV (TV) Los Angeles and past
president of Television Broadcasters of Southern California; John S. Gibson, Los Angeles
City Council president, and Herbert S. Bell,
president of Packard-Bell Co., introduced as
the earliest active manufacturer on the coast.
Canavan, Schmidt Join RAB
As Account Executives
ROBERT P. CANAVAN, formerly an account
executive with Devney & Co., and Daniel E.
Schmidt III, previously in the same capacity at
Free & Peters, last week joined Radio Advertising Bureau's national sales staff as account
executives. Mr. Canavan, who will handle the
beer, wine and tobacco classifications for RAB,
was associated with KROD El Paso as commercial manager and Coors Brewing Co. as
regional advertising director prior to joining
Devney. Mr. Schmidt, who has served with CBS
Radio Spot Sales and George P. Hollingbery,
will work on all automobile classifications except new cars, and on agriculture, insurance
and financial accounts.
New

England

Club

Changes Its Name
TWENTY FOUR year old Radio-Tv Executives
Club of New England officially changed its
name to Broadcasting Executives Club at the
organization's first board meeting of the 1955-56
season held in the Bradford Hotel, Boston.
President of the club is Paul H. Provandie of
Hoag & Provandie, Boston. Harry Wayne McMahan, writer and producer of tv commercials,
spoke at the club's first general meeting last
Wednesday.
Employer-Employe Unit Named
LESLIE C. JOHNSON, WHBF-TV Rock
Island, 111., has been named chairman of the
NARTB Employer-Employe Relations Committee by President Harold E. Fellows. Other
members: Radio — Herbert E. Evans, Peoples
Broadcasting Corp.; S. R. Sague, WSRS Cleveland Heights, Ohio; Calvin J. Smith, KFAC Los
Angeles; C. L. Thomas, KXOX St. Louis. Television—Ben Ludy, WIBW-TV Topeka, Kan.;
Philip G. Lasky, KPIX (TV) San Francisco;
Herbert R. Ohrt, KGLO-TV Mason City, Iowa;
Donald W. Thornburgh, WCAU-TV Philadelphia. Networks — William Fitts, CBS; B. Lowell
Jacobsen, NBC; William Regan, MBS; Mortimer Weinbach, ABC.
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NETWORKS
NEW

PROGRAM

SCHEDULED

TO

CONCEPT
GET

OF

ABC

UNDERWAY

RADIO

OCT.

24

Time between 7:30 and 10 p.m. to be split into five multi-segmented
shows. ABC President Kintner cites need for revision of radio's programming approach.
ABC Radio officials are optimistic that the times, tying in all programming. According to
network's newly-announced "personalized lis- ABC Radio, the three divisions of the day —
morning, afternoon and night — will be block
tening concept" of programming will catch on
with advertisers, stations and listeners. The
programmed
makefitstheintonetwork
"personalized service towhich
the newa listening
revamp, which goes into effect Oct. 24, includes
five, multi-segmented, across-the-board pro- patterns created by television":
• The morning will open up with Breakfast
grams [Closed Circuit, Sept. 19].
The new pattern, announced Wednesday by Club, which has been on radio 21 years. This
ABC President Robert E. Kintner, at first will program will be followed by Stories for Housewives which beginning Oct. 24 will have each
be confined to the 7:30-10 p.m. NYT period but
later will be extended to daytime periods. ABC
program's story or episode completed in either
said it already has had approval of its affiliates a day or a week, thus doing away with the
advisory board. The network will sell each pro- "continued forever" pattern of "standardized
gram on a five-minute, segmented basis, setting
• The afternoon will present Martin Block
an $800 maximum per segment and a $700
and his Make Believe Ballroom.
minimum (15 or more strips).
• The nighttime service, beginning Oct. 24,
Since ABC Radio now programs a fivewill
swing onto the airwaves the "personal
minute summary of news within each half-hour
radio."
period, actually the new plan presents five 5- listening" designed for "each member of the
minute segments which will be interconnected
In his comments on the new plan, Mr.
in theme although otherwise separately conKintner said now that more than 75% of radio
household."
tained.
homes have tv, "we believe people expect from
At the same time ABC Radio, which had
sets a type of broadcast service difnoted that its morning Breakfast Club was al- their radio
ferent from that available from the television
ready being broken up for sale into 5- and 10- set in the living room. If there is merit and
minute segments as well as the quarter-hour
value in our new concept for radio, I believe it
segments, disclosed that three advertisers —
is because instead of starting from the premise
General Foods (Instant Postum), through
that
radio is merely tv minus the sight or someYoung & Rubicam; Drackett Co. (Dran-O,
how irrevocably linked to standard programWindex), Cincinnati, through Young & Rubiming patterns of the past, our research and
cam, and Glamorene Co. (rugs and upholstery
creative people have evolved a new method of
cleaners), New York, through Product Servto inform, advise, educate and enices— had purchased total options for 11 out of using radio
tertain listeners in a lively and intimate manner
60 five-minute segments available in the Monnew to the medium.
day-Friday hour-long program. The new purchases are effective Oct. 3.
"In making this important investment in
radio's future, we are reprogramming with the
Charles T. Ayres, vice president in charge
individual listener in mind rather than aiming
of ABC Radio, indicated the nighttime "new
at a so-called 'mass audience'. The infinite
look" will range in material from practical
variety of material— people, places and subject
advice on marriage, family and career probmatter
— we will be presenting eschews the oldlems from experts in the field, to special intime broadcast 'common denominator' program
spirational messages from the nation's spiritual formula that aims at the so-called 'mass audileaders, to on-the-spot visits with people and
ence' or 'mass mind'. Since American listeners
places in both the U. S. and Europe, to off-beat
features and entertainment.
bring to radio a variety of interests and backgrounds, we believe radio should and can bring
The first "program unit," called "Events of to them at least as much variety in terms of
the Day," will touch on events and human
programming and by so doing can greatly add
interest stories; the second, "The World
to the common knowledge, entertainment and
Around Us" will cover people and places; the
enlightenment of all radio listeners."
third, "A Better Tomorrow" will seek the advice
of experts on home and career life, while the
fourth, "Soundmirror" will document "the
'NBC Matinee Theatre'
sounds of today and yesterday." The fifth unit
Buys Script Properties
was described as "offbeat," tackling the "unALBERT McCLEERY, executive producer of
usual and the intriguing" ranging from explorations of areas such as extra-sensory perception
the forthcoming five-day-a-week, live, color and
to the capture of unusual sounds, classical read- black-and-white
NBC Matinee Theatre, last
ings and humorous features.
week announced the purchase of 56 script properties. The material, which represents a fifth
Another part of the ABC Radio's new concept will be new IDs to be used during all of the total number of scripts needed for a oneyear run of the scheduled programs, includes
23 original stories, 16 adaptations and 17 reruns of evening drama shows. Among the
authors are Gore Vidal, Howard Rodman,
Misquoted
Nancy Hale, Greer Johnson, John Klempner,
THE Sept. 19 issue of B*T incorrectly
Margaret Cousins and Thyra Samter Winslow.
quoted Frank Stanton, president of CBS,
The adaptors are Lois Jacoby, James Herlihy,
as telling affiliates the network will be
William Noble, David Chandler, Kathleen and
21 years old in October. What Mr. StanBassing.
Howard Lindsay, Speed Lamkin and Robert
ton actually said was that he will start
his 21st year with the network next
month. CBS began its 29th year Sept. 18.
Originating
City Oct.
in Burbank,
Calif., thefrom
seriesNBC's
beginsColor
Monday,
31,
and will be seen Monday-Friday, 3-4 p.m. EST.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

ARE

YOU

HALF-COVERED

NEBRASKA?

VIDEODEX JULY, 1955 REPORT
LINCOLN -LAND STUDY
Summary Table — Average Ratings — % TV Homes
SUNDAY:

1 :00 — 5:00
5:00—11:00
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY:
1:00 — 5:00
5:00—11:00
SATURDAY: 1:00— 5:00
5:00—11:00
TOTAL:
1 :00— 5:00
5:00—11:00

P.M.
P.M.

KOLN-TV
12.2
19.0

"B"
3.0
7.9

"C"
7.9
9.3

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

11.6
20.3
16.4
19.1
12.3
19.9

4.6
8.5

9.3
6.1
5.5
8.6
6.2
9.2

4.2
9.7
4.6
8.5

"D"
2.7
3.9
2.2
3.3
2.4
3.6
2.4
3.4

.on're half naked in Nebraska coverage if
you don't reaeh Lincoln-Land — 42 counties with
200,000 families — 125,000 unduplicated by any other station. The Videodex report for Lincoln-Land shows that
KOLN-TV leads all other stations by far, afternoon and
night, every day in the week, and twice on Sunday!
The KOLN-TV tower is 75 miles from Omaha! This
Lincoln-Land location is farther removed from the Omaha
market than is Cincinnati from Dayton, Buffalo from
Rochester or Toledo from Detroit.
Let Avery-Knodel give you all the facts on KOLN-TV —
the official CBS-ABC outlet for Southern Nebraska and
Northern Kansas.
CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

@7i€
ytcdicmb
WKZO-TV 3>el%€h
— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Auociflted with
WMBD RADIO— PEORIA. ILLINOIS

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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CBS-TV

HOLDS

ON

TO

NBC-TV made powerful bid
for the top-rated show last
week, but couldn't win it away
from its rival. ABC-TV also,
but briefly, was in on the tugof-war.
IN WHAT

was described as tv's biggest behind-the-scenes competitive battle between CBS
and NBC for a top-rated show appeared to be
about over Thursday night with Revlon Product Corp.'s $64,000 Question destined to stay
with CBS-TV.
The fabulous success of the program, which
on Oct. 4 becomes a simulcast on CBS Radio,
heightened the battle which for a short time
during the week reportedly also involved ABCTV.
Before the hassle was near concluded, it was
said to have involved such figures as NBC President Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., CBS Board
Chairman William S. Paley and CBS-TV's
President Jack Van Volkenburg.
Although flatly denied by NBC-TV, reports
persisted that the network had offered bonus
network time (said to be during daytime hours),
as well as the admitted offers of a merchandising tie-in, a proposal to juggle its Tuesday night
lineup while slotting another Revlon-planned
show in its Thursday night line-up.
NBC offered Revlon, through its agency,
Norman Craig & Kummel, the 9:30-10 p.m.
Tuesday period. To accommodate this switch
of networks NBC would re-schedule the upPlayright
Houralternate
and Armstrongcoming
CirclePontiac's
Theatre,
which will
this

'QUESTION'
fall on Tuesdays, 9:30-10:30 p.m., to a new
time period, 10-11 p.m. Both NBC-TV and
Armstrong were said to have favored this plan
since the $64,000 Question, now on CBS-TV
Tuesdays, 10-10:30 p.m., would face the second-half of Circle Theatre.
In addition, NBC-TV offered Revlon the
8:30-9 p.m. NYT period on Thursdays for a
new quiz program that the company will present probably in late November and which will
feature as panel members persons who have
tried for the windfall question on its Tuesday
night program. As a tie-in, the network also
proposed an extensive, on-the-air merchandising and promotion campaign for Revlon's programs and reportedly some free-time participations in its daytime hours.
With the $64,000 Question apparently sticking to CBS-TV, Revlon was in the process of
signing contracts for a second show — presumably for its panel format — to be placed Sunday
nights on the network with co-sponsorship of
P. Lorillard, through Young & Rubicam.
Key meeting, it was learned, was held Wednesday night with a Revlon decision in the making Thursday to change neither the time nor
format of the question show on CBS-TV.
ABC-TV spokesmen, although indicating
some ABC approaches had been made early in
the bidding, became silent on the negotiations,
suggesting that the battle had narrowed to the
two giants in network tv.
What semed to favor CBS-TV in the bidding
was the fact that the $64,000 Question already
had entered its second 13-week cycle and was
committed to that network until its renewal
date of Dec. 14.

The
QUINT
CITIES
5 CITIES— 2 COUNTIES
the Hub of a Major Market
WOC covers the market. WOC sells your product.
Surveys prove it. Advertisers know it.
WOC, the Quint city station, in the heart of this
Basic rich,
.... agricultural
a market and
with industrial
money inareaits
NBC Affiliate
pockets ... a market blanketed
by WOC.
The Quint city area is ideal for
test campaigns. Five cities combined
"sib/l " f into one metropolis . . . thousands
»' '^/'''-v. J °^ Select
rura' listeners.
WOC for successful sales
and campaigns.
Get
the
facts from your nearest
WOC
F & P office ... or from WOC
5.000W 1420 Kc direct.
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager

WOC
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Davenport, Iowa
AM-FM-TV
Free & Peters Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

It was noted that Louis G. Cowan, now an
executive producer with CBS-TV but who has
retained his interests in Louis G. Cowan Inc.,
the show's producer, had no ownership rights
in the bargaining. The decision, it was reported,
was left up to Revlon and its agency. The show
started on CBS-TV last June and has since
become a powerhouse both for sales of Revlon
products [see Revlon Story, B*T, Sept. 19] and
top-placing in ratings.
At the same time, the $64,000 Question became involved in another incident when the
Craig agency together with Revlon, filed suit
against Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, NBC
and Colgate-Palmolive
the comedians'
lampoon of the program for
during
Colgate Variety
Hour on Sept. 18. They were charged with
plagiarism and dilution of sponsor identification.

'MONITOR'
GET

HEFTY

BILLINGS
BOOST

Ford, McGregor and BristolMyers are newcomers to the
NBC Radio weekend service.
Other renewals for the period
after Oct. 1 hike the gross billings to the half-million mark.
MORE than $500,000 in gross billings has been
chalked
up by
NBC Radio's
service, for
the Monitor,
period beginning
Oct. 1,weekend
Alfred
Stern, director of participating programs for
NBC Radio, said last week.
First-time Montior business, he said, includes
Mercury Division of the Ford Motor Co., McGregor Sportswear and Bristol-Myers. Mercury's schedule will be used to advertise its
new line 1956 models. Renewals include Philip
Morris, Chesebrough-Ponds Inc., Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., Charles Antell Inc., The
Gruen Watch Co. and RCA.,
Mr. Stern noted that the new orders, extending beyond Oct. 1, do not fall in the period of
Monitor's "introductory dividend plan which
gave advertisers, purchasing a minimum of 20
minutes of announcements before the October
date, 10 minutes of advertisements without
charge in place of discounts.
The new orders are: Chesebrough-Ponds Inc.,
12 one-minute announcements a week starting
Oct. 1 for 13 weeks, through McCann-Erickson; Philip Morris cigarettes, through BiowBeirn-Toigo, ten 30-second announcements for
one weekend; Bristol-Myers, through Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield Inc., four 30-second announcements a weekend for 16 weeks;
RCA, five one-minute announcements for six
weekends and ten one-minute announcements
for six additional weekends, through Kenyon &
Eckhardt; Charles Antell Inc., through Joseph
Katz Inc., purchased 78 one-minute participations through Nov. 27; McGregor Sportswear,
through Grey Adv. Agency, for 10 six-second
announcements one weekend; Gruen Watch Co.,
through Grey, 10 six-second announcements a
weekend for 10 weeks starting Oct. 15; CrowellCollier Publishing, for five one-minute announcements for three weekends, through Kudner Agency; and Mercury cars, 24-one-minute
announcements for six weeks starting Oct. 8,
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
KMLB

to Join NBC

Radio

KMLB Monroe, La., becomes an affiliate of
the NBC Radio network Oct. 4. It operates
with 5 kw daytime and 1 kw nighttime on 1440
kc and is owned and operated by Liner's Broadcasting Station Inc. NBC said it will terminate
its affiliation with KNOE Monroe Oct. 3.
Broadcasting
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Some

people

...like

are

born

WCAU,

WCAU-TV

leaders

Philadelphia

talks to more women more often in the daytime than the two other

Philadelphia TV stations combined. The WCAU-TV

aggregate 8 a.m. to 6 p.m

women's audience, totaling nearly 4,000,000 women viewer impressions, is 79%
greater than Station B and 201% greater than Station C.
source upon request
WCAU-TV is the only Philadelphia TV Station operating at both maximum power and maximum height.
The Philadelphia Bulletin Radio and TV Stations
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NBC

RADIO

UNLEASHES

Network Vice President Harry
Bannister, in letter to affiliates,
charges CBS Detroit meeting
was called to attack NBC. He
says NBC Radio network leadership issubstantiated by PIB.
NBC RADIO, smarting from competitive heat
generated at CBS Radio's affiliate meeting in
Detroit a fortnight ago [B«T, Sept. 19] is
unleashing a scorcher of its own over the weekend.
In essence, NBC Radio is claiming on the
basis of Publishers Information Bureau figures
for July [B«T, Sept. 19] that it was the only
radio network with an increase of gross billings over the same month in 1954. The figures,
according to NBC, placed the network up
15.3% over July 1954 while CBS Radio was
down 18.3% and ABC Radio and Mutual
down still more.
This upward swing, according to NBC
Radio, can be attributed entirely to its weekend
service, Monitor.
In a fiery letter to NBC Radio affiliates,
Harry Bannister, NBC vice president for station relations, is asserting that CBS "called
its affiliates together with the apparent purpose
of attacking NBC, [Mr.] Weaver and Monitor.
Mr. Bannister charges CBS with "diversionary
tactics" and with having "led the way in all
the negative steps," alluding to general rate reductions of July 1951, of evening rates in
August 1952 and "the further reduction in
October 1954."
Write

for

BLAST

AT

CBS

"NBC has tried to come to grips with the
real problems ,and has led the way on the constructive steps in developing new programming
and sales concepts so that network radio could
regain a position of vitality for the long range.
And as we have proceeded along this course, our
competitor has been busy throwing rocks at
us until we had pioneered and prepared the way.
Then, he followed," Mr. Bannister said.
Charging that its "competitors sell pieces
and parts of networks," NBC Radio said its
own participation pattern — starting with the
Three Plan and as continued in Monitor — "is
based on the sale of advertising exposure on
the full network and upholds the network principle by selling the overall national circulation
which networks were created to sell."
In his letter, Mr. Bannister also claims that
NBC Radio has wrested rating leadership from
CBS Radio and to have gained on CBS Radio
in sponsored network hours for the week Aug.
29 through Sept. 4 and again for the week, Sept.
12 through 18.
CBS Sales Aim
At the CBS Radio affiliates meeting, John
Karol, CBS Radio network sales vice president, had said that his network hoped this
season to have more commercial time sold than
all the other three networks combined, with
CBS Radio soon to run 90% ahead of NBC
Radio. Mr. Karol had described his network
effort as having met NBC Radio's Monitor
with an "unspectacular concept" based simply
"on programs that attract the largest audiences
in With
network
his radio."
letter, Mr. Bannister enclosed a

this
Effect

ive

GUIDEBOOK
Effective
in

EL

to

KOMOT

Promotion

ION

PASO

Here's the complete story on the
only station in the El Paso Southwest offering a comprehensive promotion program — in a three-color,
eight-page booklet that's yours for *
the asking. Fully illustrated with
special sections on Newspaper Advertisng. . . Outdoor Advertising . . .
On-the-Air Announcements . . . Merchandising Contacts . . . Newspaper
Publicity . . . Direct Mail ... P. O. P.
Displays ... Window Displays...
Dealer Meetings . . . and ClientAgency Reports.

C

H

CBS,

A

N

ABC,

N
DU

E

L 4
MONT

EL
PASO, TEXAS
National Representatives: THE BRANHAM COMPANY
l/RAK
— lf PROMOTION DEPT.
■» ■» w
■ w EL PASO, TEXAS
P-O.BOX 1799
KROD-TV
Please send me a free copy of "Effective
Promotion in El Paso."
Name
Company^
Address
City
State.
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copy of NBC President Sylvester L. Weaver Jr.'s
speech delivered at NBC Radio's affiliates meeting some weeks ago.
Mr. Bannister concludes his letter:
"We don't gloat over the competition. We
would like to see all radio networks moving
ahead, because that would help the radio
medium as a whole. But we don't think that
the medium is served by competitive swiping
at the first progressive development which has
taken place in radio for so many years and
which holds such great promise for the future.
"However, regardless of sniping and road
blocks in New York or anywhere else, our
plan is like Farragut's (a broad stripe gob
of ancient vintage) 'Damn the torpedoes. Go
DuMont

Stockholders

"
ahead.'Vote
To
on
'Spin-Off
STOCKHOLDERS
meeting
will be held Oct.
10 by Allen B. DuMont Labs at Clifton, N. J.,
to vote on proposed revisions of the company,
including
stockits "spin-off,"
under which
laboratoriesa and
broadcast division
would the
be
corporately separated [B»T, Aug. 29, 15].
The stock "spin-off" is in line with the decision of the corporation to curtail and ultimately discontinue operations of the DuMont
Television Network. The network, in essence,
is virtually non-existent at present, scheduling
only one network program — Monday-night boxing, a co-op feature. The proxy statement accompanying notice
a
the stockholders'
meeting acknowledged
lastof week
that the network
would be discontinued "as rapidly as feasible."
Under the "spin-off," a new company, DuMont Broadcasting Corp., would be owned at
first by the stockholders of DuMont Labs and
in the same proportions as DuMont Labs,
through the issuance of one share of DuMont
broadcasting stock for each IVi shares held in
the laboratories. It is planned that additional
shares in the new company will be offered for
sale, thereby broadening the base of ownership
in the two companies.
The DuMont Broadcasting Corp., under the
"spin-off," would own and operate WABD
(TV) New York, WTTG (TV) Washington
and the DuMont Tele-Centre in New York.
Other proposed changes in the corporation to
be voted upon by stockholders are: a recapitalization, involving reclassification of Class A and
Class B common stock into one new class of
common stock; an increase in the authorized
number of shares from three to five million; a
proposed new employment agreement between
the company and Dr. Allen B. DuMont; an employe stock option plan, and revised by-laws increasing the authorized numbers of directors
from eight to ten.
Ray Linton, 25- Year
Industry Veteran, Dies
FUNERAL services were conducted in Chicago
Friday for Raymond Thomas Linton, 55, radiotv industry veteran for over 25 years, who
died from a heart ailment in Henrotin Hospital
two days earlier.
Mr. Linton had been with ABC Radio network sales in Chicago the past two and a half
years. During his varied career, he worked
for John Blair & Co., station representative,
operated his own representative firm in Chicago, managed radio stations in Wichita, Kan.
(KFBI), and Miami, Fla., managed the Detroit
office of Frederic W. Ziv Co., and operated his
own radio-tv package-production firm.
He leaves a son and two brothers.
Broadcasting
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1. A weather-proof, rotating Farnsworth TV camera,
mounted on the platform of the Rock Island's busy Englewood station, scans the main-line crossing.
2m The visual information isfed by cable
to a TV monitor at the
station.
Railroad's significant test of
IO
VISUAL

COMMUNICATION

3. Simultaneously, the
picture is transmitted
by Federal microwave
from an antenna on the
station roof.

SYSTEM
suggests many applications for closedcircuit TV combined with microwave relay
THE Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad has
shown by this pioneering test how IT&T's TV-microwave system can help solve railroad traffic problems in
high-density areas.
The same modern communications technique — product of IT&T research and development— is applicable to
the solution of many other problems of traffic control
and industrial operations over almost any distance and
under practically all conditions.

4.
A similar
antenna'
receives
the picture
at
the LaSalle Street
Union Station and feeds
it to another monitor
there.

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION
67 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.
For further information on closed-circuit TV and microwave relay for railway use, address
Federal Telephone and Radio Company, 100 King-land Road, Clifton, N. J.
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5. Thus, six miles away, Rock
Island executives can see the actual
loading and unloading of passengers, baggage, and mail, as well as
other railroad operations.
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NETWORKS — ^—
Increased

Charlie Davis
Star of
"Alabama Star Time"
1 1 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday-Friday
Stars

Sell

on

Alabama's
greatest radio station

Birmingham
Charlie Davis is genial host to 3
hours of recorded music, interspersed with news, weather, comment, and a popular new feature,
"Lucky
Number." choice
His easy
manner House
and excellent
of
platters (Charlie is a musician himself) lighten the home makers' tasks
. . . keep 'em tuning in each weekday, keep 'em listening while they
sweep!
You

can

Your

SELL
Products

to Alabama
If you
them
they

folks

TELL
on

programs

enjoy

hearing

Represented by
John Blair & Co.
Southeastern Representative:
Harry Cummings
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Color Schedule

Announced by CBS-TV
CBS-TV will start this season with an estimated
three times as much color on the air as last
season, according to an advanced look at the
October listing of color shows. CBS-TV said,
however, this listing itself is incomplete.
Slated for colorcasting are these shows, accompanied bysponsor and agency: Gene Autry
Show, William Wrigley Jr., through Ruthrauff
and Ryan, Oct. 1, 8, 15, 22 and 29 (7-7:30
p.m. EDT); Red Skelton Show, S. C. Johnson
& Son, through Needham, Louis & Brorby, and
Pet Milk, through Gardner Adv., on alternate
weeks, Oct. 4. 11, 18 and 25 (9:30-10 p.m.
EDT); Shower of Stars ("Time Out for Ginger"), Chrysler Corp., through McCann-Erickson, Oct. 6 (8:30-9:30 p.m. EDT); Climax,
Chrysler Corp., through McCann-Erickson,
Oct. 20 (8:30-9:30 p.m. EDT); Ford Star
Jubilee, ("Together With Music"), Ford Motor
Co., through J. Walter Thompson, Oct. 22
(9:30-11 p.m. EDT).
Color on the network for the end of this
month had included a telecast last Saturday of
"Ford Star Jubilee" and the Red Skelton Show
tomorrow (Tuesday).
Radio-Tv Networks Cover
Revolt in Argentina
RADIO AND TV networks provided quick,
on-the-spot coverage of the Argentine revolt
last week, with correspondents in many cases
placing telephone calls to New York with latest
developments on the overthrow of President
Juan D. Peron's government.
Mutual broadcaster Jack Comden filed several stories by phone as well as many by shortwave broadcast. Last Wednesday Mr. Comden
broadcast from a hotel roof-top, giving details
of a Rebel attack on a Peron-held labor headquarters building, during which 100 persons
were reportedly killed. Mr. Comden was said
to have been about 300 feet from the attack.
CBS reported that Peter Hahn and cameraman Lauren Maclntyre were arrested by Argentine authorities last Tuesday and released after
seven hours of cross-examination. Mr. MacIntyre's film was confiscated. Mr. Hahn had
made several telephone reports from Buenos
Aires before he was arrested, and following his
release, he phoned the network with later developments on street fighting between Peron
and Rebel forces.
NBC utilized various telephone reports from
correspondent Bob Lindley on the Monitor
weekend radio service, as well as on news programs on succeeding days. NBC also provided
background information on the development
by means of interviews with Dr. Gainza-Paz,
former editor of La Prensa.
ABC-TV presented a special commentary
program on its Outside U. S. A. series (Thurs.,
10-10:30 p.m. EDT), titled "Peron vs. Argentina." The program featured ABC news analyst Quincy Howe, giving commentary to film
footage tracing the rise and downfall of Mr.
Peron.
CBS News Director John Day last Wednesday cabled the Argentine Director of National
Security, Maj. Gen. Andelino Bergallo, urging
that CBS newsmen Peter H. Hahn and L. A.
Maclntyre be accorded cooperation in fulfilling
their duties as legitimate reporters. Mr. Day
extended CBS' sincere appreciation "for the
extremely courteous treatment" received by
Messrs. Hahn and Maclntyre during their sevenhour arrest and detention during last Tuesday's
riot outside the headquarters of the Peronista
I Alianza Nacionalista.

IN VIEW of the national attention
that
nd'the Ford
on 'Fuon
ate recently
has beenDeb
centered
Foundation's Fund for the Republic,
the MBS State of the Nation program last
week featured a debate on the philosophy
and operations of that organization
(Thurs., 9:30-10 p.m. EDT). Walter
Millis, chief consultant of the Fund for
the Republic, was opposed in the debate
by James Burnham, author and lecturer,
who was critical of the operations of the
fund. The program series is produced by
Hardy Burt Productions, New York, with
Mr. Burt serving as moderator.

Chicago Keeps 'Super Circus'
But May Lose #Zoo Parade'
PLANS to move ABC-TV's Super Circus from
Chicago to New York after the Oct. 23 telecast and to revamp the show radically have been
scrapped at least until the year-end, it was reported last week.
At the same time the status of another Chicago-emanated network tv program — NBCTV's Zoo Parade — was in the balance as a
result of contractual commitments involving
Marlin Perkins, conductor of the show, and
network time problems.
Starting Sept. 25 Chunky Chocolate Co.
(candy), through Hilton & Riggio, New York,
will sponsor the first half of Super Circus (4-5
p.m. CDT) on alternating weeks. Kellogg Co.,
through Leo Burnett and Dixie Cup Co.,
Hicks & Greist agency, New York, drop alternating last half hours (4:30-5 p.m. CDT)
effective Sept. 18 and Sept. 25, respectively.
Realignments mean that three of four 30minute segments every two weeks will be open
for sponsorship.
In the case of Zoo Parade, the format will be
altered this fall to provide for pickups from
different cities instead of Chicago alone. Mr.
Perkins has an exclusive contract with Lincoln
Park Zoo, thus placing his program status in
the balance. It was reported he would resign
the zoo and remain with the program.
Second Menotti Opera Slated
GIAN-CARLO MENOTTI has been commissioned by NBC to compose his second opera
for tv. Officials said no specific subject matter
was under discussion, but that the opera will be
an hour or hour and a half in length at Mr.
Menotti's discretion. They added that although
delivery date was set at Aug. 31, 1957, the
piece may be finished in time for production
in the 1956-57 season. Mr. Menotti's previously commissioned opera for NBC-TV was the
phenomenally successful Amahl and the Night
Visitors, which already has been performed
five times on tv with the sixth airing scheduled
for this forthcoming Christmas Day.
Irish Sign Two Overseas
IRISH Football Network has signed KUAM
Guam to carry Notre Dame U. football games
this fall, it was announced by Joe Boland,
founder and manager of the special network.
Shows will be taped in San Francisco and relayed shortwave
to KUAM
for Sunday
rebroadcast because
of the
international
dateline.
KIKI
Honolulu is another Pacific outpost station
signed for the schedule.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Hoover

Co., Toni Buy Slices
Advertisement

Of ABC-TV 'Film Festival'
THE SALE of four participating announcements
weekly in ABC-TV's newly-inaugurated Famous
Film Festival (Sun. 7:30-9 p.m.), starting yesterday (Sun.), was announced last week by
Slocum Chapin, vice president in charge of network sales. The advertisers are Toni Co., Chicago; Hoover Co., North Canton, Ohio, and
Philip Morris & Co., New York.
Toni, on behalf of Bobbi Pin Curl permanent
and White Rain Lotion shampoo, has purchased
two participations through Tatham-Laird, Chicago. Hoover, through Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, has bought one participation on behalf
of its vacuum cleaners. Philip Morris, through
Biow-Beirn-Toigo, New York, has purchased
one participation for Philip Morris cigarettes.
KCBQ Drops Network
KCBQ San Diego has announced the severance
of its ABC affiliation, effective Dec. 1. Timothy
D. Parkman, chairman of board, KCBQ Inc.,
stated, "The transition will hardly be noticed
by listeners, for we have been operating for at
least 80% of the time on the independent
format of news and music." He stated the
change was being made because KCBQ could
best serve the growth of the San Diego market
area with an independent operation.
Canadian Tv's Join CBS-TV
CJLH-TV Lethbridge, Alberta, and CKNX-TV
Wingham, Ontario, will join CBS-TV as secondary affiliates, Herbert V. Akerberg, vice
president in charge of station relations, said
last week. The Lethbridge station becomes a
non-interconnected affiliate Oct. 15; the Wingham outlet joins as an interconnected station
Nov. 1. Both CJLH-TV and CKNX-TV are
represented by CBC, though independently
owned.
Champion in for Flicka
CBS-TV will present The Adventures of Champion on the network (Fri., 7:30-8 p.m. EDT),
starting Friday, replacing My Friend Flicka,
which originally had been announced for this
time period. Produced by Gene Autry's Flying
A Productions, the series stars Champion, "the
wonder horse."
NETWORK PEOPLE

From

where

/>y Joe

• . . Makes

a

Wealthy—

Man

and

I sit

Marsh

Healthy,

Tired!

Sandy Peterson's nephew Pete has
gone back to college. He worked on
Sandy's farm a couple of months last
summer to get hardened up for football.
He

seemed to enjoy farm life all

right — but like most city kids it took
him some time to get used to a farmer's
schedule.
Sandy claims that when he went in
to wake Pete — on the first morning —
the boy looked up startled and asked
what time it was. Sandy replied it was
four-fifteen. "Gee," Pete murmured,
"if we're going to do a day's work
tomorrow you'd better get to bed!"
From where I sit, we must have
heard a million stories like that. But
they show how some people assume
their customs are the only proper ones.
To most city folks getting up at 4:15

Gerald Green, managing editor, NBC-TV's
Today (Mon.-Fri., 7-9 a.m. EDT) since 1953
and previously a news editor for the network,
appointed producer of Today, succeeding
Robert Bendick, who has been named one of
the producers of NBC-TV's Wide Wide World
series.

seems odd, because they don't do it.
Just like some people don't think en-

Robert T. Keowen, who recently transferred
from NBC's New York office, has been named
plant engineer, plant operations department,
Pacific Div. of NBC.

beverage and haven't waked up to the
fact that everyone has a right to his
own choice.

of beer is ''right" . . .
aglasshappen
because joyingthey
to prefer another

Arnold Carr, formerly with Ziv Television,
joins
CBS Radio's press information dept. in
Hollywood.
William S. Hedges, NBC vice president, appointed chairman, Radio-Tv Div. of $400,000
Golden Jubilee fund-raising campaign, Travelers Aid Soc. of New York. Also on committee:
Arthur Hull Hayes and Red Barber of CBS;
Ted Bergmann of DuMont; Ken R. Dyke of
Young & Rubicam; Gordon Gray of WOR;
Carl Haverlin of BMI; Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr.
of ABC; Thomas Knode of Edward Petry &
Co., and E. J. Fitzsimmons of Weed & Co.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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WALKER
BLASTS
'ANTIQUE'
FCC RULES
as it goes but the stations enjoying remote conNARTB
engineer head says
trol have a competitive advantage over stations
Commission's 'outdated' rules
with attended equipment, he explained, "by no
call for needless monitoring.
means a fair and equal situation."
Mr. Walker specified a lengthy list of needless
Says broadcasting industry has
checks required by the FCC, asking the Comoutgrown its ruling agency.
mission to revise the rules.
VAST sums of time and money are wasted
There's still room for technical progress by
every day by broadcasters in useless monitoring
manufacturers, he said, urging them to produce
"of a nearly perfect electronic machine," all transmitting gear "simple in operation" and
because the FCC sticks to rules adopted a "indicating its electronic health as it functions
quarter-century ago.
by itself." He told about AT&T microwave
according to A.
relays for tv networks, explaining they have unProse Walker,
attended remote control operation. "Failure
NARTB engineering
in any part of the system is automatically demanager.
tected, and spare standby facilities switched in,
In addresses to the
all without the direct services of operating techChicago and Saranac
nical personnel."
Lake, N. Y.,
Charging that the industry "has outgrown the
NARTB regional
agency (FCC) which is intended to regulate its
meetings (see main
operation," Mr. Walker said complete automatic
control and switching would lessen the burden
story, page 72), Mr.
Walker said this
on the Commission as well as the industry.
Among improved equipments listed by Mr.
"sheer waste" of
hours and manpower
Walker were air-cooled transmitter tubes, easy
to replace, cheaper to operate and requiring
MR. WALKER
adds "absolutely
less floor space. Cut crystals and vacuum sealed
nothing to the productivity orservice rendered by the broadcaster.
capacitators insure operating constants, he said,
It is nothing more than expended revenue that helping eliminate off-air time for costly repairs
could be used in other ways to bring fruitful and permitting simplified design. Plug-in components with their quicker servicing in case of
returns."
Some progress has been made in utilizing the failure help save time, money and space, he
efficiency of modern equipment, he said, as a added. In automatic operation a recording system can pin-point improper performance and
result of the FCC's adoption of NARTBsave many hours of hunting by maintenance
sponsored remote control for non-directional
stations up to 10 kw power. This is fine as far engineers.

STATION

KIDDER,

PEABODY

&

SALES

CO.—

• Maintains close contact with all phases of the Television
and Radio industry.
• Has an established relationship with most of the
important sources of investment capital in the
country.
— We invite the station owner to take advantage
of this dual coverage when considering
the sale of his property.

Address inquiries to:
ROBERT E. GRANT
Kidder, Peabody & Co.
First National Bank Building
Chicago 3, Illinois
Telephone ANdover 3-7350
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KIDDER,

PEABODY
FOUNDED 186S

8

CO.

NEW YORK
BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Offices and correspondents in thirty other principal cities
in the United States

He urged manufacturers to include simple,
efficient program limiters and expanders that
positively control the audio level fed into transmit ers infuture plans as well as a device assuring maximum modulation and eliminating overmodulation. Other desirable steps include standardized circuits and components, use of transistors and printed circuits, and both plug-in
components and circuits, he said.
With competition between media so keen,
he explained, operational "dead wood" and
"outdated rules" must be eliminated until all
broadcast stations have remote control.
In a second address winding up the three-day
agenda, Mr. Walker traced the history of the
tall-tower problem and NARTB's fight to protect the rights of broadcasters. He told how the
attempt to restrict towers to 1,000 feet or less
had been waged. A compromise by industryaviation interests in near [B*T, Sept. 19].
The transistor is perhaps "the most important
development since the invention of the vacuum
tube" and will "catch up with television not too
many years from now," Raymond F. Guy, NBC
director of radio frequency engineering, asserted
in winding up the
Chicago program.
Mr. Guy discussed
boosters and satellite
stations, community
antenna systems and
other transmission
methods.
tured a tvHesetpicin
most rooms of the
future vision
home.
"Teleat the present
time is going into
mented,hetracingcomthe
high gear,"
development of the
industry since 1941. Allowing for the four war
years and the FCC station freeze, he said tv has
made remarkable progress that took radio years
to achieve. Mass production and colorcasting
will come in due time and "people want tv so
much they'll do anything within reason to get
it," he said. Color will not prove a question of
choice among stations because advertisers will
demand it, he said.
In addition to transistors, Mr. Guy cited such
developments as recording of black-and-white
and color tv on magnetic tape, music synthesizers, refinements in kinescopes, and tv receivers of the picture frame type on the walls
of the future home.
Demos,
For

GOP

1956

Map

Plans

Conventions

RADIO-TV coverage plans, credentials and network pool arrangements for the 1956 political
nominating conventions were discussed by Republican and Democratic party groups at separate sessions in Chicago last week.
At both conclaves emphasis was placed on
the need
year's conventions andfor
for "streamlining"
shortening or next
eliminating
boring
and dull speeches.
An "expression of opinion" favoring continuation of network pool arrangements on
facilities was drafted by a GOP subcommittee
on radio-tv-motion pictures under Chairman
Alvin Cast. The Republican Executive Committee wants to keep the setup, in the face of
anticipated individual requests from independent
stations, to avoid confusion.
On the other side of the picture members
of the Democratic National Committee toured
the International Amphitheatre to inspect facilities and agreed that all requests for credentials
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

and space, including those from independent
stations, would be handled through the Radio
Correspondents Galleries of Congress.
National Chairman Paul Butler and others
met with network representatives and were
given reports on what the radio-tv industry will
need to cover the Democratic convention in
Chicago.
Reporting were William McAndrew and
George McElrath of NBC on general pool arrangements and technical facilities, respectively,
for the networks, and Bill Shadel for the Radio
Correspondents Galleries. Also taking part
were Jack Christie, radio-tv director, Democratic National Committee; and Clayton
Fritchie, deputy chairman.
J. Leonard Reinsch, the Cox Stations and
radio-tv consultant to the Democratic National
Committee, also made the tour and attended
the meeting with industry representatives from
NBC, ABC, CBS and MBS.
The GOP radio-tv subcommittee gave a progress report on arrangements (camera placements, etc.) previously mapped at meetings in
San Francisco last June. It was accepted by the
executive committee. Leonard Hall, GOP national chairman, promised an "attractive convention" tv-wise, predicting at least 50 million
people will watch proceedings.
Both political groups said codes of standards
would be worked out for commercial sponsorship, to be discussed later with networks.
EXAMINER'S DECISION
WOULD FAVOR WSPA-TV
Examiner

Cunningham

backs

FCC's authorization — disputed
by two South Carolina stations
in court-ordered hearing — for
WSPA-TV Spartanburg to operate from Paris Mt.
AN FCC examiner last week proposed to affirm
the Commission's authorization to WSPA-TV
Spartanburg to move its transmitter site from
Hogback Mt. to Paris Mt.
Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham said protestants ch. 23 WGVL (TV)
Greenville and ch. 40 WAIM-TV Anderson,
both South Carolina, had failed to sustain their
arguments that WSPA-TV misrepresented its
move or that the change in antenna location
was forced by CBS.
The initial decision becomes effective in 40
days unless exceptions are filed by the objectors
or by the Commission itself.
WSPA-TV received its ch. 7 grant in November 1953, with transmitter and antenna on
Hogback Mt. In January 1954 it received permission to begin temporary operation from
Paris Mt. After the uhf stations went to court,
WSPA-TV dropped its temporary grant, and
asked for and received a permanent grant to
move to Paris Mt. The objectors went to court
again after the FCC refused to reopen the
case, and the court (U. S. Court of Appeals in
Washington) remanded the case to the FCC for
a hearing.
Hogback Mt. is 26 miles northwest of Spartanburg, 23 miles from Greenville and 50.2
miles from Anderson. Paris Mt. is 27 miles
from Spartanburg, 5.6 miles from Greenville
and 32.2 miles from Anderson.
At issue is the CBS-TV affiliation for the
Spartanburg-Greenville-Anderson area.
In response to intimations that WSPA-TV
was to have a CBS affiliation at its Hogback
site, the examiner wrote:
"It is clear from the record as a whole that
CBS never intended to award Spartan [licensee
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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Television

Telegram

Has
By SAUL

Its
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Eye

on

You

LEVINSON

We've known all along that people are watching television,
and now conies emphatic proof that television is watching
people. That Cyclopean eye you gaze at while contestants
win money, doctors take out tonsils and actors play out their
dramas is focused on you in wonderment of what you want
and just how you feel about life and times in these united
channels.
For example : The National Society of Television Producers
has just invited the National Audience Board to sit in on a
conference to discuss a code of standards for TV film shows.
This might come as a sort of nothing to you because you
are not well versed in National Audience boards. Please attend. This could be important.
Your Voice, Sort of
The group we speak of won't be a year old until November.
But it is a mighty youngster composed of people devoted to
the idea that high standards must be maintained by the TV
industry. At the moment you cannot become a member of
the group, but you are represented in a way if you belong to
very many organizations.
On Aug. 31, a few days before "Father Knows Best" returned from vacation, the board had its first preview in New
York. This meant that 25 people saw the show before its
general release and filled in a questionnaire that asked almost
everything pertaining to entertainment and good taste.
These 25 people were identified with such groups as the
American Legion, the YMCA, YWCA, Community Chest and
the American Assn. of University Women. They were not
representing those organizations. But they are considered
representative of the groups.
Questions Asked
They were asked if the program is entertaining. Is it shown
at an appropriate time? Are the actors and actresses convincing? Is the technical work of high caliber? How about
the music? Is the show in any way offensive? Is it instructive ? Would they like to see more programs of that type ? And
finally, is the commercial offensive?
These questionnaires will be tabulated and the findings will
go out to members of the National Audience Board and, more
important, to the television industry and the advertising
agencies who are responsible for much that appears on the air.
The question of censorship immediately arises, but the board
disavows this completely. It points out that it has no restrictive power and will be a barometer for the industry.
That power is in its grasp is beyond doubt since a group
representing industry has come to it for counsel. Soon the
doors of the board will be open to you, and since you are
involved in its function, it might be a good idea to have a
look beyond the sill.

National

Audience

152 East End Ave.
MU. 8-2360

New

Board
York

28, N. Y.
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of WSPA-TV] the affiliation on the basis of the
Hogback Mt. site, notwithstanding any impressions to the contrary which may have been entertained by Spartan's president as the result
of his negotiations in the matter."
In answer to charges of misrepresentations,
the examiner said:
"Spartan's strategy in the matter, which
proved unsuccessful, appears to have been to
secure a foothold with CBS in its negotiations
for the network affiliation by specifying Paris
Mt. as the site for interim or temporary operation and it took affirmative steps looking toward such operation there; and, in the event it
obtained such foothold, it planned to make further efforts to convince CBS of the acceptability of Hogback Mt." CBS had refused to
affiliate at the Hogback Mt. site because of
overlap with its Charlotte, N. C, affiliate,
WBTV (TV).
The Paris Mt. site does not conflict with the
allocations table, Mr. Cunningham said, since
WSPA-TV will still place the required signal
over Spartanburg, its principal city. The increase in signal strength placed over Greenville
and Anderson is not significant, he said. He
also found that WSPA-TV does not plan to
establish studios or business offices in either of
those two cities, nor does it plan to sell local
advertising to merchants there.
As to the protestants' arguments that they
will suffer economic loss if the WSPA-TV
change is approved, Mr. Cunningham declared:
"that the record did not show satisfactorily that
such would be the case, particularly, in view
of the fact that both cities have a wide distribution of uhf receivers".
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BEST
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RCA-NBC

TV

IN

PLATFORMS— SARNOFF

head says political

parties should declare themselves on the issue during 1 956
campaigns. Cincinnati panel
debates broadcast vs. landline subscription systems.
THE pay tv pot boiled and bubbled in two
cities last week.
In Washington, Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff,
RCA board chairman, urged that the two
major political parties include planks in their
platforms on subscription tv so the public has
the opportunity at election time to vote its
preference.
In Cincinnati, WCPO-TV (Cincinnati PostScripps-Howard) concluded its three-day panel
series on fee tv with a donnybrook between
representatives favoring pay tv on broadcast
frequencies and Milton Shapp, Jerrold Electronics president, and Trueman Rembush, Allied States theatre owners association, favoring
a wired subscription television service.
Gen. Sarnoff made his recommendation before the Washington Ad Club, after receiving a
plaque for achievement in radio and tv.
"I do not think I am exaggerating," he said,
"when I suggest that the issue [of pay tv] is as
important to our entire citizenry as was, for
example, prohibition in its time.
"I recommend in all seriousness that the
issue between free and paid television be considered by those who draft the programs of the
major political parties; and that candidates
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York

17, N.Y.

AWARD for achievement in radio and
television was made to Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff, RCA chairman, by Washington
(D. C.) Ad Club last week. Presenting
plaque to Gen. Sarnoff (c) are H. Kenneth
Brown, ad club president (I), and FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey.
for public office be encouraged to study the
problem and declare themselves to the electorate. That seems to be the American way,
the effective way, to educate the country on the
subject in a broad, democratic spirit. If this
issue receives the forthright attention it deserves, the voters in our land will have the opportunity todecide the question for themselves."
Spokesmen at both the Republican and the
Democratic National committees in Washington
said they were nonplussed by Gen. Sarnoff's
suggestion.
A Republican party worker said the question may well
a political
not seem
to bebegripping
the issue
publicbutas ita "does
vital
issue." He said he didn't think pay tv could
be a politically partisan matter, since there
probably were as many Republicans as Democrats in one camp or the other.
The WCPO-TV panel [B»T, Sept. 19] ended
with claims and counter claims regarding the
cost of establishing a wired system in major
cities. Mr. Shapp declared that Cincinnati
could be wired for pay tv at a cost of $60 per
tv home. This was challenged by Gregg Sletterlan, Zenith spokesman, who said it would cost
$25,000 a city block to wire up New York City.
Panelists, besides Messrs. Shapp, Sletterlan,
and Rembush, were the following: Ted Leitzell,
Zenith; Robert Hall, Skiatron; Paul MacNamara, International Telemeter; Robert Taplinger, Taplinger Assoc., and Joseph Barg,
theatre owner.
Moderators were Dick Thornburg, editor of
Cincinnati Post; Dr. John D. Millet, president,
Miami U., and Carl Rich, mayor of Cincinnati.
The panels were produced under the direction
of Ed Weston, WCPO-TV assistant general
manager.
Mr. Shapp again, as he has in the past, challenged the proponents — Zenith, Skiatron and
Telemeter — to submit their systems to a test for
security. Mr. Shapp has claimed that any of
the scrambling codes could be broken easily.
E. F. McDonald Jr., president of Zenith
Radio Corp., threw a bouquet with one hand
and a brickbat with the other on the toll tv issue
last Wednesday.
Comdr. McDonald lauded Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, for that part of
his speech before the Advertising Club of WashBroadcasting
• Telecasting

ington contending the American public should
decide whether it wants subscription television.
But the Zenith president did not agree the issue
should be settled in an election campaign.
Comdr. McDonald said "the only way it can
be decided is by giving the public a chance to
see [it] in action." He declared, in a statement:
"[Gen.] Sarnoff termed the issue of subscription tv as important as Prohibition in its day.
I agree. Prohibiting subscription tv before the
public has a chance to try it is Prohibition in
its worst form."
Comdr. McDonald suggested the question of
"network monopoly of television" might be a
better issue in the 1956 Presidential campaign.
He charged that Gen. Sarnoff has urged FCC
to prohibit toll tv "before the public gets a
chance to judge its value."
FCC

Dismisses Protest

By WENS (TV) on Ch. 11
STRESSING that a hearing on the grant has
been held, the FCC last week dismissed the
protest of WENS (TV) Pittsburgh against the
grant of ch. 11 there to WWSW Inc., .a merger
of competing applicants WWSW and WJAS.
WENS had maintained that the merger represented a new application that should have
been returned to the processing line and protested the grant under Sec. 309 (c) of the
Communications Act (economic protest). Under
FCC rules a protest can be allowed only on
a grant made without a hearing.
The FCC detailed the course of the ch. 1 1
proceeding going back to March 1954 when
the hearing was first designated and April 1954
when the hearing began. At the June 27, 1955,
hearing the merger agreement between the
two remaining applicants WWSW and WJAS
was introduced, the FCC said. Additional hearings were held the following two days and
final grant to WWSW Inc. was made July 20,
the Commission noted, emphasizing that a
hearing was held and that a protest cannot be
allowed.
The FCC noted it still has under consideration a petition by WENS for reconsideration
and rehearing of the ch. 11 grant.
WENS also has taken the ch. 1 1 grant to
court and has pending before the U. S. Court
of Appeals in Washington an appeal directed
against the Commission's grant [B»T, Aug. 15].
Ch. 16 WENS, in its pleadings against the
grant to WWSW Inc., has questioned the
validity of the merger agreement and also has
charged that the existence of a second vhf
in Pittsburgh would spell economic doom for
its lone uhf operation. Also operating in that
city is KDKA-TV (ch. 2).
Portland

Record

OREGON SENATOR SAYS
RADIO CAUSED ELECTION
Sen. Richard L. Neuberger
credits radio, which was given
85% of campaign budget,
with his victory over Republican incumbent Guy Cordon in
1954 election.
SEN. Richard L. Neuberger (D-Ore.) gives
radio most of the credit for his 1954 election
victory over GOP Sen. Guy Cordon.
In an address to the Oregon State Broadcasters Assn. at its fall meeting in Portland, the
Oregon junior senator called radio "a major
factor in my election to the United States
Sen. Neuberger shifted about 85% of his
campaign
Senate." budget into radio, spending about
10% on television and 5% on newspaper ads,
using "major" newspaper advertising only on
the last day of the campaign when he ran
"modest sized ads" in the two Portland newsHe said he had decided early in the campaign
papers.
that radio time was the best way to put before
voters his ideas on specific issues and that radio
"lent itself" to getting across specific messages
rather than "just spreading my name around."
Long before he started active campaigning
Sen. Neuberger decided he didn't have enough
money to advertise in all of Oregon's 100-plus
newspapers on any substantial basis.
His decision to lean heavily on radio was inspired largely by his campaign manager, John

The

Jones, now his administrative assistant. Mr.
Jones had been commercial manager of KBND
Bend, Ore., from 1941-43 and general manager
of KLBN LeGrande, Ore., from 1946-52.
Sen. Neuberger bought time on nearly all of
Oregon's 40-odd radio stations, using spot announcements ofone minute and less. The schedule was concentrated in the middle September
and early October periods, with a saturation
schedule for the last two weeks of the campaign,
when the spot schedule was almost doubled. He
also used "a few" five-minute and quarter-hour
programs, with a basic network of 25 Oregon
stations for a quarter-hour program the night
before election.
Mr. Jones says the Neuberger forces "got the
jump" on abilities
the earlier
Republicans
buying group.
time availthan the byCordon
He
said Cordon supporters used more program time
than spots but tended to shift to spots near the
end of the campaign.
There was "quite a bit of consternation" when
Sen. Cordon's supporters found that the Neuberger camp had bought time early, Mr. Jones
said. Sen. Neuberger voiced most of the radio
spots, with his wife, also in politics as a member
of the Oregon Legislature, broadcasting some.
Few "gimmicks" or sound effects were used,
Mr. Jones said. Sen. Neuberger's natural sense
of timing and his ability to project his personality on the air were important factors in the
radio triumph, Mr. Jones said.
At the OSBA meeting, James Frost, new
OSBA secretary-manager, made his first appearance in that job. He formerly was with KNX
Los Angeles and Columbia Pacific Radio Network. He will combine his OSBA duties with
the U. of Oregon journalism faculty.

"Yard"

Altered

On Westinghouse Alien Issue
THE RECORD of the Portland, Ore., ch. 8
proceeding was altered last week by the FCC
following a move by Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. to change certain statements regarding ownership by aliens of Westinghouse
Electric Corp. Stock.
The Commission's final decision awarded ch.
8 at Portland to North Pacific Television Inc.
and denied the applications of Westinghouse,
Portland Television Inc. and Cascade Television Inc. [B*T, July 4].
Westinghouse asked that the Commission's
conclusions in the proceeding be changed to
match the Commission's findings.
This involved a change in two places to show
that it is an assumption of Westinghouse that
22.42% of outstanding stock is owned by aliens.
The concisions formerly regarded the assumed
22.42% alien ownership as fact.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Broadcasting's biggest value today
in speech consoles. 6 mixers, 4.
preamplifiers,

hi - gain

program

amplifier, triple plug-in monitoring
amplifiers plus wide facilities,
printed wiring and the easiest console to service ever made. Matching desk available where desired.

GATES RADIO COMPANY
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GOVERNMENT
WHTN-TV,

WTAP

(TV)

Oppose WCHS-TV Move
THE PROPOSED transmitter site move of
WCHS-TV Charleston, W. Va., drew fire last
week from WHTN-TV Huntington and WTAP
(TV) Parkersburg, both objecting to the move
on grounds enlarged WCHS-TV coverage would
cause them economic harm. They asked the
FCC to designate for hearing the application
for transmitter site change.
WHTN-TV said if the change is granted
WCHS-TV would become a Huntington as well
as a Charleston station. The application,
WHTN-TV said, proposes to move the transmitter from 3.6 miles from the center of
Charleston, west in the direction of Huntington, to 14.6 miles from the Charleston center
and 29.2 miles from the center of Huntington.
This move will permit ch. 8 WCHS-TV to
provide a better than principal city grade service over all of Huntington, WHTN-TV said,
thus competing with the latter station for local
and national advertisers.
WHTN-TV, ch. 13 outlet due to go on the
air next month affiliated with ABC, further
charged that WCHS-TV's proposed move has
prevented its affiliation with CBS. WHTN-TV
said it solicited CBS affiliation because WCHSTV, CBS affiliate, does not at present adequately
serve the Huntington area and the population
west of that city. The Huntington outlet said
it was advised by CBS that affiliation would be
"unwise," based on estimates of the proposed
WHTN-TV site and the WCHS-TV plans to relocate its transmitter.
The petition of WTAP, a uhf operation, was
broader in scope. It directed its pleading
against the increase in coverage of an existing
vhf station.
WTAP said there is an increasing pattern of
activity by wide-coverage vhf network affiliates
that "jeopardizes the establishment and continued operation of small-city local outlet television stations through the creation of artificial
giant 'super-market' vhf stations which arbitrarily pre-empt the programming, mass audiences and consequently the advertising revenues
of small-city outlets."
WTAP said Parkersburg is not now in WCHSTV's Grade B coverage, but will be if the
proposed change is granted.
WTAP (ch. 15) is an optional NBC affiliate.
Three Am, Two Fm
Permits Granted by FCC
PERMITS for three new am and two fm stations were granted by the FCC last week.
The new permits are:
Mel-Eau Broadcasting Corp. was granted 920
kc, 500 w day at Eau Gallie, Fla. Four principals hold equal shares: Norman E. Jorgensen
and Seymour Krieger, Washington attorneys;
Victoria C. Martin, former employe of WMMB
Melbourne, Fla., and A. V. Catterton, general
manager of WSBB New Smyrna Beach, Fla'.
Permit for 1340 kc, 250 w with specified
hours was awarded to Eastern Oregon Radio
Co. Principals include equal owners V. P.
Kenworthy, president and 50% owner of KODL
The Dalles, Ore.; KWRC Pendleton, Ore., and
KPKW Pasco, Wash., and Paul E. Walden,
KODL manager.
At Opportunity, Wash., the Voice of the
Spokane Valley was awarded 1270 kc, 1 kw
day. Principals in equal partnership are Robert
L. Swartz, program director of KHQ-AM-TV
Spokane; Arthur R. MacKelvie, KHQ announcer, and Howard G. Olsen, engineer.
Fm permits went to Princeton Broadcasting
Service Inc. for Princeton, N. J., and to Fidelity
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Radio Corp. at West Paterson, N. J.
At Princeton, a permit for a Class A fm station on 103.9 mc with 85 w was granted to
Princeton Broadcasting. Principals are James
G. Robinson, Applied Science Corp.; Kenneth
A. Mills, Katz Agency research and promotion
department, and Wendell S. Hall, Chrysler Co.
Permit for a new Class B fm station on 102.7
mc with 3.6 kw was awarded to Fidelity Radio. Principals include Richard R. Stanley
(23.8%), 50% owner of chemical transportation firm; Herman Youngman (12%), Bell Telephone Labs employe, and Harold H. Pine
(16.6%), engineer.
WXEX-TV

Can Promote

Richmond Coverage — FCC
THERE IS nothing wrong with WXEX-TV
Petersburg, Va., promoting that it provides principal coverage to Richmond as well as Petersburg, the FCC said last week. In issuing its
ruling the Commission denied a move by
WTVR (TV) Richmond to have the FCC prevent WXEX-TV from such promotion, which
WTVR said amounted to misrepresentation
[B»T, Aug. 15].
The FCC noted WXEX-TV provides principal city service to Petersburg, Richmond and
surrounding areas and that neither the Communications Act nor FCC Rules limit WXEXTV's obligation to provide service to areas
where it transmits an acceptable signal. It was
further pointed out there is nothing that limits
the Petersburg station's right to seek sponsors
and advertisers on the basis of the overall service area.
The preparation and distribution of advertising and promotion material geared to such an
operation
mented. is not objectionable, the FCC comWXEX-TV (ch. 8) is affiliated with NBC.
WTVR (ch. 6) is affiliated with CBS and ABC.
Broadcast

Bureau

Favors

WJRT (TV) Transmitter Move
THE APPLICATION of WJRT (TV) Flint,
Mich., to move its transmitter site, putting it
in a better position to seek CBS affiliation,
should be granted,
FCC's Broadcast Bureau
recommended
last week.
The bureau's recommendation and comments were incorporated in its proposed findings as a result of a hearing on the transmitter
move. The hearing arose out of protests by
three Michigan tv stations against the Commission's decision that granted the application for
the move.
The Michigan stations, which raised the issue
of economic injury as well as other allegations,
are ch. 57 WKNX-TV Saginaw, ch. 54 WTOMTV Lansing and ch. 13 WWTV (TV) Cadillac.
They also submitted proposed findings and
asked that the WJRT application be denied.
Ch. 12 WJRT, not yet on the air, last April
had its application approved for a change in
transmitter site from a point 20 miles southeast
of Flint, about 33 miles from Detroit, to a point
23 miles northwest of Flint, 72 miles from the
nearest Detroit boundary.
The hearing arose out of allegations that this
would cause economic injury to the protesting
tV stations. Among the issues raised was whether
the change in transmitter location and proposed
change in network affiliation from DuMont to
CBS constitute a change in WJRT's original tv
station proposal.
The Broadcast Bureau last week supported an
earlier Commission decision in this regard and
said that such a change does not alter the
original grant.
The bureau also held that there is no showing

that WJRT practiced any deception or fraud
as to its intention to carry out its original station proposal, and that the facts are clear that
WJRT is not trying to avoid classification as a
Flint station.
As to charges of economic injury, the bureau
said, "It is our view that the Commission should
not protect one broadcaster from the impact of
freeAmong
competition
from another."
the charges
of economic injury is
that of WKNX-TV, which said it would shut
down as soon as it becomes definite that WJRT
is going on the air.
The proposed findings by the bureau and the
parties to the hearing including WJRT, are for
consideration by the hearing examiner in preparation of an initial decision.
WJRT is owned by WJR Detroit.
WHP Asks FCC Hearings
On All Triangle Dealings
REQUEST that the FCC set all of Triangle
Publications' pending applications for consolidated hearings was made last week by WHP
Inc. (WHP-AM-TV Harrisburg). WHP, which
operates ch. 55 WHP-TV Harrisburg, is one of
the four stations which has registered objections
to Triangle's purchase of ch. 15 WLBR-TV
Lebanon, Pa. [B»T, July 4 et seq.]. Others are
ch. 27 WCMB-TV and ch. 71 WTPA (TV),
both Harrisburg, and ch. 61 WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.
Triangle — which owns WFIL-AM-FM-TV
Philadelphia and WNBF-AM-TV Binghamton,
N. Y. — is seeking to buy now dark WLBR-TV
for $115,000 and assumption of obligations of
$125,000, and has applied for ch. 18 Elmira,
N. Y., to be operated as a satellite of WNBFTV, and has been reported buying ch. 10
WFBG-AM-TV Altoona, Pa., for $3.6 million
total. WNBF-TV, on ch. 12, has asked permission to increase its power to maximum 316 kw.
Triangle also owns Philadelphia Inquirer and
other publications.
WHP claimed that the grant of all pending
and prospective applications would result in
over-concentration in the south Pennsylvania
area for the Inquirer and its owned tv stations.
Florida, Nebraska

Tvs

Issued by Commission
FOLLOWING a drought in tv grants that
lasted two months, the FCC last week issued
tv permits to WABR Winter Park, Fla., for a
new uhf station at Orlando, and to KHOL-TV
Kearney, Neb., for a satellite operation at
Hayes Center, Neb.
At Orlando, ch. 18 will operate with 20 kw
visual and 11.2 kw aural. The antenna will
be 220 ft. above average terrain. The grant is
subject to the condition that construction will
not start until WABR modifies its antenna.
Estimated construction cost was reported at
$88,736, first year operating cost at $60,000 and
first year revenue at $96,000. WABR principals are President R. H. Gunkel Jr. (40%),
owner of WBOP Pensacola; Secretary-Treasurer Carmen Macri (40%), owner of WOBSAM-TV
and Vice President James
H. SawyerJacksonville,
(20%).
The grant of ch. 6 at Hayes Center followed
a tv channel shift, requested by KHOL-TV,
making available the vhf assignment there [B»T,
Aug. 1]. The station will operate with 28.2 kw
visual and 14.1 kw aural. Antenna will be 710
ft. above average terrain.
Estimated construction costs were listed at
$188,166, first year operating cost at $24,000
and first year revenue at $54,000. The satellite
Broadcasting • Telecasting

STATIONS
will rebroadcast the programs of ch. 13 KHOLTV, affiliated with all four networks.
In another tv action last week, WAGM
Presque Isle, Me., filed for ch. 8 there, competing with the application for that assignment
filed last month by consulting engineer Thomas
B. Friedman [B»T, Aug. 29]. Also involved is
the present low-power ch. 8 operation of Limestone, Me., air base, which is understood to
be obligated to go off the air in the face of
commercial tv coverage [Closed Circuit, Sept.
5]. For details of the WAGM application see
For The Record, page 115.
Founders

Picks Up Option,
Purchases Half of KF EL-TV
JOINT ownership of ch. 2 KFEL-TV Denver
by Gotham Broadcasting Co. (WINS New York)
and Founders Corp. (Tele-Trip Inc.) was announced last week. Founders exercised its option to buy into KFEL-TV by assuming half
of purchase price and obligations.
KFEL-TV was sold to Gotham Broadcasting
Co. for $400,000 and assumption of obligations
of $350,000. FCC approved the sale in July
[B»T, Aug. 1]. Gotham is owned 75% by J.
Elroy McCaw and 25% by John D. Keating.
Founders Corp. (John M. Shaheen, president)
already owns KPOA Honolulu (which it bought
from Messrs. McCaw and Keating) and WTAC
Flint, Mich. The ch. 2 station was sold by
is reveteran broadcaster Gene O'Fallon, who J.
R.
tained as a management consultant.
McKinley, general manager of WTAC Flint,
was named general manager of the Denver
station. Other appointments include Brad Robinson, operations manager, and Tom Morissey, consulting engineer. Remaining with
KFEL-TV are Martin J. O'Fallon, Duncan Ross
and Harry Honstein, sales account executives.
Examiner Fanney Litvin
Honored on Retirement
FANNEY LITVIN, retiring dean of FCC
hearing examiners, was honored late Thursday
afternoon with a Commission-wide testimonial.
Nearly 200 FCC staff members and officials
attended to honor Mrs. Litvin, who retires Oct.
1 after 30 years government service.
Mrs. Litvin was presented a brown leather
traveling set and was honored in speeches by
Chairman George C. McConnaughey and Chief
Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham.
Chairman McConnaughey reviewed Mrs.
Litvin's service to the Commission in all phases
her career a "brilof its legal work and called
liant one." Examiner Cunningham, who presented part of the traveling set on behalf of
the hearing examiners, called the gesture . a
token of the examiners' high regard for Mrs.
Litvin as a co-worker and as a friend.
Mead Leaves Federal Trade,
Hits Executive Influence
DEPARTING Federal Trade Commissioner
James M. Mead, whose term expires today
(Monday), last week criticized executive influence in the operations of the FTC and asked
that the power to select a chairman be taken
from the President and restored to the commission.
Mr. Mead is a Democrat and Truman appointee who served as FTC chairman from
1950 to 1953. His place on the FTC will be
taken by William C. Kern, Indiana Democrat,
who joined the commission as a trial attorney in
June 1941. Mr. Kern's term runs till Sept. 26,
1962.
Mr. Mead, appointed Director of Industry. &
Commerce for New York State by Gov. Averell
Harriman, will headquarter in Washington.
Broadcasting
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Plan

for Campaigns,

Bartley Advises
CALL for broadcasters to begin planning now
for the 1956 presidential campaign was sounded
last Friday by FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley
to the NARTB regional meeting at Saranac
Lake, N. Y.
Comr. Bartley used a radio commercial technique to get his message across. The commercial:
"Attention Broadcasters. Do you realize that
1956 and Section 315 are just around the corner? Avoid headaches! PLAN NOW! Make
315 work for you — not against you!"
Section 315 of the Communications Act requires broadcasters to offer equal time to all
qualified candidates for public office if they
permit one candidate to use their facilities.
Calling for broadcasters to take affirmative
action in advance of the political campaigns,
Mr. Bartley declared:
"Early determination of your political program structure and announcement of the availabilities to interested parties and candidates
will pave the road for a more serene campaign
season. Furthermore, you will have a better
program structure and end up with satisfied customers— and remember — one of these satisfied
customers will be an incumbent."
Warning that the 1956 campaign will see the
use of radio and especially television rise to
even greater heights than in 1952, Mr. Bartley
said that the law cuts both ways — it gives candidates an even break, but it also serves to protect broadcasters from unreasonable pressures.
Changes in Sect. 315 — including suggestions
that the whole provision be deleted from the
Communications Act — would undermine "one
of the basic principles which guarantees the
freedom
of radio in this country," Mr. Bartley
said.
To the recommendations that the networks
be permitted to determine who shall use their
microphones, Mr. Bartley said that this might
be the solution for the networks but it does not
solve the local broadcasters' problems.
"I think that such a proposed 'cure' would
kill the patient instead, by removing one of the
basic safeguards of fair play in our system of
broadcasting
today," the Texas commissioner
said.
WUSN,

WDMJ

Purchases

Approved by Commission
AMONG the am sales approved by the FCC
last week were two that involved over $300,000.
They were those of WUSN Charleston, S. C,
and WDMJ Marquette, Mich.
WUSN Charleston is being divested by
WUSN-TV to Sol Panitz, advertising agency
executive in Washington, D. C, and Barry Winton, tv film representative, for $110,000 [B«T.
Aug. 22]. J. Drayton Hastie, former president
of WUSN and president and stockholder of
WUSN-TV, will serve on the purchasing group's
board of directors along with Grange S.
Cuthbert, sales manager of WUSN-TV.
In Marquette,
controlling
interest in Co.,
WDMJ's
licensee
Lake Superior
Broadcasting
was
transferred to Frank J. Russell Jr. through sale
by Walter and Marbey Hornstein of 33.74%
stock for $200,000. Mr. Russell is president
of Mining Journal which also owns WMIQ
Iron Mountain, Mich., and has a minority interest in WSAU-AM-TV Wausau, Wis. The
firm publishes newspapers in Iron Mountain,
Marquette and Rhineland, Wis.
Last July, WDMJ bought the permit for ch.
6 WAGE-TV Marquette (now WDMJ-TV)
[B»T, Aug. 1].

STATION
IN

PAY

BEST

NORTHCENTRAL

NARTB's Tower tells Chicago
and Saranac Lake regional
meetings that wages there are
country.
running higher than rest of
RADIO station wages are running higher in the
Northcentral than any other part of the country, Charles H. Tower, NARTB employer-employe relations manager, told delegates at two
NARTB regional meetings last week in Chicago
and Saranac Lake, N. Y. Lowest wages are paid
table).
in the Northeast and South Central regions (see
In discussing labor problems at the opening Radio Day session, Mr. Tower listed principal ways of getting the most out of the station staff. He listed such monetary inducements
as pay raises, fringe benefits and incentive pay,
and such non-monetary inducements as praise
and recognition.
National average weekly pay gross, including overtime and fees for nine key jobs, rates in
this order, Mr. Tower said: sales manager $157;
chief engineer $114.80; promotion manager
$113.88; salesman $112.07; announcer $92.43;
technician $86.20; bookkeeper $67.87; continuity writer $61.65; traffic manager $61.37.
These figures are not suitable for yardstick comparisons, he said.
Mr. Tower urged broadcasters to devote more
attention to wage and salary administration.
"Small employers often play by ear," he said,
"instead of analyzing their total job picture and
relating one job to another." He offered suggestions on how management can improve performance of individual employes and suggested
studies be made "of why wages are what they
are," as well as studies of relative wage scales.
At the tv panel discussions James Hulbert,
NARTB assistant employer-employe relations
manager, presided at Chicago, with Mr. Tower
handling the same panel at Saranac Lake.
The closed tv labor meetings dealt with such
issues as collective bargaining problems. Answers were sought, and received, by delegates
to the questions — What is a fair wage offer?
What strategy should management use in wage
offers and counter-offers? What are the considerations that shape negotiation policy?
Specific types of contracts such as single-rate

A. HARTWELL CAMPBELL, general manager of ch. 9 WNCT (TV) Greenville,
N. C, throws the switch to begin the station's first day (Aug. 29) of telecasting
with 316 kw, and at the same time congratulates Marion Tribley, chief engineer,
on installation of the new equipment.
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STATIONS
and multiple-rate ranges were covered along
with the feasibility of extending wage increases
negotiated by contract to the entire station staff.
Delegates asked about talent fees and negotiations and asked what makes sense in a tv fee
pattern. Special interest was noted in the talent
fee trend and where it might lead if the practice
is extended.
Taking part in the Chicago panel with Mr.
Hulbert were Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF-TV
Rock Island, 111., chairman of the NARTB
Employer-Employe Relations Committee; and
Edwin K. Wheeler, WWJ-TV Detroit. Flanking
Mr. Tower at Saranac Lake were William
Swartley, WBZ-TV Boston, and Louis Saiff
Jr., WCNY-TV Carthage, N. Y.
AVERAGE RADIO STATION
WAGE RATES*
Following are average weekly payments to
employes by six job classifications for the five
principal regions (Northeast, NE; Southeast,
SE; North Central, NC; South Central, SC;
Mountain-Pacific, MP).
Prog.
Chief Sales
nician
men nouncer
Eng.
Mgr.
SalesMgr.
Tech$116-NC
$150-NC
$113-NC
S90-NC
$115-NC
AnS87-MP
86-NC
104-MP 107-MP 148-SE
102-SE 89-MP
77-SC
100-SE
104-SC 147-MP 101-MP 83-SC
97-NE
73-SE
100-NE
102-SE 138-SC
83-SE
72-NE
93-SC 82 NE
99-SC 100-NE 138-NE
* These They
are cannot
gross national
broken down
regions.
be used asfigures,
local yardsticks
becauseby
there are no breakdowns by city size, the most important
single factor in comparative wage scales. No cities over
1 million
population
are included since some regions have
no
cities over
1 million.
RADIO

BUYING

OFFERED

BY

PLAN

KATZ

Firm advocates using two
top stations in each of 104
markets for national coverage
in direct competition with network business. Representative
concedes plan could be answer to NBC's 'Monitor.'
WHAT is proclaimed as a new concept of buying radio has been developed by the Katz
Agency, national advertising representative,
which currently is launching a long-term campaign to sell plan's merits to key advertisers and
agencies.
Directly competitive with network business,
the concept is based on this fundamental proposal to advertisers: Spend your money on the
top two stations in each market — via spot — and
you'll get more circulation, larger audiences,
more personalized and localized impact, and

Nielsen tabulations show that the 206 stations
thus selected cover 45,053,900 radio homes, or
98.2% of the U. S. total, at the 10% NCS
penetration level. At the 50% level, the list
covers 94.6% of the radio homes; at the 90%
level, 84.7% of the radio homes.
Katz officials stress that the list of 206 stations is not a fixed buy. Advertisers are rethat, through
"creative
timebuying,"
they can minded
achieve
their own
particular
goals by
using fewer or more stations, by concentrating
advertising impressions in certain sections of the
country, on certain days or in certain seasons.
Further, it's pointed out, within markets there
may be stations that will deliver better ratings
than those with the largest NCS circulations.
"In short," Katz sales leaders say, "the 206-station list is just a starting point. It is up to the
advertiser and his agency to apply the flexibility
of spot to this list to make it do what he wants
BILL CRAWFORD, KNUZ Houston, Tex.,
newsman, leaves on a news tour of Europe
and the Middle East. He will send back
tape recorded reports. Wishing the newsman bon voyage is Dave Benenburg (I),
owner of David's Hardware Stores, sponsor of Mr. Crawford's newscasts, and
KNUZ General Manager Dave Morris.
stronger merchandising for your dollars.
The plan is built around a list of 206 stations
in 104 markets — two stations per market except in two markets which have only one station apiece — to offer full national coverage. But
this list, Katz officials emphasize, is "only a
starting point." Specific advertisers may want to
develop a list for their own individual needs.
The Katz point is that an advertiser can do
better if he buys, on two stations in every market, the equivalent in commercial messages of
what he would receive on one station via network.
Asked whether this plan was an "answer" to
NBC's controversial Monitor, officials of the
representation firm conceded that it could be —
but that it was in preparation before Monitor
appeared on the scene. Moreover, they noted, it
would
useful
to any advertiser, whether he's
new in beradio
or not.
In preparing the new spot story, Katz authorities started by working up a list of markets
which they felt would be needed for "national"
coverage. These came to a total of 104. They
then asked A. C. Nielsen Co. to indicate the two
stations with the largest Nielsen Coverage Service circulations in each market. They admit to
this "bias": In Katz-represented markets where
a Katz station was not No. 1 or No. 2, they
asked Nielsen to substitute the Katz station as
No. 2.

An additional dollar's worth of product promotion for every advertising dollar.

. . . one

equals

two

on

WLW
RADIO

... a distinguished member of the Crosley Group
Exclusive sales offices: New York, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Chicago, Atlanta, Miami
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the 206-station list as an example, Katz
forUsing
his product."
estimates that an advertiser can buy 60 commercial minutes a week in each market for a
maximum of about $3,660,000 a year, and
points out that this figure can be reduced by
creative buying, etc. Even at the maximum,
they say it comes to about $1,173 per commercial minute or, as an example, roughly the cost
of one Monitor participation.
Katz, which calls its plan "A Better Way to
Buy Radio," also stresses the advantage of
duplication. With network, Katz reminds advertisers, overlapping coverage does not add circulation, while with spot it can add coverage by
reaching listeners at two different times.
"Specifically," Katz men asserted, "the 206
stations on the list have a combined weekly
NCS circulation of 58,889,660. This represents
an obvious duplication of 13,835,760 radio
homes over and above the 45,053,900 radio
homes
stations' that
coverage
Katz inalsothecontends
for anyarea."
given network
buy, local productions in the same market can
come up with ratings a good deal higher. They
cite research conducted for one specific presentation which they say showed local shows delivering half again as much audience, even though
such choice local offerings as the 7-8 a.m.
period, sportcasts and newscasts were omitted
from the calculations.
Other advantages they cite are impact of local
personalities, absence of cut-in charges, and
merchandising support by two stations in a
market instead of one in the case of network.
Katz is presenting its concept to advertisers
individually, with separate presentations prepared to fit each one. The firm makes clear
that it is making no direct attempt to sell time
on any of the stations in the list, except those it
represents. Its officials say their hope and expectation isthat advertisers will agree this is
"a better way to buy radio," and that, in this
case, "stations everywhere will benefit from
each presentation is tailored to a
theBecause
presentations."
specific account, no copies are available for
general distribution.
Gunn Heads KONA-TV Sales
APPOINTMENT of lames A. Gunn, sales
manager of KTVW (TV) Tacoma, as general
sales manager of KONA-TV Honolulu was announced last week by John Keating, president
and general manager of KONA-TV. Mr. Gunn
previously had been an account executive with
KONA-TV. Mr. Keating also said the station
is preparing for its shift in channel number
from 11 to 2 on Oct. 1, as well as an increase
from 30 kw to 60 kw. Mr. Keating observed
that althoughits the
coverage
area will be
increased,
ratesstation's
will not
be changed.
Broadcasting
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WITN
WTVS

I

(TV) STARTS TODAY;
(TV) GOES ON TESTS

Early September starts by
KT RE-TV and KCRA-TV are
confirmed by licensees,
PLANS to begin commercial programming today (Monday) were announced last week by
ch. 7 WITN (TV) Washington, N. C. Meanwhile, an educational station, ch. 56 WTVS
{TV) Detroit, was reported on test patterns and
planning an Oct. 3 start.
WITN, with transmitting facilities at Grifton,
TNT. C, is to operate with 316 kw and is affiliated
with NBC. W. R. Roberson Jr., president of
licensee North Carolina Television Inc., is
"WITN general manager.
KTRE-TV Lufkin, Tex., which went on the
air as scheduled Sept. 1, reports 32,000 sets
within its coverage area, with the number expected to rise to about 80,000 when the station
contour is accurately determined. KTRE-TV's
dedication ceremonies were heralded in a special 12-page supplement in the Lufkin Daily
News.
Ch. 3 KCRA-TV Sacramento, Calif., went on
the air Sept. 3 [B»T, Aug. 29] as an NBC basic.
The 100 kw station, which claims to be the only
low band vhf station in the Sacramento Valley,
is represented by Edward Petry & Co.
Another new starter is WTTW (TV) Chicago,
ch. 11 educational outlet which started Sept.
19 (see story, page 112).
ABC's WABC-TV
Names
Stone General Manager
ROBERT L. STONE, director of ABC-TV's
production services department, was named
general manager of ABC-owned WABC-TV
New York last week, according to Robert E.
Kintner, ABC president. Mr. Stone succeeds Theodore I.
Oberfelder, who resigned as vice president of ABC and
general manager of
WABC-TV about a
month ago [At
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Bernard I. PaulK
son, ABC's New
Vork plant superintendent succeeds Mr. Stone, who already has
assumed his new position. Mr. Stone has been
with ABC since early 1952, joining as a tv
sales account executive and moving rapidly up
the ranks in a series of promotions to the post
Tie held prior to the general managership of
WABC-TV.
Mitchell, Hansen

LOOKING OVER the contract calling for
Republic Van & Storage program sponsorship over KFAC Los Angeles for the
fifth straight year are (I to r): Dick Elpers,
KFAC account executive, and Buck Smith
and Jerry Lawrence, executive vice president and advertising director of Republic,
respectively. Republic has been a regular
user of radio since the formation of the
company [B«T, Sept. 19].
WHUM-TV
Sets New Rates
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa., has issued a new rate
card which will become effective Dec. 1. The
ch. 61 station is owned and operated by Eastern
Radio Corp., and lists one hour of Class A time
at $450.

MOST

CONTROL
GET THE FACTS, WRITE
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Shuffles Engineers
WESTINGHOUSE Broadcasting Co. last week
re-aligned engineering responsibilities at two of
its major stations, WBZ-TV Boston and WPTZ
(TV) Philadelphia. Changes were announced
earlier at KPIX (TV) San Francisco.
Sidney V. Stadig, formerly assistant chief
engineer at WPTZ (TV), was named that station's chief engineer, succeeding George D.
Borden who was transferred to WBZ-WBZA
and WBZ-TV's combined radio and tv operations in the capacity of assistant chief engineer.
Mr. Borden, with Westinghouse since 1941,
succeeds Thomas T. Ely, appointed chief engineer of KPIX(TV) San Francisco.
KPIX General Manager Philip G. Lasky, in
announcing
Ely's promotion,
announced theMr.
promotion
of William also
Burgess
as assistant chief engineer and Ray Holtz as
transmitter supervisor. Mr. Ely will assume
his duties on Oct. 1, replacing A. E. Towne,
who resigned to establish his own engineering
consulting firm after 19 years with KPIX.
WISP Majority Interest Sold
SALE of 81% of the stock in WISP Kinston,
N. C, to Mr. and Mrs. William Murphy for
$16,000 was announced last week. Seller was
Edward J. Schuffman, president-general manager. Blackburn-Hamilton Co. handled the
transaction. Mr. Murphy formerly was engaged in station management in Hawaii and
Hollywood, Fla. WISP operates on 1230 kc
with 250 w.

ADVANCED

EVER

REMOTE

DESIGNED

US TODAY

Interested in cutting operational costs? Rust's two
new remote control systems can save your radio
station thousands of dollars each year! New
custom-engineered designs, for both directional
and non directional transmitters, offer dependability and performance never before achieved.
Why not investigate the possibilities for your
station?

industrial

co»/ me.

130 SILVER STREET
MANCHESTER, N.H.

Promoted

By Cascade Broadcasting Co.
FRANK E. MITCHELL, manager of KIMA
Yakima, Wash., and vice president and treasurer
•of Cascade Broadcasting Co., has been named
business manager of the corporation, according
to Thomas C. Bostic, vice president and general
manager of Cascade. Cascade properties include KIMA-AM-TV, KEPR-TV Pasco, Wash.,
and KLEW-TV Lewiston, Idaho.
At the same time Mr. Bostic announced that
Will iam B. Hansen, KIMA sales manager, had
been promoted to station manager, replacing
Mr. Mitchell.
Broadcasting

Westinghouse

24 FUNCTION
SYSTEM
Recommended for use in directional and multi-transmitter installations where up to
24 control and metering functions are required.

10 FUNCTION
SYSTEM
Recommended for use in nondirectional installations where
no more than 10 control and
metering functions are required.
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WMAL-TV
Washington
Increases to 252 Kw
WMAL-TV Washington officially dedicated its
increase from 22 kw to 252 kw on ch. 7 last
Wednesday in a special televised ceremony.
Appearing on the 15-minute show were FCC
Comr. John C. Doerfer; John Thompson Jr.,
president of the Evening Star Broadcasting Co.,
licensee; Crosby N. Boyd, member of the company's board of directors; Frederick S. Houwink, WMAL-AM-TV general manager, and
Alan T. Powley, chief engineer.
Also on hand were William Zillger, vice
president of Standard Electronics Corp., and
James T. Campbell, Standard's district manager.
The program included films that traced the
construction of the station's new Alford antenna,
the second of its kind in the nation. Bryson
Rash, ABC-TV White House correspondent, was
master of ceremonies for the program.
Gen. Sarnoff to Speak
At WNDU-TV
Dedication
WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind., commercial tv
outlet of the U. of Notre Dame, will mark its
formal dedication Sept. 30 with a principal address by Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board
chairman, it was announced last Thursday.
At the same time Gen. Sarnoff will accept
an honorary Doctor of Science degree from
Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, CSC, ND president, in convocation ceremonies on the university campus. He will be honored for his "brilvision.liant career" and pioneering in radio and teleFather Hesburgh will dedicate WNDU-TV's
new studio-office building at formal ceremonies
the following day at 10 a.m. The station,
which began operation on uhf ch. 46 July 15,
is an NBC-TV affiliate.
Leaders of the tv industry will join with over
3,000 Notre Dame faculty members, students
and guests at the convocation ceremonies in the
University Drill Hall at 8:30 p.m.
KELO-TV Temporarily off Air
KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D., notified the FCC
last week that its tower and antenna collapsed
on the evening of Sept. 20 and it will be off the
air until further notice. The ch. 11 station
said KELO-AM will have to operate fulltime
using a four-tower directional.

Dayton's

TOP

OFFICIALS of the FCC, NARTB and consulting engineers met on the grounds of American
U., Washington, D. C, the site of WMAL-TV transmitter, to inspect the unique construcLeghigh-gain ch. 7 antenna. WMALtion and engineering innovations of the new Alford
TV boosted its power from 22 kw to 252 kw. The group (I to r): H. G. Kelley, FCCJim Campbell, Standard Electronics; John H. McMahon, Weldon & Carr; Jules Cohen,
Vandivere, Cohen and Wearn; Clinton M. Barrick, FCC; Charles W. Baumgardner, George
P. Adair; Oscar Reed, Jansky and Bailey; Z. Grabowski, Jansky and Bailey; Frederick
Houwink, general manager, WMAL-TV; Prose Walker NARTB, and Alan T. Powley, chief
engineer of WMAL-TV.
Jones, Thompson, Ward
Promoted at WSAV Savannah
DONALD K. JONES, formerly commercial
manager of WSAV Savannah, Ga., has been
named vice president in charge of radio, it was
announced last week
by Harben Daniel,
president
AM-TV. ofMr.WSAVJones
joined the station in
1949 after having
represented WSAV
in New York for
several years prior
to that time.
Mr. Daniels also
announced that
Meredith E. Thompson has been named
MR. JONES
secretary - treasurer
operations
ager for the company, and and
Robert
S. Ward manhas
been appointed WSAV commercial manager.
Mr. Thompson has been with WSAV since
1939, coming from WAPO Chattanooga. Mr.
Ward joined the station in 1949.

Hooper-Rated

Station

fOJNE
RONALD B. WOODYARD, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

980 KC
PHONE
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Aga ion Retracts Charges
nst KCNA Phoenix
FULL retraction and withdrawal by the American Legion of its statement last May that KCNA
Phoenix, Ariz., aired "left-wing propaganda"
[Closed Circuit, June 13] has been made.
Firing Line, a publication put out by the
Legion's National Americanism Commission,
explained in its Aug. 15 issue that the group
"had no intent to injure Radio Station KCNA
in publishing this statement."
"In view of representations made on behalf
of Radio Station KCNA the . . . statement is
retracted and withdrawn," the Legion publication said. National Legion Commander Seaborn P. Collins said the retraction was being
published "in order that there be no injustice
done" to KCNA. The Tucson outlet is 51%
owned by author Erskine Caldwell.
Firing Line last May had asked "Legionnaires
and other patriotic Americans" to write FCC
"immediately" and "demand" a probe.

NBC-Owned

Outlets Hit

New Sales High in August
NBC owned-and-operated stations reported unprecedented growth in local radio and tv sales
during August, Charles R. Denny, NBC vice
president in charge, announced last Week.
WMAQ Chicago reported local radio business
to have jumped 85% as compared to August
1954; KRCA (TV) Los Angeles local sales revealed a73% gain over its figures of one year
ago. Ranking behind WMAQ's radio increases
was WTAM Cleveland with a boost of nearly
54%, and runner-up to KRCA in tv sales was
WRC-TV Washington with a jump of 57%.
In announcing the gains Mr. Denny called attention to the o&o division's leadership contest,
which was designed to inspire the o&o stations
to try to outdo each other in both public service and sale gains. Prizes worth $1,000 will be
distributed to personnel of the winning station
and the general manager and his wife will be
given a trip to Europe.
NBC o&o stations are WRCA and WRCATV New York; WRC and WRC-TV Washington, D. C; WTAM and WNBK (TV) Cleveland;
WMAQ and WNBQ (TV) Chicago; KRCA
(TV) Los Angeles and KNBC San Francisco.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

The
Radio Prominent During
National Plowing Contest
RADIO was much in evidence during the recent four-day National Plowing Contest in Wabash County, Ind., including both NBC and
CBS spot coverage.
CBS carried a featured address by Vice
President Richard Nixon while NBC's Monitor
picked up two segments from Ernie Ashley of
WOWO Ft. Wayne, Ind., giving highlights of
the vice president's speech and results of the
plowing contest. WIBC Indianapolis, WLW
Cincinnati and WOWO Ft. Wayne carried daily
variety and farm news shows from the contest
grounds.
WHO Des Moines was represented by Herb
Plambeck, farm director, who founded the National Plowing Contest. Mr. Plambeck tape
recorded several shows which were shipped to
WHO for broadcast.

KNTV

(TV), Calif. Outlet,

way to
sell the
KANSAS

Names Kahle Manager
DOUGLAS D. KAHLE has been named general manager
rm>>imi—j!
KNTV
(TV) Sanof

FARM

Jose, Calif., replacHarry T. May-to
nard,ing according
A. T. Gilliland, presi d e n t of Standard
Radio & Television.
KNTV began commercial operation
Sept.
Mr. 12.Kahle

MARKET

has

been principle
stockholder and general
manager Pueblo,
of KCSJAM-TV
Colo. Other executive appointments will be
announed by the new general manager later.
MR. KAHLE

STATION PEOPLE

use the

Jerome Sill named executive vice president of
WHUM-AM-TV Reading, Pa. Mr. Sill recently
disposed of his interest in WMIL Milwaukee
and in WAGE-TV Marquette, Mich. Before
that, he was associated with CBS.

KANSAS
FARM
STATION

R. C. Hughes, KEPO El Paso, to KSEL Lubbuck, Tex., as gen- ^
eral sales manager.
Arthur M. Vogel,
program director,
WMIL Milwaukee,
named general manager, WEOL
Lorraine,
Ohio.ElyriaHERB PLAMBECK (r), farm director of
WHO Des Moines, interviews WOWO Ft.
Wayne Farm Director Jay Gould from the
grounds of the National Plowing Contest
at Wabash County, Ind. Mr. Plambeck
founded the national contest.
Blair Plans New Quarters
JOHN BLAIR & Co., national representatives
of radio stations, and Blair-Tv, national representatives of television stations, will move to
new quarters in a building currently under construction at48th St. and Madison Ave., New
York on approximately Feb. 1, it was announced last week by John Blair, president.
The new space, consisting of an entire floor,
will provide a total of 10,400 sq. ft., or approximately 40% more than the companies now
occupy in the Chrysler Bldg. East.
$53,752,000 IS A LOT OF
HAMMERING!
THE MARKET
Pennsylvania Anthracite Region
Retail Sales— $885,484,000
Building Supplies— $53,752,000
THE BUILDERS—
WHWL and WISL
Complete Coverage of 9 Counties
Cost — 60 Cents per 1000 Families
NAIL DOWN THIS RICH
MARKET!
1954 Consumer Markets — SRDS
S*« fORJOE & CO.
WISL
WHWL
1 KW— Shamokin. Pa. 1 KW— Nantittke. Pa.
Bro ADCASTING
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best

Howard Wormser,
MCA-TV, to KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles
as director
of publicity. Abe Greenberg

Ben
Liidy, BW
Gen. Mgr., WIBW, TC
WIBW-TV,
KCKN
^0
WI
Rep. Capper Publications, Inc.

NEW
MR. HUGHES

FACTS

promoted to director
of advertising and sales promotion for KTLA.
John Silva, engineering operations supervisor,
KTLA, appointed chief engineer. Roy White,
who has been with the station for eight years,
succeeds Mr. Silva.
Herb Davis, assistant director, WTOP-TV
Washington, appointed program director, succeeding Ted Zarpas,
who has resigned.
Mr. Davis has been
with WTOP-TV
since 1953.
Vivian
A. Smith,
former partner, Currey,
Beardsley Smith
Adv., & Phoenix,
Ariz., to KGFJ Los
Angeles, as account
executive.
Fred Gregg, director
of advertising and
sales promotion, Avco Mfg. Corp., named assistant general sales manager, affiliated Crosley
Broadcasting Corp., Cincinnati.

& FIGURES
ON

WTVD
. DURHAM-RALEIGH
DUI

POWER
y%

x

now

316,000

watts

NOW
TRANSMITTED

MR. DAVIS

Albert H. Chismark, WTRY Troy, N. Y., to
WHEN-TV Syracuse, as engineer; Frederick
F. Beck, KPHO-TV Phoenix, to WHEN-TV as
production supervisor; James W. Packer to
WHEN-TV merchandising department; Bert
Enion, senior director of WHEN-TV, to spend

WTYD
CHANNEL

11

DURHAM-RALEIGH
NBC- ABC
Call Edward PETRY & Co.
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AWARDS
WCAU,
Garner

WTIP, WCHS
Sales Honors

COMING in first place over past two months
in Radio Advertising Bureau's "Best Sale of
Month" contest were WCAU Philadelphia for
July
and WTIP and WCHS Charleston, W. Va.,
for August.

MARYLIN KING, one of the singing King Sisters, flips the switch placing KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., on 316 kw. Supervising the proceedings are (I to r): W. D. (Dub) Rogers Jr.,
president and general manager of ch. 13 KDUB-TV, and sisters Yvonne, Louise and Alyce.
18 months with three other Meredith Pub. Co.
stations: KCMO-TV Kansas City, WOW-TV
Omaha and KPHO-TV Phoenix, for exchange
of ideas.
Richard H. deMontmollin, WCRS Greenwood,
S. C, to WIS-TV Columbia, S. C, as local
sales director.
John Deegan, news
editor and producer,
WHUM - AM - TV
Reading, Pa., named
head news reporter,
WSRS Cleveland.
Ray Stanfield, news
and sports director,
WIS Columbia,
S. C, named program director, replacing John Evans,
MR. deMONTMOLLIN
who will devote fulltime to early morning show. Homer Fesperman, staff announcer, named music director.
George Jacobs returns to KOTV (TV) Tulsa as
director of engineering and development after
leave of absence to set up high power transmitter for KFMB-TV San Diego. Lavoy
Hooker, KOTV assistant chief engineer, has

been named chief engineer, replacing Mr.
Jacobs.
Neil F. Arveschoug, chief engineer, KGHF
Pueblo, Colo., to Gates Radio Rocky Mountain district, as sales engineer. Paul Hindes, announcer-engineer, KDZA Pueblo, succeeds Mr.
Arveschoug.
John Craig, salesman, Rueben H. Donnelley
Corp., Cincinnati, to sales department WKRCTV same city.
Joe Bier, WOR New York farm editor since
1939 and with the station since 1930, has retired. Will Peigelbeck, formerly head of department of agriculture, WNJR Newark, N. J.,
succeeds Mr. Bier.
Michael Hinn, formerly news director, WFAATV Dallas, Tex., to KABC-TV Los Angeles
for daily 11 p.m. newscast, effective Oct. 3.
Edward G. Murray, filmbuyer, WPTZ (TV)
Philadelphia, father of boy, Edward George III.
Frank Lawrence, film editor, KGMB-TV Honolulu, father of girl, Dale.
Don Nelson, announcer, WNEB Worcester,
Mass., and Sally Furber, formerly promotion
assistant, WNAC-TV Boston, were married
Sept. 24.

WCAU's story is as follows: Joseph C. Winkler of that station sold a schedule of daily,
Monday-Friday, five minute shows to NoviEquipment Co., manufacturer of automobile air
conditioners. Winkler sold The Weather Ahead
forecast as attention getter during peak traffic
hours (5-6:30 p.m.), tailoring the campaign to
reach potential customers of auto air conditioners while driving in the summer heat. Contract runs for 52 weeks.
The Charleston story involved cooperation
of two competitive salesmen and the stations:
Mel Burka of WTIP and Bob Sinclair of WCHS
both sold schedules to five appliance distributors (Admiral, Emerson, Philco, RCA, and
CBS-Columbia), setting up a six-week campaign
to sell portable radios through 770 one-minute
announcements. Copy alerted listeners to the
need for battery-operated portables in times of
crisis, and the hurricane season provided the
Second and third winners for July were
spark. Sciple, WAKN Aiken, S. C, for getting
Charley
19 merchants in a special retail radio promotion; and John A. Wales, WWJ Detroit, for
signing an entire Mercury dealer group in that
city to sponsorship of a 10-minute sportscast.
August second and third place winners were
Gene Claussen and F. M. Broders of KXIC
Iowa City, who tied for the second honors for
likewise hitching a weather forecast to air conditioning equipment dealers; and M. Robert
Rogers of WGMS Washington. D. C, for using
the good music station's facilities to sell tickets
for a two-day metropolitan opera stint to
standing room only limits after newspaper
ads had failed.
Sylvania to Pick Tops in Tv
SYLVANIA Electric Products Co. will present
the Sylvania Television Awards in 1955 for the
fifth consecutive year, it was announced by Don
G. Mitchell, chairman and president of Sylvania. The awards, which will be given to individuals and organizations that have made the
most notable contributions to television through
programs on the air between Nov. 1, 1954, and
Oct. 31, 1955, will be presented at a dinner in
New York on Nov. 30.
Four Calif. Stations Honored

An additional dollar's worth of product promotion for every advertising dollar.

. . . one

equals

two

on

WLW
RADIO

... a distinguished member of the Crosley Group
Exclusive sales offices: New York, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Chicago, Atlanta, Miami
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FOUR California stations were presented
awards by Gov. Goodwin J. Knight during the
California State Fair & Exposition, Sacramento.
Receiving the awards, based on public opinion
polls, were KBIG Los Angeles, KSJO San Jose,
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles and KPIX (TV) San
Francisco.
Hayes Gets Fordham Medal
CBS RADIO President Arthur Hull Hayes last
week was awarded the Fordham U. Insignia
Medal for "outstanding achievement in the field
of communications" by the Very Rev. Laurence
J. McGinley, S. J., rector of the university. Mr.
Hayes, a charter member and director of the
Catholic Institute of the Press, received his
award at the institute's monthly meeting in
New York
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

MANUFACTURING
Tv Set Shipments Top
3.5 Million for 7 months
FACTORIES shipped 3,549,877 tv sets to
dealers during the first seven months of 1955,
according to Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn.,
well above the 2,977,177 sets shipped in the
same 1954 period. July shipments totaled
465,160 sets compared to 407,087 in June, a
five-week reporting month, and 329,574 in
July 1954.
Following are tv set shipments to dealers by
states for the first seven months of 1955:
Total
State
Total StateH.
Ala. .
64,234 N.
12,686
N.
J.
.
Ariz. .
113,609
19,471
Ark. .
42,298 N. M.
12,216
Calif.
N. Y.
302,613
347,900
N. C.
Colo.
25,132
95,198
N. D.
Conn.
10,986
48,370 Ohio
.
Del. .
182,577
7,569
D. C.
Okla.
51,511
36,047
Fla. ..
123,946 Ore. .
44,972
Pa. ..
Ga. ..
217,660
78,631
R. I. .
Idaho
14,777
17,178
III. ..
189,106 S. C.
53,813
Ind. .
S. D. .
89,253
11,331
Iowa
49,829 Tenn.
74,662
Kan. .
209,051
45,798 Tex
Ky.
60,057 Utah
13,147
La. . ..
81,137 Vt
11,058
Va
Me. . .
26,234
63,187
Wash
Md. ..
50,629
W. Va
Mass.
61,615
98,143 Wis
37,791
Mich.
140,604
70,426
Minn.
3,156
55,598 Wyo
Miss.
33,749 U. S. TOTAL . 3,536,121
Mo. .
93,610
Alaska
Mont.
10,097 Hawaii
4,751
Neb .
28,570
9,005
Nev. .
4,862 GRAND TOTAL . 3,549,877
RCA, Bell Will Connect
Communications Systems
RCA's trans-Atlantic TEX (Teleprinted Exchange Service) will be linked to Bell System's
TWX network in the U. S. by means of perforated tape, RCA reported early last week.
In announcing the arrangement that will allow
TEX subscribers in 17 countries through
Europe and Africa to communicate via teleprinter with TWX subscribers in the metropolitan New York-New Jersey area, Thompson
H. Mitchell, president, RCA Communications
Inc., stressed the growing importance of TEX
as a communications tool for the international
business community. "The demand for TEX
service," said Mr. Mitchell, "has caused us to
expand our own facilities and extend them to an
increasing number of overseas countries. Plans
are underway even now for the extension of
TEX to new areas."
TEX, which combines the advantages of a
two-way conversation with the immediate
availability of a written transcript, was first
established in May, 1950. Up to this time,
however, U. S. service was restricted to those
East Coast subscribers equipped with RCA
teleprinter equipment.
Raytheon Profits Show
First Quarter Decrease
RAYTHEON Mfg. Co. of Waltham, Mass.,
reported, for the first quarter of the fiscal year
ended Aug. 31, net profit of $764,000 on sales
of $39,184,000 after provision for federal income taxes amounting to $805,000. This compares with net profit of $1,102,000 on sales of
$44,698,000 for first fiscal quarter of 1954.
Reflecting lower sales and earnings was a dip of
13 cents from 40 cents to 27 on the 2,776,235
shares of common stock now outstanding.
Pointing out that lower sales and earnings
reflected reduction in volume of government
shipments and effects of lower profit margins,
Raytheon president C. F. Adams Jr. told stockholders atlast week's annual meeting that losses
could also be ascribed to slack-off in producBroadcasting
• Telecasting

tivity during this past summer's sustained abnormal heat wave. However, Mr. Adams assured the stockholders that military order backlog of $95 million remains virtually unchanged
from last year.
RCA

Tube

Division Plans

$3 Million N. J. Factory
RCA Tube Division will construct a $3 million
plant in Bridgewater Township, N. J., beginning this fall, to serve as engineering and
manufacturing
the production
company's
activities in the headquarters
transistor andfordiode

KMBC-TV

field.
In announcing RCA's plans, D. Y. Smith,
vice president and general manager of the
division, said that the one-story structure will
be erected on an 8 3 -acre plot and will cover
approximately 126,000 square feet of floor
space. The plant is expected to be in operation
by late 1956. It will provide production facilities in addition to those already in use at the
Harrison plant. Within recent years, RCA has
established other operations in New Jersey at
Woodbridge, Moorestown, [ Rockaway, and
Cherry Hill.
MANUFACTURING SHORTS
Price Electric Corp. ("Husky" relays and controls), Frederick, Md., has appointed Emory
Design & Equipment Co. as sales representative
for Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi,
and eastern Tennessee.
Reeves Soundcraft Corp., N. Y., announces
new "Plus 100" recording tape "so thin that a
mile of it can be wound on a single lOVi-in.
reel." The new development uses duPont's new
"Mylar" polyester film as a base and can run
continuously for nearly 19 hours — V/s inches
per second on a double track machine, according to the company. New tape is available in
three sizes: 5-in. (1,200 ft.), $4.75; 7-in. (2,400
ft.), $9.00, and lOVi-in. (5,200 ft.), $22.50.
Bell & Howell Co. announces DeLuxe carrying
case for movie equipment for purchasers of
company's 8mm matched camera sets. Firm
claims gift case is durable and scuff proof, with
plywood construction. With 8mm camera, set
retails for $99.85.
Argos Products Co., Genoa, 111., announces
what is said to be the first portable work bench
ever offered for in-home repairs by servicemen.
When folded, it measures only 26 by 11 by 6V4
inches, including extension shelf. Suggested
retail price: $8.95.
MANUFACTURING

Effective September 28, 1955, KMBC-TV
joins the television
nation's most
dynamictheandAmerican
fastestgrowing
network,
Broadcasting Company. For programming details, consult your Free & Peters Colonel or:
g
If
jj
§|

Don Davis, First Vice President
John Schilling/ Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
George
Higgins,Director
Vice Pres.
& Sales Mgr.
Mori Greiner,
of Television
IN AMERICA'S
9th MARKET it's TV's
Ttecii 2ciem

316,000 watts of V. H. F. power
Greater Huntington Theatre Corp.
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Percy L. Spencer, vice president-general manager of Raytheon Mfg. Co.'s microwave and
power tube operations, elected a director of the
firm. Mr. Spencer joined Raytheon in 1925 and
since that time contributed to magnetron, microwave and photocell development.
James E. McGarr, assistant general manager
of Tungsten & Chemical Div., Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., N. Y., named general manager of
division.
Ellsworth W. Simms, manufacturing manager
of RCA, appointed general manager of Hamilton (Ohio) Estate Div. (which is part of Delaware Appliance Corp., recently organized by
RCA) of Whirlpool-Seeger Corp.
John L. Bradley, one time with Cunningham
and Walsh, N. Y., and former advertising and
sales promotion manager for Sperry Products,
Danbury, Conn., named an assistant manager
of advertising and sales promotion for Ampex
Corp., Redwood City, Calif.
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reaction mixed as commercials are bunched into groups

of three. B*T observer finds live signal good but audio inferior. ITA
programs not too subtle in their handling of announcements and
references to their competitors, the British Broadcasting Corp.
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Constant

COMMERCIAL television survived a spectacular if somewhat inept debut in Great Britain
last Thursday to enter direct competition with
BBC for the British viewing audience.
Flaws appeared, of course, in the opening
hours as Independent Television Authority introduced asystem of "cluster commercials" or
triple-spotting in which an advertiser pays for
a spot but cannot sponsor a program.
"Most glaring difficulty in the opening telecasts was poor audio although the video signal
was good except for segments of inferior film,"
according to Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher
of B»T, who is in London for the event. "The
first telecasts revealed the ITA fallacy of cramming three commercials together at 'logical
"This triple-spotting is worse than anything
breaks'.
stateside but in general the American observers
applauded the opening efforts while feeling that
changes
along U.lacked
S. linesthemustexpected
come." British
The debut

Edward M. Webster.
London morning newspapers were sold out
Friday in many areas. They carried front-page
reviews commenting on the program. In a
Thursday article the London Express blasted
commercial tv in a front-page story and carried
an editorial resurrecting a discredited Hearst
survey contending 174 advertisers had deserted
tv for newspapers last year.
The Express cited cancellation of / Love Lucy
by Philip Morris on the ground sales had
dropped. The editorial questioned the value of
commercial tv, saying American businesses are
giving up tv in favor of newspapers. Granting
of an alternative service to BBC immediately
was urged in order to avoid a tv fiasco.
In its Friday coverage, the Express commented on the general slickness of the show,
calling it "brilliant but brassy" and noting the
poor quality of filmed excerpts. The Express
called tv advertising "irksome".
The Telegraph cited the "subdued opening
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TO TAKE a peek at commercial television's debut in England on Sept. 22 and to tour
the continent are these tv broadcasters who arrived in London Sept. 20 aboard the
Queen Elizabeth. L to r: Mrs. Lester Gottlieb, wife of the CBS director of daytime tv
programs; Mr. Gottlieb; Mrs. A. Burke Crotty, wife of independent tv producer, and
Mr. Crotty. Mr. Crotty is tv consultant to Ellington & Co., New York agency.
subtlety, Mr. Taishoff said, opening with continuous vaudeville except for a 12-round prizefight. A pomp ceremony at London's Guildhall
opened the new service. "The BBC was
slammed repeatedly," he said. "The pace was
fast — probably too fast — as commercials followed one after the other. The selection of accounts was illogical, with two ale commercials
in a row and a Mary Baker cakemix spot followed by a Brillo commercial in which a bakepanCommercials
was cleaned."sold at double-rate the first day,
the proceeds going to charity.
Among American observers were Sylvester
L. Weaver Jr., president, and Thomas B. McFadden, vice president, of NBC; Frank K.
White, chairman of McCann-Erickson International; Lester Gottlieb, CBS-TV director of
network daytime programming, and FCC Comr.

shyness" over the inclusion of advertising in
television service. The Daily Sketch, reporting
reception 110 miles away, said this new tv service "is as British as roast beef."
The Mirror predicted a stiff fight lies ahead
with BBC. It contended the commercials were
spoiled "by blaring, unbalanced sound and
crammed too much into too little time." On
the other hand the News-Chronicle described
commercials as "well-mannered but not particularly enterprising." It added that American
sponsors would not have granted screen time to
these commercials.
United Press estimated 2,500,000 Britons
saw commercial tv for the first time and added,
"The general verdict was that commercial tv
had come to stay." UP said that London morning newspapers, except the communist Daily
Worker, found merit in production techniques
Broadcasting • Telecasting

and commercials.
In competition to the commercial service,
BBC offered a special showing of the Disney
"Donald Duck Story."
Britain's introduction to video advertising
came in a 60-second spot for Gibbs S. R. toothpaste. The commercial, produced by the London office of Young & Rubicam, opened like
this: "It's cool. It's fresh as ice. It's tingling."
Voiced in a quiet manner, the commercial
showed a tube of toothpaste imbedded in a
cake of ice. Following it were chocolate drink
and margarine commercials.
Personal Interview Survey
Started by Canadian Firm
A CANADIAN radio listening survey, based
on personal interviews, has been started by
Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto. First report has
been released covering the province of Ontario,
with reports for Quebec province and western
Canada to follow later this year. Reports are
to be issued twice yearly.
The Ontario report was done on a basis of
400 personal interviews per county, with 200
men and 200 women interviewed in each county.
Only those over 16 years old were interviewed
and a balance was maintained on an income
basis. The survey asked people to identify to
which station of a list shown them, they listened
to most in the previous 24 hours.
The report credits CFRB Toronto with a
daily audience of 1,030,695; CKEY Toronto
with 915,823; CBL Toronto 705,201; CJBC
Toronto with 482,296; CHML Hamilton with
285,725; CHUM Toronto with 221,738; CFRA
Ottawa with 221,622; CBO Ottawa with 207,088; CKLW Windsor with 177,548, and CKOY
Ottawa with 168,879.
INTERNATIONAL SHORTS
CJON-TV St. John's, Nfld., began telecasting
Sept. 12, as first station in Newfoundland. Preliminary coverage reports show station covering
about 65% of the island's population. The
station anticipates there will be 9,000 tv sets
in operation on the island by yearend.
CJET is call letter of new 250 w station on
1070 kc at Smiths Falls, Ont. Station previously had been planning to use call letters
CFRL. Jack Pollie, formerly manager of
CKGB Timmins, is president and general manager. Station plans to be on the air Oct. 1,
and is represented by James Alexander Ltd.,
Toronto, and Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc.,
N. Y.
Carribean Networks Inc., N. Y., has a new telephone number: Circle 7-8224. Office remains
at 200 W. 57th St., New York 19.

Peripatetic Pat
NBC President Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver
is pursuing a busy schedule in Britain,
where commercial television was launched
last week. Mr. Weaver attended a dinner
of the Independent Television Authority
last Thursday. Today (Monday) he will
be guest of the BBC board of management. Tomorrow, he will talk before a
meeting of the Institute of Practitioners
in Advertising in London, and later, he
will meet with members of the institute
in a closed meeting.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

kTVh
Fellows Lauds British
CABLEGRAM of congratulations was
sent by NARTB President Harold E.
Fellows to Sir Kenneth Clark, chairman
of the Independent Tv Authority of
Great Britain, and to the secretary of
the ITA in connection with the opening
of commercial tv in that country last
Thursday. Text of his message follows:
"In behalf of the NARTB and the
radio and television stations and networks which it represents throughout
the United States, may we extend to you
and your colleagues heartiest congratulations on the advent of commercial television in Great Britain. We are particularly pleased to send these warm greetings
to you as we observe National Radio &
Television Week in the United States,
dedicated to better home entertainment
and better service to all people. As you
embark on this historic venture in pursuit of the same precious goal, we know
that the people of your great country
stand on the threshold of new horizons
in the art of mass communication. We
wish for you every success and God-

speed."
11 Tvs on Microwave Link
ELEVEN CANADIAN tv stations will be on
a microwave interconnected network on Nov.
1, the commercial department of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, has announced.
On that date CKNX-TV Wingham will be connected into the system, making it the biggest
microwave network in Canada. Stations on
the microwave net will be CBLT (TV) Toronto,
CHCH-TV Hamilton, CKCO-TV Kitchener,
CKNX-TV Wingham, CFPL-TV London,
CKLW-TV Windsor, CKVR-TV Barrie, CHEXTV Peterborough, CKWS-TV Kingston, CBOT
(TV) Ottawa, and CBMT (TV) Montreal. Interconnecting charges for the 11 -station net will
be $340 an hour, $204 per half-hour, and $136
for one-quarter hour.
Canadians Set Tv Meeting
PROBLEMS of television network operations,
programming of commercial and national sustaining shows, rates, and other items are to be
aired at a meeting in Ottawa of all Canadian
television stations Sept. 26-29. Meeting has
been called by Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
tv division with independent stations from all
parts of Canada. CBC operates all tv network
programs in Canada, and all Canadian stations
are required to carry a minimum number of
hours of both network sustaining and commercial shows.
CANADA
THREE

AUTHORIZES
NEW

FIRST

AGAIN
IN

WICHITA

AREA

(JULY PULSE )

KTVH proves once again to be the favorite
with Central Kansas viewers! Besides
taking honors with 13 out of the top 15
network shows, KTVH has the greatest
share of the audience for quarter hours
from 6 to 10 p. m., seven nights a week.
Here's conclusive proof that your advertising dollar reaches more people when
it's placed on a winner. That's KTVH I
VHF
240,000
WATTS
CBS BASIC — DUMONT
Represented Nationally by H-R Representatives, Inc.
Main office and studios in Hutchinson: office and studio in
Wichita (Hotel Lassen). Howard O. Peterson, Gen. Mgr.
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to Sales
SurI According
vey of Buying
PowerManagement's
(May 10, 1955)
the Quad-Cities now have 250,200
people with an Effective Buying Income of #5843 per family or $1794
I per capita. Cover this good 450 million
dollar market with WHBF radio or
TV — the Quad-Cities' favorites.
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I
I
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THREE new radio stations were recommended
for licenses by the Board of Governors of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. at its Sept. 15
meeting at Ottawa.
Theodore M. Fielder was recommended for a
250 w station on 1560 kc at Simcoe, Ont., a
rural area which has no community station.
F. Vincent Regan has been recommended for
a 5 kw station on 1290 kc at London, Ont. The
CBC board approved the application on the
grounds that "there is now place for another

I

WHBF;:
TELC0 BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Int.
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INTERNATIONALprivately-owned broadcasting station serving the
London area." Until now London had only
CFPL-AM-TV.
Of two applicants for stations at Swift Current, Sask., CBS board recommended Frontier
City Broadcasting Co. Ltd. for a 250 w station
on 1400 kc. This application was approved on
grounds that "D. W. Scott would be devoting
his full attention to the operation of the station." Other applicant was Swift Current
Broadcasting Co. Ltd.
CFPL-TV London, Ont., was recommended
for an increase from 117 kw video and 59.6
kw audio on ch. 10, to 325 kw video and 195
kw audio, with same antenna height of 576 feet
above average terrain. CFPL-TV becomes the
second Canadian station with maxium 325 kw
video power. The other station is CKLW-TV
Windsor.
CBC turned down application of the Quebec
Assn. of Broadcasters to change CBC regulations to permit fuller beer and liquor advertising than now permitted on radio and tv stations
[B»T, Sept. 19]. Present regulations allow only
the name of sponsoring beer and liquor company to be mentioned, but no product advertising.
CBC Names Gingras Governor
GERRARD GINGRAS, Montreal investment
executive, has been appointed to a three-year
term as a governor of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. He becomes 10th member of
the CBC board of governors. One vacancy is
left, caused by the recent retirement of W. H.
Phillips, Ottawa. Mr. Gingras was with the
Bank of Canada during World War II in connection with Victory Loan campaigns.

m
MILESTONES
for October

I
BMFs

series of program continuities are full half-hour
presentations . . . simple to
do, saleable, excellent listening. Each script in the October package commemorates a
special event of national importance.
"THE GREAT TRA1LBLAZER:
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS"
(Columbus Day)
October 12, 1492
"A SOAPBOX FOR THE WORLD"
(United Nations Day)
October 24, 1955
"THE FLEET THAT CAME —
AND STAYED"
(Navy Day)
'THE October 27, 1775
1955 HALLOWEEN REVUE"
October 31, 1955

i
BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
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EDUCATION
PENN STATE EXPERIMENT
ENDORSES TV TEACHING

WTTW started a two-day-per-week, 4-10
p.m. schedule with three live shows, films and
kinescopes
top programs
educational videoofoutlets.
Some offrom
the other
first defects,

Study involving three courses
finds there is no evidence that
tv instruction is inferior to
classroom teaching. Program
expanded to include 1 0 courses
for 1955-56.
STUDENTS receiving instruction by tv learn
as well as those in the classroom with the
instructor, according to a semester-long experiment with three courses conducted by
Pennsylvania State U.
Part of an investigation to discover the extent to which television can be used to cope
with increasing student enrollments and to extend the teaching range of superior instructors,
this project made no attempt to adapt teaching
methods to tv. Instead, the present courses
and methods of instruction were used, with tv
fitted inconspicuously into classrooms and operated with a minimum change in usual class
procedures.
Three courses were involved during the spring
semester: general chemistry, general psychology
and psychology of marriage. The first two
courses had three comparison groups: students
in the originating classroom with the tv cameras
and lights; students in the receiving room who
saw and heard the instructors via tv; control
groups of students taught directly in the usual
manner. The psychology of marriage course had
no control group. Altogether about 840 students were involved.
Reporting on the experiment, the university
notes that three tests were given during the
semester followed by a final examination in
both general chemistry and general psychology,
with three tests but no final in the psychology
of marriage course. "On 10 out of the 11 tests
given, there were no statistically significant
differences in learning of information between
the classes receiving direct instruction and those
receiving instruction over the television systems." On the second general psychology test,
classes taught in the conventional manner were
approximately two points better than those
in the tv originating room or tv receiving
room.
"Thus," the report states, "there was no
evidence from this experiment that televised instruction was inferior to direct instruction as
measured by the standard type of objective
achievement tests used for university courses."
For the 1955-56 academic year, Penn State
plans to extend the project to include eight or
10 different courses with an enrollment of over
3,000 students to answer additional questions
as to the "appropriateness and feasibility of
television to various kinds of courses" and to
determine class-size, instructional techniques
tv versus "live" instrucaspects isofunderwritten
and other
tion. The project
by the Fund
for the Advancement of Education.

according to Dr. Taylor: inept camera switching, bad lighting, poor kinescope quality and
color films which looked poor in monochrome

Educ.

WTTW

(TV)

Airs Test Programs
LIMITED SCHEDULE of test programs was
begun last Monday by WTTW (TV) Chicago,
educational tv station, with results which, according to its own executives, left much to be
desired. In fact, the first day of telecasting
was "just terrible," Dr. lohn W. Taylor, station
director, admitted later.
But he promised improvement because "we've
got to. We're glad we said the first couple of
months should be experimental — because they

really are."

production.
Viewers were advised that, in many instances,
adjustments would be required by servicemen to
enable them to catch ch. 11 adequately.
The more reputable firms reported they would
make the adjustments free — if the serviceman
were called in to make other repairs.
A guest on the opening night operation was
FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee, who wished the
station well and reviewed educational tv programs thus far. He noted some cities are slow
in getting educational tv moving, it was reported by a WTTW spokesman. Comr. Lee
appeared on a program called Through the Window, on which WTTW leaders plan to explain
station progress to over 300,000 "stockholders."
To help guide the station's program staff,
WTTW promptly announced an opinion research project — a program advisory council —
to solicit the thoughts and reactions of its viewers by questionnaires. WTTW plans to extend
its
time to 30 hours per week later
thisprogramming
fall.
Tv Educational

Convention

Set for Chicago in October
PLANS for the annual convention of the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters in Chicago next month have been mapped by the
organization's convention committee.
Agenda for the convention, to be held at the
Del Prado Hotel, will place emphasis on educational radio-tv, using the theme — "serving 160
million students." Frank Schooley, director of
broadcasting at U. of Illinois (WILL-AM-TV),
will preside as NAEB president.
Ironing out details under Chairman Al Partridge, also U. of Illinois radio-tv department,
was a committee comprising Judith Waller,
NBC central div.; Dr. John W. Taylor, WTTV
(TV) Chicago, forthcoming educational tv outlet; James Taylor, De Paul U., and Norbert
Hruby, U. of Chicago.
WNBQ

(TV), Loyola U.,

Open New Televised Course
SECOND series of televised courses for college
credit will be launched by WNBQ (TV) Chicago on its Live and Learn program starting
Oct. 2, the NBC o&o station announced last
week. NBC Central Div. will cooperate in the
series.
The 12-week program will be patterned along
basic philosophy courses of colleges and universities and will be titled Man and Morality. It
will be presented each Sunday morning in cooperation with the Loyola U. (of Chicago) Home
Study Dept. It will be good for three hours of
regular college credit after completion of assignments and final exams.
WNBQ (TV) pioneered in a televised course
in Chicago last January when it presented
Governments and Human Nature in cooperation with the U. of Chicago.
WESTERN MICHIGAN'S
WKNK
MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN
O W
RATES
ASK
H IL
BEST
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PROGRAMS

&

PROMOTIONS

LINKLETTER BEAUTY CONTEST
PARAMOUNT studios and Art Linkletter have
most
launched a search for the nation's 12
beautiful fashion models. The contest is being
conducted on CBS-TV's Art Linkletter' s House
Party. Any girl is eligible to compete in the
contest which will be judged by Edith Head,
six-time Academy Award fashion designer for
Paramount, and a panel of leading stars of the
studio. Miss Head will appear on House Party
Oct. 4 to announce the winners. Winners will
Teceive an all-expense paid, four-day tour of
Hollywood and Palm Springs and will be given
talent interviews by the studio.
WRCA

NEWSPAPER

PROMOTION
A NEWSPAPER, the New York Journal-American, last week reprinted a plate of its front
page featuring Bill Cullen pictures, text and
headlines to serve as a promotion piece for
AVRCA New York's new early morning Bill
Cullen Show. "Special WRCA Radio Edition"
arranged by station's advertisingwas jointly
promotion-merchandising director Max Buck
and Sumner Collins, JA's promotion director.
It will be distributed to timebuyers, clients and
other interested parties. Journal-American is a
client on the program.
WABD (TV) 'MAGIC FORMULA
WABD (TV) New York is literally injecting
"magic" into its programming formula. Nationally know magician Milbourne Christopher now has a five times weekly show called
Weather Magician that spices daily forecasts
with trick entertainment. Mr. Christopher also
will begin on Sept. 25 a new Sunday series that
will present 15 minutes of magic and audience
participation. Mr. Christopher represented the
U.S. last spring in England on the international
magic show held on BBC-TV as a part of the
London Magic Circle's Golden Jubilee.
KXLY-TV

USES RADIO

PROMOTION

KXLY-TV Spokane, Washington's CBS outlet,
alert to the possibilities in connection with the
blackout of the Marciano-Moore fight on tv,
purchased spots preceding and following the
bout on KHGA Spokane, ABC radio outlet,
promoting KXLY-TV.
WAVE AIRS BOOK REVIEWS
THE Literature Committee of the Younger
Women's Club of Louisville, Ky., will begin
daily book reviews on WAVE Sept. 19. The

~

J

'" — and just because I'm not a
KRIZ Phoenix listener, my wife
insisted I see you."
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

ALLEN L. HAID (I), vice president and managing director of WSPD Toledo, Ohio,
hands the keys to a new Cadillac to Westford F. Shannon, commercial manager.
Mr. Shannon won the car in a contest
among all Storer stations by having his
sales department produce the greatest increase in local radio sales over a three
month period.
reviews, averaging three to five minutes each,
will be a feature portion of WAVE'S Carousel
show. The feature is part of WAVE'S "Operation Egghead" project "for inserting cultural
briefs into regular popular programs in a quick,
easy and painless manner."
'THE WALL OUTSIDE'
SUPERIOR Judge Orla St. Clair will act as
host of the new public service program The
Wall Outside to be aired by KRON-TV San
Francisco every Sunday starting Sept. 11. The
show will report on the misdemeanors and
petty crimes responsible for the crowded county
jails and will show what is being done to rehabilitate the offenders and to break down the
"wall outside" that so often keeps them from
rejoining the ranks of useful citizens. In addition to outstanding judges, attorneys, criminologists, and psychiatrists, some offenders themselves— usually reformed — will appear on the
program to tell their own stories.

Data sheets won't tell you. . . but
tube performance, backed by the
manufacturer's reputation, will!
Choose Machlett and you find . . .
57 years electron tube experience.
Leadership in high vacuum technique.
Design superiority in high power,
big tube ruggedness and reliability.

Big Party
KJAN Atlantic, Iowa, with the help of
54 merchants, had a birthday celebration
attended by 20,000. It was a culmination
of a 10-week promotion in which 3Vz
hours a day were sponsored by the merchants at a total billing of nearly $14,000.
During the 10 weeks, 70 table radios and
10 appliances were given away.
The night of the party a free street
dance was held after a late closing date
by the cooperating stores, who featured
special sales and window displays in connection with the celebration. Each of
the participating merchants was given
"KJAN Birthday Party Cards" with a
place for their names and addresses. A
total of 125,000 cards was picked up by
customers and mailed to the station during the 10 weeks. Also given away the
final night were an automatic washer,
drier, console radio-phonograph and new
car.

A specialist whose reputation has
been achieved solely by the production
of highest quality electron tubes.

Machlett tubes are distributed by
Graybar, Westrex, Dominion Sound.
For full information on Machlett's
extensive line of broadcast tubes, write
MACHLETT

LABORATORIES, IMC.

Springdale, Connecticut
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PROGRAMS

& PROMOTION
CBS-TV SETS CHILDREN'S SHOW
CBS-TV will present in 1956 a new tv program
for children, based on "Landmark Books," bestselling history series for youngsters, it was announced last week by Hubbell Robinson Jr.,
vice president in charge of network programs.
The series will be produced in conjunction with
Goodson-Todman Productions, New York.
Goodson-Todman will produce the series by
exclusive arrangement with Random House,
publishers of the books. The production firm
is making two pilot films of different stories,
consisting of one half-hour and one hour-long
film in color and in black-and-white.
KBIF RAISIN PROMOTION
BOXES of Sunmaid raisins are being distributed
to agencies and advertisers up and down the
California coast by KBIF Fresno and its national representative, Robert Meeker Assoc.
The boxes are being followed by illustrated
color brochures, containing all information on
market, station coverage, rates, programming,
personnel and case histories. Printed tapes
stripped on the raisin boxes carry the message
"KBIF, Home of the Big Four Disc Jockeys —
No. 1 station for 1 million Fresno area radio

PRINCESSES of WTOP-AM-TV Washington extend invitations to watch and listen to
the professional Washington Redskin football games on those stations. Accepting the
invitations, tendered at a Washington Advertising luncheon in honor of the Redskins,
are (I to r) Kenneth Brown, president of the Adv. Club; George M. Glazier, manager,
advertising and sales promotion, American Oil Co., sponsor of the games, and Joseph
Katz, president of the Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore, agency for Amoco.

WTVJ (TV) CARRIES MIAMI-ND
WTVJ (TV) Miami will carry the MiamiNotre Dame football game Oct. 7 from the
Orange Bowl. WTVJ received NCAA approval
for the telecast because the game is a complete
sellout. Harry Rich Floor Coverings will sponsor the game through Bishopric & Green, Miami.

KABC-TV ENDS DANCE CONTEST
KABC-TV Hollywood has announced that its
14-month search for Southern California's
champion teen-age bop dancing couple will
come to a close on three shows Oct. 8, 11 and
13. Over 20,850 teenagers, their eyes on the
$2,000 in cash prizes, participated in the
contest.

PUSHING MOTOROLA'S SETS
JOINT promotion has been worked out by
B. F. Goodrich Co. and Motorola Inc., set
manufacturer, to push latter's new 1956 radio-tv
receiver line at the local level, according to
David H. Kutner, Motorola advertising and
sales promotion director. For three weeks some
600 Goodrich dealers and 1,400 retail outlets
will sponsor the promotion in conjunction with
nationwide newspaper campaign. Retailers have
been furnished complete sales promotion kits
and customers are being offered portable electric mixer (valued at $19.95) for $9.95.

Economy

ALLEN

FDR

THE
□ F

RADID

AMONG the many unusual inquiries
received by a radio station, Si Willing,
manager of KTLD Tallulah, La.', reports
that the latest request ranks near the top.
A woman listener called the station to
report that the battery in her portable
radio was fading and she wanted to
know if Mr. Willing would ask the announcer to speak a little louder.

KANDER
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STATIONS
1701 K St., N. W. • Washington 6, D. C, NA. 8-3233
Lincoln Building • New York 17, N. Y., MU. 7-4242
111 West Monroe
Chicago 90, Illinois RA 6-3688
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WNHC-TV
OFFERS TELECOURSE
listeners."
VIEWERS in the New Haven area who wish to
work toward an elementary teaching certificate
may do so by following a 19-week telecourse
over WNHC-TV beginning tomorrow (Tues.)
afternoon. Series is called Science in Everyday
Life and is conducted under the auspices of
New Haven State Teachers College by two of
its professors: Elwood Heiss and Micheal
Hannon. First of the series, "Our Ocean of Air"
will be seen over ch. 8 at 3-3:30 p.m.
WNEW

AIRS ITS RATINGS

LISTENERS to top-rated shows of WNEW
New York are provided with A. C. Nielsen
rating information on those shows in a new
on-the-air promotion being conducted by that
station. Pointing to other media which promote
themselves, John Grogan, WNEW program
manager, feels that the ratings, stripped of complex figures, can be used as a strong listenerrelations device to provide ". . . just the basic
facts that they're riding a winner." A typical
announcement, used on the early morning Klavan & Finch show, goes like this: "You're
tuned to a winner when you're tuned to Klavan
& Finch. According to A. C. Nielsen, one of
the world's largest research organizations, there
is mere listening to Klavan & Finch over
WNEW 6 to 9:30 Mon.-Fri. than to any other
morning show in the New York area. Thanks
to you ... we rate with the raters!"
WLW HIGHWAY BULLETINS
WLW Cincinnati has added a new feature to
its highway and traffic condition show Rollin
Along. In co-operation with the Ohio, Indiana,
Kentucky, and West Virginia state police, the
station is broadcasting up-to-the-minute bulletins on highway accidents and law violations.
WLW feels that the bulletins will serve as safety
reminders to thousands of motorists.
CALLING

ALL PIPERS

CHUB Nanaimo, B. C, appealed to its listeners
for young men who wished to learn the art of
piping and evenutally become members of the
Nanaimo district Pipe Band. Four announcements were aired and the band reported over
30 inquiries the first day.
Broadcasting
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FOR THE
CANADIAN

TV VARIETY

SHOW

ALL Canadian tv stations aired one of Canada's
largest variety shows of the year Sept. 18 from
the Maple Leaf Gardens, Toronto. In behalf
of the national Red Feather Community Chest
campaign, the one-hour program brought together some of the best Canadian tv entertainers. Raymond Massey, internationallyknown actor who was born in Canada, was
host.
GE OPENS

SALES COURSE

GENERAL ELECTRIC's radio and tv department has announced its second annual "do-ityourself" selling contest, "Producing More Sales
for 1956." Carrying a total of $14,000 in prizes,
"Producing More Sales" is a correspondence
sales training course open on a nationwide basis
to anyone selling GE radio or tv equipment.
Who Hurts Baseball?
KORE Fills Ball Park
KORE Eugene, Ore., had a big idea
which paid off in a big way.
According to Lee Bishop, president
and general manager, the station bought
all the tickets for a Eugene Northwest
League baseball game with Salem. KORE
then sold package deals to 27 advertisers
for $50 which included spot announcements tieing in with the baseball game,
175 baseball tickets, banners, and listing
in newspaper advertisements. Some merchants gave the game tickets away while
others required that a purchase be made.
KORE followed through with heavy on
the air announcements.
"KORE's promotion resulted in an alltime attendance record of 7,325 for the
Northwest League, and was so successful
plans already have been made to make it
an annual affair," stated Mr. Bishop.
'Booster Night'
KMTV (TV) Omaha helped the local
Cardinals set a new attendance record at
its "Booster Night" ball game. Official
paid attendance for the game originated
by KMTV to give fans a special chance
to salue their AAA Cardinals, was 10,61 1,
topping the old mark by 1,150.
Special guests included Buddy Blattner, CBS sportscaster on tv's Game of the
Week; KMTV personality "The Hawk";
CBS star Captain Midnight, and the Hilltoppers, nationally famous recording
stars.
Determined Fan
REX HOWELL, president and general
manager of non-interconnected KFXJTV Grand Junction, Colo., is determined
that his viewers will see the 1955 World
Series. So determined in fact that he
has contracted with the Mountain State
Telephone & Telegraph Co. for nine
portable microwave installations in order
to rebroadcast the Series from an off the
air pickup.
KTVT (TV) Salt Lake City will be
used for the pickup, which will be made
at Kenilworth, Utah. Boosters along the
200-mile route have been placed in jeeps
and in most cases will be powered by
portable gasoline units.
Total cost of the one week project is
estimated at $13,000, of which $8,500 was
raised by public subscription, with the
remainder to be covered by the station.
Broadcasting
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Station

Authorizations,

RECORD

Applications

(As Compiled by B • T)
September 15 through September 21
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
Cp — construction permit. DA — directional an- night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
tenna. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf —
trans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency.
kilocycles. SSA — special service authorization,
ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw kiloSTA — special temporary authorization,
watts, w — watts, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
As of Aug. 31, Am1955 * Fm16
Tv
144
525
Licensed (all on air)
11
15
325
Cps
111
115
Cps on
noton air
onair air
2,747
469
540
165
Total
149
580
Total authorized
2,758
3
110
Applications in hearing
556
215
6
24
New station requests
91
0
New station bids in hearing 2,873
138
6
35
Facilities change requests
138
242
Total applications pending 7661
1
0
Licenses deleted in Aug.
3
0
4
Cps deleted in Aug.
* Does not include noncommercial educational
fm and tv stations.
f Authorized to operate commercially,
staing but tag
tion may not yet be on air.
Am and Fm Summary Through Sept. 7
Air
538
On
2,755

Am
Fm

FCC

Licensed
2,738
526

Cps
153
33

Appls.
217
8
Pend-

Hear
In
0
94

ANNOUNCEMENTS

New

Tv Stations . .
ACTIONS
Orlando, Fla. — Orange County Bcstrs. Inc.
(WABR),
granted
eh. 18antenna
(668-674height
mc); above
ERP
20
kw visual,
11.2 kwuhfaural;
average terrain 220 ft., above ground 250 ft. Estimated construction cost $88,736, first year operating cost $60,000, revenue $96,000. Post office
address Box 7547, Orlando. Studio and transmitter location 222 Hazard St., Near Orlando. Geocoordinates 28° Continental,
35' lb" N. Lat.,
81° 32'RCA.
53"
W. Long.graphic
Transmitter
antenna
Legal ton.
counsel
McKenna
&
Wilkinson,
WashingConsulting engineer W. J. Haley, Atlanta,
Ga. Principals include Pres. R. H. Gunkel Jr.
(40%), owner of WBOP Pensacola, Fla.; Vice
Pres. James H. Sawyer (20%), and Sec.-Treas.
Carmen MacriFla.(40%),
pres. -stockholder
WOBS
Jacksonville,
Construction
not to commence
until application to modify WABR antenna is
filed and granted. Action Sept. 21.
Hayes Center, Neb. — Bi-States Co., granted vhf
ch. 6 (82-88 mc); ERP 28.2 kw visual, 14.5 kw
aural; antenna height above average terrain 710
ft., above ground 583 ft. Estimated construction
cost $188,166, first year operating cost $24,000,
WCKY

THE
LARGEST*
NIGHTLY
AUDIENCE
OF

Tv Summary Through Sept. 14
Television Station Grants and Applications
Since April 14, 1952
Grants since July 7 7, 7952:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
291
312 6031
Noncom. Educational
17
18
353
Total Operating Stations in U. S.:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial on air
327
103 430
Noncom. Educ. on air
13
4
17
Applications filed since April 14, 7952:
New Amend. Vhf Uhf Total
Commercial
949
337
750 535 1,286s
Noncom. Educ.
60
32
28 SO4
Total
1,009
337
782 563 1,346s
1f- One
154 Cps
(30
vhf,
124
uhf)
have
been
educational uhf has been deleted.deleted.
84 Includes
One applicant
did notgranted.
specify channel.
35 already
6 Includes 645 already granted.
revenue $54,000. Post office address 414 East Ave.,
Holdrege, Neb. Studio and trans, location Hayes
Center.
coordinates
37' antenna
29" N.
Lat., Legal
101°Geographic
01'counsel
58" W.Fisher,
Long. Wayland,
Trans,40°and
GE.
Duvall
and
Southmayd, Washington. Consulting engineer
Edward F. Lorentz. Station will be satellite of
KHOL-TV Kearney, owned by Bi-States. Action
Sept. 21.
APPLICATIONS
Presque Isle, Me. — Aroostook Bcstg. Corp., vhf
ch. 8 (180-186 mc); ERP 11.8 kw visual, 7.6 kw
aural; antenna height above average terrain 354
ft., above ground 292 ft. Estimated construction
cost $178,256, first year operating cost $188,000,
first year revenue $210,000. Post office address
489
location
U. S. St.
No. Geographic
1 & MaysvilleMain
Rd. St.
Trans,Studio
location
489 Main
coordinates
44" N. Lat.,
00', counsel
07" W.
Long. Trans,46°,and43',antenna
RCA. 60°,
Legal
Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington. Consulting engineer Craven, Lohnes & Culver, Washington. Principals include sec.-treas. Harold D.
Glidden (49.4%), gen. mgr. WAGM Presque Isle
and WABM Houlton, Me.; pres. H. E. Humphrey
(23.7%),
potato potato
marketing,
and Francis
J. Reardon
(23.7%),
wholesaler,
plus 18
other
stockholders. Applicant owns WAGM and WABM.
Filed Sept. 19.
Boston, Mass. — Herbert Mayer d/b as Ajax EnCINCINNATI

ANY
INDEPENDENT
STATION
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NATION
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terprises, uhf ch. 38 (614-620 mc); ERP 263 kw
visual, 140 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 459 ft., above ground 319 ft. Estimated
construction cost $404,100, first year operating
cost $500,000, first year revenue $200,000. Post
office address Richard G. Freeman, P. O. Box
376, Greenwich, Conn. Studio location Boston
(site not determined). Trans, location Dexter
Rd., Melrose, Mass. Geographic coordinates 42°,
26',
38" N.RCA.
Lat., Legal
71°, 02',
30" W.Martin
Long. W.Trans,
and
antenna
counsel
Kramer,
N. Y. Consulting engineer Adler Communications
Labs, New Rochelle, N. Y. Mr. Mayer is former
owner of KPTV (TV) Portland. Ore.; WXEL (TV)
Cleveland, and KCTY (TV) Kansas City. Filed
Sept. 16.
Laurel, Miss. — Laurel Television Co., vhf ch. 7
(174-180 mc); ERP 100.4 kw visual, 50.2 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain 472 ft.,
above ground 473 ft. Estimated construction cost
$192,000, first year operating cost $90,000, first
year revenue $110,000. Post office address S. A.
Rosenbaum, Rosenbaum Bldg., Meridian. Studio
and trans, location 3.4 mi. SSE of Laurel off Highway 15. Geographic coordinates 31°, 37', 30" N.
Lat., 89°, tronics,
06', antenna
53" W.RCA.
Long.Legal
Trans.
Standard
Eleccounsel
McKenna
& Wilkinson, Washington. Consulting engineer
Gautney & Jones, Washington. Principals include
businessmen S. A. Rosenbaum (25%), William S.
Smylie (25%) (mayor of Meridian), Jack Rose
(16.67%), D. B. Marcus (16.67%) and T. M. Gibbons (16.67%), publisher of Laurel daily LeaderCall. Mr. Rosenbaum is 11.5% owner of WTOKTV Meridian; Messrs. Marcus and Gibbons each
own 11.8% of WAML Laurel. Application supersedes previous one filed by Messrs. Rosenbaum
and Smylie. Filed Sept. 16.
Billings, Mont. — Midland Empire Bcstpr. Co.. vhf
ch. 8 (180-186 mc); ERP 96.8 kw visual, 52.7 kw
aural; antenna height above average terrain 574
ft., above ground 330 ft. Estimated construction
cost $316,224, first year operating cost $320,860,
first year revenue $323,460. Post office address
5th Ave. & North Broadway, Billings. Studio location 5th Ave. & North Broadway. Trans, location 2.7 mi. from center of Billings. Geographic
coordinates
45°, and
45', antenna
40.5" N. RCA.
Lat., Legal
108°, counsel
27', 17"
W. Long. Trans,
Hogan & Hartson, Washington. Consulting engineer Jansky & Bailey. Washington. Applicant
owns KGHL Billings. Filed Sept. 8.
Juneau, Alaska — Alaska Bcstg. System, vhf ch.
8 (180-186 mc); ERP 261 w visual, 131 w aural;
antenna height above average terrain 960 ft.,
above ground 263.5 feet. Estimated construction
cost $50,750, first year operating cost $45,000, first
year revenue $50,000. Post office address P. O.
Box 1040, Anchorage. Studio and trans, location
A. J. Rock Dump, Juneau. Geographic coordi58°, 17',and21.8"
N. Lat..
23', 38.3" W.
Long. nates
Trans,
antenna
Adler134°,
Communications
Labs. Legal counsel Philip M. Baker, Washington.
Consulting engineer A. D. Ring & Assoc., Washington. Applicant is owned by William J. Wagner
who also owns KINY Juneau, KFQD Anchorage,
KFRB Fairbanks, KIBH Seward, KTKN Ketchikan and KIFW Sitka, all Alaska. He has interests
in KTVA (TV) Anchorage and KTVF (TV) Fairbanks. Filed Sept. 9.
Existing Tv Stations
ACTIONS

. . .

Granted58.9mod.
of cp
to WAKR-TV
change ERPAkron,
to 110Ohio—
kw visual,
kw aural.
Ant. height above average terrain 370 ft. Action
Sept. 14.
WGY-WGFM (FM) Schenectady, N. Y.— Granted mod. of license to change studio location from
1 River Rd„ Schenectady, to 1400 Balltown Rd.,
Nishkayuna, N. Y. Action Sept. 14.
Two

Southern

Independents
8.JO. OOO. OOS9J5, OOO. OO
Single station markets in highly industrialized section middle
south. High earnings. Good
fixed assets. Will sell singly or
as package. Owner retiring.
$50,000.00 down will handle
both with attractive terms.

WMFD-TV Wilmington, N. C— Granted mod. of
cp to change ERP to 27.2 kw visual, 16.3 kw
aural and change type of antenna; antenna 343
ft. Action Sept. 15.
KEPR-TV Pasco, Wash. — Ch. 19 station granted
waiver of Sec. 3.613 (b) of Rules and mod. of
cp to establish a main studio in Kennewick,
about 10 mi. SW of Pasco. Action Sept. 21.
CALL LETTERS CHANGED
Marquette,
WDMJ-TV (ch.Mich.
6). — WAGE-TV changed to
Portland,
Ore— KTLV
(TV)8). assigned to North
Pacific
Television
Inc. (ch.
New

Am

Stations
APPLICATIONS

Areata, Calif. — Vernon Wallace Emerson, 1340
kc, 250 w unlimited. Post office address 225
Shirley Blvd., Areata. Estimated construction
cost $35,446.40, first year operating cost $51,600,
first year nessman
revenue
$54,000.
busiand formerly
was Mr.
withEmerson
KHUM isEureka,
Calif., and KTJJ Walla Walla, Wash. Filed Sept.
19.
Fresno, Calif. — B. L. Golden, 980 kc, 500 w day.
Post office address 1838 Tyler Ave. Estimated
construction cost $12,930, first year operating cost
$25,000, first year revenue $36,000. Mr. Golden is
disc jockey of KGST Fresno. Filed Sept. 12.
Fort Walton Beach, Fla. — Edward C. Allmon
d/b as Fort Walton Bcstg. Co., 1340 kc, 250 w unlimited. Post office address General Delivery,
Eglin AFB, Fla. Estimated construction cost
$8,900, first year operating cost $16,000, first year
revenue $24,000. Mr. Allmon owns WBGC Chipley, Fla., and is physicist and electronic engineer
at Eglin AFB. Filed Sept. 16.
Pocatello, Idaho — J. Donald Bayton, 1050 kc,
1 kw day. Post office address P.O. Box 356,
Pullman, Wash. Estimated construction cost
$16,073.80, first year operating cost $32,380, first
year revenue $36,000. Mr. Bayton is 50% owner
and manager of KOFE Pullman. Filed Sept. 10.
Aberdeen, Md. — John L. Allen d/b as Hartford
County Bcstg. Co., 1600 kc, 500 w day. Post office
address Box 485, Aberdeen. Estimated construction cost $29,301.16, first year operating cost $43,800, first year revenue $58,000. Mr. Allen is in
automobile sales and service. Filed Sept. 13.
Inkster, Mich.— Bell Bcstg. Co., 1440 kc, 500 w
day. Post office address 9521 Joseph Campeau
Ave., Detroit. Estimated construction cost $18,150, first year operating cost $72,000, first year
revenue
$96,000.
owner. Filed
Sept.Dr.9. Haley Bell (dentist) is sole
Falls City, Neb. — Maryville Radio & Television
Corp., 1580 kc, 250 w day. Post office address 119
Northtion Main,
Maryville,
Mo.operating
Estimatedcostconstruccost $14,275,
first year
$24,800,
revenue $36,000.
Principals
professional
businessmen and include
pres.areRobert
W. Wilson
(16%), vice pres. Garvin R. Williams (17%),
Keith Ackley (14%), Henry C. Bauman (13%),
Dale J. Blackwell (9%), C. T. Baldwin (9%),
Harry Price (6%) and J. David White (4%). Applicant owns KNIM Maryville, Mo. Filed Sept. 12.
Buffalo, Wyo. — Northern Wyoming Bcstg. Corp.,
1450 kc,
w unlimited.
P.O.
Box
622,250First
National Post
Bank office
Bldg.,a'ddress
Sheridan,
Wyo. Estimated construction cost $12,554.66, first
year operating cost $24,981, first year revenue
$35,000. Principals include pres. Donald J. Grimes
(15%),
railroad
chief; sec.-treas.
M.
Grimes
(15%),wirehousewife;
vice pres.Catherine
Lee R.
Johnson (15%) and Mary Louise Johnson (15%),
partners in Johnson Novelty Co., and Vernon S.
Maxwell (40%), cafe & bar owner. Filed Sept. 13.
Inter-Mountain
Area Station
82 J. OOO. OO
This single station market
presents an ideal opportunity for
todays manager to become an
owner of a profitable station,
with a minimum of cash. A down
payment of $10,000.00 would
handle this property to a qualified manager.

Appraisals
• Negotiations
• Financing
BLACKBURN - HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON. D. C.
CHICAGO
James W. Blackburn
William T. Stubblefleld
Ray
V.
Hamilton
Clifford Marshall
Washington Bldg.
Tribune Tower
111 Sutter St.
Sterling 3-4341-2
Delaware 7-2755-6
Exbrook 2-5671-2
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Existing Am Stations . . .
APPLICATIONS
KUBC Montrose, Colo. — Seeks cp to increase
power from 500 w night and 1 kw day to 1 kw
night
and 5antenna
kw day;system.
make change
in nighttime
directional
Filed Sept.
9.
WLPO LaSalle, 111. — Seeks cp to increase power
from 250tenna.wFiledtoSept.
1 kw14. and install directional anKNIM Maryville, Mo.— Seeks cp to change frequency from 1580 kc to 1230 kc and change from
250 w day to 100 w unlimited. Filed Sept. 12.
KOOS Coos Bay, Ore. — Seeks cp to change frequency from 1230 kc to 1260 kc; increase power
from 250 w to 1 kw; install directional antenna,
and change trans, location to C St., Eastside,
Ore. Filed Sept. 14.
KTBB Tyler, Tex.— Seeks cp to increase daytime power
w to only.
1 kw Filed
employing
rectionalfrom
antenna at500 night
Sept. 12.diCALL LETTERS CHANGED
Sonora, Calif.— KROG changed to KDAY effec1, 1956,
date tive
of June
Sept.
1, 1955.in lieu of previous effective
Atlanta,
Ga.-WBGE
changed to WAKE effective Dec. 1, 1955.
Kalispell,
Mont.—
KYNG
Williams & Delbert Bertholf.assigned to D. Gene
Wilmington,
N. C.-WLTN assigned to Port
Bcstg.
Co.
Memphis, Tenn.— WSLC changed to WHER.
Rusk, Tex. — KTLU assigned to E. H. Whitehead.
Lynchburg, Va.-WAMH assigned to Harry A.
Epperson
Sr. WDJC changed to WBLU.
Salem, Va.—
Welch,Corp.
W. Va.— WMCD assigned to Williamson
Bcstg.
New

Fm

Stations
APPLICATION
Mammoth Spring, Ark. — Robert F. Neathery &
Robert F. Neathery Jr. d/b as Radio Station
KALM (Thayer, Mo.), 103.9 mc, 348 w unlimited.
Post office address Robert F. Neathery, KWPM
West Plains, Mo. Estimated construction cost
none (all equipment on hand), first year operating cost $10,800, first year revenue $12,000. Mr.
Neathery owns KALM and KWPM. Filed Sept. 13.
CALL LETTERS CHANGED
Atlanta,
Ga. — 1,WBGE-FM
changed to WAKE-FM
effective Dec.
1955.
Portageville,
Mo.
—
KRIM
American Christian Bcstg. Co. (FM) assigned to
Syracuse,
tional Bcstg.N.Inc.Y. — WDDS-FM assigned to FuncOwnership

Changes
ACTIONS

. . .

KONG to Visalia,
license
Amelia Calif.—
Schuler,Granted
Lester assignment
E. Chennaultof
and Bert Williams d/b as The Voice of Fresno.
Agreement is for five years at rental of $5,000
per year with option at end of that time to buy
physical assets of station for $10,000. Applicant
owns KYNO Fresno, Calif. Action Sept. 21.
KHUB Watsonville, Calif. — Granted assignment
of license to William W. Morgan and Dorothy C.
Morgan for $55,000. Mr. and Mrs. Morgan hold
no broadcast interests. Action Sept. 21.
WTTG (TV) Washington, D. C— Granted assignment of license from Allen B. DuMont Labs
to wholly owned subsidiary DuMont Bcstg. Corp.
No change in control. Action Sept. 14.
WWPG-AM-FM Palm Beach, Fla.— Palm Beach
Bcstg. censeCorp.
voluntary
of lito Palm granted
Beach Radio
Inc. assignment
No consideration
involved. Palm Beach Radio is sole owner of
stations. Action Sept. 16.
WRCD Dalton, Ga. — Edwin B. Jordan granted
acquisition of 50% ownership of station through
purchase
for $8,500
of 25% presently
interest heldowns
by Kenneth Flynt.
Mr. Jordan
25%.
Action Sept. 21.
WLFA LaFayette, Ga. — Granted assignment of
license to Radio Dixie Inc., a corporation whose
principals are same as those of licensee except
for addition of Charles W. Gwyn. Mr. Gwyn is
to
pay manager.
$10,800 forAction
40% interest.
station
Sept. 21. He is WLFA
KFAD Fairfield, Iowa — Granted reinstatement
of Jan. 5 grant of assignment of license to KCOG
Centerville, Iowa; consideration $21,500. Action
Sept. 21.
WDMJ Marquette, Mich. — Mining Journal Co.
(Marquette (Mich.) Mining Journal), parent company of WDMJ's
Lakeof Superior
Bcstg.
Co., granted
transferlicensee,
of control
Mining Journal
Co. to Frank Russell Jr., who presently owns
220 of 750 outstanding shares in firm. Mr. Russell
is buying 220 shares from Walter Hornstein for
$200,000. Corporation is buying 98 outstanding
shares from
Leo G.heldBrott
for $55,000
and $94,500.
is acquiring 210 shares
by three
trusts for
When transaction is completed Mr. Russell will
own 440 shares of 442 outstanding. Action Sept. 21.
WOND Pleasantville, N. J. — Granted assignment
of license to South Jersey Radio Inc. Principals
remain same with same percentage of owner(Continued on page 122)
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Soles St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE •

Member AFCCE *

Frank H. Mcintosh & Assocs.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE *

WELDON & CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Dallas, Texas
1001 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Member AFCCE"

PAGE, CREUTZ,
GARRISON & WALDSCHMITT
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
710 14th St., N. W. Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE *

GUY

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE *

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Adams 4-6393

IF YOU
DESIRE TO JOIN
THESE ENGINEERS
in Professional Directory
advertising contact
Broadcasting • Telecasting
1735 DeSales St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-6113
Denver 22, Colorado

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
MOBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
SERVICE FOR FM & TV
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Broadcasting

& KENNEDY

Member AFCCE •

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 3-8073
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE*

* Member AFCCE

DIRECTORY

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV, Electronics engineering home study and residence
courses. Write For Free Catalog, specify
course.

• Telecasting

KEAR

Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20<£ per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25^ per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30$ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
risk. Broadcastat owner's
to box numbers
etc., sent
All transcriptions,
please).expressly
separately,
ing • Telecasting
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
for are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO

RADIO
Help Wanted

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Managerial
Salesman— assistant manager for kilowatt daytime independent in southern city of 8,000, single
station market. Must have thorough background
in programming
mission. Box 862C,andB-T.sales. Good salary-comSalesmen
Medium market, western Pa., experienced salesman to replace man leaving for health reasons.
$100 weekly draw, literal commission. Resume,
photo to Box 796C B-T.
Prominent 1 kw station in Pacific Northwest
needs strong salesman who can sell in competitive market. Treading station with network
affilation. The more rounded radio experienced
the better. Immediate need is aggressive salesmanship but future holds prospects for advance.
Reply fully with photo in care of Box 803C, B-T.
Leading, rated resultful independent station large
midwestern market will hire two salesmen with
proven potential to make $10,000 per year. Write
Box 817C, B-T. Enclose snapshot, education and
sales record. Fringe benefits, but no fringe operators wanted. Box 817C, B-T.
Salesman-assistant manager for kilowatt daytime
independent
southern
city of 8,000,
single sta-in
tion market. inMust
have thorough
background
programming and sales. Good salary-commission.
Box 862C, B-T.
Need experienced, steady radio salesman. Permanent job,petitivesoutheastern
network opportunity
station in comtv market. Excellent
for
right man.
"No
floaters.
Give
full
details,
minimum salary, and snapshot. Box 908C, B-T.
Wanted: Experienced radio salesman in southwestern community. Progressive operation.
Above average pay. Permanent connection with
good future for right man. Contact Dave Button,
KSVP, Box 38, Artesia, N. M.
Capable radio time salesman — to replace man
stepping into managerial capacity. Established
list of quality accounts, 1955 automobile furnished.
Station is key for regional network, with new
stations coming up. WTVB, Coldwater, Michigan.
Announcers
Wanted: Good announcer, strong on commercials
and news by good lkw South Carolina station.
Permanent job. Salary $75 weekly to start for
45 hours. Send photo, references, resume and
tape which will be returned. Box 644C, B-T.
Wanted: Announcer for small market network
station. Pay above average for above average
announcer. Want man who can do morning show
with cheerful, breezy style. No hillbilly. Send
tape and letter telling entire background. References will be checked. Box 748C, B-T.

Good announcer-salesman. Permanent position
southwest, good wages. Airmail full details, tape.
Box 787C, B-T.
Minnesota regional needs announcer with first
class license. Good salary. Box 788C, B-T.
Needed: 1 am and 1 tv announcer for expanding
combined ground,
operation,
references, vhf
photoin southeast.
and tape. Send
All backtapes
returned. Box 863C, B-T.
Southeastern
desirespersonality
strong afternoon DJ with independent
mature approach,
and
ability to sell on air. Fine opportunity for right
man. Send full resume to Box 873C, B-T.
Opening CBS
October
for good
announcer-jockey
Indiana
250 1st
watts.
Experienced.
Give us
full details as to past-present employment, salary
expected. Tape later. Box 876C, B-T.
One announcer, a number one morning man,
money object; send tape to back up your salary.
Also a salesman with plenty of experience. Draw
and commission, guaranteed accounts to make up
draw; potential of $750.00 to $1000.00 per month
for right man. Box 885C, B-T.
Two announcers: Sports, staff. Staff $65 to $85.
Send audition breakfast-time show with humorous patter, commercials, news, photo, resume,
references. Sports announcer $90 to $100 weekly.
Send items listed above plus play-by-play audition. North Carolina. 5000 watts. Box 893C, B-T.
Announcer
with Some
1st phone
for southwestern
work station.
copywriting
required.net-44
hours, $76.00. Send resume, tape. Box 902C, B-T.
Immediate
opening
announcer-engi
neer. Contact
KAGH,combination
Crossett, Arkansas.
Topeka's
music,
top announcer-DJvoice
withof 1st
classKJAY
ticket want
immediately.
Must be good on news and commercials. Rush
letter, photo and tape to Bob Rohrs, KJAY, Topeka, Kansas.
Announcer with first class license, experienced.
Send history, tape and references by air to KMVI,
Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii.
Announcer-salesman, three hundred dollars base,
plus ten percent sales commission. Keep all
talent, bonus and benefits. Phone or air mail
photo and disc. KPRK, Livingston, Montana.
Experienced combination staff and newsman
wanted,ing. Send
leading
editor.
Immediate
opentape toandnews
details
to John
W. Powell,
KWBW, Hutchinson, Kansas.
Wanted: Experienced announcer for 5000 watter.
Must be good DJ and strong on commercials. 40
hours week. Good pay and working conditions.
No floaters. WBUY, Lexington, N. C.

TOP FLIGHT EXPERIENCED
TV FILM SALESMEN WANTED
Leading established distributor now expanding sales operation has 3 excellent
opportunities for outstanding top sales representatives. Only experienced men
with fine records will be considered. This is real opportunity. Good salary,
expenses & bonus arrangement. State full details in reply, which will be treated
in strict confidence. Our staff knows of this ad.
Box 861C, B«T.
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RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Immediate opening: announcer-lst class engineer.
Capable
of chiefnewengineer
for remote control station
studio duties
and transmitter
tions. Sendin all
information
first mailingloca-to
Charles C. Smith, WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
WFBF in Fernandina Beach, Florida on the air
about September
25, class
will pay
good foremphasis
permanenton
announcer
and 1st
engineer,
announcing.
Contact
Marshall
Rowland,
Phone
4103, or Box 502.
Immediate dependent
opening
inoperation,experienced
mostly pop. announcer,
Send tape and
references, WIFM, Elkin, North Carolina.
Sportscaster, staff announcer, football, basketball.
Mature voice . . . $80.00 to start $95.00 . . . after
one year . . . Send photo, details and audition
tape. WMFG, Hibbing, Minnesota.
Experienced announcer, capable of doing staff —
news
DJ on WNXT,
"Go photo
and Getand 'em"
5 kw and
in
Portsmouth,
Ohio.theTape,
resume rush.
To $104 per week to air salesman at independent.
Popular music field. Over 25 years old. Two
years college. Durham, N. C, WSSB, Box 1168.
New station: Applications being accepted for announcing positions in small station in Montana.
Announcing, copywriting experience preferred.
Write Box 31, Sidney, Montana.
Technical
Need
goodfirstcombination
engineer-announcer.
Must have
class ticket and
do ar fairly good
job of announcing. Maintenance required. Send
tape, photo and resume which will be returned.
S. C. daytimer. Box 645C, B-T.
Engineer-announcer. 1st phone ■— good voice.
Kilowatt daytimer — mid-south. All new equipment— excellent working conditions. Immediate. Write-wire. Box 733C, B-T.
Combination man immediately. First phone.
Maryland station. $75 per week. Box 867C, B-T.
Chief engineer for Pennsylvania station. Must
have full knowledge of all equipment. Be an
excellent maintenance man and good general
worker. Good starting pay with regular increases.
Write Box 910C, B-T.
Need competent engineer with good air voice for
combo. 28 hours air, balance maintenance. $80
week in Parsons worth $100 in larger markets.
Send tape, resume to KLKC, Parson, Kansas.
Experienced first phone man who can announce
needed by west Texas kilowatt daytimer for
chief engineer.
abilityBarrett,
primaryKTFY,
requisite. SendTexas.
full Engineering
details to Mike
Brownfield,
Three station group wants first class engineerannouncer-salesman.
Good Missouri.
deal for right man.
Contact KWRT, Boonville,
Chief .engineer - announcer — new .beautifully
equipped 1000 watt daytimer — top position, pay
vacation, working conditions — progressive, sound
and
we'll wait
for Beach,
good man.
Send solvent
resume, station
tape, —WBOF,
Virginia
Virginia.
Wanted: Combo-chief engineer for one kw am
station. Very little announcing. Some evening
work, good pay, wonderful working conditions.
No floaters. Contact WCEN, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan.
Engineer-announcer.
watt daytimer. All
working conditions.
WKDL, Main 4-4908.

1st phone — good voice. Kilonew equipment. Excellent
Immediate. Call Bill Duke,
Clarksdale, Miss.

WOHO, Toledo, Ohio, needs 1st class engineer immediately.NewStraight
40 hours engineering.
No $104
announcing.
equipment.
Salary $80 to
per 40 hours. Car needed. No drifters. Send
complete resume and photo. Vacancy now open.
Programm ing-Production , Others
Minnesota regional station needs new director.
Good salary. Must be good announcer and able
to type, Box 789C, B-T.
Promotion - publicity - merchandising man or
woman,
experienced.
Outstanding independent
station. Box
816C, B-T.
Experienced copywriter who can completely
handleket.the
department experienced
in best midwestern
marOnly thoroughly
need apply.
Salary according to ability. Box 856C, B-T.
Girl
FridayB-T.
. . . copy and air work . . . Must be
Box
866C,
versatile
. . . 5000 watt southern independent.
Ideal opportunity for girl as continuity writer
with progressive radio and tv organization.
Above average pay. Good working and living
conditions. Box 921C, B-T.
Wanted: Production or program man from the
west. Write KIFI, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

RADIO

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Managerial
Well known broadcaster, wishes to relocate with
progressive operation. Top sales, low operating
costs, thorough knowledge of industry— agency
— buying — construction (radio - television ) , etc.
Record speaks for itself. Confidential. Box
777C, B-T.
General manager with exceptionally strong sales
and programming record available. Thorough
knowledge all phases radio - television. Box
778C, B'T.
Experienced radio manager and sales manager
wishes to relocate in west, southwest or southeast
due to children's health. Background includes all
phasesketofregional
management
in a major
marstation and
withsales
billings
exceeding
$500,000. Work resume available showing sales
increases
and growth
enjoyed by Well
operation
ing my present
employment.
verseddur-in
presentation preparation, sales organization and
use of RAB materials. Both large supermarket
chain and department store successes. As director
and rial
treasurer,
acquainted
all manageproblems. well
Willing
to investwith
money
or work
on an incentive basis. Best of references. Age
39, three children. College graduate. Box 916C,
B-T.
To
put your
station 61on Church
a money-making
contact
Edd Harris,
St., Ware, basis,
Mass.
Phone Ware 431-M.
Salesmen
Announcer - salesman - sports. Wants south or
southeast. Experienced. $85. Box 917C, B«T.
Announcers
Country DJ-musician. Well experienced. Employed staff. Third. Tv. Want change. Box
752C, B-T.
Tyro wants job in north. Box 766C, B-T.
Versatile disc; news; commercial. College graduate; single, vet, experienced, ideas; references,
tape on request. Box 771C, B-T.
Announcer — 8 years experience, 4 at leading CBS
station in area. New management necessitates
change. Married, 29, sober, mature. Top references. Tape on request. Box 858C, B»T.
Versatile announcer. Mature, dependable. Good
on news, all type of music. Ready for competiB«T. tion. 2V2 years experience. Employed. Box 859C,

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Attention
northeast
— employed
personality-DJ
staff 3 years
experience.
Mature
voice. Tape,—
resume. Box 899C, B«T.
Experienced negro DJ announcer, young, seeking
opportunity at station with substantial negro
appeal. Third phone, references, tape on request.
Free to travel. Box 900C, B-T.
Presently network 50,000 watts, but at income
ceiling, and wife expecting. Professional, 31,
college graduate. Six years am, including network shots, two years on-camera tv. Staff,
personality, commercial. Will negotiate pleasantly withment all
northeastern
tv. Your
will be
respected am
and orresults
will investplease
you. Box 901C, B«T.
Young radio announcer (18), 3 months DJ, control board experience, want to learn news. Midwestern graduate. Good worker. Desire midwestGreat Lakes area. Box 909C, B-T.
Announcer, DJ, strong news background. Go
anywhere. Tape, resume. Available immediately,
opportunity above salary. Box 912C, B-T.
Announced, staff man, good on commercials,
country and western DJ show, vet, 24, travel,
B«T.
reliable, wishes job with small station. Box 913C,

Staffcalannouncer.
Top Pathfinder
graduate.
Classimusic my specialty
. . . popular.
Experienced
all type programs. One year experience. College.
3rd phone.
Tape position.
upon request.
Employed. 33Desiresingle.
permanent
Box 860C,
B-T.
Married — veteran. Staff reduction makes me victim of circumstances. Presently employer announcer. Seeking kw or larger market. Perferably eastmercial
butexperience,
not essential.
months news.
comstrong on Thirty
commercials,
Deejay — pop, western classics. Ability to sell,
ambition to learn. Try me! Available after October 1. Box 868C, B-T.
Money isn't everything! Have degree, experience
and comfortable
salarythirties,
but now
nency. Married, early
eightwant
yearspermaradio
including network shows, news, sports, program
director and some sales. 3V2 years tv. Desire
announcer's
job or references.
executive position
station. Top character
You looksmall
me over
and I'll do same. Box 870C, B-T.
Experienced announcer, early morning, qualified
program director. 30, family, nine years radio.
Seeking permanent position larger eastern market. Box 871C, B-T.
Announcer with four years radio experience presently employed desires better opportunity with
west coast radio or tv station. Newscasting and
programming, first class ticket. Vet, single, 32.
Box 878C, B»T.
Announcer — 5 years radio and tv — best references
father of 3. Caught in staff reduction in Nebraska. Available right now. Box 882C, B«T.
Talented — top pop, country DJ, strong news, staff
announcer, 3rd ticket, Capital Record artist, 10
years announcing, tv artist (strong kid shows),
best references, photo, resume. Box 889C, B'T.
Strong news — excellent commercial — will sell —
sports interest — will travel anywhere — even outcountryB-T.
— small station preferred — deep voice.
Box side
895C,
Attention: 250-500 watters. Not much experience
but
looking23,for.
news,Boxsmooth
DJ, man
much you're
potential.
vet, Good
travel.
896C,
B»T.
Forget about money, hours not important, I want
a job. Know all phases of broadcasting. Commercials, news, DJ and sports. Do you have room
for a man who wants to work? Box 898C, B-T.
Broadcasting
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Announcer, strong news, commercials. Good DJ,
25, vet, will travel. Box 914C, B-T.
Wanted! Local or regional station in any location
that needs staff man — DJ. Reward! Qualified announcer-DJ; knowledge hillbilly, pop music.
Strong news; friendly commercials that sell!
Light experience. Pleasant tenor voice. Mature,
single, willing
worker.
$55-60.
Get tape,Avenue,
photo,
resume
now. Jack
Collins,
16 Madison
Yonkers, New York. YO 3-1021.
Announcer:
year'son experience,
will travel.
Picture and One
audition
request. Available
imMinnesota. mediately. Lee Krueger, 126 Hassan, Hutchinson,
Staff announcer, small stations only. Heavy
commercials, news. James L. Moran, 1061 Mayfair Road, Union, New Jersey.
Staff — sports play-by-play. Five years experience
— tape or personal interview on request. Contact
Mike Wynn, 201 West 77th Street, New York City.
No experience but a lot of guts. Radio school
graduate, 26, male, vet, married, conscientious.
Desires announcing and DJ work. Relocate anyTape, resume,
photoChicago,
on request.
pant P. where.
O. Box
104, North
Illinois.OccuTechnical
Radio-television, ten years. Staff-chief. Northeast-midwest. $75. Box 877C, B«T.
Engineer, first class license. Technical school
graduate. Am experience. Would like work in
New England or New York area. Box 883C, B»T.
First phone combo. Six months experience 1 kw
net. Family man. Desires return to native southern California. Presently employed. Tape and
photo. Box 887C, B-T.
Young man with 1st class ticket. Can also handle
traffic and limited announcing. Presently employed 5kw in midwest. Best reference. Will
consider anywhere but eastern sectors. Minimum
salary $65.00. Write Box 892C, B-T.
First-class
ticket,
transmitter
rience, write
P. O.controlroom,
Box 166, LaPorte,
Texas.expeEngineer
experienced,
first phone,
ing. Available
now. Richard
Roeder,no504announcBenner
Street, Highland Park, New Jersey.
First phone engineer, 1 year am experience. Age
29, married. Midwest or northwest preferred.
Little or no announcing. F. Jones, 255 Toneff
Drive, Waterloo, Iowa.
Programming-Production, Others
Program director. Excellent background in all
phases of radio. Top news and sports delivery.
Good references. Six years experience. Box
872C, B'T.
Six years experience: Married, 25, draft-exempt.
Top newsman, program director, announcer.
References, tape. Permanent. Box 886C, B-T.
Continuity writer, experienced, happily married,
sober. Trained in programming, production,
directing. AB degree. Box 911C, B-T.
Newsman-announcer wanting home, family, solid
future erage
offers
northeasternrecord
stationprogram
local newsfor covand personality
$80
weekly.
Six
years
radio-tv.
Married,
veteran,N. 25.J.
Bill Henry, 38 Franklin Street, Cedar Grove,
VErona 8-3707.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Salesman
Want permanent television salesman experienced
in radio or television. Prefer steady family man
capable of advancing to Assistant Sales Manager,
and who wo.uld appreciate good working and
livingernconditions
market. Sendin rapidly
details, growing
includingsouthwestsnapshot
and minimum salary. Box 907C, B»T.
Salesmen or announcer who would like to enter
sales. If you have year or two experience in
radio or television and would like a larger station you may be interested in joining our staff.
Expanding uhf station in solid market plus 5000
watt CBS radio affiliate. Permanent position for
y#ung man pitalization,
wanting
to advance.
free life chance
insurance,
company Hospaid
pension
plan.26,Write
Personnel Dept., WSBT-TV,
South Bend
Indiana.
Announcers
Account expanding operations in southwestern
station needs good staff announcer. Prefer steady
married man. Submit full details, snapshot and
tape. Box 905C, B»T.
Broadcast announcer, young, personable for
established
NBC-TV must
station.
experience not necessary,
have Television
radio background.
Address reply direct to J. W. Kelin, Jr., WTVO,
Post Office Box 470, Rockford, Illinois.
Technical
Television maintenance and operating engineer
for southeastern station. Want steady permanent
man, preferably married. Reply including minimum salary desired. Box 903C, B«T.
Southwestern station needs television engineer
with good educational background and capable of
advancing to supervisory responsibility. Excellent living conditions for permanent married
man. Box 904C, B»T.
Programming-Production, Others
Program director — midwest network vhf wants
creative PD qualified to supervise and produce
first-class local live programming — ability to work
with people and handle administrative work of
program department. Send resume, education
and
Box experience,
797C, B»T. references, photo, salary desired.

IDEAL OPENINGS
for

EXPERIENCED

TV

CAMERMAN
ENGINEER
PRODUCER
These positions are open at
WXEX, which serves the Richmond-Petersburg area. WXEX
is a basic NBC affiliate and operates on 316,000 watts from a
1049 foot tower. Qualified applicants only. Pay commensurate
with ability.
Write or Call
TELEVISION STATION WXEX
PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA
REgent 3-7876
September 26, 1955
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Tv engineer desires supervisory position. Five
years experience:
Studio,References.
transmitter,BoxmainteB-T.
nance and construction.
864C,

Programming-Production, Others
Photographer — dark room position available with
VHF television station in Virginia. Send complete resume, including photo and salary expected. Box 805C, B-T.
Experienced tv continuity writer, male or female
for VHF station in southwestern market. Box
828C, B-T.
Copywriter,
or girl many
with radio
ence. Iowa man
vhf offers
extras.or tv
Boxexperi888C,
B-T.
Production director wanted. Prefer someone experienced in small or medium market in midwest
or southwest. Good living conditions. Send full
details,
including salary, snapshot. Box 906C,
B-T.
Television director for medium market NBC-TV
affiliate. Must be trained in all phases of teleproduction.
J. W. Illinois.
Kelin, Jr., WTVOTV, P. vision,
O. Box
470, Write
Rockford,
Continuity writer for television. Tv experience
not necessary, must have radio background.
Position available immediately. Write J. W.
Kelin,
Illinois. Jr., WTVO-TV, P. O. Box 470, Rockford,
Situations Wanted
Managerial
General manager with exceptionally strong
sales and programming record available. Thorough knowledge all phases radio-television. Box
778C, B-T.
Sales manager — experienced in major market tv
operation and
national and
"rep."
Thorough
knowledge
stationaspromotion
merchandising,
as well as commercial programming. College
graduate with degree in law. Would welcome the
challenge of setting up complete sales operation
new vhf station. Box 809C, B-T.

JOHN LLOYD

Studio technician, top-notch cameraman. Can
offer tv training, versatility, first class license,
plus two years experience including production
and control work. Box 869C, B-T.
TV Workshop graduate, completed NYU TV
courses, summer experience, desires responsible
studio technical position. Single, 24, willing to
relocate. Resume on request. Box 879C, B-T.
Tv engineer. New York City experience, studio
and remote operations and maintenance, 1st
phone, RCA graduate, single, desire south or west,
available October First. Box 880C, B-T.
Seeking career technical side of television, need
start. First phone, other FCC licenses. Experiencednance,
radio communications
operation,electronic,
mainteinstallation. Photographic,
mechanicalduction,know-how.
Nineteen
months
tv protechnical schools. 27, single. Have
you
an opening? Box 884C, B-T.
Programming-Production, Others
Producer-director.
Experienced
all educational
phases of
television studio work.
Music and
show speciality. Prefer east or east central states.
B-T.
Excellent
references. Family man. Box 857C,
Programming — announcer - director, broadcast
operations — 27, M.S. in television, 3 years experience radio-tv (knowledge camera, switching).
Box 894C, B-T.
Cameraman, married, 2 years experience. All
studio operations. Seeking production opportunity. References. Box 897C, B-T.
Copy-tv
producer-director,
experience,
N. Y. Radio
and ad agencynetwork
background.
Box
915C, B-T.

EDNA MITCHELL

STUDIO-TRAINED

WILLIAM DOBBINS
GRADS

NOW

FOR SALE
Stations
For sale: TJhf station with network affiliation in
wealthy
market.
Fast approaching
black. can
Ninetyfive percent
saturation.
Right parties
buy
with small down payment. Capable manager is
available. Box 875C, B-T.
Carolinas local. Single station market. Rounded
ou economy. New equipment. Profitable. $47,500.
Down $15,000. Box 891C, B-T.
Florida small market unit operation $65,000; Alabama daytimer $36,750; Southwest metropolitan
market
Atlanta. $100,000; Paul H. Chapman, 84 Peachtree,
Market over 100\000 per owner. One kilowatt.
City
of mountains
and Box
lakes.811,Year-round
mild
climate.
Ralph Erwin.
Tulsa.
Free list of good radio and tv station buys now
ready. Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose,
Los Angeles 29, California.
Have many profitable southeast radio and tv stations for qualifying buyers. J. T. Snowden, Box
129, Augusta, Georgia;.
Equipment TK-20 iconoscope
1 RCA camera,
T6 C consolette.
film
less power1 RCA
supplies and master
monitor. WHIO-TV, Dayton, Ohio. Attn: E. L.
Adams.
Western Electric RD100 10x6 switching console.
Dual pre-set. Original price $23,000. Last one
sold for $4500. Make offer. Must be sold immediately Hollywood,
even at loss. O'Brien
Santa Monica,
California.Electric, 6514
688' guyed 40 lb. windload tv tower complete
with
lighting,
and 1612,
guys.Muskogee,
National
Steel "A5"
Erectors
Corp., ladder
P.O. Box
Oklahoma.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Top industry
to lease
radio
station
in small executive
or mediumwants
market.
Can insure
income for owner. Fine record with large
national organization. Best industry and personal references. All replies confidential. Box
779C, B-T. .

GLADYS FREET

EUGENE FARSON

AVAILABLE

IN ADDITION TO BEING TRAINED FOR ALL PHASES OF TV PRODUCTION, THEY ARE INDIVIDUALLY QUALIFIED FOR CAMERAMAN, FILM
ROOM, FLOOR WORK, TECH DIRECTOR, SALES, RECEPTIONIST, TRAFFIC, CONTINUITY, PROGRAM PERSONALITY, AND STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER. FOR COMPLETE RESUME OR INFORMATION . . .

WRITE,
CALL
JOHN
CA

BEVERLY RAWSON

HARLEY BROWN

WIRE,

COLLECT
BIRREL
3-7246

FERENC KUBANYI

RUTH MITCHELL

NORTHWEST
RADIO
& TELEVISION
SCHOOL
1221
N. W. 21st AVE.
• PORTLAND
9, OREGON
WITH SCHOOLS IN
HOLLYWOOD
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WANTED

TO

TELEVISION

BUY

FOR

SALE

Stations

Help Wanted

Equipment

Majority or all of reasonably priced station either
metropolitan or regional coverage. Principals
only. Condential. Box 865, B»T.
Radio station by radio executive. Prefer New
York or middle west. Market up to 100,000 population. Box 890C, B»T.

NEWS PHOTOGRAPHER
(To TAKE SOUND on FILM and BE ABLE to
WRITE and ASSEMBLE NEWS PROGRAM)

TOWERS
RADIO— TELEVISION
Antennas — Coaxial Cable
Tower Sales & Erecting Co.
6 1 06 N. E. Columbia Blvd.,
Portland 11, Oregon

DARKROOM

Equipment
Urgently need one complete 900 mc studio transmitter link complete with antennas. Prefer good
used equipment. Box 321C, B«T.
Wanted: Two Ike camera edge lights, periscope
type, tv Denver.
speciality type T.S.C. KFEL-TV, 550
Lincoln,

MAN

FILM EDITOR and
ASSISTANT FILM EDITOR
Four openings are available at a
top network affiliated VHF station with maximum power for
qualified applicants. Top pay for

WE 23A studio console. 150-foot guyed tower.
Want tape recorder. KLGN, Logan, Utah.
Wanted: Used video grating generator, write
Evans, KLIX-TV, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Transmission line 51.5 ohm, 100-120 feet plus
two 90 degree elbows. Advise details, price, fittings available, etc. KRSN, Los Alamos, N. M.

top people.

Write

Wanted: Used cabinet for Presto 10-A turntable.
Contact WBBQ, 515 15th Street, Augusta, Georgia.

Box 918C, B»T

INSTRUCTION

Production-Programming, Others

FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television School, Dept. B, 1221 N.W. 21st Street, Portland 9, Oregon.

il

RADIO
Help Wanted
Managerial

<}>
ft
J|

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Versatile man capable of supervising
Program
Department forplusSouthwestern
some onto camera announcing
Maximum Power VHP in small market.
Must have had previous supervisory experience. This is an operation where
everybody doubles in brass and there
are no big shots. Send photo, references
and full particulars to Box 874C, B»T I
Situations Wanted

MANAGER
AUDIO SALES
Broadcast equipment manufacturer requires sales-minded audio engineer to
head Audio Sales Department. This is a
very important, high level, salaried position administering entire audio sales program. Includes sales liaison between
customer and Engineering and Production
Departments. Only occasional travel to
assist field sales force.
Send full details with photo to Sales
Manager, Gates Radio Company, Quincy,
Illinois.

Managerial

*

1
I
'*

Production-Programming, Others
«»
t%
**
«»
«»
«» ■^fc. « *
FARM SERVICE DIRECTOR FOR A DOM- §
INATE
MIDWEST
PLICANTS
MUST RADIO
HAVE STATION.
ABILITY APTO *'
ANALYZE FARM PROBLEMS, MAKE J
PERSONAL APPEARANCES, MICRO- f
PHONE EXPERIENCE AND TECHNIQUES
PLUS SINCERE INTEREST IN FARM RADIO WORK. APPLICANTS PLEASE RE- I
PLY WITH DETAILED INFORMATION
C/O
BUBHE-SIUABI
UO., 75
75 EAST
EAST I
c/o BURKE-STUART
CO.,
WACKER DRIVE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS. J
~ i *r — i Jr~i Jr ~» rr~> rr~> o * i 1

WANTED

EXPERIENCE

PAYS

Nationally known General Manager of
successful TV Station seeking new post.
Good reasons for leaving present position.
Can offer excellent management and sales
record. Strong personal, national sales
record. Good background of sound, practical management of TV stations in tough
markets. For details contact
Box 806C, B»T

♦
♦

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
RADIO-TV EXECUTIVE ♦
Young aggressive TV general manager *
with 8 years management and sales back- «
ground in radio and TV . . . complete ♦
knowledge
and programming,
experience innetwork
station *»
management, ofsales
and agencies.
♦
Excellent references. Your further in- *
quiry and interview invited.
♦
♦♦♦♦
♦♦♦♦
♦♦♦♦
♦
♦♦♦♦
♦♦♦♦920C, B«T
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦Box

TO

BUY

Stations
WANTED

Salesmen
SALES ENGINEER
Leading in AM broadcasting equipment
field requires aggressive sales engineer to
travel in Southeast territory. Preferance
to be given to man now living in or
familiar with radio stations in Florida
and southern Georgia. This is a salaried
position with increased remuneration for
more sales.
Send full details with photo to Sales
Manager, Gates Radio Company, Quincy,
Illinois.

FOR
SALE
Two Allied Recording Products Co. heavy
duty transcription turntables, 16 inch;
Two RCA 70-B transcription turntables,
16 inch; Two RCA pickup arms, equalizers
and MI-4856-A heads for 70-B turntables,
unmounted; One RCA 70-C transcription
turntable, 16 inch, with equalizer and pickless G-2
pickup
head; One turntable,
REK-OKUTup arm
model
transcription
16 inch; Six Radio Music pickup arms and
five Radio Music pickup heads, less equalizers; One Fairchild Model #199 record/
playback turntable, 16 inch with overhead
mechanism and type #214 crystal cutter
head, pickup arm only and spare gear
box; Three Altec preamplifiers type 420;
One Altec monitor amplifier type 126;
One Stancil-Hoffman model M5A minitape
tape recorder with batteries and battery
charger, less earphone and microphone;
Two Shure cardioid microphones, model
556A; Two RCA KB2A microphones; One
table top microphone boom; One complete
disc recording system, including two REKO-KUT Model "V" 16 inch heavy duty
turntables, two Model M-5 REK-O-KUT
Master Pro overhead mechanism, two
presto type 1C cutter heads, 50 watt
Presto recording amplifier, two cutter
needles, and one VU meter. Contact Virgil
Duncan, WRAL, Raleigh, N. C.

TO

BUY

WEST COAST AM STATION
in a key market where full potentiality of station is realized. Especially interested in situation
where power increase is possible.
Reply to
Beverly Hills, California
Box 933
INSTRUCTION
FCC 1st PHONE LICENSES
IN 5 TO 6 WEEKS
WILLIAM B. OGDEN — 10th Year
1150 W. Olive Ave.
Burbank, Calif.
Reservations
Classes —
Over 1700 Necessary
Successful All
Students

Programming-Production, Others
Young man throughly familiar.
Requests full particulars in your
qualifications as an employer
(Will send resume if qualified).
BOX

919C, B»T

WANT a TV or RADIO JOB?
Trained announcers, producers,
writers now in demand.
NATIONAL ACADEMY of BROADCASTING
Est. 1934
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Starts new term Sept 26. Enroll now.
DE. 2-5580
PLACEMENT

(Continued from page 116)
ship; corporate change only. Action Sept. 15.
WBUF-TV Buffalo, N. Y. — Granted assignment
of cp (ch 17) to NBC for $312,500 and mod. of
cp to change ERP from 148 kw visual, 74.1 kw
aural to 398 kw visual, 200 kw aural and change
trans, and studio location. Comr. Bartley dissented. Action Sept. 21.
WGR-AM-TV Buffalo, N. Y.— Granted relinquishment of control to George F. Goodyear and
47 other
stockholders
No consideration is involved.
Willandof trustees.
late Alanson
C. Deuel
left his 2,400 shares (25% of outstanding shares)
to be equally divided among his wife, Helen
Langmuir Deuel, and his nieces Norma Deuel
Lutz and Virginia Deuel; this is largest single
block of stock concerned. Action Sept. 21.
WABDment of cp(TV)
York,andN. outstanding
Y.— Granted STA
assignand New
license
for
commercial operation from Allen B. DuMont
Labs to wholly owned subsidiary DuMont Bcstg.
Corp. No change in control. Action Sept. 14.
WTRX-AM-FM
Bellaire,K. Ohio—
Granted
transfer of control to Robert
Richards
and Walter
Patterson for $20,000, plus assumption of $50,000
liability. Messrs. Richards and Patterson are
equal owners of WHAR Clarksburg, W. Va., and
WKYR Keyser, W. Va. Mr. Richards owns Washington public relations firm. Action Sept. 21.
WUSN Charleston, S. C. — Granted assignment
of license to Low Country Bcstg. Co. for $110,000.
Principals include: Pres. Sol Panitz (50%), radiotv dir. Alvin Epstein Adv. Agency, Washington;
Vice Pres. Barry Winton (50%) account executive, Television Programs of America. J. Drayton Hastie, stock holder WUSN-TV, and G. S.
Cuthbert Jr., sales manager, WUSN-TV will serve
on board of directors. Action Sept. 21.
KDLO-TV Florence, S. D.— Granted mod. of
cp to change corporate name from The Hills
Bcstg.
Sept. 14.Co. to Triple-City Bcstg. Co. Action
KERV Kerryville, Tex.— Granted acquisition of
negative control by Arthur G, Rodgers through
purchase of 50% stock from W. C. Fawcett and
Hal Peterson for $15,000. Action Sept. 21.
KSEL Lubbock, Tex. — Granted voluntary relinquishness of control by Walter G. Russell
through issuance of 25,000 shares of authorized
but unissued stock to M. M. Rochester. After
consummation, Mr. Russell, 59.09% owner, will
own 47.27%
Mr. Rochester's
holdingsWalter
increaseL.
from
5.45% and
to 23.63%.
Other owner,
Hull, will own 29.09%. Action Sept. 16.
WNRG Grundy, Va— Granted transfer of control (75% interest) to Herman G. Dotson and
Elmo Mills for $1,500. Mr. Dotson is attorney.
Mr.
Mills
Action Sept.is 21.66% owner WFTG London, Ky.
APPLICATIONS
KSDA Redding, Calif.— Seeks voluntary transfer of control through sale by Rowland H. Dow
of
51% interest to equal partners Betty Maxme hisFarrelle
and Edith Irene Walters for $16,500.
Principals are former
partners in radio station
equipment sales and consultantcy. Filed Sept.
9.
KSTN Stockton, Calif.— Seeks voluntary transfer of control to Knox LaRue from L. E. Chenault
through sale by Mr. Chenault of 7.5% interest to
^r,feaRue
for $7,950. Mr. LaRue will then own
56.67% and Mr.
Chenault 20%. Filed Sept. 13.
WMBM Miami Beach, Fla.— Seeks voluntary
assignment of license from Robert W. Rounsaville to Rounsavill of Miami Beach Inc No
change m control. eFiled
Sept. 16.
WAAG Adel, Ga.—
voluntary assignmen
at license to Robert A.Seeks
Davis and W. M. Forsheet
^£gh %ale
ScottForshee
of 35% interest to Mr.
Forshee
for bv„^'
$12,250.T- Mr.
own 70%
while Mr. Davis
retains 30%. Filedwill
Sept. 12.
WBGE-AM-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Seeks voluntary
Ifnn^r™61^Bartell
°l }jcense
to lsBartell
Bcstrs,
Inc for
*1UU,000.
principa
are Lee
B (4127%)DaV1^B;l4167%); Gerald A. (16.67%), and MelwVl™' 104T°I- Bartell owns WOKY Milwaukee,
Septni3nd WMTV (TV) Madison, all
FiledAtlanta,
WisWQXI
Ga.— Seeks voluntary assignment of license from
W. Rounsavill
Rounsaville of Atlanta Robert
Inc. No change in econ-to
trol. Filed Sept. 16.
WOPA-A
Oak Park, 111.— Seeks voluntary
assignmentM-FM
of license
to Richard Goodman Mason Loundy, Egmont Sonderli
ng and WOPA Inc
aGoodman
partners
hip
d/b
Village
Bcstg.assign
Co. Messrs'
, Loundy as
and
Sonderli
half of
their interests in stations so ng
that WOPA Inc
Mr. Sonderlr
Go°dman
?W£I
12 5% li^'^r
and Mr. Loundy
10%.27.5%,
No actual
change ngin
individu
control
of licensee.
Filed
12
WLOTJals'
Louisvill
e, Ky.—
Seeks voluntarySept
assignto
Rounsavi
W.
from Robert
s'^"lle
of..Vcense
lle
Rounsavi
of Louisvil
le Inc. No change in
6
control. Filed Sept. 16
.
WBCM-AM-FM Bay City, Mich.— Seeks voluntary assignment of license to Michigan Beste
license
I!t?iT^LChig
bv
ownedis equally
and isBcstgCreek a,n
5^
WBCKr* H.Battle
Robert
and David N. Holmes. Filed Sept 13
WVIM Vicksburg, Miss.— Seeks volunta
ry transfer of . control of John F. Shea for $30,000
Mr
Shea is chief enginee
r of WSGN Birmingham
and is applicant for new am at Montgomery Ala
Selling
station are J. Dige Bishop Charles Dixnn
M- D. Taylor, Tracy B. TOder and K b Ander"uuel
son. Filed Sept. 19.
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KHOBment of license
Hobbs, N.
Seeks Basin
voluntary
to M.—
Permian
Radio assignCorp.
for $55,000. Permian principals are pres. Charles
R. Scott (25.3%); sec.-treas. Quenton K. Crandall
(26.4%); vice pres. Helen F. Orr (25.3%); Mike
A. Barrett (10%); Billy O. Shaw (6.5%), and
Charlie D. Shaw (6.5%). Principals Scott, Crandall and Orr are KHOB employes. Mr. Barrett
owns KTFY Brownfield, Tex. Shaws are partners
in Hobbs machine shop. Filed Sept. 13.
WCGC Belmont, N. C. — Seeks voluntary assignment of license to Central Bcstg. Co., a corporation, from Central Bcstg. Co., a partnership,
for $15,000. Partnership principals R. R. Hilker,
Otis Shepherd, Lucielle Hand and Arthur Hilker
Jr. take in 18 local stockholders. After consummation R. R. Hilker will own 26%, Lucielle G.
Hand 25%, Earl Helms 10% and H. F. Stroupe
6.67%. Remaining stockholders will not own
more than 5% each. Filed Sept. 16.
WBEX Chillicothe, Ohio — Seeks voluntary acquisition of control by Truman A. Morris through
sale by John E. and Marjorie B. Halliday of twothirds Sept.
interest15. in station to Mr. Morris for $50,000.
Filed
WCIN Cincinnati,
Ohio—Robert
Seeks W.voluntary
assignment of license from
Rounsaville
to
Rounsaville
of
Cincinnati
Inc.
No
change
in
control. Filed Sept. 16.
WBAC Cleveland,
Tenn.—Robert
Seeks W.voluntary
assignment of license from
Rounsaville
to Rounsaville of Cleveland Inc. Filed Sept. 16.
KTXN Austin, Tex.— Seeks voluntary transfer
of control through sale by Edward C. James of
75% interest to Mrs. O. B. Perot, Robert N.
Pmkerton and Edgar B. Pool for $75,000. Mr.
Pinkerton is president and stockholder of WBGE
Atlanta. Mr. Pool is one-fourth owner of KIFN
Phoenix and has interest in WBGE. Mrs. Perot is
life insurance executive. Filed Sept. 9.
, WBAP-AM-FM-TV
Tex.— Seeks
involuntary
transfer ofFort
controlWorth,
to Amon
G. Carter
Jr.,
trustee,
because
of
death
of
Amon G.
Carter. Transfer substitutes Mr. Carter
as
trustee in voting trust agreement to vote Jr.
66%%
of
stock
of
licensee,
Carter
Publications
Inc.
Filed Sept. 15.
INITIAL DECISION
Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham issued initial decision looking toward confirming
Commission action of April 30, 1954, which granted application of Spartan Radiocasting Co. for
modification
of cp of WSPA-TV (ch. 7), Spartanburg, S.C, to change transmitter site to Paris
Mountain with ERP of 200 kw visual, 120 kw
aural, antenna 1182 ft., change main studio location within Spartanburg, install new transmitters
and antenna systems and make other equipment
changes; and denial of protests to such grant
made in behalf of WGVL (TV) (ch. 23) Greenville, S. C, and WAIM-TV (ch. 40) Anderson,
OTHER ACTION
By memorandum, opinion and order, FCC denied petition of WTVR (TV) Richmond, Va., for
issuance of cease and desist order directed against
certain alleged practices of WXEX-TV Petersburg, Va. Action Sept. 21.
Routine

Roundup

. . .

September 15 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
On examiner's own motion, continued indefinitely hearing scheduled for Sept. 20, re am application of Bi-Stone Bcstg. Co., Mexia, Tex.
Action Sept. 13.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala.— Upon oral request from counsel for Capitol, hearing now
scheduled for Sept. 22 is continued to Sept. 26
at 10 a.m. in re tv application of WSLA (TV)
Sclma, Ala., for mod. of cp. Action Sept. 14.
September 16 Applications
Remote Control
WRMA Montgomery, Ala.
WAIP Prichard, Ala.
KUSN St. Joseph, Mo.
KOPR Butte, Mont.
KRAY Amarillo, Tex.
WHTN Huntington, W. Va.
Renewal of License
WFMF (FM) Chicago, 111.
WEAW-FM Evanston, 111.
WDLB-FM Marshfield, Wis.
WRJN-FM Racine, Wis.
WFHR-FM Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
WKOW Madison, Wis.
WEOA
Evansville,
sion & Radio
Bcstrs. Ind.
Inc.,— Consolidated
amended to Televichange
applicant name to Ohio Valley Television Co.

Aural List
The Commission has compiled a list
of transmitters and monitors considered
acceptable for use in the aural broadcast
services (am and fm). The list, "Radio
Equipment List Part B," includes those
transmitters which had been type-approved under the rules existing prior to
June 30, 1955. Under the present rules,
type-acceptance is required for transmitter listing; for monitors, type-approval
requirements continue applicable.
Copies are available for inspection at
the Commission's offices in Washington,
D. C, and at each of its field offices. Industries and other interested may reproduce the list in whole or in part if they
so desire. Arrangements may be made
through the Technical Research Div. of
the Office of the Chief Engineer for loan
of copy for this purpose.

September 19 Applications
Renewal of License
WSOY-FM Decatur, HI.; WSEI-FM Effingham,
111.: WMFM (FM) Madison, Wis.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KBID-TV Fresno, Calif. — Seeks extension of
completion
dateAdams,
to 4-10-56.
WMGT (TV)
Mass. — Seeks extension of
completion date to 12-31-56.
WORA-TV Mayaguez, P. R. — Seeks extension
of completion date to 3-27-56.
September 20 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
BY THE BROADCAST BUREAU
Actions of Sept. 16
KODL The Dalles, Ore. — Granted license coverof directional
installation
of facilities,
ing change(DA-N);
antenna
changes
in antenna system.
KWIE Kennewick, Wash. — Granted license covering increase in power, installation of new transemploying antenna
directional
antennamitter,
night change
onlyfrom
to directional
day and
night
(DA-2);
condition.
WFTG London, Ky. — Granted license for am
station.
WKLE — Washington, Ga. — Granted license for
am station.
WCHJ Brookhaven, Miss. — Granted license for
am station.
Following granted extensions of completion
dates as shown: KGAK Gallup, N. Mcx., to 1-1-56,
conditions; KBID-TV Fresno, Calif., to 1-16-56;
WKLX Paris, Ky., to 12-23-55.
Following
grantedcontrol:
authority to operate transmitters by remote
KUSN St. Joseph, Mo.; WKDL Clarksdale, Miss.;
WRMA Montgomery, Ala.; WAIP Prichard, Ala.;
KRAY Amarillo, Tex.; KOPR, Butte, Mont., while
using non-directional antenna.
Actions of Sept. 15
WLEY Elmwood Park, 111. — Granted license
covering changes in licensed fm station.
WTMA-FM Charleston, S. C— Granted license
covering
changesofinAgriculture,
licensed station.
State Board
Michigan State
College,
East
Lansing,
Mich.Board
— Granted
mod. of
CP to change name to State
of Agriculture.
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
Inc., New York, N. Y. — Granted mod. of permit to
supply tv programs broadcast in U. S. over television
licensed
AmericanCanadian
Bcstg. -Paramountstations
Theatres
Inc. toto certain
television
stations
to
add
CJLH-TV
Lethbridge
Alberta, for broadcast in Canada.
Following granted extensions of completion
dates as shown: WRAY-TV Princeton, Ind.. to
1-16-56; WQXL-TV Louisville, Ky., to 1-16-56;
KSPG Tulsa, Okla., to 1-16-56.
Actions of Sept. 14
KMUS-FM
Muskogee,
Okla. — Granted request
to cancel license.
WLET-FM Toccoa, Ga.— Granted license covering changes in licensed fm station.
WEFM (FM) Chicago, 111.— Granted license covering changes in licensed fm station.
WGEM-FM Quincy, HI. — Granted license covBroadcasting • Telecasting

ering changes in licensed fm station.
WKTL Kendallville, Ind. — Granted mod. of cp
for change in antenna-transmitter and studio
location and change type of transmitter.
WHTN Huntington, W. Va. — Granted authority
to operate transmitter by remote control.
Following granted extensions of completion
dates as shown: WATV (TV) Newark, N. J., to
3- 15-56; WAPA-TV San Juan, P. R., to 4-12-56;
WQXI-TV Atlanta, Ga., to 1-16-56; WQXN-TV
Cincinnati, Ohio, to 1-16-56; KROD-TV El Paso,
Tex., to 3-30-56.
Actions of Sept. 13
WCTV (TV) Thomasville, Ga.— Granted STA to
operate commercially on ch. 6 for period ending
Sept. 30.
i,
Following granted extensions of completion
dates as shown: WFIE (TV) Evansville, Ind., to
4- 1-56; WTLE (TV) Evanston, 111., to 1-16-56.
Actions of Sept. 12
KVOS
Bellingham,
— Granted
authority
to operate transmitter Wash.
by remote
control,
while
using nondirectional antenna.
WCHS-TV Charleston, W. Va.— Granted extension of completion date to 4-11-56.
Actions of Sept. 9
KDLO-TV Florence, S. D.— Granted STA to opDec. 6.erate commercially on ch. 3 for period ending
Following granted authority to operate transmitters by remote control:
WBEJ Elizabethton, Tenn.; WBAC Cleveland,
Tenn.; WQXI
Atlanta, Ga., while using nondirectional antenna.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Richard A. Mack
Air Transport Assn. of America — Granted petition for acceptance of its late filing of exceptions to the initial decision in proceeding involving application of KGEO-TV Enid, Okla., for mod.
of cp (ch. 5). Action Sept. 20.
Department of Defense — Granted petition for
extension of time to Sept. 27 to file brief in support of its exceptions to initial decision re Docket
11302 tion
(KGEO-TV
Enid, Okla., for mod. of cp). AcSept. 20.
By Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C— Granted motion
to correct transcript of hearing re its applica^ tion for mod. of cp (ch. 7). Action Sept. 15.
By Acting Chief Hearing Examiner
Fanney N. Litvin
WCUE Akron, Ohio — Granted petition to dismiss without prejudice its am application for
cp. Action Sept. 19.
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
Ponce de Leon Bcstg. Co. of P. R. Mayaguez,
P. R. — Granted motion for continuance of hearing from9/15.
Sept. 16 to Nov. 7 in tv ch. 3 proceeding.
Action
Broadcast Bureau — Granted motion for continuance of hearing from Sept. 20 to Oct. 25 re
application of WMEX Boston, Mass., for renewal
of license. Action Sept. 16.
WWGS Tifton, Ga.— Granted petition for continuance of hearing from Oct. 5 to Nov. 8 re am
application of WTIF Tifton. Action of 9/19.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for continuance of hearing from Sept. 19 to Sept. 29
re am application of Kossuth County Bcstg. Co.,
Algona, Iowa. Action Sept. 19.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Upon informal requests of WLAU and WAML,
both Laurel, Miss., scheduled prehearing conferencetions forof WLAU
Sept. 23andat WAML
10 a.m., for
and continuance
granted peti-of
hearing date beyond Sept. 20; the date for evidentiary hearings will be announced following
L the
Actionconclusion
Sept. 15. of the prehearing conference.
September 20 Applications
RENEWAL OF LICENSE
WWKO Ashland, Ky.— States Bcstg. System Inc.,
amended to change name of applicant to Connie
B. Gay.
WAND Canton, Ohio.
WSMI Litchfield, HI.; WGGH Marion, 111.
WCIA (TV) Champaign, 111.
Application Returned
WMAG Forest, Miss. — License to cover cp which
authorized new standard station (name of licensee incomplete).
Application Dismissed
Sam H. Morton tr/as Morton Bcstg. Co., Niles,
Mich.— Cp for new standard station to be operated on 1440 kc with 500 w daytime (request of
applicant).
Broadcasting

Telecasting

S. A. Rosenbaum and William S. Smylie, d/b
as
Laurelof Television
Co., Laurel, Miss. — Ch. 7
(request
atty.).
Remote Control
WCBR Memphis, Tenn.
Applications Returned
KALMtenna on Thayer,
Cp to side mount fm anam towerMo—
(unnecessary).
KCNI
Bow, Neb. — Voluntary transfer
form
) . Broken
of control
to Georgia A. Crawford (file on wrong
September 21 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
Commission en banc, by Comrs. McConnaughey
(chairman), Hyde, Bartley, Doerfer and Mack,
took following actions on Sept. 21:
Following stations granted renewal of license
on a regular basis:
WTRB Ripley, Tenn.; WBLE Batesville, Miss.;
WARU Peru, Ind.; WFUV New York, N Y.;
WCET (TV) Cincinnati, Ohio; WCKY Cincinnati,
Ohio; WDOK-AM-FM Cleveland, Ohio; WFBEFM Flint, Mich.; WDTR Detroit, Mich.; WHDF
Houghton, Mich.; WHLS Port Huron, Mich.;
WJPD Ishpeming, Mich.; WMAX Grand Rapids,
Mich.;
WTRX-FM
Bellaire, Ohio; WTVN (TV)
Columbus,
Ohio.

UPCOMING
SEPTEMBER

Sept.
26-29: Meeting of CBC tv-affiliated stations,
Ottawa.
Sept.
29-Oct. City,
1: Tenth
Oklahoma
Okla. Dist. AFA Convention,
Sept.
2: High Fidelity Show, Palmer
House,30-Oct.
Chicago.
OCTOBER
Oct. 3-5:man National
Electronics Conference, SherHotel, Chicago.
Oct. 3: RAB Clinic, Ogden, Utah.
Oct. 3-7: AIEE Fall General Meeting, Morrison
Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 3-7: SMPTE Convention, Lake Placid Club,
Essex County, New York.
Oct. 4: RAB Clinic, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Oct. 5: RAB Clinic, Albuquerque, N. M.
Oct. 6: RAB Clinic, San Antonio, Tex.
Oct. 7: RAB Clinic, Fort Worth, Tex.
Oct. 7-8: OARTB Fall Convention, Deshler-Hilton
Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
Oct.
Third Dist.N.AFA
Inn,7-8:Greensboro,
C. Convention, Sedgefield
Oct. 7-9: National Adv. Agency Network, western
meeting, Dayton, Ohio.
Oct. 7-9: N. Y. State Chapter of the American
Women in Radio & Tv. Fall Conference, Mark
Twain Hotel, Elmira, N. Y.

BROADCASTING
TELECASTING

Oct. 8: Alabama Broadcasters Assn., U. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa.
Oct. 8: Texas Chapter of the American Women
in Radio & Tv. Annual meeting, Fredonia
Hotel, Nacogdaches Texas.
Oct. 10:ing andAdSelling
Club ofCourse.
New York, Annual AdvertisOct. 13-14: RAB National Radio Advertising
Clinic, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Oct. 14-16:
National
Adv.City,
Agency
ern meeting,
Atlantic
N. J. Network, eastOct.
16-17:
New
Jersey
Broadcasters
Assn., Hotel
Hofbrau, Wildwood.
Oct. 17-19: Radio-Electronics-Television Mfrs.
Assn. Radio Fall Meeting, Hotel Syracuse,
Syracuse, N. Y.
Oct. 17: RAB Clinic, Burlington, Vt.
N. 18:
Y. RAB Clinic, Albany - Troy - Schenectady,
Oct.
Oct. 19: RAB Clinic, Boston.
Oct. 20: RAB Clinic, Philadelphia.
Oct. 21: RAB Clinic, Washington.
Oct. 29-Nov. 3: N. C. Assn. of Broadcasters,
Aboard M. S. Stockholm (Bermuda Cruise).
Oct. 31 -Nov. 2: Assn. of National Advertisers
Meeting, Hotel Plaza, New York
NOVEMBER
Nov. 2: RAB Clinic, Oklahoma City.
Nov. 3: RAB Clinic, Kansas City, Mo.
Nov. 4: RAB Clinic, Des Moines, Iowa.
Nov. 9-12: National Convention of Sigma Delta
Chi, Chicago.
Nov. 10: ARF Conference on Current Activities
in
& Research, Hotel Ambassador,
NewMarketing
York
Nov. 10-16: North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters,
aboard M. S. Stockholm (Bermuda cruise).
Nov. 14: TAB Fall Convention, Adolphus Hotel,
Dallas.
Nov. 14: RAB Clinic, Minneapolis.
Nov. 15: RAB Clinic, Milwaukee.
Nov. 16: RAB Clinic, Chicago.
Nov. 17: RAB Clinic, Indianapolis.
Nov. 18: RAB Clinic, Detroit.
Nov. 28: RAB Clinic, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 29: RAB Clinic, Dayton, Ohio.
Nov. 30: RAB Clinic, Cleveland.
DECEMBER
Dec. 1: RAB Clinic, Pittsburgh.
Dec. 2: RAB Clinic, New York.
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editorials
Assignment in Detroit
WHY is it that radio, which gets a sizable amount of business
from local automobile dealers, receives only 3% of the auto
manufacturers' advertising on a national spot basis — about $7 million, in contrast to the $97 million allotted to newspapers and even
well below the $17 million spent for outdoor? Why is it that 98%
of one auto maker's advertising in newspapers is placed by direct
order from the agency to the publishers, while more than half of
the radio time is bought through dealers?
Those questions were asked Monday at NARTB's opening fall
regional meeting in Chicago. They were asked by Robert E. Anderson, Detroit vice president of BBDO, leading agency buyer of
spot radio time. Mr. Anderson did not answer his questions himself— not directly, that is. Instead he offered five specific suggestions for broadcasters to follow "to win the support of the biggest
industrywhere ininthistheissue.
world." His suggestions are presented in text elseMr. Anderson's five-point program for winning more automotive advertising was probably a little more general than most of
his audience liked. As broadcasters with time to sell they would
have preferred specific pointers on the automotive advertising approach to a check list which applied equally well to all types of
advertisers. But no one missed the point the speaker was too polite
to hammer home, that radio stations individually and collectively
have not done a good enough selling job with the buyers of time
for the motor industry. The arguments that convinced the local
Ford and Plymouth and Chevvy dealers — Cadillac and Lincoln
dealers, too — that their local radio station was a good place for
them to advertise have apparently not penetrated the inner sanctums of the motor magnates in Detroit.
To overcome that failure is the challenge Mr. Anderson left
with the radio station executives. If they can meet it— if they can
turn that 3% of the national automotive budget into the 33%
which spot radio rightfully deserves — their journey to the NARTB
session in Chicago may very well turn out to be the most successful sales trip they ever made.
Just a Little Bit Final
THE FCC is now confronted with an urgent need to resolve the
most important problem to trouble it since the "Sixth and
Final" television allocations report April 14, 1952.
The Commission must revise both the title ("Sixth and Almost
Final"?) and the body of its massive work, for the 1952 allocations
plan has proved inadequate to provide a truly competitive television service in America.

We emphasize the word "revise" in the paragraph above, because the FCC cannot undo all that it has done. The public would
not stand still for a radical reallocation which would seriously
disrupt existing service. What the Commission faces is essentially
a job of tidying up its 1952 allocations. As might be expected,
there are disparate views among the Commissioners as to how the
job should be done.
At one extreme is Comr. Robert E. Lee who last week went on
record as advocating reduction of mileage separations and the use
of directional antennas as immediate means of weaving more v's
into the television fabric. Other members have not yet gone to
such pains as did Mr. Lee in Chicago last week to expose their
own views, but privately some have expressed varying degrees of
disagreement with him.

We would not presume to spell out how the problem should be
tackled, but it seems to us that no matter how the FCC goes about
the job, it cannot overlook certain basic considerations.
It would be fatal, for example, for the Commission to impose
another freeze while it deliberates, blocking action on proceedings
now awaiting action. The participants have complied with procedures
of their cases.now in force and should not be denied prompt resolution

It would be undesirable if the Commission adopted a plan
allow
ing the indiscriminate use of directional antennas and drop-in
s
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"Don't you think Pat Weaver has gone too far this time?
which would ruin the tv allocations patterns just as it played havoc
with am radio.
It is physically impossible, at this stage, to create a truly national
tv service without the use of uhf. Hence the Commission must take
care not to do anything which would weaken the position of uhf in
markets that are exclusively served in that band under present
allocations. It must also preserve the v's which are entrenched in
larger markets, and, where possible and necessary, add enough v's
to create an opportunity for competition. The public will be best
served if there is a reasonably even chance for at least three and
desirably four networks to have comparable outlets in important
population centers and for independent stations to operate as well.
Despite the little likelihood of early action, the Commission ought
also to exhaust every effort to open new vhf channels through
acquisition from the military or other government services and
through utilization of educational tv assignments now unused.
Beyond these considerations, the FCC must also recognize the
need to protect those who ventured into tv before it turned the
economic corner and those who stuck with uhf through lean days.
The Commission begins its study of the problem Oct. 3. It is
to be hoped that it will do so with the intention of coming up
with answers soon enough to be of use to television and to the
U. S. public.

Ungagged But Silent
IT HAS BEEN six years since the FCC revised its policies to
permit broadcasting stations to editorialize, and yet it is still
news when a station takes advantage of that opportunity.
In last week's issue of B«T there was a news story about a
WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse editorial campaign and there was an interview with the operating head of WAVZ New Haven, telling how
that station had gained stature by taking editorial positions on matters of community interest.
Editorializing by these stations was considered unusual enough
to justify the extensive space which we gave the stories. It is no
honor to broadcasting in general that at this late date such stories
are worth such space.
When the FCC, in 1949, rescinded its irresponsible Mayflower
decision, which had denied stations the right to editorialize, the
action was greeted as a triumph for broadcasters, and indeed it
was. Through their trade association, broadcasters had struggled
vigorously to obtain removal of the gag which the government put
in their mouths. The gag has been out for six years. Where are
the words that were expected to follow?
Let it be recorded to the credit of E. R. Vadeboncoeur, president-general manager of WSYR-AM-TV, and Daniel Kops, vice
president-general manager of WAVZ, that they have the courage
to pioneer in a field where pioneers are scarce.
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